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PREFACE BY THE EDITOR.

In examining the several editions of Walker’s Dictionary which have 
already issued from the press, it must appear a matter of surprise, that 
many useful and classic words are not to be found in any of them. To 
remedy this defect, the Editor has selected from the most approved works, 
but particularly from the enlarged and truly valuable edition of Todd’s 
Johnson’s Dictionary, upwards of three thousand words, and inserted 
them in their proper places in the present volume. The pronunciation 
of each is given correctly according to Walker’s system.

Having found that many words were spelled differently when given 
in explanation of others, and in their alphabetical situation, and con
sidering that a uniform orthography throughout the language would be 
a matter of the highest importance, every possible exertion has been 
made by the Editor to attain that object.

Mr. Walker, throughout the whole of the Dictionary, seems to 
have taken the explanation, attached to each word, from Dr. Johnson; 
but the valuable edition of that author’s work by Todd, clearly shows 
that the great lexicographer was not infallible. Some alterations, in 
this respect, have therefore been made; but, in every instance, under 
the direction and sanction of the best authority.

In the alphabetical order of the words, the consonants J and V have 
each a distinct place after the letters I and U; which must greatly faci
litate the finding of words beginning with those letters. The same 
arrangement was previously adopted by the Editor in Walker's Dic
tionary Abridged, or Manson’s Improved; and it received the entire 
approbation of literary men best qualified to appreciate its value.

By a careful reading of the proofs, great pains have been taken to 
avoid literal errors; and it is hoped, that, after a minute examination, 
the work will be found not unworthy of public patronage.

Belfast., May, 1828.
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PREFACE.

Few subjects have of late years more employed the pens of every class of 
criticks, than the improvement of the English Language. The greatest abilities 
in the nation have been exerted in cultivating and reforming it ; nor have a 
thousand minor criticks been wanting to add their mite of amendment to their 
native tongue. Johnson, whose large mind and just taste made him capable of 
enriching and adorning the Language with original composition, has con
descended to the drudgery of disentangling, explaining, and arranging it, and 
left a lasting monument of his ability, labour, and patience ; and Dr. Lowth, 
the politest scholar of the age, has veiled his superiority in his short Introduc
tion to English Grammar. The ponderous folio has gravely vindicated the 
rights of analogy ; and the light ephemeral sheet of news has corrected errours 
in Grammar, as well as in Politics, by slyly marking them in italicks.

Nor has the improvement stopped here. While Johnson and Lowth have 
been insensibly operating on the orthography and construction of our Lan
guage, its pronunciation has not been neglected. The importance of a con
sistent and regular pronunciation was too obvious to be overlooked; and the 
want of this consistency and regularity has induced several ingenious men to 
endeavour at a reformation; who, by exhibiting the irregularities of pronuncia
tion, and pointing out its analogies, have reclaimed some words that were not 
irrecoverably fixed in a wrong sound, and prevented others from being perverted 
by ignorance or caprice.

Among those writers who deserve the first praise on this subject, is Mr. El- 
phinston; who, in his Principles of the English Language, has reduced the 
chaos to a system; and, by a deep investigation of the analogies of our tongue, 
has laid the foundation of a just and regular pronunciation.

After him, Dr. Kenrick contributed a portion of improvement by his Rheto
rical Dictionary ; in which the words are divided into syllables as thejr are pro
nounced, and figures placed over the vowels, to indicate their different sounds. 
But this gentleman has rendered his Dictionary extremely imperfect, by entirely 
omitting a great number of words of doubtful and difficult pronunciation— 
those very words for which a Dictionary of this kind would be most consulted.

To him succeeded Mr. Sheridan, who not only divided the words into sylla
bles, and placed figures over the vowels, as Dr. Kenrick had done, but, by spel
ling these syllables as they are pronounced, seemed to complete the idea of a 
Pronouncing Dictionary, and to leave but little expectation of future improve
ment. It must, indeed, be confessed, that Mr. Sheridan’s Dictionary is greatly 
superior to every other that preceded it; and his method of conveying the 
sound of words, by spelling them as they are pronounced, is highly rational and 
useful—But here sincerity obliges me to stop. The numerous instances I have 
given of impropriety, inconsistency, and want of acquaintance with the analogies 
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of the Language, sufficiently show how imperfect* I think his Dictionary is 
upon the whole, and what ample room was left for attempting another that 
might better answer the purpose of a Guide to Pronunciation.

The last writer on this subject is Mr. Nares, who, in his Elements of Or
thoepy, has shown a clearness of method and an extent of observation which de
serve the highest encomiums. His Preface alone proves him an elegant writer, 
as well as a philosophical observer of Language ; and his Alphabetical Index, 
referring nearly five thousand words to the rules for pronouncing them, is a new 
and useful method of treating the subject; but he seems, on many occasions, 
to have mistaken the best usage, and to have paid too little attention to the 
first principles of pronunciation.

Thus I have ventured to give my opinion of my rivals and competitors, and 1 
hope without envy or self-conceit. Perhaps it would have been policy in me to 
have been silent on this head, for fear of putting the Publick in mind that others 
have written on the subject as well as myself: but this is a narrow policy, which, 
under the colour of tenderness to others, is calculated to raise ourselves at their 
expense. A writer who is conscious he deserves the attention of the Publick, 
(and unless he is thus conscious he ought not to write) must not only wish to 
be compared with those who have gone before him, but will promote the com
parison, by informing his readers what others have done, and on what he founds 
his pretensions to a preference ; and if this be done with fairness and without 
acrimony, it can be no more inconsistent with modesty, than it is with honesty 
and plain dealing.

The work I have offered on the subject has, I hope, added something to the 
publick stock : it not only exhibits the principles of pronunciation on a more ex
tensive plan than others have done, divides the words into syllables, and marks 
the sounds of the vowels like Dr. Kenrick, spells the words as they are pro
nounced like Mr. Sheridan, and directs the inspector to the rule by the word 
like Mr. Nares; but, where words are subject to different pronunciations, it 
shows the reasons from analogy for each, produces authorities for one side and 
the other, and points out the pronunciation which is preferable. In short, I 
have endeavoured to unite the science of Mr. Elphinston, the method of Mr. 
Nares, and the general utility of Mr. Sheridan ; and, to add to these advan
tages, have given critical observations on such words as are subject to a diversity 
of pronunciation, and have invited the inspector to decide according to analogy 
and the best usage.

But to all works of this kind there lies a formidable objection; which is, that 
the pronunciation of a Language is necessarily indefinite and fugitive, and that 
all endeavours to delineate or settle it are vain. Dr. Johnson, in his Grammar, 
prefixed to his Dictionary, says: “ Most of the writers of English Grammar, have 
given long tables of words pronounced otherwise than they are written; and 
seem not sufficiently to have considered, that, of English, as of all living tongues, 
there is a double pronunciation: one, cursory and colloquial; the other, re
gular and solemn. The cursory pronunciation is always vague and uncertain, 
being made different, in different mouths, by negligence, unskilfulness, or affec
tation. The solemn pronunciation, though by no means immutable and per
manent, is yet always less remote from the orthography, and less liable to capri
cious innovation. They have, however, generally formed their tables according 
to the cursory speech of those with whom they happen to converse, and, con
cluding that the whole nation combines to vitiate language in one manner, have 
often established the jargon of the lowest of the people as the model of speech. 
For pronunciation the best general rule is, to consider those as the most ele
gant speakers who deviate least from the written words.”

• See Principles, No. 124. 126, 129, 386, 454, 462, 479, 480, 530 : and the words Assume, 
Coi.t.ect, Covetous, Donative, Ephemera, Satiety, &c. and the inseparable preposition Dis
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Without any derogation from the character of Dr. Johnson, it may be as
serted, that in these observations we do not perceive that justness and accuracy 
of thinking for which he is so remarkable. It would be doing great injustice 
to him, to suppose that he meant to exclude all possibility of conveying the 
actual pronunciation of many words that depart manifestly from their ortho
graphy, or of those that are written alike, and pronounced differently : and in
versely. He has marked these differences with great propriety himself, in many 
places of his Dictionary ; and it is to be regretted that he did not extend these 
remarks farther. It is impossible, therefore, he could suppose, that, because the 
almost imperceptible glances of colloquial pronunciation were not to be caught 
and described by the pen, that the very perceptible difference between the initial 
accented syllables of money and monitor, or the final unaccented syllables of'finite 
and infinite, could not be sufficiently marked upon paper. Cannot we show that 
cellar, a vault, and seller, one who sells, have exactly the same sound ; or that 
the monosyllablefull, and the first syllable offulminate, are sounded differently, 
because there are some words in which solemnity will authorize a different shade 
of pronunciation from familiarity ? Besides, that colloquial pronunciation which 
is perfect, is so much the language of solemn speaking, that, perhaps, there is 
no more difference than between the same picture painted to be viewed near ana 
at a distance. The symmetry in both is exactly the same ; and the distinction 
lies only in the colouring. The English Language, in this respect, seems to 
have a great superiority over the French, which pronounces many letters in the 
poetick and solemn style, that are wholly silent in the prosaick and familiar. But 
if a solemn and familiar pronunciation really exists in our language, is it not 
the business of a grammarian to mark both ? And if he cannot point out the 
precise sound of unaccented syllables, (for these only are liable to obscurity) he 
may, at least, give those sounds which approach the nearest, and by this means 
become a little more useful than those who so liberally leave everything to the 
ear and taste of the speaker.

The truth is, Dr. Johnson seems to have had a confused idea of the distinct
ness and indistinctness with which, on solemn or familiar occasions, we some
times pronounce the unaccented vowels ; and with respect to these, it must be 
owned, that his remarks are not entirely without foundation. The English 
Language, with respect to its pronunciation, is evidently divisible into accented 
and unaccented sounds. The accented syllables, by being pronounced with 
greater force than the unaccented, have their vowels as clearly and distinctly 
sounded as any given note in musick ; while the unaccented vowels, for want ot 
the stress, are apt to slide into an obscurity of sound, which, though sufficiently 
distinguishable tothe ear, cannot be so definitely marked out to the eye by other 
sounds as those vowels that are under the accent. Thus, some of the vowels, 
when neither under the accent, nor closed by a consonant, have a longer or a 
shorter, an opener or a closer sound, according to the solemnity or familiarity, 
the deliberation or rapidity of our delivery. This will be perceived in the sound 
of the e in emotion,* of the o in obedience, and of the u in monument. In th* 
hasty pronunciation of common speaking, the e in emotion is often shortened, 
as if spelled im-mo-tion ; the o in obedience shortened and obscured, as if written 
ub-be-di-ence : and the u in monument changed into e, as if written mon-ne-ment; 
while the deliberate and elegant sound of these vowels is the long open sound 
they have, when the accent is on them, in equal, over, and unit: but a, when un
accented, seems to have no such diversity; it has generally a short obscure 
sound, whether ending a syllable, or closed by a consonant. Thus, the a in abl 
has its definite and distinct sound; but the same letter in tolerable-^ goes into 
an obscure indefinite sound approaching the short u ; nor can any solemnity or

• See the words Collect, Command, Despatch, Domesttck. Efface, Occasion. 
t Principles, No. 88, 54.5.
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deliberation give it the long open sound it has in tne first word. Thus, by dis
tinguishing vowels into their accented and unaccented sounds, we are enabled 
to see clearly what Dr. Johnson saw but obscurely; and by this distinction 
entirely to answer the objection.

Equally indefinite and uncertain is his general rule, that those are to be con
sidered as the most elegant speakers who deviate least from the written words. 
It is certain, where custom is equal, this ought to take place; and if the whole 
body of respectable English speakers were equally divided in their pronunciation 
of the word busy, one half pronouncing it bew-ze*, and the other half biz-ze, that 
the former ought to be accounted the most elegant speakers; but till this be the 
case, the latter pronunciation, though a gross deviation from orthography, will 
still be esteemed the more elegant. Dr. Johnson’s general rule, therefore, can 
only take place where custom has not plainly decided; but, unfortunately for 
the English Language, its orthography and pronunciation are so widely dif
ferent, that Dr. Watts and Dr. Jones lay it down as a maxim in their Treatises 
on Spelling, that all words which can be sounded different ways, must be written 
according to that sound which is mos,t distant from the true pronunciation ; 
and consequently, in such a Language, a Pronouncing Dictionary must be of 
essential use.

But still it may be objected to such an undertaking, that the fluctuation of 
pronunciation is so great as to render all attempts to settle it useless. What will 
it avail us, it may be said, to know the pronunciation of the present day, if, in 
a few years, it will be altered ? And how are we to know even what the present 
pronunciation is, when the same words are often differently pronounced by dif
ferent speakers, and those, perhaps, of equal numbers and reputation? To this 
it may be answered, that the fluctuation of our Language, with respect to its 
pronunciation, seems to have been greatly exaggerated^. Except a very few

• Principles, No. 178.
f The old and new ’Arfflr, with all the various dialects, must have occasioned infinite irre

gularity in the pronunciation of the Greek tongue: and if we may judge of the Latin pronun
ciation by the ancient inscriptions, it was little less various and irregular than the Greek. 
Aulus Gellius tells us, that Nigidius, a grammarian who lived a little more than a century be
fore him, acuted the first syllable of Valerig but, says he, “ si quis nunc Valerium appellans, 
in casu vocandi, secundum id prasceptum Nigidii acuerit primam, non aberit quin rideatur.” 
Whoever now should place the accent on the first syllable of Valerius, when a vocative case, 
according to the precept of Nigidius, would set every body a laughing. Even that highly 
polished language the French, if we may believe a writer in the Encyclopedic, is little less ir
regular in this respect than our own.

“ Il est arrive,” says he, “ par les alterations qui se succddent rapidement dans la maniere 
de prononcer, et les corrections qui s’introduisent lentement dans la maniere d’ecrire, que 
la prononciation et l’6criture ne marchent point ensemble, et que, quoiqu’il y ait chez les 
peuples les plus polices de I’Europe, des societes d’hommes de lettres charges des les moderer, 
des les accorder, et de les rapprocher de la meme ligne, elles se trouvent enfin a une distance 
inconcevable; en sorte que de deux choses, dont l’une n’a ete imaginee dans son origine que 
pour reprSsenter fidellement l’autre, celle-ci ne differe guere moins de celle-la, que le portrait 
de la meme personne peinte dans deux ages tres-61oignes. Enfin l’inconvenient s’est accru a 
un tel exces qu’on n’ose plus y remedier. On prononce une langue, on ecrit une autre: et 
l’on s’accoutume tellement pendant le reste de la vie a cette bisarrerie qui a fait verser tant 
de lannes dans l’enfance, que si l’on renon^oit a samauvaise orthographe pour une plus voisine 
de la prononciation, on ne renconnoitroit plus la langue parlee sous cette nouvelle combinaison 
de caracteres. S'il y en a qui ne pourroient se succeder sans une grande fatigue pour l’or- 
gane, ou ils ne se rencontrent point, ou ils ne durent pas. Ils sont echappes de la langue par 
l’euphonie, cette loi puissante, qui agit continuellement et universellement, sans egard pour 
l’etymologie et ses defenseurs, et qui tend sans intermission a amener des etres qui ont les 
memes organes, le meme idiome, les memes mouvemens presents, A-peu-prds & la mSme pronon
ciation. Les causes dont Taction n’est point interrompue, deviennent toujours les plus fortes 
avec les terns, quelque foibles qu’elles soient en elles-mfimes, et il n’y a presque pas une seule 
voyelle, une seule diphthongue, une seule consonne, dont la valeur soit tellement constante 
que l’euphonie n’en puisse disposer, soit en alterant le son, soit cn le supprimant.”

I shall not decide upon the justness of these complaints, but must observe, that a worse 
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single words, which are general?}’ noticed in the following Dictionary, and the 
words where e comes before r, followed by another consonant, ^merchant, service, 
&c. the pronunciation of the Language is probably in the same state in which 
it was a century ago ; and had the same attention been then paid to it as now, 
it is not likely even that any change would have happened. The same maybe ob
served of those words which are differently pronounced by different speakers: if 
the analogies of the language had been better understood, it is scarcely con
ceivable that so many words in polite usage would have a diversity of pronunci
ation, which is at once so ridiculous and embarrassing; nay, perhaps it may be 
with confidence asserted, that if the analogies of the Language were sufficiently 
known, and so near at hand as to be applicable, on inspection, to every word, 
that not only many words which are wavering between contrary usages would 
be settled in their true sound, but that many words, which are fixed by custom 
to an improper pronunciation, would by degrees grow regular and analogical; 
and those which are so already would be secured in their purity by a knowledge 
of their regularity and analogy.

But the utility of a work of this kind is not confined to those parts of lan
guage where the impropriety is gross and palpable : besides such imperfections 
in pronunciation as disgust every ear not accustomed to them, there are a 
thousand insensible deviations, in the more minute parts of language, as the 
unaccented syllable may be called, which do not strike the ear so forcibly as to 
mark any direct impropriety in particular words, but occasion only such a ge
neral imperfection as gives a bad impression upon the whole. Speakers, with 
these imperfections, pass very well in common conversation; but when they are 
required to pronounce with emphasis, and for that purpose to be more distinct 
and definite in their utterance, here their ear fails them : they have been accus
tomed only to loose cursory speaking, and, for want of firmness of pronuncia
tion, are like those painters who draw the muscular exertions of the human 
body without any knowledge of anatomy. This is one reason, perhaps, why we 
find the elocution of so few people agreeable when they read or speak to an 
assembly, while so few offend us by their utterance in common conversation. 
A thousand faults lie concealed in a miniature, which a microscope brings to 
view ; and it is only by pronouncing on a larger scale as publick speaking may 
be called, that we prove the propriety of our elocution. As, therefore, there 
are certain deviations from analogy which are not at any rate tolerable, there 
are others which only, as it were, tarnish the pronunciation, and make it less 
brilliant and agreeable. There are few who have turned their thoughts on this 
subject, without observing that they sometimes pronounce the same word or 
syllable in a different manner; and as neither of these manners offends the ear, 
they are at a loss to which they shall give the preference: but as one must ne
cessarily be more agreeable to the analogy of the language, than the other, a 
display of these analogies, in a Dictionary of this kind, will immediately remove 
this uncertainty : and in this view of the variety we shall discover a fitness in 
one mode of speaking which will give a firmness and security to our pronun
ciation, from a confidence that it is founded on reason, and the general ten
dency of the language. See Principles, Nos. 530, 547, 551, &c.

But, alas ! reasoning on language, however well founded may be all over
turned by a single quotation from Horace:

“ . ------------ usus,
“ Quern penes arbitrium est, et jus et norma loquendi.”

This, it must be owned, is a succinct way of ending the controversy ; and,

picture could scarcely be drawn of the English, or the most barbarous language of Europe. In- 
deed a degree of versatility seems involved in the very nature of language, and is one of those 
evils left by Providence for man to correct: a love of order, and the utility of regularity, will 
always incline him to confine this versatility within as narrow bounds as possible. 
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by virtue of this argument, we may become criticks in language, without the 
trouble of studying it: not that 1 would be thought in the most distant 
manner, to deny that custom is the sovereign arbiter of language; far from it. 
I acknowledge its authority, and know there is no appeal from it. I wish only 
to dispute, where this arbiter has not decided : for, if once custom speak out, 
however absurdly, I sincerely acquiesce in its sentence.

But what is this custom to which we must so implicitly submit ? Is it the 
usage of the multitude of speakers, whether good or bad ? This has never been 
asserted by the most sanguine abettors of its authority. Is it the usage of the 
studious in schools and colleges, with those of the learned professions, or that 
of those who, from their elevated birth or station, give laws to the refinements 
and elegancies of a court ? To confine propriety to the latter, which is too often 
the case, seems an injury to the former ; who, from their very profession, appear 
to have a natural right to a share, at least, in the legislation of language, if not 
to an absolute sovereignty. The polished attendants on a throne are as apt to 
depart from simplicity in language as in dress and manners; and novelty, in 
stead of custom, is too often the jus et norma loquendi of a court.

Perhaps an attentive observation will lead us to conclude, that the usage, 
which ought to direct us, is neither of these we have been enumerating, taken 
singly, but a sort of compound ratio of all three. Neither a finical pronun
ciation of the court, nor a pedantick Graecism of the schools, will be denominated 
respectable usage, till a certain number of the general mass of speakers have 
acknowledged them ; nor will a multitude of common speakers authorize any 
pronunciation which is reprobated by the learned and polite.

As those sounds, therefore, which are the most generally received among the 
learned and polite, as well as the bulk of speakers, are the most legitimate, we 
may conclude that a majority of two of these states ought always to concur, in 
order to constitute what is called good usage.

But though custom, when general, is commonly well understood, there are 
several states and degrees of it which are exceedingly obscure and equivocal; 
and the only method of knowing the extent of custom in these cases, seems to 
be an inspection of those Dictionaries which professedly treat of pronunciation. 
We have now so many works of this kind, that the general current of custom, 
with respect to the sound of words, may be collected from them with almost as 
much certainty as the general sense of words from Johnson. An exhibition of 
the opinions of orthoepists about the sound of words always appeared to me a 
very rational method of determining what is called custom. This method I 
have adopted in the following work ; and if I have sometimes dissented from 
the majority, it has been either from a persuasion of being better informed of 
what was the actual custom of speaking, or from a partiality to the evident 
analogies of the language.

And here I must entreat the candid reader to make every reasonable allowance 
for the freedom with which I have criticised other works on this subject, and 
particularly Mr. Sheridan. As a man, a gentleman, and a scholar, I knew 
Mr. Sheridan, and respected him ; and think every lover of elocution owes him 
a tribute of thanks for his unwearied addresses to the Publick, to rouse them to 
the study of the delivery of their native tongue. But this tribute, however just, 
does not exempt him from examination. His credit with the w’orld necessarily 
subjects him to animadversion, because the errors of such a writer are danger
ous, in proportion to his reputation : this has made me zealous to remark his 
inaccuracies, but not without giving my reasons ; nor have I ever taken advan
tage of such faults as may be called inadvertencies*. On the same principles I

• The inspector will be pleased to take notice, tnat my observations on Mr. Sheridan's 
Dictionary relate to the first edition, published in his life-time, and the second, sometime after 
bis death: whatever alterations may have been made by his subsequent editors. I am totally 
unacquainted with. 
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have ventured to criticise Dr. Johnson*, whose friendship and advice I was ho
noured with, whose memory I love, and whose intellectual powers impress me 
with something like religious veneration and awe. I do not pretend to be 
exempt from faults myself; in a work like the present, it would be a miracle 
to escape them ; nor have I the least idea of deciding as judge, in a case of so 
much delicacy and importance as the pronunciation of a whole people; I have 
only assumed the part of an advocate, to plead the cause of consistency and ana
logy, and, where custom is either silent or dubious, to tempt the lovers of their 
language to incline to the side of propriety: so that my design is principally to 
give a kind of history of pronunciation, and a register of its present state ; and, 
where the authorities of Dictionaries or Speakers are found to differ, to give 
such a display of the analogies of the language as may enable every inspector to 
decide for himself.

With respect to the explanation of words, except in very few instances, I have 
scrupulously followed Dr. Johnson. His Dictionary has been deemed lawful 
plunder by every subsequent lexicographer; and so servilely has it been copied, 
that such words as he must have omitted merely by mistake, as Predilection. 
Respectable, Descriptive, Sulky, Inimical, Interference, and many others, arc neither 
in Mr. Sheridan’s, Dr. Kcnrick’s, nor several other Dictionaries.

• See tone, Scibbhus, Codi.e, Fvp.thes, &c.





R ULES to be observed by the NATIVES of IRELAND, in order to obtain a just 
Pronunciation of English.

AS Mr. Sheridan was a native of Ireland, and 
had the best opportunities of understanding 
those peculiarities of pronunciation which ob
tain there, I shall extract his observations, on 
that subject as the best general direction, and 
add a few of my own, by way of supplement, 
which I hope will render this article of instruc
tion still more complete.

The reader will be pleased to take notice, 
that as I have made a different arrangement of 
the vowels, and adopted a notation different 
from that of Mr. Sheridan, I am obliged to 
make use of different figures to mark the vow
els, but still such as perfectly correspond to 
his.

“ The chief mistakes made by. the Irish, in 
pronouncing English, lie for the most part in 
the sounds of the two first vowels, a and e; the 
former being generally sounded A by the Irish, 
as in the word bAr, in most words where it is 
pronounced A, as in dAy, by the English. Thus, 
the Irish say pAtron, mAtron, the vowel A hav
ing the same sound as in the word fAther ; while 
the English pronounce them as if written pay- 
tron, maytron. The following rule, strictly at
tended to, will rectify this mistake through the 
whole language.

“ When the vowel a finishes a syllable, and 
has the accent on it, it is invariably pronounced 
a, as in day, by the English. To this rule there 
are but three exceptions in the whole language, 
to be found in the words fAther, papA, mammA, 
The Irish may think also the word rather an ex
ception, as well as father; and so it would ap
pear to be in their manner of pronouncing it, 
rA-ther, laying the accent on the vowel a; but 
in the English pronunciation the consonant th 
is taken into the first syllable, as rath'er, which 
makes the difference.

“ Whenever a consonant follows the vowel a 
in the same syllable, and the accent is on the 
consonant, the vowel a has always its fourth 
sound, as hAt, mAn ; as also the same sound 
lengthened when it precedes the letter r, as fAr, 
bAr, though the accent be on the vowel; as like
wise when it precedes Im, as bAlm, psAlm. The 
Irish, ignorant of this latter exception, pro
nounce all words of that structure as if they 
were written bawm, psawm, quawm, cawm, &c. 
In the third sound of a, marked by different 
combinations of vowels or consonants, such as 
au, in Paul; aw, in law; all, in call; aid, 
in bald; aUc, in talk, &c. the Irish make no 
mistake, except in that of Im, as before men
tioned.

“ lhe second vowel, e, is for the most part 
sounded ee by the English, when the accent is 
upon it; wlulst the Irish in most words give it 
the sound of slender a, as in Aate. This sound 
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of A [ee] is marked by different combinations 
of vowels, such as ea, ei, e final mute, ee, and 
ie. In the two last combinations of ee and ie, 
the Irish never mistake; such as in meet, teem, 

feld) believe, &c.; but in all the others, they 
almost universally change the sound of A into 
a. Thus, in the combination ea, they pro
nounce the words tea, sea, please, as if they were 
spelt tay, say, plays; instead of tee, see, pleesc. 
The English constantly give this sound to ea 
whenever the accent is on the vowel e, except in 
the following words: great, a pear, a bear, to 
bear, to forbear, to swear, to tear, to wear. In 
all which the e has the sound of A in hAte. For 
want of knowing these exceptions, the gentle
men of Ireland, after some time of residence 
in London, are apt to fall into the general rule, 
and pronounce these words as if spelt greet, beer, 
sweer, &c.

“ Ei is also sounded ee by the English, and 
as A by the Irish; thus, the words deceit, re- 
ceive, are pronounced by them as if written de
rate, resave. Ei is always sounded ee, except 
when a g follows it, as in the words reign, feign, 
deign, &c. as also in the words rein (of ■ bridle,) 
rein-deer, vein, drein, veil, heir, which are pro
nounced like rain, vain, drain, vail, air.

“ The final mute e makes the preceding e 
in die same syllable, when accented, have the 
sound of ee, as in the words suprAme, sincAre, 
replAte. This rule is almost universally broken 
through by the Irish, who pronounce all such 
words as if written suprAme, sinsAre, replAte, 
&c. There are but two exceptions to this rule 
in the English pronunciation, which are the 
words there, where.

“ In the way of marking this sound, by a 
double e, as thus, [ee] as the Irish never make 
any mistakes, the best method for all who want 
to acquire the right pronunciation of these se
veral combinations is, to suppose that ea, ei, and 
e, attended by a final muto e, are all spelled with 
a double e.

“ Ey is always sounded like A by the English, 
when the accent is upon it; as in the words 
prey, convey, pronounced pray, convoy. To 
this there are but two exceptions, in the words 
kAy, lAy, sounded kee, lee. The Irish, in at
tempting to pronounce like the English, often 
give the same sound to ey, as usually belongs 
to ct‘; thu9, for prey, convey, they say pree, con- 
vee.

“ A strict observation of these few rules, 
with a due attention to the very few exceptions 
enumerated above, will enable the well-edu
cated natives of Ireland to pronounce their 
words exactly in the same way as the more 
polished part of the inhabitants of England do, 
so far as the vowels are concerned. The dipb- 
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thongs they commit no fault in, except in the 
sound of i, which has been already taken notice 
of in the Grammar:*  where, likewise, the only 
difference in pronouncing any of the conso
nants has been pointed out; which is, the 
thickening the sounds of d and t, in certain situ
ations; and an easy method proposed of cor
recting this habit, f

* “ Vide page 11, where the true manner of pronouncing 
the diphthong i is pointed out; the Irish pronouncing it 
much in the same manner as the French.

+ “ The letter d has always the same sound by those who 
pronounce English well; but the provincials, particularly 
the Irish, Scotch, and Welch, in many words thicken the 
sound bv a mixture of breath. Thus, though they sound 
the d right in the positive loud and broad, in the compara
tive degree they thicken it by an aspiration, and sound it as 
If it were written loudher, broadher. This vicious pro
nunciation is produced by pushing the tongue forward so as 
co touch the teeth in forming that sound : and the way to 
ru re it is easy: for, as they can pronounce the d properly in 
the word lond, let them rest a little upon that syllable, 
Keeping the tongue in the position of forming d, and then 
let th cm separate it from the upper gum without pushing it 
forward, and the sound der will be produced of course: tor 
’1 e organ being left in the position of sounding d at the end 
of the syllable loud, is necessarily in the position of forming 
the same d in uttering the last syllable, unless it makes a 
new m vement, as in the case of protruding it so as to touch 
the teeth, fliis letter is sometimes, though not often, 
quiesce t, as in the words handkerchief, handsome, handsel.

“ In pronouncing the letter t, the Irish and other pro
vincials thicken the sound, as was before mentioned with 
regard to the d; for better, they say betther; for utter, 
tttther; and so on in all words of that structure. This 
faulty manner arises from the same cause that was men
tioned as afieeting the sound ofd; (I mean the protruding 
> f the tongue so as to touch the teeth,) and is curable only 
is ;he same way.”

** In. order to complete the whole, I sliail 
now give a list of such detached words as do 
^ot come under any of the above rules, and 
are pronounced differently in Ireland from what 
they are in England:

Irish Pronunciation. 
chA'arful, 
fearful, 
tidSr, 
fiWr,
gape, 
gCtl/cr, (gather) 
b&ird, 
bbll, 
bhsh, 
p&sb, 
pill, 
pbl'l-it, 
calf, 
k&ch, (catch) 
curse, {coarse) 
cftrse, (course) 
cfiurt, 
malicious, 
padding, 
qiiish, (quash ) 
l&zh'ur, (leisure) 
cla'mour, 
M^kil, (Michael) 
drSth, (drought) 
slrch, ( search ) 
source, (source) 
cushion,

English Pronunciation. 
chAr'ful. 
f^ful. 
dore, 
fldre.
gApc. 
gAth'er.
U-rd. 
bull, 
bush, 
push, 
pull, 
pdl'pit. 
cdlf.
(Itch
cdarse. 
cdarse. 
cdu rt. 
rnallsL'us. 
pudding. 
quSsh. 
le'zhure. 
clain'tnur.
Ml'kel. 
dr out. 
s&rch.
sorce. 
cushion.

strAuth, istrength^
Ida th, (length.)
StT&v, f strove) > < • s c.

drhv, (drove) 0 .■ r.

t^n'u re, : i,.. -■ e.

ten'able,
wrath, rf..;,.

wrath, (wroth J
fa'rew ell, i.ri'-tl.

rod, aAue.

strode, 
shone,

'i -6d.

shlsm, (schism) *•/.!. i.

whe refore, u her fore.
the refore, (urr'tore.

breth, (breadth) Ubddtt
cow Id, (cold) cold.
bow id, (bold) 1,6. d.
co'-Per, cuf ic r.
endavuur, 
fill, (foot)

ei.uev' or. 
tut.

misclity evous, nd.Vch; vuus.
in'ion, (onion) iMr'yuu.
put, put. ■
rCtsh, (reach) reach.
squA'dron, 
za'lous,

squdd'run. 
z&l'lus.

za'lot, zfil'lut.
“ These, after the closest attention, are all the 

words, not included in the rules before laid 
down, that I have been able to collect, in which 
the well-educated natives of Ireland differ from 
those of England.”

I shall make no observations on the accuracy 
of this list, but desire my reader to observe, that 
the strongest characterisecks of the pronunciation 
of Ireland is the rough jarring pronunciation of 
the letter JR, and the aspiration or rough breath
ing before all the accented vowels. (For the 
true sound of JR, see that letter in the Princi
ples, No. 419.) And for the rough breathing or 
aspiration of the vowels, the pupil should be 
told not to bring the voice suddenly from the 
breast, but to speak, as it were, from the mouth 
only.

It may be observed too, that the natives of 
Ireland pronounce rm at the end of a word so 
distinctly as to form two separate syllables.— 
Thus, storm and farm seem sounded by them as 
if written staw-rum, fa-rum ; while the English 
sound the r so soft and so close to the m, that 
it seems pronounced nearly as if written stawm, 

faam.
Nearly the same observations are applicable to 

Im. When these letters end a word, they are, in 
Ireland, pronounced at such a distance, that 
helm and realm sound as if written hel-um and 
return; but in England the I and m are pronounc 
ed as close as possible, and so as to form but one 
syllable. To remedy this, it will be neccs-,;u v 
for the pupil to make a collection of words ter
minating with these consonants, and to practise 
them over till a true pronunciation is acquired.



RULES to be observed by the NATIVES of SCOTLAND, for attaining a just 
Pronunciation of English.

THAT pronunciation which distinguishes the 
inhabitants of Scotland is of a very different kind 
from that of Ireland, and may be divided into 
the quantity, quality, and accentuation of the 
vowels. With respect to quantity, it may be ob
served, that the Scotch pronounce almost all their 
accented vowels long. Thus, if I mistake not, 
they would pronounce habit, hay-bit; tepid, tee- 
pid; sinner, see-ner; conscious, cone-shus ; and 
subject, soob-ject! * it is not pretended however, 
that every accented vowel is so pronounced, but 
that such a pronunciation is very general, and 
particularly of the i. This vowel is short in 
English pronunciation, where the other vowels 
are long; thus evasion, adhesion, emotion, confusion, 
have the a, e, o, and u, long; and in these in
stances the Scotch would pronounce them like 
the English: but in vision, decision, Ac. where 
the English pronounce the i short, the Scotch 
lengthen this letter by pronouncing it like ee, as 
if the words were written vee-sion, decee-siun, Ac. 
and this peculiarity is universal. The best way, 
therefore, to correct this, will be to make a col
lection ot the most usual words which have the 
vowel short, and to pronounce them daily till a 
habit is formed. See Principles, No. 507.

* That this is the- general mode of pronouncing these 
words in Scotland, is indisputable; and it is highly probable 
that the Scotch have preserved the old English pronuncia
tion, from which the English themselves have insensibly 
departed. Dr. Hicks observed long ago, that the Scotch 
Sazoniscd in their language much more than the English ; 
and it is scarcely to be doubted that a situation nearer 
to the Continent, and a greater commercial intercourse 
with other nations, made the English admit of num
berless changes which never extended to Scotland.—About 
the reign of Queen Elizabeth, when the Greek and Latin 
languages were cultivated, and the pedantry of showing 
an acquaintance with them became fashionable, it is not 
improbable that an alteration in the quantity of many words 
took place ; for, as in Latin almost every vowel before a 
single consonant is short, so in English almost every vowel 
m the same situation was supposed to be long, or our an
cestors would not have doubled the consonant in the par
ticiples of verbs, to prevent the preceding vowel from 
lengthening. But when once this affhetatiun of Latinity 
was adopted, it is no wonder it should extend beyond its 
principles, and shorten several vowels in English, because 
they, were short in the original Latin : and in this manner, 
perhaps,might the diversity between the quantity of English 
and the Scotch pronunciation arise. 542, 5KJ.—Sec Drama.

With respect to the quality of the vowels, it 
may be observed, that the inhabitants of Scotland 
are apt to pronounce the a like aw, where the 
English give it the sender sound: thus Satan is 
pronounced Sawtan, and fatal, fawtal. It may 
be remarked too, that the Scotch give this sound 
to the a preceded by w, according to the general 
rule, without attending to the exceptions, Prin
ciples, No. 88; and thus, instead of making wax, 
waft, and twang, rhyme with tax, shaft, and hang, 
they pronounce them so as to rhyme with box, 
soft, and song. The short e in bed, fed, red, Ac. 
borders too much upon the English sound of a 
in bad, lad, mad, Ac.; and the short i in bid, lid, 
rid, too much on the English sound of e in bed, 
led, red. To correct this error, it would be use
ful to collect the long and short sounds of these 
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vowels, and to pronounce the long ones first, 
and to shorten them by degrees till they are per 
fectly short; at the same time preserving the 
radical sound of the vowel in both. Thus the 
correspondent long sounds to the e in bed, fed, 
red, are bade, fade, rode; and that of the short i 
in bid, lid, rid, are bead, lead, reed; and the for
mer of these classes will naturally lead the ear 
to the true sound of the latter, the only difference 
lying in the quantity. The short o in not, lodge, 
got, Ac. is apt to slide into the short u, as if the 
words were written nut, ludge, gut, Ac. To rec
tify this, it should be remembered, that this o is 
the short sound of aw, and ought to have the ra
dical sound of the deep a in ball. Thus the 
radical sound corresponding to the o in not, cot, 
sot, is found in naught, caught, sought, Ac. and 
these long sounds, like the former, should be ab
breviated into the short ones. But w hat will tend 
greatly to clear the difficulty will be, to remem
ber that only those words which are collected in 
the Principles, No. 165, have the o sounded like 
short u when the accent is upon it: andavith re
spect to u in bull, full, pull, Ac. it may be obser
ved, that the pronunciation peculiar to the Eng
lish, is only found in the words enumerated, 
Principles, No. 174.

In addition to what has been said, it may be 
observed, that oo in food, mood, soon, Ac. which 
ought always to have a long sound, is generally 
shortened in Scotland to that middle sound of 
the u ill bull: and it must be remembered, that 
wool, wood, good, hood, stood, foot, are the only 
words where this sound of oo ought to take place.

The accentuation both in Scotland and Ireland, 
(if by accentuation wre mean the stress, and not 
the kind of stress) is so much the same as that of 
England, that I cannot recollect many words in 
which they differ. Indeed, if it were not so, the 
versification of each country would be different: 
for as English verse is formed by accent or stress, 
if this accent or stress were upon different sylla
bles in different countries, w’hat is verse in 
England would not be verse in Scotland or Ire
land ; and this sufficiently shows how very in
definitely the word accent is generally used.

Mr. Elphinston,who must be allowed to be a 
competent judge in this case, tells us, that in 

' Scotland they pronounce silence,bids, canvass sen
tence, triumph, comfort, solace, construe, rescue, res
pite, govern, harass, ransack, cancel, with the accent 
on tiie last syllable instead of the first. To this 
list may be added the word menace, which they 
pronounce as if written menus* : and though they 
place the accent on the last syllable of canal, like 
the English, they broaden the a in the last sy lia
ble, as if the wrord were spelled canawl. It inay 
be farther observed, that they place an accent 
on the comparative adverb as, in the phrases as 
much, as littlef as many, as great, Ac. while the 
English, except in some very particular empha
tical cases, lay no stress on this word, but pro
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nounce these phrases like words of two or three 
syllables without any accent on the first.

But, besides the mispronunciation of single 
words, there is a tone of voice with which these 
words are accompanied, that distinguishes a na
tive of Ireland or Scotland as much as an impro
per sound of the letters. This is vulgarly (and 
if it does not mean stress only, but the kind of 
stress, I think not improperly) called the accent.*  
For though there is an asperity in the Irish dia
lect, and a drawl in the Scotch, independent of 
the slides or inflections they make use of, yet it 
may with confidence be affirmed, that much of 
the peculiarity which distinguishes these dialects, 
may be reduced to a predominant use of one of 
these slides. Let any one who has sufficiently 
studied the speaking voice to distinguish the 
slides, observe the pronunciation of an Irishman 
and a Scotchman, who have much of the dialect 
of their country, and he will find that the for
mer abounds with the falling, and the latter with 
the rising inflection ;f and if this be the case, a 
teacher, if he understand these slides, ought to 
direct his instruction so as to remedy the imper
fection. But as avoiding the wrong, and seiz
ing the right at the same instant, is perhaps too 
great a task for human powers, I would advise 
a native of Ireland, who has much of the accent, 
to pronounce almost all his words, and end all 
his sentences, with the rising slide; and a Scotch
man, in the same manner, to use the falling in
flection : this will, in some measure, counteract 
the natural propensity, and bids fairer for bring
ing the pupil to that nearly equal mixture of 
both slides which distinguishes the English 
speaker, than endeavouring at first to catch the 
agreeable variety. For this purpose, the teacher 
ought to pronounce all the single w’erds in the 
lesson with the falling inflection to a Scotchman, 
and with the rising to an Irishman; and should 
frequently give the pauses in a sentence the 
same inflections to each of these pupils, where 
he would vary them to a native of England.— 
But while the human voice remains unstudied, 
there is little expectation that this distinction of 
the slides should be applied to these useful pur
poses.

• See this more fully exemplified in Elements of Elocu- 
itun, Vol. II. page 13.

f Or rather the rising circumflex. For an explanation 
tills inflection sec Rhetorical Grammar, third Ed. p. 79

Besides a peculiarity of inflection, which I 
take to be a falling circumflex, directly oppo
site to that of the Scotch, the Welch pronounce 
the sharp consonants and aspirations instead of 
the flat. (See Principles, No. 29, 41.) Thus, 
for they say pick; for blood, ploot; and for 
good, coot. Instead of virtue and vice, they say 
firtue and fee; instead of zeal and praise, they 
say seal and prace; instead of these and those, 
they say thece and thoce; and instead of azure 
and osier, they say aysher and osher ; and for jail, 
chad. Thus there are nine distinct consonant 
sounds which, to the Welch, are entirely useless. 
To speak with propriety, therefore, the Welch 
ought for sometime to pronounce the flat conso
nants and aspirations only ; that is, they ought 
not only to pronounce them where the letters re- 

I quire the flat sound, but even where they require 
the sharp sound ; this will be the best way to ac
quire a habit; and when this is once done, a dis
tinction will be easily made, and a just pronun
ciation more readily acquired.

There is scarcely any part of England, remote 
from the capital, where a different system of 
pronunciation does not prevail. As in Wales 
they pronounce the sharp consonants for the flat, 
so in Somersetshire they pronounce many of the 
flat instead of the sharp ; thus, for Somersetshire, 
they say Zomerzetzhire ; for father, vather; for 

’Mink, THink ; and for sure, zhure.*
There are dialects peculiar to Cornwall, Lan

cashire, Yorkshire, and every distant county in 
England; but as a consideration of these would 
lead to a detail too minute for the present occa
sion, I shall conclude these remarks with a few 
observations on the peculiarities of my country
men, the Cockneys; who, as they are the models 
of pronunciation to the distant provinces, ought 
to be the more scrupulously correct.

First Fault of the Londoners.—Pro
nouncing s indistinctly after st.

The letter s after st, from the very difficulty 
of its pronunciation, is often sounded inarticu- •« 
lately. The inhabitants of London, of the 
lower order, cut the knot, and pronounce it in a 
distinct syllable, as if e were before it; but this 
is to be avoided as the greatest blemish in speak
ing : the three last letters in posts, fists, mists, &c. 
must all be distinctly heard in one syllable, and 
without permitting the letters to coalesce. For 
the acquiring of this sound, it will be proper to 
select nouns that end in st, or ste; to form them 
into plurals, and pronounce them forcibly and 
distinctly every day. The same may be observed 
of the third person of verbs ending in sts or stes, 
as persists, wastes, hastes, &c.

Second Fault.—Pronouncing wfor v, and 
inversely.

The pronunciation of v for w, and more fre
quently of w for v, among the inhabitants of 
London, and those not always of the lower or
der, is a blemish of the first magnitude. The 
difficulty of remedying this defect is the greater, 
as the cure of one of these mistakes has a ten
dency to promote the other.

Thus, if you be very careful to make a pupil 
pronounce veal and vinegar, not as if written 
weal and winegar, you will find him very apt to 
pronounce wine and wind, as if written vine and 
vind. The only method of rectifying this habit 
seems to be this: Let the pupil select from a 
Dictionary, not only all the words that begin 
with v, but as many as he can of those that have 
this latter in any other part. Let him be told 
to bite his under lip while he is sounding the p 
in those words, and to practise this every day 
till he pronounce the v properly at first sight 
then, and not till then, let him pursue the same 
method with the w; which he must be directed 
to pronounce by a pouting out of the lips with
out suffering them to touch the teeth. Thus by 
giving all the attention to only one of these leu

• See the word Change.
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crs at a time, and fixing by habit the true sound 
of that, we shall at last find both of them re
duced to their proper pronunciation in ashorter 
time than by endeavouring to rectify them both 
at once.

Third Fault.—Not sounding h after w.
The aspirate h is often sunk, particularly in 

the capital, where we do not find the least dis
tinction of sound between while and wile, whet, 
and wet, where, and were, &c. The best method 
;o rectify this, is to collect all the words of 
this description from a Dictionary, and write 
them down ; and instead of the wh, to begin 
them with hoo in a distinct syllable, and so to j 
pronounce them. Thus, let while be written and 
sounded hoo-ilc; whet, hoo-et; where, hoo-are • 
whip, hoo-ip, &c. This is no more, as Dr. Low th 
observes, than placing the aspirate in its true po
sition before the w, as it is in the Saxon, which 
the words come from; where we may observe, 
that though we have altered the orthography o 
our ancestors, we have still preserved their pro
nunciation. • I

Fourth Fault.—Not sounding h where it ought' 
to be sounded, and inversely.

A still worse habit than the last prevails, chief-' 
ly among the people of London, that of sinking 
the h at the beginning of words where it ought 
to be sounded, and of sounding it, either where 
it is not seen, or where it ought to be sunk.—• 
Thus we not unfrequently hear, especially 
among children, heart pronounced art, and arm, 
harm. This is a vice perfectly similar to that 
of pronouncing the v for the w, and the w for 
the v, and requires a similar method to correct it.

As there are so very few words in the language 
where the initial h is sunk, we may select these 
from the rest, and, without setting the pupil right 
when he mispronounces these, or when he 
prefixes h improperly to other words, we may 
make him pronounce all the words where h is 
sounded, till he has almost forgot there are any 
words pronounced otherwise : then he may go 
over those words to which he improperly prefixes 
the h, and those where the h is seen but not 
sounded, without any danger of an interchange. 
As these latter words are but few, I shall sub
join a catalogue nf them for the use of the learn- '

er: Heir, heiress, herb, herbage, honest, honesty, 
honestly, honour, honourable, honourably, hospital, 
hostler, hour, hourly, humble, humbles, humbly, 
humour, humourist, humourous, humourously, 
humoursome: where we may observe, that hu
mour and its compounds not only sink the h, 
but sound the u like the pronoun you, or the 
noun yew, as if written yewmour, yewmorous, &c.

Thus I have endeavoured to correct some of 
the more glaring errors of my countrymen, who, 
with all their faults, are still upon the whole the 
best pronouncers of the English language: for 
though the pronunciation of London is certainly 
erroneous in many words, yet, upon being com
pared with that of any other place, it is undoubt
edly the best; that is, not only the best by 
courtesy, and because it happens to be the pro
nunciation of the capital, but the best by abet
ter title—that of being more general ly received: 
or, in other words, though the people of London 
arc erroneous in the pronunciation of many 
words, the inhabitants of every other place are 
erroneous in many more. Nay, harsh as the 
sentence may seem, those at a considerable dis
tance from the capital do not only mispronounce 
many words taken separately, but they scarcely 
pronounce, with purity, a single word, syllable, 
or letter. Thus, if the short sound of the let
ter u in trunk, sunk, &c. differ from the sound 
of that letter in the northern parts of England, 
where they sound it like the u in bull, and nearly 
as if the words were written troonk, soonk, &c. 
it necessarily follows that every word where the 
second sound of that letter occurs must by those 
provincials, be mispronounced.

But though the inhabitants of London have 
this manifest advantage over all the other inha
bitants of the island, they have the disadvantage 
of being more disgraced by their peculiarities 
than any other people. The grand difference 
between the metropolis and the provinces is, that 
people of education in London are generally free 
from the vices of the vulgar ; but the best edu
cated people in the provinces, if constantly resi
dent there, are sure to be strongly tinctured 
with the dialect of the country in which they 
live. Hence it is, that the vulgar pronuncia
tion of London, though not half so erroneous 
as that of Scotland, Ireland, or any of the pro
vinces, is, to a person of correct taste, a thou
sand times more offensive and disgusting.

B



DIRECTIONS TO FOREIGNERS,
In order to attain a Knowledge of the Marks in this Dictionary, and to acquire 

a right Pronunciation of every Word in the English Language.

AS the sounds of the vowels are different in 
different languages, it would be endless to bring 
parallel sounds from the various languages of 
Europe ; but, as the French is so generally un
derstood upon the Continent, if we can reduce 
the sounds of the English letters to those of the 
French, we shall render the pronunciation of our 
language very generally attainable : and this, it 
is presumed, will be pretty accurately accom
plished by observing the following directions:

A ei N en
B bi O o
C ci P pt
D di Q kiou
E » R arr
F ef S ess
G dgi T ti
H etch U iou
I a'i V vi
•I df W dobliou
K. qud X ex
L ell Y ouai
M em. Z zedd.

The French have all our vowel sounds, and 
will therefore find the pronunciation of them 
very easy. The only difficulty they will meet 
with seems to be i, which though demonstrably 
composed of two successive sounds, has passed 
for a simple vowel with a very competent judge ; 
of English pronunciation.*  The reason is, these 
tw-o sounds are pronounced so closely together 
as to require some attention to discover their 
component parts : this attention Mr. Sheridanf 
never gave, or he would not have told us, that 
this diphthong is a compound of our fullest and 
slenderest sounds a and e; the first made by 
the largest, and the last by the smallest aperture 
of the mouth. Now nothing is more certain 
than the inaccuracy of this definition. The 
third sound of a, which is perfectly equivalent to 
the third sound of o, when combined with the 
first sound of e, must inevitably form the diph
thong in Joy, Ac. and not the diphthongal 
sound of the vowel i in idle, or the personal pro
noun Z; this double sound will, upon a close 
examination, be found to be composed of the 
Italian a in the last syllable of papa, and the 
first sound of c, pronounced as closely together 
as possible and for the exactness of this de

* Nares, Elements of Orthoepy, page 2.
+ See Section III. of his Prosodial Grammar prefixed 

to his. Dictionary.
t Holder, the most philosophical and accurate, investi

gator of the formation and powers of the letters, says:— 
“ Our vulgar », as in stile, seems to be such a diphthong, 
(or rather syllable, or part of a syllable) composed of a, i, 
or e, i, and not a simple original vow^.” Elements of 
Speech, page 95.

Dr. Wallis, speaking of the long English i, says it is 
sounded ** eodem fer& .modo quo Gallorum ai in vocibus 
maim, manus; pain, panis, &c. Nempe sonum habet 
compoaitum ex Gallorum e fceminino et i vel y.” Gram
matics Lingua Anglicaute, page 48.
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finition, I appeal to every just English ear in 
the kingdom.

The other diphthongal vowel, u, is composed of 
the French t, pronounced as closely as possible 
to their diphthong ou, or the English and d, 
perfectly equivalent to the sound the French 
would give to the letters you, and which is ex
actly the sound the English give to the plural 
of the second personal pronoun.

The diphthong oi or oy is composed of the 
trench a and i • thus toy and boy would be ex
actly expressed to a Frenchman by writing them 
tai and bdi.

The diphthongs ou and ow, when sounded like 
ou, are composed of the French d and the diph
thong ou; and the English sounds of thou and 
now may be expressed to a Frenchman by spel
ling them thaou and naou.

iTis no more then the French diphthong ou; 
thus West is equivalent to Ouest, and wall to 
ouall.

Y is perfectly equivalent to the French letter of 
that name, and may be supplied byi; thusyote, 
you, Ac. is expressed by iolce, iou, Ac.

J, or I consonant, must.be pronounced by pre
fixing d to the French j; thus jay, joy, Ac. 
sound to a Frenchman as if spelled dje, djai, Ac. 
If any difficulty be found in forming this com
bination of sounds, it will be removed by pro
nouncing the d, ed, and spelling these words 
edjt, edjai, Ac.

Ch, in English words not derived from the 
Greek, Latin, or French, is pronounced as if t 
were prefixed; thus the sound of cnair, cheese, 
chain, Ac. would be understood by a French
man if the words were written tshdre, tshize, 
tchenc.

Sh in English is expressed by ch in French; 
thus shame, share, Ac. would be spelled by a 
Frenchman chAme, chtre, Ac.

The ringing sound ng in long, song, Ac. may 
be perfectly conceived by a pupil who can pro
nounce the French w’ord encore, as the first syl
lable of this word is exactly correspondent to the 
sound in those English words; and for the for
mation of it, see Principles, No. 57; also the 
word Encore.

But the greatest difficulty every foreigner find, 
in pronouncing English, is the lisping conso
nant th. This, it may be observed, has, like 
the other consonants, a sharp and a flat sound ; 
sharp as in thin, bath : flat as in that, with. To 
acquire the true pronunciation of this difficult 
combination, it may be proper to begin with 
those w'ords where it is initial: and first let the 
pupil protrude his tongue a little way beyond the 
teeth, and press it between them as if going to 
bite the tip of it; while this is doing, if he wishes 
to pronounce thin, let him hiss as if to sound 
the letter s; and after the hiss, let him draw 

must.be
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back his tongue within his teeth, and pronounce 
the preposition in, and thus will the word thin 
be perfectly pronounced. If he would pro
nounce that, let him place the tongue be
tween the teeth as before; and while he is 
hissing, as if to sound the letter z, let him 
withdraw his tongue into his mouth, and im
mediately pronounce the preposition at. To 
prononnce this combination when final in bath, 
let him pronounce ba, and protrude the tongue 
beyond the teeth, pressing the tongue with 
them, and hissing as if to sound s; if he 
would pronounce with, let him first form wi, 
put the tongue in the same position as before, 
and hiss as if to sound z. It will be proper 
to make the pupil dwell some time with the 
tongue beyond the teeth in order to form a 
habit, and to pronounce daily some words out 
of a Dictionary beginning and ending with 
these letters.

These directions, it is presumed, if properly 
attended to, will be sufficient to give such 
Foreigners as understand French, and have not 
access to a master, a competent knowledge of 
English pronunciation; but to render the 
sounds of the vowels marked by figures in this 
Dictionary still more easily to be compre
hended—with those English words which ex
emplify the sounds of the vowels, I have as
sociated such French words as have vowels 
exactly corresponding to them, and which im
mediately convey the true English pronuncia
tion. These should be committed to memory, 
or written down and held in his hand while 
the pupil is inspecting the Dictionary.

Perhaps the greatest advantage to foreigners 
and provincials will be derived from the clas
sification of words of a similar sound, and 
drawing the line between the general rule and 
the exception. This has been an arduous task; 
but it is hoped the benefit arising from it will 
amply repay it. When the numerous varieties 
of sounds annexed to vowels, diphthongs, and 
consonants, lie scattered without bounds, a 
learner is bewildered and discouraged from at
tempting to distinguish them ; but when they 
are all classed, arranged, and enumerated, the 
variety seems less, the number smaller, and 
‘he distinction easier. What an inextricable 
labyrinth do the diphthongs eu and ou form as 
they lie loose in the language! but classed and 
arranged as we find them, No. 226, &c- and 
313. &c. the confusion vanishes, they become 
much less formidable, and a learner has it in 

his power, by repeating them daily, to become 
master of them all in a very little time.

The English accent is often an insurmount
able obstacle to foreigners, as the rules for it 
are so various, and the exceptions so numer
ous ; but let the inspector consult the article 
Accent in the Principles, particularly Na 492, 
505, 506, &c. and he will soon perceive how 
much of our language is regularly accented, 
and how much that which is irregular is fa
cilitated by an enumeration of the greater 
number of exceptions.

But scarcely any method will be so useful 
for gaining the English accent as the reading 
of verse. This will naturally lead the ear to 
the right accentuation ; and though a different 
position of the accent is frequently to be met 
with in the beginning of a verse, there is a 
sufficient regularity to render the pronouncing 
of verse a powerful means of obtaining such a 
distinction of force and feebleness as is com
monly called the accent: for it may be ob
served, that a foreigner is no less distinguish
able by placing ar> accent upon certain words 
to which the English give no stress, than by 
placing the stress upon a wrong syllable. Thus 
if a foreigner, when he calls for bread at table, 
by saying, give me some bread, lays an equal 
stress upon every word, though every word 
should be pronounced with its exact sound, we 
immediately perceive he is not a native. An 
Englishman would pronounce these four words 
like two, with the accent on the first syllabic 
of the first, and on the last syllable of. the last, 
as if written giveme somebrtd; or rather gvmc 
sumbridf or more commonly, though vulgarly, 
gimme sombred. Verse may sometimes induce 
a foreigner, as it does sometimes injudicious 
natives, to lay the accent on a syllable in long 
words which ought to have none, as in a coup
let of Pope’s Essay on Criticism :—

“ False eloquence, like the prismatic glass,
“Its gaudy colours spreads on every place.”

Here a foreigner would be apt to place an ac
cent cn the last syllable of eloquence as well as 
on the first, which would be certainly wrong; but 
this fault is so trifling, when compared with 
that of laying the accent on the second syllable, 
that it almost vanishes from observation; and 
this misaccentuation, verse will generally guard 
him from. The reading of verse, therefore, 
will, if I mistake not, be found a powerful re
gulator, both of accent and emphasis.
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PRINCIPLES OF ENGLISH PRONUNCIATION

1. THE first Principles or Elements of 
Pronunciation are Letters:

The Letters of the English Language are-,
Roman Italick Name
A a A a a
B b B b bee
C c C c see
D d D d dee
E e E e e
F f F f
G g G g jee
H h H h aitch
I i I i i, or eye
J j J j j consonant, or jay
K k A' J- kay
L 1 L I el
M m M m em
N n N n en
O o 0 o 0
r p P P pee
Q q Q q cue
R r R r ar
S s S 3 ess
T t T t tee
U u U u u, or you
V v V v v consonant, or vee
W w V w double u
X x X x eks
Y y r y wy
Z z Z z zed, or ixxard. 483.

2. To these may be added certain combina
tions of letters sometimes usedin printing ; as, 
ff, fi, fl, ffi, ffl, and &, or and per se and, or 
rather et per se and; ff, ff ff ff, ffl, and <J.

3. Our letters, says Dr. Johnson, are com
monly reckoned twenty-four, because anciently 
i and J, as well as u and v, were expressed by 
the same character; but as these letters, which 
had always different powers, have now different 
forms, our alphabet may be properly said to 
consist of twenty-six letters.

4. In considering the sounds of these first 
principles of language, we find that some are 
so simple and unmixed, that there is nothing 
required but the opening of the mouth to make 
them understood, and to form different sounds; 
whence they have the names of vowels, or 
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voices, or vocal sounds. On the contrary, 
find that there are others, whose pronunciation 
depends on the particular application and use 
of every part of the mouth, as the teeth, the 
lips, the tongue, the palate, &c. which yet 
cannot make any one perfect sound but by 
their union with those vocal sounds ; and these, 
are called consonants, or letters sounding with 
other letters.

Definition of Vowels and Consonants.
5. Vowels are generally reckoned to be five 

in number; namely, a, e, i, a, u;—y and tt> 
are called vowels when they end a syllable or 
word, and consonants when they begin one.

6. The definition of a vowel, as little liable 
to exceptioh as any, seems to be the following 
A vowel is a simple sound, formed by a con
tinued effusion- of the breath, and a certain 
conformation of the mouth, without any alter
ation in the position, or any motion of the 
organs of speech, from the moment the vocal 
sound commences till it ends.

7. A consonant may be defined to be, an in
terruption of the effusion of vocal sound, aris
ing from the application of the organs of 
speech to each other.

8. Agreeably to this definition, vowels may 
be divided into two kinds,—the simple and 
compound. The simple a, e, o, are those 
which are formed by one conformation of the 
organs only; that is, the organs remain ex
actly in the same position at the end as at the 
beginning of the letter: whereas, in the com
pound vowels i and u, the organs alter their 
position before the letter is completely sound
ed; nay, these letters, when commencing x 
syllable, do not only require a different posi
tion of the organs in order to form them per 
fectlv, but demand such an application of the 
tongue to the roof of the mouth as is incon
sistent with the nature of a pure vowel; for 
the first of these letters, t, when sounded alone, 
or ending a syllable with the accent upon it, 
is a real diphthong, composed of the sounds of 
a in fia-ther, and of e in the, exactly corre
spondent to the sound of the noun eye; and 
when this letter commences a syllable, as ir 
min-ion, pin-ion, &c. the sound of e with which 
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it terminates, is squeezed into a consonant 
sound, like the double e heard in yucen, dif
ferent from the simple sound of that letter in 
quean; and this squeezed sound in the com
mencing i makes it exactly similar to y in the 
same situation, which, by all grammarians, is 
acknowledged to be a consonant*  The latter 
of these compound vowels, w, when initial, 
and not shortened by a consonant, commences 
with this squeezed sound of e equivalent to the 
y, and ends with a sound given to oo in woo 
and coo, which makes its name in the alphabet 
exactly similar to the pronoun you.f If, 
therefore, the common definition of a vowel 
be just, these two letters are so far from being 
simple vowels, that they may be more proper
ly called semi-consonant diphthongs.

* How so accurate a grammarian as Dr. Lowth could 
pronounce so definitively on the nature of y, and insist on 
its being always a vowel, can only be accounted for by 
considering tne small attention which is generally paid 
to this part of grammar. His word? are these:

“ The same sound which we express by the initial y, 
our Saxon ancestors in many instances expressed by the 
vowel e; as, cower, your ; and by the vowel i; as. iw, 
yew; iong, young. In the word yew, the initial y has 
precisely the same sound with i iu the words view, lieu, 
adieu ; the i is acknowledged to be a vowel in these lat
ter ; how then can they, which has the very same sound, 
possibly be a consonant in the former ? Its initial sound 
is generally like that of i in shire, or ee nearly; it is 
formed by opening the mouth without any motion or 
contact of the parts; in a word, it has every property of 
a vowel, and not one of a consonant’’—Introduction to 
English Grammar, page 3.

Thus far the learned Bishop, who has too fixed a fame 
to suffer any diminution by a mistake in so trifling a part 
of literature as this; but it may be asked, if y has every 
property of a vowel, and not one of a consonant, why, 
when it begins a word, does it not admit the euphonic 
article an before it ?

+ An ignorance of the real composition of u, and a 
want of knowing that it partook of the nature of a con
sonant, has occasioned a great diversity and uncertainty 
in prefixing the indefinite article an before it. Our an
cestors, judging of its nature from its name, never sus
pected that it was not a pure vowel, and constantly pre
fixed the article an before nouns beginning with this 
letter; as, an union, an useful book. They were con
firmed in this opinion by finding the an always adapted 
to the short u, as, an umpire, an umbrella, without ever 
dreaming that the short u is a pure vowel, and essentially 
different from the long one. But the moderns, not rest
ing in the name of a letter, and consulting their ears 
rather than their eves, have frequently placed the a in
stead of an before the long u ; and we have seen a union, 
a university, a useful boon, from some of the most res
pectable pens of die present age. Nor can we doubt a 
moment of the propriety of this orthography, when we 
reflect that these words actually begin to the ear with y, 
and might be spelled younion, youniversity,youseful, and 
can therefore no more admit of an before them than 
year and youth—See Remarks on the word an in this 
Dictionary^

9. That y and w are consonants when they 
begin a word, and vowrels when they end one, 
is generally acknowledged by the best gram
marians ; and yet Dr. Low th has told us, that 
w is equivalent tooo.*  but, if this were the case, 
it would always admit of the particle an before 
at: for, though we have no word in the language 
which commences with these letters, we plain, 
ly perceive, that if we had such a word, it 
would readily admit of an before it, and con
sequently that these letters are not equivalent 
to w. Thus we find, that the common opi
nion, with respect to the double capacity of 
these letters, is perfectly just. 

10. Besides the vowels already mentioned, 
there is another simple vowel sound found

under tire oo in the words woo and coo ; these 
letters have, in these two words, every property 
of a pure vowel; but when found in Jood, 
mood, &c. and in the word too, pronounced 
like die adjective two; here die oo has a squeezed 
sound, occasioned by contracting the mouth, 
so as to make the lips nearly touch each other ; 
and this makes it, like the t and u, not so 
much a double vowel, as a sound between a 
vowel and a consonant.

Classification of Vowels and Consonants,
11. Vowels and consonants being thus de

fined, it will be necessary, in the next place, 
to arrange them into such classes as their si
militudes and specific differences seem to re
quire.

12. Letters, therefore, are naturally divisi 
ble into vowels and consonants.

13. The vowels are, a, e, i, o, u; and y and 
w when ending a syllable.

14. The consonants are, b, c, d, f, g, h,j, k, 
I, m, n, p, q, r, s, t, v, x, z; and y and w when 
beginning a syllable.

15. The vowels may be subdivided into such 
as are simple and pure, and into such as are 
compound and impure. The simple or pure 
vowels are such as require only one conforma
tion of the organs to form them, and no mo
tion in the organs while forming.

16. The compound or impure vowels are 
such as require more than one conformation 
of the organs to form them, and a motion in 
the organs while forming. These observations 
premised, we may call the following scheme :

.An Analogical Table of the Vowels.
a pa-per, 
a fa-ther, 
a wa-ter, 
e me-tre, 
o no-blc,

simple
► or pure 
vowels.

00 ..coo,

i ti -tie, 
y cy-der, f 
u lu-cid, C 
w pow-er, J

compound 
or impure 
vowels.

Diphthongs and Triphthongs enumerated.
17. Two vowels forming but one syllable 

are generally called a diphthong, and three a 
triphthong : these are the following—
ae....... Ctesar,
ai ............ aim,
ao .......... goal,
au ......taught,
aw ........law, 
ay .........say, 
ea ....... clean, 
ee .......... reed,
ei........ceiling,
eo......^people,
eu.......... feud,

ew....... .jewel,
ey .......... they,
ia ....poniard, 
ie.........friend,
io....... passion,
oa............coat,
oe...ceconomy, 
oi.......... voice,
oo .......moon, 
ou ......found, 
ow ........now,

............ boy, 
uemansuetude 
ui......languid,
wy.......... buy,
aye (for ever,) 
eau ....beauty, 
eou plenteous, 
ieu........adieu,
lew .......view
oeu manceuvre.

Consonants enumerated and distinguished into 
Classes.

18. The consonants are divisible into mutes, 
semi-vowels, and liquids.

19. The mutes are such as emit no sound 
without a vowel, as, b, p, t, d, k, and c and g 
hard
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20. The semi-vowels are such as emit a 

gound without the concurrence of a vowel, as,
u, s, z, x, g soft or j.
21. The liquids are such as flow into, or 

unite easily with the mutes, as, Z, m, n, r.
22. But, besides these, there is another clas

sification of the consonants, of great import
ance to a just idea of the nature of the letters, 
and that is, into such as are sharp or flat, and 
simple or aspirated.

23. The sharp consonants arc, p, f, t, s, k, 
c hard.

24. The flat consonants are, 6, v, d, z, g 
hard.

25. The simple consonants are those which 
have always the sound of one letter unmixed 
with others, as, 6, p, f v, k, g hard, and g soft 
or j.

26. The mixed or aspirated consonants are 
those which have sometimes a hiss or aspira
tion joined with them, which mingles with the 
letter, and alters its sound, as, t in motion, d 
in soldier, s in mission, and x in azure.

27. There is another distinction of conso
nants arising either from the seat of their for
mation, or from those organs which are chiefly 
employed in forming them. The best distinc
tion of this kind seems to be that which di
vides them into labials, dentals, gutturals, and 
nasals.

28. The labials are, b, p, f, v. The dentals 
are, t, d, s, z, and soft g or j. The gutturals 
are, k, q, c hard, and g hard. The nasals are, 
m, n, and ng.

29. These several properties of the conso
nants may be exhibited at one view in the fol
lowing table, which may be called

An Analogical Table of the Consonants.

Hissing labials

Mutedentals

labio-nasal liquid m.

7 ’S 7 dento-nasal
_ 3 £ (edge, or liquid n.

Hissing dentals f &

UspingdentabJ^^"

Gutturals gag] *ultural '■
Dento-guttural or nasal ng, hang.

30. Vowels and consonants being thus de
fined and arranged, we are the better enabled 
to enter upon an inquiry into their different 
powers, as they are differently combined with 
2ach other. But previous to this, that nothing 
may be wanting to form a just idea of the 
first principles of pronunciation, it may not be 
improper to show the organic formation of 
each letter.

Organic Formation of the Letters.
31. Though I think every mechanical ac

count of the organic fonmation of the letters 
rather curious than useful, yet, that nothing 
which can be presented to the eye may be 
wanting to inform the ear, I shall in this fol
low those who have been at the pains to trace 

every letter to its seat, and make us, as it 
were, to touch the sounds we articulate.

Organic Formation of the Vowels.

32. It will be necessary to observe, that 
there are three long sounds of the letter a, 
which are formed by a greater or less expan
sion of the internal parts of the mouth.

33. The German a, heard in ball, wall, &c. 
is formed by a strong and grave expression of 
the breath through the mouth, which is open 
nearly in a circular form, while the tongue 
contracting itself to the root, as if to make way 
for the sound, almost rests upon the under 
jaw.

34. The Italian a, heard in fa-ther, closes 
the mouth a little more than the German a; 
and by raising the low'er jaw, widening the 
tongue, and advancing it a little nearer to 
the lips, renders its sound less hollow and deep.

35. The slender a, or that heard in lane, is 
formed in the mouth still higher than the last; 
and in pronouncing it, the lips, as if to give it 
a slender sound, dilate their aperture horizon
tally ; while the tongue, to assist this narrow 
jemission of breath, widens itself to the cheeks, 
raises itself nearer the palate, and by these 
means a less hollow sound than either of the 
former is produced.

36. The e in e-qual is formed by dilating the 
tongue a little more, and advancing it nearer 
to the palate and the lips, which produces the 
slenderest vowel in the language; for the 
tongue is, in the formation of this letter, as 
close to the palate as possible, without touch
ing it; as the moment the tongue touches the 
palate, the squeezed sound of ee in thee and 
meet is formed, which, by its description, must 
partake of the sound of the consonant y.

37. The i in i-dol is formed by uniting the 
sound of the Italian a in fa-ther and the e in 
e-aual, and pronouncing them as closely to
gether as possible. See Directions to Foreign
ers at the beginning of this book.

38. The o in o-pen is formed by nearly the 
same position of the organs as the a in wa-ter; 
but the tongue is advanced a little more into 
the middle of the mouth, the lips are protrud
ed, and form a round aperture like the form 
of the letter, and the voice is not so deep in 
the mouth as when a is formed, but advances 
to the middle or hollow of the mouth.

39. The u in u-nit is formed by uniting the 
squeezed sound ee to a simple vowel sound, 
heard in woo and coo •, the oo in these words is 
formed by protruding the lips a little more 
than in o, forming a smaller aperture with 
them, and, instead of swelling the voice in the 
middle of the mouth, bringing it as far for
ward as possible to the lips.

40. Y final, in try, is formed like i : and w 
final, in now, like the oo, which has just been 
described.

In this view of the organic formation of the 
vowels we find that d, e, and o, are the only 
simple or pure vowels: that i is a diphthong, 
and that u is a semi-consonant. If we were
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inclined to contrive a scale for measuring the j 
breadth or narrowness, or, as others term it, I 
the openness or closeness of the vowel, we 
might begin with e open, as Mr. Elphinston 
calls it, and which he announces to be the 
closest of all the vocal powers. In the pro
nunciation of this letter, we find the aperture 
of the mouth extended on each side; the lips 
almost closed, and the sound issuing horizon
tally. The slender a in waste opens the mouth 
a little wider. The a in fa-tlier opens the 
mouth still more, without contracting the cor
ners. The German a, heard in wall, not only 
opens the mouth wider than the former a, 
but contracts the corners of the mouth so as 
to make the aperture approach nearer to a 
circle ; while the o opens the mouth still more, 
and contracts the corners so as to make it the 
os rotundum, a picture of the letter it sounds. 
If, therefore, the other vowels were, like o, to 
take their forms from the aperture of the 
mouth in pronouncing them, the German a 
ought, necessarily, to have a figure jis nearly 
approaching tlie o in form as it does in sound; 
that is, it ought to have that elliptical form 
which approaches nearest to the circle; as the 
a of the Italians, and that of the English in 
fa-lker, ought to form ovals, in exact propor
tion to the breadth of their sounds; the Eng
lish a in waste ought to have a narrower oval; 
the e in the ought to have the curve of a para
bola, and the squeezed sound of ee in seen, a 
right line; or to reduce the lines to solids, the 
o would be a perfect globe, the German a an 
oblate spheroid like the figure of the earth, 
the Italian a like an egg, the English slender 
a a Dutch skittle, the c a rolling pin, and tlie 
double e a cylinder.

Organic Formation of the Consonants.
41. Tlie best method of showing the organic 

formation of the consonants will be, to class 
them into such pairs as they naturally fall into, 
and then, by describing one, we shall nearly 
describe its fellow ; by which means the la
bour will be lessened, and the nature of the 
consonants better perceived. The consonants 
that fall into pairs are the following:

p f t s sh th k ch—chair, 
b v d z zh dh g j—jail.

42. Holder, who wrote the most elaborately 
and philosophically upon this subject, tells us, 
in his Elements of Speech, that when we only 
whisper, we cannot distinguish the first rank 
nf these letters from the second. It is cer
tain the difference between them is very nice; 
the upper letters seeming to have only a smart
er, brisker appulse of the organs than the 
lower; which may not improperly be dis
tinguished by sharp and fiat. The most mark
ing distinction between them will be found 
to be a sort of guttural murmur, which pre
cedes the latter letters when we wish to pro
nounce them forcibly, but not the former.— 
Thus, if we close the lips, and put tlie finger 
on them to keep them shut, and strive to pro
nounce the p, no sound at all will be heard; 

but in striving to pronounce the b we shall 
find a murmuring sound from the throat, which 
seems the commencement of the letter; and 
if we do but stop the breath by the appulse of 
the organs, in order to pronounce with great
er force, the same may be observed of tlie rest 
of the letters.

43. This difference in tlie formation of these 
consonants may be more distinctly perceived 
in the s and z than in any other of the letters; 
the former is sounded by the simple issue of 
the breath between the teeth, without any vi
bration of it in the throat, and may be called 
a hissing sound; while the latter cannot be 
formed without generating a sound in the 
throat, which may be called a vocal sound.— 
The upper rank of letters, therefore, may be 
called breathing consonants; and the lower, 
vocal ones.

44. These observations premised, we may 
proceed to describe the organic formation of 
each letter.

45. 1} and 2? are formed by closing the lips 
till the breath is collected, and then letting it 
issue by forming the vowel e.

46. F and V are formed by pressing tlie 
upper teeth upon the under lip, and sounding 
the vowel e before the former and after the 
latter of these letters.

47. T and D are formed by pressing the tip 
of the tongue to the gums of the upper teeth, 
and then separating them, by pronouncing the 
vowel e.

48. 5 and Z are formed by placing the 
tongue in the same position as in T and D, 
but not so close to the gums as to stop the 
breath : a space is left between the tongue and 
the palate for the breath to issue, which forms 
the hissing and buzzing sound of these letters.

49. SH heard in mission, and zh in evasion, 
are formed in tlie same seat of sound as $ and 
z; but in the former, the tongue is drawn a 
little inwards, and at a somewhat greater dis
tance from the palate, which occasions a fuller 
effusion of breath from the hollow of the 
mouth, than in the latter, which are formed 
nearer to the teeth.

50. TH in think, and the same letters in 
that, are formed by protruding the tongue be
tween the fore teeth, pressing it against the 
upper teeth, and at the same time endeavour
ing to sound the sorz; the former letter to 
sound th in think, and the latter to sound tA 
in that.

51. K and G hard are formed by pressing 
the middle of the tongue to the roof of the 
mouth, near the throat, and separating them 
a little smartly to form the first, and more 
gently to form the last of these letters.

52. CH in chair, and J in jail, are formed 
by pressing t to sA, and d to zh.

53. Mis formed by closing the lips, as in p 
and J3, and letting the voice issue by the nose.

54. Ar is formed by resting the tongue in 
the same position as in T or D, and breathing 
through the nose, with the mouth open.

55. L is formed by nearly the same position 
of tlie organs as t and d, but more with the
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tip of the tongue, which is brought a little for
warder to the teeth, white the breath issues 
from the mouth.

56. R is formed by placing the tongue nearly 
in the position of t, but at such a distance 
from the palate as suffers it to jar against it* 
when the breath is propelled from the throat 
to the mouth.

57. NG in ring, sing, &c. is formed in the 
same seat of sound as g hard; but while the 
middle of the tongue presses the roof of the 
mouth, as in G, the voice passes principally 
through the nose, as in N.

58. Y consonant is formed by placing the 
organs in the position of e* and squeezing the 
tongue against the roof of the mouth, w’hich 
produces ee, which is equivalent to initial y. (36)

59. JF consonant is formed by placing the 
organs in the position of oo, described under 
u, and closing the lips a little more, in order 
to propel the breath upon the succeeding vowel 
which it articulates.

60. In this sketch of the formation and dis
tribution of the consonants, it is curious to ob
serve on how few radical principles the almost 
infinite variety of combination in language de
pends. It is with some degree of wonder we 
perceive that the slightest aspiration, the al
most insensible inflection of nearly similar 
sounds, often generate the most different and 
opposite meanings. In this view of nature, as 
in every other, we find uniformity and variety 
very conspicuous. The single fat, at first im
pressed on the chaos, seems to operate on lan
guages ; •which, from the simplicity and pau
city of their principles, and the extent and 
power of their combinations, prove the good
ness, wisdom, and omnipotence of their origin,

61. This analogical association of sounds is 
not only curious, but useful: it gives us a 
comprehensive view of the powers of the let
ters ; and, from the small number that are 
radically different, enables us to see the rules 
on which their varieties depend : it discovers 
to us the genius and propensities of several 
languages and dialects, and, when authority is 
silent, enables us to decide agreeably to ana- 
logy.

62. The vowels, diphthongs, and consonants 
thus enumerated and defined, before we pro
ceed to ascertain their different powers, as 
they are differently associated with each other, 
it may be necessary to give some account of 
those distinctions of sound in the same vowels, 
which express their quantity as long or short, 
or their quality as open or close, or slender and 
broad. This will appear the more necessary, 
as these distinctions so frequently occur in de
scribing the sounds of the vowels, and as they 
are not unfrequentlv used with too little pre
cision by most writers on the subject.

Of the Quantity and Quality of Vowels.
63. The first distinction of sound that seems 

to obtrude itself upon us when we utter the 
vowels, is a long and a short sound according 
to the greater or less duration of time taken 
up in pronouncing them. This distinction is
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so obvious as to have been adopted in all lan
guages, and is that to which we annex clearer 
ideas than to any other; and though the short 
sounds of some vowels have not, in our lan
guage, been classed, with sufficient accuracy, 
with their parent long ones, yet this has bred 
but little confusion, as vowels long and short 
are always sufficiently distinguishable; and the 
nice appropriation of short sounds to their spe
cific long ones is not’necessary to our convey
ing what sound wc mean, when the letter to 
which we apply these sounds is known, and its 
power agreed upon.

64. The next distinction of vowels into their 
specific sounds, which seems to be the most 
generally adopted, is that which arises from 
the different apertures of the mouth in form
ing them. It is certainly very natural, when 
we have so many more simple sounds than we 
have characters by which to express them, to 
distinguish them by that which seems their or 
ganic definition; and we accordingly find vow
els denominated by the French, ouvert iwdfer- 
mt; by the Italians, aperto and chiuso ; and by 
the English, open and shut.

65. But whatever propriety there may be in 
the use of these terms in other languages, it is 
certain they must be used with caution in Eng
lish, for fear of confounding them with long 
and short. Dr. Johnson and other gramma
rians call the a in father the open a; which 
may, indeed, distinguish it from the slender a 
in paper j but not from the broad a in water, 
which is still more open. Each of these letters 
has a short sound, which may be called a shut 
sound; but the long sound cannot be so pro
perly denominated open, as more or less broad; 
that is, the a in paper, the slender sound; 
the a in father, the broadish or middle sound ; 
and the a in water, the broad sound. The 
same may be observed of the o. This lettei 
has three long sounds, heard in move, note, 
nor ; which graduate from slender to broadish, 
and broad, like the a. The i also, in mine, 
may be called the broad i, and that in ma
chine, the slender i ; though each of them is 
equally long; and though these vowels that 
are long may be said to be more or less open, 
according to the different apertures of the 
mouth in forming them, yet the short vowels 
cannot be said to be more or less shut; for as 
short always implies shut, (except in verse,) 
though long does not always imply open, we 
must be careful not to confound long and 
open, and close and shut, when we speak of 
the quantity and quality of the vowels. The 
truth of it is, all vowels either terminate a 
syllable, or are united with a consonant. In 
tlie first case, if the accent be on the syllable, 
the vowel is long, though it may not be open; 
in the second case, where a syllable is termi
nated by a consonant, except that consonant 
be r2 whether the accent be on the syllable 
or not, the vowel has its short sound, which, 
compared with its long one, may be called 
shut; but as no vowel can be said to be shut 
that is not joined to a consonant, all vowels, 
that end syllables may be said to be open, 
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whether the accent be on them or not. (550) 
(551.)

66. But though the terms long and short, 
as applied to vowels, are pretty generally un
derstood, an accurate ear will easily perceive, 
that these terms do not always mean the long 
and short sounds of the respective vowels to 
which they are applied ; for if we choose to be 
directed by the ear, in denominating vowels 
long or short, we must certainly give these 
appellations to those sounds only which have 
exactly the same radical tone, and differ only 
in the long or short emission of that tone.— 
Thus measuring the sounds of the vowels by 
this scale, we shall find that the long i and y 
have properly no short sounds but such as seem 
essentially distinct from their long ones; and 
that the short sound of these vowels is no 
other than the short sound of e, which is the 
latter letter in the composition of the diph
thongs. (37.)

67. The same want of correspondence in 
classing the long and short vowels we find in 
a, c, o, and u; for as the e in theme does not 
find its short sound in the same letter in them, 
but in the i in him; so the e in them must de
scend a step lower into the province of a for 
its long sound in tame. The a in carry is not 
the short sound of the a in care, but of that 
in car, father, &c. as the short broad sound of 
the a in want, is the true abbreviation of that 
in wall. The sound of o in don, gone, &c. is 
exactly correspondent to the a in swan, and 
finds its long sound in the a in wall, or the 
diphthong aw in dawn, lawn, &c. ; while the 
short sound of the o in tone, is nearly that of 
the same letter in ton, (a weight,) and corres
ponding with what is generally called the 
short sound of u in tun, gun, &c. as the long 
sound of u in pule, must find its short sound 
in tlie u in pull, bull, &c.; for this vowel, like 
the i and y, being a diphthong, its short sound 
i3 formed from the latter part of the letter, 
equivalent to double o ; as the word pule, if 
spelled according to the sound, might be writ
ten peoolc.

68. Another observation preparatory to a 
consideration of the various sounds of the 
vowels and consonants seems to be the in
fluence of the accent; as the accent or stress 
which is laid upon certain syllables has so ob
vious an effect upon the sounds of the letters, 
that, unless we take accent into the account, 
it will be impossible to reason rightly upon 
the proper pronunciation of the Elements of 
Speech.

Of the Influence of Accent on the Sounds of 
the Letters.

69. It may be first observed, that the exer
tion of the organs of speech necessary to pro
duce the accent or stress, has an obvious ten
dency to preserve the letters in their pure and 
uniform sound, while the relaxation or feeble
ness which succeeds the accent, as naturally 
suffers the letters to slide into a somewhat dif
ferent sound, a little easier to the organs of 
pronunciation. Thus, the first a in cabbage is 

pronounced distinctly with the true sound of 
that letter, while the second a goes into an 
obscure sound bordering on the : short, the 
slenderest of all sounds; so that cabbage and 
village have the a in the last syllable scarcely 
distinguishable from the e and i in the last 
syllables of college and vestige.

70. In the same manner the a, e, i, o, and 
y, coming before r, in a final unaccented syl
lable, go into an obscure sound so nearly ap
proaching to the short u, that if the accent 
were carefully kept upon the first syllables of 
liar, tier, elixir, mayor, martyr, &c. these words, 
without any perceptible change in the sound 
of their last syllables, might all be written 
and pronounced liur, liur, elixur, mayur, mar- 
tur, &c.

71. The consonants also are no less altered 
in tbeir sound by the position of the accent 
than the vowels. The k and s in the compo
sition of x, when tlie accent is on them, in 
exercise, execute, &c. preserve their strong pure 
sound; but when the accent is on the second 
syllable, in exact, exonerate, &c. these letters 
slide into the duller and weaker sounds of g 
and z, which are easier to the organs of pro
nunciation. Hence not only the soft c and 
the s go into sh, but even the t before a diph
thong, slides into the same letters when the 
stress is on the preceding syllable. Thus, in 
society and satiety the c and t preserve their 
pure sound, because the syllables ci and ti 
have the accent on them; but in social and 
satiate these syllables come after the stress, 
and, from the feebleness of their situation, na
turally fall into the shorter and easier sound, 
as if written soshial and sashiate. See the word 
Satiety.

A.

72. A has three long sounds and two short 
ones.

73. The first sound of the first letter in our 
alphabet is that which among the English is 
its name. (See the letter A at the beginning 
of the Dictionary.) This is what is called by 
most grammarians, its slender sound, (35) 
(65 ;) we find it in the words lade, spade, trade, 
&c. In the diphthong ai we have exactly the 
same sound of this letter, as in pain, gain, 
stain, &c. and sometimes in the diphthong ea, 
as bear, swear, pear, &c.; nay, twice we find 
it, contrary to every rule of pronunciation, in 
the words where and there, and once in the 
anomalous diphthong ao in gaol. It exactly 
corresponds to the sound of the French e in 
the beginning of the words etre and tete.

74. The long slenders is generally produced 
by a silent e at the end of a syllable; which e 
not only keeps one single intervening conso
nant from shortening the preceding vowel, 
but sometimes two: thus we find the mute e 
makes of rag rage, and very improperly keeps 
tlie a open even in range, change, &c. (see 
Change) ; hat, with the mute e, becomes hate, 
and the a continues open, and perhaps some
what longer in haste, waste,, paste, &c. though 
it must be confessed this seems the privilege
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only of a ; f<>r ot^er vowels contract be
fore the consonants ng in reuezige, cringe, plunge; 
and the ste in our language is preceded by no 
other vowel but this. Every consonant butn 
shortens every vowel but a, when soft g and e 
silent succeed; as, bilge, badge, hinge, sponge, 
Ac.

75. Hence we may establish this general 
rule: A has the long, open, slender sound, 
when followed by a single consonant, and e 
mute, as lade, made, fade, &c. The only ex
ceptions seem to be have, are, gape, and bade, 
the past time of to bid*

16. A has the same sound when ending an 
'Accented syllable, as, pa-per, ta-per, spec-ta-for. 
The only exceptions are, fa-ther, ma-ster, wa
ter.

77. As the short sound of the long slender 
a is not found under the same character, but 
in the short e (as may be perceived by com
paring mate and met,) (61) we proceed to de
lineate file second sound of this vowel, which 
is that heard in father, and is called by some 
the open sound (34); but this can never dis
tinguish it from the deeper sound of the a in 
all, ball, &c. which is still more open : by some 
it is styled the middle sound of a, as between 
the a in pale, and that in wall: it answ ers near
ly to the Italian a in Toscana, Romana, Ac. 
or to the final a in the naturalized Greek words, 
papa and mamma; and in baa, the ^vord 
adopted in almost all languages to express the 
cry of sheep. We seldom find the long sound 
of this letter in our language, except in mo
nosyllables ending with r, as far, tar, mar, 
&c. and in the word father. There are cer
tain words from the Latin, Italian, and Spa
nish languages, such as lumbago, bravado, tor
nado, camisado, farrago, &c. which are some
times heard with this sound of a ; but except 
in bravo, heard chiefly at the theatres, the 
English sound of a is preferable in all these 
words.

78. The long sound of the middle or Italian 
a is always found before r in monosyllables, 
as car, far, mar, &c. ; before the liquids Im ; 
whether the latter only be pronounced, as in 
psalm, or both, as in psalmist: sometimes be
fore If, and Ive, as calf, half, calve, halve, salve, 
&c. ; and, lastly, before the sharp aspirated 
dental th in bath, path, lath, &c. and in the 
word father; this sound of the a was former
ly more than at present found before the nasal 
liquid n, especially when succeeded by e, t, or 
i, as dance, glance, lance, France, chance, prance, 
grant, plant, slant, slander, &c.

79. The hissing consonant s was likewise a 
sign of this sound of the a, whether doubled, 
as in glass, grass, lass, &c. or accompanied by 
t, as in last, fast, vast, &c. ; but this pronun
ciation of a seems to have been for some years 
advancing to the short sound of this letter, as 
heard in hand, land, grand, &c. and pronounc
ing the a in after, ansiver, basket, plant, mast, 
Ac. as long as in half, calf, &c. borders very 
closely on vulgarity: it must be observed, 
however, that the a before n in monosyllables, 
□ nd at the end of words, was anciently writ
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ten with u after it, and so probably pronounc
ed as broad as the German a ; for Dr. John
son observes, “ Many words pronounced with 
a broad were anciently written with au, as 
sault, mault; and we still write fault, vault. 
This was probably the Saxon sound, for it is 
yet retained in the northern dialects, and in 
the rustick pronunciation, as maun for man, 
haund for hand." But since the u has vanish
ed, the a has been gradually pronounced slen
derer and shorter, till now almost every vestige 
of the ancient orthography seems lost; though 
the termination mand in command, demand, 
&c. formerly written commaund, demaund, 
still retains the long sound inviolably.*

80. As the mute I in calm, psalm, calf, half, 
&c. seems to lengthen the sound of this letter, 
so the abbreviation of some words by apos
trophe seems to have the same effect. Thus, 
when by impatience, that grand corrupter of 
manners as well as language, the no is cut out 
of the word cannot, and the two syllables re
duced to one, we find the a lengthened to the 
Italian or middle a, as, cannot, can't; have 
not, han't; shall not, shan't, &c. This is no 
more than what the Latin language is subject 
to ; it being a known rule in that tongue, that 
when, by composition or otherwise, two short 
syllables become one, that syllable is almost 
always long, as alius has the penultimate long 
because it comes from aliius, and the two short 
vowels in coago become one long vowel in 
cogo, &c.

81. The short sound of the middle or Italian 
a, which is generally confounded with the 
short sound of the slender a, is the sound of 
this vowel in man, pan, tan, mat, hat, &c.-— 
We generally find this sound before any two 
successive consonants (those excepted in the 
foregoing remarks,) and even when it comes 
before an r, if a vowel follow, or the r be 
doubled; for if this consonant be doubled, in 
order to produce another syllable, the long 
sound becomes short, as mar, marry • car, car
ry, &c. where we find the monosyllable has 
the long, and the dissyllable the short sound; 
but if a come before r, followed by another 
consonant, it has its long sound, as in part, 
partial, &c.

82. The only exception to this rule is in ad
jectives derived from substantives ending in r;

* Since the first publication of this Dictionary, the 
publick have been favoured with some very elaborate and 
judicious observations on English pronunciation by Mr. 
Smith, in a Scheme of a French and English Dictionary. 
In this work he departs frequently from my judgment, 
and particularly in the pronunciation of the letter a, 
when succeeded by ss, st, or n, and another consonant, 
as past, last, chance, &c. to which he annexes the long 
sound of a in father. That this was the sound formerly, 
is highly probable, from its being still the sound given it 
by the vulgar, who are generally the last to alter the 
common pronunciation; but that the short a in these 
words is now the general pronunciation of the polite and 
learned world, seems to be candidly acknowledged by 
Mr. Smith himself: and as every correct ear would be 
disgusted at giving the a in these words the full sound of 
a in father, any middle sound ought to be discounte
nanced, as tending to render the pronunciation of a lan
guage obscure and indefinite. (163)

Ben Jonson, in his Grammar, classes salt, malt, balm, 
and calm, as having the same sound of a ; and aunt, as 
having the same deep sound, as audienee, author, law 
saw, draw, Ac. 
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for in this case the a continues long, as in the 
primitive. Thus the a in starry, or full of 
stars, is as long as in star; and the a in the 
adjective tany, or besmeared with tar, is as 
long as in the substantive tar, though short in 
the word tarry, to stay.

83. The third long sound of a is that which 
we more immediately derive from our mater
nal language, the Saxon, but which at present 
we use less than any other: this is the a in 
rall, ball, gall, (S3): we find a correspondent 
sound to this a in the diphthongs au and aiv, 
a; laud, law, saw, &c.; though it must here be 
noted, that we have improved upon our Ger
man parent, by giving a broaden sound to this 
letter, in these words, than the Germans them
selves would do, were they to pronounce them.

84. The long sound of the deep broad Ger
man a is produced by ll after it, as in all, wall, 
call; or indeed by one I, and any other conso
nant, except the mute labial's, p, b, f, and t>, 
as salt, bald, false, falchion, falcon, &c. The 
exceptions to this rule are generally words 
from the Arabic and Latin languages, as Alps, 
Albion, asphaltic, falcated, salve, calculate, amal
gamate, Alcoran, and Alfred, &c.; the two last 
of which may be considered as ancient proper 
names which have been frequently latinized, and 
by this means have acquired a slenderer sound of 
a. This rule, however, must be understood of 
such syllables only as have the accent on them : 
for when al, followed by a consonant, is in the 
first syllable of a word, having the accent on 
the second, it is then pronounced as in the 
first syllables of al-ley, val-dey, &c. as alternate, 
balsamic, falcade, falcalion, &c. Our modern 
orthography, which has done its utmost to 
perplex pronunciation, has made it necessary 
to observe, that every word compounded of a 
monosyllable with ll, as albeit, also, almost, 
downfall, &c. must be pronounced as if the 
two liquids were still remaining, notwithstand
ing our word-menders have wisely taken one 
way, to the destruction both of sound and 
etymology ; for, as Mr. Elphinston shrewdly 
observes, “ Every reader, young and old, must 
now be so sagacious an analyst as to discern 
at once not only what are compounds and what 
are their simples, but that al in composition is 
equal to all out of it; or in other words, that 
it is botn what it is, and what it is not ”— 
Prin. Eng. Language, vol. I. page 60. See 
No. 404.

85. The w has a peculiar quality of broad
ening this letter, even when prepositive. this 
is always the effect, except when the vowel is 
closed by the sharp or flat guttural k or g, x, 
ng, nk, or the sharp labial f, as wax, waft, 
thwack, twang, twank; thus we pronounce the 
a broad, though short in wad, wan, want, was, 
what, &c.; and though other letters suffer the a 
to alter its sound before ll, when one of these 
letters goes to the formation of the latter syl
lable, as tall, tal-tow ; hall, hal-low; call, cal
low, &c.; yet we see w preserve the sound of 
this vowel before a single consonant, as wal
low, swaLlow, &c.

86. The q including the sound of the w. 

OF THE LETTER A.
and being no more than this letter preceded 
by k, ought, according to analogy, to broaden 
every a it goes before, like the w ; thus quan
tity ought to be pronounced as if written 
kwontity, and quality should rhyme with jollity ; 
instead of which, we frequently hear the w 
robbed of its rights in its proxy ; and quality 
so pronounced as to rhyme vnlhlegality ; while 
to rhyme quantity, according to this affected 
mode of pronouncing it, we must coin such 
words as plantity and consonantity. The a in 
quaver and equator is an exception to this rule, 
from the preponderancy of another which re
quires a, ending a syllable under the accent, 
to have the slender sound of that letter ; to 
which rule, father, master, and water, and, per
haps, quadrant, are the only exceptions.

87. The short sound of this broad a is heard 
when it is preceded by w, and succeeded by a 
single consonant in the same syllable, as wal
low, swallow, &c. or by two consonants in the 
same syllable, as want, wast, wasp, &c. but 
when I or r is one of the consonants, the a be
comes long, as walk, swarm, &c.

Irregular and unaccented Sounds.

88. But besides the long and short sounds 
common to all the vowels, there is a certain 
transient indistinct pronunciation of some of 
them, when they are not accented, that cannot 
be sc easily settled: when the accent is not 
upon it, no vowel is more apt to run into this 
imperfect sound than the a; thus the particle 
a before participles, in the phrases a-going, a- 
walking, a-shooting, &c. seems, says Dr. 
Low th, to be the true and genuine preposi
tion on, a little disguised by familiar use and 
quick pronunciation : the same indistinctness, 
from rapidity and coincidence of sound, has 
confounded the pronunciation of this muti
lated preposition to the ear, in the different 
questions, what's o'clock ? when we would know 
the hour, and what's a clock? when we would 
have the description of that horary machine ; 
and if the accent be kept strongly on the first 
syllable of the word tolerable, as it always 
ought to be, we find scarcely any distinguish
able difference to the ear, if we substitute u or o 
instead of a in the penultimate syllable. Thus 
tolerable, toleroble, and toleruble, are exactly the 
same word to the ear, if pronounced with
out premeditation or transposing the accent, 
for the real purpose of distinction; and in
wards, outwards, &c. might, w’ith respect to 
sound, be spelled inwurds, outwurds, &c. 
Thus the word man, when not under the ac
cent, might be w’ritten mun in nobleman, hus
bandman, woman; and tertian and quartan, 
tertiun and quartun, &c. The same observa
tion will hold good in almost every final syl
lable where a is not accented, as medal, dial, 
giant, bias, &c. defiance, temperance, &c. ; but 
when the final syllable ends in age, ate, or ace, 
the a goes into a somewhat different sound. 
See (90) and (91.)

89. There is a corrupt, but a received pro
nunciation of this letter in the words any, 
many, Thames, where the a sounds like short e 
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us if written cnny, menny, Terns. Catchy among 
Londoners, seems to have degenerated into 
ketch; and says, the third person of the verb 
to my, has, among all ranks of people, and in 
every part of the united kingdoms, degene
rated into sez, rhyming with fez.

90. The a goes into a sound approaching 
the short i, in the numerous termination in age, 
when the accent is not on it, as cabbage, village, 
courage, &c. and are pronounced nearly as if 
written cabbige, villige, courige, &c. The ex
ceptions to this rule are chiefly among words 
of three syllables, with the accent on the first; 
these seem to be the following: Adage, pre
sage, scutage, hemorrhage, vassalage, cartilage, 
guidage, pucilage, mucilage, cartilage, pupilage, 
orphanage, villanage, appanage, concubinage, 
baronage, patronage, parsonage, personage, equi
page, ossifrage, saxifrage, umpirage, embassage, 
hermitage, heritage, parentage, messuage.

91. The a in the numerous termination ate, 
when the accent is on it, is pronounced some
what differently in different words. If the 
word be a substantive, or an adjective, the a 
seems to be shorter than when it is a verb : 
thus a good ear will discover a difference in 
the quantity of this letter in delicate and dedi
cate ; in climate, primate, and ultimate} and 
the verbs to calculate, to regulate, and to specu
late, where we find the nouns and adjectives 
have the a considerably shorter than the verbs. 
Innate, however, preserves the a as long as if 
the accent were on it; but the unaccented 
terminations in ace, whether nouns or verbs, 
have the a so short and obscure as to be nearly 
similar to then in us; thus palace, solace, men
ace, pinnace, populace, might, without any great 
departure from their common sound, be writ
ten paUus, sollus, &c. while furnace almost 
changes the a into I, and might be written 
fumiss.

92. When the a is preceded by the gutturals 
hard g or c, it is, in polite pronunciation, sof
tened by the intervention of a sound like e, so 
that card, cart, guard, regard, are pronounced 
like ke-ard, ke-art, ghe-ard, re-ghe ird. When 
the a is pronounced short, as in the first syl
lable of candle, gander, &c. the interposition 
of the e is very perceptible, and indeed un
avoidable : for though we can pronounce guard 
and cart without interposing the e, it is impos
sible to pronounce garrison and carriage in the 
same manner. This sound of the a is taken 
notice of in Steele’s Grammar, page 49. Nay, 
Ben Jonson remarks the same sound of this 
letter, which proves that it is not the offspring 
of the present day, (ISO); and I have the sa
tisfaction to find Mr. Smith, a very accurate 
inquirer into the subject, entirely of my opi
nion. But the sound of the a, which I have 
found the most difficult to appreciate, is that 
where it ends the syllable, either immediately 
before or after the accent. We cannot give it 
any of its three open sounds without hurting 
the ear; thus in pronouncing the words abound 
and diadem, ay-bound, ab-bound, and aw-bound f i 
di-ay-dem, di-ah-dem, and di-aw-dem, are all 
improper; but giving the a the second, or 
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Italian sound, as ah-bound and di-ah-dem, seems 
the least so. For which reason I have, like 
Mr. Sheridan, adopted the short sound of this 
letter to mark this unaccented a : but if the 
unaccented a be final, which is not the case in 
any word purely English, it then seems to ap
proach still nearer to the Italian a in the last 
syllable of papa, and to the a in father, as may 
be heard in the deliberate pronunciation of th? 
words idea, Africa, Delta, &.c. (88.) See the 
letter A at the beginning of the Dictionary.

E.
93. The first sound of e is that which it has 

when lengthened by the mute e final, as in 
glebe, theme, die. or when it ends a syllable 
with the accent upon it, as se-cre-tion, ad-he- 
sion, &c. (36.)

94. The exceptions to this rule are, the 
words where and there, in w hich the first e is 
pronounced like a, as if written wtare, f/zare; 
and the auxiliary verb were, where the e has 
its short sound, as if written werr, rhyming 
with the last syllable of prefer; and ere (be
fore,) which stands like air. When there is 
in composition in the word therefore, the e is 
generally shortened, as in were, but in my 
opinion improperly.

95. The short sound of e is that heard in
bed, fed, red, wed, &c. This sound before r is 
apt to slide into short u; and we sometimes 
hear mercy sounded as if written murcy i but 
this, though very near, is not the exact sound

Irregular and unaccented Sounds.
96. The e at the end of the monosyllables 

be, he, me, we, is pronounced ee, as if written
bee, hee, &c. It is silent at the end of words 
purely English, but is pronounced distinctly 
at the end of some words from the learned 
languages, as epitome, simile, catastrophe, apos
trophe, &c.

97. The first * in the poetic contractions, 
e'er and ne'er, is pronounced like a, as if writ
ten air and nair.

98. The e in her is pronounced nearly like 
short u ; and as we hear it in the unaccented 
terminations of writer, reader, &c. pronounced 
as if written writur, readur, w here we may ob
serve that the r being only a jar, and not a de
finite and distinct articulation like the other 
consonants, instead of stopping the voccl ef
flux of voice, lets it imperfectly pass, and so 
corrupts and alters the true sound of the vow
el. The same may be observed of the final e 
after r in words ending in ere, gre, tre, where 
the e is sounded as if it were placed before 
the r, as in lucre, maugre, theatre, &c. pro
nounced lukur, maugur, theatur, &c. See No. 
418. It may be remarked, that though we 
ought cautiously to avoid pronouncing the r 
like u when under the accent, it would be m- 
mis AtticI, and border too much on affectation 
of accuracy, to preserve this sound of ein.un-^, 
accented syllables before r; and though terri
ble, where e has the accent, should irever be 4 
pronounced as if written turrible, it k impos
sible, without pedantry, to make any difference
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in the sound of the last syllable of splendour 
and tender, sulphur and suffer, or martyr and 
garter. But there is a small deviation from 
rule when this letter begins a word, and is fol
lowed by a double consonant with the accent 
on the second syllable: in this case we find 
the vowel lengthen as if the consonant were 
single. See Efface, Despatch, Embalm.

99. This vowel, in a final unaccented sylla
ble, is apt to slide into the short it thus, faces, 
ranges, praises, are pronounced as if written 
faciz, rangiz, praiziz ; poet, covet, linen, duel, &c. 
as if written poit, covit, linin, duil, &c. Where 
we may observe, that though the e goes into 
the short sound of i, it is exactly that sound 
which corresponds to the long sound of e. See 
Port Royal Grammaire, Latin, p. 142.

100. There is a remarkable exception to the 
common sound of this letter in the words clerk, 
sergeant, and a few others, where we find the 
e pronounced like the a in dark and margin. 
But this exception, I imagine, was, till with
in these few years, the general rule of sound
ing this letter before r, followed by another 
consonant. See Merchant. Some years 
ago every one pronounced the first syllable of 
merchant like the monosyllable march, and as 
it was anciently written marchant. Service and 
servant are still heard among the lower srder 
of speakers, as if written service and servant; 
and even among the better sort, we sometimes 
hear the salutation, Sir, your sarvant! though 
this pronunciation of the word singly would be 
looked upon as a mark of the lowest vulgarity. 
The proper names Derby, and Berkeley, still 
retain the old sound, as if written Darby and 
Barkelcy; but even these, in polite usage, are 
getting into the common sound, nearly as if 
written Durby and Burkeley. As this modern 
pronunciation of the e has a tendency to sim
plify the language by lessening the number of 
exceptions, it ought certainly to be indulged.

101. This letter falls into an irregular 
sound, but still a sound which is its nearest re
lation, in the words, England, yes, and pretty, 
where the e is heard like short i. Vulgar 
speakers are guilty of the same irregularity 
in engine, as if written ingine; but this cannot 
be tdo carefully avoided.

102. The vowel e before I and n in the final 
unaccented syllable, by its being sometimes 
suppressed and sometimes not, forms one of 
the most puzzling difficulties in pronunciation. 
When any of the liquids precede these letters, 
the e is heard distinctly, as woollen, flannel, wo
men, syren ; but when any of the other con
sonants come before these letters, the e is some
times heard, as in novel, sudden; and some
times not, as in swivel, raven, &c. As no other 
rule can be given for this variety of pronunci
ation, perhaps the best way will be to draw 
the line between those words where e is pro
nounced. and those where it is not; and this,

of the Rhyming Dictionary, I am 
/^JuCTtilWnSbled to do. In the first place, then, 

it may be olXerved, the e before I, in a final 
'una^SlUfed sellable, must always be pronoun- 

lT except in the following words:
* shekel, weasqfr,fusel, nousel (better writter nuzzle,') 

navel, ravel, snivel, rivel, drivel, shrivel, stovel, 
grovel, hazel, drazel, nozel. The words are pro
nounced as if the e were omitted by an apos
trophe, as shek'l, weas'l, ous'l, Ac. or rather as 
if written shecldc, weasle, ousle, &c. ; but as these 
are the only words of this termination that are 
so pronounced, great care must be taken that 
we do not pronounce travel, gravel, rebel, (the 
substantive,) parcel, chapel, and vessel, in the 
same manner ; a fault to which many are very 
prone.

103. E before n in a final unaccented syl
lable, and not preceded by a liquid, must 
always be suppressed in the verbal termina
tions in en, as to loosen, to hearken, and iD 
other words, except the following: sudden, 
mynchen, kitchen, hyphen, chicken, ticken, (bet
ter written ticking,) jerken, aspen, platen, marten, 
latten, patten, leaven or leven, sloven, mittens. In 
these words the e is heal <1 distinctly, contrary 
to the general rule which suppresses the e in 
these syllables, when preceded by a mute, as 
harden, heathen, heaven, as if written hard'n, 
heath'n, heav'n, &c.; nay, even when preceded 
by a liquid, in the words fallen and stolen, 
where the e is suppressed, as if they were 
written fall'n and stol'n: garden and burden, 
therefore, are very analogically pronounced 
gard'n and burd'n; and this pronunciation 
ought the rather to be indulged, as we always 
hear the e suppressed in gardener and burden
some, as if written, gard'ner and burd'nsome. 
See No. 472.

104. This diversity in the pronunciation of 
these terminations ought the more carefully 
to be attended to, as nothing is so vulgar and 
childish as to hear swivel and heaven pro
nounced with the e distinctly, or novel and 
chicken with the e suppressed. But the most 
general suppression of this letter is in the 
preterits of verbs, and in participles ending in 
ed: here, when the e is not preceded by d or 
t, the e is almost universally sunk, (362,) and 
the two final consonants are pronounced in one 
syllable: thus, loved, lived, barred, marred, are 
pronounced as if written lovd, livd, bard, mard. 
The same may be observed of this letter when 
silent in the singulars of nouns, or the first 
persons of verbs, as theme, make, &c. which 
form themes in the plural, and makes in the 
third person, &c. where the last e is silent, 
and the words are pronounced in one syllable. 
When the noun or first person of the verb 
ends iny, with the accent on it, the dis like
wise suppressed, as a reply, two replies, he re
plies, &c. When words of this form have the 
accent on the preceding syllables, the e is 
suppressed, and the y pronounced like short i, 
as cherries, marries, carries, &c. pronounced 
chemz, marriz, carriz, &c. In the same man
ner, carried, married, embodied, &c. are pro
nounced as if written carrid, marrid, enibodid, 
&c. (282.) But it must be carefully noted, 
that there is a remarkable exception to many 
of these contractions when we are pronounc
ing the language of scripture: here every par
ticipial ed ought to make a distinct syllable, 
where it is not preceded by a vowel: thus, 
“ Who hath believed our report, and to whom
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is the arm of the Lord revealed ?" Here the 
participles are both pronounced in three syl
lables; but in the following passage, “ Whom 
be did predestinate, them he also called; and 
whom he called, them he also justified; and 
whom he justified, them he also glorified." 
Called preserves the e, and is pronounced in 
two syllables; and and glorified sup
press the e, and are pronounced in three.

I.

105. This letter is a perfect diphthong, 
composed of the sounds of a in father, and e 
in he, pronounced as closely together as pos
sible, (37.) When these sounds are openly 
pronounced, they produce the familiar assent

which, by the old English dramatic wri
ters, was often expressed by i; hence we may 
observe, that unless our ancestors pronounced 
the vowel i like the o in oil, the present pro
nunciation of the word ay in the House of 
Commons, in the phrase, the Ayes have it, is 
contrary to ancient as well as to present usage: 
such a pronunciation of this word is now coarse 
and rustic. The sound of this letter is heard 
when it is lengthened by final e, as time, thine, 
or ending a syllable with the accent upon it, 
as ti-tle, di-al; in monosyllables ending with 
nd, as bind, find, mind, &c.; in three words 
ending with Id, as child, mild, wild; and in one 
very irregularly ending with nt, as pint, (37.)

106. There is one instance where this letter, 
though succeeded by final e, does not go into 
the broad English sound like the noun eye, 
but into the slender foreign sound like e. 
This is, in the word shire, pronounced as if 
written sheer, both when single, as a knight 
of the shire; or in composition, as in Not
tinghamshire, Leicestershire, &c. This is the 
sound Dr. Lowth gives it in his Grammar, 
page 4 : and it is highly probable that the 
simple shire acquired this slender sound from 
its tendency to become slender in the com
pounds, where it is at a distance from the ac
cent, and where all the vowels have a natural 
tendency to become short and obscure. See 
Shire.

107. The short sound of this letter is heard 
in him, thin, &c. and when ending an unac
cented syllable, as, van-i-ty, qual-irty, &c. 
where, though it cannot be properly said to 
be short, as it is not closed by a consonant, 
yet it has but half its diphthongal sound. 
This sound is the sound of c, the last letter of 
the diphthong that forms the long i; and it 
is not a little surprising that Dr. Johnson 
should say that the short i was a sound wholly 
different from the long one, (551.)

108. When this letter is succeeded by r, 
and another consonant not in a final syllable, 
it has exactly the sound of e in rermrn, vernal, 
&c. as virtue, virgin, &c. which approaches to 
the sound of short u; but when it comes be
fore r, followed by another consonant in a fi
nal syllable, it acquires the sound of u exactly, 
as bird, dirt, shirt, squirt, &c. Mirth, birth, 
gird, girt, skirt, girl, whirl, and firm, are the
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only exceptions to this rule, where i is pro
nounced like e, and as if the words were writ
ten merth, berth, and ferm.

109. The letter r, in this case, seems to 
have the same influence on this vowel, as it 
evidently has on a and o. When these vowels 
come before double r, or single r, followed by 
a vowel, as in arable, carry, marry, orator, 
horrid, forage, &c. they are considerably 
shorter than when the r is the final letter of 
the word, or when it is succeeded by another 
consonant, as in arbour, car, mar, or, nor,

for. In the same manner, the i, coming be
fore either double r, or single r, followed by 
a vowel, preserves its pure short sound, as in 
irritate, spirit, conspiracy, &c.; but when r 
is followed by another consonant, or is the 
final letter of a word with the accent upon it, 
the i goes into a deeper and broader sound, 
equivalent to short e, as heard in virgin, 
virtue, &c. So fr, a tree, is perfectly similar 
to the first syllable of ferment, though often 
corruptly pronounced like fur, a skin. Sir, 
and stir, are exactly pronounced as if written 
sur and stur. It seems, says Mr. Nares, that 
our ancestors distinguished these sounds more 
correctly. Bishop Gardiner, in his first letter 
to Cheke, mentions a witticism of Nicholas 
Rowley, a fellow Cantab with him, to this 
effect: Let handsome girls be called virgins; 
plain ones, vurgisis.

“ Si pulclira cst, virgo, sin turpis, vurgo vocetur.*

Which, says Mr. Elphinston, may be modern
ized by the aid of a far more celebrated line :

* Sweet virgin can alone the fair express,
“ Fine by degrees, and beautifully less :
“ But let the hoyden, homely, rough-hewn virgin,
“ Engross the homage of a Major Sturgeon.”

110. The sound of t, in this situation, ought 
to be the more carefully attended to, as letting 
it fall into the sound of u, where it should have 
the sound of e, has a grossness in it approach
ing to vulgarity. Perhaps the only exception 
to this rule is, when the succeeding vowel is n; 
for this letter being a semi-consonant, has 
some influence on the preceding i, though not 
so much as a perfect consonant would have. 
This makes Mr. Sheridan’s pronunciation of 
the i in virulent, and its compounds, like that in 
virgin, less exceptionable than I at first thought 
it; but since we cannot give a semi-sound of 
short i to correspond to the semi-ccnsonant 
sound of u, I have preferred the pure sound, 
which I think the most agreeable to polite 
usage. See Mr. Garrick’s Epigram upon the 
sour d of this letter, under the word Virtue.

Irregular and unaccented Sounds.
111. There is an irregular pronunciation of 

this letter, which has greatly multiplied within 
these few years, and that is, the slender sound 
heard in ee. This sound is chiefly found in 
words derived from the French and Italian lan
guages ; and we think we show our breeding 
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by a knowledge of those tongues, and an igno
rance of our own:

“ Report of fashions in proud Italy,
M Whose manners still our tardy apish nation 
“ Limps after, in base awkward imitation.” 

Shakespeare, Richard II.

When Lord Chesterfield wrote his letters to 
his son, the word oblige was, by many polite 
speakers, pronounced as if written obleege, to 
give a hint of their knowledge of the French 
language; nay, Pope has rhymed it to this 
sound

* Dreaded ev’n by fools, by flatterers besieg'd, 
“ And so obliging, that he ne’er oblig'd."

But it was so far from having generally ob
tained, that Lord Chesterfield strictly enjoins 
his son to avoid this pronunciation as affected. 
In a few years, however, it became so general, 
that none but the lowest vulgar ever pronounc
ed it in the English manner; but upon the 
publication of this nobleman’s letters, which 
was about twenty years after he wrote them, 
his authority has had so much influence with 
the polite world, as to bid fair for restoring the 
l, in this word, to its original rights; and we 
not unfrequently hear it now pronounced with 
the broad English i, in those circles, where, 
a few years ago, it would have been an infal
lible mark of vulgarity. Mr. Sheridan, W. 
Johnston, and Mr. Barclay, give both sounds, 
but place the sound of oblige first. Mr. Scott 
gives both, but places obleege first. Dr. Ken- 
rick and Buchanan give only oblige ; and Mr. 
Elphinston, Mr. Perry, and Fenning, give 
only obleege; but though this sound has lost 
ground so much, yet Mr. Nares, who wrote 
about eighteen years ago, says, “ Oblige still, 
I think, retains the sound of long e, notwith
standing the proscription of that pronunciation 
by the late Lord Chesterfield.’*

112. The words that have preserved the fo
reign sound of i like ee, are the following 
ambergris, verdegris, antique, becafico, bombasin, 
brasil, capivi, capuchin, colbertine, chioppine, or 
chopin, caprice, chagrin, chevaux-defrise, critique, 
(for criticism, ')fcstucine,frize, gabardine, haber- 
dine, sordine, rugine, trephine, quarantine, rou
tine, fascine, fatigue, intrigue, glacis, invalid, ma
chine, magazine, marine, palanquin, pique, po
lice, profile, recitative, mandarine, tabcurine, tam
bourine, tontine, transmarine, ultramarine. In 
all these words, if for the last t we substitute 
ee, we shall have the true pronunciation. In 
agnior the first i is thus pronounced. Mr. 
Sheridan pronounces vertigo and serpigo with 
the accent on the second syllable, and the i 
long, as in tie and pie. Dr. Kenrick gives 
these words the same accent, but sounds the 
has e in tea and pea. The latter is, in my opi
nion, the general pronunciation ; though Mr. 
Sheridan’s is supported by a very general rule, 
which is, that all words adopted whole from 
the Latin, preserve the Latin accent, (503 5.) 
But if the English ear were unbiassed by the 
long i in Latin, which fixes the accent on the 
second syllable, and could free itself from the 
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slavish imitation of the French and Italians, 
there is little doubt that these words would 
have the accent on the first syllable, and that 
the i would be pronounced regularly like the 
short e, as in indigo and portico. See Vertigo.

113. There is a remarkable alteration in 
the sound of this vowel, in certain situations- 
where it changes to a sound equivalent to ini
tial y. The situation that occasions this 
change is, when the i precedes another vowel 
in an unaccented syllable, and is not preceded 
by any of the dentals : thus we hear iary in 
mil-iary, bil-iary, &c. pronounced as if written 
niil-yary, bil-yary, &c. Jlin-ion, pin-ion, &c. 
as if written min-yon and pin-yon. In these 
words the i is so totally altered to y, that pro
nouncing the ea and io in separate syllables, 
would be an error the most palpable; but 
where the other liquids or mutes precede the 
i in this situation, the coalition is not so neces
sary : for though the two latter syllables of 
convivial, participial, &c. are extremely prone to 
unite into one, they may, however, be separat
ed, provided the separation be not too distant. 
The same observations hold good of e, as mal
leable, pronounced mal-ya-ble.

114. But the sound of the i, tlie most diffi
cult to reduce to rule, is where it ends a syl
lable immediately before the accent. When 
either the primary or secondary accent is on 
this letter, it is invariably pronounced either as 
the long i in title, the short i in tittle, or the 
French i in magazine ; and when it ends a 
syllable after the accent, it is always sounded 
like e, as sen-si-ble, ra-tify, &c. But when it 
ends a syllable, immediately before the accent, 
it is sometimes pronounced long, as in vi-ta-lv. 
ty, where the first syllable is exactly like the 
first of vi-al; and sometimes short, as in di-gest, 
where the t is pronounced as if the word were 
written de-gest. The sound of the i, in this 
situation, is so little reducible to rule, that 
none of our writers on the subject have at
tempted it; and the only method,to give some 
idea of it, seems to be the very laborious one 
of classing such words together as have the t 
pronounced in the same manner, and observing 
the different combinations of other letters that 
may possibly be the cause of the different 
sounds of this.

115. In the first place, where the i is the 
only letter in the first syllable, and the accent 
is on the second, beginning with a consonant, 
the vowel has its long diphthongal sound, as 
in idea, identity, idolatry, idoneous, irascible, iron
ical, isosceles, itinerant, itinerary. Imagine 
and its compounds seem the only exceptions. 
But to give the inspector some idea of gene
ral usage, I have subjoined examples of these 
words as they stand in our different Pronounc
ing Dictionaries:

idea, Sheridan, Scott, Buchanan, W.
Johnston, Kenrick.

Idea, Perry.
identity, Sheridan, Scott, Buchanan, W.

Johnston, Kenrick.
identity, Perry.
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Idolatry, Sheridan, Scott, Buchanan, W. 

Johnston, Kenrick.
Idolatry, Perry.
idcneous, Sheridan, Kenrick.
Irascible, Sheridan, Scott, W. Johnston, Ken

rick.
irascible, Perry. 
isosceles, Sheridan, Scott, Perry. 
Itinerary, Sheridan, Scott, W. Johnston, Ken- 

rickv
Itinerary, Perry. 
Itinerajit, Sheridan, Scott, W. Johnston, Nares. 
Itinerant, Buchanan, Perry.

116. When i ends the first syllable, and the 
accent is on the second, commencing with a 
vowel, it generally preserves its long open diph
thongal sound. Thus in di-ameter, di-umal, 
&c. the first syllable is equivalent to the verb 
to die. A corrupt, foreign manner of pro
nouncing these words may sometimes mince 
the i into e, as if the words were written de- 
ametur, de-umal, &c. but this is disgusting to 
every just English ear, and contrary to the 
whole current of analogy. Besides, the vow
el that ends and the vowel that begins a syl
lable, are, by pronouncing the i long, kept 
more distinct, and not suffered to coalesce, as 
they are apt to do if i has its slender sound. 
This proneness of the e, which is exactly the 
dender sound of i, to coalesce with the suc
ceeding vowel, has produced such monsters in 
pronunciation zsjoggraphy and jommetry for geo
graphy and geometry, and jorgicks for georgicks. 
The latter of these words is fixed in this ab
surd pronunciation without remedy; but the 
two former seem recovering their right to four 
syllables; though Mr. Sheridan has endea
voured to deprive them of it, by spelling them 
with three. Hence we may observe, that those 
who w ish to pronounce correctly, and accord
ing to analogy, ought to pronounce the first 
syllable of bi-ography, as the verb to buy, and 
not as if written be-ography.

117. When i ends an initial syllable without 
the accent, and the succeeding syllable begins 
with a consonant, the i is generally slender, as 
if written e. But the exceptions to this rule 
are so numerous, that nothing but a catalogue 
will give a tolerable idea of the state of pro- 
nu ciation in this point.

118. When the prepositive bi, derived from 
ais, (twice,) ends a syllable immediately before 
the accent, the i is long and broad, in order 
to convey more precisely the specific meaning 
of the syllable. Thus, bi-capsular, bi-cipital, 
bi-dpitous, bi-cornous, bi-corporal, bi-dental, bi- 
farious, bifurcated, bi4inguous}bi-nocidar, bi-pen- 
naled, bi-petalous, bv-quadrate, have the t long. 
But the first syllable of the words bitumen, 
and bitumenous, having no such signification, 
ought to be pronounced w ith the i short. This 
is the sound Buchanan has given it; but Sheri
dan, Kenrick, and W. Johnston, make the i 
long, as in bible.

119. The same may be observed of words 
beginning w’ith fri, having the accent on the 
second syllable. Thus tri-bunal, tri-corporal,
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tri-chotomy, tri-gintals, have the i ending the 
first syllable long, as in tri-al. To this class 
ought to be added, di-pctalous and di-lemma9 
though the i in the first syllable of the last 
word is pronounced like e, and as if written 
de-lemma, by Mr. Scott and Mr. Perry, but 
long by Mr. Sheridan, Dr. Kenrick, and Bu
chanan ; and both ways by W. Johnston, but 
placing the short first. And hence we may 
conclude, that the verb to bisect, and the noun 
bisection ought to have the i at the end of the 
first syllable pronounced like buy, as Mr. Scott 
and Dr. Kenrick have marked it, though other
wise marked by Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Perry, 
and Buchanan.

120. When the first syllable is chi, with the 
accent on the second, the i is generally long, 
as, chi-ragrical, chi-rurgick, chi-rurgeon, chi-ro- 
graphist, chi-rographer, chi-rography* Chi-mera 
and chi-merical have the i most frequently short, 
as pronounced by Buchanan and Perry; 
though otherwise marked by Sheridan, Scott, 
W. Johnston, and Kenrick; and, indeed, the 
short sound seems now established. Chicane 
and chicanery, from the French, have the 
i always short, or more properly slender.

121. Ci before the accent has the i generally 
short, as, ci-vilian, ci-vility, and, I think, ci-lici- 
ous and ci-nerulent, though otherwise marked 
by Mr. Sheridan. Ci-barious and ci-tation 
have the i long.

122. Cli before the accent has the i long, as 
cli-macter; but when the accent is on the third 
syllable, as in climacterick, the i is shortened by 
the secondary accent. See 530.

123. Cri before the accent has the i generally 
long, as, cri-nigerous, cri-terion; though we 
sometimes hear the latter as if written cre-lerion, 
but I think improperly.

124. Di before the accented syllable, begin
ning with a consonant, has the i almost always 
short; as, digest, digestion, digress, digression, di
lute, dilution, diluvian, dimension, dimensivc, 
dimidiation, diminish, diminutive, diploma, direct, 
direction, diversify, diversification, diversion, diver
sity, divert, divertisement, diverlive, divest, dives- 
ture, divide, dividable, dividant, divine, divinity 
divisible, divisibility, divorce, divulge. To these 
I think, may be added, didacity, didactick, diLace
rate, dilaceralion, dilaniate, dilapidation, dilate, 
dilatable, dilatability, dilection, dilucid, dilucidate, 
dilucidation, dinetical, dinumeralion, diverge, di
vergent, divan; though Mr. Sheridan has 
marked the first i in all these words long. 
Some of them may undoubtedly be pronounced 
either way; but why he should make the i in 
diploma long, and W. Johnston should give it 
both ways, is unaccountable ; as Mr. Scott, 
Buchanan, Dr. Kenrick, Mr. Perry, and the 
general usage, is against them. Diarcsis and 
dioptricks have the i long, according to the ge
neral rule, (116,) though the last is absurd!* 
made short by Dr. Kenrick, and the diphthong 
is made long in the first by Mr. Sheridan, 
contrary to one of the most prevailing idioms 
in pronunciation; which is, the shortening 
power of the antepenultimate accent, (503.) 
Let it not be said that the diphthong must be

c 
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always lo»g, since Ceesarea and Dcedalus have 
the a always short.

125. The long i, in words of this form, 
seems confined to the following : digladiation, 
dijudication, dinumeration, divaricate, direption, 
diruption. Both Johnson and Sheridan, in my 
opinion, place the accent of the word didasca- 
lick improperly upon the second syllable: it 
should seem more agreeable to analogy to 
class it with the numerous terminations in ic, 
and place the accent on the penultimate sylla
ble, (509 ;) and, in this case, the i in the first 
will be shortened by the secondary accent, and 
the syllable pronounced like did, (527.) The 
first i in dimissory, marked long by Mr. Sheri
dan, and with the accent on the second sylla
ble, contrary to Dr. Johnson, is equally erro
neous. The accent ought to be on the first 
syllable, and the i short, as on the adjective 
dim. See Possessory.

126. Fi, before the accent, ought always to 
be short: this is the sound we generally give 
to the i in the first syllable of fi-delity; and 
why we should give the long sound to the i in 
fiducial and fiduciary, as marked by Mr. Sheri
dan, I know not: he is certainly erroneous 
in marking the first i in frigidity long, and 
equally so in placing the accent upon the last 
syllable of finite. Finance has the t short uni
versally.

127. ' Gigantich has the i in the first syllable 
always long.

128. Li has them generally long, as li-bation, 
li-brarian, li-bration, li-centious, li-pothy^iy, li
quescent, li-thography, li-tlatomy. Litigious has 
the : in the first syllable always short. The 
same may be observed of libidinous, though 
otherwise marked by Mr. Sheridan.

129. Mi has the i generally short, as in mi
nority, militia, mimographer, minacious, minority, 
miraculous; though the four last are marked 
with the long i by Mr. Sheridan ; and what is 
still more strange, he marks the i, which has 
tlie accent on it, long in minatory; though 
the same word, in the compound comminatory, 
where the i is always short, might have shown 
him his error. The word mimelick, which, 
though in very good use, is neither in John
son nor Sheridan, ought to be pronounced 
with the first i short, as if written mim-et-ick. 
The i is generally long in micrometer, micro
graphy, and migration.

ISO. A7 has the t long in nigrescent. The 
first z in nigrification, though marked long by 
Mr. Sheridan, is shortened by the secondary 
accent, (527) and ought to be pronounced as 
if divided into nig-rifi-cation.

131. Pin has thez generally' short, as in phi
lanthropy, philippic, philosopher, philosophy, phi
losophize; to which we may certainly add, phi- 
lologer, philologist, philology, philological, notwith
standing Mr. Sheridan has marked the i in 
these last words long.

132. Pi and pli have the i generally short, 
as pilaster, pituitous, pilosity, plication. Piaster 
and piazza, being Italian words, have the i 
short before the vowel, contrary to the analogy 
of words of this form, (116) where the i is long, 
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as in pi-ocular, pri-ority, &c. Piratical has the 
t marked long by Mr. Sheridan, and short by 
Dr. Kenrick. The former is, in my opinion, 
more agreeable both to custom and analogy, 
as the sound of the i before the accent is often 
determined by the sound of that letter in the 
primitive word.

133. Pri has the z* generally long, as in pri
meval, jrrimevoiis, primilial, primero, primordial, 
privado, privation, privative, but always short in 
primitive and primer.

134. Ri has the i short, as in ridiculous. 
Rigidity is marked with the i long by Mr. She
ridan, and short by Dr. Kenrick: the latter is 
undoubtedly right. Rivality has the i long 
in the first syllable, in compliment to rival, 
as piratical has the i long, because derived 
from pirate. Rhinoceros has the i long in 
Sheridan, Scott, Kenrick, W. Johnston, anc. 
Buchanan ; and short in Perry.

135. Si has the i generally short, as simili
tude, siriasis, and ought certainly to be short 
in silicions (better written cilicious,) though 
marked long by Mr. Sheridan. Simultaneous 
having the secondary accent on the first sylla
ble, does not come under this head, but re
tains the i long, notwithstanding the shorten
ing power of the accent it is under, (527.)

136. Ti has the i short, as in timidity.
137. Tri has the i long for the same reason 

as bi, which see, (118,) (119.)
138. Fi has the i so unsettled as to puzzle 

the correctest speakers. The i is generally 
long in vicarious, notwithstanding the short i 
in vicar. It is long in vibration, from its re
lation to vibrate. Vitality has the i long, like 
vital. In vivifick, vivificate, and viviparous, the 
first i is long, to avoid too great a sameness 
with the second. Vivacious and vivacity have 
the i almost as often Jong as short: Mr. She
ridan, Mr. Scott, and Dr. Kenrick, make 
the i in vivacious long, and Mr. Perry and 
Buchanan, short; Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Scott, 
and W. Johnston, make the i in the first 
of vivacity long, and Perry and Buchanan, 
short; but the short sound seems less formal, 
and most agreeable to polite usage. Vicinity, 
vicinal, vicissitude, vituperate, vimineous, and vi
rago, seem to prefer the short i, though Mr. 
Sheridan has marked the three last words with 
the first vowel long. But the diversity will 
be best seen by giving the authorities for all 
these words:

idrinity, Dr. Kenrick.
vicinity, Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Scott, Buchanan,

W. Johnston, and Perry.
dtrindl, Mr. Sheridan.
vlrisritude, Mr. Sheridan, Dr. Kenrick, W. 

Johnston, Buchanan, and Perry. 
vituperate, Mr. Sheridan, Dr. Kenrick, W. 

Johnston.
vituperate, Mr. Perry. 
vimineous, Mr. Sheridan. 
virago, Mr. Sheridan, and W. Johnston. 
virago, Dr. Kenrick, Mr. Scott,. Buchanan, 

and Perry.
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j have classed vicinal here as a word with 

the accent on the second syllabic, as it stands 
in Sheridan’s Dictionary, but think it ought to 
have the accent on the first. See Medicinal.

139. The same diversity and uncertainty in 
the sound of this letter, seem to reign in those 
final unaccented syllables which are terminated 
with the mute e. Perhaps the best way to 
give some tolerable idea of the analogy of the 
language in this point, will be, to show the 
general rule, and mark the exceptions ; though 
these are sometimes so numerous as to make 
us doubt of the rule itself; therefore, the best 
way will be to give a catalogue of both.

140. There is one rule of very great extent, 
in words of this termination, which have the 
accent on the penultimate syllable, and that 
is, that the i in the final syllable of these words 
is short: thus, servile, hostile, respite, deposile, 
adamantine, amethystine, &c. are pronounced 
atf if written servil, hostil, respit, deposit, &c. 
The only exceptions in this numerous class of 
words seem to be the following: erile, senile, 
edile, empire, umpire, rampire, finite, feline, fe
rine, archives ; and the substantives, confine and 
supine : while the adjectives saline and contrite 
have sometimes the accent on the first, and 
sometimes on the last syllable; but in either 
case the i is long. Quagmire and pismire have 
the i long also; likewise has the : long, but 
otherwise has it more frequently, though very 
improperly, short. Myrrhine, vulpine, and gen
tile, though marked with tlie t long by Mr. 
Sheridan, ought, in my opinion, to conform 
to the general rule, and be pronounced with 
the t short. Vulpine, with the i long, is adopted 
by Mr. Scott; and W. Johnston, Mr. Scott, 
and Buchanan, agree with Mr. Sheridan in 
the last syllable of gentile; and this seems 
agreeable to general usage, though not to 
analogy. See the word.

That the reader may have a distinct view of 
the subject, I have been at the pains of collect
ing all our dissyllables of this termination, 
with the Latin words from which they are de
rived, by which we may see the correspondence 
between the English and Latin quantity in 
these words:

flabile,.... ...fabllis, reptile,... ...replllis,
debile,.... ....debilis, sculptile,. .sculpiffts,
mobile,... ...mobllis, fertile,. .. ...fertllis,
sorbile,... ....sorbUis, futile,.... ....futllis,
nubile,... ....nubilis, utile,....... ......utlfts,

....facllis, textile,....
gracile,... ...gracilis, gentile,.. .. .gentilis,
docile,.... .....docllis, aedile,...... .....ecdilis,

...... ........agilis, senile,.... .....senilis,
fragile,.. ...fragifts, febrile,... ... febrilis,
pensile,.. .. .pensilis, virile,...... ...—virl'is,
tortile,.... .....tortVis, subtile,... ...subtllis,
scissile,.. ....scissllis, coctile, .. ....coclllis,
missile,.. ...missilis, quintile,. ..quintUis,
tactile,.... ....tactilis, hostile,.... ....hostilis,
fictile,... .....Jicttlis, servile,.... ....servilis,
ductile,.. ...duclilis. sextile,.... ....sextilis.
In this list of La*!n ?d;ectives, we find only

ten of them with th® penultimate i long; and
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four of them with the i in the last syllable 
long, in the English words gentile, cedile, se
nile, and virile. It is highly probable that this 
short t, in the Latin adjectives, was the cause 
of adopting this i in the English words derived 
from them ; and this tendency is a sufficient 
reason for pronouncing the words projectile, 
tractile, and insectile, with the i short, though 
we have no classical Latin words to appeal to, 
from which they are derived.

141. But when the accent is on tlie last 
syllable but two, in words of this termination, 
the length of the vowel is not so easily ascer
tained.

142. Those ending in ice, have the » short, 
except sacrifice and cockatrice.

143. Those ending in ide have the i long, 
notwithstanding we sometimes hear suicide 
absurdly pronounced, as if written suicid.

144. Those ending in fe, have the i long, 
except housewife, pronounced huzzijf, accord
ing to the general rule, notwithstanding the t 
in wife is always long. Midwife is sometimes 
shortened in the same manner by the vulgar; 
and se'nnight for sevennight is gone irrecover
ably into the same analogy; though fortnight 
for fourteenthnight is more frequently pro
nounced with the flong.

145. Those ending in tie have the : short, 
except reconcile, chamomile, eolopile. Juvenile, 
mercantile, and puerile, have the : long in 
Sheridan’s Dictionary, and short in Kenrick’s. 
In my opinion, the latter is the much more 
prevalent and polite pronunciation; but infan
tile, though pronounceable both ways, seems 
inclinable to lengthen the i in tlie last sylla
ble. See Juvenile.

146. In the termination ime, pantomime 
has the i long, rhyming with time; and mara- 
time has the i short, as if written maritim.

14 Words in ine, that have the accent 
higher than tlie penultimate, have the quantity 
of i so uncertain, that the only method to 
give an idea of it will be to exhibit a catalogue 
of words where it is pronounced differently.

148. But, first, it may not be improper to 
see the different sounds given to this letter 
in some of the same words by different or
thoepi sts :

columbine, Sheridan, Nares, W. Johnston. 
columbine, Kenrick, Perry.
saccharine, Sheridan, Nares. 
saccharine, Kenrick, Perry. 
saturnine, Sheridan, Nares, Buchanan. 
saturnine, Kenrick, Perry.
metalline, Kenrick. 
metalline, Sheridan, W. Johnston, Perry. 
crystalline, Kenrick.
crystalline, Sheridan, Perry. 
uterine, Sheridan, Buchanan, W. Johnston.
uterine, Kenrick, Scott, Perry.

149. In these words I do not hesitate to 
pronounce, that the general rule inclines evi
dently to the long i, which, in doubtful cases, 
ought always to be followed ; and for which 
reason I shall enumerate those words first 
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where I judge the i ought to be pronounced 
long: cannabine, carabine, columbine, bizantine, 
gelatine, legatine, oryrrhodine, concubine, musca
dine, incarnadine, celandine, almandine, secundine, 
amygdaline, crystalline, vituline, calamine, asinine, 
saturnine, saccharine, adulterine, viperine, ute
rine, lamentine, armentine, serpentine, turpentine, 
vespertine, belluine, porcupine, countermine, leo
nine, sapphirine, and metalline.

150. The words of this termination, where 
the i is short, are the following : jacobine, me
dicine, discipline, masculine, jessamine, feminine, 
heroine, nectarine, libertine, genuine, hyaline, pa
latine. To these, I think, ought to be added, 
alkaline, aquiline, coralline, brigantine, eglantine: 
to this pronunciation of the i, the proper names, 
Valentine and Constantine, seem strongly to 
incline ; and on the stage Cymbeline has entire
ly adopted it. Thus, we see how little in
fluence the Latin language has on the quanti
ty of the i, in the final syllable of these words. 
It is a rule in that language, that adjectives, 
ending in iZis or inus, derived from animated 
beings or proper names, with the exception 
of very few, have this i pronounced long. It 
were to be wished this distinction could be 
adopted in English words from the Latin, as 
in that case we might be able, in time, to re
gularize this very irregular part of our tongue ; 
but this alteration would be almost impossi
ble in adjectives ending in ive, as relative, voca
tive, fugitive, &c. have the i uniformly short 
in English, and long in the Latin relalivus, vo- 
cativus, fugitivus, <\c.

151. The only word ending in ire, with the 
accent on the antepenultimate syllable, is 
acrospire, with the i long, the last syllable 
sounding like the spire of a church.

152. Words ending in ise have the i short, 
when the accent is on the last syllable but one, 
as franchise, except the compounds ending in 
wise, as likewise, lengthwise, &c. as marked by 
Mr. Scott, Mr. Perry, and Buchanan; but 
even among these words we sometimes hear 
otherwise pronounced otherwiz, as marked by 
Mr. Sheridan and W. Johnston; but, I think, 
improperly.

153. When the accent is on the last syllable 
but two in these words, they are invariably 
pronounced with the i long, as criticise, equalise.

154. In the termination ite, when the ac
cent is on it, the i is always long, as requite. 
When the accent is on the last syllable but 
one, it is always short, as respite, (140,) pro-
tounced as if written respit, except contrite 
and erinite ; but when the accent is on the 
last syllable but two, the i is generally long : 
the exceptions, however, are so many, that a 
catalogue of both will be the best rule.

155. The i is long in expedite, recondite, in
condite, hermaphrodite, Carmelite, theodolite, cos
mopolite, chrysolite, eremite, aconite, margarite, 
marcasite, parasite, appetite, bipartite, tripartite, 
quadripartite, convertite, anchorite, pituite, satel
lite. As the last word stands in Kenrick’s 
Dictionary, sa- till-it, having the i short, and 
the accent on the second syllable, it is doubly 
wrqng. The i in the last syllable is shortened 

also by W. Johnston and Perry, but made long, 
as it ought to be, by Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Scott, 
and Mr. Nares. See Recondite.

156. The i is short in cucurbite, ingenite, 
definite, indefinite, iifinite, hypocrite, favourite, 
requisite, pre-requisite, perquisite, exquisite, appo
site, and opposite. Heteroclite has the i long in 
Sheridan, but short in Kenrick. The former 
is, in my opinion, the best pronunciation, (see 
the word in the Dictionary;) but ile, in what 
may be called a gentile termination, has the i 
always long, as in Hivite, Samnite, cosmopolite, 
bedlamite, &c.

157. The termination we, when the accent 
is on it, is always long, as in hive, except in 
the two verbs, give, live, and their compounds, 
giving, living, &c. for the adjective live, as a 
live animal, has the i long, and rhymes with 
strive ; so have the adjective and adverb, lively 
and livelily: the noun livelihood follows the 
same analogy; but the adjective live-long, as 
the live-long day, has the i short, as in the verb. 
When the accent is not on the i in this termi
nation, it is always short, as sportive, plaintive, 
&c. rhyming with give, (150) except the word 
be a gentile, as in Argive.

158. All the other adjectives and substan
tives of this termination, when the accent is 
not on it, have the t invariably short, as offen
sive, defensive, &c. The i in salique is short, as 
if written sallick, bu.t long in oblique, rhyming 
with qrike, strike, &c. ; while antique has the t 
long and slender, and rhymes with speak. Dr. 
Kenrick, Mr. Elphinston, Mr. Perry, Bu
chanan, and Barclay, have obleek for oblique; 
Mr. Scott has it both ways,* but gives the slen
der sound first; and Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Nares, 
and W. Johnston, obtike. The latter is, in my 
opinion, more agreeable to polite usage, but 
the former more analogical; for, as it comes 
from the French oblique, we cannot write it 
oblike, as Mr. Nares wishes, any more than an
tique, unlike, for fear of departing too far from 
the Latin antiquus and obliquus. Opaque, Mr. 
Nares observes, has become opake ; but then 
it must be remembered, that the Latin is opa
cus, and not opacuus.

159. All the terminations in ize have the ~ 
long, except in endenize j which, having the 
accent on the second syllable, follows the ge
neral rule, and has the i short, pronounced as 
the verb is, (140.) To these observations we 
may add, that though evil and devil suppress 
the i, as if written tv'I and dev I, yet that 
cavil and pencil preserve its sound distinctly; 
and that Latin ought never to be pronounced 
as it is generally at schools, as if written Latt'n. 
Cousin and cozen, both drop the last vowels, 
as if spelled cuzz'n, and are only distinguish
able to the eye.

Thus we see how little regularity there is 
in the sound of this letter, when it is not 
under the accent, and, when custom will per
mit, how careful we ought to be to preserve 
the least trace of analogy, that *' oniusion 
may not be worse confounded.” The sketch 
that has been just given may, perhaps afford 
something like a clue to direct us in this la-
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byrinth, and it is hoped it will enable the ju
dicious speaker, to pronounce with more cer
tainty and decision.

160. It was remarked under the vowel A, 
that when a hard g or c preceded that vowel, 
a sound like e interposed, the better to unite 
the letters, and soften the sound of the con
sonant. The same may be observed of the 
letter I. When this vowel is preceded by g 
hard, or k, which is but another form for hard 
c, it is pronounced as if an e were inserted be
tween the consonant and the vowel: thus sAy, 
kind, guide, guise, disguise, catechise, guile, be
guile, mankind, are pronounced as if written 
ske-y, ke-ind, gue-ise, dis-gue-ise, cat-e-che-ise, 
gue-ile, be-gue-ile, man-ke-ind. At first sight, we 
are surprised that two such different letters as 
a and i should be affected in the same manner 
by the hard gutturals, g, c, and k ; but when 
we reflect that i is really composed of a and e, 
(37) our surprise ceases; and we are pleased 
to find the ear perfectly uniform in its proce
dure, and entirely unbiassed by the eye. From 
this view of the analogy, we may see how 
greatly mistaken is a very solid and ingenious 
writer on this subject, who says, that “ ky-ind 
for kind, is a monster of pronunciation, heard 
only on our stage.” Nares’s English Orthoe
py, page 28. Dr. Beattie, in his Theory of 
Language, takes notice of this union of vowel 
sounds, page 266. See No. 92.

It may not, perhaps, seem unworthy of no
tice, that when this letter is unaccented in 
the numerous terminations ity, ible, &c. it is 
frequently pronounced like short u, as if the 
words sensible, visible, &c. were written sensub- 
bler visubble, &c.; and charity, chastity, ftc. like 
charutty, chastutty, &c.; but it may be observed, 
that the pure sound of i like e in these words, 
is as much the mark of an elegant speaker, as 
that of the u in singular, educate, &c. See 
No. 179.

0.
161. Grammarianshave generally allowed 

this letter but three sounds. Mr. Sheridan 
instances them in not, note, prove. For a 
fourth, I have added the o in love, dove, &c. ; 
for the fifth, that in or, nor, for ; and a sixth, 
that in woman, wolf, &c.

162. The first and only peculiar sound of 
this letter is that by which it is named in the 
alphabet: it requires the mouth to be formed, 
in some degree, like the letter, in order to 
pronounce it. This may be called its long 
open sound, as the o in prove may be called its 
lonfe slender sound, (65.) This sound we find 
in words ending with silent e, as tone, bone, 
alone ; or when ending a syllable with the ac
cent upon it, as mo-tion, po-tent, &c. ; likewise 
in the monosyllables, go, so, no. This sound 
is found under several combinations of other 
vowels with this letter, as in moan, groan, bow, 
(to shoot with,) low, (not high,) and before st 
in the words host, ghost, post, most, and before 
as in gross.

163. The second sound of this letter is called 
•ts short round, and is found in not, got, tut

37
&c. ; though this, as in the other short vowels, 
is by no means the short sound of the former 
long one, but corresponds exactly to that of 
a, in what, with which the words not, got, lot, 
are perfect rhymes. The long sound, to which 
the o in not and sot, are short ones, is found 
under the diphthong au in naught, and the ou 
in sought; corresponding exactly to the a in 
hall, ball, &c. The short sound of this letter, 
like the short sound of a in father, (78, 79,) 
is frequently, by inaccurate speakers, and 
chiefly those among the vulgar, lengthened to 
a middle sound approaching to its long sound, 
the o in or. This sound is generally heard, 
as in the case of a, when it is succeeded by 
two consonants : thus, Mr. Smith pronounces 
broth, froth, and moth, as if written braivth, 
frawth, and mawlh. Of the propriety or im
propriety of this, a well-educated ear is the 
best judge ; but, as was observed under the 
article A, (79) if this be not the sound heard 
among the best speakers, no middle sound 
ought to be admitted, as good orators will 
ev^b incline to definite and absolute sounds, 
rather than such as may be called nondescripts 
in language.

164. The third sound of this letter, as was 
marked in the first observation, may be called 
its long slender sound, corresponding to the 
double o. The words w here this sound of o 
occurs are so few, that it will be easy to give 
a catalogue of them: prove, move, behoove, and 
their compounds, lose, do, ado, Home, poltron, 
ponton, sponton, who, whom, womb, tomb. Spon- 
ton is not in Johnson; and this and the two 
preceding words ought rather to be written 
with oo in the last syllable. Gold is pronounc
ed like goold in familiar conversation ; but in 
verse and solemn language, especially that of 
the Scripture, ought always to rhyme with old,

fold, &c. See Encore, Gold, and Wind.
165. The fourth sound of this vowel is that 

which is found in love, dove, &c. ; and the long 
sound, which seems the nearest relation to it, 
is in the first sound of o in note, tone, rove, &c. 
This sound of o is generally heard when it is 
shortened by the succeeding liquids n, m, r, 
and the semi-vowels v, z, th : and, as Mr. Nares 
has given a catalogue of those words, I shall 
avail myself of his labour. Above, affront, 
allonge, among, amongst, attorney, bomb, bombard, 
borage, borough, brother, cochineal, colour, come, 
comely, comfit, confort, company, compass, com
rade, combat, conduit, coney, conjure, constable, 
covenant, cover, convert, covet, covey, cozen, dis
comfit, done, doth, dost, dove, dozen, dromedary,

front, glove, govern, honey, hover, love, Monday, 
money, mongrel, monk, monkey, month, mother, 
none, nothing, one, onion, other, oven, plover, po
megranate, pommel, pother, romage, shove, shovel, 
sloven, smother, some, Somerset, son, sovereign, 
sponge, stomach, thorough, ton, tongue, word, 
work, wonder, world, worry, worse, worship, wort, 
worth: to which we may add, rhomb, oncx, 
comfrey, and colander.

166. In these words the accent is on the o 
in every word, except pomegranate: but with 
very few executions, this letter has the same 



different sounds of the letter u.38
>u)un<! in the unaccented terminations, oc, ode, 
od, ol, om, on, op, or, ot, and some; as, mam
mock, cassock, method, carol, kingdom, union, 
•tmazon, gallop, tutor, turbot, troublesome, &.C. 
all which are pronounced as if written mam- 
muck, cassuck, methud, &c. The o in the ad
junct monger, as cheesemonger, &c. has always 
this sound. The exceptions to this rule are 
technical terms from the Greek or Latin, as 
achor, a species of the herpes; and proper 
names, as Color, a river in Italy.

167. The fifth sound of o is the long sound 
produced by r final, or followed by another 
consonant, as for, former. This sound is per
fectly equivalent to tlie diphthong au; and 
for and former, might, on account of sound 
only, be written faur and fauxmer. There 
are many exceptions to this rule, as borne, 
corps, corse, force, forge, form (a seat,) fort, 
horde, porch, port, sport, &c. which have the 
first sound of this letter.

168. 0, like A, is lengthened before r, when 
terminating a monosyllable, or followed by 
another consonant; andj like a too, is sttBrt- 
ened by a duplication of the liquid, as we may 
hear by comparing the conjunction or with 
the same letters in torrid, florid, &c. ; for 
though the r is not doubled to the eye in florid, 
yet, as the accent is on it, it is as effectually 
doubled to the ear as if written florrid; so, 
if a consonant of another kind succeed the r 
in this situation, we find the o as long as in a 
monosyllable : thus, the o in orchard is as long 
as in the conjunction or, and that in formal, as 
in the word for: but in orifice and forage, 
where tlie r is followed by a vowel, the o is as 
short as if the r were double, and the words 
written orrifice and forrage. See No. 81.

169. There is a sixth sound of o exactly 
corresponding to the u in bull,full, pull, &c. 
which, from its existing only in the following 
words, may be called its irregular sound. 
These words are, woman, bosom, worsted, wolf, 
and the proper names, Wolsey, Worcester, and 
Wolverhampton.

Irregular and unaccented Sounds.

170. What was observed of the a, when fol
lowed by a liquid and a mute, may be observ
ed of the o with equal justness. This letter, 
like a, has a tendency to lengthen, when fol
lowed by a liquid and another consonant, or 
by s, ss, or s and a mute. But this length of 
o, in this situation, seems every day growing 
more and more vulgar: and as it would be 
gross, to a degree, to sound the a in castle, 
mask, and plant, like the a in palm, psalm, &c. 
so it would be equally exceptionable to pro
nounce the o in moss, dross, and frost, as if 
written mawse, drawse, and frawst, (78) (79.) 
The o in the compounds of solve, as dissolve, 
absolve, resolve, seem the only words where a 
somewhat longer sound of the o is agreeable 
to polite pronunciation: on the contrary, when 
the o ends a syllable, immediately before or 
after the accent, as in podite, inv-po-lent, &C. 
there ’s an elegance in giving it the open 

sound nearly as long as in po-lar, and po-tcn» 
&c. See Domestick, Collect, and Command. 
It may likewise be observed, that the o, like 
the e (102,) is suppressed in a final unaccented 
syllable when preceded by c or k, and followed 
by n, as bacon, beacon, deacon, beckon, reckon, pro
nounced bak’n, beak’n, deak'n, beck'n, reck'n; 
and when c is preceded by another consonant, 
as falcon pronounced Jawk'n. The o is like
wise mute in the same situation, when preceded 
by d in pardon, pronounced pardln, but not in 
guerdon: it is mute when preceded by p in 
weapon, capon, &c. pronounced weapon, cap'n, 
&c.and when preceded by s in reason, season, 
treason, oraison, benison, denison, unison, foison, 
poison, prison, damson, crimson, advowson, pro
nounced reaz'n, treazn, &c. and mason, bason, 
garrison, lesson, caparison, comparison, disinherit 
son, parson, and person, pronounced mas'n, 
bas'n, &c. Unison, diapason, and cargason, 
seem, particularly in solemn speaking, to pre
serve the sound of o liken, as if written unizun, 
diapazun, &c. The same letter is suppressed 
in a final unaccented syllable beginning with t, 
as seton, cotton, button, mutton, glutton, pro
nounced as if written set'n, cott'n, &c. When 
x precedes the t, the o is pronounced distinctly, 
as in sexton. When I is the preceding letter, 
the o is generally suppressed as in the proper 
names, Stilton cheese, Wilton carpets, and Mel
ton Mowbray, &c. Accurate speakers some
times struggle to preserve it in the name of our 
great epick poet, Milton; but the former exam
ples sufficiently show the tendency of the lan
guage ; and this tendency cannot be easily 
counteracted. This letter is likewise suppress
ed in the last syllable of blazon, pronounced 
blaz'n; but it is always to be preserved in the 
same syllable of horizon. This suppression of the 
o must not be ranked among those careless ab
breviations found only among the vulgar, but 
must be considered as one of those devious 
tendencies to brevity, which has worn itself a 
currency in the language, and has at last be
come a part of it. To pronounce the o in 
those cases where it is suppressed, would give 
a singularity to the speaker bordering nearly 
on the pedantick; and the attention given to 
this singularity by the hearer, would necessarily 
diminish his attention to the subject, and con
sequently deprive the speaker of something 
much more desirable.

U.

171. The first sound of u, heard in tube, or 
ending an accented syllable, as in cu-bick, is 
a diphthongal sound, as if e were prefixed, and 
these words were spelled tewbc, and kewbick. 
The letter u is exactly the pronoun you.

172. The second sound of u is the short 
sound, which tallies exactly with the o in done, 
son, &c. which every ear perceives might, as 
well, for the sound’s sake, be spelled dun, sun, 
&c. See all the words where the o has this 
sound. No. 165.

173. The third sound of this letter, and 
that in which the English more particularly
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depart from analogy, is the u in bull, full, 
pull, &c. The first, or diphthongal u in tube, 
seems almost as peculiar to the English as the 
long sound of the i in thine, mine, &c. ; but 
here, as if they chose to imitate the Latin, 
Italian, and French u, they leave out the e be
fore the u, which is heard in tube, mule, &c. 
and do not pronounce the latter part of u, 
quite so long as the oo in pool, nor so short as 
the u in dull, but with a middle sound between 
both, which is the true short sound of the oo in 
coo and woo, as may be heard by comparing 
woo and wool • the latter of which is a perfect 
rhyme to bull.

174. This middle sound of u, so unlike the 
general sound of that letter, exists only in the 
following words : bull, full, pull; words com
pounded of full, as wonderful, dreadful, &c. 
bullock, bully, bullet, bulwark, fuller, fulling- 
mill, pulley, pullet, push, bush, bushel, pulpit, 
puss, bullion, butcher, cushion, cuckoo, pudding, 
sugar, hussar, huzza, and put, when a verb : 
but few as they are, except full, which is a very 
copious termination, they are sufficient to 
puzzle Englishmen who reside at any distance 
from the capital, and to make the inhabitants 
of Scotland and Ireland, (who, it is highly 
probable, received a much more regulax- pro
nunciation from our ancestors) not unfrequent- 
Jy the jest of fools.

175. But vague and desultory as this sound 
of the u may at first seem, on a closer view 
we find it chiefly confined to words which be
gin with the mute labials, b, p, f and end 
with the liquid labial I, or the dentals s, t, and 
d, as in bull, full, pull, bush, push, pudding, 
puss, put, &c. Whatever, therefore, was the 
cause of this whimsical deviation, we see its 
primitives are confined to a very narrow com
pass ; put has this sound only when it is a 
verb ; for putty, a paste for glass, has the com
mon sound of u, and rhymes exactly with 
nutty, (having the qualities of a nut;) so put, 
the game at cards, and the vulgar appellation 
of country put, follow the same analogy. All 
bull's compounds regularly follow their primi
tive ; as, bull-baiting, bull-beggar, bull-dog, &c. 
But though fuller, a whitener of cloth, and 
Fulham, a proper name, are not compounded 
of full, they are sounded as if they were; 
while Putney follows the general rule, and has 
its first syllable pronounced like the nounput. 
Pulpit and pullet comply with the peculiarity, 
on account of their resemblance to pull, though 
nothing related to it; and butcher and puss 
adopt this sound of u for no other reason but 
the nearness of their form to the other words ; 
and when to these we have added cushion, su
gar, cuckoo, hussar, and the interjection huzza, 
we have every word in the whole language 
where the u is thus pronounced.

176. Some speakers, indeed, have attempted 
to give bulk and punish this obtuse sound of u, 
but luckily have not been followed. The 
words which have already adopted it are suf
ficiently numerous; and we cannot be too 
careful to check the growth of so unmeaning 
an irregularity. When this vowel is preceded

39OF THE LETTER K.
by r in the same syllable, it has a sound some
what longer than this middle sound, and 
exactly as if written oo.« thus rue, true, &c. 
are pronounced nearly as if written roo, troo, 
&c. (839.)

177. It must be remarked, that this sound 
of u, except in the word fuller, never extends 
to words from the learned languages; for, 

fulminant, fulmination, ebullition, repulsion, sepul
chre, &c. sound the u as in dull, gull, &c. and the 
u in pus and pustule is exactly like the same 
letter in thus. So the pure English words, 

fulsome, buss, bulge, bustle, bustard, buzzard, pre
serve the u in its second sound, as us, hull, and 
custard. It may likewise not be unworthy of 
remark, that the letter u is never subject to 
the shortening power of either the primary or 
secondary accent; but when accented, is al
ways long, unless shortened by a double con
sonant. See the words Drama and Muculent, 
and»No. 503, 534.

Irregular and unaccented Sounds.

178. But the strangest deviation of this let
ter from its regular sound is in the words busy, 
business, and bury. We laugh at the Scotch 
for pronouncing these words, as if written bew- 
sy, bewsiness, bewry; but we ought rather to 
blush for ourselves in departing so wantonly 
from the general rule as to pronounce them 
bvzxy, bigness, and berry.

179. There is an incorrect pronunciation of 
this letter when it ends a syllable not under 
the accent, which prevails not only among the 
vulgar, but is sometimes found in better com
pany ; and that is, giving the u an obscure 
sound, which confounds it with vowels of a very 
different kind : thus we not unfrequently hear 
singular, regular, and particular, pronounced 
as if written sing-e-lar, reg-e-lar, and par- 
tick-e-lar; but nothing tends more to tarnish 
and vulgarize the pronunciation than this short 
and obscure sound of the unaccented u. It 
may, indeed, be observed, that there is scarcely 
any thing more distinguishes a person of mean 
and good education than the pronunciation of 
the unaccented vowels (547) (558.) When 
vowels are under the accent, the prince, and 
the lowest of the people in the metropolis, with 
very few exceptions, pronounce them in the 
same manner ; but the unaccented vowels in 
the mouth of the former have a distinct, open, 
and specifick sound, while the latter often totally 
sink them, or change them into some other 
sound. Those, therefore, who wish to pro
nounce elegantly, must be particularly attentive 
to the unaccented vowels; as a neat pronun
ciation of these forms one of the greatest 
beauties of speaking.

Y final.
i 180. Y final, either in a word or syllable, is 

a pure vowel, and has exactly the same sound 
as i would have in the same situation. For 
this reason, printers, who have been the great 
correctors of our orthography, have substituted 
the » in its stead, on account of the too ireat
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frequency of this letter in the English language. 
That y final is a vowel, is universally acknow
ledged ; nor need we any other proof of it than 
its long sound, when followed by e mute, as in 
thyme, rhyme, &c. or ending a syllable with 
the accent upon it, as buying, cyder, &c. ; this 
may be called its first vowel sound.

181. The second, sound of the vowel y is its 
short sound, heard in system, syntax, &c.

Irregular and unaccented Sounds.

182. The unaccented sound of this letter at 
the end of a syllable, like that of i in the same 
situation, is always like the first sound of e : 
thus vanity, pleurisy, &c.; if sound alone were 
consulted, might be written vanitee, pleurisee, 
&c.

183. The exceptions to this rule is, when f 
precedes the y in a final syllable, the y is then 
pronounced as long and open as if the accent 
were on it: thus justify, qualify, &c. have the 
last syllable sounded like that in defy. This 
long sound continues when the y is changed 
into i, in justifiable, qualifiable, &c. The same 
may be observed of muUiply and multipliable, 
&c. occupy and occupiable, &c. (512.)

184. There is an irregular sound of this let
ter when the accent is on it, in panegyrick, when 
it is frequently pronounced like the second 
sound of e; which would be more correct if 
its true sound were preserved, and it were 
to rhyme with pyrrhick; or as Swift does with 
satirick:

“ On me when dunces are satirick, 
*• I take it for a panegyrick."

Thus we see the same irregularity attends this 
letter before double r, or before single r, fol
lowed by a vowel, as we find attends the 
vowel i in the same situation. So the word 
syrinx ought to preserve the y like i pure, 
and the word syrtis should sound the y like e 
short, though the first is often heard improperly 
like the last.

185. But the most uncertain sound of this 
letter is, when it ends a syllable immediately 
preceding the accent. In this ca&e it is sub
ject to the same variety as the letter i in the 
same situation, and nothing but a catalogue 
will give us any idea of the analogy of the lan
guage in this point.

186. The y is long in chylaceous, but short
ened by the secondary accent in chylfaction 
and chylfactive (530,) though, without the 
least reason from analogy, Mr. Sheridan has 
marked them both long.

187. Words composed of hydro, from the 
Greek viu^, water, have the y before the accent 
generally long, as hydrography, hydrographer> 
hydrometry, hydropick: all which have they 
long in Mr. Sheridan but hydrography, which 
must be a mistake of the press; and this long 
sound of y continues in hydrostatiek, in spite of 
the shortening power of the secondary accent 
(530.) The same sound of y prevails in hydrau- 
ticks and hydatides. Hygrometer and hygrometry 
seem to follow the same analogy, as well as

OF THE LETTER W
hyperbola and hyperbole; which are generally 
heard with the y long; though Kenrick has 
marked the latter short. Hypostasis and hypo
tenuse ought to have the y long likewise. In 
hypothesis the y is more frequently short than 
long; and in hypothetical it is more frequently 
long than short; but hypocrisy has the first y 
always short. Myrabolan and myropolist may 
have they either long or short. Mythology has 
the first y generally short, and mythological, 
from the shortening power of the secondary ac
cent (530,) almost always. Phytivorous, phy- 
tography, phytology, have the first y always long. 
In phylactery the first y is generally short, and 
in physician always. Pylorus has the y long 
in Mr. Sheridan, but, I think, improperly. 
In pyramidal he marks the y long, though, in 
my opinion, it is generally heard short, as in 
pyramid. In pyrites, with the accent on the 
second syllable, he marks the y short, much 
more correctly than Kenrick, who places the 
accent on the first syllable, and marks the y 
long. (See the word.) Synodick, synodical, sy- 
nonima, and synopsis, have the y always short: 
synechdoche ought likewise to have the same 
letter short, as we find it in Perry’s and Ken- 
rick’s Dictionaries; though in Sheridan’s we 
find it long. Typography and typographer ought 
to have the firsty long, as we find it in Sheridan, 
Scott, Buchanan, W. Johnston, Kenrick. and 
Perry, though frequently heard short; and 
though tyrannical has the y marked short by 
Mr, Perry, it ought rather to have the long 
sound, as we see it marked by Mr. Sheridan, 
Mr. Scott, Buchanan, W. Johnston, and Ken
rick.

188» From the view that has been taken of 
the sound of the i and y immediately before 
the accent, it may justly be called the most 
uncertain part of pronunciation. Scarcely 
any reason can be given why custom prefers 
one sound to the other in some words; and 
why, in others, we may use either one or the 
Other indiscriminately. It is strongly to be 
presumed that the i and y, in this situation, 
particularly the last, was generally pronounced 
long by our ancestors, but that custom has 
gradually inclined to the shorter sound as 
more readily pronounced, and as more like the 
sound of these letters when they end a syllable 
after the accent; and, perhaps, we should 
contribute to the regularity of the language, 
if, when we are in doubt, we should rather in
cline to the short than the long sounds of these 
letters.

IF final.

189. That w final is a vowel, is not disputed 
(£>;) when it is in this situation, it is equiva
lent to oo f as may be perceived m the sound 
of vow, tow-el, &c.; where it forms a real diph
thong, composed of the a in wa-ter, and the oo 
in woo and coo. It is often joined to o at the 
end of a syllable, without affecting the sound 
of that vowel; and in this situation it may be 
called servile, as in bow, (to shoot with), crow, 
low, (not high,) &c.



different sounds of the diphthong 4<
diphthongs.

190. A diphthong is a double vowel, or the 
union or mixture of two vowels pronounced 
together, so as only to make one syllable; as 
the Latin ae, or ce, oe or ce, the Greek ti9 
the English ai, au, &c.

191. This is the general definition of a 
diphthong; but if we examine it closely, we 
shall find in it a want of precision and accu
racy*.  If a diphthong be two vowel sounds 
in succession, they must necessarily form two 
syllables, and therefore, J)y its very definition, 
cannot be a diphthong ; if it be such a mix
ture of two vowels as to form but one simple 
sound, it is very improperly called a diph
thong ; nor can any such simple mixture exist.

192. The only way to reconcile this seem
ing contradiction, is to suppose that two vocal 
sounds in succession were sometimes pro
nounced so closely together as to form only 
the time of one syllable in Greek and Latin 
verse. Some of these diphthongal syllables we 
have in our own language, which only pass for 
monosyllables in poetry; thus, hire, (wages,) 
is no more than one syllable in verse, though 
perfectly equivalent to higher (more high,) 
which generally passes for a dissyllable : the 
same may be observed of dire and dyer, hour 
and power, &c. This is not uniting two vocal 
sounds into one simple sound, which is impos
sible, but pronouncing two vocal sounds in 
succession so rapidly and so closely as to go 
for only one syllable in poetry.

193. Thus the best definition I have found 
of a diphthong is that given us by Mr. Smith, 
in his Scheme for a French and English Dic
tionary. il A diphthong (says this gentleman) 
I would define to be two simple vocal sounds 
uttered by one and the same emission of breath, 
and joined in such a manner that each loses a 
portion of its natural length ; but from the 
junction produceth a compound sound, equal 
in the. time of pronouncing to either of them 
taken separately, and so making still but one 
syllable.”

194. il Now if we apply this definition (says 
Mr. Smith) to the several combinations that 
may have been laid down and denominated 
diphthongs by former orthoepists, I believe we 
shall find only a small number of them merit
ing this name.” As a proof of the truth of 
this observation, we find, that most of those 
vocal assemblages that go under the name of 
diphthongs, emit but a simple sound, and that 
not compounded of the two vowels, but one of 
them only, sounded long : thus pain and pane, 
pail and pale, hear and here, are perfectly the 
same sounds.

195. These observations naturally lead us 
to a distinction of diphthongs into proper and 
improper: the proper are such as have two 
distinct vocal sounds, and the improper such, 
as have but one.

* We see how many disputes the simple and ambiguous 
nature of vowels created among grammarians, and how 
it has begot the mistake concerning diphthongs: all that 
are properly so are syllables, and not diphthongs, as in
tended tn be signified by that word.—Holder

196. The proper diphthongs are, 
ea ....... ocean, ‘
eu.,....... feud,
ew....... jewel,
ia ....poniard, 
ie........spaniel,

io ...question, 
oi..
ou,
ow.

OJ, ■boy,

ui ....languid.

..voice, ....assuage, 
pound, ue mansuetudc,

now,

In this assemblage it is impossible not to see 
a manifest distinction between those which be
gin with e qt i, and the rest. In those begin
ning with either of these vowels we find a 
squeezed sound like the commencing or conso 
nant y interpose, as it were, to articulate the 
latter vowel, and that the words where these 
diphthongs are found, might, agreeably to the 
sound, be spelled oslie-yan, f-yude,j~yewel,pon- 
yard, span-yel, pash-yon, &c. ; and as these 
diphthongs (which, from their commencing 
with the sound of y consonant, may not im
properly be called semi-consonant diphthongs) 
begin in that part of the mouth where s, c 
soft, and t, are formed, we find that coalescence 
ensue which forms the aspirated hiss in the 
numerous terminations sion, tion, tial, &c. ; and 
by direct consequence in those ending in ure, 
une, as future, fortune, &c. ; for tlie letter u, 
when long, is exactly one of these semi-conso
nant diphthongs (8 ;) and coming immediately 
after tlie accent it coalesces with the preceding 
s, c, or t, and draws them into the aspirated hiss 
of sh or ish (459.)Those found in the termina
tion ious may be called semi-consonant diph
thongs also, as the o and u have but the sound 
of one vowel. It may be observed too, in 
passing, that the reason why in mansuetude tlie 
« does not go into sh, is, because when u is fol
lowed by another vowel in the same syllable, 
it drops its consonant sound at the beginning, 
and becomes merely double o.

197. The improper diphthongs are,
ae.........Cfesar,
ai............ aim,
. .............. gaol, 
au........taught,
aw............ law,

ea ....... clean,
ee............reed,
ei........ceiling,
eo........people,
ey............ they,

ie ........friend,
oa............coat,
oe... (Economy, 
oo .......moon,
ow  crow

198. The triphthongs having but two sounds 
are merely ocular, and must therefore be classed 
with the proper diphthongs:
aye (for ever,) I eou plenteous, ] iew .........view,
eau ...beauty, | ieu....... adieu, j oeu manoeuvre.
Of all these combinations of vowels we shall 
treat in their alphabetical order.

AE.

199. Ae or ce is a diphthong, says Dr. John
son, of a very frequent use in the Latin lan
guage, which seems not properly to have any 
place in the English ; since the ce of the Saxons 
has been long out of use, being changed to e 
simple; to which, in words frequently occur- 
ing, the ce of the Romansis, in the same man
ner, altered, as in equator, equinoctial, and even 
in Eneas.

200. But though the diphthong ce is per
fectly useless in our language, and the sub
stitution of e in its stead, in Cesar and Eneas, 
is recommended by Dr. Johnson, we do not
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find his authority has totally annihilated it, 
especially in proper names and technical terms 
derived from the learned languages. C<esar, 
AZnzas, LEsop, pcean, at her, A? thiop's mineral, 
amphisbana, anacephalceosis, aplueresis, cegjlops, 
ozcena, &c. seem to preserve the diphthong, as 
well as certain words which are either plurals 
or genitives, in Latin words not naturalized, 
as cornucopia, exuvia, aqua vita, minutia, stria, 
&c.

201. This diphthong, when not under the 
accent, in Michaelmas, and when accented in 
Daedalus, is pronounced like short e: it is, 
like e, subject to the short sound when under 
the secondary accent, as in LEnobarbus, where 
an, in the first syllable, is pronounced exactly 
like the letter n (530.)

Al.

202. The sound of this diphthong is exactly 
like the long slender sound of a; thus pail, a 
vessel, and pale, a colour, are perfectly the 
same sound. The exceptions are but few.

203. When said is the third person preter- 
imperfect tense of the verb to say, ai has the 
sound of short e, and said rhymes with bed ; 
the same sound of as may be observed in the 
third person of the present tense saith, and the 
participle said: but when this word is an ad
jective, as the said man, it is regular, and 
rhymes with trade.

204. Plaid, a striped garment, rhymes with 
mad.

205. Raillery is a perfect rhyme to salary; 
and raisin, a fruit, is pronounced exactly like 
reason, the distinctive faculty of man. See 
both these words in the Dictionary.

206. Again and against sound as if written 
agen and agenst.

207. The aisle of a church is pronounced 
exactly like isle, an island; and is sometimes 
written ile.

208. When this diphthong is in a final un
accented syllable, the a is sunk, and the i pro
nounced short: thus, mountain, fountain, cap
tain, curtain, villain, are all pronounced as if 
written mountin, fountin, captin, curtin, villin ; 
but when the last word takes an additional syl
lable, the i is aropped, and the a has its short 
sound, as villanous, villany. See the words in 
the Dictionary.

209. The ai in Britain has the short sound 
approaching to u, so common with all the 
vowels in final unaccented syllables, and is 
pronounced exactly like Briton.

210. Plait, a fold of cloth, is regular, and 
ought to be pronounced like plate, a dish ; 
pronouncing it so as to rhyme with meat is a 
vulgarism, and ought to be avoided.

211. Plaister belongs no longer to this class 
of words, being now more properly written 
plaster, rhyming with caster.

AO.

212. This combination of vowels in a diph
thong is only to be met with in the word gaol. 

DIPHTHONGS AI, AO, AU, Aff.
now more properly written as it is pronounced 

JazZ.
AU.

213. The general sound of this diphthong 
is that of the noun awe, as taught, caught. &C. 
or of the a in hall, ball, &c.

214. When these letters are followed by n 
and another consonant, they change to the 
second sound of a, heard in for, farther, &c.; 
thus, aunt, askaunce, askaunt, flaunt, haunt, 
gauntlet, jaunt, haunch, launch, craunch, Jaundice, 
laundress, laundry, have the Italian sound of the 
a in the last syllable of papa and mamma. To 
these I think ought to be added, daunt, paunch, 
gaunt, and saunter, as Dr. Kenrjck has marked 
them with the Italian a, and not as if written 
dawnt, pawnch, &c. as Mr. Sheridan sounds 
them. Maund, a basket, is always pronounced 
with the Italian a, and nearly as if written 
marnd ; for which reason Maundy Thursday, 
which is derived from it, ought, with Mr. Nares 
to be pronounced in the same manner, though 
generally heard with the sound of aw. To 
maunder, to grumble, though generally heard 
as if written mawnder, ought certainly to be 
pronounced, as Mr. Nares has classed it, with 
the Italian a. The same may be observed of 
taunt, which ought to rhyme with aunt, though 
sounded tawnt by Mr. Sheridan ; and being 
left out of the above list, supposed to be so 
pronounced by Mr. Nares.

215. Laugh and draught, which are very 
properly classed by Mr. Nares among these 
words which have the long Italian a in father, 
are marked by Mr. Sheridan with his first 
sound of a in hat, lengthened into the sound 
of a in father, by placing the accent on it. 
Staunch is spelled without the u by Johnson, 
and therefore improperly classed by Mr. Nares 
in the above list.

216. Vaunt and avaunt seem to be the only 
real exceptions to this sound of a in the whole 
list; and as these words are chiefly confined 
to tragedy, they may be allowed to “ fret and 
strut their hour upon the stage” in the old 
traditionary sound of

217. This diphthong is pronounced like 
long o, in hautboy, as if written ho-boy; and 
like o short in cauliflarwcr, laurel, and laudanum ; 
as if written collifloiwer, lorrel, and lodanum. 
In guage, au has the sound of slender a, and 
rhymes with ])age.

218. There is a corrupt pronunciation of 
this diphthong among the vulgar, which is, 
giving the ou in daughter, sauce, saucer, and 
saucy, the sound ot the Italian a, and nearly 
as it written darter, sarce, sarcer, and sarcy',; 
but this pronunciation cannot be too carefully 
avoided. . Au in sausage also, is sounded by the 
vulgar with short a, as if written sassage; but 
in this, as in the other words, au ought to 
sound awe. See the words in the Dictionary.

AW,
219. Has the long broad sound of a in ball, 

with which the w ord bawl is perfectly identical
j It is alwa.vs regular.
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220. This diphthong, like its near relation 
h«a the sound of slender a in yxzy, day, &c.

and is pronounced like long e in the word 
yuay, which is now sometimes seen written 
fey, for if we cannot bring the pronunciation 
to the spelling, it is looked upon as some im
provement to bring the spelling to the pro
nunciation : a most pernicious practice in lan
guage. See Bowl.

221. To Jlay (to strip off the skin,) also, is 
corruptly pronounced flea; but the diphthong 
in this word seems to be recovering its rights.

222. There is a wanton departure from ana
logy in orthography, by changing they in this 
diphthong to i in the words paid, said, laid, for 
payed, sayed, and layed. Why these words 
should be written with i, and thus contracted, 
and played, prayed, and delayed, remain at large, 
let our wise correctors of orthography deter
mine. Stayed also, a participial adjective sig
nifying steady, is almost always written staid.

228. When aye comes immediately after 
the accent in a final syllable, like ai, it drops 
the former vowel, in the colloquial pronun
ciation of the days of the week. Thus, as we 
pronounce captain, curtain, &c. as if written 
captin, curtin, &c. ; so we hear Sunday, Mon
day, &c. as if written Sundy, Mundy, &c. A 
more distinct pronunciation of day, in these 
words, is a mark of the northern dialect, (208.)

224. The familiar assent, ay for yes, is a 
combination of the long Italian a in the last 
syllable of papa, and the first sound of t. If 
we give the a the sound of that letter in ball, 
the word degenerates into a coarse rustic pro
nunciation. Though, in the House of Com
mons, where this word is made a noun, we 
frequently, but not correctly, hear it so pro
nounced, in the phrase, The ayes have it.

AYE.
225. This triphthong is a combination of 

the slender sound of a, heard in pa-per, and 
the e in me-tre. The word which it composes, 
signifying ever, is almost obsolete.

EA.
226. The regular sound of this diphthong is 

that of the first sound of e in here ; but its ir
regular sound of short e is so frequent, as to 
make a catalogue of both necessary; especially 
for those who are unsettled in the pronuncia
tion of the capital, and wish to practise in or
der to form a habit.

227. The first sound of ea is like open e, 
and is heard in the following words; afeard, 
ajfear, anneal, appeal, appear, appease, aread, 
arrear, beacon, beadle, beadroll, beads, beadsman, 
beagle, beak, beaker, beam, bean, beard, bearded, 
beast, beat, beaten, beaver, beleaguer, beneath, bc- 
yueath, bereave besmear, bespeak, bleach, bleak, 
blear, bleat, boliea, breach, bream, to breathe, cease, 
cheap, cheat, clean, cleanly, (adverb,) clear, clear
ance, (.leave, cochineal, colleague, conceal, congeal, 
cream, creak, crease, creature, deacon, deal, dean, 
deanery, dear, decease, defeasance, defeasible, de
feat, demean, demeanor, decrease, dream, drear, 
dreary, each, eager, eagle, eagre, ear, east, Easter, 
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easy, to eat, eaten, caves, entreat, endear, escheat, 

fear, fearful, feasible, feasibility,feast, feat,feature, 
flea, feam, freak, gear, gleam, glean, to grease, 
grease, greaves, heal, heap, hear, heat, heath, hea
then, heave, itrjteach, increase, inseam, interleave, 
knead, lea, to lead, leaf league, leak, lean, lease, 
leash, leasing, least, leave, leaves, mead, meagre, 
meal, mean, meal, measles, meathe. neap, near, 
neat, pea, peace, peak, peal, pease, peat, pie a, 
plead, please, reach, to read, ream, reap, rear, 
rearward, reason, recheat, red streak, release, repeal, 
repeal, retreat, reveal, screak, scream, seal, sea, 
seam, seamy, sear, searcloth, season, seat, shear, 
shears, sheath, sheathe, sheaf, sleazy, sneak, sneaker, 
sneakup, speak, spear, steal, steam, streak, streamer, 
streamy, surcease, tea, teach, tead, teague, teal, 
team, tear (substantive,) tease, teat, treacle, trea
son, treat, treatise, treatment, treaty, tweag, tweak, 
tweague, veal, underneath, uneasy, unreave, up- 
rear, weak, weaken, weal, weald, wean, weanling, 
weariness, wearisome, weary, weasand, weasel, 
weave. -wheal, wheat, whealen, wreak, wreath, 
wreathe, wreathy, yea, year, yeanling, yearling, 
yearly, zeal.

228. Tn this catalogue we find beard and 
bearded sometimes pronounced as if written 
berd and berded; but this corruption of the diph
thong, which Mr. Sheridan has adopted, seems 
confined to the stage. See the word.

229. The preterimperfect tense of eat is some
times written ate, particularly by Lord Boling- 
broke, and frequently, and, perhaps, more cor
rectly, pronounced et, especially in Ireland; 
but eaten always preserves the ea long.

230. Ea in fearful is long when it signifies 
timorous, and short when it signifies terrible, 
as if written ferful. See the word.

231. To read, is long in the present tense, 
and short in the past and participle, which are 
sometimes written red.

232. Teat, a dug, ismarkedby Dr. Kenrick, 
Mr. Elphinston, and Mr. Nares, with short e, 
like hZ; but more properly by Mr. Sheridan, 
Mr. Scott, W. Johnston, Mr. Perry, and Mr. 
Smith, with the long e, rhyming with -meat.

233. Beat, the preterimperfect tense, and the 
participle of to beat, is frequently pronounced 
in Ireland like bet (a wager,) and if utility 
were the only object of language, this would 
certainly be the preferable pronunciation, as 
nothing tends more to obscurity than words 
which have no different forms for their present 
and past times ; but fashion in this, as in many 
other cases, triumphs over use and propriety g 
and bet, for the past time and participle of beef 
must be religiously avoided.

234. Ea is pronounced like the short e in 
the following words : abreast, ahead, already 
bedstead, behead, bespread, bestead, bread, breadth, 
breafast, breast, breath, cleanse, cleanly, (adjec
tive,) cleanliLy, dead, deadly, deaf deafen, dearth, 
death, earl, earldom, early, earn, earnest, earth, 
earthen, earthly, endeavour, feather, head, heady, 
health, heard, hearse, heaven, heavy, jeahrus, im
pearl, instead, lead (a metal,) leaden, leant, (past 
time and participle of to lean,) learn, lemming, 
leather, leaven, meadow, meant, measure, pearl, 
peasant, pheasant, pleasant, pleasantry, vleasure, 
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read (past time and participle,) readily, readi
ness, ready, realm, rehearsal, rehearse, research, 
seamstress, searce, search, spread, stead, steadfast, 
steady, stealth, stealthy, sweat, sweaty, thread, 
threaten, threat, threaten, treachery, tread, treadle, 
treasure, uncleanly, wealth, wealthy, weapon, wea
ther, yearn, zealot, zealous, zealously.

235. I have given the last three words, com
pounded of zeal, as instances of the short sound 
of the diphthong, because it is certainly the 
more usual sound; but some attempts have 
lately been made in the House of Commons, 
to pronounce them long, as in the noun. It is a 
commendable zeal to endeavour to reform the 
language as well as the constitution; but 
whether, if these words were altered, it would 
be a real reformation, may admit of some dis
pute. See Enclitical Termination, No. 515, and 
the word Zealot.

236. Heard, the past time and participle of 
hear, is sometimes corruptly pronounced with 
the diphthong long, so as to rhyme with 
rear'd; but this is supposing the verb to be 
regular; which, from the spelling, is evidently 
not the case.

237. It is, perhaps, worth observation, that 
when this diphthong comes before r, it is apt 
to slide into the short u, which is undoubtedly 
very near the true sound, but not exactly : 
thus, pronouncing earl, earth, dearth, as if 
written url, urth, durth, is a slight deviation 
from the true sound, which is exactly that of 
i before r, followed by another consonant, in 
virtue, virgin; and that is the true sound o.t 
short e in vermin, vernal, &c. (108.)

238. Leant, the past time and participle of 
to lean, is grown vulgar: the regular form 
leaned is preferable.

239. The past time and participle of the 
verb to leap, seems to- prefer the irregular 
form; therefore, though we almost always 
hear to leap, rhyming with reap, we generally 
hear leaped written and pronounced leapt, 
rhyming with wept.

240. Ea is pronounced like long slender a 
in bare, in the following words: bear, bearer, 
break, forbear, forswear, great, pear, steak, swear, 
to tear, wear.

241. The word great is sometimes pro
nounced as if written greet, generally by people 
of education, and almost universally in Ireland; 
but this is contrary to the fixed and settled 
practice in England. That this is an affected 
pronunciation, will be perceived in a moment 
by pronouncing this word in the phrase, Alex
ander the Great; for those who pronounce the 
word greet in other cases, will generally in this 
rhyme it with fate. It is true the ee is the regu
lar sound of this diphthong : but this slender 
sound of e has, in all probability, given way to 
that of a, as deeper and more expressive of 
the epithet great.

242. Tlie same observations are applicable to 
the word break, which is much more expressive 
of the action when pronounced brake than breek, 
as it is sometimes affectedly pronounced.

243. Ea is pronounced like the long Italian 
x in father, in the following words: heart, 
hearty, hearten, hearth, hearken.

244. Ea, unaccented, has an obscure sound, 
approaching to short u in vengeance, sergeant, pa
geant, and pageantry.

EAU.
245. This is a French rather than an Eng

lish triphthong, being found only in words 
derived from that language. Its sound istha* 
of long open o, as beau, bureau, flambeau, port
manteau. In beauty, and its compounds, it has 
the first sound of u, as if written bewty.

EE.

246. This diphthong, in all words except 
those that end in r, has a squeezed sound of 
long open e, formed by a closer application of 
the tongue to the roof of the mouth, than in 
that vowel singly, which is distinguishable to 
a nice ear, in the different sounds of the verbs 
to fee and to meet, and the nouns flea and meat. 
This has always been my opinion: but, upon 
consulting some good speakers on the occasion, 
and in particular Mr. Garrick, who could find 
no difference in the sounds of these words, I 
am less confident in giving it to the publick. 
At any rate the difference is but very trifling, 
and I shall therefore consider ee as equivalent 
to the long open e.

247. This diphthong is irregular only in 
the word breeches, pronounced as if written 
britches. Cheesecake, sometimes pronounced 
chizcake, and breech, britch, I look upon as vul- 
garizms. Beelzebub, indeed, in prose, has gene
rally the short sound of e in beU; and when 
these two letters form but one syllable, in 
the poetical contraction of e'er and ne'er, for 
ever and never, they are pronounced as if writ
ten air and natr.

EI.
248. The general sound of this diphthong 

seems to be the same as ey, when under the 
accent, which is like long slender a ; but the 
other sounds are so numerous as to require a 
catalogue of them all.

249. Ei has the sound of long slender a in 
deign, vein, rein, reign, feign, feint, veil, heinous, 
heir, heiress, inveigh, weigh, neigh, skein, reins, 
their, theirs, eight, freight, weight, neighbour, and 
their compounds. When gh comes after this 
diphthong, though there is not the least rem
nant of the Saxon guttural sound, yet it has 
not exactly the simple vowel sound as when 
followed by other consonants; ei, followed by 
gh, sounds both vowels like ae; or if we could 
interpose they consonant between the a and t 
in eight, weight, &c. it might, perhaps, convey 
the sound better. The difference, however, is 
so delicate as to render this distinction of no 
great importance. The same observations are 
applicable to the words straight, straighten, d.c. 
See the word Eight.

250. Ei has the sound of long open c in 
here, in the following w’ords and their com
pounds: to ceil, ceiling, conceit, deceit, receipt, 
conceive, perceive, deceive, receive, inveigle, seize, 
seisin, seignior, seigniory, seine, plebeian. Obeisance
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ought to be in the preceding class. See the 
word.

251. Leisure is sometimes pronounced as 
rhyming with pleasure; but, in my opinion, 
very improperly ; for if it be allowed that cus
tom is equally divided, we ought in this case, to 
pronounce the diphthong long, as more expres
sive of the idea annexed to it (241.)

252. Either and neither are so often pro
nounced eye-lher and nigh-ther, that it is hard 
to say to which class they belong. Analogy, 
however, without hesitation, gives the diph
thong the sound of long open e, rather than 
that of i, and rhymes them with breather, one 
who breathes. This is the pronunciation Mr. 
Garrick always gave to these words; but the 
true analogical sound of the diphthong in these 
words is that of the slender a, as if written ay- 
ther, and nay-ther. This pronunciation is 
adopted in Ireland, but is not favoured by one 
of our orthoepists; for Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Scott, 
Mr. Elphinston, Mr. Perry, Mr. Smith, Steele’s 
Grammar, and Dr. Jones, all pronounce these 
words with the diphthong like long e. W. 
Johnston alone adopts the sound of long i, ex
clusively ; Dr. Kenrick gives both ether and 
ither: He prefers the first, but gives neither 
the sound of long e exclusively. Mr. Coote 
says these words are generally pronounced with 
the ei, like the i in mine. Mr. Barclay gives 
no description of the sound of ei in either, but 
says neither is sometimes pronounced ritther, 
and by others liclher; and Mr. Nares says, 
“either and neither are spoken by some with the 
sound of long i; I have heard even that of 
long a given to them ; but as the regular way 
is also in use, I think it is preferable. These 
differences seem to have arisen from ignorance 
of the regular sound of If by the regular 
way, and the regular sound of this diphthong, 
Mr. Nares mean the long sound of e, we need 
only inspect No. 249 and 250, to see that the 
sound of a is the more general sound, and 
therefore ought to be called the regular; but 
as there are so many instances of words where 
this diphthong has the long sound of e, and 
custom is so uniform in these words, there can 
be no doubt which is the safest to follow.

253. Ei has the sound of long open i, in 
height and sleight, rhyming with white and right. 
Height is, indeed, often heard rhyming with 
tight, and weight, and that among very respect
able speakers; but custom seems to decide 
tn favour of the other pronunciation, that it 
may bettqr tally with the adjective high, of 
which it is the abstract.

254. Ei has the sound of short e, in the two 
words, heifer and nonpareil, pronounced heffer, 
and nonpareil.

255. This diphthong, when unaccented, like 
ai (208,) drops the former vowel, and is pro
nounced like short i, in foreign, foreigner, for
feit, forfeiture, sovereign, sovereignty, surfeit, coun
terfeit. 

new pronounced as if written doo and noo 
but when r precedes this diphthong, as in brew, 
crew, drew, &c. pronouncing it like oo, is 
scarcely improper. See 176, 339.

266. Shew and strew have almost left this 
I class, and, by Johnson’s recommendation, are 

256* This diphthong is pronounced like e become show and straw, as they are pro
long in people, as if written peeple ; and like e ! nounced. The proper name Shrewsbury, how ■

short, in leopard and jeopardy, as if written lep- 
pard and jeppardy; and in the law terms 
fee, feoffer, and feoffment, as if written feffee, 
feffer, and feffment.

251. We frequently hear these vowels con
tracted into short o in geography and geometry, 
as if written joggraphy and jommetry, but this 
gross pronunciation seems daily wearing away, 
and giving place to that which separates the 
vowels into two distinct syllables, as it is al
ways heard in geographical, geometer, geometri
cal, and geometrician. Georgick is always heard 
as if w'ritten jorgick, and must be given up ai 
incorrigible (116.)

258. Eo is heard like u in feod,feodal,feoda» 
tory, which are sometimes written as they are 
pronounced, feud, feudal, feudatory.

259. Eo, when unaccented, has the sound 
of u short in surgeon, sturgeon, dudgeon, gud
geon, bludgeon, curmudgeon, dungeon, luncheon, 
puncheon, truncheon, burgeon, habergeon ; but in 
scutcheon, escutcheon, pigeon, and widgeon, the eo 
sounds like short i.

260. Eo sounds like long o in yeoman and 
yeomanry; the first syllable of which words 
rhyme with go, no, so. See the words.

261. Eo in galleon, a Spanish ship, sounds 
as if written galloon, rhyming with moon.

EOU.
262. This assemblage of vowels, for they 

cannot be properly called a triphthong, is often 
contracted into one syllable in prose, and poets 
never make it go for two. In cutaneous and 
vitreous, two syllables are palpable ; but in 
gorgeous and outrageous, the softg coalescing 
with e, seems to drop a syllable, though polite 
pronunciation will always preserve it.

26S. This assemblage is never found but 
in an unaccented syllable, and generally a final 
one ; and when it is immediately preceded by 
the dentals d or t, it melts them into the sound 
of j and tch ; thus, hideous and piteous are pro
nounced as if written hijeous and pitcheous. 
The same may be observed of righteous, plen
teous, bounteous, courteous, beauteous, and dute
ous. (293) (294.;

EU.
264. This diphthong is always sounded like 

long u or ew and is scarcely ever irregular; 
thus, feud, deuce, &c. are pronounced as if 
written fewd, dewsa, &c.

Elf.
265. This diphthong is pronounced like 

long u, and is almost always regular. There 
is a corrupt pronunciation of it like oo, chiefly 
in London, where we sometimes hear dew and
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ever, still retains the e, though always pro
nounced Shrowsbury. Sew, with a needle, 
always rhymes with no ; and sewer, signifying 
a drain, is generally pronounced shore; but 
sewer, an officer, rhymes with fewer. See 
Sewer.

267. Ew is sometimes pronounced like aw 
in the verb to chew; but this is gross and vul
gar. To chew ought always to rhyme with 
new, view, &c.

EWE.
268. This triphthong exists only in the 

word ewe, a female sheep, which is pronounced 
exactly like yew, a tree, or the pronoun you. 
There is a vulgar pronunciation of this word, 
as if written yoe, rhyming with doe, which must 
be carefully avoided. See the word.

EY.
269. When the accent is on this diphthong, 

it is always pronounced like ay, or like its 
kindred diphthong ei, in vein, reign, &c. ; thus, 
bey, (ley3 grey, prey, they, trey, whey, obey, convey, 
purvey, survey, hey, eyre, and eyry, are always 
heard as if written bay, day, &c. Key and ley 
are the only exceptions, which always rhyme 
with sea (220.)

270. Ey, when unaccented, is pronounced 
like ee: thus galley, valley, alley, barley, &c. 
are pronounced as if written gallee, vallee, &c. 
The noun survey, therefore, if we place the ac
cent on the first syllable, is anomalous. See 
the word.

EYE.
271. This triphthong is only found in the 

word eye, which is always pronounced like the 
letter Z.

IA.
272. This diphthong, in the terminations 

ian, ial, iard, and iate, forms but one syllable, 
though the i, in this situation, having the 
squeezed sound of ee, perfectly similar to y, 
gives the syllable a double sound, very distin
guishable in its nature from a syllable formed 
without the t : thus, Christian, filial, poniard, 
conciliate, sound as if written crist-yan, fil-yal, 
pon-yard, cuncil-yate, and have in the last sylla
ble an evident mixture of the sound of y con
sonant (113.)

273. In diamond, these vowels are properly 
no diphthong; and in prose the word ought 
to have three distinct syllables; but we fre
quently hear it so pronounced as to drop the 
a entirely, and as if written dimond. This, 
however, is a corruption that ought to be 
avoided.

274. In carriage, marriage, parliament, and 
miniature, the a is dropped, and the i has its 
short sound, as if written carridge, marridge, 
parliment, and miniture (90.)

IE.
215. The regular sound of this diphthong 

is that of ee. as in grieve, thieve, fend, lief, liege, 
chief, kerchief, handkerchief, auctionier, grenadier, 
»Scc. as if written greeve, theeve, feend, &c.

276. It has the sound of long i, in die, hie, 
lie, pie, tie, vie, as if written dy, hy, &c.

277. The short sound of e is heard in friend, 
tierce, and the long sound of the same letter in 
tier, frieze.

278. In variegate, the best pronunciation is 
to sound both vowels distinctly like e, as if 
written vary-e-gate.

279. In the numeral terminations in ieth, as 
twentieth, thirtieth, &c. the vowels ought always 
to be kept distinct; the first like open e, as heard 
in the y in twenty, thirty, &c. and the second 
like short e, heard in breath, death, &e.

280. In fiery too, the vowels are heard dis
tinctly.

281. In orient and spaniel, where these let
ters come after a liquid, they are pronounced 
distinctly; and great care should be taken 
not to let the last word degenerate into span- 
nel (113.)

282. When these letters meet, in conse- 
quence of forming the plurals of nouns, they 
retain either the long or short sound they had 
in the singular, without increasing the number 
of syllables: thus, a fly makes fixes, a lie makes 
lies, company makes companies, and dignity, dig
nities. The same may be observed of the third 
persons and past participles of verbs, as, Ifiy, 
he flies, I deny, he denies, he denied, I sully, he 
sullied., &c. which may be pronounced as if 
written denize, denide, sullid, &c. (104.)

283. When ie is in a termination without 
the accent, it is pronounced like e only, in the 
same situation: thus, brasier, grasier, and gla
cier, have the last syllable sounded as if written 
brazhur, grazhur, and glazhur, or rather as 
braze-yur, graze-yur,&c. (98) (418.)

IEU.
284. These vowels occur in adieu, lieu, pur

lieu, where they have the sound of long u, as 
if writtten adeu, leu, purleu.

285. In one word, lieutenant, these letters 
are pronounced like short e, as if written lev
tenant. See the word.

iew
286. These letters occur only in the word 

view, where they sound like ee, rhyming with 
feiv, new.

10.
287. When the accent is upon the first of 

these vowels, they form two distinct syllables, 
as violent, violet; the last of which is sometimes 
corruptly pronounced vi-let.

288. In marchioness, the i is entirely sunk, 
and the unaccented o pronounced, as it usuallv 
is in this situation, like short u, as if written 
marshuness (352.)

289. In cushion, the o is sunk, and the word 
pronounced cushin. See the word.

290. In the very numerous termination ion, 
these vowels are pronounced in one syllable 
like short u; but when they are preceded by 
a liquid, as in million, minion, clarion, &c. (113,) 
the two vowels, though they make but one syl
labi *», are heard distinctly : the same may be 
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observed when they are preceded by any of the 
other consonants, except s and t, as champion, 
scorpion, &c. where the vowels are heard sep
arately : but tlie terminations tion and sion are 
pronounced in one syllable, like the verb shun,

291. The only exception to this rule is, 
when the t is preceded by s .• in this case the t 
goes into tch, and the i is in a small degree 
audible like short e. This may be heard in 
question, mixtion, digestion, combustion, and, what 
is an instance of the same kind, in Christian, as 
if written ques-tchun, mix-tchun, &c. or quest- 
uun, mixt-yun, &c. (461) (462.)

IOU.
292. This triphthong, when preceded by a 

liquid, or any mute but a dental, is heard dis
tinctly in two syllables, as in bilious, various, 
glorious, abstemious, ingenious, copious : but when 
preceded by the dentals t, soft c and s, these 
vowels coalesce into one syllable, pronounced 
like shus : thus, precious, factious, noxious, anxi
ous, are sounded as if written prcsh.-us,fac-shus, 
nock-shus, angk-shus, (459.)

293. The same tendency of these vowels to 
coalesce after a dental, and draw it to aspira
tion, makes us hear tedious, odious, and insidi
ous, pronounced as if written te-je-us, o-jee-us, 
and in-sid-je-usg for as d is but flat t, it is no 
wonder it should be subject to the same aspira
tion, when the same vowels follow: nay, it 
may be affirmed, that so agreeable is this sound 
of the d to the analogy of English pronuncia
tion, that, unless we are upon our guard, the 
organs naturally slide into it. It is not, how
ever, pretended that this is the politest pro
nunciation ; for the sake of analogy it were 
to be wished it were: but an ignorance of 
the real powers of the letters, joined with a 
laudable desire of keeping as near as possible 
to the orthography, is apt to prevent the d 
from going into j, and to make us hear o-de- 
us, te-de-us, &c. On the other hand, the vul
gar, who, in this case, are right by instinct, 
not only indulge the aspiration of the d, which 
the language is so prone to, but are apt to 
unite the succeeding syllables too closely, and 
to say o-jus and te-jus, instead of o-je-us and 
te-je-us, or rather ode-yus and tede-yus.

294. If the y be distinctly pronounced, it 
sufficiently expresses the aspiration of the d, 
and is m my opinion, the preferable mode of 
delineating the sound, as it keeps the two last 
syllables from uniting too closely. Where 
analogy, therefore, is so clear, and custom so 
dubious, we ought not to hesitate a moment 
at pronouncing odious, tedious, perfidious, fas
tidious, insidious, invidious, compendious, melodi
ous, commodious, preludious, and studious, as if 
written o-je-ous, te-je-aus, &c. or rather ode-yus, 
tede-yus, &c. ; nor should we forget that Indian 
comes under the same analogy, and ought, 
though contrary to respectable usage to be 
pronounced as if written Ind-yan, and nearly 
as Inje-an (376.)

OA.
295. This diphthong is regularly pronounced 

ns tA? long open sound of o. as in boat, coat» 

OE, OEI, &c. 47
oat, coal, loaf, &c. The only exceptions are, 
broad, abroad, groat, which sound as if written 
brawd, abrawd, grawt. Oatmeal is sometimes 
pronounced ot-meal, but seems to be recovering 
the long sound of o, as in oat.

296. Whether it be proper to retain the o, 
in this diphthong, or to banish it from our 
orthography, as Dr. Johnson advises, certain 
it is, that in words from the learned languages, 
it is always pronounced like single e, and 
comes entirely under the same laws as that 
vowel ? thus, when it ends a syllable, with the 
accent upon it, it is long, as in An-toe-ci, 
Peri-ot-ci: when under the secondary accent, 
in oec-umenical, oec-onomicks, it is like e short: 
it is long e in foe-tus, and short e in foet-id 
and assqfoet-ida : in doe, foe, sloe, toe, throe, hoc 
(to dig,) and bilboes, it is sounded exactly like 
long open o g in canoe and shoe, like oo, as if 
written canoo and shoog and in the verb does, 
like short u, as if written duz.

OEI.
297. There is but one word where this 

triphthong occurs, and that is in Shakespeare’s 
King Lear, in the word oeiliads (glances,) and, 
in my opinion, it ought to be sounded as if 
written e-U-yads.

OEU.
298. This triphthong is from the French, in 

the word manoeuvre: a word, within these 
few years, of very general use in our language. 
It is not in Johnson, and the oeu is generally 
pronounced, by those who can pronounce 
French, in the French manner; but this is 
such a sound of the u as does not exist in 
English, and therefore it cannot be described. 
The nearest sound is oo g with which, if this 
word is pronounced by an English speaker, as 
if written manoovre, it may, except with very 
nice French ears, escape criticism.

299. The general, and almost universal 
sound of this diphthong, is that of a in water, 
and the first e in metre. This double sound 
is very distinguishable in boil, toil, spoil, joint, 
paint, anoint, &c. which sound ought to be 
carefully preserved, as there is a very preva
lent practice among the vulgar of dropping 
the o, and pronouncing these words as if writ
ten bile, tile, spile, &c.

300. The only instance which admits of a 
doubt in the sound of this diphthong, when 
under the accent, is in tlie word choir g but 
this word is now so much more frequently 
written quire, that uniformity strongly inclines 
us to pronounce the oi in choir, like long i, and 
which, by the common orthography, seems fixed 
beyond recovery. But it may be observed, 
that either tlie spelling or the pronunciation 
of chorister, commonly pronounced quirister, 
ought to be altered. See the words.

301. When this diphthong is not under the 
accent, it is variously piouuuu^ed. Dr. Kei»-
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rick places the accent on the first syllable of 
lurkois, and, for I know not what reason, pro
nounces it as if written turkiz; and turkois, 
with the oi broad, as in boys. Mr. Sheridan 
places the accent on the second syllable, and 
gives the diphthong the French sound, as if the 
word were written turkaze-. In my opinion 
the best orthography is turquoise, and the best 
pronunciation with the accent on the last 
syllable, and the oi sounded like long e, as if 
written turkees ; as we pronounce tortoise, with 
the accent on the first syllable, and the oi like 
short i, as if written tortiz.

302. In avoirdupoise, the first diphthong is 
pronounced like short e, as if written averdu- 
poise.

303. In connoisseur, the same sound of e is 
substituted, as if written connesseur.

304. In shamois, or chamois, a species of 
leather, the oi is pronounced like long e, as if 
written s&ammee.

305. Adroit and devoir, two scarcely na
turalized French words, have the oi regular ; 
though the latter word, in polite pronunciation, 
retains its French sound, as if written devwor.

00.
306. The sound of this diphthong is regular, 

except in a few words ; it is pronounced long 
in moon, soon, fool, rood, food, mood, &c. This 
is its regular sound.

307. It has a shorter sound corresponding 
to the u in bull, in the words wool, wood, good, 
hood, foot, stood, understood, withstood; and these 
are the only words where this diphthong has 
this middle sound.

308. Tt has the sound of short u, in the two 
words, blood and food, rhyming with mud.

S09. Soot is vulgarly pronounced so as to 
rhyme with but, hut, &c. but ought to have its 
long, regular sound, rhyming with boot, as we 
always hear it in the compound sooty. See the 
word.

310. Door and foor are universally pro
nounced by the English as if written dore and 
dore ; but in Ireland they preserve the regular 
jound of oo. . See the word Door.

311. Moor, a black man, is regular in po
lite pronunciation, and like more in vulgar. 
Moor, a marsh, is sometimes heard rhyming 
with store; but more correct speakers pro
nounce it regularly, rhyming with poor.

OU.
312. This is the most irregular assemblage 

of Vowels in our language: its most common 
sound is that heard in bound, found, ground, 
&c. and this may be called its proper sound; 
but its deviations are so many and so various, 
that the best idea of it will be conveyed by 
giving the simples of all its different sounds.

313. The first or proper sound of this diph
thong is composed of the a in ball, and the 
oo in woo, or rather the u in bull, and is equiva
lent to the owin down, frown, &c. This sound 
is heard in abound, about, account, acoustics, a- 
ground, aloud, amount, around, arouse, astound, 
nwuch, bough, bounce, bound, bounteous, bounty,

bout, carouse, chouse, cloud, clough, clout, clouterl^ 
compound, couch, couchant, crouch, def our, de~ 
vour, devout, doubt, doubtful, doughty, douse, 
drought, encounter, espouse, expound, fout, foun
der, foul, found, foundling fountain, frousy, glout, 
gout, (a disease,) ground, grouse, grout, hound, 
hour, house, impound, loud, lounge, louse, lout, 
mound, mountain, mountebank, mouse, mouth, 
noun, ounce, our, oust, out, outer, outermost, 
paramount, plough, pouch, pounce, pound, pout, 
profound, pronoun, pronounce, propound, proud, 
rebound, recount, redoubt, redoubted, redound, 
rencounter, round, roundelay, rouse, rout, scoun
drel, scour, scout, shout, shroud, slouch, spouse, 
spout, sprout, stout, surround, south, thou, thou
sand, touse, trounce, trousers, trout, wound (did 
wind,) slough, (a miry place.) vouch, vouchsafe, 
without, scaramouch.

314. The second sound is that of short u in 
bud, and is heard in the following words and 
their compounds: Adjourn, journey, journal, 
bourgeon, country, cousin, couple, accouple, double, 
trouble, courteous, courtesy, courage, encourage, 
joust, gournet, housewife, fourish, mounch, nou
rish, enough, chough, rough, tough, slough (a cast 
skin,) scourge, southerly, southern, southernwood, 
southward, touch, touchy, young, younker, and 
youngster; but southern, southerly, and south
ward, are sometimes pronounced regularly like 
south : this, however is far from the prevailing 
pronunciation. This is the sound this diph
thong always has when the accent is not on it, 
unless in very few instances, where the com
pound retains the sound of the simple, as in 
pronoun: but in sojourn and sqjoumer, with 
the accent on the first syllable, and in every 
unaccented termination in our and ous, this 
diphthong has exactly the sound of short u; 
thus favour, honour, odour, and famous, are pro
nounced as if written favur, honur, odur, and 

famus.
315. The third sound given to these vowels 

is that of oo in coo and woo 39, and is found in 
the following words: Bouge, croup, group, 
aggroup, amour, paramour, bouse, bousy, bout feu, 
capouch, cartouch, fourbe, gout, (taste,) and ra
gout, (pronounced goo and ragoo,} rendezvous, 
rouge, soup, sous (pronounced soo,} surtout, 
through, throughly, toupee or toupet, you, your, 
youth, lour, contour, tourney, toumay, tourna
ment, pour, and route (a road,) accoutre, billet- 
doux, agouti, uncouth, wound (a hurt,) and 
routine (a beaten road.) See Tourney.

316. The verb to pour is sometimes pro
nounced to pore, and sometimes to poor; in 
each case it interferes with a word of a differ
ent signification, and the best pronunciation, 
which is that similar to power, is as little liable 
to that exception as either of the others. See 
the word.

317. To wound is sometimes pronounced so 
as to rhyme with found; but this is directly con
trary to the best usage ; but route (a road, as 
to take a different route} is often pronounced so 
as to rhyme with doubt, by respectable speakers.

318. The fourth sound of this diphthong is 
that of long open o, and is heard in the follow
ing words: Though, although, coulter, court
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accaurt, gourd, courtier, course, discourse, source, ! 
recourse, resource, bourn, dough, doughy, four, , 
mould, mouldy, moult, mourn, shoulder, smoul- : 
der, soul, poultice, poult, poulterer, poultry, troul 
(to roll smoothly, marked by Mr. Sheridan as 
rhyming with doll, but more properly by Dr. 
Kenrick with roll;') and borough, thorough,fur
lough, fourteen, concourse, and intercourse, pre
serve the diphthong in the sound of long o, 
though not under the accent

319. The fifth sound of ou is like the noun 
awe, and is heard only in ought, bought. brought, 
sought, besought, fought, nought, thoug/u, me
thought, wrought.

320. The sixth sound is that of short oo, or 
the u in bull, and is heard only in the auxiliary 
verbs, would, could, should, rhyming with good, 
hood, stood, &c.

321. The seventh sound is that of short o, 
and heard only in cough and trough, rhyming 
with off and scoff: and in lough and shough, 
pronounced lock and shock.

OW.
322. The elementary sound of this diph

thong is the same as the first sound of ou, and 
is heard in how, now, &c. ; but the sound of 
long o obtains in so many instances, that it 
will be necessary to give a catalogue of both.

323. The general sound, as the elementary 
sound may be called, is heard in now, how, bow, 
(a mark of respect,) mow (a heap of barley, &c.) 
cow, brow, brown, browse, plow, vow, avow, allow, 
disallow, endow, down, clown, frown, town, crown, 
drown, gown, renown, dowager, dowdy, dower, 
dowre, dowry, dowcry, dowlas, drowse, drowsy, 
flower, bower, lower, (to look gloomy,) power, 
powder, prowess, prow, prowl, vowel, towel, bower, 
rowel, cowl, scowl, crowd, shotver, tower, sow 
(a Swine,) sowins, sowl, thowl, low (to bellow as 
a cow.) This word is generally pronounced 
as low, not high; but if custom, in this case, 
has not absolutely decided, it ought, in my 
opinion, to have the first sound of this diph
thong, rhyming with how, as much more ex
pressive of the noise it signifies; which, where 
sounds are the ideas to be expressed, ought to 
have great weight in pronunciation. (241.251.) 
See the word.

324. The second sound of this diphthong is 
heard in blow, slow, crow, flow, glow, bow, (to 
shoot with,) know, low, (not high,) mow, (to cut 
grass,) row, show, sow, (to scatter grain,) strow, 
snow, trow, below, bestow, owe, own, owner, flown, 
grown, growth, know, known, sown, lower, (to 
bring low) throw, thrown, in all these words 
the ow sounds like long o in go, no, so, &c.

325. The noun prow, signifying the forepart 
of a ship, rhymes with go in Mr. Sheridan, 
and with now in Dr. Kenrick. The latter is, 
in my opinion, the preferable sound; while 
the verb to prowl (to seek for prey) rhymes with 
vwl, according to Mr. Sheridan, and with soul, 
according to Dr. Kenrick: the latter has the 
old spelling prole to plead, but the former has, 
in my opinion, both analogy and the best usage 
on side. Both these writers unite in giving

ie rst sound of this diphthong to prowess ;

which is unquestionably the true pronuncia
tion.—See To Prowl.

326. The proper names How, Howel, How
ard, and Powel, generally are heard with the 
first sound of this diphthong, as in how,now &c.’ 
but Howes and Stow (the historian) commonly 
rhyme with knows and know. Howard, among 
people of rank, is generally pronounced with 
the second sound, rhyming withfroward ; and 
Grosvenor, as if written Grovenor. Snowden is 
frequently pronounced with the first sound of 
ow; but the second sound seems preferable; 
as it is not improbable that these mountains had 
their name, like the Alps, from the snow on 
their tops.

327. When this diphthong is in a final un
accented syllable, it has always the second 
sound, like long o, in borrow, sorrow, fellow, 
willow, &c. The vulgar shorten this sound, 
and pronounce the o obscurely, and sometimes 
as if followed by r, as winder and feller, for 
window and fellow ; but this is almost too des
picable for notice. Good speakers preserve 
the diphthong in this situation, and give it the 
full sound of open o, rhyming with no, so, &c. 
though it should seem in Ben Jonson’s time 
the o in this situation was almost suppressed. 
See his Grammar, page 149.

328. This diphthong, in the word knowledge, 
has of late years undergone a considerable re
volution. Some speakers, who had the re
gularity of their language at heart, were 
grieved to see the compound depart so far 
from the sound of the simple, and w ith heroick 
fortitude have opposed the multitude by pro
nouncing the first syllable of this word as it is 
heard in the verb to know. The pulpit and 
the bar have for some years given a sanction 
to this pronunciation ; but the senate and the 
stage hold out inflexibly against it; and the 
nation at large seem insensible of the improve
ment. They still continue to pronounce, as 
in the old ludicrous rhymes—

“ Among the mighty men of
“ That are professors at Gresham College ” 

But if ever this word should have the good 
fortune to be restored to its rights, it would 
be but charity to endeavour the restoration of 
a great number of words in a similar situation, 
such as brealfast, vineyard, bewilder, meadow, 
hearken, pleasure, whitster, shepherd, windward, 
and a long catalogue of fellow sufferers (515*) 
But, before we endeavour this restoration, we 
should consider, that contracting the sound of 
the simple, when it acquires an additional syl
lable, is an idiom of pronunciation to which 
our language is extremely prone; nor is it cer 
tain that crossing this tendency w ould produce 
any real advantage ; at least, not sufficient to 
counterbalance the diversity of pronunciation 
which must for a long time prevail, and w hich 
must necessarily call off our ^attention from 
things to words. See Enclitical Termination. 
No. 514.

OY.
329. This diphthong is but another form for 

i oi, and is pronounced exactly like it. When 
D 
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alloy is written with this diphthong, it ought 
never to be pronounced allay. Custom seems 
to have appropriated the former word to the 
noun, and the latter to the verb; for the sake 
of consistency, it were to be wished it were al
ways written allay • but it is not to be expected 
that poets will give up so good a rhyme to joy, 
cloy, and destroy.

330. The only word in which this diphthong 
is not under the accent, is the proper name 
Savoy; for savoy, a plant, has the accent on the 
second syllable; but the diphthong in both is 
pronounced in the same manner.

UA.
331. When the a in this diphthong is pro

nounced, the u has the power of w, which 
unites both into one syllable : thus antiquate, 
antiquary, assuage, persuade, equal, language, &c. 
are pronounced antikwate, antikwary, asswage, 
&C.

332. The u in this diphthong is silent, in 
guard, guardian, guarantee, and piquant; pro
nounced gard, gardian, garantee, and pickant, 
(92.)

333. In Mantua, the town of Italy, both 
vowels are heard distinctly. The same may 
be observed of the habit so called; but in 
mantuamaker, vulgarity has sunk the a, and 
made it mantumaker. The same vulgarity at 
first, but now sanctioned by universal custom, 
has sunk both letters in victuals, and its com
pounds victualling and victualler, pronounced 
tittles, vittling, and vittler. See Mantua.

UE.
334. This diphthong, like w«, when it 

forms only one syllable, and both letters are 
pronounced, has the u sounded like w; as 
consuetude, desuetude, and mansuetude, which 
are prohounced consivetude, deswetude, and 
mansw etude. Thus conquest is pronounced 
according to the general rule, as if written 
conkwest; but the verb to conquer has unac
countably deviated into conker, particularly 
upon the stage. This error, however, seems 
not to be so rcoted in the general ear as to be 
above correction; and analogy undoubtedly 
demands conkwer.

335. This diphthong when iu a final sylla
ble, sinks the e, as due, cue, due, blue, glue, hue, 
flue, rue, sue, true, mue, accrue, ensue, endue, 
imbue, imbrue, pursue, subdue, perdue, argue, 
residue, avenue, revenue, continue, retinue, con
strue, statue, tissue, issue, virtue, value, ague, in 
all these words, whether the accent be on the 
diphthong ue or not, it is pronounced like long 
open u, except in words where the r comes be
fore u ; in this case it is sounded Eke oo. When 
the accent is not on this diphthong as in the 
latter portion of these words from argue, it is 
apt to be feebly and indistinctly pronounced, 
and therefore care ought to be taken to sound 
it as if these words were written argew, resideiv, 
&c. In Tuesday, ue, the diphthong, is pro
nounced in the same manner.

336. In some words the u is silent, and the 
pronounced short, as in guess, guest, guerdon, 

where the u acts as a servile topreserve the g 
hard.

337. In some words, both the vowels are 
sunk, as in antique, oblique, league, league, league, 
colleague, plague, vague, intrigue, fatigue, har- 
rangue, tongue, disembogue, collogue, rogue, 
prorogue, brogue, fugue ; in all which the ue is 
silent, and the g, pronounced hard. The q in 
antique, and oblique, is pronounced like k, as if 
the words were written anteek and oblilcc, (158.)

338. The terminations in ogue, from the 
Greek, are pronounced in the same manner 
Thus pedagogue, demagogue, ptysmagogue, me- 
nagogue, emmenagogue, synagogue, myslagogue, 
decalogue, dialogue, trialogue, catalogue, theologuef 
eclogue, monologue, prologue, and epilogue, are 
all pronounced as if written pedagog, demagog, 
&c. with the o short.

339. This diphthong, after r, becomes oo: 
thus true is pronounced troo, (176.)

UI.
340. The u in this diphthong, as in ua and 

ue, when both vowels are pronounced without 
forming two syllables, is pronounced like w : 
thus languid, anguish, languish, extinguish, dis
tinguish, relinquish, vanquish, linguist, penguin, 
pursuivant, guaiacum, are pronounced as if writ
ten langwid, angwish, &c. and cuiss and cuisses, 
as if written kwiss and kwisses, and cuirass, as if 
written kwirass.

341. The u is silent, and the i pronounced 
long, in guide, disguise, guile, and beguile, but 
the u is silent, and tlie i short, in guild, build* 
guilt, guinea, guitar. Guild, in Guildhall, is, 
by the lower people of London, pronounced 
so as to rhyme with child ; but this is directly 
opposite to the best usage, and contrary to its 
etymology, as it is a compound of guild ( a 
corporation, always pronounced like the verb 
to gild') and hall. Dr. Jones, who wrote in 
Queen Anne’s time, tells us it was then pro
nounced as if written Gildhall. In circuit 
and biscuit the u is merely servile; in both the 
c is hard, and the i short, as if written surkii, 
and bisket. Conduit is pronounced cundit.

342. In juice, sluice, suit and pursuit, the i 
is silent, and the u has its diphthongal sound, 
as if preceded by e, and the words were written 
slewse, jewse, sewt, pursewt.

348. When this diphthong is preceded by r, 
it is pronounced like oo; thus bruise, cruise, 
fruit, bruit, recruit, are pronounced as if writ
ten broose, croose, broot, (339.;

UO.
344. The u in this diphthong is pronounced 

like w, m quote, quota, quotation, quotient, quo* 
tidian, quorum, quondam, siliquose, quoth, as if 
written kwote, kwota, kwotation, &c. Coif, and 
coit, commonly pronounced kwoif, and kwoit, do 
not come under this class. See the words.

UY.
345. This diphthong, with the accent on it,

sinks the u, and pronounces the y like long i; 
thus buy the only word where uy has the ac
cent, rhymes with dry, fly, when the ac-
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cent is not on this diphthong it is sounded like I 
long e, as plaguy, roguy, gluy, pronounced 
pla-gee, ro-gee, (with the g hard, as in get) 
glu-ce. The same may be observed of obloquy, 
ambiloquy, pauciloquy, soliloquy, ventriloquy, allo- 
quy, colloquy, pronounced oblo-quee, ambilo- 
quee, &c.

UOY.
346. This triphthong is found only in the 

word buoy, pronounced as if written bwoy, but 
too often exactly like boy. But this ought to 
be avoided by correct speakers.

OF THE CONSONANTS.
B.

347. When b follows m in the same syllable, 
it is generally silent, as in lamb, kemb, limb, 
comb, dumb, &c. except accumb and succumb : 
it is silent also before t in the same syllable, 
as in debt, doubt, redoubt, redoubted, and their 
compounds: it is silent before t, when not in 
the same syllable, in the word subtle (cunning) 
often inaccurately used for subtile (fine,) where 
the b is always pronounced. In the mathe
matical term rhomb, the b is always heard, and 
the word pronounced as if written rhumb. 
Ambs-ace is pronounced Aims-ace. See Rhomb.

C.
348. C is always hard like k before a, o, or 

u; as card, cord, curd; and soft, like s, before e, 
i, or y ; as cement, city, cynick.

349. When c ends a word, or syllable, it is 
always hard, as in music, Jlaccid, siccity, pro
nounced musick, flack-sid, sick-sity. See Ex
aggerate.

350. In the word sceptick, where the first c, 
according to analogy, ought to be pronounced 
like s, Dr. Johnson has not only given his ap
probation to the sound of k, but has, contrary 
to general practice, spelled the word skeptick. It 
may be observed, perhaps, in this, as on other 
occasions, of that truly great man, that he is 
but seldom wrong; but when he is so, that he 
is generally wrong to absurdity. What a 
monster does this word sceptick appear to an eye 
the least classical or correct! And if this al
teration be right, wliv should we hesitate co 
write and pronounce scene, sceptre, and Lace
daemon, skene, skeptre, and Lakcdcemon, as there 
is the-same reason for k in all? It is not, 
howevef, my intention to cross the general 
current of polite and classical pronunciation, 
which I know is that of sounding the c like k ; 
my objection is only to writing it with the k ; 
and in this I think I am supported by tlie best 
authorities since the publication of Johnson’s 
Dictionary.

351. Cis mute in Czar, Czarina, victuals, in
dict, arbuscle, corpuscle, and muscle ; it sounds 
like tch in the Italian words vermicelli and 
violoncello ; and like z in suffice, sacrifice, sice, 
(the number six at dice,) and discern. '

HE CONSONANTS^, C.
352. 1 his letter, when connected with it, has 

two sounds ; the one like tch, in child, chair, 
rich, which, &c. pronounced as if written tchild, 
tchair, ritcli, whitch, &c. the other like sh, after 
I or n, as in belch, bench, filch, &c. pronounced 
belsh, bensh JUsh, &c. This latter sound is gen
erally given to words from the French, as 
chaise, chagrin, chamade, champagne, champignon, 
chandelier, chaperon, charlatan, chevalier, chevron, 
chicane, capuchin, cartouch, machine, machinist, 
chancre, marchioness.

353. Ch in words from the learned lan
guages, are generally pronounced like k, as 
chalcography, chalybeate, chamteleon, chamomile, 
chaos, character, chart, chasm, chely, chemist, fif 
derived from the Arabic, and chymist, if from 
the Greek,) Chersonese, chimera, cliirography, 
chiromancy, chlorosis, choler, chorus, chord, cho
rography, chyle, and its compounds; anchor, 
anchoret, cachexy, catechism, catechise, catechetical, 
catechumen, echo, echinus, epoch, epocha, ichor,

' machination, machinal, mechanic, mechanical, 
orchestra, orchestra, technical, anarch, anarchy, 
conch, cochleary, distich, hemistich, monostich, 
eunuch, monarch, monarchical, hierarch, heresi- 
arch, pentateuch, stomach, stomachic, scheme, school, 
scholar, schesis, mastich, seneschal, and in all 
words where it is followed by I or r, as chloro
sis, Christ, Christian, chronology, chronical, &c. 
To these may be added the Celtic word loch 
(a lake.) The exceptions are, charily. archer 
and archery.

354. When arch, signifying chief, begins a 
word from the Greek language, and is followed 
by a vowel, it is always pronounced ark, as in 
archangel, archipelago, architect, archives, arche
type, archaism, archiepiscopal, archidiaconal, archi
trave, archaiology. But when we prefix arch 
to a word of our own, and this word begins 
with a consonant, we pronounce it so as to 
rhyme with march, as archduke, archdeacon, arch
bishop ; and sometimes, when the following 
word begins with a vowel, if it is a composition 
of our own, and the word does not come to us 
compounded from the Greek or Latin, as 
arch-enemy.

355. The word ache (a pain,) pronounced akc 
comes from the Greek, and was by Shakespeare 
extended to two syllables, aches with ch, as in 
watches; but this is obsolete. It is now al
most universally written ake and akes, except 
where it is compounded with another word, as 
head-ach, heart-acli, &c. and by thus absurdly 
retaining the ch in the compound, we are puz
zled how to form the plural, without pronoun
cing aches in two syllables.

356. In choir and chorister, the ch is almost 
universally pronounced like qu. (300) in os
trich, like dgc, as if spelled ostridge. It is silent 
in schedule, schism, and yacht ; pronounced sed- 
dulc, sizm, and yot. It is sunk in drachm, but 
heard in drachma; pronounced dram and 
drachma.

357. When c comes after tlie accent, either 
primary or secondary, and is followed by ea, 
ia, io, or cous, it takes the sound of sh : tints 
ocean, social, Phocion, saponaceous, ate pronoun
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ced as if written oshean, sosliial, Phoshian, sa- 
ponasheous, fasciation, negotiation, &c. (196.) 
Financier has the accent after the c, which on 
that account does not go into sh.

D.
358. In order to have a just idea of the 

alterations of sound this letter undergoes, it 
will be necessary to consider its near relation 
to T. (41.) These consonants, like p, and b,f 
and v, k, and hard g, and s, and z, are letters 
of the same organ: they differ by the nicest 
shades of sound, and are easily convertible 
mto each other ; t, p, f, k, and s, may, for the 
sake of distinction, be called sharp, and d, b, v, g, 
and z, may be called flat. For this reason, 
when a singular ends in a sharp consonant, 
the s, which forms the plural, preserves its 
sharp sound, as in cuffs, packs, lips, hats, deaths ; 
and when the singular ends with a flat conso
nant, the plural $ has the sound of z, as drabs, 
bags, beads, lives, &c. are pronounced drabz, 
bagz, See.

359. In the same manner, when a verb ends 
with a sharp consonant, the d, in the termina
tion ed, assumed by the preterit and participle, 
becomes sharp, and is sounded like t; thus 
stiffed, tripped, cracked, passed, vouched, faced, 
(where the e is suppressed, as it always ought 
to be, except when we are pronouncing the 
language of Scripture) (104,) change thedinto t, 
as if written stiff, tripl, crakt, past, voucht,faste. 
So when the verb ends in a flat consonant, the 
d preserves its true flat sound, as drubbed, peg
ged, lived, buzzed; where the e is suppressed, and 
the words pronounced in one syllable, as if 
written drubb'd, pegg'd, liv'd, buzz'd. It may be 
observed too,that when the verb ends in a liquid, 
or a liquid and mute e, the participle d always 
preserves its pure sound; as blamed, joined, 
filed, barred, pronounced blam'd, join'd, fill'd, 
barr'd. This contraction of the participial ed, 
and the verbal en, (103,) is so fixed an idiom 
of our pronunciation, that to alter it, would 
be to alter the sound of the whole language. 
It must, however, be regretted, that it subjects 
our tongue to some of the most hissing, snap
ping, clashing, grinding sounds that ever grated 
the ears of a Vandal: thus rasped, scratched, 
wrenched, bridled. Jangled, birchen, hardened, 
strengthened, quickened, &c. almost frighten us 
when written as they are actually pronounced, 
as raspt, scratcht, wrencht, bridl'd,fangl'd, birch'n, 
strengthen'd, quick'n'd, 8c.; they become still 
more formidable when used contractedly in the 
solemn style, which never ought to be the 
case: for here, instead of thou strength'n'st or 
strength'nd'st, thou quick'n'st or quickn'n'd'st, 
we ought to pronounce, thou strength'nest or 
strength'nedst, thou quick'nest or quick'nedst, which 
are sufficiently harsh of all conscience. (See 
No. 405.) But to compensate for these Gothic 
sounds, which, however, are not without their 
use, our language is full of the smoothest and 
most sonorous terminations of the Greeks and 
Romans.

360. By the foregoing rule of contraction, 
arising from the very nature of the letters, we

see the absurdity of substituting the I for ed, 
when the verb ends in a sharp consonant; for, 
when the pronunciation cannot be mistaken, it 
is folly to alter the orthography: thus the 
Distressed Mother, the title of a tragedy, needs 
not to be written Dislrest Mother, as we gen
erally find it, because, though we write it in 
the former manner, it must necessarily be pro
nounced in the latter.

361. By this rule, too, we may see the im
propriety of writing blest for blessed, when a 
participle.

“ Blest in tby genius, m thy love too blest.”—Pope. 
But when the word blessed is an adjective, it 
ought always to be pronounced, even in the 
most familiar conversation, in two syllables, as, 
this is a blessed day, the blessed thistle, &c.

362. This word, with learned, cursed, and 
winged, are the only participial adjectives which 
are constantly pronounced in two syllables, 
where the participles are pronounced in one: 
thus a learned man, a cursed thing, a winged 
horse, preserve the ed in a distinct syllable; 
while the same words, when verbs, as, he learn
ed to write, he cursed the day, they winged their 
flight, are heard in one syllable, as if written 
leamd, curst, and wingd ; the d in cursed chang
ing to t, from its following the sharp consonant 
s (858.)

363. Poetry, however, (which has been one 
great cause of improper orthography) assumes 
the privilege of using these words, when adjec
tives, either as monosyllables or dissyllables ; 
but correct prose rigidly exacts the pronunci
ation of ed in these words, when adjectives 
as a distinct syllable. The ed in aged and 
winged, always make a distinct syllable, as an 
aged man; the winged courser; but when this 
word is compounded with another, the ed does 
not form a syllable, as ajull-ag'd horse, a sheath
wing'd fowl.

364. It is, perhaps, worthy of notice, that 
when adjectives are changed into adverbs by 
the addition of the termination ly, we often find 
the participial termination ed, preserved long 
and distinct, even in those very words where 
it was contracted when used adjectively : thus 
though we always hear corjess'd, profess'd, de
sign'd, &c.; we as constantly hear conjess-ed-ly, 
pro-fess-ed-ly, de-sign-ed-ly, &c. The same may 
be observed of the following list of words, 
which, by the assistance of the Rhyming Dic
tionary, I am enabled to give, as, perhaps, the 
only words in the language in which the ed is 
pronounced as a distinct syllable in the adverb, 
where it is contracted in the participial ad
jective : Forcedly, enforcedly, unveiledly, deforn^ 
edly,ftignedly, unfeignedly, discemedly, resignedly, 
refinedly, restrainedly, concernedly, unconcernedly, 
discemedly, undiscemedly, preparedly, assuredly, 
advisedly, dispersedly, dffusedly, confusedly, un- 
perceivedly, resolvedly, deservedly, undeservedly, 
reservedly, unreservedly, avowedly, perplexedly, 
fixedly, amazedly.

365. To this catalogue may be added several 
abstract substantives formed from participles 

I in ed: which ed makes a distinct syllable in 
I the former, though not in the latter : thus nun*
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bedness, blearedness, preparedness, assuredness, 
dueasedness, advisedness, reposedness, composed
ness, indisposedness, diffusedness, confusedness, dis
tressedness, resolvedness, reservedness, perplexed
ness, fixedness, amazedness, have ed pronounced 
distinctly.

366. The adjectives naked, wicked, picked 
(pointed,) hooked, crooked, forked, tusked, tressed, 
and wretched, are not derived from verbs, and 
are therefore pronounced in two syllables. 
The same may be observed of scabbed, crabbed, 
chubbed, stubbed, shagged, snagged, ragged, scrub
bed, dogged, rugged, scragged, haivked, jagged ; to 
which we may add, the solemn pronunciation 
of stiffnecked: and these, when formed into 
nouns by the addition of ness, preserve the ed 
in a distinct syllable, as wickedness, scabbedness, 
raggedness, &c.

367. Passed, in the sense of beyond, becomes 
a preposition, and may allowably be written 
pnsZ, as past twelve o'clock; but when an ad
jective, though it is pronounced in one syllable, 
it Ought to be written with two, as passed 
pleasures are present pain : this I know is con
trary to usage ; but usage is, in this case, con
trary to good sense, and the settled analogy of 
the language.

368. It needs scarcely be observed, that when 
the verb ends in t or d, the ed in the past time 
and participle has the d pronounced with its 
own sound, and always forms an additional 
syllable, as landed, matted, &c. otherwise the 
final d could not be pronounced at all.

369. And here, perhaps, it may not be use
less to take notice of the very imperfect and 
confused idea that is given in Low til’s gram
mar, of what are called contracted verbs, such 
as snatcht, checkt, snapt, mixt, dwelt, and past, 
for snatched, checked, snapped, mixed, dwelled, 
and passed. To these are added, those that 
end in I, m, and n, or p, after a diphthong; 
which either shorten the diphthong, or change 
it into a single vowel; and instead of ed, take 
t only for the preterit, as dealt, dreamt, meant, 
felt, slept, crept; and these are said to be con
sidered not as irregular, but contracted only. 
Now nothing can be clearer than that verbs of a 
very different kind are here huddled together 
as of the same. Snatched, checked, snapped, 
mixed, and passed, are not irregular at all; if 
they are ever written snatcht, checkt, snapt, mixt, 
and past, it is from pure ignorance of analo
gy, and not considering that if they were writ- 
Jen with ed, unless we were to pronounce it as 
a distinct syllable, contrary to the most settled 
usage of the language, the pronunciation, from 
the very nature of the letters, must be the same. 
It is very different with dwelled; here, as a 
liquid, -and not a sharp mute, ends the verb, d 
might be pronounced without going into t, just 
as well as in fell'd, the participle of to fell (to cut 
down trees.) Here then, we find custom has 
determined an irregularity, which cannot be 
altered, without violence to the language; dwell 
may be truly called an irregular verb, and 
dwelt the preterit and participle.

370. Tlie same may be observed of deal, 
dream, mean, feel, weep, sleep, and creep. It
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is certain we can pronounce d after the four 
first of these words, as well as in sealed, screamed, 
cleaned, and reeled; but custom has not only an
nexed t to the preterit of these verbs, but has 
changed the long diphthongal sound into a 
short one ; they are therefore doubly irregular. 
Weep, sleep, and creep, would not have required 
t to form their preterits, any more than peeped, 
and steeped, but custom which has shortened the 
diphthong in the former words, very naturally 
annexed t as the simplest method of conveying 
the sound.

371. The only two words which occasion 
some doubt about classing them are, to learn, 
and to spell. The vulgar (who are no contempti
ble guides on this occasion) pronounce them in 
the preterit learnt and spelt; but as n and I will 
readily admit of d after them, it seems more 
correct to favour a tendency to regularity, both 
in writing and speaking, which the literary 
world has given into, by spelling them learned 
and spelled, and pronouncing them learn d and 
spell'd: thus earned, the preterit of to earn. 
has been recovered from the vulgar eamt, and 
made a perfect rhyme to discerned.

372. To these observations may be added, 
that, in such irregular verbs as have the pre
sent, the preterit and participle the same, as 
cast, cost, cut, &c. ; the second person singular 
of the preterit of these verbs, takes ed before 
the st, as I cast, or did cast; Thou castedest, or 
didst cast, &c. ; for if this were not the case, 
the second person of the preterit, might be 
taken for the second person of the present tense.

373. I have been led insensibly to these ob
servations by their connexion with pronuncia
tion ; and if the reader should think them too 
remote from the subject, I must beg his par
don, and resume my remarks on the sound of 
the letter d.

374. The vulgar drop this letter in ordinary, 
and extraordinary, and make them or'nary and 
extr'ornary : but this is a gross abbreviation ; 
the best pronunciation is sufficiently short, 
which is ordinary and extrord'nary; the first 
in three, and the last in four syllables; but 
solemn speaking preserves the i, and makes the 
latter word consist of five syllables, as if writ
ten extrordinary.

375» Our ancestors, feeling the necessity of 
showing the quantity of a vowel followed by 
ge, when it was to be short, inserted d, as 
wedge, ridge, badge, &c. The same reason in
duced them to write coUedge, and alledge, with 
the d; but modern reformers, to the great in
jury of the language, have expelled the d, and 
left the vowel to shift for itself; because there 
is no d in the Latin words from which these 
are derived.

376. D like t, to which it is so nearly relat
ed, when it comes after the accent, either pri
mary or secondary (522,) and is followed by 
the diphthong ie, io, ia, or eou, slides into gzh, 
or the consonant j; thus soldier is universally 
and justly pronounced as if written, sol-jer; 
grandeur, gran-jeur; and verdure, (where it 
must be remembered that u is a diphthong,) 
ver Jure ; and, for the same reason, education
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is elegantly pronounced ed-jucation. But duke 
and reduce, pronounced juke and rejuce, where 
the accent is after the d, cannot be too much 
reprobated.

F.
377. .F’has its pure sound in often, off, &c. . 

but in the preposition of, slides into its near 
relation v, as if written ov.t But when this 
preposition is in composition at the end of a 
word, the f becomes pure; thus, though we 
sound o/*, singly, ov, we pronounce it as if the 
f were double in whereof.

378. There is a strong tendency to change 
the f into v, in some words, which confounds 
the plural number and the genitive case: thus 
we often hear of a wive's jointure, a calve s head, 
and houze rent, for wife's jointure, a calf's head, 
and house rent.

G.
379. G, like C, has two sounds, a hard and 

a soft one : it is bard before a, o, u, I, and r, as 
game, gone, gull, glory, grandeur. Gaol is the 
only exception ; now more commonly written 
jail, (212.)

380. G, before e and i, is sometimes hard 
and sometimes soft: it is generally soft before 
words of Greek, Latin, or French original, and 
hard before words from the Saxon. These 
latter, forming by far the smaller number, may 
be considered as exceptions.

381. G is hard, before e, in gear, geek, geese, 
geld, gelt, gelding, get, gewgaw, shagged, snagged, 
ragged, cragged, scragged, dogged, rugged, dag
ger, swagger, stagger, trigger, dogger, pettifogger, 
tiger, auger, eager, ineager, anger, finger, linger, 
conger, longer, stronger, younger, longest, strong
est, youngest. The last six of these words are 
generally pronounced in Ireland, so as to let 
the remain in its nasal sound, without aiticu- 
lating the succeeding vowel, thus, longer (more 
long,) is so pronounced as to sound exactly 
like the noun a long-er; (one who longs or 
wishes for a thing,) the same may be observed 
of the rest. That the pronunciation of Ireland 
is analogical, appears from the same pronun
ciation of g in string-y, spring-y, full of strings 
and springs; and wronger and wrongest, for 
more and most wrong. But though resting 
the g in the nasal sound, without articulating 
the succeeding vowel, is absolutely necessary 
in verbal nouns derived from verbs ending in 
ing, as singer, bringer, slinger, &c. pronoun
ced sing-er, bring-er, sling-er, See. and not 
sing-ger, bring-ger, sling-ger, &c. yet in longer, 
stronger, and younger; longest, strongest, and 
youngest, the g ought always to articulate the 
e .■ thus, younger ought always to rhyme with 
the termination monger, which has always the 
g hard, and articulating the vowel; and this 
pronunciation is approved by Mr. Nares. 
Forget, target, and together, fall into this class. 
See No. 409.

382. G is hard before i, in fibbe, gibcat, fib
ber* gibberish, gibbous, fiddy, gift, gig, giggle, gig- 
let (properly figglet,') gild, gill (of a fish,) gimlet, 
gbnpt gW girdle, girl, girth, gizzard, begin, give, 

forgive, biggin, piggin, noggin; also derivatives 
from nouns or verbs ending in hard g, as drug
gist, waggish, riggish, hoggish, doggish, sluggish, 
rigging, digging, &c.

’ 383. G before y is generally soft, as in elegy,
apology, &c. and almost in all wrords from the 
learned languages; but hard in words from the 
Saxon, which are formed from nouns or verbs 
ending in g hard, as shaggy, jaggy, knaggy, 
snaggy, craggy, scraggy, quaggy, swaggy, dreggy, 
spriggy, twiggy, boggy, foggy, cloggy, buggy, 
muggy. Gyve, from its Celtick original, ought 
to have the g hard, but has decidedly adopted 
the soft g.

GN in the same Syllable, at the beginning of a 
Word.

384. The g in this situation is always silent, 
as gnaw, gnash, gnat,gnarl, gnomon, gnomonicks; 
pronounced naw, nash, not, narl, nomon, 
nomonics.

GN in the same Syllable at the end of a Word.

385. No combination of letters has more 
puzzled the criticks than this. Two actresses of 
distinguished merit, in Portia, in the Merchant 
of Venice, pronounced the word impugn dif
ferently, and each found her advocate in the 
newspapers. One critick affirmed, that Miss 
Young, by preserving the sound of g, pro
nounced the word properly; and the other 
contended, that Mrs. Yates was more judicious 
in leaving it out. Tlie former was charged 
with harshness; the latter, with mutilating 
the word, and weakening its sound: but if 
analogy may decide, it is clearly in favour of 
the latter; for there is no axiom in our pro
nunciation more indisputable than that which 
makes g silent before n in the same syllable. 
This is constantly the case in sign, and all its 
compounds, as resign, design, consign, assign; 
and in indign, condign, malign, benign ; all 
pronounced as if written sine, rezine, &c. In 
which words we find the vowel i long and open, 
to compensate, as it were, for the suppression 
of g, as every other word ending in gn, when 
the accent is on the syllable, has a diphthong 
pronounced like a long open vowel, as arraign, 
campaign, feign, reign, deign g and consequent
ly, unless the vowel u can produce some special 
privilege which the other vowels have not, we 
must, if we pronounce according to analogy, 
make the u in this situation long, and sound 
impugn, as if written impune.

386. The same analogy will oblige us to 
pronounce impregn, oppugn, expugn, propugn, 
as if written imprene, oppune, expune, propune, 
not only when these verbs are in the infinitive 
mood, but in the preterits, participles, and 
verbal nouns*formed from them, as impugned, 
impugning, and impugner, must be pronounced 
impuned, impuning, and impuner. The same 
may be observed of the rest. Perhaps it will 
gratify a curious observer of pronunciation to 
see the diversity and uncertainty of our or- 
thoepists in their notation of the words before 
us.
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Sheridan, Scott, Nares, Murray. 

Barclay says the g in this word 
and its derivatives is mute, but 
takes no notice of the quantity of 
then.

mptin, Buchanan, Kenrick, Perry.
impung, W. Johnston.
yppune, Sheridan, Scott, Nares, Murray,
oppiin, Kenrick, Perry, Barclay.
oppung, W. Johnston.
propune, Sheridan, Scott, Perry, Nares.
propung, Barclay.
imprene, Nares, Murray.
imprSn, Sheridan, Kenrick, Perry. Barclay 

says the g is inute, but says noth
ing of the quantity of the e.

expune. Sheridan, Scott, Nares.
expun, Perry, Barclay
inipuncr, Sheridan.
impuned, Murray. 
impunnei, Perry, Barclay, 
oppugner, Sheridan. 
propugner, Sheridan.
propuner, Scott 
propunner, Perry.

Nothing is clearer than that all these words 
ought to follow the same rule, and should 
be pronounced alike. How then shall we re
concile Mr. Sheridan’s pronouncing irApugn, 
oppugn, expugn, and propugn, with the u long, 
and irnprep'n with the e short? Kenrick, 
who has not the word propugn, is consistent 
in pronouncing the rest with the vowel short. 
The same may be observed of Scott, who adopts 
the long sound, but has not the word impregn. 
Mr. Perry gives the short sound to all but pro
pugn, where he makes the u long, but absurdly 
makes the verbal noun propunner; and W. 
Johnston who has only impugn and oppugn, 
pronounces the vowel short, and spells them 
impung and oppung. Barclay, under the word 
impugn, says the g in this word and its deri
vatives is mute, without noticing the quantity 
of the vowels, but spells ojipugn, oppun; and 
of impregn, only says the g is mute; but 
writes propugn, propung, in the manner that 
W. Johnston does impugn, and oppugn: but 
Mr. Nares observes, that analogy seems to re
quire a similar pronunciation in all these words, 
and that the vowel should be long/ The same 
inconsistency is observable in Mr. Sheridan’s 
pronunciation of the verbal nouns; for he 
expunges the g in impugner, and writes it 
impuner, but preserves it in oppugner and 
propugner. Mr. Scott has only the word pro- 
pugner, which he very properly, as well as 
consistently, spells propuner. Mr. Perry has 
propunner and impunner, and Barclay impun
ner only.—The inconsistency here remarked 
arises from not attending to the analogy of 
pronunciation, which requires every verbal 
noun to be pronounced exactly like the verb, 
with the mere addition of the termination : 
thus, anger is only adding er to the verb sing, 
without suffering the to articulate the e, as 
it does in Jinger and Unger, &c. The same 
may be observed of a singer, one who signs : 
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and as a corroboration of this doctrine, we 
may take notice that the additional er and est, 
in the comparatives and superlatives of adjec
tives, make no alteration in the ;-ound of the 
radical word; this is obvious in the words be 
nigner, benignest, &c. except younger, longer, 
and stronger. See No. 381.

387. But in every other compound where 
these letters occur, the n articulates the latter 
syllable, and g is heard distinctly in the 
former, as sig-nify, malig-nity, assig-nation 
&c. Some affected speakers, either Jgnorant 
of the rules for pronouncing English, or over- 
complaisant to the French, pronounce physi
ognomy, cognizance, and recognizance, without 
the g ; but this is a gross violation of the first 
principles of spelling. The only words to 
keep these speakers in countenance are, poig
nant and champignon, not long ago imported 
from France, and pronounced poiniant, cham
pinion. The first of these words will probably 
be hereafter written without the#*; while the 
latter, confined to the kitchen, may be looked 
upon as technical, and allowed an exclusive 
privilege. See Cognizance.

388. Bagnio, seignior, seraglio, intaglio, and 
oglio, pronounced ban-yo, seen-yar, seral-yo, in- 
tal-yo, and ole-yo, may be considered as foreign 
coxcombs, and treated with civility, by omitting 
the g, while they do not pervert the pronun
ciation of our native English words.

GM in the same Syllable.
389. What has been said of gn is applica

ble to gm. We have but one word in the 
language where these letters end a word with 
the accent on it, and that is phlegm ; in this 
the g is always mute, and the e according to 
analogy, ought to be pronounced long, as if 
the word were written Jleme; but a short 
pronunciation of the e has generally obtained, 
and we commonly hear it Jlem; it is highly 
probable Pope pronounced it properly, where 
he says,

“ Our criticks take a contrary extreme;
“ They judge with fury, but they write with phlegm."

Essay on Criticism.

Perhaps it would not be difficult to reduce this 
word to analogy, as some speakers still pro
nounce the e long: but in the compounds of 
this word, as in those where gn occur, the 
vowel is shortened, and tliep pronounced as in 
phleg-mon-, phleg-monous, phleg-matick, and 
phleg-magoguesi though Mr. Sheridan, foi no 
reason I can conceiye* sinks the g in the last 
word. When these letters end a syllable not 
under the accent, the g is silent, but the pre 
ceding vowel is shortened : thus paradigm 
parapegm, diaphragm, apophthegm, are pronoun
ced paradim, parapem, diaphram, apothem.

GR.
390. This combination, at the beginning of 

a word, drops the h, as in ghost, ghastly, ghast- 
ness, gherkin, pronounced gost, rhyming with, 
most; gastly, gastness, gerkin: but when these 
letters come at the end of a word, they form 
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some of the greatest anomalies in our language; 
gh, at the end of words, is generally silent,’ 
and consequently the preceding vowel or diph
thong is long, as Zdg/j, nigh, thigh, neigh, weigh, 
inveigh, eugh (the obsolete way of spelling 
yew, a tree,) bough, dough, though, although, 
clough (a cXift,) plough, furlough, slough (a miry 
place,) through, throughout, thorough, borough, 
usquebaugh, pugh !

391. Gh is frequently pronounced like f, as 
laugh, laughter, cough, chough, clough (an al
lowance in weight,) slough ( the cast skin of a 
snake or sore,) enough, rough, tough, trough.

392. Gh is sometimes changed into ck, as 
hough, shough, lough, pronounced hock, shock, 
lock; sometimes we hear only the g sounded, 
as in burgh, burgher, and burgership.

GUT.
393. Gh, in this termination, is always 

silent, as fight, night, bought, fought, &c. The 
only exception is draught; which, in poetry, is 
most frequently rhymed with caught, taught, 
&c. but, in prose, is so universally pronoun
ced as if written dreft, that the poetical sound 
of it grows uncouth, and is becoming obsolete. 
Draughts, the game, is also pronounced drafts. 
Drought (dryness) is vulgarly pronounced 
drowth : it is even written so by Milton ; but 
in this he is not to be imitated, having mistaken 
the analogy of this word, as well as that of 
height, which he spells heighth, and which is fre
quently so pronounced by the vulgar. See 
the words Height and Drought.

IL
394. This letter is no more than breathing 

forcibly before the succeeding vowel is pro
nounced. At the beginning of words, it is 
always sounded, except in heir, heiress, honest, 
honesty, honour, honourable, herb, herbage, hospi
tal, hostler, hour, humble, humour, humorous, 
humorsome. Ben Johnson leaves out the h in 
host, and classes it in this respect with honest.

395. II is always silent after r, as rhetorick, 
rhapsody, rheum, rheumatism, rhinoceros, rhomb, 
rhubarb, myrrh, catarrh, and their compounds.

396. II final, preceded by a vowel is always 
silent, as ah ! hah ! oh ! foil I sirrah, hallelujah, 
Messiah.

397. This letter is often sunk, after w, par
ticularly in the capital, where we do not find 
the least distinction of sound between while 
and wile, tvhet and wet, where and wear. Trifling 
ts this difference may appear at first sight, it 
tends greatly to weaken and impoverish the 
pronunciation, as well as sometimes to con
found words of a very different meaning. The 
Saxons, as Dr. Lowth observes, placed the h 
before the w, as hwat; and this is certainly its 
true place: for, in the pronunciation of all 
words beginning with wh, we ought to breathe 
forcibly before we pronounce the w, as if the 
words were written hoo-at, hoo-ile, &c. and then 
W3 shall avoid that feeble, cockney pronuncia
tion which is so disagreeable to a correct ear.

J.
398. J is pronounced exactly like soft g, 

and is perfectly uniform in its sound, except 
in the word hallelujah, where it is pronounced 
like y.

K.
399. K has exactly the sound of hard c : it 

is always silent before n in the same syllable, 
as knee, kneel, knack, knight, know, knuckle, knab, 
knag, knap, knare, knave, knit, knock, knot, knoll.

400. It has been a custom within these 
twenty years to omit the &at the end of words, 
when preceded by c. This has introduced a 
novelty into the language, which is that of 
ending a word with an unusual letter, and is 
not only a blemish in the face of it, but may 
possibly produce some irregularity in future 
formatives; for mimicking must be written 
with the k, though to mimic is without it. If 
we use colic as a verb, which is not uncommon, 
we must write colicking and colicked; and 
though physicking and physicked are not the 
most elegant words, they are not quite out of 
the line of formation. This omission of k is, 
however, too general to be counteracted, even 
by the authority of Johnson : but it is to be 
hoped it will be confined to words from the 
learned languages : and indeed as there is not 
the same vanity of appearing learned in the 
Saxon, as in the Latin and Greek, there is no 
great fear that thick and stick will lose their k 
though they never had it in the original.

401. Ben Jonson says L melteth in the 
sounding, and is therefore called a liquid. 
This, however, cannot be the reason that r is 
called a liquid; for no two letters can, in this 
respect, be more opposite. See No. 21.

L is mute in almond, calf, half, calve, halve, 
chaldron, falcon, folk, yolk, (better written yelk, 
with the I sounded,) fusil, lialser, malmsey, sal
mon, salve, talbot, (a species of dog.) See Salve.

402. L is mute also between a and k in the 
same syllable, as balk, chalk, talk, stalk, walk.

403. L is silent likewise between a and m 
in the same syllable, as alms, balm, calm, palm, 
psalm, qualm, shalrn; but when the m is de
tached from the I by commencing another 
syllable, the I becomes audible. Thus, though 
the I is mute in psalm, palm, it is always heard 
in psal-mist, psal-mody, and pal-mistry: but in 
balmy and palmy, where the y is an adjective 
termination of our own, no alteration is made 
in the sound of the substantive which sinks 
the I (386.) Calmer and calmest ought to 
have the I mute, as they are only degrees of 
comparison ; and palmer and palmerworm (ex
cept in the language of scripture, where the 
I in palmerworm ought to be heard) are only a 
sort of verbal nouns, which never alter the 
sound of the original word, and therefore ought 
to have the I mute. But though I is sometimes 
mute in the noun salve, and in the verb to salve,

I it is always heard in salver (a kind of plate.) 
Sec Salve.
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404. L ought always to be suppressed in 

the auxiliary verbs would, could, should: it is 
sometimes suppressed in fault; but this sup
pression is become vulgar, (see the word.) In 
soldier, likewise, the I is sometimes suppressed, 
and tlie word pronounced so-jer; but this is 
far from being the most correct pronunciation: 
I ought always to be heard in this word, and 
its compounds soldierly, soldiership, &c.

405. L, preceded by a mute, and followed 
by e, in a final syllable, has an imperfect 
sound, which does not do much honour to our 
language. The I, in this situation, is neither 
sounded like el nor le, but the e final, is sup
pressed, and the preceding mute articulates the 
I, without either a preceding or a succeeding 
vowel; so that this sound may be called a 
monster in Grammar—a syllable without a 
vowel. This will easily be perceived in the 
words able, table, circle, &c. which are pro
nounced as if written nW, tabl, circl, &c. and 
in those still more Gothick and uncouth ab
breviated participial terminations, peopled, brid
led, saddled, trifles, gaffled, &c. pronounced 
pee-pl'd, bri~dl'd, sad-dl'd, trifiz, gaffiz, &c. 
(359) (472.)

406. This letter has not only, like f and s, 
the privilege of doubling itself at the end of a 
word, but it has an exclusive privilege of being 
double, where they remain single ; though by 
what right cannot be well conceived. Thus, 
according to the general rule, when a verb 
ends in a single consonant, preceded by a 
single vowel, and the accent is on the last syl
lable, the consonant is doubled when a par
ticipial termination is added, as abet, abetting, 
beg, begging, begin, beginning, &c. but when the 
accent is not on the last syllable of the verb, the 
consonant remains single, as suffered, suffering, 
benefiting, &c. but the I is doubled, whether the 
accent be on the last syllable or not, as duelling, 
levelling, victualling, travelling, traveller, &c. This 
gross irregularity, however, would not have 
been taken notice of in this place, if it had not 
suggested an absurdity, in pronunciation, oc
casioned by the omission of Z. Though the 
latter I is useless in traveller, victualler, &c. it 
is not so in controller : for as ll is a mark of 
the deep broad sound of a in ball, tall, all, &c. 
(84) so the same letters are the sign of the 
long open sound of o in boll (a round stalk of 
a plant,) to foil, noil (the head,) knoll (a little 
hill,) poll, clodpoll, roll, scroll, droll, troll, stroll, 
toll*,  for which reason, leaving out one I in 
oethral, catdal, miscal, overfill, forestal, reinstal, 
downfal, withal, control, and unrol, as we find 
them in .Johnson’s Dictionary, is an omission 
of the utmost importance to the sound of the 
words, for. as the pronunciation sometimes 
alters the spelling, so the spelling sometimes 
liters the pronunciation.*  Accordingly w’e 
find some speakers, chiefly the natives of Ire
land, inclined to give the a its middle sound? 

• This omission of the letter I see, has been recti
fied in the last quarto edition of Johnson’s Dictionary: 
and it would have been well if the Editors had acknow
ledged their obligations, and extended their emendations 
to the word Codie, and several others.

to words commencing with al, followed by 
another consonant, because they do not see 
the ll in the all with which these words are 
compounded: thus, we sometimes hear ail 
mighty, albeit, so pronounced as to make their 
first syllable rhyme with the first of al-ly, val
ley, and extol is pronounced by the Scotch so 
as to rhyme with coal; and with just as much 
reason as we pronounce control in the same 
manner. For though compounds may, in 
some cases, be allowed to drop such letters of 
their simples, as either are not necessary to 
the sound, as in Christmas; or might possibly 
lead to a wrong one, as in Reconcileable; (which 
see) yet where, by omitting a letter, the sound 
may be altered, the omission is pernicious and 
absurd (34.) The same observations might be 
extended to the numerous termination full, 
where, in compounds, one I is omitted, though 
nothing can be more certain, than that ful, with 
a single I, has not the same sound as when this 
letter is doubled; for who could suppose, with
out being used to the absurdity, that fulfil 
should stand for fullfill: but this abbreviation 
is too inveterate and extensive to afford any 
hope, that the great arbiters of orthography, the 
printers, will ever submit to the additional 
trouble of putting another I,

Jf.
407. M preserves its sound in every word, 

except comptroller ; compt and accompt are now 
universally written as they are pronounced, 
count and account; and though m and p are 
preserved to the eye in the officer called a 
comptroller, the word is pronounced exactly 
like the noun controller, one who controls.

X
408. N has two sounds; the one simple and 

pure, as in man, net Sec. the other com
pounded and mixed, as in hang, thank, &c. 
The latter sound is heard when it is followed 
by the sharp or flat guttural mutes, g hard, or 
k ; or its representatives, c hard, qu, or x: but 
it may be observed, that so prone is our lan
guage to the flat mutes, that when n is follow
ed by k, or its representatives, the flat muteg 
seems interposed between them : thus thank, 
banquet, anxious, are pronounced as if written, 
not than-k, ban-quet, an-xious, but lhangk, 
bangkquet, angkshus. But this coalition of the 
sound of n and g, or hard c, is only when the 
accent is on them ; for when the g or hard c 
articulates the accented syllable, then becomes 
pure : thus, though Congress and congregate, are 
pronounced as if written cong-gress and cong- 
gregate, yet the first syllable of congratulate and 
congresswe ought to be pronounced without the 
ringing sound of n, and exactly like the same 
syllable in contrary. The same difference may 
be observed in the words concourse and concur; 
the first word, which has the accent on the first 
syllable, is pronounced as if written cong-course; 
and the last, which has the accent on the second 
syllable, with n pure. It must, however, be 
carefully observed, that the secondary accen*
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has the same power of melting the n into the 
succeeding hard g or c, as the primary (522;) 
thus congregation and concremation have the first 
syllable pronounced as if written cong.

409. It may, perhaps, be worthy of notice, 
that when n is followed by k, the k has a finished 
or complete sound, as in link, think, &c. but 
when n is followed by hard g, theg has an un
finished or imperfect sound, as in hang, bang, 
&c. where we may observe the tongue to rest 
upon the palate in the sound of g; but when 
this letter is carried off to articulate another 
syllable, its sound is completed, as in anger and 
Bangor (the name of a town,) where the sound 
of g may be perceived to be very different from 
the noun hanger (a sword,) and banger, (one who 
beats or bangs.) This perfect sound of g is 
heard in all simples, as anger, angle, finger, lin
ger, conger, anguish, languish, distinguish, extin
guish, unguent: but in words derived from 
verbs or adjectives, ending in ng, the g con
tinues imperfect, as it was in them. Thus a 
singer (one who sings,) does not finish the g 
like finger, but is merely er added to sing: 
the same may be observed of sing-ing, bring-ing, 
and hang-ing. So adjectives, formed by the 
addition of y, have the imperfect sound of g 
as in the original word; thus, springy, stringy, 
dungy, and wingy, are only the sound of e 
added to spring, string, dung, and wing; 
but the comparative and superlative adjec
tives, longer, stronger, andyounger; longest, strong
est, and youngest, have the g hard and perfectly 
sounded, as if written long-ger, strong-ger,young- 
ger, &c. where the g is hard, as in finger, linger, 
die. And it may be looked upon as a general 
rule, that nouns, adjectives, or verbs, do not al
ter their original sound upon taking an addi
tional syllable. In these three words, there
fore, the Irish pronounce more agreeably to an
alogy than the English ; for, if I mistake not, 
they do not articulate the g. (381)

410. Hitherto we have considered these 
letters as they are heard under the accent; 
but when they are unaccented in the partici
pial termination ing, they are frequently a cause 
of embarrassment to speakers who desire to 
pronounce correctly. We are told, even by 
teachers of English, that ing, in the words 
singing, bringing, and swinging, must be pro
nounced with the ringing sound, which is heard 
when the accent is on these letters, in king, 
sing, and wing, and not as if written without 
the g, as singin, bringin, swingin. No one 
jan be a greater advocate than I am for the 
strictest adherence to orthography, as long as 
the publick pronunciation pays the least atten
tion to it; but when I find letters given up by 
the publick with respect to sound, I then con
sider them as ciphers ; and, if my observation 
lo not greatly fail me, I can assert, that our 
best speakers do not invariably pronounce the 
participial ing, so as to rhyme with sing, king, 
and ring. Indeed, a very obvious exception 
seems to offer itself in those verbs that end in 
these letters, as a repetition of the ringing 
sound in successive syllables would produce a 
Tautophony (see the word,) and have a very 
bad effect on the ear; and therefore, instead 

of singing, bringing, and fiinging, our best 
speakers are heard to pronounce sing-in, brtng- 
in, and Jling-in; and for the very same reason 
that we exclude the ringing sound in these 
words, we ought to admit it when the verb 
ends with in; for if, instead of sinning, pin
ning, and beginning, we should pronounce sin- 
nin, pin-nin, and begin-nin, we should fall into 
the same disgusting repetition as in the former 
case. The participial ing, therefore, ought 
always to have its ringing sound, except in 
those words formed from verbs in this termin. 
ation; for writing, reading, and speaking, are 
certainly preferable to writin, readin, and 
speakin, wherever the pronunciation has the 
least degree of precision or solemnity.

411. N is mute when it ends a syllable, and 
is preceded by I or m, as kiln, hymn, limn, 
solemn, column, autumn, condemn, contemn, 
In hymn-ing, and lim-ning, the n is generally- 
pronounced, and sometimes, in very solemn 
speaking, in condem-ning and contcm-ning; 
but, in both cases, contrary to analogy, which 
forbids any sound in the participle that was 
not in the verb (381.)

P.
412. This letter is mute before 4 and t at 

the beginning of words, psalm, psalmist, psal
mody, psalmography, psalter, psaltry; the pre
fix pseudo, signifying false, as pseudography, 
pseudology, and the interjection pshaw /. To 
these we may add ptisan, ptyalism, ptysmagogue. 
It is mute in the middle of words between m 
and t, in empty, sempstress, peremptory, sumptu
ous, presumptuous, redemption, exemption, and 
raspberry. I n cupboard it coalesces with, and falls 
into its flat sound b, as if written cubboard. It is 
mute in a final syllable between the same letters, 
as tempt, attempt, contempt, exempt, prompt, ac- 
compt. In receipt it is mute between i and t, 
and in the military corps (a body of troops) 
bothp and 5 are mute, as custom has acquiesced 
in the French pronunciation of most military
terms.

pzr.
413. Ph is generally pronounced like f, as 

in philosophy, phantom, die. In nepheiv and 
Stephen it has the sound of v. In diphthong 
and triphthong the sound of p only is heard; 
and the h is mute likewise in naphtha, oph- 
thalmick, &c. In apophthegm both letters are 
dropped. The same may be observed of 
phthisis,phthisick, and phthisical. In sapphire 
the first p slides into ph, by an accentual coali
tion of similar letters, very agreeable to 
analogy. See Exaggerate.

Q.
414. Q has always the sound of k : it is con

stantly followed by u, pronounced like w ; and 
its general sound is heard in quack, quill, 
queen, &c. pronounced kwack, kwill, kwecn, 
&c. That the u subjoined to this letter has 
really the power of w, may be' observed in the 
generality of words where a succeeds ; for we 
find the vowel go into the broad sound in 
quart, quarrel, quantity, dec. as much as in
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«uar, warrant, want, &c. (85.) But it must be 
carefully noted, that this broad sound is only 
heard under the accent; when the a preceded 
by qu, is accented, it has the sound of 
every other accented a in the language (92.) 
Thus, the a in quarter, quarrel, quadrant,, &c. 
because it has the accent, is broad: the same 
may be observed when the accent is secondary 
only, (522,) (527,) as in quadragesimal, quadri- 
syllable, &c. but when the accent is on the suc
ceeding syllable, as in qua-dratick, quadrangu
lar, &c. the a goes into the obscure sound 
approaching to the Italian a. (92.)

415. As a great number of words, derived 
from the French,, have these letters in them, 
according to our usual complaisance for that 
language, we adopt the French pronunciation : 
thus, in coquet, doquet, etiquette, masquerade, 
harlequin, oblique, antique, opaque, pique, piquant, 
piquet, burlesque, grotesque, casque, mosque, 
quadrille, quatercousin, the qu is pronounced 
like k. Quoif and quoit ought to be written 
and pronounced coif, coit. Paquet, laquey, 
chequer, and risque, have been very properly 
spelled by Johnson as they are pronounced 
packet, lackey, checker, and risk. Quoth ought 
to be pronounced with the u, as if written 
rvauth, and therefore is not irregular. Liquor 
and harlequin always lose the u, and conquer, 
conquerable, and conqueror, sometimes, particu
larly on the stage. This deviation, however* 
seems not to have gone beyond recovery ; and 
conquest is still regularly pronounced congkwest. 
Quote and quotation are perfectly regular, and 
ought never to be pronounced as some do, cote 
and colalion. Cirque, contracted from circus, 
and cinque, cinquefoil, cinque-ports, cinque-spotted, 
are pronounced sirk and sink: and critique 
when we mean a criticism, to distinguish it 
from critick, is pronounced criteek, rhyming with 
speak. See Quoit and Quotation.

R.
416. This letter is never silent, but its sound 

is sometimes transposed. In a final unaccent
ed syllable, terminating with re, the r is pro
nounced after the e, as acre, lucre, sabre, fib^e, 
ochre, eagre, maugre, sepulchre, theatre, spectre, 
metre, petre, mitre, nitre, antre, lustre, accoutre, 
massacre • to which we may add centre, and 
sceptre; sometimes written center and scepter; 
but, in my opinion, very improperly, as this 
peculiarity is fixed, and easily understood; 
while reducing meagre to meager disturbs the 
rule, and adds another anomaly to our pro
nunciation, by making the g hard before e 
(98.)

417. The same transposition of r is always 
perceived in the pronunciation of apron and 
iron; and often in that of citron and saffron, 
as if written apum, ium, citurn, saffurn : nor 
do I think the two first can be pronounced 
otherwise without a disagreeable stiffness; but 
the two last may preserve the r before the 
Vowel with great propriety. Children and 
hundred have slid into this analogy, when used 
colloquially, but preserve the r before the e in 
solemn speaking.
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418. As this letter is but a jar of the tongue, 

sometimes against the roof of the mouth, and 
sometimes at the orifice of the throat, it is the 
most imperfect of all the consonants ; and, as 
its formation is so indefinite, no wonder, when 
it is not under the accent, that the vowels 
which precede it, should be so indefinite in 
their sounds, as we may perceive in the words

friar, Her, elixir, nadir, mayor, martyr, which, 
with respect to sound, might be written friur, 
liur, elixur, nadur, mayur, marlur (98.) “ These 
inaccuracies in pronunciation,” says an inge
nious writer, “ we seem to have derived from 
our Saxon ancestors. Dr. Hicks observes in 
the first chapter of his Saxon Grammar, that 
“ Comparativa apud eos ( Anglo-saxonas) indif- 
“ ferenter exeunt in ar, cer, er, ir, or, ur, yr ; et 
“ Superlativa in ast, cest, est, ist, ost, ust, yst ; 
“ participia praesentis temporis in and, cend, 
“end, ind, ond, und, ynd: pra?teriti verb in ad, 
“ ced, id, od, ud, yd; pro vario scilicet vel nevi 
“vel loci dialecto.” Upon various other oc
casions also they used two or more vowels and 
diphthongs indifferently; and this not always 
from difference of age or place, because these 
variations are frequently found in the same 
page. This will account for the difference be
tween the spelling and pronunciation of such 
anomalous words as busy and buiy, now pro
nounced as if written bisy and bery, (the i ande 
having their common short sound) and former
ly spelled indifferently withe, u, ory.” Essay 
on the Harmony of Language. Robson, 1774.

419. There is a distinction in the sound of 
this letter, scarcely ever noticed by any of our 
writers on the subject, which is, in my opinion, 
of no small importance ; and that is, the rough 
and smooth r. Ben Jonson in his Grammar, 
says it is sounded firm in the beginning of 
words, and more liquid in the middle and ends, 
as in rarer, riper; and so in the Latin. The 
rough r is formed by jarring the tip of the ton
gue against the roof of the mouth near the fore 
teeth : the smooth r is a vibration of the lower 
part of the tongue, near the root, against the in
ward region of the palate, near the entrance of 
the threat. This latter r is that which marks 
the pronunciation of England, and the former 
that of Ireland. In England, and particularly 
in London, the r in lard, bard, card, regard, &c. 
is pronounced so much in the throat as to be 
little more than the middle or Italian a, length 
ened into laad, baud, caad, regaad; while in 
Ireland the r, in these words, is pronounced 
with so strong a jar of the tongue against the 
fore-part of the palate, and accompanied with 
such an aspiration, or strong breathing, at the 
beginning of the letter, as to produce that harsh
ness we call the Irish accent But if this let
ter is too forcibly pronounced in Ireland, it is 
often too feebly sounded in England, and par
ticularly in London, where it is sometimes 
entirely sunk : and it may, perhaps, be worthy 
of observation, that, provided wre avoid a too 
forcible pronunciation of the r, when it ends a 
word, or is followed by a consonant in the 
same syllabic, we may give as much force as 
we please to this letter, at the beginning of a 
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word, without producing any harshness to the 
ear: thus Rome, river, rage, may have the r as 
forcible as in Ireland ; but bar, bard, card, hard 
&c. must have it nearly as in London.

S.
420. As the former letter was a jar, this is a 

hiss; but a hiss which forms a much more 
definite and complete consonant than the other. 
This consonant, like the other mutes, has a 
sharp and a flat sound; the sharp sound is 
heard in the name of the letter, and in the 
words same, sin, this; the flat sound is that of 
z, heard in is, his, was: and these two sounds, 
accompanied by the aspirate, or h, form all the 
varieties found under this letter. (41.)

241. S, has always its sharp hissing sound at 
the beginning of words, as, soon, sin, &c. and 
when it immediately follows any of the sharp 
mutes, f, k, p, t, as scoffs, blocks, hips, pits, or 
when it is added to the mute e after any of 
these letters, as strifes, flakes, pipes, mites.

422. S, is sharp and hissing at he end of the 
monosyllables yes, this, us, thus, gas ; and at 
the end of words of two or more syllables, if it 
be preceded by any of the vowels but e, and 
forms a distinct syllable ; thus es in pipes and 
mites do not form a distinct syllable; and as 
they are preceded by a sharp mute, the s is 
sharp likewise: but in prices these letters form 
a syllable, and thes is pronounced like z, ac
cording to the general rule.

423. The only exception to this rule are 
the words as, whereas, has, his, was; for bias, 
dowlas, Atlas, metropolis, basis, chaos, tripos, pus, 
chorus, Cyprus, &c. have the final s pronounced 
sharp and hissing.

424. Agreeably to this rule, the numerous 
terminations in ous, as pious, superfluous, &c. 
have the s sharp, and are pronounced exactly 
like the pronoun us ; and every double s in the 
language is pronounced in the same manner, 
except in the words dissolve, possess, and their 
compounds ; scissors, hussy and hussar.

425. S, in the inseparable prepositions dis, 
when either the primary or secondary accent 
is on it, (522,) is always pronounced sharp and 
hissing: the word dismal, which seems to be 
an exception, is not so in reality; for, in this 
word dis is not a preposition : thus, dissolute, 
dissonant, &c. with the primary accent on dis ; 
and disability, disagree, &c. with the secondary 
accent on the same letters, have the 5 sharp 
and hissing ; but when the accent is on tlie 
second syllable, the s is either sharp or flat, as 
it is followed either by a vowel, or a sharp or 
flat consonant: thus, disable, disaster, disease, 
disinterested, dishonest, disorder, disuse, have all 
of them the s in dis flat like z, because the 
accent is not on it, and a vowel begins the 
next syllable; but discredit, disfavour, dis- 
kindness, dispense, distaste, have the s sharp and 
hissing, because a sharp consonant begins the 
succeeding accented syllable; and disband, dis
dain, disgrace, disjoin, disvalue, have the s flat 
like r, because they are succeeded by a flat 
consonant in the same situation. (435.)

THE CONSONANT S.
426. S, in the inseparable preposition mis, 

is always sharp and hissing, whether the accent 
be on it or not; or whether it be followed 
either by a vowel, or a sharp or flat consonant, 
as miscreant, misaim, misapply, misorder, misuse, 
misbegot, misdeem, misgovern, &c. See the pre
fix Mis.

427. S, followed by e in the final syllable of 
adjectives, is always sharp and hissing, as base, 
obese, precise, concise, globose, verbose, morbose, 
pulicose, tenebricose, corticose, ocose, oleose, rugose, 
desidiose, close, siliculose, calculose, tumulose, ani- 
mose, venenose, arenose, siliginose, crinose, loose, 
operose, morose, edemalose, comatose, acetose, aquose, 
siliquose, actuose, diffuse, profuse, occluse, recluse, 
abstruse, obtuse; except wise and otherwise, and 
the pronominal adjectives these and those.

428. S, in the adjective termination sive, is 
always sharp and hissing, as suasive, persuasive, 
assuasive, dissuasive, adhesive, cohesive, decisive, 
precisive, incisive, derisive, cicatrisive, visive, plau- 
sive, abusive, diffusive, infusive, inclusive, conclu
sive, exclusive, elusive, delusive, prelusive, allusive, 
illusive, collusive, amusive, obtrusive, &c.

429. S, in the adjectives ending in sory, is 
always sharp and hissing, as suasory, persuasory, 
derisory, derisory, delusory, &c.

480. The same may be observed of s in the 
adjectives ending in some, as troublesome, &c. 
and substantives ending in osity, generosity. &c.

431. Se, preceded by the liquids I, n, or r, 
has the 5 sharp and hissing, as pulse, appulse, 
dense, tense, intense, sense, verse, adverse, &c. 
except cleanse.

S pronounced like Z.
432. S, has always its flat buzzing sound 

as it may be called, when it immediately 
follows any of the flat mutes b, d, g, hard, or v, 
as ribs, heads, rags, sieves, (24.)

433. S, is pronounced like z, when it forms 
an additional syllable with e before it, in the 
plurals of nouns, and the third person singular 
of verbs; even though the singulars and first 
persons end in sharp hissing sounds, as asses, 
riches, cages, boxes, &c. thus, prices and prizes, 
have both the final s flat, though the preceding 
mute in the first word is sharp. (422.)

434. As s is hissing, when preceded by a 
liquid, and followed by e mute, as transe, tense3 
&c. so when it follows any of the liquids with
out the e, it is pronounced like z, as morals, 
means, seems, hers. In the same analogy, when 
s comes before any of the liquids, it has the 
sound of z, as, cosmetic, dismal, pismire, chasm, 
prism, theism, schism, and all polysyllables end 
ing in asm, ism, osm, or ysm, as enthusiasm, Ju
daism, microcosm, paroxysm, &c.

435. S, in the preposition dis, is either sharp 
or flat, as it is accented or unaccented, as ex
plained above; but it ^ught always to be pro
nounced like z, when it is not under the accent, 
and is followed by a flat mute, a liquid, or a 
vowel, as disable, disease, disorder, disuse, disband, 
disdain, disgrace, disvalue, disjoin, dislike, dislodge, 
dismay, dismember, dismount, dismiss, dimaturedi 
disrank, disrelish, disrobe. (425.) Mr. Sheridan, 
and those orthoepists who have copied him,
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seem to have totally overlooked this tendency 
in the liquids to convert the s to z when this let
ter ends the first syllable without the accent, 
and the liquids begin the second syllable withit.

436. S, is pronounced like z, in the mono
syllables, as, is, his, was, these, those, and in all 
plurals whose singulars end in a vowel, or a 
vowel followed by e mute, as commas, operas, 
shoes, aloes, dues, and consequently when it fol
lows the w or y, in the plurals of nouns, or the 
third person singular of verbs, as ways, betrays, 
news, mews, &c.

437. Some verbs ending in se have the s like 
z, to distinguish them from nouns or adjectives 
of the same form.

Nouns. Verbs.
grease............to grease 
close.............. to close 
house............... to house
mouse..............to mouse
louse.............to louse 
abuse.............to abuse

Nouns. Verbs.
excuse......... to excuse
refuse.........to refuse 
diffuse........to diffuse 
use............to use 
rise............to rise 
premise....... to premise.

438. Sy and scy, at the end of words, have 
the $ pronounced like z, if it has a vowel before 
it, with the accent on it, as easy, greasy, queasy, 
cheesy, daisy, misy, rosy, causey, noisy; but if tlie 
accent is on the antepenultimate syllable, the s 
is sharp, as heresy, poesy, &c. if a sharp mute 
precede, the s is sharp, as tricksy, tipsy; if a li
quid precede, and the accent is on the penulti
mate syllable, the sis flat, aspalsy,flimsy, clumsy, 
pansy, tansy, phrensy, quinsy, tolsey, whimsey, 
malmsey, jersey, kersey. Pursy has the s sharp 
and hissing from its relation to purse, and 
minstrelsey and controversy have the antepenulti
mate and preantepenultiinate accent: thus 
we see why busy, bousy, lousy, and drowsy, have 
the s like z, and jealousy, the sharp hissing s.

439. S, in the termination sible, when pre
ceded by a vowel, is pronounced like z, as per- 
suasiblc, risible, visible, divisible, infusible, conclusi- 
ble s but if a liquid consonant precede the s, 
the $ then becomes sharp and hissing, as sensible, 
responsible, tensible, reversible, &c.

440. S, in the terminations sary and sory, 
is sharp and hissing, as dispensary, adversary, 
suasory, persuasory, derisory, incisory, derisory, 
depulsory, compulsory, incensory, compensory, 
suspensory, sensory, responsory, cursory, discur- 
sory, lusory, elusory, delusory, illusory, collusory. 
Rosary and misery, which have the s like z, are 
the only exceptions.

441. S, in the termination ise, is pronounced 
like z, except in the adjectives before mention
ed, and a few substantives, such as paradise, 
anise, risefgrise, verdigrise, mortise, travise.

442. S', in the termination sal and sei, when 
preceded by a vowel, is pronounced like z, as 
nasal, ousel, housel, nousel, reprisal, proposal, 
refusal, and sharp and hissing when preceded 
by a consonant, as mcnsal, universal, &c.

443. S, in the termination son, sen, and sin, 
rS pronounced like z, as reason, season, treason, 
cargo son, diapason, orison, benison, venison, deni- 
son, foison, poison, prison, damson, crimson, chosen, 
resin, rosin, raisin, cousin. But the $, in mason, 

basin, garrison, caparison, comparison, parson, 
and person, is sharp and hissing, (170.)

444. S, after the inseparable prepositions 
pre and pro, is sharp, as in presage, preside, 
presidial, preseance, presension, prosecute, prose 
cution, prosody, prosopopeia, but flat like x in 
presence, president, presidency, presume, presump
tive, presumption, but where the pre is prefixed 
to a word which is significant when alone, tlie 
s is always sharp, as pre-suppose, pre-surmise, &c.

445. S, after the inseparable preposition re, 
is almost always pronounced like z, as resemble, 
resent, resentment, reserve, reservation, reservoir, 
residue, resident, residentiary, reside, resign, re- 
signment, resignation, resilience, resiliency, resili- 
tion, resin, resist, resistance, resolve, resolution, 
resolute, result, resume, resumption, resurrection.

446. S, is sharp after re in resuscitation, re
supination, &c. and when the word added to it 
is significant by itself, as research, resiege, reseat, 
resurvey. Thus to resign, with the s like z, sig
nifies to yield up; but to re-sign, to sign again, 
has the $ sharp, as in sign : so, to resound, to re
verberate, has the s like z ; but to re-sound, ti) 
sound again, has the s sharp and hissing.

447. Thus we see, after pursuing this letter 
through all its combinations, how difficult it 
often is to decide by analogy when we. are to 
pronounce it sharp and hissing, and when flat 
like z. In many cases it is of no great impor
tance: in others, it is the distinctive mark of a 
vulgar or a polite pronunciation. Thus design 
is never heard with the s like z, but among the 
lowest order of the people; and yet there is 
not the least reason from analogy that we 
should not pronounce it in this manner, as well 
as in resign ; the same may be observed of pre
side and desist, which have the s sharp and his
sing ; and reside and resist, where the same let
ter is pronounced like z. It may, however, 
be remarked, that re has the s like z after it 
more regularly than any other of the prefixes.

448. It may, perhaps, be worthy of observa
tion, that though s becomes sharp or flat, as 
it is followed by a sharp or flat consonant, or 
a liquid, as cosmetick, dismal, disband, disturb, 
&c. yet if it follows a liquid or a flat consonant, 
except in the same syllable, it is generally 
sharp. Thus the s in tubs, suds, &c. is like z • 
but in subserve, subside, subsist, it is sharp and 
hissing: and though it is flat in absolve, it is 
sharp in absolute and absolution ; but if a sharp 
consonant precede, the s is always sharp and 
hissing, as tipsy, tricksy : thus in the pronuncia
tion of the word Glasgow, as the s is always 
sharp and hissing, we find the g invariably 
slide into its sharp sound k : and this word is 
always heard as if written Glaskoiv. We see 
therefore, that a preceding sharp consonant 
makes the succeeding 5 sharp, but not in
versely.

449. S, is always sharp and hissing when 
followed by c, except in tlie word discern.

S aspirated, or sounding like sh or zh.
450. £ like its fellow dental t, becomes as. 

pirated, and goes either into the sharp sounn 
sh. or the flat sound zh, when the accent is on 
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the preceding vowel, and it is followed by a 
semi-consonant diphthong, as nauseate, or a 
diphthongal vowel, as pleasure, pronounced 
nausheate and plezhure (195.)

451. S, in the termination sion, preceded by 
a vowel, goes into the flat aspiration zh, as 
evasion, cohesion, decision, confusion, pronounced 
evazhion, &c. but when it is preceded by a 
liquid or another s, it has the sharp aspiration 
sh, as, expulsion, dimension, reversion, pronoun
ced expulshian, Ac.

452. The same may be observed of s before 
u ; when a vowel precedes the s, with the ac
cent on it, the s goes into the flat aspiration, 
as pleasure, measure, treasure, rasure, pronounced 
plezhure, Ac. but when preceded by a liquid, or 
another s, it is sounded sh, as sensual, censure, 
tonsure, pressure, pronounced senshual, cen- 
shure, Ac.

453. From the clearness of this analogy, we 
may perceive the impropriety of pronouncing 
Asia with the sharp aspiration, as if written 
Ashia; when, by the foregoing rule, it ought 
undoubtedly to be pronounced Azhia, rhyming 
with Arpasia, euthanasia, Ac. with the flat as
piration of z. This is the Scotch pronuncia
tion of this word, and, unquestionably, the true 
one : but if I mistake not, Persia is pronoun
ced in Scotland with the same aspiration of s, 
and as if written Perzhia ; which is as contrary 
to analogy as the other is agreeable to it.

454. The tendency of the s to aspiration 
before a diphthongal sound, has produced 
several anomalies in the language, which can 
only be detected by recurring to first principles; 
for which purpose it may be necessary to ob
serve, that the accent or stress naturally pre
serves the letters in their true sound ; and as 
feebleness naturally succeeds force, so the 
letters, immediately after the stress, have a 
tendency to slide into different sounds, which 
requite less exertion of the organs. Hence the 
omission of one of the vowels in the pronuncia
tion of the last syllable of fountain, mountain, 
captain, Ac. (208;) hence the short sound of i 
in respite, servile, Ac. hence the s pronounced 
like z in disable, where the accent is on the 
second syllable; and like s sharp and hissing 
in disability, where there is a secondary stress 
on the first syllable : and hence the difference 
between the x in exercise, and that in erert; 
the former having the accent on it, being pro
nounced cks, as if the word were written eckser- 
rise; and the latter without the accent, pro
nounced gz, as if the word were written egzert. 
This analogy leads us immediately to discover 
the irregularity of sure, sugar, and their com
pounds, which are pronounced shure and 
shugar, though the accent is on the first sylla
ble, and ought to preserve the s without aspira
tion ; and a want of attending to this analogy 
has betrayed Mr. Sheridan into a series of mis
takes in the sound of s in the words suicide, 
presume, resume, Ac. as if written shoo-icide, 
pre-zhoom, re-zhoom, Ac. but if this is the true 
pronunciation of these words, it may be 
asked, why is not suit, suitable, pursue, Ac. 
tn be pronounced shoot, shoot-able, pur-shoo? I 

Ac. If it be answered, Custom; I own this 
decides the question at once. Let us only be 
assured, that the best speakers pronounce a like 
o, and that is the true pronunciation: but 
those who see analogy so openly violated, ought 
to be assured of the certainty of the custom be
fore they break through all the laws of language 
to conform to it (69) (71.) See Superable.

455. We have seen, in a great variety of ir 
stances, the versatility of s, how frequently it 
slides into the sound of z: but my observation 
greatly fails me if it ever takes the aspiration, 
unless it immediately follows the accent, ex
cept in the words sure, sugar, and their com
pounds ; and these irregularities are sufficient, 
without adding to the numerous catalogue we 
have already seen under this letter.

456. The analogy we have just been observ
ing, directs us in the pronunciation of usury, 
usurer, and usurious. The first two have the 
accent on the first syllable, which permits the s 
to go into aspiration, as if the words were 
written uzhury and uzhurer: but the accent 
being on the second u in the last word, the « 
is prevented from going into aspiration, and is 
pronounced uzurious (479) (480.)

457. Though the ss in passion, mission, Ac. 
belong to separate syllables, as if spelled pas
sion, mis-sion, Ac. yet the accent presses the 
first into the same aspiration as the last, and 
they are both pronounced with the sharp 
aspirated hiss, as if they were but one s. See 
Exaggerate.

458. S' is silent in isle, island, aisle, demesne, 
puisne, viscount, and at the end of some words 
from the French, as pas, sous, vis-a-vis ; and in 
corps the two last letters are silent, and the 
word pronounced core (412.)

T.
459. T is the sharp sound of D (41 -) but 

though the latter is often changed into the 
former, the former never goes into the latter. 
The sound to which this letter is extremely 
prone, is that of s. This sound of t has greatly 
multiplied the hissing in our own language, 
and has not a little promoted it in most modern 
tongues. That p and b, t and d, k and g hard. 
5 and z, should slide into each other, is not 
surprising, as they are distinguished only by a 
nice shade of sound; but that t should alter 
to s, seems a most violent transition, till we 
consider the organick formation of these letters, 
and of those vowels which always occasion it. 
If we attend to the formation of t, we shall find 
that it is a stoppage of the breath by the appli
cation of the upper part of the tongue, nea* 
the end, to the correspondent part of the 
palate; and that if we just detach the tongue 
from the palate, sufficiently to let the breath 
pass, a hiss is produced which forms the letters. 
Now the vowel that occasions this transition of 
t to s, is the squeezed sound of e, as heard in 
y consonant (8;) which squeezed sound is a 
species of hiss : and this hiss, from the absence 
of accent, easily slides into the s, and s as 
easily into sh : thus mechanically is generated 
that hissing termination, tion, which forms but 
one syllable, as if written shun (195.'
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460. But it must be carefully remarked, 

that this hissing sound, contracted by the t 
before certain diphthongs, is never heard but 
after the accent: when the accent falls on the 
vowel immediately after the t, this letter, like 
*• or c in the same situation, preserves its simple 
sound: thus the c in social, goes into sh, 
because the accent is on the preceding vowel; 
but it preserves the simple sound of s in society, 
because the accent is on the succeeding vowel. 
The same analogy is obvious in, satiate and 
satiety ; and is perfectly agreeable to that dif
ference made by accent in the sound of other 
letters (71.) See Satiety.

461. As the diphthongs ia, ie, io, or iu, when 
coming after the accent, have the power of 
drawing the t into sh, so the diphthongal 
vowel u, in the same situation, has a similar 
power. If we analyze the u, we shall find it 
commence with the squeezed sound of e, 
equivalent to the consonant^, (39.) This letter 
produces the small hiss before taken notice of, 
(459,) and which may be observed in the pro
nunciation of nature, and borders so closely on 
natshur, that it is no wonder Mr. Sheridan 
adopted this latter mode of spelling the word 
to express its sound. The only fault of Mr. 
Sheridan, in depicting the sound of this word, 
seems to be that of making the u short, as in 
bur, cur, &c. as every correct ear must perceive 
an elegance in lengthening the sound of the u, 
and a vulgarity in shortening it. The true 
pronunciation seems to lie between both.

462. But Mr. Sheridan’s greatest fault 
seems to lie in not attending to the nature and 
influence of the accent: and because nature, 
creature, feature, fortune, misfortune, &c. have 
the t pronounced like ch or tsh, as if written 
area-chure, fea-tshure, &c. he lias extended this 
change of t into tch, or tsh, to the word lune, 
and its compounds, tutor, tutoress, tutorage, ( 
tutelage, tutelar, tutelary, ic. tumult, tumour, f

■ &c. which he spells tshwn, tshoon-eble, &c. 
tshoo-tur, tshoo-triss, tshoo-fur-idzh, tshoo-tel-idzh, 
tshoo-tel-er, tshoo-tel-er-y, &c. tshoo-mult, tshoo- 
niur, &c. Though it is evident, from the fore- j 
going observations, that as the u is under the 
accent, the preceding t i; preserved pure, and 
that the words ought tc be pronounced as 
written tewtor, tewmour, &c. and neither tshoo- 
tur, tshoomult, tshoomour, as Mr. Sheridan Writes 
them, nor tootor, toomult, toomour as they are 
often pronounced by vulgar speakers. See 
SUPERABLE.

463. Here, then, the line is drawn by ana
logy. Whenever t comes before these vowels, 
and the accent immediately follows it, the t 
preserves its simple sound, as in Milliades, 
elephantiasis, satiety, &c. but when the accent 
precedes the t, it then goes into sh, tch, or tsh, 
as natshure or natchure, na-shion, vir-tshue, or 
virtchue, patient, &c. or nashion, pashent, Ac.
464. In similar circumstances, the same 
may be observed of d, as arduous, hideous, &c. 
(293) (2<>4) (376.) Nor is this tendency of t 
before long u found only when the accent im
mediately precedes; for we hear the same as
piration ’ of this letter in spiritual, spirituous.

CONSONANT Til.
signature, ligature, forfeiture, as if written spirit- 
shual, spiritshuous, signatshure, ligatshure, forfeit- 
shure, &c. where the accent is two syllables 
before these letters ; and the only termination 
which seems to refuse this tendency of the t to 
aspiration, is that in tude, as latitude, longitude, 
multitude, &c.

464. This pronunciation of t extends tc 
every word where the diphthong or diphthon
gal sound commences with i or e, except in the 
terminations of verbs and adjectives, which 
preserve the simple in the augment, without 
suffering the t to go into the hissing sound, as 
I pity, thou piliest, he pities, or pitiedg migh ier, 
worthier, twentieth, thirtieth, &c. This is agree
able to the general rule, which forbids the ad
jectives or verbal terminations to alter the sound 
of the primitive verb or noun. See No. 381. 
But in tlie words bestial, celestial, frontier, ad- 
mixtion, &c. where the s, x, or n precedes the t, 
this letter is pronounced like tch or tsh, instead 
of sh (291,) as bes-tchial, celes-tshial, fron-tcheer, 
admix-tchion, &c. as also when the t is followed 
by eou, whatever letter precede, as righteous, 
piteous, plenteous, &c. pronounced righ-tclieous, 
pit-cheous, jilen-tcheous, &c. The same may be 
observed of t when succeeded by uou, as unc
tuous, presumptuous, &c. pronounced ung-tchuous,, 
presump-tchuous, &c. See the words.

TH.
465. This lisping sound, as it may be called 

is almost peculiar to the English (41) (50) 
(469.) The Greek O was certainly not the 
sound we give it: like its principal letter, it 
has a sharp and a flat sound; but these are so 
little subject to rule, that a catalogue will, per
haps, be the best guide.

466. Th, at the beginning of words, is sharp, 
as in thank, think, &c. except in tne following 
words: This, that, than, the, thee, their, them, 
■then, thence, there, these, they, thine, thither, those, 
'•thou, though, thus, thy, and their compounds.

467. Th, at the end of words, is sharp, as 
■:'jeath, breath, &c. except in beneath, booth, with g 
and the verbs to wreath, to loath, to uncloath, to 
seeth, to smooth, to sooth, to mouth: all whicn 
ought to be written with the e final; not only 
to distinguish some of them from the nouns, 
but to show that th is soft; for .though th, 
when final, is sometimes pronounced soft, as 
in to loath, to mouth, &c. yet the at the end of 
words is never pronounced hard. There is as 
obvious an analogy for this sound of the /A in 
these verbs, as for the z sound of s in verbs 
ending in se (437;) and why we should write 
some verbs with e, and others without it, is 
inconceivable. " The best way to show the 
absurdity of our orthography in this particular, 
will be to draw out the nouns and verbs as 
they stand in Johnson’s Dictionary.

Adjectives and Nouns. Verbs.
breath,............ to breathe.
wreath,.............to wreathe, to inwreathe,
loath,................ to loathe.
cloth,................ to cloathe, to uncloath,
hath.................. to bathe.
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Adjectives and Nouns. Verbs.

smooth,............ to smooth,
mouth,............ to mouth,
swath,............. to swathe.

'heatk,..........’ £ to sheathe.
sooth,............to sooth.

Surely nothing can be more evident than the 
analogy of the language in this case. Is it not 
absurd to hesitate a moment at writing all the 
verbs with the e final? This is a departure 
from our great lexicographer, which he him
self would approve, as nothing but inad
vertency could have led him into this unmean
ing irregularity.—It may not be improper to 
observe here, that those substantives which in 
the singular end with th sharp, adopt the th 
flat in the plural, as path, paras; bath, barns, 
&c. Such a propensity is there to slide into 
the flat sound of s, that we frequently hear this 
sound in the genitive case, as, Afy wive's por
tion, for my wife's portion. In the same man
ner we hear of paying so much for houze rent and 
tares, instead of house rent and taxes; and 
shopkeepers tell us they have goods of all prizes, 
instead of all prices. Nay, some go so far as 
to pronounce the plural of truth, truths,; but 
this must be carefully avoided.

468. Th is hard in the middle of words, 
either when it precedes or follows a consonant, 
as panther, nepenthe, orthodox, orthography, or
thoepy, thwart, athwart, ethnick, misanthrope, 
philanthropy, &c. except brethren, farthing, 
farther, northern, worthy, burlhen, murther, where 
the th is flat; but the two last words are better 
written burden and murder.

469. Th, between two vowels, is generally 
soft in words purely English, as father, feather, 
heathen, hither, thither, whither, whether, either, 
neither, weather, wether, wither, gather, together, 
pother, mother.

470. Th, between two vowels, particularly 
in words from the learned languages, is gene
rally hard, as apathy, sympathy, antipathy, Athens, 
atkeist, authentick, author, authority, athirst, cathar- 
tick, cathedral, catholick, catheter, ether, ethicks, le
thargy, Lethe, leviathan, litharge, lithotomy, ma- 
thesis, mathematicks, method, palhetick, plethora, 
polymathy, prothonotary, anathema, amethyst, thea
tre, amphitheatre, apothecary, apotheosis.

471. Th is sometimes pronounced like sim
ple t, as Thomas, thyme, Thames, asthma, phthisis, 
phthisick, phthisical, and is silent in twelfthtide, 
pronounced twelftide.

T silent.
472. T is silent when preceded by s, and 

followed by the abbreviated terminations en 
and le, as fasten, chasten, fasten, listen, glisten, 
christen, moisten, which are pronounced as if 
written hace'n, chace'n, &c. in bursten the 
t is heard: so castle, nestle, trestle, wrestle, 
thistle, whistle, epistle, bristle, gristle, jostle, apostle, 
throstle, bustle, justle, rustle, are pronounced as 
if written cassle, nessle, &c. in pestle the t is pro
nounced ; in often, fasten, and soften, the t is 
silent, and at the end of several words from the 

S consonants t, V, W\ X.
French, as trait, gout, (taste,) edat. In the 
first of these, words the t begins to be pronounc
ed; in the last, it has been sometimes heard; 
but in the second, never. Toupet is more fre
quently written toupee, and is therefore not 
irregular. In billet-doux, the t is silent, as well 
as in hautboy. The same silence of t may be 
observed in the English words, Christmas, chest
nut, mortgage, ostler, bankruptcy, and in the se
cond syllable of mistletoe. In currant and 
currants, the t is always mute. See No. 102. 
103. 405.

V.
473. V is flat f, and bears the same relation 

to it as b does to p, d to t, hard g to k, and z to 
5 (41.) It is never irregular; and if ever si
lent, it is in the word twelvemonth, where both 
that letter and the e are, in colloquial pronun
ciation, generally dropped, as if written twel' 
month.

W initial.
474. That w at the beginning of a word is a 

consonant, has been proved already (9) (59.) 
It is always silent before r, as in wrack, wran
gle, wrap, wrath, wreak, wreath, wreck, ivren, 
wrench, wrest, wrestle, wretch, wriggle, wright, 
wring, wrinkle, wrist, write, writhe, wrong, wrought, 
wry, awry, bewray ; and before h, and the vow
el o, when long, as whole, who, &c. pronounced 
hole, hoo, &c.

475. JV, before h, is pronounced as if it were 
after the h, as hoo-y, why, hoo-en, when, &c. but 
in whole, whoop, &c. the single and double o 
coalescing with the same sound in iv, this last 
letter is scarcely perceptible. In swoon, how
ever, this letter is always heard; and pro
nouncing it soon, is vulgar. In sword and 
answer, it is always silent. In two it mingles 
with its kindred sound, and the number two 
is pronounced like the adverb too. In the pre
positions toward and towards, the io is dropped, 
as if written toard and toards, rhyming with 
hoard and hoards; but in the adjectives and 
adverbs toward and towardly, froivard and fro- 
wardly the w is heard distinctly. It is sometimes 
dropped in the last syllable of awkward, as if 
written awkard ; but this pronunciation is 
vulgar.

X.
476. X is a letter composed of those which 

have been already considered, and therefore 
will need but little discussion (48) (51.) It is 
flat or sharp like its component letters, and is 
subject to the same laws.

477. X has a sharp sound like ks, when it 
ends a syllable with the accent upon it, as 
exercise, excellence, &c. or when the accent is on 
the next syllable, if it begin with a consonant, 
as excuse, expense, &c. (71.)

478. X has its flat sound like gz, when the 
accent is not on it, and the following syllable 
having the accent begins with a vowel, as 
exert, example, exist, &c. pronounced egzert, 
egzample, egzist, &c. The same sound may be 
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observed if h follow, as in exhibit, exhale, &c. 
pronounced egzhibit, egzhale; but if the second
ary accent be on the x, in the polysyllable 
exhibition, exhalation, &c. this letter is then sharp, 
as in exercise (71;) but in compound words, 
where the primitive ends in x, this letter retains 
its primitive sound, as fetation, taxation, vexa
tion, vexatious, relaxation, &c. to which we may 
add the simples in our language, doxology and 
Dr amity'; so that this propensity of x to be
come egz, seems confined to the inseparable 
preposition.

47 9. X, like s, is aspirated, or takes the sound 
□f h after it, only when the accent is before it: 
hence the difference between luxury and luxuri
ous: anxious wad. anxiety: in the true pronunciation 
of which words, nothing will direct us but re
curring to first principles. It was observed, 
that s is never aspirated, or pronounced like sh, 
but when the accent is on the preceding sylla
ble, (450;) and that when the accent is on the 
succeeding vowel, though the s frequently is 
pronounced likes, it is never sounded zh: from 
which premises we may conclude, that luxury 
and luxurious ought to be pronounced luckshury 
and lugzurious, and not lug-ziio-ryus, as Mr. 
Sheridan spells it. The same error runs through 
his pronunciation of all the compounds, luxu
riance, luxuriant, luxuriate, &c. which unques
tionably ought to be pronounced lug-zu-ri-ance, 
lug-zu-ri-ant, lug-zu-ri-ate, &c. in four syllables, 
and not'in three only, as they are divided in 
his Dictionary.

480. The same principles will lead us to 
decide in the words anxious and anxiety: as 
the accent is before the x in the first word, it 

■is naturally divisible into angk-shious, and as
naturally pronounced angk-shus; but as the 
accent is after the x in the second word, and 
the hissing sound cannot be aspirated, (456,) it 
must necessarily be pronounced angziety. But 
Mr. Sheridan, without any regard to the com
ponent letters of these words or the different 
position of the accent, has not only spelled 
them without aspiration, but without letting 
the s, in the composition of the last word, go 
into z; for thus they stand in his Dictionary : 
ank-syus, auk-si-e-ty, (456.)

481. The letter x, at the beginning of words, 
goes into z, as Xerxes, Xenophon, &c. pronounc
ed Zerxses, Zenophon, &c. it is silent at the end 
of the French billet-doux, and pronounced like 
s in beaux ; often and better written beaus.

Y initial.
482. Y, as a consonant, has always the same 

sound ; and this has been sufficiently described 
in ascertaining its real character, (40;) when it 
is a vowel at the end of a word or syllable with 
the accent upon it, it is sounded exactly like 
the first sound of i, as cy^der, ty-rant, re-ply, 
&c. but at the end of a word or syllable, with
out the accent, it is pronounced like the first 
sound o'f e, liberty, fury, tenderly, &c.

Z
483. Z is the flat s, and bears the same re

ason to it as b does to p, d to /, hard g to k, 

and v tof. Its common name is izzard, wnich 
Dr. Johnson explains into s hard; if, however, 
this be the meaning, it is a gross misnomer ; 
for the z is not the hard, but the soft s :* but 
as it has a less sharp, and therefore not so 
audible a sound, it is not impossible that it may 
mean s surd. Zed, borrowed from the French, 
is the more fashionable name of this letter; 
but, in my opinion, not to be admitted, because 
the names of the letters ought to have no 
diversity.

484. Z, like s, goes into aspiration befoie a 
diphthong, or a diphthongal vowel after the 
accent, as is heard in vizier, glazier, grazier, &c. 
pronounced vizh-i-er, glazh-i-er, grazh-i-cr, &c. 
The same may be observed of azure, razure, &c.

485. Z is silent in the French word rendez
vous ; and is pronounced in the Italian manner, 
as if t were before it, in mezzotinto, as if written 
metzotinto.

Thus have we endeavoured to exhibit a just 
idea of the principles of pronunciation, both 
with respect to single letters, and their various 
combinations into syllables and words. The 
attentive reader must have observed how much 
the sounds of the letters vary, as they are dif
ferently associated, and how much the pro
nunciation of these associations depends upon 
the position of the accent. This is a point of 
the utmost importance, and a want of attend
ing to it has betrayed several ingenious men 
into the grossest absurdities. This will n.ore 
fully appear in the observations on accent, 
which is the next point to be considered.

OF THE NATURE OF ACCENT.
486. The accent of the ancients is the op

probrium of modern criticism. Nothing can 
show more evidently the fallibility of the 
human faculties than the total ignorance we 
are in at present of the nature of the Latin and 
Greek accent.f This would be still more sur
prising if a phenomenon of a similar kind did 
not daily present itself to our view. The accent 
of the English language, which is constantly 
sounding in our ears, and every moment open 
to investigation, seems as much a mystery as 
that accent which is removed almost’two thou
sand years from our view. Obscurity, per
plexity, and confusion, run through every 
treatise on the subject, and nothing could be 
so hopeless as an attempt to explain it, did not 
a circumstance present itself, which at once 
accounts for the confusion, and affords a clew 
to lead us out of it.

* Professor Ward, speaking of the reason for doubling 
the s at the end of words, says “ s doubled retains its pro
per force, which, when single at the end of words, is sof
tened into z, as his, hiss." And Dr. Wallis tells us, that 
it is almost certain when a noun has s hard in the last 
syllable, and becomes a verb; that in tire latter case thes 
becomes soft, as a house is pronounced with the hard s, 
and to house with the s soft

+ See Observations on the Greek and Latin Accent 
and Quantitv, at the end of the Key to the Classical Pro
nunciation of Greek. I-ntih, and Scripture ]*roper Names

E
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487. Not one writer on accent has given us 

such a definition of the voice as acquaints us 
with its essential properties: they speak of 
high and low, loud and soft, quick and slow; 
but they never once mention that striking pro
perty which distinguishes speaking from sing
ing sounds, and which, from its sliding from 
high to low, and from low to high, may not 
improperly be called the inflection of the voice. 
No wonder, when writers left this out of the 
account, that they should blunder about the 
nature of accent: it was impossible they should 
do otherwise; so partial an idea of the speak
ing voice must necessarily lead them into error. 
But let us once divide the voice into its rising 
and falling inflections, the obscurity vanishes, 
and accent becomes as intelligible as any other 
part of language.

488. Keeping this distinction in view, let us 
compare the accented syllables with others, 
and we shall find this general conclusion may 
be drawn : u The accented syllable is always 
louder than the rest; but when it has the rising 
inflection, it is higher than the preceding, and 
lower than the succeeding syllable: and when 
it has the falling inflection, it is pronounced 
higher as well as louder than the other syllables, 
either preceding or succeeding.” The only 
exception to this rule is, “ when the accent is 
on the last syllable of a word which has no 
emphasis, and which is the concluding word of 
a discourse.” Those who wish to see this 
clearly demonstrated may consult Elements of 
Elocution, second edition, page 181. On th? 
present occasion it will be sufficient to observe, 
that the stress we call accent is as well under
stood as is necessary for the pronunciation of 
single words, which is the object of this trea
tise ; and therefore, considering accent merely 
as stress, we shall proceed to make some- re
marks on its proper position in a word, and en
deavour to detect some errors in the use and 
application of it.

The different Positions of the English Accent.
489. Accent, in its very nature, implies a 

comparison with other syllables less forcible ; 
hence we may conclude that monosyllables, 
properly speaking, have no accent: when they 
are combined with other monosyllables and 
form a phrase, the stress which is laid upon 
one, in preference to others, is called emphasis. 
As emphasis evidently points out the most 
significant word in a sentence, so, where other 
reasons do not forbid, the accent always dwells 
with greatest force on that part of the word 
which, from its importance, the hearer has 
always the greatest occasion to observe; and 
this is necessarily the root, or body of the 
word. But as harmony of termination fre
quently attracts the accent from the root to 
the branches of words, so the first and most 
natural law of accentuation seems to operate 
less in fixing the stress than any of the other. 
Our own Saxon terminations, indeed, with per
fect uniformity, leave the principal part of the 
word in quiet possession of what seems its law
ful property, (501 ;) but Latin and Greek ter

minations, of which our language is full, 
assume a right of preserving their origina. 
accent, and subjecting many of the words they 
bestow upon us, to their own classical laws.

490. Accent, therefore, seems to be re
gulated, in a great measure, by etymology. 
In words from the Saxon, the accent is gene
rally on the root; in words from the learned 
languages, it is generally on the termination ; 
and if to these we add the different accent we 
lay on some words, to distinguish them from 
others, we seem to have the three great prin
ciples of accentuation; namely, the radical, 
the terminational, and the distinctive.

Accent on Dissyllables.
491. Every word of two syllables has neces

sarily one of them accented, and but one. It 
is true, for the sake of emphasis, we sometimes 
lay an equal stress upon two successive sylla
bles, as du-rect, some-times; but when these 
words are pronounced alone, they have never 
more than one accent. For want of attending 
to this distinction, some writers have roundly 
asserted, that many dissyllables have two ac
cents, such as convoy, concourse, discord, ship
wreck ; in which, and similar instances, they 
confound the distinctness, with which the latter 
syllables are necessarily pronounced, with ac
centual force ; though nothing can be more 
different. Let us pronounce the last syllable 
of the noun torment as distinctly as we please, 
it will still be very different with respect to 
force, from the same syllable in the verb to 
torment, where the accent is on it; and if we 
do but carefully watch our pronunciation, the 
same difference will appear in every word of 
two syllables throughout the language. The 
word Amen is the only word which is pro
nounced with two consecutive accents when 
alone.

492. There is a peculiarity of accentuation 
in certain words of two syllables, which are 
both nouns and verbs, that is not unworthy of 
notice ; the nouns having the accent on the first 
syllable, and the verbs on the last. This seems 
an instinctive effort in the language (if the ex
pression will be allowed me) to compensate in 
some measure for the want of different termi - 
nations for these different parts of speech.*

The words which admit of this diversity of 
ng:

Nouns. Verbs. 
assign, to assign.
Augment, to augment,
bombard, to bombard,
cement, to cement,
colleague, to colleague.

* It is not improbable that the verb, by receiving a 
participial termination, has inclined us to pronounce that 
part of speech with an accent nearer the end than we do 
the noun : for though we can without any difficulty pro
nounce the verb with the accent on the noun, we cannot 
so easily pronounce the participle and the adverb formed 
from it with that accent; thus we can pronounce to 
transport,with the accent on the first syllable ; but not so 
easily transporting and transport! ngly. This is a solid 
reason for the distinction, and ought to induce us. where 
we can, to observe it. A sepulchre, and to sepiilchrt 
seem to require it Sec the word.

accent are the
Nouns. 

abject, 
absent, 
Abstract, 
accent, 
affix,

Verbs, 
to abjAct. 
to absAnt. 
to abstract. 
to accent. 
to affix.
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Nouns* Verbs. 

colled, to collect, 
compact, to compact, 
compound, to compound, 
compress, to compress, 
concert, to concert,
concrete, to concrete,
conduct, to conduct,
confine, to confine.,
conflict, to conflict,
conserve, to conserve, 
consort, to consfrrt.
contest, to contest,
contract, to contract, 
contrast, to contrast, 
convent, to convent, 
converse, to converse, 
convert, to convert,
convict, to convict,
convoy, to convby.
desert, to desert,
discount, to discount, 
descant, to descant,
digest, to digest,
tssay, to essay,
export, to expbrt.
Extract, to extract.

Nouns. Verbs. 
facile, to exile,

ferment, to ferment,
frequent, to frequent,
import, to import,
incense, to incense,
insult, to insult, 
object, to object, 
perfume, to perfume, 
permit, to permit, 
prefix, to prefix, 
prfanise, to premise, 
presage, to presage, 
present, to present, 
produce, to produce, 
project, to project, 
protest, to protest, 
rebel, to rebel, 
record, to recfrrd. 
refuse, to refuse, 
subject, to subject, 
survey, to survey, 
torment, to torment, 
traject, to traject. 
transfer, to transfer, 
transport, to transport, 
attribute, to attribute.

493. To this analogy, some speakers are 
endeavouring to reduce the word contents; 
which, when it signifies the matter contained 
in a .book, is often heard with the accent on 
the first syllable; but though this pronuncia
tion serves to distinguish words which are dif
ferent in signification, and to give, in some 
measure, a difference of form to the noun and 
verb, in which our tongue is remarkably de
ficient, still it is doubtful whether this distinc
tion be of any real advantage to the language. 
See Bowl. This diversity of accentuation 
seems to have place in some compound verbs. 
See Counterbalance and the subsequent 
words.

494. Sometimes words have a different ac
cent, as they are adjectives or substantives.

Substantives. 
august, the month. 
compact, 
champaign, wine. 
facile, banishment 
gallant, a lover. 
instinct, 
invalid. 
Levant, a place. 
minute of time. 
supine, in grammar.

Adjectives. 
august. noble, 
compact. 
champaign, open. 
exile, small. 
gallant, bold. 
instinct 
invalid. 
Ifavant, eastern. 
minute, small. 
supine, indolent.

495.’ Sometimes the same parts of speech 
have a different accent to make a difference of 
signification

buffet, a blow.
to conjure, to practise 

magick.
desert, a wilderness. 
nnister, insidious.

buffet, a cupboard. 
conjure, to entreat. 
desert, merit 
sinister, the left side.

pro-
with the accent

496. In this analogy some speakers 
nounce the word concordance 
on the first syllable, when it signifies a dic

tionary of the Bible ; and with the accent on 
the second, when it signifies agreement; but 
besides that, there is not the same reason for 
distinguishing nouns from each other, as there 
is nouns from verbs; the accent on the first 
syllable of the word concordance gives a harsh 
ness and poverty to its sound, which ought to 
be avoided.

497. But though the different accentuation 
of nouns and verbs of the same form does not 
extend so far as might be expected, it is certain, 
that in words of two syllables, where the noun 
and verb are of different forms, there is an 
evident tendency in the language to place the 
accent on the first syllable of the noun, and 
on the last of the verb. Hence the nouns out
rage, upstart, and uproar, have the accent on 
the first syllable; and the verbs to uplift, to 
uphold, and to outstrip, on the last.

498. This analogy will appear still more 
evident if we attend to the accent of those 
nouns and verbs which arc compounded of two 
words. Every dissyllable compounded of words 
which, taken separately, have a meaning, may 
be deemed a qualified substantive; and that 
word which qualifies or describes the other, is 
that which most distinguishes it, and conse
quently is that which ought to have the accent; 
accordingly, we find that inkhorn, outrage, 
chairman, freehold, sand-box, book-case, pen-knife, 
have the accent on the first syllable, which is 
the specifying part of the word ; while gainsay,

foresee, overlook, undersell, have the accent on 
the last syllable, which is the least distinguish
ing part of the word. Tiiis rule, however, is 
either by the caprice of custom, or the love of 
harmony, frequently violated, but i§ sufficient
ly extensive to mark the general tendency of 
the language. Akenside brings the verb to 
comment under this analogy :

**.................The sober zeal
** Of age, commenting on prodigious things.”

Pleasures of the Imagination 
And Milton, in the same manner, the verb to 
commerce :

** And looks commercing with the skies,
“ Thy rapt soul sitting in thine eyes.”

Il Penseroso.
499. Something very analogous to this we 

find in the nouns we verbalize, by changing 
the s sharp of the noun into the s flat, or z of 
the verb (437,) as a use, and to use; where we 
may remark, that when the word in both parts 
of speech is a monofyllable, and so not under 
the laws of accent, the verb, however, claims 
the privilege of lengthening the sound of the 
consonant, when it can, as well as when it 
cannot, prolong t^e accentuation : thus, we not 
only find grass altered to graze, brass to braze, 
glass to glaze, price to prize, breath to breathe, 
&c. but the c or s sharp altered to the 5 flat ir 
advice to advise, excuse to excuse, device to 
deuise, &c. ; the noun adopting the sharp 
hissing sound, and the verb the soft buzzing 
one, without transferring the accent from one 
syllable to another. The vulgar extend this 
analogy to the noun practice and the verb to 
practise, pronouncing the first with the i short ■
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and the last with the i long, and tlie $ like z, 
as if written practize; but correct speakers 
pronounce the verb like the noun ; that is, as 
if written practiss. The noun prophecy, and 
the verb to prophesy, follow this analogy, only 
by writing the noun with the c, and the verb 
with the j, and without any difference of sound, 
except pronouncing the y in the first like e, 
and in the last like i long; where we may still 
discover a trace of the tendency to the barytone 
pronunciation in tlie noun, and the oxytone in 
the verb (467.) See the words.

500. This seems to be the favourite tendency 
of English verbs ; and where we find it crossed 
it is generally in those formed from nouns, 
rather than the contrary: agreeably to this, 
Dr. Johnson has observed, that though nouns 
have often the accent on the lattef, yet verbs 
have it seldom on the former syllable; those 
noun's which, in tlie common order of language, 
must have preceded tlie verbs, often* transmit 
this accent to the verbs they form, and in
versely : thus the noun water must have pre
ceded the verb to water, as the verb to corres
pond must have preceded the noun corres
pondent : and to pursue must claim priority to 
pursuit. So that we may conclude, whenever 
verbs deviate from this rule, it is seldom by 
chance, and generally in those words only 
where a superior law of accent takes place

Accent on Trisyllables.
501. As words increase in syllables, the more 

easily is their accent known. Nouns some
times acquire a syllable by becoming plural; 
adjectives increase a syllable by being com
pared; and verbs by altering their tense, or 
becoming participles; adjectives become ad
verbs, by adding ly to them ; and prepositions 
precede nouns or verbs without altering the 
accent of the word to which they are prefixed: 
so that when once the accent of dissyllables is 
known, those polysyllables, whose terminations 
are perfectly English, have likewise their ac
cent invariably settled. Thus lion becomes 
lioness; poet, poetess; polite becomes politer, 
or politely, or even politelier: mischief, mis
chievous; happy, happiness; nay, lioness be
comes lionesses; mischief, mischievousness; and 
service, serviceable, serviceableness, serviceably, and 
nnserviceably, without disturbing the accent, 
either on account of the prepositive un, or the 
subjunctives able, ably, and ableness.

502. Hence we may perceive the glaring 
absurdity which prevails even in the first circles; 
that of pronouncing tlie plural of princess, and 
even tlie singular, with the accent on tlie second 
syllable, like success and successes: for we 
might just as well say, dutches, and dutchesses, 
as princess and jninctsses ; nor would a correct 
ear be less hurt with the latter than tlie former.

508. So few’ verbs of three syllables follow 
the analogy observable in those of two, that of 
protracting the accent to the last syllable, that 
this economy seems peculiar to dissyllables: 
many verbs, indeed of three syllables, are com
pounded of a preposition of two syllables: 
and then, according to the primary law of for
mation, and not the secondary of distinction,

we may esteem them radical, and not distinc
tive: such are contradict, intercede, supersede, 
contraband, circumscribe, superscribe, &c. while 
the generality of words ending in the verbal 
terminations ise and ize, retain the accent of the 
simple, as criticise, tyrannise, modernise, &c. 
and the whole tribe of trisyllable verbs in ate, 
very few excepted, refuse the accent on the 
last syllable : but words of three syllables often 
take their accent from the learned languages 
from which they are derived ; and tin's makes 
it necessary to inquire how far English ac
cent is regulated by that of the Greek and Latin.

Qf the Influence of the Greek and Latin Accent 
on the Accent of English Polysyllables.
(a) As our language borrows so largely 

from the learned languages, it is not w'onder- 
ful that its pronunciation should be in some 
measure influenced by them. The rule for plac
ing the Greek accent was, indeed, essentially dif
ferent from that of the Latin ; but words from 
the Greek coming to us through the Latin, are 
often so much latinized as to lose their original 
accent, and to fall into that of the Latin ; and it 
is the Latin accent which we must chiefly re
gard, as that which influences our own.

/5) The first general rule that may be laid 
down is, that when words come to us whole 
irom the Greek or Latin, the same accent
Ought to be preserved as in the original: thus 

1 horizon, sonorous, decorum, dictator, gladiator, 
mediator, delator, spectator, adulator, &c. preserve 
the penultimate accent of the original; and 
yet the antepenultimate tendency of our lan
guage has placed the accent on the first syl
lable of orator, senator, auditor, minister, cicatrix 
plethora, &c. in opposition to the Latin pro
nunciation of these words, and would have in
fallibly done the same by abdomen, bitumen, and 
acumen, if tlie learned had not stepped in to 
rescue these classical words from the invasion 
of the Gothic accent, and to preserve the stress 
inviolably on the second syllable: nor lias 
even the interposition of two consonants been 
always able to keep the accent from mounting 
up to the antepenultimate syllable, as we may 
see in minuter, sinister, character, magistrate, &c. 
and this may be said to be the favourite ac
cent of our language. See MISCELLANY.

fc) But notwithstanding this prevalence of 
the antepenultimate accent, tlie general rule 
still holds good; and more particularly in 
words a little removed from common usage, 
such as terms in the arts and sciences: these 
are generally of Greek original; but coming 
to us through the Latin, most commonly con
tract the Latin accent when adopted into our 
language. This will appear plainly by the 

J following lists: and first, let us select some 
where the Greek and Latin accents coincide .

plethora, 
melabdsis, 
emphasis, 
antispasis, 
antithesis, 
antiphrdsis,

• protasis,

trXr^uoat. 
uird€a<ri;.

Ct.VTlC-iTa.O-if- 
CCVTiOtG-lf- 
ctvri^giztn; 
vpcTxric-
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metathesis,
epenthtisis, irivhiris-
aphaerltsis, dfalfttrif-

(d) Another list will show us where the ac
cents of these languages differ :

antanacldsis, dvravxxXatrig.

catachresis,
paracentesis, 'sfctooc.zevTTitrig-

aposiopesis. axotnur^rig.

antiptosis,
anadiplbsis, avoz^itr^aitrig.

auxesis,
matliesis, ptdiwig.

exegesis,
hydrophobia,
cyclopaedia, %'jxkoraidtiet.

aporia, ucrogict.

prosopopccia,
epiphonema, lirifuvvifJiM.

diaphoresis,
diploma, o'erXuuM.

paragoge,
apostrophe, Ot.-ZGlTT^^V,.

Tn this list we perceive the peculiar tendency 
of the Latin language to accent the long pe
nultimate vowel, and that of the Greek to pay 
no regard to it if the last vowel is short, but 
to place the accent on the antepenultimate. It 
will, however, be easily perceived, that in this 
case we follow the Latin analogy: this analogy 
will appear more evident by a list of words 
ending in osis, where, though the o in the pe
nultimate syllable is the omega, the Greek 
accent is on the antepenultimate :

a.ya.ffri[j.cu<rig

ajraGiafrig, rvyxfOfWlg,
ddeffewlg.

acpwtufaxrig,

p.tTa,p.o°$u<rig, ovvoixtlwig,

veto , a.'roytufatrig*

This analogy has led us to accent certain words, 
formed from the Greek, where the omega was 
not in the penultimate of the original, in the 
same manner as those words where this long 
vowel was found : such as exostosis, formed 
from U and oa-rtov, synneurosis from ovv and viv^n, 
&c. This tendency therefore has sufficiently 
formed an analogy ; and since rules, however 
absurdly formed at first, are better than no rules 
at all, it would in my opinion, be advisable to 
consider every word of this form as subject to 
the penultimate accent, and to look upon apo 
lheosis and metamorphosis, as exceptions.

(e) The next rule we may venture to lay 
down as a pretty general one, is, that if the 
words derived from the learned languages, 
though anglicised by altering the termination, 
contain the same number of syllables as in the 
original languages, they are generally to be 
pronounced with the same accent: that is, 
with the same accent as the first person present 
of the indicative mood active voice, or as the 
present participle of the same verb. The reality 
□f this rule will best appear by a selection of

such classes of words as have an equal number
of syllables in both languages.

(fj Words which have a in the penultimate
syllable:

prevalent, prevalent,
equivalent, cequivalens
adjacent, adjacent.
ligament, ligdmen.
infamous, inf amis.
propagate, prop ago.
indagate, inddgo.
suffragan, suffragans.

In this small class of words we find all but 
the first two have a different accent in English 
from that of the Latin. The rule for placing 
the accent in that language being the simplest 
in the world: if the penultimate syllable is 
long, the accent is on it; if short, the accent is 
on the antepenultimate.

Words which have e in the penultimate 
syllable:

penetrate, 
discrepant, 
precedent, 
elegant, 
exuperant, 
exuberant,

penetro. 
discrepans. 
prcecedens. 
elSgans. 
exuperans. 
exuberans.

eminent, eminent.
excellent, excellens
alienate, atieno.
delegate, delego.

In this class we find the penultimate e ac
cented in English as in Latin, except in the 
three last words. The word alienate departs 
from the Latin accentuation, by placing the 
stress on the first syllable, as if derived from 
the English noun alien. The e in penetro is 
either long or short in Latin, and in this case 
wc generally prefer the short sound to the long 
one.

(k) Words which have i in the penultimate 
syllable:

acclivous, accllvus.
declivous, dectious.
procl ivous, proctivus.
litigant, litigant.
mitigant, mitigans.
sibilant, sibilans.
vigilant, vi glia ns.
fulminant, fulminant.
discriminate, discrimlno,
perspicience, perspiciens.
conscience, consciens.
obedience, obedient.
pestilence, pestilcns.
supplicate, supplicant*
explicate, expllcans.
abdicate, abdfcans.
providence, prottldens.
festinate jesffno.
habitant, habitant.
beneficent, bcneficus.
accident, accidens.
Evident, evident.
indigent, indigent.
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diligent, 
negligent, 
Exigence, 
intelligence, 
deficience, 
mendicant, 
resident, 
diffidence, 
confidence, 
investigate, 
castigate, 
extricate, 
irritate, 
prdfligate, 
instigate,

diligens. 
negllgens. 
exigens. 
intelligent, 
dejiciens. 
mendicans. 
residens. 
diffident, 
confident, 
invesfigo. 
castigo. 
extrico. 
irrlto. 
profllgo, 
instlgo.

In the foregoing list of words we find a very 
general coincidence of the English and Latin 
accent, except in the last eleven words, where 
we depart from the Latin accent on the penul
timate, and place it on our own favourite syl
lable, the antepenultimate. These last words 
must therefore be ranked as exceptions.

(ij Words which have o in the penultima', 
syllable:

interrogate^ interrtigo.
Arrogant, arrtigans.
dissonant, dissbnans.
redolent, redblens.
insolent, insolens.
benevolent, benevolus.
condolence, condolens.
indolence, indblens.
armipotent, armipbtens.
omnipotent, omniptitens.
innocent, inribcens.
renovate, renbvo.
desolate, desolo.
decorate, decoro.
elaborate, elabbro.
lAborant, laborans.
ignorant, ignbrans.
suffocate, suffoco.

In this list, the difference of the English and 
Latin accent is considerable. The last six 
words desert the Latin penultimate for the 
English antepenultimate accent, and condo
lence falls into an accentuation diametrically 
opposite.

fk) Words which have u in the penultimate 
syllable:

tabulate, 
maculate, 
adjuvate, 
corrugate, 
petulant, 
disputant, 
impudent, 
speculate, 
pullulate, 
p6pulate, 
subjugate, 
abddcent, 
relficent, 

fabulor. 
maculo. 
adjuvo- 
corrugo. 
petulans. 
disputant, 
impudens. 
speculor. 
pullulo. 
populo. 
subjugo. 
abducent, 
relucent.

imprudent, 
adjutant, 
peculate, 
in durate, 
obdurate,

imprudent, 
adjutant, 
peculor. 
induro. 
obduro.

Here we find the general rule obtain, with, per. 
haps, fewer exceptions than in any other class. 
Adjuvate, peculate, and indurate, are the only ab
solute deviations; for obdurate has the accent 
frequently on the second syllable.—See the 
word.

(I) To these lists, perhaps, might be added 
the English words ending in tion, sion, and ity ; 
for, though tion and sion are really pronounced in 
one syllable, they are by almost all our orthoe- 
pists generally divided into two; and conse
quently nation, pronunciation, occasion, evasion, 
&c. contain the same number of syllables as 
natio, pronunciatio, occasio, evasio, &c. and have 
the accent, in both English and Latin, on the 
antepenultimate syllable. The same may be 
observed of words ending in ity, or iety, as di
versity, variety, &c. from diversitas, varietas. &c.

fmjBy this selection (which, though not an 
exact enumeration of every particular, is yet a 
sufficient specimen of the correspondence of 
Latin and English accent,) we may perceive 
that there is a general rule running through 
both languages, respecting the accent of poly
syllables, which is, that when a single vowel in 
the penultimate is followed by a single conso
nant, the accent is on the antepenultimate. 
This is so agreeable to English analogy, that 
in words derived from the Latin, where the 
penultimate vowel, followed by a single conso
nant, is long, and consequently has the accent, 
we almost always neglect this exception, as it 
may be called, in the Latin language, and fall 
into our own general rule of accenting the 
antepenultimate. Nor is it unworthy of being 
remarked, that when we neglect the accent of 
the original, it is almost always to place it at 
least a syllable higher; as, adjacent and condo
lence are the only words in the whole selection, 
where the accent of the English word is placed 
lower than in the Latin.

(n) There is, indeed, a remarkable coinci
dence of accent between Latin verbs of three 
syllables, commencing with a preposition, and 
the English words of two syllables derived 
from them, by dropping a syllable,* as excello, 
rebello, inqulro, confino, confuto, consumo, deslro, 
exploro, procedo, proclamo, have the accent in 
Latin on the second syllable; and the English 
verbs excel, rebel, inquire, confine, confute, con
sume, desire, explore, proceed, proclaim, have the 
accent on the same syllable. This propensity 
of following the Latin accent in these words, 
perhaps, in this, as well as in other cases, form

ft Ben Jonson seems to have had a faint idea of this 
coincidence, where he says, « all verbs coining from th& 
Latin, either of the supine or otherwise, hold the ac
cent as it is found in the first person present of those La
tin verbs, as animo, animate, celebro, celebrate ; except 
words compounded of facio, as lique-facio, liquefy; 
and of statue, as constitute, constitute .’’-—English Gram
mar. Of the extent and justness of these observations 
the critical reader will be the best judge.
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©d a general rulc^ which at last neglected 
the Latin accent, in words of this kind ; as we 
find prefer, confer, defer, desert, compare, com
plete, congeal, divide, dispute, prepare, have the 
accent on the second syllable, though prafVro, 
defbro, conf&ro, desSro, comparo, compleo, cong&o, 
divido, disputo, prcepti.ro, have the accent on the 
first; and this propensity, perhaps, laid the 
foundation of that distinction of accent which 
is so remarkable between dissyllable nouns and 
verbs of the same form. (492.)

(o) But, when English polysyllables are de
rived from the Latin by dropping a syllable, 
scarcely any analogy is more apparent than the 
coincidence of the principal accent of the Eng
lish word, and the secondary accent, (522,) we 
give to the Latin word, in the English pronun
ciation of it. Thus parsimony, ceremony, ma
trimony, melancholy, Ac. have the accent on the 
first syllable, because, in pronouncing the La
tin words parsimorua, cteremonia, matrimonia, 
melancholia, Ac. we are permitted, and prone, in 
our English pronunciation of these words,, to 
place a secondary accent on that syllable.—See 
Academy, Irreparable, Ac.

Zpy With respect to the quantity of the an
tepenultimate syllable in polysyllables, it may 
be observed, that, regardless of the quantity of 
the original, we almost, without exception, fol
low the analogy of our own language. This 
analogy uniformly shortens the vowel, unless 
it be u, followed by a single consonant, or any 
other vowel followed by a single consonant, 
succeeded by a semi-consonant diphthong: 
thus the first u in dubious is pronounced long, 
though short in the Latin word dublus : the 
same may be observed of the e and o in medium, 
and emporium: and the first i in delirium, and 
the first e in delicate, are pronounced short in 
English, according to our own analogy, (507,) 
though these letters are long in the Latin de
lirium and deticatus. For the quantity of Eng
lish dissyllables derived from the Greek and 
Latin, see Syllabication, No. 543, 544. Ac.

Terminational Accent.

5Qi. We have seen that the Saxon termina
tions, regardless of harmony, always leave the 
accent where they found it, let the adventitious 
syllables be ever so numerous. The Saxons, 
attentive chiefly to sense, preserved the same 
simplicity in the accentuation, as in the com
position of their words ; and, if sense were the 
only object of language, it must be confessed, 
that otir ancestors were, in this respect, superior 
to the Greeks and Romans. What method 
could so figidly preserve, and so strongly con
vey, the sense of words, as that which always 
left the accent on the root, where the principal 
meaning of the word undoubtedly lies ? But 
the necessities of human nature require that 
our thoughts should not only be conveyed with 
force, but with ease ; to give language its due 
effect, it must be agreeable as well as forceful; 
and the ear must be addressed while we are in
forming the mind. Here, then, terminational 
accent, the musick of language, interposes.-
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corrects the discordant, and strengthens the 
feeble sounds; removes the difficulty of pro
nunciation which arises from placing the ac
cent on initial syllables, and brings the force 
gently down to the latter part of the word, 
where a cadence is formed, on the principles of 
harmony and proportion.

505. To form an idea of the influence of 
termination upon accent, it will be sufficient 
to observe, that words which have ei, ia, ie, 
io, eu, eou, in their termination, always have 
the accent on the preceding syllable: thus 
atheist, alien, regalia, ambrosia, caduceus, Ac. 
the numerous terminations in ion, ian, Ac. as 
gradation, promotion, confusion, logician, physi
cian, Ac. those in ious, as harmonious, abstemi
ous, Ac. those in eous, as outrageous, advantage
ous, Ac. These vowels may not improperly 
be styled semi-consonant diphthongs. (196.)

506. The only exceptions to this rule are 
one word in iack, as elegjack, which has the ac
cent on the i, and the following words in iacal, 
as prosodiacal, cardiacal, heliacal, genetldiacal, ma
niacal, demoniacal, ammoniacal, theriacal, para
disiacal, aphrodisiacal, and hypochondriacal: all 
which have the accent on the antepenultimate 
i, and that long and open, as in idle, title, Ac.

507. Nothing can be more uniform than 
the position of the accent in words of these 
terminations; and, with very few exceptions, 
the quantity of the accented vowel is as regular 
as the accent; for when these terminations are 
preceded by a single consonant, every accented 
vowel is long, except if which, in this situa
tion, is as uniformly short: thus occasion, ad
hesion, erosion, and confusion, have the a, e, o, 
and u, long ; while vision and decision have the 
i short The same may be observed of proba
tion, concretion, devotion, ablution, and exhibition. 
The exceptions are, impetuous, especial, perpe- 
tual, discretion, and battalion, which last ought 
to be spelled with a double I, as in the French, 
from which it is derived, and then it would fol 
low the general rule. National and raliona* 
form two more exceptions; and these are al
most the only irregularities to which thes< 
numerous classes of words are subject.

508. Nearly the same uniformity, both of 
accent and quantity, we find irf words ending 
in :c&. The accent immediately precedes this 
termination, and every vowel under this ac
cent, but u, is short; thus Satanick, pathetick. 
elliptick, harmonick, Ac. have the accent on thc- 
penultimate, and the vowel short: while tunick, 
runick, and cubick, have the accented vowel 
long.

509. The same may be observed of words 
ending in ical, xas fanatical, poetical, levitical, 
canonical, Ac. which have the accent on the 
antepenultimate syllable, and the vowels e, i, 
and o, short; but cubical and musical, with 
the accent on the same syllable, have the u 
long.

510. The only exceptions to this rule are, 
arse nick, cholerick, ephemerick, turmerick, empirick, 
rhetorick, bishopric, (better written bishoprick, see 
No. 400,) lunatick, arithmetick, splenetick, heretich 

politick, and, perhaps, phlegmatick ; which 

prcepti.ro
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though more frequently heard with the accent 
on the antepenultimate syllable, ought, if pos
sible, to be reduced to regularity. Words 
ending in scence have uniformly the accent on 
the penultimate syllable, as quiescence, remi
niscence, &c. concupiscence, which has the accent 
“n the antepenultimate, is the only exception.

511. In the same manner, if we take a view 
of the words ending in ity, we find the accent 
invariably placed on the preceding syllable, as 
in diversity, congruity, &c. On a closer in
spection, we find every vowel in this ante
penultimate syllable, when no consonant in
tervenes, pronounced long, as deity, piety, &c. 
A nearer inspection shows us, that if a con
sonant precede this termination, the preced
ing accented vowel is short, except it be u, as 
severity, curiosity, impunity, Ac. ; we find too, 
that even u contracts itself before two conso
nants, as in curvity, taciturnity, &c. and that 
scarcity and rarity (signifying uncomir.onness ; 
for rarity, thinness, has the a short,) are the 
only exceptions to this rule, throughout the 
language. The same observations are appli
cable to words ending in ify, as justify, cla
rify, &c. The only words where the antepen
ultimate accent, in words of this termination, 
does not shorten the vowel, are glorify and 
notify. The y in these words is always long, 
like the first sound of t; and both accent and 
quantity are the same when these words take 
the additional syllable able, as justifiable, rare- 
fiable, &c. (183.)

512. To these may be added, the numerous 
class of words ending in arous, erous, and 
orous, as, barbarous, vociferous, and humorous: 
all which have the accent on the antepenulti
mate syllable, except canorous and sonorous; 
which some unlucky scholar happening to pro
nounce with the accent on the penultimate 
syllable, in order to show their derivation from 
the Latin adjectives, canorus and sonorus, they 
stand like strangers amidst a crowd of similar 
words, and are sure to betray a mere English 
scholar into a wrong pronunciation.

To polysyllables in these terminations might 
be added those in ative, atory, ctive. &c. Words 
ending in ative can never have the accent on the 
penultimate syllable if there be a higher sylla
ble to place it on, except in the word creative ; 
and when this is the case, as it is seldom 
Otherwise, the accent seems to rest on the 
root of the word ; or on that syllable which 
has the accent on the noun, adjective, or 
verb, with which the word in ative corresponds ; 
thus, copulative, estimative, alterative, &c. fol
low the verbs to copulate, to estimate, to alter, 
&c. When derivation does not operate to fix 
the accent, a double consonant will attract it 
fo the antepenultimate syllable, as appellative; 
and two consonants have sometimes this power 
in opposition to derivation, as, adversative and 
argumentative, from adverse and argument. In
dicative and interrogative are likewise exceptions, 
as they do not follow the verbs to indicate and 
interrogate : but as they are grammatical terms 
they seem to have taken their accent from the 
secondary accent we sometimes give to the

Latin words indicativus 
the word Academy.)

and interrogative, (see 
Words ending in ary, 

ery, or ory, have generally the accent on the 
root of the word; which, if it consist of three 
syllables, must necessarily be accented on the 
first, as, contrary, treachery, factory, &c. ; if of 
four or five, the accent is generally on that 
syllable which has the accent in the related or 
kindred words ; thus, expostulatory has the ac, 
cent on the same radical syllables as expostu
late ; and congratulatory, as congratulate : inter-, 
rogatory and derogatory are exceptions here, as 
in the termination ative; and if pacificatory, 
sacrificatory,* significatory, vesicatory, &c. have 
not the accent on the first syllable, it seems tc 
arise from the aversion we seem to have at 
placing even the secondary accent on the ante
penultimate a (which we should be very apt 
to do if the principal accent were on the first 
syllable,) and the difficulty there would be in 
pronouncing such long words with so many 
unaccented syllables at the end, if we were to 
lay the accent on the first. Words ending in 
ctive have the accent regularly on the penulti
mate syllable, except adjective, which, like in
dicative, being a grammatical word, seems to 
have taken its accent from the secondary stress 
of the Latin adjectivus (seeAcADEMY,)and every 
word ending in fire, preceded by a consonant, 
has the accent on the penultimate syllable like
wise, except substantive; and perhaps, for the 
reason just given. After all,it must be owned, 
that words ending in ative and atory are the 
most irregular and desultory of any in the lan
guage ; as they are generally accented very far 
from the end, they are the most difficult to pro
nounce ; and therefore, whenever usage will 
permit, we should incline the stress as much 
as possible to the latter syllables: thus, refrac
tory ought never to have the accent on the first 
syllable ; but refectory, with the accent on the 
first, is a school term, and, like substantive, ad
jective, indicative, and interrogative, must be left 
in quiet possession of its Latin secondary 
accent.

Enclitical Accent.
513. I have ventured to give the name of 

enclitical to the accent of certain words, whose 
terminations are formed of such words as seem 
to lose their own accent, and throw it back on 
the last syllable of the word with which they 
coalesce, such as theology, orthography, &c. The 
readiness with which these words take the an
tepenultimate accent, the agreeable flow of 
sound to the ear, and the unity it preserves in 
the sense, are sufficient proofs of the propriety 
of placing the accent on this syllable, if custom 
were ambiguous. I do not remember to have 
heard the accent disputed in any word ending 
in elogy ; but orthography is not unfrequently

* These words ought certainly to be accented alike; 
and accordingly we find Dr. Johnson, Mr. Sheridan, Mr. 

place the accent on the second 
syllable; but though Penning accents significatory in the 
same manner, he places the accent on the antepenultimate 
of twiq/icatory » and Kennck likewise accents the second 
syllable of stgntficatory, but the first of pacificatory : the 
other orthoepists who have not got these words have 
avoided these inconsistencies.
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pronounced with the accent on the first syl
lable, like orthodoxy. The temptation we are 
under to discover our knowledge of the com
ponent parts of words, is very apt to draw us 
into this pronunciation ; but as those words 
which are derived from the Greek, and are 
compounded of Aayn, have universally given 
into this enclitical accentuation, no good rea
son appears for preventing a similar pronunci
ation in those compounded of as, by plac
ing the accent on the antepenultimate syllable, 
the word is much more fluent and agreeable to 
the ear. It is certain, however, that at first 
sight the most plausible reasoning in the world 
seems to lie against this accentuation. When 
we place the accent on the first syllable, say 
our opponents, we give a kind of subordinate 
stress to the third syllable graph, by which 
means the word is divided into its primitive 

and and those distinct ideas it
contains are preserved, which must necessarily 
be confounded by the contrary mode ; and that 
pronunciation of compounds, say they, must 
certainly be the best which best preserves the 
import of the simples.

514. Nothing can be more specious than this 
reasoning, till we look a little higher than lan
guage, and consider its object: we shall then 
discover, that in uniting two words under one 
accent, so as to form one compound term, we 
do but imitate the superior operations of the 
mind, which, in order to collect and convey 
knowledge, unites several simple ideas into one 
complex one. “ The end of language,5* says 
Mr. Locke, “ is by short sounds to signify, 
with ease and despatch, general conceptions, 
wherein not only abundance of particulars are 
contained, but also a great variety of indepen
dent ideas are collected into one complex one, 
and that which holds these different parts to
gether in the unity of one complex idea, is the 
word we annex to it.’* u For,” as Mr. Locke 
continues, “ men, in framing ideas, seek more 
the convenience of language and quick despatch 
by short and comprehensive signs, than the true 
and precise nature of things ; and therefore, 
he, who has made a complex idea of'a body 
with life, sense, and motion, with a faculty of 
reason joined to it, needs but use the short 
monosyllable, man, to express all particulars 
that correspond to that complex idea.*’ So it 
may be subjoined, that, in framing words for 
the purpose of immediate communication, the 
end of this communication is best answered by 
such a pronunciation as unites simples into one 
«*ompound, and at the same time renders the 
compound as much a simple as possible: but 
it is evident that this is done by no mode of ac
centuation, so well as that which places the ac
cent on the antepenultimate syllable of the 
words theology, orthography ; and therefore that 
this accentuation, without insisting on its su
perior harmony, must best answer the great end 
of language, (228.)

515. This tendency in our languageto sim
plify compounds, is sufficiently evident in that 
numerous catalogue of words, where we find , 
the long vowel of the simple changed into 1
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a short one in the compound, and by this 
means losing much of its original import to 
the ear; thus breakfast, shepherd, vineyard, 
meadow, shadow, zealous, hearken, valley, cleanse, 
cleanly, (neat,) forehead, wilderness, bewilder, 
kindred, hinder, knowledge, darling, fearful, plea
sant, pleasure, whitster, whitleather, seamstress, 
stealth, wealth, health, wisdom, wizard, parentage, 
lineage, children, pasty, gosling, collier, holiday, 
Christmas, Michaelmas, windlass, cripple, hinder, 
stripling, starling, housewife, husband, primer, 
peascod, fieldfare, birth from bear, dearth from 
dear, weary from wear, and many others, en
tirely lose the sound of the simple in their 
compound or derivative state.

516. The long i in white, when a simple, is 
almost universally changed into a short one in 
proper names, as, Whitchurch, Whitfield, Whit
bread, Whitlock, Whitaker, &c. for compendious
ness and despatch being next in importance to 
perspicuity, when there is no danger of mis
take, it is no wonder that the organs should 
fall into the shortest and easiest sounds.

517. It must, however, be observed, that
this tendency to unite simples into a com
pound, by placing an accent exactly where 
the two words coalesce, is still subservient to 
the laws of harmony. The Greek w ord toxlu, 
which signifies to opine, and from which the 
last syllables of orthodoxy are derived, was 
never a general subjunctive word like Aoyor 
and ; and even if it had been so, the
assemblage of consonants in the letter x would 
have prevented the ear from admitting an ac
cent on the syllable immediately preceding, as 
the x would, by this means, become difficult to 
pronounce. Placing the accent, therefore, on 
the first syllable of orthodoxy, gives the organs 
an opportunity of laying a secondary stress up
on the word, which enables them to pronounce 
the whole with distinctness and fluency : thus 
galaxy and cachexy, having the accent on ths 
first syllable, are very difficult to pronounce ; 
but this difficulty is removed by placing the 
accent a syllable higher in the words apoplexy 
ataraxy, and anorexy.

518. But the numerous classes of words 
that so readily adopt this enclitical accent, 
sufficiently prove it to be agreeable to the 
genius of our pronunciation. This will more 
evidently appear by adducing examples. 
Words in the following terminations have 
always the accent on that syllable where the 
two parts unite, that is, on the antepenultimate 
syllable : in logy, as apology, ambilogy, genealo
gy, de.; in graphy, as geography, orthography, 
historiography, &c. ; in phagus, as sarcophagus, 
ichthyophagus, anclrophagus, &c. ; in loquy, as 
obloquy, soliloquy, ventriloquy, &c. ; in stropie, 
as catastrophe, apostrophe, ana strophe, &c. ; in 
meter, us geometer, barometer, thermometer, &c.; 
in gonal, as diagonal, octagonal, polygonal, &c. ; 
in vorous, as carnivorous, granivorous, piscivorous, 
&c. ; in ferous, as bacciferous, cocciferous, som
niferous, <\c.; in fuous, as superfluous, melli

fluous, fellifiuous, &c. ; in fluent, as mellifluent, 
circumfluent, inteifluent, &c. ; in vomous, as ig- 
nivomous, Jlammivomous, &c. ; in parous, as 
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viviparous, oviparous, deiparous, &c. ; in cracy, 
as, theocracy, aristocracy, democracy &c.; in gony, 
as theogony, cosmogony, hexagony, &c.; in phony, 
as symphony, cacophony, colophony, &c.; in ma- 
chyt as ^heamachy, logomachy, sciomachy, &c ; in 
nomq, as economy, astronomy, Deuteronomy, &c; 
in tomy, anatomy, lithotomy, arteriotomy, &c. ; 
in scopy, as metoposcopy, deuteroscopy, aeroscopy, 
&c.; in pathy, as apathy, antipathy, idiopathy, 
&c. ; in mathy, as opsimathy, polymathy, &c. &c.

519. Some of these Greek compounds seem 
to refuse the antepenultimate accent, for the 
same reason as orthodoxy : such as necromancy, 
chiromancy, hydromancy; and those terminat
ing in archy, as hierarchy, oligarchy, patriarchy : 
all of which have the accent on the first sylla
ble, which gives the organs time to recover 
their force upon the <hird, and to pronounce 
the two consonants with much more ease than 
if the accent immediately preceded them, but 
periphrasis and antiphrasis, besides their claim 
to the accent of their originals, readily admit 
of the accent on the second syllable, because 
the consonants in the two last syllables do not 
come together, and are. therefore easily pro
nounced after the accent. Words of more 
than two syllables ending in ogue, as pedago
gue, dialogue, &c. have the accent on the ante
penultimate. Orthoepy, having no consonant 
in the penultimate syllable, naturally throws 
its accent on the preceding syllable. See 
Monomachy.

520. By this view of the enclitical termina
tions, we may easily perceive how readily our 
language falls into the antepenultimate accent 
in these compounded polysyllables; and that 
those terminations which seem to refuse this ac
cent, do it rather from a regard to etymology 
than analogy: thus words ending in asis, as 
periphrasis, apophasis, hypostasis, antiperistasis, &c. 
have the antepenultimate accent of their ori
ginals. The same may be observed of those 
ending in esis, as hypothesis, antithesis, parenthe
sis, &c.; but exegesis, mathesis, auxesis, catachresis, 
paracentesis, aposiopesis, have the accent on the 
penultimate syllable, because the vowel in 
this syllable is long in Greek and Latin. But 
all words ending in osis have the accent on the 
penultimate, except metamorphosis and apothe
osis, which desert the accent of their Latin ori
ginals, while those in ysisave accented regular
ly on the antepenultimate in Greek, Latin, 
and English, as analysis, paralysis, &c. We 
may note too, that every s in all these termina
tions is sharp and hissing.—See the words Ex- 
ostosis and Apotheosis.

521. Words of three syllables ending in 
ator have the accent on the penultimate, as 
spectator, collator, delator, $c. except orator, sen
ator, legator, and barrator. But words in this 
termination, of more than three syllables, though 
they have generally the accent on the penulti
mate, are subject to a diversity not easily re
duced to the rule: thus navigator, propagator, 
dedicator, &c. are sometimes pronounced with 
the accent on the first syllable, and sometimes 
on the third: but as these words may be pro
nounced with an accent on both these syllables. 

ft is of less consequence on which syllable we 
place the accent when we use only one. (528) 
The general rule certainly inclines to the pen
ultimate accent; but as all these words are 
verbal nouns, and, though generally derived 
from Latin words of the same terminations, 
have verbs corresponding to them in our own 
language, it is very natural to preserve the ac< 
cent of the verb in these words, as it gives an 
emphasis to the most significant part of them: 
thus equivocator, prevaricator, dedicator, might 
be regularly formed from the verbs to equivo
cate, to prevaricate, and to dedicate ; and, agree
ably to analogy, would have been written equiv- 
ocater, prevaricater, and dedicater i but an affec
tation of preferring every analogy to our own, 
has given these words a Lat»£. termination, 
which answers no purpose but to involve our 
language in absurdities; but the ear, in this 
case, is not quite so servile as the eye: and 
though we are obliged to write these words 
with or, and not er, we generally hear them 
pronounced as if they were formed from our 
own verbs, and not from Latin nouns in ator. 
But when the word has no verb in our own 
language to correspond to it, the accent is 
then placed with great propriety upon the a, 
as in Latin : thus violator, instigator, navigator, 
&c. ought to have the accent on the first syl
lable; but emendator, gladiator, adulator, &c. 
on the last but one.

SECONDARY ACCENT.
522. Hitherto we have considered that ac

cent only which necessarily distinguishes one 
syllable in a word from the rest; and which, 
with very little diversity, is adopted by all who 
speak the English language.

523. The secondary accent is that stress we 
may occasionally place upon another syllable, 
besides that which has the principal accent
in order to pronounce every part of the word 
more distinctly, forcibly, and harmoniously 
Thus this accent may be placed on the first syl
lable of conversation, commendation, & c.

524. There are few authors who have not 
taken notice of two accents upon some of the 
longer polysyllables, but none have once hinted 
that one of these is not essential to the sound 
of the word ; they seem to have supposed both 
accents equally necessary, and without any 
other difference than that one was pronounced 
more forcibly than the other. This mistake 
arose from a want of studying the speaking 
voice. A knowledge of this would have told 
them that one accent only was essential to 
every word of more than one syllable, and that 
the secondary stress might, or might not, be 
adopted, as distinctness, force, or harmony 
should require, thus, complaisant, contraband, 
caravan; and violin, partisan, artisan, courtesan, 
metaphysick, have frequently an accent on the 
first as well as on the third syllable, though 
a somewhat less forcible one. The same may 
be observed of repartee, referee, privateer, domi-
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neer, &c. but it must still be observed, that 
though an accent be allowable on the first syl
lable of these words, it is by no means neces
sary ; they may all be pronounced with one ac
cent, and that on the last syllable, without the 
least deviation from propriety.

525. In order to give some idea of the na
ture of the secondary accent, let us suppose, 
that, in giving our opinion of an astronomical 
argument, we say,
“ It is a direct demonstration of the Copernican system.” 

In this sentence, as an accent is necessarily 
upon the last syllable of direct, we seldom lay 
a stress on the first syllable of demonstration, 
unless we mean to be uncommonly emphatical; 
but in the following sentence,

“ It is a demonstration of the Copernican system.”

Here, as no accented word precedes demonstra
tion, the voice finds a rest, and the ear a force, 
in placing an accent on the first, as wnll as on 
the third syllable.

526. But though we may, or may not, use 
the secondary accent at pleasure, it is by no 
means a matter of indifference on what sylla
ble we place it: this is fixed with as much cer
tainty as the place of the principal accent it
self ; and a wrong position of one would as 
much derange the sound of the word, as a 
wrong position of the other: and it must be 
carefully noted, that though we lay no stress 
upon the syllable which may have the secon
dary accent, the consonants and vowels have 
exactly the same sound as if the doubtful syl
lable (as it may be called) were accented. Thus, 
though I lay no stress upon the second syllable 
of negotiation, pronunciation, ecclesiastick, &c. the 
c and s go into the sound of sh and zh, as if 
the secondary accent were on the preceding 
syllable, (357) (451) 459.)

527. It may be observed, in the first place, 
that the secondary accent is always two syl
lables, at least, distant from the principal ac
cent : thus, in demonstration, lamentation, provo
cation, &c. the secondary accent is on the first 
syllable, and the principal on the third; and 
in arteriotomy, meteorology, and hypochondriacal, 
the secondary accent is on the first, and the 
principal on the fourth syllable; and in the 
word indivisibility we may place two secondary 
accents, one upon the first, and the other on 
the third.

528. In the next place it may be observed, 
that though the syllable on which the prin
cipal accent is placed, is fixed and certain, yet 
we may, and do frequently make the secon
dary principal, and the principal secondary: 
thus, caravan, complaisant, violin, repartee, 
referee, privateer, domineer, courtezan, artizan, 
charlatan, may all have the greatest stress on the 
first, and the least on the last syllable, without 
any violent offence to the ear : nay, it may be as
serted, that the principal accent on the first sylla
ble of these words, and none at all on the last, 
though certainly improper, has nothi ng in it grat
ing or discordant; but placing an accent on the 
second syllable of these words would entirely de-
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range them, and produce an intolerable harsh
ness and dissonance. The same observations may 
be applied to demonstration, lamentation, provoca
tion, navigator, propagator, alligator, and every 
similar word in the language. But, as we have 
observed, No. 526, the consonants t, d, c, and 
s, after the secondary accent, are exactly under 
the same predicament as after the primary • 
that is, if they are followed by a diphthong or 
diphthongal vowel, these consonants are pro
nounced like sh, tsh, zh, or j, as sentenLiosity, 
partiality, &c. (526.)

QUANTITY.

529. In treating this part of pronunciation, 
it will not be necessary to enter into the nature 
of that quantity which constitutes poetry ; the 
quantity here considered will be that which 
relates to words taken singly; and this is no
thing more than the length or shortness of the 
vowels, either as they stand alone, or as they 
are differently combined with vowels or con
sonants, (63.)

530. Quantity, in this point of view, has 
already been fully considered under every 
vowel and diphthong in the language. What 
remains to be said on this subject is, the quan
tity of vowels under the secondary accent. 
We have seen that vowels, under the principal 
accent, before the diphthongs ia, ie, eou, ion, 
are all long except i, (507.) That all vowels 
are long before the terminations ity, and ety, 
as deity, piety, &c. (511;) that if one or more 
consonants precede these terminations, every 
preceding accented vowel, except the a in 
scarcity, and rarity, signifying uncommonness, 
is short but u: and that the same analogy of 
quantity is found before the terminations ic 
and ical, and the numerous enclitical terminar
tions we have just been pointing out. Here 
we find custom conformable to analogy ; and 
that the rules for the accent and quantity of 
these words admit of scarcely any exceptions. 
In other parts of the language, where custom 
is more capricious, we can still discover gene 
ral rules; and there are but very few words 
in which the quantity of the vowel under the 
principal accent is not ascertained. Those 
who have but a common share of education, 
and are conversant with the pronunciation of 
the capital, are seldom at a loss for the quan
tity of the vowel under that accent which may 
be called principal; but the secondary accent 
in the longer polysyllables does not seem to 
decide the quantity of the vowels so invariably 
Mr. Sheridan divides the words deglutition, de
pravation, degradation, dereliction, and democrati- 
cal, into de-glu-ti-tion, de-pra-va-tion, de-gra-da- 
tion, de-re-lic-tion, and de-mo-crat-i-cal; while Dr. 
Kenrick more accurately divides them into deg- 

lu-ti-tion, dep-ra-va-tion, deg-ra-da-tion, and dem- 
o-crat-i-cal; but makes not any distinction be
tween the first o in profanation and prfane, jrrodi- 
gality and prodigious, prorogation and prorogue, 
though he distinguishes this letter in the first
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syllable of progress and that in progression: and 
though Mr. Sheridan divides retrograde into ret
ro-grade, he divides retrogradation, retrogression, 
retrospect, retrospection, and retrospective, into 
re-tro-gra-da-tion, re-tro-gres-sion, re-tro-spect, re- 
tro-spec-tion, and re-tro-spec-tive. At the first 
sight of these words we are tempted to prefer 
the preposition in a distinct syllable, as sup
posing that mode to convey more distinctly 
each part of the word; but Custom at large, 
the best interpreter of nature, soon lets us see 
that these prepositions coalesce with the word 
they are prefixed to, for reasons greatly supe
rior to those which present themselves at first, 
(514.) If we observe the tendency of pronun
ciation, with respect to inseparable preposi
tions, we shall find, that those compound words 
which we adopt whole from other languages, 
we consider as simples, and pronounce them 
without any respect to their component parts; 
but those compounds which we form ourselves, 
retain the traces of their formation, in the dis
tinction which is observable between the pre
positive and radical pai t of the word: thus, 
retrograde, retrogression, retrospect, and retrospec
tive, coming compounded to us from the Latin, 
ought, when the accent is on the preposition, 
to shorten the vowel, and unite it to the root, 
as in res-ur-rcc-tion, rec-ol-lec-tion, prep-o-sit-ion, 
&c. while rc-coninn?, re-convey, &c. being com
pounds of our own, must preserve it separate.

531. From what has been observed, arises 
this general rule : Where the compound re
tains the primary sense of the simples, and 
the parts of the word are the same in every 
respect, both in and out of composition, then 
the preposition is pronounced in a distinct syl
lable ; but when the compound departs ever so 
little from the literal sense of the simples, the 
same departure is observable in the pronuncia
tion ; hence, the different syllabication and 
pronunciation of re-com-mencc and rec-om- 
mend; the former signifies a repetition of a 
commencement, but the latter does not imply 
a repetition of a commendation: thus, re-petition 
would signify to petition again; while rep-etition 
signifies only an iteration of the same act, be 
it what it may. The same may be observed of 
the words re-create and rec-reate, reformation 
and ref-ormation.

532. That this is perfectly agreeable to the na
ture of the language, appears from the short 
pronunciation of the vowel in the first syllable 
of preface, prelate, prelude, prologue, &c. as if di
vided into pref-ace, prel-ate, prel-ude, prol-og-ue, 
&c. It is much to be regretted, however, that 
this short sound of the penultimate vowel lias so 
much obtained in our language, which abounds 
too much in these sounds; nor can etymology 
be always pleaded for this pronunciation ; for 
in the foregoing words, the first vowel is long 
in the Latin prafatio, pralatus, prceludium, 
though short in prtilogus: for though in words 
from the Greek the preposition was short, 
in Latin it was generally long; and why we 
should shorten it in progress, project, &c. where it 
is long in Latin, can only be accounted for by 
the superficial .mnlication of a general rule, to 

the prejudice of the soundof our language, (543.)
533. It will be necessary, however, to ob

serve, that in forming a judgment of the pro
priety of these observations, the nicest care 
must be taken not to confound those prepo
sitions which are under the primary and se
condary accent, with those which immedi
ately precede the stress ; for preclude, pretend, 
&c. are under a very different predicament 
from prologue, preposition,' &c. and the very same 
law that obliges us to pronounce the vowel 
short in the first syllable of prov-i-dence,prov-o- 
cation, and prf-a-nation, obliges us to pro
nounce the vowel open, and with some degree 
of length, in pro-vide, pro-voke, and profane. 
The same may be observed of the e in re-pair, 
and rep-a-ration, re-ply and rep-li-cation, re-peat 
and rep-e-tition, the accent making the whole 
difference between the quantity of the vowel in 
one word and the other.

534. The only exception to the shortening 
power of the secondary accent, is the same as 
that which prevents the shortening power of 
the primary accent (503,) namely, the vowel u, 
as in lucubration, or when any other of the vow
els are succeeded by a semi-consonant diph
thongal 96 :) thus mediator and mediatorial, have 
the e in the first syllable as long as in mediate ; 
deviation has the e in the first syllable as long as 
in deviate, notwithstanding the secondary ac
cent is on it, and which would infallibly have 
shortened it, if it had not been for the succeed
ing diphthong ia ; and even this diphthong, 
in gladiator has not the power of preserving 
the first syllable long, though Mr. Sheridan, 
by his manner of marking it, has made it so.

535. From what has been seen of accent 
and quantity, it is easy to perceive how prone 
our language is to an antepenultimate accent, 
and how naturally this accent shortens the 
vowel it falls upon : nay, so great a propensity 
have vowels to shrink under this accent, that 
the diphthong itself, in some words, and ana
logy in others, are not sufficient to preven 
it, as valiant, retaliate. Thus, by the subjoin
ing only of al to nation, with the a long, it be
comes national, with the a short, though con
trary to its relation with occasion and congrega
tion, which do not shorten the a upon being 
made occasional and congregational: in like 
manner the acquisition of the same termination 
to the word nature, makes it nat-u-ral* but 
this, it may be presumed, is derived from the 
Latin naturalis, and not from adding al to the 
English word, as in the foregoing instances; 
and thus it comes under the shortening power 
of the antepenultimate accent, notwithstanding 
the semi-consonant diphthong u.

536. The same shortening power in the ante
penultimate accent may be observed in ration
al and ratiocinate, where the first a in the first 
word, and the o in the second, are short. The 
first a in the second word is short also by the 
power of the secondary accent; though Mr. 
Sheridan has, in my opinion, very erroneous! v 
divided ratiocination into ra-sho-sy-na-skun; 
that is, into a syllable less than it ought to have, 
with the o long instead of short.
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537. The accent on the Latin antepenulti

mate seemed to have something of a similar 
tendency: for though the great difference in 
the nature of the Latin and English accent 
will allow us to argue from one to the other, 
but in very few circumstances, (503,) yet we 
may perceive in that accent, so different from 
ours in general, a great coincidence in this 
particular; namely, its tendency to shorten an 
antepenultimate syllable. Bishop Hare tells 
us, that “ Quze acuuntur in tertia ab extrema, 
interdum acuta corripiunt, si positione sola 
longa sunt, ut uptime, servitus, pervelim, Pam- 
philus, et pauca alia, quo Cretici mutantur, in 
Anapestos. Idem factum est in neutiquam, 
licet incipiat diphthongo.” De Metr. Comic, 
page 62. Those words which have the acute 
accent on the antepenultimate syllable, have 
sometimes that, syllable shortened, if it was 
only long by position, as optime, servitus, perve
lim, Pamphilus, and a few others, which by this 
means are changed from Cretic to Anapestic 
feet: nay, neutiguam undergoes the same fate, 
though it begins with a diphthong.

SYLLABICATION.
5’38. Dividing words into syllables is a very 

different operation, according to the different 
ends proposed by it. The object of syllabi
cation may be, either to enable children to 
discover the sound of words they are unac
quainted with, or to show the etymology of a 
word, or to exhibit the exact pronunciation of it.

539. When a child has made certain ad
vances in reading, but is ignorant of the sound 
of many of the longer words, it may not be im
proper to lay down the common general rule 
to him, that a consonant between two vowels 
must go to the latter ; and that two consonants 
coming together must be divided. Farther 
■than this, it would be absurd to go with a child; 
for telling him that compounds must be divid
ed into their simples, and that such conso
nants as may begin a word may begin a syllable, 
requires a previous knowledge of words, which 
children cannot be supposed to have; and 
which, if they have, makes the division of words 
into syllables unnecessary. Children, there
fore, may be very usefully taught the general 
rule above mentioned, as, in many cases, it will 
lead them to the exact sound of the word, as 
in pro-ii-ded: and in others, it will enable them 
to give a good guess at it, as in de-li-cate ; and 
this is all that can be expected : for, when we 
are to form an unknown compound sound out 
of several known simple sounds, (which is the 
case with children, when we wish them to find 
out the sound of a word by spelling it,) this, 
I say, is the only method that can be taken.

540. But an etymological division of words 
is a different operation: it is the division of a 
person acquainted with the whole word, and 
who wishes to convey, by this division, a know
ledge of its constituent parts, as ortho-graphi], 
lheo-logy, &c.

7V
541. In the same manner, a person who is 

pre-acquainted with the whole compound sound 
of a word, and wants to convey the sound of 
each part to one unacquainted with it, must 
divide it into such partial sounds as, when put 
together again, will exactly form the whole, as 
or-thog-ra-phy, the-ol-o-gy, &c. This is the 
method adopted by those who would convey the 
whole sound, by giving distinctly every part; 
and, when this is the object. of syllabication, 
Dr. Lowth’s rule is certainly to be followed. 
“ The best and easiest rule,” says the learned 
bishop, “ for dividing the syllables in spelling, 
is, to divide them as they are naturally divided 
in a right pronunciation, without regard to the 
derivation of words, or the possible combina
tion of consonants, at the beginning of a sylla
ble.”—Introduction to Eng. Gram, page 7.

542. In this view of syllabication we con
sider it only as the picture of actual pronun
ciation ; but may we not consider it as directed 
likewise by some laws of its own ? Laws which 
arise out of the very nature of enunciation, 
and the specific qualities of the letters ? These 
laws certainly direct us to separate double 
consonants, and such as are uncombinable 
from the incoalescence of their sounds: and 
if such a separation will not paint the true 
sound of the word, we may be certain that such 
sound is unnatural, and has arisen from ca
price : thus, the words chamber, Cambridge and 
cambrick, must be divided at the letter m ; and 
as this letter, by terminating the syllable ac
cording to the settled rules of pronunciation, 
shortens the vowel—the general pronunciation 
given to these words must be absurd, and con
trary to the first principles of the language. 
Angel,* ancient, danger, manger, and ranger, are 
under the same predicament; but the paucity 
of words of this kind, so far from weakening 
the general rule, strengthens it. See Change.

543. By an induction which demonstrates 
the shortening power of the antepenultimate 
accent, has been shown the propriety of unit
ing the consonant to the vowel in the first syl
lable of demon&ZraZton, lamentation, propagation, 
&c. : and thus deciding upon the quantity of 
these vowels, which are so uncertain in our 
best dictionaries ; and may we not hope, by a 
similar induction, and with the first principles 
of language in view, to decide the true, genu
ine, and analogical sound of some words of 
another kind which waver between different 
pronunciations? The antepenultimate accent 
has unquestionably a shortening power; and I 
have not the smallest doubt that the penulti
mate accent has a lengthening power: that is,

. if our own words, and words borrowed from 
other languages of two syllables, with but one 
consonant in the middle, had been left to the 
general ear, the accent on the first syllable 
would have infallibly lengthened the first vow
el. A strong presumption of this arises from 
our pronunciation of all Latin dissyllables in

♦ It is highly probable that, in Ben Jonson’s time, the 
a in this word was pronounced as in an, since he classes 
it to show the short sound of a with art, act, and apple 

I Grammar.
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this manner, without any regard to the quan
tity of the original, (see Drama,) and the an
cient practice of doubling the consonant when 
preceded by a single vowel in the participial 
terminations, as to begin, beginning, to regret, 
regretted : and I believe it may be confidently 
affirmed, tnat words of two syllables from the 
Latin, with but one consonant in the middle, 
would always have had the first vowel long, if 
a pedantic imitation of Latin quantity had not 
prevented it, (see Drama.) Let an English
man, with only an English education, be put 
to pronounce zephyr, and he will, without hes
itation, pronounce the e long, as in zenith : if 
you tell him the e is pronounced short in the 
Latin zephyrus, which makes it short in English, 
and he should happen to ask you the Latin 
quantity of the first syllable of comick, mimick, 
solace, &c. your answer would be a contradic
tion to your rule.—What irrefragably proves 
this to be the genuine analogy of English quan
tity, is the different quantity we give a Latin 
word of two syllables when in the nominative, 
and when in an oblique case: thus in the first 
syllable of sidus and nomen, which ought to be 
long; and of miser and onus, which ought to 
be short, we equally use the common long 
sound of the vowels : but in the oblique cases, 
sideris, nominis, miseri, oneris, &c. we use quite 
another sound, and that a short one: and this 
analogy runs through the whole English pro
nunciation of the learned languages, (533,) 
(535.)

544. But the small dependance of the En
glish quantity, on that of the Latin, will be 
best seen by a selection of words of two sylla
bles, with the accent on the first, and but one 
consonant in the middle, and comparing them 
with the Latin words from which they are de
rived.
English dissyllables ivhich have but one consonant, 

ora mute and a liquid in the middle, and have the 
first syllable accented, contrasted with the Latin 
words from, which they are derived, marked with 
their respective quantities.
Words in which the first vowel in both lan

guages is long.
pica, plea. metre, ( metrum.
drama, drama. ( nullrum.
labra, J labra. nature, 7i at lira.

\ labra. placate, pldcdtus.
hydra, hydra. primate, primdtus
era, cera. climate, ctima.
strata, strata. llbrate, libratus.
Icon, llXMV. vibrate, ( vibro.
stipend, stlpendium. ( vibro.
notice, notttia. private, pnvatus.
penal, poendlis. cerate, ceratus.
final, flndlis. finite, finitus.
spinal, spinalis. levite, levlta.
trlnal, trinus. native, nativus.
horal, libra. motive, motivus.
thoral, thbra. votive, votivus.
floral, fbrdlis. vocal, vbcalis.
nasal, nasus. predal, preeda.
fatal, fdtalis regal, regalis.
fragrance, fragro. Wgal, legalis.
licence, ttccntia. flavour, fidviis.

credence, credentia.
female, feemina.
edile, cedilis.
feline, feKnus.
rasure, rasura.
fibre, Sfibr-a.

IJibra.
regress. $ regressus.

1 regressus.
tygress, J tigris.

1 tigris.
rebus, rebus.
bolus, bolus, bblus.
precept, praceptum.
plenist, plenus.
papist, papa.
climax, climax.
reflex, j rcflexus.

1 reflexus.
prefix, preefixum.
phenix, phoenix.
matrix, matrix.
varix, varix.
syrinx, 5 syrinx

< ripri.
natal, ndtdlis.
vital, vitdlis.
naval, ndvdlis.
rival, rivdlis.
oval, ovdlis.
Idol, idblum.
grecism, grcecismus.
pagan, pdganus.
omen, omen.
siren, siren.
siphon, 1 siphon.
colon, 5 >-Z\ov. 

( colon.
demon, deemon.
halo, halo.
solo, solo.
tyro, tiro.

Words in which the
both languages.
mSgic, magteus.
tragic, trdgicus.
s&bine, sdbini.
fSmine, fames.
16gic, Ibgica.
c31ic, co Ileus.
chronic, chrbnicus.
lyric, lyrlcus.
rXbid, rabldus.
acid, acidus.
plMcid, pladdus.
rigid, rigulus.
cSlid, calidus.
valid, validus.
gglid, gelidus.
olid, btidus.
solid, sblidus.
timid, tlmidus.
rapid, rdpidus.
sapid, sdpidus.
vMpid, vdpulus.
tSpid, tepidus.
nltid, nltidus.

feces, forces.
manes, manes.
Iris, iris.
crisis, j xfurif.

1 crisis.
gratis, gratis.
egress, 
solar, 
lazar, 
sober,
tyger,

egressus.
Solaris.
Idzdrus. 
sbbrius.

J tigris.
1 tigris.

ether, at her.
oker, “ZW*.
mlmer, mimus.
caper, cdppdres.
viper, vlpera.
pretor, prator.
llmous, limbsus.
spinous, spinbsus.
vinous, vinosus.
crebrous, creber.
fetus, foetus.
edict, edictum.
secret, 
fibre,

secretus. 
efibra. 
^fibra.

fragrant, fragrant.
cogent,
moment,

cbgent. 
C mbmen-
( turn.

ponent, pbnens.
digest, sub. dlgestus

reflux,

trophy,

C refluxus. 
£ rtfiuxus.
( trbphawn
(trophaum

chely, chele.
spiny, spina.
chary, carus.
query, queere.
glory, gloria.
story, histbria.

same vowel is short in

second, sScundus.
decade, deeds.
method, mSthbdus.
palace, pdldtium.
amice, amictus.
chiilice, calix.
mSlice, mdlitia.
anise, antsum.
Image, imago.
refuge, refugium.
adage, dddgiunu
aloe, ulbe.
gr&cile, gracilis.
dScile, dbcilis.
Sgile, agilis.
fragile, frdgilis.
febrile, (fZbrilis. 

Ifebrllis.
globule, glbbulus.
macule, macula.
platane, platdnus.
basil, basilicum.
cavil, caviller.
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dSvil, dltibolus. chapel, capella.
atom, atomus. novel, nbvellus.
sophism, sophlsma. sigil, sigilium.
mlnum, minus. vigil, Vigilia.
alum, alunien. stSril, sterilis.
ebon, ebdnus. rigour, rigor.
platin, platina. valour, valor.
robin, rubicula. colour, cblor.
cumin, cuminum. tenor, tenor.
IXtin, latlnus. dolour, dblor.
cavin, cavea. honour, hbnor.
savin, sabina. aloes, aloes.
rapine, rapina. relict, relictus.
patine, patina. prophet, prbpheta.
tribune, tribunus. comet, c&nieta.
stature, stdtura. planet, pldrieta.
refuse, rSfusus. tenet, teneo.
palate, palatum. tapet, tapes.
senate, sinatus. habit, habitus.
Sgate, dchdtes. column, cblumna.
tribute, trlbutio. dragon, draco.
nlnute, minutus. canon, canon.
statute, statutus. cavern, caver na.
value, valor. tavern, tdberna.
statue, stdtua. saturn, saturnus.
monarch, mtinarcha. vicar, vtcarius.
stomach, sttimachus. scholar, sclibldris.
epoch, epocha. slaver, saliva.
polish, p6lilus. proper, prbprius.
famish, James. zSphyr, zephyrus.
parish, pdrdo. liquor, liquor.
parish, pdr6chia. vigour, vigor.
ravish, rapio. placit, pldcitum.
corin th, cbrinthus. tacit, tacltus.
epick, dpicus. adit, dditus.
tSnick, tonicus. vomit, vbmo.
conick, conicus. mSrit, nieritum.
topick, tbpicus. talent, tdlentum.
tropick, trtiplcus. patent, sub. pdteo.
cynick, cyrilcus. modest, mtidestus.
statick, stdtlcus. forest, Jorestum.
critick, crltlcus. nephew, riepos.
mStal, mStallum. sinew, sinuo.
rgbel, rZbello. money, moneta.
model, 
camel,

modulus, 
cdmelus.

study. stadium.

Words in which the same vowel 
English, and short in Latin.

is long in

tumid, tumulus. libel, Ubellus.
coma, cbma. serum, serum.
quota, qubta. forum, forum.
tripod, tripus. lapis, lapis.
sequence, sVquentia. basis, basts.
cadence, cddens. phasis, fbw
silence, sllentium. schesis, 1
monade, monas. • schesis.
trochee, ' trbchteus. thesis, ,thesis
satire, sdtyrd. tripos, tripos.
vacate, vdco. focus, focus.
cavate, cdvo. crocus, crbcus.
dative, ddllvus. modus, modus.
triumph, triumphus. genus, gdnus.
focal, focus. sinus, sinus.
local, 16 calls. gar ous, garum.
gregal, gr^gdlis. scabrous, scaber.
choral, chtirus. notus, nbtus.
nival, nivalis. epact, i'WixToti.
label, labellum. satan, satan.

hymen, 
trident.

hymen, 
tridens.

client, 
silent,

cHens. 
silentium.

trigon, trigon. parent, parens.
negro, niger. patent, adj . pdteo.
hero, heros. latent, Idtens.
polar, poldris. potent, patens.
paper, papyrus. g ere nt, gerens.
vapour, vapbr. viren t, vlrens.
fever, \febris. frequent, frequent.

(febris. sequent, sequens.
fragor, fragor. sacrist, sdeer.
rigor, rigor. locust, Ibcustd.
ichor, ‘W rdset, rosa.
achor, achor. vacant, vdcans.
sapor, sapor. secant, seedns.
tenor, tepor. vagrant, vagus.
favour, fdvor. tyrant, tyrannus.
labour, labor. blatant, bldterans.
odour, odor. natant, nutans.
tremour, tremor. phalanx, phalanx.
vapour, vapor. apex, djiex.
pedal, peddlis. calix, calix.
petal, petdlum. hylix, iAzfc
recent, rScens. pharynx,
decent, dScens. larynx,
regent, rSgcns. onyx, onyx.

Words
English,

in which the same vow^l 
and long in Latin.

is short in

clvick, civicus. project, propclus*
mlmick, mimicus. product, prbductus.
e thick, qfhxvi. credit, creditus.
tabid, tdbldus. legate, legdtus.
frigid, frigidus. granate, grdndlus.
squSlid, squdlidus- granite, grdndlus.
acrid, deer. spinach, spindchia.
ftrid, dridus. radish, radix.
florid, floridus. planish, planus.
rorid, roridus. vanish, vdnesco.
f&tid, feetidus. finish, finio.
livid, tlvidus. punish, punio.
vivid, vividus. flourish, Jlbreo.
fScund, fdcundui. nourish, nut no.
fecund, foeCundus. comick, cbmicus.
prSbend, preebenda. coral. cbrdllium.
so race, solatium. moral, mbrdlis.
preface, preefatio.* tram el, trama.
pumice, pumex. civil, civilis.
pgnance, poena. linen, tinum.
florence, Jlbrentia. seven, septem.
province, prbvincia. florin, Jlbrentia.
produce, product™. resin, resina.
flabile, Jlabdis. iosin, retina.
debile, debilis. matin, mdtutinus.
granule, granulum. solemn, solemnis.
promise, promitto. felon, folonia.
ceruse, edrussa. melon, melo.
leper, (lepra. ISmons, limones.

(lepra. \ echo, echo,
primer, primitius. bishop, episcopus.
proffer, profero. profit, proficio.
river, rivus. limit, limitatio
sever, sepdro. spirit, spiritus.
clamour, cldmbr. visit, visito.
ethics, %6ixot. pedant, padaneus
crMsis, erdsis. clement, clemcns.
process, processus. cement, camientum
spirit, spiritus. present, prassens.
traject, trdjectus. protest, protestor
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lily, tillunu | city, clvitas.
filly, fiUa- privy, privus.
vgry, verb

Dissyllables with but one consonant in the 
middle, having the first syllable pronounced 
short:

545. In this view of the Latin and English 
quantity, we see how uncertain it is to argue 
from the former to the latter; for though the 
Latin accent is frequently a rule for placing 
the English accent, as in words derived whole 
from that language, as abdomen, acumen, &c. 
(503) or preserving the same number of syl
lables, as in impudent, elegant, from impudens, 
elegans, &c. (503) yet the quantity of the Latin 
seems to have no influence on that of the En
glish. In words of two syllables, where one 
consonant comes between two vowels, asfocus, 
basis, local, &c. though the vowel in the first 
syllable is short in Latin, it is long in English ; 
and inversely, florid, frigid, livid, &c. have the 
vowels in the first syllable short, though these 
vowels are long in floridus, frigidus, lividus, &c. 
so that if any thing like a rule can be formed, it 
is, that when a word of three syllables in Latin, 
with the two first short, is anglicised by drop
ping the last syllable; we shorten the first syl
lable of the English dissyllable, unless it ends 
with the vowel u, (535.) Thus we see the short
ening power of our English antepenultimate 
accent, which shortens every antepenultimate 
vowel but u in our pronunciation of Latin 
words; as in mimicus, vividus, &c. and con
tinues its shortening power in the penultimate 
accent of these words when anglicised into 
mimick and vivid ; and hence it is that the short 
quantity of the first vowel in dissyllables is be
come so prevalent in our language, to the great 
detriment of its sound and the disturbance of 
its simplicity.

It may be necessary, in the next place, to take 
a view of such words as are either of Saxon or 
French original, or not so immediately' de
rived from the Latin, as to be influenced by its 
quantity.

Dissyllables with but one consonant in the 
middle, having the first syllable pronounced 
long:

sofa. sera. lilach. sophi.
aga. bifold. triglyph. kali.
Cpha. dotard, garish. rebeck.
gala. dotage, zenith. copal.
china. coping. cadi. gabel.
navel. egre. bosom. gravy.
hazel. cipher. raven. ivy.
focil. father. even. hazy.
evil. saker. zechin. nlzy.
Scorn. oker. bason. clover
mason. stoker. capon. sizer.
dado. taper. apron. nadir.
sago. toper. Iron. tabour.
bravo. water. gleby. wages.
trochar. waver. holy. bolis.
polar. lever. zany. tophet.
grocer. over. tiny. egret.
spider. rigol. pony, rolant.
cider. token. crony. pilot.
wafer. megrim. tory. borax.
wager. besom. misy. baby.

borough. drivel. fl&gon. g&net.
sSraph. sw’Ivei. waggon. claret.
relish. hovel. talon. closet.
blemish. grovel. t&non. cl vet.
banish. shovel. heron. trivet.
damask. drazel. baron. rivet.
frolick. manage. sirup. covet.
medal. borage. lecher. fagot.
shekel. visage. wether. bigot.
amel. ravage. gather. jtgot-
chisel. sXvage. hither. spigot.
gMvel. rivage. rather. pivot.
&phod. travise. nether. dSsart.
hazard. traverse. hither. covert.
hagard. refuse. wither copist.
dlzard. frigate. thither. provost
lizard. sheriff. tlther. gamut.
vizard. travail. other. shadow'.
wizard. peril. mother. widow.
bodice. vSnom. smother. honey.
balance. woman. pother. comely.
valance. riven. slker. many.
damage. sloven. clever. cony.
homage. oven. n&ver. bury.
grSvel. satin. quiver. busy.
bSvil. bavin. cover. bSvy.
lSvel. ravin. libver. levy.
rSvel. spavin. mKnor. tlvy.
snivel. plevin. c&ract. privy.
rivel. covin. valet. pity.

From the perusal of this selection we see 
a great majority of words where the first vowel 
is sounded short, and therefore, to some in
spectors it may seem improbable that the ori
ginal tendency of our Saxon Language wras 
to the long quantity of the penultimate vowel. 
But as Mr. Nares very judiciously observes, 
“ the rule is sufficiently general to be admit
ted, and is undoubtedly founded in the nature 
of our pronunciation:” for which he quotes 
Dr. Wallis, who says, “ Hsec videtur genuina 
linguae nostrae ratio antiqua.” Elements of Or
thoepy, page 225.

546. Those who have made the progress of 
languages their study, will observe, it is pre
sumed, that the broad sounds of vowels change 
to the slender,* the difficult consonants to the 
easier, and the long vowels to short ones. This, 
it is imagined, will be found to be true in all 
languages, as well as our own ; and such al
teration seems founded in the nature of man 
and of society. The next object to understand
ing a language being despatch, it is no won
der that short sounds have been encroaching 
on us, and depriving us of the tune of our

* Alioqui, pro usu, abusus et inveteratus error nobis 
obtruderetur. Olim enim pro mutatione sonorum mu. 
tabantur et littera?: et si quando consuetudo aliquid mu- 
tasset, scribendi quoque modus statim variabatur. Unde 
quum apud Ennium et Plautum Sont et Servos diceretur 
et scnberetur, postea multis aurium deliciis o vocali re- 
jecta, quod vastus illius videretur sonus u littera substi
tute est, et sono expressa ; ita ut eorum loco Sunt ct Ser
ous prolatum et scriptum sit Adolphi Mekerchi Bra- 
gcnsis De Vet. et Beet. Pronun. Lingua; Grsecas Com- 
mmtarius.. •
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words for the sake of raving time. This is 
apparent in the abbreviation of simples when 
compounded, as in knowledge, shepherd, &c. 
(518,) but as it is the business of art to cor
rect and regulate the eccentricities of nature 
and the excesses of custom, it should be the 
care of every philosophick grammarian to keep 
his eye upon the original genius and general 
scope of his language, and to suffer custom to 
depart as little from them as possible. But 
although no inconsistency or want of analogy 
can alter any pronunciation which is once ac
knowledged and settled, yet, when a pronun
ciation is wavering, consistency, analogy, and 
general principles, ought to decide against a 
great majority of mere fashion and caprice.

Thus have I endeavoured to give a distinct 
view of the correspondence between the accent 
and quantity of the learned languages and our 
own ; and to rescue a plain Englishman (who, 
as Bea Jonson says of Shakespeare, has little 
Latin and less Greek) from the supercilious 
criticism of those Greeklings and Latinitas- 
ters, who are often remarkably ignorant of 
their own language, and yet frequently decide 
upon its accent and quantity, because they 
have a smattering of Greek and Latin. If the 
question turns upon the accent of an English 
word, the Latin word it is derived from is im
mediately produced, and sentence passed with
out appeal; and yet, if the Englishman were to 
ask the rule on which this decision is founded, 
the scholar would, in all probability, be at a 
loss to tell him. Has every English word, he 
might say, the same accent as the Latin word 
from which it is derived ? This the scholar 
could not answer in the affirmative, as the least 
recollection would tell him that parsimony, acri
mony, &c. cannot be accented after the Latin 
parsimonia, acrimonia, &c. as the Latin is never 
accented higher than the antepenultimate. But 
perhaps the English word is adopted whole 
from the Latin. Here is undoubtedly a fair 
pretence for pronouncing it with the Latin ac
cent ; and yet wre see how many exceptions 
there are to this rule. (See No. 503, b.) Or, 
perhaps, the Latin wofd, though anglicised, 
retains the same number of syllables. This, in
deed, may be said to be a general rule for pre
serving the Latin accent, but so general as to be 
neglected in a thousand instances. (See No. 
503, f, g, h, i, k.) But if the scholar, as is often 
the case, huddles quantity and accent together, 
and infers the English quantity from the Latin ; 
the English scholar needs only to refer him to 
theselections here given (Nos. 544, 545,)to show 
the inanity of such a plea. Upon the whole, 
therefore, I flatter myself that men of learning 
will'be gratified to see the subject in a clearer 
point of view than any in which it has ever 
been exhibited; and the plain English scholar 
•rill be indebted to me for giving him as clear 
and distinct an idea of the connexion between 
the Greek and Latin accent and quantity, and 
the accent and quantity of his native tongue, 
as if he had Homer and Horace by heart; and 
for placing him out of the reach of those pert 
minor criticks, who are constantly insulting 
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him with their knowledge of the dead lan
guages.
Of the quantity of the Unaccented Vowels not ic 

the same Syllable with Consonants.
547. Accented syllables, as we have before 

observed, (179,) are so strongly marked as to 
be easily comprehended, when they are once 
settled by custom or analogy; but those im
mediately before or after the accent are in a 
state of uncertainty, which some of our best 
judges find themselves unable to remove. 
Some grammarians have called all the open 
vowels before or after the accent short, though 
the ear so evidently dictates the contrary in 
the u in utility, the o in obedience, &c. Some 
have saved themselves the trouble of farther 
search by comprehending these vowels under 
the epithet obscure: nay, so unfixed do the 
sounds of these vow’els seem, that Dr. Kenrick, 
whose Rhetorical Dictionary shows he was pos
sessed of very great philological abilities, seems 
as much at a loss about them as the meanest 
grammarian in the kingdom; for when he 
comes to mark the sound of the vowel o in the 
first syllable of a series of words with the ac
cent on the second, he makes the o in promulge, 
propel, and prolix, long, as they ought to be; 
and the same letter in proboscis, proceed, and 
procedure, short. Dominion, domestick, donation, 
and domain, are marked as if pronounced dom
inion, dom-estic, don-ation, and dom-ain, with 
the o short; while the first of docility, potential, 
and monotony, have the o marked long, as in 
donor, potent, and modish ; though it is certain 
to a demonstration, that the etymology, accent 
and letters, being the same, the same sound 
must be produced, unless where custom has 
precisely marked a difference; and that the 
first syllables of promulge, propel, and prolix, and 
those of proboscis, jtroceed, and procedure, have 
no such difference, seems too evident to need 
proof. •

548. I know it may be demanded, with 
great plausibility, how do I know that there 
is not this very inconsistency in custom itself? 
What right have J to suppose that custom is 
not as vague and capricious in these syllables 
as in those under the accent? To which I an
swer : if custom has determined the sound of 
these vowels, the dispute is at an end. I im
plicitly acquiesce in the decision ; but if pro
fessors of the art disagree in their opinions, it 
is a shrewd sign that custom is not altogether 
so clear in its sentence; and I must insist on

* I am aware that this ingenious writer seems to avoid 
this inconsistency, by premising, in his Rhetorical Gram
mar, page 4S, that he has sometimes marked the o in 
words beginning with a preposition with the oratorial, 
and sometimes with the colloquial pronunciation : thus, 
in commune, communicate, &c. the oratorial sound is 
given as in the first syllable of common, while the collo
quial sound changes the o into u, as if the words were 
written cummune, communicate, &c. but the distinction 
in these examples does not touch the point • here there is 
a change only of one short sound for another, and not 
any promiscuous use of a long and sh ort, or open and shut 
sound of the same letter. Dr. Kenrick himself, when he 
marks the o in proboscis, proceed, and procedure, does 
not adopt the short u, as he does in commune, communi
cate, &c ; nor is he aware of the essential difference, with 
respect to the quantity of the vowel, in the double conso- 
nant in one set of words, and the single one in the other. 
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recurring to principles till custom has unequi
vocally decided.

549. Every vowel that is neither shortened 
by the accent, nor succeeded by a double con
sonant, naturally terminates a syllable; and 
this terminating vowel, though not so properly 
long as if the accent were on it, would be 
very improperly termed short, if by short, as 
is often the case, be meant shut, (65.) Accord
ing to this idea of syllabication, it is presumed 
that the word opinion would fall into three 
distinct parts, and every part be terminated by 
a consonant but the first, thus, o-pin-ion.

550. But it may be demanded, what reason 
is there in the nature of the thing for dividing 
the word in this manner, rather than into op- 
xn-ion, where a consonant ends every syllable.? 
In this, as in many other cases of delicacy, we 
may be allowed to prove what is right, by first 
proving what is wrong. Every ear would be 
hurt, if the first syllable of opinion and opu
lence were pronounced exactly alike, op-in-ion 
would be as different from o-pin-ion, as o-pu- 
lence from op-u-lence, and consequently a dif
ferent syllabication ought to be adopted; but 
as opulence is rightly divided into op-u-lence, 
opinion must be divided into o-pin-ion; that is, 
the o must be necessarily separated from the;?, 
as in o-pen; for, as was before observed, every 
vowel pronounced alone has its open sound, as 
nothing but its junction with a consonant can 
shut it, and consequently unaccented vowels 
not necessarily joined to a consonant are al
ways open: therefore, without violating the 
fundamental laws of pronunciation, opinion 
must necessarily be divided into o-pin-ion, and 
not o/j-in-ion, and the o pronounced as in the 
word open, and not as in opulence ; which was 
the thing to be proved.

551. If these reasons be valid with respect 
to the vowel in question, they have the same 
force with respect to every other vowel, not 
shut by a consonant, throughout the language. 
That the vowels in this situation are actually 
open, we may easily perceive by observing that 
vowel, which, from its diphthongal and semi
consonant sound, is less liable to suffer by ob
scure pronunciation than any other. The let
ter u, in this situation, always preserves itself 
full and open, as we may observe in utility, lu
cubration, &c. The o, the most open of all the 
simple vowels, has the same tendency in obe
dience, opaque, position, &c. the e in the first 
syllable of event, in the second of delegate, the 
first and third of evangelist, in the second of 
gayety, nicety, &c. the a in the first of abate, and 
the second of probable, &c. and the i in nullity. 
This unaccented letter being no more than e, 
and this sound, when long, corresponding ex
actly with its short sound, (which is not the 
case with any of the other vowels, 65, 66,) the 
difference between the long and short, or open 
and shut sound of this letter, is less perceptible 
than in any other: yet we may easily perceive 
that a delicate pronunciation evidently leaves 
it open when unaccented in indivisibility, as this 
word would not be justly pronounced if the i 
;n every syllable were closed by a consonant, 

as if divided into in-div-is-ib-il-it-y; the first, 
third, and fifth syllables would, indeed, be 
justly pronounced according to this division, 
as these have all accentual force, which shuts 
this vowel, and joins it to the succeeding con
sonant ; but in the second, fourth, and sixth 
syllables, there is no such force, and conse
quently it must remain open and unconnected 
with the consonant: though, as was before ob
served, the long and short sound of this vowel 
are so near each other, that the difference is 
less perceived than in the rest. Every ear 
would be displeased at such a pronunciation 
as is indicated by ut-til-lit-y, luc-cub-bration, 
op-pin-ion, pos-ition, ev-vent, ev-van-gel-list, ab- 
bate, prob-bab-ble, &c. but for exactly the same 
reasons that the vowels out of the stress ought 
to be kept open in these words, the slender i 
must be kept open in the same situation in the 
word in-di-vis-i-bil-i-ty, and every similar word 
in the language.*

552. From all this it will necessarily follow, 
that the custom adopted by the ancients and 
moderns of joining the single consonant to the 
latter vowel in syllabication, when investiga
ting the unknown sound of a word, has its 
foundation in reason and good sense: that the 
only reason why vowels are short and shut, is 
their junction with a consonant; so those that 
are not joined to consonants, when we are not 
speaking metrically, cannot be said to be 
either short or shut: and that as all accent
ed vowels, when final or pronounced alone, 
have their open sound, so those vowels that 
are alone, or final in a syllable, must necessa
rily retain their open sound likewise, as nothing 
but uniting instantaneously with the succeed
ing consonant can shut them : and though 
nothing but a delicate ear will directus to the 
degree of openness with which we must pro
nounce the first unaccented o in docility, domes
tick, potential, proceed, monasticlc, monotony, &c.; 
we may be assured that it is exactly under 
the same predicament, with respect to sound, 
in all these words: and as they can never be 
pronounced short and shut, as if written dos- 
sility, dommestick, &c. without hurting the dull
est ear; so the e in event, evangelist, &e. and 
the i in the third syllable of utility, and in the 
second, fourth, and sixth of indivisibility, can 
never be sounded as if joined to the consonant, 
without offending every delicate ear., and over
turning the first principles of pronunciation.

553. The only considerable exception to 
this general rule of syllabication, which deter
mines the sound of the unaccented vowels, is 
when e succeeds the accent, and is followed by 
r, as in literal, general, misery, &c. which can 
never be pronounced lit-e-ral, gen-e-ral, mis-e-

* It is plain that Mr. Sheridan considered the unac
cented vowel i, whether ending a syllable, or joined to 
the succeeding consonant, as standing for the same sound; 
for we see him sometimes making use of one division, 
and sometimes of another: thus, he divides the word di
versity with the i terminating the penultimate syllable, 
and u-ni-ver-sit-y with the same i united to the conso. 
nant. The same variety takes place in the words di-vis-i- 
bil-i-ty and in-di-vis-i-bil-it-y, while Dr. Kenrick divides 
all words of this termination regularly in the former 
manner.
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&c. without the appearance of affectation. 

In this situation we find the r corrupt the sound 
of the e, as it does that of every other vowel 
when in a final unaccented syllable. For this 
consonant being nothing more than a jar, it una
voidably mixes with the e in this situation, and 
reduces it to the obscure sound of short u (418,) 
a sound to which the other unaccented vowels 
before r have sometimes so evident a tendency.

554. An obscure idea of the principles of syl
labication just laid down, and the contradiction 
to them perceived in this exception, has made 
most of our orthoepi sts extremely wavering and 
uncertain in their division of words into syl
lables, when the unaccented e has preceded r, 
where we not only find them differing from 
each other, but sometimes even from themselves:
SHERIDAN. KENRICK. SCOTT. PERRY.

miz-ur-ubl 
miz-zur-y mis-cr-y

mis-e-ra-bl 
mis-e-rv

mis-er-a-ble. 
niis-e-ry.

sar-dzhur-y sur-gc ry stu-ge-ry surg-e-ry.
dor-cer-y sor-ce-ry sor-ce-ry sor-ce-ry.
rob-bur-y 

Xore-Jer-y for-pe-ry
rob-ber-y 
for-ge-ry

rob-bc-ry. 
forg-e-ry.

ilave-er-y sla-ve-rv sla-ve-rv sla-vc-ry.
ua-vur-y kna-ve-ry kna-ve-ry knav-e-ry.
bra-vti-ry bra-ve-ry brav-e-ry.
cooke r-y cook-e-ry cook-c-ry.
rock-vi r-y rook-er-y rook-ery rook-e-ry.
im-midzh-ry ini-a ger-y im-a ger-y ini-a-ge-ry.
.'Jum-mur-y flum-mer-y fluni-ma-rv flum-mer-y.
mum-mur-y nium-mer-y inum-me-ry nium-me-ry.
mur-der-ur 
mur-dur-us 
fine-u r-y

ninr-der-cr 
nmr-der-ous 
fi-nc-ry

nuir-der-cr. 
mur-dcr-ous. 
fine-ry.

gun-nur-y gun-ner-y gun-ne-ry gun-ne-ry.
dan-ja-rus dar.-ger-ous uan-ger-ons dong-cr-ous.
vo-sif-er-us vo-cii-c-rous vo-cil-er-ous vo-cif-e-rous.
som-nif-fer-us soin.nif-c-rous som-nif-er-ous som-nit-e-rous.
nu-mer-rus nu-tne-rous nu-me-rous nu-tne-rous.
in-nu-mur-us in-nu-nic-rous in-nu-me rous.
pros-per-us pros-pcr-ous 

u n-p ros-pcr-ous 
ut-ter-a-ble 
un-ut-ter-a-ble

pros per-ous. 
un-pros-per ous 
ut ter-a-ble. 
un-ut-tcr-a-ble.

ut-tur-ebl 
dG-ut-tcr-cbl

555. I have been the more copious in my 
collection of these varieties, that I might not 
appear to have taken the advantage of any 
oversight or mistake of the press: nor is it 
any wonder when the principles of syllabica
tion so strongly incline us to leave the vowel 
e, like the other vowels, open before a single 
consonant; and the ear so decidedly tells us, 
that this letter is not always open when pre
ceded by the accent, and followed by r, it is 
no wonder, I say, that a writer should be per
plexed, and that he should sometimes incline 
to one side, and sometimes to the other. I am 
conscious I have not always been free from 
this inconsistency myself. The examples there
fore which I have selected, will, I hope, fully 
justify me in the syllabication I have adopted; 
which is, that of sometimes separating the e 
from the r in this situation, and sometimes not. 
When solemn and deliberate speaking has 
seemed to admit of lengthening the e, I have 
sometimes made it end the syllable; when this 
was not the case, I have sometimes joined it to 
the r: thus, as e in the penultimate syllable of 
incarcerate, reverberate, &c. seems, in solemn 
speaking,’to admit of a small degree of length 
and distinctness, it ends a syllable; but as no 
solemnity of pronunciation seems to admit of 
the same length and openness of the e in toler
ate, deliberate, &c. it is united with r, and sound
ed in the notation by short u. It ought, how
ever, to be carefully observed, that though the , 
e in this situation is sometimes separated from 
the r, there is no speaking, however deliberate 1

83 
and solemn, that will not admit of uniting it 
to r, and pronouncing it like short u, without 
offending the nicest and most critical ear.

556. It must also be noted, that this altera* 
tion of the sound of e before r is only when it 
follows the accent, either primary or secondary; 
(522,) (530:) for when it is in the first sylla
ble of a word, though unaccented, it keeps its 
true sound : thus, though the e is pronounced 
like u in alter, alteration, &c. yet in perfection, 
terrifek, &c. this letter is as pure as when tlie 
accent is on it in perfect, terrible, &c.

557. Something like the corruption of the 
sound of unaccented e before r we may perceive 
in the colloquial pronunciation of the vowel o 
in the same situation ; and accordingly we find 
our best orthbepists differ in their notation of 
this letter: thus memory, memorable, immemo- 
rable, memorably, memorize, have the o pro
nounced like short u, by Mr. Sheridan and 
Mr. Scott; and memorandum, with the o, as 
in open; while Dr. Kenrick gives the o in all 
these words the sound it has in the conjunction 
or. Mr. Sheridan marks the unaccented o in 
corporal, corporate, and corporation, like the o 
in open; but Mr. Scott pronounces this o in 
corporal, corporate, and corporation, like short u, 
and the same letter in incorporate and incor
poration like Mr. Sheridan; and Dr. Kenrick, 
like the o in the former instances. Mr. Sheri
dan and Mr. Scott are uniform in their pro
nunciation of the same vowel like short u in 
armour, armorer, armory, pillory, suasory, per- 
suasory, allegory, compulsory, cursory, and pre
datory, while Dr. Kenrick pronounces the o in 
armour and armory like the o in open, and the 
same letter in pillory, allegory, and cursory, like 
the o in or, nor, &c. This diversity, among 
good judges, can arise from nothing but the 
same uncertainty of the sound of this letter 
that we have just observed of the e ; but if we 
narrowly watch our pronunciation, we shall 
find that the unaccented o may be opened and 
lengthened, in deliberate speaking, without 
hurting the ear, which is not always the case 
with e; and this has induced me generally to 
separate the o from the succeeding r, when 
immediately following the accent; though I 
am sensible that the rapidity of colloquial speak
ing often reduces it to short u without offend
ing the ear : but when the o is removed more 
than.one syllable from the accent, the most de
liberate speaking generally lets it slide into the 
other vowel: for which reason I have commonly 
marked it in this manner. See Command. ,

558. It may, perhaps, appear to some of my 
readers, that too much time has been spent 
upon these nice distinctions of sound, in which 
judges themselves are found to disagree; but 
when we consider how many syllables in the 
language are unaccented, and that these syl
lables are those in which the peculiar delicacy 
of the pronunciation of natives consists ; when 
we reflect on the necessity of having as distinct 
and permanent sounds as possible, to which we 
may refer these fleeting and evanescent ones, 
we shall not look upon an attempt to arrest and 
investigate them as a useless part of philology.



559. A TABLEoj the SIMPLE and DIPHTHONGAL VOWELS 
referred to by the Figures over the Letters in this Dictionary.

ENGLISH SOUNDS. FRENCH SOUND*
1. a. The long slender English a, as in fate, paper, &c. 7S.««.••••..•••••••••••••••••£ in fee, epee.
2. a. The long Italian a, as in fir, fi-ther, pa-pi, mam-mi, 77....................... ..a in fable, ruble.
3. a. The broad German a, as in fill, will, wa-ter, 83................. . ................. •u in agCj Chalons.
4. 3. The short sound of the Italian a, as in fit, mit, mir-ry, 81..................... ..a inyi/Z, matin.

1. i. The long e, as in mi, hire, mi-tre, mi-dium, 93...........  ....i in mitre, epitre.
2. i. The short e, as in mit, lit, git, 95..................................................................e in mette, nelte.

1. 1. The long diphthongal i, as in pine, tl-tle, 105............................  az in laique, naif.
2. 1. The short simple i, as in pin, tlt-tle, 107........................................................... i in innt!, titr<L

1. d. The long open o, as in nd, note, nd-tice, 162................................................. .  in globe, lobe.
2. 5. The long close o, as in move, prive, 164.......................................... ou in mouvoir, pouvoir.
3. d. The long broad o, as in nor, for, dr; like the broad a, 167..................o in or, for, encor.
4. d. The short broad o, as in ndt, hit, git, 163...................................................o in hotte, cotte.

1. u. The long diphthongal u, as in tfibe, cd-pid, 171........................... iou in Cioutat, chiourme.
2. u. The short simple u, as in tub, cUp, sUp, 172 .............................................eu in neuf, veuf.
3. ti. The middle or obtuse u, as in bill, full, pull, 177 .......................  ou in boule, foule, poule.

oi, Tiie long broad d, and the short i, as dll. 299...................................oi in cycloule, heroique.
d&. The long broad d, and the middle obtuse u, as in thou, pound, 313............. aou in AouL

Th. The acute or sharp as in /feink, /7zin, 466.
Th. The grave or flat TH, as in THis, TKat, 41. 50. 469.

560. When G is printed in the Roman character, it has its hard sound in get, gone, &c. as go. 
give, geese, &c. when it has its soft sound, it is spelled in the notation by the consonant J, as 
giant, ginger, ji-ant,jin-ger. The same may be observed of 5'.* the Roman character denotes its 
hard sound in sin, sun, Ac. as so, sit, sense, &c. its soft sound is spelled by 2, as rose, raise, &c. 
roze, raze, Ac.

In the course of a critical investigation of the powers of the letters in the foregoing prin
ciples, there is scarcely a word of any difficulty or diversity of sound which has not been no
ticed, and the true pronunciation, with the reasons and authorities for it, pointed out; so that 
if the inspector should not meet with sufficient information in the Dictionary under the word, 
let him consult the Principles under the vowel, diphthong, or consonant, he wishes to be explained, 
and it is highly probable he will meet with the satisfaction he requires. Thus to know some
thing more concerning the g, in the word impugn, which some speakers pronounce, and others 
suppress, let him look into the Principles under the letter G, No. 386, and he will find addi
tional observations to those in the Dictionary under the word. It is true that most of these 
doubtful, as well as other words, are referred to the Principles ; but if this reference should by 
chance be omitted, it is hoped that this Advertisement will supply the deficiency.



A CRITICAL

PRONOUNCING DICTIONARY,
AND

EXPOSITOR OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE.

The figures after the words refer to the numbers in the Principles of Pronunciation prefixed to this 
Dictionary, where the different sounds of the letters are explained at large: thus, 73 refers to the 
first sound of the letter A; 93 to the first sound -of the letter E; and so of the rest.

The figures over the letters refer to the vowels in the words at the top of the page; and the index 
O' before these words refers to the table of simple and diphthongal sounds, where the different 
sounds of the vowels are exhibited at one view: thus, 559 refers to the table in the opposite 
page.

A.
559. Fite 73, far 77, fill 83, fit 81—mi 93, mit 95—pine 105, pin 107—ni 162, mive 16^ 

n8r 167, nit 163—tube 171, tdb 172, bull 173—ill 299—pSfind 313—Min 466, this 469.

A THE first letter of the alphabet, 73. An
article set before nouns of the singular number;

as, a man, a tree. Before a word beginning with a 
vowel, it is written an; as, an or. A is sometimes a 
noun; as, great A. A is placed before a participle, 
dr participial noun; as, gone a hunting, come a 
begging. A has a signification denoting proportion; 
as, file landlord has a hundred a year.

The change of the letter a into an before a vowel 
or mute h for the sake of sound, seems to deserve more 
attention than has generally been given to it by any of 
our grammarians, and will therefore be considered 
under the article An; which see.

Of the Alphabetical Pronunciation of the Letter A.
So many profound and ingenious observations have 

been made upon this first step to literature, that volumes 
might be filled with the erudition that has been lavished 
on this letter alone. The priority of place it claims 
in all alphabets, has made it so much the object of 
attention, that philologists suppose the foundation of 
learning but weakly laid, till the natural and civil 
history of the first letter be fully settled.

But, however deep have been their researches into 
the origin of this letter, we find no author in our lan
guage has hitherto attempted to settle the disputes that 
have arisen between the natives of England, Ireland, 
and Scotland, about the true sound of it, when called 
by its name. Instead, therefore, of tracing this charac
ter through the circles of Gomer, the Egyptian Hiero
glyphics, the mysterious Abraxas, or the Irish Ogum, 
I shall endeavour to obviate a difficulty that frequently 
arises when it is pronounced in the Hornbook; or, in 
other words, to inquire what is the true name of the 
first letter of the English alphabet—whether we are to 
say Aye, B, C; Ah B, C; or, Aw, B, C.

And first, it will be necessary to consider the nature 
of a vowel, which grammarians are generally agreed 
in defining to be “ a simple, articulate sound, formed by 

the impulse of the voice, by the opening of the mouth 
in a particular manner.” Now, as every vowel by itself 
is sounded long, as nothing but its junction with a 
consonant can make it otherwise, it is natural, when 
pronouncing this vowel alone, to give it the long open 
sound; but as this long open sound is threefold, as 
heard in face, father, and water, a question arises, 
which of these long sounds shall we adopt as s common 
name to the whole species of this letter? The English 
make choice of the a in face, the Irish of that in fat her, 
and the Scotch of that in water. Each party produces 
words where the letter a is sounded in the manner they 
contend for; but when we demand why one should 
have the preference, the controversy is commonly at an 
end: any farther reasons are either too remote or too 
insignificant to be produced; and, indeed, if a diversity 
of names to vowels did not confound us in our spelling, 
or declaring to each other the component letters of a 
word, it would be entirely needless to enter into so 
trifling a question as the mere name of a letter; but 
when we find ourselves unable to convey signs to each 
other, on account of this diversity of names, and that 
words themselves are endangered by an improper utter
ance of their component parts, it seems highly incum
bent on us to attempt a uniformity in this point, which, 
insignificant as it may seem, is undoubtedly the foun
dation of a just and regular pronunciation.

The first rule for naming a letter, when pronounced 
alone, seems to be this: Whatever sound we give to a 
letter, when terminating a syllable, the same sound 
ought to be given to it when pronounced alone; because, 
in both cases, they have their primary simple sound, 
uninfluenced by a succeeding vowel or consonant; and, 
therefore, when we pronounce a letter alone, it ought 
to have such a sound as does not suppose the existence 
of any other letter. But wherever a terminates a 
syllable with the accent upon it (the only state in which 
it can be said to be pure), it has always the English 
sound of that letter. The only exceptions to this rule 
arc the words, fa-ther, master, and tra-ter; and that
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any other sound, it inevitably follows that theirs only is 
the proper appellation of that letter.

But there is another analogy by which we may determine 
the true sound of the vowels when pronounced singly; 
and that is, the sound they have when preserved long and 
open by the final e. Thus, we call the letter e by the sound 
it has in theme, the letter i as it sounds in time, the letter 
o as heard in tone, and the u as in tune ; and why the letter 
a should not be pronounced as heard in face, can not be 
conceived, as each of the other vowels has, like a, a variety 
of other sounds, as they are united with letters which, in 
some measure, alter their quality.

In consequence of entertaining a different idea of the a, 
when pronounced in the alphabet, we see the natives of 
Ireland very prone to a different pronunciation of the words 
where this letter occurs ; and, indeed, it is quite consistent 
with their doctrine of the sound of a, that the words parent, 
papal, taper, and fatal, should be pronounced pah-rent, 
pah-pal, tah-per, and fah-tal. We find the Scotch likewise 
inclinable to the .same pronunciation of a, when in words, 
as when alone. Thus, we hear Sawtan for Satan, sawcred 
for sacred, and law-ity for laity ; and this is perfectly con
sistent with the manner in which they pronounce the 
letter a, when alone: there is no medium. If this be not 
the true pronunciation of these words, the a is certainly to 
be sounded as the English do : for, whenever the English 
give the Italian sound, as it may be called, to the a, ex
cept in the words father master, and it is always in con
sequence of its junction with some consonant, which de
termines it to.that sound; as, in monosyllables terminating 
in r, as bar, car, far : but where it is not affected by a 
succeeding consonant, as in the words parent, papal, natal, 
fatal, we then hear it pronounced as the slender English 
a, both in and out of composition.

It will, perhaps, be objected, that the most frequent 
short sound cf a, as heard in cat, rat, mat, carry, marry, 
parry, is the short sound of the Italian a in father, car, 
mar, par, and not the short sound of the a in care, mare, 
and pare ; but it may be answered, that this want of cor
respondence between the name of the letter, and the most 
frequent short sound, is common to the rest of the vowels: 
lor the o, as heard in cot, not, rot, is not the short sound 
of the o in coat, note, wrote, but of the a in water, or of the 
diphthongs in caught, naught, and wrought; and if we 
ought to call the a, ah, because its short sound corresponds 
to ah, for the very same reason we ought to call the o, au; 
and a similar alteration must take place with the rest of 
the vowels. As, therefore, from the variety of sounds the 
vowels have, it is impossible to avoid the inconvenience of 
sometimes sounding the letter one way in a syllable', and 
another way in a word, we must either adopt the simple 
long sound when we would pronounce the letter alone, or 
invent new names for every different sound in a different 
word, in order to obviate the difficulty-

It must not be dissembled, however, that the sound of 
a, when terminating a syllable not under the accent, seems 
more inclined to the Irish than the English a, and that the 
ear is less disgusted with the sound of Ah-mer-i-cah than 
of A-mer-i-cay: but to this it may be answered, that letters 
not under the accent, in a thousand instances, deviate 
from their true sound; that the vowel a, like several 
other vowels in a final syllable not accented, has an obscure 
sound, bordering on u ; but if the a, in this situation, were 
pronounced ever so distinctly, and that this pronunciation 
were clearly the a in father, it would be nothing to the 
purpose: when the a is pronounced alone, it may be 
said not only to be a letter, but a distinct character, and 
a noun substantive; and, as such, has the same force as 
the letters in an accented syllable. The letter a, there
fore, as the first character in the alphabet, may always be 
said to have the accent, and ought to have the' same’long 
open sound as is given to that letter when accented in a 
syllable, and not influenced in its sound by any preceding 
or succeeding consonant.

We may therefore conclude, that if all vowels, when 
pronounced alone, are accented and long, if spelling be the 
pronunciation of letters alone, (as it would be absurd to 
suppose ourselves acquainted with the different consonants 
that determine the sound of the vowels before they are 
pronounced), it follows, that in spelling, or repeating the 
component parts of a word, we ought to give those parts 
their simple and uncombined sound : but there is no un
combined sound of the vowel a, except the slender sound 
contended for, unless in the words father and master ; and 
therefore, when we repeat letters singly, in order to declare 
the sound of a word, we must undoubtedly give the first 
letter of the alphabet the sound we ever give it in the first 
syllable of the numerous class, la-ay, pa-gan, ma-son, ba- 
jin, &c-

Thus, after placing every objection in its strongest light, 
and deducing uur arguments from the simplest and clearest 
*>riiicifdes, this important question seems at last decided in 
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favour of the English; who, independent of the argu. 
ments in their favour, may be presumed to have a natural 
right to determine the name of the letter in question, 
though it has been so often litigated by their formidable 
and learned, though junior, relations. For though, in some 
cases, the natives of Ireland and Scotland adhere rather 
more closely to analogy than the English themselves, yet 
in this we find the English pronounce perfectly agreeable 
to rule; and that the slender pronunciation of the letter a, 
as they pronounce it in the alphabet, is no more than 
giving it that simple sound, it ever has, when unconnected 
with vowels or consonants that alter its power.

An appeal to the vulgar for the analogy of language is 
perhaps as proper as an appeal to the learned and polite for 
the best usage. In an old ballad, where the last syllable is 
made the accented syllable of America, we find it rhymed 
with the first sound of a, or what mav be called its alpha
betical sound.

*e O, may America,
Yield to our Monarch’s sway,

And no more contend:
May they their int’rest see, 
With England to agree, 
And from oppression free, 

All that amend.”

Abacus, ab-a-kus, s. [Lat.] A counting table; 
the uppermost member of a column.

Abaft, a-baft,z ad. 545. From the fore part of 
the ship, towards the stern.

To Abandon, a-bin-dun, v. a. 166. To give 
up, to resign, or quit; to desert; to forsake.

Abandoned, A-ban-dUnd,part. 362. Given up; 
forsaken; corrupted in the highest degree.

Abandonment, iUbin-d&n-m&nt, s. The act of 
abandoning.

AbarticulaTION, ab-ar-tlk-u-la-shun, s. 290. 
That species of articulation that has manifest motion.

To Abase, A-base,z v. a. To cast down, to de
press, to bring low.

Abasement, a-base-ment, s. The state of being 
brought low; depression.

To Abash, A-bash,' v. a. To make ashamed.
To Abate, A-bate,' v. a. 545. To lessen, to 

diminish.
To Abate, A-bate,' v. n. To grow less. 
Abatement, i-bate-ment, s. The act of abating; 

the sum or quantity taken away by the act of abating.
Abater, a-ba-ttir, s. 98. The agent or cause 

by which an abatement is procured.
Abb, sib, s. The yarn on a weaver’s warp; a 

term among clothiers.
Abba, Ab-ba, s. A word which signifies father. 
Abbacy, Ab-bH-se, s. 452. The rights, posses

sions, or privileges of an abbot.
Abbess, ab-bess, s. The superior of a nunnery 
Abbey, or Abby, ab-be, s. 270. A monastery 

of religious persons, whether men or women..
Abbot, ab-bat, s. 166. The chief of a con

vent of men-
To Abbreviate, ab-bre-ve-ate, v. a. 505. To 

shorten, to cut short.
Abbreviation, tlb-bre-v^-a-shun, 5. The act of 

shortening.
ABBREVIATOR, ab-br£-ve-a-t&r, s. 521. One 

who abridges.
Abbreviature, ib-bre-ve-a-tchure, s. -161. A 

mark used for shortening.
To Abdicate, ab'de-kate, v. a. 593. To give 

up right, to resign.
Abdication, ab-de-ka-shtm, s. The act of ab

dicating, resignation.
Abdicative, iilAle-ca-tlve, a. .512. That which 

causes or implies an abdication.
IO” Dr. Johnson places the accent on the first syllable 

of this word, and Mr. Sheridan and Mr. Perry on the se
cond. The former is. in my opinion, the most correct. 
ABDOMEN, ab-do-men, s. 503. 521. A cavitj

commonly called the lower venter or belly.
Abdominal, ab-d6m-m£-nal, ) a. Relating to 
Abdominous &b-d&m-m&-nus. £ the abdomen
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To Abduce, ib-diise,' v. a. To draw to a differ,, 
ent part, to withdraw one part from another.

Abducent, lb-du-s<5nt, a. Muscles abducent 
serve to open or puli back divers parts of the body.

Abductor, ib-dhk-tir, s. 166. The muscles 
which draw baok the several members.

Abed, i-b£d,z ad. In bed.
Aberrance, Ib-^rinse, ) s_ A dcviation 
Aberrancy, ab-er-ran-se, }

from the right way; an errour.
Aberrant, Ab-^r-rAnt, a. Wandering from 

the right or known wav.
Aberration, ^b-fir-ra-shhn, $. The act of devi

ating from the common track.
Aberring, ab-6r-ring, part. 410. Going astray.
To Aberuncate, ab-d-run-kate, v. a. 91. To 

pull up by the roots.
To Abet, &-b£t,z v. a. To push forward another, 

to support him in his designs by connivance, encourage
ment, or help.

Abetment, l-b&t-m&nt, s. The act of abetting. 
Abetter, or Abettor, i-bet-thr, s. 166. 418.

He that abets; the supporter or encourager of another.
Abeyance, A-ba'&nse, s. The right of fee simple 

lieth in abeyance, when it is all only in the remem
brance intendment, and consideration of the law.

To Abhor, ib-hdr,' v. a. 168. To hate with 
acrimony; to loathe.

Abhorrence, 4b-h3rlr?nse, 7 . e .ABHORRENCY.aWiSr'-rSn-sU s- Theactofab- 
horring, detestation.

Abhorrent, Ab-horir^nt, a. 168. Struck with 
abhorrence ; contrary to, foreign, inconsistent with.

Abhorrer, ib-hdr^r&r, s. 28. A hater, detester. 
To Abide, i-blde,z v. n. To dwell in a place, 

not to remove; to bear or support the consequences of 
a thing: it is used with the particle with before a per
son, and at or in before a place.

Abider, i-bi-d&r, s. 98. The person that abides 
or dwells in a nlace.

Abiding, i-bsdlng, s. 410. Continuance.
Abject, ib^j&kt, a. 492. Mean or worthless; 

contemptible, or of no value.
Abject, ab-jdkt, s. A man without hope.
To Abject, Ab-j£kt,' v. a. 492. To throw away. 
Abjectedness, &b-j&k-t£d-n3ss, s. The state of 

• an abject.
Abjection, ^b-j3k-shhn, s. Meanness of mind ; 

servility; baseness.
ABJECTLY, &b-j£kt-l£, ad. 452. In an abject man

ner, meanly.
Abjectness, lb-j£kt-n£ss, s. Servility, meanness. 
Ability, jUblI-d-*t£, s. 482. The power to do any 

thing, capacity; qualification ; when it has the plural 
number, abilities, it frequently signifies the faculties or 
powers of the mind.

To Abjure, &b-jhre,z v. a. To swear not to do 
something; to retract, or recant a position upon oath.

Abjuration, ^b-jii-ra-sh&n, s. The act of ab
juring ; the oath taken for that end.

To Ablactate, Ab-lik-tAte, v. a. 91. To wean 
from the breast.

Ablactation, Ab-lik-ta-shhn, s. One of the 
methods of grafting.

Ablaqueation, ab-li-kw£-a'sh£in, s. 534. The 
practice of opening the ground about the roots of trees.

Ablation, Ab-lA^sh&n, s. The act of taking away. 
Ablative, &b-li-tlv, a. 158. That which takes 

away : the sixth case of the Latin nouns.
Able, firbl, a. 405. Having strong faculties, or 

great strength or knowledge, riches, or any other power 
of mind, body, or fortune: having power sufficient.

Able-bodied, 4-bl-bSdMld, a. 99. Strong of 
body.

To Ablegate, Ab-l^-gAte, v. a. To send abroad 
upon some employment.

Ablegation, ab-ld-galsli&n, s. A sending abroad 
Ableness, i-bl-nSss, r. Ability of body, vigour, 

force.
AbLEPSY, &bM£p-s£, s. 482. Want of sight
Abluent, &b-lh-3nt, a. That which has the 

power of cleansing.
Ablution, ib-lb-shhn, s. The act of cleansing. 
To Abnegate, Ab-n^-gate, v. a. 91. To deny. 
Abnegation, Ab-nA-ga-shhn, s. Denial, renun 

ciation.
Aboard, i-bdrdf ad. 295. In a ship.
Abode, A-bdde,z s. Habitation, dwelling, plac* 

of residence; stay, continuation in a place.
AbODEMENT, i-bode'm&nt, s. A secret anticipa

tion of something future.
To Abolish, A-bM-ish, v. a. To annul; to put 

an end to; to destroy.
Abolishable, i-bol-llsh-i-bl, a. That which 

may be abolished.
Abolisiier, 2L-b61-lIsh-&r, s. 91. He that abo

lishes.
Abolishment, i-b&l-llsh-m&nt, s. The act of 

abolishing.
Abolition, ib-d-llsh-hn, s. 544. The act oi 

abolishing.
Abominable, i-b6m-d-ni-bl, a. Hateful, de

testable.
Abominabi.eness, 1-bdm-^-nA-bl-n^ss, ». .501. 

The quality of being abominable; hatefulncss, odious
ness.

Abominably, A-biim-e-nl-bld, ad. Most hate- 
fully, odiously.

To Abominate, ^-bdm^-nate, v. a. To abhor, 
detest, hate utterly.

Abomination, &-b6m-£-nA-shhn, s. Hatred, de
testation.

Aborigines, ib-d-rldge^-nAz, s. Tlie earliest 
inhabitants of a country.

Abortion, 1-bdr-shhn, s. The act of bringing 
forth untimely: the produce of an untimely birth.

Abortive, i-bor-tlv, s. 157. That which is born 
before the due time.

Abortive, i-bdr-tlv, a. Brought forth before 
the due time of birth ; that which brings forth nothing.

Abortively, &-b3r-tIv* 1£, ad. Born without the 
due time; immaturelv, untimely.

Abortiveness, i-bdr-tlv-n^ss, s. The state of 
abortion.

Abortment, i-bdrt-m&nt, s. The thing brought 
forth out of time ; an untimely birth.

Above, i-bhv,z prep. 165. Higher in place 
higher in rank, power, or excellence; beyond, more 
than ; too proud for, too high for.

Above, i-buv,z ad. Over-head; in the regions of 
heaven.

Above-all, A-b&v-ill,' In the first place, chiefly. 
Above-board, i-btv-bdrd. In open sight; with

out artifice or trick.
Above-cited, i-bhv-sl-t&d. Cited before.
Above-ground, X-b&v-gr3find. An expression 

used to signify that a man is alive; not in the grave.
Above-mentioned, i-bhv-m&n-shfind.

See Above-cited.
To Abound, iVbd&nd,' v. n. 545. To have in 

great plenty: to be in great plenty.
About, i-bout,z prep. 545. Round, surrounding, 

encircling ; near to; concerning, with regard to, relat. 
ing to; engaged in, employed upon; appendant to the 
person, as clothes, &c. relating to the person, as a ser. 
vanL

About, i-b<51t,' ad. Circularly; fn circuit; 
nearly; the longest way, in opposition to the short 
straight way; to bring about, to bring to the point or state

3
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desired, as he has brought about his purposes; to come 
about, to come to some certain state or point: to go 
about a thing, to prepare to do it

Abracadabra, Ab-rA-kA-dAb-rA, s. A supersti
tious charm against agues.

To Abrade, A-brade,' v. a. To rub off, to wear 
away from the other parts.

Abrasion, A-brA-zhun, s. The act of rubbing, 
a rubbing off.

Abreast, A-brAst,' ad. 5^5. Side by side.
To Abridge, A-bridje,' v. a. To make shorter in 

words, keeping still the same substance; to contract, to 
diminish, to cut short; to deprive of.

Abridged of, A-brldjd' Sv, 359. Deprived of, 
debarred from.

Abridgeii, A-brid-j&r, s. He that abridges, a 
8hortener; a writer of compendiums or abridgments.

Abridgment, A-brldjeminent, s. The contraction 
of a larger work into a small compass; a diminution 
in general.

Abroach, A-brdtsh,' ad. 295. In a posture to 
run out; in a state of being diffused or propagated.

Abroad, A>-brAwd,z ad. 295. Out of the house; 
in another country; without, not within.

To Abrogate Ab-rd-gate, v.a. 91. To take away 
from a law its force ; to repeal; to annul.

Abrogation, Ab-rA-ga-shun, s. The act of ab
rogating ; the repeal of a law.

Abrupt, Ab-r&pt,' a. Broken, craggy; sudden, 
without the customary or proper preparatives.

Abruption, Ab-rhp-sh&n, s. Violent and sudden 
separation.

Abruptly, Ab-r&pt-lA, ad. Hastily, without the 
due forms of preparation.

Abruptness, Ab-r&pt^nAss, s. An abrupt man
ner, haste, suddenness.

Abscess, Ab-sAss, s. A morbid cavity in the body. 
To Abscind, Ab-sInd,z v. a. To cut off.
Abscission, Ab-slzh-&n, s. The act of cutting off; 

the state of being cut off.
$3=- I have differed from Mr. Sheridan in marking the 

rjm this word, and, I think, with the best usage on my 
tide. Though double s is almost always pronounced sharp 
and hissing, yet when a sharp $ precedes, it seems more 
agreeable to the ear to pronounce the succeeding s flat.— 
Thus, though the termination ition is always sharp, yet. 
because the s in transition is necessarily sharp, the t goes 
mto the flat sound, as if written transition, which see.
To Abscond, Ab-sk&nd,' v. n. To hide one's self. 
Absconder, Ab-scin-d&r, s. The person that ab

sconds.
Absence, Ab-ftAnse, s. The state of being absent, 

opposed to presence; inattention, heedlessness, neglect 
of the present object.

Absent, Ab-sAnt, a. 492. Not present; absent 
in mind, inattentive.

To Absent, Ab-sAnt,z v. a. To withdraw, to for
bear to come into presence.

Absentee, Ab-sAn-tA( s. A word used commonly 
with regard to Irishmen living out of their country.

AbsinTHIATED, Ab-sIn-fZiA-a-tAd, part. Impreg
nated with wormwood.

To Assist, Ab-sist,' v. n. To stand off, to leave off. 
To Absolve, Ab-zAlv( v. a. 448. To clear, to 

acquit of a Crime in a judicial sense; to set free from an 
engagement or promise ; to pronounce a sin remitted, in 
the ecclesiastical sense.

Absolute, Ab'-sA-lbte, a. 448. Complete, appli
ed as well to persons as things ; unconditional, as an ab
solute promise; not relative, as absolute space; not li
mited, as absolute'power^—See Domestick.

Absolutely, AtAA-lbte-lA, ad. Completely, 
without restriction; without condition; peremptory, 
positively.

Absoluteness, ib-si-Ihte-nSss, s. Completeness; 
freedom from dependence, or limits ; despotism.
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Absolution, Ib-sd-lWshiln, s. Acquittal, the re- 
mission of sins, or of penance.

Absolutory, Ab-sAl-£i-t(ir-rA, a. That which ab
solves.

In the first edition of this Dictionary I followed the 
accentuation of Johnson and Ash in this word, and placed 
the stress upon the first syllable, contrary to what I had 
done some years before in the Rhyming Dictionary, where 
I had placed the accent on the second, and which was the 
accentuation adopted by Mr. Sheridan. Upon a nearer in
spection of th® analogies of the language, I find this the 
preferable mode of marking it, as words in this termination, 
though very irregular, generally follow the stress of the 
corresponding noun or verb; and, consequently, this word 
ought to have the same accent as absolve, which is the more 
immediate relation of the word in question, and not the ac
cent of absolute, which is the most distant, 512. Kenrick, 
W. Johnston, Entick, and Nares, have not inserted this 
word; and Mr. Perry very improperly accents it upon the 
third syllable.
Absonant, Ab-sA-nAnt, 544. ) A, , .r i - ? a. Absurd, con-Absonous, Ab-so-nds, j ’

trary to reason.
To Absorb, Ab-sorb,7 v. a. To swallow up ; to 

suck up.
Absorbent, Ab-sor-bAnt,A medicine that sucks 

up humours.
AbsORPT, Ab-sArpt,z part. Swallowed up. 
Absorption, Ab-sorp-sh&n, s. The act of swal

lowing up.
To Abstain, Ab-stane/ v. n. To forbear, to deny 

one’s self any gratification.
Abstemious, Ab-stA-me-ds, a. Temperate, sober, 

abstinent.
Abstemiously, Ab-stA-mA-fts-lA, ad. Temperate

ly, soberly, without indulgence.
Abstemiousness, Ab-stA-mA-fts-nAss, s. 534. The 

quality of being abstemious.
Abstention, Ab-stAn-shdn, s. The act of hold

ing off.
To Absterge, Ab-stArjez v. a. To cleanse by 

wiping.
Abstergent, Ab-stAr-jAnt, a. Cleansing; having 

a cleansing quality.
To Absterse, Ab-stArse,' v. a. To cleanse, to 

purify.
Abstersion, Ab-stAr-sh&n, s. The act of cleansing. 
Abstersive, Ab-stAr^slv, a. 428. That has the 

quality of absterging or cleansing.
Abstinence, Ab-stA-nAnse, s. Forbearance of any 

thing; fasting, or forbearance of necessary food.
Abstinent, Ab-stA-nAnt, a. That uses abstinence. 
To Abstract, Ab-strAkf,' v. a. To take one thing 

from another; to separate ideas; to reduce to an epitome. 
Abstract, Ab-strAkt^ a. Separated from some

thing else ; generally used with relation to mental per
ceptions.

Abstract, Al/strAkt, s. 492. A smaller quantity, 
containing the virtue or power of a greater; an epitome 
made by taking out the principal parts.

Abstracted, Ab-strAk-tAd, p. a. Separated; re
fined, abstruse; absent of mind..

Abstractedly, ib-stfik-fid-fi, ad. With ab- 
straction, simply, separate from all contingent circum
stances.

Abstraction, Ab-strAk-shhn, $. The act of ab
stracting ; the state of being abstracted.

Abstractive, Ab-strAk-tiv, a. Having the power 
or quality of abstracting.

Abstractly, Ab-strAkt-lA, ad. In an abstract 
manner.

Abstruse, Ab-strhse,z a. 427. Hidden ; difficult, 
remote from conception or apprehension.

Abstrusely, ib-strhseUd, ad. Obscurely, not 
plainly or obviously.

Abstruseness, Ab-strhse^nAss, s. Difficulty, ob. 
scurity.
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Abstrusity, Ab-strii-s£-t£, *. 511. Abstruse
ness ; that which is abstruse.

To Assume, Ab-silme,' v. a. To bring to an 
end by gradual waste.

Absurd, ab-sird,z a. Inconsistent; contrary to 
reason.

Absurdity, Ab-s&r-d^-td, s. 511. The quality 
of being absurd; that which is absurd.

Absurdly, &b-s&rd-l£, ad. Improperly, unrea
sonably.

Absurdness, Ab-s&rd-n^ss, s. The quality of be
ing absurd; injudiciousness, impropriety.

Abundance, A-ban-dinse,s. Plenty; great num
bers ; a great quantity; exuberance, more than enough. 

Abundant, i-bUn-dant, a. Plentiful; exuber
ant ; fully stored.

Abundantly, A-bin^dant-1^, ad. In plenty ; 
amply, liberally, more than sufficiently.

To Abuse, A-bdze,z v. a. 437. To make an ill use 
of; to deceive, to impose upon; to treat with rudeness. 

Abuse, i-bise,z s. 437. The ill use of any 
thing; a corrupt practice, bad custom; seducement; 
unjust censure, rude reproach.

Abuser, A-bti-z&r, s. He that makes an ill use; 
he that deceives; he that reproaches with rudeness.

Abusive, i-bd^lv, a. 428. Practising abuse ; 
containing abuse; deceitful.

Abusively, A-b£i-siv-l£, ad. Improperly, by a 
wrong use: reproachfully.

To Abut, i-bfrt,z v. n. obsolete. To end at, 
to border upon ; to meet, or approach to.

Abutment, A-bftt-m3nt, s. That which abuts, 
or borders upon another.

Abyss, A-blss,z s. A depth without bottom ; a 
great depth, a gulf.

Acacia, A-kA-sh&A, s. 505. A drug brought 
from Egypt.

Academial, Ak-A-d<^m£-il, a. Relating to an 
academy.

Academian, &k-iLde'm£-An, s. A scholar of an 
academy or university.

Academical, Ak-&^d&m-m£~k&l, a. Belonging 
to an university.

Academic ak-l-d&n-lk, s. 508. A student 
of an university.

Academic Ak-kA-d^m-Ik, a. Relating to an 
university.

Academician, ak-ka-de-mish-An, s. The mem
ber of an academy.

ACADEMIST, A-kidM^-mlst, or Ak-iVd^m-lst, s. 
The member of an academy.

Academy, A-kid-d^-m^, or Ak-A-dem-£, $. An 
assembly or society of men, uniting for the promotion 
of some art; the place where sciences are taught; a 
place of education, in contradistinction to the univer
sities, or publick schools.

Dr. Johnson tells us, that this word was anciently 
and properly accented on the first syllable, though now 
lrequenfly on the second. That it was accented on the 
first syllable till within these few years, is pretty generally 
remembered; and if Shakespeare did not, by poetical li
cense, violate the accentuation of his time, it was cer
tainly pronounced so two centuries ago, as appears by Dr. 
Johnson’s quotation of him:

“ Our court shall be a little academy,
** Still and contemplative in living arts.”

Loops Labour's Lost.

And in Ben Johnsen’s New Inn we find the same ac
centuation !

— *• Every house became
“ An academy of honour, and those parts
“ We see departed.”.-............

But the accentuation of this word formerly, on the first 
syllable, is so generally acknowledged, as not to stand in 
need of poetic authority. The question is, whether this 
accentuation, or that which places the stress on the se
cond syllable, is the more proper ? To wave, therefore, 
the authority of custom, which precludes all reasoning 
on language, and reduces the dispute to a mere matter of 
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fact, it may be presumed, that whatever is agreeable to 
the most general usage of the language in similar words, 
is the most proper in this; and if it appears that general 
usage, in similar words, is in favour of the old pronunci
ation, it must certainly, for that reason, be allowed to be 
the best. And first it may be observed, that as our lan. 
guage is almost as averse to the accent on the last sylla. 
ble as the Latin, it is a general custom with us, when we 
adopt a word from the Latin, and abridge it of one or two 
of its syllables, to remove the accent at least a syllable 
higher than it was in the original language, that the ac
cent, when the word is naturalized, may not rest on the 
last. Thus of Home1 rus we make Ho'mer ; of Virgi'lius 
Vvrgil; and of Ho radius, Ho'race: Hyacinthus, altered to 
Hyacinth, removes the accent two syllables higher; and 
ccerem&nia, become ceremony, does the same; and no law 
that 1 know of, forbids us to accent academia, or if you 
will Axa&i/ua, when turned into academy, on the first 
syllable, as it was constantly accented by our ancestors, 
who, receiving Greek through the medium of Latin, ge
nerally pronounced Greek words according to the Latin 
analogy, and therefore necessarily placed the accent oi 
academia on the third syllable, which, when reduced to 
academy, required the accent to be removed higher.

But now, it will be said, does this account for placing 
the accent on the first syllable of the English word acade
my, rather than the second? To this it may be answered, 
that the numberless instances of preference given by the 
accent to the first syllable in similar words, such as me
lancholy, parsimony, dilatory, &c. might be a sufficient au
thority without any other reason. But, perhaps, it will be 
pardoned me if I go farther, and hazard a supposition that 
seems to account for the very common practice of placing 
the accent of so many of the longer polysyllables from the 
Latin on the first or second syllable. Though in the La
tin there never was more than one accent upon a word, 
yet, in our pronunciation of Latin, we commonly place an 
accent on alternate syllables, as in our own words: and 
when the Latin word, by being anglicised, becomes short
er, the alternate accent becomes the principal. Thus, in 
pronouncing the Latin word academia, the English na
turally place an accent on the first and third syllable, as if 
divided into ac-a-de'mi-a; so that when the word be
comes anglicised into a'c- a-de -my, the first syllable re
tains the accent it had when the word was Latin. On the 
other hand, it may be conjectured with some probability, 
that a fondness for pronouncing like the French has been 
the occasion of the alteration. As the English ever sup- 
jiose the French place the accent on the last syllable, in 
endeavouring to pronounce this word after their rtianner, 
the stress must naturally fall on the second and last syll
ables, as if divided into a-ca'd-a-mi'e i and from an imi
tation of this, it is probable, the present pronunciation of 
the word was produced. Thus we have a very probable 
reason why so many of our longer words from the Latin 
are accented so nearthebeginning; as, in this mode oi 
pronouncing them, they seem to retain one of the accents 
of the original. Hence the long train of words voluntary, 
comparable, disputable, admirable, &c. have the accent 
on the first syllable; because in pronouncing the words 
voluntarius, comparabilis, disputabilis, admirabilis, &c 
we commonly lay a stress upon the first, as well as the 
third syllable. As to the analogy, as Mr. Sheridan pre
tends, of pronouncing this word with the accent on the 
second syllable, because words ending in my have the ac
cent on tneantepen ultimate,noth ing can be more ill-found
ed. True it is, that words of this termination never have 
the accent on the penultimate: but that, for this reason, 
they must necessarily have the accent on the antepenul
timate, I cannot well comprehend. If polygamy, econ
omy, astronomy, &c. (513) have their accent on the an
tepenultimate, it arises from the nature of the termina
tions ; which being, as it were, a species, and applicable 
to a thousand other words, have, Like logy and graphy, 
the accent always on the preceding syllable; which seems 
best to unite the compound into one word: but academy 
being a simple, is subject to no such rule, and seems 
naturally to incline to a different analogy of pronun- 
ciation. Thus Dr. Johnson seems to have decided 
justly in saying the word academy ought to have the ac
cent on the first syllable; though present usage, it musi 
be confessed, seems to lead to the contrary pronunciation 
Acanthus, a-kan-t/tus, s. 470. The herb bears.

foot.
Acatalf.ctic, i-klt-l-Ukitlk, s. A verse which 

has the complete number of syllables.
To Accede, lk-sidc,' r. n. To be added to, to 

come to.
To Accelerate, Ak-sel-l&r-ate, v. a. To make 
quick, to hasten, to quicken motion.
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Acceleration, Ak-sAl-lhr-a-shun, s. 555. The 
act of quickening motion; the state of the body ac
celerated.

To Accend, Ak-slnd, v. a. To kindle, to set on 
fire.

Accession, ik-sSn-shiin, s. The act of kind- 
ling, or the state of being kindled.

Accent, Ak-sAnt, s. 486. The manner of speak
ing or pronouncing; the marks made upon syllables to 
regulate their pronunciation; a modification of the 
voice, expressive of the passions or sentiments.

To Accent, Ak-sAnt,' v. a. 492. To pronounce, 
to speak words with particular regard to the gram
matical marks or rules ; to write or note the accents.

Accentual, Ak-sAn-tsha-Al, a. 463. Relating 
to accents.

This word is in no English Dictionary I have met 
with ; but, conceiving its formation to be perfectly agree
able to the analogy of English adjectives, and finding it 
used by several very respectable authors, I have ventured 
to insert it. Mr. Foster in his Essay on Accent and Quan
tity, says, “ When a high note succeeds a low one, or rises 
above the grave tone of voice, the perception of it is sudden 
and instantaneous, before the continuance of the note is de
termined one way or the other for long or short. This I 
more clearly conceive, than I can perhaps express. I can 
however engage to make it perceptible to a common En
glish ear in any Greek word, according to its present accen
tual mark.” And Dr. Galley in his Dissertation against 
Greek accents,makes use of the same word, where he says, 
“ for if 1102121 means, according to Mr. Foster, that ora
torical or common discourse differs from musick only in 
the number of sounds, i. e. that the former has only four or 
five notes, but that the latter has many more, then the ac
centual pronunciation of a Greek sentence will not differ 
from the singing of the same sentence, when set to four or 
five corresponding notes in musick, i.e. it will, in both 
cases be a song.’ ’
To Accentuate, Ak-sAn-tshu-atc, v. a. 461. 

To place the accent properly.
Accentuation, Ak-sAn-tsliii-a^shfin, s. The act 

of placing the accent in pronunciation or writing.
To Accept, Ak-s£pt( v. a. To take with plea

sure, to receive kindly.
Acceptability, Ak-sep-tA-bil-ld-tA, s. The qual

ity of being acceptable.
Acceptable, Ak-sep-tA-bl,a. Grateful, pleasing.

Within these twenty years this word has shifted its 
accent from the second to the first syllable. There are now 
few polite speakers who do not pronounce it acceptable ; 
and it is much to be regretted that this pronunciation is 
become so general: for where consonants of so different an 
organ as p and t are near the end of a word, the word is 
pronounced with much more difficulty when the accent is 
removed higher than when it is arrested by these letters : 
fur, in this case, the force which accompanies the accent 
facilitates the organs in their transition from the formation 
of the one letter to the other. As nature, therefore, directs 
us to place the accent upon these consonants in all words 
ending in active, ective, ictive, octivc, and active ; actible, 
edible, octiblc, and uciible ; so we ought to listen to the 
same voice in pronouncing acceptable susceptible, corrup
tible, with the accent on the second syllable.—See Com
mendable.
Acceptableness, Ak^sep-tA-bl-ness, s. The 

quality of being acceptable.
Acceptably, Ak-sep-tA-ble, ad. In an accept

able manner.
Acceptance, Ak-sep-tAnse, s. Reception with

approbation.
Acceptation, Ak-sep-ta-shhn, s. Reception, 

whether good or bad ; the meaning of a word.
Accepter, Ak-sAp-t&r, s. 98. The person that 

accepts. t t t r. .
AcCEPTION, ak-sep-shun, s. The received sense 

of a word; the meaning.
Axess, Ak-sta,' s. The way by which any 

thing may be approached ; the means, or liberty, of ap. 
proaching either to things or men ; increase, enlarge
ment, addition ; the returns or fits of a distemper. 
£>This word is sometimes heard with the accent on 

the first syllable.
“ Hail, water-gruel, healing power,
“ Of easy access to the poor J”
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But this pronunciation ought to be avoided, as contrary 
to analogy, and the general usage of the language ; &c 
may be seen in Johnson, under the word. 
Accessariness, Ak-sAs-sA-r£-n£ss, s. The state 

of being accessary.
Accessary, Ak-ses-sA-re, s. He that, not being 

the chief agent in a crime, contributes to it.
Accessary, Ak-s£s-sA-re, a. Joined to, ad

ditional, helping forward.
Accessible, Ak-sAs-sA-bl, a. That which may 

be approached.
Accession, Ak-sAsh-&n, s. Increase by some

thing added; the act of coming to, or joining one’s 
self to, as, accession to a confederacy; the act ofarriv 
ing at, as, the king’s accession to the throne.

Accessorily, Ak-sAs-sd-rA-lA, ad. In the man
ner of an accessory.

Accessory, Ak-sAs-sd-rA, a. 557. Joined to an
other thing, so as to increase it; additional.

Accidence, Ak-sA-d&nse, s. The little book 
containing the first rudiments of grammar, and ex
plaining the properties of the eight parts of speech.

Accident, Ak-se-dAnt, s. The property or qual
ity of any being which may be separated from it, at least 
in thought; in grammar, the property of a word ; that 
which happens unforeseen; casualty, chance.

Accidental, Ak-se-dAn-tAl, s A property non- 
essential.

Accidental, Ak-sA-dAn-tAl, a. Having the 
quality of an accident; non-essential; casual, fortui
tous, happening by chance.

Accidentally, kk-se-den-til-le, ad. Casually, 
fortuitously.

Accidentalness, Ak-sA-den-tAl-nAss, s. The
quality of being accidental.

Accipient, Ak-sip-pA-Ant, s. A receiver.
To Accite, Ak-slte,' v. a. To call; to summon. 
Acclaim, Ak-klame,' s. A shout of praise ; ac

clamation.
Acclamation, Ak-klA-ma-shun, s. Shout of

applause.
Acclivity, Ak-kllv-vA-tA, s. 511. The steep 

ness or slope of a line inclining to the horizon, reckon
ed upwards ; as, the ascent of a hill is the acclivity, 
the descent is the declivity.

Acclivous, Ak-kll-vfis, a. 503, (A.) Rising with 
a slope.

To Accloy, Ak-kloA,' v. a. 329. To fill up, in 
an ill sense; to fill to satiety.

To Accoil, Ak-k&il,' v. n. 229. To crowd, to 
keep a coil about, to bustle, to be in a hurry.

Accolent, Ak-ko-lAnt, s. 544. A borderer.
Accommodable, Ak-kAm-mA-dA-bl, a. That 

which may be fitted.
To Accommodate, Ak-kSm-md-date, v. a. 91. 

To supply with conveniencies of any kind.
Accommodate, Ak-k6m-md-date, a. 91. Suit

able, fit. *
Accommodately, Ak-k6m-mo-date-lA, ad. 91. 

Suitably, fitly.
Accommodation, 4k-kJm-m6-da-sh&n, s. Pro- 

vision of conveniencies; in the plural, conveniencies; 
things requisite to ease or refreshment; composition 
of a difference, reconciliation, adjustment.

Accompanable, ilk-ktim-pi-n;’-bl, a. Sociable
Accomtanier, Ak-k&m-p?i-n<5-iir, s. The per. 

son that makes part of the company; companion.
Accompaniment, Ak-khm-pa-ne-mAnt, s. The 

adding of one thing to another by way of ornament; 
the instrumental that accompanies the vocal part in 
musick.

To Accompany, Jk-kam-pa-ni, v. a. 165. To 
be with another as a companion; to join with.

Accomplice, Ak-kAm^plis, $. 142. An associ
ate, a partaker, usually in an ill sense; a partner, ox 
co-operator.

To Accomplish, Ak-k&m'pllsh, v. a. To com
plete, to execute fully, as, to accomplish a design ; tn
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fulfil, as a prophecy; to adorn, or furnish, either mind 
or body.

Accomplished, Ak-k6m-plish-3d, part. ad. 
Complete in some qualification; elegant, finished in 
respect of embellishments.

Accomplisher. Ak-kAm-plish-fir, s. The person 
that accomplishes.

Accomplishment, Ak-k6m'pllsh-m£nt, 4.
Completion, full performance, perfection ; comple
tion, as of a prophecy; embellishment, elegance, or
nament of body or mind.

Accompt, Ak-kount,' s. 407. An account, a 
reckoning.

Accomptant, dk-kddnltint, s. 412. A reckoner, 
computer.

To Accord, Ak-kord,' v. a. To make agree, 
to adjust one thing to another.

To Accord, Ak-kord,' v. n. To agree, to suit 
one with another.

Accord, Ak-kord,' 4. A compact, an agreement; 
concurrence, union of mind; harmony, symmetry.

Accordance, Ak-kor-dAnse, s. Agreement 
with a person; conformity to something.

Accordant, Ak-kdr-dAnt, a. Willing, in good 
humour.

According to, Ak-kdr-ding td, prep. In a 
manner suitable to, agreeable to; in proportion ; with 
regard to.

Accordingly, Ak-kdr-dlng-le, ad. Agreeably, 
suitably, conformably.

To Accost, Ak-kdst^ v. a. To speak to first, to 
address, to salute.

Accostable, Ak-kds-tA-bl, a. 405. Easy of 
access, familiar.

Accor nt, Ak-kdunt,' s. 407. A computation 
of debts or expenses: the state or result of a computa
tion ; value or estimation; a narrative, relation; the 
relation and reasons of a transaction given to a person 
in authority; explanation, assignment of causes.

To Account, Ak-kount,' v. a. To esteem, to 
think, to hold in opinion ; to reckon, to compute ; to 
give an account, to assign the causes ; to make up the 
reckoning to answer for practice; to hold in esteem.

Accountable, Ak-koun'tA-bl, a. Of whom an 
account may be required; who must answer for.

Accountant, Ak-koun-tAnt, a. Accountable 
to, responsible for.

Accountant, Ak-koun-tAnt, s. A computer, a 
man skilled or employed in accounts.

Account-book, ak-kdunt-bodk, s. A book 
containing accounts.

To Accouple, ak-k&plpl, V. a. 314. To join, 
to link together.

To Accoukt, ak-kirt,' v. a. 318. To entertain 
with courtship or courtesy.

7b Accoutre, Ik-kSMtur, v. a. 315. To dress, 
to equip.

Accoutrement, Ak-koO-tur-ment, 4. Dress, 
equipage, trappings, ornaments.

Accredited, ak-krod-it-dd, a. Of allowed re
putation, confidential.

Accretion, Ak-kre-shun, s. The act of grow
ing to another, so as to increase it.

Accretive, Ak-kre-tiv, a. 158. Growing-, 
added by growth.

To Accroach, Ak-krdtsh,' v. a. 295. To draw 
to one as with a hook.

To Accrue, Ak-krod,' v. n. 339. To accede to, 
to be added to; to be added, as an advantage or im
provement ; in a commercial sense, to be produced, or 
arise, as profits.

Accubation, ik-ku-balshiln, s. The ancient 
posture of leaning at meals.

To Accumb, Ak-kumb,' v. n. 347. To lie at the 
table, according to the ancient manner.

7b Accumulate, Ak-ku-mu-late, v. a. 91.
To pile up, to heap together.

Accumulation, Ak-kix-mii-lAfsh&n, 4. Tlie act 
of accumulating; the state of being accumulated.

Accumulative, Ak-kfi-mfi-la-tiv, a. 157. That 
which accumulates; that which is accumulated.

Accumulator, ik-kilmfi-la-t&r, 5. 521. He 
that accumulates, a gatherer or heaper together.

Accuracy, Ak-ku-rA-sd, s. Exactness, nicety.
Accurate, Ak-k6-rate, a. 91. Exact, as op

posed to negligent or ignorant; exact, without defect 
or failure.

Accurately, A k-ku-rate-id, ad. Exactly, with
out errour, nicely.

Accurateness, Ak-kii-rate-ndss, s. Exactness, 
nicety.

To Accurse, Ak-k&rse,' v. a. To doom to misery
Accursed, Ak-kfir-sdd, part. a. 362. Cursed or 

doomed to misery: execrable, hateful, detestable.
Accusable, Ak-ku-zA-bl, a. 405. That which 

may be censured; blameable ; culpable.
Accusation, Ak-kt-za-sh&n, s. The act of ac

cusing ; the charge brought against any one.
Accusative, Ak-kii-zA-tiv, a. A term of gram

mar, the fourth case of a noun.
Accusatory, Ak-kfi-zA-tur-d, a. 512. That 

which produceth or containeth an accusation.
To Accuse, Ak-ktise,' v. a. To charge with a 

crime; to blame or censure.
Accuser, Ak-kii-zur, s. 98. He that brings a 

charge against another.
To Accustom, Ak-kus^-tum, v. a. To habituate, 

to inure.
Accustom able, Ak-kfis-tfcm-mA-bl, a. Done 

by long custom or habit.
Accustomably, ak-k&s-t&m-A-bld, ad. Accord

ing to custom.
Accustomance, Ak-kus-tum-mAnse, s. Custom, 

habit, use.
Accustomarily, Ak-k&s-t&m-mA- rd-ld, ad.

In a customary manner.
Accustomary, Ak-kUs-tum-mA-rd, a. 512. 

Usual, practised.
Accustomed, ik-kusltfim-ed, a. 362. Accord- 

ing to custom, frequent, usual.
Ace, ase, s. An unit, a single point on cards 

or dice; a small quantity.
Acerbity, A-ser-bd-te, 4. 511. A rough sour 

taste; applied to men, sharpness of temper.
To Acervate, A-sdr-vate, v. a. 91. To heap up.
Acervation, As-dr-va-shAn, s. 507. Heaping 

together.
Acescent, J-s^s's^nt, a. That which has a 

tendency to sourness or acidity.
Acetose, as-e-tdse,'a. 427. That which has in 

it acids.
Acetosity, s. 511. The state of

being acetose.
Acetous, A-sd-t&s, a. 314. Sour.
Ache, ake, 4. 355. A continued pain.
To Ache, ake, v. n. To be in pain.
To Achieve, At-tshdve,' v. a. 257. To perform, 

to finish.
Achiever, At-tshd-v&r, 4. He that performs 

what he endeavours.
Achievement, At-tshdve-mdnt, s. Tlie perfor

mance of an action; the escutcheon, or ensigns ar
morial.

Achor, A-kor, s. 166. A species of the herpes. 
Acid, as^sid, a. Sour, sharp.
Acidity, l-sidld'-te, s. 511. Sharpness, sour- 

ness.
Acidness, As-sid-ndss, s'. The quality of being 

acid.
Acidulje, A-sld-di-le, s. 199. Medicinal 

springs, impregnated with sharpcarticlon.
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To Acidulate, A-sId-d 6-late, v. a. 91. To 
tinge with acids in a slight degree.

To Acknowledge, Jk-nilQ^dj, v. a. 323. To 
own the knowledge of; to own any thing or person in 
a particular character; to confess, as a fault; to own 
as a benefit.

Acknowledging, Ak-nAl-l£dj-Ing, a. Grateful. 
Acknowledgment, Ak-nM-ledje-mAnt, s. 328. 

Concession of the truth of any position; confession of a 
fault; confession of a benefit received.—See Knowledge.

Acme, Ak-mA, 5. Tlie height of any thing; 
more especially used to denote the height of a distemper.

Acolothist, A-kAl-ld-Mlst, )
Acolyte, Ak^A-llte, 544. f s*

One of the lowest order in the Roman church.
Aconite, Ak-kd-nlte, s. 155. The herb wolfs

bane. In poetical language, poison in general.
Acorn, a'kSrn, s. The seed or fruit borne by 

the oak. . 1
Acousticks, A-kou-stlks, s. 3i3. The doctrine < 

or theory of sounds ; medicines to help the hearing.
To Acquaint, Ak-kwant,' v. a. 202. To make 

familiar with ; to inform.
Acquaintance, Ak-kwan-tAnse, s. The state 

of being acquainted with, familiarity, knowledge; fa
miliar knowledge ; a slight or initial knowledge, short 
of friendship; the person with whom we are acquain
ted, without the intimacy of friendship.

Acquainted, Ak-kwAn-tAd, part, a. Familiar, 
well-known.

Acquest, Ak-kwAst,' s. Acquisition ; the thing 
gained.

To Acquiesce, Ak-kwA-ess,' v. n. To rest in, 
or remain satisfied.

Acquiescence, Ak-kwA-Ass-Anse, s. A silent 
appearance of content; satisfaction, rest, content; 
submission.

Acquirable, Ak-kwl-rA-bl, a. 405. Attainable. 
To Acquire, Ak-kwire,' v. a. To gain by one’s 

labour or power.
Acquired, Ak-kwl-rAd, part. a. 362. Gained 

by one’s self.
Acquirer, Ak-kwl-rur, s. 98. The person that 

acquires; a gainer.
Acquirement, Ak-kwlre^mAnt, s. That which 

is acquired, gain, attainment.
Acquisition, Ak-kwA-zIsh-shtm, s. The act of 

acquiring; the thing gained, acquirement.
Acquisitive, Ak-kwlz-zA-tlv, a. 157. That 

which is acquired.
Acquist, Ak-kwlst,' r. Acquirement, attainment.
To Acquit, Ak-kwlt,' v. a. 415. To set free ; 

to clear from a charge of guilt, to absolve; to clear 
from any obligation, as, the man hath acquitted him
self well, he discharged his duty.

Acquitment, Ak-kwlt-mAnt, s. The state of 
being acquitted, or act of acquitting.

Acquittal, Ak-kwlt-tAl, s. 157. Deliverance 
from an offence.

To Acquittance, Ak-kwIt-tAnse, v. a. To pro
cure an acquittance, to acquit.

AcQUrrTANCE, Ak-kwlt-tAnse, s. The act of 
discharging from a debt; a writing testifying the receipt 
of a debt.

ACRE, a-kur, s. 98. 416. A quantity of land, 
containing in length forty perches, and four in breadth, 
or four thousand eight hundred and forty square yards.

Acrid, Ak-krld, a. Of a hot biting taste. 
Acrimonious, Ak-krA-m<J£nA-&s, «• Sharp, 

corrosive.
Acrimony, Ak-krA-m6-nA, s. 557. Sharpness, 

corrosiveness; sharpness of temper, severity.—See 
Dome stick.

Acritudf, Ak-krA-t6de, s. An acrid taste, a 
biting heat on the palate.

Acroamatjcal. Ak-kro-A-mAt-te-kAl, a. 509. 
Of or pcitaining to deep learning.

AcrOSPIRE, Ak-krA-splre, 5. 151. A shoot or 
sprout from the end of seeds.

Acrospired, Ak-kro-spl-rAd, part. a. 362. * 
Having sprouts.

Across, A-krdss,' ad. Athwart, laid over some
thing so as to cross it

AcrOSTICK, A-kross-tik, s. A poem, in which the 
first letter of every line being taken, makes up the name 
of the person or thing on which the poem is written 

To Act, Akt, v. n. To be in action, not to rest 
To Act, Akt, v. a. To perform a borrowed 

character, as a stage player; to produce effects in some 
passive subject.

Act, Akt, s. Something done, a deed, an ex
ploit, whether good or ill; a part of a play, during 
which the action proceeds without interruption; a de
cree of parliaxnent.

Action, Ak-shfin, s. 290. The quality or state 
of acting, opposite to rest; an act or thing done, a 
deed ; agency, operation ; the series of events repre
sented in a fable; gesticulation, the accordance of the 
motions of the body with the words spoken ; a term 
in law.

Actionable, Ak^sh&n-A-bl, a. 405. That which 
admits an action in law, punishable.

Action-taking, Ak-shiin-ta-king, a. Litigious. 
Active, Ak-tiv, a. 150. That which has the 

power or quality of acting ; that which acts, opposed 
to passive ; busy, engaging in action, opposed to idle 
or sedentary ; nimble, agile, quick ; in grammar, a 
verb active is that which has both an agent and an ob
ject, as, John instructs Joseph.

Actively, Ak-tlv-le, ad. Busily, nimbly.
Activeness, Ak-tlv-nAss, s. Quickness; nimble

ness.
Activity, Ak-tlv^A-tA, s. 515. The quality of 

being active.
Actor, Ak-tftr, 93. 418. He that acts, or per

forms any thing; he that personates a character, 4 
stage player.

Actress, Ak-trAss, s. She that performs any 
thing; a woman that plays on the stage.

Actual, Ak-tshu-Al, a. 461. Really in act, not 
merely potential; in act, not purely in speculation.

Actuality, Ak-tshh-Al-le-tA, s. The state of 
being actual.

Actually, Ak-tshii-Al-lA, ad. In act, in effect, 
really.

Actualness, Ak^tshti-Al-nAss, s. The quality of 
being actual.

Actuary, Ak-tshh-A-rA, s. The register 01 
officer who compiles the minutes of the proceedings of 
a court.

To Actuate, Ak-tshi-ate, v. a. To put into 
action.

Actuose, Ak-ti’i-ose,' a. Having the power of 
action.—See the Appendix.

To Acuate, Ak-u-ate, v. a. 91. To sharpen. 
Aculeate, A-kii-lA-ate, a. 91. Prickly, termi

nating in a sharp point.
Acumen, A-kd-men, s. 503, (Zn) A sharp point; 

figuratively, quickness of intellects.
Acuminated, A-ku-mA-na-ted, part. a. End

ing in a point, sharp tainted.
Acute, A-kute,' a. Sharp, opposed to blunt; 

ingenious, opposed to stupid; acute disease, any dis. 
ease which is attended with an increased velocity of 
blood, and terminates in a few days; acute accent, 
that which raises or sharpens the voice.

ACUTELY, A-kiite^lA, ad. After an acute man
ner, sharply.

Acuteness, A-kute^ness, s. Sliarpncss ; force 
of intellects; violence and speedy crisis of a malady; 
sharpness of round.

Adactes, A-dAk-tdd, part. a. Driven by force. 
/Adage, AtUeje, t. 90. A maxim, a proverb. 
Adagio, A-da-jA~6, s. A term used by musi

cian*, to mark slow time.
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AdaManT> Ad-A-mAnt, s. A stone of impene
trable hardness ; the diamond; the load-stone.

AdaMANTEAn, Ad-A-inAn-te-An, a. Hard as 
adamant.

Adamantine, Ad-A-mAn-tln, a. Made of ada
mant ; having the qualities of adamant, as, hardness, 
indissolubility.

Mr. Sheridan, Dr. Kenrick, and Mr. Perry, uni
formly pronounce the last syllable of this word as it is 
here marked, and W. Johnston only, so as to rhyme with 
line, (140).
Adam’s-apple, Ad-Amz-Ap-pl, s. A prominent 

part of the throat.
To Adapt, A-dApt,' v. a. To fit, to suit, to pro

portion.
Adaptation, Jd-lp-ta-shin, s. 527. The act 

of fitting one thing to another, the fitness of one tiling 
to another.

Adaption, A-dAp-shun, s. The act of fitting.
To Add, Ad, v. a. To join something to that 

which was before.
To Addecimate, Ad-dAs^se-mate, v. a. 91. To 

take or ascertain tithes.
To Addeem, Ad-deem,' v. a. To esteem ; to 

account.
Addendum, ?«l-d<5n-dam, s. Any addition, 

appendix to a work.
Adder, Ad-dur, 98. 418. A serpent, a viper, 

a poisonous reptile.
Adder’s-grass, Ad-d&rz-grAss-, s. A plant. 
Adder’s-tongue, Ad-d&rz-t&ng,) . . .
Adder’s-wort, Ad-d&rz-w&rt, J H L1 
Addible, Ad-de-bl, a. 405. Possible to be added.
Addibility, Ad*-dA-bll-lA-tA, s. 511. The possi

bility of beihg added.
Addice, Ad-dis, s. 142. A kind of axe, cor

ruptly pronounced adz.
To ADDICT, Ad-dikt,' v. a. To devote, to dedi

cate : it is commonly taken in a bad sense, as, he ad
dicted himself to vice.

Addictedness, id-dik-ted-ndss, s. The state of 
being addicted.

Addiction, Ad-dlk-sh&n, s. The act of devot
ing ; the state of being devoted.

Additament, Ad-dlt-A-mAnt, s. Addition, 
the thing added.

Addition, Ad-dlsh-sh&n, s. 459. The act of 
adding one thing to another; the thing added; in 
anthmetick, addition is the reduction of two or mora 
numbers of like kind together into one sum or total.

Additional, Ad-dlsh-sli&n-Al, a. That which 
is added.

AdditORY, Ad-dA-tA-re, a. 512. That which 
has the power of adding.

Addle, Ad-dl, «. 405. Originally applied to 
eggs, and signifying such as produce nothing, thence 
transferred to brains that produce nothing.

Addle-pated, Ad-dl-pa-tAd, a. Having barren 
brains.

To Address, Ad-drAss,' v. a. To prepare one’s 
self to enter upon any action; to apply to another by 
words.

Address, Ad-drAss,'s. Verbal application to 
anyone; courtship ; manner of addressing another, 
as, a man of pleasing address; skill, dexterity; man
ner of directing a letter

Addresser, Ad-dr As^s&r, s. 98. The person 
that addresses.

To Adduce, Ad-d&se,' v. a. To bring something 
forward in addition to something already produced.

Adducent, Ad-d&-sAnt, a. A word applied to 
those muscles that draw together the parts of the body.

To Addulce, Ad-dhlse,' v. a. To sweeten. 
Ademption, A-dAm-sh&n, s. 412. Privation. 
Adenography, Ad-dA-n&g-grA-fe, s. 518.

A treatise of the glandx
9

Adept, A-dApt,' s. He that is completely skilled 
in all the secrets of his art

Adeption, A-dAp^shQn, s. The act of getting.
Adequate, Ad-e-kwate, a. 91. Equal to, pro

portionate.
Adequately, Ad^e-kwate-lA, ad. In an ade

quate manner; with exactness of proportion.
Adequateness, Ad-A-kwate-nAss, s. The state 

of being adequate, exactness of proportion.
Adfiliated, Ad-fD-lA-a-tAd, pari. a. Adopt 

cd for a son.
To Adhere, Ad-hAre,' v. n. To stick to; tu 

remain firmly fixed to a party, or opinion.
Adherence, Ad-hA-rAnse, ) $
Adiierency, Ad-hA^-rAn-sA, 182. f

The quality of adhering, tenacity; fixedness of mi::j, 
attachment, steadiness.

Adherent, Ad-hA-rAnt, a. Sticking to; united 
with.

Adherent, Ad-hA-rAnt, s. A follower, a partisan. 
Adherer, Ad-hA-r&r, s. 98. He that adheres. 
Adhesion, Ad-hA-zh&n, s. 451. The act or 

state of sticking to something.
Adhesive, Ad-hA-slv, a. 158. 428. Sticking, 

tenacious.
To Adhibit, Ad-hlb-blt, v. a. To apply, to 

make use of.
AdHIBITION, Ad-hA-bish-sh&n, s. 507. Appli

cation, use-
Adjacency, Ad-ja-sAn-sA, s. 182 The state of 

lying close to another thing.
Adjacent, Ad-ja-sAnt, a. Lying close, border

ing upon something.
Adjacent, Ad-jA'sAnt, s. That which lies next 

another.
Adiaphorous, A-dA-Af-fA-rhs, a. Neutral.
AdiaphORY, A-dA-Af-fo-rA, s. 534. Neutrality, 

indifference.
To Adject, Ad-jAkt,' v. a. To add to, to put to.
AdjectiON, Ad-jAk-sh&n, s. The act of adject

ing or adding; the thing adjected or added.
ADJECTITIOUS, Ad-jAk-tlsh-as, a. Added, thrown 

in.
Adjective, Ad-jAk-tlv, $. 512. A word added 

to a noun, to signify the addition or separation of some 
quality, circumstance, or manner of being; as, good, 
bad.

Adjectivf.t.Y, id-jek-tlv-le, ad. After the man- 
ner of an adjective.

Adieu, A-dh,' ad. 284. Farewell.
To Adjoin, Ad-j61n,' v. a. 299. To join to, to 

unite to, to put to.
To Adjoin, Ad-jAIn,' v. n. To be contiguous to.
To Adjourn, Ad-j&rn,' v. a. 314. To put cjT 

to another day, naming the time.
Adjournment, Ad-jhrn-mAnt, s. A putting off 

till another day.
ADIPOUS, Ad-de-p&s, a. 314. Fat.
Adit, Ad-lt, s. A passage under ground.
Adition, Ad-Ish-shbn, s. 459. The act of 

going to another
To Adjudge, Ad-j&dje,' v. a. To give the 

thing controverted to one of the jiartics; to sentence 
to a punishment; simply, to judge, to decree.

Adjudication, Ad-jA-dA-ka£-shun,.$. The act 
of granting something to a litigant.

To Adjudicate, Ad-jA-dA-kate, v.a. Toadjudge.
To Adjugate, Ad-jA-gAte, v. a. 91. To yoke to. 
Adjument, AdjA-mAnt, s. Help.
Adjunct, Ad-j&ngkt, s. Something adherent 

or united to another.
Adjunct, Ad-j&ngkt, a. Immediately joined.
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Adjunction, id-jungk-sh&n, s. The act of 
adjoining ; the thing adjoined.

Adjunctive, id-jingki-dv, j. 158. He that 
joins ; that which is joined.

AdjuraTTON, Ad-jfi-raAsh&n, s. The act of 
proposing an oath to another; the form of oath pro
posed to another.

To Adjure, ld-jiire,' v. a. To impose an oath 
upon another, prescribing the form.

To Adjust, Ad-jhst,' v. a. To regulate, to put 
in order; to make conformable.

Adjustment, ad-just-ment, s. Regulation, the 
act of putting in method; the state of being put in 
method.

Adjutancy, Id-jii-tin-sd, s. The military office 
of an adjutant, skilful arrangement.

Adjutant, ad-jti-tant, s. 503. (&). An offi
cer, whose duty is to assist the major, by distributing 
pay, and overseeing punishment.

To Adjute, Ad-ihte,' v. a. To help, to concur. 
Adjutor, id-jli-tur, s. 98. 166. A helper. 
Adjutory, Ad-jh-tur-re, a. 512. 557. That 

which helps.
Adjuvant, Id-jd-vlnt, a. Helpful, useful.
To Adjuvate, id-ju-vate, v. a. 503. (k). To 

help, to further.
Admeasurement, id-m^zh-iire-m^nt, s. The 

act or practice of measuring according to rule.
Admensuration, Ad-men-sil-ra-sh&n, s. 452. 

The act of measuring to each his part.
Adminicle, Ad-mln-d-kl, s. 405. Help, support. 
Adminicular, id-md-nlk-u-l&r, a. 418. That 

which gives help.
To Administer, iVd-mln-nis-t&r, 98. 7
To Administrate, Ad-mln-nls-trate, 91. \v‘n' 

To give, to afford, to supply ; to act as the minister or 
agent in any employment or office; to perform the 
orfice of an administrator.

Administration, Ad-min-nts-tra-sh&n, s. 527. 
The act of administering or conducting any employ
ment ; the active or executive part of government; 
those to whom the care of public affairs is committed.

Administrative, ad-mln-nis-tri-llv, a. 157. 
That which administers.

Administrator, Ad-mln-nls-tri-t’ir, s. 98. 527. 
He that has the goods of a man dying intestate com
mitted to his charge, and is accountable for the same; 
he that officiates in divine rites; he that conducts the 
government.

Administratrix, id-mln-Is-tri-trlks, s. 527. 
She who administers in consequence of a will.

Administratorship, Jd-mln-nis-trait&r-slilp, s. 
The office of an administrator.

Admirable, Ad-mi-ri-bl, a. 405. To be ad- 
mired, of power to excite wonder.

Admirableness, id-me-ri-bl-nSss, ?
Admirability, ad-me-ri-bil-ld-td,511.527. 5 s- 

The quality or state of being admirable.
Admirably, Ad-m£-rA-ble,ad. In an admirable 

manner.
ADMIRAL, Ad-m£-lAl, s. An officer or magis

trate that has the government of the king’s navy; the 
chief commander of a fleet; the ship which carries 
the admiral

Admiralship, id-m^-rll-ship, s. The office of 
admiral.

Admiralty, id-m£-rAl-t£, s. The power, or of
ficers appointed for the administration of naval affairs. 

This word is frequently pronounced as if written 
admiral try, with an r in the last syllable; nor is this 
mispronunciation, however improper, confined to the 
lowest order of the people. The same may be observed 
of mayoralty.
Admiration, 3.d-m^-r^-sh6n, s. Wonder, the 

act of admiring or wondering.
To Admire, Ad-inlre,' i>. a. To regard with 

wonder ; to regard with love.
10

Admirer, Ad-mi-r&i-, j. 93. The person that 
wonders, or regards with admiration; a lover.

Admiringly, Id-ml-ring-ld, ad. With admirM 
tion.

Admissible, Id-mls-sd-bl, a. 405. That which 
may be admitted.^

Admission, Ad-mlsh-shun, s. The act or prac
tice of admitting; the state of being admitted; admit
tance, the power of entering; the allowance of an ar- 
gument.

To Admit, Ad-ml£ v. a. To suffer to enter 
to suffer to enter upon an office; to allow an argument 
or position ; to allow, or grant in general.

Admittable, id-mit-ti-bl, a. Which may be 
admitted.

Admittance, Ad-mlt-tanse, s. The act of ad
mitting, permission to enter; the power or right of 
entering; custom ; concession of a position.

To Admix, ld-miks,' v. a. To mingle with 
something else.

Admixtion, id-mlks-tsh&n, s. The union of 
one body with another.

Admixture, Ad-mi ks-tshd re, s. 461. The body 
mingled with another.

To Admonish, Ad-m&n-nish, v. a. To warn of 
a fault, to reprove gently.

Admonisher, Ad-m&n-nlsh-&r, s. The person 
that puts another in mind of his faults or duty.

Admonishment, id-mfin-nish-m^nt, s. Admo
nition, notice of faults or duties.

Admonition, Ad-mo-nlsh-hn, s. The hint of a 
fault or duty, counsel, gentle reproof.

Admonitioner, id-md-nish-un-ir, s. A gene
ral adviser. A ludicrous term.

Admonitory, Ad-m6n-n£-tfir-r£, a. That which 
admonishes.—See Domesticlc.

To Admove, Ad-md&v' v. a. To bring one 
thing to another.

Admurmuration, Ad-m&r-mA-ra-sh&n, s. The 
act of murmuring to another.

Ado, A-dod,' s. Trouble, difficulty; bustle, 
tumult, business; more tumult and show of business 
than the affair is worth

Adolescence, Ad-6-13s-s£nse, 7 rp,
Adolescency, Ad-d-lSs^n-s^, 510. j 1C 

age succeeding childhood, and succeeded by puberty.
To Adopt, A-dopt,' v. a. To take a son by 

choice, to make him a son who is not so by birth ; to 
place any person or thing in a nearer relation to some
thing else.

ADOPTEDLY, A-d5p-t&d-le, ad. After the man
ner of something adopted.

Adopter, A-d6p-tftr, s. 98. He that gives some 
one by choice the rights of a son.

Adoption, A-d6p-slnln, $. 459. The act of 
adopting; the state of being adopted.

Adoptive, A-d&p-dv, a. 157. Adopted by an
other ; that adopts another.

Adorable, A-dd-rA-bl, a. 405. That ought to 
be adored.

Adorableness, A-do^rA-bl-n6ss, s. Worthiness 
of divine honours.

Adorably, A-d£-rA-bl£, ad. In a manner 
worthy of adoration

ADORATION, Ad-dA-ra^sh&n, $. The external ho
mage paid to the Divinity; homage paid to persons iu 
high place or esteem.

'To ADORE, A-ddre,' v. a. To worship with ex
ternal homage.

Adorer, A-dd^-r&r, $. 98. He that adores; a 
worshipper.

To Adorn, A-d&rn,' v. a. 167. To dress; to 
deck the person with ornaments; to set out any place 
oi thing with decorations.

Adornment, i-dirn-m&nt, s. Ornament, em
bellishment-

AdOwn, &-dd&n,'arf. 323. Down, on the ground.
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Adown, A-doin/ prep. Down towards the 
ground.

ADREAD. i-dr^d,' ad. 234. In a state of fear. 
Adrift, A-drlft,' ad. Floating at random.
Adroit, i-droit,' a. 305. Active, skilful. 
Adroitness, J-drolt-nJss, s. Dexterity, readi- 

ness, activity.
Adry, A-drl,z a. Athirst, thirsty.
ADsemnous, Ad-sA-tlsh-&s, a. 314. That 

which is taken in to complete something else.
Adstriction. Ad-strlk^shun, s. The act of 

binding together.
To Advance., Ad-vAnse,z v. a. 78. To bring 

forward, in the local sense; to raise to preferment; to 
aggrandize; to improve; to forward; to accelerate; 
to propose; to offer to the publick.

To Advance, Ad-vAnse,z v. n. To come for
ward ; to make improvement.

Advance, Ad-vAnse,z s. 79. The act of coming 
forward ; a tendency to come forward to meet a lover; 
progression; rise from one point to another; improve- 
ment; progress towards perfection.

Advancement, Ad-vAnse-m£nt, s. The act of 
coming forward; the state of being advanced; prefer
ment, improvement.

Advancer, Ad-vAn-s&r, s. 98. A promoter; a 
forwarder.

Advantage, Ad-vAn-tAdje, s. 90. Superiority; 
superiority gained by stratagem; gain, profit; prepon- 
deration on one side of the comparison.

To Advantage, Ad-vAn-tAdje, v. a. To be
nefit ; to promote, to bring forward.

Advantaged, Ad-vAn-tA-j5d, a. 362. Possessed 
of advantages.

Advantage-ground, Ad-vAn-tAdje-ground, s. 
Ground that gives superiority, and opportunities of an
noyance or resistance.

Advantageous, Ad-vAn-ta-j&s, a. Profitable, 
useful, opportune.

Advantageously, Ad-vAn-ta-j&s-lA, ad. Con
veniently, opportunely, profitably.

Advantageousness, Ad-vAn-ta-j&s-n^ss, s. 
Profitableness, usefulness, convenience.

To Advene, Ad-v5ne,z v. n. To accede to 
something, to be superadded.

Advenient, Ad-Ve-nA-Ant, a. Advening, su- 
• peradded.

Advent, Ad-vAnt, s. The name of one of the 
holy seasons, signifying the coming ; that is, the com
ing of our Saviour, which is made the subject of our 
devotion during the four weeks before Christmas.

Adventine, Ad-v5n-tln, a. 140. Adventitious, 
that which is extrinsically added.

Adventitious, Ad-v£n-tlsh-&s, a. Advening, 
extrinsically added.

Adventive, Ad-vAn-tlv, s. 157. The thing or 
person that comes from without.

Adventual, Ad-vAn-tshil-Al, a. 461. Relating 
to the season of Advent.

Adventure, Ad-vAn-tshiire, s. 461. An acci
dent, a chance, a hazard ; an enterprise in which 
something must be left to hazard.

To Adventure, Ad-vAn-tshure, v. n. To try 
the chance, to dare.

Adventurer, Ad-vAn-tshir-Ar, s. 98. He that 
seeks occasions of hazard, he that puts himself in the 
hands of chance.

Adventurous, Ad-v§n-tsh6r-&s, 7
Adventuresome, Ad-vAn-tshir-sum, J

Inclined to adventures, daring, courageous; full of 
hazard, dangerous.

Adventurously, Ad-vOn-tshdr-Qs-l^, ad. 
Boldly, daringly.

Adventuresomeness,Ad-vAn-tshdr-sfim-nAss,5. 
461. The quality of being adventuresome.

11

Adverb, Ad-vArb, s. A word joined to a verb 
or adjective, and solely applied to the use of qualifying 
and restraining the latitude of their signification.

Adverbial, ad-v3r-bi-il, a. That which has 
the quality or structure of an adverb.

Adverbially, Id-vdr-be-Al-l^, ad. In the 
manner of an adverb.

Adversable, Ad-vAr-sA-bl,n. 405. Contrary to. 
Adversary, Ad-vCr-sA-rt*, s. 512. An opponent, 

antagonist, enemy.
Adversative, Ad-vAr-sA-tiv, a. 512. A word 

which makes some opposition or variety.
Adverse, Ad-vArse, a. Acting with contrary di

rections; calamitous, afflictive, opposed to prosperous 
Adversity, Ad-vAr-se-tA, s. 511. Affliction, 

calamity; the cause of sorrow, misfortune; the state 
of unhappiness, misery.

Adversely, Ad-v5rse-15, a. Oppositely, un
fortunately.

To Advert, Ad-vert,z v. n. To attend to, to re 
gard, to observe.

Advertence, Ad-vAr-tAnse, 7 
Advertency, Ad-vAr-tAn-sd, j 

Attention to, regard to.
To Advertise, Ad-vir-tlze,' v. a. To inform 

another, to give intelligence; to give notice of any 
thing in publick prints.

. i Ad-v5r-tlz-m5nt, 7Advertisement, | JlU.&.tizeWn’t) J
Intelligence, information; notice of any thing pub
lished in a paper of intelligence.

As nouns ending in ment always follow the accen
tuation of the verbs from which they are formed, we fre
quently hesvc.advertisement taxed with the grossest irre
gularity for having the accent on a different syllable from 
advertise. The origin of this irregularity seems to have 
arisen from a change which has taken place in the pro
nunciation of the verb since the noun has been formed • 
advertise and chastise were, in Shakespeare’s time, both 
accented on the penultimate, and therefore advertisement 
and chastisement were formed regularly from them.

“ Wherein he did the king his lord advertise.”—lien. Fill. 
“ My grief cries louder than advertisement.”—Much Adot &c. 
“ Oh, then how quickly should this arm of mine, 
“ Now pris’ner to the palsy, chastise thee.”—Richard II.
** And chastisement doth therefore liide its head.”—Jul. Casar.

But since that time the verbs advertise and chastise have fal
len into an analogy more agreeable to verbs of the same 
form—for the verbs to promise^practlscfranchise ̂mortise, 
and divertise, are the only words where the termina
tion ise has not the accent either primary or secondary ; 
and if an alteration must be made to reconcile the pronun
ciation of the simple with that of the compound, we should 
find it much easier to change adver’tisement and chas'tise- 
ment xntoadves tise'ment and chastise'mentjhaxi advertise' 
and chastise' into adver'tise and chas*tise ; but the irregu
larity seems too inveterate to admit of any alteration.
Advertiser, Ad-vgr-tl-z&r, s. 98. He that 

gives intelligence or information; the paper in which 
advertisements are published.

Advertising, Ad-vAr-tl-zing, a. Active in giv
ing intelligence, monitory.

To Advesperate, Ad-v5s-pA-rate, v. n. 91.
To draw towards evening.

Advice, ad-vice,z s. 499. Counsel, instruction, 
notice; intelligence.

Advice-boat, Ad-vlce^b6te, s. A vessel em
ployed to bring intelligence.

Advisable, Ad-vl-zA-bl, a. 405. Prudent, fit 
to be advised.

Advisableness, Ad-vl'zA bl-n5ss, s. The qual
ity of being advisable.

To Advise, Ad-vize,z v. a. 437. To counsel; 
to inform, to make acquainted.

To Advise, Ad-vize,z v. n. 499. To consult, 
as, he advised with his companions; to consider, to 
deliberate.

Advised, Ad-vl-z£d, part. a. 362. Acting with 
deliberation and design; prudent, wise; performed 
with deliberation acted with design.
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Advisedly, Ad-vl^zAd-le, ad. 364. Deliberate
ly, purposely, by design, prudently.

Advisedness, Ad-vKz&d-nAss, s. 365. Delibera
tion, cool and prudent procedure.

Advisement, Ad-vlze^-mAnt, s. Counsel, infor
mation ; prudence, circumspection.

Adviser, ad-vl-z&r, s. 98. The person that ad
vises, a counsellor.

Adulation, Ad-jii-la-sh&n, s. 294. Flattery, 
high compliment.

Adulator, Ad-ju-la-t&r, s. 521. A flatterer.
Adulatory, Ad-jA-la-t&r-rA, a. 512. Flatter

ing.—See Domestick.
Adult, A-d&lt,' a. Grown up, past the age of 

infancy. •
Adult, A-dult,' s. A person above the age of 

infancy, or grown to some degree of strength.
Adultness, A-d&lt-nAss, s. The state of being 

adult.
To Adulter, A-dhl-thr, v. a. 98. 556. To 

commit adultery with another.
Adulterant, A-dhl-thr-Ant, s. The person or 

thing which adulterates.
To Adulterate, A-dhl-tur-Ate, v. a. 91. To 

commit adultery; to corrupt by some foreign mixture.
Adulterate, A-dhl-thr-ate, a. 91. Tainted 

with the guilt of adultery; corrupted by some foreign 
admixture.

Adulterateness, A-d&l-t&r-ate-n&ss, s. 19. 98. 
559. The quality or state of being adulterate.

Adulteration, A-dhl-thr-a-shun, s. The act 
of corrupting by foreign mixture; the state of being 
contaminated.

Adulterer, A-dtil-fhr-ur, s. 98. The person 
guilty of adultery.

Adulteress, A-d&l-thr-Ass, s. A woman that 
commits adultery.

Adulterine, A-d&l-thr-lne, s. 149. A child 
born of an adulteress.

Adulterous, A-dhl-thr-hs, a. 314. Guilty of 
adultery.

Adultery, A-diiUt&r-A, s. 556. The act of 
violating the bed of a married person.

Adumbrant, Ad-hm-brAnt, a. That which 
gives a slight resemblance.

To Adumbrate, Ad-hm-brate, v. a. 91. To 
shadow out, to give a slight likeness, to exhibit a faint 
resemblance.

Adumbration, Ad-hm-bra-shtm, s. The act of 
giving a slight and imperfect representation j a faint 
sketch.

AdunatioN, Ad-h-na-shhn, s. The state of be
ing united, union.

Aduncity, a-cliin-se-tc, s. 511. Crookedness, 
hookedness.

Adunque, A-ditngk,' a. 415. Crooked.
Advocacy, Ad-vo-ka-sA, s. 546. Vindication, 

defence, apology.
ADVOCATE, Ad-v6-kate, s. He that pleads the 

cause cf another in a court of judicature; he that 
pleads any cause, in whatever manner, as a contro- 
vertist or vindicator.

Advocation, Ad-vo-ka-shhn, s. The office of 
pleading, plea, apology.

AdvOLATION, ad-vo-la-shun, s. The act of fly
ing to something.

Advolution, Ad-vA-lu^slihn, s. The act of 
rolling to something.

A.DVOUTRY. Ad-vou-tre, s. 313. Adultery.
Advowee, Ad-vAA-AA,' ». He that has the right 

ofadvowson.
AdvowsON, Ad-vou-zun, s. 1/0. A right to 

present to a benefice.
Io Adure, A-dhre,' v. n. To burn up.
Adust, A-dhst,' a. Burned up, scorched : it 

is generally now applied to the humours of the body.
Adusted, A-dust-ed,a. Burned, dried with fire.

12

Adustible, A-d&s-tA-bl, a. 179. That which 
may be adusted, or burned up.

Adustion, A-dUs-tsh6n, s. 464. The act of 
burning up, or drying.

Adytum, Ad^A-tum, s. A secret place; a recess 
in the Pagan Temples, from which the oracles were de
livered, and into which none except the priests were 
allowed to enter.

JEdile. See Edile.
JEgyptiacum, e-jip-ti-A-khm, s. 460. An oint

ment consisting of honey, verdigris, and vinegar.
JEolipile, A-Al^A-plle, s. (From JEoi.us.) A 

hollow ball made of metal, with a small tube or neck, 
from which, after the ball has been partly filled with 
water and heated on the fire, a blast of air issues with 
great violence.

Aerial, a-A-rA-Al, a. Belonging to the air, as 
consisting of it; inhabiting the air; placed in the 
air; high, elevated in situation.

Aerie, e-rA, 5. A nest of hawks, or othe 
birds of prey.

Aerology, a-ur-M-16-jA, s. 556. The doctrine 
of the air.

Aeromancy, a-ftr-d-man-se, s. 519. The art 
of divining by the air.

Aerometry, A-Or-Am-mA-trA, s. 518. The art 
of measuring the air.

Aeronaut, A-Ar-A-nAwt, s. One who sails 
through the air.

AeroscOFY, a-iir-islkd-pe, s. 518. The ob- 
servation of the air.

^Ethiop’s-mineral, <&Ai-&ps-mln-&r-rai, s.
A medicine so called, from its dark colour, made of 
quicksilver and sulphur ground together in. a marble 
mortar.

JEtites, e-tl-tAz, s. Eagle-stone.
Afar, A-fir,' ad. At a great distance ; to a 

greater distance.
Afeabd, part. a. Frightened, terrified,

afraid.
Afer, a-fur, s. 98. The south-west wind. 
Affability, Af-fA-bil-lA-tA, s. Easiness of 

manners ; courteousness, civility, condescension.
Affable, Af-fA-bl, a. 405. Easy of manners, 

courteous, complaisant.
Affableness, Af-fA-bl-nAss, s. Courtesy, affa

bility .
Affably, Af-fA-bl£, ad. Courteously, civilly. 
Affabrous, Af-fA-brhs, a. Skilfully made, 

complete.
Affair, Af-fare,' s. Business, something to be 

managed or transacted.
To Affear, Af-fAre,' v. a. 227. To confirm, 

to establish.
Affect, Af-fekt,'s. Affection, passion, sensation. 
To Affect, Af-fAkt,' v. a. To act upon, to pro

duce effects in any other thing; to move the passions; 
to aim at, to aspire to; to be fond of, to be pleased 
with, to love; to practise the appearance of any 
thing, with some degree of hypocrisy; to imitate in 
an unnatural and constrained manner.

Affectation, Af-fAk-ta-shun, s. The act of 
making an artificial appearance, awkward imitation.

Affected, Af-fAk-tAd, part. a. Moved, touch
ed with affection; studied with over-much care; 
in a personal sense, full of affectation; as, an affect
ed lady.

Affectedly, 5f-fek-t£d-le, ad. In an affected 
manner, hypocritically.

Affectedness, af-fSk'-tgd-n&s, ». The quality 
of being affected.

Affection, ’if-ff kishun, s. The state of be- 
ing affected by any cause, or agent; passion of any 
kind ; love, kindness, good-will to some person.

Affectionate, Af-fikishhn-ate, a. Full of af- 
fection, warm, zealous; fond, tender.

Affectionately, Af-fCki-shun-atc-li, ad. 91. 
Fondly, tenderly.
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AmxaiONATENESS, Af-f^k-shUn-ate-n^ss, i. 
Fondness, tenderness, good-will.

Affection EIX Af-fSk-shtmd, a. 359. Affected, 
conceited ; inclined, mentally disposal.

Affectiously, Af-f£kMihs-le, ad. In an af
fecting manner.

Affective, Af-fek-tiv, a. That which affects, 
which strongly touches.

Affectuosity, Af-f£k-tshh-6s-se-te, $. Passion
ateness.

Affectuous, Af-f£k-tshu-&s, a. 464. Full of 
passion.

To Affere, Af-f£re,' v. a. A law term, signi
fying to confirm.

Affiance, Af-fl-Anse, s. A marriage contract; 
trust in general, confidence; trust in the divine pro- 
mises and protection.

To Affiance, Af-fi-Anse, v. a. To betroth, to 
bind any one Ur promise to marriage, to give confi
dence.

Affiancer, Af-fl-An-shr, s. He that makes a 
contract of marriage between two parties.

Aitidation, Af-1'i-da-shfin, ) -- ,
Afitdature, If-ft-d^tshfire, J ’’ Ml"ual co“- 

tract, mutual oath of fidelity.
Affidavit, Af-fA-da-vit, s, A declaration 

upon oath.
Affied, Af-fl^d, pari. a. 362. Joined by con

tract, affianced.
Affiliation, Af-fll-lA-a-shhn, s. Adoption.
AffinaGE, Af^fA-naje, s. 90. The act of re

fining metals by the cupel.
Affined, Af-fl-nAd, a. 362. Related to an

other.
Affinity, Af-fln-ne-tA, s. 511. Relation by 

marriage ; relation to, connexion with.
To Affirm, Af-fArm/ v. n. 108. To declare, 

to assert confidently, opposed to the word deny.
Affirm, Af-fArm,' v. a. To ratify or approve a 

former law, or judgment.
Affirmable, Af-fAr-mA-bl, a. That may be 

affirmed.
Affirmance, Af-fAr^-mAnse, s. Confirmation, 

opposed to repeal.
Affirmant, Afi-fAr-mAnt, s. The person that 

affirms.
Affirmation, Af-fAr-ma-sh&n, s. The act of 

affirming or declaring, opposed to negation j the po
sition affirmed; confirmation, opposed to repeal.

AFTIRMative, Af-fAr-mA-tlv, a. 158. That af
firms, opposed to negative; that can or may be af
firmed.

Affirmatively, Af-fAr-mA-tlv-le, ad. On the 
positive side, not negatively.

Affirmer, Af-fAr-mhr, x. 98. The person that 
affirms.

7b Affix. Af-fiks,' t/. a. To unite to the end, 
to subjoin.

Affix, Aftflks, s. 492. A particle united to 
the end of a word

Affixion, Af-fik-sh&n, j. The act of affixing; 
the state of being affixed.

Afflation, Af-fla^shhn, s. The act of breath
ing upon arty thing.

Afflatus, Af-fla-ths, s. Communication of the 
power of prophecy.

To Afflict, Af-fllkt/ t>. a. To put to pain, to 
grieve, to torment.

A iflictedne'ss, af-fllk-tJd-n&s, J. Sorrow- 
fulness, grief.

ArrLiCTER, ilf-fliUttir, s. 98. The person that 
afflicts.

Affliction, af-fllkishftn, s. The cause of 
pain or sorrow, calamity; the state of sorrowfulness, misery.

Afflictive, if.fllkldv, a. 158. Painful, tor- 
men ting.

18 ‘

Affluence, APflu-ense, 7 -
Affluency, f *’ The act of flow

ing to any place, concourse; exuberance of riches 
pl-inty.

Affluent, A£fl£i-ent, a. Flowing to any pari • 
abundant, exuberant, wealthy.

Affluentness, Af-flh-Ant-nAss, s. The quality 
of being affluent.

Afflux, Af-fl&ks, s. The act of flowing to some 
place, affluence; that which flows to any place.

Affluxion, Af-fluk-sh&n, s. The act of flow
ing to a particular place; that which flow’s from one 
place to another.

To Afford, Af-fdrd,' v. a. To yield or pro
duce ; to grant, or confer any thing; to be able to 
sell; to be able to bear expenses.

To Afforest Af-fAr-rAst, v. a. 109. 168.
To turn ground into forest.

To Affranchise, Af-frAn-tsldz, v. a. 140, To 
make free.

To Affray, af.fr a,' v. a. To fright, to terrify. 
Affray, Af-fra,' s. A tumultuous assault of 

one or more persons upon others.
Affriction, Af-frik-shhn, s. The act of rub

bing one thing upon another.
To Affright, Af-frlte/ v. a. To affect, with 

fear, to terrify.
Affright, Af-frlte,' j. 393. Terror, fear..
Affrightful, Af-frlte-ful, a. Full of affright 

ar terror, terrible.
Affrightment, Af-frlte^mAnt, s. The impres

sion of fear, terror; the state of fearfulness.
To Affront, Af-fr&nt,' v. a. 165. To meet 

face to face, to enconnter; to provoke by an open iD- 
sult, to offend avowedly.

Affront, Af-fr&nt,' s. Insult offered to the 
face; outrage, act of contempt*

AffrOiNTF.r, Af-fr&n-thr, $. 98. The person 
that affronts.

Affronting, Af-frfin-tlng, part. a. That which 
has the quality of affronting.

To Afi use, Af-fuze( v. a. To pour one thing 
upon another.

Affusion, Af-fu-z ’nftn, s. The act of abusing. 
To Affy, Af-fi,' v. a. To betroth in order to 

marriage.
To Affy, Af-fl,' v. n. To put confidence in, 

to put trust in.
Afield, A-fAAld,' ad. 215. To the field. 
Aflat, A-flAtf ad. Level with the ground. 
Afloat, A-fldte,' ad. 295. Floating.
Afoot, A-fit,' ad. 307. On foot, not on horse

back ; in action, as, a design is afoot
Afore, A-fdre,' prep. Before, nearer in place 

to any thing; sooner in time,
Afore, A-fdre^ ad. In time foregone or p.tst 

first in the way ; in front in the fore part
Aforegoing, A-fore^gA-Ing, part. a. Goin" 

before.
Aforehand, A-fore^hAnd, ad. By a previc*.’ 

provision; provided, prepared; previously fitted.
Aforementioned, A-f6r-mAn-shund, a. 362* 

Mentioned before.
w Aforenamed, A-fore^na-mAd, a. 362. Nanx?d 

before.
Aforesaid, A-fAre-sade, a. Said before. 
Aforetime, A-fore-tlme, ad. In time past. 
Afraid, A-frade< part. a. Struck with fear, 

terrified, fearful.
Afresh, A-frAsh,' ad. Anew, again.
Afront, A-frhnt,' ad. 165. In front, in direct 

opposition.
After, Af-thr, prep. 98. Following in place; 

in pursuit of; behind; posterior in time ; according 
to ; in imitation of.

G
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After, Af-tdr,ad. In succeeding time; fol
lowing another.

Afterages, Afk?ir-A-j£z, s. Succeeding times, 
posterity.

Afterall, A&ar-all,' ad. At last, in fine, in 
conclusion.

Afterbirth, Af^tftr-blrtfi, s. The secundine. 
Afterclap, Afct&r-k IAp,s. A n unexpected event, 

happening after an affair is supposed to be at an end.
Aftercost, Af-thr-k6st, s. The expense incur

red after the original plan is executed.
Aftercrop, Af-tur-krbp, s. Second harvest. 
Aftergame, Af-thr-game, s. Methods taken 

after the first turn of affairs.
Aftermath, Af-tur-mAz/r, s. Second crop of 

grass mown in Autumn.
Afternoon, Af-t&r-nddnf s. The time from 

the meridian to the evening.
Afterpains, At-tbr-panz, s. Pains after birth. 
AFTERTASTE, Af-tbr-taste, s. Taste remaining 

upon the tongue after the draught.
Afterthought, Af-tbr-z/zAwt, s. Reflections 

after the act, expedients formed too late.
Aftertimes, Afi-tbr-tiinz, s. Succeeding times. 
Afterward, Af-tur-wbrd, ad. 88. In succeed

ing time.
Afterwit, Af-tbr-wlt, s. Contrivance of ex

pedients after the occasion of using them is past.
Aga, a-gA, s. The title of a Turkish military 

officer.
Again, A-gdn,' ad. 206. A second time, once 

more ; back, rn restitution; besides, in any other time 
or place; twice as much, marking the same quantity 
once repeated; again and again, with frequent repe
tition.

We find this word written according to the gene
ral pronunciation in the Duke of Buckingham’s verses 
to Mr. Pope:

•* I little thought of launching forth agen,
** Amidst advcnt’rous rovers of the pen.”

AGAINST, A-g£nst,' prep. 206. Contrary, oppo
site, in general; with contrary motion or tendency, 
used of material action; opposite to, in place; in ex- 
ectation of.

Agalma, A-gAl-mA, s. The image or impres
sion of a seal.

Agave, 1-gape,'ad.75. Staring with eagerness. 
—See Gape.

Agarick, Ag^a-rik, s. A drug of use in phy- 
sick, and the dying trade.

Agast, A-gAst,' a. Amazed.
Agate, Ag'-At, s. 91. A precious stone of the 

lowes4 claiv.
Agaty. Ay -A-te, fl. Partaking of the nature 

of agate.
To Ag*.ZE, A-gaze,' v. fl. To strike with amaze

ment.
Age, aje, s. Any period of time attributed to 

something as the whole, or part of its duration ; a 
succession or generation of men; the time in which 
any jiarticular man, or race of men lived; as, the 
age ot heroes; the space of a hundred years; the 
latter part ot life, old age. In law, a man of twenty- 
ene years is at the full age. A woman of twenty-one 
is able to alienate her lands.

AGED, aAj£d, a. 363. Old, stricken in years. . 
AGEDLY, arj^d-lA, ad. After the manner of an 

aged person.
Agen, 1-gin,' ad. 206. Again, in return.
Agency, s. The quality of acting,

the state of being in action, business performed by an 
agent.

Agent, i-jjnt, a. Acting upon, active.
Agent, a-jjnt, s. A substitute, a deputy, a 

factor ; that which haa the power of operating.
agenda, a-j£nMi, ». The service of the 

Church, the liturgy ; a kind of memorawdum book. |
1 +

Agio, .Vji-A, s. The difference of exchange 
between bank notes or bills, and current coin.

Agon ALIA, Ag-6-naM^-A, s. Festivals celebraU 
ed three times in the year by the Romans, in honour 
of Ian us.

AggeneraTION, Ad-j^n-nbr-A^shbn, 3. The 
state of growing to another body.

AGGEROSE, Ad-je-roze, a. Heaped or piled to
gether ; collected in heaps.

To Aggerate, Ad-jur-ate, v. a. To heap up. 
—See Exaggerate.

To Agglomerate, Ag-glbm-mbr-ate, v. a. To 
gather up in a ball, as thread.

AgglutinaNTS, Ag-gld-te-nAnts,& Those medi
cine® which have the power of uniting parts together.

To Agglutinate, Ag-glu-ui-nate, v. a. To 
unite one j»art with another.

Agglutination, Ag-glu-tA-naAshbn, s. Union, 
cohesion.

Agglutinative, Ag-glb-t£-na-tlv, a. 512. 
Having the power of procuring agglutination.

To Aggrandize, Ag^grAn-dize, v. a. 15SK To 
make great, to enlarge, to exalt.

Aggrandizement, Ag^grAn-dlze-mAnt, s. 
The state of being aggrandized.—See Academy.

Aggrandizer, Ag-grAn-dlze-br, s. The per
son that makes another great.

To Aggravate, Ag-grA-vate, v. a. 91. To 
make heavy, in a metaphorical sense, as, to aggravate 
an accusation; to make any thing worse.

Aggravation, Jg-griVvaMifin, s. The act or 
aggravating; the circumstances which heighten guilt 
or calamity.

Aggregate, Ag-gr^-gate, a. 91. Framed by 
the collection of particular parts into one mass.

Aggregate, Ag-gre-gate, s. Tlie result of the 
conjunction of many particulars

To Aggregate, Ag-gre-gate, v. a. To collect 
together, to heap many particulars into one mass.

Aggregation, ag-gr^-gaUhbn, s. The act of 
collecting many particulars intoone whole; the whole 
comjiesed by the collection of many (tarticulars; state 
of being collected.

Ta Aggress, Ag-gress,' v. n. To commit the 
first act of violence.

Aggression, Ag-grAsh-bn, s. Commencement 
of a quarrel by some act of iniquity.

Aggressor, Ag-gr£4sfir, $. 98.418. The as
saulter or invader, opposed to the defendant.

Aggrievance, Ag-gre-vAnse, s. Injury, wrong.
To Aggrieve, Ag-grAve.f o. a. 275. To give 

sorrow, to vex; to impose, to hurt in one’s right.
To Aggroup, Ag-gi oop,' V. a. To brii>g toge

ther into one figure.
Aghast, A-gA„t.' n. Struck with horror, as at 

the sight of a spectre.
Agile, Aj-il, a. 140. Nimble, ready, active. 
Agileness, Aini-n&s > Nimbleness, 
Agility, A-jil^e-tb, 511. 5 

quickness, activity.
To Agist, A-jlst,' v. a. To take in and feed 

the cattle of strangers ii the king’s forest, and to col. 
lect the money, or profit from feeding the cattle of 
others.

Agistment, A-jist-ment, s. Composition, or 
mean rate.

Agitable, Aj-A-tA-bl, a. That which may bj 
put in motion.

To Agitate, Aj^A-tate, v. a. 91. To put in 
motion ; to actuate, to move ; to affect with pertur
bation ; to bandy; to dis< uss, ro controvert.

Agitation, Aj-e-ta->hun, s. Tlie act of moving 
anything; the state of being moved; discussion, 
controversial examination; perturbation,disturbance 
of the thoughts; deliberation, the state of being con 
suited upon.

Agitator, lj^-ta-lhr, s. 521. He who man- 
ages affairs.
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Aglet, AgMet, s. A tag of a point carved into 
some representation of an animal; the pendants at 
the ends of the chives of flowers

Agminal, Ag^-mA-nAl, a. Belonging to a troop. 
Agnail, ig-nale, z. A whitlow.
Agnation, Ag-nA-shfin, z. Descent from the 

same father, in a direct male line.
Agnition, Ag-nlsh-fin, s. Acknowledgment. 
To Agnize, Ag-nlze,' v. a. To acknowledge ; 

to own.
Agnomination, Ag-nfim-me-nA-shfin, t. Al

lusion of one word to another.
Agnus Castus, Ag-nfis-cAs-tfis, s. The chaste 

tree.
Agnus Dei, Ag-nfis dA-1, $. A cake of wax 

stamped with the figure of a lamb, supporting the 
banner of the cross.

Ago, A-gfi,' ad. Past; as, long ago ; that is, 
long time has passed since.

Agog, A-gfig,' (id. Ina state of desire. 
Agoing, a-gMng, ad. 410. In action. 
Agone, A-gfin,' ad. Ago, past.
Agonism, Ag^6-nlzm, s. 548. Contention for 

a prize.
Agonistes, Ag-6-nls^t^z, s. A prize-fighter, 

one that contends at a publick solemnity for a prize.
7b Agonize, Ag-6-nize, v. n. To be in exces. 

sive pain.
Agony, Agifi-nA, z. 548. The pangs of death ; 

any violent pain of body or mind.
AgOOD, A-gud,z ad. In earnest.
To Agrace, A-grAce,z t». a. To grant favours to. 
Agrarian, A-grA-re-An, a. Relating to fields 

or grounds.
To Agrease, A-grAze,z v. a. To daub, to grease.
To Agree, A-grAA,z v. n. To be in concord ; 

to yield to ; to settle terms by stipulation ; to settle a 
price between buyer and seller; to be of the same 
mind or opinion ; to suit with.

Agreeable, A-grAA^A-bl, a. Suitable to, con
sistent with ; pleasing.

Agreeableness, A-grAe^A-bl-nAss, z. Consis
tency with, suitableness to ; the quality of pleasing. 

Agreeably, A-grAA-A-blA, ad. Consistently 
with, in a manner suitable to.

Agreed, A-greAd,' part. a. Settled by consent* 
Agreeingness, A-grAA-lng-nAss,z. Consistence, 

suitableness.
Agreement, A-grAA^mAnt, z. Concord ; re

semblance of one thing to another; compact, bargain. 
Agrestic A-grAsMk, a. (From the Latin 

agrestis.) Belonging to the field, rude, unpolished.
Agriculture, Ag-rA-cfil-tschure, s. 462. Til

lage, husbandry.
Agrimony, Ag-rA-mfin-nA, z. 557. The name 

of a plant.
Aground, A-grd&nd,' ad. 813. Stranded, 

hindered by the ground from passing farther; hinder
ed in the progress of affairs.

Ague, A-gue, s. 335. An intermitting fever, 
with cold fits succeeded by hot.

Agued, A-gfi-Ad, a. 362. 359. Struck with 
the ague, shivering.

Ague-fit, A-gfie-fit, z. The paroxysm of the 
ague.

Ague-tree, A-gfie-trAA, s. Sassafras.
Aguish, A-gfi-lsh, a. Having the qualities of 

an ague.
Aguishness, A-gfi-Ish-nAss, z. The quality of 

resembling an ague.
AH, A, int. A word noting sometimes dislike 

and censure; most frequently, compassion and com
plain L

Aha! Aha! A-hA,' int. A word intimating 
triumph and contempt.
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Ahead, A-hed,z ad. Further onward than an
other.

AlliGHT, A-blte,z ad. Aloft, on high.
To Aid, Ade, v. a. 202. To help, to support; 

to succour.
Aid, ade, z. Help, support; inlaw, a subsidv. 
Aidance, ade^lnse, z. Help, support. 
Aidant, Ade-Ant, a. Helping, helpful. 
Aid-de-camp, Ade-dA-kawng,z z. An officer 

who attends the general that has the chief command 
of the army, to carry his orders to the inferior officers.

Jrt- This word, like most other military terms from 
theFrench, is universally adopted, but the polite pro 
nunciation of the nasal vowel in the last s\liable, is not 
to be attained by a mere Englishman.—See Encore. 
Aider, Ade-fir, z. A helper, an ally. , 
Aidless, ade-lAss, a. Helpless, unsupported. 
To Ail, Ale, v. a. To pain, to trouble, to give 

pain; to affect in any manner.
Ail, ale, z. 202. A disease.
Ailment, Ale^mAnt, z. Pain, disease. 
Ailing, AleQng, part. a. Sickly.
To Aim, amA, v. a. 202. To endeavour to strike 

with a missile weapon ; to point the view, or direct 
the steps towards any tiling; to endeavour to reach 
or obtain; to guess.

Aim, Ame, s. The direction of a missile wea
pon ; the point to which the thing thrown is directed , 
an intention, a design ; the object of a design; con
jecture, guess.

Air, are, z. 202. The element encompassing 
the earth; a gentle gale : music, whether light or se
rious ; the mien, or manner, of the person ; an af
fected or laboured manner or gesture, ajipearance.

To Air, are, v. a. To expose to the air; to 
take the air ; to warm by the fire.

Airbladder, Are^blAd-dfir, z. A bladder filled 
with air.

Airbuilt, arc^bllt, a. Built in the air. 
Airdrawn, Are^drawn, a. Painted in air. 
Airer, are-fir, z. 98. He that exposes to the air. 
AIRHOLE, are-hole, z. A hole to admit air. 
Airiness, Are^A-nAss, z. Exposure to the air ; 

lightness, gayety, levity.
Airing, areMng, z. 410. A short jaunt. 
Airless, AreMAss, a. Without communication 

with the free air.
Airling, arekling, z. 410. A young gay person. 
Airpump, Are^pfimp, z. A machine by means 

of which the air is exhausted out of proper vessels. 
Airshaft, Are^shAft, z. A passage for the air 

into minc«.
Airy, Are-A, a. Composed of air ; relating to 

the air; high in air; light as air, unsubstantial; with, 
out reality, vain, trifling; gay, sprightly, full of mirth, 
lively, light of heart.

Aisle, He, z. 207. The walk in a church. 
Ait, Ate, z. 202. A small island in a river. 
To Ake, Ake, v. n. 355. To feel a lasting pain. 
Akin, A-kln,' a. Related to, allied to by blood. 
Alabaster, Al-A-bAs-tfir, z. 98. A kind of 

soft marble, easier to cut, and less durable, than the 
other kinds.

Alabaster, Al-A-bAs-t&r, a. 418. Made of 
alabaster.

Alack, A-lAk,'int. Alas, an expression of sorrow. 
AlackadaY, A-lAk-A-dA,' int. A word noting 

sorrow and melancholy.
Alacriously, AJAk-rA-fis-lA, ad. Cheerfully, 

without dejection.
Alacrity, A-lAk-krA-tA, z. 511- Cheerfulness, 

sprightliness, gayety.
Alamode, Al-A-mfide,' ad. According to the 

fashion.
Aland, A-1And,z ad. At land, landed.
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Alarm, A-lirm,' s. A cry by which men are 
summoned to their arms; notice of any danger ap
proaching; a species of clock ; any tumult or distur
bance.

To Alarm, i-Urm,' v. a. To call to arms ; to 
surprise with the apprehension of any danger; to 
disturb.

Alarmbell, A-l Arm-bell, s. The bell that is 
rung to give the alarm.

Alarming, i-Ur-mlng, part. a. Terrifying, 
awakening, surprising.

Alarmpost, a-lArm-pdst, 3. The post ap
pointed to each body of men to appear at.

Ai.as, A-lAss,' ini. A word expressing lamen
tation ; a word of pity.

Alate, A-late,' ad. Lately.
Ai.b, Jib, y. A surplice.
ALBEIT, al-b^-It. ad. 84. Although, notwith

standing.
Albugineous, Jl-bh-jln-e-hs, a. Resembling 

an albugo.
Albugo, Al-bii-go, s. 84. A disease in the 

eve, by which the corner contracts a whiteness.
Alcahest, al-kA-hfist, s. 84. A universal 

dissolvent.
Alcaid, :tl-kadc,z s. 84. The government of a 

castle ; in Spain, the judge of a city.
Alcanna, Al-kin-nA, s. 84. An Egyptian 

plant used in dying.
Aixjhymical, Jl-klm-me-kil, a. Relating to 

alchymy.
Alchymically, Al-klm-mA-kAl-lA, ad. In the 

manner of an alchymist.
ALCHYMIST, Al-ke-mist, s. 84. One who pur

sues or professes the science of alchymy.
Aix’HYMY, Al-kA-mA, 3. 84. The more sublime 

chymistry, which proposes the transmutation of 
metals; a kind of mixed metal used for spoons.

Alcohol, Al-kd-h61, s. 84. A high rectified 
spirit of wine.

Alcoholization, Al-k6-h61-e-za-shun, s. The 
act of alcoholizing or rectifying spirits.

To Alcoholize, Al-kd-ho-lize, v. a. To rec
tify spirits till they are wholly dephlegmated.

Alcoran, Al-kd-rAn, s. 84. The book of the 
Mahometan precepts, and credenda; now more pro
perly called the Koran.

Alcove, Al-kdve,z s. A recess, or part of a 
chamber, separated by an estrade, in which is placed 
a bed of state.

Alder, il-d&r, s. 84. A tree having leaves re
sembling those of the hazel.

Alderman, Al-d&r-man, The same as sena
tor ; a governor or magistrate.

ALDERMANLY, al-dhr-man-le, ad. Like an ai
derman.

Aldern, AlM&rn, a. 84. 555. Made of alder.
Ale, ale, s. A liquor made by infusing malt 

in hot water, and then fermenting the liquor.
Ai.EBERRY, ale-b£r-re. 3. A beverage made by 

boiling ale with spice and sugar, and so;)s of bread.
Alebrewer, ale-brdd-tir, s. One that professes 

to brew ale.
ALECONNER, ale^-kSn-nftr, s. An officer in the 

city of London to inspect the measures of publick 
houses.

AlECOST, ale^kSst, s. An herb.
ALECTRYOMANCY. A-lek'tri-6-m£n-s£, s. 519.

Divination by a cock. t
AlectryOMACHY, a-lek-tr<>2>m-a-ke, s. 518. 

Cock fighting.
Alegar, Ai-le-ghr, s. 98. 418. Sour ale. 
Alehoof, ale^-hAAf, s. Ground ivy. 
Alehouse, AleQidfise, s. A tipplin^-house. 
Alehousekeeper, ale4i3r&se-k£-par, s. He 

that keepsale publickiy to sell..
16

a.

Aleknight, ale-nlte, s. A pot companion, 
tippler. Obsolete.

Alembick, i-l£m-blk, s. A vessel used in dis
tilling.

Alength, A-l£ngfA,z ad. At full length.
Alert, A-lert,z a. Watchful, vigilant; brisk, 

j>ert, petulant.
Alertness, A-lArt-n£ss, 3. The quality of be

ing alert, pertness.
Aleuromancy, A-16-rd-man-s£, 3. A divina

tion by means of meal or flour.
Alewashed, ale^vdsht, a. 359. Soaked in ale.
Alewife, ale-wlfe4 s. A woman that keeps ar 

alehouse.
Alexanders, Al-i£gz-An-durz, 3. The name 01 

a plant.
Alexander’s Foot, Al-lAgz-An-d&rz-f&tf 3. 

478 The name of an herb.
Alexandrine, Al-lAgz-An-diln, 3. 150. A kind 

of verse borrowed from the French, first used in a 
poem called Alexander. This verse consists of twelve 
syllables

Alexipiiarmic a-lek-s^-far-mlk, a. That 
which drives away poison, antidotal.

Alexiterical, a-lek-s£~t£r-re-kal, 509. ?
Alexiteric A-13k-sA-t£r-rik, J

That which drives away poison.
Algates, Al-gates, ad. On any terms; al

though. Obsolete.
Algebra, Al-j^-brA, 3. 84. A peculiar kind ot 

arithmetick.
Algebraical, al-je-bra-A-kil, ) a. Relating 
Algebraic &l-je-bra-ik, } to algebra. 
Algebraist, Al-j^-bra-ist, s. A person that un 

derstands or practises the science of algebra.
Algid, Al-jld, a. 84. Cold, chill.
Algidity, al-jid^d^-te, 3. 511. Chilncss, cold.
ALGIF1C, il-jlf-flk, a. 509. That which pro

duces cold.
Algor, Al-gor, 3. 418. Extreme cold, chil- 

ness.
The 0 in the last syllable of this word escapes 

being pronounced like u from its being Latin, and seldom 
used.
Algorism, Jl-g6-rlzm, 557. 7 . , . ,
a a r s. Arabic wordsAlgorithm, al-go-rwZtm, )

used to imply the science of numbers.
Alias, a-!^-is, ad. A Latin word, signifying 

otherwise. As Johnston, alias Johnson.
Alibi, Al-^-be, 3. “ Elsewhere a law term

tor a defence where the culprit attempts to prove his 
absence at the time when, and from the place where, 
the crime was committed.

Aubi.e, al-^-bl, a. 405. Nutritive, nourishing. 
Alien, ale-yAn, a. 505. Foreign, or not of the 

same family or land ; estranged from, not allied to.
Alien, ale-yCn, 3. 113. 283. A foreigner, not 

a denizen, a stranger ; in law, an alien is one born in 
a strange country, and never enfranchised.

Alienable, ale-yen-A-bl, a. That of which 
the property may be transferred.

To Alienate, ale-y^n-ate, v. a. To transfer 
the property of any thing to another1; to withdraw the 
heart or affections.

There is a strong propensity in undisciplined 
speakers to pronounce this word with the accent on e in 
the penultimate; but this cannot be too carefully avoided, 
as all the compounds of alien have invariably the accent 
on the first syllable. But whether the a in this svllable 
be long or short, is a dispute among our best orthoepists. 
Mr. Perrv, Mr. Buchanan, W. Johnston, Dr. Kenrick, 
and Mr. Elphinstone, join it with the consonant, and 
make it short; but Mr. Sheridan separates it from the 7, 
and makes it long and slender : and though Mr Elphin- 
stone’s opinion has great weight with me, yet I here join 
with Mr. Sheridan against tnein all; not only because 
1 judge his pronunciation of this won! the most agree
able to the best usage, but because it is agreeable to
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sn evident rule which lengthens every vowel with the 
accent on it, except i when followed by a single conso
nant and a diphthong. See Principles, No. 50o. 534.

“ O I ollenite from Heaven, O spirit accurst !M
Milton't Par. Lost tb.v. I. 877.

Alienate, ale-vC-n-Ate, a. Withdrawn from, 
stranger to.

Alienation, Me-y^n-a-shun, s. The act of 
transferring property; the state of being alienated; 
change of affection.

To Alight, A-Ilte,' v. a. To come down ; to 
fall upon.

Alike, A-llke,' acl. With resemblance, in the 
same manner.

Aliment, M-lA-mSnt, s. Nourishment, nutri
ment, food.

ALIMENTAL, Al-l£-m$n-tal, a. That which has 
the quality of aliment, that which nourishes.

Alimentariness, Al-l£-men-tA-re-n£ss, s. The 
quality of being alimentary.

Alimentary, Al-l£-m£n-tA-r£, a. Belonging 
to aliment; having the power of nourishing.

Alimentation, Jl-14-mAn-ti-shfin, s. The 
quality of nourishing.

Alimonious. Al-l£~m6-n£-6s, a. Nourishing.
Alimony, il-ld-mfm-ne, s. 556. Legal pro

portion of the husband’s estate, which, by the sentence 
of the ecclesiastical court, is allowed to the wife, upon 
the account of separation.—See Domestic.

ALIPF.DE, Al-l£-ped, a. Swift footed, nimble. 
Aliquant, iUlA-kwdnt, a. Parts of a number, 

which will never make up the number exactly; as, 3 
is an aliquant of 10, thrice 3 being 9, four times 3 
making 12.

Aliquot, il-IA-qwSt, a. Aliquot parts of any 
number or quantity, are such as will exactly measure it 
without any remainder: as, 3 is an aliquot part of 12.

Alish, /tle-lsh, a. Resembling ale.
Alive, i-Ilve,' a. Tn the state of life; r.ot 

dead; unextinguished, undestroyed, active; cheerful, 
sprightly; it is used to add emphasis; as, the best 
man alive.

Alkahest, Al-ki-h^st, $. 84. A universal
dissolvent, a liquor.

Alkalescent, Al-k&-l^s^s?nt, a. That which 
has a tendency to the properties of an alkali.

Alkali, Al-ki-l£, s. 84. Any substance, 
which, when mingled with acid, produces fermentation.

Alkaline, il'ki-lln, a. 150. That which has
■ the qualities of alkali.

To Alkalizate, il-kll-l^-zate, v. a. To make 
alkaline.

Alkalizate, Al-kll-l^-zate, a. Having the 
qualities of alkali

Alkalization, il-kl-l^-za-sh&n, $. The act of 
alkalizating.

Alkanet, ll-ki-nSt, s. The name of a plant. 
Alkekengi, ll-k£-k£n-j£, s. The winter cherry, 

a genus of plants.
Alkermes, ^l-k&r^m&z, s. A confection where

of the kermes berries are the basis.
All, all, a. 77. The whole number, every one; 

the whole quantity, every part.
All, ill, s. • 'rhe whole; every thing.
All, ill, ad. Quite, completely; altogether, 

wholly.
All-bearing, ill-ba-rlng, a. Omniparous.
All-cheeriNg, ill-tshA-rlng, a. That which 

gives gayety to all.
All-conquering, all-k&nk-k&r-Ing, a. 334. 

Subduing every thing.
All-devouring, ill-di-voirHng, a. Eating 

up every thing.
All-fours, all-fdrz,' t. A game at cards, 

played by two.
All-hail, ill-hile/ s. and int. All health ; a 

term of salutation.
17

All-hallown, ill-hiKlftn, s. The time about 
All-saints' day.

All-hallowtide, ill-hil-16-tldv, s. The term 
near All-saints, or the first of November.

All-heal, all-h^le, s. A species of iron-wort. 
All-judging, ill-jfid-jlng, a. Having the 

sovereign right of judgment.
Ai.l-knowing, ill-noting, a. Omniscient, all 

wise.
All-seeing, all-s££-lng, a. Beholding every 

thing.
Ai.L Souls Day, ill-solz-di/ s. The day on 

which supplications are made for all souls by th* 
church of Rome, the second of November.

All-sufficient, ill-suf-flsh-^nt, a. Sufficient 
to any thing.

All-wise, ill-wlze^a. Possessed of infinite wis
dom.

To Allay, al-la,' v. a. To mix one metal with 
another, to make it fitter for coinage; to join any 
thing to another, so as to abate its qualities; to quiet, 
to pacify, to repress.

Allay, il-la,' s. 329. The metal of a baser 
kind mixed in coins, to harden them, that they may 
wear less; anything which, being added, abates the 
predominant qualities of that with which it is mingled.

Allayer, al-la-ftr, s. The person or thing 
that has the power or quality of allaying.

Allayment, Al-la-m^nt, s. That which has 
the power of allaying.

Allegation, al-Ie-ga-sli&n, s. Affirmation, 
declaration ; the thing alleged or affirmed; an excuse, 
a plea.

To Allege, al-l^dje,' v. a. To affirm, to de
clare, to maintain ; to plead as an excuse or argument.

Allegeable, il-Udje^l-bl, a. That w hich may 
be alleged.

Ali.EGEMENT, il-13dje^m^nt, s. The same with 
allegation.

Alleger, il-l&dje-fir, s. He that alleges.
Allegiance, Al-le-jinse, s. The duty of sub

jects to the government.
Allegiant, a!-l£-jAnt, a. Loyal, conformable 

tr. the duty of allegiance.
Allegoric al-ld-gdr-rlk. a. Not real, not 

literal.
Allegorical, Al-le-g&r-re-kal. a. In the form 

of an allegory, not literal.
Allegorically, U-te-gdrM-kil-le, ad. After 

an allegorical manner.
To Allegorize, &l-lL*-g6-rlze, v. a. To turn into 

allegory, to make an allegory.
Allegory, lUlfi-gir-ri, s. 557. A figurative 

discourse, in which something is intended that is not 
contained in the words literally taken.

Allegro, tU-le-grd, j. A word denoting in 
music sprightly motion. It originally means gay, as 
in Milton.

Allelujah, 3.1-1^-lii-yS., s. A word of spiri
tual exultation ; Praise God.

To Alleviate, il-MM-ite, v. a. 91. To 
make light, to ease, to soften.

Alleviation, Al-le-v^-a-shbu, s. The act of 
making light; that by which any pam is eased,or 
fault extenuated.

Alley, Al-U, s. 270. A walk in a garden; a 
passage in towns, narrower than a street.

Alliance, Al-ll-tlnse, s. The state of connex
ion with another by confederacy, aleague; relation 
by marriage; relation by any form of kindred; the 
persons allied to each other.

Alliciency, il-lish-yen-stS s. 113. Thepowo 
of attracting.

To Alligate, il-le-gate, v. a. 91. To tie one 
thing to another.

Alligation, al-le-ga-shun, $. The act of tying 
together the arithmetical rule tliat torches to adjust

ALIPF.DE
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the price of compounds, formed of several ingredients 
of different value.

Alligator, il-16-ga-tftr, s. 521. The crocodile. 
This name is chiefly used for the crocodile of America.

A elision, Al-lizh-un, s. The act of striking 
one thing against another.

Alliteration, Al-lit-er-a-sh&n, $. The begin
ning two or more words with the same letter to give 
them a sort of rhyming consonance somewhat similar 
to the termination of the adjective and substantive in 
Latin; and used by the best writers.

** The bookful blockhead ignorantly read,
“ With loads of learned lumber in his head.”—Popt.

Allocation, Al-ld-ka-sh&n, $. The act of put
ting one thing to another; the admission of an article 
in reckoning, and the addition of it to the account

Allocution, ii-ld-kd-sh&n, s. The act of 
speaking to another.

ALLODIAL, al-ld-dd-dl, a. Not feudal, inde
pendent ; held without acknowledgment of a superior.

Allodium, al-l(!^d^-&m, s. Possession held in 
absolute independence, without any acknowledgment 
of a lord paramount. There are no allodial lands in 
England.

Allonge, al-ltmdje,' s. 165. A pass or thrust 
wi<h a rapier.

To ALLOO, Al -16o,z v. a. To set on, to incite. 
ALLOQUY, al-ld-kw^, s. The act of speaking to 

another.
To ALLOT, Al-16t,' v. a. To distribute by lot; 

to grant; to distribute, to give each his chare.
Allotment, al-16t-m£nt, s. The part, the share. 
Allottery, al-1 ot-thr-e, s. 555. That which 

is granted to any in a distribution.
To Allow, jll-ldu' v. a. To admit; to grant, 

to yield; to permit; to give to; to pay to; to make 
abatement.

Allowable, al-ldu-A-bl, a. That which may 
be admitted without contradiction, lawful, not forbid, 
den.

Allowableness, a-lou-A-bl-n&ss, & Lawful
ness, exemption from prohibition.

Allowance, ll-lou-Anse, s. Sanction, license; 
permission; an appointment for any use, abatement 
from the strict rigour; a sum granted weekly, or 
yearly, as a stipend.

Alloy, A.l-Ide,' s. 329. Baser metal mixed in 
coinage, abatement, diminution.

Allubescency, Al-lu-bes^sSn-s^, $. Willing
ness, content, readiness.

To Allude, il-lCide,' v. n. To have some re
ference to a thing, without the direct mention of it.

Alluminor, Al-lu-me-nfir, $. One who colours 
or paints upon paper or parchment.

To ALLURE, ill-lure/ v. a. lo entice to any 
thing, to decoy.

Allurement, M-lure-ment, s. Enticement, 
temptation.

Allurer, ^l-lu-r&r, s. 98. Enticer, inveigler. 
Alluringly, al-lil-rlng-le, ad. In an alluring 

manner, enticingly.
Alluringness, Al-l(ir-ing-n3ss, s. Enticement, 

temptation by proposing pleasure.
ALLUSION, aj-lu-zhhn,s. A hint, an implication. 
ALLUSIVE, 11-lh-slv, a. 158. 428. Hinting at 

something.
Allusively, M-1£i-s1v-1£, ad. In an allusive 

manner s
Allusiveness, al-lu^siv-ness, s. The quality of 

being allusive.
Alluvia, M-ldM-a, s. Alluvia are lands or 

islets formed along the sea or banks of rivers by deposits 
of the earth, sands, or trees, carried thither by the sea or 
rivers. Such land is common in many countries, but 
particularly in America.

Alluvial, ill-lu-v£-il, a. Composed or consis
ting of Alluvion, that which is carried by water to 
another place, and deposited on something else.

IS

Alluvion, &l-lh-v^-hn, s. The carrying of any 
thing to something else by the motion of water ; a 
gradual increase of land along the sea shore, or bank* 
of laige rivers.

To Ally, Al-li,' v. a. To unite by kindred, 
friendship, or confederacy; to make a relation between 
two things.

Ally, 11-11,' & One united to some other by 
marriage, friendship, or confederacy.—See Survey.

JO’ A few years ago there was an affectation of pro
nouncing this word, when a noun, with the accent on 
the first syllable; and this had an appearance of precision, 
from the general custom of accenting nouns in this man- 
ner, when the same word, as a verb, had the accent on 
the last, 492; but a doser inspection into the analogies of 
the language showed this pronunciation to be improper, as 
it interfered with a universal rule, which was, to pro
nounce the y like e in a final unaccented syllable. But 
whatever was the reason of this novelty, it now seems to 
havesubsided ; and this word is generally pronounced with 
the accent on the second syllable, as it is uniformly marked 
by all the orthoepists in our language.
Almacanter, ^1-mA-kin-tur, s. A circle drawn 

parallel to the horizon.
Almacanter’s Staff, Al-ml-kan-tfxrz-staf,' s. 

An instrument used to take observations of tlie sun, 
about the time of its rising and setting.

Almanac al-mA-nAk, $. 84. An annual 
calendar; a book in which the revolutions of the sea
sons, with the return of feastsand fasts, is noted for 
the ensuing year.

Almandine, al-mAn-dine s. 149. A ruby 
coarser and lighter than the oriental.

Almightiness, al-ml-te-n&ss, s. Omnipotence, 
one of the attributes of God.

Almighty, al-mi-te, a. 84. 406. Of unlimited 
power, omnipotent.

ALMOND, A-mfmd, s. 401. The nut of the al
mond tree.

Almond Tree, a-m&nd-tr^e, s. It has leaves 
and flowers very like those of the peach tree.

Almonds, a-mundz, s. The two glands of the 
throat; the tonsils.

Almoner, Al-mun-ur, S. 84. Tlie officer of a 
prince, employed in the distribution of charity.

Almonry, al-mfxn-re, s. The place where alms 
are distributed.

Almost, il-most, ad. 84. Nearly, well nigh.
Alms, &mz, s. 403. What is given in relief of 

the poor.
Almsbasket, amz-bas-kxt, s. The basket in 

which provisions are put to be given away.
Almsdef.D, amzMe^d, s. A charitable gift.
Almsgiver, amz-glv-dr, s. He that supports 

others by his charity.
Almshouse, Amz-house, s. An hospital for tlie 

poor.
Almsman, amz-mln, a. A man who lives upon 

alms.
Almug-tree, &l-mug-tre£, $. A tree mentioned 

in scripture.
Alnager, ^1-nA-jur, s. 88. A measurer by 

the ell ; a sworn officer, whose business formerly was 
to inspect the assize of woollen cloth.

ALNAGE, al-naje, s. 90. Ell measure.
Alnight, al-nite, s. A great cake of wax, with 

the wick in the midst.
Aloes, Al-6ze, s. A precious wood used in the 

East for perfumes, of which the best sort is of higher 
price than gold; a tree which grows in hot countries; 
a medicinal juice extracted from the common aloes 
tree.

This word is divided into three syllables by'Mr. 
Sheridan, and but into two by Dr. Kenrick Mr Perry 
Mr. Scott, and W. Johnston. The latter is, in my opi
nion, preferable. My reason is, that though this plural 
word is perfectly Latin, and in that language is pronounced 
in three syllables; yet as we have the singular aloe in 
two syllables, we ought to form the plural acconiing to 
our own analogy, and pronounce it in two syllables Like
wise.—See Antipode*.
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Aloetical, il-d-^t-d-kil, a. Consisting chiefly 
of aloes.

AlOETICS, Al-6-At-tlks, x. Medicines in which 
the chief or fundamental ingredient consists of aloes. 

Aloft, l-llft,' ad. On high, in the air. 
Aloft, l-l&ft,' prep. Above.
Alogy, ll-<!>-j<i,s. Unreasonableness; absurdity. 
Alone, l-llne,' a. 545. Single ; without com- 

pany, solitary.
Along, 1-ldng,' ad. At length ; through any 

space measured lengthwise; forward, onward; in 
company with.

Aloof, i-15d^ ad. At a distance.
A.LOUD, A-ldud,' ad. Loudly, with a great noise. 
Alow, A-Io,' ltd. In a low place, not aloft 
Alpha, Al-fa, s. 84. 545. The first letter in 

the Greek alphabet, answering to our A; therefore 
used to signify the first.

Alphabet, Al-fl-b&t, s. The letters, or ele
ments of speech.

Alphabetical, ALfA-b^tAte-kAl, a. According 
to the series of letters.

Alphabetically, Al-fA-b£t-t£-kAl-l£, ad. Ac
cording to the order of the letters.

Alpine, il-pin, a. 140. Belonging to the Alps. 
Already, al-r£d-de, ad. 84. At tliis present 

time ; before the present.
Als, als, nd. Also.
Also, al-s6, ad. 84. In the same manner, like

wise.
Altar, Al-tfir, s. 84. 98. The place where of

ferings to heaven are laid ; the table in Christian 
churches where the communion is administered.

Altarage, Al-t&r-Aje, s. 90. An emolument 
from oblations at the altar.

Altar-cloth, al-t&r-cldz/i, s. The cloth thrown 
over the altar in churches.

To Alter, Al-t&r, v. a. 118. To change, to 
make otherwise than it is.

To Alter, fil-t&r, v. n. To become otherwise 
than it was, to be changed, to suffer change.

Alterable, Al-t&r-A-bl, a. That which may be 
altered or changed.

Alterableness, Al-thr-i-bl-ness, $. The quali
ty of being altered.

Alterably, AKt&r-&-bl4, ad. In such a man
ner as may be altered.

Alterant, Alit&r-Ant, a. 555. That which 
has the power of producing changes.

Alteration, al-tftr-a-shiin, s. The act of 
altering or changing; the change made.

Alterative, al-tur-A-tlv, a. Medicines called 
alterative, ate such as have no immediate sensible 
operation, but gradually gain upon the constitution.

Altercation, Al-t&r-kA-shun, s. 84. Debate, 
controversy.

The first syllable of this word, and of the sixteen 
that follow it, except although, are subject to a double 
pronunciation, between which it is not very easy to de
cide. There is a general rule in the language, that /, fol
lowed by another consonant, gives the preceding a its 
broad sound as in salt. This rule is subject to several 
exceptions, (84 ;) and if we take in these words into the 
exceptions, there is some doubt of the exceptions becom
ing the general rule. But the a in question is now so ge
nerally pronounced, as in the first syllable of alley, valleyf 
■Sec. that we should risk the imputation of inaccuracy to 
sound it otherwise. . Mr. Sheridan, Dr. Kenrick^and Mr. 
Scott, are Uniformly for this fourth sound of .a. Mr. 
Perry marks all with the same sound, except altercate 
and altercation ; ai d W Johnston has < nly the words 
altercation and alternative, which he pronounces with 
the third sound. It is certain that this sound of a was 
the true Anglo-Saxon sound, and it is highly probable 
that the fourth sound has only obtained within these few
years. in words obviously derived from the Latin, as.these 
are, but there seems to be a grossness in one sound, and 
a neatness in the other, which has so .decidedly given 
one of them the preference.
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Altern, Al-t&rn,' a. 84. 98. Acting by turns. 
ALTERNACY, al-t£r-nA-s£, s. 84. Action per

formed by turns.
Alternate, Al-tSr-nate, a. Pl. Being by turns, 

reciprocal.
To Alternate, Al-t&r-nate, v. a. 91. To per 

form alternately; to change one thing for another 
reciprocally.

Alternately, Al-t£r£nate-l£, ad. In recipro
cal succession

Alternateness, Al-t£r-nate-n£ss, s. The qua
lity of being alternate.

Alternation, Al-thr-na^shun, «. 555. The 
reciprocal succession of things.

Alternative, Al-ter^nA-tlv, s. 158. The 
choice given of two things, so that if one be rejected, 
the other must be taken.

Alternatively, AUt£r-nA-tlv-l^, ad. By turns, 
reciprocally.

Alternativeness, Al-t£r-nA~dv-n£ss, s. The 
quality or state of being alternative.—See Altercation.

Alternity, Al-t«ir-ne-t£, 5. 98. Reciprocal 
succession, vicissitude.

Although, il-THo,' any. 84. Notwithstanding, 
however.

Altiloqubnce, ai-tiUld-kw&ise, s. 98. Pomp- 
ous language.

Altimetry, Al-tlm-m<Ltr£, s. 518. The art of 
taking or measuring, altitudes or heights.

Altitonant, Al-tlt-t6-nAnt, a. Thundering 
from on high.

Altisonant, Al-tls-d-nAnt, a. 518. High 
sounding, pompous in sound.

Altitude, lliti-thde, s. Height of place, 
space measured upward; the elevation of any of the 
heavenly bodies above the horizon; situation with 
regard to lower things; height of excellence; highest 
point.

Altivolant, M-tlvid-lint, a. High hying, or 
flying high.

Altogether, ad. Completely,
without restriction, without exception.

Aludel, Al-h-d&l, s. Aludels are subliming 
pots used in chymistry, fitted into one another with, 
out luting.

Alum, a!41um, s. A kind of mineral salt, of 
an acid taste.

Alum-stone, Al-l&m-stdne, i. A stone or 
calx used in surgery.

Aluminous, Al-lu-m£-n&s, a. Relating to alum, 
or consisting of alum.

Alutation, Ai-lu-ta-shfm, s. The act of tan. 
ning or dressing leather.

Always, al-waze, ad. 84. Perpetually, through
out all time; constantly, without variation.

Am, Am. The first person of the verb To be.
Amiability, Am-A-bil-^-td, s. 511. 527. Love

liness.
Amadetto, Am-A-d^t-td,) ,
Amadot, imia-ddt, 3 s- S03- AbOrtof 

pear.
Amain, A-mane,' ad. With vehemence, with 

vigour.
Amalgam, A-mAl-gAm, ) _.
Amalgama, A-mAl-gA-mA, $ s* * le ml 

ture of metals procured by amalgamation.
Amalgamation, A-mAl-gA-mAAuli&n, s. 84. 

The act or practice of amalgamating metals.—See 
Alteration.

To Amalgamate, A-mAl-gA-mate, v. a. To 
unite metals with quicksilver.

AmandatiON, Am-An-da-sh&n, s. 527. The 
act of sending on a message-

Amanuensis, A-m’An-i-6n-s1s, s. A,person who 
writes what another dictates.

Amaranth. Am-A-rAniA, s. The name of a plants 
in poetry, an imaginary flower unfading.
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Amaranthine, im-i-rln-t/iln, a. 150. Con. 
sisting of amaranths.

IO” Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Scott, and Mr. Perry", pro
nounce the i in the last syllable of this word short, as it 
is here marked.
Amaritude, A-mAr-r£-tude, s. 81. Bitterness. 
To Amass, A-mAs,z v. a. To collect together 

into one heap or mass; to add one thing to another.
Amassment, A-mAs^m^nt, s. A heap, an. ac

cumulation.
This word is spelled with one s by Dr. Johnson, 

but undoubtedly ought to have double/ as well as cess
ment, embossment, and embarrassment.
To A MATE, A-mate,' p. a. To terrify, to strike 

with horror.
Amateur, Am-A-thre,' s. A lover of any par

ticular art or science; not a professor.
As this is a French word, it will be expected that 

every polite speaker should give the last syllable the 
French sound $ that which I have given, though not the 
exact pronunciation, approaches nearest to it. 
AmatObial, Am-A-td-r^-Al, a. Concerning love. 
Amatory, Am-A-tfir-r£, a. 512. 555. Relating 

to love.
Amaurosis, Am-Au-r6^sis, s. 520. A dimness 

of sight, not from, any visible defect in the eye, but 
from some distemperature in the inner parts, occa
sioning the representations of flies and dust floating 
before the eyes.

To Amaze, A-maze,' v. a. To confuse with 
terror; to put into confusion with wonder; to put 
into perplexity.

Amaze, a-maze,' s. Astonishment, confusion, 
either of fear or wonder.

Amazbdly, A-ma-zAd-lA, ad. S64. Confusedly, 
with amazement.

Amazedness, i-ma-zAd-nAss, s. 365. The state 
of being amazed, wonder, confusion.

Amazement, A-mAze-ment, s. Confused appre
hension, extreme fear, horror; extreme dejection ; 
height of admiration; wonder at an unexpected event. 

Amazing, A-ma-zlng, part. a. Wonderful, 
astonishing.

Amazingly, A-mA-zlng-l<J, ad. To a degree 
that may excite astonishment.

Amazon, Am-A-z&n, s. 166. The Amazons 
were a race of women famous for valour ; a virago.

JO* This word has the accent on the first syllable, con
trary to the Latin original, which has it on the second ; 
while the following word Ambages, has the same penul
timate accent, as in Latin.
Ambages, Am-ba-j&z, s. 503. A circuit of 

words, a multiplicity of words.
Ambassade, Am-bAs-sade/ s. Embassy. Not 

in use.
Ambassador, Im-bls'-sl-d&r, s. 418. A per- 

son sent in a public manner from one sovereign power 
to another.—See Honour.

Ambassadress, Am-bis-sa-ilri’ss, s. The lady of 
an ambassador; a woman sent on a message.

Ambassage, Am-bAs-saje, $. 90. An embassy. 
Amber, Am-bhr, s. 98. A yellow transparent 

substance of a gummous or bituminous consistence.
Amber, Am-b&r, a. Consisting of amber. 
Amber-drink, Am-bir-drink, f. Drink of the 

colour of amber.
Ambergris, Am-bGr-grdse, s. 112. A fragrant 

drug that melts almost like wax, used both as a per
fume and a cordial.

Amber-seed, Am-b&r-s6£d, s. Musk-seed; it 
resembles millet.

Amber-tree, Am-bur-tree, s. A shrub whose 
beauty is in its small evergreen leaves.

Ambidexter, Am-b£-d6x-t£r, s. A man who 
has equallv the use of both his hands ; a man who is 
equally ready to act on either side in party disputes.

Ambidexterity, Am-b£-d£x-t£r-r£-te, s. The 
quality of being able equally to use both hands; dou
ble dealing.

Ambidextrous, Am-bA-d^x-tr&s, a. Having 
with equal facility, the use of either hand; double 
dealing, practising on both sides.

Ambidextrousness, Am-b£-d£x-tr&s-n£ss, s. 
The quality of being ambidextrous.

Ambient, Am-bMnt, a. Surrounding, encom 
passing.

Ambigu, Am-be-gh, s. An entertainment con 
sisting of a medley of dishes.

Ambiguity, Am-b£-g6'e-t£, s. Doubtfulness of 
meaning ; uncertainty of signification.

Ambiguous, Am-blg-ii-us, a. Doubtful, having 
two meanings; using doubtful expressions.

Ambiguously, Am-blg-u-&s-le, ad. In an am
biguous manner, doubtfully.

Ambiguousness, Am-big-A &s-nCss, s. Uncer
tainty of meaning; duplicity of signification.

Ambilogy, Am-bll-16-j^, s. 518. Taikofam 
biguous signification.

Ambiloquent, Am-bll-Io-kwent, ? 
Ambiloquous, Am-bll-lo-kw&s, j a'

Using ambiguous expressions.
Ambiloquy, Am-bil-6-kw£, s. 518. Ambigu 

uity of expression.
Ambit, Am-bit, s. The compass or circuit of 

any thing.
Ambition, Am-blsh-un, «. 507. The desire of 

preferment or honour; the desire of any thing great 
or excellent.

Ambitious, Am-blsh-hs, a. 459. Seized or 
touched with ambition, desirous of advancement; as
piring.

Asibitiously, Am-bl sh-&s-I£, ad. With eager
ness of advancement or preference.

Ambitiousness, Am-bish-us-ness, s. The quality 
of being ambitious.

Ambitude, Am-b£-tfide, s. 463. Compass, cir
cuit.

To Amble, Am-bl, v. n. 405. To move upon 
•an amble, to pace; to move easily; to walk daintily.

Ambi.e, Am-bl, s. 405. An easy pace. 
AMBLER, Am-bl&r, s. 98. A pacer. 
Amblingly, Am-bling-le, ad. With an ambling 

movement
Ambrosia, Am-brd^zhA-A, s. 505. The imagi

nary food of the gods; the name of a plant.
Mr. Sheridan has pronounced this and the follow

ing word am-bro-sha and am bro-shal. Dr. Kenrick has 
divided them into the same number of syllables, but has 
given the s the flat aspiration, like zh. That this is th« 
true sound, see letter & No. 453 ; and that these words 
ought to be divided into four syllables, see Syllabication, 
No. 542, 543.
Ambrosial, Am-brd^zhA-Al, a. Partaking of 

the nature or quality of ambrosia; delicious.
Ambry, Am-br£, s. The place where alms are 

distributed ; the place where piatc, and utensils for 
house-keeping, arc kept.

Ambs-ace, amz-ase,' *. 347. A double ace, aces. 
Ambulation, Am-bi-la-shtm, $. The act of 

walking.
Ambulatory, Am-bii-lA-t&r-r^, a. 512. Hav

ing the power or faculty of walking.
Ambury, Am-bh-re, s. A bloody wart on a 

horse’s body.
Ambuscade, Am-bfis-kade,' s. A private station 

in which men lie to surprise others.
Ambuscado, Am-b&s-ka-dd, s. 77. A private 

post, in order to surprise.
Ambush, Am-bush, $. 175. The post where 

soldiers or assassins are placed in ordei to fall unex
pectedly upon an enemy; the act of surprising another 
by lying in wait; the state of lying m wait.

Ambushed, Am-bftsh-Sd, a. <u?o Placed in 
ambush.

Ambushment, Am-b&sh-m5nt, j. Ambush, sur* 
prise.
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AMBUSTION, am-bis-tshin, s. 464.- A burn, 
a scald.

AMEL, im-mil, s. The matter with which the 
variegated works are overlaid,, which we call en
amelled.

AMEN, a-min,' ad. A term used in devotions, 
by which, at the end of a prayer, we mean, so be it; 
at the end of a creed, so it is.

lliis is the only word in the language that has ne
cessarily two consecutive accents—See Principles, No. 
491.
Amenable, i-m^ni-bl, a. 405. Responsible, 

subject so as to be liable to account.
AmenancEj A-m^-nanse, s. Conduct, behaviour. 
To Amend, l-m£nd,z v. a. To correct, to 

change any thing that is wrong; to reform the life; 
to restore passages in writers which the copiers are 
supposed to have depraved.

To Amend, A-m4nd,z v. n. To grow better.
Amendment, A-m&nd-ment, s. A change from 

bad for the better; reformation of life; recovery of 
health : in law, the correction of an error committed 
in a process.

Amender, &-m£n-dar, $. 98. The person that 
amends any thing.

Amends, i-m£nds,z s. Recompense, compensa
tion.

Amenity, i-men-n£-t£, s. 511. Agreeableness 
of situation.

To Amerce, &-m£rse,z v. a. To punish with a 
fine or penalty.

Amercer, i-m£r-sUr, s. 98. He that sets a fine 
upon any misdemeanor.

Amercement, a-m£rse-m£nt, s. The pecuniary 
punishment of an offender.

American, A-m^r-rti-cAn, s. An inhabitant of 
America.

Ames-ace, amz-ace,' s. Two aces thrown at 
the same time on two dice.

Amethodical, i-m£-fA6d^e-kil, a. Out of 
method, irregular.

Amethyst, Am-^-f/zist, s. A precious stone of 
a violet colour, bordering on purple.

Amethystine, Am-£-//zis-dn, a. 140. Resembl
ing an amethyst.

Amiable, a-m^-A-bl, a. 405. Lovely, pleasing, 
worthy to be loved; pretending love, showing love.

Amiableness, a-mA-A-bl-n^ss, s. Loveliness, 
power of raising love.

Amiably, a^-me-A-bl^, ad. In such a manner 
as to excite love.

Amicable, Am-mA-kA-bl, a* 405. Friendly, 
kind.

Amicablf.NESS, Am-me-kA-bl-nAss, $. Friend
liness, good-will.

Amicably, am-e-ka-ble, ad. In a friendly way. 
Amice, Am-mls, s. 142. The first or under

most part of a priest’s habit.
Setr’miUis, I ’• A ^*nen8armentworn 

by the clergy, of a square form, covering the head, 
neck, and shoulders, and clasped or buckled before the 
breast,

Anw^midst,' In the midst’m!ddle ’ 

mingled with, surrounded by; among.
Amiss, A-mis,' ad. Faultily, criminally; wrong, 

not according to the perfection of the thing; impaired 
in health.

Amission, A-mish-hn, s. Loss.
To Amit, A-mit,' v. a. To lose.
Amity, Am-me-t^, s. 511. Friendship,
Ammoniac, Am-md^ne-Ak, s. 505. A gum ; 

a salt
Ammoniacal, Am-m6-nUA-kAl, a 506. Hav

ing the nature of ammoniac salt
AMMUNITION, Am-mA-nish-hn,s. Military stores. 
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Ammunition-bread, Am-mfc-nlsh-un-bred, 
Bread for the supply of armies.

Amnesty, Am-n6s-t^, s. An act of oblivion. 
Amnion, Am-n^-dn, ) m. .
Amnious, Wntds, 166. f s> The

membrane with which the foetus in the womb is inv 
mediately covered.

Amoebean, Am-^-bA-An, a. Verses alternatively 
responsive.—-Mason.

Amomum, A-md-mhm, s. A sort of fruit.

with; conjoined with others, so as to make part of 
the number.

Amorist, am'd-rlst, s. An inamorato, a gallant. 
Amoroso, Im-d-rA^si, s. A man enamoured, 

a gallant
Amorous, anM-rus, a. 544. Enamoured; 

naturally inclined to love, fond ; belonging to love.
Amorously, imfA-r&s-le, ad. Fondly, lovingly. 
Amorousness, Jm^J-rtts-n&s, j. Fondness, 

lovingness.
Amort, A-mort,z ad. Depressed, spiritless. 
Amortization, A-m6r-tA-za-sh&n, ) ,pje 
Amortizement, A-mdr'tlz-m3nt, }

right or act of transferring lands to mortmain.
Ta Amortise, A-mor-tlz, v. n. 140. To alien 

lands or tenements to any corporation.
£3^ I have made the last syllable of this word short, 

contrary to Mr. Sheridan’s pronunciation of it, not only 
because it is so pronounced by Mr Scott and Dr. Ken 
rick, but because it is agreeable to the general rule. 
Amotion, A-md^shhn, s. The act of putting 

or removing away.
To Amove, A-mdove,' v. a. To remove from 

a post or station; to remove, to move, to alter.
To Amount, A-mount,z v. n. To rise to in 

the accumulative quality.
Amount, A-m6unt,z s. The sum total.
Amour, A-md6rjz s. An affair of gallantry, an 

intrigue.
Ampelography, Am-pe-lAg-grA~fe, s. The 

description or natural history of the vine.
Amphibious, Am-fib^-tis, a. That which can 

live in two elements.
Amphibiousness, Am-fib-£-&s-ness, s. The 

quality of being able to live in different elements.
Amphibological, Am-f^-b6-16d-je-kAl, a. 509. 

Doubtful.
Amphibology, Am-fe-bM-6-je, s. Discourse of 

uncertain meaning.
Amphibolous, Jm-fib-bd-lds, a. Tossed from 

one to another.
Amphibrach, ImVZ-brik, )
Amphibrachys, Wft-brik-ez, \ A foot’ 

consisting of three syllables, having one syllable long 
in the middle, and a short one on each side.

Amphilogy, Am-fll-d-g£, s. Equivocation, am
biguity.

Amphisb^Na, irn-fis-be-ni, r. 92. A serpent 
supposed to have two heads.

Amphitheatre, im-fi^AeiJ-t&r, s. 516. A 
building in a circular or oval form, having its area 
encompassed with rows of seats One above another.

Ample, Am-pl, a. 405. Large, wide, extended ; 
great in bulk ; unlimited, without restriction, liberal, 

. large, without parsimony; diffusive, not contracted. 
Ampleness, Am-pl-n£ss,s. Largeness, liberality. 
To Ampliate, Am-plA-ate, v. a. To enlarge, 

to extend.
Ampliation, Am-pU-a^shAn, s. Enlargement, 

exaggeration ; diffbscncss.
To Amplificate, Am-plif^-katc, v. a. To en- 

Urge, to amplify.
Amplification, Am-plA-fe-ka'shftn, s. En

largement, extension; exaggerated representation.
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Amplifier, im-pl^-fi-&r, $. 98. One that ex
aggerates.

To Amplify, im-ple-fl, v. a. 183. To enlarge ; 
to exaggerate any thing; to improve by new additions.

To Amplify, Am-pte-fi, v. n. To lay one’s self 
out in diffusion ; to form pompous representations.

Amplitude, Am-pU-thde, s. Largeness, great
ness; copiousness, abundance.

Amply, arn-ple, ad. Largely, liberally; co
piously.

To Amputate, ftm-ph-tate, v. a. To cut off a 
limb. t ?

Amputation, im-pu-ta-shun s. The operation 
of cutting off a limb, or other part of the body.

Amulet, im-u-l&t, s. A charm; a thing hung 
about the neck, for preventing or curing a disease.

To Amuse, A-iniize,' v. a. To entertain the 
mind with harmless trifling ; to engage the attention ; 
to deceive by artful management.

Amusement, A-miize-ment, s. That which 
amuses, entertainment.

Amuser, A-mti-ahr, He that amuses. 
Amusive, A-md-siv, a. 158. 428. That which 

has the power of amusing.
Amygdalate, A-ndgMA-late, a. Made of al

monds.
Amygdaline, A-mlg-da-lin, a. 149. Resembl

ing almonds.
An, tin, art. One, but with less emphasis; 

any, or some.
This indefinite, and, as it may be called, euphonick 

article, is said bv all our Grammarians, to be used before 
a vowel or h mute ; but no notice is taken of using a 
instead of it before what is called a vowel, as a useful 
book., a usual ceremony, a usurer, &c.; nor is any mention 
made of its constant usage before A when it is not mute, 
if the accent of the word be on the second syllable, as an 
heroick action, an historical account, &c. This want of ac
curacy arises from a want of analyzing the vowels, and 
not attending sufficiently to the influence of accent on 
pronunciation. A proper investigation of the power of 
the vowels, would have informed our Grammarians, that 
the letter u, when long, is not so properly a vowel as a 
semi-consonant, and perfectly equivalent to commenc
ing y, (8;) and that a feeling of this has insensibly in
fluenced the best speakers to prefix a to it in their con
versation, while a confused idea of .the general ruiearis- 
ing from an ignorance of the nature of the letters has ge
nerally induced them to prefix an to it in writing. The 
same observations are applicable to the h. The ear alone 
tells us, that before heroick, historical, &c. the an ought 
invariably to be used ; but by not discovering :thatlit is 
the absence of accent on the h that makes an admissable 
in these words, we are apt to ^prefix an to words where 
the h is sounded, as an horse, an house, &c. and thus set 
our spoken and written language at variance. This seems 
better to account for the want of accuracy in this article 
than a conjecture I once heard from Dr. Johnson, that 
our ancestors, particularly in the time of the. Spectator, 
where this misapplication Of the article frequently oc
curs, did not pronounce the h at the beginning of words 
so often as we do. However -this.may be, it seems ne
cessary, to.a correctness of language. to make our ortho
graphy and pronunciation as consistent as possible: for 
which purpose it may not be useless to attend to the fol
lowing general rules : The article zl.must be used before 
all words beginning with a consonant, and before the 
vowel u when long: and the article An must be used 
before all words beginning with a vowel,-except long u ; 
before words beginning with h mute, as an hour, an heir, 
&c. or before words where the h is not mute, if the accent 
be on the second syllable, as an heroick action, an histori
cal account, &c. For the few words in our language, 
•where the « is mute, see this letter in the'Principles/No. 
394: and fora just idea of the’letter u, and the reason 
whv it admits of an before it when long, see Principles, 
No' 8, and the Notes upon it.
Ana. ’/nA, ad. (A medical phrase.) Equally, 

of each, an equal quantity.
AnacamptiC in-i-kim-lik, a. Reflecting, or 

reflected.
Anacampticks, An-A-cim-tiks,.s. Thedoctrine 

of reflected fight, or catoptricks.
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Anacathartic in-l-ku-iAar-tik, s. Any me
dicine that works upwards.

Anachorite, Jii-kk-d-rite, s. 155. A monk 
who leaves the convent for a more solitary life.

Anachronism, kn-ik-kro-uizm, s. An error 
in computing time.

Anaclaticks, Jn-l-klit-iks, s. The doctrine 
of refracted light: dioptricks.

ANADLPLOSIS, ait-A-de-pl6^sis, S. 520. Redu
plication ; a figure in rhetorick.

Anagram, An-A-grim, s. A conceit arising 
from the letters of a name transposed so as to form 
some other word or sentence.

An AGRAMMATISM. An-A-grAm-ma-tizm, 4. 484 
The art or practice of making anagrams

Anagrammatist, An-A-grAm-mA-tist, s. A 
maker of anagrams.

To Anagrammatize, in-i-gram-ml-tlze, t>. n. 
159. To make an

Analemma, An-A-l£m -mA s. A projection of 
the sphere on the plane of the meridian, ortho
graphically made uy straight lines and ellipses, the eye 
being supposed at an infinite distance, and in the east 
or west points of the horizon.

Analeptic An-A-Up-tlk, a. Comforting, cor
roborating.

Analogical, An-A-l&dje-A-kAl, a. Used by way 
of analogy.

Analogically, An-A-l&dje-A-kAl-U, ad. In an 
analogical manner ; In an analogous manner.

Analogicalness, An-A-lddje^-kAl-n£ss,s. The 
quality Of being analogical.

Analogism, A-nAl-d-jizm, s. An argument 
■from the cause to the effect.

To Analogize, a-nAl-ld-jize, v. a. To explain 
by way of analogy.

Analogous, A-nal-lo-g&s, a. 314. Having an
alogy, having something parallel.

Analogy, A-nAl-ld-jA, s. 518. Resemblance 
between things with regard to some circumstances or 
effects.

Analysis, A-nAl-lA-sls, s. 520. A separation of 
any compound into its several parts; a solution of any 
thing, whether corporal or mental, to its first elements.

Analyst, A-nA-list, s. One who analyzes a 
thing, or uses the analytick method.

Analytical, In-i-lWtd-kil, a. That which 
resolves any thing .into first principles; that which 
proceeds by analysis.

Analytically, in-i-Hlfte-kil-le, ad. The 
manner of resolving compounds into the simple con 
stituent or component parts.

To Analyze, An-A-lize, v. a. To resolve a 
compound into its first principles.

Analyzer, An-a-ll-zhr, s. 98. That which has 
the power of analyzing.

Anamorphosis, An-A-mor-fd-sis, s. Deforma
tion ; perspective projection, so that at one point of 
view it shall appear deformed, in another aD exact re
presentation.

I have accented this word on the penultimate, as 
Dr. Johnson and Mr. Sheridan have done; as it iis a 
technical word, and not naturalized like metamorphosis- 
—See Principles, No. 520.
Ananas, a-na-nAs, s. The pine apple.
Anapjest, An-A-pest, s. A foot consisting of 

three syllables.; two short and one long; the reverse 
of the daetyle.

Anapjestic An-A-p&s-tik, a. "Belonging to an 
abapeest

Anaphora, A-nAf^fo-rA, &. 92. A figure when 
several clauses of a sentence are begun with the same 
word.

Anarch, in-ark, s. 353. An author of confu
sion.

AnarcHIAL, iVnar-ke-AI, ) _ , . .
Anarchic i-na^klk, j “• Confused, with- 

out rule.
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Anarchy, An-Ar-k^, s. Want of government, 
a state without magistracy.

Anasarca, An-A-sIr-kA, s. 92. A sort of dropsy, 
where the whole substance is stuffed with pituitous 
humours.

Anasarcous, An-nA-sAr-c&s, a. Relating to an 
anasarca ; partaking of the nature of dropsy.

Anastomosis, An-nA-stAm-A^ls, 5. The inoscu
lation of vessels, or the opening of one vessel into 
another.

AnastrOPHE, A-nAs-tro-fe, s. 518. A figure 
whereby words, which should have been precedent, 
are postponed.

Anathema, A-nAz/z^e-mA, s. 92. A curse pro
nounced by ecclesiastical authority.

Anathematical, ln-2L(Ae-mati«-kiU, a. 509. 
That which has the properties of an anathema-

Anathematically, ad.
In an anathematical manner.

To Anathematize, aii-Jlw-e-mA-tlze, i>. a. 
159. To pronounce accursed by ecclesiastical authority.

AnatiferoUS, An-A-tif^fd-rCis, a. 518. Pro
ducing ducks.

Anatocism, A-nAt-to-sizin, s. The accumula
tion of interest upon interest.

Anatomical, An-A-t5m-£-kAl, a. Relating or 
belonging to anatomy; proceeding upon principles 
taught in anatomy.

Anatomically, An-A-tAm^e-kAl-lA, ad. In an 
anatomical manner.

Anatomist, A-nAt-d-mlst, s. He that studies 
the structure of animal bodies, by means of dissection.

To Anatomize, A-nAt-to-mize, v. a. To dissect 
an animal; to lay any thing open distinctly, and by 
minute parts.

Anatomy, A-nAt^A-mA, 5. 518. The art of
dissecting the body ; the doctrine of the structure of 
the body; the act of dividing any thing; a skeleton; 
a thin meagre person.

Ancestor, An-sAs-tur, s. 98. One from whom 
a person descends, either by the father or the mother.

ANCESTREL, An-sAs-trAl, a. Claimed from an
cestors.

Ancestry, Ari-sAs-tre, s. Lineage, a series of 
ancestors ; the honour of descent, birth.

Anchentry, ane-tshAn-tre, s. Antiquity of a 
family, ancient dignity, properly ancientry.

Anchor, Angk-Ctr, s. 353. 418. A heavy iron 
to hold the ship, by being fixed to the ground; any 
thing which confers stability.

To Anchor, Angk-hr, v. n. 166. To cast an
chor, to lie at anchor; to stop at, to rest on.

ANCHORAGE, Angk-hr-adje, 5. 90. Ground to 
cast anchor upon ; the anchors of a ship; a duty paid 
for anchoring in a port.

Anchor-hold, Angk-ur-h61d, s. 
fastness of the anchor.

Anchored, Angk-fir-r&d, part. a. 
by the anchor.

Anchoret, angk-A-rAt, ) $
Anchorite, Angk-5-rite, 155. j 

a hermit.
Anchovy, An-tsho^ve, s. A little sea fish, much 

used by way of sauce, or seasoning.
Ancient,. ane-tshAnt, a. 542 Old, not modern; 

old, that has been c.f long duration; past, former.
Ancient, ane-tshAnt, s. The flag or streamer 

of a ship.
Ancient, ane-tshAnt, s. The bearer of a flag, 

now ensign.
ANCIENTLY) ane^tshent-lA, ad. In old times. 
Ancientness, ane^tshAnt-nAss, s. Antiquity. 
Ancientry, ane-tshAn-trA, 4. The honour of 

ancient lineage.
Ancillary, an-sil-A-re, a. Subservient as a 

handmaid.—See Maxillary and Papillary.
And, And, conj. 'I he particle by which sen

tences or terms are joined.
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The hold or

.853. Held

A recluse,

Andiron, And-l-rfin, s. 417. Irons at the end 
of a fire-grate, in which the spit turns.

Androgynal, An-drddje^A-nAl, a. Herma- 
phroditica!; partaking of both sexes.

ANDROGINALLY, An-drdje-A-nAl-lA, ad. With 
two sexes.

Androgynus, An-drAdje^A-nhs, t. 482. An 
hermaphrodite.

Androphagus, An-drAf^A-g&s, s. 518. A can
nibal, a man eater. Plural, Androphagi.

Anecdote, An^Ak-dote, s. Something yet un
published ; secret history.

Anecdotical, An-Ak-ddt^A-kAl, a. Relative to 
anecdotes.

Anemography, An-A-mAg-grA-fA, j. 518. The 
description of the winds.

Anemometer, An-A-m6m-mA-tAr, s. 518. An 
instrument contrived to measure the wind.

Anemone, A-nAm^d-nA, s. The wind flower. 
Anemoscope, A-nAm^d-skdpe, s. A machin 

Invented to foretell the changes of the wind.
Anent, A-nAnt,' prep. A Scotticism. Concern

ing, about; over against, opposite to..
Aneurism, An4b-rizm, s. 503. A disease of the 

arteries, in which they become excessively dilated.
Anew, A-nit,z ad. Over again, another time, 

newly, in a new manner.
Anfractuous, An-frAk-tshu-hs, a. "Winding, 

mazy, full of turnings, and winding passages.
Anfractuousness, An-frAk-tshu-hs-nAss, 5. 

461. Fulness of windings and turnings.
Angel, ane^Al, s. 542. Originally a messen

ger ; a spirit employed by God in human affairs , angel 
is sometimes used in a bad sense, as angels of dark
ness ; in the style of love, a beautiful person : apiece 
of ancient money.—See Change.

Angel-shot, ane-jAl-shAt, s. Chain shot.
Angelica, An-jAl-A-kA, s. 92. The name of 

a plant.
Angelical, An-jAl-A-kAl, a. 509. Resembling 

angels; partaking of the nature of angels; belonging 
to angels.

Angelicalness, An-jAKlA-kAl-nAss, s. Excel
lence more than human.

Angelic An-jAl-lik, a. 508. Angelical; above 
human.

Angelot, An-jA-lAt, s. A musical instrumen 
somewhat resembling a lute.

Anger, Ang-gur, s. 409. 98. Uneasiness 
upon the receipt of any injury; smart of a sore.

To Anger, Ang-gtir, r. a. To provoke, to enrage, 
Angerly, Ang-ghr-lA, ad. In an angry manner. 
Angiography, An-jA-Ag^grA-fA, s. A descrip

tion of vessels in the human body.
Angiology, An-ge-61^6-jA, s. A discourse 01 

treatise on the vessels of a human body.
Angle, Ang-gl, s. 405. The space intercepted 

between two lines intersecting each other.
Angle, Ang-gl, s. An instrument to take fish, 

consisting’of a rod, a line, and a hook.
To Angle, Ang-gl, v. a. To fish with a rod and 

hook ; to try to gain by some insinuating artifices.
Angle-rod, Ang-gl-rAd, s. The stick to which 

the fisher’s line and hook are hung.
Angler, Ang-glur, s. 98. He that fishes with 

an angle.
Anglicism, Ang-glA-slzm, $. An English idiom; 

a mode of speech peculiar to the English.
Angober, Ang-go-b&r, s. 98. A kind of pear 
Angrily, Ang-grA-lA, ad. In an angry manner 
Angry, Ang-gre, a. 409. Touched with anger; 

having the appearance of anger; painful, inflamed.
Anguish, Ang-gwlsh, a. 340. Excessive pain 

either of mind or body.
Anguished, Ang-gwlsh-Ad,«. 359. Excessively 

pained.
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Angular, ing-gi-ltir, a. 98. Having angles
or corners.

Angularity, Ang-gu-lAi-e-te, s. The quality 
of being angular.

Angularly, Ang-gh-l&r-lA, ad. With angles. 
Angularness, Ang-gu-lftr-nOss, s. The quality 

of being angular.
Angulated, Ang-gu-la-tAd, a. Formed with 

angles.
AngulOUS, Ang-gu-l&s, a. 314. Hooked, an

gular.
Angust, An-gust,' a. 409. 98. Narrow, strait. 
AngustaTION, An-g&s-ta-shUn, s. The act of 

making narrow ; the state of being narrowed.
Anhelation, an-h^-la-shun, s. The act of 

panting.
Anhelose, an-hA-16se,' a. Out of breath. 
Aniented, An-A-An-t3d, a. Frustrated. 
Anights, A-nltes' ad. In the night time. 
Anil, An-il, s. The shrub from whose leaves 

and stalks indigo is prepared.
Anileness i-nl^n«sS,) s. 530 Thfi oId 
Anility, A-nil-le-te, } *

of women; dotage.
Animabi_E, An-A-mA-bl, a. 405. That which 

may be put into life.
Animadversion, An-A-mad-vAr-shUn, s. Re

proof; severe censure; observation.
AnimadverSIVE, An-d-mAd-vAr-sIv, a. 428. 

That has the power of judging.
To Animadvert, An-e-mAd-vArt,' v. a. To con

sider ; to observe; to pass censures upon.
Animadverter, An-A-mAd-vAr-tftr, s. He 

that passes censures, or observes upon.
Animal, An^-e-inAl, s. A living creature cor

poreal ; distinct on the one side, from pure spirit; on 
the other, from mere matter.

Animal, An-e-mAI, a. That belongs or relates 
to animals: animal is used in opposition to spiritual.

Animalcule, An-e-mAl-khle, s. A small animal.
This word is derived from the French, and forms 

iIs plural by adding s s but this plural is sometimes ex
pressed by the Latin word animalcula. which being mis
taken for a singular by those who have but a faint memory 
of their accidence, is sometimes made plural by the 
change of a into <e diphthong : but it ought to be re
membered that animalcule^ m the singular, makes ani
malcules in the plural, without any additional syllable; 
and that the singular of animalcula is animalcidum.
Animality, An-A-mAl-A-tA, s. The state of ani

mal existence.
To Animate, An-e-mate, v. a. To quicken, to 

make alive; to give powers to; to encourage, to incite.
Animate, An^d-mate, a. 91. Alive, possessing 

animal life.
Animated, An-e-ma-tAd, part. a. Lively, 

vigorous.
Animation, An-e-ma-shun, s. The act of ani

mating or enlivening; that which animates; the state 
of being enlivened.

AnimaTIVE, An-e-ma-tiv, a. 157. That has the 
power of giving life.

ANIMATOR, an-A-ma-t&r, s. 521. That which 
gives life.

AnIMOSE, An-e-mdse,' a. 427. Full of spirit, hot. 
ANIMOSITY, An-e-mAs-se-te, s. Vehemence of 

tatred; passionate malignity.
Anise, An-nis, s. 140. A species of apium or 

parsley, with large sweet-scented seeds..
Anker, Angk-hr, /» 98. 409. A liquid mea

sure the fourth part of the awm.
Ankle, inklkl, s. 405. The joint which joins 

the toot to the leg.
Ankle-bone, Ank-kl-bone, s. The bone of the

ankle.
Annalist An-nA-list, s. A writer of annals.
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Annals, An-nAlz, s. Histories digested in the 
exact order of time.

An NATS, an-nats, s. First fruits.
To Anneal, An-nele,' v. a. To heat glass that 

the colours laid on it may pierce through; to heat any 
thing in such a manner as to give it the true temper.

To Annex, An-n&ks,' v. a. To unite to at the 
end; to unite a smaller thing to a greater.

Annexation, An-n&k-sa-shhn, s. Conjunction, 
addition; union, coalition.

Annexion, An-nAk-shhn, s. The act of annex
ing.

Annexment, An-neks-mfint, s. The act of an
nexing ; the thing annexed.

Annihilable, An-ni-he-lA-bl, a. That which 
may be put out of existence.

To Annihilate, An-nl-he-late, v. a. To reduce 
to nothing; to destroy; to annul.

IO* Englishmen who have been bred in foreign semi
naries, where they pronounce the i in Latin like <?, gene
rally pronounce this word as if written an-ne-he-latet be
cause they pronounce the Latin word from which it is 
derived in the same manner; but Englishmen, educated 
in their own country, pronounce the ?, when it ends a 
syllable, with the accent on it, both in Latin and Eng
lish, as it is here marked.
Annihilation, An-nl-lie-la-shun, s. The act ot 

reducing to nothing; the state of being reduced to 
nothing.

Anniversary, An-ne-vAr-sA-rA, s. A day cele
brated as it returns in the course of the year: the act 
or performance of celebration of the anniversary.

Anniversary, An-nA-vAr-sa-re, a. Returning 
with the revolution of the year; annual.

Anno Domini, An-n6-d5rn-A-nA. In the year of 
our Lord; abbreviated A. D.

Annolis, an-nA-lis, s. An American animal 
like a lizard.

Annotation, am-no-ta-shun, s. Explication; 
note.

Annotator, An-no-ta-thr, s. 521. A writer 
of notes, a commentator.

To Announce, An-nounse,' v. a. To publish, 
to proclaim ; to declare by a judicial sentence.

To Annoy, An-nAe,' v. a. 329. To incommode, 
to vex.

Annoy, An-noe,' s. Injury, molestation.
Annoyance, An-noA-Anse, s. That which an

noys ; the act of annoying.
Annoyer, an-noe-iir, s. 98. The person that 

annoys.
Annual, An-nh-Al, a. That which comes year 

ly; that which is reckoned by the year; that which 
lasts only a year.

Annually, An-nh-Al-lA, ad. Yearly, every year. 
ANNUITANT, An-nh-A-tAnt, s. He that possess

es or receives an annuity.
Annuity, An-nh-e-tA, s. A yearly rent to be 

paid for a term of life or years; a yearly allowance.
To Annul, An-nhl< v. a. To make void, to 

nullify; to reduce to nothing.
Annular, An-nh-lAr, a. 98. Having the form 

of a ring.
Annulary, An-nu-lA-rA, a. Having the form 

of rings.
Annulet, An-nu-lAt, s. A little ring. 
To Annumerate, An-nh-mA-rate, v. a. 91.

To add to a former number.
ANNUMERATION, An-nii-mA-ra-shun, $. Addi

tion to a former number.
To An-nun-she-ate v. a. 91. 357.

196. To bring tidings.
Annunclation-day, ati-nUn-she-a-sll&n-da, ».

Tlie day celebrated by the church, in memory of the 
Angel s salutation of the Blessed Virgin, solemnized 
on the twenty-fifth of March. S h

Anodyne, An-o-dine, a. That which has the 
power of mitigating pain.
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To Anoint, A-noint,' v. a. To rub over with ! 
unctuous matterto consecrate by unction.

Anointed, A-ndln-tCir,s. The person that anoints. I 
Anomalism, A-ndm-A-lIzm, s. Anomaly, irre< 

gularity.
Anomalistical, A-nAm-A-lls-td-kAl, a. 509. 

Irregular.
Anomalous, A-n6m-A-l?is, a. Irregular, de

viating from the general method or analogy of things.
Anomalously,A-nAm-A-lfis-ld,ad. Irregularly. 
Anomaly, A-ndm-A-ld, s. Irregularity, devia

tion from rule.
AnOMY, An^A-md, s. Breach of law.
Anon, A-n6n,z ad. Quickly, soon ; now and 

then.
Anonymous, A-nAn-e-mtis, a. Wanting a name. 
Anonymously, A-n&n-d-mhs-ld, ad. Without 

a name.
Anorexy, An-nd-rdk-se, s. 517. Inappetency. 
Another, An-uTH-£ir, a. 98. Not the same, 

one more; any other ; not one’s self; widely different.
Ansated, An-sa-tdd, a. Having handles.
To Answer, An-shr, v. n. 475. 98. To speak 

in return to a question ; to speak in opposition ; to be 
accountable for; to give an account; to correspond to, 
to suit with ; to be equivalent to ; to satisfy any claim 
or petition t to stand as opposite or correlative to 
something else; to bear proportion to ; to succeed, to 
produce the wished event; to appear to any call, or 
authoritative summons.

Answer, An-sur, s. 475. That which is said in 
return to a question, or position; a confutation of a 
charge.

Answerable, An-s&r-A-bl, a. 475. That to 
which a reply may be made; obliged to give an ac
count ; correspondent to ; proportionate to; equal to.

Answerably, An^-s&r-A-bld, ad. In due pro
portion ; with proper correspondence; suitably.

Answerableness, An-shr-A-bl-ndss, s. The 
quality of being answerable.

1NSWERER, An-shr-hr, s. 554. He that answers; 
he that manages the controversy against one that has 
written first.

Ant, Ant, s. An emmet, a pismire.
AnTJECI, An-td-sl, s. The inhabitants of the 

earth who dwell under the same semicircle of the me
ridian, but in different parallels, the one just as far 
north as the others are south of the equator.

Ant-bear, Ant-bare, s. An animal that feeds 
on ants.

Ant-hill, Ant-hill, s. The small protuberance 
of earth in which ants make their nests.

Antagonist, An-tAg^A-nist, s. One who con
tends with another; an opponent; contrary to.

To Antagonize, An-tAg^A-nlze, v. n. To con
tend against another.

Antanaclasis, Ant-A-nA-kla-sIs, s. A figure in 
rhetorick, when the same word is repeated in a diffe
rent manner, if not in a contrary signification; it is 
aiso a returning to the matter at the end of a long 
parenthesis.

Antaphroditic Ant-A-fro-dit-ik, a. Effica
cious against the venereal disease.

A nt apoplectic Ant-Ap-pd-pldk-tlk, a. Good 
against an apoplexy

Antarctic an-tark-tik, a. Relating to the 
southern pole.

Antarthritic ant-Ar-tZirit-lk, a. Good 
against the gout.

AntasthKiatic Ant-Ast-mAt-lk, a. Good 
against the asthma.

AnteacT, An-te-Akt, s. A former act.
Ante ambulation, An-td-Am-bh-la-shun, s. A 

walking before.
To Antecf.de, Aj)-td-sdde,' v. a. Toprecede; 

to go before.
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Antecedence, An-td-sd-ddnse, s. The act or 
state of going before.

Antecedent, An-td-sd-dent, a. Going before, 
preceding.

Antecedent, An-td-sd-ddnt, s. That which 
goes before; in grammar, the noun to which the rela- 
tive is subjoined.

Antecedently, An-te-sd-ddnt-ld, ad. 
Previously.

Antecessor, An-td-ses-shr, s. One who goes 
before, or leads another.

Antechamber, An4te-tsham-b&r, s. The cham 
ber that leads to the chief apartment.—See Chamber.

To Antedate, An-td-date, v. a. To date ear
lier than the real time; to date something before the 
proper time.

Antediluvian, An-td-dd-lu-vd-An, a. Existing 
before the deluge; relating to things existing before 
the deluge.

Antelope, An-te-ldpe, s. A goat with curled 
or wreathed horns.

Antemeridian, An-te-md-rldj-d-An, a. 294. 
S76. 507. Being before noon.

Antemetic Ant-d-mdt-ik, a. That has the 
power of preventing or stopping vomiting.

Antemundane, An-te-m&n-dane, a. That 
which was before the world.

Antepast, An-td-pAst, s. A foretaste.
Antepenult, An-td-pd-nult,' s. The last sylla

ble but two.
Antepileptic Ant-dp-e-ldp-tlk, a. A medi

cine against convulsions.
To Antepone, An-td-pone, v. a. To prefer one 

thing to another.
Ant epredicament, An-td-prd-dlk-A-mdnt, $. 

Something previous to the doctrine of the predica
ments.

Anteriority, An-td-rd-5r-d-td, s. Priority; 
the state of being before.

AnteriOUR, An-td-rd-hr, a. Going before.
Now more commonly and bptter written Anterior.

Antes, An-tez, s. Pillars of large dimensions 
that support the front of a building.

Antvstomach, An-te-stum-hk, s. 166. A cavity 
tha«t leads into the stomach.

Anthelminthic An-Mdl-mlnQ/dk, a. That 
which kills worms.

Anthem, An'/Adm, s. A holy song.
Anthology, An-f/ml^A-jd, s. 518. A collection 

of flowers; a collection of devotions ; a collection of 
poems.

Anthony’s Fire, An^td-nlz-flre,' s. A kind of 
erysipelas.

Anthrax, An-f/zrAks, s. A scab or blotch which 
burns the skin.

Anthropology, an^/no-puKo-je, s. The doc- 
trine of anatomy.

ANTHROPOrilAGI,ln-Z/ir6-puf-a-ji,s. Man-eaters, 
cannibals.

Anthropophaginian, in^Ar6-p6£A-jlnie-An, s. 
A ludicrous word, formed by Shakespeare from an
thropophagi.

Anthropophagy, in^Ard-pifU-j£, s. The
quality of eating human flesh.

Anthroposophy, in-ZArd-pos-o-fe, s. The
knowledge of the nature of man.

Anthypnotic Ant-hip-nAt-ik, a. That which 
has the power of preventing sleep.

AnthypophORA, An-Me-pdfto-ra, s. The refu
tation of an objection by the apposition of a contrary 
sentence.

Antiacid, An-te-As-ld, s. Alkali.
Antichamber, An-td-tshAm-b&r, s. Corruptly 

written for antechamber.—See Chamber.
Antichristian, An-td-krls^tshun, a. Opposite 

to Christianity.

Antecf.de
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Antichrist, dn-td-krlst, s. The great enemy 
to Christianity.

Antichristiantsm, in-td-krlsUsh&n-Izm, s. 
Opi»osition or contrariety to Christianity.

A.NTICHRISTIANITY, in-td-krls-tshd-in^-t^, s. 
Contrariety to Christianity.

To Anticipate, in-dsQ-pate, r. a. To take 
something sooner than another, so as to prevent him 
that comes after ; to take up before the time; to fore
taste, or take an impression of something which is not 
yet, as if it really were j to precl uae.

Anticipation, An^tis-sd-pa-sh&n, s. The act of 
taking up something before its time; fore-taste.

Antic in-tik, a. Odd ; ridiculously wild.
Antic in-tik, s. He that plays anticks, or 

uses odd gesticulation ; a buffoon.
ANTICKLY, ln-tlk-le, ad. With odd postures.
Anticlimax, in-td-kll-miks, s. A sentence in 

which the last part is lower than the first; opposite to 
a climax.

ANTicoNsTiTUTiONAL,sln-td-kdn-std-tii-shan-al, 
a. Against the constitution.

Anticonvulsive, An-t^-c&n-v&l-slv, a. Good 
against convulsions.

AnticOR, An-td-kdr, s. 166. A preternatural 
swelling in a horse’s breast, opposite to his heart.

Anticosmetic dn-td-k6z-mdt'tik, a. De
structive of beauty.

Anticourtier, &n-td-cdre'tsh&r, s. One that 
opposes the court.

Antidotal, An-te-dcAill, a. Having die power 
or quality of counteracting poison.

Antidote, An-td-ddte, s. A medicine given to 
expel poison.

Antiepiscopal, in-td-d-pls-kd-pil, a. Adverse 
to episcopacy.

Antifebrile, ln-td-fdb^ril, a. 140. Good 
against fevers.

Antilogarithm, dn-td-l&g-i-rl/Ztm, s. The 
complement of the logarithm of a sine, tangent, or se
cant.

ANTILOGY, An-tllni-jd, a. A contradiction be
tween any words and passages in an author.

Antiloqutst, ln-ti!^d-kwlst, s. A contradictor. 
Antiministerial, An-td-min-nis-tdM-il, a.

Opposing the ministry or administration of the coun
try.

Antimonarchical, in-td-md-ndr-kd-kil, a. 
Against government by a single person.

Antimonial, An-td-md^nd-Al, a. Made of an
timony.

Antimony, An-td-m&n-d, s. 556. Antimony is 
a mineral substance, of a metalline nature.

Antimoralist, An-td-mdr-rAl-llst, s. An enemy 
to morality.

Anti nephritic An-td-nd-frlt-Ik, a. Good
against diseases of the reins and kidneys.

Antinomy, An-dn^d-md, x. 518. A contradic
tion between two laws.

AnTIPapaL, An-td-pa-pil, a. Opposing popery.
Antipahallel, ln-ti-plrir^l-lil, a. Running 

in a contrary direction.
Antiparai.ytic An-td-pAr-A-llt-lk, a. Effica

cious against the palsy.
Antipathetical, ir^td-pd-fZidt^d-kdl, a. Hav

ing a natural contrariety to any thing.
Antipathy, in-tlp^i-fAd, s. 518. A natural 

contrariety to any thing,so as to shun it involuntarily; 
opposed to sympathy.

AntiperiSTASIS, An-tA-pA-rls^tA-sis, s. 520. The 
opposition of a contrary quality, by which the quality 
it oppises becomes heightened

Antipkstilr\tlal, An-te-p^s-t^-len^shAl, a. 
Efficacious against the plague.

Antiphon, in'td-fdn. Alternate singing.
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Antiphony, >
Antiphone, )

An echo. The method of singing by way of response. 
Astfphrasis, Jn-tiP-trA-sis, s. 519. The use of 

words in a sense opposite to their meaning.
Antipooal, in-tip^d-ddi, a. 518. Relating to 

the antipodes.
Antipodes, dn-tlp^d-dez, s. Those people who, 

living on the other side of the globe, have their feet 
directly op,x>site to ours.

HO7* We frequently hear disputes whether this word 
should be pronounced in four syllables, as it is here, with 
the accent on the second, or in three, as if divided into 
an-ti-podes, with the accent on the first syllable, and the 
last rnyming with abodes. To solve the difficulty it must 
be observed, that the word is pure Latin ; and that when 
we adopt such words into our own language, we seldom 
alter the accent. If, indeed, the singular of this word 
were in use like satellite. 155, then we ought to form the 
plural regularly, and pronounce it in three syllables only; 
but as it is always used in the plural, and is perfect La
tin, we ought to pronounce it in four.

n To counterpoise this hero of the mode,
“ Some for renown are singular and odd :
“ What other men dislike is sure to please,
“ Of all mankind, these dear anfipodej :
u Through pride, not malice, they run counter still,
« And birth-days are their days of dressing ill."

Fouriff.'s Love ofl'tunt

Antipope, An-t^-pope, s. He that usurps tlie 
popedom.

Antiptosis, ln-tip-td-sis, s. 520. A figure in 
grammar by which one case is put for another.

Antiquary, &n-t£-kwii-re, s. A man studious 
of antiquity.

To Antiquate, An-t6-kwate, v. a. To make 
obsolete.

Antiquatedness, in-td-kwa-t^d-n^ss, s. The 
state of being obsolete.

Antique, An-t&k? a. 112. Ancient, not 
modern ; of genuine antiquity; of old fashion.

Antique in-t££k,' s. 112. An antiquity, a re
main of ancient times.

Antiqueness, An-t£ek-n£s, s. The quality of 
being antique.

Antiquity, In-tik-kw^-tA, s. Old times; the 
ancients ; remains of old times ; old age.

Antiscorbutical, ln-U-skor-bh-te-kul, a.
Good against the scurvy.

Antispasis, An-ds^pi-sis, 5. The revulsion of 
any humour.

Antispasmodic &n-t£-spAz-mSd-ik, a. That 
which has the power of relieving the cramp.

Antispashc an-t^-spis-tik, a. Medicines 
which cause a revulsion.

Antisplenetic in-t^-splin^-tik, a. Effica- 
cio is in diseases of the 6pleen.

Antistrophe, An-tis-trd-fe, «. In an ode sung 
in parts, the second stanza of every three.

Antistrumatic ^n-te-strfi-mlt-ik, a. Good 
against the king’s evil.

Antithesis, in-diA^-sis, s. Opposition ; con
trast.

Antitype, &n-t£-tipe, s. That which is resem
bled or shadowed out by the type. A term of theology.

Antitypical, An-t£-dp^-kal, a. That which 
explains the type.

Antivenhrf.al, An^-v^-ni-r^-41, a. Good 
against the venereal disease.

Antler, A.nt-16r, s. Branch of a stag’s horn.
Antoeci, in-t^e-sl, s. 296. Those inhabitants 

of the earth who live under the same meridian, at the 
same distance from the equator : the one towards the 
north, and the other to the south.

Antonomasia, An-tA-no-ma-zhd-A, s. 453.
A form of speech, in which, for a proper name, is put 
the name of some dignity. We say the Orator 
Cicero, 9?.

Antre, An-t&r, s. 416. A cavern, a den.
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Anvil, in-vil, s. The iron block on which the 
smith lays his metal to be forged; any thing on which 
blows are laid.

Anxiety, Ang-zM-ti,s.479. 480. Trouble of 
mind about some future event, solicitude; depres
sion, lowness of spirits.

Anxious,Ingk-shiis, a. 480. Disturbed about 
some uncertain event; careful, full of inquietude.

Anxiously, Angk-shds-L-, ad. Solicitously, 
unquietly.

Anxiousness, ingktshlis-nSss, s. The quality 
of being anxious.

Any, &n-nd, a. 89. Every, whoever, whatever.
Aonian, A-d-ne-in, a. Belonging to the hill 

Parnassus, the supposed residence of the muses.
Aorist,a-d-rist, s. Indefinite. A tense in the 

Greek language.
Aorta, l-6r-ti, s. 92. The great artery which 

rises immediately out of the left ventricle of the heart.
Apace, A-p4se,' ad. Quick, speedily; hastily.
Apart, l-plrt,z ad. Separately from the rest 

in place; in a state of distinction; at a distance, re
tired from the other company.

Apartment, 1-part-m^nt, s. A room ; a set 
of rooms.

Apathy, Ap-i-M£, s. Exemption from passion.
Apathist, ^pti-Mist, s. A man without feel

ing.,
Ape, ape, s. A kind of monkey; an imitator.
To Ape, ape, v. a. To imitate, as an ape 

imitates human actions.
Apeak, A-p£ke,z ad. In a posture to pierce the 

ground-
Apepsy, lp-£p-s£, s. 503. A loss of natural 

concoction.
Aperient, A-.p£-r£-3nt, a. Gently purgative.
Aperitive, A-p£r- -tiv, a. That which has 

the quality of opening.
Apert, l-p£rt,z a. Open.
ArERTioN,A-pAr-sh&n, s. An opening, a pas

sage, a gap; the act of opening.
Apertly, A-p£rt-le, ad. Openly. 
Apertness, A-p£rt-n£ss, s. Openness.
Aperture, Ap-ur-tshure,s. 460.463. The act 

of opening; an open place.
Apetalous, A-p^t-A-lhs, a. 314. Without 

flower-leaves.
Apex, a-pAks, s. The tip or point.
Aph-siresis, i’l-fi’-r-i-ais, s. 124. A figure in 

grammar that takes away a letter or syllable from the 
beginning of a word.

Aphelion, A-fe-le-im, s. That part of the or
bit of a planet in which it is at the point remotest from 
the sun.

Aphilanthrophy, HM-Mn-iArd-p4, s. Want 
of love to mankind.

Aphony, Af-6-n£, s. A loss of speech.
Aphorism, Af^o-rizm, s. 503. A maxim, an 

unconnected position.
Aphoristical, Af-d-ris-fe-kAl, a. Written in 

separate unconnected sentences.
Aphoristically, Af-d-rls-U-kil-lA, ad. In the 

form of an aphorism.
Aphrodisiac al, Af-fr6-dA-zi-A-kAl, 7 p
Aphrodisiac Af-fr6-dizh-6-Ak,451. } e" 

lating to the venereal disease.
Apiary, a-p4-i-ri, s. 534. The place where 

bees are kept.
Apiece, A-pe^se,' ad. To the part or share of 

each.
Apish, a-plsh, a. Having the qualities of an 

ape,imitative; foppish, affected; silly, trifling; wan
ton, playful.

Apishly, a-pish-k, ad. In an apish manner. 
Apishness,&-p*ish-n£ss, $. Mimickry, fopperv.
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Apitpat, A-plt^pAt, ad.\ With quick palpita
tion.

Apocalypse, i-pikli-llps, s. Revelation, a 
word used only of the sacred writings.

Apocalyptical, A-pdk-A-llpttA-kAl, a. Con- 
taining revelation.

Apocope, l-pik£d-p4, s. A figure, when the 
last letter or syllable is taken away.

Apocrustic ip-o-kriisttlk, a. Repelling 
and astringent.

Apocrypha, A-pdk-r£-f&, s. 92. Books-of 
doubtful authors added to the sacred writings.

Apocryphal, i-p8ktr4-fXl, a. Not canonical, 
of uncertain authority; contained in the Apocrypha.

Apocryphally, S.-pdk-r6-&l-le, ad. Uncer
tainly.

Apocryphalness, J-pSk-rAfiil-ndss, s. Un- 
certainty.

Apodigtical, Ap-o-dlk-t^-k^l, a. Demon
strative.

Apodixis, ip-ft-dik-sls, s. 527. Demonstra
tion.

Apogjeon, Ap-o-j4-3n, 527. > s_ A int in 
Apogee, ap-o-je, 3

the heavens, in which the sun, or a planet, is at the 
greatest distance possible from the earth in its whole 
revolution.

Apologetical, Sp-pil-o-jJt-i-kil, 1 _.
Apologetic A-p51-d-j4t-ik, y “■ a 

which is said in defence of any thing.
Apologist, &-p3l-6-jist, ». One who makes 

an apology; a pleader in favour of another.
To Apologize, i-pdl-6-jlze, v. n. To^plead 

in favour of any person or thing;
Apologue, Ap-d-l&g, s. 338. 503. Fable, a 

story contrived to teach some moral truth.
Apology, &-pil-d-j£, s. 518. Defence, excuse.
ApoMECOMETRY,lp-6-m6-kftm-mA-trA,s.»527. 

1 he art of measuring things at a distance.
Aponeurosis, l-pdn-nu-r6-als, s. An expan

sion of a nerve into a membrane.
Apophasis, i-pof-A-sis, s. 520. A figure by 

which the orator seems to waive what, he. would 
plainly insinuate.

Apophlegmatic ip-6-fl^g-ml-tlk, a. 510. 
Drawing away phlegm.

Apophlegmatism, Ap-5-flAg-mA-tizm, s. A 
medicine to draw away phlegm.

Apophthegm, Apto-H -m, s. 503. A remark- 
able saying.

Apophyge, A-p5f-<J-j£, s. That part of a 
column where it begins to spring out of its base; the 
spring of a co'umn.

Apophysis, A-pAf-e-sIs, s. 520. The promi- 
nent parts of some bones; the same as process.

Apoplectical, Ap-6-plAkk4-kAl, 1 .
Apoplectic Ap-6-pkk-tlk, J Kelat"

ing to apoplexy.
Apoplexy, ApM-plAk-sd, s. 517. A sudden 

deprivation of all sensation.
Aporia, A-pcwi-A, s, 505. 92. A figure by 

which the speaker doubts where to begin.
Aporrhoea, Ap-pAr-rd A, s. 92. Effluvium, 

emanation.
Aposiopesis, A-p&zh-^-A-pi-sis, s. 520. 526. 

A form of speech, by which the speaker, through some 
affection or vehemency, breaks off his speech.

Apostacy, i-pfts-tA-sd, s. Departure from 
what a man has professed; it is generally applied to 
religion.

Apostate, i-pJ>s-tite, s. 91. One that has 
forsaken his religion.

Apostatical, ip-p&s-tlt-d-kil, a. After the 
manner of an apostate.

To Apostatize, A-pAs-tA-tize, v. n. To for- 
sake one’s religion.
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To Apostemate, A-p&s-tA-mate, v. n. 91. To 
swell and corrupt into matter.

ApOSTEMaTION, A-pos-tA-ma-sh&n, $. The ga
thering of a hollow purulent tumour.

Aposteme, Ap^<S-stAine, s. 503. A hollow 
swelling, an abscess.

Apostle, A-p6s^sl, s. 472. 405. A person sent 
with mandates, particularly applied to them whom 

our Saviour deputed to preach the gospel.
This word is sometimes heard in the pulpit, as if 

divided into a-po-stle ; the second syllable like the first of 
po-et. If the long quantity of the o, in the Latin aposto
lus, is urged for a similar length of the English apostle, 
let us only turn to No. 537 of the Principles, and we shall 
see the futility of arguing from tne Latin quantity to ours. 
If these reasons are not satisfactory, it is hoped that those 
who are abettors of this singular pronunciation will alter 
e-pis-tle into e-pi-stle, the second syllable like pie, and 
then their reasoning and practice will be uniform. 
Apostleship, A-pAs-sl-shlp, s. The office or 

dignity of an apostle.
Apostolical, Ap-pds-tAl-A-kAl, a. Delivered 

by the apostles.
Apostolically, Ap-As-tAl-e-kAl-lA, ad. In the 

manner of the apostles.
Apostolic Ap-6s-t61-llk, a. 509. Taught by 

the apostles.
Apostrophe, A-pAs-trA-fA, s. 518. In rhetorick, 

a diversion of speech to another person than the speech 
appointed did Intend or require; in grammar, the 
contraction of a word by the use of a comma, as tho’ 
for though.

To Apostrophize, l-pis-tri-flze, t>. n. To acl- 
dress by an apostrophe.

ApOSTUME, Ap^A-stfime, s. 503. A hollow tu
mour filled with purulent matter.

Apothecary, A-pAf/i^-kA-rA, «. 470. A man 
whose employment is to keep medicines for sale.

There is a corrupt pronunciation of this word, not 
confined to the vulgar, as if it were written Apotecary. 
Apothegm, Ap-6-MAm, s. 503. A remarkable 

saying.
Apotheosis, Ap-d-/ZiA-6-sls, $. Deification.

This word, like Metamorphosis, has deserted its 
Latin accentuation on the penultimate syllable, and re
turned to its original Greek accent on the antepenulti
mate- See principles, No. 503. The other words of this 
termination, as Anadinlosis, Antiptosis, &c. retain the 
Latin accent, though all these words in Greek have the 
accent on the antepenultimate. This accentuation on the 
antepenultimate is so agreeable to the genius of our own 
tongue, that it is no wonder it is so prevalent. Johnson, 
Sheridan, Kenrick, Ash, Scott, Buchanan, Bailev, and 
Perry, have adopted it as I have done; and only gmith, 
Barclay, and Entick, accent the penultimate. So eminent 
» poet as Garth approves of the choice I have made, where 
be says,

** Allots the prince of his celestial lino
“ An apotheosis, and rites dirine.”

Apotome, A-pAt-A-mA, 5. The remainder or 
difference of two incommensurable quantities.

ApOZEM, Ap^d-zAm, s. 503. A decoction.
To Appal, Ap-pAll,' v. a. 406. To fright, to de

press.
Dr. Johnson tells us, that this word might more 

properly have been written Appale ; and we find Bacon, 
in his History of Henry VII. actually writes the com- 
l>ound Appalcment. Whether Johnson founds his opinion 
upon the pale colour which fear generally produces, or 
upon the derivation of the word from the French Appalir, 
it cannot be certainly known; but this is certain, that 
this word has been so often rhymed with all, ball, fall, 
&c. that such a change as Dr. Johnson recommends, 
would be attended with no small inconvenience. It may 
be observed too, that spelling this word with single I a 
he has done, is at variance with its general pronunci
ation s for one /, when final, docs not broaden the a like 
that in all, but leaves it in the sound of that vowel in 
fal-low, tai. low, &c. Considering, therefore, that the pro
nunciation of this word is so irrevocably fixed, it is but 
borrowing an I from the Latin Palleo to make the sound 
and the spelling exactly corres;>ond. We are often fond 
of neglecting the French for the Latin etymology when 
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there is no necessity,—in the present case such a pro 
ference would be commendable.
Appai.ement, Jp-pilKmdnt, j. Depression, im 

pression of fear.
Appanage, ip'pi-naje, s. 90. 503. Lands set 

apart for the maintenance of younger children.
Apparatus, Ap-pA-ra-tfts, s. Those things which 

are provided for the accomplishment of any purpose, 
as the tools of a trade, the furniture of a house ; equi 
page, show.

Apparel, lp-pir^l, j. Dress, vesture; external 
habiliments.

To Apparel, Ap-pAr-Al, v. a. To dress, t<
• clothe; to cover, or deck.

Apparent, Ap-pA-rAnt, a. Plain, indubitable 
seeming, not real; visible; open, discoverable; cer
tain, not presumptive.

Apparently, Ap-pa-rAnt-lA, ad. Evidently, 
openly.

Apparition, Ap-pA-rlsh-un, s. Appearance, 
visibility ; a visible object; a spectre, a walking spirit; 
something only apparent, not real; the visibility oi 
some luminary.

Apparitor, Ap-pAr^A-t&r, s. 98. The lowest 
officer of the ecclesiastical court.

To Appay, Ap-pa,' v. a. To satisfy.
To Appeach, Ap-pAtsh,' v. a. To accuse; to 

censure, to reproach.
APPEACHMENT, Ap-pAtsh-mAnt, s. Charge ex

hibited against any man.
To Appeal, Ap-pAle,' v. n. To transfer a cause 

from one to another; to call another as witness.
Appeal, Ap-pAle,' s. A removal of a cause from 

an inferior to a superior court; in the common law, 
an accusation; a call upon any as witness.

Appealant, Ap-pAl-lAnt, s. He that appeals. 
To Appear, Ap-pAre,' v. n. To be in sight, to 

be visible ; to become visible as a spirit; to exhibit 
one’s self before a court; to seem, in opposition to re
ality ; to be plain beyond dispute.

Appearance, Ap-pA-rAnse, s. The act of com 
ing into sight; the thing seen ; semblance, not reality 
outside show; entry into a place or company; exhi 
bition of the person to a court; presence, mien; pro 
bability, likelihood.

Appearer, Ap-pA-rur, s. 98. The person tha 
appears.

Appeasable, Ap-pA-zA-bl,a.4O5 Reconcileable 
Appeasableness, Ap-pA-zA-bl-nAss, s. Recon 

cileablencss.
To Appease, Ap-pAze,' v. a. To quiet, to put in 

a state of peace; to pacify, to reconcile.
Appeasement, Ap-pAze-mAnt, s. A state of peace.
Appeaser, Ap-pA-z&r, s. 98. He that pacifies,, 

he that quiets disturbances.
Appellant, Ap-pAl-lAnt, .$. A challenger; 

one that appeals from a lower to a higher power.
Appellate, Ap-pA l-late, s. 91. The person 

appealed against.
Appellation, Ap-pAl-laAsh&n, s. Name.
Appellative, Ap-pAl-lA-tiv, s. 157. A name 

common to all of the same kind or species; as man, 
horse.

Appellatively, Ap-pAKlA-tlv-lA, ad. Accord
ing to the manner of nouns appellative.

Appellatory, Ap-pAl-lA-t6r-rA, a. 512. That 
which contains an appeal.

Appellee, A-pAl-lA,' s. One who is accused.
To Append, Ap-pAnd,' v. a. To hang any thing 

upon another; to add to something as an accessory.
Appendage, Ap-pen^dadje, s. 90. Something 

added to another thing, without l>eing necessary to its 
essence.

Appendant, Ap-pAnMAnt,a. Hanging to some
thing else ; annexed, concomitant.

Appendant. Ap-pAn-dAnt, s. An accidental or 
adventitious part.
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To Appendicate, &p-p3n-d<}-kate, v. a. 91.
To add to another thing.

APPENDICATION, ip-pt-n-de-ka'-shfin, s. 459. 
Annexion.

Appendix, lp-p®ntdiks, s. Something ap-
pended or added; an adjunct or concomitant.

To Appertain, lp-p£r-tane,' v. n. To belong
to as of right; to belong to by nature.

Appertainment, Ap-pSr-tane!mint, s. That
which belongs to any rank or dignity.

Appertenance, ip-p^r-td-nanse, s. That
which belongs to another thing.

Appertinent, Ap-p^r-te-n^nt, a. Belonging,
relating to.

Appetence, IptpA-t’nse, 7 „ ...
Appetency, W-tSn-si, J *' Carnal deslre' 
Appetibility, jp-p^t-t^-blUd-ti, s. The 

quality of being desirable.
Appetible, ap-p£-t£-bl, a. 405. Desirable. 
Appetite, ip-pi-tlte, s. 155. The natural 

desire of good; the desire of sensual pleasure; vio
lent longing; keenness of stomach, hunger.

Appetition, &p-p£-tish'&n, s. 507. Desire. 
Appetitive, &p£p£-t£-tiv, a. That desires. 
To Applaud, ip-plAwd,' v. a. To praise by 

clapping the hands; to praise in general.
ApplaUder, Ap-pUw-d&r, s. 98. He that

praises or commends.
Applause, ip-pliwz/ s. Approbation loudly

expressed.
Applausive, ap-plAw-ziv, a. 428. Applaud

ing.
Apple, Ap-pl, s. 405. The fruit of the apple

tree; the pupil of the eye.
Applewoman, tip-pl-wfim-bn, s. A woman

that sells apples.
Appliable, Ap-plU3-bl, a. 405. That which

may be applied.
Appliance, ap-pli'Jnse, s. The act of ap-

plying; the thing applied.
Applicability, ap-ple-kS-bil-^-ti, s. The

quality of being fit to be applied.
Applicable, ip-ple-ki-bl, a. That which

may be applied.
Applicableness, Ap-pl£-ki-bl-ness, s. Fit-

ness to be applied.
Applicably, ^pipl^-ki-ble, ad. In such 

manner as that it may be properly applied.
Applicate, Jp-pld-kate, s. 91. A right line

drawn across a curve, so as to bisect the diameter.
Application, ap-ple-ka-shtin, s. The act of 

applying any thing to another; the thing applied; the 
act of applying to any person as a petitioner; the em
ployment of any means for a certain end; intenseness 
of thought, close study; attention to some particular 
affair.

Applicative, iptpli-ki-tiv, a. 512. Belong-
ing to application.

Applicatory, Ap-pl<5-kA-t&r-<5, a. 512. Be-
longing to the act of applying.

To Apply, i-pll,' v. a. To put one thing to 
another; to lay medicaments upon a wound; to make 
use of as relative or suitable; to put to a certain use; 
to fix the mind upon, to study, to have recourse to, 
as a petitioner; to ply, to keep at work.

To Appoint, Ap-polnt-, v.a. To fix any thing; 
to establish anything by decree; to furnish in all 
points, to equip.

Appointer, 4p-p6!n-tftr, 98. He that settle*
or fixes.

Appointment, ip-p31nt-m£nt, s. Stipulation; 
decree, establishment; direction, order; equipment, 
furniture, an allowance paid to any man.

7b Apportion, ap-p6re-shfin, v. a. To set out
in just proportions.

Apportionment, ip-pdreishin-mint, «. A 
dividing into portions.

To Appose, ip-poze,z v.a. To put questionsto. 
Apposite, Jptpd-zit, a. 156. Proper, fit, well 

adapted.
Appositely, 4p'p6-zlt-16, ad. Properly, fitly,

suitably.
Appositeness, ap-p6-zit-ndss, s. Fitness,

propriety, suitableness.
Apposition, &p-pd-zish-&n, s. The addition 

of new matter; in grammar, the putting of two nouns 
in the same case.

To Appraise, ip-praze,' v.a. To set a price
upon any thing.

Appraisement, tLp-praze-m£nt, s. The act
of appraising; a valuation.

Appraiser, Ip-pra-z&r, s. 98. A person ap-
pointed to set a price upon things to be sold.

To Appreciate, ^p-pr^-sh^-ate, v. a.
This word is not in Johnson; and Bailey, who has 

it, seems not to have given its present signification, for 
he explains it, “ to set a high value or esteem upon any 
thing;” but my recollection fails me, if it has not been 
generally used in the sense of the French word it comes 
from,4pprecier, to appraise, to rate, to value, to declare 
the just price of any thing, as nearly synonymous to the 
English word to estimate.
Appreciable, Ap-pri-sh£-l-bl, a.

(£7- This word is the genuine offspring of the former; 
and if we admit the parent, we cannot refuse the child, 
especially as the latter seems of more use than the for
mer; for though we may pretty well supply the place of 
appreciate by estimate, we have not so good a word as 
appreciable to express the capability of being estimated. 
To Apprehend, Jp-pri-Mnd,' v. a. To lay 

hold on; to seize, in order for trial or punishment; to 
conceive by the mind; to think on with terror, to fear. 
Appreiiender, ip-pre-h^-n-dir, s. One who 

apprehends.
Apprehensible, Jp-pri-Mn-si-bl, a. 160.

That which may be apprehended or conceived.
Apprehension, ip-pr^-hSn-shun, s. The 

mere contemplation of things; opinion, sentiment, 
conception; the faculty by which we conceive new 
ideas; fear; suspicion of something; seizure.

Apprehensive, Ap-pr^-h^n-slv, a. 158. 
Quick to understand, fearful.

apprehensively, Ap-pri-hen-siv-ld, ad. In
an apprehensive manner.

Apprehensiveness, Ap-pre-hcn-sl v-ness, s.
The quality of being apprehensive.

Apprentice, ip-pr£n-t1s, s. 140. 142. One 
that is bound by covenant to serve another man of 
trade, upon condition that the tradesman shall, in 
the mean time, endeavour to instruct him in his art. 

To Apprentice, Jp-pr^nUis, v. a. To put 
out to a master as an-apprentice.

Apprenticehood, ip-pr£n'tls-h6d, s. The
years of an apprentice’s servitude.

Apprenticeship, Ap-prer/tis-shlp, ». The
years which an apprentice is to pass under a master.

To Apprize, ip-prize,z v. a. To inform.
To Approach, ip-prdtsh,z v. n. To draw 

near locally; to draw near, as time; to make a pro
gress towards, mentally.

To Approach, lp-prdtsh,' ». a. To bring
near to.

Approach, lp-prdtsh; s. The' act of draw-
ing near; access; means of advancing.

Approacher, Jp-prMtshhr, s. 98. The per-
son that approaches.

Approachment, ip-prdtsh-mdnt, s. The act
of coming near.

Approbation, ip-prd-bitshftn, s. The act of 
approving, or expressing himself pleased; the liking 
of any thing; attestation, support. . . [solete.

Approof, Ap-pr6df,z s. Commendation. Ob- 
To Appropinque, ip-prd-plnk,z v. n. To 

draw near to. Not in use.
Appropriable, ip-pritpri-i-bl,, a. That

which may be appropriated
H29
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To Appropriate, Jp-prdfprd-ate, v. a. 91.
To consign to some particular use or person; to claim 
or exercise an exclusive right; to make peculiar, to 
annex ; in law, to alienate a benefice.

Appropriate, Ap-pro^-pr^-ate, a. 91. Peculiar, 
consigned to some particular use or person.

Appropriation, Ap-prd-prA-a-shdn, s. The ap
plication of something to a particular purpose ; the 
claim of any thing as peculiar; the fixing of a parti
cular signification to a word ; in law, a severing of a 
benefice ecclesiastical to the proper and perpetual use 
of some religious house, or dean and chapter, bishop- 
rick or college.

Appropiiiator, Ap-prd-pre-a-tdr, s. 98. He 
that is possessed of an appropriated benefice.

Approvable, Ap-pr66^vA-bi,zz. 405. That which 
merits approbation.~

Approval, Ap-prAA^vAl, 5. Approbation. 
Approvance, Ap-proo-vAnse, s. Approbation. 

Not in use.
To Approve, Ap-prdov,' v. a. To like, to be 

pleased with ; to express liking; to prove, to show ; 
to experience; to make worthy of approbation.

Approvement, Ap-proAv^ment, s. Approba
tion, liking.

Approver, Ap-pr5u-vCir, 5. 98. He that ap
proves ; he that makes trial. In law,- one that, con
fessing felony of himself, accuses another.

To Approximate, Ap-prdks^-e-mAte, v, n. 91. 
To approach, to draw near to.

This word, as a verb, is not in Johnson; but its 
veryfrequent use among good writers and speakers is a 
sufficient authority for its insertion here, without the 
trouble of searching for a precedent.
Approximate, Ap-prbks-d-matc, a. Near to.
Approximation, Ap-pr5k-s6-ma-shun, s. Ap

proach to any thing; continual approach nearer still, 
and nearer to the quantity sought.

Appulse, Ap^p&lse, 5. The act of striking 
against any thing.

Appurtenance, Ap-p&r-tA-nAnse, s. That 
which belongs to something else, which is considered 
as the principal.

Apricot, or Apricock, a-pr£-k6t, s. A kind of 
wall-fruit.

The latter manner of writing this word is vulgar. 
Apricity, A-prIs-A-t&, s. Warmth of the sun ; 

sunshine.
April, a-prll, .$. The fourth month of the year, 

January being counted fir6t.
Apron, a-p6.rn, s. 417. A cloth hung before, 

to keep the other dress clean, or for ornament.
Apron, a-phrn, s. 417. A piece of lead which 

covers the touch-hole of a great gun.
Aproned, a-p&rnd, a. 362. Wearing an apron. 
Apsis, Ap-sis, s. (Plural Apsides.) This word 

is applied in Astronomy, to two points in the orbits of 
planets, in which they are at the greatest, and the least 
distance from the sun or earth. The higher apsis is 
denominated aphelion, or apogee; the lower, peri
helion or perigee.

Apt. Apt, a. Fit ; having a tendency to ; in
clined to ; led to ; ready, quick, as an apt wit; quali
fied for.

To Apr ate, Ap-tate, v. a. 91. To make fit. 
Aptitude, Ap-t£-t6de, s. Fitness; tendency; 

disposition.
Aptly, Apt-IA, ad. Properly, fitly ; justly, per

tinently ; readily, acutely; as, he learned his business 
very aptly.

Aptness, Apt-nAss, s. Fitness, suitableness ; 
disposition to any thing; quickness of apprehension ; 
tendency.

Aptote, Ap-tAte, s. A noun which is not de
clined with cases.

Aqua, a'kwA, s. 92. Water.
Aqua-fortis, Ak-kwA-for-tts. s. A corrosive 

liquor mado by distilling purified nitre with calcined 
vitriol.

Aqua-marina, Ak-kwA-mA-rl-nA, s. The Beryl. 
Aqua Regia, Ak-kwA re-jA-A, s. An acid water, 

so called because it dissolves gold, the king of metals. 
It is prepared by mixing common se3 salt, or sal am- 
moniack, or the spirit of them, with spirit of nitre 

Aqua Tinta, Ak-kwA tin-ta, s. A species of en
graving much practised, imitating on copper, draw
ings made with Indian ink or bistre.

Aqua-VIT.E, lk-kwA-viit<4, j. Brandy. 
Aquarius, i-kwaAri-is, >. The eleventh sign 

in the zodiack.
Aquatic A-kwAtAik, a. That which inhabits 

the water; that which grows in the water.
Aquatile, Ak-kwA-tll, a. 145. 503. That 

which inhabits the water.
Aqueduct, Ak-kwe-d&kt, s* A conveyance 

made for carrying water.
Aqueous, a-kwe-ds, a. 534. "Watery. 
Aqueousness, a-kwA-&s-n&ss, s. Waterislmess. 
Aquiline, AkW-lin, a. 145. Resembling an 

eagle; when applied to the nose, hooked.
Aquose, A^kwose,' a. Watery.
Aquosity, A-kwAs^A-tA, s. 511. Wateriness. 
Arab, Ar-Ab, s. A native of Arabia. 
ARABESQUE, A-rA-bAsk( a. Relating to the ar

chitecture of the Arabs and other Mahommetans; and 
sometimes used as distinguishing the lighter kind of 
Gothick architecture in general.

Arabian, A-ra-bA-An, a. Relating to Arabia.
Arabic, Ar-A-bik, a. Of Arabia, written in its 

language.
Arable, Ar-A-bl, a. 405. Fit for tillage.

The a in the first syllable of this word has the 
short sound as much as if the r were double The same 
may be observed of every accented a before r, followed 
by a vowel, 81,168.
Araneous, A-ra'nA-fts,a. Resembling a cobweb. 
Aration, A-ra-sh&n, s. The act or practice of 

ploughing.
ARATORY, Ar-A-t&r-A, a. 512. That which con

tributes to tillage.
Arbalist, Ar^-bA-lIst, s. 503. A cross-bow. •
Arbiter, Ar-bA-t&r, s. 98. A judge appointed 

by the parties, to whose determination they voluntari
ly submit; a judge.

Arbitrable, Ar-bA-trA-bl, a. Arbitrary, de
pending upon the will.

Arbitrament, Ar-bit-trA-ment, s. Will, deter
mination, choice.

Arbitrarily, Ar-bA-trS-rA-le, ad. With no 
other rule than the will; despotically, absolutely.

Arbitrariness, ar^bA-trA-re-nAss, s. Dospoti- 
calness.

ArbitraRIOUS, Ar-be-tra-rv-fis. a. Arbitrary, 
depending on the will.

Arbitrariously, Ar-bA-tra-rA-fts-lA, ad. Ac 
cording to mere will and pleasure.

Arbitrary, Ar-bA-trA-rA, a. Despotic!^, abso
lute ; depending, on no rule, capricious.

To Arbitrate, Ar-be-trate, v. a. 91. To de
cide, to determine; to judge of.

Arbitration, Ar-be-tra-shfm, s. The determi
nation of a cause by a judge mutually agreed on by 
the parties.

Arbitrator, Ar-bA-tra-tCir, 5. 521. An extra
ordinary judge between party and partv, chosen by 
their mutual consent; a governor; a president; he 
that has the power of acting by his own choice ; 
the determiner.

ARBITREMENT, s. Decision,
determination; compromise.

Arbitress, Jr-b4-tress, s. A female arbiter.
Arborary, aribi-rA-r^, a. 512. Of or belong

ing to a tree.
Arboret Ar-b<‘>-ri‘t, ,. A small tree or shrub.
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Arborist, ar-bd-rist, s. A naturalist who 
makes trees his study.

ARBOROUS, ir-bi-rus, a. 314. Belonging to 
trees.

Arbour, &r-bur, s. 314. A bower.
Arbuscle, ar-bds-sl, s. 351. 405. Any little 

shrub.
Arbute, ar-biite,' s. Strawberry tree.
Arc, Jrk, s. A segment, a part of a circle ; 

an arch.
Arcade, ar-kade,' s. A continued arch. 
Arcadian, ar-ka-de-an,a. Relating to Arcadia;

much used in our poetry for pastoral or rural. 
Arcane, &r-kane,' a. Secret, mysterious. 
Arcanum, ir-ka-n&m, 508. (Plural Arcana.) 

A secret.
Arch, irtsh, s. Part of a circle, not more than 

the half; a building in form of a segment of a circle, 
used for bridges; vault of heaven; a chief.

To Arch, irtsh, v. a. To build arches; to 
cover with arches.

Arch, artsh, a. Chief, of the first class ; wag
gish, mirthful.

Archangel, ark-ane-j^l, s. 354. One of the 
highest order of angels.

The accent is sometimes on the first syllable, 
though not so properly.
Archangel, ark-4,ne-j£l, s. A plant, dead-nettle. 
Arch angelic ark-An-j£l-lik, a. Belonging 

to archangels.
Archbeacon, irtsh-be^kn, s. 170. The chief 

place of prospect, or of signal.
Archbishop, irtsh-blsh-hp, s. 354. A bishop 

of the first class, who superintends the conduct of 
other bishops his suffragans.

Archbishopric irtsh-blsh'&p-rik, s. The 
state, province, or jurisdiction of an archbishop.

Archchanter, artsh-tshin-t&r, s. The chief 
chanter.

Archdeacon, Artsh-dd-kn, s. 170. One that 
supplies the bishop’s place and office.

Archdeaconry, Artsh-d&-kn-r£, s. The office 
or jurisdiction of an archdeacon.

Archdeaconship, ^rtsh-de-kn-ship, s. The of
fice of an archdeacon.

Archduke, irtsh-diike,' s. A title given to 
princes of Austria and Tuscany.

Archdutchess, firtsb-dfitsh-ess, s. The sister 
or daughter of the archduke of Austria.

Archlike, Artsh-like, a. Built like an arch. 
Archly, artsh-l£, ad. Jocosely, shrewdly. 
Archness, Artsh-n^ss, s. Shrewdness, sly hu

mour, without malice.
Archphilosopher, &rtsh-f£-15s-d-fur, s. Chief 

philosopher.
Archprelate, Artsh-prel-late, s. 91. Chief 

* prelate.
Archprf.sbyter, artsh-prez-b^-ter, s. Chief 

presbyter.
ArchaiolOGY, ir ka-ol-d-je, s. 518. A discourse 

of antiquity.
Archaiologic ar-ka-o-16d-jik, a. Relating 

to a discourse on antiquity.
Archaism, ar-kA-tzm,s. 353. An ancient phrase. 
Arched, ar-tshed, part. a. Bent in the form of 

an arch.
Words of this form are colloquially pronounced 

in one syllable; and this syllable is one of the harshest 
that can be imagined, for it sounds as if written arisht, 
359.
Archer, irtsh-5r, s. He that shoots with a bow. 
Archery, artsh-?ir-£, s. The use of the bow ;

the act of shooting with the bow; the art of an archer. 
Abches-couRa, artsh-£z-cort, s. The chief and

most ancient consistory that belongs to the archbishop 
of Canterbury, for the debating of spiritual causes.
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Archetype, ar-k^-tlpe, s. 354. The original 
of which any resemblance is made.

Archetypal, ar-ke-ti-p&l, a. Original.
Archeus, &r-k£-?is, s. 353. A power that pre 

sides over the animal economy.
Archidiaconal, ir-k^-di-ak-d-nal, a. Belong 

ing to an archdeacon.
ArchiepiscOPal, ir-ke-e-pis-ko-pal, a. 354. 

Belonging to an archbishop.
Archipelago, ir-ke-p^l-A-gd, s. In Geography, 

a sea containing a great number of small islands.
Architect, ^r-ke-t^kt, s. 354. A professor of 

the art of building; a builder; the contriver of any 
thing.

Architective, ar-k£-t£k-tlv, a. That performs 
the work of architecture.

Architectonic ar-k£-t£k-ton-nik, a. 509. 
That which has the power or skill of an architect.

Architectural, ar-ke-tek-tshu-rS.1, a. Be
longing to architecture.

Architecture, Ir-k£-t£k-t.sh6re, s. 461. The 
art or science of building; the effect or performance 
of the science of building.

Architrave, ir-k^-trave, s. That part of a 
column which lies immediately upon the capital, and 
is the lowest member of the entablature.

Archives, 3.r-kivz, $. 354. The places where 
records or ancient writings are kept.

Archon, &r-k6n, s. The chief of the magis
trates among the Athenians.

Archwise, artsh-wize, a. 354. In the form of 
an arch.

Arctation, Ark-ta-sh&n, s. Confinement.
Arctic ark-tik, a. Northern.
Arcuate, Sr-kft-ate, a. 91. Bent in the form 

of an arch.
Arcuation, ar-kti-a-sh&n, s. The act of bend

ing any thing, incurvation; the state of being bent, 
curvity, or crookedness.

Arcubauster, ar-ki-bal-ls-t&r, s. A cross-bow 
man.

Ardency, ar-d£n-s£, s. Ardour, eagerness.
Ardent, ar^d^nt, a. Hot, burning, fiery ; 

fierce, vehement; passionate, affectionate.
Ardently, ar-d&nt-le, ad. Eagerly, affection

ately.
Ardour, ar-dur, s. 314. Heat; heat of af

fection, as love, desire, courage.
Arduity, ir-d(i-e-te, s. Height, difficulty.
Arduous, 5.r-j(l_&s, a. 293. 376. Lofty, hard 

to climb j difficult.
Arduousness, iir-ju-tis-ness, s. 293. 376. 

Height, difficulty.
Are, ar. 75. The plural of the present tense 

of the verb To be.
Area, a-re-A, s. 70. 545. 534. The surface 

contained between any lines or boundaries; any open 
surface.

To Ahead, a-reedz v. a. To advise, to direct. 
Obsolete.

Arefaction, Ir-r^-fak-sh&n, s. The state of 
growing dry ; the act of drying.

To Arefy, S.r-re-fj, v. a. To dry, to exhaust 
with moisture.

Arena, a-re^-ni, s. The space for combatants; 
or other exhibitions in a theatre; so called from being 
strewed with sand.

Arenaceous, Ar-r£-naMifis, 527. ? ,7
ArenOSE, Sr-^nisef f Sa d>’
Arenulous, &-r£n-6-lus, a. Full of small sand, 

gravelly/
Areometer, ar-ri’-Am'e-tftr, s. An instrument 

to measure the density or gravity of any fluid.
Areopagite, il-re-dp^-jite, s. 156. A judge 

of the court of Areopagus in Athens.
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Areopagus, i-ri-Apfi-gfis, s. The highest 
court at Athens.

Areotick, a-re-it-ik, a. 534. Such medicines 
as open the pores.

ARETOLOGY, A-rA-t&l^A-jA, $. That part of 
moral philosophy which treats of virtue, its nature, and 
the means of arriving at it.

Argent, Ar-jAnt, a. Having the white colour 
used in the armorial coats of gentlemen, knights, and 
baronets: silver, bright like silver.

Argil, Ar-jil, s. Potters’ clay.
Argillaceous, Ar-jil-la-shfis, a. Clayey, con

sisting of argil, or potter’s clay.
Argillous, ar-jll-l&s, a. 314. Consisting of 

clay, clayish.
Argosy, ar-gA-sA, s. 503. A large vessel for 

merchandise, a carrack.
To Argue, Ar-gu, v. n. 355. To reason, to of

fer reasons; to persuade by argument; to dispute.
Arguer, Ar-gd-ur, 98. A reasoner, a disputer. 
Arguing, Ar-gu-lng, s. Argument, reasoning. 
Argument, Ar-gu-ment, s. A reason alleged 

for or against any thing; the subject of any discourse 
or writing ; the contents of any work summed up by 
way of abstract; controversy.

Irgumental, Ar-gu-mAn-tAl, a. Belonging to 
arguments..

Argumentation, Ar-gh-mAn-ta-shan, s. Rea
soning, the act of reasoning.

Argumentative, Ar-gii-mAn-tA-tlv, a. 512.
Consisting of argument, containing argument 

Argumentatively, Ar-gfi-men-tA-tiv-le, ad. In 
an argumentative manner.

Argute, Ar-giite,'a. Subtile, witty, sharp, shrill. 
Arguteness, Ar-giite-aAss, s. Wittiness, acute

ness.
Arid, Ar^rld, a. 81. Dry, parched up.—See 

Arable.
Arlan, a-rA-An, $. One of the followers or sect 

of Arius, who denied that Christ is the Eternal God.
Aridity, A-rld-dA-tA, s. 511. Dryness, siccity ; 

a kind of insensibility in devotion.
Aries, a-rA-Az, s. The ram ; one of the twelve 

signs of the zodiack.
To Arietate, A-rKA-tate, v. n. 91. To butt 

like a ram.
50" I have, in this word, followed Dr. Johnson, in 

placing the accent on the second syllable, and not on the 
first, according to Mr. Sheridan, and Dr. Ash ; but I do 
not very well know for what reason, unless it be that 
words of this termination derived from the Latin, gene
rally preserve the accent of the original. See Principles, 
No. oOS.
ArietaTION, i-rl-i-t&sh&n, s. Tile act of but- 

ting like a ram; the act of battering with an engine 
called a ram.

Arietta, i-rW&J, s. 534. A short air, song, 
or tune.

ARIGHT, A-rlte,' ad. 393. Rightly, without 
error; rightly, without crime; rightly, without faiL 
ing of the end designed.

ARIOLATION, a-rA-d-la-sh&n, s. 534. Sooth- 
K,ing.

To Arise, a-rlze; v. n. pret. arose, part. arisen. 
To mount upward as the sun ; to get up as from sleep, 
or from rest; to revive from death; to enter upon a 
new station ; to commence hostility.

AristarchY, Ar'-is-tar-ke, s. A body of good 
men in power.

Aristocracy, Ar-ls-t&k-krA-sA, s. That form 
of government which places the supreme power in the 
nobles.

Aristocrats, Ar-is-to-crat,' s. A favourer of 
aristocracy. , , . . .O In the fury of the French revolution we took up 

this word and its opposite Devwcrate ; but if we could 
have waited till they had been formed by our own ana
logy, they would have been Aristocrats and Democra. 
lift.

I ArISTOCRATICAL, Ar-rls-tA-krlt-te-kM, 1 
Aristocratic Ar-ris-tA-krltAtik, j “•

Relating to aristocracy.
Aristocraticalness, ir-rls-tb-kr’it-te-kll-n&s, 

g. An aristocratical state.
Aristotelian, Ar-ris-tA-tA^-lA-An, s. A follower 

of the philosophy of Aristotle.
Arithmancy, s. A foretelling of

| future events by numbers.
Arithmetical, Jr-VA-m^ti-kil, a. 527. Ac- 

cording to the rules or methods of arithmetick.
Arithmetically, Ar-i//j-mAt-tA-kAl-lA, ad. In 

an arithmetical manner.
Arithmetician, iUrhtf-mA-tish-An, s. A mas 

ter of the art of numbers.
Arithmetic A-riz/i-mA-tlk, s. The science of 

numbers; the art of computation.
50* There is a small, but a very general deviation from 

accuracy in pronouncing this word, which lies in giving 
the first i the sound of short e, as if written aretjmetick. 
As this inaccuracy is but trifling, so it may lie rectified 
without any great singularity.
Ark, Ark, s.—See Art. 77. A vessel to swim 

upon the water, usually applied to that in which Noah 
was preserved from the universal deluge; the reposi
tory of the covenant of God with the Jews.

Arm, Arm, s.—See Art. The limb which 
reaches from the hand to the shoulder ; the large 
bough of a tree; an inlet of water from the sea; power, 
might, as the secular arm.

To Arm, Arm, v. a.—See Art. To furnish with 
armour of defence, or weapons of offence; to plate 
with any thing that may add strength; to furnish, to 
fit up.

To Arm, Arm, v. n.—See Art. To take arms, to 
provide against.

Armada, ar-maMA, s. An armament for sea.
—See Lumbago.

Armadillo, Ar-mA-dil-16, s. A four-footed 
animal of Brasil.

Armament, Ar-mA-mAnt,s. 503. A naval force. 
Armature, Ar-mA-tshiire, s. 461. Armour. 
Abmental, ar-inJn-tAl, > „
Armentine, ir-mSn-tlne, 149-5 ’

ing to a drove or herd of cattle.
Armful, Arm-ful, s. What the arm can hold. 
Armgaunt, Arm-gAnt, a. 214. Slender as the 

arm ; or rather, slender with want
Arm-hole, Arm-hole, s. The cavity under the 

shoulder.
Armigerous, Ar-mld-jhr-r&s, a. Bearing arms. 
Armillary, Ar-mil-lA-rA, a. Resembling a 

bracelet.—See Maxillary.
ArmillatED, Ar^mll-la-tAd, a. Wearing brace

lets.
Armings, Arm-Ingz, s. The same with waste 

clothes.
Armipotence, ar-mlp^d-tOnse, s. 518. Power 

in war.
AllMIPOTENT, Ar-mlp-o-tAnt, a. Mighty in war. 
Armisonous, Ar-mis-A-nhs, a. Rustling with 

armour.
Armistice, Ar-mA-stls, s. 503. 142. A short 

truce.
Armlet, Arm-lAt, s. A little arm ; a piece of 

armour for the arm; a bracelet for the arm.
Armoniac. Ar-m&nA-Ak, s. 505. The name 

of a salt.
Armorer, Ar-mhr-hr, s. 557. He that makes 

armour, or weapons; he that dresses another in ar
mour.

Armorial, Ar-mMrA-Al, a. Belonging to the 
arms or escutcheon of a family.

Armorist, irlmtir-lst, j. A person skilled in 
heraldry.

Armory, Ar-mhr-A, s. 557. The place in which
32
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arms are deposited for use; armour, arms of defence; 
ensigns armorial.

ARMOUR, Ar-mtir, s. 314. Defensive arms.
Armour-bearer, ir-mir-bare^ir, s. He that 

carries the armour of another.
Armpit, arm-pit, s. The hollow place under 

the shoulder.
Arms, Armz, s. 77. Weapons of offence, or 

armour of defence; a state of hostility; war in gene- 
ral; action, the act of taking arms; the ensigns armo
rial of a family.

Army, Ar-m£, s. 482. A collection of armed 
men, obliged to obey their generals; a great number.

Arnotto, Ar-n6t-td. s. A vegetable production 
of the West Indies, used in dairies to give a rich col
our to butter or cheese.

Aroma,. Ar-6-mA, s. Used by some writers for 
myrrh, and in chymistry signifies the odorant princi
ple ; the volatile spirit of plants.

Aromatical, Ar-d-mAt-A-kAl, 7 c . ~
Aromatic Ir-d-mitAlk, 527. J bplcy ’lra' 

grant, strong scented.
Aromaticks, dr-d-mdtliks, s. 527. Spices.
Aromatization, Ar-d-miUe-za-shin, s. The 

act of scenting with spices.
To Aromatize, Ar-rd-mA-tlze, v. a. To scent 

with spices, to impregnate with spices; to scent, to 
perfume.

Aromatizer, Ar-rd-mA-tlze^hr, s. That which 
gives a spicy or fragrant quality.

Arose, A-roze/ 554. Tlie preterit of the verb 
Arise.

Around, A-r&und,' ad. Ina circle, on every side. 
Around, A-round< prep. 545. About.
To Arouse, A-r5uze,' v. a. To wake from 

sleep; to raise up, to excite.
AROW, A-rd,' ad. 545. In a row.
Aroynt, A-r 61 nt,' ad. Be gone, away. 
Arquebuse, Ar-kwe-bus, $. A hand gun. 
ARQUEBUSTER, Ar-kw£-b?is-&6r,' s. 275. A sol

dier armed with an arquebuse.
Arrack, Ar-rAk,' s. A spiritous liquor.
To Arraign, Ar-rAne( v. a. To set a thing in 

order, in its place; a prisoner is said to be arraigned 
when he is brought forth to his trial; to accuse, to 
charge with faults in general, as in controversy or in 
satire. j

Arraignment, Ar-rane^mAnt, s. The act of ar
raigning, a charge.

To Arrange, Ar-ranje,' v. a. To put in the 
proper order for any purpose.

Arrangement, Ar-ranje^-mAnt, s. The act of 
putting in proper order, the state of being putin order.

Arrant, Ar-rant, a. 81, 82. Bad in a high 
degree.

Arrantly, Ar-rAnt-le, ad. Corruptly, shame
fully.

ARRAS, Ar-rAs, s. 81. 82. Tapestry.
ArrauGHT, Ar-rawt,' ad. Seized by violence. 

Obsolete.
Array, Ar-ra,' s. Dress ; order of battle ; in 

law, the ranking or setting in order.
To Array, Ar-rA,' v. a. To put in order; to 

deck, to dress.
Arrayers, A-ra-&rs, s. Officers who anciently 

had the care of seeing the soldiers duly appointed in 
their armour.

Arrear, Ar-rAAr,' $. That which remains be
hind unpaid, though due. -

Arrearage, Ar-rAA-raje, s. 90. The remain
der of an account.

ARRECT, Ar-r6kt,' a. Erected; figuratively, at
tentive.

ARRE1*tati0n, Ar-rAn-ta-sliAn, s. Tlie licensing 
an owner of lands in the forest to enclose.as

Arreptitious, Ar-rAp-dsh-tis,d. Snatched away; 
crept in privily.

Arrest, ar-rAst,' s. In law, a stop or stay; an 
arrest is a restraint of a man’s person ; any caption.

To Arrest, Ar-rAst,' v. a. To seize by a man
date from a court; to seize any thing by law ; to seize, 
to lay hands on; to withhold, to hinder; to stop mo- 
tion.

To Arret, Ar-rAt,' v. a. To assign ; to allot; 
to decree.

Arriere, Ar-rAAr,' s. The last body of an army. 
Arrision, Ar-rlzh'tin, s. 451. A smiling upon. 
Arrival, Ar-rl-vAl, s. The act of coming to 

any place; the attainment of any purpose.
Arrivance, Ar-rl-vAnse, s. Company coming. 
To Arrive, Ar-rlve,' v. n. To come to any 

place by water; to reach any place by travelling; to 
reach any point; to gain any thing; to happen.

To ArrODE, Ar-rAde,' v. a. To gnaw or nibble. 
Arrogance, ir^-ginse 7 s or
Arrogancy, Ar-ro-gan-se, )

quality of taking much upon one’s self. 
Arrogant, Ar-rA-gAnt, a. 81. 82. Haughty, 

proud.
Arrogantly, Ar-rA-gAnt-le, ad. In an arro

gant manner.
Arrogantness, Ar-ro-gAnt-nAss, s. Arrogance. 
To Arrogate, Ar-ro-gate, v. a. 91. To claim 

vainly; to exhibit unjust claims.
Abrogation, Ar-ro-ga-shAn, s. A claiming in 

a proud manner.
Arrosion, Ar-r6-zhun, 5. 451. A gnawing. 
Arrow, Ar-rA, s. 327. The pointed weapon 

which is shot from a bow.
Arrowhead, Ar-ro-hAd, s. A water plant. 
Arrowy, Ar-rA-A, a. Consisting of arrows. 
Arse, Arse, s. The buttocks.
Arse-foot, Ars-fut, s. A kind of water-fowl. 
Arse-smart, Ars-smart, s. A plant.
Arsenal, Ar-sA-nAl, s. A repository of things' 

requisite to war, a magazine.
Arsenical, Ar-sAn-A-kAl, a. Containing arse- 

nick.
Arsenic Arse-nik, s. A mineral substance, 

a violent corrosive poison.
Art, Art, s. 77. The power of doing something 

not taught by nature and instinct; a science, as the 
liberal arts; a trade; artfulness,skill, dexterity; cun
ning.

As a before r, followed by a vowel, has the short 
or fourth sound, so when it is followed by a consonant it 
has the long or second sound.—See Arable. 81.168. 
Arterial, Ar-te-rA-Al, a. That which relates 

to the artery, that which is contained in the artery.
Arteriotomy, Ar-tA-rA-At-tA-mA, s. 518. The 

operation of letting blood from the artery; the cutting 
of an artery.

Artery, Ar-tur-A, s. 555. An artery is a coni 
cal canal, conveying the blood from the heart to aD 
parts of the body.

Artful, Art-ful, a. 174. Performed with art; 
artificial, not natural; cunning, skilful, dexterous.

Artfully, Arttffcl-IA, ad. With art, skilfully. 
Artfulness, Art*ful-nAss, s. Skill, cunning. 
Arthritic Ar-zArit^lk, 509. ) ~ .
Arthritical, Ar-Mrit^A-kAl, j a' Gou re” 

lating to the gout; relating to joints.
Arthritis, Ar-Mrlt-is, s. Any distemper that 

affects the joints, but particularly the gout.
Artichoke, Ar-te-tshAke, s. This plant is very 

like the thistle, but hath large scaly heads shaped like 
the cone of the pine tree.

Artick, Ar^-tlk, a. properly Arctic. Northern. 
Article, Ar-te-kl, s. 405. A part of speech, as 

the, an ; a single clause of an account, a partinite:
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part of any complex thing; term, stipulation: point 
of time, exact time.

To Article, ar-te-kl, v. n. 405. To stipulate, 
to make terms.

Articular, ir-tlk-u-Ilr, a. Belonging to the 
joints.

Articulate, ar-tik-ti-late, a. 91. Distinct; 
branched out into articles.

To Articulate, ir-tik-d-lite, v. a. 91. To 
form words, to speak as a man; to draw upinarticles; 
to make terms.

Articulately, Ar-tik-u-late-1^, ad. In an ar
ticulate voice.

Articulateness, Ar-tik-fi-late-nSss, s. The 
quality of being articulate.

Articulation, ir-tik-u-la-shun, s. The junc
ture, or joint of bones; the act of forming words; in 
botany, the joints in plants.

Artifice, ir-t<5-f'ls, s. 142. Trick, fraud, stra- 
tagem; art, trade.

Artificer, ar-tif-f^-sUr, s. 98. An artist, a 
manufacturer, a forger, a contriver; a dexterous or 
artful fellow.

Artificial, ar-t^-fish-Al, a. Made by art, not 
natural; fictitious, not genuine; artful, contrived 
with skill.

Artificially, ir-te-flsh-il-le, ad. Artfully, 
with skill, with good contrivance; by art, not natu
rally.

ArtificiALNESS, &r-td-flsh-ill-n&ss, s. Artful
ness.

Artillery, Ir-til-l&r-re, s. 555. Weapons of 
war ; cannon, great ordnance.

Artisan, ir-te-z^n,' s. 528. Artist, professor 
of an art; manufacturer, low tradesman.

Artist, art-ist, s. The professor of an art; a 
skilful man, not a novice.

Artlessly, art-l&s-li, ad. In an artless manner, 
naturally, sincerely.

Artless, Irt-i&ss, a. Unskilful, without fraud, 
as an artless maid ; contrived without skill, as an art
less tale.

Artlessnf.ss, irt-less-ncss, s. Want of art; 
absence of fraud.

To Artuate, ar-tshu-ate, v. a. 91. 461. To 
tear limb from limb.

Arundinacious, A-rhn-de-na-shhs, a. 292. 
Of or like reeds.

Arundineous, ^r-un-din^e-&s, a. Abounding 
with reeds.

Aruspf.x, ir-r&s-peks, s. A soothsayer, a fore
teller of future events.

Abuspicy, Ar-r&s-pis-se, s. The act of prognos
ticating by inspecting the entrails of the sacrifice.

As, &z, conj. 423. In the same manner with 
something else; like, of the same kind with; in the 
same degree with; as if, in the same manner; as it 
were, in some sort; while, at the same time that; 
equally; how, in what manner; with, answering to 
like or same; in a reciprocal sense, answering to As; 
answering to Such; having so to answer it, in the con
ditional sense ; answering to So conditionally; As for, 
with respect to ; As to, with respect to; As well as, 
equally with ; As though, as if.

AsafOETIda, As-sil-f&t^-dl, s. A gum or re
sin brought from the East Indies, of a sharp taste and 
a strong offensive smell.

Asarabacca, is-sA-ri-bik-kl, s. The name 
of a plant.

Asbestine, lz-b£s-tin, a. 140. Something in
combustible.

Asbestos, &z-b£s-t6s, s. 166. A sort of native 
fossil stone, which may be split into threads and fila
ments, from one inch to ten inches in length, very fine, 
brittle, yet somewhat tractable. It is endued with the 
wonderful property of remaining unconsumed in the 
fire, which only whitens it.

Ascarides, As-kir^-dlz, s. Little worms in 
the rectum.

To Ascend, is-s£nd,' v. n. To mount upwards; 
to proceed from one degree of knowledge to another; 
to stand higher in genealogy.

Ta Ascend, As-send,' v. a. To climb up any 
thing.

Ascendant, ^s-sen-dint, s. The part of the 
ecliptick at any particular time above the horizon, 
which is supposed by astrologers to have great influ
ence; height, elevation ; superiority, influence; *one 
of the degrees of kindred reckoned upwards.

Ascendant, As-sAn-dint, a. Superior, predomi- 
nant, overpowering; in an astrological sense, above 
the horizon.

Ascendency, &s-sen-den-s£,s. Influence, power.
Ascension, is-s^n-shhn, s. 451. The act of 

ascending or rising ; the visible elevation of our Sa
viour to Heaven; the thing rising or mounting.

Ascension Day, is-sdn-shun-da,' s. The day on 
which the ascension of our Saviour is commemorated, 
commonly called Holy Thursday, the Thursday but 
one before Whitsuntide.

Ascensive, As-sCh-siv, a. 158. In a state of 
ascent.

Ascent, Ss-s&nt,' s. Rise, the act of rising .; the. 
way by which one ascends; an eminence, or high 
place.

To Ascertain, as-s&r-tane,' v. a. To make cer
tain, to fix, to establish ; to make confident.

Ascertainer, is-s&r-ta-nhr, s. The person that 
proves or establishes.

Ascertainment, &s-s£r-tane-m£nt s. A settled 
rule; a standard.

Ascetic As-set-lk, a. 509. Employed wholly 
in exercises of devotion and mortification.

Ascetic As-s^t-ik, s. He that retires to devo
tion, a hermit.

Ascites, As-sl-tlz, s. A particular species -of 
dropsy, a swelling of the lower belly and depending 
parts, from an extravasation of water.

Asciticai., As-slt-e-kll, 1
Ascitic is-sWk, p 507‘ DroPslcal’ 

hydropical.
Ascrrrrious, &s-s£-tlsh-&s, a. Supplemental, 

additional.
Ascribable, 3.s-skri-b^-bl, a. 405. That ma 

be ascribed.
To Ascribe, ls-kribe,' v. a. To attribute to as 

a gpuse; to attribute to as a possessor.
Ascription, ls-krlp-shhn, s. The act of as

cribing.
AscbiptitiOUS, is-krlp-tlsh-hs, a. That is as

cribed.
Ash, Ish, s. A tree.
Ash-coloured, ish-khl-hrd, a. 362. Coloured 

between brown and gray.
Ashamed, A-sha-m&d, a. 359. 362. Touched 

with shame.
Ashamedly, A-sha-m^d-le, ad. Bashfully, con

fusedly.
Ashen, ash-sh^n, a. 103. 359. Made of task 

wood.
Ashes, Ish-lz, s. 99. The remains of any thing 

burnt; the remains of the body.
Ash-wednesday, tlsh-w&nz-da, s. The first day 

of Lent, so called from the ancient custom of eprink, 
ling ashes on the head. (

Ashlar, Ash-lAr, s. Free stones as they come 
out of the quarry.

Ashlering, Ash-lfir-lng, s. 555. Quartering in 
garrets. A term in building.

Ashore, A-shd<e,' ad. On shore, on the land ; 
to the shore, to the land.

Ashweed, Ash-weed, s. An herb.
Ashy, ash^e, a. Ash-coloured, pale, inclined 

to a whitish gray.
Asiatic A-she-At-ik, $. A native or inlrabi 

tant of Asia.
34
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Aside, a-slde,' ad. To one side ; to another 
part: from the company.

Asinary, is-se-na-rti, 
Asinine, is-se^nine, 149.

ass.

| a. Belonging to an

To Ask, isk, v. a. 79. To petition, to beg ; 
to demand, to claim; to inquire, to question; tore- 
quire.

Askance, ? a_skinsez alL 214. Sideways, 
Askaunce, J

obliquely.
Askaunt, A-sk&nt,' ad. 214. Obliquely, on one 

side.
Asker, isk-ftr, $. 98. Petitioner; inquirer. 
Asker, Ask-tir, s. A water newt.
Askew, a-sku,' ad. Aside, with contempt, con

temptuously.
To Aslake, A-slake,z v. a. To remit, to slacken. 
Aslant, 1-slAnt'ad. 78. Obliquely, on oneaide. 
Asleep, a-sli^p,' ad. Sleeping ; into sleep. 
Aslope, a-slope,z ad. With declivity, obliquely. 
AsomaTOUS, a-s6m-a-tus, a. Incorporeal, or 

without a body.
Asp, or Aspick, isp, or as^plk, s. A kind of 

serpent, whose poison is so dangerous and quick in its 
operation, that it kills without a possibility of applying 
any remedy. Those that are bitten by it, die by sleep 
and lethargy.

Asp, isp, $. A tree.
Aspaeathus, as-paliu-i/i&s, s. A plant called 

the wood of Jerusalem ; the wood of a certain tree.
Asparagus, As-pAr-A-gUs,s. The name of a plant.

This word is vulgarly pronounced Sparrowgrass. 
It may be observed, that such words as the vulgar du not 
know how to spell, and which convey no definite idea of 
the thing, are frequently changed by them into .such 
words as they do know how to spell, and Which do con
vey some definite idea. The word in question is an in
stance of it; and the corruption of this word into Spar
rowgrass is so general, that asparagus has an air of stiff
ness and pedantry.—See Lantern.
Aspect, As-p&kt, s. Look, air, appearance; 

countenance ; glance, view, act of beholding; direc
tion towards any point, position ; disposition of any 
thing to something else, relation; disposition of a 
planet to other planets.

This word, as a noun, was universally pronounced 
with the accent on the last syllable till about the middle 
of the seventeenth centbry. It grew antiquated in Milton’s 
time, and is now entirely obsolete. Dr. Farmer’s obser
vations on this word, in his no less solid than ingenious 
Essay on The Learning of Shakespeare, are so curious, 
as well as just, that the reader will, I doubt not, be obliged 
to me for quoting them :

“ Sometimes a very little matter detects a forgery;
* You may remember a play called the Double Falsehood, 
“which Mr. Theobald was desirous of palming upon the 
«* world for a posthumous one of Shakespeare ; and I see 
♦* it is classed as such in the last edition of the Bodleian

catalogue. Mr. Pope himself, after all the strictures of 
‘ Scriblerus, in a letter to Aaron Hill, supposes at of that
* age; but a mistaken accent determines it to have been 

“ written since the middle of the last century :
,,,, , -„------- “ This late example

“Of base Henriques, bleeding in me now,
“ From each good aspect takes away my trust.”

And in another place,
“ Tou have an aspect, Sir, of wondrous wisdom.”

M The word aspect, von perceive, is here accented on 
" the Jirs/ syllable, which, I am confident in any sense 
M Of it, was never the case in the time of Shakespeare ; 
M though it may sometimes appear to be so, when we .do 
** not observe a preceding Elision.

** Some of the professed imitator? of our old poets have 
** not attended to this and many other minutiae . I could 
“point out to you several performances in the respective 
“styles of Chaucer, Spenser, and Shakespeare, which thv 
** imitated bard could not possibly have either read or 
•* construed.

“This very accent hath troubled the annotators on 
** Milton. Dr. Bentley observes it to be a tone diflbrent 
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«* from the present use. Mr. Manwaring, in his Treatise 
“ of Harmony and Numbers, very solemnly informs us. 
“ that this verse is defective both in accent and quantity

“ His words here ended; but his meek aspect^
“ Silent, yet spake.”—.—.

“ Here, says he, a syllable is acuted and long, whereas 
** it should be short and graved!"

“ And a still more extraordinary gentleman, one Green, 
« who published a .specimen of a new version of the Para- 
“dise Lost, into blank verse, ‘by which that amazing 
“ work is brought somewhat nearer the summit of per- 
“ faction,’ begins with correcting a blunder in the fourth 
“ book. The setting sun

“ Slowly descended, and with right atpect—
“ Levell’d his evening rays.”

“ Not so in the new version :
« Meanwhile the setting sun descending slow—
“ Levell’d with aspect right his ev’ning rays.”

“ Enough of such commentators.—The celebrated Dr. 
“ Dee had a spirit, who would sometimes condescend to 
“ correct him, when peccant in quantity : and it had been 
“ kind of him to have a little assisted the wights above 
“ mentioned.—Milton affected the antique i but it may 
“ seem more extraordinary, that the old accent should 
“ be adopted in Hudibras.”
To Aspect, As-p^kt,' v. a. 492. To behold. 
Aspect able, As-p&k-ta-bl, a. 405. Visible. 
Aspection, As-p£k4sh&n, s. Beholding, view. 
Aspen, is-p&n, s. 103. A tree, the leaves of 

which always tremble.
Aspen, As-p6n, a. Belonging to the asp-tree ; 

made of aspen wood.
Asper, As-pfir, a. 98. Rough, rugged.
To Asperate, &s-p£-rAte, ». a. 91. To make 

rough.
This word, and those that succeed it of the same 

family, seem to.follow the general rule in the sound of the 
e before r when after the accent; that is, to preserve it 
pure, and in a separate syllable.—See Principles, No. 555. 
Asperation, As-pA-ra-sh&n, s. A making rough. 
AspertfOLIOUS, is-p£r-^-f6-l4-tis, a. Plants, so 

called from the roughness of their leaves.
Asperity, As-p&r^-t^, s. Unevenness, rough

ness of surface; roughness of sound; roughness or 
ruggedness of temper.

Aspernation, is-p&r-nA-sh&n, s. Neglect, dis
regard.

Asperous, As-pe-rfis, a. Rough, uneven.
To Asperse, is-p&rse,' v. a. To bespatter with 

censure or calumny.
Aspersion, As-p<Sr-shun,s. A sprinkling; calum

ny, censure.
Asperser, As-p&r-s&r, s. He who asperses or 

vilifies another.
Asphaltic As-fAl-tlk, a. 84. Gummy, bitu

minous.
AsphaltOS, as-fil-t&s, s. A bituminous, in

flammable substance, resembling pitch, and chflMy 
found swimming on the surface of the Lacus Asphal
tites, or Dead Sea, where anciently stood the cities of 
Sodom and Gomorrah.

Asphaltum. As-fAI-ttim, s. A bituminous stone 
found near the ancient Babylon.

Asphodel, s. Day-lily.
Aspic as-ptk, s. The name of a serpent. 
Aspirant, as-pl-rAnt, s. A candidate. 
7’o Aspirate, ils-p^-rate, v. a. 91. To pro 

nounce with full breath, as hope, not ope.
Aspirate, as-pe-rate, a. 91. 894. .Pronounce* 

with full breath.
Aspiration. As-p£-ra-shfm, s. A breathing af 

ter, an ardent wish; the act of aspiring, or desiring 
something high ; the pronunciation of a vowel with 
full breath.

To Aspire., as-pire,' v. n. To desire with eager 
ness, to pant after something higher; to rise higher.

Aspirer. As-pl-rhr, s. One that ambitious!} 
strives to be greater than he is.
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Asportation, Is-p&re-ta-shfin, s. A carrying 
away.

Asquint, A-skwInt,' ad. Obliquely, not in the 
straight lino of vision.

Ass, Ass, s. An animal of burden ; a stupid, 
heavy, dull fellow, a dolt.

To Assail, As-sale,' v. a. To attack in a hostile 
manner; to assault, to fall upon; to attack with argu
ment or censure.

Assailable, As-sa-ll-bl, a. 405. That which 
may be attacked.

Assailant, As-sa-lant, s. He that attacks.
Assailant, is-sa-llnt, a. Attacking, invading. 

’Assailer, Is-sa-lur, s. 98. One who attacks 
another.

Assapanic As-sA-pAn-nlk,s. The flying squirrel.
Assassin, As-sls-sln, A murderer, one that 

kills by sudden violence.
To Assassinate, As-sAs-sd-nate, v. a. 91. To 

murder by violence ; to way-lay, to take by treachery.
Assassination, As-sAs-sd-na-shun, s. The act of 

assassinating.
Assassinator, is-sls^-na-t&r, s. Murderer, 

mankiller.
Assation, As-sa-sh&n, s. Roasting.
Assault, As-sAlt,' s. Storm, opposed to sap or 

siege; violence, invasion, hostility, attack; in law, 
a violent kind of injury offered to a man’s person.

To Assault, As-silt,' v. a. To attack, to invade.
Assaulter, As-sAltA&r, s. One who violently 

assaults another.
Assay, As-sa,' S. Examination ; in law, the ex

amination of measures arid weights used by the clerk 
of the market; the first entrance upon any thing; at
tack, trouble.

To Assay, As-sa,' v. a. To make trial of; to 
apply to, as the touchstone in assaying metals; to try, 
to endeavour.

Assayer, As-sa-&r, s. 98. An officer of the mint 
for the due trial of silver, &c.

Assectation, As-sAk-ta-shun, s. Attendance.
To Assecure, As-sd-khre,' v. a. To make one 

sure or certain, to give assurance.
Assecution, As-sd-kh-shun, s. Acquirement.
Assemblage, As-sdm-bladje, s. 90. A collec

tion ; a number of individuals brought together.
To Assemble, As-s&m-bl, v. a. 405. To bring 

together into one place.
To Assemble, As-sWbl, v. n. To meet to

gether.
ASSEMBLY, As-sdm-bld, s. A company met to

gether.
jVsent, Is-sSnt,' J. The act of agreeing to any 

wthing; consent, agreement.
To Assent, As-s£ntfr. n. To concede, to yield to. 
Assentation, As-sdn-ta-sh&n, s. Compliance 

with the opinion of another out of flattery.
Assentment, As-sdnt-mdnt, s. Consents
To Assert, As-sdrt,' v. a. To maintain, to de

fend ei’her by words or actions; to affirm ; to claim, 
to vindicate a title to.

Assertion, As-sAr-shun, s. The act of asserting.
Assertive, As-sAr-tlv, a. 158. Positive, dog

matical.
AsseRTOR. As-ser-tur, s. 98. Maintainer, vin

dicator, affirm er.
To Asserve, As-s&rv,' v. a. To serve, help, or 

second.
To Assess, Is-sJs,' t>. a. To charge with any 

certain sum.
Assbssion. is-s5sli-?in, s. A sitting down byone.
Assessment, Is-sJs^m&nt, s. The sum levied on 

certain property ; the act of assessing.
Assessor, As-s&s-shr, s. 98. The person that 
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sits by the judge ; he that sits by another as next in 
dignity ; he that lays taxes.

Assets, As-sAts, s. Goods sufficient to discharge 
that burden which is cast upon the executor or heir.

To Assever, As-sAv-&r, 98. ?
To Asseverate, As-s£v-A-rate, 91. 555. } v' a' 

To affirm with great solemnity, as upon oath.
Asseveration, As-s£v_A-ra-shhn, 5. Solemn 

affirmation, as upon oath.
Asshead, As-hed, $. A blockhead.
Assiduity, As-s^-dii-e-tA, s. Diligence.
Assiduous, As-sid-jh-tis, a. 294. 376. Con

stant irf*application.
Assiduously, As-sld-ji-hs-le, ad. Diligently, 

continually.
AssiENTO, As-sA-en-td, s. A contract or conven

tion between the kings of Spain and other powers, for 
furnishing the Spanish dominions in America with 
slaves.

To Assign, As-sine,' v. a. To mark out, to ap
point ; to fix with regard to quantity or value; to 
give a reason for; in law, to appoint a deputy, or make 
over a right to another.

Assignable, As-slne-A-bl, a. That which may 
be assigned.

ASSIGNATION, As-slg-na-shtin, s. An appoint
ment to meet, used generally of love appointments; a 
making over a thing to another.

Assignee, As-sA-nA,' s. He that is appointed or 
deputed by another to do any act, or perform any busi
ness, *or enjoy any commodity.

Assignee, As-si-nhr, s. 98. He that assigns.
Assignment, As-sIne^mAnt, s. Appointment of 

one thing with regard to another thing or person ; in 
law, the deed by which any thing is transferred fiom 
one to another.

Assigns, As-slnz,' s. Those persons to whom 
any trust is assigned. This is a law term, and always 
used in the plural; as, a legacy is left to a person's 
heirs, administrators, or assigns.

Assimilable, As-sIm-A-lA-bl, a. That which 
may be converted to the same nature with something 
else.

To Assimilate, As-slm-e-late, v. a. 91. To 
convert to the same nature with another thing; to 
bring to a likeness, or resemblance.

Assimil ATEN ESS, As-sIm-mA-late-nAss, s. Like
ness.

Assimilation, As-slin-mA-la-shhn, s. The act 
of converting any thing to the nature or substance of 
another; the state of being assimilated ; the act of 
growing like some other being.

To Assist, As-slst,' v. a. To help.
Assistance, As-sIs-tAnse, s. Help, furtherance. 
Assistant, As-sls-tAnt, a. Helping, lending aid. 
Assistant. As-sls-tAnt, s. A person engaged 

in an affair, not as principal, but as auxiliary or minis
terial.

Assize, As-slze,' s. A court of judicature held 
twice a year in every county, in which causes are tried 
by a judge and jury; an ordinance or statute to deter
mine the weight of bread.

To Assize, As-size,' v. a. To fix the rate of any 
thing.

Assizer, As-si-zhr, s. An officer that has the 
care of weights and measures.

Associable, As-s6^sh^-i-bl, a. That which may 
be joined to another

To Associate, Is-sA^shA-ate, v. a. 91. To 
unite with another as a confederate; to adopt as a 
friend upon equal terms , to accompany.

Associate, As-sd-sh^-ate, a. 91. Confederate.
Associate, *Ls-s6^sh£-ate, s. A partner, a con

federate, a companion.
Association, As-s6-sh£-a-shhn, s. Union, con

junction, society; confederacy; partnership; connec
tion.—-See Pronunciation
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Assonance, As-sA-nAnse, .<?. Reference of one 
sound to another resembling it.

Assonant, As-s6-nAnt, a. Resembling another 
sound.

To Assort, As-s3rt,' v. a. To range in classes. 
To Assot, As-sAt' v. a. To infatuate.
To Assuage As-swAje,' v. a. 331. To mitigate, 

to soften ; to appease, to pacify; to ease.
Assuagement, As-swajei-ment, s. What miti

gates or softens.
xAssuageii, As-swa-j&r, s. 98. One who pacifies 

or appeases.
Assuasive, As-swa^slv, a. 158. 428. Softening, 

mitigating.
To Assubjugate, As-subju-gate, v. a. 91. To 

subject to.
Assuefaction, As-swA-fAk-sh&n, s. The state 

of being accustomed.
Assuetude, As-swA-tide, s. 334. Accustomance, 

custom.
To Assume, As-sfime,' v. a. 454. To take ; to 

take upon one’s #elf; to arrogate, to claim or seize 
unjustly ; to suppose something without proof; to ap
propriate.
{O' Why Mr. Sheridan should pronounce this word 

and the word consume without the h, and presume and 
resume, as if written vrexhoom and rt’zAoom, is not easily 
conceived; the s ought to be aspirated in all or none.— 
See Principles, 454,478, 479.
Assumer, As-sii-mfir, s. 98. An arrogant man. 
Assuming, As-sii-mlng, part. a. Arrogant, 

haughty.
Assumpsit, As-s&m-slt, s. A voluntary promise 

made by word, whereby a man taketh upon him to 
perform or pay any thing to another.

A.SSUMPHON, As-sum-shun, s. The act of taking 
any thing to one’s self; the supposition of any thing 
without farther proof; the thing supposed, a postu
late ; the taking up any person into heaven.

Assumptive, is-sim-tlv, a. 157. That which 
is assumed.

Assurance, Ash-shit-rAnse, s. Certain expecta
tion ; secure confidence, trust; freedom from doubt, 
certain knowledge ; firmness, undoubting steadiness ; 
confidence, want of modesty ; ground of confidence, 
security given ; spirit, intrepidity; testimony of credit; 
conviction; insurance.

To Assure, Ash-shiire' v. a. 175. To give con
fidence by a firm promise; to secure another; to 
make confident, to exempt from doubt or fear; to 
make secure.

Assured, Ash-shA-rAd, or Ash-shurd/ part. a. 
359. Certain, indubitable; certain, not doubting; im. 
modest, viciously confident.

Assuredly', Ash-sli6-r£d-le, ad. 364. Certainly, 
indubitably.

Assuredness, Ash-sh£t-r£d-n&ss, s. 365. The 
state of being assured, certainty.

Assurer, Ash-shii-rfir, s. He that gives assu
rance ; he that gives security to make good any loss.

Asterisk, As-tA-rlsk, s. A mark in printing, as*. 
Asterism, As-tA-rUm, s, A constellation. 
Asterites, As-tAr-l-tdz, s. A precious stone.

A kind of opal sparkling like a star.
Asthma, Ast-mA, s. 471. A frequent, difficult, 

and short respiration, joined with a hissing sound and 
a cough.

Asthmatical, ,Asthmatic Ist-mltiik, 509. J Troubled 
with an asthma.

Astern, A-stern,' ad. In the hinder part of the 
ship, behind the ship.

To Astert, A-stArtf v. a. To terrify, to startle, 
to fright. 3

Astonied, AAst6n^A-£d, part. a. A word used 
for astonished.

To Astonish, As-top-nish, v. a. To confound 
with fear or wonder, to amaze.
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Astonishingness, as-tlnMsh-Jng-n&s, s. 
Quality to excite astonishment.

Astonishment, is-ton-lsh-mSnt, j. Amaze- 
ment, confusion of mind.

To Astound, As-tound,' v. a. To astonish, to 
confound with fear or wonder.

Astraddle, A-strAd-dl, ad. 405. With one’; 
legs across any thing.

Astragal, As-trA-gAl, s. 508. A little round 
member in the form of a ring, at the tops and bottoms 
of columns.

Astral, As-trAl, a. Starry, relating to the stars. 
Astray’, A-stra,' ad. Out of the right way.
To Astrict, As-trlkt,' v. a. To contract by ap

plication.
Astriction, As-trlk-sh&n, s. The act or power 

of contracting the parts of the body.
Astrictive, As-trik-tiv/’. 138. Styptick,binding 
Astrictory, As-trlk-tir-rA, a. Astringent. 
Astride, A-strlde,' ad. With the legs open. 
AltriferOUS, As-trlf^e-rus, a. Bearing, or 

having stars.
To AsTRINGE, As-trlnje,' v. a. To make a con

traction, to make the parts draw together.
Astringency, As-trin-j&n-sA, s. The power of 

contracting the parts of the body.
Astringent, As-trin-jAnt, a. Binding, con

tracting.
Astrography, As-trAg-rA-fA, s. 518. The 

science of describing the stars.
Astrolabe, As-tr6-labe, s. An instrument 

chiefly used for taking the altitude of the pole, the 
sun, or stars, at sea.

Astrologer, As-trM-5-jur, s. One that, sup
posing the influence of the stars to have a casual 
power, professes to foretell or discover events.

AstrolOGIAN, As-trA-lA^-jA-An, 5. Astrologer. 
Astrological, As-trd-ldd-jA-kAl, 509. 7 p 
Astrologic As-tr6-lAd-jik, J w* e"

lating to astrology, professing astrology.
Astrologically, As-trd-lAd-jA-kAl-lA, ad. In 

an astrological manner.
To AstrOLOGIZE, As-tr51-d-jlze, v. n. To prac

tise astrology.
Astrology, As-trM-6-jA, s. 518. The practice 

of foretelling things by the knowledge of the stars.
Astronomer, As-trAn-no-mur, s. He that 

studies the celestial motions.
Astronomical, As-trA-nAm^e-kAl, 509. £ 
Astronomic As-tro-nAm-ik, j

Belonging to astronomy.
Astronomically, As-tr6-n6m^e-kAl-le, ad. In 

an astronomical manner.
Astronomy, As-tr5n-no-me, s. 518. A mixed 

mathematical science, teaching the knowledge of the 
celestial bodies, their magnitudes, motions, distances, 
periods, eclipses, and order.

Astro-theology, as-tr6-i/i<l-dli<)-je, s. Divinity 
founded on the observation of the celestial bodies.

Asunder, A-s&n-d&r, ad. 98. Apart, separately 
not together.

Asylum, A-sl-l&m, s. A sanctuary, a refuge.
Nothing can show more plainly the tendency ot 

our language to an antepenultimate accent than the vulgar 
pronunciation of this word, which generally -places the 
accent on the first syllable. This is, however, an unpar
donable offence to a Latin ear, which insists on preserv
ing the accent of the original whenever we adopt a Latin 
word into our own language without alteration.—Sec 
Principles, No. 508.
Asymmetry, A-slm-md-tre, s. Contrariety to 

symmetry, disproportion.
Asy’MFTOTE, As-slm-t6te, s. Asymptotes are 

right lines which approach nearer and nearer to some 
curve, but which would never meet.

I have preferred Dr. Johnson’s accentuation on
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the first syllable, to Mr. Sheridan’s and Dr. Ash’s on the 
second.
Asyndeton, A-s1n-d£-t3»n, 5. A figure in gram

mar, when a conjunction copulative is omitted.
At, It, prep. At, before a place, notes the near

ness of the place; as, a man is at the house before he is 
in it; At, before a word signifying time, notes the co
existence of the time with the event; At, before a su
perlative adjective implies in the state, as at most, in 
the state of most perfection, &c. At, signifies the par
ticular condition of the person,as, at peace ; At some
times marks employment or attention ; as, he is at 
work ; At sometimes the same with furnished with; 
as, a man at arms ; At sometimes notes the place where 
any thing is; as, he is at home; At sometimes is nearly 
the same as In, noting situation; At sometimes seems 
to signify in the power of, or obedient to; as, At your 
service; At all, in any manner.

Atabal, At-A-bAl, s. A kind of tabour used by 
the Moors.

Ataraxy, At-tA-rAk-sd, s. 517. Exemption from 
vexation, tranquillity.

AthaNOR, Az/i-A-n6r, s. 166. A digesting fur
nace to keep heat for some time.

Atheism, a-MA-lzm, s. 505. The disbelief of 
God.

Atheist, A-//<e-lst, s. One that denies the ex
istence of God.

Atheistical, a-/Ae-ls-t£-kAl, a. Given to athe
ism, impious.

Atheistic ALLY, a-MWs-ttl-kal-le, ad. In an 
atheistical manner.

Atheisticalness, a-//*e4s4td-kAl-hAss, s. Tlie 
quality of being atheistical.

Atheistic a-Z/ie-Is-tik, a. Given to atheism. 
A^theous, a-//ze-fis, a. 505. Atheistick, godless. 
Atheroma, Af/j-e-r&^mA, s. 527. A species of 

wen.
Atheromatous, A^-^-r&m-A-t&s, a. Having 

the qualities of an atheroma, or curdy wen.
Athirst, A-J/idrst,' ad. 108. Thirsty, in want 

of drink.
Athletic A/Zz—let—ik, a. 500. Belonging to 

wrestling; strong of body, vigorous, lusty, robust.
Athwart, A-z/zwArt,' prep. Across, transverse 

to any thing; through.
Atilt, A-tllt^ ad. With the action of a man 

making a thrust; in the posture of a barrel raised or 
tilted behind.

Atlas, At-lAs, s. A collection of maps ; a large 
square folio; sometimes the supporter Of a building ; 
a rich kind of silk.

Atmosphere, At-md-sfere, s. The air that en
compasses the solid earth on all sides.

Atmospherical, At-md-sfer^e-kal, a. Belong- 
ing to the atmosphere.

ATOM, At-t&m, s. 166. Such a small particle 
as cannot be physically divided; any thing extremely 
small.

Atomical, A-tdm-d-kAl, a. Consisting of atoms; 
relating to atoms.

1-1TOMIST, At-td-mlst, s. One that holds -the 
atomical philosophy.

ATOMY, A&j-me, s. An atom.
To Atone, A-tdne' v. n. To agree, to accord; , 

to stand as an equivalent for something; to answer for.
To ATONE, A-tone,' v. a. To expiate.
ATONEMENT. A-tdne^mdnt, s. Agreement, con

cord ; Expiation, expiatory, equivalent.
Atop, A-tOp,' ad. On the top, at the top. 
AtrabilaBIAN, At-tra-b6-la-ri-4n, a. 507

Melancholy.
Atrabii.aRIOUS, At-trA-bd-la-re-us, a. Melan- 

cbolick t
Atrabilariousness, At-trA-bd-la-rd-fis-ness, s. 

The state of being melancholy.
I a. Inky,black.

Atramentohs, at-trA-m^n-tus, $
38

Atrocious, l-tre^sh&s, a. 292. Wicked in a 
high degree, enormous. _

Atrociously, A-tro^shfis-ld, ad. In an atro
cious manner.

Atrociousness, A-trd-sh&s-ndss,«. The quality 
of being enormously criminal.

Atrocity, A-tr6s-sd-td, s. 511. Horrible 
wickedness.

Atrophy, at-tro-fd, s. Want of nourishment, 
a disease.

To Attach, At-tAtsh,' v. a. To arrest, to take 
or apprehend; to seize ; to lay hold on; to win; to 
gain over, to enamour; to fix to one’s interest.

Attachment, At-tAtsh-mdnt, s. Adherence, re* 
gard.

To Attack, At-tAk,'v. a. To assault an enemy 
to begin a contest.

Attack, At-tak,' s. An assault.
Attacker, At-tAk-&r, s. 98. The person that 

attacks.
To Attain, At-tane,'v. a. To gain, to procure, 

to overtake; to come to ; to reach ; to equal.
To Attain, At-tane,' v. n. To come to a cer

tain state ; to arrive at.
Attainable, At-tane^A-bl, a. That which may 

be obtained, procurable.
AttainABLENJ.SS, At-tane-A-bl-ndss, s. The 

quality of being attainable.
Attainder, At-tane-dfir, s. 98. The act of.at

taining in law; taint.
Attainment, At-tane-mdnt, s. That which is 

attained, acquisition ; the act or power of attaining.
To Attain, At-tant,' v. a. To attaint is par

ticularly used for such as are found guilty of some 
crime or offence; to taint, to corrupt.

Attaint, At-tant,' s. Any thing injurious, as 
illness, weariness; stain, spot, taint.

Attainture, At-tane-tshiirc, s. 461. Reproach, 
imputation.

To Attaminate, At-tAm-e-nate, v. a. To cor
rupt. Obsolete.

To Attemper, At-tAm-p&r, v. a. To mingle, 
to weaken by the mixture of something else; to regu
late, to soften ; to mix in just proportions; to fit to 
something else.

To Attempf.RATE, at-t3m-p£-rate, v. a. 555. 
To proportion to something.

To ATTEMPT, At-tdint,' v. a. 412. To attack, to 
venture upon; to try, to endeavour.

Attempt, At-tdmt,' s. 412. An attack, an es
say, an endeavour.

Attemptable, -at-temtitA-bl, a. Liable to at
tempts or attacks.

Attemptf.R, At-tdmt-tur, s. The person that at
tempts ; an endeavourer.

To Attend, At-teud,' v. a. To regard, to fix 
the mind upon ; to wait on ; to accompany ; to be pre
sent with, upon a summons ; to be appendant to; tc 
be consequent to ; to stay for.

To Attend, At-tdnd,' v. n. To yield attention; 
to stay, to delay.

Attendance, At-ten-dAnse, s. The act of wait 
ing on another; service ; the persons wraiting,a train ; 
attention, regard.

Attendant, at-terd-dlnt, s. One that attends ; 
one that belongs to the train ; one that waits as a suitor 
or agent; one that is present at any thing ; a concomi
tant, a consequent.

Attendee, At-tdnkl&r, s. 98. Companion, as
sociate.

Attent, At-tent,' a. Intent, attentive.
Attentates, At-ten-tAtes, s. Proceedings in a 

court after an inhibition is decreed.
Attention, at-tinish&n, s. The act of attend- 

ing, or heeding.
Attentive, At-t&n-tiv, a. a158. Heedful, re

gardful.
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Attentively, tLt-t3n-tlv-le, ad. Heedfully, 
carefully.

Attentiveness, At-tin-tlv-n&s, i. Heedful
ness, attention.

Attenuant, at-tJn-u-int, a. Endued with the 
power of making thin or slender.

Attenuate, it-ten-u-ate, a. 91. Made thin or 
slender.

Attenuation, lt-t5n-6-a-sh&n, s. The act of 
making any thing thin or slender.

Atter, At-tur, s. 98. Corrupt matter.
To Attest, At-tdst,* v. a. To bear witness of, 

to witness ; to call to witness.
Attestation, it-tes-ta-sh&n, s. Testimony, 

evidence
Attic it-tlk, a. Belonging to Attica, belong

ing to Athens. In philology, delicate, poignant, just, 
upright. In architecture, belonging to the upper part 
or a building ; belonging to an upper story, flat, having 
the roof concealed; belonging to a peculiar kind of 
base sometimes used in the Ionic and Doric orders.

To Atticise, at-te-size, v. n. To make use of 
atticisms.

ATTICISM, at-ta-s]zm, .$. An imitation of the 
Attic style; a concise and elegant mode of expression.

Attiguous, it-tig-u-Qs, a. Hard by.
To Attinge, A.t-tinje,' v. a. To touch slightly. 
To Attire, it-tire,' v. a. To dress, to habit, to 

array.
Attire, St-tlre,' s. Clothes, dress ; in hunting, 

the horns of a buck or 6tag ; in botany, the flower of a 
plant is divided into three parts, the impalement, the 
foliation, and the attire.

Attirer, it-tl-rCir, s. One that attires another, 
a dresser.

Attitude, At-t^-tfide, s. A posture, the posture 
or action in which a statue or painted figure is placed.

Attollent, At-t61-15nt, a. That which raises 
or lifts up.

Attorney, At-tur-n5, s. 165. Such a person 
as by consent, commandment, or request, takes heed 
to, sees, and takes upon him the charge of other men’s 
business, in their absence, one who is appointed or 
retained to prosecute or defend an action at law; a 
lawyer.

Attorneyship, it-t&r-nd-ship, s. The office of 
an attorney.

AttornmeNTj &-t5rn-m3nt, s. A yielding of 
the tenement to a new lord.

To Attract, it-trlkt,' v. a. To draw to some
thing ; to allure, to invite.

AttraCTATION, at-trAk-taAsh&n, s. Frequent 
handling.

ATTRACTICAL, it-trlk-te-kil, a. Having the 
power to draw.

Attraction, At-trilc-sh&n, s. The power of 
drawing any thing; the power of alluring or enticing.

Attractive, it-trlk-tiv, a. 158. Having the 
power to draw any thing; inviting, alluring, enticing.

Attractive, At-tr&k-tiv, s. That which draws 
or incites.

Attractively, At-trAk-tIv-15, ad. With the 
power of attracting.

Attractiveness, ^t-trAk-tlv-ness, s. The quali
ty of being attractive.

Attractor, At-trak-t&r, «. 98. The agent that 
attracts.

Attrahent, it-tra-h5nt, s. 503, f. That 
which draws.

Attributable, at-trib-u-ti-bl, a. That which 
may be ascribed or attributed.

To Attribute, ^t-trib-ut^, v. a. 492. To as
cribe, to yield 4 to impute, as to a cause.

Attribute, At-tr^-bute, $. 492. The thing at
tributed to another : quality adherent; a thing belong
ing to another, an appendant; reputation, honour.

Attribution, At-tre-bu-sh?in',s. Commendation. 
39

Attrite, it-trlte' a. Ground, worn by rubbing. 
Attriteness, At-trlte^nfiss, «. The being much 

worn.
Attrition, at-trlsh-hn, s. 507. The act of 

wearing things by rubbing; grief for sin, arising only 
from the fear of punishment; the lowest degree of re
pentance.

To Attune, At-tfine,' t>. a. To make any thing 
musical: to tune one thing to another.—See Time.

Atween, i.-twien(ad. or prep. Betwixt, between.
Atwtxt, i-twlkstf prep. In the middle of two 

things.
To Avail, a-vale,' v. a. To profit, to turn to 

profit; to promote, to prosper, to assist.
Avail, I-vale,' s. Profit, advantage, benefit.
Available, 4-va-li-bl, a. 405. Profitable, ad

vantageous ; powerful, having force.
Avah.ableness, J-va-li-bl-n&s, s. Power of 

promoting the end for which it is used.
Availably, l-va-ll-bM, ad. Powerfully, profit

ably.
AvaiLMENT, a-vale^m^nt, s. Usefulness, ad

vantage.
Avalanche, a-vl-linsb,' s. An increasing ball 

of snow that rolls down the sides of high mountains.
To A VALE, A-vale,z v. a. To let fail, to depress. 
Avant-guard, A-vAnt-gArd, s. The van.
Avarice, Av-A-ris, s. 142. Covetousness, insa

tiable desire.
Avaricious, Av-A-rish'&s, a. 292. Covetous. 
Avariciously, Av-A-rlsh'&s-lA, ad. Covetously 
Avariciousness, Av-A-rish-&s-n5ss, s. The 

quality of being avaricious.
Avaunt, A-vant,z int. 216. A word of abhor

rence by which any one is driven away.
AUBURNE, Aw-bflrn, a. Brown, of a tan colour.
Auction, awk-sh&n, s. A manner of sale in 

which one person bids after another; the thing sold 
by auction.

Auctionary, Awk-sh&n-A-re, a. Belonging to 
an auction.

Auctioneer, awk-shfin-5dr,z s. 275. The per
son that manages an auction.

Auctive, awk-tiv, a. 158. Of an increasing 
quality. Obsolete.

AucupatiON, aw-kfi-pa-sh&n, s. Fowling, bird
catching.

Audacious, aw-da-sh&s, a. 292. Bold, impu
dent.

Audaciously, aw-da-shfis-15, ad. Boldly, im
pudently.

Audaciousness, aw-da-shus-ness,s. Impudence. 
Audacity, Aw-das-e-te,s. 511. Spirit, boldness, 
Audible, aw-de-bl, a. 405. That which may 

be perceived by hearing; loud enough to be heard.
Audibleness, aw-de-bl-n&ss, 4. Capableness of 

being heard.
Audibly, aw-d5-ble, ad. In such a manner as 

to be heard.
Audience, awtje-Anse, 5. 293. 294. The act 

of hearing; the liberty of speaking granted, a hearing; 
an auditory, persons collected to near; the reception 
of any man who delivers a solemn message.

Audit, Aw-dlt, s. A final account.
To Audit, aw-dlt, v. a. To take an -account 

finally.
Audition, aw-dlsh-&n, s. 507. Hearing.
Auditor, iwid£-t6r, s. 98. 503. b. A hearer; 

a person employed to take an account ultimately ; a 
king’s officer, who, yearly examining the accounts of 
ail the under officers accountable, makes up a general 
book.

Auditory, aw^de-t&r-rA, a. 557. That which 
has the |»ower of hearing.

Auditory, uw-de-t&r-r£, s. An audience, 3
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collection of persons assembled to hear; a place where 
lectures £re to be heard.

Auditress, &w-d£-tr£ss,s. The woman that hears. 
To Avel, A-v£1/ v. a. To pull away.
AVEMARY, a-v£-ma-rA, s. A form of worship 

in honour of the Virgin Mary.
Aven AGE, iv^n-Idje, s. 91. A certain quan

tity of oats paid to a landlord
To Avenge, i-v&nje/ v. a. To revenge; to 

punish.
A VENGEANCE, i-vSn-jinse, s. 244. Punishment. 
Avengement, H-venjeWnt, s. Vengeance, 

revenge.
Avenger, a-ven-jur, s. Punisher; revenger, 

taker of vengeance.
avens, Iv^nz, s. The herb bennet.
Aventuhe, i-v^n-tshdre, s. 461. A mischance, 

causing a man’s death, without felony.
Avenue, Av-^-nii, s. 335. 503. A way by 

which any place may be entered; an alley, or walk of 
trees before a house.—See Revenue.

To Aver, A-v£r/ v. a. To declare positively.
Average, ^v-br-aje, s. 90. 555. That duty 

or service which the tenant is to pay to the king; a 
medium, a mean proportion.

Averment, i-v£r'm£nt, s. Establishment of 
any thing by evidence.

Avernat, l-v&r-nAt, s. A sort of grape. 
To Averuncate, Av-£r-rung-kate, v. a. 91. 

408. To root up.
AversatiON, iv-^r-sa-shbn, s. Hatred, ab

horrence.
Averse, i-v&rse,' a. Malign, not favourable ; 

not pleased with, unwilling to.
Aversely, &-v£rseQ£, ad. Unwillingly; back- 

wardly.
Averseness, A.-v£rse-ness, s. Unwillingness ; 

backwardness.
Aversion, A-v^r-sh&n, s. Hatred, dislike, 

detestation; the cause of aversion.
To Avert, A-v&rt/ v. a. To turn aside, to turn 

off, to put by.
Auger, aw-gbr, s. 98. 166. A carpenter’s tool 

to bore holes with.
Aught, Awt, s. 39S. Any thing.

This word is not a pronoun, as Dr. Johnson has 
marked it, but a substantive.
To Augment, iwg-m&nt/ v. a. To increase, 

to make bigger or more.
To Augment, dwg-mdntf v. n. To increase, 

to grow bigger.
Augment, awgimdnt, s. 492. Increase; state 

of increase.
Augmentation, awg-men-ta'shun, s. The act 

of increasing or making bigger; the state of "being 
made bigger; the thing added, by which another is 
made bigger.

Augur, siw-g&r, s. 98. 166. One who pretends 
to predict by the flight of birds.

To Augur, aw-gllr, v. n. To guess, to conjec
ture by signs.

To Augurate, aw^gb-rate, v. n. 91. To judge 
by augury.

AuguraTION, aw-gb-ra-shun, s. The practice 
of augury.

Augurer, aw-gbr-br, s. 555. The same with 
augur.

Augurial, lw-gb-r^-11, a. Relating to augury.
AUGURY, &w-gb-r&, s. 179. The act of prog

nosticating by omens; the rules observed by augurs; 
an omen or prediction.

August, Jw-ghst,' a. 494. Great, grand, royal, 
magnificent.

August, iw-g&st, s. The name of the eighth 
month from January inclusive.
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Augustness, aw-gbst-n^ss, s. Elevation of look, 
dignity.

Aviary, a-vA-A-r^, s. 505. A place enclosed to 
keep birds in.

Avidity, tl-vid-£-t£, s. Greediness, eagerness. 
Avitous, Av-e-tbs, a. 503. 314. Left by a 

man’s ancestors. Obsolete.
To Avize, A-vlze,' v. a. To counsel; to be

think himself, to consider.
Auld, Awld, a. Old. Obsolete.
Auletic &w-l£t-Ik,a. 509. Belonging to pipes. 
Aulic, aw-llk, a. Belonging to the court. 
AuLN,£wn,s. A French measure of length, an ell. 
2’o Aumail, Iw-male,' v. a. To variegate. 
Aunt, &nt, $. 214. A father or mother’s sister. 
AVOCADO, iv-d-ka-db, s. A plant.—See Lum

bago.
To Avocate, A.v-vd-kate, v. a. 91. To call away. 
Avocation, &v-v6-ka-shbn, s. The act of calk 

ing aside; the business that calls.
To Avoid, A-voiil,/ v. a. 299. To shun, to es

cape ; to endeavour to shun; to evacuate, to quit.
To Avoid, A-vbld,' v. n. To retire ; to become 

void or vacant.
Avoidable, i-vold-A-bl, a. That which may be 

avoided or escaped.
Avoidance, A-vold-inse, s. The act of avoid

ing ; the course by which any thing is carried off.
Avoider, l-vbld^r, s. 98. The person that 

shuns any thing; the person that carries any thing 
away; the vessel in which things are carried away.

Avoidless, A-vbid-l£ss, a. Inevitable.
Avoirdupois, Av-^r-du-poiz,' a. 302. A kind 

of weight, of which a pound contains sixteen ounces, 
and is in proportion to a pound Troy as 17 to 14.

AvolatiON, S.v-6-la-shbn, s. The flying away. 
To Avouch, ^-vbutsh,' v. a. To affirm, to 

maintain; to produce in favour of another; to vindi
cate, to justify.

Av0UCHA-v6utsh,'s. 313. Declaration, evidence. 
Avouchable, A-voutsh-i-bl, a. That may be 

avouched.
Avoucher, A-vbutsh-Sr, s. He that avouches.
To Avow, A-vou,' v. a. To justify, to declare 

openly.
Avow able, <A-v6u-A-bl, a. That which may 

be openly declared
Avowal, &-v6u-il, s. Justificatory declaration. 
Avowedly, &-v5b-ed-l&, ad. 364. In an 

avowed manner.
Avowee, Av-ub-d,' s. He to whom the right of 

advowson of any church belongs.
Avower, A-vou-br, 5. 98. He that avows or 

justifies.
Avowry, A-vbu-rd, s. Where one takes a dis

tress, the taker shall justify for what cause he took it; 
which is called his avowry.

Avowsal, A-vbu-zAl, s. 442. A confession. 
Avowry, A-vbb-trd, s. Adultery.
A URATE, Aw-rate, s. A sort of pear.
Aurelia, aw-re-le-A, s. 92. A term used for 

the first apparent change of the eruca, or maggot of 
any species of insects, the chrysalis.

Auricle, Aw-rd-kl, s. 405. The external 
ear; two appendages of the heart, being two muscu
lar caps covering tne two ventricles thereof.

Auricula, aw-rlk-ti-lJL, s. 92. Bear’s ear, a 
flower.

Auricular, iw-rikMi-14r, a. Witbin the sense 
or reach of hearing; secret told in the ear.

Auricularly, 4-rlkii-lir-le, ad. In a secret 
manner.

Auriferous, Sw-rlfifi-rii?, a. That produces 
gold.
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Aubigation, aw-re-ga-sh&n, s. The act of 
driving carriages. Not used.

AORIST, aw-rlst, s. One who professes to cure 
disorders of the ear.

Aurora, Aw-r&rA, s. 545. A species of crow
foot ; the goddess that opens the gates of day, poetical, 
iy the morning.

Auscultation, Aws-k&l-ta-sh&n, s. A hearken
ing, or listening to.

Auspice, aw-spls, s. 140. 142. The omens of 
any future undertaking drawn from birds; protection, 
favour snown; influence, good derived to others from 
the piety of their patron.

AuspiciaL, aw-spish-Al, a. 292. Relating to 
prognosticks.

Auspicious, aw-spish-&s, a. 292. With omens 
of success; prosperous, fortunate; favourable, kind, 
propitious; lucky, happy, applied to things.

Au-

AUSPICIOUSLY, Aw-splsh-hs-1^, ad. Happily, 
prosperously.

Auspiciousness, Aw-sp1sli-&s-n£ss,s. Prosperity, 
happiness.

Austere, Aw-stAre,' a. Severe, harsh, rigid ; 
sour of taste, harsh.

Austerely, aw-stAre^-le, ad. Severely, rigidly. 
Austereness, Aw-st£re^n£ss, s. Severity, strict

ness, rigour; roughness in taste.
Austerity, aw-st£r^e-te, s. 511. Severity, 

mortified life, strictness; cruelty, harsh discipline.
Austral, Aws-trAl, ) o
Austrine, awsi-trin, 140. | Soutllern-
Authentical, iw-Mjn-t^-kll, a. 509. Au- 

thentick.
Authentically, aw-Men-ti-W-te, ad. With 

circumstances requisite to procure authority.
Authenticalness, aw-M£n-t<5-kil-n2ss, ». The 

quality of being authentick, genuineness.
To Authenticate, aw-M^nUe-kate, v. a. 91 

To establish any thing by authority.
I have inserted this word without any precedent 

from our other dictionaries; but it is, in iny opinion, 
sufficiently established by good usage to give it a place in 
all of them.
Authenticity, Aw-Men-tis-s£-t£, s. Authority, 

genuineness.
Authentic. Aw-tAAn-tlk, a. That which has 

every thing requisite to give it authority.
AuTHKNTICKLY,'Aw-I/i£n-tik-le, ad. After an 

authentick manner.
Authentickness, 4w-M£n-tik-ness, ». 

thenticity.
Author, aw'-thiir, s. 98. 418. The first begin- 

ner or mover of any thing; the efficient, he that 
effects or produces any thing; the first writer of any 
thing; a writer in general.

Authoress, aw^/Ahr-^ss, $. A female writer. 
Authoritative, Aw-iASr-e-ta-tlv, a. Having 

due authority; having an air of authority.
Authoritatively, aw-lAor-e-ta-tlv-l^, ad. In 

an authoritative manner; with a show o£authority; 
with dde authority.

Authoritativeness, aw-MJr-e-ta-tlv-n&s, s. 
Authoritative appearance.

Authority, aw-/7zir^-t£, s. Legal power; in
fluence, credit; power, rule; support, countenance; 
testimony; credibility.
Kv* This word is sometimes pronounced ac if written 

autority. This affected pronunciation is traced to a gen
tleman who was one of the greatest ornaments of the law, 
as well as one of the politest scholars of the age, and 
whose authority has been sufficient to sway the bench 
and the bar, though author, authentic, theatre, theory, &c. 
and a thousand similar words where tlie th is heard, are 
constantly staring them in the face.

The public car, however, is not so far vitiated as to 
acknowledge this innovation ; for though it may with se
curity, and even approbation, be pronounced in West
minster Hall, it would not be quite so safe for an actor to 
adopt it on the stage.

4-1

I know it will be said, that autorilas is better Latin, 
that the purer Latin never had the A ; and that our word, 
which is derived from it, ought, on that account, to omit 
it. But it may be observed, that, according to the best 
Latin critics, the word ought to be written auctoritas. 
and that, according to this reasoning, we ought to write 
and pronounce auctority and auctor : but this. I presume 
is farther than these innovators would choose to go. The 
truth is, such singularities of pronunciation should be left 
to the lower order of critics, who, like coxcombs in dress, 
would be utterly unnoticed if they were not distinguished 
by petty deviations from the rest of the world.
Authorization, Aw4Ao-r£-za-shun, J. Estab

lishment by authority.
To Authorize, aw-/7td-rlze, v. a. To give 

authority to any person; to make any thing legal; to 
establish any thing by authority ; to justify, to prove 
a thing to be right; to give credit to any person or 
thing.

Autocrasy, Aw-t6k-rA-se, s. 518. Independent 
power.

Autocrat, Aw-t&k-krat,z s. An absolute sove
reign, that is master of the lives and properties of all 
his subjects.

Autocratrice, Aw-tok-rA-tris, s. A female 
absolute sovereign.

Autograph, Awitd-grAf, s. A particular per
son’s own writing, the original.

Autographic al, Aw-td-grAf^e-kal, a. Of one’s 
own writing.

Automatical, aw-td-mAt^e-kal, a. Having 
the power of moving it seif.

Automaton, Aw-tAm-A-ton, s. A machine that 
hath the power of motion within itself.

AUTOMATOUS, aw-tdm-A-tus, a. Having in 
itself the power of motion.

Autonomy, aw-t6n-nd-m^, s. 518. The living 
according to one’s own mind and prescription. Not 
in use.

Autopsy, aw-tAp-se, s. Ocular demonstration. 
Autoptical, Aw-tAp^t£-kAl, a. Perceived by 

one’s own eyes.
Autoptically, Aw-top-td-kAl-le, ad. By means 

of one’s own eyes.
Autumn, Aw-thm, s. 411. The season of the 

year between summer and winter.
Autumnal, Aw-tum-nAl, a. Belonging to au

tumn.
Avulsion, A-v&l-sh&n, s. The act of pulling 

one thing from another.
Auxesis, aw g-zi-sis, s. 478. 520. Amplification. 
Auxiliar, awg-zll-yir, s. 478. Helper, assist- 

ant.
Auxiliary, Awg-2il-yA-r£,a. Helping, assisting. 
Auxiliation, awg-zil-i-a-shun, s. Help, aid. 
To Await, A-wate,z v. a. To expect, to wait 

for; to attend, to be in store for.
Await, A-wate,z s. Ambush.
To Awake, A-wake/ v. a. Td rouse out of 

sleep; to raise from any state resembling sleep; to put 
into new action.

To Awake, A-wake,' v. n. To break from sleep, 
to cease to sleep.

Awake, A-wAke/a. Without sleep, not sleeping. 
To Awaken, A-wa-kn, 103.—See Awake.
To Award, A-wArd,z v. a. To adjudge, to give 

any thing by a judicial sentence; to judge, to determine. 
Award, A-wArd,z s. Judgment, sentence, deter

mination.
Aware, A-ware,z a. Vigilant, attentive.
To AwarEx A-ware,z v. n. To beware, to be 

cautious.
Away, A-wAy/ ad. Absent from any place or 

person; let us go; begone; out of one’s own power.
Awe, Awr s. Reverential fear, reverence.
To Awe, Aw, v. a. To strike with reverence or 

fear.
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un- 
per-
un-

!* | a. Belonging to 

A proposition evi- 

The line, real or imaginary, 
that passes through any thing on which it may revolve.

| s. The pin which

Aweband, aw^bind, s. A check.
Awful, aw-ful, a. 173. 406. That which strikes 

with awe, or tills with reverence ; worshipful, invested 
with dignity; struck with awe, timorous.

AWFULLY, aw-ful-ld, ad. In a reverential man
ner.

Awfulness, aw-ftil-ness,s. The quality of Strik
ing with awe, solemnity; the state of being struck 
with awe.

Awhile, A-while,' ad. 397. Some time.
Awkward, iwk-w&rd, a. 475. Inelegant 

polite, untaught; unready, unhandy, clumsy; 
verse, untoward.

Awkwardly, awk-wtird-le, ad. Clumsily, 
readily, inelegantly.

Awkwardness, awk-whrd-ness, s. Inelegance, 
want of gentility, clumsiness.

Awl, all, s. A pointed instrument to bore holes. 
Awless, Iw-l&ss, a. Without reverence; with

out the power of causing reverence.
Awme, Iwm, «. A Dutch measure answering 

to what in England is called a tierce, or one-seventh of 
an English ton.

Awning, dw-ning, s. 410. A cover spread over 
a boat or vessel to keep off the weather.

Awoke, A-wdke,' s. The preterit of Awake.
Awork, A-w&rk,' ad. 165. On work, ip. a state 

of labour.
Aworking, A-whrk-Ing, ad. In the state of 

working.
Awry, A-rl,' ad. 474. Not in a straight direc

tion, obliquely; asquint, with oblique vision; not 
level, unevenly; not equally between two points; not 
in a right state, perversely.

Axe, Aks, s. An instrument consisting of a 
metal head, with a sharp edge.

AxiLLAR, aks-sil-lAr, 478. ' 
Axillary, Aks-sll-lA-re, 

the arm-pit.—See Maxillary.
Axiom, ik-shhm, s. 479. 

dent at first sight.
Axis, Ak-sis, s.

___ w ..
Axle, Ak-sl, 405. 
Axle-tree, Ak-sl-trdd, 

passes through the midst of the wheel on which the 
circumvolutions of the wheel are performed.

Ay, Ad, ad. 105. Yes.
J£?-See directions to Foreigners, prefixed to this Dic

tionary.
Aye, ad, ad. Always, to eternity, for ever. 
Aygreen, ad-green, s. The same with houseleek. 
Ayry, a-rd, a.—See Airy.
Azimuth. Az-d-m&/Zi, s. The azimuth of the 

sun, or of a star, is an arch between the meridian of the 
place, and any given vertical line; magnetical azimuth, 
is an arch of the horizon contained between the sun’s 
azimuth circle and the magnetical meridian ; azimuth 
compass, is an instrument used at sea for finding the 
sun’s magnetical azimuth.

AZURE, a-zhiire, a. 484. 461. Blue, faint blue.

Baa, ba, s. 77. The cry of a sheep.

To Baa, bl, t>. n- To cry like a sheep.
To Babble, bib-bl, v. n. 405. To prattle like 

a child; to talk idly; to tell secrets; to talk much-.
Babble, bab-bl, s. Idle talk, senseless prattle. 
Babblement, bAb^bl-mdnt, s. Senseless prate.
Babbler, bab-blur, 98. An idle talker; a 

teller of secrets.

Babe, babe, s. An infant.
Babery, ba-b&r-re, s. 555. Finery to please a 

babe or child.
Babish, ba-bish, a. Childish.
Baboon, ba-bddn,' s. A monkey of the larges 

kind.
Baby, ba-bd, s. vulgarly bib-bd. A child, an 

infant; a small image in imitation of a child, with 
which girls play.

Baccated, bak-ka-tdd, a. Beset with pearls; 
having many berries.

Bacchanalian, b^k-k^-na-ld-an, s, A drunk
ard.

Bacchanals, bAk-kS.-n^lz, s. The drunken 
feasts of Bacchus.

Bacchantes, bik-kAn-tlz, s. The mad priests 
of Bacchus.

Bacchus Bole, bik-k&s-bole, s. A.flower, not 
tall, but very full and broad leaved.

Bacciferous, bAk-sif^e-r&s,a. 555. Berry-bear
ing.

Bachelor, bAtsh^e-l&r, s. A man unmarried; 
a man who takes his first degrees; a knight of the low
est order.

Bachelor’s Button, b£tsh-d-lurz-but-tn,s. 170. 
Campion, an herb.

Bachelorship, bitsh-d-l&r-shlp, s. The con
dition of a bachelor.

Back, bAk, s. The hinder part of the body ; 
the outer part of the hand when it is shut; the rear; 
the place behind ; the part of any thing out of sight; 
the thick part of any tool, opposed to the edge.

Back, bik, ad. To the place whence one came ; 
backward from the present station ; behind, not com
ing forward; toward things past; again, in return ; 
again, a second time.

To Back, blk, v. a. To mount a horse; to 
break a horse ; to place upon the back ; to maintain, 
to strengthen; to justify, to support; to second.

To Backbite, b&k-blte, v. a. To censure or re
proach the absent.

Backbiter, bAk-bl-thr, s. A private or secret 
calumniator; a censurer of the absent.

Backdoor, bJkAddre, s. The door behind the 
house.

Backed, b&kt, a. 359. Having a back. 
Backfriend; bik-frend, s. An enemy in secret. 
Backgammon, bik-gim-mun; s.. 166* Ai play 

or game with dice and tables.
Backhouse, bakehouse, s. The building behind 

the chief i»art of the house.
Backpiece, bik-p^se, 5. The piece of armaui 

which covers the back.
Backroom, b:lk-r3&m, s. A room behind.
Backside, bilk-side, s. The hinder part of any 

thing; the hinder part of an animal; the yard or 
ground behind a house.

To Backslide, bik-slide,' v. n. 497. To fall off. 
I have in this word preferred Dr. Johnson’s ac

centuation .on the second syllable, to Mr. Sheridan’s on 
the first: for the reasons, see Principles under the num 
ber marked Dr. Ash, Entick, Scott, and Perry, are or. 
the side of Mr. Sheridan ; and Dr. Johnson ancl W 
Johnston only on that which I have chosen ; but Mr 
Sheridan and’Dr. z\sh, by marking the noun backslider 
with the accent on the second syllable, as it is alwavs 
heard, have betrayed their pronunciation of the verb; 
for one of these modes must be wrong, as the verbal noun 
must unquestionably have the same accent as the verb. 
Backslider, b&k-sli-dfcr, s. 98. An apostate. 
Backstaff, blk-stif, s. An instrument useful 

in taking the sun’s altitude at sea.
Backstairs, IrAk-starz, s. The private stairs 

in a house.
Backstays, bak-staze, s. Ropes which keep the 

mast from pitching forward.
Backsword, bAk-s6rd, s. A sword with one 

sharp edge.
42
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Backwards, bik-whrdz, ad. 88. With the 
back forwards; towards the back; on the back; from 
the present station to the place behind ; regressively; 
towards something past; out of the progressive state; 
from a better to a worse state; past, in time past.

Backward, bik-w&rd, a. Unwilling, averse ; 
hesitating; sluggish, dilatory; dull, not quick, or ap
prehensive.

Backward, bik-ward, s. The things past. 
Backwardly, bAk-w&rd-U, ad. Unwillingly, 

aversely.
Backwardness, bik-wfcrd-n&ss, s. Dulness, 

sluggishness.
Bacon, ba-kn, s. 170. The flesh of a hog salted 

and dried.
Bad, bid, a. Ill, not good; vicious, corrupt; 

unfortunate, unhappy; hurtful, unwholesome ; sick.
Bade, bad, 75. The preterit of Bid.
Badge, bAdje,s. 74. A mark or cognizance worn; 

a token by which one is known; the mark of any thing.
To Badge, bAdje, t>. a. To mark.
Badger, bAd-jur, s. 98. A brock, an animal. 
Badger, bAd-jhr, s. One that buys corn and 

victuals in one place, and carries it into another.
Badly, bAd-l£, ad. Not well.
Badness, bud-n&ss, s. Want of good qualities. 
To Baffle, bAf^fl, v. a. 405. To elude; to 

confound; to crush.
Baffler, bAf-fl&r, s. 98. He that baffles.
Bag, bAg, s. A sack, or pouch; that part of 

animals in which some particular juices are contain
ed, as the poison of vipers; an ornamental purse of 
silk tied to men’s hair; a term used to signify quan
tities, as a bag of pepper.

To Bag, bAg, v. a. To put into a bag; to load 
with a bag.

To Bag, big, v. n. To swell like a full bag. 
Bagatelle, bAg-A~tel,' s. (French.) A trifle. 
Baggage, bAg-gldje, s. 90. The furniture of 

an army; a worthless woman.
Bagnio, bAn-yd, s. 388. A house for bathing 

and sweating.
Bagpipe, bAg-pIpe, s. A musical instrument, 

consisting of a leathern bag, and pipes.
Bagpiper, bAg-pl-pftr, s. 98. One that plays 

on a bagpipe.
Bail, bale, s. Bail is the freeing or setting at 

liberty one arrested or imprisoned upon action either 
civil or criminal, under security taken for his appear
ance.

To Bail, bale. v. a. To give bail for another; 
to admit to bail.

Bailable, ba-l«1-bl, a. 405. That may be set 
at liberty by bail.

Bailiff, ba-Ilf, s. A subordinate officer ; an 
officer whose business it is to execute arrests; an un
der steward of a manor.

Bailiwick, ba-le-wik, s. The place of the juris
diction of a bailiff.

To Bait, bate, v. a. To put meat to tempt 
animals.

To B nt, bate, v. a. To set dogs upon.
To Bait, bate, v. n. To stop at any place for 

refreshment; to clap the wings, to Hutter.
Bait, bate, s. Meat set to allure animals to a 

snare ; a temptation, an enticement; a refreshmeut on 
a journey.

Baize, baze. s. A kind of coarse open cloth.
To Bake, bake, v. a. To heat any thing in a 

close place; to dress in an oven; to harden in the fire; 
to harden with heat.

To Bake, bake, v. n. To do the work of baking. 
Bakehouse, bake-house, s. A place for baking 

bread.
BaKER, ba-khr, s. 98. He whose trade is to bake.

4.3

Balance, bAl-lAnse, s. A pair of scales; the 
act of comparing two things ; the overplus of weight; 
that which is wanting to make two parts of an account 
even ; equipoise; the beating part of a watch ; in as
tronomy, one of the signs, Libra.

To Balance, bil-ISnw, ». a. To weigh in a 
balance; to counterpoise; to regulate an account; to 
pay that which is wanting.

To' Balance, bAl-lAnse, v. n* To hesitate, to 
fluctuate.

Balancer, bAl-lAn-sbr, s. The person that 
weighs.

Balass Ruby, bAl-As-rh-be, s. A kind of ruby
Balcony, bAl-kd-nd, s. A frame of wood, o; 

stone, before the window of a room.
Bald, biwld, a. Without hair ; without na

tural covering; unadorned, inelegant; stripped, with
out dignity.

Balderdash, bawl'd Ctr-dAsh, s. Rude mixture. 
Baldly, bAwld-ld, ad. Nakedly, meanly, in

elegantly.
Baldmony, bAwld'm&n-nd, s. Gentian, a plant. 
Baldness, bawld-ndss, s. The want of hair ; 

the loss of hair; meanness of writing.
Baldric b&wUdrlk, s. A girdle ; the zodiack. 
Bale, bale, s. A bundle of goods.
Baleful, bAle-ful, a. Sorrowful, sad ; full of 

mischief.
Balefully, balc-fM-le, ad. Sorrowfully, mis

chievously.
Balk, bawk, s. 402. 84. A great beam.
Balk, bawk, s. A ridge of land left unploughed.
Balk, biwk, s. Disappointment when least 

expected.
To Balk, bawk, v. a. 402. To disappoint, to 

frustrate; to miss any thing.
Balkers, biw-kurz, s. 98. Men who give 

sign which way the shoal of herrings is.
Ball, bawl, s. 33. 77. Any thing made in a 

round form ; a round thing to p'ay with; a globe; a 
§lobe borne as an ensign of sovereignty; any part of 

le body that approaches to roundness.
Ball, bAwl, An entertainment of dancing 
Ballad, bAl-lAd, s. A song.
Ballad-singer^ bAI-lAd-sing-6r, s. One whose 

employment is to sing ballads in the streets.
Ballast, bAl-lAst, s. 88. Something put at the 

bottom of the ship to keep it steady.
Ballette, bAl-let, *. A dance.
Balloon, bal-lddn' s. A large round short

necked vessel used in chymistry; a ball placed on a 
pillar; a ball of pasteboard, stuffed with combustible 
matter which is shot up into the air, and then bursts : 
a large hollow ball of silk filled with gas, w hich makes 
it rise into the air.

Ballot, bAl-liit, s. 166. A little ball or ticket 
used in giving votes; the act of voting by ballot.

To Ballot, bAl-lht, v. n. rlo choose by ballot. 
Bali otation. bAl-ld-ta-shtm, s. The act oi 

voting by ballot
Balm, bAm, s. 403. The sap or juice of a 

shrub, remarkably odoriferous; any valuable or fra 
grant ointment; any thing that soothes or mitigate 
pain.—See No.79 in the Note.

Balm, bAm, s. The name of a plant.
Balm of gilead, bAm-6f-glUyAd, s. The juic 

drawn from the balsam tree; a plant having astron 
balsamick scent.

Balmy, bam^d, a. 408 Having the qualities of 
balm; producing balm; soothing, soft; fragrant 
odoriferous; mitigating, assuasive.

Balneary, bAl-ne-A-re, s. A bathing room.
Balneation, bAl-ne-a^sh&n, s. The act ©1 

bathing.
Ba lneATORY, bAl-nd-A-tur-re, a. 512. 557 

Belonging to a bath.
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Balsam, blwl-s&m, s. 88. Ointment, unguent.
Balsam Apple, bawl-sftm-lp-pl, s. An Indian 

plant.
Balsamical, bil-sim^-kil, 84. ) rT .
Balsamic biltomllk, 509. J Un

ous, mitigating.
Balustrade, bll-As-trade,' s. Rows of little 

pillars called balusters.
This word is often corrupted into banisters, as the 

banisters of a staircase.
Balustrade means the row of small pillars supporting 

the guard of a staircase, taken collectively; as a colonnade 
means a collection of columns in regular order; but, be
sides this collective term, there is the distributive Balus
ters, meaning either the whole of the balustrade, or any 
part of it, as each of the small pillars that compose it may 
be called a baluster.
Bamboo, blm-bAo,' x. An Indian plant of the 

reed kind.
To Bamboozle, blm-bAo^zl, v. a. To deceive, 

to impose upon. A low word.
Bamboozler, blm-b66^zlar, s. A cheat.
Ban, bln, s. Publick notice given of any 

thing; a curse; excommunication ; interdiction ; Ban 
of the Empire, a publick censure by which the privi
leges of any German prince are suspended.

Banana Tree, bl-na-nl-trAe, s. Plantain.
Band, band, s. A tie, a bandage; a chain by 

which any animal is kept in restraint; any union or 
connexion ; any thing bound round another ; a com
pany of persons joined together; a particular kind of 
neck-cloth worn chiefly by the Clergy; in architecture, 
any flat low moulding, fascia, face, or plinth.

To Band, bind, v. a. To unite together into 
one body or troop; to bind over with a band.

Bandage, bln-didje, s. 90. Something bound 
over another; the fillet or roller wrapped over a 
wounded member.

Bandbox, blnd-b&ks, s. A slight box used for 
bands, and other things of small weight.

Bandelet, blnMA-let, $. Any flat moulding 
or fillet

Bandit, binMlt, } . . ...
Banditto, bin-ditto, f s' An outlawed robber. 
Banditti, bln-dit-tA, s. A company of out

lawed robbers.
Bandog, bln-d&g, s. A mastiff*.
Bandoleers, bln-dd-lAArz,' s. Small wooden 

cases covered with leather, each of them containing 
powder that is a sufficient charge for a musket.

Bandrol, band-roll, s. A little flag or streamer. 
Bandy, bln'-dA, $. A club turned round at 

bottom for striking a ball.
To Bandy, bln-dc, v. a. To beat to and fro, 

or from one to another; to give and take reciprocally : 
to agitate, to toss about.

Bandyleg, bAnMe-lcg, s. A crooked leg. 
Bandylegged, bAnid<l-l«5gd, a. S62. Having 

crooked legs.
Bane, bane, s. Poison ; mischief, ruin.
To Bane, bane, v. a. To poison.
Baneful, bane-ful,a. Poisonous; destructive. 
Banefulness, bane-ful-nAss, s. Poisonousness, 

destructiveness.
Banewort, bane-w&rt, s. 88. Deadly night- 

shade.
To Bang, blng, v. a. 409. To beat, to thump; 

to handle roughly.
Bang, blng, s. A blow, a thump.
To Banish, bln-nlsh, v. a. To condemn to 

leave his own country; to drive away.
Banisher, bln-nlsh-fir, s. He that forces ano

ther from his own country.
Banishment, bln-nlsh-mlnt, s. The act of 

banishing another; the state of being banished, exile.
Bank, blngk, $. 409. The earth rising on each 

side of a water; any heap of earth piled up; a bench 
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of rowers ; a place where money is laid up to be called 
for occasionally; the company of ;>ersons concerned 
in managing a bank.

To Bank, blngk, v. a. To lay up money in 
a bank; to enclose with banks.

Bank-bill, blngk-blll, s. A note for money 
laid up in a bank, at the sight of which the money is 
paid.

Banker, blngk-ftr, s. 98. One that trafficks 
in money

Bankruptcy, blngk-rftp-sA, s. 472. The state 
of a man broken, or bankrupt; the act of declaring 
one’s self bankrupt.

Bankrupt, blngk-r&pt, a. In debt beyond the 
power of payment.

Banner, bln-n&r, $. 98. A flag, a standard , 
a streamer borne at the end of a lance.

Banneret, bln-nOr-At, s. A knight made in 
the field.

Bannerol, bln-n&r-rdll, s. 555. A little flag 
or streamer.

Bannian, bln-yin,' s. A man’s undress, or 
morning gown.

Bannock, bln-nfik, s. 166. A kind of oaten 
or pease-meal cake.

Banquet, blngk-kwAt, ,<r. 408. A feast.
To Banquet, blngk-kwlt, v. n. 409. To feast, 

to fare daintily.
Banqueter, blngk-kwlt-ur, s. A feaster; 

one that lives deliciously ; he that makes feasts.
Banquet-house, blngk-kwlt-hAuse, 
Banqueting-HOUSE, blngk-kwAt-ing-house, J 

*. A house where banquets are kept.
Banquette, blngk-klt/ s. A small bank at 

the foot of the parapet.
Bansticle, bln-stlk-kl, s. 405. A small fish, 

a stickleback.
To Banter, bln-t&r, v. a. 98. To play upon, 

to rally.
Banter, bln^thr, s. Ridicule, raillery. 
BantERER, bln-t&r-fir, s. One that banters. 
Bantling, bint-ling, s. A little child. 
Baptism, blp-tlzm, s. Baptism is given by wa

ter, and that prescript form of words which the church 
of Christ doth use; baptism is often taken in Scripture 
for sufferings.

Baptismal, blp-tlz-mll, a. Of or pertaining to 
baptism.

Baptist, blp-tlst,s. He that administers baptism. 
Baptistery, bap-tis-t&r-A, s. 555. Tlie place 

where the sacrament of baptism is administered.
To Baptize, blp-tlze,' v. a. To christen, to 

administer the sacrament of baptism.
Baptizer, blp-tl-z&r, s. 98. One that christens, 

one that administers baptism.
Bar, blr, s. 77. A piece of wood laid across 

a passage to hinder entrance ; a bolt to fasten a door; 
any obstacle ; a rock or bank at the entrance of a har
bour ; any thing used for prevention ; the place where 
causo6 of law are tried ; an enclosed place in a tavern 
where the housekeeper sits ; in law, a peremptory ex
ception against a demand or plea; any thing by which 
the structure is held together; bars in inusick, are 
strokes drawn perpendicularly across the lines of a 
piece of musick, used to regulate the beating or mea
sure of musical time.

To Bar, blr, v. a. To fasten or shut any thing 
with a bolt or bar; to hinder, to obstruct; to prevent; 
to shut out from ; to exclude from a claim ; to pro. 
hibit; to except; to hinder a Suit.

Barb, barb, Any thing that grows in the 
place of the beard; the points that stand backward in 
an arrow ; the armour for horses.

Barb, blrb, s. A Barbary horse.
To Barb, blrb, v. a. To shave, to dress out 

the beard ; to furnish the horse with armour; to Jag 
arrows with hooks.

Barbacan, blr-bl-kln, s. A fortification placed
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before the walls of a town ; an opening in the wall 
through which the guns are levelled.

Barbadoes Cherry, bAr-ba-d6z-tsh^i-r<^,s. 166. 
A pleasant tart fruit in the West Indies.

Barbarian, bAr-ba-r£-An, s. A man uncivilized, 
a savage; a foreigner; a man without pity.

Barbaric bAr-bAr-lk, a. Foreign, far-fetched. 
Barbarism, bAr-bA-rlzm, s. A form of speech 

contrary to the purity of language ; ignorance of arts, 
want of learning; brutality, savageness of manners, 
incivility; cruelty, hardness of heart.

Barbarity, bAr-bAr^e-te, s. Savageness, in
civility; cruelty ; inhumanity, impurity of speech.

To Barbarize, bAr^bA-rize, v. a. To make 
barbarous.

Barbarous, bar-bA-r&s, a. 314. Stranger to 
civility, savage, uncivilized; unacquainted with arts; 
cruel, inhuman.

Barbarously, bAr-bA-rus-ld, ad. Without 
knowledge of arts; in a manner contrary to the rules 
of speech ; cruelly, inhumanly.

Barbarousness, bAr-bA-r&s-ndss, s. Incivility 
of manners; impurity of language, cruelty.

To Barbecue, bAr-bA-ku, v. a. A term for 
dressing a hog whole.

Barbecue, bAr-be-ku, s. A hog dressed whole.
Barbed, bAr-bOd, or barbd. 362. Furnished 

with armour; bearded, jagged with hooks.
Barbel, bir^bl, s. 102. 405. A kind of fish 

found in rivers.
Barber, bAr-bur, s. 98. A man who shaves 

the beard.
Barberry, bar-bAr-re, s. Pipperidge bush. 
Bard, bird, $.77. A poet.
Bare, bare, a. Naked, without covering ; un

covered in respect; unadorned, plain, simple; detect, 
ed, without concealment; poor, without plenty; 
mere; threadbare, much worn; not united with any 
thing else.

To Bare, bAre, v. a. To strip.
Bare, bare. Preterit of To Bear. Almost 

obsolete.
Barebone, bare^bone, s. A -very lean person.
Barefaced, bare-faste,' a. 359. With the face 

naked, not masked; shameless, unreserved.
Barefacedly, bare-faste'li, ad. 364. Openly, 

shamelessly, without disguise.
Barefacedness, bare-faste'nAss, s. 365. Ef

frontery, assurance, audaciousness.
Barefoot, bare^-fut, ) .... , ,
Barefooted, bWfit-Mj Wlthout sbocs' 
Bareheaded, bare-hAd-ded, a. Uncovered in 

respect.
Barely, bareMe, ad. Nakedly; merely, only.
Bareness, bare-niss, s. Nakedness; leanness;, 

poverty; meanness of clothes.
Bargain, bar-gin, s. 208. A contract or agree

ment concerning sale; the thing bought or sold; 
stipulation.

To Bargain, bAr-gln, v. n. To make a con
tract for sale.

Bargainee, bAr-gln-nde,' s. He or she that ac
cepts a bargain.

Bargainer, bAr^gln-n&r, 5. 98. The person 
who proffers or makes a bargain.

Barge, bArje, s. A boat for pleasure ; a boat 
for burden.

Barger, bAr-j&r, $. 98. The manager of a barge.
Barilla, bA-rll-lA, $. A plant cultivated in 

Spain for its ashes, from which the purest kinds of 
mineral alkali are obtained.

BarK, bArk, $. The rind or coverin'’" of a tree ; i 
a small ship.

To BaRK, bArk, y. a. To strip trees of their bark. I 
To BarK, bArk, v. n. To make the noise which I 

a dog makes ;• to clamour at.
4.5

Barker, bAr^kur, $. 98. One tliat barks bf 
clamours ; one employed in stripping trees.

Barky, bAr-kd, a. Consisting of bark.
Barley, bAr-le, $. 270. A grain, of whiu> 

malt is made.
Barleybrake, bAr-ld-brake, s. A kind of ru

ral play.
Barleycorn, bAr-le-korn, s. A grain of barley. 
Barm, bArmr, $. Yest, the ferment put into 

drink to make it work.
Barmy, bAr-me, a. Containing barm.
Barn, bArn, $. A place or house for laying 

up any sort of grain, hay, or straw.
Barnacle, bAr-nA-kl, s. 405. A bird like a 

goose, fabulously supposed to grow on trees; a specie 
of shell fish.

Barometer, bA-rAm'me-t&r, s. 518. A ma
chine for measuring the weight of the atmosphere, and 
the variations in it, in order chiefly to determine the 
changes of the weather.

Barometrical, bAr-d-mdt-trd-kAl, a. 509. 515. 
Relating to the barometer.

Baron, bAr-r&n, $. 166. A degree of nobility 
next to a viscount; baron is one of the judges in the 
court of exchequer; there are also barons of the 
cinque ports, that have places in the lower house o* 
parliament; baron is used in law for the husband in 
relation to his wife.

Baronage, bAr-rhn-adje, s. 90. The dignity 
of a baron.

Baroness, bAr-r&n-dss, $. 557. A baron’s lady.
Baronet, bAr^r&n-dt, $. 557. The lowest degree 

of honour that is hereditary ; it is below a baron, and 
above a knight.

Barony, bAr-r&n-d, s. 557. That honour or 
lordship that gives title to a baron.

Baroscope, bAr-rd-skdpe, $. An instrument to 
show the weight of the atmosphere.

Barracan, bAr-rA-kAn, $, A strong thick kind 
of camelot.

Barrack, bAr-rAk, s. A building to lodge 
soldiers.

Barrator, bAr-rA-t&r, $. A wrangler, an en- 
courager of lawsuits.

Barratry, bAr-rA-trd, s. Foul practice in law. 
Barrel, bAr-rll, $. 99. A round wooden vessel 

to be stopped close; a vessel containing liquor ; any 
thing hollow, as the barrel of a gun, a cylinder.

To Barrel, bAr-rll, v. a. To put any thing in 
a barrel.

Barren, bAr-rdn, a. Not prolifick ; unfruit
ful, not fertile, sterile; not copious, scanty; unmean - 
ing, uninventive, dull.

Barrenly, bAr-rdn-ld, ad. Unfruitfully.
Barrenness, bAr-ren-ness, 5. Want of the 

power of procreation ; unfruitfulness, sterility; want 
of invention; want of matter; in theology, want of 
sensibility.

Barrenwort*, bAr-rdn-wtirt, $. A plant..
BARRFUL, bAr-fuil, a. Full of obstructions— 

properly Barful.
Barricade, bar-rd-kade,' s. A fortification 

made to keep off an attack; any stop, bar, obstruction.
7b Barricade, bAr-rd-kade,' v. a. To stop up 

a passage.
Barricado, bAr-re-ka-do, s. A fortification, a 

bar.—See Lumbago.
To Barricado, bAr-rd-ka-dd’, v. a. To fortify, 

to bar.
BARRIER, bAr-re-ftr, s. 98. A barricade, an en

trenchment ; a fortification, or strong place; a stop, 
an obstruction ; a bar to mark the limits of any place; 
a boundary.

. §5* P°ixr, by the license of his art, pronounced this 
word in two syllables, with the accent on’the last, as if 
written bar-re er.

** ’Twixt that and rea^tn what a nice barrier!
“ For ever sep’rate, yet for ever near.”

Etsay on Man, Ep. L T,
I
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And yet in another part of his works he places the ac
cent on the first syllable, as we always hear it in prose.

“ Safa in the love of Heav’n, an ocean flows\^
u Around our realm, a barrier from the

Barrister, bAr-ris-tur, s. A person to
plead the causes of clients in the courts of justice.

Barrow, bAr-ro, s. Any carriage moved by the 
hand, as a handbarrow.

Barshot, bAr^shAt,Two bullets or half-bul
lets joined by a bar, and used chiefly at sea to cut down 
the masts and rigging of ships.

To Barter, bar-thr, v. n. 98. To traffick by 
exchanging one commodity for another.

To Barter, bAr-t&r, v. a. To give any thing 
in exchange.

Barter, bir-tur, $. The act or practice of 
trafficking by exchange.

Barterer, bar-ttir-tir, s. He that trafficks by 
exchange.

Bartery, blr-thr-rA, s. 555. Exchange of 
commodities.

Bartram, bAr-trAm, s. A plant, pellitory. 
Barytone, bAr-e-tdne, s.

fcV* A word with the grave accent on the last syllable. 
If tne reader does not know what is meant by the grave 
accent, it may be necessary to inform him, that writers 
on the Greek accent tell us that every syllable which has 
not the acute accent has the grave; and as there could be 
but one syllable acuted in that language, the rest must 
necessarily be grave. What these accents are, has puzzled 
the learned so much, that they seem neither to understand 
each other nor themselves; but it were 0 be wished they 
had kept this distinction into acute and grave out of bur 
own language, as it is impossible to annex any clear ideas 
to it, except we consider the grave accent meroly as the 
absence of the acute, which reduces it to no accent at all. 
If we divide the voice into its two leading inflections, the 
rising and falling, and call the former the acute and the 
latter the grave, we can annex distinct ideas to these 
words: and perhaps it is an ignorance of this distinction 
of speaking sounds, and confounding them with high and 
low, or loud and soft, that occasions the confusion we 
meet with in writers on this subject.—See Elements of 
Elocution, page 60. Also, observations on the Greek and 
Latin Accent and Quantity, at the end of the Key to the 
ClassicalPronunciation of GreekandLatinProperNames. 
Basaltes, bA-sAl-tez, s. A kind of stone ; of 

the hardness and colour of iron, which is found in 
■erpendicular blocks.

Basaltic , bA-sal-tik, a. Consisting or formed 
-«>f basaltes: pertaining to basaltes.

Base, base, a. Mean, vile, worthless ; disin
genuous, illiberal, ungenerous; of low station, of 
mean account; base-born, born out of wedlock; ap
plied to metals, without value; applied to sounds, 
deep, grave.

Base-born, base-born, a. Born out of wedlock. 
Base-court, base-kArt, s. Lower court. 
Baseless, base-lAss, a. Without foundation. 
Basement, base^ment, s. A continued base, 

extended a considerable length ; as around a house, a 
room, or other piece of building.

Base-minded,' base-ndnd-ed, a. Mean-spirited. 
Basemindedness, base-mind-dd-nAss, s. A 

meanness of spirit.
Base-VIOL, base-vi-ul, s. 166. An instrument 

used in concerts for the base sound.
Base, base, «. The bottom of any thing ; the 

pedestal of a statue ; the bottom of a cone; stockings; 
the place from which racers or filters run ; the string 
that gives a base sound ; an old rustick play.

Basely, base^-le, ad. Meanly, dishonourably; in 
bastardy, as basely bom.

Baseness, base-nAss, s. Meanness, vileness; 
vileness of metal; bastardy; deepness of sound.

Bashaw, bish-iw,' s. Among the Turks, the 
viceroy of ? province.

To Bash, bAsh, v. n. To be ashamed ; to be 
confounded with shame.

Bashful, bAsh-f&l, a. Mex'est, shamefaced, shy. 
w

Bashfully, bAsh-lul-lA, ad. Timorously, 
modestly.

Bashfulness, bish-f&l-n&s,». Modesty ; fool- 
ish or rustick shame.

Basil, bAz-11, s. The name of a plant.
To Basil, baz-Il, v. a. To grind the edg£ of a 

tool to an angle.
Basilica, bA-zll-e-kA, s. The middle vein of 

the arm.
Basilica, l>A-ztl-e-ki, s. The basilick vein.
Basilic , biVzil-l’ik, a. 494. Belonging to the 

basilica.
Basilic. , bA-zil-lik, s. The basilick vein; a 

large hall.
Basilicon, bA-zil-e-kAn, s. An ointment, call

ed also tctrapharmacon.
Basilisk, bAz-e-lisk, $. A kind of serj^nt, a 

cockatrice, said to kill by looking*. .We is cal left basi
lisk or little king, from a comb or crest on his head; 
a species of cannon. <

Basin, ba-sn, s. 405. A small vessel to hold wa
ter for washing, or other uses ; a small pond; a part ot 
the sea enclosed in rocks; any hollow place capacious 
of liquids; a dock for repairing and building ships 5 
Basins of a Balance, the same with the scales.

Basis, ba-sls, s. The foundation of any thing; 
the lowest of the three principal parts of a column; 
that on which any thing is raised; the pedestal; the 
ground-work.

To Bask, bisk, tr. a. 79. To warm by laying 
out in the heat.

To Bask, bisk, v. n. To lie in a place to receive 
heat.

Basket, bus-kit, s. 99. A vessel made of twigs, 
rushes, or splinters.

Basket-iiilt, bAs-klt-hilt, s. 99. A hilt of a 
weapon so made as to contain the whole hand.

Basket-woman, bas-kit-w um-un, 166. A
woman that plies at market with a basket.

Bass, base, a. Properly Base. In musick, 
grave, deep.

Bass-viol, base-vi-ul, s. 166. See Base-viol. 
Bass, bis, s. A mat used in churches. 
Bass-relief, bAs-rA-leAf^ s. Sculpture, the 

figures of which do not stand out from the ground in 
their full proportion.

Basset, bAs-slt, s. 99. A game at cards.
Bassoon, bAs-sAAn,' s. A musical instrument 

of the wind kind, blown with a reed.
Bastard, bAs'tArd, s. 88. A person born of a 

woman out of wedlock; any thing spurious.
Bastard, bAs-tArd, a. Begotten out of wed

lock ; spurious, supposititious, adulterate.
Bastardism, bAs-tAr-dizm, s. The state or con

dition of a bastard.
To Bastardize, bAs-tar-dlze, v. a. To convict 

of being a bastard ; to beget a bastard.
Bastardly, bAs-tArd-le, ad. In the manner of 

a bastard.
Bastardy, bAs-tAr-de, $. An unlawful state o. 

birth, which disables a child from succeeding to an in. 
heritance.

Basting, hastening, s. The act of beating with 
a stick; dripping butter upon meat on the spit.

To Baste, baste, v. a. To beat with a stick; 
to drip butter upon meat on the spit; to sew slightly.

Bastile, bAs^tile, or bas-tdel,' s. The fortifica
tion of a castle; the castle itself. In France it was the 
state prison of the kingdom.

Bastinade, bAs-t^-nade,' ) .
Bastinado, bls-ti-nAMd, C’ 11,8 act of beat’ 

ing with 3 cudgel; a Turkish punishment of beating an 
offender on his feet

To Bastinade, bAs-te-nade,' 7 t > ♦
To Bastinado, bAs-te-na-dd, ) v* a' ° ca 

—See Lumbago.
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Bastion, bis-tsh&n, s. 291. A huge mass of 
eart!), usually faced with sods, standing out from a 
rainpart; a bulwark.

Bat, bit, s. A heavy stick.
Bat, bit, s. An animal having the body of a 

mouse, and the wings of a bird, not with feathers, but 
with a sort of skin which is extended. It brings forth 
its young as mice do, and suckles them.

Bat-fowling, blt-fdu-llng, s. Bird-catching 
in the night-time.

Batable, ba4ti-bl, a. 405. Disputable. Bata
ble ground seems to be the ground heretofore in ques
tion, whether it belonged to England or Scotland.

• Batch, bitsh, s. Tlie quantity of bread baked 
at a time; any quantity made at once.

Bate, bate, s. Strife, contention.
*3^ Bate, bate, v. a. To lessen any tiling, to re- 
- trench; t» sink the price; to lessen a demand; to 

cut off.
Bateful^ bate^ful, a. Contentious.
Baseless, bAteMAss, a. Not to be abated or 

subdued.
Batement, bAte^m^nt, s. Diminution.
Bath, bAf/z, s. 78. A bath is either hot or cold, 

cither of art or nature; a vessel of hot water, in which 
another is placed that requires a softer heat than the 
naked fire; a sort of Hebrew measure, containing seven 
gallons and four pints.

To Bathe, baTHe, v. a. 467. To wash in a 
bath ; to supple or soften by the outward application 
of warm liquors ; to wash with any thing.

To Bathe, bArae, v. n. To be in the water. 
Bathos, bi-THis, s. The art of sinking in 

poetry; the profound. Ironically spoken, in contra
distinction to the sublime.

Bating, bi-tlng, prep. 410. Except.
Batlet, bit-let, 5. A square piece of wood 

used in beating linen.
Batoon, bi-toon,' $. A staff or club ; a trun

cheon or marshal’s staff
Battailous, bit-ta-lQs,a. Warlike, with mili

tary appearance.
Battalia, blt-tale-yl, s. 272. The order of 

battle.
Battalion, blt-tAl-yin, s. 272. 507. A 

division of an army, a troop, a body of forces; an 
army.

To Batten, bit-tn, v. a. 103. To fatten, to 
make fat; to fertilize.

To Batten, bit-tn, v. n. 103. To grow fat.
To. Batter, bAt-tir, v. a. 93. To beat, to 

beat down ; to wear with beating; to wear out with 
service.

Batter, bat-tur, $. A mixture of several in
gredients beaten together.

Batterer, bit-t&r-rir, s. He that batters.
Battering Ram, bit-tur-Ing-rim, s. An an

cient military engine used to beat down the walls of 
fortified towns, castles, &c.

Battery, bitf-ttir-re, j. 555. The act of bat
tering ; the instruments with which a town is batter
ed ; the frame upon which cannons are mounted; in 
law, a violent striking of any man.

Battish, bAlAtlsh, a. Resembling or like a bat 
Battle, ‘bat'd, s. 405. A fight; an encounter 

between opposite armies; a body of forces ; the main 
body of an army.

To Battle, bAt-tl, v. n. To contend in fight. 
Battling, bat-tl-ing, s. A conflict; an encoun

ter ; a battle.
Battle-array, bAt-tl-Ar-ra/ s. Array, or or

der ot battle.
Battle-axe, bat-tl-Aks, s. 405. A weapon, a bill. 
Battle-door, bat-tl-dire, j. An instrument 

with a round handle and a flat blade, to strike a ball ’ 
or shuttlecock.

Battlement, bAt^tl-mAnt, *. A wall with ope 
P^ces to look through, or to annoy an enemy.

3|^«^-.ogist, bit-tol-i-jlst, s. One who re 
^HVthe same thing in speaking or writing.

To-TIattolqgize, bAt-til^o-jlze, v. a. To repeat 
needlessly the same thing.

Batty, bAt-te, a. Belonging to a bat. 
BavarOY, biv-l-r&e,' r. A kind of cloak. 
Baubee, biw-b^,' s. In Scotland, a halfpenn y. 
Bavin, bAv-In, s. A stick like those bound up 

in fagots.
Bawble, bWbl, s. 405. A gewgaw, a trilling 

piece of ‘finery.
Bawbling, biw-bfing, a. 410. Trifling, con- 

tcmptible.
Bawcock, baw-kok, s. A fine fellow. 
Bawd, bawd, s. A procurer or procuress, 
7b Bawd, bawd, t>. n. To procure.; to dirty. 
Bawdily, bawide-lu, ad. Obscenely. 
Bawdiness, baw-de-ness, s. Obsceiiencss. 
Bawdrtck, biw-drik, s. A belt.
Bawdry, biwidre, s. A wicked practice of 

bringing prostitutes and rogues together; obscenity.
Bawdy, baw^dd, a. Obscene, unchaste. 
Bawdy-house, biw-de-hiise, s. A house where 

traffick is made by wickedness and debauchery.
To Bawl, ball, v. n. To hoot, to cry out with 

great vehemence; to cry as a froward child.
To Bawl, bill, v. a. To proclaim as a crier.
Bawn, biwn, s. In Ireland, a baton is said t6 

be a place near a house, enclosed with mud or stone 
walls, to keep the cattle from being stolen in the night.

Bawrel, b&w-rll, s. 99. A kind of haw’k. 
Bawsin, baw-sln, $. A badger.
Bay, bl, a. 220. A colour.
Bay, ba, s. An opening in tlie land.
Bay, ba, s. Tlie state of any thing surrounded 

by enemies, and obliged to face them from an impose! 
bihty of escape.

Bay, ba, s. In architecture, a term used to 
signify the divisions of a bam and other buildings 
Bays are from fourteen to twenty feet long.

Bay, ba, s. A tree.
Bay, ba, s. An honorary crown, or garland. 
To Bay, ba, v. u. To bark as a dog at a thief; 

to shut in.
Bay Salt, ba-sAlt, s. Salt made of sea water, 

which receives its consistence from the heat of the 
sun, and is so called from its brown colour.

Bay Tree, ba-trAe, s. The tree, as is generally 
thought, which is translated laurel* and of which 
honorary garlands were anciently made.

Bay Window, ba-wln!dd, s. A window jutting 
outward.—See Bow-viindote.

Bayard, ba-y&rd, s. A bay horse.
Bayonet, ba-yftn-net, s. A. short dagger fixed 

on the end of a musket.
This word is very frequently pronounced bagonet* 

but chiefly by the vulgar.
Bdellium, del-yam, s. An aromatick gum 

brought from the Levant.—Sec Pneumatick.
To Be, b£e, v. n. To have some certain state, 

condition, quality, as, the man is wise; it is the aux* 
iliary verb by which the verb passive is formed; to 
exist, to have existence.

Beach, beetsh, s. 227. The shore, the strand. 
Beached, beetsh-ed, a. Exposed to the waves. 
Beachy, b^fitsh^, a. Having beaches.
Beacon, b£'kn, s. 170. Something raised on 

an eminence to be fired on the approach of an enemy • 
marks erected to direct navigators.

Bead, bAde, s. 227. Small globes or balls 
strung upon a thread, and used by the Roman Catho 
licks to count their prayers; little balls worn about 
the neck for irnament ; any globular bodies.
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Bead-tree, bede-trAA, s. The nut of this tree 
is, by religious persons, bored through, and strung as 
beads, whence it takes its name.

Beadle, bA-dl, s. 227. 405. A messenger or
servitor belonging to a court; a petty officer in parishes.

Beadroll, bAde-rAll, s. A catalogue of those 
who are to be mentioned at prayers.

Beadsman, b&dz-mAn, s. A man employed in 
praying for another.

Beagle, be^-gl, s. 227. 405. A small hound 
with which hares arc hunted.

Beak, bAke, s. 227. The bill or horny mouth 
of a bird; » piece of brass like a beak, fixed at the 
head of the ancient galleys; any thing ending in a 
point like a beak.

Beaked, be-kAd, or bekt, a. 362. Having a 
beak. I

Beaker, be-k&r, s. 98. A cup with a spout in 
the form of a bird’s beak.

Beal, bAle, s. 227. A whelk or pimple. ' 
Beam, bdme, $. 227. The main piece of timber 

that supports the lofts of a house; any large and long 
piece of timber; that part of a balance to the ends of 
which the scales are suspended; a cylindrical piece of 
wood belonging to the loom, on whiclFthe web is gra
dually rolled as it is woven ; the ray of light emitted 
from some luminous body.

Beamless, beme^-lAss, a. Yielding no ray of 
light.

Beam-Tree, bAme-trAA, s. Wildscrvice.
Beamy, be^mA, a. Radiant, shining; emitting 

beams; having horns or antlers.
Bean, bene, s. The common garden bean, the 

horse bean.
Bean-caper, bAne-ka-p&r, s. A plant.
To Bear, bare, v. a. 240. To carry as a burden , 

to convey or carry ; to carry as a mark of authority; 
to carry as a mark of distinction ; to support, to keep 
from falling; to carry in the mind, as love, hate; to ' 
endure, as pain, without sinking ; to suffer, to under- | 
go ; to produce, as fruit; to bring forth, as a child ; 
to support any thing good or bad ; to behave; to impel, ! 
to urge, to push; to press; to bear in hand, to amuse ! 
with false pretences, to deceive; to bear off, to carry 
away by force; to bear out, to support, to maintain. ■ 

To Bear, bare, v. n. 73. To suffer pain; to 
be patient; to be fruitful or prolifick ; to tend, to be 
directed to any point; to behave; to be situated with 
respect to other places ; to bear up, to stand firm with
out falling; to bear with, to endure an unpleasing 
thing.

Bear, bare, s. 73. A rough savage animal; the 
name of two constellations, called the Greater and 
Lesser Bear; in the tail of the Lesser Bear is the Pole 
star.

Bearish, bare-Ish, a. Having the quality of a 
bear.

Bear-BIND, bare-blnd, s. A species of bind-weed. 
Bear-fly, barc-fli, s. An insect. 
Bear-garden, bAre-g’tr-dn, s. A place in which 

bears are kept for sport; any place of tumult or mis
rule.

Bear’s-breach, barz-britsh, s. The name of a 
plant

Bear’s-F.ar, barz-eer, f. The name of a plant. 
The Auricula.

Sear’s-FOOT, bar2-fut, s. A species of hellebore. 
BEAR-LIKE, bare-llke, a. Resembling a bear; 

in the manner of a bear.
Bear’s-WORT, barz-wftrt. r. 165. An herb.
Beard, be£rd, s. 288. The hair that grows on 

the lips and chin ; sharp prickles growing upon the 
ears of corn ; a barb on an arrow.

Tliis word, as Dr. Kenrick observes, is frequently 
pronounced so as to rhyme with herd: but I am of his 
opinion that this pronunciation is improper. Mr. Soott 
and Mr. Perry give it both ways. Buchanan sounds it 
short. like Mr. Sheridan. W. Johnston makes it rhyme 
with laird, a Scotch lord : but Mr. Eiphinston, who is the 
most accurate.observer of pronunciation I ever met with 
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gives it as I have done. The stage has, in my opinion, 
adopted the short sound of the diphthong without good 
reason, and in this instance ought not to be followed ; as 
the long sound is not only more agreeable to analogy, but 
to genera! usage. I am glad to find my opinion confirmed 
by so good a judge as Mr. Smith; and though the poets 
so often sacrifice pronunciation to rhyme, that their 
authority, in these cases, is not always decisive, yet, as 
Shakespeare says on another occasion,

They still may help to thicken other proofs
“ That do demonstrate thinly.”— Othello

“ Rail’d at their covenant, and jeer’d
M Their reverend persons to my beard.”— liadibrdi
“ Some thin remains of chastity appear’d
“ Ev’n under Jove, but Jove without a beard.”—Dry Her, 

The impropriety of pronouncing this word as it is heard 
on the stage, will perhaps appear more perceptible by 
carrying this pronunciation into the compounds, as the 
false sound of great may be detected by the phrase, 
Alexander the Great, 241.

« Old prophecies foretell our fall at hand,
“ When bearded men in floating castles land. 

And as young striplings whip the top for sport, 
On the smooth pavement of an empty court, 

“ The wooden engine flies and whirls about, 
“ Admir’d with clamours of the beardleu rout.”—Dryden.

To Beard, beerd, v. a. To take or pluck by 
the beard; to oppose to the face.

BEARDED, b^drd-£d, a. Having a beard; having 
sharp prickles, as corn ; barbed or jagged.

Beardless, beerd-l&ss. a. Without a beard ; 
youthful.

Bearer, bare-6r,s. 98. A carrier of anything; 
one employed in carrying burdens; one who wears any 
thing; one who carries the body to the grave; one who 
supports the pall at a funeral; a tree that yields its 
Produce; in architecture, a post or brick wall raised 

etween the ends of a piece of timber.
Bearherd, b&re-hura, s. A man that tends 

bears.
Bearing, bare-Ing, s. 410. The site or place 

of any thing with respect to something else; gesture, 
mien, behaviour.

Bearward, bare^ward, .$. A keepey of bears. 
Beast, b£est, s. 227. All animal distinguished 

from birds, insects, fishes, and man ; an irrational 
animal, opposed to man; a brutal savage man.

Beastliness, b£est-ld-n£ss, s. Brutality.
Beastly, beestQe, a. Brutal, contrary to the 

nature and dignity of man ; having the nature or form 
of beasts.

To Beat, bite, v. a. 227. 233. To strike, to 
knock ; to punish with stripes; to mark the time in 
musick ; to give repeated blows ; to strike ground; to 
rousegame; to mix things by long and frequent agita
tion ; to batter with engines’ of war ; to make a path 
by treading it; to conquer, to subdue, to vanquish ; 
to harass, to over-labour; to depress; to deprive by 
violence; to move with fluttering agitation ; to beat 
down ; to lessen the price demanded ; to beat up; to 
attack suddenly; to beat the hoof, to walk, to go on 
foot.

JO* The past time of this verb is, by the English, uni
formly pronounced like the present. Nay, except in 
solemn language, the present, preterit, and participle are 
exactly the same; while the Irish, more agreeably to 
analogy, as well as utility, pronounce the preterit as the 
noun bet, a wager; and this pronunciation, though con
trary to English usage, is quite conformable to that ge
neral tendency observable in the preterits of irregular 
verbs, which is to shorten the vowel that is long in ths 
present, as eat, ale, (often pronounced et;) hear, heard ; 
deal, dealt; mean, meant; dream, dreamt, &c.
To Beat, bete, v. n. To move in a pulsatory 

manner; to dash, as a flood or storm ; to knock at a 
door ; to throb, to be in agitation; to fluctuate, to be 
in motion •; to try in different ways, to search ; to act 
upon with violence; to enforce by repetition.

Beat, bdte, s. A stroke, or a striking. 
Beaten, be-tn, part. 103. From Seat. 
Beater, b^-tiir, s. 98. An instrument with 

which any thing is beaten ; a person much given tc 
blows.
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Beatifical b^tlM-ldl ) BlissfuL 
Beatific b£-A-tifrik, 509. \

It is used only of heavenly fruition after death.
Beatific ally, b^-A-tif^e-kil-l^, ad. In such a 

manner as to complete happiness.
Beatification, b£-ilt-e-f£-ka-sh&n, s. Beati

fication is an acknowledgment made by the Pope, that 
the person beatified is in heaven, and therefore may 
be reverenced as blessed.

To Beatify, bd-it-e-fl, v. a. 183. To bless 
with the completion of celestial enjoyment

Beating, b^te^-in^, s. 410. Correction by blows. 
BEATiTUDE,bd-At-4-t£ide,s. Blessedness, felicity, 

happiness; a declaration of blessedness made by our 
Saviour to particular virtues.

Beau, bd, s. 245. 481. A man of dress.
Beaver, bee-vur, s. 227. 98. An animal, 

otherwise named the castor, amphibious, and remark
able for his art in building his habitation; a hat of the 
best kind ; the part of a helmet that covers the face.

Beavered, b&£v&rd, a. 362. Covered with a 
beaver.

Beauish, bi-lsh, a. 245. Befitting a beau, 
foppish.

Beaumonde, bd-mdnd' s. The gay w'orld; 
the fashionable part of the world.

Beauteous, bii-tshe us, a. 263. Fair, elegant 
in form.

Beauteously, bu-tsh^-us-1^, ad. In a beauteous 
manner.

Beauteousness, bu4tsh£-us-n£ss, s. The state 
of being beauteous-

Beautifler, bu-te-fl-ur, s. That which beauti
fies or embellishes.

Beautiful, bii-t^-f&l, a. Fair.
Beautifully, bfi-t£-f61-l&, ad. In a beautiful 

manner.
Beautifulness, bh't£-ful-n£ss, s. The quality 

of being beautiful.
To Beautify, bu'te-fi, v. a. 183. To adorn, 

to embellish.
To Beautify, bu-t£-fl, v. n. To grow beauti

ful ; to advance in beauty.
Beautifying, bu-t£-fl-ing, s. The method or 

act of rendering beautiful.
Beauty, b£i-t&, s. That assemblage of graces 

which pleases the eye; a particular grace; a beautiful 
person.

Beautyless, bu-te-less, a. Without or devoid 
of beauty.

Beauty-spot, bu-te-sp&t, s. A spot placed to 
heighten some beauty.

Beauty Waning, bu-t^-wane-ing, a. Declining 
in beauty.

Becafico, b&k-a-fe-kd, s. 112. A bird like a 
nightingale, a fig pecker.

To Becalm, be-kAm,' v. a. 403. To still the 
elements; to keep a ship from motion; to quiet the 
mind.

Became, b£-kAme> The preterit of Become. 
Because, b£-kiwz, conj. For this reason; for; 

on this account.
Tj Bechance, b^tshinse,' v. n. 352. To befall, 

to happen to.
To Beck, b£k, v. a. To make a sign with the 

head.
Beck, bek, s. A sign with the head, a nod ; a 

nod of command.
To Beckon, b^k-kn, v. n. 170. To make a sign.
To Beclip, b^-klip' v. a. To embrace.
To Become, b^-kum,' v. a. To enter into some 

state or condition; to become of, to be the fate of, to 
be the end of.

To Become, bi-kim,' a. To appear in a 
manner suitable to something; to be suitable to the 
person ; to befit.
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Becoming, b^-k&m-ming, part. a. 410. That 
which pleases by an elegant propriety, graceful.

Becomingly, b^-kim-ming-U, ad. After a 
becoming manner.

Becomingness, b£-kftm-ming-n3ss, s. Elegant 
congruity, propriety, decency.

Bed, b£d, s. Something made to sleep on; 
lodging; marriage; bank of earth raised in a garden; 
the channel of a river, or any hollow ; the place where 
any tiling is generated ; a layer, a stratum; To bring 
to Bed. to deliver of a child ; to make the Bed. to put 
the bed in order after it has been used.

To Bed, b£d, v. a. To go to bed with ; to place 
in bed; to be made partaker of the bed; to sow or plant 
in earth j to lay in a place of rest; to lay in order, in 
strata.

To Bed, b&d, v. n. To cohabit.
To Bedabble, b^-dAb-bl, v. a. To wet, to be

sprinkle.
To Bedaggle, b^-dAg-gl, v. a. To bemire.
To Bedash, b^-dlsh,' u. a. To bespatter.
To Bedawb, b£-d£wb,' v. a. To besmear.
To Bedazzle, b^-diz-zl, v. a. To make the 

sight dim by too much lustre.
Bedchamber, b^d-tshame-b&r, s. The chamber 

appropriated to rest.
Bedclothes, b&d^cldze, s. Coverlets spread 

over abed.~
Bedding, bed-ding, s. 410. The materials of a 

bed.
To Bedeck, b£-ddk,z v. a. To deck, to adorn.
To Bedew, b£-di,' v. a. To moisten gently as 

with the fall of dew.
Bedfellow, s. One that lies in the

same bed.
To Bedight, bA-dite,z v. a. To adorn, to dress.
To Bedim, bd-dim,' v. a. To obscure, to cloud,, 

to darken.
To Bedizen, b£-di'zn, t>. a. 103. To dress out. 

A low term.
Bedlam, bed-I&m, r. 88. A madhouse; a 

madman.
Bedlamite, b^d-lum-lte, s. 155. A madman. 
Bedmaker, b^d-ma-k&r, s. A person in the 

universities, whose office it is to make the beds
Bedmate, b£d-mate, s. A bedfellow. 
Bedmoulding, b&l-mdld-ing, $. A particular 

moulding.
Bedpost, bed-post, s. The post at the cornet 

of the bed, which supports the canopy.
Bedpresser, bJd-prSs^s&r, j. A heavy lazy 

fellow. ' J
To Bedraggle, be-drAg-gl, », a. 405. To 

soil the clothes.
To Bedrench, be-dr^nsh/ v. a. To drench, to 

soak.
Bedrid, bed-rid, a. Confined to the bed by 

age or sickness.
Bedrite, b&l-rlte, s. The privilege of th. 

marriage bed.
To Bedrop, b£-dr6p,' v. a. To besprinkle, to 

mark with drops.
Bedstead, b&d-stid, s. The frame on which 

the bed is placed.
Bedstraw, bed-straw, s. The straw laid under 

a bed to make it soft.
Bedswervbb, b3d-swe;-vfir, ». One that is falsa 

to the bed.
Bedtime, bSd-tlme, s. The hour of rest. 
To Bedung, b£-dftng,' v. a. To cover with dung. 
To Bedust, b^-d&st,' v. a. To sprinkle with dust. 
Bedward, bSd-wird, ad. Toward bed.
To BEDWARF. b^-dwarf,' v. a. To make little, 

to stunt.
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BBDWORK. b&d-wtirk, s. Work performed 
without the toil of the hands.

Bee, bee, s. The animal that makes honey ; an 
industrious and careful person.

Bee-eater, bde-e-tdr, s. A bird that feeds 
upon bees.

Bee-flower, b^e-flou-hr, s. A species of fool
stones.

Bee-garden, b^gAr-dn, s. 103. A place to 
set hives of bees in.

Bee-hive, bd^hive, s. The case, or box, in 
which bees are kept.

Bee-master, b^e-mis-thr, s. One that keeps 
bees.

Beech, beetsh, s. A tree.
Beechen, bee-tshn, a. 103. Consisting of the 

wood of the beech.
Beef, beef, s. The flesh of black cattle pre

pared for food; an ox, bull, or cow. In the latter sense, 
it has the plural beeves.

Beef-eatf.r, b^f-e-t&r, s. A yeoman of the 
guard.—Probably a corruption of the French word 
Beaufetier, one who attends at the side-board, which 
was anciently placed in a Beaufet.

Been, bin. The part. pret. of To Be.
This word, in the solemn, as well as the familiar 

style, has shared the fate of most of those words, which, 
from their nature, are in the most frequent use. It is 
scarcely ever heard otherwise than as the noun Wn, a re
pository for com or wine, and must be placed among 
those deviations which language is always liable to in 
such words as are auxiliary or subordinate to others; 
for, as those parts of bodies which are the most frequent
ly handled, grow the soonest smooth by constant friction, 
so such words as are in continual use seem to wear oft' 
their articulations, and become more irregular than 
others. So low as the age of James the First, I have seen 
this word spelled Byn.
Beer, beer, s. Liquor made of malt and hops. 
Beet, b££t, s. Tire name of a plant.
Beetle, b£A-tl, s. 405. An insect distinguish

ed by having hard cases or sheaths, under which he 
folds his wings; a heavy mallet.

Beetlebrowed, biet-tl-briucl, a. 362. Having 
prominent brows.

Beetleheaded, beet-tl-hed-cd, a. Logger- 
headed, having a stupid head.

Beetlesiock, b£t^tl-st6k, s. The handle of a 
beetle.

Beetrave, bedt-rave, Z t? t 
Beet-radish, bddt-rAd-lsh, j s' 1506 * 
Beeves, bdivz, s. Black cattle, oxen.
To Befall, bd-fAwl,' w, n. To happen to; to 

come to pass.
To Befit, bd-fit/ v. a. To suit, to ba suitable to. 
To Befool, be-fdSl,' v. a. To infatuate ; to fool. 
Before, be-fore,' prep. Further onward in 

place; in the front of, not behind; in the presence 
of; under the cognizance of; preceding,in time; in 
preference to ; prior to; superior to.

Before, be-fore,z ad. Sooner than ; earlier in 
time; in time past; in some time lately past; pre
viously to; to this time, hitherto; further onward in 
place.

Beforehand, be-fdre^hand, ad. In a state of 
anticipation or pre-occupation ; previously, by way of 
preparation; in a state of accumulation; or so as that 
more ha3 been received than expended; at first, before 
any thing is done.

Beforetime, bd-fdre^time, ad. Formerly. 
To Befortune, bd-for-tshime, t>. n. 461. To 

betide.
To Befoul, be-fSul,' v. a. To make foul, to soil. 
To Befriend, bd-frdnd( v. a. To favour; to 

be kind to.
To Befringe, bd-frinje,' v. a. To decorate, as 

with fringes.
To Beg, bdg, v. n. To live upon alms.
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To Beg, bdg, v. a. To ask, to seek by petition; 
to take any thing for granted.

To Beget, bd-gdt,z v. a. To generate, to pro
create ; to produce, as effects; to produce, as accidents.

Begetter, bd-gdt-tur, s. 98. He that procreates, 
or begets.

Beggar, bdg-gtir, s. 418. One who lives upon 
alms; a petitioner; one who assumes what he does 
not prove.

To Beggar, bSgigfir, v. a. To reduce to beg 
gary, to impoverish; to deprive ; to exhaust.

Beggarliness, bSg-gtir-l<Vn£ss, s. The state 
of being beggarly.

Beggarly, bdg-ghr-ld, a. Mean, poor, indigent. 
Beggary, bdg-g&r-e, s. Indigence.
To Begin, bd-gtn,z v. n. To enter upon some

thing new ; to commence any action or state; to enter 
upon existence; to have its original; to take rise; to 
come into act.

To Begin, be-gln,' v. a. To do the first act of 
anything; to trace from any thing as the first ground; 
to begin with, to enter upon.

Beginner, bd-gin-nur, s. 95. He that gives the 
first cause, or original, to any thing; an unexperienced 
attenipter.

Beginning, bd-gln-nlng, s. 410. The first ori
ginal or cause; the entrance into actor being; the 
state in which any thing first is; the rudiments, or 
first grounds; the’first part of any thing.

To Begird, bd-gdrd,z v. a. 160. To bind with 
a girdle; to surround, to encircle; to shut in with a 
siege, to beleaguer.

Beglerseg, beg-ler-beg, s. Tlie chief governor 
of a province among the Turks.

To Begnaw, bd-n&wj v. a. To bite, to eat away. 
Begone, bd-gdn,z interj. Go away, hence, away. 
Begot, bA-git' I The part. pass, ot
Begotten, be-got-tn, 103. J r r 

the verb Beget.
To Begrease, bd-grdze,' v. a. To soil or dawb 

with fat matter.
To Begrime, bd-grlme,z v. a. To soil with dirt 

deeply impressed.
To Beguile, be-gulle,' v. a. 160. To impose 

upon, to delude; to deceive, to evade; to deceive 
pleasingly, to amuse.

Begun, be-g6n' The part. pass, of Begin. 
Behalt, bc-hAff s. 78. 403. Favour, cause; 

vindication, support.
To Behave, be-h&ve,' v. a. To carry, to con duct.
To Behave, be-have/ v. n. To act, to conduct 

one’s self.
Behaviour, bd-have-y&r, $. 294. Manner of 

behaving one’s self, whether good or bad; external 
appearance; gesture, manner of action; elegance of 
manners, gracefulness; conduct, general practice
course of life ; To be upon one’s behaviour, a familial 
phrase, noting such a state as requires great caution.

To Behead, be-hdd,z v. a. To kill by cutting 
off the head.

Beheld, bd-held' Part. pass, from Behold.
Behemoth, be-he-mdth, s. The hippopotamus, 

or river horse.
Behest, bd-lidst,z s. Command.
Behind, bd-hlnd,z prep.—See Wind. At the 

back of another; on the back part; towards the back; 
following another; remaining after the departure of 
something else; remaining after the death of those te 
whom it belonged; at a distance from something going 
before; inferior to another.

Behind, bd-hind,z ad. Backward.
Behindhand, bd-hlnd-hlnd, ad. In a state m 

which rents or profits are anticipated; not upon equal 
terms with regard to forwardness.

To Behold, bd-hdld,' v. a. To view, to see. 
Behold, bd-hdld,z intcij. See, lo.
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Beholden, be-hdl-dn, part, a. 103. Bound in 
gratitude.

Beholder. be-hil-d&r, s. Spectator.
Beholding, be-h6M’ing, a. 410. Beholden. 
Beholding, bi-hdMlng, part. From the verb 

Behold. Seeing, looking upon.
Behoof, be-bdofi' s. Profit, advantage.
To Behoove, l>4-h55v,' v. n. To be fit, to be 

meet. Used only impersonally with it, as It behooves.
This word is sometimes improperly written behove, 

and corruptly pronounced as rhyming with rove; but 
this is contrary to the analogy of words of this form; 
which preserve the same sound of the vowel, both in the 
noun and verb; as proof, prove ; wife, wive ; thief, thieve, 
&c.
BEHOOVEFUL,b£-h63ve-ful,a. Useful, profitable. 
Behoovefully, bil-bidve-ful-li, ad. Profit- 

ably, usefully.
To Behowl, b6-houl,' v. a. To howl at.
Being, be-lng, s. 410. Existence, opposed to 

non-entity; a particular state or condition; the person 
existing.

Being, be-lng, conj. Since.
Be it so, be-it-so. A phrase, suppose it to be 

so; let it be so.
To Belabour, be-la-bur, v. a. To beat, to 

thump.
Belamie, b£l-a-m6, s. A friend, an intimate. 
Bel amour, b61-A-m63r, $. A gallant, consort. 
Belated, b£-la-t£d, a. Benighted.
To Belay, be-la,' v. a. To block up, to stop 

the passage; to place in ambush.
To Belch, b&lsh, v. n. To eject the wind from 

the stomach ; to issue out by eructation.
Belch, belsh, s. 352. The action of eructation ; 

a cant term fur liquor.
Beldam, b61-d*im .$. 88. An old woman; a hag. 
To Beleaguer, b6-16-gur, a. To besiege, to 

block up a place.
Beleaguerer, be-16-g6r-&r, s. One that be

sieges a place.
Belflower, b61-fl6u-&r, s. A plant. 
Belfounder, b&l-foun-d&r, s. He whose trade 

is to found or cast bells.
Belfry, b£l-fr6, s. The place where the bells 

are rung.
To Belie, b£-ll,' v. a. To counterfeit, to feign, 

to mimick ; to give the lie to, to charge with false
hood; to calumniate* to give a false representation 
of any thing.

Belief, b£-166f/ s. Credit given to something 
which we know not of ourselves: the theological vir
tue of faith, or firm confidence of the truths of reli
gion ; religion, the body of tenets held; persuasion, 
opinion ; the thing believed; creed, a form containing 
the articles of faith.

Believable, b6-16^vl-bl, a. Credible.
To Believe, be-le6v,z v. a. To credit upon the 

authority of another; to put confidence in the veracity 
of any one.

To Believe, be-ledv,' v. n. To have a firm 
persuasion of any thing; to exercise the theological 
virtue of faith.

Believer, b6-16e-vfcr, s. 98. He that believes 
or gives credit; a professor of Christianity.

Believingly, be-166-vlng-le, ad. After a be 
lieving manner.

Belike, bd-llke,' ad. Probably, likely, perhaps; 
sometimes in a sense of irony.

Bell, bell, s. A vessel, or hollow body of cast 
metal, formed to make a noise by the act of some in
strument striking against it; it is used for any thing in 
the form of a bell, as the cups of flowers.

Belle, bell, s. A gay young lady. 
Belles Bettrf.s, bel-lA-tftr Polite literature. 
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BelltgerOUS; bSl-lldje^-rhs, 314. 518. ) 
Belligerent, b^l-lld-j&r-Snt, 518. J a’ 

Waging war.
BELLIPOTENr, b61-llp-p6-tent, a. 518. Mighty 

in war.
To BELLOW, bel-16, v. n. 327. To make a noise 

as a bull; to make any violent outcry; to vociferate, 
to clamour; to roar as the sea or the wind.

Bellows, b&l-lus, s. The instrument.used to 
blow the fire.

The last syllable of this word, like that of Gallow* 
is corrupted beyond recovery into the sound of I113. 
Belluine, b61-l 6-ine, or. 149. Beastly, brutal. 
Belly, b£l-16, s. 182. That part of the human 

body which reaches from the breast to the thighs, con 
taining the bowels; the womb; that part of a man 
which requires food; that part of any thing that swell, 
out into a larger capacity; any place in which some
thing is enclosed.

To Belly, bijl-le, i>. n. To hang out, to bulge 
out.

Bellyache, b&'le-akc, j. 355, The cliolick 
Bellybound, b^l'li-bound, a. Costive. 
Bellyful, beKli-ful, s. As much food as fills 

the belly.
Bellygod, b61-16-gdd, s. A glutton. 
Belman, b&ll-man, 5. 88. He whose business 

it is to proclaim any thing in towns, and to gain atten 
tion by ringing his bell.

Belmetal, bell-mfit-tl, s. 405. The metal of 
which bells arc made.

To Belock, be-16k,z v. a. To fasten.
To Belong, be-16ng,z v. n. To be the property 

of; to be the province or business of; to adhere, or be 
appendant to ; to have relation to; to be the quality 
or attribute of.

Beloved, be-l&vled, n. Dear.
This word when an adjective, is usually pronoun

ced in three syllables, as ^beloved son, and when a parti
ciple, in two, as, he was much beloved.—See Principles, 
No. 362.
Below, be-16,' prep. Under in place, not so 

high; inferior in dignity; inferior in excellence; un
worthy of, unbefitting.

Below, be-16,' ad. In the lower place; on 
earth, in opposition to heaven ; in hell, in the regions 
of the dead.

To BELOWT, b6-loit,z v. a. To treat with op
probrious language.

BelswAGGER, bel-swag-gur, s. A whoremaster 
Belt, b61t, s. A girdle, a cincture. 
Belwether, bSlUw&TH-fir, s. A sheep which 

leads the flock with a bell on its neck ; hence, To bear 
the bell.

To Bemad, be-mAd,'^. a. To make mad.
To Bemire, b6-mlre,z v. a. To drag, or encum

ber in the mire.
To Bemoan, b6-m6ne( v. a. To lament, u 

bewail.
Bemoaner, b6-m6-n&r, s. 98. A lamenter. 
To Bemoil, be-moil,' v. a. To bedrabble, to 

bemire.
To Bemonster, be-m6ns-tur, v. a. To make 

monstrous.
Bemused, b6-mizd^ «. 359. Overcome with 

musing.
Bench, b£nsh, s. 352. A seat; a seat of jus

tice ; the persons sitting upon a bench.
Bencher, ben-sh&r, s. 98. One of the senior 

members of the society of the inns of court.
To Bend, bend, v. a. To make crooked, to 

crook; to direct to a certain point; to incline; to 
subdue, to make submissive.

To Bend, bend, v. n. To he incurvated; to 
lean or jut over; to be submissive, to bow.

Bend, bend, s. Flexure, incurvation ; the 
crooked timbers which make the ribs or sides of a ship.
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Bendable, bAn-dA-bl, a. 405. That may be 
bent.

Bender, bAnMir, s. 98. The person who 
bends; the instrument with which any thing is bent.

Bendwith, bSnd-wl/A, s. An herb.
Beneaped, bA-nApt,' a. 352. A ship is said to 

be beneaped, when the water does not flow high 
enough to bring her off the ground.

Beneath, bA-nATHe,'pr^p. Under, lower in place; 
lower in rank, excellence, or dignity; unworthy of.

Beneath, b^-n^THe,' ad. 467. In a lower place, 
under; below, as opposed to heaven.

Benedict, b&n-e-dikt, a. Having mild and 
salubrious qualities.

Benediction, b^n-nd-dik-shun, s. Blessing, a 
decretory pronunciation of happiness; the advantage 
conferred by blessing; acknowledgments for blessings 
received ; the form of instituting an abbot.

Benefaction, bAn-6-fAk-shfm, s. The act of 
conferring a benefit; the benefit conferred.

Benefactor, bAn-d-fAk-t&r, s. 166. He that 
confers a benefit.

Benefactress, bAn-A-fak-tr&ss, s. A woman 
who confers a benefit

Benefice, b^n-A-fis, s. 142. Advantage con
ferred on another. This word is generally used for all 
ecclesiastical livings.

Beneficed, bdn^-flst, a. 352. Possessed of a 
benefice.

Beneficence,bA-n£f^e-s£nse,s. Active goodness. 
Beneficent, b£-n£f^-s£nt, a. Kind, doing good. 
Beneficial, bAn-d-flsh-AI, a. Advantageous, 

conferring benefits, profitable; helpful, medicinal.
Beneficially, bAn^e-flsh-Al-lA, ad. Advan

tageously, helpfully.
Beneficialness, bAn-A-flsh-Al-nAss, s. Useful

ness, profit
Beneficiary, b3n-d-fIsh-yA-rd, a. 113. Hold

ing something in subordination to another.
Beneficiary, bAn-A-fish-yA-rA, s. 113. Hethat 

is in possession of a benefice.
Benefit, bAn-A-fit, s. A kindness, a favour 

conferred: advantage, profit, use.
JO" Benefit of Clergy in law is a privilege formerly 

allowed, by virtue of which a man convicted of felony or 
manslaughter was put to read in a Latin book of a Gothick 
black character; and if the Ordinary of Newgate said 
Legit ut Clericus, i. e. he reads like a clerk, he was only 
burned in the hand and set free, otherwise he suffered 
death for his crimo.
To Benefit, bAn-A-flt, v. a. To do good to. 
To Benefit, b&n-A-fit, v. n. To gain advantage. 
To Benet, be-n£t,' v. a To ensnare. 
Benevolence, bA-nAv-v6-lense, s. Disposition 

to do good, kindness; the good done, the charity
given ; a kind of tax.

Benevolent, b<--ndv-v6-lent, a. Kind, having 
good-will.

Benevolentness, bi-nev-vd-l<5nt-nJss, ». The 
same as benevolence.

Bengal, ben-gall,' s. A sort of thin slight stuff. 
Benjamin, ben'ji-mln, s. The name of a tree. 
To Benight, bA-nite,' v. a. To surprise with 

the coming on of night; to involve in darkness, to em
barrass by want of light.

Benign, bA-nine,' a. 385. Kind, generous, lib
eral, wholesome, not malignant.

Benignity, bA-nlg-nA-tA, s. Graciousness, 
actual kindness; salubrity, wholesome quality.

Benignly, bA-nlne-lA, ad. Favourably, kindly. 
Benison, ben-ne-zn, s. 170. 443. Blessing, 

benediction. i
Bennet, bqn-nAt, s. 99. An herb.
Bent, b5nt, s. The state of being bent; degree 

of flexure; declivity; utmost power ; application of | 
the mind; inclination, disposition towards something; 
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determination, fixed purpose; turn of the temper or 
disposition; tendency, flexion ; a sort of grass, called 
the bent-grass.

Bent, bAnt, part, of the verb To Bend. Made 
crooked; directed to a certain point; determined upon.

Renting time, bAn-ting-tlme, $. The time 
when pigeons feed on bents before peas are ripe.

To Benumb, btLniim,' v. a. To make torpid, 
to stupify.—See To Numb.

BF.NZOrN, ben-zoln's. A medicinal kind of 
resin, imported from the East Indies, and vulgarly 
called Benjamin.

To Bepaint, bi-pant/v. a. To cover with paint.
To Bepinch, b&.plnsh,' v. a. To mark with 

pinches.
To Bequeath, b’-kweTiie,' v. a. 467. To leave 

by will to another.
Bequest, bd-kw£st,'s. 334. 414. Something left 

by will.
To Berattle, be-ilt-tl, v. a. To rattle off. 
Berberry, bir-b^r-re, j. 555. A berry of a 

sharp taste used for pickles.
Tp Bereave, bi-rive; v. a. To strip of, to 

deprive of; to take away from.
Bereft, be-r&ftf part. pass, of Bereave.
Bergamot, bArigA-mAt, s. A sort of pear, com

monly called Burgamot, and vulgarly called Burgamee, 
a sort of essence or perfume, drawn from a fruit pro
duced by ingrafting a lemon tree on a bergamot pear 
stock ; a sort of snuff.

To Berhyme, bd-rime,' v. a. To celebrate in 
rhyme or verses.

Berlin, ber-lln,' s. A coach of a particular 
form.

Berry, ber-rA, s. Any small fruit with many 
seeds. •

To Berry, bAr-rA, v. n. To bear berries. 
Bertram, ber-trAm, $. 88. Bastard pellitory. 
Beryl, b&r-rll, s. A precious stone.
To Bescreen, be-’skreAn,' v. a. To shelter, to 

conceal.
To Beseech, be-seAtsh,' v. a. To entreat, to 

supplicate, to implore; to beg, to ask.
To Beseem, bA-seem,' v. n. To become, to 

be fit.
To Beset, bA-s^t,' v. a. To besiege, to hem in ; 

to embarrass, to perplex ; to waylay, to surround; to 
fall upon, to harass.

To Beshrew, bA-shrod,z v. a. To wish a curse 
to; to happen ill to.

Beside, bA-slde,' ? *.’ . .. ’ S prep. At the side oi ano-Besides, be-sldes,' y 1
ther, near; over and above ; notaccording to, though 
not contrary; out of, in a state of deviation from.

Beside, bd-slde,' ? arf Over and above not 
Besides, be-sides, )

in this number, beyond this class.
To Besiege, be-seije,' v. a. To beleaguer, to 

lay siege to, to beset with armed forces.
Besieger, be-sec-j6r, s. 93. One employed in 

a siege.
To Beslubber, bil-slSbi-bJir, v. a. To dawb 

to smear.
To Besmear, be-sm<?er,' v. a. To bedawb ; tr 

•oil, to foul.
To Besmirch, bA-smertsh,z v. a. To soil, to dis

colour.
To Besmoke, bA-sm6ke,' v. a. To foul with 

smoke; to harden or dry in smoke.
To Besmut, be-smht,' t. a. To blacken with 

smoke or soot.
Besom, be^-z&m, s. An instrument to sweep 

with.
To Besort, bA-sdrt/ v. a. To suit, to fit. 
Besort, bA-sdrt,' i. Company, attendance, train
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7»0 Besot, bi-sit,' v. a. To infatuate, to stu- 
pify ; to make to dote.

Besought, bd-siwt,' part. pass, of Beseech; 
which see.

To Bespangle, b^-splng-gl, v. a. To adorn 
with spangles, to besprinkle with something shining.

To Bespatter, bi-spit-tir, v. a. To spot or 
sprinkle with dirt or water.

To Bespawl, be-spAwl,z v. a. To dawb with 
spittle. t

To Bespeak, bi-spiek,' v. a. To order or en
treat any thing before hand ; to make way by a previ
ous apology; to forebode; to speak to, to address; to 
betoken, to show.

Bespeaxer, bi-spee-kir, s. He that bespeaks 
any thing.

To Bespeckt.E, be-sp3k-kl, v. a. To mark with 
speckles or spots.

To Bespew, be-spi,' v. a. To dawb with spew 
or vomit.

To Bespice, bi-splce/ v. a. To season with 
spices.

To Bespit, be-splt,z v. a. To dawb with spittle. 
To Bespot, b£-spit,' v. a. To mark with spots. 
To Bespread, b£-spr£d,z v. a. To spread over. 
To Besprinkle, b^-sprink-kl, v. a. To sprinkle 

over.
To Besputter, bd-sp&t-tfir, v. a. To sputter over 

something, to dawb any thing by sputtering.
Best, b&st, a. Most good.
Best, best, ad. In tlie highest degree of good

ness; fittest.
To Bestain, b^-stane,' v. a. To mark with 

stains, to spot
To Bestead, b£-st£d,' v. a. To profit; to treat, 

to accommodate.
Bestial, b&s-tshe-il, a. 464. Belonging to a 

beast; brutal, carnal.
This word is sometimes improperly pronounced 

with the e long, as if written bcastial, whereas it comes 
directly from the French bestial; and ought to be pro
nounced as if written best-yal, c2 72.

«* A hare, who in a civil way,
“ Complied with ev’ry thing, like Gay,
*4 Was known to all the bestial train
u That haunt the woods or scour the plain.” Gay.

Bestiality, b£s-tsh£4Ll-e-t£, s. The quality of 
beasts.

Bestially, b£s-tshe-M-l£, ad. Brutally.
To Bestick, be-stlk,z v. a. To stick over with 

any thing.
To Bestir, b£-st&r,z v. a. 109. To put into .vi

gorous action.
To Bestow, b^-std,' v. a. To give, to confer 

upon ; to give as charity; to give in marriage; to give 
as a present; to apply; to lay out upon ; to lay up, to 
stow, to place.

Bestower, b£-std-&r, s. A giver, a disposer. 
Bestraught, b^-striwt,' part. Distracted, mad. 
To Bestrew, be-stro,' v. a. To sprinkle over.— 

See Strew.
To Bestride, bestride,' v. a. To stride over 

any thing; to have any thing between one’s legs; to 
step over.

To Bestud, b^-stud,' v. a. To adorn with studs.
Bet, bet, s. A wager.
To Bet, bet, v. a. To wager, to stake at a wager. 
To Betake, b^-take,' v. a. To take, to seize; 

to have recourse to.
To B ethink,b^-t/dnk' v. a. To recall to reflection.
To Bethral, be-fArlll' v. a. 406. To enslave, 

to conquer.
To Bethump, b^-MUmp/ v. a. To beat.
To Betide, b£-tlde,z v. n. To happen to, to 

befall; to come to pass, to fall out.
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Betime, b£-tlme,z ) , , ,
Betimes, bd-tlmz,z J ad' Seasonably ; early ; 

soon, before long time has passed; early in the day.
To Betoken, b^-tZnkn, v. a. To signify, to 

mark, to represent; to foreshow, to presignify.
Betony, b£t-t6-n&, s. A plant.
Betook, be-tAdk,z irreg. pret. from Betake.
To BetOSS, b£-tds,z v. a. To disturb, to agitate
To Betray, b£-tra,z v. a. To give into the 

hands of enemies ; to discover that which has been 
intrusted to secrecy ; to make liable to something 
inconvenient: to show, to discover.

Betrayer, be-tra-frr, s. He that betrays, a 
traitor.

To Betrim, bc-trlm,z v. a. To deck, to dress, 
to grace.

To Betroth, be-tr&A,z v. a. To contract to 
any one, to affiance; to nominate to a bishoprick.

To Betrust, be-tr&st,z v. a. To entrust, to put 
into the power of another.

Better, b^t-t&r, a. 98. Having good qualities 
in a greater degree than something else.

Better, bSt-t&r, ad. Well in a greater degree. 
To Better, b^t-tfir, v. a. To improve, to me

liorate; to surpass, to exceed, to advance.
Better, b^t-t&r, s. A superior ; one to whom 

precedence is to be given.
Bettor, b^t-t&r, s. One that lays bets or wagers. 
Betty, bet-t£, s. An instrument to break open 

doors.
Between, between;f prep. In the intermediate 

space; from one to another; belonging to two in part
nershin ; bearing relation to two; in separation of one 
from the other.

Betwixt, be-twikst,z prep. Between.
Bevil ’ | 99- In masonry and joinery,

a kind of square, one leg of which is frequently crooked.
Beverage, bev'hr-ldje, s. 90. 555. Drink, 

liquor to be drunk.
Bevy, b£v^, s. A flock of birds ; a company, 

an assembly.
To Bewail, be-wile,z v. a. To bemoan, to la

in efit.
To Beware, b£-ware,z v. n. To regard with 

caution, to be suspicious of danger from.
To Beweep, be-weep^ v. a. To weep over cr 

upon ; to bedew with tears.
To Bewet, b^-wet^ v. a. To wet, to moisten.
To Bewilder, b^-wll-dfir, v. a. 515. To lose 

in pathless places, to puzzle.
To Bewitch, b£-witsh,z v. a. To injure by witch 

craft ; to charm, to please.
Bewitchery, be-wltsh-&.r-re, s. 555. Fascina

tion, charm.
Bewitchment, b£-wltsli-m5nt, s. Fascination.
To Bewray, b£-ra,' v. a. 427. To betray, to 

discover perfidiously; to show, to make visible.
Bewrayer, be-ra-fir, s. Betrayer, discoverer. 
Bey, ba, s. (From the Turkish.) - A governor 

of a province, a viceroy.
Beyond, b&-v6nd( prep. Before, at a distance 

not reached; on the farther side of; farther onward 
than ; past, out of the reach of; above, exceeding 
to a greater degree than ; above in excellence; remote 
from, not within the sphere of; To go beyond, is to 
deceive; to circumvent.

There is a pronunciation of this word so obviously 
wrong as scarcely to deserve notice; and that is sound
ing the o like a, as if the word were written beyand. Ab
surd and corrupt as this pronunciation is, too many of the 
people of London, and those not entirely uneducated, are 
guilty of it
Bezoar, bi-zdre, s. A medicinal stone, formerly 

In high esteem as an antidote, brought from the East 
Indies.
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Bezoardic , biz-d-ir-dlk, a. Composed of 
bezoar; belonging to bezoar.

Biangulated, bl-ingigh-Ia-ted, 1 „ .
Biangulous, bl-lnglgh-lus, 116. $ "“".“S'

two corners or angles.
Bias, bi-as, s. 88. The weight lodged on one 

side, of a bowl, which turns it from the straight line; 
any thing which turns a man to a particular course j 
propension, inclination.

To Bias, bi-is, v. a. To incline to some side. 
Bib, bib, s. A small piece of linen put upon 

the breasts of children, over their clothes.
Bibacious, bl-ba-shUs, a. 118. Much addicted 

to drinking.
Perhaps the first syllable of this word may be con

sidered as an exception to the general rule, 117.
Bibber, bib-b&r, s. 98. A tippler, a drunkard. 
Bible, bUbl, s. 405. The sacred volume, in 

which are contained the revelations of God.
Bibliographer, bib-l£-6g-grA-f&r, s. A man 

skilled in the knowledge of books; a transcriber.
Bibliotiiecal, bib-l£-6//*-e-kAl, a. Belonging 

to a library.
Bibulous, blb-ii-l&s, a. 314. That has the 

quality of drinking moisture.
Bicapsular, bi-klp-shh-l&r,' a. 118. 552. A 

plant w£ose seed-pouch is divided into two parts.
Bice, bise, s. A green or blue colour used for 

painting
Bicipual, bl-slpt£-tl1, 118, 7 H . two
Bicipitous, bi-slp-e-tus, } °

heads ; it is applied to one of the muscles of the arm.
To Bicker, blk-kiir, v. n. 98. To skirmish, to 

fight off and on; to quiver, to play backward and for
ward.

Bickerer, bik-Ur-Ur, s. 555. A skirmisher. 
Bickern, blk-kurn, s. 98. 418. An iron ending 

in a point.
Bicorne, bl-korn, 118. ) „ . . .BicOSNOUS, bl-kor-nfts, f Having two horns-
Bicorporal, bl-kdr-pd-ril, a. 118. Having two 

bodies.
To Bid, bld, v. a. To desire, to ask ; to com

mand, to order; to offer, to propose; to pronounce, to 
declare; to denounce.

Bidden, bidMn, part. pass. 103. Invited; com
manded.

Bidder, bidklcir, s. 98. One who offers o? pro
poses a price.

Bidding, bid-ding, s. 410. Command, order. 
To Bide, bide, v. a. To endure, to suffer.
To Bide, bide, v. n. To dwell, to live to inha

bit ; to remain in a place.
Bidental, bl-den-Ul, a. 118. Having two teeth. 
Biding, bi-ding, s. 410. Residence, habitation. 
Biennial, bi-en-ni-11, a. 116. Of the continu- 

ance of two years.
Bier, beer, s. 275.- A carriage on which the 

dead are carried to the grave-
Biestings, be&s-tlngz, s. 275. The first milk 

given by a cow after calving.
BifaRIOUS, bi-fa-re-&s, a. Two-fold. 
BiferOUS, bif-fi^-rhs, a. 503. Bearing fruit 

twice a year.
We see that the antepenultimate accent on this 

word, as well as on Bigamy, and some others, has the 
power of shortening the vowel in the first syllable, 585. 
Bifid, bl-fid, 118. ) Ooen-
Bifidated, bif-f£-da-ted, 503. 535. j 

ing with a cleft.
Bifold, bi-Mld, a. Two-fold, double. 
Biformed, bl^ormd, a. 362. Compounded of 

two forms.
Bifurcated, bl-fflrlka-t&l, a. 118. Shooting 

out into two heads.
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Bifurcation, bl-fur-kalshun, s. Division 
into two.

Big, big, a. Great in bulk, large; teeming, 
pregnant; full of something; distended, swoln; great 
in air and mien, proud ; great in spirit, brave.

Bigamist, blg-gfi-mlst, s. One that has com
mitted bigamy;

Bigamy, big-ga-m^, s. 535. 503. The crime 
of having two wives at once.

Bigbellied, big-b&l-lid, a. 282. Pregnant. 
Biggin, big-gin, s. A child’s cap.
Bigly, blg-le, ad. Tumidly, haughtily. 
Bigness, big-ness, s. Greatness of quantity 

size, whether greater or smaller; comparative bulk.
BlGOT, big-gut, s. 166. A man devoted to a 

certain party; a blind zealot.
Bigoted, big-gut-6d, a. Blindly prepossessed 

in favour of something.
From what oddity I know not, this word is fre

quently pronounced as if accented on the last syllabic but 
one, and is generally found written as if it ought to be 
so pronounced, the t being doubled, as is usual when a 
participle is formed from a verb that has its accent on 
the last syllable. Dr. Johnson, indeed, has very judi
ciously set both orthography and pronunciation right, 
and spells the word with one t, though he finds it with 
two in the quotations he gives us from Garth and Swift. 
That the former thought it might be pronounced with 
the accent on the second syllable, i3 highly presumable 
from the use he makes of it, where he says,

a Bigotted to this idol, we disclaim
“ Rest, health, and ease, for nothing but a name.”

For if we do not lay the accent on the second syllable 
here, the verse will be unpardonably rugged. This mis
take must certainly take its rise from supposing a verb 
which does not exist, namely, as bigot; but as this word 
is derived from a substantive, it ought to have the same 
accent; thus, though the words ballot and billet are verbs 
as well as nouns, yet as they have the accent on the first 
syllable, the participial adjectives derived from them 
have only one and both are pronounced with the ac
cent on the first syllable, as balloted* billeted. Bigoted 
therefore ought to have but one t* and to preserve the 
accent on the first syllable.
Bigotry, big-gfit-tr^, s. 555. Blind zeal, pre. 

judice; the practice of a bigot.
BiGSWOLN, big-swdln, a. Turgid. 
Bilander, bil-An-dUr, s. 503. A small vessel 

used for the carriage of goods.
Bilberry, bil-b£r-r£, s. Whortleberry. 
Bilbo, bil-b6, s. A rapier, a sword. 
Bilboes, bil'boze, s. 296. A sort of stocks. 
Bile, bile, s. A thick, yellow, bitter liquor, 

separated in the liver, collected in the gall bladder 
and discharged by the common duct.

Bile, bile, s. A sore angry swelling. Tmpro- 
perly Boil.

To Bilge, bllje, t>. n. 14. To spring a leak. 
Biliary, bll-yi-re, a. 113. Belonging to the 

bile.
Bilingsgate, bll-llngz-gate, s. Ribaldry, foul 

language.
Bilinguous, bi-llng-gwus, a. 118. Having two 

tongues.
Bilious, bll-y&s, a. 113. Consisting of bile. 
To Bilk, bilk, v. a. To cheat, to defraud. 
Bill, bill, s. The beak of a fowl.
Bill, bill, s. A kind of hatchet with a booked 

uoint.
Bill, bill, s. A written paper of any kind ; an 

account of money ; a law presented to the parliament 
a physician’s prescription; an advertisement.

To Bill, bill, v. n. To caress, as doves by ad- 
joining bills.

To Bill, bill, v. a. To publish by an advertise
ment.
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Billet, bil-llt, s. 99. 472. 481. A small paper, 
a note; billet-doux, or 9 soft billet, a love letter.

Billet, bil-llt, j. 99. A small log of wood for 
the clnmjxey.

To Billet, bil-llt, v, a. To direct a soldier wher 
he is to lodge ; to quarter soldiers.

Billiards, bil-yurdz, s. 113. A kind of play.
Mr. Nares has very judiciously corrected a false 

°t ymology of Dr. Johnson in this word, which might even
tually lead to a false pronunciation. Dr. Johnson derives 
. t from bail and ya rd, or stick, to push it with. So Spencer—

w With dice, with cards, with halliards far unfit,
** With shuttle-cocks, unseeming manly wit.”

Spencer, says Mr. Nares, was probably misled, as well 
•ns the Lexicographer, by a false notion of the etymo
logy. The word, as well as the game, is French, bit 
l ard ; and made by the addition of a common termina
tion, from bille, the term for the ball used in playing. 
Billow, bil-ld, s. A wave swollen.
Billowy, bil-13-e, a. Swelling, turgid, wavy. 
Bin, bln, s. A place where bread, or corn, or 

wine is reposited.
Binary, bi^-na-re, a, 118. Two, double, dual.
To Bind, bind, v. a. To confine with bonds, to 

enchain ; to gird, to enwrap; to fasten to any thing ; 
to fasten together; to cover a wound with dressings; 
to compel, to constrain ; to oblige by stipulation ; to 
confine, to hinder ; to make costive; to restrain ; To 
bind to, to oblige to serve some one; To bind over, to 
oblige to make appearance.

To Bind, bind, v. n. To contract, to grow stiff ■ 
to be obligatory.

Binder, bfnd-ur, s. 98. A man whose trade it is 
to bind books ; a man that binds sheaves; a fillet, a 
shred cut to bind with.

Binding, blnd-lng, s. 410. A bandage. 
Bindweed, blnd-w&d, s. A plant.
Binnacle”, bln-a-kl, s. 405. A sea term, mean

ing the compass box.
JO* This word is not in Johnson ; and Dr. Ash and 

Mr. Smith, who have it, pronounce the i in the first syl- 
lable short. It is probably only a corruption of the word 
Bittacle.
BinOCLE, blri-rid-kl, s. 405. A telescope fitted 

so with two tubes, as that a distant object may be seen 
with both eyes.

JO1* The same reason appears for pronouncing the i in 
the first syllable of this word short as in Bigamy. 535. 
Binocular, bl-n6kii-l&r, «. 118. 88. 98.

Having two eyes ; employing both eyes at once. 
Biographer, bl-ftg'griL-f&r, s. 116. A writer 

of lives.
Biographical, bl-d-grlfie-kal, a. Relating to 

biography.
Biography, bl-3g-gr3-fe, s. 116. 518. An 

historical account of the lives of particular men.
BiparOUS, bip^pA-rtis, a. 503. Bringing forth 

two at a birth.
This word hnd Bipedal have the Hong ih Dr. Ash 

and Mr. Sheridan; but Mr. Perry makes the i in the 
first long, and in the last short; analogy, however, seems 

decide in favour of the sound I have given it. For 
ough the penultimate accent has a tendency to length

en the vowel when followed by a single consonant, as in 
biped, tripod, &c. the antepenultimate accent has a 
treater tendency to shorten the vrwel it falls upon —See 
Bigamy and Tripod, 503.
Bipartite, bip-plr-tlte, a. 155. Having two 

correspondent parts.
Every Orthocpist has the accent on the first sylla

ble of this word but Entick, who places it on the second; 
but a considerable difference is found in the quantity of 
the first and last t. Sheridan and Scott have them both 
long. Nares the last long, Perry both short, and Bu- 
chanar and W. Johnston as I have marked them. The 
varieties of quantity on this word are the more surpris
ing, as all these writers that give the sound of the vowels 
make the first i in tripartite short, and the last long; 
and this uniformity in the pronunciation of one word 
ought to have led them to the same pronunciation of the I 
ojhcr, so perfectly similar. The shortening power of the | 
antepenultimate accent is evident in both. 503.
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Bipartition, bl-pir,tlsh«m, s, The act of di 
viding into two.

BlPED, bi-ped, s. 118. An animal with two feet* 
Bipedal, bipip4-dAl, a. 503. Twofeetin length • 

having two feet. See Biparous.
Bipennated, bl-p£n-ni-t£d, a. 118. Having 

two wings.
BipetaLOUS, bi-p3t-ta-lus, a. 118. Consisting 

of two flower-leaves.
Biquadrate, bi-kwiy rite, 91. ) s. Thcfourth 
Biquadratic , bi-kwa-drat-ik, >

power arising from the multiplication of a square by 
itself.

Birch, bfirtsh, s. 108. A tree.
Birchen, biu-tshn,«. 103.405. Made of birch.

An Englishman may blush at this cluster of con
sonants for a syllable; and yet this is unquestionably the 
exact pronunciation of the word ; and that our language 
is full of these syllables without vowels.—See Principles. 
No. 109.405.
Bird, burd, s. 108. A general term for the 

feathered kind, a fowl.
To Bird, b&rd, v. n. To catch birds. 
Birdbolt, b&rd-bdlt, s. A small arrow. 
Birdcatcher, bhrd-kAtsh-fo , s. 89. One that 

makes it his employment to take birds.
Birder, b&rd-ftr, $. 98. A birdcatcher. 
Birdingpiece, bhrd-ing-pe^se, s. A gun to 

shoot birds with ; a fowlingpiece.
Birdlime, bhrd-lime, s. A glutinous sub

stance spread upon twigs, by which the birds that light 
upon them are entangled.

Birdman, b&rd-mAn, s. 88. A birdcatcher. 
Birdseye, bhrdz-i, ) m, r .Birdsfoot, bardztffit, r-ThenameofaPlant- 
Birdsnest, bftrdz'n&st, s. An herb.
Birdsnest, bfirdz-n^st, s. The place where a 

bird lays her eggs and hatches her young.
BlRDSTONGUE, bhrdz-tfing, $. An herb. 
Birgander, b3r-gAn-d&r, s. A fowl of tlic goose 

kind.
Birth, b&rM, s. 108. The act of coming into 

life; extraction, lineage ; rank which is inherited by 
descent; the condition in which any man is born; 
thing born; the act of bringing forth.

Birthday, bSrM-da, s. The day on which any 
one is bom.

Birthdom b3ftA-d&m, s. Privilege of birth. 
Birthnight, b£rtA-nlte, s. The night on which 

any one is bom.
Birthplace, b^rtZi'plase, s. Place where any 

one is bom.
Birthright, b&lftfrite, s. The rights and pri- 

vileges to which a man is born ; the right of the first 
born.

Birthstrangled, bfe/Atrlng-gld, a. 359. 
Strangled or suffocated in being born.
vO7' See Birchen.

Birthwort, b&lAlw&rt. s. 166. The name of 
a plant.

Biscuit, bls-klt, s. 341. A kind of hard di v 
bread, made to be carried to sea: a composition of fine 
flour, almonds, and sugar.

To Bisect, bi-s3kt/ v. a. 118. 119. To divide 
into two parts.

Bisection, bl-s&k-shtm, s. 118. A geometrical 
term, signifying the division of any quantity into two 
equal parts.

Bishop, blsh-ftp, 5. 166. One of the head order 
of the clergy.

Bishop, bish-hp, s. A cant word for a mixture 
of wine, oranges, and sugar.

Bishopric , bish-hp-rik, s. The dioccss of a 
bishop. t

Bishopweed, blsh-fip-weed, s. A plant.
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Bisk, bisk, s. Soup or broth made by boiling se
veral sorts of flesh together.

Bismuth, blz-m£tf/i, s. Marcasite, a hard, white, 
brittle, mineral substance, of a metalline nature, found 
at Misnia.

Bissextile, bls-seks-til, s. 140. Leap year.
JO* Mr. Scott places the accent on the first syllable of 

this word; Dr. Kenrick on the first and last; Mr. Sheri
dan, Dr Johnson, W. Johnston, Dr. Ash, Buchanan, 
Perry, Entick, and Bailey, on the second; Mr. Scott, 
Dr. Kenrick, and W. Johnston, pronounce the last i long 
is in tile. But as the accent is on the second syllable by 
so great a majority, analogy determines the last i to be 
short.
Bisson, bls-sitn, a. 166. Blind. Obsolete. 
Bistort, bls-tirt, i. A plant called snake-weed. 
BISTOURY, bls-thr-d, s. 314.' A surgeon’s in

strument used in making incisions.
Bit, bit, s. The iron part of the bridle which 

is put into the horse’s mouth.
Bit, bit, s. As much meat as is put into the 

mouth at once; a small piece of any thing; a Spanish 
West Indian silver coin, valued at seven-pence half, 
penny.

To Bit, bit, v. a. To put the bridle upon a 
horse.

Bitch, bltsh, s. The female of the dog kind; 
a vulgar name of reproach for a woman.

To Bite, bite, v. a. To crush or pierce with the 
teeth ; to give pain by cold ; to hurt or pain with re. 
proach ; to cut, to wound; to make the mouth smart 
with an acrid taste ; to cheat, to trick.

Bite, bite, s. The seizure of any thing by the 
teeth ; the act of a fish that takes the bait; a cheat, 
a trick; a sharper.

Biter, bl-t&r, s. 98. He that bites; a fish apt 
to take the bait; a tricker, a deceiver.

Bittacle, bit-tA-kl, s. 405. A frame of timber 
in the steerage, where the compass is placed. More 
commonly Binnacle.

Bitter, blt-t&r, a. 98. Having a hot, acrid, 
biting taste, like wormwood; sharp, cruel, severe; ca
lamitous, miserable; reproachful, satirical; unpleasing 
or hurtful.

BlTTERGROUND, blt-thr-ground, s. A plant. 
BITTERLY, blt-tiir-l£, ad. With a bitter taste ;

in a biting manner, sorrowfully, calamitously; sharply, 
severely.

Bittern, blt-t&rh, s. 98. A bird with long legs, 
which feeds upon fish.

Bitterness, bit-t&r-n&ss, s. A bitter taste ; ma
lice, grudge, hatred, implacability; shaqmess, severity 
of temper; satire, piquancy, keenness of reproach ; 
sorrow, vexation, affliction.

Bittersweet, bit-tur-sweet, s. An apple which 
has a compounded taste.

Bitumen, bd-tu-mgn, s. 118, 503. A fatunctu- 
ous matter dug out of the earth, or scummed off lakes.

This word from the propensity of our language to 
the antepenultimate accent, is often pronounced with the 
stress on the first syllable, as if written bit'-u-men ; and 
his last mode of sounding the word may be considered 
s, the most common, though not the most learned 

pronunciation. For Dr. Ash is the only Orthdepist who 
places the accent on the first syllable; but every one who 
gives the sound Of the uhaccented vowels, except Bucha
nan, very improperly makes the i long, as in idle; but 
if this sound be long, it ought to be slender, as in the se
cond syllable of visible^ terrible. &c. 117. 551. 
BITUMINOUS, b£-tu-m£-nus, a. 118. Com

pounded of bitumen.
Bivalve, bi-v&lv, a. 118. Having two valves 

or shutters, used of those fish that have two shells, as 
oysters.

B1VALVULAR, bl-vll-vu-lar, a. Having two 
valves.

Bixwort, biks-w&rt, s. An herb. 
Bizantine, blz-ln-tlne, s. 149. A piece of gold 

valued at fifteen pounds, which the king offers upon 
high festival days.
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Perry is the only Orthdepist who pronounces the 
last i in this word short, and Dr. Johnson remarks, 
that the first syllable ought to be spelled with y, as the 
word arises from the custom established among the em
perors of Constantinople, anciently called Byzantium. 
To Blab, biAb, v. a. To tell what ought to be 

kept secret.
To Blab, blib, v. n. To tell tales, to tattle. 
Blab, blib, s. A tell-tale.
Blabber, blll/bhr, s. A tattler.
Black, blik, a. Of the colour of night; dark; 

cloudy of countenance; sullen; horrible; wicked; 
dismal, mournful.

Black-bryony, bl&k-bri-6-n£, s. The name of 
a plant.

Black-cattle, blAk'k&t-tl, s. Oxen, bulls, 
and cows.

Black-guard, blig-gird, s. A dirty fellow. 
Black-lead, blik-led,' s. A mineral found in 

the lead mines, much used for pencils.
Black-pudding, blik-pudMing, s. A kind 

of food made of blood and grain.
Black-rod, bl&k-rSd,' s. The usher belonging 

to the order of the garter, so called from the blade 
rod he carries in his hand. He is usher of the parlia
ment.

Black, blik, s. A black colour; mourning; 
a blackamoor; that part of the eye which is black.

To Black, blAk, v. a. To make black, to 
blacken.

Blackamoor, blAk-A-mdre, s. A negro. 
Blackberry, bl&k-b^r-rd, s. A species of 

bramble; the fruit of it.
Blackbird, blik-b&rd, s. The name of a bird. 
To Blacken, blik-kn, v. a. 103.' To make of 

a black colour; to darken, to defame.
To Blacken, blak-kn, v. n. To grow’ black. 
Blackish, blak-Ish, a. Somewhat black. 
Blackmoor, blik-mdre, s. A negro. 
Blackness, blAk-n^ss, s. Black colour; dark

ness.
Blacksmith, blik-smlz7t, s. A smith that works 

in iron, so called from being very smutty.
Blacktail, blik-tale, s. The ruff or pope. A 

small fish.
Blackthorn, blak-//2orn, s. The sloe. 
Bladder, blAd-Ctr, s. 9S. That vessel in the 

body which contains the urine; a blister, a pustule.
Bladdernut, blAd-d&r-nut, £ . ,
Bladder Senna, blid-dhr-s^n'A, ‘ p 
Blade, blade, s. The spire of grass, the green 

shoots of com.
Blade, blade, s. The sharp or striking part of 

a weapon or instrument; a brisk man, cither fierce or 
gay.

Bladebone, bladc-bdne, s. The scapula, or 
scapular bone.

Probably corrupted from Plalebone. Gr. upMeXarn. 
Bladed, bla-d^d, a. Having blades or spires. 
Blain, blane, $. A pustule, a blister. 
Blame able, bli-mi-bl, a. 405. Culpably 

faulty.
Blameableness, bla-mA-bl-ness, s. Fault. 
Blame ably, bla-mA-bl£, ad. Culpably. 
To Blame, blime, v. a. To censure, to charge 

with a fault.
Blame, blAme, s. Imputation of a fault; crime, 

hurt.
Blameful, blame-ful, a. Criminal, guilty. 
Blameless, blame4es, a. Guiltless, innocent 
Blamelessly, blame-l^s-ld, ad. Innocently. 
Blamelessness, blAme-l&s-n&ss, $. Innocence, 
Blamer, blamur, s. 98. A censurer.
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Blameworthy, blamelwur-THil, a. Culpable, 
blameable; worthy of blame or censure.

To Blanch, bllnsh, v. a. To whiten ; to strip 
or peel such things as have husks; to obliterate, to 
pass over.

Blancher, blan-sli&r, s. 98. A whitener. 
Bland, blind, a. Soft, mild, gentle.
To Blandish, blln-dlsh, t>. a. To smooth, to 

soften.
andishment, blin-dlsh-ment, s, Act of 

fondness, expression of tenderness by gesture; soft 
words, kind speeches; kind treatment.

Blank, blAngk, a. White ; unwritten ; confu
sed ; without rhyme; void of all marks.

Blank, blAngk, s. A void space; a lot by 
which nothing is gained; a paper unwritten; the 
point to which an arrow or shot is directed.

Blanket, blingk-it, s. 99. A woollen cover, 
soft, and loosely woven; a kind of pear.

To Blanket, blAngk-it, v. a. To cover with a 
blanket; to toss in a blanket.

Blankly, blingk-ld, ad. In a blank manner, 
with paleness, with confusion.

To Blaspheme, blAs-feme,' v. a. To speak in 
terms of impious irreverence of God; to speak evil of. 

To Blaspheme, bUs-fdme,' v. n. To speak 
blasphemy.

Blasphemer, bl&s-f&'m&r, s. A wretch that 
speaks of God in impious and irreverent terms.

Blasphemous, bkls-fij-m?is, a. Impiously irre
verent with regard to God.

We sometimes hear this word pronounced with 
the accent on the second syllable like blaspheme ; and as 
the word blasphemus in Latin has the second syllabic 
long, and the English word has the same number of syl
lables, it has as good a right to the accent on the second 
syllable, as Sonorous, Bitumen, Acumen, &c.; but placing 
the accent on the first syllable of blasphemous is by much 
the most polite; as, unfortunately for the other pronun
ciation, though the learned one, it has been adopted by 
the vulgar. 503.
Blasphemously, bl3.s-f£-m£is-l&, ad. Impiously 

with wicked irreverence.
Blasphemy, blAs-fe-m£, s. Blasphemy is an 

offering of some indignity unto God himself.
Blast, blist, s. A gust, or puff of wind; the 

sound made by an instrument of wind musick; the 
stroke of a malignant planet.

To Blast, bl&st, v. a. To strike with some 
sudden plague; to make to wither ; to injure, to in
validate; to confound, to strike with terror.

BlaSTMENT, blist-m^nt, s. A sudden stroke of 
infectioi^

Blatant, bla-tant, a. Bellowing as a calf. 
To Blatter, blit-tur, v. n. To roar. 
Blay, bla, $. A small whitish river fish; a bleak. 
Blaze, blaze, s. A flame, the light of the 

flame; publication ; a white mark upon a horse.
To Blaze, blaze, v. n. To flame, to be con

spicuous.
To Blaze, blaze, v. a. To publish, to make 

known; to blazon; to inflame, to fire.
Blazer, bla-ztir, s. 98. One that spreads re- 

port%.
To Blazon, bla-zn, v. a. 170. To explain, in 

proper terms, the figures on ensigns armorial; to 
deck, to embellish ; to display, to set to show; to ce
lebrate, to set out; to blaze about, to make publick. • 

Blazonry, bla-zn-re, s. The art of blazoning. 
To Bleach, ble^tsh, v. a. To whiten.
Bleak, bleke, a. Pale ; cold, chill; cheerless. 
Bleak, bleke, s. A small river fish. 
Bleakness, bl^ke-n&ss, s. Coldness, chilness. 
Bleary, bl4-k£, a. Bleak, cold, chill.
Blear, bl££r, a. Dim with rheum or water; 

dim» obscure in general.
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Blearedness, bl£e-r<5d-n£ss, s. 365. The state 
of being dimmed with rheum.

To Bleat, bltite, v. n. To cry as a sheep. 
Bleat, bleke, s. The cry of a sheep or lamb. 
Bleb, bleb, s. A blister.
To Bleed, bldt^d, v. n. To lose blood, to run 

with blood; to drop as blood.
To Bleed, bl££d, v. a. To let blood.
To Blemish, bl6m-lsh, v. a. To mark with anv 

deformity; to defame, to tarnish, with respect to ropu 
tation.

Blemish, bUm-lsh, s. A mark of deformity 
a scar; reproach, disgrace; soil, taint.

To Blench, blSnsh, v. n. 352. To shrink, to 
start back.

To Blend, bl^nd, v. a. To mingle together : 
to confound; to pollute, to spoil.

Blent, bl&nt. The obsolete part, of Blend.
To Bless, bl£ss, v. a. To make happy, to pros

per, to wish happiness to another; to praise; to glorify 
for benefits received.

Blessed, bl£s-s£d, part. a. 361. Happy, en. 
joying heavenly felicity; happy in the favour of God.

Blessedly, bles-s^d-le, ad. Happily. 
Blessedness, bl£s-s£d-ndss, s. Happiness, 

felicity, sanctity: heavenly felicity; Divine favour.
Blesser, bl&s^-sur, s. 98. He that blesses.
Blessing, bl^s-sing, s. 410. Benediction; the 

means of happiness, Divine favour.
Blest, bl£st, part. a. 361. Happy.
Blew, blu. The pyret. of Blow.
Blight, bllte, s. 393. Mildew, any thing nip

ping or blasting.
To Blight, blite, v. a. To blast, to hinder 

from fertility ; to corrupt with mildew.
Blind, blind, a. Without sight, dark; intel

lectually dark; unseen, private; dark, obscure.
To Blind, blind, v. a. To make blind, to 

darken; to obscure to the eye; to obscure to the un
derstanding.

Blind, blind, s. Something to hinder the sight; 
something to mislead.

To Blindfold, blind-fold, v. a. To hinder 
from seeing by blinding the eyes.

Blindfold, blind-fold, a. Having the eyes 
covered.

BLINDLY, blind-le, ad. Without sight; impli
citly, without examination; without judgment or 
direction.

Blindman’s Buff, bllnd-minz-baf/ s. A play 
in which some one is to have his eyes covered, and 
hunt out the rest of the company.

Blindness, blind-nSss, s. Want of sight; igno
rance, intellectual darkness.

Blindside, blind-side,' s. Weakness, foible. 
Blindworm, blind-w&rm, s. A small viper, 

believed not to be venomous.
To Blink, blingk, v. n. To wink, or twinkle 

with the eyes; to see obscurely.
JO’ This word has been used for some years, chiefly 

in Parliament, as a verb active; as when a speaker lias 
omitted to take notice of some material point in ques
tion, he is said to blink the question. It were to be 
wished that every word which finds its way into that 
house had as good a title to remain there as the present 
word. It combines in its signification an omission and 
an artful intention to omit; and as this cannot be so 
handsomely or so comprehensively expressed by any 
other word, this word, in this sense, ought to be received. 
Blinkard, bllngk-fird, s. 98. One that has 

bad eyes; something twinkling.
Bliss, bliss, s. The highest degree of happi

ness ;the happiness of blessed souls; felicity in general. 
Blissful, blissful, a. Happy in the highest de

gree.
Blissfully, blls-f&l-le, ad. Happily.
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Blissfulness, blis-ful-n&ss-, s. Happiness.
Blister, blis-t&r, s. 98. A pustule formed by 

raising the cuticle from the cutis ; any swelling made 
by the separation of a film or skin from the other parts. 

To Blister, blls-t&r, v. n. To rise in blisters. 
To Buster, blis-t&r, v. a. To raise blisters by 

some hurt, or with a medical irtention.
Blithe, bliTHe, a. 467. G«y, airy. 
Blithely, bliTHe-lA, ad. In a blithe manner.

These compounds of the word blithe ought to be 
written with the final e, as blithely, blithesome, &c. for as 
they stand in Johnson, the i might be pronounced short. 
—See Introduction to the Rhyming Dictionary, Ortho
graphical Aphorism the 8th.
Blitheness, bliTH-n&s, ) Th
Blithesomeness, bliTH-sum-ness, f "

lity of being blithe.
Blithesome, bliTH-sftm, a. Gay, cheerful.
To Bloat, blote, v. a. To swell; to make 

turgid with wind.
To Bloat, bldte, v. n. To grow turgid. 
Bloatedness, bld^tSd-n&s, s. Turgidness; 

swelling; tumour.
Blobbeb, blob-b'iir, S. 9S. A bubble. 
Blobbeelip, blob-bur-fip, s. A thick lip. 
Blobbeblipped, blfib-bur-lipt, ) TT . 
Bloblipped, bUbillpt, $ aV'ng

swelled or thick lips.
Block, blok, s. A short heavy piece of timber; 

a rough piece of marble; the wood on which hats are 
formed ; the wood on which criminals are beheaded; 
an obstruction, a stop; a sea term for a pulley; a 
blockhead; a fellow remarkable for stupidity*

To Block, bldk, v. a. To shut up, to enclose. 
Block-house, blok-house, s. A fortress built to 

obstruct or block up a pass.
BLOCK-TIN, bl&k-tln,' s. Tin pure or unmixed. 
Blockade, bldk-kade,' s. A siege carried on 

by shutting up the place.
To Blockade, blik-ku.de/ v. a. To shut up. 
Blockhead, bldk-hed, s. A stupid fellow, a 

dolt, a man without parts.
Blockheaded, bldk-hdd^d,) , ,,Blockish, bluish, J u.Stupid, dull.
Blockishly, bluk-Ish-le, ad. In a stupid manner. 
Blockishness, bldk-Ish-ness, s. Stupidity. 
Blood, bl&d, 5. 308. Tlie red liquor that cir

culates in the bodies of animals; child; progeny; 
family, kindred; descent, lineage; birth, high ex
traction ; murder, violent death ; temper of mind, 
state of the passions ; hot spark, man of fire.

To Blood, bl&d, v. a. To stain with blood • 
to inure to blood, as a hound ; to heat, to exasperate. 

BLOOD-BOLTERED, blfid-bol-turd, a. Having 
the hair of the head clotted and besmeared with blood*. 

Bloodstone, bl&d-stdne, s. The bloodstone is 
green, spotted with a bright blood-red.

Blood-thirsty, blud-z/ihrs-td, a. Desirous to 
shed blood.

Blood-flower, blad-flou-ur, s. A plant. 
Bloodguiltiness, blad-gilt'6-ness, $. Murder. 
Blood-hound, blud-hdund, s. A hound that 

follows by the scent.
Bloodily, blhd-^-le,ad. Cruelly.
Bloodiness, blud-e-u^ss, s. The state of being 

bloody.
Bloodless, blutW&ss, a. Without blood, dead; 

without slaughter.
Bloodshed, bltid-sh^d, s. The crime of blood 

or murder; slaughter.
Bloodshedder, bl&d-shM-dtir, s. Murderer. 
Bloodshot, bl tid-sh&t, ? Filled 
Bl.OODS„OTTEN,bl?tdiSh5t-tU,r-

with blood bursting from its proper vessels.
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Bloodsucker, blud^suk-ftr, 5. A leech, a fly, 
any thing that sucks blood ; a murderer.

Bloody, blud^, a. Stained with blood; crue^ 
murderous.

B LOOM, blodm, 5. A blossom ; the state of 
immaturity.

To Bloom, blodin, u. n. To bring or yield 
blossoms ; to produce, as blossoms ; to be in a state of 
youth.

Bloomy, bloum^e, a. Full of blooms, flowery.
Blossom, blos-stim, s. 166. The flower that 

grows on any plant
To Blossom, blbs-sum, v. n. To put forth 

blossoms.
To Blot, blot, v. a. To obliterate, to make 

writing invisible; to efface, to erase; to blur ; to dis
grace, to disfigure; to darken.

Blot, blot, s. An obliteration of something 
written; a blur; a spot in reputation.

Blotch, blitsh, s. A spot or pustule upon the 
skin.

To Blote, blote, v. a. To smoke, or dry by 
the smoke.

Blow, bio, .% 324. A stroke, the fatal stroke; 
a single action, a sudden event; the act of a fly, by 
which she lodges eggs in flesh.

To Blow, bio, v. n. To move with a current 
of air : This word is used sometimes impersonally 
with It; to pant, to puff; to breathe hard ; to sound 
by being blown ; toplay musically by wind; to bloom ; 
to blossom ; To blow over,.to pass away without ef
fect ; To blow up, to fly into the air by the force of 
gunpowder.

To Blow, bld, v. a. To drive by the force of 
the wind ; to inflame with wind ; to swell, to pufl'into 
size; to sound an instrument of wind musick; to warm 
with the breath ; to spread by report; to infect with 
the eggs of flies; To blow out, to extinguish by wind; 
To blow up, to raise or swell with breath; To blow up, 
to destroy with gunpowder; To blow upon, to make 
stale. •

BlOWZE, blouze, s. 323. A ruddy fat-faced 
wench ; a female whose hair is in disorder.

Blowzy, blou-2(l,a. Sun-butnt, high-coloured.
Blubber, blhb-bur, s. The part of a whale 

that contains the oil.
To Blubber, blub-bur, p. n» To weep in such 

a manner as to swell the cheeks.
Bludgeon, blud-jtm, s. 259. A short stick, 

with one end loaded.
Blue, blu, a. 335. One of the seven original 

colours.
Bluebottle, Mu-but-tl, s. A flower of the 

bell shape ; a fly with a large blue belly.
Bluely, blu-le, ad. With a blue colour.

There is an inconsistency in spelling tr.is and si- 
milar words with the silent e, and leaving it out in duly 
and truly, which shows how much our orthography still 
wants regulating, notwithstanding the labour and atten
tion of Dr. Johnson. My opinion is, that the servile e 
ought to be omitted in these words ; for my reasons, I 
must refer the reader to the Introduction to the Khym. 
ing Dictionary Aphorism the Sth.
Blueness, blfi-ness, s. The quality of being 

blue.
Bluff, bluf, a. Big, surly, blustering. 
Bluish, blu-Ish, a. Blue in a small degree. 
To Blunder, blun-dur, v. n. 98. To mistake 

. grossly; to err very widely; to flounder, to stumble.
To Blunder, blun-dhr, v. a, To mix foolish 

ly, or blindly.
Blunder, blQn^d&r, s. A gross or shame

ful mistake.
Blunderbuss, blun-dfir-bus, s. A gun that is 

discharged with many bullets.
Blunderer, bltinMtir-ur, 5. A blockhead.
Blunderhead, blnn-dhr-hed, 5. A stupid 

fellow.

ku.de/
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Blunt, blunt, a. Dull on the edge or point, 
not sharp ; Hull in understanding, not quick > rough, 
not delicate; abrupt, not elegant.

To Blunt, blhnt, v. a. To dull the edge or 
point; to repress or weaken any appetite.

Bluntly, bl&nt-l£, ad. Without sharpness ; 
coarsely, plainly ; in a blunt manner.

Bluntness, blint-ness, s. Want of edge or 
point, coarseness, roughness of manners; dulness.

Blur, bl&r, s. A blot, a stain.
To Blur, bl&r, v. a. To blot, to efface; to stain. 
To Blurt, blurt, v. a. To let fly without 

thinking; to speak inadvertently.
To Blush, blush, v. n. To betray shame or 

confusion, by a red colour in the cheek ; to carry a 
red colour.

Blush, bl&sh, s. The colour in the cheeks; a 
red or purple colour-; sudden appearance.

BLUSHY, blush-d, ti. Having the colour of a 
blush.

To Bluster, blhs-tur, v. n. To roar as a 
storm; to bully, to puff.

Bluster, bl&s-t&r, s. Roar, noise, tumult; 
boast, boisterousness.

Blusterer, bl&s-thr-ftr,s. A swaggerer, a bully. 
Blustrous, blus-tr&s, a. Tumultuous, noisy. 
Bo, bo, ini. A word of terror.
BoXr, bore, s. 295. The male swine.
Board, bord, s. A piece of wood of more 

length bnd breadth than thickness; a table, at which 
a council Or court is held; a court of jurisdiction; the 
deck or floor of a ship.

To Board, bird, v. a. To enter a ship by 
force; to attack, or make the first attempt; to lay or 
pave with boards.

To Board, b6rd, v. n. To live in a house where 
a certain rite is paid for eating.

Board-wages, bdrd-wa-j’iz, s. 99. Wages 
allowed to servants to keep themselves in victuals.

Boarder, bor-d&r, s. One who diets with 
another at a certain rate.

Boarish, bAre^hh, a. Swinish, brutal, cruel. 
To Boast, host, v. n. To display one’s own 

worth or actions.
To Boast, bAst, v. a. To brag of; to magnify, 

to exalt.
Boast, host, s. A proud speech; cause of 

boasting.
Boaster, bost-ur, s. A bragger. 
Boastful, bdst-f&l, a. Ostentatious. 
Boastingly, bAstrlng-16, ad. Ostentatiously. 
Boat, bAte, s. 295. A vessel to pass the wa

ter in.
Boation, bo-a-shhn, s. Roar, noise. 
Boatman, biteWn, J s. g8. He ma 
BOatsman, botes-man, \

ges a boat.
Boatswain, bo-sn, s. An officer on board a 

ship, who has charge of all her rigging, ropes, cables, 
and anchors.

This word is universally pronounced in common 
conversation as it is here marked; but in reading, it 
would savour somewhat of vulgarity to contract it to a 
sound so very unlike the orthography. It would be ad
visable, therefore, in those who are not of the naval pro
fession, where it is technical, to pronounce this word, 
when they read it, distinctly as it is written.
To Bob, b&b, v. a. To beat, to drub ; to cheat, 

to gain by fraud.
To Bob, bAb, v. n. To play backward and 

forward ; to play loosely against any thing.
Bob, hob, s. Something that hangs so as to 

play loosely ; the words repeated at the end of a stanza; 
a blow; a short wig.

Bobbin, bAb-bin, s. A small pin of wood with 
a notch to wind the thread about when women weave 
late.

Bobcherry, bAb-tsher-rA, $. A play among 
children, in which the cherry is hung so as to bob 
against the mouth.

BOBTAIL, bAb-tale, s. A cut tail; a short tail. 
BOBTAILED, b&b-tal’d, a. 359.Having a tail cut. 
Bobwig, bolAvlg, s. A short wig.
To Bode, bode, v. a. To portend, to be the 

omen of.
Bodement, bode-ment, s. Portent* omen. 
To Bodge, bodje, v. n. To boggle ; to fail. 
Bodice, bdd-dis, s. 142. Stays, a waistcoat 

quilted with whalebone worn by women.
Bodiless, b5d-dA-less, a. Incorporeal, without 

a body.
Bodily, b&d-dA-16, a. Corporeal, containing 

body; relating to the body, not the mind; real, actual.
Bodily, b6d-d.A-le, ad. Corporeally.
Bodkin, b Ad-kin, 6. An instrument with a 

small blade and sharp point; an instrument to draw 
a thread or ribbon through a loop; an instrument to 
dress the hair.

Body, bdd-de, s. The material substance of an 
animal; matter, opposed to spirit; a person ; a human 
’being; reality, opposed to representation; a collective 
mass; the main army, the battie; a corporation; the 
outward condition; the mam part; a pandect, a ge
neral collection ; strength, as wine of a good body.

Body-clothes, bAd-de-klAze, s. Cloathing for 
horses that are diefed.

Bog, bAg, s. A marsh, a fen, a morass.
Bog-trotter, bAg-trot-t&r, s. One that lives 

in a boggy country.
To Boggle, bAg-gl, v. n. 405. To start, to fly 

back; to hesitate; to come forward.
BOGGLER,bAg-glur,s. Adoubter,a timorous man. 
Boggy, bAg-ge, a. 283. Marshy, swampy. 
Boghouse, bAg-hduse, s. A house of office. 
Bohea, bA-hA,z s. A species of tea.
To Boil, boil, v. n. 299. To be agitated by 

heat; to be hot, to be fervent; to move like boiling 
water; to be in hot liquor.

To Boil, boil, v. a. To seeth ; to heat by put
ting into boiling water; to dress in boiling water.

Boiler, boil-hr, s. The person that boils any 
thing; the vessel in which any thing is boiled.

Boisterous, bdis-t6r-&s, «. Violent, loud, roar
ing, stormy; turbulent, furious; unwieldy.

Boisterously, bois-tdr-As-lA, ad. Violentlv, 
tumultuously.

Boisterousness, bdis-ter-hs-nCss, s. Tumultu
ousness, turbulence.

Bolary, bo-la-re, a. Partaking of the nature 
of bole, or clay.

Bold, bold, a. Daring, brave, stout; executed 
with spirit; confident, not scrupulous; impudent, 
rude; licentious; standing out to the view ; To make 
bold, to take freedoms.

To Bolden, bold^dn, v. n. 103. To make bold. 
Boldface, bAld-fase, s. Impudence, sauciness. 
Boldfaced, bold-faste, a. Impudent, saucy. 
Boldly, bold-ld, ad. In a bold manner. 
Boldness, bold-ndss, s. Courage, bravery, ex

emption from caution ; assurance, impudence/ 
Bole, bAle, s. The body or trunk of a tree; a 

kind of earth; a measure of corn containing six 
bushels.

Bolis, boQls, s. Bolis is a great fiery ball, 
swiftly hurried through the air, and generally drawing 
a tail after it

Boll, bAle, s. 406. A round stalk or stem.
Bolster, bAle-sthr, 5. Something laid in the 

bed, to support the head; a pad, or quilt; compress 
for a wound.

To Bolster, bole^st&r, v. a. To support the 
head with a bolster; to afford a bed to; to hold wounds 
together with a compress ; to support, to maintain.
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Bolt, bdlt, s. An arrow, a dart; a thunder
bolt;Bolt upright, that is, upright as an arrow ; the 
bar ofa door; an iron to fasten the legs ; a spot or stain. 

To Bolt, bolt, v. a. To shut or fasten with a 
bolt; to blurt out; to fetter, to shackle; to sift, or 
separate with a sieve; to examine, to try out; to pu
rify, or purge.

To Bolt, bdlt, v. n. To spring out with speed 
and suddenness.

Bolter, bolt-dr, s. A sieve to separate meal 
from bran.

Bolthead, bdlt-hed, s. A long strait-necked 
glass vessel, called also a matrass or receiver.

Bolting-house, bdlt-Ing-house, s. The place 
where meal is sifted.

Boltsprit, or Bowsprit, bd-sprit, s. A mast 
running out at the head of a ship, not standing up
right, but aslope.

Bolus, bd-lus, s. A medicine made up into a 
soft mass, larger than pills, to be swallowed at once.

Bomb, bum, $. 165. A loud noise ; a hollow 
iron ball, or shell, filled with gunpowder, and furnished 
with a vent for a fusee, or wooden tube, filled with 
combustible matter, to be thrown out from a mortar,

I do not hesitate to follow Dr. Kenrick and Mr. 
Nares in this word, and all its compounds, in giving the 
o its fourth sound, equivalent to the second sound of u, 
though contrary to Mr. Sheridan’s pronunciation, which 
makes it rhyme with Tom, from, &c. Dr. Johnson’s d«> 
rivation of the word to bump, from the same origin as 
bomb, makes the pronunciation I have given more agree, 
able to analogy.
Bomb-chest, bdm-tshdst, $. A kind of chest 

filled with bombs, placed under ground to blow up in 
the air.

Bomb-ketch, bhm-kStsh, ? A , . , c , . 
Bomb-vessel, bWvWI, J A klnd °f sl,,P> 

strongly built, to bear the shock of a mortar.
Bombard, btun-bird, s. A great gun ; a bar

rel of wine.
To Bombard, b&m-bard,' v. a. To attack with 

bombs.
Bombardier, bum-blr-deir,' s. 275. The en

gineer, whose employment it is to shoot bombs.
Bombardment, b&tn-bird-m&nt, $. An attack 

made upon any city, town, or fort, by throwing bombs 
into it.

Bombasin, b&m-bi-zein,'s. A slight silken stuff. 
Bombast, bum-bist, s. Fustian, big words. 
Bombast, bfun-bist,' a. High-sounding.
Bombastic b&m-bis-dk, a. High-sounding, 

pompous, that which has more sound than sense.
Dr. Ash is the only lexicographer who has inserted 

this word; but I think its general usage entitles it to a 
place in the language, especially as it lias the true adjec
tive termination, and relieves us from the inconvenience 
to which our language is so subject, that of having the 
substantive and adjective of the same form ; and though, 
as bombast stands in Dr. Johnson, the substantive has 
the accent on the last syllable, and the adjective on the 
first, contrary, I think, to the analogy of accentuation, 
494; yet this is but a bungling way of supplying the want 
of different words for different parts of speech.—See Bond. 
BombulatiON, btim-bu-la-shhn,s. Sound,noise. 
Bonaroba, bi-nA-rd-bi, s. A prostitute. 
BONASUS, bd-na-s&s, s. A kind of buffalo. 
BONCHRETTEN, bon-krdt-tsheen, s. A species 

of pear.
BOND, b&nd,^. Cords, or chains, with which 

any one is bound; a ligament that holds any thing to
gether ; union, connexion; imprisonment, captivity; 
cement of union, cause of union; a writing of obliga
tion ; a law by which any one is obliged.

Bondage, bSii'dage, s. 90. Captivity, impri- 
sonment

Bondmaid, b.’nd-made, j. A woman slave. 
Bondman, b5nd-min, s. 88. A man slave. 
Bondservant, bJnd-s^r-vant, t. A slave. 
Bondservice, bSnd^sir-vls, j. Slavery. 
Bondslave, bSndislave, s. A man in slavery.

Bondsman, bftndzWn, s. 38. . A slave; one 
bound or giving security for another.

Bondwoman, bondiwum-im, s. A woman slave. 
Bone, bine, s. The solid parts of the body of 

an animal; a fragment of meat, a bone with as much 
flesh as adheres to it; To make no bones, to make no 
scruple; dice.

To Bone, bone, v. a. To take out the bones 
from the flesh.

Bonelace, bdne-lase,' s. Flaxen lace. 
Boneless, bone-l^ss, a. Without bones.
To Boneset, bdne^s^t, v. n. To restore a bon? 

out of joint, or join a bone broken.
Bonesetter, bdne^s^t-tur, s. One who makes 

a practice of setting broken or luxated bones.
BONFIRE, b5n-fire, s. A fire made for triumph. 

Mr. Sheridan pronounces this word bonefire ; Dr 
Kenrick, Mr. Scott, Mr. Perry, and W. Johnston, make 
the first syllable rhyme with don ; and though in the first 
edition of this Dictionary I made it rhyme with tun, I 
now prefer the sound rhyming with don.
Bongrace, bhn-grAs, s. A covering for the 

forehead.
Bonnet, bSn-nlt, $. 99. A covering foi* the 

head ; a hat, a cap.
Bonnets, bdn-nlts, $. Small sails set on the 

courses of the mizzen, mainsail, and foresail.
BONNILY, b6n-ntMe, ad. Gayly, handsomely. 
Bonniness, bdn-n£-n£ss, s. Gayety, handsome

ness, plumpness.
Bonny, b5n-n£, a. Handsome, beautiful; gay, 

merry.
Bonny-clabber, b6n-nd-klAb-b6r, s. Sour 

buttermilk.
Bonum Magnum, bd-n&m-mAg-n&m, s. A
* great plum ; a species of plum.
Bony, bo-ne, a. Consisting of bones; full of 

bones.
Booby, b66-b£, s. A dull, heavy, stupid fellow. 
Book, book, s. A volume in which we read 

or write; a particular part of a work ; the register in 
which a trader keeps an account; In books, in kind 
remembrance; Without book, by memory.

To Book, b66k, v. a. To register in a book. 
Book-keeping, b6ok-k£ep-lng, s. The art of 

keeping accounts.
Bookbinder, bdok-bin-dur, s. A man whose 

profession it is to bind books.
Bookful, b66k-ful, a. Crowded with undi

gested knowledge.
Bookish, book-ish, a. Given to books. 
Bookishness, b66k-ish-n£ss, s. Overstudious- 

ness; much application to books.
BOOKLEARNED, b36k-l&rn-ed, a. Versed in 

books, or literature.
Book-learning, b66k-l&rn-Ing, s. Skill in 

literature; acquaintance with books.
Bookman, b5ok-mAn, $.88. A man whose 

profession is the study of books.
Bookmate, boSk-mate, $. School-fellow.
Bookseller, b66k-s£l-l&r, $. A man whose 

profession it is to sell books.
Bookworm, bdok-whrm, $. A mite that eats 

holes in books ; a student too closely fixed upon books.
BOOM, bSSm, $. In sea language, a pole used 

to spread out the clue of the studding sail; a polo 
with bushes or baskets, set up as a mark to show the 
sailors how to steer; a bar laid across a harbour to 
keep out the enemy.

j To Bu-OM, boom, v. n. To rush with violence.
I Boon, b66n, $. A gift, a grant, a present.
' Boon, b66n, a. Gay, merry, cheerful.

Boor, b66r, $. A lout, a clown, a ploughman. 
Boorish, b&Srllsh, a. Clownish, rustick.

, Boorishly, b66r-Ish-l£, ad. After a clownish 
manner; in a boorish manner.
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jjoORTshness, b66r-ish-n3ss, s. Coarseness of 

manners; clownishness, rusticity.
JV Boot, bddt, v. a. To profit, to advantage; 

to enrich, to benefit.
BOOT, boot, s. Profit, gain, advantage ; To 

boot, with advantage, over and above; booty, or 
plunder.

Boot, bfiut, s. A covering for the leg, used 
by horsemen.

Boot of a Coach, boot, s. The place under 
the coach-box.,,

Boot-hose, bdot-hoze, s. Stockings to serve 
for boots.

Boot-trff., boot-tree, s. Wood shaped like a 
leg, to be driven into boots for stretching them.

Boot-catcher, b66t-k£tsh-ftr, s. The person 
whose business at an inn is to pull off the boots of 
passengers.

Booted, boot-ed, a. In boots.
Booth, bddni, s. A house built of boards or 

boughs, to be used for a short time.
Bootless, bdot-less, a. Useless, unavailing; 

without success; insignificant.
BOOTY, b66-t6, s. Plunder, pillage; things 

gotten by robbery ; To play booty, to lose by design.
BoPeep, bi-peep,' 5. To play Bopeep, is to look 

out, and draw back, as if frighted.
BORACHIO, bo-rSt-tsh6, s. A drunkard. 

! Borable, bd-rA-bl, a. That may be bored. 
Borage, bur^ldje, s. 90. 165. A plant. 
Borax, bo-raks, s. An artificial salt, prepared 

from sal ammoniack, nitre, calcined tartar, sea salt, 
and alum, dissolved in wine.

BORDEL, bor-del, s. A brothel, a bawdy-house. 
Border, bor-dur, s. 98. The outer part or edge 

of any thing; the edge of a country; the outer par tot 
a garment adorned with needle-work; a bank raised 
round a garden, and set with flowers.

Tb Border, bor-dur, v. n. To confine upon : 
to approach nearly to.

7b Border, bor-dtir, v. a. To adorn with a 
border; to reach, to touch. «

Borderer, bor-d&r-fir, s. 555. He that dwells 
on the borders; extreme parts, or confines.

To Bore, bore, v. a. To pierce in a hole. 
To Bore, b6re, v. n. To make a hole ; 

push forwards to a certain point. 
Bore, bore, $. The hole made by boring ; 

the instrument with which a hole is bored; the size 
of any hole.

Bore, bore. The pret. of Bear. 
Boreal, bo-re-il, a. Northern. 
Boreas, bo-re-is, $. The north wind. 
Boree, bo-re6,' s. A step in dancing. 
Born, born. Come into life. 
Borne, bdrne. Carried, supported.

Dr. Johnson has made no distinction in the spell
ing of the participle of to bear, to bring forth, and of to 
t>car, to support: They undoubtedly both come from the 
same common stock, but the necessities of men are na
turally urging them to make distinctions in language, 
when there is a difference of idea; and this has produced 
the universally adopted difference between these two 
words; the former rhyming with scorn, and the latter 
with mourn. The same necessity which urged the ear to 
wne distinction of sound, induced the eye to adopt a dif
ference in the spelling, and to admit of the final e in the 
latter participle, and this procedure of custom arose 
from an instinctive sense of utility: for without this dis
tinction in the spelling, nothing can be more puzzling 
und disgraceful than the bungling method of distin
guishing the same word by different sounds, according to 
its different meaning. Therefore, though the final e in 
borne does not necessarily give the o the first sound of 
that letter heard in worn, yet there is something analo
gical in making the c a distinctive mark of that sound: 
and as such a mark does not in the least endanger ety
mology, but prevents confusion in the pronunciation, it
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certainly ought to be adopted. To reduce the sound of 
barn, supported, to born, brought forth, would be imprac
ticable and detrimental to precision; to let these differ
ent sounds be both signified by the same letters, would 
bo to perpetuate perplexity; no better way, therefore, 
remains than to spell them differently.—See the words 
Bowl and Form.
Borough, bur-rd, $. A town with a corporation. 
To Borrow, bor-ro, v. a. To take something 

from another upon credit; to ask of another the use 
of something for a time; to use as one’s own, though 
not belonging to one.

Borrower, b6r-r6-&r, s. He that borrows; 
he that takes what is another’s.

Boscage, bfts-kaje, s. 90. Wood, or woodland? 
Bosky, b6s-k6, a. Woody.
Bosom, bod^z&m, s. The breast, the heart; the 

innermost part of an enclosure; the folds of the dress 
that cover the breast; the tender affections ; inclina
tion, desire; in composition, implies intimacy, con
fidence, fondness, as, my bosom friend.

This word is pronounced four ways, Boxum, Buz- 
zum, and Booxum, the oo like u in bull; and booxorn, as 
ou in bouse. Sheridan and Scott adopt the third sound; 
Perry seems to mark the fourth ; Dr. Kenrick has the 
second and fourth, but seems to prefer the former; and 
W. Johnston has the second; and that is, in my opinion, 
the most general; but the stage seems to have adopted 
the fourth sound, which has given it a currency among 
Silite speakers, and makes it the most fashionable. Mr. 

Iphinston, a nice observer, as well as a deep investigator, 
announces the second, but tells us that the third was the 
original pronunciation.
To Bosom, boo-zUm, v. a. To enclose in the 

bosom; to conceal in privacy.
Boson, bo-sn. s. 170. 103. Corrupted from 

Boatswain, which see.
Boss, b&s, s. A stud ; the part rising in the 

midst of any thing; a thick body of any kind.
Bossage, bis^sije, s. 90. Any stone that has a 

projecturc, and which is laid in a place in a building to 
be afterwards carved.

Bosvei., bdz-v&l, s. 448. A species of crowfoot. 
Botanical, b6-tAn-e-kll, )
Botanic bd-tWnlk, p ReIat,n?,o 

herbs, skilled in herbs.
Botanist, b&t-A-nist, s. 503, 6. 543. One 

skilled in plants.
BOTANOLOGY, bftt-in-M^d-je, s. 518. A dis

course upon plant b.
Botch, bStsh, s. 352. A swelling, or eruptive 

discoloration of the skin; a part in any work ill 
finished; an adventitious part clumsily added.

To Botch, b6tsh, v. a. To mend or patch 
clothes clumsily; to put together unsuitably, or un
skilfully ; to mark with botches.

BoTCHY, bot-tshd, a. Marked with botches.
Both, both, a. 467. The two; as well the 

one as the other.
Both, bbth, conj. As well.
Bots, bits, s. Small worms in the entrails of 

horses.
Bottle, b2>t-tl, s. 405. A small vessel of glass, 

or other matter; a quantity of wine usually put into a 
bottle, a quart; a quantity of hay or grass bundled up 

To Bottle, b6t-tl, v. a. To enclose in bottles. 
Bottleflower, b6t-tl-fl6u-ur, s. A plant. 
Bottlescrew, b6t-tl-skr66, s. A screw to pull 

out the cork.
Bottom, bdt-t&m, s. 166. The lowest part of 

any thing; the ground under the water ; the foun
dation, the ground-work; a dale, a valley ; the deep
est part; bound,limit ; the utmost of aiiy man’s ca
pacity ; the last resort; a vessel for navigation ; a 
chance or security; a ball of thread wound up toge
ther.

To Bottom, b6t-t&m, v. a. To build up, to 
fix upon, as a support; to wind upon something.

To Bottom, b6t-t6m? v. n. To rest upon as 
its support.

a.

K
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BOTTOMEn.bdt- tim’d, a.359. Having abottom.
Bottomless, bdt-tim-ldss, a. Without a bot- 

tom, fathomless.
Bottomry, bSt-t&m-r^, s.The act of borrowing 

money on a ship’s bottom.
Boud, bdud, s. An insect which breeds in malt 
To Bouge, bdodje, v. n. 315. To swell out. 
Bough, bd&, 5. 313. An arm or a large shoot 

of a tree, larger than a branch.
Bought, biwt, 319. pret. of To Buy.
To Bounce, bdunse, v. n. To fall or fly against 

any thing with great force; to make a sudden leap; 
to boast, to bully; to be bold or strong.

Bounce, bdinse, s. A strong sudden blow; 
a sudden crack or noise; a boast, a threat.

Bouncer, bdun-s&r, s. A boaster, a bully, an 
empty threatener ; a liar.

BOUND, bound, s. 813. A limit, a boundary ; 
a limit by which any excursion is restrained; a leap, 
a jump, a spring; a rebound.

To Bound, bdund, v. a.To limit, to terminate; 
to restrain, to confine; to make to bound.

To Bound, b&und, v. n. To jump, to spring ; 
to rebound, to fly back.

Bound, bound, part pass, of Bind.
Bound, b3und, a. Destined, intending to ccme 

to any place.
Boundary, b6un^da-r£, s. Limit, bound. 
Bounden, bSun-d&n, part. pass, of Bind. 
Bounding-stone, boun-dlng-stone, 7 .
Bound-stone, b6und-stdne, j *'

stone to play with.
Boundlessness, bound-15s-ness, s. Exemption 

from limits.
Boundless, bdund-less, a. Unlimited, uncon

fined, immeasurable.
Bounteous, bo&n-tche-fis, a. 263. Liberal, 

kind, generous, munificent, beheficent.
Bounteously, bditn-tchd-fos-lc, ad. Liberally, 

generously, largely.
Bounteousness, b6un-tch£-fis-ness, s. Munifi

cence, liberality, kindness.
Bountiful, boun-t^-ful, a. Liberal, generous, 

munificent
Bountifully, boun-t£-ful-le, ad. Liberally. 
Bountifulness, b6un-te-ful-n£ss, s. The qua

lity of being bountiful, generosity.
Bountihead, bd&n'te-hdd, j r. ,
.Bountyhood, b6&n-t^-h&d, 5 ^00 ess*

virtue.
Bounty, bSun-te, s. Generosity, liberality, 

munificence.
To Bourgeon, b&r-j&n, c. n. 313. 259. To 

sprout, to shoot into branches, to put forth buds.
BOURN, bdrne, s. A bound, a limit; a brook, 

a torrent.
SO’ 1 have differed from Mr. Sheridan and Dr. Ken- 

rick in the pronunciation of this word. They make it 
sound as if written boom ; but, if my memory fail me not, 
it is a rhyme to mourn upon the stage; and Mr. Gar
rick so pronounced it.

“ That undiscover’d country, from whose bourne
“ No traveller returns.” Shakespeare's Uamtet.

I am fortified in this pronunciation by the suffrages of 
Mr. Elphinston, Mr. Nares, and Mr. Smith.
To Bouse, bOoze, v. n. To drink lavishly^ 
Bousy, boo^z£, a. Drunken.
Bout, bout, s. A turn, as much of an action 

as is performed at one time.
To Bow, bou, v. a. To bend, or inflect; to 

bend the body in token of respect or submission ; to 
bend, or incline, in condescension ; to depress, to crush.

To Bow, bdi, v. a. To bend, to suffer flexure ; 
to make a reverence; to stoOp; to sink under pressure.

Bow, bou, s. An act of reverence or submission.
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Bow, bo, s. An instrument of war; a rain
bow; the instrument with which string instruments 
are played upon; the doubling of a string in a slip 
knot; Bow of a ship, that part of her which begins at 
the loof, and ends at the sternmost part of the fore, 
castle.

To Bow, b6, v. a. To bend sideways.
While some words are narrowing and contract in 

their original signification, others are dividing and sub
dividing into a thousand different acceptations. The 
verb to bow rhyming with cow might originally signify 
flexure every way, and to serve for that action which 
made any thing crooked, let its direction be what it 
would; but it appears certain, that at present it only 
means that flexure which is vertical, and which may lie 
called a bowing down,\i\it is by no means so applicable V 
that flexure which is sideways or horizontal, and for 
which necessity seems insensibly to have brought the 
verb I have inserted into use. This verb seems accom- 
jianied by the word out as the other is by down, and we 
may say such a thing bows down, but another thing bows 
out, or swells sideways': the first verb is pronounced so 
as to rhyme with cow, now, &c. and the last with go, no, 
&c. Milton seems to have used the word with this sound, 
where in his Penseroso he says—

“ And love the high evribowed roof,
M With antique pillars’ massy proof?’

But as nothing can tend more to the ambiguity of Ian- 
guage than to nave the words spelled in the same manner 
sounded differently in order to distinguish their meaning 
by their pronunciation, I would humbly advise to spell 
the word bow (to shoot with,) and the verb to bow (to bend 
sideways,) with the final e ; this slight addition will re
lieve a reader from the embarrassment he is under at 
first sight, where he is not thoroughly acquainted with 
the circumstances of a relation, and does not know how 
to pronounce the word till he has read the context. For 
the propriety of this additional e, see the words Bowl, 
Borne, and Form.

I cannot refrain from quoting Mr. Nares on this word, 
as his opinion has great authorityA bow for arrows, 
“ and to bow, when it signifies merely to bend any thing, 
“ have ow like o long. This distinction I believe to be 
“ right, though our great Lexicographer has not noticed 
“ it. He gives to bow, in every sense, the regular sound 
“ ofow, (that is, rhyming with cow.) But of this in- 
“ stance the first and fourth appear to be erroneous; the 
“ third is doubtful; and in the second the word is used 
“ to express an inclination of the body, but metaphori- 
“ cally applied to trees. See the four instances from 
“ Shakespeare, Dry den, and Locke, under To bow, v. a. 
“ No. I.”

A want of attending to the different ideas the word bow 
conveys, as it is differently sounded, has occasioned the 
inconsistent sea-terms ; the bow of a ship rhyming with 
cow j and an anchor, called the best bower, rhyming with 
hour s and bow, in the word bowsprit, rhyming with go 
no, 8tc.
Bow-bent, bo-b^nt, a. Crooked.
Bow-hand, behind, s. The hand that draws 

the bow.
Bow-legged, bd-legd, a. 359.Having crooked 

legs.
Bowels, b6u-elz, s. Intestines, the vessels and 

organs within the body ; the inner parts of any thing; 
tenderness, compassion.

Bower, bou-iir, s. 98. An arbour; it seems 
to signify, in Spenser, a blow’, a stroke.

Bower, bou-Ur, 5. An anchor so called. 
BOWERY, bdu-Dr-r^, a. Full of bowers. 
Bowl, bole, s A vessel to hold liquids; the 

hollow part of any thing; a basin, a fountain.—See 
the next word.

Bowl, bdle, s. A round mass which may be 
rolled along the ground.

JO3 Many respectable speakers pronounce this word 
so as to rhyme with howl, the noise made by a dog. Dr. 
Johnson, Mr. Elphinston, and Mr. Perry, declare for 
it; but Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Scott, Dr. Kenrick, and Mr. 
Smith, pronounce it as the vessel to hold liquor, rhym
ing with hole. I remember having been corrected by 
Mr. Garrick for pronouncing it like howl; and am upon 
the whole, of opinion, that pronouncing it as I have 
marked it is the preferable mode, though the least ana, 
logical. But as the vessel has indisputably this sound, 
it is rendering the language still more iriegular to give
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the ball a different one. The inconvenience of this ir. 
regularity is often perceived in the word bow. To have 
the same word signify different things, is the fate of all 
languages; but pronouncing the same word differently, 
to signify different things, is multiplying difficulties 
without necessity; for though it may be alleged, that a 
different pronunciation of the same word to signify a dif
ferent thing, is in some measure remedying the poverty 
and ambiguity of language, it may be answered, that it 
is in realitv increasing the ambiguity by setting the eye 
and ear at variance, and obliging the reader to under
stand the context before he can pronounce the word. It 
may be urged, that the Greek and Latin languages had 
these ambiguities in words which were only distinguish
able by their quantity or accent. But it is highly pro- 
bable that the Greek language had a written accent to 
distinguish such words as were pronounced differently to 
signify different things, and this is equivalent to a differ
ent spelling; and though the Latin word lego signified 
either to read or to send, according to the quantity with 
which the first syllable was pronounced, it was certainly 
an imperfection in that language which ought not to be 
imitated. Ideas, and combinations of ideas, will always 
be more numerous than words; and therefore the same 
word will often stand for very different ideas: but alter
ing the sound of a word, without altering the spelling, is 
forming an unwritten language.
To Bowl, b61e, v. a. To play at bowls; to

throw bowls at any thing.
Bowler, bo-l&r, s. He that plays at bowls.
Bowline, bou-lln, s. A rope fastened to the

middle part of the outside of a sail.
Bowling-green, bd-ling-gr^en, $. A level piece 

of ground, kept smooth for bowlers.
Bowman, bd^-min, s. 88. An archer. 
Bowsprit, bowsprit, s. Boltsprit; which see. 
Bowstring, b6-str1ng, s. The string by which 

the bow is kept bent.
Bow-window, bd-wln-dd, s.

Dr. Johnson derives this word, and, perhaps, 
justly, from Bay-window, or a window forming a bay in 
the internal part of the room; but present custom has 
universally agreed to call these windows bow-windows, 
from the curve, like a bow, which they form by jutting 
outwards. However original and just, therefore, Dr. 
Johnson’s derivation may be, there is little hope of a 
conformity to it, either in writing or pronunciation, 
white there is apparently so good an etymology, both for 
sense and sound, to support the present practice.—See 
To Bort).
Bowyer, bo-y&r, s. 98. An archer; one whose

trade is to make bows.
Box, bdka, A tree ; the wood of it.
Box, boks, s. A case made of wood, or other 

matter, to hold any thing ; the case of the mariner’s 
compass; the chest into which money given is put; 
seat in the play-house.

To Box, biks, v. a. To enclose in a box.
Box, bSks, s. A blow on the head given with

the hand.
To Box, b&ks, v. n. To fight with the fist.
Boxen, bik-sn, a. 103. Made of box, resem

bling box.
Boxer, biks-ir, s. A man who fights with his

fists.
Boy, bo&, s. 482. A male child, not a girl; 

one in the state of adolescence, older than an infant; 
a word of contempt for young men.

Boyhood, bo£-hud, s. The state of a boy. 
Boyish, bo&'ish, a. Belonging to a boy ; child

ish ; trifling.
Boyishly, bo&Ish-te, ad. Childishly, triflingly. 
Boyishness, bo£-ish-n£ss, s. Childishness, tri

flingness.
BOYISM, b3e-izm, s. Puerility, childishness. 
Brabble, brib-bl, s. 405. A clamorous contest. 
To Brabble, brib-bl, v. n. To contest noisily. 
BrabbLEH, brib^-lur, s. A clamorous noisv 

fellow.
To Brace, brase, v. a. To bind, to tie close 

with bandages; to strain up.
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Brace, brase, s. Cincture, bandage ; that 
which holds any thing tight; Braces of a coach, thick 
straps of leather on which it hangs; Braces in print, 
ing, a crooked line enclosing a passage, as in a trip
let ; tension, tightness.

Brace, brase, s. A pair, a couple. 
Bracelet, brase-l^t, $. An ornament for the

arms.
I have, in the pronunciation of this word, made 

the a long and slender, as in brace, as I find it in Dr 
Kenrick, VV. Johnston, Mr. Perry, and Mr. Scott; and 
not short as in brass, as Mr. Sheridan has marked it; and 
which, I believe is the prevailing pronunciation in Ire
land : for though many compounds shorten the vowel in 
the simple, as is shown at large in the Principles of Pro
nunciation, 308, 515 ; yet I think such words are excep
tions as are only diminutives, plurals and feminines.— 
See Patroness.
Bracer, bra-sur, s. 98. A cincture, a bandage. 
Brach, britsh, s. 252. A bitch hound.
Brachial, brik-yil, a. 353. Belonging to the

arm.
Brachygraphy, bri-klg-gri-fi, s. 353. The

art or practice of writing in a short compass.
Brack, brik, s. A breach.
Bracket, brik-klt, s. 99. A piece of wood fix

ed for the support of something.
Brackish, brik-lsh, a. Salt, something salt 
Brackishness, brik-ish-n^ss, s. Saltness. 
Brad, brid, A sort of nail to floor rooms with. 
To Brag, brig, v. n. To boast, to display os

tentatiously.
Brag, brig, s. A boast; a proud expression;

the thing boasted.
Braggadocio, brig-gi-d6-sh£-d, s. A puffing,

boasting fellow.
Braggart, brig-girt, a. 88. Boastful, vainly

ostentatious.
Braggart, brl^girt, s. 7 . ■
Bragger, brig-gur, s. 98. 1
Bragless, brig-less, a. Without a boast 
Bragly, brig-l£, ad. Finely.
To Brai?>, brade, v. a. To weave together 
Braid, brade, s. A texture, a knot.
Brails,, bralz, s. Small ropes reeved througn

blocks.
Brain, brane, s. That collection of vessels and 

organs in the head, from which sense and motion 
arise; the understanding.

To Brain, brane, v. a. To kill by beating out
the brain.

Brainish, brane-lsh, a.
Brainless, brane-l^ss, a. t ___ ____ _
Brainpan, brine-pin, s. The skull containing

the brains.
Brainsick, brane-sik, a. Addleheaded, giddy 
Brainstckly, brane-sik-ld, ad. Weakly, headily 
Brainsickness, brane-sik-ness, s. Indiscretion, 

giddiness.
Brake, brake. The pret. of Break.
Brake, brake, s. Fern, a thicket of brambles. 
Brake, brake, s. An instrument for dressing 

hemp or flax ; the handle of a ship’s pump; a baker’s 
kneading trough.

Braky, bra-ki, a. Thorny, prickly, rough.
Bramble, bram-bl, s. 405. Blackberry bush, 

dewberry bush, raspberry bush; any rough prickly 
shrub.

Brambling, brim-bling, s. A bird, called also
the mountain chaffinch.

Hot-headed, furious. 
Silly, thoughtless.

Addleheaded, giddy

Bran, brin, s. The husks of corn ground.
Branch, brinsh, $. 352. 7 8.' The shoot of a 

tree from one of the main boughs; any distant arti
cle ; any part that shoots out from the rest; a smaler 
river running into a larger; any part of a family de-
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scending in a collateral line; the offspring, the de
scendant ; the antlers or shoots of a stag's horn.

To Branch, brinsh, v. n. To spread in bran
ches; to spread into separate parts; to speak diffu
sively ; to have horns shooting out.

To Branch, brinsh, v. a. To divide as into 
branches; to adorn with needlework.

Bbancher, brin-sh&r, s. One that shoots cut 
into branches ; in falconry, a young hawk.

Branchiness, brin-shi-niss, s. Fulness of 
branches.

Branchless, brinsh-liss, a. Without shoots 
or boughs; naked.

Branchy, brin-shi, a. Full of branches, 
spreading.

Brand, brind, s. A stick lighted, or fit to be 
lighted ; a sword; a thunderbolt; a mark made by 
burning with a hot iron.

To Brand, brind, v. a. To mark with a note 
of infamy.

Brandgoose, brind-goSs, s. A kind of wild 
fowl.

To Brandish, brln-dlsh, v. a. To wave or 
shake; to play with, to flourish.

Brandling, brind-llng, s. A particular worm.
Brandy, brAn-de, s. A strong liquor distilled 

from wine.
Brangle, brtlng-gl, s. 405. Squabble, wrangle.
To Brangle, brAng-gl. v. n. 405. To wrangle, 

to squabble.
Brank, bringk, s. Buckwheat.
Branny, brAn-nA, a. Having the appearance 

of bran.
Brasier, bra-zh&r, s. 283. A manufacturer 

that works in brass; a pan to hold coals.
Brasil, or Brazil, brA-zeel,' s. An American 

wood, commonly supposed to have been thus denomi
nated, because first brought from Brasil.

Brass, brAs, s. A yellow metal made by mix
ing copper with lapis calaminaris; impudence.

Brassiness, brAs-s£-n£ss, s. An appearance 
like brass.

Brassy, brAs-sA, n. Partaking of brass; hard 
as brass ; impudent.

Brat, brAt, s. A child, so called in contempt; 
the progeny, the offspring.

Bravado, brA-va^do, s. A boast, a brag. See 
Lumbago.

Brave, brave, a. Courageous, daring, bold;, 
gallant, having a noble mien; magnificent, grand ; 
excellent, noble.

Brave, brave, s. A hector, a man daring be
yond prudence or fitness; a boast, a challenge/

To Brave, brave, v. a. To defy, to challenge; 
to carry a boasting appearance.

Bravely, brave-1^, ad. In a brave manner, 
courageously, gallantly.

Bravery, bra-vhr-r£, s. 555. Courage, mag
nanimity ; splendour, magnificence; show, osten
tation ; bravado, boast.

Bravo, brA-vd, s. Spanish. A man who mur
ders for hire.

To Brawl, brawl, v. n. To quarrel noisily 
and indecently; to speak loud and indecently; to 
make a noise.

Brawl, brAwl, s. Quarrel, noise, scurrility.
Brawler, brAw-l&r, s. A wrangler.
Brawn, brawn, s. The fleshy or musculous 

part of the body; the arm, so called from its being 
musculous ; bulk, muscular strength; the flesh of a 
boar, a boar.

Brawner, braw-nfir, «. A boar killed for the 
table.

Brawniness, braw^nA-n§ss, s. Strength, hard
ness.

Brawny, braw-nA, a. Musculous, fleshy, bulky, j
To.Bb.ay, bri, ». a. To pound, or grind small. |
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To Bray, bra, v. n. To make a noise as an 
ass; to make an offensive noise.

Bray, bra, s. Noise, sound.
Brayer, bra-fir, s. One mat brays like an 

ass; with printers, an instrument to temper the ink.
To Braze, braze, v. a. To solder with brass; 

to harden to impudence.
Brazen, bra-zn,a. 103. Made of brass; pro

ceeding from brass; impudent.
ToBRAZEN,bra-zn,w.n. To be impudent,to bully. 
Brazenface, bra-zn-fase, s. An impudent 

wretch.
Brazenfaced, bra-zn-faste, a. 359. Impu

dent, shameless.
Brazenness, bra-zn-ness, s. Appearance like 

brass; impudence.
Brazier, braze-yfrr, s. 283.—See Brasier.
Breach, br££tsh, s. The act of breaking any 

thing; the state of being broken; a gap in a fortifica 
tion made by a battery; the violation of a law or con 
tract; difference, quarrel; infraction, injury.

Bread, bred, s. Food made of ground corn; 
food in general; support of life at large.

Bread-chipper, bred-tship-fir, s. A baker’s 
servant.

Bread-corn, br&d-korn, s. Corn of which 
bread is made.

Breadth, br&d/A, s. The measure of any plain 
superficies from side to side.

To Break, brake, v. a. 240. 242. To burst, or 
open by force; to divide; to destroy by violence; to 
overcome, to surmount; to batter, to make breaches or 
gaps in ; to crush ordestroy the strength of the body ; 
to sink or appal the spirit; to subdue; to crush, to dis
able, to incapacitate; to weaken the mind; to tame, 
to train to obedience; to make bankrupt; to crack the 
skin; to violate a contract or promise ; to infringe a 
law; to intercept, to hinder the effect of; to interrupt; 
to separate company ; to dissolve any union ; to oj>en 
something new; To break the back, to disable one’s 
fortune; To break ground, to open trenches; To break 
the heart, to destroy with grief; To break the neck, 
to lux, or put out the neck joints ; To break off, to put 
a sudden stop; To break off, to dissolve; To break up, 
to separate or disband; To break upon the wheel, to 
punish by stretching a criminal upon the wheel, and 
breaking his bones with bats; To break wind, to give 
vent to wind in the body.

To Break, brake, v. n. Tc part in two; to 
burst by dashing, as waves on a rock; to open and 
discharge matter; to open as the morning; to burst 
forth, to exclaim ; to become bankrupt; to decline 
in health and strength; to make way with some kind 
of suddenness, to come to an explanation ; to fall out, 
to be friends no longer; to discard ; to break from, 
to separate from with some vehemence; to break in, 
to enter unexpectedly ; to break loose, to escape from 
captivity; to break off’, to desist suddenly; To break 
oft’ from, to part from with violence ; To break out, 
to discover itself in sudden effects ; To break out, to 
have eruptions from the body ; To break out, to be
come dissolute ; To break up, to cease, to intermit; 
To break up, to dissolve itself; To break up, to begin 
holidays; To break with, to part friendship with any.

Break, brake, s. State of being broken, open
ing ; a pause, an interruption ; a line drawn, noting 
that the sense is suspended.

Breaker, bra-khr, s. He that breaks any 
thing; a wave broken by rocks or sand banks.

To Breakfast, br£k-fAst, v. n. 234. 51’5. To 
eat the first meal in the day.

Breakfast, br^k-flst, s. 88. The first meal 
in the day; the thing eaten at the first meal; a meal 
in general.

Breakneck, brake-n^k, s. A steep place en
dangering the neck.

Breakpromise, brake^prAm-ls, s. One that 
makes a practice of breaking his promise.

Bream, breme, s. The name of a fish.
Breast, brSst, s. The middle part of the hu

man body, between the neck and the belly; the dugs 
or teats of women which contain the milk ; the part
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of a beast that is under the neck, between the fore
legs ; the heart; the conscience; the passions.

To Breast, br&st, v. a. To meet in front.
Breastbone^ br&st-bdne, s. The bone of the 

breast, the sternum.
Breasthigh, br&st'hl, a. Up to the breast.
Breasthooks, br£st-h66ks, s. With ship- « 

wrights, the compassing timbers before, that help to 
strengthen the stem and all the fore part of the ship.

Breastknot, brfist-nftt, s. A knot or bunch of 
ribbands worn by women on the breast.

Breastplate, br^st-plate, s. Armour for the 
breast.

Breastplough, brest-ploi, $. A plough used 
for paring turf, driven by the breast.

Breastwork, br6st-wfirk, s. Works thrown 
up as high as the breast of the defendants.

Breath, br&A, s. 437. The air drawn in and 
ejected out of the body; life ; respiration; respite, 
pause, relaxation; breeze, moving air; a single act; 
an instant.

To Breathe, breTiie, v. n. 437. To draw in 
and throw out the air by the lungs; to live; to rest; 
to take breath; to inject by breathing; to eject by 
breathing; to exerc'se; to move or actuate by breath ; 
to utter privately; to give air or vent to.

Breather, bre^THur, s. One that breathes, or 
lives.

Breathing, bre-THlng, s. Aspiration, secret 
prayer; breathing place, vent.

Breathless, brez/i-lcss, a. Out of breath, 
spent with labour; dbad.

Bred, brid, Part. pass, from To Breed.
Brede, br6de, s.—See Braid.
Breech, br66tsb, s. 247. The lower part of the 

body; breeches; the hinder part of a piece of ord
nance.

To Breech, breetsh, v. a. 247. To put into 
breeches; to fit any thing with a breech, as to breech 
a gun.

Breeches, brltch-lz, s. 247. 99. The garment 
worn by men over the lower part of the body; to wear 
the breeches, is, in a wife, to usurp the authority of 
the husband.

To Breed, br66d, v. a. To procreate, to gene
rate ; to occasion, to cause, to produce ; to contrive, 
to hatch, to plot; to produce from one’s self; to give 
birth to; to educate, to qualify by education ; to bring 
up, to take care of.

To BREED, bredd, v. n. To bring young ; to 
increase by new production; to be produced, to haye 
birth ; to raise a breed.

Breed, br66d, s. A cast, a kind, a subdivision 
of species; progeny, offspring; a number produced 
at once, a hatch.

Breedbate, bre^d-bate, s. One that breeds 
quarrels.

Breeder, bre6-d&r, s. 98. That which produces 
any thing; the person who brings up another; a fe-' 
male that is prolifick; one that takes care to raise a 
breed.

Breeding, breeding, s. Education, instruc
tion ; qualifications; manners, knowledge of cere
mony ; nurture.

Breeze, bre6z, s. A stinging fly.
Breeze, br£ez, s. A gentle gale.
Breezy, br6e-z6, ad. Fanned with gales. 
Bret, bret, s. A fish of the turbot kind. 
Brethren, bref/r r&n, s. The plural of Brother. 
Breviary, breve-yi-re, s. 507. An abridg

ment, an epitome; the book containing the daily ser
vice of the church of Rome.

IO" All our orthoepists but Mr. Perry pronounce the 
first syllable of this word long; but if authority were si
lent, analogy would decide for the pronunciation I have 
given. 534.
BreVIAT, br^ve-yat, s. 113. A short compen

dium.
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BreviaTURE, br^ve-yA-tshhre, s. 465. 113. An 
abbreviation.

Brevity, br£v-e-t£, s. 511. Conciseness, short
ness.

To Brew, brio, v. a. 339. To make liquor 
by mixing several ingredients; to prepare by mixing 
things together; to contrive, to plot.

To Brew, br66, v. n. To perform the office 
of a brewer.

Brew age, brdo^ldje, r. 90. Mixture of various 
things.

Brewer, br5o-ur, s. A man whose profession 
it is to make beer.

Brewhouse, br66-h3&s, s. A house appro
priated to brewing.

Brewing, brd&ing, s. 410. Quantity of 
liquor brewed.

Brewis, brdS-Is, s. A piece of bread soaked ii 
boiling fat pottage, made of salted meat.

Bribe, bribe, s. A reward given to pervert tht 
judgment.

To. Bribe, bribe, v. a. To give bribes.
Briber, brl-bur, s. 98. One that pays for cor

rupt practices.
Bribery, bri-b&r-r6, s. 555. The crime of 

giving or taking rewards for bad practices.
Brick, brlk, s. A mass of burned clay; a Ic^f 

shaped like a brick.
To Brick, brlk, v. a. To lay with bricks. 
Brickbat, brik-blt, s. A piece of brick. 
Brickclay, brik-kU, s. Clay used for making 

bricks.
Brickdust, brlk-d&st, s. Dust made by pound

ing bricks.
Brick-kiln, brik-kil, s. A kiln, a place to 

burn bricks in.
Bricklayer, brik-la-hr, «. A brick mason.
Brickmaker, brlk-ina-kur, $. One whose 

trade it is to make bricks.
Bridal, brl-dil, a. Belonging to a wedding, 

nuptial.
Bride, bride, s- A woman newly married. 
Bridebed, bride-b6d, s. Marriage bed. 
EjRIDF.CAKE, brldefkake, s. A cake distributed 

to the guests at a wedding..
Bridegroom, brlde-grddm, s. A newly mar

ried man.
Bridemen, brlde-m&n, ) ,
Bkidemaids, brldeimldz, f * The attendant5 

on the bride and^ bridegroom.
Bridestake, bride-stake, s. A post set in the 

ground to dance round.
Bridewell, brlde-wel, s. A house of correc

tion.
Bridge, bridje, s. A building raised over wa- i 

ter for the convenience of passage ; the upper part of 
the nose; the supporter of the strings in stringed in- t 
struments of musick.

To Bridge, bridje, v. a. To raise a bridge 
over any place.

Bridle, brl-dl, s. 405. The headstall and reins * 
by which a horse is restrained and governed; a re
straint, a curb, a check.

To Bridle, brl-dl, v. a. To guide by a bridle> 
to restrain, to govern.

To Bridle, bri£dl, v. n. To hold up the head. 
Brolkhand, bri-dl-hind, s. The hand which 

holds the bridle in riding.
Brief, bre6f, a. Short, concise; contracted, 

narrow.
Brief, bre6f, s. A short extract, or epitome; 

the writing given the pleaders, containing the case; 
letters patent, giving license to a charitable collection; 
in musick, a measure of quantity, which contains two 
strokes down in beating time, and as many up.
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Briefly, brddf^Id, ad. Concisely, in a few words. 
Briefness, brde£ndss,s. Conciseness,shortness. 
Brier, bri-ur, s. 98. 418. A prickly shrub. 
Briery, brl-hr-rd, a. 555. Rough, full of briers. 
Brigade, brd-gade,z s. 117. A division of forces, 

a body of men.
Brigadier General, brig-a-dddr-jdn'ft-ril, s. 

275. An officer next in order below a major-general.
Brigandine, brlg-in-dlne, 150.) * ,
Brigantine, brlg-in-tlne, ) 1

vessel, such as was formerly used by corsairs or pi
rates ; a coat of mail.

IKj?* All our orthoepists sound the lasts iu this word 
long; and yet my memory fails me if the stage does not 
pronounce it short: a pronunciation to which the stage 
is very prone, as Valentine, Cymbeline, &c. are heard on 
the stage as if written Valentin, Cymbelin, &c.

You may remember, scarce three years are past, 
M When in your brigantine you sail’d to see 
“ The Adriatic wedded by our Duke,

And I was with you.” Venice Preserved.

Bright, brlte, a. Shining, glittering, full of 
light; clear, evident; illustrious, as, a bright reign; 
witty, acute, as, a bright genius.

To Brighten, brl-tn, v. a. 103. To make 
bright, to make to shine; to make luminous by light 
from without; to make gay, or alert; to make illus
trious ; to make acute.

To Brighten, brl-tn, v. n. To grow bright, to 
clear up.

Brightly, brlteMA, ad. Splendidly, with lustre. 
Brightness, brlte-ndss, s. Lustre, splendour; 

acuteness.
Brilliancy, brll-y&n-sd, s. Lustre, splendour.
Brilliant, bril-yint, a. 113. Shining, spark

ling.
Brilliant, brll-yint, s. A diamond of the 

finest cut.
Brilltantness, brll-ylnt-ndss, s. Splendour, 

lustre.
Brim, brim, s. The edge of any thing; the 

upper edge of any vessel; the top of any liquor ; the 
bank of a fountain.

To Brim, brim, v. a. To fill to the top.
To Brim, brim, v. n. To be full to the brim. 
Brimful, brlm-f’il, a. Full to the top. 
Brimfulness, brlm-ful-ness, s. Fulness to 

the top.
Brimmer, brim-mur, s. A bowl full to the top. 
Brimstone, brim-stine, s. Sulphur. 
Brimstony, brlm-stA-nd, a. Full of brim

stone.
BllINDED, brin-ded, a. Streaked, tabby.
Brindle, brinMl, s. 405. 359. The state of 

being brinded.
Brindled, brln-dld, a.405. Brinded, streaked. 
Brine, brine, s. Water impregnated with salt, 

the sea; tears.
Brinepit, brlne-plt, s. Pit of salt water.
To Bring, bring, p, a, 408. 409. To fetch from 

another place; to convey in one’s own hand, not to 
send; to cause to’ come; to attract, to draw along; to 
put into any particular state; to conduct; to induce, 
to prevail upon; To bring about, to bring to pass, to 
effect; To bring forth, to give birth to, to produce; 
To bring in, to reclaim ; To bring in, to afford gain; 
To bring off, to clear, to procure to be acquitted; To 
bring on, to engage in action ; To bring over, to draw 
to a new party; To bring out, to exhibit, to show; To 
bring under, to subdue, to repress; To bring up, to 
educate, to instruct; To bring up, to bring into 
practice.

Bringer, brlng-ur, s. 409. The person that 
brings any thing.

Brinish, bri-nlsh, a. Having the taste of brine, 
salt.
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Brinishness, bri-nlsh-nSss, s. Saltness.
Brink, brlngk, s. The edge of any place, as 

of a precipice or a river.
Briny, bri-nd, a. Salt.
Brisk, brisk, a. Lively, vivacious,gay; power

ful, spirituous; vivid, bright.
Brisket, brls-klt, s. 99. The breast of an 

animal.
Briskly, brlsk-ld, ad. Actively, vigorously.
Briskness, brisk-ndss, s. Liveliness, vigour, 

quickness; gayety.
Bristle, brls-sl, s. 405. 472. The stiff hair of 

swino.
To Bristle, brls-sl, v. a. To erect in bristles.
To Bristle, brls-sl, v. n. To stand erect as 

bristles.
Bristly, brls-ld, a. Thick set with bristles.
Bristol Stone, brWtfcl-stAne, s. A kind of 

soft diamond found in a rock near the city of Bristol.
Brit, brlt, s. The name of a fish.
Brittle, brlt-tl, a. 405. Fragile, apt to break. 
Brittleness, brlt-tl-ndss, s. Aptness to break. 
Brize, brlze, s. The gadfly.
Broach, brdtsh, s. 295. A spit.
To Broach, brdtsh, v. a. To spit, to pierce as 

with a spit; to pierce a vessel in order to draw the li
quor ; to open any store; to give out, to utter any thing, 

Broacher, brdtsh-Qr, s. A spit; an opener, 
or utterer of any thing.

Broad, briwd, a. 295. Wide, extended in 
breadth; large; clear, open ;* gross, coarse; obscene, 
fulsome; bold, not delicate, not reserved.

Broad Cloth, briwd-cldi/z, s. A fine kind of 
cloth.

To Broaden, bdLw-du, v. n. 103. To grow 
broad.

Broadly, brawd-le, ad. In a broad manner. 
Broadness, brlwd-ndss, s. Breadth, extent 

from side to side; coarseness, fulsomeness.
Broadside, brawd-side, s. The side of a ship ; 

the volley of shot fired at once from the side of a ship.
Broadsword, brlwd^sdrd, s. A cutting sword, 

with a broad blade.
Broadwise, briwd-wize, ad. 140. According 

to the direction of the breadth.
Brocade, brd-kade,' $. A silken stuff variegated. 
Brocaded, brd-ka'ddd, a. Drest in brocade; 

woven in the manner of brocade.
Brocage, brd-kidje, s. 90. The gain gotten 

by promoting bargains ; the hire given for any unlaw
ful office; the trade of dealing in old things.

Broccoli, brdk-kd-ld, s. A species of cabbage. 
Brock, brdk, s. A badger.
Brocket, brAk-klt, 5. 99. A red deer, two 

years old.
Biiogub, brdg, s. 337. A kind of shoe; a cor- 

rupt dialect.
To Broider, brod-dur, v. a. To adorn with 

figures of needle-work.
Broidery, brod-dur-re, s. 555. Embroidery, 

flower-work.
Broil, broil, s. A tumult, a quarrel.
To Broil, broil, t». a. To dress or cook by 

laying on the coals.
To Broil, brill, v. n. To be in the heat.
Broke, broke. Preterimperfect tense of the 

verb To Break.
To Broke, broke, v. n. To transact business 

for others.
Broken, bro-kn, 103. Part. pass, of Break. 
Broken-hearted, bro-kn-harited, a. Having 

the spirits crushed by grief or fear.
Brokenly, brd-kn-ld, ad. Without any re

gular series.
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Broker, brilk&r, s. A factor, one that does 
business for another; one who deals in old household 
goods; a pimp, a match-maker.

Brokerage, brilkir-idje, s. 90. The pay or 
reward of a broker.

BrONCHOCELE, brdn-kd-s^le, s. A tumour of 
that part of the aspera artcria, called the Bronchus.— 
See Hydrocele.

Bronchial, brfe'ke-il, ? Belonging to the
Bronchic , br&n-kik, } 00

throat
Bronchotomy, brdn-k&t^ti-me, s. 518. The 

operation which opens the windpipe by incision, to 
prevent suffocation.

Bronze, br&nze, s. Brass; a medal.
Brooch, brdtsh, s. A jewel, an ornament of 

jewels.
To Brood, brO&d, v. n. To sit on eggs to 

hatch them; to cover chickens under the wing; to 
watch, or consider any thing anxiously; to mature 
any thing by care.

To Brood, brdSd, v. a. To cherish by care, 
to hatch.

BROOD, brdSd, s. Offspring, progeny; gene
ration; a hatch, the number hatched at'once; the 
act of covering the eggs.

Broody, brod-d^, a. In a state of sitting on 
the eggs.

Brook, brOok, A running water, a rivulet. 
To Brook, brdSk, v. a. To bear, to endure. 
To Brook, brdftk, v. n. To endure, to be content. 
Brooklime, brddk-llnie, s. A sort of water; 

an herb.
Broom, broom, s. A shrub, a besom so called 

from the matter of which it is made.
Broomland, brO&m-l&nd, s. Land that bears 

broom.
Broomstaff, br&om-stAf, s. The staff to 

which the broom is bound.
BroomY, br&d-m£, a. Full of broom.
Broth, br&/7?, s. Liquor in which flesh is boiled.
Brothel, br&TH^l, )
Brothel-house, br&TH^l-ho&se, \

bawdy-house.
Brother, br&TH-&r, s. 98. One born of the 

same father or mother; any one closely united; any 
one resembling another in manner, form, or profes
sion ; Brother is used in theological language, for man 
in general.

Brotherhood, br&TH^&r-hud, s. The state or 
quality of being a brother; an association of men for 
any purpose, a fraternity ; a class of men of the same 
kind.

Brotherly, bruTH-iir-lA, a. Natural to bro- 
thers, such as becomes or beseems a brother.

Brought, brawt, 393. Part. pass, of Bring.
Brow, brSu, s. The arch of hair over the eye; . 

forehead; the general air of the countenance; the 
edge of any high place.

To Browbeat, brou-bete, v. a. To depress 
with stern looks.

Browbound, brou-b5und, a. Crowned. 
Browsick, br6&-s1k, a. Dejected.
Brown, br&&n, a. The name of a colour.
Brownbill, broun-bll, $. The ancient weapon 

of the English foot
Brownness, br&in-n^ss, s. A brown colour.
Brownstudy, bri&n-st&d-de, s. Gloomy me

ditations.
To Browse, brSuze, v. a. To eat branches 

or shrubs.
To Bruise, brdSze, v. a. 343. To crush or 

mangle with a heavy blow.
Bruise, br6dze, $. A hurt with something 

blunt and heavy.
Bruisewort, brd&ze-w&rt, s. Comfrey.
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Bruit, brddt, s. 343. Rumour, noise, report. 
Brumal, brd&mAl, a. Belonging to.the winter. 
Brunette brM-nSt,' s. A woman with a brown 

complexion.
Brunt, br&nt, s.Shock, violence; blow, stroke* 
Brush, br&sh, s. An instrument for rubbing; 

a rude assault, a shock.
To Brush, br&sh, v. a. To sweep or rub with 

a brush; to strike with quickness ; to paint with, a 
brush.

To Brush, br&sh, v. n. To move with haste., 
to fly over, to skim lightly.

Brusher, br&sh'&r, 5. He that uses a brush. 
Brushwood, br&sh-wud, s. Rough, shrubby 

thickets.
Brushy, br&sl&k a* Rough or shaggy, like a 

brush.
To Brustle, br&s-sl, v. n. Wl. To crackle.
Brutal, brdS-til, a. 343. That which belongs 

to a brute; savage, cruel, inhuman.
Brutality, broO-til-^-te, s. Savageness, chur

lishness.
To Brutalize, brM-tl-lize, v. n. To grow 

brutal or savage.
Brutally, brd&^tAl-l^, ad. Churlishly, in

humanly.
Brute, br&6t, a. 339. Senseless, unconscious; 

savage, irrational; rough, ferocious.
Brute, brd&t, s. A creature without reason. 
Bruteness, br&dt-n&ss, s. Brutality.
To Brutify, br&6t-te-fl, v. a. To make a 

man a brute.
Brutish, br&S-tlsh, a. Bestial, resembling a 

beast; rough, savage, ferocious; gross, carnal; ig
norant, nntaughj

Brutishly, br&O^Ish-le, ad. In the manner 
of a brute.

Brutishness, br&o-tish-n&ss, 5. Brutality, sa 
vageness.

Bryony, brl^-n^, s. A plant.
Bub, b&b, $. Strong malt liquor. A low word.
Bubble, b&b-bl, s. 405. A small bladder of 

water; any thing which wants solidity and firmness; 
a cheat, a false show; the person cheated.

To Bubble, b&b-bl, v. n. To rise in bubbles; 
to run with a gentle noise.

To Bubble, bul^bl, v. a. To cheat.
Bubbler, b&b'blftr, 9. 405. A cheat.
Bubby, b&b-b£, s. A woman’s breast. A low 

word.
Bubo, b&-b&, <?. The groin from the bending 

of the thigh to the scrotum: all tumours iu that part 
are called Buboes.

Bubonocele, bi-bon-A-sele, s. A rupture, in 
which some part of the intestines breaks down into 
tlie groin.—See Hydrocele.

Bucaniers, b&k-a-n^erz/ s. A cant word for 
the privateers, or pirates, of America.

Buck, b&k, s. The liquor in which clothes are 
washed; the clothes washed in the liquor.

Buck, b&k, s. The male of the fallow deer, the 
male of rabbits and other animals.

To Buck, b&k, v. a. To wash olothos.
To Buck, b&k, v. n. Ta copulate as bucks and 

does.
Buckbasket, b&k-b&s-ket, s. The basket in 

which clothes are carried to the wash.
Buckbean, b&k-b&ne, s. A plant, a sort of 

trefoil.
Bucket, b&k-kit, s. 99. The vessel in which 

water is drawn out of a well; the vessel in which 
water is carried, particularly to quench a fire.

Buckle, buk-kl, s. 405. A link of metal, with 
a tongue or catch made to fasten one thing to another; 
the state of the hair crisped and curled.
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To Buckle, b&k-kl, v. a. To fasten with a 
buckle; to confine.

To Buckle, b&k-kl, v. n, To bend, to bow; To 
buckle to, to apply to; To buckle with, to engage with. 

Buckler, bhk-lur, $. A shield.
Buckmast, buk-mist, s. The fruit or mast of 

the beech tree.
Buckram, bik-r&m, s. A sort of strong linen 

cloth, stiffened with gum.
Buckshorn-plantain, buksQidrn-plin-tin, s. 

A plant
Buckthorn, bfrk-Mdrn, s. A tree. 
Bucolic bu-k&l-ik, s. A pastoral.

From the tendency we have to remove the accent 
to the beginning of such Latin words as we Anglicize by 
dropping the last syllable, we sometimes hear this word 
improperly accented on the first syllable.—See Academy. 
The authorities for the accent on the second syllable are, 
Mr. Sheridan, Dr. Johnson, W. Johnston. Mr. Perry, 
Dr. Kenrick, Bailey, Dr. Ash, and Entick; Buchanan 
stands alone for the accent on the first.
Bud, bhd, $. The first shoot of a plant, a germ. 
To Bud, bid, v. n. To put forth young shoots, 

or germs; to be in the bloom.
To Bud, bid, v. a. To inoculate. 
To Budge, b&dje, v. n. To stir. 
Budge, b&dje, a. Stiff, formal. 
Budger, bhd'j&r, s. One that stirs. 
Budget, b&d-jdt, s. A bag, such as may be 

easily carried; a store, or stock.
Buff. bif. s. Leather prepared from the skin 

of the buffhlo, used for waist belts, pouches, &c. a mi
litary coat.

To Buff, bhf, v. a. To strike. A low word. 
Buffalo, b&£fa-ld,s. A kindof wild bull or cow. 
Buffet, buf-fit, s. 99. A blow with the fist. 
Buffet, bif-fdtf s. A kind of cupboard.
To Buffet, buf-fit, v. a. 99. To box, to beat. 
To Buffet, bhf-flt, v. n. To play a boxing 

match.
Buffeter, bufifit-tur, s. A boxer.
Buffle, bhf-fl, s. 405. The same with Buffalo. 
Buffleheaded. b&f^fl-hSd-^d, a. Dull, stupid. 
Buffoon, bftf-fddn's. A man whose profession 

is to make sport by low jests and antick postures, a 
jackpudding; a man that practises indecent raillery. 

Buffoonery, bhf-fd6n-&r-r^, s. The practice 
of a buffoon; low jests, scurrile mirth.

Bug, bug, s. A stinking insect, bred in old 
household stuff*.

Bugbear, b&g-bare, $. A frightful object, a 
false terror.

Bugginess, biigigi-ness, s. Tlie state of being 
infected with bugs.

BUGGY, b&g-g£, a. 283. Abounding with bugs. 
Bugle, bWgl, 405. ) , , . ,
Buglehobn, bti-gl-bSrn, J’• A hunting horn. 
Bugle, bh-gl, s. A shining bead of glass, 

a plant.
Bugloss, bi-gl&s, $. The herb ox-tongue.
To Build, blld, v. a. 341. To make a fabrick, 

or an edifice; to raise any thing on a support or foun
dation.

To Build, blld, v. n. To depend on, to rest on. 
Builder, bild-ir, s. 98. He that builds, an 

architect.
Building, bild-ing, s. 410. A fabrick, an 

edifice.
Built, blit, s. The form, the structure. 
Bulb, b&lb, s. A round body, or root. 
Bulbaceous, bul-ba^shhs, a. The same with 

B ulbous.
.Bulbous, bul-b&s, «. 314. Containing bulbs. 
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A stupid fellow, the

Knapweed. 
Bishops-weed. 
A wild sour plum.

Gold or silver in

177. The act or

A young bull.
A noisy, blustering, quar-

A large rush.
A fortification, a cita-

it is

To Bulge, bilje, v. n. To take in water, to 
founder; to jut out.

.Bulk, bulk, s. Magnitude, size, quantity; 
the gross, the majority; main fabrick.

Bulk, bhlk, s. A part of a building jutting out. 
Bulkhead, bulk-bed,' s. A partition made 

across a ship with boards.
Bulkiness, b&l-k£-n£ss, s. Greatness of stature 

or size.
Bulky, b&Uk£, a. Of great size or stature. 
Bull, bul, s. 173. The male of black cattle;

in the scriptural sense, an enemy powerful and violent; 
one of the twelve signs of the zodiack ; a letter pub
lished by the Pope; a blunder.

Bullbaitlng, bul-ba-tlng, s. The sport of 
baiting bulls with dogs.

Bull-beggar, bul-b^g-hr, s. Something terri
ble to fright children with.

Bull-dog, bul-ddg, s. A dog of a particular 
form, remarkable for his courage.

Bull-head, b&l-h3d, s.
name of a fish.

Bull-weed, b&l-w&d, s. 
Bull-wort, bul-whrt, s. 
Bullace, bM-lis, s. 98.
Bullet, bul-lit, s. 99. A round ball of metal. 
Bullion, bul-yhn, $. 113.

the lump unwrought. 
Bullition, bhl-lish-un, s.

state of boiling. 
Bullock, bul-h\k, s. 166. 
Bully, bul-U, s.

rolling fellow.
Bulrush, bul-rhsh, s. 
Bulwark, bul-w&rk, s.

del, security.
Bum, bam, s. The part on which we sit;

used in composition, for any thing mean or low, as 
bumbailiff*.

Bumbailiff, b&m-ba-lif, s. A bailiff of the 
meanest kind, one that is employed in arrests.

Bumbard, bhm-blrd, s.—See Bombard.
Bumbast, bum-blst,' s. A cloth made of pat

ches ; patchwork; more properly written Bombast, 
as derived by Mr. Stevens from Bombycinus, made 
of silk.

Bump, b&mp, s. A swelling, a protuberance. 
To Bump, biimp, v. a. To make a loud noise.

See Bomb.
Bumper, b&m-p&r, s. 98. A cup filled.

There is a plausible derivation of this word from 
the French Bon Pere, which, say the anti-clerical criticks, 
was the toast which the Monks gave to the Pope in a full 
f;lass. The farther a derivation is traced, the better it is 
iked by the common crowd of criticks; but Mr. Elphin

ston, who saw farther into English and French etymo
logy than any author I have met with, contents himselt 
with deriving this word from the word Bump, which, as 
a verb, signifies the action of some heavy body that 
makes a dense noise, and, as a noun, implies the general 
effect of such an action on the animal frame, which is a 
protuberance or swelling ; and the swelling out of the 
liquor when a glass is full, seems the natural offspring oi 
the substantive Bump.

Dr. Ash, whose etymological knowledge seems very 
extensive, gives this word the same derivation, but tells 
us that the word Bumpkin is of uncertain etymology; a 
little attention, however, would, I think, have led him 
to the same origin of this word as the former; for the 
heavy and protuberant form of therusticks, to whom this 
word is generally applied, might very naturally generate 
the appellation.
Bumpkin, b&m-kin,s. An awkward heavy rus- 

tick. See Bumper.
Bumpkinly, b£im-kin-l£, a. Having the man, 

ner or appearance of a clown.
Bunch, bftnsh, s. 352. A hard lump, a knob, 

a cluster; a number of things tied together; any thing 
bound into a knot.
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BunchbacKED, b&nsWbikt, a. Having bun- 
ches on the back.

Bunchy, bin-shi, a. Growing into bunches.
Bundle, b&n-dl, j. 405. A number of things 

bound together; any thing rolled up cylindrically.
To Bundle, b&n-dl, v. a. To tie in a bundle. 
Bung, bhng, s. A Stopper for a barrel. 
Bunghole, b&ng-hdle, s. The hole at which 

the barrel is filled.
To Bung, bdng, v. a. To stop up.
To Bungle, b&ng-gl, v. n. 405. To perform 

clumsily.
To Bungle, bung-gl, v, a. To botch, to ma

nage clumsily.
Bungle, b&ng-gl, s. A botch, an awkwardness. 
Bungler, bfmg-glur, s. A bad workman. 
Bunglingly, bfmg-gllng-ld, ad. Clumsily, 

awkwardly.
Bunn, bun, s. A kind of sweet bread.
Bunt, b&nt, s. A swelling part; an increasing 

cavity.
Bunter, bdn-tdr, $.98. Any low vulgar woman. 
Bunting, bdn'tlng, s. The name of a bird.
Buoy, bude, $. 346. A piece of cork or wood 

floating, tied to a weight.
To Buoy, b&dd, v. a. To keep afloat. 
Buoyancy, bioe-An-sd,s. The quality of floating. 
Buoyant, biidd-int, a. Which will not sink. 
Bur, bir, s. A rough head of a plant.
Burbot, b&r-bfit, s. 166. A fish full of prickles. 
Burdelais, b&r-dd-la,' s. A sort of grape.
Burden, bJir-dn, s. 103. A load; something 

grievous; a birth ; the verse repeated in a song.
To Burden, bir-dn, v. a. To load, to en

cumber.
Burdener, bir-dn-ir, s. 98. A loader, an 

oppressor.
Burdenous, bir-dn-is, a. Grievous, oppres

sive; useless.
Burdensome, bdr-dn-sum, a. Grievous, trou

blesome.
Burdensomeness, bdr-dn-sfim-ndss, s. Weight, 

uneasiness.
Burdock, bir-ddk, s.—See Dock.
Bureau, bi-rd,' s. A chest of drawers. 
Burg, b&rg, s.—See Burrow.
Burgage, bir-gadje, $. 90. A tenure proper 

to cities and towns.
BuRGAMOT, bir-gl-rndt,' s. A species of pear. 
Burganet, or BurgONET, bdr-gd-ndt, s. A 

kind of helmet.
Burgeois, bdr-jdice,' $. A citizen, a burgess; 

a type of a particular size.
Burgess, bur-jds, s. A citizen, a freeman of a 

city; a representative of a town corporate.
Burgh, bdrg, s. 392. A corporate town or 

borough.
Burgher, bdr-gdr, $. One who has a right to 

certain privileges in this or that place.
Burghership, bdr-gur-ship, s. The privilege 

of a burgher.
Burglary, bdr^-gli-rd, s. Robbing a house by

night, or breaking in with intent to rob.
Burgomaster, bdr-gd-mds-tdr, s. One em

ployed in the government of a city.
Burial, bdr-rdAl, $. 178. The act of burying, 

sepulture, interment; the act of placing any thing 
under earth ; the church-service for funerals.

Burier, bdr-rd-ur, $. He that buries.
Burine, bd-rln, $. A graving tool.
Burlace, bdr-lase, s. a sort of grape.
To Burl, bdrl, v. a. To dress cloth as ful

lers do.

To polish.
To grow bright

The person that

Burlesque, bur-lesk,' a. 415. Jocular, tend
ing to raise laughter.

Burlesque, bdr-ldsk,' s. Ludicrous language. 
To Burlesque, bdr-ldsk/ v. a. To turn to ri 

dicule.
Burliness, bur-ld-ndss, s. Bulk, bluster. 
Burly, bur-ld, a. Big of stature.
To Burn, bdrn, v. a. To consume with fire; 

to wound with fire.
To Burn, bdrn, v. n. To be on fire; to be 

inflamed with passion ; to act as fire.
Burn, burn, s. A hurt caused by fire. 
Burner,bur-ndr,s. A person that burns a thing. 
Burnet, bur-nlt, s. 99. A plant.
Burning, bfir-ning, s. 410. State of inflam

mation.
Burning-glass, bur-ning-glas, $. A glass 

which collects the rays of the sun into a narrow com
pass, and so increases their force.

To Burnish, bdr-nish, v. a. 
To Burnish, bdr-nish, v. n.

or glossy.
Burnisher, b&r-nish-dr, s. 

burnishes or polishes; the tool with which bookbinders 
give a gloss to the leaves of books; it is commonly a 
dog’s tooth set in a stick.

Burnt, burnt. Part. pass, of Burn. 
Burr, bdr, s. The lobe or lap of the ear. 
Burrel, bdr-rll, s. 99. A sort of pear. 
Burrow, bdr-rd, $. A corporate town, that is 

not a city, but such as sends burgesses to the parlia
ment ; a place fenced or fortified ; the holes made in 
the ground by conies.

To Burrow, b&r-rd, v. n. To mine as conies 
or rabbits.

Bursar, bdr-sdr, s. 88. The treasurer of a 
college.

Burse, bdrse, s. An exchange where mer
chants meet.

To Burst, burst, v. n. To break, or flv open; 
to fly asunder; to break away, to spring; to come 
suddenly; to begin an action violently.

To Burst, bdrst, v. a. To break suddenly, to 
make a quick and violent disruption.

Burst, bdrst, s. A sudden disruption 
Burst, b&rst, 7 ,Bcrsten, b&r-stn, | l'ar ' ‘10^’

Diseased with a hernia or rupture.
Burstenness, b&rstn-niss, s. 
Burstwort, btirst-w&rt, s.

against ruptures.
Burt, bdrt, s. A flat fish of
Burthen, bdr-THn, s. 468.—See Burden.
To Bury, bdr-rd, v. a. 178. To inter, to put 

into a grave; to inter with rites and ceremonies; to 
conceal, to hide.

Bush, bush, s. 173. A thick shrub ; a bough 
of a tree fixed up at a door, to show that liquors are 
sold there.

Bushel, bush-11, $. 173. A measure contain
ing eight gallons, a strike.

Bushiness, bush-d-ndss, s. The quality of 
being busjiy.

Bushment, bush-mdnt, s. A thicket.
Bushy, bush-e, a. Thick, full of small bran

ches ; full of bushes.
Busiless, biz-zd-ldss, a. 178. At leisure. 
Busily, biz-zd-le, ad. With hurry, actively. 
Business, biz-ndss, s. 178. Employment, mul

tiplicity of affairs; an affair; the subject of action; 
serious engagement; rignt of action; a matter of 
question ; To do one’s business, to kill, to destroy, or 
ruin him.

Busk, bdsk, s. A piece of steel, or whalebone, 
worn by women to strengthen their stays.

A rupture. 
An herb good 

the turbot kind.
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BUT BY

Buskin, b&s-kln, $. A kind of half boot, a shoe [ 
which comes to the mid-leg; a kind of high shoe worn 1 
by the ancient actors of tragedy.

Buskined, b&s-klnd, a. 359. Dressed in buskins 
Busky, bis-kA, a. Woody.
Buss, bis, 5. A kiss, a salute with the lips; a 

boat for fishing.
To Buss, bis, v. a. To kiss. A low word.
Bust, bust, s. A statue representing a man to j 

his breast.
Bustard, b&sk&rd, s. 88. A wild turkey. 
To Bustle, bfts^sl,u. n. 472. Tobe busy, to stir. 
Bustle, bus-sl, s. A tumult, a hurry. 
Bustler, bus-l&r, s. 98. An active stirring 

man. . 4
Busy, blz-ze, a. 178. Employed with earnest

ness ; bustling, active, meddling,
To Busy, blz-zA, v. a. To employ, to engage. 
Busybody, blz-ze-bod-dA, s. A vain, meddling, 

fantastical person.
But, but,conj. Except; yet, nevertheless; the 

particle which introduces the minor of a syllogism, 
now j only, nothing more than; than; not otherwise 
than; by no other means than; if it were not for this; 
however, howbeit; otherwise than; even, not longer 
ago than; yet it may be objected ; but for, had not 
this been.

But-end, but^And/ s. The blunt end of any 
thing, the end upon which it rests.

Butcher, bit-tsh&r, s. 175. One that kills 
animals to sell their flesh; one tliat is delighted with 
blood.

To Butcher, but-tsh&r, v. a. To kill, to 
murder.

Butcherliness, but-tshur-lA-nAss, s. A but
cherly, cruel, savage manner.

Butcherly, but-tshiir-lA, a. Bloody, barba
rous, cruel.

Butchery, but-tsh&r-rA, s. The trade of a 
butcher; murder, cruelty; the place where blood is 
shed.

Butler, bfit-lur, s. 98. A servant employed 
in furnishing the table.

Butment, bdt-mAnt, s. That part of the arch 
which joins it to the upright pier.

Butt, but, s. The place on which the mark to . 
be shot at is placed; the point at which the endeavour 
is directed; the object of aim; a man upon whom the 
company break their jests.

Butt, but, s. A vessel, a barrel containing one 
hundred and twenty-six gallons of wine.

To Butt, b&t, y. a. To strike with the head.
Butter, but-tur, s. 98. An unctuous sub

stance, made by agitating the cream of milk till the 
oil separates from the whey.

To Butter, bht-t&r, v. a. To smear, or oil 
with butter; to increase the stakes every throw..

Butter-bump, bht^tur-biimp, s. A fowl, the 
bittern.

Butterbur, b&t-tur-b&r, s. A plant. 
Butterflower, b&t-tur-fldu-ir, s. A yellow 

flower with which the fields abound in May.
Butterfly, butAthr-fll, s. A beautiful insect 
BuTTERIS, but-tUr-rls, s. An instrument of steel 

used in paring the foot, or cutting the hoof of a horse.
Buttermilk, biit-tfir-mllk, s. The whey that 

is separated from the cream when butter is made.
Butterprint, bilt-ttir-print, s. A piece of 

carved wood, used to mark butter.
Buttertooth, bfo-thr-toA/A, s. The great 

broad foretooth.
Butterwoman, b&t-t&r-wum-un, s. A woman 

that sells butter.
Butterwort, b&t-t&r-w&rt, s. A plant, sanicle. 
Buttery, bfit-tfir-re, a. Having the appear

ance or qualities of butter.
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Buttery, b&t-t&r-rA, s. The room where pro
visions are laid up.

Buttock, bht^tUk, s. 166. The rump, the part 
near the tail.

Button, but-tn, s. 103. 170.
ball; the bud of a plant.

To Button, b&t-tn, v. a. 405. 
clothe; to fasten with buttons.

Buttonhole, b&t-tn-hdle, s.
which the button of the clothes is caught. 

Buttress, bht-tris, s. 99. A prop, a wall built 
to support another; a prop, a support.

To Buttress, bht-trls, v. a. To prop.
Buxom, b6k-sQm, a. 166. Obedient, obse

quious ; gay, lively, brisk; wanton, jolly.
Buxomly, b&k-sum-lA, ad. Wantonly, amo

rously.
Buxomness, buk-s&m-nAss, s. Wantonness, 

amorousness.
To Buy, bl, v. a. To purchase, to acquire by 

paying a price; to manage by money.
To Buy, bl, v. n. To treat about a purchase. 
Buyer, bl'hr, $. He that buys, a purchaser. 
To Buzz, b&z, v. n. To hum, to make a noise 

like bees; to whisper, to prate.
Buzzard, b&z-z&rd, s. 88. A degenerate or 

mean species of hawk; a blockhead, a dunce.
Buzzer, bhz-z&r, s. 98. A secret whisperer. 
By, *

the instrument; it notes the cause; it notes the 
means by which any thing is performed; at, or in, 
noting place; it notes the sunt of the difference be
tween two things compared; not later than, noting 
time; beside, noting passage; near to, in presence, 
noting proximity; before Himself, it notes the ab
sence of all others: it is the solemn form of swearing; 
at hand; it is used in forms of obtesting; by proxy of, 
noting substitution.

The general sound of this word is like the verb to 
buy ; but we not unfrequently hear it pronounced like the 
verb to be. This latter sound, however, is only tolerable 
in colloquial pronunciation, and then only when used as 
a preposition ; as when we say, Do you travel by land or 
by water ? Thus in, reading these lines of Pope:

Any knob or

To dress, to

The loop in

j It notes the agent; it notes

M By land, by water, they renew the charge,
“ They stop the cliariot, and they boiird the barge.”

Here we ought togive the word by the sound of the verb 
to buy ; so that pronouncing this word like be, is, if the 
word will be pardoned me, a colloquialism.
By, bi, ad. Near, at a small distance; beside, 

passing; in presence.
By AND BY, bi-And-bl,' ad. In a short time.
By, bi, s. Something not the direct and im

mediate object of regard, as by the by.
By-CONCERNMENT, bl-kon-sArn-mAnt, s. An 

affair which is not the main business.
By-END, bl-And,' s. Private interest, secret ad

vantage.
By-gone, bl-gSn,' a. Past.
By-law, bl-liw,' s. By-laws are orders made 

for the good of those tliat make them, farther than 
the publick law binds.

By-name, bl-n&me,' s. A nick-name.
By-PATH, bi-pl/7i,' s. A private or obscure path. 
By-respect, bl-rA-spAkt,' s. Private end or 

view.
By-ROOM, bl-rSom's. A private room within. 
By-speech, bl-speetsh,' s. An incidental or ca

sual speech, not directly relating to the point.
By-stander, bi-stln-dhr, s. A looker on, one 

unconcerned.
By-street, bi^streAt,' s. An obscure street.
By-view, bi-vu,' s. Private self-interested 

purpose.
By-walk, bl-wawk/ j. Private walk, not the 

main road.
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By-waY, bi-wa's. A private and obscure way. 
By-west, be-wist,' a. Westward, to the west of. 
By-woiid, bl-wird,' s. A saying, a proverb ; 

a term of reproach.

c
Czab, klb, s. A Hebrew measure, containing 

about three pints English.
Cabal, kA-bil,' s. The secret science of the 

Hebrew rabbins; a body of men united in some close 
design; intrigue.

The political signification of this word owes its 
original to the five Cabinet Ministers in Charles the Se
cond’s reign; Clifford, Ashley, Buckingham, Arlington, 
and Lauderdale: this Junto were known by the.nameaf 
the Cabal; a word which the initial letters of their names 
happened to compose.
To Cabal, ki-bal,z v. n. To form close intrigues. 
Cabalist, kib-A-llst, s. One skilled in the 

traditions of the Hebrews.
Cabalistical, kib-Al-lis-t£-kil, 7 Q 
Cabalistic , kib-al-lls-tik, j a’ ho}:nc- 

thing that has an occult meaning.
Caballer, ki-bil-lur, 5. He that engages in 

close designs; an intriguer.
Cabbage, kib-bldje, s. 90. A’plant.
To Cabbage, kib-bidje, v. a. To steal in cut

ting clothes.
Cabbage-tree, kib-bldje-trde, s. A species 

of palm-tree.
Cabbage-worm, kab-bldje-wirm, s. An insect. 
Cabin, kab-blir, $. A small room; a small 

chamber in a ship; a cottage, or small house.
To Cabin, kAb-bin, v. n. To live in a cabin. 
To Cabin, kib-bin, v. a. To confine in a cabin. 
Cabined, kAb-bind,a. 362. Belonging to a cabin. 
Cabinet, kAb-in-£t, 5. A set of boxes or draw

ers for curiosities; any place in which things of value 
are hidden; a private room in which consultations 
are held.

Cabinet-council, klb-in-ct-koun-sil, s. A 
council held in a private manner.

Cabinet-maker, kib-in-et-ma-kar, s. One 
that makes small nice work in wood.

Cable, ka-bl, s. 405. The great rope of a ship 
to which the anchor is fastened.

Cachectical, ka-kek-te-kll, J -- .
Cachectic , ki-UkVik, J UavlnS

ill habit of body.
Cachexy, kik-kek-si, s. 517. Such a distem- 

peraturc of the humours as hinders nutrition, and 
weakens the vital and animal functions.

$£5* Mr. Sheridan is the only orthdepist who accents 
this word on the first syllable as I have done; and yet 
every other lexicographer, who has the word, accents 
Anorexy, Ataxy, and Ataraxyy on the first syllable, except 
Mr. Sheridan, who accents Anorexy^ and Bailey Ataxy, 
on the penultimate. Whence this variety and inconsis
tency should arise, it is not easy to determine. Ortho
doxy and Apoplexy had sufficiently chalked out the ana
logy of accentuation in these words. The terminations 
in axy and cxy do not form a species of words which may 
be called enclitical, like logy and graphy, 517, but seem 
to be exactly under the predicament of those Latin and 
Greek words, which, when adopted into English by drop
ping their last syllable, remove the accent at least two 
syllables higher.-—See Academy.
CachinnaTION, kilk-kln-na-sh&n, s. 353. A 

loud laughter.
Cackerel, kik^dr-Il, s. 555. 99. A fish.
To Cackle, kak-kl, v. n. 405. To make a 

noise as a goose; sometimes it is used for the noise of 
a hen ; to laugh, to giggle.
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Cackle, kak-kl,s. Tlie voice of a goose or fowl. 
Cackler, kik-lir, s. 98. A fowl that cackles; 

a tell-tale, a tattler.
Cacochymical, kAk-kd-klmQ-kil, 
Cacochymic , kik-kA-klm-lk, 353. 509. } a' 

Having the humours corrupted.
Cacochymy, kik-ko-klm-me, s. A depravation 

of the humours from a sound state.
Johnson and Bailey accent this word Cacochym,yl 

Sheridan and Buchanan Cacoch'yniy, and Dr. Ash Cac'o- 
chymy ; and this last accentuation I have adopted for 
reasons given under the word Cachexy, which see. 
CacODbEMON, kik-i-di-min, s. An evil spirit; 

the Devil.—See Principles, No. 502.
Cacophony, kA-kdf^-ne, s. 518. A bad sound 

of words.
To Cacuminate, kA-ki-m^-nate, v. a. To 

make sharp or pyramidical.
Cadaverous, ki-div-e-ris, a. Having the ap

pearance of a dead carcass.
Caddis, kid-dis, s. A kind of tape or riband; 

a kind of worm or grub.
Cade, kade, a. Tame, soft, as a cade lamb. 
Cade, kide, s. A barrel.
Cadence, ka-dense, ] v u . . c ■ i • Cadency, WW4n-s4, J5’ .inking,

decline; the fall of the voice; the flow of verses, or 
periods; the tone or sound.

Cadent, ka-d^nt, a. Falling down.
Cadet, ki-d<k,z s. The younger brother; the 

youngest brother; a volunteer in the army, who serves 
in expectation of a commission.

Cadger, ked-jir, s. A huckster; one who 
brings butter, eggs, and poultry, from the country to 
market

JO" This word is only used by the vulgar, where it is 
not applied to any particular profession or employment, 
but nearly in the same sense as Curmudgeon, and is cor
ruptly pronounced as if written Codger.
Cadi, ka^dA, s A magistrate among the Turks. 
Cadillac , kA-dll-lAk, s. A sort of pear. 
Caduceus, ka-du-she-is, s. 505. The rod ar 

wand with which Mercury is depicted.
Caducity, ka-du-se-t^, $.511. Tendency to fall 
CAESURA, sd-zi-ri, s. 479. 480. A figure in 

poetry, by which a short syllable after a complete foot 
is made long; a pause in verse.

Caftan, kaf-tin, s. A Persian vest or garment. 
Cag, kig, $. A barrel or wooden vessel, con

taining four or five gallons.
Cage, kaje, s. An enclosure of twigs or wire, 

in which birds are kept; a place for wild beasts; a 
prison for petty malefactors.

To Cage, kaje, t>. To enclose in a erge. 
Caiman, ka-mln, s. 88. The American name 

of a crocodile.
To Cajole, ka-jole,z v. a. To flatter, to soothe. 
CajOLER, k&-jo-lir, s. A flatterer, a wheedler. 
Cajolery, kA-joilir-re, $. 555. Flattery. 
Caitiff, ka-tif, s. A mean villain, a despica

ble knave.
Cake, kake, s. A kind of delicate bread ; any 

thing of a form rather flat than high.
To Cake, kake, v. n. To harden as dough in 

the oven.
Calabash, kil-A-bash, s. A species of a large 

gourd.
Calabash Tree, kil-i-bAsh-trAA, s. A tree, 

of which the shells are used by the negroes for cups, 
as also for instruments of musick.

Calamanco, kAl-A-ming-ko, s. A kind o. 
woollen stuff.

Calamine, kal-it-mlne, s. 149. A kind of fos
sil bituminous earth, which being mixed with cup
per, changes it into brass.
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Calamint, kil-A-mlnt, s. The name of a 
plant.

Calamitous, kA-lAm-A-tas, a. Miserable, in
volved in distress, unhappy, wretched.

Calamitousness, kA-lam-A-t&s-nAss, s. Misery, 
distress, affliction, loss.

Calamity, kA-llm-A-tA, s. Misfortune, cause 
of misery.

Calamus, kAKA-m&s, s. A sort of reed or 
sweet-scented wood, mentioned in Scripture.

Calash, kA-lAsh,' s. A small carriage of 
pleasure.

Calcarious, kil-ka-rd-ds, a. Partaking of the 
nature of calx.

Calceated, kAl-shA-a-tAd, a. 450. Shod, fitted 
with shoes.

Calcedonius, kAl-sA-dd-nA-tis, s. A kind of 
precious stone.

Calcination, kAl-se-na-shhn, s. Such a ma
nagement of bodies by fire as renders them reducible 
to powder; chymical pulverization by fire.

Calcinatory, k&l-sin'A-t&r-A, s. A vessel 
used in calcination.

Mr. Sheridan accents this word on the first sylla
ble, and Dr. Johnson and Mr. Perry on the second. I 
prefer the same accent as on the verb To calcine. 512. 
To Calcine, kAl-sine,' v. a. To burn in the

fire to a calx_or_substance easily reduced to powder; 
to burn up.

To Calcine, kAl-sine,' v. n. To become a calx 
by heat.

To Calculate, kAl-ku-late, v. a. To compute, 
to reckon; to adjust, to project for any certain end.

Calculation. kAl-kii-lA-sh&n, s. A practice 
or manner of reckoning, the art of numbering; the 
result of arithmetical operation.

Calculator, kAl-ku-la-thr, s. 521. A com
puter, a reckoner.

Calculatory, kal-ku-la-tur-6, a. 512. Be- 
longing to calculation.

Calcule, kAl-kule, s. Reckoning, compute. 
Calculose, kal-ku-lAse,' 1
Calculous, kil-kii-l&s, Ston-V’ grittX-
Calculus, ka.l-kiL-lEis, s. The stone in the 

bladder.
Caldron, kiwl-dt&n, s. 166. A pot, a boiler, 

a kettle.
Calefaction, kAl-A-fAk-shun, s. The act of 

heating any thing; the state of being heated.
Calefactive, kM-A-fitkklv, a. That which 

makes any thing hot, heating.
Calefactory, kll-4-flk-tJir-i, a. That which 

heats.
To Calefy, klM-fl, b. n. 183. To grow hot, 

to be heated.
Calendar, kaMn-dur, s. 88. A register of 

the year, in which the months, and stated times, are 
marked, as festivals and holidays.

To Calender, kAl-An-dir, v. a. To dress cloth. 
Calender, k’ll-en-dur, s. 98. A hot press, a 

press in which clothiers smooth their cloth.
Calenderer, kiKhn-dur-hr, s. The person 

who calenders.
Calends, kal^Andz, s. The first day of the 

month among the Romans.
Calenture, kAl^An-tshiire, s. 461. A distem

per in hot climates, wherein they imagine the sea to 
be green fields.

Calf, kif, s. 401. 78. The young of a cow; 
the thick, plump, bulbous part of the leg.

Caliber, kAl^e-b&r, s. The bore, the diameter 
of the barrel of a gun.

JO' Mr. Sheridan accents this word on the second 
syllable, and gives the i the sound of double e, like the 
French; but Johnson, Kenrick, Ash, Buchanan, Perry, 
and Entick, consider the word as perfectly anglicised, 
ano place the accent on the first syllable as I have done. 
Calice, kAl'lis, s. A cup, a chalice.
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Calico, kAl^A-kd, s. An Indian stuff made of
cotton.

Calid, kAl-Id, a. Hot, burning, scorching. 
Calidity, kA-lid-d^-td, s. 511. Heat.
Caliph | ka'lif, s- title assume<l by the 

successors of Mahomet among the Saracens.
Caligation, kAl-lA-ga-sh&n, s. Darkness, 

cloudiness.
Caliginous, kA-Ildie-A-n&s, a. Obscure, dim. 
Caliginousness, ka-Hdje^A-n&s-n&ss, s. Dark 

ness, obscurity.
Caliver, kAKA-vfir, s. A handgun, a harque- 

buse, an old musket.
To Calk, kA wk, v. a. To stop the leaks of a 

ship.
Calker, kaw-ktir, s. The workman that stops 

the leaks of a ship.
To Call, kawl, v. a. 77. To name; to sum

mon or invite; to convoke; to summon judicially; 
in the theological sense, to inspire with ardours of 
piety; to invoke, to appeal to ; to proclaim, to pub
lish ; to make a short visit; to excite, to put in action, 
to bring into view; to stigmatize with some oppro
brious denomination; To call back, to revoke; To 
call in, to resume money at interest; To call over, to 
read aloud a list or muster-roll; To call out, to chal
lenge.

Call, kAwl, s. A vocal address; requisition ; 
divine vocation ; summons to true religion ; an im
pulse; authority, command; a demand, a claim : an 
instrument to call birds; calling, vocation, employ, 
ment; a nomination.

cIllet1,’ j™”- Atrull:

Calling, kAwl-ling, s. Vocation, profession, 
trade; proper station, or employment; class of per- 
sons united by the same employment or profession; 
divine vocation, invitation to the true religion.

Callipers, kAl-lA-pftrz, s. 98. Coinpasses 
with bowed shanks.

Callosity, kAl-16s-s£-t£, s. A kind of swell
ing without pain.

Callous, kal-l&s, a. Hardened, insensible. 
Callousness, kAl-l&s-nAss, s. Induration of the 

fibres; insensibility.
Callow, kAl-ld, a. Unfledged, naked, wanting 

feathers.
Callus, kAl-lfis, s. An induration of the fibres; 

the hard substance by which broken bones are united.
Calm, kAm, a. 80. Quiet, serene; undis

turbed, unruffled.—See No. 79, in the Note.
Calm, kAm, s. Serenity, stillness; quiet, re

pose.
To Calm, kAm, v. a. To still, to quiet ; to pa

cify, to appease.
Calmer, kAm-hr, s. 403. The person or. thing 

which has the power of giving quiet, or repose.
Calmly, kAm-lA, ad. Without storms, or vio

lence; without passions, quietly.
Calmness, kAm'n&ss, s. Tranquillity, serenity; 

mildness, freedom from passion.
Calomel, kAl-d-mAl, s. Mercury six times 

sublimed.
Calorific kll-A-rifflk, a. That which has 

the quality of producing heat.
Calotte, kal-15t,' s. A cap or coif.
Caltrops, kal-trSps, s. An instrument made 

with four spikes, so that which way soever it falls to 
the ground, one of them points upright; a plant men
tioned in Virgil’s Georgicks, under the name of Tri. 
bulus.

To Calve, kAv, v. n. 78. To bear or bring 
forth a calf, spoken of a cow.

To Calumniate, kA-ldm-nA-ate, v. a. 91. To 
slander, to accuse falsely.

Calumniation, kA-l&m-ne-a-sh&n, s. A ma 
licious and false representation of words or actions,
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Calumniator, kiUlim-ni-a-tir, s. 521. A 
forger of accusation, a slanderer.

Calumnious, kl-lum-ne-us, a. Slanderous, 
falsely reproachful.

Calumny, kiWim-tie, s. Slander, false charge. 
Calx, kalks, s. Any thing rendered reducible 

to powder by burning.
Calycle, kAKd-kl, s. 405. A small bud of a 

plant.
Camaieu, ki-ma-yoo, s. A. stone with various 

figures and representations of landscapes, formed by 
nature.

Camber, kim-b&r, s. A piece of timber cut 
arch-wise.

Cambist, k&m-blst, s. A person who deals in 
bills of exchange, or who is skilled in the business of 
exchange.

Cambric kame-brik, s. 542. A kind of fine 
linen.—See Chamber.

Came, kame. The pret. of To Come. 
Camel* kim-£l, $. 99. A beast of burden.
Camelopard, kA-m£l-16-p£rd, s. An animal 

taller than an elephant, but not so thick.
Camlet^ 5 *• 99. A kind of stuff

originally made by a mixture of silk and camel’s hair; 
it is now made with wool and silk.

Camera Obscura, kim^-rA-Sb-sku-ri, s. An 
optical machine used in a darkened chamber, so that 
the light coming only through a double convex glass, 
objects opposite are represented inverted.

C AMER ADE.—See Comrade.
CaMERATED, kAm^r-a-t£d, a. Arched.
Cameration, kim-^r-i-sh&n, s. A vaulting 

or arching.
CaMisado, kAm-e-sa'do, j. 77. An attack 

made in the dark, on which occasion they put their 
shirts outward

Camisated, k<tm-^-sa-t^d, a. Dressed with 
the shirt outward, to be seen by each other.

Camlet, kAm-l£t, s.—See Camelot.
Cammock, kam-miik, s. 166. An herb, petty 

■whin, or restharrow.
Camp, kimp, s. The order of tents placed by 

armies when fhey keep the field.
To Camp, k&mp, v. n. To lodge in tents.
CAMPAIGN, k;\in-pane( s. 385. A large open, 

level tract of ground; the time during which any army 
keeps the field.

Campaniform, kum-pln-ne-form, a. A term 
used of flowers which are in the shape of a bell

Campanulate, kAm-p^n-u-late, a. Campani
form.

Campestral, kim-pes^tral, a. Growing in 
fields.

Camphire, kjm-flr, s. 140. A kind of resin 
produced by a chymical process from the camphire
tree.

Camphire-tree, kim-fir-tr££, s. The tree 
from which camphire is extracted.

Camphorate, kAm-fd-rate, a. 91. Impregna
ted with camphire.

Campion, klm-pe-hn, s. 166. A plant.
Can, kin, s. A cup.
To Can, kin v. n. To be able, to have power; 

it expresses the potential mood, as, I can do it.
Canaille, ki-nale,' s. The lowest people. 
Canakin, kin-i-kin, s. A can ; a small cup. 
Canal, ki-nil< s. A basin of water in a gar

den; any course of water made by art; a passage 
through which any of the juices of the body flow.

Canal-coal. This word is corrupted into 
kin-nll-kile, s. a fine kind of coal.

Canaliculated. kin-i-11k^i-LVtd(l, a. Made 
like a pipe or gxitter
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Canary, ki-na-r£, 5. "VVine brought from the 
Canaries, sometimes called sack.

Canary-bird, ki-na-r^-b&rd, s. An excellent 
singing bird.

To Cancel, kin-sll, v. a. 99. To cross a wri
ting ; to efface, to obliterate in general.

Cancellated, kin-sel-la-tcd, a. Cross-barred. 
Cancellation, kin-s^l-li-sh&n, s. An ex 

punging or wiping out of an instrument.
Cancer, kin-sir, s. 98. A crab-fish; the sign 

of the summer solstice; a virulent swelling or sore.
To Cancerate, kin-sur-rate,v. n. 91. Tobe- 

come a cancer; to grow cancerous.
CanceraTION, kin-s&r-ra-shin, s. A growing 

cancerous.
Cancerous, kin-sir-rus, a. Having the viru

lence and qualities of a cancer.
Cancerousness, kin-sir-ris-niss, s. The state 

of being cancerous.
Cancrine, king-krln, a. 140. 408. Having 

the qualities of a crab.
Candent, kin-dint, a. Hot; in the highest 

degree of heat, next to fusion.
Candicant, kin-di-kint, a. Growing white.
Candid, kin-dld, a. White; fair, open, in 

genuous; not desirous to And fault.
Candidate, kin-di-date, s. A competitor, one 

that solicits advancement.
Candidly, kin-dld-li, ad. Fairly, ingenuously. 
Candidness, kin-dld-niss, s. Ingenuousness, 

openness of temper.
To Candify, kin-di-fi, v. a. To make white. 
Candle, kin-dl, s. 405. A light made of wax 

or tallow, surrounding a wick of flax or cotton.
Candleberry-tree, kin-dl-bir-ri-trii, s. A 

species of sweet-willow.
Candleholder, kin-dl-hdld-&r, s. He that 

holds the candle.
Candlelight, kin-dl-llte, s. The light of a 

candle.
Candlemas, kin-dl-m?is, s. 88. The feast of 

the purification of the Blessed Virgin, which was for
merly celebrated with many lights in churches.

Candlestick, kin-dl-stlk, s. The instrument 
that holds candles.

Candlestuff, kin-dl-st&f, s. Any thing of 
which candles are made, such as grease, tallow.

Candlewaster, kin-dl-wis-tur, s. One that 
consumes candles; a spendthrift.

Candock, kin-ddk, s. A weed that grows in 
rivers.

Candour* kAn-d&r, s. 314. Sweetness of tem
per, purity of mind, ingenuousness.

To Candy, kin-d£, v. a. To conserve with su
gar ; to form into congelations.

To Candy, kin-de, v. n. To grow congealed. 
Cane, kane, s. A kind of strong reed; the 

plant which yields the sugar; a lance; a reed.
To Cane, kino, v. a. To beat with a cane or 

stick.
Canescent, kA-n&s-sint, a. Tending to white

ness, hoary, old.
Canicular, ki-nik-ii-lir, a. Belonging to 

the dog-star.
Canine, ki-nlne,' a. Having the properties of 

a dog.
Canister, kin-Is-t&r, s. 98. A small basket; 

a small vessel in which any thing is laid up.
Canker., king-kiir, s. 409. A worm that 

preys upon, and destroys fruits; a fly that preys upon 
fruits ; any thing that corrupts or consumes ; an eat
ing or corroding humour; corrosion, virulence; a 
disease in trees.

To Canker, klng^k&r, i>. n. To grow corrupt.
To Canker, k8ngik&r, t>. o. To corrupt, to cor

rode; to infect, to pollute.
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CanKEbbit, Kinglkir-bit, part. ad. Bitten
' with an envenomed tooth.

Cannabine, kln-nA-blne, a. 149. Hempen. 
Cannibal, k£n-n£-bAl, s. A man-eater. 
Cannibalism, kAn-n£-bAl-izm, s. The man

ners of a cannibal.
Cannibally, kAn-n£-btll-l&, ad. In the man

ner of a cannibal.
Cannipers, kan-n^-phrz, s. Corrupted from

Callipers.
Cannon, kAn-nhn, s. 166. A gun larger 

than can be managed by the hand.
Cannon-ball, k&n-nhn-bawl,'7 , ,,Cannon-shot, kin-ntn-shit,' P The balls 

which are shot from great guns.
To Cannonade, k&n-nbn-nade' v. a. To 

play the great guns; to attack or batter with cannon. 
Cannonier, kdn-nfin-nddr,' s. 275. The en- 

gineer that manages the cannon.
Cannot, kAn-nbt, v. n. of Can and Not. 

To be unable.
Canoe’ | kAn-n66,'A boat made by cut-

ting the trunk of a tree into a hollow vessel. 1
Canon, kin-&n, s. 166. A rule, a law; law

4 made by ecclesiastical councils; the books of Holy 
Scripture, or the great rule,- a dignitary in cathedral 

^churches; a large sort of printing letter.
Canoness, k&n-&n-n£ss, s. In catholick 

countries, a woman living after the example of secu
lar canons.

Canonical, ki-n6n-£-k&l, a. According to 
the canon; constituting the canon; regular, stated, 
fixed by ecclesiastical laws; spiritual, ecclesiastical. 

Canonically. kA-ndn-Akil-16, ad. In a 
manner agreeable to the canon.

Canonicalness, k&-n6n-£-kM-n£ss, s. The
quality of being canonical.

Canonist, kin-niin-nist, s. 166. A professor
of the canon law.

Canonization, kS-n-nd-n^-za'shtn, s. The
act of declaring any man a saint

To Canonize, kin-n6-nlze, v. a. To declare 
any one a saint.

Canonry, kAnt&n-rA 7 "• . .Canonship, kln-ftn-shlp, f s' An eccle61as- 
tical benefice in some cathedral or collegiate church. 

Canopied, kan-d-pid, a. 282. Covered with 
a canopy.

Canopy, k£n^-p£, s. A covering spread over
the head; a covering of state over a throne or bed.

To Canopy, kln-d-p^, v. a. To cover with 
a canopy. £fuL

Canorous, kl-n^r&s,a. 512. Musical, tune- 
Cant, kant, s. A corrupt dialect used by

, beggars and vagabonds; a form of speaking peculiar 
l to some certain class or body of men; a whining pre- 
’ tension to goodness; barbarous jargon; auction.
GT* It is scarcely to be credited, that the writer in the 

Spectator, signed T. should adopt a derivation of this 
word from one Andren Cant, a Scotch Presbyterian Mi
nister, when the Latin cantus, so expressive of the sing
ing or whining tone of certain preachers, is so obvious 
an etymology. The cant of particular professions is an 
easy derivation from the same origin, as it means tlie 
set phrases, the routine of professional language, resem
bling the chime of a song. Quaint, from which some 
derive this word, is a much less probable etymology. 
7oCANT,kint, v.n. To talk in the jargon of 

particular professions; to speak with a particular 
tone.

To Cant, kint, v.a. To toss or fling away. 
Cantata, kin-tatti, s. 77. Italian. A song. 
Cant ATtoN.kS n-ti-shhn, s. The act of singing. 
Cantlk, kJn-t&r, s. 98. Ahypocrite; a short 

gallop.
Cantharides, kin-rtir^-diz, s. Spanish

. flies used to raise blisters.

Canthus, kan-iAds, s. The corner of the eye. 
Canticle, kin-td-kl, s. 405. A song; the 

Song of Solomon.
CANTLE,kin-tl, s. 405. A piece with corners. 
Cantlet, k&nt-let, s. 99. A piece, a fragment. 
Canto, kAn-to, s. A book or section of a poem. 
Canton, kAn-t&n, s. 166. A small parcel or 

division of land; a small community, or.clan.
To Canton, kAn-thn, v. a. To divide into 

little parts.
To Cantonize, kAn-thn-lzc, v. a. To parcel 

out into small divisions.
Canvass, kAn-vAs, s. A kind of cloth woven

for several uses; solicitation upon an election.
7o Canvass, kAn-vls, v. a. To sift, to ex- 

amine; to debate, to controvert.
7b Canvass, kln-vls, v. n. To solicit.
Cany, kdtne, a. Full of canes, consisting of 

canes.
Canzonet, kln-zd-net,' s. A little song.
Cap, kip, s. The garment that covers the

head; the ensign of the cardinalate; the topmost, the
1 highest; a reverence made by uncovering the head.

To Cap, kAp, v. a. To cover cn the top; 
to snatch off the cap; to.cap verses, to name alter
nately verses beginning with a particular letter.

Cap-a-pie, kAp-A-pd,' ad. From head to foot. 
Cap-paper, kAp'pa-p&r,«. A sort of paper, 

next in size to post, frequently called Fool’s-Cap.
Capability, ka-pA-bll'A-te, s. Capacity.
Capable, ka-pl-bl, a. See Incapable. En-

i dued with powers equal to any particular thing, in
telligent, able to understand; capacious, able to 
,receive; susceptible; qualified for; hollow.

Capableness, ka-pA-bl-n&ss, s. The quality
or state of being capable.

Capacious, kA-pa-shhs, a. Wide, large, able 
to hold much; extensive, equal to great designs.

Capaciousness, kA-pa-shfts-ness, «. The
power of holding, largeness.

To Capacitate, kA-pAs^-t&e, v. a. To 
ena le, to qualify.

Capacity, kA-pAs^-tA, s. 511. The power of 
containing; the force or power of the mind; power, 
ability; room, space; state, condition, character.

Caparison, kA-pAr-e-shn, s. 170.443. A sort
of cover for ahorse.

To Caparison, kA-pAr-A-shn, v.a. To dress 
in caparisons; to dress pompously.

Cape, kApe, s. Headland, promontory; the
neck-piece of a cloak or coat.

Caper, ka-ptir, s. 98. A leap, or jump.
Caper, ka-p&r, s. An acid pickle.
Caper-bush, ka-p&r-bush, s. Thisplantgrotvs

in the South of France, the buds are pickled for eating.
7b Cafeb, ka-pur, v. n. To dance frolick- 

somely; to skip for merriment.
Caperer, ka-pfir-r&r, s. 555. A dancer. 
Capias, katpAJs, s. 88. A writ of execution. 
Capillaceous, klp-pil-la^shis, a. The same 

with capillary.
Capillaire, kap-ptl-larc,' s. Syrup of Mai-

denhair.
Capillament, ka-plM4.mJnt, s. Small 

threads or hairs which grow up in the middle of a 
flower.

Capillary, kap-pll-lA-re, a. Resembling 
hairs, small, minute.—See Papillary.

Capillation, kip-pll-]Alsh6n, s. A small
ramification of vessels.

Cafital, k&.p-£-tll, a. 88. Relating to the 
head; criminal in the highest degree; that which 
affects life; chief, principal; applied to letters, large, 
such as are written at the beginning or heads of books; 
Capital Stock, the principal or original stoek of a 

.trading company.
74
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Capital, k&p^-til, s. The upper part of a
pillar; the chief city of a nation.

Capitally, klpU-t&l-U, ad. In a capital 
manner, so as to affect life, as capitally convicted.

Capitation, klp-^-ta^shin, s. Numeration 
by heads.

Capitular, ki-pltsh^-l&r, s. 88. 463. The 
body of the statutes of a chapter; a member of a 
chapter.

To Capit ulate, ki-pltsh-6-late, v. n. 91. To 
draw up anything in heads or articles; to yield or 
surrender on certain stipulations.

Capitulation, ki-pltsh-ix-la'shun, s. Stipu-
lation, terms, conditions.

Capivi Tree, ki-pe-v6 tr46, s. A balsam tree. 
Capon, kA-pn, s. 405,170. A castrated cock. 
Caponnierb, klp-pdn-n66r,z s. A covered 

lodgment, encompassed with a little parapet.
Cafot, k£-p6t,z s. Is when one party wins

all the tricks of cards, at the game of .Piquet.
Caprice, ki-pr66se, or kAp-r^6se, s. Freak, 

fancy, whim, sudden change of humour.
The first manner of pronouncing this word is the 

most established; but the second does not want its pa
trons. Thus Dr. Young, in bis Lore of Fame :

“ ’TIs true great fortunes some great men confer; 
•* But often, ev’n in doing right they err: 
“From caprice, not from choice, their favours come; 
“ They give, hut think it toil to know to whom.”

Capricious, ki-prlsh-is, a. Whimsical, fan
ciful, .hnmonrsoine. [cally.

Capriciously, k&-prlsh'hs-li, ad. Whimsi- 
Capriciousness, ki-prishi&s-n£ss, s. Hu

mour, caprice, whimsicalness.
Capricorn, kiplprJ-cdrn, s. One of the

signs of the zodiack. the winter solstice.
Capriole, kip-r£-dle,' s. Caprioles are leaps, 

such as horses make in one and the same place, with
out advancing forward.

Capripede, ki-prd-p6de, a. Having feet like 
those of a goat.

Capstan, kAp-stin, s. A cylinder with levers to
wind up any great weight,particularly that of anchors.

Capsular, kip-shh-lAr, 452. ) „ „ ...Capsulary, klptshd-llr-d, 1 “■ HoUow llke 
a chest

Capsulate, klp-shh-late, ) „ v_ . ,
Capsulated, kAp-shh-la-t3d, 5 e ’

or in a box.
Captain, kip-tln, ». 208. Achiefcommander; 

the commander of a company in a regiment; the chief 
commander of a ship; Captain General, the general 
or commander-in-chief of an army.

Captainry, klp-tln-r6, s. The power over a
certain district; the chieftainship.

Captainship, kip-tin-sblp, s. The rank or 
post of a captain; the condition or post of a chief 

commander.
Captation, kip-tA-sh&n, s. The practice of

catching favoar or applause; flattery.
Caption, klp-shiiti, s. The act of taking any

person by a judicial process.
Captious, kip^sh&s, a. 314. Given to cavils, 

eager to object; insidious, ensnaring.
Captiously, kip-sbus-U, ad. With an incli

nation to object; in a captious manner.
Captiousness, kiptsh&s-n&s, s. Inclination

to object; inclination to find fault; peevishness.
To Captivate, kiptti-vite, v. a. To take 

prisoner; to bring into bondage; to charm, to subdue.
Captivation, kiptti-vi-shfin, s. The act of 

taking one captive.
Captive, kipitlv, s. 140. One taken in war; 

one charmed by beauty.
Captive, kipttiv, a. Made prisoner in war. 
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Captivity, kip-tiv44-ti,». Subjection by the
fate of war, bondage, slavery, servitude.

Captor, klp-tbr, s. 166. He that takes a
prisoner, or a prize.

Capture, kipttshire,s.461. Theactor prac-
tice of taking any thing; the thing taken; a prize.

Capuchin, klp-i-shitn,' s. 112. A female 
garment, consisting of a cloak and hood, made in 
imitation of the dress of capuchin monks.

Car, kir, s. 78. A small carriage ofburden;
a chariot of war.

Carabine, or Carbine, kar-blne,' s. A small 
sort of fire-arms.

£7- Dr. Ash, Bailey, W. Johnston, Entick, and Bu
chanan, accent Carabine on the last syllable, and Dr. 
Johnson and Mr. Perry on the first; while Mr. Sheridan, 
Dr. Ash, Buchanan, Dr. Johnson, and Bailey, accent 
Carbine on the first; but Mr. Scott, Entick, Perry, and 
Kenrick, more properly on the last. The reason is, that 
if we accent Carbine on the first syllable, the last ought, 
according to analogy, to have the i short: but as the t is 
always long,the accent ought to be on the last syllable,140. 
Carac , k«r-ik, s. A large ship of burden; 

a galleon.
Carac’ } kir^t> s- A. weight of four grains;

a manner of expressing the fineness of gold.
Caravan, kAr-i-vin,' s. 524. A troop or body

of merchants or pilgrims, as they travel in the East.
Caravansary, kir-A-v&n-s&-r6, s. A house 

built in the Eastern countries for the reception of tra
vellers.

Caraway, ldrU-wi, s. A plant.
Carbinier, kir-bi-nWr,' s. A sort of light

horseman.
Carbonado, kir-bo-na’-dd, s. 92. 77. Meat

cut across, to be broiled on coals.
To Carbonado, kJr-bd-natdd, v. a. To cut 

or hack.—See Lumbago.
Carbuncle, klr-bhngk-kl, s. 405. A jewel

shining in the dark; red spot or pimple.
Carbuncled, kir-bhugk-kld, a. 362. Set 

with carbuncles; spotted, deformed with pimples.
Carbuncular, kar-b&ng-kii-lhr, a. Red like 

a carbuncle.
Carbunculation, klr-bhng-k&-lllshJn, s.

The blasting of young buds by heat or cold.
Carcanet, klr-kl-net, «. A chain or collar

of jewels.
Carcass, k&rtkis, s. 92. A dead body of an 

animal; the decayed parts of any thing; the main 
parts, without completion or ornament; in gunnery, 
a kind of bomb.

Carcelage, kir-si-lidge, s. 90. Prison fees. 
Card, kird, s. 92. A paper painted with fi- 

gures, used in games; the paper on which the several 
points of the compass are marked under the mariner’s 
needle; the instrument with which wool is combed.

To Card, k&rd, v. a. To comb wool. 
Cardamomom. This word is commonly pro

nounced kir-di-m6m, S. A medicinal seed.
Carder, kir-dhr, s. 98. One that cards wool;

one that plays much at cards.
CARDiACAi.,kir-di-i-kll,) , •Cardiac , HrMAAk, J a~ Cord,al> haV,"g

the quality of invigorating.
Cardinal, kirtdi-nil, a.88. Principal,chiet 
Cardinal, kirldi-nil, ». One of the chief 

governors of the Romish church.
Cardinalate, kirtdd-ni-lAte, ? s rj,^ 
Cardinalship, kir-dd-nil-ship, )

office and rank of a cardinal. [cards.
Cardmaker, kird-tna-kir, s. A maker of 
Cardmatch, klrd-mitsh, s. A match made 

by dipping a piece of a card in melted sulphur; a 
party at cards.
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Care, kare, s. Solicitude, anxiety, concern; 
caution ; regard, charge, heed in order to preserva
tion ; the object of care, or of love.

To Care, kare, v. n. To be anxious or solici
tous ; to be inclined, to be disposed; to be affected 
with.

Carecrazed, kare-krazd, a. 359. Broken with 
care and solicitude.

To Careen, ki-rden,' v. a. To calk, to stop 
up leaks.

Career, ki-reer,' s. The ground on which a 
race is run; a course, a race; full speed, swift motion'; 
course of action.

To Career, kA-reer,' v. n. To run with a swift 
motion.

Careful, kare-ful, a. Anxious, solicitous, 
full of concern; provident, diligent, cautious; watch
ful.

Carefully, kare-ful-ld, ad. In a manner that 
shows care; heedfully, watchfully.

Carefulness, karc-ful-ndss, s. Vigilance, cau
tion. heedfulness.

Carelessly, kare-lis-ld,od. Negligently, heed
lessly, inattentively.

Carelessness, kare-lds-ndss, s. Heedlessness, 
inattention, negligence.

Careless, kare-less, a. Without care, without 
solicitude, unconcerned, negligent, heedless, unmind
ful, cheerful, undisturbed, unmoved by, unconcerned 
at.

To Caress, kA-’ s< t». a. To endear, to fondle. 
Caress, kA-r6sJ An act of endearment. 
Caret, ka-ret, s. A note which shows where 

something interlined should be read, marked thus a. 
Cargo, kAr-gd, s. The lading of a ship. 
Cariatides, ka-rd-at-d-ddz, s. The Cariatides 

in architecture are an order of pillars resembling wo- 
men.

Caricature, kAr-ik-A-tshfire' s. 461.
This word, though not in Johnson, I have not 

scrupled to insert, from its frequent and legitimate usage. 
Baretti tells us, that the literal sense of this word is certa 
quantita di munizione che si mettee nclT archibuso o altro., 
which, in English, signifies the charge of a gun : but its 
metaphorical signification, and the only one in which the 
English use it, is, as he tells us, dichesi anche di ritratlo 
ridicolo in cui sensi grandemente accresciute i diffitti, 
when applied to paintings, chiefly portraits, that height
ening of some features, and lowering of others, which we 
call in English overcharging, and which will make a very 
ugly picture, not unlike a handsome person : whence any 
exaggerated character, which is redundant in some of its 
parts, and defective in others, is called a Caricature. 
Caries, k4W-k 99. ) T,
Cariosity, ki-ri-ftsW-ti, { ’’ Rottcnness- 
Carious, ka-rd-fis, a. 314. Rotten. 
Cark, kArk, s. Care, anxiety, solicitude.
To Cark, kArk, v. n. To be careful, to be an

xious, to be solicitous.
Carle, karl, s. A rude brutal man, a churl. 
Carline Thistle, kir^line-Mis-sl, 3. A plant. 
Carlings, kAr-llngz, s. In a ship, timbers ly

ing fore and aft.
Carman, kAr-mAn, s. 88. A man whose em

ployment it is to drive cars.
Carmelite, kar-md-lhe, s. 156. A sort of 

pear; one of the order of White Friars.
Carminative, kAr-mln-A-tiv, s. Carminatives 

are such things as dispel wind, and promote insensi
ble perspiration.

Carminative, kAr-min-1-tlv, a. 157. .Belong- 
ing to carminatives.

Carmine, kAr-mlne,' s. A powder of a bright 
red or crimson colour.

JO” Ur. Johnson, Sheridan, Ash, and Smith, accent 
this word on the first syllable; but Mr. Nares, Dr. Ken- 
Tick, Mr. Scott, Perry, Buchanan, and Entick, more 
properly on the lastfor the reason, see Carbine.
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Carnage, kir-nldje, s. 90. Slaughter, havock 
heaps of flesh.

Carnal, kAr-nAl, a. 88. Fleshly, not spiritual} 
lustful, lecherous.

Carnality, kAr-nAl-e-tA, s. Fleshly lust; 
grossness of mind.

Carnally, klr-nAl-U, ad. According to the 
flesh, not spiritually.

Carnalness, kAr-nAl-n§ss, s. Carnality.
Carnation, kir-na-sh&n, s. The name of the 

natural flesh colour.
Carnelion, kar-n^le-yftn, s. 113. A precious 

stone, more commonly written and pronounced Cor 
nelian.

Carneous, kar-n£-&s, a. Fleshy.
To Carnify, klr-n£-fi, v. n. To breed flesh.
Carnival, kir-n^-vAl, s. The feast held in 

Roman Catholick countries before lent.
C...ANIVOROUS, klr-nlv-vo-r&s, a. 518. Flesh

eating.
Carnosity, k&r-n5s-s£-t&, $. Fleshy excre • 

scence.
C ARNO US, kar-n&s, a. 314. Fleshy.
Carob, ka-r6b, $. A plant.
Carol, kAr-r&l, s. 166. A song of joy and 

exultation; a song of devotion.
To Carol, kAr-rftl, v. n. To sing, to warble. 
To Carol, kir-rftl, v. a. To praise, to cele

brate in song.
Carotid, ki-rot-id, s. Two arteries which 

arise out of the ascending trunk of the aorta.
Carousal, kA-rou-zAl, s. 88. A festival.'
To Carouse, kl-rouz,' v. n. To drink, to quaff’. 
To CAROUSE, kA-rouz^ v. a. To drink.
Carouser, kA-rou-zur, s. 98. A drinker, a 

toper.
Carp, kArp, s. A pond fish.
To Carp, kArp, v. n. To censure, to cavil.- 
Carpenter, kar-pAn-t&r, s. 98. An artificer 

in wood, a builder of houses and ships.
Carpentry, kAr-p£n-tr£, s. The trade or art 

of a carpenter.
Carper, kAr-phr, s. 98. A caviller.
Carpet, kAr-pit, s. 99. A covering of various 

colours; ground variegated with flowers; to be on the 
carpet, is to be the subject of consideration.

To Carpet, kAr-pIt, v. a. To spread with car
pets.

Carping, kar-ping, part. a. 410. Captious, 
censorious.

Carpingly, kAr-p!ng-l£, ad. Captiously, cen
soriously.

Carriage, kAr-rldje, s. 90. The act of carry
ing or transporting ; vehicle ; the frame upon which 
cannon is carried ; behaviour, conduct, management.

Carrier, kAr-re-Ur, s. One who carries some
thing ; one whose trade is to carry goods; a messen
ger ; a species of pigeons.

Carrion, kAr-re-£m, s. 166. The carcass of 
something not proper for food; a name of reproach 
for a worthless woman; any flesh so corrupted as not 
to be fit for food.

Carrion, kAr-rA-An, a. Relating to carcasses. 
Carrot, klr-rut, s. 166. A garden root. 
CarrOTINESS, kar-rdt-<5-ni5ss, s. Redness of 

hair.
Carroty, kir-r&t-^, a. Spoken of red hair.
Ta Carry, kAr~re, v. a. To convey from a 

place; to bear, to have about one; to convey by force; 
Iq effect any thing; to behave, to conduct; to bring 
forward ; to imply, to import; to fetch and bring, as 
dnes; To carry off', to kill; To carry on, to promote^ 
to- help forward ; To carry through, to support to the 
last.
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To CARRY, kAr-rA, v. n. A horse is said to 
carry well when his neck is arched, and he holds his 
head high.

Cabt, kart, s. 92. A wheel-carriage, used 
commonly for luggage; the vehicle in which crimi
nals are carried to execution.

lb Cabt, kirt, it, a. I'd expose in a cart.
To Cart, kHrt, ». n. To use carts for carriage. 
Cart-horse, kart-horse, s. A coarse unwieldly 

horse.
Cart-load, klrt-lide,' s. A quantity of any 

thing piled on a cart; a quantity sufficient to load a cart.
Cartway, kArt-wa, s. A way through which 

a carnage may conveniently travel.
Carte-blanche, kArt-blAnsh,' s. Ablank paper, 

a paper to be filled up with such conditions as the per
son to whom it is sent thinks proper.

Cartel, k&r-til,' s. A writing containing 
stipulations.

Carter, kArt-ur, s. 98. The man who (Lives 
a cart.

Cartilage, klr-te-lldje, s. 90. A smooth and 
solid body, softer than a bone, but harder than a liga
ment.

CARTILAGINEOUS, kAr-tA-lA-jln-y&s, 113.) 
Cartilaginous, kAr-tA-lAdje^-n&s, 314. ) * 

Consisting of cartilages.
Cartoon, kar-toin,' s. A painting or drawing 

upon large paper.
Cartouch, kAr-t65tsh,' s. A case of wood 

three inches thick at the bottom, holding balls. It is 
fired out of a hobit or small mortar.

Cartrage, ) kir<trU:c 90. A case of 
Cartridge, ) J

paper or parchment filled with gunpowder, used for 
the greater expedition in charging guns.

Cartrut, kart-r&t, s. The track made by a 
cart wheel.

Cartulary, kar-tshu-lA-re, s. 461. A place 
where papers are kept.

Cartwright, kArt-rlte, s. A maker of carts.
To Carve, kArv, v. a. To cut wood, or stone; 

to cut meat at the table; to engrave; to choose one’s 
own part.

To Carve, kArv, v. n. To exercise the trade 
of a sculptor; to perform at table the office of supply
ing the company.

Carver, kAr-v&r, 98. A sculptor; hethat 
cuts up the meat at the table; he that chooses for 
himself.

Carving, kAr-vlng, s. 410. Sculpture, figures 
carved.

Caruncle, kAr'&ngk-kl, s. 405. 81. A small 
protuberance of flesh.

Cascade, kAs-kade,' s. A cataract, a water-fall. 
Case, kase, 5. A covering, a box, a sheath ; 

the outer part of a house; a building unfurnished.
Case-knife, kase-nlfe, s. A large kitchen 

knife.
Case-shot, kase-shot, s. Bullets enclosed in 

a case.
Case, kAse, s. Condition with regard to out

ward circumstances; state of things; in physick, state 
of the body; condition with regard to leanness, or 
health ; contingence ; question relating to particular 
persons or things ; representation of any question or 
state of the body, mind, or affairs; the variation of 
nouns; In case, if it should happen.

To Case, kase, v. a. To put in a case or cover: 
to cover as a case ; to strip off the covering.

To CaSEHarden, kase-hAr-dn, v. a. To harden 
on the outside.

Casemate, kase-mate, s. A kind of vault or 
arch of stone-work.

Casement, kase-mAnt, .$. A window opening 
upon hinges.

Caseworm, kase^wfirm, s. A grub that makes 
itself a case.

A small box or chest

Cash, kish, s. Money, ready money.
Cash-keeper, kAsh-k££p-£ir, $. a’ man en

trusted with the money.
Cashewnut, kA-shAA-n&t, s. A tree.
Cashier, kA-sheer,' s. 275. He that has charge 

of the money.
To Cashier, kA-sliAAr,' v. a. To discard, to 

dismiss from a post.
Cask, k&sk, s. A barrel.
Casque, klsk, s. 415. A helmet, armour for 

the head
Casket, kAs-kit, s. 99.

for jewels.
To Cassate, kAs^sate, v. a. 91. To vacate, to 

invalidate.
Cassation, kis-saksli&n, s. A making null or 

void.
Cassavi, ) s An American plant.
CASSADA,kis-sa-da, 5
Cassia, kAsh-shA-A, s. A sweet spice mention

ed by Moses.
Cassiowary, kish-sluW-wi-re, s. A large bird 

of prey.
Cassock, kls-stk, s. 166. A close garment. 
Cassweed, kAsiwiid, s. Shepherd’s pouch.
To Cast, kist, ». n. 79. To throw with the 

hand; to throw away, as useless or noxious; to throw 
dice, or lots; to throw in wrestling : to throw a net or 
snare ; to drive by violence of weather; to leave be- 
hind in a race; to shed, to let fall, to moult; to lay 
aside, as tit to be worn no longer; to overweigh, to 
make to preponderate, to decide by overbalancing; to 

’ compute, to reckon, to calculate; to contrive, to plan 
out; to fix the parts in a play ; to direct the eye; to 
form a mould ; to model, to form ; To cast away, to 
shipwreck ; to waste in profusion ; to ruin ; To cast 
down, to deject, to depress the mind ; To cast off’ to 
discard, to disburden one’s self; to leave behind; To 
cast out, to turn out of doors ; to vent, to speak; To 
cast up, to compute, to calculate; to vomit.

To Cast, kist, v. n. 92. To contrive, to turn 
the thoughts to; to admit of a form by casting or 
melting; to warp, to grow out of form.

Cast, kAst, s. Tlie act of casting or throwing, 
a throw; state of any thing cast or thrown; a stroke, 
a touch ; motion of the eye; the throw of dice; 
chance from the cast of dice; a mould, a form; a 
shade, or tendency to any colour; exterior appear
ance ; manner, air, mien ; a flight of hawks.

Castanet, kAs-tA-nAt, s. Small shells of ivory, 
or hard wood, which dancers rattle in their hands. ’

Castaway, kAst-A-wa, s. A person lost, or 
abandoned by Providence.

Castellin, kAs-tAl-lin, ) ~ ,
Castellain, klsQSl-IAne, f s’ CoastMe °f » 

castle.
Caster, kAs-tftr, s. A thrower, he that casts; 

a calculator, a man that calculates fortunes.
To Castigate, kls^M-gite, i>. a. 91. To clias- 

tise, to chasten, to punish.
Castigation, kAs-tA-ga-sh&n, s. Penance, dis

cipline; punishment, correction ; emendation.
Castigatory, klsiti-gA-ttlr-e, n. 512. I’uni- 

tive, in order to amendment.
Castile Soap, kAs-tAel-s6pe, s. A kind of soap. 
Casting-net, kas-titig-nC-t, s. A net to be 

thrown into the water by hand to catch fish.
Castle, kSs-sl, s. 472. A house fortified: 

Castles in the air, projects without reality.
Castled, kasisld, a. 405. 472. Furnished 

with castles.
Castling, kAst'llng, s. An abortive. 
Castor, kAs-thr, s. 98. A beaver. 
Castoreum, kAs-td^re-fun, s. In pharmacy, a 

liquid matter Inclosed in bags or purses, near the anus 
of the castor, falsely taken tor his testicles.

Castrametation, kis-tri-uie-ta-sliiin, s. The 
art or practice of encamping.

L
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To Castrate, kAs-trate, v. a. To geld; to 
take away the obscene parts of a writing.

Castration, kAs-tra-shhn, s. The act of geld
ing.

CaSret^ } kAs-trll, s. 99. A mean or degen

erate kind of hawk.
Castrensian, kAs-tren-she-An, a. Belonging 

to a camp.
Casual, kAzh-u-Al, a. 451. 453. Accidental, 

arising from chance, not certain.
Casually, kAzh-u-Al-lA, cul. Accidentally, 

without design, or set purpose.
Casualness, kAzh-h-Al-ness, s. Accidentalness. 
Casualty, kAzh-h-Al-te, s. Accident, a thing 

happening by chance, not design.
Casuist, kAzh-u-ist, s. One that studies and 

settles cases of conscience.
Casuistical, kAzh-h-ls-te-kAl, a. Relating to 

cases of conscience-
Casuistry, kAzh-h-is-trA, s. The science of a 

casuist, the doctrine of cases of conscience.
Cat, kit, s. A domestick animal that catches 

mice, of the leonine species.
Cat, kit, s. A sort of ship.
Cat-o’-nine-TAILS, kAt-A-ninekalz, s. 88. A 

whip with nine lashes.
Catachresis, kAt-A-krA-sis, s. 520. The abuse 

of a trope, when the words are too far wrested from 
their native signification ; as a voice beautiful to the 
ear.

CatachresticaL, klt-A-kres-te-kAI, a. Forced, 
far-fetched, contrary to proper use.

Cataclysm, kAt-A-kllzm, s. A deluge, an in
undation.

Catacombs, kAt-A-khmz, s. Subterraneous 
cavities for the burial of the dead.

CataLECTIC , kAt-A-lAk-tlk, a. In poetry, a 
verse wanting either a syllable, or a foot.

Catalepsis, kAt-A-lAp-sls, s. A disease where
in the patient is without sense, and remains in the same 
posture in which the disease seized him.

CATALOGUE, kAt-A-lhg, s. 338. An enumera
tion of particulars, a list of things one by one.

Catamountain, kAt-A-moun-tln, s. A fierce 
animal resembling a cat.

Cataphract, kAt-A-frAkt, s. A horseman in 
complete armour.

Cataplasm, kAt-A-plAzm, s. A poultice. 
Catapult, kAt-A-phlt, s. 489. An engine used 

anciently to throw stones.
Cataract, kAt-A-rAkt, s. A fall of water from 

on high, a cascade.
Cataract, kAt-A-rAkt, s. An inspissation of 

the crystalline humour of the eye : sometimes a pelli
cle that hinders the sight.

Catarrh, kA-tar,' 5. A deduction of a sharp 
serum from the glands about the head and throat.

Catarrhal, kA-tar-rAl, ) n , .
Catarrhous, kA-tAr-rus, } a' Re*atingt0 the 

catarrh, proceeding from a catarrh.
Catastrophe, kA-tAs-trh-fA, $. The change 

or revolution which produces the conclusion or final I 
event of a dramatick piece; a final event, generally 
unhappy

CATCAL, kAt-kall, 406. A squeaking instru. 
ment, used in the playhouse to condemn plays.

This word ought undoubtedly to be written with 
double I.—See Principles of Pronunciation, Letter L, 
and Introduction to Rhyming Dictionary, Orthographi
cal Aphorism xii.
To Catch, kAtsh, v. a. 89. To lay hold on 

with the hand ; to stop any thing flying; to seize any 
thing by pursuit; to stop, to intercept falling; to en
snare, to entangle in a snare; to receive suddenly; 
to fasten.suddenly upon, to seize; to please, to seize 
the affections,to charm; to receive any contagionv.r 
disease.
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I This word is almost universally pronounced in
the capital like the noun ketch ; but this deviation from 
the true sound of a is only tolerable in colloquial pronun 
ciation, and ought, bj’ correct speakers, to be avoided 
even in that.
To Catch, kitsh, t>. n. To be contagious, to 

spread infection.
Catch, kjtsh, s. Seizure, the act of seizing: 

the act of taking quickly; a song sung in succession; 
watch ; the posture of seizing ; an advantage taken 
hold laid on ; the thing caught, profit; a short inter
val of action ; a taint, a slight contagion : any thing 
that catches, as a hook; a small swift-sailing ship.

Catcher, kAtsh-hr, s. He that catches ; that 
in which any thing is caught.

Catchfly, kAtsh-fli, $. A plant, a species of 
Campion.

CATCHPOLL, kAtsh-phle, s. A sergeant, a bum
bailiff.

Catchword, kAtsh-whrd, s. The word at the 
corner of the page under the last line, which is re
peated at the top of the next page.

Catechetical, kAt-A-k&t^e-kAl, a. Consisting 
of questions and answers.

Catechetically, kAt-A-ket-c-kAl-A, ad. In 
the way of questions and answers.

To Catechise, kAt-A-k^lze, v. a. 160. To in
struct by asking questions and correcting the answers ; 
to question; to interrogate, to examine.

Catechiser, kAt-A-kei-z hr, s. 160. One who 
catechises.

Catechism, kAt-A-kizm, 5. A form of instruc
tion by means of questions and answers concerning 
religion.

Catechist, kAt^-kist, s. One whose charge 
is to question the uninstructed concerning religion.

Catechumen, kAt-A-kh-mAn, s. 503. One who 
is yet in the first rudiments of Christianity.

Catechumenical, kAt-A-kh-mAn^A-kAI, a. 509. 
Belonging to the catechumens.

Categorical, kAt-d-ghr^A-kAl, a. Absolute, 
adequate, positive, equal to the things to be expressed.

Categorically, kAt-A-ghr-A-kAl-A, ad. Posi
tively, expressly, directly, plainly.

Category, kAtQ-ghr-A, s. A class, a rank, an 
order of ideas, a predicament.

Catenarian, kAt-A-na-rA-An, a. Relating to a 
chain, resembling a chain.

To Catenate, kAt-A-nate, v. a. To chain. 
Catenation, kAt-A-na-shhn, s. Link, regular 

connexion.
To Cater, ka-thr, v. n. 98. To provide food, 

to buy in victuals.
Cater, ka-thr, s. The four of cards and dice. 
Cater-cousin, ka-thr-khz-zn, s. A petty fa

vourite, one related by blood or mind.
Caterer, ka-thr-ur, s. A purveyor.
Cateress, ka-thr-rAs, 3. A woman employed 

to cater or provide victuals.
Caterpillar, kAt-thr-pil-lhr, 3. A worm sus

tained by leaves and fruits; a plant
To Caterwaul, kat-thr-wAw], v. n. To make 

a noise as cats in rutting time; to make an offensive 
or odious noise.

Cates, kates, s. Viands, food, a dish of meat.
Catfish, kAt-fish, s. A sea fish common in the 

West Indies.
Catgut, kAt-ght, s. A kind of cord or gut, of 

which fiddle strings are made ; a kind of canvass for 
ladies’ work.

Either I have been misinformed, or fiddle strings 
are made in Italy of the guts of goats, and therefore 
ought properly to be called goatgut.
Cathartic al, kA-Mar-tc-kAl, ) ,,
Cathartic , kl^AiF-tik, a' PurSatlve-
Cathartic , ka./A’ir'tlk, 509. A medicine 

to purge downward.
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Catharticalness, kA-^ar^td-kil-n6ss, s. 
Purging quality.

Cathead, klt-h^d, ». In a ship, a piece of 
timber with two shivers at one end, having a rope and 
a block; a kind of fossil.

Cathedral, kl-^e-drAl, a. 88. Episcopal, 
containing the see of a bishop; belonging to an epis
copal church.

Cathedral, ki-fZie-drAl, s. 88. The head 
church of a diocess.

Catherine-pear, kilA-Cir-rln-parc,' s. An in- 
ferior kind of pear.

This proper name ought to be written with an a 
|n the second syllable instead of e, as it comes fiom the 
Greek Kaflaooj, signifying pure.
Catheter, kitfj-6-tur, $. 98. A hollow and 

somewhat crooked instrument to thrust into the blad
der, to assist in bringing away the urine when the 
passage is stopped.

Catholes, kAt-hdlz, s. In a ship, two little 
holes astern above the gun-room ports.

Catholicism, kA-//<61-e-.sizm, s. Adherence to 
the Catholick church.

Catholic , kS/Zi^o-llk, a. Universal or general. 
CaTHOLICON, ki-fZtil-e-kdn, s. A universal 

medicine.
Catkins, kAt'kinz, s. Imperfect flowers hang

ing from trees, in manner of a rope or cat’s tail.
Catling, kit-ling, s. A dismembering knife, 

used by surgeons; catgut, fiddlestring.
Catmint, klt-mlnt, s. A plant.
Catoptrical, kit-6p-tri-kil, a. Relating to 

the catoptricks, or vision by reflection.
Catoptricks, kit-6p-trlks, s. That part of 

opticks which treats of vision by reflection.
Catpipe, kit-pipe, s. Catcal.
Cat’s-eye, kAts^l, s. A stone.
Cat’s-foot, k&ts-fut, s. Alehoof. 
Cat’s-head, k&ts-h£d, $. A kind of apple.
Catsilver, kAt-sll-vfir, s. 98. A kind of fossil. 
Cat’s-TAIL, kits^tale, s. A long round sub

stance that grows upon nut-trees ; a kind of reed.
Catsup, universally pronounced k&tsli-Cip, s. 

A kind of pickle.
Cattle, kit-tl, s. 405. Beasts of pasture, not 

wild nor domestick.
Cavalcade, klv^Al-kade,' s. 524. A pro

cession on horseback.
Cavalier, kAv-A-16er,' s. 275. A horseman, a 

knight; a gay, sprightly, military man ; the appella
tion of the party of King Charles the First.

Cavalier, kiv-l-lMr,' a. Gay, sprightly, war
like; generous, brave; disdainful, haughty.

Cavalierly, kAv-A-166r-16, nd. Haughtily, 
arrogantly, disdainfully.

Cavalry, klv-al-rd, s. Horse troops.
To Cavate, kA-vate, v. a. To hollow.
Cavazion, kl-va-zhun, s. The hollowing of I 

the earth for cellarage.
Caudle, kaw-dl, s. 405. A mixture of wine 

and other ingredients, given to women in childbed.
Cave, kave, s. A cavern, a den ; a hollow, 

any hollow place.
Caveat, ka-v6- it, s. A caveat is an intimation 

given to some ordinary or ecclesiastical judge, notify
ing to him that he ought to beware how he acts.

Cavern, klv-hrn, s. 555. A hollow place in 
the ground.

Caverned, klv-irnd, a. 362. Full of caverns, 
hollow, excavated , inhabiting a cavern.

Cavernous, kiv-ur-n&s, a. 557. Full of ca
verns.

Cavesson, ktlv^s-sun, s. 98. A sort of nose
band for a horse.

CaUF, kawf, s. A chest with holes, to keep fish 
alive in the water.
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Caught, kawt, 213. 393. Part. pass, from To 
Catch.

Caviare, ki-v6er,' s. The eggs of a sturgeon 
salted.

Either the spelling or the pronunciation of this 
word should be altered : we have no instance in the lan
guage of sounding are, ere: the ancient spelling seems 
to have been Caviare ; though Buchanan and Bailey, in 
compliance with the pronunciation, spell it Caveer, and 
W. Johnston, Cavear ; and Asn. as a less usual spelling, 
Cavier: but the Dictionary De la Crusca spells it Cauialc. 
To Cavil, klviil, i>. n. 159. To raise captious 

and frivolous objections.
To Cavil, kAv-Il, v. a. To receive or treat 

with objections.
Cavil, kAv-11, s. A false or frivolous objection. 
CavillatiON, kav-il-la-shun, $. The disposi

tion to make captious objections.
Caviller, kAv-vll-hr, s. An unfair adversary, 

a captious disputant.
Cavillingly, kAv-il-llng-le, ad. In a cavilling 

manner.
Cavillous, kiv-vil-lus, a Full of objections. 
Cavity, klv^-te, $. 511. Hollowness, hollow. 
Cauk, kawk, s. A coarse talky spar.
Caul, kawl, s. The net in which women en

close their hair, the hinder part of a woman’s cap; 
any kind of small net; the integument in which the 
guts are enclosed; a thin membrane enclosing the 
head of some children when born.

Cauliferous, kjw-liftfe-r&s, «• A term for 
such plants as have a true stalk.

Cauliflower, k6M<Lflflu-ur, s. A species of 
cabbage.

Causable, kiw-zA-bl, a. 405. That which may 
be caused.

Causal, kaw-zAl, a. Relating to causes. 
Causality, kAw-zil-6-t6, $. The agency of a 

cause, the quality of causing.
Causation, kaw-za-sh&n, s. The act or power 

of causing.
Causative, kaw-za-tlv, a. 157. That expresses 

a cause or reason.
Causator, k&w-za-tfrr, s. 521. 98. A causer, 

an author.
Cause, kawz, s. That which produces or effects 

any thing, the efficient; the reason, motive to any 
thing; subject of litigation ; party.

To Cause, kawz, v. a. To effect as an agent 
Causelessly, kawz-l^s-16, ad. Without cause, 

without reason.
Causeless, kiwz-l&s, a. Original to itself; 

without just ground or motive.
Causer, kaw-z&r, s. 98. He that causes, the 

agent by which an effect is produced.
Causey, k6w-z6, 1 . . , ,
Causeway, kiwz'-wi, p A way ra,Se< al*d 

paved above the rest of the ground.
. Pr- Johnson tells us that this word, by a false no

tion of its etymology, has been lately written causeway. 
It is derived from the French chaussee. In the scripture 
we find it written causey.

“ To Shuppim the lot came forth westward by the cmuey."
1 Chron. xxvi. 16-

But Milton, Dryden, and Pope, write it causeway ; and 
these authorities seem to have fixed the pronunciation. 
This word, from its mistaken etymology, may rank with 
Lanternr—which see.
Caustical, kiwslttkil, 7 _ ,
Caustic , kWdk, Belonging to

medicaments which, bv their violent activity and heat, 
destroy the texture of the part to which they are ap
plied, and burn it into an eschar.

Caustic , kiws-tik, s. A caustick or burning 
application.

Cautel, kaw-tel, s. Caution, scruple. 
Cautelous, kaw-t6-lfts, a. Cautious,wary, 

wily, cunning.
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Cautelously, kaw-ti-I&s-li, ad. Cunningly, 
silly, cautiously, warily.

Cauterization, k&w-t&r-rd-za-shun, s. The 
act of burning with hot irons.

To Cauterize, kiw-t&r-ize, v. a. To burn 
with the cautery.

Cautery, klw-tdr-rd, s. 555. Cautery is either 
actual or potential; the first is burning by a hot iron, 
and the latter with caustick medicines.

Caution, kiw-sh&n, s. Prudence, foresight, 
wariness; provisionary precept; warning.

To Caution, kiw^shun, v. a. To warn, to 
give notice of a danger. ,

Cautionary, kaw-shhn-i-re, a. Given as a 
pledge, or in security.

Cautious, kaw-shtis, a. 292. Wary, watchful. 
Cautiously, kAw-sh&s-le, ad. In a wary man

ner.
Cautiousness, k^w-shhs-ndss, s. Watchful

ness, vigilance, circumspection.
To Caw, kiw, v. n. To cry as the rook, or 

crow.
Cayman, ka-mdn, s. 88. The American alii, 

gator or crocodile.
To Cease, sdse, v. n. To leave off, to stop, to 

give over ; to fail, to be extinct; to be at an end.
To Cease, sdse, v. a. To put a stop to. 
Cease, sdse, s. Extinction, failure. Obsolete. 
Ceaseless, sese-lds, a. Incessant, perpetual, 

continual.
Cecity, sds-d-td, s. 503. Blindness, privation 

of sight.
I have given the e in the first syllable of this word 

the short sound, notwithstanding the diphthong in the 
original ccecitas ; being convinced of the shortening 
power of the antepenultimate accent of these words, 124, 
511, and of the pre-antepen ultimate accent of Cenatory 
and Prefatory.
Cecutiency, se-kh-shd-dn-sd, s. Cloudiness 

of sight.
Cedar, sd^-d&r, s. 88. A tree ; the wood of the 

cedar tree.
To Cede, sdde, v. a. To yield; to resign ; to 

give up to another.
Cedrine, sd-drlne, a. 140. Of or belonging 

to the cedar tree.
To Ceil, s&e, v. a. To cover the inner roof 

of a building.
Ceiling, se-ling, s. The inner roof. 
Celandine, sSK&n-dlne, s. 149. A plant. 
Celature, sdl-A-tshiire, 5. 461. The art of en

graving.
To Celebrate, sel-ld-brate, v. a. 91. Topraise, 

to commend; to distinguish by solemn rites; to men
tion in a set or solemn manner.

Celebration, s&l-e-bra-shin, s. Solemn per
formance, solemn remembrance; praise, renown, 
memorial.

Celebrious, se-le-bre-fis, a. 505. Famous, 
renowned.

CELEBRIOUSLY, se-ld-bre-ds-ld, ad. In a fa
mous manner.

Celebriousness, sd-ld-bre-ds-ndss, s. Renown, 
fame.

Celebrity, sd-l£b-brd-t£, s. 511. Celebration, 
fame.

Celeriac sd-l^rd-Ak, s. Turnip-rooted cel
ery.

Celerity, sd-l£r-rd-td, s. Swiftness, speed, 
velocity.

Celery, sM^r-rA, s. A species of parsley: 
corruptly pronounced Salary.

Celestial, sd-lds-tshdl, a. 272. Heavenly, re
lating to the superior regions; heavenly, relating to 
the blessed state; heavenly, with respect to excellence.

Celestial, sd-lds-tshil, t. 464. An inhabi
tant of heaven.

SO

Celestially, sd-les-tshll-U, ad. In a heavenly 
manner.

To Celestify, sd-les-td-fl, v. a. To give 
something of a heavenly nature to any thing.

Celiack, sd-ld-Ak, a. Relating to the lower 
belly.

Celibacy, s^M-bi-si, } _ Q.__ . . ..Celibate, sSW-bit, 91. I* S1“gle 11,e-

Cell, sell, j. A small cavity or hollow place; 
the cave or little habitation of a religious person ; a 
small and close apartment in a prison; any small place 
of residence.

Cellar, sdl-l&r, s. 88. A place under ground, 
where stores are reposited, or where liquors are kept.

Cellarage, selMur-idje, s. 90. The part of 
the building which makes the cellars,

Cellarist, seU-lfir-ist, s. 555. The butler in 
a religious house.

Cellular, sdl-ld-llr, a. Consisting of little 
cells or cavities.

Celsitude, sdl-sd-tude, s. Height.
Cement, s&m-m&nt, 5. 492. Tlie matter with 

which two bodies are made to cohere; bond of union 
in friendship.

To Cement, se-mSnt,' v. a. To unite by 
means of something interposed.

To Cement, sd-mesnt,' v. n. To come into con
junction, to cohere.

Cementation, sdm-en-ta^sh&n, s. The act of 
cementing.

Cemetery, sdm-me-tdr-d, s. A place where 
the dead are reposited.

CENATORY, sdn-nd-tdr-d, s. 505. 512. Relat
ing to supper.—See Cecity.

Cenobetical, sdn-nd-blt^d-kil, a. 503. Living 
in community.

Cenotaph, sdn-d-tif, s. A monument for one 
elsewhere buried.

Cense, sdnse, s. Publick rates.
To Cense, sdnse, v. a. To perfume with odours. 
Censer, sdn-s&r, s. 98. The pan in which 

incense is burned.
Censor, sdn-sdr, s. 166. An officer of Rome 

who had the power of correcting manners; one who 
is given to censure.

CensorIAN, s&n-so^re-iln, a. Relating to the 
censor.

Censorious, sen-sd^rd-iis, a. Addicted to cen
sure, severe.

Censoriously, sdn-stV-re-ds-l^, ad. In a se
vere reflecting manner.

Censoriousness, sdn-sd^rc-ds-ness, 5. Dis
position to reproach.

Censorship, sdn-sdr-shlp, s. 166. The office 
of a censor.

Censurable, sen-shh-ri-bl, a. Worthy of cen
sure, culpable.

Censurableness, sdn-shh-rA-bl-ness, s. Blame- 
ableness.

Censure, sdn-shdre, s. 452. Blame, repri
mand, reproach ; judgment, opinion ; judicial sen
tence ; spiritual punishment.

To Censure, sfin^shure, v. a. To blame, to 
brand publickly ; to condemn.

Censurer, sen-shhr-ir, s. He that blames. 
Cent, s5nt, s. A hundred, as, five per cent.; 

that is, five in the hundred.
Centaur, sdn-tAwr, s. A poetical being, sup

posed to be compounded of a man and a horse; the 
archer in the zodiack.

Centaury, sen-tiw-re, j. A plant.
Centenary, sen-te-nd-rd, s. The number of a 

hundred.
Centennial, sdn-tdn-ne-Al, a. Consist ng of 

a hundred years.
Centesimal, sen-t6s-i.mil, a. 88. Hundredth.
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CeNTIFOLIOUS, sdn-td-fo-ld-&s, a. Having a 
hundred leaves.

Centipede, sdn-te-pdd, s. A poisonous insect, 
so called from its being supposed to have a hundred 
feet.

ft*?- Biped and Quadruped are spelled in Johnson with- 
out the final e ; while Solipede, Palmipede, Plumipede, 
Multipede, and Centipede, retaip it. The orthography in 
these words is of importance to the pronunciation, and 
therefore, as they are of perfectly similar original, their 
spelling and pronunciation ought certainly to be alike. 
Biped and Quadruped are the words most in use ; and as 
they have omitted the final e, which there does not seem 
to be any reason to retain, we may infer that the silent 
and insensible operation of custom directs us to do the 
same by the other words, and to pronounce the last syl
lable of all of them short.—See Millepedes.
Cento, sSn-td, s. A composition formed by 

joining scraps from different authors.
Central, sen-tril, a. 88. Relating to the centre. 
Centre, sdn-t&r, s. 416. The middle.
To Centre, s&n-t&r, v. a. To place on a cen

tre, to fix as on a centre.
To Centre, sdn-tur, v. n. To rest on, to re

pose on; to be placed in the midst or centre.
Centric sdn'trik, ) ,CKNTKICAI,S«nitrtk-ai,r- Pla“d ln thB 

centre.
[O' This word, though in constant usage, is not in any 

of our Dictionaries. It seems to be perfectly equivalent 
to Centrick ; but custom, in time, generally either finds 
or makes a different shade of meaning between words 
where no such difference was perceived at first. 
Centrifugal, sgn-trlftA-gM, a. Having the 

Suality acquired by bodies in motion, of receding from 
ie centre.

Centripetal, sdn-trip-d-tAl, a. Having a ten
dency to the centre.

Centry, sSn-tri, s.—See Sentinel.
Centuple, sfin'tu-pl, a. 405. A hundred fold. 
To Centuplicate, sSn-tfr-pU-kite, v. a. To 

make a hundred fold.
To Centuriate, sdn-tu-rd-ate, v. a. To divide 

into hundreds.
Centubiatob, siu-tu-ri-a-tiir, s. 521. A name 

given to historians, who distinguish times by centuries. 
Centurion, sdn-tii-re-hn, s. A military officer, 

who commanded a hundred men among the Romans.
Century, sdn'tshfi-rd, s. 461. A hundred-, 

usually employed to specify time, as, the second cen
tury.

CEPHALALGY, sef-6-l^l-jd, s. The head-ache. 
Cephalic se-fAl-lik, a. 509. That is medici

nal to the head.
Cerastes, sd-rAs-tdz, s. A serpent having horns.
Cerate, sd^rlt, s. 91. A medicine made of 

wax.
Cerated, sd-r^-tdd, a. Waxed.
To Cere, sdre, v. a. To wax.
Cerebel, sSrQ-bdl, s. 503. Part of the brain. 
Cerecloth, scre'clofA, $. Cloth smeared over 

with glutinous matter.
Cerement, sdre^-mdnt, s. Cloths dipped in 

melted wax, with which dead bodies are infolded.
Ceremonial, sdr-d-m6^d-ll, a. Relating to 

ceremony, or outward rite; formal, observant of old 
forms.

Ceremonial, ser-e-m6^nd-M, s. Outward 
form, external rite; the order for rights and forms in 
the Roman church.

Ceremonialness, ser-A-mWn^-ai-n&s, s. The 
quality of being ceremonial.

Ceremonious, sdr-d-md^-nd-hs, a. Consisting 
of outward rites; full of ceremony ; attentive to the 
outward rites of religion; civil and formal to a 
fault.

Ceremoniously, sdr-d-mo-nd-hs-ld, ad. In a 
oeremonious manner, formally.
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Ceremoniousness, sdr—d-md-ne-fis-ndss, s. 
Fondess of ceremony.

Ceremony, sdr^d-md-nd, x. 489. Outward 
rite, external form in religion; forms of civility • out
ward forms of state.

Certain, sdr-tin, a. 208. Sure, indubitable; 
determined; in an indefinite sense, some, as a certain 
man told me this ; undoubting, put past doubt.

Certainly, sdr-tin-ld, ad. Indubitably, with
out question; without fail.

Certainty, sdr-tin-td, s. Exemption from 
doubt; that which is real and fixed.

Certes, sdr-tlz, ad. Certainly, in truth.
Certificate, sdr-tif^d-kdt, s. 91. A writing 

made in any court, to give notice to another court of 
any thing done therein; any testimony.

To Certify, sdr-td-fi, v. a. To give certain 
information of: to give certain assurance of.

Certiorari, ser-shd-6-ra-ri, s. A writ issuing 
out of the Chancery, to call up the records of a cause 
therein depending.

Certitude, sdr-td-tfide, s. Certainty, freedom 
from doubt.

Cervical, sdr-vd-kil, a. Belonging to the 
neck.

Cerulean, sd-rii-ld-^n, ) .
Ceruleous, si-rMli-fcs, f Bluc> ’k>'-coL 

oured.—See European. ,
Cerulific sdr-u-lif-ik, a. Having the power 

to produce a blue colour.
Cerumen, sd-rh-mdn, s. The, wax of the ear. 

See Bitumen.
Ceruse, sd-rhse, s. White lead.

IO" I prefer Dr. Kenrick’s, Mr. Perrv’s, and, as far 
as I can guess by their accentuation, Dr. Ash’s and 
Bailey’s pronunciation of this word, who make the first 
syllable long, to Mr. Sheridan’s, Scott’s, and Ent-ick’s, who 
make it short.—See Principles, 529.
Cesarian, sd-za-rd-ln, a. The Cesarian sec

tion is cutting a child out of the womb.
Cess, sds, s. A levy made upon the inhabitants 

of a place, rated according to their property; an as
sessment ; the act of laying rates.

To Cess, sds, v. a. To lay charge on, to assess. 
Cessation, sds-si-sh&n, s. A stop, a rest, a 

vacation ; a pause of hostility, without peace.
Cessavit, sds-sA-vit, s. A writ.
Cessibility, sds-sd-bll'd-td, s. The quality of 

receding, or giving way.
Cessible, sds-sd-bl, a. 405. Easy to give way. 
Cession, sdsh-sh&n, s. Retreat, the act of giv

ing way; resignation.
Cessionary, sdsh-shun-na-rd, a. Implying a 

resignation.
Cessment, sds-mdnt, s. An assessment or tax. 
Cessor, sds-sftr, s. 98. 166. He that ceaseth 

or neglecteth so long to perform a duty belonging to 
him, as that he incurreth the danger of law.

Cestus, sds-t&s, s. The girdle of Venus. 
Cetaceous, sd-ta-shfts, a. 357. Of the whale 

kind.
Chad, shAd, x. A sort of fish.
To Chafe, tshafe, v. a. To warm with rub 

bing; to heat; to perfume; to make angry.
To Chafe, tshafe, v. n. To rage, to fret, to 

fume; to fret against any thing.
Chafe, tshafe, s. A heat, a rage, a fury.
Chafe Wax, tshafe^w^ks, s. An officer be

longing to the lord high chancellor, who fits the wax 
for the sealing of writs.

Chafer, tshafe'&r, s. 98. An insect; a sort 
of yellow beetle.

Chaff, tshlf, x. The husks of corn that arc 
separated by thrashing and winnowing ; it is used for 
any thing worthless.

To Chaffer, tshif^ffir, v. n. To haggle, to 
bargain.
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Chafferer, tshaf^f&.r-r&r, s. A buyer, bar
gainer, a purchaser.

Chaffinch, tshlfifinsh, ». A bird so called, 
because it delights in chaff.

Chaffless, tshif^lis, a. Without chaff. 
Chaffweed, tshlf^-wiid, s. Cudweed. 
Chaffy, tshaf-fd, a. Like chaff, full of chaff. 
Chafingdish, tsha-fing-dish, s. A vessel to 

make any thing hot in ; a portable grate for coals. 
Chagrin, sha-grein's. Ill humour, vexation. 
To Chagrin, shi-green,' v. a. To vex, to put 

out of temper, to teaze, to make uneasy.
Chain, tshane, s. A series of links fastened 

one within another; a bond, a manacle; a fetter; a 
line of links with which land is measured; a series 
linked together.

To Chain, tshane, v. a. To fasten or link 
with a chain; to bring into slavery; to put on a chain; 
to unite.

Chainpump, tshane-p&mp, s. A pump used 
in large English vessels, which is double, so that one 
rises as the other falls.

Chainshot, tshane-sh&t, s. Two bullets or 
half bullets fastened together by a chain, which, when 
they fly open, cut away whatever is before them.

Chain work, tshane-whrk, s. Work with open 
spaces like the links of a chain.

Chair, tshare, s. 52. A moveable seat; a seat 
of justice, or of authority ; a vehicle borne by men ; 
a sedan.

Chairman, tshare-m&n, s. 88. The president 
of an assembly; one whose trade it is to carry a chair. 

Chaise, shaze, s. A carriage either of pleasure 
or expedition.

The vulgar, who are unacquainted with the spell
ing of this word, and ignorant of its French derivation, 
are apt to suppose it a plural, and call a single carriage a 
shay ; and the polite seem sometimes at a loss, whether 
they should not consider it as both singular and plural; 
fcut the best usage seems to have determined it to be, in 
this respect, regular, and to make the plural chaises. 
ChalcOGBafher, kll-kog-gri-fir, s. 353. An 

engraver in brass.
Chalcography, k&l-kog-gri-fe, s. Engraving 

in brass.
Charon, }tshiidrin> s' 417‘ A En' 

glish measure of coals, consisting of thirty-six bushels 
heaped up. The chaldron should weigh two thousand 
pounds.

Chalice, tshal-ls, s. 142. A cup, a bowl; the 
communion cup, a cup used in acts of worship.

Chaliced, tshil-llst, a. 359. Having a cell 
or cup.

Chalk, tshHwk, s. 402. A white fossil, usually 
reckoned a stone, but by some ranked among the 
boles.

To CHALK, tshawk, v. a. To rub with chalk; 
to manure with chalk j to mark or trace out, as with 
chalk.

Chalk-cutter, tshawk-k&t-t&r, s. A man 
that digs chalk.

CHALKY, tshawk-ke, a. Consisting of chalk ; 
white with chalk ; impregnated with chalk.

To Challenge, tshal-lenje, v. a. To call ano
ther to answer for an offence by combat; to call to a 
contest; to accuse; in law, to object to the imparti
ality of any one; to claim as due; to call one to the 
performance of conditions.

Challenge, tshAl-lenje, s. A summons to 
combat; a demand of something as due ; in law, an 
exception taken either against persons or things.

Challenger, tshal-l^n-jdr, s. One that de
sires or summons another to combat; one that claims 
superiority; a claimant.

Chalybeate, ki-lib-be-et, a. 91. Impreg
nated with iron or steel.

Chamade, sha-made,' s. The beat of the drum 
which declares a surrender.
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Chamber, tshame-bur, s. 542. An apartment 
in a house, generally used for those appropriated to 
lodging; any retired room ; any cavity or hollow; a 
court of justice ; the hollow part of a gun where the 
charge is lodged; the cavity where the powder is 
lodged in a mine.

I have in this word departed from Mr. Sheridan 
and Dr. Kenrick, because I think the best usage has en- 
tirely departed from them. About thirty years ago the 
first syllable of Chamber was universally pronounced so 
as to rhyme with Palm, Psalm, &c.; but since that time 
it has been gradually narrowing to the slender sound of 
a in came, fame, &c. and seems now to be fully establish ed 
in this sound. This, however, is to be regretted, as it 
militates with the laws of syllabication : there are few 
words in the language which we cannot so divide into 
parts as to show by this division the quantity of the 
vowels; this word forms an exception ; for mb, being 
uncombinable consonants, we cannot end the first 
syllable with a j and if we join m to it, the a becomes 
short, and requires another s ound. But if two such wot ds 
as Cam and Bridge could not resist the blind force of 
custom, which has for so many years reduced them to 
Camebridge, why should we wonder that Chamber and 
Cambrick, Tinmouih and Yarmouth, should yield to the 
same unrelenting tyrant ?
To Chamber, tshame-b&r, v. n. To be wan

ton, to intrigue ; to reside as in a chamber.
Chamberer, tshame-b&r-fir, s. A man of in

trigue.
Chamberfellow, tshame-b&r-f61-ld, s. One 

that lies-in the same chamber.
Chamberlain, tshame-b&r-lln, s. 208. Lord 

great chamberlain of England is the sixth officer of 
the crown; lord chamberlain of the household has 
the oversight of all officers belonging to the king’s 
chambers, except the precinct of the bedchamber; a 
servant who has the care of the chambers.

Chamberlainship, tshame-bur-lln-slilp, s. The 
office of a chamberlain.

Chambermaid, tshame-bur-made, s. A maid 
Whose business is to dress a lady.

Chambrel of a horse, kAm-brll, s. The joint 
or bending of the upper part of the hinder leg.

Chameleon, ka-me-li-fin, s. A kind of lizard, 
said to live on air.

Chamlet, kAm-l^t, s.—See Camelot.
Chamois, sh&-mo£,' s. An animal of the goat 

kind, the skin of which made into leather is called 
Shammy.

Chamomile, kHm^o-mlle, s. 353. The name 
of an odoriferous plant.

To Champ, tshlmp, v. a. To bite with a fre
quent action of the teeth; to devour.

To Champ, tshAmp, v. n. To perform fre
quently the action of biting.

Champaign, shim-pane,' s. A kind of wine. 
Champaign, tshim-pane, s. A flat open 

country.
Champignon, shilm-pin-yhn, s. A kind of 

mushroom.
Champion, tshim-pe-hn, s. A man who under

takes a cause in single combat; a hero, a stout warrior.
To Champion, tshlm-pe-iln, v. a. To chal

lenge to the combat.
Chance, tshinse, s. 78. 79. Fortune, the cause 

of fortuitous events; the act of fortune; accident; 
casual occurrence, fortuitous event, whether good or 
bad; possibility of any occurrence.

To Chance, tshAnse, v. n. To happen, to fall 
I out

Chance-medley, tshinse-med-le, s. In law, 
the casual slaughter of a man, not altogether without 
the fault of the slayer.

Chanceable, tshln-si-bl, a. Accidental.
Chancel, tshAn-sSl, s. The eastern part of the 

church, in which the altar is placed.
Chancellor, tshin-s&l-Iir, $. An officer of 

the highest power and dignity in the court where he 
presides.

Chancellorship, tsh&n-sel-lir-sbm, « The 
office of chancellor,
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Chancery, tshln-s&r-^, s. The court of equity 
and conscience.

Chancre, shangk-Cir, j. 416. An ulcer usually 
arising from venereal maladies.

Chancrous, sh&ngk'r&s, a. Ulcerous. 
CHANDELEER, shln-d£-l££r,' s. A branch for 

candles.
Chandler, tshind-lfir, s. An artisan whose 

trade is to make candles, or a person who sells them.
To Change, tshanje, r. a. 14. To put one 

thing in the place of another; to resign anything for 
the sake of another; to discount a larger piece of 
money into several smaller; to give and take recipro- 
cally; to alter, to mend the disposition or mind.

JO" This word, with others of the same form, such as 
range, strange, mange, &c. are, in the West of England, 
pronounced with the short sound of a in ran, man, &c. 
The same may be observed of the a in the first syllable 
of angel, ancient, &c. which, in that part of the kingdom, 
sounds like the article an; and this, though disagreeable 
to a London ear, and contrary to the best usage, which 
forms the only rule, is more analogical than pronouncing 
them as if written chainge, strainge, aincicnt, aingel, &c. 
for we find every other vowel in this situation snort, as 
revenge, hinge, sponge, &c.
To Change, tshanje, v. n. To undergo 

change, to suffer alteration.
Change, tshanje, s. An alteration of the state 

of any thing; a succession of one thing in the place of 
another; the time of the moon in which it begins a 
new monthly revolution ; novelty; an alteration of 
the order in which a set of bells is sounded; that 
which makes a variety ; small money.

Changeable, tshanje-i-bl, a. Subject to 
change, fickle, inconstant; possible to be chang 
having the quality of exhibiting different appearan 

Changeableness, tshanje-i-bl-n^ss, s. Sus
ceptibility of change; inconstancy, fickleness.

Changeably, tshanje-i-ble, ad. Inconstantly. 
Changeful, tshanje-ful, a. Inconstant, uncer

tain, mutable, subject to variation, fickle.
Changeling, tshanje-llng, s. A child left or 

taken in the place of another; an idiot, a natural* 
one apt to change.

Changer, tshane-j&r, s. One that is employed 
in changing or discounting money; a money-changer.

Channel, tshAn-nel, s. 99. The hollow bed of 
running waters; any cavity drawn longwise; a strait 
or narrow sea; a gut or furrow of a pillar.

To Channel, tshan-n^l, v. a. To cut any 
thing in channels.

To Chant, tshant, v. a. To sing; to celebrate 
by song; to sing in the cathedral service.

To Chant, tshlnt, v. n. 78. To sing, to make 
melody with the voice.

Chant, tshlnt, s. 79. Song, melody.
Chanter, tsh&n-tfir, s. A singer, a songster. 
Chanticleer, tsh&n-t£-kle£r, s. The cock, 

from the clearness and loudness of his crow.
Chantress, tsh£n-tr£s, s. A woman singer.
Chantry, tsMn-tr£, s. Chantry is a church 

endowed with revenue for priests, daily to sing mass 
for the souls of the donors.

Chaos, ki-6s, s. 353. The mass of matter sup
posed to be tn confusion before it was divided by the 
creation into its proper classes and elements ; confu
sion, irregular mixture; any thing where the parts are 
undistinguished.

Chaotic , ka-fit^tlk, a. Resembling chaos, 
confused.

To Chap, tsh&p, v. a* To divide the surface of 
the ground by excessive heat; to divide the skin of 
the face or hands by excessive cold.

IO*. The etymology of this word will not suffer us to 
write it chop ; and universal usage will not permit us to 
pronounce it chap: so that it must be classed among 
those incorrigible words, the pronunciation and ortho
graphy of which must ever be at variance.
CHAP, tsh&p, s. A cleft, a gaping, a chink.
CHAP, tsh6p, s. The upper or under part of a 

beast’s mouth.
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Chapt, ? 
Chapped, J

Chape, tshape, s. The catch of any thing by 
which it is held in its place.

CHAPEL, tshAp-31, s. A chapel is either adjoin
ing to a church, as a parcel of the same, or separate 
called a chapel of ease.

Chapeless, tshape-l£s, a. Without a chape 
CHAPELLANY, tsh&p-p£l-l£n-ne, s. A chapel- 

lany is founded within some other church.
Chapelry, tshlp-p£l-r£, s. The jurisdiction 

or bounds of a chapel.
Chaperon, shlp-tir-dSn,' s. A kind of hood 

or cap worn by the knights of the garter in the habit 
of their order.

For the pronunciation of the last syllable, see the 
word Encore.
Chapfaln, tshdp-filn, a. Having the mouth 

shrunk.—See Catcal.
Chaplain, tsh&p^lln, $. 208. He that attends 

the king, or other great person, to perform divine ser
vice.

Chaplainship, tsh&p-lin-shlp, s. The office or 
business of a chaplain ; the possession or revenue of a 
chapel.

Chapless, tshSp-l^s, a. Without any flesh 
about the mouth.

Chaplet, tsh&p-lSt, s. A garland or wreath 
to be worn about the head ; a string of beads used in 
the Roman church ; in architecture, a little mould
ing carved into round beads.

Chapman, tsh&p'm&n, s. 88. A cheapener, 
one that offers as a purchaser.

Chaps, tshdps, s. The mouth of a beast of 
prey; the entrance into a channel.

tshSpt, part* pass. Cracked, cleft.

Chapter, tsh^p-t&r, s. A division of a book; 
an assembly of the clergy of a cathedral; the place in 
which assemblies of the clergy are held.

Chaptrel, tshlp-tr&l, s. The capitals of pil
lars, or pilasters, which support arches.

Char, tshir; s. A fish found only in Win- 
andermeer, in Lancashire.

To Char, tsh&r, v. a. To burn wood to a 
black cinder.

Char, tshare, s. Work done by the day.
To Char, tshare, v. n. To work at others’ 

houses by the day.
“ As the maid that milks,
“ And does the meanest chars." Shaketpeare.

In Ireland they seem to have retained the genu 
lne pronunciation of this, as well as many other old English 
words; I meari that which is agreeable to the ortho 
graphy, and rhyming with tar. In English it is gener
ally heard like chair, to sit on, and its compound, char
woman, like chair-woman. Skinner, I know, admits that 
the word may be derived from the Dutch keeren, to 
sweep; and Junius spells the word chare, and tells us the 
Saxons have the same word spelled cyrrc, signifying busi
ness or charge, but be its derivation what it will, either 
the orthographyor the pronunciation ought to be altered; 
for, as it stands at present, it is a singular and disgraceful 
anomaly.
Char-woman, tshare-w{im-6n, s. A woman 

hired accidentally for odd work.
Character, kariik-t&r, s. 353. A mark, a 

stamp, a representation; a letter used in writing or 
| printing; the hand or manner of writing; a represen

tation of any man as to his personal qualities: an ac
count of any thing as good or bad ; tha person with 
his assemblage of qualities.

To Character, kAr'Ak-tfir, n. a. To inscribe, 
to engrave.

Characteristical, k8r-ik-t£-rls£t4-kj], ) 
Characteristic , LJr-ik-ti-rls-tlk, 509. j “■ 

Constituting or pointing out the true character.
Characterioticalness, kir-ilk-tiS-ris-ti-kil. 

ness, s. The quality of being pecu liar to a character 
Characteristic , kir-ik-t^-rlsitic, ». That 

which constitutes the character
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To Characterize, kiriAk-ti-rlze, v. a. To 
give a character or an account of the personal qualities 
of any man ; to engrave or imprint; to mark with a 
particular stamp or token.

Characterless, kir-ik-t&r-lis, a. Without a 
character.

Cjiaractery, kir-ik-tir-ri, t. Impression, 
mark.

Charcoal, tshir-kile, s. Coal made by burn
ing wood.

Chard, tshird, s. Chards of artichokes are the 
leaves of fair artichoke plants, tied and wrapped up all 
over but the top, in straw; Chards of beet are plants 
of white beet transplanted.

Z’> Charge, tshirje, v. a. To intrust, to com
mission for a certain purpose; to impute as a debt; to 
impute as a crime; to impose as a task; to accuse, to 
censure; to command; to fall upon, to attack ; to 
burden, to load; to fill; to load a gun.

Charge, tshirje, s. Care, trust, custody; pre
cept, mandate, command ; commission, trust confer
red, office; accusation, imputation ; the thing in
trusted to care or management; expense, cost; onset, 
attack ; the signal to fall upon enemies ; the quantity 
of powder and ball put into a gun ; a preparation, or 
a sort of ointment applied to the shoulder-splaits and 
sprains of horses.

Chargeable, tshir-ji-bl, a. 405. Expensive, 
costly; imputable, as a debt or crime; subject to 
charge, accusable-

Chargeableness, tshAr-ji-bl-n^ss, s. Expense, 
cost, costliness.

ChargeabLY, tsh£r-jA-bl£, ad. Expensively. 
Charger, tshar-jur, s. 98. A large dish; an 

officer’s horse.
Charily, tsha-r£-l£, ad. Warily, frugally. 
Chariness, tsha-r£-n£ss, s. Caution, nicety. 
Chariot, tshAr-r£-&t, & 543. A carriage of 

pleasure, or state; a car in which men of arms were 
anciently placed.

If this word is ever heard as if written Charrot, it 
is only tolerable in the most familiar pronunciation : the 
least solemnity, or even precision, must necessarily re
tain the sound of», and give it three syllables. 
Charioteer, tshir-r^-&t-t^^r,' $. He that 

drives the chariot.
Chariot Race, tshlr-r^-fit-rase, s. A sport 

where chariots were driven for the prize.
Charitable, tshir^-tl-bl, a. Kind in giving 

alms; kind in judging of others.
Charitably, tshlr-i-tl-bli, ad. Kindly, li- 

berally; benevolently.
Charity, tshir^-td, s. 160. Tenderness, kind

ness, love; good will, benevolence; the theological 
virtue of universal love; liberality to the poor; alms, 
relief given to the poor.

To Chark, tshArk, v. a. To burn to a black 
cinder.

Charlatan, shar-14-tAn, s. 528. A quack, a 
mountebank.

CHABLATANICAL, shlr-lA-tln^-kal, a. Quack- 
ish, ignorant

Charlatanry, shirti-tAn-M, s. Wheedling, 
deceit.

Charles’s-wain, tslilrlz-lz-wane,' s. The 
northern constellation called the Bear.

Charlock, tshAr-16k, s. A weed growing 
among the com with a yellow flower.

Charm, tshlrm, s. Words or philtres, imagined 
to have some occult power; something of power to 
gain the affections.

To Charm, tshirm, v. a. To fortify with 
charms against evil; to make powerful by charms; to 
subdue by some secret power; to subdue by pleasure.

Charmer, tshlr^mftr, s. One that has the 
power of charms, or enchantments; one that capti
vates the heart.

Charming, tshirimlng, part. a. Pleasing in 
the highest degree.
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Charmingly, tshlr-mlng-U, ad. In such a 
manner as to please exceedingly.

Charmingness, tsh&r-ming-n&ss, s. The power 
of pleasing.

Charnel, tshar-nel, a. Containing flesh or 
carcasses. 3 3

Charnel-house, tsblr^nel-house, s. The place 
where the bones of the dead are reposited.

Chart, k&rt, or tshirt, s. A delineation of 
coasts.

As this word is perfectly anglicised, by cutting off 
the a in the Latin Charta, and r,s in the Greek 
we ought certainly to naturalize the initial letters by pro
nouncing them as in charter, charity, &c.: but such is 
our fondness for Latin and Greek originals, that we catch 
at the shadow of a reason for pronouncing after these lan
guages, though in direct opposition to the laws of our 
own. Thus we most frequently, if not universally, hear 
this word pronounced as Cart, a carriage, and perfectly 
like the French Carte.
Charter, tsh&r-t&r, s. A charter is a written 

evidence; any writing bestowing privileges or rights; 
privilege, immunity, exemption.

Charter-party, tshilr-tur-pir-t£, s. A paper 
relating to a contract, of which each party has a copy 

Chartered, tsh^r-t&rd, a. 359. Privileged. 
Chary, tsha-r£, a. Careful, cautious.
To Chase, tshase, v. a. To hunt; to pursue 

as an enemy ; to drive.
Chase, tshase, s. Hunting, pursuit of any 

thing as game; fitness to be hunted; pursuit of an 
enemy; pursuit of something as desirable; hunting 
match ; the game hunted ; open ground stored with 
such beasts as are hunted ; the Chase of a gun, is the 
whole bore or length of a piece.

Chase-gun, tshase^gtin, s. Guns in the fore
part of the ship, fired upon those that are pursued.

Chaser, tshA-s&r, s. Hunter, pursuer, driver. 
Chasm, k&zm, s. 353. A cleft, a gap, an open

ing ; a place unfilled; a vacuity.
Chaste, tshiste, a. Pure from all commerce 

of sexes ; pure, uncorrupt, not mixed with barbarous 
phrases ; without obscenity ; true to the marriage bed.

To Chasten, tshase-tn, v. a. 405. To correct, 
to punish.

This word is sometimes falsely pronounced with 
the a short, so as to rhyme with fasten ; but it is exactly 
under the same predicament as the verb to haste, which, 
when formed into what is called an inchoative verb, be
comes hasten, and with which chasten is a perfect rhyme. 
To Chastise, tshls-tize,' v. a. To punish, to 

correct by punishment; to reduce to order or oba 
dience.

Chastisement, tsh&s-tlz-m^nt, 5. Correction, 
punishment.—See Advertise.

Chastiser, tshis-ti-z&r, s. A punisher, a cor
rector.

Chastity, tsh&s-t£-t£, s. 511. Purity of the 
body; freedom from obscenity; freedom from bad 
mixture of any kind.

1^5=* I have ir. this word departed from Mr. Sheridan, 
anti several other speakers, in the sound of the a in the 
first syllable, as no analogy can be clearer than that 
which prevails in words of this termination, where the 
antepenultimate accent always shortens the vowel. Thus, 
though the a, e, and i, are long in humane, serene, and 
divine, they are short in humanity, serenity, and divinity > 
and unless custom clearly forbids, which I do not believe 
is the case, chastity ought certainly to have the a as I 
have marked it.
Chastly, tshaste^-M, ad. Without inconti

nence, purely, without contamination.
In these words Dr. Johnson has very improperly 

omitted the silent e; they ought to be written chastely 
and chasteness.—See Introduction to Rhyming Diction- 
ary, Orthographical Aphorism the 8th.
Chastness, tsbaste-n^ss, s. Chastity, purity. 
To Chat, tshAt, v. n. To prate, to talk idly • 

to prattle.
Chat, tshAt, ». Idle talk, prate.
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Chatellany, tsh4t-t£l-l£n-A, ». The district 
under the dominion of a castle.

Chattel, tshit-tl, s. 405. Any moveable pos- 
session.

To Chatter, tslilt-t&r, ». n. To make a noise 
as a pie, or other unharroonious bird ; to make a noise 
by collision of the teeth ; to talk idly or carelessly.

Chatter, tshltltfir, s. Noise like that of a 
pie or monkey; idle prate.

Chatterer, ^shit-tur-rdr, 5. An idle talker. 
Chatty, tshat-te, a. Liberal of conversation. 
Ciiavender, tshlv-ln-dur, s. The chub, a fish. 
CHAUMONTELLE, shd-mSn-tll,' s. A sort of pear. 
To Chaw, tshiw, v. a.—See To Chew. 
CHAWDRON, tshaw-drun, s. Entrails.
Cheap, tsh£pe, a. To be had at a low rate; 

easy to be had, not respected.
To Cheapen, tshe-pn, v. a. 103. To attempt 

to purchase, to bid for any thing; to lessen value.
Cheaply, tsh&pe^le, ad. At a small price, at 

a low rate.
Cheapness, tsh^pe-nfiss, s. Lowness of price. 
To Cheat, tsh&te, v. a. To defraud, to im

pose upon, to trick.
Cheat, tsh£te, s. A fraud, a trick, an impos

ture ; a person guilty of fraud.
Cheater, tsh&t&r, s. 95. One that practises 

fraud.
To Check, tshek, v. a. To repress, to curb; 

to reprove, to chide; to control by a counter reckon
ing.

To Check, tshek, v. n. To stop, to make a 
stop; to clash, to interfere.

Check, tshSk, s. Repressure, stop, rebuff; re
straint, curb, government; reproof, a slight; in falconry, 
when a hawk forsakes the proper game to follow other 
birds ; the cause of restraint, a stop.

To Chequer, } tsh^i6r> «’• “• T° variegate 

or diversify, in the manner of a chess-board, with al
ternate colours.

Checker-work, tshek-ur-w&rk, s. Work varied 
alternately.

Checkmate, tsh&k-mate, s. The movement 
on the chess-board, that puts an end to the game.

Cheek, tsh££k, 5. The side of the face below 
the eye; a general name among mechanicks for al
most all those pieces of their machines that are double. 

Cheek-tooth, tsh££k-td&A, 5. The hinder 
tooth or tusk.

Cheer, tshe£r, j. Entertainment, provisions; 
invitation to gayety; gayety, jollity; air of the coun
tenance ; temper of mind.

To Cheer, tsli££r, v. a. To incite, to encour
age, to inspirit; to comfort, to console, to gladden.

To Cheer, tshe^r, v. n. To grow gay or glad
some.

Cheerer, tshe£-rhr, s. Gladaener, giver oi 
gayety.

Cheerful, tsh££r-ful, or tsh£r-ful, a. Gay, 
full of life, full of mirth; having an appearance of 
gayety.

[O' This word, Yike fearful, has contracted an irregu
lar pronunciation that seems more expressive of the turn 
of mind it indicates than the long open e, which lan
guishes on the ear, and is not akin to the smartness and 
vivacity of the idea. We regret these irregularities, but 
they are not to be entirely prevented; and as they some
times arise from an effort of the mind to express the idea 
more forcibly, they should not be too studiously avoided; 
especially when custom has given them considerable cur
rency ; which I take to be the case with the short pro- 
nunciation of the present word. Mr. Sheridan and some 
other orthoepists seem to adopt the latter pronunciation; 
and VV. Johnston, Dr. Kenrick, and Mr. Perry, the for
mer ; and as this is agreeable to the orthography, and it 
may be added, to the etymology (which indicates that 
state of mind which arises from being full of good cheer,) 
it ought, unless the other has an evident preference in 
custom, to be looked upon as the most accurate, 241, 242.
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Cheerfully, tshWr'ful-14, ad. Without de- 
jection, with gayety.

Cheerfulness, tsh&r-fil-nSss, s. Freedom 
from dejection, alacrity ; freedom from gloominess.

Cheerless, tshWr-les, a. Without gayety, 
comfort, or gladness.

CHEERLY, tsh££r-l£, a. Gay, cheerful, not 
gloomy.

Cheerly, tshl£r-l£, ad. Cheerfully. 
Cheery, tsh£&-r£, a. Gay, sprightly. 
Cheese, tshe^zc, s. A kind of food made by 

pressing the curd of milk.
Cheesecake, tsh££ze-kake, s. 247. A cake 

made of soft curds, sugar, and butter.
Cheesemonger, tshe^ze-mung-g&r, j. One 

who deals in cheese.
Cheesevat, tsh^dze-vit, s. The wooden case 

in which the curds are pressed into cheese.
Cheesy, tshee-ze, a. Having the nature or 

form of cheese.
Chely, ke-U, $. 353. The claw of a shell fish. 
2’o Cherish, tsher-rlsh, v. a. To support, to 

shelter, to nurse up.
Cherisher, tshSr-rish-ur, s. An encourager, 

a supporter.
Cherishment, tsh£r-rlsh-m£nt, s. Encourage

ment, support, comfort.
Cherry, tsher-r£, 7 . . ,
Cherry-tree, tsher-re-tr££, 5 " re° a°

fruit.
Cherry, tsh^r-re, a. Resembling a cherry in 

colour.
Cherrybay, tsh^r-r^-ba, s. Laurel. 
Cherrycheeked, tsher-r£-tsh££kt, a. Having 

ruddy cheeks.
Cherrypit, tsh£r-r£-pit, s. A child’s play, in 

which they throw cherrystones into a small hole.
Chersonese, k£r-sd-n£s, s. 353. A peninsula. 
Cherub, tsh&r-fib, s. A celestial spirit, which, 

in the hierarchy, is placed next in order to the Sera
phim.

Cherubic tsh^-rh-bik, a. Angelick, relating 
to the Cherubim.

Cherubim, tsh£r-fi-bim, s. The Hebrew plural 
of Cherub.

Those who understand no language but their own 
are apt to commit an unpardonable fault with eriticks, 
by taking this word for a singular, and writing theplural 
Cherubim s. Others are apt to commit a much greater 
fault in speaking, which is that of forming an adjective 
from this word, as if written Cherubimical or Cherubini- 
cal, instead of Cherubick. How hard is the fate of an 
Englishman, who, to speak and write his own language 
properly, must not only understand French, Latin and 
Greek, but Hebrew also!
Cherubine, tsh&r-fi-bln, a. Angelical. 
Chervil, tsher-vll, s. An umbelliferous plant. * 
To Cherup, tshCr-hp, v. n. To chirp, to use 

a cheerful voice.
Chess, tsh^s, s. A nice and intricate game in 

imitation of a battle between two armies.
Chess-apple, tsh^s-ip-pl, s. Wild service. 
Chess-board, tsh^s-bord, s. The board or 

table on which the game of chess is played.
Chess-man, tshes-m&n, s.,88. A puppet for chess. 
ChessOM, tsh&s-s&m, s. 166. Mellow earth. 
Chest, tsh&st, s. A box of wood or other ma

terials.
Chested, tshWSd, a. Having a chest. 
Chestnut, tsh^s-nfit, Z 5
Chestnut-tree, tsh£s-n&t-tr£e, \ ‘ ree ’ 

the fruit of the chestnut-tree; the name of a brown 
colour.

Chevalier, sli£v-A-l££r, s. 352. A knight. 
Chevaux-df-frise, sh£v-d-de-fr££ze,' s. 352.

A piece traversed with wooden spikes, point.
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uS h°- T°srindw!ththe

a
bird, particularly of a hen, or small bird; a word of

ed with iron, five or six feet long ; used in defending 
a passage, a turnpike, or tourniquet

Cheven, tshiv-vn, s. 103. A river fish, the 
same with chub.

CHEVERIL, tshiv^ir-11, s. A kid, kidleather. 
Chevron, tshiv-rhn, $. In heraldry, it repre

sents two rafters of a house as they ought to stand.

To Chew,
teeth, to masticate; to meditate, or ruminate in the 
thoughts; to taste without swallowing.

The latter pronunciation is grown vulgar.
To Chew, tshoi, v. n. To champ upon, to 

ruminate.
Chicane, shi-kane' s. 352. The art of pro

tracting a contest by artifice; artifice in general.
To Chicane, sh^-kane,' v. n. To prolong a 

contest by tricks.
Chicaner, sh£-ka-nftr, $. A petty sophister, 

a wrangler.
Chicanery, sh£-ka-nftr-e, s. Sophistry, wran

gle.

tenderness; a term for a young girl.
Chickenhearted, tshlk-in-hlr-t^d, a. * Cow

ardly, fearful.
Chickenpox, tshik-in-p6ks, s. A pustulous 

distemper.
Chickling, tshik-ling, s. A small chicken. 
Chickpease, tshlk-peze, s. An herb. 
Chickweed, tshlk-wWd, s. A plant.
To Chide, tshide, v. a. To reprove; to drive 

away with reproof; to blame, to reproach.
To Chide, tshide, v. n. To clamour, to scold; 

to quarrel with ; to make a noise.
Chider, tshi-d&r, s. 98. A rebuker, a reprover. 
Chief, tsh&f, a. Principal, most eminent; 

eminent, extraordinary; capital of the first order.
Chief, tsh4£f, s. 275. A commander, a leader. 
Chiefless, tsh&fQ&s, a. Without a head. 
Chiefly, tsh&£l£, ad. Principally, eminently, 

more than common.
Chlefrie, tsh££f^r£, s. A small rent paid to 

the lord paramount.
Chieftain, tsh&eMn, s. 208. A leader, a 

commander, the head of a clan.
iO* This word ought undoubtedly to follow captain, 

curtain, villain, &c. in the pronunciation of the last syl
lable ; though from its being less in use, we are not so 
well reconciled to it
Chievance, tsh&U&nse, s. Traffick, in which 

money is extorted, as discount.
Chilblain, tshll-blane, s. Sores made by frost. 
Child, tshild, s. An infant, or very young 

person ; one in the line of filiation, opposed to the 
parent; any thing the product or effect of another ; 
To be with child, to be pregnant

To Child, tshild, v. n. To bring children. 
Little used.

Childbearing, tshlld-ba-ring, part. s. The 
act of bearing children.

Childbed, tshlld-b£d, s. The state of a woman 
bringing a child.

Childbirth, tshlld-berM, s. Travail, labour. 
Childed, tshll-ded, a. Furnished with a 

child. Little used.
Childermass-DAY, tshll-der-mas-da, s. The 

day of the week, throughout the year, answering to 
the day on which the feast of tlie Holy lunocwnts is 
solemnized.

Childhood, tshlld-htid, $. The state of infants, 
the time in which we are children; the time of life 
between infancy and puberty; the properties of a child.

Childish, ishlld-ish, a. Trifling; only be- 
coining children ; trivial, puerile.
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Childishly, tshild-ish-M, ad. In a childish, 
trifling way.

Childishness, tshlld^sh-ness, s. Puerility, tri
flingness ; harmlessnes*.

Childless, tshild-Us, a. Without children.
Childlike, tshild-llke, a. Becoming or be

seeming a child.
Chiliaedron, kil-i-l-d-drJn, s. 553. A figur 

of a thousand sides.
This word ought to have the accented e long; 

not on account of the quantity in the Greek word, but 
because where no rule forbids, we ought to make vowels 
accented on the penultimate, long, 542.
Chilifactory, kll-d-flk-td-rfl, ) -- , .Chilifactive, kU-d-fik^tiv, 1 “• MakmfJ

chyle.—See Chylifactory and Chylifactive.
Chilification, kil-£-f£-ka-sh&n, s. The act of 

making chyle.—See Chylification.
Chill, tshll, a. Cold, that which is cold to 

the touch ; having the sensation of cold; depressed, 
dejected, discouraged.

Chill, tshll, s. Chilness, cold.
To Chill, tshll, v. a. To make cold; to de

press, deject; to blast with cold.
Chilliness, tshil-le-n&ss, s. A sensation of 

shivering cold.
Chilly, tshll-1^, a. Somewhat cold.
Chilness, tshll-nSss, s. Coldness, want of 

warmth.
Chime, tshlmc, s. The consonant or harmo- 

nick sound of many correspondent instruments ; the 
correspondence of sound; the sound of bells struck 
with hammers; the correspondence of proportion or 
relation.

To Chime, tshlme, v. n. To sound in harmony; 
to correspond in relation or proportion ; to agree ; to 
suit with ; to jingle.

To Chime, tshlme, v. a. To make to move, or 
strike, or sound harmonically ; to strike a bell with a 
hammer.

Chimera, k£-m£-rA, s. 353. 120. A vain and 
wild fancy.

Chimerical, k£-m£r-r£-kil, a. Imaginary, 
fantastick.

Chimerically, k£-mer-re-k&l-£, ad. Vainly, 
wildly.

Chimney, tshim-n^, s. The passage through 
which the smoke ascends from the fire in the house 
the fire-place.

Chimney-corner, tshlm-n&-k3r-nur, s. The 
fireside, the place of idlers.

Chimney-piece, tsh1m-n£-p££se, s. The orna
mental piece round the fire-place.

Chimney-sweeper, tshim-ne-sw^-p&r, s. One 
whose trade it is to clean foul chimneys of soot.

Chin, tshln, s. The part of the face beneath 
the under lip.

China, tshatn£, or tshi-ni, s. China ware, 
porcelain, a species of vessels made in China, dimlj 
transparent.

JO- What could induce us to so irregular a pronun 
ciation of this word is scarcely to be conceived. One 
would be apt to suppose that the French first imported 
this porcelain, and that when we purchased it of them, 
we called it by their pronunciation of China (sheen >) 
but being unwilling to drop the a, and desirous of pre
serving the French sound of i, we awkwardly transposed 
these sounds, and turned China into Chainee. This ab
surd pronunciation seems only tolerable when we apply 
it to the porcelain of China, or the oranges, which are 
improperly called China oranges ; but even in these cases 
it seems a pardonable pedantry to reduce the word to its 
true sound.
China-orange, tsha-nfl-Sr-lnje, ». The sweet 

orange.
China-root, tshl-nl-rSSt, s. A medicinal 

root, brought originally from China.
Chincough, tshln'k&f, s. A violent and con

vulsive cough.
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Chine, tshlne, s. The part of the back in 
which the backbone is found; a piece of the back of 
an animal.

To Chine, tshlne, t>. a. To cut into chines. 
Chink, tshingk, s. A small aperture longwise.
To Chink, tshingk, v. a. To shake so as to 

make a sound.
To Chink, tshingk, v. n. To sound by striking 

each other.
Chinky, tshingk-e, a. Full of holes, gaping. 
Chints, tshlnts, s. Cloth of cotton made in 

India.
Chioppine, tshjp-pine,'s. 112. A high shoe 

formerly worn by ladies.
To Chip, tship, t>. a. To cut into small pieces. 
Chip, tship, s. A small piece taken off by a 

cutting instrument.
Chipping, tship-ping, s. A fragment cut off. 
Chiragrical, ki-rig-gri-kil, a. 120. 353.

Having the gout in the hand.
Chirographer, ki-rig-gri-fur, s. He that 

exercises writing.
ChirOGRAPHIST, kl-rSg-grA-flst, s. Chirogra

pher.
Chirography, kl-rig-grA-fe, s. 518. The art 

of writing.
Chiromancer, kir^5-mAn-sur, $. One that 

foretells events by inspecting the hand.
Chiromancy, klr-r6-mAn-s5, s. 353. 519. 'rhe 

art of foretelling the events of life, by inspecting the 
hand-

To Chirp, tsherp, v. n. To make a cheerful 
noise a9 birds.

Chirp, tsherp, s. The voice of birds or insects 
Chirper, tsh^rp-phr, s. 89. One that chirps. 
Chirurgeon, kl-r&r-jc-fin, s. 353. One that 

cures ailments, not by internal medicines, but outward 
applications, now written Surgeon; a surgeon.

Chirurgery, ki-rhr-j£-re, s. The art of curing 
by external applications, now written Surgery.

Chirurgical, kl-rftr£i£-k&l, ) „ .Chirurgic , kLrtrtfk, 353. f a‘ Belonglng 
to surgery.

Chisel, tshlz-zil, s. 102. 99. Au instrument 
with which wood or stone is pared away.

To Chisel, tshlz-zil, ». a. 102. To cut with a 
chisel.

Chit, tshlt, s. A child, a baby; the shoot of 
com from the end of the grain.

To Chit, tshit, v. n. To sprout.
Chitchat, tshlt-tshAt, s. Prattle, idle prate.
Chitterlings, tshlt-t&r-lingz, s. 555v The 

guts of an eatable animal; the frill at the bosom of 
a shirt.

Chitty, tsblt-t£, a. Childish, like a baby.
Chivalrous, tshlv^Ll-r&s, a. Relating to chiv

alry, knightly, warlike.
Chivalry, tsnlv-M-r£, s. Knighthood, a mili

tary dignity; the qualifications of a knight, as valour; 
the general system of knighthood.

Chives, tshivz, s. The threads or filaments 
rising in flowers, with seeds at the end; a species of 
small onion.

Chlorosis, klo-rd^sls, s. 353. The green sick
ness.

To Choak, tshoke, v. n.—See Choke.
Chocolate, tsh5k-d-late, r. 91. The nut of 

the cocoa tree; the mass made by grinding the ker
nel of the cocoa-nut, to be dissolved in hot water; the 
liquor made by a solution of chocolate.

Chocolate-house, tsh5k^o-late-h3use, s. A 
house for chocolate.

ChODE, tshdde. The old pret. from Chide. 
Obsolete.

CHOICE, tsholse, s. The act of choosing, elec
tion ; the power of choosing; care in choosing, curi- 
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osity of distinction ; the thing chosen ; the best part of 
any thing; several things proposed as objects of election. 

Choice, tshdlse, a. Select, of extraordinary 
value; chary, frugal, careful.

Choiceless, tsholse-15s, a. Without the power 
of choosing.

Choicely, tshdlse-15, ad. Curiously, with 
exact choice; valuably, excellently.

Choiceness, tshSlse-nfiss, s. Nicety, particular 
value.

CHOIR, kwire, j. 300. 356. An assembly or 
band of singers; the singers in divine worship ; the 
part of the church where the singers are placed.

To CHOKE, tshdke, v. a. To suffocate ; to stop 
up, to block up a passage ; to hinder by obstruction; 
to suppress, to overpower.

Choke, tshoke, s. The filamentous or capil
lary part of an artichoke.

Choke-pear, tshoke-pare, s. A rough, harsh, 
unpalatable pear; any sarcasm that stops the mouth.

Choker, tsho^-kdr, s. One that chokes. 
Choky, tshd£k£, a. That which has the power 

of suffocation.
Cholagogues, k61-A-g5gz, s. Medicines hav

ing the power of purging bile.
Choler, kSl-lfir, s. The bile; the humour 

supposed to produce irascibility; anger, rage.
Choleric , k61-l&r-rlk, a. Abounding with 

choler; angry, irascible.
Cholerickness, kdl-l&r-rlk-ness, s. Anger, 

irascibility, peevishness.
Cholic .—See Colick.
To Choose, tsh65ze, v. a. I chose, I have 

chosen. To take by way of preference of several things 
offered; to select, to pick out of a number ; to elect 
for eternal happiness ; a term of theologians.

This word is sometimes improperly written chuse, 
which is a needless departure from its French etymology 
in choisir, as well as from our own analogy in the prete
rit chose.
To Choose, tsliodze, v. n. To have the power 

of choice.
Chooser, tshoo-z&r, s. He that has the power 

of choosing, elector.
To Chop, tshfip, v. a. To cut with a quick 

blow; to devour eagerly ; to mince, to cut into small 
pieces ; to break into chinks.

To Chop, tshdp, v. n. To do any thing with a 
quick motion ; to light or happen upon a thing.

To Chop, tship, v. a. To purchase, generally 
by way of truck; to put one thing in the place of ano 
ther; to bandy, to altercate.

Chop, tship, $. A piece chopped off; a small 
piece of meat; a crack or cleft.

Chop-house, tship^hoise, s. A mean house 
of entertainment.

IO' Dr. Johnson, in this definition seems to have rated 
a chop-house too low, and to have had a Cook's Shop or 
an Eating House in his mind. Since coffee-houses are 
become eating-houses and taverns, chop-houses are, per 
haps, a little depreciated ; but this was not the case till 
long after Dr. Johnson’s Dictionary was published ; and 
I think they may still, without any impropriety, be cal
led reputable houses of ready entertainment.
Chopin, tshd-p^n,' s. 112. A French liquid 

measure, containing nearly a pint of Winchester; a 
term used in Scotland for a quart of wine measure.

Chopping, tship-pln, a. An epithet frequently 
applied to infants, by way of commendation, meaning 
large, or well grown.

Chopping-knife, tship-plng-nife, s. A knife 
used in chopping.

Choppy, tshop-pi, a. Full of holes or cracks. 
Chops, tships, s. The mouth of a beast; the 

mouth of any thing in familiar language.
Choral, ki'rAI, a. 353. Sung by a choir; 

singing in a choir.
Chord, kord, s. The string of a musical in

strument ; a right line, which joins the two ends of 
any arch of a circle
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To Chord, kord, v. a. 353. To furnish with 
strings.

Chordee, kor-dii,' s. A contraction of the 
frsnum.

CHORION, ko-ri-Sn, s. The outward mem
brane that enwraps the foetus.

Chorister, kwlr-rls-tur, s. 300. 356. A singer 
in the cathedrals, a singing boy; a singer in a concert.

Chorographer, ki-rdg-grl-fftr, s. He that 
describes particular regions or countries.

CHOROGRAPHICAL, kdr-ri-grif-i-kil, a. De
scriptive of particular regions.

Chorographically, kdr-ro-grif-i-kil-li, ad. 
In a ch orographical manner.

Chorography, kd-rSg-gri-fi, s. The art of 
describing particular regions.

Chorus, kd-r&s, ». 353. A number of singers, 
a concert; the persons who are supposed to behold 
what passes in the acts of the ancient tragedy ; thesong 
between the acts of a tragedy; verses of a song in 
which the company join the singer.

Chose, tshose. The preterit tense, from To 
Choose.

Chosen, tshd-zn, 103. The part. pass, from 
To Choose.

Chough, tsh&f, s. 301. A bird which fre
quents the rocks by the sea.

To Chouse, tshouse, v. a. To cheat, to trick. 
Chouse, tshSuse, s. A bubble, a tool; a trick 

or sham. f
Chrism, krizm, s. 353. Unguent, or unction.
To Christen, kris-sn, v. a. 472. To baptize, 

to initiate into Christianity by water; to name, to de- 
nominate.

Christendom, kris-sn-dhm,- s. 405. The col
lective body of Christians.

Christening, kris-sn-Ing, s. The ceremony of 
the first initiation into Christianity.

Christian, krlst-yCm, $.291. A professor of 
the religion of Christ.

Christian, krlst-yfrn, a. 113. Professing the 
religion of Christ.

CHRISTIAN-NAME, krlst-yun-naine, s. The 
name given at the font, distinct from the surname.

CHRISTIANISM, krlst-y&n-lzm, s. The Christian 
religion ; the nations professing Christianity.

Christianity, kris-tsh^-ln^-tA, s. The religion 
of Christians.

To Christianize, krist-yhn-lze, v. a. To make 
Christian.

Christianly, krlst-yun-l£, ad. Like a Chris
tian.

Christmas, kils-mls, s. 88. 472. The day in 
which the nativity of our blessed Saviour is celebrated.

Christmas-box, krls-mls-blks, s. A box in 
which little presents are collected at Christmas. The 
money so collected.

Chromatick, krd-mlt-ik, a. Relating to co- 
lour; relating to a certain species of ancient musick.

Chronical, krSn^-kll, i D .
Chronic krjn«k, 509. f Re,atlnSt0 Ume> 

a chronical distemper is of long duration.
Chronicle, krdnQ-kl, $. 353. 405. A register 

or account of events in order of time; a history.
To Chronicle, kr&n-^-kl, v. a. 405. To re

cord in chronicle, or history; to register, Co record.
Chronicler, kr6n-£-klfrr, $. 98. A writer of 

chronicles; an historian.
Chronogram, kr5n^6-grim,s. An inscription 

including the date of any action.
ChronograMMATICAL, kron-n<S-gram-init-i- 

kal, a. Belonging to a chronogram.
Chronogrammatist, krftn-nd-grlni-inA-tlst, s. 

A writer of chronograms.
Chronologer, krd-n61-ld-j?ir, s. He that 

studies or explains the science of computing past times.
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Chronological, kr6n-nd-l&dje££-k&l, a. Re
lating to the doctrine of time.

Chronologically, kr&n-nd-l&dj^e-kll-te, ad. 
In a chronological manner, according to the exact 
series of time.

Chronologist, kro-nM-d-jlst, s. One that 
studies or explains time.

Chronology-, krd-nil-d-ji, s. The science of 
computing and adjusting the periods of time.

Chronometer, krd-nSm-me-tur, s. An in- 
strument for the exact mensuration of time.

Chrysalis, kris-si-lis, $. 503. Aurelia, or the 
first apparent change of the maggot of any species of 
insects.

Chrysolite., krls-sd-llte, s. 155. A precious 
stone of a dusky green, with a cast of yellow.

Chub, tshfib, $. A river fish. The chevin.
Chubbed, tshhb-bid, a. 99. Big-headed, like 

a chub.
To Chuck, tshuk, v. n. To make a noise like 

a hen.
To Chuck, tsh&k, v. a. To call as a hen calls 

her young; to give a gentle blow under the chin.
Chuck, tshak, s. The voice of a hen; a word 

of endearment
Chuck-farthing, tshik-fAr-THlng, $. A play, 

at which the money falls with a chuck into the hole 
beneath.

To Chuckle, tshhk-kl, v. n. 405. To laugh 
vehemently.

To Chuckle, tsh&k-kl, v. a. To call as a hen; 
to cocker, to fondle.

Chuet, tshdd-lt, $. 99. Forced meat Obsolete. 
Chuff, tshhf, s. A blunt clown.
Chuffily, tshfif-f£-l£, ad. Stomach fully. 
Chuffiness, tshfif^f£-n£ss, $. Clownishness.
Chuffy, tsh&f-fd, a. Surly, fat.
Chum, tshfim, $. A chamber fellow.
Chump, tsh&mp, $. A thick heavy piece of 

wood.
Church, tshfirtsh, $. The collective body of 

Christians; the body of Christians adhering to one 
particular form of worship; the place which Christians 
consecrate to the worship of God.

To Church, tsh&rtsh, v. a. To perform with 
any one the office of returning thanks after any signal 
deliverance, as childbirth.

Church-ale, tshurtsh-ale,' s. A wake or feast, 
commemoratory of the dedication of the church.

Church-attire, tsbhrtsh-At-t'ire,' s. The habit 
in which men officiate at divine service.

Churchman, tshiirtsh-min, $. 88. An eccle- 
siastick, a clergyman ; an adherent to the Church of 
England.

Churchwardens, tsh&rtsh-wir-dnz, $. 103. 
Officers yearly chosen, to look to the church, church
yard, and such things as belong to both.

Church-yard, tshfirtsh-yird, s. The ground 
adjoining to the church, in which the dead are buried; 
a cemetery.

Churl, tsh&rl, s. A rustick, a countryman ; 
a rude, surly, ill-bred man; a miser, a niggard.

Churlish, tsh&r-llsh, a. Rude, brutal, harsh; 
selfish, avaricious.

Churlishly, tshir-llsh-14, ad. Rudely, bru- 
tally.

Churlishness, tsh&r-llsh-nJss, t. Brutality, 
ruggedness of manner.

Churme, tshurm, $. A confused sound, a 
noise. Obsolete.

Churn, tshfirn, s. The vessel in which the but
ter is, by agitation, coagulated.

To Churn, tshfirn, v. a. To agitate or shake 
any thing by a violent motion; to make butter by 
agitating the milk.

Churworm, tshhr-wfirm, s. An insect that 
turns about nimbly, called also a fancrickct.
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?■ a. Made by chymis-

Chylaceous, kl-la-shfis, a. 186. Belonging to 
chyle.

Chyle, klle, s. 353. The white juice formed 
in the stomach by digestion of the aliment.

Chylifaction, kll-li-flk-shin, s. The actor 
process of making chyle in the body.

Chylifactive, kll-li-flk-tlv, a. Having the 
power of making chyle.

Chylification, kll-lA-fd-ka-sh&n, s. The act 
of making chyle.

Chylificatory, kl!-£-fd-ka-td-r£, a. 512. 
Making chyle.

Chylous, kl-lfts, a. 160. Consisting of chyle. 
Chymical, klm-£-kil,* 
CUYMIC klm-mlk,

try; relating to chymistry.
CHYMICALLY, klm-m£-kil-l£, ad. In a chymi

cal manner.
Chymist, ki m-mlst, 5. A professor of chymistry. 

ity* Scholars have lately discovered, that all the nations 
of Europe have, for many centuries past, been erroneous 
in spelling this word with a y instead of an e ; that is, 
Chy mist instead of Chemist: and if we crave their reasons, 
they very gravely tell us, that instead of deriving the 
word from juice, or from X<yfl*» or Xya*’ t0
melt, it is more justly derived from the Arabic kema, 
black. But Dr. Johnson, who very well understood every 
thing that could be urged in favour of the new orthogra
phy, has very judiciously continued the old; and indeed, 
till we see better reasons than have yet appeared, it seems 
rather to savour of an affectation of oriental learning 
than a liberal desire to rectify and improve our language. 
But let the word originate in the East or West, among 
the Greeks or Arabians, we certainly received it from 
our common Linguaducts, (if the word will be pardoned 
me) the Latin and French which still retain either the 
y, or its substitute i.

Besides, the alteration produces a change in the pro
nunciation, which, from its being but slight, is the less 
likely to be attended to; and therefore the probability is, 
that, let us write the word as we will, we shall still con
tinue to pronounce the old way ; for in no English word 
throughout the language does the e sound like y, or i 
short, when the accent is on it

This improvement, therefore, in our spelling, would, 
in all probability, add a new irregularity to our pronun
ciation already encumbered with too many. Warburton, 
in his edition of Pope’s works, seems to have been the 
first writer of note who adopted this mode of spelling 
from Boerhaave, and the German criticks ; and he seems 
to have been followed by all the inscriptions on the chy- 
inists shops in the kingdom. But till the voice of the 
people has more decidedly declared itself, it is certainly 
tlie most eligible to follow Dr. Johnson and our esta
blished writers in the old orthography.—See Mr. Nares’s 
English Orthoepy, page 285, where the reader will see 
judiciously exposed the folly of altering settled modes of 
spelling for.the sake of far-fetched and fanciful etymo
logies.
Chymistry, klm-mls-tr^, s. The art or pro

cess by which the different substances found in mixed 
bodies are separated from each other by means of fire.

ClBARlOUS, sl-ba-r^-fis, a. 121. Relating to 
food.

Cicatrice, or Cicatrix, sik-a-trls, s. 142.
The scar remaining after a wound ; a mark, an im- 
pressure.

Cicatrisant, slk-i-trl-zlnt, s. An application 
that induces a cicatrice.

Cicatrisive, slk-A-trl-slv, a. 158. 428. Having 
the qualities proper to induce a cicatrice.

Cicatrization, sik-l-tre-za-shun, s. The act 
of healing the wound; the state of being healed or 
skinned over.

To Cicatrize, sik-i-trlze, v. a. To apply such 
medicines to wounds, or ulcers, as skin them.

Cicely, sls-le, s. A sort of herb.
Cicisbeo, tshh-tshlz-bd!d, j. A gallant, an at

tendant on a lady.
To Cicurate. sikift-rate, v. a. 91. 503. To 

tame, to reclaim from wildness.
Cicuuation, slk-6-ri-shftn, j. The act of 

taming or reclaiming from wildness.
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Cicuta, s^-kh-tA, s. 91. A genus of plants; 
water-hemlock.

Cider, si-d&r, s. The juice of apples expressed 
and fermented.

ClDERlST, sKd&r-lst, s. 98. A maker of cider. 
Ciderkin, sl-d&r-kin, s. The liquor made of 

the gross matter of apples, after the cider is pressed 
out.

Ciliary, sll-yi-r£, a. 113. Belonging to the 
eyelids.

CiLlClOUS, sd-llsh-&s, a. 314. Made of hair. 
ClMETER, slm-^-tur, s. 98. A sort of sword, 

short and recurvated.
Cincture, slngk-tshure, s. 461. Something 

worn round the body; an inclosure; a ring or list at 
the top or bottom of the shaft of a column.

Cinder, sin-d&r, s. 98. A mass of any thing 
burned in the fire, but not reduced to ashes; a hot 
coal that has ceased to flame.

Cinder-woman, sln-diir-wum-&n, 
Cinder-wench, sln-dhr-w&ish,

man whose trade is to rake in heaps of ashes for cin 
ders.

Cineration, sln-e-ra-shUn, s. The reduction 
of any thing by fire to ashes.

CiNERiTlOUS, sln-^-rlsh-hs, a. Having the 
form or state of ashes.

Cinerulent, s£-n£r-h-lent, a. 121. Full of 
ashes.

ClNGLE, slng-gl, s. 405. A girth for a horse. 
Cinnabar, sln-nl-bir, s. 166. Vermilion, 

mineral consisting of mercury and sulphur.
Cinnamon, sln-na-mun, s. 166. The fragrant 

bark of a low tree in the island of Ceylon.
Cinque, slngk, s. 415. A five.
Cinque-foil, slngk-fSll, s. A kind of five

leaved clover.
Cinque-pace, singk-pase, s. A kind of grave 

dance.
Cinque-ports, slngk-pdrts, s. Those havens 

that lie towards France.
Cinque-spotted, slngk-spSt-tSd, a. Having 

five spots.
Cion, si-un, s. 166. A sprout, a shoot from 

a plant; the shoot engrafted on a stock.
CIPHER, sl-f&r, s. 98. An arithmetical cha

racter, by which some number is noted, a figure•» an 
arithmetical mark, which, standing for nothing itself 
increases the value of the other figures; an intertex
ture of letters ; a character in general; a secret or oc
cult manner of writing, or the key to it.

To Cipher, si-fur, v. n. To practise arith- 
metick.

To Cipher, sl-f&r, v. a. To write in occult 
characters.

Circle, s^r-kl, s. 108. 405. A curve line con
tinued till it ends where it began, having all parts 
equally distant from a common centre; the space in. 
eluded in a circular line; a round body, an orb; com
pass, inclosure; an assembly surrounding the princi
pal person; a company; any series ending as it begins; 
an inconclusive form of argument, in which the fore
going proposition is proved by the following, and the 
following inferred from the foregoing; circumlocu
tion.

To Circle, s£r-kl, v. a. To move round any 
thing ; to inclose, to surround ; to confine, to keep 
together.

To Circle, s&r-kl, v. n. To move circularly. 
Circled, s&r^kld, a. 359. Having the form 

of a circle, round.
Circlet, sfir-kllt, s. A little circle. 
Circling, s&r^kllng, part. a. Circular, ronnd. 
Circuit, ser-klt, s. 341. 108. Theactofmov 

ing round any thing; the space inclosed in a circle; 
space, extent, measured by travelling round ; a ring, 
a diadem ; the visitation of the judges for holding as 
sizes.

To Circuit, s3r-klt, v. n. To move circularly
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CntCUiTER, slr-kit-tlr, s. One that travels a 
circuit.

Circuition, slr-lzii-lsh-&n, s. The act of going 
round any thing; compass, maze of argument, com
prehension.

Circuitous, slr-kii^l-t&s, a. Round about.
Circular, slr-k6-l&r, a. 88. 418. Round, like 

a circle, circumscribed by a circle; successive to itself, 
always returning ; Circular Letter, a letter directed 
to several persons, who have the same interest in some 
common affair.

Circularity, slr-kii-lar^-tl, s. A circular 
form.

Circularly, ser-ku-lAr-ll, ad. In form of a 
circle; with a circular motion.

To Circulate, slr-kii-late, v. n. 91. To move 
in a circle; to return to the place whence it departed 
in a constant course.

To Circulate, slr-kii-late, v. a. To put abou* 
Circulation, slr-kh-la-sh&n, s. Motion in a 

circle; a series in which the same order is always ob
served, and things always return to the same state; a 
reciprocal interchange of meaning.

Circulatory, slr-kii-la-t&r-l, a. 512. Be
longing to circulation; circular.

Circulatory, slr-ka-la-t&r-e, s. A chymical 
vessel.

Circumambiency, slr-kfun-£m-bd-ln-«l, s. The 
act of encompassing.

Circumambient, slr-k&m-t\m-bl-lnt, s. Sur
rounding, encompassing, enclosing.

To Circumambulate, slr-k&m-ilm-bii-late, v.n.
91. To walk round about

To Circumcise, slr-k&m-slze, v. a. To cut the 
prepuce, according to the law given to the Jews.

Circumcision, slr-k&m-slzh-fm, s. The rite or 
act of cutting off the foreskin.

To Circumduct, slr-khm-d&kt,' v. a. To con
travene ; to nullify.

Circumduction, slr-khm-dhk-sh&n, s. Nul
lification, cancellation; a leading about

Circumference, slr-k&m-fl-rlnse, s. The 
periphery, the line including and surrounding any 
thing; the space enclosed in a circle; the external part 
of an orbicular body; an orb, a circle.

CIRCUMFERENTOR, sSr-k&m-fi-rJnWir, s. 166.
An instrument used in surveying, for measuring an
gles.

Circumflex, slr-k£im-fllks, s. An accent used 
to regulate the pronunciation of syllables.

IO“ All our prosodists tell us, that the circumflex ac
cent is a composition of the grave and the acute; or that 
it is a raising and falling of tne voice upon the same syl
lable. If they are desired to exemplify this by actual 
pronunciation, we find they cannot do it, and only pay 
us with words. This accent, therefore, in the ancient as 
well as modem languages, with respect to sound, has no 
specifick utility. The French, who make use of this Cir
cumflex in writing, appear, in the usual pronunciation of 
it, to mean nothing more than long quantity.—See Ba
rytone. If the inspector would wish to see a rational ac
count of this accent, as well as of the grave and acute, let 
him consult a work lately published by the Author of 
this Dictionary, called a Rhetorical Grammar, the third 
edition; or, A Key to the Classical Pronunciation of 
Greek and Latin Proper Names.
CiRCUMFLUENCE, slr-k&m-flii-lnse, s. An en

closure of waters.
Circumfluent, slr-k&m-flh-lnt, a. Flowing 

round any thing.
Circumfluous, slr-khm^flii-is, a. Environing 

with waters.
Cihcumforaneous, ser-k&m-fd-ra-ne-hs, a. 

314. Wandering from house to house.
To Circumfuse, slr-k&m-fhze,' v. a. To pour 

round; to spread every way.
Circumfusile, slr-kum-fh-sll, a. 427. That 

which may be poured or spread round any thing.
Circumfusion, slr-kum-fi-zh&n, s. The act of 

spreading round; the state of being poured round.
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To ClRCUMGTRATE. slr-kfun-je-rate, v. n. To 
roll round.

ClRC'JMGlRATlON, slr-k&m-jl-ra-sh&n, s. The 
act of running round. . *

Circumjacent, slr-kfan-ja-slnt, a. Lying 
round any thing; bordering on every side.

ClRCUMlTlON, slr-kum-lsh-&n, s. The act of 
going round.

CircumligatiON, slr-kiim-ll-ga-sh&n, s. Th 
act of binding round; the bond with which any thin 
is encompassed.

Circumlocution, slr-k&m-lo-kh'shhn, s. A 
circuit or compass of words, periphrasis; the use of 
indirect expressions.

Circumlocutory, s^r-khm-lAk-fc-td-rA, a. 512. 
Depending on circumlocution.

CntcuMMURED, slr-kfim-mhrd,' a. 359. Walled 
round; encompassed with a wall.

Circumnavigable, slr-k&m-niv-l-gl-bl, a. 
That may be sailed round.

To Circumnavigate, slr-khm-n&v-l-gate, v. a. 
To sail round.

Circumnavigation, slr-kfim-niiv-l-ga-shfin, s. 
The act of sailing round.

Circumnavigator, slr-k&m-niv-l-ga-t&r, s. 
One that sails round.

ClRCUMPLICATION, slr-khm-pll-ka-shun, s.
The act of enwrapping on every side; the state of being 
enwrapped.

Circumpolar, slr-k£m-p6-Iir, a. 418. Round 
the pole.

Ctrcumposition, slr-kfim-pA-zlsh'&n, s. The 
act of placing any thing circularly.

ClRCUMRASlON, slr-kfim-ra-zh&n, s. The act 
of shaving or paring round.

ClRCUMROTATlON, slr-khm-rd-ta-sh&n, s. The 
act of whirling round with a motion like that of a wheel.

ClRCUMROTATORY,s£r-k5m-r&t£-t6-r£, a. 512. 
Whirling round like a wheel.

To Circumscribe, slr-k&m-skribe,' ». a. To 
enclose in certain lines or boundaries; to bound, to 
limit, to confine.

Circumscription, slr-k&m-skrlp-shhn, s. De
termination of particular form or magnitude; limita- 
tion, confinement.

Circumscriptive, slr-kftm-skrlp-tlv, a. En
closing the superficies; marking the form or limit* 
on the outside.

Circumspect, slr-khm-splkt, a. Cautious, at
tentive, watchful on every side.

Circumspection, slr-kim-splk-shun, s. Watch
fulness on ever}’side, caution, general attention.

Circumspective, slr-k&m-splk-tiv, a. Atten
tive, vigilant, cautious, looking round every way.

CiRCUMSPECTiVELY, slr-k&m-splk-tlv-ll, ad. 
Cautiously, vigilantly, watchfully. *

Circumspectly, slr-khm-splkt-ll, ad. Watch
fully, vigilantly.

Circumspectness, slr-khm-splkt-nlss, s. 
Caution, vigilance, watchfulness on every side.

Circumstance, slr-k&m-stlnse, s. Something 
appendant or relative to a fact; accident, something 
adventitious; incident, event; condition, state of affairs. 

To Circumstance, slr-k&m-stinse, v. a. To 
place in particular situation, or relation to the things 

Circumstant, s&r-k&m-stint, a. Surrounding. 
Circumstantial, slr-khm-stAn'shil, a. Acci

dental, not essential; incidental, casual; full of small 
events, detailed, minute.

Circumstantiality, slr-k5m-st£n-shM.li|-tl. 
s. The state of any thing as modified by its several 
circumstances.

Circumstantially, sir-ktim-stin^shM-li, ad. 
According to circumstances, not essentially; minute
ly, exactly, accidentally.

To Circumstantiate, s?r-kim-sta.n-sh^-Atc, 
r. a. 91. To place in particular circumstances ; tc 
place in a particular oondition.
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To Circumvallate, s£r-k&m-vi!-Iate, v. a. 91. 
To enclose round with trenches or fortifications.

ClRCUMVALLATlON, s3r-k&m-vil-la-shfm, s.
The art or act of casting up fortifications round a 
place; the fortification or trench thrown up round a 
place besieged.

ClRCUMVEUHON, s3r-k&m-vek-shun, s. The act 
of carrying round; the state of being carried round.

To Circumvent, s^r-khm-v^nt,' v. a. To de
ceive, to cheat, to impose upon, to delude.

Circumvention, s3r-k&m-v^n-shin, s. Fraud, 
imposture, cheat, delusion.

To Circumvest, s^r-kQm-v3st' v. a. To cover 
round with a garment; to surround.

Circumvolation, s&r-k&m-vd-la-sh&n, s. The 
act of flying round.

To Circumvolve, s3r-k&m-vdlv/ v. a. To roll 
round; to put into a circular motion.

Circumvolution, s^r-kim-vo-lu-sh&n, s. The 
act of rolling round; the thing rolled round another.

Circus, s&r-k&s, 7 . _ „ .
Cirque, sSrk, 337. J s’ 415‘ An °Pen sPacc 

or area for sports, with seats round for the spectators.
Cisalpine, sls-il-pln, a. Lying on this side 

the Alps.
Cist, slst, s. A case, a tegument, commonly 

the enclosure of a tumour.
Cisted, sls-t^d, a. Enclosed in a cist, or bag. 
Cistern, sls-t&rn, s. 98. A receptacle of water 

for domestick uses; a reservoir, an enclosed fountain; 
any watery receptacle.

Cistus, sls-tfts, s. Rockrose.
CiT, sit, s. An inhabitant of a city; a word of 

contempt; a pert low townsman.
Citadel, slt-A-d3l, s. A fortress, a castle.
ClTAL, si-til, s. Impeachment; summons, ci

tation, quotation, a call into a court.
Citation, sl-ta-sh&n, s. The calling a person 

before the judge; quotation from another author ; 
the passage of words quoted ; enumeration, mention.

CitATORY, sl-ti-td-ri, a. 512. Having the 
power or form of citation.

To Cite, site, v. a. To summon to answer in 
a court; to enjoin, to call upon another authorita
tively ; to quote.

Citer, sl-t&r, $. One who cites into a court; 
one who quotes.

ClTESS, slt-t^s' s. A city woman.
Cithern, slM-firn, s. 98. A kind of harp.
Citizen, slt-3-zn, s. 103. A freeman of a 

city; a townsman, not a gentleman; an inhabitant.
Citizenship, slt'i-zn-shlp, s. The privilege of 

a citizen.
Citrine, slt-rln, s. 140. Lemon-coloured.
Citrine, slt-rln, s. 140. A species of crystal, 

of an extremely pure, clear, and fine texture.
CITRON, slt'tr&n, s. 415. A large kind of le

mon ; the citron tree. One sort, with a pointed fruit, 
is in great esteem.

Citron-water, slt-tr&n-wi-t&r, s. Aqua vita?, 
distilled with the rind of citrons.

Citrul, slt-trul, s. A pompion.
City, slt-td, s. A large collection of houses and 

inhabitants ; a town corporate, that hath a bishop ; 
the inhabitants of a city.

City, slt-td, a. Relating to the city.
Civet, slv-lt, s. 99. A perfume from the civet 

cat.
Civic , slv-Ik, a. Relating to civil honours, not 

military.
Civil, slv-11, a. Relating to the community, 

political; not foreign, intestine; not ecclesiastical; 
not military; civilized, not barbarous ; complaisant, 
gentle, well-bred; relating to the ancient consular or 
imperial government, as, civil law.
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Civilian, sA-vl!-yin, s. 113. One that profes
ses the knowledge of the old Roman law.

Civility, s3-vlK3-td, s. 511. Freedom from 
barbarity; politeness, complaisance, elegance of be
haviour ; rule of decency,practice of politeness.

Civilization, sIv-A-li-za-sh&n, s. The state of 
being civilized, the art of civilizing.

To Civilize, slv-11-lze, v. a. To reclaim from 
savageness and brutality.

Civilizer, slv-U-ll-z&r, s. He that reclaims 
others from a wild and savage life.

Civilly, slv^ll-13, ad. In a manner relating to 
government; politely, complaisantly, without rude
ness.

Clack, klik, s. Any thing that makes a last
ing and importunate noise ; the clack of a mill, a bell 
that rings when more com is required to be put in.

To Clack, klik, v. n. To make a clacking 
noise; to let the tongue run.

Clad, klid, part. pret. from Clothe. Clothed, 
invested, garbed.

To Claim, klame, v. a. 202. To demand of 
right, to require authoritatively.

Claim, klame, s. A demand of any thing as 
due; a title to any privilege or possession in the 
hands of another ; in law, a demand of any tiling that 
is in the possession of another.

Claimable, kla-ml-bl, a. That which may be 
demanded as due.

Claimant, kla-mint, s. He that demands any 
thing as unjustly detained by another.

Claimer, kla-mhr, s. 98. He that makes a de
mand.

To Clamber, klim-b&r, v. n. To climb with 
difficulty.

To Clamm, klim, v. n. To clog with any 
glutinous matter.

This word ought to be written with single m ; both 
from its derivation, and from a rule that seems to have 
obtained in our language, namely, that monosyllables 
beginning with a consonant, do not double any conso
nant at the end, except/, Z, and s. The substantive Butt, 
and the verb to Buzz, seem the only exceptions. 
Clamminess, klim-m£-n£ss, s. Viscosity, vis

cidity ; tenacity, ropiness.
Clammy, klim-me, a. Viscous, glutinous. 
Clamorous, klim-m&r-fis, a. 555. Vociferous, 

noisy, turbulent, loud.
Clamour, klim'mfir, s. 418. Outcry, noise, 

exclamation, vociferation.
To Clamour, klim-mhr, v. n. To make out

cries, to exclaim, to vociferate.
Clamp, klimp, s. A piece of wood joined to 

another to strengthen it; a piece of iron used to join 
stones together; a quantity of bricks.

To Clamp, klimp, v. a. To strengthen by 
means of a clamp.

Clan, klin, s. A family, a race; a body or 
sect of persons.

Clancular, kling-kh-lhr, a. 88. Clandes
tine, secret, private, concealed, obscure.

Clandestine, klln-d&^tln, a. 140. Secret, 
hidden, private.

Clandestinely, klln-d&ltln-M, ad. Secretly, 
privately.

Clang, kling, s. A sharp shrill noise. 
To Clang, kllng, v. n. To clatter, to make 

a loud shrill noise.
Clangour, kling-g&r, s. 314. A loud shrill 

sound.
ClangOUS, kling-g&s, a. Making a clang. 
Clank, klingk, s. A loud, shrill, sharp noise. 
To Clap, klip, v. a. To strike together with 

a quick motion ; to put one thing to another suddenly; 
to do any thing with a sudden hasty motion ; to cele
brate or praise by clapping the hands, to applaud; to 
infect with a venereal poison ; To clap up, to com
plete suddenly.
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Clap, klip, s. A loud noise made by sudden 
collision ; a sudden or unexpected act or motion ; an 
explosion of thunder; an act of applause; a venereal 
infection; the nether part of the beak of a hawk.

To Clap, klip, v. n. To move nimbly, with 
a noise; to enter with alacrity and briskness upon any 
thing; to strike the hands together in applause.

Clapper, klip^-pftr, s. 98. One who claps with 
his hands; an applauder; the tongue of a bell.

To Clapperclaw, klip-pftr-kliw, v. a. To
tongue-beat, to scold. A low word.

Clarenceux, or Clarencieux, klAr^An-shii, s. 
The second king at arms: so named from the dutchy 
of Clarence.

Clare-obscure, klare-5b-skure,' s. Light and
shade in painting.

Claret, klAr-At, s. A species of French wine.
CLARICORD, klAr-A-k5rd, s. A musical in

strument in form of a spinet.
Clarification, klir-e-fi£-ka-shhn, s. The act

of making any thing clear from impurities.
To Clarify, kUr-A-fi, v. a. 511. To purify or

clear; to brighten, to illuminate.
Clarion, klare-yun, s. 113. 534. A trumpet. 
Clarity, klir-A-tA, s. Brightness, splendour. 
Clary, kla-rA, s. An herb.
To Clash, klish, v. n. To make a noise by 

mutual collision ; to act with opposite power, or con
trary direction ; to contradict, to oppose.

To Clash, klish, v. a. To strike one thing
against another.

Clash, klish, s. A noisy collision of two
bodies; opposition; contradiction.

Clasp, klisp, s. A hook to hold any thing
close; an embrace.

To Clasp, klisp, v. a. To shut with a clasp; 
to catch hold by twining; to enclose between the 
hands, to embrace ; to enclose.

Clasper, klis'phr, s. The tendrils or threads 
of creeping plants by which they cling to others for 
support.

Claspknife, klisp-nlfe, s. A knife which
folds into the handle.

Class, klis, s. A rank or order of persons; a 
number of boys learning the same lesson; a set of 
beings or things.

To Class, klis, v. a. To range according to
some stated method of distribution.

Classical, klis-sA-kAl,
Classic klis^slk, 

tique authors; of the first order or rank.
Classick, klAs-slk, s. An author of the first rank. 
Classification, klis-sA-fe-ka-shftn, $. Rang

ing into classes.
Classis, klis-sls, s. Order, sort, body.
To Clatter, klat^t&r, v. n. To make a noise 

by knocking two sonorous bodies frequently together; 
to utter a noise by being struck together; to talk fast 
and idly.

To Clatter, klit-t&r, v. a. To strike any 
thing so as to make it sound; to dispute, jar, or cla
mour.

Clatter, klit-tflr, s. A rattling noise made 
by frequent collision of sonorous bodies; any tumult
uous and confused sound.

CLAVATED, kliv-i-t^d, a. Knobbed.
CLAUDENT, kliwMSnt, a. Shutting, enclosing. 
To CLAUDICATE, kliw-di-kate, v. n. To halt. 
Claudication, kliw-d4-ka-shhn, s. The act or 

habit of halting.
Clave, klave. The nrrt. of Cleave.
Clavellated, kliv^£l-la-t£d, a. Made with

burned tartar. A chymical term.
Clavicle, klav-e-kl, 405. Tlie collar-bone.
Clause, klawz, s. A sentence, a single part 

of a discourse, a subdivision of a larger sentence ; an 
article, or particular stipulation.
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| a. Relating to an-

Claustral, kliws-tril, s. Relating to a
cloister, or religious house.

CLAUSURE, klaw-zhhre, a. 452. Confinement. 
Claw, kliw, s. The foot of a beast or bird 

armed with sharp nails; a hand, in contempt
To Claw, klaw, v.a. To tear with nails or claws; 

to tear or scratch in general; To claw off, to scold.
Clawback, kliw-bik, s. A flatterer, a wheedler. 
Clawed, klawd, a. 359. Furnished or armed 

with claws.
Clay, kla, s. Unctuous and tenacious earth. 
To Clay, kla, v. a. To cover with clay. 
Clay-cold, kla-kdld, a. Cold as the unani 

mated earth; lifeless.
Clay-pit, kla-plt, s. A pit where clay is dug. 
Clayey, kla^e, a. Consisting of clay. 
CLAYISH, kla-lsh, a. Partaking of the nature 

of clay; containing particles of clay.
Claymarl, kla-mirl, $. A smooth chalky clay. 
Clean, klAne, a. 227. Free from dirt or filth ;

chaste, innocent, guiltless; elegant, neat, not un
wieldy ; not foul with any loathsome disease.

Clean, kl£ne, ad. Quite, perfectly, fully, com
pletely.

To Clean, klAne, v. a. To free from dirt. 
CLEANLILY, kl£n-l£-l£, ad. 234. In a cleanly 

manner.
Cleanliness, kl£n-l£-ness, s. Freedom from

dirt or filth ; neatness of dress, purity.
Cleanly, kl£n-li, a. 234. Free from dirtiness, 

pure in the person ; that which makes cleanliness; 
pure, immaculate; nice, artful.

Cleanly, klene-l&, nd. 227. Elegantly, neatly. 
Cleanness, kl£ne^n&»s, s. Neatness, freedom 

from filth; easy exactness, justness; natural, unla
boured correctness; purity, innocence.

To Cleanse, kl£nz, v. a. 515. To free from 
filth or dirt; to purify from guilt; to free from nox
ious humours; to free from leprosy ; to scour.

Cleanser, kl&n-zhr, s. 98. That which has
the quality of evacuating foul humours, a detergent.

CLEAR, kl^re, a, 227. Bright, pellucid, trans
parent ; serene; perspicuous,not obscure, not ambi
guous ; indisputable, evident, undeniable; apparent, 
manifest, not hid ; unspotted, guiltless, irreproach
able ; free from prosecution, or imputed guilt, guilt
less ; free from deductions or encumbrances ; out of 
debt; unentangled; at a safe distance from danger ; 
canorous, sounding distinctly.

Clear, klere, ad. Clean, quite, completely.
To Clear, kl£re, v. a. To make bright, to 

brighten ; to free from obscurity; to purge from the 
imputation of guilt, to justify ; to cleanse; to dis- 
charge, to remove any incumbrance; to free from any 
thing offensive; to clarify, as to clear liquors; to gain 
without deduction.

To Clear, klere, v. n. To grow bright, to 
recover transparency ; to be disengaged from encum
brances or entanglements.

Clearance, kle-rinse, s. A certificate that a
ship has been cleared at the custom-house.

Clearer, klere-hr, s. Brightener, purifier,
enlightener.

CLEARLY, klere^le, ad. Brightly, luminously; 
plainly, evidently; with discernment, acutely ; with
out entanglement; without deduction or cost; with
out reserve, without subterfuge.

Clearness, kMre^n^ss, s. Transparency, 
brightness; splendour, lustre; distinctness, perspi
cuity.

Clearsighted, kl<*re-sl-t£d, a. Discerning,
judicious, perspicuous.

To Clearstarch, kUre^tlrtsh, v. a. To stiffen
with starch.

Clearstarcher, kl^re-stlrtsh-ir, s. One who
washes and dresses fine linen.

To Cleave, kldve, v. n. 227. To adhere, th 
stick, to hold to; to unite aptly, to fit; to unite io 
concord and interest; to be concomitant.
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To Cleave, kl6ve, v. a. To divide with vio
lence, to split; to divide.

To Cleave, kleve, v. n. To part asunder ; to 
suffer division.

Cleaver, kl6-vhr, s. 98. A butcher's instru
ment to cut animals into joints.

Clef, klif, s. A mark at the beginning of the 
lines of a song, which shews the tone or key in which 
the piece is to begin.

It is the common fault of Professions, liberal as 
wen as mechanical, to vitiate their technical terms. 
Thus, even without the plea of brevity, clef is changed j 
by musicians into cliff".
Cleft, kl&ft, part. pass, from Cleave.—Divided. I 
Cleft, kl6ft, 5. A space made by the separa

tion of parts, a crack ; in farriery, clefts are cracks 
in the heels of a horse.

To Cleftgraft, kl&ft-graft, v. a. To engraft 
by cleaving the stock of a tree, and inserting a branch 

Clemency, kl6m-m6n-s6, s. Mercy, remission I 
of severity; tenderness in punishing.

Clement, kldm-inent, a. Mild, gentle, merciful. 
To Clepe, kl6pe, t>. a. To call, to name.

See Ycleped. Obsolete.
Clepsydra, klSp-sl-drA, s. An instrument or 

machine serving to measure time by the fall of a cer
tain quantity of water.

Clergy, kl6r-je, .■?. The body of men set apart 
by due ordination for the service of God.

Clergyman, kl6r-j6-miln, $. 88. A man in 
holy orders, not a laick.

CLERICAL, kl6r-6-kM, a. Relating to the clergy
Clerk, klArk, s. 100. A clergyman ; a scho- ; 

lar, a man of letters; a man employed under another 
as a writer; a petty writer in publick offices; the lay
man who reads the responses to the congregation in 
the church, to direct the rest.

Clerkship, kl&rk-ship, s. Scholarship; the 
office of a clerk of any kind.

Clever, kl&v-fir, a. 98. Dexterous, skilful; 
just, fit, proper, commodious ; well-shaped, handsome.

Cleverly, klev-ar-16, ad. Dexterously, fitly, 
handsomely.

Cleverness, kl6v-&r-n6ss, s. Dexterity, skill. 
Clew, klu, s. Thread wound upon a bottom ;

a ball of thread; a guide, a direction.
71) Clew, klti, v. a. To clew the sails is to 

raise them in order to be furled.
To Click, kllk, v. n. To make a sharp, suc

cessive noise.
Client, kli-6nt, s. One who applies to an ad

vocate for counsel and defence; a dependant.
Cliented, kli-6n-t6d, part. a. Supplied with 

clients.
Clientele, kli-en-t61e,' s. The condition or 

office of a client.
Clientship, kll-6nt-sh1p, s. The condition of 

a client.
S k'ift, J ’•A stceprock> a cragsy rock- 

Climacter, kli-mak-tur, s. 122. A certain 
progression of years, supposed to end in a dangerous 
time of life.

Climacteric , kllm-ik-t6r-rlk, 530. ) r 
Climacterical, kl1m-ik-t£r-r£-kAl, $ (l' 1 "

taining a certain number of years, at the end of which 
some great change is supposed to befall the body.

Climate, kll'mate, 91. )
ClimaTURE, kll-mj-tshire, 463. J *'

A space upon the surface of the earth, measured from 
the equator to the polar circles, in each of which 
spaces the longest day is half an hour longer than in 
that nearer the equator. From the polar circles to the 
poles, climates are measured by the increase of a 
month ; a region or tract of land differing from ano
ther by the temperature of the air.

CLIMAX, kll-mAks, s. Gradation, ascent; a fi
gure in rhetorick, by which the sentence rises gradually 
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To Climb, kllme, v. n. To ascend to any place. 
To Climb, kllme, v. fl. To ascend up any place. 
Climber, kll-mhr, s. One that mounts or 

scales any place, a mounter, a riser; a plant that 
creeps upon other supports ; the name of a particular 
herb.

CLIME,kllme, s. Climate, region; tract of earth. 
To Clinch, kllnsh, v. a. To hold in hand with 

the fingers bent; to contract or double the fingers; 
to bend the point of a nail on the other side; to con
firm, to fix; as, To clinch an argument

Clinch, kllnsh, s. A pun, an ambiguity.
Clincher, kllnsh-hr, s. 98. A cramp, a hold

fast, a piece of iron bent down to fasten planks.
To Cling, kllng, v. n. To hang upon 

twining round ; to dry up, to consume.
Clingy, kllngii, a. Clinging, adhesive. 
Clinical klln^-kai, ) Ke ; the bgd
Clinic , klin-lk, J °

through sickness.
To Clink, kllugk, v. n. 405. To utter a small 

interrupted noise.
Clink, kllngk, s.4O5. A sharp successive noise. 
Clinquant, kllngk-int, a. Shining, glittering. 
To Clip, klip, v. a. To embrace by throwing 

the arms round: to cut with shears; it is particularly 
used of those wno diminish coin ; to curtail, to cut 
short; to coniine, to hold.

Clipper, kllp-pfir, s. One that debases coin by 
cutting.

Clipping, klip-ping, s. The part cut or clip
ped off:

Cloak, kldke, s. The outer garment; a 
concealment.

To Cloak, klike, v. a. To cover with a cloak; 
to hide, to conceal.

Ci.oakbag, kldke-big, s. A portmanteau, a 
bag in which clothes are carried.

Clock, klftk, s. The instrument which tells 
the hour; The dock of a stocking, the flowers or 
inverted work about the ancle; a sort of beetle.

Clockmaker, kl6k-ma-k&r, s. An artificer 
whose profession is to make clocks.

Clockwork, kldk-w&rk, s. Movements by 
weights or springs, like those of a clock.

Clod, kldd, s. A lump of earth or clay; a 
turf, the ground; any thing vile, base, and earthly; 
a dull fellow, a dolt.

To Clod, klSd, v. n. To gather into concre
tions, to coagulate.

To Clod, kldd, v. a. To pelt with clods.
Cloddy, kl6d-d6, a. Consisting of earth or 

clods, earthy ; full of clods unbroken, muddy, miry.
Clodpate. kl6d-pate, s. A stupid fellow, a 

dolt, a thickskull.
Clodpated, kldd-pa-t6d, a. Doltish, thought

less, stupid, dull
Clodpoll, kl6d-p61e, s. A thickscull, a dolt.
Cloff, kl6f, s. In commerce, an allowance of 

two pounds in every hundred weight. A bag or caso 
in which goods are carried.—See Clough.

To Clog, kl6g, v. a. To load with something 
that may hinder motion ; to hinder, to obstruct; to 
load, to burthen.

To CLOG, kl6g, v. n. To coalesce, to adhere; 
to be encumbered or impeded.

Clog, kldg, s. Any encumbrance bung to hin
der motion ; a hinderance, an obstruction ; a kind of 
additional shoe worn by women, to keep them from 
wet; a wooden shoe.

Clogginess, klog-g6-n6ss, s. The state of 
being clogged.

Cloggy, kl6g-g6, a. 283. That which has the 
power of clogging up.

Cloister, klols-t&r, s. A religious retirement; 
a nunnery; a monastery ; a penstyle, a piazzx

M
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To Cloister, klils-t&r, v. a. To shut up in a 
religious house; to immure from the world.

Cloisteral, klols-thr-il, a. 88. Solitary, re
tired, religiously recluse.

Cloistered, klols-t&rd, part, a. Solitary, in
habiting cloisters; built with peristyles or piazzas.

Cloisteress, kldis^tris, s. A nun.
Clomb, kidm. Pret. of To Climb.
To CloOM, klSSm, v. a. To shut with viscous 

or glutinous matter.
To Close, kl6ze, v. a. 437. To shut, to lay 

together; to conclude, to finish ; to inclose, to eon- 
fine; to join, to unite fractures.

To Close, kldze, v. n. To coalesce, to join its 
own parts together: To close upon,to agree upon ; 
To close with, or To close in with, to come to an 
agreement with, to unite with.

Close, kl6se, s. A small field enclosed.
Close, kldze, $. The time of shutting up; a 

grapple in wrestling; a pause or cessation; a con
clusion or end.

Close, kldse, a. 437. 499. Shut fast; without 
vent, without inlet; confined ; compact, concise, brief; 
immediate, without any intervening distance or space; 
joined one to another; narrow, as, a close alley ; ad
mitting small distance; hidden, secret, not revealed ; 
having the quality of secrecy, trusty; reserved, covet
ous ; cloudy; without wandering, attentive; full to 
the point, home; retired, solitary; secluded from 
communication; dark, cloudy, not clear.

Closebanded, kldse-binMdd, a. In dose or
der ; thick ranged, or secretly leagued.

Closebodied, klise-bSd-id, a. 99. Made to 
fit the body exactly.

Closehanded, kldse-hAn-d&d, a. Covetous ; 
more commonly Closefitted.

Closely, kldseMd, ad. Without inlet or out
let ; without much space intervening, nearly; secret- 
ly, slily; without deviation.

Closeness, klose^n^ss, & The state of being 
shut; narrowness, straitness; want of air, or venti
lation; compactness, solidity; recluseness, solitude, 
retirement; secrecy, privacy; covetousness, sly ava
rice ; connexion, dependance.

Closepent, kl6se-p£nt,' a. Shut dose, with
out vent.

Closer, kl6^zur. s. A finisher, a coneluder. 
Closestool, klose-stSSl, s. A chamber im

plement.
Closet, kliz-it, s. 99. A small room of pri

vacy and retirement; a private repository of curiosities. 
To Closet, kldz-it, q. a. To shut up or con

ceal in a closet; to take into a closet fora secret inter
view.

CLOSURE, klo-zhure, s. 452. The act of shut
ting up ; that by which any thing is closed or shut; 
the parts enclosing, enclosure; conclusion, end.

CLOT, kl6t, s. Concretion, coagulation. 
To Clot, klSt, v. n. To form clots, to hang 

together; to concrete, to coagulate.
Cloth, kl5M, s. 467. Any thing woven for 

dress or covering; the piece of linen spread upon a 
table; the canvass on which pictures are delineated ; 
in the plural, dress, habit, garment, vesture. Pro
nounced Cloze.

To CLOTHE, kloTHe, v. a. 467. To invest with 
garments, to cover with dress ; to adorn with dress; 
to furnish or provide with clothes.

Clothes, kldze, s. Garments, raiment; those 
coverings of the body that are made of cloth.

This word is not in Johnson’s vocabulary, though 
he has taken notice of it under the word Cloth, and says 
it is the plural of that word. With great deference to 
his authority, I think it is rather derived from the verb 
to clothe, than from the noun cloth, as this word bas its 
regular plural cloths, which plural regularly sounds the 
th as in this, 469, and not as x, as if written cloze; which is a 
corruption that, in my opinion, is not incurable. I see no 
reason why we may not as easilv pronounce the th in 
thia word ae in the third person of the verb To clothe.
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Clothier, kloTHe-yer, s. 113. A maker of 
cloth.

Clothing, kloTHe-l-ng, s. 410. Dress, vesture, 
garments.

Clothshearer, kl6f/i-sh6er-&r, «. One who 
trims the cloth, and levels the nap.

Clotpoll, kl6t-p61e, s. Thickscull, blockhead. 
To Clotter, klit^tfir, v. n. To concrete, to 

coagulate, to gather into lumps.
Clotty, kldt-te, a. Full of clots, concreted. 
Cloud, kl&ud, s. The dark, collection of va

pours in the air; the veins or stains in stones, or 
other bodies; any state of obscurity or darkness.

To Cloud, kloud, v. a. To darken with 
clouds; to obscure, to make less evident; to variegate 
with dark veins.

To Cloud, kldud, v. n. To grow cloudy. 
Cloudberry, kloud-ber-re, ,s. A plant, cal

led also knotberry.
CLOUDCAPT, kloud-k&pt, a. Topped with clouds. 
Cloudcompelling, kl6id-k6m-p^l-ling, a.

410. An epithet of Jupiter, by whom clouds were 
supposed to be collected.

Cloudily, kloud-de-le, ad. With clouds, 
darkly ; obscurely, not perspicuously.

Cloudiness, klou-d6-n6ss, s. The state of 
being covered with clouds, darkness; want of bright
ness.

Cloudless, klofid-l&s, a. Clear, unclouded, 
luminous, lightsome, pure, undarkened.

Cloudy, kloud-d6, a. Obscured with clouds ; 
dark, obscure, not intelligible; gloomy of look, not 
open, not cheerful; marked with spots or veins.

Clough, kl5u, s. 313. The cleft of a hill, a 
cliff.

This word was formerly used to signify an allow
ance in weight, when it was pronounced as if written 
Clqff! Good usage, however, has distinguished these 
different significations by a different spelling; for though 
it is highly probable these wordshave the same root, and 
that they both signify a chasm, a gap, or some excision, 
yet to distinguish these different significations by a dif
ferent pronunciation only, though a very plausible pre
text for remedying the imperfections of language, is 
really pregnant with the greatest disadvantages to it.— 
See Bowl.
Clove, klove. Pret. of Cleave.
Clove, kl6ve, s. A valuable spice brought 

from Ternate ; the fruit or seed of a very large tree; 
some of the parts into which garlick separates.

Clove-gilliflowek, kl6ve-jil-li-fldur, s. A 
flower smelling like cloves.

Cloven, kld^vn, 103. Part. pret. from Cleave. 
Cloven-footed, klMvn-ffitUd, ) „ .
Cloven-hoofed, kld-vn-hooft,z j ' s

the foot divided into two parts, bisulcous.
Clover, kld-v&r, s. A species of trefoil; To 

live in clover, is to live luxuriously.
ClOVERED, klo^-vUrd, u. 359. Covered with 

clover.
Clout, kldut, s. A cloth for any mean use; 

a patch on a shoe or coat; anciently the mark of white 
cloth at which archers shot; an iron plate to an axle- 
tree.

To Clout, klout, v. a. To patch, to mend 
coarsely; to cover with a cloth; to join awkwardlv 
or coarsely together.

CLOUTED, klou-tdd, part. a. Congealed, coa
gulated.

Clouterly, klou-tur-le, a. Clumsy, awkwaTd. 
Clown, kl6un, 5. A rustick, a churl; a coarse 

ill-bred man.
CLOWNERY, kloun-hr-re, 5. Ill breeding, chur

lishness, rudeness, brutality.
CLOWNISH, kl6un-lsh, «. Consisting of rus- 

ticks or clowns; uncivil, ill-bred; clumsy, ungainly.
• Clownishly, kloun-lsh-16, ad. Coarsely, rudely.
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Clownishness, kld&n-lsh-n&s,». Rusticity, 
coarseness; incivility, brutality.

Clown’s-mustaud, kldunz-mWthrd, «. An 
herb.

To CLOY, kldd, v. a. To satiate, to sate, to 
surfeit; to nail up guns, by striking a spike into the 
touch-hole.

Cloyless, klde-lds, a. That which cannot 
cause satiety; that of which too much cannot be had. 

CLOYMENT, klde-mdnt, s. Satiety, repletion. 
Club, klhb, s. A heavy stick; the name of 

one of the suits of cards ; the shot or dividend of a 
reckoning; an assembly of good fellows; concurrence, 
contribution, joint charge.

To Club, klub, v.n. To contribute to a com
mon expense; to join to one effect.

To Club, kl&b, v. a. To pay to a common 
reckoning.

Clubheaded, klub-hed-ed, a. Having a thick 
head.

Club-law, klfib^-law, j. The law of arms. 
Clubroom, klhb-rddm, s. The room in which 

a club or company assembles.
To Cluck, kliik, v. n. To call chickens as a hen. 
Clump, kl&mp, $. A shapeless piece of wood; 

a small cluster of trees; a tuft of trees.
Clumps, kldmps, s- A numbskull. 
Clumsily, klum-zd-ld, ad. Awkwardly. 
Clumsiness, kldm-ze-ndss, s. Awkwardness | 

ungainlincss, want of readiness or dexterity.
CLUMSY, kl&m-zd, a. Awkward, heavy, unhandy. 
Clung, kl&ng. The pret. and part, of Cling. 
Cluster, kl&sk&r, s. 98. A bunch, a number 

of things of the same kind growing or joined together ; 
a number of animals gathered together; a body of 
people collected.

To Cluster, klds-t&r, v. n. To grow in bun
ches ; to gather into bunches.

To Cluster, kl&s-thr, v. a. To collect any 
thing into bodies.

Cluster-grape, kl&s-tfir-grape, s. The small 
black grape, called the currant.

Clustery, kl&s-t&r-rd, a. Growing in clusters. 
To Clutch, kl&tsh, v. a. To hold in the hand;

to gripe; to grasp; to contract, to double the hand. 
Clutch, kl&tsh, s. The gripe, grasp, seizure;

the paws, the talons.
Clutter, kl&t-t&r, s. 98. A noise; a bustle; 

a hurry ; a busy tumult; a clamour.
To Clutter, kl&t-t&r, v. n. To make a noise 

or bustle.
Clyster, klis-t&r, $. An injection into the anus. 
To Coacervate, kd-^-sdr-vate, v. a. 91. 508. b.

To heap up together
Every Dictionary except Entick’s has the accent 

on the penultimate syllable of this word ; and that this is 
the true accentuation, we may gather from the tendency 
of the accent to rest on the same syllable as in the Latin 
word it is derived from, when the same number of sylla
bles are in both; as in coacervo and coacervate.—See 
Arie t ate.
Coacervation, kd-tls-ser-va-shun, $. The act 

of heaping, or state of being heaped together.
Coach, kdtsh, s. A carriage of pleasure, or state. 
To Coach, kdtsh, v. a. To carry in a coach. 
Coach-box, kdtsh-bdks, s. The seat on which 

the driver of the coach sits.
Coach-hire, kotsh-hlre, s. Money paid for 

the use of a hired coach.
Coach-maker, kdtsh-m£-kdr, s. The artificer 

whose trade is to make coaches.
Coach-Man, kdtsh-mAn, s. 88. The driver of a 

coach.
To CQhCX, kd-lkt,' v. n. 

concert.
Coaction, koAk-sh&n, s.

To act together in 

Compulsion, force.

Co active, kd-Ak-tiv, a. 157. Having the force 
of restraining or impelling, compulsory; acting in 
concurrence.

C0ADJUMENT, kd-^d-ju-mdnt, $. Mutual as» 
sistance.

Coadjutant, kd-^d-ju-tint, $. Helping, co. 
operating.

Coadjutor, kd-id-jd-t&r, a. 166. A fellow 
helper, an assistant, an associate ; in the canon law, 
one who is empowered to perform the duties of another.

GoaDJUVMNCY, kd-ld-jd-vin-sd, Help, con-
- current help, co-operation.

COADUNITION, kd-ad-u-nish-fm, s. The con
junction of different substances into one mass.

To Coagment, kd-dg-mdnt,z v. a. To congre
gate or heap together.

Coagmentation, kdJlg-men-ta-shUn, s. 
Coacervation into one mass, union, conjunction.

Coagulable, kd-lg-d-ld-bl, a. That which is 
capable of concretion.

To Coagulate, kd-ig-d-late, v. a. 91. To 
force into concretions.

To Coagulate, ko-ig-ii-Iate, v. n. To run 
into concretions, or congelations.

Coagulation, kd-ig-u-la-shdn, s. Concretion, 
congelation ; the body formed by coagulation.

Coagulative, kd-3.g-u-li-tiv, a. That which 
has the power of causing concretion.

Coagulator, kd-lg-d-!a-tiir, a. 521. That 
which causes coagulation.

Coagulum, kd-Rg-d-ldm, s. The substance 
produced by coagulation.

Coal, kdle, s. 295. The common fossil fuel; 
the cinder of burned wood, charcoal.

To Coal, kdle, v. a. To burn wood to char
coal ; to delineate with a coal.

Coal-black, kdle^-bldk, a. Black in tire high
est degree; of the colour of coal.

Coal-Mine, kdle-mine, s. A mine in which 
coals are dug; a coal pit.

Coal-pit, kole-plt, s. A pit for digging coals. 
Coal-stone, kdle^stdne, s. A sort of canal coat 
Coal-work, kdle^wfirk, s. A coalery, a place 

where coals are found.
Coai.ery, kd-ldr-d, s. A place where coals are 

dug.
To Coalesce, kd-d-lds,z v. n. To unite iu 

masses ; to grow together, to join.
Coalescence, kd-d-lds-sdnse, s. Concretion, 

union; the act of coalescing.
Coalition, kA-A-llsh-fin, s. Union in one 

mass or body.
Coaly, kd-le, a. Containing coal.
Coaptation, kft-Ap-ta^hfcn, s. The adjust- 

ment of parts to each other.
To COARCT, kd-drkt,z v. a. To straiten, to con

fine into a narrow compass; to contract power.
Coarctation, kd-ark-ta-shun, s. Confinement, 

restraint to a narrow space; contraction of any space; 
restraint of liberty.

Coarse, kdrse, a. Not refined; rude, uncivil; 
gross; inelegant; unaccomplished by education; 
mean, vile.

Coarsely, kdrse'id, ad. Without fineness, 
meanly, not elegantly rudely, not civilly; inelegantly.

Coarseness, kdrse-ndss, s. Impurity, unre
fined state ; roughness, want of fineness; grossness, 
want of delicacy ; rudeness of manners; meanness, 
want of nicety.

Coast, kdste, s. The edge or margin of the 
land next the sea, the shore; The coast is clear, the 
danger is over.

To Coast, kdste, v. n. To sail by the coast.
To Coast, kdste, v. a. To sail by or near a 

place.
Coaster, kAstt&r, ». He that sails timoroudv 

near the short.
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COAT, kite, s. The upper garment; petticoat, 
the habit of a boy in his infancy ; the lower part of a 
woman’s dress; vesture, as demonstrative of the of
fice ; the covering of any animal; any tegument; that 
on which the ensigns armorial are portrayed.

To Coat, kite, v. a. To cover, to invest.
Coat-caiid, kdte-kird, s. A card having a coat 

on it; as the King, Queen, or Knave; now corrupted 
into Court-Card.

To Coax, kdks, v. a. To wheedle*, to flatter. 
Coaxer, kdks'&r, s. A wheedler, a flatterer. 
Cob, kdb, s. The head or top.
Cob, kdb, s. A sort of sea-fowl.
Cobalt, kdb^Alt, s. A marcasite plentifully 

impregnated with arse nick.
To Cobble, kdb-bl, v. a. 405. To mend any 

thing coarsely ; to do or make any thing clumsily.
Cobbler, kdb-lur, s. 98. A mender of old 

shoes; a clumsy workman in general; any mean 
porson.

Cobirons, kdb-i-rhnz, s. Irons with a knob at
the upper end.

Cobishop, kd-blsh-hp, s. A coadjutant bishop. 
Cobnut, kSb-nut, s. A boy’s game.
Cobswan, kdb-swdn, s. The head or leading 

swan.
Cobweb, kdl/wdb, s. The web or net of a spi

der ; any snare or trap.
Cocciferous, kdk-slf-fdr-r&s, a. Plants are so 

called that have berries.
Cochineal, k&tch-in-ddl, s. 165. An insect 

from which a red colour is extracted.
Cochleary, kdk-ld-A-rd, a. 353. Screwform. 
Cochleated, k&k-ld-a-tdd, a. Of a screwed 

or turbinated form.
Cock, kSk, s. The male to the hen; the male 

of any small birds; the weathercock that shows the 
direction of the wind; a spout to let out water or any 
other liquor at will; the notch of an arrow ; the part 
of the lock of a gun that strikes with the flint; a cock
boat, a small boat; a small heap of hay; the form of 
a hat; the style of a dial; the needle of a balance; 
Cock-a-hoop, triumphant, exulting.

To Cock, k5k, v. a. To set erect, to hold bolt up
right : to set up the hat with an air of petulance; to 
mould the form of the hat j to fix the cock of a gun for 
a discharge ; to raise hay in small heaps.

To Cock, kdk, v. n. To strut, to hold up the 
head and look big; to train or use fighting cocks.

Cockade, kik-kade,' s. A ribband worn in
the hat.

Cockatrice, kdk-i-trlse, s. 142. A serpent
supposed to rise from a cock’s egg.

Cockboat, kok-bdte, s. A small boat belong
ing to a ship.

COCKBROTH, kSk-br&A, s. Broth made by boil
ing a cock.

Cockcrowing, k6k-krd-Ing, s. The time at
which cocks crow ; the morning.

To Cocker, kdk-k&r, v. a. To fondle, to indulge. 
Cocker, k5k-k?ir, s. 98. One who follows the 

sport of cock fightiilg.
Cockerel. kAk-k&r-Il, s. 555. A young cock. 
COCKET, k5k-klt, s. 99. A seal belonging to 

the king’s custom-house; likewise a scroll of parch
ment delivered by the officers of the custom-house to 
merchants, as a warrant that their merchandise is en
tered.

Cockfight, kJk-fite, s. A match of cocks.
Cockhorse, kok-hdrse, a. On horseback, tri- 

umphant.
Cockle, kdk-kl, ». 405. A small shell-fish.
Cocklestairs, kfik-kl-stares, j. Winding or 

•piral stairs.
Cockle, k5k-kl,A weed that grows in corn, 

coriwoee.

To Cockle, kSkikl, v. a. To contract iu< 
wrinkles like the shell of the cockle.

COCKLED, k5k-kld, o. 359. Shelled or turbi
nated.

Cockloft, kok-ldft, s. The room over the
garret.

Cockmaster, kok-mis-t&r, x. One that breeds 
game cocks.

Cockmatch, k6k-mltsh, s. Cockfight for a
prize.

Cockney, kdk-ne, x. 270. A native of Lon
don ; any effeminate, low, ignorant citizen.

Cockpit, k&k-pit, s. The area where cocks 
fight; a place on the lower deck of a man of war.

COCK’S-COMB, kSks-korne, s. A plant, lousewort. 
COCK’S-HEAD, koks^h^d, s. A plant, sainfoin. 
COCKSPUR, kdk-sp&r, s. Virginian hawthorn.

A species of medlar.
Cocksure, kdk-shofir,' a. Confidently certain. 
Cockswain, k&k-sn, s. The officer that has the 

command of the cock-boat. Corruptly Coxn.—See 
Boatswain.

Cockweed, kSk-w^^d, $. A plant, dittandei
or pepperwort.

COCOA, kd-ko, s. A species of palm-tree. 
COCTILE, k6k-til, a. 140. Made by baking. 
COCTION, kdk-sh&n, s. The act of boiling. 
Cod, k6d, ) . c ,
Codfish, kadifish, J s’ A sea’fisk 
Cod, kSd, s. Any case or husk in which seeds 

are lodged.
To Cod, kdd, v. a. To enclose in a cod. 
Code, kdde, x. A book; a book of the civil 

law.
Codicil kdd-e-sll, s. An appendage to a will. 
Codille, kd-dll,' s. A term at ombre and 

quadrille.
To Codle, kdd-dl, v. a. 405. To parboil.

JOT How Dr. Johnson could be guilty of so gross an 
oversight as to spell this word and its compounds with 
one d is inconceivable. By the general rule of English 
pronunciation, as the word stands here, it ought to be 
pronounced with the o long, the first syllable rhyming 
with go, no, and so. False apd absurd, however, as this 
spelling is, the veneration I have for Dr. Johnson’sau- 
thority forbids me to alter it in this Dictionary, though 
I shall never follow it in practice. Perhaps the same ve
neration induced Mr. Sheridan to let this word stand as 
he found it in Johnson. Dr. Kenrick has ventured to 
insert another d in the verb; but in the substantive de
rived from the present participle Codling, lets it stand 
with oned. Some will be apt to think that when d ends 
a syllable, and a consonant follows the d, which begins 
another, that the business is done, and that the quan
tity of the vowel is sufficiently secured: but this is a 
mistake; for unless we previously understand the sim
ple, the o in the compound, by the general rule, must b« 
long. Now the first principle of orthography is, that, if 
possible, the letters should of themselves point out the 
sound of the word, without the necessity ot recurring to 
etymology to find out the sound of the letters; and that 
we should never have recourse to etymology, but where 
fixingthe sound would unsettle the sense. Thus Coddling, 
a kind of apple, ought to be written with double d, both 
because it determines the sound of the o, and shows its 
derivation from the verb to Coddle. And Codling, a small 
cod fish, ought to have but one d, because putting two, 
in order to fix the sound of o, would confound it with an
other word. To write Saddler, therefore, with one d,as 
we frequently see it on shops, is an error against the first 
principles of spelling; as, without necessity, it obliges 
us to understand the derivation of the word before we are 
sure of its sound. The word Stabling and Stabler, for 
stable-keeper in Scotland, with the word Fabled in Mil
ton, all present their true sound to the eve without know
ing their primitives; and this essential rule has gene
rated the double consonant in the participles and verba 
nouns, beginning, regretted, complotter, Ac. But thia 
rule, rational and useful as it is, is a thousand times 
violated by an affectation of a knowledge of the learned 
languages, and an ignorant prejudice against clusters of 
consonants as they are called. Thus couple, trouble > 
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double. treble, and triple, have single consonants, be
cause their originals in Latin and French have no more, 
though double consonants would fix the sound of the 
preceding vowels, and be merely double to the eye. 
Codling, kod'ling, s. An apple generally cod- 

died ; a small codfish.
Coeieicacy, kd-dPf4-kil-sd, s. The power of 

several things acting together.
Coefficiency, kd-£f-fish-£n-s£, s. Co-opera

tion, the state of acting together to some single end.
Coefficient, k6-£f-fish-£nt, That which 

unites its action with the action of another.—See 
Efface.

Coemption, kd-Sm-shdin, s. 412. The act of 
buying up the whole quantity of any thing.

Cenobites, s£n'6-bltes, s. 156. An order of 
monks who had all things in common.

Coequal, kd-^qull, a. Equal. 
Coequality, kd-£-quM-£-t£, s. The state of 

being equal.
To Coerce, ko-3rse,z v. a. To restrain, to keep 

in order by force.
Coercible, kd-£r-s£-bl, a. That may be re

strained ; that ought to be restrained.
Coercion, ko-^r-sh&n, s. Penal restraint, check. 
Coercive, kd-^r-siv, a. That which has the 

power of laying restraint; that which has the autho
rity of restraining by punishment.

Coessential, ko-Ss-sSn-shil, «. Participating 
of the same essence.

Coessentiality, kd-£s-s£n-she-£l-£-td, s. Par
ticipation of the same essence.—See Efface.

Coetaneous, kd-<i-ta-n£-&s> «. Of the same 
age with another.

Coeternal, kd-A-t&r-n&l, a. Equally eternal 
with another.

Co eternally, ko-e-t£r-n&l-l£, ad. In a state 
of equal eternity wkh another.

Co ETERNITY, kd-(i-t£r-n£-t£, s. Having ex
istence from eternity equal with another eternal being.

Coeval, k6-£-vAl, a. Of the same age. 
Coeval, kd-^-vil, s. A contemporary. 
Coevous, kd-^-v&s, a. Of the same age. 
To Coexist, kd-^g-zlst,' v. n. 478. To exist 

at the same time.
Coexistence, kd-eg-zls-t^nse, s. Existence 

at the same time with another.
Coexistent, kd-£g-zis-t£nt, a. Having ex

istence at the same time with another.
To Coextend, kd-£ks-t£nd,' v. a. 477. To 

extend to the same space or duration with another. 
Coextension, kd-^k-sten-shun, s. The state 

•of extending to the same space with another.
Coffee, k&f-f£, s. The berries of the coffee

tree ; a drink made by the infusion of those berries 
in hot water.

Coffee-house, kdf^fe-house, s. A house 
where coffee is sold.

Coffee-man, k6f-fe-man, s. 88. One that 
keeps a coffee-house.

Coffee-pot, kdf-fe-pdt, s. The covered pot 
in which coffee is boiled.

Coffer, k&f-fur, s. A chest generally for 
keeping money; in fortification, a hollow lodgment 
across a dry mpat.

I have in this word followed the general pronun
ciation, which I see is confirmed by Dr. Kenrick, W. 
Johnston, Messrs. Perry, Scott, and Buchanan; for 36 it 
stands in Mr. Sheridan with theo long, though not with
out respectable usage on its side, it is a gross irregularity, 
which ought, if possible, to be reduced to rule.
To Coffer, k&f^f&r, v. a. To treasure up in 

chests.
Cofferer, k5f^f&r-fir, s. 555. A principal 

officer of his Majesty’s court, next under the comp
troller.

COFFIN, kSf^fln, $. The chest in which dead 
bodies are put into the ground ; a mould of paste for 
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a pie; Coffin of a horse, is the whole hoof of the foot 
above the coronet, including the coffin-bone.

To Coffin, k6f-fin, v. a. To enclose in a coffin. 
To Cog, k6g, v. a. To flatter, to wheedle ; to 

obtrude by falsehood; To cog a die, to secure it, so as 
to direct its fall.

To COG, kdg, v. n. To lie, to wheedle.
Cog, kdg, s. The tooth of a wheel, by which 

it acts upon another wheel.
To Cog, k5g. v. a. To fix cogs in a wheel. 
Cogency, kd-j£n-s£, & Force, strength. 
Cogent, k^jSnt, a. Forcible, resistless, con. 

vincing. ,
Cogently, k&-j£nt-l£, ad. With resistless 

force, forcibly.
Cogger, k6g-hr, s. A flatterer, a wheedler. 
Cogglestone, kSg-gl-stdne, s. A little stone. 
Cogitable, k&d-j^-tA-bl, «. 405. What may 

be the subject of thought.
To Cogitate, kod-je-tate, v. n. 91. To think. 
Cogitation, kod-j^-ta-shfm, s. Thought, the 

act of thinking; purpose, reflection previous to ac
tion ; meditation.

Cogitative, k6d-je-ta-tlv, a. Having the 
power of thought; given to meditation.

Cognation, kog-na-sh&n, s. Kindred, rela
tion, participation of the same nature.

Cognisee, k6g-n£-z££/ or k&n-^-z££,z s. He to 
whom a fine in lands or tenements is acknowledged. 
Sec Cognizance.

COGNISOR, kSg-ni-z5r,z or kon-e-zor,' s. 314. 
Is he that passeth or acknowledgetli a fine.

COGNITION; kSg-nish-fin, s. Knowledge, com
plete conviction.

Cognitive, k6g-n^-tlv, a. Having the power 
of knowing.

Cognizable, k6g-ne-zi-bl, or kon-^-ziVbl, a. 
405. That falls under judicial notice; proper to be 
tried, judged, or examined.

Cognizance, k6g-n£-zinse, or kSn^-zanse, .$. 
Judicial notice, trial; a badge, by which any one is 
known.

I have in this word and its relatives given the fo
rensic proaunciation ; but cannot help observing, that it 
is so gross a departure from the most obvious rules of the 
language, that it is highly incumbent on the gentlemen 
of the law to renounce it, and reinstate the excluded g 
in its undoubted rights.—See Authority and Cleff. 
Cognominal, k&g-nSm-^-nal, a. Having the 

same name.
Cognomination, k6g-ndm-^-na-shun, s. A 

surname, the name of a family; a name added from 
any accident or quality.

Cognoscente, kSg-nds-s^nse, s. Knowledge. 
Cognoscible, kdg-n&s-se-bl, a. That may be 

known.
To Cohabit, kd-hS.b^it, v. n. To dwell with 

another in the same place; to live together as husband 
and wife.

Cohabitant, ko-hAb^^-tint, s. An inhabitant 
of the same place.

Cohabitation, kd-hib-^-tal-sh&n, s. The state 
of inhabiting the same place with another; the state 
of living together as married persons.

Coheir, k6-are,z s. One of several among 
whom an inheritance is divided. *

Coheiress, kd-a-rls, s. 99. A woman who has 
an equal share of an inheritance.

To Cohere, ko-h£re,z t>. n. To stick together; 
to be well connected; to suit, to fit; to agree.

Coherence, kd-h^rfnse 7 That state of 
Coherency, kd-hd-ren-se, j

bodies in which their parts are joined together, so that 
they resist separation . connexion, dependency, th* 
relation of parts or things-one to another; the texture 
of a discourse; consistency in reasoning, or relating
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Coherent, kd-hd-rent, a. Sticking together; 
suitable to something else, regularly adapted; con
sistent, not contradictory.

Cohesion, kd-h&zh&n, s. The act of sticking 
together; the state of union; connexion, dependence.

Cohesive, kd-hd-siv, a. 158. 428. That has 
the power of sticking together.

Cohesiveness, kd-he-siv-ndss, s. The quality 
of being cohesive.

To Cohibit, kd-hlb-lt, v. a. To restrain, to 
hinder.

To Cohob ate, koQid-bate, v. a. 91. To pour 
the distilled liquor upon the remaining matter, and 
distil it again.

Cohobation, ki-hd-ba-sh&n, s. A returning 
of any distilled liquor again upon what it was with
drawn from.

Cohort, k cohort, s. A troop of soldiers, con
taining about five hundred foot; a body of warriors.

COHORTATION, kd-hor-ta-shftn, s. Incitement.
Coif, koif, j. 344. 415. The head-dress, a cap. 

See Quoif.
Coifed, kdlft, a. 359. Wearing a coif.
To Coil, koil, v. a. To gather into a narrow 

compass.
Coil, koil, $. Tumult, turmoil, bustle; a rope 

wound into a ring.
Coin, kdln, s. A corner, called often quoin.
Coin, koin, s. Money stamped with a legal 

impression : payment of any kind.
To Coin, koin, v. a. To mint or stamp metals 

for money; to forge any thing, in an ill sense.
Coinage, koin-aje, s. 91. The act or practice 

of coining money ; coin, money; the charges of coin
ing money; forgery, invention.

To Coincide, ko-in-side,' v. n. To fall upon 
the same point; to concur.

Coincidence, kd-in-sd-dGnse, s. The state of 
several bodies or lines falling upon the same point; 
concurrence, tendency of things to the same end.

Coincident, kd-in-sd-ddnt, a. Falling upon 
the same point; concurrent, consistent, equivalent.

Coindication, kd-in-d^-ka-shun, s. Many 
symptoms betokening the same cause.

Coiner, kdin-dr, s. 98. A maker of money, 
a minter; a counterfeiter of the king’s stamp ; an in
ventor.

To Cojoin, kd-joln,' v. n. To join with another. 
Coistrel, kols-trll, s. A coward hawk.
Corr, kolt, s. 344. 415. Any thing thrown, at 

a certain mark.—See Quoit.
Coition, kd-ish-un, s. Copulation, the act of 

generation; theact by which twobodies come together.
COKE, kdke, s. Fuel made by burning pit-coal 

under earth, and quenching the cinders.
Colander, kuK-lin-d&r, s. 165. A sieve 

through which a mixture is poured, and which retains 
the thicker parts.

Colation, ko-la-shun, s. The art of filtering 
or straining.

Colature, kdl-i-tshure, s. 461. The art of 
straining, filtration ; the matter strained.

Colbertine, kdl-bdr-teen,' s. 112. A kind of 
lace worn by women.

COLD, kold, a. Chill, having the sense of cold; 
having cold qualities, not volatile; frigid, without 
pasAon; unaffecting, unable to move the passions; 
reserved, coy, not affectionate, not cordial; chaste; 
not welcome.

Cold, kold, $. The cause of the sensation of 
cold, the privation of heat; the sensation of cold, chil- 
ness; a disease caused by cold, the obstruction of 
perspiration.

Coldly, kdld-ld, ad. Without heat; without 
concern, indifferently, negligently.

Coldness, kold-ndss, s. Want of heat; uncon
cern; rigidity of temper; coyness, want of kindne-'s; ’ 
chastity.
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CoLETOBT,’ kWw&Xt, 165. ( *• Cabba§e-

Colic , kjl-ik, s. It strictly is a disorder of 
the colon ; but loosely, any disorder of the stomach 
or bowels that is attended with pain.

Colic , kol-ik, a. Affecting the bowels.
To Collapse, kil-llps,' ». n. To close so as 

that one side touches the other; to fall together.
Collapsion, kil-lip-sh&n, s. The state of 

vessels closed ; the act of closing or collapsing.
Collar koUlur, s. 418. 88. A ring of metal 

put round the neck ; the harness fastened about the 
horse’s neck; To slip the collar, to disentangle himself 
from any engagement or difficulty; A collar of brawn, 
is the quantity bound up in one parcel.

Collar-bone, k51-lur-bone, s. The clavicle, 
the bones on each side of the neck.

To Collar, k61-l&r, v. a. To seize by the col
lar, to take by the throat; To collar beef or other meat, 
to roll it up and bind it hard and close with a string 
or collar.

To Collate, kM-late,' v. a. To compare one 
thing of the same kind with another; to collate books, 
to examine if nothing be wanting; to place in an ec
clesiastical benefice.

Collateral, kM-lit-ter-Sl, a. Side to side; 
running parallel; diffused on either side; those that 
stand in equal relation to some ancestor; not direct, 
not immediate; concurrent.

Collaterally, kol-llt-tdr-'il-le, ad. Side by 
side; indirectly; in collateral relation.

Collation, kol-la-shun, s. The act of confer
ring or bestowing, gift; comparison of one thing of 
the same kind with another ; in law, collation is the 
bestowing of a benefice; a repast

Collatitious, kSl-li-tlsh-its, a. Done by the 
contribution of many.

COLLATOR, kol-la-tur, s. 166. One that com
pares copies, or manuscripts; one who presents to an 
ecclesiastical benefice.

To Collaud, kol-lawd,' v. a. To join in prais
ing.

Colleague, kol-le^g, s. 492. A partner' in 
office or employment.

2b Colleague, k61-le£g,' v. a. To unite with.
To Collect, kM-l^kt,' v. a. To gather toge

ther ; to draw many units into one sum; to gain from 
observation ; to infer from premises; To collect him
self, to recover from surprise.

In scarcely any part of the language does the in
fluence of accent on the sound of the vowels appear more 
perceptibly than in the prepositional syllables, Col, Com, 
Con, and Cor. When the accent is on these syllables, in 
college, commissary, conclave, corrigible, £c. &c. the o has 
distinctly its short sound. The same may be observed of 
this o, when the principal accent is on the third syllable, 
and the secondary accent on the first, 523; as in colon
nade, commendation, condescension, correspondent, £c. 
&c. for in this case there is a secondary accent on the first 
syllable, which preserves the o in its true sound, 522; but 
when the accent is on the second syllable, this vowel 
slides into a sound like short u, and the words To collexi. 
To commit, To convince, To corrupt, 8cc. &c. are heard 
as if written culled, cummit, cunvince, currupt, &c. Arc. 
It is true, that when these words are pronounced alone 
with deliberation, energy, and precision, the o in the 
first syllable preserves nearly its true sound; but this 
seems to slide insensibly into short u the moment we 
unite these words with others, and pronounce them with
out premeditation. The deliberate and solemn sound is 
that which I have given in this Dictionary; nor have J 
made any difference between words where tile accent ix 
on the second syllable ; and why Mr. Sheridan, and those 
who have followed him, should in combust, commute, 
complete, &c. &c. give the sounti of short o in from : and 
in command, commit commence, &c. Arc. give the same 
letter the short sound of u in drum, I cannot conceive • 
they are all susceptible of this sound or none, and thercl 
fore should all be marked alike. If custom be pleaded for 
this distinction, it may be observed that this pica, is the 
best m the world when it is evident, and the worst when 
obscure. No such custom ever fell under mv observa
tion ; 1 have always heard the first syllable of compare 
and compel, of commence and compose, pronounced alike,
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and have therefore made no distinction between them in 
this Dictionary. I have given them all the sound of the 
o in comma ; though I am sensible that, in colloquial pro
nunciation, they ail approach nearer to the short u, and 
are similar to the same syllables in comfort, combat, &c. 
And it may be laid down as a general rule, without an 
exception, “ that o in an initial syllable, immediately 
“ before the accent, and succeeded by two uncombinable 
“ consonants, may, in familiar conversation, be pronoun. 
“ ced like the same letter in coz?//?, done, &c.”
Collect, k5l-l£kt, s. 492. Any short prayer. 
Collectaneous, kol-13k-ta-n<*-us, a. Gathered 

together ; notes compiled from various books.
Collectible, k61-l£k-t£-bl, a. That which 

may be gathered from the premises.
Collection, kdl-Uk-shhn, s. The act of ga

thering together; the things gathered together; a con- 
sectary, deduced from premises by just consequence.

CollectitiOus, k61-l&k-tlsh-hs, a. Gathered 
together.

Collective, kSl-l^k-tiv, a. Gathered into one 
mass, accumulative; employed in deducing conse
quences ; a collective noun expresses a multitude, 
though itself be singular, as, a company.

Collectively, kJl-lek-tiv-le, ad. In a gene- 
ral mass, in a body, not singly; taken together.

Collector, k&L-lek-tftr, s. 166. A gatherer; 
a tax-gatherer; a compiler.

Collegatary, k61-leg-3.-tA-r£, s. A person to 
whom is left a legacy in common with one or more.

COLLEGE, k61-l&dje, s. 91. A community; a 
society of men set apart for learning or religion; the 
house in which the collegians reside.—See To Collect. 

COLLEGIAL, kol-le-je-al, a. Relating’to a col
lege ; possessed by a college.

Collegian, k61-le-j£-ln, s. An inhabitant of 
a college ; a member of a college.

Collegiate, kSl-l&-j£-lte, a. 91. Containing 
a college, instituted after the manner of a college; a 
collegiate church, was such as was built at a distance 
from the cathedral, wherein a number of presbyters 
lived together.

Collegiate, kol-le-je-ate, s. A member of a 
college, a university man ; a man bred in a college.

Collet, k61-11t, s. 99. Something that went 
about the neck; that part of a ring in which the stone 
is set.

To Collide, k51-llde,' v. a. To beat, to dash, 
to knock together; to strike against each other

Collier, k61-y&r, $.113. A Jigger of coala;
a dealer in coals; a ship that carries coals.

Colliery, k61-yur-A, s. 113. The place where 
coals are dug; the coal trade.

Colliflower, k6l-l£-floi-tir, s. A kind of 
cabbage.

Colligation, kul-le-ga^han, s. A binding 
together.

Collimation, k61-le-ma-shun, s. Aim.
Collineation, k61-lin-£-a-shim, s. The act of 

aiming.
Colliquable, kSl-fik'wA-bl, a. Easily dis

solved ; liable to be melted.
Colliquament, kM-Hk-wa-ment, s. The sub

stance to which any thing is reduced by being melted. 
Colliquant, kdl-l^-kwant, s. That which has 

the power of melting or dissolving.
To Colliquate, k61-le-kwate, v. a. 91. To 

melt, to dissolve.
Colliquation, k61-l£-kwa-sh&n, s. The act 

of melting; a lax or diluted state of the fluids in ani
mal bodies.

Colliquative, kdl-lik^wA-dv, a. Melting, 
dissolvent.

Colliquef action, k61-lik-w4-fAkish4n, s. The 
act of melting together.

Collision, koLlizh»6n, s. The act of striking 
two bodies together; the state of being struck togc- < 
ther; a dash.
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To Collocate, kaiUd-kite,». a. 91. To place, 
to station.

Collocation, k&l-ld-ki-sh&n, s. The act of 
placing; disposition ; the state of being placed.

COLLOCUTION, k&l-I6-k4-sh4n, s. Conference, 
conversation.

To Collogue, kAl-ldg,' v. n. 337. To wheedle, 
to flatter; to please with kind words.

Collop, k&l'lftp, s. 166. A small slice of 
meat; a piece of an animal.

Colloquial, k61-ld-kw£-ll, a. Relating to 
conversation or talking.

Colloquy, k61-16-kw£, s. Conference, conver
sation, alternative discourse, talk.

Colluctancy, k&l-l&k-tAn-s£, s. Opposition 
of nature, a tendency to contest.

Colluctation, kol-l&k-ta-shun, s. Contest, 
contrariety, opposition, struggle, spite.

To Collude, kSl-lhde,' v. n. To conspire in 
a fraud; to play into the hand of each other.

Collusion, kol-lii-zh&n, s. A deceitful agree
ment or compact between two or more.

Collusive, k61-ld-slv, a. 158. 428. Fraudu
lently concerted.

Collusively, k&l-lh-siv-I£, ad. In a manner 
fraudulently concerted.

Collusory, kdl-lh-s&r-^, a. 557. Carrying on 
a fraud by secret concert.

Colly, k&l-14, s. The smut of coal.
: To Colly, k61-le, v. a. To grime with coal; 

to smut with coal.
Collyrium, kol-llr^re-&m, s. 113. Anoint

ment for the eyes.
Colmar, kol-mAr, s. A sort of pear.
Colon, ko-lSn, s. A point [:] used to mark a 

pause greater than that of a comma, and less than that 
of a period; the greatest and widest of all the intes
tines.

Colonel, k&r-n^l, s. TliG chief commander 
of a regiment.

This word is among those gross irregularities 
which must be given up as incorrigible.
Colonelship, khr-n&l-ship, s. The office or 

character of colonel.
To Colonise, kdl^d-nize, v. a. To plant with 

inhabitants, to settle with new planters.
Colonnade, k61-ld-nade's. A peristyle of a 

circular figure, or a series of columns disposed in a 
circle; any series or range of pillars.—See To Collect.

COLONY, kol-6-n^, s. A body of people drawn 
from the mother-country to inhabit some distant 
place; the country planted, a plantation.

Colophony, kd-l<SfU-n£, s. Resin.
Coloquinteda, k61-ld-kwln-t£-da, s. The 

fruit of a plant of the same name, called bitter apple. 
It is a violent purgative.

COLORATE, kM-d-rite, a. 91. Coloured, dyed. 
Coloration, kol-d-ra-shfin, $. The art oj 

practice of colouring; the state of being coloured.
Colorific , kdl-ld-tMk, a. That has the 

power of producing colours.
COLOSSE, ko-16s,' ) aColossus, kA-l&^&s, f *• A statue of en<”' 

mous magnitude.
Colossean, kdl-16s-s<^An, a. Giantlike. See 

European.
Colour, kal-ltir, 5. 165. 314. The appearance 

of bodies to the eye, hue, dye; the appearance of blood 
in the face ; the tint of the jointer » the representa
tion of any thing superficially examined; palliation ; 
appearance false show; in tlie plural, a standard, an 
ensign of war.

To Colour, k&l-l&r, v. a. To mark with some 
hueondye; to palliate, to excuse; to make plausible.

Colourable, kal-l&r-A-bl, n. 405. Specious, 
plausible.
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COLOURABLY, kul-lur-i-ble, ad. Speciously, 
plausibly.

Coloured, kul-lurd, part. a. 359. Streaked, 
diversified with a variety of hues.

Colouring, kul-Iur-ing, s. 410. The part of 
the painter’s art which teaches to lay on his colours.

Colourist, kulUur-ist, s. A painter who ex- 
cels in giving the proper colours to his designs.

Colourless, kul-lur-13s, a. Without colour, 
not distinguished with any hue, transparent.

Colt, kolt, s. A young horse; a young fool
ish fellow.

To Colt, kolt, v. a. To befool. Obsolete. 
Colts-foot, kolts-fut, s. A plant.
COLTS-TOOTH, kolts-to&Zz,' s. An imperfect 

tooth in young horses; a love of youthful pleasure.
Colter, kol-tur,s. The sharp iron of a plough. 
Coltish, kolt-ish, a. Having the tricks of a 

colt.
Columbary, ko-l&m-b^-r^, s. A dove-cote, 

pigeon-house.
Columbine, k&'&m-blne, s. 148. A plant with 

leaves like the meadow-rue; the name of a female 
character in a pantomime.

Column, kAl-lum, $.411. A round pillar; any 
body pressing vertically upon its base; a long file or 
row of troops; half a page, when divided into two 
equal parts by a line passing through the middle.

Columnar, kA-lhm-nir, ) K ,
Columnarian, k51-&m-na-re-An, } a' 01 me 

in columns.
Colures, kA-lhrz,' s. Two great circles sup

posed to pass through the poles of the world.
Coma, k6-m&, .$. 91. A lethargy.
Comate, kd-mate,' s. Companion. 
Comatose, kdm-l-tdse/ a, Lethargick. 
COMB, kome, s. 347. An instrument to sepa

rate and adjust the hair; the tpp or crest of a cock; 
the cavities in which the bees lodge their honey.

To Comb, k&me, v. a. To divide and adjust 
the hair; to lay any thing consisting of filaments 
smooth, as to comb wool.

Comb-brush, kome-brhsh, s. A brush to clean 
combs.

Comb-maker, kome-ma-kur, s. One whose 
trade is to make combs.

To Combat, k&m-bS-t, v. n. 165. To fight.
To Combat, kum-bit, v. a. To oppose. See 

To collect.
Combat, khm-bS.t, s. 88. Contest, battle, duel. 
Combatant, k&m-bl-tAnt, s. He that fights 

with another, an antagonist; a champion.
COMBER, kcAnur, s. He whose trade is to dis

entangle wool, and lay it smooth for the spinner.
Combinable, k6m-bl-na-bl, a. That may be 

joined together; consistent.
Combinate, kdm-bd-nate, a. 91. Betrothed, 

promised.
Combination, kdm-be-na-shun, s. Union for 

some certain purpose, association, league; union of 
bodies, commixture, conjunction; copulation of ideas.

To COMBINE, kom-bine,'t?. a. To join together; 
to link in union; to agree, to accord; to join toge
ther, opposed to Analyze.

To Combine, kom-blne,' v. n. To coalesce, to 
unite with each other; to unite in friendship or de
sign, often in a bad sense.

COMBLESS, kAm-les, a. Wanting a comb or 

Combust, k&m-bfot,' a. A planet not above 
eight degrees and a half from the sun, is said to be 
Combust—See To Collect.

Combustible, kom-b&s-ti-bl, a. Susceptible 
of fire.

Combustibleness, kSm-bhs^t^-bl-nSss, ». 
aptness to take fire.
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Combustion, k6m-b&s-tshhn, s. 291. Confla
gration, burning, consumption by fire; tumult, hurry, 
hubbub.

To Come, k&m, v. a. To remove from a distant 
to a nearer place, opposed to Go; to draw near, to ad
vance towards ; to move in any manner towards an
other , to attain any condition; to happen, to fal 
out; To come about, to come to pass, to fall out, to 
change, to come round ; To come again, to return; 
To come at, to reach, to obtain, to gain ; To come by, 
to obtain, to gain, to require; To come in, to enter, to 
comply, to yield, to become modish ; To come m for, 
to be early enough to obtain ; To come in to, to join 
with, to bring help ; to comply with, to agree to; To 
come near, to approach in excellence ; To come of, to 
proceed, as a descendant from ancestors ; to proceed, 
as effects from their causes; To come off, to deviate, 
to depart from a rule, to escape; to come off’from, tc 
leave, to forbear ; To come on, to advance, to make, 
progress ; to advance to combat; to thrive, to grow 
big; To come over, to repeat an act; to revolt; To 
come out, to be made publick, to appear upon trial, to 
be discovered; To come out with, to give vent to; To 
come to, to consent or yield; to amount to; To come 
to himself, to recover his senses ; To come to pass, to 
be effected, to fall out; To come up, to grow out of 
the ground; to make appearance ; to come into use; 
To come up to, to amount to, to rise to; To come up 
with, to overtake; To come upon, to invade, to aU 
tack; To come, in futurity.

Come, k&m, ini. Be quick, make no delay. 
Come, kum. A particle of reconciliation.

Come, come, at all I laugh he laughs no doubt.”—Ztojjc.
Comedian, kd-m&U-in, s. 293. 376. A play 

er or actor of comick parts; a player in general, an 
actress or actor.

Comedy, kdm-m^-de, s. A dramatick repre
sentation of the lighter faults of mankind.

Comeliness, kum-ld-n&ss, s. Grace, beauty, 
dignity.

Comely, k&m-l£, a. 165. Graceful, decent. 
Comer, k&m-mhr, s. 98. One that comes. 
Comet, kSm-it, s. 99. A heavenly body in 

the planetary region appearing suddenly, and again 
disappearing.

Cometary, kSm-me-t&r-e, 512. ) n .
Cometic , ki-mMk, 509. Relatlllg

to a comet
Comfit, k&m-fit, s. 165. A kind of sw eetmeat. 
Comfiture, k&m-fe-tshure, s. 461. Sweetmeat. 
To Comfort, k&m-furt, v. a. 165. To strength

en, to enliven, to invigorate; to console, to strengthen 
the mind under calamity.

Comfort, khm-furt s. 98. Support, assis
tance ; countenance; consolation, support under ca
lamity ; that which gives consolation or support.—See 
To Collect.

Comfortable, kam-f&r-tA-bl, a. Receiving 
comfort, susceptible of comfort, dispensing comfort.

Comfortably, k&m-fur-tA-bl£, ad. With com' 
fort, without despair.

Comforter, ktun-fur-t&r, s. One that admin
isters consolation in misfortunes; the title of the third 
person in the Holy Trinity; the paraclete.

Comfortless, kim-f&rt-I&, a. Without com- 
fort.

Comical, kSm-m^-kil, a. Raising mirth, mer 
ry, diverting; relating to comedy, befitting comedy.

Comically, kim-mi-kll-li, ad. In such a 
manner as raises mirth; in a manner befitting co
medy.

Comicalness, k5m-mi-ktll-ness, s. The quality 
of being comical.

Comic , kdm-mik, a. Relating to comedy , 
raising mirth.

Coming, kfim-ming, s. 410. The act of com- 
ing, approach ; state of being come, arrival.

COMING-IN, k&tn-mlng-in^ s. Revenue, in
come.

Coming, k&m-mlng, a. Forward, ready tc 
come ; future, to come.
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COMING, k&m-mlng, pari. a. Moving from 
some other to this place ; ready to come.

Comitial, kd-mlsh-M, a. Relating to the as
semblies of the people.

Comity, kom-e-te, s. Courtesy, civility. 
Comma, k6m-mi, s. 92. The point which de

notes the distinction of clauses, marked thus [,].
To Command, kim-mind,' v. a. 79. To go

vern, to give orders to; to order, to direct to be done; 
to overlook; to have so subject as that it may be seen. 

To Command, kim-mAnd,' v. n. To have the 
supreme authority; to possess the chief power.

Command, kdm-mlnd,' s. 79. The right 
of commanding, power, supreme authority; cogent 
authority, despotism; the act of commanding, order. 
—See To Collect.

The propensity of the unaccented o to fall into the 
sound of short u is no-where more perceptible than in 
the first syllables of words beginning with col, com, con, 
or cor, when the accent is on the second syllable. Thus 
the o in to collect and college ; in commend and comment; 
in connect and consul; in correct and corner, cannot be 
considered as exactly the same in all: the o in the first 
word of each of these pairs has certainly a different sound 
from the same letter in the second; and if we appreciate 
this sound, we shall find it coincide with that which is the 
most nearly related to it, namely the short u, I have not, 
however, ventured to substitute this n : not that I think 
it incompatible with the most correct and solemn pro
nunciation, but because where there is a possibility of re
ducing letters to their radical sound without hurting the 
ear, this radical sound ought to be the model; and the 
greater or less departure from it, left to the solemnity or 
familiarity of the occasion. To foreigners, however, it 
may not be improper to remark, that it would be always 
better for them to adopt the u instead of o ; this will se
cure them from the smallest impropriety; for only na
tives can seize such nice distinctions as sometimes divide 
even judges themselves. Mr. Sheridan was certainly of 
opinion that this unaccented o might be pronounced like 
«, as he has so marked it in command, commence, com
mission, and commend ; though not in commender ; and 
in compare, though not in comparative; but in almost 
every other word where this o occurs, he has given it 
the sound it has in constant. Mr. Scott has exactly fol
lowed Mr. Sheridan in these words, and Dr. Kenrick 
has uniformly marked them all with the short sound of 
o. Why Mr. Sheridan and Mr. Scott should make any 
difference in the first syllables of these words, where the 
letters and accents are exact! the same, I cannot con
ceive : these syllables may be called a species; and, if 
the occasion were not too trifling for such a comparison, 
it might be observed, that as nature varies in individuals, 
but is uniform in the species, so custom is sometimes 
varied in accented syllables, which are definitely and 
strongly marked, but commonly more regular in unac
cented syllables by being left, as it were, to the common 
operation of the organs of pronunciation.—See the words 
Collect and Domestick.
Commander, k6m-man-d&r, s. He that has 

the supreme authority, a chief; a paving beetle, or a 
yery great wooden mallet.

Commandery, k6m-m^nid&r-re, s. A body of 
the knights cf Malta, belonging to the same nation.

Commandment, k6m-mind-m&nt, s. Mandate, 
command, order, precept; authority, power; by way 
of eminence, the precepts of the Decalogue given by 
God to Moses.

Commandress, k6m-min-dres, s. A woman 
voted with supreme authority.

Commaterial, k6m-m^-te-re-Al,«. Consisting 
of the same matter with another.

Commateriality, kdm-m&-t£-r£-tll^-t£, s.
Resemblance to something in its matter.

Commemqrable, k6m-m£m-md-rS.-bl, a. De
serving to be mentioned with honour.

To Commemorate, k6m-m£m-md-rate, v. a. 91. 
To preserve the memory by some publick act.

Commemoration, k6m-m£m-md-ra-shun, s. 
An act of publick celebration.

Commemorative, k6m-mWmd-rA-tiv,a. 157. 
Tending to preserve the memory of any thing.

To Commence, kdm-m&nse,' v. n. To begin, 
to make a beginning; w take a new character.—See To 
Collect.
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To Commence, kdm-mSnse,' v. a. To begin, 
to make a beginning of, as, to commence a suit.& 

Commencement, k6m-m£nse-m£nt, $. Begin
ning, date; the time when degrees are taken ina°uni- 
versity.

To Commend, kdm-m&nd,' v. a. To represent 
as worthy of notice, to recommend ; to mention with 
approbation ; to recommend to remembrance.

\ kom-m^n-di-bl, ) < ,Commendable, ’ k6m.mL,nidJ_bli { «• Laud.
able, worthy of praise.

This word, like Acceptable, has, since Johnson 
wrote his Dictionary, shifted its accent from the second 
to the first syllable. The sound of the language certainly 
suffers by these transitions of accent. However, when 
custom has once decided, we may complain, but must 
still acquiesce. The accent on the second syllable of this 
word is grown vulgar, and there needs no other reason 
for banishing it from polite pronunciation.
Commendably, k&m-inen-d&-bl&, ad. Lauda

bly, in a manner worthy of commendation.
Commendam, k6m-m£n-dAm, s. A benefice, 

which, being void, is commended to the charge of some 
sufficient clerk to be supplied until it be provided with 
a pastor.

Commendatary, kdm-m£n-diLtA.-r£, s. 512. 
One who holds a living in commendam.

Commendation, kdm-men-da-shun, s. Recom
mendation, favourable representation; praise, decla
ration of esteem.—See To Collect.

Commendatory, kdm-m^n-di-tur-r^, a. 512. 
Favourably representative; containing praise.

Commender, kdm-mfin^d&r, s. Praiser. 
Commensality, kdm-m£n-sAI-£-t£, s. Fellow

ship of table.
COMMENSURABILITY, kom-men-shu-ra-bll-e-t£, 

s. Capacity of being compared with another as to the 
measure, or of being measured by another.

Commensurable, k6m-m^n-shii-rA-bl, a. 452. 
Reducible to some common measure, as a yard and 
foot are measured by an inch.

Commensurableness,k&m-mln-shii-rA-bl-n^ss 
s. Commensurability, proportion.

To Commensurate, kom-men-shu-rate, v. a. 
91. To reduce to some common measure.

Commensurate, k6m.m£n-sh&-rate, a. 91.
Reducible to some common measure; equal, propor
tionable to each other.

Commensurately, kdm-men-shu-rate-le, ad. 
With the capacity of measuring, or being measured 
by some other thing.

Commensuration, k6m-m£ii-sh£i-rA-sh6n, s. 
Reduction of some things to some common measure.

To Comment, k6m-ment, v. n. To annotate, 
to write notes, to expound.

Comment, kdm-ment, $. 498. Annotations on 
an author, notes, exposition.

Commentary, k5m-m£n-tA-r£, s. An exposi
tion, annotation, remark ; a memoir; narrative in fa. 
miliar manner.

Commentator, k6m-in£n-ta'tftr, s. 521. An 
expositor, or annotator.

Commenter, kdm-m^n-t&r, s. An explainer, 
an annotator.

Commentitious, kfim-men-tlsh-fts, a. Invented, 
imaginary.

Commerce, k&tn-m^rse, s. Exchange of one 
thing for another, trade, traffick.

To Commerce, kom-m&rse^ v. n. To hold 
intercourse.

Milton has, by the license of his art, accented 
this verb according to the analogy of dissyllable nouns 
and verbs of the same form, 492

“ And looks commercing with the skies,
** Thy wrapt soul sitting in thy eyes.” PenceroiA. 

But this verb, like To Comment, would, in prose, require 
the accent on the first syllable as in the noun. Though 
Akenside has taken the same liberty with this word as 
Milton had done with that—

“ the sober real
** Of age commenting on prodigious things.”

Plctuurtc qf ' Imaginati-tn.
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Commercial, kdm-mer'shil, a. Relating to 
commerce or traffick.

Commere, kSm-mare/ s. French. A common 
mother. Obsolete.

To Commigrate, k6m-me-grate, v. n. To re
move by consent, from one country to another.

CommigraTION, kdm-md-graAshhn, s. A re
moval of a people from one country to another.

COMMINATION, kdm-me-nai-shtin, s. A threat, 
a denunciation of punishment; the recital of God’s 
threatenings on stated days.

COMMINATORY,. k&n-nun-nX-t&r-d, a. 512. 
Denunciatory, threatening.

To Commingle, kdm-ming^gl, v. a. To mix 
into one mass, to mix, to blend.

To Commingle, kdm-ming-gl, v. n. To unite 
with another thing.

Comminuible, kdm-min-iud-bl, a. Frangible, 
reducible to powder.

To Comminute, k&m-me-nute,' v. a. To grind, 
to pulverise.

Comminution, kdm-md-nu-shbji, s. The act 
of grinding into small parts, pulverization.

Commiserable, kdm-miz-dr-^-bl, a. Worthy 
of compassion, pitiable.

To Commiserate, kdm-miz-dr-ate, v. a. 91. 
To pity, to compassionate.

Commiseration, k6m-mlz-^r-a-shfm, s. Pity, 
compassion, tenderness.

Commissary, kdm-mis-s&r-e, s. An officer 
made occasionally, a delegate, a deputy; such as exer
cise spiritual jurisdiction in places of the dioc^ss far 
distant from the chief city; an officer who draws up 
lists of an army, and regulates the procuration of pro
vision.—See To Collect.

Commissarisiiip, kdm-mls-slr-e-shtp, s. The 
office of a commissary.

Commission, kom-mish-un, s. The act of 
intrusting any tiling; a trust,,a warrant by which any 
trust is held; a warrant by which a military office is 
constituted; a charge, a mandate, office; act of com
mitting a crime; sins of commission are distinguished 
from sins of omission; a number of people joined in a 
trust or office; the state of that which is intrusted to 
a number of joint officers, as, the broad seal was put 
into commission ; the order by which a factor trades 
for another person.

To Commission, kSm-mlsh-un, v. a. To em
power, to appoint.

Commissioner, k6m-mlsh-fin-ir, s. 98. One 
included in a warrant of authority.

Commissure, kom-mish-bre, s. Joint, a place 
where one part is joined to. another.

To Commit, k6ni-mit,/ v. a. To intrust,.to give 
in trust; to put in any place to be kept safe; to send 
to prison, to imprison ; to peroetrate, to do a fault.— 
See To Collect.

JO This word was first used in Junius’s Letters in a 
sense unknown to our former English writers; namely, 
to expose, to venture, to hazard. This sense is borrowed 
from the French, and has been generally adopted by 
subsequent writers.
Commitment, kdoi-mit-ment, s. Act of send- 

ing to prison ; an order for sending to prison.
COMMITTEE, kom-mit-te, s. Those to whom 

the consideration, or ordering of any matter is refer
red, either by some court to whom it belongs, or by 
consent of parties.

£5= This word is often pronounced improperly with 
the accent on the first or last syllable.
Committer, kuni-mit-tAr, s. Perpetrator, he 

that commits.
Commit-table, kdm-mit-tA-bl, a. Liable to be 

committed.
7 0 Commix, kdm-mlks,' v. a. To mingle, to 

blend.
Commixion, kdm-m lk-shtin, s. Mixture, in

corporation.
Commixture, kom-mlks-tshdre, s. 391. Tlie 

act of mingling, the state of being mingled; the mass 
formed by mingling difibrent things, compound. 
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Commode, kdm-mdde,' s. The head-dress of a 
woman.

Commodious, kdm-mc&te-as, or k6m-m6-je-Qs. 
a. 293. 294. 376. Convenient, suitable, accommodate; 
useful, suited to wants or necessities.

COMMODIOUSLY, kdm-mo^d^-hs-I^, ad. Con
veniently ; without distress; suitably to a certain pur
pose.

Commodiousness, k6m-m&-d£-us-ness, 5. Con - 
venience, advantage.

Commodity k&m-m6d^-t^, s. Interest, ad
vantage, profit; convenience of time or place; wares, 
merchandise.

Commodore, k&m-md-dore^ s. The captain 
who commands a squadron of ships.

This is one of those words which may have the 
accent either on the first or last syllable, according to 
its position in the sentence. Thus we say, “ The voyage 
** was made by Commodore Anson ; for though he was 
“ made an admiral afterwards, he went out as Commo- 
“ A5re.” 524. 528.
COMMON, k6m-mun, a. 166. Belonging equal

ly to more than one; having no possessor or owner; 
vulgar, mean, easy to be had, not scarce; publick, ge- 
neral; mean, without birth or descent; frequent, use
ful, ordinary; prostitute.

Common, kSm-mfm, s. An open ground 
equally used by many persons.

To Common, kSm-mtin, v. n. To have a 
joint right with others in some common ground.

Common Law, k6m-m&n-law^ s. Customs 
which have by long prescription obtained the force of 
laws, distinguished from the Statute Law, which owe3 
its authority to acts of parliament.

Common Pleas, kSm-mun-pl&^z,' s. The 
king’s court now held in Westminster Hall, but an
ciently moveable.

Commonable, kSm-mhn-3.-bl, a. Held ic 
common.

Commonage, kSm-mun-aje, s. 90. The right 
of feeding on a common.

Commonalty, k6m-mtin-&l-t£, s. The com
mon people; the bulk of mankind.

Commoner, k6m-un-&r, s. 98. One of the 
common people; a man not noble; a member of the 
house of commons ; one who has a joint right in com
mon ground; a student of the second rank at the uni. 
versity of Oxford; a prostitute. •

COMMONITION, kom-mo-nish-hn, 5. Advice, 
warning.

Commonly, k&m-mhn-l^, ad. Frequently, 
usually.

Commonness, kSm-mun-n&ss, s. Equal parti
cipation among many; frequent occurrence, frequency.

To Commonplace, kdm-m&n-plase,' v. a. To 
reduce to general heads.

Commonplace-book, k&m-mfm-plase-bSdk, $. 
A book in which things to be remembered are ranged 
under general heads.

Common-place, kSm-m&n-plase, a. Oi di nary; 
not uncommon.

Commons, kdm-m&nz, s. 166. The vulgar, 
the lower people; the lower house of parliament, by 
which the people are represented; food, fare, diet.

Commonweal, kSm-mbn-weel,' 528. ]
Commonwealth, kMm&n-w&ft, fA 

polity, an established form of civil life; the publics, 
the general body of the people; a government in which 
the supreme power is lodged in the people, a republick. 

JO" These words have the accent either on the first or 
last syllable; but the former is accented more frequently 
on the last, and the latter on the first.—See Commodore. 
Commorance, kSm-md-rlnse, ) „ ...
Commorancy, koin-md-rSn-se, j ’’ iJwt!lln=> 

habitation, residence.
COMMORANT, kim-mo-rtlnt, a. Resident, 

dwelling.
Commotion, kom-mo-shun, s. Tumult, dis- 

| turbance, combustion; perturbation, disorder of mind, 
1 agitation.
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Commotioner, k&m-mfiishun-ir, s. A dis
turber of the peace.

To COMMOVE, kim-m66ve,' v. a. To disturb, 
to unsettle; to put into violent motion.

To Commune, kdm-mime,' v. n. To converse, 
to talk together; to impart sentiments mutually.

Communicability, kdm-md-n^-ki-bil^td, s. 
The quality of being communicated.

Communicable, kdm-mh-ne-k^-bl, a. That 
which may become the common possession of more 
than one; that which may be imparted or recounted. 

Communicant, kim-mulne-kint, s. One who 
is present, as a worshipper, at the celebration of the 
Lord’s Supper.

To Communicate, klin-mu-ne-kate, ». a.
To impart to others what is in our own power; to re
veal ; to impart knowledge.—See To Command.

To Communicate, k6m-mu-n£-kate, v. n- 91. 
To partake of the blessed sacrament; to have some
thing in common with another, as, The houses com
municate.

Communication, kom-mu-ne-ka-shhn, s. The 
act of imparting benefits or knowledge; common 
boundary or inlet; interchange of knowledge; confe
rence, conversation.

Communicative, kSm-milnA-ld-dv, a. In- 
dined to make advantages common, liberal of know
ledge, not selfish.

Communicativeness, k5m-mu^n£-ka-tiv-ness, 
a. The quality of being communicative.

Communion, kdm-mfine^ytin, s. Intercourse, 
fellowship, common possession ; the common or pub
lick celebration of the Lord’s Supper; a common or 
publick act; union in the common worship of any 
church, 113.

Community, k6m-mu-ne-te, s. The common
wealth, the body politick ; common possession ; fre
quency, commonness.

Commutability, k5m-mti-t-l-bll-(5-te, s. The 
quality of being capable of exchange.

Commutable, kftm-mii-tii-bl, a. That may be 
exchanged for something else.

Commutation, k5m-mii-ta-sh&n, s. Change, 
alteration; exchange, the act of giving one thing for 
another; ransom, the act of exchanging a corporal for 
a pecuniary punishment.

Commutative, kSm-mi-ti-tlv, a. 157. Rela- 
tive to exchange.

To Commute, kdm-mute,' v. a. To exchange, 
to put one thing in the place Of another; to buy off, 
or ransom one obligation by another.—See To Collect.

To Commute, kdm-mhte,' v. n. To atone, to 
bargain for exemption.

COMMUTUAL, k6m-m£i-tshii-Al, a. 461. Mu
tual, reciprocal.

Compact, kim-pikt, s. 492. A contract, an 
accord, an agreement.

To Compact, kom-pakt,' v. a. To join together 
with firmness, to consolidate; to make out of some
thing ; to league with; to join together, to bring into 
a system.

Compact, k&m-ptLkt,' a. 494. Firm, solid, 
close, dense; brief, as, a compact discourse.

Compactedness, kom-pik'tM-n^ss, s. Firm
ness, density.

Compactly, kSm-pJkt-U, ad, Closely, dense
ly ; with neat joining.

Compactness, k6m-p2.kt-n&ss, s. Firmness, 
closeness, density.

Compacture, k6m-p&k£tshure, s. 461. Struc
ture, compagination.

Compages, k6m-pa-jes, $. A system of many 
parts united.

Compagination, kjm-pid-ji-ntishfin, s.
Union, structure, junction, intexture.

Companion, k&m-p^n-y&n, s. 113. One with 
whom a man frequently converses, a partner, an asso
ciate ; a familiar term of contempt, a fellow.

Companionable, kom .pinty&n-A-bl, a. Fit for 
good fellowship, social, agreeable.
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Companionably, kSm-p^n^yun-^-bld, ad. In 
a companionable manner.

Companionship, kom-pin-y&n-shlp, Com- 
pany, train, fellowship, association.

Company, kbm-pi-ni, s. 165. Persons assem- 
bled together; an assembly of pleasure; persons con
sidered as capable of conversation; fellowship ; anum- 
ber of persons united for the execution of any thing; 
a band; persons united in a joint trade or partner
ship ; a body corporate, a corporation ; a subdivision 
of a regiment of foot; To bear company, to associate 
with, to be a companion to; To keep company, to 
frequent houses of entertainment.

To Company, kum-pii-n<J, v. a. To accompli- 
ny, to be associated with. Obsolete.

To Company, k&m-pl-ni, v. n. To associate 
one’s self with. Obsolete.

Comparable, k6m-p^-rA-bl, a. Worthy to be 
compared, of equal regard.—See Academy, Acceptor 
Lie, Commendable, and Incomparable.

Comparably, k6m-p^-ri-ble, ad. In a man
ner worthy to be compared.

Comparative, k6m-p2.r-a-tlv, a. Estimated by 
comparison, not absolute; having the power of com
paring ; in grammar, the comparative degree expresses 
more of any quantity in'one thing than in another, as 
the right hand is the stronger.

Comparatively, kSm-pJr-J-tiv-le, ad. In a 
state of comparison, according to estimate made by 
comparison.

To Compare, kSm-pare,' v. a. To make one 
thing the measure of another, to estimate the relative 
goodness or badness.—See To Collect.

COMPARE, k&m-pAre,' s. Comparative, estimate, 
comparison; simile, similitude.—See To Command.

Comparison, kdm-p^r-e-shn, s. The act of 
comparing; the state of being compared ; a compara
tive estimate; a simile in writing or speaking; in 
grammar the formation of an adjective through its 
various degrees of signification, as strong, stronger, 
strongest.

I have inserted the vowel in the last syllable of 
this word, because in solemn pronunciation some speak
ers may think it proper to preserve it; but in common 
and unpremeditated speaking, I am convinced it falls 
into the general analogy, and is sunk as much as in Rea
son, Season, Prison, &c. 103. 170.—See To Collect. 
To Compart, kSm-pirt,' v. a. To divide. 
Compartiment, k6m-pirt'£-m£nt, s. A divi

sion of a picture, or design.
Compartition, kSm-p&r-tlsli-an, s. The act 

of comparting or dividing; the parts marked out or 
separated, a separate part.

Compartment, kSm-part-mSnt, s. Division.
To Compass, k&m-p5s, v. a. 165. To encircle, 

to environ, to surround; to obtain, to procure, to at
tain ; to take measures preparatory to any thing, as 
to compass the death of the king.

Compass, kum-p&s, s. 88. 165. Circle, round; 
space, room, limits; enclosure, circumference; a de
parture from the right line, an indirect advance; mo
derate space, moderation, due limits; the power of 
the voice to express the notes of musick ; the instru
ments with which circles are drawn ; the instrument 
composed of a needle and card, whereby mariners steer. 

Compassion, kSm-p&sh-un, s. Pity, commis
eration, painful sympathy.

To Compassion, kom-p&sh-cin, v. a. To pity* 
Obsolete.

Compassionate, kdm-pish-un-ate, a. 91. In
clined to pity, merciful, tender.

To Compassionate, kSm-p^sh-hn-ate, v. a. 91. 
To pity, to commiserate.

Compassionately, k6m-plsh'&n-Ate-le, ad. 
Mercifully, tenderly.

Compaternity, k6m-pil-t£r-ne-t£, s. The state 
of being a godfather.

Compatibility, kSm-pAt-«5-bil^-te, s. Consis
tency, the power of co-existing with someth'ng else.

Compatible, kom-pat^e-bl, a. Suitable to, fit 
for, consistent with consistent, agreeable.
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K5" Mr. Nares observes, that this word ought to be writ
ten competible, because it comes from the Latin compete. 
Compatibleness, k&m-plt^bl-nSss, s. Con

sistency, agreement with any thing.
Compatibly, k6m-pl(A£-bl£, ad. Fitly, suitably. 
Compatient, kdm-pa^shfint, a. Suffering to

gether.
Compatriot, k6m-pa'tr£-&t, s. 166. One of 

the same country.
Compeer, kdm-p&r,' s. Equal, companion, 

colleague, associate.
To Compeer, k6m-p££r,' v. a. To be equal 

with, to mate. Obsolete.
To Compel, kom-p&l,' v. a. To force to some 

act, to oblige, to constrain ; to take by force or vio
lence.—See To Collect.

Compellable, kom-pel-IA-bl, a. That may be 
forced.

Compellation, kStn-p&l-la-shhn, s. The style 
of address, as, Sir, Madam, &c.

Compeller, kSm-p^l-l&r, s. He that forces 
another.

Compend, kSm-p&nd, s. Abridgment, sum
mary, epitome.

Compendiarious, k6m-p£n-j£-a-r&-fis, a. 294. 
Short, contracted, summary, abridged.

Compendiosity, k5m-p£n-j£-6s-£-te, s. 294. 
Shortness; contracted brevity.

Compendious, k5m-p£n-j&-hs, a. Short, sum
mary, abridged, comprehensive.

Compendiously, kom-p^n-j^-&s-U, ad. 294. 
Shortly, summarily, in epitome.

Compendiousness, k^m-p^n-ji-hs-nSss,' s. 294. 
Shortness, brevity.

Compendium, k5m-p&n-j£-ftm, s. Abridgment, 
summary, breviate, abbreviature.

Compensable, k6m-p£n-si-bl, a. That which 
may be recompensed.

To Compensate, k6m-p£n-sate, v. a. 91. To 
recompense, to counterbalance, to countervail.

Compensation, k6m-p£n-sa-sh£in, s. Recom
pense, something equivalent, amends.

Compensative, k6in-p&n-si-tiv, a. That which 
compensates, or countervails.

To COMPENSE, k6m-p£nse,z v. a. To compen
sate, to counterbalance; to recompense.

Competence, k6m-p£-t£nse, ) c .Competency, kW^n-si, J ’’ s“chaQuan- 
tity of any thing as is sufficient; a fortune equal to the 
necessities of life; the power or capacity of a judge «r 
court.

Competent, kftmi-pi-tSnt, a. Suitable, fit, 
adequate, proportionate; withoutdefect or superfluity; 
reasonable, moderate; qualified, fit; consistent with.

Competently, k&m-p£-t£nt-le, ad. Reason
ably, moderately; adequately, properly.

Competible, kdm-pe&-bl, a. Suitable to, 
consistent with.

Competibleness, k6m-p6t'e-bl-n£ss, s. Suit
ableness, fitness.

Competition, kSm-pd-tIsh-&n, s. Rivalry, 
contest; claim of more than one to one thing.

Competitor, k6m-p£t-£-tiir, s. A rival, an 
opponent, one that has a claim opposite to another’s.

Compilation, kom-pe-la-shhn, s. A collection 
from various authors; an assemblage, a coacervation.

To Compile, kdm-plle,' v. a. To draw up from 
various authors; to write, to compose.

Complement, k6m-pile-m£nt, s. The act of 
heaping up, coacervation.

Compiler, kdm-pl'l&r, s. A collector, one who 
frames a composition from various authors.

Complacence, kdm-pla^nse, ) s pleasure, 
Complacency, k6m-pla-sen-se, )

satisfaction, gratification ; civility, complaisance. 
Complacent, kdm-pla-s£nt, a. Civil, affable, 

mild, soft, complaisant.
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To Complain, kdm-plane,' v. n. To mention 
with sorrow, to lament; to inform against.

Complainant, k6m-pl^-nAnt, s. One who 
urges a suit against another.

COMPLAINER, kom-pla-nQr, s. One who com
plains, a lamenter, a murmurer.

Complaint, kSm-plant,' s. Representation of 
pains or injuries; the cause or subject of complaint; 
a malady, a disease; remonstrance against.

Complaisance, kdm-ple-zinse,' s. Civility, 
desire of pleasing, act of adulation.

Complaisant, kdm-ple-zint,' a. Civil, desi 
rous to please.

Complaisantly, kSm-pl£-zint-l£, ad. Civilly, 
with desire to please, ceremoniously.

Complaisantness, kdm-pl£-zint'n3ss, s. Ci
vility, compliance.

To ComplanaTE, k6m-pla-nate, 503. )
To Complane, kSm-plane,' { v' a*

To level, to reduce to a flat and even surface.
Complement, k6m-pl^-m^nt, s. Perfection, 

fulness, completion; complete set, complete provision, 
the full quantity.

Complete, kdm-pl&te,' a. Perfect, full, with
out any defects; finished, ended, concluded.—See To 
Collect.

To Complete, k6m-pl£te,' v. a. To perfect, 
to finish.

Completely, k6m-plete-le, ad. Fully, per
fectly.

Completement, kdm-pl£te-m£nt, s. The act 
of completing.

Completeness, k&m-pl£te-n3ss, s. Perfection. 
Completion, kSm-pl^-sh&n, s. Accomplish

ment, act of fulfilling; utmost height, perfect state.
Complex, k6m-pl^ks, a. Composite, of many 

parts, not simple, including many particulars.
COMPLEXEDNESS, k&m-pl£k-sdd-n£ss, s. 365. 

Complication, involution of many particular parts in 
one integral.

Complexion, kSm-pl^k^shun, s. Involution of 
one thing in another; the colour of the external parts 
of any body; the temperature of the body.

Complexional, kSm-plSk-shCin-il, a. De- 
pending on the complexion or temperament of the 
body.

Complexionally, k&m-plAk-shuu-AI-le, ad. 
By complexion.

Complexity, k6m-pl&ks-e-t^, s. State of being 
complex.

Complexly, kdm-pl£ks-l£, ad. In a complex 
manner, not simply.

Complexness, kdm-pleks-ness, s. The state of 
being complex.

Complexure, k&m-plSk-sh&re, s. 452. The 
involution or complication of one thing with others. 

The s in the composition ofx in this word, agree
ably to analogy, goes into the sharp aspiration sh, as it is 
preceded by the sharp consonant k : in the same manner 
as the s in pleasure goes into the flat aspiration xA, as it 
is preceded by a vowel, 479.
Compliance, kftm-pli-Jnse, s. The act of 

yielding to any desire or demand, accord, submission; 
a disposition to yield to others.

Compliant, kdm-pll-lnt, a. Yielding, bend- 
ing; civil, complaisant.

To Complicate, kdmkpli-kate, v. a. To en- 
tangle one with another, to join ; to unite by involu
tion of parts; to form by complication ; to form by 
the union of several parts into one integral.

Complicate, kin/ple-kAte, a. 91. Compound- 
ed of a multiplicity of parts.

ComplicATEN ESS, kdm-ple-kate-n^ss, s. The 
state of being complicated, intricacy, perplexity.

Complication, kdm-ple-ka-shtin, s. The act 
of involving one thing in another; the integral con
sisting of many things involved.

Complice, k3m-plis, s. One who is united 
with others in an ill design, a oonfederato.
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A confederacy in

This word is only in use among the lowest vulgar 
as aeon traction of Accomplice.
CoMPLiER, kdm-pll-ur, s. A man of an easy 

temper.
COMPLIMENT, kSm-ple-m3nt, s. All act or ex

pression of civility, usually understood to mean less 
than it declares.

To Compliment, kim-pli-ment, v. a. To 
sooth with expressions of respect, to flatter.

COMPLIMENTAL, k3m-pl3-m3n-Ul, a. Expres
sive of respect or civility.

COMPLIMENTALLY, kSm-ple-m3n-tAl-13, ad. In 
the nature of a compliment, civilly.

Complimenter, k3m-plA-m3n-tur, s. One 
given to compliments, a flatterer.

To Complore, k&m-plore,' v. n. To make 
lamentation together.

Complot, kim-pldt,' $. 
some secret crime, a plot.

I have in this word followed Mr. Sheridan’s ac
centuation, as more agreeable to analogy than Dr. John
son’s, and have differed from both in the noun comport, 
for the same reason, 492.
To Complot, k3mp-13t, v. a. To form a plot, 

to conspire.
Complotter, k5m-pl3t-t&r, s. A conspirator, 

one joined in a plot.
To Comply, kim-pll,' v. n. To yield to, to be 

obsequious to.
Component, kom-po-n3nt, a. That consti

tutes a compound body.
To COMPORT, kom-port,' v. n. To agree, to suit. 
To COMPORT, kdin-port,' v. a. To bear, to en

dure.
Comport, k3m-pdrt, s. 492. Behaviour, con

duct.
Comportable, k&m-pdr-ti-bl, a. Consistent. 
COMPORTANCE, kdm-p&r-t^nse, ) R , .
Comportment, k&m-pdrt-m£nt, v’ e avi" 

our.
To Compose, kSm-p.dze,' v. a. To form a mass 

by joining different things together; to place any thing 
in its proper form and method; to dispose, to put in 
the proper state; to put together a discourse or sen
tence ; to constitute by being parts of a whole; to 
calm, to quiet; to adjust the mind to any business; to 
adjust, to settle, as to compose a difference; with 
printers, to arrange the letters ; in. musick, to form a 
tune from the different musical notes.—See To Collect.

Composed, kdm-pdzd,' part. a. Calm, serious, 
even, sober.

Composedly, kim-pfeSd-ld, ad. 364. Calmly, 
seriously.

Composedness, kim-pMz’d-n&s, s. 365. Se- 
dateness, calmness.

Composer, k3m-pd-z&r, s. An author, a wri
ter ; he that adapts the musick to word9.

Composite, k&m-p&z^lt, a. 140. The compo- 
site order in architecture is the last of the five orders, 
so named because its capital is composed out of those 
of the other orders; it is also called the Roman and 

, Italick order.
Composition, kdm-p6-zlsh-&n, s. The act of 

forming an integral of various dissimilar parts; the 
act of bringing simple ideas into complication, opposed 
to analysis; a mass formed by mingling different in- 
gredients j the state of being compounded, union, con
junction ; the arrangement of various figures in a pic
ture ; written work; the act of discharging a debt by 

* cons>stency, congruity; in grammar, the 
Y°rds together; a certain method of demon- 
in mathematicks, which is the reverse of the 

analytical method, or of resolution.
Compositive, k&m-pJz!^-tlv, a. Compounded, 

°f compounding.
i. He that ranges 

?athe,tyJ>es inCompost, kSm-pist, s. Manure.
’• 461- Soi1, mwiure. Obsolete.
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t. One that

Composure, k3m-p6^zhhre, s. 452. The act 
of composing or inditing; arrangement, combination, 
order; the form arising from the disposition of the 
various parts; frame, make ; relative adjustment; 
composition, framed discourse; sedateness, calmness, 
tranquillity; agreement, composition, settlement of 
differences.

COMPOTATION, k6m-pd-ta-shin, s. The act of 
drinking together.

Compotator, k6m-p6-ta-tur, ) 
Compotor, k6m-pA-tur, > 

drinks with another.
I have not found either of these words in any of 

our Dictionaries, and have ventured to place them her 
only as conversation words: the former as the more 
usual, the latter as more correct. They are neater ex
pressions than any in our language, and convey a much 
less offensive idea than a pot companion, a good fellow, 
&c. &c.
To Compound, kdm-pd&nd,' v. a. To mingle 

many ingredients together; to form one word from 
one, two, or more words; to adjust a difference, by 
recession from the rigour of claims; to discharge a 
debt, by paying only part.

To Compound, k3m-p3und,' v. n. To come to 
terms of agreement, by abating something; to bargain 
in the lump.

Compound, kSm-pSund, a. 492. Formed out 
of many ingredients, not single; composed of two or 
more words.

Compound, kSm-pound, s. 492. The mass 
formed by the union of many ingredients.

Compoundable, kSm-pd&n-di-bl, a. Capable 
of being compounded.

Compounder, kftm-p3&n-dfir, s. One who en
deavours to bring parties to terms of agreement; a 
mingler, one who mixes bodies.

To Comprehend, kSm-pr3-h£nd' v. a. To 
comprise, to include; to contain in the mind, to con 
ceive.

Comprehensible, k&m-pr^-hSn-sd-bl, a. In- 
telligible, conceivable.

Comprehensibly, k6m-pr(’<-h£n-s£-bl£, ad. 
With great power of signification or understanding.

Comprehension, k6m-pM-h£n-shfrn, s. The 
act or quality of comprising or containing, inclusion; 
summary, epitome, compendium ; knowledge, capa
city, power of the mind to admit ideas.

Comprehensive, k&m-pr^-hJn-sIv, a. Having 
the power to comprehend or understand; having the 
quality of comprising much.

Comprehensively, kftm-pri-h5n's1v-li, ad. In 
a comprehensive manner.

Comprehensiveness, kdm-pr£-h£n-slv-ndss, s. 
The quality of including much in a few words, or nar- 
row compass.

. To Compress, k3m-pr3s,' v. a. To force into a 
narrow compass ; to embrace.

Compress, k3m-pr3s, s. 492. Bolsters of linen 
rags.

Compressibility, k6m-pr£s-se-bll-l£-td, $. The 
quality of admitting to be brought by force into a nar
rower compass.

Compressible, kdm-pr£s^s£-bl, a. Yielding to 
pressure, so as that one part is brought nearer to ano
ther.

Compressibleness, k3m pr£s-s£-bl-n£ss, s. 
Capability of being pressed close.

Compression, kdm-pr&sh'&n, s. The act of 
bringing the parts of any body more near to each 
other by violence.

Compressure, kdm-prSsh^shhre, s. 452. The 
act or force of one body pressing against another.

To Comprint, k&m-prlnt,' v. a. To print 
together; to print another’s copy, to the prejudice of 
the rightful proprietor.

To Comprise, kdm-prlxe' v. a. To contain, 
to include.

Comprobation, kom-prO-ba^shan, s. Proof, 
attestation.
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Compromise, k&m-pr6-mlze, s. A mutual pro
mise of two or more parties at difference, to refer their 
controversies to arbitrators : an adjustment of a dif
ference of parties by mutual concessions.

To Compromise, kSm^prd-mizc, v. a. To ad
just a compact by mutual concessions, to accord, to 
agree, to compound. s

Compromissorial, kcnn-pro-mls-sA^-il, a. 
Relating to compromise.

Comprovincial, kdm-prd-vin^shil, a. Belong
ing to the same province.

Compt, kdunt, s. 407. Account, computation, 
reckoning. Obsolete.

To Compt, kd&nt, v. a. To compute, to num
ber. We now use To Count.

Comptible, koun-td-bl, a. Accountable, ready 
to give account. Obsolete.

To Comptroll, kdn-trdll,' v. a. 84. 406 To i 
control, to over-rule, to oppose.

Comptroller, k&n-tr&mr, s. Director, su
pervisor.

Comptrollership, kdn-trd-l&r-ship, s. Super
intendence.

Compulsatively, kdm-pdl-sl-tlv-ld, nd- By 
constraint, with force.

Compulsatory, kdm-p&l-si-tdr-d, a. Having 
the force of compelling, 512.—See Domestick.

Compulsion, kSm-p&l-sh&n, s. The act of 
compelling to something, force; the state of being I 
compelled.

Compulsive, kdm-pul-slv, a. Having the 
power to compel, forcible. ‘

Compulsively, kdm-p&K-siv-le, ad. By force, 
by violence.

Compulsiveness, kSm-pfiUslv-nSss, s. Force, 
compulsion.

Compulsorily, k?>m-p&l-s<i-r4-l^, ad. In a 
compulsory or forcible manner, by violence.

Compulsory, kSm-phKs&r-d, a. 512. Having 
the power of compelling.—See Domestick.

Compunction, k6m-pungk-shhn, s. The power 
of pricking, stimulation ; repentance, contrition.

Compunctious, kSm-phngk^shhs, a. Repent
ant, sorrowful, tender.

COMPUNCTIVE, kdm-p&ngk-tlv, a. Causing re
morse.

Compurgation, k6m-p?ir-ga-shfin, s. Tlie prac
tice of justifying any man’s veracity by the testimony 
of another.

Compurgator, k6m-p&r-ga-t&r, s. One who 
bears his testimony to the credibility of another.

Computable, k&m-pb-tA-bl, a. Capable of 
being numbered, or computed.

Computation, kdm-pi-ta-sh&n, s. The act of 
reckoning, calculation; the sum collected or settled 
by calculation.

To Compute, k&m-phte,' v. a. To reckon, to 
calculate, to number, to count.

COMPUTER, k&m-pii-t&r, s. Reckoner, accoun
tant, calculator.

COMPUTIST, kdm-pd-tlst, s. Calculator, one 
skilled in computation.

Comrade, k&m-rade, s. 165. One who dwells 
in the same house or chamber; a companion, a partner.

Con, kdn. A Latin inseparable preposition, 
which, at the beginning of words, signifies union, as 
concourse, a running together.

CON, kdn, ad. An abbreviation of contra. On 
the opposite side, against another, as, to dispute pro 
and con.

To Con, kjn, v. a. To know; to study; to 
fix in the mind; to commit to memory.

To ConcameraTE, kdn-klm^-rate, v. a. 91. 
408. To arch over, to vault, to lay concave over.

To Concatenate, kdn-kAt^-nate, v. a. 91. 
lb link together; to unite in a successive order.

Concatenation, k&n-kit-d-n&^h&n, s. A se
ries of links, an uninterrupted unvariable succession.
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ConcavaTION, k&ng-kA-va-shbn, s. The act of 
maxing concave.

As the secondary accent ispn the first syllable of 
thisword, and the n comes before hard c, it has the ring
ing sound as much as if the principal accent were upon 
it, 408, 409, 432.
Concave, k6ng-kave, a. 408. 409. 432. Hol 

low, opposed to convex.
Concaveness, k&ng-kave-n£ss, s. Hollowness, 
Concavity, k6n-kiv-d-U, s. Internal surface 

of a hollow spherical or spheroidical body.
Concavo-concave, kSn-ka-vd-k6ng^kave, a. 

408. Concave or hollow on both sides.
Concavo-convex, kin-ka-vA-kon-v<-ks, a. 

Concave one way, and convex the other.
ConcaVOUS, k6n-ka-v&s, a. Concave. 
Concavously, k2>n-ka-vfcs-l£, ad. With hol

lowness.
To Conceal, k&n-s&e/ v. a. To hide, to keep 

secret, not to divulge, to cover, not to detect.
Concealable, k6n-s£-li-bl, a. Capable of be

ing concealed, possible to be kept secret.
Concealedness, k6n-s£-l£d-n£ss, s. Privity, 

obscurity, the state of being concealed.
Concealer, kdn-se-l&r, s. He that conceals 

any thing.
Concealment, k6n-s£le^m£nt, s. Tlie act of 

hiding, secrecy; the state of being hid, privacy; hid
ing place, retreat

To Concede, k6n-s£de^ v. a. To admit, to 
grant, to let pass undisputed.

Conceit, kdn-s£te^ s. Conception, thought, 
idea; understanding, readiness of apprehension; fancy, 
fantastical notion; a fond opinion of one’s self; a plea
sant fancy; Out of conceit with, no longer fond of.

To Conceit, kdn-s&e,' v. a. To imagine, to 
believe, to think, to conceive.

Conceited, kSn-s£-t£d, part. a. Endowed 
with fancy; proud, fond of himself; opinionative.

Conceitedly, k6n-s£-t£d-ld, ad. Fancifully, 
whimsically.

Conceitedness, kSn-s£-t&d-n£ss, $. Pride, 
fondness of himself, opinionativeness.

Conceitless, k6n-s£te-13s, a. Stupid, without 
thought, dull of apprehension.

Conceivable, k&n-s&vA-bl, a. That may be 
imagined or thought; that may be understood or be
lieved.

Conceivableness, kdn-se^vtUbl-ngss, s. The 
quality of being conceivable.

Conceivably, k6n-s^vA-bl^, ad. In a con
ceivable or intelligible manner.

To Conceive, k6n-s£ve,' v. a. To form in the 
womb; to form in the mind ; to comprehend, to un
derstand ; to think, to be of opinion.

To Conceive, kin-s^ve,' v. n. To think, to 
have an idea of; to become pregnant.

Conceiver, kSn-s^-vur, 5. One that under
stands or apprehends.

Concent, k6n-s£nt,z s. Concert of voices, 
harmony; consistency,concord.

To Concentrate, kdn-s&n^rate, v. a. 91. To 
drive into a narrow compass; to drive towards the 
centre.

Concentration, k&n-s^n-tra-shin, s. Collec- 
tion into a narrower space round the centre.

To Concentre, k’m-sfin-t&r, ». n. 416. To 
tend to one common centre.

To Concentre, k&n-s^n-t&r, v. a. To direct 
or contract towards one centre.

Concentrical, kjn-sdn-trd-kll, 7 „ .
Concentric , kdn-s^n'trik, J a‘ Havin<? 

one common centre.
Conceptacle, kdn-sfcp^ti-kl, s. 405. That in 

which any thing is contained, a vessel.
Conceptible, k6n-s£p-t£-bl, a. Intelligible, 

capable to be understood, that may be conceived.
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Conception, kSn-s^p^sh&n, s. The act of con
ceiving, or quickening with pregnancy; the state of 
being conceived; notion, idea; sentiment, purpose; 
apprehension, knowledge; conceit, sentiment, point
ed thought.

Conceptious, kSn-s^p-sbhs, a. Apt to conceive, 
fruitful, pregnant.

CONCEPTIVE, k&n-sSp-tlv, a. Capable to con
ceive.

To Concern, k6n-s£m,' v. a. To relate to; to 
belong to; to affect with some passion; to interest, to 
engage by interest; to disturb, to make uneasy.

Concern, kdn-s£rn,' s. Business, affair; inte
rest, engagement, importance, moment; passion, 
affection, regard.

Concerning, k&n-s£r-nlng, prep. Relating 
to, with relation to.

Concernment, k6n-s£rn-m£nt, s. The thing 
in which we are concerned or interested, business, 
interest; intercourse, importance; interposition,med
dling ; passion, emotion of mind.

To Cqhceki, kdn-sfirt,' v. a. To settle any 
thing in private,by mutual communication; to settle, 
to contrive, to adjust.

Concert, kSn-s^rt, s. Communication of de
signs ; a symphony, many performers playing the same 
tune.

CONCERTATION, k&n-sSr-tA^shJin, s. Strife, con
tention.

Concertative, k6n-s£r-tl-tlv, a. Contentious.
Concession, kt>n-s£s^shun, s. The act of yield

ing or granting; a grant, the thing yielded.
Concessionary, k6n-s£s^shhn-lr-£, a. Given 

by indulgence, or allowance.
Concessive, k6n-s^s^siv, a. Yielded by way 

of concession.
Concessively, kdn-s&s-slv-l^, ad. By way of 

concession.
Conch, k&ngk, s. 408. A shell, a sea shell.
Conchoid, k&ng'kMd, s. The name of a curve, 

the property of which is to approach perpetually nearer 
to a line, without ever being able to touch it.

To Conciliate, k6n-sil-y&te, v. a. 91. 113. To 
gain over, to reconcile.

Conciliation, k&n-sil-£-a-shhn, s. The act of 
gaining or reconciling.

Conciliator, k6n-sil-^-a-thr, s. One that 
makes peace between others.

Conciliatory, k6n-sil-d-a-tftr-£, a. Relating 
to reconciliation.—See Domestick.

Mr. Sheridan places the accent Upon the a in this 
word, but all our other orthiiepists place it more properly 
upon the second syllable, 512.
CONCINNITY, kSn -sln-n^-te, s. Decency, fitness. 
CONCINNOUsJftSn-sln-n&s, a. Becoming, plea

sant, agreeable.
Concise, k&n-slse,' a. Brief, short. 
Concisely, k'm-slse-U, ad. Briefly, shortly. 
Conciseness, kSn-slse^n^ss, s. Brevity, short

ness.
Concision, k&n-slzh-zhun, s. Cutting off, ex- 

cision, destruction.
Concitation, k6n-s£-ta-shhn, s. The act of 

stirring up, or putting in motion.
Conclamation, kdng-kli-ma-sh&n, s. 408. An 

outcry, or shout of many together.
Conclave, kfing-klave, s. 408. Private apart

ment ; the room in which the cardinals meet, or the 
assembly of the cardinals; a close assembly.—See To 
Collect.

To Conclude, kdn-kliide/ v. a. To collect by 
ratiocination ; to decide, to determine; to end, to 
finish.

To Conclude, kdn-kl&de,' v. n. T© perform 
the last act of ratiocination, to determine; to settle 
opinion ; finally to determine; to end.

ConCLUDE.ncy, kdn-klh-dAn-s^, s. Consequence, 
regular proof, logical deduction of reason.
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Concludent, k6n-klii-d^nt, a. Decisive. 
Conclusible, kbn-kiti-zA-bl, a. 439. Determin

able, certain by regular proof.
Conclusion, k5n-klb-zhun, s. Determination, 

final decision; collection from propositions premised, 
consequence; the close; the event of experiment; 
the end, the upshot

Conclusive, k6n-klh-siv, a. 158. 428. Deci
sive, giving the last determination; regularly conse
quential.

Conclusively, k6n-klu-siv-le, ad. Decisively 
Conclusiveness, kin-klii-siv-n^ss, s. Power 

of determining the opinion.
To CONCOAGULATE, kong-ko-Ag-gu-late, v. a. 

408. To congeal one thing with another.
Concoagulation, k&ng-kd-lg-gil-la-shtin, s. A 

coagulation by which different bodies are joined in 
one mass.

To Concoct, kdn-kSkt,' u. a. To digest by the 
stomach; to purify by heat, to ripen.

Concoction, kSn-kSk-shtin, s. Digestion in 
the stomach, maturation by heat.

CONCOI.OUR, kSn-khl-lhr, a. Of one colour. 
Concomitance, kSn-kSm-e-tinse, ] g 
CONCOMITANCY, kon-kom^e-tAn-s^, j

sistence together with another thing.
Concomitant, kSn-k&m-^-tint, a. Conjoined 

with, concurrent with.
Concomitant, k6n-k6m-£-tint, s. Companion, 

person or thing collaterally connected.
Concomitantly, k5n-k6m-£-tAnt-l£, ad. In 

company with others.
To Concomitate, kftn-k&m-^-tate, v. n. To 

be connected with any thing.
CONCORD, kftng-kord, s. 408. Agreement be

tween persons and things, peace, union, harmony, 
concent of sounds; principal grammatical relation of 
one word to another.

Concordance, k&n-kor-dAnse, s. 496. Agree
ment ; a book which shows in how many texts of 
scripture any word occurs.

JO' Johnson, Sheridan, Ash, Scott, Nares, Perry, Bai- 
leyT-Entick, W. Johnston, Buchanan, and Kenrick, all 
concur in placing the accent on the second syllable of 
this word in both its senses; and every plea of distinc
tion is trifling against all these authorities, and the dis
cordance of the accent on the first syllable.—See Bowl. 
Concordant, kSn-kor-dint, a. Agreeable, 

agreeing, correspondent, harmonious.
Concordate, kSn-kor-date, 5. 91. A compact, 

a convention.
CONCORPORAL, kSn-kdr-pd-rS.1, a. Of the same 

body.
To Concorforate, kun-kor-po-rate, v. a. 91. 

To unite in one mass or substance.
Concorporation, kdn-kor-po-ra-shun, s.

Union in one mass, intimate mixture.
Concourse, kSng-kdrse, s. 408. The conflu

ence of many persons or things ; the persons assem
bled ; the point of junction or intersection of two bodies 

Concremation, kdng-kre-ma-shun, s. The 
act of burning many things together.

Concrement, kdng£kr£-m£nt, s. 408. The 
mass formed by concretion.

Concrescence, ktSn-kres^nse, $. The act cr 
quality of growing by the union of separate particles.

To Concrete, kdn-kr£te,' v. n. To coalesce 
into one mass.

To Concrete, kdn-krtke,' v. a. To form by 
concretion.

Concrete, k&n-krdte,' a. 408. Formed by 
concretion; in logick, not abstract, applied to a sub. 
ject. See Discrete.

Concrete, kdng'knke, s. 408. A mass formed 
by concretion.

Concretely, k6n-krete-le, ad. In a manner 
including the subject with the predicates
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Concreteness, kdn-krdte-ndss, r. Coagula- 
tion, collection of fluids into a solid mass.

Concretion, k6n-kre-shan, s. The act of con
creting, coalition; the mass formed by a coalition of 
separate particles.

Concretive, kdn-kr^-tiv, «. Coagulative. 
Concreture, kftn-kre-tshiire, s. 461. A mass 

formed by coagulation.
Concubinage, k6n-kh-bA-naje, s. 91. The act 

of living with a woman not married.
Concubine, kSng-ku-blne, s. 408. A woman 

kept in fornication, a whore, a strumpet.
Anciently this word signified a woman who was 

married, but who had no legal claim to any part of the 
husband’s property.
To Conculcate, kdn-kul-kate, v. a. To tread 

or trample under foot.
ConcuLCATION, kdng-kul-ka-shhn, s. 408. 

Trampling with the feet.
Concupiscence, k6n-kii-pe-s3nse, s. 510. Irre

gular desire, libidinous wish, lust, lechery.
Concupiscent, kdn-kh-p£-s£nt, a. Libidinous, 

lecherous.
CONCUPISCENTIAL, k6n-kh-pc*-s£n-shrLl, a. Re

lating to concupiscence.
CONCUPISCIBLE, k5n-ku-pe-sti-bl, a. Impres

sing desire; eager desirable.
To Concur, kdn-kur,' r. n. 408. To meet in 

one point; to agree, to join in one action; to be united 
with, to be conjoined ; to contribute to one common 
event.

Concurrence, k6n-k&i<rSnse, ) TT .
Concurrency, kdn-kfir^n-sd, \ ’■ Unlon’ as" 

sociation, conjunction ; combination of many agents 
or circumstances; assistance, help; joint right, com. 
mon claim.

CONCURRENT, k6n-kftr-r5nt, a. Acting in con
junction, concomitant in agency.

Concurrent, k6n-kur-r£nt, $. That which 
concurs; a contributory cause.

Concussion. kdn-kftsh-ftn, $. The act of shak
ing, agitation, tremefaction.

Concussive, kdn-khs-slv, a. Having the power 
or quality of shaking.

To Condemn, k^n-d^m,' v. a. To find guilty, 
to doom to punishment; to censure, to blame.

Condemnable, k6n-dem-nl-bl, a. Blameable, 
culpable.

Condemnation, kdn-d&m-na-sh&n, s. The 
sentence by which any one is doomed to punishment.

Condemnatory, kSn-d^m^n^thr-^, a. 512. 
Passing a sentence of condemnation.—See Domettick.

C0NDEMNER, k&n-d^m-n&r, ». 411. A blamer, 
a censurer, a censor.

Condensable, kdn-d&n-si-bl, a. That is capa
ble of condensation.

To Condensate, kon-dSn^sate, v. a. 91. To 
make thicker.

To Condensate, k&n-dSn-sate, v. n. To grow 
thick.

Condensate, k6n-d3n-sAte, a. 91. Made thick, 
compressed into less space.

Condensation, k6n-d£n-sa^sh&n, s. The act 
of thickening any body ; opposite to rarefaction.

To CONDENSE, kdn-d^nse,' v. n. To make any 
body more thick, close, and weighty.

To Condense, k6n-d£nse^ v. a. To grow close 
and weighty.

Condense, k6n-d3nse,z a. Thick, dense.
Condenser, k?>n-d<!nlsir, s. A vessel, wherein 

to crowd the air.
Condensity, k&n-d£n-s£-te, s. The state of 

being condensed, condensation.
To Condescend, k&n-d^-s£nd( v. n. To depart

from the privileges of superiority ; to consent to do | 
more than mere justice can require; to stoop, to bend, i 
to yield.
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Condescendence, k&n-d^-s&n-dense, s. Vol
untary submission.

Condescendingly, k6n-d£-s&nd-ing-I£, ad.
By way of voluntary humiliation, by way of kind con
cession.

Condescension, k&n-d£-s£n-sh&n, s. Volun
tary humiliation, descent from superiority.—See To 
Collect.

Condescensive, k6n-d£-s£n-slv, a. Courteous 
Condign, kAn-dlne,' a. 385. Suitable, deserved, 

merited, worthy of a person.
Condignness, k6n-dlne^n&ss, s. Suitableness 

agreeableness to deserts.
Condignly, k6n-dine-l£, ad. Deservedly, ac

cording to merit
CONDIMENT, k6n-de-m£nt, s. Seasoning, sauce. 
Condisciple, kdn-dls-sl-pl, s. A school-fellow. 
To CONDITE, k&n-dlte,' v. a. To pickle, to pre

serve by salts or aromaticks.
Condition, kdn-dlsh-hn, s. Quality, that by 

which any thing is denominated good or bad; natural 
quality of the mind, temper, temperament; state, cir
cumstances ; rank; stipulation, terms of compact.

Conditional, k&n-dish-hn-il, a. By way of 
stipulation, not absolute; made with limitations.

Conditionality, k6n-dish-^-6-nil^-t^, s. Li
mitation by certain terms.

Conditionally, k6n-dlsh-fin-ll-£, ad. With 
certain limitations, on particular terms.

CONDITIONARY, kSn-dlsh-hn-i-r^, a. Stipu
lated.

Conditionate, kSn-dlsh-ftn-ate, a. Establish
ed on certain terms, or conditions.

Conditioned, k6n-dlsh-hnd, a. Having qua
lities or properties good or bad.

To Condole, k6n-d61e,' v. n. To lament with 
those that are in misfortune.

To Condole, k6n-d6le,z v. a. To bewail with 
another.

CondOLEMENT, kSn-ddle^m^nt, s. Grief, sor
row, mourning.

Condolence, k6n-d6-15nse, s. The expression 
of grief for the sorrows of another.

Condoler, kSn-dAMfir, s. One that laments 
with another upon his misfortunes.

Condonation, k6n-d6-na-shbn, s. A pardon
ing, a forgiving.

To Conduce, k6n-dfise,/ v. a. To promote an 
end, to contribute to, to serve to some purpose.

Conducible, k6n-db-s£-bl, a. Having the 
power of conducing.

Conducibleness, kdn-dh-s£-bl-n£ss, s. The 
quality of contributing to any end.

Conducive, kftn-dh-slv, a. That which may 
contribute to any end.

Conduciveness, kdn-dh-slv-n£ss, s. The qua
lity of conducing.

Conduct, kdn-d&kt, s. 492. Management, 
economy; the act of leading troops; convoy; a war
rant by which a convoy is appointed ; exact behaviour 
regular life.

To Conduct, kSn-d&kt,' v. a. To lead, to di
rect, to accompany in order to show the way; to attend 
in civility; to manage, as to conduct an affair; to 
head an army.

CONDUCTtTious, kftn-d&k-tlshl&s, n. Hired. ■ 
Conductor, kin-dftkltfir, ,. 418. A leader, 

one who shows another the way by accompanying him; 
a chief, a general; a manager, a director ; an instru
ment to direct the knife in cutting for the stone.

Conductress, k6n-d&k-tres, s. A woman that 
directs.

Conduit, k&nCllt, 165. 341. A canal of 
pipes for the conveyance of waters ; the pipe or cock, 
at which water is drawn.

ConduplicatiON, kftn-dh-pl^-kAUhhn, f. A 
doubling, a duplicate.
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COMB, kdne, s. A solid body, of which the i
base is a circle, and which ends in a point.

To Confabulate, kin-fib-i-late, v. n. To 
talk easily and carelessly together, to chat 

Confabulation, kin-flb-ii-lA-shun, $. Easy 
conversation; cheerful and easy talk.

CONFABULATORY, kftn-fAb-ii-la-tur-e, a. 512. 
Belonging to talk, or prattle.—See Domestick.

CONFARREATION, k6n-fir-ri-a-shftn, s. The 
solemnization of marriage by eating bread together.

To Confect, kdn-fikt,' v. a. To make up into 
sweetmeats ; to preserve with sugar.

Confect, kdn-fekt, s. 492. A s eat. 
Confection, kdn-fek-shhn, s. A preparation 

of fruit with sugar, sweetmeat; a composition, a mix- 
ture.

Confectionary, khn-fik-sh&n-l-ri, s. The 
place where sweetmeats are made or sold.

Confectioner, kin-fek-sbhn-hr, s. One whose 
trade is to make sweetmeats, or confections.

Confederacy, k6n-fid-ir-l-si, s. League, 
union, engagement, federal compact.

To Confederate, k6n-fid^ir-ate, v. a. 91.
To join in a league, to unite, to ally.

To Confederate, kon-fid^r-ate, v. n. To 
league, to unite in a league.

Confederate, k6n-f£d-ir-£te, a. 91. United 
in a league.

Confederate, k5n-fid-ir-ate, s. One who 
engages to support another, an ally,

Confederation, kSn fid-ir-a-shhn,s. League, 
alliance, compact of mutual support.

To Confer, kbn-fir,' v» n. To discourse with 
another upon a stated subject, to conduce to.

To Confer, kin-fir,' v. a. To compare; to 
give, to bestow.

Conference, kin-fir-inse, s. 533. Formal dis
course, oral discussion pfr^ny question ; an appointed 
meeting for discussing ane point; comparison. In 
this last sense little used;

Conferrer, kin-fir-hr, s. He that confers ;
he that bestows.

To Confess, k6n-fis/ v. a. To acknowledge a 
crime ; to disclose the state of the conscience to the 
priest; to hear the confession of apenitent, as a priest; 
to own, to avow; to grant.

To Confess, kin-fis,' v. n. To make confession, 
as, he is gone to the priest to confess.

Confessedly, k5n-fis-sid-li, ad. 364. Avow
edly, indisputably, undeniably.

CONFESSION, kin-fish-hn, s. The acknow
ledgment of a crime; the act of disburdening the con
science to a priest; a formulary in which the articles 
of faith are comprised.

Confessional, k6n-fish-un-M, s. The seat in
which the confessor sits.

Confession ary, kin-fish-un-JL-ri, s. The seat, 
or chair where the priest sits to hear confessions.

Confessor, kcm-fes-sGr, s. One who makes 
profession of his faith in the face of danger; he that 
nears confessions, and prescribes penance; he who 
confesses his crimes.

Dr. Kenrick says, this word is sometimes, but im
properly, accented on the first syllable; but it may be 
observed, that this impropriety is become so universal, 
that not one who has the least pretension to politeness 
dares to pronounce it otherwise. It is, indeed, to be re
gretted, that we are so fond of Latin originals as entirely 
to neglect our own ; for this word can now have the ac
cent on the second syllable, only when it means one who 
confesses his crimes; a sense in which it is scarcely ever 
u»ed- ,****■,•  Sheridan and Entick have the accent on the 
first syllable of this word, Mr. Scott on the first and se
cond; Dr. Johnson, Mr. Perry, Buchanan, W. John
ston, Ash, Bailey, and Smith, on the second : but not
withstanding this weight of authority, the best usage is 
certainly on the other side.
COM EST, kin-fist,' a. Open, known, not con

cealed.
K/* Dr. Kenrick tells us, that this is a poetical word 
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for Confessed: and, indeed, we frequently find it so 
written by Pope and others:

“ This clue thus found unravels all the rest • 
** The prospect dears, and Clodio stands

But that tins is a mere compliance with the prejudices of 
the eye, and that there is not the least necessity for do- 
parting from the common spelling, see Principles of 
English Pronunciation, No. 360.
Confestly, kdn-fist-li, 364. Indisputably.

Properly Confessedly.
Confidant, kdn-fi-dint,' s. A person trusted

with private affairs.
This word, very unlike most others from the same 

source, has been made to alter its French orthography, iu 
order to approach a little nearer to the English pronun. 
ciation of it. Some affected speakers on the stage pro
nounce the first syllable like Coney as it is marked in the 
first edition of Mr. Sheridan’s Dictionary: and this is 
perfectly of a piece with the affectation which has altered 
the spelling of the last. By Dryden and South, as quoted 
by Dr. Johnson, we find this word spelled like the adjec
tive confident; and it is more than probable that its 
French pronunciation is but of late date; but so univer
sal is its use at present, that a greater mark of rusticity 
cannot be given than to place the accent on the first syl
lable, and to pronounce the last dent instead of dant. 
To Confide, kdn-flde,' v. n. To trust in. 
Confidence, kin-fi-dinse, s. Firm belief of 

another; trust in his own abilities or fortune; vitious 
boldness, opposed to modesty; honest boldness, firm
ness of integrity ; trust in the goodness of another.

Confident, k6n-fi-dint, a. Assured beyond 
doubt; positive, dogmatical; secure of success ; with
out suspicion, trusting without limits; bold to a vice, 
impudent.

Confident, kin-fi-dint, s. One trusted with 
secrets.—See Confidant.

Confidential, kin-fe-den-sbll, a. Worth; 
of confidence, trusty.

Confidentially, kSn-fe-den-sliil-le, ad. In a 
confidential or trusty manner.

Confidently, kon-fe-diint-le, ad. Without 
doubt, without fear; with firm trust; positively, dog
matically.

Confidentness, kin-fi-dint-niss, s. Assurance. 
CONFIGURATION. kon-fig-u-rakshun, s. The 

form of the various parts, adapted to each other; the 
face of the horoscope.

To Configure, k5n-f1gkure, v. a. To dispose 
into any form.

Confine, kftniflne, s. 140. 492. Common 
boundary, border, edge.

JO* Dr. Johnson tells us, that the substantive confine, 
was formerly pronounced with the accent on the last syl
lable. The examples, however, which he gives us from 
the poets, prove only that it was accented both ways. 
But, indeed, it is highly probable that this was the case; 
for instances are numerous of the propensity of later 
pronunciation to place the accent higher than formerly; 
and when by this accentuation a noun is distinguished 
from a verb, it is supposed to have its use.—See Bowl.
To Confine, kin-fine' v. n. To border upon, 

to touch on different territories.
To Confine, kin-fine,' v. a. To limit; to im

prison ; to restrain, to tie up to.
Confineless, kin-flne-lis, a, Boundless, un

limited.
Confinement, kin-flne^mint, s. Imprison

ment, restraint of liberty.
Confiner, kin-fl-n&r, s. A borderer, one that 

lives upon confines; one that touches upon two dif
ferent regions.

Confinity, kin-fln-i-ti, s. Nearness.
To Confirm, kin-firm,' v. a. 108. To put past 

doubt by new evidence; to settle, to establish ; to 
strengthen by new solemnities or ties; to admit to the 
full privileges of a Christian, by imposition of hands.

Confirmable, kftn-fir-mi-bl, a. That which 
is oapable of incontestable evidence.

Confirmation, k5n-fir-ma-sh6n, s. The act 
of establishing any thing or person, evidence, addi> 
tional proof; an ecclesiastical rite.
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Confirmator, k^n-fAr-ma^t&r, s. An attester, 
he that puts a matter past doubt

Confirmatory, kdn-fArm-i-t&r-A, a. 512.
Giving additional testimony.—See Damestick. 

Confirmedness, kbn-fArm^Ad-nAss, s. Con
firmed state.

This word ought to be added to those taken notice 
ofc—Prin. No. 365.
Confirmer, kdn-fArm'&r, s. One that confirms, 

an attester, an establishes *
Confiscable, kdn-fis-kA-bl, a. Liable to for

feiture.
To Confiscate, k&n-fls-kate, v. a. To transfer 

private property to the publick, by way of penalty.
Confiscate, kbn-fis-kate, a. Transferred to 

the publick as forfeit
JKjf* Dr. Kenrick blames Dr. Johnson for accenting 

this word on the second syllable, when the example he 
□rings from Shakespeare accents it on the first; but it may 
be observed, that as the verb ought to have the accent 
on the second syllable, the adjective, which is derived 
from it, ought to have the accent on the same syllable 
likewise; and the example from Shakespeare must be 
looked upon as a poetical license.
Confiscation, kin-fis-kAAshun, s. The act of 

transferring the forfeited goods of criminals to publick 
use.

Confitent, kdn-fA-t&nt, s. One confessing.
Confiture, kin^fA-tshire, s. 461. A sweet

meat, a confection.
To Confix, kin-fiks,' v. a. To fix down.
Conflagrant, k&n-fla-gr&nt, a. Involved in 

a general fire.
Conflagration, kun-fli-gra-shCm, s. A ge

neral fire; it is taken for the fire which shall consume 
this world at the consummation.

Conflation, kjftn-fia-sh&n, s. The act of blow
ing many instruments together; a casting or melting 
of metal.

Conflexure, kdn-flAk^sliire, s. 452. A bend
ing.

To Conflict, kdn-fllkt,' v. n. To contest, to 
struggle.

Conflict, k&n-fllkt, s. 492. A violent colli
sion, or opposition; a combat, strife, contention ; 
struggle, agony.

Confluence, kAn-fl'fi-Anse, s. The junction or 
union of several streams; thb act of crowding to a 
place; a concourse; a multitude.

Confluent, kdn-flfi-Ant, a. Running one into 
another, meeting.

Conflux, kdn-fliks, s. The union of several 
currents; crowd, multitude collected.

Conform, kdn-f&rm,' a. Assuming the same 
form, resembling.

To CONFORM, kdn-form/ v. a. To reduce to 
the like appearance with something else.

To Conform, kdn-fdrm( v. n. To comply 
with.

Conformable, kin-fdr-mi-bl, a. Having the 
same form, similar; agreeable, suitable; compliant, 
obsequious.

ConfobmaIily, k6n-f3r-m2Ubld, ad. With con- 
fbrmity, suitably.

Conformation, k Jn-fdr-ma-sb&n, s. The form 
of things as relating to each other; the act of produc
ing suitableness, or conformity.

Conformist, kSn-fAr-mlst, «. One that com
plies with the worship of the Church of England.

Conformity, kbn-for'mA-tA, s. Similitude, re
semblance ; consistency. *

To Confound, kdn-f3und£ v. a. To mingle 
things ; to perplex; to throw into consternation; to 
astonish, to stupify ; to destroy.

Confounded, kdn-f8un-dAd, pari. a. Hateful, 
detestable.

Confoundedly, kAn-fAin-dAd-lA, ad. Hate- 
fMy, shamefully.

Confounder, kAn-fiS&n^d&r, fc He who dis- 
pcrplexec, or destroys.
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Confraternity, kdn-fri-tAr-ne-tA, s. A body 
of men united for some religious purpose.

ConfricaTION, kdn-frA-ka-shfm, s. The act of 
rubbing against any thing.

To Confront, kdn-fr5nt,r v. a. To stand 
against another in full view ; to stand face to face, in 
opposition to another; to oppose one evidence to ano
ther in open court; to compare one thing with another. 

In colloquial pronunciation this word has its last 
syllable sounded like the last of affront, but the second 
syllable of confrontation ought never to be so pronounced. 
Confrontation, kin-frbn-taAsh&n, s. The act 

of bringing two evidences face to face.
To Confuse, kon-fuze,' v. a. To disorder, to 

disperse irregularly; to perplex, to obscure; to hurry 
the mind.

Confusedly, kSn-fi-zAd-1A, ad. 364. In a mixed 
ynass, without separation; indistinctly, one mingled 
with another; not clearly, not plainly; tumultuously, 
hastily.

Confusedness, k?>n-f/i'zgd-n&ss, s. 365. Want 
of distinctness, want of clearness.

Confusion, kSn-fii-zh&n, s. Irregular mixture, 
tumultuous medley; tumult; indistinct combination; 
overthrow, destruction; astonishment, distraction of 
mind.

Confutable, kdn-fu-tA-bl, a. Possible to be 
disproved.

Confutation, kdn-fii-ta-sliftn, s. The act of 
confuting, disproof.

To Confute, kdn-filte^ v. a. To convict of 
error, to disprove.

Conge, or Congee, kAn-jeA,' s. Act of reve
rence, bow, courtesy: leave, farewell.

To Congee, kon-jee,' v. a. French. To take 
leave.

Conge-d’elibe, kun-ji-di-lier,' s. The king’s 
permission royal, to a dean and chapter, in time of 
vacancy, to choose a bishop.

To CONGEAL, kbn-jdAl,' t>. a. To turn, by frost, 
from a fluid to a solid state; to bind or fix, as by cold.

To Congeal, kAn-jeel,' v. a. To concrete by 
cold.

Congealable, k&n-jAAl-i-bl, a. Susceptible 
of congelation.

Congealment, k5n-jeAl-mAnt, s. Tlie clot 
formed by congelation.

Congelation, k&n-jA-la^sh&n, s. State of 
being congealed, cr made solid.

Congener, k6n-jA-u&r, s. 98. Of die same 
kind or nature.

Congenerous, kdn-jen'Ar-r&s, a. Of the same 
kind.

Congenerousness, k6n-jAn^Ar-r&s-nAss, s. The 
quality of being from the same original.

Congenial, k6n-jA'nA-al, a. Partaking of the 
same genius, cognate.

Congeniality, k6n-jA-nA-il'A-tA, ? 5 q 
Congenialness, k^n-jA-nA-il-nAss, 5 * fc 

nation of mind.
Congenite, k&n-jAn-nit, a. 140. 154. Of the 

same birth, connate.
Conger, king-g&r, s. 409. The sea-eel.
Congeries, k6n-jA-rA-ez, s. A mass of small 

bodies heaped up together.
To Congest, kdn-jAst,' v. a. To heap up.
Congestible, kSn-jAst^A-bl, a. Tliat may be 

heaped up.
Congestion, k&n-jAst-y&n, s. 464. A collec

tion of matter, as in abscesses.
Congiary, kftn-jA-l-rA, s. A gift distributed 

to the Roman people or soldiery.
To Conglaciate, kdn-gli^shA-ate, v. n. 461. 

To turn to ice.
Conglaciation, k’>ng-gl4-sM-aish&n, 408. 

Act of changing into ice.
To Conglobate, kin-gliiblte, r. a. To ga- 

th er into a hard firm ball.
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Conglobate, kftn-glotbate, a. 91. Moulded 
into a hard firm hart.

Conglobately, k3n-gl3I-bate-13, ad. In a 
spherical form.

Conglobation, kung-gld-bA-sh&ii, s. 403. A 
round body, collection into a round mass.

To Conglobe, kon-globc,' v. a* To gather into 
a round mass.

To Conglobe, kun-globe,' v. n. To coalesce 
into a round mass, to consolidate Into a ba .l

To Conglomerate, kin-glim^r-ate, v. n. To 
gather into a ball, like a ball of thread.

Conglomerate, k3n-gl5m^r-ate,a.91. Gather
ed into a round ball, so as that the fibres are distinct; 
collected, twisted together.

CONGLOMERATION, kon-gl3ni-er-a-shun, s. Col
lection of matter into a loose ball; intertexture, mix
ture.

T> Congi.uTINATE, kin-glii-t^-nate, v. a. To 
cement, to rc-unite, to heal wounds.

To Conglltinate, kju-gli-te-nite, v. n. To 
coalesce.

The

a.

n.

s.
or

Conglutination, kon-glh-te-na-sh&n, s. 
act of uniting wounded bodies, re-union.

CON GLUT I NATIVE, kon-glu-t3-na-tlv, a. 9.1 
Having the power of uniting wounds. 

CONGLUTINATOR, k3n-glU-t3 -na-t&r, 520.
166. That which has the power of uniting wounds. 

CONGRATULANT, k3n-gritsh-il-lAnt, a. 461.
Rejoicing in participation. 

To Congratulate, k3n-gritsh-ii-late, v.
461. To compliment upon any happy event. 

To Congratulate, k3n-gritsh-u-lAte, v.
461. To rejoice in participation. 

Congratulation, k&n-gr&tsh-ft-l&sh&n,
462. The act of professing joy for the happiness 
success of another; the form in which ioy is professed.

Congratulatory, k3n-gri\tsh-u-!l-t£ir-£, a,
512. Expressing joy for the good of another.

To CONGREET, kon-gr&t/ v. n. To salute re
ciprocally.

To Congregate, k3ng-gr3-<r£te, v. a. 408. 
To collect, to assemble, to bring into one place.

To Congregate, k3ng-gre-gate, v. n. To as
semble, to meet, to gather together.

Congregate, k3ng-gre-gate, a. 91. Collected, 
compact.

Congregation, k3ng-gr3-ga-sh3n, s. 408. A 
collection, a mass of various matters brought together; 
an assembly met to worship God in pubhek.

Congregational, kdng-gM-gi-shftn-n&l, a.
88. Publick, pertaining to a congregation.

Congress, k3ng-gr3s, s. 408. A meeting, a 
shock, a conflict; an appointed meeting for settlement 
of affairs between different nations.

Congressive, k3ng-gr3s-slv, a. Meeting, en
countering.

Congruence, k3ng-gr6-3hse, s. 408. Agree
ment, suitableness of one thing to another.

Congruent, kong^grh-^nt, a. Agreeing, cor
respondent.

Congruity, k5n-grii-^-te, s. 408. Suitable
ness, agreeablencsa; fitness; consistency.

Cong rument, kdng-gru-m^nt, s. Fitness, 
adaptation.

Congruous, kdng-grii-hs, a. Agreeable to, 
consistent with ; suitable to.

Congruously, kdng-gri-3s-14, ad. Suitably, 
pertinently, consistently.

Conical, k5n^-kiL )
Conic , kdrtfk, j »• Hav,n« tbe

form of a cone.
The o in the first syllable of this word is ^n onoun- 

ced short, though it is long in its primitive cone, if we 
nay be allowed to call cone its primitive^ and not tha 
Latin Conus and Greek Kuvof; in both which the o is 
long ; but Conicus, or whence the learned oblige
us to derive our Conick, or Conical, have the as short 
as in the English words, and serve to corroborate the opi.
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nion of Bishop Hare with respect to the shortening power 
of the Latin antepenultimate accent, 537.
Conically, kiuM-kil-i, ad. Ill form of a 

cone.
Conicalness, kon'o-kil-n&s, s. Thu state or 

quality of being conical.
Conic Sections, kdn-ik-«3kMi5ft’t, ) ,r.
Conicks, k3n-iks, 5 4

part of geometry which considers the cone, and the 
curves arising from its sections.

To Conject, kiSn-jekt,' v. n. To guess, to con 
jccture. Obsolete.

Conjector, kon-jek-t&r, s. 166. A guesser, 
a conjecturer.

Conjecturable, kdn>j^k-tshu-ra-bl, a. 461. 
Possible to be guessed.

Conjectural, k3n-j3k-tsh&-ril, a. Depending 
on conjecture, said or done by guess.

Conjecturality, k&n-j3k-tsh&-rai^e-t3, s. 
That which depends upon guess.

Conjecturally, kdn-j3k-tshu-rAl-e, ad. By 
guess, by conjecture.

Conjecture, kdn-j3k-tshtire, s. 461. Guess, 
imperfect knowledge.

2b Conjecture, k3n-j£k-tsh£ire, v. a. To 
guess, to judge by guess.

Conjecturer, kdn-jek-tsh&r-&r, $. A guesser. 
Coniferous, ko-nif-d-rus, a. Such trees are 

coniferous as l>ear a fruit, of a woody substance, and a 
figure approaching to that of a cone. Of this kind are, 
fir, pine.

To Conjoin, kon-j3In, v. a. To unite, to con
solidate into one; to unite in marriage; to associate, 
to connect.

To Conjoin, k3n-j31n,' v. n. To league, to 
unite.

Conjoint, k5n-joint,' a. United, connected. 
Conjointly, kon-jdlnt-l<£, ad. In union, to

gether, in association.
Conjugal, kdn-jt'i-g&l, a. Matrimonial, be

longing to marriage, connubial.
Conjugally, k<Wju-gil-t*, ad. Matrimoni

ally, connubially.
To Conjugate, kon-jh-gate, v. a. 91. To join, 

to join in marriage, to unite; to inflect verbs.
Conjugation, kon-jti-ga^shun, s. The act of 

uniting or compiling things together; the form of 
inflecting verbs ; union, assemblage.

Conjunct, kdn-j&.ngkt^ a. Conjoined, concur 
rent, united.

Conjunction, k5n-j£mgk-sh&n, s. Union, as
sociation, league; the congress of two planeU in the 
same degree of the zodiack; one of the part? of speech, 
whose use is to join words or sentences together.

Conjunctive, kdn-j&ngki-tlv, c. Closely uni- 
ted; in grammar, the mood ci a verb.

Conjunctively, kdn-jfaigk-tiv-13, ad. In union. 
Conjunctiveness, k3n-jungk-tiv-n3ss» 4. Ths 

quality of joining or uniting.
Conjunctly, k5n-jfingkt-13, ad. Jointly, to

gether, not apart
Conjuncture, k5n-j&ngk-tsh£ire, s. Combina

tion of many circumftances; occasion, critical time.
Conjuration, kdn-ju-ra-slihn, s. The form 

or act of summoning another in some sacred name • 
an incantation, an enchantment; a plot, a conspiracy.

To Conjure, k3n-jure,z v. a. To summon in 
a sacred name ; to conspire.

To Conjure, k&n-jar, r. n. 495. To practise 
charms or enchantments, to enchant.

Conjurer, ktin-jur-fir, s. 165. An impostor 
who pretends to secret arts, a cunning man ; a nun 
of shrewd conjecture.

Conjurement, kc>n-j£ire-m£nt, s. Serious in
junction, solemn demand.

Connascence, k5n-nAs-s3nse, s. Common 
birth, community of birth.

ConnatEj kdw nate,' a. 91. Born with anodtor
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Connatural, k&n-nitsMii-ril, a. 461. Suit
able to nature; connected by nature ; participation of 
the same nature.

CONNATURALITY, k6n-n^tsh-&-raW-te, s. 462. 
Participation of the same nature.

Connaturally, k6n-nitsh-h-rll-^, ad. By the 
act of nature, originally.

Connaturalness, kdn-nitsh-i-rAl-n^ss, s. 
Participation of the same nature, natural union.

To Connect, k2>n-n£kt,z v. a. To join, to link; 
to unite, as a cement; to join in a just series of 
thought, as, the author connects his reasons well.

To Connect, k6n-n£kt< v. n. To cohere, to 
have just relation to things precedent and subsequent. 

Connectively, k6n-nek-tlv-l£, ad. In con
junction, in union, jointly, conjointly.

To Connex, k&n-n€ks/ r. a. To join or link 
together, to fasten to each other.

Connexion, k6n^n^k-sh&n, s. Union, junc
tion ; just relation to something precedent or subse
quent.

CONNEXIVE, k6n-n^ks-iv, a. Having the force 
of connexion, conjunction.

Connivance, kdn-nl-vAnse, s. Voluntary 
blindness, pretended ignorance, forbearauce.

To Connive, k6n-nive,z v. n. To wink; to 
pretend blindness or ignorance.

Connoisseur,kd-n^s-saref s. A judge, acritick.
This word is perfectly French, and, though in very I 

general use, is not naturalized. The pronunciation of it 
given here is but a very awkward one, but, perhaps, as 
good a one as we have letters in our language to express 
it; for the French eu is not to be found among any of 
our English vowel or diphthongal sounds.
To CONNOTATE, kdn-nd-tate, v. a. To desig

nate something besides itself, to imply.
Connotation, kdn-nd-ta-shhn, s. Implication 

of something besides itself, inference.
To Connote, k6n-ndte,z v. a. To imply, to 

betoken, to include.
Connubial, kdn-nb-b^-il, a. Matrimonial, 

nuptial, conjugal, pertaining to marriage.
Con nutritious, kdn-nii-trlsh-hs, a. Nourished 

together.
CONOID, kd^ndld, s. A figure partaking of a 

cone, approaching to the form of a cone.
Conoidical, kd-nold^d-kil, a. Approaching 

to a conick form.
To Conquassate, kSn-kw&s-sate, v. a. To 

shake, to agitato.
Conquassation, kfing-kwis-sa^shfin, s. 408. 

Agitation, concussion.
To Conquer, kdngk-hr or kftng-kwhr, v. a. 

415. To gain by conquest, to win; to overcome, to 
subdue; to surmount.

Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Elphinston, Mr. Nares, and 
W. Johnston, have adopted the first pronunciation of 
this word ; but as it is a wanton departure from our own 
analogy to that of the French, and is a much harsher 
•ound than the second, it were to be wished it could be 
reclaimed; but as it is in full possession of the stage, 
there is but little hope of a change.
To Conquer, k&ngk-iir, ». n. To get the vic- 

tory, to overcome.
Conquerable, kSngk-hr-i-bl-, a. Possible to 

be overcome.
Conqueror, kdngk-&r-&r, s. 415. A man that 

has obtained a victory, a victor; one that subdues and 
ruins countries.

CONQUEST, kdng-kwSst, s. 408. 415. The act 
of conquering, subjection; acquisition by victory, 
thing gained; victory, success in arms.

Consanguineous, kdn-sing-gwWne-Jis, a.
Near of kin, related by birth, not affined by marriage. 

Consanguinity, kin-sing-gwin^-ti, s. Rela- 
tion by blood. « i i/ i_x w.Consarcination, kbn-sar-se-na-shun, s. The 
act of patching together. ,

Conscience, kbn-shense, s. 357. The know
ledge or faculty by which we judge of the goodness or 
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wickedness of ourselves ; justice, the estimate of con
science ; real Sentiment, private thoughts; scruple, 
difficulty.

Conscientious, kJn-shtJn-sh&s, a. Scrupu- 
lous, exactly just.

From an ignorance of the principles of pronun
ciation, we not unfrequently hear the second syllable of 
this word sounded se, without the aspiration; but this is 
the same incorrectness, we sometimes hear in the word 
Pronunciation, which see.
Conscientiously, kSn-shMn-shis-le, ad. Ac- 

cording to the direction of conscience.
Conscientiousness, k6n-she-3n-sh&s-n£ss, s. 

Exactness of justice, tenderness of conscience.
Conscionable, kdn-sh&n-^-bl, a. Reasonable, 

just, according to conscience.
CONSCIONABLENESS, kSn^shhn-il-bl-n&ss, $. 

Equity, reasonableness.
CONSCIONABLY, k6n-shhn-i-bl^, ad. Reason

ably, justly.
Conscious, kdn-shfis, a. 357. Endowed with 

the power of knowing one’s own thoughts and actions; 
knowing from memory; admitted to the knowledge 
of any thing.

Consciously, k6n^sh&s-l£, ad. With know
ledge of one’s own actions.

Consciousness, k6n-shhs-n£ss, s. The percep
tion of what passes in a man’s own mind ; internal 
sense of guilt, or innocence.

Conscript, kin-skrlpt, a. Registered, enrol
led ; a term used in speaking of the Roman senators, 
who were called Patres conscripti.

Conscription, k6n-skrip-shun,$. An enrolling. 
To Consecrate, kSn-se-krate, v. a. To make 

sacred, to appropriate to sacred uses; to dedicate in. 
violably to some particular purpose; to canonize.

Consecrate, kbn-s^-krate, a. 91. Consecrat
ed, sacred.

CONSECRATER, k&n-se-kra-tur, s. One that per
forms the rites by which any thing is devoted to sacred 
purposes.

Consecration, kSruse-kra-shCm, s. A rite of 
dedicating to the service of God; the act of declaring 
one holy.

Consectary, kdn-s£k-ti-r£, a. Consequent, 
consequential.

Consectary, k6n-s£k-tA-r£, s. 512. Deduc
tion from premises, corollary.

Consecution, kjn-s^-kt-shftn, s. Train of 
consequences, chain of deductions ; succession ; in 
astronomy, the month of consecution is the space be
tween one conjunction of the moon with the sun unto 
another.

Consecutive, k6n-s£k-k£i-tiv, a. Following in 
train ; consequential, regularly succeeding.

To Conseminate, k&n-s&n'£-nate, v. a. To 
sow different seeds together.

Consension, kdn-sfin-sh&n, s. Agreement, 
accord.

Consent, kbn-s&nt^ s. The act of yielding or 
consenting; concord, agreement; coherence with* 
Correspondence; tendency to one point; the perception 
one part has of another, by means of some fibre* and 
nerves common to them both.

To Consent, kdn-s^nt,' v. n. To agree to; to 
co-operate with, to be of the same mind.

Consentaneous, kftn-s£n-ta!-ii£-fis, a. Agree- 
able to, consistent with.

Consentaneously, k5n-s^n-ta-ne-&s-le, ad. 
Agreeably, consistently, suitably.

Consentaneousness, k&n-s3n-tiinWis-n&ss, s. 
Agreement, consistence.

Consentient, k$n-s£n-sh£-£nt, a. Agreeing, 
united in opinion.

Consequence, kSn-s£-kw£nse, s. That which 
follows from any cause or principle; deduction, con- 
elusion; concatenation of causes and effects; impor
tance, moment.

Consequent, kdn-s^-kw^nt, a. Following by 
rational deduction; following as the effect of a cause.
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Consequent, kjn^s4-kw8nt, j. Consequence, ( 
that which follows from previous propositions; effect, ! 
that which follows an acting cause.

Consequential, kSn-sd-kwen^shAl, a. Pro
duced by the necessary concatenation of effects to 
causes; conclusive.

Consequentially, k6n-s£-kw£n-shil-l£, ad.
With just deduction of consequences; by consequence, 
eventually; in a regular series.

Consequentialness, kin-s^-kw^n-shil-n^ss, s. 
Regular consecution of discourse.

Consequently, k&n-s^-kwent-le, ad. By con
sequence, necessarily; in consequence, pursuantly.

Consequentness, k6n-s&-kwent-n£ss, s. Re
gular connexion of propositions.

Conservaele, k5n-s6r-vi-bl, a. Capable of 
being kept, or maintained.

Conservancy, k6n-s£r-vln-s£, s. Courts held 
by the Lord Mayor of London for the preservation of 
the fishery.

Conservation, k5n-s5r-vj!-sli&n, t. The act of 
preserving, continuance; protection; preservation 
from corruption.

Conservative, JcJn-sgr-vi-tlv, a. Having the 
power of opposing diminution or injury.

Conservator, k6n-s&r-va-thr, s. 418. Pre
server.

Conservatory, k6n-s£r-vi-t£ir-&, s. 512. A 
place where any thing is kept, proper to its nature.

Conservatory, k5n-s£r-vl-t£ir-£, a. 512. Hav
ing a preservative quality.

To Conserve, kSn-serv,' v. a. To preserve with
out loss or detriment; to candy or pickle fruit.

Conserve, k6n-s£rv, x. 492. A sweet meat made 
of the juices of fruit boiled with sugar.

CONSERVER, kdn-s&r-v&r, s. A layer up, a re
positor ; a preparer of conserves.

Consession, kin-s&sh-sh&n, s. A sitting together. 
Consessor, k6n-s£s-shr, s. 418. One that sits 

with others.
To Consider, k6n-sld-hr, v. a. 418. To think 

upon with care, to ponder ; to have regard to; to re
quite, to reward one for his trouble.

To Consider, kdn-sld-ftr, v. n. To think ma
turely ; to deliberate, to work in the mind.

Considerable, k6n-sid-hr-i-bl, a. Worthy of 
consideration; respectable; important,valuable; more 
than a little, a middle sense between little and great.

Considerableness, kdn-sld-&r-i-bl-n£ss, s. 
555. Importance, value, a claim to notice.

Considerably, k6n-sid-hr-i-bl£, ad. In a de
gree deserving notice; importantly.

Considerance, k6n-sld-fir-inse, s. Considera
tion, reflection, sober thought

Considerate, k6n-sld'br-4te, a. 91. Serious, 
prudent; having respect to, regardful; moderate.

Considerately, kdn-sid-Cir-ate-l£, ad. Calmly, 
coolly, prudently.

COxNSiDERATENESS, k6n-sld-&r-ate-n£ss, s. 555. 
Prudence, the quality of being considerate.

Consideration, kdn-sid-frr-a'sh&n, s. The act 
of considering, regard, notice; mature thought; 
meditation; importance, claim to notice; equivalent, 
compensation ; motive of action, influence ; reason, 
ground of concluding; in law. Consideration is the 
material cause of a contract, without which no con
tract bindeth.

Considerer, k6n-sld-&r-&r, s. 98. A man of 
reflection, a thinker.

To Consign, k&n-slne,7 v. a. 385. To give to 
another any thing ; to appropriate; to make over; to 
transfer; to commit, to intrust

To Consign, k&n-slne,' v. n. To yield, to sign, 
to consent to. Obsolete.

Consignation, kdn-sig-natshin, s. The act of 
consigning.

Consignment, k&ti-sine£m£nt, s. The act of I 
consigning; the writing by which any thing is con- I 
signed.
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Consimilar, kfin-slm^-lhr, a. 88. Having 
one common resemblance.

To Consist, k6n-slstf v. n. To continue fixed, 
without dissipation ; to be comprised, to be contained 
in; to be composed of; to agree.

Consistence, kdn-sis't3nse, ) «
Consistency, k6n-sis-t£n-s£, s‘ a e WIt 1 

respect to material existenoe; degree of denseness or 
rarity; substance, form; agreement with itself, or 
with any other thing.

Consistent, k6n-sis-t&nt, a. Not contradic
tory, not opposed ; firm, not fluid.

Consistently, k6n-sls-tSnt-U, ad. Without 
contradiction, agreeably.

Consistorial, kSn-sis-td-r^-Al, a. Relating to 
the ecclesiastical court.

Consistory, k6n-sls-thr-£, s. 512. The place 
of jhstice in the ecclesiastical court; the assembly of 
cardinals; any solemn assembly.

Consociate, k&r.-sA-shi-ate, s. An accomplice, 
a confederate, a partner.

To Consociate, k6n-sd-sh<J-Ate, v. a. To unite, 
to join.

To Consociate, kfcn-s&sh^-ate, v. n. To 
coalesce, to unite.

Consociation, k6n-sd-sh£-a-shun, s. Alliance ; 
union, intimacy, companionship.—See Pronunciation 

Consolable, k&n-sMA-bl, a. That which 
admits comfort.

To Consolate, kdn-sd-Ute, v. a. 91. To 
comfort, to console. Little used.

Consolation, k&n-s6-la-shun, s. Comfort, 
alleviation of misery.

CONSOLATOR, kdn-sd-li-t&r, j. 521. A com
forter.

Consolatory, kdn-sftl-U-t&r-^,$. 512. A speecn 
or writing containing topicks of comfort.

I have given the o in the second syllable of this 
word the short sound, as heard in solid ; as it seems more 
agreeable to the analogy of words in this termination 
than the longo which Mr. Sheridan has given: for by 
inspecting the Rhyming Dictionary we shall see that 
every vowel, but u in the preantepenultimate syllabic in 
these words, is short. Dr. Kenrick and W. Johnston 
give the o the same sound as I have done. 
Consolatory, k&n-s&l-li-thr-r^, a. Tending 

to give comfort
To Console, kdn-s61e,' v. a. To comfort, to 

cheer.
Console, k&n^sdle, s. 492. In architecture, a 

part or member projecting in manner of a bracket.
Consoler, kdn-sd-lhr, j. 98. One that gives 

comfort.
CONSOLIDANT, kJn-s&Ui-dlnt, a. That which 

has the quality of uniting wounds.
To Consolidate, k6n-s61-£-date, v. a. To form 

into a compact and solid body ; to harden ; to combine 
two parliamentary bills, or two benefices into one.

To Consolidate, k&n-sdl-^-date, v. n. To 
grow firm, hard, or solid.

Consolidation, kSn-sil-i-da'sh&n, s. The act 
of uniting into a solid mass ; the annexing of one bill 
in parliament to another; the combining two bene
fices in one.

Consonance, kan^s6-n&nse, ) . , *
Consonancy, khnisd-n5n-s5, J *’ Accord 

sound; consistency,congruence; agreement,concord. 
Consonant, kftn'sd-nant, a. 503. Agreeable, 

according, consistent.
Consonant, kftntsA-nint, s. A letter which 

cannot be sounded by itself.
Consonantly, kftntsA-nlnt-ld, ad. Consistent- 

ly, agreeably.
Consonantness, khntsd-nint-nJss, ». Agree- 

ableness, consistency.
Consonous, kdn^sd-n&s, a. 503. Agreeing in 

sound, symphonious.
Consociation, kdn-si-p5-k^sh&n, The set 

cf laying to sleep.
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CONSORT, kdn-sort, s. 492. Companion, part
ner ; a number of instruments playing together, more 
properly written Concert; concurrence, union.

To Consort, kSn-sort,' v. n. To associate with.
To Consort, k5n-sort/ v. a. To join, to mix, 

to marry. He with his. consorted Eve. To accompany.
Consortable, k6n-s6r-tA-bl, a. Ta be com

pared with, suitable.
Consortion, k6n-s3r-sh&n, s. Partnership, 

society.
Conspectable, kdn-spdk-tl-bl, a. Easy to be 

seen.
CONSPECTUITY, kdn-spdk-td^d-te, s. Sense of 

seeing. Obsolete.
Conspersion, kdn-spdr^shhn, s. A sprinkling 

about.
ConspicuitY, kdn-spe-ki^d-td, s. Brightness, 

obviousness to the sight
Conspicuous, kdn-splk'fi-hs, a. Obvious to 

the sight, seen at distance ; eminent, distinguished.
Conspicuously, kdn-spik-A-fts-ld, ad. Obvi

ously to the view; eminently, remarkably.
Conspicuousness, k&n-splk'ii-frs-nSss, s. Ex

posure to the view; eminence, celebrity.
Conspiracy, k6n-spir-d.-sd, s. 109. A plot, a 

concerted treason; an agreement of men to do any 
thing, in an evil sense; tendency of many causes to 
one event

Conspirant, kdn-spi-rint, a. Engaged in a 
conspiracy, plotting.

Conspiration, kdu-spd-ra-sh&n, s. A plot. 
Conspirator, kSn-spIr^-t&r, s. 110. A man 

engaged in a plot, a plotter.
To Conspire, kdn-splre,' v. n. To concert a 

crime, toplot: to agree together, as, all things conspire 
to make him happy.

Conspirer, k5n-spl-rhr, s. A conspirator, a 
plotter.

Constable, k&n-stA-bl, j. 165. A peace offi
cer, formerly one of the officers of the state.

Constableshtp, k&n-sti-bl-ship, s. The office 
of a constable.

Constancy, kdn^st^n-sd, s. Unalterable con
tinuance ; consistency, unvaried state; resolution, 
steadiness; lasting affection.

CONSTANT, kdn-stant, a. Firm, not fluid ; un
varied, unchanged; firm, resolute; free from change 
of affection; certain, not various.

Constantly, kdn-stant-U, ad. Unvariably, 
perpetually, certainly, steadily.

To Constellate, kin-stijWate, o. n. To shine 
with one general light

To Constellate, kin-stMate, v. a. To unite 
several shining bodies in one splendour.

Constellation, k<5n-st£l-la-shun, s. A cluster 
of fixed stars; an assemblage of splendours or excel
lencies.

Consternation, kdn-stgr-n&b&n, s. Astonish- 
ment, amazement, terror, dread.

To Constipate, k6n-st£-pate, v. a. To crowd 
together into a narrow room; to thicken, to condense; 
to stop by filling up the passages; to make costive.

Constipation, kdn-st^-pa-shun, s. The act of 
crowding any thing into less room; stoppage, obstruc
tion by plenitude.

Constituent, kdn-stltsMii-^nt, a. 461. Ele
mental, essential, that of which any thing consists.

Constituent, k6n-stltsh-d-£nt, $. The person 
or thing which constitutes or settles any thing ; that 
which is necessary to the subsistence of any thing; he 
that deputes another.

To Constitute, k6n-st£-t&te, v. a. To produce 
to appoint; to erect, to establish ; to depute.

Conshtuter, kSn-st^-th-tUr, s. He that con
stitutes or appoints.

Constitution, kftn-st^-tfi-slihn, s. The act cf 
constituting, enacting, establishing; state of being, 
natuial qualities; corporeal frame; temper of body 
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with respect to health ; temper of mind ; established 
form of government, system of laws and customs; 
particular law, establishment, institution.

Constitutional, kjn-stg-tfi-sh&n-il, a. Bred 
in the constitution, radical; consistent with the con
stitution, legal.

Constitutive, k5n-st&-tfc-tlv, a. Elemental, 
essential, productive; having the power to enact or 
establish.

To Constrain, kin-strane,' v. a. To compel, 
to force to some action ; to hinder by force; to neces
sitate ; to confine, to press.

Constrainable, kSn-stra-ni-bl, a. Liable to 
constraint.

CONSTRAINER, kin-stri-n&r, $. He that con
strains.

Constraint, kon-strint/ s. Compulsion, vio
lence, confinement

To Constrict, kdn-strlkt,' v. a. To bind, tu 
cramp; to contract, to cause to si 1 rink.

Constriction, k&n-strlk^sh&n, s. Contrac
tion, compression.

Constrictor, kSn-strlk-t&r, s. 166. That 
which compresses or contracts.

To CONSTRINGE, k6n-strlnje,' v. a. To com
press, to contract, to bind.

Constringent, kdn-strin-j&nt, a. Having the 
quality of binding or compressing.

To Construct, kdn-strQkt,' v. a. To build, to 
form.

Construction, k5n-str6k^sh&n, $. The act of 
building; the form of building, structure; the putting 
of words together in such a manner as to convey a 
complete sense; the act of interpreting, explanation; 
the sense, the meaning; the manner of describing a 
figure in geometry.

Constructive, k&n-strik-tlv, a. Tending to 
or capable of construction.

Constructor E, kSn-str&k-tsh&re, s. 461. Pile, 
edifice, fabric .

To Construe, kSn-strft, or k5n-stir, v. a. Tc 
interpret, to explain.

It is a scandal to seminaries of learning that the 
latter pronunciation of this word should prevail there. 
Those who ought to be the guardians of propriety are 
often the per verters of it Hence Accidence for Accidents, 
P*epostor for Prewsitor, and Constur for Construe ; for 
it must be carefully noted, that this last word is under a 
different predicament from those which end with rand 
inute e : here the vowel» must have its long sound, as in 
the word true s this letter cannot be sunk or transposed 
Hkec in Centre, Sceptre, Ac.
To CONSTUPRATE, kftnistii-prate. v. a. To 

' folate, to debauch, to defile.
CoNSTUPRATION, kdn-stil-pra^sh&n, s. Viola

tion, defilement
j CoNSUBSTANTlAL, k&n-s&b-st&n-shll, a. Ilav- 

ng tne same essence or substance; being of the same 
Kind or nature.

Consubstantiality. kdn-s&b-stAn-sb£-ll-£-t£, 
' s. Existence of more than one in the same substance. 
To Con SUBST ANTIATE, kSn-sfib-stAn-shd-ate, 

v. a. To unite in one common suostance or Datura.
CONSUBSTANTiATiON.k<5n-s6.b-stAn-she-a^sh&n, 

s. The union of the body of our Blessed Saviour witl 
the sacramental elements, according to the Lutherans, 

Consuetude, kSn-swe-tude; 5. Custom, usage. 
Consul, k&n-s&l, s. The chief magistrate in 

the Roman republick; an officer commissioned in 
foreign parts to judge between the merchants of his 
nation.

Consular, k?'n-shh-llr, a. 452. Relating to 
the consul.

Consulate, kini-shli-Ht, 91. ? ~
Consulship, kingli-ship, j s- Tlle office 

of consul.
To Consui.T, kdn-sfilt,' v. n. To take conns’?! 

together.
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To Consult, k&n-s&It,' v. a. To ask advice of, 
as, he consulted his friends; to regard, to act with 
view or respect to; to search into, to examine, as, to 
consult an author.

Consult, k&n-s&lt, or kSn-s&lt,' s. The act of 
consulting; the effect of consulting, determination; a 
council, a number of persons assembled in delibera
tion.

I am much mistaken if this word does not incline 
to the general analogy of accent in dissyllable nouns and 
verbs, like insult Poets have used it both ways; but the 
accent on the first syllable seems the most usual, as well 
as the most legitimate pronunciation, 492. 
Consultation, k5n-sM-ta'shin, j. The act of 

consulting, secret deliberation; number of persons 
consulted together.

Consulteb, kon-sul'tir, s. 93. One that con- 
suits or asks counsel.

Consumable, kSn-sfi-ml-bl, a. Susceptible of 
destruction.

To Consume, kdn-sAme' r. a. 454. To waste, 
to spend, to destroy.

1*0" The reason why the s in this word is pure, and in 
Consular it takes the aspiration, is, that in one, the accent 
is on the syllable beginning with this tetter; and in the 
other, on the preceding syllable, 450.
To Consume, kAn-sume,' v. n. To waste away, 

to be exhausted.
Consumer, k5n-sfi-mfir, .$. One that spends, 

wastes, or destroys any thing.
To Consummate, kdn-s&in-mate, t>. a. 91. To 

complete, to perfect.
Consummate, kon-s&m-mate, a. Complete, 

perfect.
The propensity of our language to an antepenul

timate accentuation of simple words of three syllables 
makes us sometimes hear the accent on the first syllable 
of this word ; but by no correct speakers. 
Consummation, k&n-s&m-ma-shin,s. Comple

tion, perfection, end; the end of the present system 
of things; death, end of life.

Consumption, kin-s&m-sh&n, j. 412. The art 
of consuming, waste; the state of wastingorperishing; 
a waste of muscular flesh, attended with a hectic fever. 

Consumptive, kSn-s&m-tlv, a. Destructive, 
wasting, exhausting; diseased with a consumption.

Consumptiveness, k&n-sfim-tlv-n^ss, s. Ten
dency to a consumption.

Consutile, kdn-su-tl I, a. 140. Sewed or stitched 
together.

To Contabulate, kSn-tAb^u-late, v. a. To 
floor with boards.

Contact, k&n-tAkt, s. Touch, close union. 
Contaction, kSn-tAk-shhn, s. The act of 

touching.
Contagion, kSn-ta-j£-6n, a. 542. The emis

sion from body to body by which diseases are commu
nicated ; infection, propagation of mischief; pesti
lence, venomous emanations.

Contagious, kSn-ta-j^-fis, a. 542. Infectious, 
caught by approach.

Contagiousness, kon-ta-je-us-ness, s. The 
quality of being contagious.

To Contain, k&n-tane,' v. a. To hold, as a 
vessel; to comprise as a writing; to restrain, to with
hold.

To Contain, k5n-tane' v. n. To live in con
tinence.

Containable, k&n-ta-nA-bl, a. Possible to be 
contained.

To Contaminate, k&n-tAm-£-nite, v. a. To 
defile, to corrupt by base mixture.

Contaminate, kdn-tAm^-nate, a. 91. Pol
luted, defiled.

Contamination, kin-tU^-ni'shin, s. Pol
lution, defilement

To Contemn, kSn-tern,' v. a. 411. To despise, 
to scorn, to neglect.

Contemner, k&n-t&n-n&r, s. 411. One that 
contemns, a despiscr.
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To Contemper, k&n-t&m-pfir, v. a. To moderate 
CONTEMPERAMENT, k&n-t^mi-p&r-i-mipt, s.

The degree of any quality.
To CONTEMPERATE, kdn-tSmtpfu-ite, u. a. To 

moderate, to temper.
Contemperation, k&n-t£m-p&r-&-sh&n, *. The 

act of moderating or tempering ; proportionate mix 
ture, proportion.

To Contemplate, k&n-t&n-plate, v. a. To 
study, to meditate.

There is a very prevailing yroponsity to pronounce 
this word with the accent on the first syllable; a pro
pensity which ought to be checked by every lover of die 
harmony of language. That very singular analogy in 
our tongue, of placing the accent on the last syllable of 
the verb, and the first of the noun, 492, seems to have 
taken place chiefly for the convenience of forming par 
ticiples, adverbs, and verbal nouns; which would be in
harmonious and difficult to pronounce, if the verb had 
the accent on the first syllable. This analogy should 
teach us to avoid placing the accent on the first syllable 
of this and similar verbs, however we may pronounce 
nouns and adjectives; for though to c6ntcmplate with the 
accent on the first syllable is not of very difficult pronun
ciation, yet cdniemplating and c6ntemplatingly are almosf 
unpronounceable.
To Contemplate, kdn-t^m-plate, v. n. To 

muse, to think studiously with long attention.
Contemplation, k6n-tSm-pla-sh&n, <?. Medi

tation, studious thought on any subject; holy medi
tation ; study, opposed to action.

Contemplative, kdn-t^m-pli-tlv, a. Given 
to thought, studious, employed in study; having the 
power of thought.

Contemplatively, kSn-t3m-plA-tlv-l£, ad. 
Thoughtfully, attentively.

Contemplator, k6n-t&m-pla-t&r, s. 521. One 
employed in study.

Contemporary, kSn-t^m-pd-rA-r^, a. Living 
in the same age ; born at the same time; existing 
the same point of time.

Contemporary, k&n-t£m-p6-rA-r£, s. 512. 
One who lives at the same time with another.

To CoNTEMPOniSE, kdn-tSn-.-pi-rize, ». a. 15*- 
To make contemporary.

Contempt, kdn-t£mt,' s. 412. The act of de
spising others, scorn ; the state of being despised, vile
ness.

Contemptible, k5n-t?m't£-bl, a. Worthy of 
contempt, deserving scorn; despised, scorned, ne
glected.

Contemptibleness, kAn-t?miti5-bl-nf ss, s. Tlie 
state of being contemptible; vileness, cheapness.

Contemptibly, kSn-tWte-bte, ad. Meanly, 
in a manner deserving contempt

Contemptuous, kSn-t^m'tsh.ii-ils, a. 461. 
Scornful, apt to despise.

Contemptuously. kSn-teiiAsluj-Ss-M, ad. 
With scorn, with despite.

Contemptuousness, kftn-tWtsbJi-fis-n&s, s. 
Disposition to contempt

To Contend, k&n-tind,' v. n. To strive, to 
struggle in opposition ; to vie, to act in emulation.

To Contend, kfin-t^nd^ v. a. To dispute anv 
thing, to contest.

Contendent, kdn-ten-dent, s. Antagonist, 
opponent.

Contendeb, kin-tCn-dUr, j. Combatant, 
champion.

Content, k&n-t£n# a. Satisfied so as not to 
repine, easy.

To Content, k&n-tSnt,' v. a. To satisfy so as 
to stop complaint; to please, to gratify.

Content, kdn-t3nt,' s. Moderate happiness; 
acquiescence; that which is contained, or included in 
any thing; the power of containing, extent, capacity; 
that which is comprised in a writing; in this sense 
used only in the plural, and then it is sometimes ac
cented on the first syllable, 493.

Contented, k6n-t£n-t£d, part. a. Satisfied, 
at quiet, not repining.
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Contention, kon-ten^hun, s. Strife, debates, 
contest; emulation, endeavour to excel.

Contentious, kin-t&n-sh&s, a. Quarrelsome, 
given to debate, perverse, not peaceable.

CONTENTIOUSLY, k6n-t^n-sh&s-l^, ad. Per
versely, quarrelsomely.

Contentiousness, k6n-t£n-sh&s-n£ss, s. Prone
ness to contest, perverseness, quarrelsomeness.

Contentless, k6n-t£nt-l£s, a. Discontented, 
dissatisfied, uneasy.

Contentment, k&n-t^nt-m&nt, s. Acquies
cence without plenary satisfaction, gratification.

Conterminous, k6n-tGr-m£-nhs, a. Bordering 
upon, touching at the boundaries.

ConterraneOUS, kSn-t^r-ra-nd-tis, a. Of the 
same country.

To Contest, k6n-t£st,' v. a. 492. To dispute, 
to controvert, to litigate, to call in question.

To Contest, k&n-test,' v. n. To strive, to con
tend ; to vie, to emulate.

Contest, k&n-t^st, s. 492. Dispute, difference, 
debate.

Contestable, k&n-t&s-ti-bl, a. Disputable, 
controvertible, that may be disputed.

Contestableness, kdn-Us^tA-bl-n^ss, s. Pos
sibility of contest.

To Context, k6n-t£kst,' v. a. To weave to
gether.

Context, k6n-t^kst, s. 494. The general series 
of a discourse.

Context, kdn-t^kst,' a. Knit together, firm.
Contexture, kdn-t£ks-tsh£ire, s. 461. The 

disposition of parts one among another, the system, 
the constitution.

Contignation, kSn-tig-na-shun, s. A frame 
of beams or boards joined together; the act of framing 
or joining a fabrick.

Contiguity, k6n-te-g&-£-t£, s. Actual contact, 
nearness of situation.

Contiguous, kon-tig-u-us, a. Meeting so as 
to touch ; bordering upon each other.

Contiguously, k6n-tig-i-us-le, ad. Without 
any intervening space.

Contiguousness, k6n-tig-u-{is-n£ss, s. Close 
connexion, coherence.

Continence, kWtd-nSnse, ) „ .
Continency, kdn-te-nen-sii, s’ es 13111 ’ 

command of one’s self; chastity in general; forbear
ance of lawful pleasure ; moderation in lawful plea
sures.

Continent, k&n-t£-n£nt, a. Chaste, abstemi
ous in lawful pleasures; restrained, moderate, tem
perate.

Continent, k6n-te-nent, s. Land not disjoined 
by the sea from other lands; that which contains any 
thing.

Continental, kdn-te-n£nt-il, a. Relating to 
the continent.

To Continge, kSn-tlnje,' v. a. To touch, to 
reach, to happen.

CONTINGENCE, kon-tin-jensc, 1
Contingency, kin-tin-j&n-s4, Js’ le <lua" 

lity of being fortuitous; accidental possibility.
Contingent, kdn-tin-jent, a. Falling out by 

chance, accidental.
Contingent, k5n-tln-j£nt, s. A thing in the 

hands of chance; a proportion that falls to any person 
upon a division.

Contingently, k5n-tin-jent-le, ad. Acciden
tally ; without any settled rule.

Contingentness, kdn-tin-jent-ness, s. Acci
dentalness.

Continual, k6n-tin-u-al, a. Incessant, pro
ceeding without interruption; in law, a continual 
claim is made from time to time, within every year 
and day.

Continually, kan-tWu-41-le, ad. Without 
pause, without interruption ; without ceasing.
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Continuance, kSn-tin-6-S.nse, s. Succession ' 
uninterrupted; permanence in one state; abode in a 
place; duration, lastingness; perseverance.

Continuate, kdn-tln-il-ate, a. 91. Imme
diately united; uninterrupted, unbroken.

Continuation, k5n-tln-&-a-sh&n, s. Protrac
tion, or succession uninterrupted.

Continuative, k6n-tln-6-£-tiv, s. An expres
sion noting permanence or duration.

Continuator, kon-tln-ti-a-tbr, s. 521. He 
that continues or keeps up the series of succession..

To Continue, k6n-tln-u, v. n. To remain in 
the same state; to last, to be durable; to persevere.

To Continue, kSn-tin-Zi, v. a. To protract, or 
repeat without interruption; to unite without a 
chasm, or intervening substance.

Continuedly, k6n-tin-i-£d-l£, ad. Without 
interruption, without ceasing.

Continuer, kdn-tln-ii-&r, s. One that has the 
power of perseverance.

Continuity, k6n-t£-nu-£-t£, s. Connexion, 
uninterrupted cohesion ; the texture or cohesion of 
the parts of an animal body.

Continuous, k&n-tln-fi-&s, a. Joined together, 
without the intervention of any space.

To Contort, kon-tdrt,z v. a. To twist, to writhe. 
CONTORTION, kdn-tor'sh&n, s. Twist, wry mo

tion, flexure.
Contour, kSn-tSSr,' s. French. The outline, 

the line by which any figure is defined or terminated. 
Contraband, k6n-trA-bAnd, a. 524. Prohibi

ted, illegal, unlawful.
To Contract, kftn-tr&kt,' v. a. To draw 

together, to shorten ; to bring two parties together, to 
make a bargain; to betroth, to affiance; to get a ha
bit of; to abridge, to epitomise.

To Contract, k6n-trJ,kt,' v. n. To shrink up; 
to grow short; to bargain, as, to contract fora quantity 
of provisions.

Contract, k&n-trikt, s. 492. A bargain, a 
compact; an act whereby a man and woman are be
trothed to one another ; a writing in which the terms 
of a bargain are included.

Mr. Nares, in his English Orthoepy, page 338, has 
very properly criticised Dr. Johnson’s observations on 
this’ word, where he says, ‘ Dr. Johnson has accented this 
‘ word on the last syllable, and has subjoined this re-
* mark,’ “ anciently accented on the first.” ‘ It is evident,
* (says Mr. Nares,) that the whole article should be re-
* versed: the word should stand with the accent on the first, 
‘ and the remark should be,’ “ anciently accented on the 
“last.” The justness of these observations will appear 
from the quotations:

u This is the hand which, with a vow’d contra'et,
u Was fast belocked in thine.” Shakespeare.

“ I did; and his contra/ct with Lady Lucy,
•• And his contra'ci by deputy in France.” JMd.

But that the accent should now be placed on the first syl
lable, needs no proof but the general ear, and the general 
analogy of dissyllable nouns and verbs of the same form, 
492.
Contractedness, kSn-trAk-ted-ness, s. The 

state of being contracted, contraction.
Contractibility, k6n-trak-t^-bll'e-t<J, $. Pos

sibility of being contracted.
Contractible, k6n-trlk-te-bl, a. Capable of 

contraction.
Contractibleness, kin-trlk't4-bl-n?ss, s. The 

quality of suffering contraction.
Contractile, kon-trik-tll.o. 145. 140. Hav

ing the power of shortening or contracting itsell.
Contraction, kJn-trlk^hiin, s. The act of 

contracting or shortening ; the act of shrinking or 
shrivelling; the state of being contracted, drawn into 
a narrow compass; in grammar, the reduction of two 
vowels or syllables to one; abbreviation, as, the writ
ing is full of contractions.

Contractor, kftn-trakit&r, ». One of the 
parties to a contract or bargain.
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To Contradict, kSn-trl-dlkt,' t>. «. To op. 
pose verbally, to deny; to be contrary to.

Contradicter, k5n-tri-d1k-t&r, s. One that 
contradicts, an opposer, one that opposes.

Contradiction, k6n-trA-dik-sh&n, s. Verbal 
opposition, controversial assertion; opposition ; incon
sistency, incongruity; contrariety, in thought or effect. 

Contradictious, k&n-tri-dlk-sh&s, a. Filled 
with contradictions, inconsistent; inclined to contra
dict.

Contradictiousness, kSn-tri-dik-shfts-n&ss, s. 
Inconsistency, contrariety to itself.

Contradictorily, k6n-tri-dik-tftr-e-l£, ad. 
Inconsistently with himself; oppositely to others.

Contradictory, k5n-trl-dlk^t&r-£, a. Oppo
site to, inconsistent with ; in logick, that which is in 
the fullest opposition.

Contradictory, kSn-tri-dik-tfir-6, s. A pro- 
position which opposes another in all its terms; incon
sistency.

Contradistinction, kSn-tr^-dls-tlngk-shun, s. 
408. Distinction by opposite qualities.

To Contradistinguish, kSn-tr-i-dis-tlng-gwish, 
v. a. To distinguish by opposite gualities.

Contrafissure, kSn-tra-flsl/shtire, s. 450. 
452. A crack of the scull, where the blow was in
flicted, is called fissure; but in the contrary part, con
trafissure.

To Contraindicate, k6n-tri-ln-d^-kate, v. a. 
To point out some peculiar symptom contrary to the 
general tenour of the malady.

Contraindication, k6n-trA-in-d£-ka^sh&n, s. 
An indication, or symptom, which forbids that to be 
done which the main scope of a disease points out at 
first.

Contramure, k6n-trA-m&re,' s. An outwall 
built about the main wall of a city.

Contranitency, kon-tra-nl-ten-se, s. Re-ac- 
tion, a resistance against pressure.

Contraposition, k6n-tri-pd-zish-&n, s. A 
placing over against.

Contraregularity, kJ>n-trl-r6g-ii-lir'<5-t6, s. 
Contrariety to rule.

Contrariant, kSn-tra-r£-int, a. Inconsistent, 
contradictory.

Contraries, kSn-tri-rlz, s. 99. Things of 
opposite natures or qualities; in logick, propositions 
which destroy each other.

Contrariety, k6n-tri-rl-£-t£, s. Repugnance, 
opposition; inconsistency, quality or position destruc
tive of its opposite.

Contrarily, kdn-tri-r^-ld, ad. In a manner 
contrary; different ways, in opposite directions. Lit
tle used.

This and the following word are by Dr. Johnson 
accented on the second syllable; no doubt from the 
harshness that must necessarily arise from placing the 
accent on the first, when so many unaccented syllables 
are to succeed. But if harmony were to take place, we 
should never suffer the stress on the first syllable of con
trary, from which these words are formed; but that once 
admitted, as it invariably is by the best speakers, we 
should cross the most uniform analogy of our language, 
if we accented the adverb differently from the substantive 
and the adjective; and therefore, however harsh they 
may sound, these words must necessarily have the accent 
on the first syllable.—See Contrary.
Contrariness, kdn-tru-r6-n£ss, s. Contrari

ety, opposition.
Contrarious, kSn-tra-r&-&s, a. Opposite, 

repugnant the one to the other.
Contrariously, k6n-tra-r6-&s-16, ad. Oppo- 

sitely, contrarily.
Contrariwise, k6n-trA-r<!-wIze, ad. Con- 

versely ; on the contrary.
Contrary, k6n-tri-r£, a. Opposite, contra

dictory ; inconsistent, disagreeing; adverse, in an op
posite direction.

The accent is invariably placed on the first syllable 
of this word by all correct speakers, and as constantly 
removed to the second by the illiterate and vulgar. When 
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common ears refuse a sound, it is a strong presumption 
that sound is not agreeable to the general harmonv of the 
language. The learned often vitiate the natural taste for 
their own language by an affected veneration for others; 
while the illiterate, by a kind of vernacular instinct, fall 
into the most analogical pronunciation, and such as is 
most suitable to the general turn of the language. An
ciently this word, as appears by the poets, was most com. 
monly pronounced by the learned, as it is now by the 
vulgar, with the accent on the second syllable; but no
thing can be now more firmly established than the accent 
on the first syllable, and the other pronunciation must 
be scrupulously avoided.—See Contrarily.
Contrary, k6n-tra-ri, j. A thing of opposite 

qualities ; a proposition contrary to some other; in 
opposition, on the other side; to a contrary purpose.

Contrast, k6n-trast, $. Opposition and dis
similitude of figures, by which one contributes to the 
visibility or effect of another.

To Contrast, kon-trist,' v. a. To place in 
opposition ; to show another figure to advantage.

Contravallation, kdn-trA-vAl-la'shftn, s. 
The fortification thrown up, to hinder the sallies of 
the garrison.

To Contravene, k6n-tri-v6ne,z v. a. To op- 
pose, to obstruct, to baffle.

Contravener, k6n-tri-vd-n&r, s. He who 
opposes another.

Contravention, k6n-tr&-v£n-sb6n, s. Op
position.

Contrectation, k&n-tr^k-ta'sb&n, s. A 
touching, or handling.

Contributary, kdn-trIb-&-tl-rc\ a. Paying 
tribute to the same sovereign.

To Contribute, kSn-trib^iite, v a. To give 
to some common stock.

To Contribute, kon-trib-ftte, n n. To bear 
a part, to have a share in any act oi effect.

Contribution, kSn-tr^-bfi-shiin, s. The act of 
promoting some design in conjunction with other per
sons ; that which is given by several hands for some 
common purpose; that which is paid for the support 
of an army lying in a country.

Contributive, kSn-trlb-il-tiv, a. That has the 
power or quality of promoting any purpose in concur
rence with other motives.

Contributor, kdn-trlb-6-tur, s. 166. One that 
bears a part in some common design.

Contributory, k6n-trib-d-t&r-e, a. 512. Pro
moting the same end, bringing assistance to some joint 
design, or increase to a common stock.

To Contristate, kbn-trls-tate, v. a. To sadden, 
to make sorrowful. Obsolete.

Contristation, kon-trls-ta'sh&n, s. The act of 
making sad, the state of being made sad. Obsolete.

Contrite, kin-trite, a. 140. Bruised, much 
worn ; worn with sorrow, harassed with the sense of 
guilt, penitent.

Th‘s word ought to have the accent on the last syl
lable, both as it is an adjective, from which is formed the 
abstract substantive contritenex, and as the accent on the 
first syllable has a tendency to shorten the i in the last, 
140. Accordingly, Dr. Johnson, Mr. Scott, and Bailey, 
Since the accent on the last syllable; but Mr. Sheridan, 
fr. Nares, Mr. Elphinstone, Dr. Ash, W. Johnston, 

Perry, Buchanan, and Entick, place it on the first, with 
unquestionably the best usage on their side. 
Contritely, k6n-trlte-l£» ad. Penitently.

As the adjective contrite, though contrary to ana
logy, seems to prefer the accent on the first syllable; 
contritely and contriteness must necessarily have the ac- 
cent on the same syllable.—See Contrarily. 
Contriteness, kSn-trlte-n&ss, s. Contrition, 

repentance.
Contrition, kSn-trlsh-&n, s. The act of grind

ing or rubbing to powder; penitence, sorrow for sin.
Contrivable, kdn-tri-v£-bl, a. Possible to be 

planned by the mind.
Contrivance, k&n-trl-vanse, s. The act of 

contriving; scheme, plan ; a plot, an artifice.
To Contrive, kdn-trlve,' v. a. To plan out: 

to find out means.
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To Contrive, kdn-trlve^ v. n. To form or 
design, to plan, to scheme.

Contrivement, kdn-trive^m&nt, $. Invention. 
Contriver, kdn-trl-v&r, s. 98. An inventor. 
Control, kdn-trdll,' a. 406. A register, or ac

count kept by another officer, that each may be exa
mined by the other; check, restraint; power, autho
rity, superintendence.

To CONTROL, kdn-trdll,' v. a. 406. To keep 
under check by a counter reckoning; to govern, to 
restrain; to confute.

Controllable, kdn-troll-i-bl, a. Subject to 
control, subject to be over-ruled, subject to command. 

Controller, kdn-trdll-dr, s. One that has tlie 
power of governing or restraining, a superintendent.

ContrOLLERSHIP, kdn-trdll-dr-sblp, s. The 
office of a controller.

Controlment, kdn-trdll-m£nt, s. The power 
or act of superintending or restraining, restraint; op
position, confutation.

Controversial, kdn-trd-vdrrshll, a. Relating 
to disputes, disputatious.

Controversy, k&n-tro-vdr-sd, s. Dispute, de
bate ; a suit in law ; a quarrel.

To Controvert, kdn-trd-vdrt, v. a. To de
bate, to dispute any thing in writing.

Controvertible, kdn-trd-vdrt-d-bl, a. Dis
putable, that may be the cause of controversy.

CONTROVERTIST, kdn-trd-vdr-tLt, s. Dispu
tant, .chiefly on religious subjects,

,K5- it is with some surprise I have frequently observed 
those profound philologists, the Monthly iteviewers, 
write this word Controversialist. “ He appears to be a 
“sensible, ingenious, and candid Controversialist: one 
“ who writes from a regard to truth, and with tlie full 
“conviction of his own mind.” M. R. November, 1794, 
p. 346. But nothing is more evident than that every 
verbal noun ought to be formed from the verb, and con
sequently that to controvert ought to form controvertist. 
Dr. Johnson has only produced the authority of Tillot
son ; to which I will beg leave to add a much better from 
the Idler, No. 12. “ It is common for controvertists, in 
“ the heat of disputation, to add one position to another 
“till they reach the extremities of knowledge, where 
“ truth and falsehood lose their distinction.” 
Contumacious kSn-tft-nfo-sh&s, a. Obstinate, 

perverse, stubborn, inflexible.
Contumaciously, kdn-ti-mJI-shis-M, ad. Ob- 

stinately, inflexibly, perversely, stubbornly.
Conti'Maciousness, k6n-t£i-ma-sh&s-n£ss, s. 

Obstinacy, perverseness, inflexibility.
Contumacy, k^n-tb-ml-s^, s. Obstinacy, per

verseness ; in law, a wilful contempt and disobedience 
to any lawful summons or judicial order.

Contumelious, kdn-tu-in^-l^-Cis, a. Reproach
ful, sarcastic ; inclined to utter reproach ; productive 
of reproach, shameful, rude.

Contumeliously, ad. Re-
proachfully, contemptuously, rudely.

Contumeliousness, kin-ti-mi'-li.&s-n^ss, s. 
Rudeness, reproach.

CONTUMELY, k5n^tii-ml-l£, s. Contemptuous
ness, bitterness of language, reproach.

To Contuse, ki i-tuze' v. a. 437. Ta beat 
together, to bruise; to bruise the flesh without a breach 
of the continuity.

Contusion, kAn-ti-zhun, s. The act of beating 
orbruising; the state ofbeingbeaten or bruised; a bruise 

Convalescence, k6n-vl-l£s'sense, 510. I 
CONVALESCENCYr k&n-vi-l&fc^ll-si, \ S* 

Renewal of health, recovery from a disease.
Convalescent, k6n-vi-le^s^nt,a. Recovering.
To CONVENE, k5n-v£ne,' v. n. To come toge

ther, to assemble, to associate.
To Convene, kOn-v£ne,z v. a. To call toge

ther, to assemble, to convoke; to summon judicially. 
Convenience, k6n.-v£-nMnse, ) 
Conveniency, kdn-v£-o£-£n-s£, ) ’

conunodiousness, cause of ease, accommodation ; fit
ness of time or place.

A monk, a

To tend to

Tending to

Qualified for

Convenient, kin-vcAii-fint, a. Fit, suitable, 
proper, commodious, well adapted.

Conveniently, kdn-vd-n^-ent-U, ad. Commo- 
diously, fitly, without difficulty.

Convent, k6n-v&nt, s. An assembly of reli
gious persons; a religious house, a monastery, a 
nunnery.

To Convent, k&n-v&nt,' v. a. 492. To call 
before a judge or judicature. Obsolete.

Conventicle, kin-vSnt-ti-kl, j. An assembly, 
a meeting; an assembly for worship; a secret as
sembly.

(JO* In the first edition of this Dictionary I followed 
Mr. Sheridan’s accentuation of this word upon the firs* 
syllable, as 1 apprehended it was more agreeable to po
lite usage, though less agreeable to the ear than the ac
cent on the second; but from a farther inquiry, and a 
review of the authorities for both, I am strongly per
suaded in favour of the latter accentuation. For the for
mer wc have Sheridan, Ash, W. Johnston, and Entick; 
and for the latter. Dr. Johnson, Kenrick, Nares, Scott, 
Perry, Buchanan, and Bailey. The other accentuation 
seems chiefly adopted by the poets, who should not be 
deprived of their privilege of altering the accents of 
some words to accommodate them to (be verse;

“ For ’twere a sin to rob them of their mite.” Pv<pt. 
Conventicleh, kjn-v4n-tik-l&r, i. One that 

supports or frequents private and unlawful assemblies. 
Convention, kSn-v^n-slifin, s. The act of 

coming together, union, coalition; an assembly ; a 
contract, agreement for a time.

Conventional, kdn-v§n-shiin-S.],a. Stipulated, 
agreed on by compact

Conventionary, kSn-v^n-shhn-^-r^, a. Act
ing upon contract, settled by stipulations.

Conventual, kdn-v^n-tshh-al, a. Belonging 
to a convent, monastick.

Conventual, kSn-v^n-tshi-il, s. 
nun, one that lives in a convent 

To Converge, k5n-v&rje£ v. n.
one point from different places. 

Convergent, k&n-v6r-j£nt, 7 
Converging, k6n-v&r-jl ng, | 

one point from different place?.
Conversable, k&n-v£r-si-bl, a.

conversation, fit for company, communicative. 
Conversableness, k6n-v£r-sl-bl-n£ss, & The 

quality of being a pleasing companion.
Con VERS ABLY, k&n-v^r-sA-bld, ad. In a con

versable manner.
Conversant, J | a' AaPaiateA

with, familiar; having intercourse with any, ac
quainted ; relating to, concerning.

There are authorities so considerable for each of 
these pronunciations as render a decision on that ground 
somewhat difficult. Dr. Johnson, Dr. Ash, Dr. Kenrick, 
Mr. Perry, Buchanan, and Bailey, place the accent on 
the second syllable; and Mr. Nares, AV. Johnston, and 
Entick, accent the first Mr. Sheridan and Mr. Scott 
place it on both, and consequently leave it undecided. 
Analogy seems to demand the stress on the second syl
lable ; perhaps not so much from the relation the word 
bears to the verb to converse, since it may possibly be de
rived from the noun c6nverse, 492, as from the very ge
neral rule of accenting words of three syllables, that are 
not simples in our language, on the second syllable when 
two consonants occur in the middle. This rule, how
ever, is frequently violated in favour of the antepenul
timate accent (the favourite accent of our language) as in 
aggrandize, amnesty, chdracter,c6nvertitc, ancestor, ma
gistrate, pr6 test ant, Ac. and where there is but one con
sonant in the middle, nothing is more common than to 
find the accent of the dissyllable verb neglected, and the 
trisyllable noun adopting the antepenultimate accent. 
Thus the words confident, president, provident, &c. are 
not accented like the verbs confide, preside, &c. &c. but 
are considered as simples, and follow the general rule; 
which is, that all simples of three syllables, with but one 
consonant in the middle, have the accent on the first, 
and that the vowel in this syllable is short, 503. Upon 
the whole, therefore, since authorities are so equal and 
analogy so precarious, usage must be the umpire; and 
my observation fails me if that which may be called the
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Dest usage does not decide in favour of the accent on the 
first syllabic.
Conversation, k6n-v6r-si-shun, 4. Familiar 

discourse, chat, easy talk, a particular act of discours
ing upon any subject; commerce, intercourse ; fami
liarity ; behaviour, manner of acting in common life.

To Converse, k6n-v6rse,z v. n. To cohabit 
with, to hold intercourse with ; to be acquainted with ; 
to discourse familiarly upon any subject; to have com
merce with a different sex.

Converse, k&n-vSrse, s. 592. Manner of dis
coursing in fomiliar life; acquaintance, cohabitation, 
familiarity; with geometricians, it means the contrary. 

It is highly probable that this substantive was an
ciently pronounced like the verb, with the accent on the 
second syllable; but nothing is now better established 
than the accent on the first. Even the line of Pope, 

** Generous converse; a soul exempt from pride.” 
however rugged with the accent on the first syllable of 
this word, cannot with proprietv be read otherwise. 
Conversely, khn-v6rse-le, ad. With change 

of order, reciprocally.
Conversion, k6n-v6r-sh&n, 4. Change from 

one state into another, transmutation; change from 
reprobation to grace; change from one religion to 
another.

Conversive, kin-v6r-s1v, a. Conversable, so
ciable.

To Convert, k6n-v3rtf v. a. To change into 
another substance, to transmute; to change from one 
religion to another; to turn from a bad to a good life; 
to apply to any use, to appropriate.

To Convert, k6n-v6rt,z v. n. To undergo a 
change, to be transmuted.

Convert, k6n-v6rt, 4. 492. A person converted 
from one opinion to another.

Converter, k5n-v£rt-&r, 4. One that makes 
converts.

Convertibility, kJn-vSr-ti-blKi-ti, s. The 
quality of being possible to be converted.

Convertible, kdn-v£r-t&-bl, a. Susceptible of 
change, transmutable ; so much alike as that one may 
be used for the other.

CONVERTIBLY, koii-v^r-te-blt^, ad. Recipro
cally, with interchange of terms.

Convertite, k&n-ver-tlte, 4. 156. 503. A con
vert, one converted from another opinion.

Convex, kon-v6ks, a. Rising in a circular 
form, opposite to concave.

Convex, kdn-v^ks, 4. A convex body.
Convened, k&n-vSkst,' part. 359. Protuberant 

in a circular form, formed convex.
CONVKXEDLY, kjn-v^k-sjd-li, ad. 364. In a 

convex form.
Convexity, kdn-v^ks^-td, 4. Protuberance, 

in a circular form.
Convexly, k2»n-v£ks-lA, ad. In a convex form. 
Convexness, kSn-v6ks-n&ss, s. Spheroidical 

protuberance, convexity.
Convexo-concave, k6n-vSks-d-k2>ng-kave, a. 

Having the hollow on the inside, corresponding to the 
external protuberance.

To Convey, kdn-va,' v. a. 269. To carry, to 
transport from one place to another; to hand from one 
to another; to move secretly; to transmit, to transfer, 
to deliver to another; to impart.

Conveyance, kdn-vi'&nse, 4. The act of re
moving any thing; way for carriage or transportation; 
the method of removing secretly; the means by which 
any thing is conveyed; delivery from one to another; 
act of transferring property; writing by which pro
perty is transferred

Conveyancer, kSn-vA^An-shr, s. A lawyer 
who draws writings by which property is transferred.

Conveyer, kdn-va-ir, s. One who carries or 
transmits any thing.

To Convict, kon-vlkt,' v. a. To prove guilty, 
to detect in guilt; to confute, to discover to be false.

Convict, kSn-vIkt,' a. Convicted, detected in 
guilt.

Convict, k6n-vlkt, s. 492. A person cast nt 
the bar.

Conviction, kSn-vlk-sh&n, 4. Detection of 
guilt; the act of convincing, confutation.

Convictive, kSn-vIk-tlv, a. 157. Having the 
power of convincing.

To Convince, kdn-vlnse,' r. a. To force ano
ther to acknowledge a contested position ; to convict. 
See To Collect.

Convincement, k6n-vlnse-m6nt, j. Conviction. 
CONVINCIBLE, kin-vln's6-bl, a. Capable of 

conviction ; capable of being evidently disproved.
Convincingly, k6n-vin-sing-16? ad. In such 

a manner as to leave no room for doubt.
Convincingness, kdn-vln-slng-n&ss, s. The 

power of convincing.
To Convive, kon-vlve,' v. a. To entertain, 

to feast. Obsolete.
Convival, kSn-vl-vll, } Convivial, k&n-vlv-yll, J 1I3‘ RclatinSto 

an entertainment, festal, social.
Conundrum, kd-nhn-dr&m, $. A low jest, a 

quibble, a mean conceit
To CONVOCATE, k6n-v6-kite, v. a. To call 

together, to. summon to an assembly.
Convocation, k6n-vd-ka^shun, 4. The act of 

calling to an assembly; an assembly; an assembly of 
the clergy for consultation upon matters ecclesiastical. 

To Convoke, kSn-vdke,' v. a. To call together, 
to summon to an assembly.

To Convolve, k&n-v&lv,' v. a. To roll toge
ther, to roll one part upon another.

Convoluted, k5n-vd-k\-t6d, part. a. 1 wisted, 
rolled upon itself.

Convolution, k6n-vd-lit-sh&n, 4. The act of 
rolling any thing upon itself; the state of rolling to
gether in company.

To Convoy, k6n-vd£,z v. a. To accompany by 
land or sea, for the sake of defence.

Convoy, kdn'vde, 4. 492. Attendance at sea 
or on the road by way of defence; the act of attending 
as a defence.

Conusance, k6n-ii-sinse, s. Cognizance, no
tice. A law term.—See Cognizance.

Perhaps it may be pleaded by the gentlemen of the 
law, that this is the word they use instead of Cognizance, 
and consequently, that the charge against them of mu
tilating that word falls to the ground. But it may be 
answered, that the second syllables of these wards are so 
different as to leave us in no doubt which they make use 
of; and that the words cognizable, cognixor, and cognizee, 
being pronounced by them without the g, are sufficient 
proofs of the justness of the accusation.
To Convulse, k&n-vilse,' v. a. To give an 

irregular and voluntary motion to the parts of ar.v 
body.

Convulsion, k&n-v&l-sh&n, s. A convulsion 
is an involuntary contraction of the fibres and mus- 
cles; an irregular and violent motion, commotion.

Convulsive, kdn-v&l-siv, a. 158. 428. Giving 
twitches or spasms.

Cony, kfi.n-n6, 4. A rabbit,, an animal that 
burrows in the ground.

Cony-burrow, khn-n6-b&r-6, 4. A place 
where rabbits make their holes in the ground.

To Coo, kfid, v. n. 10. To cry as a dove of 
pigeon.

COOK, kdok, 4. 306. One whose profession is 
to dress and prepare victuals for the table.

Cook-maid, kdok-made, 4. A maid that dres
ses provisions.

Cook-room, kddk-rWm, 4. A room in which 
provisions are prepared for the ship’s crew.

To Cqqk, k66k, v. a. To prepare victuals for 
the table.

Cookery, k63k-5r-6, 4. 555. The art of dres
sing victuals.

Cool, kddl, a. 306. Somewhat cold, approach
ing to cold ; not seaknuh not fond.
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Cool, kddl, s. Freedom from heat.
To Cool, kill, v.a. To make cool, to allay 

heat; to quiet passion, to calm anger.
To Cool, kodl, v. n. To grow less hot; to 

grow less warm with regard to passion.
Cooler, kddl-hr, s. That which has the power 

of cooling the body; a vessel in which any thing is 
made cool

Coolly, kill'll, ad. Without heat, or sharp 
cold; without passion.

Coolness, klll'nlss, s. Gentle cold, a soft of 
mild degree of cold; want of affection, disinclination; 
freedom from passion.

C00M, kllm, s. 306. Soot that gathers over 
an oven’s moilth ; that matter that works out of the 
wheels of carriages.

Coomb, kllm, s. A measure of corn contain
ing four bushels.

Coop, klip, s. A cage, a pen for animals, as 
poultry or sheep.

To Coop, klip, v. a. To shut up in a narrow 
compass, to cage.

Coopee, kll-pll,' s. A motion in dancing.
Cooper, kllip&r, s. 98. One that makes coops 

or barrels.
Cooperage, kll^plr-ldje, s. 90. The price 

paid for coopers’ work.
To Co-operate, kl-lp^lr-ite, v. n. To labour 

jointly with another to the same end; to concur in the 
same effect

Co-operation, ko-6p-lr-a-sh?in, s. The act of 
contributing or concurring to the same end.

Co-operative, kl-lp^lr-l-tlv, a. Promoting 
the same end jointly.

CO-OPERATOR, kl-lp^lr-i-tlr, s. 521. Hethat 
by joint endeavours, promotes the same end with 
others.

Co-OPrATlON, kl-lp-ta-sh&n, s. Adoption, as
sumption.

Co-ordinate, ki-Sr-di-nAte, a. 91. Holding 
the same rank.

Co-ordinately, ki-orM^-nite-M, ad. In the 
same rank.

Co-ORDINATENESS, kA-Ar-di-nAte-nAss, s. The 
state of being co-ordinate.

Co-ordination, kl-lr-d^-na-sh&n, s. The state 
of holding the same rank, collateralness.

Coot, kilt, s. 306. A small black water-fowl. 
Cop, kip, s. The head, the top of any thing. 
Coparcenary, k&-pAr^sl-nl-rl, s. Joint suc

cession to any inheritance.
Coparcener, kl-plr-sl-nlr, s. Coparceners 

are such as have equal portion in the inheritance of 
the ancestor.

Coparceny, kA-pAr'-sA-nA, An equal share 
of coparceners.

Copartner, kAplrt-niir, s. 98. One that has 
a share in some common stock or affeir.

Copartnership, kd-pArt-nur-ship, s. The state 
of bearing an equal part, or possessing an equal share.

Copatain, kApkl-tln, a. 208. High-raised, 
pointed. Obsolete.

Copayva, kd-pa-vi, s. 92. A gum which dis
tils from a tree in Brasil

COPE, kdpe, s. Any thing with which the head 
is covered; a sacerdotal cloak, worn in sacred minis- 
tration ; any thing which is spread over the head.

To COPE, klpe, v. a. To cover, as with a cope; 
to contend with, to oppose.

To Cope, klpe, v. n. To contend, to struggle, 
to strive.

Copier, kSp'p^-ur, *. One that copies, a tran
scriber ; a plagiary, an imitator.

Coping, kipping, s. The upper tire of masonry 
which covers the wall

Copious, k&pA-hs, a. Plentifully, abundant, 
abounding in words or images
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Copiously, kl^pl-ls-11, ad. Plentifully, abun. 
dantly, in great auantities; at large, diffusely.

Copiousness, kl^pl-fts-nlss, s. Plenty, abun
dance ; exuberance of style.

Copland, klp^lind, s. A piece of ground 
which terminates with an acute angle.

Copped, klp-pld, or klpt, a. 366. Rising to 
a top or head.

Coppel, k&p-p^l, s. An instrument used in 
chymistry. Its use is to try and purify gold and silver;

Copper, klpiphr, j. 98. One of the six primi 
tive metals.

Copper, klp-phr, s. A boiler larger than c 
moveable pot

Copper-nose, k&p'p&r-ndze, $. A red nose. 
Copper-plate, kfip-p&r-plAte, s. A plate o 

which pictures are engraven.
Copper-work, kftp^phr-whrk, $. A place 

where copper is manufactured.
Copperas, k6pip&r-is, 5. A kind of vitriol.
Coppersmith, k&p^p&r-smlth, s. One that 

manufactures copper.
Copperworm, kdp^p&r-whrm, s. A little worm

. in ships; a worm breeding in one’s hand. 
COPPERY, kftp^p&r-A, a. Containing copper. 
COPPICE, klp-pis, s. 142. Low woods cut at 

stated times for fuel.
COPPLE-DUST, klp-pl-d&st, s. Powder used in 

purifying metals.
Coppled, klp-pld, a. 359. Rising in a conick 

form.
Copse, kips, 3. Short wood.
To Copse, kSps, v. a. To preserve underwood. 
Copula, k6p-6-lA, $. 92. The word which 

unites the subject and predicate of a proposition.
To Copulate, k&p^ii-late, v. a. To unite, to 

conjoin.
To Copulate, k6p^h-late, v. n. To come 

together as different sexes.
Copulation, kdp-d-la^sh&n, s. The congress 

or embrace of the two sexes.
Copulative, kSp-6-lA-tlv, a. 157. A term of 

grammar.
Copy, k6p-p£, «. 482. A transcript from the 

archetype or original; an individual book, as a good 
and fair copy; the original, the archetype; a picture 
drawn from another picture.

Copy-book, kdp-p£-b66k, s. A book in which 
copies are written for learners to imitate.

Copyhold, k6p-p£-hdld, s. A tenure, for 
which the tenant hath nothing to show but the copy 
of the rolls made by the steward of his lord’s court.

Copyholder, k6p-p6-hdl-d&r, s. One that is 
possessed of land in copyhold.

To COPY, kdp-p£, v. a. To transcribe, to write 
after an original; to imitate, to propose to imitation

To Copy, k6p-p£, v. n. To do any thing in 
imitation of something else.

Copyer, k6p-p£-&r, ) ,Copyist, kSplpMst, J *’ One who coP,e’ 
writing or pictures

To Coquet, kd-k4t,' v. a. 415. To treat with 
an appearance of amorous tenderness.

Coquetry, kd-k^t^ri, s. Affectation of amo- 
rous advances.

Coquette, kd-k&t,' s. A gay, airy girl, who 
endeavours to attract notice.

Coracle, kdr-i-kl, s. 405. A boat used in 
Wales by fishers.

Coral, kdr^A.1, j. Red coral is a plant of as 
groat hardness and stony nature while growing in the 
water, as it is after long exposure to the air; the piece 
of coral which children use as a plaything.

[O’ We sometimes hear this word pronounced Curral; 
but this is contrary to all our Pronouncing Dictionaries, 
and ought to be avoided.
Coralline, kirsU-ln, a. 150. Consisting of coral
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Coralline, kdi^al-ln, s. Coralline is a sea
plane used in medicine.

Coralloid, or Coralloidal, kdr-al-loid, or 
k6r-il-161d-Al, a. Resembling coraL

Corant, kd-rint,' s. A nimble sprightly dance. 
Corban, kdribin, s. 168. An alms basket, a 

gift, an alms. .
Corbeils, kdribSlz, s. Little baskets used in 

fortification, filled with earth.
Corbel, kdr^b^l, s. In architecture, the repre

sentation of a basket
Cord, kdrd, s. A rope, a string; a quantity of 

wood for fuel; a pile eight feet long, four high, and 
four broad.

Cord-maker, k3rd-mi-kfir, s. One whose 
trade is to make ropes, a rope-maker.

Cord-wood, kdrd-wid, s. Wood piled up fur 
fuel.

To Cord, kdrd v. a. To bind with ropes. 
Cordage, k3r-didje, s. 90. A quantity of cord s. 
Corded, kor^d^d, a. Made of ropes. 
Cordelier, kor-d£-le£r,' s. 275. A franciscan 

friar, so named from the cord which serves him for a 
cincture.

Cordial, kdr-j^-Al, s. 294. S76. A medicine 
that increases the force of the heart, or quickens the 
circulation; any medicine that increases strength; 
any thing that comforts, gladdens, and exhilarates.

KV- There is certainly a tendency in the d as well as in 
the t to slide into a soft hissing sound when preceded by 
tlie accent, and followed by a diphthong or a diphthongal 
vowei, commencing with the sound of e. This is evident 
by the current pronunciation of immediate, verdure, &c. 
as if written immejiate, verjure, &c. 294.; and this pro
nunciation is so agreeable to the genius of our language, 
that the organs Slide into it insensibly. Mr. Sheridan, in 
order to mark this sound, has adopted the y, and spelled 
the word Cor-dy-al: and ify is here articulated as aeon
sonant, as is intended, its connexion with d produces a 
sound so near the hiss .in Cwr-je-al, as to be with difficulty 
distinguished from it."
Cordial, kor-j^-Al, a. Reviving, invigorating; 

sincere, hearty, restorative.
Cordiality, kdr-jd-iW-t£, s. Relation to the 

heart, sincerity.
Cordially, kdr-j<J-M-lad. Sincerely, heartily.
Core, kdre, s. The heart; the inner part of 

any thing; the inner part of a fruit, which contains 
the kernel; the matter containod in a bile or sore.

Coriaceous, kd-rd-A-sh&s, a. Consisting of 
leather; of a substance resembling leather.

Coriander, kd-r^-in^d&r, s. 98. A plant.
Corinth, kiiririn, s. A small fruit commonly 

called currant, which see.
Corinthian, kd-rln-M&-An, a. Is generally 

reckoned the fourth of the five orders of architecture.
Cork, kirk, s. A glandiferous tree, in all res

pects like the ilex, excepting the bark ; the bark of 
the cork-tree used for stopples ; the stopple of a bottle.

To Cork, kirk, v. a. To put corks into bottles. 
Corking-pin, kir-klng-pln,' s. A pin of the 

largest size.
Corky, kir-ki, a. Consisting of cork.
Cormorant, kir-mi-rint, s. A bird that preys 

upon fish; a glutton.
Corn, kirn, 3. The seeds which grow in ears, 

not in pods; grain unreaped ; grain in the ear, yet 
unthrashed; an excrescence on the foot, hard and 
painful.

To Corn, kirn, v. a. To salt, to sprinkle with 
salt; to form into small grains.

Corn-field, kirn-fiild, s. A field where corn 
is growing.

Corn-flag, korn-flig, s. A plant: the leaves 
are like those of the fleur-de-lis.

CORN-FLOOR, korn-flire, s. The floor where 
oorn is stored.

Cobn-eloweh, k3rnl.fl33.Ju-, r. Tlie blue-bottle.
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Cobn-LAND, klrn-llnd, r. Land appropriated 
to the production of grain.

CORN-MILL, kirn-mil, s. A mill to grind corn 
into meal.

Corn-pipe, kirn-plpe, s. A pipe made by 
slitting the joint of a green stalk of corn.

Cornchandler, kirn-tshind-lir, s. One that 
retails corn.

Corncutter, kSrn-k&t-t&r, s. A man whose 
’ profession it is to extirpate corns from the foot.

Cornel, kir-nil, 1 g
Cornelian-tree, kir-ni-li-An-trii,J

Cornel-tree beareth the fruit commonly called th* 
Cornelian cherry.

Corneous, k6r-n£-&s, a. Horny, of a sub
stance resembling horn.

Corner, kir-nbr, s. 98. An angle; a secret 
or remote place; the extremities, the utmost limit 

Corner-stone, kdr-n&r-stdne, 5. The stone 
that unites the two walls at the corner. 

Cornerwise, kdr-n&r-wlze, ad. Diagonally. 
Cornet, kdr-nlt, s. 99. A musical instrument 

blown with the mouth; a company or troop of horse, 
in this sense obsolete; the officer who bears the stan
dard of a troop. Cornet of a horse, is the lowest part 
of his pastern that runs round the coffin.

Cornetcy, kdr-n&t-sA, $. The post of a cornet 
in the army.

Cornice, kir-nls, 5. 142. The highest projec
tion of a wall or column.

Cornicle, kor-nik-kl, 3. 405. A little horn. 
CornigerOUS, kor-nldje^-rbs, a. Horned, 

having horns.
CornucopIjE, kor-ni-k6£p£-£, s. The horn of 

plenty.
To Cornute, kdr-n&te,' v. a. To bestow horns, 

to cuckold.
Cornuted, kdr-nii-t^d, a. Grafted with horns, 

cuckolded, horned.
CORNUTO, kdr-nii-td, s. Italian. A man 

honied, a cuckold.
Corny, k6r-n£, a. Strong or hard like horn, 

horny; producing grain or corn.
Corollary, k&ro-l&r-£, 3. 168. The conclu

sion ; an inference.
Dr. Johnson, Mr. Sheridan, Dr. Ash, W. John

ston, Buchanan, Entick, and Smith, accent this word 
on the first, and Dr. Kenrick, Scott, Perry, and Bailey, 
on the second syllable. The weight of authority is cer
tainly for the accentuation I have adopted, and analogy 
seems to confirm this authority. For as the word is de
rived from Corollarium, with the accent on the antepe
nultimate, our pronunciation of this word generally lays 
an additional accent on the first syllable, which, when the 
word is shortened by dropping a syllable in Corollary, 
becomes the principal accent, as in a thousand other in
stances.—See Academy.
Coronal, kdr-d-nAl, $. 168. A crown, a gar

land. 0
Coronal, k6r-d-nil, a. Belonging to the tor 

of the head.
Coronary, kSr^A-nAr-^, a. Relating to a 

crown; it is applied in anatomy to arteries fancied to 
encompass the heart in the manner of a garland.

Coronation, kdr-d-nA-shhn, s. Tlie act of 
solemnity of crowning a king ; the pomp or assembly 
present at a coronation.

Coroner, k5r^6-n&r, 3. An officer whose duty 
it is to inquire now any violent death was occasioned.

Coronet, kftr^A-nSt, s. An inferior crown 
worn by the nobility.

Corporal, k3r-po-ril, j. 168. The lowest 
officer of the infantry; a low sea-officer.

Corporal, kdr-pd-ril, a. Relating to the body, 
belonging to the body; material, not spiritual.

Corporality, kdr-p6-riW-t^, s. The qualit 
of being embodied.

Corporally, kir^pd-ril-d, ad. Bodily.
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Corporate, k3r-p6-rAte, a. 91. United in a 
body or community.

Corporation, k3r-pd-ra^shin, s. A body poli-

Corporeal, kor-pd-ri-ll, a. Having a body, 
not immaterial, not spiritual

Corporeity, kdr-po-rd^-td, s. Materiality, 
bodiliness, the quality of being embodied.

Corps, kire, s. Plural kdrz. A body of forces.
Perhaps it is the unpleasing idea this word sug- 

gesU^vhen pronounced in the English manner, that has 
fixed it in the French pronunciation. Nothing can be 
more frightful to an elegant ear, than the sound it has 
from the mouth of those who are wholly unacquainted 
with its fashionable and military usage.
Corpse, kSrps, s. 168. A carcass, a dead body, 

a corse.
Corpulence, kir'-ph-linse, ? Bulkiness of 
Corpulency, kor-pu-len-se,

body, fleshiness, fulness of flesh.
Corpulent, kor-pfi-l&nt, a. Fleshy, bulky. 
Corpuscle, kSr-p&s-sl, 351. 405. A small 

body, an atom, a particle of matter.
Corpuscular, kor-p&s-kfr-l&r, )
Corpuscularian, kor-pfis-kh-la-r^-An, } 

Relating to bodies, comprising bodies.
To Corrade, k&r-rade,/ v. a. 168. To hoard, 

to scrape together, to rub off
Corradiation, kdr-ra-de-a^sh&n, s. A con

junction cf rays into one point.
To Correct, kdr-rSkt( v. a. To punish, to 

chastise; to amend ; to obviate the qualities of one 
ingredient by another.

Correct, k6r-r£kt,' a. Revised or finished 
with exactness, freedom from faults.

Correction, kir-r^kfehAn, s. Punishment, 
discipline; amendment: that which is substituted in 
the place of any thing wrong; reprehension ; abate
ment of noxious qualities by the addition of something 
contrary.

Correctioner, k6r-r2k-sh&n-5r, s. A jail- 
bird. Obsolete.

Corrective, kjr-rjk-tlv, a. 157. Having the 
power to alter or obviate any bad qualities.

Corrective, k5r-r&k-tlv, s. That which has 
the power of altering or obviating any thing amiss; 
limitation, restriction.

Correctly, kSr-r&kt-te, ad. Accurately, exactly 
Correctness, k6r-r£kt-n£ss, s. Accuracy, 

exactness.
Corrector, k&r-rck-t&r, s. 98. He that 

amends, or alters, by punishment; he that revises any 
thing to free it from faults ; such an ingredient in a 
composition as guards against or abates the force of 
another.

To Correlate, kir-ri-lite,' v. n. To have a 
reciprocal relation, as father and son.—See Counter
balance.

Correlate, kir^-late, s. One that stands in 
the opposite relation.

Correlative, kiir-idl-1-tlv, a. Having a re- 
ciprocal relation.

Cobrelativeness, ki-rSl-iUtlv-n&s, s. The 
state of being correlative.

CoRREPTION, kfcr-r&p^-sh&n, s. Chiding, repre
hension, reproof.

7b Correspond, kdr-r^-spSnd,' v. n. To suit, 
to answer, to fit; to keep up commerce with another 
by alternate letters.

Correspondence, kc>r-r£-spdn-d£nse, ) 
Correspondency, k5r-r£-sp&n-d&n-s£, 55* 

Relation, reciprocal adaptation of one thing to an
other: intercourse, reciprocal intelligence; friendship, 
interchange of offices or civilities. •

Correspondent, k&r-rd-spdrAl£nt, a. Suita- 
ble, adapted, answerable.—See To Collect.

Correspondent, kdr-rA-sp6nM£nt, s. One with 
whom intelligence or commerce is kept up by .mutual 
messages or letters.

CORRESPONSIVE, k&r-r^-spSn-slv, a. Answer
able, adapted to any thing.

Corridor, k^r-rA-dore,z a. The covert way ly
ing round a fortification; a gallery or long aide round 
about a building.

Corrigible, k6r-r£-je-bl, a. 405. That najf 
be altered or amended; punishable.—See To Collect. 

Ccrrival, kdr-rl-v&l, s. Riva!, competitor. 
Corrivalry, k&r-rl-vil-rA, s. Competition. 
Corroborant, k&r-r6b-&-rAnt, a. Having th© 

power to give strength.
To Corroborate, k6r-r6b-d-iate, v. a. To 

confirm, to establish; to strengthen, to make strong.
Corroboration, kSr-r5b-o-ra-sh&n, s. The 

act of strengthening or confirming.
Corroborative, kdr-r&b-d-ri-tlv, a. Having 

the power of increasing strength. .
To Corrode, k&r-rdde,' v. a. To eat away by 

degrees, to wear away gradually, to consume.
Corrodent, k&r-rd-d^nt, n. Having the power 

of corroding or wasting any thing away.
Corrodible, k&r-rd-d^-bl, a. 405. Possible to 

be consumed
CoRROSIBILITY, kJr-rd-si-blM-ti, j. Possibility 

to be consumed by a menstruum.
CORROSIBLE, kSr-ro-s^-bl, a. 405. Possible to 

be consumed by a menstruum.
Corrosibleness, k6r-r6i-se-bl-n£ss, s. Suscep

tibility of corrosion.
Corrosion, k5r-r&zhfin, s. 451. The power 

of eating or wearing away by degress.
Corrosive, k&r-roMv, a. 428. Having the 

power of wearing away; having the quality to fret 
or vex.

Corrosive, kSr-r&slv, s. 140. That which has 
the quality of wasting any thing away; that which has 
the power of giving pain.

Corrosively, k&r-rd^siv-l^, ad. Like a cor
rosive ; with the power of corrosion.

Corrosiveness, kSr-ro-siv-n&ss, s. The quality 
of corroding or eating away, acrimony.

CORRUGANT, kdr-rfi-gant, a. 503. Having the 
power of contracting into wrinkles.

To Corrugate, k6r-ru-gite, v. a. 91. To 
wrinkle or purse up.

Corrugation, kdr-rfi-ga£shfin, s. Contraction 
into wrinkles.

To Corrupt, kSr-r&pt,' v. a. To turn from a 
sound to a putrescent state, to infect; to deprave, to 
destroy integrity, to vitiate.

To Corrupt, k6r-r&pt,' v. n. To become pu
trid, to grow rotten.—See To Collect.

Corrupt, kSr-r&pt,' a. Vicious, tainted with 
wickedness.

Corrupter, kdr-r&p-tfir, s. He that taints or 
vitiates ; he that lessens integrity.

Corruptibility, k<Sr-r6p-t£-bil-£-te, s. Possi
bility to be corrupted.

Corruptible, kSr-rtip-ti-bl, a. 405. Suscep- 
tible of corruption ; possible to be vitiated.

Some affected speakers have done all in their 
power to remove the accent of this word from the second 
to the first syllable; thanks to the difficulty of pronoun
cing it in this manner, they have not yet effected their 
purpose. Those who have the least regard for the sound 
of their language, ought to resist this novelty with all 
their might; for if it once gain ground, it is sure to 
triumph. The difficulty of pronouncing it, and the ill 
sound it produces, will recommend it to the fashionable 
world, who are as proud to distinguish themselves by an 
oddity in language as in dress.—See Incomparable. 
Corruptibleness, kSr-ripiti-bl-ndss, s. Sus. 

ceptibility of corruption.
Corruptibly, kor-rfipiti-bli, ad. In such a 

manner as to be corrupted, or violated.
Corruption, kSr-rfipJ-shfin, s. The principle 

by which bodies tend to the separation of their parts; 
wickedness, perversion of principles; putrescence; 
matter or pus in a sore; the means by which any thin$ 
is vitiated, depravation.
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Cobbuptive, k&r-r&pitlv, a. Having the qua
lity of tainting or vitiating.

Cobbuptless, k&r-r&pt-13s, a. Insusceptible of 
corruption, undecaying.

Corruptly, kir-r&pt-li, ad. With corruption, 
with taint; viciously, contrary to purity.

Corruptness, k5r-rupt-n£ss, s. The quality of 
corruption, putrescence, vice.

Corsair, k3r-sare, s. 168. A pirate.
Corse, kArse, s. Poetically, a dead body, a 

carcass.
Corslet, kors'l^t, s. A light armour for the 

fore part of the body.
Cortical, kor-te-kAl, a. Barky, belonging to 

the rind, outward.
Corticated, kor-t£-ka-t£d, a. Resembling 

the bark of a tree.
Corticose, kdr-t^-kose,' a. Full of bark. See 

Appendix.
Cobvetto, k3r-v£t-td, s. The curvet.
Coruscant, ki-ris-klnt, a. Glittering by 

flashes, flashing.
Coruscation, kdr-&s-ka-sh&n, s. Flash, quick 

vibration of light.
CORYMBIATED, kA-rlm-b^-i-ted, a. Garnished 

with branches of berries.
CORYMBIFEROUS, kSr-Im-blf^er-hs, a. Bearing 

fruit or berries in bunches, 518.
Corymbus, ko-rlm-bus, s. Amongst ancient 

botanists, clusters of berries; amongst modern bota
nists, a compounded discous flower, such as the flowers 
of daisies and common marigolds.

Cosier, ko-zh£-&r, s. A botcher. Obsolete. 
Cosmetic , kSz-m^t-ik, a. Beautifying. 
Cosmical, k&z-m^-kil, a. Relating to the 

world; rising or setting with the sun.
Cosmically, k6z-m£-kil-£, ad. With the sun. 
Cosmogony, k6z-mc»g£g6-n£, s. 518. The rise 

or birth of the world; the creation.
Cosmographer, kAz-mftg-grA-f&r, g. 518. One 

who writes a description of the world.
Cosmographical, kdz-md-grAf-6-Hl, a. 509. 

Relating to a general description of the world.
COSMOGRAPHICALLY, k5z-md-grif^-kll-l£, ad. 

In a manner relating to the structure of the world.
Cosmography, kdz-mdg-grA-fA, s. 518. The 

science of the general system of the world; a general 
description of the universe.

Cosmopolitan, kSz-m<S-p&K£-tin, ) . ..
Cosmopolite, kdz-m&p^A-llte, 156. j s' 1 ' 

zen of the world, one who is at hmne in every place.
Cost, k&st, s. The price of any thing; charge, 

expense; loss, detriment
To Cost, k&st, v. n. To be bought for, to be 

had at a price.
Costal, k&s-tAl, a. Belonging to the ribs.
Costard, kS^tlrd, g. A head, an apple round 

and bulky like the head.
Costive, kfis^tlv, a, 157. Bound in the body; 

close, impermeable.
Costiveness, kSs^tlv-n&ss, s. The state of the 

body in which excretion is obstructed.
Costliness, k6stfl£-n&ss, s. Sumptuousness, 

expensiveness.
Costly, k6st-l£, a. Sumptuous, expensive.
Costume, k&s-t&me,' s. I n painting, the proper 

character; the corresponde ice of the several parts and 
figures: Chiefly the correspondence of dress to its re
spective ages or nations.

Cot, k&t, z. A small house, a hut.
Cotangent, kd-tAn-j&nt, s. The tangent of an 

arch which is the complement of another to ninety 
degrees.

Cotemporary, kA-tAm-pd-ri-r£, a. Living at 
the same time, coetaneous.

Coterie, kA-t&r-r^,' g. A club, a society.
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Cotillon, kd-tll-ydng' ». A kind of French 
dance.—See Encore.

COTLAND, kot-lAnd, s. Land appendant to a 
cottage.

Cotquean, kit-kwine, s. A man who busies 
himself with women's aflain.

COTTAGE, kdt-taje, s. 90. A hut, a mean ha
bitation.

Cottager, k6t-tA-j&r, s. One who lives in a 
hut cr cottage; one who lives on the common without 
paying rent

Cottier, kit-yer, s. 113. One who inhabits a 
cot.

COTTON, kot-tn, *. 170. The dow n of the cot
ton-tree ; a plant.

Cotton, k5t-tn, s. Cloth or stuff made of 
cotton.

To Cotton, kot-tn, v. h. To rise with a nap; 
to cement, to unite with.

To Couch, koutsh, v. n. 313. To lie down in 
a place of repose; to lie down on the knees, as a beast 
to rest; to lie down, in ambush; to stoop or bend 
down, in fear, or pain.

To COUCH, koutsh, v. a. To lay on a place of 
repose; to lay down any thing in a stratum ; to bed, 
to nide in another body; to include secretly, to hide; 
to fix the spear in the rest; to depress the film that 
overspreads the pupil of the eye.

Couch, k&utsh, s. A seat of repose; a layer, 
a stratum.

COUCHANT, koutsh-lnt, a. Lying down, squat
ting,

Couches, kdo-sh&&, s. French. Bed-time, the 
time of visiting late at night; opposite to Levee.

CoucHER, koutsh'&r, g. He that couches or 
depresses cataracts.

Couchfellow, koitsh-fSl-ld, s. Bed-fellow, 
companion.

Couchgrass, kdutsh'gris, s. A weed.
Cove, kdve, s. A small creek or bay ; a shelter, 

a cover.1
Covenant, k&v^-nint, g. 165. 503. A con

tract, a stipulation ; a compact; a writing containing 
the terms of agreement

To Covenant, khv-^-nint, v. n. To bargain, 
to stipulate.

Covenantee, k&v-£-n&n-tA4,' s. A party to a 
covenant, a stipulator, a bargainer.

Covenanter, k&v^-nln-thr, s. One who takes 
a covenant. A word introduced in the civil wars.

To Cover, kfiv-dr, v. a. 165. To overspread 
any thing with something else; to conceal under some
thing laid over; to hide by superficial appearances; 
to overwhelm, to bury ; to shelter, to conceal from 
harm ; to brood on; to copulate with a female; to 
wear the hat.

Cover, k&v'-frr, «. 98. Any thing that is laid 
over another; a concealment, a screen, a veil; shelter 
defence.

Covering, khv^hr-lng, g. Dress, vesture.
Coverlet, kiv-fir-Ut, s. 99. The outermost 

of the bed-clothes.
Covert, khv-hrt, s. 98. A shelter, a defence* 

a thicket, or hiding place.
Covert, khv'&rt, a. Sheltered, secret, bidden* 

insidious.
Covert-way, k&v'&rt-wa,' s. A space of 

ground level with the field, three or four fathoms 
broad, ranging quite round the half moons or other 
works toward the country.

Covertly, k&v-&rt-l£, ad. Secretly, closely. 
Covertness, k&v-hrt-n^ss, g. Secrecy, privacy. 
Coverture, k&v'&r-tsh&re, g. 461. Shelter, 

defence; in law, the state and condition of a married 
woman.

To Covet, k&v^t, v. a. 99. To desire in
ordinately, to desire beyond due bounds; to desire 
earnestly.

To Covet, k&v-£t,r. «• To have astrong desire.
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Covet able, k&v^t-A-bl, a. To be wished for. 
Covetous, kiv^-t&s, a. Inordinately desir

ous ; inordinately eager of money, avaricious.
In the pronunciation of this word and its com- 

x>unds, Mr. Sheridan has adopted a vulgarism, of which 
one could scarcely have suspected him: but pronouncing 
covetshus for covetous is not only a vulgarism, but contrary 
to analogy. All those diphthongs and diphthongal vowels 
which draw the preceding consonants to aspiration, are 
such as commence with the sound of e; which, from its 
nearness to the sound of double e, and the nearness of 
this sound to the commencing sound of y, approaches to 
the hissing sound of /, z, and soft c, and in the absence 
of accent coalesces with them. T and D being formed in 
the same seat of sound as the s, z, and soft c, when the 
accent is before them, easily slide into the same sound be
fore the vowels and diphthongs beforementioned, but 
never before any other: for we might with as much pro
priety pronounce calamitous and necessitous, calamitshus 
and necessitshus, as covetous, covetshus, 459. 
Covetously, k&v-vA-t&s-lA, ad. Avariciously, 

eagerly.
Covetousness, k&v-v^-t&s-ness, s. Avarice, 

eagerness of gain.
Covey, k&v-v£, s. 165. A hatch, an old bird 

with her young ones; a number of birds together.
Cough, k6f, s. 321. A convulsion of the lungs. 
To Cough, k6f, v. n. To have the lungs con

vulsed, to make a noise in endeavouring to evacuate 
the peccant matter from the lungs.

To Cough, kdf, v. a. 391. To eject by a cough. 
CouGHER, kdf^-f&r, s. 98. One that coughs. 
Covin, k&v-ln, s. A fraudulent agreement be

tween two or more persons to the injury of another.
Coving, kd-vlng, s. A term in building, used 

of houses that project over the ground plot; a parti
cular form of ceiling

Could, k&d, S20. The imperfect pret. of Can. 
See the word Been.

Coulter, kdle-t&r, a. 318. The sharp iron o.f 
the plough which cuts the earth.

Council, kdun-sil, s. 313. An assembly of 
persons met together in consultation ; persons called 
together to be consulted; the body of privy coun
sellors.

COUNCIL-BOARD, k6un-sil-b6rd, s. Council
table, a table where matters of state are deliberated.

Counsel, kdun-sAl, s. 99- Advice, direction; 
deliberation; prudence; secrecy, the secrets intrusted 
in consulting; scheme, purpose, design; those that 
plead a cause, the counsellors.

The difference of Council and Counsel is, in cur
sory speaking, almost undistinguishabie.
To Counsel, k6&n-sAl, v. a. 99. To give ad

vice or counsel to any person ; to advise any thing.
Counsellable, kiWs&.&-bl, a. Willing to 

receive and follow advice.
Counsellor, ki&n-sAl-l&r, s. One that gives 

advice; confidant, bosom friend; one whose province 
is to deliberate and advise upon publick affairs; one 
that is consulted in a case of law.

Counsellorship, k3un'sgl-l&r-shlp, s. The 
office or post of privy counsellor.

To Count, kount, v. a. To number, to tell; 
to reckon, to account, to consider as having a certain 
character; to impute to, to charge to.

To Count, kdint,r. n. 313. To lay a scheme; 
to depend on.

COUNT, kAunt, $. Number, reckoning. 
COUNT, k3&nt, s. A title of foreign nobility, 

an earl.
Countable, koun-tA-bl, a. That may be num- 

Countenance. koin-tA-nAnse, s. The form of 
the face, the system of the features, air, look; confi
dence of mien, aspect of assurance; affection or ill 
will, as it appears upon the face; patronage, support.

To Countenance, k5un-tA-nanse, v. a. To 
support, to patronise, to make a show of; to encourage. 

Countenancer, ko&n-ti-nAn-s&r, s. One that 
countenances or supports another.
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Counter, k33n-tir, s. 98. A false piece of 
money used as a means of reckoning; the form on 
which goods are viewed and money told in a shop.

COUNTER, kdin-t&r, ad. Contrary to, in oppo
sition to; the wrong way; contrary ways.

To Counteract, k&in-t&r-Akt,' v. a. To hin
der any thing from its effect by contrary agency.

To Counterbalance, kd&n-t&r-bAl-lanse, v. a 
To act against with an opposite weight.

We may observe, in words compounded of countef 
an evident tendency to that distinction that obtains be- 
tween the noun and the verb in dissyllables. Thus tly 
verb to counterbalance has the accent on the third syl
lable, and the noun of the same form on the first, and 
so of the rest, 492.
Counterbalance, koun-t&r-bAl-lAnse, s. Op

posite weight.
To Counterbuff, k3un-t&r-b?if< v. a. To im

pel ; to strike back.
Counterbuff, kd&n-t&r-b&f, s. A stroke that 

produces a recoil.
Countercaster, koun-tfir-kAs-t&r, s. A book 

keeper, a caster of accounts, a reckoner. Obsolete.
Counterchange, kdun-tir-tshanje, s. Ex

change, reciprocation.
To Counterchange, k3un-tftr-tshanje,' v. a. 

To give and receive.
Countercharm, kdun-tAr-tsliArm, s. That by 

which a charm is dissolved.
To Countercharm, k3un-t5r-tshArm,z v. a.

To destroy the effect of an enchantment
To Countercheck, kMn-t&r-tsh3k,' v. a. To 

oppose.
Countercheck, k3an-t&r-tshAk, s. Stop, re

buke.
To Counterdraw, kdin-tir-drAw,' v. a. To 

copy a design by means of an oiled paper, whereon the 
strokes appearing through, are traced with a pencil.

Counterevidence, kdun-tfir-Av-^-d^nse, s.
Testimony by which the deposition of some former 
witness is opposed.

To Counterfeit, kSin-tfir-fit, v. a. To copy 
with an intent to pass the copy for an original; to imi
tate, to resemble.

Counterfeit, koin-t&r-fit, a. Forged, ficti
tious ; deceitful, hypocritical.

Counterfeit, kdun-t&r-fit, s. One who per
sonates another, an impostor; something made in 
imitation of another; a forgery.

Counterfeiter, koun-tur-flt-hr, s. A forger. 
Counterfeitly, kdun-t&r-flt-l^, ad. Falsely, 

with forgery.
Counterferment, kdun-tir-f^r-mAnt, s. Fer

ment opposed to ferment.
Counterfort, kd&n-t&r-fdrt, s. Counterforts 

are pillars serving to support walls subject to bulge.
Countergage, k3un-tftr-gAje, s. A method 

used to measure the joints by transferring the breadth 
of a mortise to the place where the tenon is to be.

Counterguard, koun-t&r-gArd, s. 92. A 
small rampart with parapet and ditch.

To Countermand, koun-t&r-mAnd,' v. a. 79. 
To order the contrary to what was ordered before; to 
contradict the orders of another.

Countermand, k3un-t&r-mAnd, s. Repeal of 
a former order.

To Countermarch, kouu-t&r-martsli,' v. n. 
To march backwards.—See Counterbalance.

Countermarch, koun-t&r-mArtsh, s. Retro
cession, march backward; a change of measures; al
teration of conduct.

Countermark, kdun^t&r-mArk, s. A second 
or third mark put on a bale of goods; the mark of the 
Goldsmiths* Company.

Countermine, k6&n-t&r-mlne, s. A well or 
hole sunk into the ground, from which a gallery or 
branch runs out under ground, to seek out the enemy’s 
mine; means of opposition; a stratagem by which any 
contrivance is defeated.
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To Countermine, kdun-tftr-mlne,' v. a. To 
delve a passage into an enemy’s mine; to counter
work, to defeat by secret measures.

Countermotion, kJun-ter-mi'shcin, s. Con- 
trary motion, opposition of motion.

Countermure, kiun-tir-mire, s. A wall built 
up behind another wall to supply its place.

Counternatural, kiin-tur-natsh-u-ral, a. 
Contrary to nature. t

Counternoise, koin-tir-noeze, s. A sound 
by which any other noise is overpowered.

Counteropening, kdun-t&r-<>pn-ing, s. An 
aperture on the contrary-side.

Counterpace, koun-tOr-pase, s. Contrary 
measure.

Counterpane, koin-tir-pane, s. A coverlet 
for a bed, or any thing else woven in squares.

Counterpart, koin-tir-pirt, s. The corres
pondent part; the part that answers to another.

Counterplea, kiin-tir-pl£, s. In law, a re
plication.

To Counterplot, koin-tir-plit,' v. a. To 
oppose one machination by another.

Counterplot, kiun-tir-plit, $. An artifice 
opposed to an artifice.

Counterpoint, kdun-tftr-point, 5. A coverlet 
woven in squares; a species of musick.

To Counterpoise, koun-tir-poize,' v. a. To 
counterbalance, to be equiponderant to; to produce a 
contrary action by an equal weight; to act with equal 
power against any person or cause.

Counterpoise, kdun-tur-pueze, s. Equipon- 
derance, equivalence of weight; the state of being 
placed in the opposite scale of the balance; equipol- 
lence, equivalence of power.

Counterpoison, kdun-tnr-pd^-zn, s. Antidote. 
Counterpressure, ko&n-t&r-prdsh-iire, s. Op

posite force; power acting in contrary direction.
Counterproject, koun-t&r-prdd-jdkt, s. Cor

respondent part of a scheme.
Counterscarp, kdun-t&r-skarp, $. That side 

of the ditch which is next the camp.
To Countersign, kddn-t&r-sine,' v. a. To sign 

an order or patent of a superior, in quality of secre
tary, to render the thing more authentick.

Countertenor, koun-t&r-tdn-n&r, s. One of 
the mean or middle parts of musick, so called, as it 
were, opposite to the tenor.

Countertide, kd&n-t&r-tlde, s. Contrary tide. 
Countertime, ko&n-t&r-tlme, s. Defence, 

opposition.
Counterturn, kd&n-t&r-t&rn, s. The height 

and full growth of the play, we may call properly the 
Counterturn, which destroys expectation.

To Countervail, kdun-ttir-vale^ v. a. To be 
equivalent to, to have equal force or value, to act 
against with equal power.

Countervail, kdun-t&r-vale, s. Equal weight; 
that which has equal weight or value.

Counterview, kdun-tur-vu, s. Opposition, a 
posture in which two persons front each other; contrast.

To Counterwork, koun-tur-wurk,' v. a. To 
counteract, to hinder by contrary operations.

Countess, kdun-tfis, s. The lady of an earl 
or count.

Counting-house, koun-tlng-house, s. The 
room appropriated by traders to their books and ac
counts.

Countless, kd&nt-lds, a. Innumerable, with
out number; not to be reckoned.

Country, kun-trd, s. A tract of land, a region; 
rural parts; the place of one’s birth, the native soil; 
the inhabitants of any region.

Country, kun-trd, a. Rustick, rural; remote 
from cities or courts; peculiar to a region or people; 
rude, ignorant, untaught.

Countryman, k&n-trd-mAn, s. 88. One born 
in the same country; a rustick, one that inhabits the 
rural parts; a burner, a husbandman.
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County’, ko&n-td, s. A shire; that is, a circuit 
or portion of the realm, into which the whole land it 
divided; a count, a lord. Obsolete in this last sense. 

COUPEE, kdd-pdd's. A motion in dancin". 
Couple, k&p^pl, s. 314. A chain or tie that 

holds dogs together; two, a brace; a male and his fe
male.—See To Codie.

To Couple, kup-pl, v. a. 405. To chain to
gether ; to join to one another; to marry, to wed.

To COUPLE, kup-pl, v. n. To join embraces. 
Couple-beggar, kup-pl-b&g-hr, s. One that 

makes it his business to marry beggars to each other. 
Couplet, kup-ldt, s. Two verses, a pair of 

rhymes; a pair, as of doves.
Courage, kur-rldje, s. 90. Bravery, active 

fortitude, active enterprise.
Courageous, k&r-ra-jd-As, a. Brave, daring, 

bold, enterprising, adventurous.
Courageously, k&r-ra-jd-iis-ld, ad. Bravely, 

stoutly, boldly.
Courageousness, k&r-ra-jd-fis-nSss, s. Brav

ery, boldness, spirit, courage.
COURANT, k&r-rlnt,' 7 A nimble dance 
Couranto, kur-rAn-to, )

any thing that spreads quick, as a paper of news.
To COURB, kddrb,v. n. To bend, to bow. Obsolete 
Courier, kdd-rddr,'.^ 259. A messenger sent 

in haste.
This word is perfectly French, and often makes a 

plain Englishman the object of laughter to the polite 
world, by pronouncing it like Carrier, a dresser of leather. 
Course, kdrse, s. 318. Race, career; passage 

from place to place; tilt, act of running in the lists; 
ground on which a race is run ; track or line in which 
a ship sails; sails, means by which the course is per
formed ; order of succession ; series of successive and 
methodical procedure; the elements of an art exhi
bited and explained in a methodical series; method of 
life, train of actions ; natural bent, uncontrolled will; 
catamenia; number of dishes set on at once upon the 
table; empty form.

To Course, kdrse, v. a. To hunt, to pursue; 
to pursue with dogs that hunt in view; to put to 
speed, to force to run.

To Course, kdrse, v. n. To run, to rove about. 
Courser, kdr-stir, s. A swift horse, a war 

norse; one who pursues the sport of coursing hares.
COURT, kdrte, s. 318. The place where the prince 

resides, the palace; the hall or chamber where justice 
is administered ; open space before a bouse; a small 
opening enclosed with houses and paved with broad 
stones ; persons who compose the retinue of a prince; 
persons who are assembled for the administration of 
justice; any jurisdiction, military, civil, or ecclesias
tical ; the art of pleasing, the art of insinuation.

To Court; kdrte, v. a. To woo, to solicit a 
woman ; to solicit, to soek ; to flatter, to endeavour 
to please.

Court-chaplain, kdrte-tshAp-lln, s. One who 
attends the king to celebrate the holy offices.

COURT-DAY, korte-da/ s. Day on which justice 
is solemnly administered.

Court Favour, kdrte-fa-vUr, s. Favours or 
benefits bestowed by princes.

Court-hand, kdrte-hAnd, s. The hand or 
manner of writing used in records and judicial pro 
ceedings.

Court-lady, korte-la-dc', s. A lady conver 
sant in court.

Courteous, kir-tslii-is, a. 314. Elegant of 
manners, well bred.

Courteously, kfirftsW-&s-ld, ad- Respect 
fully, civilly, complaisantly.

Couhteousness, kirftshd-6s-n&s, >. Civility, 
complaisance.

S“X', 

of the wwn •. a prostitute, a strumpet.
o
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Courtesy, k&r-td-s^, j. Elegance of manners, 
civility, complaisance; an act of civility or respect; a 
tenure, not of right, but by the favour of others.

Courtesy, kftrt£s£, $. The reverence made by 
women.

This word, when it signifies an act of reverence, is 
not only deprived of one of its syllables by all speakers, 
but by the vulgar has its last syllable changed into che or 
tshet as if written curt-she; this impropriety, however, 
seems daily to lose ground, even among the lower orders 
of the people, who begin to restore the s to its pure sound. 
To Courtesy, k&rt-s<J, ». n. Ta perform an 

act of reverence; to make a reverence in the manner 
of ladies.

Courtier, kdrte-yur, s. 113. One that fre
quents or attends the courts of princes; one that courts 
or solicits the favour of another.

Courtlike, kdrte-llke, a. Elegant, polite. 
Courtliness, k6rt-16-n£ss, s. Elegance of 

manners, complaisance, civility.
COURTLY, k6rte^l£, a. Relating or appertaining 

to the court, elegant, soft, flattering.
Courtship, kdrte'ship, s. The act of soliciting 

favour; the solicitation of a woman to marriage.
Cousin, k&z-zn, s. 314. 159. Any one colla

terally related more remotely than a brother or a sis
ter; a title given by the king to a nobleman, particu
larly to those of the council.

Cow, kou, s. 323. The female of the bull. 
To Cow, k6&, v. a. To depress with fear. 
Cow-HERD, koi-hSrd, s. One whose occupa

tion is to tend cows.
Cow-house, kd&-hd&se, s. The house in which 

kine are kept.
Cow-leech, k5&-l£tsb, s. One who professes 

to cure distempered cows.
Cow-weed, kou-wede, s. A species of chervil. 
Cow-wheat, k6A-wh£te, s. A plant.
COWARD, kou-fird, s. 88. 323. A poltroon, a 

wretch whose predominant passion is fear; it is some
times used in the manner of an adjective.

Cowardice, kou-fir-dls, s. 142. Fear, habitual 
timidity, want of courage.

Cowardliness, k3fi.-Cird-l£-n&ss, s. Timidity, 
cowardice.

Cowardly, k3u-&rd-l^, a. Fearful, timorous, 
pusillanimous; mean, befitting a coward.

Cowardly, kou-hrd-M, ad. In the manner of 
a coward.

To Cower, kou-hr, y. n. 228. To sink by 
bending the knees, to stoop, to shrink.

Cowish, k6&.-ish, a. Timorous, fearful. Ob
solete.

Cowkeeper, k3u-ke-p&r, $. One whose busi
ness is to keep cows.

Cowl, k<5ul, s. 323. A monk’s hood; h vessel 
in which water is carried on a pole between two.

Cowl-staff, kd&l-stAf, s. The staff on which 
a vessel is supported between two men.

COW-POCK, k&L^pSk, $. An eruption from the 
teats of a cow; said to be an infallible preservative 
from the small-pox.

Cowslip, kdu-sllp, s. Cowslip is also called 
pagil, and is a sjjecies of primrose.

Coxcomb, kAks-k6me, s. The top of the head; 
the comb resembling that of a cock, which licensed 
fools wore formerly in their caps; a flower; a fop; a 
superficial pretender.

COXCOMBLY, kdks-kdm-l&, a. or ad. Conceited, 
like a coxcomb.

Coxcombry, kJks-kom-r^, s. Foppishness. 
CoxcomicaL, k&ks-k&m-lk-il, a. Foppish, 

conceited.
Coy, k’i, a. Modest, decent, reserved, not 

accessible.
To Coy, kSi, V. n. 329. To behave with re- 

serve, to reject familiarity; not to condescend willingly. 
Coyly, kde-lA, ad. With reserve.
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Coyness, kd&n&s, & Reserve, unwillingness 
to become familiar.

Coz, k&z, s. A cant or familiar word, con
tracted from cousin.

To Cozen, khz-zn, v. a. 159. 314. To cheat 
to trick, to defraud.’

Cozenage, kUz^zn-aje, s. 90. Fraud, deceit, 
trick, cheat.

Cozener, kuz-zn-hr, s. 98. A cheater, a de-
{ frauder.
Crab, krAb, s. A shell fish ; a wild apple, the 

tree that bears a wild apple; a peevish, morose person; 
a wooden engine with three claws for launching of 
ships; a sign of the zodiack.

Crabbed, krAb-bAd, a. 366. Peevish, morose; 
harsh, unpleasing; difficult, perplexing.

Crabbedly, krAb-bAd~U, ad. Peevishly.
Crabbedness, krab-b£d-n£ss, s. Sourness of 

taste; sourness of countenance, asperity of manners; 
difficulty.

Craber, kra-bhr, $. The water-rat.
Crabs-eyes. ktlbz-ize, s. Small whitish bodies 

found in the common crawfish, resembling the eyes of 
a crab.

Crack, krAk, s, A sudden disruption; chink, 
fissure, narrow breach; the sound of any body bursting 
dr falling; any sudden or quick sound ; any breach, 
injury, or diminution, a flaw; craziness of intellect; 
a man crazed; a prostitute; a boast; a boaster. These 
last are low and vulgar uses of the word.

To Crack, krAk, y. a. To break into chinks; 
to break, to split; to do any thing with quickness or 
smartness; to break «or destroy any thing; to craze, 
to weaken the intellect.

To Crack, krAk, v. n. To burst, to open in 
chinks; to fall to ruin ; to utter a loud and sudden 
sound; to boast, with Of.

Crack-brained, krAk-brand,' a. 359. Crazy, 
without right reason.

Crack-hemp, krAk-hemp, s. A wretch fated 
to the gallows. A low word.

Cracker, krAk-hr, A noisy boasting fellow ; 
a quantity of gunpowder confined so as to burst with 
great noise.

To Crackle, krAk-kl, v. n. 405. To make 
slight cracks, to make small and frequent sharp sounds.

Cradle, kra-dl, s. 405. A moveable bed on 
which children or sick persons are agitated with a 
smooth motion; infancy, or the first part of life; with 
surgeons, a case for a broken bone, with shipwrights, 
a frame of timber raised along the outside of a ship.

To Cradle, kra-dl, v. a. To lay in a cradle.
Cradle-clothes, kraAdl-kloze, s. Bedclothes 

belonging to a cradle.
Craft, krAft, s. 79. Manual art, trade; fraud, 

cunning; small sailing vessels.
To Crait, kraft, v. n. To play tricks. Obsolete. 
Craftily, krlf-te-ld, ad. Cunningly, artfully. 
Craftiness, krlStd-n&s, s. Cunning, stratagem 
Craftsman, krjfts-min, s. An artificer, a 

manufacturer.
Craftsmaster, krAfts-mAs-t&r, s. A man 

skilled in his trade.
Crafty, krlfT-ti, a. Cunning, artful.
Crag, krig, s. A rough steep rock: the rug- 

ged protuberances of rocks; the neck.
Cragged, krAg-g&d, a. 366. Full of inequali

ties and prominences.
Craggedness, krAg-g3d-n£ss, $. Fulness of 

crags or prominent rocks.
Cragginess, krjglge-n’ss, s. The state of 

being craggy.
Craggy, krjg^, a. 383. Rugged, full of 

prominences, rough.
To Cram, krAm, v. a. To stuff, to fill with 

more than can conveniently be held; to fill with food 
beyond satiety ; to thrust in by force.

To Crail krAm, v. n. To eat beyond satiety.
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Crambo, kram-bA, s. A play in which one 
gives a word, to which another finds a rhyme.

Cramp, krlmp, s. A spasm or contraction of 
the limbs; a restriction, a confinement: a piece of 
iron bent at each end, by which two bodies are held 
together.

Cramp, krAmp, a. Difficult, knotty, a low term. 
To Cramp, krAmp, v. a. To pain with cramps 

or twitches; to restrain, to confine; to bind with 
crampirons.

Cramp-fish, kr Amp-fish, s. The torpedo, which 
benumbs the hands of those that touch it

Crampibon, krAmpM-hrn, j.-—See Cramp. 
Cranage, kra-nldje, s. 90. A liberty to use 

a crane for drawing up wares from the vessels.
Crane, krane, s. A bird with a long beak; 

an instrument made with ropes, pullies, and hooks, 
by which great weights are raised; a crooked pipe for 
drawing liquors out of a cask.

Crane’s Bill, kranz-bil, s. An l>erb; a pair 
of pincers terminating in a point, used by surgeons. 

Cranium, kra-nA-Am, s. 507. The skull. 
Crank, krAngk, s. 408. A crank is tlie end 

of an iron axis turned square down, and again turned 
square to the first Riming down; any bending or 
winding passage; any conceit formed by twisting or 
changing a word.

Crank, krAngk, a. Healthy, sprightly; among 
sailors, a ship is said to be crank when loaded near to 
be overset.

To Crankle, krAngk-kl, v. n. 405. To run in 
and out to run in flexures and windings.

To CrankLE, krAngk-kl, v. a. To break into 
unequal surfaces.

Crankness, kringk-nAss, s. Health, vigour; 
disposition to overset.

Crannied, krAn-nA-Ad, a. Full of chinks or 
crevices.

Cranny, krAn-ne, s. A chink, a cleft, a crevice. 
Crape, krape, s. A thin stuff loosely woven. 
To Crash, krAsh, v. n. To make a loud com

plicated noise, as of many things falling.
To Crash, krAsh, v. a. To break, to bruise. 
Crash, krAsh, s. A loud mixed sound. 
Crass, krAs, a. Gross, coarse, not subtle. 
Crassitude, krAs^sA-thdc, s. Grossness, coarse

ness, thickness.
Crastination, krAs-tA-na-sh&n, $. Delay. 
CraTCII, krAtsh, $. The pallisaded frame in 

which hay is put for cattle.
Cravat, krA-vAt,' s. A neckcloth.

Dr. Johnson tells us this word is of uncertain ety
mology. It is certain, however, that it comes from the 
French ; and Menage tells us it arose among them from 
the Croats, who, being in alliance with France against 
the Emperor, came to Paris, and were remarked for the 
linen they wore about their necks. This soon became a 
ashion, and was called after the original wearers Croat, 

which, by a small alteration, became Cravat. This word 
is sometimes, but improperly, pronounced with the ac
cent ou the first syllable. This pronunciation is adopted 
only by Dr. Ash and Buchanan, while Dr. Johnson, 
Mr. Elphinston, Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Nares, Mr. Scott, 
W. Johnston, Kenrick, Entick, and Bailey, are uni
formly for the accent on the tast syllable.
To Crave, krave, v. a. To ask with earnest

ness, to ask with submission ; to ask insatiably ; to 
long, to wish unreasonably; to call for importunately. 

Craven, kra-vn, s. 103. A cock conquered 
and dispirited; a coward, a recreant.

To Craven, kra-vn, v. a. To make recreant 
or cowardly.

To Cractnch, krantsh, v. a. 214. To crush in 
the mouth.

Craw, kraw, s. The crop or first stomach of 
birds.

Crawfish, kriw^flsh, «. A small shell-fish 
found tn brooks.
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To Crawl, krAwl, t>» n. To creep, to move with 
a slow motion; to move without rising from the 
ground, as a worm ; to move weakly and slowly.

CRAWLER, krAw-l&r, s. A creeper, any thing 
that creeps.

Crayfish, kriw-flsh, s. The river lobster. See 
Crawfish.

Crayon, kra-ftn, s. A kind of pencil, a roll of 
paste to draw lines with; a drawing done with a crayon.

To Craze, kraze, v. a. To break, to crush, to 
weaken; to crack the brain, to impair the intellect.

CraZEDNESS, kra-zed-nAss, s. 365. Decrepi
tude, brokenness.

Craziness, kra-zA-nAss, s. State of being crazy, 
imbecility, weakness.

Crazy, kra-zA, a. Broken, decrepit; broken, 
witted, shattered in the intellect; weak, shattered.

To Creak, krAke, v. n. To make a harsh noise. 
Cream, krAme, s. The unctuous or oily part 

of milk.
To Cream, krAme, v. n. To gather cream • 

to mantle or froth.
Cream-faced, krAme-faste, a. Pale, coward

looking.
Creamy', krA^-mA, a. Full of cream.
Crease, krAse, s. 427. A mark made by 

doubling any thing.
To Crease, krAse, v. a. To mark any thing 

by doubling it, so as to leave the impression.
To Create, krA-ate,' v. a. To form out of 

nothing, to cause to exist; to produce, to cause, to be 
the occasion of; to l>eget; to invest with any new 
character. <_■.

Creation, krA-a-sh&.p, S. The act of creating 
or conferring existence; the act of in vesting with new 
character; the things created, the universe; any tiling 
produced, or caused.

Creative, krA-a^-tlv, a. 157. Having the power 
to create; exerting the act of creation.

Creator, krA-a-tur, s. 166. The Being that 
bestows existence.

Creajure, krA-tshiire, s. 461. 462. A being 
created ; an animal not human ; a word of contempt 
for a human being; a word of petty tenderness; a per
son who owes his rise or his fortune to another.

CreaTIIRELY, kri-tshilre-W, a. Having tlie 
qualities of a creature.

Credence, kr&Unse, s. Belief, credit; that 
which gives a claim to credit or belief.

Credenda, knJ-dSn-di, s. 92. Latin. Things 
to be believed, articles of faith.

Credent, kr&dint, a. Believing, easy of be- 
lief; having credit, not to be questioned.

Credential, krA-dAn-shAl, s. That which 
gives a title to credit

Credibility, kr£d-<M>ll-e-t<*, j. Claim to ere- 
dit, possibility of obtaining belief, probability.

Credible, krS<W-bl, a. 405. Worthy of ere- 
dit; having a just claim to belief

Credibleness, krJd^-bl-nSss, s. Credibility, 
worthiness of belief, just claim to belief.

Credibly-, krAd-A-blA, ad. In a manner that 
claims belief.

Credit, krAd-tt, ». Belief; honour, reputation, 
good opinion; faith, testimony; trust reposed; pro. 
mise given; influence,power not oompulsive.

To Credit, krAd-lt, v. a. To believe; to pro
cure credit or honour to any thing; to trust, to confide 
in ; to admit as a debtor.

Creditable, krCd-it-i-bl, a. Reputable, above 
contempt; estimable.

Creditableness, krAd4t>A-bl-nAss, s. Repu
tation, estimation.

Creditably, kr&Wt-J-bli, ad. Reputably, 
without disgrace.

Creditor, kr£d-it-&r, r. 166. He to whom a 
debt Is owed, he that eives credit, Correlative to debtor.

[ Credulity, krA-du-lA-U, 3. Easiness of belief.
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Credulous, krid-jd-lis, a. 367. 293. Apt to 
believe, unsuspecting, easily deceived.

Credulousness, kred-jil-lits-n^ss, s. Aptness 
to believe, credulity.

Creed, kre£d, s. A form of words in which 
the articles of faith are comprehended; any solemn 
profession of principles or opinion.

To Creek, krd£k, v, a. To make a harsh noise.
Creek, krAek, s. 246. A prominence or jut 

in a winding coast; a small port, a bay, a cove.
Creek Y, krde-k£, a. Full of creeks, unequal, 

winding.
To Creep, kre£p, v. n. 246. To move with the 

belly to the ground without legs ; to grow along the 
ground, or on other supports; to move forward with, 
out bounds or leaps, as insects; to move slowly and 
feebly; to move timorously, without soaring, or ven
turing ; to behave with servility, to fawn, to bend.

Creeper, kr«^e-par, s. 98. A plant that sup
ports itself by means of some stronger body ; an iron 
used to slide along the grate in kitchens j a kusd ot 
patten or clog worn by women.

Creephole, kre^p-hdle, s. A hole into winch 
any animal may creep to escape danger; a subterfuge, 
an excuse. .

CreepinglY, kreep-lng-le, ad. Slowly, afte • 
the manner of a reptile.

To Crepitate, kr£p-£-tate, v. n. 91. To make 
a small crackling noise.

Crepitation, kr£p-£-ti-sh&n, $. A small j 
crackling noise. >

Crept, kr£pt. Part, from Creep.
Crepuscui.E, kre-p&s-kille, s. Twilight.
Crepusculous, kr^-p&S-kit-liis, a. Glimmer j 

ing, in a state between light and darkness.
Crescent, kr£s-s£nt, a. Increasing, growing 
Crescent, kr&s's&nt, s. The moon in her state 

of increase; any similitude of the moon increasing.
Crescive, kris-slv, a. 158. Increasing, grow

ing.
Cress, kr&s, s. An herb.
Cresset, krSs^sSt, s. 99. A great light set 

upon a beacon, light-house, or watch-tower.
Crest, kr&st, s. The plume of feathers on the 

top of the helmet; the ornament of helmet in he
raldry ; any tuft or ornament of the i pride, spirit, 
fire.

Crested, kr£s-t£d, a. Adorned with a plume 
or crest; wearing a comb.

Crest-fallen, krJst-faln, a. Dejected, sunk, 
heartless, spiritless, dispirited.

Crestless, kr£st-l£s, a. Not dignified with 
coat-armour, not of any eminent family.

Cretaceous, kr^-ta-shus, a. Abounding with 
chalk, chalky.

CttETATED, kr&ta-tSd, a. Rubbed with chalk. 
Crevice, kr4v-ls, s. 140. A crack, a cleft.
Crew, kr6A, *. 339. A company of people as- 

sociated for any purpose; the company of a ship. 
It is now generally used in a bad sense.

Crew, kr3o. The pret. of Crow.
Crewel, krooni, s. 99. Yarn twisted and 

wound on a knot or ball.
Crib, kno, s. The rack or manger of a stable; 

the stall or cabin of an ox; a small habitation, a cot
tage.

To Crib, krlb, v. a. To shut up in a narrow 
habitation, to cage; to steal A low phrase.

Cribbage, krib^bldje, s. 90. A. game at cards. 
Cribration, kri-bra-sh&n, s. 123. The act of 

sifting, or separating with a sieve.
Crick, krlk, ». The noise of a door; a painful 

stiffiiess in the neck.
Cricket, krlkiklt, s. 99. An insect that squeaks 

°u cNrP® about ovens and fire-places; a sport, at 
which the contenders drive a ball with sticks; a low •eat or stool

Crier, kri-fir, s. 98. The officer whose busi
ness is to cry or make proclamation.

Crime, krlma, s. An act contrary to right; an 
offence, a great fault, an act of wickedness.

Crimeful, krime^f&l, a. Wicked, criminal. 
Crimeless, krimeM&s, a. Innocent, without 

crime.
Criminal, krim^-nM, a. 88. Faulty, contrary 

to right, contrary to duty; guilty, tainted with crime; 
not civil, as a criminal prosecution.

Criminal, krlm-^-nll, s. A man accused of 
a crime; a man guilty of a crime.

Criminally', krim^-nM-le, ad. Wickedly, 
guiltily, not innocently.

Criminalness, krim^-n&l-ness, s. Guiltiness. 
Crimination, krlm-^-na-shun, s. The act of 

accusing, arraignment, charge.
Criminatory’, krim'£-na-t&r-r£, a. 512. Re

lating to accusation, accusing, censorious.
Criminous, krlm-e-nfis, a. Wicked, iniquitous. 
Criminously, krim^-niis-le,ad. Very wickedly 
Criminousness, krim-£-n&s-n£ss, s. Wicked

ness, guilt, crime.
Crimp, krlmp, a. Crisp, brittle, easily crumbled. 
To Crimple, krlm-pl, v. a. 405. To contract, 

to cause to shrink, to curl, to corrugate.
Crimson, krlm-zn, s. 170. Red, somewhat 

darkened with blue; red in general.
To Crimson, krlm-zn, v. a. To dye with 

crimson.
Crincum, krlngk-hm, s. A cramp, whimsy. 

A cant word.
Cringe, krlnje, s. Bow, servile civility.
To Cringe, krlnje, v. n. To draw together, to 

contract. Little used.
To Cringe, krlnje, v. a. To bow, to pay court, 

to fawn, to flatter.
Crinigerous, krl-nid-j^-rus, a. 123. Hairy, 

overgrown with hair.
Crinite, krl-nite, a. Seemingly having a 

tail of long hair. /
To Crinkle, krlng-kl, v. n. To go in and out, 

to run in flexures. Obsolete.
Crinose, kri-nise,' a. Hairy, full of hairs. 
Cripple, krlp^pl, s. 405. A lame man.
To Cripple, krlp-pl, v. a. To lame, to make lame. 
Crippleness, krip-pl-n&ss, s. Lameness. 
Crisis, kri-sis, s. The point in which the 

disease kills or changes to the better ; the point of 
time at which any affair comes to the height.

Crisp, krlsp, a. Curled; indented, winding ; 
brittle, friable.

To Crisp, krlsp, v. a. To curl, to contract 
into knots ; to twist; to indent; to run in and out

Crispation, krls-pa-sh&n, s. The act of curl
ing ; the state of being curled.

Crisping-PIN, krls-plng-pln, s. A curling iron. 
Crispness, krlsp-n&ss, s. Curledness.
Crispy, kris-p£, a. Curled.
Criterion, kri-te^r^-ftn, s. 123. A mark by 

which any thing is judged of, with regard to its good
ness or badness.

HO” The plural of this word, like phenomena and a 
I few others, seems to be established by the prevailing pro- 
| pensity of appearing learned in Greek and Latin ; and an 

Englishman who should, in the simplicity of his heart, 
write or pronounce critcrions for criteria, would be pitied 
or despised. Till lately, however, there was a reluctance 
at offending our own analogy ; and though criteria was 
used, it was generally shown to be an alien by printing it 
in a different character; but pedantry has at last so far 
prevailed as to associate it without distinction, and by 
this means to add to the disgraces of our language, 
Critic krlt-lk, s. A man skilled in the art 

of judging of fiterature; a censurcr, a man apt to find 
fault.
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Critic krit-lk, a. Critical, relating to criti- 
cism.

Critic krlt-lk, s. A critical examination, 
critical remarks; science of criticism.

Critical, krlAJ-kAl, a. Exact, nicely judici- 
oust accurate; relating to criticism; captious, inclined 
to find fault; comprising the time at which a great 
event is determined.

Critically, krit-e-k&l-e, ad. In a critical 
manner, exactly, curiously.

Criticalness, krlt-^-kil-n^ss, $. Exactness, 
accuracy.

To Criticise, krlt-^-slze, v. n. 153. To play 
the critick, to judge; to animadvert upon as faulty.

To Criticise, krlt-6-slze, v. a. To censure, to 
pass judgment upon.

Criticism, krit-e-sizm, s. Criticism is a stand- ' 
ard of judging well; remark, animadversion, critical 
observations.

To Croak, kroke, v. n. To make a hoarse low 
noise like a frog; to caw or cry as a raven or crow.

Croak, krdke, s. The cry or voice of a frog 
or raven.

Croceous, kro-shtMis, a. 357. Consisting 
saffron, like saffron.

Crock, kr6k, s. A cup, any vessel made of 
earth.

Crockery, krSk-ftr-i, s. 555. Earthen ware. 
Crocodile, kr&kld-dll, s. 145. An amphibious 

voracious animal, in shape resembling a lizard, and 
found in Egypt and the Indies.

Mr. Sheridan, Dr. Kenrick, Mr. Scott, W. John
ston, and Perry, make the i in the last syllable short, as 
I have done; and Buchanan is the only one who makes 
it long.
Crocus, kro-k&s, s. An early flower.
Croft, kroft, s. A little close joining co a 

honse that is used for corn or pasture.
Croisade, kroe-sade,' s. A holy war.—See 

Crusade.
Croises, kroe-sfiz, s. Pilgrims who carry a 

cross; soldiers who fight against infidels.
Crone, krdne, s. An old ewe; in contempt, 

an old woman.
Crony, kr6^n£, s. An old acquaintance* 
CROOK, kr53k, s. Any crooked or bent instru

ment ; a sheep-hook; any thing bent
To CROOK, kroSk, v. a. To bend, to turn into 

a hook; to pervert from rectitude.
Crookback, krodk-btlk, s. A person that has i 

gibbous shoulders.
CttOOKBACKED, kr56k-b&kt, a. 359. Having i 

bent shoulders. j
Crooked, krdok-^d, a. 366. Bent, not straight, I 

curved; winding, oblique; perverse, untoward, with- > 
out rectitude of mind.

Crookedly, krS6k^d-l&, ad. Not in a straight 
line; untowardly, not compliantly.

Crookedness, kr3ok-£d-n£ss, j. Deviation 
from straightness, curvity; deformity of a gibbon, 
body.

Crop, kr6p, s. The craw of a bird.
Cropful, krSp-ful, a. Satiated with a fbl( 

belly.
Cropsick, kr&p-sik, a. Sick with excess and 

debauchery.
Crop, krdp, $. The harvest, the corn gathered 

off the field ; any thing cut off*.
To Crop, krSp, v. a. To cut off the ends of 

any thing, to mow, to reap; to cut off* the ears.
To CROP, krdp, v. n. To yield harvest. Ob

solete.
Cropper, kroplp&r, $. A kind of pigeon with 

a large crop.
Crosier, kr&zhe-Sr, j. 451. 453. The pas

toral staff of a bishop.
CrOSLET, kr5s-l£t, s. 99. A small cross.
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Cross, kr6s, s. One straight body laid at right 
angles over another; the ensign of the Christian re
ligion ; a monument with a cross upon it to excite de
votion, such as were anciently set in market-places; 
a line drawn through another; any thing that thwarts 
or obstructs, misfortune, hinderance, vexation, oppo
sition, misadventure, trial of patience; money sq 
called, because marked with a cross.

Cross, kr5s, a. Transverse, falling athwart 
something else; adverse, opposite; perverse, untrae. 
table; peevish, fretful, ill-humoured; contrary,con- 
tradictory; contrary’ to wish, unfortunate.

Cross, kr6s, prep. Athwart, so as to intersect 
any thing; over, from side to side.

To Cross, kr6s, v. a. To lay one body, or 
draw one line athwart another; to sign with the cross; 
to mark out, to cancel, as to cross an article; to pas? 
over; to thwart, to interpose obstruction; to counter
act; to contravene, to hinder by authority; to con
tradict ; to be inconsistent.

Cross-bar-shot, kr6s-blr-sh6t,z s. A round 
shot, or great bullet, with a bar of iron put through it.

To Cross-examine, krds-^gz-Sm-in, v. a. To 
try the faith of evidence by captious questions of the 
contrary party.

Cross-staff, krSs-stAf, s. An instrument com
monly called the fore-staff, used by seamen to take the 
meridian altitude of the sun or stars.

Crossbite, kris-blte, s. A deception, a cheat 
To Crossbite, kr6s-bite, v. a. To contravene 

by deception.
Crossbow, kros-bd, s. A missive weapon 

formed by placing a bow athwart a stock.
Crossgrained, kr6s-grand,z a. 359. Having 

the fibres transverse or irregular; perverse, trouble
some, vexatious.

Crossly, krds-ld, ad. Athwart, so as to inter
sect something else; oppositely, adversely, in opposi- 
tion to; unfortunately.

Crossness, krds-n&ss, s. Transverseness, inter
section ; perverseness, peevishness.

Crossrow, krfis-rd,z s. Alphabet, so named, 
because a cross is placed at the beginning, to show 
that the end of learning is piety.

Crosswind, kr6s-wlnd, s. Wind blowing from 
the right or left.—See Wind.

Crossway, krSs-wa, A small obscure path 
intersecting the chief road.

Crosswort, krds-wfirt, s. 166. A plant. 
Crotch, krotsh, s. A hook.
Crotchet, kritsh^t, ». 99. In musick, one of 

the notes or characters of time, equal to half a minim; 
a piece of wood fitted into another to support a build
ing ; in printing, hooks in which words are included 
[thus]; a perverse conceit, an odd fancy.

To Crouch, krdutsh, v. n. 313. To stoop low, 
to lie close to tha ground; to fawn, to bend servilely.

Croup, krdSp, s. 315. The rump of a fowl; 
the buttocks of a horse.

Croupades, krd<5-padzz g. Are higher leaps 
than those of curvets.

Crow, kr6, S. 324. A large black bird that 
feeds upon the carcasses of beasts; a piece of iron 
used as a lever; the voice of a cock, or the noise 
which he makes in his gayety.

Crowfoot, krd-fit, s. A flower.
To Crow, krd, v. n. Pret. Crew or Crowed. 

To make the noise which a cock makes; to boast, ts 
bully, to vapour.

Crowd, kr3&d, s. 323. A multitude confused
ly pressed together; a promiscuous medley; the vul
gar, the populace; a fiddle.

To Crowd, krSud, v. a. To fill with confused 
multitudes ; to press close together; to encumber by 
multitudes; To crowd sail, a sea phrase, to spread 
wide the sails upon the yards.

To Crowd, kroud, v. n. To swarm, to be 
numerous and confused; to thrust among a multitude;

Crowder, krd&ld&r, s. A fiddler. 
Crowkeeper, kr#k4-p?ir, s. A scarecrow.
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Crown, krAAn, s. 324. Tlie ornament of the 
head whioh denotes imperial and regal dignitv; a gar- 

. land • a reward, honorary distinction; regal power, 
royalty; the top of the head ; the top of any thing, as 
of a mountain; part of the hat that covers the head ; 
a piece of money; honour, ornament, decoration ; 
completion, accomplishment.

To Crown, krAAn, u. a. To invest with the 
crown or regal ornament; to cover, as with a crown; 
to dignify, to adorn, to make illustrious; to reward, to 
recompense; to complete, to perfect; to terminate, 
to finish.

Crownglass, krAun-glAs, s. The finest sort of 
window glass.

Crown-imperial, krjin-lm-pi-ri-l!, s. A 
plant.

CROWNPOsr, krAAn-pAst, $. A post, which, in 
some buildings, stands upright in the middle, between 
two principal rafters.

Crownscab, krAAn-skAb, s. A stinking filthy 
scab round a horse’s hoof

Crownwheel, krAAn-whAle. ». The upper 
wheel of a watch next the balance-

Crownworks,. krAAn-wArks, In fortification, 
bulwarks advanced towards the fieid to gain some hill 
or rising ground.

Crownet, krAun^At, s. The same with coronet; 
chief end, last purpose.

CrOYLSTONE, krAll-stAno, s. Crystallized cauk.
CRUCIAL, krAA-shA-Al, a. 357. Transverse, in

tersecting one another.
To Cruciate, krAA-shA-ate, v. a. To torture, 

to torment, to excruciate.
Crucible, krAA^-sA-bl, s. A chy mist's melting 

pot made of earth. *
Cruciferous, krAA-slf^A-rAs, a. 518. 

the cross.
Crucifier, krAA-sA-fl-Ar, s. He that inflicts 

tlie punishment of crucifixion.
Crucifix, krAA'sA-flks, s. A representation in 

picture or statuary of our Lord’s passion.
Crucifixion, krAA-sA-flk-shAn, s. The punish

ment of nailing to a cross.
Cruciform, krAA-sA-fArm, a. Having the form 

of a cross.
To Crucify, krAAW-fi, v. a. 183. To put to 

death by nailing the hands and feet to a cross set up
right

Crude, krAAd, a. 339. Raw, not subdued by 
fire; not changed by any process or pre;>aration; 
harsh, unripe; unconnected ; not well digested; not 
brought to perfection, immature; having indigested 
notions.

Crudely, krAAd-lA, ad. Unripely, without due 
preparation.

Crudeness, krAAd-nAss, s. Unripeness, indi
gestion.

Crudity, krAA-dA-tA, s. Indigestion, incon- 
coction, unripeness, want of maturity.

Cruel, krdMl, a. 339. 99. Pleased with hurt- 
ing others, inhuman, hard-hearted, barbarous; bloodv, 
mischievous, destructive.

Cruelly, kroA^-il-lA, ad. In a cruel manner, 
inhumanly, barbarously.

Cruelness, krAA-Il-ness, x. Inhumanity, cru
elty.

Cruelty, krAA-Il-tA, s. Inhumanity, savage
ness, barbarity.

CruentaTE, krAA^An-tate, a. 91. Smeared 
with blood.

Cruet, krAA-it, s. 99. A phial for vinegar or 
oil.

Cruise, krAAs, s. 339. A small cup.
Cruise, kr AAz, s. A voyage in search of plunder. 
To Cruise, krAAz, v. n. 441. To rove over the 

sea in search of plunder; to wander on the sea with- 
out any certain course.

Cruiser, krA&zAr, s. One that roves upon the 
sea in search of plunder.
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Crumb f ^ie so^ Part bread, not
the crust; a small particle or fragment of bread.

To Crumble, krAm-bl, v. a. 405. To break 
into small pieces, to comminute.

To Crumble, krAm-bl, v. n. To fall into small 
pieces.

Crummy, krAm-mA, a. Soft.
Crump, krAmp, a. Crooked in the back. 
To Crumple, krAm-pl, v. a. To draw into 

wrinkles.
Crumpling, krAmp-llng, s. A small degene

rate apple.
Crupper, kriptp&r, s. 98. That part of the 

horse’s furniture that reaches from the saddle to the tail
Crural, krAA-rAl, a. Belonging to the leg. 
Crusade, krAA-sade,' ? . ,. .CRusADo.krja.sAyd.J’- A“ cxPed'tlol‘ 

against the infidels; a coin stamped with a cross.
Cruset, krAA-sit, s. 99. A goldsmith’s melt

ing pot
To Crush, krAsh, v. a. To press between two 

opposite bodies, to squeeze; to press with violence ; 
to overwhelm, to beat down; to subdue, to depress, 
to dispirit

Crush, krAsh, s. A collision.
Crust, krAst, s. Any shell, or external coat ; 

an incrustation, collection of matter into a hard body; 
the case of a pie made of meal, and baked; the outer 
hard part of bread; a waste piece of bread.

To Crust, krAst, v. a. To envelop, to cover 
with a hard case; to foul with concretions.

To Crust, krAst, v. n. To gather or contract 
a crust, to gain a hard covering.

Crustaceous, krAs-tA-shAs, a. 357. Shelly, 
with joints; not testaceous.

Crustaceousness, krAs-tA-shAs-nAss, s. The 
quality of having jointed shells.

Crustily, krAs^-tA-lA, ad. Peevishly, snappishly. 
Crustiness, krAs-tA-nAss, s. The quality of a 

crust; peevishness, moroseness.
Crusty, krAs-tA, a. Covered with a crust; 

sturdy, morose, snappish.
Crutch, krAtsh, s. A support used by cripples. 
To Crutch, krAtsh, v. a. To support on 

crutches as a cripple.
To Cry, kri,v. n. To speak with vehemence and 

loudness; tocall importunately; to proclaim, to make 
publick; to exclaim; to utter lamentation ; to squall, 
as an infant: to weep, to shed tears; to utter an in- 
articulate voice, as an animal; to yelp, as a hound on 
a scent

To Cry, krl, v. a. To proclaim publickly 
something lost or found.

To Cry Down, krl dAun,' v. a. To blame, to 
depreciate, to decry; to prohibit; to overbear.

To Cry Out, krl out,' v. n. To exclaim, to 
scream, to clamour ; to complain loudly; to blame, 
to censure; to declare aloud; to be in labour.

To Cry’ Up, krl Ap,' v. a. To applaud, to exalt, 
to praise; to raise the price by proclamation.

Cry, krl,s. Lamenting, shriek, scream; weep
ing, mourning; clamour, outcry; exclamation of tri
umph or wonder; proclamation; the hawkers’procla
mation of wares, as the cries of London; acclamation, 
popular favour; voice, utterance, manner of voca] 
expression; importunate call; yelping of dogs; yell, 
inarticulate noise; a pack of dogs.

Cryal, krl-51, $. The heron.
Cryer, kri-Ar, s. 166. The falcon gentle. 
Cryptical, krlp^tA-kAl, ) ,
Cryptic , kripitlk, f “• Hldden’ “cri* 

occult, unknown, not divulged.
Cryptically, krlpiti-kil-li, ad. Occultly, 

secretly.
Cryptography, krlp-tAg-grA-fA, x. 518. The 

act of writing secret characters; secret character, 
ciphers.
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a. 148. 149.
trans-

krlst

Cube Root, kube^-rSSt,
Cubic 1____,_______

of a cubick number, or a number by the multiplication

Cryptology, krlp-t51-16-j5, s. 518. ^Enigma
tical language.

Crystal, krVtAl, $. Crystals are hard, pellucid, 
and naturally colourless bodies, of regularly angular 
figures ; Crystal is also used for a factitious body cast 
in the glass-houses, called also crystal glass, which is 
carried to a degree of perfection beyond the common 
glass; Crystals, in chymistry, express salts or other 
matters shot or congealed in manner of crystal.

Crystal, kris-tAl, a. Consisting of crystal; 
bright, clear, transparent; lucid, pellucid.

( krls-til-line, "
Cbystalline, |Ws:tai4ln>’

Consisting of crystal; bright, clear, pellucid, 
parent.

Crystalline Humour, krls^til-llne, or 
tAl-lin &-m&r, s. The second humour of the eye, 
that lies immediately next to the aqueous, behind the 
uvea.

Crystallization, krls-tM-l£-za-sh&n, s. Con
gelation into crystals. The mass formed by congela
tion or concretion.

To Crystallize, krls-tAl-lize, ». a. To cause 
to congeal or concrete in crystals.

To Crystallize, kris^tAl-lize, v. n. 159. To 
coagulate, congeal, concrete, or shoot into crystals.

Cub, k&b, s. The young of a beast, generally 
of a bear or fox; the young of a whale; in reproach, 
a boy or girl.

To Cub, k&b, v. a. To bring forth. Little used, 
Cubation, kd-ba-sh&n, s. The act of lying 

down.
CuBATORY, ki-ba-tur-e, a. 512. Recumbent. 
Cubature, kii-bi-tshure, s. 461. The finding 

exactly the solid content of any proposed body.
Cube, kube, s. A regular solid body, consist

ing of six square and equal faces or sides, and the 
angles all right, and therefore equal.

~ ’'OOT, k&be^r55t, 7 on, • •
Root, k&ib!k-r55t, f ’’ 1116 onSin

of w’hich into itself, and again into the product, any 
given number is formed. Thus 2 is the cube root of 8.

Cubical, ku-be-kil, 7 _no
Cubick, ku-bik, J a'

form or properties of a cube; it is applied to numbers; 
the number of four multiplied into itself, produces the 
square number of sixteen, and that again multiplied 
by four, produceth the cubick number of sixty-four.

Cubicalness, k&-b5-kAl-n£ss, s. The state or 
quality of being cubical

Cubiculary, k&-blk-k&-lir-5, a. Fitted for the 
posture of lying down.

Cubiform, ku-b^-form, a. Of the shape of a 
cube.

Cubit, kii-bit, s. A measure in use among the 
ancients, which was originally the distance from the 
elbow, bending inwards, to the extremity of the mid
dle finger.

Cubital, kii-be-til, a. Containing only the 
length of a cubit.

Cuckold, kuk-k&ld, s. 166. One that is mar
ried to an adultress.

To Cuckold, kik-k&ld, v. a. To rob a man of 
his wife’s fidelity; to wrong a husband by unchastity. 

Cuckoldly, k&k-k&ld-le, a. Having the qua
lities of a cuckold, poor, mean, cowardly.

Cuckold-maker, k&k-k&ld-ma-kur, s. One 
that makes a practice of corrupting wives.

Cuckoldom, k&k-kil-dum, s. The act of 
adultery; the state of a cuckold.

Cuckoo, kuk-k65, s. 174. A bird which appears 
in the spring, and is said to suck the eggs of other 
birds, and lay her own to be hatched in their place; 
a name of contempt.

Cuckoo-bud, k&k-k86-b&d, ) _
Cuckoo-flower, kuk-kM-flJft-ijr, J 5- ■

name of a flower.

Having the
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r _ J, s. A spu
mous dew found upon Diants, with a little insect in it, rrzirrr r aw I. A Cil 1

a. Hooded,

Cuckoo-spittle, kSk-kSS-spit-tl,

CUCULLATE, ki-kfri-iate, 91. ) 
CUCULLATED, kii-kul-la-t5d, J 

covered, as with a hood or cowl; having the resem
blance or shape of a hood.

CUCUMBER, kiu'-k&m-b&r, s. 159. The name 
of a plant, and fruit of that plant.

[£7* In some counties of England, especially in the 
west, this word is pronounced as if written Coocumber, 
this, though rather nearer to the orthography than Cow
cumber, is yet faulty, in adopting the obtuse u heard in 
bull, rather than the open u heard in Cucumis, the Latin 
word whence Cucumber is derived: though, from the 
adoption of the b. I should rather suppose we took it 
from the French Concombre. But however this may be, 
it seems too firmly fixed rn its sound of Cowcumber to be 
altered, and must be classed with its irregular fellow es
culent Asparagus, which see.
Cucurbit aceous, kii-kur-be-ta^h&s, a. 357. 

Cucurbitaceous plants are those which resemble a 
gourd, such as the pompion and melon.

Cucurbite, ku-kfrr-blt, s. 156. A cliymical 
vessel, commonly called a Body.

Cud, kud, s. That food which is reposited in 
the first stomach, in order to be chewed again.

gsatst*f
low dolt.

2’o Cuddle, kud-dl, v. n. 405. To lie close, 
to squat

Cudgel, kfid-jll, s. 99. A stick to strike with. 
To Cudgel, kud-jll, v. a. To beat with a stick. 
Cudgel-proof, k&d-jll-pr65f, a. Able to re

sist a stick.
Cudweed, k&d-w5de, s. A plant.
Cue, kit, s. The tail or end of any tiling; the 

last words of a speech in acting, to be answered by 
another; a hint, an intimation, a short direction; 
humour, temper of mind.

Cuerpo, kw5r-po, s. To be in cuerpo, is to b 
without the upper coat.

Cuff, k&f, s. A blow with the fist, a box, a 
stroke.

To Cuff, k&f, v. n. To fight, to scuffle.
To Cuff, k&f, v. a. To strike with the fist; 

to strike with talons.
Cuff, k&f, s. Part of the sleeve.
Cuirass, kw^-ris,' s. 340. A breastplate.
Cuirassier, kw£-rAs-se£r,' s. 275. A man of 

arms, a soldier in arms.
Cuish, kwls, s. 340. The armour that covers 

the thighs.
I have followed Dr. Johnson’s spelling in this 

word, though I think it not so correct as cuisse, the ori 
ginal French, and which he has himself followed in his 
Edition of Shakespeare, and his notes upon the word in 
the first part of Henry the Fourth. But whatever rrav 
be the spelling, the pronunciation is certainly that which 
I have given.
Culdees, kul-d^ze,' s. Monks in Scotland. 
Culinary, k&-15-nJ,r-5, a. 512. Relating to 

the kitchen.
To Cull, k&l, v. a. To select from others. 
Culler, k&l-l&r, s. 98. One who picks or 

chooses.
Cullion, kul-y&n, s. 113. A scoundrel,, a 

mean wretch.
CuLLlONLY, k&I-yftn-l£, a. Having the qualities 

of a cullion, mean, base.
Cully, k&l-l£, s. A man deceived or imposed 

upon.
To Cully, k&l-15, v. a. To befool, to cheat, to 

impose upon.
Culmiferous, k&l-mif-fe-r&s, a. 518. Cul- 

miferous plants are such as have a smooth jointed 
stalk, and their seeds are contained in chaffy husks.

To Culminate, k&l-m£-n£te, v. n. To be 
vertical, to be in the meridian.
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Culmination, k&l-md-na-sh&n, j. The transit 
of a planet through the meridian.

Culpability, kQl-pi-bil-£-t£, s. Blameable- 
ness.

Culpable, khl-p^-bl, a. 405. Criminal, blame
able, blameworthy.

Culpableness, k61-pi-bl-n3ss, s. Blame, guilt. 
Culpably, k&l-pi-bM, ad. Blameably, crimi

nally.
Culprit, k&l-prlt, s. A man arraigned before 

his judge.
Culter, kil-t&r, s. The iron of the plough 

perpendicular to the share.—See Coulter.
To Cultivate, k&l-t^-vate, v. a. To forward 

or improve the product of the earth by manual indus
try ; to improve, to meliorate.

Cultivation, kul-t^-va-shhn, s. The art or 
practice of improving soils, and forwarding or melior. 
ating vegetables; improvement in general, meliora
tion.

Cultivator, kul-t^-va-t&r, s. 521. One who 
improves, promotes, or meliorates.

Culture, k&l-tshure, s. 461. The act of cul
tivation ; art of improvement and melioration.

To Culture, kul^tshiire, v. a. To cultivate, 
to till. Obsolete.

Culver, kul-vhr, s. 98. A pigeon. Old word. 
Culverin, kul-v^-rln, s. A species of ordnance. 
Culverkey, khl-v<lr-k£, s. A species of flower. 
To Cumber, k&m-b&r, v. a. 98. To embarrass, 

to entangle, to obstruct; to crowd or load with some
thing useless; to involve in difficulties and dangers, to 
distress; to busy, to distract with multiplicity of cares; 
to be troublesome in any place.

Cumber, k&m-b&r, s. Vexation, embarrass
ment. Obsolete.

Cumbersome, k&m-b&r-s&m, a. Troublesome, 
vexatious; burthensome, embarrassing, unwieldy, un
manageable.

Cumbersomely, kim-b&r-sim-le, ad. In a 
troublesome manner.

Cumbersomeness, kim-b’ir-s’im-ness, s. En- 
cumbrance, hindrance, obstruction.

Cumbrance, k&m-brinse, s. Burthen, hinde- 
rance, impediment

Cumbrous, kum-brus, a. Troublesome, vexa
tious, disturbing; oppressive, burthensome; jumbled, 
obstructing each other.

Cumfrey, ktim-frd, s. A medicinal plant. See 
Comfrey.

Cumin, khm-mln, s. a plant.
JO" This word, before Dr. Johnson’s Dictionary altered 

it, was, I believe, universally spelled with double m. 
Our ancestors were homebred enough to think, that if we 
received a word from the Latin, and conformed to the 
quantity of that language, it was necessary to show that 
conformity by a specifick orthography of our own. Thus, 
the first u in Cuminum being short, they doubled the m 
to indicate that shortness ; as the analogy of our language 
would infallibly pronounce the u long, if the consonant 
were single in the same manner as in Cubick, Cupid, &c. 
See Drama.
To Cumulate, kii-mi-lAte, v. a. To heap to- 

gether.
Cumulation, kii-mh-liish&n, s. The act of 

heaping together.
Cumulative, kit-m^-la-tlv, a. Consisting of 

diverse matter put together.
CuNCTATION, khngk-ta-sh&n, s. Delay, pro

crastination, dilatoriness.
Cunctator, kimgk-ta-thr, s. One given to 

delay, a lingerer.
Cuneal, a. Relating to a wedge,

having the form of a wedge.
Cuneated, kb-n^-a-t^d, a. Made in form of 

a wedge.
Cuneiform, kit-n^-fdrm, a. Having the 

form of a wedge.

Cunner, khn-nur, s. A kind of fish less than 
an oyster, that sticks close to the rocks.

Cunning, ktin-nlng, a. 410. Skilful, knowing, 
learned; performed with skill, artful; artfully deceit
ful, trickish, subtle, crafty.

Cunning, khn-nlng, s. Artifice, deceit, slyness, 
sleight, fraudulent dexterity; art, skill, knowledge 

Cunningly, k&n-nlng-l^, ad. Artfully, slyly, 
craftily.

Cunning-man, k&n-nlng-min,' s. A man who 
pretends to tell fortunes, or teach how to recover stolen 
goods.

Cunningness, kun-ning-n^ss, s. Deceitfulness, 
sliness.

Cup, kup, s. A small vessel to drink out of; 
the liquor contained in the cup, the draught; socia 
entertainment, merry bout; any thing hollow like a 
cup, as the husk of an acorn; Cup and Can, familiar 
companions.

To Cup, k&p, v. a. To supply with cups; 
obsolete; to draw blood by applying cupping glasses.

Cupbearer, kftp-ba-r&r, s. An officer of the 
king’s household; an attendant to give wine at a feast.

Cupboard, kup^-bhrd, s. 412. A case with 
shelves, in which victuals or earthen ware is placed.

Cupidity, kh-pid^-te, s. 511. Concupiscence, 
unlawful longing.

CUPOLA, ku-p6-li, s. 92. A dome, the hemis
pherical summit of a building.

Cupper, k&p-p&r, s. One who applies cupping 
glasses, a scarifier.

Cupping-glass, khp-ping glls, $. A glass used 
by scarifiers to draw out the blood by rarefying the air.

Cupreous, kb-pre-frs, a. Coppery, consisting 
of copper.

Cur, khr, s. A worthless degenerate dog ; a 
term of reproach for a man.

Curable, ku-ra-bl, a. 405. That admits of a 
remedy, that may be healed.

Curableness, ku-ri-bl-n&s, s. Possibility to 
be healed.

Curacy, kh-rA-sl, ) „ ,
Curateship, kWrite-shlp, p

of a curate; employment which a hired clergyman 
holds under the beneficiary.

Curate, kii-rate, s. 91. A clergyman hired to 
perform the duties of another; a parish priest

Curative, ku-ri-tlv, a. 157. Relating to the 
cure of diseases, not preservative.

| Curator, kh-ra-tiir, s. 521. One that has the 
care and superintendence of any thing.

Curb, kurb, s. A curb is an iron chain, made 
fast to the upper part of the branches of the bridle, 
running over the beard of the horse; restraint, inhi
bition, opposition.

Curb-stone, kftrb-stAne, s. A thick kind of 
stone placed at the edge of a stone pavement.

To Curb, khrb, v. a. To guide a horse with a 
curb; to restrain, to inhibit, to check.

Curd, kfird, s. The coagulation of milk.
To Curd, kurd, v. a. To turn to curds, to 

cause to coagulate.
To Curdle, kur-dl, v. n. 405. To coagulate, 

to concrete.
To Curdle, khrkll, v. a. To cause to coagulate.
Curdy, khr-d£, a. Coagulated, concreted, full 

of curds, curdled.
Cure, krire, s. Remedy, restorative; act of 

healing; the benefice or employment of a curate or 
clergyman.

To Cure, khre, v. a. To heal, to restore to 
health, to remedy, to prepare in any manner, so as to 
be preserved from corruption.

Cureless, khre-l^s, a. Without cure, without 
remedy.

Curer, kh-rhr, s. 98. A healer, a physician. 
Curfew, kir^ffi, s. An evening peal, by which 

William the Conqueror willed, that every man should
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CUR cus

rake up his fire, and put out his light; a cover for a 
fire, a fireplate.

Curiality, kft-r£-&U£-t£, s. The privileges, 
prerogatives, or retinue of a court

Curiosity, k&-r£-6s-£-t£, s. Inquisitiveness, 
inclination to inquiry; nicety, delicacy; accuracy,ex
actness ; an act of curiosity, nice experiment, an object 
of curiosity, rarity.

Curious, kh-r^-&s, a. 314. Inquisitive, desir
ous of information ; attentive to, diligent about; ac
curate, careful not to mistake; difficult to please, so
licitous of perfection ; exact, nice, subtile; elegant, 
neat, laboured, finished.

Curiously, k&-r£-&s-l£, ad. Iuquisitively, at
tentively, studiously; elegantly, neatly; artfully, ex
actly.

Curl, k&rl, s. A ringlet of hair; undulation, 
wave, sinuosity, flexure.

To Curl, k&rl, v. a. To turn the hair in ring
lets ; to writhe, to twist; to dress with curls; to raise 
in waves, undulations, or sinuosities.

To Curl, k&rl, v. n. To shrink into ringlets; 
to rise in undulation; to twist itself.

Curlew, k&r-l&, s. A kind of waterfowl; a 
bird larger than a partridge, with, longer legs.

Curmudgeon, k&r-m&d-j&n, s. 259. An ava
ricious churlish fellow, a miser, a niggard, a griper.

Curmudgeonly, k&r-m&d-j&n-l^, a. 259. Ava
ricious, covetous, churlish, niggardly.

Currant, k&r-rAn, s. The tree; a small dried 
grape, properly written Corinth, from the place it came 
from.

Currency, k&r^r£n-s£, s. Circulation, power of 
passing from hand to hand; general reception; fluency, 
readiness of utterance; continuance, constant flow; 
general esteem, the rate at which any thing is vulgarly 
valued; the papers stamped in the English colonies by 
authority, and passing for money.

Current, k&r-r£nt, a. Circulatory, passing from 
hand to hand; generally received, uncontradicted, au
thoritative; common, general; popular, such as is es
tablished by vulgar estimation; fashionable, popular; 
passable, such as may be allowed or admitted; what is 
now passing, as the current year.

Current, k&r-r^nt, $. A running stream; 
currents are certain progressive motions of the water 
of the sea in several places.

Currently, k&r^rent-M, ad. In a constant 
motion; without opposition; popularly, fashionably, 
generally; without ceasing.

Currentness, kur-r£nt-n£ss, s. Circulation; 
general reception ; easiness of pronunciation.

Curricle, k&r-re-kl, s. 405. An open two
wheeled chaise, made to be drawn by two horses 
abreast.

Currier, k&r-r£-&r, s. One who dresses and 
pares leather for those who make shoes, or other 
things.

Currish, k&r^rlsh, a. Having the qualities of 
a degenerate dog, brutal, sour, quarrelsome.

To Curry, k&r-r£, v. a. To dress leather, to 
beat, to drub; to rub a horse with a scratching instru
ment, so as to smooth his coat; To curry favour, to 
become a favourite by petty officiousness, slight kind
nesses, or flattery.

Currycomb, k&r-r^-kome, s. An iron instru
ment used for currying horses.

To Curse, k&rse, v. a. To wish evil to, to ex- 
cerate, to devote; to afflict, to torment.

To Curse, k&rse, v. n. To imprecate.
Curse, k&rse, s. Malediction, wish of evil to 

another; affliction, torment, vexation.
Cursed, k&r-s&d, part. a. 362. Under a curse; 

hateful, detestable; unholy, unsanctified; vexatious, 
troublesome.

Cursedly, kir^Jd-te, ad. 364. Miserably, 
shamefully.

Cursedness, k&r'sSd-nSss, s. The state of 
being under a curse.

CuRSHIP, k&r^shlp, s. Dogship, meanness.
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Cursitor, k&r-se-t&r, $. An officer or clerk 
belonging to the Chancery,, that makes out original 
writs.

CuRSORARY, k&r-s&-ri-r£, a. Cursory, hasty, 
careless.

Cursorily, k&r-s&-r£-l£, ad. Hastily, without 
care, without attention.

Cursoriness, k&r-so-r£-ness, s. Slight atten - 
tion.

CURSORY, k&r-s&-r£, a. Hasty, quick, inatten
tive, careless.

Curst, k&rst, a. Froward, peevish, malignant, 
malicious, snarling, mischievous.

Curstness, k&rst-n^ss, s. Peevishness, fro- 
wardness, malignity.

Curt, k&rt, a. Short.
To Curtail, k&r-tale,' v. a. To cut off, to cut 

short, to shorten.
This word is said to be derived from the obligation 

peasants were under, in the feudal times, of cutting off 
the tails of their dogs; as only gentlemen were allowed 
to have dogs with their tails on. This Dr. Johnson has 
shown to be a vulgar error; the word being formerly 
written Curtail from the Latin curto.
Curtain, k&r^tln, s. 208. A cloth contracted 

or expanded at pleasure; To draw the curtain, to close 
so as to shut out the light, to open it so as to discern 
the objects; in fortification, that part of the wall or 
rampart that lies between two bastions.

CurTAIN-LECTUHE, kiir-tin-lek-tshiire, s. A 
reproof given by a wife to her husband in bed.

To Curtain, k&r-tln, v. a. To enclose with 
curtains.

Curtate Distance, kur-tatc-dis-tinse, j. In 
astronomy the distance of a planet’s place from the 
sun, reduced to the ecliptick.

Curtation, kur-ta-sh&n, s. The interval be
tween a planet’s distance from the sun and the curtate 
distance.

Curtsy, k&rt-s£, s.—See Courtesy. 
Curvated, k&r-vi-t£d, a. Bent 
Curvation, k&r-va-sh&n, s. The act of bend 

ing or crooking.
Curvature, ktirivl-tsh&re, s. 461. Crooked

ness, inflexion, manner of bending.
Curve, k&rv, a. Crooked, bent, inflected. 
Curve, k&rv, s. Any thing bent, a flexure or 

crookedness.
To Curve, k&rv, v. a. To bend, to crook, to 

inflect
To Curvet, k&r-v&t/ v. n. To leap, to bound; 

to frisk, to be licentious.
Curvet, k&r-v^t,' s. A leap, a bound, a frolick, 

a prank.
Curvilinear, k&r-vd-lln-y&r, a. Consisting 

of a crooked line; composed of crooked lines.
CuRVlTY, k&r^v£-t£, j. Crookedness. 
Curule, k&-r&le, a. The epithet given to the 

chair in which the chief Roman magistrates were car
ried.

Cushion, kusb-ln, or kush-in, s. 289. A pil- 
low for the seat, a soft pad placed upon a chair.

I have given this word two sounds; not that I 
think they are equally in use. I am convinced the first 
is the more general, but because the other is but a tri
fling departure from it, and does not contradict the uni
versal rule of pronouncing words of this termination. 
Cushioned, kush'ind, a. 359. Seated on a 

cushion, supported by a cushion.
Cusp, k&sp, s. A term used to express the 

points or horns of the moon, or other luminary.

point, "having the leaves of a flower ending in a point. 
Custard, k&s^t&rd, i. 88. A kind of sweet 

meat made by boiling eggs with milk and sugar.
Custody, k&s^t&-de, s. Imprisonment, re- 

straint of liberty; care, preservation, security.
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Custom, kisi-tim, ». 166. Habit, habitual 
practice; fashion, common way of acting; established 
manner; practice of buying of certain persons; ap
plication from buyers, as this trader ha3 good custom; 
in law, a law, or right, not written, which, being esta
blished by long use, and the consent of ancestors, has 
been, and is, daily practised; tribute, tax paid for 
goods imported or exported.

Custom-house, kfts'tftm-h3use, s. The house 
where the taxes upon goods imported or exported are 
collected.

Customable, k&s-tim-i-bl, a. Common, ha
bitual, frequent

Customableness, k&s-t&m-X-bl-n&ss, s. Fre
quency, habit; conformity to custom.

Customable, kus-thm-i-bl^, ad. According 
to custom.

Customarily, k&s'thm-ilr-&-l£, ad. Habitu
ally, commonly.

Customariness, k* r'tSm Ar-4*n3ss, s. Fre
quency.

Customary, khsU&m-lr-^, a. Conformable to 
established custom, according to prescription ; habi
tual ; usual, wonted.

CuSTOMED, k&s-tumd, a. 359. Usual, common. 
Customer, kus£t&.m-ttr, s. One who frequents 

any place of sale for the sake of purchasing.
Custrel, kus-tr^l, s. A buckler-bearer; a 

vessel for holding wine.
To Cut, kut, pret. Cut, part. pass. Cut To 

penetrate with an edged instrument; to hew; to carve, 
to make by sculpture ; to form any thing by cutting ; 
to pierce with any uneasy sensation; to divide packs 
of cards; to intersect, to cross, as one line cuts an
other : To cut down, to fell, to hew down, to excel, to 
overpower; To cut off, to separate from the other 
parts, to destroy, to extirpate, to put to death untimely; 
to rescind, to intercept, to hinder from union, to put 
an end to, to take away, to withhold, to preclude, to 
interrupt, to silence, to apostrophise, to abbreviate ; 
To cut out, to shape, to form; to scheme, to contrive; 
to adapt, to debar; to excel, to outdo; To cut short, 
to hinder from proceeding by sudden interruption, to 
abridge, as the soldiers were cut short of their pay ; 
To cut up, to divide an animal into convenient pieces, 
to eradicate.

To Cut, kfit, v. n. To make its way by di
viding obstructions; to perform the operation of cut
ting for the stone.

Cut, k&t, part. a. Prepared for use.
Cut, k&t, s. The action of a sharp or edged 

instrument; the impression or separation of continuity, 
made by an edge; a wound made by cutting; a chan
nel made by art; a part cut off’from the rest; a small 
particle, a shred; a lot cut off a stick; a near passage, 
by which some angle is cut off; a picture cut or carved 
upon a stamp of wood or copper, and impressed from 
it; the act or practice of dividing a pack of cards: 
fashion, form, shape, manner oT cutting into shape; a 
fool or cully; Cut and long tail, men of all kinds.

Cutaneous, ki-ta-n<--?is, a. Relating to the 
akin.

Cuticle, k&ti-kl, j. 405. The first and out- 
ermost covering of the body, commonly called the 
scarf-skin; thin skin formed on the surface of any 
liquor.

Cuticular, kti-tik-i-l&r, a. Belonging to the 
skin.

Cutlass, k&t-lis, s. A broad cutting sword. 
Cutler, k&t-l&r, s. 98. One who makes or 

sells knives.
Cutpurse, k&t'purse, s. One who steals by 

the method of cutting purses; a thief, a robber.
Cutter, k&t't&r, s. 98. An agent or instru

ment that cuts any thing; a nimble boat that cuts the 
water ; the teeth that cut the meat; an officer in the 
exchequer that provides wood for the tallies, and cuts 
the sum paid upon them.

Cut-throat, k&tQArdte, s. k ruffian, a mur
derer, an assassin.

Cut-throat, k&tQArdte, a. Cruel, inhuman, 
barbarous.
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This adjective is frequently used very absurdly, 
(and not always by the lowest of tho people) when it is 
applied to a house of catertaanmsu that charges an 
exorbitant price; such a bouse is not uncommonly, 
though very improperly, called a Cut-tbroat-house. This 
sense, I see, hut beeu adopted by Entick; though it 
ought not to have a place in any Dictionary.
Cutting, kit-ting, s. A piece cut off, a ehop. 
Cuttle, kiit-tl, s. 405. A fish, which, when he 

is pursued by a fish of prey, throws out a black liquor. 
Cuttle, k&t-tl, $. A foul-mouthed fellow. 
Cycle, si-kl, s. 405. A circle; a round of 

time, a soace in which the same revolution begins 
again, a periodical space of time; a method, or account 
ok « method, continued till the same course begins 
again; imaginary orbs, a circle in the heavens.

CYCLOID, si-clAid, s. A geometrical curve.
JO- Sheridan and Buchanan pronounce the y in this 

word short; and Ash, Kenrick, and W. Johnston, long 
Cycloidal, se-klold-il, a. 180. Relating to a 

cycloid.
Cyclopaedia, sl-klo-p^-de-^, s. A circle of 

knowledge, course of the sciences.
iCj I have in this word differed from Mr. Sheridan and 

Dr. Johnson., by placing the accent on the antepenulti
mate syllable instead of the penultimate. I know that 
Greek words of this termination have the accent on tha 
penultimate syllable; but the antepenultimate accentua
tion is more agreeable to the genius of our tongue, and 
seems to have prevailed. For though Dr. Johnson has 
given this word the penultimate accent, he has placed the 
accent on the antepenultimate syllable of Ambrosia, 
Euthanasia, and Hydrophobia, though these have all the 
accent on the penultimate in the Greek. It is true the 
i in the last syllable but one of Cyclopedia is u diphthong 
in the original ; and this will induce those who are fond 
of showing their Greek learning, to lay the accent on the 
penultimate, as its opposition to general usage will be 
an additional reason with them for preferring it The 
Eronunciation I have adopted I see is supported by 

>r. Kenrick, Entick, Scott, Perry, and Buchanan, which 
abundantly shows the general current of custom.

To these observations may be added, that if the i be 
accented, it must necessarily have the long open sound, 
as in Elegiaok, and not the sound of e, as Mr. Sheridan 
has marked it.
Cygnet, slg-n^t, s. A young swan. 
Cylinder, sil-ln-d&r, s. A body having two 

flat surfaces and one circular.
Cylindrical, se-lln-dr<5-kll, 7 „ . .
Cyundbic , U-UnMrik, I0- Partak,nS

of the nature of a cylinder, having the form of a cy
linder.

Cymar, s£-mir/ s. 180. A slight covering, a 
scarf.

Cymbal, slm-bll, s. A musical instrument. 
Cynanthropy, se-nAn-Z/zrd-p£, s. A species of 

madness, in which men have the qualities of dogs.
Cynegeticks, sin-ne-j£t-iks, s. The art of 

hunting.

h
ties of a dog, churlish, brutal, snarling, satirical 

Cynick, sln-lk, s- A philosopher of the snar
ling or currish sort, a follower of Diogenes; a snarler, 
a misanthrope.

Cynosure, sin^d-shire, or sl-no-sh&re, s. 463. 
The star near the north pole, by which sailors steer.

I have, in the first syllable of this word, contrary 
to Mr. Sheridan, preferred the short to the long sound 
of y. My first reason is, that this letter in Greek is the 
same as in Cynick and Cylinder; both which have the y 
short The next reason is, the very general rule in our 
language of pronouncing the vowel short in all simples 
which nave the accent on the antepenultimate syllable, 
535. 537. 503. I am not certain, however, that the bes: 
usage is not against me. Scott has the first sound, ana 
Sheridan and Entick the second ; the rest of the Dictio
naries either have not the word, or do not mark the 
quantity of the vowels.
Cypress-tree, sUpr^s-trW, s. A tail straight 

tree; its fruit is of no use, its leaves are bitter, and the 
very smell and shade of it are dangerous; it is the 
emblem of mourning.
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Cytbus, sllprtis, S. A thin transparent black 
Stuff.

C’yst slst ) • •Cr'STIS, siskls, [’• A bag contammg some 

morbid matter.
Cystic , sis-tlk, a. Contained in a bag.
Cystotomy, sls-tAt-tA-me, s. 518. The act or 

practice of opening incysted tumours.
Czar, zir, s. The title of the Emperor of 

Russia.
Czarina, zA-rA-nA,s. The Empress of Russia.

To Dab, dAb, t>. a. To strike gently with 
something soft or moist

Dab, dAb, s. A small lump of any tiling; a 
blow with something moist or soft; something moist 
or slimy thrown upon one; in low language, an artist; 
a kind of small flat fish.

Dab-chick, dAb-tshlk, s. A water-fowl.
To Dabble, dAb-bl, v. a. 405. To smear, to 

to dab, to wet, to spatter, to besprinkle.
To Dabble, dAb-bl, v. n. To play in water, 

to move in water or mud; to do any thing in a slight 
manner, to tamper.

Dabbler, dAb-lfir, $. One that plays in water; 
one that meddles without mastery, a superficial med
dler.

Dacapo, da-kA-p6, s. A term of musick mean
ing that the first part of the tune should be repeated 
at the conclusion.

Dace, dAse, s. A small river fish, resembling 
a roach.

Dactyle, dAk-tll, s. 145. A poetical foot, con
sisting of one long syllable and two short ones.

DACTYLOGY, dAk-tlKd-jA, s. The act of com
municating our thoughts by signs made by the fingers.

B^didMi, b The child’s way of ex- 

pressing father.
Daffodil, dAPfi-dll,
Daffodilly, dAf-fd-dll-lA, , 
DaFFODOWNDILLY, dAf-fd-ddin-dil-lA, )

This plant hath a lily-flower, consisting of one leaf, 
which is bell-shaped.

To Daft, dift, tr. a. To toss aside, to throw 
away slightly. Obsolete.

Dag, dig, s. A dagger, a hand-gun, a pistol. 
Dagger, dAg-&r, s. 98. 381. A short sword, 

a poniard; a blunt blade of iron with a basket hilt, 
used for defence; the obelisk, as [f]

Daggersdrawing, dAg-&rz-driw-ing, s. The 
act of drawing daggers, approach to open violence.

To Daggle, dAg-g], v. a. 405. To dip negli
gently in mire or water.

To DagglE*, dAg-gl, v. n. To be in the mire. 
Daggletail, dAg-gl tale, a. Bemired, bespat

tered.
Daily, da-lA, a. Happening every day, quo

tidian.
Daily, da-lA, ad. Every day, very often.
Daintily, dane-te-lA, ad. Elegantly, deli

cately, deliciously, pleasantly.
Daintiness, dane^-te-nAss, r. Delicacy, soft

ness ; elegance, nicely; squeamishness, fastidiousness.
Dainty, dane-tA, a. Pleasing to the palate; 

delicate, nice, squeamish ; scrupulous; elegant; nice.
Dainty, dane-tA, s. Something nice or deli

cate, a delicacy; a word of fondness formerly in use.
Dairy, da-re, $. Tile place where milk is 

manufactured.
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Dairymaid, da-rA-made, s. The woman ser
vant whose business is to manage the milk.

Daisy, da-zA, s. 438. A spring flower.
Dale, dale, s. A vale, a valley.
Dalliance, dAl-le-Anse, s. Interchange of 

caresses, acts of fondness; conjugal conversation 
delay, procrastination.

Dalller, dAl-IA-&r, «. A trifler, a fondler.
To Dally, dAl-lA, v. n. To trifle, to play the 

fool; to exchange caresses, to fondle; to sport, to 
play, to frolick ; to delay.

Dam, dim, $. The mother.
Dam, dim, s. A mole or bank to confine water. 
To Dam, dim, v. a. To confine, to shut up 

water by moles or dams.
Damage, dAm-mldje, s. 90. Mischief, detri

ment ; loss; the value of mischief done ; reparation 
of damage, retribution ; in law, any hurt orhinde- 
rance that a man taketh in his estate.

To Damage, dAm-idje, v. a. 90. To mischief, 
to injure, to impair.

To Damage, dAm-idje, v. n. To take damage. 
•Damageable, dAm-ldje-A-bl, a. Susceptible of 

hurt, as damageable goods; mischievous, pernicious.
Damascene, dAm-zn, s. 170. A small black 

plum, a damson.
Damask, dAm-fisk, s. 88. Linen or silk woven 

in a manner invented at Damascus, by which part 
rises above the rest in flowers.

To DaMask, dAm-ftsk, v. a. 88. To form 
flowers upon stuffs; to variegate, to diversify.

To Damaskeen, dA-mAs-kAAn,' v. a. To inlay 
iron with gold or silver.

Damask-rose, dAm-ask-rAze, s. A red rose.
Dame, dame, $. A lady, the title of honour 

formerly given to women ; mistress of a low family ; 
woman in general.

Dames-violet, damz-vl-d-lAt, s. Queen’s gil
lyflower.

To Damn, dam, v. a. 411. To doom to eternal 
torments in a future state; to procure or cause to be 
eternally condemned; to condemn; to hoot or hiss 
any publick performance, to explode.

Damnable, dAm-nA-bl, a. Deserving damna
tion.

Damnably’, dAm-nA-blA, ad. In such a manner 
as to incur eternal punishment

Damnation, dAm-na-shim, s. Exclusion from 
divine mercy, condemnation to eternal punishment.

Damnatory, dAm-nA-tfir-A, a. 512. Contain
ing a sentence of condemnation.

Damned, dAmrnd, or dAm-nAd, part. a. Hate
ful, detestable.

This word, in familiar language, is scarcely ever 
used as an adjective, and pronounced in one syllable, bul 
by the lowest, vulgar and profane; in serious speaking 
it ought always, like cursed, to be pronounced in two, 
S62. Thus in Shakespeare—

But oh what damned minutes tells ho o’er,
“ Who doats, yet doubts—suspects, yet strongly loves.”

There is a very singular usage of this word, as a verb 
or participle, when it signifies the condemnation of a 
play; but this application of it, though authorised by the 
politest speakers, has an unhallowed harshness in it to 
pious ears, and an affectation of force to judicious ones, 
it is, at least, the figure called Catachresis.
Damnific , dim-nMk, a. Procuring loss, 

mischievous.
To Damnify, dAm-nA-fi, v. a. To endamage, 

to injure ; to hurt, to impair.
Damningness, dAm-ning-nAss, s. Tendency 

to procure damnation.
Damp, dAmp, a. Moist, inclining to wet; de

jected, sunk, depressed.
Damp, dAmp, s. Fog, moist air, moisture; a 

noxious vapour exhaled from the earth ; dejection* 
depression of spirit.
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To Damp, dimp, v. a. To wet, to moisten; to 
depress, to deject, to chill, to weaken, to abandon. ' 

Dampishness, dimp-ish-niss, s. Tendency to 
wetness, moisture.

Dampness, dlmp-niss, s. Moisture.
Dampy, dimp-i, a. Dejected, gloomy, sorrowful 
Damsel, dim-zil, s. 102. A young gentle

woman ; an attendant of the better rank; a wench, a 
country lass.

Damson, dim-zn, s. 170. A small black plum. 
Dan, dan, s. The old term pf honour for men. 
To Dance, dinse, v. n. 78. 79. To move in 

measure.
7b Dance Attendance, dinse, v. a. To wait 

with suppleness and obsequiousness.
To Dance, dinse, v. a. To make to dance, 

to put into a lively motion.
Dance, danse, s. 78. 79. A motion of one 

or many in concert.
Dancer, din-s&r, a. One that practises the 

art of dancing.
Dancingmaster, dan-dng-mas-tar, s. One , 

who teaches the art of dancing.
Dancingschool, din-slng-skiil, s. The school 

where the art of dancing is taught
Dandelion, din-di-ll-&n, s. The name of a 

plant, so called from its likeness to the tooth of a lion. 
To Dandle, din-dl, v. a. 402. To shake a 

child on the knee; to fondle, to treat like a «hild.
DandleR, dind-lur, s. He that dandles or 

fondles children.
Dandruff, din'druf, s. Scurf in the head. 
Danewort, dine^whrt, s. A species of elder, 

called also dwarf-elder, or wall-wort
Danger, dineMiir, s. 98. Risk, hazard, peril. 
To Danger, dane-jiir? v. a. To put in hazard, 

to endanger. Obsolete.
Dangerless, dane-j&r-lis, a. Without hazard, 

without risk.
Dangerous, dine-j£tr-hs, a. 543. Hazardous, 

perilous.
DANGEROUSLY, dane-jur-is-li, ad. Hazard

ously, perilously, with danger.
Dangerousness, dane-jur-hs-niss,Danger, 

hazard, peril.
To Dangle, ding-gl, v. n. 405. To hang loose 

and quivering; to hang upon any one/to be an humble 
follower.

Dangler, dir.g-gl&r, s. A man that hangs 
about women.

Dank, dangk, a. 408. Damp, moist. 
Dankish, dingk-Ish, a. Somewhat damp. 
Dapatical, di-pit-i-kil, a. Sumptuous in 

cheer, costly.
Dapper, dip-p&r, a. 98. Little and active, 

lively without bulk.
Dapperling, dip-pfrr-llng, s. A dwarf. 
Dapple, dip-pl, a. 405. Marked with various 

colours, variegated.
To Dapple, dap-pl, v. a. To streak, to vary. 
Dar, dar, 78. ) fish foun(j jn t^e Severn. 
Dart, dart, J
To Dare, dire, v. n. Pret. I durst; part. 

I have dared. To have courage for any purpose, to be 
adventurous.

If I am not mistaken, there is a prevailing pro
nunciation of this word in Ireland, which makes it a 
perfect rhyme to far, bar, &c. That this is contrary to 
universal usage in England, and to the most general rule 
in the language, needs not be insisted on ; the only word 
of a similar form which is so pronounced, is the first 
person plural of the verb To be. But this, it must be re
membered, is an auxiliary verb; and the auxiliary verbs, 
being as irregular in their pronunciation as in their form, 
are but indifferent models by which to regulate the rest 
of the language.

To Dare, dare, v. a. To challenge, to defy. 
In this sense this verb is regular.

To Dabe Labks, dare larks, t>. n. To catch 
them by means of a looking-glass.

Dare, dare, s. Defiance, challenge. Not in 
use.

Dareful, dare^ful, a. Full of defiance.
Daring, da-ring, a. Bold, adventurous, fear

less.
Daringly, da-ring-li, ad. Boldly, courage

ously.
Daringness, da-ring-niss, s. Boldness.
Dark, dirk, a. Without light; not of a 

showy or vivid colour; blind; opaque; obscure ; 
ignorant; gloomy.

To Dark, dark, v. a. To darken,’to obscure. 
To Darken, dir-kn, v. a. 405. To make dark; 

to perplex; to sully.
To Darken, dir-kn, v. n. To grow dark. 
Darkling, dirk-ling, part. a. Being in the 

dark.
Darkly, dirk-le, ad. In a situation void of 

light, obscurely, blindly.
Darkness, dirk-niss, s. Absence of light; 

opaqueness; obscurity; wickedness; the empire of 
Satan.

Darksome, dirk-s&m, a. Gloomy, obscure. 
Darling, dar-llng, a. 515. Favourite, dear, 

beloved. A contraction of dearling, or little dear.
Darling, dir-ling, s. A favourite, one much 

beloved.
To Darn, dirn, v. a. To mend holes by imi

tating the texture of the stuff.
Darnel, dir-nil, s. 99. A weed growing ir 

the fields.
Dart, dart, s. A missile weapon thrown by 

the hand.
To Dart, dirt, v. a. To throw offensively; 

to throw, to emit.
To Dart, dirt, v. n. To fly as a dart.
7’o Dash, dish, v. a. To throw any thing 

suddenly against something; to break by collision; to 
throw water in flashes; to bespatter, to besprinkle; to 
mingle, to change by some small admixture; to form 
or paint in haste; to obliterate, to cross out; to con
found, to make ashamed suddenly.

To Dash, <llsh, v. n. To fly off' the surface; 
to fly in flashes with a loud noise; to rush through 
water so as to make it fly.

Dash, dish, s. Collision; infusion ; a mark 
in writing, a line —; stroke, blow.

Dash, dish, ad. An expression of the sound 
of water dashed.

Dastard, dis-tird, s. 88. A coward, apoltron. 
To Dastardize, dis-tir-dize, v. a. To intimi

date ; to deject with cowardice.
Dastardly, dis-tird-ld, a. Cowardly, mean, 

timorous.
Dastardy, dis-tir-di, s. Cowardliness.
Date, date, s. The time at which a letter is 

written, marked at the end or the beginning; the time 
at which any event happened ; the time stipulated 
when any thing should be done; end, conclusion; du
ration, continuance; the fruit of the date-tree.

Date-tree, date-trii, s. A species of palm. 
To Date, date, v. a. To note the precise time 

at which any thing is written or done.
Dateless, dateMis, a. Without any fixed term. 
Dative, da-tlv, a. 157. In grammar, the case 

that signifies the person to whom any thing is given.
To Daub, dawb, v. a. 213. To smear with 

something adhesive; to paint coarsely; to lay on any 
thing gaudily or ostentatiously ; to flatter grossly.

Dauber, diw^bhr, $. 98. A coarse low painter. 
Dauby, daw-bi, a. Viscous, glutinous, ad 

heeiv®.
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Daughter, daw-tir, t. 218. The female off
spring of a man or woman ; in poetry, any descen- 
dant, the female penitent of a confessor.

To Daunt, dint, t>. a. 214. To discourage, 
to fright.

Dauntless, dAnt-l£s, a. Fearless, not dejected. 
Dauntlessness, dlnt-lfis-n&ss, s. Fearlessness. 
Dauphin, dlw^fln, s. The heir apparent to 

the crown of France.
Daw, diw, The name of a bird.
To Dawn, dawn, v. n. To begin to grow light; 

to glimmer obscureiy; to yet faintly, to give
some promises of lustre.

Dawn, dawn, s. The time between the first 
appearance of light and the sun’s rise; beginning, 
first rise.

Day, da, s. 220. The time between the rising 
and setting of the sun ; the time from noon to noon ; 
light, sunshine; the day of contest, the battle; an ap
pointed or fixed time; a day appointed for some com
memoration ; from day to day, without a certainty or 
continuance.

Daybed, da-b5d, s. A bed used for idleness. 
Daybook, da-bSSk, s. A tradesman’s journal. 
Daybreak, da-brake, s. The dawn, the first 

appearance of light.
Daylabour, da-la-b&r, $. Labour by the day. 
Daylabourer, da-la-bhr-hr, s. One that 

works by the day.
Daylight, da-lite, The light of the day, 

as opposed to that of the moon, or a taper.
Daylily, da-lll-l£, s. The same with asphodel. 
Dayspring, da-sprlng, s. The rise of the day, 

the dawn. *
Daystar, da-stir, s. The morning star.
Daytime, da-time, s. The time in which there 

is light, opposed to night.
Daywork, da-whrk, s. Work imposed by the 

day, day-labour.
DaZIED, da-zid,a. 282. Besprinkled with daisies 
To Dazzle, diz-zl, v. a. 405. To overpower 

with light.
To Dazzle, diz-zl, v. n. To be overpowered 

with light.
Deacon, d£-kn, s. 170. 227. One of the lowest 

order of the ciergv.
Deaconess, dt^-kn-niss, s. A female officer 

in the ancient church.
Deaconry, de-kn-r£, 7 rr.
Deaconship, d^kn-shlp, f ’• fhe office or

dignity of a deacon.
Dead, did, a. 234. Deprived of life; inani

mate ; senseless ; motionless ; empty ; useless ; dull, 
gloomy; frigid; vapid; spiritless; uninhabited : with
out the power of vegetation; in theology, lying under 
the power of sin.

To Deaden, did-dn, v. a. 405. To deprive 
of any kind of force or sensation; to make vapid, or 
spiritless.

Dead-doing, ded-d654ng, part. a. Destruc
tive, killing, mischievous.

Dead-lift, dSd-llft,' s. Hopeless exigence.
Deadly, d£d-l£, a. Destructive, mortal; im

placable.
Deadly, d£d-l£, ad. In a manner resembling 

the dead; mortally; implacably, irreconcilably.
Deadness, d£d-n£ss, s. Want of warmth ; 

weakness of the vital powers; vapidners of liquors^ 
loss of spirit.

Deadnettle, d£d-n£t-tl, s. A weed, the same 
with archangel

Dead-reckoning, d&l'rek-ning, s. That es
timation or conjecture vdiich the cearaen make of the 
place where a snip is, jy keeping an account of het 
way by the log.

Deaf, def, a. 234. Wanting the sense of hear
ing ; deprived of t e power of hearing; obscurely 
heard.
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To Deafen, dSPfn, ». a. 405. To deprive of 
the power of hearing.

Deafly, d£fM£, ad. Without sense of sounds; 
obscurely to the ear;

Deafness, def-ness, s. Want of the power of 
hearing; unwillingness to hear.

Deal, dele, s. 227. Great part; quantity, 
degree of more or less; the art or practice of dealing 
cards ; fir-wood, the wood of pines.

To Deal, d£le, v. a. To dispose to different 
persons; to distribute cards; to scatter, to throw about ; 
to give gradually, or one after another.

To Deal, dele, v. n. To traffick, to transact 
business; to act between two persons, to intervene; 
to behave well or ill in any transaction; to act in any 
manner; To deal by, to treat well or ill; To deal in, 
to have to do with, to be engaged in, to practise; To 
deal with, to treat in any manner, to use well or ill; 
to contend with.

To De ALB ATE, d^-il-bate, v. a. To whiten, to 
bleach.

Dealbation, d^-Al-ba-sh&n, s. The act of 
bleaching.

Dealer, d^-l&r, s. 98. One that has to do 
with any thing; a trader or trafficker; a person who 
deals the cards.

Dealing, d^-llng, s. Practice, action ; inter
course ; measures of treatment; traffick, business.

Deambulation, d^-^m-bh-la-shhn, s. The act 
of walking abroad.

Deambulatory, de-£m-b£i-la-tur-£, a. Rela
ting to the practice of walking abroad.

Dean, d£ne, s. 227. The second dignitary 
of a diocess.

Deanery, d£-n&r-r£, s. 98. The office of a 
dean ; the revenue of a dean; the house of a dean.

Deanship, d^ne-ship, s. The office and rank 
of a dean.

Dear, ddre, a. 227. Beloved, darling; valu
able, costly ; scarce; sad, hateful, grievous. In this 
last sense obsolete.

Dear, d£re, s. A word of endearment.
Dearbought, d^re-biwt, a. Purchased at a 

high price.
Dearly, d£re-l£, ad. With great fondness; at 

a high price.
To Dearn, dArn, v. a. To mend clothes. See 

Dam.
Dearness, d£re-n£ss, s. Fondness, kindness, 

love; scarcity, high price.
Dearth, dirl/i, s. 234. Scarcity which makes 

food dear; want, famine; barrenness.
To Dearticulate, d^-ir-tik^ii-lite, v. a. To 

disjoint, to dismember.
Death. d&A. s. 234. The extirpation of life; 

mortality; the state of the dead; the manner of dying; 
the image of mortality represented by a skeleton; in 
theology, damnation, eternal torments.

Death-bed, dlM-bld, r. The bed to which a 
man is confined by mortal sickness.

Deathful, d&A-ful, a. Full of slaughter, de
structive, murderous.

Deathless, d&A-13s, a. Immortal, never- 
dying.

Deathlike, d&A'llke, a. Resembling death, 
still.

Death’s-door, d^/z’s-ddre, s. A near approach 
to death.

Deathsman, d^s-m^n, s. 88. Executioner, 
hangman, headsman.

Death watch, d&A-wdtsh, s. An insect that 
makes a tinkling noise, superstitiously imagined to 
prognosticate death.

To Deaurate, d^-iw-rate, v. a. To gild, or 
cover with gold.

Deauration, d^-aw-ra-shun, s. The act of 
gilding or covering with gold.

To Debars, dd-birk, v. a. To disembark.
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To Debar, dd-bir,' v. a. To exclude, to pre
clude, to shut out from any thing, to hinder.

To Debase, di-base,' v. a. To reduce from a 
higher to a lower state; to sink into meanness; to 
adulterate, to lessen in value by base admixtures.

Debasement, dd-bdse^mdnt, s. The act of de
basing or degrading, degradation.

De BASER, de-ba-sfrr, x. 98. He that debases, 
he that adulterates, he that degrades another.

Debatable, dA-bate'A-bl, a. Disputable. 
Debate, di-blte,' s. A personal dispute, a 

controversy ; a quarrel, a contest.
To Debate, di“bitef v. a. To controvert, to 

dispute, to contest
To Debate, di-bite,' v. n. To deliberate; to 

dispute.
Debateful, di-bate^f&l, a. Quarrelsome, con

tentious, contested, occasioning quarrel*.
DEBATEMENT, di-bate^mint, x. Contest, con

troversy, deliberation.
Debater, di-ba-thr, s. 98. A disputant, a 

controvertist
To Debauch, di-biwtsh,' v. a. 213. To cor

rupt by lewdness; to vitiate by intemperance.
Debauch, di-biwtsh,' x. A fit of intempe

rance; lewdness.
Debauchee, dib-6-shii,' s. A lecher; a drunk

ard, a man given to intemperance.
Debauchee, dA-bAwtsh-Ar, s. One who se

duces others to intemperance or lewdness.
Debauchery, d^-bAwtsh-hr-rA, x. The practice 

of excess, lewdness, intemperance.
Debauciiment, d^-bAwtsh-mAnt, x. The act 

of debauching or vitiating, corruption.
To Deuel, dd-bSl,7 l„ „ t.
Tb Debellate, di-bJl-Ute, J 1 

quer, to overcome in war.
Debellation, d£b-b&l-lA-shfin, x. The act of 

conquering in war.
Debenture, d^-b3n-tshiire, s. A writ or note, 

by which a debt is claimed.
Debile, d£b-il, a. 140. 145. Feeble, languid.
To Debilitate, dA-blKA-tAte, v. a. To make 

faint, to enfeeble, to weaken.
Debilitation, dA-bil-A-tA-sh&n, s. The act of 

weakening.
Debility, dA-blW-tA, s. Weakness, feebleness. 
Debonair, dSb-6-nAre,' a. Elegant, civil, well- 

bred, gentie, complaisant.
Debonairly, deb-d-nareMe, ad. Elegantly. 
Debullition, de-bul-lish-un, x. A bubbling, 

or seething over. •
Debut, dd-bii,' s. (Fr.) The first appearance, 

the beginning of an enterprise.
Debt, det, s. 347. That which one man owes to 

another; that which any one is obliged to do or suffer.
Debted, d£t-t£d, part. a. Indebted, obliged to. 
Debtor, dSt-t&r, x. 98. He that owes some

thing to another; one that owes money; one side of 
an account book.

Dec acuminated, d£-kA-kfi-mA-nA-t£d, a. 
Having the top cut off.

Decade, dAk-ad, s. 529. The sum of ten. 
Decadency, dA-kA-d£n-sA, $. Decay, fait 
Decagon, dAk-A-gdn, s. 503. A plain figure 

in geometry, having ten sides and angles.
Decalogue, dAk-A-15g, s. 338. The ten com

mandments given by God to Moses.
To Decamp, dA-kAmp,' v. a. To shift the camp, 

to move off.
Decampment, dA-kAmp-mAnt, s. The act of 

shifting the camp.
To Decant, di-kant,7 v. a. To pour off gently, 

so as to leave the sediment behind.
Decantation, d^k-An-ta^hfin, s. The act of 

decanting, or nouring off clear,
13R

Decanter, de-kln<-tiir, s. 98. A glass vessel 
that contains the liquor after it has been poured off clear. 

To Decapitate, dA-kip^-tate, ». a. To be- 
head.

To Decay, dA-kA,' v. n. 220. To lose excel
lence, to decline, to impair.

Decay, de-ka,7 s. Decline from the state of 
perfection ; declension from prosperity; consumption.

Deca YER, dd-ka-ir, s. 98. That which causes 
decay.

Decease, di-sise,7 1. 227. Death, departure 
from life.

To Decease, di-sese,7 v. n. To die, to depart 
from life.

DECMT, dA-sAte^ s. 250. Fraud, a cheat, a 
. jJlacy; stratagem, artifice.

JECEHTUL, de-sAte^-f&l, a. Fraudulent, full 
of deceit

Deceitfully, dA-sAte^-ffil-lA, ad. Fraudulently. 
Deceitfulness, dA-sAte^ful-nAss, x. Tendency 

to deceive, the quality of being fradulent
Deceivable, dA-sA-vA-bl, a. Subject to fraud, 

exposed to imposture.
DeceivABLENESS, dA-sA-vA-bl-nAss, X. Liable

ness to be deceived, or to deceive.
To Deceive, dA-seve,' v. a. 250. To bring into 

error; to delude by stratagem, or to impose upon.
Deceiver, dA-sA-v&r, x. One that leads ano

ther into error, a cheat
December, dA-sdm-bdr, x. 98. The last month 

of the year.
Decempedal, dA-sAm-pA-dAl, a. Having ten 

feet in length.
Decemvirate, dA-sAm-vA-rAte, s. 91. The 

dignity and office of the ten governors Of Rome.
Decemviri, dA-sAm-vA-rl, s. Ten supreme 

magistrates of ancient Rome, chosen to make laws and 
govern for a certain time. This word is anglicised 
into Decemvirs, the plural of Decemvir.

Decency, d&sAn-sA, x. Propriety of form, be
coming ceremony; suitableness of character, propri
ety j modesty.

Decennial, dA-sAn-nA-Al, a. 113. What con
tinues for the space of ten years.

Decent, dA^sAnt, a. Becoming, fit, suitable.
Decently, dA-sAnt-lA, ad. In a proper man

ner, with suitable behaviour.
DECEPTIBILITY, de-sep-te-bll-e-td, x. Liable

ness to be deceived.
Deceptible, dA-sAp-tA-bl, a. 405. Liable to 

be deceived, open to imposture, subject to fraud.
Deception, de-sdp-shhn, s. The act or means of 

deceiving, cheat, fraud; the state of being deceived.
DECEPTIOUS, dA-sep-shus, a. 314. Deceitful.
Deceptive, dA-sAp-tiv, a. 157. Having the 

power of deceiving.
Deceptory, ddsMp-t&r-d, a. Containing means 

of deceit.—See Receptory.
Decerpt, dA-sArpt,' a. Diminished, taken off. 
Decerptible, dA-sArp^-tA-bl, a. That may be 

taken off.
DecERPTION, dA-sArp-sh&n, x. The act of les

sening, or taking off.
Decertation, dA-sAr-tA-shin, x. A contention, 

a striving, a dispute.
Decession, dA-sAsh-hn, x. A departure.
To Decharm, dd-tshlrm7 ». a. To counteract 

a charm, to disenchant.
To Decide, dA-slde,' v. a. To fix the event of, 

to determine; to determine a question or dispute.
Decidence, d&s^-d^nse, ». 503. Tlie quality 

of being shed, or of felling off; the uA of falling away.
Decider, di-sKd&r, ». 98. One who deter- 

mines causes; one who determines quarrels.
Deciduous, d^-sld-ti-tis, w d^-sld-jh-fts «- S93. 

Falling, not perennial.
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Decimal, ddsQ-mll, a. Numbered by ten.
To Decimate, des^-mAte, v. a. 91. To tithe, 

to take the tenth; to punish every tenth soldier by lot 
Decimation, d4s-s£-ma-sh&n, s. A tithing, a 

selection of every tenth; a selection by lot of every 
tenth soldier for punishment.

To Decipher, d^-sW&r, v. a. To explain that 
which is written in ciphers; to mark down in charac
ters; to stamp, to mark; to unfold, to unravel.

Decipherer, de-si-f&r-fir, s. One who ex
plains writings in cipher.

Decision, d^-slzh-un, s. Determination of a 
difference; determination of an event.

Decisive, d^-sl-siv, a. 158. 428. Having the 
power of determining any difference; having the 
power of settling any event, conclusive.

Decisively, dA-si-slv-l£, ad. In a conclusive 
manner.

Decisiveness, d£-si-slv-n£ss, s. The power of 
terminating any difference, or settling an event.

Decisory, d£-si-sd-r&, a. 429. 557. Able to 
determine or decide.

To Deck, d£k, v. a. To overspread; to dress; 
to adorn.

Deck, d£k, s. The floor of a ship; pack of 
cards piled regularly on each other.

Decker, ddk-k&r, $. A dresser, a coverer.
To Declaim, d^-klame,' v. n. To harangue, 

to speak set orations, to speak to the passions.
Declaimer, d^-kla-m&r, s. One who makes 

speeches with intent to move the passions.
Declamation, d£k-ll-ma'shtin, s. 530. A 

discourse addressed to the passions, an harangue.
DeclaMATOR, d&k-Il-ma-t&r, s. 521. A de

claimer, an orator, a‘rhetorician.
Declamatory-, de-klim-mi-t&r-^,«. 512. Re

lating to the practice of declaiming; appealing to the 
passions.

Declarable, d£-kla-r&-bl, a. Capable of proof. 
Declaration, d£k-kl&-ra'sh&n, s. 530. A 

proclamation or affirmation, publication; an explana
tion of something doubtful; in law, declaration is the 
showing forth of an action personal in any suit, though 
it is used sometimes for real actions.

Declarative, d^-kl^r-i-tiv, a. 157. Making 
declaration, explanatory; making proclamation.

Declaratorsy, d£-kl&r-A-t&r-d-l£, ad. In the 
form of a declaration, not in a decretory form.

Declaratory, de-klir-^-t&r-^, a. 512. Af
firmative, expressive, not decretory.

To Declare, d^-klare,' v. a. To make known, 
to tell evidently and openly; to publish, to proclaim; 
to show in open view.

To DECLARE, d£-klare,' V. n. To make a de
claration, to proclaim some opinion.

Declarement, dA-klire-mdnt, s. Discovery, 
declaration, testimony.

Declarer, d^-kla-r&r, s. 98. One that makes 
any thing known, a prociaimer.

Declension, d^-klen^shun, s. Tendency from 
a greater to a less degree of excellence; declination, 
descent; inflection, manner of changing nouns.

Declinable, de-kli-na-bl, a. 405. Having 
variety of terminations.

Declination, d£k-kle-na-shun, s. Descent, 
change from a better to a worse state, decay; the act 
of bending down ; variation from rectitude, oblique 
motion, obliquity; variation from a fixed point; in 
navigation, the variation of the needle from the true 
meridian of any place to the East or West; in astro
nomy, the declination of a star, we call its shortest 
distance from the equator.

Declinator, dik-lA-nait&r, 521. 7 .
Declinatory, dd-kl’lnki-tur-d, J s‘ Au 

strument in dialling.—See Indhuilorf.
To Decline, dd-kllne,' v. n. To lean down

wards ; to deviate, to run into obliquities; to shun, to 
refuse, to avoid any thing; to be impaired, to decay. 
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To Decline, de-kllne,' v. a. To bend down
wards, to bring down ; to shun, to refuse, to be can- 
tious of; to modify a word by various terminations.

Decline, de-kline,' s. The state of tendency 
to the worse, diminution, decay.

Declivity, de-kli s. 511. Inclination, 
or obliquity reckoned downwards, gradual descent.

DECLIVOUS, d^-kll-vhs, a. 503. Gradually de
scending, not precipitous.

To DECOCT, d£-k6kt,' v. a. To prepare by 
boiling for any use, to digest in hot water ; to digest 
by the heat of the stomach ; to boil up to a consistence. 

Decoctible, d£-kdk-t£-bl, a. That which may 
be boiled,‘or prepared by boiling.

Decoction, d£-k6k-sbhn, s. The act of boiling 
any thing; a preparation made by boiling in water.

DecOCTURE, d£-k6k-tshhre, s. 461. A sub
stance drawn by decoction.

Decollation, d&k-kol-la-shun, s. The act of 
beheading.

To Decompose, d£-k6m-pdze,' v. a.
(Decomposer, Fr.) To dissolve or resolve a mixed body.

This word is neither in Johnson’s Dictionary, nor 
any other I have seen, but is of so frequent use as to 
deserve a place in all. To Decompound is frequently used 
in this sense, but improperly; for that word signifies to 
mix compounded things together, while to Decompose 
means to unmix or analyze them.
Decomposite, de-kfim-p&z-it, a. 154. Com

pounded a second time.
Decomposition, d^-k6m-pd-zlsh-hn, s. The 

act of compounding things already compounded.
To Decompound, d£-k6m-p6und,' v. a. To 

compose of things already compounded.
Decompound, d^-kSm-piund,' a. Composed of 

things or words already compounded.
To Decorate, d&k'k6-rate, v. a. 91. To 

adorn, to embellish, to beautify.
Decoration, d&k-kd-ra-shhn, s. Ornament, 

added beauty, embellishment.
Decorator, d^k-kd-ra-thr,s. 521. An adorner. 
Decorous, de-kd^r&s, a. 503. Decent, suitable 

to a character, becoming, proper, befitting.
An uneducated English speaker is very apt to pro

nounce this word with the accent on the first syllable, 
according to the analogy of his own language; but a 
learned ear would be as much shocked at such a depar
ture from classical propriety, as in the words sonorous 
and canorous, 512. When once the mere English scholar 
is set right in this word, he will be sure to pronounce 
Dedecorous with the accent on the penultimate likewise; 
and when he is told that this is wrong, because that syl
lable in the Latin word is short, he will not fail to pro
nounce Indecorous with the antepenultimate accent; but 
what will be his surprise, when he is informed that this 
too is wrong, because the penultimate syllable in Latin 
is long.—See Indecorous.
To Decorticate, de-k<5r-te-kate, c. a. To de- 

vest of the bark or husk, to peel, to strips
Decortication, de-kor-td-kakshun, s. The 

aet of stripping the bark or husk.
Decorum, d^-ko-rfim, $. Decency, behaviour 

contrary to licentiousness, seemliness.
To Decoy, de-kde,' v. a. ,329. To lure into a 

cage, to entrap.
Decoy, de-kd£z s. Allurement to mischief. 
Decoyduck, dd-kde-dfrk, s. A duck that lures 

others.
To Decrease, de-kr£se,' v. n. 227. To grow 

less, to be diminished.
To Decrease, d£-kr£se/ v. a. To make less, 

to diminish.
Decrease, d£-kr£se,' s. The state of growing 

less, decay; the wane of the moon.
To Decree, d^-krd^,'' v. n. To make an edict, 

to appoint by edict, to establish by law.
To Decree, d£-kr&,' v. a. To doom, or assign 

by a decree.
Decree, d£-krM,' s. An edict, a law; an 

established rule; a determination of a suit
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Decrement, deL'kre-m<5nt, s. 503. Decrease, 
the state of growing leas, the quantity lost by de- 
creasing.

Decrepit, de-kr&p-lt, a. Wasted or worn out 
with age.

This word is frequently mispronounced, as if spel
led decrepid.
To Decrepitate, dA-kr&p^-tAte, v. a. To 

calcine salt till it has ceased to crackle in the fire.
Decrepitation, d£-kr£p-£-ta-sh&n, «. The 

crackling noise which salt makes over the fire.
Decrepitness, d£-kr£p-lt-n£ss, ) ,
Decrepitude, de-kr£p-£-t£ide, } ’ C 

stage of decay, the last effects of old age.
Decrescent, d£-kr£s-s£nt, a. Growing less.
Decretal, d^-kre-til, a. Appertaining to a 

decree, containing a decree.
Decretal, d^-kr^-tll, or dek-rA-tAl, s. A book 

of decrees or edicts; the collcctior of the Pope’s de
crees.

All our lexicographers, except Dr. Johnson, place 
the accent on the second syllable of this word ; and this 
accentuation, it must be confessed, is agreeable to the 
best usage. But Dr. Johnson’s accentuation on the first 
syllable is unquestionably the most agreeable to English 
analogy; first, because it is a trisyllable and a simple; 
533; next, because it is derived from the latter Latin 
Decretalis ; which, in our pronunciation ot it, has an 
accent on the first and third syllable; and therefore, 
when adopted into our language, by dropping the last 
syllable, takes the accent on the first—See Academy. 
That this is the general analogy of accenting words from 
the Latin which drop the last syllable, is evident from 
the words Decrement, Increment., Interval, &c.
Decretist, d£-kr£-tlst, s. One that studies the 

decretals.
Decretory, d£k-kre-t&r-£, a. 557. 512. Ju

dicial, definitive.
Decrial, de-krl-Al, $. Clamorous censure, 

hasty or noisy condemnation.
To Decry, de-kri,' v. a. To censure, to blame 

clamorously, to clamour against
Decumbence, d£-khm-b£nse, ) r
Decumbency, de-k&m-b£n-s£, f s* e ac 0 

lying down, the posture of lying down.
Decumbiture, d^-kum-be-tshire, s. 463. Tlie 

time at which a man takes to his bed in a disease.
Decuple, d^k-it-pl,.n. 405. Tenfold. 
Decurion, dA-ku-r£-?m, s. A commander over 

ten.
Decursion, d^-k&r-shhn, s. The act of run 

ning down.
DecurtATION, dSk-k&r-ta-shhn, s. 530. The 

act of cutting short.
To Decussate, de-k&s-sate, v. a. To intersect 

at acute angles.
Decussation, d&k-k&s-sa-shtin, $. 530. The 

act of crossing, state of being crossed at unequal angles. 
To Dedecorate, d£-d£k-kd-rate, v. a. To dis

grace, to bring a reproach upon.
Dedecoration, dS-dSk-kd-r^sh&n, s. The act 

of disgracing.
DedecOROUS, d^-d3k-k6-r&s, «. Disgraceful, 

reproachful.—-See Decorous.
DedentthON, d&d-Sn-tish'&n, s. 530. Loss 

or shedding of the teeth.
To Dedicate, d^d^-kate, v. a. To devote to 

some divine power; to appropriate solemnly to any 
person or purpose; to inscribe to a patron.

Dedicate, d^d^-kate, a. Consecrate, devoted, 
dedicated.

Dedication, dSd-^-ka-shtm, s. The act of de
dicating to any being or purpose, consecration; an ad
dress to a patron.

Dedicator, d&d^-ka-thr, s. 521. One who 
inscribes his work to a patron.

Dedicatory, d£d-A-k£-t?ir-£, a. 503. Com
prising a dedication.—See Domestick.
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Dedition, dd-dlsh-in, $. The act of yielding 
up any thing.

To Deduce, d£-d£ise,' v. a. To draw in a regu
lar connected series; to form a regular chain of con
sequential propositions; to lay down in regular order 

Deducement, de-d£ise-ment, s. The thing 
deduced, consequential proposition.

Deducible, d^-du-s^-bl, a. Collectible by 
reason.

Deducive, dd-du-siv, a. Performing the ac 
of deduction.

To Deduct, d^-d&kt,' v. a. To subtract, tc 
take away.

Deduction, d^-duk-sh&n, s. Consequential 
collection, consequence ; that which is deducted.

Deductive, d^-d&k-tlv, a. Deducible. 
DEDUCTIVELY, d£-d&k-tlv-l£, ad. Consequen

tially, by regular deduction.
Deed, de£d, s. Action, whether good or bad; 

exploit; power of action ; written evidence of any le- 
gal act; fact, reality.

Deedless, d^d-les, a. Unactive.
To Deem, dc£m, v. n. part. Dempt, or Deemed. 

To judge, to conclude upon consideration.
Deem, deem, s. Judgment, opinion. Obsolete. 
Deep, de£p, a. Measured from the surface 

downward; entering far, piercing a great way; far 
from the outer part; not superficial, not obvious; sa
gacious, penetrating; full of contrivance, politick; 
insidious; grave, solemn; dark coloured; having a 
great degree of stillness or gloom; bass, grave in sound. 

Deep, d££p, s. The sea, the main; the most 
solemn and still part

To Deepen, d^-pn, v. a. 359. To make deep, 
to sink far below the surface; to darken, to cloud, to 
make dark; to make sad or gloomy.

Deepmouthed, d^^p-md&THd, a. Having a 
hoarse or loud voice.

Deepmusing, d£ep'mu-zlng, a. Contempla
tive, lost in thought.

Deeply, d^p-le, ad. To a great depth, far 
below the surface; with great study or sagacity; sor
rowfully, solemnly; with a tendency to darkness of 
colour; in a high degree.

Deepness, d££p-n£ss, r. Entrance, far below 
the surface, profundity, depth.

Deer, d££r, s. That class of animals which is 
hunted for venison.

To Deface, dA-fase,' v. a. To destroy, to rase, 
to disfigure.

Defacement, de-fase-m£nt, s. Violation, in
jury: eras? ment.

Defacer, dd-fa-sur, s. 28. Destroyer, abolish- 
er, violator.

DefaiLANCE, dd-fa-lAnse, s. Failure. 
To Defalcate, de-fal-kate, v. a. To cut ofti 

to lop, to take away part.
The a in this word does not go into the broad 

German a in fall, not only because the consonant that 
follows the I is carried off to the succeeding syllable, but 
because the word is derived from the Latin ; and it must 
be carefully observed, that words from the learned lan
guages preserve the a before I, and another consonant in 
the short middle sound of that vowel; in the same man
ner as u in fulminate preserves the short sound of that 
letter, and is not pronounced like the same vowel in full, 
84.177.
Defalcation, d4f-fil-ki-sh&n, s. 530. Dimi- 

nution.
Defamatory, di-fim-mi-tJir-i, a. Calumni- 

ous, unjustly censorious, libellous.
To Defame, dd-fame,' v. a. To censure falsely 

in publick, to dishonour by reports.
Defamer, dd-fa-m&r, s. One that injures the 

reputation of another.
To Defatigate, dd-flt^d-gate, v. a. To weary. 
DefaTIGATION, dd-fAt-d-ga^sh&n, s. Weariness. 
Default, dd-fAwlt,' s. Omission of that which 

we ought to do, neglect; crime, failure, fault; defect,
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want; in law, non-appearance in court at a day as
signed.—See Fault.

DzfaULTEB, dd-fAwlt-ur, J. One who is deft-
cient in duty; speculator.

Defeasance, d^-fe-zlnsc, s. The act of annuli- 
ing or abrogating any contract; the writing in which 
a defeasance is contained.

Defeasible, d6-f6^z6-bl, a. 405. That which 
may be annulled.

Defeat, d£-fete,' s. The overthrow of an 
army ; act of destruction, deprivation.

To Defeat, d£-f6te,z v. a. To overthrow; to 
frustrate.

Defeature, dd-fe-tshhre, s. 461. Change of 
feature, alteration of countenance. Obsolete.

To Defecate, d&f-fi-kate, v. a. 503. To purge, 
to cleanse; to purify from any extraneous or noxious 
mixture.

Defecate, d^f-fe-kate, a. Purged from lees 
or foulness.

Defecation, d^f-fe-ka-sh&n, s. Purification.
Defect, de-f£kt,z s. Want, absence of some

thing necessary ; failing; a fault, a blemish.
Defectibility, dd-fek-t^-bil-e-t^, s. The state 

of failing, imperfection.
Defectible, d£-f£k-t£-bl, a. Imperfect, de

ficient.
Defection, d£-f£k-sh5n, s. A falling away, 

apostacy ; an abandoning of a king or state; revolt.
Defective, d6-f£k-tlv, a. 157. Full of defects, 

imperfect, not sufficient; faulty, blameable.
Defectiveness, di-fSk-tiv-nSss, s. Want, 

faultiness.
Defence, d£-f£nse,z s. Guard, protection; 

vindication,justification,apology; prohibition; resis
tance ; in law, the defendant’s reply after declaration 
produced; in fortification, the part that flanks another 
work.

Defenceless, d£-f£nse-13s, a. Naked, un
armed, unguarded : impotent.

To Defend, d£-f6nd,z v. a. To stand in de
fence of, to protect; to vindicate, to uphold, to fortify; 
to prohibit; to maintain a place, or cause.

Defendable, de-f^n-di-bl, a. That may be 
defended.

Defendant, de-fcn'dant, c. Defensive, fit 
for defence.

Defendant, de-f^n-dAnt, s. He that defends 
against assailants; in law, the person accused or sued.

DEFENDER, d£-f£n-diir, s. 98. One that de
fends, a champion; an asserter, a vindicator; in law, 
an advocate.

Defensative, d^-fen-sa-tiv, s. Guard, de
fence ; in surgery, a bandage, plaster, or the like.

Defensible, de-f£n-s£-bl, a. That may be 
defended; justifiable, capable of vindication.

Defensive, d£-fen-slv, a. 428. That serves 
to defend, proper for defence; in a state or posture of 
defence.

Defensive, d£-f£n-slv, s. 158. Safeguard; 
state of defence.

Defensively, d£-fen-siv-l£, acl. In a defensive 
manner.

To Defer, d£-fer,z v. n. To put off, to delay 
to act; to pay deference or regard to another’s opinion.

To Defer, d£-f£r,z v. a. To withhold, to de
lay ; to refer to, to leave to another’s judgment

Deference, d^f^er-finse, s. 503. Regard, re
spect ; complaisance, condescension, submission.

Defiance, d^-fiianse, $. A challenge, an in
vitation to fight; a challenge, to make any impeach
ment good; expression of abhorrence or contempt

Deficience, de-flsh-3nse, )
Deficiency, d<Lfish^n-s£, $ ’* Defect’ fail“ 

ing, imperfection ; want something loss than is ne
cessary.

Deficient, d^-flsh^ent, a. Pnilinff, wanting, 
defective.
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Defier, di-fl-ftr, A challenger, a contem
ner.

To Defile, de^—file/ v. a. To make foul or 
impure; to pollute; to corrupt chastity, to violate; 
to taint, to vitiate.

To Defile, d£-flle,' v. n. To go off, file by file. 
Defile, d6-flle,z s. A narrow passage.

KjP- Some military coxcombs have endeavoured to in
troduce the French pronunciation of this word Defile, as 
if written DtfF-fe-lay : others have endeavoured to brin 
it nearer to our own analogy, by pronouncing it in thre 
syllables, as if written Dcjfi-fe-le. I am sorry to find 
Mr. Sheridan has adopted this pronunciation : he is fol
lowed only by Bailey and Ash ; the first of whom has it 
both ways, and the last gives it only as an uncommon 
pronunciation. Dr. Johnson and the rest are decidedly 
for the general pronunciation, which is the same as the 
verb to defile: and if this were urged as a reason to alter 
the pronunciation of the substantive, it may be answered 
that the remedy would be worse than the disease.—See 
Bowl.

To these observations it may be added, that if we pro
nounce this word exactly like the French, because it is 
a military term, we ought to pronounce a File of mus- 
queteers, a Feel of musqueteers.
Defilement, d£-file^m£nt, s. The state of 

being defiled, pollution, corruption.
Defiler, dd-fi-lur, s. 98. One that defiles, a 

corrupter.
Definable, d^-fine-i-bl, a. Capable of defini

tion ; that may be ascertained.
To Define, de-fine,z v. a. To give the defini

tion, to explain a thing by its qualities; to circumscribe, 
to mark the limit

To Define, define,' v. n. To determine, to 
decide.

Df.finer, d6-fi-nur, s. One that describes a 
thing by its qualities.

Definite, def-^-nit, s. 503. 154. Certain, 
limited; exact, precise.

Definite, def-e-nlt, a. 156. Thing explained 
or defined.

Definitely, d£f-£-n!t-l£, ad. Precisely, in a 
deflnite manner.

Definiteness, d£f-£-nit-n£ss, s. Certainty, 
limitedness.

Definition, d£f-£-nish-hn, s. A short descrip
tion of any thing.by its properties ; in loRick, the ex
plication of the essence of a thing by its kind and dif
ference.

Definitive, a. Determinative,
positive, express.

Definitively, tld-fln-e-tlv-l<!, ad. Postively, 
decisively, expressly.

Definitivbness, di-fln-e-tlv-ness, s. Deci- 
siveness.

Deflagbability, def-fla-gr;’-bil-e-t«i, s. Com- 
bustibility.

Deflagrable, de-fla-gri-bl, a. Having the 
quality of wasting away wholly in fire.

Dbflagbation, d^f-fli-gra-slitin, s. Setting 
fire to several things in their preparation.

To Deflect, de-fl&kt,z v. n. To turn aside, to 
deviate from a true course.

Deflection, d^-fl^k-shhn, s. Deviation, the 
act of turningaside; a turning aside, or out of the way. 

Deflexure, d£-fl£kQshure, s. 479. A bend
ing down, a turning aside, or out of the way.

Defloration, d£f-fl6-ra-sh&n, s. 530. The 
act of deflouring; the selection of that which is most 
valuable.

To Deflour, d£-flour,z v. a. To ravish, to 
take away a woman’s virginity; to Like away the 
beauty and grace of any thing-

Deflourer, d^-flou-rhr, s. 98. A ravisher. 
Defluous, d^f-fli-Us, a. That flows down;

that falls off ,
Defluxion, d^-fl&k-shun, $. The flowing 

down of humours.
p
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Defly, dif-li, ad. Dexterously, skilfully. 
Properly Deftly. Obsolete.

Defcedation, dif-fi-da-shhn, s. The act of 
making filthy, pollution.

Deforcement, di-forse-m int, s. A withhold 
ing of lands and tenements by force.

To Deform, di-form,' v. a. To disfigure, to 
make ugly; to dishonour, to make ungraceful.

Deform, di-firm,' a. Ugly, disfigured. 
Deformation, dif-form-ma^hhn, s. 530. A 

defacing.
i) EFORMED LY, di-for-mid-le, ad. 364. In an 

ugly manner.
Deformedness, de-for-mecL-ness, s. Ugliness. 
Deformity, di-for-mi-ti, s. Ugliness, ill- 

favouredness ; irregularity.
Deforsob, dd-fdr-shr, s. 166. One that over

comes and oasts out by force. A law term.
To Defraud, di-frawd,' v. a. To rob or de

prive by a wile or trick.
Defrauder, di-fr^w-d&r, s. A deceiver.
To Defray, di-fra,z t>. a. To bear the chargesof. 
Defrayer, di-fra-iir, s. 98. One that dis

charges expenses.
Defrayment, di-fra-mGnt, s. The payment 

of expenses.
Deft, dift, a. Neat, proper, dexterous. Ob

solete.
Deftly, diftAli, ad. Neatly, dexterously; in 

a skilful manner. Obsolete.
Defunct, di-fungkt,' a. Dead, deceased. 
Defunct, di-fungkt,' s. One that is deceased, 

a dead man or woman.
Defungtion, di-fhngk-shin, s. 408. Death. 
To Defy, di-fl,' v. a. To call to combat, to 

challenge; to treat with contempt, to slight
Defy, di-fi,' s. A challenge, an invitation to 

fight. Obsolete.
Defyer, di-fi-hr, s. A challenger, one that 

invites to fight
Degeneracy, di-jin^ir-i-si, s. A departing 

from the virtue of our ancestors; a forsaking of that 
which is good ; meanness.

To Degenerate, di-j^n^r-ate, v. n. 91. To 
fall from the virtue of our ancestors; to fall from a 
more noble to a base slate; to fall from its kind, to 
grow wild or base.

Degenerate, d4-j4n^r-ate, a. Unlike his 
ancestors; unworthy, base.

Degenerateness, di-jin^ir-ite-niss, s. De
generacy, state of being grown wild, or out of kind.

Degeneration, di-jin-ir-a^shfin, s. A devia
tion from the virtue of one’s ancestors j a felling from 
a more excellent state to one of less worth: the thing 
changed from its primitive state.

Degenerous, di-jin^ir-ts, a. Degenerated, 
fallen from virtue; vile, base, infamous, unworthy.

DEGENEROUSLY, di-jin-ir-6s-li, ad. In a de
generate manner, basely. meanly.

Deglutition, dig-gl&-tlshifin, j. 530. The 
' act or power of swallowing.
Degradation, dig-grl-da-sh&n, s. 530. A 

deprivation ot an office or dignity j degeneracy, base
ness.

To Degrade, di-grade,' v. a. To put one 
from his degree; to lessen, to diminish the value of.

Degree, di-grii,z s. Quality, rank, station; 
the iiate and rendition in which a thing is; a step or 
preparation to. any thing; order of lineage, descent of 
family; measure, proportion ; in geometry, the three- 
hundred-and-sixtieth part of the circumference of a 
circle; in musick, the intervals of sounds.

By Degrees, bl di-griiz,' ad. Gradually, by 
little and little.

Degustation, d&g-g&s-ta-sh&n, s. 530. A 
tasting. 6 6
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To Dehokt, di-hdrt,' v. a. To dissuade.
DeHORTATION, d^-hir-ta-shfin, s. Dissuasion, 

a counselling to the contrary.
DehorTATORY, di-hSr^-tl-tfir-i, a. 512. Be

longing to dissuasion.
Dehorter, di-hSr-tir, s. A dissuader, an 

adviser to the contrary.
Deicide, di-i-slde, s. 143. The death of our 

Blessed Saviour.
To Deject, di-jikt,' v. a. To cast down, to 

afflict, to grieve; to make to look sad.
Deject, di-jikt/ a. Cast down, afflicted, low- 

spirited.
Dejectedly, di-jik-tid-li, ad. In a dejected 

manner, afflictedly.
Dejectedness, di-jik-tid-niss, s. Lowness of 

spirits.
Dejection, di-jik^sh&n, s. A lowness of 

spirits, melancholy; weakness, inability; a stool.
Dejecture, di-jik-tsh6re, s. 461. The excre

ment
DejeraTION, dW-ji-ra-slihn, s. 530. A taking 

of a solemn oath.
Deification, di-i-fi-ka-sh&.n, s. The act of 

deifying, or making a god.
Deiform, di-i-form, a. Of a godlike form. 
To Deify, di-i-fl, v. a. To make a god of, to 

adore a god; to praise excessively.
To Deign, dane, v. n. To vouchsafe, to think 

worthy.
To Deign, dine. v. a. 249. To grant, to per

mit. Obsolete.
To Deintegrate, di4n-ti-grAte, v. a. To di

minish.
DeiparOUS, dd-lp'pi-r&s, a. 518. That brings 

forth a God, the epithet applied to the Blessed Virgin.
Deism, di-Izm, s. The opinion of those that 

only acknowledge one God, without the reception of 
any revealed religion.

Deist, di-ist, s. A man who follows no parti
cular religion, but only acknowledges the existence 
of God.

Deistical, di-ls-ti-kll, a. Belonging to the 
heresy of the deists.

Deity, de^i-ti, s. Divinity, the nature and 
essence of God ; a fabulous god; the supposed divi- 
nity of a heathen god.

Delaceration, di-lAs-sir-a-sh&n, $. A tearing 
iu pieces.

Delacrymation, di-llk-kri-ma-shin, s. The 
waterishness of the eyes.

Delactation, dil-lk-ta-shhn, s. 530. A 
weaning from the breast

Delapsed, di-lipst,' a. 359. Bearing or fal
ling down.

To Delate, d4-lAte,' ». a. To carry, to con- 
vey. Obsolete.

Delation, di-la-shun, s. A carrying, a coil- 
veyance; an accusation, an impeachment.

Delator, di-la-t&r, s. 166. An accuser, an 
informer.

To Delay, di-la,' v. a. To defer, to put off; 
to hinder, to frustrate.

To Delay, di-la,' v. n. To stop, to cease front 
action.

Delay, di-la,' s. A deferring, procrastination; 
stay, stop.

Delayer, di-la-ur, s. One that defers. 
Delectable, di-lik-tA-bl, a. 405. Pleasing, 

delightful.
Delectableness, di-lik^tl-bl-niss, s. De

lightfulness, pleasantness.
Delectably, di-liki-tl-bli, ad. Delightfully, 

pleasantly.
Delectation, di-Iik-iAIshln, « Pleasure, 

delight
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To Delegate, d£Ke-gate, v. a. 92. To aen^ 
upon an embassy; to intrust, to commit to another. 
to appoint judges to a particular caus—

Delegate, dSMA-gate, s. 91. A deputy, a 
commissioner, a vicar; in law. Delegates are persons 
delegated or appointed by the king’s commission to 
sit, upon an appeal to him, in he Court of Chancery

Delegate, del-ld-gate, a. 503. Deputed.
Delegates, Court of, d^l-lA-gates,«. A court 

wherein all causes of appear from either of the arch
bishops, are decided.

Delegation, dAl-le-ga-shun, s. A sending 
away; a putting into commission the assignment 
a debt to another.

To Delete, di-Ute,' t>. a. To blot out.
Deleterious, del-<l-t<y-rd-6s, a. 530. Deadly, 

destructive, of a poisonous quality.
Deleteey, dAl-A-t^r-A, a. Destructive, deadly.
Deletion, d^-lA-shfin, s. Act of rasing or 

blotting out; a destruction.
Delfe, } 5' A mine, a quarry; earthen

ware, counterfeit china ware.
To Deliberate, d^lIb-Ar-Ate, v. n. 91. 

think in order to choice, to hesitate.
Deliberate, dA-lib^r-Ate, a. 91. Circum

spect, wary; slow, advised, discreet
Deliberately, d^-llb-Ar-ite-lA, ad. Circum

spectly, advisedly, warily.
Deliberateness, dA-.llb-Ar-Ate-n5ss,s. Circum

spection, wariness, coolness, caution.
Deliberation, dd-Hb-d«-&. .un, s. The act 

of deliberating, thought in order to choice.
Deliberative, d^-ns^r-a- <zo Pertaining 

to deliberation, apt to consider.
Deliberative, d£-Hb-£r-A-tiv, $. The dis

course in which a question is deliberated.
Delicacy, d£l-£-kA-se, s. Daintiness, niceness 

in eating; any thing highly pleasing to the senses; 
softness; nicety; politeness; indulgence; tenderness, 
scrupulousness; weakness of constitution.

Delicate, dAl-A-kite, a. 91. 503. Fine, con
sisting of small parts; pleasing to the eye; nice, plea
sing to the taste; dainty, choice, select; gentle of 
manners ; soft, effeminate; pure, clear.

Delicately, d&^-kite-lA, ad. Beautifully; 
finely ; daintily; choicely; politely; effeminately.

Delicateness, d&^-kate^n^ss, s. The state of 
being delicate, tenderness, softness.

Delicates, d&l^-k&ts, s. Niceties, rarities, 
Delicious, d^-llsh-fis, a, 507. Sweet, delicate, 

that affords delight, agreeable, charming.
Deliciously, de-llsh-fis-l^, ad. Sweetly, plea

santly, delightfully.
Deliciousness, dA-llsh-fis-nAss, s. Delight, 

pleasure, joy.
Deligation, dAl-lA-gA^sliftn, s. A binding up. 
Delight, dA-llte,' s. 393. Joy, pleasure, satis

faction ; that which gives delight.
To Delight, dA-llte,' v. a. To please, to con

tent, to satisfy, to afford pleasure.
To Delight, dd-llte/ v. n. To have delight 

or pleasure in.
Delightful, dA-llte-fil, a. Pleasant, charm

ing, full of delight.
Delightfully, dA-lite^ful-lA, ad. Pleasantly, 

charmingly, with delight.
Delightfulness, d^-llte^ffil-nSss, s. Pleasant

ness, satisfaction.
Delightsome, di-Ute^s&m, a. Pleasant, de

lightful.
Delightsomely, dS-llte£s&m-14, ad. Plea- 

•antly, in a delightful manner.
Delightsomeness, dA-llte^s&m-ness, s. Plea

santness, delightfulness.
To Delineate, d<Uln^-ate, v. a. To draw 

the first draught of a thing; to design ; to paint in 
colours ; to represent a true likeness; to describe.
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Delineation, d4-Hn-4-a!«hftn, ». The first 
draught of a thing.

Delinquency, di-ling-kwJn-si, «. A fault, 
failure in duty, a misdeed.

Delinquent, de-llng-kwjnt, s. An offender
To Deliquatb, d£We-kwite, t>. n. 503. To 

melt to be dissolved.
Deliquation, d£l-l£-kwa^shtm, s. A melting, 

a dissolving.
Deliquium, d£-lik-kw£-£im, s. A distillation, 

by the force of fire.
Delirious, d£-llr-6-&s, a. 507. Light-headed, 

raving, doating.
Delirium, d£-llr^-fim, s. Alienation of mind, 

dotage.
To Deliver, d^-liv-ur, v. a. To give, to yield; 

to cast away; to surrender, to put into one’s hands; 
to save, to rescue; to relate, to utter; to disburden a 

' zoman of a child; to deliver over, to nut into another’s
I hands, to give from hand to band; To deliver up, to 

surrender, to give up.
Deliverance, d£-llv-fir-lnse, s. The act of 

delivering a thing to another; the act of freeing from 
captivity or any oppression, rescue; the act of speaking, 
utterance; the act of bringing children.

Deliverer, dd-llv-fir-fir, s. A saver, a rescuer, 
a preserver; a relater, one that communicates some
thing.

Delivery, d£-lIv-fir-£, s. The act of delivering, 
or giving; release, rescue, saving; a surrender, giv- 
ing up; utterance, pronunciation; childbirth.

i Dell, d£ll, s. A pit, a valley.
I Delph, d&lf, s. A fine sort of earthen ware.
I Deludable, dMfiMA-bl, a. 405. Liable to be 

deceived, that is easily imposed on. ,
To Delude, d£-lfide,z v. a. To beguile, to 

cheat, to deceive, to impose on.
Deluder, d£-lfi-dfir, s. A beguiler, a deceiver, 

an impostor, a false pretender.
To Delve, delv, v. a. To dig, to open the 

ground with a spade ; to fathom, to sift.
Delve, d&lv, s. A ditch, a pitfail, a den.
Delver, d£l-vfir, s. 98. A digger.
Deluge, d^l-lfije, s. A general inundation; 

an overflowing of the natural bounds of a river; any 
sudden and resistless calamity.

To Deluge, d&l-lfije, v.fa. To drown, to lay 
totally under water; to overwhelm.

Delusion, d^-lh-zhfin, $. A cheat, a guile; a 
false representation, illusion, error, treachery.

Delusive, d^-16-siv, 158. 428. )
Delusory, di-ld-sfir-i, 557. 429. J Apt t0 

deceive, beguiling, imposing on.
Demagogue, dem'J-gSg, s. 338. A ringleader 

of the rabble.
Demesne, } d^-mine,' s. That land which a 

man holds originally of himself. It is sometimes used 
also for a distinction between those lands that the lord 
of the manor has in his own hands, or in the hands of 
his lessee, and such other lands appertaining to the 
said manor as belong to free or copyholders.

Demald, d£-mAnd,' s. 79. A claim, a chal
lenging ; a question, an interrogation; a calling for a 
thing in order to purchase it; in law, the asking of 
what is due.

To Demand, d^-mind,' v. a. To claim, to ask 
for with authority, to interrogate, to question.

Demandable, d^-minMA-bl, a. That may be 
demanded, asked for.

Demandant, d^-m&i&l&nt, s. He who is actor 
or plaintiffin a real action.

Demander, d^-min-dfir, s. One that requires 
a thing with authority; one that asks for a tiling in or
der to purchase it.

Demean, dd-m£nc,' s. A mien, presence, car
riage, deportment. Obsolete.

To Demean, d£-m£ne,' v. a. To behave, tn 
carry one’s self; to lessen, to debase.
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Demeanour, dA-mA-nQr, s. 314. Carriage, 
behaviour.

Demeans, ) .
Demesnes, f de-menz' »• 1>‘- An estate ln 

lands, that which a man possesses in his own right
Demerit, dA-mAr-it, $. The opposite to merit, 

ill-deserving.
Demesne, dA-mAne,z s.—See Demain.
Demi, dAm^A, inseparable part. Half, as demi

god, that is, half human, and half divine.
Demi-CANNON, dAm^A-kin-nfin, s. A great gun. 
Demi-culverin, dAm-A-k&l-vAr-In, s. A small

cannon.
Demi-DEVIL, dAm-A-dAv-vl, s. 405. Half a devil.
Demi-god, dAm-A-g6d, s. Partaking of Divine 

nature, naif a god.
Demi-lance, dAm-A-lAnse, s. A light lance, 

a short spear, a half pike.
Demi-Man, dAm-A-min, s. Half a man. 
Demi-WOLF, dAm-A-wulf, s. Half a wolf. 
Demise, dd-mlze,' s. Death, decease.
To Demise, dd-mlze,' v. a. To grant at one’s 

death, to bequeath, to grant by will.
Demission, dA-mish-hn, s. Degradation, di

minution of dignity, depression.
To Demit, dA-mit,z v. a. To depress.
Democracy, dA-m6k-kri-sA, s. One of the 

three forms of government, that in which the sovereign 
power is lodged in the body of the people.

Democrate, dAm-d-krit, s. A new-coined 
word from democracy; a friend to popular govern
ment.

See Aristocrate.
Democratic , dem-d-krAt-ik, )
Democratical, dAm-d-krit^A-kAl, a. 530. )

Pertaining to a popular government, popular.
To Demolish, dA-mM-llsh, v, a. To throw' 

down buildings, to raze, to destroy.
Demolisher, de-mdl-llsh-hr, s. One that 

throws down buildings; a destroyer.
Demolition, dAm-A-lIsh-fin, s. 530. The act 

of overthrowing buildings; destruction.
Demon, dA-m6n, s. A spirit, generally an 

evil spirit; a devil.
Demoniacal, dAm-d-nl-i-kil,)
Demoniac , dA-md-nA-Ak, $ a‘

longing to the devil, devilish; influenced by the devil 
Demoniac , dA-md^-nA-Ak s. 505. One pos

sessed by the devil.
Demonian, dA-md^nA-An, a. Devilish. 
Demonology, dAm-A-nAKd-jA, s. 530. Dis

course of the nature of devils.
Demonstrable, dA-mAn-strA-bl, a. That may 

be proved beyond doubt or contradiction.
Demonstrably, dA-m6n-strA-blA, ad. In such 

a manner as admits of certain proof.
To Demonstrate, dA-mAn^strate, v. a. 91.

To prove with the highest degree of certainty. 
Demonstration, dAm-m&n-stra-sh&n, $. 530.

The highest degree of deducible or argumental evi
dence ; indubitable evidence of the senses or reason.

Demonstrative, dA-mAn-stpA-tiv, a. Having 
the power of demonstration, invincibly conclusive; 
having the power of expressing clearly.

Demonstratively, dA-mAn-strA-tlv-lA, ad.
With evidence not to be opposed or doubted; clearly, 
plainly, with certain knowledge.

Demonstrator, dAm-mdn-stra-t&r, s. One that 
proves, one that teaches.

JO" The accent on the penultimate syllable of this word 
seems appropriated to one whose office it is to demon
strate or exhibit any part of philosophy : when it merely 
means one who demonstrates any thing in general, the 
accent is on the same syllable as the verb, 52L
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Demon str atory, dA-mAn-strA-t&r-A, a. 512.
Having the tendency to demonstrate.

Demulcent, de-m&l-sAnt, a. Softening, molli
fying, assuasive.

To Demur, dA-mftr,' v. n. To lay a process 
in law by doubts and objections; to doubt, to have 
scruples.

To Demur, dA-m&r,' v. a. To doubt of. 
Demur, dA-mhr,' s. Doubt, hesitation. 
Demure, dA-mAre,' a. Sober, decent; grave, 

affectedly modest.
Demurely, dA-mhre-lA, ad. With affected 

modesty, solemnly, with pretended gravity.
Demureness, dA-miire-nAss, s. Modesty, so

berness, gravity of aspect; affected modesty.
Demurrage, dA-m&r-rldje, s. An allowance 

made by merchants to masters of ships, for their stay 
in a port beyond the time appointed.

Demurrer, dA-mur-5r, 5. 98. A kind of 
pause upon a point of difficulty in an action.

Demy, dA-mi,' s. A half fellow of Magdalen 
College, Oxford.

Demy, dA-ml,' a. A kind of paper.
Df.n, dAn, s. A cavern, or hollow , running 

horizontally; the cave of a wild beast; Den may sig
nify either a valley, or a woody place.

DenaY, dA-na,z s. Denial, refusa’ Obsolete. 
Dendrology, dAn-drAl-lA-je, s. 518. The na

tural history of trees.
Deniable, dA-nl-A-bl, a. That may be denied. 
Denial, dA-nl-Al, $. Negation, refusal. 
Denier, dA-nli&r, s. 98. A contradictor, an 

opponent; one that does not own or acknowledge; a 
refuser, one that refuses.

Denier, dA-nAre,z s. A small denomination of 
French money.

To Denigrate, dAn-A-grate, or dA-nl-grate,v.n. 
To blacken.

JO’ All our lexicographers, except Dr. Johnson, accent 
this word on the second syllable. Placing the accent on 
the first, is undoubtedly conformable toa very prevailing 
analogy of our language, 503. But all words derived 
from Latin words, retaining the same number of sylla
bles, seem to retain the accent of their original, 503, e. 
Thus, to Denigratehas the accent on s, because that letter 
is long, and has the accent in Denigro ; and to Emigrate 
has the accent on the first syllable, because in Emigro 
the same letter is short, and the accent is on the ante
penultimate*—See Arietate and Coacervate.

In a former edition of this Dictionary, I followed the 
general voice of all our orthoepists, except Dr. Johnson, 
without recollecting that the i in the Latin denigro might 
be pronounced either long or short; and that when this 
is the case, we generally adopt the short sound in words 
derived from that language ; and as this short sound is 
more agreeable to the analogy of our own language, Dr. 
Johnson’s accentuation seems to be the preferable, 503. 
545.
Denigration, dAn-A-gia-sh&n, j. A blacken

ing, or making black.
Denization, dAn-A-za-shun, s. The act of en

franchising, or making free.
Denizen, ) ,1 { 103. ) . -Denison, ( d^-A-zn> j 170. J s’ A freeman, 

one infranchised.
To Denominate, de-nom-e-natc, v. a. To 

name, to give a name to.
Denomination, dd-n6m-^-naish&i>, s. A name 

given to a thing.
Denominative, dA-nAm^-A-nA-tlv, a. That 

which gives a name; that which confers a distinct 
appellation.

DENOMINATOR de-nWe-na-tur, >. 520. The 
giver of a name.

Denotation, d^n-A-ta'shin, s. The act of 
denoting.

To Denote, dA-ndte/ a. To mark, to be & 
sign of, to betoken, to show by signs.
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To Denounce, d£-nounse,' t>. a. To threaten 
by proclamation.

Denouncement, d£-nofinse-m3nt, s. The act 
of proclaiming any menace, denunciation.

Denouncer, d3-no&n-shr, s. One that de
clares some menace.

Dense, d#nse, a. Close, compact, approaching 
to solidity.

Density, den-s£-t£, s. Closeness, compactness 
Dental, d^n-tAl, a. Belonging or relating to 

the teeth; in grammar such letters as are pronounced 
principally by the agency of the teeth.

Dentelli, dSn-t31-13, s. Modillons. A kind 
of brackets.

Denticulation, den-tlk-h-li-sh&n, s. The 
state of being set with small teeth.

Denticulated, dSn-tik-h-la-tSd, a. Set with 
small teeth.

Dentifrice, d£n-t£-fris, s. 142. A powder 
made to scour the teeth.

Dentist, d&n-tlst, s. A surgeon who confines 
his practice to the teeth.

Dentition, d&n-tlsh-t'in, s. The act of breed
ing the teeth ; the time at which children’s teeth are 
bred.

To Denudate, d^-nh-date, v. a. To divest 
to strip, to lay naked.—See To denigrate.

Denudation, <l£n-nft-da-sh&n, s. 527. The 
act of stripping, or making naked.

To Denude, (U-nude,' v. a. To strip, to make 
naked, to divest.

Denunciation, de-n&n-sh(La-sh5n, s The act 
of denouncing, a publick menace.

Denunciator, d3-n&n-sh£-a-tur, s. He that 
proclaims any threat; he that lays an information 
against another.

To Deny, d£-nl,z v. a. To contradict an ac
cusation ; to refuse, not to grant; to disown; to re
nounce, to disregard.

To Deobstruct, d£-3b-strhkt,z v. a. To clear 
from impediments.

Deobstruent, d£-3b'strii-ent, s. A medicine 
that has the power to resolve viscidities.

Deodand, d^-6-dAnd. s. A tiling given or 
forfeited to God for pacifying his wrath, in case of any 
misfortune, by which any Christian comes to a violent 
end, without the fault of any reasonable creature.

To DeoppilaTE, de-dp-pA-late. v. a. To deob
struct, to clear a passage, to free from obstructions

DEOrPlLATiON, d3-3p-p3-la-sh&n, s. The act 
of clearing obstructions.

DeoppilaTIVE, d£-dp:pe-la-tiv, a. Deobstru-

Deosculation, de-3s-kfi-la-sh?m, s. The ac 
of kissing.

To Depaint, de-pant,' v. a. To picture, to 
describe by colours; to describe.

To Depart, d^-pirt,' v. n. To go away from a 
place • to desist from a practice t to be lost; to desert 
to apostatize; to desist from a resolution or opinion, 
to die, to decease, to leave the world.

To Depart, di-pirt,' v. a. To quit, to leave, 
to retire from. .

To Depart, d£-pArt,' v. a. To divide, to se
parate.

Depart, d£-pirt,' s. The act of going way; 
death ; with chymists, an operation so named, because 
the particles of silver are departed or divided from gold.

Detarter, di-pirit&r, s. One that refines 
metals by separation.

Department, de-pArt-m^nt, s. Separate al- 
lotment, business assigned to a particular person.

Departure, d^-pAr^-tshtire, s. 461. A going 
away ; death, decease; a forsaking, an abandoning.

DEPASCENT, d3-pfis^s3nt, a. Feeding greedily. 
To Depasture, d£-p2Ls-tshure, t>. a. To eat up, 
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to consume by feeding upon it
To Depauperate, d£-pWp£r-Ate, v. a. To 

make poor, to impoverish, to consume.
Depectible, d3-p3k-t3-bl, a. Tough, clammy. 
To Depend, d£-p£nd,z v. n. To hang from; to 

be in a state of servitude or expectation ; to be in sus
pense ; to depend upon, to rely on, to trust to; to be 
in a state of dependance; to rest upon any thing as its 
cause.

Dependance, d£-pen-dinse, ) tv. « .
Dependancy, d£-p£n'din-s£, J *’ 8 a

of hanging down from a supporter; something hang
ing upon another; concatenation, connexion, relation 
of one thing to another; state of being at the disposal 
of another; the things or persons of which any man 
has the dominion ; reliance, trust, confidence.

Dependant, dA-p3n-dfint, a. In the power of 
another, hanging down.

Dependant, de-p^n-dAnt, s. One who lives 
in subjection, or at the discretion of another.

Dependence, d^-p£tMd£nse, ? ...
Dependency, di-p^n-dfn-si, J ’ lln& 01 

person at the disposal or discretion of another; state 
of being subordinate, or subject; that which is not 
principal, that which is subordinate; concatenation, 
connexion; relation of any thing to another; tru3t, 
reliance, confidence.

Dependent, d£-p£nM3nt, a. Hanging down. 
Dependent, d3-p£n-d£nt, s. One subordinate. 
Depender, d£-p£n'd&r, s. 98. A dependant, 

one that reposes on the kindness of another.
Deperdition, d^p-^r-dlsh-hn, s. 527. Loss, 

destruction.
Dephlegmation, d£f-fl£g-nia-sh&n, s. 530.

An operation which takes away from the phlegm any 
spirituous fluid by repeated distillation.

To Dephlegm, d£-fl£m,z 389. )
To Dephlegmate, d<Vfl£g-mate, ) v' a* 91 

To clear from phlegm, or aqueous insipid matter.
Depiilegmedness, d£-fl6m-3d-n£ss, s. The 

quality of being freed from phlegm.
To DEPICT, di-plkt,' v. a. To paint, to por

tray ; to describe to the mind.
Depicture, d^-plk-tshiire, v. a. To represent 

In painting.
Depilatory, dd-pIHli-tir-e, s. An upplica- 

tion used to takeaway hair.
Depilous, dd-pl-l&s, a. Without hair. 
Deplantation, dSp-lJr.-ta-sh&n, t. The act 

of taking plants up from the bed.
Depletion, ae-pl^-shCin, s. The act of emp

tying
Deplorable, d3-pld^rA-bl, a. Lamentable, 

sad, calamitous, despicable, miserable, hopeless.
Deplorableness, d&-pl&r&-bl-n£ss, s. The 

state of being deplorable, hopelessness.
Deplorably, d^-pl3-rA-ble, ad. Lamentably 

miserably, hopelessly.
Deplorate, d^-pld^rite, a. 91. Lamentable^ 

hopeless.—See To Denigrate.
Deploration, dSp-16-ra-shun, s. 530. The 

act of deploring, or 'amenting.
To Deplore, d^-p!3re,z v. a. To lament, to 

bewail, to bemoan, to express sorrow.
Deplorer, d^-pl&riir, s. A lamenter, 

mourner, one that laments.
Deplumation, dSp-lh-mA-sh&n, s. 527.

Plucking oflT the feathers; in surgery, a swelling of 
the eyelids, accompanied with the fall of the hairs.

To Deplume, d£-plfime,z v. a. To strip of its 
feathers;

To Depone, dA-pdne,' v. a. To lay down as a 
pledge or security; to risk upon the success of an ad
venture.

Deponent, d^-p&^n&nt, s. 503. One that de
poses his testimony in a court of justice; in grammar, 
such verbs as have no active voice are called deponents.
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To Deprive, deprive,' v. a. To bereave one 
of a thing; to put out of an office.

Depth, depM, Deepness, the measure of any 
thing from the surface downwards; deep place, no; a 
shoal; the abyss, a gulf of infinite profundity ; the 
middle or height of a season; abstruseness, obscurity.

To Depthen, dAp^/in, v. a. 103. To deepen. 
Depulsion, dA-p&lrsh&n, s. 177. A beating 

or thrusting away.
Depulsory, dA-phl-sfir-A, a. 440. Patting cr 

driving away.
To Depurate, dAp-i-rAte, v. a. 91. To pu

rify, to cleanse.
Depurate, dAp-A-rAte, a. 503. Cleansed, freed 

from dregs and impurities; puce, not contaminated.
Depuration, dAp-6-ra-sh6n, s. The act of se

parating the pure from the impure part of any thing.
To Depure, de-puref v. 'a. To free from im

purities ; to purge, to cleanse.
Deputation, dAp-u-ta-shun, s. The act of 

deputing, or sending with a special commission ; vice- 
ger ency.

To Depute, de-pute,' v. a. To send with a 
special commission, to empower one to transact instead 
of another.

Deputy, dAp-u-tA, s. A lieutenant, a viceroy; 
any one that transacts business for another.

This word is frequently mispronounced, even by 
good speakers. There is a proneness in the p to slide 
into its nearest relation b, which makes us often’hear this 
word as if written debbuty.
To Dequantitate, dA-kw6n-tA-tate, v. a. To 

diminish the quantity of
To Deracinate, dA-rAs-sA-nAte, v. z. To 

pluck or tear up by the roots.
To Deraign, ) ,. i . .
To Derain, j d^ranc> ’• To Pr0Te> t0 

justify.
To Derange, di-rAnje,' t>. a. To disorder, to 

disarrange.
Deray, dA-ra,' s. Tumult, disorder, noise.
Derelict, dAr-A-likt, s. Any thing which is 

relinquished by the owner.
Dereliction, dAr-A-Hk-sh6n, s. An utter 

forsaking or leaving, abandonment.
To Deride, dA-iide,' v. a. To laugh at, to 

mock, to turn to ridicule, to scorn.
Derider, dA-rKdhr, s. 98. A mocker, a 

scoffer.
Derision, dA-rlzh-Cm, s. The act of deriding 

or laughing at; contempt, scorn, a laughing-stock,
Derisive, dA-ri-siv, a. 428. Mocking, scoffing. 
Derisory, dA-ri-s&r-A, a. 429. 512. Mocking, 

. ridiculing.
Derivable, dA-rl-vA-bl, a. Attainable by 

right of descent or derivation.
Derivation, der-A-va-shun, s. 530. The tra

cing of a word from its original; the tracing of any 
thing from its source; in medicine, the drawing of a 
humour from one part of the body to another.

Derivative, de-rlvIA-tiv, a. Derived or taken 
from another.

Derivative, de-riv-i-tlv, s. 157. The thing 
or word derived or taken from another.

Derivatively, dA-rlv-A-tlv-lA, ad. In a deri
vative manner.

To Derive, dA-rive' v. a. To turn the course 
of any thing; to deduce from its original; to commu
nicate to another, as from the origin and source; in 
grammar, to trace a word from its origin.

To Derive, dA-rive,' v. n. To come from, to 
owe its origm to; to descend from.

Deriver, dA-rlve^&r, $. One that draws or 
fetches from the original.

Dernier, dArn-yare,' a. Last.
To Derogate, derid-gAte, v. a. To lessen the 

worth of any person or thing, to disparage.

To Depopulate, de-pf>p<ii-late, v. a. To un- 
people, to lay waste, to destroy inhabited countries.

Depopulation, dA-pop-A-la-shhn, s. The act 
of unpeopling, havock, waste.

Depopulator, dA-popiu-la-t&r, s. 521. A 
dispeoples a destroyer of mankind.

To Deport, dA-pdrt,' v. a. To carry, to de
mean, to behave.

Deport, de-port,' s. Demeanour, behaviour.
Deportation, dAp-or-ta-sh&n, Transporta

tion, exile into a remote part of the dominion; exile 
in general.

Deportment, dA-pdrt-mAnt, s. 512. Conduct, 
management, demeanour, behaviour.

To Depose, de-poze,' v. a. To lay down; to 
degrade from a throne^; to take away, to divest; to 
give testimony, to attest.

To Depose, dA-pize,' v. n. To bear witness.
Depositary, dA-pAz-e-tAr-e, s. 512. One with 

whom any thing is lodged in trust.
To Deposite, dA-poz'it, v. a. To lay up, to 

lodge in any place; to lay up as a pledge or security ; 
to lay aside.

Deposite, de-pdz-it, s. 154. Any thing com
mitted to the trust and care of another; a pledge, a 
pawn, the state of a thing pawned or pledged.

Deposition, dAp-p5-zish-&n, s. The act of giv
ing public testimony; the act of degrading a prince 
from sovereignty.

Depository, dA-poz^A-tur-A, s. 512. The place 
where any thing is lodged in trust

Depravation, dAp-rA-vA-shitn, s. 530. The 
act of making any thing bad ; degeneracy, depravity.

To Deprave, dA-prave,' v. a. To violate, to 
corrupt, to contaminate.

Depravedness, dA-prAvd-nAss, s. Corruption, 
taint, vitiated state, contamination.

Depravement, dA-prave-mAnt, s. A vitiated 
state, corruption.

Depraver, dA-pra-vbr, s. A corrupter. 
Depravity, dA-prAv-A-tA, s. 511. Corruption. 
To Deprecate, dAp-prA-kate, v. a. 91. To im

plore mercy of; to beg off; to pray deliverance from.
Deprecation, dAp-prA-ka-sh&n, s. Prayer 

against evil, entreaty, an excusing.
Deprecative, dAp-prA-ka-tlv, ) 512
Deprecatory, dAp-prA-kA-t&r-A, J a'

That serves to deprecate, apologetick. >
To Depreciate, dA-prA^she-Ate, v. a. 91. To 

bring a thing down to a lower price; to undervalue.
To Depredate, dAp-prA-dAte, v. a. 91. To 

rob, to pillage; to spoil, to devour.
Depredation, dAp-prA-da-sh&n, s. A robbing, 

a spoiling; voracity, waste.
Depredator, dep-pre-da-t&r, s. 521. A rob

ber, a devourcr.
To Reprehend, dAp-prA-hAnd,' t>. a. To catch 

one, to take unawares; to discover, to find out a thing. 
Little u^ed.

DEPREHENSIBLE, dAp-prA-hAn-sA-bl; a. That 
may be caught; that may be understood.

Deprehensibleness, dep-prA-hAn'sA-bl-nAss, s. 
Capableness of being caught; intelligibleness.

Deprehension, dep-prA-hAn-shftn, s. A catch
ing or taking unawares; a discovery.

To Depress, de-pres,' v. a. To press or thrust 
down ; to let fall, to let down; to tumble, to deject, 
to sink.

Depression, de-prAsh-hn, s. The act of press
ing down ; the sinking or falling in of a surface; the 
act of humbling, abasement.

Depressor, de-prAs^ur, s. 166. He that keeps 
or presses down, an oppressor.

Deprivation, dAp-prA-va-shfm, s. 530. The 
act of depriving or taking away from; in law, is when 
a olergyman, as a bishop, parson, vicar, or prebend, is 
deposed from his preferment
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To Derogate, d£r^-gate, v. n. To detract 
Derogate, dAr-&-gate,«. 91. Lessened in value. 
Derogation, dArZi-ga-sh&n, s. 530. A dis

paraging, lessening or taking away the worth of any 
person or thing.

Derogative, dA-rAg^-tlv, a. Derogating, 
lessening the value.

DerogATORILY, d£-r&g££-t&r-£-l£, ad. In a 
detracting manner.

Derogatoriness, (W-rog-l-tiir-<<n£ss, s. The 
act of derogating.

Derogatory, d<5-rJg-i-t&r-i, a. 512. That 
lessens the value of.

Dervis, dAr-vls, j. A Turkish priest
Descant, d&s'kAnt, s. 492. A song or tune; 

a discourse, a disputation, a disquisition branched out 
into several divisions or heads.

To Descant, d£s-k&nt^ v. n. To harangue, to 
discourse at large.

To Descend, de-send/ v. n. To come from a 
higher place to a lower; to come down; to come sud
denly, to fall upon as an enemy; to make an invasion; 
to proceed from an original; to fall in order of inhe
ritance to a successor; to extend a discourse from a 
general consideration to particular considerations.

To DESCEND, dd-s£nd,z ». a. Ta walk down
ward upon any place.

Descendant, d^-sAnMint, s. The offspring of 
an ancestor.

Descendent, d£-s£n-d£nt, s. Falling, sinking, 
coming down ; proceeding from another as an original 
or ancestor.

Descendible, d£-s£n'd£-bl, a. Such as may 
be descended; transmissible by inheritance.

Descension, cte-sAn-shftn, The act of fall
ing or sinking, descent; a declension, a degradation.

Descent, d^-sAnt,' s. The act of passing from 
a higher place; progress downwards; invasion, hostile 
entrance into a kingdom; transmission of any thing 
by succession and inheritance; the state of proceeding 
from an original or progenitor; birth, extraction, pre - 
cess of lineage, offspring, inheritors; a single step in 
the scale of genealogy; a rank in the scale or order of 
being.

To Describe, d^-skrlbe,' v. a. To mark out 
any thing by the mention of its properties ; to deline
ate, to mark out, as a torch waved about the head de
scribes a circle; to distribute into proper beads or di
visions ; to define in a lax manner.

Describer, dA-skri-b&r, s. He that describes.
DESCRIER, di-skrl-&r, a. 98. A discoverer, a 

detector.
Description, d^-skrlp^sh&n, s. Tlie act«of de

scribing or marking out any person or thing by percep
tible properties; the sentence or passage in which any 
thing is described; a lax definition ; the qualities ex
pressed in a description.

Descriptive, d^-skrlp^tlv, a. 157. Describing.
To DESCRY, d^-skrl,' v. a. To spy out, to ex

amine at a distance; tq discover, to perceive by the 
eye, to see any thing distant or absent.

Descry, d£~skrl,z Discovery, thing discover
ed. Obsolete.

To Desecrate, d3s^s£-krate, v. u " I ivert 
from the purpose to which any thing is « ’cd.

Desecration, dAs-sA-kra-sh&n, s. The aboli
tion of consecration.

Desert, dAz^rt, s. Wilderness, waste country, 
uninhabited place.

Desert, d^z^rt, a. Wide, waste, solitary.
To Desert, d£-z3rt,' v. a. To forsake; to fall 

away from, to quit meanly or treacherously; to leave, 
to abandon ; to quit the army, or regiment, in which 
one is enilsted.

Desert, d£-z£rt,z s. Qualities or conduct com. 
sidered with respect to rewards or punishments, degree 
of merit or demerit; excellence, right to reward, virtue.

Deserter, d^-zAr-tbr, j. 98. He that has for
saken his cause or his post; he that leaves the army in 
which he is enlisted; he that forsakes another.
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Desertion, di-zir^shin, t. The act of forsak- 
ing or abandoning a cause or post.

Desertless, d^-zArt-lAs, a. Without merit. 
Ta Deserve, de-zJrv,' v. a. To be worthy of 

either good or ill; to be worthy of reward.
Deservedly, d£-zer-v£d-le, ad. 364. Worthily, 

according to desert
Deserver, d^-z^r-vhr, s. 98. A man who 

merits rewards.
Desiccants, di-slk-kAnts, s. Applications that 

dry up the flow of sores, driers.
To Desiccate, d£-slk-kate, v. a. 503. To dry up 
Desiccation, d£s-ik-kA^shun, s. The act oi 

making dry.
Desiccative, dA-slk-ki-tiv, a. That which 

has the power of drying.
To Desiderate, d£-sid-£r-ate, v. a. To want, 

to miss. Obsolete.
Desideratum, d£-sid-£-ra-tftm, s. Some desi

rable thing which is wanted.
This Latin word is now so much in use as to re

quire a place in an English Dictionary; and it were to be 
wished it were so far anglicised as to form its plural by a, 
and not preserve its Latin plural Desideraiat as we almost 
always hear it
DesidiOse, d£-sld-j£-dse,' a. 376. Idle, lazy, 

heavy.
To Design, de-slne,z v. a. 447. To purpose ; 

to form or order with a particular purpose; to devote 
intentionally ; to plan, to project; to mark out.

I have differed from Mr. Sheridan, by preserving 
rhe s, in this word and its compounds, pure. I am sup
ported in this by Dr. Kenrick, Mr. Scott,and Mr. Perry, 
and have always looked upon To Dezign as vulgar.—See 
Principles, 447.
Design, d^-slne,' s. An intention, a purpose; 

a scheme, a plan of action ; a scheme formed to the 
detriment of another; the idea wflich an artist endea
vours to execute or express.

Designable, d^-sine-A-bl, a. Distinguishable, 
capable to be particularly marked out.

Designation, ddf-slg-n&sh&n, s. The act of 
pointing or marking out; appointment, directions; 
import, intention.

To Designate, d&^ig-nite, v. a. 503. To 
point out or mark by some particular token.

■ Designedly, d£-si-n£d-l£, ad. 364. Purpose
ly, intentionally.

Designer, d^-sl-n&r, s. 98. A plotter, a con
triver ; one that forms the idea of any thing in paint
ing or sculpture.

' Designing, d^-sl-ning, part. a. Insidious, 
treacherous, deceitfill.

Designless, d£-slne-l£s, a. Unknowing, in
advertent.

DesignlesslY, d£-slne-lAs-l£, ad. Without in
tention, ignorantly, inadvertently.

Designment, dd-slne-m&nt, s. A plot, a ma
licious intention ; the Idea or sketch of a work.

Desirable, d^-zl-ri-bl, a. Pleasing, delight
ful ; that is to be wished with earnestness.

Desire, d^-zlre' s. Wish, eagerness to obtain 
or enjoy.

To Desire, d£-z!re,z r. a. To wish, to long 
for; to express wishes, to long; to a>k, to entreat

Desirer, dA-zl-rbr, s. 98. One that is eager 
after any thing.

Desirous, d^-zl-rhs, a. 314. Full of desire, 
eager, longing after.

Desirousness, d<*-zl-r&s-n£ss, t. Fulness of 
’ desire.

Desirously, de-zl-r&s-l^, ad. Eagerly, with 
desire.

To Desist, di-slst,' v. n. 447. To cease from 
any thing, to stop.

I have preserved the * pure in this word, contrary 
to Mr. Sheridan, who spells it drzist. Dr. Kenrick and 
Mr. Perrv are of mv ooinion.
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Desistance, de-sis-tAnse, $. The act of desist
ing, cessation.

Desistive, de-sls-tlv, a. 157. Ending, con
cluding.

Desk, d&sk, $. An inclining table for the use
of writers or readers.

DESOLATE, dds-sd-late, a. 91. Without in
habitants, uninhabited ; deprived of inhabitants, laid 
waste; solitary, without society.

To Desolate, d^s-sd-late, v. a. To deprive of 
inhabitants.

Desolately, des-sd-late-ld, ad. In a desolate 
manner.

Desolation, dAs-s6-la-sh&n, s. Destruction of 
inhabitants; gloominess, melancholy; a place wasted 
and forsaken.

Despair, de-sparez s. Hopelessness, despon
dence ; that which causes despair, that of which there 
is no hope; in theology, loss of confidence in the 
mercy of God.

To Despair, dA-spire,' v. n. To be without 
hope, to despond.

Despairer, dd-spare-ttr, s. One without hope. 
Despairingly, d£-spa-ring-l£, ad. In a man

ner betokening hopelessness.
To Despatch, dd-spltsh,' v. a. To send away 

hastily ; to send out of the world, to put to death ; to 
perform a business quickly; to conclude an affair 
with another.

There is a general rule in pronunciation, viz. when 
a vowel ends a syllable immediately before the accent, 
that vowel has a tendency to lengthen, and is often, par. 
ticularly in solemn speaking, pronounced as open as if 
the accent were on it.—See To Collect, 544. This general 
tendency inclines us to divide words in such a manner as 
to make the vowel end the unaccented syllable: and if 
the two succeeding consonants are combinable, to carry 
them both to that syllable which has the accent. When 
the e is thus left to finish the syllable before the accent 
in de-spair, despatch, &c. it inclines to its open slender 
sound, which, being rapidly pronounced, falls into the 
short i, which is exactly its short sound, 105. 107; for 
when the e is short by being closed with a consonant, 
like other vowels, it goes into a different sound from the 
long one, 544. Thus the word despatch, till Dr. Johnson 
corrected it, was always written with an i ; and now it is 
corrected, we do not find the least difference in the pro
nunciation.
Despatch, dA-spAtsh,z s. Hasty execution; ex

press, hasty messenger or message.
Despatchful, dA-spAtsh-ful, a. Bent on haste. 
Desperate, d&s-pA-rate, a. 91. Without hope;

without care of safety, rash; irretrievable; mad, hot- 
brained, furious.

Desperately, d£s£p£-rate-l£, ad. Furiously, 
madly ; in a great degree; this sense is ludicrous.

Despebateness, d&ip4-rate-n?ss, s. Madness,
fury, precipitance.

Desperation, des-pe-ra'shun, s. Hopeless-
ness, despair.

Despicable, d3s!-pd-ki-bl, a. Contemptible, 
mean, worthless.

Despicableness, d^s^pe-ki-bl-n^ss, s. Mean-
ness, vileness.

Despicably, d£s£p£-kA-bl£, ad. Meanly, sor
didly.

Despisable, d£-spl-za-bl, a. Contemptible, 
regarded with contempt.

To Despise, d£-splze,z v. a. To scorn, to con
temn.

Despiser, dA-spi-zur, s. Contemner, scorner. 
Despite, despite,' s. Malice, anger, defiance; 

act of malice.
Despiteful, d£-spltetful, a. Malicious, full of 

spleen.
DesPITEFULLY, di-splte^ful-l^, ad. Malici

ously, malignantly.
Despitefulness, dA-splte^ful-n^ss, Malice, 

hate, malignity.
To Despoil, d£-sp&lz v. a. To rob, to deprive.
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Despoliation, d£s-pd-l£-a'sh&n, s. 530. The
act of despoiling or stripping.

To Despond, de-sp6nd,z v. n. To despair, to 
lose hope; in theology, to lose hope of the Divine 
mercy.

Despondency, d^-spSn^d^n-se, s. Despair,
hopelessness.

Despondent, d£-sp5n-dent, a. Despairing, 
hopeless.

To Desponsate, di-spin-sate, ». a. To bo 
troth, to affiance.

Desponsation, dSs-pon-sa-shtin, 530. The
betrothing persons to each other.

Despot, des-p&t, s. An absolute prince. 
Despotical, dd-sp&t-^-kAl, 7 .. . .
Despotic , di-spfoik, f Absolu‘« >"

power, unlimited authority.
Despoticalness, d£-sp&t-£-k&l-ness, s. Abso

lute authority.
Despotism, d£s-po-tlzm, s. Absolute power.
To Despumate, d&s-pfi-mate, v. n. To throw 

off parts in foam; to froth ; to work.
Despumation, dAs-pii-ma-shun, s. The act of 

throwing off excrementitions parts in scum or foam.
Desquamation, d&s-kwA-ma-sh&n, s. The act 

of scaling foul bones. A term in chirurgery.
Dessert, d£z-z£rt,z s. The last course of an

entertainment.
To Destinate, d£s-t£-nate, v. a. To design 

for any particular end.
Destination, d^s-t^-na-sh&n, s. The purpose

for which any thing is appointed.
To Destine, d&s-tin, v. a. 140. To doom, to 

appoint unalterably to any state; to appoint to any 
use or purpose; to devote, to doom to punishment or 
misery; to fix unalterably.

Destiny, dSs-tA-ne, s. The power that spins 
the life, and determines the fate; fate, invincible ne
cessity, doom, condition in future time.

Destitute, d£s-t£-tfite, a. Forsaken, abandon
ed ; in want of.

Destitution, d£s-t£-tu-sh?in, s. Want, the 
state in which something is wanted.

To Destroy, d£-str3A,z v. a. To overturn a 
city, to raze a building, to lay waste, to make deso
late ; to kill; to put an end to, to bring to nought.

Destroyer, d£-str3£-£ir, s. 98. The person
that destroys.

Destructible, de-strhk-tA-bl, a. Liable to 
destruction.

Destruction, dA-struk-sh&n, s. The act of 
destroying, waste; murder, massacre; the state of 
being destroyed; in theology, eternal death.

Destructive, dA-struk-tlv, a. That destroys, 
wasteful, causing ruin and devastation.

Destructively, dA-strhk-tlv-ld, ad. Ruinous
ly, mischievously.

Destructiveness, d&-str&k-tiv-n3ss, s. The
quality of destroying or ruining.

Destructor, dA-str&k-t&r, s. 166. Destroyer,
consumer.

Desudation, d^s-h-da-shhn, s. A profuse and 
inordinate sweating.

Desuetude, d£s-sw£-tiide, s. 334. Cessation 
from being accustomed.

Desultory, d£s£&l-tur-£, 512. 7 _
Desultoreous, d£s-M-t£M-&s, j a' ®,emov" 

ing from thing to thing, unsettled,immethodical.—See 
Subsidiary.

To Desume, d£-siune,' v. a. To take from any 
thing.

To Detach, d£-tAtshz v. a. To separate, to 
disengage; to send out part of a greater body of men 
on an expedition.

Detachment, dA-tAtsh-m3nt, s. A body of 
troops sent out from the main army.
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To Detail, dd-tale,' v. a. To relate particu- 
larly, to particularize.

Detail, d4-tale,z s. A minute and particular

To Detain, dA-tane,' v. a. To keep that which 
belongs to another; to withhold, to keep back; to ro- 
strain from departure : to hold in custodj.

DetaIndeb, dA-tane-d&r, s. 98, lhe name of 
ofa writ for holding one in custody.

Detainer, dd-ta-niir, s. He that holds back 
any one’s right, he that detains.

To Detect, d£-tekt,z v. a. Io discover, to find 
out any crime or artifice.

Detector, d4-t£k-thr, s. A discoverer, one 
that finds out what another desires to hide.

Detection, d£-t£k-sh&n, s. Discovery of guilt 
or fraud; discovery of any thing hidden.

Detention, d£-t£n-shhn, s. The act of keep
ing what belongs to another; confinement, restraint.

To Deter, d£-t£r,z v. a. To discourage from 
any thing.

Determent, de-tSr-ment, s. Cause of discour
agement.

To Deterge, d£-t£rjez v. a. To cleanse a sore. 
Detergent, d£-t£r-j£nt, a. That which 

cleanses.
Deterioration, d£-t£-r£-6-ri-shhn, 3. The 

act of making any thing worse.
Determinable, d£-t£r-m£-nil-bl, a. That may 

be certainly decided.
Determinate, de-t£r-m£-nate, a. 91. Limi

ted ; established; conclusive; fixed, resolute.
DETERMINATELY, d£-t£r-m£-nate-l£, ad. Re

solutely, with fixed resolve.
Determination, d£-t&r-m£-na-shhn, s. Abso

lute direction to a certain end; the result of delibera
tion ; judicial decision.

Determinative, d£-t£r-m£-n£-tlv, a. That 
which uncontrollably directs to a certain end; that 
wlii ch makes a limitation.

Determinator, d£-t£r-m£-na-t&r, 3. 521. One 
who determines.

To Determine, de-t^min, v. a. 140. To fix, 
to settle; to fix ultimately; to adjust, to limit; to in
fluence the choice; to resolve; to decide; to put an 
end to, to destroy.

To Determine, de-t&r-mln, v. n. To conclude; 
to end; to come to a decision; to resolve concerning 
any thing.

Deterration, d^-t^r-ra-sh&n, 3. Discovery 
of any thing by removal of the earth.

Detersion, d^-ter-shun, s. The act of clean
sing a sore.

Detersive, d£-t&r-siv, a. 158. Having the 
power to cleanse.

Detersive, d^-ter-slv, $. 428. An application 
that has the power of cleansing wounds.

To Detest, d£-t£stz v. a. To hate, to abhor. 
Detestable, d^-t^s-tA-bl, a. Hateful, ab

horred.
Detestably, d£-t£sit&-bl£, ad. Hatefully, 

abominably.
Detestation, dSt-ls-ta-shhn, s. 530. Hatred, 

abhorrence, abomination.
Detester, d£-t£s-thr, s. 98. One that hates. 
To Dethrone, d£-/Ar6ne,z v. a. To devest of 

regality, to throw down from the throne.
Detinue, dA-lWti, 503. A writ that lies 

against him, who, having goods or chattels delivered 
him to keep, refuses to deliver them again.

DETONATION, d£t-6-na-sh&n, s. A noise some
what more forcible than the ordinary crackling of salts 
in calcination, as in the going off of the pulvis or 
aurum fulminans, or the like.

To Detonize, d^t-to-nize, v. a. To calcine 
with detonation.

To Detort, dd-tort,z v. a. To wrest from the 
original import.

14-9

To Detract, d£-triktz v. a. To derogate, to 
take away by envy and calumny.

Detracter, d^-trak-thr, s. One that takes 
away another’s reputation.

Detraction, d£-trAk-sh&n, s. The act of tak
ing off from any thing; scandal

Detractory, dA-trAk-t&r-e, a. 557. Defa
matory by denial of desert, derogatory.

Detractress, d£-trik'trfis, s. A censorious 
woman.

Detriment, d&t-trd-m^nt, s. Loss, damage, 
mischief

Detrimental, det-tr^-men-tal, a. Mischiev
ous, harmful, causing loss.

Detrition, d^-trish-un, s. 507. The act of 
wearing away.

To Detruncate, de-triing-kate, v. a. To lop, 
to cut, to shorten.

Detruncation, d&t-rung-ka-sli&n, s. The act 
of lopping.

To Detrude, de-tro6d,z v. a. To thrust down, 
to force into a lower place.

Detrusion, d£-tr66-zhtui, s. The act oi 
thrusting down.

To Devast, de-v&.st,' v. a. To waste or destroy, 
to plunder.

•* The country, though deluged and, devasted, was not utterly 
** put beyond the power of restoration.”—Hannah More's 

Strictures on Female Education, Vol. I. page 58.

To Devastate, dA-vils'tatc, v. a. To lay 
waste, to plunder.

Devastation, dev-as-ta-sh&n, s. Waste, ha
voc .

Deuce, dhse, s. Two.
To Develop, de-v&l-tip, v. a. To disengage 

from something that enfolds.
Devergence, de-ver-jense, $. Declivity, decli

nation.
To Devest, d£-vest,z v. a. To strip, to deprive 

of clothes; to take away any thing good; to free from 
any thing bad.

Devex, d£-veks,z a. Bending down, declivous. 
Devexity, de-v£k-se-t£, s. Incurvation down

wards.
To Deviate, d&v£-ate, v. n. 542. To wan

der from the right or common way; to go astray, to 
err, to sin.

Deviation, d£-v£-a-shtin, s. The act of quit
ting the right way, error; variation from established 
rule; offence, obliquity of conduct.

Device, d£-vlce,z s. A contrivance, a strata
gem ; a design, a scheme formed; the emblem on a 
shield; invention, genius.

Devil, dAv-vl, «. 159. 405. A fallen angel, 
the tempter and spiritual enemy of mankind.

Devilish, de-Avl-lsh, a. Partaking of the 
qualities of the devil; an epithet of abhorrence or 
contempt.

Devilishly, dAvM-Ish-le, ad. In a manner 
suiting the devil.

Devious, de-v£-&s, a. 542. Out of the common 
track; wandering, roving, .rambling; erring, going 
astray from rectitude.

To Devise, d£-vlz£z v. a. 347. To contrive, 
to invent; to grant by will

To Devise, d£-vlze,z v. n. To consider, to 
contrive.

Devise, d£-vize,z s. The act of giving or be
queathing by will

Devise, d«*-vlse,z s. 347. Contrivance. Pro
perly Device.

Devisee, d£v-£-zA£, x. The person to whom 
any thing is devised.

Deviser, d^-vi-zur, s. A contriver, an inventor. 
Devitable, d^v^-tA-bl, a. Possible to be 

avoided.
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Dbvitation, dSv-4-ti-shin, The act of 
escaping.

Devoid, devoid,' a. Empty, vacant; without 
any thing, whether good or evil.

Devoir, d^-vwor,' s. Service; act of civility 
or obsequiousness.

To Devolve, de-vSlv,' v. a. To roll down; to 
move from one hand to another.

To Devolve, de-vdlv/ v. n. To fall in succes
sion into new hands.

Devolution, d£v-6-lh-shhn, s. The act of 
rolling down; removal from hand to hand.

To Devote, d^-vdte,' v. a. To dedicate, to 
consecrate; to addict, to give up to ill j to curse; to 
execrate.

Devotedness, d£-vo-t£d-n£ss, s. The state of 
being devoted or dedicated.

Devotee, d£v-vd-t££,' s. One erroneously or 
superstitiously religious, a bigot

DEVOTION, de-vd^shhn, s. Piety, acts of reli
gion ; an act of external worship; prayer, expression 
of devotion; the state of the mind under a strong sense 
of dependence upon God; an act of reverence, respect, 
or ceremony; strong affection, ardent love; disposal, 
power.

Devotional, d£-vd-shhn-al, a. Pertaining to 
devotion.

Devotionalist, d^-vd^sh&n-il-ist, s. A man 
zealous without knowledge.

To Devour, de-vour,' v. a. To eat up raven
ously ; to destroy or consume with rapidity and vio
lence ; to swallow up, to annihilate.

Devourer, d£-v6u-riir, s. 98. A consumer, 
he that devours.

Devout, de-vout,' a. Pious, religious, devoted 
to holy duties; filled with pious thoughts; expressive 
of devotion or piety.

Devoutly, d£-vout-l£, ad. Piously, with ar
dent devotion, religiously.

Deuse, dhse, s. The Devil.
Deuterogamy, dh-t^r-6g'l-me, s. 519. A se

cond marriage.
Deuteronomy, dii-t3r-6n-d-m£, s. 518. The 

second book of the Law, being the fifth book of Moses.
Deuteroscopy, dh-t£r-os-cd-p&, s. The se

cond intention, a meaning beyond the literal sense.
Dew, dh, s. The moisture upon the ground. 
To Dew, dii, v. a. To wet as with dew, to 

moisten.
Dewberry, dh-b6r-r£, s. The fruit of a species 

of bramble.
Dewbesprent, dh-b^-spr^nt/ part. Sprinkled 

with dew.
Dewdrop. dh-dr<J>p, $. A drop of dew which 

sparkles at sun-rise
Dewlap, dh-lip, s. The flesh that hangs down 

from the throat of oxen.
DewlaPT, du-lipt, a. Furnished with dewlaps. 
Dewworm, du-wurm, s. A worm found in dew. 
Dewy, dh-e, a. Resembling dew, partaking 

of dew; moist with dew.
Dexter, d£ks-t£r, a. Tlie right, not the left 
Dexterity, d£ks-t£r-e-t£, s. Readiness of 

limbs, activity, readiness to obtain skill; readiness of 
contrivance.

Dexterous, deks-t&r-us, a. Expert at any 
manual employment, active, ready; expert in manage
ment, subtle, full of expedients.

Dexterously, d£k$r-t£r-us-l£, ad. Expertly, 
skilfully, artfully.

Dextral, d^ks-tr^l, a. The right, not the left. 
Dextrality, d£ks-tr&l-£-t£, s. The state of 

being on the right side.
Dey, da, s. The supreme governor in some of 

the Barbary States.
Diabetes, dl-iUb&-t3s, s. A morbid copious- 

ness of urine,
150

Diabolical, dl-l-b5W-k&l, > -i- u
Diabolic , dU-bdl'-ik, 509. J “• Devxllsh’ 

partaking of the qualities of the devil.
Diacodium, di-A-kd^d^-hm, s. The syrup of 

poppies.
Diacousticks, dl-J-kdh-stlks, s. The doctrine 

of sounds.
Diadem, dl-;*-d?m, s. A tiara, an ensign of 

royalty bound about the head of eastern monarchs ; 
the mark of royalty worn on the head, the crown.

Diademed, dl-4-d^md, a. 359. Adorned with 
a diadem.

Diadrom, dl-l-dr&m, s. 166. The time io 
which any motion is performed.

DlerESIS, dl-?r^-sls, s. 124. The separation 
or disjunction of syllables.

(£5=* Mr. Sheridan has given the long sound of c to the 
second syllable of this word1, contrary to the general 
practice, which is supported by the most general rule in 
pronunciation. The antepenultimate accent, unless suc
ceeded by a diphthong, always shortens the vowel it falls 
upon, 534. Nor does the diphthong in this word prevent 
the shortening power of the accent any more than in 
Ccesarca* 124.
Diagnostic , di-ig-n&s-tlk, s. A symptom by 

which a disease is distinguished from others.
Diagonal, di-&g-6-n&l, a. 116. Reaching from 

one angle to another.
Diagonal, di-^g-6-n^l, s. A line drawn from 

angle to angle.
Diagonally, di-ilg-6-n&l-£, ad. In a diagonal 

direction.
Diagram, dl-A-grAm,«. A delineation of geo

metrical figures, a mathematical scheme.
Dial, di-11, s. 88. A plate marked with lines, 

where a hand or shadow shows the hour.
Dial-plate, dl-il-plate, $. That on which 

hours or lines are marked.
DIALECT, dl-l-l£kt, s. The subdivision of a lan

guage; style, manner of expression ; language, speech. 
Dialectical, di-A-l^k-t^-kll, a. Logical, ar- 

gumental.
Dialectic , dl-i-l^k-tlk, s. Logick, the art 

of reasoning.
Dialling, dl-^l-ling, s. The art of making 

dials; the knowledge of shadows.
Diallist, dl-Al-11st, s. A constructor of dials. 
Dialogist, dl-ll-ld-jlst, s. 116. A speaker in 

a dialogue or conference.
Dialogue,. di-A-ldg, s. 338. A conference, 

a conversation between two or more.
Dialysis, dl-Al-e-sls, s. 116. The figure in 

rhetorick by which syllables or words are divided.
Diameter, dl-im^-thr, s. 116. The line which, 

passing through the centre of a circle, or other curvi
linear figure, divides it into equal parts.

Diametral, dl-Hm-me-tral, a. Describing the 
diameter.

Diametrally, di-Am'me-tr&I-£, ad. Accord
ing to the direction of a diameter.

Diametrical, dl-a-m£t<tre-k&l, a. Describing 
a diameter; observing the direction of a diameter.

Diametrically, dl-a-m£t-tr£-k&l-e, ad. In a 
diametrical direction ; directly.

Diamond, dl-i-mhnd, s. The most valuable 
and hardest of all the gems.

Diapason, di-A-pa-z6n, s. A term in musick; 
an octave, the most perfect concord.

Diaper, di-^-pfir. s. 98. Linen cloth woven in 
figures; a napkin.

To Diaper, dl-i-p&r, v. a. To variegate, to 
diversify; to draw flowers upon cloth.

Diaphaneity, s. Transpa
rency, pellucidness.

Diaphanic , dl-i-fintik, a. 509. Transparent, 
pellucid.

Diaphanous, dl-if-fA-nhs, a. 518. Transpa
rent. clear.
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Diaphoresis, dl-Af-d-r&sls, z. 116. A beaming 
through; the expulsion of humours through the boros 
of the skin.

Diaphoretic , dl-if-6-r^t-lk, a. Sudorifick, 
promoting perspiration. . , .

Diaphragm, dKi-frlm, s. 389. The midriff, 
which divides the upper cavity of the body from the 
lower; any division or partition which divides a hol
low body.

Diarrhoea, dl-Ar-re-A, s. A flux of the belly. 
Diabiihobtic , dl-ar-rCt-Ik, a. Promoting the 

flux of the belly, solutive, purgative.
Diaby, di-i-M, s. An account of every day, 

a journal.
Diastole, dl-2.s-t6-l&, s. 116. A figure in 

rhetorick, by which a short syllable is made long; the 
dilatation of the heart

Diastyle, di-As-tile, s. An intercolumniation 
of three diameters.

The reason that this word is pronounced in three 
syllables, and Diastole in four, is, that the latter is per
fect Greek and the former is a compound of our
>wn, formed from and cruXor, a pillar. The same 
• eason holds good for pronouncing Apocope, as divided 
nto A-poc-o-pe ; and Osteoscope into Os-te-o-scope. And 
hough Johnson, Ash, 'Buchanan, and Barclay, accent 
Diastyle on the second syllable, I have no hesitation in 
differing from them by placing the accent on the first— 
See Academy.
Diatesseron, di-J-t&M-rin, s. An interval 

in musick.
Dibble, dlb-bl, s, 405. A small spade. 
Dibstone, dlb^stdne, s. A little stone which 

children throw at another stone.
DlCACiTY, d£-k£s-s£-t£, s. 124. Pertr.ess, sauci

ness.
Dice, dlse, s. The plural of Die.—See Die. 
Dice-box, dise-bSks, s. The box from which 

the dice are thrown.
Dicer, di-s&r, s. 98. A player at dice, a 

gamester.
To Dichotomize, dd-k6t-d-mize, a. a. To di

vide or cut into two parts.
To Dictate, dlk-tate, v. a. 91. To deliver to 

another with authority.
Dictate, dlk-tate, s. 91. Rule or maxim de

livered with authority.
Dictation, dik-ta^sh&n, s. The act or practice 

of dictating.
Dictator, dik-tA-t&r, s. 521. A magistrate of 

Rome made in times of exigence, and invested with 
absolute authority; one invested with absolute autho
rity ; one whose credit or authority enables him to 
direct the conduct or opinion of others. 166.

Dictatorial, d!k-tA-t&r£-il, a. Authorita
tive, confident, dogmatical.

Dictatorship, dik-ta-t&r-shlp, s. The office 
of a dictator; authority, insolent confidence.

Dictature, dik-ta-tsh&re, s. The office of a 
dictator.

Diction, dik-sh&n, s. Style, language, ex
pression.

Dictionary, dik-shun-a-r^, s. A book contain
ing the words of any language, a vocabulary, a word
book.
O A few years ago this word was universally pro

nounced as if written Dirnary, and a person would have 
been thought a pedant if he had pronounced it according 
to its orthography; but such has been the taste for im
provement in speaking, that now a person would risk the 
imputation of vulgarity should he pronounce it otherwise 
than it is written.
Did, did, The preL of Do • the sign of the 

preterimperfect tense.
Didactical, d^-dAk^t^-W, 7 _
Didactic , d^-dik-tlk, 124. J a' Preceptive, 

giving precepts.
DlDAPFER, dld-ip-p&r, s. A bird that dives 

into the water.
151

Didascalick, dld-As^kAl-Ik, a. 125. 509. Pre
ceptive, didactic .

Didst, didst. The second person of the preter 
tense of Do.—See Did.

To Die, dl, v. a. To tinge, to colour.
Die, di, s. Colour, tincture, stain, hue acquired
To Die, dl, v. n. To lose life, to expire, to 

pass into another state of existence; to perish, to come 
to nothing; in theology, to perish everlastingly; to 
languish with pleasure or tenderness; to wither as a 
vegetable; to grow vapid, as liquor.

Die, di, s. Dice, dise, .plur. A small cube, 
marked oh its faces with numbers from one to six, 
which gamesters throw in play; hazard, chance; any 
cubick body.

Die, dl, s. Dies, dize, plur. The stamp used 
in coinage.

Dier, di-ur, s. 98. One who follows the trade 
of dying.

Diet, di-£t, s. Food, victuals; food regulated 
by the rules of medicine.

To Diet, di^t, v. a. To give food to; to 
board, to supply with diet.

To Diet, dl-£t, v. n. To eat by rules of phy- 
sick ; to eat, to feed.

Diet, di-£t, s. An assembly of princes or es
tates.

Diet-drink, di-^t-drink, s. Medicated liquors. 
Dietary, dl-£t-&-r£, a. Pertaining to the rules 

of diet
Dieter, di^t-ftr, s. 98. One who prescribes 

rules for eating.
Dietetical, di-^-t^t-^-kll, 7 n . .
Dietetic’, di-^-tet-ik, RelatinS to

diet, belonging to the medicinal cautions about the 
use of food.

To Differ, dlf-fur, ». n. 98. To be distin- 
guished from, to have properties and qualities not the 
same with those of another; to contend, to be at vari
ance ; to be of a contrary opinion.

Difference, dif-fur-^nse, s. 555. State of 
being distinct from something; the qualities by which 
one differs from another; the disproportion between 
one thing and another; dispute, debate, quarrel; dis
tinction ; point in question, ground of controversy; a 
logical distinction.

Different, dif^f&r-Snt, a. Distinct, not the 
same; of many contrary qualities; unlike, dissimilar.

Differently, di£-fur-£nt-l£, ad. In a diffe
rent manner.

Difficil, dif-f^-sil, a. Difficult, hard, not 
easy; scrupulous. Obsolete.

Difficult, dlf-fi-kalt, a. Hard, not easy; 
troublesome, vexatious; hard to please, peevish.

Difficultly, dlPft-k&lt-14, ad. Hardly, with 
difficulty.

Difficulty, dlf-fi-k&l-ti, s. Hardness, con- 
trariety to easiness; that which is hard to accomplish; 
distress, opposition; perplexity in affairs; objection, 
cavil.

To Diffide, dlf-fide/ v. n. To distrust, to 
have no confidence in.

Diffidence, dlf-f£-d£nse, s. Distrust, want of 
confidence.

Diffident, dif-f£-d3nt, a. Not confident, not 
certain.

To Deffind, dlf-flnd,' t>. a. To cleave in two. 
Diffission, dlf-fish-ftn, s. The act of cleaving 

See Abscission.
Difflation, dlf-fla-sh&n, s. The act of scat. 

tering with a blast of wind.
’"•“•I" 

falling away on all sides.
Diffluent, dif-flii-Snt, a. 518. Flowing every 

way, not fixed.
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DlFFORM, dlf-form, a. Contrary to uniform, 
having parte of different structure, as, a difform flower, 
one, of which the leaves are unlike each other.

Difformity, dlf-for-me-te, s. Diversity of
form, irregularity, dissimilitude.

Diffranchisement, dif-frin-tshiz-mdnt, *.
The act of taking away the privileges of a city.

Diffranchise, dlf-frin-tshlz, v. a. To take
away the privileges of a city.

To Diffuse, dif-fuze,' v. a. To pour out upon
a plane; to spread, to scatter.

Diffuse, dlf-fiise,' a. Scattered, widely spread;
copious, not concise.

£5* This adjective is distinguished from the verb in the 
pronunciation of s, in the same manner as the noun use 
is from the verb to use and abuse from to abuse, &c. 499. 
This analogy is very prevalent, and seems the reason 
that adjectives ending in stve have the s pure, 428. 
Diffused, dif-fuzd,' part. a. 359. Wild, un

couth, irregular.
Diffusedly, dif-fh-zdd-le, ad. 364. Widely,

dispersedly.
Diffusedness, dlf-fu-z£d-ness, s. 365. The

state of being diffused, dispersion.
Diffusely, dlf-fuse-ld, ad. Widely, exten

sively ; copiously, not concisely.
Diffusible, dif-fti-sd-bl, a. Capable of being

diffused, or dispersed.
Diffusion, dif-fu-zh&n, s. Dispersion, the 

state of being scattered every way; copiousness, exu
berance of style.

Diffusive, dif-fu-siv, a. 428. Having the qua
lity of scattering any thing every way; scattered, dis
persed ; extended, in full extension.

Diffusively, dif-fu-siv-le, ad. Widely, ex
tensively, every way.

Diffusiveness, dif-fu-siv-nAss, s. Extension, 
dispersion; want of conciseness.

To Dig, dig, v. a. pret. Dug or Digged, part, 
pass. Dug or DIGGED. To pierce with a spade; 
to cultivate the ground by turning it with a spade; to 
pierce with a sharp point

To Dig, dig, v. n. To work with a spade. 
Digest, dl-j^st, s. 492. The pandect of the 

civil law.
To Digest, ». a. 124. To distribute

into various classes or repositories, to range methodi
cally; to concoct in thestGmach ; to soften by heat, 
as in a boiler, a chymical term; to range methodically 
in the mind ; to reduce to any plan, scheme, or me
thod ; in chirurgery, to dispose a wound to generate 
pus in order to a cure.

To Digest, de-j^st,7 v. n. To generate matter
as a wound, and tend to cure it

Digester, d£-j£s-tur, s. He that digests or 
concocts his food; a strong vessel, wherein to boil, 
with a very strong heat, any bony substance, so as to 
reduce it into a fluid state; that which causes or 
strengthens the concoctive power.

Digestible, de-j&s-te-bl, a. Capable of being
digested.

Digestion, d£-j£st-shun, s. The act of concoct
ing food; the preparation of matter by a chymical 
heat; reduction to a plan ; the act of disposing a 
wound to generate matter.

Digestive, a. Having the power
to cause digestion; capable by heat to soften and sub
due; disposing, methodising.

Digestive, dA-j&s-tlv, s. An application which
disposes a wound to generate matter.

Digger, dig^g&r, s. 98. One that opens the
ground with a spade.

To Dight, dlte, v. a. 393. To dress, to
deck, to adorn.

Digit, dld-jlt, s. The measure of length con
taining three fourths of an inch ; the twelfth part of 
the diameter of the sun and moon ; any of the num- 
bers expressed by single figures.
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Digitated, dld-j£-ta-t£d, a. Branched out
into divisions like fingers.

Digladiation, dl-gla-de-a-shun, s. 125. A
combat with swords, any quarrel.

Dignified, dig-n^-fide, a. 282. Invested
with some dignity. ,

Dignification, dig-ne-fe-ka-shun, s. Exal
tation.

To Dignify, dlg-ne-fl, v. a. 183. To ad
vance, to prefer, to exalt; to honour, to adorn.

Dignitary, dig-n^-ti-rd, s. A clergyman ad
vanced to some dignity, to some rank above that of a 
parochial priest.

Dignity, dig-n£-t£, s. Rank of elevation ; 
grandeur of mien; advancement, preferment, high 
place; among ecclesiasticks, that promotion or prefer
ment to which any jurisdiction is annexed.

To Digress, d£-gr£s,' v. n. 124. To depart
from the main design ; to wander, to expatiate.

Digression, d£-gr£sh-un, s. A passage de
viating from the main tenor; deviation.

Dijudication, di-jh-d^-ka-shun, s. 125. Ju
dicial distinction.

Dike, dike, s. A channel to receive water; a
mound to hinder inundations.

To Dilacerate, d£-lis-s£-rate, v. a. 124. To
tear, to rend.

Dilaceration, de-lis-s^-ra-shfui, s. The act
of rending in two.

To Dilaniate, d£-la-n£-ate, v. a. 124. To
ruin, to throw down, to rend ip pieces.

Dilapidation, de-l&p^-da-sh&n, s. 124. The 
incumbent’s suffering any edifices of his ecclesiastical 
living to go to ruin or decay.

Dilatability, d£-la-t£-biK£-t£, s. The quality
of admitting extension.

Dilatable, de-la-tA-bl, a. 405. Capable of 
extension.

Dilatation, dll-la-ta-shun, s. 530. The act of 
extending into greater space; the state of .being ex
tended.

To Dilate, d^-late,' v. a. 124. To extend, 
to spread out; to relate at large, to tell diffusely and 
copiously.

To Dilate, de-late,' v. n. To widen, to grow
wide; to speak largely and copiously.

Dilator, d^-la-tur, s. 166. That which
widens or extends.

Dilatoriness, dil-lA-tur-£-n£ss, s. Slowness,
sluggishness, the quality of being dilatory.

Dilatory, dil-i-thr-d, a. 512. Tardy, slow, 
sluggish, addicted to delay, loitering.—See Domestick.

Dilection, d£-l£k-shun, s. 124. The act of
loving, kindness.

Dilemma, di-l&m-mA, s. 119. An argument 
equally conclusive by contrary suppositions; a difficult 
or doubtful choice.

Diligence, dll-d-j^nse, s. Industry, assiduity.
Diligent, dll-^-jent, a. Constant in applica

tion, assiduous; constantly applied, prosecuted with 
activity.

Diligently, dil^-j£nt-I£, ad. With assiduity,
with heed and perseverance, not negligently.

DlLL, dll, s. An herb.
Dilucid, d£-]u-sid, a. 124. Clear, not opaque;

clear, plain, not obscure.
To Dilucidate, d^-lh-s^-date, v. a. To make

clear or plain, to explain, to free from obscurity.
Dilucidation, dd-lii-s^-da-shhn, s. The act

of making clear, explanation.
Diluent, dil-lu-^nt, a. Having the power to

thin and attenuate other matter.
Diluent, dll-lu-^nt, $. That which thins

other matter.
To Dilute, d^-lhte,' v. a. 124. To make thin;

to make weak.
Dilute, di-lhte,' a. Thin, attenuated.
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Diluter, d^-li-t&r, s. That which makes any 
thing else thin.

Dilution, d^-ld^sh&n, s. The act of making 
any thing thin or weak.

Diluvian, dd-lbM-tln, a. 124. Relating to 
the deluge.

Dim, dim, a. Not having a quick sight; dull 
of apprehension ; not clearly seen, obscure; obstruct
ing the act of vision, not luminous.

To Dem, dim, v. a. To cloud, to darken ; to 
make less bright, to obscure.

Dimension, de-mSn-shiin, s. 124. Space con
tained in any thing, bulk, extent, capacity.

Dimensionless, d£-m£n-shbn-l£s, a. Without 
any definite bulk.

Dimensive, d^-m&n-siv, a. That which marks 
the boundaries or outlines.

Dimidiation de-mld-d^-a-shun, s. The act 
of halving, division into two equal parts.

To Diminish, de-min-ish, v. a. 124. To make 
less by any abscission or destruction of any part; to 
impair, to lessen, to degrade; to take any thing from 
that to which it belongs, the contrary to add.

What has been observed of the e ending a syllable 
before the accent, is applicable to the i: they are ex
actly of the same sound.—See Despatch,

To Diminish, de-min-ish, v. n. 124. To grow 
less, to be impaired.

Diminishingly, de-mln-Ish-lng-le, ad. In a 
manner tending; to vilify, or lessen.

Diminution, dim-me-nfi-sh&n, s. The act of 
making less ; the state of growing less ; discredit; in 
architecture, the contraction of the diameter of a, 
column as it ascends.

Diminutive, d^-mln-nb-tlv, a. Small, little. 
Diminutive, d^-mln-nii-tlv, s. A word formed 

to express littleness, as manihin, in English, a little 
man ; a small thing.

Diminutively, de-min-nb-tiv-l£, ad. In a di
minutive manner.

Diminutiveness, de-min-n£i-tiv-n3ss, $. Small
ness, littleness, pettiness.

Dimish, dim-lsh, a. Somewhat dim. 
Dimissory, dim-is-s&r-r^, a. That by which a 

man is dismissed to another jurisdiction.
1 have followed Dr. Johnson’s accentuation of this 

word, as more agreeable to analogy than Mr. Sheridan’s. 
—See Rhyming Dictionary, under the word. 
Dimity, dim-^-te, s. A fine kind of fustian, 

or cloth of cotton.
DlMLY, dlm-l£, ad. Not with a quick sight; not 

with a clear perception ; not brightly, not luminously.
Dimness, dim-ness, s. Dulness of sight; want 

of apprehension, stupidity.
DlMPLE, dim-pl, s. 405. A small cavity or de

pression in the cheek or chin, a little hole.
To Dimple, dlm-pl, v. n. To sink in small 

cavities, or little inequalities.
Dimpled, dlm-pld, a. 405. Set with dimples. 
Dimply, dim-pie, a. Full of dimples.
Din, din, s. A loud noise, a violent and con

tinued sound.
To Din, din, v. a. To stun with noise; to im

press with violent and continued noise.
To Dine, dine, v. n. To eat the chief meal 

about the middle of the day.
To Dine, dine, v. a. To give a dinner to, to 

feed.
Dineticai., de-nS&Mdl, a. 124. Whirling 

round, vertiginous.
To Ding, ding, v. a. To dash with violence; 

to impress with force.
To Ding, ding, v. n. To bluster, to bounce, 

to huff.
Ding-dong, dlng-d&ng,' s. A word by which 

the sound of bells is imitated.
Dingle, dlng-gl, s. 405. A hollow between 

hills, a dale.
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Dingy, dln-j£, a. Dirty, dark, foul, soiled.
Dining-room, di-nlng-rdom, s. The principal 

apartment of the house.
Dinner, dln-n&r, s. 98. The chief meal, the 

meal eaten about the middle of the day.
Dinner-time, dln-n&r-dme, s. Tlie time of 

dining.
Dint, dint, s. A blow, a stroke; the mark 

made by a blow; violence, force, power.
To Dint, dint, y. a. To mark with a cavity 

by a blow, or violent impression.
Dinumeration, dl-nii-in<5r-a-shim, s. 125. The 

act of numbering out singly.
Diocesan, dl-ds-s^-san, s. 116. A bishop as he 

stands related to his own clergy or flock.
Diocess, di-6-ses, s. The circuit of every 

bishop’s jurisdiction.
Dioptrical, dl-6pitrmi, ? a Affordi a 
Dioitric , dl-6p-trik, 116, >

medium for the sight, assisting the sight in the view of 
distant objects.

Dioptricks, dl-6p-triks, s. 509. A part of 
opticks, treating of the different refractions of the light.

DlORTHROSls, dl-dr-l/tr&sls, s. 520. An opera
tion by which crooked members are restored to their 
primitive shape.

To Dip, dip, v. a. To immerge, to put into 
any liquor; to moisten, to wet; to engage in any af
fair'; to engage as a pledge.

To Dip, dip, v. n. To immerge ; to pierce ; 
to enter slightly into any thing; to drop by chance 
into any mass, to choose by chance.

Dipchic , dlp-tshlk,- s. The name of a bird.
Dipetalous, dl-pet-A-lus, a. 119. Having 

two flower leaves.
Diphthong, dip-MSng, s. 413. A coalition of 

two vowels to form one sound.
Diploma, d^-pl&mi, s. 124. A letter or 

writing conferring some privilege.
Diplomacy, dip-16-mA-s^, s. The state of 

acting by a diploma.
Diplomatic, dfp-16-mat-lk, a. Relating to a 

diploma.
Dipper, dlp-pbr, s. 98. One that dips 

in the water. Generally applied to one who baptizes 
by plunging into the water. ’

Dipping-needle, dlp-ping-nd^-dl, s. A device 
which shows a particular property of the magnetick 
needle.

Dipsas, dip-s&s, s. A serpent whose bite pro
duces unquenchable thirst

DiPTOTE, dlp-tote, s. A noun consisting of 
two cases only.

Diptick, dip-tik, s. A register of bishops and 
martyrs.

Dire, dire, 7 _
Direful, dlre-ful, j a' Dr^dful, dismal, 

horrible.
Direct, d^-rekt,' a. 124. Straight, not crooked; 

not oblique; not collateral; apparently tending to 
some end; open, not ambiguous; plain express.

To Direct, de-rekt,' v. a. 117. To aim in a 
straight line; to point against as a mark; to regulate, 
to adjust; to prescribe certain measure, to mark out 
a certain course; to order, to command.

DiRECTER, d^-r&k-tUr, s. One that directs ; 
an instrument that serves to guide any manual ope
ration.

Direction, d£-r£k-sh&n, s. Aim at a certain 
point; motion impressed by a certain impulse; order, 
command, prescription.

Directive, de-r^k-tiv, a. Having the power 
of direction; informing, showing the way.

Directly, d£-r£kt'l£, ad. In a straight line, 
rectilineally; immediately, apparently, without cir
cumlocution.

In this word we have an instance of a different 
pronunciation in the emphatical and colloquial use of it. 
If we wish to be very distinct or forceful, we frequently
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pronounce the i long, as in dial; but in common con
versation we give this letter the sound of e, according to 
analogy, 117, 124.
Directness, d£-r£kt-n£ss, s. Straightness,

tendency to any point, the nearest way.
Director, d£-r6kQ&r, s. 166. One that has

authority over others, a superintendent; a rule, an 
ordinance; an instructor ; one who is consulted in 
cases of conscience; an instrument in surgery, by 
which the hand is guided in its operation.

Directory, d£-r£k-t&>-£, s. 512. The book 
which the factious preachers published in the rebellion, 
for the direction of their sect in acts of worship.

Direful, dire-ful, a. Dire, dreadful, dismal. 
Direness, dlre^n&ss, s. Dismalness, horror, 

heinousness, hideousness.
Direption, dl-r^p-sh&n, s. 125. The act of 

plundering.
Dirge, d&rge,s. A funeral or mournful ditty, 

a song of lamentation.
Dirk, d&rk, s. A kind of dagger.
Dirt, d&rt, s. 108. Mud, filth, mire; mean

ness, sordidness.
To Dirt, d&rt, v. a. To foul, to bemire. 
Dirtpie, d&rt-pl,' s. Forms of clay moulded 

by children in imitation of pastry.
Dirtily, ddrt-4-14, ad. Nastily ; meanly, 

sordidly, foully, shamefully.
Dirtiness, dhrt-£-n£ss, s. Nastiness, filthiness, 

foulness; meanness, baseness, sordidness.
Dirty, d&rt-£, a. Foul, nasty; mean, despic

able.
To Dirty, d&rt-£, v. a. To foul, to soil; to 

disgrace, to scandalize.
Diruption, dl-rhp^-sh&n, s. 125. The act of 

bursting, or breaking; the state of bursting, or 
breaking.

Dis, dis, or dlz, 425. 435. An inseparable 
particle used in composition, implying commonly a 
privative or negative signification of the word to which 
it is joined; as, to arm, to disarm ; to join, to disjoin, 
&c.

When the accent, either primary or secondary, is 
on this inseparable preposition, the s is always sharp and 
hissing, 41; but when the accent is on the second sylla
ble, the s will be either hissing or buzzing, according to 
the nature of the consecutive letter. That is, if a sharp 
mute, as p, t, &c. succeed, the preceding s must be pro
nounced sharp and hissing, as dispose, distaste, &c. but if 
a flat mute, as b, d, &c. or a vowel or a liquid begin the 
next syllable, the foregoing s must be sounded like z, as 
disburse, disdain, 8tc. but if the secondary accent be on 
this inseparable preposition, 523, as in disbelief, Ac. the $ 
retains its pure hissing sound. Dismal, which seems to 
be an objection to the first part of this rule, is in reality a 
confirmation of it; for the first syllable in this word is 
not a preposition, but a contraction of the Latin word 
dies ; and dismal is evidently derived from dies malus. 
For want of this clue, Mr. Sheridan has given the s pure 
to disgrace, disguise, &c.
Disability, dls-i-bll-4-ti, s. 454. Want of 

power to do any thing, weakness; want of proper qua
lifications for any purpose, legal impediment.

To Disable, dlz-a-bi, v. a. 454. To deprive 
of natural force; to deprive of usefulness or efficacy ; 
to exclude as wanting proper qualifications.

To Disabuse, dis-A-bfize,' v. a. To set free 
from a mistake, to set right, to undeceive.

DlSACCOMMODATION, dis-Ak-k&m-md-da-sh&n, 
s. The state of being unfit or unprepared.

To Disaccustom, dis-Ak-k&s-t&m, v. a. To de
stroy the force of habit by disuse or contrary practice. 

DiSACQUAlNTANCE, dls-Ak-kwan-tAnse, s. Dis
use of familiarity.

Disadvantage, dls-Ad-vAn-tAje, s. 90. Loss, 
injury to interest; diminution of any thing desirable; 
a state not prepared for defence.

Disadvantage able, d’ls-Ad-vAn-ta-jA-bl, a. 
405. Contrary to profit, producing loss.

Disadvantageous, dls-Ad-vAn-ta-j&s, a. Con
trary to interest, contrary to convenience.
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Dis advantageously, dls-Ad-vin-ta-j&s-lA, ad. 
In a manner contrary to interest or profit.

Disadvantageousness, dis-ad-vAn-ta-j&s-n^ss, 
s. Contrariety to profit, inconvenience.

DisadventurOUS, dls-Ad-v£n-tsh&-r&s, a. Un
happy, unprosperous.

To Disaffect, dls-Af-fAkt,' v. a. To fill with 
discontent, to discontent.

Disaffected, dls-Af-f£k't£d, part. a. Not dis
posed to zeal or affection.

Disaffectedly, dls-if-f£k-t2d-le, ad. After a 
disaffected manner.

Disaffectedness, dis-af-f^k-t&d-ness, s. The 
quality of being disaffected.

Disaffection, dls-if-f^k-shun, s. Want cf 
zeal for the reigning prince, dislike, ill will.

Disaffirmance, dis-Af-fer-mlnse, s. Confu
tation, negation.

To Disafforest, dls-lf-f&r-r£st, v. a. To 
throw open to common purposes, from the privileges 
of a forest.

To Disagree, dls-i-gr^,' v. n. To differ, not to 
be of the same opinion ; to be in a state of opposition.

Disagreeable, dls-i-gre^-a-bl, a. Contrary, 
unsuitable; unpleasing, offensive.

Disagreeableness, dis-^-gr&&-A-bl-ness, *. 
Unsuitableness, contrariety; unpleasantness; often- 
siveness.

Disagreeably, dls-i-grW-A-ble, ad. In a 
disagreeable manner, unpleasantly.

Disagreement, d1s-2t-gr^-ment, s. Differ
ence, dissimilitude; difference of opinion.

To Disallow, dfs-ul-lou,' v. a. To deny au
thority to any; to consider as unlawful; to censure 
by some posterior act, not to permit.

To Disallow, dls-il-lou,' v. n. To refuse 
permission, not to grant

Disallowable, dis-il-lou-i-bl, a. Not allow
able, not to be suffered

Disallowance, dis-al-l&u-inse, s. Prohibition.
To Disanchor, diz-^ngk-k&r, v. a. 454. To 

deprive a ship of its anchor.
To Disanimate, dlz-An-e-mate, v. a. 454. 91. 

To deprive of life; to discourage, to deject
Dis animation, dlz-in-^-m&-sh&n, s. Privation 

of life.
To Disannul, dls-in-n&l,' v. a. To annul, to 

deprive of authority, to vacate, to make void.
Disannulment, dis-in-n&l-m^nt, s. The act 

of making void.
To Disappear, dls-ip-pere,' v. n. To be lost 

to view, to vanish out of sight, to go away.
To Disappoint, dis-£p-p6int;' v. a. To defeat 

of expectation, to balk.
Disappointment, dis^p-polnt-ment, s. Defeat 

of hopes, miscarriage of expectations.
Disapprobation, dis-ip-prd-ba-sh&n, s. Cen

sure, condemnation, expression of dislike.
To Disapprove, dls-&p-pr&&vf v. a. To dis

like, to censure.
To Disarm, diz-Arm,' v. a. 454. To spoil or 

divest of arms, to deprive of arms.
To Disarrange, dis-Jr-ranje,' t>. a. To put out 

of order; to derange.
Disarrangement, dis-Ar-ranje-m^nt, s. Dis- 

order, confusion.
To Disarray, dis-ir-ra,' p. a. To undress any 

one, to divest of clothes.
Disarray, dls-Ar-ra,' s. Disorder, confusion; 

undress.
Disassiduity, dls-As-se-dfi££-t£, s. Absence of 

care or attention ; want of diligence.
Disaster, diz-ls-tur, s. 454. The blast or 

stroke of an unfavourable planet; misfortune, grief; 
mishap, misery, calamity.

To Disaster, dlz-As-thr, v. a. To blast by an 
unfavourable star ; to afflict, to mischief.
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s. Denial.

Disastrous, dlz-^s-tr&s, a. Unlucky, unhappy, 
calamitous; gloomy, threatening misfortune.

Disastrously, dlz-is-trhs-16, ad. In a dismal 
manner.

Disastrousness, dlz-As'tr5s-nSss, s. Unlucki
ness, unfortunateness.

Ta DisavOUCH, dls-6-v3utsh,' v. a. To retract 
profession, to disown.

To Disavow, dis-A-viu,' v. a. To disown, to 
deny knowledge of.

Disavowal, dis-a-vou-al,
DisavOWMENT, dis-i-vou-ment, ,
To Disauthorise, dlz-aw-fAd-rlze, v. a. 454. 

To deprive of credit or authority.
To Disband, diz-bS.nd,' v. a. 435. To dismiss 

from military service, to break up an army.
To Disband,, dlz-bind,' v. n. To retire from 

military service: to separate, to break up.
To Disbark, dlz-b&rk,' v. a. To land from 

a ship, to put on shore.
Disbelief, dis-b£-l£df,' s. 425. Refusal of 

credit, denial of belief.
To Disbelieve, dls-be-l^v,' v. a. Not to credit,’ 

not to hold true.
Disbeliever, d1s-b6-16-vhr, 5. One who re

fuses belief, one who denies any position to be true.
To Disbench, diz-b6nsh,' v. a. To drive from 

a seat
To Disbranch, dlz-brlnsh,' v. a. To separate, 

to break off as a branch from the tree.
To Disbud, diz-bhd,' v. a. To take away the 

sprigs newly put forth that' are ill placed.
To Disburden, dlz-bhr-dn, v. a. To unload, 

to disencumber; to throw off a burden.
To Disburden, diz-bhr-dn, v. n. To ease the 

mind.
To Disburse, dlz-bhrse,' v. a. To spend or lay 

out money.
Disbursement, dlz-b?irs'm£nt, s. The act of 

disbursing or laying out money.
Disburser, diz-bhr-s&r, $. One that disburses. 
Discalceated, dls-kil-sh6-a-t6d, a. 357.

Stripped of shoes.
Discalceation, dls-kal-sh£-a'shfin, s. 357. 

The act of pulling off the shoes.
To Discandy, dis-kln-d6, v. n. To dissolve, 

to melt.
To Discard, dis-k&rd,' v. a. To throw out of 

the hand such cards as are useless; to discharge or 
eject from service or employment.

Discarnate, dls-k&r-nate, a. 91. Stripped of 
flesh.

To Discase, dls-kase,' v. a. To strip, to un
dress.

To Discern, diz-z6rn,' v. a. 351. To descry, 
to see; to judge, to have knowledge of; to distin
guish ; to make the difference between.

To Discern, diz-zlrn,' v. n. To make dis
tinction.

Discerner, dlz-z6r-nur, s. 98. Discoverer, he 
that descries; a judge, one that has the power of dis- 
tinguishing.

Discernible, diz-z6r-n6-bl, a. Discoverable, 
perceptible, distinguishable, apparent *

Discernibleness, dlz-z6r-ne-bl-u6ss, s. 
bleness.

Discernibly, dlz-z6r-n6-b!6, ad. Perceptibly, 
apparently.

Discerning, diz-z6r-nlng, part. a. Judicious, 
knowing.

Discerningly, d'iz-z4r-ning-U, ad. Judicious- 
ly, rationally, acutely.

Discernment, diz-zern-m<kit, s. Judgment, 
power of distinguishing.

To Discerp, dls-s6rp,' v. a. To tear in pieces. 
Discerptible, dls-sdrp-ti-bl, a. Frangible, se

parable.
15.5

Visi-

Discerptibility, d’ls-s^rpite-bil^-ti, s. Lia- 
bleness to be destroyed by disunion of parts.

DisCERPTION, dis-sSrptshun, s. The act of pul
ling to pieces.

To Discharge, dls-tshirge,' v. a. To disbur- 
den ; to disembark; to give vent to any thing, to let 
fly; to let off a gun; to clear a debt by payment; to 
set free from obligation ; to absolve; to perform, to 
execute; to put away, to obliterate; to divest of any 
office or employment; to dismiss, to release.

To Discharge, dls-tshirje,' v. n. To dismiss 
itself, to break up.

Discharge, dls-tsharje,' s. Vent, explosion, 
emission; matter vented ; dismission from an office; 
release from an obligation or penalty ; performance, 
execution; an acquittance from a debt.

Discharger, dis-tshir-j&r, s. He that dischar
ges in any manner; he that fires a gun.

Discinct, dls-slnkt,' a. Ungirded, loosely 
dressed.

To Discind, dis-si nd,z v. a. To divide, to cut 
in pieces.

Disciple, dis-sl-pl, $. 405. A scholar.
Discipleship, dls-si-pl-ship, s. The state or 

function of a disciple.
Disciplinable, dis-s6-plin-^-bl, a. Capable of 

instruction, capable of improvement by learning.
Disciplinableness, dis-s4-plln-i-bl-n£ss, s. 

Capacity of instruction.
Disciplinarian, dIs-s6-plln-6-r6-ln, a. Per

taining to discipline.
Disciplinarian, dls-s6-plln-a-r6-6n, s. One 

who rules or teaches with great strictness; a follower 
of the Presbyterian sect, so called from their clamour 
about discipline.

Disciplinary, dis^sA-plIn-tl-re, a. 512. Per
taining to discipline, relating to government.

Discipline, dls-s£-plin, s. 150. Education, in
struction ; rule of government, order; military regu
lation, a state of subjection ; chastisement, correction.

To Discipline, dis-s6-plin, v. a. To educate, 
to instruct; to keep in order; to correct, to chastise ; 
to reform.

To Disclaim, dls-klame,' v. a. To disown, to 
deny any knowledge of, to renounce.

Disclaimer, dls-kla^m&r, s. 98. One that dis
claims, disowns, or renounces.

To Disclose, dis-kloze,z v. a. To uncover, to 
produce from a hidden state to open view; to open ; 
to reveal, to tell.

Discloser, dis-kl6-z&r, $. One that reveals or 
discovers.

Disclosure, dis-kld-zhiire, ». 452. Discovery 
production into view; act of revealing any secret.

Discoloration, dls-kdl-6-ra^shhn, $. The act 
of changing the colour; the act of staining; change 
of colour, stain, die.

To Discolour, dls-k&Wir, v. a. To change 
from the natural hue, to stain.

To Discomfit, dls-k&mifit, v. a. To defeat, to 
vanquish, to overpower, to subdue.

Discomfit, dls-ktim-fit, s. Defeat, overthrow. 
Discomfiture, dls-kum^flt-yhre, s. Defeat, 

rout, overthrow, loss of battle, ruin.
Discomfort, dis-k&m^-fhrt, s. 166. Uneasi

ness, melancholy, gloom, sorrow.
To Discomfort, dis-kum-fiirt, v. a. To grieve, 

to sadden, to deject
Discomfortable, dls-khm-fhr-t2i-bl, a. One 

that is melancholy and refuses comfort; that which 
causes sadness.

To Discommend, dls-kJm-mJnd,' v. a. To 
blame, to censure, to mention with disapprobation.

Discommendable, dis-k6m-m£n-da-bl, a.
Blameable, censurable.—See Commendable.

DlSCOMMENDABLENESsdiS-k&in-tll£n-di-bl-n£ss 
s. Blameableness, liableness to censure.

Discommendation, dls-k&m-ni£n-dai«li6n, s. 
Blame, censure, reproach.
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Discommender, dls-kim-rnAnMur, t. One 
that discommends, a dispraiser.

TV Discommode, dis-k6m-in6de' v. a. To put 
to inconvenience, to molest, to incommode.

Discommodious, dls-k6m-mdM<i-&s, or dis- 
kim-md^j^-fis, a. Inconvenient,troublesome, un
pleasing.—See Commodious.

Discommodity, dls-k5m-m&W-t£, s. Incon
venience, disadvantage, hurt, mischief.

To Discompose, dis-k6m-pdze( v. a. To dis
order, to unsettle; to ruffle; to disturb the temper ; 
to offend ; to displace.

Discomposure, dis-kcjm-pi-zhire, $. Disorder, 
perturbation.

To Disconcert, dis k&n-sSrt,' v. a. To unsettle 
the mind, to discompose.

Disconformity, dls-k&n-for-m£-t£, s. Want 
of agreement, inconsistency.

Dtscongruity, dls-k6n-grb^-t£, s. Disagree
ment, inconsistency.

Disconsolate, dis-k6n-s6-late, a. 91. With
out comfort, hopeless, sorrowful, melancholy.

Disconsolately, dis-kdn-sd-late-U, ad. In a 
disconsolate manner, comfortlessly.

Disconsolateness, dis-k6n-sd-latc-ness, s, The 
state of being disconsolate.

Discontent, dis-k&n-t^nt,' s. Want of con
tent, uneasiness at the present state.

Discontent, dls-k&n-t&nt,' a. Uneasy at the 
present state, dissatisfied.

To Discontent, dls-k&n-t^nt,' v. a. To dis
satisfy, to make uneasy at the present state.

Discontented, dls-k&n-t£nit&d, part. a. Un
easy, dissatisfied, cheerless.

Discontentedness, dls-kSn-t^n-t^d-ness, s. 
Uneasiness, dissatisfaction, want of ease.

Discontentment, dls-k6n-t£nt-m£nt, «. The 
state of being discontented, uneasiness.

Discontinuance, dls-kdn-tln-d-inse, s. Want 
of cohesion of parts; a breaking off; cessation, inter
mission.

Discontinuation, dls-k6n-tin-ii-a-sh&n, s. 
Disruption of continuity, separation.

To Discontinue, dis-k6n-tin-&, v. n. To lose 
the cohesion of parts ; to lose an established or pre
scriptive custom.

To Discontinue, dls-k6n-tin-u, v. a. To leave 
off, to cease any practice or habit.

Discontinuity, dls-k6n-t£-nu^-t£, s. Disunity 
of parts, want of cohesion.

Disconvenience, dis-k6n-v£-n£-3nse, s. In
congruity, disagreement, opposition of nature.

Discord, dis-kord, s. 492. Disagreement, op
position, mutual animosity.; difference or contrariety 
of qualities; in musick, sounds not of themselves 
pleasing, but necessary to be mixed with others.

To Discord, dis-kArd,' v. n. 492. To disagree, 
not to suit with.

Discordance, dis-kdr-dinse, )
Discordancy, dls-korldln-si, J *' Disagree- 

ment, opposition, inconsistency.
Discordant, dis-kdr-dint, a. Inconsistent, at 

variance with itself; opposite, contrarious.
Discordantly, dls-kdr-dint-l^, ad. Inconsis

tently, in disagreement with itself; in disagreement 
with another.

To Discover, dls-k&v-fir, v. a. To disclose, to 
bring to light; to make known; to find out, to espy.

Discoverable, dls-k&v'&r-i-bl, a. That may 
be found out; apparent, exposed to view.

Discoverer, dls-k&v-ur-ur, s. One that finds 
any thing not known before; a scout, one who is put 
to descry the enemy.

Discovery, dls-kiv-hr-e, s. 555. The act of 
finding any thing hidden ; the act of revealing or dis
closing any secret.

Discount, di.^kd&nt, s. 313. 492. The sum 
refunded in a bargain.
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To Discount, dls-ko&nt,' v. a. To count back, 
to pay back again.

To Discountenance, dls-k6in-t£-ninse, v. a. 
To discourage by cold treatment; to abash; to put to 
shame.

Discountenance, dls-koun-t£-ninse, s. Cold 
treatment, unfriendly regard, unfavourable aspect.

Discountenancer, dls-koun-t£-nin-s6r, s. 98. 
One that discourages by cold treatment.

To Discourage, dis-kur-idje, v. a. 314. To 
depress, to deprive of confidence; to deter, to fright 
from any attempt.

Discourager, dls-k&r-rldje-Ctr, s. One that 
impresses diffidence and terror.

Discouragement, dls-kur-ridje-m^nt, s. 90 
The act of deterring, or depressing hope; tlie cause of 
depression or fear.

Discourse, dls-kdrse,' s. 318. The ac£ of the 
understanding, by which it passes from premises to 
consequences; conversation, mutual intercourse of 
language, talk; treatise, a dissertation either written 
or uttered

To Discourse, dls-kdrse,' v. n. To converse, 
to talk, to relate; to treat upon in a solemn or set man
ner ; to reason, to pass from premises to consequences. 

DiscOURSER, dls-kdr-sfrr, s. A speaker, an 
haranguer ; a writer on any subject.

DlSCOURSIVE, dls-kdr-slv, a. Passing by inter
mediate steps from premises to consequences; con
taining dialogue, interlocutory.

Discourteous, dis-k&r-tshds, a. Uncivil, un- 
complaisant, defective in good manners.

Discourteously, dis-kur-tshhs-U, ad. Unciv
illy, rudely.

Discourtesy, dls-kdr-t^-sd, s. Incivility, rude
ness, act of disrespect.

Discous, dis-kfts, a. Broad, flat, wide. 
Discredit, dls-krdd-lt, s. Ignominy, reproach, 

disgrace; want of trust, imputation of a fault.
To Discredit, dls-krdd-it, v. a. To deprive of 

credibility; to disgrace, to shame.
Discreet, dls-kredt,' a. Prudent, cautious, 

sober; modest, not forward, circumspect.
Discreetly, d’is-kr&t-M, ad. Prudently, cau

tiously, circumspectly.
Discreetness, dls-kr&tta&ss, s. The quality 

of being discreet, discretion.
Discrepance, dls-krd-pinse, s. Difference, 

contrariety, disagreement.
Discrepant, dis-kr^-pilnt, s. Different, disa

greeing, contrary.
Discrete, dls-krdte,' a. Distinct, not continu

ous ; disjunctive.
This word, and its companion Concrete, one would 

have supposed should have the same accentuation in all 
our Pronouncing Dictionaries, and yet scarcely any two 
words are more differently accented. The accent is placed 
on the last syllable of Concrete by Dr. Ash, Buchanan, 
Perry, Entick, and Bailey ; and on the first by Sheridan, 
Dr. Johnson, Smith, W. Johnston, and Dr. Kenrick. 
Scott accents the last syllable of this word when an ad
jective, and the first when a substantive; a distinction 
very agreeable to analogy, 4SH: but Entick, directly con
trary to this analogy, reverses this order. Discrete is al
ways used as an adjective, but has scarcely less diversity 
of accentuation than Concrete. Dr. Johnson, Dr. Ken., 
rick, Mr. Nares, Mr. Scott, Perry, and Entick, accent it 
on the last syllable; and Dr. Ash, Mr. Sheridan, and 
Bailey, on the first. When I wrote the Rhyming Dic
tionary I accented both these words on the first syllabic; 
but this accentuation, I imagine, arose from contrasting 
them, which often places the accent on the opposing parts, 
as in internal and external; but, upon maturcr consider
ation, I apprehend the accent ought to be placed on the 
first syllable of Concrete when a substantive, and on the 
last of both words when adjeetives.
Discretion, dis-krdsh-in, s. 507. Prudence, 

knowledge to governor direct one’s self; liberty of 
acting at pleasure, uncontrolled and uncouditiuual 
power.

Discretionary, dis-krAsWin-Ar-A, a. Left at 
large, unlimited, unrestrained.
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Discretive, dls-kri-tiv, a. The same as Dis- 
crete.

Discriminable, dls-krim-ij-nj-bl, a. Distin- 
guishable by outward marks or tokens.

To Discriminate, dls-krlm-e-nate, v. a. To 
mark with notes of difference; to select or separate 
from others. ,

Discriminateness, dis-krim-e-nate-ness, s. 91. 
Distinctness, marked difference. j

Discrimination, dls-krim-e-na-shun, s. The 
state of being distinguished from other persons or 
things; the act of distinguishing one from another, 
distinction ; the marks of distinction.

Discriminative, dis-krim-^-n^-tiv, a. 157. 
That which makes the mark of distinction, character
istical ; that which observes distinction.

Discriminous, dls-krim-^-nus, a. Dangerous, 
hazardous.

Discubitory, dls-ku-bA-tiir-e, n. 512. Fitted 
to the posture of leaning.

Discumbency, dis-k&m-b^n-se, s. The act of 
leaning at meat

To Discumber, dis-k&m-bhr, v. a. To disen
gage from any troublesome weight or bulk.

Discursive, dis-kfir-slv, a. 158. Moving here 
and there, roving; proceeding by regular gradation 
from premises to consequences.

Discursively, dls-k&r-siv-le, ad. By due gra-
* dation of argument

DISCURSORY, dis-k&r-s&r-e, a. Argumental. 
For the o, see Dome stick.

Discus, dls^khs, s. A quoit.
To Discuss, dis-k&s,' t>. a. To examine; to dis

perse any humour or swelling.
Discusser, dis-k&s-sQr, s. 98. He that dis

cusses ; an examiner.
Discussion, dis-kWsh&n, s. Disquisition, ex

amination.
Discussive, dls-k&s-siv, a. 428. Having the 

power to discuss any noxious matter.
DlSCUTlENT, dis-ku-sh&nt, s. A medicine that 

has power to repel the tumours in the blood.
To Disdain, diz-dane,' v. a. To scorn, to con

sider as unworthy of one’s character.—See Dis.
Disdain, diz-dane,z 5. Scorn, contemptuous 

anger, contempt, indignation.
Disdainful, diz-dane^-ful, a. Haughty, scorn

ful, indignant, contemptuous.
Disdainfully, dlz-dane-ful-e, ad. With 

haughty scorn, contemptuously, indignantly.
Disdainfulness, diz-dAne^ful-n&ss, s. Haughty 

scorn, contemptuousness, indignation.
Dtsease, dlz-^ze,' s. Distemper, malady, sick

ness, morbid state.
To Disease, dlz-^ze,' v. a. To afflict with dis

ease, to torment with sickness; to pain, to make un
easy.

Diseasedness, dlz-e^zed-n^ss, s. 365. Sick* 
ness, malady, the state of being diseased.

Disedged, diz-£djd,' a. 359. Blunted, dulled.
To Disembark, dls-C-m-blrk,' v. a. To carry 

to land.
To Disembark, dls-’-m-blrk,' v. n. To land; 

to go on land.
To Disembitter, dis-em-blt-t&r, v. a. To 

sweeten, to free from bitterness.
Disembodied, dls-Jm-bM-id, a. Divested of 

the body.
To Disembogue, dls-em-bigue,' v. a. 337. To 

pour out at the mouth of a river.
To Disembogue, d1s-£m-b6gue/ v. n. To gain 

a vent, to flow..
Disembowelled, dls-^m-bou^Id, part. a. 

Taken from out the bowels.
To Disembroil, dls-^m-broll, v. a. To disen

tangle, to free from perplexity.
To Disenable, dls-6n-A-bl, v. a. To deprive 

of power, to weaken, to disable.
I 5"

To Disenchant, dls-in-tshint,' t>. a. To free 
from the force of an enchantment.

To Disencumber, dls-An-kbm-b&r,a. To 
discharge from encumbrances, to disburden • to free 
from obstruction of any kind.

Disencumbrance, dls-4n-kum-brlnse,s. Free- 
dom from encumbrance and obstruction.

To Disengage, dls-^n-gaje,' v. a. T', separate 
from any thing with which it is in union; to disen
tangle, to clear from impediments or difficulties ; to 
free from any thing that powerfully seizes the attention.

To Disengage, dls-en-gaje,' v. n. To set one’s 
self free from.

Disengaged, dls-en-gajd,' part. a. 359. Va
cant, at leisure, disjoined, disentangled.

Disengagedness, dls-£n-gajd-n£ss, s. The 
quality of being disengaged, vacuity of attention.

Disengagement, dls-£n-g4je^m£nt, s. Release 
from any engagement or obligation; freedom of atten
tion, vacancy.

To Disentangle, dls-Sn-tAng-gl, v. a. To set 
free from impediments, to clear from perplexity or dif
ficulty ; to unfold the parts of any thing interwoven ; 
to disengage, to separate.

To Disenterre, dls-£n-t£r,' r. a. To unburv.
To Disenthral, dls-3n-rtraw I,' v. a. 406. To 

set free, to restore to liberty, to rescue from slavery.
To Disenthrone, dls-5n-fZer6ne,z v. a. To de

pose from sovereignty, to dethrone.
To Disentrance, dis-en-transe,' v. a. To awa

ken from a trance, or deep sleep.
To Disespouse, d1s-£-sp6uze,' v. a. To sepa

rate after faith plighted.
Disesteem, dls-£-st££rti' s. Slight, dislike.
To Disesteem, dis-£-st££m,' v. a. To slight, 

to dislike.
DisestimatiON, dis-£s-te-ma-shun, s. Disre

spect, disesteem.
Disfavour,dls-fa-v&r,s. Discountenance; a state 

of ungraciousness, or unacceptableness; want of beauty. 
To Disfavour, dis-fa'vur, v. a. To discoun

tenance, to withhold or withdraw kindness.
Disfavourer, dls-fa-vtir-fir, s. A discounte-

nancer, not a favourer.^
Disfiguration, dls-fig-d-ra-sh&n, s. The act 

of disfiguring; the state of being disfigured ; deformity 
To Disfigure, dls-flg-hre, v. a. To change 

any thing to a worse form, to deform, to mangle.
Disfigurement, dis-fig-ure-m^nt, s. Deface

ment of beauty, change of a better form to a worse.
To Disforest, dis-ffir-r^st, v. a. To reduce 

land from the privileges of a forest to the state of com. 
mon land.

2’u Disfranchise, dls-frAn-tshiz, v. a. 152. 
To deprive of privileges or immunities.

Disfranchisement, ills-fr’in-tshiz-inJut, s. 
The act of depriving of privileges.

To Disfurnish, dis-f&r-nish, v. a. To unfur* 
nish, to strip.

To Disgahnish, diz-gAr-nlsh, r. a. 25. To 
strip of ornament; to take guns from a fortress.

To DisglORIFY, diz-glMre-fl, v. a. To deprive 
of glory, to treat with indignity.

To Disgorge, diz-gorje/ v. a. To discharge 
by the mouth; to pour out with violence.

Disgrace, dlz-grise,' s. 425. Shame, ignomi
ny, dishonour; state of dishonour; state of being out 
of favour.

To Disgrace, dlz-grase,' v. a. To bring a re- 
proach upon, to dishonour; to put out of favour.

Disgraceful, diz-grAse-ful, a. Shameful, ig. 
nominious, reproachful.

Disgracefully, dlz-grAse-f’d-A, ad. In dis- 
grace, with indignity, ignominiously.

Disgracefulness, diz-grase-ful-n^ss, t. Ig
nominy.

DlSGRACER, dlz-gra-sbr, s. 98. One that ex
poses to shame
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Disgracious, dlz-gra-sh&s, a. Unkind, un
favourable, unpleasmg.

To Disguise, dlzg-yize,' v. a. 92. 160. To con
ceal by an unusual dress; to hide by a counterfeit ap
pearance, to disfigure, to change the form; to deform 
by liquor.

Disguise, dizg-ylze,'$. 160. A dress contrived 
to conceal the person that wears it; a counterfeit show.

Disguisement, dlzg-yize-mdnt, s. Dress of 
concealment „ ,

Disguiser, dizg-yl-z&r, s. 160. One that puts 
on a disguise, one that conceals another by a disguise, 
one that disfigures. .

Disgust, dlz-ghst,' s. 435. Aversion of the pa
late from any thing; ill humour,malevolence, offence 
conceived. 2 m

To Disgust, dlz-gust,' v. a. To raise aversion 
in the stomach, to distaste, to strike with dislike, to 
offend ; to produce aversion.

Disgustful, diz-g&st-f&l, a. Nauseous.
Dish, dish, s. A broad wide vessel, in which 

solid food is served up at tne table; a deep hollow 
vessel for liquid food; the meat served in a dish, any 
particular kind of food.

To Dish, dish, v. a. To serve in a dish.
Dish-clout, dlsh-kloit, s. Tlie cloth with 

which the maids rub their dishes.
Dish-washer, dlsh-wdsh-&r, s. The name of 

a bird.
Dishabille, dls-i-bil,' s. Undress, loose dress.
To Dishabit, dls-hAb-lt, v. a. To throw out of 

place; to drive from their habitation.
7b Dishearten, dls-hlr-tn, v. a. 130. To 

discourage, to deject, to terrify.
Disherison, d1s-h£r'£-zn, s. 170. The act of 

debarring from inheritance.
7b Disherit, dls-hSr-lt, v. a. To cut off from 

hereditary succession ; to debar from inheritance.
To Dishevel, dlsh-shSv-y41, v. a. To spread 

the hair disorderly about the head.
Dishonest, diz-6n-ist, a. 99. Void of probity, 

void of faith; disgraceful, ignominious, faithless.
Dishonestly, diz-6n-lst-16, ad. Without faith, 

without probity; unchastely, faithless.
Dishonesty, dlz-6n-nls-t£, s. Want of Drobitv, 

faithlessness; unchastity,violation of trust
Dishonour, dlz-dn-nhr, s. Reproach, disgrace, 

ignominy; reproach uttered, censure.
To Dishonour, d1z-5n-nhr, v. a. To disgrace, 

to bring shame upon, to blast with infamy; to vidate 
chastity; to treat with indignity.

Dishonourable, dlz-Sn-nftr-i-bl, a. Shame
ful, reproachful, ignominious.

Dishonourer, diz-Sn-n&r-tir, s. One that 
treats another with indignity; a violator of chastity.

To Dishorn, dis-horn' v. a. To strip of horns. 
Dishumour, dls-h-m&r, $. Peevishness, ill 

humour, uneasy state of mind.
DlSIMPROVEMENT, dis-im-pro6v-ment, s. Re

duction from a better to a worse state.
To Disincarcerate, dls-ln-k&r-s£-rate, v. a. 

To set at liberty, to free from prison.
Disinclination, dis-1n-kl&-na-sh&n, s. Want 

of affection, slight dislike.
To Disincline, dls-ln-kline,' v. a. To produce 

dislike to, to make disaffected, to alienate affection

Disisgenuity, dls-in-ji-niM-ti, s. Meanness 
of artifice, unfairness , ....

Disingenuous, dis-ln-j4n-&-ils, a. Unfair, 
meanly artful, illiberal, unbecoming a gentleman.

Disingenuously, d1s-ln-j3n'6-&s-ld, ad. In a 
disingenuous manner. ,

Disingenuousness, dls-in-gen-u-us-ness, s. 
Mean subtilty, low craft, unfairness.

Disinherison, dls-ln-h&r^-zn. s. The act of 
cutting off from any hereditary succession ; the state 
of being cut off from any hereditary right.
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To Disinherit, dlsJn-hMt, v. a. To cut off 
from an hereditary right.

To Disinter, dls-in-t^r,' v. a. To unbury, to 
take as out of the grave.

Disinteressed, d1z-1n-t£r-£s-s£d, a. Without 
regard to private advantage, impartial. Obsolete.

D1SINTERESSMENT, diz-In-t&r-&s-m£nt. s. Dis
regard to private advantage, disinterest, disinterested
ness. Obsolete.

Disinterest, diz-ln-t3r-&t, s. What is con
trary to one’s wish or prosperity; indifference to profit.

Disinterested, diz-in-tdr-&s-t£d, a. Superior 
to regard of private advantage, not influenced by pri
vate profit; without any concern in an affair.

Disinterestedly, diz-in-t^r-fc-t^d-ld, ad. In 
a disinterested manner.

Disinterestedness, dlz-in-ter-es-t&d-ness; 9. 
Contempt of private interest, neglect of personal profit

To Disintricate, dlz-in-tr4-kate, r. a. To 
disentangle.

To Disinvite, dlz-ln-vite,' v. a. To retract an 
invitation.

To Disjoin, diz-joln/ v, a. To separate, to 
part from each other, to sunder, to disunite.

To Disjoint, diz-jdint,' n. a. To put out of 
joint, to break at junctures, to separate at the part 
where there is a cement; to carve a fowl; to make 
incoherent.

Ta Disjoint, diz-jolnt^ v. n. To fall in pieces; 
to separate.

Disjunct, dlz-j&ngkt,' a. 408. Disjointed, 
separate.

Disjunction, dlz-j&ngk'sh&n, s. Disunion, 
separation, parting.

Disjunctive, dlz-j&ngk-tlv, a. Incapable of 
union, that which marks separation or opposition.

Disjunctively, dlz-jfmgk-tlv-le, ad. Dis
tinctly, separately.

Disk, disk, 5. The face of the sun or plane, 
as it appears to the eye; a broad piece of iron thrown 
in the ancient sports, a quoit.

Diskindness, dlsk-ylnd-n4ss. s. 160. Want of 
kindness, want of affection ; ill-turn, injury.

Dilike, dlz-llke,' s. 435. Disinclination, ab
sence of affection, disgust, disagreement.

7b Dislike, dfz-llke,' v. a. To disapprove, to 
regard without affection, to regard with ill-will.

Dislikeful, diz-likeiful,a. Disaffected, malign* 
To Disliken, dlz-li-kn, v. a. To make unlike. 
Dislikeness, diz-like-niss, s. Dissimilitude, 

tin likeness, not resemblance.
Disliker, diz-ll-kur, 5. A disapprove^ one that 

is not pleased.
7b Dislimb, dfz-llm,' v. a. To tear limb from 

limb.
7b Dislimn, dlz-lim' v. a. 435. To unpaint. 

Obsolete.
7b Dislocate, dls-ld-kate, v. a. To put out 

of the proper place; to put out of joint.
Dislocation, dls-ld-ka-sh&n, s The act of 

shifting the places of things; the state of being dis
placed ; a joint put out.

To Dislodge, diz-l&dje' v. a. To remove from 
a place; to remove from an habitation; to drive an 
enemy from a station; to remove an army to other 
quarters.

7b Dislodge, diz-lddje' v. n. To go away to 
another place.

DISLOYAL, dlz-13£-S.l, a. 435. Not true to al
legiance, faithless; not true to the marriage bed; false 
in love, not constant.

Disloyally, d1z-13^-Al-l^, ad. Not faithfully, 
disobediently.

Disloyalty, diz-loe^l-ti, s. Want of fidelity 
to the sovereign ; want of fidelity in love.

Dismal, diz-m3.l, a. 425. Sorrowful, uncom
fortable, unhappy.

Dismally, d1z-mjll-]£, ad. Horribly, sorrow
fully, uncomfortably.
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Dismalness, dlz-mll-n&ss, «. Horror, sorrow. 
To Dismantle, dlz-mUn-tl, ». a. To throw off 

a dress, to strip; to loose; to strip a town of its out
works ; to break down any thing external

To Dismask, dlz-misk,' v. a. To divest of a 
mask, to uncover from concealment

To Dismay, dlz-inA,' f>. a. 425. To terrify, to 
discourage, to affright, to depress.

Dismay, diz-mi,' s. 435. Fall of courage, ter- 
ror felt, desertion of mind, fear impressed.

1) ismayedness, dlz-ma-ed-ness, s. Dejection of 
courage, dispiritedness.

’o Dismember, diz-mem-btir, v. a. To divide 
member from member, to cut in pieces.

To Dismiss, dlz-mls, v. a. 435. To send away; 
to discard, to direst of an office.

Dismission, dlz-mish-tin, s. Act of sending 
away; deprivation, obligation to leave any post or 
place.

To Dismortgage, dlz-mor-gaje, v. a. To re
deem from mortgage.

To DISMOUNT, dlz-mount^ n. a. To throw any 
one from on horseback ; to throw a cannon from its 
carriage.

To Dismount, dlz-mount/ v. n. To alight from 
a horse; to descend from an elevation.

To Denaturalize, diz-nAtsh-A-ri-llze, v. a. 1 
To alienate, to make alien.

DENATURED, diz-na'tshurd, «. 435. Unnatu
ral, wanting natural tenderness.

Disobedience, dis-d-b^-de-£nse, s. Violation 
of lawful commands or prohibition, breach of duty due 
to superiors ; incompliance.—See Obedience.

Disobedient, dls-6-b^-de-^nt, a. Not observ
ant of lawful authority.

Disobediently, dls-d-be-de-entUi, ad. In an 
undutiful manner.

To Disobey, dls-d-ba,' v. a. To break com
mands or transgress prohibitions.

Disobligation, dis-Ab-le-ga-shftn, s. Offence, 
cause of disgust

• ••>- t.
offend, to disgust, to give offence to.

Disobliging, dls-d-bli-jlng,n. 111. Dis
gusting, unplcasing, offensive.

Disobligingly, cus-d-btl-jlng-fd, ad. Tn a dis
gusting or offensive manner, without attention to 
please.

Disobligingness, dls-d-bll-jlng-n^ss, s. Ollen- 
siveness, readiness to disgust.

Disorbed, dlz-orbd,' a. 359. Thrown out of 
the proper orbit.

Disorder, dlz-dr-d&r, s. Irregularity, con- , 
fusion; tumult, disturbance; neglect of rule; sick- ' 
ncss, distemper; discomposure of mind.

To Disorder, dlz-or-diir, v. a. To throw into I 
confusion, to disturb, to ruffle; to make sick.

Disordered, diz-dr'dtird, n. 359. Irregular, ! 
vicious, loose, diseased, debauched.

Disorderly, dlz-or-diir-le, a. Confused, irre- . 
gular, tumultuous ; contrary to law, vicious.

Disorderly, diz-drMhr-le, ad. Irregularly, ] 
confusedly ; without law, inordinately.

Disordinate, diz-urMA-nate, a. 91. Not living 
by the rules of virtue, inordinate.

Disordinately, dlz-or-dA-n:itc-lA, ad. Inor
dinately, viciously.

Disorientated, <lls-u-rc-eu-la-teil, a. 1 urned 
from the East; turned from the right direction.

To Disown, d1z-6ne,' v. a. To deny, to re
nounce, to abnegate.

To Dispand, dls-pand,' r. a. To spread abroad, 
to extend, to display.

DrsPANSiON, dis-pan-zhfin, $• The act of 
spreading abroad, dispersion
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To Disparage, dls-pArMdje, v. a. 90. T« 
match unequally, to injure by union with someth kx 
inferior in excellence; to injure by comparison witk 
something of less value.

Disparagement, dis-pAr-ldje-m^nt, s. Injuri
ous union or comparison with something of inferior 
excellence.

Disparager, dis-pir-ridje-hr, s. One that die 
graces.

Disparity, dls-par^-tA, s. 511. Inequality 
difference in degree, either of rank or excellence; da 
similitude, unlikeness.

To Dispark, dis-pArk,' v. a. To throw open s 
park; to set at large without enclosure.

To Dispart, dis-pArt,' v. a. To divide into two, 
to separate, to break, to burst.

Dispassion, dis-pAsh-un, s. Freedom from 
mental perturbation.

Dispassionate, dis-pAsh-im-Ate, a. 91. Cook 
calm, temperate, impartial, moderate.

Dispassionately, dls-pAsh-un-Ate-le, ad. 
Coolly, calmly, temperately.

To Dispel, dls-pAl,' v. a. To drive by scatter
ing, to dissipate.

To Dispend, dis-p^nd,' v. a. To spend, to 
consume, to expend.

Dispensary, dls-pen-sA-M, $. The place where 
medicines are dispensed.

Dispensation, dis-p&n-sA-shftn, x. Distribution, 
the act of dealing out any thing; the dealing of God 
with his creatures, method of Providence; an exemp
tion from some law.

Dispensator, dls-pcn-sA-thr, s. One employed 
in dealing out any thing, a distributer.

Dispensatory, dls-pen-sA-t&r-^, s. 512. A 
book in which the composition of medicines is da. 
scribed and directed, a pharmacopoeia.

To Dispense, dls-p^nse,' v. a. To deal out, to 
distribute; To dispense with, to excuse, to grant dis. 

I pensation for.
Dispense, dts-p&nse,' $. Dispensation, exemp

tion.
Dispenser, dls-pen^s&r, s. 98. One that dis

penses, a distributer, one that deals out any thing.
To Dispeople, dis-pe-pl, v. a. To depopulate, 

to empty of people.
Dispeopler, dis-pA-pl-hr, s. A depopulator. 
2’o Disperge, dls-pSrdje,' v. a. To sprinkle. 
To Disperse, dls-p3rse,' v. a. To scatter, to 

drive to different parts; to dissipate.
Dispersedly, dls-pdr-s2d-ld, ad. 364. In a 

dispersed manner, separately.
Dispersedness, dis-p£r-sed-n£ss, $. Thinness, 

I scatteredness, dispersion.
; Disperser, dls-p&r's&r, s. 98. A scatterer, a 

spreader.
i Dispersion, dls-per-sbun, s. The act of scat- 
I, tering or spreading; the state of being scattered.
I To Dispirit, dls-plr-lt, v. a. 109. To discou-
I rage, to depress, to damp ; to exhaust the spirits.
j Dispiritedness, dis-plrilt-t&l-ndss, $. Want 

of vigour, want of vivacity.
I To Displace, dls-plAsc,' v. a. To put out of 

place; to put out of any state, condition or dignity; 
to disorder.

Displacency, d1s-plA-s£n-sA, $. Incivility, dis- 
obligation ; any thing unplcasing, disgust

To Displant, dls-plAnt,' ». a. To remove a 
plant; to drive a people from the place in which they 
nave fixed.

Displantation, dis-plAn-tA^sh&n, s. The re
moval of a plant; the ejection of a people.

To Display, dls-pla,' v. a. To spread wide; to 
exhibit to the sight or mind; to set out ostentatiously 
to view.

Display, dls-plA,' s. An exhibition of any 
thing to view.
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Distribu-

DlSPLEASANT, dls-pl&p-Ant, a. Unpleasing, 
offensive, unpleasant

To Displease, dls-pMze,' v. a. To offend, to 
make angry ; to disgust, to raise aversion.

Displeasing mess, dis-ple-zlng-n^ss, s. Offen
siveness, quality of offending.

Displeasure, dls-plezh-ure, s. Uneasiness, 
pain received; offence, pain given; anger, indigna
tion ; state of disgrace.

To Displeasure, dis-plezh-dre, v. a. To dis
please, not to gain favour, not to win affection.

To DlSPLODE, dis-pl6de,' v. a. To disperse with 
a loud noise, to vent with violence.

Displosion, dls-pld-zh&n, s. The act of dis- 
pioding, a sudden burst with noise and violence.

Disport, dis-port,' $. Play, sport, pastime.
To Disport, dls-pdrt,' v. a. To divert.
To Disport, dis-port,' v. n. To play, to toy, 

to wanton.
Disposal., dls-pd-zil, s. The act of disposing 

or regulating any thing, regulation, distribution ; the 
power of distribution, the right of bestowing.

To Dispose, dls-poze,' v. a. To give, to place, 
to bestow ; to adapt, to form for any purpose ; to 
frame the mind; to regulate, to adjust; To dispose of, 
to apply to any purpose, to transfer to any person, to 
give away, to sell; to place in any condition.

Dispose, dls-poze,' s. Power, management, 
disposal; cast of mind, inclination.

Disposer, dls-p6-zhr, s. 98. Distributer, giver, 
bestower; governor, regulator.

Disposition, dis-pA-zlsh-tm, s. Order, method, 
distribution; natural fitness, quality ; tendency to any 
act or state; temper of mind ; affection of kindness or 
ill-will; predominant inclination.

Dispositive, dls-p&z^-tlv, a. That which 
implies disposal of any property, decretive.

DtsposiTIVELY, dls-pftz^-tiv-li, ad. 
tively, in a dispositive manner.

To Dispossess, dls-pftz-zes,' v. a. 
of possession, to deprive, to disseize.

Dispossession, dls-pdz-z^sh-an, s. 
putting out or from.

Disposure, dls-pd-zhfire, s. Disposal, govern
ment, power, management; state, posture.

Dispraise, dls-praze,' $. Blame, dishonour. 
To Dispraise, dls-praze,' v. «.

censure, to condemn.
Dispraiser, dis-pra-zhr, $. 98.
Dispraisible, dls-pra-z^-bl, a. 

commendation.
Dispraisingly, dls-prA-zlng-le, acl. 

blame, with censure.
To Dispread, dls-spr6d,' v. a. To spread dif

ferent ways.
DlSPROFIT, dis-pr&f-flt, s. Loss, damage, de

triment.
Disproof, dls-prdoff s. Confutation, convic

tion of error, or falsehood.
Disproportion, dls-pro-pur-shim, s. Unsuit

ableness ill quantity of one thing to another; want of 
symmetry, disparity.

To Disproportion, dls-prA-pdr-sh&n, v. a. To 
mismatch, to join things unsuitable in quantity or form.

DlSPROPORTIONABLE, dls-pr6-pdr-sh&n-A-bl, a. 
Unsuitable in quantity or form.

Disproportion ableness, dls-pro- pdr-sh un-a- 
bl-n&ss, s. Unsuitableness to something else.

DispropORTIONABLY, dis-prd-p6r^sh&n-i-ble, 
ad. Unsuitably, not symmetrically.

DisproportionaL, dls-prd-p6r-sbhn-il, a. 
Disproportionable, not symmetrical. ,

Disproportion ally, dls-pro-por-sh&n-il-li, 
ad. Unsuitably with respect to quantity or value.

Disproportionate, dls-pr6-p6r-shiin-ate, a. 
Vl. Uasymmetrical, unsuitable to something else.
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To put out

The act of

To blame, to

A censurer.
Unworthy of

With

Disproportionately, dis-pro-pdr-shCm-ate-le, 
ad. Unsuitably, unsymmetrically.

Disproportionateness, dls-pr6-pdr-shun -ate- 
n&ss, s. Unsuitableness in bulk or value.

To Disprove, dis-pr66ve,' v. a. To confute an 
assertion, to convict of error or falsehood.

DlSPROVER, dls-pr66-vCir, s. 98. One that con
futes, one that blames, a censurer.

Dispunishable, dis-pun-lsh-a-bl, a. Without 
penal restraint

Disputable, dis-pu-ta-bl, or d’is-pu-ta-bl. a. 
Liable to contest, controvertible; lawful to be con
tested.

5^* Dr. Johnson, Dr. Ash, Dr. Kenrick, W. John
ston, Mr. Smith, Perry, and Bailey, are for the second 
pronunciation of this word; and Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Nares, 
Buchanan, and Entick, for the first; and this, notwith
standing the majority of suffrages against it, is, in my 
opinion, decidedly most agreeable to the best usage. 11 
were undoubtedly to be wished that words of this form 
preserved the accent of the verb to which they corres
pond ; but this correspondence we find entirely set aside 
in lamentable, comparable, admirable, and many others 
with which Disputable must certainly class. Mr Scott 
gives both modes of accenting this word; but by his 
placing the word with the accent on the first syllable first, 
v. e may presume he prefers this pronunciation.—See In
disputable.
Disputant, dls^pi-tint, $. 503. A controver- 

tist, an arguer, a reasoner.
Disputant, dis-ph-tint, a. Disputing, engaged 

in controversy.
Disputation, dls-pu-ta-shtin, s. The skill of 

controversy, argumentation ; controversy, argumen- 
tal contest.

Disputatious, dls-pu-ta'shtis, a. Inclined to 
dispute, cavilling.

Disputative, dls-pii-ti-tlv, a. 512. Disposed 
to debate, argumentative.

To Dispute, dis-pitte,' v. n. To contend by 
argument, to debate, to controvert.

To Dispute, dls-p6te,' v. a. To contend for; 
to oppose, to question; to discuss.

Dispute, dis-pute,' s. Contest, controversy.
Disputeless, dls-puteUess, a. Undisputed, 

incontrovertible.
Disputer, dis-pu-tur, s. A controvertist, one 

given to argument and opposition.
Disqualification, dls-kw6l-e-fe-ka^»hun, s.

That which disqualifies, that which makes unfit.
To Disqualify, dls-kwol^e-fl, v. a. To make 

unfit, to disable by some natural or legal impedimen t; 
to deprive of a right or claim by some positive restric
tion.

To DlSQUANTITY, dls-kw6n'te-ti, v. a. To les
sen, to diminish. Obsolete.

Disquiet, dis-kwi-et, a. Unquiet, uneasy, 
restless.

Disquiet, dis-kwKet, s. Uneasiness, restless
ness; vexation, anxietv.

To Disquiet, dls-kwUet, v. a. To disturb, to 
make uneasy, to vex, to fret.

Disquieter, dls-kwl^et-hr, s. A disturber, a 
harrasser.

Disquietly’, dis-kwi-et-le, ad. Without rest, 
anxiously, uneasily, without calmness.

Disquif.tness, dis-kwWt-ness, s. Uneasiness, 
restlessness, anxiety, disturbance.

Disquietude, dis-kwl^-thde, Uneasiness,
anxiety, want of tranquillity.

Disquisition, dls-kw^-zish-Cm, Examina
tion, disputative inquiry.

To Disrank, dis-rink,'v. a. To degrade from 
his rank.

Disregard, dis-rd-gard,' s. Slight notice, ne
glect, contempt.

To Disregard, dls-ri-gird,' v. a. To slight, 
to contemn, to neglect.

Disregardful, dls-r6-gird'ful, a. Negligent, 
contemptuous.
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Disregardfully', dls-ri-gird-fiil-li?, ad. Con- 
temptuously, negligently.

Disrelish, dlz-rSl-lsh, s. 435. Bad taste, 
nauseousness; dislike of the palate, squeamishness.

To Disrelish, diz-rMsh, v. a. To infect with 
an unpleasant taste; to want a taste of, to dislike 

Disreputable, dis-r^p^pii-ti-bl, a. Disgrace
ful, unbecoming, mean. ♦ ,,

Disreputably, dls-r&p^pu-tu-ble, ad. Dis
gracefully, unbecomingly.

Disreputation, dis-rep-u-ta-shtin, s. Disgrace, 
dishonour.

Disrepute, dis-re-pute,' s. Ill character, dis
honour, want of reputation, dishonour.

Disrespect, dls-r£-sp£ktf s. Incivility, want 
of reverence, rudeness, irreverence.

Disrespectful, dls-r^-sp^kt-ful, a. Irreverent, 
uncivil

Disrespectfully, dis-re-sp^kt-ful-le, ad. Ir
reverently, uncivilly.

To Disrobe, diz-ribe,' v. a. 435. To undress, 
to uncover, to strip.

Disrupt, dis-rhpt, a. Torn, rent, broken in 
pieces.

Disruption, diz-r&p-sh&n, a. 435. The act of 
breaking asunder, breach, rent.

Dissatisfaction, dis-sAt-is-fak'sh&n, s. The 
state of being dissatisfied, discontent.

DiSSATISFACTORINESS, dis-sAt-ls-fak-tfir-e-ndss, 
s. Inability to give content.

Dissatisfactory, dis-slt-is-fAk-t&r-e, a. 557. 
That which is unable to give content.

To Dissatisfy, dis-sAt-ls-fi, v. a. To discon
tent, to displease.

To Dissect, dls-sektf v. a. 424. To cut in 
pieces; to divide and examine minutely.

Dissection, dls-s&k-shun, s. The act of sepa
rating the parts of animal bodies, anatomy.

Disseisin, dts-s^-zln, s. An unlawful dispos
sessing a man of his land or tenement.

To Disseize, dis-sdze,z v. a. To dispossess, to 
deprive.

Disseize, dls-s£z-z&, s. One deprived of hit 
lands.

Disseizor, dls-st>zor, $. 166. He that dispos
sesses another, one who ejects another.

To Dissemble, dis-s^m-bl, v. a. To hide under 
false appearance, to pretend that not to be which 
really is; to pretend that to be which is not.

To Dissemble, dls-s^m-bl, v. n. To play the 
hypocrite, to use false professions.

Dissembler, dis-s&m-blhr, s. A hypocrite, a 
man who conceals his true disposition.

Dissemblingly, dls-s^m-bltng-16, ad. With 
dissimulation, hypocritically.

To Disseminate, dis-s&n-£-nate, v. a. To 
scatter as seed, to spread every way, to sow.

Dissemination, dls-s£m-e-na^shun, s. The act 
of scattering like seed, the act of sowing.

Disseminator, dis-s£m^-na-t&r, s. 521. He 
that scatters, a spreader, a sower.

Dissension, dls-s^n-sh&n, s. Disagreement, 
strife, contention, difference, breach of union.

Dissensious, dls-sdn-shus, a. Disposed to dis
cord, quarrelsome, contentious, factious.

To Dissent, dls-sdnt,z v. n. To disagree in 
opinion ; to differ, to be of a contrary nature.

Dissent, dis-sdnt,' s. Disagreement, difference 
of opinion, declaration of difference of opinion.

Dissentaneous, d1s-sen-ta-n£-hs, a. Disagree
able, inconsistent, contrary.

Dissenter, dis-sin-tur, s. 98. One that Jis- 
agrees, or declares his disagreement from an opinion; 
one who, for whatever reasons, refuses the communion 
of the English church.

Dissentient, dls-sdn-shdnt, a. Declaring dis
sent

W

Dissertation, dls-sir-tMshJin, j. A discourse. 
To Disserve, dls-s£rv,' v. a. 424. To do injury 

to, to harm, to damage, to hurt, to mischief 
Disservice, dls-sSr-vls, s. Injury, mischief. 
Disserviceable, d!s-sJr4vls-4-bI, a. Injurious, 

mischievous, hurtful.
Disserviceableness, dls-sdr-vls-A-bl-ndss, s.

Injury, harm, hurt, mischief, damage.
To Dissettle, dls-set-tl, v. a. 405. To un

settle, to unfix.
To Dissever, dls-sdv-ftr, v. a. To cut in two 

to break, to divide, to disunite, to separate.
DissiDENCE, dis^se-ddnse, s. Discord, disagree

ment
Dissilience, dis-sil-ydnse, s. 113. The act of 

starting asunder.
Dissilient, dis-sll-ydnt, a. Starting asunder 

bursting in two,
DissiLlTlON, dls-sll-lsh'&n, s. The act of burst

ing in two, of starting different ways; the opposite to 
Coalition.

Dissimilar, dls-sim-d-lur, a. 38. Unlike, he
terogeneous.

Dissimilarity, dls-slm-d-lir^d-td, s. Unlike
ness, dissimilitude.

Dissimilitude, dis-slm-mil-d-t&de, s. Unlike
ness, want of resemblance.

Dissimulation, dls-sim-6-la-shtin, s. The act 
of dissembling, hypocrisy, false pretensions.

Dissipable, dis-se-pi-bl, a. Easily scattered. 
To Dissipate, dls-sd-p&te, v. a. 91. To scatter 

every where, to disperse; to scatter the attention; to 
spend a fortune.

Dissipation, dis-sd-pa-sh&n, $. The act of 
dispersion ; the state of being dispersed ; scattered at
tention.

To Dissociate, dls-sd-shd-ate, v. a. To sepa
rate, to disunite, to part.

Dissolvable, dlz-zdl-vi-bl, a. Capable of dis
solution, liable to be melted.

Dissoluble,dis-sd-16-bl, a. Capable of sepa
ration of one part from another.

The accent is invariably placed on the first sylla
ble of this word, as it comes from the Latin dissolubilis, 
which seems to confirm the observations on the word In
comparable. Dissolvable is a compound of our own, and 
therefore retains the accent of the verb from which it is 
formed, 50L—See Academy, Disputable, and Resoluble. 
Dissolubility, dls-sM-lii-biW-ti, s. Liable- 

ness to suffer a disunion of parts.
To Dissolve, diz-zftlv,' t>. a. 421. To destroy 

the form of any thing by disuniting the parts; to loose, 
to break the ties of any thing; to break up assemblies 
to break an enchantment; to be relaxed by pleasure.

To Dissolve, diz-zi>lv,' ». re. To be melted; 
to fall to nothing ; to melt away in pleasure.

Dissolvent, dlz-zftl-v&nt, a. Having the power 
of dissolving or melting.

Dissolvent, dlz-zMMnt, s. That which has 
the power of disuniting the parts of any thing.

Dissolver, dlz-z5i-vur, s. That which has the 
power of dissolving.

Dissolvibi.e, dlz-zil-vA-bl, a. Liable to perish 
by dissolution.

It/* If this word and its etymon must be written Di* 
solvible and Solvible, and not Dissolvable and Solvable, 
because Solvo and its compounds in Latin are of the third 
conjugation, and form their personal and temporal va 
nations by assuming i, there is no reason why Resolvable, 
should be written with a, as it stands in Johnson, who, 
notwithstanding he writes Dissolvible here with an /, yet 
in his explanation of the etymology of Indissolvable, tells 
us it is formed from in, and Dissolvable with an a.
Dissolute, dlsnsA-liite, a. Loose, wanton, de

bauched, unrestrained, dissolved in pleasure.
Dissolutely, dlsisd-lutc-l<5, ad. Loosely, in 

debauchery, without restraint.
Dissoluteness, dls-s6-lute-nilss, ,. Looseness, 

laxity of manners, debauchery.
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Dissolution, dls-sd-lii-shin, s. The act of 
liquefying by heat or moisture; the state of being li. 
quefied; destruction of any thing by the separation of 
its parts; death, the resolution of the body into its 
constituent elements; destruction; the act of breaking 
up an assembly; looseness of manners.

Dissonance, dis^si-nAnse, s. A mixture of 
harsh, unpleasing, unharmonious sounds.

Dissonant, dls^sd-nAnt, a. Harsh, unharmoni
ous ; incongruous, disagreeing.

To Dissuade, dis-swade,' v. a. 331. To divert 
by reason or importunity from any thing.

Dissuader, dis-swa-dur, s. 98. He that dis
suades.

Dissuasion, dls-swa-zhan, s. 451. Urgency of 
reason or importunity against any thing.

Dissuasive, dis-swa-slv, a. 428. Dehortatory, 
tending to persuade against.

Dissuasive, dls-swa-slv, s. Argument to turn 
the mind from any purpose.

Dissyllable, dis-sil-lA-bl, s. A word of two 
syllables.

Distaff, dls-tAf. s. The staff from which the 
flax is drawn in spinning ; it is used as an emblem of 
the female sex.

To Distain, dls-tane,' v. a. To stain, to tinge; 
to blot, to sully with infamy.

Distance, dls-tAnse, s. Distance is space con
sidered between any two beings; remoteness in place; 
the space kept between two antagonists in fencing; a 
space marked on the course where horses run; space of 
time; remoteness in time; respect, distant behaviour; 
retraction of kindness, reserve.

7b Distance, dis-tinse, v. a. To place re
motely, to throw off from the view; to leave behind 
at a race the length of a distance.

Distant, dls^-tint, a. Remote in place; re
mote in time either past or future; reserved ; not ob
vious.

Distantly, dls-tAnt-lA, ad. In a distant man
ner, remotely, far off

Distaste, dis-taste/ s. Disgust, dislike; alien
ation of affection.

To Distaste, dis-taste,' v. a. To fill the mouth 
with nauseousness; to dislike, to loathe; to offend, to 
disgust.

Distasteful, dis-tAste-f&l, a. Nauseous to 
the palate, disgusting, offensive, unpleasing.

Distemper, dls-tAm-p&r, s. A disease, a ma
lady ; bad constitution of mind, depravity of inclina
tion ; uneasiness.

To Distemper, dls-t&m-p&r, v. a. To disease, 
to disorder; to disturb; to destroy temper or moder
ation.

Distemperate, dls-t&m-p&r-ate, a. 91. Immo
derate.

DlSTEMPERATURE, dis-t^m-p&r-a-tshurc, S. In
temperateness, excess of heat or cold; perturbation of 
the mind.

To Distend, dls-tAnd,' v. a. To stretch out in 
breadth.

Distent, dls-tAnt,' s. The space through which 
any thing is spread.

Distention, dls-tAn-sh&n, s. The act of 
stretching in breadth ; breadth, space occupied.

Distich, dis-tlk, s. 353. A couplet, a couple 
of lines, an epigram consisting of two lines.

To Distil, dls-tll,' v. n. To drop, to fall by 
drops; to flow gently and silently; to use a still

To Distil, dls-tll,' v. a. To let fall in drops; 
to draw dy distillation.

Distillation, dis-tll-la-sh&n, s. The act of 
dropping, or falling in drops; the act of pouring out 
in drops; that which falls in drops; theactof distilling 
by Are; the substance drawn by the still

Distillatory, dis-tll-li-thr-A. a. 512. Be
longing to distillation, used In distillation.

Distiller, dis-til-lhr, s. One who practises 
the art or trade of distilling; one who makes pemi- 
cinus inflammatory spirits.
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Distilmbnt, dis-tll-m<?nt, s. That which is 
drawn by distillation, that which drops.

Distinct,dis-tlngktj'n. 408. Different; apart; 
clear, unconfused; marked out, specified.

Distinction, dls-tlngk-sh&n, s. Note of dif
ference; honourable note of superiority; that by 
which one differs from another; division into different 
parts ; notation of difference between things seeming
ly the same.

Distinctive, dls-tlngk-tiv, a. That makes dis
tinction or difference; having the power to distinguish.

Distinctively, dls-tingk-tiv-U, ad. In right 
order, not confusedly, particularly.

Distinctly, dis-tlngkt-le, ad. Not confusedly; 
plainly, clearly.

Distinctness, dls-tlngkt-n&ss, s. Nice obser
vation of the difference between things; such separa
tion of things as makes them easy to be observed.

To Distinguish, dis-tlng-gwish, v- a. 340.
To note the diversity of things; to separate from others 
by some mark of honour; to divide by proper notes of 
diversity; to know one from another by any mark ; 
to discern critically, to judge; to constitute diffe 
rence; to specificate; to make known or eminent

To Distinguish, dts-tlng-gwlsh, v. n. To 
make distinction, to find or show the difference.

Distinguishable, dis-tingigwish-i-bl, a. Ca- 
pable of being distinguished; worthy of note, worthy 
of regard.

Distinguished, di s-tlng-gwisht, part. a. 359. 
Eminent, extraordinary, transcendent.

Distinguisher, dis-ting-gwisi.-ur, s. A judi- 
cious observer, one that accurately discerns one thing 
from another; he that separates one thing from ano
ther by proper mark? of diversity.

Distinguishingly, dis-tlng-gwlsh-lng-M, ad. 
With distinction, with some mark of preference.

Distinguishment, dls-dng-gwlsh-m£nt, 5. 
Distinction, observation of difference.

To Distort, dis-t5rt,' v. a. To writhe, to twist, 
to deform by irregular motions; to put out of the true 
direction or posture; to wrest from the true meaning.

Distortion, dls-tSr-shUn, s. Irregular motion, 
by which the face is writhed, or the parts disordered.

To Distract, dis-trAkt,' v. a. Part. pass. Dis
tracted, anciently Distraught. To pull different ways 
at once; to separate, to divide; to perplex; to make mad.

Distractedly, dls-trAk-tAd-le, ad. Madly, 
frantickly.

Distractedness, dis-trAk-tAd-n^ss, s. The state 
of being distracted, madness.

Distraction, dis-trAk-sh&n, s. Confusion, 
state in which the attention is called different ways; 
perturbation of mind; frantickness, loss of the wits ; 
tumult, difference of sentiments.

Distractive, dls-trAk-tiv, a. Causing per
plexity.

To Distrain, dis-trane,' v. a. To seize.
To Distrain, dis-trane/ v. n. To make seizure. 
Distrainer, dls-tra-nftr, s. 98. He that seizes. 
Distraint, dls-trant,' s. Seizure of goods. 
Distraught, dis-trAwt,' part. a. Distracted. 

Obsolete.
Distress, dls-trAs,' s. The act of making a le

gal seizure ; a compulsion by which a man is assured 
to appear in court or to pay a debt; the thing seized 
by law; calamity, misery, misfortune.

To Distress, dls-trAsf v. a. To prosecute by 
law to a seizure; to harass, to make miserable.

Distressful, dls-trJs-fil, a. Full of trotiblp. 
full of misery.

To Distribute, dls-trlb-utc, v. a. To divide 
amongst more than two, to deal out, to dispensate.

Distributer, dls-trlbifi-t&r, j. One that deals 
out any thing; a dispenser.

Distribution, dls-trA-bh-shlm, s. The act of 
distributing or dealing out to others; act of giving ir 
charity.
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Disthibl’TIVH, <Hs-trib4i-tiv, a. Assigning to 
others their proper portions.

DiSTRlBUTIVELY, dis-trlb-d-tlv-U, ad. By dis
tribution ; singly, particularly.

District, dis'trlkt, s. The circuit within which 
a man may be compelled to appearance; circuit of 
authority, province; region, country, territory.

To Distrust, dis-tr&st,' v. a. To regard with 
diffidence, not to trust

Distrust, dis-trhst< s. Loss of credit, loss of 
confidence, suspicion.

Distrustful, dls-tr&st-f&l, a. Apt to distrust, 
suspicious; diffident of himself, timorous.

Distrustfully, dis-trust-ful-li, ad. In a dis- 
trustful manner.

Distbustfulness, d’is-trustTul-nSss, s. The 
state of being distrustful, want of confidence. • 

Distrustless, dls-trfist-les, a. Void of distrust. 
To Disturb, dls-t&rb,' v. a. To perplex, to dis

quiet ; to put into irregular motions; to interrupt, to 
hinder.

Disturbance, dls-thr-binse, s. Interruption 
of tranquillity ; confusion, disorder, tumult

Disturber, dis-thr-bhr, s. A violator of peace, 
he that causes tumults; he that causes perturbation of 
mind.

To DlSTURN, dis-turn^ v. a. To turn off. Ob
solete.

DEVALUATION, dlz-vAl-u-a-shun, s. Disgrace, 
diminution of reputation.

To DlSVALUE, dlz-vAl-u, V. a. To undervalue. 
Disunion, dls-6W-&n, s. Separation, disjunc

tion ; breach of concord.
Some curious inspector may, perhaps, wonder why 

I have given disunion, disuse, &c. the pure s and not the 
x, since I have laid it down as a general rule under the 
prepositive particle Dis, tliat the s immediately before the 
accent, when a vowel begins the next syllable, is always 
fiat; but it must be remembered that long u in these 
words is not a pure vowel, 8: not that I think the z, in this 
case, would be palpably wrong; for, though long tz may be 
called a semi-consonant, it is sufficiently vocal to make 
the a, or z, sound, in these words, perfectly indifferent.— 
See Dis.
To Disunite, dis-6-nite,' v. a. To separate, to 

divide; to part friends, or allies.
To Disunite, dls-u-nite,' v. n. To fall asun

der, to become separate.
Disunity, dls-(i-n£-t£, s. A state of actual se

paration.
Disusage, dis-il-zaje, s. 90. The gradual ces

sation of use or custom.
Disuse, dls-hse^ s. 437. Cessation of use; want 

of practice; cessation of custom.
To Disuse, dis-ttze,' v. a. To cease to make use 

of; to disaccustom.
To Disvcuch, diz-vdutsh,' v. a. To destroy 

the credit of, to contradict.
Ditch, ditsh, s. A trench cut in the ground’ 

usually between fields; any long narrow receptacle of 
water; the moat with which a town is surrounded.

To Ditch, ditsh, ». a. To make a ditch. 
Ditcher, dltshSir, s. One who digs ditches. 
Ditiiyrambic , dVM-rim-blk, s. A song in 

honour of Bacchus; any poem written with wildness. 
Dittany, dlt-tl-n£, a. An herb.
Dittied, dit-tfd, a. 282. Sung, adapted to 

musick.
Ditto, dlt-td s. The aforesaid, the same re

peated.
Ditty, dit-tA, $. A poem to be sung, a song. 
Divan, dA-vAn,' s. 124. The council of the 

Oriental Princes; any council assembled.
To Divaricate, di-vAr^A-kate, v. n. 125. To 

be parted into two.
Divarication, di-vAr-A-ka-shCtn, s. Partition 

into two ; division of opinions.
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To Dive, dive, v. n. To sink voluntarily under 
water; to go deep into any question, or science.

Diver, di-v&r, s. One that sinks voluntarily 
under water ; one that goes under water to search for 
any thing; he that enters deep into knowledge or study. 

To Diverge, dA-vArje,' v. n. 124. To tend 
various ways from one point.

Divergent, dA-vAr-jAnt, a. 124. Tending to 
various parts from one point.

Divers, di-verz, a. Several, sundry, more 
than one.

Diverse, di-vftrse, a. Different from another; 
different from itself, multiform; in different dire 
tions.

Diversification, dA-vAr-sA-fA-ka-shun, s. The 
act of changing forms or qualities; variation, varie
gation ; variety of forms, multiformity; change, al
teration.

To Diversify, dA-vAr-sA-fl, v. a. To make dif
ferent from another, to distinguish; to make different 
from itself, to variegate.

Diversion, dA-vAr-shftn, s. 124. The act of 
turning any thing from its course; the cause by 
which any thing is turned from its proper course or 
tendency ; sport, something that unbends the mind ; 
in war, the act or purpose of drawing the enemy oft 
from some design, by threatening or attacking a dis
tant part.

Diversity, dA-vAr-sA-tA, s. Difference, dissi- 
• militude, variety.

DlVERSI.Y, dl-vArs-lA, ad. In different ways, 
variously.

To Divert, dA-vArt,' w. a. 12-1. To turn off 
from any direction or course; to draw forces to a dif
ferent part; to withdraw the mind; to please, to ex
hilarate.

Diverter, dA-vAr-t&r, 5. Any thing that di
verts or alleviates.

To Divertise, dA-vAr-tlz, v. n. To sport, to 
amuse, to divert, to exhilarate.

Dr. Johnson seems to have accented this word on 
the last syllable, in compliance with the verb advertise, 
which is exactly of the same form, and therefore he 
thought ought to be accented in the same manner. But 
by making divertise conform in accentuation to advertise, 
we make the general rule stoop to the exception, rather 
than the exception to the general rule. For in all verbs 
of three or more syllables, where the termination ise is 
only the verbal formation, and does not belong to the 
root, we never find the accent on it; as criticise, exercise, 
epitomise, &c.—See Advertisement.
DlvF.RTISF.MENT, de-vfir-dz-ment, s. Diversion 

delight, pleasure.
Divertive, dA-vAr-tlv, a. Recreative, amusive. 
To Divest, dd-vfst,' v. a. 124. To strip, to 

make naked.
Divestitrf., d^-v«5s-tshire, s. The act of put- 

ting off.
Divid able, de-vlidA-bl, a. That may be sc- 

parated.
Dividant, dA-vi-dAnt, a. Different, separate. 

Obsolete.
To Divide, dA-vide,' v. a. 124. To part one 

whole into different pieces; to separate; to disunite 
by discord; to deal out, to give in shares.

To Divide, dA-vlde,' v. n. To part, to sundvr, 
to break friendship.

Dividend, dlv-A-dAnd, s. A share, the part 
allotted in division ; dividend is the number given to 
lie pnrted or divided.

Divider, dA-vl-d&r, s. 98. That which parts 
any thing into pieces; a distributer, he who deals out 
to each hisshare; adisuniter; a particular kind of 
compasses. *

Dividual, dA-vld-h-Al, or dA-v1d-j6-ll, a. 293 
376. Divided, shared or participated in common with 
others.

Divination, dlv-A-na-shun, 5. 530. Prediction 
or foretelling of future things.
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Divine, di-vlne,' a. 124. Partaking of the na- 
ture of God ; proceeding from God, not natural, not 
human; excellent in a supreme degree; presageful.

Divine, d^-vlne,' s. A minister of the gospel, 
a priest, a clergyman; a man skilled in divinity, a 
theologian.

To Divine, dt^-vine,' v. a. To foretell, to fore
know.

To Divine, dd-vlne;‘ v. n. To utter prognos
tication ; to feel presages; to conjecture, to guess.

Divinely, d^-vine-le, ad. By the agency or 
influence of God; excellently, in the supreme degree; 
in a manner noting a deity.

Divineness, d^-vinc-n^ss, s. Divinity, partici
pation of the Divine nature; excellence in the su
preme degree.

Diviner, dd-vl-n&r, s. 98. One that professes 
divination, or the art of revealing occult things by su
pernatural means; conjecturer, guesser.

Divineress, d^-vlne^r&s, s. A prophetess.
Divinity, d£-vtn-£-t£, s. 511. Participation of 

the nature and excellence of God, deity, godhead; the 
Deity, the Supreme Being; celestial being; the science 
of divine things, theology.

Divisible, dd-vlz^-bl, a. 124. Capable of 
being divided into parts, separable.

Divisibility, d£-vlz-4-bil-^-t£, s. The quality 
of admitting division, or separation of parts.

Divisibleness, de-viz^-bl-n£ss, s. Divisibility. 
Division, d£-vlzh-&n, s. The act of dividing 

any thing into parts; the state of being divided; that 
by which any thing is kept apart, partition; the part 
which is separated from the rest by dividing ; disunion, 
difference; parts into which a discourse is distributed; 
space between the notes of musick, just time; in arith- 
metick, the separation or parting of any number or 
quantity given, into any parts assigned.

Divtsoa, di-vl-z&r, s. 166. The number given, 
by which the dividend is divided.

Divorce, d£-vdrse,' s. 124. The legal separa
tion of husband and wife; separation, disunion; the 
sentence by which a marriage is dissolved.

To Divorce, d£-vdrse,' v. a. To separate a 
husband or wife from the other; to force asunder, to 
separate by violence.

Divorcement, d^-vdrse^mfint, Divorce, se
paration of marriage.

Divorcer, dd-vdr^s&r, s. The person or cause 
which produces divorce or separation.

Diuretic , dl-fi-r&t-Ik, a. Having the power 
to provoke urine.

Diurnal, dl-ftr-nAl, a. 116. Relating to the 
day; constituting the day; performed in a day, daily.

Diurnal, dl-ur^nil, s. A journal, a day-book. 
Diurnally, dl-&r-nA-l£, ad. Daily, every day. 
Diuturnity, dl-6-tur£n£-t£, s. Length of 

duration.
To Divulge, dd-v&lje,' v. a. To publish, to 

make publick; to proclaim, to reveal to the world.
DlVULGER, d^-v&l-j&r, s. 98. A publisher. 
Divulsion, d^-v&l^shitn, s. The act of pluck

ing away.
To DiZEN, dl'zn, v. a. 103. To dress, to deck. 
DlZZARD, dlz-zurd, s. A blockhead, a fool. 
Dizziness, dlz-z£-n£ss, s. Giddiness.
Dizzy, dlz-z&, a. Giddy, causing giddiness; 

thoughtless.
To Dizzy, dlzM, v. a. To whirl round, to 

make giddy.
To Do, ddo, v. a. 164. To practise or act any 

thing good or bad; to perform, to achieve; to execute, 
to discharge; to finish, to end ; to conclude, to settle.

To Do, ddd, v. n. To act or behave in any 
manner well or ill; to make an end, to conclude; to 
cease to be concerned with, to cease to care about; to 
fare, to be with regard to sickness or health, as, How 
do you do? To do is used for any verb to save the re
petition of the word; as, I shall come; but if I do not. 
go away ; that is, if I come not. Do is a word of ve 
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hement command, or earnest request; as, Help me, 
do! Make haste, do!

Docible, dds-^-bl, a. 405. Tractable, docile, 
easy to be taught.

Docibleness, dds^-bl-nflss, s. Teachableness, 
docility, readiness to learn.

Docile, d&s-sll, a. 140. Teachable, easily in
structed, tractable.

Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Nares, Mr. Scott, Mr. Smith, 
andMr. Perry, make the first syllable of this word short, 
and Buchanan only, makes it long.—See Indocile. 
Docility, dd-sll-U-t^,s. Aptness to be taught, 

readiness to learn.
Dock, ddk, s. An herb.
Dock, d&k, s. The stump of the tail, which 

remains after docking.
Dock, d6k, $. A place where water is let in 

or out at pleasure, where ships are built or laid up.
To Dock, ddk, v. a. To cut off a tail; to cut 

any thing short; to cut off'a reckoning; to lay a ship 
in a dock.

Dock-yard, d&k-y&rd, ». A yard for naval 
stores, &c.

Docket, ddk-lt, s. 99. A direction tied upon 
goods, a summary of a larger writing.

To Docket, d6k-lt, v. a. To mark with a 
docket.

DOCTOR, ddk-t&r, s. 166. One that has taken 
the highest degree in the faculties of divinity, law, or 
physick; in some universities they have doctors of 
musick; a physician, one who undertakes the cure of 
diseases.

To Doctor, ddk-t&r, v. a. To physick, to cure. 
Doctoral, d6k-t5-rAl, a. Relating to the de

gree of a doctor.
Doctorally, d6k-td-rM-£, ad. In the manner 

of a doctor.
Doctorship, d6k-t&r-shlp, s. The rank of a 

doctor.
Doctress, ddk-tr^s, s. A female teacher, a 

woman who practises medicine.
Doctrinal, d&k'tr£-n£l, a. Containing doc

trine ; pertaining to the act or means of teaching.
Doctrinally, d6k-tr£-ull-6, ad. In the form 

of doctrine, positively.
Doctrine, dok-trln, s. 140. The principles or 

positions of any sect or master; the act of teaching.
Document, ddk-6-mSnt, s. Precept, instruc

tion, direction.
Documental, d&k-ii-m&n-tAl, a. Relating to 

instruction or proof.
Dodder, did^d&r, s. 98. A plant which winds 

itself about other plants, and draws the chief part of 
its nourishment from them.

Dodecagon, di-dik-4-gdn, s. A figure of 
twelve sides.

To Dodge, d&dje, v. n. To use craft; to shift 
place as another approaches; to play fast and loose, 
to raise expectations and disappoint them.

Dodman, d&d-min, s. 88. The name of a fish. 
Doe, dd, s. A she deer, the female of a buck. 
Doer, doAi&r, s. 296. One that does any 

thing good or bad, an actor, a performer.
Does, d&z, 296. The third person from Do, 

familiarly used from Doth, which is now grown solemn 
and almost obsolete.

To Doff, dftf, ». a. To strip, to put away, to 
get rid of; to delay, to refer to another time. Obsolete. 

Dog, ddg, s. A domestick animal remarkably 
various in his species; a constellation called Sirius, or 
Canicula, rising and setting with the sun during the 
dog days; a reproachful name for a man.

To Dog, d6g, v. a. To follow any one, watcli- 
ing him with an insidious design.

Dog-tf.eth, s. The teeth in the
human head next to the grinders, the eye-teeth.

Dog-trick, d6g-trik, s. An ill turn, surly or 
brutal treatment.

Dog-bane, dAg-bine, ». An herb.
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Dog-brieb, dig^brl-ir, j. The brier that bears
the hip. t

Dog-cheap, d&g-tsh££p, a. Cheap as dogs meat.
Dog-days, digldaze, s. The days in which the

dog-star rises and sets with the sun.
Doge, dAje, s. The title of the chief magistrate

of Venice and Genoa.
Dogfish, ddg-flsh, s. A shark.
Dogfly, dig-fli, J. A voracious biting fly.
Dogged, <lJg-g<hl, o. 866. Sullen, sour, mo

rose, ill-humoured, gloomy.
Doggedly, dftg-gAd-li, ad. Sullenly, gloomily. 
Doggedness, dig-gAd-n&s, s. Gloom of mind, 

sullenness, moroseness.
Dogger, dig-gir, s. 98. A small ship with

one mast.
Doggerel, ddg-gr^l, a. Vile, despicable, mean. 
Doggerel, d6g-gr&, s. Mean worthless verses. 
Doggish, d&g-gish, a. sh, brutal.
Doghearted, d6g-hAr-t^d, a. Cruel, pitiless, 

malicious.
Doghole, ddg'lidle, A vile hole.
DogkEnnel, d6g-k£n-n6i, s. A little hut or

house for dogs.
Doglouse, ddg-louse, s. An insect that har

bours on dogs.
Dogma, d6g-ml, s. Established principle, 

settled notion.
This word, unlike many of its Greek and Latin 

relations, seems to have deigned to pluralize itself by 
Dogmas : Dogmata is indeed sometimes used, but, like 
Memoranda, is growing pedantick.
Dogmatical, d5g-mlt^4-kll, J .
Dogmatic , d»g-mltMk, 509. Jn- A“‘h°"ta-

tive, magisterial, positive.
Dogmatically, d&g-m&t££-k£l-£, ad. Magis

terially, positively.
Dogmaticalness, dfig-m^t^-kll-ness, $, Ma

gisterialness, mock authority.
Dogmatism, d6g-mi-tizm, s. Dogmatical as

sertion.
Dogmatist, d&g-m^-tist, s. A magisterial

teacher, a bold advancer of principles.
To Dogmatize, dig-mi-tlze, v. n. To assert 

positively; to teach magisterially.
Dogmatizer, d6g-mA-ti-z&r, s. An asserter, 

a magisterial teacher.
Dogrose, dftg-rdze, s. The flower of the hip. 
Dogsleep, d6g^sl£^p, s. Pretended sleep.
Dogsmeat, ddgz-m^te, s. Refuse, vile stuff. 
Dogstar, d5g-stir, s. The star which gives 

name to the dog-days.
Dogstooth, d6gz-td6f7z, s. A plant.
Dogtrot, d6g-tr6t, $. A gentle trot like that

of a dog.
Dogweary, d&g-wA-r^, a. Tired as a dog. 
Dogwood, d&g-w&d, s.—See Cornelian Tree. 
Doily, d5£-l£, s. A species of woollen stuff. 
Doings, ddo-lngz, s. Things done, events, 

transactions; feats, actions good or bad; stir, bustle, 
tumult

Doit, ddit, s.' A small piece of money.
Dole, ddle, s. The act of distributing or 

dealing; any thing dealt out or distributed; provisions 
or money distributed in charity; grief, sorrow, misery.

To Dole, ddle, v. a. To deal, to distribute. 
Doleful, ddle^ful, a. Sorrowful, expressing 

grief; melancholy, afflicted, feeling grief
Dolefully, ddle-ful-1^, ad. In a doleful 

manner, sorrowfully, dismally.
Dolefulness, ddle-fil-ndss, s. Sorrow, me

lancholy ; dismalness, querulousness.
DOLESOME, ddle-s&m, a. Melancholy, srloomy, 

dismal, sorrowful 7 a 7 
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Dolesomely, ddle^ftm-l&, ad. In a dolesomc 
manner, gloomily, sorrowfully.

DOLESOMENESS, ddle^s&m-nlss, s. Gloom, me
lancholy, dismalness.

DOLICHURUS, dd-llk-h-r&s, a. In poetry hav
ing a syllable too much at the end.

Doll, do!, s. A little girl’s puppet, or baby.
This word ought to be written with one I only; 

for the reasons, see Principles, 406.
Dollar, d&l-lhr, s. 418. A dutch and German 

coin of different value, from about two shillings and 
six-pence to four shillings and six-pence.

DOLORIFIC , d&l-d-rlf4k, a. 530. That which 
causes grief or pain. .

Dolorous, ddUd-r&s, a. 503. Sorrowful, dole
ful, dismal; painful, impressing sorrow.

Dolour, dd^-lur, s. 314. Grief, sorrow; la
mentation, complaint; pain, pang.

Mr. Nares, W. Johnston, Buchanan, Elphinston, 
and Entick, make the first o in this word short, as in 
Dollar; and Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Scott, Mr. Perry, and 
Dr. Ash, long, as in Donor: the latter is, in my opinion, 
the most analogical, 542.
Dolphin, d61-fin, s. The name of a beauti

ful sea-fish.
Dolt, ddlt, s. A heavy stupid fellow 
Doltish, dolt-lsli, a. Stupid, blockish, mean
Doltishness, dSlt-ish-n^ss, s. Stupidity, dul-

ness, weakness.
Domain, dd-mane' s. Dominion, empire;

possession, estate; the land about a mansion house.
DOME, dime, s. A building, a house, a fa-

brick ; an hemispherical arch, a cupola.
There is a strong propensity, particularly in the 

people of London, to pronounce this word so as to rhyme 
with room ; but this is contrary to all our Dictionaries 
which give the sound of the vowels, and ought not to be 
suffered to add to the already too numerous exceptions 
to the general sound of o.
Domestical, dA-m&'tA-kal,) .Domestic , <16-m^dk, j"’ Belo»glnE

to the house, not relating to things publick; private, 
not open; inhabiting the house, not wild; not fo
reign, intestine.

Dr. Johnson observes, that of English, as of all 
living tongues, there is a double pronunciation, one cur
sory and colloquial, the other regular and solemn. He 
gives no instances of this double pronunciation ; and it 
is at first a little difficult to conceive what are the words 
in which this observation is verified. Solemn speaking 
seems to have no effect upon the accented vowels; for, 
let us pronounce them as rapidly or as solemnly as we 
will, we certainly do not make any change in the quan- 
tity or quality of them. The only part of the language 
in which Dr. Johnson’S observation seems true, is some 
of the vowels when unaccented; and of these the o seems 
to undergo the greatest change in consequence of solem
nity or rapidity. Thus the o in obey is, in solemn speak
ing, pronounced as long and full as in the first syllable 
of open ; but in rapid and cursory speaking, as short as 
the o in oven. This latter sound, however, must not be 
given as a model; for, let the pronunciation be ever so 
rapid and familiar, there is a certain elegance in giving 
the o, in this situation, its full, open sound, approaching 
to that which it has when under the accent; and though 
nothing but a delicacy of ear will direct us to the degree 
of openness with which we must pronounce the unac
cented o in Domestick, Docility, Potential, Proceed, Mo- 
nastick, Monotony, &c. we may be assured that these 
vowels are exactly under the same predicament; and 
can never be pronounced short and shut, as if written 
Dommesttck, Dossility, Pottential, &c. without hurting 
the ears of every good speaker, and overturning the first 
principles of pronunciation, 547, 548.

The same observations seem to hold good of the unac
cented o in every word ending in ory ; as transitory, dila
tory, &c. The o in rapid speaking certainly goes into 
short u, as if written transitury, dilatury, &c. but in so
lemn pronunciation approaches to the accented, open 
sound of o in glory, story, &c. but as the o in these ter
minations never admits of being pronounced quite so 
open as when ending a syllable before the accent, I have, 
like Mr. Sheridan, given it the colloquial sound of short 
v, 512.557.—See Command.
Domestic , dd-m£s-tik, s. One kept in the

same house, a servant, a dependent.
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To Domesticate, di-mJs-ti-kite, v. a. 
make domestick, to withdraw from the pubiick.

Domicil, djm-i-sil, s. A mansion house, an 
abode, a habitation.

Domiciliary, dAm-&;sIl-yA-r£, a. 113. Intrud
ing into private houses under pretence of searching 
for enemies or contraband goods.

To DomiBliate, do-me-sil-yate, v. a, 91. 113. 
To render domestick or familiar.

Dominant, dom-4-nint, a. Predominant, pre
siding, ascendant. x

To Dominate, dim-i-nate, v. a. To pre- 
dominate, to prevail over the rest. . y

Domination, ddm-^-na-shfm, s. Power,do
minion ; tyranny, insolent authority; one hjgfily ex
alted in power, used of angelick beings. '

Dominator, dAm-^-na-t&r, s. 521. The pre
siding, or predominating power.

To Domineer, d5m-£-nd£r,' v. n. To rule with 
insolence, to act without control.

Dominical, do-min-A-k Al, a. That which notes 
the Lord’s day, or Sunday.

Dominion, dA-min-ytin, s. 113. Sovereign 
authority; right of possession or use, without being 
accountable; territory ; region, district; predomi
nance, ascendant; an order of angels.

Domino, d&m-^-nd, s. A kind of hood, a kind 
of long dress.

Don, din, s. The Spanish title for a gentleman. 
To Don, dAn, v. a. To put on. Little used. 
Donary, dd-nA-rA, s. A thing given to sacred 

uses.
Donation, do-na-sh&n, s. The act of giving 

any thing; the grant by which any thing is given.
Donative, dAn-A-tiv, s. 503. A gift, a largess, 

a present; in law, a benefice merely given and collated 
by the patron to a man, without institution or induc
tion.

I have differed from Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Scott, 
W. Johnston, and Entick, in the quantity of the vowel in 
the first syllable of this word, not only as I think it con
trary to the best usage, but as it is at variance with the 
analogy of wonts in this termination. Let not the long 
quantity of the Latin o in Donatio be pleaded against me; 
for (waving the utter uncertainty of arguing from the 
Latin quantity to ours, 545,) this would prove that the a 
and e in the first syllable of Sanative and Lenitive ought 
to be long likewise. Dr. Kenrick, Dr. Ash, and Mr. Perry, 
are on my side.
Done, dftn. Part. pass, of the verb Do. 
Done, din, intey. The word by which a wager 

is concluded; when a wager is offered, he that accepts 
says it is Done.

Donee, dd-n&,' $. He to whom any thing is 
given, particularly lands, Ac.

Donor, do^nAr, s. A giver, a bestower. 
Doodle, d66-dl, s. 405. A trifler, an idler.

• A low word.
To Doom, dAAm, v. a. To condemn to any 

punishment, to sentence; to command judicially or 
authoritatively; to destine, to command by uncon
trollable authority.

Doom, dAom, s. Judicial sentence, judgment; 
condemnation ; determination declared; the state to 
which one is destined ; ruin, destruction.

Doomsday, didmz-da, s. The day of final and 
universal judgment; the last, the great day; the day 
of-sentence or condemnation.

Doomsday-book, dAAmz-da-book, s. A book 
• made by order of William the Conqueror, in which the 

estates of the kingdom were registered.
Door, dore, s. 810. The gate of a house, that 

which opens to yield entrance ; entrance, portal; pas
sage, avenue, means of approach : Out of doors, no 
more to be found, fairly sent away: At the door of 
any one, imputable, chargeable upon him; Next door 

approaching to, near to.
Ben Jonson, in his grammar, has a quotation 

from Gower, where this word is spelled Dore as it is pro- 
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| s. A pannier, a basket or

nunciation.
- ' “ There i» no fire, there is nb spark,

** There is no Dors, which/may Gmoer, lib. 4.
Doorcase, dAre-kAse, $. The frame in which 

the door is enclosed.
Doorkeeper, dAre^k&p^ur, s. Porter, one 

that keeps the entrance of a house.
.Doquet, dAk-lt, s. 99. 415. A paper contain, 

ing a warrant
Dorick, dAr^ik, a. Relating to the Dorick 

architecture; a species of architecture invented by 
the Dorians, the inhabitants of Doria, a province or 
district in ancient Greece.

Dormancy, dor-mAn-s£, s. Quiescence, rest, 
a state of sleep.

Dormant, dor-mAnt, a. Sleeping; in a sleep 
ing posture ; concealed, not divulged.

Dormitory, dor-m^-t&r-A, s. 557. A place to . 
sleep in, a room with many beds; a burial-place.

Dormouse, dor-mduse, $. A small animal
. which passes a large part of the winter in sleep. 

Dorn, d6an, s. The name of a fish. 
DORON, do-rAn, s. A gift set apart for religi

ous purposes; a present; a measure of three inches. 
Dorr, dor, s. A kind of flying insect, the 

hedge-chaffer.
Dorsel, ddr-sll, 
Dorser, dSr-s&r, 

bag, one of which hangs on either side of a beast ot 
burden.

Dorsiferous, ddr-sif-fe-r&s, ) 
Dorsiparous, dor-sip-pA-rus, y ° ‘

Having the property of bearing or bringing forth ou 
the back; used of plants that nave the seeds on the 
back of their leaves, as fern.

Dose, disc, s. So much of any medicine as is 
taken at one time; as much of any thing as falls to a 
man’s lot; the utmost quantity of strong liquor that a 
man can swallow.

To Dose, ddse, v. a. To proportion a medi
cine properly to the patient or disease.

Dossil, dis-sTl, s. A pledget, a nodule or 
lump of lint.

Dost, dftst. The second person of Do.
Dot, dAt, s. A small point or spot made to 

mark any place in a writing.
To Dot, dAt, v. a. To make dots or spots. 
Dotage, d&tadje, s. 90. Loss of understand

ing, imbecility of piind;. excessive fondness.
Dotal, do-tAl, a. 88. Relating to the portion 

of a woman, constituting her portion.
Dotard, dd-tArd, s. 88. A man whose age 

has impaired his intellects.
To Dote, dAte, v. n. To have the intellects 

impaired by age or passion; to be in love to extremi
ty ; to dote upon, to regard with excessive fondness.

Doter, dd-tiir, s. 98. One whose understand
ing is impaired by years, a dotard; a man fondly, 
weakly, and excessively in love.

DOTH, dciz/i. The third person of Do. 
Dotingly, dA-tlng-le, ad. Fondly. 
Dottard, dAt-tArd, s. 88. A tree kept low by 

cutting.
Dotterel, dAt-tfrr-il, s. 99. The name of a 

bird.
Double, dab-bl, a. 314. 405. Two of a sort, 

one corresponding to the other; twice as much, con
taining the same quantity repeated ; two-fold, of two 
kinds, two in number; having twice the effect or in 
fluence; deceitful, acting two parts.—See Codie.

Double-biting, dtib-bl-bl-tlng, a. Biting <;r 
cutting on either side.

Double-buttoned, d&b-bl -bfit-tnd, a. 170. 
359. Having two rows of buttons.

Double-dealer, dub-bl-d^-lir, 1. A Jccv"- 
ful, subtle, insidious fellow one who says one thim; 
and thinks another.
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DOUBLE-DEALING, d Jb-bhde-Hng. s. Artifice, 
dissimulation, low or wicked gunning.

To DotlBLE-DIE, dfib-bl-di,' v. a. To die twice 
over. • \

Double Entendre, d&b^bl-in-tlnMr, $. A 
double meaning or signification of a sentence or ex
pression ; a kindWf low wit.

Double-headed, d&b-bl-hdd^d, a. Having 
the flowers growing one to another. *

To Double-lock, dfib-bl-lbk,' v. a. To shodt 
the lock twice, to fasten with double security.

Double-minded, diib-bl-mmd-dd, a. Deceit
ful, insidious,-unsettled, undetermined.

Double-plea, dub-bl-pld, s. That in which 
the defendant alleges for himself two several matters, 
whereof either is sufficient to effect his desire in de
barring the plaintiff.

Double-tongued, dib-bl-t&ngd,' a. 359. De- 
ceitful, giving contrary accounts of the same thing.

To Double, dub-bl, v. a. To enlarge any 
quantity by addition of the same quantity; to contain 
twice the quantity; to add one to another in the same 
order or parallel; to fold; to pass round a headland.

To Double, dhb-bl, v. n. To incA?aseto twice 
the quantity; to enlarge the stake to twice the sum 
in play ; to wind in runniug.

Double, d&b^bl, s. Twice the quantity or 
number; strong beer of twice the common strength ; 
a trick, a shift, an artifice.

Doubleness, dub-bl-n3ss, s. The state of be- 
ing double.

Doubler, dhl/bl-ftr, s. He that doubles any 
thing.

Doublet, dib-bl-dt, s. 99. The inner garment 
of a man, the waistcoat; two, a pair.

DoublON, ddb-bl-ddn,' s. French. A Spanish 
coin, containing the value 01 two pistoles.—See Encore.

Doubly, ddb-bl-d, ad. In twice the quantity, 
to twice the degree.

To Doubt, ddut, v. a. 313. To question, to 
be in uncertainty; to fear; to suspect; to hesitate.

To Doubt, ddut, v. n. To hold questionable, 
to think uncertain; to fear, to suspect, to distrust.

Doubt, ddut, s. Uncertainty of mind, sus
pense ; question, point unsettled; scruple, perplexity; 
suspicion, apprehension of ill; difficulty objected.

Doubter, dou-t&r, s. 98. One who entertains 
scruples, one who hangs in uncertainty.

DOUBTFUL, ddut-ful, a. Dubious; ambiguous; 
questionable, uncertain ; not secure, not confident 

Doubtfully, ddut-ful-d, ad. Dubiously; ir
resolutely ; ambiguously, with uncertainty of meaning. 

Doubtfulness, dout-ful-n^ss, s. Dubiousness, 
ambiguity, instability of opinion.

Doubtingly, dout-lng-U, ad. In a doubting 
manner, dubiously, without confidence.

Doubtless, ddut-lds, a. Without fear, without 
apprehension of danger.

Doubtless, dd&t-les, ad. Without doubt, un
questionably, without question.

Dove, duv, s. 165. A wild pigeon; a pigeon. 
Dovecot, d&v-kdt, s. A small building in 

which pigeons are bred and kept
Dovehouse, duv-hduse, s. A house for pi

geons.
Dovetail, d&v^tale, s. A form of joining two 

bodies together, where that which is inserted has the 
form of a wedge reversed.

Dough, dd, s. 318. The paste of bread or pies 
yet unbaked.

Doughbaked, dd-bakd, a. 359. Unfinished, 
not hardened to perfection, soft

Doughty, dou-te, a. 313. Brave, illustrious, 
eminent Now used only ironically.

Doughy, dd^d, a. Unsound, soft, unhardened.
To Douse, dduse, v. a. 313. To put over head 

suddenly in the water.
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To Douse, dduse, v. n. To fall suddenly into 
the water.

Dowager, ddi^-jir, s. 223. A widow with 
a jointure; the title given to ladies who survive their 
husbands.

Dowdy, d3u-dA, s. 223. An awkward, ill- 
dressed, inelegant woman.

Dower, ddfi-Sr, 223. ) ™ . ,. . .. ._Dowery, dWftr-4, J ’• That wl*:h the wlfa 
bringeth to her husband in marriage; that which the 
widow possesses; the gifts of a husband for a wife ; 
endowment, gift

Dowered, dou'&rd, a. 359. Portioned, sup- 
v plied with a. portion.
DbwERLESS, ddu-ir-lds, a. Without a fortune. 
Dowlas, ddi-lls, s. 223. A coarse kind of 

linen.
Down, dddn, s. 223. Soft feathers; any thing 

that soothes or mollifies; soft wool, or tender hair; the 
soft fibres of plants which wing the seeds.

Down, ddin, s. A large open plain or valley 
Down, ddun, prep. Along a descent, from £ 

higher place to a lower; towards the mouth cf a river.
Down, dd&n, ad. On the ground, from a 

higher to a lower situation; tending towards the 
ground ; out of sight, below the horizon ; to a total 
subjection; into disgrace, into declining reputation ; 
Up and down, here and there.

Down, ddun, interj. An exhortation to destruc
tion or demolition.

Downcast, dddn-kAst, a. Bent down, directed 
to the ground.

DownfaL, ddin-fill, s. 406. Ruin, fall from 
state; a body of things fallen; destruction of fabricks. 

Downfallen, doun-faln, part. a. Ruined, 
fallen.

Downhill, ddun-hll, s. Declivity, descent. 
See Dunghill.

D0WNL00KED, ddun-lddkt, a. Having a de
jected countenance, fallen, melancholy, sullen.

Downlooking, doun-lddk-ing, a. Downcast, 
gloomy, sullen.

Downlying, doun-li-lng, a. About to be in 
travail of childbirth.

Downright, ddin-rite,' ad. Straight or right 
down; in plain terms; completely, without stopping 
short.

Downright, ddun-rlte, a. Plain, open, undis
guised; directly tending to the point; unceremonious 
honestly surly; plain, without palliation.

Downs, ddins, s. A hilly, open country. 
Downsitting, ddun-slt-tlng, s. Rest, repose. 
Downward, ddun-w&rd, 88. ) , ,
Downwards, ddfin^whrdz, \ Towards 

the centre; from a higher situation to a lower; in a 
course of successive or lineal descent

Downward, ddun-w&rd, a. Moving on a de
clivity ; declivous, bending; depressed, dejected.

Downy, ddu-nd, a. Covered with down or nap, 
made of down or soft feathers; soft, tender, soothing.

Dowre, dour, 223. ) . ...Dowry, dS&W, J s> A portlon g‘vcn wlth 
a wife; a reward paid for a wife.

Doxology, dftk-sSl-A-jd, s. 518. A form of 
giving glory to God.

Doxy, d6k-se, s. A strumpet, a loose wench. 
To Doze, ddze, v. n. To slumber, to be half 

asleep.
To Doze, ddze, v. a. To stupify, to dull. 
Dozen, ddz-zn, s. 103. The number of twelve. 
Doziness, dd^zd-ndss,s. Sleepiness, drowsiness. 
Dozy, do'zd, a. Sleepy, drowsy, sluggish. 
Drab, drtlb, s. A prostitute, a strumpet; 

thick woollen cloth. «
Drachm, dr&m, s. An old Roman coin; the 

eighth part of an ounce.

To slumber, to be half

To stupify, to dull. ■
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Drachma, drAk-mA, s. The drachm; the name 
of an old Roman coin.

Draff, drAf, s. Any thing thrown away. 
Draffy, drA£f£, a. Worthless, dreggy; lees. 
Draft, draft, a. Corrupted from Draught.
Draft, drift, s. A bill drawn on another for

money.
To Drag, drAg, v. a. To pull along the 

ground by main force; to draw any thing burthen- 
some ; to draw contemptuously along; to pull about 
with violence and ignominy; to pull roughly and for
cibly.

To Drag, drAg, v. n. To hang so low as to 
trail or grate upon the ground.

Drag, drig, s. A net drawn along the bottom 
of the water; an instrument with hooks to catch hold 
of things under water; a kind of car drawn by the hand.

Dragnet, drAg-n&t, s. A net which is drawn
along the bottom of the water.

To Draggle, drAg-gl, v. a. 405. To make 
dirty by dragging on the ground.

To Draggle, drAg-gl, v. n. To grow dirty 
by being drawn along the ground.

Dragon, drAg'&n, s. 166. A winged serpent; 
a fierce violent man or woman ; a constellation near 
the North Pole.

DragONET, drAg-im-3t, s. A littlr dragon.
Dragonfly, drAg-un-fll, s. A fierce stinging 

fly.
Dragonish, drAg-un-Ish, a. Having the form 

of a dragon.
Dragonlike, drAg-&n-llke, a. Furious, fiery.
DragonsblOOD, drig-hnz-bl&d, s. A kind of

resin.
DragONSHEAD, drAg-ftnz-h&d, s. A plant. 
Dragontree, drAg-&n-tr&, s. Palm-tree. 
Dragoon, drA-goon,' s. A kind of soldier that 

serves indifferently either on foot or on horseback. 
See Encore.

To Dragoon, drA-g65n,' v. a. To persecute 
by abandoning a place to the rage of soldiers.

To Drain, drane, t>. a. To draw off gradu
ally ; to empty by drawing gradually away what it con
tains ; to make quite dry.

Drain, drAne, s. The channel through which 
liquids are gradually drawn.

Drake, drake, s. The male of the duck; a 
small piece of artillery.

Dram, dr Am, s. In weight the eighth part of 
an ounce; a small quantity ; such a quantity of dis
tilled spirits as is usually drunk at once; spirits, dis
tilled liquors.

To Dram, drAm, v. n. To drink distilled spirits. 
Drama, dra-mA, or drAm-mA, s. A poem ac

commodated to action, a poem in which the action is 
not related, but represented; a play, a comedy, a tragedy 

KV* The last mode of pronouncing this word is that 
which was universally current till within these few years; 
but the first has insensibly stolen into use, as We may ob
serve from the several Dictionaries which have adopted 
it. Mr. Sheridan, W. Johnston, Mr. Nares, and, as far 
as we can judge by the position of the accent, Entick and 
Bailey, pronounce it with the first a long; and Dr. Ken
rick, Buchanan, and, if we may guess at Dr. Ash by his 
accent, with the same letter short. Mr. Scott gives it 
both ways; but, by placing the sound with the long a 
first, seems to prefer it. The authorities are certainly on 
the side I have adopted; but I wish also to establish it 
by analogy.

And first it may be observed, that if any argument can 
be drawn from the Latin quantity to the English, it is 
certainly in favour of the first pronunciation : for in a 
Latin word of two syllables, where a consonant comes 
between two vowels, the consonant always goes to the 
last, and the first vowel is pronounced long, without the 
least regard to the quantity. Thus Crates, the philoso
pher, and crates, a hurdle; decus, honour, and dedo, to 
give; <5ro, to triumph, and ovum, an egg; Numa, the le
gislator, and Niimen, the divinity, have the first vowels 
always sounded long by an English sj>eaker, although in 
the Latin the first vowel in the first word of each of these 
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pairs is short From this universal manner of pronoun
cing Latin words, though contrary to Latin quantity, it 
is no wonder, when we adopt words from that language 
without any alteration, we should pronounce them in the 
same manner; and it may be fairly concluded, that this 
uniform pronunciation of the Latin arises from the genius 
of our town tongue; which always inclines us to lengthen 
the accented vowel before a single consonant in words of 
two syllables; otherwise, what reason can we assign for 
the rule laid down by our ancestors for doubling the con
sonants in verbs, verbal nouns and participles, where a 
single vowel was preceded by a single consonant in 
them ? But an anectation of Latinity seems to have 
disturbed the general pronunciation of our own language, 
as much as our own pronunciation has disturbed the Latin 
quantity: for, though we neglect the quantity of Latin 
dissyllables, when we are pronouncing that language, yet 
in dissyllables of our own, formed from the Latin, and 
anglicised, we seem to be, in some measure, guided by 
the Latin quantity. To what else can we attribute the 
short sound of the first vowel in magick, placid, tepid, 
vigil, novel, &C. ? and to what but the genuine force of 
vernacular pronunciation can we ascribe the long sound 
of w in this situation, let the quantity of the Latin origi
nal be what it will ? Thus, though epick, topick, cynick, 
and tonick, have the first vowel short, tunick, stupid, 
Cupid, tumid, Ac. have the u long, though always short 
in the Latin words from which they are derived. But 
however this may be in words anglicised from the Latin, 
and ending in a consonant, perhaps, in nothing is our 
pronunciation more regular than in the quantity of the 
first vowel in a word of two syllables ending with a vowel: 
in this case the first vowel is invariably long; and why 
the word in question should be the only exception, can
not easily be accounted for. We have no words origv 
nally English of this form; but those we adopt from 
other languages sufficiently show the analogy of pronun
ciation : thus, Goia, Coma, China, Era, Strata, Quota, 
Fico, Dado, Sago, Bravo, Tyro, Hero, Negro, &c. At. 
have all the first syllable long; and why Drama should 
not fall into the same analogy, I cannot conceive. A 
corroboration of this is the pronunciation of Lama, 
Brama, Zama, and Zara, and all proper names of the 
same form from the Greek and Latin, as Cato, Plato, 
Strato, Crito, Draco, Ac.; and I think it may be with 
confidence asserted, that an Englishman, who had never 
heard the word Drama pronounced, would naturally 
place the accent upon the first syllable, and proncuitce 
the vowel in that syllable long and slender, 544. 545.
Dramatical, drl-mit^-kJl, ) „
Dramatic , dri-mit-lk, 509. J Pr '> « - 

ed by action.
Dramatically, drA-mAt^-kAl-£, ad. Repre

sentatively, by representation.
Dramatist, drAm'A-tist, s. 503. The author 

of dramatick compositions.
Drank, drAnk. The pret. of Drink.
Draper, dra-pur, s. 98. One who sells cloth. 
Drapery, dra-p&r-A, s. Clothwork, the trade 

of making cloth ; cloth, stuffs of wool; the dress of a 
picture cr statue.

Drastic , drAs'tik, a. Powerful, vigorous, 
efficacious.

Draugh, drAf, ». 331. Refuse, swill.
Draught, drift, s. 215. 393. The act of drink- 

ing; a quantity of liquor drank at once; the act of 
drawing or pulling carriages; the quality of being 
drawn; delineation, sketch; a picture drawn ; the act 
of sweeping with a net; the quantity of fishes taken 
by once drawing the net; forces drawn off* from the 
main army, a detachment; a sink, drain; the depth 
which a vessel draws, or sinks into the water; a oil! 
drawn for the payment of money.

To Draught, drAft, v. a. To draw off troops 
from the main army, or out of one regiment into 
another.

Draughthouse, drAft'hdise, s. A house in
which filth is deposited.

Draughts, drAfts, s. A kind of play made 
on chequers.

To Draw, draw, v. a. pret. Drew, part. pass. 
Drawn. To pull along; to pull forcibly; to drag 
to suck ; to attract; to inhale'; to take from a cask ; 
to pull a sword from the sheath ; to let out any liquid ; 
to take bread out of the oven ; to unclose or slide bacx 
curtains; to close or spread curtains; to extract; to
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protract, to lengthen; to represent by picture ; to form 
a representation ; to deduce as from postulates ; to al
lure, to entice; to persuade to follow; to induce; to 
win, to gain ; to exhort, to force; to wrest, to distort; 
to compose, to form in writing; to eviscerate, to em
bowel ; to draw in, to contract, to pull back, to inveigle, 
to entice; to draw off, to extract by distillation, to 
withdraw, to abstract; to draw on, to occasion ; to in
vite, to cause by degrees; to draw over; to persuade 
to revolt; to draw out, to protract, to lengthen, to 
pump out by insinuation, to call to action, to detach 
for service, to range in battle, to draw up, to form in 
order of battle, to form in writing.

To Draw, driw, y. n. To perform the office 
of a beast of draught; to act as a weight; to contract, 
to shrink ; to advance, to move; to unsheath a wea
pon ; to practise the art of delineation ; to take a card 
out of the pack, to take a lot; to make a sore run by 
attraction; to draw off, to retire, to retreat; to draw 
on, to advance, to approach.

Drawback, drAw-bak, s. Money given back 
for ready payment, money paid back on exports.

Drawbridge, draw-l>ridje, ». A bridge made 
to be lifted up, to hinder or admit communication at 
pleasure.

Drawer, drllw-&r, s. One employed in pro
curing water from the well; one whose business is to 
draw liquors from the cask; that which has the power 
of attraction ; one who draws.

Drawer, draw-Qr, s. A box in a case, out of 
which it is drawn at pleasure; in the plural, part of a 
man’s dress worn under the breeches.

Drawing, drAw-ing, s. Delineation, repre
sentation.

Drawing-room, drAw-lng-r66m, s. The room 
in which company assemble at court; the company 
assembled there.

To Drawl, drAwl, v. n. To utter any thing 
in a slow way.

Drawn, drawn, part, from Draw. Equal, 
where each party takes his own stake; with a sword 
unsheathed; open, put aside or unclosed; eviscerated; 
induced as from some motive.

Drawwell, draw-wel, s. A deep well, a well 
out of which water is drawn in a bucket by a long 
cord.—-See Dunghill.

Dr^cart, dra'kjrt, } The car wl,!ch 

beer is carried.
Drayhorse, dra-borse, s. A horse which draws 

a dray.
Drayman, dra-man, s. 88. One that attends 

a dray.
Drazel, drAz-zl, s. 102. 405. A low, mean, 

worthless wretch. Obsolete.
Dread, dr£d, s. 234. Fear, terror; awe; the 

person or thing feared.
Dread, dr&d, a. Terrible, frightful; awful, 

venerable in the highest degree.
To Dread, dr£d, v. a. To fear in an excessive 

degree.
To Dread, dr&d, v. n. To be in fear.
Dreader, dr^d-ar, s. 98. One that lives in 

fear.
Dreadful, dr^d-ful, a. Terrible, frightful.
Dreadfulness, dr&d-ful-n&>s, s. Terribleness, 

frightfulness.
Dreadfully, drAd-ful-^, ad. Terribly, fright-

Dreadlessness, drAdMAs-nAss, s. Fearlessness, 
intrepidity, undauntedness.

Dreadless, drAd-l&s, a. Fearless, unaf
frighted, intrepid, unshaken, undaunted.

Dream, dr^me, s. 227. A phantasm of sleep, 
the thoughts of a sleeping man ; an idle fancy.

To Dream, dr£me, v. n. To have the repre
sentation of something in sleep; to think, to imagine; 
to think idly; to be sluggish ; to idle.

To Dream, dr£me, v. a. To see in a dream. 
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Dreamer, drA-mfir, s. 98. One who has 
dreams ; an idle fanciful man ; a mope, a man lost in 
wild imagination ; a sluggard, an idler.

Dreamless, dr£me-13s, a. Without dreams. 
Drear, dr£re, a. 227. Mournful, dismal. 
Dreariness, dr^re^-n^ss, s. Sorrowfulness, 

gloominess.
Dreary, dr£-r£, a. Sorrowful, distressful; 

gloomy, dismal, horrid.
Dredge, dr&dje, s. A kind of net.
To Dredge, dr£dje, v. a. To gather with a 

dredge.
Dredger, dred-jtir, s. One who fishes with a 

dredge.
Dregginess, dr£g-g£-n£ss, s. Fulness of dregs 

or lees, feculence, foulness, muddiness.
Dreggish, dreg-glsh, a. Foul with lees, fe

culent.
Dreggy, dr£g-g£, a. 382. Containing dregs, 

consisting of dregs, feculent.
Dregs, dregz, s. The sediment of liquors, the 

lees, the grounds ; any thing by which purity is cor
rupted ; dross, sweepings, refuse.

To Drein, drane, v. a. 249. To empty; bet
ter written Drain.

To Drench, dr&nsh, v. a. To soak, to steep; 
to saturate with drink or moisture; to physick by 
violence.

Drench, dr&nsli, s. A draught, swill; physick 
for a brute; physick that must be given by violence.

Drencher, dr£nsh-6r, s. One that dips or 
steeps any thing; one that gives physick by force.

To Dress, drAs, v. a. To clothe; to adorn, to 
embellish ; to cover a w’ound with medicaments; to 
curry, to rub; to prepare for any purpose; to trim, to 
fit any thing for ready use; to prepare victuals for the 
table.'

Dress, dr£s, s. Clothes, garment; the skill of 
adjusting dress, habit of ceremony.

Dresser, dr&s-sur, s. One employed in putting 
on the clothes of another; one employed in regulating 
or adjusting any thing; the bench in a kitchen on 
which meat is dressed.

Dressing, drAs-slng, s. The application made 
to a sore.

Dressing-room, dr£s-slng-r66m, s. The room 
in which clothes are put on.

Dressy, drAs-s^, a. Showy in dress.
DrEST, dr&st, part, from Dress, properly Dressed.

JO" This is one of those words which, for the sake of 
rhyming to the eye, as it may be called, poets have con
tracted into an irregular form ; but how unnecessarily 
may be seen, Principles, No. 360.
To Drib, drib, v. a. To crop, to cut off. A 

cant word.
To Dribble, dillAl, v. n. 405. To fall in 

drops; to fall weakly and slowly; to slaver as a child 
or idiot.

To Dribble, drlb-bl, v. a. To throw down 
in drops.

Driblet, drlb-l£t, s. A small sum, odd money 
in a sum.—See Codie.

Drier, drl-frr, s. That which has the quality 
of absorbing moisture.

Drift, drift, s. Force impellent, impulse; 
violence, course; anything driven at random; ar.v 
thing driven or borne along in a body; a storm, a 
shower; a heap or stratum of any matter thrown to
gether by the wind; tendency, or aim of action; 
scope of a discourse.

To Drift, drift, t>. a. To drive, to urge along; 
to throw together in heaps.

To Drill, dril, v. a. To pierce any thing 
with a drill; to perforate, to bore, to pierce; to make 
a hole; to delay, to put off; to teach recruits their 
exercise.

Drill, dril, s. An instrument with which holes 
are bored; an ape, a baboon.
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To Drink, drink, t>. n. Pret. Drank, or Drunk; 
part. pass. Drunk, or Drunken. To swallow liquors, 
to quench thirst: to be entertained with liquors; to 
be an habitual drunkard; To drink to, to salute in 
drinking.

To Drink, drink, v. a. To swallow, applied 
to liquids: to suck up, to absorb.

Drink, drink, *. Liquor to be swallowed, op- 
posed to meat; liquor of any particular kind.

Drinkable, drlnk-a-bl, a. Wliatmay be drunk. 
Drinker, drinker, s. 98. One that drinks to 

excess, a drunkard.
Drinkmoney, drink-mun-d, x. Money given 

to buy liquor.
To Drip, drip, v. n. To fall in drops; to have 

drops falling from it
2’o Drip, drip, v. a. To let fall in drops; to 

drop fat in roasting.
Drip, drip, s. That which falls in drops.
Dripping, drlp-lng, s. The fat which house

wives gather from roast meat
Dripping-pan, drip-lng-pin, s. The pan in 

which the fat of roast meat is caught
To Drive, drive, v. a. Pret. Drove, anciently 

Drove ; part. pass. Driven, or Drove. To force along 
by impetuous pressure; to expel by force from any 
place ; to force or urge in any direction; to guide and 
regulate a carriage; to make animals march along 
under guidance; to clear any place by forcing away 
what is in it; to force, to compel; to carry on, to 
drive out, to expel.

To Drive, drive, v. n. To go as impelled by 
an external agent; to rush with violence; to pass in 
a carriage; to tend to, to consider as the scope and 
ultimate design ; to aim, to strike at with fury.

To Drivel, driv-vl, v. n. 102. To slaver, to 
let the spittle fall in drops; to be weak or foolish, to 
dote.

Drivel, driv-vl, s. Slaver, moisture shed from 
the mouth; a fool, an idiot, a driveller.

Driveller, drlv-vl-hr, s. A fool, an idiot. 
Driven, driv-vn, 103. part. of Drive.
Driver, dri-v&r, s. The person or instrument 

that gives any motion by violence; one who drives 
beasts, one who drives a carriage.

To Drizzle, driz-zl, v. a. 405. To shed in 
small slow drops.

To Drizzle, driz-zl, v. n. To fall in short 
slow drops.

Drizzly, driz-zl-e, a. Shedding small rain.
Droll, drAle, s. 406. One whose business is 

to raise mirth by petty tricks, a jester, a buffoon; a 
farce, something exhibited to raise mirth.

IO' When this word is used to signify a farce, it is 
pronounced so as to rhyme with doll, loll, Ac. 406. If 
this wanted proof, we might quote Swift, who was too 
scrupulous to rhyme it with extol, if it had not been so 
pronounced.

** Some as Justly feme extols,
“ For lofty lines in Smithfield drolls.”

This double pronunciation of the same word to signify 
different things is a gross perversion of language. Either 
the orthography or the pronunciation ought to be altered. 
Droll, when signifying a farce, ought either to be pro
nounced so as to rhyme with hole, or to be written with 
only one I.—See Bowl.
DrOLL, drdle, a. Comick, farcical, merry.
To DROLL, drdle, v. n. To jest, to play the 

buffoon.
Drollery, dro-lur-e, s. Idle jokes; buf

foonery.
Dromedary, drfon^-da-re, s. 165. A sort of 

camel. . ,. , , „
I have in the sound of the o m this word followed 

Mr. Nares rather than Mr. Sheridan, and I think with 
rhe best usage on my side.
Drone, drdne, s. The bee which makes no 

honey; a pipe of a bagpipe; a sluggard, an idler; the 
hum, or instrument of humming.

To Drone, drdne,v. n. Toliveidlv; to dream.
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Dronish, drd^nlsh, a. Idle, sluggish.
To Droop, drdip, v. n. To languish with sor

row ; to faint, to grow weak.
Drop, drop, $. A globule of moisture, as 

much liquor as falls at once when there is not a con
tinual stream; diamond hanging in the ear.

To Drop, drip, v. a. To pour in drops or single 
globules; to let fall; to let go, to dismiss from the 
hand, or the possession ; to utter slightly or casually; 
to insert indirectly, or by way of digression ; to inter
mit, to cease; to let go a dependant, or companion; 
to suffer to vanish, to come to nothing; to bedrop, to 
bespeckle, to variegate.

To Drop, drdp, v. n. To fall in drops or single 
globules; to let drops fall; to fall, to come trom a 
higher place; to fall spontaneously; to fall in death, to 
die suddenly; to sink into silence, to vanish, to come 
to nothing; to come unexpectedly.

Droplet, dr&p-l£t, s. A little drop.
Dropping, dr6p-plng, s. That which falls in 

drops; that which drops when the continuous stream 
ceases.

Drop-serene, drSp-s^-r^ne,' x. A disease of 
the eye, proceeding from inspissation of the humour.

Dropsical, drdp^s^-kll, j ,
Dropsied, drApldd, 282. | Dlseased wlth 

a dropsy.
Dropstone, drSpi-stdne, s. Spar formed into 

the shape of drops.
Dropsy, drdp^se, s. A collection of water in 

the body, from too lax a tone of the solids.
Dropwort, drSp-whrt, s. A plant.
Dross, drds, s. The recrement or scum of me

tals ; rust, incrustation upon metal; refuse, leavings, 
sweepings, feculence, corruption.

Drossiness, dr6s-s£-n£ss, s. Foulness, fecu
lence, rust

Drossy, drds-s£, a. Full of dross; worthless, 
foul, feculent.

Drove, drdve, s. A body or number of cattle; 
a number of sheep driven; any collection of animals; 
a crowd, a tumult

Drove, drive. Pret. of Drive.
Droven, drd-vn, part. a. from Drive. Obsolete.
Drover, drd-vhr, s. One that fats oxen for 

sale, and drives them to market
Drought, drout, s. 313. 393. Dry weather 

want of rain; thirst, want of drink.
This word is often pronounced as if written drouth, 

but improperly. When these abstracts take g in their 
composition, and this g is preceded by a vowel, pie t does 
not precede the h, but follows it; as weigh, weight; fly, 
flight; no, nought, Ac.
Droughtiness, droA-tA-nAss, s. The state of 

wanting rain.
Droughty, drou-tA. a. Wanting rain, sultry; 

thirsty, dry with thirst.
To Drown, droun, v. a. 323. To suffocate in 

water; to overwhelm in water; to overflow, to bury 
in an inundation ; to immerge.

To Drown, drain, v, n. To be suffocated by 
water.

To Drowse, drduz, v. a. 323. To make heavv 
with sleep.

To Drowse, dr3uz, v. n. To slumber, to grow 
heavy with sleep: to look heavy, not cheerful.

Drowsily, drou-zii-l£, ad. Sleepily, heavily; 
sluggishly, slothfully.

Drowsiness, drdu-z^-n&ss, & Sleepiness, heavi
ness with sleep.

DrOWSIHEAD, drAA-zA-hAd, r. Sleepiness, in- 
clination to sleep.

Drowsy, drou-z£, a. Sleepy, heavy with sleep, 
lethargick; lulling, causing sleep; stupid, dull.

To Drub, drib, v. a. To thrash, to beat, to 
bang.

Drub, drftb, s. A thump, a blow.
Drubbing, drhb-blng, s. A thrashing, a chas

tisement.
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To Drudge, dnldje, v. n. To labour in mean 
offices, to toil without honour or dignity.

Drudge, dridge, s. One employed in mean 
labour, a slave, one doomed to servile occupation.

Drudger, drftdje-iir, s. A mean labourer; 
the box out of which flour is thrown on roast meat.

Drudgery, dr&dje^fir-d, s. Mean labour, ig
noble toil, dishonourable work.

Drudging-BOX, drfidje-ing-bdks, s. The box 
out of which flour is sprinkled upon roast meat.

Drudgingly, dr&dje^lng-U, ad. Laboriously, 
toilsomely.

Drug, drfig, s. An ingredient used in physick, 
a medicinal simple; any thing without worth or value, 
any thing for which no purchaser can be found.

To Drug, drfig, v. a. To season with medi
cinal ingredients; to tincture with something offensive.

Drugget, drfigiglt, s. 99. A coarse kind of 
woollen cloth.

Druggist, dr&g'glst, s. 382. One who sells 
physical drugs.

Drugster, dr&gist&r, ». One who sells phy- 
sical simples. This word is only used by the vulgar.

Druid, drfi-id, s. A priest and philosopher 
of the ancient Gauls, Britons and Germans.

Druidical, drfi-ld-^-kil, a. Belonging or per
taining to the Druids.

Drum, drfim, s. An instrument of military 
musick ; the tympanum of the ear.

To Drum, drum, v. n. To beat a drum, to 
beat a tune on a drum; to beat with a pulsatory motion.

To Drumble, drfim-bl, v. n. 405. To drone, 
to be sluggish. Obsolete.

Drumfish, drum-fish, s. The name of a fish.
Drummajor, dr&m-ma-j&r, s. The chief drum

mer of a regiment
Drummaker, drfim-mi-k&r, s. He who deals 

in drums.
Drummer, drfim-mfir, s. He whose office is 

to beat the drum.
Drumstick, drfim^stlk, s. The stick with which 

a drum is beaten.
Drunk, drfingk, a. Intoxicated with strong 

liquor, inebriated j drenched or saturated with mois
ture.

Drunkard, drfingk-fird, s. 88. One given to 
excessive use of strong liquors.

Drunken, dr&ng-kn, a. 103. Intoxicated with 
liquor, inebriated ; given to habitual ebrietv; satu
rated with moisture; done in a state of inebriation.

Drunkenly, drfing-kn-U, ad. In a drunken 
manner.

Drunkenness, drung'kn-n&ss, s. Intoxication 
with strong liquor; habitual ebriety : intoxication or 
inebriation of any kind, a disorder of the faculties.

Dry, drl, a. Arid, not wet, not moist; with
out rain ; not succulent, not juicy; without tears; 
thirsty, athirst; jejune, barren, unembellished.

To Dry, drl, v. a. To free from moisture; to 
exhale moisture; to wipe away moisture, to scorch 
with thirst: to drain, to exhaust

To Dry, drl, v. n. To grow dry, to lose mois
ture.

Dryad, drl-id, s. A wood nymph.
Dryads, dri-Ads, s. The English plural of 

Dryad.
Dryades, drl-i-d3z, s. The Latin plural of 

the same word.
Dryer, drl-fir, s. 98. That which has the qua

lity of absorbing moisture.
Dryeyed, dri-ide, a. Without tears, without 

weeping.
Dryly, drl-l£, ad. Without moisture; cold

ly, without affection; jejunely, barrenly.
Dryness, dri-n^ss, s. Want of moisture, want 

of succulence; want of embellishment, want of pa
thos, want of sensibility in devotion.
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Dbynurse, dri-n&rse, s. A woman who brings 
up and feeds a child without the breast; one who takes 
care of another.

To Drynurse, drl-nfirse, v. a. To feed with
out the breast.

DRYSHOD, drl-shfid, a. Without wet feet, 
without treading above the shoes in the water.

Dual, dfi-il, «. Expressing the number two. 
To Dub, d&b, v. a. To make a man a knight; 

to confer any kind of dignity.
Dub, d’fib, s. A blow, a knock. Obsolete.
Dubious, dfi-bi-fis, a. 542. Doubtful, not 

settled in an opinion; uncertain, that of which the 
truth is not fully known; not plain, not clear.

Dubiously, dfi-b^-fis-1^, ad. Uncertainly, 
without any determination.

Dubiousness, db-b^-fis-nfiss, s. Uncertainty, 
doubtfulness.

Dubitable, db-bfi-tfi-bl, a. Doubtful, un
certain.

Dubitation, dfi-b^-ta-shfin, s. The act of

A young duck.
A common plan*

Black snake-root

doubting, doubt
Ducal, dii-kAl, a. Pertaining to a duke.
Ducat, dfik-lt, j. 90. A coin struck by dukes; 

in silver, valued at about four shillings and sixpence, 
in gold, at nine shillings and sixpence.

Duck, dfik, s. The water fowl, both wild and 
tame; a word of endearment or fondness; a declina
tion of the head; a stone thrown obliquely on the 
water.

To Duck, dfik, v. n. To dive under water as a 
duck; to drop down the head as a duck; to bow low, 
to cringe.

To Duck, dfik, v. a. To put under water. 
DuCKER, dfik-fir, s. 98. A diver, a cringer. 
Ducking, dfik-klng, s. The act of putting 

under the water
Ducking-stool, dfik-klng-stfifil, s. A chaii 

in which scolds are tied, and put under water.
Duck-legged, dfik'l^gd, a. 359. Short-legged 
Duckling, dfik-llng, s.
Duckmeat, d&k-m^te, $. 

growing in standing waters.
DucKS-FOOT, dfiks-fut, $.

or May-apple.
Duck-weed, dfik-wAde, s.
Duct, d&kt, s. Guidance, direction ; a passage 

through which any thing is conducted.
Ductile, dfik-tll, a. 140. Flexible, pliable- 

easy to be drawn out into length; tractable, obse. 
quious, complying.

Ductileness, d&k-til-n&s, s. Flexibility 
ductility.

Ductility, d&k-tll-fi-t^, s. Quality of suffering 
extension, flexibility; obsequiousness, compliance.

Dudgeon, d&d-j&n, $. 259. A small dagger - 
malice, sullenness, ill-will.

Due, dfi, a. Owed, one that has a right to 
demand; proper, fit, appropriate; exact, without de
viation.

Duckmeat.

Due, dfi, ad. Exactly, directly, duly.
Due, dfi, s. That which belongs to one, that 

which may be justly claimed ; right, just title; what, 
ever custom or law requires to bedone; custom, tribute 

Duel, dfi-11, j. 99. A combat between two, a 
single fight.

To Duel, dfi-ll, v. n. To fight a single combat. 
Dueller, dfi-il-lfir, s. 99. A single com. 

batant.
Duelling, dfi-Il-llng, s. 410. The act of 

fighting a dud.
Duellist, du-ll-llst, n. A single combatant; 

one who professes to live by rules of honour.
Duello, du-^1-16, s. The duel, the rule ol 

duelling.
Duenna, dfi-3n'nA, s. An old woman kept to 

guard a younger
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Djet, dh-it,' I
Duetto, d£i-itkd, J *•A sonS or air in 1 wo Parts 
Dug, dug, s. A pap, a nipple, a teat. 
Dug, dug. Pret. and part. pass, of Dig. 
Duke, dike, s. 376. One of the highest order 

of nobility in England.
JO" There is a slight deviation often heard in the pro

nunciation of this word, as if wgtten Dook ; but this 
borders on vulgarity ; the true sound of the u must be 
carefully preserved, as if written Dewk. There is another 
impropriety in pronouncing this word, as if written 
Jook ; this is not so vulgar as the former, arid arises from 
an ignorance of the influence of accent—See Principles, 
No. 462.
Dukedom, duke^dum, s. The possession of a

duke ; the title or quality of duke.
Dulbiiained, d&l-brand, a. Stupid, doltish, 

foolish.
Dulcet, d&l-sit, a. 99. Sweet to the taste, 

luscious; sweet to the ear, harmonious.
Dulcification, d&l-si-fi-ka-shun, s. The act 

of sweetening, the act of freeing from acidity, saltness, 
or acrimony.

To Dulcify, d&l-si-fl, v. a. 183. To sweeten,
• to set free from acidity, saltness or acrimony of any kind 
Dulcimer, d&l-si-mur, s. 98. A musical in

strument played by striking the brass wires with little 
sticks.

To Dulcorate, dul-ki-rate, v. a. 91. To 
sweeten, to make less acrimonious.

Dulcoration, d&l-kd-ra-sh&n, s. The act of 
sweetening.

Dulhead, d&l-hid, s. A blockhead, a wretch
foolish and stupid, a dolt.

Dulia, dii-l^-A, s. 92. A kind of inferior
worship; inferior adoration.—See Latria.

Dull, dul, a. Stupid, doltish, blockish, un
apprehensive ; blunt, obtuse; sad, melancholy; slug
gish, heavy, slow of motion; not bright; drowsy, 
sleepy.

To Dull, dul, ». a. To stupify, to infatuate; 
to blunt; to sadden, to make melancholy; to damp, 
to clog; to make weary or slow of motion ; to sully 
brightness.

Dullard, d&l-lird, s. A blockhead, a dolt, a
stupid fellow, a dunce.

Dully, dul-li, ad. Stupidly; sluggishly; not 
vigorously, not gayly, not brightly, not keenly.

Dulness, dftl-ness, s. Stupidity, weakness of 
intellect, indocility; drowsiness, inclination to sleep; 
sluggishness of motion ; dimness, want of lustre.

Duly, du-li, ad. Properly, fitly; regularly, 
exactly, in the due manner.

Dumb, dhm, a. 347. Mute, incapable of 
speech ; deprived of speech; mute, not using words; 
silent, refusing to speak.

Dumbly, d&m-li, ad. Mutely, silently.
Dumbness, diim-ness, s. Incapacity to speak; 

omission of speech, muteness; refusal to speak, silence.
To Dumbfound, d&m-found, v. a. To confuse, 

to strike dumb.
Dump, dhmp, s. Sorrow, melancholy, sadness. 

A low word, used generally in tne plural; as, to be in 
the Dumps.

Dumpish, dumpHsh, a. Sad, melancholy, sor
rowful.

Dumpling, dumping, s. A sort of pudding.
DUN, dCm, a. A colour partaking of brow n 

and black; dark gloomy.
To Dun, dhn, v a. To claim a debt w ith ve

hemence and imiiortunity.
Dun, dan, s. A clamorous, troublesome

creditor.
Dun, or Burg, dun, or bUrg, s. The name of 

a species of buildings common in the Orkney and 
Shetland isles, the Hebrides, and North of Scotland. 
Dun signifies a hill defended by a tower.

Dunce, dunse, s. A dullard, a dolt, a thick-
skull, a stupid indocile animal.
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Dung, d&ng, s. The excrement of animals 
used to fatten ground.

To Dung, d&ng, v. a. To fatten with dung. 
Dungeon, dhn-j&n, s. 259. A close prison, 

generally spoken of a prison dark, or subterraneous. 
Dungfork, dung-fork, s. A fork to toss out 

dung from stables.
Dunghill, d&ng'hil, ». A heap or accumula

tion of dung; any mean or vile abode; any situation of 
meanness; a term of reproach for a man meanly bom

JO* Leaving out one I in the last syllable of this word 
is, perhaps, agreeable to the laws printers have laid down 
for themselves; but there is no eye that is not hurt at 
the different appearance of hill when alone, and when 
joined to another word. That double letters may be, in 
some cases, spared, is not to be denied; but where either 
the sense or sound is endangered by the omission of a 
letter, there to omit the letter is to injure the language 
A secret conviction of this has made all our lexicogra
phers waver greatly in spelling these words, as may be 
seen at large in the Preliminary Observations to the 
Rhyming Dictionary, page xv.
Dunghill, dhng-hil,a. 406. Sprung from the 

dunghill, mean, low.
Dungy, dhng-i, a. 409. Full of dung, mean, 

vile, base.
Dungyard, d&ng-yird, s. The place of the

dunghill.
Dunner, dfin-n&r, s. 98. One employed in 

soliciting petty debts.
Duodecimo, du-6-dis-si-mo, s. A book in

which one sheet of paper makes twelve leaves.
Duodecuple, dii-6-dik-kfi-pl, a. Consisting 

of twelves.
Dupe, dupe, s. A credulous man, a man easily

tricked.
To Dupe, dupe, v. a. To trick, to cheat.
To Duplicate, du-ple-kate, v. a. 91. To dou

ble, to enlarge by the repetition of the first number or 
quantity; to fold together.

Duplicate, dfi-pli-kate, s. 91. Another cor
respondent to the first, a second thing of the same 
kind, as a transcript of a paper.

Duplication, di-ple-ka-sh&n, s. The act of 
doubling; the act of folding together; a fold, a doub
ling.

Duplicature, dii-pli-ki-tshfire, s. A fold, any 
thing doubled.

Duplicity, dfi-plis'i-ti, s. Doubleness; deceit,
doubleness of heart.

Durability, dh-ri-bil^i-ti, s. The power of
lasting, endurance, continuance.

Durable, dfi-ri-bl, a. 405. Lasting, having 
the quality of long continuance; having successive 
existence.

Durableness, dh-ri-bl-niss, s. Power of 
lasting, continuance.

Durably, dfi-ri-bli, ad. In a lasting manner.
Durance, dfi-rinse, s. Imprisonment; the 

custody or power of a jailer; endurance, continuance, 
duration.

Duration, dii-ra-sh&n, s. Continuance of
time; power of continuance; length of continuance

To Dure, dire, v. n. To last, to continue. 
Obsolete.

Dureful, dbre^ful, a. Lasting, of long con
tinuance.

Dureless, dure-Us, a. Without continuance, 
fading, transitory, short.

Duresse, du-ris, s. Imprisonment, constraint.
During, du-rlng, prep. For the time of the 

continuance, while any thing lasts,
Durity, db-ri-ti, 5. Hardness, firmness.
Durst, dhrst. The pret. of Dare.
Dusk, d&sk, a. Tending to darkness; tending 

to blackness, dark coloured.
Dusk, dftsk, $. Tendency to darkness • dark

ness of colour.
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To Dusk, diisk, t>. a. To make duskish.
To Dusk, disk, v. n. To grow dark, to begin 

to lose light.
Duskily, dusk^e-lA, ad. With a tendency to 

darkness, or blackness.
Duskish, ddsk^Ish, a. Inclining to darkness, 

tending to obscurity; tending to blackness.
DUSKISHLY, dusk-lsh-lA, adf. Cloudily, darkly. 
Dusky, d&sk-e, a. Tending to darkness, ob

scure ; tending to blackness, dark coloured; gloomy, 
sad, intellectually clouded.

Dust, dhst, s. Earth or other matter reduced 
to small particles; the grave, the state of dissolution ; 
mean and dejected state.

To Dust, dust, v. a. To free from dust, to 
sprinkle with dust.

Dustman, d&st-mAn, s. 88. One whose em
ployment is to carry away the dust

Dusty, dQs-tA, a. Filled with dust, clouded 
with dust; covered or scattered with dust.

Dutchess, d&tsh^s, s. The lady of a duke; 
a lady who has the sovereignty of a dukedom.

Dutchy, d&tsh-e, s. A territory which gives 
title to a duke, or has a duke for its sovereign.

Dutchycourt, dfitsh-^-kdrt, A court wherein
all matters appertaining to the dutchy of Lancaster are 
decided.

Duteous, du-te-Os, or cli/tshe-Cis, a. 263. 294. 
Obedient, obsequious; enjoined by duty.

Dutiful, dfi-te-ful, a. Obedient, submissive 
to natural or legal superiors; expressive of respect, 
reverential.

DUTIFULLY, dri-te-ful-^, ad. Obediently, sub
missively ; reverently, respectfully.

Dutifulness, du-te-ful-n&ss, s. Obedience, 
submission to just authority; reverence, respect.

Duty, dh-tA, s. That to which a man is by 
any natural or legal obligation bound; acts of forbear
ance required by religion or morality; obedience or 
submission due to parents, governors, or superiors; 
act of reverence or respect; the business of a soldier 
on guard; tax, impost, custom, toll.

Duumvirate, d£i-&m-vA-rate, s. A govern
ment conducted by two persons.

Dwarf, dworf, a. Any thing below the natu
ral size, small, low.

Dwarf, dwdrf, s. 85. A man below the com
mon size of men ; any animal or plant below its natu
ral bulk; an attendant on a lady or knight in ro
mances ; it is used often in composition, as dwarf el
der, dwarf honey suckle.

To Dwarf, dwdrf, v. a. To hinder from grow
ing to the natural bulk, to lessen, to make little.

Dwarfed, dwarfed, part. Stopped in the 
growth, stunted.

Dwarfish, dwdrf-ish, a. Below the natural 
bulk, low, little; petty, despicable.

Dwarfishlv. dwdrf-lsh-le, ad. Like a dwarf.
Dwarfishness, dw3rf-Ish-n£ss> s. Minuteness 

of stature, littleness.
To Dwell, dwel, v. n. Pret. Dwell or Dwelled. 

To inhabit, to live in a place, to reside, to have a ha
bitation ; to be in any state or condition ; to be sus
pended with attention; to fix the mind upon; to con
tinue long speaking.

Dweller, dwSl-lfir, s. 98. An inhabitant. 
Dwelling, dwAl-ling, s. Habitation, abode, 

place of residence; state of life, mode of living.
Dwelling-house, dwAl-llng-house, j. The 

house at which one lives.
Dwelling-?lace, dwAl-llng-plAse, s. The place 

of residence.
To Dwindle, dwind-dl, v. n. 405. To shrink, 

to lose bulk, to grow little; to degenerate, to sink; 
to wear away, to lose health, to grow feeble ; to fall 
away, to moulder off’.

Dying, di-ing. The part, of Die. Expiring, 
giving up the ghost; tinging, giving a new colour.
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Dynasty, di-nAs-tA, or dln-As-te, s. Govern
ment, sovereignty.

All our orthoepists, except Mr. Elphinston and 
Entick, adopt the first pronunciation ; but analogy is, 
in my opinion, clearly for the last, 50S.
Dyscrasy, dls-krA-s£, $. An unequal mixture 

of elements in the blood or nervous juice, a distem, 
perature. *

Dysentery, dis-sen-ter-£, s. A looseness, 
wherein very ill humours flow off by stool, and aro 
also sometimes attended with blood.

JCjT- Dr. Johnson, Dr. Ash, Dr. Kenrick, and Bucha
nan, accent this word on the second syllable; and 
Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Nares, Mr. Scott, XV. Johnston, Perry, 
Entick, and Bailey, on the first. That this is in posses
sion of the best usage, I have not the least doubt; and 
that it is agreeable to the analogy of accenting words 
from the learned languages which we naturalize by drop
ping a syllable, is evident from the numerous class of 
words of the same kind.—See Academy* Incomparable* 
&c. A collateral proof too that this is the true pronun
ciation is, that Mesentery* a word of the same form, is by 
all the above-mentionod lexicographers who have the 
word, except Bailey, accented on the first syllable.
Dyspepsy, dls^pAp-se, s. A difficulty of di

gestion.
Dysphony, dls-fi-ne, s. A difficulty in 

speaking.
Dyspnoea, d!sp-n£-A, $. 92. A difficulty of 

breathing.
Dysury, dlzh-u-rd,s. 450. 451. 452. A difficulty 

in making urine.
The s in this word has the flat aspiration, for the 

same reason as the s in Treasury.—See Disunion.

Each, Atsh, pron. 98. 227. Either of two; 
every one of any number, taken separately.

Eager, A-g&r, a. 227. Struck with desire, 
ardently wishing; hot of disposition, vehement, ar
dent; quick, busy; sharp, sour, acrid.

Eagerly, £-g&r-lA, ad. Ardently, hotly ; 
keenly, sharply; with great ardour of desire.

Eagerness, e-g&r-n&ss, s. Ardour of inclina
tion ; impetuosity, vehemence, violence.

Eagle, e-gl, S. 227. 405. A bird of prey, said 
to be extremely sharp-sighted; the standard of the 
ancient Romans.

Eagle-eyed, e-gl-lde, a. 282. Sharp-sighted 
as an eagle.

Eaglespeed, A^gl-sp£ed, s. Swiftness like that 
of an eagle.

Eaglestone, A^gl-stdne, s. A stone said to be 
found at the entrance of the holes in which the eagles 
make their nests.

Eaglet, &-gl£t, $. A young eagle.
Ear, edr, s. 227. The whole organ of audition 

or hearing; that part of the ear that stands prominent; 
power of judging of harmony; the spike of corn, that 
part which contains the seeds; To fall together by the 
ears, to fight, to scuffle; To set by the ears, to make 
strife, to make to quarrel.

To Ear, der, v. a. 246. To plow, to till.
To Ear, edr, v. n. To shoot into ears.
Eared, ddrd, a. 359. Having ears or organs 

of hearing; having ears, or ripe com.
Earless, eer-ldss, a. Without any ears.
Ear-ring, ddr-rlng, $. Jewels set in a ring, 

and worn at the ears.
Ear-shot, Adr-shAt, s. Reach of the ear.
Earwax, ddr^wAks, s. The cerumen, or exu

dation which smears the inside of the ear.
Earwig, eer'wlg, s. A sheath-winged insect; 

a whisperer.
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Earwitness, Mr-wlttniss, s. One who attests, 
or can attest any thing as heard by himself.

Earl, 5rl, s. 234. 237. A title of nobility, 
anciently the highest of this nation now the third.

Earldom, dri-dim, s. 166. The seigniory of 
an earl

Earliness, dr-ld-ndss, s. Quickness of any ac
tion with respect to something else.

Earl-marshal, drl-mir-shil, s. He that has 
the chief care of military solemnities.

Early, dr-le, a. 234. Soon with respect to 
something else.

Early, dr-le, ad. Soon, betimes.
To Earn, drn, v. a. 234. 371. To gain as the 

reward or wages of labour; to gain, to obtain.
Earnest, drMidst, a. 234. Ardent in any af

fection, warm, zealous; intent, fixed, eager.
Earnest, dr-ndst, s. Seriousness, a serious 

event, not a jest; the money which is given in token 
that a bargain is ratified.

Earnestly, dr^ndst-Id, ad. Warmly, affection
ately, zealously, importunately; eagerly, desirously. 

Earnestness, dr-ndst-ndss, s. Eagerness, 
warmth, vehemence; solicitude.

Earth, &rth, s. 234. 237. The element dis
tinct from air, fire, or water; the terraqueous globe, 
the world.

This word is liable to a coarse, vulgar pronuncia
tion, as if written Urth ; there is, indeed, but a delicate 
difference between this and the true sound, but quite 
sufficient to distinguish a common from a polite speaker. 
To Earth, Irth, v. a. To hide in earth; to 

cover with earth.
To Earth, drM, v. n. To retire under ground. 
Earthboard, drt/f-bdrd, s. The board of the 

plough that shakes off the earth.
Earthborn, drt/i-b6rn, a. Born of the earth ; 

meanly born, terrigenous.
Earthbound, 5r/A-b6&nd, a. Fastened by the 

pressure of the earth.
Earthen, dr-Mn, a. 103. Made of earth, made 

of clay.
Earthflax, drt/t-fllks, s. A kind of fibrous 

fossil.
Earthiness, &rtAQ-n&s» s. The quality of 

containing earth, grossness.
Earthling, dr^-llng, s. An inhabitant of the 

earth, a poor frail creature, a mortal.
Earthly, drtA-ld, a. Not heavenly, vile, mean, 

sordid; belonging only to our present’state, not spirit
ual.

Earthnut, drt/i-nit, s. A pignut, a root in 
shape and size like a nut

Earthquake, drt/z-kwake, s. Tremour or con
vulsion of the earth.

Earthshaking, drtf^sha-king, a. Having 
power to shake the earth, or to raise earthquakes.

Earthworm, drtA-w&rm, s. A worm bread 
under ground: a mean sordid wretch.

EARTHY, a. Consisting of earth; in
habiting the earth, terrestrial; relating to earth, not 
mental; gross, not refined.

Ease, dze, s. 227. Quiet, rest, undisturbed 
tranquillity ; freedom from pain ; facility; uncon
straint, freedom from harshness, forced behaviour, or 
conceits.

To Ease, dze, v. a. To free from pain; to re
lieve ; to assuage, to mitigate; to relieve from labour^ 
to set free from any thing that offends.

Easeful, dzel-f&l, a. Quiet, peaceable. 
Easel, dUdl, s. A painter’s frame, on which 

he stretches his canvass.
Easement, dze^mdnt, s. Assistance, relief, 

ease.
Easily, d^ad-ld, ad. Without difficulty; with

out pain, without disturbance; readily, without re. 
luctancc.
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Easiness, d^ze-ndss, $. Freedom from diffi
culty ; flexibility; readinoss; freedom from constraint; 
rest, tranquillity.

East, ddst, s. 227. 246. The quarter where 
the sun rises; the regions in the eastern part of the 
world.

Easter, dds^-t&r, s. 98. The day on which the 
Christian Church commemorates our Saviour’s resur
rection.

Easterly, dds-t&r-ld, a. Coming from the 
parts towards the East; lying towards the East; look
ing towards the East.

Eastern, dds£tfcrn, a. Dwelling or found in 
the East, oriental; going or looking towards the East 

Eastward, ddst-wird, a. 88. Towards the 
East

Easy, d-zd, a. Not difficult; quiet, at rest; 
not harassed; complying, unresisting, credulous; free 
from pain; without want of more; without constraint, 
without formality.

To Eat, dte, v. a. 227. 229. Pret. Ate or Eat; 
part Eat or Eaten. To devour with the mouth; to 
consume, to corrode; to retract.

To Eat, dte, v. n. To go to meals, to take 
meals; to feed; to take food; to be maintained in 
food ; to make way by corrosion.

Eatable, d-td-bl, s. 405. Any thing that 
may be eaten.

Eater, d-tir, s. 98. One that eats any thing; 
a corrosive.

Eating-house, d-ting-house, s. A house 
where provisions are sold ready dressed.

Eaves, dvz, $. 527. The edges of the roof 
which overhang the houses.

To Eavesdrop, dvzMrip, v. a. To catch what 
comes from the eaves, to listen under windows. 

avesdropper, dvz^drip-pir, s. A listener 
under windows.

Ebb, 5b, s. The reflux of the tide towards the 
sea; decline, decay, waste.

To Ebb, 5b, v. n. To flow back towards the 
sea, to decline, to decay, to waste.

Eben, db-bdn,
Ebon, db-un, > s. A hard, heavy, black, 
Ebony, db-d-nd, j

valuable wood.
Ebriety, d-brl-d-td, s. Drunkenness, intoxi

cation by strong liquors.
Ebriosity, d-brd-ds'-d-td, s. Habitual drunk

enness.
Ebullition, db-il-lish-Sn, s. 177. The act of 

boiling up with heat; any intestine motion; efferves
cence.

Eccentrical, dk-sdn-trd-kAl, ) nEccentric , Jk-sMttrlk, Dev,atin«
from the centre; irregular, anomalous.

Eccentricity, dk-sdn-trls^d-td, s. Deviation 
from a centre; excursion from the proper orb.

Ecchymosis, dk-kd-md-sis, s. 520. Livid spots 
or blotches in the skin.

Ecclesiastical, dk-kld^?hd-As-td-kA], 7 
Ecclesiastic , dk-kld-zhd-is-tik, J a* 

Relating to the church, not civil.
Ecclesiastic , dk-kld-zhd-ds-tik, s. A person 

dedicated to the ministries of religion.
I have given these words the flat s aspirated, as I 

am convinced it is quite agreeable to the analogy of pro
nunciation ; for the third syllable coming after the se
condary accent, is exactly under the same predicament 
as the penultimate syllable in Ambrosial, Ephesian, Geo- 
d&sian, Ac.—See Principles, No. 451.

“ And pulpit drum tcdesiastick, 
u Was beat with fist instead of a stick.—HtuMbru.

Echinate, Sktkln-Jte, 7 „ .Echinatbd, «klkln-UM, f “• 
hedgehog; set with prickles, rough.
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Echinus, e-ki-nus, ». 503. A .hedgehog; a 
sheil-fish set with prickles; with botanists, the prickly 
head of any plant; in architecture, a member or or
nament taking its name from the roughness of the 
carving.

Echo, &k-kd, s. The return or repercussion 
of any sound ; the sound returned.

To Echo, Sk-kd, v. n. To resound, to give the 
repercussion of a voice; to be sounded back.

To Echo, ek-kd, v. a. To send back a voice. 
Eclaircissement, ^k-klare-slz-ment, s. Ex

planation, the act of clearing up an affair.
This word, though long in use, is not yet natura

lized. Every syllable but the last may be perfectly pro
nounced by an Englishman who does not speak French ; 
but this syllable having a nasal vowel, not followed by 
hard c or g (See Encore,} is an insuperable ditnculty: the ' 
nearest sound to it would perhajis be to make it rhyme | 
with long and strong. But a speaker would, perhaps, risk I 
less by pronouncing it like an English word al once, than 
to imitate the French sound awkwardly.
Eclat, d-klAw,z $. 472. French, Splendour, 

show, lustre.
Eclectic , ^k-lek-tik, a, Selecting, choosing 

at will
Eclipse, ^-klips' s. An obscuration of the lu- 

minaries of heaven; darkness, obscuration.
To Eclipse, £-klips,' v. a. To darken a lumi

nary ; to extinguish; to cloud; to obscure; to dis
grace.

Ecliptic , ^-kllp-dk, s. A great circle of the 
sphere.

Eclogue, £k-lftg, s. 338. A pastoral poem.
Economy, £-k&n-d-m&, s. 296. 518. The man

agement of a family; frugality, discretion of expense; 
dis[»osition of things, regulation; the disposition or 
arrangement of any work.

Economic , 3k-kd-n6m-Ik, 530. ) p 
Economical, &k-k6-n6m-£-kll, J a' er ain" 

ing to the regulation of a household; frugal.
Ecstasy, 3ks-tA-s£, s. Any passion by which 

the thoughts are absorbed, and in which the mind is 
for a time lost; excessive joy, rapture; enthusiasm, 
excessive elevation of the mind; madness, distraction.

Ecstasied, 3ks-tl-sld, a. 282. Ravished, en
raptured, filled with enthusiasm.

Ecstatical, eks-tilt-i-kal, } „Ecstatic , 6ks-tMk, 509. J Ravlshed> «P- 
tured, elevated to ecstasy; in the highest degree of joy. 

EcTYPE, £k-tlpe, s. A copy, a draught, a re
presentation.

Edacious, ^-di-shus, a. Eating, voracious, 
ravenous, greedy, predatory, rapacious.

Edacity, £-dAs^-t£, s. Voraciousness, raven- 
onsness, greediness, rapacity.

Edder, ed-dta*, s. 98. Such fencewood as is 
commonly put upon the top of fences.

Eddy, 3d-d£, s. The water that, by some re
percussion, or opposite wind, runs contrary to the main 
stream ; whirlpool,.circular motion.

Eddy, &d'd£, a. Whirling, moving circularly. 
Edematose, £-d£m-2L-tdse,' a. Full of humours. 
Edematous, A-d&m-i-t&s, a. Full of humours. 
Edentated, £-d£n-tA-t£d, a. Deprived of teeth. 
Edge, £dje, $. The thin or cutting part of a 

blade; a narrow part rising from a broader; keenness, 
acrimony; To set the teeth on edge, to cause a ting
ling pain in the teeth.

To Edge, £dje, v. a. To sharpen, to enable to 
cut; to furnish with an edge; to border with aay 
thing, to fringe j to exasperate, to imbitter.

7b Edge, £dje, v. n. To move against any 
power.

Edged, Mjd, or 6d'j6d, part. a. 359. Sharp, 
not blunt.

Edging, 6d-j1ng, j. What is added to any 
thing by way of ornament; a narrow lace. I
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Edgeless, edje-l&s, a. Blunt, obtuse, unable 
to cut.

Edgetool, ddje-tddl,z s. A tool made sharp 
to cut.

Edgewise, Sdje^wize, ad. With the edge put 
into any particular direction.

Edible, dd^-bl, a. 503. Fit to be eaten.
Edict, £-dlkt, s. A proclamation of command 

or prohibition, a law promulgated.
{^*7* Good speakers seem divided about the quantity of 

the vowel In the first syllable of this word. Kenrick, 
Perry, and Buchanan, make it short; and Sheridan, 
Nares, Entick, Ash, Scott, and W. Johnston, long. This 
majority has induced me to make It long likewise, and 
not any length of the same letter in the Latin edictum , 
for though the Latin accent is frequently a rule for the 
placing of ours, the quantity of Latin has almost as little 
to do with our quantity as it has with that of the Chinese 
or Hebrew.—Sec Introduction to Rhyming Dictionary, 
page, xix.
Edification, 3d-£-f£-k4-sh?in, s. The act of 

building up man in the faith, improvement in holi
ness ; improvement, instruction.

Edifice, &d-£-fls, 142. A fabrick, a building.
Edifier, &d-£-fl-&r, s. One that improves or 

instructs another.
To Edify, £d-£-fl, v. a. To build; to instruct, 

to improve: to teach, to persuade.
Edile, c^dile, $. 140. The title of a magistrate 

in old Rome.
Edition, £-dlsh-&n, s. Publication of anything, 

j>articularly of a book; republication, with revisal.
Editor, £d'£-t&r, $. 166. Publisher, lie that 

revises or prepares any work for publication.
To Educate, M-j6-kate, v. a. 91. To breed, 

to bring up, to instruct youth.
This pronunciation may seem odd to those who 

are not acquainted with the nature of the letters; but it is 
not only the most polite, but, in reality, the most agree
able to rule.—See Principles, No. 294. 376.
Education, ^d-ji-ka-shfin, s. Formation of 

manners in youth, the manner of breeding youth.
To Educe, e-diise,' v. a. To bring out, to ex

tract, to bring from a state of occultation.
Eduction, ^-d&k-sh&n, s. The act of bringing 

any thing into view.
To Edulcorate, £-d&l-kd-rite, v. a. To 

sweeten.
Edulcoration, ^-d&l-kd-ra-sh&n, s. The act 

of sweetening.
To Eek, e£k, v. a. To make bigger bv the 

addition of another piece; to supply any deficiency 
—See Eke.

Eel, £&, s. A serpentine slimy fish, that lurks 
in mud.

E’en, &n, ad. Contracted from Even, 
Effable, ^f-fA-bl, a. 405. Expressive, ut

terable.
To Efface, £f-fase' v. a. To destroy any form 

painted or carved; to blot out; to destroy, to wear 
away.

CO3* The strong tendency of the vowel to open, when 
it terminates a syllable, immediately before the accent, 
makes us frequently hear the e in these words, when the 
accent is on the second syllable, pronounced as open a9 
J* here were but one f. The same may be observed of 
the o in occasion, qffence, official, &c. This is certainly 
a deviation from rule; but it is so general, and so agree
able to the ear, as to be a distinguishing mark of elegant 
pronunciation.
Effect, 3f-f£kt,z s. 98. That which is produced 

by an operating cause; consequence, event; reality 
not mere appearance; in the plural, goods, moveables.

To Effect, £f-f£kt,' v. a. To bring to pass, to 
attempt with success, to achieve; to produce as a cause. 

Effectible, £f-f£k-t£-bl, a. Performable, 
practicable, feasible.

Effective, ef-f<sk'tiv, a. Having the power 
to produce effects; operative, active; efficient 

Effectively, 3f-f£k-tiv-ld, ad. Powerfully 
with real operation
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Effectless, Af-fAkt-lAss, a. Without effect, im
potent, useless, unmeanning.

Effector, Af-fAMr, $. 166. He that pro
duces any effect, a performer, a maker.

Effects, Af-fAkts,' s. Goods, moveables, fur
niture.

Effectual, Af-fAk-tshu-Al, a. 463. Productive 
of effects, powerful to a degree, adequate to the occa
sion, efficacious.

Effectually, Af-fAk-tsbft-Al-le, ad. In a 
manner productive of the consequence intended, effi
caciously.

To Effectuate, Af-fAk-tsii-ate, v. a. To bring 
to pass, to fulfil.

Effeminacy, Af-fAm-A-nA-sA, s. Admission of 
the qualities of a woman, softness, unmanly delicacy; 
lasciviousness, loose pleasure.

Effeminate, Af-fAm-A-nate, a. 91. Having the 
qualities of a woman, womanish, voluptuous, tender.

To Effeminate, Af-fAm-A-nate, v. a. 91. 98. 
To make womanish, to emasculate, to unman.

To Effeminate, Af-fAm^A-nAte, v. n. To soften, 
to melt into weakness, to grow womanish.

EffeminaTION, Af-fAm-A-nA-sh&n, s. The state 
of one grown womanish, the state of one emasculated 
or unmanned.

To Effervesce, Af-fAr-vAs,' v. n. To generate 
heat by intestine motion.

Effervescence, Af-fAr-vAs-sAnse, s. 510. The 
act if growing hot, production of heat by intestine 
motion.

Effete, Af-fAte,' a. Barren, worn out with age. 
Efficacious, Af-fA-ka-shus, a. Productive of 

effects, powerful to produce the consequence intended.
Efficaciously, Af-fA-ka-sh&s-lA, ad. Effectu

ally.
Efficacy, Af-fA-kA-sA, s. Production of the 

consequence intended.
Efficients, 4f-flsh-ySnse, ) ™ ,
Efficiency, gf-fWySn-^ $ ’’ 98‘ The act °f 

producing effects, agency.
Efficient, Af-flsh-yAnt, s. The cause which 

makes effects; he that makes, the effector.
Efficient, Af-fish-yAnt, a. 113. Causing ef

fects ; what makes the effect to be what it is.
Effigies, Af-fid-jAs, ) „ ..
Effigy, S S’ Resemblance> "na8c

in painting or sculpture, representation, idea.
Efflorescence, Cf-flo-rd-s-sense, 1
Efflorescency, Sf-flA-rJs^sdn-si, J s- 5 • 

Production of flowers; excrescences in the form of 
flowers; in physick, the breaking out of some humours 
in the skin.

Efflorescent, df-fld-rdsUdnt. a. Shooting 
out in form of flowers.

Effluence, AflflA-dnse, s. That which issues 
from some other principle.

Effluent, ef-flMnt, c. Flowing from, issu- 
ing out of.

1 Effluvia, df-flh-vd-1, the plural of 
Effluvium, df-fli-vd-am, s. Those small par- 

tides which are continually flying off’from bodies.
Efflux, Af^-fluks, s. 492. The act of flowing 

out; effusion; that which flows from something else; 
emanation.

To Efflux, Af-flhks,' v. n. 98. To run out. 
Effluxion, Af-fl&k-sh&n, s. The act of flow

ing out; that which flows out, effluvium, emanation.
Effort, Af-f6rt, s. Struggle, vehement ac

tion, laborious endeavour.
Effossion, Af-f6sb-tm, s. The act of digging 

up from the ground.
Effraiarle, df-fri-d-bl, a. Terrible, dreadful, 

frightful.
Effrontery, df-fr’in-tdr-d, j. Impudence, 

shamelessness, contempt of reproach,
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Effulgence, Af-f&l-jAnse, s. 98. 177. Lustre, 
brightness, splendour.

Effulgent, Af-fM-jAnt, a. Shining, bright, 
luminous.

Effumability, Af-fh-mA-bil-A-te, s. The qua
lity of flying away in fumes.

To Effuse, Af-fuze,' v. a. 437. To pour out, 
to spill, to shed.

Effusion, Af-fti-zh&n, s. 92. The act of pour
ing out; waste, the act of spilling or shedding ; the 
thing poured out.

Effusive, Af-fu-slv, a. 499. 428. Pouring out, 
dispersing.

Eft, Aft, s. A newt an evet.
Eftsoons, Aft-soOnz' ad. Soon afterwards. 
To Egest, A-jAst,' v. a. To throw out food at 

the natural vents.
EGESTION, A-jAs-tshun, s. 464. The act of 

throwing out the digested food.
Egg, Ag, s. That which is laid by feathered 

animals from which their young is produced; the spawn 
or sperm of creatures; any thing fashioned in the shape 
of an egg.

To Egg, Ag, v. a. To incite, to instigate. 
Eglantine, Ag-lAn-tln, s. 150. A species of 

rose; sweetbriar.
Egotism, A-gd-dzm, S. Too frequent mention 

of a man’s self.
Contrary to my own judgment I have made thee 

in the first syllable of this word long, because I see it is 
uniformly so marked by all the Dictionaries I have seen : 
but I am much mistaken if analogy does not in time re
cover her rights, and shorten this vowel by joining it to 
theg, as if written eg-o-tism ; not because this vowel is 
short in the Latin ego, (for the English quantity has very 
little to do with the Latin,) but because the word may be 
looked upon as a simple in our language, and the accent 
is on the antepenultimate syllable. Mr. Elphinston 
whose opinion in this point is of the greatest weight, 
makes the first vowel short.—See Principles, No. 511. 
530.536.
Egotist, A-g6-tlst, s. One that is always talk

ing of himself.
To Egotize, A-gA-tize, v. n. To talk too much 

of one’s self.
Egregious, A-grA'jA-fts, a. Eminent, remark

able, extraordinary; eminently bad, remarkably vi
cious.

Egregiously, A-gre-jA-us-lA, ad. Eminently, 
shamefully.

Egress, A-grAs, s. The act of going out of 
any place, departure.

Egression, A-grAsh-&n, s. The act of going out. 
Egret, A-grAt, s. A fowl of the heron kind. 
Egriot, A-grA-At, s. A species of cherry.
To Ejaculate, A-jAk-u-late, v. a. To throw, 

to shoot out, to dart out.
Ejaculation, A-jAk-i-la-shun, s. A short 

prayer darted out occasionally; the act of darting or 
throwing out

Ejaculatory, d-j’ik-u-la-tfir-d, a. Suddenly, 
darted out, sudden, hasty.

To Eject, A-jAkt,' v. a. To throw out, to cast 
forth, to void; to throw out or expel from an office or 
possession.

Ejection, e-jAk-sh&n, s. The act of casting 
out, expulsion.

Ejectment, A-jAkt-mAnt, s. A legal writ by 
which any inhabitant of a house, or tenant of an 
estate, is commanded to depart.

Eight, ay t, a. Twice four. A word of number.
KO?* The genuine sound of the diphthong in this word 

and its compounds does not seem to be that of the first 
sound of a, which Mr. Sheridan has given it under the 
second sound of e, but a combination of the first sound 
of a and e pronounced as closely together as possible. 
But as this distinction is very delicate, and may not be 
more easily apprehended than that between meat and 
meet, 246, I have given the diphthong the same sound as 
Mr Sheridan has done
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Eighth, iytti, a. Next in order to the seventh.
This word as it is written, by no means conveys 

the sound annexed to it in speaking: for the abstract ter
mination th being a perfect lisp, it is quite distinct from 
the final t of eight, and can never coalesce with it with
out depriving the word of one of its letters. The only 
sound conveyed by the letters of this word, as now spelled, 
is as if written ayth: and if we would spell this sound as 
we pronounce it, and as the analogy of formation cer
tainly requires, we must necessarily write it eightth. 
This would have an unusual appearance to the eye; and 
this would be a sufficient reason with the multitude for 
opposing it; but men of sense ought to consider, that 
the credit of the language is concerned in rectifying this 
radical fault in its orthography.
Eighteen, ay-t££n, a. Twice nine. 
Eighteenth, ay-t^n/Zz, a. The next in order 

to the seventeenth.
Eightfold, ayt-f’61d, a. Eight times the num

ber or quantity.
Eighthly, aytzZt-l£, ad. Tn the eighth place. 
Eightieth, ay-te-&A, a. The next in order to 

the seventy-ninth, eighth tenth.
Eightscore, ayt-skore, a. Eight times twenty. 
Eighty, ay-te, a. Eight times ten, four score. 
Eisel, <^-sil, s. Vinegar, verjuice, any acid. 
Either, A-th6t, jrron. distrib. Whichsoever 

of the two, whether one or the other ; each, both.
Either, ^-THQr, con/. 252. A distributive con

junction, answered by Or, either the one or the other. 
EjULATlON, ^d-jit-la-sh&n, s. Outcry, lamen

tation, moan, wailing.
Eke, £ke, ad. Also, likewise, besides, moreover. 
To Eke, £ke, v. a. To increase; to supply, 

to fill up deficiencies; to protract, to lengthen; to spin 
out by useless additions.

To Elaborate, e-llb'6-ratc, v. a. To produce 
with labour; to heighten and improve by successive 
endeavours, or operations.

Elaborate, Mab-d-rate, a. 91. Finished with 
great diligence, performed with great labour.

Elaborately, ^-lib^d-rate-1^, ad. Labori
ously, diligently, with great study, or labour.

Elaboration, Mib-d-ra-shun, s. Improve
ment by successive operations.

To Elance, MAnse,' v. a. To throw out, to 
dart, to cast as a dart

To Elapse, MtLpse,' v. n. To pass away, to 
glide away, to run out without notice.

Elastical, Mis-t^-kil, ) „ -Elastic , UsMk, ? Havmgthepower
of returning to the form from which it is distorted, 
springy, having the power of a spring.

Elasticity, Mis-tls^-t£, s. Force in bodies, 
by which they endeavour to restore themselves.

Elate, Mate,' a. Flushed with success, lofty, 
haughty, elevated with prosperity.

To Elate, Mate,' v. a. To puff up w ith pros
perity ; to exalt, to heighten, to elevate with prosperity. 

Elation, Ma-shun, s. Haughtiness proceed
ing from success, pride of prosperity.

Elbow, £l-bd, s. 327. The next joint or cur- 
vature of the arm below the shoulder; any flexure or 
angle.

To Elbow, 31-bd, v. a. To push w ith the el
bow ; to push, to drive to a distance.

To Elbow, £Kbd, v. n. To jut out in angles. 
Elbowchair, 31-b6-tshAre,' s. A chair with 

arms, to support the elbows.
Elbowroom, £l-bi-r6din, $. Room to stretch 

out the elbows, freedom from confinement.
Eld, £ld, s. Old age, decrepitude; old people, 

persons worn out with years.
Elder, &l-d&r, a. 98. Surpassing another in 

years.
Elders, 51-d&rz, s. Persons whose age gives 

them reverence; ancestors; those who are older than 
others; among the Jews, rulers of the people; in the 
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New Testamc-nt, ecciesiasticks; among Presbyterians, 
laymen introduced into the kirk polity.

Elder, el-dbr, s. 98. The name of a tree. 
ELDERLY, 3l-dhr-l£, a. No longer young. 
Eldership, ^lM&r-shlp, s. Seniority, primo

geniture.
Eldest, el-d£st, a. Oldest; that has the right 

of primogeniture; that has lived most years.
Elecampane, 31-£-k&m-pane,' s. A plant, 

named also starwort
To Elect, £-13kt>' v. a. To choose for any 

office or use; in theology, to select as an object of etcr- 
’ nal mercy.

Elect, M£kt,' a. Chosen, taken bv preference 
from among others; chosen to an office, not yet in 
possession; chosen as 3n object of eternal mercy.

Electary, £-l£k-tA-r£, s. A form of medicine 
made of conserves and powders, of the consistence of 
honey.

This is an alteration of the word Electuary, which 
has taken place within these few years; and, it must be 
owned, is an alteration for the better: for as there is no 
u in the Latin Elect arium, there can be no reason for in
serting it in our English word, which is derived from it. 
Election, MAk-sh&n, s. The act of choosing 

one or more from a greater number; the power of 
choice; voluntary preference; the determination of 
God, by which any were selected for eternal life; the 
ceremony of a publick choice.

Electioneering, £-l£k-sh&n-&r-lng, s. Con
cern in parliamentary elections.

Elective, £-13k-tlv, a. Exerting the power of 
choice, regulated or bestowed by election or choice.

Electively, M5k-tlv-ld, ad. By choice, with 
preference of one to another.

Elector, M£k-tftr, s. 98. He that has a vote 
in the choice of any officer; a prince who has a voice 
in the choice of the German emperor.

Electoral, e-I^k-td-r^l, a. Having the dig
nity of an elector.

Electorate, M&k-td-rate, s. 91. The terri
tory of an elector.

Electre, e-l^k-t&r, s. 98. 41G. Amber; a 
mixed metal. 4

Electrical, 5-15kltr5-kil, 7 .
Electric , 5-UkMk, f a’

without magnetism; produced by an electrick body. 
Electrician, M£k-trlsh-in,s. One who makes 

electrical experiments, and endeavours to investigate 
the nature, causes, and effects of electricity.

Electricity, £-l£k-trlsQ.-t£, A property in 
bodies, whereby, when rubbed, they draw substances, 
and emit fire.

Electriferous, Mck-trlf^-r&s, a. Producing 
amber.

Electrification, d-lek-trlf-fi-ka-sb&n, j.
The state of being electrified.

To Electrify, M£k-tr£-fl, v. a. To communi
cate to a body the powers of attraction and repulsion, 
or any other electrical property.

Electrometer, £-15k-tr6m-5-t&r, s. 518. An 
> instrument to measure the power of attraction.
* Electuary, £-l£k'tsh&-&-r£, s.—-See Electary. 

Eleemosynary, £l-d-m&z-£-n£r-£, a. Living 
upon alms, depending upon charity; given in charity.

Elegance, Sl^-ginse, ) ,, 4 .
Elegancy, JlQ-gln-si, (’• Beaut>’ wlthou“ 

grandeur, the beauty of propriety, not of greatness.
Elegant, ^1^-gint, a. Pleasing with minuter 

beauties, nice, not coarse, not gross.
Elegantly, ^m-gint-U, ad. In such a manner 

as to please without elevation, neatly, nicely.
ElegiacK, 51-A-jl-ik, a. Used in elegies; 

mournful, sorrowful, pertainidg to elegies.
Our own analogy would lead us to place the accent 

upon the second syllable of this word ; but its derivation 
from the Latin clegiacus, and the Greek (in
both which the antepenultimate is long,) obliges us 
under pain of ap;»earing grossly illiterate, to place the 
accent on the 6ame letter. But it may be observed that
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we have scarcely an instance in the whole language of 
adopting a Latin or Greek word, and curtailing it of a 
syllable, without removing the accent higher on the 
English word.—See Academy.
Elegist, el-^-jlst, s. A writer of elegies.
Elegy, &l-£-j£, $. A mournful song; a fu

neral song; a short poem, with points or turns.
Element, element, s. The first or constitu

ent principle of any thing; the four elements, usually 
so called are earth, air, fire, water, of which our world 
is composed; the proper habitation or sphere of any 
thing; an ingredient, a constituent part; the letters 
of any language; the lowest or first rudiments of lite
rature or science.

Elemental, Sl-£-m£n-til, a. Produced by 
some of the four elements; arising from first princi
ples.

Elementarity, 31-£-m3n-ta.r-<*-t£, s. Simpli
city of nature, absence of composition.

Elementary, £l-£-m£n-t£r-£, a. Uncom
pounded, having only one principle.

Elephant, 31-e-fint, s. The largest of all 
quadrupeds.

Elephantine, 31-&-fin-tin, a. 140. Pertaining 
to the elephant

To Elevate, ^m-vAte, v. a. 91. To raise up 
aloft; to exalt, to dignify; to raise the mind with 
great conceptions.

Elevate, ^1-d-vAte, part. a. 91. Exalted, raised 
aloft.

Elevation, 31-£-va-shftn, s. The act of raising 
aloft; exaltation, dignity ; exaltation of the mind by 
noble conceptions; the height of any heavenly body 
with respect to the horizon.

Elevator, 31-£-va-tCir, s. 521. 166. A raiser 
or lifter up.

Eleven, A-l^v-vn, a. 103. Ten and one.
Eleventh, d-l^v-vnfA, a. The next in order 

to the tenth.
Elf, £lf, s. Plural, Elves. A wandering spirit, 

supposed to be seen in wild places; a devil
Elflock, £lf-16k, s. Knots of hair twisted by 

elves.
To Elicit, A-lIs-sIt, v. a. To strike out, to 

fetch out by labour. •
Elicit, £-11s-sIt, a. Brought into action.
Elicitation, £-lis-s&-ta-shan, s. A deducing 

the power of the will into act.
r» Elide, e-llde,' v. a. To break in pieces.
Eligibility, dl- -b1U£-t£, s. Worthiness to 

be chosen.
Eligible, 31-&-j£-bl, a. 405. Fit to be chosen, 

worthy of choice, preferable.
Eligibleness, &lLe-j£-bl-n3ss, s. Worthiness 

to be chosen, preferableness.
Elimination, £-llm-6-ni'sh&n, s. The act of 

banishing, the act of turning out of doors, rejection.
Elision, e-lizh-&n, $. The act of cutting off; 

division, separation of parts.
Elixation, ^l-ik-sa-sh&n, s. 533. 530. The 

act of boiling, or stewing any thing.
Elixir, ^-llk-s&r, s. 418. A medicine made 

by strong infusion, where the ingredients are almost 
dissolved in the menstruum ; the liquor with which 
chymists transmute metals; the extract or quintes
sence of any thing; any cordial.

There is a corrupt pronunciation of this word, even 
among the upper ranks of people, which changes the i 
m the second syllable into e, as if written Elexir. The s 
is never pronounced in yiis manner when the accent is 
on it, except when followed by r and another consonant, 
108.
Elk, 31k, s. The elk is a large and stately 

ar.imai of the stag kind. k
Ell, 31, s. A measure containing a y ard and 

a quarter.
Ellipsis, ^1-llp-sls, $. A figure of rhetoric , 

by which something is left out; in geometry, an oval 
figure generated from the section of a cone.—See £/- 
face.
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Elliptical, 31-11 p^t3-kll,) T, . , .
Elliptic , Wilk, S "• H™ngthefo”> 

of an ellipsis, oval.
Elm, £lm, s. The name of a tree.
Elocution, £I-6-kb-shhn, s. The power of 

fluent speech ; eloquence, flow of language; the power 
of expression ordiction.

This word originally, both among the Greeks and 
Romans, signified the choice and order of words; and 
Dryden and other modems have used it in the same 
sense; it is now scarcely ever used but to signify pronun
ciation. The French seem to have been the first who 
used it in this sense: Addison has followed them; and 
as it is perfectly agreeable to the Latin original e and lo- 
Quor, and serves to distinguish oratorical pronunciation 
from pronunciation in general, the alteration is not with
out its use.
ELOGY, s. 503. Praise, panegyrick.
To Elongate, £-l&ng^gate, v. n. To lengthen, 

to draw out.
To Elongate, £-16ng-gate, v. n. To go off 

to a distance from any thing.
Elongation, &l-&ng-ga-shhn, s. 530. 533.

The act of stretching or lengthening itself; the state 
of being stretched; distance; space at which one thing 
is distant from another; departure, removal.

To Elope, £-ldpe,' v. a. To run away, to 
break loose, to escape.

Elopement, £-ldpe'm£nt, s. Departure from 
just restraint, rejection of lawful power.

Elops, £-16ps, s. A fish, reckoned by Mil ton 
among the serpents.

Eloquence, el-d-kwCnse, s. The power of 
speaking with fluency and elegance; elegant language 
uttered with fluency.

Eloquent, £l-d-kw£nt, a. Having the power 
of oratory.

Else, £lse, pron. Other, one besides. 
Else, £lse, ad. Otherwise; besides, except. 
Elsewhere, £lse^whare, ad. 397. In any 

other place; in other places, in some other place.
To Elucidate, ^-lfi-sd-date, v. a. To explain, 

to clear, to make plain.
Elucidation, £-lh-sd-da-sh?in, s. Explanation, 

exposition.
Elucidator, £-lfi-s£-d£-t&r, s. 521. Explainer, 

expositor, commentator.
To Elude, £-lflde( v. a. To escape by strata

gem, to avoid by artifice.
EluDible, £-lii-d£-bl, a. Possible to be eluded* 
Elves, &vz, s. The plural of Elf. 
ElveloCK, &lv-16k, s. Knots in the hair. 
Elvish, £l-vish, a. Relating to elves, or wan

dering spirits.
Elumbated, £-l&m-ba-t£d, a. Weakened in 

the loins.
Elusion, ^-lh-zhun, s. An escape from inquiry, 

or examination, an artifice, a fraud.
Elusive, ^-lh-slv, a. 158. 428. Practising 

elusion, using arts to escape.
Elusory, e-lu-shr-e, a. 429. 512. Tending to 

elude, tending to deceive, fraudulent, deceitful.
To Elute, e-lfrte,' v. a. To wash off. 
To Elutriate, £-lu'tr£-ate, v. a. 91. To de

cant, to strain out.
Elysian, £-11zh^-in, a. 542. Deliciously soft 

and soothing, exceedingly delightful.
Elysium, £-llzh^-&m, s. The place assigned 

by the heathens to happy souls; any place exquisitely 
pleasant.

To Emaciate, £-ma'sh£-ate, v. a. 542. To 
waste, to deprive of flesh.

To Emaciate, e-ma-sh^-ate, v. n. To lose 
flesh, to pine, to grow lean.

Emaciation, £-ma-she-a-shUn, s. The act of 
making lean; the state of one growing lean.

Emaculation, e-mak-h-la-sh&n, s. The act 
of freeing any thing from spots or foulness.
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Emanant, 3m-A-nint, a. Issuing from some- 
thing else.

To Emanate, em-i-nate, v. n. 91. To issue 
or flow from something else.

Emanation, 3m-mi-na-sh&n, s. 530. The act 
of issuing or proceeding from any other substance; 
that which issues from another substance.

Emanative, Sm-in-J-tlv, a. 91. Issuing from 
another.

To Emancipate, d-mAn^s^-pate, v. a. To set 
free from servitude, to restore to liberty.

Emancipation, ^-min-s^-pa-shiin, s. The act 
of setting free, deliverance from slavery.

To Emarginate, £-mlr-j£-nate, v. a. To take 
away the margin or edge of any thing.

To Emasculate, 3-m£sMdi-late, v. a. To cas
trate, to deprive of virility; to effeminate; to vitiate 
by unmanly softness*

Emasculation, £-mis-kii-la-sh&n, s. Castra
tion ; effeminacy, womanish qualities, unmanly soft
ness.

To Embale, em-bale' v. a. To make up into 
a bundle; to bind up, to enclose.

To Embalm, em-bamf p. a. 403. To impreg
nate a body with aromaticks, that it may resist putre
faction.

ftO’ The affinity between the long e and the short i, 
when immediately followed by the accent, has been ob
served under the word Despatch. But this affinity is no 
where more remarkable than in those words where the e 
is followed by m or n. Tins has induced Mr. Sheridan to 
spell embrace, endow, &c. imbrace, indow, &c. and this 
spelling may, perhaps, sufficiently convey the cursory 
or colloquial pronunciation; but my observation greatly 
fails me if correct publick speaking does not preserve the 
e in its true sound, when followed by m or n. The dif
ference is delicate, but, in my Opinion, real.
Embalmer, 3m-bam-3r, s. 409. One that 

practises the art of embalming and preserving bodies. 
To Embar, 3m-bAr,' v. a. To shut, to enclose; 

to stop, to hinder by prohibition, to block up.
Embargo, 3m-b3r-gd, s. 98. A prohibition to 

pass, in commerce, a stop put to trade.
To Embark, £m-bark,' v. a. To put on ship

board ; to engage another in any affair.
To Embark, 3m-bArk,z v. n. To go on ship-

. board; to engage in any affair.
Embarkation, 3m-bir-ka-sh&n, s. The act of 

putting on shipboard; the act of going on shipboard.
To Embarrass, ^m-bar-rls, v. a. To perplex, 

to distress, to entangle.
Embarrassment, 3m-b&r-rAs-m£nt, s. Per

plexity, entanglement.
To Embase, em-base,' v. a. To vitiate; to 

degrade, to vilify, to depauperate, to impair.
Embasement, £m-base-m£nt, s. Depravation. 
Embassador, em-bAs-sA-d&r, s. 98. A man 

sent on a publick message.
Embassadress, 3m-bis-sA-dr3s, s. A woman 

sent on a publick message.
Embassage, 3m-bis-sajc, 90. 
Embassy, 3m-b3s-se,

solemn message. 
To Embattle, 3m-blt-tl, v. a. 405. To range 

in order or array of battle.
Embattle, 3m-blt-tl, v. n. To be ranged in 

order of battle, or in battle array.
To Embay, 3m-b3,z v. a. 98. To bathe, to wet, 

to wash ; to enclose in a bay, to land-lock.
To Embellish, 3m-b3Ullsh, v. a. To adorn, 

to beautify, to grace with ornaments, to decorate.
Embellishment, £m-b£Kllsh-mgnt, s. Orna

ment, adventitious beauty, decoration.
Embers, Cm-burz, s. Without a singular. 

Hot cinders, ashes not yet extinguished.
Ember-week, ^m-bur-week, s. A week in 

tfhich an ember day falls. The ember days at the four 
seasons are the Wednesday, Friday, and Saturday, af- 
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s. A publick
message; any

ter the first Sunday In Lent, the feast of Pentecost, 
September fourteenth, December thirteenth.

To Embezzle, £m-b£z-zl, v. a. 405. To ap
propriate by breach of trust; to waste, to swallow up 
in riot.

Embezzlement, 3m-b3z-zl-m£nt, s. The act 
of appropriating to himself that which is received in 
trust for another; appropriation.

To Emblaze, 3m-blaze,z v. a. To adorn with 
glittering embellishments; to blazon, to paint with 
ensigns armorial.

To Emblazon, 3m-bla-zn, v. a. To adorn 
with figures of heraldry; to deck in glaring colours.

Emblazonry, £m-bla-zn-r£, s. Pictures upon 
shields.

Emblem, 3m-bl3m, s. Inlay, enamel; an oc
cult representation, an allusive picture.

To Emblem, 3m-bl£m, v. a. To represent in 
an occult or allusive manner.

Emblematical, 3m-bl£-m&t-£-kAl, 509. ? a 
Emblematic , em-bl£-mit-ik, j

Comprising an emblem, allusive, occultly representa
tive ; dealing in emblems, using emblems.

Emblematically, 3m-bl3-mit-3-kil-3, ad. In 
the manner of emblems, allusively.

Emblematist, 3m-blem-l-tlst, s. Writer or 
inventor of emblems.

Embolism, 3m-bd-llzm, s Intercalation, in
sertion of days or years to produce regularity and equa
tion of time; the time inserted, intercalatory time.

Embolus, 3m-b3-l&s, s. Any thing inserted 
and acting in another, as the sucker in a pump.

To EMBOSS, 3m-b3s,z v. a. To form with pro
tuberances ; to engrave with relief, or rising work; ttf. 
enclose in a thicket, to include, to cover, to hunt hard.

Embossment, 3m-b3s-m3nt, s. Any thing 
standing out from the rest, jut, eminence; relief; ris
ing work.

To Embottle, 3m-b3t-tl, v. a. To include in 
bottles, to bottle

To Embowel, 3m-bou^31, v. a. To deprive of 
the entrails, to eviscerate.

To Embrace, 3m-brase,z v. a. To hold fondly 
in the arms, to squeeze in kindness; to seize ardently 
or eagerly, to lay hold on, to welcome; to comprehend, 
to take in, to encircle; to comprise, to enclose, tf 
contain.

To Embrace, 3m-brase,z v. n. To join in an 
embrace.

Embrace, 3m-brase,z s. Clasp, fond pressure 
in the arms, hug.

Embracement, 3m-brase-m£nt, s. Clasp in 
the arms, hug, embrace; state of being contained, 
enclosure; conjugal endearment.

Embracer, ^m-bra-s&r, s. The person em
bracing.

Embrasure, 2m-bri-zh£ire, s. An aperture in 
the wall, battlement.

To Embrocate, 3m-brd-kate, v. a. 91. To 
rub any part diseased with medicinal liquors.

Embrocation, 3m-br6-ka-sbfrn, s. The act of 
rubbing any part diseased with medicinal liquors; the 
lotion with which any diseased part is washed.

To Embroider, 4m-br6d-d&r, ». a. To border 
with ornaments, to decorate with figured works.

Embroiderer, 3m-br3^d&r-&r, s. One that 
adorns clothes with needle-work.

Embroidery, 3m-br3^d&r-3, s. Figures raised 
upon a ground, variegated needle-work, variegation, 
diversity of colours.

To Embroil, 3m-br311, v. a. To disturb, to 
confuse, to distract, to throw into commotion.

To Embrothel, im-briTH^l, i>. a. To enclose 
in a brothel.

Embruted, £m-br(i-tSd, a. Reduced to brutal- 
ity, very depraved.

Embryo, 3m-br3-3, ? * The offspring yet
Embryon, 3m-br»l-3n, J unfinished in the 
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womb; the state of any thing not yet fit for produc
tion, yet unfinished.

Emendable, i-min'dl-bl, a. Capable of 
emendation, corrigible-

Emendation, im-in-da-sh&n, s. 530. Correc
tion, alteration of any thing from worse to better; an 
alteration made in the text by verbal criticism.

Emendator, im-in-da-tdr, «. 521. A correc
tor, an improver, an alterer for the better.

Emerald, im-i-rlld,s. A green precious stone. 
To Emerge, i-mirje^ v. n. To rise out of any 

thing in which it is covered; to rise, to mount from a
I state of depression or obscurity.
Emergence, &-m£r'j£nse, ) rp, ,Emergency, The act of

rising out of any fluid by which it is covered; the act 
of rising into view; any sudden occasion, unexpected 
casualty; pressing necessity.

•Emergent, &-m&r-j£nt, a. Rising out of that 
which overwhelms and obscures it; rising into view or 
notice; proceeding or issuing from any thing; sudden, 
unexpectedly casual.

Emerited, £-m£r-it-£d, a. Allowed to have 
done sufficient publick service.

EmerOIDS, £rn-£r-61dz, s. Painful swellings
of the hemorrhoidal veins, piles, properlyZfcmorrAonfc.

Emersion, £-m£r-shfin, s. The time when a 
star, having been obscured by its too near approach to 
the sun, appears again.

Emery, &m-6r-d, s. Emery is an iron ore. It 
is prepared by grinding in mills. It is useful in clean
ing and polishing steel.

Emetical, £-m£t££-kil,) u
Emetic , 4-m«t«k, J “• Having the qua-

lity of provoking vomits.
Emetically, oi. In such a

manner as to provoke to vomit.
Emication, em-£-ka-shhn, s. 530. Sparkling, 

flying off in small particles.
Emiction, e-mik-sh&n, a. Urine.
Emigrant, £m-£-grant, s. One that emigrates. 
To Emigrate, Sm-mi-grite, c. n. To remove 

from one place to another.
Emigration, £m-£-gra-sh&n, i. 530. Change 

of habitation.
Eminence, 3m-e-n£nse, ) T a- i • i.Eminency, Wi-ngn-si, 1s’ Loftiness,height; 

summit, highest part; exaltation, conspicuousness,re
putation, celebrity; supreme degree; notice, distinc
tion; a title given to cardinals.

Eminent, &m-6-n£nt, a. High, lofty; digni
fied, exalted; conspicuous, remarkable.

Eminently, em££-n&nt-l£, ad. Conspicuously, 
in a manner that attracts observation; in a high degree.

Emissary, &m-is-stlr-r&, s. One sent out on 
private messages; a spy, a secret agent; one that emits 
or sends out.

Emission, d-mlsh-&n, s. The act of sending 
out, vent

To Emit, £-m!t,' v. a. To send forth; to let 
fly. to dart; to issue out juridically.

EMMENAGOGUE, ^m-m^n-i-g6g, s. A medicine 
to promote circulation in females.

Emmet, £m-mlt, s. 99. An ant, a pismire.
To EmMEW, £m-mi,' v. a. To mew or coop up.
Emollient, £-m61-y£nt, a. 113. Softening, 

suppling.
Emollients, g-mM-ygnts, «. Such things as 

slieathc and soften the asperities of the humours, and 
relax and supple the solids.

Emollition, &m-m61-lish-un, s. The act of 
softening.

Emolument, ^-m&l-ii-m^nt, s. Profit, ad
vantage.

Emotion, g-mMshfin, s. Disturbance of mind,
vehemence of passion.
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To Empale, gm-pale,' t>. a. To fence with a 
pale; to fortify; to enclose, to shut in; to put to death 
by spitting on a stake fixed upright.

Empannel, ^m-pAn-nel, s. The writing or 
entering the names of a jury into a schedule by the 
sheriff, which he has summoned to appear.

To Empannel, &n-p&n-n£l, v. a. To summon 
to serve on a jury.

To Empassion, em-plsh'&n, v. a. To move 
with passion, to affect strongly.

To Empeople, &n-p£'pl, v. a. To form into 
a people or community.

Emperess, &m-p£r-£s, $. A woman invested
with imperial power; the queen of an emperor.

Emperor, &m-p£r-hr, $. 166. A monarch of
title and dignity superiour to a king.

EMPERY, £m-p6r-£, s. 503. Empire, sovereign
command. Obsolete.

Emphasis, 6m-fA-sls, s. A remarkable stress 
laid upon a word or sentence.

Emphatical, Cm-flt-lk41, \ a. Forcible, 
Emphatic , Sm-f^t-ik, strong, striking. 
Emphatically, £m-fit-e-kll-£, ad. Strongly, 

forcibly, in a striking manner.
To Empierce, £m-p£rse,' v. a. 250. To pierce 

into, to enter into by violent impulse.—See Pierce.
Empire, £m-plre, s. 140. Imperial power, 

supreme dominion; the region over which dominion 
is extended; command over any thing.

JO* I have differed from Mr. Sheridan and Buchanan 
in the pronunciation of the last syllable of this word, as 
I think the long sound of i is more agreeable to the ear, 
as well as to the bost usage, though I confess not so ana
logical as the short i. Dr. Kenrick, Scott, W. Johnston, 
and Perry, pronounce the i long as I have done.—See 
Umpire.
Empiric , Sm-p£-rlk, or 5ni-plr-1k, s. A trier 

or experimenter, such persons as venture upon obser
vation only; a quack.

Dr. Johnson tells us, the first accentuation is 
adopted by Dryden, and the last by Milton; and this he 
prefers. There is indeed a strong analogy for the last, as 
the word ends in ick, 509; but this analogy is sometimes 
violated in favour of the substantives, as in Lunatick, 
Here tick, &c. and that this is the case in the word in 
question, may be gathered from the majority of votes in 
its favour: for though Dr. Johnson, Mr. Sheridan, Mr. 
Nares, and W. Johnston, are for the latter; Dr. Kenrick, 
Dr. Ash, Mr. Scott, Mr. Perry, Buchanan, Entick, Bai- 
ley, and Barclay, are for the former. This word classes 
too with those that almost always adopt the antepenulti
mate accent, 503; but the adjective has more properly the 
accent on the second syllable.
Empirical, gm-pIrQ-kgl,) .
Empiric . gtn-pWik, f Vcrsed ,n exPerl-

ments, practised only by rote, without rational grounds. 
Empirically, 3m-plr-d-kAl-lA, ad. Experi

mentally, without rational grounds; in the manner of 
a quack?

Empiricism, &m-pIr-£-sizm, s. Dependence on
experience without knowledge or art, quackery.

Emplaster, tm-pHs-t&r, s. An application to 
a sore of an oleaginous or viscous substance spread 
upon cloth.

To Emplaster, em-plls-tftr, v. a. To cover 
with plaster.

Emplastic , gm-plJs-tik, a Viscous, gluti
nous, fit to be applied as a plaster.

To Emplead, em-plede/ v. a. To endict, to 
prefer a charge against.

To Employ, gm-pldg,' v. a. To busy, to keep 
at work, to exercise; to use as an instrument; to com
mission, to intrust with the management of any affairs; 
to fill up with business, or to spend in business.

Employ, £m-pl&£,z s. Business, object of in
dustry ; publick office.

Employable, £m-pl6£-i-bl, a. Capable to be 
used, proper for use.

Employer, &m-pld££hr, s. One that uses, or
causes to be used.
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Employment, 8m-pI84-m8nt, s. Business, ob
ject of industry ; the state of being employed; office, 
post of business.

To Empoison, 8m-p84-zn, ». a. To destroy by 
poison, to destroy by venomous food or drugs j to en
venom.

Empoisoner, 8m-p88-zn-&r, s. One who de- 
stroys another by poison. *

EmpoisONMENT, em-p3e'zn-ment, s. The prac
tice of destroying by poison.

Emporetic , &m-po-r£t-lk, a. That which is 
used at markets, or in merchandise.

Emporium, ^m-pd^-im, s. A place of mer
chandise, a commercial city, a town of trade.

To Empoverish, 3m-p5v-Ar-lsh, v. a. To make 
poor; to lessen fertility, to reduce to indigence.

This word, before Dr. Johnson’s Dictionary was 
published, was always written impoverish ; nor since he 
has reformed the orthography do we find any consider
able difference in the sound of the first syllable, except 
in solemn speaking ; in this case we must undoubtedly 
preserve the e in its true sound.—See Embalm. 
Empoverisheb, 8m-p8v-8r-Isli-ir, s. One that 

makes others poor; that which impairs fertilitv. 
Empovehishment, 8m-piv-er-ish-m8nt, s. Di- 

minution, waste, cause of poverty.
To Empower, &m-p6u-Cir, o. a. To authorise, 

to commission ; to enable.
Empress, £m-pr£s, s. The queen of an em

peror ; a female invested with imperial dignity, a fe
male sovereign; properly Emperess.

Emprise, &m-prlze,' s. Attempt of danger, un
dertaking of hazard, enterprise.

Emptier,’£m-t£-hr, s. One that empties, one 
that makes any place void.

Emptiness, &m-t£-n£ss, s. The state of being 
empty, a void space, vacuity; unsatisfactoriness, in
ability to fill the desires; vacuity of head, want of 
knowledge.

Emption, 3m-shun, s. The act of purchasing. 
Empty, £m-t£, a. 412. Void, having nothing 

in it, not full; unsatisfactory, unable to fill the mind 
or desires; without any thing to carry, unburthened; 
vacant of head, ignorant, unskilful; without substance, 
without solidity, vain.

To Empty, £m-t£, v. a. To evacuate, to ex
haust.

To Empurple, 6m-p&r-pl, v. a. To make of a 
purple colour, to discolour with purple.

To EMPUZZLE, dm-phz-zl, v. a. To perplex, 
to put to a stand.

Empyema, Cm-pl-A-mA, s. 92. A collection of 
purulent matter in any part whatsoever, generally used 
to signify that in the cavity of the breast only.

I have differed from Mr. Sheridan in the sound of 
the y in the second syllable of this word, merely from 
the disagreeable effect it has on the ear, to pronounce 
two vowels of exactly the same sound in immediate suc
cession. This sameness is, in some measure, avoided by 
giving y the long diphthongal sound of is and the same 
reason has induced me to the same notation in the word 
Empyrean. If good usage is against me, I submit. 
Empyreal, em-pir-e-il, a. Formed of fire, 

refined beyond aerial.
Empyrean, lm-pi-r^ln, or £m-pir-A-An, s. The 

highest heaven, where the pure element of fire is sup
posed to subsist—Sec Empyema.

IO* This word has the accent on the penultimate syl
lable in Sheridan, Kenrick, Barclay, Nares and Bailey; 
and on the antepenultimate in Ash, Buchanan, Perry, 
ind Entick : and this last accentuation is, in my opinion, 
.he most correct; for as the penultimate is short, there is 
the same reason for placing the accent on the antepenul
timate as in Cerulean} though Poets, with their usual li
cense, generally accent the penultimate.—See European. 
EmpyreuM, em-plr^re-hm, ) s. The burning 
Empyreuma, &m-p&-ra-ml, j of any matter in 

boiling or distillation.
EwyreumaTICAL, ^m-pi-ri-mitld-kil, a. 

Having the smell or taste of burned substances.
EMPYROSIS, ^m-p^-ro^sls s 520. Conflagra

tion, general fire.
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To Emulate, Sm-h-late, ». a. To rival; to 
imitate with hope of equality or superior excellence, 
to be equal toj to rise to equality with.

Emulation, s. Rivalry, desire
of superiority; contest

Emulative, 8m-8-li-tlv, a. Inclined to emu- 
lation, rivalling, disposed to competition.

Emulator. j. 166. 521. Ari-
val, a competitor.

To Emulge, A-m&lje,' v. a. To milk out.
Emulgent, 8-mfil-j8nt, a. Milking or drain- 

ing out
Emulous, &m-i-l&s, a. 314. Rivalling; en

gaged in competition; desirous of -superiority, desi
rous to rise above another, desirous of any excellence 
possessed by another.

Emulously, <*m-£i-l&s-l£, ad. With desire of 
excelling or outgoing another.

Emulsion, A-mbl-sh&n, s. A form of medi
cine, by bruising oily seeds and kernels.

EmunctORIES, d-m&ngk-t&r4z, s. 557. 99. 
Those parts of the body where any thing excrementi- 
tious is separated and collected.

To Enable, £n-a-bl, v. a. 405. To make able, 
to confer power, to supply with strength or power.

To ENACT, &n-Akt,' v. a. To establish, to de
cree ; to represent by action, to perform.

The same observations hold good in words begin
ning with mas in those with cm.—See Embalm and En. 
comium.
Enactor, Sn-Ak-t&r, a. 166. One that forms 

decrees, or establishes laws j one who practises or per
forms any thing.

ENALLAGE, dn-Al-lA.-j£, s. A figure in gram
mar, whereby there is a change either of a pronoun, 
as when a possessive is put fora relative, or when one 
mood or tense of a verb is put for another.

To EnaMBUSH, £n-Am-bush, v. a. To hide in 
ambush, to hide with hostile intention.

To Enamel, &n-Am-£l, v. a. 99. To inlay, to 
variegate with colours.

To Enamel, 6n-Am-£l, v. n. To practise the 
use of enamel.

Enamel, in-im^l, s. Any thing enamelled, 
or variegated with colours inlaid; the substance inlaid 
in other things.

Enameller, ^n-Am-^l-l&r, s. One that prac
tises the art of enamelling.

To Enamour, Sn-im-tir, v. a. 314. To inflame 
with love; to make fond.-

Enarration, &n-n£r-ra-sh&n, a. Explanation. 
EnarthrOSIS, en-Ar-f/trd-sls, s. 520. The in

sertion of one bone into another to form a joint
Enatation, £-nA-ta-shfm, a. The act of swim

ming out
To Encage, &n-kaje( v. a. To shut up as in 

a cage; to coop up, to confine.
To Encamp, £n-kAmp,' v. n. To pitch tents; 

to sit down for a time in a march.
To Encamp, en-kAmp,' v. a. To form an army 

into a regular camp.
Encampment, An-kAmp-m&nt, a. The act of 

encamping, or pitching tents; a camp, tents pitched 
in order.

To Encave, An-kave,' v. a. To hide as in a 
cave.

To Enchafe, An-tshafe,' v. a. To enrage, to 
irritate, to provoke.

To Enchain, £n-tshane,' v. a. To fasten with 
a chain, to hold in chains, to bind.

To Enchant, ^n-tshAnt,' v. a. 79. To subdue 
by charms or spells; to delight in a high degree..

Enchanter, An-tshAn-t&r, a. 98. A magician, 
a sorcerer.

Enchantingly, £n-tshAn-ting-le, ad. With 
the force of enchantment.

Enchantment, An-tshAnt-ment, a. Magical 
charms, spells, incantation; irresistible influence; 
overpowering delight
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Enchantress, An-tshin-trAs, s. A sorceress, a 
woman versed in magical arts; a woman whose beauty 
or excellence gives irresistible influence.

To Enchase, An-tshAse,' v. a. To infix, to en
close in any other body so as to be held fast, but not 
concealed.

To Encircle, An-sAr-kl, v. a. To surround, 
to environ, to enclose in a ring or circle.

ENCIRCLET, An-sArk-lAt, s. A circle, a ring. 
Enclitical, An-kllt^A-kll, a. Relating to en- 

cli ticks.
Encliticks, An-kllt-lks, s. Particles which 

throw back the accent upon the last syllable of the fore
going word.

To Enclose, An-klAze,z v. a. To part from 
things or grounds common by a fence; to environ, to 
encircle, to surround.

Encloser, An-kid^z&r, «. One that encloses 
or separates common fields into several distinct proper
ties ; any thing in which another is enclosed.

Enclosure, An-klA-zhiire, s. The act of en
closing or environing any thing; the separation of 
common grounds into distinct possessions; the appro
priation of things common ; state of being shut up in 
any place; the space enclosed.

Encomiast, An-kA'mA-ist, s. A panegyrist, a 
praiser, a proclaimer of praise.

Encomiastical, An-ko-mA-ls-tA-kil, 7 
Encomiastick, An-kd-mA-As-dk, }

Panegyrical, containing praise, bestowing praise. 
Encomium, An-k6-mA-&m, s. Panegyrick, 

praise, elogy.
Though in cursory speaking we frequently hear 

the e confounded with the short i in the first syllables of 
encamp, enchant, &c. without any great offence to the 
ear, yet such an interchange in encomium, encomiast, &c. 
is not only a departure from propriety, but from polite
ness ; and it is not a little surprising that Mr. Sheridan 
should have adopted it. The truth is, preserving the e 
pure in all words of this form, whether in rapid or deli
berate speaking, is a correctness well worthy of attention. 
To Encompass, An-kum-pls, v. a. To enclose;

to encircle, to go round any place, to surround. 
ENCOMPASSMENT, An-kCim-pis-mAnt, s. Cir

cumlocution, remote tendency to talk.
Encore, dng-kdre,' ad. Again, once more.

This word is perfectly French, and, as usual, we 
have adopted it with the original pronunciation. In othel 
words which we have received from the French, where 
the nasal vowel has occurred, we have substituted an awk
ward pronunciation in imitation of it, which has at once 
shown our fondness for foreign modes of speaking, and 
our incapacity of acquiring them : thus Caisson has been 
turned into Cassoon, Ballon into Balloon, Dragon into 
Dragoon, and Chamont (a character in the Orphan) into 
Shamoon ; but in the word before us, this nasal sound is 
followed by c hard, which after n always involves hard g, 
408.; and this is precisely an English sound. An Eng
lishman, therefore, does not find the difficulty in pro
nouncing the nasal sound in this word, which he would 
in another that does not admit of the succeeding hard c 
or g; as entendement, atteniif, &c. ; for if in pro
nouncing the en in these words the tongue should once 
touch the roof ut the mouth, the French nasal sound 
would be ruined. No wonder then that a mere English 
speaker should pronounce this French word so well, and 
tne rest of the nasal vowels so ill. It does not arise from 
the habit they contract at theatres, (where it would be 
the most barbarous and ill-bred pronunciation in the 
world to call for the repetition of an English song in 
elain English.) It does not, I sav, arise from custom, 
ut from coincidence. The sound, in the word before 

us, is common to both nations; and though the French 
may give it a somewhat lighter sound than the English, 
they are both radically the same. Adopting this word, 
however, in the Theatre, does the English no manner of 
credit. Every language ought to be sufficient for all its 
purposes. A foreigner who understood our language, 
but who had never been present at our dramatick perfor
mances, would suppose we had no equivalents in English, 
should he hear us cry out Encore, Bravo, and Bravisstmo, 
when we only wish to have a song repeated, or to applaud 
the agility of a dancer.
Encounter, dn-kdWtfir, j. 313. Duel, single 

fight, conflict; battle, fight in which enemies rush 
against each other; sudden meeting; casual incident.
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To Encounter, An-kA&n-t&r, v. a. To meet 
face to face; to meet in a hostile manner, to rush 
against in conflict; to attack; to oppose; to meet by 
accident.

To Encounter, An-koun-tur, v. n. To rush 
together in a hostile manner, to conflict; to engage, 
to fight; to meet face to face; to come together by 
chance.

Encounterer, An-k6un-tur-ur, s. Opponent, 
antagonist, enemy ; one that loves to accost others.

To Encourage, An-kdr-rldje, v. a. 90. To 
animate, to incite to any thing; to give courage to, to 
support the spirits, to embolden; to raise confidence.

Encouragement, An-k&r-rldje-mAnt,s. Incite
ment to any action or practice, incentive; favour, 
countenance, support

ENCOURAGER, en-k&r-ridje-&r, s. 314. One 
that supplies incitements to any thing, a favourer.

To Encroach, Sn-krdtsb,' v. n. 295. To make 
invasions upon the rights of another; to advance gra
dually and by stealth upon that to which one has no 
right.

ENCROACHER, An-kr6tsh-&r, s. One who seizes 
the possession of another by gradual and silent means; 
one who makes slow and gradual advances beyond his 
rights.

Encroachment, An-kr6tsh-mAnt, 5. An un
lawful gathering in upon another man; advance into 
the territories or rights of another.

To Encumber, An-kfrm^b&r, v. a. To clog, to 
load, to impede; to embarrass, to load with debts.

Encumbrance, An-khm-brAnse, s. Clog, load, 
impediment; burden upon an estate.

Encyclical, An-sik-lA-k&l, a. 535. ’ Circular, 
sent round through a large region.

Encyclopedia, en-si-klA-pe-dA-i, s. The circle 
of sciences, the round of learning.—See Cyclopedia.

Encysted, An-sls-tAd, a. Enclosed in a vesicle 
or bag.

End, And, s. The extremity of any thing; the 
conclusion or cessation of any thing; the conclusion 
or last part of any thing; ultimate state, final doom ; 
final determination, conclusion of debate or delibera
tion ; death; abolition, total loss; fragment, broken 
piece; purpose, intention; thing intended, final de
sign. An End, erect, as his hair stands an end.

To End, And, v. a. To terminate, to conclude, 
to finish; to destroy, to put to death.

To End, And, v. n. To come to an end; to 
conclude, to cease.

To Endamage, An-d&m-idje, v. a. 90. To 
mischief, to prejudice, to harm.

To Endanger, An-dan-jur, v. a. To put into, 
hazard, to bring into peril; to incur the danger of, to 
hazard.

To Endear, An-dAAr,' v. a. 227. To make 
dear, to make beloved.

Endearment, An-dAAr-mAnt, s. The cause of 
love, means by which anything is endeared ; the state 
of being endeared, the state of being loved.

Endeavour, An-dAv-&r, s. 234. Labour di
rected to some certain end.^

To Endeavour, An-dAv-ftr, v. n. To labour to 
a certain purpose, to work for a certain end.

To Endeavour, An-dAv-iir, v. a. To at
tempt, to try, to essay.

Endeavourer, An-dAv-&r-£ir, s. One who 
labours to a certain end.

Endecagon, 8u-d8kil-gdn, s. A plain figure 
of eleven sides and angles.

Endemial, An-dA-mA-Al, }
Endemical, Sn-dWd-kil, V s. Peculiar to a 
Endemics, 8n-d8m-Ik, )

country, used of any disease that affects several people 
together in the same country, proceeding from some 
cause peculiar to the country where it reigns.

To Endenize, 8d-d8n4z, v. a. 159. To make 
free, to enfranchise.

To Endenizen, 8n-d8ni8-z?n, v. a. 103. 234. 
To naturalize.
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To Endict, 7 in-dlte,' t>. a. To charge any man 
To Endite, \ by a written accusation before a 

court of justice, as he was endicted for felony; to draw 
up, to compose; to dictate.

Before Johnson published his Dictionary, these 
words were universally spelled indict and indite. That 
great reformer of our language seems to have considered, 
that as the I .atin indicere came to us through the French 
enditer, we ought to adopt the French rather than the 
Latin preposition, especially as we have conformed to the 
French in the sound of the latter part of this word. But 
notwithstanding his authority, to indict, signifying to 
charge, stands its ground, and to indite is used only when 
we mean to draw up or compose; in this sense, perhaps, 
it may not be improper to spell it endite, as it may serve 
to distinguish it from the other word, so different in sig
nification.
Endictment, ) &n-dlte£m£nt, s. A bill or de- 
Enditement, ) claration made in form of law, 

for the benefit of the commonwealth.
Endive, &n-dlv, s. An herb, succory.
Endless, Snd-lSs, a. Without end, without 

conclusion or termination ; infinite in duration, per
petual ; incessant, continual.

Endlessly, &nd-l£s-l£, ad. Incessantly, per
petually ; without termination of length.

Endlessness, &nd-l£s-n£ss, s. Perpetuity, end
less duration ; the quality of being round without an 
end.

Endlong, £nd-16ng, ad. In a straight line. 
En’DMOST, £nd-mdst, a. Remotest, furthest, 

at the further end.
To Endorse, £n-dorse,' v. a. To register on 

the back of a writing, to superscribe; to cover on the 
back.

Endorsement, ^n-ddrse-mSnt, s. Superscrip
tion, writing on the back; ratification.

To Endow, &n-ddu,' v. a. 313. To enrich with 
a portion ; to supply with any external goods; to en
rich with any excellence.

Endowment, in-d<5&-mSnt, s. Wealth be
stowed to any person or use; the bestowing or assuring 
a dower, the setting forth or severing a sufficient por
tion for perpetual maintenance; gifts of nature.

To Endue, £n-du' v. a. To supply with men
tal excellencies, to invest with intellectual jxjwers.

Endurance, fin-dii'rinse, s. Continuance, 
lastingness.

To Endure, 3n-dure,' v. a. To bear, to un
dergo, to sustain, to support, unbroken.

To Endure, 5n-d&re,' v. n. To last, to remain, 
to continue; to brook, to

Endurer, In-dil-r&r, s. 98. One that can bear 
or endure, sustaii er ; continuer, lazier.

Endwise, dnd-wiz.c. ad. Erectly, on end.
To Enecate, 6n-c-kate, v. a. To kill, to d 

stroy, to butcher.
Enemy, en-e-m£, s. A pu~lick fo< ; a private 

opponent, an antagonist; one that disuses; in the
ology, the fiend, the devil

Energetic , £n-&r-j£t-ik, a. 530. Forcible, 
active, vigorous, efficacious.

To Energize, 3n^£r-jlze, v. n. To act with 
energy.

Energy, 3n^r-jd, s. 503. Power; force, vi
gour, efficacy; faculty, operation.

To Enervate, £-ner-vate, v. a, 91. To weaken, 
to deprive of force.

Enervation, fin-Sr-vA-sh&n, s. 530. The act of 
weakening ; the state of being weakened, effeminacy.

To Enerve, £-n£rv,' r. a. To weaken, to break 
the force of, to crush. ’

To Enfeeble, £n-fe-bl, c. a. 405. To weaken, 
to enervate, to deprive of strength.

To Enfeoff, £n-fdef,' v. a. 256. To invest 
with any dignities or possessions. A law term.

Enfeoffment, fin-f&f-mSnt, s. The act of 
enfeoffing; the instrument or deed by which one is 
invested with possessions.
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To Enfetter, ^n-fSt-t&r, v. a. To bind in 
fetters, to enchain.

Enfilade, £n-f£-14de,' s. A strait passage.
To Enforce, 6n-fdrse,' v. a. To strengthen 

to invigorate; to put in act by violence; to urge with 
energy; to compel, to constrain.

ENFORCEDLY, &n-f6r-s£d-l£, ad. 364. By vio
lence,not voluntarily, not spontaneously, not by choice.

Enforcement, Sn-fdrse^infint, s. An act of 
violence, compulsion, force offered; sanction, that 
which gives force to a law; pressing exigence.

Enforcer, ^n-fdr-s&r, s. 98. Compeller, one 
who effects by violence.

To Enfranchise, Sn-frin-tshlz, v. a. 159.
To admit to the privileges of a freeman; to set free 
from slavery; to free or release from custody; to de
nizen.

Enfranchisement, &n-frAn-tshlz-m£nt, s. In
vestiture of the privileges of a denizen; release from 
prison, or from slavery.

EnfrOZEN, 3n-fr6-zn, part. 103. Congealed 
with cold.

To Engage, £n-gaje' v. a. To impawn, to 
stake; to enlist, to bring into a party; to embark in 
an affair, to enter in an undertaking; to unite, to at
tack; to induce, to win by pleasing means, to gain ; 
to bind by any appointment or contract; to seize by 
the attention; to employ, to hold in business; to en
counter, to fight.

To Engage, 3n-gaje,' v. n. To conflict, to 
fight; to embark in any business, to enlist in any 
party.

Engagement, &n-gaje'm£nt, s. The act of 
engaging, impawning, or making liable to debt; obli
gation by contract; adherence to a party or cause, par
tiality; employment of the attention; fight, conflict, 
battle; obligation, motive

To EngaOL, £n-jale,' v. a. To imprison, to 
confine.

To Engarrison, Sn-g&r-rd-sn, v. a. 170. To 
protect by a garrison.

To Engender, &n-j£n-d&r, v. a. To beget 
between different sexes ; to produce, to form; to ex
cite, to cause, to produce; to bring forth.

To Engender, £n-jgn-d?ir, v. n. 98. To be 
caused, to be produced.

Engine, fin-jln, s. 140. Any mechanical com
plication, in which various movements and parts con
cur to one effect; a military machine; an instrument 
to throw water upon burning houses ; any means used 
to bring to pass ; an agent for another.

Pronouncing this word as if written ingine, though 
very common, is very improper, and savours strongly of 
vulgarity.
Engineer, ^n-j^-ne^r,' s. One who manages 

engines, one who directs the artillery of an army.
Enginery, £n-jfn-re, s. The act of managing 

artillery; engines of war, artillery.
To Engird, ^n-gird^ v. a. 382. To encircle, 

to surround, to environ, to encompass.
i Engle, fing^gl, s. 405. A gull, a put, a bubble.
• English, ing-gllsh, a. 101. Belonging to 

England.
To Englut, fin-glut,' v. a. To swallow up; 

to glut, to pamper.
To Engorge, en-goije/ v. a. To swallow, to 

de -our, to gorge.
To Engorge, £n-gorje,' v. n. To devour, to 

feed with eagerness and voracity.
To Engrail, £n-grale^ p. a. To variegate ; to 

spot as with hail, to indent in curve lines.
To Engrain, &n-grane( v. a. To die. deep, to 

die in grain.
To Engrapple, £n-grAp'pl, v. n. 405. To 

close with, to contend with, to hold on each other.
To Engrasp, &n-grAsp,' v. a. To seize, to hold 

fast in the hand, to gripe.
To Engrave, £n-grave,' v- a. Pret. Engraved. 

Part. pass. Engraved or Engraven. To picture by in-
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cisions in any matter; to mark wood or stone: to 
impress deeply, to imprint; to bury, to inter.

Engraver, dn-gra-v&r, s. A cutter in stone 
or other matter.

To Engross, ^n-grdse,' v. a. 162. To thicken, 
to make thick; to increase in bulk; to fatten, to 
plump up, to seize in the gross; to purchase the whole 
of any commodity for the sake of selling it at a high 
price; to copy in a large hand.—See Gross.

ENGROSSER, en-grds-s&r, s. 98. He that pur
chases large auantities of any commodity in order to 
sell it at a high price.

Engrossment, en-grds-m&nt, s. Appropriation 
of things in the gross, exorbitant acquisition.

To Enguard, &n-g£rd,' v. a. 92. 33-2. To pro
tect, to defend, to surround as guards.

To Enhance, €n-h&nse,z v. a. 79. To raise, to 
advance in price; to raise in esteem; to aggravate.

Enhancement, &n-hlnse^m£nt, s. Augmen
tation of value ; aggravation of ill.

Enigma, d-nlg-mi, s. 92. A riddle, an obscure 
question.

Enigmatical, £n-Ig-mlt-£-kil, a. 530. Ob
scure, ambiguously or darkly expressed.

Enigmatically, Sn-ig-matA£-kil-£, ad. In a 
sense different from that which the words in their fa
miliar acceptation imply.

Enigmatist, £-nlg-ma-tist, s. One who deals 
in obscure and ambiguous matters, a maker of riddles.

To Enjoin, 3n-join,z v. a. 299. To direct, to 
order, to prescribe.

Enjoiner, 3n-j6In-£ir, s. One who gives in
junctions.

EnjOINMENT, £n-joln-m£nt, s. Direction, com
mand.

To Enjoy, &n-jo£,z v. a. 329. To feel or per
ceive with pleasure; to obtain possession or fruition 
of i to please, to gladden.

To Enjoy, &n-jd£,' v. n. To live in happiness. 
EnjOYER, ^n-jSe^r, s. 98. One that has 

fruition, or possession.
Enjoyment, £n-joe-m£nt, s. Happiness, frui

tion, pleasure.
To Enkindle, ^n-kln-dl, v. a. 405. To set on 

flre, to inflame; to rouse passion; to set the soul into 
a flame; to incite to any act or hope.

To Enlarge, £n-lArje,z v. a. To make greater 
in quantity or appearance; to dilate, to expand; to 
amplify, to release from confinement; to diffuse in 
eloquence.

To Enlarge, &n-lirje,z v. n. To expatiate, to 
speak in many words.

Enlargement, 3n-llrge-m£nt, s. Increase, 
augmentation, farther extension; release from con
finement or servitude; magnifying representation; 
expatiating speech, copious discourse.

Enlarger, en-lAr-j&r, s. 98. Amplifier.
To Enlight, £n-llte,z v. a. To illuminate, to 

supply with light, to enlighten.
To Enlighten, Sn-lUtn, v. a. 103. To illu

minate, to supply with light; to instruct, to furnish 
with increase of knowledge; to supply with sight.

Enlightener, 3n-ll-tn-&r, s. One that gives 
light; an instructor.

To EnlinK, Sn-llnk,' v. a. To chain to, to bind.
To Enlist, £n-list,' v. a. To enter into mili

tary service.
This word is not in Johnson’s Vocabulary, but he 

’ias used it to explain the word to lists Ash has the word 
lo irilist, which, as the word is derived from the French 
lisle, a catalogue, is not so properly compounded as with 
the inseparable preposition en.
To Enliven, £n-li-vn, v. a. 103. To make 

quick, to make alive, to animate; to make vigorous 
or active; to make sprightly; to make gay..

Enlivener, £n-ll-vn-iir, s. That which ani
mates, that which invigorates.

To Enlumine, ^n-lil-mln, v. a. 140. To illu
mine, to illuminate, to enlighten.
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To EnMARBLE, 3n-mirQ>l, y. a. 405. To turn 
to marble, to harden.

To Enmesh, 3n-m£sh,' v. a. To net, to en
tangle, to entrap.

Enmity, £n-m£-t£, s. Unfriendly disposition, 
malevolence, aversion; Btate of opposition; malice, 
mischievous attempts.

To Ennoble, dn-no-bl, v. a. 405. To raise 
from commonalty to nobility; to dignify; to aggran. 
dize; to elevate; to make famous or illustrious.

Ennoblement, Sn-nd-bl-m&nt, s. The act of 
raising to the rank of nobility; exaltation, elevation, 
dignity.

EnodatiON, &n-6-da-sh&n, s. 530. The act of 
untying a knot; solution of a difficulty.

Enormity, £-ndr-m£-t£, s. Deviation from 
rule; deviation from right; atrocious crime; fiagi 
tious villany, depravity, corruption.

Enormous, ^-nor-mus, a. 314. Irregular, out 
of rule; wicked beyond the common measure; ex
ceeding in bulk the common measure.

Enormously, 4-n3r-m&s-14, ad. Beyond 
measure.

Enormousness, £-n3r'm&s-n&s, s. Immea- 
surable wickedness.

Enough, d-nif/ a. 314. 391. Being in a 
sufficient measure, such as may satisfy.

Enough, £-n&f,' s. Something sufficient in 
greatness or excellence.

Enough, £-n&ff ad. In a sufficient degree, in 
a degree that gives satisfaction; an exclamation noting 
fulness or satiety.

Enow, d-nou,z a. 322. The plural of Enough. 
A sufficient number.

This word is growing obsolete, t|ut is not quite 
so much out of date as the word Mo, signifying a greater 
number. We still hear some speakers talk of having 
ink enough and pens enow; but the greater part seem 
now to use enough both for quantity and number ; as 
more has been so used for some centuries.
To Enrage, £n-raje, v. a. To irritate, to pro

voke, to make furious, to exasperate.
To Enrange, ^n-ranje,' v. a. To place regu

larly, to put into order.
To Enrank, £n-ringk,z v. a. To place in or

derly ranks.
*To EnrapT, £n-rAptz v. a. To throw into an 

ecstasy, to transport into enthusiasm.
To Enrapture, &n-rilp-tsh(ire, v. a. To trans

port with pleasure.
To Enravish, In-riv-lsli, v. a. To throw into 

ecstasy.
Enravishment, 3n-rA,v-ish-ment, s. Ecstasy 

of delight.
To Enrich, <?n-rltsb,' v. a. To make wealthy, 

to make opulent; to fertilize, to make fruitful; to 
store, to supply with augmentation of any thing de
sirable.

Enrichment, &n-rltsh-m£nt, s. Augmentation 
of wealth ; improvement by addition.

To Enridge, 3n-ridje,' v. a. To form with 
longitudinal protuberances or ridges. .

To Enring, en-rlng,' v. a. To bind round, or 
encircle.

To Enripen, Sn-rl-pn, v. a. 103. To ripen, to 
mature, to bring to perfection.

To Enrobe, £n-rdbe,z v. a. To dress, to clothe.
To Enrol, £n-rdle,z v. a. 406. To insert in a 

roll or register; to record; to involve, to inwrap.
Enroller, £n-rdl-l&r, $. He that enrols, he 

that registers.
Enrolment, &n-rol-m£nt, s. A register; a 

writing in which any thing is recorded.
To Enroot, Sn-rfiJt,' v. a. S06. To fix by 

the root, to implant deep.
To ENROUND, ^n-round,' v. a. 312. To envi

ron, to surround, to enclose, to encircle.
Ens, £nz, s. Any being or existence.
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EnsaMPLE, 5n-sAm-pl, 5. An example, a pat
tern, a subject of imitation.

To Ensanguine, 5n-sing-gwln, v. a. 340. To 
smear with gore, to suffuse with blood.

To Enschedule, 5n-s5d-dle. v. a. To insert 
in a schedule or writing.—See Schedule.

To Ensconce, 5n-skdnse,' v. a. To cover as 
with a fort, to secure.

To Enseam, 5n-s5me,z v. a. 227. To sow up, 
to enclose by a seam.

To Ensear, en-sdre,' v. a. 227. To cauterize, 
to stanch or stop with fire.

To Enshikld, dn-sh££ldf v. a. 275. To cover. 
To Enshrine, 5n-shrlne,z v. a. To enclose in 

a chest or cabinet; to preserve as a thing sacred.
Ensiform, en-s^-fdrm, a. Having the shape 

of a sword.
Ensign, 5n-slne, s. 385. The flag or standard 

of a regiment; badge, or mark of distinction; the offi
cer of foot who carries the flag.

I have given the last syllable of this word the long 
sound, as I am convinced it is the most correct, though 
I am of opinion that, in the military profession, it is 
oftener pronounced short, as if written ensin. Some rea
sons from analogy might be produced in favour of this 
latter pronunciation, 144; but they do not seem sufficient 
to outweigh the more general usage which declares for 
the former..
Ensignbearer, fn-slne-ba-r&r, s. He that 

carries the flag, the ensign.
Ensigncy, £n-sln-s£, $. The office of an ensign. 

I have not met with this word in any of our Dic
tionaries, but, from its very frequent use in the polite 
world, am persuaded it deserves a place there, anil par
ticularly in a Pronouncing Dictionary; as it must be re
marked, that though the second syllable of ensign is ge
nerally and more correctly pronounced with the i long, the 
same letter in the same syllable of ensigncy is always short. 
To Enslave, 5n-slave,z v. a. To reduce to 

servitude, to deprive of liberty; to make over to an
other as his slave.

Enslavement, 5n-slave-m3nt, s. The state of 
servitude, slavery, abject subjection.

Enslaver, 5n-sla-v&r, s. He that reduces 
others to a state of servitude.

To Ensnare.—See Insnare.
To Ensue, 5n-si‘i,z v. a. To follow, to pursue. 
To Ensue, en-su,z u. n. To follow as a conse

quence to premises; to succeed in a train of events 
or course of time.

Ensurance, £n-s6-rinse, s. Exemption from 
hazard, obtained by the payment of a certain sum; 
the sum paid for security.

Ensurancer, £n-sh£i'rin-s&r, s. He who un
dertakes to exempt from hazard.

To Ensure, 5n-shCire,z v. a. To ascertain, to 
make certain, to secure; to exempt any thing from 
hazard by paying a certain sum, on condition of being 
reimbursed for miscarriage.

As this word and its compounds come from the 
word sure, they all retain the .aspirated pronunciation of 
the s in that word, 454; and it is not a little surprising 
that Mr. Sheridan has omitted to mark it 
Ensurer, 5n-shu-ritr, s. One who makes con

tracts of ensurance.
Entablature, 5n-tib-lA-tshiire, ) s. In archi- 
Entablement, 5n-ta-bl-m5nt, } tecture, the 

architrave, frieze, and cornice of a pillar.
Entail, &n-tale/ s. 202. The estate entailed 

or settled, with regard to the rule of its descent; the 
rule of descent settled for any estate.

To Entail, 5n-tale,z v. a. To settle the des
cent of any estate so that it cannot be, by any subse
quent possessor, bequeathed at pleasure.

To EntaME, 5n-tame,' v. a. To tame, to sub
jugate, to subdue.

To Entangle, ^n-tAng-gl, p. a. 405. To en
wrap or ensnare with something not easily extricable; 
to twist or confuse; to involve in difficulties, to perplex.

Entanglement, 5n-tAng^gl-m5nt, s. In tri- 
cacy, perplexity, puzzle.
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Entangler, Sn-ting^glir, One that en- 
tangles.

To Enter, in^tJr, ». a. 98. To go or come 
into any place ; to initiate in a business, method, or 
society ; to set down in a writing.

To Enter, 6n-t£r v. n. To come in, to go in; 
to penetrate mentally, to make intellectual entrance ; 
to engage in ; to be initiated in.

Entering, 3n-t£r-lng, s. Entrance, passage 
into a place.

To Enterlace, 5n-tSr-lase,z v. a. To intermix. 
EnterOCELE, 6n-t£r£d-s£le, s. A tumour 

formed by the prolapsion of the intestines into the 
scrotum.—See Hydrocele.

EnterolOGY, 3n-t£-r51-6-j£, s. The auatomi 
cal account of the bowels and internal parts.

Enterparlance, ^n-ter-pir-iinse, s. Parley, 
mutual talk, conference.

To Enterplead, £n-t£r-pi£dez v. n. To dis
cuss a point incidentally falling out, before the princi
pal cause.

Enterprise, 5n-t5r-prlze, s. An undertaking 
of hazard, an arduous attempt.

To Enterprise, ^n-ter-prize, v. a. To under
take, to attempt, to essay.

Enterpriser, ^n-t5r-prl-z?tr, s. A man of en
terprise, one who undertakes great things.

To Entertain, £n-t£r-tane/ v. a. To converse 
with, to talk with; to treat at the table ; to receive 
hospitably ; to keep in one’s service; to reserve in the 
mind; to please, to amuse, to divert; to admit with 
satisfaction.

Entertainer, £n-t&r-ta-n&i, s. He that keeps 
others in his service; he that treats others at his ta
ble ; he that pleases, diverts, or amuses.

Entertainment, 5n-t5r-tane'm5nt, s. Conver 
sation; treatment at the table; hospitable reception ; 
payment of soldiers or servants ; amusement; diver
sion ; dramatick performance, the lower comedy.

EntertissueD, 5n-t5r-tish-6de, a. Interwoven 
or Intermixed with various colours or substances

To Enthrone, £n-f/irdne,z v. a. To place on 
a regal seat; to invest with sovereign authority.

Enthusiasm, 5n-<Au-zb5-Azm, s. A vain belief 
of private revelation, a vain confidence of divine fa
vour ; heat of imagination; elevation of fancy, exalta
tion of ideas.

For the pronunciation of the third syllable of this 
and the three following words, see Ecclcsiastick, and 
Principles, No. 451.

Enthusiast, 5n-f/tij-zh5-ist, s. One who vainly 
imagines a private revelation, one who has a vain con 
fidence of his intercourse with God ; one of a hot ima 
gination ; one of elevated fancy or exalted ideas.

Enthusiastical, Sn-Mi-zhd-ls-t^-kil, ) 
Enthusiastic , 5n-M6-zh£-5s-tik, J a'

Persuaded of some communication with the Deity ; 
vehemently hot in any cause; elevated in fancy; ez- 
alted in ideas.

Enthymeme, 5n-/^5-m5me, s. An argument 
consisting only of an antecedent and consequential 
proposition.

To Entice, Sn-tlse,' v. a. To allure, to attract, 
to draw by blandishment or hopes.

Enticement, 5n-tise-m5nt, s. The act or 
practice of alluring to ill; the means by which one ifl 
allured to ill; allurement.

Enticer, 5n-tl-sfir, s. 98. One that allures to ill. 
Enticingly, £n-ti-sing-l£, ad. Charmingly, 

in a winning manner.
ENTIRETY, 3n-tire-t£, s. Completeness.

JI""/” This word, though very expressive, is ill formed ; 
as it is apt to induce us to pronounce the last e in a dis
tinct syllable, as in sobriety, variety, &c. but as this word 
is a formation of our own, we must be careful to pro
nounce it in three syllables.
Entire, 5n-tlre,z a. Whole, undivided; un

broken, complete in its parts; full, complete; in full 
strength.

Entirely, 5n-tlre-l£, ad. In the w hole, with
out division; completely, fully.
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Entireness, in-tire^niss, s. Completeness, 
fUlness.

To Entitle, |n-tKtl, v. a. 405. To grace or 
dignify with a title or honourable appellation ; to su- 
prescribe or prefix as a title; to give a claim to any 
thing; to grant any thing as claimed by a title.

Entity, in-te-ti, $. Something which really is, 
real being; a particular species of being.

To Entoil, in-toll,' v. a. To insnare, to en
tangle, to bring into toils or nets.

To Entomb, in-t65m/ v. a. To put into a 
tomb.

Entrails, in-trlls, s. 208. The intestines, 
the bowels, the guts; the internal parts; recesses, ca
verns.

Entrance, £n-trlnse s. The power of entering 
.into a place; the act of entering; the passage by which 
a place is entered, avenue; initiation, commencement; 
the act of taking possession of an office or dignity; the 
beginning of any thing.

To Entrance, ^n-transe,' v. a. 91. To put into 
a trance, to withdraw the soul wholly to other regions; 
to put into an ecstasy.

To Entrap, 3n-trlp,' v. a. To insnare, to catch 
In a trap; to involve unexpectedly in difficulties; to 
take advantage of.

To Entreat, 3n-tr£te,' v. a. 227. To petition, 
to solicit, to importune; to prevail upon by solicits 
tion; to treat or use well or ill.

To Entreat, 3n-tr£te/ v. n. To offer a treaty 
or compact ;* to treat, to discourse; to make a petition. 

Entreatance, ^n-tre^-tinse, s. Petition, so
licitation.

Entreaty, &n-tr£-t£, s. Petition, prayer, soli
citation.

Entry, £n-tr&, s. The passage by which any 
one enters a house; the act of entrance, ingress ; the 
act of taking possession of any estate; the act of regis
tering or setting down in writing; the act of entering 
publickly into any city.

To Enubilate, £-nil-b£-late» v. a. To clear 
from clouds.

Enubilous, d-nii-bll-fis, a. Free from clouds, 
fair.

To Enucleate, 4-niAIA-ite, v. a. To solve, 
to clear.

To Envelop, &n-v$I-&p, v. a. To inwrap, to 
cover; to hide, to surround; to line, to cover on the 
inside.

Envelope, Sn-vd-ldpe,' s. A wrapper, an out
ward case.

IO* This word, signifying the outward case of a letter, 
is always pronounced in the French manner by those 
who can pronounce French, and by those who cannot, the 
initial e is changed into an o. Sometimes a mere English
man attempts to give the nasal vowel the French sound, 
and exposes himself to laughter by pronouncing g after it, 
as if written ongvelope. This is as ridiculous to a polite 
ear as if he pronounced it, as it ought to be pronounced, 
like the verb to enoeZop.
To Envenom, <!n-v<’n-&m, ». a. 166. To poi- 

son; to make odious; to enrage.
Enviable, SriM-A-bl, a. 405. Deserving envy.
Envter, An-v£-hr, s. 98. One that envies ano

ther, a maligner.
ENVIOUS, ^n-v^-fis, a. 314. Infected with envy. 
Enviously, &n-v£-&s-l&, ad. With envy, with 

malignity, with ill-will.
To Environ, 3n-vl-r6n, v. a. 166. To sur

round ; to envelop; to besiege, to hem in; to enclose, 
to invest

Environs, 6n-v£-rdnz,' or en-vi-runs, s. 166.
The neighbourhood or neighbouring places round about 
the country.

This word is in general use, and ought to be pro
nounced like the English verb to environ: but the vanity 
of appearing polite keeps it still in the French pronun
ciation ; and as the nasal vowels in the first and last syl
lable are not followed by hard c or g, it is .impossible for 
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a mere Englishman to pronounce it fashionably.—Sec 
Encore.
To Enumerate, A-nWm£-rate, t>. a. To reckon 

up singly, to count over distinctly.
Enumeration, ^-nh-m^-ra-shhn, s. The act 

of numbering or counting over.
To Enunciate, £-nfin-sh£-ite, v. a. To de

clare, to proclaim.
Enunciation, £-n&n-sh£-a-shhn, s. Declara

tion, publick attestation; intelligence, information.
Enunciative, £-n&n-sh£-&-tiv, a. Declarative, 

expressive.
Enunciatively, £-n&n-sh£-£-tiv-l£, ad. De- 

claratively.—See Pronunciation.
Envoy, 3n-v3&, s. A publick minister sent 

from one power to another; a publick messenger, in 
dignity below an embassador ; a messenger.

To Envy, £n-v£, v. a. To hate another for ex
cellence or success; to grieve at any qualities of ex
cellence in another; to grudge.

The ancient pronunciation of this word was with 
the accent on the last syllable, and the y sounded as in 
eye, as the Scotch pronounce it at this day.
To Envy* &n-v£, v. n. To feel envy, to fed 

pain at the sight of excellence, or felicity.
Envy, en-vA, s. 182. Pain felt and malignity 

conceived at the sight of excellence or happiness; 
rivalry, competition ; malice.

To Enwheel, in-wh^l,' v. a. To encompass, 
to encircle.

To Enwomb, 3n-w55m/ v. a. To make preg
nant ; to bury, to hide.

Epact, e-pAkt, s. A number whereby we note 
the excess of the common solar year above the lunar, 
and thereby may find out the age of the moon every 
year.

Epaulette, 3p-aw-l£t, s. A military shoulder
ornament.

Epaulment, £-p£wl-mAnt, s. In fortification, 
a sidework made either of earth thrown up, or of bags 
of earth, gabions, or of fascines and earth.

Epenthesis, 4-pinI-lAe-sis, s. 503. c. The ad- 
dition of a vowel or consonant in the middle of a word.

Ephemera, s. 92. A fever that
terminates in one day; an insect that lives only one 
day.

IO* I was much surprised when I found Mr. Sheridan 
had given the long open sound of e to the second syllable 
of Ephemera, Ephemeris, &c. If it was in compliment 
to the Greek eta, the same reason should have induced 
him to give the sound of long e to the first syllable of 
Ht-m/s/zc/i, Demagogue, and Rhetorick.
Ephemeral, i-f3m-£-ril, 88. 7 ____ ,
Ephemeric WMk, 510. p Diurna!> 

beginning and ending in a day.
Ephemeris, 6~f£m^-rls, s. A journal, an ac

count of daily transactions; an account of the daily 
motions and situations of the planets.

Ephemerist, £-f£m^-rfst, s. One who consults 
the planets, one who studies astrology.

Ephod, £f-6d, or £-f6d, s. An ornament worn 
oy the Hebrew priests.

Scott, Buchanan, W. Johnston, Nares, and Ash, 
adopt the first; Entick and Kenrick the last, which, in 
my opinion, is the best
Epic , £p-ik, a. Comprising narrations, not 

acted, not rehearsed. It is usually supposed to be he
roick.

Epicedium, £p-£-s£-dd-um, s. An elegy, a 
poem upon a funeral.

Epicene, &p^pe-s£ne, a. Common to both 
the sexes.

Epicure, ^p^-khre, s. A man given wholly 
to luxury.

Epicurean, &p-&-kfi-r£-An, $. One who holds 
the principles of Epicurus.—See European.

Epicurean, &p-£-kii-r^ln, a. Luxurious, 
contributing to luxury.

Epicurism, fip^-kfi-rtzm, s. Luxury, sensual 
enjoyment, gross pleasure.
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Epicurism, Ap-A-kh-rlzm, $. The principles of 
Epicurus; luxury, gross pleasure.

Mr. Mason tells us that this word should have the 
accent on the third syllable. For my own part, I think 
that accentuation of the word as faulty as the explana
tion. It seems to me that Epicureanism is an attach
ment to the doctrines of Epicurus; and that Epicurism 
is formed from the word Epicure, which signifies a sen
sualist, and particularly in eating, or rather delicacy in 
eating. A lady once told Mr. Hume, that she had heard 
he was a great Epicure; No, Madam, said he, 1 am only 
« Glutton.
Epicycle, Ap'A-si-kl, s. 405. A little circle 

whose centre is in the circumference of a greater, or 
a small orb dependent on a greater, as the moon on 
the earth.

Epicycloid, Ap-A-si-kl31d, s. A curve gene
rated by the revolution of the periphery of a circle 
along the convex or concave part of another circle.

Epidemical, 2p-4-d£m-£-kil, J a. That which 
Epidemic , Jp-i-d4m-Ik, 509. \ falls at once 

upon great numbers of people, as a plague; generally 
prevailing, affecting great numbers; general, universal. 

Epidermis, Ap-A-der-mls, s. The scarf-skin of 
a man’s body.

Epigram, Ap-A-grAm, s. A short poem termi
nating in a point

Epigrammatic al, Ap-A-grAm-mAt^A-kAl, ) 
Epigrammatic , 3p-i5-grAm-mAt-’ik, 509. $ 

Dealing in epigrams, writing epigrams; suitable to 
epigrams, belonging to epigrams.

Epigrammatist, ep-A-grAm-mA-tlst, s. One 
who writes or deals in epigrams.

Epilepsy, Ap^A-lAp-sA, s. A convulsive motion 
of the whole body, or of some of its parts, with a loss 
of sense.

Epileptic , Ap-A-lAp^tlk, a. 509. Convulsed. 
Epilogue, Ap^A-16g, $. 338. The poem or 

speech at the end of a play.
Epinicion, Ap-A-nish^A-An, s. A song for vic

tory ; a festival to commemorate a victory (from the 
Greek ir), upon, and a victory.)

Epiphany, A-plf-fA-nA, s. A church festival, 
celebrated on the twelfth day after Christmas, in com
memoration of our Saviour’s being manifested to the 
world, by the appearance of a miraculous blazing star, 
which conducted the magi to the place where he was. 

EPIPHONEMA, Ap-A-fA-nA^-mA, s. 92. An excla
mation, a conclusive sentence not closely connected 
with the words foregoing.

Epiphora, A-pif^fo-rA, $. 92. An inflammation 
of any part, but particularly of the eyes.

Epiphysis, A-plf^A-sls, s. 520. Accretion, the 
parts added by accretion.

Episcopacy, A-pis-kd-pA-sA, s. The govern
ment of bishops, established by the apostles.

Episcopal, A-pls-k6-pAl, a. Belonging to a 
bishop; vested in a bishop.

Episcopate, A-pis-kd-pate, s. 91. Abishoprick. 
Episode, Ap-A-s6de, s. An incidental narrative, 

or digression in a poem, separable from the main sub
ject

Episodical, ep-A-s2>d-A-kAl, 
Episodic , Ap-A-sAd-ik, 509. „ 
EpispasTIC , Ap-A-spAs-tlk, a. Drawing; blis

tering.
Epistle, A-pls-sl, s. 472. A letter.—See Apostle, 
Epistolary, A-plsQd-lAr-A, a. Relating to 

letters, suitable to letters; transacted by letters.
Epistler, A-pIs-l&r, s. 98. A scribbler of letters. 
Epistrophe, A-pls-trA-fA, A figure in rhetor- 

ick, in which sentences end with the same word.
Epitaph, Ap^A-tAf, s. An inscription upon a 

tomb-stone.
Emthalamium, Ap-A^fcA-lA-mA-um, s. A nup

tial song ; a compliment upon marriage.
Epithem, Ap^A-^Am, s. A liquid medicament 

externally apolied.
Epithet, Ap^e-MAt, s. An adjective denoting 

any quality good or bad.
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[, ) a. Contained in 
9. 5 an episode.

Epitome, i-plt-d-mi, r. Abridgment, abbro- 
viature, a compendious abstract.

To Epitomise, i-pIt-6-mlze, v. a. To abstract, 
to contract into a narrow space; to diminish, to curtaiL 

Epitomiser, A-pit^A-ml-zhr, 
Epitomist, A-plt^A-mlst, 

an abstracter.
'* > s. An abridger, 

EPOCH, Ap-dk, or A^pAk, ) s. 545. The time at 
EpOCHA, Ap-6-kA, J which a new compu

tation is begun, from which dates are numbered.
As the last of these words is Latin, from the Greek 

the Latin accent and quantity on the antepenul
timate syllable is preserved by polite speakers; and the 
first being anglicised, and containing only two syllables, 
falls into the quantity of the original. Sheridan, Bu
chanan, Nares, and Ash, make the first syllable of epoch 
short; but Perry and Kenrick, in my opinion, make it 
more properly long.
Epode, Ap-dde, or A^pAde, s. The stanza after 

the strophe and antistrophe.
Sheridan, Entick, Scott, Perry, W. Johnston, 

Nares, and Ash, make the first e short; but Kenrick 
makes it long, as, in my opinion, it ought to be, 545. 
Epopee, Ap-6-pA,' s. An epick or heroick poem. 
Epulary, Ap-i-lAr-A, a. Belonging to a ban

quet merry, jolly.
EpulatiON, ep-u-la-sh&n, s. A feast, a ban

quet.
Epulotic , Ap-fi-lAt-ik, s. A cicatrizing medi

cament.
Equability, A-kwA-blKA-tA, s. Equality to 

itself, evenness, uniformity.
Equable, A-kwA-bl, a. 405. Equal to itself, 

even, uniform.
Equably, A-kwA-blA, ad. Uniformly, evenly, 

equally to itself.
Equal, A-kwAl, a. 36. 88. Like another in 

bulk, or any quality that admits comparison; adequate 
to any purpose; even, uniform; in just proportion ; 

^impartial, neutral; indifferent; equitable; advanta
geous alike to both parties; upon the same terms.

Equal, A-kwAl, s. One not inferior or supe
rior to another; one of the same age.

To Equal, A-kwAl, v. a. To make one thing 
or person equal to another ; to rise to the same state 
witn another person ; to recompense fully.

To Equalise, A-kwAl-ize, v. a. To make even; 
to be equal to.

Equality, A-kwAl-A-tA, s. 86. Likeness with 
regard to any quantities compared ; the same degree 
of dignity; evenness, uniformity, equability.

Equally, e^kwAl-lA, ad. In the same degree 
with another; evenly, equably, uniformly; impartially. 

Equangular, A-kwAng-g£i-lAr, a. Consisting 
of equal angles.

Equanimity, A-kwA-nlm-A-tA, s. Evenness of 
mind, neither elated uor depressed.

Equanimous, A-kwAn^A-mis, a. Even, not 
dejected, not elated.

Equation, A-kwa-sh&n, s. The investigation 
of a mean proportion collected from the extremities of 
excess ana defect; in algebra, an expression of the 
same quantity in two dissimilar terms, but of equal va
lue ; in astronomy, the difference between the time 
marked by the sun’s apparent motion, and that which 
is measured by its real or middle motion.

Equator, A-kwa-t&r, s. 166. A great circle, 
whose poles are the poles of the world. It divides tht 
globe into two equal parts, the northern and southern 
hemispheres.

Equatorial, 4-kwl-tMrkai, a. Pertaining to 
the equator.

Equestrian, A-kwAs-trA-An, a. Appearing on 
horseback; skilled in horsemanship; belonging to the 
second rank in Rome.

Equerry, i-kw^r^A, s. Master of the horse. 
Equicrural, 4-kwi-krJMtAl, a. Having the 

legs of an equal length.
Equidistant, A-kwA-dls-tAnt, o. At the same 

distance.
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Equidistantly, e-kw^-dls^tAnt-U, ad. At the 
same distance.

Equiformity, £-kwd-furW-te, s. Uniform 
equality.

Equilateral, £-kw£-lat^r-Al, a. Having all 
sides equal

To Equilibrate, e-kw£-ll-brate, v. a. To ba
lance equally.

Equilibration, e-kw^-ll-bra-shUn, s. Equi
poise, the act of keeping the balance equal 

Equilibrium, A-kw£-llb^r£-?im, s. Equipoise, 
equality of weight; equality of evidence, motives or 
powers.

Equinecessary, £-kw£-n5s-ses-sir-£, a. Need
ful in the same degree.

Equinoctial, £-kw£-n&k-shll, $. 88. The line 
that encompasses the world at an equal distance from 
either pole, to which circle when the sun comes, he 
makes equal days and nights all over the globe..

Equinoctial, e-kw£-n&k-shil, a. Pertaining 
to the equinox; happening about the time of the equi
noxes ; being near the equinoctial line.

Equinoctially, £-kwe-ndk-shil-£, ad. In the 
direction of the equinoctial.

Equinox, ^-kw^-n&ks, s. Equinoxes are the 
precise times in which the sun enters into the first 
point of Aries and Libra; for then, moving exactly 
under the equinoctial he makes our days and nights 
equal; equinoctial wind.

Equinumerant, £-kwe-nh-m£-rint, a. Having 
the same number.

To Equip, i-kwlp,' v. a. To furnish for a 
horseman ; to furnish, to accoutre, to fit out.

Equipage, ^k-kwd-paje, s. 90. Furniture for 
a horseman; carriage pf state, vehicle; attendance, 
retinue; accoutrements, furniture.

Equipendency, £-kw£-p£n-d£n-s£, s. The act 
of hanging in equipoise.

Equipment, £-kwip-m£nt, s. The act of equip
ping or accoutring; accoutrement, equipage.

Equipoise. £-kwe-p3lze, s. Equality of weight, 
equilibration.

Equipollence, £-kwd-p&l-l£nse, s. Equality 
of force or power.

The strong tendency of our language to an encli
tical pronunciation, 513, would induce me to give the an
tepenultimate accent to this and the following word, in 
opposition to Mr. Sheridan and others; as no good reason 
can be given to the ear. why they should not have this 
accent, as well as equivalent, equivocal, &c. But as 
^Equivalent and JEqutvocus have the accent on the ante
penultimate in Latin, and jEquipoUens on the penulti
mate, and the number of syllables being the same in 
both languages, the accent is generally on the same syl
lable, 503.
Equipollent, £-kw^-p61-l£nt, a. Having equal 

power or force.
Equiponderance, e-kwe-p&n-d^r -inse, ) 
Equiponderancy, e-kw^-p&n-der-an-se, ) 

Equality of weight.
Equiponderant, £-kw£-p6n-der-ant, a. Being 

of the same weight.
To Equiponderate, £-kw£-p&n£d£r-ate, v. n. 

To weigh equal to any thing.
Equipondious, a. Equili-

brated, equal on either part.
Equitable, 2k-kwe-tA-bl, a. 405. Just, due 

to justice; loving justice, candid, impartial
EQUITABLY, £k-kw£-ti-bl£, ad. Justly, im

partially.
Equity, ik-kw£-te, s. Justice, right, honesty; 

impartiality; in law, the rules of decision observed by 
the Court of Chancery.

Equivalence, £-kwivivi-13nse, ) v~11Qi;f«r 
Equivalency, £-kwlv-vi-l£n-s£, j

of power or worth.
Equivalent, e-kwlv-vi-lent, a. Equal in va

lue ; equal in excellence; of tie same import or 
meaning.
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Equivalent, 4-kwlv-vl-Unt, «. A thing of 
the same weight, dignity, or value.

Equivocal, 2-kwiv-vo-kll, a. Of dutf>tful 
signification, meaning different things; uncertain, 
doubtful.

Equivocally, e-kwlv-vd-W-£, ad. Ambigu
ously, in a doubtful or double sense; by uncertain or 
irregular birth, by generation out of the stated order.

Equivocalness, e-kwlv-vd-kil-nCss, s. Ambi
guity, double meaning.

2b Equivocate, £-kwlv-v6-kate, v. n. To 
use words of double meaning, to use ambiguous ex
pressions.

Equivocation, £-kwlv-vA-ka-sliun, s. Ambi
guity of speech, double meaning.

Equivocatoh, i-kwlv-vd-ka-thr, j. 521. One 
who uses ambignnu uage.

Era, £-ri, s. Th- account of time from any 
particular date or epoch.

Eradiation, £-ra-d£-a-sh&n, s. 534. Emission 
of radiance.

To Eradicate, £-rid-e-kate, v. a. To pull up 
by the root; to destroy, to end.

Eradication, £-rad-4-ka-sh&n, s. The act of 
tearing up by the root, destruction; the state of being 
torn up by the roots.

Eradicative, ^-rAd^-ka-tiv, a. 512. That 
which cures radically.

To Erase, £-rase,z v. a. To destroy, to rub 
out, to expunge.—See To Rase.

Erasement, d-rise-m^nt, s. Destruction, de
vastation ; expunction, abolition.

Erastianism, ^-rist-y&n-lzm, s. The doctrine 
or principles of Erastus, a physician of Switzerland, 
who held that excommunication, in a Christian state, 
was lodged in the hands of the civil magistrate.

Ere, are, ad. 94. Before, sooner than.
To Erect, £-r£ktz v. a. To place perpendicu

larly to the horizon; to raise, to build; to elevate, to 
exalt; to animate, to encourage.

To Erect, £-r£kt,z v. n. To raise upright. 
Erect, £-r£kt,z a. Upright; directed upwards; 

bold, confident, vigorous.
Erection, £-r£k-shfm, s. The act of raising, 

or state of being raised upward; the act of building or 
raising edifices.

Erectnesss, £-r£kt-n&ss, s. Uprightness of 
posture, or form.

Ebelong, ire-16ng,' ad. Before a long time 
had elapsed.

Eremite, fir^-mite, s. 155. One who lives in 
a wilderness, a hermit

Eremitical, ^r-^-mlt-e-kil, a. Religiously 
solitary, leading the life of a hermit.

Erenow, are-ndu,z ad. Before this time.
EreptatiON, £-r£p-ta-shiin, s. A creeping 

forth.
Eiieption, e-rep-sh&n, s. A snatching or tak

ing away by force.
Erewhile, Are-hwile,z ) ad. Sometime ago, be- 
Erewhiles, are-hwllz,' ) fore a little while. 
Ergot, 3r-g&t,z s. 166. A sort of stub, like a 

fiiece of horn placed behind and below the pastern 
oint.

Eringo, e-rlng-go, s. Sea-holly, a plant.
Eristical, £-rls-t£-kil, a. Controversial, rela

ting to dispute.
Ermine, Cronin, s. 140. An animal that is 

found in cold countries, and which very nearly resem
bles a weasel in shape; having a white pile, and the 
tip of the tail black, and furnishing a choice and va
luablefur.

Ermined, ir-mlnd, a. 362. Clothed with er
mine.

To Erode, £r-rdde,z v. a. To canker, or eat 
away.

Erogation, ^r-rd-gi-shun, s. The act of giv
ing or bestowing.
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Erosion, 5-rcV-zhun, s. 451. The act of eating 
away; the state of being eaten away, corrosion.

To Err, 3r, v. n. To wander, to ramble; to 
miss the right way; to stray; to deviate from any pur
pose ; to commit errors, to mistake.

Errand, ir^rAnd, s. A message, something 
to be told or done by a messenger.

is word is generally pronounced as it is marked; 
but might, perhaps, without pedantry, be more properly 
pronounced as it is written.
Errable, &£rl-bl, a. 405. Liable to err. 
Errableness, 3r-r&-bl-n3ss, s. Liableness to 

err, liableness to mistake.
Errant, 3r-rint, a. Wandering, roving, ram. 

bling; vile, abandoned, completely bad.
This word is generally pronounced exactly like or- 

rani, when it has the same signification ; but when ap- 
&ied to a Knight, it is more correctly pronounced, regu- 

rly as it is marked.
Errantry, 3rJrAnt-r3, s. An errant state, the 

condition of a wanderer; the employment of a knight 
errant

Errata, 3r-ri-ta. The plural of Erratum. 
The faults of the printer or author inserted in the be
ginning or end of the book.

Erratic , 3r-rit-lk, a. Wandering, uncertain, 
keeping no certain order; irregular, changeable.

Erratically, 3r-rit-3-kil-3, ad. Without 
rule, without an established method, or order.

Erroneous, 3r-r6^n3-&s, a. Wandering, un
settled ; mistaking, misled by error.

Erroneously, 3r-rMne-tis-lc, ad. By mistake, 
not rightly.

Erroneousness, 3r-r&>n3-fis-n3ss; s. Physical 
falsehood, ihconformity to truth

ErroUR, er-r&r, s. 314. Mistake, involuntary 
deviation from truth ; a blunder, a mistake committed; 
roving excursion, irregular course. Better written 
error.

Erst, 3rst, ad. First; at first in the bpgin
ning ; once, when time was; f irmerly. long ago; be
fore, till then, till now.

Erubescence, 3r-rit-b3sJ.s3i.se, ) -in Ti 
Erubescency, 3r-r6-b3sJ.s3n-s3, ) 5’ ° ' ie 

act of growing red, redness.
Erubescent, er-r6-b3sis3nt, a. Reddish, some

what red, inclining to redness.
To Eruct, 3-rukt,' v. a. To belch, to break 

wind from the stomach.
Eructation, i-i&k-ta-sh&n, s. The act of 

belching; belch, the matter v«nted from the stomach. 
Erudite, 3r-ii-dlte,' a. Learned.
Erudition, 3r-ii-dlsh-fm, s. Learning, know

ledge obtained by study and instruction.
EruginOUS, 3-r£t-j3-n6s, a. Partaking of the 

nature of copper.
Eruption, 3-riip^sh&n, s. The act of breaking 

or bursting forth; burst, emission ; sudden excursion 
of a hostile kind; efflorescence, pustules.

Eruptive, 3-riip-tiv, a. Bursting forth. 
Erysipelas, 3r-3-sIp^3-lis, s. An eruption of 

a hot acrid humour.
Escalade, 3s-kA-lade,' s. The act of scaling 

the walls.
Escalop, skdl-lup, s. A shell fish, whose shell 

is indented.
To Escape, 3-skape,' v. a. To fly, to avoid; 

to pass unobserved.
To Escape, 3-skape,' v. n. To fly, to get out 

of danger, to avoid punishment
Escape, 3-skipe,' $. Flight, the act of getting 

out of danger; in law, violent or privy evasion out of 
lawful restraint; oversight, mistake.

Escapement, 3-skApe-m3nt, $. The act of es
caping ; the movement effected by the wheel and bal
ance in clock-work.

Eschalot, sh&l-l&t,' s. A plant.
Eschar, 3s-kir, s. 353. A hard crust or* scar 

made by hot applications.
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Escharotic , 3s-kl-rdt-lk, a. Caustick, having 
the power to sear or burn the flesh.

Escheat, 3s-tsh3te,' s. Any lands, or other 
profits, that fall to a lord within his manor by for
feiture, or the death of his tenant, dying without heir 
general or especial.

This, and the three following words not being de
rived from the learned languages, have the ch pronounced 
in the English manner.
To Escheat, 3s-tsh3te,' v. a. To fall to the 

lord of the manor by forfeiture or want of heirs.
Escheator, 3s-tsb3Jtiir, s. 166. An officer 

that observes the escheats of the king in the county 
whereof he is escheator.

To Eschew, 5s-tshdo,' t>. a. To fly, to avoid, 
co shun.

io-, This word, from its being almost antiquated, has 
escaped the criticism of all ouiyorthoepists, except Mr. 
Elphinston, who contends that it ought to be pronounced 
as if written eskew.£“ No wonder eskew (he says) often 
falsely articulate^because faWy exhibited eschew, was 
ocularly traced from the old scheoir (afterwards echoir,) 
to devolve or escheat, rather than from esquiver, to parry, 
avoid, or eskew, by those to whom the body of the child 
and the soul of the parent were equally unknown.” The 
etymological abilities of this gentleman in the French 
and EngHih languages are unquestionable; but the pro
nunciation of this word seems fixed to its orthography ; 
and beyond the reach of etymology to alter. Words, 
lixe land, have a limitation to their rights. When an or- 

, thography and pronunciation have obtained for a long 
time, though by a false title, jt is perhaps better to leave 
them in quiet possession, tfiaiHo disturb the language by 
an ancient, though perhaps better claim.
Escort, 3sJk3rt, s. 492. - -Convoy, guard from 

place to place.
To Escort, 3s-k3rt,' v.^a^To convoy, to guard 

from place to placd?
Escritoir, 3s-kr6-tdre's. A box with all the 

implements necessary for writing.
Escuage, 3s-kit-aje, s. 90. A kind of knight's 

service.
Esculent, 3s^kix-13nt, a. Good for food, eat

able.
Esculent, 3s-kit-13nt, s. Something fit for 

food. - i
Escutcheon, 3s-k5tshJ-in, s. 259. The shield 

of the family, the picture of the ensigns armorial.
Espalier, 3s-p&l-y3r, s. 113. Trees planted 

and cut so as to join.
Especial, 3-sp3sh-il, «. « Principal, chief.
Especially, 3-sp3sh-Al-3, ad. Principally, 

chiefly.
Esperance, 3s-p3-rinse,' s. French. Hope. 
Espial, 3-spl-al, s. A spy, a scout.
Espionage, 3-spKd-naje, s. The being a spy, 

informing.
JO" A perfect French word, signifying the practice of 

a spy. This word has been of late much introduced into 
political publications, when, perhaps, there was never less 
use for it That our language is without this word, is a 
compliment to our government; but if we must have an 
useless word, let it be one i^'our own analogy, and call it 
espiery.
Esplanade, 3s-pli-nide,' «. The empty space 

between the glacis of a citadel and the first houses of 
the town.

Espousals, 3-spouJzlls, $. (Without a singular.) 
The act of contracting or affiancing a man and woman 
to each other; the act or ceremony of betrothing,

Espousal, 3-spduJzil, a. Used in the act of 
espousing or betrothing.

To Espouse, 3-sp3uze,' v. a. To contract or 
betroth to another; to marry, to wed; to maihtain, to 
defend.

To Espy, 3-spl,' v. a. To see a thing at a dis
tance ; to discover a thing intended to be hid; to see 
unexpectedly; ’to discover as a spy.

Esquire, 3-skwlrc,' s. The armour-bearer, or 
attendant on a knight; a title of dignity, and next in 
degree below a knight

b3sJ.s3i.se
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To Essay, As-sa,' v. a. To attempt, to try, to 
endeavour; to make experiments of; to try the value 
and purity of metals.

Essay, As-si, s. 492. Attempt, endeavour; a 
loose performance; an irregular indigested piece; an 
easy, free kind of composition; a trial, an experiment 

Essayist, As-sa-ist, s. One who makes essays. 
Essence, As-sAnse, s. Existence, the quality 

of being; constituent substance; the cause of exis
tence ; the very nature of any being; in medicine, the 
chief properties or virtues of any simple, or composi
tion, collected into a narrow compass; perfume, odour, 
scent

To Essence, As^sAnse, v. a. To perfume, to 
scent

Essential, As-sAn-shA.1, a. Necessary to the 
constitution or existence of any thing; important in 
the highest degree, principal; pure, highly rectified, 
subtilely elaborated.

fcjp What has been observed of the word ttfhce is ap
plicable to this word : the same reasons have induced me 
to differ from Mr. Sheridan in the division of especial, 
espousal, establish, &c. as I have no doubt, in words of 
this form, where the two first consonants are combinable, 
that they both go to the second syllable, and leave the 
vowel in the first long and open.
Essential, As-sAn'shil, s. Existence; first or 

constituent principle, the chief point.
Essentially, As-sAn^shil-lA, ad. By the con

stitution of nature.
Essoine, As-sAIn,' s. Allegement of an excuse 

for him that is summoned, or sought for, to appear; 
excuse, exemption.

To Establish, A-stAb^lIsh, v. a. To settle 
firmly, to fix unalterably ; to found, to build firmly, 
to fix immoveably; to make settlement of any inhe
ritance.

Establishment, A-stAb-Iish-mAnt, s. Settle
ment, fixed state; settled regulation, form, model; 
allowance, income, salary.

Estate, A-state,' t. The general interest, the 
publick; condition of life; fortune, possession in land. 

To Esteem, A-stAAm' v. a. To set a value, 
whether high or low, upon any thing; to prize, to rate 
high ; to hold in opinion, to think, to imagine.

Esteem, A-stAAm,' s. High value, reverential 
regard.

Esteemer, A-stAAm-fir, s. One that highly 
values, one that sets a high rate upon any thing.

Estimable, As-tA-mi-bl, a. 405. Valuable, 
worth a large price; worthy of esteem, worthy of ho
nour.

Estimableness, As-tA-mi-bl-nAss, s. The qua
lity of deserving regard.

To Estimate, As-tA-mate, v. a. To rate, to 
adjust the value of; to judge of any thing by its pro
portion to something else; to calculate, to compute.

Estimate, As-tA-mate, s. 91. Computation, 
calculation ; value; valuation, assignment of propor
tioned value; opinion, judgment; esteem, regard, 
honour.

Estimation, As-tA-m4-shhn, $. The act of 
adjusting proportioned value; calculation, computa
tion ; opinion, judgment; esteem, regard, honour.

Estimative, As-te-mA-tiv, a. 512. Having the 
power of comparing and adjusting the preference.

Estimator, As-tA-ma-thr, s. 521. A setter of 
rates, one who sets a value on things.

Estival, Sis-tc-vll, n. 88. Pertaining to the 
summer; continuing for the summer.

Estrade, As-trade,' s. A level place, a publick 
road.

To ESTRANGE, A-stranje,' ». a. To keep at a 
distance, to withdraw; to alienate from affection.

Estrangement, A-stranje-mAnt, s. Alienation, 
distance, removal.

EstrapaDE, As-tri-pade," s. The defence of a 
horse that will not obey, but rises before, and yerks 
furiously with his hind legs.

Estrepement, A-strAAp^mAnt, $. Spoil made by 
the tenant for term of life upon any lands or woods.' 
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ESTRICH, As-trltsh, s. The largest of birds; 
properly Ostrich.

Estuary, As'tshh-l-rA, s. 461. An arm of the 
sea, the mouth of a lake or river in which the tide 
ebbs and flows.

To EstuaTE, es^tshil-ate, v. a. 91. To swell 
and fall reciprocally, to boil.

Estuation, As-tshh-a^sh&n, s. The state of 
boiling, reciprocation of rise and fall, agitation.

Esture, Askire, s. Violence, commotion. 
Esurient, A-zii-rA-Ant, a. 479. Hungry, vo

racious.
Esurine, Azh-h-rlne, a. 479. Corroding, eating. 
Etc. At-set^-ri, &c. A contraction of the La

tin words Et cetera, which signifies And so of the rest. 
To Etch, Atsh, v. a. A way used in making 

of prints, by drawing with a proper needle upon a 
copperplate.

Etching, Atsh-lng, s. An impression of a cop
perplate, cited from Harris by Johnson, under the 
word Etch.

Eternal, A-tAr-nil, a. Without beginning or 
end; unchangeable.

Eternal, A-ter-nil, s. One of the appellations 
of the Godhead.

Eternalist, A-tAr-nll-list, s. One that holds 
the past existence of the world infinite.

To Eternalize, A-tAr-nll-llze, v. a. To make 
eternal

Eternally, A-tAr-nll-lA, ad. Without begin
ning or end; unchangeably, invariably.

Eterne, A-tArn,' a. Eternal, perpetual. 
Eternity, A-tAr-nA-tA, &. Duration without 

beginning or end; duration without end.
To Eternize, A-tAr-qize, v. a. To make end

less, to perpetuate; to make for ever famous, to im
mortalize.

Ether, k'-th&r, s. An element more fine and 
subtile than air, air refined or sublimed; the matter 
of the highest regions above; achymical preparation.

Ethereal, A-MA-rA-&l, a. 88. Formed of 
ether; celestial, heavenly.

Ethereous, A-Z^A-rA-frs, a. Formed of ether, 
heavenly.

Ethical, Azfc^A-kll, a. 88. Moral, treating on 
morality.

Ethically, Az/i-A-kil-A, ad. According to the 
doctrines of morality.

Ethic , Az/i-ik, «. Moral, delivering precepts 
of morality.

Ethicks, AzA-iks, s. (Without the singular.) 
The doctrine of morality, a system of morality.

Ethnic , Az/z-nlk, a. Heathen, Pagan, not 
Jewish, not Christian.

Ethnicks, &/i-niks, s. Heathens, not Jews ; 
not Christians.

Ethological, «A-d-14dj<W-kJl, a. 530. 
Treating of morality.

Ethologist, AzA-61-16-jist, s. One who shows, 
or imitates the customs and manners of others.

Ethology, AzA-Al-ld-jA, s. A representation 
of the manners and customs of a people.

Etiology, A-tA-61-6-je, s. An account of the 
causes of any thing, generally of a distemper.

Etiquette, At-A-kAt,' s. 415. The polite form 
or manner of doing any thing; the ceremonial of good 
manners.

This word crept into use some years after Johnson 
wrote his Dictionary, nor have I found it in any other I 
have consulted. I have ventured, however, to insert it 
here, as it seems to be established; and as it is more 
specifick than ceremonial, it is certainly of use. Bour- 
delotand Mr. Huet, derive it from 2w*x«. stichus, stichc- 
tus, stichetta, Etiquette : and this etymology seems na
tural.
Etui, At-wA,'s. French. A case for tweezers 

and such instruments.
Etymological, At-A-mA-lAdje^A-Hl, a. Rela 

ting to etymology
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Etymologist, ^t-^-millZ-jlst, r. One who 
searches out the original of words.

Etymology, 3t-d-m61^6-jA, s. The descent or 
derivation of a word from its original, the deduction 
of formations from the radical word; the part of gram
mar which delivers the inflections of nouns and verbs. 

Etymon, At-A-mAn, s. An origin; a primi
tive word.

To Evacate, A-va-kAte, v. a. To empty out, 
to throw out.

To Evacuate, A-vAk-h-Ate, v. a. To make 
emptv, to clear ; to void by any of the excretory pas
sages’; to quit, to withdraw from out of a place.

Evacuant, A-vAk-£i-int, s. Medicine that pro
cures evacuation by any passage.

Evacuation, 4-vAk-h-a-shun, s. Such emis
sions as leave a vacancy; discharge ; the practice of 
emptying the body by physick; discharges of the body 
by any vent, natural or artificial

To Evade, A-vade,' v. a. To elude, to avoid; 
to escape or elude by sophistry, or stratagem.

To Evade, A-vade,' v. n. To escape, to slip 
away; to practise sophistry or evasion.

Evagation, Jv-A-ga-shiin, 3. The act of wan- 
dering, deviation, excursion, ramble.

IO* I am well aware that this and the two following 
words are often, by good speakers, pronounced with the 
e in the first syllable long and open, but I think contrary 
to that correctness which arises from general analogy, 
530.
Evanescent, Av-A-nAs^sAnt, a. Vanishing, im

perceptible, lessening beyond the power of the senses.
Evangelical, Av-An-jAlM-kAl, a. Agreeable 

to the Gospel, consonant to the Christian law revealed 
in the holy Gospel; contained in the Gospel.

Evangelism, A-vAn-jA-llzm, s. The promulga
tion of the blessed gospel.

Evangelist, A-vAn-jA-llst, s. A writer of the 
history of our Lord Jesus; a promulgator of the Chris
tian laws.

To Evangelize, A-vAn-jA-llze, v. a. To in
struct in the gospel, or law of Jesus.

Evanid, A-vAn-ld a. Faint, weak, evanescent. 
To Evanish, A-vAn'lsh, v. n. To vanish, to 

escape from notice or perception.
EvAPORABLE, A-vAp^d-rA-bl, a. 405. Easily 

dissipated in fumes or vapours.
To Evaporate, A-vAp^d-rate, v. n. 91. To fly 

away in fumes or vapours, to disperse in vapours.
To Evaporate, A-vAp^A-rate, v. a. To drive 

away in fumes; to give vent to; to let out in ebullition 
or sallies.

Evaporation, A-vAp-6-rA-shhn, s. The act of 
flying away in fumes and vapours; the act of attenu
ating matter, so as to make it fume away ; in phar
macy, an operation by which liquids are spent or 
driven away in steams, so as to leave some part stronger 
than before.

Evasion, A-va-zhCm, s. 49. Excuse, subter
fuge, sophistry, artifice, artful means of escaping.

Evasive, A-vAUlv, a. 158.428. Practising eva
sion, elusive; containing an evasion, sophistical

Evasively, A-va-slv-lA, ad. By evasion, elu- 
sively, sophistically.

Eucharist, yh-kA-rlst, s. 353. The act of 
giving thanks, the sacramental act in which the death 
of our Redeemer is commemorated with a thankful re
membrance ; the sacrament of the Lord’s Supper.

EucHARISTIcal, yh-kA-rlsQA-kAl, a. Contain
ing acts of thanksgiving ; relating to the sacrament of 
the Supper of the Lord.

Euchology, yft-kftli-6-ji, s. A formulary of 
prayers.

EUCRASY, yii-krA-sA, s. An agreeable, well- 
proportioned mixture, whereby a body is in health.

EUDIOMETER, yii^dA-6xn-A-thr, s. An instru
ment for ascertaining the purity of the atmospherical 
air, or the quantity of oxygenous gas or vital air con
tained in it.
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EvEN^vn, ) *’ The closc of the daX 1 the ”■ 

gil or fast to be observed before a holiday.
Even, A-vn, a. 103. Level, not rugged; uni

form, smooth; equal on both sides; without any thing 
owed; calm, not subject to elevation or depression; 
capable to be divided into equal parts.

To Even, A-vn, v. a. To make even ; to make 
out of debt; to make level.

Even, A-vn, ad. A w ord of strong assertions, 
verily; supposing that; notwithstanding.

Evenhanded, 4-vn-han-dJd, a. Impartial, 
equitable.

Evening, A^vn-Ing, s. The close of the day, 
the beginning of night

Evenly, A-vn-lA, ad. Equally, uniformly; 
smoothly; impartially, without favour or enmity.

Evenness, A-vn-nAss, s. State of being even ; 
uniformity, regularity; equality of surface, levelness; 
freedom from inclination to either side; calmness, 
freedom from perturbation.

Evensong, A^vn-sdng, s. The form of worship 
used in the evening; the evening; the close of day.

Event, A-vAnt,' s. All incident, any thing that 
happens; the consequence of an action.

To E venter ate, A-vAn-tA-rAte, v. a. To rip 
up, to open the belly.

Eventful, A-vAnt-ful, a. Full of incidents. 
Eventide, A-vn-tlde, s. The time of evening. 
To Eventilate, A-vAn-tA-lAte, v. a. To win

now, to sift out; to examine, to discuss.
Eventual, A-vAn-tshti-Al, a. Happening in 

consequence of any thing, consequential.
Eventually, A-vAn-tshu-Al-lA, ad. In the 

event, in the last result, in the consequence.
Ever, Av-hr, ad. 98. At any time; at all 

times; for ever; a word of enforcement, As soon ae 
ever he had done it; it is often contracted into E’er.

Everbubbling, Av-hr-bhbi-bling, a. Boiling 
up with perpetual murmurs.

Everburning, A v-hr-b brining, a. Unextin
guished.

Everduring, Av-hr-du-rlng, a. Eternal, en
during without end.

EVERGREEN, Av-&r-grAAn, a. Verdant through
out the year.

Evergreen, Av-hr-grAAn, s. A plant that re
tains its verdure through all the seasons.

Everhonoured, Av-hr-dn-rihrd, a. Al way ’ 
held in honour or esteem.

Everlasting, Av-ftr-lAsklug, a. Lasting or 
enduring without end, perpetual, immortal, eternal.

Everlasting, Av-hr-lAs'tlng, s. Eternity.
Everlastingly, Av-hr-lAs'tlng-lA, ad. Eter

nally, without end.
Everlastingness, Av-ur-lAs-tlng-nAss, s. Eter

nity, perpetuity, an indefinite duration.
Everliving, Av-hr-llv-ing, a. Living without 

end, immortal, eternal.
Evermore, Av-fir-mdre,'ad. Always, eternally. 
To Everse, A-vArse,' v. a. To overthrow, to 

subvert, to destroy.
To Evert, A-vArt,' v. a. To destroy, to over

throw.
Every, Av-&r-A, a. Each one of all.
Everyday, Av-hr-A-dA, a. Usual, happening 

every day, common.
Everyoung, A-vr-yfcng, a. Not subject to old 

age, or decay ; undecaying.
Evesdropper, Avz^drAp-phr, s. Some mean 

fellow that sculks about the house in the night to listen.
To Evestigate, A-vAAA-gAte, v. a. To search 

out.
Eugh, y66, s. A tree. Better written yew.
To Evict, A-vlkt,' v. a. To take away by a 

sentence of Uw i to prove, to evince.
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Eviction, d-vlklshun, s. Dispossession or de- 
privation by a definite sentence of a court of judica
ture; proof, evidence, certain testimony.

Evidence, ev^-dSnse, s. The state of being 
evident, clearness; testimony, proof; witness, one 
that gives evidence, indubitable certainty.

Tt> Evidence, &v^-d£nse, v. a. To prove, to 
make discovery of, to evince.

Evident, £v-£-dent, a. Plain, apparent, no
torious.

Evidently, 3v-£-d£nt-l£, ad. Apparently, 
certainly, undeniably.

Evil, £-vl, a. 159. Having bad qualities of 
any kind; wicked, corrupt; miserable, mischievous, 
destructive.

Evil, e-vl, s. Wickedness, a crime; injury, 
mischief, malignity, corruption; misfortune; cala
mity ; malady, disease.

Evil, &vl, ad. Not well in whatever respect; 
injuriously, not kindly, not fortunately.

Evilaffected, £-vl-af-f£k-tSd, a. Not kind, 
not disposed to kindness.

Evildoer, £-vl-dd-hr, s. A malefactor.
Evileyed, £-vl-ld, a. Having a malignant 

look ; and figuratively, intention.
EVILFAVOURED, A-vl-fA'v&rd, a. Ill-coun

tenanced, having no good aspect.
Evilfavouredness, £-vl-fa-vfird-n£ss, S. De

formity.
Evilminded, £-vl-mlnd-£d, a. Malicious, mis

chievous, malignant, wicked, insidious.
Evilness, #-vl-n£ss, $. Contrariety to good

ness, badness of whatever kind.
Evilspeaking, £-vl-sp£-king, s. Defamation, 

calumny, slander, ccnsoriousness.
Evilwishing, i-vl-wlsh-ing, a. Wishing evil

• to, having no good will.
Evilworker, ^-vl-whrk-hr, s. One who does 

ill or wickedness.
To Evince, d-vlnse' v. a. To prove, to show. 
Evincible, £-vin-s£-bl, a. Capable of proof, 

demonstrable.
Evincibly, £-vlnM-bl£, ad. In such a man

ner as to force conviction.
To Eviscerate, ^-visW-rate, v. a. To em

bowel, to deprive of the entrails.
Evitable, ^v^-tA-bl, a. 405. Avoidable, that 

may be escaped or shunned.
To Evitate, &v-£-tate, v. a. To avoid, to shun.
Evitation, Sv-6-ta-shiin, s. 530. The act of 

avoiding.
Eulogium, yh-l&j6-{im, ) s. Praise, enco- 
Eulogy, yft-ld-j&, j mium, panegyrick.
To Eulogize, yft-ld-jlze, v. a. To commend, 

to praise.
Eunuch, yh-ntik, s. One that is castrated.
27> Eunuchate, yi-nii-kate, t>. a. To make a 

eunuch, to emasculate.
Evocation, iv-d-ki-shin,The act of call- 

ing out
EvOLATION, dv-A-lJlshun, «. 530. The act of

flying away.
To EVOLVE, i-v61v,' v. a. To unfold, to dis

entangle.
To Evolve, £-v&1v,' v. n. To open itself, to 

disclose itself.
Evolution, £v-6-16-shJtn, s. 530. The act of 

unrolling or unfolding; the series of things unrolled or 
unfolded; in tacticks, the motion made by a body of 
men in changing their posture, or form of drawing up.

Evomition, ev-d-mlsh-itn, s. 530. The act of 
vomiting out

Eupepsy, yh-p£p-s£, x. A good concoction, 
an easy digestion.

Eupeptic , yti-pep-tlk, a. 1£,slsn of digestion.
Euphonical, yh-f5n^-kll, a. Sounding 

agreeably. I

Euphony, y£i-f<5-n£, x. An agreeable sound, 
the contrary to harshness.

EupHORBIUM, yti-for-b^-hm, s. A plant, a gum. 
Euphrasy, yh-frA-se, x. 92. The herb Eyo 

bright.
Euripus, yh-ri-phs, s. (From Euripux Euboicus, 

that ebbs and flows seven times in a day.) Perpetual 
fluctuation; any strait, when the water is in much 
agitation.

Euroclydon, yh-r5k-lA-dAn, s. A wind which 
blows between East and North, very dangerous in the 
Mediterranean.

European, yft-rd-pA-in, a. Belonging to 
Europe.

fr*?’ This word, according to the analogy of our own 
language, ought certainly to have the accent on the se
cond syllable; and this is the pronunciation which un
lettered speakers constantly adopt: but the learned, 
ashamed of the analogies of their own tongue, always 
place the accent on the third syllable, because Europ&us 
has the penultimate long, and is therefore accented in 
Latin. Epicurean has the accent on the same syllable 
by the same rule; while Herculean and Cerulean submit 
to English analogy, and have the accent on the second 
syllable, because their penultimate in Latin is short. 
Eurus, yil-r&s, 5. The east wind.
EurYTHMY, yiW/A-mi, «. Harmony, regular 

and symmetrical measure.
Euthanasia, yii-l/nln-a-zhM, ) s. 453. An 
Euthanasy, yit-fAAn-A-s^, 92. \ easy death.

IO' Of the accent of the first ofthese words, there can 
be no dispute; but as the last is anglicised, its accent 
admits of some diversity of opinion. Mr. Sheridan, 
Dr. Kenrick, Dr. Ash, Entick, Barclay, Bailey, and the 
first editions of Dr. Johnson, accent the l<fst of these 
words on the antepenultimate, but the quarto edition of 
Johnson on the penultimate: I suspect, however, if we 
were strictly to follow our own analogy, that we ought to 
plaoe the accent on the first syllabic; for as this termina
tion is not enclitical, 513, it seems to be under the same 
predicament as Academy, Irreparable, &c. which sec. 
EvuLGation, Av-fil-ga-shCin, x. The act of 

divulging.
Evulsion, A-vul-sh&n, t. The act of plucking 

out
Ewe, yii, s. 268. The she sheep.

JO" Ihere is a vulgar pronunciation of this word, as 
if written yoe, which must be carefully avoided. 
Ewer, yii-hr, x. 98. A vessel in which water 

is brought for washing the hands.
Ewry, yit-rA, s. An office in the king’s 

household, where they take care of the linen for the 
king’s table.

Ex, Aks, or dgz. A Latin preposition, often 
prefixed to compounded words; sometimes meaning 
out, as exhaust, to draw out.

The x in this inseparable preposition is, with re- 
spect to sound, under the same predicament as the s in 
Dis; which see, 425.
To Exacerbate, 3gz-As^r-bAte, v. a. To em

bitter, to exasperate, to heighten any malignant qual
ity- ,

Exacerbation, &gz-is-6r-ba-sh&n, x. Increase 
of malignity; augmented force or severity.

Exacervation, £gz-is s^r-vi-shhn, s. The act 
of heaping up.

Exact, ^gz-Akt,' a. 478. Nice; methodical; 
accurate; careful,not negligent, honest, strict, punctual. 

To Exact, £gz-ikt,' v. a. To require authori
tatively ; to demand of right, to summon, to enjoin.

To Exact, Sgz-ikt,' ». n. To practise extor
tion.

Exacter, ^gz-ik-t&r, x. 98. Extortioner, one 
who claims more than his due; one who is severe in 
his injunctions, or his demands.

Exaction, ^gz-ikt^shdn, s. Extortion, unjust 
demand; a toll, a tribute severely levied.

Exactly, egz-ikt-1^, ad. Accurately, nicely* 
ExactrFSS, egz-ik-trAss, x. She who is se

vere in her injunctions.
Exactness, ^gz-ikt-nSss, s. Accuracy, nicety, 

regularity of conduct, strictness of manners.
192
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To Exacvate, Jgx-iiki-ate, V. a. To whet, to 
sharpen.

To Exaggerate, Sgz-idje^-rate, v. a. To 
heighten by representation. . , ,,

This word is sometimes heard with the double g 
hard, as in dagger; but every one who has a scrap of 
Latin knows, that exaggerate comes from exaggero, and 
that all words from that language have the g soft before 
e and i; the third syllable, therefore, must have the g- 
soft. But it will be said, that, according to the laws of 
pronunciation, the first g ought to be hard, as the first c 
is in flaccid, siccity, &c. To which it may be answered, 
that, strictly speaking, it ought to be so; but polite usage 
has so fixed the first, as well as the last g in the soft sound, 
that none but a confirmed pedant, would have the bold- 
ness to pronounce them differently.

This usage too we find is not without some foundation 
in analogy. Wherever there is a considerable difficulty in 
keeping sounds separate, they will infallibly run into each 
other. This is observable in the sound of s, which, when 
final, always adopts the sound of z when a flat consonant 
precedes, 434; the first s likewise in the terminations 
session, mission, &c. necessarily runs into .the sound of 
Ji like the last s; but it may be said that the first g in 
exaggerate has no such relation to the second as s has to 
ah ; and that this very difference between the two conso
nants makes us preserve the first c in flaccid and siccity 
m its hard sound of k, which is perfectly distinct from the 
other sound of c, which is nothing more than s. To this 
it can only be replied by way of mitigation, that hard g 
and soft g or j are formed nearer together in the moutn 
than hard c or k, and soft c or s ; and therefore as they 
are more liable to coalesce, their coalescence is more ex
cusable*
Exaggeration, 3gz-adje-e-rA-shtm, s. The act 

of heaping together; hyperbolical amplification.
To’Exagitate, Sgz-idje^-tAte, v. a. To shake, 

to put in motion.
Exagttation, 3gz-&dje-6-ta-sh&n, s. The act 

of shaking, or agitating.
To Exalt, &gz-alt£ v. a. To raise on high; 

to elevate to power, wealth, or dignity; to elevate to 
joy or confidence; to praise, to extol, to magnify; to 
elevate in diction or sentiment, to heighten or improve. 

Exaltation, 3gz-il-ta-shun, 3. The act of 
raising on high; elevation in power or dignity, most 
elevated state, state of greatness or dignity.

Exaltedness, £gz-al-t£d-n£ss, s. State of dig
nity or greatness; conceited greatness.

Exalter, Cgz-Al-t&r, s. One that raises on 
high, one that highly praises, or extols.

Examen, egz-a-m&n, s. 5Q3. Examination, 
disquisition, enquiry.

Examinate, £gz-im-£-nate, s. The person 
examined.

Examination, £gz-£m-£-na-shun, s. The act 
of examining by questions, or experiment

ExaMINATOR, £gz-&m-£-na-tur, 3. 521. An 
examiner, an inquirer.

To Examine, £gz-&m-in, y. a. 140. To try a 
person accused or suspected by interrogatories; to in
terrogate a witness ; to try the truth or falsehood of 
any proposition; to try by experiment, to narrowly 
sift, to scan j to make inquiry jnto, to search into, to 
scrutinize-

Examiner, £gz-*hn-£-nhr, $. One who inter
rogates a criminal or evidence; one who searches to 
tries any thing, one who scrutinizes.

Example, 5gz-im-pl, s. 478. Copy or pattern, 
chat which is proposed to be resembled; precedent, 
former instance of the like; a person fit to be proposed 
as a pattern ; one punished for the admonition of 
others; instance in which a rule is illustrated by an 
application.

Examplary, £gz-lm-pl&-rA, a. Serving for an 
example or pattern, proposed imitation.

ExanGUIOUS, 6k-sAng-gwe-hs, a. Having no 
blood, not sanguineous. See Ericcate.

Exanimate, ^gz-An-i-mAte, a. Lifeless, dead; 
spiritless, depressed.

Exanimation, Agz-An-A-mA-sh6n, z. Depriva
tion of life.

riXANIMOUS, ?gz-4n^-mis, a. Lifeless, dead, 
killed.
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Exanthemata, 4ks-4n-MJmAl-tA, r. Erup 
tions, pustules.

Exanthematous, Jks-ln-MWA-ti’is, o. Pus- 
tulous, eruptive, effloresceut

To Exantlate, £gz-Ant-lAte, v. a. To draw 
out; to exhaust, to waste away.

Exantlation, dks-Ant-la^sh&n, s. The act oi 
drawing out, exhaustion.

Exabticulation, ^ks-Ar-tik-ti-la-sli&n, s. The 
dislocation of a joint.

To Exasperate, egz-ls-p?r-ate, v. a. To pro- 
voke, to enrage, to irritate; to heighten a difference, 
to aggravate, to imbitterz

Exasperater, £gz-As-p£r-a-tur, s. He that ex 
asperates or provokes.

Exasperation, egz-is-p^-ra-shhn, s. Aggra
vation, malignant representation; provocation , irri. 
tation, incitement to rage.

To Exauctorate, &gz-awk-t6-rate, v. a. To 
dismiss from service ; to deprive of a benefice.

ExaUCTORATION, &gz-awk-td-ra-sh£m, s. Dis
mission from service; deprivation, degradation.

Excandescence, £ks-k&n-d£s-s£nse, 510. ?
ExcandescencY, £ks-kjln-d3s'3&n-s£, 5 

Heat, the state of growing hot; anger, the state of 
growing angry.

EXCANTATION, ^ks-kin-ta-shun, s. Diseix 
chantment by a countercharm.

To ExcarnATE, &ks-kAr-n4tc, v. a. To clear 
from flesh.

ExcaRNIFICation, &ks-k£r-n£-fti-ka-shun, s. 
The act of taking away the flesh.

To Excavate, ^ks-kaAvate, v. a. To hollow, 
to cut into hollows.

Excavation, ^ks-kA-va-sh&n, s. The act of 
cutting into hollows; the hollow formed, the cavity, 
example or pattern, proposed imitation.

Excavator, 3ks-ka-va-thr, s. A digger.
To Exceed, &k-s££d,' v. a. To go beyond, to 

outgo; to excel, to surpass.
To Exceed, &k-s££d^ v. n. To go too far, to 

pass the bounds of fitness ; to go beyond any limits ; 
to bear the greater proportion.

Exceeding, £k-sd£-dlng, part. a. Great in 
quantity, extent, or duration.

Exceedingly, ek-s£&ding-l£, ad. To a great 
degree.

To Excel, ek-s&l,' v. a. To outgo in good 
qualities, to surpass; to over power, to exceed.

To Excel, £k-s£l,' v. n. To have good quali
ties in a great degree, to be eminent, to be great.

Excellence, 6k'sel-l£nse, 1 . ...
Excellency, ek-s&-l£n-s£, J5, Dlgnity> hlg}1 

rank; the state of excelling in any thing; that in 
which one excels; a title of honour usually applied to 
embassadors and governors.

Excellent, Sk^l-lent, a. Of great virtue, of 
great worth, of great dignity; eminent in any good 
quality.

Excellently, 3kis31-13nt-le, ad. Well in a 
high degree; to an eminent degree.

To Except, &k-s£pt,' v. a. To leave out, and 
specify as left out of a general precept or position.

To Except, 3k-s£pt,' v. n. To object, to make 
objections.

Except, &k-s£pt,'prep. Exclusively of, without, 
inclusion of; unless.

Excepting, ek-s&p^tlng, prep. Without inclu
sion of, with exception of.

EXCEPTION, 6k-s£p^shhn, s. Exclusive from the 
things comprehended in a precept or position; thing 
excepted, or specified in exception; objection, cavil; 
peevish dislike, offence taken.

Exceptionable, &k-s£p-shhn-&-bl, a, Liable 
to objection.

Exceptious, ^k-sSp^shfts, a. Peevish, froward-
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Exceptivb, ik-sipftiv, a. Including an ex- 
ception.

Exceptless, ik-septlfiss, a. Omitting or 
neglecting all exception, general, universal.

Exceptor, ^k-s^p^t&r, s. 166. Objector.
To Excern, 3k-s&rn', v. a. To strain out, 

to separate or emit by strainers.
Excerption, 3k-s£rp-sbCin, s. The act of

gleaning, selecting; the thing gleaned or selected.
Excess, Sk-sis', s. More than enough, su

perfluity; intemperance, unreasonable indulgence; 
violence of passion; transgression of due limits.

Excessive, £k-s£s'slv, a. Beyond the com
mon proportion of quantity or bulk; vehement be
yond measure in kindness or dislike.

Excessively, 2k-s£s'slv-l£,a«/. Exceedingly,
eminently, in an intemperate way.

Excessiveness, £k-s£s'slv-n£ss, s. Exeeed-
ingness.

To Exchange, &ks-tshanje,' v. a. To give 
>r qnit one thing for the sake of gaining another; to 
give and take reciprocally.

Exchange, £ks-tshange,' s. The act of giving 
and receiving reciprocally; barter; the balance of 
the money of different nations; the place where the 
merchants meet to negociate their affairs.

Exchangeable, eks-tshanjefi-bl, a. That 
which may be exchanged.

Exchanger, eks-tshanljir, s. One who prac-
tises exchange.

Exchequer, eks-tshck-fir, s. The court to 
which are brought all the revenues belonging to the 
crown.

Excise, ek-slze,' s. A tax levied upon com
modities.

To Excise, £k-size,' v. a. To levy excise 
upon a person or thing.

Excisable, &k-slze-i-bl, a. Liable to the 
duty of excise.

Exciseman, £k-slze-min, s. 88. An officer 
who inspects commodities and rates their excise.

Excision, £k-sizh-hn, s. 451. Extirpation, 
destruction, ruin, the act of cutting off.

Excitability, tk-si-tA-bll-e-te, s. Capability 
of being excited; proneness to be excited.

Excitable, ^k-sl'ti-bl, <z. Easy to be excited. 
Excitation, Sk-si-tA'sh&n, s. The act of ex

citing or putting into motion. •
To Excite, £k-slte,' v. a. To rouse, to ani

mate, to stir up. to encourage, to put in motion.
Excitement, £k-slte-m£nt, s. The motive by

which one is stirred up, animated, or put in action.
Exciter, ek-sKtur, s. One that stirs up others,

or puts them in motion.
To Exclaim, £ks-klame,' v. n. To cry out 

with vehemence, to make an outcry.
Exclamation, eks-kll-mA-shin,s. Vehement 

outcry, clamour, outrageous vociferation,- anempba- 
tical utterance; a note by which a pathetical sen
tence is marked thus (!)

Exclaimer, £ks-kla-m&r, s. One that makes
vehement outcries.

Exclamatory/7 ks-klW&-tbr-4, a. 512.557- 
Practising exclamation, containing exclamation.

To Exclude, Sks-klhde,' i>. a. To shut out; 
to debar, to hinder from participation; to except.

Exclusion, eks-klh-zhan, s. The act of shut
ting out or denying admission; the act of debarring 
from any privilege; exception; the dismission of the 
young from the egg or womb; ejection, emission.

Exclusionist, Sks-kltd-zhbu-lst, s. One who 
would debar another from any privilege.

Exclusive, ^ks-klb'slv, a. 158.428. Having 
the power of excluding or denying admission; debar
ring from participation; not taking into any account 
or number, excepting.

Exclusively, oks-klh-sIv-L', ad. Without 
admission of another to participation; without com
prehension in any account or n1 mber. _ n

To Excoct, eks-kikt,'». a. To boil up.
To Excogitate, <lks-kadj estate, v. a. To 

invent, to strike out by thinking.
Excogitation, ^ks-kbdje-e-ta-shiu, s. In-

vention, deep thought, profound meditation.
To Excommunicate, 4ks-kdm-m'.-ne-kate, 

v. a. To eject from the communion of the visible 
church by an ecclesiastical censure.

Some smatterers in elocution are trying to pro
nounce this word with the accent on the second syllable, 
and thus leave the three last syllables unaccented; as if 
harshness and difficulty of pronunciation were the tests 
of propriety. The next word will admit of the accent 
on this syllable, as another must be placed on the fifth, 
but if a secondary accent be necessary, it ought to be 
rather on the first syllable, 522.
Excommunicate, 4ks-kam-muln4-kate, s.

One who is excluded from the fellowship of the church 
Excommunication, eks-kamjnb-nA-ka-shau, 

s. An ecclesiastical interdict, exclusion from the 
fellowship of the church.

To Excoriate, dks-kdtri-ate, v. a. To flay, 
to strip off the skin.

Excoriation, &ks-k6-r6-af.sh£m, s. Loss of 
skin, privation of skin, the act of flaying.

ExcoRTicATioN,4ks-kor-td-ka-sh&n, s. Pull-
ing the bark off any thing.

Excrement, iks-kre-m£nt, s. That which 
is thrown out as useless, noxious, or corrupted, from 
the natural passages of the body. *.

Excbemental, ^ks-kri-men-tal, a. That is 
voided as excrement.

Excrementitious, 5ks-kr4-nfin-tlshl&s, a. 
Containing excrements, consisting of matter excreted 
from the body, offensive, or useless to the body.

Excrescence, eks-kres-sense, ? 
ExcrESGENCY, £ks-kr£s-s3n-s£, ) S*

Somewhat growing out of another without use, and 
contrary to the common order of production.

Excrescent, Sks-kies-s^nt, «. That grows
out of another with preternatural superfluity.

Excretion, £ks-kr&sh&n, s. Separation of
animal substance.

Excretive, &ks-kr£-tlv, a. Having the power 
of separating and ejecting excrements.

Excretory, Sks-kr6-t&r-£, a. Having the 
quality of separating and ejecting superfluous parts. 
—For o, see Dotnestick.

Excruciable, &ks-kr66-she-jl-bl, a. Liable to 
torment.

To Excruciate, &ks-krS&sh£-ate, v. a. 542. 
To torture, to torment

Excruciation, 3ks-kr6d-sh^-a'sh&n, s. Tor
ment, vexation.

Excubation, <?ks-kii-ba-shhn, s. The act of
watching all night.

To Exculpate, Sks-kftl-pite, v. a. To clear 
from the imputation of a fault

Exculpation, dks-kfil-pa^shfin, s. The act 
of clearing from alleged or imputed blame.

Exculpatory, 4ks-kMtp4-tbr-i, a. Clearing 
from imputed fault

Excursion, Sks-k&r-shun, s. The act of de
viating from the stated or settled path; an expedi
tion into some distant part; digression, a ramble.

Excursive, eks-kiir-slv, a. 157. Rambling, 
wandering, deviating.

Excursively, ^ks-kbr-siv-le, ad. In a wan
dering, unsettled manner.

Excursiveness, Sks-k&rtslv-niss, s. The act 
of passing beyond usual bounds.

Excusable, iks-kfc-zi-bl, a. Pardonable. 
Excusableness, Sks-kb-zl-W-ti&iS, 4a Par- 

donableness, capability to be excused.
ExcusATiON,£ks-kii-za'»sh&D, j. Excuse, plea,

apology.
Excusatory, &ks-ku-zi-tbr-£, a. 512. Plead

ing, excuse, apcJ*»“«thsr4 —For the o, see Domestick-
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2b Excuse, 5ks-kiUe,' v. a. 437. To extenu- 
ate by apology; to disengage from an obligation ; to 
remit, not to exact; to pardon by allowing an apology; 
to throw off imputation by a feigned apology.

Excuse, ^ks-k&se,'s. Plea offered in extern^ 
at ion, apology; the act of excusing; cause for which 
one is excused.

Excuseless, £ks-kise-l£s, a. That for which 
no excuse or apology can be given.

Excuser, 5ks-k6'z6r, s. One who pleads for 
another; one who forgives another..

To F.vcnss. £ks-k&s,' v. a. To seize and detain 
by law, to shake off.

Excussiox, ^ks-k&sh'&n, s. Seizure by law. 
Execrable, 3k-s£-krl-bl, a. 405. Hateful, 

detestable, accursed, abominable.
Execrably, 2k-s£-kr^L-bl£, ad. Cursedly, 

abominably.
To Execrate, 3k-s£-krate, v. a. To curse, to 

imprecate ill upon, to abominate.
Execration, £k-s£-kra-sh6n, s. Curse, impre

cation of evil, the object of execration.
To Execute, &k-s^-k6te, v. a. To put into 

act, to do what is planned; to put to death according 
to form of justice.

Execution, ^k-si-kh-sb&n, s. Performance, 
practice; the last act of the law in civil causes, by 
which possession is given of body or goods; capital 
punishment; death inflicted by forms of law; destruc
tion, slaughter.

Executioner, ^k-s^-kfi-sh&n-hr, r. He that 
puts in act, or executes; he that inflicts capital pu
nishment.

Executive, £gz-£k-fi-tlv, a. 478. Having the 
quality of executing or performing; active, not de
liberative, not legislative, having tno power to put in 
act the laws.

Executor, ^gz-Ak-Ci-thr, s. 1'66. He that is 
intrusted to Derform the will of a testator.

When this word signifies one who performs any 
tiling in general, the accent is on the same syllable as on 
the verb to Execute.
Executory, £gz-5k-ii-t&r-£,«. 507. Perform

ing official duties, having authority to put the laws in 
force.

Executorship, 5gz-ik-i-tfir-shlp, s. The office 
of him that is appointed to perform the will of the de
funct.

Executrix, Sgz-Ak-Zi-trlks, s. A woman in
trusted to perform the will of the testator.

Exegesis, eks-4-j^-sls, s. 478. 520. An expla
nation.

Exegetical, 2ks-£-j£t^-kAl, a. Explanatory, 
expository.

Exegetically, &ks-d-j£tA£-kAl-lA, ad. By way 
of explanation ; in an expository manner.

Exemplar, 5gz-Sm-plAr, s. 88. A pattern, an 
example to be imitated.

Exemplarily, 3gz^m-plir-£-l£, ad. In such 
a manner as deserves imitation ; in such a manner as 
may warn others.

Exemplariness, ^gz-^m-plAr-^-n^ss, s. State 
of standing as a pattern to be copied.

Exemplary, £gz^m-plir-£, a. Such as may 
deserve to be proposed to imitation; such as may g'TO 
warning to others.

IO" I have given the first syllable of this word, and 
the substantive and adverb formed from it, the flat sound 
of x, directly contrary to analogy, because I think it agree
able to the best usage ; and in this case, analogy must be 
silent, though I think it ought to be a silence of com
plaisance rather than of oonsent, 425. 478. 
Exemplification, Jg^^m-pld-ft-kA^hin, k

A copy, a transcript; an illustration by example. 
Exemplifier. egz-£m-ple-fl_&r, s. He that 

follows the example of others.
To Exemplify. 5gz-Wpl4.fi, t>. a. 183. To 

illustrate by example ; to transcribe, to copy.
71> Exempt, ^gz-gmt,' ». a. 412. To privilege, 

to grant immunity from.
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Exempt, £gz-3mt,' a. Free by privilege; not 
subject, not liable to, clear, not included.

EXEMPTION, ^gz-^ni^h&n, s. Immunity, pri
vilege, freedom from imposts, or burdensome employ 
menu.

ExemptitiOUS, £gz-£m-t3sh-&s, a. Separable, 
that which may be taken from another.

To Exenter ATE, Sgz-3n-t£r-ate, v. a. To em- 
bowel; to deprive or the entrails.

Exenteration, 3gz-£n-t£r-a-sh&n, s. The act 
of taking out the bowels, embowelling.

ExequiaL, &gz-£-kw£-ll, a. Funeral; re
lating to funerals.

Exequies, ^ks^-kwlz, s. (Without a singular.) 
Funeral rites, the ceremony of burial.

Exercent, £gz-£r-s£nt, a. Practising, follow 
ing any calling or vocation.

Exercise, eks^r-slse, s. 478. Labour of the 
body for health or amusement; preparatory practice 
in order to skill; practice, outward performance; task, 
that which one is appointed to perform; act of divine 
worship, whether publick or private.

To Exercise, Sks^r-slze, v. a. To employ; 
to train by use to any act; to task, to keep employed 
as a penal injunction; to practise or use in order to 
habitual skill.

To Exercise, ^ks^r-slze, v. n. To use exer
cise, to labour for health or amusement

Exerciser, 3ks'3r-sl-z&r, s. He that directs 
or uses exercise, he that performs an office or duty.

Exercitation, £gz-£r-s6-tA-sh&n, s. Exercise; 
practice, use.

To Exert, Sgz-Srt,' v. a. 478. To use with 
an effort; to put forth, to perform, to enforce.

Exertion, egz-^r-sh&n, s. The act of exerting, 
effort

Exesion, &gz-£'zh&n, s. The act of eating 
through.

Exestuation, £gz-£s-tshti-i-sh£m, s. The 
state of boiling, effervescence, ebullition.

To Exfoliate, 3ks-fdQ£-ite, v. n. To shell 
off, as a corrupt bone from the sound part.

Exfoliation, iks-fd-l^-a-sh&n, s. The procest 
by which the corrupted part of the bone separates from 
the sound.

Exfoliative, &ks-fdM£-i-tiv, a. That which 
as the power of procuring exfoliation.

XHALABLE, ^gz-haf-li-bl, a. 405. That which 
may be evaporated, or exhaled.

Exhalation, Sks-hi-la-sh&n, s. The act of 
exhaling or sending out m vapours; the state of eva
porating or flying out in vapours; that which rises ii 
vapours.

To Exhale, ^gz-hale,' v. a. 478. To send or 
draw out vapours or fumes, to draw out.

Though the ablest grammarians (Beauzee Gram, 
maire Generale, tom. i, p. 66) have determined If to bo 
a consonant, they have not decided whether it belongs to 
the flat or sharp class. If we consult our ear when we 
place an unaccented x before it, we shall judge it belongs 
to the former, as the x in this situation generally slides 
intogx.
Exhalement, 5gz-hAle^m£nt, s. Matter ex

haled, vapour.
To Exhaust, 4gz-ldwst,' v. a. 425. To drain, 

to diminish; to draw out totally, to draw out till no. 
thing is left, to draw forth.

Exhauster, ^gz-hiws-tir, s. One who draws 
out totally.

Exhaustible, $gz-haws-td-bl, a. Capable of 
being exhausted.

Exhaustion, ^gz-haws^tsh&n, r. 464. The act 
of drawing out, or draining;

Exhaustless, 4gz-hiwst-15s, a. Not to be 
emptied, not to be all drawn off, inexhaustible.

ExhebedatiON, 4ks-h4r-4-diS«b&n, s. A dis. 
inheriting.

To Exhibit, Sgz-hlb^It, v. a. 478. To offer to 
view or use, to offer or propose; Io show.
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Exhibttek, dgz-hil>lt-ur, He that offers 
any thing, as a petition or charge in a publick manner. 

Exhibition, eks-he-blsh-in, j. The act of 
exhibiting, display, setting forth; allowance, salary, 
pension, payment, recompense.

Exkibitory, £gz-hib^-t&r-&, a. Setting forth, 
showing.

To Exhilarate, £gz-hllii-rate, v. a. To make 
cheerful, to fill with mirth, to enliven, to gladden.

Exhilaration, 4gz-hll-i-ra-shfin, s. The act 
of giving gayety; the state of being enlivened.

To Exhort, &gz-h&rtf v. a. To incite by words 
to any good action. ,

Exhortation, &ks-h3r-ta-shin, s. The act of 
exhorting, incitement to good; the form of words by 
which one is exhorted.

Exhortative, £gz-h3r-tl-tlv, a. Tending to 
exhortation, containing exhortation.

Exhortatory, 3gz-h3rQ^-t&r-i, a. 512. 
Tending to exhort—For the last o, See Domestick.

Exhorter, ^gz-h3r-t&r, s. One who exhorts. 
To Exiccate, £k-sik-kite, v. a. To dry.

The first syllable of this word, strictly speaking, 
ought to be pronounced according to the rule laid down 
under the preposition Ex: but in this pronunciation we 
totally lose the sharp s which commences the Latin word 
sicco, to dry; of wnich this word is compounded; and 
thus the sound of the word is radically injured, and its 
etymology lost. But it will be said, the Latins made the 
same excision of the radical s on account of the coinci
dence with the s contained in the x of the preposition, 
and wrote the word exicco. It is allowed these corrup
tions obtained amongst them, as amongst us; though it 
is doubtful whether the same inconvenience arose 
amongst them in this word as with us; for Vossius makes 
it highly probable that the Latins never gave the flat 
sound egx to the letter x ; and the best manuscripts in
form us, that writing this word with an s, as exsicco, and 
thus preserving the composition distinct and perfect, is 
the most accurate orthography.
ExiCCATlON, &k-slk-ka-shun, s. Act of drying 

up, state of being dried up, arefaction.
Exiccative, &k-slk-kl-tlv, a. 512. Drying in 

quality; having the power of drying.
Exigence, &k-s£-i£nse, ) ,Exigency: Sk^Sn-si, j5' Demand- want> 

need; pressing necessity, distress, sudden occasion.
Exigent, Ak-s£-j£nt, s. Pressing business, 

occasion that requires immediate help.
Exiguity, £ks-£-g&-£-t£, s. SmallneSs, dimi

nutiveness, slenderness.
Exiguous, &gz-ig-6-6s, a. Small, diminutive, 

little, slender, not powerful.
Exile, £ks-ile, s. Banishment, state of being 

banished ; the person banished.
IO" This word, as a substantive, has the accent always 

on the first syllable; as a verb, it was formerly accented 
on either syllable; but it is now, as Mr. Nares observes, 
universally accented as the noun.
Exile, eg-zllc  ̂a. 478. Small, slender, not full. 

»O* This word, as an adjective, derived from the Latin 
exilis, is by Nares, Sheridan, Ash, and Entick, accented 
on the last syllable. The third edition of Johnson’s folio 
edition has the Ac ent on the last also; but the quarto 
edition has it on the first. Authority is certainly on the 
tide of the ultimate accent; but it may be questioned 
whether it is not contrary to analogy, for the penulti
mate i being long in Latin has no necessary influence on 
the English word, any more than it has on hostile, servile, 
&c.—See Principles, No. 140.
To Exile, dg-zlle,' v. a. 492. To banish, to 

drive from a country, to transport
Exilement, £g-illeim4nt, s. Banishment. 
ExilitiON, Jks-A-lish-in, ) s. Slenderness, 
Exility, £ks-lW-t£, ) smallness, diminu- 

tion.
Eximious, £g-zlm^-£ts, a. Famous, eminent. 
Exinanition, Sks-ln-An-lsh-in, s. Privation, 

loss, emptiness.
To Exist, 4g-z1st' n. n. 478. To be, to have 

A being.

actual possession of being, a being. .
Existent, 3g-zls-t£nt, a. Having being, in 

possession of being.
ExistlMatiON, Cg-z t£-ma-shfin,s. Opinion, 

esteem.
Exit, Aks4t, s. The term set in the margin of 

plays to mark the time at which the player goos off; 
departure, act of quitting the theatre of life.

Exitial, egz-lsh-y&l, 113. ) a. Destructive, 
Exrrious, egz4sh-&s, f fatal, mortal.
Exodus, Sks^A-d&s, i a. Departure, journey
EXODY, £ks^6-d<*, 5 from a place; the se

cond book of Moses is so called, because it describes 
the journey of the Israelites from Egypt.

Exolete, 3ks^d-ldte, a. Obsolete, out of use. 
To Exolve, £gz-Mv, v. a. To loose, to un

bind ; to free from a debt.
Exomphalos,3gz-dm-fi-16s,s. A navel rupture. 
To Exonerate, &gz-6n -d-rate, v. a. To un

load, to disburden, to free from any heavy charge.
Exoneration, £gz-&n-£r-a-shfin, s. The act 

of disburdening or discharging.
Exonerative, &gz-6n-er-a-tiv, a. Freeing 

from any charge or burden.
Exoptable, &gz-6p'tA-bl, a. Desirable, to be 

sought with eagerness or desire.
Exorable, 3ksAd-r&-bl, a. 40,5. To be moved 

by entreaty.
Exorbitance, &gz-or-be-tanse, ? $ Enor
Exorbitancy, egz-or-b&-tAn-s£, j s’ nor’ 

mity, gross deviation from rule or right; extravagant 
demand; boundless depravity.

Exorbitant, egz-oi-be-tint, a. Going out 
of the prescribed track; enormous, beyond due pro. 
portion, excessive.

Exorbitantly, Cgz-or-b£-tlnt-l£, ad. Beyond 
all bound or rule.

To Exorbitate, 3gz-or-b£-tate, v. n. To de
viate ; to go out of the track or road prescribed.

To Exorcise, &ks-6r-size, v. a. To adjure by 
some holy name; to drive away spirits by certain forms 
of adjuration ; to purify from the influence of malig
nant spirits by religious ceremonies.

Exorciser, £ks'&r-sl-z&r, s. One who practises 
to drive away evil spirits.

Exorcism, 3ks-dr-sizm, s. The form of adjura
tion, or religious ceremony by which evil and nialig. 
nant spirits are driven away.

Exorcist, 3ks-6r-sist, s. One who by adjura
tions, prayers, or religious acts, drives away malignant 
spirits, an enchanter, a conjuror.

Exordial, 6gz-dr-d£-il, a. Introductory.
Exordium, Sgz-3r-d£-&m, s. A formal preface, 

the proemial part of a composition.
ExOrnation, £ks-6r-na-sh&n, s. Ornament, 

decoration, embellishment.
Exossated, &gz-6s-s&-t£d, a. Deprived of bones. 
EXOSSEOUS, &gz-3sh£sh£-&s, a. Wanting bones, 

boneless.
Exostosis, ^ks-ds-td^sls, s. 520. Any protu

berance of a bone that is not natural
I have in the accentuation of this word differed 

from Dr. Johnson, Mr. Sheridan, and Dr. Ash, and have 
adhered to a Medical Dictionary, which places the accent 
regularly on the penultimate.
Exoteric , 2ks-d-t6r-lk, a. Belonging to the 

lectures ef Aristotle on rhetoric ,and the more super
ficial parts of learning, which any one had liberty to 
hear ; as opposed to tnemore serious parts of doctrine 
and instructions, to which none but his friends were 
admitted.

Exotic , £gz-St-lk, s. A foreign plant.
Exotic , £gz-6t-lk, a. Foreign, not produced 

in our own country, not domestic
To Expand, ^k-splnd,' v. a. To spread, to lay 

open as a net or sheet; to dilate, to spread out every 
way, to diffUee.
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Expanse, Ak-spinse,' s. A body widely ex
tended without inequalities.

Expansibility. 3k-spin-s3-bll^-t3, s. Capa
city of extension, possibility to be expanded.

Expansible, Sk-spin-s£-bl, a. Capable to be 
extended.

Expansion, 3ks-pin^sh&n, s. The state of be
ing expanded into a wider surface; the act of spreading 
out; extent; pure space.

Expansive, eks-p&n-siv, a. 428. Having the 
power to spread into a wider surface, or greater space.

To Expatiate, 3k-spa-sh£-ate, v. n. 542. To 
range at large; to enlarge upon in language.

Expatiator, 3k-spa-sh3-a-t&r, s. One who 
enlarges upon in language.

To Expatriate, 3ks-pa-tr3-ate, v. a. To ba
nish from one’s native country: to leave it

Expatriation, £ks-pa-tr£-a-shun, s. Banish
ment, voluntary or compulsory; emigration.

To Expect, 3k-sp3kt,' v. a. To have a previous 
apprehension of either good or evil; to wait for, to 
attend the coming.

Expectable, lk-sp3k-tA-bl, a. To be ex
pected, to be hoped or feared.

Expectance, &k-sp£k-tinse, )
Expectancy, 3k-sp3k-dn-sd, J s‘ T ie act or 

state of expecting; something expected; hope.
Expectant, 3k-sp3k-t^nt, a. Waiting in ex

pectation.
Expectant, 3k-sp3k-tint, s. One who waits 

in expectation of any thing.
Expectation, 3k-sp3k-ta-shhn, s. The act of 

expecting; the state of expecting either with hope or 
fear; prospect of any thing good to come; a state in 
which something excellent is expected from us.

Expecter, 3k-sp6k-t&r, s. One who has hopes 
of something ; one who waits for another.

To Expectorate, 3ks-p3k-to-rate, v. a. To 
eject from the breast.

Expectoration, 3ks-p3k-t6-ra-shun, s. The 
act of discharging from the breast; the discharge 
which is made by coughing.

Expectorative, 3ks-p3k-td-ri-tlv, a. 512. 
Having the quality of promoting expectoration.

Expedience, 3ks-p3M3-3nse, )
Expediency, 3ks-p£-d£-3n-s£, j 

ness, propriety, suitableness to an end; expedition, 
adventure, haste, despatch.

Expedient, &ks-p&-d£-3nt, or 3x-p3-d3-3nt, a. 
293. Proper, fit, convenient, suitable; quick, expedi
tious.

Expedient, 3ks-p3-d3-3nt, s. That which helps 
forward, as means to an end; a shift, means to an end 
contrived in an exigence.

Expediently, 3ks-p3-d3-3nt-13, ad. Fitly, 
suitably, conveniently ; hastily, quickly.

To Expedite, 3ks-p£-dlte, v. n. To facilitate, 
to free from impediment; to hasten, to quicken ; to 
despatch, to issue from a publick office.

Expedite, 3ks-p3-dlte, a. Quick, hasty, soon 
performed ; easy, disencumbered, clear; nimble, ac
tive, agile; light armed.

ExpeditelY, £ks-pd-dlte-l£, ad. With quick
ness, readiness, haste.

Expedition, 3ks-p3-dlsh-5n, s. Haste, speed, 
activity; a march or voyage with martial intentions.

Expeditious, Aks-p£-dish-us, a. Speedy, quick, 
swift, soon done.

Expeditiously, 3ks-p3-dish-hs-13, ad. Speed
ily, nimbly, with celerity.

To Expel, &ks-p£l£. v. a. To drive out, to 
force away; to banish, to drive from the place of re
sidence, to reject, to refuse, to keep off.

Expeller, 3ks-p31-lhr, s. One that expels or 
drives away.

To Expend, 3ks-p4nd,' u. a. To lay out, to 
spend.

Expenditure, 3ks-p3n-d3-tsh6re, s. 463. Cost, 
disbursement.
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Expense, 3ks-p£nsef s. Cost, charges, money 
expended.

Expenseful, 3ks-p3nse^ful, a. Costly, charge
able, expensive.

Expensefully, 3ks-p3nseif&l-13, ad. In a 
costly way ; at a great charge.

Expenseless, 3ks-p3nse-les, a. Without cost. 
Expensive, 3ks-p3n-slv, a. 428. Given to ex 

pense, extravagant, luxurious; costly, requiring ex 
pense, liberal, generous, distributive.

Expensively, 3ks-p3n-slv-13, ad. With great 
expense, at great charge.

Expensiveness, 3ks-p3n-slv-n3ss, s. Addiction 
to expense, extravagance; costliness.

Experience, £ks-p£-r£-£nse, s. Practice, fre
quent trial; knowledge gained by trial and practice.

To Experience, 3ks-p^-r3-3nse, v. a. To try, 
to practise, to know by practice.

Experienced, 3ks-p£-r£-3nst, part. a. Made 
skilful by experience; wise by long practice.

Experiencer, &ks-p£-r£-£n-shr, s. One who 
makes trial; a practiser of experiments.

Experiment, 3ks-p3r^-m3nt, s. Trial of any 
thing, something done in order ^discover an uncer
tain or unknown effect. w

Experimental, 3ks-p3r-3-m3n-tll, a. Pertain
ing to experiment; built upon experiment; known 
by experiment or trial, formed by observation.

Experimentally, 3ks-p3r-3-m3n-tll-3, ad. By 
experience, by trial, by observation.

Experimenter, 3ks-p3r-3-m3n-t&r, s. One 
who makes experiments.

Expert,Iks-pert,'a. Skilful; ready, dexterous. 
Expertly, 3ks-p3rt-13, ad. In a skilful ready 

and dexterous manner.
Expertness, 3ks-p3rt-n3ss, s. Skill, readiness. 
Expiable, 3ks-p£4Ubl, a. 405. Capable to be 

expiated.
To Expiate, £ks-p<SLe, v. a. 90. To annul 

the guilt of a crime by subsequent acts of piety, to 
atqne for; to avert the threats of prodigies.

Expiation, 3ks-p3-a-sh&n, s. The act of ex
piating or atoning for any crime; the means by which 
we atone for crimes, atonement; practices by which 
ominous prodigies were averted.

Expiatory, ffks-p3-a-thr-3, a. 512. Having 
the power of expiation.—For the o, see Dotnestick.

Expilation, 3ks-p3-la-sh&n, s. Robbery. 
Expiration, 3ks-p3-ri-sh&n, s. The act ok 

respiration which thrusts the air out of the lungs; the 
last emission of the breath, death ; evaporation, act of 
fuming out; vapour, matter expired; the conclusior 
of any limited time.

To Expire, 3k-splre,z v. a. To breathe out; to 
exhale, to send out in exhalations.

To Expire, £k-splre,' v. n. To die, to breathe 
the last j to conclude, to come to an end.

To Explain, 3ks-plane^ v. a. To expound, to 
illustrate, to clear by notes or commentaries.

Explainable, Cks-plane^-i-bl, a. Capable of 
being explained or interpreted.

Explainer, 3ks-plane-ir, s. Expositor, inter
preter, commentators

Explanation, 3ks-pli-na-shfm, s. The act of 
explaining or interpreting; the sense given by an ex
plainer or interpreter.

Explanatory, 6ks-plin-l-t&r-3, a. Contain
ing explanations.—For the o, see Domestick, and Prin
ciples, No. 557.

ExpletiON, 3ks-pl^sh&n, s. Accomplishment. 
Expletive, Sks^pU-tiv, s. 157. Something 

used only to take up room. \.
Expletory, £ks-pl£-tfir-£, a. Filling up, tak- 

ing up room.
Explicable, 3ks-pl3-kA-bl, a. Explainable, 

possible to be explained.
To Explicate, eks-pl3-kate, v. a. To unfold, 

to expand; to explain, to clear, to interpret.
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Explication, eks-ple-kalshiin, s. The act of I 
opening, unfailing, or expanding; the act of explain
ing, interpretation, explanation; the sense given by i 
an explainer.

Explicative, eks-pl^-ka-tiv, a. Having a 
tendency to explain.

50“ I have differed from Mr. Sheridan in the accentu
ation of this word. He has placed the accent on the so-' ; 
cond syllable, with the authority of every Dictionary, 
and of every good speaker, against him. In the first edi
tion of this Dictionary, when I supposed Mr. Sheridan’s 
accentuation of this word agreeable to analogy, I did not 
recollect the verb to Explicate, whence it is derived, and 
which, in my opinion, ought to determine its accentua
tion.—-See Principles, No. 512. Dr. Johnson, Mr. Scott, 
Mr. Perry, Dr. Kenrick, Dr. Ash, Entick, and Barclay, 
place the accent on the first syllable, as I have done. 
Expi.icatOR, ^ks-ple-ka-tiir, s. Expounder, 

interpreter, explainer.
Explicatory, £ks-ple-ka-tiir-&, a. Explica

tive, tending to explain.
Explicit, Aks-plis-it, a. Unfolded, plain,clear, 

not merely by inference.
Explicitly, Sks-plis-It-le, ad. Plainly, di

rectly, not merely by inference or implication.
Explicitness, &ks-plis-it-n£s, 5. The state of 

being explicit.
To Explode, &ks-p!dde/ v. a. To drive out 

disgracefully with some noise of contempt; to drive 
out with noise and violence

Exploder, eks-pld-d&r, 5. A hisser, one who 
drives out any person or thing with open contempt.

Exploit, £ks-pldit,' s- A design accomplished, 
an achievement, a successful attempt.

To Explorate, eks-p ld-rate, v. a. To search 
out, to try by searching, to explore.

Exploration, dks-plo-ra-shiin, s. Search, ex
amination.

Explorator, dks-plo-ra-ttir, s. One who 
searches; an examiner, a searcher.

Exploratory, 3ks-pl6r-l-t&r-A’, a. Searching, 
examining.

j£*?*Tn this word, as in Declaratory, we may perceive 
♦he shortening power of the pre-antepenultimate accent; 
which, like the antepenultimate, when not followed by a 
diphthong, shortens every vowel but u, 511, 535k
To Explore, efcs-pldre( v. a. 503, n. To-try, 

to search into, to examineby trial.
ExplOrement, dks-pldre-mdnt, s. Search, trial. 
Explosion,dks-plo-zb&n,$. The act of driving 

out any thing with noise and violence.
Explosive, dks-pld-siv, a. 158.428. Driving 

out with noise and violence.
Expoliation, dks-pd-ld’-afshdir, s. A spoiling 

or wasting.
To Export, dks-pdrt,' v. a. To carry out of a 

country, generally in the way of traffick.
Export, dks-port, s. 4S2. Commodity carried 

out in traffic .
Exportable, Aks-poriti-bl, a. That which 

may be exported.
Exportation, Sks-p6r-ta?slifin, s. The act or 

practice of carrying out commodities into other coun
tries.

To Expose, dks-pdze' t>. a. To lay open, to 
make liable to; to lay open, to make bare; to lay open 
to censure or ridicule ; to put in danger; to cast out 
to ehance; to lay open to examination.

Exposition, dks-po-zishffen, s. The situation 
in which any thing is placed with respect to Che sun 
or air; explanation, interpretation.

Expositor. dhs-pd^e-tnr, s. Explainer, ex
pounder, interpreter.

To Expostulate, Oks-pds'tsbu-lite, v. n. 463. 
To canvass with another, to debate; to remonstrate in 
a friendly manner.

Expostulation, dks-pds-tsiiu-’aishfin. s. De
bate, discussion of an affair; charge, accusation.

Expostulator, eks-p6s-tshu-la-tur, &, 521.
One that debates with another without o-.»eo rv.pt we. i 
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EXPOSTULATORY, dks-pdsitshd-la-tdr-d, a. 463. 
512. Containing expostulation.

Exposure, dks-pd-zhhre, 5. The act of expos
ing; the state of being exposed; the state of being in 
danger; situation as to sun and air.

To Expound, dks-podnd,' t»- a. Tc explain, to 
clear, to interpret, to show the meaning of.

Expounder, eks-piun-dhr, s. Explainer, in
terpreter.

To Express, dks-prdss,' v. a. To represent by 
any of the imitative arts, as poetry ,sculpture, painting; 
to represent in words; to utter, to declare; to denote; 
to squeeze out; to force out by compression.

Express, eks-prdss,' a. Copied, resembling, 
exactly like; plain, apparent, in direct terms ; on pur
pose, for a particular end.

Express, dks-prdss,' $. A m^senger sent on 
purpose; a message sent.

Expressible, Ms-pr&4j£-bl, a. That may be 
uttered or declared; that may be drawn by squeezing 
or expression.

Expression, iks-pr&h£in, s. The act or power 
of representing any thing; the form or cast of lan
guage in which any thoughts are uttered ; a phrase, 
a mode of speech; the act of squeezing or forcing out 
any thing by a press.

Expressive, dks-prds-siv, a. Having the power 
of utterance or representation.

Expressively, dks-prds^slv-Id, ad. In a clear 
and representative way

Expressiveness, dks-prds-siv-ndss, s. The 
power of expression, or representation by words.

Expressly, dks-prds-le, ad. In direct terms, 
not by implication.

Expressure, dks-prdsh-iire, s. 452. Expres
sion, utterance; the form, the likeness- represented; 
the mark, the impression.

To Exprobrate, eks-pro-brate, v. a. 503, n. 
To charge upon with reproach, to impute openly with 
blame, to upbraid.

Exprobration, dks-prd-bra-sbdn, s. Scornful 
charge, reproachful accusation, act of upbraiding.

EXPROBRATIVE, dks-pro-bra-dv, a. Upbraiding. 
To Expropriate, dks-prd-prd-dte, v. a. To 

relinquish one’s property.
To Expugn, dks-pdnef w* a. 385, 386. To 

conquer, to take by assault.
Expugnation, eks-phg-na-sh&n, r. Conquest, 

the act of taking by assault
Expugner, dks-pdne-dr, s. A forcer, a sub

duer, an overthrower of towns.
To Expulse, dks-phlse,' v. a. To drive out, 

to force away, to expel.
Expulsion, eks-pfil-shdn* s- The act of ex

pelling or driving out; the state of being driven out
Expulsive, dks-pdl-siv,. a. 158,. 428. Having 

the power of expulsion.
Expunction, eks-p&ngk-shXm, s. Absolution.
To Expunge, dks-punje,' v. a. To biotout, to 

rub out; to efface, to annihilate.
To Expurgate, dks-pur-gate, v. a. To expurge, 

to purge away.
Expurgator, eks-p&rfga-tur, s. One who cor

rects by expurging.
Expurgation, dks-pur-g^=hdn, s. The act 

of purging or cleansing: purification from bad mix
ture, as of error or falsehood.

Expubgatory, iks-p&r-gl-t&r-e, a. Employed 
in purging away what is noxious.

Exquisite, J-ks'-kwe-zIt, a. Far-sought; excel- 
lent, consummate, complete..

Exquisitely, ^ksl-kue-zlt-le, a<l. Perfectly, 
completely.

Exquisiteness, eks-kwe-zit-ndss, s. Nicety, 
perfection.

Exscript, dk^skrlpt. a. A copy, writing copied 
from another
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Exsiccant, ^k-slk-klnt, a. Drying, having 
the power to dry up.

To Exsiccate, ^k^Ik-kate, v. a. To dry. See 
Exiccate.

Exsiccation, Ak-<dk-kJtabin, »• The act °f 
drying.

Exsiccativb, Sk-sikiki-tlv, a. Having the
power of drying.

Exspuition, £k-sp£i-lsh~un, s. A discharge of 
saliva by spitting.

Exsuction, &k-sfik'shun, s. The act of sucking 
out, or driving out.

Exsudatton, £k-s£i-da-sh&n, $. A sweating, 
an extillation, an emission.

Exsufflation, ^k-shf-fla-sh&n, s. A blast 
working underneath, a kind of exorcism.

To Exsuffol ate, fik-s&f-fd-late, v. a. To 
whisper, to buzz in the ear.

To ExsusciTATE, 3k-s?is-s£-tate, v. a. To rouse 
UP, to stir up, to awaken.

Extancy, £k-stAn-s£, s. Parts rising up above 
the rest, the state of rising up.

Extant, £k-stint, «. Standing out to view, 
standing above the rest; now in being.

Extatical, £k-sdt-e-Hl, ) „ 4
Extatick, ek-stlrfk, 509. f a- RaPturou»- 
Extemporal, &ks-t£m-pd-rAl, a. Uttered with

out premeditation, quick, ready, sudden.
Extemporally, £k.s-t£m-po-ral-e, ad. Quick,

without premeditation.
Extemporaneous, 3ks-t£m-p6-raW-&s, a. 

Without premeditation, sudden.
Extemporary, eks-tSm-pd-rlr-i, a. Uttered 

or performed without premeditation, sudden, quick. 
Extempore, 6ks-t£m-pd-r£, ad. Without pre

meditation, suddenly, readily.
Extemporiness, £ks-t£m-p6-r£-n£ss. s. The 

faculty of speaking or acting without premeditation.
To Extemporize, 6ks-t£m-p6-rlze, v. n. To 

speak extempore, or without premeditation.
To Extend, 6ks-t3nd,' v. a. To stretch out; 

to spread abroad; to enlarge; to increase in force or 
duration: to impart, to communicate; to seize by a 
course of law.

Extender, 6ks-t3n-dCir, $. 98. The person or 
instrument by which any thing is extended.

Extendible, 3ks-t£n-d&-bl, a. Capable of ex
tension, capable of being wider or longer.

EXTENDLESSNESS, £ks-t£nd-13s-n&»s, s. Un
limited extension.

Extensibility, 6ks-t6n-se-bir-6-tdr s. The
quality of being extensible.

Extensible, 3ks-t£n-s£-bl, a. Capable of be
ing stretched out into length or breadth ; capable of 
being extended to a larger comprehension.

Extensibleness, £ks-t3n-s£-bl-n£ss, s. Capa
city of being extended.

Extension, £ks-t£n-shftn, s. The act of ex
tending ; the state of being extended.

Extensive, £ks-t£n-siv, a. 158. 428. Wide, 
large, that may be extended.

Extensively, £ks-t£n-slv-l£, ad. Widely, 
largely.

Extensiveness, 3ks-t3n-slv-n3ss, $. Large
ness, diffusiveness, wideness; possibility to be < v- 
t ended.

Extensor, £ks-t5n-sor, s. 166. The muscle 
by which any limb is extended.

Extent, £ks-t£nt,' s. Space or degree to which 
any thing is extended; communication, distribution ; 
execution, seizure.

To Extenuate, Aks-tAn-A-Ate, v. a. Tohssen, 
to make small; to palliate; to make lean.

Extenuation, 3ks-t?n-6-a-sh9n, x. The act of 
representing things less ill than they are, palliation ; 
mitigation, alleviation of punishment; a general de
cay in the muscular flesh of the whole body 
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Exterior, Sks-t^rA-ftr, a. Outward, external, 
not intrinsick.

EXTERIOR, ^ks-te^r^-hr, x. Any outward ap
pearance.

Exteriorly, eks-te:re-Ar-lA, ad. Outwardly, 
externally.

To Exterminate, Aks-ter-mA-- .Ue, B a. t„ 
root out, to tear up, to drive away; to duuu.

Extermination, iks-tAr-me-nA-ahii-i, s. De- 
struction, excision.

Exterminator, Sks-t&^m^-na-t&r, s. 521.
The person or instrument by which any thing is de* 
stroyed.

Exterminatory, 6ks-t3r-ine-na-tAr-£, a. 
Tending to extermination.

To Extermine, eks-tfir-mln, v. a. 140. To 
exterminate.

Extern, &ks-ternf a. External, outward, visi
ble ; without itself, not inherent, not intrinsick.

EXTERNAL, 6ks-t£r-nil, a. Outward, not pro
ceeding from itself, opposite to internal; having the 
outward appearance.

Externally, £ks-t£r-nil-£, ad. Outwardly. 
To Extil, ek-stil, v. n. To drop or distil from. 
Extillation, ^k-stil-la^shun, s. The act of 

falling in drops.
To Extimulate, 3k-st1m-£i-late, v. a. To 

prick, to incite by stimulation.
Extimulation, 5k-stlm-£i-la-shiin, $. Puxi- 

gency, power of exciting motion or sensation.
Extinct, ^k-stingkt,' a. 408. Extinguished, 

quenched, put out; without succession; abolished; 
out of force.

Extinction, 3k-stlngk-shun, s. 408. The act 
of quenching or extinguishing; the state of being 
quenched; destruction; excision, suppression.

To Extinguish, ^k-stlng-gwlsh, v. a. To put 
out, to o.uench; to suppress, to destroy.

Extinguishable, 3k-sting-gwlsh-A-bl, a. 405. 
That mav be quenched or destroyed.

Extinguisher, &k-sting-gwish-fir, s. A hollow 
cone put upon a candle to quench it.

Extinguishment, £k-stlng gwlsh-mSnt, s. Ex
tinction, suppression, act of quenching; abolition, 
nullification ; termination of a family or succession.

To Extirp, ek-st£rp^ v. a. 108. To eradicate, 
to root out.

Extirpable, 6ks-tlr-pA-bI,«. That which may 
be eradicated.

To Extirpate, ek-st^r-pate, v. a. To root out, 
to exscind.

Extirpation, £k-8tSr-pa-sh£in, s. The act of 
rooting out, excision, eradication destruction.

Extirpator, 3k-st£r-pA-t?ir, s. 166. 521. One 
who roots out, a destroyer.

To Extol, Ak-stAI,' t». a. 406. To praise, to 
magnify, to celebrate.

Extoller, £ks-t61-lur, s. A praiser, a mag
nifier.

Extorsive, eks-tor'slv, a. 158. 428. Having 
the quality of drawing by violent means.

Extorsivf.lt, eks-t3r-slv-U, ad. In an ex- 
torsive manner, by violence.

To EXTORT, dks-tdrt,' v. a. To draw by force, 
to force away, to wrest, to wring from one to gain b7 
violence or oppression.

To EXTORT, eks-tdrt' v. n. To practise op
pression and violence.

Extorter, eks-toritir, s. 9S. One wlio prac- 
tises oppression, or extortion*

Extortion, £ks-tor-sh&n, s. The act or prac
tice of gaining by violence and rapacity; force by 
which any thing is unjustly taken away.

Extortioner, £ks-i6r-sh&n-6r, $. One who 
practises extortion, one who grows rich by rapacity.

Extra, 3ks-trl. Latin. A word often used in 
composition, meaning over and above, extraordinary,

Extorsivf.lt
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or the like; as extra-work, extra-pay : Or beyond, as 
extramundane, &c.

To Extract, eks-trAkt,7 v. a. To draw out of 
something; to draw by chymical operation; to take 
from something; to select and abstract from a larger 
treatise.

Extract, £ks£trikt, s. 492. The substance 
extracted, the chief parts drawn from any thing; the 
chief heads drawn from a book.

Extractive, iks-trlk-tlv, a. Capable of be
ing extracted.

Extraction, Aks-trik^sh&n, s. The act of 
drawing one part out of a compound; derivation from 
an original; lineage, descent.

Extractor, iks-trik-t&r, s. The person or 
instrument by which any thing is extracted.

Extrajudicial, iks-tri-jd-dlsh-11, a. Out of 
the regular course of legal procedure.

Extra judicially, iks-tri-ji-dlsh-il-i, ad. In 
a manner different from the ordinary course of legal 
procedure.

Extramission, iks-trl-mlsh-un, s. The act of 
emitting outwards. , «, i t»

Extramundane. iks-tra-mun-dane, a. Be
yond the verge of the material world.

Extraneous, iks-tri-ni-hs, a. Belonging to 
a different substance; foreign, of a different substance.

Extraordinarily, dks-tr5r£d£-n&r-£-lA, ad. 
374. In a manner out of the common method and 
order; uncommonly, particularly, eminently.

Extraordinariness, &ks-tror-d£-nir-d-n&is, s. 
Uncommonness, eminence, remarkableness.

Extraordinary, 3ks-tr6r-d£-nir-£, a. Dif
ferent from common order and method; eminent, re
markable, more than common.

HO* There is a vulgar pronunciation of this word, 
which sinks the a, d, and s, and reduces the word to four 
syllables, as if written extraumary. There is a better 
pronunciation which preserves the d, as if written ex- 
trordnary; but solemn speaking certainly demands the 
restoration of the i, and requires the word to be heard 
with five syllables, 374.
Extraparochial, ^ks-tri-pAr-o-ki-ll, a. Not 

comprehended within any parish.
Extraprovincial, Sks-trA-prd-vin^sh&l, a. 

Not within the same province.
Extraregular, ^ks-tri-rSg-h-lAr, a. Not

comprehended within a rule.
Extravagance, ^ks-trlv-i-ginse, ) p r
Extravagancy, &ks-trlv-A-gin-s£, J x“

cursion or sally beyond prescribed limits; irregularity, 
wildness; waste, vain and superfluous expense.

Extravagant, ^ks-triv-l-gint, a. Wandering 
out of bounds; roving beyond just limits or prescribed 
methods; irregular, wild; wasteful, prodigal. Vainly 
expensive.

Extravagantly, Sks-trAv^gint-16, ad. In 
an extravagant manner, wildly; expensively, luxuri
ously, wastefully.

Extravagantness, Sks-trAv^A-gint-nSss, s. 
Excess, excursion beyond limits.

To Extrav agate, ^ks-triv^l-gate, v. n. To 
wander out of limits.

Extravasated, &ks-triv-vi-sa-t£d, a. Forced 
out of the proper containing vessels.

Extravasation, £ks-tr<i-vi-sa-shhn, $. The 
act of forcing, or state of being forced out of the proper 
containing vessels.

Extravenate, &ks-trAv££-nlte, a. Let out of 
the veins.

Extraversion, &ks-tr&-v£r-sh&n, s. The act 
of throwing out, the state of being thrown out.

ExtraUGHT, ^ks-tr&wt,' part. Extracted.
Extreme, ^k9-tr^me,' a. Greatest, of the high

est degree; utmost; last, that beyond which there is 
nothing; pressing to the utmost degree.

Extreme, £ks-trdme,' s. Utmost poiht, highest 
degree of any thing; points at the greatest distance 
from each other, extremity.

Extremely, £ks-tr£me-l£, ad. In the utmost 
degree; very much, greatly.
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Extremity, &ks-tr£m-£-t&, $. The utmost 
point, the highest degree; the points in the utmost de
gree of opposition; remotest parts, parts at the great
est distance ■, the utmost violence, rigour, or distress.

Extricable, 6ks-tr<J-ki-bl, a. That which may 
be rid or avoided.

To Extricate, £ks^trl-kate, v. a. To dis. 
embarrass, to set free any one in a state of perplexity.

Extrication, 6ks-tr^-ka-shfrn, s. The act a? 
disentangling.

Extrinsical, &ks-trln-s£-kil, a. External, out
ward ; not intrinsick.

Extrinsically, &ks-trln-s£-k&l-d, ad. From 
without

Extrinsick, Sks-trln-slk, a. Outward, external. 
To Extruct, &k-strhkt,' v.

raise, to form into a structure.
ExtructoR, ek-strbk-tfir, s. 

bricator.
To Extrude, £ks-tr66de,' v.
Extrusion, Sks-trdS-zhun, 

thrusting or driving out
Extuberance, &ks-th-b£-r&nse, s. Know, or 

parts protuberant.
Extuber ant, 3ks-tfi-b£-rAnt, a. Swelling.
Extumescence, £ks-th-m£s-s£nse, $. A swel

ling, a rising up.
Exuberance, egz-ii-bi-rinse, 7 J
Exuberancy, ^gz-ii-bi-rln-si1, $

a.

A

a.
s.

To build, to 

builder, a fa- 

To thrust off.
The act of

Over- 
growth, superfluous abundance, luxuriance.

Exuberant, £gz-h-b£-rlnt, a. 479. Overabun
dant, superfluously plenteous; abounding in the ut
most degree.

Exuberantly, Sgz-M>4-rint-l£, ad. Abun- 
, dantly ; to a superfluous degree.
To Exuberate, &gz-h-b£-rate, v. n. To abound 

in the highest degree.
Exuccous, £k-shk-kCis, a. Without juice, dry. 

JO" This word and the three following, with exuperable, 
exupcrance, and exiucitate, by servilely following an er
roneous Latin orthography, are liable to an improper pro
nunciation.—See Exiccate.
Exudation, 5k-sh-da-sh&n, s. The act of emit

ting in sweat; the matter issuing out by sweat from any 
body.

) v. n. To sweat out, 
j to issue by sweat.
' ’ ’ . ‘To

To Exudate, £k-sh-dAte,
To Exude, £k-s6de,z
To Exulcerate, 3gz-&l's£-rate, v. a. 

make sore with an ulcer; to corrode, to enrage.
Exulceration, eks-hl-s£-ra-shftn, s. The be

ginning erosion,which forms an ulcer; exacerbation, 
corrosion.

ExulceratORY, £gz-&l-s£-ra-t&r-£, a. 512. 
Having a tendency to cause ulcers.

To Exult, 3gz-illt,z v. n. To rejoice above 
measure, to triumph.

Exultance, £gz-ul-tinse, s. Transport, joyjk » 
triumph. V

Exultant, £ks-&l-tAnt, a. Rejoicing, tri- V 
umpbant. .

Exultation, £ks-hl-ti-shun, s. Joy, triumph, \

n. To over- ’
rapturous delight.

To Exundate, &gz-&n-dAte, v. 
flow.

Exundation, £ks-ftn-da-sh&n, 
abundance.

Exuterable, Sk-sh-pSr-i-bl, a. Conquerable, 
superable, vincible.

Exuberance, Ck-sii-p6-ranse,r. Overbalance, 
greater proportion.

Exuperant, &k-s£i-p£-rA.nt, a. Over-balancing, 
having greater proportion.

To Exuscitate, £k-sus-s£-tAte, v. a. To stir 
up, to rouse.

Exustion, ^gz-hs-tshhn, s. The act of burning 
up, consumption by fire.

Exuvi-E, &gz-£i£vd-£, j. Cast skin, cast shells, 
whatever is shed by animals.

s. Overflow.
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Eyas, 1-As, f. A young hawk just taken from 
the nest.

Eyasmusket, l-As-m&s-k^t, s- A young un
fledged male musket hawk; a raw young fellow.

Eye, 1, s. 8. (The obsolete plural Eyne ; now 
Eyes.) The organ of vision; aspect, regard; notice, 
attention, observation; sight, view; any thing formed 
like an eye; any small perforation; a small catch into 
which a hook goes; bud of a plant; a small shade of 
colour. ,

To Eye, i, v. a. To watch, to keep in view.
To Eye, 1, v. n. To appear, to show, to bear 

an appearance.
Eyeball, 1-biwl, s. The apple of the eye.
Eyebeam, 1-bAme, s. A beam or glance from 

the eye.
Eyebright, 1-brlte, s. An herb.
Eyebrightbning, i-brlte^nlng, a. Clearing the 

right
Eyebrow, i-br6&, s. The hairy arch over the 

eye.
Eyedrop, 1-drAp, s. A tear.
Eyeglance, 1-glAnse, s. Quick notice of the 

eye.
Eyeglass, 1-glAs, s. Spectacles, glass to assist 

the sight
Eyelash, 1-1 Ash, s. The line of hair that edges 

the eyelid.
Eyeless, 1-lAs, a. Without eyes, sightless, de

prived of sight.
Eyelet, l-16t, s. A hole through which light 

may enter : any small perforation.
Eyelid, 1-lid, s. The membrane that shuts 

over the eye.
Eyepleasing, 1-ple-zlng, a. Gratifying the 

sight.
Eyeservant, 1-ser-vAnt, s. A servant that 

works only while watched.
Eyeservice, I'sSr-vls, s. Service performed 

only under inspection.
Eyeshot, 1-shAt, s. Sight, glance, view. 
Eyesight, i-slte, s. Sight of the eye.
Eyesore, 1-sdre, s. Something offensive to the 

sight.
Eyespotted, l-sp6t-3d, a. Marked with spots 

like eyes.
Eyestring, i-strlng, s. The string of the eye.
Eyetooth, 1-tooM, s. The tooth in the upper 

jaw next on each side to the gfinders, the fang.
Eyewink, 1-wlngk, s. A wink, as a hint or 

token.
Eyewitness, l-wlt-n&ss, s. An ocular evidence, 

one who gives testimony of facts seen With his own eyes.
Eyre, are, s. 269. The court of justices itin

erants.
Eyry, A-rA, J. 269. The place where birds of 

prey build their nests and hatch.

F
Fabaceous, fA-ba-shA-fis, a. 357. Having 

the nature of a bean. •
Fable, fa-bl, s. 405. A feigned story intended 

to enforce some moral precept; a fiction in general; 
the series or contexture of events which constitute a 
poem epick or dramatick ; a lie.

To Fable, fa^bl, v. n. To feign, to write not 
truth but fiction ; to tell falsehoods.

To Fable, fa-bl, v. a. To feign, to tell a falsity. 
Fabled, fa-bld, a. 359. Celebrated in fables. 
Fabler, fa-bl-hr, s. A dealer in fiction.
7*o Fabricate, fAb-re-kate, v. a. To build, to 

construct; to forge, to devise falsely.
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Fabrication, fAb-rA-ka-shfin, s. The act of 
building, construction.

Fabric , fAb-rik, or fa^brik, s. A building 
an edifice; any system or compages of matter.

JO* The a in this word seems floating between long 
and short quantity, as it was in the Latin Fabrica. I 
have, like Mr. Sheridan, made it short; for though 
Latin words of two syllables, when adopted into Eng
lish, always have the accent on the first, and the vowel 
generally long, as basis, focus, quota, &c.; yet whep 
words of three syllables in Latin, with but one consonant 
in the middle, are anglicised by reducing them to two 
syllables; as the penultimate in such Latin words is ge- 
nerally short, and the accent of consequence antepenulti
mate, so the first vowel in the English word is generally 
short, from the shortening power of the antepenultimate 
accent in our pronunciation of the Latin word from 
which it is derived. Thus, the Latin Mimicus, reduced 
to the English Mimick, has the first vowel short, though 
long in Latin, because we make it short in our-pro. 
nunciation of Latin : the same may be observed of the 
tvords florid, vivid and livid, from the Latin Jforidus, vi- 
vidus and lividus. Thus, though Fabrica might have the 
first vowel long in Latin, yet as we always>pronounce it 
short in the English .pronunciation of that language, so, 
when it is reduced to the English Fabrick, it seems agreo. 
able to this usage to make the first syllable short

Authority seems likewise to favour this pronunciation; 
for Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Elphinston, Mr. Nares, Mr. Scott, 
Mr. Perry, and, as far as we can judge by the position of 
the accent, Bailey, are for the a short; and Buchanan, 
W. Johnston, and, if we can guess by accent, Dr. Ash 
and Entick, for the long a.—See Principles, No. 544.
To Fabric , fAb-rik, v. a. To build, to form, 

to construct
Fabulist, fAb-i-llst, s. A writer of fables.
Fabulosity, fAb-i-lAs^A-tA, s. Lyingness, ful

ness of feigned stories.
Fabulous, fAb-ii-l&s, a. Feigned, full of fables. 
Fabulously, fAb^-ii-lhs-lA, ad. In fiction.
Face, fase, s. The visage; the countenance ;

the surface of any thing; the front or forepart of any 
thing; state of affairs; appearance; confidence, bold
ness ; distortion of the face; Face to Face, when both 
parties are present; without the interposition of other 
bodies.

To Face, fase, v. n. To carry a false appear
ance ; to turn the face, to come in front.

To Face, fase, v. a. To meet in front, to op
pose with confidence; to oppose with impudence; to 
stand opposite to; to cover with an additional super
ficies.

Faceless, fAse-l&ss, a. Without a face.
Facepainter, fase-pane-t&r, s. A drawer of 

portraits, a painter who draws from the life.
Facefainting, fase-pane-tlng, j. The art of 

drawing portraits.
Facetious, fl-s^sh&s, a. 292. Gay, cheerful, 

lively, merry, witty.
Facetiously, fS-sfeh&s-li, ad. Gayly, cheer- 

fully, wittily, merrily.
Facetiousness, fl-si-sh&s-n^ss, j. Cheerful 

wit, mirth, gaiety.
Facile, fAs^-sil, a. 140. Easy, perform able with

• little labour; pliant, flexible, easily persuaded.
Facileness, fAs-ll-n^ss, s. Easiness to be per

suaded to good or bad.
To Facilitate, fA-sll^A-tate, v. a. To make 

easy, to free from difficulty, to clear from impediment 
Facilitation, fA-sil^-tl-sh&n, $. The act of 

making easy, or of freeing from impediments.
Facility, fA-slW-tA, s. Easiness to be per

formed, freedom from difficulty; readiness in perform
ing ; dexterity ; vicious ductility, easiness to be per. 
suaded; easiness of access, affability.

Facinerious, fAs-A-nAM-6s, a. Wicked. 
Facing, fa-slng, s. An ornamental covering. 
FacinorOUS, fA-sln^A-riis, a. Wicked, atroci

ous, detestably bad.—See Sonorous. ~
FacinOROUSNESS, fA-sln^d-r&s-nAsS, s. Wicked

ness in a high degree.
Facsimile, fAk-slm^A-lA, *. An exact copy
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Fact, fakt, s. A thing done; reality, not sup
position ; action, deed.

Faction, fAk-shfm, s. A party in a state; 
tumult, discord, dissension.

Faction ary, flk-shdn-ir-d, s. A party man. 
FactionisT, flk^Iidn-lst, x. One who pro

motes faction or discord.
Factious, fAk-sh&s, a. 292. Given to faction, 

loud and violent in a party.
Factiously, fak^shus-lA, ad. In a manner 

criminally dissentious.
Factiousness, flk-shus-nAs, s. Inclination to 

publick dissension.
Factitious, fik-tlsh-fis, a. Made by art, in 

opposition to what is made by nature.
Factor, fAk-tfir, s. 166. An agent for another, 

a substitute.
Factorage, fAk-t&r-adje, s. In commerce, 

wages or commission for agency in purchasing goods. 
Factory, fAk-t&r-A, s. 557. A house or dis

trict inhabited by traders in a distant country; the 
traders embodied in one place.

Factotum, f Ak-t&tfim,s. A servant employed 
alike in all kinds of business.

Facture, flk-tshire, s. 463. The act or man
ner of making any thing.

Faculty, fAk-&l-t&, s. The power of doing 
any thing, ability; powers of the mind, imagination, 
reason, memory; a knack, dexterity; power, autho
rity ; privilege, right to do any thing; faculty, in a 
university, denotes the masters and professors of the 
several sciences.

Facund, fAk-find, a. 544. Eloquent.
Dr. Johnson has placed the accent on the last syl

lable both of this word and Jocund; in which he is con
sistent, but contrary both to custom and to English ana
logy. Mr. Sheridan places the accent on the first syllable 
of Jocund, and on the last of thia word. The reasons 
are the same for accenting both: they both come from 
the Latin facundus and jocundus; and there is scarcely a 
more invariable rule in our language than that of remov- 
ing the accent higher when we adopt a word from the 
Latin, and abridge it of its latter syllables.—See Academy. 
To Faddle, fAd-dl, v. n. 405. To trifle, to 

toy, to play.
To Fade, fade, v. n. 75. To tend from greater 

to less vigour: to tend from a brighter to a weaker 
colour; to wither as a vegetable; to die away gradually; 
to be naturally not durable, to be transient.

To Fade, fade, v. a. To wear away; to re
duce to languor.

Fading, fa-ding, s. Decay, weakness, loss of 
strength.

To Fadge, fAdje, v. n. To suit; to fit; to 
agree, not to quarrel; to succeed, to hit.

Faecal, fe-kAl, a. Denoting excrements. 
Faeces, fA^sAz, s. 99. Excrements, lees, sedi

ments and settlings.
To Fag, fig, v. n. To grow weary, to faint 

with weariness.
Fagend, fAg-Andf s. The end of a web of 

cloth ; the refuse or meaner part of any thing.
Fagot, fAg-fit, s. 88. 166. A bundle of sticks 

bound together for the fire; a soldier numbered in 
the muster roll, but not really existing.

To Fagot, fAg-ht, v. a. To tie up, to bundle. 
■To Fail, fale, v. n. 202. To be deficient, to 

cease from former plenty, to fall short; to be extinct, 
to cease to be produced; to perish, to be lost; to de
cay ; to decline, to languish ; to miss, not to produce 
its effbet; to miss, not to succeed in a design; to be 
deficient in duty.

To Fail, file, v. a. To desert, not to con
tinue to assist or supply ; not to assist, to neglect; to 
omit, not to perform; to be wanting to.

Fail, fale, s. Miscarriage; omission; defi- 
cience, want.

Failance, fale-lnse, s. Omission, fault. 
Failing, filling, j. Deficiency, imperfection, 

lapse.

Failure, fale-yfire, s. 113. Deficience, ces- 
sation: omission, non-performance, slip; a lapse, a 
slight fault.

Fain, fane, a. 202. Glad, merry, cheerful, 
fond ; forced, obliged, compelled.

Fain, fane, ad. Gladly, very desirously.
To Faint, fant, v. n. 202. To lose the ani

mal functions, to sink motionless; to grow feeble; to 
sink into dejection.

To Faint, fant, v. a. To deject, to depress, 
to enfeeble.

Faint, fant, a. Languid; not bright; not 
loud; feeble of body; cowardly; depressed; not vig
orous, not active.

Fainthearted, fant-hArt^Ad, a. Cowardly, 
timorous.

Faintheartedly, fAnt-hArtAAd-lA, ad. Timo
rously.

Faintheartedness, fant-hArt^Ad-nAs, s. Cow
ardice, timorousness.

Fainting, fAnt-lng, x. Deliquium, temporary 
loss of animal motion.

Faintishness, fAnt-Ish-nAs, x. Weakness in 
a slight degree, incipient debility.

Faintling, fant-llng, a. Timorous, feeble
minded.

FAINTLY, fAnt-lA, ad. Feebly, languidly; tim
orously, with dejection, without spirit.

Faintness, fAnt-nAs, s. Languor, feebleness, 
want of strength ; inactivity, want of vigour, timor
ousness, dejection.

FaINTY, fant^A, a. Weak, feeble, languid, 
fctr This word is much in use in the West of England, 

and is merely provincial.
Fair, fare, a. 202. Beautiful, handsome; 

not black, not brown, white in the complexion; clear, 
not cloudy, not foul, not tempestuous; favourable, 
prosperous; likely to succeed; equal, just; not effec
ted by any insidious or unlawful methods; not prac
tising any fraudulent or insidious arts ; open, direct; 
gentle, not compulsory; mild, not severe; equitable, 
not injurious.

Fair, Are, ad. Gently, decently; civilly; 
successfully; on good terms.

Fair, fare, x. A beauty, elliptically a fair 
woman; honesty, just dealing.

Fair, fire, s. An annual or stated meeting of 
buyers and sellers.

Fairing, fare-Ing, x. A present given at a 
fair.

Fairly, fAre-lA^ ad. Beautifully; eommo- 
diously, conveniently; honestly, justly • ingenuously, 
plainly, openly; candidly, without sinistrous interpre
tations; without blots; completely, without any de
ficiency.

Fairness, fare-nAs, x. Beauty, elegance of 
form ; honesty, candour, ingenuity.

Fairspoken, fare-spd-kn, a. 103. Civil in 
language and address.

Fairy, fa-rA, x. A kind of fabled beings sup
posed to appear in a diminutive human form ; an elf, 
a fay; enchantress.

Fairy, fA-rA, a. Given by fairies; belonging 
to fairies.

Fairylike, fa-rA-like, a. Imitating the prac
tice of fairies.

Fairystone, fa-rA-stdne, x. A stone found in 
gravel-pits.

Faith, fsdh, s. Belief of the revealed truths 
of religion; the system of revealed truths held by the 
Christian church; trust in God ; tenet held ; trust in 
the honesty or veracity of another; fidelity, unshaken 
adherence; honour, social confidence; sincerity, hon
esty, veracity; promise given.

Faithbreach, faZ4-br£tsh, ». Breach of fidel- 
ity, perfidy.

Faithful, fa/A-flil, a. Firm in adherence to 
the truth of religion; of true fidelity, loyal, true to 
allegiance; honest, upright, without fraud; observant 
of compact or promise.
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Faithfully, f&M-ful-A, ad. With firm belief 
in religion ; with full confidence in God, with stria, 
adherence to duty; sincerely; honestly; confidently, 
steadily.

Faithfulness, fa/A-fuI-n&s, s. Honesty, ve
racity ; adherence to duty, loyalty.

Faithless, faZ/z-16s, a. Without belief in the 
revealed truths of religion, unconverted; perfidious, 
disloyal, not true to dutv.

Faithlessness, fa/A-les-nes, s. Treachery, 
perfidy; unbelief as to revealed religion.

Falcade, fal-kkde,' s. 84. A horse is said to 
make falcades when he throws himself upon his 
haunches two or three times, as in very quick curvets.

Falcated, fal-ka-t£d, a. 84. Hooked, bent 
like a scythe.

Falcation, fll-ka-sh&n, s. 84. Crookedness. 
Falchion, fal-sh&n, s. 84. A short crooked 

sword, a scimitar.
Falcon, faw-kn, s. 84. 170. A hawk trained 

for sport; a sort of cannon.
Falconer, flw-kn-tir, s. 98. One who breeds 

and trains hawks.
Falconet. fal-kd-n6t, x. A sort of ordnance. 
Faldstool, fald-st661, x. A kind of stool 

placed at the south side of the altar, at which the 
kings of England kneel at their coronation.

To Fall, fill, v. n. Pret. I fell. Compound 
pret I have fallen or fain. To drop from a higher 
place; to drop from an erect to a prone posture; to drop 
ripe from the tree; to pass at the outlet, as a river; to 
apostatize, to depart from faith or goodness; to die by 
violence; to be degraded from a high station ; to enter 
into any state worse than the former; to decrease in 
value, to bear less price; to happen, to befall; to come 
by chance, to light on ; to come by any mischance to 
any new possessor; to become the property of any one 
by lot, chance, inheritance; to be born, to be yeaned.— 
To Fall away, to grow lean, to revolt, to change alle
giance.—To Fall back, to fail of a promise or purpose; 
to recede, to give way.—To Fall down, to prostrate 
one’s-self in adoration, to sink, not to stand; to bend as 
a suppliant.—To Fall from, to revolt, to depart from 
adherence.—To Fall in, to concur, to coincide; to com
ply, to yield to—To Fall off, to separate, to aposta
tize.—To Fall on, to begin eagerly to do any thing, to 
make an assault.—To Fall over, to revolt, to desert 
from one side to the other.—To Fall out, to quarrel, 
to jar, to happen, to befall.—To Fall to, to begin ea
gerly to eat; to apply one’s-self to.—To Fall under, to 
be subject to; to be ranged with.—To Fall upon, to 
attack, to attempt, to rush against.

To Fall, fill, v. a. To drop, to let fall; to 
sink, to depress; co diminish in value, to let sink in 
price; to cut down, to fell; to yean, to bring forth.

Fall, fill, t. The act of dropping from on 
high; the act of tumbling from an erect posture; 
death, overthrow; ruin, dissolution; downfal, loss of 
greatness, declension from eminence, degradation; 
diminution, decrease of price; declination or diminu
tion of sound, close to musick; declivity, steep de
scent , cataract, cascade; the outlet of a current into 
any water; autumn, the fall of the leaf; any thing that 
falls in great quantities; the act of felling or cutting 
down.

Fallacious, fll-la-sh&s, a. 314. Producing 
mistake*; sophistical, deceitful, mocking expectation. 

Fallaciously, fal-la-shhs-16, ad. Sophisti- 
cally, with purpose to deceive.

Fallaciousness, fil-la-sh&s-n&s, x. Tendency 
to deceive.

Fallacy, fll-li-s6, s. Sophism, logical arti
fice, deceitful argument.

Fallibility, fil-16-bil^-t6, s. Liableness to 
be deceived.

Fallible, fil-16-bl, a. 405. Liable to errour. 
Falijngsickness, fAl-llng-slk'nis, s. The 

epilepsy, a disease in which the patient ia, without any 
warning, deprived at once of his senses, and falls down. 

Fallow, fll-16, a. Pale red, or pale yellow; 
unsowed, left to rest after the years of tillage; ploughed, 
but not sowed; unploughed, uncultivated; unoccupied, 
neglected.
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Fallow, fil-16, s. 327. Ground ploughed in 
order to be ploughed again ; ground lying at rest.

To Fallow, fil-ld, v. n. To plough in order 
to a second ploughing.

Fallowness, fil-lo-nfis, s. Barrenness, the 
state of being fallow.

False, false, a. Not morally true, expressing 
that which is not thought; not physically true, eoo. 
ceiving that which does not exist; treacherous,per
fidious, traitorous; counterfeit, hypocritical, not real. 

Falsefaced, false-fkst, a. Hypocritical, de-, 
ceitful.

Falsehearted, fllse-hlrt^d, a. Treacherous, 
perfidious, deceitftil, hollow.

Falseheartedness, filse-h8rtZ44-n&, s. Per- 
fidiousness, deceitfulness.

Falsehood, fSlse^-hud, x. Want of truth, 
want of veracity; want of honesty, treachery; a lie; 
a false assertion.

This word, by the parsimony of printers, is often 
spelled without the e. They may allege, that spelling the 
word with e makes it liable to be pronounced in three 
syllables by those who do not know the composition of the 
word; and it may be answered, that spelling it without 
the e makes it liable to a mispronunciation, by joining 
the s and h together: if, therefore, the composition must 
be understood before the word can be pronounced with 
security, let it, at least, be presented to the eye, and 
the chance of a mistake will be less.—See Household and 
Hogshead.
Falsely, false-16, ad. Contrarily to truth, not 

truly; erroneously, by mistake; perfidiously, treach
erously.

Falseness, f&lse-n&s, s. Contrariety to truth; 
want of veracity, violation of promise; duplicity, de
ceit; treachery, perfidy, traitorousness.

Falsifiable, fafcs6-fl-l-bl, a. 183. Liable to 
be counterfeited.

Falsification, fal-s6-fd-ka-sh&n, s. The act 
of counterfeiting any thing so as to make it appear 
what it is not

Falsifier, fal-se-fi-ftr, s. One that counter
feits, one that makes any thing to seem what it is oct 
a liar.

To Falsify, fil's^-fl, v. a. To counterfeit, to 
forge.

To Falsify, fll-s6-fl, v. n. 183. To tell lies. 
Falsity, fal-s£-t£, x. Falsehood, contrariety 

to truth ; a lie. an errour.
To Falter, fal-tfir, ». n. To hesitate in the 

utterance of words; to fail.
Faltering, fil-ttir-ing, x. Feebleness, de

ficiency.
FaLTEringly, fJl-t&r-lng-U, ad. With hesi. 

tation, with difficulty.
Fame, feme, x. Celebrity, renown; report, 

rumour.
Famed, femd, a. 359. Renowned, celebrated, 

much talked of
Fameless, fame-lSs, a. Without fame.
Familiar, fi-mll-yir, a. 113. Domestick, re

lating to a family; affable, easy in conversation ; well 
known; well acquainted with, accustomed; uncon
strained.

Familiar, fi-mil-yir, s. An intimate, one 
long acquainted.

Familiarity, fi-mil-y6-ir-6-t6, s. Easiness 
of conversation, omission of ceremony; acquaintance, 
habitude; easy intercourse.

To Familiarize, fi-mil-yir-lze, v. a. To 
make easy by habitude; to bring down from a state of 
distant superiority.

Familiarly, fl-mll-yir-16, ad. Unceremo
niously, with freedom; easily, without fo’mality. 

FAMILLE, ad. In a family way.
This word is perfect French, and is never used 

without en before it
•* Deluded mortals whom the pvni
“ Choose for companions tete-a-tete;
«« Who at their dinners en famtUe,
M Get leave to sit wbene’ei you wt)l.
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To die of hunger. 
Want of food. 

Renown.
Renowned, cele-

With celebrity, 

Celebrity, great

Family, fAm-A-lA, s. Those who live in the 
same house, household; those that descend from one 
common progenitor, a race, a generation; a class, a 
tribe, a species.

Famine, fAmfln, s. 140. Scarcity of food, 
dearth.

To Famish, fAm-ish, v. a. To kill with hun- 
,ger, to starve; to kill by deprivation of any thing ne
cessary.

To Famish, fAm-lsh, v. n.
Famishment, fim'lsh-mSnt,^.
FamOSITY, fl-rnSs-^-tA, ». "
Famous, fa-m&s, a. 314.

bratod.
Famously, fa-m&s-ld, ad. 

with great fame.
Famousness, fa-m&s-nes, s. 

fame.
Fan, fin, s. An instrument used by ladies 

to move the air and cool themselves; any thing spread 
out like a woman’s fan ; the instrument by which the 
chaff* is blown away; any thing by which the air is 
moved, an instrument to raise the fire.

To Fan, fin, v. a. To cool or recreate with 
a fan; to ventilate, to affect by air put in motion; to 
separate, as by winnowing.

Fanaticism, fA-nAt^-sIzm, s. Enthusiasm, 
religious phrensy.

Fanatical, fA-nAt^A-kAl, a. Enthusiastick, 
wild, mad.

Fanatically, fA-nAt^A-kAl-U, ad. In a wild 
enthusiastick way.

Fanaticalness, fA-nAt-A-kAl-nAs, s. Religious 
phrensy.

Fanatic , fA-nAt-Ik, a. 509. Enthusiastick. 
superstitious.

Fanatic , fA-nAt-lk, s. An enthusiast, a man 
mad with wild notions.

Fanciful, fAn-s£-f&l, a. Imaginative, rather 
guided by imagination than reason ; directed by the 
imagination, not the reason.

Fancifully, fAn^sA-f&l-A, ad. According to 
the wildness of imagination.

Fancifulness, fAn-sA-f&l-nAs, s. Addiction 
to the pleasures of imagination.

T’ancy, fAn-s£, f. Imagination, the power by 
which the mind forms to itself images and representa
tions; an opinion bred rather by the imagination than 
the reason; inclination, liking; caprice, humour, 
whim ; frolick, idle scheme, vagary.

To Fancy, fAn-s£, v. n. To imagine, to be
lieve without being able to prove.

To Fancy, fAn-se, t>. a. To portray in the 
mind, to imagine; to like, to be pleased with.

Fancymonger, fAn-sA-m&ng-g&r, s. One who 
deals in tricks of imagination.

Fancysick, fAn-sA-slk, a. One whose distem
per is in hw own mind.

Fandango, fAn-dAng-gd, s. Spanish. A kind 
of lively dance which the Spaniards have learned from 
the Indians.

Fane, fAne? s. A temple consecrated to re
ligion.

Fanfaron, fAn-fA-rdn, $. A bully, a Hector; 
a blusterer, a boaster of more than he can perform.

Fanfaronade, fAn-fAr-d-nade,' s. A bluster, 
a tumour of fictitious dignity.

To Fang, fAng, t>. a. To seize, to gripe, to 
clutch.

Fang, fAng, s. The long tusks of a boar or 
other animal; the nails, the talons; any thing like a 
long tooth.

Fanged, fAngd, a. 359. Furnished with fangs 
or long teeth, furnished with any instrument in imita
tion of fangs.

Fangle, fAng-gl, s. 405. Silly attempt, tri- 
fling scheme.

Fangled, fAng-gld, a. 359. J 
used but m new-fangled, vainly fond of novelty.
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It is scarcely I
1 of novelty. •

Fang less, fAng-lAs, a. Toothless, without 
teeth.

Fann EL, fAn-nAl, s. A sort of ornament like 
a scarf, worn about the left arm of a mass priest 

Fanner, fAn-n&r, s. One that plays a fan. 
Fantasied, fAn-tA-sld, a. 283. Filled with 

fancies.
Fantasm, fAn-tAzm, j.—See Phantasm. 
Fantastical, fAn-tAs-tA-kAl, ) t iFantastic , 509.J Irrat,onal*

bred only in the imagination; subsisting only in the 
fancy, imaginary; capricious, humorous, unsteady; 
whimsical, fanciful.

Fantastically, fAn-tAs^tA-kAl-^, ad. By the 
power of imagination; capriciously, humorously; 
whimsically.

Fantasticalness, fAn-tAs-te-kAl-n2s, ) H
Fantastickness, fAn-tAs-tik-nAs, ) *' u" 

morousness, mere compliance with fancy; whimsical
ness, unreasonableness; caprice, unsteadiness.

Fantasy, fAn-tA-sA, s. Fancy, imagination, 
the power of imagining; idea, image of the mind; 
humour, inclination.

Fap, fAp, a. Fuddled, drunk. An old cant 
word.

Far, fAr, ad. 77. 78. To great extent; to a 
great distance; remotely, at a great distance; in a 
great part, in a great proportion; to a great height; 
to a certain degree.

Far, fAr, a. Distant, remote; from far, from 
a remote place.

Far-fetch, fAr-fAtsh,' s. A deep stratagem.
Far-fetched, fAr-fAtsht,' a. 359. Brought from 

places remote; studiously sought; elaborately strained. 
.Far-piercing, fir-pAAr^sing, a. Striking, or 

penetrating a great way.
Far-shooting, fAr-shd6t-lng, a. Shooting to 

a great distance.
To Farce, farse, v. a. To stuff, to fill with 

mingled ingredients; to extend, to swell out.
Farce, fArse, s. A dramatick representation 

written without regularity, generally stuffed with ri
baldry and nonsense.

Farcical, fAr-sA-kAl, a. Belonging to a farce. 
Farcy, fAr-sA, s. The leprosy of horses. 
Fardel, far-dAl, s. A bundle, a little pack. 
To Fare, fare, v. n. To go, to pass, to travel; 

to be in any state good or bad ; to happen to any one 
well or ill; to feed, to eat, to be entertained.

J Tt-
parting compliment, adieu; it is sometimes used only 
as an expression of separation without kindness.

.To all these different pronunciations is this word 
subject. The accentuation, either on the first or last syl
lable, depends much on the rhythm of the sentence.—See 
Commodore and Commonwealth.

When it is used as a substantive, without an adjective 
before it, the accent is generally on the first syllable; as, 

** See how the morning opes her golden gates,
M And takes herfa'rewll of the glorious sun.” SWrpeare.

Or, if the adjective follow the substantive; as, 
•• If chance the radiant sun with fa'reweU sweet 
*« Extend his ev’ning beam,the fields revive, 
•* The birds their notes renew, and bleating herds 
«• Attest their Joy, that hill and valley ring.” JGtton

But if the adjective precede the substantive, the accent 
is generally placed on the last syllable; as,

•* Treading the path to nobler ends, 
A long farewell to love I gave.”

“ As in this grove I took my last/hretae'H.”
Or when it is governed by a verb; as, “ I bade him/are- 
wtU" or, “ I bade farewtll to him.”

When it is used as an adjective, the accent is always on 
the first syllable; as, “ A farewell sermon.”

But when it is used as an interjection, (for with great 
deference to Dr. Johnson, I cannot think it an adverb,) 
the accent is either on the first or second syllable, as the 

1 rhythm of pronunciation seems to require.
« But fa' rtwll, king; sith thus thou wilt appear, 
* Freedom lives hence, and banishment is here."

Walter.
Dryden.
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“...... O queen farewill; be still posses!
“Of dear remembrance,blessing still and blest.” Pope.

With respect to the pronunciation of a in the first syl- 
lable of this word, Mr. Sheridan says, that in England 
the first syllable is pronounced like far, and in Ireland 
like fare. But if this be really the case, the two nations 
seem to hare changed dialects; for nothing can be more 
evident to the most superficial observer, than the ten
dency in Ireland to pronounce the a like that in/ar, and 
in England like that in fare. Not that I think the pro
nunciation of the first syllable of farewell, like/ar, either 
vicious or vulgar: I am convinced many good speakers 
so pronounce it; but the other pronunciation I think 
more analogical, as well as more general; Dr. Kenrick 
and Mr. Scott pronounce it with the second sound of a, 
and W. Johnston and Mr. Perry with the first. 
Farewell, fare-wAl,' s. Leave, act of departure. 
Farinaceous, fAr-J-na-sh&s, a. Mealy, tasting 

like meal.
Farm, fArm, s. Ground let to a tenant; the 

state of lands let out to the culture of tenants.
To Farm, firm, v. a. To let out to tenants at 

a certain rent; to take at a certain rate; to cultivate 
land.

Farmer, fAr-m&r, s. One who cultivates hired 
ground; one who cultivates ground.

Farmost, fAr-mfist, a. Most distant. 
Farness, fAr-nAss, s. Distance, remoteness. 
Farraginous, fAr-rAdje^A-nfis, a. Formed of 

different materials.
Farrago, fAr-rA-gd, s. 77. A mass formed 

confusedly of several ingredients, a medley.
Farrier, fAr-rA-ur, s. A shoer of horses; one 

who professes the medicine of horses.
Farrow, fAr-rfi, s. 327. A little pig.
To Farrow, fAr-rd, v. a. To bring forth pigs. 
Fart, fArt, s. Wind from behind.
To Fart, fArt, v. a. To break wind behind. 
Farther, fAr-THAr, ad. At a greater distance, 

to a greater distance, more remotely.—See Futther.
Farther, fAr-THAr, a. 98. More remote; 

longer, tending to greater distance.
To Farther, fAr-THAr, v. a. To promote, to 

facilitate, to advance.
Fartherance, fAr-THAr-Anse, s. Encourage

ment, proportion.
Farthermore, fJr'THer-mJre,' ad. Besides, 

over and above, likewise.
Farthest, fAr-TH<5st, ad. At the greatest dis- 

tance; to the greatest distance.
Farthest, fAr-THAst, a. Most distant, re

motest.
Farthing, fAr-THlng, s. The fourth part of a 

penny; copper money.
Farthingale, flrlrHing-gil, s. A hoop, used 

to spread the petticoat.
Farthingsworth, fJr-THlngz-w&rth, ». As 

much as is sold for a farthing.
Fasces, fAs-sAz, s. Rods anciently carried be

fore the consuls, as marks of their authority.
Fascia, fash-A-A, $. 92. A fillet, a bandage. 
Fasciated, fAsh-A-a-tAd, a. Bound with fillets. 
Fasciation, fAsh-A-a-shfin, s. 356. Bandage. 
To Fascinate, fAs^sA-nate, v. a. To bewitch, 

to enchant, to influence in some wicked and secret 
manner.

Fascination, fAs-sA-na-shfin, s. The power 
or act of bewitching, enchantment.

Fascine, fAs-sAne,' s. 112. A fagot. 
Fascinous, fAs^sA-nfis, a. Caused or acting by 

witchcraft.
Fashion, fAsh-fin, s. Form, make, state of 

any thing with regard to appearance; the make or cut 
of clothes; manner, sort, way; custom operating upon 
dress, or any domestick ornaments; custom, general 
practice; manner imitated from another, way esta
blished by precedent; general approbation, mode; 
rank, condition above the vulgar.
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To Fashion, fAsh-fin, v. a. To form, to mould, 
to figure; to fit, to adapt, to accommodate; to cast 
into external appearance; to make according to the 
rule prescribed by custom.

Fashionable, fish-un-l-bl, a. Approved by 
custom, established by custom, made according to the 
mode; observant of mode; having rank above thf 
vulgar, and below nobility.

Fashionableness, fAsh'fin-A-bl-nAss, s. Modish 
elegance.

Fashionably, fAsh-fin-A-blA, ad. In a manner 
conformable to custom, with modish elegance.

Fashioner, fAsh-fin-fir, «. A maker of any 
thing.

Fashionist, fAsh-fin-ist, s. A follower of the 
mode, a coxcomb.

To Fast, fJst, v. n. 79. To abstain from 
food; to mortify the body by religious abstinence.

Fast, fAst,s. Abstinence from food; religious 
mortification by abstinence.

Fast, fA3t, a. Firm, immoveable; firm in ad
herence; speedy, quick, swift; fast and loose, uncer
tain variable, inconstant.

Fast, fAst, ad. Firmly, immoveably; closely, 
nearly; swiftly, nimbly ; frequently.

To Fasten, fAs-sn, v. a. 405. To make fast, 
to make firm ; to hold together, to cement, to link;

• to affix, to conjoin.
To Fasten, fas-sn, v. n. 472. To fix himself. 
Fastener, fAs-sn-fir, s. One that makes fast 

or firm.
Faster, fAst-fir, s. 98. He who abstains from 

food.
Fasthanded, fAst-hAnd-Ad, a. Avaricious, 

closehanded, covetous.
Fastidiosity, fAs-tld-A-fis-A-tA, s. Disdain

fulness.
Fastidious, fAs-tld-A-fis, or fAs-tld-jA-fis, a. 

293, 294. Disdainful, squeamish, delicate to a vice.
Fastidiously, fas-tid^A-fis-1 A, or fAs-tld-jA-fis- le, 

ad. 293, 29k Disdainfully, squeamishly.
Fastidiousness, fAs-tld^A-fis-nAss, s. Squeam

ishness, disdainfulness.
Fasting, fAst-ing, s. Religious mortification. 
Fasting-DAY, fAst-ing-da, s. Day of mortifi

cation by abstinence.
Fastness, fAst-nAss, s. Firmness, firm adhe

rence ; strength, security ; a strong place; a place not 
easily forced.

FASTUOUS,fAs^tshfi-fis,a. 464. Proud, haughty. 
Fat, fAt, a. Full-fed, plump, fleshy; coarse, 

gross, dull; wealthy, rich.
Fat, fAt, s. The unctuous part of animal flesh.
Fat, fAt, s. A vessel in which any thing is put 

to ferment or be soaked.
To Fat, fAt, v. a. To make fat, to fatten.
To Fat, fAt, v. n. To grow fat, to grow full-

fleshed.
Fatal, fa-tAl, a. Deadly, mortal, destructive, 

causing destruction; proceeding by destiny, inevitable, 
necessary; appointed by destiny.

Fatalism, fa-tAl-ism, s. The doctrine of those 
who maintain that all things happen by necessity.

Fatalist, fa-tAl-ist, s. One that maintains that 
all things happen by invincible necessity.

Fatality, fA-tAl-A-tA, s. Predestination, pre
determined order or series of things and events; de- 
cree of fate: tendency to danger.

Fatally, fa-tAl-lA, ad. Mortally, destructively 
even to death ; by the decree of fate..

Fatalness, fa-tAl-nAss, s. Invincible necessity. 
Fate, fate, s. Destiny, an eternal series o! 

successive causes; event predetermined; death, de
struction ; cause of death.

Fated, fakAd, a. Decreed by fate ; determined 
in any manner by fate.

Father, fA-THAr, s. 34. 78. 98. He by whom 
the son or daughter is begotten ; the first ancestor.
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the appellation of an old man ; the title of any man 
reverent; the ecclesiastical writers of the first centu
ries ; the title of a popish confessor; the title of a sena
tor of old Rome; the appellation of the first person of 
the adorable Trinitv, 7b.

Father-in-law, fA-TH&r-ln-lAw, s. The father 
of one’s husband or wife

To Father, fl-TH^r, t>. a. To take as a son or 
daughter; to supply with a father; to adopt a compo
sition ; to ascribe to any one as his offspring or pro
duction.

Fatherhood, fA-THfir-hfid, s. The character 
of a father, the authority of a father.

Fatherless, fA-TH&r-l&s, a. Without a fattier. 
Fatherliness, fi-TH^r-lA-n^ss, s. The tender

ness of a father, parental kindness.
Fatherly., fA-THfir-lfi, a. Paternal, like a fa

ther, tender protecting, careful.
Fatherly, fl-TH^r-1^, ad. In the manner of 

a father.
Fathom, fATH-fim, s. 166. A measure of 

length containing six feet; reach, penetration, depth 
of contrivance.

To Fathom, fATH-fim, v. a. To encompass 
with the arms; to sound, to try with resj»ect to the 
depth ; to penetrate into, to find the bottom; as, I 
cannot fathom his design.

Fathomless, fATH-fim-lfis, a. That of which 
no bottom can be found ; that of which the circum
ference cannot be embraced.

Fatidical, fA-tidid-kAl, a. Prophetick, having 
the power to foretell future events.

Fatiferous, fA-tWA-rfis, a. Deadly, mortal. 
FaTIGABLE, fit-^-gA-bl, a. Easily wearied.
To Fatigate, fAti^-gate, v. a. 91. To weary, 

to fatigue, to exhaust with labour.
Fatigue, fA-t££g,' $. 337. Weariness, lassi

tude ; the cause of weariness, labour, toil.
To Fatigue, fA-t£Ag,' v. a. 112. To tire, to 

weary, to harass with toil.
Fatkidneyed, fAt-kld-nld, a. 283. Fat. 
Fatling, fAt-llng, j. A young animal fed fat 

for the slaughter.
Fatner, fAt-tn-fir, s. More properly Fattener. 

That which gives fatness.
It is not a little surprising that Dr. Johnson should 

let the vulgar spelling of this word have a place in his 
vocabulary. Partner and Vintner have no r between the 
I and n, because we have no verb to parten or to vinten, 
but fattener from the word to fatten, as necessarily re
quires the e as hearkencr, whilener, listener, &c. The 
same may be observed of the word softener, which see. 
Fatness, fAt-n&ss, $. The quality of being fat, 

plump; fat, grease; unctuous or greasy matter; fer
tility ; that which causes fertility.

To Fatten, fAt-tn, v. a. 405. To feed up, to 
make fleshy; to make fruitful; to feed grossly, to in
crease.

To Fatten, fAt-tn, v. n. To grow fat, to be 
pampered, to grow fleshy.

Fatuous, fAtshifi-fis, a. 461. Stupid, foolish, 
feeble of mind ; impotent, without force.

Fatuity, fA-tfiiA-tA, s. Foolishness, weakness 
of mind, morbid, feebleness of mind.

B3F* For the second syllable of this word, see Futurity. 
Fatwitted, fAt-wlt-Ad, a. Heavy, dull. 
FaTTY, fAtr-t^, a. Unctuous, oleaginous, greasy. 
FaUSET, fawisAt, a. A pipe inserted into a 

vessel to give vent to the liquor, and stopped up by a 
peg or spigot. ■

FauCHION, flUshfin, t. A crooked sword. 
Fa VILLOUS, fA-vll-lfis, a. Consisting of ashes. 
FaulcON, fAw-kn, s.—See Falcon.
Fault, fAlt, s. 404. Offence, slight crime, 

somewhat liable to censure; defect, want; puzzle, 
difficulty.

Dr. Johnson tells us that the I in this word is 
sometimes sounded and sometimes mute, and that in 
conversation it is generally suppressed. To this Dr. Ken
rick adds. that it is needlessly suppressed. None of onr 
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lexicographers have marked this letter mute but Mr. She- 
ridan. Mr. Nares says, the word is pronounced both 
ways, and leaves it undetermined; but Mr. Eiphinston 
deci les positively against retaining the / even in writing; 
his reasons are, that as the French have left out the I in 
their antiquated fauUe, we ought to leave it out of our 
English word, which was derived from their ancient one. 
This reasoning, however, I think is not conclusive. If 
after deriving words from their living languages, and 
using them for centuries, we were to alter them as their 
present language happens to alter, our own language 
would have no stability. The truth is, the French lan
guage is much more altered within the last two centuries 
than the English, and it is greatly enfeebled by dropping 
its consonants. Its nasal vowels too have added to its 
weakness, by rendering both vowels and consonants less 
distinct The I in question has nothing harsh or uncom
mon in its sound, and, if it were mute, would desert its 
relation to the Latin falsitas, and form a disgraceful ex
ception ; and if poets have sometimes dismissed it to 
rhyme the word with thought, sought, Sec. they have as 
readily admitted it to rhyme with malt, salt, and assault.

“ 'Vhich of our thnim-cnpp’d ancestors found fault,
“ For want of sugar tongs, or spoons for salt ?’* Xing.

Faultfinder, falt-flnd-fir, s. A censurer. 
Faultily, falt-^-ld, ad. Not rightly, improperly. 
Faultiness, falt^-nAss, s. Badness, vicious

ness, delinquency, evil disposition.
Faultless, falt-lls, a. Without fault, perfect. 
Faultlessness, fAlt-lAs-nAss, s. The state of 

being perfect
Faulty, fAl-tA, a. Guilty of a fault, blameable, 

erroneous, defective.
Faun, fAwn, s. A kind of rural deity; a sort 

of inferior heathen deity, pretended to inhabit the 
woods.

Faunist, fAwn-l.,t, s. One who attends to rural 
disquisitions; a naturalist

To Favour, fa-vftr, v. a. To support, to regard 
with kindness; to assist with advantages or conve
niences; to resemble in feature; to conduce to, to con
tribute.

Favour, fA^vfir, s. 314. Countenance, kind
ness; support, defence; kindness granted; lenity, mi
tigation of punishment; leave, good will, pardon ; ob
ject of favour, person or thing favoured; something 
given by a lady to be worn ; any thing worn openly as 
a token ; feature, countenance.

Favourable, fa-vdr-A-bl, a. Kind, propitious, 
affectionate; palliative, tender, averse from censure; 
conducive to, contributing to accommodate, conve
nient ; beautiful, well-favoured.

Favourableness, fa-v&r-A-bl-ndss, s. Kind
ness, benignity.

Favourably, fa-v&r-A-blA, ad. Kindly, with 
favour.

Favoured, fa-v&rd, part. a. Regarded with 
kindness; featured, with well or ill. _

FAVOUREDLY, fa^vfird-ld, ad. With well or ill, 
in a fair or foul way.

Favourer, fA-vQr-dr, s. One who favours 
one who regards with kindness or tenderness.

Favourite, fa-vfir-lt, s. 156. A person or 
thing beloved, one regarded with favour; one choses 
as a companion by his superior.

Favourite, fa-v&r-lt, a. Beloved, regarded 
with favour.

Favouritism, fa-vfir-lt-lzm, s. The exercise 
of power by favourites.

Favourless, fa-v&r-lAs, a. Unfavoured, not 
regarded with kindness; unfavouring, unpropitioua.

Fautor, fAw-tAr, s. 166. Favourer, counte
nances

Fautress, faw-trAs, s. A woman that favours 
or shows countenance.

Fawn, fAwn. s. A young deer.
To Fawn, fAwn, v. n. To bring forth a young 

deer; to court by frisking before one, as a dog; to 
court servilely.

Fawnf.r, fA winfir, s. One that fawns, one that 
pays servile courtship.
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Fawning, fawn-ing, s. Gross or low flattery; 
the act of servilely cringing.

FaWningly, faw-ning-ld, ad. In a cringing 
servile manner.

Fay, fa, s. A fairy, an elf; faith.
To Feague, f&g, v. a. 337. To whip, to 

chastise.
Fealty, s. Duty due to a superior

lord, fidelity to a master, loyalty.
TtS* Dr. Kenrick, Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Scott, Buchanan, 

W/Johnston, and, if we may judge by the position of 
the accent, Entick, make only two syllables of this word; 
Mr. Perry, Mr. Nares, and, by the position of the accent, 
Dr. Ash, three. T do not hesitate a moment to pronounce 
' he last division the best; not only as it is immediately 
derived from a French word of three syllables, fcaulte, 
but as this is generally its quantity in Milton and Shake
speare.

“ I am in parliament pledge for his truth,
“ And lasting fealty to the new-made king." Shale.

“ —Let my sovereign
“ Command my eldest son, nay, all my sous,
“ As pledges of my Jealty and love.” Ibid.

“ . — Man disobeying,
>• Disloyal, breaks his fealty^ and sins
“ Against the high supremacy of heav’n.” Milton.

** Each bird and beast behold
“ After their kinds» I bring them to receive
“ From thee their names ; and pay thee fealty
u With low subjection.’’ IMrt.
“ Whether his first design be to withdraw
M Our fealty to God, or to disturb
** Conjugal love.” Ibid.

In these quotations from Johnson we see the first only 
makes fealty two syllables; and even here it may be pre
sumed there is a poetical license exactly like that Which 
Young uses in the word really:

** Why realty sixty-five is somewhat old.”

Fear, fere, s. 227. Dread, horror, apprehen
sion of danger ; awe, dejection of mind; anxiety, so
licitude ; that which causes fear; something hung up 
to scare deer.

To Fear, fire, v. a. To dread, to consider 
with apprehensions of terror; to fright, to terrify, to 
make afraid.

To Fear, fire, v. n. To live in horror, to be 
afraid; to be anxious.

FEARFUL, fire-ful, or fir-f&l, a. 230. Timor
ous ; afraid; awful; terrible, dreadful.—See Fierce.

Fearfully, fire-ful-li, or f£r-fil-l£, ad. Tim
orously, in fear; terribly, dreadfully.

Fearfulness, fire-ful-niss, or fir-ful-niss, s. 
Timorousness, habitual timidity; state of being afraid, 
awe, dread.

Fearlessly, fire-lis-li, ad- Without terror.
Fearlessness, fire-lis-niss, s. Exemption 

from fear, intrepidity, courage, boldness.
Fearless, fire-lis, a. Free from fear, intrepid. 
Feasibility, fi-zi-bll-i-te, s. A thing prac

ticable.
Feasible, fi-si-bl, a. 227. Practicable, that 

which may be effected, such as may be done.
Feasibly, f&zi-bli, ad. Practicably.
Feast, fiist, s. 227. An entertainment of the 

table, a sumptuous treat of great numbers; an anni
versary day of rejoicing; something delicious to the 
palate.

To Feast, fiist, v. n. To eat sumptuously.
To Feast, fiist, v. a. To entertain sumptu

ously ; to pamper, to delight
Feaster, fiis-t&r, s. One that fares delicious

ly ; one that entertains magnificently.
Feastful, fiist-ful, a. Festive, joyful; luxu

rious, riotous.
Feastrite, fiist-rite, s. Custom observed in 

entertainments.
Feat, file, s. 227. Act, deed, action, exploit; 

a trick, an artful, festive, or a ludicrous performance. 
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Feat, f^te, a. Ready, skilful, ingenious; nice, 
neat.

Fr.ATEOUS, or ft-tshe-fis, a. 263.
Neat, dexterous. .

FeateoUSLY, f3-t<?-us-li, ad. Neatly, des 
terously.

Feather, fiTH-hr, s. 98. 234. The plume 01 
birds ; an ornament, an empty title; upon a horse, a 
sort of natural frizzling hair.

To Feather, fiTH-iir, v. a. To dress in fea
thers, to fit with feathers; to tread as a cock j to en
rich, to adorn; to feather one’s nest, to get riches to
gether.

Featherbed, fira-ftr-bid, s. A bed stuffed 
with feathers.

Featherdriver, fiiH-fir-drl-vfir, s. One who 
cleanses feathers.

Feathered, fiTH-ard, a. 359. Clothed with 
feathers, fitted with feathers, carrying feathers.

Featheredge, fiTH-fcr-idje, s. Boards or 
planks that have one edge thinner than another, are 
called featheredge stuff

Featheredged, f £th-&r-idjd, a. Belonging
to a featheredge.

Featherfew, f^TH-fir-fh, s. A plant. 
Feathebless, fiTH-hr-liss, a. Without fea

thers.
Featherseller, fiTH-&r-sil-lhr, s. One who 

sells feathers.
Feathery, fiTH-&r-i, a. Clothed with feathers. 
Featly, fite-li, ad. Neatly, nimbly. 
FeaTNESS, fite-niss, s. Neatness, dexterity. 
Feature, fi-tshure,$. 462. The cast or make 

of the face; any lineament or single part of the face.
To FeaZE, fize, v. a. To untwist the end of 

a rope; and reduce it to its first stamina, to beat.
Febrifuge, fib-ri-fige, s. Any medicine ser

viceable in a fever.
Febrile, fib-rll, a. 140. Constituting a fever; 

proceeding from a fever.
February, fib^rd-A-ri, s. The name of the 

second month in the year.
Feces, fi-siz, s. Dregs, lees, sediment, sub

sidence; excrement
Feculence, fik-h-linse, ) « j rFeculency, f3kii-13n-s3, $ ’■ Muddiness, 

quality of abounding with lees or sediment; lees, feces, 
sediment, dregs.

Feculent, f3k-<l-13nt, a. Foul, dreggy, excre. 
mentitious.

Fecund, fik-ftnd, «. Fruitful, prolifick. See 
Facund.

Fecundation, f3k-k&n-dl-sh&n, s. The act of 
making fruitful.

To Fecundity, ft-kfin-dtfl, v. a. To make 
fruitful, to make prolifick.

Fecundity, fi-kdr.-di-ti, s. Fruitfulness, qua
lity of producing or bringing forth.

Fed, fid. Pret. and part. pass, of To feed.
Fedary, fid-3-ri, s. A partner, or a depen

dant.
Federal, fid-i-rAJ, a. Relating to a league 

or contract
Federary, fid^ir-i-ri, s. A confederate, an 

accomplice.
Federate, fed-e-rate, a. 91. Leagued.
Fee, fii, s. 246. All lands and tenements that 

are held by any acknowledgment of superiority to a 
higher lord; recompense; payments occasionally 
claimed by persons in office; reward paid to physicians 
or lawyers.

To Feb, fM,®. a. To reward, to pay; to bribe, 
to keep in hire, to purchaie.

Feeble, fii'bl, a. 405. Weakly, debilitated, 
sickly, without strength of body or mind.

Feebleminded, fi^bl-mlnd-id, a. Weak of 
of mind, defective in resolution and constancy.
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Feebleness, fllbl-nlss, j. Weakness, imbe- 
cslity, infirmity, want of strength.

Feebly, f&bld, ad. Weakly, without strength.
To Feed, f&d, r. a. 246. To supply with 

food; to graze, to consume by cattle; to nourish, to 
cherish ; to keep in hope or expectation; to delight, 
to entertain.

To Feed, ft^d, v. n. To take food; to prey, 
to live by eating; to grow fat or plump.

Feed, f££d, s. Food, that which is eaten ; 
pasture.

Feeder, f^&d-hr, s. One that gives food; an 
exciter, an encourager ; one that eats, one that eats 
nicely.

Feefarm, fi&f&rm, s. Tenure by which lands 
are held of a superior lord.

To Feel, fWl, v. n. Pret. Felt. Part. pass. Felt. 
To have perception of things by the touch; to search 
by feeling; to have a quick sensibility of good or evil; 
to appear to the touch.

To Feel, f££l, v. a. 246. To perceive by the 
touch; to try, to sound; to have sense of pain or 
pleasure; to be affected by; to know, to be acquainted 
with.

Feel, f££l, s. The sense of feeling, the touch. 
Feeler, fidl-hr, s. One that feels; the horns 

or antenna of insects.
Feeling, f££l-lng, part. a. Expressive of great 

sensibility; sensibly felt.
Feeling, f4Al-lng, s. The sense of touch; sen

sibility, tenderness, perception.
Feelingly, fWl-lng-U, ad. With expression 

of great sensibility; so as to be sensibly felt.
Feet, f&t, s. 246. The plural of Fool. 
Feetless, f&t'lds, a. Being without feet.
To Feign, fane, v. a. 249. 385. To invent; 

to make a show of, to do upon some false pretences; 
to dissemble, to conceal.

To Feign, fine, v. n- To relate falsely, to 
image from the invention.

Feignedly, fane^d-U, ad. 364. In fiction, 
not truly.

Feigner, fane-&r, s. Inventor, contriver of 
fiction.

Feint, fant, s. 249. A false appearance; a 
mock assault

To Felicitate, f£-lls-£-tAte, v. a. To make 
happy or prosperous; to congratulate.

Felicitation, fi-lls-£-t&-sh&n, s. Congratula
tion.

Felicitous, ft-lls^-ths, a. Happy, prosperous. 
Felicity, f^-lls^A-t^, s. Happiness, prosperity, 

blissfulness, blessedness.
Feline, feline, a. 140. Like a cat, pertaining 

to a cat.
Fell, f$l, a. Cruel, barbarous, inhuman; 

savage, ravenous, bloody.
Fell, fel, s. The skin, the hide.
To Fell, fSl, p. a. To knock down, to bring 

to the ground ; to hew down, to cut down.
Fell, f61. The pret. of To fall.
FELLER, f^l-lir, s. One that hews down.
FeLUTLUOUS, f&l-HftflMis, a. 518. Flowing 

with gall.
Fellmonger, fil-m&ng-g&r, 3. 381. A dealer 

in hides.
Fellness, f&l-ness, s. Cruelty, savageness.
Felloe, f&l-ld, s. 296. The circumference of 

a wheel.
Fellow, f£l-ld, s. 327. An associate, one 

united in the same affair; one of the same kind; one 
thing suited to another, one of a pair; a familiar ap
pellation used sometimes with fondness, sometimes 
with contempt; a mean wretch, a sorry rascal; a mem
ber of a college that shares its revenue.

To Fellow, f5l-!A, v. a. To suit with, to pair 
with.
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Fellow-commoner, f&l-ld-kdm'&n-fir, s. A 
commoner at Cambridge of the higher order, who dines 
with the fellows.

Fellow-creature, fel-lo-kre^tshhre, s. One 
that has the same Creator.

Fellow-feeling, fSl-ld-fi^llng, s. Sympathy; 
combination, joint interest.

Fellow-heir, f&l-ld-are,' s. Coheir. 
Fellow-helper, f&l-lA-help-ftr, s. Coadjutor. 
Fellow-labourer, f£l-ld-la'bar-{ir, a. Ont 

who labours in the same design,
Fellowlike, fSi-16-llke,) a. Like a compan- 
Fellowly, f&l-ld-te, 5 ion, on equal terms. 
Fellow-servant, f41-ld-s£r^vint, s. One that 

has the same muster.
Fellowship, f^l-ld-shlp, 3. Companionship, 

association; equality, partnership; frequency of in
tercourse, social pleasure; fitness and fondness for 
festal entertainments; an establishment in the college 
with share in its revenue.

Fellow-soldier, fJl-ld-sdl-j&r, «. One who 
fights under the same commander.

Fellow-student, f£l-14-st6Mint, s. One who 
studies in company with another.

Fellow-sufferer, f^l-li-s&Mr-Jir, s. One 
who shares the same evils.

Felly, f£l-l£, ad. Cruelly, inhumanly, sa
vagely, barbarouslv.

Felo-de-se, fi*-lo-d£-s&,' s. In law, he that 
committeth felony by murdering himself.

Felon, f^l-hn, s. 166. One who has commit
ted a capital crime ; a whitlow, tumour, formed be. 
tween the bone and its investing membrane.

Felon, f&'fin, a. Cruel, traitorous, inhuman. 
Felonious, f£-16^n&-&s» a. Wicked, traitorous, 

villanous, malignant.
Feloniously, fd-l<^n£4is-l&, ad. In a feloni

ous manner.
Felony, f&'iin-d, 3. A crime denounced capi

tal by the law.
Felt, f&lt. The pret. of Feel.
Felt, f£lt, s. Cloth made of wood united 

without weaving; a hide or skin.
Felucca, fi-lbk-i, 3. A small open boat with 

six oars.
Female, fA-m&le, 3. A she, one of the sex 

which brings young.
Female, female, a. Not masculine, belonging 

to a she.
Feminality, f£m-£-n&U£-t£, s. Female nature.
Feminine, f£m-£-nln, a. 150. Of the sex that 

brings young, female; soft, tender, delicate; effemi
nate, emasculated.

Femoral, f^m^A-rAl, a. Belonging to the thigh. 
Fen, f&n, s. A marsh, low, flat and moist 

ground ; a moor, a bog.
Fenberry, f£n-b£r-re, 3. A kind of blackberry. 
Fence, f£nse, s. Guard, security, outwork, de

fence ; enclosure, mound, hedge; the art of fencing 
defence; skill in defence.

To Fence, f&nse, v. a. To enclose, to secure 
by an enclosure or hedge; to guard.

To Fence, f£nse, v. n. To practise the arts of 
manual defence; to guard against, to act on the defen 
sive; to fight according to art

Fenceless, f&nseQ&s, a. Without enclosure, 
open.

Fencer, f^n^shr, 3. One who teaches or prac
tises the use of weapons, or science of defence.

FenCIBLE, f£n-s£-bl, a. 405. Capable of de
fence.

Fencing-master, f£n^Ing-mis-thr, s. Ono 
who teaches the use of weapons.

Fencing-school, f&ni-slng-skddl, 3. A place in 
which the use of weapons is taught

To Fend, f&nd, v. a. To keep off, to shut out
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To Fend, find, v. n. To dispute, to shift off 
a charge.

Fender, f£nM&r, s. A plate of metal laid be
fore the fire to hinder coals that fall, from rolling for
ward to the floor; any thing laid or hung at the side 
of a ship to keep off violence.

Feneration, fen-^r-A-sh&n, s. Usury, the gain 
of interest, the practice of increasing money by lending. 

Fennel, f£n-n£l, s. 99. A plant of strong 
scent

Fenny, f£n-n£, a. Marshy, boggy, moorish; 
inhabiting the marsh.

Fennystones, f£n-n£-stdnz, s. A plant. 
Fensucked, f£ n-s&kt, a. Sucked out of marshes. 
Feod, fide, s. Fee, tenure.
Feodal, fu-difl, a. Held of another.
FeODAry, fh-di-r^, s. One who holds his es

tate under the tenure of suit and service to a superior 
lord.

To Feoff, f£f, v. a. 256. To put in possession, 
to invest with right
fr'y' 1 had always supposed that the diphthong in this 

word and its compound enfeoff was pronounced like the 
long open e, but upon inquiry into its actual pronuncia
tion by the gentlemen of the law, found I had been in 
an error; and though Mr. Sheridan and Mr. Scott mark 
feoff with the short e, they are in the same error respect
ing enfeqff, which they mark with the long e. Dr Ken
rick and Mr. Barclay are under the 6ame mistake in/rq/ft 
by pronouncing the diphthong long; and Mr. Nares is 
wrong also in pronouncing enfeoff in the same manner. 
Mr. Perry is the only one who is right in pronouncing 
the diphthong short in both. So much, however, had 
my ear been used to the long sound of this diphthong, 
that it escaped me in the words enfeqff and enfeoffment ; 
which, to be consistent, I ought certainly to have 
marked with the short sound, as in feoff and feoffee. 
Feoffee, f£f-f££, s. One put in possession. 
Feoffer, f^f^f&r, s. One who gives possession 

of any thing.
Feoffment, f&f-m&nt, s. The act of granting 

possession.
Feracity, f£-r£s-£-t£, s. Fruitfulness, fertility. 
Feral, f^rAl, a. Funereal, mournful.
FeriatiON, f£-r£-&shfin, s. 534. The act of 

keeping holiday, cessation from work.
Ferine, ferine, a. 140. Wild, savage.
Ferineness, f£-rlne-n£ss, s. Barbarity savage

ness, wildness.
Ferity, f£r^-t£, s. Barbarity, cruelty, wild

ness. savageness.
To Ferment, fSr-m&nt,' v. a. To exalt or 

rarefy by intestine motion of parts.
To Ferment, f&r-m&nt,' v. n. To have the 

parts put into intestine motion.
Ferment, f£r-m£nt, s. 492. That which causes 

intestine motion ; the intestine motion, tumult
Fermentable, f£r-m£nt'i-bl, a. Capable of 

fermentation.
Fermental, f£r-m3nt&l, a. Having the power 

to cause fermentation.
Fermentation, f&r-mSn-ta^h&n, s. A slow 

motion of the intestine particles of a mixed body, aris
ing usually from the operation of some active acid 
matter which rarefies and exalts the soil and sul
phureous particles.

Fermentative, f3r-m£n-tl-tlv, a. Causing 
fermentation, having the power of fermentation.

Fern, f£rn, s. A plant.
Ferny, f^rn^, a. Overgrown with fern. 
Ferocious, ft-r&hta, a. 357. Savage, fierce. 
Ferociously, f^-rd^shis-1^, ad. In a savage, 

or in a rapacious manner.
Ferociousness, fi-rd^sh&s-n^ss, $. Fierceness, 

savageness.
Ferocity, fA-rfts^-t^, $. Savageness, fierce

ness, wildness.
Ferbeous, f£r-r£-6s, a. Consisting of iron, 

belonging to iron.
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Ferret, fSr-rlt, s. 99. A quadruped of the 
weasel kind, used to catch rabbits; a kind of narrow 
ribband.

To Ferret, fSr^rlt, v. a. 99. To drive out of 
lurking places, as the ferret drives the coney.

Ferreter, f£r-rlt-&r, s. One that hunts an
other in his privacies.

Ferriage, fer'rMdjc, s. 90. The fair paid at 
a ferry.

FerridNESS, f&r-rld-n&ss, s. Ardour of mind; 
zeal, passion.

Ferruginous, f£r-rh-j£-n&s, a. Partaking of 
the particles and qualities of iron.

Ferrule, f&r-rll, s. An iron ring put round 
any thing to keep it from cracking.

To Ferry, f^r-rd, v. a. To carry over in a boat 
Ferry, f£rM, s. A vessel of carriage; the pas

sage over which the ferry boat pusses.
Ferryman, f£r£r£-min, s. 88. One who keeps 

a ferry, one who for hire transports goods and passen
gers.

Fertile, f^r-tll, a. 140. Fruitful, abundant 
Fertileness, fdr-tU-n^ss, s. Fruitfulness, fe

cundity.
Fertility, f$r-tll-£-t£, s. Abundance, fruit

fulness, fecundity, plenteousness.
To Fertilize, fer-dl-llze, v. a. To make fruit

ful, to make plenteous, to make productive.
Fertily, f£r-tll-£, ad. Properly Fertilely. 

fruitfully, plenteously.
Fervency, f^r^v^n-sA, s. Heat of mind, ar

dour ; flame of devotion; zeal.
Fervent, f£r-v£nt, a. Hot, boiling; hot in 

temper, vehement; ardent in piety, warm in zeal.
Fervently, f^r-vlnt-U, ad. Eagerly, vehe

mently ; with pious ardour, with holy zeal.
Fervid, f^r-vld, a. Hot, burning, boiling; ve

hement, eager, zealous.
Fervidity, f£r-vld-£-t£, s. Heat, zeal, ardour. 
Fervidness, f£r-vld-n£ss, s. Ardour of mind, 

zeal, passion.
Ferula, f^r-ti-li, s. An instrument with which 

young scholars are beaten on the hand.
Fervour, f&r-vhr, s. 314. Heat, warmth; 

heat of mind, zeal, ardour of piety.
Fescennine, f£s-s£n-nlne, a. Belonging to & 

kind of wanton obscure poetry sung by the ancient 
Romans at weddings; licentious, wanton.

Fescue, f£s-kii, s. A small wire by which those 
who teach to read point out the letters.

Festal, f^s-til, a. Belonging to a feast; be
fitting a feast; festive, joyous.

To Fester, f&s-thr, v. n. To rankle, to cor
rupt, to grow virulent.

Festinate, f^sAA-nate, a. Hasty, hurried.
Festinatei.y, fAsiti-nate-lA, ad. Hastily, 

speedily.
Festination, f&s-t£-nl-shfin, s. Haste, hurry. 
Festival, f£s-t£-v£l, a. Pertaining to feasts, 

joyous.
Festival, f&s-tA-v&l, s. Time of feast, anni

versary day of civil or religious joy.
Festive, fes-tlv, a. 140. Joyous, gay.
Festivity, f^s-tlv^-t^, s. Festival, time of 

rejoicing; gayety, joyfulness.
FESTOON, ffis-tddn,' s. In architecture, an or

nament of carved work in the form of a wreath or gar
land of flowers, or leaves twisted together, thickest at 
the middle, and suspended by the two extremes, whence 
it hangs down perpendicularly.

FbstL’CINE, f&Uh-sln, a. 140. Straw colour 
FestucOUS, fis-tti-k&s, a. Made of straw.
To Fetch, fAtsb, t>. a. To go and bring; to 

.trike at a distance; to produce by some kind of force; 
to reach, to arrive at; to obtain as its price.

To Fetch, fStsh, v. n. To move with a quid 
return.
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Fetch, fdtsh, x. A stratagem by which any
thing is indirectly performed, a trick, an artifice.

Fetcheb, fdtsh-dr, s. One that fetches any 
thing.

Fetid, fet-ld, a. 296. Stinking, rancid; hav
ing a smell strong and offensive. See Fetus.

Fetidness, f&t-ld-n&ss, s. The quality of stink- 
„ tog-Fetlock, fdt'lok, s. A tuft of hair that grows 

behind the i»astem joint.
Fetter, f£t-t&r, s. It is commonly usedin the 

plural, Fetters. Chains for the feet.
To FETrER, fdt-thr, v. a. To bind, to enchain, 

to shackle, to tie.
Fetterless, fit-thr-ldss, a. Free from restraint 
To Fettle, fdt-tl, v. n. 405. To do trifling 

business.
Fetus, fd-t&s, s. 296. 489. Any animal in 

embryo, any thing yet in the womb.
Whence can arise the different quantity of the a in 

Fetus and Fetid ? Till a better reason appear, let us sup. 
pose the following: Fetus., except the diphthong, retains 
its T-atin form, and therefore is naturally pronounced 
with its first syllable long. Fetid is anglicised; and as 
most of these anglicised words of two syllables are de
rived from Latin words of three, where the first, be it 
short or long, is in our English-Latin pronounced short, 
the same syllable in the English words is generally short 
likewise. This has established something like a rule; 
and this rule has shortened the first syllable of Fetid, 
though long in the Latin Foetidus.—See Drama.
Feud, fhde, x. 264. Quarrel, contention, war. 
Feudal, fb-dAl, a. Pertaining to fees or te

nures by which lands are held of a superior lord.
Feudal, fh-dil, s. A dependance, something 

held by tenure.
Feudalism, fh-dil-Izm, x. The feudal system. 
Feudatory, fh-dl-thr-^, x. One who holds 

not in chief, but by some conditional tenure.—For the 
o, see Domestick.

Fever, f^vir, s. A disease in which the body 
is violently heated, and the pulse quickened, or in 
which heat and cold prevail by turns. It is sometimes 
continual, and sometimes intermittent.

Feveret, ft-v&r-^t,'x. A slight fever, febricula. 
Feverfew, f£-v&r-f6, x. An herb ; a plant. 
Feverish, f&v&r-Ish, a. Troubled with a fe

ver ; tending to a fever; uncertain, inconstant, now 
hot, now cold; hot, burning.

Feverishness, f^v«; h-niss, x. A slight dis
order of the feverish h. > , mental restlessness.

Feverous, fii-vir-ts Troubled with a fever 
or ague; having the nature of a fever; having a ten
dency to produoe fev -is.

Feversick, fi-viir-s’k., a. Diseased with a fever. 
Fevery, f^vhr-^, a. Diseased with a fever. 
Few, fh, a. No* many, not a great number. 
FEWEL, fu-il, s. 9b Combustible matter; ma

terials for a fire, as fircwuou, coal.
Fewness, fh-n&ss, x. Smallness of number. 
Fib, fib, x. A lie, a falsehood. 
Te Fib, fib, v, n. To lie, to speak falsely. 
Fibber, fib^b&r, t. A teller of fibs.
Fibre, fi'b&r, x. 416. A small thread or string. 
Fibril, fl-brll, s. A small fibre or string. 
Fibrous, fl-br&s, a. 314. Composed of fibres 

or stamina.
Fibula, flb'tl-lA, x. The outer and lesser bone 

of the leg, much smaller than the tibia.
Fickle, flk-kl, a. 405. Changeable, inconstant, 

unsteady ; not fixed, subject to vicissitude.
Fickleness, flk-kl-n&ss, x. Inconstancy, un-

certaintyT unsteadiness.
Fickly, flk-kL-U, ad. Without certainty or 

stability.
Fictile, flk-tll, a. 140. Moulded into form, 

and manufactured by the potter.
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Fiction, flk^hhn, x. The act of feigning or 
inventing.; the thing feigned or invented; a falsehood, 
a lie.

FlCTlOUB, fik-shfis, a. 292. Fictitious, ima
ginary.

Fictitious, flk-tlsh-hs, a. Counterfeit, not 
genuine; feigned ; not real, not true.

Fictitiously, Hk-tlsh-6s-l£, ad. Falsely, conn- 
terfeitly.

Fictitiousness, fik-tish-fis-n&ss, x. Feigned re
presentation.

Fiddle, fld-dl, x. A stringed instrument of
musick, a violin.

To Fiddle, fid-dl, v. n. 405. To play upon 
the fiddle: to trifle, to shift the hands often, and do 
nothing like a fellow that plays upon a fiddle.

Fiddleyaddle, fldyi-fid-dl, a. Trifles. A
cant word.

Fiddler, fld^di-Cir, x. A musician, one that
plays upon the fiddle.

Fiddlestick, fldkll-stlk, x. The bow and hair
which a fiddler draws over the strings of a fiddle.

Fiddlestring, fld-dl-strlng, x. The string of
a fiddle, that which makes a noise.

Fidelity, f£-d£l^-td, x. 126. Honesty, ve
racity, faithful adherence.

To FlDGE, fldje, )
To Fidget, fidjilt, 99. |,K n' To move n,m- 

bly and irregularly. A cant word.
Fiducial, fe-dh-shll, a. 126. 357. Confident, 

undoubting.
iry- For the impropriety of pronouncing the second 

syllable of this and the two following words, as if written 
Joo, as Mr. Sheridan has marked them, see Principles, 
No. 376 and 472.
Fiducially, fA-dii-shAl-lA, a. Confidently, un- 

doubtingly.
Fiduciary, ft-dit-shi-i-r£, x. One who holds 

any thing in trust; one who depends on faith without 
works.

Fiduciary, fA-du-sh£-A-r£, x. Confident, steady,
undoubting, untouched with doubt.

Fief, fe^f, x. A fee, a manor, a possession held
by some tenure of a superior.

FIELD, f£dld, s. 275. Ground not inhabited, 
not built on; cultivated tract of ground; the open coun
try ; opposed to quarters; the ground of battle; the 
ground occupied by any army ; a wide expanse; space, 
compass, extent: in heraldry, the surface of a shield. 

Fielded, ft^lMed, a. Being in a field of battle. 
Field-Basil, feiMd-bAz-il, x. A plant. 
Fieldbed, f^ld-b^d, x. A bed contrived to 

be set up easily in the field.
Fieldfare, f el-fare, x. 515. A bird.
Fieijjmarbh al, f&ld-mAr-shll, x. Commander

of an army in the field.
Fieldmouse^ fi^ld-mduse, x. A mouse that

burrows in banks.
Fieldofficer, fWld-df-f4-sfir, x. An officer 

whose command in the field extends to a whole regi
ment, as the colonel, lieutenant-colonel, and major.

Fieldpiece, f^eld-p^se, s. Small cannon used 
in battles, but not in sieges.

Fiend, rand, x. 275. An enemy, the great
enemy of mankind, Satan; any infernal being.

Fierce, f^^rse, or f£rse, a. Savage, ravenous; 
vehement; outrageous; angry, furious; strong, for
cible.

JO The first mode of pronouncing this word is the 
most general; the second is heard chiefly on the stage. 
Actors, who have such continual occasion to express the 
passions, feel a propriety in giving a short vowel sound 
to a word denoting a rapid and violent emotion; and 
therefore, though this pronunciation may be said to be 
grammatically improper, it is philosophical^ tight. See 
Cheerful.
Fiercely, f££rseQ£, or ££rse-l£, ad. Violently, 

furiously.
Fierceness, fiG&rse^n&ss, or f&rse^n&ss, ». Fe

rocity, savageness; violence, outrageous passion.
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Fibrifacias, fi-A-r^-faUhis, s. 88. In law, a 
judicial writ from him that has recovered in an action 
of debt or damages, to the sheriff, to command him to 
levy the debt, or the damages.

Fieriness, fWr-6-n&ss, s. Hot qualities, heat, 
acrimony • heat of temper, intellectual ardour.

Fiery, fUer-4, a. Consisting of fire; hot like 
fire; vehement, ardent, active; passionate; outra* 
geous, easily provoked; unrestrained, fierce; heated 
by fire.

Fife, fife, s. A pipe blown to the drum. 
Fifteen, flfkWn. a. Five and ten. 
Fifteenth, a. The fifth after the

tenth.
Fifth, flftA, a. The next to the fourth. 
Fifthly, flftA-16, ad. In the fifth place 
Fiftieth, fl£-td-&A, a. 279. The next to rne 

forty-ninth.
Fifty, flf-t6, s. Five tens.
Fig, fig, s. A tree that bears figs; a lus

cious soft fruit; the fruit of the fig-tree.
Figapple, fig-ip-pl, s. 405. A fruit. 
Figmarigold, fig-mirQ-gdld, s. A plant. 
To Fight, fite> v. n. Pret. Fought: Part. pass.

Faught. To contend in battle, to make war , Lu con
tend in single fight; to oontend.

To Fight, fite, v. a. To war against, to com
bat against.

Fight, flte, g. Battle; combat, duel; some
thing to screen the combatants in ships.

Fighter, fi-thr, s. Warrior, duellist, contender 
Fighting, fi-tlng, part. a. Qualified for war, 

fit for battle; occupied by war.
FigSIEnt, fig-m&nt, s. An invention, a fiction, 

the idea feigned.
Figpecker, flg-p^k-hr, s. A bird.
Figulate, fig-6-lAte, a. 91. Made or potters 

clay.
Figurable, flg-u-r^-bl, a. Capable of being 

brought to a certain form, and retained in it. Thus 
lead W'figurable, but not water.

FigurabiliTy, fig-fi-rA-bil-£-td, s. The quality 
of being capable of a certain and stable form.

Figural, flg-6-ril, a. Belonging to a figure. 
Figurate, f ig-£i-rAte, a. 91. Of a. certain and 

determinate form; resembling any thing of a deter
minate form.

Figuration, fig-h-ra-sh&n, s. Determination 
to a certain form , the act of giving a certain form.

Figurative, fig-h-ra-tiv, a. Representing 
something else, typical; not literal; full of rhetorical 
exornations.

Figuratively, fig-6-ri-tiv-le, ad. By a figure, 
in a sense different from that which words originally 
imply; not literally.

Figure, flg-hre, s. The figure.of any thing as 
terminated by the outlines; shape; person, external 
form, appearance, mean or grand; distinguished ap
pearance, eminence, remarkable character; a statue, 
an image; representations in painting; a character 
denoting a number; the horoscope, the diagram of the 
aspects of the astrological houses; in theology, type, 
representative; inrhetorick, any mqdeof speaking in 
which words aredetorted from their literal and primi
tive sense; in grammar, any deviation from the rules 
of analogy or syntax.

IO" There is a coarse and a delicate- pronunciation of 
this word and its compounds. The first is such a pro
nunciation as makes the u short and shut, as if written 
Jlggur : the last preserves the sound of m open, as if y 
were prefixed, fig-yurc. That this is the true 6ound of 
open «, see Principles, No. 8.
To Figure, fig-6 re, v. a. To form into any 

determined shape; to cover or adorn with figures; to 
diversify; to represent by a typical or figurative resem
blance; to image in the mind; to form figuratively, 
to use in a sense not literal.

Figwort, fig-w&rt, s. A plant.
Filaceous, fi-la^sh6s, a. 357. Consisting of 

threads; composed of threads.
211

Filacer, fll-i-s&r, s. 98. An officer in the 
Common Pleas, so called because he files those writs 
whereon he makes process.

Filament, fll-6-m£nt, s. A slender thread, e 
body slender and long like a thread.

FILBERT, fil-b&rt, g. 98. A fine hazel nut with 
a thin shell

To Filch, fllsh, v. n. To steal, to pilfer. 
Filcher, fllsh-&r, s. 98. A thief, a petty robber. 
File, file, s. A thread; a line on which papers 

are strung; a catalogue, roll; a line of soldiers ranged 
one behind another; an instrument to smooth metals 

Filecutter, flle^kbt-t&r, s. A maker of files. 
To File, file, v. a. To string upon a thread or 

wire; to cut with a file; to foul, to sully, to pollute.
To File, file, v. n. To march in file, not 

abreast, but behind one another.
F»L2M0T, fll^-mdt, s. A brown or yellow- 

brown colour.
Filer, fl-liir. s. 98. One who files, one who 

uses the file in cutting metals.
Filial, fil-yAl, a. 113. Pertaining to a son, 

befitting a son; bearing the character or relation of t 
son.

Filiation, fll-6-A-sh6n, s. The relation of a 
son to a father, correlative to paternity.

Filings, fi'llngz, g. Fragments rubbed off by 
the action of the file.

7b Fill, fil, t». a. To store till no more can be 
admitted ; to pour liquor into a vessel till it reaches 
the top; to satisfy, to content; to glut, to surfeit: to 
fill out, to pour out liquor for drink, to extend by 
something contained; to fill up, to make full, to sup
ply, to occupy by bulk.

To Fill, fl 1, v. n. To give to drink; to grow 
full; to glut, to satiate.

Fill, fil. s. As much as may produce com
plete satisfaction; the place between the shafts of * 
carriage.

Filler, fil-I&r, $. Any thing that fills up room 
without use; one whose employment is to fill vessels 
of carriage.

Fillet, fil-llt, s. 99. A band tied round the 
head or other part; the fleshy part of the thigh, ap
plied commonly to veal; meat rolled together, and tied 
round; in architecture, a little member which appears 
in the ornaments and mouldings, and is otherwise cal
led listeL

To Fillet, fil-llt, v. a. To bind with a ban- 
“ dage or fillet; to adorn with an astragal.
To Fillip, fil-llp, v. a. To strike with the nail 

of the finger by a sudden spring.
Fillip, fil-lip, s. A jerk of the finger let go 

from the thumb.
Filly, fil-1^, s. A young mare; opposed to a 

colt or young horse.
Film, film,, s. A pellicle or thin skin.
To Film, film, v. a. To cover with a pellicle 

or thin skin.
Filmy, fll-m6, a. Composed of thin membranes 

or pellicles.
To Filter, fil-t&r, v. a. To clear by drawing 

off liquor by depending threads ; to strain,'to percolate. 
Filter, fil-t&r, s. A twist of thread, of which 

one end is dipped in the liquor to be cleared, and the 
other hangs below the bottom of the vessel, so that the 
liquor drips from it; a strainer.

FlLTH, fil/A, s. Dirt, nastiness; any thing 
that sois or pollutes; corruption ; pollution.

Filthily,flW4-16, ad. Nastily, foully, grossly. 
Filthiness, f ll/A^-n6ss, s. Nastiness, foulness, 

dirtiness; corruption, pollution.
Filthy, fil/A^, a. Nasty, foul, dirty ; gross, 

polluted.
To Filtrate, fll-trAte, v. a. 91. To strain, to 

percolate.
Filtration, fll-tri'sh&n, $. A method by 

which liquors are procured fine and clear.
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Fimbriated, flm-brd-i-tdd, a. Fringed, edged 
round, jagged.

Fin, fin, s. The wing of a fish.
Fin-footed, fln-fut-3d, a. Having feet with 

membranes between the toes, palmipedous.
Finable, fl-ni-bl, a. 405. That admits a fine.
Final, fl-nil, a. 88. Ultimate, last; conclu

sive ; mortal; respecting the end or motive.
Finally, fl-nil-£, ad. Ultimately, in conclu

sion, completely, without recovery.
Finance, f£-ninse,' s. Revenue, income, profit. 
Flnancial, fi-nin^shil, a. Relative to finance. 
Financier, fln-nin-siir/ s. 357. One who 

collects or farms the publick revenue.
Finary, fi-ni-r£, $. The second forge at the 

iron mills.
Finch, flnsh, s. A. small bird; of which we 

have three kinds, the goldfinch, the chaffinch, and 
bulfinch.

To Find, find, v. a. To obtain by searching 
or seeking; to obtain something lost; to meet with, 
to fall upon ; to know by experience; to discover by 
study; to discover what is hidden; to hit on by chance, 
to perceive by accident; to detect, to deprehend, to 
catch j to determine by judicial verdict; to supply, to 
furnish, as he finds me in money; in law, to approve, 
as to find a bill; to find himself, to fare with regard 
to ease or pain ; to find out, to unriddle, to solve; to 
discover something hidden, to obtain the knowledge 
of; to invent.

Finder, find'&r, s. One that meets or falls 
upon any thing; one that picks up any thing lost

Findfault, flnd-filt, s. A censurer, a caviller. 
Finding, flnd-Ing, s. Discovery by study, dis

covery by chance; In law, the return made by the jury 
to the bill of indictment

Fine, fine, a. Refined, pure, free from dross; 
subtle, thin, as the fine spirits evaporate; refined ; 
keen, smoothly sharp; clear, pellucid, as the wine 
is fine; nice, delicate ; artful, dexterous; elegant, 
with elevation; beautiful, with dignity; accomplished, 
elegant of manners; showy, splendid.

Fine, fine, s. A mulct, a pecuniary punish
ment ; penalty; forfeit, money paid for any exemption 
or liberty; the end, conclusion.

To Fine, fine, v. a. To refine, to purify; to 
make transparent; to punish with pecuniary penalty.

To Fine, fine, v. n. To pay a fine.
To Finedraw, flneMriw, v. a. To sew up a 

rent with so much nicety that it is not perceived.
Finedrawer, fine^draw-iir, s. One whose 

business is to sew up rents.
Finefingered, flne-fing-g&rd, a. Nice, art

ful, exquisite.
Finely, fine-l£, ad. Beautifully, elegantly; 

keenly, sharply; in small parts; wretchedly [ironi
cally.]

Fineness, flne^n&ss, s. Elegance, delicacy; 
show, splendour; artfulness, ingenuity; purity, free
dom from dross or base mixtures.

Finery, fl-nfir-^, s. 557. Show, splendour of 
appearance, gaiety of colours.

Finesse, ft^-n£ss,' s. 126. Artifice, stratagem. 
FINER, fi-n&r, s. 98. One who purifies metals. 
Fine-spoken, flne^spd-kn*, a. Affectedly polite.

“ Dear Madam, be sure he’s a Jlne-jpoAm man.” Swift.*

Finespun, flne^phn, a. Ingeniously contrived; 
artfully invented.

Finger, flng-ghr, s. 381. The flexible member 
of the hand by which men catch and hold; a small 
measure of extension; the hand, the instrument of 
work.

To Finger, flng-g&r, v. a. To touch lightly, 
to toy with ; to touch unseasonably or thievishly; to 
touch an instrument of musick; to perform any work 
exquisitely with the fingers.

Fingerboard, flng-gtir-bdrd, j. The board 
•t the neck of a Addle, juitxr, or the like, where the 
fingers operate on the stmngs.

s.a

Fingering, flng-gfir-Ing, s. The act of touch
ing lightly; the manner of touching an instrument of 
musick.

Finglefangle, flng-gl-fang-gl, s. A trifle. 
Finical, fln-^-kil, a. Nice, foppish. 
Finically, fln^-kil-^, ad. Foppishly. 
Finicalness, fln^-kAl-niss, s. Superfluous

nicety, foppery.
To Finish, finish, ». a. To bring to the end 

proposed, to perfect, to polish to the excellency in
tended, to end, to put an end to.

Finisher, fln'lsh-ir, t. One that finishes.
Finishing, fln^Ish-Ing, s. Completion; the 

last touch of a composition.
Finite, fi-nlte, a. 126. Limited, bounded.
Finiteless, fl-nlte-l^s, a. Without bounds, 

unlimited.
Finitbly, fl-nlte-li, ad. With certain limit,, 

to a certain degree.
Finiteness, fl-nlte-n8ss, 7 T. .
Finitude, fln^tfide, J*’ Station, con- 

finement within certain boundaries.
Finless, fln-l&s, a. Without fins.
Finlike, fln-llke, a. Formed in imitation of 

fins.
Finned, find, a. 362. Having broad edges 

spread out on either side.
Finny, fln-n£,' a. Furnished with fins, formed 

for the element of water.
Fintoed, fln-tdde, a. Having a membrane 

between the toes.
FlNOCHlO, f£-nd-she-d, s. A species of fennel.
Fir, f£r, s. 109. The tree of which deal-boards 

are made.
Fire, fire, s. The element that burns; any 

thing burning; a conflagration of towns or countries; 
the punishment of the damned; any thing that inflames 
the passions; ardour of temper; liveliness of imagina
tion, vigour of fancy, spirit of sentiment; the passion 
of love; eruptions or imposthumations, as St. An
thony’s fire.

To Fire, fire, v. a. To set on fire, to kindle; 
to inflame the passions, to animate.

To Fire, fire, v. n. To take fire, to be kindled; 
to be influenced with passion ; to discharge any fire
arms.

Firearms, flre^irmz, s. Arms which owe their 
efficacy to fire, guns.

Fireball, fire-bill, s. Grenado, ball filled with 
combustibles, and bursting where it is thrown.

Firebrand, flre^brind, s. A piece of wood 
kindled; an incendiary, one who inflames factions.

Firebrush, fire-brhsh, s* The brush which 
hangs by the fireside to sweep the hearth.

Firecross, flre^kris, s. A token in Scotland 
for the nation to take arms.

Firedrake, fire-drake, s. A fiery serpent.
Fire-engine, flre-£n-jln, s. A machine for ex 

tinguisbing accidental fires by a stream or jet of water.
Firelock, flre^ldk, s. A soldier’s gun, a gun 

discharged by striking steel with flint.
Fireman, flre-min, s. 88. One who is em< 

ployed to extinguish burning houses.
riRENEW, flre-nh,' a. New from the forge, new 

from the melting house.
Fire-office, flre^if-fts, t. An office of insu

rance from fire.
Firepan, fire-pin, s. A pan for holding or 

carrying fire; in a gun, the receptacle for the priming 
powder.

Firer, fire^&r, s. 98. An incendiary.
Fireship, fire-ship, s. A ship filled with com

bustible matter to fire the vessels of the enemy.
Fireshovel, flre^sh&v-vl. a. The instrument 

with which the hot coals a:e thrown up.
Fireside, fire-side,' s. The hearth, the chim

ney.
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Firestick, flre-stlk, s. A lighted stick or brand.
Firestone, flre-stAne, s. A hearth-stone, stone 

that will bear the fire, the pyrites.
Firewood, flre-w&d, t. Wood to burn, fuel. 
Fireworks, flre^w&rks, s. Preparations of gun

powder to be exhibited for show or publick rejoicing.
Firing, fl-ring, s. Fewel.
To Firk, f£i k, v. a. To whip, to beat.
Firkin, f£r-k1n, s. A vessel containing nine 

gallons ; a small vessel.
Firm, firm, a. 108. Strong, not easily pierced 

or shaken ; hard, opposed to soft; constant, steady, 
resolute, fixed, unshaken ; the name or names under 
which any house of trade is established; a commercial 
word.

To Firm. f£rm, v. a. To settle, to confirm, to 
establish, to fix; to fix without wandering.

Firmament, fer-mA-m&nt, s. The sky, the 
heavens.

Firmamental, f£r-mi-m£n-tAl, a. Celestial, 
of the upper regions.

Firman, f^r-mln, s. A grant or license given 
by Asiatick potentates.

Firmly, f£rm-l£, ad. Strongly, impenetrably; 
immoveably; steadily, constantly.

Firmness, f£rm-n£ss, s. Stability, compact
ness ; steadiness, constancy, resolution.

First, f first, a. 108. The ordinal of one; 
earliest in time; highest in dignity ; great, excellent.

First, f&rst, ad. Before any thing else, ear
liest ; before any other consideration ; at the begin
ning, at first.

First-born, ffirst-b3rn, s. Eldest; the first 
by the order of nativity.

Fibst-got, firsttgit, J ™ ,
First-begotten, ftirst-be-got-tn, j ’

dest of children.
First-fruits, furst-frfifits, s. What the season 

first produces or matures of any kind; the first profits 
of any thing; the earliest effects of any thing.

Firstling, f first-ling, s. The first produce or 
offspring; the thing first brought or done.

FlSC, flsk, s. Publick treasury.
Fiscal, fls-kAl, s. 88. Exchequer, revenue. 
Fish, fish, s. An animal that inhabits the water. 
To Fish, fish, v. n. To be employed in catch

ing fish ; to endeavour at any thing by artifice.
To Fish, fish, v. a. To search water in quest 

of fish.
Fish-hook, flsh-hfifik, s. A hook for catching 

fish.
Fishpond, flsh-pfind, s. A small pool for fish.
Fisher, fish-fir, s. 98. One who is employed 

in catching fish.
Fisherboat, fish-fir-bfite, s. A boat employed 

in catching fish.
Fisherman, flsh-fir-mAn, s. 88. One whose 

employment and livelihood is to catch fish.
Fishery, fish-fir-^,s. The business of catching 

fish.
Fishful, flsh-f&l, a. Abounding with fish. 
To Fishtfv, flsh^-fl, v. a. To turn to fish. 
Fishing, flsh-lng, s. Commodity of taking fish. 
Fishkettle, flsh-k3t-tl, s. 406. A caldron 

made long for the fish to be bailed without bending.
Fishmeal, fishWle, s. Diet of fish.
Fishmonger, flsh-mfing-gfir, s. A dealer in 

fish.
Fishspear, flsh£sp£re, s. A dart or spear with 

which fishermen strike fish.
Fishwoman, flsh'wfim-fin, s. A woman that 

sells fish.
Fishy, flshQ, a. Consisting of fish; having 

the qualities of fish.
FISSILE, fis^sil, a. 140. Having the grain in a 

certain direction, so as to be cleft.
21S

Fissility, fls-s31-6—td, s. The quality of admit
ting to be cloven.

Fissure, flsh-shfire, s. 452. A cleft, a narrow 
chasm where a breach has been made.

Fist, fist, s. The hand clenched with the fingers 
doubled down.

Fisticuffs, fls^t^-kfifs, s. Battle with the fists.
Fistula, fls-tshfi-li, s. 461. A sinuous ulcer 

callous within.
Fistular, fls-tshfi-lir, s. 88. Hollow like a 

pipe.
Fistulous, fls-tshh-lfis, a. Having the nature 

of a fistula.
Fit, fit, s. A paroxysm of any intermittent 

distemper; any short return after intermission; disor
der, distemperature; the hysterical disorders of women, 
and the convulsions of children.

Fit, fit, a. Qualified, proper; convenient,meet, 
right, proper.

To Fit, fit, v. a. To suit one thing to another; 
to accommodate a person with any thing; to be adapted 
to, to suit any thing; to fit out, to furnish, to equip; 
to fit up, to furnish, to make proper for use.

To Fit, fit, v. n. To be proper, to be fit.
Fitch, fitsh, $. A small kind of wild pea- 

that robs the henroost and warren.
Fitful, flt-f&l, a. Varied by paroxysms.
Fitly, flt-li, ad. Properly, justly, reasonably; 

commodiously, meetly.
Fitness, fit-n&ss, s. Propriety, meetness, just

ness, reasonableness; convenience, commodity, the 
state of being fit.

Fitment, fit-m^nt, s. Something adapted to 
a particular purpose.

Fitter, flt-tfir, s. The person or thing that 
confers fitness for any thing.

Five, five, a. Four and one, half of ten.

usually applied to gates.
Fiveleaved Grass, flve-U^vd, s. Cinquefoil, 

a species of clover.
Fives, flvz, s. A kind of play with a ball; a 

disease of horses.
To Fix, fiks, v. a. To make fast; to settle; 

to direct without variation; to deprive of volatility ; 
to transfix; to withhold from motion.

To Fix, fiks, v. a. To determine the resolu* 
tion ; to rest, to cease to wander; to lose volatility, so 
as to be malleable.

Fixation, fik-sa-shfin, s. Stability, firmness; 
confinement, want of volatility; reduction from 
fluidity to firmness.

Fixedly, fik-s£d-l£, ad. 364. Certainly, firmly. 
Fixedness, fik-s£d-n£ss, s. 365. Stability;

Want or loss of volatility; steadiness, settled opinion or 
resolution.

Fixidity, fik-sId^-tA, ) s. Coherence of 
Fixity, fik-s£-t£, } parts.
Fixture, flks-tshfire, s. 46S. Firmness, stable 

state; a piece of furniture fixed to a house.
FlXURE, fik^shfire, s. 479. Firmness, stable 

state.
Fizgig, flz-glg, s. A kind of dart or harpoon, 

with which seamen strike fish.
Flabby, flib^b^, a. Soft, not firm.
Flabile, fl&b-il, a. 140. Subject to be blown, 

airy.
Flaccid, fl&k-sid, a. Weak, limber, not stiff; 

lax, not tense.—See Exaggerate.
Flaccidity, flik-sld^-ti, s. Laxity, limber

ness, want of tension.
To Flag, flAg, v. n. To hang loose without 

stiffhess or tension ; to grow spiritless or dejected; tc 
pxow feeble, to lose vigour.
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To Flag, HAg, r. a. To let fall into feeble- * 
ness, to suffer to droop; to lay with broad stones.

Flag, AAg, t. A water-plant with a broad- 
bladed leaf and yellow flower ; the colours or ensign 
of a ship or land forces; a species of stone used for 
smooth pavement

Flag-broom, flAg-brddm, s. A broom for 
sweeping flags or pavements.

FLagelet, flAdj(<e-lAt, s. A small flute.
Flagellation, flAdje-Al-la-shcm, $. The use 

of the scourge.
FLAGGINESS, AAg-gA-nAss, s. Laxity, limber

ness, want of tension.
Flaggy, flAg^-ge, a. 383. Weak, lax, limber; 

insipid, not stiff, not tense.
Flagitious, flA-jlsh-hs, a. Wicked, villanous, 

atrocious.
Flagltiousness, flA-jlsh'fis-nAss, s. Wicked

ness, villany.
Flag-officer, flAg-df-fe-s&r, s. A commander 

of a squadron.
Flagon, flAg'&n, s. 166. A vessel of drink 

with a narrow mouth.
Flagrancy, fla-grAn-s&, s. Burning heat, fire.
Flagrant, fla-grAnt, a. Ardent, burning, 

eager; glowing; red; notorious, flaming.
Flagrantly, fla-grAnt-lA, ad. Ardently, 

eagerly, notoriously.
Flagration, flA-gra-shCm, $. Burning.
Flag-ship, flAg-shlp, $. The ship in which the 

commander of a fleet is.
Flagstaff, flAg-stAf, s. The staff on which 

the flag is fixed.
Flag-worm, flAg^wfirm, s. A grub bred in 

watery places among flags or sedge.
Flail, flale, s. 202. The instrument with which 

grain is beaten out of the ear.
Flake, flake, $. Any thing that appears loosely 

held together; a stratum, layer, a lock of wool drawn 
out.

To Flake, flake, u. a. To form in flakes or 
bodies loosely connected.

Flaky, fla-kA, a. Loosely hanging together ; 
lying in layers or strata, broken inu lamina.

Flam, flAm, s. A falsehood, a lie, an illusory 
pretext, a freak, a ' dm, a fancy.

To Flam, flAm, v. a. To deceive with c lie.
Flambeau, flAm-bd, $. 245. A light 1 torch. 

Plural Flambeaux.
Flame, flame, s. Light emitted from fire; a 

stream of fire; ardour of temper or imagin'*”''" 
brightness of fancy; ardour of inclina ion ; pu >»vi. of 
love.

To Flame, flame, v. n. To shine as fire, to 
bum with emission of light; to blaze; to break out in 
violence of passion.

Flame-COLOURED, flame^kil-l&rd, a. 362. Of 
a bright yellow colour.

Flame-eyed, flAme^ld, a. Having eyes like 
flames.

Blameless, flame-lAs, a. Without flame, with
out incense.

Fl AMEN, fla-mAn, s. 503. A priest in ancient 
times, one that officiated in solemn offices.

If there be any case in which we are to take our 
English qua itity from the Latin, it is in words of two 
syllables which retain their Latin form, and have the 
rowel in the first syllable long.—See Drama.
Flaming, fla-mlng, «. The act of bursting out 

into flames.
Flamingly, flA-ming-lA, ad. Radiantly, most 

brightly.
Flammation, flAm-ma-shun, «. The act of 

setting on flame.
r lamm ability flAin-inA-bll^A-tA, s. The qua

lity of admitting to be set on fire.
Flammeous, i!am-md-us, a. Consisting of 

thuius. resembling flame.
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Flammiferous, fiim-mlf'-h'-ris, a. 518. 
Bringing flame.

Flammivomous, flim-mlvli-m&s, a. 528. 
Vomiting out flame.

Flamy. fla-inA, a. Inflamed, burning; having 
the nature of flame, blazing.

Flank, flAngk, s. The part of the side of a 
quadruped near the hinder thigh; in men, the latter 
part of the lower belly; the side of an army or fleet, 
in fortification, that part of the bastion which reaches 
from the curtain to the face.

To Flank, flAngk, v. a. To attack the side 
of a hattalion or fleet; to be posted so as to overlook 
or command any pass on the side, to be on the side.

Flanker, fl&ngk’&r, s. A fortification jutting 
out so as to command the side of a body marching to 
the assault.

Flannel, flAn-nAl, s. 99. A soft nappy stuff 
made of wool

Flap, flAp, s. Anything that hangs broad and 
loose; the motion of any thing broad and loose; the 
noise made by that motion ; a disease in horses.

To Flap, flip, v. a. To beat with a flap, as flies 
are beaten; to move with a flap or noise.

To Flap, flip, v. n. To ply the wings with 
noise; to fall with flaps or broad parts depending.

Flapdragon, flAp^drAg-hn, s. A play in which 
they catch raisins out of burning brandy; the thing 
eaten at flapdragon.

Flapeared, flAp-Aerd, a. 362. Having loose 
and broad ears.

To Flare, flare, v. n. To flutter with a splen
did show; to glitter with transient lustre; to glitter 
offensively; to be in too much light

Flash, flAsh, s. A sudden, quick, transitory 
blaze; a sudden burst of wit or merriment; a short 
transient state; a body of water driven by violence.

To Flash, flAsh, v. n. To glitter with a quick 
and transient flame; to burst out into any kind of vio. 
lence; to break out into wit, merriment, or bright 
thought.

To Flash, flAsh, v. a. To strike up large bodies 
of water from the surface.

Flasher, flAsh-&r, s. A man of more appear
ance of wit than reality.

Flashily, flAsh^A-lA, ad. With empty show. 
Flashy, flAsh-A, a. Empty, not solid; showy, 

-.7b bout substance ; insipid, without force or spirit
Flask, flAsk, s. A bottle, a vessel; a powder- 

o n
Flasket, flAsk'h, s. A vessel in which viands 

are s-.ved.
Flat, flAt, a. Horizontally level; smooth, 

without protuberances; without elevation; level with 
the ground ; lying horizontally prostrate, lying along; 
in painting, without relief, without prominence of tne 
figures ; tasteless, insipid ; dull, unanimated ; spirit
less, dejected; peremptory, absolute, downright; not 
shrill, not acute, not sharp in sound.

Flat. flAt, s. A level, an extended plane; 
even ground, not mountainous ; a smooth low ground 
exposed to inundations; shallow, strand, place in the 
sea where the water is not deep; the broad side of a 
blade; depression of thought or language; a mark or 

aracter in musick.
T» Flat, flAt, v. a. To level, to depress, to 

make broad and smooth ; to make vapid.
To Flat, flAt, v. n. To grow flat, opposed U- 

swell; to become unanimated or vapid.
Flat-bottomed, flAt-bAt-tfim’d, a. Having 

flat bottom ; applied to boats.
Flatlong, flat-15ng, ad. With the flat down 

wards, not edgewise.
Flatly, flAt-lA, ad. Horizontally, without in

clination ; without prominence or elevation ; without 
spirit, dully, frigidly ; peremptorily, downright.

Flatness, flAt-nAss, s. Evenness, level exten
sion ; want of relief or prominence; deadness, insipi
dity, vapidness; dejection of state; dejection of mind, 
want of life; dulness, insipidity, frigidity; the con
trary to shrillness or acuteness of sound
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Flatnosed, flAt-niz’d, a. Having a flat nose. 
To Flatten, flAt-tn, v. a. 405. To make even 

or level, without prominence or elevation; to beat 
down to the ground, to make vapid; to deject, to de
press, to dispirit.

To Flatten, flat-tn, v. n. To grow even or 
level; to grow dull and insipid.

Flatter, flltAtJir, s. 98. The workman or in
strument by which bodies are flattened.

To Flatter, flAt-t&r, v. a. To sooth with 
praises, to please with blandishments; to praise falsely; 
to raise false hopes, to gain by false compliments.

Flatterer, flAt-ttir-rur, s. One who flatters, 
a fawner, a wheedler.

Flatteringly, flit-t&r-Ing-li, ad. In an art- 
fully obsequious manner.

Flattery, flit^-tfir-^, s. 557. False praise, 
artful obsequiousness, adulation.

Flattish, flAt-tlsh, a. Somewhat flat, ap
proaching to flatness.

Flatulency, flAtsh-fi-15n*s5, s. 461. Windi
ness, turgidness; emptiness; vanity, airiness.

Flatulent, flAtsh-ii-l^nt, a. Turgid with air, 
windy ; empty, vain, big without substance or reality 
puffy.

Flatuostty, flAtsh-6-as^-te, ,. Windiness, 
fulness of air.

Flatuous, flitsh-fi-fis, a. Windy, full of wind. 
Flatus, fla-t&s, s. Wind gathered in any ca

vities of the body, caused by indigestion and a grow 
internal perspiration.

Flatwise, flat-wize, ad. With the flat down
wards, not the edge.

To Flaunt, flint, v. n. 2J4. To make a flut
tering show in apparel; to be hung with something 
loose and flying.

Flaunt, flint, s. Any thing loose and airy. 
Flavour, flA-v&r, s. 314. Power of pleasing 

the taste ; sweetness to the smell, odour, fragrance.
Flavoured, fla-v&r’d, a. Having a fine taste, 

or odour.
Flavorous, fla-v&r-fis, a. 557. Delightful 

to the palate; fragrant, odorous.
Flaw, fliw, s. A crack or breach in any thing; 

a fault, a defect; a sudden gust; a violent blast; a tu
mult. a tempestuous uproar; a sudden commotion of 
mind.

To Flaw, fliw, v. a. To break, to crack, to 
damage with fissure.

Flawless, fliw-lis, a. Without cracks, without 
defects.

Flawy, fiaw-5, a. Full of flaws.
Flax, fliks, s. The fibrous plant of whiefi the 

finest thread is made; the fibres of flax cleansed and 
combed for the spinner.

Flaxcomb, fliks-kdm,«. The instrument with 
which the fibres of flax are cleansed from the brittle parts.

Flaxdresser, fliks-dris-s&r, s. He that pre
pares flax for the spinner.

Flaxen, flak-sn, a. 103. Made of flax; fair, 
long, and flowing.

Flaxweed, flAks-w£Ad, s. A plant.
To Flay, fla, v, a. 221. To strip off the skin; 

to take off the skin or surface of any thing.
(T'y There is a common pronunciation of this word as 

If spelled j!ea, rhynnng with sea, which is every day 
growing more vulgar.
Flayer, flA-hr, a. He that strips the skin off 

any thing.
Flea, fl5, s. A small insect remarkable for 

its agility in leaping.
To Flea, fl£, v. a. To clean from fleas. 
Fleabane, fl^-bane, s. A plant.
FleaBTTE, fl^-bltA, ) a. Red marks caused 
FleaBiting, fl^-bl-tlng, $ by fleas; a small 

hurt or pain like that caused by the sting of a flea.
FLEABrrTEN, fte-blt-tn, a. 103. Stung bv fleas; 

mean, worthless.
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FleaK, fl5ke, s. A small lock, thread, or twist. 
To Fleak, fl£ke, v. a. To spot, to streak, to 

stripe, to dapple.
Fleam, fldme, s. An instrument used to bleej 

cattle.
Fleawort, fld-wfirt, a. A plant.
To Flecker, flSk'&r, v. a. To spot, to mark 

with stroke* or touches.
Flection, fl5k-sh&n, s. The act or power of 

bending or turning.
Fled, fled. The pret. and part of Flee. 
Fledge, flSdje, s. Full-feathered, able to fly 
To Fledge, fl5dje, v. a. To furnish w ith winos, 

to supply with feathers.
To Flee, flW, v. n. Pret. Fled. To run from 

danger, to have recourse to shelter.
Fleece, fl55se, s. As much wool as is shorn 

from one sheep.
To Fleece, flense, v. a. To clip the fleece of 

a sheep: to strip, to plunder, as a sheep is robbed of 
its wool; to whiten, to spread over as with wool.

Fleeced, fl55st, a. 359. Having fleeces of 
wool.

Fleecer, fl££-sfir, s. One who strips, or plun
ders.

Fleecy, flAA-s5, ad. Woolly, covered, with 
wool.

To Fleer, fl55r, v. n. To mock, to gibe, to 
jest with insolence and contempt; to leer, to grin witi
an air of civility.

Fleer, fl55r, s. Mockery expressed either in 
words or looks; a deceitful grin of civility.

Fleerer, fl55r-6r, s. 98. A mocker, a fawner. 
Fleet, flu5t, s. A company of ships, a navy. 
Fleet, fl£5t, s. A creek, an inlet of w ater. 
Fleet, fl55t, a. Swift of pace, quick, nimble 

active; skimming the surface.
To Fleet, fl55t, v. n. To fly swiftly, to vanish; 

to be in a transient state.
To Fleet, fl55t, v. a. To skim the water; to 

live merrily, or pass time away lightly.
Fleetly, fld5t-ld, ad. Swiftly, nimbly, with 

swift pace.
Fleetness, A5At-n5ss, s. Swiftness of course, 

nimbleness, celerity, velocity of speed, quickness.
Flesh, flish, s. The body distinguished from 

the soul; the muscles distinguished from the skin, 
bones, tendons; animal food distinguished from vege
table ; the body uf beasts or birds used in food, distinct 
from fishes; animal nature; carnality, corporal appe
tites; near relation; the outward or literal sense. The 
Orientals termed the immediate or literal signification 
of any precept or type The Flesh, ana the remote or ty
pical meaning The Spirit. This is frequent in St. Paul.

To Flesh, fl5sh, v. a. To imitate; to harden, 
to establish in any practice; to glut, to satiate.

Fleshbuush, flSsh-br&sh, A brush with 
which the flesh is rubbed.

Fleshcolovh, fli-sb-khl-fir, S. The colour of 
flesh.

Fleshdiet, fl5sh-dl-5t, s. Food consisting of 
flesh.

FLESHED, fl5sht, a. Fat; having abundance of 
flesh.

Fleshfly, fl3sh-fll, s. A fly that feeds upon 
flesh, and deposites her eggs in it

Fleshhook, fl£sh'h55k, $. A hook to draw 
flesh from the caldron.

Fleshiness, flSsh-d-nSss, s. Plumpness; ful- 
ness, fatness.

Fleshless, fl<5sh-l£s, s. Without flesh.
Fleshliness, fl&h-li-n£ss, s. Carnal passions 

or appetites.
Fleshly, fl£sh-15, a. Corporeal; carnal; ani

mal, not vegetable.
Flf.shmeat, A5sh-m5te, s. Animal food, the 

flesh of animals prepared for food.
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Flbshment, fldshlmdnt, s. Eagerness gained 
by a successful initiation.

Fleshmonger, fl&sh-m&ng-g&r, s. One who 
deals in flesh, a pimp.

Fleshpot, flesh-p6t, s. A vessel in which flesh 
is cooked, thence plenty of flesh.

Fleshquake, flesh-kwake, s. A tremour of 
the body.

Fleshy, fl£sh-£, c. Plump, full of flesh, mus
culous ; pulpous; plump, with regard to fruits.

Fletcher, fl^tsh-ur, s. A manufacturer of 
bows and arrows.

Flew, flit, 265. The pret. of To FVy.
Flew, fl&, s. The large chaps of a deep- 

mouthed hound.
Flewed, Aide, a. 362. Chapped, mouthed.
Flexanimous, fl£ks-£n-£-m&s, a. Having 

power to change the disposition of the mind.
Flexibility, fl£ks-£-bll-6-t£, s. The quality 

of admitting to be bent, pliancy; easiness to be per
suaded, compliance, ductility of mind, facility.

Flexible* flSks-d-bl, a. 405. Possible to be 
bent, pliant; complying, obsequious; ductile, ma
nageable; not inexorable j that may be accommodated 
to various forms and purposes.

Flexibleness, fl£ks-d-bl-n£ss, s. Possibility 
to be bent, easiness to be bent; obsequiousness, com
pliance ; ductility, manageableness.

Flexile, fl&ks-ll, a. 140. Pliant, easily bent, 
.obsequious to any power or impulse.

Flexion, fl^k-shin, s. The act of bending; 
a double, a bending; a turn towards any part or 
quarter; the part bent; a joint.

Flexor, fl£ks^or, s. 166. The general name 
of the muscles which act in contracting the joints.

Flexuous, fl§k-sh&-&s, a. 452. Winding, 
tortuous; full of meanders; variable, not steady.

Flexure, fl&k-shhre, s. The form or direction 
in which any thing is bent; the act of bending; the 
part bent, the joint; obsequious or servile cringe.

To Flicker, flik-hr, v. a. To flutter, to play 
the wings ; to have a fluttering motion.

Flier, fli-hr, s. 98. A fugitive, a runaway; 
that part of a machine which, by being put into a 
more rapid motion than the other parts, equalises and 
regulates the motion of the rest.

Flight, fllte, s. 393. The act of flying or run
ning from danger; the act of using wings; removal 
from place to place by means of wings; a flock of birds 
flying together, the birds produced in the same season, 
as the harvest flight of pigeons; a volley, a shower; 
the space passed by flying; heat of imagination, sally 
of the soul, excursion on the wing; the power of flying. 

Flightiness, flite^-nSss, s. Wildness, irregu
larity of conduct.

Flighty, fli-t£, a. Fleeting, swift; wild, full 
of imagination.

Flimsy, fllm-z£, a. Weak, feeble; without 
strength of texture ; mean, spiritless, without force.

To Flinch, flinsh, v. n. To shrink from any 
suffering or undertaking, to withdraw from danger.

Funcher, flinsh-ir, s. He who shrinks or 
fails in any matter.

To Fling, fling, v. a. Pret. Flung. Part. Flung 
or Flong. To cast from the hand, to throw; to dart, 
to cast with violence; to scatter; to drive by violence; 
to east reproach; to fling down, to demolish, to ruin ; 
to fling off, to baffle in the chase.

To Fling, fling, v. n. To flounce, to wince, 
to fly into violent and irregular motions; to fling out, 
to grow unruly or outrageous.

Fung, fling, s. A throw, a cast; a gibe, a 
sneer, a contemptuous remark.

Flinger, fllng-ur, s. 409. He who throws.
Flint, flint, s. A kind of stone used in fire

locks ; any thing eminently or proverbially hard.
Flintheart, fllnt-hirt, ) n 
Flinthearted, flint-hlr-t^d, J • g an

unfeeling hard heart; cruel
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Flinty, flint-A, a. Made of flint, strong; 
hard of heart, cruel, savage, inexorable.

Ft.tp, flip, s. A liquor much used in ships, made 
by mixing beer with spirits and sugar. A cant word.

Flippancy, flip-pAn-s£, s. Talkativeness, lo
quacity, pertness, brisk folly.

Flippant, flip-pint, a. Nimble, moveable; it 
is used only of the act of speech ; pert, talkative..

Flippantly, fllp^pint-li, ad. In a flowing, 
prating way.

To Flirt, fl&rt, v. a. 108. To throw any thing 
with a quick elastick motion; to move wit-h quick, 
ness, to jeer, to treat with scofft.

To Flirt, fl&rt, v. n. To jeer, to gibe one; to 
run about perpetually, to be unsteady and fluttering , 
to act with levity; to coquet with men.

Furt, fl&rt, s. A quick elastick motion; a 
sudden tr ick; a young pert hussy, a coquette, a jeer, 
a gibe.

Flirtation, fl&r-ta-sh&n, s. A quick sprightly 
motion; coquetry.

To Flit, flit, v. n. To fly away; to remove, 
to flutter; to be flux or unstable.

Flitch, flitsh, $. The side of a hog salted and 
cured.

Flitter, fllt-tur, s. A rag; a tatter. 
Flittermouse, flit-t&r-m6use, s. The bat. 
Flitting, flirting, s. An offence, a fault; a 

failure; a flying away.
Flix, fliks, j. Down, fur, soft hair.
To Float, flote, v. n. 295. To swim on the 

surface of the water; to pass with a light irregular 
course.

To Float, fldte, v. a. To cover with water.
Float, flote, s. The act of flowing; any body 

so contrived or formed so as to swim on the water; the 
cork or quill by which the angler discovers the bite.

Floaty, fld-t£, a. Buoyant, and swimming 
on the surface.

Flock, fl6k, s. A company of birds or beasts; 
a company of sheep distinguished from herds, which 
are of oxen ; a body of men; a lock of wool.

To Flock, flok, v. n. To gather in crowds or 
large numbers.

To Flog, fl&g, v. a. To lash, to chastise.
FLOOD, flud, s. 308. A body of water; a de

luge, an inundation; flow, flux, not ebb; catamenia.
To Flood, fl&d, v. a. To deluge, to cover with 

waters.
Floodgate, fl&dlgate, s. A gate or shutter by 

which the watercourse is closed or opened at plea, 
sure.

Floodmark, fl&d-m&rk, s. High water mark ; 
the mark the sea makes on the shore at flowing water, 
and the highest tide.

Flook, fldok, s. 306. The broad part of the 
anchor which takes hold in the ground.

Floor, fldre, s. 310. The pavement; the part 
of a room on which we tread; a story, a flight of rooms.

To Floor, flodr, v. a. To cover the bottom 
with a floor.

Flooring, fli-rlng, s. Bottom, pavement.
To Flop, fl6p, v. a. To clap the wings with 

noise, to play with any noisy motion of a broad body.
Floral, fl6-r&l, a. Relating to Flora, or to 

flowers.
Florence, flSr-r^nse, «. A kind of cloth; a 

kind of wine imported from Florence.
Floret, fl&r&t, s. A small imperfect flower. 
Florid, fldr-ld, a. 544. Productive of flowers, 

covered with flowers; bright in colour, flushed with 
red; embellished, splendid.

Floridity, fld-rld-£-t£, s. Freshness of colour. 
Floridness, fl&r-ld-n&ss, s. Freshness of co

lour ; embellishment, ambitious elegance.
Floriferous, fld-rlfif^-r&s, a. 518. Produc

tive of flowers.
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Florin, flir-ln, s. A coin first made by the 
Florentines. That of Germany is four shillings and 
sixpence, that of Spain four-shillings and four-pence 
halfpenny, that of Palermo and Sicily two shillings 
and sixpence, that of Holland two shillings.

Florist, fliMst, s. A cultivator of flowers.
ftV* Why we should pronounce florist and floret with 

the long o, and florid and florin with the short sound of 
that letter, cannot be easily guessed. They are all from 
the same original, are all anglicised, and consist but of 
two syllables; and the only thing that can be gathered 
from them is, the uncertainty of arguing from the Latin 
quantity to ours.—See Drama, and Principles No. 544. 
Florulent, flir-i-lint, a. Flowery, blossom

ing.
Flosculous, flis-ki-lis, a. Composed of 

flowers; having the nature or form of flowers.
FlOTa, fli-tA, s. A fleet of si* ps which carry 

out the goods of Europe to the ports of America, and 
bring back the produce of Mexico, Peru, and other 
places.

To Flote, flite, v. a. To skim.
Flotilla, flA-tll-lA, s. A name given by the 

Spaniards to a number of light ships, which go before 
the rest in their return, and give information of the 
departure and cargo of the flota and galleons.

To Flounce, fliunse, c. n. 312. To move with 
violence in the water or mire; to move with weight 
and tumult; to move with passionate agitation.

To Flounce, fliinse, v. a. To deck with 
flounces.

Flounce, fliinse, s. Any thing sewed to thp 
garment, and hanging loose, so as to swell and shake; 
a furbelow; a dash in the water.

Flounder, fliin-dir, s. 312. The name of 
a small flat flh.

To Floundea, floun^dir, v. n. To struggle 
with violent and irregular motions.

Flour, fliur, 5. The edible part of corn, or 
any grain reducible to powder; the meal.
JO' This word spelled in this manner is not in John, 

son, though nothing seems better settled by custom than 
this distinction in the spelling between this word and the 
flower of a plant That words written alike ought not to 
be sounded differently in order to signify different things, 
has been proved, it is presumed, under the word Bowl: 
but that words signifying different things, though sounded 
alike, ought to be written differently, seems evident from 
the necessity there is of making words which are the 
signs of ideas as different as the ideas themselves. In 
the former case we do not know how to pronounce the 
word bow, till we have its meaning fixed in what foJows; 
in the latter, though the ear is not sure of the idea till it 
has heard the context, the eye in reading is at no loss 
for the meaning of the word, nor are the organs in sus
pense how to pronounce it. The want of a different 
sound to express a different idea, is an imperfection of 
the language in both cases; but the want of a different 
mark to express difference of idea to the eye, would be a 
double imperfection.
To Flourish, fl&r^rlsh v. n. 314. To be in 

vigour; not to fade; to be in a prosperous state ; to 
use florid language; to describe various figure? by in
tersecting lines; to boast, to brag; in musick, to play- 
some prelude.

To Flourish, flirMsh, v. a. To adorn with 
vegetable beauty; to adorn with figures of needlework; 
to move any thing in quick circles or vibrations; to 
adorn with embellishments of language.

Flourish, flir-rlsh, s. Bravery, beauty; an 
ostentatious embellishment, ambitious copiousness; 
figures formed by lines curiously or wantonly drawn. 

FlOurisher, flur-rlsh-ir, s. One that is in 
prime or in prosperity.

Flourishingly, fl&rMsh-lng-li, ad. Osten- 
tatiously.

To Flout, fliit, v. a. 312. To mock, to in
sult, to treat with mockery and contempt.

To Flout, fldit, v. n. To practise mockery, 
to behave with contempt; to sneer.

Flout, fld&t, s. A mock, an insult. 
Flouter, flii-tir, s. One who jeers. 
Floutingly, fldi-tlng-li, ad. In an insulting 

or contemptuous manner.
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To Flow, fld, v. n. 324. To run or spread as 
water; to run, opposed to standing waters; to rise, 
not to ebb; to melt; to proceed, to issue; to glide 
smoothly, as a flowing period; to write smoothly, to 
speak volubly ; to be copious, to be full; to hang loose 
and waving.

To Flow, fld, v. a. To overflow, to deluge. 
Flow, fld, s. The rise of water, not the ebb-, 

a sudden plenty or abundance ; a stream of diction
Flower, fldi-ur, s. 98. 323. The part of a 

plant which contains the seeds; an ornament, an em
bellishment ; the prime, the flourishing part; the 
edible part of corn, the meal; the most excellent or 
valuable part of any thing.

To Flower, fldi-ir, v. n. To be in flower, 
to be in blossom; to be in the prime, to flourish; to 
froth, to ferment, to mantle; to come as cream from 
the surface.

To Flower, fliu-ir, v. a. To adorn with fic
titious or imitated flowers.

Floweret, fldi-fir-dt, s. A flower, a small 
flower.

Flower-de-luce, fldu-ir-di-lise,' s. A bul
bous iris.

Flower-garden, fliu-ir-gAr-dn, s. A garden 
in which flowers are principally cultivated.

Floweriness, fldi-ir-d-ndss, s. The state of 
abounding in flowers; floridness of speech.

Flowering, fldi-ir-lng, s. The state of blos
som, as the flowering of bulbous plants; a sort of froth.

Flowering-bush, fldu-ir-ing-bush, s. A plant. 
Flowery, fldi-ir-d, a. Full of flowers, adorn

ed with flowers real or fictitious.
Flowing, fld-ing, 5. The rise of the water f- 

the flow. *
Flowingly, fld^lng-ld, ad. With volubility, 

with abundance.
Flowk, flike, s. A flounder.
Flown, fldne. Part, of Fly or Flee. Gone 

away, escaped, puffed, elate.
Fluctuant, flik-tshi-Ant, a. 461. Wavering, 

uncertain.
To Fluctuate, flik-tshi-Ate, v. n. To roll to 

and again as water in agitation, to float backward and 
forward; to move with uncertain and hasty motion; 
to be in an uncertain state, to be irresolute.

Fluctuation, flik-tshi-a^shin, s. The alter
nate motion of the water, uncertainty, indeterminatian.

Flue, flu, s. 335. A small pipe or chimney to 
convey air, heat, or smoke; soft down or fur.

Fluency, fld-dn-sd, s. The quality of flowing 
smoothness, readiness, copiousness, volubility.

Fluent, fli^nt, a. Liquid, flowing, in motion, 
in flux; ready, copious, voluble.

Fluent, flu-int, s. Stream, running water. 
Fluently, fli^nt-ld, ad. With ready flow 

volubly, readily; without obstruction or difficulty.
Fluid, flu-id, a. Having parts easily separa

ble, not solid.
Fluid, fli-Id, s. In physick, an animal juice, 

as the blood, any thing that flows.
Fluidity, flti-ld^-d-td, s. The quality in bodies 

opposite to solidity.
Fluidness, fli-ld-ndss, s. The quality in bodies 

opposite to stability.
Flummery, flim-ir-d, s. A kind of food made 

by coagulation of wheat-flour or oatmeal.
Flung, fling. Part and Pret of Fling.
Fluor, fli-dr, s. 165. A fluid state; catame

nia.
Flurry, flir^-rd, s. A gust or storm of wind, 

a hasty blast; hurry
To Flurry, flir-re, v. a. To keep in agitation; 

to alarm.
To Flush, flisli, v. a. To flow with violence; 

to come in haste; to glow in the skin.
To Flush, flish, v. a. To colour, to redden; 

to elate, to elevate.
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Flush, fl&sh. a. Fresh, full of vigour; afflu
ent, abounding.

Flush, ft&sh, s. Afflux, sudden impulse, vio
lent flow; cards all of a sort.

Flushing, fl&sh-lng, $. Colour in the face by 
a sudden afflux of blood.

To Fluster, flhs-thr, v. a. To make hot and 
rosy with drinking.

Fluster, flis-t&r, s. A sudden impulse, a vio
lent flow.

Flute, fl&te, s. A musical pipe, a pipe with 
stops for the fingers; a channel or furrow in a pillar.

To Flute, flute, v. a. To cut columns into 
hollows.

T) Flutter, fl&t-t&r, v. n. 98. To take short 
flights with great agitation of the wings; to move 
with great show and bustle; to be moved with quick 
vibrations or undulations; to move irregularly.

To Flutter, flht-t&r, v. a. To drive in dis
order, like a flock of birds suddenly roused; to hurry 
the mind; to disorder the position of any thing.

Flutter, fl&t-t&r, s. Hurry, tumult, disorder 
of mind, confusion, irregularity.

Fluttering, fl&t-t&r-ing, s. Tumult of mind; 
agitation.

FluviaTIC , flh-vi-At-Ik, a. Belonging to ri
vers.

Flux, fl&ks, s. The act of flowing; any flow 
or issue of matter; dysentery, disease in which the 
bowels are excoriated and bleed, bloody flux; con
course, influence; the state of being melted; that 
which mingled with a body makes it melt.

Flux, fl&ks, a. Inconstant, not durable, 
maintained by a constant succession of parts.

To Flux, fl&ks, v. a. To melt, to salivate, to 
evacuate by spitting.

Fluxible, fl&ks-^-bl, a. Not durable; chang
ing.

Fluxility, fl&ks-U-^-td, s. Easiness of separa
tion of parts, possibility of liquefaction.

Fluxion, fluk^sh&n, s. The act of flowing; 
the matter that flows; in mathematicks, thearithme- 
tick or analysis of infinitely small variable quantities. 

To Fly, fll, v. n. Pret. Flew or Fled. Part Fled 
or Flown. To move through the air with wings; to 
pass through the air; to pass away ; to pass swiftly; 
to fly at, to spring with violence, to fail on suddenly ; 
to move with rapidity; to burst asunder with a sudden 
explosion; to break, to shiver; to run away, to at
tempt to escape; to fly in the face, to insult, to act in 
defiance; to fly off, to revolt: to fly out, to burst into 
passion; to break out into license, to start violently 
from any direction ; to let fly, to discharge.

To Fly, fll, v. a. To shun, to avoid, to decline; 
to refuse association with; to quit by flight; to attack 
by a bird of prey.

Fly, fll, s. A small winged insect; that part 
of a machine which, being put into a quick motion, 
regulates the rest; Fly in a compass, that which points 
how the wind blows.

To Flyblow, flKbld, ». a. To taint with flies, 
to fill with maggots.

Flyboat, fll-bdte, s. A kind of vessel, nimble 
and light for sailing.

Flycatcher, fll-kitsh-ir, s. One that hunts 
flies.

Flyer, fll-&r, s. 98. One that flies or runs 
away; one that uses wings; the fly of a Jack.

To Flyfish, fll-flsh, v. n. To angle with a 
hook baited with a fly, either natural or artificial.

Foal, f&le, s. 295. The offspring of a mare, 
or other beast of burden.

To Foal, f&le. v. a. To bring forth a foal. 
Foalbit, fdle-blt, s. A plant.
Foam, f&me, s. 295. The white substance 

which agitation or fermentation gathers on the top of 
liquors, troth, spume.

To Foam, f6me, v. n. To froth, to gather 
foam ; to be in rage, to be violently agitated.

Foamy, fcV-mA, a. Covered with foam, frothy.
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Fob, f&b, 9. A small pocket
To Fob, f&b, v. a. To cheat, to trick, to de

fraud ; to fob off, to shift off, to put aside with an ar
tifice.

Focal, f&kll, a. 88. Belonging to the focus. 
Focus, f(^k&s, s. The point where the rays are 

collected by a burning glass; the point in the axis of 
a lens, where the rays meet and cross each other; a 
certain point in the axis of a curve.

Fodder, f&d-d&r, s. Dry food stored for cattle 
against winter.

To Fodder, f&dM&r, v. a. To feed with dry 
food.

Fodderer, f5d-d&r-r&r, s. He who fodders 
cattle.

Foe, f&, s. 296. An enemy in war; a persecu
tor, an enemy in common life; an opponent, an ill- 
wisher.

Foeman, f&min, s. Enemy in war.
Foetus, f^-t&s, s. 296. The child in the womb 

after it is perfectly formed.
Fog, f&g, s. A thick mist, a moist dense va

pour near the surface of the land or water; aftergras^.
Foggily, f&g-g£-l£, ad. 383. Mistily, darkly, 

cloudily.
Fogginess, f&g'g£-n&ss, s. The state of being 

dark or misty, cloudiness, mistiness.
FOGGY, f&g-g£, a. 383. Misty, cloudy, dark ; 

cloudy in understanding, dull.
Foh, f&h ! inteij. An interjection of abhorrence. 
Foible, f&d-bl, s. 299. 405. A weak side, a 

blind side, a foible.
To Foil, f&ll, v. a. To put to the worst, to 

defeat, though without complete victory.
Foil, foil, s. 299. A defeat, a miscarriage; 

leaf gilding; something of another colour near which 
jewels are set to raise their lustre; a blunt sword used 
in fencing.

Foiler, foll-&r, s. One who has gained ad
vantage over another.

To Foin, foin, v. n. 299. To push in fencing. 
Foison, f&^zn, 3. 170. Plenty, abundance.
To Foist, f&lst, v. a. 299. To insert by for

gery, to falsify.
Foisteb, f&lA&r, s. A falsifier, a liar.
Fold, f61d, s. The ground in which sheep arc 

confined; the place where sheep are housed ; the flock 
of sheep; a limit, a boundary; a double, a complica
tion, one part added to another; from the foregoing 
signification is derived the use of Fold in composition. 
Fold signifies the same quantity added, as twenty fold 
twenty times repeated.

To Fold, f&ld, v. a. To shut sheep in tbe fold 
to double, to complicate; to enclose, to include, 
shut.

To Fold, fdld, v. n. To close over another cf 
the 6ame kind, to Join with another of the same kind.

Foliaceous, f6-U-a-sh&s, a. Consisting of lar- 
mina or leaves.

Foliage, fA-le-iuIje, s. 90. Leaves, tufts of 
leaves; the apparel of leaves to a plant

To Foliage, f<W£-adje, v. a. To work so as 
to represent foliage or leaves.

To Foliate, f&4£-ate, v. a. To beat into la- 
minas or leaves.

Foliation, fo-l^-a^sh&n, s. The act of beating 
into thin leaves; the flower of a plant.

Foliature, fdU^-i-tshhre, s. The state o* 
being hammered into leaves.

Folio, f&-l£-&, x. A large book, of which the 
pages are formed by a sheet of paper once doubled.

Folk, fdke, s. People, in familiar language; 
nations, mankind.

JJCj5* Notwithstanding this word is originally plural, our 
language is so little used to a plural, without a, that FoUu 
may now be accounted the best oithography, as it is cer
tainly the only current pronunciation.
Follicle, f&|t|4-kl, s. 405. A cavity in any 

body with 6tiX7ig coats; a capsula. a seed-vessel.
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To Follow, f61-I6, v. a, 327. To go after, not 
before, or side by side; to attend as a dependant; tc 
pursue; to succeed in order of time; to be consequen
tial, as effects; to imitate, to copy; to obey, to ob
serve ; to attend, to be busied with.

To Follow, f61-16, ». n. To come after an
other ; to be in posterior time; to be consequential; 
to continue endeavours.

Follower, f61-16-hr, s. On> who comes after 
another, not before him, or side by side; a dependent; 
an attendant; an associate; ai. ’mitator, a copier.

Folly, fM-16, s. Want of understanding, 
weakness of intellect: criminal weakness, depravity 
of mind; act of neglircnce or passion unbecoming 
gravity or deep wisdom-

To Foment, f6-m£nt,' v. a. To cherish with 
heat; to bathe with warm lotions; tn encourage, to 
support, to cherish.

Fomentation, f6-m£n-ti-sh&n, l. A fomen
tation is partial bathing, called also stuping; the lotion 
prepared to foment the parts, excitation.

Fomenter, f6-m6n-tbr, s. One that foments, 
an encourager, a supporter.

Fond, fdnd, a. Foolish, silly; foolishly ten
der, injudiciously indulgent; pleased in too great a 
degree, foolishly delighted.

To Fondle, fdn^dl, v. a. 405. To treat with 
great indulgence, to caress, to cocker.

FONDLER, fdn-dl-6r, s. One who fondles.
Fondling, f6n-dl-1ng, s. A person or thing 

much fondled or caressed; something regarded with 
great affection.

FONDLY, fdnd-16, ad. Foolishly, weakly ; im
prudently, with great or extreme tenderness.

Fondness, f5nd-n6ss, s. Foolishness, weak
ness ; foolish tenderness; tender passion ; unreasona
ble liking, want of sense, want of judgment.

Font, fdnt, $. A stone vessel in which the 
water for holy baptism is contained in the church.

Food, f66d, s. 10. 306. Victuals, provision 
for"the mouth ; any thing that nourishes.

Foodful, f66d-f&l, a. Fruitful, full of food. 
Foodless, fddd-16s, a. Not affording food; 

barren.
FOOL, f661, s. 306. One to whom nature has 

denied reason, a natural, an idiot; in Scripture, a 
wicked man ; a term of indignity and reproach ; one 
who counterfeits folly, a buffoon, a jester.

To Fool, f661, v. n. To trifle, to play, to idle. 
To Fool, f661, v. a. To treat with contempt, 

to disappoint, to frustrate; to infatuate; to cheat
Foolborn, f661^b6rn, a. Foolish from the 

birth.
Foolery, fddl-hr-6, s. 557. Habitual folly; 

an act of folly, trifling practice; object of folly.
Foolhardiness, fo61-h4r-d6-n6ss, s. Mad 

rashness, courage without sense.
Foolhardy, f661-hir-de, a. Daring without 

judgment, madly adventurous, foolishly bold.
Foolish, f661-Ish, a. Void of understanding, 

weak of intellect; imprudent, indiscreet; in Scrip, 
ture, wicked, sinful

Foolishly, ftM-lsh-16, ad. Weakly, without 
understanding; in Scripture, wickedly.

Foolishness, f66l-lsh-n6ss, s. Folly, want of 
understanding; foolish practice, actual deviation from 
the right

Foolscap Paper, fd&lz-k&p, s. A term or word 
denoting the size of the sheet of paper; as pot, fools
cap, &c. pot being the smallest, and foolscap the se
cond in the ascending scale to alias-paper.

Fooltrap, f661-tiAp, s. A snare to catch 
fools in.

Foot, fit, s. Plur. Feet, 307. The part upon 
which we stand; that by which any thing is supported; 
the lower part, the btse; infantry; state, character, 
condition ; scheme, plan, settlement; a certain num
ber of syllables constituting a distinct part of a verse; 
a measure containing twelve incites; step.
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To Foot, f&t, t». n. 807. To dance, to tread 
wantonly, to trip; to walk, nat ride.

To Foot, fit, v. a. To spurn, to kick; to 
tread.

Football, f&tibill, j. A ball driven by th 
foot

FOOTBOY, fit-b36, s. A low menial, an atten 
dant m livery.

Footbreadth, fut-br6d/n, s. The space which 
a foot might cover.

Footbridge, fit-brldje, $. A bridge on which 
passengers walk, a narrow bridge.

Footcloth, fut-kldt/z, s. A sumpter cloth.
Footfight, fut-flte, s. A fight made on foot^ 

in opposition to that on horseback.
Footguards, fut-gylrdz, s. Foot soldiers, be 

longing to those regiments so called, by way of distinc
tion, the guards.

Foothold, fit-hdld, s. Space to hold’the foot 
Footing, fit-ting, s. Ground for the foot, 

foundation, basis, support; tread, walk ; dance; en
trance, beginning, establishment; state, condition, 
settlement.

Footless, fit-16s, a. Without feet; fcetless. 
Footlicker, fit-llk-ir, s. A slave, an humble 

fawner.
FOOTMAN, fit-min, s. 88. A soldier that mar

ches and fights on foot; a low menial servant in liverv: 
one who practices to walk or run.

Footmanship, fut-mAn-shlp, s. The art or 
faculty of a runner.

Footpace, fut-pase, s. Fart of a pair of stairs, 
whereon, after four or five steps, you arrive at a broad 
place; a pace no faster than a slow walk.

Footpad, fut-pid, s. A highwayman that robs 
on foot, not on horseback.

Footpath, fit-pizA, s. A narrow way which 
will not admit horses, or carriages.

Footpost, fit-pist, s. A post or messenger 
that travels on foot.

Footsoldier, fit-sdl-jir, «. A soldier that 
marches and fights on foot.

Footstall, fit-stil, s. 406. A woman’s stir
rup.

Footstep, fit-stip, s. Trace, track, impression 
left by the foot; token, mark ; example.

Footstool, fit-stidl, s. A stool on which he 
that sits places his feet

Fop, fSp, s. A coxcomb, a man of small un 
derstanding and much ostentation; one fond of dress

Foppery, f6p-&r-6, s. 557. Folly, imperti 
nence; affectation of show or importance, showy folly 
fondness of dress.

Foppish, fdp^-plsh, a. Foolish, idle, vain; vain 
in show, vain of dress ; foolishly ostentatious.

Foppishly, fdp-plsh-16, ad. Vainly, ostenta 
tiously.

Foppishness, f6p^p1sh-n£ss, s. Vanity, showv 
or ostentatious vanity.

Foppling, f&p-llng, s. A petty fop. See To 
Codie.

For, f6r, $. prep. 167. Because of; with re
spect to; considered as, in the place of; for the sake 
of; in comparative respect; after Oh, an expression 
of desire; on account of, in solution of; inducting to 
as a motive; in remedy of; in exchange for-; in the 
place of, instead of; in supply of; to serve in the place 
of; through a certain duration; in search of, in quest 
of; in favour of, on the part of; witn intention of; 
notwithstanding; to the use of; in consequence of, 
in recompense of.

For, f6r, conj. The word by which the reason 
is given of something advanced before, because, on 
this account that; for as much, in regard that, in con- 
sideration of.

To Forage, fdr^aje, v. n. 168. To wander in 
search of provisions; to ravage, to feed on spoiL

To Forage, fdr-Aje, t>. a. To plunder, to strip 
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Forage, f&r-aje s. 90. Search of provisions, 
the act of feeding abroad; provisions sought abroad; 
provisions in general.

Fosager, fJr'-aje-iir, s. 90. 168. One who 
wanders in search of spoil; a provider of food, fodder, 

or forage; a merchant of corn, any animal which feeds.
FOBAMINOUS, fd-rAm-6-n&s, a. Full of holes. 
To Forbear, for-bare,' v. n. Pret. Iforebore, 

anciently Forbare. Part. Forborn. To cease from any 
thing, to intermit; to pause, to delay; to omit volun
tarily ; to abstain; to restrain any violence of temper, 
to be patient.

The o in these words preceding the accent, and 
followed by a consonant, is under the same predicament 
as the same letter in Command, Collect, &c. which see. 
To Forbear, for-bare,' t>. a. 240. To decline, 

to omit voluntarily; to spare, to treat with clemency; 
to withhold, to abstain from, to shun to do.

Forbearance, for-bare^inse, s. The care of 
avoiding or shunning any thing; intermission of some
thing ; command of temper; lenity, delay of punish
ment, mildness.

Forbearer, for-ba-rhr, s. An intermitter, an 
intercepter of any thing.

To Forbid, for-bld, v. a. Pret. I forbade. 
Part. Forbidden or Forbid. To prohibit; to com
mand to forbear any thing: to oppose, to hinder.

Fobbiddance, fdr-bld-dansc, s. Prohibition. 
Forbiddenly, for-bid-dn-l£, ad. In an un

lawful manner.
Forbidder, f3r-bld-d&r, s. One that prohibits. 
Forbidding, for-bld-dlng, part. a. Raising 

abhorrence; repelling reproach ; causing aversion.
Forbidding, f3r.bld-ding, s. Hinderance; op

position.
Force, fdrse, s. Strength, vigour, might; 

violence; virtue, efficacy ; va’idness, power of law ; 
armament, warlike preparation; destiny, necessity, 
fatal compulsion.

To Force, f6rse, v. a. To compel, to con
strain; to overpower; to impel; to enforce; to drive 
by violence or power; to 6torm, to take or enter by 
violence; to ravish, to violate by force; to force out, 
to extort

Forcedly, fdr^s?d-l£, ad. 364. Violently, con
strainedly, unnaturally.

Forceful, forse-ful, a. Violent, strong, im
petuous, driven with great might

Forcefully, fdrse-ful-U, ad. Violently, im
petuously.

Forceless, fdrse-l&s, a. With little force, with
out force, weak, feeble, impotent.
Forceps, fiV-s&ps, s. Forceps, properly signifies 

a pair of tongs, but is used for an instrument in chirur- 
gery to extract any thing out of wounds.

Forcer, fdre^-s&r, $. That which forces, drives, 
or constrains; the embolus of a pump working by pul
sion.

Forcible, fdrse^s^-bl, a. 405. Strong, mighty; 
violent, impetuous; efficacious, powerful; prevalent, 
of great influence ; done by force; valid, binding.

Forcibleness, f6re-se-bl-n£ss, s. Force, vio
lence.

Forcibly, for-s£-bl&, ad. Strongly, power
fully, impetuously; by violence, by force.

Forcing, fir-sing, s. The act of urging or en
forcing; compulsion.

VORCIFATED, for'-se-pa-tM, a. Like a pair of 
pincers to open and enclose.

Ford, fird, s. A shallow part of a river where 
it may be passed withor.t swimming; the current.

To Ford, ford, v. a. To pass without swimming. 
Fordable, ford-i-bl, a. 405. Passable with

out swimming.
Fore, fire, a. Anterior, that comes first in a 

progressive motion.
Fore, fire, ad. Anteriorly. Fore is a word 

much used in composition to mark priority of time.
2b Foreadmonish, fire-id-min-nlsh, v. a. To 

counsel before the event.
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n.

To Foreaptoint, fire-ip-piint,' v. a. To ordei 
beforehand.

To Forearm, forc-Arm,' v. a. To provide foi 
an attack or resistance before the time of need.

To Forebode, fire-bide,' v. n. To prognosti
cate, to foretell; to foreknow.

Foreboder, fire-bide-ur, s. A prognostica
tor, a soothsayer; a foreknower.

Foreboding, fire-bid-lng, s. Presage; per
ception beforehand.

To Forecast, fire-kist,'v. a. 492. To scheme, 
to plan before execution; to adjust, to contrive; to 
foresee, to provide against.

To Forecast, fdre-kist,' v. n. To form 
schemes, to contrive beforehand.

Forecast, fWklst, s. 492. Contrivance be- 
forehand, antecedent policy, scheme, plan.

Forecast*er, fdre-kist-hr, $. One who con
trives beforehand.

Forecastle, fdre-kis-sl, s. 405. In a ship, 
that part where the foremast stands.

Forechosen, fdre-tsh&zn, part. 103. Pre
elected.

Forecited, fore-sl-t^d, part. Quoted before. 
To Foreclose, fdre-kldze/ v. a. To shut up, 

to preclude, to prevent; to foreclose a mortgage, is to 
cut off the power of redemption.

Foreclosure, fdre-kld-zhfire, s. A law term. 
A deprivation of the power of redeeming a mortgage.

To Foreconceive, f6re-k6n-seve, v. a. To 
conceive beforehand, to pre-conceive.

Foredeck, fore-dOk, s. The anterior part of 
the ship.

To Foredesign, f6re-de-sln,' r. a. To plan be
forehand.

To Foredetermine, fore-d£-t£r-min, v. a. To 
decree beforehand.

To Foredo, fore-ddd,' v. a. To ruin, to de
stroy ; to overdo, to weary, to harass.

To Foredoom, fdre-ddom,' v. a. To predesti
nate, to determine beforehand.

Foredoor, fdre-ddre,' s. A door in the front 
of a house.

Foreend, fore^nd, s. The anterior part.
Forefather, fdre-fiQft&r, $. Ancestor, one 

who in any degree of ascending genealogy precedes 
another.

To Forefend, fAre-fend,7 v. a. To prohibit, 
to avert; to provide for, to secure.

Forefinger, fdre-flng-&r, s. The finger 
to the thumb, the index.

Forefoot, fdre^f&t, s. Plural Forefeet. 
anterior foot of a quadruped.

To Forego, fdre-gd,' v. a. To quit, to 
up; to go before, to be past.

Foregoer, fore-gd-ur., s. Ancestor, progenitor.
Foreground, fore-ground, s. The part of the 

field or expanse of a picture which seems to lie before 
the figures.

Forehand, fore-hind, s. The part of a horso 
which is before the rider; the chief part

Forehand, fdre-hAnd, a. Done too soon.
Forehanded, fore-hind-^d, a. Early, timely; 

formed in the foreparts.
Forehead, fdr-hed, s. 515. That part of the 

face which reaches from the eyesupwards to the hair; 
impudence, confidence, assurance, audaciousness.

Foreholding, fdre-hdid-Ing, $. Predictions, 
ominous acoounts; superstitious prognostications.

Forehorse, fdre-h6rs, s. The foremost horse 
of a team.

Foreign, f6r-in, a. Not of this country, not 
domestick; alien, remote, not allied; excluded, ex
traneous, adventitious in general.

Foreigner, fdr-rln-hr, s. A man that comes 
from another country; not a native; a stranger.

Foreignness, fdr^nh-n£ss, s. Remoteness 
want of relation to something.

next
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To Foreimagine, fAre-Im-mAd-jln, v. a. To 
conceive or fancy before proof.

To Forejudge, fAre-j&dje,' v. a. To judge 
beforehand, to be prepossessed, to prejudge.

To Foreknow, fAre-nA,' v. a. To have pre
science of, to foresee.

Foreknowable, fAre-n&l-bl, a. Capable of 
being foreknown, before they happen.

Foreknower, fAre-nA^Ar, s. He who knows 
what is to happen.

Foreknowledge, fAre-nAl-ldje, s. Prescience, 
knowledge of that which has not yet happened.

Foreland, fAre-llnd, s. A promontory, head
land, high lafiJ jutting into the sea, a cape.

To Forelay, fAre-la,' v. a. To lay wait for, 
to entrap by ambush.

To Forelift, fAre-lift,' v. a. To raise aloft 
, any anterior part.
Forelock, fAreMAk, s. The hair that grows 

from the forepart of the head.
To Forelook, fAre-lAAk,' v. n. To see before

hand.
Foreman, fAre-min, s. 99. The first or chief 

person on a jury; the first servant in a shop.
Foremast, fAre^mAst, s. The first mast of a 

ship towards the head.
Forementioned, fAre-mAn^sh&nd, a. Men

tioned or recited before.
Foremost, fAre-mAst, a. First in place; first 

in dignity.
Forenamed, fAre-namd,' a. Nominated before.
Forenoon, fAre^-nAAn. s. The time of day 

reckoned from the middle point between the dawn and 
the meridian, to the meridian.

Forenotice, fAre-nA-tls, s. Information of an 
event before it happens.

Forensic , fA-rAn-sik, a. Belonging to courts 
of judicature.

To Foreordain, fore-or-dane,' v. a. To pre
destinate, to predetermine, to preordain.

Foreordination, fAre-or-dA-na-shAn, s. Pre
determination.

Forepart, fAre-pArt, s. The anterior part.
Forepast, fAre-pAst,' a. Past beyond a cer

tain time.
Forepossessed, fire-p&z-zSst,' a. Holding 

formerly in possession, pre-occupied, prepossessed.
Forepromised, fdre-prjm-mlzt, a. Promised 

beforehand.
Forerank, fore-rAngk,s. 408. First rank, front. 
Forerecited, fAre-rA-sl-t&d, a. Mentioned or 

enumerated before.
To Forerun, fAre-rAn,' v. a. To come before 

as an earnest of something following; to precede, to 
have the start of.

Forerunner, fAre-rhn-n&r, s. A harbinger, 
a messenger sent before to give notice of the approach 
of those that follow; an ancestor, a predecessor; a 
prognostick, a sign foreshowing any thing.

Foresaid, fAre-sAd. Part. pass, of Foresay. 
Described or spoken of before.

To Foresay, fAre,-sA,' v. a. To predict, to 
prophesy, to foretell

To Foresee, fAre-sAA,' v. a. To see beforehand, 
to see what has not yet happened, to foreknow.

Foreseer, fAre-sAA-Ar, s. One who foresees 
things or events.

To Foreseize, fAre-sAze,' v. a. To grasp be
forehand.

To Foreshadow, fAre-shAdMA, v. a. To fore
signify, to typify.

To Foreshamb, fdre-shame,/ v. a. To shame, 
to bring reproach upon.

Foreship, fore-ship, s. The anterior part of 
the ship. r

To Foreshorten, fore-shoran, v. a. To 
shorten figures to show those behind.
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Foreshortening, fdre-sh&rl-tn-ing, s. The act 
of shortening figures for the sake of showing those be. 
hind.

Tn Foreshow, fire-shd,' v. a. To predict; to 
represent before it comes.

FORESIGHT, fAre^-slte, s. Foreknowledge; pro
vident care of futurity, prognostication.

Foresightful, fAre-slte-ful, a. Prescient, 
provident

To Foresignify, fAre-slg-nA-fl, v. a. To be
token beforehand, to foreshow, to typify.

Foreskin, fAre^-skin, s. The prepuce.
Foreskirt, fAre^skArt, s. The pendulous or 

loose part of the coat before.
To Foreslow, fAre-slA,' v. a. To delay, to 

hinder; to impede, to obstruct; to neglect, to omit
To Forespeak, fAre-spAke,' v. n. To predict, 

to foresay; to foreshow, to foretell; to forbid.
To Forspent, fAre-spAnt,' a. Wasted, tired, 

spent; forepassed, past; bestowed before.
Forespurrer, fAre-spAr-rAr, $. One that rides 

before.
Forest, fAr-rAst, s. A wild uncultivated tract 

of ground, interspersed with wood.
To Forestall, rore-stlwl,' t». a. 406. To anti

cipate, to take up beforehand; to hinder by pre-occu. 
pation or prevention; to seize or gain possession of 
before another.

FORESTALLER, fAre-stawl-Ar, s. One that an
ticipates the market, one that purchases before others 
to raise the price.

FORESTBORN, fAr-rAst-bSrn, a. Born in a wild. 
Forester, fAr-rAs-tAr, s. An officer of the 

forest; an inhabitant of the wild country.
To Foretaste, fAre-taste,' v. a. To have an- 

tepast of, to have prescience of; to taste before an
other.

Foretaste, fAre-taste, s. 492. Anticipation of. 
Foretaster, fAre-tast-Ar, s. One that tastes 

before another.
To Foretell, fAre-tAl,' v. a. 406. To predict, 

to prophesy, to foretoken, to foreshow.
Foreteller, fAre-tAl-lAr, s. Predictor, fore

shower.
Foretelling, fAre-tAl-lng, s. , A declaration 

of something future.
To Forethink, fAre-fAlngk,' v. a. To antici

pate in the mind, to have prescience of.
To Forethink, fAre-Mlngk,' v. n. To contrive 

beforehand.
Forethought, fAre-MAwt,' Part. pret. of the 

verb Forethink.
Forethought, fAre-/ZiAwt,'s. 492. Prescience, 

anticipation; provident care.
To Foretoken, fAre-tAMcn, v. a. To foreshow 

to prognosticate as a sign.
Foretoken, fAre-tA^-kn, 5. 103. Prevenient 

sign, prognostic .
Foretooth, fAre-tAAtfi, «. The tooth in the 

anterior part of the mouth, one of the incisors.
Foretop, fAre-tAp, s. That part of a woman’s 

head-dress that is forward, the top of a periwig.
Forevouched, fAre-vAutsh^Ad, part. 359. 

Affirmed before, formerly told.
Foreward, fAre-ward, s. The van, the front. 
To Forewarn, fAre-wirn,' v. a. To admonish 

beforehand; to inform previously of any future event; 
to caution against any thing beforehand.

To Forewish, fAre-wlsh,' v. a. To desire be
forehand.

Foreworn, fAre-wArn,' part. Worn out, wasted 
by time or use.

Forfeit, for-fit, s. 255. Something lost by 
the commission of a crime, a fine, a mulct

To Forfeit, for-fit, v. a. To lose by som<* 
breach of condition, to lose by some offence.

u
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Forfeit, fir-fit, a. Liable to penal seizure, 
alienated by a crime.

Forfeitable, fir-flt-iUbl, a. Possessed on 
conditions, by the breach of which any thing may be 
lost

Forfeiter, fir^flt-hr, s. One who incurs pun
ishment by forfeiting his bond.

FORFEITURE, fdr-flt-yhre, s. The act of for
feiting ; the thing forfeited, a mulct, a fine.

To Forfend, for-find,' v. a. To prevent, to 
forbid.

Forgave, fir-give,' The pret. of Forgive.
Forge, firje, s. The place where iron is beaten 

into form; any place where any thing is made or 
shaped.

To FORGE, firje, v. a. To form by the ham
mer ; to make by any means; to counterfeit, to falsify. 

Forger, fird-jur, s. One who makes or forms; 
one who counterfeits any thing, a falsifier.

This word is sometimes, but without the least 
foundation in analogy, written forgerer. If it should be 
urged that the word comes from the French verb forger, 
and therefore like fruiterer from frutier, we add an er to 
make it a verbal noun; it may be answered, that we have 
the word to forge in the same sense as the French, but 
we have no verb to fruity and therefore there is an excuse 
for adding er in the last word which has no place in the 
former.
Forgery, fire-jir-i, s. The crime of falsifi

cation ; smiths’ work, the act of the forge.
To Forget, fir-git,' v. a. Pret. Forgot. Part. 

Forgotten or Forgot. To lose memory of, to let go 
from the remembrance; not to attend, to neglect.

The o in this and similar words is like that in For
bear t which see.
Forgetful, flir-git-fil, a. Not retaining the 

memory of; oblivious, inattentive, negligent 
Forgetfulness, fir-git-ful-ness, s. Oblivion, 

loss of memory; negligence, inattention, neglect.
Forgetter, fir-get-t&r, s. One that forgets; 

a careless person.
To Forgive, fir-giv,' v. a. 157. Pret. Forgave. 

?art. pass. Forgiven. To pardon a person; to remit, 
not to exact debt or penalty.

Forgiveness, fir-glv-niss, s. The act of for
giving, pardon of an offender or offence; tenderness, 
willingness to pardon remission of a fine or penalty. 

Forgiver, for-glv-hr, s. One who pardons.
Forgot, for-git,' ) D .<•
Forgotten, for-git-tn, 103. f ar ’ Pass* 

Forget. Not remembered.
Fork, firk, s. An instrument divided at the 

ends into two or more points or prongs; a point.
To Fork, firk, v. n. To shoot into blades, as 

corn does out of the ground.
Forked, fir-kid, a. 366. Opening into two 

or more parts.
Forkedly, fir-kid-1 i, ad. In a forked form. 
Forkedness, fir-kid-niss, s. The quality of 

opening into two parts.
Forkhead, fork-hid, s. Point of an arrow. 
ForkINESS, fir-ki-niss, *. A forklike division. 
FORKY, fir-k£, a. Forked, opening into two parts. 
Forlorn, fir-lirnf a. Deserted, destitute, 

forsaken, wretched, helpless; lost, desperate, small, 
despicable.

This word is sometimes, but improperly, pro
nounced so as to rhyme with mourn. Mr. Sheridan, 
Dr. Kenrick, Mr. Scott, Mr. Perry, and W. Johnston, 
make it rhyme with com.
FORLORNNESS, fir-lirn-niss, s. Misery, soli

tude.
Form, form, or firm, s. The external appear

ance of any thing, shape; particular model or modifi
cation ; beauty, elegance of appearance; ceremony, 
formality, order; external appearance without the es
sential qualities, empty show; external rites; stated 
method, established practice; a long scat; a class, a 
rank of students; the seat or bed of a hare.

IL*?" When this word signifies a long seat, or a class of 
students, it is universally pronounced with the o. a* in 
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four, more, &c. It is not a little surprising that none cf 
our Dictionaries, except Mr. Smith’s and Mr. Nares, 
take any notice of this distinction in the sound of the o, 
when the word signifies a seat or class. It were to be 
wished, indeed, that we had fewer of these ambiguously 
sounding words, which, while they distinguish to the ear, 
confuse and puzzle the eye.—See Bowl.
To Form, firm, v. a. To make; to mode), to 

scheme, to plan ; to arrange, to adjust; to contrive, 
to join; to model by education.

Formal, fir-mil, a. 89. Ceremonious, solemn, 
precise; regular, methodical, external, having the ap. 
pearance, but not the essence; depending upon esta
blishment or custom ; essential, regular and proper.

Formalist, fir-mil-ist, s. One who prefers 
appearance to reality; one who seems what he is not 

FORMALITY, fir-mll-i-ti, s. Ceremony, esta
blished mode of behaviour; solemn order, habit^or 
dress.

To Formalize, fir-mi-llze, v. a. To models 
to modify; to affect formality.

Formally, fir-mil-li, ad. According to esta
blished rules; ceremoniously, stiffly, precisely; in 
open appearance; essentially, characteristically.

Formation, fir-ma-shun, s. The act of form
ing or generating; the manner iu whioh a thing is 
formed.

Formative, fir-mi-tiv, a. 157. Having the 
power of giving form, plastick.

Former, fir-m&r, s. 166. He that forms, 
maker, contriver, planner.

Former, fir-mur, a. 98. Before another in 
time; mentioned before another, past

Formerly, fir-m&r-li, ad. in times past. 
Formful, firm-fil, a. Ready to create forms; 

imaginative.
Formidable, fir-mi-di-bl, a. 405. Terrible, 

dreadful, tremendous; terrifick, to be dreaded.
Formidableness, fir-mi-di-bl-ness, s. The 

quality of exciting terror or dread; the thing causing 
dread.

Formidably, fir^mi-di-bli, ad, In a terrible 
manner.

Formless, firm-lis, a. Shapeless, without re
gularity or form.

Formula, fir-mu-li, s. 91. A prescribed form. 
Formulary, fir-mh-lir-i, r. A book contain

ing stated and prescribed models.
Foiimule, fir-mitle, s. A set or prescribed 

model
To Fornicate, fir-ni-kate, v. n. To commit 

lewdness.
Fornication, fir-ni-ka-sh&n, s. Concubinage, 

or commerce with an unmarried woman ; in Scripture, 
sometimes idolatry.

Fornicator, fir-ni-ka-t&r, s. 166. 521. One 
that has commerce with unmarried women.

Fornicatress, fir-ni-ki-tris, s. A woman 
who, without marriage, cohabits with a man.

To FORRAY, fir-ra,' v. a. To ravage; to spoil 
a country.

To Forsake, fir-sake,' v. a. Pret. Forsook. 
Part. pass. Forsook or Forsaken. To leave in resent
ment or dislike; to leave, to go away from; to desert, 
to fail.

Forsaker, for-sa-khr, s. 98. Deserter, one 
that forsakes.

Forsaking, fir-sik-lng, s. The act of desert
ing ; dereliction.

Forsooth, fir-sii^,' ad. In truth, certainly, 
very well; an old word of honour in address to women.

To Forswear, fir-sware,' v. a. Pret. Forswore. 
Part Forsworn. To renounce upon oath, to deny upon 
oath; with the reciprocal pronoun, as to forswear him
self, to be perjured, to swear falsely.

To Forswear, fir-sware( v. n. To swear 
falsely, to commit perjury.

Forswearer, fir-swar-fir, s. One who is 
perjured.

Fort, flirt, s. A fortified house, a castle.
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Forted, fdrt^d, a. Furnished or guarded by 
forts.

Forth, fbrth, ad. Forward, onward; abroad, 
out of doors; out into publick view; on to the end.

Forth, fdrZ/z, prep. Out of.
Forthcoming, fdrM-k&m-ing, a. Ready to 

appear not absconding, not suffered to escape.
Forthissuing, f6rM-lsh-shu-ing, a. Coming 

out, coming forward from a covert.
Forthright, fdrtA-rlte,' ad. Straight forward, 

without flexions.
Forthwith, fdrtA-wkA,' ad. Immediately, 

without delay, at once, straight.
TH in with at the end of this word is pronounced 

with the sharp sound, as in thin, contrary to the sound 
of those letters in the same word when single. The same 
may be observed of the f in whereof, 371.
Fortieth, f6r^t£-£M. a. 279. The fourth tenth. 
Fortifiable, fdr-te-fl-^-bl, a. That which 

may be fortified.
Fortification, fSr-t^-fe-ka-sli&n, s. The 

science of military architecture; a place built for 
strength.

Fortifier, fir^td-fi-hr, s. One who erects 
works for defence; one who supports or secures.

To Fortify, fdr-t^-fl, v. a. To strengthen 
against attacks by walls or works; to confirm, to en
courage ; to fix, to establish in resolution.

Fortin, fdrt-ln, s. A little fort.
Fortitude, fdr-tA-thde, s. Courage, bravery, 

magnanimity ; greatness of mind ; strength, force.
Fortnight, rort-nlte, s. 144. The space of 

two weeks.
Fortress, f6r-tr5s>.$. A strong hold, a fortified 

place; a castle of defence.
Fortuitous, f3r-tii-£-tfis, a. 463. Accidental, 

casual, happening by chance.
JO* The reason that the t in this word and its com

pounds does not take the hissing sound, as it does in for
tune, is, because the accent is after it, 463. 
Fortuitously, f5r-tfi-£-ths-l£, ad. Accident

ally, casually by chance.
Fortuitousness, for-tii'^-ths-n^ss, s. Acci

dent, chance, hit
Fortunate, fdr-tshh-nate, a. Lucky, happy, 

successful, not subject to miscarriage.
Fortunately, for-tshh-nate-1^, ad. Happily, 

successfully.
Foktuhatf.ness, for-tsiii-nate-niss, >. Hap- 

piness, good luck, success.
Fortune, fdr-tsbine, s. 461. The power sup- 

posed to distribute the lots of life according to her own 
humour; the good or ill that . 'bechance
of life, means of living ; event, success good or bad; 
estate, possessions; the |x:rtion of a man or woman.

To Fortune, fir-tshine, ». n. To befall, to 
happen, to come casually to pass, to light upon.

Fortuned, fir^tshhnd, a. 359. Supplied by 
fortune.

Fortunebook, fSr-tsh&n-bdik, s. A book con
sulted to know fortune, or future everts.

Fortunehunter, for-tshim-h&n-tur, s. A man 
whose employment is to inquire after women with 
great portions, to enrich himself by marrying them.

Fortuneless, fftrQshhn-l&s, a. Luckless; 
without an estate, without portion.

To Fortunetell, fdr-tshhn-t&l, v. n. To pre
tend to the power of revealing futurity; to reveal fu
turity.

Fortuneteller, f<5r'tshfm-t£l-l&r, $. One who 
cheats common people by pretending to the knowledge 
of futurity.

Forty, f6r-t£, a. 182. Four times ten.
Forum, fd^-rim, s. 544. Latin. A court of 

justice ; a market: any publick place.
Forward, fdr-ward, ad. 88. Towards, to a 

part or place before; onward, progressively.
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FORWARD, for-w&rd, a. Warm, earnest; ar
dent, eager; confident, presumptuous; premature, 
early ripe; quick, ready, hasty, antecedent, anterior.

To Forward, fir-ward, v. a. To hasten, to 
quicken; to accelerate in growth; to patronise.

Forwarder, fdr-wir-dh-, s. He who promoter 
any thing.

Forwardly, f5r-w5rd-15, ad. Eagerly, hastily. 
Forwardness, f6r^wird-n5ss, s. Readiness, to 

act;1 quickness, earliness, early ripeness; confidence, 
assurance, want of modesty.

Forwards, f6r-wirdz, ad. Straight before, 
progressively, not backward.

Fosse, fds, s. A ditch, a moat.
Fosseway, f&s-wA. s. One of the great Roman 

roads through England, so called from the ditches on 
each side.

Fossil, fds-sil, a. Dug out of the earth.
Fossil, fis-sll, s. That which is dug out of the 

bowels of the earth.
Fossilist, ffts-sil-lst, s. One who studies the 

nature of fossils; one who collects fossils.
To Foster, f6s-thr, v. a. 98. To nurse, to 

feed, to support; to pamper, to encourage, to cherish; 
to forward.

Fosterage, f&s-t&r-Idje, s. 90. The charge of 
nursing.

Fosterbrother, f6s-ttr-brfrrH-ur, s. One 
bred at the same pap; one fed by the same nurse. - 

Fosterchild, fds-t&r-tshild, s. A child nursed 
by a. woman not the mother, or bred by a man not the 
father.

Fosterdam, f&s^t&r-dim, s. A nurse, one that 
performs the office of a mother by giving food to a 
young child.

Fosterearth,f&s-tfir-^rt/z, s. Earthby which the 
plant is nourished, though.it did not grow at first in it.

Fosterer, f6s-thr-&r, s. A nurse, one who 
gives food in the place of a parent, a forwarder.

Fosterfather, fds-thr-fa-TH&r, s. One who 
trains up the child of anothef as if it were his own

Fosterling, fds'tftr-llng, s. A fosterebild; a 
nursechild.

Fostermother, fSs-t&r-m&TH-&r, s. A nurse. 
Fosterson, fds-thr-shn, s- One fed and edu

cated as a child, though not the son by nature.
Fought, fAwt. 393. 319. The pret. and part, 

of Fight.
Foughten, faw-tn. 103. The pass. part, of 

Fight, contested, disputed by arms.
Foul, fdul,a. 313. Not clean, filthy ; impure, 

polluted ; wicked, detestable; unjust, coarse, gross ■ 
full of gross humours, wanting purgation, cloudy 
stormy; not bright, not serene; with rough force, 
with unseasonable violence; among seamen, entangled, 
as a rope is foul of the anchor.

To Foul, fo&l, v. a. To daub, to bemire, to 
make filthy, to dirty.

Foulfaced, f5ul-faste, a. 359. Having an 
ugly or hateful visage.

Foully, f6ul-l£, ad. Filthily, nastily, odiously. 
Foulmouthed, fdfiUmd&THd, a. Scurrilous; 

habituated to the use of opprobrious terms.
Foulness, s. Filthiness, nastiness;

pollution, impurity; atrociousness; hatefulness; injus
tice ; ugliness; dishonesty; want of candour.

Foulspoken, fdul-spd'kn, a. Contumelious; 
slanderous. 

Found, fdfind, 313. The pret. and part. pass, 
of Find.

To Found, fifind, v. a. 313. To lay the basis 
of any building; to build, to raise; to establish, to 
erect; to give birth or original to; to raise upon, as 
on a principle or ground; to fix firm.

To Found, found, v. a. To form by melting 
and pouring into moulds, to cast

Foundation, fifin-da-sh&n, s. The basis or 
lower part of an edifice; the act of fixing the basis; 
the principles or ground on which any notion is raised;

though.it
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original, rise; a revenue settled and established for 
any purpose, particularly charity; establishment, set
tlement.

Foundationless, fSin-da-shin-les, a. With- 
out foundation.

Founder, fd&n-dhr, s. 98. A builder, one 
who raises an edifice; one who establishes a revenue 
for any purpose ; one from whom any thing has its 
original or beginning ; a caster, one who forms figures 
by casting melted matter in moulds.

To Founder, fd&n-dhr, v. a. 313. To cause 
such a soreness and tenderness in a horse’s foot, that 
he is unable to set it to the ground.

To Founder, fd&n-d&r, v. n. To sink to the 
bottom; to fail, to miscarry, to trip, to fall.

Foundling, fd&nd-llng, s. A child exposed 
to chance, a child found without any parent or owner.

Foundress, fo&n-dr3s, s. A woman that 
founds, builds, establishes, or begins any thing; a wo
man that euablishes any charitable revenue.

FOUNDRY, fi&n-dr^, s. A place where figures 
are formed of melted metal, a casting house.

Fount, fS&nt, 313. £ . ,,
Fountain, fSin'tlu, 208. 1 ’

spring; a small basin of springing water; a jet, a spout 
of water; the head or spring of a river; original, first 
principle, first cause.

Fountainhead, fo&n-tln-h^d, s. Original; 
first principle.

Fountainless, f3in-tln-lAs, a. Having no 
fountain, without a spring.

Fountful, fd&nt-ful, a. Full of springs. 
Four, fdre, a. 318. Twice two.
Fourbe, f66rb, s. 315. French. A cheat, 

tricking fellow.
Fourfold, fdre-fild, a. Four times told. 
Fourfooted, fdre-fit-&d, a. Quadruped. 
Fourscore, fdre^skAre, a Four times twenty, 

eighty; it is used elliptically for fourscore years.
Foursquare, fdre-skware, a. Quadrangular. 
Fourteen, fdre-t^An, a. Four and ten.
Fourteenth, fdreQ&nlft, a. The ordinal of 

fourteen, the fourth after the tenth.
Fourth, forth, a. The ordinal of four, the 

first after the third.
Fourthly, fdrz/t-l^, ad. In the fourth place. 
Fourwheeled, fdre-hwe^ld, a. Running upon 

twice two wheels.
Fowl, fdil, s. 223. A winged animal, a bird. 
To Fowl, foul, v. a. To kill birds for food or 

game.
Fowler, fSul-ftr, s. 98. A sportsman who 

pursues birds.
Fowling, foul-lng, s. The act of catching birds 

with birdlime, nets, and other devices; the employ
ment of shooting birds.

Fowlingpiece, fAAl-lng-pWse, r. A gun for 
shooting birds.

FOX, fSks, s. A wild Animat of the dog kind, 
remarkable for his cunning, living in holes, and 
preying upon fowls or small animals; a knave or 
cunning fellow.

Foxcase, fiks-kAse, A fox’s skin.
Foxchase, fAks'tshAse, The pursuit of the 

fox with hounds.
Foxglove, fdks-gl^v, s. A plant.
Foxhound, fAks-hdind, *. A hound for chas

ing or hunting foxes.
Foxhunter, fdks-hftnt-ur, s. A man whose 

chief ambition is to show his bravery in hunting foxes.
Foxlike, fdks-llke, a. Resembling the cun

ning of a fox.
Foxship, f&ks^shlp, s. The character or quali- 

ties of a fox, cunning, mischievous art.
Foxtrap, fdks'trip, s. A gin or snare to 

catch foxes.
Foxy, fdkslA, a. Belonging to a fox,wilya3a fox.
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To Fract, frAkt, v. a. To break, to violate, 

to infringe.
Fraction, frAk^shhn, s. The act of breaking, 

the state of being broken; a broken part of an integral.
Fractional, frak-shCui-Al, a. 88. Belonging 

to a broken number; comprising a broken number.
Fractious, frAk-shhs, a. Cross, peevish, fretful. 
Fracture, frAk-tshure, s. 461. Breach, se

paration of continuous parts ; the breaking of a bone.
To Fracture, frAk-tshdre, v. a. To break a 

bone; to break any thing.
Fragile, frAdje-11, a. 140. Brittle, easily snap

ped or broken; weak, uncertain, frail.
SO* All our orthoepists are uniform in thcpronuncia. 

tion of this word with the a short.
Fragility, frA-jll-d-td, Brittleness, weak

ness ; frailty, liableness to fault.
Fragment, frAg-m&nt, $. A part broken from 

the whole, an imperfect piece.
Fragmentary, frAg-m£n-tAr-d, a. Composed 

of fragments.
FragOR, fra'gdr, s. 166. 544. A noise, a 

crack, a crash.—See Drama.
Fragrance, fra-grAnse, ) o
Fragrancv, fr^grJn-si, J” S"eotness °f

smell, pleasing scent; a grateful odour.
Fragrant, fra-grAnt, a. 544. Odorous, sweet 

of smell.
This word is sometimes, but improperly, heard, 

with the a in the first syllable pronounced short.—See 
Drama.
Fragrantly, fra-grAnt-ld, ad. With sweet 

scent.
'Frail, frale, s. 202. A basket made of rushes; 

a rush for weaving baskets.
Frail, frale, a. Weak, easily destroyed ; weak 

of resolution, hab!e«to error or seduction.
Frailness, frale-ndss, s. Weakness, instability. 
Frailty, frale-td, s. Weakness of resolution, 

instability of mind; fault proceeding from weakness, 
sins of infirmity.

Fhaise, fr&ze, «. 202. A pancake with bacon 
in it

To Frame, frame, r. a. To form ; to fit one 
thing to another ; to make, to compose; to regulate, 
to adjust; to plan ; to invent

Frame, frAme, s. Any thing made so as te 
enclose or admit something else; order, regularity» 
scheme, contrivance; mechanical construction, shape, 
form, proportion.

Framer, frAmc^r, r. 98. Maker, former, con- 
triver, schemer.

Framework, framel-wflrk, s. Work done in s 
frame.

Franchise, frAn-tshlz, s. 140. Exemption 
from any onerous duty ; privilege, immunity, right 
granted; district, extent of jurisdiction._

To Franchise, frAn-tshlz, i>. 
chise, to make free.

Franciscan, frAn-sls^-kAn, s. 
order of St. Francis.

Franciscan, frAn-sis-kAn, a. 
sons of the order ef St. Francis.

Frangible, frin'-je-bl, a. 405. Fragile, brittle, 
easily broken.

Frank, frAngk, a. 408. Liberal, generous 
open, ingenuous, sincere, not reserved; without con • 
dition, without payment; not restrained.

Frank, frAngk, 5. A place to feed hogs in, a 
sty ; a letter which pays no postage; a French coin.

To Frank, frAngk, v. a. To shut up in a frank 
or sty; to feed high, to fat, to cram; to exempt let
ters from postage.

Frankincense, frAngk-ln-sdnse, s. An odo- 
riferous kind of resin.

Franklin, frAngk-Hn, t. A steward; a bailiff 
of land.

FraNKLY, frAngk-le, ad. Liberally, freely, 
kindly readily, without constraint, without reserve.

To enfran-a.

A monk of the

Relating to per.
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Frankness, frin^k-niss, s. Plainness of 
speech, openness, ingenuousness; liberality, bounte
ousness, freedom from reserve.

Frantic , fr&n-tlk, «. Mad, deprived of unr 
derstEnding by violent madness, outrageously and tur. 
bulently mad ; transported by violence of passion.

Frantickly, fr&n-tlk-l£, ad. Madly, outrage
ously, distractedly.

Frantickni ss, Mn-tlk-nJss, s. Madness, fury 
of passion, distraction.

Fraternal, frl-tSr-nil, a. 88. Brotherly, per- 
taining to brothers, becoming brothers.

Fraternally, frl-t3r-nal-i, ad. In a bro- 
therly manner.

Fraternity, fri-tSr^ni-U, s. The state or 
quality of a brother; body of men united, corporation, 
society; men of the same class or character.

To Fraternize, fri-tir-nlze, t>. n. To concur 
with, to be near unto, to agree as brothers.

Fratricide, frlt-re-slde, s. 143. The murder 
of a brother ; one who kills a brother.

Fraud, frlwd, s. 213. Deceit, cheat, trick, 
artifice, subtility, stratagem.

Fraudful, frawd-ful, a. Treacherous, artful, 
trickish, deceitful, subtle.

Fraudfui.ly, frawd-ful-U. ad. Deceitfully, 
artfully, treacherously, by stratagem.

Fraudulence, Mividu-liinse, ) _ ...
Fraudulency, friwldii-l^n-si, (’’ Ueceittul- 

ness, trickishness, proneness to artifice.
JO* For the propriety of pronouncing the d in these 

words like J, see Principles, No. 293. 376.
Fraudulent, frJwMit-l&nt, a. Full of artifice, 

trickish, deceitful, subtle.
Fraudulently, fr6w-dd-16nt-16, ad. By fraud, 

by artifice, deceitfully.
Fraught, frlwt, part. pass. 393. Laden, 

charged; filled, stored, thronged.
Fray, fr6, s. 220. A broil, a battle, a combat.
To Fray, fra, v. a. To rub, to wear away by 

rubbing ; to fright, to terrify.
Freak, fr6ke, s. 227. A sudden fancy, a whim, 

a capricious prank.
To Freak, fr^ke, v.a. To variegate; to chequer. 
Freakish, fr£ke-lsh, a. Capricious, humour- 

some.
Freakishly, fr^ke-ish-16, ad. Capriciously, 

humoursomely.
Freakishness, fr6keklsh-n6ss, s. Capricious

ness, whirnsicalness, humoursomeness.
Freckle, fr6k-kl, s. 405. A spot raised ih the 

skin by the sun; any small spot or discoloration.
Freckled, fr&k-kld, a. 359. Spotted, macu

lated. discoloured with small spots.
Freckledness, fr6k-kl*d-ness, s. The state of 

being freckled, or spotted.
Frecklefaced frekMd-fas’d, a. Having a face 

full of freckles.
Freckly, fr&k-klA, <r. Full of freckles.
Free, fr£6, a. 246. At liberty; uncompelled, 

unrestrained; permitted; conversing without reserve; 
liberal; frank; guiltless; exempt; invested with fran
chises, possessing any thing without vassalage; with
out expense.

To Free, fr£&, v. a. To set at liberty; to rid 
from, to clear from any thing ill; to exempt

Freebooter, fr^-bod-thr, s. A robber, a 
plunderer, a pillager.

FreebOOTING, fr^e-bdMng, 5. Robbery, 
plunder, the act of pillaging.

Freeborn, fr66-born, a. Inheriting liberty.
Freechapel, fr££-tshlp'£l, s. A chapel of the 

king’s foundation.
FrEECOST, frde'kdst, s. Without expense.
To Free-denizen, fr^-dSn^-zn, v. a. To 

make free.
Freedman, fr££d-m&n, s. A slave manumitted. 
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Freedom, fr£&d&m, s. 166. Liberty, inde
pendence; privilege, franchises, immunities; unre
straint ; ease or facility in doing or showing any thing. 

FreEFOOTED, frW-f&t-£d, a. Not restrained 
in the march.

Freehearted, fWe-hir-tJd, a. Liberal, un. 
restrained.

Freehold, fr66-h61d, s. That land or tene
ment which a man holdeth in fee, fee-tail, or for term 
of life.

Freeholder, fr^A-hdl-d&r, s. One who has a 
freehold.

Freely, fr66-16 ad. At liberty; without re
straint; without reserve; without impediment; frank
ly, liberally; spontaneously, of its own accord.

Freeman, fr66'mln, s. 88. One not a slave, 
not a vassal; one partaking of rights, privileges, or im
munities.

Freemason, fr^-ma-sn, s. 170. One of a 
numerous society, who profess having a secret to 
keep.

Freeminded, fr£e-mlnd-6d, a. Unconstrained, 
without load of care.

Freeness, fr£e-n&ss, s. The state or quality 
of being free; openness, unreservedness, liberality.

Freesciiool, fre^skddl, s. A school in which 
learning is given without pay.

Freespoken, fr&A-spd-kn, a. 103. Accustomed 
to speak without reserve.

Freestone, fre£'st6ne, s. Stone commonly 
used in building

Freethinker, frd£-Mlngk-Ur, s. A libertine, 
a contemner of religion.

Freethinking, fre6-//ilngk-lng, s. Contempt 
of religion; licentious ignorance.

Freetongued, frAd-tung’d, a. Accustomed 
to speak freely and openly.

Freewarren, fr66-w6r-rln, s. The privilege 
of preserving and killing game.

Freewill, fr^-wlll,' s. The power of directing 
our own actions without restraint by necessity or fate; 
voluntariness.

Freewoman, fr£6-w&m-fm, s. A woman not 
enslaved.

To Freeze, fr66ze, v. n. 246. To be congeal
ed with cold; to be of that degree of cold by which 
water is congealed.

To Freeze, fr££ze. v. a. Pret. Froze. Part. 
Frozen or Froze. To congeal with cold; to kill by 
cold; to chill by the loss of power or motion.

To Freight, frate, v. a. 249. 393. Pret. 
Freighted. Part. Fraught, Freighted. To load a ship 
or vessel of carriage with goods for transportation; to 
load with a burden.

Freight, frate, s. 249. Any thing with which 
a ship is loaded; the money due for transportation of 
goods.—See Eight.

Freighter, frate-ur, s. He who freights a 
vessel*

French Chalk, frensh-tshawk^ $. An indu
rated clay.

French Horn, frSnsh-horn, s. A musical in
strument of the wind kind, used in hunting.

To Frenchify, frensh-e-fi, v. a. To infect with 
the maimers of France, to make a coxcomb.

Frenciilike, fr6r.sh-like, a. Imitating the 
French fashion.

Frenetic , fW-net-ik, or fr&n'd-tik, a. Mad, 
distracted.—See Phrenetic .

Frenzy, fr6n-z6, $. Madness, distraction of 
mind, alienation of understanding.

Frequence, fr6-kw6nse, s. 544. Crowd, con
course, assembly, repetition.

Some speakers and those not vulgar ones, pro
nounce the e in the first syllable of this and the following 
words, when the accent is on it, short; as if written 
frek-wense, frek-wcntly, &c. They have undoubted) y the 
short e in the Latin ft equens to plead; and though Latin 
quantity is sometimes found to operate in anglicised 
words of two syllables, with the accent on the first: yet 
ua*8c, in these words, seems decidedly against this pro
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nunciation. Mr. Sheridan, Dr. Kenrick, Mr. Elphin- 
ston, Mr. Scott, Mr. Perry, Mr. Smith, W. Johnston, 
and, if we may judge from the position of the accent, 
Dr. Ash and Eutick, are for the e long in the first syl
lable; and only Buchanan marks it with the short e. 
The verb To frequent having the accent on the second 
syllable, is under a different predicament.—See Drama. 
Frequency, fri-kwin-si, s. Common occur

rence, the condition of being often seen, often occur
ring ; used often to practise any thing; concourse, full 
assembly.

Frequent, freUcwint, a. 492. Often done, 
often seen, often occurring; used often to practise 
any thing; full of concourse.

To Frequent, fri-kwint,' v. a. 492. To visit 
often, to be much in any place.

Frequentable, fri-kwint-l-bl, a. Conver
sable, accessible.

Frequentation, fri-kwin-ta-shhn, f. Habit
of frequenting.

Frequentative, fri-kwin-ti-tlv, a. A gram
matical term applied to verbs signifying the frequent 
repetition of an action.

Frequenter, fri-kwint-hr, s. One who often
resorts to any place.

Frequently, fri^kwint-li, ad. Often, com
monly, not rarely.

Fresco, fris-kd, s. Coolness, shade; duski
ness; a picture not drawn in glaring light, but in 
dusk.

Fresh, frish, a. Cool; not salt; new, not 
impaired by time; recent, newly come; repaired from 
any loss or diminution ; florid, vigorous; healthy in 
countenance; ruddy; free from saltness; sweet, op
posed to stale or stinking.

To Freshen, frJsh'shn, v. a. 103. To make 
fresh.
Freshen, frish-shn, p. n. To grow fresh. 

Freshet, frish-lt, s. 99. A pool of fresh water. 
Freshly, frish-li, ad. Coolly; newly, in the 

former state renewed; with a healthy look, ruddily. 
Freshman, frish-min, s. A novice, one in 

the rudiments of any knowledge.
Freshness, frish-nis, s. The state of being

fresh.
Fret, frit, s. A frith or strait of the sea; any ! 

agitation of liquors by fermentation or other cause; I 
that stop of the musical instrument which causes or 
regulates the vibrations of the string; work rising in 
protuberance; agitation of mind, commotion of the 
temper, passion.

To Fret, frit, v. a. To wear away by rubbing; 
to form into raised work ; to variegate, to diversify; 
to make angry, to vex.

To Fret, frit, v. n. To be in commotion, to 
be agitated; to be worn away; to be angry, to be 
peevish.

Fretful, frit-f&l, a. Angry, peevish. 
Fretfully, frit^fil-i, ad. Peevishly. 
Fretfulness, frit-f&l-nis, r. Peevishness. 
Fretter, frit-t&r, s. That which causes com

motion or agitation.
Fretting, frit-ting, s. Agitation, commotion. 
FreTTY, frit-ti, a. Adorned with raised work. 
Friability, fri-i-blKi-ti, s. Capacity of being 

reduced to powder.
Friable, frl-A-bl, a. 405. Easily crumbled 

easily reduced to powder.
Friar, frl-hr, s. 88. 418. A religious, a 

brother of some regular order.
Friarlike, fri-hr-llke, a. Monastick, un

skilled in the world.
Friarly, frl-hr-li, ad. Like a friar, or man 

untaught in life.
Friarscowl, fri-hrz-ki&l, s. A plant.
Friary, frl-ir-4, j. A monastery or convent

of friars.

Friary, frl-hr-i, a. Like a friar, belonging
to a friary.

To Fribble, frlb-bl, v. n. 405. To trifle. 
Fribbler, frlb^bl-hr, s. A trifler.
Fricassee, frlk-a-sii's. A dish made by cut

ting chickens or other small things in pieces, and 
dressing them with strong sauce.

Frication, frl-ka-shhn, s. The act of rubbing 
one thing against another.

Friction, frlk-shhn, s. The act of rubbing 
two bodies together; the resistance in machines caused 
by the motion of one body upon another; medical 
rubbing with the flesh-brush or cloths.

Friday, frl-di, s. 223. The sixth day of the
week, so named of Freya, a Saxon deity.

Friend, frend, s. 278. One joined to another 
in mutual benevolence and intimacy, opposed to foe 
or enemy; or.e reconciled to another; a companion; 
favourer; one propitious; a familiar compellation.

Friendless, frind-lis, a. Wanting friends, 
wanting support.

Friendlike, frind-llke, a. Having the dis
position of a friend.

Friendliness, frind-li-nis, s. A disposition 
to friendship; exertion of benevolence.

Friendly, frind-li, o. Having the temper 
and disposition of a friend, kind, favourable; disposed 
to union; salutary.

Friendly, frind-li, ad. In the manner of 
friends, with appearance of kindness, amicably.

Friendship, frind-shlp, s. The state of minds 
united by mutual benevolence; highest degree of in
timacy ; favour, personal kindness; assistance, help.

Frieze, friize, s. 278. A coarse warm cloth. 
Frieze, friize, ) T . 4 ,
Fbize, frWze, 112. f’• In archltecture>a lar8e 

flat member which separates the architrave from the 
cornice.

Friezelike, frWze^llke, a. Resembling a 
frieze.

Frigate, frlg-At, s. 91. 544. A small ship;
a ship of war; any vessel on the water. ;

Frigefaction, frld-ji-fik-shtin, s. 530. The
act of making cold.

To Fright, frite, ». a. 393. To terrify, to 
disturb with fear.

Fright, frite, s. A sudden terror.
To Frighten, frlt-tn, t>. a. 103. To terrify, 

to shock with dread.
Frightful, frlte-ful, a. Terrible, dreadful, 

full of terror.
Frightfully, frlte-ful-4, ad. Dreadfully, 

horribly.
Frightfulness, frlte^f&l-nis, t. The power 

of impressing terror.
Frigid, frld-jld, a. 544. Cold; without warmth 

of affection ; impotent, without warmth of body; dull, 
without fire of fancy.

Frigidity, fri-jld-i-ti, s. Coldness, want of 
warmth ; dulness, want of intellectual fire; want of 
corporeal warmth ; coldness of affection.

Frigidly, frld-jid-li, ad. Coldly, dully, with
out affection.

Frigidness, frid-jid-nis, s. Coldness, dulness, 
want of affection.

Frigorific , fri-gi-rlf^flk, a. Causing cold.
To Frill, frll, v. n. To quake or shiver with 

cold. Used of a hawk, as the hawk Frills.
Frill, frll. s. A border on the bosom of a shirt, 

plaited or furled; any thing collected into gathers.
Fringe, frlnje. s. Ornamental appendages 

added to dress or furniture.
To Fringe, frlnje, v. a. To adorn with fringes, 

to decorate with ornamental appendages.
Frippery. frlp-ir-i, j. The place where old

clothes are sold; old clothes, cast dresses, tattered rags-
226
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Fbiseub, fW-zire,' ». A hair-dresser.
To Fbisk, frisk, t>. n. To leap, to skip; to 

dance in frolick or gayety.
Fbisk, frisk, s. A frolick, a fit of wanton 

gayety.
Fbiskeb, frisk-fir, «. A wanton, one not con- 

stant or settled.
Friskiness, frlsk^-n3s, $. Gayety, liveliness. 
Frisking, frlsk-ing, t. Frolicksome dancing, 

wild gayety.
Frisky, frlsk-i, o. Gay, airy.
Farr, frit, ». Among ebymists, ashes or salts. 
Frith, frlM, s. A strait of the sea when the 

water being confined is rough; a kind of net
Fritter, frit-t&r, s. A small piece cut to be 

fried; a fragment; a cheesecake.
To Fritter, frlt-t&r, v. a. To cut meat into 

small pieces to be fried; to break into small particles 
or fragments.

Frivolity, fr£-v&l-3-t3, >. Insignificancy.
Frivolous, friv-d-l&s, a. Slight, trifling, of 

no moment.
Frivolousness, frlv^d-l&s-nSs, s. Want of 

importance, triflingness.
Frivolously, frlv^-l&s-13, ad. Triflingly, 

without weight
To Frizzle, frlz-zl, v. a. To curl in short curls, 

like nap of frieze.—See Codie.
Frizzler, frlz-zl-ftr, s. One that makes short 

curls.
Fro, fr&, ad. Backward, regressively; to and 

fro, backward and forward.
Frock, fr&k, s. A dress, a coat tor children; 

a kind of close coat for men.
Frog, Mg, s. A small animal with four feet, 

of the amphibious kind; the hollow part of the horsed 
hoof.

Frogbit, frdg-blt, s. An herb.
Frogfish, fr5g'fish, s. A kind of fish. 
Froggrass, fr&g-grAs, s. A kind of herb. 
Froglettuce, fr&g-13t-tls, s. A plant. 
Frolic , frdl-ik, a. Gay, full of levity. 
Frolic , frdl-ik, s. A wild prank, a flight of 

whim and levity.
To Frolic , frdl-lk, v. n. To play wild pranks. 
Froi.ickly, frol-ik-Ie, ad. Gayly, wildly. 
Frolicksome, frdl-Ik-s&m, a. Full of wild 

gayety.
Frolicksomeness, frdl-lk-s&m-n&s, s. Wild

ness of gayety, pranks.
Frolicksomely, frdl-Ik-s&m-13, ad. With wild 

gayety.
From, fr&m, prep. Away, noting privation; 

noting reception; noting procession; descent or birth; 
out of; noting progress from premises to inferences; 
noting the place or person from whom a message is 
brought; because of; not near to; noting separation; 
noting exemption or deliverance; at a distance; con
trary to; noting removal. From is very frequently 
joined by an ellipsis with adverbs, as, from above, from 
the parts above; from afar; from behind; from high.

Frondation, frin-da-sli&n, «. The act of 
lopping trees,

Fbosdifebous, frfin-dlf-ffi-rfis, a. Bearing 
leaves.

Front, fr&nt, or frdnt, s. 165. The face; the 
face as opposed to an enemy ; the part or place opposed 
to the face ; the van of an army; the forepart of any 
thing, as of a building; the most conspicuous part; 
boldness, impudence.

Mr. Sheridan marks this word in the second man
ner only; but I am much mistaken if custom does not 
almost universally adopt the first. If the second is ever 
used, it seems to be in poetry, and that of the most so
lemn kind. Dr. Kenrick, W. Johnston, and Mr. Perry, 
pronounce it in the first manner; and Mr. Sheridan nnrt 
Sir. Smith in the last. Mr. Scott gives it both ways, but 
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eems to prefer the last; Mr. Nares gives it the first maa- 
*er» but says it is sometimes pronounced regularly.
To Front, fr&nt, or frint, t>. a. To oppose di- 

rectly, or face to face; to encounter; to stand opposed 
or over against any place or thing.

To FRONT, fr&nt, v. n. To stand foremost.
Frontal, fr&nt-Al, 5. 88. Any external form 

of medicine to be apDlied to the forehead.
Frontated, frdn-ta-t3d, a. The frontated leaf 

of a flower grows broader and broader, and at last per
haps terminates in a right line; used in opposition to 
cuspated, which is, when the leaves of a flower end fa 
a point.

Frontbox, fr&nt'b&ks, f. The box in the play, 
house from which there is a direct view to the stage, 

FRONTED, frftnt^d, a. Formed with a front. 
Frontier, fr&n-tsh33r, or frdnt-ye3r, s. 118.

The marches, the limit, the utmost verge of any ter
ritory, the border; properly that which fronts another 
country.

Frontier, frdn-tshd3r, orfr&nt-y3£r,a.459.461. 
Bordering, conterminous.

Frontispiece, fr&n-tls-pA3se, s. That part of 
any building or other body that directly meets the eye

Frontless, fr&nt'13s, a. Without blushes, with
out shame, void of diffidence.

Frontlet, fr&nt-13t, s. A bandage worn upon 
the forehead.

Frontroom, fr&nt'rSdm, s. An apartment in 
the forepart of the house.

Frore, frdre, a. Frozen, congealed with cold.
Frost, fr&st, s. The last effect of cold, thv 

powcr or act of congelation.
Frostbitten, fr&st-blt-tn, a. 103. Nipped or 

withered by the frost.
Frosted, fr&s-t3d, a. Laid on in inequalities 

like those of the hoar-frost upon plants.
Frostily, frds-t3-13, ad. With frost, with ex

cessive cold.
Frostiness, frfts-t3-n3s, r. Cold, freezing cold.
Frostnail, frdst'nale, s. A nail with a promi

nent head driven into the horse’s shoes, that it may 
pierce the ice.

Frostwork, fr&st-w&rk, s. Work in which die 
substance is laid on with inequalities, like the dew 
congealed upon shrubs or plants.

Frosty, frds-t3, a. Having the power of con
gelation, excessive cold; chill in affection; hoary, 
gray haired, resembling frost

Froth, frdzA, s. 163. Spume, foam, the bub
bles caused in liquors by agitation; any empty or 
senseless show of wit or eloquence; any thing not 
bard, solid, or substantial.

To Froth, Mth, v. n. To foam, to throw out 
spume, to generate spume.

Frothily, fr&tA-3-13, ad. With foam, with 
spume; in an empty trifling manner.

Frothiness, fr^/j-e-n^s, s. Emptiness, tri
flingness.

Frothy, fr&M-£, a. Full of froth or spume; 
soft, not solid, wasting; vain, empty, trifling.

Frounce, fr&unse, 5. 813. A distemper io 
which spittle gathers about the hawk’s bill.

To Frounce, frdunse, v. a. To frizzle or curl 
the hair.

Frouzy, fr&&-z3, a. 313. Dim, cloudy; fetid, 
musty. A cant word.

Froward, frd-w&rd, a. 88. Peevish, ungovern, 
able, perverse, angry.

Frowardly, fr&w&rd-13, ad. Peevishly, per. 
versely.

1 Frowardness, frd-wArd-n3s, 9. Peevishness, 
perverseness.

To Frown, fr&un, v. a. 323. To express dis
pleasure by contracting the face to wrinkles.

1 Frown, frd&n, s. A wicked look, a look of 
1 displeasure.

Frozen, frd^zn, 103. Part. pass, of Freeze.
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Fructiferous, fr&k-tlfff£r-&s,a. Bearing fruit.
To Fructify, fr&k-td-fi, v. a. 183. To make 

fruitful, to fertilise.
To Fructify, fr&kQ£-fl, v. n. To bear fruit. 
Fructification, fr&k-tA-f^-ka-sh&n, $. The 

act of causing or of bearing fruit, fertility.
Fructuation, fr&k-tshu-a-sh&n, s. Product, 

fruit
FructuOUS, fruk-tshd.-ds a, 468, Fruitful, 

fertile, impregnating with fertility.
Frugal, frd-gAl, a. 88. Thrifty, sparing, 

parsimonious.
Frugality, frd-gAUd-td, s. Thrift, parsimony, 

good husbandry.
Frugally, frti-gil-4, ad. Parsimoniously, 

sparingly.
FrugiferouS, frfi-jirfdr-&s, a. Bearing fruit 
Fruit, frd&t, s. 343^. The product of a tree 

or plant in which the seeds are contained ; that part of 
a plant which is taken for food ; production; the off
spring of the womb; advantage gained by any enter
prise or conduct; the effect or consequence of any 
action.

To Fruit, frodt, v. n. To produce fruit 
Fruitage, frddt-Idje, s. 90. Fruit collectively, 

various fruits.
Fruitbearer, fr&5t-bar-&r, s. That which 

produces fruit
Fruitbearing, frddt-bar-ing, a. Having the 

quality of producing fruit.
Fruiterer, fr&5t-&r-&r, s. One who trades 

in fruit.—See Forger.
Fruitery, frddt-dr-d, s. Fruit collectively 

taken; a fruit-loft, a repository for fruit.
Fruitful, frddt-ful, a. Fertile, abundantly 

C reductive; actually bearing fruit; prolifick, child
earing; plenteous, abounding in any thing.

Fruitfully, frddt-ful-d, ad. In such a man
ner as to be prolifick; plenteously, abundantly.

Fruitfulness, friit-ful-nSs, s. Fertility, plen- 
tiful production ; the quality of being prolifick.

Fruitgroves, frddt-grdvz, s. Shades, or close 
plantations of fruit-trees.

Fruition, fr&-1sh-&n, s. Enjoyment, posses
sion, pleasure given by possession or use.

Fruitive, frd-d-tlv, a. Enjoying, possessing, 
having the power of enjoyment.

Fruitless, frddt-lds, a. Barren of fruit; vain, 
idle, unprofitable ; without offspring.

Fruitlessly, frddt-lds-ld, ad. Vainly, idly, 
unprofitably.

Fruitlessness, frddt-lds-nds, s. Barrenness, 
unfruitfulness, vanity.

Fruit-time, frMtltime, s. The Autumn.
Fruit-tree, frJWtritS, s. A tree of that kind 

whose principal value arises from the fruit produced 
by it

Frumentacious, fru-m^n-ta-shds, a. Made 
of grain.

Frumenty, frit-mdn-td, $. Food made of wheat 
boiled in milk.

This word is almost universally corrupted into 
furmer.tg, if not sometimes into fur-me-te; and I believe 
it is seldom found that words employed in the concerns 
of cookery are ever recovered from irregularity.—See 

and Cucumber.
To Frump, fr&mp, v. a. To mock, to brow

beat.
To Frijsh, fr&sh, v. a. To break, bruise, or 

crush. if i »FrustraneOUS, fr&s-tra-nd&s, a. Vain, use- 
ess, unprofitable.

ToF kustrate, fr&s-trate, v. a. 91. To de
feat, to disappoints to balk; to make null.

Frustrate, fr&s-trate, part. a. Vain, inef
fectual, useless, unprofitable, null, void.

Frustration, friis-tra-shhn, j. Disappoint- 
mcnt, defeat.
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Frustrative, frus-trl-tlv, a. 512. Fallacious, 
disappointing.

FrustratOHY, fr&s-tri-t&r-i, 512. That which 
makes any procedure void.

For the o, see Domestick.
Frustum, fr&s-t&m, s. A piece cut off from 

a regular figure. A term of science.
Fry, frl, s. The swarm of little fishes just 

produced from the spawn; any swarm of animals, or 
young people in contempt

To Fry, frl, v. a. To dress food by roasting 
it in a pan on the fire.

To Fry, frl, v. n. To be roasted in a pan on 
the fire; to suffer the action of fire; to melt with hoot; 
to be agitated like liquor in the pan on the fire.

Fry, frl, s. A dish of things fried. 
Fryingpan, fri-ing-pAn,s. The vessel in whicL 

meat is toasted on the fire.
FRYTH, frith, s. (Not so common a spelling). 

A frith, a wood; a plain between woods.
To Fub, f&b, v. a. To put off.

This word is more usually written Fob.
Fub, f&b, s. A plump chubby boy.
FuCATED, fu-kA-t£d, a. Painted, disguised 

with paint; disguised by false show.
Fucus, f&-k&s, s. Paint for the face.
To Fuddle, f&d-dl, v. a. To make drunk.
To Fuddle, f&d-dl, ». n. 405. To drink to 

excess.
Fudge, f&dje, inter). An expression of the 

utmost contempt, usually bestowed on absurd and 
lying talkers.

Fuel, f&-ll, s. The matter or aliment of fire. 
Fugacious, f&-ga^shis, a. 292. 357. Vola

tile, fleeting.
Fugaciousness, f&-gl-sh&s-n£s, s. Volatility, 

the quality of flying away.
Fugacity, f&-g&s^-t£, s. Volatility, quality 

of flying away • uncertainty, instability.
Fugitive, f&'je-tlv, a. Not tenable; unsteady; 

volatile, apt to fly away; flying, running from danger; 
flying from duty, falling off; wandering, vagabond.

Fugitive, f&-j£-tiv, s. One who runs from his 
station or duty; one who takes shelter under another 
power from punishment.

Fugitiveness, ffi-jd-tlv-ngs, s. Volatility, in- 
stability, uncertainty.

Fugue, fig, s. P37. Flying musick.
Fulciment, f&l-sd-ment, s. 177. That on 

which a body rests.
Fulcrum, fil-kr&m, s. Latin. In meclianicks, 

now common for a prep; as the fulcrum of a lever.
To Fulfil, ful-fll,' v. a. To fill till there is 

no room for more; to answer any prophecy or promise 
by performance; to answer any desire by compliance 
or gratification ; to answer any law by obedience.

FuLFILLER, ful-fll-l&r, s. One that accom
plishes or fulfils.

Fulfilling, f&l-fil-llng, s. Completion.
Fulfilment, ful-fll-mfint, s. An accomplish

ment, a fulfilling.
Fulfraught, f&l-fr&wt,' a. Full stored. 
Fulgency. ful-j£n-s£, s. 177. Splendour. 
Fulgent, f&l-jent,) ci • •Fulgid, f&ligld, r- ShmlD8- 
Fulgidity, f&l-jid^-t^, s. Splendour.
Fulgour, f&l-g&r, s. 314. Splendour, daz

zling brightness.
FulguratiOn, f&l-g&-ra^sh&n, s. The act of 

lightening.
Fuliginous, fu-11d-jln-&s, a. Sooty, smoky.
Full, ful, a. 174. Replete, without any space 

void; abounding in any quality good or bad; stored 
with anything; well supplied with anything; plump.
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fat; saturated, sated ; crowded in the imagination or 
memory; complete, such as that nothing farther is 
wanted; containing the whole matter, expressing 
much; mature, perfect; applied to the moon, com
plete in its orb.

Full, ful, s. Complete measure ; the highest 
state or degree; the whole, the total; uie state of 
being full; applied to the moon, the time in which 
the moon makes a perfect orb.

Full, ful, ad. Without abatement or dimi
nution ; with the whole effect; quite; exactly; very 
sufficiently; directly.

To Full, f&l, v. a. To cleanse cloth from its 
oil or grease. .

Fullage, ful-laje, s. 90. The money paid for 
filling or cleansing cloth.

Fuller, f&l-lar, s. 98. One whose trade is to 
cleanse cloth.

This word, though derived from the Latin Fullo, 
has deviated into the sound of the English word/uZZ, and 
is an exception to the rule laid down in the Principles, 
No. 177.
Fuller's Earth. fimirz-4r/4, ». A kind of 

marl or clay used in fulling.
Fullery, ffil-l&r-^, s. The place where the 

trade of a fuller is exercised.
Fullingmill, ful-ling-mll, j. A mill where 

hammers beat the cloth till it be cleansed.
Fully, ful-1^, ad. Without vacuity; com

pletely, without lack.
Full-bloomed, f&l-bldSm’d' a. ■ Having per

fect bloom.
FULL-BLOWN, ful-bldne, a. Spread to the ut

most extent as a perfect blossom; stretched by the win d 
to the utmost extent.

Full-bottomed, fil-b&t-thmd, a. Having a 
large bottom.

Full-crammed, ful-krAm’d,' a. Crammed to 
satiety.

Full-dressed, ful-dr£ss’d,za. Dressed in form, 
ceremoniously decorated.

Full-eared, ful-eth-d,7 a. 362. Having the 
heads full of grain.

Full-eyed, ful-ide,z a. Having large promi
nent eyes.

Full-fed, fil-f£d,z a. Sated, fat, saturated. 
Full-fraught, ful-frawt,z a. Fully stored. 
Full-grown, fil-gr6ne,z a. Completely 

grown; grown to maturity.
Full-heartf.d, ful-hlrt-3d, a. Full of confi

dence; elated.
Full-hot, fil-h6t,z a. Heated to the utmost. 
Full-laden, ful-la-dn, a. 103. Laden till 

there can be no more added.
Full-manned, .ful-min’d,' a. Completely fur

nished with men.
Full-orbed, f&l-3rb’d,z a. Having the orb 

complete.
Full-spread, ful-spr£d,z a. Spread to the ut

most extent.
Full-stomached, ful-st&m-m&k’d, a. Having 

the stomach crammed.
Full-summed, ful-simd,' a. Complete in all 

its parts.
Full-winged, fil-wlng*d,z a. Having large 

or strong wings; ready for flight, eager.
Fulminant, fhl-me-nint, a. 177. Thundering, 

making a noise like thunder.
To Fulminate, ful-mA-nate, v. n. 91. To thun

der ; to make a loud noise or crack; to issue out ec
clesiastical censures.

Fulmination, ful-m£-na-shhn, $. The act of 
thundering; denunciation of censures.

Fulminatory, f&l-m£-na-tfir-£, a. 512. Thun
dering, striking horror.

Fulness, ful-n^s, s. The state of being full; 
copiousness, plenty; repletion, satiety; struggling 
perturbation, swelling in the mind; force of sound, 
such as fills the car, vigour of sound.
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Fulsome, fll-s&m, a. 177. Nauseous, oflen- 
sive; of a rank odious smell; tending to obscenity.

Fulsomely, ful-sfim-14, ad. Nauseously, 
rankly, obscenely.

Fulsomeness, ftil-sum-n?s, j. Nauseousness ; 
rank smell; obscenity; foully; not decently.

Fumage, fii-maje, s. 90. Hearth-money.
FUMATORY, fh-mA-tCir-d, s. 512. 534. An herb. 
To Fumble, f&m-bl, v. n. 405. To attempt 

any thing awkwardly or ungainly; to puzzle, to drain 
in perplexity ; to play childishly

Fumbler, f6m-bl-tir, s. One who acts awk
wardly.

FuMBLlNGLY, fum-bllng-l£, ad. In an awk
ward manner.

Fume, fume, s. Smoke, vapour, any volatile 
parts flying away; exhalation from the stomach; hea* 
of mind, passion ; any thing unsubstantial; idie con. 
ceit, vain imagination.

To Fume, fhme, v. n. To smoke; to yield 
exhalations; to pass away in vapours; tobeinarage.

To Fume, fiime, v. a. To smoke, to dry in the 
smoke; to perfume with odours in the fire; to disperse 
in vapours.

FuMETTE, fu-mCt,' s. The stink of meat.
Fumid, fit-mid, a. Smoky, vaporous.
Fumidity, fu-mld-d-t£, s. Smokiness, tendency 

to smoke.
To Fumigate, fh-m^-gate, v. n. To smoke, to 

perfume by smoke or vapour; to medicate or heal by 
vapours

Fumigation, fh-m^-ga-shun, s. Scents raised 
by fire; the application of medicines to the body in 
fumes.

Fuming, fh-mlng, s. The act of scenting by 
smoke, fume, idle conceit

Fumingly, fh-mlng-U, ad. Angrily, in a rage. 
Fumiter, fii-m^-tiir, s. 98. A plant.

5l4-i-
Fun, f&n, s. Sport, high merriment

{£3^ With great deference to Dr. Johnson, I think 
Fun ought rather to be styled low merriment.
Funambulist, fit-n&m-bii-list, s- A rope- 

dancer.
FUNCTION, f&ngk-shhn, s. Discharge, perfor

mance; employment, office; single act of any office; 
trade, occupation ; office of any particular part of the 
body ; power, faculty either animal or intellectual.

Functionary, f&ngk-shftn-&-r£, s. One who 
is charged with an office or employment; that which 
performs any office.

Fund, find, s. Stock, capital, that by which 
any expense is supported ; stock or bank of money.

Fundament, fhn-da-m&nt, s. The back part of 
the body; the aperture from which the excrements 
are ejected.

Fundamental, f&n-dl-m£n-dll,a. Serving for 
the foundation, essential, not merely accidental.

Fundamental, fun-da-m&n-til, s. Leading 
proposition; that part on which the rest is built

Fundamentally, fun-dA-m£n-til-&, ad. Es
sentially, originally.

FuNEBRIAL, fit-n£-br£-ll, a. Belonging to fu
nerals.

Funeral, fu-n&r-Al, s. 88. The solemnization 
of a burial, the payment of the last honours to the 
dead, obsequies ; the pomp or procession with which 
the dead are carried ; burial, interment

Funeral, fu-n^r-Al, a. Used at the ceremony 
of interring the dead.

Funereal, fu-n£-r£-il, a. Suiting a funeral, 
d»irk, dismal.

Fungosity, fung-gjs’£*t£, s. Unsolid excrc- 
scence.

Fungous, fhng-g&s, a. 314. Excrescent, spongy. 
Fungus, fhng-gfis, s. Strictly a mushroom; a 

word used to express such excrescences of flesh as grow
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out upon the lips of wounds, or any other excrescences , 
from trees or plants not naturally belonging to them. ; 

Funicle, f£i-nd-kl, s. 405. 534. A small cord. 
Funicular, fii-nikiu-lAr, a. 88. Consisting of 

a small cord or fibre.
Funk, fungk, s. A stink.
Funnel, fun-nil, s. 99. An inverted hollow 

cone with a pipe descending from it, through which 
liquors are poured into vessels; a pipe or passage of 
communication.

Fur, fur, s. Skin with soft hair, with which 
garments are lined for warmth; soft hair of beasts 
found in cold countries, hair in general; any mois
ture exhaled to such a degree as that the remainder 
sticks in the part.

To Fur, fiir, v. a. To line or cover with skins 
that have soft hair; to cover with soft matter.

Furacious, fu-ra-sh&s, a. Thievish. 
Furacity, f£i-r&s-£-t£, s. Disposition to theft. 
Furbelow, fdr-be-16, s. Fur or fringe sewed 

on the lower part of the garment; an ornament of dress. 
To Furbelow, fhr-b^-lo, v. a. To adorn with 

ornamental appendages of dress.
To Furbish, fhr-bish, v. a. To burnish, to 

polish, to rub to brightness.
Furbisher, f&r-bish-fir, s. One who polishes i 

any thing.
Furcation, f&r-ka-sh&n, s. Forkiness, the 

state of shooting two ways like the blades of a fork. 
Furfur, fur-fhr, s. Husk or chaff’, scurf or 

(tendriff, that grows upon the skin, with some likeness 
to bran.

Furfubaceous, fiir-ffi-ra-shus, a. 357. Husky, 
branny, scaly.

TVriOUS, fu-r^-fis, a. Mad, phrcnetick ; raging, 
transported by passion beyond reason.

Furiously, fCi-re-us-le, ad. Madly, violently, 
Vehemently.

Furiousness, ffi-r£-&s-n£s, s Phrensy, mad
ness, transport of passion.

To Furl, ffcrl, v. a. To draw up, to contract. 
Furlong, f&r-l&ng, s. A measure of length, 

the eighth part of a mile.
Furlough, f&r-ld, s. 318. 390. A temporary 

dismission from military service; leave of absence ti 
a soldier for a limited time.

Furmenty, ffir'in£n-t£, s. Food made by boil 
ing wheat in milk.—Sec Frumenty.

Furnace, f&r-nis, s. 91. An enclosed fireplace. 
To Furnish, f&r-nlsh, v. a. To supply with 

what is necessary to a certain purpose; to fit up; to i 
equip; to decorate, to adorn. i

Furnisher, f&r-nlsh-fir, s. One who supplies 
or fits out.

Furniture, f&r-n^-tshfire, s. 463. Moveables, 
goods put in a house for use or ornament; appen 
dages; equipage, embellishments, decorations. 

Furrier, f&r-r£-itr, s. A dealer in furs. 
Furrow, fur^rd, s. 324. 327. A small trench 

made by the plough for the reception of seed; any 
long trench or hollow.

To Furrow, fur-rd, t». a. To cut in furrows; 
to divide into long hollows; to make by cutting. 

Furrow-weed, f&r-rd-w^dd, s. A weed that 
grows in furrowed land.

Furry, f&r-re, a. Covered with fur, dressed 
in fur; consisting cf fur.

Further, f&r^TH&r, a. 98. Forth' further, 
furthest. At a great distance; beyond this.

■ Dr. Johnson has proved beyond dispute that far
ther ax\& farthest are not the comparative and superlative 
of far, but corruptions of the comparative and superla
tive of forth. However true this discovery may be, it 
does not seem a sufficie: t reason for altering the beaten 
path which custom had formed in the usage of farther 
and farthest. It is probable, indeed, that far, fore, and 
forth, arise from the same original root: extendingbeyond 
some other object seems to be the leading idea m alL Fnr 
seems to intimate extension beyond an indefinite object; 
f^rc, only such extension as gives priority to the extended 
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object; and forth, from its form, seems to relate to the 
abstract of such priority of exten-ion, or the very act of 
extending or issuing out. If, therefore, forth and far 
have duic.ent ideas annexed to them, the same compa
rative and superlative cannot possibly suit with both; 
and as almost immemorial usage has borrowed the com
parative and superlative offorth to form the comparative 
and superlative of far, their sense is now fixed to the 
latter adverb; and forth inasmuch as it differs from/ar, 
seems entirely to have lost its comparison. Notwith. 
standing, therefore, that farther and farthest are very 
irregular branches of far, they are grafted on it by use, 
and cannot be altered without diverting the plain ten
dency of the language, Such, however, has been tbc 
force of Dr. Johnson’s criticism, that, since his time, 
every writer and printer, unless by mistake, has used 
further and furthest for farther and farthest; by which 
means we have revived the comparative and superlative 
of an adverb which had lost its comparison, and nave lost 
the comparative and superlative of an adverb, which has 
been compared for these two hundred years. But though 
further passes very well for farther, when far is out of 
sight, we feel the utmost repugnance at saying, “ Thus 
far shalt thou go, and no further**

** Some dream that they can silence when they will
* The storm of passion, and say, Peace, be still :
“ But, * Thus far and no farther,' when address’d
* To the wild wave, or wilder human breast, 
“ Implies authority, that never can,
** That never ought to be the lot of man.”

Cowper's Progress of Error. 
Further, f&r-TH&r, ad. To a greater distance. 
To Further, ffir-THftr, v. a. To put onward, 

to forward, to promote, to assist, to countenance.
Furtherer, f&r-TH&r-fir, s. Promoter, ad« 

vancer.
Furthermore, fur-TH&r-m6re, ad. Moreover, 

besides.
Furtive, f&r-tlv, a. Stolen, gotten by theft. 
Furuncle, fit-rfingk-kl, s. 405. 534. A bile, 

an angry pustule.
Fur-wrought, fur-rawt,' a. Made of fur.
Fury, fu-rd, s. Madness; rage, passion of 

anger; enthusiasm, exaltation of fancy; a turbulent, 
raging woman; one of the infernal deities, supposed 
to be employed in tormenting wicked spirits in the 
other world.

Furylike, fi-re-llke, a. Raging, raging like 
one of the furies.

Furze, furz, s-. Gorse, goss.
Furzy, f&r-zd, a. Overgrown with furze, full 

of gorse.
Fuscation, f&s-ka-sh&n, s. The act of dark

ening or obscuring.
Fuscus, fhs-k&s, a. Brown; of a dim or dark 

colour.
To Fuse, fhze, v. a. To melt, to put into fu

sion ; to liquefy by melting.
To Fuse, fdze, v. n. To be melted.
Fusee, f6-zdd,' s. The cone, round which is 

wound the cord or chain of a clock or watch a fire
lock, a small neat musket; Fusee of a bomb or gra- 
nado shell, is that which makes the whole powder or 
composition in the shell take fire, to do the designed 
execution.

Fusible, fh-se-bl, a. 405. Capable of being 
melted; capable of being made liquid by heat.

Fusibility, fh-sd-bil-e-te, s. Capacity of 
being melted, quality of growing liquid by heat.

Fusil, fu-zed,' s. A firclock, a small neat mus
ket; in heraldry, something like a spindle.

FusiLE, ffl-zll, a. Capable of being melted, li
quefiable by heat; running by the force of heat.

JO* As this word is derived from the French fusile and 
theLatin fusilts, it ought certainly to be written with.thfl 
final e, fusile.
Fusilier. fu-zll-edr,' y. 275. A soldier armed 

with a fusile.
Fusion, fii-zh6n, s. 451. The act of melting; 

the state of being melted.
Fuss, f Cis, s. A tumult, a bustle. A low cant

word.
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Fust, fist, s. The trunk or body of a column; 
a strong smell, as that of a mouldy barrel

Fustian, fiWtshin, s. 291. A kind of cloth 
made of linen and cotton; a high swelling kind of 
writing made up of heterogeneous parts, bombast.

Fustian, fils-tshln, a. Made of fustian ; swel
ling, unnaturally pompous, ridiculously tumid.

Fustic , fis-tlk, s. A sort of wood brought 
from the West Indies, used in dying cloth.

To Fustigate, f&s'-ti-gate, v. a. To beat with 
a stick; to cane.

Fustilarian, f&s-t^-la-r^-ln, s. A low fellow, 
a stinkard, a scoundrel

Fustiness, f&s-t£-n£s, s. Mouldiness, stink. 
Fusty, f&s-t&, a. Ill smelling, mouldy.
Futile, fi-tll, a. 140. Talkative, loquacious; 

trifling, worthless ; of no weight
Futility, fd-tll^-td, s. Talkativeness, loqua

city ; triflingness, want of weight, want of solidity.
Futtocks, fut-thks, s. The lower timbers that 

hold the ship together.
Future, fu-ishhre, a. 461. That which will be 

hereafter, to come.
Future, fh-tshbre, s. Time to come.
Futurely, fh-tshure-l£, ad. In time to come.
Futurition, fu-tshh-rish-&n, s. The state of 

being to be; the state of being to come to pass here
after.

Futurity, fh-tu-r£-t£, $. Time to come; events 
to come; the state of being to be, futurition.—See 
ForfWfcMtf.

The reason that future has the t aspirated, and/u- 
turiif preserves that letter pure, is, that the accent is 
before the t in the former word, and after it in the latter.4G3 
To Fuzz, f&z, v. n.' To fly out in small par

ticles.
Fuzzball, f&z-b&ll, s. A kind of fungus, which, 

when pressed, bursts and scatters dust in the eyes.
Fy, fl, intery. Implying blame or disapprobation.

X x/x X^ X XX. XX XX X^» -V XXXX. XX. XX XX XX XX XX XX XX X X » * XX
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To Gab, gib, v. n. To talk idly, to prate; 

to lie, to impose upon.
Gabardine, gAb-ir-d^en,' s. A coarse frock.
To Gabble, g&b-bl, v. n. 405. To make an 

inarticulate noise; to prate loudly without meaning.
Gabble, gib-bl, s. Inarticulate noise like that 

of brute animals ; loud talk without meaning.
Gabbler, gab'bl-hr, s. A prater, a chattering 

fellow.
Gabel, ga-bSl, s. An excise, a tax.
Gabion, ga-b£-&n, s. 507. A wicker basket 

which is filled with earth to make a fortification or en
trenchment

Gable, ga-bl, s. 405. The sloping roof of a 
building.

Gad, gAd, s. A wedge or ingot of steel; a 
style or graver.

To Gad, gid, v. n. To ramble about without 
any settled purpose; to rove loosely and idly.

Gadder, gAd-diir, s. A rambler, one that runs 
much abroad without business.

Gaddingly, gidkllng-l£, ad. In a rambling 
manner.

Gadfly, gid-fll, s. A fly that, when he stings 
the cattle, makes them gad or run madly about

Gaff, gif, s. A harpoon or large hook.
Gaffer, gif-fur, s. 98. A word of respect, 

now obsolete, oi applied only to a mean person.
Gaffles, gif-flz, s. 405. Artificial spurs upon 

cocks; a steel contrivance to bend cross bows.
To Gag, gig, v. n. To stop the mouth.
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Gag, gig, s. Something put iuto the mouth 
to hinder speech or eatrng.

Gage, gidje, s. A pledge, a pawn, a caution. 
To Gage, gadje, v. a. To depone as a wager, 

to impawn; to measure, to take the contents of any 
vessel of liquids.

To Gaggle, gig-gl, v. n. 405. To make a noise 
like a goose.

Gaiety, ga^i-ti, s.—See Gayety.
Gaily, ga-li, ad. Airily, cheerfully; splen

didly, pompously.—See Gayly.
Gain, gane, s. 73. 202. Profit, advantage ; in

terest, lucrative views; overplus in a comparative com
putation.

To Gain, gane, v. a. To obtain as a profit or 
advantage; to have the overplus in comparative com
putation ; to obtain, to procure ; to win ; to draw into 
any interest or party; to reach, to attain; to gain 
over, to draw to another party or interest.

To Gain, gane, v. n. To encroach, to come 
forward by degrees; to get round, to prevail against; 
to obtain influence with.

Gainer, gane^hr, s. One who receives profit 
or advantage.

Gainful, ganelful, a. Advantageous, profit
able ; lucrative, productive of money.

Gainfully, gane-fil-£, ad. Profitably, advan
tageously.

Gainfulness, gane^f&l-n&s, s. Lucrativeness. 
Gaingiving, gane^glv-lng, s. The same as 

misgiving, a giving against.
Gainless, gane-l&s, a. Unprofitable, gaining 

no advantage.
Gainlessness, gane-l5s-nes, s. Unprofitable 

ness, want of advantage.
Gainly, gane-l£, ad. Handily, readily.
To Gainsay, gane-sa,' v. a. To contradict, to 

oppose, to controvert with, to dispute against 
Gainsayer, gane-sa-hr, s. Opponent, adversary 
Gainsaying, gane-sA-lng, s. Opposition. 
’Gainst, g^nst, prep. 206. Poetically for 

against.
Gairish, ga-rlsh, a. 202. Gaudy, showy; ex

travagantly gay, flighty.
Gairishness, ga-rlsh-n^s, s. Finery, flaunting 

gaudiness; flighty or extravagant joy.
Gait, gate, s. March, walk ; the manner and 

air of walking.
Gaited, ga-tld, a. Having a particular gait, 

or method of walking.
Gaiters, gat-Srz, s. A kind of spatterdashes. 
Gala, ga-la, s. A grand entertainment; splen - 

did amusement; any day of show or festivity.
I have given this Italian word a place in this Dic

tionary, as I think it has been sufficiently received to 
make part of the language. It is a good sounding word ; 
and as we have not an equivalent for it, we ought to give 
it the same welcome we do to a rich foreigner who comes 
to settle among us.
Galaxy, gAl-Uk-s^, s. 517. The milky way. 
Galbanum, g^l-bA-nbm, s. 503. A kind of gum. 
Gale, gale, s. A wind not tempestuous, yet 

stronger than a breeze.
Galeas, gal-yis, s. A heavy low-built vessel 

with both sails and oars.
Galeated, ga-l£-l-t£d, a. 507. Covered as 

with a helmet; in botany, such plants as bear a flower 
resembling a helmet, as the monkshood.

Galiot, g&l-yht, s. A little galley or sort of 
brigantine, built very slight, and fit for chase.

Gall, gawl, s. The bile, an animal juice re
markable for its supposed bitterness; the part which 
contains the bile; any thing extremely bitter ; rancour, 
malignity; a slight hurt by fretting off the skin ; an
ger, bitterness of mind.

To Gall, gawl, v. a. To hurt by fretting the 
skin ; to impair, to wear away ; to tease to fret, to 
vex; to harass, to mischief.
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To Gall, gawl, w. n. To fret.
Gallant, gal-lint, a. Gay, well-dressed; 

brave, high-spirited; fine, noble, specious.
Gallant, gal-lint,' a. Inclined to courtship.
Gallant, gil-lant,' s. A gay, sprightly, splen

did man ; one who caresses women to debauch them; 
a wooer, one who courts a woman for marriage.

The difference of accent in English answers the 
same purpose as the different position of the adjective in 
French. Thus urt gallant homme signifies a gbUant man, 
and un homme gallant, a gallant man.
To Gallant, gil-lint,' v. a. To pay attention 

to the ladies.
Gallantly, gil-lint-li, cd, Gayly, splen

didly ; bravely, nobly, generously.
Gallantly, gil-lint-li, ad. Like a wooer, or 

one who makes lave.
Gallantness, gil-lint-nis, s. Elegance, com

pleteness in respect of some acquired qualifications.
Gallantry, gil-lin-trA, s. Splendour of ap

pearance, show; bravery, generosity; courtship, re
fined address to women ; vicious love, lewdness.

Gallery, gil-l&r-A, $. 557. A kind of walk 
along the floor of a house, into which the doors of the 
apartments open; the upper seats in a church ; the 
seats in a playhouse above the pit, in which the meaner 
people sit.

Galleon, gAl-loAn,' s. A large ship with four 
and sometimes five decks, now in use only among the 
Spaniards.

Galley, gil-lA, s. A vessel driven with Cars.
Galley-slave, g^l-lA-slave, 5. A man con

demned for 6ome crime to row in the galleys.
GaLLIARD, gil-yArd, s. A gay, brisk, lively

man ; a fine fellow, an active, nimble sprightly dance.
GALLIARDISE, gM-y&r-dlse, s. Merriment, ex

uberant gayety.
Gallican, gil-^-kln, 7 T, .
Gallic , gilUik, . French'
Gallicism, gAl-l£-slzm, s. A mode of speech

peculiar to the French language.
Galligaskins, g&l-l£-gtls-kins, s. Large open 

hose.
Gallimatia, gil-le-ma-shi, s. Nonsense, talk

without meaning.
Gallimaufry, s. A liotch-

potch, or hash of several sorts of broken meat, a med
ley ; any inconsistent or ridiculous medley.

Gallinaceous, gal-lln-a-shus, a. Denoting 
birds of the pheasant kind.

Gallipot, gil-U-pdt, s. A pot painted and 
glazed, commonly used for medicines.

Gall-less, g&wl-l£s, a. Without gall or bit
terness.

Gallon, gal-lun, s. A liquid measure of four
quarts.

Galloon, gill-ldon,' s. A kind of close lace, 
made of gold or silver, or of silk alone.

To Gallop, gAl-Ifip, v. n. To move forward 
by leaps, so that all the feet are off the ground at 
once; to ride at the pace which is performed by leaps; 
to move very fast

Gallop, gal-lup, s. The motion of a horse 
when he runs at full speed.

Galloper, gAl-lup-ur, s. A horse that gal
lops ; a man that rides fast.

To GaLLOW, gil-16, v. a. To terrify% to fright.
GaLLOWAY, gal-16-wa, s. A horse not more 

than fourteen hands high, much used in the north.
GallOWGLASS, gAl-16-glas, s. An ancient Irish

foot-soldier.
Gallows, g&l-ltts, s. A beam laid over two posts,

on which malefactors are hanged.
Galoche, gA-16sbe'. PA Galoches, g^-lo-shlz, 

s. A kind of wooden shoe, worn by the common peo
ple in France.

I have found this word in no Dictionary in our 
language but Ash’s; who quotes Chaucer for it, and marks 
it as obsolete. But however obsolete this word may be 
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as signifying a wooden shoe, it is certainly in use, as it 
signifies a larger shoe, worn over a common one to pre
vent damp or dirt in walking. This 6hoe was most pro
bably of leather in England, since we find in Edward the 
Fourth’s time, the King in parliament enacted, “ That 
no Cordwainer or Cobler within the city of London, or 
within three miles of any part of the said citty, &c. d« 
upon any Sunday in the yeere or on the feasts of the As 
cension or Nativity,of our Lord, or on the feast of Corp** 
Christi, sell or command to be sold any shooes, huseans, 
(i. e. bootes,') or Galoches; or upon the Sunday or any 
other of the said/carts, shall or set or put upon the feet or 
leggs of any person, any shoes, huseans, or Galoches, 
upon pain of forfeiture or loss of 20 shillings, as often as 
any person shall do contrary to this ordinance.”
Heylin's Hist, qf the Sabbath, part 2, chap. 7, page 251. 

Galsome, gawl-s&m, a. Angry, malignant. 
Galvanic , gil-vA-nik, a. Denoting the power 

of galvanism; pertaining to galvanism.
Galvanism, g&Kv&n-lzm, s.

A system of electricity lately discovered by Gal
vani, an Italian, in which it is found, that by placing thir. 
plates of metal together in a pile, and putting between 
them thin leaves of wet paper, several electrical pheno
mena are produced.
To Galvanize, gal-vin-ize, v. a. To afiect by 

the power of galvanism.
Gambade, g&m-badef ) T X1 , , oGambado, fim-blidd, J ln the Plural- SPaU 

terdashes, a kind of boots worn upon the legs above 
the shoes.

To Gamble, gim-bl, r. a. To play extrava
gantly for money.

Gambler, gam-bl-&r, s. A knave whose prac
tice it is to invite the unwary to game, and cheat them.

Gamboge, gim-bSddje,' s. A concreted veget
able juice, partly of a gummy, partly of a resinous 
nature.

To Gambol, gam-bftl, v. n. 166. To dance, 
to skip, to frisk; to jump tor joy; to play merry 
frolicks.

Gambol, gam-bfil, s. A skip, a leap for joy 
a frolick, a wild prank.

Gambrel, glm-bril, $. 99. The hind leg of 
a horse.

Game, game, s. Sport of any kind; jest, op
posed to earnest; insolent merriment, sportive insult; 
a single match at play; field sports, as the chase; ani- 
mals pursued in the field ; solemn contests exhibited 
as spectacles to the people.

To Game, game, v. n. To play at any sport; 
to play wantonly and extravagantly for money.

Gamecock, game-k6k, s. A cock bred to 
fight.

Gameegg, gatne^g, s. An egg from whici 
fighting cocks are bred.

Gamekeeper, game-keep-iir, s. A person who 
looks after game, and sees it is not destroyed.

Gamesome, game-shm, a. Frolicksome, gay, 
sportive, playful, sportful.

Gamesomeness, game-s&m-n£s, s. Sportive
ness, merriment.

GaMESOMELY, game^sftm-l£, ad- Merrily.
Gamester, game-stftr, s. One who is viciously 

addicted to play; one who is engaged at play; a merry 
frolicksome person ; a prostitute.

Gaming, gatn-lng, s. The practice of game
sters.

Gaming-house, gam-Ing-house, s. A house 
where illegal sports are practised and where gamesters 
carry' on their employment.

Gaming-table, gam-ing-ta-bl, s. A table at
which gamesters practise their art

Gammer, gim-rnur, s. The ccmpellation of a 
woman corresponding to Gaffer.

Gammon, glm-mun, s. 166. The buttock of 
a hog salted and dried; a term at backgammon foi 
winning the game.

Gamut, gim-ht, $. The scale of musical notes. 
’ Gan, g&n. Poetically for Began, as 'Gin for 

Begin.
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Gander, gin-dir, s. 98. The male of the ] 
goose. »

To Gang, ging, v. n. To go, to walk; an old " 
word not now used, except ludicrously.

Gang, gAng, $. A number hanging together, 
a troop, a company, a tribe.

Ganglion, ging-gl6-&n, s. 166. A tumour 
in the tendinous and nervous parts.

Gangrene, gingigrine, s. 408. A mortifica- 
tion, a stoppage of circulation followed by putrefaction.

To Gangrene, ging-gr6ne, v. a. To corrupt 
to mortification.

Gangrenous, ging-gr6-nus, a. Mortified, or 
betokening mortification.

Gangway, ging-wa, s. In a ship, the several 
ways or passages from one part of it to the other.

Gangweek, ging-weik, s. Rogation week.
Gantelope, gAnt-ldpe, 7 A ....n ,13 1 A military pun-Gantlet, gint-let, 5 7 1

ishment in which the criminal running between the 
rank3 receives a lash from each man.

JO* The former of these words is the most proper, but 
the latter is most in use.
Ganz a, gin-zi, s. A kind of goose. 
Gaol, jale, $. 212. A prison.
Gaoldelivery, jile-d6-liv-ir-6, $. The judi

cial process which, by condemnation or acquittal of 
persons confined, evacuates the prison.

Gaoler, jale^ir, s. A keeper of a prison, he to 
whose care the prisoners are committed.

Gap, gip, $. An opening in a broken fence, a 
breach; a hole, a deficiency; any interstice, a vacuity.

Gap-toothed, gip-tidMt, a. 359. Having 
interstices between the teeth.

To Gape, gip, v. n. 75. 92. 241. To open the 
mouth wide, to yawn ; to open the mouth for food, as 
a young bird; to desire earnestly, to crave; to open in 
fissures or holes; to stare with hope or expectation; to 
stare with wonder; to stare irreverently.

The irregularity in the pronunciation of this word 
6eems to arise from the greater similitude of the Italian a 
to the action signified, than of the slender English a.— 
See Cheerfuly Fiercty Ac.
Gaper, gi-pir, s. 98. One who opens his 

mouth; one who stares foolishly; onewholongsorcraves 
Garb, girb, $. Dress, clothes; fashion of 

dress; exterior appearance.
Garbage, gir-bldje, s. 90. The bowels, the offal 
Garbel, gir-bil, s. 99. The plank next the 

keel of a ship.
Garbidge, gir-bidje, $. 90. Corrupted from 

Garbage.
To Garble, gir-bl, v. n- 405. To sift, to part, 

to separate the good from the bad.
Gabbler, gir-bl-ir, s. He who separates one 

part from another.
Garboil, gir-boll, s. Disorder, tumult, uproar. 
Gard, gird, $. Wardship, custody, care. 
Garden, gir-dn, s. 92. 103. A piece of ground 

enclosed and cultivated, planted with herbs or fruits; 
a place particularly fruitful or delightful. Garden is 
often used in composition to signify, belonging to a 
garden ; as, garden-tillage, garden.ware.

When the a in this and similar words is preceded 
by C, Gt or Ky polite speakers interpose a sound like the 
< onsonant y, which coalesces with both, and gives a mcL 
lowness to the sound; thus, a garden pronounced in this 
manner is nearly similar to the two words Egg and Yar- 
den united into eggyardent and a Guard is almost like 
eggyard —See Guard.
Gardener, giiAln-ir, s. He that attends, or 

cultivates gardens.
Gardening, g&r-dn-lng, s. The act of culti

vating or planning gardens.
Garden-mould, gir-dn-mdld, s. Mould fit 

for a garden.
Garden-tillage, girMn-tU-lIdje, s. Tillage 

used in cultivating gardens.
Garden-ware, gir-dn-ware, s. The produce 

of gardens.
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Gargarism, gir-gi-rlzm, s. A liquid form of 
medicine to wash the mouth with.

To Gargarize, gir-gi-rlze, v. a. To wash the 
mouth with medicated liquors.

7’o Gargle, g&r-gl, v. a. 405. To wash the 
throat with some liquor not suffered immediately to 
descend; to warble, to play in the throat.

Gargle, glr-gl, s. A liquor with which the 
throat is washed.

Garland, gir-lind. s. A wreath of branches 
or flowers ; the top, the thing most prized.

Garlick, gir-lik, $. A plant.
GaRLICKEater, gir-llk-i-t&r, s. A mean fellow' 
Garment, gar-mint, s. Any thing with which 

the body is covered; clothes, dress.
Garner, gir-nir, s. A place in which threshed 

corn is stored up.
To Garner, gar-n&r, v. a. To store as in 

garners.
Garnet, gar-nit, s. 177. A gem.
To Garnish, g&r'nisb, v. a. To decorate with 

ornamental appendages; to embellish a dish with 
something laid round it; to fit with fetters.

Garnish, gir^nlsh, $. Ornament, decoration, 
embellishment; things strewed round a dish ; in gaols, 
fetters; an acknowledgment in money when first a 
prisoner goes into gaol. A cant term.

Garnisher, gir-nlsh-ir, s. One who decorates. 
Garnishment, gir-nlsh-mint, s. Ornament, 

embellishment.
Garniture, gir-ni-tshiire, s. Furniture, or

nament
Garous, ga-r&s, a. Resembling the pickle 

made of fish.
Garran, gir-run, $. 81. A small horse, a hob

by ; a wretched horse.
Garret, gir-rit, s.81. A room on the highest 

. floor of the house.
Garretteer, gir-rit-teir,' $. An inhabitant 

of a garret
Garrison, gir-ri-sn, s. 170. Soldiers placed 

in a fortified town or castle to defend it; a fortified place 
stored with soldiers.

To Garrison, gar-ri-sn, v. a. To supply a 
place with an armed force to defend it

Garrulity, gir-ru-ld-ti, $. Loquacity; in
continence of tongue; talkativeness.

Garrulous, gir-ri-iis, a. Prattling, talkative. 
Garter, gir-t&r, $. 98. A string or ribband 

by which the stocking is held upon the leg; the mark 
of the order of the garter, the highest order of English 
knighthood; the principal king at arms.

To Garter, gir-tir, v. a. To bind with a 
garter; to invest with the order of the garter.

Garth, girz/i, properly Girth, s. The bulk of 
the body measured by the girdle.

Gas, gis, ». A spirit not capable of being co- 
agulated.

Gasconade, gls-kd-nade,' s. A boast, a bra- 
vado.

To Gasconade, gis-kd-nade,z v. n. To boast, 
to brag, to bluster.

To Gash, g&sh, v. a. To cut into small pieces 
applied to clothes; to cut deep, so as to make a gaping 
wound.

Gash, gish, $. A deep and wide wound ; the 
mark of a wound.

Gaskins, gis'klnz, $. Wide hose, wide breeches. 
Gasometer, gis-im^i-t&r, $. An instrument 

invented to measure the quantity of gas employed in 
experiments, or in lighting towns in the night.

To Gasp, gisp, v. n. To open the mouth wide 
to catch breath; to emit breath by opening the mouth 
convulsively; to long for.

The a in this word has sometimes, and not impro
perly, the same sound as in gapet and for the same reason. 
See Gape.
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To exult, to rejoice 

Finery, ostentatious 

Showily, splendidly. 
. Sbowiness, tinsel 

Showy, splendid, 

A feast, a festival.
The pret. of Give.

Gasp, gAsp, s. The act of opening the mouth 
to catch breath; the short catch of the breath in the 
last agonies.

To Gast, gist, v. a. To make aghast, to fright, 
to shock, to terrify, to fear.

Gastrick, gis^trik, a. Belonging to the belly. 
Gastriloquist, gis-tril-d-kwlst, s. One who 

speaks inwardly, as if it were from the belly.
Gastriloquy, gAs-tril-A-kwA, s. Speaking 

inwardly, as if it were from the- belly.
Gastrotomy, gAs-trdt-6-mA, $. 518. The act 

of cutting open the belly.
Gat, git. The pret. of Get. Obsolete.
Gate, gate, s. The door of a city, castle, pa

lace, or large building; a frame of timber upon hinges 
to give a passage into enclosed grounds, an avenue.

Gatevein, gite'vine, s. The Vena Porta; 
the great vein which conveys the blood to the liver. • 

Gateway, gite^wi, s. A way through gates 
of enclosed grounds.

To Gather, giTH-hr, v. a. To collect, to 
bring into one place; to pick up, to glean ; to pluck, 
to crop ; to assemble; to heap up, to accumulate; to 
collect charitable contributions; to bring into one 
body or interest; to pucker needlework.

To Gather, giTH-ur, v. n. To be condensed; 
to grow larger by the accretion of similar matter; to 
assemble; to generate pus or matter.

Gather, giTH-&r, s. 98. Pucker, cloth drawn 
together in wrinkles.

Gatherer, giTH-hr-r&r, s. One that gathers, 
a collector; one that gets in a crop of any kind. • 

Gathering, giTH-ur-lng, s. An assembly, an 
accumulation; a collection of charitable contributions 

Gaude, gAwd, s. An ornament, a fine thing. 
To Gaude, gawd, v. n. " 

at any thing.
Gaudery, gawfddr-d, s. 

luxury of dress.
Gaudily, gAw-dA-lA, ad.
Gaudiness, gAw-dA-nAs,

appearance.
Gaudy, gJw^dA, a. 213.

pompous, ostentatiously fine, rejoicing.
Gaudy, gAw-dA, s. 
Gave, gave. 'Tn— 
Gavel, gav-11, s. 177. A provincial word for 

ground; & tribute, a toll, a yearly rent.
Gavelkind, gAv-11-klnd, s. In law, a custom 

whereby the lands of the father are equally divided at 
his death among all his sons.

To Gauge, gadje, v. a. 217. To measure with 
respect to the contents of a vessel; to measure with 
regard to any proportion.

Gauge, gadje, s. A measure, a standard.
Gauger, gA-jftr, s. One whose business is to 

measure vessels or quantities.
Gaul, gAwl, s. An ancient name of France; 

an old inhabitant of France; in Poetry a modern 
Frenchman.

GAULISH, gAwl-ish, or gAl-lsh, a. 214. Relating 
to the gauU.

Gaunt, gAnt, a. 214. Thin, slender, lean, 
meager.

GAUNTLY, gAnt-lA, ad. Leanly, slenderly, 
meagerly.

Gauntlet, gAnt-lAt, s. An iron glove vsed 
for defence, and thrown down in challenges.

Gauze, gAwz, s. A kind of thin transparent silk 
Gauntree, gAn-trAA, s. 214. A wooden frame 

on which beer casks are set when tunned.
Gawk, gAwk, s. 219. A cuckoo, a foolish 

fellow.
Gawky, gaw-kA, s. A stupid, half witted, ci 

awkward person.
Gay, gi, a. 22a Airy, cheerful, merry, fro- 

licksome; fine, showy, specious.
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Gayety, ga-A-tA, s. Cheerfulness, airiness, 
merriment; acts of juvenile pleasure; finery, show.

Gayly, ga-lA, ad. Merrily, cheerfully, showily. 
Gayness, ga^nAs, s. Gayety, finery. 
Gaysome, ga-sum, a. Full of gayety.
To Gaze, gaze, v. n. To look intently and 

earnestly, to look with eagerness.
JO ’ Ben Johnson says, in his Grammar, that in the 

end'of “many English words (where the letter z is only 
properly used) it seems to sound as r, as in maze, gazej 
as, on the contrary, words writ with s sound like z, as 
muse, hose, nose, Ac.:” by which we may observe the 
difference of pronunciation in two centuries, and that the 
alteration has been in favour of analogy.
Gaze, £Aze, *. Intent regard, look of eager 

ness or wonder, fixed look; the object gazed on.
Gazer, gA-zfir, s. He that gazes, one that 

looks intently with eagerness or admiration.
Gazeful, gaze-f&l, a. Looking intently. 
Gazehound, gAze^hA&nd, s. A hound that 

pursues not by the scent, but by the eye.
GaZET, gA-zAt,' s. A small Venetian coin, the 

price of a newspaper, whence probably arose the name 
of Gazette.

Gazette, gA-zAtf s. A paper of news, a paper 
of publick intelligence.

To Gazette, gA-zAt,' v. a. To insert in a ga
zette.

Gazetteer, gAz-At-tAer,' s. A writer of news. 
Gazingstock, ga-zlng-st6k, s. A person gazed 

at with scorn or abhorrence.
Gazon, gAz-A6n,z s. In fortification, pieces of 

fresh earth covered with grass, cut in form of a wedge. 
See Encore.

Gear, gAAr, s. 560. Furniture, accoutrements, 
dress, habit, ornaments; the traces by which horses 
or oxen draw; stuff. In Scotland, goods or riches.

Geck, gAk, s. 381. One easily imposed upon; 
a bubble.

This word, like several other old English words, 
is preserved among the lower order of people in Ireland, 
and pronounced gag, though totally obsolete in England. 
Geese, gAAse, s. 560. The plural of Goose. 
Gelable, jAl-A-bl, a. That may be congealed.

I have differed from Mr. Sheridan in the quantity 
of the first syllable of this word, not so much from the 
short e in the Latin gelabilis, whence it is derived, as 
from the analogy of English pronunciation. The ante
penultimate accent generally shortens every vowel but a, 
unless followed by a diphthong.—See Principles, No. 503. 
535,536.
Gelatine, jAl-A-tine, 149. ) Formed into a 
Gelatinous, jA-lAt-In-hs, J je^y«
To Geld, gAld, v. a. 560. Pret. Gelded or Gelt. 

Part. pass. Gelded or Gelt To castrate, to deprive of 
the power of generation ; to deprive of any-essential 
part

Gelder, gAld-ftr, s. One that performs the 
act of castration.

Gei.der-ROSE, gAl-d&r-r6ze, s. A plant. 
Gelding, gAl-dlng, s. 560. Any animal cas

trated, particularly a horse.
Gelid, jAl-ld, a. Extremely cold.
Geudity, ) s- Extreme cold.
Geltdness, jAl-Id-nes, )
Gelly, jAl-lA, s. Any viscous body, viscidity, 

glue, gluey substance.
Gelt, gAlt. Part. pass, of Geld.
Gwi, jAm, $. A jewel, a precious stone of 

whatever kind; the first bud.
To Gem, jAm, v. a. To adorn as with jewels or 

buds. . \
To Gem, jAm, v. n. To put forth the first buds. 
Gemelliparous, jAm-mAl-llp-pA-r&s, a. 518. 

Bearing twins.
To Geminate, jAm^A-nate, v. a. 91. To double. 
Gemination, jAm-mA-na-shfin, s. Repetition 

reduplication.
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Gemini, s. The twins, the third sign ,
in the Zodiac .

Geminy, jdm-md-nd, s. Twins, a pair, a brace. 
GEMINOUS, jdm-mti-n&s, a. Double.
Gemmae, jdm-mir, ) a. Pertaining to gems 
GeMMARY, jdm-mlr-d, J or jewels.
Gemmeous, jdm-md-hs, a. Tending to gems; 

resembling gems.
GEMMY, jdm-md, a. Resembling gems.
Gender, jdn-d&r, s. A kind, a sort, a sex; a 

distinction of nouns in grammar.
To Gender, jdn-dhr^ v. a. To beget; to pro- ! 

duce, to cause.
To Gender, jdn-dir, v. n. To copulate, to I 

breed.
Genealogical, j£-n£-A-I5dje-£-kil, a. Per

taining to descents or families.
Genealogist, j£-n£-2.1-d-jlst, s. He who traces 

descents.
Genealogy, jd-nd-il^d-jd, s. 518. History of 

the succession of families; a pedigree.
Common speakers, and those not of the lower 

order, are apt to pronounce this word as if written Qene- 
otogg; but those who are ever so little attentive to pro
priety, preserve the a in its fourth sound.
Generable, j£n-£r-i-bl, a. That may be pro

duced or begotten.
General, jdn-dr-il, a. 88. Comprehending 

many species or individuals, not special; lax in signi
fication, not restrained to any special or particular im
port ; not restrained by narrow or distinctive limita
tions ; relating to a whole class or body of men; pub
lick, comprising the whole; extensive, though not 
universal; common, usuaL

General, jdn^dr-Al, s. The whole, the total
ity ; the publick, the interest of the whole; the vul
gar ; one that has the command over an army.

Generalissimo, j£n-<?r-Al-is-si-md, s. The su- 
preme commander.

Generality, jin-ir-iM-ti, ». The state of 
being general; the main body, the bulk.

Generalization, j£n-£r-Al-£-za-sb&n, s. The 
art of reducing to a genus.

To Generalize, j£n-3r-S,l-ize, v. a. To arrange 
particulars under general heads.

Generally, j£n-er-ll-£, ad. In general, with
out specification or exception; extensively, though 
not universally; commonly, frequently, in the main, 
without minute detail.

Generalness, j£n-3r-il-n£s, s. Wide extent, 
though short of universality; frequency, commonness.

Generalship, j£n^r-&l-shlp, s. The conduct 
of him who commands an army; applied generally, to 
good or bad management.

Generalty, j^n-Sr-Al-ti!, s. The whole, the 
greater part.

Generant, j^n^r-int, s. The begetting or 
productive power.

To Generate, j£n-£r-ate, v. a. To beget, to 
propagate, to produce to life; to cause, to produce.

Generation, j£n-3r-4-shun, $. The act of 
begetting or producing; a family, a race; a progeny, 
of&pring; a single succession, an age.

Generative, j^n^r-i-tlv, a. 512. Having 
the power of propagation, prolifick; having the power 
of production, fruitful.

Generator, j^n^r-a-t&r, s. 166. 521. The 
power which begets, causes, or produces.

Generical, je-nSr^-kM, ) .Generic , jtn^rlk, 509. Thatco“Pre- 
hends the genus, or distingui-hes from another genus. 

Generically, j£-n£r-£-kil-£, ad. With re
gard to the genus, though not the specie*.

Generosity, jAn-Sr-ds-£'t£, s. High birth, the 
quality of being generous, magnanimity, liberality.

Generous, j£n-£r-£is, a. 314. Not of mean 
birth, of good extraction; noble of mind; magnani
mous; open of heart, liberal, munificent; strong, 
v igorvus.
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Generously, j^n^r-fis-U, ad. Not meanly 
with regard to birth; magnanimously,nobly; liber
ally, munificently.

Generousness, jJn^.r-us-n4s, s. The quality 
of being generous.

Genesis, jen-e-sls, s. Generation, the first book 
of Moses, which treats of the production of the world.

Genet, jen-nit, s. 99. A small sized well- 
proportioned Spanish horse.

Genethliacal, j£n-&A-li-2L-kil, a. Pertaining 
to nativities as calculated by astrologers.

For the g, see Heterogeneous
Genethliacks, j£-n&/i-l£-Aks, s. The science 

of calculating nativities, or predicting the future events 
of life, from the stars predominant at the birth.

Genethlialogy, j£-n&/t-!e-:11^6-j£, s- 513. 
The art of calculating nativities.

Genethliatic , j^-nefA-U-it-lk, s. He who 
calculates nativities.

Geneva, j£-n£-vA, s. A distilled spirituous 
liquor.

Genial, j&nd-ll, a. That which contributes 
to propagation; that which gives cheerfulness, or sup
ports life; natural, native; gay, merry.

Genially, j£'n£-Al-l£, ad. By genius, natu
rally ; gayly, cheerfully.

Geniculated, j£-nik-d-la-t3d, a. Knotted, 
jointed.

Geniculation, j^-nlk-fi-la-sh&n, s. Knotti
ness ; the quality in plants of having knots or joints.

Genio, s. A man of a particular turn
of mind.

Genitals, j5n^-tAlz, s. 88. Parts belonging 
to generation.

Geniting, j£n-n£-ting, s. An early apple ga
thered in June.

Genitive, j£n-e-tlv, a. In grammar, the name 
of a case.

Genitor, j^n^-t&r, x. A sire, a father. 
Geniture, j^n^-tire, x. Generation, birth. 
Genius, j£-ne-&s, x. The protecting or ruling 

power of men, places, or things; a man endowed with 
superior faculties ; mental power or faculties; dispo 
sition of nature by which any one is qualified for som 
peculiar employment; nature, disposition.

Genoese, j£n-d-£ze( s. The people of Genoa 
in Italy.

Genteel, j£n-t£Al( a- Polite, elegant in be
haviour, civil; graceful in mien ; elegantly dressed.

Genteelly, j3n-t££l-l£, ad. Elegantly, polite
ly ; gracefully, handsomely.

Genteelness, j&n-t£&l-n&s, s. Elegance, grace
fulness, politeness; qualities befitting a man of rank.

Gentian, jen-shan, x. Felwort or baldmony. 
Gentianella, jSn-shln-&-l&, s. A kind of 

blue colour.
Gentile, j&n-tll, or jin-tile, s. One of an un- 

covenantcd nation, one who knows not the true God. 
RO7’ In the Principles of Pronunciation, No. 140, I 

thought Mr. Sheridan wrong in marking the i in this 
word long, because it is contrary to analogy; but have 
since had occasion to observe, that this pronunciation is 
most agreeable to general usage. This word, in grammar, 
is used to signify people of different countries. A gentilt: 
substantive is a noun which marks a particular country ; 
as a Venetian, a native of Venice; a gentile adjective is 
an adjective formed from this substantive; as a Venetian 
domino.
Gentilism, jinitll-ltm, s. Heathenism, pa- 

ganism.
Gentilitious, jJn-tP.-Hsh-fts, a. Endemial, 

peculiar to a nation; hereditary, entailed on a family. 
Gentility. j£n-t11-A-t^, s. Good extraction; 

elegance of behaviour, gracefulness of mien : gentry, 
the class of persons well bornpaganism, heathenism. 

Gentle, j&n'tl, a. 405, Well born, ancient, 
though not noble; soft, mild, tame, peaceable.

Gentlefolk, j^n'tl-fike, x.' Persons distin
guished by their birth from the vulgar.—-See Folk.
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Gentleman, jSn-tl-min, 88. A man of birth, 
a man of extraction, though not noble; a man raised 
above the vulgar by his character or post; a term of 
complaisance ; the servant that waits about the person 
of a man of rank; it is used of any man however high.

Gentlemanlike, jen-tl-mAn-llke,)
Gentlemanly, jer/tl-mln-ld, J a' 

Becoming a man of birth
Gentlemanship, j5n-tl-mAn-shlp, s. Carriage 

of a gentleman ; quality of a gentleman.
Gentleness, jen-tl-n&s, s. Softness of man

ners, sweetness of disposition, meekness.
Gentleship, j£n-tl-sh1p, s. Carriage of a 

gentleman.
Gentlewoman, jAn-tl-w&m-ftn, s. A woman 

of birth above the vulgar, a woman well descended; a 
woman who waits about the person of one of high 
rank; a word of civility or irony.

Gentlewomanlike, j^n-tl-w&m'&n-llke, a. 
Becoming a gentlewoman.

Gently, j£n-tl£, ad. Softly, meekly, tenderly; 
inoffensively, softly, without violence.

Gentry, j^n-trA, s. Class of people above the 
vulgar ; a term of civility, real, or ironical.

GENTOO, j&n-tdS,' s. An aboriginal inhabi
tant of Hindostan.

Genuflection, jd-ni-fl^k-sh&n, s. The act of 
bending the knee; adoration expressed by bending 
the knee.

Genuine, j&A-ln, a. 150. Not spurious.
Genuinely, jln-ii-in-U, ad. Without adulterar

tion, without foreign admixture, naturally.
Genuineness, j^n-ii-ln-nds, s. Freedom from 

any thing counterfeit, freedom from adulteration.
Genus, j£-nhs, s. In science, a class of being, 

comprehending under it many species, as Quadruped 
is a Genus comprehending under it almost all terres
trial beasts.

Geocentric , jA-d-s5i>4trIk, a. Applied to a 
planet or orb having the earth for its centre, or the 
same centre with the earth.

Geodalsia, j£-d-d£-zh£~i, s, 452. That part of 
geometry which contains the doctrine or art of mea
suring surfaces, and finding the contents of all plane 
figures.

GEOD2ETICAL, j£-6-d3t'A-kAl, a. Relating to the 
» art of measuring surfaces.
Geographer, j£-5g-gri-far, s. 116.257. One 

who describes the earth according to the position of its 
different parts.

Geographical, j£-d-griLf-£-kil, a. Relating to 
geography, belonging to geography.

Geographically, ji-d-griW-kM-e, ad. In a 
geographical manner, according to the rules of geo- 
graphy.

Geography, ji-Sglgrl-K, s. 116. 257. 518. 
Knowledge of the earth.

Geology, j£-61iA-j£, s. The doctrine of the earth. 
Geomancer, j^-d-mAn-shr, s. A fortuneteller, 

a caster of figures.
GeOMANCY, jd'6-mAn-sA, s. 519. The act of 

foretelling by figures.
GeOMANTIC , j<*-d-mAn-tlk, a. Pertaining to 

the art of casting figures.
"Geometer, j£-6m'f*-t&r, s. One skilled in 

geometry, a geometrician.
Geometral, j£-6m'£-trAl, a. Pertaining to 

geometry.
Geometrical, j£-6-m£t-tr£-kAl, £ p
Geometric , jA-6-mAt-trlk, 5 a' er" 

taining to geometry; prescribed or laid down by geo
metry : disposed according to geometry.

Geometrically, jA-6-mAt-tr^-kAl-d, ad. Ac
cording to the laws of geometry.

Geometrician, jA-Am-6-trlsh-An, s. One skil
led in geometry; a geometer.

To Geometrize, je-6m-A-trlze, v. n. To act 
according to the laws of geometry.
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Geometry, jA-5m-mA-trA, s. 116. 257. 518. 
The science of quantity, extension, or magnitude, 
abstractedly considered, without any regard to mat
ter.

GeOPONICAL, jA-d-p&n^-kAl, a. Relating io 
agriculture; relating to the cultivation of the ground. 

Geoponicks, je-d-p&n-lks, s. The science of 
cultivating the ground, the doctrine of agriculture.

George, jdrje, s. A figure of St. George on 
horseback, worn by the knights of the garter; a brown 
loaf

Georgic , jdr-jlk, s. 116. Some part of the 
science of husbandry, put into a pleasing dress, and set 
off with ali the beauties and embellishments of poetry. 
See Construe.

Georgick, jdr-jlk, a. Relating to the doctrine 
of agriculture.

Seorgium S1DUS, j3r-jA-&m-sl-d{is, s. One of 
the planets.

Geotic , j£-&t-Ik, a. 509. Belonging to the 
earth, terrestrial.

Geranium, j£r-a-n£-&m, s. A kind of beauti
ful flowering plant

Ger-falcon, j&r-fAw-kn, s. A bird of prey, 
in ^ze between a vulture and a hawk, and of the great
est strength next the eagle.

Gerent, je-r&nt, a. Carrying, bearing. 
German, j£r-mln, s. 88. A first cousin. 
German, j&r-min, a. Related. 
Germander, j^r-min-dir, s. A plant. 
Germe, j3rm, s. A sprout or shoot.
Germin, j&4mln, s. A shooting or sprouting 

seed.
To Germinate, j£r-m£-nate, v. n. To sprout, 

to shoot, to bud, to put forth.
Germination, j£r-m£-na-sh&n, s. The act of 

sprouting or shooting; growth.
Gerund, j&r-6nd, s. In the Latin grammar, a 

kind of verbal noun, which governs cases like a verb.
Gest, jdst, s. A deed, an action, an achieve

ment;.show, representation; the roll or journal of 
the several days, and stages prefixed, in the progresses 
of kings.

Gestation, jes-ta-slifrn, s. The act of bearing 
the young in the womb.

To Gesticulate, j£s-tlk-£i-late, v. n. To play 
antick tricks, to show postures.

Gesticulation, j&s-tlk-h-la-shhn, s. Antick 
tricks, various pcsturcs.

Gesticulator, j^s-tlk-ii-la-tftr, s. One that 
shows postures or tricks.

GESTICULATORY, j&s-tlk-ii-la-thr-£, a. Repre
senting in an antick manner.

Gesture, j^s-tshiire, s. 461. Action or posture 
expressive of sentiment; movement of the body.

To Get, g&t, v. a. 381. Pret. I [tot, anciently 
Gat. Part. pass. Got or Gotten. To procure, to ob- 
tain ; to beget upon a female ; to gain a profit; to earn, 
to gain by labour; to receive as a price or reward ; to 
procure to be; to prevail on, to induce; to get off, tc 
sell or dispose of by some expedient.

To Get, g£t, v. n. 560. To arrive at any state 
or posture by degrees with some kind of labour, effort 
or difficulty; to find the way to; to move, to remove 
to; to have recourse to; to go, to repair to ; to be a 
gainer; to receive advantage by; to get ofT, to escape; 
to get over, to pass without being stopped ; to get up, 
to raise from repose, to rise from a seat; to get in, to 
enter.

Getter, g&t-t&r, s. One who procures or ob
tains ; one who begets on a female.

Getting, g&t-tlng, $. Act of getting, acquisi
tion ; gain, profit

Gewgaw, gb'g&w, s. 881. A showy trifle, a 
toy, a bauble, a splendid plaything.

Gewgaw, gh-gaw, a. Splendidly trifling, 
showy without value.

Ghastfut., gist^f&l, a. 390. Dreary, dismal^ 
melancholy, fit for walking spirits, frightful.
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Ghastfully, gist-ful-U, ad. Dismally, fright
fully.

Ghastliness, gAst-l^-n^s, s. Horrour of coun
tenance, resemblance of a ghost, paleness.

Ghastly, gist'll, a. Like a ghost, having hor
rour in the countenance; horrible,shocking,dreadful.

GHASTNESS, g&st-n&s, s. Ghastliness, honour 
of look.

Gherkin, g&i-kin, s. A pickled cucumber.
Ghost, gost, i. 390. The soul of a man ; a 

spirit appearing afier death ; To give up the ghost, to 
die, to yield up the spirit into the hands of God ; the 
third person in the adorable Trinity, called the Holy 
Ghost

Ghostlike, g&st-llke, a. Withered; having 
hollow, sad, or sunk-in eyes; wildlooking, ghastly.

Ghostliness, gdst-l^-n^s, s. Spiritual ten
dency, quality of having reference chiefly to the soul.

. Ghostly, gdst-ltk a. Spiritual, relating t:> the 
soul, not carnal, not secular; having a character from 
religion, spiritual; relating to apparitions of departed 
men.

Giant, ji-Ant. s. A man of size above the or
dinary rate of men, a man unnaturally large

Giantess, jl-An-tes, s. A female giant. 
Giantlike, ji'ant-like, )
Giantly, jKlnt-ld, S a- Grigantick, vast.
Giantship, jl-ant-ship, s. Quality or character 

of a giant.
Gibbe, gib, s. 382. Any old worn-out animal.
To Gibber, gib^bfir, v. n. 382. To speak in

articulately.
Gibberish, gib-b&r-ish, s. 382. Cant, the 

private language of rogues and gipsies, words without 
meaning.

Gibberish, glb-bbr-ish, a. Canting, unintelli
gible, fustian.

Gibbet, jib^bit, s. A gallows, the poston which 
malefactors are hanged, or on which their carcasses are 
exposed ; any transverse beam.

To Gibbet, jib-bit, v. a. To hang or expose 
on a gibbet; to hang on any thing going transverse.

Gibbier, jib-b£-£,z s. French. Game, wildfowl.
Gibbosity, glb-b6s-e-t(i, s. Convexity, pro

minence, protuberance.
Gibbous, gib-b&s, a. 382. Convex, protuber

ant, swelling into inequalities ; crooked-backed.
GlBBOUSNESSgib-b&s-nCs, $. Convexity, promi

nence.
GlBCAT, jib-kAt, s. 382. An old worn-out cat.
To Gibe, jibe, v. n. To sneer, to join censori

ousness with contempt.
To Gibe, jibe, v. a. To scoff’, to ridicule, to 

treat with scorn, to sneer, to taunt
Gibe, jibe, s. Sneer, hint of contempt by word 

or look, scofT; act or expression of scorn.
Giber, ji-bCir, x. A sneerer, a scoffer, a taunter.
Gibingly, jl-blng-M, ad. Scornfully, con

temptuously.
Giblets, jib-lets, $. The parts of a goose which 

are cut off beforc it is roasted.
Giddily, gid-de-le, ad. With the head seeming 

to turn round, inconstantly, unsteadily; carelessly, 
heedlessly, negligently.

Giddiness, gidQU-nes, s. The state of being 
giddy; inconstancy, unsteadiness; quick rotation, in
ability to keep its place, wantonness of life.

G1DDY, gid-de, a. 382. 560. Having in the 
head a whirl, or sensation of circular motion ; whirl
ing ; inconstant, unsteady, changeful ; heedless, ' 
thoughtless, incautious; intoxicated.

GtDDYBftMMBD, gldkle-brand, a. Careless, 
thoughtless.

GlDDfiiEAD, gid'-lA-hed, S. One without due 
thoug.it or ludgmeiu.

Giddyheaded, gkt-ck-hed-ed, a. Without 
thought or caution; without steadiness or constancy.
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Giddypaced, gld-de-paste, a. Moving without 
regularity.

GlER-EAGLE, j&r-d-gl, s. 405. An eagle of a 
particular kind.

GIFT, gift, 382. A thing given or bestowed; 
the act of giving; offering; power, faculty.

To Gift, gift, v. a. To endow with any fa
culty or power.

Gifted, glf-tikl, a. Given, bestowed; endowed 
with extraordinary powers.

Giftedness, gif-t&d-nds, s. The state of being 
endowed with extraordinary powers.

Gig, gig, s. 382. Any thing that is whirled 
round in play ; a dart or harpoon.

Gigantean, ji-gan-t&An, a. Like a giant, ir 
resistible.

GlGA^TICAL, jl-gan-te-kil, a. Big, bulky, 
huge, monstrous.

Gigantic , ji-gan-tlk, a. 217. Suitable to a 
giant, big, bulky, enormous.

T> Giggle, gig'gl, v. n. 382. To laugh idly, 
io titter; to form with merry levity.

Giggler, gig-gl-hr, x. A laugher, a titterer. 
GlGI.ET, glg-gl-lt, properly Gigglet, x. A wan

ton, a lascivious girl.—See Codie.
GiGOT, jlg'&t, s. 166. The bip joint.
To Gild, gild, v. a. 382. Pret. Gilded or Gt/f. 

To overlay with thin gold ; to adorn with lustre; tc 
brighten, to illuminate.-—See Guilt.

Gilder, gll-d&r, s. One who lays gold on the 
surface of any other body; a coin, from one shilling 
and sixpence to two shillings.

Gilding, gil-ding, s. Gold laid on any surface 
by way of ornament

Gills, gilz, s. 382. The aperture at each side 
of the fish’s head; the flajis that hang below the beak 
of a fowl; the flesh under the chin.

Gill, jil, $. A measure of liquids containing 
the fourth part of a pi.it; the appellation of a woman 
in ludicrous language ; the name of a plant, ground
ivy ; malt liquor medicated with ground-ivy

There cannot be a more striking proof ot the in
convenience of having words written exactly alike, and 
pronounced differently according to their different signi. 
fication, than the word gill, which, when it means the 
aperture below the head of a fish, is always pronounced 
with the g hard, as in guilt; and when it signifies a 4 
woman or a measure of liquids, is always heard with the 
g soft, al if written jill. To those who speak only front 
hand to mouth, as we may call it, this jumble of spelling 
and pronouncing creates no perplexity ; but to foreigners, 
and those Englishmen who regard the perspicuity and 
consistency of their language, this ambiguity is a real 
blemish.—See Bowl.
Gillhouse, jll-house, s. A house where gill is 

sold.
Gillyflower, jil-le-flo&-&r, s. Corrupted from 

Julyflower.
Gilt, gilt, s. 382. Golden show, gold laid on 

the surface of any matter.
Gilt, gilt, 560. The part, of Gild, which see. 
Gilthead, gilt-hed, s. A kind of sea-fish. 
GlM, jim, a. Neat, spruce. An old word. 
Gimcrack, jim-krak, $. A slight or trivial 

mechanism.
Gimlet, gim-lit, s. 382. A borer with a screw 

at its point
Gimp, gimp, s. 382. A kind of silk twist or lace. 
Gimp, gimp, a. Nice, spruce, trim.
Gin, jin, s. A trap, a snare; a pump worked 

by sails; the spirit drawn by distillation from juniper 
berries.

Ginger, iin-itir, s. An Indian plant; the root 
of th at plant.

Gingerbread, jin-jtir-bred, s. A kind of 
sweetmeat made of dough, and flavoured with ginger. 

Gingerly, jin-j&r-l£, ad. Cautiously, nicely. 
Gingerness, jin'jhr-nes, j. Niceness, tender

ness.
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Gingival, jln-i^-vil, a. Belonging to the gums.
To Gingle, jlng-gl, v. n. 405. To utter a 

sharp clattering noise; to make an affected sound in 
periods or cadence.

r« Gingle, jlng-gl, v. a. To shake so that a 
sharp shrill clattering noise should be made.

Gingle, jlng-gl, s. A shrill resounding noise; 
affectation in the sound of periods.

Ginglymoid, glng-glA-mSld, a. Resembling 
a ginglymus, approaching to a ginglymus.

GlNGLYMUS, ging-gl^-m&s, s. A mutual in
denting of two bones into each other’s cavity, of which 
the elbow is an instance.

Ginnet, jln-nSt, s. A nag, a mule, a degene
rated breed.

Ginseng, jln-s&ng, s. A Chinese root brought 
lately into Europe; it is cordial and restorative.

Gipsy, jlpW, s. 438. A vagabond who pre
tends to tell fortunes; a reproaclrful name for a dark 
complexion ; a name of slight reproach to a woman.

Gipsy, jip-s£, a. Denoting the language spoken 
by the Gipsies; denoting any jargon or cant.

Girandole, jir-in-ddle, s. A large kind of 
branched candlestick ; a chandelier.

Girasole, jlr-i-sdle, s. The herb turnsol; the 
opal stone.

To Gird, g&rd, v. a. 382. 5G0. Pret. Girded 
or Girt. To bind round ; to invest; to cover round 
as with a garment; to enclose, to encircle.

We may observe that the g in this and similar 
words has the same liquid sound as in those where it is 
followed by a and i long, and it may be accounted for in 
the same manner, 92. 160. The short e, which is the 
true sound of i in these words, it has been frequently ob
served, is not really the short sound of that letter, but 
of a slender, 66 ; and as r followed by another consonant 
has a tendency to lengthen the e as it does the a, 77, 81, 
we find the same effect produced; that of interi>osing the 
sound of e nearly as if written egg-yurdt &c.—See Guard. 
To Gird, g£rd, v. n. To brwak a scornful jest, 

to gibe, to sneer.
Girder, g^r^d&r, s. In architecture, the largest 

piece of timber in a floor.
Girdle, g&r-dl, s. 405. Any thing drawn 

round the waist, and tied or buckled ; enclosure, cir
cumference ; a belt, the Zodiack, a zone.

To Girdle, gdr-dl, v. a. To gird, to bind as 
with a girdle; to enclose, to shut in, to environ.

Gihulebelt, gJrMl-b&t, s. The belt that en- 
circles the waist

Girdler, g^r^dl-iir, s. A maker of girdles.
Gire, jire, s. A circle described by any thing 

in motion.
Girl, g&rl, s. 382. A young woman or female 

child.
Girlhood, g§rl-hddd, s. The state of a girl. 
Girlish, gSrl-ish, a. Suiting a girl, youthful. 
Girlishly, g£r-llsh-l£, ad. In a girlish manner. 
GlRT, g6rt, 382. Part. pass, from to Gird.— 

Sec Gird.
To Girt, g&rt, v. a. To gird, to encompass, 

to encircle.
GiRTH, g£rlA, s. 382. The band by which the 

saddle or burden is fixed upon the horse; the compass 
measured by the girdle.

To GiRTH, v. a. To bind with a girth.
To Give, giv, v. a. 157. 882. Pret. Gave.

Part. pass. Given. To bestow, to confer without any 
price or reward; to pay as a price or reward, or in ex
change ; to grant, to allow; to yield without resis
tance ; to empower, to commission ; to exhibit, to ex
press ; to exhibit as the product of a calculation ; to 
exhibit; to addict, to apply; to resign, to yield up; 
to give way, to alienate from one’s self; to give back, 
to return, to restore; to give the band, to yield pre
eminence, as being subordinate or inferior; to give 
over, to leave, to quit, to cease; to addict, to attach to; 
to conclude lost, to abandon ; to give out, to proclaim, 
to publish, to utter; to show in false appearance; to 
give up, to resign, to quit, to yield, to abandon, to 
deliver.

1
I

To Give, giv, v. n. To grow moist, to melt or 
soften, to thaw; to move; to give in, to go back, to 
give way ; to give into, to adopt, to embrace , to give 
off, to cease, to forbear; to give over, to act no more; 
to give out, to publish, to proclaim, to yield; to give 
way, to make room for.

Giver, glv-ur s. One that gives, a bestower, 
a distributor, a grantor.

Gives, jiv2, j. Fetters or shackles for the feet. 
See Gyves.

Giving, giv-ing, $. The act of bestowing any 
thing; the act of alleging what is not real.

Gizzard, glz-z6rd, s. 88. 382. The strong 
musculous stomach of a fowl.

Glabrity, glib-r£-t£, s. Smoothness, baldness. 
Glabrous, gla-br&s, a. Smooth, like baldness. 
Glacial, gla-sh^-M, a. 113. Icy, made of ice, 

frozen.
To Glaciate, gla^sh£-ate, v. n. To turn into 

ice.
Glaciation, gla-sh^-aMi&n, s. The act of 

turning into ice, ice formed.
Glacious, gla-sh&s, a. Icy, resembling ice.
Glacis, gl&'sls, or gli-seze,' s. 112. In fortifi

cation, a sloping bank.
{O’ Dr. Johnson, Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Scott, W. John

ston, Dr. Ash, Dr. Kenrick, Mr. Barclay, and Bailey, 
place the accent on the first syllable of this word ; and 
only Mr. Nares and Entick on the second. Mr. Sheridan 
and Mr. Scott give the a the sound it has in glass. The 
great majority of suffrages for the accent on the first 
syllable, which is the more agreeable to the analogy of 
our own language, are certainly sufficient to keep a plain 
Englishman in countenance for pronouncing the word in 
this manner ; but as it is a French word, and a military 
term, a military man would blush not to pronounce it 
d la Francoises and notwithstanding the numbers for 
the other manner, I cannot but think this the more fa
shionable.
Glad, gl&d, a. Cheerful, gay; pleased, ele

vated with joy; pleasing, exhilarating; expressing 
gladness.

To Glad, glAd, v. a. To make glad, to cheer, 
to exhilarate.

To Gladden, gl3.d-dn, v. a. 103. To cheer, 
to delight, to make glad, to exhilarate.

Glade, glade, s. A lawn or opening in a wood. 
Gladfulness, gl&d'ful-n&s, s. Joy, gladness. 
Gladiator, glld-d^-a-thr, s. 534. A sword

player, a prize-fighter.
Gladiatory, glid-de-a-t&r-r^, a. Belonging 

to prize-fighters or sword-player*.
Gladiatorial, gl&d-d£-a-t^r£-ill, a. Relating 

to prize-fighters.
Gladly, glid-l£, ad. Joyfully, with merri

ment, with triumph, with exultation.
GLADNESS, glid-n^s, s. Cheerfulness, joy, ex

ultation.
Gladsome, glid-s&m, a. Pleased, gay, de- 
, lighted ; causing joy.
Gladsomely, glld-s&m-U, ad. With gayety 

and delight.
Gladsomeness, glAd-shm-n^s, s. Gayety, 

showiness, delight.
Glaire, glare, s. The white of an egg; a kind 

of halbert
To Glaire, glare, v. a. To smear with the 

white of an egg. This word is still used by the book
binders.

Glance, glinse, s. 78, 79. A sudden shoot of 
light or splendour ; a stroke or dart of the beam ol 
sight; a snatch of sight, a quick view.

To Glance, glinsc, v. n. To shoot a suddet 
ray of splendour ; to fly off in an oblique direction, 
to view with a quick cast of the eye; to censure by 
oblique hints.

To Glance, glAnse, v. a. To move nimbly, 
to shoot obliquely.

Glancing, glinting, s. Censure by oblique 
hints.
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Glancikgly, glin-slug-lA, ad. In an oblique 
broken manner, transiently.

Gland, gllnd, s. A smooth fleshy substance 
which serves as a kind of strainer to separate tome par
ticular fluid from the blood.

Glanders, glln'dirt, «. A disease incident to 

GlandiferOVS, glin-dlfifi-r&s, a. Bearing 
mast, bearing acorns. . .

Glandular, glln-db-lar, a. Pertaining to 
the glands.

Glandule, glln-dule, s. A small gland serv
ing to the secretion of humours.

' Glandulosity, glln-db-lds^-t£, i. A collec
tion of glands.

Glandulous, glAn-d6-l&s, a. 294. Pertaining 
to the glands, subsisting in glands.

To Glare, glare, v. n. To shine so as to daz
zle the eyes; to look with fierce piercing eyes; U 
shine ostentatiously.

'To Glare, glAre, v. a. To shoot such splen
dour as the eye cannot bear.

Glare, glare, s. Overpowering lustre, splen
dour, such as dazzles the eye; a fierce piercing look.

Glareous, gla-r^-fis, a. Consisting of viscous 
transparent matter, like the white of an egg.

Glaring, glA-rlng, a. Applied to any thing 
very shocking, as, a glaring crime.

Glaringly, glA-rlng-ld, ad. Evidently, noto
riously.

Glass, glis, $. 79. An artificial substance made 
b7 fusing salts and flint or sand together, with a vehe
ment fire; a glass vessel of any kiud; a looking-glass, 
a mirror; a glass to help the sight; an hour-glass, a 
glass used in measuring time by the flux of sand; a 
cup of glass used to drink in; the quantity of wine 
usually contained in a glass; a perspective glass.

Glass, gl^s, a. Vitreous, made of glass.
To Glass, glis, v. a. To case in glass; to 

cover with glass, to glaze.
Glassblower, glis-bld-fir, s. One whose busi

ness is to blow or fashion glass.
Glassful, glis-ful, s. As much as is usually 

taken at once in a glass.
Glassfurnace, glas'f&r-nls, s. A furnace by 

which glass is made by liquefaction.
Glassgazing, glAs^gA-zing,ta. Finical, often 

contemplating himself in a mirror.
Glassgrinder, glAs-grlnd-&r, s. One whose 

trade is to polish and grind glass.
Glasshouse, gl&s'hd&se, s. A house where 

glass is manufactured.
Glassiness, glls-sA-nSs, s. Smoothness like 

glass.
Glasslike, glis-llke, a. Clear, resembling 

glass.
Classman, glAs-min, y. 88. One who sells 

glass.
Glast.4ETAL, glis-m£t-tl, s. Glass in fusion.
Glasswork, glis-w&rk, s. Manufactory of 

glass.
Glasswort, glis-w&rt, $■ A plant.
Glassy, glAs-sd, a. Made of glass, vitreous; 

resembling glass, as in smoothness, or lustre;, or brittle
ness.

Glastonbury Thorn, glls-sn-b<?r-£-z/;orn' s. 
A species of medlar; a kind of thorn which blossoms 
in winter.

Glaucoma, glaw-kd-mil, s. A fault in tie eye, 
which changes the crystalline humour into a grej ish 
colour, without detriment of sight.

Glaucous, glAw-k&s, a. Grey, or blue. 
Gl.AVE, glave, s. A broad sword, a falchion. 
To Glaver, gla-v&r, v. n. To flatter, to 

wheedle.
GLAYMORE, gla-mdre, s. A large two-handed 

sword, formerly much used by the highlanders of 
Scotland.
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To Glaze, glaze, t». a. To furnish with win
dows of glass; to cover with glass, as potters do their 
earthen ware; to overlay with something bhining and 
pellucid.

Glazier, glUzhir, j. 283. 450. One whose 
trade is to make glass windows.

Glead, gl£de, s. A kind of hawk.
Gleam, gl£me, t. 227. Sudden shoot of light, 

lustre, brightness.
To gl£me, v. n. To shine with sudden

flashes or corruscations of light; to shine.
Gleaming, gl^me-lng, s. A sudden shoot of 

light.
GleamY, gl£-m£, a. Flashing, darting sudden 

shoots of light.
To Glean, gl£ne, v. a. 227. To gather whaC 

the reapers of the harvest leave behind; to gather any 
thing thinly scattered.

Gleaner, gU-n&r, s. One who gathers after 
the reapers; one who gathers any tiling slowly ar.d 
laboriously.

Gleaning, ginning, s. The act of gleaning, 
or thing gleaned.

Glebe, g’.^be, s. Turf, soil, ground; the land 
possessed as part of the revenue of an ecclesiastic^ 
benefice.

GleBOUS, gl^-b&s, ) rp e
GLEBY.gl&M, TUrfy‘

CrLEDE, gl£de, s. A kite.
Glee, t. Joy, gayety; a kind of song. 
Gleeful, gl^f&l, a. Merry, cheerful. 
Gleesome, gl^^-sum, a. Full of merriment, 

joyous.
Gleek, gl&k, s. Musick, or musician.
Gleet, gl&t, s. A thin ichor running from a 

sore; a venereal disease.
To Gleet, gl^t, v. n. To drip or ooze with 

a thin sanious liquor; to run slowly.
Gleety, gl£dt-£, a. Ichory, thinly sanious. 
Glen, gl&n, s. A valley, a dale.
Glew, gl6, s. A viscous cement made by dis

solving the skins of animals in boiling water, and dry
ing the jelly.—See Glue.

Gi.ewiness, gli^-n&s, a. An adhesive quality, 
viscousness.

Glewy, glii^, a. Adhesive, viscous, glutinous. 
Glib, glib, a. Smooth, slippery, so formed as 

to be easily moved; smooth, voluble.
To Glib, glib, t>. a. To castrate.
Glibly, gllb-14, ad. Smoothly, volubly. 
Glibness, gllb-nSs, s. Smoothness, sHpperir.ess. 
To Glide, glide, v. n. To flow gently and 

silently; to pass gently and without tumult; to move 
swiftly and smoothly along.

Glider, gll-d&r, *. One that glides.
Glike, gllke, s. A sneer, a scofl’, a flout.
To Glimmer, gllm-m&r, v. n. To shine faintly; 

to be perceived imperfectly, to appear faintly.
Glimmer, gllm-mfir, s. Faint splendour, weak 

light; a kind of fossil.
Glimmering, gllm-m&r-lng, s. A faint or im

perfect view.
Glimpse, gllmps, r A weak faint light; a 

quick flashing light; transitory lustre; short, fleeting 
enjoyment; a short transitory view; the exhibition 
of a faint resemblance.

To Glimpse, gllmps, v. n. To appear by 
glimpses.

To Glisten, glls^sn, v. n. 472. To shine, to 
sparkle with light.

To Glister, glls^thr, v. n. To shine, to be 
bright

Glister, glls-tfir, s. Lustre, glitter.
To Glitter, gllt-t&r, v. n. To shine, to ex

hibit lustre, to gleam; to be specious, to be striking.
Glitter, gllt'tfir, s. Lustre, bright show
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Glitteiungly, gllt-t&r-lng-li, ad. With shin- 
ing lustre.

To Gloar, glftre, v. a. To squint, to look 
askew, to gaze, to stare.

To Gloat, glftte, v. n. To cast side glances as 
3 timorous lover; to stare with admiration.

Globated, glft^ba-tftd, a. Formed in shape of 
a globe, spherical, spheroidical.

Globe, globe, g. A sphere, a ball, a round 
body; a body of which every part of the surface is al 
the same distance from the centre; the terraqueous 
ball; a sphere in which the various regions of the earth 
are geographically depicted, or in which the constella
tions are laid down according to their places in the sky.

To Globe, giftbe, v. a. To gather round to
gether.

Globose, glft-bftse,' a. Spherical, round. 
Globosity, glft-bfts^A-tft, s. Sphericalness. 
GLOBOUS, gl&bfts a. SI4. Spherical, round. 
Globular, glftb^ft-lftr, a. 535. Round, spherical. 
Globule, glftb^ftle, a. Such a small particle 

of matter as is of a globular or spherical figure, as the 
red particles of the blood.

Globulous, glftb-ft-lus, a. In form of a small 
sphere, round.

Globy, glo-bft, a. Orbicular, round.
To Glomerate, glftm-ftr-ate, v. a. To gather 

into a ball or sphere.
Glomeration, glftm-ftr-a-shfin, t. The act of 

forming in a ball or sphere; a body formed into a ball.
GlOMEROUS, glftm-ftr-fts, a. 314. Gathered 

into a ball or sphere, as a ball of thread.
Gloom, glftftm, g. S06. Imperfect darkness, 

dismalness, obscurity, defect of light; cloudiness of 
aspect, heaviness of mind, sullenness.

To Gloom, glftftm, u. n. To shine obscurely, 
as the twilight; to be cloudy, to be dark; to be me
lancholy, to be sullen

GLOOMILY, glftftm^-lft, ad. Obscurely, dimly, 
without perfect light, dismally ; sullenly, with cloudy 
aspect, with dark intentions.

Gloominess, glftftm-ft-nftss, g. Want of light, 
obscurity, imperfect light, dismalness; cloudiness of 
look; heaviness of mind; melancholy.

Gloomy, glftftm^, a. Obscure, imperfectly 
illuminated, almost dark; dark of complexion; sullen, 
melancholy, cloudy of look, heavy of heart.

GloriatiON, glft-rft-i'shun, s. Boast, triumph. 
Gloried, glft-rld, a. 282. Illustrious, hon

ourable ; decorated with glory.
Glorification, glft-r^-fft-ka-sh&n, g. The act 

of giving glory.
To Glorify, glft-rft-fl, v. a. 183. To procure 

honour or praise to one; to pay honour or praise in 
worship; to praise, to honour, to extol: to exalt to 
glory or dignity.

Glorious, gldirA-6s, a. 314. Noble, illustri- 
ous, excellent; boastful, proud, haughty.

Gloriously, glMre-us-ld, ad. Nobly, splen- 
didly, illustriously, ostentatiously.

GlOIUOUSS’ESS, glMrA-is-n^s, «. The state or 
quality of being glorious.

Glory, gloM, s. Praise paid in adoration ; 
the felicit? of heaven prepared for those that please 
God; honour, praise, fame, renown, celebrity; a circle 
of rays which surrounds the heads of saints in pictures; 
generous pride.

To GLORY, glft^rft, v. n. To boast in, to be 
proud of.

To Glose, glftze, v. a. 437. To flatter, to 
collogue.

Gloss, gifts, g, 437. A scholium, a comment; 
an interpretation artfully specious; a specious repre
sentation ; superficial lustre.

To Gloss, gifts, v. n. To comment, to make 
sly remarks.

To Gloss, gifts, v. a. To explain by comment; 
co palliate by s;>ecious exposition or representation ; 
to embellish with superficial lustre.
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GlossariaL, glfts-sft-rft-ftl, a. Relating to a 
glossary.

Glossarist, glfts-sd-rlst, r. One who writes a 
commentary; one who writes a dictionary of obscure 
or antiquated words.

Glossary, glfts-sft-rft, a. A dictionary of ob
scure or antiquated words.

Glossator, glfts-sft^tftr, g. A writer of glosses; 
a commentator.

Glosser, glfts-sftr, g. A scholiast; a commen
tator ; a polisher.

Glossiness, glfts-sft-nfts, s. Smooth polish; 
superficial lustre.

Glossographer, glfts-sftg-grft-fftr, g.
A scholiast, a commentator.

Glossography, glfts-sftg-grft-fft, j. 518. The 
writing of commentaries.

Glossy, gifts's^, a. Shining, smoothly polished. 
Glottis, glftt-tls, s. The head of the wind

pipe, the aperture of the larynx.
Glove, glftv, s. 165. Cover of the hands.
To Glove, glftv, v. a. To cover as with a glove. 
Glover, gl&v-fir, g. One whose trade is to 

make or sell gloves.
To Glout, glftftt, v. n. 313. To pout, to look 

sullen.
To Glow, gift, v. n. 324. To be heated so as 

to shine without flame; to bum with vehement heat; 
to feel heat of body; to exhibit a strong bright colour; 
to feel passion of mind, or activity of fancy; to rage 
or burn as a passion.

To Glow, gio, v. a. To make hot so as to shine. 
Glow, gift, g. Shining heat, unusual warmth; 

vehemence of passion ; brightness or vividness of co
lour.

Glow-worm, glft-wfirm, s. A small creeping 
insect with a luminous tail.

To Gloze, glftze, v. n. To flatter, to wheedle, 
to fawn; to comment.

Gloze, glftze, g. Flattery, insinuation; speci
ous show, gloss.

Glozer, glftz-ftr, g. A flatterer, a liar.
Glozing, glftz-Ing, s. Specious representation. 
Glue, gift, g. A viscous body commonly made 

by boiling the skins of animals to a jelly, a cement.
To Glue, gift, v. a. To join with a viscous 

cement; to hold together; to join, to unite, to inviscate.
Glueboiler, glft-boil-ftr, s. One whose trade 

is to make glue.
Gluf.r, glft-ftr, g. 98. One who cements with 

glue.
Gluish, glft-lsh, a. Partaking of the nature 

of glue.
Glum, glftm, a. Sullen, stubbornly grave. A 

low cant word.
To Glut, glftt, v. a. To swallow, to devour; 

to cloy, to fill beyond sufficiency ; to feast or delight 
even to satiety; to overfill, to load.

Glut, glftt, g. That which is gorged or swal
lowed ; plenty even to loathing and satiety; more than 
enough, overmuch.

To Glutinate, glft-tln-ftte, v. a. To join with 
glue; to cement.

GlUTINATION, glft-tin-na^shftn, s. The act of 
joining together with glue.

Glutinous, glft-tft-nfts, a. Gluey, viscous, te
nacious.

Glutinousness, glft-tft-nfts-nfts, s. Viscosity, 
tenacity.

Glutton, glftt-tn, g. 170. One who indulges 
himself too much in eating; one eager of any thing to 
excess; an animal remarkable for a voracious appetite. 

IlO* Thougn the second syllable of this word suppresses 
the o, the compounds seem to preserve it. This, how
ever, is far from being regular; for if we were to form 
compounds of Cotton, Button or Multon, as Cottony. 
Buttony, Muttony, fee. we should as certainly su|>prek« 
the last o in the compounds, as in the simples.— 
Principles, No. 103.
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To GluttONISB, glit-tin-lze, tr. a. To play 
the glutton; to be luxurious.

Gluttonous, glit^t&n-us, a. Given to exces
sive feeding; delighted overmuch with food. .

Gluttonously, glftt-tin-is-M, ad. With the 
voracity of a glutton.

Gluttony, gl&t-t&n-S, $. Excess of eating, 
luxury of the table.—See Glutton. .

Gluey, glu-e, a. Viscous, tenacious, glutinous. 
Glyn, glln, i. A hollow between two moun

tains.
Glyptic , glip'tik, s. The art of engraving 

figures on precious stones.
Glyptography, gllp-tfig-grif-i, s. A descrip

tion of the art of engraving upon gems.
To Gnarl, narl, t». n. 384. To growl, to mur

mur, to snarl.
Gnarled. nir-lAd, a. Knotty.
To Gnash, nish, tr. a. 384. To strike together, 

to clash.
To Gnash, nash, v. n. To grind or collide the 

teeth ; to rage even to collision of the teeth, to fume.
Gnashing, nlsh-lng, s. A collision of the 

teeth in rage or pain.
Gnat, nat, s. 384. A small winged stinging 

insect; any thing proverbially small.
Gnatflower. nat-flou-ftr, s. The bee flower. 
Gnatsnapper, nAt-snAp-phr, s. A bird so 

called, because he lives by catching gnats.
Gnatworm, nit-vv&rm, s. A small water in

sect produced of a gnat.
To Gnaw, nlw, v. a. 384. To eat by degrees, 

to devour by slow corrosion ; to bue in agony or raeoj 
to wear away by biting ; to fret, to waste, to corrode; 
to pick with the teeth.

To Gnaw, naw, v. n. To exercise the teeth. 
Gnawer, naw-ur. «. 98. One that gnaws. 
Gnomology, nd-m5KA-j£, s. A collection of 

maxims and reflections.
Gnomon, nd-m&n, g. 384. The hand or pin 

of a dial.
Gnomonic , nd-min-lk, ? ,, . .
Gnomonical, nA-m&n-i-kAI, j 1 ^taming

to the art of dialling.
Gnomonicks, ni-min-lks, s. 509. The art of 

dialling.
To Go, g6, it. n. Pret. I went, I have gone. 

To walk, to move step by step ; to walk leisurely, not 
run ; to journey a-foot; to proceed ; to depart from a 
place; to apply one’s self; to have recourse.; to be 
about to do; to decline, to tend towards death or ruin.; 
to escape; to tend to any act; to pass; to move by 
mechanism ; to be in motion from whatever cause; to 
be regulated by any method ; to proceed upon princi
ples ; to be pregnant; to be expended; to reach or be 
extended to any degree; to spread, to be dispersed, to 
reach; to contribute, to conduce; to succeed; to pro
ceed in train or consequence; to go about, to attempt, 
to endeavour; to go aside, to err, to deviate from 
the right; to abscond; to go between, to interpose, 
to moderate between two; to go by, to pass away un
noticed ; to observe as a rule; to go down, to be swal. 
lowed, to be received, not rejected; to go in and out, 
to be at liberty; to go off, to die, to decease; to depart 
from a post; to go on, to make attack; to proceed; to 
go over, to revolt, to betake himself to another party; 
to go out, to go upon any expedition; to be extin
guished ; to go through, to perform thoroughly; to exe. 
cute, to suffer, to undergo.

Goad, gdde, s. 295. A pointed instrument 
with which oxen are driven forward.

To Goad, gdde, o. a. To prick or drive with 
a goad; to incite, to stimulate, to instigate.

Goal, gdle, s. 295. The landmark set up to 
bound a race; the starting post; the final purpose, the 
end to which a design tends.

Goar. gdre, s. 295. Any edging sewed upon 
cloth to strengthen it; or rather a slip of cloth or 
linen, inserted in order to widen a garment in any 
particular place.
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| s. A plant.

Goat, gdte, s. 295. An animal that seems ® 
middle species between deer and sheep.

Goatbeahd, gdte-bArd, s. A plant.
Goatchaff.r, g6te-tsh&-fhr, a. A kind of 

beetle, vulgarly Cockchafer.
Goatherd, gote-h^rd, a. One whose employ

ment is to tend goats.
Goatmarjoram, gite-mir-j&r-um, s. Goats- 

beard.
Goatish, gdte^lsh, a. Resembling a goat ia 

rankness or lust
GOATS-RUE, gdts-rd3, 
Goats-thobn, gdts-i/s&rn,
To Gobble, g6b-bl, v. a. 405. To swallow 

hastily with tumult and noise.
Gobbler, gM^bl-fir, s. One that devours in 

haste; a gormand ; a greedy eater.
Go-between, gMbi-tw£en, s. One that trans

acts business by running between two parties.
Goblet, gSb^lfit, s. Properly Gobblet. A bowl 

or cup that holds a large draught—See Codlc.
Goblin, g&b-lln, s. All evil spirit, a walking 

spirit, a frightful phantom; a fairy, an elf.
Go-BY, gd^bV s. Deiusi »n, artifice, circum

vention.
Go-cart, gi-k&rt, ». A machine in which 

children are enclosed tc teach them to walk.
God, gdd, s. The Supreme Being; a false god, 

an idol; any person or thing deified, or too much ho
noured.

Godchild, g&d-tshlld, s. The child for whom 
one became sponsor at baptism.

God-daughter, j-Jul-tiSw-tAr. A girl for 
whom one became in bar-’inn.

Goddess, gid-clSs, j. A female divinity. 
Goddess-like, g6d-d4s-llke, a. Resembling a 

goddess.
God-father, g&d-fl-TH&r, s. The sponsor at 

the font
Godhead, g&d-hdd, s. Godship, divine nature, 

a deity in person, a god or goddess.
Godless, g6d-l£s, a. Without sense of duty 

to God, atheistical. Wicked, impiou’, irreligious.
Godlf.ssness, g5d4£s-n£s, s. The state of being 

wicked.
Godlike, gSd-llke, a. Divine, resembling a 

divinity supremely excellent
Godling, g6d-ling, .$. A little divinity.
Godliness, gdd-le-n£s, s. Piety to God ; ge

neral observation of all the duties prescribed by reli
gion.

Godly, g6d-le, a. Pious towards God; good, 
righteous, religious.

Godly, gdd-le, ad. Piously, righteously.
GodlyhEad, g&d-l£-hed, s. Goodness, righte

ousness.
Godmother, g6d-m&TH-&r, g. A woman who 

has become sponsor in baptism.
Godship, gdd-shlp, s. The rahk or character 

ot a god, deity, divinity.
Godson, gdd-sDn, s. One for whom one has 

been sponsor at the font.
Godward, gid-w&rd, ad. Toward God.
Godwit, gdd-wlt, g. A bird of particular de

licacy.
Goer, g6-itr, s. One that goes, a runner, a 

walker; one that transacts business between two par
ties.

To Goggle, g6g-gl, v. n. 405. To look as
quint, to strain the eyes; to roll the eyes.

Goggle, gftg-gl, s. A stare, a bold or strained 
look.

Goggle-eyed, gftg-gl-lde, a. 283. Having 
large eyes, squint eyes.

Going, gWng, s. The act of walking; preg
nancy; departure; proceeding; series of conduct.
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Gola, g&’ll, s. The same with Cymatium.
That is a term in architecture signifying a member 

or moulding, one half of which is convex and the other 
concave.
Gold, gdld, or gdild, s. 164. The purest, 

hoariest, and most precious of all metals; money.
“ much to be regretted that the second sound 

of this word is grown much more frequent than the first 
It w not easy to guess at the cause of this unmeaning 
deviation from the general rule, but the effect is to im
poverish the sound of the language, and to add to its ir
regularities. It has not, however, like some other words, 
irrevocably lost its true pronunciation. Rhyme still claims 
its right to the long open o, as in bold, coUt fold, &c.

M Judges and Senates hare been bought for gold ;
** Ksteem and Love were never to be sold.
** Now Europe’s laurels on their brows behold,
** But stain’d with Wood, or ill exchang’d for gold.” Pope.

And solemn speaking, particularly the language of scrip
ture, indispensably require? the same sound. With these 
established authorities in its favour, it is a disgrace to the 
language to suffer indolence and vulgarity to corrupt it 
into the second sound.—See Wind. But since it is gene
rally corrupted, we ought to keen this corruption from 
spreading, by con fining it as mucn as possible to familiar 
objects and familiar occasions: thus, Goldbeater, Gold
finch, Goldjinder, Golding, and Goldsmith, especially 
when a proper name, as Dr. Goldsmith, may admit of the 
second sound of o, but not Golden, as the Golden Age 
Gold, gdld, a. Made of gold, golden.
Goldbeater, g<Md'be-tur, s. One whose oc

cupation is to beat gold.
Goldbeaters’ skin, gdld-be-t&rz-skln,' s.

Skin which goldbeaters lay between the leaves of their 
metal while they beat it.

GOLDBOUND, gdld-bdund, a. Encompassed 
with gold.

Golden, gdl-dn, a. 103. Made of gold, con
sisting of gold; shining; yellow, of the colour of gold; 
excellent, valuable; happy, resembling the age of gold. 

Goldenly, gdl-dn-li, ad. Delightfully, splen
didly.

Goldfinch, gdld-flnsh, s. A singing bird.
Goldfinder, gdld-find-?ir, s. One who finds 

gold. A term ludicrously applied to those that empty 
a jakes.

Goldhammer, gild-hiin-mhr, s. A kind of 
bird.

Goldhilted, gdld-hil-tid, a. Having a golden 
hilt; a phrase applied to a sword.

CtaLDiNG, gdld-ing, s. A sort of apple.
Goldleap, gdld-l^fe, s. Beaten gold; gold 

beaten into a leaf.
Goldsize, gdld-slze, s. A glue of a golden 

colour.
Goldsmith, gdld-smlfA, s. One who manu

factures gold; a banker, one who keeps money for 
others in his hands.

Gome, gAme, s. The black and oily grease of 
a cart wheel; vulgarly pronounced Coom.

Gondola, gin^dd-li, $. A boat much used 
in Venice, a small boat

Gondolier, gdn-dd-leir,' s. A boatman.
GONE, g5n. Part, pret from Go. Advanced, 

forward in progress; ruined, undone; past; lost, de
parted ; dead, departed from life.

GonfaLON, gAn-fl-l&n, ) s. 166. Anensign, 
GONFANON, gdn-fA-nfin, ) a standard.
Gonorrhoea, g&n-Ar-ri-A., s. A morbid run

ning of venereal hurts.
Good, g&d, a. 807. Comp. Better. Super. Best. 

Having such physical qualities as are expected or de
sired ; proper, fit, convenient; uncorrupted, unda
maged ; wholesome, salubrious; pleasant to the taste; 
complete, full; useful, valuable ; sound, not false, not 
fallacious; legal, valid, rightly claimed or held; well 
qualified, not deficient;, skilful, ready, dexterous; 
having moral qualities, such as are wished, virtuous, 
benevolent; companionable, sociable, merry: not too 
fast; in good sooth, really, seriously ; to make good, 
to.maintam, to perform, to supplv any deficiency.
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GOOD, gid, s. That which physically contri
butes to happiness, the contrary to evil; moral quali
ties, such as are desirable; virtue, righteousness.

GOOD, gid, ad. Well, not ill, not amiss; as 
good, no worse.

Good-breeding, gud-briid-lng. s. Elegance 
of manners derived from education.

Good-conditioned, gid-kin-dlsh-in*d,n. 362. 
Without ill qualities or symptoms.

Good-fellow, g&d-fil-Jo, s. A jolly com
panion.

Good-fellowship, gud-fil-ld-shlp, s. Merry 
or jolly society.

Good-humour, gid-yi-mir, s. A cheerful and 
agreeable temper of mind.

Good-humoured, gud-yMm&r’d, a. Cheerful, 
agreeable.

Good-humouredly, g&d-y Wmir’d-ld, ad. In 
a cheerful agreeable manner.

Goodless, gud-lis, a. Without goods or money, 
useless.

Goodliness, gud-le-nis, s. Beauty, grace, 
elegance.

Goodly. gud-li, a. Beautiful, fine, splendid; 
bulky, swelling; happy, gay, desirable.

Goodman, gud-min, s. A slight appellation 
of civility; a rustick term of compliment gaffer.

Good-manners, gid-min-nCnz, s. Habitual 
propriety of manners; polite and correct behaviour 
derived from a good education.

Good-nature, gud-na-tsh&re, s. Kindness, 
habitual benevolence; the most pleasing quality that 
man or woman can possess.

Good-natured, gud-na-tshhr’d, a. Habitually 
benevolent.

Good-naturedly, gud-na-tsh&r’d-U, ad. Ill a 
kind benevolent manner.

Goodness, gud-nis, s. Desirable qualities 
either moral or physicaL

Good-now, g&d-ndu, interj. In good time.
Good-wife, g&d-wlfe, i. The mistress of a fa

mily.
Good-will, g&d-wll, s. Benevolence, kind

ness, earnestness, heartiness.
Good-woman, gud-whm-6n, s. The mistress 

of a family in the lower walks of life.
Goods, gfidz, s. Moveables in a house; wares, 

freight, merchandize.
Goody, gfi.d^de,s. A low term of civility used 

to mean old women ; corrupted from good-wife.
Goose, gddse, s. A large waterfowl proverbi

ally noted for foolishness; a tailor’s smoothing iron.
Gooseberry, gddz-bir-i, s. A tree and fruit. 
Goosecap, gi&e^kip, $. A silly fellow. 
Goosefoot, gddse-fut, s. Wild orach. 
Goosegrass, gWse-gris, s. Clivers, an herb 
Goosequill, gddseMcwil, s. A pen made of 

the quill of a goose.
Gorbelly, gor-bil-li, s. A big paunch, a 

swelling belly.
Gorbellied, g5r-b£l-lld, a. 283. Fat, big 

bellied.
Gord, gdrd, s. An instrument of gaming. 
Gordian, g6r-di-ln, a. Intricate, difficult. 
Gore, gdre, 5. Blood; blood clotted or con

gealed.
To Gore, gdre, v. a. To stab, to pierce; to 

pierce with a horn.
Gorge, gdrje, s. The throat, tire swallow; 

that which is gorged or swallowed.
Tv Gorge, gorje, v. a. To fill up to the throat, 

to glut, to satiate; to swallow as the fish has gorged 
the hook. , 8 8

Gorgeous, gor-jus, a. 262. Fine, glittering 
in various colours, showy.

GORGEOUSLY, ad. Splendidly, mag
nificently, finely.
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Gorgeousness, g6r£j&9-n6s, >. Splendour, 
magnificence, show.

Gorget, gor'jJt, ». The piece of armour that 
defends the throat.

Gorgon, gir^g&n, s. J 66. A monster with 
snaky hairs, of which the sight turned beholders to 
stone; any thing ugly or horrid.

Gorgonian, gor-gMn6-ii», a. Having the 
power of the gorgon to terrify or strike with horrour.

GORMAND, gdr-mand, s. A greedy eater.
To Gormandize, gor-min-dlze, v. n. To feed 

ravenously, to eat greedily.
Gormandizer, g6r-min-dl-z&r, s. A voracious 

. eater.
Gorse, g3rse, s. Furze, a thick prickly shrub.
Gory, g«^r6, a. Covered with congealed 

blood; bloody, murderous, fatal.
Goshawk, g&s-hAwk, s. A hawk of a large 

kind.
Gosling, gSz-llng, ,v. A young goose, a goose 

not yet full grown ; a catkin on nut trees and pines.
Gospel, gis-p61, s. God’s word, the holy book 

of the Christian revelation ; divinity, theology.
Gospeller, gbs-p61-&r, s. An evangelist, a 

name given to the followers of Wickliff, who professed 
to preach only the gospel

Gossamer, gAs-sl-mur, s. The down of plants; 
the long white cobwebs which float in the air about 
harvest time.

Gossip, gds-sip, $. One who answers for a 
child in baptism ; a tippling companion; one who runs 
about tattling like a woman at a lying-in.

To Gossip, g&s-slp, v. n. To chat, to prate, to 
be merry ; to be a pot com;>anion.

Gossiping, g6s-slp-ing, s. The act of going 
about to collect or report mere tattle; a meeting of 
gossips.

Got, g&t. Pret. of To Get.
Gothic al, g&A^-kil, ) „ .
Gothic , g&Wk. f a' ResPect,nS tbe 

country or language of the Goths, denoting a particular 
kind of architecture introduced by the Goths.

Gothic , gblA-llc, s. The language of the 
Goths.

Gothiclsm, gSfA-6-slzm, s. A Gothick idiom; 
conformity to Gothick architecture.

Go-TO, g6-t56,' interj. Come, come, take the 
right course. A scornful exhortation.

Gotten, g&t-tn, 102. 103. Part. pass, of Get.
To Govern, g&v-irn, v. a. To rule as a chief 

magistrate ; to regulate, to influence, to direct; to 
manage, to restrain ; in grammar, to have force with 
regard to syntax; to pilot, to regulate the motions of 
a ship.

To Govern, g&v-&rn, v. n. 98. To keep 
superiority; to behave with haughtiness.

Governable, g&v-fir-ni-bl, a. Submissive to 
authority, subject to rule, manageable.

Governance, gfiv'ir-ninse, s. Government, 
rule, management, control, behaviour.

Govern ante, gd-v&r-nint,' s. A lady who has 
the care of young girls of quality.

Governess, gfiv-Sr-n6s, s. A female invested 
with authority; a tutoress; a woman that has the care 
of young ladies ; a directress, an instructress.

Government, gfiv-ftrn-mlnt, s. Form of com
munity with respect to the disposition of the supreme 
authority ; an establishment of legal authority, admi
nistration of publick afihirs; regularity of behaviour; 
manageableness, compliance, obsequiousness; in gram
mar, influence with regard to construction.

GOVERNOUR, g&vi-ir-n&r, s. 314. One who 
has the supreme direction; one who is invested with 
supreme authority in a state; one who rules any place 
with delegated and temporary authority; a tutor; a 
pilot, a manager.

Gouge, gdAdje, s. A chisel having a round 
edge.
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Gourd, gdrd, or gddrd, s. 318. A plant, a 
bottle.

Mr. Elphinston, Mr. Nares, W. Johnston, and Bu- 
chanan, pronounce this word in the first manner; and 
Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Scott, Dr. Kenrick, and Mr. Perry 
in the last The first is, in my opinion, the most agree
able to English analogy.
Gourdiness, g6r-d6-n6s, j. A swelling in a 

horse's leg.
Gourmand, g^fir-mind, s. A glutton, a greedy 

cater.
Gournet, g&r-nSt, s. 314. A fish.
GOUT, g6ut, s.313. A periodical disease at

tended with great pain.
Gout, g66, s. 315. A French word signifying 

taste; a strong desire.
Goutiness, go6-t£-n£s, s. The pain of the gout. 
Goutwort, goit-wfirt. s. An herb.
Gouty, g6fi-t6, a. Afflicted or diseased with 

the gout; relating to the gout
Gown, g3&n, s. A long upper garment; a 

woman's upper garment; the long habit of a man de- 
dicated to arts of peace, as divinity, medicine, law; 
the dress of peace.

Gowned, gS&nd, a. 362. Dressed in a gown. 
Gownman, g6un-mAn, a, 88. A man devoted 

to the arts of peace.
To Grabble, grAb-bl, v. n. 405. To grope. 
To Grabble, grib-bl, v. n. To lie prostrate 

on the ground.
Grace, grase, s. 560. Favour, kindness; fa

vourable influence of God on the human mind; vir
tue, effects of God’s influence; pardon; favour con
ferred; privilege; a goddess, by the heathens supposed 
to bestow beauty; behaviour, considered a9 decent or 
unbecoming; adventitious or ar'ificialbeauty ; orna
ment, flower, highest perfection ; the title of a duke, 
formerly of the king, meaning the same as your good
ness or your clemency; a short prayer said before and 
after meat

To Grace, grass, v. a. To adorn, to dignify, 
to embellish ; to dignify or raise by an act of favour; 
to favour, to decorate.

Grace-cup, gr&se-k&p, s. The cup or health 
drank after grace.

Graced, grist, a. 359. Beautiful, graceful; 
virtuous, regular, chaste.

Graceful, grase-f&l, a. Beautiful with dig
nity.

Gracefully, grase^f&l-6, ad. Elegantly, with 
pleasing dignity.

Gracefulness, grase-fil-n&s, s. Elegance of 
manner, dignity with beauty.

Graceless, grase-16s,a. Without grace, wicked, 
abandoned, hopelessly, corrupt.

Gracelessly, grAse-16s-16, ad. Without ele
gance or beauty, wickedly.

Graces, gra-slz, s. 99. <
t _„ , 12 12 22“___ _2-l 112 2*-

Gracile, grAs-sll, a. 140. 
GRACILENT, gr&s-A-16nt, a. 
Gracility, gri-sil^-t^, s.
Gracious, gra-sh&s, a. 314. 

r _____ _1_, 1-1_1, Izt
becoming, excellent.

Good graces, for fa
vour ; it'is seldom used in the singular.

Sler.der, small. 
Lean.

Slenderness.
Merciful, bene

volent ; favourable, kind ; virtuous, good; graceful, 
becoming, excellent.

Graciously, gra-shhs-16, ad. Kindly, with 
kind condescension; in a pleasing manner.

Graciousness, gdt-sh&s-nAs, 5. Kind conde. 
scension; pleasing manner.

Gradation, gri-da^h&n, s. Regular progress 
from one degree to another; regular advance step by 
step; order, arrangement; regular process of argu
ment.

Gradatory, grid-i-tfir-6, s. 512. oteps from 
the cloister into the church.

Gradatory, gdld-l-t&r-e, a. Proceeding step 
by step. ,

GradIANT, gra-d6-int, or gra-je-ant, a. 293. 
Walking, moving by steps.
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Gradual, grAd-it-Al, or grad-jMl, a, 293. 294. 
376. Proceeding by degrees, advancing step by step.

Gradual, grAd-6-Al, s. 88. An order of steps. 
Gradcality, grAd-fc-Al-e-te, t. Regular pro

gression.
Gradually, grAd-ii-Al-U, ad. By degrees, in 

regular progression.
To Graduate, grAd-fi-ate, v. a. To dignify 

with a degree in the university, to mark with degrees; i 
to raise to a higher place in the scale of metals; to I 
heighten, to improve.

Graduate, grAd-6-ate, s. 91. A man digni
fied with an academical degree.

Graduation; grAd-i-a^shfi-n, s. Regular pro
gression by succession of degrees; the act of conferring 
academical degrees.

Graff, grAf, s. A ditch, a moat.
Graft or Graff, grift or grAff, s. 79. A small 

branch inserted into the stock of another tree.
To Graft or Graff, graft or grAff, v. a. To 

insert a scion or branch of one tree into the stock of 
another; to propagate by insertion or inoculation ; to 
insert into a place or body to which it did not origi
nally belong; io join one thing so as to receive support 
from another.

(O’ Nothing can be clearer than that Graff the true 
word, if we appeal to its derivation from the French 
word Greffer; and accordingly we find this word used in 
Scripture, and several of the old writers: but nothing 
can be clearer than that it is now obsolete, and that the 
word Grafted has been long used by our most respectable 
modern authors; and that it ought to be used exclu
sively.
Grafter, grAf^t&r, s. One who propagates 

fruits by grafting.
Grain, grane, s. 202. A single seed of corn; 

corn; the seed of any fruit; any minute particle 5 the 
smallest weight; any thing proverbially small. Grata 
of allowance, something indulged or remitted; tne 
direction of the fibres of wood, or other fibrous mat
ter ; dyed or stained substance; temper, disposition, 
humour; the form of the surface with regard co 
roughness and smoothness.

Grained, grand, a, 359. Rough, made less 
smooth.

Grains, granz, $. The husks of malt exhausted 
in brewing.

Grainy, gra-n£, a. Full of corn; full of 
grains or kernels.

Gramercy, grA-m^r-s^, inteiy, An obsolete 
expression of surprise.

Gramineous, grA-min'£-6s, a, Grassy. 
Graminivorous, grAm-^-niv-d-rhs, a. 518.

Grass-eating; living upon grass.
Grammar, grAm-mAr, s. 418. The science of 

speaking correctly, the art which teaches the relation 
of words to each other; propriety or justness of speech; 
the book that treats of the various relations of words 
to one another.

Grammarian, grArn-ma-re-An, 3. One who 
teaches grammar, a philologcr.

Grammar-school, grAm-mAr-sk531, $, A 
school in which the learned languages are grammati
cally taught.

Grammatical, grAm-mAt-A-kAl, ?
GraMMATIC , grAm-mAt-lk, ) ’ e onS’ 

ing to grammar; taught by grammar.
Grammatically, grAm-mAt'e-kAl-£, ad. Ac

cording to the rules or science of grammar.
Grammaticaster, grAm-mAt'£-kAst-&r, 3. A 

mean verbal pedant, a low grammarian.
Grample, grAm-pl, s. 405. A crab fish. 
Grampus, grAm-phs, s. A large fish of the 

whale kind.
Gran am, grAn'&m, s. A ludicrous word for 

Grandam.
Granary, grAn'A-rA, s. 503. A storehouse for 

the threshed corn.
BO" We sometimes hear this word pronounced with 

the first a like that in grain; but all our orthoepists 
mark it like the a in grand. The first manner would in-
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sinuate, that the word is derived from the English word 
grain: but this is not the case; it comes from the Latin 
granarium ; and, by our own analogy, has the antepc. 

: nultimate vowel short.
GranaTE. grAn'At, s. 91. A kind of marble, 

so called because it is marked with small variegations 
like grains.

Grand, grind, a. Great, illustrious, high in 
power; splendid, magnificent; noble, sublime, lofty, 
conceived or expressed with great dignity ; it is used 
to signify ascent or descent of consanguinity.

Grandam, grAn-dAm, 5. Grandmother, one’s 
father’s or mother’s mother; an old withered woman.

Grandchild, grAnd-tshlld, s. The son or 
daughter of one’s son or daughter.

Granddaughter, grAnd-daw-t&r, The 
daughter of a son or daughter.

Grandee, grAn-dAAf s. A man of great rank, 
power, or dignity.

Grandeur, grAn-j&r, s. 376. State, splendour 
of appearance, magnificence; elevation of sentiment, 
language, or mien.

Grandevous, grAnd-A'vhs, a. Long lived, of 
great age.

Grandfather, grAnd-fA-THur, s. The father 
of a mother or father.

Grandific , grAn-dlf-ik, a. 509. Making 
great

Grandiloquence, grAnd-il^d-kwAnse, s. High, 
lofty, big speaking.

Grandiloquous, grAn-dil-d-kw&s, a. Using 
lofty words.

Grandtnous, gran-dA-n&s, a. Full of hail. 
Grandly, grAnd-lA, ad. Sublimely, loftily. 
Grandmother, grAnd-muTH-frr, s. The fa

ther’s or mother’s mother.
Grandness, grAnd-nAs, s. Greatness.
Grandsire, grAnd-slre, s, Grandfather; any 

ancestor, poetically.
Grandson, grAnd-shn, 3. The son of a son or 

daughter.
Grange, granje, 3. A farm; generally, a farm 

with a house at a distance from neighbours.
Granite, grAn-lt, s. 140. A stone composed 

of separate and very large concretions rudely com
pacted together.

Granitical, grAn-It-A-kAl, a. Consisting o‘ 
granite,

Granivorous, grA-nlv-vd-r&s, a. 518. Eating 
grain, living upon grain.

Grannam, gran-n&m, s. 88. Grandmother.
To Grant, grant, v. a. 78. 79. To admit that 

which is not yet proved ; to bestow something which 
cannot be claimed of right

Grant, grAnt, s. The act of granting or be
stowing ; the thing granted, a gift, a boon ; in law, a 
gift in writing, of such a thing as cannot aptly be 
passed or conveyed by word only; admission of some- 
thing in dispute.

Grantable, grAnt-A-bl, a. That which may 
be granted..

Grantee, grAn-tAAf s. He to whom any grant 
is made.

Grantor, grJn-tfir, s. 166. He by whom a 
grant is made.

Granulary, grini-h-lJr-4, a. Small and com- 
pact, resembling a small grain or seed.

To Granulate, grAn-h-late, t». n. To be 
formed into small grains.

To Granulate, grAn-h-late, v. a. 91. To 
break into small masses; to raise into small asperities.

Granulation, grAn-t-la-shSm, s. The act of 
pouring melted metal into cold water, so that it may 
congeal into small grains; the act of breaking into 
small parts like grains.

Granule. grAn-ule, $. A small compact par
ticle

GRANULOUS,grAn-u-liis, a. Full of little grains.
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9a*rE, gripe, s. The fruit of the vine, growing 
in clusters; the fruit from which the wine is expressed.

Gbapf.LESS, grape-15s, a. Wanting the strength 
ar. d flavour of the grape.

Graphic , grifilk, a. Well described, deli
neated.

Graphical, griPi-kll, n. Well delineated. 
Graphically, grlM-kll-i, ad. In a pictu- 

resque manner, with good description or delineation.
Grapnel, grlp-ndl, s. A small anchor belong

ing to a little vessel; a grappling iron with which in 
fight one ship fastens on another.

To Grapple, grSp-pl, v. n. 405. To contend 
by seizing each other; to contest in close fight

To Grapple, grAp-pl, v. a. To fasten, to fix; 
to seize, to lay fast hold of.

Grapple, grip-pl, s. Contest, in which the 
combatants seize each other; close fight; an iron in
strument by which one ship fastens on another.

Grapplement, grip-pl-m&nt, s. Close fight. 
Grai’Y, gri-p£, a. Full of clusters of grapes; 

made of the grape.
Jrasier, gra-zhur, s. 283.—See Grazier.
To Grasp, grlsp, v. a. To hold in the hand, 

to gripe; to seize, to catch at.
To Grasp, grlsp, v. n. To catch at. to endeavour 

to seize; to struggle, to strive; to gripe, to encroach.
Grasp, grlsp, s. The gripe or seizure of the 

hand ; |>ossession, hold; power of seizing.
Grasper, grisp^&r, s. 98. One that grasps. 
Grass, gris, s. 78, 79. The common herbage 

of fields on which cattle feed.
Grassation, grls-si-sh&n, s. A ranging about 

to do wrong.
Grass-green, gris-gr&in, a. Green with grass. 
Grass-grown, gris-grdne, a. Grown over with 

grass.
Grasshopper, gris-h6p-&r, jr. 

that hops in the’ summer grass.
Grassiness, gris-s^-nes, s. 

abounding in grass.
Grass-plot, grls-pl&t, s. A 

vered with grass.
Grassy, grus-sd, a. Covered with grass.
Grate, grate, s. A partition made with bars 

placed near to one another; the range of bars within 
which fires are made.

To Grate, grate, ». a. To rub or wear any 
thing by the attrition of a rough body ; to offend by 
any thing harsh or vexatious; to form a harsh sound.

To Grate, grate, v. n. To rub so as to injure 
or offend; to make a harsh noise.

Grateful, grate-fdl, a. Having a due sense 
of benefits; pleasing, acceptable, delightful, delicious. 

Gratefully, grate-ful-£, ad. With willing
ness to acknowledge and repay benefits; with due 
sense of obligation; in a pleasing manner.

Gratefulness, grate'ful-n&s, s. Gratitude, 
duty to benefactors; quality of being acceptable, plea
santness.

Grater, grate-fir, s. A kind of coarse file 
with which soft bodies are rubbed to powder.

Gratification, grat-d-f£-ka-shun, s. The act 
of pleasing; pleasure, delight, recompense.

To Gratify, grlt^e-fl, tx «. To indulge, to 
please by compliance; to delight, to piease; to requite 
with a recompense.

Grating, grate^Ing, s. A partition made with 
bars placed near to one another, or crossing each other; 
as the iron gratings of a prison.

Gratingly, grate^lng-ld, ad. Harshly, offen
sively.

Gratis, gra-tls, ad. 544. For nothing, without 
recompense.

Gratitude, grit^-thde, s. Duty to benefac
tors ; desire to return benefits.

Gratuitous, gri-th-i-tfts, a. Voluntary, 
granted without claim or merit; asserted without proof. 
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A small insect

The state of 

small level co-

Gratuitously, gri-th^-t&s-U, ad. Without 
claim or merit; without proof.

Gratuity, gri-th-£-t£, s. A present or ac
knowledgment, a free gift.

To GraTUI.ate, gritsh'fi-late, or grit-h-late, 
v. a. 461. To congratulate, to salute with declaration' 
of joy; to declare joy for.

GratulaTION, gritsh-h-la-shun, s. Salutations 
made by expressing joy.

GraTULATORY, giAtsh-ii-la-t&r-i, a. Congra
tulatory, expressing congratulation.

For the o, see Domestick, 512.
Grave, grive, s. The place in which the dead 

are reposited ; a ruler; a? landgrave^ Ac.
To Grave, grave, w. a. Pret. Graved. Part 

pass. Graven. To carve on any hard substance; to copy 
painting on wood or metal; to impress deeply; to 
clean, calk, and sheath a ship.

To Grave, grave, v. a. Towrite or delineate 
on hard substances.

Grave, grave, a. Solemn, serious, sober; of 
weight; not showy, not tawdry; not sharp of sound, 
not acute.

Grave-clothes, grive-kldze. s. The dress of 
the dead.

Grave-diggf.r, grave-d’g-gur, $. One who 
digs graves.

Gravel, griv-ed, «, 99. Hard sand; sandy 
matter concreted in thje kidneys.

To Gravel, griv-61, v. a. To cover with 
gravel; to stick in the sand ; to puzzle, to put to r. 
stand, to embarrass; to hurt the foot of a horse with 
gravel confined by the shoe.

Graveless, gravels, a. Without a tomb, 
unburied.

Gravelly, griv-£l-l£, a. Full of gravel, 
abounding with gravel.

Gravely, grave-li, ad. Solemnly, seriously,- 
soberly, without lightness; without gaudiness or show.

Grave-maker, grave-ma'k&r, s. A grave
digger.

GRAVENESS, grave-n^s, s. Seriousness, solem
nity and sobriety.

Graveolent, gri-v£-d-13nt, a. Strong scented. 
Graver, gra-vur, s. 98. One whose business 

is to inscribe or carve upon hard substances, one who 
copies pictures upon wood or inetal tc be impressed on 
paper; the stile or tool used in graving.

Grave-stone, grave-stdne, s. The stone that 
is laid over the grave.

Gravid, griv-ed, a. Pregnant, as the grand 
uterus.

Gravidity, gri-vld-e-t^, s. Pregnancy. 
Graving, gra-vlng, s. Carved work.
To Gravitate, griv^-tate, v. n. To tend to 

the centre of attraction.
Gravitation, griv-d-ta-shfm, s. Act of tend

ing to the centre.
Gravity, griv-t*-t£, $. Weight, heaviness, ten

dency to the centre; seriousness, solemnity.
Gravy, gra-vi, s. The juice that runs from 

flesh not much dried by the fire, the juice of flesh 
boiled out.

Gray, gra, a. White with a mixture of black; 
while or hoary with old age; dark, like the opening or 
close of day.

Gray, gra, s. A badger.
GRAYBEARD, gra-b^drd, s. An old man. 
Grayling, gra-llng, s. The umber, a fish. 
Grayness, gra-n&s, s. The quality of being 

gray.
To Graze, grize, v. n. To eat grass, to feed 

on grass; to supply grass; to touch lightly on the sur
face.

To Graze, graze, v. a. To tend grazing cat
tle ; to feed upon ; to touch the surface lightly.

Grazier, gra-zh&r, s. 283. 484. One who 
feeds cattle.
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Grease, grise, s. 227. 560. The soft part of 
the fat; a swelling and gourdiness of the legs, which 
generally happens to a horse after his journey.

To Grease, greze, o. a. 437. To smear or 
anoint with grease; to bribe or corrupt with present 

Greasiness, gre-zA-nAs, 5. Oiliness, fatness. 
Greasy, gre-ze, a. Oily, fat, unctuous ; 

smeared with grease; fat of body, bulky.
Great, grate, a. 240. 241. Large in bulk or 

number; having any quality in a high degree; consi
derable in extent or duration; important, weighty; 
chief, principal; of high rank, of large power; illus
trious, eminent; noble, magnanimous; familiar, much 
acquainted ; pregnant, teeming ; it is added in every 
step of ascending or descending consanguinity, as, 
great-grandson is the son of my grandson.

Great, grate, s. The whole, the gross, the 
whole in a lump.

Greatbellied, grate-bAl-ld, a. 283. Pregnant, 
teeming.

Greathearted, grate-hArt-Ad, a. High spi
rited, undejected.

Greatly, grate^lA. ad. In a great degree ; 
nobly, illustriously; magnanimously, generously, 
bravely.

Greatness, grate-nAs, s. Largeness of quantity 
or number; comparative quantity; high degree of any 
quality; high place, dignity, power, influence; merit, 
magnanimity, nobleness of mind; grandeur, state, 
magnificence.

Greaves, grevz, s. Armour for the legs.
GBECISM, gre-slzm, s. An idiom of the Greek 

language.
To Grecize, grA-slze, v. a. To imitate the 

idiom of the Greek language.
Greece, grAAse, s. A flight of steps.
Greed, greAd, $. Greediness.

•Greedily, grAA-dA-lA, ad. Eagerly, raven
ously, voraciously.

Greediness, grAAMA-nAs, s. Ravenousness, 
hunger, eagerness of appetite or desire.

Greedy, grAA-dA, a. Ravenous, voracious, 
hungry; eager, vehemently desirous.

Greekling, grAAk-llng, s. A young Greek 
scholar ; a smatterer in Greek.

Greekrose, grAAk-r Azc, s. The flower campion. 
Green, grAAn, a. Having a colour formed by 

compounding blue and yellow; pale, sickly; flourish
ing, fresh; new, fresh, as a green wound ; not dry ; 
not roasted; half raw; unripe, immature, young.

Green, grAAn, s. The green colour; a grassy 
plain; leaves, brandies, wreaths, herbs, plants.

To Green, grAAn, v. a. To make green.
Greenbroom, grAAn-brAdm' s. This shrub 

grows wild upon barren dry heaths.
Grf.encloth, grAAn-klAM, s. A board or court 

of justice of the king’s household.
Grebnbyed, gr<Wlde, a. 283. Having eyes 

coloured with green.
Greenfinch, grAAntflnsh, A kind of bird; 

a kind of fish.
Greengage, grAAn-gAje,'$. A species of plum. 
Greenhouse, grAAn-hAise, s. A house in 

which tender plants are sheltered.
Greenish, grAAn-lsh, a. Somewhat green.
Greenly, gr^n-li, ad. With a greenish co- 

lour; newly, freshly, immaturely.
Greenness, grAAn-nAs,j. The quality of being 

green; immaturity, unripeness; freshness, vigour, 
newness.

Green Room, grAAn-room, s. A room near 
the stage to which actors retire during the intervals of 
their parts in the play.

Greensickness, grAAn-slk-nAs, s. The disease 
of maids, so called from the paleness which it produces.

Greenstall, grAAn-stAwl, s. A stall on which 
fruit and greens are exposed to sale.
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Greensward, ) greAn-sward, s. Tiie turf on 
Green’SWORI), \ which grass grows. 
Greenweed, green-weed, s. Dyers* weed. 
Greenwood, grAAn-wud, s. A wood consi

dered as it appears in the spring or summer.
To Greet, greet, v. a. To address at meeting; 

to salute in kindness or respect; to congratulate; tv 
pay compliments at a distance. .

This word had anciently a double signification, im
porting two opposite meanings. In Chaucer, it signifies 
to rejoice; and in Spenser, to complain. In the latter 
sense it is entirely obsolete, and would never have been 

eard of if Spenser had not dug it up, with many similar 
withered weeds to adorn his Fairy Queen. 
Greeting, greAt-lng, s. Salutation at meeting, 

or compliments at a distance.
Greeze, grAAze, s. A flight of steps. 
GREGAL, grA-gAl, a. Belonging to ? flock. 
Gregarious, grA-ga-rA-us, a. Going in flocks 

or herds, like sheep or partridge.
Gregariously, grA-ga-rA-us-le, ad. In a flock, 

or company.
Gregorian, grA-gd-re-An, a. Belonging to 

the style or method of computation, instituted by Pope 
Gregory in 1582, as the gregorian calendar.

GrEMIAL, grA-mA-al, a. Pertaining to the lap. 
GRENADE, grA-nade^ s. A little hollow globe 

or ball about two inches in diameter, which, being filled 
with fine powder, as soon as it is kindled, flies into 
many shatters; a small bomb.

Grenadier, gr3n-i-d&r,' s. 275. A tall foot 
soldier, of whom there is one company in every regi
ment ; such men being employed to throw grenades.

Grenado, grA-na-dA, s. 77.—See Gtenncte and 
Lumbago.

Grew, grii. The pret. of Grow. 
Grey, grA, a.—See Gray.
Greyhound, gra-hound, s. A tall fleet dog 

that chases in sight.
To Gride, gride, v. n. To cut; to make wav 

by cutting.
GriDELIN, grld-A-lin, a. A colour made of 

white and red; of a purple colour.
Gridiron, grld-i-hrn, s. A portable grate. 
Grief, greAf, s. 275. Sorrow’, trouble for 

something past; grievance, harm.
Griefi.ess, grAAf^lAs, a. Sorrowless, without 

grief.
Grievance, grAA-vAnse, s. 560. A state or 

the cause of uneasiness.
To Grieve, grAAve, v. a. To afflict, to hurt. 
To Grieve, grAAve, v. n. To be in pain for 

something past, to mourn, to sorrow, as for the death 
of friends.

Griever, grAAv-hr, s. That which causes grief. 
GRIEVINGLY, grAAv-lng-lA, ad. In sorrow, sor

rowfully.
Grievous, grAAv-hs, a. Afflicted, painful, hard 

to be borne ; such as causes sorrow; atrocious, heavy. 
Grievously, grAAv-hs-lA, ad. Painfully ; ca

lamitously, miserably; vexatiously.
Grievousness, grAev^&s-nAs, s. Sorrow, pain. 
Griffon ( s- A fabled animal, said

to be generated between the lion and eagle.
Grig, grig, A small eel; a merry creature. 
To Grill, grll, v. a. To broil on a gridiron; 

to harass, to hurt.
Grillade, grll-lAde/ j. Any thing broiled on 

the gridiron.
Grim, grim, a. Having a countenance of ter- 

rour, horrible; ugly, ill-looking.
Grimace, grA-mAse,z s. A distortion of the 

countenance from habit, affectation, or insolence; air 
of affectation.

Grimalkin, grlm-mAl-kln, An old cat. 
Grime, grime, s. Dirt deeply insinuated.
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To Grime, grime, v. a. To dirt, to sully deeply. 
Grim-faced, grlm-fAste, a. Having a stern 

countenance.
Grimly, grlm-ld, ad. Horribly, hideously; 

terribly, sourly, sullenly.
Grimly, grim-U, a. Having a frightful or 

hideous look.
Grimness, grimes, s. Horrour, frightfulness 

of visage. .
Gum-visagbd, grlm-vlz-idj’d, a. Grim-faced.
To Grtn, grin, v. n. To set the teeth together 

and withdraw the lips, so as to appear smiling with a 
mixture of displeasure ; to fix the teeth as in anguish. 

Grin, s. The act of closing the teeth.
To Grind, grind, v. a. Pret. 1 ground- Part, 

paw. Ground. To reduce any thing to powder by fric
tion ; to sharpen or smooth; to rub one against an
other ; to harass, to oppress.

To Grind, grind, v. n. To perforin the act of 
grinding, to be moved as in grinding.

Grinder, grlnd'&r, s. 98. One that grinds ; 
the instrument of grinding; one of the double teeth.

Grixdlestone, grln-dl-stdne, I
Grindstoxe, grlnd-stAne, G’ ^"estone 

on which edged instruments are sharpened.
Grinneic, grln-nfir, s. 98. He that grins.
Grin’NINGLY, grln-nlng-U, ad. With a grin

ning laugh.
Grip, grip, A small ditch.
To Gripe, gripe, v. a. To hold with the fingers 

closed; to catch eagerly ; to seize; to close, to clutch; 
to pinch, to press, to squeeze.

To Gripe, gripe, v. n. To pinch the belly, to 
give the cholick.

Gripe, gripe, s. Grasp, hold; squeeze, pres
sure; oppression; pinching distress.

Gripes, grips, s. Belly-ache, cholick. 
Griper, grl'p&r, 5. 98. Oppressor, usurer. 
Griping, grip-ing, $. Pain arising from cholick, 

distress, affliction.
GRiPiNGLY,grl-p1ng-U,fld. With pain in the guts 
Grisamber, grls-im-b&r, s. Used by Mikon 

for ambergris.
Grisktn, grls-kin, s. The vertebrae of a hog 

raw, fried or roasted.
Gristle, grls-sl, s. 472. A cartilage. 
Grisly, gnz-l£, a. Dreadful, horrible, hideous. 
Grist, grist, s. Corn to be ground; supply, 

provision.
Gristly, grls-sl£, a. Cartilaginous; made of 

gristle.
Grit, grit, s. The coarse part of meal; oats 

husked, or coarsely ground ; sand, rough hard parti
cles ; a kind of fossil; a kind of fish.

Grittiness, grlt-U-n&s, s. Sandiness, the qua
lity of abounding in grit.

Gritty, grlt-t£, a. Full of hard particles. 
Grizlelin, grk-zl-Hn, a. More properly 

Gridelin. Having a pale red colour.
Grizzle, grlz'zl, s. 405. A mixture of white 

and black; gray.
Grizzled, grlz-zld, a. 359. Interspersed with 

gray-
Grizzly, griz'zl£, a. Somewhat gray.
To Groan, grdne, v. n. ‘295. To breathe with 

a mournful noise, as in pain or agony.
Groan, grdne, s. Breath expired with noise 

and difficulty; any hoarse dead sound.
Groanful, grdn^fM, a. Sad, agonizing.
Groat, griwt, s. 295. A piece valued at four- 

pence ; a proverbial name for a small sain; groats, 
oats that have the hulls taken off.

Grocer, grd^s&r, s. 98. A man who buys and 
sells tea, sugar, plums, and spices.

Mr. Nares observes that this word ougnt to be 
written Grosser, as originally being one who dealt by the 
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gross or wholesale. There is not, however, he observes, 
much chance that Grocer will give place to Grosser; 
especially as they no longer engross merchandise or all 
kinds, nor insist upon dealing in the gross alone. The 
other derivation of this word, from grossus, a tig, is not 
worth notice.
Grocery, grd-s&r-^, a. Grocers’ ware.
Grog, grog, s. Gin and water, or any spirit 

and water; usually without sugar.
Grogerum, ) . , - ~ ,r • .r. ( ffrog-rum, 5- Stun woven withGrogram, \ b 0 ’

a large woof and a rough pile.
Groin, grdin, j. The part next the thigh.
Groom, grddm, 5. A servant that takes caTe 

of the stable ; a man newly married.
Groove, grdSv, $. A deep cavern or hollow i 

a channel or hollow cut with a tool.
To Groove, grddv, v. a. To cut hollow.
To Grope, grdpe, t». n. To feel where one can

not see.
To Grope, gripe, v. a. To search by feelrng 

in the dark, to feel without being able to sec.
Groper, gro-p&r,s. One that searches in thedark 
GROSS,grose,a. 162. Thick,corpulent; shame

ful, unseemly; intellectually coarse; inelegant; thick, 
not refined ; stupid, dull; coarse, rough, opposite to 
delicate; heavy, oppressive.

iO* This word is irregular from a vanity of imitating 
the French. In Scotland they pronounce this word re
gularly so as to rhyme with moss. Pope also rhymes it 
with this word:

** Shall only man be taken in the gross ?
“ Grant but as many sorts of mind as moss.”

This, however, must be looked upon as a poetical li 
cense: for the sound seems now irrevocably fixed as it 
is marked, rhyming with jocose, verbose, &c.
Gross, grdse, s. The main body, the main 

force i the bulk, the whole not divided into its several 
parts; the chief part, the main mass; the number of 
twelve dozen.

Gross-headed, grdse-hAd^d, a. Stupid, dull, 
thickskulled.

Grossly, grdse-ld, ad. Bulkily, in bulky parts, 
coarsely; without subtilty, without art; without deli
cacy ; without refinement, coarsely.

Grossness, grose-n&s, s. Coarseness, not sub 
tilty, thickness; inelegant fatness, unwieldy corpu
lence ; want of refinement; want of delicacy.

Grot, grit, s. A cave, a cavern for coolness 
and pleasure, a place of concealment

Grotesque, grd-tdsk,z a. Distorted in figure, 
unnatural, wildly formed.

Grotesque, grd-tdsk,' #. A wild design of a 
painter or engraver.

Grotesquely, grd-tdsk-ld, ad. In a wild, fan
tastical manner.

Grotto, grdt-td, s. A cavern or cave made 
for coolness

Grove, grdve, s. A small wood, or place 
set with trees.

To Grovel, grSv-vl, v. n. 102. To lie prone, 
to creep low on the ground; to be mean, to be without 
dignity, or elevation.

Groveller, grd-vl-ir, s. A person of a low, 
mean, grovelling disposition.

Ground, grddnd, j. 313. The earth, considered 
as solid or as low ; the earth as distinguished from air 
or water; land, country; region, territory; farm, 
estate, possession; the floor or level of a place; dregs, 
lees, fajees; the first stratum of paint upon which the 
figures are afterwards painted ; the fundamental sub- 
stance, that by which tne additional or accidental parti 
are supported ; first hint, first traces of an invention ; 
the first principles of knowledge; the fundamental 
cause; the field or place of action ; the space occupied 
by an army as they fight, advance, or retire: the state 
in which one is with respect to opponents or competi
tors ; the foil to set a thing off.

To Ground, gr&ind, b. a. To frx on the 
ground; to found as upon cause or principle; to settle 
in first principles or rudiments of knowledge.
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Ground, ground. The pret. and part pass, of ; 
Grind.

Ground-ash, grdund-Ash,' s. A saplin of ash 
taken from the ground,‘not a branch cut from a tree.

G ROUND-BAIT, grAund-bate, s. A bait made 
of barley or malt boiled, thrown into the place where 
vou angle, which sinks to the bottom and draws the 
fish to it

GrOUNDEDLY, grounded-1A, ad. Upon firm I 
principles; upon good grounds.

Ground-floor, grAund-flAre, s. The lower ; 
story of a house.

Ground-ivy, grA&nd-l-vA, s. Alehoof, or turn
hoof.

Groundless, grAund-lAs, a. Void of reason. 
Groundlessly, ground-lAs-le, ad. Without 

reason, without cause, without just reason.
Groundlessness, grAund-JAs-nes, s. Want of 

just reason.
Groundling, ground-ling, s. A fish which 

keeps at the bottom of the water; one of the vulgar. 
GrOundly, grA&nd-lA, ad. Upon principles, 

solidly; not superficially.
Ground-oak, ground-Ake,' s. A saplin oak. 
Ground-pine, ground-pine,' s. A plant. 
Ground-plate, gro&nd-plate, s. In architec- I 

ture, the outermost pieces of timber lying on or near i 
the ground, and framed into one another with mortises I 
and tenons.

Ground-plot, ground-plAt, $. The ground on 
which any building is placed; the ichnography of a 
building.

Ground-rent, ground'rAnt, Rent paid for 
the privilege of building on another man’s ground.

Ground-room, ground-room, s. A room on 
a level with the ground.

Groundsel, grdun-sil, s. A timber next the 
ground; a plant.

Ground-tackle, ground-tak-kl, s. In naval 
language, the anchor, cables, and whatever else is ne
cessary to make a ship ride safely at anchor in a pro
per ground.

Groundwork, grA&nd-w&rk, s. The ground, 
the first stratum ; the first part of an undertaking, the 
fundamentals; first principles, original reason.

Group, grAAp, s. 315. A crowd, a cluster, a 
huddle; a collection, a number thronged together.

To Group, grAAp, v. a. To put into a crowd, 
to huddle together.

This word is now more properly written Groupe, 
Kke the French word from which it comes to u«. 
Grouse, grA&se, s. 3IS. A kind of fowl, a 

heathcock.
Grout, grAbt, s. 313. Coarse meal, pollard; 

that which purges off; a kind of wild apple.
To Grow, grA, v. n. 324. Pret. Grew. Part, 

pass. Grown. To vegetate, to have vegetable motion ; 
to be produced by vegetation ; to increase in stature; 
to come to manhood from infancy ; to issue, as plants 
from a soil; to increase in bulk, to become greater; to 
improve, to make progress ; to advance to any state; 
to come by degrees; to be changed from one state to 
another; to proceed as from a cause; to adhere, to 
stick together: to swell, a sea term.

To Grow, grA, v. a. To cause to grow, to 
raise by culture.

Grower, grA-ftr, $. 98. An increaser.
To Growl, groitl, v. n. 323. To snarl or mur

mur like an angry cur, to murmur, to grumble.
Growl, grA&l, s. The murmur of an angry 

cur;,figuratively, of an enraged or distempered person.
Grown, grAne. Part pass, of Grow. Advanced 

in growth; covered or filled bv the growth of any 
thing ; arrived at full growth or stature.

Growth, grA/A, s. 324. Vegetation, vegetable 
life; product, thing produced; increase in number, 
bulk, or frequency ; increase of stature, advance to 
maturity improvement, advancement

To Grub, grub, v. a. To dig up, to destroy 
by digging; to root out of the ground.
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Grub, grAb, s. A small worm that eats holes 
in bodies; a short thick man, a dwarf.

Grubber, grfib-bur, s. One who grubs upun 
der wood, or the lik?.

To G rubble, gr&b-bl, v. n. 405. To feel in 
the dark.

Grub-street, grub-street, «. The name of a 
street in London, formerly much inhabited by writers 
of small histories, dictionaries, and temporary poems; 
whence any mean production is called Grub-street.

To Grudge, grudje, v. a. To envy, to see any 
advantage of another with discontent; to give or take 
unwillingly.

To Grudge, grudje, v. n. To murmur, to re
pine; to be unwilling, to be reluctant, to he envious.

Grudge, grudje, s. Old quarrel, inveterate 
malevolence ; anger, ill-will; envy, odium, invidious, 
censure; some little commotion, or forerunner of a 
disease.

Grudger, grudje-Ar, s. Amurmurer; an en
vious or discontented person.

Grudging, grAd^ing, s. Discontent; envy 
at the prosperity of others, reluctance, unwillingness.

Grudgingly, gr&d-jlng-le, ad. Unwillingly, 
malignantly, reluctantly.

Gruel, gru-il, 99. Food made by boiling 
oatmeal in water.

Gruff, grAf, a. Sour of aspect, harsh of 
manners.

Gruffly, gr&f-lA, ad. Harshly, ruggedly. 
Gruffness, grhf-nAs, s. Ruggedness of mien. 
Grum, grim, a. Sour, surly, severe. # 
To Grumble, grum-bl, v. n. 405. To murmur 

with discontent; to growl, to snarl; to make a hoarse 
rattle.

Grumbler, grUm-bl-Ar, s. One that grumbles, 
a murinurer, a discontented man.

Grumbling, grfim-bl-ing, s. A murmuring 
through discontent; a grudge.

Grumblingly, gr&m-bl-lng-lA, ad. Discon
tentedly, sourly, in a hoarse manner.

Grume, grAAm, s. 339- A thick viscid con
sistence of a fluid, as the tuAtte of an egg.

Grumi.Y, grum-le, ad. Sullenly, morosely.
G RUMMEL, gr&m-mAl, s. An herb.
GruMOUS, groA-mAs, a. 339. Thick, clotted. 
Grumousness, groo^m&s-nAs, s. Thickness of 

a Coagulated liqour.
Grunsel, gr&n-sll, s. 99. The lower part of 

the building.
7’o Grunt, grhnt, £ v. n. To murmur
ToGruntle, grun-tl, 405. j like a hog. 
Grunt, gr&nt, s. The noise of a hog.
GHUNTER, grun-t&r, s. 98. He that grunts; a 

kind of fish.
Gp.unTLING, grunt-ling, s. A young hog. 
GlUJNTlNGLY, grun-ting-le, ad. Murniuriogly 

mutteringly.
To Grutch, grutsh, v. n. To envy, to repine. 
Grutch, gr&tsh, s. Malice, ill-will.
Guaiacum, gwa-yi-kfcm, s. 340. A physical 

wood, Lignum vitce.
Guarantee, gAr-rAn-tA,' s. 332. A power who 

undertakes to see stipulations performed.
To Guaranty, gir'-rln-ti, v. a. 92. To un- 

dertake to secure the performance of a treaty or stipu
lation between contending parties.

To Guard, gylrd, ». a. 92. 160. To watch 
by way of defence and security; to protect, to defend; 
to preserve by caution; to provide against objections; 
to adorn with lists, laces, or ornamental borders.

To Guard, gvArd, v. n. 332. To be in a slate 
of caution or defence.

Guard, gy&rd, s. 92. A man, or body of men, 
whose business is to watch ; a state of caution, a state
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of vigilance; limitation, anticipation of objection ; an 
ornamental hem, lace, or border; part of the hilt of 
a sword.

$0“ This word is pronounced exactly like the noun 
psro. I receded by hard g, nearly as egg-yard. The same 
sound • f f consonant is observable between hard g and a 
in Other words. Nor is this a fanciful peculiarity, but a 
pronunciation arising from euphony and the analogy of 
the language, 160.
Guardage, gyAr-daje, s. 90. State of ward

ship.
Guard-boat, gyArd-bote, s. A boat appointed 

to row the rounds, in order to observe .ships laid up in 
the harbour.

Guardedly, gylrd'^d-14, ad. Cautiously, 
warHv.

Guardedness, gyArd-5d-n£s, s. Caution, wari
ness.

Guarder, gylr'dir, s. 98. One who guards. 
Guardian, gyar-d6-An, or gyAr'ji-An, s. 293.

294. 376. One that has the care of an orphan; one to 
whom the care and preservation of any thing is com
mitted.

Guardian, gylrM<*-An, a. 293. 376. Perform
ing the office of a kind protector or super intendant.

Guardianship, gyAr.-u&4n-shlp, s. The office 
of a guardian.

Guardless, gyArd-16s, a. Without defence. 
Guardship, gyird-shlp, s. Protection; a king’s 

ship to guard the coast.
GUBERNATION, gh-bAr-na-shhn, s. Govern

ment, superintendency, superior direction.
Gudgeon, ghd-j&n, s. 259. A small fish found 

in brooks and rivers ; a person easily imposed on j 
something to be caught to a man's own disadvantage.

Guerdon, gAr-d&n, s. 166. 560. A rewara, a 
recompense.

I nave differed from Mr. Sheridan in the first syl
lable of this word, which he spells gwer. I have made 
the u mute, as in guess, not only as agreeable to the 
French guerdon, but to our own analogy. The authority 
of Mr. Nares confirms me in my opinion. Ben Jonson, 
indeed, classes the gu in this word with the same letters 
m anguish ; but as these letters are not accented in the 
last word, the analogy is different, and the sound I have 
given remains still more agreeable to rule.
To Guess. g£s, v. n. 336. To conjecture, to 

judge without any certain principles of judgment; to 
conjecture rightly.

To Guess, g6s, v. a. To hit upon by accident: 
Guess, ges, s. 560. Conjecture, judgment 

without any positive or certain grounds.
Guesser, gCs-shr, s. Conjecturer, one who 

judges without certain knowledge.
Guessingly, gAs-slng-16, ad. Conjecturally, 

uncertainly.
Guest, g6st, s. 336. One entertained in the 

house or at the table of another; a stranger, one who 
comes newly to reside.

Guestchamber, gAst-tshAm-bur, s. Chamber 
of entertainment

To Guggle, g&g-gl, v. a.. 405. To sound as 
water running with intennissionsoutofa narrow vessel. 

Guiacum, gwd-a-kbm, s. An improper spelling 
and pronunciation of guaiacum, which see.

Guidage, gyl-daje, s. 90. The reward given 
to a guide.

Guidance, gyKdAnse, s. Direction, govern
ment

To Guide, gylde, v. a. 160. To direct in a 
way; to govern by counsel, to instruct; to regulate, to 
superintend, to influence.

Guide, gylde, s. One Who directs another in 
his way ; one who directs another in his conduct; di
rector, regulator.

As the g is hard in this word and ks compounds, it 
is not easy to spell them as they are pronounced ; y must 
be considered as double e, and must articulate the suc
ceeding vowel as much as in yield^Sec Guard. 
Guidable, gylde^A-bl, a. That may be governed 

by counsel.
Guideless, gvlde-l^s, a. Without a guide.
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Guides, gylde'iu-, t. 98. Director, regulator, 
guide. °

Guidepost, gyldeipist, s. A post where two 
or more roads meet, directing the traveller which to follow.

Guild, gild, s. 841. A society, a corporation, 
a fraternity or company.

Guildhall, glld-h61l( s. The hall in which 
the corporation usually assembles; a townhall.

Guile, gylle, s. 341. Deceitful cunning, in
sidious artifice, mischievous subtilty.

GUILEFUL, gylle^ful, a. Wily, insidious, mis
chievously artful; treacherous, secret'y mischievous. 

Guilefully, gylle^i&l-^, ad. Insidiously, 
treacherously.

Guilefulness, gylle-ful-nAs, s. Secret trea
chery, tricking, cunning.

Guileless, gylle-lAs, a. Without deceit, with
out insidiousnesi; free from deceit; simply honest 

GuiLER, gyile-hr. s. A deceiver; one that be
trays into danger by insidious practices.

Guillotine, gil-ld-t64n/ s. A machine for 
separating at one stroke the head of a person from the 
body.

To Guillotine, gil-ld-t£en,' v. a. To decapi
tate by the guillotine.

Guilt, gilt, s. 341. The state of a man just! 
charged with a crime; a crime, an offence.

It is observed in Principles, No. 92. that when g 
comes before short a, the sound of e so necessarily inter
venes that we cannot pronounce these letters without it; 
but that when the a is long, a3 in regard, we may pro 
nonnee these two letters without the intervention of e, 
but that this pronunciation is not the most elegant. The 
came may be observed of the g hard, and the long and 
short s. We may pronounce guide and guile nearly as if 
written egg-ide and egg-ile, though not so properly ac 
e«g’-$-»dc'and£gg-yfZ<?, but guild and guilt must nccessarih 
admit of the e sound between hard g and i, or we can
not prononuce them.
Guiltily, gilt^-U, ad. Without innocence. 
Guiltiness gllt^-n&s, s. The state of being 

guilty, wickedness, consciousness of crime.
Guiltless, gllt-l£s, a. Innocent, free from 

crime, unpolluted.
Guiltlessly, glIt-15s-lA, ad. Without guilt, 

innocently.
Guiltlessness, gllt-lAs-nAs, s. Innocence, free

dom from crime.
Guilty, g11t-t6, a. Justly chargeable with a 

crime, r.ot innocent; wicked, corrupt, conscious.
Guiltyuke, gll-t^-like, ad. Guiltily; in a 

guilty manner.
Guinea, gln-nA, s. 341. A gold coin valued 

at one-and-twenty shillings.
Guinf.adropper. gin-ne-drSp-phr, 5. One who 

cheats by dropping guineas.
Guineahen, gin-ne-hAn, s. A small Indian hen. 
Guineapepper, gln-nA-pAp^ptr, s. A plant. 
Guineapig, gln-n^-pig, s. A small animal with 

a pig’s snout; a kind of naval cadet hi an East India- 
man.

Guise, gylze, $. 160. 341. Manner, mien, ha
bit; practice, custom, property; external appearance, 
dress.

Guitar, g!t-tAr,z$. 341. A stringed instrument 
of musick.

Gules, ghlz,n. Red, a term used in heraldry. 
Gulf, gftlf, s. A bay, an opening into iand;

an abyss, an unmeasurable depth; a whirlpool; 4 suck
ing eddy j any thing insatiable.

GULFY, gul-te, a. Full of gulfs or whirlpools. 
To Gull, gid, w. a. To trick, to cheat, to d&. 

fraud, to deceive.
Gull, gul, s. A sea-bird; a cheat, a fraud, 

trick; a stupid animal, one easily tricked.
Gullcatcher, ghl-kAtsh-iir, s. A cheat. 
Guller, gdl-lhr, s. 98. A cheat, an impostor 
Gulleby, g&l-l&r-A, s. Cheat, imposture.
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Gullet, g&l-llt, s. 99. The throat, the meatpipe. 
Gullibility, gdl-ld-bll-d-td, «. Credulity. 

Sometimes used for Gullibility.
Gullisii, gul-lsh, a. Foolish, stupid, absurd. 
To Gully, gul-ld, v. n.' To run with noise. 
Gullyhole, gul-ld-hdle, s. The hole where 

the gutters empty themselves into the subterraneous 
sewer.

GULOSITY, gu-16s'e-t£, 5. Greediness, gluttony, 
voracity.

To Gulp, g&lp. v. a. To swallow eagerly; to 
suck down without intermission.

Gulp, g&lp, s. As much as can be swallowed 
at once.

Gum, g&m, ,t. A vegetable substance, differing 
from a resin in being more viscid, and dissolving in 
aqueops menstruums; the fleshy covering that con
tains the teeth.

To Gum, g&m, v. a. To close with gum.
Gumminess, gumW-n&>, s. The state of being 

gummy ; accumulation of gum.
GUMMOSITY, g&m-mds-sd-t£, s. The nature of 

gum, gummines6.
Gummous, g&m-m&s, a. 314. Of the nature 

of gum.
Gummy, gdm-md, a. Consisting of gum, of 

the nature of gum ; productive of gum ; overgrown 
with gum.

Gun, g&n, s. The general name of fire-arms, 
the instrument from which shot is discharged by fire.

Gunnel, g&n-nii, s. 99. Corrupted from 
Gunwale.

Gunner, g&n-n&r, s. 98. A cannonier, he 
whose employment is to manage the artillery in a ship.

Gunnery, gun-nur-d, s. The science of ar
tillery, the art of managing^cannon.

Gunpowder, g&n-p&u-d&r, s. The powder put 
into guns to be fired.

Gunroom, g&n-rddtn, s. The place on board 
a ship where arms are deposited.

Gunshot, g&n-shot, s. The reach or range of 
a gun; the space to which shot can be thrown.

Gunshot, g&n-sh&t, a. Made by the shot of
8 sun.

Gunsmith, gun-smUA, s. A man whose trade ' 
is to make guns.

Gunstic , g&n-stlk, s. The rammer.
Gunstock, gdn-stdk, s. The wood to which 

the barrel of a gun is fixed.
Gunstone, g&n-stdne, s. The shot of cannon.
Gunwale, or Gunnel, g&n-nll, 5. That piece 

of timber which reaches on either side of the ship from 
the half-deck to the forecastle.

Gorge, ghrje, s. Whirlpool, gulf.
Gurgion, g&r-j&n, s 259. The coarser part 

of meal, sifted from the bran.
To Gurgle, g&r-gl, v. n. 405. To fall or gush 

with noise, as water from a bottle.
Gurnet°’ j g&r"nlt, s- 99. A kind of sea-fish.

To Gush, g&sh, v. n. To flow’ or rush out 
with violence, not to spring in a small stream, but in a 
large body; to emit in a copious effluxion.

Gush, g&sh, s. An emission of liquor in a 
large quantity at once, the liquor so emitted.

Gusset, gfis-slt, s. 99 Any thing sew’ed on 
cloth, in order to strengthen it

Gust, ghst, s. Sense tasting; height of per
ception ; love, liking; turn of fancy, intellectual taste; 
a sudden violent blast of wind.

Gustable, g&s-tl-bl, a. 405. To be tasted; 
pleasant to the taste.

Gustation, g&s-ta^shhn, 5. The act of tasting. 
Gustful, g&st^f&l, a. Tasteful, well-tasted. 
Gustfulness, g&st-f&l-n^s, s. The relish of 

any thing.
Gustless, gftst-l&s, a. Tasteless; insipid.
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Gusto, g&s-t6, s. The relish of any thing, the 
power by which any thing excites sensations in the pa
late ; intellectual taste, liking.

Gusty, g&s^t£. a. Stormy, tempestuous.
Gut, gut, s. The long pipe reaching with many 

convolutions from the stomach to the vent; the sto- 
mach, the receptacle of food, proverbially ; gluttony 
love of gormandizing

To Gut, g&t, v. a. To eviscerate, to draw; to 
take out the inside; to plunder of contents.

Guttated, gftt-ta-tM, n. Besprinkled with 
drops, bedropped.

Gotter, gut-tCir, s. 98. A passage for water. 
To Gutter, g&t-t&r, v. a. To cut in small 

hollows.
To Guttle, g&t-tl, v. n. 405. To feed luxu

riously, to gormandize. A low word.
To Guttle, g&t-tl, v. a. To swallow. 
Guttler, g&t-tl-ur, s. 98. A greedy eater. 
Guttulous, ght-tshh-l&s, a. 463. Jn the fom 

of a small drop.
Guttural, gut-tshi’i-nVi, a. 463. Pronounce^ 

in the throat, belonging to the throat.
Gutturalness, gftt-tshu-rll-n&s, $. The qua

lity of being guttural.
Gutwort, gtit-w&rt, s. An herb.
To Guzzle, gfrz-zl, v. n. 405. To gormandize, 

to feed immoderately, to swallow any liquor greedily. 
To Guzzle, g&z-zl, v. a. To swallow with im

moderate gust
Guzzler, guz-zl-&r, s. 98. A gormandizer 
Gybe, jibe, s. A sneer, a taunt, a sarcasm. 
To Gybe, jibe, v. n. To sneer, to taunt. 
Gymnasium, jim-na-ze-&m, s. Formerly any 

place for athletick exercises, in which such as practised 
them were nearly naked; any place of exercise, a 
school.

Gymnastically, jlm-nis-te-kal-^,nd. Athleti
cally, fit for strong exercise.

Gymnastic , jim-nW-tik, n. Relating to 
athletick exercises.

In this word and its relatives we notunfrequentlv 
hear the g hard, as in Gimlet, for this learned reason, 
because they are derived from the Greek. For the very 
same reason we ought to pronounce the g in Genesis* 
Geography, Geometry, and a thousand other words, hard, 
which would essentially alter the sound of our language. 
Mr. Sheridan has very properly given the soft g to these 
words; and Mr. Nares is of the same opinion with re
spect to the propriety of this pronunciation, but doubts 
of the usage; there can be no doubt, however, of the 
absurdity of Chis usage, and of the necessity of curbing it 
os much as possible.—See Principles, No. 350.
Gymnic . jlm-nlk, a. Such as practise the 

athletic or gymnastic exercises.
Gymnospermous, jlm-n6-sp&r-m&s, a. Having 

the seeds naked.
Gymnosophist, jlm-no^s&f-flst, s. One of e 

set of Indian philosophers ; a philosopher.
Gyn ARCH y, jln-Ar-k£, s. Female government. 
Gyration, jl-ra-sh&n, s. The act of turning 

any thing about
Gyre, jire, s. A circle described by any thing 

going in an orbit
Gyromancy, jl-rd-min-se, s. An ancient sort 

of divination, performed by walking in or round a 
circle. .

Gypseous, j1p-s£-us, a. Relating to gypsum) 
belonging to lime or plaster.

Gypsum, jlp^s&m, s. The name of a class of 
fossils; the plaster stone; white lime, a kind of plaster. 

Gyves, jlvz, s. Fetters, chains for the legs.
Mr. Sheridan and Mr. Scott make tl:^ g in this 

word hard; but Mr. Elphinston, Dr. Ktnnck. and 
Mr. Perry, with more propriety, make it soft, as 1 have 
marked it. Mr. Nares makes the sound doubtful; but 
this majority of authorities, and agrecablencss to analogy, 
have removed my doubts, and made me alter my forme/ 
opinion.
To Gyve, jive, v. a. To fetter, to shackle.
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H.
Ha , hl, interj. An expression of wonder, 

surprise, sudden question, or sudden exertion ; an ex
pression of laughter, when often repeated.

HaaK, hAke, s. A fish.
Habeas Corpus, hA-bA-As kor-p&s, Latin. A 

writ, the which, a man indicted of some trespass, being 1 
laid in prison for the same, may have out of the King’s j 
Bench, thereby to remove himself thither at his own i 
costs, and to answer the cause there.

Haberdasher, hAb-hr-d Ash-fir, s. One who j 
sells small wares, a pedlar.

Haberdashery, hab-fir-dAsh-fir-A, s. Articles 1 
made or sold by haberdashers.

Haberdine, hAb-hr-dAAn, s. Dried salt cod. 
Habergeon, hAb-b$r-jA-5n, s. Armour to 

cover the neck and breast.
This word is analogically accented on the second 

syllable: but Johnson, in all the editions of his Diction
ary, has the accent on the first, though his authorities 
are against him.
Habiliment, hA-bll-A-mAnt, s. Dress, clothes, 

garment
To Habilitate, hA-bil-A-tate, v. a. To qua

lify, to entitle.
Habitation, hA-bil-A-tA-sh&n, s. Qualifica

tion.
Hability, hA-bil-A-tA, s. Faculty, power.
Habit, hAb-lt, s. State of any thing, as habit 

of body; dress, accoutrement; habit is a power or 
ability in man of doing any thing by frequent doing; 
custom, inveterate use.

To Habit, liAb-It, v. a. To dress, to accoutre. 
Habitable, hAb^A-tA-bl, a. Capable of being 

dwelt in.
Habitableness, hAb^A-tA-bl-nAs, s. Capacity 

of being dwelt in.
Habitance, hAb-d-tAnse, t. Dwelling, abode. 
Habitant, hAb-e-tAnt, s. Dweller, one that 

lives in any place-
Habitation, hAb-d-tA-shfin, s. The act of 

dwelling, the state of a place receiving dwellers; a 
place of abode, dwelling.

Habitator, hAb^e-ta-tfir, s. Dweller, inhabi- 
unt

Habitual, hA-bItsh-6-Al, a. 461. Customary, 
accustomed, inveterate.

Habitually, hA-bitsh-6-Al-d, ad. Customarily, 
by habit

To Habituate. hA-bltsh-ii-ate, v. a. To ac
custom, to use one’s-self by frequent repetition.

Habitude, hAb-d-tilde, s. Familiarity, con
verse, frequent intercourse; long custom,habit, invete
rate use, the power of doing any thing acquired by 
frequeue repetition.

HabnaB. hAb^nAb, ad. At random, at the 
mercy of chance.

To Hack, hAk, v. a. To cut into small pieces, 
to chop; to speak unreadily, or with hesitation.

To Hack, hAk, v. n. To turn hackney or pros
titute.

Hack, hAk, 7 . .. , . ,.Hackney, bikini, ? ’• A h,red l,orse; ah,re- 
ling, a prostitute; any thing let out for hire; a notch, 
a hollow cut a. Much used, common.

Hackle, hXk-kl, s. 405. Raw silk, any filmy 
substance unspun.

To Hackle. bAk-kl, v. a. To dress flax.
To Hackney, hAk^ne, v. a. To practise in one 

thing, to accustom to the road.
Hackney-coachman, hAk-ndkdtsh-mAn, s. 

The driver of a hired or hackney coach.
Had, hAd. The pret. and part. pass, of Have.
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Haddock, hAd-d&k, «. 166. A sea-fish of the 
cod kind.

Haft, hAft, s. 78. 79. A handle, that part of 
an instrument that is taken into the hand.

To Haft, hAft, v. a. To set in a haft.
Hag, hAg, s. A fury, a she monster; a witch, 

an enchantress ; an old ugly woman.
To Hag, hAg, v. a. io torment, to harass 

with terrour.
HAGGARD, hAg-gArd, a. Wild, untamed, irre

claimable; lean; ugly, rugged, deformed.
Haggard, hAg-gArd, s. Any thing wild or 

irreclaimable; a species of hawk.
Haggardly, hig-gird-14, ad. Deformedly, 

wildly.
Haggish, hAg-glsh, a. Of the nature of a 

hag, deformed, horrid.
To Haggle, hAg-gl, v. a. 405. To cut, to 

chop, to mangle.
To Haggle, hAg-gl, v. n. To be tedious in 

a bargain, to be long in coming to the price.
Haggler, hAg'gLar, s. 98. One that cuts; 

one that is tardy in bargaining.
Hagiographa, hAg-A-Ag-rA-fA,Latin. Holy 

writings j a name given to part of the books of Scrip- 
ture.

Hah, hA, inteij. An expression of some sud
den effort.

Hail, hale, s. Drops of rain frozen in their 
falling.

To Hail, hAle, v. n. To pour down hail. 
Hail, hale, interj. A term of salutation. 
To Hail, hale, v. n. To salute, to call to. 
Hailshot, hAle-shdt, s. Small shot scattered 

like hail.
Hailstone, hale^stdne, s. A particle or sin

gle ball of haiL
Haily, ha-ld, ad. Consisting of hail.
Hair, hare, s. One of the common teguments 

of the body; a single hair; any thing proverbially small.
Hairbrained, hAre-brAnd, a. 359. Wild, ir

regular.
Hairbell, hAre-bAl, s. The name of a flower, 

the hyacinth.
Hairbreadth, hAre-brddf/z, s. A very small 

distance.
Haircloth, hAre-kldfA, s. Stuff made of hair, 

very rough and prickly, worn sometimes in mortifica
tion.

Hairlace, hAre-lAse, The fillet with which 
the women tie up their hair.

Hairless, hare-ids, a. Without hair.
Hairiness, hA-rd-nds, i. The state of being 

covered with hair.
Hairy, ha-rd, a. Overgrown with hair; con

sisting of hair.
Hake, bake, ? . ,. , ,. ,
Hakot, hikl&t, 166. f *' A k,nd of Csh- 
Halberd, hAll-burd, i. 98. A battle-axe fixed 

on a long pole.
Halberdier, hAll-b&r-dddr,' s. One who if 

armed with a halberd.
Halcyon, hAl-shd-fm, j. 166. A bird that if 

said to breed in the sea, and that there is always a 
calm during her incubation.

Halcyon, hAl-shd-hn, a. 357. Placid, quiet, 
•till

Half., hAle, a. Healthy, sound, hearty.
7o Hale, bale, or bawl, v. a. Io drag, by 

force, to pull violently.
This word, in familiar language, is corrupted be

yond recovery into haul; but solemn speaking still re
quires the regular sound, rhyming with pale ; the other 
sound would, in this case, be gross and vulgar.—See Th 
Haul.
Haler, hA-l&r, or hAwl'&r, «. 98. He who 

pulls and hales.
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Half, hAf, s. 78. 401. A moiety, one of ttvo 
equal parts; it sometimes has a plural signification 
when a number is divided.

To Half, hif, v. a. To divide into two parts. 
Half, hAf, ad. In part, equally. 
Half-blood, hif^bldd, One not born of the 

same father and mother.
Half-blooded, hAt-bl&d-Ad, a. Mean, de

generate.
Half-faced, hAf-faste, a. 362. Showing only 

part of the face.
Half-heard, hAf^berd, a. Imperfectly heard. 
Half-moon, hAf-mddn^ s. The moon in its 

appearance when at half increase or decrease.
Half penny, ha-p£n-n<i. s. A copper coin, 

of which two make a penny.
83?* This word is not only deprived of half its sound, ' 

but even what is left is grossly corrupted; sounding the j 
a as in half, is provincial and rustick.
Hai.f-pike. haf-plke, s. The small pike car- i 

ried by officers.
Half-pint, hAf-piut, $. The fourth part of a 

quart. , t
Half-seas-over, hAf-sez-o^v&r. a. A prover

bial expression for one far advanced. It is commonly 
used of one half drunk.

Half-sphere, hAf-sfere, s. Hemisphere. 
Half -strained, hif-strand, a. Half-bred, | 

imperfect.
Half-sword, bAf-sdrd, s. Close fight. 
Half-way, hA£wA, ad. In the middle. 
Half-wit, bAf-wit, s. A blockhead, a foolish 

fellow.
Halibut, hAl-U-b&t, j. A sort of fish. 
Halimas, h5l-le-mAs, s. The feast of All-souls. 
Halituous, ha-lltsh-d-Cis, ad. 463. Vaporous, 

famous.
Hall, hill, s. A court of justice; a manor

house, so called because in ‘t were held courts for the 
tenants; the publick room A a corporation; the first 
large room at the entrance of a house.

Hallelujah. bal-l^-ldd-yA, s. Praise ye the 
Lord! A song of thanksgiving.

HallOO, hAl-lAA/ inlfrj. A word of encour
agement when dogs are let loose on their game.

To Halloo, bil-lod,' v. n. To cry as after the 
dogs.

To Halloo, hAl-lAA," w, a. To encourage with 
shouts; to chase with shouts; to call or shout to.

To Hallow, hAl-ld, v. a. To consecrate, to 
make holy; to reverence as holy, as, Hallowed be thy 
name!

pronouncing the Lord’s Prayer, we sometimes 
hear the participle of this word pronounced like that of 
the word Hollow. This arises from not attending to the 
distinction made by syllabication between the single and 
double I: the double I in the same syllable deepens the a 
to the broadest sound, as in tall; but when one of the 
liquids is carried off to the next syllable, the a has its 
short and slender sound, as tal low: the same may be 
observed of hall and hallow, &c.—See Principles, No. 85. 
Hallucination, hAl-16-sA-na-sh&n.s. Errour, 

blunder, mistake.
Halm, hawm, s- Straw.

$3- This is Dr. Johnson’s pronunciation of this word. 
Halo, ha-ld, s. A red circle round the sun 

or moon.
HalsER, hAw-s&r, s. A rope less than a cable. 
To Halt, halt, v. n. To limp, to be lame; to 

stop in a march; to hesitate, to stand dubious; to fail, 
to falter.

Halt, hAlt, a. Lame, crippled.
Halt, hilt, s. The act of limping, the man

ner of limping; a stop in a march.
Halter, b&l-tur, s. He who limps.
H alter, liAKt&r, s. A rope to hang male

factors; a cord, a strong string.
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To Halter, hil-t&r, ». a. To bind with a 
cord; to catch in a noose.

To Halve, hav, v. a. 78. To divide into two 
parts.

Halves, havz, s. Plural of Half.
Halves, havz, inteij. An expression by which 

any one Jays claim to an equal share.
Ham, him, $ The hip, the hinder part of the 

articulation of the thigh; the thigh of a hog salted.
Hamadryad, bAm-a-drl-Ad, s. One of the 

nymphs who were supposed to reside in woods and 
groves.

Hamadryads, hAm-A-drl-adz, s. The English 
plural of Hamadryad.

HaMADRYades, hAm-A-drl-A-dAz, s. The Latin 
plural of the same word.

IIaMaTED, bAm-a-t&d, a. Hooked, set with 
hooks.

Hamlet, hSm-l&t, s. 99. A small village.
Hammer, hAm-m&r, s. 98. The instrument, 

consisting of a long handle and heavy head, with which 
any thing is forced or driven.

Hammercloth, hirn-m&r-klo/A, s. The cloth 
upon the seat or the coach-box.

3T3* A critick in the Gentleman’s Magazine gives the 
following etymology of this word, which we do not find 
in anv of our Dictionaries:

“ When coaches and chariots were first introduced, our 
frugal ancestors used to load the carriage with provisions 
for the family when they came to London. 1 he hamper, 
covered with a cloth, was a convenient repository, and a 
seat for the coachman. This was afterwards converted 
into a box. Hammer-cloth is therefore very probably a 
corruption of hamper-cloth.”

If the derivation of this word were worth spending a 
thought upon, I should think, that as the scat of the 
coachman is not boarded, but slung like a hammock, the 
word is rather a corruption of hammock-cloth.
To Hammer, hAm-m&r, v. o. To beat with a 

hammer; to forge or form with a hammer; to work 
in the mind, to contrive by intellectual labour.

To Hammer, hAm-m&r, v. n. To work, to be 
busy; to be in agitation.

Hammerer, hAm-m&r-rtir, s. He who works 
with a hammer.

HammerHard, hAm-mOr-hard, a. Made hard 
with much hammering.

Hammock, hAm-m&k, s. 166. A swinging bed. 
Hamper, bAmp-&r, s. 98. A large basket for 

carriage.
To Hamper, hAmp-hr, v. a. To shackle, to 

entangle; to ensnare; to perplex, to embarrass; to put 
in a hamper.

Hamstring, him-strlng, s. The tendon of 
the ham.

To Hamstring, hAm-strlng, v. a. Pret. and 
part. pass. Hamstrung. To lame by cutting the ten
don of the ham.

Hanaper, hAn-A-p&r, s. 98. A treasury, an 
exchequer.

Hand, hAnd, s. That member of the body 
which reaches from the wrist to the fingers’ end; 
measure of four inches; side, right or left, part, quar
ter ; ready payment; rate, price; workmanship, power 
or act of manufacturing or making; act of receiving 
any thing ready to one’s hand ; reach, nearness, as at 
hand, within reach ; state of being in preparation ; 
cards he’d at a game; that which is used in opposition 
to another; transmission, conveyance; possession, 
power; pressure of the bridle; method < f government, 
discipline, restraint; influence, management; that 
which performs the office of a hand in pointing; ngent, 
person employed; giverand receiver; a workman, a 
sailor; form or cast of writing; Hand over head, neg- 
ligcntly, rashly; Hand to hand, close fight; Hand in 
hand, in union conjointly; Hand to mouth, as want 
requires: To bear in band, to keep in ex* relation, to 
elude ; To be hand and glove, to be intimate and fa
miliar.

To Hand, hAnd, v. a. To give or transmit 
with the hand; to guide or lead by the hand; to seize, 
to lay hands on; to transmit in succession, to deliver.
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down from one to another. Hand is much used in com- , 
position for that which is manageable by the hand, as, a 
hand-saw; or borne in the hand, as, a hand-barrow. 

Hand-barrow, hAnd-bar-r6, s. A frame on 
which any thing is carried by the hands of two men 
without wheeling on the ground.

Hand-basket, hAnd-bAs-kit, s. A portable
basket ,,

Hand bell, hAndM, s. A bell rung by the 

Hand-breadth. hSnd'brMM, s. A space equal 
to the breadth of the hand; a palm.

Handcuff, hind-k&fF, s. A manacle, a fetter 
for the wrist.

Ha nded, hAn-d3d, a. With hands joined. 
Hander, hAn'dhr, s. Transmitter, conveyer

* in succession.
Handfast, hind-fist, s. Hold, custody. 
Handful, hAnd-ful, s. As much as the hand

can gripe or contain; a small number or quantity.
Hand-gallop, hAnd-gAl-lhp, s. A slow easy 

gallop, in which the hand presses the bridle to hinder 
increase of speed.

Handgun, hAnd-gbn, s. A gun wielded by 
the hand.

Handicraft, hAn-dA-krAft, s. Manual occu
pation ; work performed by the hand.

Handicraftsman, hAn-dd-krAfts-mAn, s. 88.
A manufacturer, one employed in manual occupation. 

Handily, hAn-dA-le, ad. With skill, with dex
terity.

Handiness, han-de-n§s, s. Readiness, dex
terity.

Handiwork, hAn'de-w&rk, s. Work of the 
hand, product of labour, manufacture.

Handkerchief, hing-k£r-tshif, s. A piece of 
silk or linen used to wipe the face, or cover the neck.

To Handle, hAn-dl, v. a. 405. To touch, to 
feel with the hand: to manage, to wield, to make fa
miliar to the hand by frequent touching; to treat in 
discourse; to deal with, to practise; to treat well or 
iil; to practise upon, to do with.

Handle, hAn-dl, s. 405. That part of anything 
by which it is held in the hand; that of which use is 
made.

Handless, hAnd-les, a. Without a hand. 
Handling, hAnd-llng, s. Touch; cunning, 

trick.
Handmaid, hAnd-made, s. A maid that waits 

at hand.
Handmill, hAnd-mll, s. A mill moved by the ! 

hand.
Hands-off, hAndz-3ft’< interj. A vulgar phrase ! 

for Keep off, forbear.
Handsails, hAnd-salz, s. Sails managed by ' 

the hand.
Handsaw, hAnd-sAw, s. A saw manageable ( 

by the hand.
Ha ND-SCREW, l)And-skrd3, s. A sort of engine 

for raising heavy timber or great weights of any kind; 
a jack.

Handsel, hAn-sAl, s. The first act of using any 
thing, the first act of any thing, the first act of sale, 
the money taken for the first sale.

To Handsel, hAn-sdl, v. a. To use or do any 
thing the first time.

Handsome, liAn-s&m, a. Beautiful, graceful; 
elegant; ample, liberal, as, a handsome fortune; ge
nerous, noble, as, a handsome action.

Handsomely, hAn-s&m-13, ad. Beautifully, 
gracefully ; elegantly, neatly; liberally, generously.

Handsomeness, bAn-sfim-n3s, s. Beauty, 
grace, elegance.

Handspike, hAnd-splke, $. A kind of wooden 
lever to raise great weights.

Handvice, hAnd-vlse, s. A vice to hold small 
work in.

Handwriting, bAnd-rl-ilng. j. A cast or form 
of writing peculiar to each hand; any writing
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Handy, hAn-dd, a. Executed or performed 
by the hand ; ready, dexterous, skilful, convenient.

Handy-dandy, hAn-de-dan-dA, «. A play in 
which children change hands and places.

To Hang, hAng, v. a. 409. Pret. and part, 
pass. Hanged or Hung, anciently Hung. To suspend, to 
fasten in such a manner as to be sustained, not be’.ow, 
but above: to place without any solid support; to 
choak and kill by suspending by the neck; to display, to 
show aloft; to decline; to fix in such a manner as in 
some directions to be moveable; to furnish with or
naments or draperies fastened to the wall.

To Hang, hAng, v. n. To be suspended, to be 
supported above, not below; to dangle; to rest upon 
by embracing; to hover, to impend; to be compact or 
united; to adhere; to be in suspense, to be in a state 
of uncertainty; to be delayed, to linger; to be depen
dent on; to be fixed or suspended with attention; to 
have a steep declivity; to be executed by the halter; 
to decline, to tend down.

Hanger, hAng-fir, s. 409. That by which any 
thing hangs, as the pothangers.

Hanger, hang-&r,s. 90. A short broadsword. 
Hanger-on, hAng-tir-dn,' s. A dependant.
Hanging, hAng-ing, s. 410. Drapery hung or 

fastened against the walls of rooms.
Hanging, hAng-ing, part. a. Foreboding 

death by the halter; requiring to be punished by the 
halter.

Hangman, hAng-mAn, s. 88. The publick 
executioner.

Hank, hAngk, s. A skein of thread.
To Hanker, hAngk'&r, v. n. To long impor

tunately ; to have an incessant wish.
Hankering, hAngk'&r-lng, s. Strong desire, 

longing much after any thing.
Ha’nt. hA’nt, 80. For Has not. or Hive not. 
Hanseatic , hAn-s3-A-tik, a. Relating to the 

Hanse Towns.
Hanse Towns, hAns-tounz,' s. A society or 

company of merchants, and thence applied to certain 
towns iii Germany, that confederated for mutual de- 

. fence, and for protection of their trade.
! Hap, hAp, s. Chance, fortune; that which hap

pens by chance or fortune; accident, casual event,
■ misfortune.
j To Hap, hAp, v. n. To come by accident, to 

fall out, to happen.
Hap-hazard, hAp-hAz-fird, s. 88. Chance, ac

cident.
Haply, hAp-13, ad. Perhaps, peradventure, it 

may be; by chance, by accident.
Hapless, hAp-13s, a. Unhappy, unfortunate, 

luckless, unlucky.
To Happen, hAp-pn, v. n. 405. To fall out by

chance, to come to pass; to light on by accident,*
Happily. hAp-p£-l£, ad. Fortunately, luckily, 

successfully; addressfully, gracefully, without labour; 
in a state of felicity.

Happiness, hAp-pe-nSs, s. Felicity, state in 
which the desires are satisfied; good luck, good for
tune ; fortuitous elegance.

Happy, hap-pe, a. In a state of felicity; 
lucky, successful, fortunate; addressful, ready.

Harangue, bA-rang,' i. 337. A speech, a 
popular oration.

To Harangue, hA-rAng,' v. n. To make a 
speech ; to pronounce an oration.

Haranguer, hA-rAng-&r, s. An orator, a pub
lick speaker; generally with some mixture of contempt 

To Harass, hAr^As, v. a. To weary, to fatigue. 
Harass, hAr-As, s. Waste, disturbance. 
Harbinger, har-bln-jhr, s. A forerunner, a 

precursor.
Harbour, hAr-bfir, s. 314. A lodging, a place 

of entertainment; a port or haven for shipping; an 
asylum, a shelter; a place cf shelter and security.

To Harbour, hAr^bfcr, v. n. To receive enter
tainment, to sojourn; to take shelter.
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To Harbour, har-bur, v. a. To entertain, to 
permit to reside; to shelter, to secure.

Harbourage, hAr^bfir-aje, s. 90. Shelter, 
entertainment

H ARBOURER, hAr-bfir-ur, s. 98. One that enter
tains another.

Harbourless, hAr-bur-lAs, a. Without harbour. 
Hard, hArd,tz. 78. Firm, resisting penetration 

or separation ; difficult, not easy to the intellect; diffi
cult of accomplishment; painful, distressful, laborious; 
cruel, oppressive, rigorous; sour, rough, severe ; in
sensible, untouched; unhappy, vexatious; vehement, 
keen, severe, as, a hard winter; unreasonable, unjust; 
forced, not easily granted; austere; rough, as liquids; 
harsh, stiff, constrained; net plentiful, not prosper
ous ; avaricious, faultily sparing.

Hard, liArd, ad. Close, near, as, hard by ; 
diligently, laboriously, incessantly; uneasily, vexati- 
cusly, distressfully ; fast, nimbly; with difficulty; tem
pestuously, boisterously.

Hardbesetting, hard-be-sAt-ting, a. Closely 
surrounding. —

Hardbound, bird-bound, a. Costive.
FIardearned, hard^Arn’d, a. Earned with 

difficulty.
To Harden, hArMn, v. a. 103. To make hard; 

to confirm in effrontery, to make impudent; to con
firm in wickedness, to make obdurate; to make in
sensible, to stupify; to make firm, to endue with con
stancy.

Hardener, liAr-dn-ur, s. One that makes any 
thing hard.

Hardfavoured, hard-fa-v&rd, a. Coarse of 
feature ; harsh of countenance.

Hardhanded, hArd-hAn-ded, a. Coarse me- 
chanick; having hard hands with labour.

Hardhead, hard-hed, s. Clash of heads; a 
hard contest.

Hardhearted, hArd-hArt-Ad, a. Cruel, inex
orable, merciless, pitiless, barbarous, inhuman.

Hardheartedness, hArd-hirt^Ad-nAs, s. Cruel
ty, want of tenderness; want of compassion.

Hardihead, hAr^dA-hAd, ?
Hardihood, hAr-dA-h&d, 307. j 5' ° ou ness> 

bravery. Obsolete.
Hardiment, hAr-dA-mAnt, s. Courage, stout

ness, bravery, act of bravery.
Hardiness, hAr-dA-nAs, s. Hardship, fatigue; 

stoutness, courage, bravery; effrontery, confidence.
HardlaBOURED, hArd-la-bUrd, a. 362. Elabo

rate, studied, diligently wrought.
Hardly, hArd-lA, ad. With difficulty, not 

easily: scarcely, scant; grudgingly; severely ; rigor
ously, oppressively; harshly, not tenderly, not deli
cately.

Hardmouthed, hArd-mo&THd^ a. Disobedient 
to the rein, not sensible of the bit..

Hardness, hard-nes, s. Power of resistance 
in bodies ; difficulty to be understood; difficulty to be 
accomplished; scarcity, penury; obscurity, profligate
ness; coarseness, harshness of look ; keenness, vehe. 
mence of weather or seasons; cruelty of temper, sa
vageness, harshness ; faulty parsimony, stinginess.

HardOCK, hAr-dAk, $. 1 suppose the same with 
Burdock. ~

Hards, hlrdz, $. The refuse or coarser part 
of flax.

Hardship, hArd-ship, $. Injury, oppression ; 
inconvenience, fatigue.

Hardware, liArd-ware, s. Manufactures of 
metal. t

H midwareman, hArd-ware-mAn, s. A maker 
or seller of metalline manufactures.

Hardy, hAr-dA, a. Bold, brave, stout, daring; 
strong, hard, firm, confident, impudent.

Hare, hare, s. A small quadruped, remark
able for timidity, vigilance, and fecundity ; a constel
lation.

Harebell, hAre^bAl, s. A blue flower of the 
bell shape.

Harebrained, hare-brand, a. Volatile, un
settled, wild, fluttering, hurried.

Harefoot, hare-fut, s. A bird ; an herb. 
HaREHEARTED, hAre-hArt^ed, a. Timorous, 

fearful. » » x x
Harehunter, hare-hun-tur, s. One who it 

fond of hunting hares.
Harelip, hareMlp, s. A fissure in the upper 

lip with want of substance; a natural defect.
Haresear, harz^AAr, s. A plant.
Haricot, hAr-e-ko, s. French. A kind of 

ragout, generally made of meat stakes and cut roots.
HarIER, hAr-re-Ur, s. A dog for hunting hares.

Either the spelling or the pronunciation of this 
word should be altered. The spelling necessarily requires 
the a lung, as in hare ; and the pronunciation demands 
the r to be doubled. The most rational alteration would 
be to pronounce it with the a long, and to let the other 
pronunciation be considered as the language of the stable 
and the field.—See Leash.
To Hark, hArk, v. n. To listen.
Hark, hArk, interi. List! hear ! listen !
Harl, harl, s. The filaments of flax ; any fila

mentous substance.
Harlequin, hAr-lA-kin, s. 415. A buffoon who 

plays tricks to divert the populace, a jackpudding.
.Harlot, hAi-lat, $. 166. A whore, a strumpet. 
Harlotry, hAr-l&t-re, s. The trade of a har

lot, fornication; a name of contempt fjr a woman.
Harm, harm, s. Injury, crime, wickedness ; 

mischief, detriment, hurt
To Harm, hArm, v. a. To hurt, to injure. 
Harmful, hArm-ful, a. Hurtful, mischievous. 
Harmfully, hArm-ful-e, ad. Hurtfullv, nox

iously, detrimentally.
Harmfulness, bArm-ful-nAs, s. Hurtfulness, 

mischievousness, noxiousness.
Harmless, hArm-lAs, a. Innocent, innoxious, 

not hurtful; unhurt, undamaged; not receiving harm. 
Harmlessly, hArm-iAs-lA, ad. Innocently, 

without hurt, without crime.
Harmlessness, hArm-lAs-nAs, s. Innocence, 

freedom from injury or hurt
Harmonical, hAr-mAn^A-kAl, ) . ..Harmonic , hir-mdnilk, 508. J RelaUn« 

.to musick, adapted to each other, musical.
Harmonious, hAr-m&nA-fis, a. Adapted to 

each other, having the parts proportioned to each 
other; musical, symmetrical.

Harmoniously, ad. With
just adaptation and proportion of parts to each other; 
musically, with concord of sounds.

Harmoniousness, hir-m6^n£-tis-n3s> s. Pro- 
portion, musicalness.

Harmonist, hAr-m&n-lst, s. One who under
stands the concord of sounds; one who delights in 
musick, a harmonizer.

Jd Harmonize, har-md-nize, v. a. To adjust 
in fit proportions; to make musical.

Harmonizer, hir-md-nlze-fir, s. One who 
brings together corresponding passages on any subject. 

Harmony, hAr-in6-ne, 5. The just adaptation 
of one part to another; just proportion of sound; con- 
cord, correspondent sentiment.

Harness, hRr-nAs, s. Armour, defensive fur
niture of war ; the traces of draught horses, particu 
larly of carriages of pleasure.

To Harness, hAr-nes, v. a. To dress in ar
mour, to fix horses in their traces, to defend, to protect.

Harp, hArp, $. A lyre, an instrument strung 
with wire and struck with the finger; a constellation. 

To Harp, hArp, v. n. To play on the harp; to 
touch any passion ; to dwell vexatiously on one sub
ject.

Harper, hAr-pur, s. 98. A player on the harp. 
HarPING-IRON, hAr-ping-l-r&n, s. A bearded 

dart with a line fastened to the handle, with which 
whales are struck and caught
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HahpOON, bar-pion,' s. A harping-iron.
Haupoonkr, hir-pii-niir,' s. He that throws 

the harpoon. _ .
Harpsichord, hArp^-kArd, s. A musical 

i nit rument strung with wires.
Harpy, hAr-pA, s. The harpies were a kind of 

birds which had the faces of women, and foul long 
claws, very filthy creatures; a ravenous wretch.

Harquebuss, hAr-kwA-bhs, s. Fr. Arquebuse. 
A handgun.

Harquebussier, hAr-kwe-bus-seer,' s. 275.
One armed with a harquebuss.

Harridan, hAr-r£-dAn,s. A decayed strumpet. 
Harrow, hAr-rd, $. A frame of timbers cross

ing each other, and set with teeth.
To Harrow, hAr-r6, v. a. To break with the 

harrow; to tear up; to rip up; to pillage, to strip, to 
lay waste; to invade, to harass with incursions, to 
disturb, to put into commotion.

Harrower, hAr-rd-iir, s. He who harrows; a 
kind of hawk.

To Harry. hAr-rA, v. a. To tease, to ruffle; 
in Scotland it signifies to rob, to plunder, or oppress.

Harsh, hArsh, a. Austere, rough, sour; rough 
to the ear; crabbed, morose; peevish; rugged to the 
touch ; unplcasing, rigorous.

Harshly, hArsh-l£, ad. Sourly, austerely to 
the palate; with violence, in opposition to gentleness; 
severely, morosely, crabbedly; ruggedly to the ear.

Harshness, hArsh-nAs, s. Sourness, austere 
taste; roughness to the ear; ruggedness to the touch; 
crabbedness, peevishness, moroseness.

Hart, hArt, s. A he-deer of the large kind, 
the male of the roe, the stag.

Hartshorn, liArts-horn, j. Spirit drawn from 
horn, an herb.

Harvest, hAr-vAst, s. The season of reaping 
and gathering the corn; the corn ripened, gathered, 
and inned; the product of labour.

Harvester, hAr-vAs-tur, s. One who works 
at the harvest

IIarvest-home, hAr-vAst-hdme, s. The song 
which the reapers sing at the feast made for having 
inned the harvest; the opportunity of gathering trea
sure.

Harvest-lord, hAr-vAst-lord, j. The head 
reaper at the harvest.

Harvestman, hAr-vAst-mAn, s. A labourer in 
harvest

Has, hAz. The third person singular of the 
verb To have.

fcjP* There is some reason in the custom adopted by the 
profound and ingenious author of the Philosophy of Rhe- 
torick, where he makes the thira persons of verbs end in 
il, when the succeeding word begins with x, to avoid the 
want of distinction between the final and initial *, and 
he giveih several examples of this: but this is only avoid
ing in one instance what cannot be avoided in a thou
sand ; and as the lisping sound is not the most respect
able part of our language, and requires more effort thar^ 
the simple hiss, it may, except in very solemn language, 
be very well laid aside.
To Hash, hlslt, v. a. To mince, to chop into 

small pieces and mingle.
Haslet, ha-slAt, ) s. The heart, liver, and 
Harslet, hAr-slAt, ( lights of a hog, with the 

windpipe and part of the throat to it
Hasp, hAsp, s. 79. A clasp folded over a staple, 

and fastened on with a padlock.
To Hasp, hAsp, v. n. To shut with a hasp. 
Hassock, hAs-shk, s. 166. A thick mat on 

which men kneel at church.
Hast, hAst The second person singular of 

Have, j
Haste, hAste, r. 74. Hurry, speed, .nimble

ness, precipitation; passion, vehemence.
To Haste, haste, 472. ? „ , , ,
To Hasten, h^sn, 405. J U To make haste’ 

to be in • burry; to move with swihneu.

To Haste, haste, ) „ , .
To Hasten, b^sn, I ”■ a- 472- To Pusl) ,or“ 

ward, to urge on, to precipitate.
Hasten EH, ha-sn-fir, r. 98. One that hastens 

or hurries.
Hastily, bas-tA-lA, ad. In a hurry, speedily, 

nimbly, quickly; rashly, precipitately; passionate!*, 
with vehemence.

Hastiness, bas^tA-nAs, s. Haste, speed, hurry, 
precipitation; angry testiness, passionate vehemence.

Hastings, has-tlngz, s. Pease that come early. 
Hasty, has'tA, a. Quick, speedy; passionate, 

vehement; rash, precipitate; early ripe.
Hasty-PUDDING, has^tA-pbd-lng, s. A puddinc* 

made of milk and flour boiled quickly together.
Hat, hAt, s. 74. A cover for the head.
Hatband, hAt-bAnd, s. 88. A string tied round 

the hat
Hatcase, bAt-kase, s. A slight box for a hat.
To Hatch, hAtsh, v. a. To produce young 

from eggs; to quicken the eggs by incubation ; to font, 
by meditation, to contrive; to shade by lines in draw
ing or graving.

To Hatch, hatsh, v. n. To be in the state of 
growing quick; to be in a state of advance toward# 
effect.

Hatch, hAtsh, s. A brood excluded from the 
egg; the act of exclusion from the egg; the disclosure, 
discovery; the half-door; in the plural, the doors or 
openings by which they descend from one deck or floor 
of a ship to another; to be under hatches, to be in a 
state of ignominy, poverty, or depression. In th»r. 
sense, it is generally used in the plural, as, to be under 
the hatches, to be in distress.

To Hatched, hAk-kl, v. a. To beat flax so as 
to separate the fibrous from the brittle part

Hatchel, hak-k), s. The instrument with 
which flax is beaten.

HatcHELLER, hAk-kl-hr, s. A beater of flax. 
Hatchet, hAtsh-it, s 99. A small axe.
Hatchet-face, hAtsh-it-fAse, s. An ugly face. 
Hatchment, hAtsh-mAnt, s. Armorial escut

cheon placed over a door at a funeral
Hatchway, hAtsh-wa, s. The way over or 

through the hatches.
To Hate, hAte, v. a. 74. To detest, to abhor, 

to abominate.
Hate, hAte, s. Malignity, detestation.
Hateful, hAte^f&l,a. That which causes abhor, 

rence; odious, abhorrent, malignant, malevolent.
Hatefully, bAte-ful-A, ad. Odiously, abomi

nably ; malignantly, maliciously.
Hatefulness, hate-ful-nAs, s. Odiousr.ess. 
Hater, ba-thr, s. 98. One that hates.
Hath, hAzA. The third person singular of lb* 

verb To have j now seldom used but in solemn cum- 
position.—See Has.

Hatred. ha-trAd, s. Hate, ill-will, malignity.
To Hatter, hAt-tur, v. a. To harass, to 

weary, to wear out with fatigue.
Hatter, hAt-tur, $. 98. A maker of hats. 
Hattock, hAt-tfik, s. 166. A shock of corn. 
Hauberk, hAw-bArk, s. 213. A coat cf mail. 
To Have, hAv, v. a. 75. Pret. and part. pass.

Had. To carry, to wear; to possess; to obtain, to en- 
joy ; to contain ; to be a husband or wife to another: 
it is jho>t used in English, as in other European lan
guages, U' an auxiliary verb to make the tenses, Hare, 
the preterperfect, and Had, the preterpluperfect: Have 
at, or with, is an expression denoting resolution to 
make some attempt.

Haven, lia-vn, s. 103. A port, a harbour, ; 
wfe station for ihi|.; a shelter, an asylum.

Havbii, hlv-&r, s. 98. Possessor, holder.
Haugh, bAw, r. A little meadow lying in „ 

valley.
This word, though for ages obsolete, or heard o: l\ 

the proper names of FefftertfoncAnugA, Philiphau^h
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Ac. seems to have risen from the dead in the late whim, 
sical deception we meet with in some gardens where we 
are suddenly stopped by a deep valley wholly impercep
tible till we come to the edge of it. The exprossion of 
surprise, Hah! Hah! which generally breaks out upon 
a discovery of the deception, is commonly supposed to 
be the origin of this word; but the o:d word Haugh is so 
nearly related to the signification of the new term haw, 
haw, that it seems much the more natural parent of it. 
HaUGHT. hiwt, a. Haughty, insolent, proud. 
Haughtily, haw-te-i£, ad. Proudly, arro

gantly.
Haughtines.% hiw-t£-n£s, s. Pride, arrogance. 
Haughty, hlw-t£, a. 393. Proud, lofty, in

solent, arrogant, contemptuous; proudly great.
Having, hiv-ing, s. Possession, estate, for- 

tune; the act or state of possessing; behaviour, regu
larity.

HaviOUR, ha-v^-hr, s. Conduct, manners.
To Haul, bawl, v. a. To pull, to draw, to 

drag by violence.—See Hale.
I his word is in more frequent use than the word 

To hale, and seems to have a shade of difference in its 
meaning. To hale seems to signify the forcing or drag
ging of a person ; and to haul, the forcing or dragging of a 
thing ; and is generally used in sea business, or on ludi
crous occasions to a person, as, To pull and haul one about 
Haul, hAwl, s. Pull, violence in dragging. 
HaUM, bawm, s. 213. Straw.
Haunch, h&nsh, s. 214. The thigh, the hind 

hip; the rear, the hind part
To Haunt, hint, v. a. To frequent, to be 

much about any place or person; it is used frequently 
in an ill sense of one that comes unwelcome; it if 
eminently used of apparitions.

This word was in quiet possession of its true sound 
till a late dramatick piece made its appearance, which, 
to the surprise* of those who had heard the language 
spoken half a century, was, by some Speakers, called the 
Haunted Tower. This was certainly the improvement 
of some critick in the language; for a plain common 
speaker would undoubtedly have pronounced the au, as 
in aunt, jaunt, &c. and as it had always been pronounced 
in the Drummer, or the Haunted House. That this pro
nunciation is agreeable to analogy, see Principles, No. 214. 
To Haunt, hint, v. n. To be much about, to 

appear frequently.
Haunt, hint, s, A place in which one is fre

quently found ; habit of being in a certain place.
Haunter, hAnt-ur, s. 98. Frequenter, one 

that is often found in any place.
Havoc , h&v-vhk, inteij. A word of encour

agement to slaughter.
To Havoc , biv-v&k, v. a. To waste, to de

stroy, to lay waste.
Hautboy, lid-bod, s. A wind instrument.
Hautboy Strawberry, ho^bid, s. See Straw

berry.
Hauteur, hd-tSor,' $. French. Pride, inso

lence, haughtiness.
Haut-GOUT, hd-goO,' s. French. Any thing- 

with a strung scent.
Haw, hiw, s. The berry and seed of the haw- 

thorn ; a hedge; an excrescence in the eye ; a small 
piece of ground adjoining to a house.

To Haw, hiw, v. n. To speak slowly with fre
quent intermission and hesitation.

Hawk, hawk, s. A bird of prey, used much 
anciently in sport to catch other birds; an effort to 
force phlegm up the throat

To Hawk, hawk, v. n. To fly hawks at fowls; 
to fly at, to attack on the wing; to force up phlegm 
with a noise; to sell by proclaiming in the streets.

Hawked, haw-kdd, a. 366. Formed like a 
hawk’s bill.

Hawker, hiw-kdr, s. 98. A falconer; one 
who sells wares by proclaiming them in the streets.

Hawking, hawk-ing, s. The diversion of fly
ing hawks at fowls.

Hawthorn, hiw-/7rdrn, s. The thorn that bears 
haws ; the white thorn.
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Hawthorn, haw-f^drn, a. Belonging to the 
white thorn ; consisting of white thorn.

Hawkweed, hdwk-wedd, s. A plant.
Hawses, haw-slz, s. 90. Two round holes un

der a ship’s head or beak, through which the cable.' 
pass.

Hay, ha, s. Grass dried to fodder cattle i'*. 
winter; a kind of dance.

Haymaker, ha-ma-kQr, s. One employed in 
drying grass for hay.

Hazard, hdz-hrd, s. 88. Chance, accident; 
danger, chance of danger; a game at dice.

To Hazard, hiz-urd, v. a. To expose to chance. 
To Hazard, h&z-urd, t>. n. To try the chance, 

to adventure, to put in danger.
Hazardable, li2Lz-ur-d2i-bl, a. Venturesome, 

liable to chance, venturous.
Hazarder, hiz-iir-d&r, s. He who hazards* 
Hazardry, hiz-ir-dr^, s. Temerity, precipi

tation, rash adventurousness.
Hazardous, hAz-hr-dbs, a. Dangerous, ex

posed to chance.
Hazardously, hiz-hr-dbs-le, ad. With dan- 

ger or chance.
Haze, haze, s. Fog, mist.
Hazel, ha-zl, $. 102. A nut-tree.
Hazel, ha-zl, a. Light brown, of the colour 

of hazel.
Hazelly, ha-z£l-£, a. Of the colour of hazel, 

a light brown.
Hazy, ha-z£, a. Dark, foggy, misty.
He, b£e, pron. Oblique case Him. Plur. They. 

Oblique case Them. The man that was named before; 
the man, the person; male, or male being; male, as, 
a He bear, a He goat

H ead, h&d, s. 234. The part of the anima' 
that contains the brain or the organ of sensation or 
thought; chief, principal person, one to whom the rest 
are subordinate; place of nonout, the first place; un
derstanding, faculties of the mind; resistance, hostile 
opposition ; state of a deer’s horns, by which his age is 
known ; the top of any thing bigger than the rest; the 
forepart of any thing, as of a ship; that which rises 
on the top of liquors; upper part of a bed; dress of the 
head; principal topick of a discourse; source of a 
stream; crisis, pitch ; it is very improperly applied to 
roots.

To Head, bed, v. a. To lead, to influence, to 
direct, to govern ; to behead, to kill by taking away 
the head ; to fit any thing, with a head, pr principal 
part; to lop trees at the top.

Headach, li^d-ake, 5. 355. Pain in the head. 
Headband, h^d-b&nd, s. A fillet for the head, 

a top-knot; the band to each end of a book.
Headborough, h&d-bfrr-rd, s. A constable, 

a subordinate constable.
Headdress, h£d-dr£s, s. The covering of a 

woman’s head; any thing resembling a headdress.
Header, ii&d-dur, s. 98. One that heads nails 

or pins, or the like; the first brick in the angle.
IIeadiness, h£d-d£-n3s, s. Hurry, rashness, 

stubbornness, precipitation, obstinacy.
Headland, h^d-lbnd, s. Promontory, cape ; 

ground under hedges.
Headless, h&d-les, a. Without a head, be

headed ; without a chief; obstinate, inconsiderate, 
ignorant, wanting intellects.

Headlong, h^d-ldng, a. Steep, precipitous, 
rash, thoughtless; sudden, precipitate.

Headlong, h^d-lbng, cd. With the head fore
most ; rashly, without thought, precipitately; hastily, 
without delay or respite.

IIE adpiece, h£d-pWse, s. Armour for the head. 
helmet; understanding, force of mind.

Headquarters, h^d-kv.ari-turz, s. The place 
of general rendezvous, or lodgment for soldiers, where 
the commander in chief takes up his quarters.

Headquip, h&d-shlp, s. Dignity, authority, 
chief place.
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Headsman, h^dz-mln, >. 88. Executioner. 
Headstall, h^d-still, ». 406. Part of the 

bridle that covers the head.
Headstone, bid^stine, ». The first or capital 

stone.
Headstrong, h^d-strftng, a. Unrestrained, 

violent, ungovernable, resolute to run his own way..
Headstrongness, h£d-str5ng-nes, $. Obsti

nacy • like that of a horse, whose head cannot be held 
in, or’which will not be guided.

Headworkman, h&d-whrk'm&n, s. The fore
man, or chief servant over the rest.

Heady, h£d-d&, a. Rash, precipitate, hasty, 
violent; apt to affect the head, ungovernable.

To Heal, h£le, v. a. 227. To cure a person ; 
to restore from hurt, sickness, or wound; to reconcile; 
as, he healed all dissensions.

To Heal, h£le, v. n. To grow well. 
Healer, luMe'&r, s. One who cures or heals. 
Healing, helc-ing, part. a. Mild, mollifying, 

gentle, assuasive.
Health, h&k/i, s. 234. Freedom from bodily 

pain or sickness; welfare of mind, purity, goodness; 
salvation, prosperity ; wish of happiness in drinking. 

Healthful, li£k/*-fil, a. Free from sickness; 
well-disposed, wholesome, salubrious; salutary, pro
ductive of salvation.

Healthfully, h£k/i-ful-l&, ad. In health; 
wholesomely.

Healthfulness, hsll/i-ful-nes, s. State of be- 
ing well; wholesomeness.

Healthily, hSU/i^-lA, ad. Without sickness. 
Healthiness, h£k/i-£-n£s, s. The state of 

health.
Healthless, h&kA'13s, a. Weak, sickly, infirm. 
Healthsome, h&kA'sfrm, a. Wholesome, sa

lutary.
Healthy, hek/z-£, a. In health, free from 

sickness; hale, sound.
Heap, h&pe, s. 227. Many single things thrown 

together, a pile; a crowd, a throng, a rabble; cluster, 
number driven together.

To Heap, hApe, v. a. To throw on heaps, to 
pile, to throw together; to accumulate, to lay up ; to 
add to something else.

Heaper, h^-p&r, s. 98. One that makes piles 
or heaps.

Heapy, h£'p£, a. Lying in heaps.
To Hear, here, v. n. 227. To enjoy the sense 

by which words are distinguished; to listen, to hearken; 
to be told, to have an account.

Z’> Hear, here, v. a. To perceive by the ear; 
to give an audience, or allowance to speak ; to attend, 
to listen to, to obey ; to try, to attend judicially; to 
attend favourably; to acknowledge.

Heard, h&rd, 234. The pret. of To Hear.
We frequently hear this word pronounced so as to 

rhyme with feared. But if this were the true sound, it 
ought to be written beared^ and considered as regular : 
the short sound like herd is certainly tho true pronuncia
tion, and the verb is irregular. Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Nares, 
Mr. Smith, and W. Johnston, mark the word as I have 
done.
Hearer, here-ftr, s. 98. One who attends to 

any doctrine or discourse, orally delivered by another. 
Hearing, here-lng, s. The sense by which 

sounds are perceived; audience; judicial trial; reach 
of the oar.

To Hearken, hAr^kn, v. n. 103. 243. To 
listen by way of curiosity; to attend, to pay regard.

Hearkener, hAr-kn-Or, s. Listener, one that 
hearkens.

Hearsay, here-sa, s. Report, rumour.
Hears$, liArse, s. 234. A carriage in which 

the dead are conveyed to the grave; a temporary mo
nument set over a grave.

Hearsecloth, herse-kl&A, $. a covering 
thrown over the hearse or coffin ; a pall.
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Hearselike, MrseUlke, a. Mournful; suit- 
able to a funeral.

Heart, hlrt, s. 243. The muscle which by its 
contraction and dilation propels the blood through 
the course of circulation, and is therefore consider^ 
as the source of vital motion ; the chief part; the vita 
part; the inner part of any thing; courage, spirit; seat 
of love; affection, inclination; memory; to find :i 
the heart, to be not wholly averse; secret meaning, 
hidden intention ; conscience, sense of good or ill; it 
is much used in composition for mind or affection.

Heart-ACH, hirt-ake, s. 355. Sorrow, pang, 
anguish of mind.

Heart-blood, hArt-bliid, s. The blood of the 
heart, life, essence.

Heart-break, hlrt-brake, s. Overpowering 
sorrow.

Heart-breaker, hArt-bra-kur, s. A cant 
name for a woman’s curls.

Heart-breaking, hirt-bra-klng, a. Over
powering with sorrow.

Heart-breaking, hArt-bra-king, s. Over
powering grief,

Heart-burn, hArt-burn, $. Pain proceeding 
from an acrid humour in the stomach.

Heart-burned, hArt-bftrnd, a. Having the 
heart inflamed.

Heart-burning, hArt-b&r-nlng, s. Pain at the 
stomach, commonly from an acrid humour; discon
tent, secret enmity.

Heart-dear, hArtM^re, a. Sincerely beloved- 
Heart-ease, hArt^ze, s. Quiet, tranquillity. 
Heart-easing, hArt^z-ing, a. Giving quiet. 
Hearted, bArt^Ad, a. Only used in composi

tion, as, hardhearted.
To Hearten, bar-tn, v. a. 243. To encourage, 

to animate, to stir up ; to meliorate with manure.
Heartener, h&r-t’n-fir, s. That which ani

mates or stirs up.
Heart-felt, hart-felt, a. Felt in the con

science, felt at the heart.
Hearth, hArfZt, s. 243. The pavement of a 

room,where a fire is made.
Till I had inspected the Dictionaries, I could not 

oanceive there were two pronunciations of this word ; 
but now I find that Mr. Elphinston, W. Johnston, and 
Buchanan, sound the diphthong as in earth and dearth ; 
while Mr. Sheridan, Dr. Kenrick, Mr. Nares, Mr. Scott, 
Mr. Perry, and Mr. Barclay, give it as T have done. 
Hearth-money, hart/z-mun-nd, s. A sort of 

tax upon hearths.
Heartily, har-tA-I^, ad. Sincerely, actively 

diligently, vigorously; from the heart, fully; eagerly 
with desire.

Heartiness, hir-te-n^s, s. Sincerity, freedom 
from hypocrisy; vigour, diligence, strength.

Heartless, hArt-l£s, a. Without courage, 
spiritless.

Heartlessly, hArt-les-le, ad. Without courage, 
faintly, timidly.

Heartlessness, hartM^s-nJs, s. Want cf 
courage or spirit, dejection of mind.

Heart-peas, hart-peze, s. A plant. 
Hearts-ease, hlrts-^ze, s. A plant. 
Heart-sick, hArt-slk, a. Pained in mind;

mortally ill, hurt in the constitution.
Heart-sore, hirt-s6re, s. That which pains* 

the mind.
Heart-strings, hirt-stringz, s. The tendons 

or nerves supposed to brace and sustain the heart.
Heart-struck, liArt-str&k, a. Driven to the 

heart, infixed for evqr in the mind; shocked with fear 
or dismay.

Heart-swelling, hart-sw^l-llng, a. Rank
ling in the mind.

Heart-whole, bArt-hwdle, o. 397. With the 
affections yet unfixed; with the ritals yet unim. 
paired.

He art-wounded, hArt'w66n-d&d, a. Filled 
with passion of love or grief.
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Hearty, hlr-td, a. 243. Sincere, undis
sembled, warm, lealous; in full health; vigorous, 
strong.

Hearty-hale, hAr-td-hale, a. Good for the
heart.

Heat, hdte, s. 227. The sensation caused by 
the approach or touch of fire; the cause of the sensa
tion of burning; hot weather; state of any body under 
the action of fire; one violent action unintermitted; 
the state of being once hot; a course at a race; pim
ples in the face, flush; agitation of sudden or violent 
passion; faction, contest, party rage, ardour of thought 
or elocution.

To Heat, hdte, v. a. To make hot, to endue 
with the power of burning; to cause to ferment; to 
make the constitution feverish; to warm with vehe. 
mence of passion or desire; to agitate the blood and 
spirits with action.

To Heat, lidte, v. n. To grow hot.
Heater, h&'tfir, s. 98. An iron made hot,

and put into a box-iron, to smooth and plait linen.
Heath, h&th, s. 227. A plant; a place over

grown with heath ; a place covered with shrubs of 
whatever kind.

Heath-cock, h&A-kJk, ». A large fowl that
frequents heaths.

Heath-peas, hd/A-pdze, & A species of bitter
vetch.

Heath-rose, h&7t-rdze, s. A plant.
Heathen, h^-THn, s. 227. The gentiles, the 

pagans, the nations unacquainted with the covenant 
of grace.

Heathen, hd^THn, a. 103. Gentile, pagan;
Heathenish, hd-THn-lsh, a. Belonging to

tbe gentiles; wild, savage, rapacious, cruel
Heathenishly, hd-THn-ish-ld, ad. After the

manner of heathen*
Heathenishness, hd-THn-lsh-nds, s. A pro

fane state or character like that of the heathens.
Heathenism, hd-THn-lzm, s. Gentilism, pa

ganism.
Heathy, heM^d, a. Full of heath.
Heatless, hdte-lds, a. Cold, without warmth. 
To Heave, hdve, v. a. 227. Pret. Heaved, 

anciently Hove. Part. Heaved or Hoven To lift, to 
raise from the ground; to carry; to cause to swell; to 
force up from the breast; to exalt, to elevate.

To Heave, hdve, v. n. To pant, to breathe 
with pain; to labour; to rise with pain, to swell and 
fall; to keck, to feel a tendency to vomit

Heave, h£ve, s. Lift, exertion or efforts up
wards ; rising of the breast; effort to vomit; struggle 
to rise.

Heaven, hSv-vn, s. 103. 234. The regions 
above, the expanse of the sky; the habitation of God, 
good angels, and pure souls departed ; the supreme 
power, the sovereign of heaven.

Heaven-aspiring, h£v-vn4Ls-plre-lng, a.
Desiring to enter heaven.

Heaven-born, h&v-vn-b6rn, a. Descended
froin the celestial regions; native of heaven.

Heaven-bred, h&v-vn-br&d, a. Produced or
cultivated in heaven.

Heaven-built, h^v-vn-bllt, a. Built by the
agency of the gods.

Heaven-directed, h?v-vn-di-rSk-t&l, a.
Raised towards the sky; taught by the powers of 
heaven. t

Heaven-inspired, hev-vn-ln-spird, a. Receiv
ing inspiration from heaven.

Heavenliness, h^v-vn-14-nJs, s. Supreme ex
cellence.

Heavenly, h8v-vn-14, a. Resembling heaven,
supremely excellent; celettlal, inhabiting heaven.

Heavenly, h^v-vn-1^, ad. In a manner re
sembling that or heaven i by the agency or influence 
of heaven.

Hzavenlimindednes8, hiv^vn-li-mlnd^d-n&s, 
& A state of mind abstracted from the world, and di. 
rseted to heaven.

i I

i&b-dftm'A-dAl, 518. )
h£b-d6m-l-dir-&, ) a.

The act of

Heavenward, h&v-vn-w-ird, ad. Toward*?
heaven.

Heaver, hi'vftr, f. One who lifts any thing;
a name given to a wooden staff employed as a lover

Heavily, h^v-^-le, ad. With great weight; 
grievously, afflictively; sorrowfully, withan air <>f de
jection.

Heaviness. hJv-e-n^s, s. The quality of being 
heavy, weight; dejection of mind; depression of spirits 
inaptitude to motion or thought; oppression; cru^ 
affliction ; deepness or richness of soil.

Heaving, h^-vlng, s. A pant, a motion of the
heart; a swell.

Heavy, h£v-v£, a. 234. Weighty, tending 
strongly to the centre; sorrowful, dejected, depressed; 
grievous, oppressive, afflictive; wanting spirit or ra, 
pidity of sentiment, unanimated; wanting activity, in
dolent, lazy; drowsy, dull, torpid; slow, sluggish; 
stupid, foolish; burdensome, troublesome, tidi-ui, 
loaded, encumbered, burdened: not easily digested ; 
rich in soil, fertile, as, heavy lands; deep, cumber, 
some, as heavy roads.

Heavy, h£v-v£, ad. As an adverb, it-is only
used in composition, heavily.

Hebdomad, hdbklo-mad, s. A week, a space 
of seven days.

Hebdomadal, h^b-dJin-i-dld, 5IS. 
Hebdomadary, 1

Weekly, consisting of seven days.
To Hebetate, h&b'-d-tate, v. a. 1 

blunt, to stupify.
Hebetation, h£b-£-tA-sh&n, s.

dulling, the state of being dulled
Hebetude, h£b'£-tftde, s. Dulness. obtuse

ness, bluntness.
Hebraism, h&b-ra-Izm, s. 935. A Hebrew 

idiom.
Hebrew, h^-brSS, s. A descendant of Heber, 

an Israelite, a Jew; the language of the Hebrews.
Hebraist, h^b-ra-ist, s. 503. A man skilled

in Hebrew.
fO* I have differed from Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Scott, and 

Mr. Perry, in the quantity of the first syllable of this 
and the preceding word, and think I am not only autho
rised by analogy, but the best usage. It may be ob- 
served, that there is not a more uniform analogy in the 
language, than that of shortening the first syllable of a 
primitive of three syllables with the accent on the first, 
503, L\ 
Hebrician, be-brlsh-;iti, s.

Hebrew.
Hebridian, 114-brldIyin, a. 

western islands of Scotland.
Hecatomb, hdk-&-t&&m, s.

hundred cattle.
Hectical, hik^tA-kil, 1 u ,Hectic ., hek^dk, 509, ( Hab,tua1' 

tutional, troubled with a morbid heat.
Hectic ., h&k-tlk, s. A hectick fever. 
Hectically, hlk-t£-k&l-l&, ad. Constitution 

ally, habitually.
Hector, h^kltfir, s. 418. 166. A bully; :

blustering, turbulent, noisy fellow.
To Hector, h^k-tur, v. a. To threaten, tt

treat with insolent terms.
To Hector, h£k-tur, v. n. To play the bully. 
Hederaceous, h£d-6r-a-sh&s, a. Producing 

ivy.
Hedge, li&dje, s. A fence made round grounds

with prickly bushes, or woven twigs.
Hedge, b&dje, s. Prefixed to any word, sig

nifies something mean, vile, or of the lowest class.
To Hedge, h&dje, v. a. To enclose with a 

hedge; to obstruct; to encircle for defence; to shut 
up within an enclosure; to force into a place alieady 
full.

To Hedge, h§dje, t\ n. To shift, to hide the
head.

Hedge-born, hSdje^bdrn, a. Of no known 
birth, meanly born.

One skilled in

Respecting the 

A sacrifice of a
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Hedge-creeper, h3dje-kr33-p&r, s. One that 
skulks under hedges for bad purposes.

Hedge-fumitory, hAdje-fu-mA-thr-A, s. A 
plant.

Hedgehog, b&lje'hAg, s. An animal set with 
prickles like thorns in a hedge; a term of reproach ; 
a plant, a trefoil.

Hedge-hyssop, h?dje-hlz-zfip, s. A species of 
willow-wort.—See Hyssop.

Hedge-mustard, h3dje-mus-tard, s. A plant. 
Hedge-note, h3dje-ndte, a. A word of con

tempt for low poetry.
Hedgepig, h3dje-plg, a. A young hedgehog. 
Hedger, hAdje^iir, s. One who makes hedges. 
Hedge-row, hAdjc-rA, a. The series of trees 

or* bushes planted for enclosures.
Hedge-sparrow, hedje-spir-rA, s. A sparrow 

that lives in bushes.
Hf.dging-bill, h£dge-ing-bll, s. A cutting

hook used in trimming hedges.
To Heed, h&d, v. a. 246. To mind, to regard, 

to take notice of, to attend.
Heed, hAAd, a. Care, attention; caution; care 

to avoid; notice, observation; seriousness; regard, 
respectful notice.

Heedful, h3ed-ful, a. Watchful, cautious, 
suspicious; attentive, careful, observing.

Heedfully, h33d-ful-3, ad. Attentively, care
fully, cautiously.

Heedfulness, h&d-f&l-nAs, a. Caution, vigi
lance, attention.

HeediLY, h33d-3-13, ad. Cautiously, vigilantly. 
Heediness, h33d-3-n3s, s. Caution, vigilance. 
Heedless, h&d'l£s, a. Negligent, inattentive, 

careless, thoughtless, regardless.
Heedlessly, h&d')&s-l£, ad. Carelessly, neg

ligently, inattentively.
Heedlessness, h33d-13s-n£s, s. Carelessness, 

negligence, inattention, thoughtlessness.
Heel, hAAl, s. 246. The part of the foot that 

protuberates behind; the feet employed in flight.—To 
be at the Heels, to pursue closely, to follow hard.—To 
lay by the Heels, to fetter, to shackle, to put in gyves; 
—the back part of a stocking, whence the phrase Tc 
be out at the Heels, to be worn out

To Heel, heAl, v. n. To dance, to lean on ‘ 
one side, as the ship heels.

Heeler, h&M-ftr, s. A cock that strikes well 
with his heels.

Heel-piece, h331-p3se, a. A piece fixed on the 
hinder part of the shoe, to supply what is worn away. 

To Heel-piece, hAel-pAse, v. a. To put a 
piece of leather on a shoe-heel.

Heft, 113ft, s. Heaving, effort; for haft, 
handle; hold.

Hegira, b3-ji-r&, or h£d-je-ri, a. A term in 
chronology, signifying the cpocha, or account of time, 
used by the Arabians, who begin from the day that 
Mahomet was forced to escape from Mecca, July six
teenth, A. D. six hundred and twenty-two.

The latter pronunciation is adopted by Dr. John
son, Barclay, and Bailey; and the former by Mr. Sheri
dan, Dr. Ash, Mr. Scott, and Mr. Perry. The latter, I 
am informed, is the pronunciation of Oriental scholars, 
though the former is not only more agreeable to the ear, 
but seems to tall in with those Arabick Spanish names, 
Ramirez, Alm ar a, Ac. as well as the Grecian Tauchira, 
Thyatira, Dejanira, &C.
Heifer, hef-fhr, a. 98. 254. A young cow. 
Heigh-ho, hl-hd, inteij. An expression of slight 

languor and uneasiness.
Height, bite, or bate, a. 253. Elevation above 

theground; degree of altitude; summit, ascent, tower
ing eminence; elevation of rank; the utmost degree, 
utmost exertion; state of excellence; advance towards 
perfection.
(O' The first of these modes is the most general, and 

the last the most agreeable to the spelling. Miltoa was 
the patron of the first: and, in his zeal for analogy, as 
Dr. Johnson says, spelled the word heigth. This is still
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the pronunciation of the vulgar, and seems at first sight 
the most agreeable to analogy; but though the sound of 
the adjective high is generally preserved in the abstract 
height, the h is always placed before the I, and is per
fectly mute. Mr. Garrick’s pronunciation (and which is 
certainly the best) was kite.—See Drought.
To Heighten, hl-tn, v. a. 103. To raise 

higher; to improve, to meliorate; to aggravate, to 
improve by decorations.

Heightening, hi-tn-lng, a. Improvement by 
decorations.

Heinous, ba-nfis, a. 249. Atroci ms, v. eked 
in a high degree.

(O* Mr. Sheridan gives the long sound of e to the first 
syllable of this word,-contrary to every Dictionary, to 
analogy, and, I think, the be-t usage; which, if I am not 
mistaken, always gives the first syllable of this word the 
sound of slender a. That this was the sound of this syl- 
lable formerly, we may gather from the spelling of it: for 
in Charles the Second’s time, Mr. Baxter is accused by 
Mr. Danvers of publishing the heinous charge against the 
Baptists of baptizing nakei 
Heinously, ha-njs-13, ad. Atrociously, wick

edly.
Heinousness, ha-nhs-n3s, s. Atrociousness, 

wickedness.
Heir, are, a. 249. 394. One that is inheritor 

of any thing after the present possessor.
Heirdom, are^dhm, a. The state or possession 

of an beir.
Heiress, areals, s. 99. An inheritrix, a woman

that inherits.
Heirless, Are-13s, a. Without an heir.
Heirship, are-ship, a. The state, character, or 

privileges of an heir.
Heirloom, are-16Am, a. Any furniture or 

moveables decreed to descend by inheritance,and there
fore inseparable from the freehold.

Held, h31d. The pret. and part. pass, of Hold. 
Heliacal, h3-li'&-kil, a. Emerging from the 

lustre of the sun, or falling into it.
Helical, h3l-3-kAl, a. Spiral, with many cir

cumvolutions.
Heliocentric , h3-13-d-s3n-trik, a. Belong

ing to the centre of the sun.
Heliometer, hd-13-dm^3-t&r, s. An instru

ment for measuring the diameter of the sun and moon.
Helioscope, hAUe-6-skApe, s. A sort of tele

scope fitted so as to look on the body of the sun with
out offence to the eyes.

Heliotrope, he-13-A-trdpe. a. A plant that 
turns towards the sun, but more particularly the turn 
sol, or sun-flower.

Helix, hA-liks, a. A spiral line.
Hell, 1)31, a. The place of the devil and 

wicked souls; the place of separate souls whether 
good or bad; the place at a running play, to which 
those who arc caught are carried; the place into which 
a tailor throws his shreds; the infernal powers.

Hellebore, h31-13-b6re, a. Christmas flower 
Hellenism, h?U14-nhm, s. An idiom of the 

Greek.
Hellish, b31-llsh, a. Having the qualities of 

hell, infernal, wicked; sent from hell, belonging to helL 
Hellishly, h31-lish-13, ad. Infernally, wick

edly, detestably.
Hellishness, h31-llsh-n3s, s. Wickedness, 

abhorred qualities.
Hellward, h31-wSrd, ad. Towards hell.
Helm, h31m, a. A covering for the head in 

war; the part of a coat of arms that bears the ersst; 
the upper part of the retort; the steerage, the rudder; 
the station of government.

To Helm, h31m, v. a. To guide, to conduct. 
Helmed, h31md, a. 359. Furnished with a 

head-piece.
Helmet, h31-mlt, a. 99. A helm, a head

piece, a cover for the head.
Helot. h3-16t, s. A slave; one held in 

bonds.
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To Help, h^lp, v. a. Pret Helped or Holp. 
Part. Helped or Holpen. To assist, to support, to aid; 
to remove or advance by help; to relieve from pain or 
disease; to remedy, to change for the better; to for
bear, to avoid; to promote, to forward ; to help to, to 
supply with, to furnish with.

To Help, help, v. n. To contribute assistance; 
to bring a supply.

Help, help, s. Assistance, aid, support, suc
cour ; that which forwards or promotes ; that which 
gives help; remedy.

Helper, h&lp'&r, s. 98. An assistant, an 
auxiliary; one that administers remedy; a supernu
merary servant; one that supplies with any thing 
wanted.

Helpful, hSlp-f&l, a. Useful, that which gives 
assistance; wholesome, salutary.

Helpfulness, hSlp-fil-nSs, s. Assistance, use
fulness.

Helpless, hSlp-13s, a. Wanting power,to suc
cour one’s self; wanting support or assistance; irre
mediable, admitting no help.

Helplessly, h&l p-l&s-l£, ad. Without succour. 
Helplessness, hllp-l&s-nes, s. Want of succour. 
Helpmate, h&p'mate, s. A companion, an 

assistant, a partner.
Helter-skelter, h^l-t&r-sk&l-t&r, ad. In a 

hurry, without order, tumultuously.
Helve, h&lv, s. The handle of an axe.
Hem, h&m, s. The edge of a garment doubled 

and sewed to keep the threads from spreading; the 
noise uttered by a sudden and violent expiration of the 
breath; inierj. Hem I

To Hem, h£m, v. a. To close the edge of cloth 
by a hem or double border sewed together; to border, 
to edge; to enclose, to environ, to confine, to shut

To Hem, h£m, v. n. To utter a noise by vio
lent expulsion of the breath.

Hemi, h£m-£, s. A word much used in com
position, signifying, like demi and semi, half.

HemipleGY, h^m-4-p!Sd-j£. s. A palsy, or anv 
nervous affection relating thereunto, that seizes one 
side at a time.

Hemisphere, h£m-<^sf£re, s. The half of a 
globe when it is supposed to be cut through its centre 
in the plane of one of its greatest circles.

Hemispherical, h&m-i-sfer-ik-il, 509. 
Hemispheric , hSm-d-sf5r^lk,

Half-round, containing half a globe.
H emistic , h£-mls-tik, s. 509.

b-
Half a verse.

“ The dawn is overcast.” Cat3.

Hemlock, h^m-l&k, 3. An herb. 
Hemoptosis, h^-mop-td-sls, 503. c. £ T. 
Hemoptysis, h£-m5p-t£-sls, 520. j Ie

spitting of blood.
Hemorrhage, h&m-d-radje, ? s. A violent flux 
Hemorrhagy, hW6-ri-j& 5 of blood.
Hemorrhoids, h£m-6r-roidz, s. The piles, the 

cmeroids.
HEMORRHOIDAL, h&m-or-rold-al, a. Belonging 

to the veins in the fundament.
Hemp, h£mp, s. A fibrous plant of which 

coarse linen and ropes are made.
Hempen, hem'-pn, a. 103. Made of hemp.
Hempy, hJm-pe, a. Resembling hemp.
Hen, h4n, s. The female of a house-cock; the 

female of any bird.
Henbane, hen-bane, s. A poisonous plant.
Hence, h&nse, ad. or inter). From this place 

to another; away, to a distance; at a distance, in 
another place; for this reason, in consequence of this; 
from this cause, from this ground ; from this source, 
from this original, from this store; From hence, is a 
vicious expression.

Henceforth, hense-forZ/z, ad. From this time 
forward.

Henceforward, h^nse-for-ward, ai. From 
this time to futurity.
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Henchman, lAish-min, «. A page, an at- 
tendant.

Hencoop, hSn-kSop, s. A cage in which 
poultry are kept

To Hend, h£nd, v. a. To seize, to lay hold 
on; to crowd, to surround.

Hendecagon, h£n-d£k-A-g6n, s. A figure of 
eleven sides or angles.

Hendecasyllable, L^n-dek-;Vsil-li-bl, z. A 
metrical line or verse consisting of eleven syllables.

Hendiadis, h&n-dl-A-dls, s. A common figure 
by which a substantive is used as an adjective ; as, an 
animal of the dog kind.

Hen-hearted, h&nQi&r-t&d, a. Dastardly, 
cowardly, lik* a hen.

Hen-house, h&n-h&use, s. A place for shelter- 
, ing poultry.

Hen-PECKED, hen-p&kt, a. 359. Governed by 
the wife.

Hen-roost, hen-rd&st, s. The place where the 
poultry roost

Hepatical, he-pa.t-e-kal, ) a. Belonging to 
Hepatic , h£-pit-ik, 509. ) the liver.
Heps, hips, The fruit of the dog-rose, com

monly written Hips.
Heptachord, hep-ul-kdrd, 5. Anciently, u 

musical instrument of seven strings, as, the lyre.
Heptagon, h&p-tiVgon, s. A figure with 

seven sides or angles.
Heptagonal. hOp-tAg-d-nal, a. Having seven 

angles or sides.
Heptarchy, h^p-tfir-k^, s. A sevenfold 

government
Heptateuch, hfip-tA-tuke, s. A term applied 

to the first seven books of the Old Testament
Her, h&r, pron. 98. Belonging to a female; 

the oblique case of She.
Hers, hhrz, pron. This is used when it refers 

to a substantive going before; as such are her charms, 
such charms are hers.

Herald, h&r-ild, 5. The officer whose business 
it is to register genealogies, adjust ensigns armorial, 
regulate funerals, and anciently to carry messages be
tween princes, and proclaim war and peace; a precur. 
sor, a forerunner, a harbinger, a proclaimer.

To Herald, h£r-&ld, v. a. To introduce at- 
by a herald.

Heraldic , h^-rald-ik, «. Relating to her
aldry ; denoting genealogy.

Heraldry, hdr-il-dre, 5. The art or office of 
a herald; blazonry, registry of genealogies.

Herb, 6rb, s. 394. Herbs are those plants 
whose stalks are soft, and have nothing woody in them, 
as grass and hemlock.

I have differed from Mr. Sheridan by suppressing 
the sound of the h in this word and its compound her
bage; and have Mr. Nares, Mr. Perry, and W. Johnston, 
on my side.
Herbaceous, h£r-ba-sh&s, a. 356. Belonging 

to herbs; feeding on vegetables.
Herbage, dr-l>ldje, s. 90. 394. Herbs col 

lectively, grass, pasture; the tithe and the right o. 
pasture.

Herbal, h&r-b&l, s. A book containing th» 
names and description of plants.

Herbalist, hdi-bi-list, s. A man skilled in 
herbs.

Herbarist, h&r-bi-rlst, s. One skilled in herbs. 
Herbelet, her-be-lfit, «. A small herb.
Herbescent, h&r-b&s-sCmt, a. 510. Growing 

into herbs.
Herbid, h&r-bld, a. Covered with herbs.
Herbless, 6rb-l£s, a. Having no herb, bare. 
HerbOUS, hCr-bus, a. Abounding with herbs. 
Herbulent, her-bu-lOnt, a. Containing herbs 
Herbwoman, £rb*-wum-ftn, $. 394. A women 

that sells herbs.
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Herby, erb^d, a. 394. Having the nature of 
herbs.

Herculean, h3r-kfi'li-in, a. Of cxtraordi- 
nary strength, like Hercules.

Herd, h&rd, s. A number of beasts together; 
a company of men, in contempt or detestation. It 
anciently signified a keeper of cattle, a sense still re
tained in composition, as, Goat-herd.

To Herd, herd, v. n. To run in herds or 
companies; to associate; to become one of any party. 

Herdgroom, herd-gro5m,«. A keeper of herds. 
Herdman, h6rd-min, ) s. 88. One employed 
Herdsman, h&rdz-min, in tending herds. 
Here, h£re, ad. In this place; in the present 

•state. It is often opposed to there.
Hereabouts, h^re-i-bdits, ad. About this 

place.
Hereafter, h6re-if-tur, ad. In a future state. 
Hereat, h^re-it,' ad. At this.
Hereby, h6re-bl,' ad. By this. 
Hereditable, h6-r6d-6-ti-bl, a. Whatever 

may be occupied as inheritance.
Hereditament, h&r-6-dit-i-mSnt, s. A law 

term denoting inheritance, or hereditary estate.
Dr. Johnson and Mr. Barclay place the accent on 

the first syllable of this word; Dr. Ash, Mr. Sheridan, 
Mr. Scott, and Entick, oti the second; and Dr. Kenrick, 
VV, Johnston, Mr. Perry, and Bailey, on the third. The 
last accentuation is not only most agreeable to the best 
usage, and the most grateful to the ear, but seems to ac
cord better with the secondary accent of the latter Latin 
Iter edit amenta.—See Academy.
Hereditary, hi-rid-e-tl-ri, n. Possessed or 

claimed by right of inheritance; descending by inheri
tance.

Hereditarily, h£-r&d-d-ti-r6-I&, ad. By in. 
heritance.

Herein, h&re-In,' ad. In this.
Heremitical, ber-6-mIt-lk-il, a. Solitary, 

suitable to a hermit
Hereof, h£re-6# ad. From this, of this.— 

See Forthwith.
Hereon, h£re-6n,' ad. Upon this. 
Hereout, h£re-out,' ad. Out of this. 
Heresiabch, he-r6-zh6-Ark, s. 451. A leader 

in heresy.—See Ecclesiastick.
Heresy, h£r-e-s£, s. An opinion of private 

rncn different from that of the catholick and orthodox 
church.

Heretic , h£r-6-tik, $. 510. One who propa
gates his private opinions in opposition to the catholick 
church.

Heretical, h&-r£t-6-kal,a. Containing heresy. 
HereticaLLY, h6-r&t-6-kal-16,ad. With heresy. 
Hereto, h6re-t6d,z ad. To this.
Heretofore, h£re-t66-fore,z ad. Formerly, 

anciently.
Hereunto, h&re-tn-tSo,' ad. To this. 
Herewith, hdre-wlM,' ad. With this.—See 

Forthwith.
Heritable, hJr^-ti-bl, a. Capable of being 

inherited.
Heritage, h6r'6-taje, s. 90. Inheritance, 

e-tate devolved by succession; estate in general; in 
divinity, the people of God.

Hermaphrodite, h&r-mif^frd-dlte, r. 155. An 
animal uniting two sexes.

Hermaphroditical, h£r-mif-frd-dlt-6-kil, 7 
Hermaphroditic , hSr-maf-fri-dlt-ik, j 

a. Partaking of both sexes.
Hermetical, h&r-mdtQ»kAl, 7 r.. . .
Hr.RMETICK, h&r-mCt-ik, 509. \ a‘ ' ‘y111103 * 
Hermetically, b6r-m6t'&-kskl-6, ad. Accord

ing to the hermetical or chymick art.
H ERM1T, h&r-mlt, fi. A solitary, an anchoret, 

one who retires from society to contemplation and de
votion ; a beadsman, or.c bound to pray for another.
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Hermitage, hSr-mlt-aje, 90. The cell or 
habitation of a hermit; a French wine.

HERMITESS, h6r-mit-t6s, s. A woman retired 
to devotion.

HebMITICAL, hir-mltli-kil, a. Suitable to e 
hermit

HERN, h6rn, s. Contracted from Heron. 
Hernia, h6r-n6-A, s. Any kind of rupture. 
Hero, h6-ro. s. A man eminent for bravery; 

a man of the highest class in any respect
Heroical, h6-rd^-kil, «. Befitting a hero, 

heroic , noble, illustrious.
Heroically, ad. After the way

of a hero; suitably to a hero.
Heroic , h6-rd-ik, a. Productive of heroes; 

noble, suitable to a hero, brave, magnanimous; re
citing the acts of heroes; intrepid, enterprising.

HerOICKLY, h6-rd-Ik-le,od. Suitably to a hero. 
Heroine, h£r-d-ln, s. 535. A female hero.
Heroism, h&r-d-izm, $. 535. The qualities or 

character of a hero.
Heron, h&r-Cin, s. 166. A bird that feeds 

upon fish.
Heronry, h6i-&n-r6, 166. \ s. A place where 
HeronshaW, h&r-Cin-shAw, f herons breed. 
Herpes,h6r-plz,r. A cutaneous inflammation. 
Herring, h6r-ring, s. A small sea-fish.
HERS,'hiirz. pron. The female possessive, used 

without its substantive; as, this is her house, this 
house is hers.

Herse, h&rse, s. A temporary monument 
raised over a grave; the carriage on which corpses are 
drawn to the grave.

To Herse, h6rse, v. a. To put into a herse.
Herself, h&r-s61ffpron. The female reciprocal 

personal pronoun, in the oblique case.
IIerselike, h&rse-llke, a. Funereal, suitable 

to funerals.
Hesitancy, hez-6-tan-s6, s. Dubiousness, un

certainty, suspense.
To Hesitate, h6z-6-tite, v. n. To be doubt

ful, to delay, to pause, to make difficulty.
Hesitation, h£z-6-ta-sbfcn, $. Doubt, uncer

tainty, difficulty made; intermission of speech, want 
of volubility.

Hest, hfist, s. Command, precept, injunction. 
Heteroclite, hdddr-d-kllte, s. 156. Suck 

nouns as vary from the common forms of declension 
any thing or person deviating from the common rulq 

Mr. Sheridan, Dr. Kenrick, Dr. Ash, Mr. Perry 
Buchanan, Barclay, and Bailey, unite in placing the ac. 
cent on the first syllable of this word ; Entick alone 
places it on the third. Mr. Sheridan and Buchanan 
place an accent also on the last syllable, and make the i 
long; while Dr. Kenrick and Mr. Perry make it short 
That the accent ought to be on the first syllable cannot 
be doubted, when we consider how uniformly we remove 
the accent higher when we anglicise Latin words by 
shortening them: and though the fin these terminations 
is rather ambiguous, 156, it certainly inclines to the long 
sound which Mr. Sheridan and Buchanan have given it 
—See Academy and Incomparable.
Hetercclitical, h£t-4r-rd-kllt:4-kiU, a.

Deviating from the common rule.
Heterodox. h6t'6r-d-d6ks. a. Deviating from 

the established opinion, not orthodox.
Heterodoxy, h4t'4r-d-ddks-4, s. The quality 

of being heterodox.
IIeterOGENEAL, nc-il, a. Not of

the same nature, not kindred.
Heterogeneity, h£t-3r-d-j<5-neh.'-u', «• Oppo- 

sition of nature, contrariety of qualities; opposite or 
dissimilar part.

Heterogeneous, h6t-6r-d-j6-n6-&s, a. Not 
kindred, opposite or dissimilar in nature.

j There is an affected pronunciation of this and the 
two preceding words, which, contrary to our own analogy, 
preserves the g hard. The plea is, that these words are 
derived from the Greek, which always preserved the 
gamma hard. To produce this reason, is to expose iU
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Having 

A figure

A verse 

Having 

poem of

What would become of our language, if every word from 
the Greek and Latin, that has fin it, were so pronounced ? 
What is most to be regretted is, that men of learning 
sometimes join in these pedantick deviations, which are 
only worthy of the lowest order of critical coxcombs.— 
See Gymnastic ,
To Hew, lift, v. a. Part. Hewn or Hewed. 

To cut with an edged instrument, to hack; to chop, to 
cut; to fell as with an axe; to form a shape with an 
axe; to form laboriously.

Hewer, hCi-&r, s. 98. One whose employment 
is to cut wood or stone.

Hexagon, h£ks-A-g5n, r. 166. A figure of six 
sides or angles.

Hexagonal, hAgz-Ag^A-nll, a. 478. 
six sides or corners.

Hexagony, hAgz-Ag-gd-nA, s. 48. 
of six angles.

Hexameter, hAgz-im-A-t&r, s. 518. 
of six feet

Hex angular, hAgz-&ng-gii-llr, c. 
six comers.

Hexastic , hAgz-is^tik, s. 509. ? A 
HexasticON, hAgz-is-tA-kAn, s. C 

epigram of six lines.
Hey, liA, inter). An expression of joy. 
Heyday, hA-di, inteij. An expression of fro. 

lick and exultation.
Heyday, hA-dA, s. 269. A frolick, vildness. 
Hiation, hi-A-sh&n, s. The act of gaping. 
Hiatus, hl-A-t&s, s. An aperture, a breach ; 

the opening of the mouth by the succession of some of 
the vowels.

Hibernal, hi-bAr-nAl, a. Belonging to the 
winter.

Hibernian. hi-bAr-nA-An, a. Relating to 
Ireland.

Hiccough, hlk-k&p, or hlk-k&f, s. A convul
sion of the stomach producing sobs.

JO” This is one of those words which seem to have 
been corrupted by a laudable intention of bringing them 
nearer to their original. The convulsive sob was supposed 
to be a species of cough ; but neither Junius nor Skinner 
mention any such derivation, and both suppose it formed 
from the sound it occasions. Accordingly we find, though 
hiccough is the most general orthography, hickup is tnc 
most usual pronunciation. Thus Butler,

Quoth he, to bid me not to love,
“ Is to forbid my pulse to move ;
“ My beard to grow, my ears to prick uy 
“ Or, when I’m in the fit, to Afcfcup.”

To Hiccough, hlk-k&p, v. n. To sub with 
convulsion of the stomach.

To Hickup, hik-k&p, v. n. To sob with a con
vulsed stomach.

Hid, hid, 7 _ , _,
Hidden, hldMn, ( Part Pass- of 
Hidalgo, hA-dAl-gd, s. Spanish. One of noble 

birth.
Hiddenly, hld-dn-ld, ad. Privately, secretly.. 
To Hide, hide, v. a. Pret. Hid. Part pass.

Hid or Hidden. To conceal, to withhold or withdraw 
from sight or knowledge.

To Hide, hide, v. n. To lie hid, to be con
cealed.

Hide-and-sf.ek, hldo-And-sAAk,' $. A play in 
which some hide themselves, and another seeks them.

Hide, hide, s. The skin of any animal, either 
raw or dressed: the human skin, in contempt; a cer. 
tain quantity of land, consisting of 100 acres.

Hidebound, hide^bAund, a. A horse is said to 
be hide-bound when his skin sticks so hard to his ribs 
and back, that you cannot with your hand pull up or 
loosen the one from the other; in trees, being in the 
state in which the bark will not give way to the 
growth ; harsh, untractable

Hideous, hid-A-ds, or hld-jA-&s, a. 293. Hor
rible, dreadful, shocking.
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Hideously, hld^A-hs-lA, ad. Horribly, dread
fully, in a manner that shocks.

Hideousness, hid-A-hs-nAs, s. Horribleness, 
dreadfulness, terrour.

Hider, hUd&r, s. 98. He that hides.
To Hie, hl, v. n. To hasten, to go in haste. 
Hierarch, hi-A-rArk, s. The chief of a sacred 

order; the chief of any order.
Hierarchal, hi-A-rArk-Al, a. Of a hierarch.
Hierarchical, hl-A-rAr-kA-kAl, a. Belonging 

to sacred or ecclesiastical government
Hierarchy, hi^A-rAr-ke, s. A sacred govern

ment, rank or subordination of holy beings; ecclesi
astical establishment.

Hieroglyphic , hl-A-rd-gllMk, j. An em 
blem, a figure by which a word was implied; the art 
of writing in picture.

Hieroglyphic al, hl-A-rd-gllf^A-kAl, a. 
Emblematical, expressive of some meaning beyond 
what immediately appears.

Hieroc-lyphically, hl-A-r6-gll£A-ka 1-A, ad. 
Emblematically.

Hierogram, hl-Ar-A-grin, s. A kind of sacred 
writing.

HlEROGRAPHICK, hi-Ar-6-grAf-Ik, )
Hierographical, hl-Ar-igrAfifA-kil, 

Denoting sacred writing.
HlEROGRAPHY, hl-d-rdgigrif-i, s. 518. Holy 

writing.
Hierology, hi-Ar-61-A-jA, s. A discourse on 

sacred things.
HierOMancy, hi^Ar-6-mAn-sA, s. Divination 

by sacrifices.
Hierophant, hi-Ar^A-fAnt, y. 518. One whe 

teaches rules of religion ; a priest.
To Higgle, hlg-gl, v. n. 405. To chafer, to 

be penurious in a bargain; to go selling provisions 
from door to door.

Higgledy-piggledy, hlg-gl-de-pig-gl-di, ad. 
A cant word, corrupted from higgle, which denotes 
any cohfused mass, confusedly.

Higgler, hlg-gl&r, s. 98. One who sells pro
visions by retail

High, hl, a. 390. A great way upwards, rising 
above; elevated in place, raised aloft; exalted in 
nature; elevated in rank or condition; exalted in senti
ment ; difficult, abstruse; boastful, ostentatious; arro
gant, proud, lofty; noble, illustrious; violent, tem
pestuous, applied to the wind ; tumultuous, turbulent, 
ungovernable; full, complete; strong-tasted; at the 
most perfect state in the meridian ; far advanced inte 
antiquity; dear, exorbitant in price; capital, great 

« opposed to little, as, high treason.
High, hl, s. High place, elevation, superior 

region.
High, hi, ad. Aloft, aloud, powerfully, in a 

great or high degree, profoundly; with great degree of 
knowledge.

High-arched, hi-Artshd, a. Having lofty 
arches.

High-blest, hi-blAst, a. Supremely happy.
High-blown, hi-blAne, a. Swelled much with 

wind, much inflated.
High-born, hi-bdrn, a. Of noble extraction. 
High-climbing, hl-kllmb-ing, a. Difficult tc 

ascend; high to climb.
High-coloured, hi-kAl-l&rd, a. Having a 

deep or glaring colour.
High-designing, hi-dA-si-ning, a. Having 

great schemes
High-fed, hi-fAd, a. Pampered.
High-flier, hi-fli-Ar, s. One that carries his 

opinion to extravagance.
High-flown, hi-flAne, a. Elevated, proud; 

turgid, extravagant.
High-flushed, hi-fiushd, r.. Elevated, elated. 
High-flying, hl-fli-Ing, a. t Extravagant in 

claims or opinions.
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High-heaped, hl'hdpd, a. Covered with high 
piles.

High-hearted, hl-hirt-3d, a. Full of he»rt 
or courage.

High-heeled,' hl'h£<Md, a. Having the heel 
of the shoe mueh raised

Highland, hi-IAnd, s. Mountainous region. 
Highlander, HKlind-&r, s. An inhabitant of 

mountains, a mountaineer.
We sometimes hear a most absurd pronunciation 

of this word taken from the Scotch, as if written Heelan- 
der. It is curious to observe, .that while the Scotch are 
endeavouring to leave their own pronunciation, and 
adopt that of the English, there are some English so 
capricious as to quit their own pronunciation, and adopt 
that which the Scotch strive carefully to avoid.
Highly, hl-15, ad. With elevation as to place 

and situation ; in a great degree; proudly, arrogantly, 
ambitiously; with esteem, with estimation.

High-METTLED; hi-met-tld, a. 359. Proud or 
ardent of spirit

High-minded, hl'mlnd-5d, a. Proud, arro
gant.

Highmost, hl-mdst, a. Highest, topmost. 
Highness, hl-n5s, .$. Elevation above the sur

face ; the title of princes, anciently of kings; dignity 
of nature, supremacy, excellence, value.

High-red, h!^r5d, ad. Deeply red. 
High-resolved, lu-re-zMvd, a. Resolute. 
High-seasoned, hl-s^-z&nd, a. Piquant to the 

palate.
Higii-spirited, hl-spIr-lt-Sd, a. Bold, daring, 

insolent.
High-stomached, hl-stbm-mftkt, a. Obstinate, 

lofty.
Hight, hlte, a. Is called; is named; was 

named ; was called ; called, named.
High-tasted, hl-tas-t5d, a. Gustful, piquant. 
High-TOWERED, hl-tou-urd, a. Having lofty 

towers.
High-viced, hi-vlst, a. 560. Enormously 

wicked.
Highwater, hl-wa-tur, s. The utmost flow 

of the tide.
Highway, hl-wa,' s. Great road, publick path. 
Highwayman, hl-wa-mAn, s. 88. A robber 

that plunders on the pubtick roads.
High-wrought, hi-rawt, a. Accurately fi- 

nished: nobly laboured.
Hn.ARiTY, hll-15r-5-t5, s. Merriment, gayety. 
HlLDTNG, hil-dlng, s. A sorry, paltry, cow

ardly fellow; it is used likewise for a mean woman.
Hill, hll, $. An elevation of ground less than 

a mountain.
Hillock, hll-ldk, s. A little hill.
Hilly, hll-15, a. Full of hills, unequal in the 

surface.
Hilt, hilt, The handle of any thing, par

ticularly of a sword.
Him, him. The oblique case of He.
Himself, hlm-sMf,' pron. In the nominative 

He/ in ancient authors, Itself; in the oblique cases, 
it has a reciprocal signification.

Hin, bin, s. A measure of liquids among the 
Jews, containing about ten pints.

Hind, hind, a. Comp. Hinder. Sup. Hindmost. 
Backward, contrary in position to the face.

FkT' This word, with its comparative hinder, and its 
superlative hindmost and hindermast, is sometimes cor
ruptly pronounced with the i short, as in Sinn'd ; but this 
is so contrary to analogy, as to deserve the attention of 
every correct speaker.
Hind, hind, The she to a stag; a servant, a 

peasant, a boor, a mean rustick.
Hindberries, hlndlbJr-rlz, s. The peasants’ 

berries; the same as raspberries.
To Hinder, hin-d6r, ». a. To obstruct, to 

to impede.

Hinder, hln-d&r, a. 515. That which is in p. 
position contrary to that of tne face; opposed to fore.

HiNDERANCE, hln-dCir-S.nse, s. Impediment, 
let, stop, obstruction.

HlNDERER, hln-diir-ur, s. He or that which 
hinders or obstructs.

HlNDERLtNG, hln-dhr-llng, s. A paltry, worth 
less, degenerate animat

HlNDERMOST, hlnd-frr-indst, a. Hindmost, 
last in the rear.

HINDMOST, hlnd-ir.6st, a. Last, lag, in the rear.
Hindoo, hln-d55,' s. An aboriginal'inhabitant 

of Hindostan.
Hinge, hlnje, s. 74. Joints upon which a gate 

or door turns; the cardinal points of the world; a 
governing rule or principle; to be off the hinges, t • 
be in a state of irregularity and disorder.

To Hinge, hlnje, v. a. To furnish with hinges ; 
to bend as a hinge.

To Hint, hint, v. a. To bring to mind by a 
slight mention or remote allusion.

Hint, hint, s. Faint notice given to the mind, 
remote allusion; suggestion, intimation.

Hip, hip, $. The joint of the thigh; the fleshy 
part of the thigh ; to have on the hip, to have an ad 
vantage over another. A low phrase.

Hip, hip, s. The fruit of the briar.
To Hip, hip, v. a. To sprain or shoot the hips; 

Hip-hop, a cant word formed by the reduplication ol 
Hop.

Hip, hip, interj. An exclamation, or calling to 
one.

Hippisii, hlp-plsh, a. A corruption of Hypo- 
chondriack.

Hippocentaur, hlp-p6-sSn-tAwr, s. A fabu
lous monster, half horse and half man.

Hippocrass, hlp-pd-kris, s. A medicated 
wine.

Hippodrome, hip-p6-dr5me, s. A course for 
chariot and horse races, or exercises.

Hippogriff, hip-p6-grl^ s. A winged horse. 
Hippopotamus hl p-pA-pdt-A-mhs, s. The river 

horse. An animal found in the Nile.
Hipshot, hlp-shSt, a. Sprained or dislocated 

m the hip.
Hipwort, hlp-whrt, s. A plant.
To Hire, hire, v. a. To procure any thing for 

temporary use at a certain price; to engage a man to 
temporary service for wages; to bribe; to engage him
self for pay.

Hire, hire, s. Reward or recompense paid fo? 
the use of any thing; wages paid for service.

Hireling, hireling, s. One who serves fef 
wages ; a mercenary, a prostitute.

Hireling, hire-ling, a. Serving for hire, venal, 
mercenary, doing what is done for money.

Hirer, hlre^ur, 5. 98. One who uses any thing, 
paying a recompense; one who employs others, pav 
ing wages.

Hirsute, hSr-shte,' a. Rough, rugged.
His, hlz, pron. poss. The masculine possessive, 

belonging to him ; anciently Ils.
Hispid, hls-pid, a. Rough ; bristly, shaggy.
To Hiss, hiss, v. n. To utter a noise like that 

of a serpent and some other animals.
To Hiss, hiss, v. a. To condemn by hissing 

to explode; to procure hisses or disgrace.
Hiss, hiss, s. The voice of a serpent; censure, 

expression of contempt used in theatres.
Hissing, hlss-lng, s. The noise of a serpent, 

and of some other animals.
Hist, hist, interj. An exclamation commanding 

silence.
Historian, hls-t5-r5-5n, s. A writer of facts 

and events; a writer of history.
Historical, his-tdr-ik-Al, Pertaining to
Historic , h!s-t5r-rlk, 509. f history
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Historically, hls-tir-rlk-JM, ad. In the 
manner of history, by way of narration.

To Historify, bis-tdr-^-fl, v. a. To relate, to 
record in history.

Historiographer, hls-td-re-dg-rd-f&r, s. An 
historian, a writer of history.

Historiography, hls-td-rd-dg-rd-fd, $. 518. 
The art or employment of an historian.

History, hls-t&r-d, s. 557. A narration of 
events and facts delivered wit!) dignity; narration, re
lation ; the knowledge of facts and events.

History-piece, his-tdr-e-pddse, s. A picture 
representing some memorable event.

Hisirion, hls-trd-dn, s. A player. 
Histrionical, hls-trd-dn-d-k&l, 7 p fi 
Histrionic , hls-trd-dn-lk, 509. j a‘ e 1 

ting the stage, suitable to a player.
Histrionically, hls-trd-dn-d-kil-d, ad. The

atrically, jn the manner of a buffoon.
To Hit, hit, v. a. To strike, to touch with a 

blow; to touch the mark, not to miss; to attain, to 
reach the point; to strike a ruling passion; to hit off, 
to strike out, to fix or determine luckily.

To Hit, hit, v. n. To clash, to collide ; to 
chance luckily, to succeed by accident; to succeed; 
not to miscarry j to light on.

Hit, hit, s. A stroke, a lucky chance.
To Hitch, hitsh, v. n. To catch, to move by 

jerks.
Hithe, HIthc, s. A small haven to land wares 

out of boats; as, Lambhithe, now Lambeth.
Hither, hlTH-frr, ad. 98. To this place from 

some place. Hither and Thither, to this place and 
that; to this end, to thi= design.

Hither, biTH-hr, a. Nearer, towards this part. 
This word was probably formed for the compara

tive of here ; and has naturally generated the superlat ive 
hithermost.
11 uttermost, hlTH-ur-mdst, a. Nearest on 

this side.
Hitherto, hiTH-ur-tdd, ad. To this time, y?t, 

in any time till now; at every time till now.
Hitherward, hlTH-ftr-wdrd, ) ,
Hitherwards,hlTH-hr-w&rdz, f lsuay, 

towards this place.
Hive, hive, s. The habitation or cell of bees; 

the bees inhabiting a hive, a company being together.
To Hive, hive, v. a. To put into hives, to har

bour; to contain in hives.
To Hive, hive, v. n. To fake shelter together.
JIiver, hlve^frr, s. 98. One who puts bees in 

hives.

fjjOA j lid, interj. A call, a sudden exclama
tion to give notice of approach, or any thing else.

Hoar, bore, a. White; gray with age; white 
with frost, mouldy, musty.

Hoard, hdrde, s. A store laid up in secret, 
a hidden stock, a treasure.

To Hoard, hdrde, v. n. To make hoards, to 
lay up store.

7’o Hoard, hdrde, v, a. To lay in hoards, to 
husband privily, to store secretly.

Hoarder, hdrd-dr, s. 98. One that stores up 
in secret.

Hoar-frost, hdre'fr6st, s. The congelations 
of dew in frosty mornings on the grass.

Hoarhound, hore-hddnd, s. A plant.
Hoariness, ho^rd-nds, s. The state of being’ 

whitish, the colour of old men’s hair, mouldiness.
Hoarse, horse, a. Having the voice rough, 

as with a cold; having a rough sound.
Hoarsely, hdrseUd, ad. With a rough harsh 

voice.
Hoarseness, hdrse-nds, s. Roughness of voice. 
Hoary, hdM, a. White, whitish; white or gray 

with age; white with frost; mouldy, mossy, rusty. 
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Hoax, hoks, s. An imposition, a deception. 
To Hoax, hoks, v. a. To deceive, to impose 

upon.
To Hobble, hdb-bl, v. n. 405. To walk lamely 

or awkwardly upon one leg more than the other; to 
moire roughly and unevenly.

Hobble, hdb-bl, s. Uneven awkward gait. 
Hobblingly, hdb-b ling-ld, ad. Clumsily, 

awkwardly, with a halting gait.
Hobby, hdb-bd, 7 e c rHobby-horse, hdb^bd-hdrse, \ °

hawk; an Irish or Scotch horse; a stick on which boys 
get astride and ride; a stupid fellow; a favourite ob
ject or pursuit Of a person.

Hobgoblin, hdb-gdb-lln, s. A sprite, a fairy. 
Hobnail, hdb-nale, s. A nail used in shoeing 

a hoby or little horse.
Hobnailed, lidb-nald, a. Set with hobnails. 
Hobnob, hdb-ndb,' ad. This is corrupted from 

Habnab.
Hock, hdk j s. The joint between the knee and 

fetlock.
To Hock, hdk, t«. a. To disable in the hock. 
Hock, hdk, s. Old strong Rhenish wine. 
Hockherb, hdk-drb, s. A plant, the same with 

mallows.
To Hockle, hdk-kl, v. a. 405. To hamstring. 
Hocus-pocus, hd^khs-pd^kds, s. A juggle, a 

cheat.
Hod, hdd, s. A kind of trough in which a la

bourer carries mortar to the masons.
Hodman, hdd-mdn, s. 88. A labourer that 

carries mortar.
Hodge-podge, hddje-pddje, s. A medley of 

ingredients boiled together. ’
Hodiernal, hd-dd-er-ndl, a. Of to-day. 
Hoe, hd, s. An instrument to cut up the earth. 
To Hoe, hd, v. a. To cut or dig with a hoe. 
Hog, hdg, s. The general name of swine; a 

castrated boar; to bring hogs to a fine market, to fail 
of one’s design.

Hogcote, hdg-kdt, s. A house for hogs. 
HOGGEREL, hdg-grlljS. 99. A ewe two years old. 
HOggish, hdg-gish, a. Having the qualities of 

a hog, brutish, selfish, greedy.
Hoggishly, hdg-gish-le, ad. Greedily, sel

fishly.
Hoggishness, hdg-gish-iids, s. Brutality, 

greediness, selfishness.
Hogherd, hdg-hdrd, & A keeper of hogs. 
Hogsbeans, hdgz-bdnz. ‘
Hogsbread, hdgz-brdd, (
Hogsmushrooms, hdgz-mush-rddmz, f * 
Hogsfennel, hdgz-fdn-ndl, J

Plants.
Hogshead, lidgz-hdd, s. A measure of liquids 

containing sixty-three gallons; any large barrel.
This word is sometimes pronounced as if written 

hog-shed : if Dr. Johnson’s derivation of this word from 
bog and head be a true one, this pronunciation is cer
tainly wrong, and arises from the junction of the letters 
j and h in printing, which maybe presumed to have occa
sioned a similar mispronunciation in household and false
hood., which see. Jilnius derives this Word from the 
Be'.gick Ockshood, Ogshood, or Hockshoot. Minshew says, 
Skinner derives it from Ockshood, and Ogshood ; but he 
himself is of opinion, that it rather comes from the Latin 
Orca, a great aea-fish, an enemy to the whale, and the 
Belgick hoqfd, at much as to say, Ork's hoqfd ; that is, 
Orcce caput, an Ork's head. 
Hogsty, big-sd, s. The 

are shut to be fed.
Hogwash, hig-wisb, s. 

given to swine.
Hoiden, li5e-dn, 5. 103.

ward country girl.
To Hoiden, l>&'di>, ». n

place in which swine

The draff which is

An ill-taught, awk-

To romp indecently
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To Hoise, hdise, ) ,
To Hoist, l.ddst, J v‘ “• To ra,se “p h,;h-
To Hold, lidld, t>. a. Pret. Held. Part. pass.

Held or Holden. To grasp in the hand, to gripe, to 
clutch; to keep, to retain, to gripe fast; to maintain 
as an opinion ; to consider as good or bad, to hold in 
regard; to have any station ; to possess, to enjoy ; to 
possess in subordination ; to suspend, to refrain ; to 
stop, to restrain ; to fix to any condition ; to confine 
to a certain state; to detain; to retain, to continue, 
to offer, to propose ; to maintain ; to carry on, to con. 
tinue; to hold forth, to exhibit; to hold in, to govern 
by the bridle, to restrain in general; to hold off, to 
keep at a distance; to hold on, to continue, to protract; 
to hold out, to extend, to stretch forth, to offer, to 
propose, to continue to do or suffer; to hold up, to 
raise aloft, to sustain, to support.

To Hold, lidld, v. n. To stand, to be right, 
to be without exception ; to continue unbroken or un
subdued ; to last, to endure; to continue; to refrain; 
to stand up for, to adhere; to be dependent on ; to 
derive right; to hold forth, to harangue, to speak in 
publick; to hold in, to restrain one’s self, to continue 
in luck; to hold off, to keep at a distance without 
closing with offers; to hold on, to continue, not to be 
interrupted, to proceed; to hold out, to last, to endure, 
not to yield, not to be subdued; to hold together, to 
be joined, to remain in union; to hold up, to support 
himself, not to be foul weather, to continue the same 
speed.

Hold, lidld, inteij. Forbear, stop, be still.
Hold, lidld, s. The act of seizing, gripe, grasp, 

seizure; something to be held, support; catch, power 
of seizing or keeping; prison, place of custody ; power, 
influence; custody; Hold of a ship, all that part which 
lies between the keelson and the lower deck; a lurking 
place ; a fortified place, a fort.

Holder, hdl-d&r, s. 98. One that holds or 
gripes any thing in his hand; a tenant, one that holds 
land under another.

Holderfortii, hdl-d&r-fdr/A,' s. An haran- 
gucr, one who speaks in publick.

Holdfast, hdld-fdst, s. Any thing which takes 
hold, a catch, a hook.

Holding, hdld-lng, s. Tenure, farm; it some
times signifies the burden or chorus of a song.

Hole, hdle, «. A cavity narrow and long, 
either perpendicular or horizontal; a perforation, a 
small vacuity; a cave, a hollow place; a cell of an ani
mal ; a mean habitation; some subterfuge or shift. i 

Holidam, hdl-d-ddm, $. 515. Blessed Lady. 
Holily, hd-ld-ld, ad. Piously, with sanctity; 

inviolably, without breach.
Holiness, hdMd-n&s, s. Sanctity, piety, religi

ous goodness; the state of being hallowed, dedication 
to religion ; the title of the Pope.

Holla, hdl-ld, interj. A word used in calling I 
to any one at a distance.

Holland, hdl-ldnd, s. 88. Fine linen made | 
in Holland.

Hollow, hdl-ld, a. 327. Excavated, having i 
a void space within, not solid; noisy, like sound rever- i 
berated from a cavity; not faithful, not sound, not 
what one appears.

Hollow, hol-ld, s. Cavity, concavity; cavern, 
den, hole; pit; any opening or vacuity; passage, canal.

To Hollow, hdl-ld, v. a. To make hollow, to 
excavate.

To Hollow, hdl-ld, v. n. To shout, to hoot. 
Hollow-hearted, hdl-ld-hdr-tdd, a. Dishon

est, insincere, of practice or sentiment differing from 
profession.

Hollowly, hdl-ld-ld, ad. With cavities; un
faithfully, insincerely, dishonestly.

Hollowness, h&l-ld-nds, s. Cavity, state 
being hollow; deceit, insincerity, treachery.

Hollowroot, hdl-16-rodt, s. A plant. 
Holly, hSlMd, s. A tree.
Hollyhock, h61-14-h&k, s. 
Hollybose, h&l-te-rdze, s. 
Holocaust, hJM-klwst,».
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of

Rosemallow. 
A plant.
A burnt •acriflro-

Holp, lidlp. The old pret. and part. pass, of Help. 
Ho.'.PEN, hol-pn, 103. The old part. pass, of 

Help.
Holster, hil-stur, s. 98. A case for a horse

man’s pistol.
Holy, hd-ld, a. Good, pious, religious; hal

lowed, consecrated to divine use; pure, immaculate; 
sacred.

Holy-DAY, hol-e-da, s. 515. The day of some 
ecclesiastical festival; anniversary feast; a day ol 
gayety and joy ; a time that comes seldom.

Holy-THURSDAY, hd-ld-t/idrz-da, The day 
on which the ascension of our Saviour is commemo
rated, ten days before Whitsuntide.

Holy-week, hd-le-wdek, s. The week before 
Easter, in which the passion of our Saviour is com. 
memorated.

Homage, hJim-A'C, s. 90. Service paid and 
fealty professed to a sovereign or superior lord; obeis. 
ance, respect paid by external action.

Homager, hdm-a-jur, s. 98. One who holds 
by homage of some superior lord.

Home, hdme, s. His own house, the private 
dwelling; his own country; the place of constant resi- 
dence; united to a substantive, it signifies domestick.

HOME, hdme, ad. To'one’s own habitation; 
to one’s own country; close to one’s own breast or 
affairs ; to the point designed; united to a substantive, 
it implies force and efficacy.

HOMEBORN, hiine-bSrn, a. Native, natural; 
domestick, not foreign.

Homebred, hdme-brfid, a. Bred at home, not 
polished by travel; plain, rude, artless, uncultivated; 
domestick, not foreign.

Homefelt, hdme-f&lt, a. Inward, private.
Homeless, hdmeM&s, a. Wanting a home, hav

ing no home.
Homelily, hdmeM-te, ad. Rudely, inele

gantly.
Homeliness, hdme-l£-n3s, s. Plainness, rudeness 
Homely, li6me-l£, a. Plain, homespun, not 

elegant, not beautiful, not fine, coarse.
Homemade, home-made, a. Made at home. 
Homer, ho-mur, s. 98. A. Hebrew measure of 

about three pints.
Homespun, hime-sphn, a. Spun or wrought 

at home, not made by regular manufacturers; not made 
in foreign countries; plain, coarse, rude, homely, in- 
elegant.

Homestall, hdme-stAll,) 
Homestead, hdme'stdd, J 
Homeward, hdme-ward, 88. } 
Homewards, bdme-wArd2, J 

home, towards the native place.
Homicide, hdm^-side, s. Murder, manslaying, 

destruction; a murderer, a manslayer.
Homicidal, hdm-ti-sl-dcLl, a. Murderous, 

bloody.
Homiletical, him-M^tiik-JI, a. Social, con- 

versable.
Homily, h6m-e-l£, $. A discourse read to a 

congregation.
Homoeomeria, hd-me-A-me-rd-A, s. A like- 

ness of parts.
JO' This was the name given to the system of the an

cient Greek philosopher, Anaxagoras • who supposed tha: 
the elements were full of small particles of bl<»‘>d, bone? 
leaves, Ac. from which the growth of plants and animai- 
was derived.
Homogeneal, hd-mdjd-nd-Jl, 
Homogeneous, hd-m<r v 

the same nature or principles.
For the true pronunciation of the g in the?? 

words, see Heterogeneous.
Homogenealness, h6-md-j£-n£-&l-nes, 
Homogeneity, hd-md-jd-nW-td, 
Homogeneousness, hd-md-jd-nd-ds-nds, _ 

Participation ol the aame principle, or nature, sitnili. 
tnde of kind.

s. 406. The place 
of the house.

ad. Towards

gap-
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Homogeny, hd-nidd-jd-nd, s. 518. Joint nature. 
Homologous, hi-md^d-gbs, a. Having the 

same manner or proportions.
Homonymous, lidrmdn^A-m&s, a. Denomi

nating different things; equivocal, ambiguous.
Homonymy, hd-mon^d-md, s. 518. Equivo

cation, ambiguity.
HOMOTONOUS, hd-mit-td-nbs, a. 518. Equita

ble, said of such distempers as keep a constant tenour 
of rise, state, and declension.

Hone, h6ne, s. A whetstone for a razor.
Honest, dn-ndst, a. 394. Upright, true, sin

cere ; chaste; just, righteous, giving to every man his 
due.

Honestly, 5n-n5st-U, ad. Uprightly, justly; 
with chastity, modestly.

Honesty, dn-nfis-td, s. Justice, truth, virtue, 
purity ; honour, credit, frankness, liberality.

Honied, h&n-nld, a. 283. Covered with 
honey; sweet, luscious.

Honey, hhn-nd, s. 165. A thick, viscous, 
luscious substance, which is collected and prepared by 
bees; sweetness, lusciousness; a name of tenderness, 
sweet.

HoneY-baG, hdn-nd-bdg, s. The bag »n which 
the bee carries the honey.

Honey-comb, hfm-nd-kdme, s. The cells of 
wax in which the bee stores its honey.

Honey-combed, h&n-ne-kimd, a. Spoken of a 
piece of ordnance flawed with little cavities, by being 
ill cast.

Honey-dew, hun-nd-clh, s. Sweet dew. 
Honey-flower, h&n-nA-flSi-ur, s. A plant. 
Honey-gnat, hun-nd-nit, $. An insect. 
Honey-moon, hin-nd-mddn, s. The first 

month after marriage.
Honey-MONTH, h&n-nd-m&nM, s. The honey

moon.
Honey-stalk, hhn-nd-stawk, $. Cloven flower. 
Honf.Y-suckle, h&n-nd-shk-kl, s. Woodbine. 
Honeyless, h&n-nd-l^s, a. Without honey. 
Honey-tongued, hhn-nd-t&ngd, a. Using 

soft words or speeches.
Honey-wort, hhn-nd-wurt, s. A plant.
Honorary, dn'nir-d-rd, a. 557. Done in 

honour ; conferring honour without gain.
Honour, dn-nir, s. 394. Dignity; reputation; 

the title of a man of rank; nobleness; reverence, due 
veneration ; chastity ; glory, boast; publick mark of 
respect; privileges of rank or birth ; civilities paid ; 
ornament, decoration.

JO” This word, and its companion favour, the two ser
vile attendants on cards and notes of fashion, have so ge
nerally dropped the u, that to spell these words with that 
letter is looked upon as gauche and rustick in the extreme. 
In vain did Dr. Johnson enter his protest against the in
novation ; in vain did he tell us, that the sound of the 
word required the m, as well as it3 derivation from the 
Latin through the French : the sentence seems to have 
been passed, and we now hardly ever find these words 
with this vowel but in our Dictionaries. But though I 
am a declared enemy to all needless innovation, I see no 
inconvenience in spelling these words in the fashionable 
manner ; there is no reason for preserving the u in honour 
and favour, that does not hold good for the preservation 
of the same letter in errour, authour, and a hundred 
others : and with respect to the pronunciation of these 
vords without the u, while we have so many words where 
Sic o sounds u, even when the accent is on it, as honey, 
•niney, Sec. we need not be in much pain for the sound of 
u ?n words of this termination, where the final r brings 
ail the unaccented vowels to the same level; that is, to 
the short sound of w—See Principles, No. 418.
7’> Honour, on-nur, t». a. 314. To reverence, 

to regard with veneration; to dignify, to raite to 
greatness.

Honourable, 5n-nur-A-bl, a. Illustrious, 
noble ; great, magnanimous, generous; conferring 
honour; accomjianied with tokens of honour ; with
out taint, without reproach ; honest, without mten- 
don of deceit ; equitable.
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IIonoubablkness, 4n-n&r-l-bl-n3s, ». Emi- 
nence, magnificence, generosity.

Honourably, ftn-nur-i-ble, ad. With tokens 
of honour; magnanimously, generously ; reputably; 
with exemption from reproach.

Honourer, dn-ndr-rur, s. 98. One that 
honours, one that regards with veneration.

HOOD, hud, a. 307. In composition, denote 
quality, character, as, knighthood, childhood. Some
times it is taken collectively, as, brotherhood, a confra
ternity.

Hood, hud, s. The upper cover of a woman’s 
head; any thing drawn upon the head, and wrapping 
round it; a covering put over the hawk’s eyes; an or
namental fold that hangs down the back of a graduate.

To Hood, hud, v. a. To dress in a hood; to 
blind as with a hood; to cover.

Hoodman-blind, hud-min-blind,' s. A play 
in which the person hooded is to catch another and 
tell his name, blindman’s buffi

To Hoodwink, hud-wlnk, v. a. To blind with 
something bound over the eyes; to cover, to hide, to 
deceive, to impose upon.

Hoof, hdif, s. 306. The hard horny substance 
which compose the feet of several sorts of animals.

Hoofed, ho6fd, a. Furnished with hoofs.
Hook, hodk, $. 306. Any thing bent so as to 

catch hold; the bended wire on which the bait is hung 
for fishes, and with which the fish is pierced; a snare, 
a trap; a sickle to reap corn; an iron to seize the meat 
in the caldron; an instrument to cut or lop with ; the 
part of the hinge fixed to the post; Hook or crook, 
one way or other, by any expedient.

To Hook, h56k, v. a. To catch with a hook; 
to entrap, to ensnare; to draw as with a hook ; to 
fasten as with a hook, to be drawn by force or artifice.

Hooked, hddk^d, a. 366. Bent, curvated.
Hookedness, hodk-ed-nCs, s. State of being 

bent like a hook.
Hooknosed, hddk-ndzd,' a. Having the aqui

line nose rising in the middle.
Hoop, hddp, s. 306. Any thing circular by 

which something else is bound, particularly casks or 
barrels ; part of a lady’s dress ; any thing circular.

To Hoop, lid&p, v. a. To bind or enclose with 
hoops; to encircle, to clasp,. to surround.

To Hoop, hoop, v. n. To shout, to make an 
outcry by way of call or pursuit.

Hooper, h66p-phr,,j>. 98. A cooper, .one that 
hoops tubs.

Hooping-cough, h&o-plng-rk&f, $. A convul
sive cough, so called from its noise; the chincough.

To Hoot, h6dt, v. n. 306. To shout in con
tempt ; to cry asan owl; to shout in mirth.

To Hoot, ho5t, v. a. To-drive with noise: and 
shouts.

Hoot, hidt, s. Clamour, shout,-noise.
To Hop, hip, v. n. To jump,-to skip lightly; 

to leap on one leg; to walk lamely, or with one leg 
less nimble than the otlier.

Hop, hip, s. A jump, a light leap ; a jump 
on one leg; a place where meaner people dance.

Hop, hip, 5. A plant, the flowers of which are 
used in brewing.

To Hop, hip, v. a. To impregnate with .hops, 
Hope, hdpe, s. Expectation of some good, an 

expectation indulged with pleasure; confidence in a 
future event, or in the future conduct of any body ; 
that which gives hope ; the object of hope.

To Hope, hipe, v. n. To live in expectation 
of some good ; to place confidence in futurity.

To Hope, hope, v. a. To expect with desire. 
Hopeful, hipe-fil, a. Full of qualities which 

produce hope, promising; full of hope, full of expec
tation of success.

Hopefully, hdpe-ffil-£, ad. In such a manner 
as to raise hope; with hope.

Hopefulness, bipe-fuhn^s, t. Promise of 
good, liveliness to succeed.
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Hopeless, h6pe£>l£s, a. Without hope, without 
pleasing expectation ; giving no hope, promising no
thing pleasing.

Hopelessly, hdpe^l^s-U, ad. Without hope. 
Hoper, 116-pur, s. 98. One that has pleasing 

expectations.
Hop-garden, hSp-gir-dn, s. Ground planted 

with hops.
Hopingly, l)&plng-l& ad. With hope, with 

expectations of good.
Hopper. hSp-pur, $. 98. He who hops or 

jumps on one leg.
Hopper, h&p^p&r, j. The box or open frame 

af wood into which the corn is put to be ground ; a 
basket for carrying seed.

Hoppers, bdp-phrz, s. A kind of play in which 
the actor hops on one leg.

Hop-pole, h6p-p61e, s. The pole which sup
ports the hop.

HoraL, hd-ril, a. Relating to the hour. 
Horary, hd-rA-r^, a. Relating to an hour, 

continuing for an hour.
Horde, horde, s. A clan, a migratory crew 

of people; a body of Tartars.
Horizon, bd-rUzdn, s. 503. The line that 

terminates the view.
This word was, till of late years, universally pro

nounced, in prose, with the accent on the first syllable; 
and Shakespeare, says Dr. Johnson, has improperly 
placed it so in verse:

“...... When the morning sun shall raise his car
«* Above the borders of this horizon,
** We’ll forwards towards Warwick and his mates.”

With respect to the propriety of this pronunciation it 
may be observed, that there is scarcely any thing more 
agreeable to the genuine analogy of English orthoepy, 
than placing the accent on the first syllable of a trisylla
ble, when the middle syllable does not end with a conso
nant, 503 But another rule almost as constantly coun
teracts this analogy: when the word is perfectly Latin or 
Greek, and the accent is on the penultimate, then we ge
nerally follow the accentuation of those languages. 
Poets have so universally placed the accent on the second 
syllable of this word, and this pronunciation has so clas
sical an air as to render the other accentuation vulgar.

A tree.
The first book of

Horizontal, h<Sr-A-zSn-tAl, a. Near the hori- 
ion; parallel to the horizon, on a level.

Horizontally, hSr-i-iftnitAl-i, ad. In a 
direction parallel to the horizon.

Horn, him, s. The hard pointed bodies which 
grow on the heads of some quadrupeds, and serve them 
for weapons; an instrument of wind musick made of 
horn ; the extremity of the waxing or waning moon ; 
the feelers of a snail; a drinkihg cup made of horn ; 
antler of a cuckold ; Horn mad, perhaps mad as a 
cuckold.

Hornbeak, horn-liWk, )
Hornfish, h3rn-flsh, £ s’ 
Hornbeam, horn-beine, s. 
Hornbook, hurn-bddk, s.

children, covered with horn to keep it unsoiled.
Horned, hdrWd, a. Furnished with horns.
Horner, hor-nhr, s. 98. One that works in 

horn, and sells horns.
Hornet, hdr-n^t, s. 99. A very large, strong, 

stinging fly.
HORNFQOT, horn^ut, a. Hoofed.
Hornowl, h^rnM&l, $. A kind of horned owl. 
Hornpipe, hdrn-pipe, s. A dance.
Hornspoon, horn-spfton, s. A spoon made of 

horn.
Hornstone, horn-stine, s. A kind of blue 

stone.
Hornwork, horn-wfirk, .?. A kind of angular 

fortification.
Horny, h5r-n5, fl. Made of horn; resembling 

horn; hard as horn, callous.
Horography, h6-r6g-gri-f£, ». 518. An ac

count of the hours. «
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Horologe, h&r^lidje, ) s. An instru- 
Horology, h5-r&1^6-ji, 518. J ment that tells 

the hour, as a clock, a watch, an hour glass.
Horometry, hd-rim^-tri, s, 518. The art of 

measuring hours.
, Horoscope, hdr-r6-sk6pe,s. The configuration 

of the planets at the hour of birth.
| Horrent, h6r-r5nt, a. Horrible, dreadful.

*.........or terror’s icy hand,
M Smites their distorted limbs and horrent hair.*' 

ZkewZds.

Horrible, h5r'ri-bl, a. I' D. 405. Dreadful, 
terrible, shocking, hideous, enormous.

This word is often pronounced so as to confound 
the; with u, as if written hor ruble j but thia must be 
avoided as coarse and vulgar.
Horribleness, hdr-r£-bl-n£s, s. Dreadfuluess, 

hideousness, terribleness, fearfulness.
Horribly, hdr-r^-bl5, ad. Dreadfully, hide

ously ; to a dreadful degree.
Horrid, h6r-rld, a. Hideous, dreadful, shock

ing; roc-gh, rugged, offensive, gloomy.
Horridness, hdr-rld-n&s, j. Hideousness, 

enormity.
Horrific , hdr-rlf^flk, a. 509. Causing hor-

> rour.
Horrisonous, hir-ris^sd-n&s, a. Sounding 

dreadfully.
HORROUR, hdr-r&r, z. 314. Terrour mixed with 

detestation; gloom, dreariness; in medicine, such a 
shuddering or quivering as precedes an ague-fit; a sense 
of shuddering or shrinking.

Horse, hdrse, s. A neighing quadruped, used 
in war, draught, and carriage; it is used in the plural 
sense, but with a singular termination, for horses, 
horsemen, or cavalry ; something on which any thing 
is supported ; a wooden machine which soldiers ride by 
way of punishment; joined to another substantive, it 
signifies something large or coarse, as, a horseface, a 
face of which the features are large and indelicate.

To Horse, hSrse, v. a. To mount upon a 
horse; to carry one on the back; to ride any thing , 
to cover a mare.

Horseback, h6rs-blk, $. The seat of the rider, 
the state of being on a horse.

j IIorsebean, h6rs-b^ne,5. A small bean usually 
given to horses.

Horseblock, hors-blSk, s. A block on which 
they climb to a horse.

Horseboat, hors'bdte, s. A boat used in fer 
rying horses.

Horseboy, hirs-boe, s. A boy employed in 
dressing horses, a stable boy.

Horsebreaker, h6rs-bra-kfir, s. One whose 
employment is to tame horses to the saddle.

Horsechestnut, hors-tsh5s-ntit, s. A tree, the 
fruit of a tree.

Horsecourser, hfirs'kdr-s&r, j. One that 
runs horses, or keeps horses for the race; a dealer in 
horses.

Horsecrab, hors-krib, s. A kind of fish.
Horsecucumber, hors-kdu-kum-bhr, s. A 

plant—See Cucumber.
Horsedung, hdrs-d&ng, $. The excrement of 

horses.
Horseemmet, h6rs^5m-m^t, s. An ant of a 

large kind.
Horseflesh, hors-fl^sh, s. The flesh of horses. 
Horsefly, hdrs-fll, A fly that stings horses, 

and sucks their blood.
Horsefoot, hdrs-fut, s. An herb. The same 

with coltsfoot
Horseguards, hors-gyirdz, s. Regiments of 

horse of the King’s Guard.
Horsehair, hors^-hare, s- The hair of horses. 
Horseheel, h3rs'h&l, s. An herb.
Horselaugh, hdr^lAf, s. Aloud violent rude 

laugh. ’ •
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Horset.eech, hors-Udtsh, s. A great leech 
that bites horses ; a farrier.

Horselitter, hdrsMit-t&r, s- A carriage hung 
upon poles between two horses, on which the person 
carried lies along.

Horseman, hdrs-min, s. 88. One skilled in 
riding; one that serves in wars on horseback; a rider, 
a raai) on horseback.

Horsemanship, hdrs-min-shlp, s. The art of 
riding, the art of managing a horse.

Horsematch, hors-mitsh, s. A bird. 
Horsemeat, hdrs-mite, s. Provender. 
Horsemint, hdrs-mint. s. A large coarse mint. 
Horsemuscle, hors-mus-sl, s. 405. A large 

muscle.
Horseplay, hdrs-pla, s. Coarse, rough, rugged 

play.
Horsepond, h&rs-pdnd, s. A pond for horses.
Horserace, hdrs-rase, $■ A match of horses 

in running.
Horseradish, hors-rid-ish, s. A root acrid 

and biting ; a species of scurvygrass.
Horseshoe, hdrs-shdd, s. A plate of iron 

nailed to the feet of horses ; an herb.
Horsestealer, hdrs^std-l&r, s. A thief who 

takes away horses.
Horsetail, hdrs-tale, s. A plant. 
Horsetongue, hors-t&ng, s. An herb. 
Horseway, hdrs-wa, s. A broad way by which 

horses may travel.
Horsewhip, hdrs'hwlp, s. A whip to strike a 

horse with.
Hortation, hor-ta-shftn, s. The act of ex- 

horting, advice or encouragement to something.
Hortative, hdr-ti-tlv, s. Exhortation, precept 

by which one incites or animates.
Hortatory, hdr-td-thr-d, a. 512. Encourag

ing, animating, advising to any thing.
For the last o, See Domestick.

Horticulture, hdr-td-kdl-tshdre, j. The art 
of cultivating gardens.

Horticulturist, hdr-td-k&l-tshure-lst, s. One 
who is fond of, or skilful in, the art of cultivating gar
dens.

Hortulan, hdr-tshii-ldn, a. 461. Belonging 
to a garden.

Hosanna, hd-zin-ni, s. 92. An exclamation of 
praise to God.

Hose, hdze, $. Breeches; stockings, covering 
for the legs.

Hosier, hd^zbdr, s. 283. One who sells stock
ings.

Hospitable, hds-pd-ti-bl, a. Giving enter
tainment to strangers, kind to strangers.

Hospitableness, hds-pd-ti-bl-nds, s. Dispo
sition to entertain strangers j kindness to strangers.

Hospitably, hds-pd-tA-bld, ad. With kindness 
to strangers.

Hospital, ds-pd-til, $. 394. A place built for 
the reception of the sick, or support of the poor; a 
place for shelter or entertainment

Hospitality, liis-pi-tAW-ti, s. The practice 
of entertaining strangers.

Host, hdst, s. One who gives entertainment 
to another; the landlord of an inn; an army, numbers 
assembled for war; any great number; the sacrifice 
of the mass in the Roman Church.

Ben Jonson observes that the h in this word is 
mute as in honest; but though this letter has recovered 
its power in this word it still remains mute in its dimi
nutive hostler., 394.
To Host, hdst, v. n. To take up entertain

ment ; to encounter in battle; to review a body of 
men, to muster.

Hostage, h&s^taje, s. 90. One given in pledge 
for security of performance of conditions.

Hostess, hdsres, s. A female host, a woman 
that gives entertainment.
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Hostess-ship, hdst-ds-ship, s. The character 
of an hostess.

Hostile, bds-tll, a. 140. 145. Adverse, oppo
site, suitable to an enemy.

Hostility, hds-tll^d-td, s. The practices of au 
open enemy, open war, opposition in war.

Hostler, ds-lur, s. 394. 472. One who has 
the care of horses at an inn.

Hot, hit, a. Having the power to excite the 
sense of heat, fiery, lustful, lewd; ardent, vehement, 
eager, keen in desire; piquant, acrid.

Hotbed, hdt-bdd, s. A bed of earth made hot 
by the fermentation of dung.

Hotbrained, hdt-brand, a. 359. Viol cur, 
vehement, furious.

Hotcockles, hdt-kdk-klz, s. 405. A child’s 
play, in which one covers his eyes and guesses who 
strikes him.

Hotheaded, hdt-hdd-ed, a. Vehement, vio
lent, passionate.

HOTEL, hd-tdl,' s. A genteel inn ; a lodging 
house; a publick house furnished with beds, Sec. for 
the accommodation of occasional strangers.

Hothouse, bdt-hduse, s. A bagnio, a place to 
sweat and cup in ; a house in which tender plants art 
raised and preserved from the inclemency of the wea
ther, and in which fruits are matured early.

Hotly, hdt-ld, ad. With heat; violently, ve
hemently; lustfully.

Hotmouthed, bdt-md&THd, a. Headstrong, 
ungovernable.

Hotness, hdt-nds, s. Heat, violence, fury.
Hotchpotch, hddje^pddje, s. A mingled hash, 

a mixture; a confused mass.
Hotspur, hdt-sp&r, A man violent, pas

sionate, precipitate, and heady; a kind of pea, of speedy 
growth.

IIotspurred, hdt-spdrd, a. 359. Vehement, 
rash, heady.

Hottentot, lidt-tn-tdt, s. A savage inhabi
tant of the southern extremity of Africa.

Hove, hdve. The pret. of Heave.
Hovel, hdv-11, s. 99. A shed open on the 

sides, and covered overhead; a mean habitation, a 
cottage.

Hoven, hd-vn, part. pass. 103. Raised, swel
led, tumefied.

To Hover, huv-Cir, v. n. 165. To hang flutter
ing in the air over head ; to wander about one place. 

The first syllable of this word is pronounced by 
Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Scott, and Mr. Perry so as to rhyme 
with the first of Novel; but Dr. Kenrick, Mr. Elphin- 
ston, and W. Johnston, make it rhyme with the first of 
cover, lover, &c. The last is, in my opinion, the most 
agreeable to polite usage.
Hough, hdk, s. 392. The lower part of the 

thigh.
To Hough, bSk, v. a. 392. To hamstring, to 

disable by cutting the sinews of the ham; to cut up 
with a hough or hoe.

Hound, lidund, s. 313. A dog used in the chase. 
To Hound, hd&nd, v. a. To set on the chase; 

to hunt, to pursue.
Houndfish, hd&nd-fisb, s. A kind of fish. 
Houndstongue, hdindz-t&ng, s. A plant 
Hour, dftr, s. 394. 313. The twenty-fourth 

part of a natural day, the space of sixty minutes; a 
particular time: the time as marked by the clock.

Hourglass, o&r-glAs, s. A glass filled with 
sand, which, running through a narrow hole, mark; 
the time.

Hourhand, dur-hind, s. That which performs 
the office of a hand in pointing out the hour of the day. 

Hourly, dur-ld, a. Happening or done every 
* hour, frequent, often repeated.
Hourly, our-1^ ad. Every hour, frequently. 
IIOURPI.ATE, ddr-plate, s. The dial, the plate 

on which the hours pointed by the hand of a dock tuv 
inscribed. •
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HOUSE, house, s. 313. A place wherein a man 
lives, a plaee of human abode; any place of abode; 
places in which religious or studious persons live in 
common ; the manner of living, the table; station of 
a planet in the heavens, astrologically considered; 
family of ancestors, descendants, and kindred, race; a 
body of the parliament, the lords or commons collec
tively considered.

To House, h6uze, v. a. 437. To harbour, to 
admit to residence; to shelter, to keep under a roof.

To House, h6uze, v. n. To take shelter, to 
keep the abode, to reside, to put into a house; to have 
an astrological station in the heavens.

Housebreaker, ho&s-bra-kur, s. Burglar, one 
who makes his way into houses to steak

Housebreaking, hous-bra-klng, s. Burglary. 
Housedog, hous-ddg, s. A mastiff kept to 

guard the house.
Household, hi&s-hdld, s. A family living to

gether ; family life, domestick management; it is used 
in the manner of an adjective, to signify domestick, 
belonging to the family.

This word is sometimes corruptly «i>elled without 
the tinal e in house; and, by the economy of typography, 
the s being joined to the A, the word is often corruptly 
pronounced as if written haw-shold.—See Falsehood and 
Hogshead.
Householder, hois-bol-dfir, s. Master of 

a family.
Householdstuff, liouse-hild-stif, s. Furni- 

ture of any house, utensils convenient for a family.
Housekeeper, hous-k66p-ur, s. Householder, 

master of a family ; one who lives much at home; a 
woman servant that has the care of a family, and su
perintends the servants.

Housekeeping, h.6us-k66p-lng a. Domestick, 
useful to a family.

Housekeeping, h6&s-k66p-lng, s. The pi ovi- 
sions for a family; hospitality, liberal and plentiful 
table.

Housel, hou-z61, s. The Holy Eucharist. 
Obsolete.

To Housel, hou-z&l, v. a. To give or receive . 
the Eucharist Obsolete.

Houseleek, h6us-166k, s. A plant. 
Houseless, h6uz-16s, a. 467. Without abode, 

wanting habitation.
Housemaid, hd&s^inade, s. A maid employed 

to keep the house clean.
Houseroom, h6'&s^r66m, s. 467. Place in a 

house.
Housesnail, hS&s'snale, s. A kind of snail. 
Housewarming, h66s^w6r-mlng, s. A feast 

or merrymaking upon going into a new house.
Housewife, h&z-wlf, s. 144. 515. The mistress 

of a family ; a female economist; one skilled in fe
male business.

Skilled in the

With the eco-

Dom estick or

House wifely, huz-wif-16, a. 
acts becoming a housewife.

Housewifely, h&z-wlf-16, ad. 
noiny of a housewife.

Housewifery, h6z-wlf-r6, s.
female business: management, female economy.

Housing, hou-zlng, s. Cloth originally used 
to keep off’dirt, now added to saddles as ornamental.

How, hou, ad. 223. In what manner, to what 
degree; for what reason, for what cause; by what 
means, in what state; it is used in a sense marking 
proportion or correspondence; it is much used in ex
clamation.

HOWBEIT, h66-b6-lt, ad. Nevertheless, not
withstanding, yet, however. Obsolete.

Howd’yf., hou-d6-y6. (How do ye?) In what 
state is your health.

However, h6u-6v-v6r, ad. In whatsoever 
manner in whatsoever degree; at all events, happen 
what will, at least: nevertheless, notwithstanding, yet.

HOWITZER, hdu-ltz- itr, s. A kind of mortar 
or cannon, of German invention.

To Howl houl, v. n. 223. To cry as a wolf 
nr dog; to utter cries in distress ; to speak with a be!- 
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luine cry or tone; it is used poetically of any noil® 
loud and horrid.

Howl, houl, s. The cry of a wolf or dog; the 
cry of a human being in horrour.

Howling, li6ul-lng, The cry of a wolf or 
dog, the cry of one in distress; any loud noise.

Howsoever, 1 6u-s6-6-v6r, ad. In what man
ner soever; although.

Hoy, 1166, s. 329. A large boat, sometimes 
with one‘deck.

Hubbub, h&b-b&b, s. A tumult, a riot.
Huckaback, huk-ki-bAk, s. A kind of linen 

on which the figures arc raised.
Hucklebacked, huk-kl-bikt, a. Crooked in 

the shoulders.
Hucklebone, h&k'kl-bdne, s. The hip-bone. 
Huckster, h&ks't&r, 98. ) s. One who sells
Hucksterer, hCiks't&r-tir, > goods by retail, or 

in small quantities ; a trickish mean fellow.
To Huckster, h&ks-tur, v. n. To deal in petty 

bargains.
To Huddle, h&d-dl, v. a. 405. To dress up 

close so as not to be discovered, to mobble; to put on 
carelessly in a hurry; to cover up in haste; to per
form in a hurry ; to throw together in confusion.

To Huddle, h&d-dl, v. n. To come in a crowd 
or hurry.

Huddle, h&d^dl, s. 405. Crowd, tumult, con
fusion.

Hue, h6, s. 335. Colour, die; a clamour, a 
legal pursuit. It is commonly joinod with cry, as, tc 
raise a Hue and Cry alter a robber.

Huff, h&f, s. Swell of sudden anger.
To Huff, h&f, v. a. To swell, to puff; to hec

tor, to treat with insolence and arrogance.
To Huff, h&f, v. n. To bluster, to storm, ta 

bounce.
Huffish, h&f-fish, a. Arrogant, insolent, hec

toring.
HuFFlSHLY, liftMsh-16, ad. With arrogant 

petulance.
Huffishness, h&f-fish-nes, s. Petulance, ar

rogance, noisy bluster.
To Hug, h&g, v. a. To press close in an em

brace; to fondle, to treat with tenderness; to bold 
fast

Hug, h&g, s. Close embrace.
Huge, h&je, a. Vast, immense; great even to 

deformity.
HUGELY, h&je-le, ad. Immensely, enormously; 

greatly, very much.
Hugeness, h&je^n6s, 3. Enormous bulk, great

ness.
HuGGERMUGGm, h&g-g&r-m&g-g&r,s. Secrecy, 

by-place. A cant word.
Hulk, h&lk, s. The body of a ship; any thing 

bulky and unwieldy.
Hull, h&l, s. The husk or integument of 

any thing, the outer covering; the body of a ship, the 
hulk.

Hully, I1&I-I6, a. Husky, full of hulls.
To Hum, h&m, v. a. To make the noise of 

bees; to make an inarticulate and buzzing sound; 
to pause in speaking, and supply the interval with an 
audible emission or breath ; to sing low; to applaud. 
Approbation was commonly expressed in publick as
semblies by a hum, about a century ago.

“ But when from thence the hen he draws,
“ Amus'd spectators hum applause.”

Oay'e Fable of the Juggler.

There is a vulgar sense of this word, which, though 
It has not found a place in any Dictionary, has perhaps 
as good a title to it as Bamboozle, with which it is synoni- 
meus.
Hum, h&m, s. The noise of bees or insects ; 

the noise of bustling crowds ; any low dull noise; a 
pause with an inarticulate aound; an expression ot 
applause.
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Hum, him, inleij. A sound implying doubt 
and deliberation.

Human, hu-min, a, 88. Having the qualitcs 
a man.

Humane, h&-mane,' a. Kind, civil, benevolent, 
good-natured.

Humanely, h&-mane-l£, ad. Kindly, with 
good nature.

Humaneness, hh-mane-nes, s. Tenderness, 
humanity.

Humanist, hu-mA-nlst, s. A philologer, a 
grammarian.

Humanity, h£i-mln-£-t&, s. The nature of 
man ; humankind, the collective body of mankind ; 
kindness, tenderness ; philology, grammatical studies.

To Humanize, hu-man-ize, v. a. To soften, 
to make susceptive of tenderness or benevolence.

Humankind, hiumAn-kylndf s. The race of 
man.

Humanly, hu-m&n-l£, ad. After the notions 
of men ; kindly, with good nature.

Humation, h&-ma-sh&n, s. Interment. 
Humbird, hum-burd, s. The humming bird. 
Humble, ftm-bl, a. 394. 405. Not proud, 

modest, not arrogant; low, not high, not great.
To Humble, hm-bl, v. a. To make humble, 

to make submissive; to crush, to break, to subdue; 
to make to condescend ; to bring down from a height 

Humblebee, um'bl-be£, «. A buzzing wild 
bee, an herb.

Humblemouthed, &m-bl-mouTHd, a. Mild, 
meek.

Humbleness, &m-bl-n£s, s. Humility, absence 
of pride.

Humbleplant, &m-bl-pllnt, s. A species of 
sensitive plant.

Humbler, &m-bl-&r, s. 98. One that humbles 
or subdues himself or others.

Humbles, &m-blz, $. 405. Entrails of a deer. 
Humbling, tim-bl-lng, s. Humiliation, abate

ment of pride
Humbly, &tn-bli, ad. With humility, without 

elevation.
Humdrum, h&m-dr&m, a. Dull, dronish, stu

pid.
7b Humect, hh-m£kt,'
To Humectate, h&-m£k-tate, 

to moisten. Obsolete.
Humectation, h&-m£k-ta-sh&n, s. The act of 

wetting, moistening.
Humective, h&-mek-tlv, a. Havirig the power 

to wet or moisten.
Humeral, h&'m£-r2J, a. Belonging to the 

shoulder.
fluMicubation, h&-m^-ki-ba-sh&n, s. The 

act of lying on the ground.
Humid, hu-mld, a. Wet, moist, watery.
Humidity, hh-mid-£-t£, s. Moisture, or the 

power of wetting other bodies.
Humiliation, h&-mll-^sh&n, s. Descent 

from greatness, act of humility; mortification, exter
nal expression of sin and unworthiness; abatement of 
pride.

Humit.ity, hd-mll-i-tl, s. Freedom from pride, 
modesty, not arrogance; act of submission.

Hummer, hhm-mur, s. One that hums. 
Humming, h&m-mlng, s. The noise of bees or 

flies, an inarticulate sound, a dull unmeaning noise.
Humoral, yit-md-ril, a. 88. 394. Proceeding 

from humours.
Humorist, y&'m&r-lst, s. One who conducts 

himself by his own fancy, one who gratifies his own 
humour.

JO* This word is otten, though improperly, used for a 
Jocular person.
Humorous, vu-mftr-hs, a. 314. Full of gro

tesque or odd images ; capricious, irregular ; pleasant, 
jecukw.
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Humorously, yi-mfir-&s-l£, ad. Merrily, jo
cosely, with caprice, with whim.

Humorousness, y&>m&r-fts-n£s, s. Fickleness 
capricious levity.

Humobsome, yi-m&r-s&m, a. Peevish, pctu. 
lant; odd, humorous.

HuMORSOMELY, yu-miir-s&m-li. ad. Peevishly, 
petulantly.

Humour, yii-mfir, $■ 314. 394. Moisture; the 
different kinds of moisture in man’s body: general 
turn or temper of mind; present disposition ; grotesque 
imagery, jocularity, merriment; diseased or morbid 
disposition ; petulance, peevishness; a trick, caprice, 
whim, predominant inclination.

To Humour, y&'m&r, v. a. To gratify, to 
soothe by compliance, to fit, to comply with.

Hump, Lump, s. A crooked back.
Humpback, h&mp-bAk, s. Crooked back, high 

shoulders.
Humpbacked, b&mp-bakt, a. Having a 

crooked back.
To Hunch, h&nsh, v. a. To strike or punch 

with the fists; to crook the back.
Hunchbacked, hhnsh-bakt, a. 359. Having a 

crooked back
Hundred. h&n-dr&d, or h&n-d&rd, a. Consist

ing of ten multiplied by ten.
This word has a solemn and a colloquial pronun

ciation. In poetry and oratory, the first mode is best; on 
other occasions the last.
Hundred h&n-dr£d, s. 417. The number of 

ten multiplied by ten ; a company or body consisting 
of a hundred ; a canton or division of a county, con
sisting originally of ten tithings.

Hundredth, hdn-dredM, a. The ordinal of a 
hundred.

Hung, li&ng. The pret. and part. pass, of 
Hang.

Hunger, h&ng-g&r, j 409. Desire of food, the 
pain felt from fasting; any violent desire.

To Hunger, h&ng-g&r, v. n. 98. To feel the 
pain of hunger; to desire with great eagerness.

HuNGERBIT, h&ng-gur-bit, 
Hungerbitten, hung-gur-blt-tn,

Pained or weakened with nanger.
Hungerly, li6ng-g6r-U, a. Hungry, in want 

of nourishment
Hungerly, h&ng-g&r-l^, ad. With keen appe

tite.
HuNGERSTARVED,h&ng-ghr-starvd,' a. Starved 

with hunger, pinched by want of food.
Hungered, hung-g&rd, a. 359. Pinched by 

want of food.
Hungrily, hftng-gr£-l£, ad. With keen appe

tite.
Hungry, hung-gr£, a. Feeling pain from want 

of food ; not fat, not fruitful, not prolifick, greedy.
Hunks, h&ngks, s. A covetous sordid wretch, 

a miser.
7b Hunt, h&nt, v. a. To chase wild animals; 

to pursue, to follow close; to search for; to direct or 
manage hounds in the chase.

To Hunt, hint, v. n. To follow the chase; 
to pursue or search.

Hunt, h&nt, s. A pack of hounds; a chase; • 
pursuit.

Hunter, h&n-tfir, s. One who chases animate 
for pastime; a dog that scents game or beasts of prey 

Hunting, h&nt-lng, $. The diversion of the 
chase.

Huntinghorn, h&n-tlng-h3rn, j. A bugle, 
a horn used to cheer the hounds.

Huntress, h&n*tr£s, s. A woman that follows 
the chase.

Huntsman, h&nts^m&n, s. 88. One who de
lights in the chase; the servant whose office it is to 
manage the chase.

Huntsmanship, lift nts-min-ship, t. The quali
fications of a hunter.
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(A word 
dly.

Mischievously,

Mischievous*

To skirmish,

Hurdle, hur-dl, s. 405. A texture of sticks
woven together.

Hurds, h&rdz,s. 405. The refuse of hemp or flax. 
To Hurl, hurl, v. a. To throw with violence, 

to drive impetuously; to utter with vehemence; to 
play at a kind of game.

Hurl, hurl, s. Tumult, riot, commotion; a 
kind of game.

Hurlbat, h&rl-bat, s. Whirlbat.
Hurler, h&r-I&r, s. One that plays at hurling. 
Hurly, h&r'le, * ) s. Tumult, coin-
Hurlyburly, h&r-l^-bar-le, ) motion, bustle. 
Hurricane, bftr-r£-kS.n, ) s. A violent storm, 
HuRRiCANO.h&r-re-ka-nd, y such as is often 

experienced in the western hemisphere.—SceLumbage.
To Hurry, h&r-r^, v. a. To hasten, to put 

into precipitation or confusion.
To Hurry, liur-re, v. n, To move on with 

precipitation.
Hurry, hfir-r£, s. Tumult, precipitation, com

motion, haste.
Hurry-skurry, har-re-skfir-r£, ad. 

formed to express its own meaning.) Wild'ly.
To Hurt, hftrt, t. a. Pret. I Hurt. Part. pass. 

I have Hurt. To mischief, to harm; to wound, to pair 
by some bodily harm.

Hurt, h&rt, s. Harm, mischief; wound c
bruise.

Hurter, h&rt-frr, One that does harm. 
Hurtful, hurt-ful, a. Mischievous, pernicious. 
Hurtfully, h&rt-ful-l£, ad.

perniciously.
Hurtfulness, h&rt-ful-n^s, s. 

ness, perniciousness.
To Hurtle, h&r-ti, v. n. 405. 

to run against any thing, to jostle.
Hurtleberry, hur-tl-ber-^, s.
Hurtless, hurt-l^s, a. Innocent, harmless, 

innoxious, doing no harm ; receiving no hurt.
HuRTLESSLY, hhrt-l&s-le, ad. Without harm. 
Hurtlessnf.ss, hftrt-13s-n£s, $. Freedom from 

anj' pernicious quality.
Husband, hftz-b&nd, s. 88. 515. The corre

lative to wife, a man married to a woman ; the male 
of animals; an economist, a man that knows and prac
tises the methods of frugality and profit; a farmer.

To Husband, huz-bund, v. a. To supply with 
a husband ; to manage with frugality; to till, to cul
tivate the ground with proper management.

Husbandless, htiz-bund-l&i, a. Without a 
husband.

Husbandly, h&z-b&nd-U, a. Frugal, thrifty. 
Husbandman, h&z-bund-mAn, s. One who 

works in tillage.
Husbandry, hhz-bhn-dre, s. Tillage, manner 

of cultivating land; thrift, frugality; parsimony; care 
of domestick affairs.

Hush, hush, interj. Silence! be still! no noise! 
Hush, bush. a. Still, silent, quiet.
To Hush, h&sh, ». a. To still, to silence, to 

quiet, to appease.
Hushhoney, hfish-Niun-i-, s. A bribe to bin-

der information.
Husk, h&sk. s. The 

some sorts of fruit 
To Husk, h&sk, v. a.

integument.
Husked, hiis-ked, a. 

covered wiih a husk.
Huskiness, h&s-k£-n£s, 

state of being husky.
HUSKY, h&s-kd, a. Abounding in husks.
Hussar, huz-z&r,' s. One of the Hungarian 

horsemen, so called from the shout they generally 
make at the first onset

H USSY, huz-z£, s. A sorry or bad woman. 
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outmost integument of 

To strip off the outward 

366. Bearing a husk,

Hoarseness; tlie

Hustings, h&s-tingz, s. A council, a court held. 
To Hustle, hus'sl, v. a. 4 72. To shake toge

ther.
Huswife, h&z-zlf, s. 144. A bad manager, a

sorry woman; an economist, a thrifty woman.
To Huswife, h&z-zlf, v. a. To manage with 

economy and frugality.
HusWJFERY, hCiz-zif-re. s. Management good 

or bad; management of rural business committed to 
women.

IIut, h&t, s. A poor cottage. 
Hutch, h&tsh, s. A corn chest. 
To HuZZ, h&z, v. n. To buzz, to murmur. 
Huzza, buz-zfyinteij. 174. A shout, a cry of 

acclamation.
To Huzza, huz-za,' v. n. To utter acclamation. 
To Huzza, huz-za,' v. a. To receive with ac

clamation.
Hyacinth, hi-^-sintA, s. A plant, a kind of 

precious stone.
HyaCINTHINE, hl-a-sin-f/dn, a. 140. Made of 

hyacinths.
HyaDES, hl-l-dcz, | a watery constellation. 
IIyads, hl-adz, 187. ) J
Hyaline, hi-A-Hn, a. 150. Glassy, crystalline. 
Hybridous, hib-br^-dus, a. Begotten between 

animals of different species; produced from plants of 
different kinds.

HydatIDES, hl-dit££-d£z, s. 187. Little trans
parent bladders of water in any part, most common 
in dropsical1 persons.

Hydra, ld-drA, s. A monster with many
heads, slain by Hercules.

HydragoguES, hl-drl-g6gz.s. 187. Such medi
cines as occasion the discharge of watery humours.

Hydraulical, hl-driw-U-kil, ]TT i , o c a. RelatingHydraulic , hi-draw-lik, \ °
to the conveyance of water through pipes.

Hydraulicks, hi-dr£w-liks,s 187. The science
of conveying water through pipes or conduits.

Hydrocele, lii-drd-s^le, s. 180. A watery’ 
rupture.

Jl"?- This word, like all of the same origin and form, 
as Bubonocele, Enterocele, Bronchocele, Spermatocele., 
Sarcucele, &c. ought to be pronounced with the e final 
forming a syllable; for as they are perfectly Greek word*, 
as ui(oxv)JLV), or formed from the Gi eek,as Enterocele from 
EiTtjov and they ought to tie pronounced like apo
strophe, hyperbole, &c. The reason that Diastyle and Os- 
teocope are not pronounced so as to make the final e and 
the preceding consonant form a distinct syllable, is, that 
they are not perfectly Greek word*, but formed from 3/® 
and zr-riko; ; and otrrtoi and xotto* ; where we find the 
Greek termination altered.
Hydrocephalus, h!-drd-s4PfA-l&s,,. A dropsy

in the head.
Hydrogen, hl-drd-j£n, s. A chymical principle

generating water.—See Oxygen.
Hyduogbapheb, hi-drog-grl-fur, s. One who

draws maps of the sea.
Hydrography, hi-drAg-<rrJ-ft', ... 518. De-

scription of the watery part of the terraqueous globe.
Hydrology, hi-drM^d-je, ?. D< •scription of the

nature and properties of water in general.
Hydromancy, hl-drd-mAn-se, s. 519. Predic

tion by water.
HydrOMEL, hl-dro-mel, s. 180. Honey and 

water.
Hydrometer, hi-dr5m-m<Lt?ir. $. 518. An in

strument to measure the extent of water.
Hydrometry, hi-dr&m-me-tr£, s. The act oi

measuring the extent«f water.
Hydrophobia, hi-drd-ft^b^-A, s. Dread et 

water.
ft""? 1 have differed from Mr. Sheridan in the aeccn 

tuaiion of this word; for my reasons, se? Cyclorwdi.t, 
Dr. Kenrick. Dr. Ash, Mr. s<-< if, Mr. Perry. Mr. b!} 
chanan, Mr. Entick, Mr. Barclay, and Dr. Johnson are 
uniformly for the antepenultimate acccn*
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Hydropical, hl-drdp-pd-kAl,) * ~ . .
Hydropic , hi-drjptplk, f “• Dropsical,

diseased with extravasated water.
Hydrostatical, hl-drd-sdt-e-W, a. Relating 

to hydrostaticks, taught by hydrostaticks.
Hydrostatically, hl-drd-stAt-A-kAl-d, ad. Ac

cording to hydrostaticks.
Hydrostaticks, hl-drd-stit-lks, £ The science 

of weighing fluids; weighing bodies in fluids.
Hydroticks, lil-drdt-iks, s. Purgers of water 

or phlegm.
Hyemal, hl-d-mil, a. Belonging to winter. 
HyemaTION, hi-d-ma-sh&n, $. Shelter from 

the cold of winter.
Hyen, hMn, ? An animal 1;kc a wolf. 
Hyena, hi-e-na, }
Hygrometer, hi-grdm-md-t&r, s. 187. An in

strument to measure the degrees of moisture.
IIygroscope, hl-grd-skdpe s. An instrument 

to show the moisture and dryness of the air, and to 
measure and estimate the quantity of either extreme. 

Hym, him, s. A species of dog.
Hymen, hl'm&n, s. The god of marriage; the

virginal membrane.
Hymeneal, | s. Amarriageso
HYMENEAN, bl-me-ne-an, J e a
Hymeneal, hLm4-n^-ll, ) a. Pertaining to 
Hymenean, hl-mi-ni-ln, \ marriage.

In these compounds of Hymen. Mr. Sheridan has 
shortened the i in the first syllable; but though I think 
this tendency of the secondary accent tp shorten the 
vowel perfectly agreeable to analogy, yet y has so fre
quently the sound of long s, that it seems in this case 
and some others, to counteract that tendency, nor can 
any other reason be given why the same letter in hyper, 
bolical and hypercritick should be long as Mr. Sheridan 
has properly marked them. Dr. Kenrick, Mr. Buchanan, 
and Mr. Perry, by their notation, seem of the same 
opinion.
Hymn, him, s. An encomiastick song, or song

of adoration to some superior being.
To Hymn, him, v. a. To praise in song, to 

worship with hymns.
To Hymn, him, v. n. To si ng songs of adoration. 
Hymnic , hlm-nlk, a. Relating to hymns. 
Hymning, liim-nlng, part. a. 411. Celebrating 

in hymns.
To Hyp, hip, v. a. To make melancholy, to 

dispirit.
Hypallage, h^-pAl-li-jd, s. A figure by which 

words change their cases with each other.
Hyper, hl-pCtr, s. Injudiciously used by Prior 

for a hyperci itic. .
Hyperbola, hl-p&r-b6-li, s. 187. A term in

mathematicks.
Hyperbole, hl-p3rQ)d-l£, s. 187. A figure in 

rhetorick by which any thing is increased or dimi
nish^ beyond the exact truth.

IO” None of our orthoepists but Dr. Johnson accent 
this word on the first syllable; and that he should do so 
is the more surprising, as all his poetical authorities 
adopt a different pronunciation :

“ Hyperboles* so daring and so bold, 
Disdaining bounds, are yet by rules controll’d.” 

Granville. 
HyperbOLICAI , hl-p&r-b&l-U-kil, ) a. Belong- 
HyperbOLIC , hl-p£r-b51-ik, j ing to the 

hyperbola; exaggerating or extenuating beyond fact. 
Hyperbolically, hl-per-bdl-M-kAl-M, ad. 509.

In form of an hyperbole; with exaggeration or exte- 
nuation.

HyperbolifORM, hl-pSr-bSl-le-form, a. Hav
ing the form, or nearly the form, of the hyperbola.

Hyperborean, bl-per-bd'rA-in, a. Northern. 
Hypercritic , hl-p£r-krlt-Ik, s. A critic

exact or captious beyond use or reason.
Hypercritical, hl-p&r-krlt^-kil, a. Critical 

beyond use.

HypebMETER, hl-p£r'm<*-t&r, s. 581. Any
thing greater than the standard requires.

Hyperphysical, hl-pdr-fiz-zd-kAl, a. Super
natural.

Hypersarcosis, lil-pjr-sar-kdish, s. 520. The
growth of fungous or proud flesh.

Hyphen, hl-fen, s. A note of conjunction, as, 
vir-tue, ever-living.

Hypnotic , hip-nit-lk, s. Any medicine chat 
induces sleep.

Hypochondres, hip-5-kdn-durz, s. 415. The 
two regions of the belly containing the liver and the 
spleen.

Hypochondria, Idp-d-kdn-drO, s. Melan
choly.

Hypochondriacal, blp-pA-kJn-drl-l-kll, a. 
Melancholy; disordered in the imagination, produ
cing melancholy.

Hypochondriac , blp-pd-k&n-dri-ik, j. Ont
afflicted with melancholy.

Hypochondry, hlp-i-kon-dM, One of the
two regions called hypochondres.

Hypocist, Idp-d-slst, s. An astringent medi
cine of considerable power.

Hypocrisy, M-pik-kr<?-si, «. 187. Dissimu- 
lation with regard to the moral or religious cbarwUr. 

Hypocrite, hip-pA-krit, $. 156. A dissembler 
in morality or religion.

Hypocritical, hlp-pd-krlt-lk-kil,) 
Hypocritic , hlp-pd-krlt-tlk, j

Dissembling, insincere, appearing dllTerently from the 
reality.

Hypocritically, lilp-pi-krlt-I-W-d, ad.
With dissimulation, without sincerity. 

Hypogastric , h1p-6-g&s-trik, a. Seated in 
the lower part of the belly.

Hypogeum, hlp-d-j&fim, s. 512. A name which
the ancient architects gave to cellars and vaults.

Hypostasis, hi-pds-ti-sls, s. 187. Distinct sub
stance ; personality, a term used in the doctrine of the 
Holy Trinity.

Hypostatic al, Id-pA-stAt^-kAI, a. Constitu
tive, constituent as distinct ingredients; personal, dis
tinctly personal.

Hyfotenuse, hl-pdt-i-nfise, s. 187. The line 
that subtends the right angle of a right-angled triangle, 
the subtense.

Mr. Sheridan and Dr. Ash accent this word on the 
second syllable; but Dr. Johnson, Dr. Kenrick, Mr. Bar
clay, Bailey, and Buchanan, on the last. .These autho
rities induced me, in the first edition of this Dictionary, 
to place the accent on the last syllable; but upon far
ther inquiry, I found the best usage decidedly in favour 
of the antepenultimate accent; and as the secondary ac
cent is on the second syllable of the Latin Hypotenusa* 
this accentuation seems most agreeable to analogy. ■ See 
Academy and Inco?nparable.
Hypothesis, hip-pdz/t-^-sIs, or hi-pdM^-sIs, 

187. A supposition, a system formed under some 
principle not proved.

Hypothetical, hi-pd-M3t-td-kAl, 187. ) 
Hypothetic , hl-pd-f/^t-tlk, 187. J ’

Including a supposition, conditional. 
Hypothetically, hi-pd-/Zi<h-td-kal-£, ad. 187.

Upon supposition, conditionally.
Hyssop, hiz-z&p, or hl-s&p, s. A plant. It hath 

been a great dispute, whether the hyssop, commonly 
known is the same which is mentioned in Scripture.

Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Scott, Mr. Entick, "»V. John, 
ston, and Buchanan, pronounce this w*ord in the second 
manner; Dr. Kenrick, Dr. Ash, and Mr. Perry, in the 
first. To pronounce the y long before double * is con
trary to every rule of orthoepy; and therefore as the first 
mode is undoubtedly the best, the other ought to be re
linquished.
Hysterical, hls-tJr-re-kal, )
Hysteric , hls-t^rlk, 509. f a' doubled 

with fi^, disordered in the regions of the womb; pro
ceeding from disorders in the womb.

Hystericks, hls-t^r-lks. s. Fits of women,
supposed to proceed from disorders in the womb.
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I
I, 1, pron. pers. Oblique case Me. Plural ire. 

Oblique case Us. The pronoun of the first person, 
Myself; I is more than once in Shakespeare, (and 
Dr. Johnson might have added, very often in Beaumont 
and Fletcher) written for ay or yes. Nay, Ben Jonson, 
m his grammar, makes this letter an adverb of affirma
tion.—See Principles, No. 8. 105.185.

It may he remarked that the frequent use of this 
tetter in our old dramatick writers, instead of Ay, is a 
proof that our ancestors pronounced I much broader than 
we do at present, and somewhat approaching to the 
sound it has at this day in the north of England.—See 
Directions to Foreigners prefixed to this Dictionary. 
IaCINTH, i-A-sln/A, s. The same with hyacinth; 

a precious stone
Iambic , i-im-blk, s. Verses composed of a 

short and long syllable alternately.
Tce, Ise, s. Water or other liquor made solid 

by cold ; concreted sugar; To break the ice, to. make 
the first opening to any attempt.

To Ice, Ise, v. a. To cover with ice, to turn 
to ice; to cover with concreted sugar.

Icebuilt, lse^bilt, a. Formed of heaps of ice. 
Icehouse, lse-hd&se, s. A house in which ice 

is reposited.
Icelander, Ise-llnd-hr, s. A native of Iceland. 
Ichneumon, lk-nb-m&ti, $. A small animal 

that breaks the eggs of the crocodile.
Ichneumonfly, lk-n&'m&n-fll, s. A sort of fly. 
ICHNOGRAPHICAL, Ik-nAgrif^-k&l, a. Repre

senting a certain plot of ground.
Ichnography, Ik-nAg-grA-fA, s. 518. The 

ground-plot.
Ichor, 1-kSr, s. 166. A thin watery humour 

like serum.
Ichorous, l-k3r-Cis, a. Sanious, thin, undi

gested.
ICHTHYbLOGY, lk-t/M-61-A-jA, S. 518. The doc

trine of the nature of fish.
ICHTHYOPHAGIST, Ik-iAA-Af-A-jlst, s. A fish

eater ; one who lives on fish.
Ichthyophagy, Ik-fAA-Af^A-jA, s. The practice 

of eating fish ; fish diet
Icicle, 1-sik-kl, s. 405. A shoot of ice hang-

- ing down.
Iciness, 1-sA-n^s, s. The state of generating ice. 
Icing, ise-lng, s. A covering of concreted 

sugar.
Icon, 1-kdn, s. 166. A picture or representa

tion.
Iconoclast, i-kAn^A-kHst, s. A breaker of 

images.
Iconoclastic , i-kdn-d-klist-lk, a. Breaking 

or destroying images.
Iconography, 1-kAn-Ag-ri-fA, s. A description 

of pictures, statues, and similar monuments of an
cient art

ICONOLOGY, i-kd-n&Id-jA, s. 518. The doctrine 
of picture or representation.

Icterical, ik-t^r-e-kll, a. 509. Afflicted with 
jaundice, good against the jaundice.

Icy, 1-sd, a. Full of ice, covered with ice, cold, 
frosty; cold, free from passion; frigid, backward. 

I’D, Ide. Contracted for I would. 
Idea, i-d6-l, s. 115. A mental image. 
Ideal, i-dA-Al, tx Mental, intellectual. 
Ideally, l-dA-A>-A,ad. Intellectually, mentally. 
Identical, 1-dAn-tA-kAl, )
Identic , l-dAn'-tlk, } The same» im" 

plying the same thing.
Identicalness, 1-dcn-tA-kAl-nAs, s. Sameness. 
Identification, 1-dAn-t^-fA-ka^lifin, s. Pro

duction of sameness; proof of indentity.
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To Identify, 1-dAnkA-fl, v. a. To prove a per
son or thing to be really the same.

Identity, 1-dAn-tA-tA, s. Sameness, not diver
sity.

Ides, idz, s. A term anciently used among the 
Romans with regard to time; and meant the fifteenth 
day of March, May, July, and October; and the thir 
teenth of every other month.

Idiocracy, Id-A-Ak-krA-sA, s. 518. Peculiarity 
of constitution.

IdiOCRaTICAL. Id-A-d-krAt-tA-kUl, a. Peculiar 
in constitution.

IDIOCY, Id-A-o-s£, s. Want of understanding. 
Idiom, id-A-&m, s. 166. A mode of speaking 

peculiar to a language or dialect
Idiomatical, id-£-o-mAt-£-kil, 509. ) 
Idiomatic , 1d-A-6-mAt-tlk, j

Peculiar to a tongue, phraseological.
IdiOPATHY, id-A-Sp^pA-f/iA, s. 518. A primary 

disease that neither depends on, nor proceeds from 
another.

Idiosyncrasy, ld-A-6-sln-kri-sA, s. A peculiar 
temper or disposition not common to another.

Idiot, id^-it, s. 166. A fool, a natural, a 
changeling.

Idiotical Id-WJrt-k&l,) plai famil; 
Idiotic , Id-£-At-lk, )

not learned, stupid, foolish.
Idiotism, Id-£-ut-lzm, s. Peculiarity of expres

sion : folly, natural imbecility of mind.
IDLE, 1-dl, a. 405. Lazy, averse from labour; 

not busy, hot employed; useless, vain; trifling, of no 
importance.

To Idle, i-dl, v. n. To lose time in laziness 
and inactivity.

Idlf.HEADEd, l-dl-h£d-d£d, a. Foolish, un
reasonable.

Idleness, i'd!-n£s, s. Laziness, sloth, sluggish
ness ; omission of business; trivialness; uselessness, 
worthlessness.

Idler, i-dl-hr, s. 98. A lazy person, a slug
gard ; one who trifles away his time.

Idly, l-dl-£, ad. Lazily, without employment; 
foolishly, in a trifling manner; carelessly, without at
tention ; ineffectually, vainly.

Idol. i-dM, s. 37. 166. An image worshipped 
as God; an image; a representation; one loved or 
honoured toadoration.

Idolater, l-dftl-li-t&r, ». 98. One who pays 
divine honours to images, one who worships the crea
ture instead of the Creator.

Idolatress, l-ddl-lsl-tr&s, s. She who worships 
idols.

To Idolatrize, l-dSl-li-trlze, v. a. To wor
ship idols.

Idolatrous, 1-ddl'ia-trfis, a. 314. Tendingto 
idolatry, comprising idolatry.

Idolatrously, l-dol-la-tr&s-M, ad. In sb 
idolatrous manner.

Idolatry, l-d&-l&-tr£, s. The worship of 
images.

IDOLISM, 1-dM-lzih, s. Idolatrous worship; de
fence of idolatrous worship.

IdOLIST, Ud&l-lst, s. 166. A worshipper of 
images.

To Idolize, 1-dd-llze, v. a. To love or reve
rence to adoration. #

Idolizer, l-dd-llze'&r, s. *One who loves of 
reverences to adoration.

IDONEOUS, Ldd^n^-&s, a. Fit, proper, conve
nient

Idyl, 1-dll, s. A small short poem ; in the pas
toral style, an eclogue.

As there is sometimes an erroneous pronunciation 
of this word, by making the / short as in the first syllabic 
of idiot, I have thought it necessary to quote the autho
rities for pronouncing it long as in idle ; namely, Mr. She. 
ridan, Mr. Scott, Mr. Ferry, Buchanan, and F.ntick 
Dr. Ash, Barclay, and Penning, do not distinguish it b 
the position of the accent from the first i in idiot : an
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Dr. Kenrick, as is usual with him when any difficulty 
occurs, does not mark it or divide it into syllables But 
the authorities I have produced are sufficient to vindicate 
the long sound of i, without recurring to the diphthong 
m the original as the Greek and Latin quanti
ties are very uncertain and fallacious guides to tbequan- 
fty of English words—See Principles, No. 544,545, &c. 
If, if, conj. Suppose that, allow that; whether 

or not; though I doubt whether, suppose it be granted 
that.

Igneous, Ig-nA-is, a. Fiery, containing fire, 
emitting Pre.

Ignipotf.nt, Ig-nip-pA-tAnt, a. 518. Presiding 
over fire.

Ignis-fatuus. ig-nis-fat-shh-is, s. Will-with-
the-wisp, Jack-with-the-lantern.

To Ignite, ig-nlte,z v. a. To kindle, to set on 
fire.

Ignition, lg-nlsh-hn, s. The act of kindling, 
or of setting on fire.

Ignitible, ig-nl-t4-bl, a. Inflammable, capable 
of being set on fire.

IGNIVOMOUS, Ig-niv-vd-mus, a. 518. Vomiting 
fire.

Ignoble, Ig-nd-bl, a, 405. Mean of birth; 
worthless, not deserving honour..

Ignobly, Ig-nA-blA, ad. Ignominiously, meanly, 
dishonourably.

Ignominious, lg-uA-min-yis, a. 113. Mean, 
shameful, reproachful.

Ignominiously,Ig-nA-rain-y&s-lA, ad. Meanly, 
scandalously, disgracefully.

Ignominy, Ig-nA-min-A, s. Disgrace, reproach, 
shame.

This word is sometimes, but very improperly, pro
nounced with the accent on the second syllable, as if 
divided into ig-nom-i-ny ; but it must be observed, that 
this termination is not enclitical, 513, and the accent on 
the first syllable seems agreeable to the general rule in 
similar words. Al! our orthoepists are uniform in placing 
the accent on the first syllable of this word.—See Incom
parable.
Ignoramus. Ig-nd-ra-mhs, s. The endorsement 

of the grand jury on a bill of indictment, when they 
apprehend there is not a sufficient foundation for the 
prosecution; a foolish fellow, a vain uninstructed pre
tender.

Ignorance, lg-nd-rlnse, s. Want of know
ledge, unskilfulness; want of knowledge, discovered 
by external effect; in this sense it has a plural.

Ignorant, Ig-nd-rAnt, a. Wanting knowledge, 
-unlearned, uninstructed; unknown, undiscovered; 
unacquainted with ; ignorantly made or done.

Ignorant, Ig-nA-rint, s. One untaught, un
lettered, uninstructed.

Ignorantly, lg-nd-rint-1 A, ad. Without k now
ledge, unskilfully, without information.

To Ignore, ig-ndref v. a. Not to know', to be 
ignorant of.

Ignosciblf., Ig-nAs^sA-bl, a. Capable of pardon. 
Ile, lie. From Aisle, awing. French. A walk 

or alley in a church or publick building.
ILEX. i-lAx, s. The scarlet oak.
Iliac, IW-Ak, a. Relating to the lower bowels. 
lUAC-PASSION, 11-A-Ak-pish-ftn, 5. A kind of 

nervous cholick, whose seat is the ilium, whereby that 
gut is twisted, or one part enters the cavity of the part 
immediately below or above.

’LL, 11, a. Bad in any respect, contrary to good, 
whether physical or moral, evil; sick, disordered, not 
in health.

ILL, 11, s. Wickedness; misfortune, misery.
Ill, 11, ad. Not well, not rightly in any re

spect ; not easily.
Ill, substantive, adjective, or adverb, is used in 

composition to express any bad quality or condition.
Il, before words beginning with L, stands for 

In or Un.
Illacerable, 11-lls-sAr-i-bl, a. That which 

cannot be torn. I

ILLACHRYMABLE, 11-lak-krA-mi-bl, a. 353. 405. 
Incapable of weeping.

Illapse, 11-lAps/ s. Gradual immission or en
trance of any thing into another; sudden attack, 
casual coming.

To ILLAQUEATE, 11-1 a-kwe-ate, v. a. 507. To 
entangle, to entrap, to ensnare.

IllaqueatiON, il-la-kwe-A-shun, .r. The act of 
catching or ensnaring; a snare, any thing to catch.

Illation, il-la-shan, s. Inference, conclu
sion drawn from premises.

Illative, 11-1 A-tlv,157. Relating to illation 
or conclusion.

Illaudable, il-lHw-dtL-bl, s. 405. Unworthy 
of praise or commendation.

Illaudably, 11-law-di-blA, ad. Unworthily, 
without deserving praise.

Illegal, 11-le-gAl, a. 88. Contrary to law.
Illegality, 11-lA-gAl-lA-tA, s. Contrariety to 

law.
2'o Illegalize, U-l&'gal-ize, v. a. To render 

illegal.
Illegally, Il-lA-gal-14, ad. Ina manner con 

trary to law.
Illegalness, s. The state of

being illegal.
Illegibility, il-lM-je-bll'-e-td, r. Incapability 

of being read.
Illegible, il-lAd-jA-bl, a. 405. What cannot 

be read.
Illegitimacy, 11-le-jlt-e-ml-si, s. State of 

bastardy.
Illegitimate, il-ii-jlt-ti-raite, a. 91.

Unlawfully begotten, not begotten in wedlock.
Illegitimately, ll-l£-jlt-tA-mat4A, ad. Not 

begotten in wedlock.
Illegitimation, il-le-jlt-tA-ma-shun, The 

state of one not begotten in wedlock.
Illeviablf., lHAv-ve-i-bl, a. 405. What can

not be levied or exacted.
Illfavoured, 11-fa-vurd, a. 362. Deformed.
Illfavouredly, 11-fa'vUrd-lA, ad. With de

formity.
Illfavouredness, Il-fa-vurd-n&s, s. De

formity.
Illiberal, ll-llb-b&r-il, a. 88. Not noble, not 

ingenuous; not generous, sparing.
Illiberality, Il-lib-ber-rli-lA-tA, s. Parsi

mony, niggardliness.
Illiberally, U-lIb'bAr-rM-A, ad. Disingenu

ously, meanly.
Illicit, il-lls-sit, a. Unlawful.
Illicitly, 11-lls-slulA, ad. Unlawfully. 
Illicitness, 11-lis-slt-nAs, s. Unlawfulness. 
To Illighten, 11-11-tn, v. n. 103. To en

lighten, to illuminate
Illimitable, 11-llm-mA-tA-bl, a. That cannot 

be bounded or limited.
Illimitably, U-llm-md-ti-blA, ad. Without 

susceptibility of bounds.
Illimited, Il-llm-mlt-Ad, a. Unbounded, in

terminable.
Illimitedness, ll-llm-mlt-Jd-nis, s. Exeinp- 

tion from all bounds.
Illiteracy, U-lltitSr-l-si, s. Illiterateness, 

want of learning.
JO I have adopted this word from the learned and 

ingenious Dr. Farmer, in bis Essay on the Learning of 
Shakspeare, who, by his printing it in italicks, seems to 
use it with timidity; but in nothing is the old English 
?roverb, store is no sore, better verified than in words.

’oetry will find employment for a thousand words not 
used in prose, and a nice discernment will scarcely find 
any words entirely useless that are not quite obsolete. 
Illiterate, 11-llt-tSr-ate, a. 91. Unlettered, 

untaught, unlearned.
Illiterateness, 11-liti-tJr-at-nis, ». Want of 

learning, ignorance of sconce.
274
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Illiterature, ll-llt't&r-l-tiire, s. Want of 
learning. .

ILL-LIVED, ll-llvd, a. Leading a wicked life. 
Illness, H^nSs, s. Badness or inconvenience 

of any kind, natural or moral; sickness, malady; 
wickedness

Illnature, 11-na-tshure, r. 461. Habitual 
malevolence. , TT . . ,,

ILLNATURED, ’il-na-tshixrd, a. 36— Habitually 
malevolent; mischievous; untractable; not yielding 
to culture. o , . . ,, , TIllnaturedly, il-na-tshurd-Ie, ad. in a peev
ish, froward manner.

Illnaturedness, Il-na-tshurd-nCs, s. Want 
of kindly disposition.

Illogical, U-lbd-j6-kM, a. 88. Ignorant or 
negligent of the rules of reasoning; contrary to the 
rules of reason.

IllOgically, Il-ldd'j6-kAl-l£, ad. In a manner 
contrary to the laws of argument.

Illogicalness, Il-16d-j6-kil-n6s, s. Contrariety 
to the rules of reason.

Ii.l-starred, il-st&rd, a. Influenced by evil 
stars with respect to fortune ; unlucky.

To Illude, il-liide( v. a. To deceive, to mock.
To Illume, ll-lume,' t». a. To enlighten, to 

illuminate; to brighten, to adorn.
To Illumine, il-lu-min, v. a. 140. To en

lighten, to supply with light; to decorate, tc adorn.
To Illuminate, Il-lu-me-nate, v. a. To en

lighten, to supply with light; to adorn with festal 
lamps or bonfires; to enlighten intellectually with 
knowledge or grace; to adorn with pictures or initial 
letters of various colours; to illustrate.

Illumination, il-lii-me-na-sh&n, s. The act of 
supplying with light; that which gives light; festal 
light hung out as a token of joy; brightness, splen
dour; infusion of intellectual light, knowledge, or 
grace.

Illuminative, ll-lu-me-na-tlv, a. Having the 
power to give light.

Illuminator, iLlii-me-na-tur, s. 521. One 
who gives light; one whose business it is to decorate 
books with pictures at the beginning of chapters.

Illusion, il-lfi-zh&n, s. 451. Mockery, false 
show, counterfeit appearance, errour.

Illusive, il-luMv, a. 158.428. Deceiving by 
false show.

Illusively, ll-lu-siv-16, ad. In a deceptions 
manner.

Illusiveness, 11-1 d-siv-nes,s. Deception; false 
appearance.

Illusory, ll-Ki-sur-6, a. 429.-512. Deceiving, 
fraudulent.—For the o, see Domestic .

To Illustrate, Il-l&s^trate, v. a. 91. To 
brighten with light; to brighten with honour; to ex
plain, to clear, to elucidate.

Illustration, il-l&s-tra^sfr&n, s. Explanation, 
elucidation, exposition.

Illustrative, il-l&s-trl-tlv, a. Having the 
quality of elucidating or clearing.

Illustratively, 11-1 &s-trl-tiv-16, ad. By way 
of explanation.

Illustrator, il*l?is-tra-tur, s. One who illus
trates, brightens, or beautifies.

Illustrious, 114&s-tr6-6s, a. 314. 
ous, noble, eminent for excellence.

Illustriously, Il-lus^tr6-6s-le, ad. 
ously, nobly, eminently.

Illustriousness, il-l&s^tre-fcs-n^s, 
nence, nobility, grandeur.

Ill-will, il-wll, s. Disposition to envy or 
hatred.

Ill-willer, ll-wll-l&r, s. One who wishes or 
intends ill to another.

I’M, line. Contracted from I am.
IMAGE, jm-mldje, s. 90. Any corporeal repre

sentation, generally used of statues; a statue, a pic
ture i an idol, a false genl; a copy, a representation, 

27 5-

likeness; an idea, a representation of any thing to the mind.
To Image, im-midje, v. u. To copv by the 

fancy, to imagine.
Imagery, im-mid-j^r-re, s. Sensible represen

tations; show, apjjearance; copies of the fancy, false 
ideas, imaginary phantasms.

Imaginable, e-mid-jin-il-bl, a. Possible to be 
conceived.—See To Despatch.

Imaginant, 6-rnM-jin-Aht, a. Imagining, 
forming ideas.

Imaginary, 6-m6d-jln-lr-6, a. Fancied, 
visionary, existing only in the imagination.

Imagination, d-mid-jln-a-sh&n, s. Fancy, the 
power of forming ideal pictures, the power of repre
senting things absent to one’s self or others; concep
tion, image in the mind, idea; contrivance, scheme.

Imaginative, 4-mld-jln-i-tlv, a. 512. Far.tas- 
tick, full of imagination.

To Imagine, 6-mid-jln, v. a. 140. To fancy, 
to paint in the mind; to scheme, to contrive.—See 7b 
Despatch and 7b hmbahn.

Imagin’er, 6-mid-jin-br, 5. 98. One who forms 
ideas.

Imbecile, im-b^s-sll, or Im-be-s661,z a. 140. 112. 
Weak, feeble, wanting strength of either mind or body 

Dr. Johnson, Dr. Ash, Dr. Kenrick, and Entick 
accent this word on the second syllable, as in the Latin 
imbecilis ; but Mr. Scott and Mr. Sheridan on the last, 
as in the French imbecille. The latter is in my opinion 
the more fashionable, blit the former more analogical 
We have too many of these French sounding words; and 
if the number cannot be diminished, they should, at 
least, not be suffered to increase.

This word, says Dr. Johnson, is corruptly written 
embezzle. This corruption, however, is too well esta
blished to be altered ; and as it is appropriated to a par
ticular species of deficiency, the corruption is less to be 
regretted.
Imbecility, lm-b<*--sil-e-te, 

feebleness of mind or body.
To Imbibe, lm-l;ibe,z v. a. To drink in, to 

draw in; to admit into the mind ; to drench, to soak.
IMBIBER, im-bi-b&r, 5. 98. That which drinks 

or sucks.
Imbibition, Im-b6-bish-un, $. The act of suck

ing or-drinking in.
To Imbitter, im-bit-tur, v. a. 98. To make 

bitter; to deprive of pleasure, to make unhappy ; to 
exasperate.

To ImbodY, lm-b6d-6, v. a. To condense to 
a body; to invest with matter; to bring together into 
one mass or company.

To ImbODY, Im-b6d-d6, t». n. To unite into one 
mass, to coalesce.

To Imbolden, lm-bol-dn, v. a. 103. To raise 
to confidence, to encourage.

To Imborder, im-borMur, v. a. To terminate, 
to bound.

To Imbosom, lm-bod-zi’m, v. a. 169. To hold 
on the bosom, to cover fondly with the folds of one’s 
garment; to admit to the heart, or to affection.

To Imbound, im-bound,' v. a. 312. To enclose. 
To IMBOW, lm-bou,' v. a. 322. To arch, to vault. 
IMBOWMENT, lm-bou-m&nt, s. Arch, vault.
To Imbower, 1m-bo&-&r, v. a. 322. To cover 

with a bower, to shelter with trees.
To ImbraNGLE, Im-bring-gl, v. a. To entangle 

A low word.
Imbricated, Im-br6-ka-t6d, a. 

concavities.
Imbrication, Im-br^-ka^shon, 

denture. g
To Im brown, lm-broun,z v. — 

brown, to darken, to obscure, to cloud.
To Imbrue, im-bro6,z v. a. 339. To steep, to 

soak, to wet much or long.
To Imbrute, hn-br66tz v. a. 339. To degrade 

to brutality.

s. Weakness,

Conspicu-

Conspicu-

s. Emi
s.

Indented witt

Concave in-

a. To make
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To Imbrute, Im-brddt,' v. n. To sink down 
to brutality.

To Imbue, lm-bh/ v. a. 835. To tincture deep, 
to infuse any tincture or dye.

To Imburse, Im-bdrse,' v. a. To stock with 
money.

Imitability, ira-d-tl-bIKd-tdj *• The quality 
of being i mi table.

Imitable, kn-6-ti-bl, a. 405. Worthy to be 
imitated; possible tc be imitated.

To Imitate, Iin^-idte, v. a. 91. To copy, to 
endeavour to resemble; to counterfeit; to pursue the 
course of a composition, so as to use parallel images 
and examples.

Imitation, im-mA-ti-shhn, s. The act of 
copying, attempt to resemble; that which is offered as 
a ccpy ; a method of translating looser than paraphrase, 
in which modern examples and illustrations are used 
for ancient, or domestick for foreign.

Imitative, lm-d-tA-tlv, a. 512. Inclined to 
copy.

Imitator, Im-A-ta-thr, s. 98. 166. 521. One 
that copies another, one that endeavours to resemble 
another.

Immaculate, Im-m&k'kii-late, a. 91. Spotless, 
pure, undefiled.

Immaculately, Im-mtik-kfi-late-ld,a. Without 
blemish; purely.

Immaculateness, lm-mik-kh-late-nds, $. 
Purity, innocence.

Immalleable, Im-mlUU-i-bl, a. Not to be 
wrought upon; not to be impressed.

To Immanacle, Im-min-ni-kl, v. a. 405. To 
fetter, to confine.

Immane, Im-mane,' a. Vast, prodigiously great. 
Inman ELY, Im-mine-ld, ad. Monstrously, 

cruelly.
Immanent, Im-mi-ndnt, a. Intrinsick, inhe

rent, internal.
Immanifest, Im-mln-nd-fdst, a. Not manifest, 

not plain.
IMMANITY, Im-min-nd-td, s. Barbarity, savage

ness.
lMMARCESSIBLE,lm-m&r-sds-sd-bl,a. Unfading. 
IMMARTIAL, Im-m&r'shM, a. 88. Not warlike. 
To Immask, lm-mAsk,' t>. a. To cover, to dis

guise.
Immatchable, Im-mitsh-A-bl, a. Not match

able, peerless.
Immaterial, lm-ml-td-rd-il, a. Incorporeal, 

distinct from matter, void of matter; unimportant, 
impertinent.

ImmateriaLIST, lm-mi-td-rd-11-Ist, s. One 
who professes immateriality.

Immateriality, im-mi-td-rd-il^-td, s. Incor
poreity, distinctness from body or matter.

Immaterially, lm-mi-td-rd-11-d, ad. In a 
manner not depending upon matter.

IMMA.TERIALIZED, lni-m&-t£-r£-&l-izd, a. S59. 
Distinct from matter, incorporeal.

Immaterialness, im-ma-tA-r^-a.l-n5s, $. Dis
tinctness from matter.

IMMATERIATE, 1m-mi-fd-r^Ate,a. 91. Not con
sisting of matter, incorporeal, without body.

IMMATURE, Im-mi-tiire,'a. Notripe; notar- 
rived at fulness or completion; hasty, early, come to 
pass before the natural time. ’

IMMATURELY, lm-mi-ttire-U, ad. Too soon, 
too early, before ripeness or completion.

Immaturkness, im-mA-t6re-nis, > 
Immaturity, J ' p

ness, incompleteness, a state short of completion.
Immeability, lm-m£-&-bIl-£-t&, s. W’ant of 

power to pas^
Immeasurable, !m-m£zh'ti-ri-bl, a. Immense, 

not to be measured, indefinitely extensive.
Immeasurably, lm-m£zh'hr-&-bl£, ad. 

Immensely, beyond all measure.

ImmechanicaL, lm-m£-kiln-n£-kil, a. Not 
according to the laws of mechanicks.

Immediacy, iin-m^d£-i-$£, or lm-m^-j^-1-s^, 
t. 293. Personal greatness, power of acting without 
dependence.

Immediate, im-m^-d^-at, a. 91. Being in such 
a state with respect to something else, as that there is 
nothing between them; not acting by second causes; 
instant, present with regard to time.

This word and its compounds are often, and not 
improperly pronounced as if written im-
me-je-ate-le, &c.—For the reasons, see Principles, No. 
293, 294. 376.
Immediately, lm-m£-de-at-l£, ad. Without 

the intervention of any other cause or event; instantly, 
at the time present, without delay.

Immediateness, im-m<i-d£-At-nes, s. Presence 
with regard to time; exemption from second or inter
vening causes.

Immedicable, Im-mdd'd^-ki-bl, a. Not to be 
healed, incurable.

Immelodious, Im-mA-ld-dd-fis, a. Not melodi
ous; unmusioal.

IMMEMORABLE, Im-m^m-md-ri-bl, a. Not 
worth remembering.

Immemorial, im-m^-md-r^-2,1, a. Past time 
of memory, so ancient that the beginning cannot be 
traced.

Immense, im-m^nse,' a. Unlimited, unbound
ed, infinite.

Immensely, im-m&nse-l£, ad. Infinitely, with
out measure.

Immenseness, im-mSns-n&s, s. Unbounded 
greatness.

Immensity, Im-m£n-s£-td,s. Unbounded great
ness, infinity.

Immensurability, lm-m£n-!ihh-rA-bll-£-t£, 
452. Impossibility to be measured.

Immensurable, Im-men-shii-rA-bl, a. Not to 
be measured.

Immensurate, lm-m3n-sht-rate, a. Unmea
sured.

71olMMERGE,lm-m3rdje,'t>.a.Toputunderwater. 
IMMERIT, Im-m^r-lt, s. Want of worth, want 

of desert.
Immerse, Im-m^rse,' a. Buried, covered, sunk 

deep.
To Immerse, Im-m&rsc,' v. a. To put undei 

water; to sink or cover deep; to depress.
Immersion, Im-m&^shhn, s. 452. The act of 

putting any body into a fluid below the surface; the 
state of sinking below the surface of a fluid; the state 
of being overwhelmed or lost in any respect.

ImmethodicaL, Im-m^-fAdd-d-kil, a. Con
fused, being without regularity, being without method.

Immethodically, lm-m£-fA6d-d-kil-4, ad. 
Without method.

Immethodicalness, lm-mA-/A6d-£-kill-n£s,. s. 
Want of method or order, confusion.

To Immigrate, lm-md-grite, v. n. To enter or 
pass into; to go to dwell in a place.

Imminence, im-m£-n£nse, s. Any ill impend
ing ; immediate or near danger.

Imminent, Im-md-n&nt, a. Impending, at 
hand, threatening.

To Immingle, im-mlng'gl, v. a. To mingle, 
to mix, to unite.

Imminution, im-m^-nh-sh&n, >. Diminution, 
decrease.

Immiscibility, lm-mls-sd-bll'^-t^, s. Incapa
city of being mingled.

Immiscible, Im-mls^sA-bl, a. 405. Not capa
ble of being mingled.

Immission, im-mlsh-hn, s. The act of send
ing in, contrary to emission.

To Immit, Im-mh,' v. a. To send in.
7’o Immix, im-xnlks( v. a. To mingle.
ImmixaBLE, Im-mlks-^-bl, a. 405. Impossible 

to be mingled.
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Immobility, Im-m6-bll^6-t4. s. Unmoveable- 
ness, want of motion, resistance to motion.

Immoderate, Im-m&dM&r-it, a. 91. Exceed
ing the due mean.

Immoderately, Im-m5d-d6r-rat-le, ad, In an 
excessive degree.

Immoderateness, Im-mod-er-at-nSs, t. Want 
of moderation. . -

Immoderation, lm-mod-der-a-shOn, s. Want 
of moderation, excess ,

Immodest, im-mod-dest, a. Wanting shame, 
wanting delicacy or chastity ; unchaste, impure; ob
scene; unreasonable, exorbitant.

Immodesty, im-m6d^d£s-t£, n. Want of mod
esty.

To Im mot. ate, Im-mA-lAte, v. a. 91. To sacri
fice, to kill in sacrifice.

Immolation, Im-m6-li-sh5n, s. The act of 
sacrificing; the sacrifice offered.

Immolator, Im-md-lA-tir, s. One that offers 
in sacrifice.

Immoment, Im-mi-m&nt, a. Trifling, of no 
importance or value.

Immoral, Im-m&r-r^l, a. 88. 168. Wanting 
regard to the laws of natural religion; contrary to 
honesty, dishonest.

Immorality, lm-md-r<M-6-t6, s. Dishonesty, 
want of virtue, contrariety to virtue.

Immortal, im-m6r-tAl, a. 88. Exempt from 
death, neyer to die; never ending, perpetual.

Immortality, Im-mSr-tAW-tG, s. Exemption 
from death, life never to end.

To Immortalize, Im-mSr-tAl-ize, v. a. To 
make immortal, to perpetuate, to exempt from death.

Immortally, 1m-mdr'tAl-6, ad. With exemp
tion from death, without end.

Immoveable, lm-md6v'i-bl„ a. Not to be 
forced from its place; unshaken.

Immoveableness, lm-m&6v-i-bl-n6s, s. The 
state or quality of being immoveable.

Immoveably, im-mddv-i-bld, ad. In a state 
not to be shaken.

Immunity, lm-mi-n£-t£, s. Discharge from 
any obligation; privilege, exemption, freedom.

To Immure, tm-miire,' v. a. To enclose within 
walls, to coniine, to shut up.

Immusical, Im-inu-zti-kil, a. 88. Unmusical, 
inharmonious.

Immutability, Im-mii-tA-bll^-td, s. Exemp
tion from change, invariableness.

Immutable, Im-mfi-tl-bl, a. 405. Unchange
able, invariable, unalterable.

Immutableness, im-mu-tA-bl-n^s, s. Un
changeableness.

Immutably, Im-mfc-tA-bU, ad. Unalterably, 
invariably, unchangeably.

Imp, Imp, s. A son, the offspring, progeny; a 
subaltern devil, a puny devil.

To Imp, Imp, v. a. To enlarge with any thing 
adscititious; to assist.

To Impact, lm-pikt,' i>. a. To drive close or 
hard.

To Impaint, Im-pint,' v. a. To paint, to deco
rate with colours. Obsolete.

To Impair, lm-pire,' v. a. To diminish, to 
injure, to make worse.

To Impair, Im-pare,' v. n. To be lessened or 
worn out.

IMPAIRER, Im-pare^ur, s. That which impairs.
Impairment, Im-pare-mSnt, s. Diminution, 

injury.
Impalatable, Im-pl'li-tA-bl, a. Not suitable 

to the palate; not pleasing to the taste, disagreeable.
Impalpability, lm-pl!'plLbIl-£-t£, s. The 

state or quality of not being perceived by the touch.
Impalpable, lm-pil-pi-bl, a. 405. Not to be 

perceived by toiuh.
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To Imparadise. Im-pAr-tVdlse, v. a. To put id 
a state resembling paradise.

Imp aiidonable, lm-pir-dn-A-bl, a. Irremissible. 
Imparity, Im-pir-e-td, s. Inequality, (lispro 

portion ; oddness, indivisibility into equal parts.
To Impark, im-pirk,' v. a. 81. To enclose 

with a park, to sever from a common.
To Impart, im-pirt,' v. a. To grant, to give, 

to communicate. .
IMPARTIAL, Im-pAr-sbil, a. 88. Equitable, free 

from regard or party, indifferent, disinterested, equal 
in distribution of justice.

Impartiality, im-pHr-sh&-M-£-te, s. Equita- 
tableness, justice.

Impartially, Im-p&r^shil-e, ad. Equitably 
with indifferent and unbiassed judgment, without re. 
gard to party or interest.

Impartible, im-pirt'd-bl, a. 405. Communi
cable, to be conferred or bestowed.

Impassable, Im-pAs-si-bl, a. 405. Not to be 
passed, not admitting passage, impervious.

Impassableness, Im-pAs-si-bl-nfis, s. Incapa 
bility of admitting passage.

Impassibility, im-pis-s£-bil-£-t£, s. Exemp
tion from suffering.

Impassible, Im-pis's6-bl, a. 405. Incapable of 
suffering, exempt from the agency of external causes. 

Impassibleness, Im-pis-s6-bl-n6s, s. Impassi
bility, exemption from pain.

Impassioned, im-pish-sh?ind, a. 362. Seized 
with passion.

Impassive, im-pis-siv, a. 158. Exempt, from 
the agency of external causes.

To Impaste, Im-paste,' v. a. To knead or make 
into dough or paste; to paste; in painting, to lay cd 
colours thick and bold.

Impasted, im-pas-t6d, a. Covered as with paste. 
Impatience, im-pi-sli&nse, s. 463. Inability 

to suffer pain, rage under suffering; vehemence of 
temper, neat of passion; inability to suffer delay, 
eagerness.

Impatient, Im-pa-sl;^nt, a. 463. Not able to en
dure, incapable to bear; furious with pain; unable to 
bear pain ; vehemently agitated by some painful pas. 
sion ;eager, ardently desirous, notable to endure delay.

Impatiently, lm-pi-sh&nt-l&,ad. Passionately, 
ardently; eagerly, with great desire.

To Impawn, Im-pAwn,' v. a. To give as a 
pledge, to pledge

To Impeach, lm-p66tsh,' v. a. To hinder, tc 
impede j to accuse by publick authority.

Impeach, Im-p&tehf s. Hinderance, let, im
pediment.

Impeachable, 1m-p<Wtsh-i-bl, a. Accusable, 
chargeable.

Impeacher, Im-p&tsWJir, >. 98. An accuser, 
one who brings an accusation against another.

Impeachment, Im-pe&tsb'm&nt, s. Hinderance, 
let, impediment, obstruction; publick accusation, 
charge preferred.

To Impearl, Im-p5rl,z v, a. To form in resem
blance of pearls; to decorate as with pearls.

Impeccability, lm-pek-kA-bii^-t^, s. Exemp
tion from sin, exemption from failure.

Impeccable, im-piJk-kl-bl, a. 405. Exempt 
from possibility of sin.

To Impede, lm-p£de,' v. a. To hinder, to let, 
to obstruct.

Impediment, Im-pecW-mJnt, s. Hinderance, 
let, obstruction, opposition.

To Impel, Im-p&l,' t>. a. To drive on towards 
a point, to urge forward, to press on.

Impellent, lm-pAl-16nt, s. An impulsive 
power, a power that drives forward.

Impeller, tm-p&l-l&r, t. One who impels, or 
urges forward.

To Impend, lm-p6nd,' v. n. To hang over, to 
be at hand, to pre*s nearly.
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Impendence, fm-pin^dinse, s. The state of 
hanging over, near approach.

Impendent, Im-pin-dint, a. Imminent, hang
ing over, pressing closely.

Impenetrability, im-pin-i-tri-bll-e-ti, s. 
Quality of not being pierceable; insusceptibility of in
tellectual impression.

Impenetrable, Im-pin-i-trA-bl. a. Not to be 
pierced, not to be entered by any external force; im
pervious ; not to be taught; not to be moved.

Impenetrably, 1m-pin-i-tri-bli, ad. With 
hardness to a degree incapable of impression.

Impenitence, im-p2n-<U3nse, ) ObduracvIMPENITENCY, lm-p£n-<5-t3n-si, J • ’
want of remorse for crimes, final disregard of God's 
threatenings or mercy.

Impenitent, im-pin-i-tint, a. Finally negli
gent of the duty of repentance, obdurate.

IMPENITENTLY, lm-pin-e-tent-l£, ad. Obdu
rately, without repentance.

IMPENNOUS, Im-pin-nhs, a. 314. Wanting 
wings.

Imperate, Im-pi-rate, a. 91. Done with con
sciousness, done by direction of the mind.

Imperative, Im-p£r-rA-tlv, a. Commanding, 
expressive of command.

Imperatively, im-pir-ri-tlv-li, ad. In a com
manding style; authoritatively.

Imperceptible, Im-pir-sCp^ti-bl, a. Not to be 
discovered, not to be perceived.

Imperceptibleness, im-pir-sip-ti-bl-nis, s. 
The quality of eluding oliservation.

Imperceptibly, im-pir-sep^ti-bli, ad. In a 
manner not to be perceived.

Imperdible, Im-pir-di-bl, a. Not to be de
stroyed or lost

Imperfect, im-pir-fikt, a. Not complete, not 
absolutely finished, defective; frail, not complete!; 
good.

Imperfection, Im-pir-fik-shhn, s. Defect, 
failure, fault, whether physical or moral.

Imperfectly, im-per-fikt-li, ad. Not com
pletely, not fully.

Imperfectness, Im-pir-fikt-nis, s. Failure, 
defect

Imperforable, Im-pir-fd-rA-bl, a. Not to be 
bored through.

Imperforate, Im-pir-fd-rate, a. Not pierced 
through, without a hole.

Imperial, Im-pi-ri-il, a. 88. Royal, possessing 
royalty; betokening royalty; belonging to an emperor 
or monarch, regal, monarchical.

Imperialist, im-pi-ri-Al-ist, s. One that be
longs to an emperor.

Imperially, Im-pi-ri-M-li, ad. In a royal or 
imperial manner.

Imperious, im-pi-ri-hs, a. 314. Commanding, 
tyrannical; haughty, arrogant, assuming, overbearing.

Imperiously, Im-pd-ri-tis-li, ad. With arro
gance of command, with insolence of authority.

Imperiousness, lm-pi^ri-hs-nis, s. Authority, 
air of command ; arrogance of command.

Imperishable, im-pir-rlsh-i-bl, a. Not to be 
destroyed.

Impermanency, Im-pir-mi-nin-si, $. Want of 
duration; instability.

Impermeable, im-pir-mi-i-bl, a. That which 
may not be passed through,

Impersonal, 1m-pir-sun- Al, a. 88. Not varied 
according to the persons.

Impersonality, im-pCr-sun-lW-U, s. Indis- 
tinction of personality.

Impersonally, Im-pir-shn-il-i, ad. Accord
ing to the manner of an impersonal verb.

To lMPERSONATE,lm-p^r-shn-nate,v.a. To per
sonify.

Imperspicuovs, Im-pir-splk-h-hs, a. Wanting 
clearness.
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IMPERSUASIBLE, Im-pir-swa-zi-bl, a. 439. Not 
to be moved by persuasion.

Impertinence, im-pir-ti-ninse, ) g t
Impeiitinency, Im-pir-ti-nen-si, { *' 1

which is of no present weight, that which has no rela- 
tion to the matter in hand; folly, rambling thought; 
troublesomeness, intrusion; trifle, thing of no value. 

Impertinent, Im-pir-ti-nint, a. Of no relation 
to the matter in hand, of noweight; importunate, in 
trusive, meddling; foolish, trifling.

Impertinent, im-p2r-ti-n£nt, ». A trifler, 
a meddler, an intruder.

Impertinently, im-pir-ti-nint-li, ad. With
out relation to the present matter; troubiesomely, 
officiously, intrusively.

Imperturbable, im-pir-t&r-bi-bl, a. Impos
sible to be disturbed, incapable of being disturbed. 

Imperthrbation, lm-pir-tftr-ba-shhn, s.
Calmess, tranquillity, freedom from perturbation. 

Impervious, im-per-vi-hs, a. 314. Unpassa- 
ble, impenetrable.

Imperviously, lm-pir-vi-&s-li, ad. Impenetra
bly, unpassably.

Imperviousness, im-pir-vi-hs-nis, s. The state 
of not admitting any passage.

Impertransibility, Im-pir-trin-si-blW-ti, s. 
Impossibility to be passed through.

Impetrable, im-pi-trA-bl, a. 405. Possible to 
be obtained.

To Impf.trate, Im-pi-trate, v. a. To obtain 
by entreaty.

Impetration, Im-pi-tra-sh&n, s. The act of 
obtaining by prayer or entreaty.

Impetuosity, Im-pitsh-h-ds-i-ti, s. Violence, 
fury, vehemence, force.

Impetuous, lm-pitsh-6-hs, a. 314. 461. Vio
lent, forcible, fierce; vehement, passionate.

Impetuously, Im-pitsh-h-hs-li, ad. Violently, 
vehemently.

Impetuousness, im-pitsL-u-&s-nis, s. Violence, 
fury.

Impetus, lm-pi-ths, ». 503. Violent tendency 
to any point, violent effort

Impictured, Im-plk-tshiire-id, a. Painted, im
pressed.

Impierceable, Im-pdre-sA-bl, a. Impenetrable, 
not to be pierced.

Impiety, lm-pl-i-ti, s. Irreverence to the 
Supreme Being, contempt of the duties of religion; 
an act of wickedness, expression of irreligion.

To ImpignORate, im-pig-nd-iate, v. a. To 
pawn, topledge.

Impignoravion, Im-plg-nd-ra^h&n, s. The 
act of pawning or putting to pledge.

To Impinge, lm-plnje,' v. n. To fall against, 
to strike against, to clash with.

To Impinguate, Im-plng-gwate, v. a. To 
fatten, to make fat

Impious, im-pi-hs, a. 503. Irreligious, wicked, 
profane.

Impiously, Im-pi-hs-li, ad. Profanely, wick
edly.

Impiousness, Im'pi-fis-nis, s. Contempt of 
the duties of religion.

Implacability, Im-pla-ki-blW-ti, s. Inexora
bleness, irreconcilable enmity, determined malice.

Implacable, Im-plA-kA-bl. a. 405. Not to lx 
pacified, inexorable, malicious, constant in enmity.— 
See Placable.

Implacableness, lm-pla-kl-bl-n?s, ». The 
state of being implacable.

Implacably, Im-pla-kA-bli, ad. With malice 
not to be pacified, inexorably.

To Implant, Im-plintf v. a. To infix, to in
sert, to place, to ingraft

Implantation, Im-plin-ta-sli&n, s. The act of 
setting or planting.
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Implausible, Im-plAw-z^-bl, a. 439. Not 
specious, not likely to seduce or persuade.

Implement, 1m-pl6-m6n s. Something that 
fills up vacancy, or supplies wants ; tool, instrument 
of manufacture; utensil. -

Implf.tion, lm-ple-shiin, s. The act of filling, 
the state of being full.

Implex, WplSks, a. Intricate, entangled, 
complicated.

To Implicate, Im'ple-kAte, v. a. 91. To en
tangle, to embarass, to infold.

Implication, im-pl6-ka-shin, s. Involution, 
entanglement j inference not expressed, but tacitly 
inculcated.

Implicit, hn-plis-lt, it. Entangled, infolded, 
complicated; inferred, tacitly comprised, not ex
pressed ; entirely obedient.

Implicitly, Im-plis'lt-ld, ad. By inference 
comprised though not expressed; by connexion with 
something else, dependently; with unreserved confi
dence or obedience.

Implicitness, im-plis-lt-nSs, s. The state of 
being implicit; dependance on the judgment or author
ity of another.

Impliedly, im-pli-6d-IA, ad. By inference 
comprised, though not expressed; by implication. 

Imploration, iin-pld-ra-shftn, s. Solicitation ; 
supplication.

To Implore, Im-pldre,' v. a. To call upon in 
supplication, to solicit; to ask, to beg.

IMPLORER, Im-pli-rir, s. 98. One that im
plores.

Implumed, lm-plhmd,' a. 362. Without fea
thers.

To Imply, Im-pH,' v. a. To infold, to cover, 
to entangle; to involve or comprise as a consequence 
or concomitant.

To Impoison, lm-p66-zn, v. a. To corrupt with 
poison ; to kill-with poison.

Impolicy, lm-p61-l£-s£, s. Imprudence, indis
cretion, want of forecast.

Impolite, 1m-pd-llte,' a. Unpolished, rude, 
coarse.

Impoliteness, 1m-p6-llte-n£ss, s. Want of 
politeness, rudeness, incivility.

Impolitical, Im-po-lit^-kAl, ) T 
Impolitic , Im-p&l-d-tlk, 510. \ mPru

dent, indiscreet, void of art or forecast.
Impolitically, im-p6-lit-£-kAl-6, 509. ) .
Impoliticly, lm-pdl-6-tik-16, f ai'

Without art or forecast
IMPONDEROUS, Im-pdn-d6r-&s, a. Void of per

ceptible weight.
IMPOROSITY, Im-p6-r6s^se-t6, s. Absence of in

terstices, compactness, closeness.
IMPOROUS, im-p6-r&s, a. 314. Free from pores, 

free from vacuities or interstices.
To Import, Im-p6rt,' v. a. 492. To carry into 

any country from abroad; to imply, to infer; to pro 
duce in consequence; to be of moment

Import, Im-p6rt, s. Importance, moment, 
consequence; tendency; any thing imported from 
abroad.

This substantive was formerly pronounced with 
the accent on the second syllabic, but has of late ye>rs 
adopted the accent on the first, and cla with the ge
neral distinction of dissyllable nouns and verbs fo the 
same form.—See Principles, No* 492.
Importance, im-p6r-t<Lnse, or Im-pir-tAnsc, & 

Thing imported or implied; matter, subject; conse
quence, moment; importunity.

Important, im-pJr-tlnt, Or Im.pdrltlnt, a. 
Momentous, weighty, of great consequence.

'The second syllable of this and the foregorng woru 
is frequently pronounced as in the verb to import. The 
best usage, however, is on the side of the first pronun
ciation, which seems to suppose that it is not a word 
formed from import, but an adoption of the French I 
importance, and therefore it ought not to be pronounced 
os a compound, but as a simple. The authorities for this 
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pronunciation are, Mr. Sheridan, Dr. Ken rick, Dr. Aft, 
W. Johnston, Mr. Perry, and Mr. Buchanan. Mr. Scott 
is for either, but gives the first the preference. 
Importantly, lm-p6r-tAnt-I6, ad. Weightily, 

forcibly.
Importation, Im-pdr-ti'sliftn. j. The act or 

practice of importing, or bringing into a country from 
abroad.

IMPORTER, lm-p6rt-6r, s. 98. One that brings 
in any thing from abroad.

ImpORTUNaCY, Im-p6r-tu-nl-s6, s. The act of 
importuning.

Importunate, 1m-p6r-tsh6-nate, a. 461. Un
seasonable and incessant in solicitations, not to be r& 
pulsed.

Importunately, Im-p6r-tsbii-nit-16, ad. 
With incessant solicitation, pertinaciously.

Importunateness, Im-p6r-tsh6-nlt~n6s, s. 91 
Incessant solicitation.

To Importune, lm-p6r-t£me,z v. a. To tease, 
to harass with slight vexation perpetually recurring, to 
molest.

Importune, Im-p6r-t6nez a. Constantly recur
ring, troublesome by frequency; troublesome, vexa
tious; unseasonable; coming, asking, or happening 
at a wrong time.—See Futurity.

IMPORTUNELY, lm-p6r-t£ine-16, ad. Trouble- 
somely, incessantly; unseasonably, improperly.

Importunity, Im-p6r-tu-ne-t6, s. Incessant 
solicitation.

To Impose, lm-p6ze,z v. a. To lay on as a 
burden or penalty; to enjoin as a duty or law; to ob
trude fallaciously j to impose on, to put a cheat on, to 
deceive.

Impose, Im-pdze,' s. Command, injunction. 
Imposeable, lm-pd-zi-bl, a. 405. To be laid 

as obligatory on any body.
ImpOSER, Im-pA^z&r, s. 98. One who enjoins. 
Imposition, Im-pd-zlsh'&n. s. The act of lay

ing any thing on another; injunction of any thing as 
a law or duty; constraint, oppression; cheat, fallacy, 
imposture.

Impossible, Im-p6s-s6-bl, a. 405. Not to be 
done, impracticable.

Impossibility, im-p2>s-si-bll'6-te, s. Impracti
cability ; that which cannot be done.

Impost, Im-pdst, s. A tax, a toll, custom paid. 
To IMPOSTHUMATE, Im-pcis-tshu-mate, v. n. 91. 

to form an abscess, to gather, to form a cyst or bag 
containing matter.

To Imposthumate, Im-pds-tshu-mate, v. c. 
To afflict with an imposthume.

Imposthum ation, im-pds-tshu-ma-shun, s.
The act of forming an imposthume, the state in which 
an imposthume is formed.

Imposthume, Im-pds-tsliumc, s. 461. A collec- 
tion of purulent matter in a bag or cyst.

Impostor, Im-pSs-t&r, s. 166. One who cheats 
by a fictitious character.

Imposture, im-p&rtsh&re, s. Cheat.
Imposturous, Im-p6s-tsh£ir-&s, a. Deceitful, 

cheating.
Impotence, lm-pd-t?nse, 7 .
Impotency, J ’• W ant of P°"er’

inability, imbecility; ungovemablcness of passion* 
incapacity of propagation.

Impotent, WpA-t£nt, a. 170. Weak, feeble, 
wanting force, wanting power; disabled by nature or 
disease; without power of restraint; without power 
of propagation.

Impotently, 1m-pd-t2nt-lA, ad. Without 
power.

To Impound, 1m-pofind,' i>. a. To enclose as 
in a pound, to shut in, to confine; to shut up in a pin
fold.

Impracticability, Im-pnlk-td-ki-bil-e-t6, x. 
Impossibility, the state of not being feasible.

This word is not in Johnson, but I insert it on hb 
own authority : for though it is not in his vocabulary, he 
has used it to explain the word impossibility. Bai the
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very current use of this word would be a sufficient author
ity for it, as its synonyme Impracticableness, from the 
necessity of placing the accent nigh, is so difficult of pro
nunciation, and so inferior in sound, as to leave no doubt 
to which we should give the preference. 
Impracticable, lm-prlkit^-kJ-bl, a. Not to 

be performed, unfeasible, impossible; untractable, 
unmanageable.

Impracticableness, 1m-prlk-td-kl-bl-n<?s, s. 
Impdssibility.

To Imprecate, lm-prl-kate, v. a. 91. To call 
for evil upon himself or others.

Imprecation, Im-prd-ka-sh&n, s. Curse, prayer 
by which any evil is wished.

Imprecatory, Im-prd-ka-t&r-d, a. Containing 
wishes of evil.

I have differed from Mr. Sheridan in the accentu
ation of this word. He places the accent on the second 
syllable; but Dr. Johnson, Dr. Ash, and Mr. Scott, on 
the first. He himself places the accent on the first of 
Deprecatory ; and the same reason holds in both.—See 
Principles, No. 512.
To Impregn, Im-prdne,' v. a. 386. To fill with 

young, to fill with any matter or quality.
Impregnable, Im-prdg-ni-bl, a. Not to be 

stormed, not to be taken ; unshaken, unmoved, un
affected;

Impregnably, lm-pr£g-nA-bld, ad. In such 
a manner as to defy force or hostility.

Impregnate, lm-prdg-nate, a. Impregnated, 
made prolifick.

To Impregnate, Im-prdg-nate, v. a. 91. To 
fill with young, to make prolifick; to fill, to saturate. 

Impregnation, Im-prdg-na-shdn, s. The act 
of making prolifick, fecundation ; that with which 
any thing is impregnated; saturation.

IMPREJUDTCATE, Im-prd-jdd-dd-kate, a. 91. 
Unprejudiced, not prepossessed, impartial.

Impreparation, 1m-pr5p-i-ra-sh&n,s. Unpre
paredness, want of preparation.

Imprescriptible, Im-pr£-skrlp-t£-bl, a. With
out the compass of prescription; by no length of time 
to be aliened or lost.

To Impress, lm-pr£s,' v. a. To print by pres
sure, to stamp; to fix deep; to force into service.

Impress, 1m-pr£s, s. 492. Mark made by pres
sure ; mark of distinction, stamp; device, malto; act 
of forcing any one into service.

Impressible, im-pr£s-s£-bl, a. That which may 
be impressed.

Impression, lm-pr5sh-&n, s. The act of pres
sing one body upon another; mark made by pressure, 
stamp; image fixed in the mind; operation, influence; 
edition, number printed at once, one course of print
ing ; effect of an attack.

Impressive, Im-pr&s-slv, a. Capable of being 
impressed; susceptible.

Impressively, im-pr£s-slv-l£, ad. In a power
ful or forcible manner.

Impressure, Im-pr&sh-hre, s. The mark made 
by pressure, the dent, the impression.

Imprimatur, im-prl-ma-tar, s. Latin. A word 
formerly at the beginning of books, signifying Let it 
be printed ; a license to print.

Imprimis, im-prlm-Iz, ad. Latin. First of all. 
To Imprint, im-prlnt,' v. a. To mark upon 

any substance by pressure; to stamp words upon paper 
by the use of types; to fix on the mind or memory.

To Imprison, im-prlz-zn, v. a. To shut up, 
to confine, to keep from liberty.

Imprisonment, im-prlz-zn-m&nt, s. Confine 
ment, state of being shut in prison.

IMPROBABILITY, lm-pr6b-&-bll-£-t£, s. Unlike
lihood, difficulty to be believed.

Improbable, im-prSb-^bl, a. 405 Unlikely, 
incredible.

Improbably, 1m-pr6b-i-bld, ad. WHhout like
lihood

To Improbate, Im-prd-bite, v. a. Not to ap
prove.
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ImprobatiON, Im-pri-ba-shln, ». Act of dis- 
allowing.

Improbity, Im-pr&b^e-tA, s. Want of honesty 
dishonesty, baseness.

Improficience, lm-pri-flshldnse, s. Want of 
improvement.

Improfitable, lm-pr6f^fit-i-bl, a. Not profi
table, vain.

To lMPROLiFlCATE,lm-pr6-ll£f£-kAte, v. a. 91. 
To impregnate, to fecundate.

Impromptu, Im-pr&m-th, s. A short extempo
raneous composition.

Improper, im-pr6p-£ir, a. 98. Not well adapted, 
unqualified; unfit, not conducive to the right end ; 
not just, not accurate.

Improperly, lm-pr&p-&r-l£, ad. Not fitly, in
congruously ; not justly, not accurately.

IMPROPITIOUS, iin-pri-pish-fis, a. Unfavoura
ble ; not propitious.

To Impropriate, Im-prd-pr^-atc, v. a. To con
vert to private use, to seize to himself; to put the pos. 
sessions of the church into the hands of laicks.

IMPROPRIATION, 1m-prd-pr£-a-shfin, s. An im
propriation is properly so called when the church land 
is in the hands of a layman ; and an appropriation is 
when it is in the hands of a bishop, college, or reli
gious house.

Impropriator, Im-prd-pr^-a-t&r, s. 166. 521. 
A layman that has the possession of the lands of the 
church.

Impropriety, Im-prA-prW-te, s. Unfitness, 
unsuitableness, inaccuracy, want of justness.

IMPROSPEROUS, lm-pr6s-pftr-6s, a. Unhappy, 
unfortunate, not successful.

IMPROSPEROUSLY, lm-prds-pfir-5s-le, ad. Un
happily, unsuccessfully, with ill fortune.

ImfROSPEROUSNESS, im-pr5s-p&r-&s-n£s, s. Un
happiness ; ill fortune.

Improvable, Im-prdo-vi-bl, a. Capable of 
being advanced to a better state.

Improvableness, im-prod-vi-bl-n&s, s. Capa
bleness of being made better.

lMPROVABLY,lm-prd&-vi-bld, ad. In a manner 
that admits of melioration.

To IMPROVE, Im-prfidv/ v. a. To advance any
thing nearer to perfection, to raise from good to better

To Improve, Im-prd6v,' v. n. To advance in 
goodness.

Improvement,lm-pr35v-m£nt, s. Melioration, 
advancement from good to better; act of improving ; 
progressfrom good to better; instruction, edification ; 
effect of melioration.

IMPROVER, lm-prd6v-ur, $. 98. One that makes 
himself or any thing else better; any thing that me
liorates.

Improvided, lm-pr6-vl-d£d, a. Unforeseen, 
unexpected, unprovided against.

Improvidence, im-pr6v-^-dense, s. Want of 
forethought, want of caution.

Improvident,Im-pr6v-d-d£nt, a. Wanting fore
cast, wanting care to provide.

IMPROVIDENTLX, lm-pr6v^-d£nt-l£, ad. With
out forethought, without care.

Improvision, im-prd-vlzh-Cm, s. Want of fore
thought.

Imprudence, Im-prdd-d^nse, s. 343. Want oi 
prudence, indiscretion, negligence, inattention to in- 
teres t.

Imprudent? Im-prd6-d£nt, a. 343. Wanting 
prudence, injudicious, indiscreet, negligent.

Imprudently, Im-prdJi-dJnt-li, ad. Without 
prudence, indiscreetly.

Impudence, im-p£i-d&nse, 7 s. Shamelessness, 
Impudency, lm-pii-d&n-s3, ) immodesty.
Imfudent, Im-ph-d^nt, a. 503. Shameless, 

wanting modesty.
Impudently, lmipi-dSnt-14, ad. Shamelessly, 

without modesty.
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To Impugn, Im-pine,' ». a. 386. To attack, to
assault

Notwithstanding the clear analogy there b for 
pronouncing this word in the manner it is marked, there 
is a repugnance at leaving out the g, which nothing but 
frequent use will take away. If sign were in as little use 
as impugn, we should feel the same repugnance at pro
nouncing it in the manner we do. But as language is 
association, no wonder association should have such 
power over it—For the analogies that lead us to tnis pro
nunciation, see Principles, No. 38o.

Mr Sheridan, Mr. Nares, and Mr. Scott, pronounce 
the word as I have marked it; that is, with the g silent, 
and the u long: but Dr. Kenrick, Mr. Perry, and Bu
chanan, though they suppress the g, pronounce the u 
short. That this 6hort sound is agreeable to analogy can
not be doubted, when we take a view of the words of this 
termination; and the only plea for it is, the short sound 
of the vowels before gm, in phlegm, diaphragm, para- 
pegm, apophthegm, and paradigm, 389: but as the accent 
is not on any of these syllables except phlegm, which is 
irregular, 389, it is no wonder the vowel should shorten 
in these words, as it so frequently does in the numerous 
terminations in He, inc. He, Ac. 147.
Impugner, Im-pu-nUr, $. One that attacks or

invades.
JO" In judging of the propriety of this pronunciation, 

we must not confound the participles impugning, im
pugned, and the verbal noun impugner, with such words 
as we do not form ourselves, as repugnant, malignant, &c. 
The former are mere branches of the verb impugn, and 
therefore make no alteration in the root: the latter we 
receive already formed from the Latin or the French, 
and pronounce thee as we.do in signify and signet, though 
it is silent in signed, signing, or signer. For it must be 
carefully observed, that the analogy of pronunciation 
admits of no alteration in the sound of the verb, upon 
its being formed into a participle or verbal noun ; nor in 
the sound of the adjective, upon its acquiring a com
parative or superlative termination. — See Principles, 
No. 409.
Impuissance, Im-pu-Is-sAnse, s. Impotence, 

inability, weakness, feebleness—See Puissance.
Impulse, im-phlse, s. Communicated force, the 

effect of one body acting upon another; influence act
ing upon the mind, motive, idea.

Impulsion, Im-phl-shhn, s. The agency of 
body in motion upon body ; influence operating upon 
the mind.

Impulsive, Im-p&l-slv, a. Having the power
of impulse, moving, impellent.

Impulsively, Im-p&l-slv-lA, ad. By impulse. 
Impunity, lm-pu-n£-t£, s. Freedom from 

punishment, exemption from punishment
Impure, im-pfire,' a. Contrary to sanctity, 

unhallowed, unholy; unchaste; feculent, foul with 
extraneous mixtures, drossy.

Impurely, Im-pure-le, ad. With impurity. 
Impureness, Im-phre-n&s, ) s. Want of sanc- 
IMPURITY, lm-p?I-r£-t£, ) titv, want of holi

ness ; act of unchastity; feculent admixture.
To Impurple, im-p&r-pl, v. a. 405. To make

red, to colour as with purple.
Imputable, Im-ph-tA-bl, a. Chargeable upon 

any one; accusable, chargeable with a fault
Imputableness, Im-pii-tA-bl-nSs, s. The qual

ity of being imputable.
Imputation, im-ph-ta'shbn. s. Attribution of 

any thing, generally of ill; censure, reproach; hint, 
reflection.

Imputative, Im-ph-tA-tlv, a. 512. Capable of
being imputed, belonging to imputation.

To Impute, lm-p6te,' v. a. To charge upon, to 
attribute, generally ill; to reckon to one what does 
not properly belong to him. (

Imputer, Im-ph-tdr, s. 98. He that imputes. 
In, In, prep. Noting the place where any tbiDg 

is present; noting the state present at any time; not
ing the time; noting power; noting proportion; con
cerning; In that, because; Inasmuch, since, seeing 
that.

In, In, ad. Within some place, not out; en
gaged to any affair, placed in some state; noting en
trance ; into any place; close, borne.
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In has commonly in composition a negative or 
privative sense. In before r is changed into Ir; before 
I into II; and into Im before some oLhcr consonants.

Inability, in-A-b!l^-t£, $, Impuissance, im
potence, want of power.

Inabstinence, ln-Ab-st£-n£nse, s. Intempe
rance, want of power to abstain.

Inaccessibility, ln.Ak-s£sW-bll-A-t£, s. State 
of being inaccessible.

Inaccessible, In-Ak-s&s^sA-bl, a. Net to be 
reached, not to be approached.

Inaccessibly, ln-Ak-s£s^s£-bl£, ad. So as not 
to be approached.

Inaccuracy, In-Ak-kh-rA-sd, s. Want of exact
ness.

Inaccurate, In-Ak-kh-rate, a. 91. Not exact,
not accurate.

Inaccurately, In-Ak'k6-rate-l£, ad. Not cor
rectly.

Inaction, In-Ak-shhn, s. Cessation from la
bour, forbearance of labour. .

Inactive, In-Ak-tiv,a. Idle, indolent, sluggish. 
Inactively, in-Ak-tiv-U, ad. Idly, sluggishly. 
Inactivity, in-Ak-tlv'e-t£, >. Idleness, rest, 

sluggishness.
Inadequacy, 1n-Ad-d-kwA-s£, s. The stale of

being unequal to some purpose.
The frequent use of this word in parliament, and 

its being adopted by some good writer?, made me esteem 
it not unworthy of a plaoe here; though I have not met 
with it in any other Dictionary. The word inadequate- 
ness. which is equivalent to it, is not in Johnson; but 
there seems a repugnance in writers and speakers to ab
stracts formed by ness, if it is possible to find one of an
other termination: and to this repugnance we owe the 
currency of this word.
Inadequate, In-Ad-A-kwAte, a. 91. Not equal

to the purpose, defective.
Inadequately, In-Ad-A-kwate-lA, ad. Defec

tively, not completely.
Inadequateness, In-Ad-e-kwate-nSs, s. Defect

of proportion.
Inadmissible, In-Ad-m’s-se-bl, a.. Not to bo

allowed or admitted.
Inadvertence, In-Ad-v&r-t&nse, ) n .
Inadvertency, 1n-Ad-v£r-tdn-s£, J s' are ess" 

ness, negligence, inattention; act or effect of negli
gence.

Inadvertent, ln-Ad-v£r-t£nt, a. Negligent,
careless.

Inadvertently, In-Ad-v2r-t3nt-l£, ad. Caro
lessly, negligently.

Inaffable, ln-Af-fA-bl, a. Reserved, sour,
uncourteous, unpleasant in conversation.

Inalienable, in-ale-y&n-i-bl, a. 113. That
cannot be alienated.

Inalimental, ln-Al-A-m$n-tAl, a. Affording
no nourishment.

Inalterable, In-Al-tir-A-bl, a. Net to be
changed or altered.

Inamiable, In-a-mA-A-bl, a. Unpleasant; not 
to be beloved.

Inamissible, In-A-nds-sA-bl, a. Not to be lost. 
Inane, ln-nane,' a. Empty, void. .
To Inanimate, in-An-^-mate, v- a. To ani

mate, to quicken.
Inanimate, ln-An^-mate, 91. ) v f 
Inanimated, in-An-A-ma-tAd, £ a‘

life, without animation.
Inanition, In-A-nlsh'&n, s. Emptiness of 

body, want of fulness in the vessels of the animal 
Inanity, ln-lnle-te, s. 511. Emptiness, void 

space.
In appetency, ln-Ap-p^-ten-se, s. Want of

stomach or appetite.
Inapplicable, In-Ap-ple-kA-bl, a. Not to be 

put to a peculiar use.
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Inapplication, In-Ap-plA-kA-sh&n, s.. Indo
lence, negligence.

Inapposite, In-Ap^pA-zlt, a. Ill placed, ill 
timed j not to the purpose.

Inapprehensible, In-Ap-prA-h3n-sA-bl, a. Not 
intelligible.

Inaptitude, In-Ap-td-tdde, s. Unfitness. 
Inarable, In-Ar'rA-bl, a. 405. Not capable of 

tillage.
To Inarch, ln-Artsh,' v. a. 81. Inarching is 

a method of grafting, called grafting by approach.
Inarticulate, in-Ar-tlk-k6-lAte, a. 91. Not 

uttered with distinctness like that of the syllables of 
human speech.

Inarticulately, in-Ar-tik-kh-late-ld, ad. Not 
distinctly.

Inarticulateness, In-ir-tlk-kft-lAte-n&s, s.
Confusion of sounds; want of distinctness in pro
nouncing.

In ARTICULATION, In-Ar-tlk-kh-lA-shdn, r. Con
fusion of sounds; indistinctness in pronouncing.

Inartificial, In-ar-tA-fish-Al, a. Contrary to 
art.

INARTIFICIALLY, In-ir-tA-fish-Al-d, ad. With 
out art, in a manner contrary to the rules of art.

Inattention, In-At-tAn-sh&n, s. Disregard, 
negligence, neglect.

Inattentive, In-At-tAn-tlv, a. Careless, ne
gligent, regardless.

Inattentively, In-At-t&n-tiv-le, ad. Without 
attention, heedlessly.

Inaudible, ln-Aw-dd-bl, a. 405. Not to be 
heard, void of sound.

To Inaugurate, In-lwigb-rate, v. a. 91. To 
consecrate, to invest with anew ofiice by solemn rites. 

Inauguration, In-Aw-gti-ra-sh&n, s. Investi
ture by solemn rites.

Inauguratory, in-Aw-gil-rA-t&r-A, a. 512. 
Respecting inauguration.

Inauration, In-iw-ri-sh&n, 5. The act of 
gilding or eoverine with ff’ld.

Inauspicious, in-aw-spish-us, a. Ill-omened, 
unluckly, unfortunate.

Inauspiciousness, In-aw-splsh-cis-n^s, s. The 
state or quality of being inauspicious.

Inbeing, ln-bA-lng, s. Inherence, inseparable
ness.

Inborn, In-bdrn, n. Innate, implanted by 
nature.

Inbreathed, In-brdTHd,' a. 362. Inspired, 
infused by inspiration.

Inbred, In-bred, a. Produced within ; hatched 
or generated within.

To Inbreed, In-brAAd,' v. a. To produce, to 
raise

To Incage, In-kadje,' v. a. To coop up, to 
shut up, to confine in a cage, or any narrow space.

Inc'agement, in-kadje-ment, s. Confinement 
in a cage, or prison.

Incalculable, In-kAl-kfi-IA-bl, a. 405. Not 
to be calculated, computed, or reckoned.

JO” lhis may be called a revolutionary word, as we 
never heard of it till it was lately made so much use of 
in France , but its real utility, as well as the propriety 
of its formation, gives it an undoubted right to become 
a part of our language.
Incalescence, In-kl-l&isfnse, > n — 
IncaLEScency, In-kJ-l&^sin-si, ( s’ le

state of growing warin, warmth, incipient heat.
Incantation, In-kAn-ta-sh&n, s. Enchantment. 
lNCANTATORY,ln-kAn-tl-thr-^,a. 512. Dealing 

by enchantment, magical.
To Incanton, In-kAn^n, v. a. To unite to 

a canton or separate community.
Incapability, In-ka-pA-blKA-tA, ? . Ihcapabi.eness. ln-k£pS-b!-nfa, J ’’ Inab,1'ty 

natural, disqualification legal
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Incapable, In-ka-pA-bl, a. 405. Wanting 
power, wanting understanding, unable to comprehend, 
learn, or understand; not able to receive any thing; 
unable, not equal to any thing; disqualified by law.

As Placable and Implacable seem tn follow the 
Latin quantity on the antepenultimate a, so Capable and 
Incapable* if we derive them from Capax and Incapax, 
reject it: but the most natural derivation of these words 
is from the French Capable and Incapable. Some speakers, 
however, make the a short in all; but this is a provincial 
pronunciation that must be carefully avoided.—See Pic. 
cable.
Incapacitation, In-kl-pAs-se-tA'slii’m, j. Di»- 

qualification.
Incapacious, In-kA-pa-sh&s, a. Narrow, of 

small content.
Incapaciousness, In-kA-pA-shus-n^s, s. Nar

rowness, want of containing space.
To Incapacitate, In-kA-pAs-sA-tAte, v. a. To 

disable, to weaken; to disqualify.
Incapacity, in-kA-pAs-<^-t^, s. Inability, want 

of natural power, want of power of body, want of com
prehensiveness of mind.

To Incarcerate, in-klr-s^-rate, v. a. 555. 
To imprison, to confine.

Incarcerate, in-kAr-s£-rate, a. Imprisoned, 
confined.

Incarceration, In-kAr-sA-rA'sh&n, s. Impri
sonment, confinement.

To INCARN, In-kArn,' v. a. 81. To cover with 
flesh.

To Incarn, In-kArn,' v. n. To breed flesh. 
To Incarnadine, In-kAr-nA-dine, v. a. 149.

To dye red. “ This word,” says Dr. Johnson, “ 1 find 
only once.” Macbtth, Act 11. Scene III.

To Incarnate, in-kar-nate, v. a. To clothe 
with flesh, to embody with flesh.

Incarnate, In-kAr-nate, part. a. 91. Clothed 
with flesh, embodied with flesh.

Incarnation, In-kAr-na-shftn, s. The act of 
assuming body; the state of breeding flesh.

Incarnative, ln-kAr-nA-tlv, s. 512. A medi
cine that generates flesh.

To Incase, In-kase,' v. a. To cover, to enclose, 
to in wrap.

Incautious, In-kAw-sIi&s, a. Unwary, negli
gent, heedless.

Incautiously, in-kaw->his-l£, ad. Unwarily- 
heedlessly, negligently.

Incautiousness, in-kaw-shhs-n&s, s. Want of 
caution, heedlessness.

Incen’DIOUS, In-s^n-de-hs, a. 294.
I have not met with this word in any Dictionary, 

and nave often regretted being obliged to use the word 
incendiary as an adjective; but meeting with inccndious 
in Lord Bacon, where speaking of rebellion, he says, 
“ Because of the infinite evils which it brings on princes 
and their subjects, it is represented by the horrid image 
of Typhceus, whose hundred heads are the divided powers, 
and flourishing jaws incendious desigle»” I thought I 
should do a real service to the language by inserting this 
word.
Incendiary, in-s£n£d£-A-r£, or 1n-s£n-j£-A-r£, 

s. 293. 376. One who sets houses or towns on fire in 
malice or for robbery; one Who inflames faction, or 
promotes quarrels.

Incense, in-sAnse, s. 492. Perfumes exhaled 
by fire in honour of some god or goddess.

To Incense, In^sAnse, v. a. To perfume with 
incense.

To Incense, ln-s^nse, v. a. To enkindle to 
rage, to inflame with anger, to enrage, to provoke, to 
exasperate.

INCENSF.MENT, In-s£ns-m£nt,$. Rage, heat, fury 
INCENS1ON, ln-s^n^shhn, s. The act of kind 

ling, the state of being on fire.
Incenstve, In-s&n-slv, a. That which incites, 

that which inflames.
Is'CENBOR, ln-sini«&r, 166. A kindler of 

'U'fter, an inflarner of passion*
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Incensory, ln-s^n-s&r-^. ». 512. The vessel 

in which incense is burned and offered —For the o, 
see Domestick.

Incentive, In-sint-lv, s. That which kindles, 
provokes or encourages; incitement, motive, encou
ragement.

Incentive, ln-sJn'tlv, a. 157. Inciting, encou- 
raging.

INCEPTION, 1n-s£p-sh&n, s. Beginning.
Inceptive, In-sip^tlv, a. 157. Noting abegin-

Inceptor, In-sSp-tftr, s. 166. A<beginner, one 
who is in his rudiments.

Inceration, ln-s£-ra-sh&n, s. The act of cover
ing with wax.

Incertainty, In-sJr-tln-ti, s. Uncertainty. 
Incertitude, in-sJrtt4-tide, s. Uncertainty, 

doubtfulness.
Incessant, ln-s5s-sAnt, a. Unceasing, uninter

mitted, continual.
Incessantly', ln-s5s-slnt-15, ad. Without in

termission, continually.
Incest, ln-s&st, s. Unnatural and criminal con

junction of persons within degrees prohibited.
Incestuous, in-s&£tsh6-?is, a. 461. Guilty of 

incest, guilty of unnatural cohabitation.
INCF.STUOUSLY', In-s5s-tsh6-?is-l£, ad. With un

natural love.
INCH, Insh, s. 352. The twelfth part of a foot; 

a proverbial name for a small quantity; a nice point 
of time.

To Inch, Insh, v. a. To drive by inches; to 
deal by indies, to give sparingly.

Inched, Insht, a. 359. Containing inches in 
length or breadth.

Inchajeal, insh-mAle, s. A piece an inch long. 
To Inchoate, ing-kd-ate, v. a. 91. To begin, 

to commence.
Inchoate, 1ng-k6-ate, a. 91. Begun, entered 

upon.
Jnchoation, Ing-kA-i-sh&n, s. Inception, be

ginning.
Inchoative, ln-kd^A-tlv, a. 157. Inceptive, 

noting inchoation or beginning.
To Incide, ln-slde,' v. a. Medicines incide 

which consist of pointed and sharp particles, by which 
the particles of other bodies are divided.

Incidence, in-s£-d£nse, ) rInciDENCf.ln^-din-rf.r- The d,rectlon 
with which one body strikes upon another, and the 
angle made by that line, and the plane struck upon, is 
called the angle of incidence ; accident, hap, casualty.

Incident, ln-s£-d£nt, a. Casual, fortuitous, 
occasional, happening accidentally, falling in beside 
the main design ; happening, apt to happen.

Incident. ln-s£-d£nt, s. Something happen
ing beside the main design, casualty, an event

Incidental, In-sA-d&n-til, a. Incident, casual, 
happening by chance.

Incidentally, in-s£-d3n-til-i, ad. Beside the 
main design, occasionally.

Incidently, in-s£-d£nt-l£, ad. Occasionally, 
by the bye, by the way.

To Incinerate, ln-sin-n5r-ite, v. a. To burn 
to ashes. w

Incineration, In-sin-nSr-rA^sh&n, s. The act of 
burning any thing to ashes.

Incipiency, In-slp^-5n-s5, s. Beginning, com
mencement.

Incipient, In-slp^-5nt, a. Commencing. 
Incircumspection, In-s5r-k&m-sp5k-sh&n, s. 

Want of caution, want of heed.
To Incise, In-size,' v. a. To cut, to engrave, to 

carve.
Incised, In-slzd,'a. 362. Cut, made by cutting. 
Incision, In-slzh-hn, s. A cut, a wound made 

with a sharp instrument; division of viscosities by 
medicines,
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Incisive, In-sl-slv, a. 158. 428. Having Ute 
quality of cutting or dividing.

Incisor, in-ai-s&r, s. 166. Cutter, tooth in the 
forepart of the mouth.

INCISORY, 1n-sl-sftr-£, a. 512. Having the qual
ity of cutting.—For the o, see Domestiek.

Incisure, in-slzh-ure, s. A cut, an aperture. 
Incitation, In-s^-tA-sh&n, s. Incitement, in

centive, motive, impulse.
To Incite, ln-slte,' v. a. To stir up, to push 

forward in a purpose, to animate, to spur, to urge on 
Incitement, in-she-inint, s. Motive, incentive, 

impulse, Inciting power.
Inciter. In-sl-tur, s. An inciting cause; tha* 

which encourages.
Incivil, In-slvMl, a. Unpolished.
Incivility, ln-s£-v1W-t5, s. Want of courtesy, 

rudeness; act of rudeness.
Incivilly, In-slv-ll-1^, ad. Rudely, in an un

polished manner.
Inclemency, ln-kl5m-5n-s^, s. Unmerciful

ness, cruelty, severity, haphness, roughness.
Inclement,in-k.em-m£nt,a. Unmerciful,un

pitying, void of tenderness, harsh.
INCLINABLE, In-kli-ni-bl, a. Having a propen

sion of will, favourably disposed, willing; having a ten- 
dency.

Inclination, In-kU-na^shhn, s. Tendency to
wards any point; natural aptness ; propension of mind, 
favourable disposition; love, affection ; the tendency 
of the magnetic.'.’ needle to the East or West.

Inclinatory, in-kllnli-tfir-i, a. Having a 
quality of inclirjng to one or other.

I have differed from Mr. Sheridan in the quantity 
of the vowel in the second syllabic of this word, as w.ell 
as in Declinatory. My reason is, that the termination 
atory has a tendency to shorten the preceding vowel, as is 
evident in Declamatory, Predatory, kc. which have the 
vowel in the second syllable short, though it is long in 
the Latin words from which these are derived. 
IncliNaTORILY’, in-klln-i-t&r-^-l^, ad.

Obliquely, with inclination to one side or the othci. 
To Incline, ln-kllne( v. n. To bend, to lean, 

to tend towards any part; to be favourably disposed 
to, to feci desire beginning.

To Incline, in-kllnc,' v. a. To give a tendency 
or direction to any place or state; to turn the desire 
towards any thing; to bend, to incurvate.

To Inclip, ln-kllp, v. a. To grasp, to enclose, 
to surround.

To Incloister, ln-klAls-t&r, v. a. To shut uf 
in a cloister.

To Incloud, ln-kloud,' v. a. To darken, to 
obscure.

To Include, In-klhde^ v. a. To enclose, to 
shut; to comprise, to comprehend.

InCLUSiON, in-klu-zhin, j. The act of includ- 
ing, or shutting in.

Inclusive, ln-klh-slv, a. 158. 428. Enclosing, 
encircling; comprehending in the sum or numbers.

Inclusively, In-klh-slv-li, ad. The thing 
mentioned reckoned into the account.

Incoagulable. In-kd-ig-gfi-lA-bl, a. Incapa
ble of concretion.

Incoexistence, 1n-kd-ig-z1sii£nse, s. The 
quality of not existing together.

Incog, ln-k&g'ad. Unknown, in private. 
lNCOGITABLE,ln-k?>d!ji-tl-bl, a. Unthoughtof. 
Incogitancy, ln-kM'-jd-tAn-si, «. Want of 

thought.
Incogitant, 1n-kddje-tAnt, a. Thoughtless; 

inconsiderate.
Incogitative, 1n-kdd-jd-tA-tIv, a. Wanting 

the power of thought.
Incognito, in-k5g-n5-td, ad. In a state of 

concealment.
Incoherence, ln-kd-h^r5nse, ) ...
Incoherency, ln-kd-Mtr£n-sk ( an 0

connexion, incongruity, inconsequence, want of
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pendance of one part upon another; want of cohesion, 
looseness of material part*.

Incoherent, in-k6-he-rent, a. Inconsequen
tial, inconsistent; without cohesion, loose.

Incoherently, ln-ki-h(>rent-le, ad. Incon- 
sistently, inconsequentially.

IncOLUMH’Y, In-kd-16-md-tA, s. Safety, security. 
Incombustibility, In-kftm-b&s-te-bU-li-td, 

The quality of resisting fire.
Incombustible, in-k6m-b&s-t^-bl, a. Not to 

be consumed by fire.
Incombustibleness, In-kdm-b&s-t^-bl-nSs. *. 

The quality of not being wasted by fire.
Income, tn-kiim, s. 165. Revenue, produce 

of any thing.
Incommensurability, In-kdm-m^rv-shS-rA- 

bi l-£-t£, S. The state of one thing with respect to 
another, when they cannot be compared by any com
mon measure.

Incommensurable, In-kom-mSn-shfi-rA-bl, a. 
405. Not to be reduced to any measure common to 
both.

Incommensurate, ln-kAm-m&n-shii-rate, a. 91. 
Not admitting one common measure.

To Incommodate, in-kdm-md-date, )
To Incommode, in-korn-mdde,' 91. f a* 

To be inconvenient to, to hinder or embarras without 
very great injury.

Incommodious, ln-k&m-md-df*-fts, or In-kom- 
md£j£-&s, a. 293. Inconvenient, vexatious with
out great mischief.

Incommodiously, ln-k£>m-m6-d£-£is-l£, ad. 
Inconveniently, not at case.

Incommodiousness, In-kSm-md-dc-fis-n^s, s. 
Inconvenience.

Incommodity, in-kom-m&d^-t£, s. Inconve
nience, trouble.

Incomm unic ability,1n-kdm-rnii-n£-kl-bll'£-t£ 
*. The quality of not being impartible.

Incommunicable, Iri-kdm-mu-nA-kA-bl, a. 405. 
Not impartible, not to be made the common right, 
property, or quality of more than one; not to be ex
pressed, not to be told.

Incommunic ableness,In-kdtn-niii-ne-ki-bl-nSs 
«. The state or quality of not being impartible.

Incommunicably, In-k&m-mti-n^-kl-bU, ad. 
In a manner not to be imparted or communicated.

Incommunicating, ln-kdm-ir.Ci-ni-ki-tlng, a.

Un
Having no intercourse with each other. 

Incommutable, In-k&in-mh-tA-bl, a. 
changeable, not subject to change. 

Incompact, In-kfan-pikt,'' 
Incompacted, In-kftm-pa 

joined, not cohering.
Incomparable, in-k&m-pA-ri-bi, a. Excellent, 

above compare, excellent beyond all competition.
This is among some of the words in our language, 

whose accentuation astonishes foreigners, and sometimes 
puzzles natives. What can be the reason, say they, that 
comparable and incomparable have not the same accent 
as the verb compare. To which it may be answered: One 
reason is, that the English are fond of appearing in the 
borrowed robes of other languages; and as comparable 
an»l incomparable may possibly be derived from compara
nd is and incomparabilis, they seem desirous of laying the 
stress On the first syllable, both to show their affinity to the 
Latin words (see Academy) and to distinguish them from 
the homespun words formed from our own verb. When 
this distinction is once adopted, the mind, which is al- 
ways labouring to express its ideas distinctly and forcibly, 
finds a sort of propriety in annexing different ideas to 
the different accentuation ; and thus the distinction 
teems to be not without reason. If we may compare 
imall things with great, it may be observed, that the 
evils of language, like other evils in nature, produce some 
good. But it xtiay be likewise observed, that producing 
different meanings, by a different accentuation of words, 
is but a bungling way of promoting the copiousness of 
languages, and ought as much as possible to be discour
aged ; especially when it adds to the difficulty, and takes 
away from the harmony of pronunciation. Besides, there 
is a petty criticism which alwavs induces coxcombs in 
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pronunciation to carry these distinctions farther than 
they ought to go. Not content with accenting acceptable, 
admirable, commendable, comparable, lamentable, &c. 
on the first syllable, which implies not a mere capacity o! 
being accepted, admired, &c. but a worthiness of being 
accepted, admired, &c.: corruptible and.sutcepliblc, are 
sometimes accented in this manner, without the least 
necessity from a difference of signification. In short, 
all these refinements in language, which are difficult to 
be understood, and productive of |>erplexity, ought to be 
considered rather as evils than advantages, and to be re
strained within as narrow bounds as |>ossible.—See Bowl. 
Incomparableness, In-kftm-pA-rl-bl-nis, s.

Excellence beyond comparison; the state or quality of 
being incomparable.

Incomparably, In-kSm-pA-rl-ble, „<Z. Beyond 
comparison, without com|>eiition; excellently, to the 
highest degree.

Incompassionate, 1n-k5m-pAsli-un-ate, a. 91. 
Void of pity.

Incompassion ately, ln-k6m-pish-&n-it-k, ad 
Without pity or com|>assion.

Incompatibility, in-k&in-pAt-£-b1U£-t£, *. 
Inconsistency of one thing with another.—See Ceenpa 
tible.

Incompatible, In-kdm-pit^-bl, a. Inconsis
tent with something else, such as cannot subsist ox 
cannot be possessed together with something else.

Incompatibly, In-k&m-pAtAe-bl£, ad. Incon
sistently.

Incompetency, ln-k6m'p£-t&n-s£, s. Inability, 
want of adequate ability or qualification.

Incompetent, In-kdm-pd-t^nt, a. Not suita
ble, not adequate, not proportionate.

Incompetently, In-kdm-pi-t^nt-M, ad. Un
suitably, unduly.

Incomplete, ln-k6m-pl£te,' a. Not perfect, not 
finished.

Incompleteness, In-k6in-pl<ke-n6s, *. Imper
fection, unfinished state.

Incompliance, ln-k6m-pll-inse, *. Untrao 
tablcness, impracticableness, contradictious temper; 
refusal of compliance.

Incomposed, in-kdm-puzd,' 359. Disturbed, 
discomposed, disordered.

Incompossibility, in-k6m-p&s-s£-bll-£-td, *.
Quality of not being possible but by the negation or 
destruction of something.

INCOMPOSSIBLE, In-k&xn-pds-sd-bl, a. Not pos
sible together.

Incomprehensibility, In-k6m-pi£-hen-s£-bil- 
d-t£, *. Unconceivablencss, superiority to human 
understanding.

Incomprehensible, ln-k&m-pre-h£n-s£-bl, a. 
405. Not to be conceived, not to be fully understood. 

Incomprehensibleness,In-kdin-pre-hOn-sc-bl- 
n5s, *. Unconceivableness.

Incomprehensibly, In-kdin-pr^-h&n-sd-bld, ad. 
In a manner not to be conceived.

Incomprehension, ln-k&in-pr£-h&n-shun, s 
Want of comprehension.

Incomprehensive, ln-k&m-pr£-hJn'slv, a.
Not extensive.

Incompressibility, 1n-kdm-pr&»-s<*-bl]i£-t£ 
Incapacity to be squeezed into less room.

Incompressible, In-k6m-pres's6-bl, a. 405.
Not capable of being compressed into loss space.

Inconceai.able, 1n-k6n-s4-lA-bl, a. Not to I e 
hid, not to be kept secret.

Inconceivable, ln-kln-sAivl-bl, a. Incom- 
prehensible, not to be conceived by the mind.

Inconceivably, In-kJn-si-vJ-bli, ad. In a 
manner beyond comprehension.

Inconceetible, ln-kJn-sdp-ti-bl, a. Not to be 
conceived, incomprehensible.

Inconcinnhy, In-k&n-sln-r.i-tc*, s. Unapt- 
ness, unsuitableness, disproportion.

iNCONCl.UDENT. 1n-kdn-klu^dent, a. Inferring 
no consequence.
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Inconcluding, In-k&n-kliid-lng, a. Exhibit- 
ing no powerful argument; inferring no consequence. 

Inconclusive, in-kin-klu-siv, a. Not enforc- 
ing any determination of the mind, not exhibiting co
gent evidence. ,, , . , ___. .

Inconclusively, In-k&n-klft-slv-le, ad. With
out any such evidence as determines the understand.

Inconclusiveness, In-kSn-klii-slv-n&s, s. Want 
of rational cogency.

Inconcoct, In-kdn-kakt,' 7 a. Unopened, 
Inconcocted, in-kSn-k6kt-£d, £ immature. 
Inconcoction, In-k&n-kSk-sh&n, s. The state 

of being indigested.
Inconcussible, in-k&n-k&s-s£-bl, a. Incapable 

of being shaken.
Incondite, in-kon-dlte, a. Irregular, rude, 

unpolished.—See Recondite.
Inconditional, In-k&n-dlsh'&n-il, a. With

out exception, without limitation.
Inconditiqnate, In-kSn-dlsh-fin-ate, a. 91. 

Not limited, not restrained by any conditions.
Inconformity, in-kdn-fdr'm£-t£, s. Incom

pliance with the practice of others.
Incongealable, in-k6n-jd&'A-bl, a. Not to 

be frozen.
INCONGRUENCE, In-k5ng-gr55-2nse, s. 408. Un- 

suitableness, want of adaptation.
Tncongruent, in-k6n-grdd-^nt, a. Unsuitable, 

unfit, inconsistent.
Incongruity, in-k&n-gr6d-£-t£, $. Unsuitable

ness of one thing to another ; inconsistency, absurdity, 
impropriety; disagreement of parts, want of symmetry.

Incongruous, In-k5ng-gr5d-&s, a. Unsuitable, 
not fitting; inconsistent, absurd.

Incongruously, in-kdng-grd3-&s-l£, ad. Im
properly, unfitly.

Inconnexedly, In-k&n-n&k-s^d-lA, ad. With
out any connexion or dependence.

Inconscionable, in-kdn-shftn-i-bl, a. 405. 
Void of the sense of good and evil, unreasonable.

Inconsequence, ln-kdn-sd-kw4nse, s. Incon
clusiveness, want of just inference.

Inconsequent, in-k6n-s£-kw&nt, a. Without 
just conclusion, without regular inference.

Inconsequential, in-kdn-s£-kw£n-shAl, a. 
Not leading to consequences.

Inconsiderable, in-k6n-sld^er-i-bl, a. 405. 
Unworthy of notice, unimportant.

Inconsiderableness, in-*kdn-sld-£r-i-bl-n£s, s. 
Small importance.

Inconsiderate, ln-kdn-sld-3r-Ate, s. 91. Care
less, thoughtless-, negligent, inattentive, inadvertent; 
wanting due regard.

Inconsiderately, in-k5n-sld-er-ate-l<}, ad. 91. 
Negligently, thoughtlessly.

Inconsiderateness, in-kur.-sld^r-ate-n&s, s. 
91. Carelessness, thoughtlessness, negligence.

Inconsideration, ln-k6n-sid-3r-a-sh&n, s. 
Want of thought, inattention, inadvertence.

Inconsistence, In-kdn-sls-tSnse, 7 » ,
Inconsistency, In-kbii-sls-t&n-s£, $ ’ 

position as that one proposition infers the negation of 
the other; such contrariety that both cannot be toge
ther ; absurdity in argument or narration; argument 
or narrative where one part destroys the other; in
congruity ; unsteadiness, unchangeableness.

Inconsistent, in-k&n-sls-t£nt, a. Incompati
ble, not suitable, incongruous ; contrary, absurd.

Inconsistently, ln-kjn-sls-tgnt-te, ad. Ab- 
surdly, incongruously, with self-contradiction.

LNCONSTSTENTNESS,ln-kdn-sls-t5nt-nSs, s. Want 
of consistence.

Inconsisting, in-kSn-sls^tlng, a. Not consist
ent, incompatible with.

Inconsolable, In-k&n-sMi-bl, a. Not to be 
comforted, sorrowful beyond susceptibility of comfort 
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INCONSONANCY, in-kdn-sd-nin-se, $. Disagree
ment with itself.

Inconspicuous, in-k6n-splk-6-&s, a. Indis
cernible, nor perceptible by the sight.

Inconstancy, In-k6n-stan-s4, x. Unsteadiness, 
want of steady adherence, mutability.

Inconstant, 1n-k6n-stlnt, a. Not firm in re
solution, not steady in affection; changeable, mutable 
variable.

Inconstantly, In-k&n-stint-l^, ad. Irreso
lutely, unsteadily, changeably.

Inconsumable, in-kdn-su-mA-bl, a. Not to be 
wasted.

Inconsummate, In k&n-s&m-mite, a. Not 
completed.

IncOnsumptible, In-cdn-s&m-tdbl, a. 412. 
Not to be spent, not to brought to an end.

Incontestable, 1n-k6n-ie?-tiL-b), a. Not to be 
disputed, not admitting debate, incontrovertible.

Incontestably, In-kSn-t^s-tA-bl^, ad. Indis
putably, incontrovertibly.

Incontiguous, In-kon-tig-gii-is, a. Not touch
ing each other, not joined together.

Incontinence, ln-k6n't£-n£nse, 7 
Incontinency, In-k6n-t£-n£n-s£, ) 

to restrain the appetites, unchastity.
Incontinent, in-k&n-t£-n£nt, a. Unchaste, in

dulging unlawful pleasure; shunning delay, immediate 
An obsolete sense.

Incontinently, ln-kftn-t£-n£nt-l£, ad. Un- 
chastely, without restraint of the appetites; imme
diately, at once. An obsolete sense.

Incontrollable, In-k&n-trdl-li-bl, a. Not to 
be controlled, or resisted.

Incontrovertible, in-k6n-trd-v£r-te-bl, a. 
405. Indisputable, not to be disputed^

Incontrovertibly, ln-k6n-trd-v£r-t£-ble, ad. 
To a degree beyond controversy or dispute.

Inconvenience, In-kdn-v^-nd-^nse, 7 
Inconveniency, in-k&n-v£-n£-£n-s£, f s'

Unfitness, inexpedience; disadvantage, cause of un
easiness, difficulty.

To Inconvenience, in-k6n-v£-n£-£nse, v. a. 
To trouble, to put to inconvenience.

Inconvenient, In-k5n-ve-n£-£nt, a. Incom
modious, disadvantageous; unfit, inexpedient.

Inconveniently, in-k6n-v£-ne-3nt-le, ad 
Unfitly, incommodiously; unseasonably.

INCONVERSABLE, In-kdn-ver^sa-bl, a. Incom
municative, unsocial.

Inconvertible, in-k&n-v^r-te-bl, a. Not trans
mutable.

Incon vincible, in-k6n-vir.-se-bl, a. Not to be 
convinced.

IncOnvincibly, in-kSn-vln-se-blc', ad. Without 
admitting conviction.

Incorporal, ln-kdr-pi-ral, a. Immaterial, 
distinct from matter, distinct from body.

INCORPORALITY, ln-kor-po-rA'^-t^, s. Imma
terialness.

Incorpobally, In-kdr'pd-rll-e, aa. Without 
matter.

To Incorporate, in-kor-pd-rate, v. a. To 
mingle different ingredients so as they shall make one 
mass; to conjoin inseparably ; to form into a corpora
tion or body politick ; to unite, to associate, to embody.

To Incorporate, In-kir-pd-ratc, v. n. To 
unite into one mass.

Incorporate, In-kor-pA-rate, a. 91. Immate
rial, unbodied.

Incorporation, in-kAr-pd-ra-sh&n, s. Union 
of divers ingredients in one mass; formation of a body 
politick; adoption, union, association.

Incorporeal, In-kdr-pA-rA-il, a. Immaterial, 
unbodied.

Incorporeally, In-kor-pA^rA-M-A, ad. Imma
terially.

A A
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INCOIIPOREITV, In-kSr-pd-re'^-ti, j. Immate- 
riality.

To Incorpse, ln-k3rps,' v. a. To incorporate. 
Incorrect, in-k6r -r&kt,'a. Not nicely finished, 

not exact.
Incorrection, In-k3r-r&k-shhn, s. Want of 

correction.
Incorrectly, In-k6r-r£kt3&, ad'. Inaccurately, 

not exactly.
Incorrectness, In-kSr-rSkt-nSs, s. Inaccuracy, 

want of exactness.
Incorrigible, ln-k6r£r£-jA-ol, a. Bad beyond 

correction, depraved beyond amendment by any means.
Incorrigibleness, In-k&r-rtJ-j^-bi-n^sy s.

Hopeless depravity, badness beyond all means of 
amendment.

Incorrigibility, ln-li5r-ri-ji-ldl-i-tf, i. De- 
pravity beyond amendment.

Incorrigibly, ln-kdi&r&i&bf£; ad. To a de
gree of depravity beyond all means of amendment.

Incorrupt, In-k&r-r&pt,' £ a. Free from 
Incorrupted, 1n-kSr-r&p-t5d. \ foulness or 

depravation ; pure of manners, honest, good: 
Incorruptibility, fn-k&’r-rap-t^-bil-^-t^, s. 

Insusceptibility of corruption, incapacity of decay.
Incorruptible, in-kor-riip-t^-bi, a. Not capa

ble of corruption, not admlttingdecay.—See Corrupti
ble and Incomparable.

Incorruption, in-kdr-rup-shun, m Incapacity 
of corruption.

Incorruptness, ln-k5r-rupt^n^s; .c Purity of 
manners, honesty, integrity; freedom from decay or 
degeneration.

To Incrassate, ln-krtls-sate, v. a. To thicken, 
the contrary to attenuate.

Incrassation, ln-krAs-*sa^sh&n, s. The act of 
thickening; the state of growing thick.

lNCRASSATiVE,in-krls^-tlv, a. 512. Having 
the quality of thickening.

To Increase, in-kr&se,' v. n. To grow more 
or greater.

To Increase, ln-kr£se,z v. a. To make more 
or greater.

Increase, In-krese, s. Augmentation, the state 
of growing more or greater , increment, that which 
is added to the original stock ; produce; generation; 
progeny; the state of waxing greaters.

Increaser, in-kr^-sur, s. 98. He who increases. 
Increasible, In-kr&se^e-bl, a. That which may 

be increased.
Increated, in-kre-a-t3d, a. Not created.— 

See Increment.
Incredibility, 1n-kr£d-d£-bil-£-tA, s. The 

quality of surjrassing belief.
Incredible, 1n-kred-£-bl, a. 405. Surpassing 

belief, not to be credited.
Incredibleness, ln-kr&U£-bLn&s, s. Quality 

of being not credible.
Incredibly, ln-kr£d-e-bl£, ad. In a manner 

not to be believed.
Incredulity. In-kre-d&-!£-tA, $. The quality 

or not believing, hardness of belief.
Incredulous, in-kr&d-u-lhs, or 1n-kr£d-j&-IUs, 

a. 293. £76. Hard of belief, refusing credit.
Incredulousness, In-kr&d'jdi-l&s-n&s, s. Hard

ness of belief, incredulity.
Increment, Ingi-kr^-m^nt, s. Act of growing 

greater; increase, cause of growing more ; produce.
The inseparable preposition in, with the accent on 

it, when followed by hard c or g, is exactly under the 
aame predicament as con ; that is, the liquid andgutturai- 
coalesce.-—See Principles, No. 408.
To Increpate, Ing-kr^-pate, v. a. ro chide, 

to reprehend.
IncrepaTION, ln-kr^-pa-shiin, s. Reprehen

sion chiding.
To Incrust, 1n-
To Incrust ate,

with an additional coat.
2S6

zkrhst,z 
, In-kri

To coverv. a.

Incrustation, In-krfis-tiish&n, s. An adhe- 
rent covering; something superinduced.

To Incubate, Ing-kii-bate, v. n. To sir upon 
eggs.

Incubation, 1n-k<i-ba-sh&n, s. The act of 
sitting upon eggs to hatch them.

Incubus, ing-ku-b&s, x. The night-mare.
To Inculcate, Vu-k&l-k&te, v. a. To impress 

by frequent admonition.
Inculcation, In-khl-ka-sh&n, s. The act of 

impressing by frequent admonition.
Inculpable, In-kul-pA-hl.a. 405. Unblameable.
Inculpableness,in-kcil-p&-bl-n&i, s. Unblame- 

ableness.
Inculpably, In-kul-pJ-bld, ad. Unblameably. 
Incult, In-kult,' a. Uncultivated, untilled. 
Ingulture, In-kul-tshiire, sw Want or neglect 

of cultivation.
Incumbency, in-kfimi4>&n-se, s. The act of 

lying upon another ; the state of keeping, a benefice.
Incumbent, In-kum^bentr a. Resting upon, 

lying upon, imposed as a duty.
Incumbent, in-kum-b&nt, s. He who is in 

present possession of a benefice.
To Incumber, In-khtn-b^r, v. a. To embar

rass.
To Incur, in-k&r,' «. ft. To become liable to 

a punishment or reprehensionto occur; to press on 
the senses.

Incurability, in-ku-rft-bll-e-te, s. Impossibi
lity of cure.

Incurable, 1n-kd-rA*.bl, a. 405* Not admitting 
remedy, not to be removed by medicine, irremediable, 
hopeless.

Incurableness, ln-ki-rl-bl-n§ss, s. State of 
not admitting any cure.

Incurably, lu-ki-ri-hle, ad. Without remedy.
Incurious, In-kii-re-fis, a. Negligent, inatten

tive, without curiosity.
Incuriosity, in-ku-: e-6s-A-te, s. Want of curi

osity, inattentiveness, negligence.
Incuriousness, in-ku-re-fis-nes, s. Negli

gence, inattentiveness, carelessness.
Incursion, In-kDr-sh&n, s. Attack, mischiev

ous occurrence ; invasion, inroad, ravage.
To Incurvate, in-khr-vate, t. a. 91. To bend, 

to crook.
Incurvation, In-k&r-va-shAn, s. The act of 

bending, cr making crooked; flexion of the body-in 
token of reverence.

Incurvity, ln-kfir-v£-t&, s. Crookedness, the 
state of bending inward.

To Tndagate, iii-dtl-gate, v. a. 91. To search, 
to examine.

lNDAGATION,In-dl-ga-shun,i\ Search,inquiry, 
examination.

Indagator, In-di-ga-t&r, s. 166. 521. A 
searcher, an inquirer, an examiner.

To Indart, in-dirt,z v. a. To dart in, to 
strike in.

To Indebt, In-d&t,' v. a. 374. To put into 
debt;, to oblige, to put under obligation.

Indebted, in-d£t-t£d, part. a. Obliged by some** 
thing received, bound to restitution, having incurred 
a debt

Indecency, in-de^s&n-sA, $. Any thing unbe
coming, any thing contrary to goixi manners.

Indecent, in-de-s£nt, a. Unbecoming, unfit 
for the eyes or ears.

Indecently, in-dti^sent-le, ad- Without de
cency, in a manner contrary to decency.

lNDEClDU()US,1n-de-sld-u-fts. orin-d£-sld-ju-us, 
a. 276. 293. Not falling, not shed.

Indecimable, in-d&,-s4-m£-bl, Not titheablc, 
that which ought not to pay tithe.

Indecision, lu-de-sizh-un, f. Want of deter 
mination.
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Indecisive, In-d^-sl-slv, a. Not determining, | 
inconclusive. __ . , J

Indeclinable, in-d6-kll-nl-bl, a. Not varied | 
by terminations. . i

Indecorous, in-d^-ko^r&s, or in-dek-o-rus, a. 
Indecent, unbecoming.—See D<rroroi«.

Itj* Nothing can show more with what servility we 
sometimes follow the Latin accentuation than pronoun
cing this word with the accent on the penultimate. In 
the Latin decorus the o is long, and therefore has the ac
cent but in dedccorus the o is short; and the accent is 
consequently removed to the antepenultimate; this al
teration of accent obtains likewise when the word-is used 
in English, and this accentuation is perfectly agreeable 
to our own analogy ; but because the Latin adjective in- 
decorus has the penultimate long, and consequently the 
accent on it, we must desert our own analogy, and ser
vilely follow the Latin accentuation, though that accen
tuation has no regard to analogy ; for why dedecorus 
and indecorus, words which have a similar derivation and 
meaning should have the penultimate of different quan
tities, can be resolved into nothing but the caprice of 
custom; but that so clear an analogy of our own lan
guage should be subservient t j the capricious usagesof 
the Latin, is a satire upon Vie good sense and taste of 
Englishmen. Dr. Ash is the only one who places theac- 
rent on the antepenultimate of this word: but what is 
his single authority though with analogy on his side, to 
a crowd of coxcombs vapouring with scraps of Latin ? — 
See Principles, No. 512.
Indecorousness, in-de-ko-rfts-n&s, s. Impro

priety of conduct; indecency.
Indecorum, In-dc'-kd-rim, s. Indecency, some

thing unbecoming.
Indeed, ln-de^d< ad. In reality, in truth ; 

above the common rate; this is to be granted that; it 
is used to note a full concession.

Indefatigable, In-d^-fAt-t^-gi-bl, a. Un
wearied, not tired, not exhausted by labour.

Indefatigableness, in-de-fut-te-gA-bl-n5s, s. 
Un weariness.

Indbfatigably, In-d(J-flt-ti5-gi-bl4, ad. With- 
out weariness.

Indefectibility, ln-d(5-f<5k-t<5-bil-e-t£, s. The 
quality of suff'ering no decay, of being subject to no 
defect.

Indefectible, m-d<5-fi5k-t£-bl, a. Unfailing, 
not liable tc defect or decay.

Indefeisible, ln-di-f£-z£-bl, a. 439. Not to 
be cut ofT, not to be vacated, irrevocable.

Indefensible, 1n-di-f£n-s£-bl, a. 439. That 
cannot be defended or maintained.

Indefensive, In-dd-f&n-slv, a. Having no de
fence.

Indefinable, In-dd-fln-X-bl, a. Not to be de
fined.

Indefinite, In-d&f^-nlt, a. 156. Not deter
mined, not limited, not settled ; large beyond the 
comprehension of man, though not absolutely without 
limits.

^definitely, In-d&f^-d-nit-lA, ad. Without any 
settled or determinate limitation ; to a degree indefi
nite.

INDEFINITUDE, In-d^fin-A-thde, s. Quantity 
not limited by our understanding, though yet finite.

Indeliberate, In-dA-lib-b^r-ate, 91. ) 
Indeliberated, ln-d£-lib-b£r-a-t£d, J a' 

premeditated, done without consideration.
Indelibility, ln-d£t-£-bIl-A-U, s. The quality 

of being indelible.
Indelible, In-d&lQ-bl, a.. 405. Not to be 

blotted out or effaced ; not to be annulled.
TO* This word, Mr. Nares observes, both from its 

French and Latin etymology, ought to be written inde
lible ; where we may observe that the different ortho
graphy would not make the lease difference in the pro
nunciation.—See Despatch.
Indelibly, in-dfil-^-ble, ad. So as not to be 

effaced.
Indelicacy, In-dJM-kil-si, s. Want of deli- 

cacy, want of elegant decency.
Indelicate, in-del-e-kate, o. 91. Without 1 

decency void of a quick sense of decency
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Indemonstrable, In-di-m&utstriUbl, a. Not 
to be shown, not capable of demonstration; not evi
dent.

Indemnification, In-d^m-ni-fA-ka-shin, s. 
Security against loss or penalty; reimbursement <M 
loss or penalty.

To Indemnify, ln-dSm-m5.fi, ». a. To secure 
against loss or penalty; to maintain unhurt.

Indemnity, ln-d?m-n£-t£, s. Security from 
punishment, exemption from punishment.

To Indent, in-d&nt,' v. a. To make any thing 
with inequalities like a row of teeth.

To Indent, in dent,' v. n. To contract, to 
make a compact

Indent, 1n-d£nt/ s. Inequality, incisure, in
dentation.

Indentation, In-d^n-ta-sh&n, s. An inden
ture, waving in any figure.

Indenture, ln-den-tsh6re, c. 461. A cove* 
riant so named because the counterparts are indented 
or cut one by the other.

Independence, In-d6-p5nMlnse, ? $
Independency, In-di-pSn-d5n-si, 5 

Freedom, exemption from reliance or control, state 
over which none has power.

Independent, In-d£-p£n-d£nt, a. Not depend
ing, not supported by any other, not relying on an 
other, not controlled; not relating to any thing else, 
as to a superior.

Independent, in-d<J-p£n-d£nt, s. One who in 
religious affairs holds that every congregation is a 
complete church

Independently, ln-de- p£n-d£nt-le, ad. With
out reference to other things.

Indeprehensible, ln-d£-pr$- h&n-s^-bl, a. 
That which canuot be found out.

Indescribable, in-d^-skrl-bi-bl, o. ThatwWeb 
cannot be described.

Indesert, Tn-d4-z£rtf s. Want of merit.
Indesinently. ln-des-s£-n&nule, ad. Without 

cessation.
Indestructible, In d«i struk-ie-bl, a. Not to 

be destroyed
Indeterminable, 1i> de-t^r-miVni-bl, a. 405. 

Not to be fixed, not io be defined or settled.
Indeterminate, ln-dd-t<*r-m£-ndte, a. 91. 

Unfixed, not defined, indefinite.
Indeterminately, ln-de-tdr-in6-nate-li, ad. 

Indefinitely, not in any settled manner.
Indetermined, ln-d^-tdr-mind,a. 359. Unset

tled, unfixed.
Indetermination, in-d£-t£r-me-na-shun, s. 

Want of determination, want of resolution.
Indevoted, In-dd-vdte-ed, a. Not attached; 

disaffected.
Indevotion, lh-d<i-vd-sh&n, s. Want of devo

tion, irrcligton.
INDEVOUT, in-de-vout,' a. Not devout, not re

ligious, irreligious.
Indevoutly, in-de-vdut-Ii5, ad. Without de- 

votion.
INDEX, In-d&ks, s. The discoverer, the pointer 

out; the hand that points to any thing ; the table of 
contents to a book.

Indextebity, in-diks-t'r-i-ti1, j. Want of 
dexterity, want of readiness.

Indian, In-diMLn, or ln~j£-&n, or Ind-yan, s. 88. 
294. A native of India.

Indian, In-de-in, a. Belonging to India.
Indicant, In-de-k&nt, a. Showing, pointing 

out, that which directs wiut is to be done in any dL. 
ease.

To Indicate, in-d^-kate, v. a*. 91. To show, 
to point out; in physick, 'd point out a remedy.

Indication, In-dA-kMah6n, s. Mark, token, 
sign note, symptom; discovery made, intelligence 
Fiveit;
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Indicative, In-dlk^ka-tlv, a. 512. Showing, 
informing, pointing out; in grammar, a certain mo
dification of a verb,expressing affirmation or indication. 

Indicatively, in-dlk^ki-tiv-U, ad. In such a
manner as shows or betokens.

Indicator, in-dd-ka-t&r, s. That which shows 
or points out.

To Indict, In-dlte,' v. a.—See Endite and its 
derivatives.

Indictable, in-dlte-i-bl, a. Liable to be in
dicted.

Indiction, In-dlk-sh&n, s. Declaration, procla
mation ; an epocha of the Roman calendar, instituted 
by Constantine the Great.

Indifference, ln-dif-fer-£nse, ? XT . ...
Indifferency, In-dif^fdr-dn-si, $ s‘ eu ra 1 

suspension; impartiality, negligence, want of affec
tion, unconcernedness ; state in which no moral or 
physical reason preponderates.

Indifferent, in-dif-fdr-ftnt, a. Neutral, not 
determined to either side; unconcerned, inattentive, 
regardless; impartial, disinterested; pa-sable, of a 
middling state; in the same sense it has the force of 
an adverb.

Indifferently, 1n-dlf-f’;r-?nt-le, ad. Without 
distinction, without preference; in a neutral state, 
without wish or aversion ; not well, tolerably, passably, 
middlingly.

Indigence, In-d^-j^nse, ? s. Want, penury, 
Indigency, in-di-jen-sd, j poverty.
Indigenous, in-did-je-n&s, a. Native to a 

country.
Indigent, In-de-j^nt, a. Poor, needy, neces- 

sitous; in want, wanting; void, empty.
Indigest, in-dd-idst,' ) xr . . ,Indigested, in-dd-jlt^d, 1 Not seParated 

into distinct orders; not formed or shaped; not con
cocted in the stomach; not brought to suppuration.

Indigestible, in-dd-jds-td-bl, a. Notconcoc-
tible in the stomach.

Indigestion, In-d£-j£s-tslmn, s. The state cf 
meats unconcocted.

To Indigitate, in-did-je-tate, v. a. To point 
out, to show by the fingers.

Indigitation, in-dld-j^-ta-sh&n, s. The act of
pointing out or showing.

Indign, in-dine,' a. 385. Unworthy, undeserv
ing; bringing indignity.

Indignant, in-dig-nant, a. Angry, raging, in
flamed at once with anger and disdain.

Indignantly, in-dlg-n&nt-U, ad. With indig
nation.

Indignation,ln-dlg-ni-sh&n,s. Anger mingled 
with contempt or disgust; the anger of a superior ; 
the effect of anger.

Indignity, in-dig-ne-t£, s. Contumely, con
temptuous injury, violation of right accompanied with 
insult

Indigo, 1n-de-gd, s. 112. A plant, by the
Americans called Anil, used in dyeing for ablue colour.

Indiminish able, ln-d^-min-ish-i-bl, a. Not to 
be diminished.

INDIRECT, In-dA-rSkt,' a. Not straight, not rec
tilinear; not tending otherwise than obliquely or con
sequentially to a point; not fair, not honest.

Indirection, in-de-r&k-sh&n, s. Oblique 
means, tendency not in a straight line; dishonest 
practice.

Indirectly, in-d£-r£kt'le, ad. Not in a right 
line, obliquely; not in express terms; unfairly, not 
rightly. n

Indirectness, in-d£-rekt-n6s, s. Obliquity;
umairness.

Indiscernible, in-dlz-z£r-n£-bl, a. Not per
ceptible, not discoverable.

Indiscernibly, in-dlz-z£r-n£-bl£, ad. In a 
manner not to be perceived.

Indiscerptible, in-dls-s£rp-t£-bl, a. Not to be 
separated, incapable of being broken or destroyed by 
dissolution of naru
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Indiscerptibility, In-dls-sdrp-te-bll-e-te, s.
Incapability of dissolution.

Indisciflinable, In-dis-si-pUn-i-bl, a, Inca-
pab'.e of improvement by discipline.

In DISCOVERABLE, In-d'is-kuv-ur-A-bl, a. That 
which cannot be discovered.

Indiscovery, ln-dis-kuv-ur-£, s. The state of 
being hidden.

Indiscreet, ln-dis-kr££t,z a. Imprudent, in
cautious, inconsiderate, injudicious.

Indiscreetly, ln-dis-kr£et'l£, ad. Without 
prudence.

Indiscrete, In-dls-kr&te/ a. Not separated, 
not distinguished.

Indiscretion, in-dis-kr£sh-&n, s. Imprudence, 
rashness, inconeideration.

Indiscriminate, in-dls-krim-^-nite, a. 91. 
Undistinguishable, not marked with any note of dis 
tinction.

Indiscriminately, in-dls-krim-£-nate-l£, ad. 
Without distinction.

Indiscriminating, in-dis-krlm-m£-nate-ing, a. 
Making no distinction.

Indiscrimination, in-dis-krlm-m^-na-sh&n, s. 
Want of discrimination.

Indispensable, In-dls-p^n-sA-bl, a. Not to be 
remitted, not to be spared, necessary.

Indispensableness, in-dls-p^n-si-bl-nes, s. 
State of not being to be spared, necessity.

Indispensably, fn-dls-p£n-si-ble, ad. Without 
dispensation, without remission, necessarily.

To Indispose, ln-dis-poze,' v. a. To make un
fit ; to disincline, to make averse; to disorder, to dis
qualify for its proper functions; to disorder slightly 
with regard to health; to make unfavourable.

Indisposedness, in-dis-po-z&d-nGs, s. 365. 
State of unfitness or disinclination, depraved state.

Indisposition, 1n-dis-pd-zlsh-un, s. Disorder 
of health, tendency to sickness; disinclination, dislike. 

Indisputable,in-dis-pii-tS-blorln-dis-pu-til-bl, 
a. Incontrovertible, incontestable, not to be disputed. 
See Disputable.

This word is nearly under the same predicament 
as Disputable. l)r. Johnson, Dr. Ash, Dr. Kenrick, 
W. Jonnston, Mr. Smith, Buchanan, and Bailey, adopt 
the last accentuation, and only Mr. Sheridan and Entick 
the first; and yet my experience and recollection grossly 
fail me, if this is not the general pronunciation of polite 
and lettered speakers. Mr. Scott has given both pronun
ciations j but, by placing this the first, seems to give it 
the preference.—See Irreparable.
Indisputableness, in-dis-pu-ta-bl-i.3s, 5. The 

state of being indisputable, certainty.
Indisputably, in-dls-pu-tA-blA, ad. Without 

controversy, certainly; without opposition.
Indissolvable, In-dlz-zSl-vi-bi, a. Indissolu

ble, not separable as to its parts; not to be broken, 
binding for ever.

For the orthography of this word, sec Dissolvable. 
Indissolubility, in-dis-so-lu-bll-t*-te, s. Resis

tance of a dissolving power ; firmness, stableness. 
Indissoluble, In-dis-so-lh-bl, a. Resisting all 

separation of its parts; firm, stable; binding for ever, 
subsisting for ever.—See Dissoluble.

Indissolubleness, in-dls-s6-lii-bl-n£s, j. Indis- 
solubility, resistance to separation of parts.

Indissolubly, in-dk-sd-Iii-bld, ad. In a man- 
ner resisting all separation; for ever, obligatorily.

Indistinct, in-dls-tmgkt,' a. Not plainly 
marked, confused; not exactly discerning.

Indistinction, in-dls-tingk-shbn, s. Confu
sion, uncertainty; omission of discrimination.

Indistinctly, ln-dis-tlngkt-14, ad. Confusedly, 
uncertainly; without being distinguished.

Indistinctness, In-dis-tfngkt-nSs, s. Confu
sion, uncertainty.

Indistinguishable, In-dls-tlng-gwIsb-^-bl, a. 
Not plainly marked, indeterminate.

Indisturbance, In-dls-thr'binse, s. Calmness,
freedom from disturbance.
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Sepa-

With

To dis- 
to make

CSheridan, Scott, Buchanan, W. Johnston, 
t Entick, Nares, Smith.

Ken rick. Perry.
CSheridan, Scott, Buchanan, W. Johnston, 
t Perry, Entick.

Sheridan, Scott, Entick.
Ken rick, Perry.

{■Sheridan, Scott, Buchanan, W. Johnston, 
(. Entick.

Perry.

InDIVIDable, In-di-vlde'i-bl, a. That which 
cannot be divided.

lXDIvrDED, in-dA-vld-Ad, a. Undivided. 
Individual, tn-di-vid-jh-11, ». A single being, 

as opposed to the species.
It is sofaewhat strange that this word as a substan

tive should not have found its way into Johnson s Dic
tionary, but not in the least strange t.iat Mr. Sheridan 
and Dr. Kenrick should omit st.
Individual, In-dA-vid-fi-Al, or In-di-vld-jli-ll, 

a. 453. Separate (Yom others of the same species, 
single, numerically one; undivided, not to be parted 
or disjoined.

The tendency of d to go into J, when the accent is 
before,, and u after it, is evident in this and the succeed
ing words.—See Principles, No. 293, 291. f76. 
Individuality, ln-d4-vld-ii-lW-td, s.

rate or distinct existence.
Individually, in-di-vid-i-ll-14, ad. 

separate or distinct existence, numerically.
To Individuate, In-di-vid-b-Ate, t>. a. 

tinguish from others of the same species, 
single.

Individuation, In-dA-v’d-ti-a'sh&n, s. That 
which makes an individual.

Individuity, in di-vld-h-4-ti, s. The state of 
being an individual, separate existence.

Indivisibility, in-de-viz-d-biW-ti, 552. } 
Indivisibleness, In-dd-vlzld-bl-nds, ) s’

State in which no more division can be made.
Indivisible, in-dA-viz^-bl, a. That cannot ba 

broken into parts, so small as that it cannot be smaller. 
INDIVISIBLY, ln-d£-vlz-A-bl£, ad. So as it can

not oe divided.
INDOCIBLE, In-d&s^-bl, a. 405. Unteachable, 

insusceptible of instruction.
Indocile, 1n-d6s-sll, a. Unteachable, incapa

ble of being instructed.
This word and all its relatives have the o so dif

ferently pronounced by our best orthoepists, that the 
shortest way to shew the difference will be to exhibit 
them at one view.

Dbcile, *
Docile, 
Indocile, 
Indocile, 
Dbcible, 
Docible,
Indbcible,
Indocible, ___

We here see the great preoonderance of authority for 
the short sound of o in all these words of three syllables, 
not because this letter is short in the Latin words whence 
they are derived ; ioc risible and visible, which have the i 
short with us, are risibilis, and vtsibilis in Latin ; but be
cause the accent in our English word is antepenultimate, 
and because this accent has a shortening power in all 
words of this form, which may ’oe called simples, 503, 
unless the antepenultimate vowel be u, and then it is al
ways long, 509. 511. 537. Thus the antepenultimate 
vowels in credible, clavicle, vesicle, &c. are short, though 
derived from credibility cldviotla, vesicula, &c. but the a 
in tamable, debatable, &c. is long, because they are for- 
matives of our own, from tame, debate, &c.

Why Dr. Johnson should spell indocile without the 
final e, as we see it in the first and last editions of his 
Dictionary’, cannot be conceived. As well might behave 
left this letter out in puerile, versatile, and fertile. In 
this he seems implicitly to have followed the authority 
of Dr. Bentley, who, however versed in Latin and Greek, 
has been proved by Dr. Lowth not to be infallible in the 
Grammar of his own language.
Indocility, In-d6-s1l-e-t£, s. Untcachableness, 

refusal of instruction.
To Indoctrinate, In-duk'trA-nAte, o. a. 91.

To instruct, to tincture with any science or opinion. 
Indoctrination, In-dak-trd-nA-sh&n, a.

Instruction, information.
Indolence, in-dd-ldnse, 7 _INDOI.ENCY, Inldd-lJn-sd, | *• Frecdom lrom

pain ; laziness, inattention, listlessness.
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Indolent, ln-d6-l£nt, a. Free from pain; 
careless, lazy, inattentive, listless.

Indolently, In^dd-lent-U, ad. With freedom 
from pain ; carelessly, lazily, inattentively, listlessly.

Indomitable, in-d6m-£-tA-bl, a. Untameable. 
To Indow, In-ddu,' v. a. To portion, to enrich 

with gifts.—See Endow.
Indraught, in-drift, s. An opening in the 

land into which the sea flows; *inlet, passage inward-'.
To Indrench, in-drinsh,z v. a. To soak, to 

drown.
Indubious, ln-du-bi-6s, a. Not doubtful, not 

suspecting, certain.
Indubitable, in-d£i-b«5-ta-bl, a. Undoubted, 

unquestionable.
Indubitableness, ln-di-bi-ti-bl-nes, s. The 

state of being indubitable.
Indubitably, in-dci-be-ti-bli, ad. Undoubt

edly, unquestionably.
IndubitaTE, in-du-b£-tate, a. 91. Unques

tioned, certain, apparent, evident.
To Induce, in-d&se,' v a. To persuade, to in

fluence to any thing; to produce by persuasion or in
fluence ; to offer by way of induction or consequential 
reasoning; to produce; to introduce, to bring into 
view

Inducement, In-diise-m&nt, s. Motive to any 
thing, that which allures or persuades to any thing.

Inducer, In.-dil-s&r, s. 98. A persuader, one 
that influences.

Inducible, ln-dbse-£-bl, a. That which may 
be offered by way of induction; that which may he 
caused.

To Induct, ln-dukt,' v. a. To introduce, to 
bring in ; to put iu actual possession of a benefice.

Induction, in-dak-shun, s. Introduction, en
trance ; induction is when, from seveipl particular 
propositions, we infer one general; the act or state of 
taking possession of an ecclesiastical living.

Inductive, in-dhk-tlv, a. Leading, persuasive, 
with To; capable to infer or produce.

Inductively, in-duk-tiv-le, ad. By induction; 
by inference.

Inductor, ln-diik-t&r, s. The person that in
ducts another into a benefice.

To Indue, in-dti,' v. a. To invest.
To Indulge, in-dhlje,' v. a. To fondle, to fa

vour, to gratify with concession; to grant, not of right, 
but favour.

To Indulge, ln-dulje,' t». n. To be favourable. 
Indulgence, In-d&l-i^nse, ) „ ,
Indulgency, ln-dul-j£n-s£, ) s‘ Fondness, 

fond kindness; forbearance, tenderness, opposite to 
rigour; favour granted ; grant of the church'of Rome- 

Indulgent, in-d&l-j^nt, a. Kind, gentle; 
mild, favourable; gratifying, favouring, giving way to

Indulgently, In-d&Kj&it-U, ad. Without 
severity, without censure.

Indulger, in-ditlje-&r, s. One who indulges. 
Indult, In-d&lt,' ? -r» .
Indulto, In-dtil-td, ? ’• Pnvilegeorexemption.
To Indurate, in-du rate, r. n. 91. 293. To 

grow hard, to harden.
To Indurate, in-dii-rate, v. a. To make hard, 

to harden the n»nd.—See Obdurate.
Induration, in-du-ra-sh6n, s. The state of 

growing hard; the act of hardening; obduracy, hard
ness of heart.

Industrious, in-d&s-tr^-fis, a. Diligent, la
borious; designed, done for the purpose.

Industriously, ln-dfts-tre-6'.-l^, «</. Dili
gently, laboriously, assiduously; for the set purpose, 
with design.

Industry, ln-d&s-tr£, s. Diligence, assiduity. 
Indwelleii,in-dw§l-l&r, s. An inhabitant.
To Inebriate, in-^-brd-Ate, v. a. 91. To in

toxicate, to make drunk.
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Inevitableness, ln-3v-i-tA-bl-.n&,s. Certainty

85- 559.

Inebriation,In-e-bre-a-shun, s. Drunkenness, 
intoxication.

Inebriety, ln-d-bri-e-td, j. The same as 
Ebriety ; Drunkenness.

Inedited, In-^d^-t^d, a. Not published, not 
put forth.

IneffabiLITY, In-ef-fi-bll-£-t£, -s. 1 nspeak-
ablenoss.

Ineffable, In-ef-fa-bl, a. 405. Unspeakable. 
Ineffableness, In-^f-'fl-bl-nes, s. Unspeak- 

ableness.
Ineffably, In-ef-fi-blti, ad. In a manner not 

to be expressed.
Ineffective, in-^f-fdk-tiv, a. That which can 

produce no effect.—See Effect.
Ineffectual, in-^f-fek-tshu-M, a U-^nble to 

produce its proper effect, weak, without power.
Ineffectually, in-ef-f^k-tshu-a-1^, ad. With

out effect
Ineffectualness, In-^f-fdk-tshu-il-nes, s. 463. 

Inefficacy, want of power to perform the proper effect j
Inefficacious, in-^f-fe-ka-bh&s, a. Unable to 

produce effects, weak, feeble
Inefficaciousness, ln-df-fe«ka-shus-n?s, s. 

Want of power to produce the proper effect.
Inefficacy, In-^f-f^-kA-s^, s. Want of power, 

want of effect
Inefficiency, In-£f-fish-£n-sd, s. Want of 

power; inactivity.
Inefficient, in-ef-fisli^nt, a. Ineffective. 
Inelegance, ln-£l-£-gtlnse, ? ., c
Inelegancy, in-dUd-gln-sd, J ’• Absence of

beauty, want of elegance.
Inelegant, in-^l-^-gint, a. Not becoming, 

not beautiful, opposite to elegant; mean, despicable, 
contemptible.

Inelegantly, In-elld-gAnt-le, ad. Not be- 
comingly; not beautifully.

Ineloquent, ln-3K6-kw&nt,zx. Not persuasive, 
not oratorical.

Inept, ln-£pt,' a. Unfit, useless, trifling, foolish. 
Ineptitude, In-£p't£-tbde, s. Unfitness. 
Ineptly, in-£pt-l£, ad. Triflingly, foolishly, 

unfitly.
Ineptness, 1n-5pt-n3s, s. Unfitness.
Inequality, 1n-£-kwil££-t£, s. Difference of 

comparative quantity; unevenness, interchange of 
higher and lower parts; disproportion to any office or 
purpose, state of not being adequate, .inadequateness; 
change of state; unlikeness of a thing to itself; dif
ference of rank or station.

Inequitable, in-£k-kw.A-dl-bl, a. Not equita
ble, unjust.

Insurability, ln-£r-ri-bll-£-t£, s. Exemption 
from errour.

Inerrable, ln-§r-ra.-bl, a. 405. Exempt from 
errour.

Inerrableness, ln-£r-ri-bl-n£s, s. Exemption 
from errour.

INERRABLY, ln-£r-ri-bl£, ad. With security 
from errour, infallibly.

INERRINGLY, ln-£r-ring-l&, ad. Without errour. 
INERT, In-Srt,' a. Dull, sluggish, motionless. 
INERTLY, ln-£rt-l£, ad. Sluggishly, dully. 
Inertness, In-$rt-n£s, s. Want of motion. 
Inf.SCATION, In-^s-ka-shfin, s. The act of lay

ing a bait in order to deceive.
Inestimable, ln-£s-t£-mi-bl, a. Too valuable 

to be rated, transcending all price.
Inestimably, In-^s-te-mA-ble, a. So as not to 

be sufficiently rated.
Inevident, In-SvQ-dlnt, a. Not plain, obscure. 
Inevitability, ln-£v-i-ti-bll-A-t£, s. Impossi

bility to be avoided, errtainty.
Inevitable, in-^v-e-ti-bl, a. Unavoidable, 

not to be escaped.

inevitability.
Inevitably, in-£v-d-ti-bl£, ad. Without pos

sibility of escape.
Inexcusable, in-3ks-ku4zi-bl, a. Not to be 

excused, not to be palliated by apology.
Inexcusableness, In-£ks-ku-zA-bl-n£s, s. 

Enormity beyond forgiveness or palliation.
Inexcusably, In-^ks-kii-zA-ble, ad. To a de

gree of guilt or folly beyond exchse.
Inexhalable, in-eks-h^-tA-|jl, a. That which 

cannot evaporate.
Inexhausted, in-£ks-haws£t£d, a. Unemptied, 

not possible to be emptied.
Inexhaustible, in-eks-baws-ti-bl, a. Not to 

be spent.
Inexhaustibleness, In-£ks-lllws-t<l-bl-lles, s. 

The state or quality of being inexhausted.
Inexistence, ln-6gz-is-t£nse, s. Want of be

ing, want of existence.
Inexistent, i:>-<!'gz-ls'lJnt, a. 478. Not having 

being, not to be found in existence.
Inexorable, in-Sksl-6-ri-bl, a. Not to be 

entreated, not to be moved by entreaty.
Inexorably, in-^ks^d-r&-bl^, ad. So as not to 

be moved by entreaty.
Inexpected, ln-£ks-p£k-t£d, a. Not expected. 
Inexpedience, in-^ks-p4-de-ense, £ w 
Inexpediency, ln-6ks-p£-dti-&n-s£, s' ant 

of fitness, want of propriety, unsuitableness to time or 
place.

Inexpedient, ln-£ks-p^d£-&nt, a. 293. Incon
venient, unfit, improper.

Inexperience, in-£ks-p£-r£-£nse, s. Want of 
experimental knowledge.

Inexperienced, in-eks-p£-re-enst, a. Not ex
perienced.

Inexpert, in-£ks-p£rt,'a. Unskilful, unskilled.
Inexpiable, in-Sks-p^-i-bl, a. Not to be 

atoned, not to be mollified by atonement.
Inexpiably, ln-£ks-p^-A-ble> ad. To a degree 

beyond atonement.
In explainable, ln-5ks-plane-i-bl, a. That 

which cannot be explained.
Inexplicable, in-6ks-pl^-ki-bl, a. Incapable 

of being explained.
Inexplicably, in-£ks-pl£-ki-bl£, ad. In a 

manner not to be explained.
Inexplorabi.E, In-3ks-pl6re-i-bl, a. Not tc 

be discovered.
Inexpressible, in-3ks-pr&4s£-bl, a. Not to be 

told, not to be uttered, unutterable.
Inexpressibly, in-&ks-pr&^se-bM, ad. To a 

degree or in a manner not to be uttered
Inexpugnable, In-^ks-pOg-n^-bl, a. Impreg

nable, not to be taken by assault, not to be subdued.
Inextinguishable, In-^ks-dng-gwish-A-bl, a. 

405. Unquenchable.
InextirpaBLE, In-£k-st3r-p£-bl, a. Not to be 

rooted out.
Inextricable, 1n-£ks-tr£-kA-bl, a. Not to be 

disentangled, not be cleared.
Inextricably, In-£ks-tr<*-ki-blA, ad. To a de 

gree of perplexity not to be disentangled.
To Ineye, ln-1,' v. n. To inoculate, to propa

gate trees by the incision of a bud into a foreign stock.
infallibility, ln-fai-l(i-bll'fU4, )
Infallibleness, In-fAlQA-bl-n^s, \ s' lnesra- 

bility, exemption from errour.
Infallible, In-flli|4-bl, a. 405. Privileged 

from errour, incapable of mistake.
Infallibly, 1 n-fAl-l£-bl4, ad. Without danger 

of deceit, with security from errour, certainly.
To InfaME, in-fame' v. a. To represent to 

disadvantage, to defame, to censure publickly.
Infamous, In-fi-mhs, a. Publickly branded 

with guilt, openly censured.
290
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Infamously, in-fl-m&s-lJ, nd- With open re
proach, with publick notoriety of reproach., shame- 
fully, scandalously.

Infamoussess, InlftVmis-nJs, ? , pu|)lic re_ 
Infamy, In'-fl-md, 503. J

proach; notoriety of bad character.
Infancy, lnifin-se, s. The .first part of life ; 

first age of any thing, beginning, original.
Infant, in-fin t, s. A child from the birth to 

the end of the seventh year.; in law, .a young .person 
to the age of one and twenty.

Infant, in-fant, a. Not mature, in a state of 
initial imperfection.

Infanta, In-fin-ti, s. 92. A princess de
scended from the royal blood of Spain or Portugal.

Infanticide, in-faj>i£-side, s. 143. The 
slaughter of the infants by Herod.

Infantile, in-fan-tile, a. 145. Pertaining to 
an infant.

Infantine, in-fin-tine, a, 14.9. Suitable to an 
infant

Infantry, In-fan-tre, s. The foot soldiers pf 
an army.

To Infatuate, ln-f6tsh'u-ate, v. a. To strike 
with folly; to deprive of understanding.

Infatuation, in-fitsh-ti-a^hfm,«. The act of 
striking with folly, deprivation of-reason.

Infeasible, in-fe-z4-bl, a. Impracticable.
To Infect, In-f&kt,' v. a. To act upon by con

tagion, to affect with communicated qualities, to hurt 
.by contagion; to fill with something hurtfully con
tagious.

Infection, In-fek-shun, s. Contagion, mischief 
by communication.

Infectious, ln-f£k-shhs, a. Contagious, iuflu- 
* encing by communicated qualities.
Infectiously, In-fJk-sh&s-lJ, ad. Contagi- 

ously.
Infectiousness, In-fSk-shfts-nSs, s. The qua

lity of being infectious, contagiousness.
Infective, In-f&k-tiv, a. Having the quality 

of contagion.
Infecund, In-fek-tind, a. Unfruitful, infertile. 

See Facund.
Infecundity, In-fe-k’ui'dd-t^, s. Want of fer

tility.
Infelicity, in-fe-lls-s£-t«, s. Unhappiness, 

misery, calamity.
To Infer, in-ferf v. a. To bring on, to in

duce ; to draw conclusions from foregoing premises.
inferable, in-f£r-i-bl, o. To be inferred.
Inference, In-f&r-dnse, s. Conclusion drawn

from previous arguments.
Inferrible, in-fer-re-bl, a. Deducible from 

premised grounds.
Inferiority, Ir.-ftWe-Sr-e-te, s. Lower state 

of dignity or value.
INFERIOUR, in-fe-r£-fir, a. 314. Lower in 

place ; lower in station or rank of life; lower in value 
or excellency ; subordinate.—See Honour.

INFERIOUR, 1n-f<*-ri*-&r, s. One in a lower 
rank or station than another.

Infernal, ln-fer-nal, a. Hellish, Tartarean.
Infernal, 1n-f<5r-nil, s. One that comes from 

hell; one exceedingly wicked.
Infernal stone, in-fer-nAl-stine, s. The lu 

nar cau.'tick.
Infertile, In-fiJr-fil, a. 140. Unfruitful, not 

productive.
Infertility, m-f&r-tlKA-tA, s. Unfruitfulness.
To Infest, In-fest,' v. a. To harass, to disturb, 

to plague.
Infestation, ln-f£s-ta-sh&n, s. Molestation, 

disturbance, annoyance.
Infestivity, 'in-fes-t1v'e-t<5, s. Mournfulness, 

want of cheerfulness.
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Infestred, In-f^s-t&rd, a. Rankling, inveter
ate. Properly Infestered.

Infeudation, In-fu-d&tih&n, s. The act of 
putting one in possession of a fee or estate.

Infidel, In-fe-dOl, s. An unbeliever, a mis. 
creant, a pagan, one who rejects Christianity.

Infidelity, In-fe-d^l-e-te, s. Want of faith 
disbelief of Christianity ; treachery, deceit.

INFINITE, in-ft^-nit, a. 156. Unbounded, un
limited, immense; it is hyperbolically used for large, 
great.

Infinitely, ln-fe-n1t-l£, ad. Without limits, 
without bounds, immensely.

Infiniteness, inifd-nit-n4s, s. Immensity, 
boundlessness.

Infinitesimal, ln-fe-n£-t£sis£-mil, a. Infin
itely divided.

Infinitive, In-fVn-^-tiv, a. 157. Unconfined; 
belonging to that mood of a verb which expresses the 
action or being indeterminately.

Infinitude, in-fin'£-tiide, 5. Infinity, immen
sity ; boundless number.

Infinity, in-ffn'£-t£, s. Immensity, boundless
ness, unlimited qualities; endless number.

Infirm, In-fermf a. 108. Weak, feeble, dis
abled of body; weak of mind, irresolute; not stable, 
not solid.

Infirmary, In-f^r-mi-r^, s. Lodgings for the 
sick.

Infirmity, ln-f£r-m£-t£, s. Weakness of sex, 
age, or temper; failing, weakness, fault; disease, ma
lady.

Infirmness, 1n-f£rm-n£s, s. Weakness, feeble
ness.

To Infix,In flks,' v. a. To drive in, to fasten.
To Inflame, in-flame' t>. a. To kindle, to set 

on fire; to kindle desire; to exaggerate, to aggravate ; 
to heat the body morbidly with obstructed matter ; to 
provoke, to irritate .; to .fire with passton.

To Inflame, in-flame,' v. n. To grow hot and 
painful by obstructed matter.

Inflamer, in-flaAm&r, s. The thing or person 
that inflames.

Inflammability, ln-flim-ml-bll-d-t^, s. The 
quality of catching fire.

Inflammable, ln-flim-mti-bl, a. Easy to be set 
on flame.

Inflammableness, in-flim-mtl-bl-n^s, s. The 
quality of easily catching fire.

Inflammation, in-flim-ma-sh&n, s. The act of 
setting on flame; the state of being in flame; the heat 
of any morbid part occasioned,by obstruction ; the act 
of exciting fervour of mind.

Inflammatory, In-flJmimil-tur-J, a. Having 
the power of inflaming.—For the o, see Domestic,’c, 512-

To Inflate, ln-flate,' ». a. To swell with 
wind ; to fill with the breath.

Inflation, In-fla'shtin, s. Tlie -state of being 
swelled with wind, flatulence.

To Inflect, in-flekt,' v. a. To bend, to turn ; 
to change or vary; to vary a noun or verb in its ter- 
m inations.

Inflection, In-flJk'shftn, s. The act of bend- 
ing or turning; modulation of the voice; variation 
of a noun or verb-

Inflective, in-fl^k-tlv, a. Having the power 
of bending.

Inflexibility, 1n-fl£ks-£-l>ll-e-t4, )
Inflfxibilenf.ss, ln-fl^ks-e-bl-nes, J S‘ 

nesa, quality of resisting flexure; obstinacy, temper 
not to be bent, inexorable persistence.

Inflexible, in-fl^ks-e-bl, a. 405. Not to be 
bent; not to be prevailed on, immoveable ; not to be 
changed or altered.

Inflexibly, In-HekstJ-ble, ad- Inexorably, 
invariably.

To Inflict, Jn-fltkt,'#. «. To put in act crim- 
pnse as j,punishment.
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Inflicter, In-fllk-tur, s. 98. He who punishes. 
Infliction, In-fllk-shfm, s. The act of using 

punishments; the punishment imposed.
Inflictive, in-flik-tlv, a. 156. That is laid 

on as a punishment
Influence, in-flu-inse, s. Power of the ce

lestial aspects operating upon terrestrial bodies and 
affairs; ascendant power, power of directing or modi
fying.

To Influence, in-flu-dnse, v. a. To act upon 
with directive or impulsive power, to modify to any 
purpose.

Influent, in-flu-Snt, a. Flowing in.
Influential, in-flu-en-shal, a. Exerting in

fluence or power.
Influenza, in-flu-Cn-zS., s. An epidemick 

disease.
Influx, In'fluks, s. Act of flowing into any 

thing; infusion.
Influxion, in-fluk-sh&n, s. Infusion; intro

mission.
1NFLUXIVE, in-fluk-slv, a. Having influence. 
7’o Infold, ln-fold,z v. a. To involve, to in

wrap.
To Infoliate, in-fd-ld-ate, v. a. 91. To cover 

with leaves.
To Inform, In-form,' v. a. To animate, to 

actuate by vital powers; to instruct, to supply with 
new knowledge, to acquaint j to offer an accusation to 
a magistrate.

To Inform, in-form/ v. n. To give intelli
gence.

Informal, in-for-mAl, a. Irregularly, dis
orderly.

Informant, in-fdr-mant, s. One who gives 
information or instruction; one who exhibits an ac
cusation.

Infusible, in-fh-ze-bl, a. 439. Possible to be 
infused; incapable of dissolution, not fusible.

Infusion, In-fd-zh&n, s. The act of pouring 
in, instillation ; the act of pouring into the mind, in
spiration ; the act of steeping any thing in moisture 
without boiling ; the liquor made by infusion.

Infusive, In-fh-siv, a. 158.428. Having the 
power of infusion or being infused.

Ingathering, In-giVrH-ur-ing, s. The act of 
gathering in the harvest.

To Ingeminate, in-j&m-m^-nate, v. a. 91. To 
double, to repeat.

Ingemination, in-j&m-me-na-shhn, s. Repe
tition, reduplication.

To Ingender, In-jen-dur, v. n. To come to
gether ; to join.—See Engender.

INGENDERER, In-j^n-dhr-hr, s. He that gene
rates.

Ingenerable, In-j&n-^-ra-bl, a. Not to be 
produced or brought into being.

Ingenerate, in-jgn-e-rate, 91. ) t 
Ingenerated, in-j£n^-ra-t3d, J a' ’

innate, inbred; unbegotten.
Ingenious, ln-je-ni-cis, a. Witty, inventive, 

possessed of genius.
Ingeniously, ln-je-n£-hs-l£, ad. Wittily, sub- 

tilely.
Ingeniousness, 1n-j£-ne-&s-n£s, s. Wittiness, 

subtilty.
Ingenue, In-jSn-lt, a. 140. Innate, inborn, 

ingenerate.
Ingenuity, in-je-nu-^-te, s. Wit, invention, 

genius, subtilty, acuteness, craft.
Ingenuous, In-jen-nu-us, a. Open, fair, can

did, generous, noble; freeborn, not of servile extrac
tion.

Information, ln-fdr-ma-sh&n, s. Intelligence 
given, instruction; charge or accusation exhibited; 
the act of informing or accusing.

Informer, In-fdrm-ur, s. 98. One who gives 
intelligence; one who discovers offenders to the ma
gistrates.

Informidable, In-for-me-dtl-bl, a. Not to be 
feared, not to be dreaded.

iNFORMlTt, In-for-me-te, $. Shapelessness.
Informous, In-for-mus, a. 314. Shapeless, of 

no regular figure.
To Infract, in-frakt,' v. a. To break. 
Infraction, In-frak-shun, s. The act of 

breaking, breach, violation.
Infrangible, in-fran-je-bl, a. Not to be 

broken.
Uncommon-Infrequency, in-fre-kwdn-sd, s.

ness, rarity.
Infrequent, in-fr^-kwent, a. Rare, uncom

mon.—See Frequent.
To Infrigidate, In-fnd^je-date, v. a. To chill, 

to make cold.
To Infringe, In-frinje,' v. a. To violate, to 

break laws or contracts; to destroy, to hinder.
Infringement, in-frlnje-ment, s. 

violation.
Infringer, In-frinje-ur, s. 98.

violator. 1
To InfumatE, In-fu-mate, v. a.

smoke. ,» , ,
Infuriate, In-fu-re-ate, a. 91.

raging. ,
To Infuriate, in-fu-re-ate, v. a, 

insane; to fill with rage or fury.
Infuscation, In-fus-ka-shhn, s. 

darkening or blackening.
To Infuse, ln-fuze/ v. a. To pour in,

■til; to pour into the mind, to inspire into; to steep 
in any liquor with a gentle heat; to tincture, to satu
rate with any thing infused; to inspire with.
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Breach,

A breaker, a

To dry with 

Enraged, 

. To render

The act of

to in-

Openly, 

Open- 

into the

Ingenuously, In-jen-u-hs-le, ad. 
fairly, candidly, generously.

Ingenuousness, In-j&n'nb-fts-nds, s. 
ness, fairness, candour.

To Ingest, In-jest,' v. a. To throw 
stomach.

Ingestion, In-j£s-tsh?m, s. 464. The act of 
throwing into the stomach.

Inglorious, In-gld-re-hs, a. Void of honour, 
mean, without glory.

In’GLORIOUSLY, In-glo-re-tis-U, ad. With ig
nominy.

Ingot, In-gSt, s. 166. A mass of metal.
To Ingraff, In-grif,' v. a. To propagate 

trees by inoculation.
To Ingraft, In-grAft,' v. a. To propagate 

trees by grafting; to plant the sprig of one tree in the 
stock of another; to plant any thing not native; to fix 
deep, to settle.—See To Graff and Graft.

Ingraftment, In-grift-m^nt, s. The act of 
ingrafting; the sprig ingrafted.

Ingrate, in-grate,' ? TT„ r .
Ingrateful, tn-grate'ful, \ ° ’

unthankful; unplcasing to the sense.
To Ingratiate, In-gra'she-ate, v. a. 461. To 

put in favour, to recommend to kindness.
Ingratitude, In-grAt-te-tfide, s. Retribution 

of evil for good, unthankfulness.
Ingredient, ir>-gre-jent, s. 294. Component

Ingress, in-gres, s. 408. 
entrance.

Isgression, in-gresh'&n, s. 
tering.

Inguinal, Ing-gwe-nal, a. 
groin.

To Ingulph, In-g&lf; v. a. 
a vast profundity; to cast into a gulf.

To Ingurgitate, In-g&r’-ji-tate, t>. a. 
swallow,

part of a body consisting of different materials.
. Entrance, power of

The act of en-

Belonging to the

To swallow up in

To
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■h£-r£nse, ) s. Existence in 
■h£-r£n-s£, ( something else, so 

■njunC* 
Exis

Ingurgitation, ln-g&r-j6-ti'sh&n, s. The act 
of swallowing.

Ingustabi.E, in-gis'li-bl, a. Not perceptible 
by the taste.

InhaBILE, ln-l>Ab-il, or lii-i-b&l,'' a. Unskil- 
ful, unready, unfit, unqualified.

Dr. Johnson and Mr. Sheridan have, in my opi
nion, very proper! v accented this word on the second 
syllable; but the French accentuation on the last seems 
the most current. For though the origin of this word is 
the Latin inhabilis, it came to us through the French in- 
habile, and does not seem yet to be naturalized.
To Inhabit, In-hib-It, v. a. To dwell in, to 

hold as a dweller.
To Inhabit, in-hab-it, v. n. To dwell, to live. 
Inhabitable, jn-hi’.^e-tA-bl, a. Capable of 

affording habitation ; incapable of inhabitants, not 
habitable, uninhabitable. In this last sense not now 
used.

Inhabitance, ln-ha.b-It-insc, s. Residence of 
dwellers.

Inhabitant, In-hib-It-tlnt, s. Dweller, one 
that lives or resides in a place.

Inhabitation, in-hib-e-ta-sh&n, s. Habitation, 
place of dwelling ; the act of inhabiting, or planting 
with dwellings, state of being inhabited; quantity of 
inhabitants.

Inhabited, In-hib-lt-ur, J. 98. One that in- 
habits, a dweller.

To Inhale, ln-hale,z v- a. To draw in with air, 
to inspire.

Inharmonious, m-liir-minne-us, a. Umnu- 
sical, not sweet of sound.

To Inhere, ln-hdre,' v. n. To exist in some
thing else.

Inherence, ln-h£-r£nse, 
Inherency, In-1 “ _

as to be inseparable from it; conjunction.
Inherent, In-h6-r6nt, a. Existing in some

thing else, so as to be inseparable from it, iunate, in
born. ;

To Inherit, In-her-rlt, v. a. To receive or pos
sess by inheritance; to posses.-, to obtain possession of. 

Inheritable, in-h&r-rlt-i-bl,a. Transmissible 
by inheritance, obtainable by succession.

Inheritance, In-h6r-rlt-Anse, 5. Patrimony, 
hereditary possession ; in Shakespeare, possession; the 
reception of possession by hereditary right.

Inheritor, in-h&i-rit-ir, s. 169. An heir, one 
who receives any thing by succession.

Inheritress, In-h&r-rlt-r&s, ) 
Inheritrix, In-hSr-rlt-triks,) s' ires-,.
To Inherse, in-herse,' v. a. To inclose in a 

funeral monument _
Inhesion, in-he^-zh&n, s. 451. Inherence, the 

state of existing in something else.
InhiatION, in-hl-a-shftn, s. A gaping after, a 

great desire.
To Inhibit, In-hlb-lt, v. a. To restrain, to 

hinder, to repress, to check ; to prohibit, to forbid.
Inhibition. in-h6-blsh-&n, s. Prohibition, em

bargo ; in law, inhibition is a writ to inhibit or forbid 
a judge from farther proceeding in the cause depend
ing before him.

7b Inhold, in-hold,' v. a. To have inherent, 
to contain in itself.

Inhospitable, in-hos-pi-ti-bl, a. Affording 
no kindness or entertainment to strangers.

Inhospitably, In-b6s-pd-ti-bl6, ad. Unkindly 
to strangers.

Inhospitableness, ln-h5s-p6-tA-bl-n6s,) 
Inhospitality, In-h6s-p6-tA1^6-t6, J **

Want of hospitality, want of courtesy to strangers. 
Inhuman, In-hh-min, a. 88. Barbarous, sa

vage, cruel, uncompassionate.
Inhumanity, iu-hn-man-6-t6, s. Cruelty, sa

vageness, barbarity.
Inhumanly, In-hfl'mln-U, acl. Savagely, 

cruelly, barbarously.
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To Inhumate, ln-h&'mltc,) v. a. To bury, 
7b Inhume, in-hfimc,' J to inter. 
Inhumation, In-hft-mibshin, s. A burying; 

sepulture.
To Inject, In-j&ktf v. a. To throw in, to dart in. 
Injection, In-j6k-sh5n, s. The act of casting 

in ; any medicine made to be injected by a syringe, or 
any other instrument, into any part of the body; the 
act of filling the vessels with wax, or any other proper 
matter, to show their shapes and ramifications.

Inimical, In-lm^-kAl, or In-6-mI-ktU, a. Hos
tile, contrary, repugnant.

$£> This word sprung up in the House of Commons 
about ten years ago, and has since been so much in use 
as to make us wonder how we did so long without it. It 
had, indeed, one great recommendation, which was, 
that it was pronounced in direct opposition to the rules 
of oisr own language. An Englishman who had never 
heard it pronounced, would, at first sight, have placed the 
accent on the antepenultimate, and have pronounced the 
penultimate i short; but the vanity of showing its de
rivation from the Latin inimicus, wheie the penultimate 
i is long; and the very oddity of pronouncing this j long 
in inimical made this pronunciation fashionable. I know 
it may be urged, that this word, with respect to sound, 
was as great an oddity in the Latin language as it is in 
ours; and that the reason for making the i long was its 
derivation from amicus. 11 will be said too, that, in other 
words, such as aromaticus, tyrannicus, rhetoricus, &c. the 
i was only tcrminational j but in inimicus it was radical, 
and therefore entitled to the quantity of its original 
amicus. In answer to this, it maybe observed, that this 
was no reason for placing the accent on that syllable in 
Latin. In that language, whenever the penultimate syL 
able was long, whether radical or terminational, it had 
always the accent on it Thus the numerous termina
tions in alis and ator, by having the penultimate i long, 
had always the accent on that letter, while the i in the 
terminations ilis and itas seldom had the accent, because 
that vowel was generally short. But allowing for a mo
ment that we ought servilely to follow the Latin accent 
and quantity in words which we derive from that Ian- 
guage ; this rule, at least, ought to be restricted to 6uch 
words as have preserved tneir Latin form, as orator, sena
tor, character, &c. yet in these words we find the Latin 
penultimate accent entirely neglected, and the English 
antepenultimate adopted. But if this Latin accent and 
quantity should extend to words from the Latin that are 
anglicised, then we ought to pronounce divinity, de-vine- 
e-ty ; severity, se-vere-e-ty ; and urbanity, ur-bdne-c-ty. 
In short, the whole language would be metamorphosed, 
and we should neither pronounce English nor Latin, but 
a Babylonish dialect between both.
Inimitability, in-im-e-ti-bil-e-te, j. Tncana- 

city to be imitated.
Inimitable, In-im-^-tJ-bl, a. 405. Above 

imitation, not to be copied.
Inimitably, in-iin-6-ti-bl6, ad. In a manner 

not to be imitated, to a degree of excellence above 
imitation.

To Injoin, In-j6In,z v. a. To command, to en
force by authority.—See Enjoin ; in Shakespeare, to 
join.

Iniquitous, In-lk-kw6-t&s, a. Unjust, wicked. 
Iniquity, In-lk-kw6-t6, s. Injustice, unreason

ableness ; wickedness, crime.
Initial, in-nlsh-Al, a. 461. Placed at the be

ginning; incipient, not complete.
To Initiate, ln-Ish-^-ate, v. a. To enter, to 

instruct in the rudiments of an art.
To Initiate, ln-lsh-6-ate, v. n. To do the first 

part, to perform the first rite.
Initiate, ln-ish^e-ate, a. 91. Unpractised. 
INITIATION, ln-Ish-e-a-shhn, s. The act of en

tering a new comer into any art or state.
Injucundity, In-ji-k&n^M-td, $. Unpleasant

ness.
In judicable, In-ji-d^-kA-bl, a. Not cogniza

ble by a judge.
Tnjudicial, ln-jii-dish-Al, a. Not according to 

form of law.
Injudicious, In-jit-dlshi-as, a. Void of judg

ment, without judgment
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Injudiciously, in-ju-dlshiiis-lij, ad. With ill 
judgment, not wisely.

Injudiciousness, in ji-dlsW&s-n&. s. Want of 
judgment

Injunction, in-j?ingk-sh&n, s. Command, 
order, precept; In law, injunction is an interlocutory 
decree out of the chancery.

To Injure, v. a. To hurt unjustly, to
mischief undeservedly, to wrong; to annoy, to affect 
with any inconvenience.

Injurer, In-j&r-br, s. 93. He that hurts an
other unjustly.

INJURIOUS, in-ji-re-&s, a. 314. Unjust, inva
sive of another’s right; guilty of wrong or injury; 
mischievous, unjustly hurtful; detractory, contume
lious, reproachful.

Injuriously, in-ju-r£-&s-l£, ad. Wrongfully, 
hurtfully, with injustice.

Injuriousness, In-j64r^-bs-n3s, s. Quality of 
being injurious.

Injury, ln-jb-r^, s. Hurt without justice, 
mischief, detriment; annoyance; contumelious lan
guage, reproachful appellation.

Injustice, in-j&s-tis, s. 142. Iniquity, wrong. 
Ink, ingk, s. 408. The black liquor with which 

men write; ink is used for any liquor with which they 
write, as red ink, green ink.

To Ink, ingk, v. a. To black or daub with ink. 
Inkhorn, ingk-horn, s. A portable case for 

the instruments of writing, commonly made of horn.
Inkle, ing-kl, s. 405. A kind of narrow fil

let, a tape.
Inkling, ingk-llng, s. Hint, whisper, intima

tion.
Inkmaker, Ingk-ma-k&r, j. He who makes 

ink.
aNK.stand, ingk-stind, s. A utensil for holding 

the instruments of writing.
Inky, lngk4£, a. Consisting of ink; resem

bling ink ; black as ink.
To Inlace, In-lase,' v. a. To embellish with 

variegations.
Inland, ln-lind, a. 88. Interiour, lying re

mote from the state.
Inland, lii-lind, j. Interiour or midland 

parts.
Inlander, in-lin-d&r, s. 98. A dweller remote 

from the sea.
To Inlapidate, 1n-lAp-^-date, v. a. To make 

stony, to turn to stone.
2’o Inlaw, in-law,' v. a. To clear of outlawry 

or attainder.
To Inlay, in-la,' v. a. To diversify with dif

ferent bodies inserted into the ground or substratum; 
to make variety by being inserted into bodies, to va
riegate.

Inlay, iri-la, s. 492. 498. "Matter inlaid, wood 
formed to inlay.

Inlayer, ln-la-&r, s. One that inlays.
Inlet, ln-l^t, s. Passage, place of ingress, 

entrance.
1NLY, in-le, a. Interiour, internal, secret.
INMATE, In-mate, s. Inmates are those that 

are admitted to dwell for their money Jointly with 
another man.

INMATE, In-mate, a. Admitted as a guest or 
inmate.

Inmost, in-mest, a. Deepest within, remotest 
from the surface.

Inn, In, s. A house of entertainment for tra
vellers; a house where students are boarded.and 
taught.

To Inn, in, v. n. To take up temporary lodging. 
To Inn, ’in, v. a. To house, to put under

cover.
Innate, in-nite' 91. 7 j b ingcner!lte
Innatbd, it-na-t&l, J °

natural not superadded, not adscititiouJ.
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Innately, ln-nate^U, ad. Naturally.
Innateness, in-nate-n£s, s. The quality of 

being innate.
Innavigable, in-niv-ve-gi-bl, a. Not to be 

passed by sailing.
Inner, In-n&r, a. 98. Interiour, not outward.
Innermost, Ih-nur-mist, a. Remotest from 

.the outer part.
Innholder, ln-hol-dur, s. A man who keeps 

an inn.
Innings, in-ningz, s. 410. Lands recovered 

from the sea.
Innkeeper, in-k£ep-ftr, s. One \tfho keeps lod

gingsand provisions for the entertainment of travellers.
Innocence, in-nd-s^nse, ) • aINNOCENCY. lni.nd-^n-4, f’’ Punt> fr°m 

injurious action, untainted integrity; freedom from 
guilt imputed ; harmlessness, innoxiousnese; simpli
city of heart, perhaps with some degree of weakness.

Innocent, in-nd-s&nt, a. Pure from mischief; 
free from any particular guilt; unhurtful, harmless in 
effects.

Innocent, In-nd-s&nt, s. One free from guilt 
or harm ; a natural, an idiot.

Innocently, In-nd-sSnt-le, ad. Without guilt, 
with simplicity, with silliness or imprudence; without 
hurt.

Innocuous, in-nok-ku-us, a. Harmless in 
effects.

Innocuously, In-nok-ku-as-le, ad. Without 
mischievous effects.

Innocuousness,In-nok-kCi-us-n^s, s. Harm
lessness.

Innominate, ln-nom-m^-nate, a. Without a 
name, not named.

To Innovate, In-nd-vate, v. a. 91. To bring 
in something not known.before; to .change by intro
ducing novelties.

Innovation, in-nd-va-shun, s. Change by the 
introduction of novelty.

Innovator, ln-nd-va-tur, s. 166. 521. -An in
troducer of novelties; one that makes changes hy •in
troducing novelties.

Innoxious, ln-nok-shfis, a. Free from mis
chievous effects ; pure from crime.

INNOXIOUSLY, In-nik-sh&s-l^, ad. Harmlessly. 
Innoxiousness, in-ndk-shhs-n^s, s. Harmless

ness.
Inuendo, in-nh-Sn-di, s. An oblique bint. 
Innumerable, In-nu-mftr-i-bl, a. Not to be 

counted for multitude
Innumerableness,In-nii-mur-A-bl-nCs, s. State 

or quality of being innumerable.
Innumerably, in-ni-m&r-A-bU, ad. Without 

number.
lNNUMEROUS,ln-nfi-m&r-&s, a. 557. Too many 

to be counted. ...
Inobedience, In-6-b£-je-5nse,s. Disobedience. 
INOBF.DIENT, ln-d-b^ji-3nt, a. Disobedient. 
Inobservable, in-5b-z£r-vi-bl, «. Unobser

vable.
Inobservation, ln-ob-z£r-va-sh£in, s. Want of 

observation.
To Inoculate, in-6k-ki-late, v. a. To propa

gate any plant by inserting its bud into another stuck, 
to practise inoculation ; to yield a bud into another 
stock.

Inoculation, In-ok-ku-la-shCn, s. Inoculation 
is practised upon all sorts of stone fruit, and upon 
oranges and jasmines; the practice of transplanting 
the small-pox, by infusion of the matter from ripened 
pustules into the veins of the uninfected.

InocULATOR, 1n-6kikri-la-tur, s. 521. One that 
practises the inoculation of trees; one who propagate-; 
the small-pox by inoculation.

Inodobate, ln-d-dbr-ate, a. Having no seen: 
or w our.
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Inodorous, In-d-d ur-iis, a. 314. Wanting 
scent, not affecting the nose.

Inoffensive, in-df-f&n-slv, a. 158. Giving no 
scandal, giving no provocation; giving no pain, caus
ing no terrour; harmless, innocent.—See Offensive.

Inoffensively, ln-6f-f3n-slv-lA, ad. Without 
appearance of harm, without harm.

Inoffensiveness, in-5f-f£n-slv*n£s, s. Harm
lessness, freedom from appearance of harm.

Inofficious, ln-6f-fish-hs, a. 857. Not divil, 
not attentive to the accommodation of others.—See 
Officious.

Inoi’i ration, !n-i\p-per-a-shun, s. Produc- 
tion of effects, agency, in fluence.

Inopin ate, in-dp-e-nate, a. 91. Not expected. 
Inopportune, in-'5p-p&r-thne/ a. Unseason

able, inconvenient.
Inopportunely, in-5p-p6r-t£ine-lA, ad. Un

seasonably, inconveniently.
Inordinacy, In-or-dA-nA-sA, s. 168. Irregu

larity, disorder.
Inordinate, in-6r-d£-nAte,.a. 91. Irregular, 

disorderly, deviating from right
Inordinately, In-or-dA-nate-ld, ad. Irregu

larly, not rightly.
Inordinateness, In-drMA-nAte-n&i, $. Want 

of regularity, intemperance of any kind.
Inordination, in-dr-dA-na-shhn, s. Irregu

larity, deviation from right
Inorganic al, In-dr-gAhie-kal, a. Void of 

organs or instrumental parts.
To Inosculate, In-di-kh-late, v. n. To unite 

by apposition or contact.
Inosculation, in-6s-kh-lA-sh‘6n, s. Union by 

conjunction of the extremities.
Inquest, in-kw&it, s. 408. Judicial inquiry 

or examination; a jury who are summoned to inquire 
into any matter, and give in*their opinion upon oath ; 
inquiry, search, study.

To Inquiet, in-kwl-At, v. a. To disquiet, to 
trouble, to disturb.

Inquietude, In-kwW-thde, s. Disturbed state, 
want of quiet, attack on the quick

To Inquin ate, Ing-kwA-nate, v. a. To pollute, 
to corrupt.

lNQUiNATlON,lng-kwd-nft-sb&n, $. Corruption, 
pollution.

Inquirable, In-kwUrA-bl, a. That of which 
inquisition or inquest may bo made.

To Inquire, ln-kwlre,' v. n. To ask questions, 
to make search, to exert curiosity on any occasion; to 
make examination.

{O’ Nr. Nares very justly observes, that in this word 
and all its derivatives, Dr.’ Johnson has preferred the 
Latin etymology inquiro to the French enquerir, con
trary to what he has done with respect to entires and 
that if we allow entire, enquire should remain.
To Inquire, ln-kwlre,' v. n. To ask about, to 

seek out, as, He inquired the way.
Inquirent, ln-kwi-r&nt, a. Inquiring into, 

wishing to know.
Inquirer, In-kwKr&r, s. 98. Searcher, exam

iner, one curious and inquisitive; one who interro
gates, one who questions.

Inquiry, In-kwl-rA, s. Interrogation, search 
by question; examination, search.

Inquisition, in-kwA-zkh-hn, s. 410. Judicial 
inquiry; examination, discussion; in law, a manner 
of proceeding in matters criminal, by the office of the 
judge •• the court established in seme countries for the 
detection of heresy.

Inquisitional, In-kwi-zlsb'&n-il, a. Busy 
in inquiry.

Inquisitive, In-kwlz-A-tlv, a. Curious, busy 
in search, active to pry into any thing.

Inquisitively, 1n-kwlz-zA-tlv-ld, ad. With 
curiosity, with narrow scrutiny.

Inquisitiveness, ln-kwiz-ze-tlv-n^s, s. Curi
osity, diligence to pry into things bidden.
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Inquisitor, In-kwlzM-t hr, s. 166. One who 
examines judicially; an office in the courts of inquisi
tion.

INQUISITORIAL, In-kwlz-z4-td!.ri-ll, a. With 
the severity of an inquisitor.

To Inrail, ln-rale/ t>. a. To enclose with 
rails,

Jnroad, In-rdde, s. Incursion, sudden and 
desultory invasion.

Insafety, in-safe-td, s. Want of safety, ha
zard, insecurity.

INSALUBRITY, in-sA-lh-brA-t£,«. Unwholesome
ness.

InsaNABLE, In-sAn-A-bl, a. Incurable, irre
mediable.—See Sanable.

Insane, In-sAne,'a. Mad; making mad.
Insanity, 1n-san^-tA, s. The state of being 

insane; madness.
Insatiable, In-sa-shA-A-bl, a. Greedy beyond 

measure, greedy so as not to be satisfied.
Insatiableness, In-sa-shA-A-bl-n&s, s. Greedi

ness not to be appeased.
Insatiably, in-sa-sh^-A-blA, ad. With greedi

ness not to be appeased.
Insatiate, in-sa-shd-ate, a. 91. 542. Greedy 

so as not to be satisfied.
Insatiatf.ly, In-sa-shA-ate-le, ad. So greedily 

as not to be satisfied.
Insaturable, in-sAtsh-u-ri-bl, a. 461. Not 

to be glutted, not to be filled.
To Inscribe, ln-skrlbe,' v. a. To write on any 

thing; it is generally applied to something written on 
a monument; to mark anything with writing; to as
sign to a patron without a formal dedication; to draw 
a figure within another.

Inscription, In-skrip^shhn, s. Something writ
ten or engraved; title ; consignment of a book to a 
patron without a formal dedication.

Inscrutable, in-skru-tA-bl, a. Unsearchable, 
not to be traced out by inquiry or «tudy.

Inscrutably, ln-skr£i-ti-bld, ad. So as not to 
be traced out.

To Insculp, in-skhlp,' v. a. To engrave, to 
cut.

Insculpture, In-sk&lp-tshhre, s. 4G1. Any 
thing engraved.

To lNSEAM,‘ln-sdme,' v. a. To impress or mark 
by a seam or cicatrix.

Insect, in-sdlct, s. Insects are so called from 
a separation in the middle of their bodies, whereby 
they are cut into two parts, which are joined together 
by a small ligature, as we see in wasps and common 
flies; any thing small or contemptible.

Insectator, In-shk-ta-tur, s. 106. One that 
persecutes or harasses with pursuit.

Insectile, In-sAk-tll, a. 140. Having the na
ture of insects.

Insrctologek, ln-shk-tSK6-jhr, s. 518. One 
who studies or describes insects.

Insecure, in-sA-khre' a. Not secure, not con
fident of safety; not safe.

Insecurity, In-s^-kii-rA-tA, s. Uncertainty, 
want of reasonable confidence; want of safety, danger, 
hazard.

Insecurely, In-sA-khre-lA, ad. Without cer
tainty.

Insemination, In-s&m-mA-na-shun, j. The act 
of scattering seed on ground.

Insensate, ln-s^n-sate. a. 91. Stupid, wanting 
thought, wanting sensibility.

Insensibility, In-sAn-sA-bil^-tA, s. Inability 
to perceive; stupidity, aulness of mental perception; 
torpor, duiness of corporeal sense.

Insensible, In-s&n-sA-bl, a. 407. Impercep
tible, not discoverable by the senses; slowly gradual; 
void of feeling, either mental car corporeal, void of 
emotion or affection.

Insensibleness, In-sAn-sA-bl-n^s, s. Absence 
of perception, inability to perceive.
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Insensibly, in-sdn-sd-bld, ad. Imperceptibly, 
in such a manner as is not discovered by the senses; 
by slow degrees; without mental or corporeal sense.

Insentient, in-sdn-shd-ent, a. Not having 
perception.

Inseparability, In-sdp-pAr-A-bll-A-td, ) 
Inseparableness, In-sCp-plr-A-bl-nds, j ’

The quality of being such as cannot be severed or di
vided.

Inseparable, in-sdp-pAr-A-bl, a. Not to be 
disjointed, united so as not to be parted.

Inseparably, In-sdp-pAr-i-ble, ad. With in
dissoluble union.

Inseparatf., In-sAp'pAr-At, a. Not separate, 
united.

To Insert, ln-sdrt,' v. a. To place in or 
among other things.

Insertion, 1n-s£r-sh&n, s. The act of placing 
any thing in or among other matter; the thing in
serted.

Inserve, In-sArv,' v. a. To be of use to an 
end.

Inservient, In-sdr-vd-dnt, a. Conducive, of 
use to an end.

Inshaded, In-sbA-ddd, a. Marked with diffe
rent gradations of colour.

To Inshell, in-she!,' v. a. To hide in a shell.
To Inship, In-ship,' v. a. To shut in a ship, 

to stop, to embark.
To Inshrine, in-shrlne,' v. a. To enclose in 

a shrine or precious case.
Inside, In-slde, s. Interiour part, part within. 
Insidiator, ln-sId-A-a-tur, s. 166. One who 

lies in wait.
Insidious, Jn-sid-A-fis, or In-sId-jA-hs, a. 293, 

29i. Sly, circumventive, diligent to entrap, treach- 
eroua.

insidiously, In-sld-A-&s-lA, ad. In a sly and 
treacherous manner, with malicious artifice.

Insight, In-site, s. Inspection, deep view, 
knowledge of the interiour parts.

Insignia, In-sIg-nA-A, s. Latin. Distinguish
ing marks of honour or of office.

Insignificance, In-sIg-nif^fA-kAnse, 7 w 
Insignificancy, In-slg-nlf^fA-kAn-sA, ( *' an 

of meaning, unmeaning terms; unimportant
Insignificant, In-s1g-ni£f£-k&nt, a. Want of 

meaning, void of signification; unimportant, want of 
weight, ineffectual.

Insignificantly, In-sIg-nlf'fA-kAnt-lA, ad. 
Without meaning; without importance oi effect

Insincere, 1n-sin-sAre,z a. Not what he ap
pears, not hearty, dissembling, unfaithful; not sound, 
corrupted.

Insincerity. ln-4n-sAr-A-tA, s. Dissimulation, 
want of truth or fidelity.

Insincerely. in-sin-sere-lA, ad. Unfaithfully, 
without sincerity.

7b Insinew, in-sln-nit, v. a. To strengthen, 
to con firm.

Insjnuant, In-sin-nh-Ant, a. Having the 
power to gain favour.

To Insinuate, in-sln-nh-ate, r. a. To intro
duce any thing gently ; to push gently into favour or 
regard, commonly with the reciprocal pronoun; to 
hint, to impart indirectly ; to instil, to infuse gently.

7b Insinuate, In-sln-nfi-ate, v. n. To whee
dle, to gain on the affections by gentle degrees; to 
steal into imperceptibly; to be conveyed insensibly; 
to infold, to wreath, to wind.

Insinuation, In-sln-nti-a-shfin, s. The power 
of pleasing, or stealing upon the affections.

INSINUATIVE. 1n-sln-n6-i-t1v, a. Stealing on 
the affections.

Insinuator, In-s’n-nh-A-thr, s. 166. 521. He 
that insinuates.

Insipid, In-slp-pld, a. Without taste; with
out spirit, without pathos; flat, dull, heavy.
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Insipidity, ln-s£-pld££-ti, ?
Insipidness, in-sl/pid-nis, f '• Want of ta=te; 

want of life or spirit
Insipidly, in-slp-p1d-lA, ad. Without taste, 

dully.
Insipience, In-slp-A-^nse, s. Folly, want c( 

understanding.
To Insist, in-slst,' v. n. To stand or rest upon; 

not to recede from terms or assertions, to persist in; 
to dwell upon in cfiscourse.

Insistent, In-sIs^tAnt, a. Resting upon any 
thing.

Insisture, ln-ds^tshhre, s. 461. This word 
seems in Shakspeare to signify constancy or regularity.

Insitiency, 1n-s1shM-6n-s£, s. Exemption 
from thirst; applied to a camel, that can travel long 
over dry deserts without drinking.

Insition, tn-slsh-fin, s. The insertion or in- 
graftment of one branch into another.—See Transition.

To Insnare, in-snare, v. a. To entrap, to 
catch in a trap, gin, or snare; to inveigle; to entangle 
in difficulties or nerplexitiea.

Insnarer, In-sna-r&r, s. 98. He that ensnaies. 
Insobriety, ln-sd-bri-e-t^, s. Drunkenness, 

want of sobriety.
Insociable, 1n-sd-shA-A-bl, a. 405. Averse 

from conversation ; incapable of connexion or union.
To INSOLATE, In-sA-late, r. a. 91. To dry in 

the sun, to expose to the action of the sun.
Insolation, in-sd-la-sh&n, s. Exposition to 

the sun.
Insolence, ln-sA-13nse, 7 « :, . ,.
Insolency, InWen-sd, 5 ’• Pnde exerted ,n 

contemptuous and overbearing treatment of others; 
petulent contempt.

Insolent, In-so-ldnt, a. Contemptuous of 
others, haughty, overbearing.

Insolently, In-sd-l^nt-lA, ad. With contempt 
of others, haughtily, rudely.

Insolvable, ln-s61-vi-bl, a. Such as -admits 
of no solution or explication; that cannot be paid.— 
See Solvable.

Insoluble, ln-sM-lh-bl, a. 405. Not to be 
dissolved or separated.

Insolvency, In-sdl-vSn-sA, s. Inability to pay 
debts.

Insolvent, In-s&l-vAnt, a. Unable to pay. 
Insomuch, In-sd-mhtsh,' conj. 352. So that, 

to such a degree that
7b Inspect, in-sp&kt,' v. a. To look into by 

way of examination.
Inspection, in-sp£k-shun, s. Prying exami

nation, narrow and cloce survey; superintendence, 
presiding care.

Inspector, 1n-sp£k-tftr, s. 166. A prying ex
aminer ; a superintendent.

Inspersion, In-spftr-sh&n, s. A sprinkling.
To Insphere, In-sfAre,' v. a. To place in an 

orb or sphere.
Inspirable, In-spl-ri-bl, a. That may be 

drawn in with the breath.
Inspiration. In-spA-rA-sh&n, s. The act of 

drawing in the bread); the act of breathing into any 
thing; infusion of ideas into the mind by a superior 

power.
To Inspire, inspire,' t>. n. To draw in the 

breath.
To Inspire, ln-splre,' r. a. To breathe into, 

to infuse into the mind; tn animate by supernatural 
infusion; to draw in with the breath.

Inspirf.r, in-spl-rtir, s. 98. He that inspires. 
To Inspirit. In-splr-it, v. a. To animate, to 

actuate, to fill with life and vigour.—See Spirit.
To Inspissate, In-spls-sate, v. a. To thicken, 

to make thick.
Inspissation, In-spls-sa-shfin, ». The act of 

making any liquid thick
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iNJTABILmr, In-stA-bil-e-td, ». Inconstancy, 
fickleness, mutability of opinion or conduct.

Instable, in-sta-bl, a. 405. Inconstant, cliang- 
ing.

Instableness, In-sta-bl-nSs, $. Fickleness, 
mutability.

To Install. In-still,' v. a. 34. 406. To advance 
to any rank or office, by placing in the seat or stall 
proper to that condition.

Installation, in-stal-la^shDn, s. lhe act of 
giving visible possession of a rank or office, by placing 
in the proper seaR _

Instalment, ln-stal-ment, s. lhe act of m- 
* stalling; the seat in which one is installed; payments 

made at different times.
Instance, In-stinse, ) T . •.
Instancy,inlsuln-stl.r-

gency, solicitation; motive, influence, pressing argu
ment; prosecution or process of a suit; example, docu
ment.

To Instance, In-stAnse, v. n. To give or offer 
an example.

Instant, In-stant, a. Pressing, urgent; im
mediate, without any time intervening, present; quick, 
without delay.

Instant, In-stAnt, s. Instant is such a part of 
duration wherein we perceive no succession; the pre
sent or current month.

Instantaneous, ln-stin-ta-ne-&s, a. Done in 
an instant, acting at once without any perceptible suc
cession.

Instantaneously, ln-stin-ta-n£-&s-l£, ad. In 
an indivisible point of time.

Instantly, In-stAnt-le, ad. Immediately, with
out any perceptible intervention of time; with urgent 
importunity

To Instate, in-state,' v. a. 91- To place in 
a certain rank or condition ; to invest Obsolete.

Instauration, In-stiw-ra-sh£m, s. Restoration, 
reparation, renewal.

Instead, in-stcd,' prep. 234. In room of, in 
place of; equal to.

A corrupt pronunciation of this word prevails 
chiefly in the capital, as if it were written instia. This 
is not only a departure from the true sound of the diph
thong, which is never pronounced like i short, but it is 
losing its relation to the substantive stead and the adjec
tives steady, steadfast, &c.
To Insteep, ln-steep,' v. a. To soak, to mace

rate in moisture; to lay under water.
Instep, in-st&p, s. The upper part of the foot 

where it joins to the leg.
To Instigate, ln-st^-gate, v. a. To urge to ill, 

to provoke or incite to a crime.
Instigation, in-st^-ga-sh&n, s. Incitement to 

a crime, encouragement, impulse to ill.
Instigator, in-ste-ga-t&r, s. 521. Inciter to ill. 
To Instil, In-stll,' v. a. To infuse by drops;

to insinuate any thing imperceptibly into the mind, to 
infuse.

Instillation, In-stil-la-sh&n, $. The act of 
pouring in by drops ; the act of infusing slowly into 
the mind ; the thing infused.

Instillf.r, in-stll-l&r, s. One who insinuates 
any thing imperceptibly into the mind.

Instilment, In-stll-m^nt, s. Any thing instilled. 
To Instimulate,ln-stlm-m(i-late,v. a. To incite, 

to provoke.
Instinct, In-stlngkt,' a. Moved, animated.
Instinct, in-stlngkt, 494. The power which 

determines the will of brutes ; a desire or aversion in 
the mind not determined by reason or deliberation.

Instinctive, in-stlngk-tlv, a. Acting without 
the application or choice of reason.

Instinctively, In-sdngkt-tiv-li, ad. By in- 
stinct, by the call of nature.

Ta Institute, In'sti-tiite, v. a. To fix, to 
establish, to appoint, to enact, to settle; to educate, 
to instruct, to form by instruction.
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Institute, In-st£-t6te, s. Established law, set
tled order; precept, maxim, principle.

Institution, In-st^-t6^b6n, s. Act of estab
lishing; establishment, settlement; positive law; 
education.

Institutionary, In-st^-t&'shun-ir-d, a. 512. 
Elemental, containing the first doctrines or principle* 
of doctrine.

INSTITUTOR, In-st^-ti-thr, s. 166. 521. An es
tablishes one who settles; instructor, educator.

INSTITUTIST, In-ste-tii-tist, s. Writer of in
stitutes, or elemental instructions.

To INSTOP, In-stSp,' v. a. To close up, to stop.
To Instruct, ln-strukt,' v. a. To teach, to form 

by precept, to inform authoritatively { to model, to 
form.

Instructor, in-str?ik-tir, s. 98. A teacher, an 
institutor; one who delivers precepts.

Instruction, in-strtik-shiin, s. The act of 
teaching, information; precepts conveying know- 
Ic Ige ; authoritative information, mandate.

Instructive, in-struk-tlv, a. 157. Conveying 
knowledge.

Instructively, ln-struk-tlv-l£, ad. So as to 
teach ; by instruction.

Instructiveness, In-strbk-tiv-nSs, s. Power 
of instructing.

Instructress, in-str?ik-tr£s, s. A female that 
instructs or teaches.

Instrument, In-strfi-mSnt, s. A tool used for 
any work or purpose; a frame constructed so as to 
yield harmonious sounds; a writing containing any 
contract or order; the agent or mean of any tiling 
one who acts only to serve the purposes of another.

Instrumental, ln-strii-men-tii, a. Conducive 
as means to some end, organical; acting to some end, 
contributing to some purpose, helpful; consisting not 
of voices but instruments ; produced by instruments, 
not vocal.

Instrumentality, 1n-str'i-niJn-tAl-e-te, s. 
Subordinate agency, agency of any thing as means to 
an end.

Instrumentally, In-strh-m^n-taW, od. In 
the nature of an instrument, as means to an end.

Instrumentalness, in-strfi-min-tAl-nfe, 
Usefulness as means to an end.

Insubjection, in-sib-jdk-sh&n,«. State of dis- 
obedience to government.

Insubstantial, In-stib-stAn-sb&l, a. Not real, 
unsubstantial.

Insufferable, In-s&f-fur-iUbl, a. Intolerable, 
insupportable, intense beyond endurance; detestable, 
contemptible.

Insuffehably, In-siftf&r-i-bli, ail. To a de- 
gree beyond endurance.

Insutficience, In-sfif-rtslWnse, ) 
Insufficiency, in-s&f-flsh^n-s^, J ’’ Inade- 

quatencss to any end or purpose.
Insufficient, ln-s&f-fisb^nt, a. Inadequate 

to any need, use, or purpose, wanting abilities.
Insufficiently, in-suf-fish^nt-le, ad. With 

want of proper ability; not skilfully.
Insufflation, in-s&f-fla'shta, s. The act of 

breathing upon.
Insular, in-sh6-l&r, 461. ) a. Belonging to an 
Insulary, In-sh£i-lAr-£, \ island.
Insulated, in-shii-la-tdd, a. Not contiguous 

on any side; not connected.
Insulse, ln-sulse^ a. Dull, insipid, heavy.
Insult, Ws&lt, s. 492. The act of leaping 

upon any thing; act of insolence or contempt.
To Insult, In-s&lt,' v. a. To treat with inso

lence or contempt; to trample upon, to triumph over.
INSULTER, In-sfilt-ftr, s. 98. One who treats 

another with insolent triumph.
Insulting, In-sil-tlng, s. An act or speech of 

contempt or insolence.
Insultingly, ln-s&lt-ing-l£. ad. With con. 

temptuous triumph.
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Insuperability, s. The
quality of being invincible.

Insuperable, in-s&'p&r-A-bl, a. Invincible, in
surmountable.

JO" This word is frequently, but very improperly, pro
nounced as if written inshuperable. The s is never aspi
rated when the accent is on the succeeding vowel, but in 
sure, sugar, and their compounds.—See Principles, No. 
451, 455. 462.—See Superable.
Insuperableness, ln-s{i'p£r-A-bl-n&, s. Invin

cibleness, impossibility to be surmounted.
Insuperably, in-sfc-p^r-i-bte, ad. Invincibly, 

insurmountably.
Insupportable, In-s&p-pdr-tl-bl, a. Intoler

able, insufferable, not to be endured.
Insupportableness, In-sup-pdr-tA-bl-nSs; s.

InsufTerableness, the state of being beyond endurance. 
InsupportablY, In-s&p-pdr-tJ-bU, ad. Beyond 

endurance.
Insuppressible, 1 n-s&p-prAs^sd-bl, o. Not to-be 

concealed or suppressed.
Insurable, ln-slmre-1-bl, a. Capable of being 

insured, that is, of being exempted from hazard, or- 
entitled to certain advantages, by paying a certain sum.

Insurgent, ln-s?ir-j&nt, s. One who rises in 
open rebellion against the established government of 
his country.

Insurmountable, 1n-s&r-m3&n-tl-bl, a. 405. 
Insuperable, not to be got over.

Insurmountably, in-s&r-moun-tl-ble, ad.
Invingibly, unconquerably.

Insurrection, In-sur-rek^sh&u, « A seditious 
rising, a rebellious commotion.

Insurrectionary. In-sir-rJk-shfin-ir-i, a. 
Suitable to an insurrection.

Insusurration, In-s6-s&r-ra^sh6n, s. The act 
of whispering into something.

Intactible, in-tik-t£-bl, a.- 405. Not per
ceptible to the touch.

Intaglio, in-tll-yd, s. S88. Any thing that 
has figures engraved on it.

Intangible, In-tAn-jA-bl, a. Not to be touched. 
IntaSTable. In-tas-ti-bl, a. Not raising any 

sensation in the organs of taste.
Integer, In-te-j&r, $. 98; The whole of any 

thing.
Integral, In-td-grll, a. Whole; applied to 

a thing, considered as comprising all its constituent 
parts; uninjured, complete, not defective, not frac
tional, not broken into fractions.

Integral, 1n-t£-grAl, s. 503. The whole made 
up of parts.

Integrant, In-t^grint, a. Necessary for mak
ing up an integer.

To Integrate, In-t^-gr&te, v. a. To form one 
whole , to contain all the parts of.

Integrity, ln-t^-gr£-te, s. Honesty, Uncor- 
ruptness; purity, genuine unadulterate state entire
ness.

Integument, In-t£g-g&-ni£nt, s. Any thing 
that covers or envelops another.

Intellect, In-t&l-l&kt, s. The intelligent mind, 
the power of understanding.

Intellection, ln-t&l-l^k-sh&n, s. The act of 
understanding

Intellective, In-tM-llk'tiv, a. Having power 
to understand.

•NTELLECTUAL, 1n-tfl-l?k-tshfi-il, a. 461.
Relating to the understanding, belonging to the mind, 
transacted bv the understanding ; perceived by the in
tellect, not the senses; having the power of under
standing.

Intellectual, 1n-t£l-l£k-tsh6-il, s. Intellect, 
understanding, mental powers or faculties.

intelligence, In-tft^-j^se, ) Gomtnercc 
Intelligency, in-t£l-le-j£n-s£, 1

of information, notice, mutual communication ; com
merce of acquaintance, terms on which men live one 
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with another; spirit, unbodied mind : understanding, 
skill.

Intelligencer, 1n-t£l-l£-j£n-s&r,.& 98. One 
who sends or conveys news, one who gives notice ox 
private or distant transactions.

Intelligent, in-t&l-l^-j&it, a. Knowing, in
structed, skilful; giving information.

iNTELLIGENTrAL, In-t^l-l^-j&n^shAI, a. Con
sisting of unbodied mind; intellectual, exercising un
derstanding.

Intelligibility, In-t£l-te-j£-bII-£-t£, s. Possi
bility to be understood.

Intelligible, In-t&M&jA-bl, a. To be con
ceived by the understanding.

Intelligibleness, in-t£l-l£-j&bl-n£s, s. Pos
sibility to be understood, perspicuity.

Intelligibly, lh-t3li|i-j<S-bte, ad. Sa as to lie 
understood, clearly, plainly.

Intemurate, In-tSm^r-ate, a. 91. Undefiled, 
unpolluted.

Tnti.merateness, ln-t&m-£r-ate-n£s, $. State 
of being undefiled.

Intemperament, Irt-t&n-pSr-i-m&nt, s. Bad 
constitution.

Intemperance, In-t£m-p£r-inse, 7 s. Want of 
INTEMPERANCY, In-t&m'p&r-in-si, { temper

ance, want of moderation, excess in meat or driuk.
Intemperate, ln-t£m-p£r-Ate, a. 91. Immo

derate in appetite, excessive in meat or drink; pas
sionate, ungovernable, without rule.

Inticmperately, ln-t£m-p&r-ate-l£, ad. With 
breach of the laws of temperance; immoderately, ex 
cessively.

Intemperateness, in-t^m'p^r-ate-n^s, j. Want- 
of moderation.

Intemperature, In-t&m-|/£r-A-ture, s. Excess 
i of eome quality.
InTENABLE, In-t£n-i-bl, a. Indefensible, as, 

an intenable opinion, an intertable fortress.
To Intend, in-t&nd,' v. a. To mean, to design. 
Intendant, in-t^n-dint, s. An officer of the 

highest class, who oversees any particular allotment 
of the publick business.

Intendment, In-t£nd-m£nt, s. Intention, de
sign.

To InteneraTE, In-t&n-nSr-ate, v. a. 554. To 
make tender, to soften.

Inteneration, In-t^n-n^r-A-sh&n, s. The act 
of softening or making tender.

InTENIBLE, In-t^n^-bl, a. 405. That which 
cannot hold. /

Dr. Johnson has given this word from Shakespeare, 
who formed it as if derived from the in : but as that 
language has no nearer relation to it than teneo, it must 
be derived from the French tenable* and therefore cannot 
have been compounded of fn and tcnible, as Dr. Johnson 
tells us, because there is no such word. It. ought, there
fore, to have been written Intenable.
Intense, In-t^nse,' a. Raised to a high degree, 

strained; forced ; vehement, ardent ; kept on the 
stretch, anxiously attentive.

Intensely, in-tdnsc-fd, ad. To a great degree. 
Intenseness, in-t£nse-n&s, s. The stale of be

ing affected to a high degree, contrariety to laxity oi 
remission.

Intension, In-t<’n-sl>6n, r. The act of forcing 
or straining any thing.

Intensity-, in-vJn-si-ti!, s. Intenseness. 
Intensive, ln-ten-slv, a. 428. Stretched or 

increased with respect to itseii; intent, full of care.
Intensively, In-tSn-sIv-li, ad. To a great de- 

grce- , , . ...Intent, ln-tentf c. Anxiously diligent, fixed 
with close application.

Intent, In-tem,' s. A design, a purpose, a 
drift, meaning.

Intention, In-t&n&shftn, s. Design, purpose: 
the stale of heing intense or strained.
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Intentional,In-t&i^sh&n-il, a. 88. Designed, 
done by design;

Intentionally, In-t£n'sh&n-M-$, By de
sign, with fixed choice;. in will* If not in action.

Intentive, In-t&n-tlv, a. 157. Diligently ap
plied, busily attentive.

INTENTIVELY, In-tin-tlv-li, ad. With applica
tion, closely. . _ _

Intentiveness, In-tinw v-nes, s. State of be
ing intcntive ; diligent employment or application.

Intently, 1n-t£nt-l£, ad. With close attention, 
with close application, with eager desire.

Intentness, ln-t£nt-n£s, s. The state of being 
intent, anxious application.

To Inter, ln-t^r,' v. a. To cover under ground, 
to bury.

Intercalar, In-ter-kA-lAr, ) T . j 
Intercalary, lh-t&r-kil-i-r£, f a' nser e

out of the common order, to preserve the equation of 
time, as the twenty-ninth of February in a leap year 
is an Intercalary day.

7^5* All our orthoepists agree in placing the accent on 
the second syllable of intercalar and intercalate ; and 
Mr. Sheridan. Dr. Ash, Mr. Perry, Buchanan, Barclay, 
and Entick, place it on the same syllable in intercalary ; 
but Dr. Kenrick, W. Johnston, and Bailey, on the third. 
This latter pronunciation is certainly more agreeable to 
the ear; and as it is derived from the Latin iniercalaris, 
a word of the same number of syllables with the penulti
mate long, it should seem we ought to place the accent 
on the same syllable in the English word, 506, but as our 
language absolutely forbids us to lay the stress on the a 
in this termination, 512, I see no reason why we should 
not place it on the preceding syllable, especially as the 
termination is not enclitical, 513, and therefore does not 
require the accent on the conjunctive |>art of the word, 
(See Academy.) The accent on the third syllable, there
fore, as it clashes with no analogy, and is so much more 
agreeable to the ear, ought, in my opinion, to be adopted. 
To Intercalate, In-tir^ki-Iate, v. a. To in

sert an extraordinary day.
Intercalation, In-t&r-ki-la-sh&n, s. Insertion 

of days out of the ordinary reckoning.
To Intercede, ln-t£r-se£d,z v. n. To pass be

tween ; to mediate, to act between two parties.
Interceder, In-ter-sdi-d&r, s. 98. One that 

intercedes, a mediator.
Interceding, In-t£r-se£d-lng, s. Intercession. 
To Intercept, ln-t£r-s5pt( v. a. To stop and 

seize in the way ; to obstruct, to cut off, to stop from 
being communicated.

1 NTERCEPT1ON, In-t£r-s£p-sh?in, s. Obstruction, 
seizure by the way.

Intercession, 1n-t£r-s£sh-&n, s. Mediation, 
inter|»osition, agency between two parties, agency in 
the cause of another.

Intercessour, in-t&r-s&s-s&r, s. Mediator, 
agent between two parties to procure reconciliation.— 
See Honour.

To Interchain, In-tSr-tshane,' v. a. To chain, 
to link together.

To Interchange, In-t&r-tshanje,' v. a. To put 
each in the place of the other; to succeed alternately 

Interchange, In-t&r-tshanje, s. 493. Com
merce, permutation of commodities; alternate succes
sion ; mutual donation and reception.

Interchangeable, in-t^r-tshan-jl-bl, a. 405.
Capable of being interchanged ; given and taken mu
tually ; following each other in alternate succession.

INTE rch a n g E able n ess, 1 n-t^r-tbhaii-ji- bl- n£s, 
s. Exchange, alternate succession.

Interchangeably, In-tdr-tshan-jS-bl^, ad. 
Alternately, in a manner whereby each gives and re 
ceives.

Interchangement, 1n-ter-tshAnjeimdnt, s. 
Exchange, mutual transference.

Intercipient, ln-t^r-sip^-^tit, s. An inter
cepting power, someth ng that causes stoppage.

Intercision, ln-t£r-s1zh-&n. s. Interruption. 
To Interclude, in-t^r-kltdc,' v. n. To shut 

from a place or course by something intervening.
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Interci.usion, In-t^r-klii-zh&n, s. Obstruction, 
interception.

Intercolumniation, In-t^r-kA-lftm-ndwAtsbin, 
s. The space between the pillars;

To Intercoms, in-ter-k&m,' v. n. To interpose, 
to interfere.

To Inteiicommon, 1n-t£r-kdrrAnftn, v. n. To 
feed at tlie same table.

Intercommunity, In-t£r-k&m-m6-n4-t&, s. A 
mutual communication or community.

Intercostal, In-t&r-k&s-tii, a. Placed between 
the ribs.

Intercourse, In-t£r-k6rse, s. Commerce, ex
change ; communication.

To Intercur, in-tdr-k&r,' v. n. To intervene, 
to come in the mean time, to happen.

Intercurrence, In-tdr-kiir-rense,». Passage 
between.

Intercurrent, in-t&r-kur-r&nt, a. Running 
between. f

Intercutaneous, In-t&r-ku-ta-ne-us,. a.
Within the skin.

Interdeal, in-tir-dele,' s. Traffick, inter
course.

To Interdict, In-t&r-dlkt,' v. a. To forbid, tc 
prohibit; to prohibit from the enjoyment of com. 
munion with the church.

Interdict, in-t£r-dikt, «. 493. Prohibition, 
prohibiting decree ; a papal prohibition to the clergy 
to celebrate the holy offices-

Interdiction, in-t^r-dlk^sh&n, s. Prohibition, 
forbidding decree; curse, fiom the papal interdict.

Interdictive, In-t^r-dlk-tlv, n. Having power 
tn prohibit

Interdictory, in-tSr-dik-tur-d, a. 512. Be
longing to amintcrdiction.—For the o, see Domestick. 

To Interest, In-ter-^st, t>. a. To concern, to 
affect, to give share in.

Interest, 1n-t£r-£st, s. Concern, advantage, 
good; influence overotliers; share, part in any tiling, 
participation; regard to private profit; money paid 
for use,. usury ; any surplus of advantage.

To Interfere. 1n-t£r-fere' v. a. To interpose, 
to intermeddle; to clash, to oppose each other.

Interference, In-i£r-f$-r3nse, s. An inter
posing, an intermeddling.

{£7= There is a perfectly new pronunciation cf this 
word, by placing, the accent on the second syllable, which 
from its singularity bids fair for a reception among the 
minor critics in pronunciation, especially when there 
arc at first sight a few plausible analogies in its favour. 
Why, these critics will say, should we not pronounce 
this word with the accent on the antepenultimate sylla
ble, as well as conference, deference, preference, inference, 
and circumference, which it is evident are-mt formed from 
our verbs to confci, defer, Arc? but' from the Latin confe- 
rens, deferens, Ac. ? It may be answered, that as there is 
no Latin veib interfero, there is not the same reason for 
accenting this word on the ant epen ultimate -syllable, as 
there is for the other words; and therefore forming in
terference from our own verb to interfere, seems prefer
able to the forming of a mongrel Latin word, merely to 
avoid a formative of our own ; especially when we have 
so many words in a similar termination deriving their ac
cent from the verb ; as defianee, from defy ; reliance from 
rely ; assurance, from assure, Ac. and even in this termi
nation condolence, from condole; and why not interfe
rence from interfere I En tick’s is the only Dictionary in 
which I have found this very common anil useful word; 
but as Dr. Johnson has not got it, this omission in other 
Dictionaries is easily accounted for.
Interfering, 1n-tdr-f<^rihg, s. Clashing, con 

tradiction, opposition.
Interfluent, a. 518. Flowing

between.
Intkrfulgent, in-t^r-f?d-jc4nt, a. Shining be- 

tween.
Interfused, In-t£r-f£izd,' a. 359. Poured or 

scattered between.
Interjagency. in-t£r-ja-s£n-s£, s. The act or 

srate of lying between ; the thing lying between
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Interjacent, ln-ter-ja-sdnt, a. Intervening, 
lying between.

To Interject, In-ter-jekt,' v. a. To put be- 
tween, to throw in, to insert.

Interjection, In-tdr-jdkish&n, s. A part of 
speech that discovers the mind to be seized or affected 
with some passipn, such as are in English, Oh ! alas ! 
ah! intervention, interposition; act of something 
coming between.

Interim, in-tdr-lm, s. 554. Mean time, inter
vening time.

To Interjoin, in-t&r-join,' v. n. To join mu
tually, to intermarry.

Interiour, in-te-re-&r, a. Internal, inner, not 
outward, not superficial.

Interiour, in-td-rd-6r, s. That which is 
within, the inner part.

Inter knowledge, in-tdr-ndl-lddje, s. Mutual 
knowledge.

To Interlace, in-t^r-lase,' v. a. To intermix, 
to put one thing within another.

Interlapse, in-t£r-Upse,' s. The flow of time 
between any two events.

To Interlard, in-t£r-l£rd,z v. a. To mix meat 
with bacon or fat; to interpose, to insert between; to 
diversify by mixture.

To Interleave, in-tdr-ldve,' v. a. To chequer 
‘ a book by the insertion of blank leaves.

To Interline, In-tdr-line,z y. a. To write in 
alternate lines; to correct by something written be
tween the lines.

Interlineary, ln-tdr-lin-d-^r-d, s. A book 
having insertions between the lines of it

Interlineation, in-tdr-lln-e-a-shiin, s. Cor
rection made by writing between the lines.

Interlining, in-tdr-li-ning, s. Correction, 
alteration made by writing between the lines.

To Interlink, In-t&r-llngk? v. a. To connect 
chains one to another, to join one in another.

Intf.rlocation, in-tdr-lo-ka-sh&n, s. An in
terplacing ; an interposition.

Interlocution, ln-tdr-ld-ku-shun,s. Dialogue, 
interchange of speech ; preparatory proceeding in law. 

Interlocutor, ln-tdr-ldk-ku-tur, s. 518. Dia- 
logist, one that talks with another.

So great is the tendency of our language to the 
enclitical accent, that this word, though perfectly Latin, 
and having the penultimate u long, has not been able to 
preserve the accent on that syllable. Mr. Nares is the 
only orthoepist who places the accent on u; Mr. Sheridan, 
Dr. Johnson, Dr. Ash, Dr. Kenrick, Mr. Scott, Mr. Perry, 
Mr. Barclay, and Entick, accent the antepenultimate 
syllable. I prefer Mr. Nares’s accentuation.—See Pro
locutor.
Interlocutory, ln-tdr-ldk-ku-tur-d, a. 512. 

Consisting of dialogue; preparatory to decision.
IO” For the last o, see Domestick.'

To Interlope, In-tdr-lope,7 v. n. To run be
tween parties, and intercept the advantage that one 
should gain from the other.

Interloper, in-tdr-ld-pur, s. 98. One who 
runs into business to which he has no right.

aNTERLUCENT, in-ter-lu-s&nt, a. Shining be
tween.

Interlude, ln-tdr-lude, s. Something played 
at the intervals of a festivity, a farce.

InTERLUF.NCY, In-tdr-lu-dn-se, s. Water inter- 
posited, interposition of a flood.

INTERLUNAR, ln-tdr-lu-nur, ) a. Belonging 
Interi.un ary, In-tdr-lii-nAr-d, f to the time 

when the moon, about to change, is invisible.
Intermarriage, in-tdr-mAr-ridje, s. 90. 274. 

Marriage between two families, where each takes one 
and gives another.

To Intermarry, In-tdr-mar^re, v. a. To marry 
some of each family with the other.

To Intermeddle, In-tdr-nidd-dl, v. n. To 
interpose officiously.

Intermeddler, in-tJr-mJd-dl-Jir, s. One that 
interposes officiously.
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Intermediacy, ln-t£r-m&de-A-sA, or In-t&r- 
m^-je-2.-S^, 5. 294. Interposition, intervention.

Intermedial, in-t£r-xnd-d<MU, or in-t^r-me^ 
je-Al, a. 294. Intervening, lying between, inter- 
venient. * ir i »

Intermediate, in-ter-me'de-ate, a. Interven
ing, interposed.—See Immediate.

Intermediately, 1n-t£r-m£'de-ate-le, ad. 316. 
By way of intervention.—See Immediate.

Interment, In-t&r-m&nt, s. Burial, sepulture. 
To Intermention, in-tSr-m&n-sh&n, v. a. To 

mention among other things; to include, to compre
hend.

Intermigration, in-t^r-me-gra-sh&n, s. Act 
of removing from one place to another, so as that, 
of two parlies removing, each takes the place of the 
other.

Interminable, in-t£r'm£-n3,-bl, a. Immense, 
admitting no boundary.

Interminate, in-t£r-m£-nate, a. 91. Un
bounded, unlimited.

Intermination, in-tSr-md-ni-sli&n, s. Men- 
ace, threat.

7o Intermingle, ln-t8r-mlng'gl, t. a. To 
mingle, to mix some things among others.

To Intermingle, In-t&r-ming-gl, v. n. To l>e 
mixed or incorporated.

Intermission, In-tSr-mish-fin, s. Cessation for 
a time, pause, intermediate stop; intervenient time; 
state of being intermitted; the space between the 
paroxysms of a fever.

Intermissive, in-t^r-mls-siv, a. 158. Coming 
by tits, not continual.

To Intermit, in-t&r-mlt,' v. To forbear any 
thing for a time, to interrupt

To Intermit, in-t£r-mit,z v. a. To grow mild 
between the fits or paroxysms.

Intermittent, In-tdr-mWtdnt, a. Coinin'? 
by fits.

Intermittingly, in-tJr-mll-tlng-ld, ad. At 
intervals, not long together.

To Intermix, In-tSr-miks,'v- a. To mingle, to 
join, to put some things among others.

To Intermix, ln-ter-miks,' ». n. To be 
mingled together.

Intermixture, 1n-t£r-miks-tsh6re, s. 461
Mass formed by mingling bodies; something additional 
mingled in a mass.

Intermundane, In-tSr-m&n-dane, a. Subsist
ing between worlds, or between orb and orb.

Intermural, In-t^r-mfi-rAl, a. Lying between 
walls.

Intermutual, ifl-t^r-m6-tshii-ll, a. Mutual, 
interchanged.

Intern, 1n-t5rn,z a. Inward, intestine, not 
foreign.

Internal, 1n-t£r-nal, a. Inward, not exter
nal ; intrinsic , not depending on external accidents, 
real.

Internally, ln-t£r-nal-£, ad. Inwardly; men
tally, intellectually.

Internecine, In-tJr-mi-slne, a. 1-19. Endea- 
vouring mutual destruction.

Internecion, In-t£r-n£-sbun, s. Massacre, 
slaughter.

Internuncio, ln-t2r-n&n-slie-d, s. Messeno-er 
between two parties.

Interpellation, in-t^r-pel-la-shun, s. A sum- 
mons, a call upon.

To Interpolate, In-tWpo-late. v. a. 91. To 
foist any thing into a place to which it does not be
long ; to renew, to begin again.

Interpolation, In-t&r-po-la-sbnn, s. Some
thing added or put into the original matter.

Interpolator, in-t^ri-po-la-tftr, s. 521. One 
that foists in counterfeit passages.

Interposal, in-tfir-po-zal, s. Interposition, 
agency between two persons; intervention
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To Interpose, in-t^r-pdze,' v. a. To thrust in 
as an obstruction, interruption, or inconvenience; to 
offer as a succour or relief; to place between, to make 
intervenient.

To Interpose, ln-t£r-pdze,' v. n. To mediate, 
to act between two parties; to put in by way of inter, 
ruption.

. Interposer, In-t^r-pA-zur, s. 98. One that 
comes between others ; an intervenient agent, a me
diator.

Interposition, In-tAr-pA-zish-un, s. Interve
nient agency ; mediation, agency between parties; in
tervention, state of being placed between two; any 

To^NTERPR^rSn-t^r-pr^t, v. a. To explain, 

to translate, to decipher, to give a solution.
Interpretable, In-tfir-pr^-tA-bl, a. Capable 

of being expounded.
Interpretation, In-tAr-prA-ta-shun, s. The 

act of interpreting, explanation ; the sense given by 
any interpreter, exposition.

Interpretative, In-tAr-prA-ta-tlv, a. 512. 
Collected by interpretation.

InterpretatiVEL¥,ln-t2r'pri-ta-tIv-le, ad. 512. 
As may be collected by interpretation.

Interpreter, In-tAr-prA-tur, s. An expositor, 
an expounder; a translator.

INTERPUNCTION, ln-tAr-p&ngk-shun, s. Point
ing between words or sentences.

Interregnum, in-t&r-rAg-n&m, s. The time in 
which a throne is vacant between the death of one 
prince and accession of another.

Interreign, In-tAr-rane,' s. Vacancy of the 
throne.

To Interrogate, In-tAr-rA-gate, v. a. To ex
amine, to question.

To Interrogate, in-tAr-rd-gate, v. n. To ask, 
to put questions. *

Interrogation, In-t^r-rA-ga-sh&n, s. A ques
tion put, an enquiry; a note that marks a question, 
thus, (?)

Interrogative, ln-t§r-rdg-g;Vtlv, a. Denoting 
a question, expressed in a questionary form of words.

Interrogative, In-tSr-rAg-gA-tlv, s. 512. A 
pronoun used in asking questions, as, who ? what ?

Interrogatively, In-tAr-rAg-gA-tlv-lA, ad.
In form of a question.

Interrogator, In-tAr-ro-ga-t&r, s. 521. An 
asker of questions.

Interrogatory, In-tAr-rAg-gA-tAr-A, $. 512. 
A question, an inquiry.—For the last o, see Domestick.

Interrogatory, In-tAr-rAg-gA-t&r-A, a. 557. 
Containing a question, expressing a question.

To Interrupt, In-tAr-rfipt,' v. a. To hinder 
the process of any thing by breaking in upon it; to 
hinder one from proceeding, by interposition ; to di
vide, to separate.

Interruptedly, In-tAr-rAp^tAd-M, ad. Not in 
continuity ; not without stoppages.

Interrupter, In-tAr-rupt-br, s. 98. He who 
interrupts.

Interruption, In-tAr-r&p-sbfin, s. Interposi
tion, breach of continuity ; hinderance, stop, obstruc
tion.

InTERSCAPULAR, In-tAr-skAp-pil-Hr, a. Placed 
between the shoulders.

To Interscind, In-tAr-sInd,' v. a. To cut off 
by interruption.

To Interscribe, In-tAr-skrlbe,' v. a. To write 
between.

Intersecant, In-tAr-se-kAnt, z. Dividing any 
thing into parts

To Intersect, In-tSr-sSkt,' v. a. To cut, to 
divide each other mutually.

To Intersect, in-t£r-sSkt,' ». n. To meet and 
cross each other.

Intersection, in-t<?r-s£k-shtin, The point 
where lines cross each other.
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To Intersert, In-ter-sArt,' v. a. To put in be
tween other things.

Intersertion, In-t&r-s&r-sh&n, s. An inser
tion, or thing inserted between any things.

To Intersperse, m-t&r-spSrse,' v. a. To scat
ter here and there among other things.

Interspersion, In-tdr-spAr^sh&n, s. The act 
of scattering here and there.

Interstellar, in-tir-stiSl-lAr, a. Intervening 
between the stars.

Interstice, In-tAr-stls, or In-tAr-stls, s. Space 
between one thing and another.

Mr.Sheridan, Dr. Kenrick, Mr. Nares, Buchanan, 
W/Johnston, Mr. Perry, and Mr. Barclay, place the 
accenten the second syllable of this word; and Dr. John
son, Dr. Ash, Mr. Scott, Bailey, and Entick, on the first 
I do not hesitate a moment to pronounce this the better 
accentuation : for as this word must be derived from the 
noun interstitium, and not from the verb intersto, the 
rule so often mentioned, of changing the secondary ac
cent of the Latin word, when shortened into the princi
pal accent of the English word, must take place here.— 
See Academy and Incomparable.

It is nut easy to conjecture what could be the reason 
that thi3 majority of orthoepists should be found on the 
side of the penultimate pronunciation of this word. It 
is certain that the greater part do but copy from former 
Dictionaries; but when an uncouth and uncommon pro
nunciation is adopted, it is generally for some learned 
reason from the dead languages, which the common in
spector is utterly incapable of conceiving. In the pre
sent instance, however, there is not the shadow of a 
reason from the original Latin, that we should place the 
accent on the second syllable of interstice, which would 
not oblige us to lay the stress on the same syllable of in ■ 
terfere, intervene, intercourse, interval, superjlux, &c. 
Interstitial, ln-t£r-stish-Al, a. Containing 

interstices.
To Intertalk, In-tAr-tawk,' v. n. To exchange 

conversation. *
To Intertangle, ln-t3r-tAng-gl,v. a. To knit 

together, to intertwist
Intertexture, In-tAr-t^k-tshAre, s. 

fication of things mingled or woven one 
other.

To Intertwine, In-tAr-twlne,') 
To Intertwist, In-tAr-twlst,' £ 

by twisting one in another.
Interval, ln-tAr-v&l, s. Spaces between places, 

interstice; time passing between two assignable points, 
remission of delirium or distemper.

Dr. Kenrick, of all our orthoepists, is the only 
one who accents this word on the second syllable. 
Interveined, In-t^r-vand,' a. Intersected as 

with veins.
To Intervene, In-tAr-vene,' v. n. To come 

between things or persons. •
Intervenient, in-tAr-vAW-Snt, a. Interce

ded, passing between.
Intervention, in-t£r-vAn-sh&n, s. Agency 

between persons; agency between antecedents and 
consecutives; interposition, the state of being inter
posed.

7b Intervert, ln-tgr-vgrt,' v. a. To'urn to 
another course.

Interview, Init4r-v6,s. Mutual sight, sight of 
each other.

To Intervolve, in-t^r-vilv' v. a. To involv. 
one within another.

To Interweave, In-tdr-wAve,' t». a. Pret. Inter* 
wove. Part. Pass. Interwoven, Interwove, or /nter- 
weaved. To mix one with another in a regular texture, 
to intermingle.

Intestable, m-tes-tA-bl, a. Disqualified to 
make a will.

Intestate, ln-tesitate, a. 91. Wanting a will, 
dying without a will.

Intestinal, in-t^s-td-nAl, a. 88. Belonging to 
the guts.

This word is sometimes pronounced with the ac
cent on the third syllable with the / long, because the s in 
the Latin intestinum is long; but Dr. Johnson makes it 
more properly a formative of our own from intestine ;

B B

Diversi- 
among an-

To unitev. a.
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and even if we were to allow this adjective to be derived 
immediately from the Latin substantive of thesame num
ber of syllables, we may see in Principles, No. 503, A, 
how many exceptions there are to this rule, and how 
probable it is that this word is one.
Intestine, In-t2s£tln, a. 140. Internal, in- 

ward; contained in the body; domestick, not foreign. 
Intestines, In-tds-tinz, s. The guts, the 

bowels.
To Inthral, 1n-MrSwlf v. a. 406. To enslave, 

to shackle, to reduce to servitude.
InthraLMENT, In-f/trAwl-ment, s. Servitude, 

slavery.
To Inthrone, In-Mrdne,' v. a. To raise to 

royalty, to seat on a throne.
Inthronization, in-Z/trdne-d-zd-sh&n, s. The 

state of being enthroned.
Intimacy, in-te-md-sd, s. Close familiarity. 
Intimate, ln-t£-mat, a. 91. Inmost, inward, 

intestine; familiar, closely acquainted.
Intimate, in-td-mate, s. A familiar friend, one 

who is trusted with our thoughts.
To Intimate, in-te-mate, v. a. 91. To hint, 

to point out indirectly, or not very plainly.
Intimately, in-td-mate-id, ad. Closely, with 

intermixture of parts ; fan. iliarly, with close friendship. 
Intimation, In-td-m&sh&n, s. Hint, obscure 

or indirect declaration or direction.
To Intimidate, ln-tim^-date, v. a. To make 

fearful, to dastardize, to make cowardly.
Intimidation, in^ilm-d-da-shhn, s. The act 

of intimidating.
Intire, in-tlre,' a. Whole, undiminished, un

broken.
Intireness, In-tlre^nds, s. Wholeness, integrity. 
INTO, 1n-t6, prep. Noting entrance with re

gard to place; noting penetration beyond the outside; 
noting a new state to which any thing is brought by 
the agency of a cause.

Intolerable, in-tM-ldr-i-bl, a. Insufferable, 
not to be endured ; bad beyond sufferance.

Intolerabi.eness, in-t&l-l£r-i-bl-n&, s. 554, 
555. Quality of a thing not to be endured.

Intolerably, In-tdl-ldr-^-bld, ad. To a de
gree beyond endurance.

Intolerant, ln-tdl-13r-int, a. Not enduring, 
not able to endure.

Intolerant, ln-t&l-13r-int, s. One who is not 
favourable to toleration.

Intolerance, ln-t6U£r-inse, s. Want of tole
ration.

To Intomb, 1h-t66m,' v. a. 347. To enclose in 
a funeral monument, to bury.

Intonation,* 1n-t6-na-shan, s. Manner of 
sounding.

To Intone, In-tdne,' v. n. To make a slow 
protracted noise.

To Intort, in-t3rtf v. a. To twist, to wreath, 
to wring.

To Intoxicate, In-t&ks^-kate, a. a. To in
ebriate, to make drunk.

Intoxication, 1n-t6ks-^-ka-sh5n, s. Inebria
tion, the act of making drunk, the state of being drunk. 

Intractability, ln-tr£k-tA-bil^-t£, s. Un- 
governableness.

Intractable, In-trik-tA-bl, a. Ungovernable, 
Stubborn, obstinate, unmanageable, furious.

Intractableness, In-trlk-tA-bl-nAs, s. Obsti- 
nacy, perverseness.

Intractably, 1n-trlk-tA-bl£, ad. Unmanage
ably, stubbornly.

Intranquillity, ln-trin-kwll-£-t£, s. Un
quietness, want of rest.’

Intransient, ln-trAn-sh£-£nt, a. That which 
passeth not away.

Intransitive, In-trln^-tlv, a. In Grammar, 
a verb intransitive is that which signifies an action, 
not conceived as having an effect upon any object, as, 
“ I run ”
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Intransmutable, 1n-trins-m?i-ti-bl, a. 405. 
Unchangeable to any other substance.

To Intreasure, in-tr£zh-ure, v. a. To lay up 
as in a treasury.

To Intrench, In-tr&nshf v. a. To invade, to 
encroach, to cut off part of what belongs to another* 
to break with hollows; to fortify with a trench.

Intrenchant, In-tr&nsh-int, a. Not to be 
divided, not to be wounded, indivisible.

Intrenchment, 1n-tr£nsh-m6nt, s. Fortifica
tion with a trench.

Intrepid, in-tr^p-Id, a. Fearless, daring, bold, 
brave.

Intrepidity, 1n-tr£-pld^-t4, s. Fearlessness, 
courage, boldness.

Intrepidly, ln-tr£p-Id-l£, ad. Fearlessly, boldly, 
daringly.

Intricacy. 1n-tr£-k&-s£, s. State of being en
tangled, perplexity, involution.

Intricate, ln-tr£-k&te, a. 91. Entangled, per
plexed, involved, complicated, obscure.

To Intricate, in-trd-kate, v. a. 91. To per
plex, to darken.

Intricately, 1n-trA-kate-l^, ad. With involu
tion of one in another, with perplexity.

ntricateness, in-tr£-kate-n£s, s. Perplexity, 
involution, obscurity.
TRIGUE, in-trd^g,' s. 112. 337. A plot, a pri
vate transaction in which many parties are engaged ; 
a love-plot; intricacy, complication ; the complication 
or perplexity of a fable or poem.
Intrigue, in-tr^g' v. n. 560. To form 

plots, to carry on private designs; to carry on an affair 
of love.

Intriguer, In-trWg-fir, s. 98. One who busies 
himself in private transactions, one who forms plots 
one who pursues women.

Intiiiguingly, In-tr^g-lng-U, ad. With in
trigue, with secret plotting.

Intrinsecal, In-trin-s^-kAl, a. Internal, solid, 
natural, not accidental.

This word, derived from the Latin intrinsecus, 
Dr. Johnson tells us, is now, contrary to etymology, ge
nerally written intrinsical.
INTRINSECALLY, ln-trIn-s£-klM, ad. Inter

nally, naturally, really : within, at the inside.
Intrinsecate, in-trln-s^-kate, a. Perplexed. 

Obsolete-
Intrinsick, In-trln-sik, a. Inward, internal, 

real, true; not depending on accident, fixed in the 
nature of the thing.

To Introduce, in-trd-dfise,' v. a. 376. To con
duct or usher into a place, or to a person ; to bring 
something into notice or practice; to produce, to give 
occasion ; to bring into writing or discourse by proper 
preparatives.

Introducer, In-trA-dh-s&r, ) n .
INTRODUCTOR, 1n-tr6-d£ik-t&r, J S' ”e 

conducts another to a place or person ; any one who 
brings any Ching into practice or notice.

Introduction, in-trd-d&k-sh&n, s. The act of 
conducting or ushering to any place or person ; the 
act of bringing any new thing into notice or practice ; 
the preface, or part of a book containing previous 
matter.

INTBODUCTIVE, In-trd-d&k-tlv, a. Serving as 
the means to introduce something else.

Introductory, ln-trd-d6k-t6r-A, a. 512. 
Previous, serving as means to something Carlher.

Introgression, ln-tri-gr&b-in, s. Entrance, 
the act of entering-

Intromission, in-trd-mishiftn, s. The act of 
sending in.

To Intromit, In-trd-mlt,' v. a. To send in, to 
let in, to admit, to allow to enter.

To Introspect, in-trd-sp^kt,' v. « To take a 
view of the inside.

Introspection, 1n-trd-sp4k-shfin, i. A view 
of the inside.
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Introvenient, ln-trd-v&nMnt, a. Entering, 
coming in.

To Introvert, 1n.trA-v?rt,' v. a. To turn in- 
wards.

This word is not in any Dictionary I have seen, 
but from its real utility ought to be in ail of them. It is 
peculiarly expressive of that act of the miiid which turns 
our thoughts upon ourselves; and is so happily exem- 
nlified by Hannah More, in her Strictures on Female 
Education, as at once to show the beauty of the thought 
and the propriety of the expression Shaking of that 
exquisite sensibility which some females plead as a reason 
for shunning that distress, in the removing of which it 
should be exerted, she says, “That exquisite sense of 
feeling which God implanted in the heart as a stimulus to 
quicken us in relieving the miseries of others, is thus in
troverted, and leartu to consider self as not the agent, 
but the object of compassion. Tenderness is made an 
excuse for being hard.hearted; and instead of drying the 
weeping eyes of others, this false delicacy reserves its 
own selfish tears, for the more elegant and less expensive 
sorrows of the melting novel, or the pathetick tragedy.” 
Vol II. p. 128.
To Intrude, In-trSSd,' v. n. 176. To come in 

unwelcome by a kind of violence, to enter without in
vitation or permission ; to encroach, to force in un
called or unpermitted.

To Intrude, ln-tr6dd,' v. a. 339. To force 
without right or welcome.

Intruder, in-trdd-d&r, s. 98. One who forces 
himself into company or affairs without right.

Intrusion, In-trdS-zhftn^ t. The act of thrust
ing or forcing any thing or person into any place or 
state ; encroachment upon any person or place; vo
luntary and uncalled undertaking of any thing.

Intrusive, In-trM'slv, a. Intruding, coming 
into company without invitation.

This wort! has not found its way into any of our 
Dictionaries, except Scott’s and Entick’s; but for its le
gitimacy and utility, the publick eajr will be a sufficient 
warrant, without any authority to exemplify it
To Intrust, in-tr&st,' u a. To treat with con

fidence, to charge with any secret.
Intuition, ln-tO-lsh-&n, s. Sight of any thing, 

immediate knowledge; knowledge not obtained by de
duction of reason.

Intuitive, 1n-t&-£-tlv, a. Seen by the mind 
immediately; seeing, not barely believing; having the 
power of discovering truth immediately without ratio
cination.

Intuitively, ln-ti-£-tlv-l£, ad. Without de
duction of reason, by immediate perception.

Intumescence, in-ati-m&^nse, ) 
Intumescency, ln-td-m^s^n-s^, j

Swell, tumour.
Intumulated, ln-ti-mfi-U-t£d, a. Unburied. 
Inturgescence, in-t&r-j^s^s5nse, s. 510.

Swelling, the act or state of swelling.
To Intwine, in-twlne,' v. a. To twist or wreath 

together; to encompass by circling round it.
To Invade, In-vade,' v. a. To attack a country, 

to make an hostile entrance; to assail, to assault.
Invader, In-vA'd&r, s. 98, #One who enters 

w ith hostility into the possessions of another; an as- 
sa ilanL

Invalid, In-vil-ld, a. Weak, of no weight or 
efficacy.

Invalid, ln-v&-l&d,' * M2- One disabled by 
sickness or hurts.

To Invalidate, In-v&l-£-date, v. a. To weaken, 
to deprive of force or efficacy.

Invalidity, ln-vi-lid-£-t4, s. Weakness, want 
of efficacy.

Invaluable, ln-v&Ub-£.bl, a. Precious above, 
estimation, inestimable.

Invariable, in-vA-rd-A-bl, n. Unchangeable, 
constant.

Invariableness, In-vA-ri-i-bl-nfe, s. Immu- 
tability, constancy.

Invariably, ln-vMni-&-bM, ad, Unchange- 
ably, constantly. 
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lNVASiON,1n-v4-zh&n,s. Hostile entrance upon 
the rights or possessions of another, hostile encroach
ments.

Invasive, In-va'slv, a. 158. 428. Entering 
hostile)}' upon other men’s possessions.

Invective, In-vSk-tlv, s. 140. A severe cen
sure in speech or writing.

Invective, In-vdk-tlv, a. Satirical, abusive. 
Invectively, ln-v^k-tlv-ld, ad. Satirically, 

abusively.
To Inveigh, ln-va,' v. n. 249. 390. To utter 

censure or reproach.
INVEIGHER, In-va-ftr, s. Vehement railer. 
To Inveigle, In-v&gl, v. a. 250. To persuade 

to something bad or hurtful, to wheedle, to allure.
Inveiglement, ln-vi-gl-m£nt, s. Allurement, 

seduction.
Inveigler, in-v£-gl-iir, s. 98. Seducer, de

ceiver, allurer to ill.
InuendO, In-b-Sn-dd, s. A distant notice; a 

hint.
To Invent, In-v&nt,' v. a. To discover, to find 

out; to'forge, to contrive falsely; to feign; to produce 
something new in writing or mechanicks.

Inventer, in-v&nt'&r, s. One who produces 
something new, a deviser of something not known 
before; a teller of fictions.

Inventful, ln-v3ntilul, a. Full of invention. 
Invention, In-v^n-sh&n, s. Fiction, discovery, 

act of producing something new; forgery; the thing 
invented.

Inventive, In-v&n-tlv, a. Quick at contrivance, 
ready at expedients.

Inventor, in-v&nt'&r, s. 166. A finder out of 
something new ; a contriver, a framer.

Inventoriai.ly, in-v£n-t&r£-Al-£, ad. In man
ner of an inventory.

Inventory, 1n-ven-t&r-£, s. 512. An account 
or catalogue of moveables.—For the o, see Domestick.

Mr. Sheridan, Dr. Ash, Mr. Nares, Mr. Scott, 
W. Johnston, Mr. Perry, Buchanan, Entick, and Bailey, 
pronounce this word with the accent on the first syllabic; 
and Dr. Johnson, Dr. Kenrick and Mr. Barclay, on-the 
second. Dr. Kcnrick, indeed tells us. that the accent is 
sometimes placed on the first; which is indeed very ap
parent from the number of writers I have produced for 
that accentuation. But the propriety of this pronuncia
tion is not better supported by authority than by analogy. 
For if we had an English word from which a word of this 
kind might be formed, as declaratory, defamatory, &c. ths 
accent will generally be found to be on the same syllable 
as in declare, defanu., &c. but if we have no such corre
sponding English word, and the word of this termination 
comes from the Latin, as promontory, desultory, &c. the 
word then takes the secondary accent we give the Latin 
words nr6mont6rium, desultbrius, &c. Now though our 
English verb to invent comes from (he same parent in- 
venio as inventory, it is in so diflbrent a sense as to have 
no claim to the parentage. As therefore inventarium is 
the latter Latin word from which this word is derived, 
and as this has the secondary accent on the first syllable 
in our pronunciation of Latin, so inventory must have 
the principal accent on the same syllable in English.— 
See Academy, Incomparable, &c. Dr. Johnson, indeed, 
furnishes us with an authority from Shakespeare, against 
himself:

“ I found
“ Forsooth an inventory thus importing
“ The Seveial parcels of his plate.”

Inventress, in-v£n'tri?s, s. A female that in- 
vents.

Inverse, In-v^rse,' a. 431. Inverted, recipro
cal, opposed to Direct.

Inversion, in-vi'r-shfm, j. Change of order or 
time, so as that the last is first, and first last; change 
qf place, so as that each takes the room of the other.

To Invert, in-vSrt,' e. a. 55C. To turn up- 
side down, to place in contrary method or order to that 
which was before ; to place the last first.

Invertedly, in-v&r-t£d-l£, ad. In contrary 
or reversed order.
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To Invest, In-vist,' v. a. To dress, to clothe, 
to array; to place in possession of a rank or office; to 
adorn, to grace; to confer, to give ; to enclose, to sur
round so as to intercept succours or provisions.

Investient, In-V&itshint, n. 464. Covering, 
clothing.

Investigable, ln-v£s-t£-g^-bl, a. To be searched 
out, discoverable by rational disquisition.

To Investigate, in-v&s-t^-gate, v. a. 91. To 
search out, to find out by rational disquisition.

Investigation, 1n-v3s-ti-ga'shhn, s. The act 
of the mind ,.y which unknown truths are discovered; 
examination.

Investigator, In-vSs^-ga-t&r, s. One who 
diligently searches out.

Investiture, in-v£s-t£-t£ire, s. The right of 
giving possession of any manor, office, or benefice; the 
act of giving possession.

Investment, ln-v^stAmint, s. Dress, clothes, 
garment, habit

Inveteracy, ln-v£t-t£r-A-s£, $. Long continu
ance of any thing bad; in physick, long continuance 
of a disease.

Inveterate, in-v£t't£r-ate, a. 91. Old, long 
established ; obstinate by long continuance.

To Inveterate, in-v£t-t£r-ate, v. a. To harden 
or make obstinate by long continuance.

Inveterateness, ln-v£t-t£r-ate-n£s, $. Long 
continuance of any thing bad ; obstinacy confirmed 
by time.

InveteraTION, In-v^t-tSr-a-sh&n, s. The act 
of hardening or confirming by long continuance.

Invidious, in-vld^-fts, or in-vld-je-&s, a. 293. 
376. Envious, malignant; likely to incur or to bring 
hatred.

Invidiously, ln-v1d-£-fts-l£, ad. Malignantly, 
enviously; in a manner likely to provoke hatred.

Invidiousness, In-vld-£-&s-n&s, s. Quality of 
provoking envy or hatred.

To Invigorate, ln-vig-gd-rate, v. a. To endue 
with vigour, to strengthen, to animate, to enforce.

Jnvigoration, In-v1g-g6-ra-shhn, s. The act 
of invigorating ; the state of being invigorated.

Invincible, in-vln-s^-bl, a. 405. Unconquer
able, not to be subdued.

Invincibleness, in-vln-s£-bl-n£s, s. Uncon
querableness, insuperableness.

Invincibly, In-vin-sti-bU, ad. Insuperably, 
unconquerably.

Inviolability, In-vi-d-lA-bll^-te, s. The state 
or quality of being inviolable.

Inviolable, in-vl'A-li-bl, a. 405. Not to be 
profaned, not to be injured; not to be broken ; insus
ceptible of hurt or wound.

Inviolably, In-vi-d-lA -bl£, ad. Without breach, 
without failure.

Inviolate, ln-vi-6-late, a. 91. Unhurt, un
injured, unpolluted, unbroken.

Inviolated, ln-vi-6-late-^d, a. Unprofaned, 
unpolluted.

Invious, in'v£-&s, a. Impassable, untrodden. 
Inviousness, ln-v£-£is-n&s, s. The state of be

ing invious; inipassableness.
Invisibility, ln-v1z4-bll4-tA, s. The state of 

being invisible, imperceptibleness to sight.
Invisible, iri-viz-e-bl, a. 405. Not perceptible 

by the sight, not to be seen.
Invisibly, in-viz-i-bl<5, ad. Imperceptibly to 

the sight.
To InviscaTE, In-vls-kate, v. a. To lime, to 

entangle in glutinous matter.
Invitation, ln-v^-ta-shhn, s. The act of in

viting, bidding, or calling to any thing with ceremony 
and civility.

Invttatory, In-vl-tA-t&r-^, a. 512. Using in
vitation, containing invitation.

To Invite, In-vite,' v. a. To bid, to ask to any 
place; to allure, to persuade.
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To Invite, In-vlte,' v. n. To give invitation 
to afford allurement.

Invtter, ln-vi-thr, s. 98. He who invites.
Invitingly, ln-vl-tlng-lA, ad. In such a man 

ner as invites or allures.
To InumbratE, In-um-biate, v. a. To shad^ 

to cover with shades.
Inunction, in-ungk-shin, s. The act of smear

ing or anointing.
Inundation, In-hn-da-sh&n, s. The overflow

ing of waters, flood, deluge; a confluence of any kind.
To Invocate, In-vd-kate, v. a. 91. To invoke, 

to implore, to call upon, to pray to.
Invocation, in-vd-ka^shun, s. The act of call

ing upon in prayer; the form of calling for the assist
ance or presence of any being.

Invoice, In-vilse, s. A catalogue of the freight 
of a ship, or of the articles and price of goods sent by 
a factor.

To Invoke, ln-vike,' v. a. To call upon, to 
implore, to pray to.

To Involve, ln-v61v/ v. a. To in wrap, to cover 
with any thing surrounding; to imply, to comprise; 
to entwist; to take in; to entangle; to make intricate; 
to blend, to mingle together confusedly.

Involuntarily, ln-vil-&n-d-ri-le,ai/. Not by 
choice, not spontaneously.

Involuntary, ln-v61-&n-tiUri, a. Not having 
the power of choice; not chosen, not done willingly.

Involution, In-vd-li-shfin, s. The act of in- 
volving or inwrapping; the state of being entangled, 
complication; that which is wrapped round any thing.

Inurbanity, in-ir-b4n^-te, s. Want of 
courteousness, rudeness, unkindness.

To Inure, in-itre/ v. a. To habituate, to make 
ready or willing by practice and custom, to accustom

Inurement, ln-ure-m&nt, s. Practice, habit, 
use, custom, frequency.

To Inurn, in-firn,' v. a. To intomb, to bury.
Inustion, in-hs'tsh&n, s. 464. The act of 

burning.
Inutile, In-h-dl, a. 140. Useless, unprofitable. 
Inutility, ln-fi-til-£-t£, s. Uselessness, uupio- 

fitableness.
Inutterable, in-it-thr-i-bl, a. Not to be ut

tered, inexpressible.
Invulnerable, In-v&l-nSr-i-bl, a. Not to be 

wounded, secure from wound.
To Inwall, in-wlll,' v. a. To enclose with a wall 
Inward, inWrd, ) ad 8g. Towards in_ 
Inwards, ln-wardz, >

temal parts, within; with inflection or incurvity, con
cavely ; into the mind or thoughts.—See Towards.

Inward, In-wird, a. Internal, placed within; 
intimate, domestick; seated in the mind.

Inward, In-wlrd, s. 88. Any thing within 
generally the bowels; intimate, near acquaintance.

Inwardly, ln-ward-1^, ad. In the heart, pri
vately ; in the parts within, internally; with inflection 
or concavity.

Inwardness, ln-wird-n3s, s. Intimacy, fami- 
liarity.

To Inweave, ln-w^vef v. a. 227. Pret. Tnuovc 
or Inweaved. Part Pass. Inwove or Inwoven- To mix 
any thing in weaving, so that it forms part of the 
texture; to intwine, to complicate.

To Inwood, ln-wid,' v. a. 307. To hide in 
woods. Obsolete.

To In wrap, in-rip,' v. a. 474. To cover by in
volution, to involve; to perplex, to puzzle with diffi. 
culty or obscurity; to ravish or transport.

To Inwreath, In-rdTHe,' v. a. 467. To sur 
round as with a wreath.

Inwrought, in-rlwt,' a. SI9. Adorned with
work.

IONICK, 1-dn-Ik, a. 916. Belonging to Ionia; 
co one of the dialects of the Greek language; to one 
of the five orders of architectuM
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IPECACUANHA, Ip-pS-klk-ti-a-nl, ». An Indian
plant.

Irascibility, 1-rJs-sA-blllS-tS, «. The state of
being angrjr.

Irascible, i-ris^-bl, a. 115. 405. Partaking 
of the nature of anger, disposed to anger.

Ire, Ire, s. Anger, rage, passionate hatred. 
Ireful, Wf&l, a. Angry, raging, furious. 
IREFULLY, ireifM-4, ad. With ire, in an angry 

manner. ,
Iris 1-ris, »• The rainbow; an appearance of 

light resembling the rainbow; the circle round the 
pupil of the eye; the flower-de-luce.

To IRK. &rk, v. a. 108.
This word is very expressive: it comes from the 

Islandick yrk, work. It is only used impersonally, and 
sign i ties to disgust, as, It irks me, I am weary of it 
Irksome, ^rk-s&m, a. 166. Wearisome, trouble

some.
Irksomely, £rk-s&m-l£, ad. Wearisomely, 

tediously.
Irksomeness, 3rk-s&m-n£s, s. Tediousness,

wearisomeness.
Iron, 1-Cirn, s. 417. A hard, fusil, malleable 

metal; any instrument or utensil made of iron; a 
chain, a shackle.

Iron, 1-ftrn, a. Made of iron; resembling 
iron in colour; harsh, severe; hard, impenetrable.

To Iron, 1-Jirn, v. a. To smooth with an iron; 
to shackle with irons. x

Ironical, i-r5n-n£-k&l, a. 88. 115. Expressing 
one thing and meaning another.

Ironically, 1-rdn-nd-kM-^ ad. By the use of 
irony.

Ironmonger, i'Jirn-m&ng-giir, *. A dealer in
iron.

Ironmould, l-&rn-mdld, s. A mark or spot
on linen, occasioned by the rust of iron.

IRONWOOD, 1-iirn-wud, s. A kind of wood ex
tremely hard, and so ponderous as to sink in water.

Ironwort, 1-urn-wurt, s. A plant.
Irony, I-&rn-£, a. Having the qualities of iron. 
Irony, l-r&n-£, s. A mode of speech in which 

the meaning is contrary to the words.
Irradiance, lr-ri-d^-inse, ) s. 505. Emission 
Irradiancy, lr-ra-d£-An-s£, ) of rays or beams 

of light upon an object; beams of light emitted.
To Irradiate, 1r-raM£-ate, v. a. To adorn 

with light emitted upon it, to heighten ; to enlighten 
intellectually, to illuminate; to animate by heat or 
light; to decorate with shining .6.

Irradiation, ir-ra-d^-a-shun, s. 534. The act 
of emitting beams of light; illumination, intellectual 
light.

Irrational, Ir-r&sh-d-nil, a. Void of reason, 
void of understanding; absurd, contrary to reason.

Irrationality, Ir-rish-d-niW-U, s. Want of 
reason.

Irrationally, Ir-rish^A-nil-^, ad. Without 
reason, absurdly.

Irreclaimable^ Ir-r^-kla-mi-bl, a. 405. Not 
to be reclaimed, not to be changed^to the better.

Irreconcilable, lr-r£k-6n-si-la-bl, a. Not to 
be reconciled, not to be appeased; not to be made con
sistent—See Reconcileable.

Irreconcilableness, lr-r£k-&n-sl-li-bl-n3s, j.
Impossibility to be reconciled.

Irreconcilably, lr-r£k-&n-si-li-bl£, ad. In an 
irreconcilable manner.

Irrel0nciled, ir-rlk-&n-sild, a. Not atoned, 
not forgiven.

Irrecoverable, Ir-r^-k&vi&r-l-bl, a. Not to 
be regained, not to be restored or repaired ; not to be 
remedied.

Irrecoverably, lr-r£-k&v-&r-A-bl£, ad. Be
yond recovery, past repair..

Irreducible, lr-r£-d£i-s£-bl, a. Not to be re
duced.
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Irrefragability, lr-r£f-frA-gA-bIl'^-t£, ad. 
Strength of argument not to be refuted.

Irrefragable, Ir-rSfifri-gi-bl, or Ir-rA-frAg^ 
i-bl, a. Not to be confuted, superior to argu- 
mental opposition. *
JO- If we might judge by the uniformity we find in 

ourDictionaries, there would be no great difficulty in set
tling the accentuation bfthis word. Dr. Johnson, Dr. Ash, 
Dr. Kenrick, Bailey, Entick, W. Johnston, Perry, Bar- 
clay, and Buchanan, place the accent on the third syl
lable; Mr. Scott either on the second or third, with a 
preference to the latter; and Mr. Sheridan alone places 
it exclusively on the second. But notwithstanding 
Mr. Sheridan’s accentuation stands single, if I am not 
much mistaken it has not only the best usage on its side, 
but the clearest analogy to support it. It were, indeed, 
to be wished, for the sake of harmony, that, like the 
Greeks and Romans, wd had no accent higher than the 
antepenultimate; but language is the vox populi. Our 
accent, in a thousand instances, transgresses these classick 
bounds, and who shall confound it ? In compounds of 
our own, with the utmost propriety, we place the accent 
on the fourth syllable from the last, as in wearisomeness, 
serviceableness, &c. 501; and a probable reason is given, 
under the word Academy, why we accent so many words 
from the Latin in the same manner: but, be the reason 
what it will, certain it is that this custom has prevailed. 
This prevalence of custom is sufficiently cxemnlified in 
the positive of the word in question; Ref ragable is ac
cented by Johnson, Ash, and Bailey, on tne first syllable, 
and would probably have been accented in the same 
manner by the rest, if they had inserted the word. Bu
chanan and Barclay, indeed, have the word, and accent 
it on the second; but their authority is greatly out
weighed by the three others. Convinced, therefore, that 
pronouncing this word with the accent on the second syl
lable is following that path which the best usage has 
pointed out, I do not hesitate to dissent from so many 
authorities, especially when I find the best of these au- 
thorities inconsistent; for if we are to place the accent 
on the first syllable of Rtf ragable, why we should remove 
the accent in Irrtfragable I cannot conceive.—See Aca
demy and Disputable.
InriEFRAGABI.Y, Ir-rJPfrt-gi-bli, ad. With 

force above confutation.’
Irrefutable, ir-r^-fd-tA-bl, a. Not to be over

thrown by argument.
All our Dictionaries place the accent on the third 

syllable of this word, nor do I mean to affront such re
spectable authority, by placing it on the second, as in 
irrefragable, though there Is the same reason for both. 
Let it not be pleaded that we have the verb refute in fa. 
vour of the first pronunciation ; this has not the least 
influence on the words indisputable, irrevocable, incompa
rable, &c. The reason why coriuptible and refractory 
ought not to have the accent on the first syllable, arises 
from the difficulty of pronouncing the uncombinable 
consonants pt and ct in syllables not under the stress — 
See Principles, No. 517; also the words Acceptable and 
Refractory.
Irregular, 1r-r£g-g£i-lAr, a. 88. Deviating 

from rule, custom, or nature; immethodical, not con
fined to any certain rule or order; not being according 
to the laws of virtue.

Irregularity, Ir-r£g-gu-lAr^-u\ s. Deviation, 
from rule; neglect of method and order ; inordinate 
practice.

Irregularly, Ir-rdg-gd-lAr-l^, ad. Without 
observation of rule or method.

To IrregulaTE, ir-rAg-gi-late, v. a. To make 
irregular, to disorder.

Irrelative, lr-r&-li:tiv, a. Having no refer
ence to any thing, single, unconnected.

Irrelevant, Ir-r£l-l£-vAnt, a. Unassisting, 
un relieving.

JO7* This is one of the annual productionsof the House 
of Commons (where new words and money-bills natu
rally originate;) but it certainly deserves reception, as it 
conveys a new idea, which is, that the object to which it 
relates is supposed to be in a fallen or abject state, and 
incapable of relief; whereas unassisting may relate to an 
object which indeed wants assistance, but which is still in 
a militant state, and not overcome. Every new shade of 
thought, however nice, enriches a language, and may be 
considered as a real acquisition to it: but this word, as 
it is generally used in Parliament, seems to signify nothing 
more thah merely unrelated ; and if this had been ex. 
pressed by irrelative, though not strictly classical, yet a
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very allowable formation, it would have been of real use; 
but as it is used at present, it is a pedantic encumbrance 
to the language.—See Relevant.
Irrei irion, ir-rd-lid-jhn, s. Contempt of 

religion, impiety.
Irreligious, ir-rd-lid-jhs, a. 314. Contemn

ing religion, impious, contrary to religion.
Irreligiously, Ir-rA-lld-j&s-lA, ad. With 

impiety, with irreligion.
Irremeable, lr-r£-m4-4-bl, a. Admitting 

no return.
Irremediable, ir-rd-md-dd-S-bl, a. Admit

ting no cure, not to be remedied.
Irremediably, lr-rd^md-dd-d-bld, ad. With

out cure.
Irremissible, Ir-rA-mistse-bl, a. Not to be 

pardoned.
lRRKMisstiiLENESS,ir-M-niis-se-l>l-n^s,s. The 

quality of being not to be pardoned.
Irremoveable, Ir-iA-mddv-l-bl, a. Not to 

be moved, not to be changed
Irremunerable,. Ir-re-mWner-it-b), a. Not 

to be rewarded. [honour.
Irrenowned, Ir-r^-nd-find,', a. 369. Void of 
J»REPARABiLiTY,ir-rdp-pAii-bil-d-td,s. State 

of being irreparable.
Irreparable, Ir-rAptpi-rA-bl, a. Not to be 

recovered, not to be repaired.
This word and its simple, Reparable, come from 

the Latiu Reparabilis and Irreparabilis, and are pro
nounced with the accent on the pre-antepenultimate 
syllable, according to the analogy of words anglicised 
from the Latin, by dropping a syllable; which is to plaee 
the accent on that syllable which had a secondary stress 
in onr own English pronunciation of the Latin words.— 
See Academy and Incomparable.
Irreparably, ir-rtp-pi-iA-bl<4, ad. Without 

recovery, without amends.
Irrepleviable, Ir-rA-plAvtvA-A-bl, a. Not 

be redeemed. A law term.
Irreprehensible, Ir-rAp-prA-hAn-sA-bl, a. 

Exempt from blame
Irreprehensibly, ir-r^p-pre-h<?n-si-l)le, ad. 

Without blame.
Irrepbesentable, ir-rep-pre-zAnt-1-bl, a. 

Not capable of representation.
Irreproachable, Ir-re-piAtah-i-bl, a. 295. 

Free from blame or reproach.
Irreproachably, Ir-rA-protshlA-blA, ad. 

Without blame, without reproach.
Irreproveable, lr-rAprd6vt4-bl, a. Not to 

be blamed, irreproachable.
Irreptitious, ir-r&p-tish-frs, a. Encroach

ing, creeping in.
This word is in no Dictionary that I have met 

with; but it appears to me to deserve a place, as it is the 
only single word that expresses imperceptible intrusion. 
Mr. Elphinston seems to use it with precision, where be 
tells us. in his Principles of the English language, “that 
etymology counts the b in crumb irreptitious, for, not 
having found it in foreign sources, she cannot see its use 
at home.” Book I. page 25.
Irresistence, ir-rd-zis-t^nse, s. Want of 

inclination to make resistance; gentleness under suf
ferings and insults.

Irresistibility, Ir-rA-zis-tA-bllte-tA, s. 
Power or force above opposition.

Irresistible, ir-ri-zis-t^-bl, a. Superior to 
opposition.

Irresistibly, Ir-ri-zls-td-ble, ad. In a man- 
ner not to be opposed.

Irresoluble, ir-r&z-zi-lh-bl, a. Not to be 
broken, not to be dissolved.—See Dissoluble.

Irresolubleness, lr-r&z-z6-lfi-bl-nes,s. Not
resolvable into parts.

Irresolvedi^y, ir-r£-z&l-v£d-l£, ad. 364. 
Without settled determination.

Irresolute, ir-rSzizA-ltite, a. Not constant 
in purpose, not determined.-
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Irresolutely-, ir-r&z'zd-l&te-ld, ad. With
out firmness of mind, without determined purpose.

Irresoluteness,lr-rAztz6-l(ite-nAs, s. Want
of determination, want of firmness of mind.

Irresolution, Ir-r^z-d-lh^sh&n, s. Want of
firmness of mind.

Irrespective, Ir-rA-spAkltlv, a. Having no 
regard to any circumstances.

Irrespectively, lr-r£-sp3k-tiv-l&, ad. 
Without regard to circumstances.

Irresponsibility, lr-iA-sp5n-s£-biW-td, s.
Want of responsibility.

Irresponsible, Ir-rAspfin-sAbl, a. Not ca
pable of being answered for.

Irretentive, lr-r£-t£n-tiv, a. Not retentive. 
Irretrievable,Jr-rAtr&V vA-bl, a. 275.

Not to be repaired, irrecoverable, irreparable.
Irretrievably, Ir-rA-trAAtvi-blA, ad. Ir- 

reparably, irrecoverably.
Irreverence, ir-r£v-v£r-3nse, s. Want of 

reverence, want of veneration; state of Hieing disre- 
. garded.

Irreverent, Ir-riv-v£r-&nt, a. Not paying 
due homage or reverence, not expressing or conceiv
ing due veneration or respect.—See Reverent.

Irreverently, Ir-rAv-vAr-Ant-lA, ad. With- 
out due respect or veneration.

Irreversible, Ir-ri-vArisi-bl, a. Not to be 
recalled, not to be changed

Irreversibly, Ir-rA-vArtsi-blA, ad. Without 
change.

Irrevocable, Ir-rSvlvd-ki-bl, a. Not to be 
recalled, not to be brought back.

For the reason of accenting this word on the se
cond, and not on the third syllable, see Academy and 
Incomparable.
Irrevocably, Ir^rSv-vA-ki-bl^, ad. Without 

recal.
To Irrigate, IrirA-gite, v. a. To wet, to 

moisten, to water.
Irrigation, Ir-re-ga-sbtin, s. The act of

watering or moistening.
Irriguous, ir-rigtgii-hs,a. Watery, watered; 

dewy, moist.
Irrision, ir-rizht&n, s. The act of laughing

at another.
Irritability, ir-r<--tl-bil-e-te, s. State or

quality of being irritable;
Irritable, IrirA-tA-bl, a. Capable of being 

made angry.
To Irritate, ir-re-tate, v. a. 91. To pro- 

voke, to tease, to exasperate; to fret, to put into mo
tion or disorder by any irregular or unaccustomed 
contact; to heighten, to agitate, to enforce.

Irritation, Ir-re-talshfin, s. Provocation,
exasperation; stimulation.

Irruption, ir-rhp-sh&n, s. The act of any 
thing forcing an entrance; inroad, burst of invaders 
into any place.

Irrubtive, ir-rbp-tiv, a. Bursting forth ; 
rushing down or in.

Is, iz, 420. The third person singular of To 
Be, I am, thou art, he is,- it is sometimes expressed 
by’s, as, What’s the price of this book ?

Isagogical, 1s-A-g6dijA-kAl, a. Introduc- 
tory; belonging to an introduction.

Isch ury, is-ku-r£, s. 353. A stoppage of urine
IschurEtic , ls-kti-rdtttlk, s. Such medi-

cines as force urine when suppressed.
Isicle, Mk-kl,s.4U5. A pendent shoot of ice. 
Isinglass, i-zIng-glSs, s. A fide kind of glue 

made from the intestines of a large kind of fish re
sembling a sturgeon.

Isinglass stone, i-zing-glis stdne,s. A pure 
fossil, more clear and transparent than glass, of which 
the ancients made their windows.j
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Island, l-lind, s. 458. A tract of land sur
rounded by water.

The $ in this word and its compounds is perfectly 
silent.
Islander, 1-land-ar, s. 98. An inhabitant, of 

an island.
Isle, lie, s. 458. An island, a country sur

rounded by water; a long walk in a church or publick 
building.

Isochronal, Lsdk-rd-nil, a. Having equal

Isochronous, i-s6k-ro-n&s, a. Performed in 
equal times.

Isolated, Iz-6-la-t£d, a. (Isole, Fr.) A term 
in architecture, signifying alone, separate, detached.

I have not met with this word in any of our English 
Dictionaries, but have so often heard it in conversation 
a3 to induce me to insert it without any other authority 
than its utility.
Isoperimetrical, l-s6-p6r-6-m6ti<r^-kAl, a. In 

geometry, such figures as have equal perimeters or 
circumferences, of which the circle is the greatest

Isosceles, 1-sos-s6-16z, s. That which hath only 
two sides equal.

Issue, ish-shu, $. 457. The act of passingout; 
exit, egress, or passage out; event, consequence; ter
mination, conclusion; a fontanel, a vent made in a 
muscle for the discharge of humours; evacuation; 
progeny, offspring; in law, Issue hath divers applica
tions, sometimes used for the\children begotten be
tween the man and his wife, sometimes for profits 
growing from an amercement, sometimes for profits 
of lands or tenements, sometimes for that point or 
matter depending in suit, whereupon the parties join 
and put their cause to the trial of the jury.

To Issue, Ish-shii, v. n. To come out, to pass 
out of any place; to make an eruption; to proceed as 
an offspring; to be produced by any fund ; to run out 
m lines.

To Issue, Ish-shu, v. a. To send out, to send 
forth ; to send out judicially or authoritatively.

Issueless, ish-shh-lis, a. Without offspring, 
without descendants.

Isthmus, Ist-mus, s. A neck of land joining 
the peninsula to the continent

I have only made the h mute in this word ; Mr, 
Sheridan makes both the h and t mute, and spells the 
word Ismus. Dr. Kenrick, Mr. Scott, Mr. Perry, Mr. 
Barclay, and Mr. Buchanan, pronounce the word as I 
have done, and, I think, agreeably to the best usage. 
It, It, pron. The neutral demonstrative; the 

thing spoken of before. It is used ludicrously after 
neutral verbs, to give an emphasis. It is idiomatically 
applied to persons, as, It was I, It was he.

ITALIC , It-tal-ik, s. A sloping kind of type, 
first used by Italian printers, thus.

ITCH, itsh, $. 352. A cutaneous disease ex
tremely contagious; the sensation of uneasiness in the 
skin, which is eased by rubbing; a constant teasing 
desire.

To Itch, Itsh, v. n. To feel that uneasiness 
in the skin which is removed by rubbing; to long, to 
have continual desire.

Itchy, itsh-d, c. Infected with the itch.
Item, l-tim, ad. Also; a word used when 

any article is added to the former.
Item, i-tim, s. A new article; a hint, an 

innuendo.
To Iterate, 1t-t6r-ate, v. a. 91. To repeat, 

to utter again, to inculcate by frequent mention; to 
do over again.

Iterant, lt-t6r-int, a. Repeating.
Iteration, 1t-t6r-a-sh&n, $. Repetition, re

cital over again.
Itinerant, 1-tin-ner-ant, a. Wandering, not 

settled.
ITINERARY, l-tin-n&r-ir-A, a, A book of travels.
ITINERARY, 1-tln-nir-ir-J., o.. Travelling, done 

on a journey.
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Itself, it-s&lf,' pron. ” 
pronoun applied to things.

Ivory, i-v&r-i, s. 166.

The neutral reciprocal

The tusk of the ele-
ph ant.

Ivory, Kv6r-6, a. Made of ivory; pertaining 
to ivory.

Ivy, i-vd, s. A plant.

J.
0 Jabber, jlb-b&r, v. n. 98. To talk idly 

without thinking, to chatter.
Jabberer, jib-btir-fcr, s. One who talks in

articulately or unintelligibly.
Jacent, ja-s6nt, a. Lying at length.
Jack, jik, s. The diminutive of John; the 

name of instruments which supply the place of a boy, 
as an instrument to pull off boots; an engine which 
turns the spit; a young pike; a cup of waxed leather; 
a small bowl thrown out for a mark to the bowlers; a 
part of the musical instrument called a virginal; the 
male of some animals; a support to saw wood on; the 
colours or ensign of a ship; a cunning fellow.

Jack-boots, jik-b66ts/ s. Boots which serve 
as armour.

Jack-pudding, jik-pud-ding, s. A zany, a 
merry-andrew.

Jack-with-a-lantern, jik-wIrH-i-lin-t&rn, s. 
An ignis fatuus.

Jackalent, jik-i-l&nt^ s. A simple sheepish 
fellow.

Jackall, jlk-kall; s. 406. A small animal 
supposed to start prey for the lion.

Mr. Nares, who is an excellent judge both of ana
logy and u*age, says, the accentuation of this word upon 
the last syllable is adopted by Dr. Johnson ; but it is cer
tainly now obsolete T am reluctantly of a different 
opinion, and think Dryden’s accentuation the best:

“ Close by their fire-ships like Jackallt appear,
** Who on their lions for their prey attend.”

Jackanapes, jik-An-aps, s. A monkey, an 
ape; a coxcomb, an impertinent.

Jackdaw, jik-daw,' s. A small species of crow.
Jacket, jAk-kit, s. §9. A short coat, a close 

waistcoat.
Jacobin e, jik-d-bln, s. 149. A pigeon with a 

high tuft; a monk of a particular order; a republican, 
or leveller of hereditary distinctions.

In the first edition of this Dictionary, I had 
marked the t in the last syllable of this word long. Since 
that time there has unfortunately been so much occasion 
to pronounce it, that no doubt is left of the sound of the 
last vowel.
Jacobite, jak-6-blte, s. A partisan of King 

James II. after his abdication, and of his supposea 
male descendants.

Jactitation, jik-t^-ta-sliun, s. Tossing mo- 
tion, restlessness.

Jacui.ation, jJk-Zi-Htsh&n, s. The act of 
throwing missile weapons.

Jade, jade, s. A horse of no spirit, a hired 
horse, a worthless nag; a sorry woman.

To Jade, jade, v. a, - To tire, to harass, to dis
pirit, to weary; to overbear; to employ in vile offices; 
io ride, to rule with tyranny.

JaDISH, ja-dLh, a. Vitious, bad, as a horse, 
unchaste, incontinent

To Jagg, jig, v. a. To cut into indentures; 
to cut into teeth like those of a saw.

Jagg, jig, s. A protuberance or denticulation. 
Jaggy, jig-gi, a. 383. Uneven, denticulated. 
Jaggedness, jig-g6d-n6s, s. 366. The state 

of being denticulated, unevenness.
Jail, jale, s 52. 202. 212. A gaol, a prison. 
Jailbird, jale-b&rd, s One who has been in 

a jail
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Jailer, ja-l&r, s. The keeper of a prison. 
Jakes, jaks, s. A house of office, a privy. 
Jalap, jii-l&p, s. A medicinal drug.

(O' The pronunciation of this word, as if written Joi- 
lop, which Mr. Sheridan has adopted, is, in my opinion, 
now confined to the illiterate and vulgar.
Jam, jlin, s. A conserve of fruits boiled with 

sugar and water; a sort of frock for children.
To Jam, jtlm, v. a. To squeeze closely; to en

close any object between two bodies, so as to render it 
immoveable.

Jamb. jAm, s. Any supporter on either side, 
as the posts of a door.

This ought to have been added to the catalogue of 
words having the b silent—See Principles, No. 347.
To Jangle, jing-gl, v. n. 405. To quarrel, 

to bicker in words.
JANGLER, j&ng-gl-ftr, s. A wrangling, chat

tering, noisy fellow; a prater.
Jangling, jing-gl-ing, s. Babble, mere prate, 

dispute, altercation, quarrel.
Janitor, jln^-t&r, s. A door-keeper; a porter. 
Janizarian, j&n-n£-za-r£-in, a. Of the com

mand or government of Janizaries.
Janizary, j£n-n£-z£i-£, s. One of the guaids 

of the Turkish Sultan.
Janty, jln-t£, a. Showy, fluttering, finbal.

It is highly probable, that, when this word was 
first adopted, it was pronounced as close to the French 
gentile as possible; hut as we have no letter in our lan
guage equivalent to the French soft g, and as the nasal 
vowel ent when not followed by hard g, c, or k, is not to 
be pronounced by a mere English speaker (see Encore), it 
is no wonder that the word was anglicised in its sound, as 
well as in its orthography. Mr. Sheridan has preserved 
the French sound of the vowel in this word and its com
pound jauniiness, as if written jaumty and jawntiness; but 
Dr. Kenrick, Mr. Scott, and Mr. Perry, give the a the 
Italian sound, as heard in aunt, father, &c. and this, I 
imagine, it ought to have, 214.
January, jAn-nft-ir-e, $. The first month of 

the year; so called from Janus, to whom it was among 
the Romans consecrated,

Japan, jl-pln/ s. Work varnished and raised 
in gold* and colours.

To Japan, jtL-p&n,' v. a. To varnish, to em
bellish with gold and raised figures; to black shoes, 
a low phrase.

Japanner, jl-pin-n&r, s. One skilled in ja
pan work; a shoe-blacker.

To Jar, j&r, v. n. 78. To strike together with 
a kind of short rattle; to strike or sound untuneably; 
to clash, to interfere, to act in opposition; to quar
rel, to dispute.

Jar, jir, s. A kind of rattling vibration of 
sound; clash, discord, debate; a state in which a door 
unfastened may strike the post; an earthen vessel.

Jargon, j^r-g&n, s. 166. Unintelligible talk; 
gabble, gibberish.

Jargonelle, jir-gd-n&f s- A species of p^ar. 
Jarring, jir-ring, $. Quarrel, dispute. 
Jasmine, jiz-mln, s. A flower; a species of lilac. 
Jasper, jAs-p&r, s. 98. A hard stone of a 

bright beautiful green colour, sometimes clouded with 
white, found in various sizes and shapes.

Javelin, jiv-lln, s. A spear or half-pike, 
which anciently was used either by foot or horse.

Jaundice, jin^dls, s. 142. 214. A distemper 
from obstructions of the glands of the liver.

Jaundiced, jin-dist, a. 359. Infected with 
the jaundice.

Jaunt, jint, s. An excursion, a ramble, a 
flight

To Jaunt, jint, v. n. 214. To wander here 
and there; to make little excursions for air or exer- 
else.

Jauntiness, jin-t£-n&s, s. Airiness, flutter, 
genteel nesa.
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JaF, $ 219. The bone of the mouth in 
which the teeth are fixed; the mouth.

Jay, ja, s. 220. A bird.
Jealous, jdl-l&s, a. 234. 314. Suspicious in 

love; emulous; zealously cautious against dishonour; 
suspiciously vigilant; suspiciously fearful.

Jealously, j£l-I&s-l£, ad. Suspiciously, emu- 
lously, with suspicious fear, vigilance or caution.

Jealousness, jel-l&s-nes, s. The state of be
ing jealous; rivalry, suspicion, suspicious vigilance.

Jealousy, jdl-lds-d, s. Suspicion in love af
fairs; suspicious fear; suspicious caution, vigilance, 
or rivalry.

To Jeer, jd£r, v. n. 246. To scoff, to flout, 
to make mock.

To Jeer, j££r, v. a. To treat with scoffs.
Jeer, jddr, s. Scoff, taunt, biting jest, flout.
Jeerer, jedr-rhr, s. A scoffer, a scorner, a 

mocker.
Jeeringly, jedr-ing-le, ad. Scornfully, con 

temptuously; in mock, in scoff.
Jehovah, je-ho-vi, s. The proper name of 

God in the Hebrew language.
Jejune, jd-jddn,' a Wanting, empty, vacant, 

hungry; dry, unaffecting; deficient in matter.
Jejuneness, je-iddn-nds, s. Penury, poverty, 

dryness, want of matter that can engage the attention.
Jellied, jdl-lld, a. 283. Glutinous, brought 

to a viscous state.
Jelly, jdl-ld, s. Any thing brought to a glu

tinous state; a kind of tender coagulation.—See Geliy.
Jenneting, jdn-nd-ting, s. A species of apple 

soon ripe, and of a pleasant taste.
Jennet, jen-nit, s. 99. A Spanish horse. 

See Gennet.
To Jeopard, jdp-p&rd, v. a. 256. To hazard, 

to put in danger.
Jeopardous, jdp-pdr-dhs, a. Hazardous, dan

gerous.
Jeopardy, jdp-p&r-dd, 5. Hazard, danger, 

peril.
To Jerk, jdrk, v. a. To strike with a quick 

smart blow, to lash.
To Jerk, jdrk, v. n. To strike up, to accost 

eagerly.
Jerk, jerk, s. A smart quick lash; a sudden 

spring, a quick jolt'that shocks or starts.
Jerkin, jer-kln, 5. 103. A jacket, short coat; 

a kind of hawk.
Jersey, jdr-ze, s. Fine yarn of wool.
Jess, jds, s. Short straps of leather tied about 

the legs of a hawk, with which she is held on the fist.
Jessamine, jds-stl-min, s. 150. A fragrant 

flower.—See Jasmine.
Jerusalem artichokes, je-r&d-sa-lem ai-te- 

tshdkes, S. Sunflower, of which they are a species.
To Jest, jdst, v. n. To divert, to make merry 

by words or actions; not to speak in earnest.
Jest, j£st, s. Any thing ludicrous, or meant 

only to raise laughter; the object of jests, laughing, 
stock; a thing said in joke, not m earnest.

Jester, jds-t&r, s. 98. One given to merri
ment and pranks; one given to sarcasm; buffoon, 
jack-pudding.

Jesuit, jdz-ii-it, s. A member of a numerous 
society in the Roman church. This word, in our lan
guage, has been applied to men of great cunning, 
craft, and deceit

Jesuitical, jSz-Mt-i-kil, ) _ .
Jesuitic .jUfeik, J0- Belonging to

a Jesuit, denoting a Jesuit; and thence, in our lan
guage, equivocating, imposing upon.

Jesuitically, j£z-il-it'<*-kAl-ld, ad. Craftily.
Jesuitism, j£z-6-&-tizm, s. The principles and 

doctrine of the Jesuits.
Jet, j&t, s. A very beautiful fossil, of a fine 

deep black colour; a spout or shout of water-
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To Jet, j&t, v. n. To shoot forward, to shoot 
out, to intrude, to jut out; to strut; to jolt

JETTY, j^t-tA, a. Made of jet; black as jet. 
Jew, jil, ». A Hebrew, an Israelite.
Jewel, jWl, t. 99. Any ornament of great v,a- 

lue, used commonly of such as are adorned with pre
cious stones; a precious stone, a gem; a name ot fond-

Jewel-house, or Office, ji-ll-hSuse, s. The 
place where the regal omamenta are renosited

Jeweller, jh-tl-i&r, «. 98. One who tiafficks 
’ in precious stones.

Jewess, ji-£s, s. A Hebrew woman.
Jewish, ii'lsh, a. Denoting a Jew ; relating 

to the Jews.
Jewry, ji-r£, 5. Judea, a district inhabited by 

the Jews.
Jews-ear, jize^A&r, 3. A fungus, tough and 

thin.
Jews-mALLOW, jhze-mil-16, s. An herb.
Jews-stone, jhze-stdne, s. An extraneous fos

sil, being the clavated spine of a very large egg-shaped 
sea-urchin, petrified by long lying in the earth.

Jews-harp, jiize-h&rp, 3. A kind of musical 
instrument held between the teeth.

Jib, jib, s. In naval language, the foremost 
sail of a ship.

Jig. jig, s. A light careless dance or tune.
To Jig, jig, v. n. To dance c^re^essly, to dance. 
Jiggish, jlg-ish, a. Disposed or suitable to a jig. 
Jigmaker, jlg-mA-k&r, s. One who dances cr 

plays merrily.
JiGOT, jlg-it, s. 166. A leg; as, a jigot of 

mutton.
JlGUMBOB, jig-ghm-b&b, s. A trinket, a knick- 

knack. A cant word.
JlLL, jill, s. A measure of liquids; an oppro

brious appellation of a woman.—See Gill.
JlLT, jilt, s. A woman who gives her lover 

hopes, and deceives him; a name of contempt for a 
woman.

To Jilt, jilt, v. a. To trick a man by flattering 
his love with hopes.

Jimp, jimp, or jim, a. Neat, handsome, ele
gant of shape.

To Jingle, jlng-gl, v. n. To clink, to sound 
correspondency.

Jingle, jlng-gl, s. 405. Correspondent sounds; 
any thing sounding, a rattle, a bell.

JOB, j6b, s. A low, mean, lucrative affair; 
petty, piddling work, a piece of chance work; a sudden 
stab with a short instrument.

To Job, j6b, v. a. To strike suddenly with a 
sharp instrument; to drive in a sharp instrument.

To Job, j6b, v. n. To play the stockjobber, to 
buy and sell as a broker.

Jobber, jdb-b&r, «. 98. A man who sells stock 
in the publick funds ; one who does chance work.

Jobbernowl, jftbi-bhr-ndle, 5. A loggerhead, 
a blockhead

Jockey, jdk-ki, s. 270. A fellow that rides 
horses in the race; a man that deals in horses; a cheat, 
a trickish fellow.

To Jockey, j&k-k£, v. a. To justle by riding 
against one; to cheat, to trick.

Jocose, jd-k6se,z a. Merry, waggish, given to 
jest.

Jocosely, jd-kdse-l£, ad. Waggishly, in jest, 
In game.

JocosENESSj ’jd-kdse-n£s, 7 s. Waggery, mer- 
JOCOSITY, jd-k6sQ-t£» S riment.
Jocular, j&k-b-lfrr, a. 88. Used in jest, merry, 

jocose, waggish.
Jocularity, s. Merriment, dis-

position to jest.
Jocund, jikiJind, a. Merry, gay, airy, lively, 

See Facund, 
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f Jocundly, j6k-hnd-lA, ad. Merrily, gaily.
I To Jog, jig, v. a. To push, to shake by a sud

den push, to give notice by a sudden push.
To Jog, jig, v. n. To move by small shocks; 

to move on in a gentle, equable trot
Jog, jig, s. A push, a slight shake, a sudden 

interruption by a push or shake; a rub, a small stop.
JOGGER, jig-g&r, 1. 98. One who moves heavily 

and dully.
To Joggle, jig-gl, v. n. 405. To shake, to be 

in a tremulous motion.
Johnapple, jin-ip-pl, s. 405. A sharp apple. 
To Join, join, v. a. To add one to another in 

continuity; to unite in league or marriage; to dash 
together, to encounter; to associate ; to unite in one 
act; to unite in concord ; to act in concert with.

To Join, jiln, v. n. To grow to, to adhere, to 
.be continuous; to close, to clash; to unite with in 
marriage, or any other league; to become confederate.

Joinder, jiln-dhr, 3. Conjunction, joining.
Joiner joln-&r, s. 98. One whose trade is tc 

make utensils of wood joined.
Joinery, jSln-&r-£, s. An art whereby several 

pieces of wood are fitted and joined together.
Joint, jdlnt, s. Articulation of limbs, juncture 

of moveable bones in animal bodies; hinge, junctures 
which admit motion of the parts; straight lines, in 
joiners* language, are called a joint, that is, two pieces 
of wood are shot or planed ; a knot in a plant; one of 
the limbs of an anima] cut up by the butcher; Out of 
joint, luxated, slipped from the socket, or correspond
ent part where it naturally moves; thrown into con
fusion and disorder.

Joint, joint, a Shared among many; united 
in the same possession ; combined, acting together in 
concert.

To Joint, j&nt, v. a. To join together in con
federacy ; to form many parts into one; to form in 
articulations; to divide a joint, to cut or quarter into 
joints.

Jointed, jilnt-£d, a. Full of joints.
Jointer, jdln-t&r, 3. 98. A sort of plane.
Jointly, jdlnt-U, ad. Together, not sepa 

ratelv; in a state of union or co-operation.
Jointress, jiln-tris, s. One who holds any 

thing in jointure.
Jointstool, jdlnt--stiilz s. A stool formed 

by framing the joints into each other.
Jointure, jfiin-tshure, s. 461. Estate settled 

on a wife, to be enjoyed after her husband’s decease.
Joist, jiist, s. The secondary beam of a floor. 
Joke, jike, s. A jest, something not serious. 
To Joke, jike, v. n. To jest, to be merry in 

v/ords or actions.
Joker, jd^khr, 3. 98. A jester, a merry fellow.
Jole, jole, s. The face or cheek; the head of 

a fish.
To JOLL, jdle, v. a. To beat the head against 

any thing, to clash with violence.
Jollily, jdl-l£-te, ad. In a disposition to noisy 

mirth.
Jolliment, jil-li-mint, s. Mirth, merriment, 

gayety.

of spirit; merriment, festivity.
Jolly, jil-ld, a. Gay, merry, airy, cheerful, 

lively; plump, like one in high health.
To Jolt, jilt, v. n. To shake as a carriage oa 

rough giound.
To Jolt, jilt, v. a. To shake one as a carriage 

does.
J JLT, jilt, j. Shock as in a carnage.
Jolthead, jilt-hid, s. A great head, a dolt, 

a blockhead.
Jonquille, i&n-kwil,' $. A species of daflbdiL 
Jorden, jir-dn, s. 103. A chamber pot.
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To Joktle, jds-sl, p. a. 472. To justle, to rush 
against

Jot, jftt, s. A point, a tittle.
Jovial, jd-vd-Al, n. 88. Under the influence 

of Jupiter; gay, airy, merry.
Jovially, jd-ve-il-4, ad. Merrily, gayly.
Jovialness, j6-ve-il-n&j, i. Gayety, merri

ment
JOURNAL, j&r-n&l, a. 88. 314. Daily, quoti

dian.
Journal, jur-n&l, s. A diary, an account kept 

of daily transactions ; any paper published daily.
Journalist, j&r-n&l-lst, s. A writer of jour

nals.
Journey, jur-nd, s. 270* The travel of a day ; 

travel by land ; a voyage or travel by sea; passage 
irom place to place.

To Journey, jfir-n^, e. n. To travel, to pass 
from place to place.

Journeyman, j&r-n^-min, s. 88. A hired 
workman.

Journeywork, j&r'nA-w&rk, s. Work per- 
formed for hire.

Joust, j&st, s. 314. z Tilt, tournament, mock 
fight It is now written, less properly, Just.

To Joust, j&st, v. n. To run in the tilt.
Jowleu. jdle-&r,5. 98. A kind of hunting dog. 
Joy, j6A, s. 229. 329- The passion produced 

by any happy accident, gladness; gayety, merriment; 
happiness; a term of fondness.

To Joy, joe, v. n. To rejoice, to be glad, to 
exult.

To Joy, jo£, v. a. To congratulate, to enter
tain kindly; to gladden, to exhilarate.

Joyance, jod-inse, s. Gayety, festivity. Obso
lete.

Joyful, jod-ful, a. Full of joy, glad, exulting. 
Joyfully, jdd-ful-d, ad. With joy, gladly. 
Joyfulness, jdd-ful-nds, s. Gladness, joy.
Joyless, jde^-ids, a. Void of joy, feeling no 

pleasure; giving no pleasure.
Joyous, joe^&s, a. Glad, gay, merry; giving joy.
Jubilant, jh-b^-lint, a. Uttering songs of 

triumph.
Jubilation, jh-b^-la-sh&n, s. The act of de

claring triumph.
Jubilee, jb-b4-lA, s. A publick festivity. 
Jucundity, j&-k&n-d^-tA, r. Pleasantness, 

agreeableness.
Judaical, jh-di-^-kil, a. Jewish; pertaining 

to the Jew*.
Judaism, jd-di-Izm, s. The religious rites of 

the Jews.
To Judaize, j&'diUIze, v. n. To conform to 

the Jews.
Judge, j&dje, s. One who is invested with au

thority to determine any cause or question, real or per
sonal; one who presides in a court of judicature; one 
who has skill sufficient to decide upon the merit of 
any thing.

To Judge, jhdje, t>. n. Topass sentence; to 
form or give an opinion; to discern, to distinguish.

To Judge, j&dje, v. a. To pass sentence upon, 
to examine authoritatively ■ to pass severe censure 
to doom severely.

Judger, jridje-iir, s. 98. One who forms 
judgment, or passes sentence.

Judgment, j&dje-m&nt, s. The power of judg
ing ; the act of exercising judicature; determination, 
decision ; the quality of distinguishing propriety and 
impropriety ; opinion, notion ; sentence against a cri
minal, condemnation; punishment inflicted by Pro
vidence ; distribution of justice; the last doom.

JO* I am of Dr. Lowth’s opinion, that the silent e in 
this and similar words ought to be preserved; and though 
Dr. Johnson spells ackr.mvLcdgnicnt and abridgment with- 
°ylthe e’ he sPells lodgement with it. Thus the rectitude 
of habit frequently corrects the errors of criticism.
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Judicatory, jd'd^-ki-tur-i, ». 512. Distribu. 
tion of justice ; court of justice.

Judicature, ji-de-ka-tiire, s. Power of distri- 
buting justice.

Judicial, j&-dish-il, a. 88. Practised in the 
distribution of publick justice; inflicted on as a penalty.

Judicially, ju-dlsh-il-^, ad. In the forms of 
legal justice.

Judiciary, j&-dlsh-ir-£, a. Passing judgment 
upon any thing.

Judicious, jh-dlsh'&s, a. Prudent, wise, skilful. 
Judiciously, jb-dish-bs-M, ad. Skilfully 

wisely.
Jug, j&g, 9. A large drinking vessel with a 

gibbous or swelling belly.
To Juggle, jbg-gl, v. n. To play tricks by 

dcight of hand; to practise artifice or imposture;
Juggle, jbg-gl, s. 405. A trick by legerde

main ; an imposture, a deception.
Juggler, jhgigl-hr, s. 98. One who practises 

sleight of hand, one who deceives the eye by nimble 
conveyance; a cheat, a trickish fellow.

Jugglingly, j6gigl-Ing-l<J, ail. 410. In a de- 
ceptive manner.

Jugular, jb-gb-lAr, a. 88. Belonging to the 
throat

Juice, jbse, s. 342. The liquor, sap, or water 
of plants and fruits; the fluid in animal bodies.

Juiceless, jbse-l^s, a. Without moisture.
Juiciness, jb-sS-n&s, s. Plenty of juice, suc

culence.
Juicy, jb-sd, a. Moist, full of juice.
JuLAP, jb-lip, s'. 88. An extemporaneous form 

of medicine, made of simple and compound water 
sweetened.

July, jb-11,' s. The seventh month cf the year.
JUMART, jb-m&rt, s. The mixture of a bull and 

a mare.
To Jumble, jbm-bl, v. a. 405. To mix vio

lently and confusedly together.
To Jumble, j&m-bl, v. n. To be agitated toge

ther.
Jumble, j&m-bl, s. Confused mixture, violent 

and confused agitation.
To Jump, j&mp, v. n. To leap, to skip, to 

move forward without step or sliding; to leap sud
denly ; to jolt; to agree, to tally, to join.

Jump, jbmp, ad. Exactly, nicely.
Jump, jbmp, s. The act of jumping, a leap, a 

skip; a lucky chance; a waistcoat, limber stays worn 
by ladies.

Juncate, j&ng-klt, s. 91. 408. Cheesecake, 
a kind of sweetmeat of curds and sugar; any delicacy; 
a furtive or private entertainment.

Juncous, j&ng-k&s, a. Full of bulrushes. 
Junction, j&ngk-sh&n, s. Union, coalition.
Juncture, j&ngk-tshbre, s. 461. The line at 

which two things are joined together; joint, articula
tion ; union, amity; a critical point or article of time.

June, jbne, s. The sixth month of the year.
Junior, jb-nd-&r, a. 166 One younger than 

another.
Juniper, jb-n£-pitr, s. 98. A plant. The ber 

ries are powerfully attenuant, diuretick, and carmina 
five.

Junk, jfingk, s. 408. A small ship of China 
pieces of cable.

Junket, j&ng-kit, s. 99. 408. A sweetmeat 
a stolen entertainment.

To Junket, j&ng-kit, v. n. To feast secretly, 
to make entertainments by stealth; to feast.

Junto, jun-td,5. A cabal, a congress of statesmen 
Jurat, ju-rAt, s. A magistrate in some cor

porations.
JURATORY, jii-ri-t&r-e, o. 512. Giving oath,

• Juridical, j&-ridk!4-kil3 a. Acting in the 
distribution of justice ; used in courts of justice.
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Juridically, jh-rld-d£-kil-£, a. With legal 
authority.

Jurisconsult, ji-rls-kJn'sult, s. One who 
gives his opinion in law.

Jurisdiction, jh-ris-dlk-shhn, s. Legal au
thority, extent of powers; district to which any au
thority extends.

Jurisprudence, jh-rls-pra-dense, $. I he 
science of law. ..

Jurist, jh-rist, s. A civil lawyer, a civilian. 
Juror, jh-rhr, s. 166. One that serves on a jury. 
Jury, ju-r£, s. A company of men, as twenty- 

four, or twelve, sworn to deliver truth upon such 
evidence as shall be delivered them touching the mat- 
ter in question.

Juryman, jh-r^-m3.n, «. 88. One who is em- 
pannelled on a jury.

Jurymast, jh-M-m&st, $. So the seamen call 
whatever they set up in the room of a mast lost in 
fight, or by a storm.

JUST, jhst, a. Upright, equitable, honest; ex
act ; virtuous; complete, without superfluity or de
fect ; regular, orderly; exactly proportioned; fliU, of 
full dimensions or weight.

Just, j&st, ad. Exactly, nicely, accurately; 
merely., barely, nearly.

Just, just, s. Mock encounter on horseback. 
To Just, j&st, v. n. To engage in a mock 

fight, to tilt; to push, to drive, to jostle.
JUSTICE, jhs-tls, s. 142. The virtue by which 

we give to every man what is his due; vindicative re
tribution, punishment; right, assertion of right; one 
deputed by the king to do right by way of judgment.

Justicement, jus-ds-m&nt, s. Procedure in 
courts.

Justiceship, jus-tls-slilp, s. Rank or office of 
justice.

Justiciable, j&s-tlsh^-i-bl, a. 542. Proper 
to be examined in courts of justice.

Justiciary, jhs-tlsh-£-i-rd, s. One that ad
ministers justice.

Justifiable, jJts-U-fl-i-bl, a. 405. Defensible 
by law or reason, conformable to justice.

Justifiableness, jus-uMl-i-bl-nSs, s. Recti
tude, possibility of being fairly defended.

Justifiably, jas-t^-fl-a-bU, ad. Rightly, so 
as to be supported by right

Justification, j&s-t^-f^-ka-sh&n, :. Defence, 
maintenance, vindication, support; deliverance by 
pardon from sins past.

Justificative. j&s-dfCA-ki-tlv, a. Justifying; 
serving to justify or prove.

53?" I know not if I am excusable for inserting this 
word, which has not as yet found its W3y into any other 
Dictionary ; but the frequency of seeing the French 
Pieces Justificative3 seems to have familiarised it to our 
ears, and to invite us to the adoption of it. The distance 
of the accent from the end of tne word can be no objec
tion to an English speaker who has so many similar 
words, such as significative, purification, &c. and as. we 
have no single word that will exactly stand in its place, 
it seems to have a better right to admission than many 
other words which are found no where but in a Diction
ary.—See Principles, No. 512.
Justificator, jhs-t^-fA-kart&r, s. 521. One 

who supports, defends, vindicates, or justifies.
Justifier, jus-t6-fi-&r, s. 98. One who de

fends or absolves.
To Justify, j&s-t^-fl, t>. a. 183. To clear from 

imputed guilt, to absolve from an accusation ; to main
tain, to defend, to vindicate; to free from past sins by 
pardon.

To Jostle, v. n. 405. 472. To en-
counter, to clash, to rush against each other.

To JuSTLE, j&s-sl, v. a. 405. To push, to drive, 
to force by rushing against it

Justly, j&st-IA, ad. Uprightly, honestly, in a 
just manner ; properly, exactly, accurately.

Justness, j&st-n&s, s. Justice, reasonableness, 
equity ; accuracy, exactness, propriety.
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To Jut, j&t, v. n. To push or shoot into pro
minences, to come out beyond the main bulk.

To Jutty, jht-t£, v. a. To shoot out beyond. 
Juvenile, jiM-nll, a. 145. Young, youthful.

JO’ Dr. Kenrick, Ml. Scott, and Mr. Perry, pronounce 
the i short in the last syllable of this word; and Mr. She
ridan, Mr. Buchanan, and W. Johnston, make it long. 
The former mode is, in my opinion, the more correct 
If it should be urged that the i is long in the Latin Jutvl 
rulis, it may be answered, that the same letter is long in 
the Latin Hostilis, Servtlis, and Subtilis; and yet the i in 
Hostile, Servile, and Subtile, is by Mr. Sheridan marked 
short.
Juvenility, jh-vd-nil-^-t^, s. Youthfulness. 
Juxtaposition, jhks-tl-pd-zlsh-hn, s. Apposi

tion, the state of being placed by each other.

K.
Kalendah, kil-£n-diir, s. 98. An account 

of time.
Kali, k4-l£, s. Sea-weed, of the ashes of which 

glass is made, whence the word Alkali
Kam, kim, a. A word in Lrse, signifying 

crooked.
To Kaw, kaw, v. n. To cry as a raven, crow, 

or rook.
Kaw, kiw, s. The cry of a raven or crow.
KaYLE, kale, s. Nine pins, kettlepins; nine 

holes.
To Keck, kSk, v. n. To heave the stomach, to 

retch at vomiting.
To Keckle a cable, k£k-kl, v. a. To defend 

a cable round with a rope.
Kecksy, k£k-sd, s. It is used in Staffordshire 

both for hemlock and any other hollow-jointed plant.
Kecky, k£k-k£, a. Resembling a kex.
Kedger, ked-jur, s. A small anchor used in 

a river.
Kedlack, k&d-l&k, s. A weed that grows 

among corn, Charlock.
Keel, k£el, s. 246. The bottom of a ship.
Keelfat, k^el-vit, a A cooler, a tub in which 

liquor is set to cool; properly Keelvat.
Keelson, kd^l-shn, s. The next piece of tim

ber in a ship to her keel.
To Keelipale, te&i-hAle, v. a. To punish in 

the seamen’s way, by dragging the criminal under 
water on one side of the ship, and up again on the 
other.

This word is more generally, though less properly 
pronounced keelhaul.—See To Hale.
Keen, k^n, a. 246. Sharp, well-edged; se

vere, piercing; eager, vehement; acrimonious; bitter 
of mind.

Keenly, ke£n-l£, ad. Sharply, vehemently.
Keenness, k^n-nes, s. Sharpness, edge; ri

gour of weather, piercing cold; asperity, bitterness oi 
mind; eagerness, vehemence.

To Keep, ki£p, v. a. 246. To retain;, to e 
in custody; to preserve in a state of security; to pro
tect, to guard, to detain ; to hold for another; to re
serve, to conceal ;'to tend ; to preserve i.» the same 
tenour or state; to hold in any state; to retain by some 
degree of force in any place or state; to continue any 
state or action ; to observe any time ; to maintain, to 
support with necessaries of life ; to have in thd house 
to maintain, to hold; to remain in ; not to leave a 
place; not to reveal, not to betray ; to restrain, to with
hold ; to keep back, to reserve, to withhold; to re
strain ; to keep company, to frequent any one; to ac
company; to keep company with, to have familiar in
tercourse ; to keep in, to conceal, not to tell; to restrain, 
to curb; to keep off, to bear to distance; to hinder; 
to keep up. to maintain without abatement; to con. 
tinue, to hinder from ceasing; to keep under, to op 
press, to subdue.
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To remain by some la- I Keystone, ki-stdne, s. The middle stone of
‘ an arch.

Kibe, kylbe, s. An ulcerated chilblain, a chap 
in the heel caused by cold.—See Guard.

Kibed, kyibd, a. 359. Troubled with kibes. 
To Kick, kik, v. a. To strike with the foot. 
Kick, kik, s. A blow with the foot.
Kicker, klk-k&r, s. 98. One who strikes with 

his foot.
Kicking, kik-king, s. 410. The act of striking 

with the foot
Kickshaw, kik-shaw, s. Something uncom

mon or fantastical, something ridiculous; a dish so 
changed by the cookery that it can scarcely be known. 
Probably a corruption of the French word Quclque- 
chose.

Kid, kid, s. The young of a goat; a bundle 
of heath or furze.

To Kid, kid, v. a. To bring forth kids. 
Kidder, kid-d&r, s. 98. An engrosser of corn 

to enhance its price.
To Kidnap, kid-nip, t>. a. To steal children* 

to steal human beings.
Kidnapper, kid-nap-p&r, s. One who steals 

human beings.
Kidney, kid-n£, s. One of the two glands that 

separate the urine from the blood; race, kind, in lu
dicrous language.

Kidneybean, kid-n£-b£ne, s. A kind of pulse 
in the shape of a kidney.

Kidneyvetch, kid-nd-vStsh, ? v>i ♦ 
Kidneywort, kid-nd-w&rt, } ** an 
Kilderkin, kil-dur-kin, s. A small barrel. 
To Kill, kil, t». a. To deprive of life, to put 

to death ; to murder; to destroy animals for food; to 
deprive of vegetative life.

Killer, kil-lur, s. One that deprives of life. 
KlLLOW, kil-ld, s. 327. An earth of a blackish 

or deep blue colour.
Kiln, kil, s. 411. A stove, a fabrick formel 

for admitting heat in order to dry or burn things.
To Kilndry, kil-drl, v. a. To dry by means 

of a kiln.
KlMBO. klm-bd, a. Crooked, bent, arched.

IO This word is generally used with the a before it, 
as, he stood with his arms akimbo.
Kin, kin, s. Relation either of consanguinity 

or affinity; relatives, those who are of the same race; 
a relation, one related; the same generical class.

Kind, kylnd, a. 160. Benevolent, filled with 
general good-will; favourable,beneficent.—See Guilt.

Kind, kylnd, s. 92. Race, general class; par
ticular nature; natural state; nature, natural deter
mination, manner, way; sort.

To Kindle, kin-dl, v. a. To set on lire, to 
light, to make to burn; to inflame the passions, to 
exasperate, to animate.

~ To catch fire.
98. One that lights,

Benevolently, favour

Congenial, kindred;

Benevolence, bene-

Relation by birth or

To Keep, k££p, v. n.
bour or effort in a certain state; to continue in any 1 
place or state, to stay; to remain unhurt, to last; to 
dwell, to live constantly; to adhere strictly; to keep 
on, to go forward, to keep up, to continue undismayed. 

Keeper, kWp'&r, s. 98. One who holds any 
thing for the use of another; one who has prisoners 
in custody; one who has the care of parks, or beasts 
of chase ; one that has the superintendence or care of 
any thing.

Keepbrship, kiep'&r-sli’p, s. The office of a 
keeper.

Keg, vulgarly kig, properly kgg, s. A small 
barrel, commonly used for a fish barrel.

Kell, k&l, s. The omentum, that which in
wraps the guts.

Kelp, k£lp, s. A salt produced from calcined 
sea-weed.

Kelson, k^l-s&n, s. 166. The wood next the 
keek

A very accurate philologist has informed me, that 
Jhis word is pronounced regularly in the north-west of 
England, Keelsen; but the very general practice of 
shortening the vowel of the primitive in the compound 
may justly make us suspect, that in other parts of the 
kingdom it is otherwise, 515.
To Kemb, kSmb, v. a. To comb, to disen

tangle the hair. Obsolete.
To Ken, k£n, v. a. To see at a distance, ’to 

descry; to know.
Ken, k^Q, s. View, reach of sight.
Kennel, kSn-nll, s. 99 A cot for dogs; a 

number of dogs kept in a kennel; the hole of a fox, 
or other beast; the water-course of a street.
Kennel, kdn-nil, v. n. To lie, to dwell; 

used of beasts, and of man in contempt.
Kept, k&pt, Pret. and part. pass, of Keep. 
Kerchief, k&r-tshif, $. A head-dress. 
Kerchiefed, | tsHlft, a. Dressed, hooded. 
Kerchieft, \

These words show the propensity diphthongs have 
to drop a vowel when not under the accent, 208. 
Keemes, klr-m&z, s. A substance heretofore 

supposed to be a vegetable excrescence, but now found 
to be the body of a female animal, containing a numer
ous offspring.

Kern, k&rn, s. An Irish foot soldier.
To Kern, k£rn, v. n. To harden as ripened 

corn, to take the form of grains, to granulate.
Kernel, k&r-nll, s. 99. The edible substance 

contained in a shell; any thing included in a shell; 
any thing included in a husk or integument; the seeds 
of pulpy fruits; a gland; knobby concretions in chil
dren’s flesh.

Kernelly, k£r-n11-£, a. Full of kernels, hav- 
ing the quality or resemblance of kernels.

Kernelwort, k&r-nll-w&rt, s. An herb. 
Kersey, k£r-z£, s. Coarse stuff.
Kestrel, k&£trll, s. 99. A little kind of bas

tard hawk.
Ketch, kStsh, s. A heavy ship.
Kettle, k^t-tl, s. 405. A vessel in which li

quor is boiled.
Kettledrum, k&t'tl-dr&m, $. A drum, of 

which the head is spread over a body of brass.
KeX, k£ks, «. The same as Kecksu.
Key, k&, s. 269. An instrument formed with 

cavities correspondent to the wards of a lock ; an in
strument by which something is screwed or turned; 
an explanation of any thing difficult; the parts of a 
musical instrument which are struck with the fingers; 
in musick, is a certain tone whereto every composition, 
whether long or 6hort ought to be fitted.

Key, k£, s. 220. A bank raised perpendicular 
for the ease of lading and unlading ships.

Keyage, k^-ldje, s. 90. Money paid for lying 
at the key.

Keyhole, k&hdle, s. The perforation in the 
door or lock through which the key is put.
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To Kindle, kin-dl, v. n. 405.
Kindler, kind-dl-iir, s. 

one who inflames.
Kindly, kyind-li, ad. 

ably, with good-will.
Kindly, kyind-le, a. 

bland, mild, softening.
Kindness, kylnd-nfis, s. 

licence, good-will, favour, love.
Kindred, klu-dr^d, s. F 

marriage, affinity; relation, sort; relatives.
Kindred, kin-dr&d, a. Congenial, related. 
Kine, kylne, s. Plural for Cow. Obsolete. 
King, king, s. Monarch, supreme governour; 

a card with, the picture of a king a principal herald.
To King, king, v. a. To supply with a king; 

to make royal, to raise to royalty.
KlNGAPPLE, klng-ap-pl, s. A kind of apple. 
Kingcraft, klng-kr&ft, s. The act of govern

ing, the art of governing.

1
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Kingcup, king-kip, s. A flower.
Kingdom, king-dim, s. 166. The dominion of 

a king, th® territories subject to a.monarch; a different 
class or order of beings; a region, a tract.

Kingfisher, klng-flsh-ir, s. A species of bird. 
KlNGLIKE, klng-like, ) . Royal, sovereign, 
Kingly, klng-lA, \

monarchical; belonging to a king; noble, august.
Kingly, king'll ad. With an air of royalty, 

with superior dignity.
Kingsevil, klngz-<£-vl, s. A scrofulous distem

per in which the glands are ulcerated, commonly be
lieved to be cuied by the touch of the king.

Kingship, kingship, i. Royalty, monarchy. 
Kingspear, klng'spAre, «. A plant. 
Kingstone. king-stdne, $. A fish.
Kinsfolk, klnz-fdke, $. Relations, those who 

are of the same family.—See Folk.
Kinsman, klnz-tn&n, s. 88. A man of the same 

race or family.
Kinswoman, kir.z-wim-in, «. A female rela- 
' tion.
Kinswomen, klnz-wlm-mln, s. The plural of 

the above.
Kirk, kirk, $. An old word for a church, still 

retained in Scotland.
Kirtle, k^r^tl, s. 405. An upper garment, a 

gown.
To Kiss, kls, v. a-. To touch with the lips; to 

treat with fondness; to touch gently.
Kiss, kls, s. Salute given by joining lips.
Kissingcrust, kls-slng-kr&st, s. Crust formed 

where one loaf in the oven touches another.
Kit, kit, s. A large bottle; a small diminu

tive fiddle; a small wooden vessel.
Kitchen, kltsh-in, s. 103. The room in a 

house where the provisions are cooked.
Kitchengarden, kltsh-in-gar-dn, s. Garden 

in which esculent plants are produced.
Kitchenmaid, kitsh-ln-made, s. A cookmaid. 
Kitchenstuff, kltsh-ln-st&f, s. The fat of 

meat scummed off the pot, or gathered out of the drip
ping-pan.

Kitchen wench, kltsli-ln-wensh, s. Scullion, 
maid employed to clean the instruments of cookery.

Kitchenwork, kltsh-ln-wirk, s. Cookery, 
work done in the kitchen.

Kite, kylte, s. 160. A bird of prey that infests 
the farms, and steals the chickens; a name of reproach 
denoting rapacity ; a fictitious bird made of paper.— 
See Guilt.

KlTESroOT, kyltes'fit, ». A plant.
Kitung, kit-ling, or kit-tl-ing, s. A whelp, 

the young of all beasts. Now, a young cat or kitten.
Kitten, klt-tn, s. 103. A young cat.
To Kitten, klt-tn, v. n. To bring forth young 

cats.
To Klick, klik, v. n. 

noise like a clock.
To Knab, nib, v. a.

A vulgar word.
Knack, nik, s. 399. 

contrivance, a toy; a readiness, an habitual facility, 
a lacky dexterity; a nice trick.

Knacker, nik-Or, «.
a rope maker.

Knag, nig, s. S99. 
Knaggy, nig-g^, a. 

hard knots.
Knap, nip, s. 399. 

ling prominence.
To Knap, nip, v. a.

To make a small sharp 

399. To bite, to catch. 

A little machine, a petty

A maker of small work;

A hard knot in wood.
Knotty, set with rough 

A protuberance, a swel- 

To bite, to break short;
to strike so as'to make a sharp noise like that of break- 
ing.

To KnAPPLE, nip-pl, v. n. 405. To break off 
with a sharp quick noise.

Knappy, nip-pA, a. Full of knaps or hillocks.
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Knapsack, nip-sik, *. The bag which a soldier 
carries on his back, a bag of provisions.

Knapweed, nip-w^d, $. A plant.
Knare, nAre, s. A bard knot from the German 

word knor.
Knave, nave, s. 399. A boy, a male child; 

a servant; in these senses the word is obsolete. A 
petty rascal, a scoundrel; a card with a soldier painted 
on it.

Knavery, nA-v&r-A, s. 557. Dishonesty, tricks, 
petty villany; mischievous tricks or practices.

Knavish, nA-vlsh, a. Dishonest, wicked, frau
dulent ; waggish, mischievous.

Knavishly, nA-vlsh-14, ad. Dishonestly, frau
dulently; waggishly, mischievously.

Knavishness, na-vlsh-n^s, s. State or quality 
of being knavish.

To Knead, nAdd, v. a. 227. To beat or mingle 
any stuff or substance.

Kneadingtrough, nAAd-lng-tr&f, s. A trough 
in which the paste of bread is worked together.

Knee, n^, s. 399. The joint of the leg where 
the leg is joined to the thigh; a knee is a piece of tim
ber growing crooked, and so cut that the trunk and 
branch make an angle.

To Knee, nW, v. a. To supplicate by kneeling. 
Knee-crooking, n££-krd5k-lng, a. Obsequi

ous.
Kneed, nA£d, a. Having knees, as in-kneed ; 

having joints, as kneed grass.
Kneedeep, n^e-de^p, a. Rising to the kneea» 

sunk to the knees.
Kneepan, nAA-pin, s. The small convex bone 

on the articulation of the knee, which serves as a pul
ley to the tendon of the muscle that moves the leg.

To Kneel, n&M, v. n. 399. To bend the knee, 
to rest on the knee.

Kneeler. nAAl-iir, $. One who shews obeisance 
by kneeling.

Kneetiubute, nW-trlb-ute, s. Worship or 
obeisance shown by kneeling.

Knell, n£l, s. 399. The sound of a bell rung 
at a funeral.

I know not why Dr. Johnson has chosen to spell 
this word with but one I, except from its derivation from 
the Welsh Cnil: This, however, is but a poor reason for 
overturning the settled laws of orthography, which have 
given to /, s, and Z, when-ending a suiistantive or verb, 
the privilege of duplication.—See Introduction to the 
Rhyming Dictionary, page viii.
Knew, n6, 399. The pret. of Know. 
Knick-knack, nlk-nik, s. A colloquial term, 

meaning any trifle or toy.
Knife, nlfe,«. Plural Knives. 399. An instru

ment edged and pointed, wherewith meat is cut.
Knight, nite, s. 339. A man advanced to a 

certain degree of military rank ; the rank of gentle
men next to baronets; a man of some particular order 
of knighthood; a representative of a county in parlia
ment ; a champion.

To Knight, nit®,.. a. To create one a knight. 
Knight-errant, nlte-^r-rint, s. A wandering 

knight.—See Errant.
Knight-errantry, nlte-£r-rint-r£, s. The 

character or manners of wandering knights.
Knighthood, nite-hud, * Tb character or 

dignity of a knight.
KnightLY, nlte-lA, a. Befitting 1 knight, be

seeming a knight.
To Knit, nit, v. a. Pret. Knit or Knitted. 

To make or unite by texture without the loom; to tie; 
to join, to unite; to contract; to tie up.

To Knit, nit, v, n. 399. To weave without 
a loom ; to join, to close, to unite.

Knittable, nit-A-bl, a. That which may be 
knit or united.

Knitter, nlt-tfrr, r. 98. One who weaves or 
knits.

Knitting, nlt-tlng, «. Junction, union.
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Knittingneedi.E, nlt-tlng-nAA-dl, s. A wire 
which women use in knitting.

Knittle, nlt-tl, s. A string that gathers a 
purse round; a small line used for various purposes 
at sea.

Knob, ndh, s. 399. A protuberance, any part 
bluntly rising above the rest.

Knobbed, n&bd, a. 359. Set with knobs, hav
ing protuberances.

Knobbiness, ndb^-bA-nAs, s. The quality of 
having knobs.

Knobby, ndb-bA, a. Full of knobs or protu
berances.

To Knock, nftk, t>. n. 399. To clash, to be 
driven suddenly together; to beat as at a door for ad- 
mittance; to knock under, a common expression 
which denotes that a man yields or submits.

To Knock, ndk, v, a. To affect or change in 
any respect by blows ; to dash together, to strike, to 
collide with a sharp noise ; to knock down, to fell by 
a blow ; to knock on the head, to kill by a blow, to 
destroy.

Knock, ndk, s. A sudden stroke, a blow; a 
loud stroke at a door for admission.

Knocker, ndk-khr, s. 98. He that knocks; 
the hammer which hangs at the door for strangers to 
strike.

Knocking, ndk-lng, s. Beating at the door. 
Knoll, ndle, s. A little round hill; the top 

of a hill or mountain.
To Knoll, ndle, v. a. 399. 406. To ring the 

bell, generally for a funeral.
To Knoll, ndle, v. n. To sound as a bell.
To Knot, nit, s. 399. A complication of a cord 

or string not easily to be disentangled; any figure of 
which the lines frequently intersect each other; any 
bond of association or union ; a hard part in a piece of 
wood ; a confederacy, an association, a small band ; 
difficulty, intricacy ; an intrigue, or difficult perplexity 
of affairs ; a cluster, a collection.

To Knot, ndt, v. a. To complicate in knots; 
to entangle, to perplex; to unite.

To Knot, ndt, v. n. To form buds, knots, or 
joints in vegetation ; to knit knots for fringes. 

Knotberrybush, ndt-bdr-rA-bush, ) A 
Knotgrass, ndt-gr&s, > ’ p
Knotless, ndt-lds, «i. Without knots ; without 

difficulty; without any thing to obstruct the passage. 
Knotted, ndt-tdd, a. Full of knots. 
Knottiness, ndt'tA-nAs, s, Fulness of knots, 

unevenness, intricacy.
Knotty, ndt-td, a. Full of knots; hard, rug

ged ; intricate, perplexed, difficult, embarrassed.
To Know, nd, v. a. Pret. I knew, 1 have 

known. To perceive with certainty, to be informed of, 
to be taught', to distinguish ; to recognise; to be no 
stranger to ; to converse with another sex.

To Know, nd, v. n. S99. To have clear and 
certain perception, not to be doubtful • to be informed. 

Knowable, nd-i-bl, a. Possible to be discov
ered or understood.

Knower, nd--dr, s. 98. One who has skill or 
knowledge.

Knowing, nd-lng, a. 410. Skilful, well in- 
structed; conscious, intelligent.

Knowingly, nd4ng-ld, ad. With skill, with 
knowledge.

Knowledge, nM-lddje, or nd-I-Adje, s. Certain 
perception ; learning, illumination of the mind; skill 
in any thing; acquaintance with any fact or person; 
cognizance, notice; information, power of knowing.

Scarcely any word has occasioned more altercation 
among verbal criticks than th«s. A great appearance of 
propriety seems to favour the second pronunciation, till 
we observe a great number of similar words, where the 
long vowel in the simple is shortened in the compound, 
and then we perceive something like an idiom of pronun
ciation, which, to correct, would, in some measure, ob
struct the current of the language. To preserve the sim
ple without alteration in the compound, is certainly a 
desirable thing in language: but when the general tune 
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of the language, as it may he called, crosses this analogy, 
we may depend on the rectitude of general custom, and 
ought to acquiesce in it. That the secondary accent 
shortens the vowel, which was long in the original, ap
pears throughout the language in proclamation, provo. 
cation, &c. u3U. That the primary accent does the same 
in preface, prelate, prelude, &c. is evident; and as ledfA 
13 no genera.1 termination of our cwn, which is applicable 
to several words, why should we not consider knowledge 
as a simple, and pronounce it independently on its ori
ginal quantity ? The patrons for the first pronunciation 
are, Mr. Sheridan, Dr. Kenrick, Mr. Nares, Mr. Barclay, 
Mr. Elphinston, and Mr. Scott; and for the second, 
W. Johnston, and Mr Buchanan. Mr. Perry gives both, 
but seems to allow the first the preference.—See Princi
ples, No. 328. 515.
Knuckle, nuk-kl, s. 399. 405. The joints of 

the fingers protuberant when the fingers close; the 
knee join: of a cali's the articulation or joint of a plank 

To Knuckle, nuk-kl, •>. n. To submit. 
Knuckled, n&k-kld, a. 359. Jointed. 
Knur, n&r, s. A knot, a hard substance.
Koran, kd-r&n, s. The book of Mahometan 

precepts and credenda,

L
La, liw, interj. See, look, behold.
Labdanum, lib-di-n&m, s. A resin of the 

softer kind. This juice exudates from a low spreading 
shrub, of the cistus kind, in Crete.

To Labefy, lAL/’d-fl, v. a. To weaken, to im
pair.

Label, ld-bl, s. A small slip or scrip of wri
ting ; any thing appendant to a larger writing; a small 
plate hung on the necks of bottles to distinguish the 
several sorts of wine; in law, a narrow slip of paper 
or parchment affixed to a deed or writing, in order to 
hold the appending seal.

To Label, la-bl, v. a. To affix a label on any 
thing in order to distinguish it.

Labent, lA-bdnt,a. Sliding, gliding, slipping. 
Labial, lA-bt^-Al, a. 113. Uttered by the lips; 

belonging to the lips.
Labiated, lA-bA-a-tAd, a. Formed with lips. 
Labiodental, lAcbA-d-ddn-til, a. Formed or 

pronounced by the co-operation of the lips and teeth. 
Laboratory, lAb-d-rl-t&r-A, s. A chy mist’s 

workroom.—For the last o, see Domestic .
Laborious, li-bd^-rA-hs, a. Diligent in work, 

assiduous; requiring labour, tiresome, not easy.
Laboriously, la-bo^rA-ds-lA, ad. With labour, 

with toil.
Laboriousness, IJUbd^rd-fis-nAs, s. Toilsome

ness, difficulty ; diligence, assiduity.
Labour, li-bfir, ». 314. Jhe act of doing 

what requires a painful exertion of strength, pains
toil ; work to be done; childbirth, travail.

To Labour. lA-bfir, v. n. To toil, to act with 
painful effort; to do work, to take pains ; to move 
with difficulty ; to be diseased with ; to be in distress, 
to be pressed"; to be in childbirth, to be in travail

To Labour, la-bir, v. a. To work at, to move 
with difficulty ; to beat, to belabour.

Labourer, li-b6r-&r, s. 557. One who is 
employed in coarse and toilsome work; one who takes 
pains in any emnloyment.

Laboursome, lA-b&r-sfim, a. Made with great 
labour and diligence.

Labra, lA-brA, s. 92. A lip.
Labyrinth, lAl/bAr-InM, s. A maze, a place 

formed with inextricable windings.
Labyrinthian, lAb-b£r-ln-f//e-in, s. Having 

inextricable turnings and windings, perplexed like a 
labyrinth. .

Laburnum, lA-bhr-n&m, s. A shrub that 
grows to the size of a tree.
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Lace, lase, $. A string, a cord; a snare, a ( 
gin ; a platted string with which women fasten their 
clothes; ornaments of fine thread curiously woven; ; 
textures of thread with gold and silver.

To Lace, lase, v. a. To fasten with a string ; 
run through eyelet holes; to adorn with gold or silver 
textures sewed on; to embellish with variegations; ; 
to beat- . j

Laceman, laseWn, s. 88. One who deals in 
lace.

Lacekable, lisisSr-i-bl, a. 405. Such as may 
be torn. , • » ™

To Lacerate, lis^Cr-ate, v. a. 91. To tear, 
to rend. j

Laceration, lAs-ser-a-shfin, s. The act of 
tearing or rending ; the breach made by tearing.

Lacerat ive, l&s-s&r-l-tiv, a. 512. Tearing, 
having the power to tear.

Lacewoman, lase^w&m-&n, s. She who makes 
or sells lace.

Lachrymab^e, !Ak-kr6-mi-bl, a. Lamentable. 
Lachrymal, lAk-kr^-mil, a. 353. Generating 

tears.
Lachrymary, lik-kr£-mi-r£, a. Containing 

tears.
Lachrymation, llk-ki^-ma-sh&n, s. The act 

of weeping, or shedding tears.
Lachrymatory, lAk-kn*-ma-tfir-£, s. A vessel 

in which tears are gathered to the honour of the dead.
SO* For the o, see Domestick, 512,

To Lack, lAk, v. a. To want, to need, to be 
without

To Lack, lAk, v. n. To be in want; to be 
wanting.

Lack, lAk, v. Want, need, failure.
Lackaday, lik-^-da,' interj. A common collo

quial term, implying alas; mo<t probably from the 
forgotten verb lack, io blame. The expression there
fore may be considered, as blaming, finding fault with 
the day on which the event mentioned happened.

Lackbrain, lAk-brane, s. One that w ants wit. 
Lacker, l&k-k&r, s. 98. A kind of varnish.
To Lacker, lAk-k&r, v. a. To do over with 

lacker.
Lackey, lak-k£, s. An attending servant, a 

foot-boy.
To Lackey, !Ak-k6, v. a. To attend servilely.
To Lackey. 1 Ak-kA, v. n. To act as a foot-boy, 

to pay servile attendance.
Lacklinen, lik-lln-nin, a. 99. Wanting shirts. 
Lacklustre, lik-l&s-thr, a. 416. Wanting 

brightness.
Laconically, li-k6n'n£-kil-£, ad. Briefly, 

concise, shortly.
Laconick, lA-k&n'lk,a.509. Short,brief,pithy

(t^»This word is derived from Lacones, the Spartans, 
who inhabited the province of Laconia, in Pelopon
nesus, and were remarkable for using few words. 
Laconism, lik-kd-nlzm, s. A concise style;

a short, pithy expression, after the manner of the La
ced semonians.

Lactary, lik-tA-r6, a. 512. Milky.
L act a RY, lAk-ti-r^, 5. A dairy-house.
Lactation, lik-ta-sh&n, s. The act or time of 

giving suck.
Lacteal. llk^td-ll, or Hk^tshMl, a. 464. Con

veying chyle, of the colour of milk.
Lacteal, lik^-Al, or lAk-tshd-il, s. The 

vessel that conveys chyle.
LacteOUS, lAk-td-hs, or lik-tsh6-&s, a. Milky; 

lacteal, conveying chyle.
Lactescence, lAk-t&^sSnse, s. 510. Tendency 

to milk.
Lactescent, Uk-t6s-s6nt, a. Producing milk. 
Lactiferous, lik-tlf-f^r-hs, a. 518. Convey

ing or bringing milk.
Lad, lid, s. A boy, a stripling.
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s. A small beautiful

The title of a lady. 

s. A flower.

Coming behind; falling short, 

The lowest class, the rump, the 

To loiter, to move slowly;

Backward; sluggish, 

A loiterer, an idler.

Ladder, l&d-d&r, s. 98. A frame made with 
steps placed between two upright pieces; any thing by 
which one climbs, a gradual rise.

Lade, lade, s. 73. 75. The mouth of a river, 
from the Saxon Lade, which signifies a purging oi 
discharging.

To Ladf., lade. v. a. 75. To load, to freight, 
to burden : to heave out, to throw out

Lading, la-dlng, s. 410. Weight, burden, 
freight

Ladle, la-dl, s. 405. A large spoon, a vessel 
with a long handle used in throwing out any liquid; 
the receptacles of a mill wheel, into which the water 
falling turns it.

Lady, lA-de^, s. 182. A woman of high rank; 
the title of Lady properly belongs to lhe wives of 
Knights, of all degrees above thfem, and to the daugh
ters of Earls, and of all higher ranks; a word of com
plaisance used of women.

Lady-bedstraw, lA-d^-b6d-str6w, s. A plant. 
Lady-bird, la-d^-b&rd, }
Lady-cow, la-d£-k3u, 
Lady-fly. la-d^-fli, 

insect of the beetle kind.
Lady-day. la-d^-da. s. The day on which the 

Annunciation of the Blessed Virgin is celebrated, the 
25th of March

Lady-like, Ia-d6-llke, a. Soft, delicate, ele
gant, affected, effeminate.

Lady-mantle, la-d4-min-tl, s. A plant. 
Ladyship, la-d^-shlp, s.
Lady’s-slipper. Ia-dl2-sl1p-p&r, j 
Lady’s-smock, la-diz-smfik, J 
Lag, lig, a. ~

sluggi-h, slow, tardy; last, long delayed. 
Lag, lSg, s.

fag end; he that comes last, or hangs behind. 
To Lag, lAg, v. n. •

to stay behind, not to come in. 
Laggard, lAg-gArd, a.

slow.
Lagger, lAg-gftr, s. 98.
Laical, la^e-kAl, a. Belonging to the laity, or

• people, as distinct from the clergy. 
Laid, lade, 202. 222. Part. pass, of Lay. 
Lain, lane, 202. Part. pass, of Lie.
Lair, lire, s. 202. The couch of a boar, or 

wild beast; pasture, ground.
Laird, lard, s. 202. The lord of a manor in 

the Scottish dialect
Laity, la-A-tt*, s. The people as distinguished 

from the clergy; the state of a layman.
Lake, lake. s. A large diffusion of inland 

water; a small plash of water; a middle colour be
twixt ultramarine and vermilion.

Lamb, lAm. $. 347. The young of a sheep; 
typically, the Saviour of the world.

Lambkin, lAm-kln, s. A little lamb.
Lambative,' lAm-bi-tlv, a. 157. Taken by 

licking.
Lambative, Hm-bil-tlv, s. A medicine taken 

by licking with the tongue.
Lambent, lAm-b6nt, a. Playing about, gliding 

over without harm.
Lamb’s-wool, lAms-w&l, $. Ale mixed with the 

pulp of roasted apples.
Mr. Elphinston has a no less strange than whim

sical derivaiion of this word from an old French sub
stantive le moust: “ That the verb must should ever have 
been Scoi t if hly man, (a-, ye man doo'd foi you must do it,) 
seems indeed as surprising as that the old le moust (now 
mout) the noun must, should ever have Englishly run into 
lamb's wool, which beats far lhe change ot Asparagus into 
Sparrow-grass, or (he elegant as elliptical grass. ’ Such 
a derivation, perhaps, is not impossible; but I should 
think the more natural, as well aS the more easy one, is 
the resemblance of the soft pulp of an apple to the woo) 
of a lamb.—See Asparagus, and the noun must.
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Lamdoidal, lim-dold-dil, a. Having the form 
of the Greek letter Lambda or A.

Lame, lame, a. Crippled, disabled in the 
limos; hobbling, not smooth, alluding to the feet of a 
verse; imperfect, unsatisfactoiy.

To Lame, lame, v. a. To cripple; to make 
lame.

Lamellated, llm-mil-i-tid, a. Covered with 
films or plates.

Lamely, lame^ld, ad. Like a cripple, without 
natural force or activity; imperfectly, weakly, poorly. 

Lameness, lame-nSs, s. The state of a cripple, 
loss or inability of limbs; imperfection, weakness.

To Lament, lA-mdnt,' v. n. To mourn, to wail, 
to grieve, to express sorrow.

To Lament, ll-mint,' v. a. To bewail, mourn, 
or bemoan; to express sorrow for.

Lament, lA-mdnt,' s. Sorrow audibly expressed,
lamentation; expression of sorrow.

Lamentable, lim-mdn-tA-bl, a. To be la
mented, causing sorrow; mournful, expressing sor
row ; miserable, in a ludicrous or low sense ; pitiful.— 
See Incomparable.

Lamentably, llm-mdn-ti-bld, ad. With ex
pressions or tokens of sorrow; so as to cause sorrow; 
pitifully, despicably.

Lamentation, lAm-mdn-ta-shun, s. 527. 530. 
Expression of sorrow, audible grief.

Lamenteh, li-mdnt-hr, s. 98. He who mourns 
or laments.

Lamentine, lim-mdn-tine, s. 149. A fish called
a sea-cow or manatee.

Lamina, lim-md-ni, s. Thin plate, one coat 
laid over another.

This word, from its derivation from the Latin, 
and its similar form to Stamina, may by some be taken 
for a plural, as Stamina is often for a singular: but it 
must be observed, that Lamina is a noun singular of the 
first declension ; and that if we speak learnedly, we ought 
to form the plural by Lamina ; but that if we descend to 
plain English, it ought to be Laminas.—See Animalcule 
end Stamina.
Laminated, lAm-m£-na-t£d, a. Plated; used 

of such bodies whose contexture discovers such a dis
position as that of plates lying over one another.

To Lamm, lAm, v. a. To beat soundly with a 
cudgel. A low word.

Lammas, llm-m&s, s. 88. The first of August. 
Lamp, limp, s. A light made with oil and a 

wick; that which contains the oil and wick; in poeti
cal language, real or metaphorical light.

Lampass, Um-pAs, s. A lump of flesh, about 
the bigness of a nut, in the roof of a horse’s mouth.

Lampblack, lAmpQjllk, s. It is made by hold
ing a torch under the bottom of a bason, and as it is 
furred striking it with a feather into some shell, and 
grinding it with gum water.

Lampoon, lim-pddn,' s. A personal satire, 
abuse, censure, written not to reform but to vex.

To Lampoon, l&m-pddn, v. a. To abuse with 
personal satire.

Lampooner, lAm-p66n-&r, s. 98. A scribbler 
of personal satire.

Lamprey, lA.m-pr£, $. A kind of sea-fish. 
LAMPRON, lAm-prtin, s. 166. A kind of sea-fish, 

a long eel.
Lanarious, Kl-na-r£-&s, a. Relating to, or 

bearing wool
Lance, lanse, s. 78, 79. A long spear
To Lance, llnse, v. a. To pierce, to cut; to 

open chirurgical^y to cut in order to a cere.
Lancer, lin-shr, s. One that carries a lance, 

one armed with a lance.
Lancet, lAn-slt, s. 99. A small pointed chi-

rurgical instrument; a pointed window.
To Lanch, linsh, v. a. To dart, to cast as a 

lance; to throw, to let fly.
This w«rd, says Dr. Johnson, is too often written 

Launch, and is only a vocal corruption of lanco.
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To Lancinate, linM-nate, v. a. 91. To tear 
to rend, to lacerate.

Lancination, lAn-s^-na-sh&n, s. Tearing, la
ceration.

Land, lind, s. A country; a region, distinct 
from other countries; earth, distinct from water; 
ground, suiface of the place; an estate real and im
moveable ; nation, people.

To set on shore.
To come on shore.
A coach whose top may

Having a fortune in land. 
A sudden trans-

To Land, Kind, v. a.
To Land, lAnd. v. n.
Landau, lin-daw,' s.

be occasionally opened. 
Landed, lAn-d^d, a. I 
Landfall, lind-fall, s. 406.

lation of property in land by the death of a rich man. 
Landflood, lind-flfid, s. An inundation. 
Land-forces, l&nd'fdr-s&z, s. Warlike powersj 

not naval, soldiers that serve on land.
Landgrave, lind-grAve, s. A German title ol

dominion.
Landholder, KLnd-hdl-dur, s.

tunc is in land.
Landjobber, lind-jSb-b&r, s.

and sells land for other men.

One whose for-

One who buys

s. The top of 
stairs.

Landlady, lAnd-lA-d^, s. A woman who has 
tenants holding from her; the mistress of an inn.

Landless, lAnd-l&s, a. Without property, with
out fortune.

Landlocked, lAnd-ldkt, a. 359. Shut in, or 
enclosed with land.

Landloper, lAnd-ld-pCtr, s. 98. A landman; 
a term of reproach used by seamen, of those who pass 
their lives on shore.

Landing, lAnd-lng, 410. £
Landingplace, l&n'ding-plase, J

This word is improved by seamen into the more 
intelligible word Landlubber.
Landlord, lind-lord, s. 88. One who owns 

land or houses, and has tenants under him; the master 
of an inn.

Landman, lAnd-mAn, s. One who lives or
serves on land; opposed to seaman i a countryman.

Landmark, lAnd-mlrk, s. Any thing set up
to preserve the boundaries of lands.

Landpesade, lind-p^-sAde,' s. A petty officer
in the army, a lance corporal.

Landscape, llnd-skape, s. A region, the pros
pect of a country; a picture representing an extent of 
space, with the various objects in it.

Land-tax, lind-tlks, s. Tax laid upon land 
and houses.

Land-waiter, lAnd-wa-t&r, s. An officer of 
the customs, who is to watch what goods are landed.

Landward, l&nd-wlrd, ad. 88. Towards the 
land.

Landwind, lind-wlnd, s. A gale or wind
. from the land.

Lane, lane, s. 35. A narrow way between 
hedges; a narrow street, an alley; a passage between 
men standing on each side.

Laneret, lin-n£r-£t, s. A little hawk.
Language, ling-gwidje, s. 331. 90 Human 

speech; the tongue of one nation as distinct from 
others; style, manner of expression.

Languaged, ling-gwldjd, a. 359. Having
various languages.

Language-master, l&ng-gwldje-mis-thr, s.
A teacher of languages.

Languid. lAng-gwld, a. 340. Faint, weak, 
feeble; dull, heartless.

Languidly', 13.ng-gwld-l£, ad. Weakly, feebly. 
Languidness, ling-gwld-n£s, s. v -akness, 

feebleness; want of strength.
To Languish, lAng-gwish, v. n. 340. To grow 

feeble, to pine away, to lose strength, to be no longer 
vigorous in motion; to sink or pine under sorrow, to 
look with softness or tenderness.
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Languish, ling'gwlsh, s. Soft appearance. 
Languisher, ling-gwish'&r, ». One who pines 

or ‘anguishes.
Languishing, ling-gwlsh-ing, r. Feebleness; 

loss of strength.
LanGUISHINGLY. Ifing-gw1sh-lng-l£, ad.

Weakly, feebly, with feeble softness; dully, tediously. 
Languishment, lln£-gwish-m£nt, s. State of 

pining; softness of mien.
Languor, iing-gw&r, s. 166. 344. A faint

ness, which may arise from want, or decay of spirits.
To LaniaTE, l&-nA-ite, v. a. 91. To tear in 

pieces, to rend, to lacerate.
Lanifice, lin-4-fls, j. 142. Woollen manufac

ture.
La NIG EROUS, li-nld-j&r-fts, a. Bearing wool. 
Lank, lAngk, a. 408. Loose, not filled up, not 

stiffened out, not fat; faint, languid.
Lankness, Jingk-n&s, s. Want of plumpness. 
Lanner, l&n-nhr, s. 98. A species of hawk. 
Lansquenet, Un'skdn-n&t, s. A common 

foot soldier; a game at cards.
JO’ lhis word, as a game at cards, is altered by the 

vulgar into Lambskinnet. This is something, at least, 
which they understand ; and this very intelligibility con
firms them in the corruption —See Asparagus. 
Lantern, l&n-tftrn, s. 98. 418. A transparent 

case for a candle; a lighthouse, a light hung out tc 
guide ships.

This word, says Dr. Johnson, by mistake is often 
written Lanthorn. The cause of this mistake is easy ; 
transparent cases for candles were generaly made of 
horn ; and this was sufficient to persuade those who knew 
nothing of the derivation of the word from the Latin 
Lanterna, that this was its true etymology.—See Aspa
ragus.
Lantern-jaws, lin-t&rn-jlwz, s. A thin visage. 
Lanuginous, 11-nu-j^-nfts, a. 314. Downy, 

covered with soft hair.
Lap, lip, s. The loose part of a garment, 

which may be doubled at pleasure; the part of the 
clothes that is spread horizontally over the knees j the 
part formed by the knees in a sitting posture.

To Lap, lip, v. a. To wrap or twist round any 
thing; to involve in any thing.

To Lap. lip, v, n. To be spread or twisted 
over any tiling.

To Lap, lip, v. n. To feed by quick repeated 
motion of the tongue.

To Lap, lip, v. a. rr'~ 1-1 
Lapdog, lip-d5g, s.

> ladies ir. the lap. 
Lapful, lip-ful, s.

contained in the lap.
LaPICIDE, lij/^-slde, s. A stone-cutter. 
Lapidary, lip^-dir-i. s. One who deals in 

stones or gems
To Lapidate, lip'A-date. v. a. To stone, to 

kill by stoning.
Lafidation. lip-A- da-sh&n, s. A stoning. 
Lapideous, li-pid^A-fts, a. Stony, of the nature 

of stone.
Lapidescfnce. lip-i-d^s^inse, s. 510. Stony 

concretion.
Latidf.scent, iip-e-dis's&nt, a. Growing or 

turning to stone.
Lapidification, li-pld-i-fi-ka-shhn, s. The 

act of forming stone.
Lapidific t lip-i-dlMk, a. 509. Forming 

stones.
Lapidist, lip^-dlst, s. A dealer in stones or 

gems.
Lapis, la-pis, s. A stone.
Lapis-lazuli, li-pls-llzh-i-11, $. A stone of 

an azure or blue colour.
Lapper. llp^-piir, s. 98. One who wraps up ; 

one who laps or suck*.
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1 U J1CK up.
A little dog fondled by

406. As much as can be

Lappet, lip-pit, s. 99. The parts of a bead- 
dress that .hang loose.

Lapse, lipse, s. Flow, fall, glide ; petty errour, 
small mistake; transition of right from one to an
other.

To Lapse, lipse, v. n. To glide slowly, to fall 
by degrees; to slip by inadvertency or mistake; to lose 
the proper time; to fall by the negligence of one pro
prietor to another; to fall from perfection, truth, or 
faith.

Lapwing, lip-wing, s. A clamorous bird with 
long wings.

Lapwork, lip-w&rk, s. Work in which one 
part is interchangeably wrapped over the other.

Larboard, lir-bord, s. The left-hand side of 
a ship, when you stand with your face to the head.

Larceny, lir-s^-n^, s. Petty theft.—See 
Latrociny.

Larch, lJrtsh, s. 3.52. A tree of the fir kind 
which drops its leaves in winter.

Lard, Urd, s. 81, The grease of swine; bacon, 
the flesh of swine.

To Lard, lird, v. a. To stuff with bacon ; to 
fatten ; to mix with something else by way of im
provement.

Larder, lir-d&r, s. 98. The room where meat 
is kept or salted.

Lap.derer, lAr-d&r-fir, s. One who has the 
charge of the larder.

Large, lirdje, a. Big, bulky: wide, exten
sive; liberal, abundant, plentiful; copious, diffuse; ai 
large, without restraint, diffusely.

Largely, iArdje-U, nd. Widely, extensively ; 
copiously, diffusely; liberally, bounteously; abun
dantly.

Largeness, lArdje-n&s, s. Bigness, greatness, 
extension, wideness.

Largess, lir-j£s, s. A present, a gift, a bounty. 
Laughton, lir-jlsh-ftn, $. The act of giving. 
Lark, lirk, s. A small singing bird.
Larker, l&rk-ftr, s. 98. A catcher of larks. 
Larkspur, l&rk^sp&r, $. al plant.
LaHKLIKE, llrk-llke, a. Resembling the man

ner of a lark.
LarvateD, Ur-va-tSd, a. Masked.
LaRUM, h\r-rum, s. 81. Alarm; noise noting 

danger.
Laryngotomy, lir-in-notld-mi, ». 518. An 

operation where thefote part of the larynx is divided 
to assist respiration, during large tumours upon the 
upper parts, as in a quinsey.

Larynx, la-ringks, s. The windpipe, the tra
chea.

Lascar, lisk-fer, s. A native seaman, or a na
tive gunner of India.

Lascivient, la-siv-ve-^nt, a. 542. Frolick
some, wantoning.

Lasciviency, !l-s1v^-£n-s£, s. Wantonness.
Lascivious, U-slv-v^-hs, a. 542. Lewd, lust, 

ful; wanton, soft, luxurious.
Lasciviously, li-siv-v«L&s-l£, ad. Lewdly, 

wantdnly, loosely.
Lasciviousness, ll-siv-y^-&s-n£s, s. Wanton

ness, looseness.
Lash, lish, s. A stroke with any thing pliant 

and tough ; the thong or point of the whip; a lash, 
or string in which an animal is held ; a stroke of sa
tire, a sarcasm.

To Lash, 14sh, v. a. To strike with any thing 
pliant, to scourge; to move with a sudden spring or 
jerk ; to beat, to strike with a sharp sound ; to scourge 
with satire; to tie any thing down to the side or mast 
of a ship.

7b Lash, Ush, v. n. To piy the whip.
Lasher. Ush-6r, r. 98. One that whips or 

lashes.
Lass, I4s, s. 79. A girl, a maid, a young woman. 
Lassitude, 14^sd-t6de, *. Weariness, fatigue 

C c
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LasslORN, lis'ldrn, s. Forsaken by his mis
tress.—See FbrZorn.

Last, list, a. 79. Latest, that which follows 
all the rest in time; hindmost, which follows in order 
of place ; next beyond the present, as Last week ; ut
most ; at Last, in conclusion, at the end; The Last, 
the end.

Last, list, ad. The last time, the time next 
before the present; in conclusion.

To Last, list, v. n. To endure, to continue.
Last, list, s. The mould on which shoes are 

formed; a load, a certain weight or measure.
Lastage, lis-tidje, s. 90. Custom paid for 

freightage; the ballast of a ship.
Lasting, lis-ting, part. a. 410. Continuing, 

durable; of long continuance, perpetual.
Lastingly, lls-tlng-U, ad. Perpetually. 
Lastingness, lis-tlng-nds, s. Durableness, con

tinuance.
Lastly, list-id, ad. In the last place; in the 

conclusion, at last; finally.
Latch, litsh, s. A catch at a door moved by 

a string or handle.
To Latch, litsh, v. a. To fasten with a latch; 

to fasten, to close.
Latches, litsh^dz, $. Latches or laskets, in a 

ship, are loops made by small ropes.
Latchet, litsh-lt, 5. 99. The string that 

fastens the shoe.
Late, late, a. Contrary to early, slow, tardy, 

long delayed; List in any place, office or character; 
the deceased ; far in the day or night.

Late, lite, ad. After long delays, after a long 
time; in a latter season; lately, not long ago ; tar in 
the day or night.

Lated, la-tdd, a. Related, surprised by die 
night.

Lately, lite-ld, ad. Not long ago.
Latency, li-tdn-sd, s. The state of being hid

den ; obscurity, obstruseness.
Lateness, late^nds, s. Time far advanced. 
Latent, la-tdnt, a. Hidden, concealed, secret. 
Lateral, lit-tdr-il, a. Growing out on 

the side, belonging to the side ; placed, or acting in a 
direction perpendicular to a vertical line.

Laterality, lit-tAr-il^-t^, ad. The quality 
of having distinct sides.

Laterally, lit-t£r-il-£, a. By the side, side- 
wise.

Lateward, late-wlrd, ad. 88. Somewhat late.
Lath, lal/i, s. 78. A small long piece of wood 

used to support the tiles of houses.
To Lath, l&A, v. a. To fit up with laths.
Lathe, laTHe, s- The tool of a turner, by 

which he turns about his matter so as to shape it by 
the chisel.

To Lather, liTH-hr, v. n. To form a foam.
To Lather, l^TH-hr, v. a. To cover with 

foam of water and soap.
Lather, llTH-fir, $.98. A foam or froth made 

commonly by beating soap with water.
LaTHY, a. Thin or long as a lath.
Latin, lit-tln, a. 159. Written or spoken in 

the language of the old Romans.
Latin ISM, iAt-tln-lzm, s. A Latin idiom ; a 

mode of speech peculiar to the Latin.
Latinist, lAt-tln-ist, s. One skilled in Latin. 
LATINITY, li-tin-n^-t^, s. The Latin tongue. 
To Latinize, lAt-tln-lze, v. n. To use words 

or phrases borrowed from the Latin.
To Latinize, lAt-tin-lze, v. a. To give names 

a Latin termination, to make them Latin.
Latirostrous, la-t^-ris^-trhs, a. Broad-beaked, i 
LATiSH,.14te^lsh, a. Somewhat late.
Latitancy, lAt-t£-tAn-s£, s. The state of ly- j 

ing hid. •'

LatitanT, lit-t^-tint, a. Concealed, lying hid. 
Latitat, lit-t^-tAt, $. A writ by which all 

men in personal actions are called originally to the 
King’s Bench, and being served with this writ, he 
must put in security for his appearance at the day.

Latitation, lAt-A-ta^shCm, s. The state of ly
ing concealed.

Latitude, ia.t-t£-thde, s. Breadth, width; 
room, space, extent; the extent of the earth or hea
vens, reckoned from the equator; a particular degree 
reckoned from the equator; unrestrained acceptation; 
freedom from settled rules, laxity; extent, diffusion. 

LATrruntNAWAN, llt-i-ti-d^-na-r^-in, s. One 
who allows himself great liberties in religious matters.

LatitudinariaN, lAt-4-tii-d<J-na-r£-Jn, a. Not 
restrained or confined by religion.

Lathant, la-tr&nt, a. Barking.
L at ria, la^tr&A, s. 92. The highest kind of 

worship, as distinguished from Dulia.
IO* This word by being derived from the Greek Xarp.'e 

is pronounced by Johnson, and after him by Ash, with 
the accent on the penultimate syllable; both of them 
had forgot their Greek in the word Dulia,, which they ac
cent on the antepenultimate, though derived from SaAsZa. 
One of these modes of accentuation must be wrong; and 
my opinion is, that, as these words are appellatives, we 
should adopt that accent which Dr. Johnson did when 
his Greek was out of his head; that is, the antepenul
timate.—See Cyclopedia.
Latrociny, 12,t-ro-s£-n£, s. Larceny, theft, 

robbery; a literal version of the Latin tofrocuuum, 
which was afterwards contracted into larcc-n\ ■

It may be observed that Dr. Jobmen speus tnis 
word with an e in the second syllable, while both its Latin 
and French derivation require, as Mason has shown from 
Blackstone that it ought to be written Lar tiny. 
Latten, lit-ten, s. 99. 103. Brass, a mixture 

of copper and calamiAaris stone.
Latter, lAt-thr, a. 98. Happening after some

thing else; modem, lately done or past; mentioned 
last of two.

Latterly, ’At-t&r-ld, ad. 557. Of late.
Lattice, lAt-tis, s. 140. 142. A window made 

with a kind of network ; a window made with sticks 
or irons crossing each other at small distances.

To Lattice, lAt-tls, v. a. To mark with crocs 
parts like a lattice.

Lava, la-vA, $. 92. The overflowing of sul
phureous matter from a volcano.

Lavation, li-va-shhn, s. The act of washing. 
Lavatory, lAv-vA-t&r-A, s. 512. A wash; 

something in which parts diseased are washed.
For the o, see Domesiick.

Laud, liwd, s. 213. Praise, honour paid, cele
bration ; that part of divine worship which consists in 
praise.

To Laud, lAwd, v. a. To praise, to celebrate. 
Laudable, lXw-di-bl, a. 405. Praise-worthy, 

commendable ; healthy, salubrious.
Laudableness, law^dA-bl-ues, s. Praise-wor

thiness.
! Laudably, liw-dA-bl£, ad. In a manner de

serving praise.
Laudanum, lod-dA-num, s. 217. A soporifick 

tincture.
To Lave, live, r. a. To wash, to bathe; to 

lade, to draw out.
To Lavf.er. la-v^er,' n. n. To change the di- 

rection often in a course.
Lavender, livUSn-diir, s. 98. The name of a 

plant.
Laver, la-v&r, $. 98. A washing vessel.
Laudatory, iiwd-A-tur-4, s. 512. That which 

contains or bestows praise.
Lauder. liwd-Crr, s. A praiser, a cornmender. 
To Laugh. Ilf, v. n. 215. 391. To make that 

noise which sudden merriment excites ; in poetry, tc 
appear gay, favourable, pleasant, or fertile; To laugh 
at, to treat with contempt, to ridicule.
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To Laugh, Uf, ». a. To deride, to scorn.
Laugh, lif, r. The convulsion caused by mer- 

riment; an inarticulate expression of suddeu merri- 
in ent.

Laughable, liPl-bl, a. 405. Such as may 
properly excite laughter.

Laugher, Uf-ur, s. 98. A man fond of mer
riment.

Laughingly, lAf-lng-14, ad. In a merry way, 
merrily.

Laughingstock, laf^Ing-stok, s. A butt, an 
Object of ridicule.

Laughter, lAf^t&r, s. 98. Convulsive merri
ment; an inarticulate expression of sudden merriment. 

Lavish, liv'ish, a. Prodigal, wasteful, indis
creetly liberal; scattered in waste; profuse; wild, un
restrained.

To Lavish, liv^lsh, v. a. To scatter with pro
fusion.

Lavisher, liv-ish-ir, s. 98. A prodigal, a 
profuse man.

Lavishly, 14v-Ish-14, ad. Profusely, prodi
gally.

Lavishment, Hv-lsh-meat, | s. Prodigality, 
Lavishness, lAv-ish-n&s, j profusion.
To Launch, lAnsh, v. n. 214. To force into 

the sea; to rove at large; to expatiate.—See Lanch.
To Launch, l&nsh, v. a. 352. To push to sea; 

to dart from the land. \
Launch, llnsli, s. The act of putting a ship 

out of the dock and launching her into the water; a 
particular kind of long-boat.

Laund, llwnd, s. A plain extended between 
woods; now more frequently written Lavm.

-Laundress, l&n^drds, ». 214. A woman whose 
employment is to wash clothes.

LaundKy, 14n-dr£, s. The room in which 
clothes are washed ; the act or state of washing.

Lavolta, li-vM-t?., s. 92. An old dance, in 
which was much turning and capering.

Laureate, law-re-^t, a. 91. Decked or in
vested with laurel

Laureate, law-r^-it, s. One crowned with 
laurel. A title applied to the king’s poet.

Laureati©n, law-r^-a-sh&n, s. It denotes, in 
the Scottish universities, the act or state of having de
grees conferred.

Laurel, 16r-rll, s. 99. 217. A tree, called 
also the Cherry-bay.

Laurelled, ldr-rild, a. 359. Crowned or de
corated with laurel.

Law, law, s. A rule of action; a decree, 
edict, statue, or custom, pub’.ickly established; judicial 
process; conformity to law, any thing lawful; an es
tablished and constant mode of process.

Lawday, lav.-da, s. A day of opeu court; a 
solemn court of a county or hundred.

Lawful, law-ful, a. 403. Agroeablo to law, 
conformable to law.

Lawfully, Liw-ful-A, ad. Legally, agreeably 
to law.

Lawfulness, law-'ful-nSs, s. Legality, allow
ance of law.

Lawgiver, law-giv-fir, s. 9S. Legislator, one 
that make, laws?”

Lawgiving, law-giv-lng, a. Legislative.
Lawless, latv-Us, a. Unrestrained by any 

law, not subject to law; contrary to law, illegal.
Lawlessly, 1Aw*1£s-1£, ad. In a manner con

trary to law.
Lawlessness, lJw-12s-n3s, s. Disorder; diso

bedience to law.
Lawmaker, iiw-ma-khr, s. One who makes 

laws, a lawgiver.
Lawn, lawn, s. An open space between woods; 

fine linen, remarkable for being used in the sleeves of 
bishopt

Lawsuit, law-s6te, s. A process in law, a liti
gation.

Lawyer, )Aw-y^r, s. 98. Professor of law, ad
vocate, pleader.

Lax, Uks, a. Loose, not confined, not closely 
joined ; vague, not rigidly exact; loose in body, so u 
to go frequently to stool; slack, not tense. *

Lax, liks, s. A looseness, a diarrhoea.
LaXATIOn, lik-sa^shiin, s. The act of loosen

ing or slackening; the state of being loosened or slack
ened.

Laxative, lAk^sa-tlv, a. 512. Having the 
power to ease costiveness.

Laxative, liks-l-tlv, s. A medicine slightly 
purgative.

Laxativeness, Uks-l-tlv-nls, s. The state 
opposite to costiveness.

Laxity, liks'£-t£, s. Not compression, not 
close cohesion; contrariety to rigorous precision ; 
looseness, not costiveness; slackness, contrariety to 
tension ; openness, not closeness.

Laxness, Ilks^n&s, s. Laxity, not tension; 
not precision ; not costiveness.

Lay, Ji. Pret. of Lie, to rest.
To Lay, la, v. a. To place along; to beat 

down com or grass ; to keep from rising, to settle; to 
still; to put, to place; to make a bet; to spread on a sur
face ; to calm, to still, to quiet, to allay ; to prohibit a 
spirit to walk ; to set on the table; to propagate plants 
by fixing their twigs in the ground ; to wager ; to re- 
posit any thing; to bring forth eggs; to apply with vio
lence ; to apply nearly; to impute, to charge; to throw 
by violence; to Lay apart, to reject, to put by; to Lay 
aside, to put away, not to retain; to Lay before, to 
expose to view, to show, to display ; to lay by, to re- 
ferve for some future time ; to put from one, to dis
miss ; to Lay down, to deposit as a pledge, equivalent 
or satisfaction; to quit, to resign; to commit to re
pose ; to advance as a proposition ; to Lay for, to at
tempt by ambush or insidious practices; to lay forth, 
to diffuse, to expatiate; to place when dead in a de
cent posture; to Lay hold of, to seize, to catch; to 
Lay in, to store, to treasure; to Lay on, to apply with 
violence; to Lay open, to show, to expose; to Lay 
over, to incrust, to cover; to Lay out, to expend; to 
display, to discover, to dispose, to plan; to Lay out, 
with the reciprocal jircnoun, to exert; to lay to, to 
charge upon, to apply with vigour, to harass, to attack; 
to Lay together, to collect, to bring into one view; to 
Lay under, to subject to ; to Lay up, to confine, to 
store, to treasure; to Lay upon, to importune, to wager 
upon

To Lay, la, v. n. To bring eggs, to contrive 
to Lay about; to strike on al! sides; to Lay at, to 
strike, to endeavour to strike; to Lay in for, to make 
overtures of oblique invitation; to Lay on, to strike, 
to beat; to act with vehemence; to Lay out, to take 
measures.

Lay', la, s. A row, a stratum; a wager.
Lay, 14, s. Grassy ground, meadow, ground 

unploughed.
Lay, la, z. A song, a poem.
Lay, la, a. Not clerical; regarding or belong

ing to the people as distinct from the clergy.
Layer, la-ur, s. 98. A stratum or row, a bed, 

one body spread over another ; a sprig of a plant; a 
fowl or bird that Jays eggs.

Layman, la'm&n, s. 88. One of the people 
distinct from the clergy; an image used by painters to 
form attitudes and hang drapery upon.

Lazar, 14-zAr, s. 418. One deformed and nau
seous with filthy and pestilential diseases.

Lazar-house, l^zAr-hMse,) A house 
Lazaretto, laz-ir-retki, 5

the reception of the diseased, an hospital 
LaZarwort, la-zir-wurt, s. A plant. 
Lazily, li-zA-M, ad. Idly, sluggishly, heavily. 
Laziness, lA'zLnfe, s. Idleness, sluggishness. 
Lazing, la-zing, a. 410. Sluggish, idle. 
Lazuli, llzWi-11, s- The ground of this stone 

b blue, vanegated with yellow and white.
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Lazy,14tzA, a. Idle, sluggish, unwilling to
work; slow, tedious.

Lea, U, s. 2'27. Ground enclosed, not open. 
Lead, Ud, s. 234. A soft heavy metal. In the 

plural, flat roof to walk on.
To Lead, led, v. a. To fit with lead in any 

manner.
To Lead, Ude, v. a. Pret. Led. To guide by 

the hand; to conduct to any place; to conduct as head 
or commander; to introduce by going first; to guide, 
to show the method of attaining ; to draw, to entice, 
to allure; to induce, to prevail on by pleasing motives; 
to pass, to spend in any certain manner.

To Lead, Ude, v. n. 227. To conduct as a
commander; to show the way by going first

Lead, Ude, s. Guidance, first place. 
Leaden, Ud-dn, a. 103. 234. Made of lead;

heavy, d ull.
Leader, U-d&r, s. 98. One that leads or con

ducts ; captain, commander, one who goes first, one 
at the head of any party or faction. ,

Leading, U-dlng, part. a. 410. Principal. 
Leading-strings, U'dlng-strlngz, s. Strings 

by which children, when they learn to walk, are held 
from falling.

Leadwort, Ud'whrt, s. 234. A plant.
Leaf, Ufe, s. 227. The green deciduous parts 

of plants and flowers; a part of a book, containing two 
pages; one side of a double door; any thing foliated, 
or thinly beaten.

To Leaf, Ufe, t>. n. To bring leaves; to bear
leaves.

Leafless, Ufe-Us, a. Naked of leaves. 
Leafy, le-U, a. Full of leaves.
League, UAg, s. 227. A confederacy, a com

bination.
To League, ledg, v. n. To unite, to confe

derate.
League, UAg, $. A measure of length contain

ing three miles.
Leagued, U4gd, o. 359. Confederated. 
Leaguer, U-g&r, 5. 98. Siege, investment of 1 

a town.
Leak, Uke, s. 227. A breach or hole which

lets in water.
To Leak, Uke, v. n. To let water in or out;

to drop through a breach.
Leakage, U-kldje, s. 90. Allowance made for

accidental loss in liquid measures.
Leaky, U-k£, a. Battered or pierced so as to

let water in or out; loquacious, net close.
To Lean, Une, v. n. 227. 238. Pret. Leaned 

or Leant. To incline against, to rest against; to tend 
towards; to be in a bending posture.

Lean, Une, a. 227. Not fat, meager, wanting 
flesh ; not unctuous, thin, hungry; low, poor, in op
position to great or rich.

Lean, Une, s. The part of flesh which consists
of the muscle without the fat

Leanly, Une-U, ad. Meagerly, without plump
ness.

Leanness, Une^n&s, s. Extenuation of body,
want of flesh, meagerness; want of bulk.

To Leap, Upe, v. n. 239. To jump, to move 
upward or progressively without change of the feet; 
to rush with vehemence; to bound, to spring; to fly, 
to start.

fhe past time cf this verb is generally heard with 
he diphthong short; and if so, it ought to be spelled 
eyt. rhyming with kept.—See Principles, No. 369, 370. 
Dr. Kenrick, Mr. Scott, W. Johnston, Mr. Perry, Mr. 
Barclay, Mr. Nares, Mr. Smith, and Mr. Elphinston, pro- 
nounce the diphthong in the present tense of this word 
long, as I have done; and Mr. Elphinston and Mr. Nares 
make it short, in the preterit ana participle. Mr. She
ridan alone makes the present tense short, which, if I 
recollect justly, is a pronunciation peculiar to Ireland. 
See Heard.
To Leap, Upe, t». a. To pass over or into by

leaping ; to coinpress, as beasts.
3‘2O

Leap, Upe, s. Bound, jump, act of leaping; 
space passed by leaping; sudden transition ; an assault 
of an animal of prey ; embrace of animals.

Leap-frog, Upe-fr6g, s. A play of children,
in which they imitate the jump of frogs.

Lf.ap-year, Upe-yAre, s- Leap-year, or bissex
tile, is every fourth year, id so called from its leaping 
a day more that year than in a common year; so that 
the common year hath three hundred and sixty-five 
days, but the Leap-year three hundred and sixty-six ; 
and then February hath twenty-nine days, which in 
common years hath but twenty-eight.

To Learn, Urn, v. a. 234. To gain the know
ledge or skill of; to teach; improperly used in this 
last sense.

To Learn, Urn, v. n. To receive instruction ;
to improve by example.

Learned, Ur-n^d, a. 362. Versed in science 
and literature; skilled, skilful, knowing; skilled in 
scholastick knowledge.

Learnedly, lir'ned-li, ad. With knowledge, 
with skill.

Learner, lir-niir, r. One who is yet in his 
rudiments.

Learning, Ur-nlng, s. 410. Literature, skill 
in languages or sciences; skill in any thing good or 
bad.

Lease, Use, s. 227. A contract by which, in 
consideration of some payment, a temporary posses
sion is granted of houses or lands; any tenure.

To Lease, Use, v. a. To let by lease.
To Lease, Uze, v. n. 227. To glean, to gather

what the harvest-men leave.
Leaser, U-z&r, s. A gleaner, a liar*
Leasii, ItUsh, s. 227. A. leather thong, by 

which a falconer holds his hawk, or a courser leads his 
greyhound; a band wherewith to tie any thing in ge
neral.

To Leash, U£sh, v. a. To bind, to hold in a
string.

Leash, U£sli, s. A brace and a half, a sports
man's term.

53* Sportsmen, like the professors of other arts, often 
corrupt their technical terms; for we frequently hear this 
word pronounced like the leaseof a house. This corrup
tion, however, is not gone so far as to make the true 
sound pedantick, and therefore ought to be corrected.— 
See (?/</•.
Leasing, lazing, s. 227. 410. Lies, falsehood. 
Least, l&st, a. 227. The superlative of Little. 

Little beyond others, smallest.
Least, Uest, ad. In the lowest degree.
Leather, Ura-ir, s. 98. 234. Dressed hides

of animals; skin, ironically.
Leathercoat, l&TH-ur-kdte, $. An apple with 

a rough rind; a sort of potato.
Leathery, l^TH-hr-^, a. Resembling leather. 
Leave, Uve, s. 227. Grant of liberty, permis

sion, allowance; farewell, adieu.
To Leave, Uve, t». a. Pret. I left; I have left. 

To quit, to forsake; to have remaining at death ; to 
suffer to remain ; to fix as a token of remembrance: 
to bequeath, to give as inheritance; to give up, to rev 
sign ; to cease to do, to desist from ; to Leave off, to 
desist from, to forbear, to forsake; to Leave out.to 
omit, to neglect.

To Leave, live, v. n. To cease, to desist; to
Leave off, to desist, to stop

Leaved, liivd, a. 227. Furnished with foliage,
made with leaves or folds.

Leaven, livMn, ». 103. 234. Ferment mixed 
with any body to make it light; any m.xlure which 
makes a general change in the mass.

To Leaven, Uv-vdn, v. a. To ferment by
something mixed; to taint, to imbue.

Leaver, U-v&r, s. 98. One who deserts or
forsakes.

Leaves, Uvz, $. The plural of Lea/*. 
Leavings, l^vlngz, j. 410. Remnant, relicks, 

offal.
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Lecher, hltsh-ur, j. 98. A whoremaster. 
Lecherous, litsli-ir-&s, n. Lewd, lustful. 
Lecherously, 14tsh'hr-us-18, ad. Lewdly, 

lustfully.
Lecherousness, l£tsh-&r-&s-n£s, s. Lewdness. 
LECHERY, litsh-Sr-^, s. 557. Lewdness, lust. 
Lection, iSk'sh&n, s. A reading, a variety in 

copies ; a lesson, or portion of scripture.
Lecture, l&k'tshiire, s. 461. A discourse pro

nounced upon any subject; the act or practice of read
ing, perusal j a magisterial reprimand.

To Lecture, l&k-tsh&re, v. a. To instruct 
formally; to instruct insolently and dogmatically.

Lecturer, l^k-tshiir-ur, s. An instructor, 
a teacher by way of lecture, a preacher in a church 
hired by the parish to assist the rector.

Lectureship, ISk-tshbr-sblp, s. The office of 
a lecturer.

Led, l&d. Part. pret. of To Lead.
Ledge, l&dje, s. A row, layer, stratum; a 

ridge rising above the rest; any prominence or rising 
part.

Ledhorse, lSd-horse, s. A sumpter horse.
Lee, Hd, $. Dregs, sediment, refuse. Sea 

term; it is generally that side which is opposite to the 
wind, as the Lee-shore is that the wind blows on.

Lee, l£e, a. Having the wind blowing on it; 
having the wind directed towards it.

Leech, l&tsh, s. A physician, a professor of 
the art of healing ; a kind of small water serpent, 
which fastens on animals, and sucks their blood.

Leech-craft, l££tsh-kr&ft, s. The art of 
healing.

Leek, id£k, s. A pot herb ; a plant.
Leer, lere, s. An oblique view; a laboured 

cast of countenance.
To Leer, l^r, v. n. To look obliquely, to look 

archly; to look with a forced countenance.
Lees, let^z, s. Dregs, sediment.
Leet, Hit, s. A law day.
Leeward, lde^wurd, a. 88. Under the wind, on 

the side opposite to that from which the wind blows. 
See Lee.

Left, left. Part. pret. of Leave.
Left, l£ft, a. Sinistrous; not on the right 

hand.
Left-handed, 16ft-l)And-&d, a. Using the left 

hand rather than the right.
Left-handedness, 13ft-hin-d£d-nAs, s. 

Habitual use of the left hand.
Leg, leg, s. The limb by which animals walk, 

particularly that part between the knee and the foot 
in men •, an act of obeisance ; that by which .my thing 
is supported on the ground, as, the Leg of a table.

Legacy, lSg-A-s^, s. Legacy is a particular 
thing given by last wili and testament.

Legal, 1^-gil, a. Done or conceived according 
to law; lawful, not contrary to law.

Legality, s. Lawfulness.
To Legalize, U-glKlze, t. a. To authorize; 

to make lawful.
Legally, U-gil-l£, ad. Lawfully, according 

to law.
Legatary, l£g-i-tir-£, s. One who has a le

gacy left.
Legate, l£g-gate, $.91. A deputy, an ambas

sador ; a kind of spiritual ambassador from the Pope. 
Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Nares, Mr. Scott, Dr. Kenrick, 

and Mr. Perry, pronounce the first syllable of this word 
short, and Buchanan alone long.
Legatee, l£g-g&-t&^ s. One who has a legaev 

left him. °
Legatine, I8g-gi-tlne, n. 149. Made by a 

legate; belonging to a legate of the Roman see.
LEGATION, 1^-gA-shftn, s. Deputation, com

mission, embassy.

Legator, l^g-gi-tdr,'s. 166. One who makes 
a will, and leaves legacies.

This word seems to have the accent on the laM 
syllable, the better to distinguish it from its correlative 
legatee.
Legend, l£-jend, $. A chronicle or register of 

the lives of saints; any memorial or relation ; an in. 
credible unauthentick narrative ; any inscription, par 
ticularly on medals or coins.

^5* This word is sometimes pronounced with the vowel 
in the first syllable short, as if written Ibdjend. This 
has the feeble plea of the Latin word Lego to produce; 
but with what propriety can we make this plea f >ra short 
vowel in English, when we pronounce that veiy vowel 
long in the Latin word we derive it from ? The genuine 
and ancient analogy of our language, as Dr. Wallis ob
serves, is, when a word of two syllables has the accent 
on the first, and the vowel is followed by a single conso
nant, to pronounce the vowel long. It is thus we pro
nounce all Latin words of this kind ; and in this manner 
we should certainly have pronounced all our English 
words, if an affectation of following Latin quantity had 
not disturbed the natural progress of pronunciation.— 
See Drama. But, besides this analogy, the word inques
tion has the authority of Mr. Sheridan Mr. Scott, 
VV. Johnston, Bailey, Entick, Perry, and Buchanan, on 
its side. Dr. Kenrick and Dr. Ash are the only abettors 
of the short sound.
Legendary, l£d-j£n-di-r£, a. Pertaining to 

a legend.
As the preceding word has, by the clearest analogy, 

the vowel in the first syllable long, so this word, by hav
ing the accent higher than the antepenultimate, has so 
clear an analogy for having the same vowel short, 530. 
5S5. 'Phis analogy, however, is contradicted by Dr. Ash, 
W. Johnston, Mr. Scott, Entick, Buchanan, and Perry, 
who make the vowel e long, as in Legend. As Dr. John
son’s accentuation does not determine the quantity of 
the vowel, his not inserting this word is, in this case, no 
loss; but Mr. Sheridan’s omission of it deprives us of a 
valuable opinion.
Leger, 18d-j&r, ». 98. A leger-book, a book 

that lies in the counting-house.
Legerdemain, 18d-jbr-d8-inane' ». Sleight of 

hand, juggle, power of deceiving the eye by nimble 
motion, trick.

Legerity, l£-j£r'£-t£, $. Lightness, nirnbleness.' 
Legged, legd, a. 359. Having legs.
Legible, led-j^-bl, a. 405. Such as may be 

read ; apparent, discoverable.
Legibly, l^d-j^-bU, ad. In such a manner as 

may be read.
Legion, lt^-jun, s. A body of Roman soldiers, 

consisting of about five thousand, a military force; 
any great number.

Legionary, l^-j&n-ir-^, a. Relating to a le. 
gion ; containing a legion, containing a great indefi
nite number.

To Legislate, l&d-jls-lite, v. n. To enact laws.
This word is neither in Johnson nor Sheridan 

For the pronunciation of the first syllable, sec the follow
ing words:
Legislation, 18d-j1s-la-sh&n, s. The act of 

giving laws.
Legislative, 18d-jls-14-t1v, a. Giving laws, 

lawgiving.
Legislator, l&Kjls-la-t&r, s. 166. 521. A law

giver, one who makes laws for any community.
Legislature, 18d-jis-la-tshure, s. 461. The 

power that makes laws.
JO” Some respectable speakers in the House of Com

mons pronounce the e in the first syllable of this word 
long, as if written Leegislaturc, and think they are won
derfully correct in doing bo, because the first syllable of 
all Latin words, compounded of Lex, is long. They do 
not know that, in pronouncing the word in this manner 
they are contradicting one of the clearest analogies of 
the language; which is, that the antepenultimate, and 
secondary accent, shorten every vowel they fall upon, 
except «, unless they are followed by a diphthong, 534, 
535, 'Tins analogy is evident in a numerous catalogue of 
words ending in tty, where the antepenultimate vowel is 
short in English, though long in the Latin words, whence 
they are derived, as serenity, divinity, globosity, &c. The 
same may be observed of the words declamatory, delibe
rative, &c. where the two second syllables arc short iu
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English, though long in the Latin declamatorius, deli'ie- 
rattvus, &c. Even the words liberal and liberty, if pro
nounced with their first syllables long, as in the Latin 
words libcralis and libertas, ought to be sounded lyeberal 
and lye'berty. If, therefore, we consider the accent on 
the first syllable of legislator, legislature, or legislative, 
either as primary or secondary, we find a clear analogy 
for shortening the vowel; nor can we have the least 
reason for lengthening it, which will not oblige us in the 
same manner to lengthen the first vowel of lenitive, pe
dagogue, pacification, and a thousand others.—See Prin
ciples, No. 530. 535. Mr. Sheridan^ Dr. Kenrick, 
Mr. Scott and Mr. Perrv, mark the e in the first syllable 
of this word and its relatives short; W. Johnston only 
marks them long From Entick we can gather the quan
tity of this vowel in no word but legislate, where he makes 
ft long, and Ash, Bailey, and Buchanan, do not mark 
it either way. These authorities sufficiently show us the 
general current of custom; and the analogies of the 
language sufficiently show the propriety of it.
Legitimacy, te-jlt-te-m&-s£, s. Lawfulness of 

birth; genuineness, not spuriousness.
Legitimate, te-jit-te-mite, a. 91. Born in 

marriage, lawfully begotten.
To Legitimate, te-jit-te-m&te, v. a. 91. To 

firocure to any the right of legitimate birth; to make 
awful.

Legitimately, te-jlt-te-mate-te, ad. Lawfully, 
genuinely.

Legitimation, te-jltte-nte-sh&n, $. Lawful 
birth ; tho act of investing with the privileges of law
ful birth.

Legume, l^gdme, ? Jo3. Sceds 
Legumen, 14-ga-men, J

reaped, but gathered by the hand; as beans, in gene
ral, all larger seeds; pulse —See Bitumen and Blas- 
phemous.

Leguminous, te-gt&nd-nus, a. Belonging to 
pulse, consisting of pulse.

Leisurable, 16-zhur-i-bl, a. Done at leisure, 
not .hurried, enjsying leisure.

Letsurably, l#zhar-i-bte, ad. At leisure, 
without tumult or hurry.

Leisure, 1^-zhhre, s. 251. Freedom from 
business or hurry; vacancy of mind ; convenience of 
time.

ft-p* Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Scott, Mr. Perry, Dr. Kenrick, 
and Mi Smith, pronounce the diphthong in this word 
long ; and Mr. Nares, Mr. Elphinston, and Mr. Barclay, 
short. The first manner is, in my opinion, preferable. 
Leisurely, te-zhiir-te, a. Not hasty, deliberate. 
Leisurely, te-2hiir-te, ad. Not in a hurry, 

slowly.
Lemma, tem'm*L, s. 92. A proposition pre

viously assumed.
Lemon, tem-mfin, s. 166. The fruit of the 

lemon-tree; the tree that bears lemons.
Lemonade, tem-mhn-Adef$. Liquor made of

water, sugar, and the juice of lemons.
To Lf.nd, tend, v. a. To deliver something to 

another on condition of repayment; to suffer to be 
used on condition that it be restored ; to afford, to grant 
in general.

Lender, tend-hr, s. 98. One who lends any 
thing ; one who makes a trade of putting money to 
interest.

Length, tengtft, s. The extent of any tiling 
material from end to end; horizontal extension ; a 
certain portion of space or time ; extent of duration ; 
full extent, uncontracted state; end; at Length, at 
last, in conclusion.

r> Lengthen, 14ng£/*n, t>. a. 103. To draw 
out, to make longer; to protract, to continue; to pro
tract pronunciation; to Lengthen out, to protract, to 
extend.

To Lengthen, Wng-JAn, ti. n. To grow longer, 
to increase in length.

Lengthwise, l&ngM'wlze, ad. According to 
the length.

Lenient, b‘-nd-£iit, a. 113. Assuasive, soften- 
ing, mitigating; laxative, emollient.

Lenient, l<&te-&nt, s. An emollient or assua- 
•ive Application.

To Lenity, Unin^-fi, i>. a. 183. To assuage, 
to mitigate.

Lenitive, ten-A-tiv, a. 157. Assuasive, emol
lient.

Lenitive, ten^-tlv, s. Any thing applied to 
ease pain ; a palliative.

Lenity, tente-t£, s. Mildness, mercy, tender
ness.

Lens, tenz, s. 434. A glass spherically convex 
on both sides, is usually called a Lens; such is a burn
ing-glass, a spectacle-glass, or an object-glass of a te
lescope.

Lent, tent. Part. pass, from Lend.
Lent, tent, s. The quadragesimal fast; a time

of abstinence.
Lenten, ten-tn, a. 103. Such as is used in 

Lent, sparing.
Lenticular, len-tlk-kii-lAr, a. Doubly con

vex, of the form of a lens.
Lentifqrm, ten-te-fdrm, a. Having the form 

of a lens.
Lentiginous, ten-tld-jln-&s, a. Scurfy, fur- 

furaceous.
Lentigo, ten-tl-gd, s. 112. A freckly or scurfy 

eruption upon the dun.—See Vertigo.
Lentil, ten-til, s. A kind of pulse. 
Lentisk, ten-tlsk, s. A beautiful evergreen ; 

the Mastich tree.
Lentitude, ten-te-t6de, s. Sluggishness, slow

ness.
Lentner, tent-n&r, s. 98. A kind of hawk.
LentOR, ten-t&r, s. IG6. Tenacity, viscosity; 

slowness, delay. In physiek, that sizy, viscid part of 
the blood which obstructs the vessels.

Lentous, ten-t&s, a. Viscous, tenacious, capa
ble to be drawn Out

Leonine, l^d-nlne, a. 149. Belonging to a 
lion, having the nature of a lion. Leonine verses are 
those of which the end rhymes to the middle, so named 
from Leo the inventor.

Leopard, ldp-phrd, s. 88. A spotted beast of 
prey.

Leper, tep-phr, s. 98. One infected with a 
leprosy.

All our orthoepists are uniform in pronouncing 
this word with the first syllable short, as in leprosy. 
Leperous, tep-phr-ds, a. Causing leprosy.

Properly Leprous.
Leporine, tep-p6-rine, a. Belonging to a hare, 

having the nature of a hare.
IO‘ Mr. Sheridan has marked thee in the first syllable 

of this word long, without even the flimsy plea of Larin 
quantity to support it. Mr. Perry, Entick, and Dr. Ash, 
are they only other orthoepists from whom we can gather 
the nronunciation of this letter. The two first are for 
the short sound, and the last for the long one. But che 
short sound is so agreeable to analogy, as to want no au
thorities to support it.—See Principles, No. 530. 535. 
Leprosy, tep-pro-se, s. A loathsome distemper, 

which covers the body with a kind of white scales.
Leprous, tep-rus, a. 314. Infected with a 

leprosy.
LESs,.tes. A negative or privative termination. 

Joined to a substantive, it implies the absence or pri
vation of the thing, as, a witless man.

Less-, l&s, a. The comparative of Little; op
posed to greater.

Less, tes, s. A smaller quantity, a smaller de- 
gree.

Less, tes, ad. In a smaller degree, in a lower 
degree.

Lessee, les-se£,z s. The person to whom a lease 
is given.

To Lessen, tes^sn, v. a. 103. To diminish in 
bulk ; to diminish the degree of any quality; to de
grade, to deprive of power or dignity.

To Lessen, tes-sn, v. n. To grow less, to 
shrink.

Lesser, tes^sfrr, a. 98. A barbarous corruption 
of Less.
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Lesson, IJs'sn, s. 170. Any thing read or re- 
peated to a teacher; precept, notion inculcated; por
tions of scripture, read in divine service; tune pricked 
for an instrument; a rating lecture.

Lessor, Us-sdr, ». 166. One who lets any 
thing to farm, or otherwise, to lease.

Lest, 14st, or leest, cory. That not; for fear 
that.

Almost all our orthoepists pronounce this word 
both ways : but the former seems to be by much the more 
general.’ This word is derived from the adjective least : 
but it is not uncommon for words to change their form 
when they change their class. Dr. Wallis’s advice to 
spell the superlative of little lessest, has not yet been fol
lowed, and probably never will; and therefore there is 
no necessity for Dr. Lowth’s expedient to distinguish 
these words by spelling the conjunction least; like the 
adjective. But why we should sound the e long, contrary 
to the analogy of spelling, while such a pronunciation 
confounds the conjunction and the adjective, cannot be 
conceived. The second pronunciation, therefore, ought 
to be exploded.
To Let, l&t, v. a. To allow, to suffer, to per

mit ; to put to hire; to grant to a tenant; to suffer 
any thing to take a course which requires no impulsive 
violence; to permit to take any state or course; to 
Let blood, is elliptical, for To let out blood, to free it 
from confinement, to suffer it to stream out of the 
rein; to Let in, to admit; to Let off, to discharge, to 
Let out, to lease out, to give to hire or form.

To Let, 13t, ». a. To hinder, to obstruct, to 
oppose. Not much used.

Let, l&t, s. Hinderance, obstacle, obstruction, 
impediment

Lethargic , 1^-fZtlr^jlk, a. 509. Sleepy by 
disease, beyond the natural power of sleep.

Lethargiesness, ld-Mir-jlk-n&s, s. Sleepi
ness, drowsiness.

Lethargy, l&Zt'ac-j£, ». A morbid drowsi
ness, a sleep from which one cannot be kept awake.

Lethe, 1£Q/i£, 3. A poetical river of hell; 
oblivion, a draught of oblivion.

Letter, Ut-t&r, s. 98. One who lets or per
mits; one who hinders; one who gives vent to any 
thing, as, a blood-letter.

Letter, l&t-v&r, s. One of the elements of 
syllables ; a written message, an epistle; the literal or 
expressed meaning; Leiters without the singular, 
learning; the type with which books are printed.

To Letter, ldt-t&r, v. a. To stamp with 
letters.

Lettered, lSt-tftrd, a. S59. Literate, educated 
to learning.

Lettuce, let-tls, a. A plant.—See Asparagus. 
Levant, l£-vAnt,' 3. 494. The east, particularly 

those coasts of the Mediterranean east of Italy.
1^5* Milton has used this word as an adjective, with 

the accent on the first syllable; and Dr. Ash and Mr. Bar 
clay explain it by Rising up, or becoming turbulent

“ Forth rush the Levant and the Ponent w5nd».” 
In this case, also, the vowel e ought to have the long 
sound —See Legend.
Levator, M-vA-t&r, 3. 166. 521. A chirurgi- 

cal instrument, whereby depressed parts of the skull 
are lifted up.

LEUCOPHLEGMACY, ltli-kd-fl£g-m£-s£, s. Pale
ness, with viscid juices and cold sweating^.

LeucOphlegmatic , Ifc-kd-fl&g-m&t-lk, a. 509. 
Having such a constitution of body where the blood is 
of a pale colour, viscid, and cold.

Levee, 16v-v£, s. The time of rising; the con
course of those who crowd round a man of power in a 
morning.

Level, l^v-vll, a. 99. Even, not having one 
part higher than another; even with any thing else, 
in the same line with any thing.

To Level, lAv-vll, v. a. To make even, to free 
from inequalities; to reduce to the same height with 
gpmethingelse; to lay flat; to bring to equality of con
dition ; to point in taking aim, to aim. to direct to 
any end.

To Level, liv-vll, v. n. To aim at- to bring 
the g ’ or arrow to the same direction with the mark- 
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to conjecture, to attempt to guess; to be in the same 
direction with a mark; to make attempts, to aim.

Level, l&v-vll, s. A plane; a surface without 
protuberances or inequalities; rate, standard; a state 
of equality; an instrument whereby masons adjust 
their work; rule, borrowed from the mechanic level; 
the line of direction in which any missile weapon is 
aimed; the line in which the sight passes.

Leveller, l&v-vll-lCtr, s. One who makes any 
thing even; one who destroys superiority, one who 

I endeavours to bring all to the same state.
Levelness, l£v-vll-n£s. s. Evenness, equality 

of surface; equality with something else.
Leven, ISv-v&n, s. 103. Ferment, that which 

being mixed in bread makes it rise and ferment; any 
thing capable of changing the nature of a greater mass.

Lever, le'vtlr, s. 98. The second mechanical 
power, used to elevate or raise a great weight.

Leveret, Uv-v&r-lt, s. A young hare. 
Leviable, lSv-v^-i-bl, a. 405. That may be 

levied.
Leviathan, 1^-vi-i-fAin, s. A large water ani

mal mentioned in the book of Job; by some imagined 
the crocodile, but in poetry generally taken for tht 
whale.

To Levigate, liv-v£-gate, v. a. To rub or 
grind to an impalpable powder; to mix till the liquor 

I becomes smooth and uniform.
Levigation, 13v-£-ga-shun, s. The act of re

ducing hard bodies into a subtile powder.
Levite, 16-vlte, s. 156. One of the tribe of 

Levi, one born to the office of priesthood among the 
Jews; a priest, used in contempt

Levitical, U-vIt-t^-kAl, a. Belonging to the 
Levites.

Levity, l£v-£-t£, a. Lightness; inconstancy; 
unsteadiness; idle pleasure, vanity; trifling gayety.

To Levy, l&v-vd, v. a. To raise, to bring to
gether men; to raise money; to make war.

Levy, 1£v-v£, $. The act of raising money or 
men; war raised.

Lewd, likde, a, 265. Wicked, bad; lustful, 
libidinous.

Lewdly, litde^ld, ad. Wickedly, libidinously, 
lustfully.

Lewdness, lude-n£s, t. Lustful licentiousness. 
Lewdster, lude'stftr, s. 98. A lecher, one 

given to criminal pleasures. Obsolete.
Lewis-d’or, lfr-d-dor,' s. A golden French 

coin, in value about twenty shillings. - *
Lexicographer, l£ks-£-k6g-grAf-fcr, s. 518. 

A writer of dictionaries.
Lexicography, 13ks-£-kftg-gdlf-<j. $. The art 

or practice of writing dictionaries.
Lexicon, s. 166. A dictionary,

commonly of the Greek language.
Ley, 1&, s. A field.

This word and Key are the only exceptions to the 
general rule of pronouncing this diphthong when the ac
cent is on it—See Principles, No. 269.
Liable, 11-1-bl, a. 405. Obnoxious, not exempt, 

subject.
Jul AR, ll-&r, j. 88. 418. One who tells false

hoods, one who wants veracity.
Libation, 11-ba'shftn, s. 128. The act of pour

ing wine on the ground in honour of some deity; the 
wine so poured.

LlBBARD, llb^burd, $. 88. A leopard.
Libel, 11-bSl, s. A satire, defamatory writing, 

a lampoon; in the civil law, a declaration or charge 
in writing against a person in court

To Libel, ll-b41, v. n. To spread defamation, 
generally written or printed.

To Libel, 11-biM, v. a. To satirize, to lampoon. 
Libeller, li-b41-l&r s. A defamer by writing.

a lampooner.
Libellous, ll-bdl-lfis, a. Defamatory.
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a. To make

Bountifully,

91. To free

The act of

Liberal, llb-b&r-il, a. 88. Not mean, not low 
in birth; becoming a gentleman; munificent, gene
rous, bountiful.—See Legislature.

Liberality, lib-b£r-£U-£-t£, s. Munificence, 
bounty, generosity: generous profusion.

To Liberalize, lU&r4Ll-lze, t>.
liberal, to make generous.

Liberally, lib-bir-ril-&, aa.
largely, bounteously.

To Liberate, llb^r-ate, v. a.
from confinement, to set free.

Liberation. lib-Sr-A-shim, «.
delivering, or being delivered; deliverance.

Libertine, llb-bfir-tln, s. 150. One who lives 
without restraint or law ; one who pays no regard to 
the precepts of religion; in law, a freedman, or rather 
the son of a freedman.

Libertine, lib-b&r-tln, a. . Licentious, irreli
gious.

Libertinism, llb-ber-tln-Izm, s. Irreligion, 
licentiousness of opinions and practice.

Liberty, lib-b£r-t^, $. Freedom as opposed to 
slavery; freedom as opposed to necessity; privilege, 
exemption, immunity: relaxation of restraint; leave, 
permission.—See Legislature.

Libidinous, U-bld-^-nfis, a. 128. Lewd, lust
ful.

LiBiDlNOUSLY,l£-bld^-n£is-l£,ad. 128. Lewdly, 
lustfully.

Libral, 11-brAl, a. 88. Of a pound weight. 
Librarian, ll-bra-r£-in, s. 128. One who has 

the care of a library.
Library, 11-bri-re, s. A large collection of 

book*; the place where a collection of books is kejit 
To Librate, 11-brate, v. a. 91. To poise, to 

balance^
Libration, 11-bra-shhn, s. 128. The state of 

being balanced; in astronomy, Libration is the balan
cing motion or trepidation in the firmament, whereby 
the declination of the sun, and the latitude of the stars, 
change from time to time.

LlBRATORY. 11-bri-thr-A, a 512. Balancing, 
playing like a balance.—For the o, see Domestick.

Lice, Use. The plural of Louse. 
Licebane, llse-bane, s. A plant.
License, 11-sinse, s. Exorbitant liberty, con

tempt of legal and necessary restraint; a grant of per- 
mission, liberty, permission.

To Lici.nse, li-sense, v. a. To set at liberty; 
to permit by a legal grant

Licenser, 11-s^n-shr, s. 98. A granter of per
mission.

Licentiate, ll-s£n-sh£-ate, s. 91. A man who 
uses license; a degree in Spanish universities.

To Licentiate, 11-s^n^sh^-Ate, v. a. To per
mit, to encourage by license.

Licentious, ll-s&n-shfis, a. 128. Unrestrained 
by law or morality; presumptuous, unconfincd.

Licentiously, ll-sIn^sh&s-lA, ad. With too 
much liberty.

Licentiousness, ll-s&n-shhs-nes, s. Boundless 
liberty, contempt of just restraint

To LlCK, lik, v. a. To pass over with the 
tongue; to lap, to take in by the tongue; to Lick up, 
to devour.

Lick, Ilk, s. A blow. Vulgar. 
Lickerish, llk^r-lsh,)

i?i u a t a‘ Nice in the choice Lickerous, lik-6r-us, \
of food; delicate, tempting the appetite. 

Lickerishness, lik-£r-lsh-n£s, s. Niceness of
palate.

Licorice, Hkik&r-Is, s. 142. A root of sweet 
taste.

Lictor, llkt-t&r, s. 166. A Roman officer, a 
kind of beadle.

Lid, lld,s. A cover, any thing that shuts down 
over a vessel; the membrane that, when we sleep or 
wink, is drawn over the eye
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Lie. 11. s. 276. Any thing impregnated with 
some other body, as soap or salt.

J’Zr- I have differed from Mr Sheridan, and agree with 
evei y other ortboepist, in giving this word the tame 
sound, as lie, a fakehood.
Lie, 11, s 276. A criminal falsehood; a charge 

of falsehood; a fiction.
To Lie, 11, v. n. To utter criminal falsehood.
To Lie. 11, v. n. To rest horizontally, or with 

very great inclination against something else; to rest, 
to lean upon; to be reposited in the grave; to be in a 
state of decumbiture; to be placed or situated; to press 
upon, to be in any particular state; to be in a state of 
concealment, to be in prison; to be in a bad state; to 
consist; to be in lhe power, to belong to; to be charged 
in any thing, as, an action Lieth against one; to cost, 
as, it Lies me in more money; to Lie at, to importune, 
to tease; to Lie by, to rest, to remain still; to Lie 
down, to rest, to go into a state of repose; to Lie in, 
to be in childbed ; to Lie under, to be subject to; to 
Lie upon, to become an obligation or duty; to Lie 
with, to converse in bed.

Lief, leif, a. .271. Dear, beloved.
Lief, ld£f, ad. Willingly. Used now only in 

familiar speaking.
Liege, l&dje, a. 275. Bound by feudal tenure, 

subject; sovereign.
Liege, leWje, $. Sovereign, superior lord. 
Liegeman, lWdje-min, s. 88. A subject. 
Lieger, lid-jur, s. 98. A resident ambassador. 
Lif.n, ll-5n. The part, ofLie. Lain. Obsolete. 
Lienterick, ll-£n-t£r-rik, a. 509. Pertaining 

to a lientery.
LlENTERY, ll-£n-t£r-r£, S. A particular loose

ness, wherein the food passes suddenly through lhe 
stomach and guts.

For the propriety of accenting this word on the 
first syllable, see Dysentery. That Dysentery, Mesentery, 
and Lientery, ought to have the same accentuation, can 
scarcely be doubted; and yet, if we consult our Dic
tionaries, we see an unaccountable diversity.

Dys'entery—Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Nares, Mr. Scott, W. 
Johnston, Perry, Entick, Bailey, Barclay, 

Dysen'tcry—Dr. Johnson, Dr. Ash, Dr. Kenrick, Bu. 
chanan, Fenning.

Mes'entery—Mr. Sheridan, Buchanan, Dr. Ash, Bar 
clay, Entick,* Kenfick.

Mesen'tery—Bailey, Fenning.
Li'entery — Dr. Johnson. Dr. Kenrick. Mr. Sheridan, 

Dr. Ash, Buchanan, Entick.
Lien'tery — Bailey, Bai clay, Fenning.

LlEB, ll'&r, s. 418. One that rests or lies down. 
Lieu, lit, s. 284. Place, room, stead.
Lieve, ld£v, ad. Willingly.
Lieutenancy, l£v-t£n'nin-s&, s. The office 

of a lieutenant; the body of lieutenants.
Lieutenant, 15v-t£n-nlnt. s. 285. A deputy, 

one who acts by vicarious authority ; in war, one who 
holds the next rank to a superior of anydcinmina- 
tion.

JO’ This word is frequently pronounced by good speak
ers as if written Livtenant. The difference between the 
6hort i and short e is so trifling as scarcely to deserve no
tice: but the regular sound, as if written Lewtenant, 
seems not so remote from the corruption as to make usi 
lose all hope that it will in time be the actual pronuncia
tion.
Lieutenantship. 1 Jv-tJn-nlnt-ship, s. The 

rank or office of lieutenant
Life, life, s. Plural Lives. Union and co-ope

ration of soul with body; present state; enjoyment or 
possession of terrestrial existence; blood, the supposed 
vehicle of life; conduct, manner of living with re
spect to virtue or vice; condition, manner of living 
with respect to happiness and misery : continuance of 
our pre.-ent state; the living form, resemblance exactly 
copied; common occurrences, human affairs, the 
course of things; narrative of a life past: spirit, brisk
ness, vivacity, resolution; animated existence, animal 
being, a word of endearment

Lifeblood, Ilfe^bl&d, «. The blood necessary 
tn life.
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Lifegtving, life-glv-ing, a. Having the power 
to give life.

Lifeguard, llfc-gyird,' ». 92. The guard of a 
king’s person.

This word is vulgarly pronounced Liveguard, as 
if opposed to Deadguard.
Lifeless, llfe-les, «• Dead; unanimated; with

out power, force, or spirit.
Lifelessly, UfeU^s-li, ad. Without vigour, 

without spirit
Lifelike, life-like, «. Like a living person. 
Lifestring, llfe^strlng, s. Nerve, strings ima

gined to convav life.
Lifetime, life-time, s. Continuance or dura

tion of life.
Lifeweary, life-wd-rd, a. Wretched, tired of 

living.
To Lift, lift, v. a. To raise from the ground, 

to elevate; to exalt; to swell with pride. Up is some
times emphatically added to Lift.

To Lift, lift, v. n. To strive to raise by 
strength.

Lift, lift, s. The act or manner of lifting; a 
hard struggle, as, To help one at a dead lift.

Lifter, lifkur, 3. 98. One that lifts. 
To Lig, llg, v- n. To lie. Obsolete. 
Ligament, llg-gi-mdnt, $. A strong compact 

substance which unites the bones in articulation; any 
thing which connects the parted of the body; bond, 
chain.

Ligamental, ilg-d-rndn-tdl, )
Ligamentous, llg-l-mdn-t&s, j omPosln£> 

a ligament.
Ligation, li-ga-shitn, s. The act of binding ; 

the state of being bound.
Ligature, lig-gd-thre, s. Any thing bound 

round another bandage; the act of binding; the 
state of being bound.

Light, lite, 3. 393. That quality or action of 
the medium of sight by which we see, illumination 
of mind, instruction, knowledge; the part of a picture 
which is drawn with bright colours, or on which the 
light is supposed to fall; point of view, situation, di
rection in which the light falls; explanation; any 
thing that gives light, a pharos, a taper.

Light, lite, a. Not heavy ; not burdensome, 
easy to be worn, or carried ; not afflictive, easy to be 
endured ; easy to be performed, not difficult; not va- 
luable; easy to be acted on by any power; active, 
nimble; unencumbered, unembarrassed, clear of im
pediments; slight, not great; easy to admit any in
fluence, unsteady, unsettled; gay,airy, without dignity 
or soliditv; not chaste, not regular in conduct; bright, 
clear ; not dark, tending to whiteness.

Light, lite, ad. Lightly, cheaply.
To Light, lite, v. a. To kindle, to inflame, to 

set on fire; to give light to, to guide by light; to il
luminate ; to lighten, to ease of a burden.

To Light, lite, v n. To happen, to fall upon 
by chance; to descend from a horse or carriage; to 
fall in any particular direction ; to fall, to strike on; to 
to settle, to rest.

To Lighten, li-tn, v. n. 103. To flash with 
thunder; to shine like lightning; to fall or light, 
[from light, v. n.J

To Lighten, 11-tn, v. a. To illuminate, to 
enlighten; to exonerate, to unload; to make less 
heavy; to exhilarate, to cheer.

Lighter, llte^&r, s. 98. A heavy boat into 
which ships are lightened or unloaded.

Lighterman, lite-hr-min, s. 88. One who 
manages a lighter.

Lightfis'GF.iied, Ute-fing-gfird, 359. Nimble 
at conveyance, thievish.

Lightfoot, llte^f&t, a. Nimble in running or 
dancing, active.

L1GHTT00T, llte^fit, j. Venison.
Lightheaded, lhe-h&K&l, a. Unsteady, 

thoughtless; delirious, disordered in the mind by dis
ease.

Lightheadedness, llte-li£<U£<l-n£s, «. Deliri- 
ousness, disorder of the mind.

Lighthearted, lite-hdr-tdd, a. Gay, merry. 
Lighthouse, litelbi&se, s. A high building, 

at the top of which lights are hung to guide ship6 nt

Lightlegged, llte-ldgd,'a. 359. Nimble, swift 
Lightless, litc-lds, a. Wanting light, dark.
Lightly, llte-ld, ad. Without weight, without

' deep impression ; easily, readily, without reason; 
cheerfully; not chastely; nimbly, with agility; gayly, 
airily, with levity.

Lightminded, llte-mlnd-dd, a. Unsettled, un
steady.

Lightness, lite-nds,s. Levity, want of weight; 
inconstancy, unsteadiness; unchastity, want of con
duct in women ; agility, nimbleness.

Lightning, llte-ning, s. The flash that pre
cedes thunder; mitigation, abatement.

Lights, lltes, s. The lungs, the organs of 
breathing.

Lightsome, Ike-sum, a. Luminous, not dark, 
not obscure, not opaque; gay, airy, having the power 
to exhilarate.

Lightsomeness, llte^sftm-nds, s. Luminous
ness, not opacity, not obscurity; cheerfulness, merri 
ment, levity.

LignalOes, llg-nil-dze, s. Aloes wood.
Ligneous, llg-nd-tis, a. Made of wood; 

wooden, resembling wood.
Lignumvit^e, lig-nhm-vl-td. s. Guaiacum, a 

very hard wood.
Ligure, 11-giire, s. 544. A precious stone.
Like, like, a. Resembling, having resemblance; 

equal, of the same quantity ; for Likely, probable, 
credible; likely, in a state that gives probable expec
tations.

Like, like, s. Some person or thing resembling 
another; near approach, a state like to another state.

Like, like, ad. In the same manner, in the 
same manner as; in such a manner as befits; likely, 
probably.

To Like, like. v. a. To choose with some de
gree of preference, to approve, to view with appro 
bation.

To Like, like, v. n. To be pleased with.
Likelihood, ilke-ld-h&d, $. Appearance, 

show; resemblance, likeness; probability, versimili. 
cude, appearance of truth.

Likely, like-ld, a. Such as may be liked, such 
as may please; probable, such as may in reason be 
thought or believed.

Like I.Y, like-ld, ad. Probably, as may reason
ably be thought.

To Liken, li-kn, v. a. 103. To represent as 
having resemblance; to compare.

Likeness, like-nds, s. Resemblance, simili
tude; form, appearance ; one who resembles another.

LIKEWISE, like^wlze, ad. 140. In like manner, 
also, moreover, too.

Liking, li-klng, a. Plump, in the state of 
plumpness.

Liking, li-klng, s. Good state of body, plump
ness ; state of trial; inclination.

Lilach, li-lik, 3. A tree.
(O* This word is pronounced by the vulgar as if written 

Lay lock. The word comes from the Frencn. aouine cor
ruption seems to have obtained in the same manner as in 
China, but not so universally.—See China.
Lilted, Ill-lid, a. 283. Embellished with 

lilies.
Lily, Ill-Id, 3. A flower.
Lily-daffodil, lll-ld-d&f-fd-dll, s. A foreign 

flower.
Lilylivf.red, lil-ld-liv vhrd, a. 359. White 

livered, cowardly.
Lily of the valley, lil-ld-6 v-THd-vdl-ld, 3.

The May lily.
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Limature 11-mi-tiire, s. Filings of any me
tals, the nar tides rubbed off by a file.

Lim 11m, s. 347. A member, a jointed or
articulated part of animals; an edge, a border.

To Limb, 11m, v. a. To supply with limbs;
to tear asunder, to dismember.

Limbec , iimi-bik, $. A still.
Limbed, llmd, cu 359. Formed with regard to 

limbs.
Limber, llm'b&r, a. 98. Flexible, easily bent,

pliant.
Limberness, llm-bfir-nls, s. Flexibility, pli

ancy.
Limbo, llm-bd, s. A region bordering upon 

hell, in which there is neither pleasure nor pain; any 
place of misery and restraint.

Lime, lime, s. A viscous substance drawn 
over twigs, which catches and entangles the wings of 
birds that light upon it; matter of which mortar is 
made; the linden tree; a species of lemon.

To LlME, lime v. a. To entangle, to ensnare; 
to smear with lime; to cement; to manure ground 
with lime.

Limekiln, llme-kll, s. A kiln in which stones
are burned to lime.

Limestone, lime^stdne, x. The stone of which
lime is made.

Lime-water, llme-wi-t&r, t. It is made by
pouring water upon quick lime.

Limit, llm-mlt, s. Bound, border, utmost
reach.

To Limit, llm-mlt, v. a. To confine within 
certain bounds, to restrain, to circumscribe; to restrain 
from a lax or general signification.

Limitary, llm-mlt-tir-£, a. Placed at the 
boundaries as a guard or superintendant

Limitation, llm-m^-ta-shfm,' g. Restriction, 
circumscription; confinement from a lax or undeter
minate import..

To Limn, lim, v. a, 411. To draw, to paint
any thing.

Limner, llm-nfir s. 411. A painter, a picture
maker.

LlMOUS, li-m&s, a. 544. Muddy, slimy. 
Limp, limp, s. A halt.
To Limp, limp, v. n. To halt, to walk, lamely. 
Limpid, lim-pld, a. Clear, pure, transparent. 
Limpidness, lim-pld-n§s, s. Clearness, purity. 
Limpingly, llmp-ing-l£, ad. In a lame halting 

manner.
Limpet, lim-plt, s. A kind of shell fish.
Limy, li-m£, a. Viscous, glutinous; contain

ing lime. 1
To Lin, lin, v. n. To stop, to give over.
Linchpin, llnsh-pln, s. An iron pin that keeps

the wheel on the axletree.
LlNCTUS, llngk-t&s, s. 408. Medicine licked

up by the tongue.
Linden, lln-d^n, s. The lime tree.
Line, line, s. Longitudinal extension; a 

slender string ; a thread extended to direct any opera
tions; the string that sustains the angler’s hook; linea
ments, or marks in the hands or face; outline; as 
much as is written from one margin to the other ; a 
verse; rank; work thrown up, trench; extension, 
limit; equator, equinoctial circle; progeny, family 
ascending or descending; one-tenth of an inch.

To Line, line, v. a. To cover on the inside; 
to put any thing in the inside; to guard within; to 
strengthen by inner works; to cover over.

Lineage, lln'nd-aje, s. 113. Race, progeny,
family.

Though I do not consider the ea in this and the 
following words as a diphthong, they are, in colloquial 
pronunciation, squeezed so close together as almost to 
coalesce. This semi-syllabic separation (a3 it may be 
aalled) is, perhaps, no’, improperly expressed by spellfng 
the words lin-yage, iin-yal) &c-
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Lineal, lln-n^-il, a. 113. Composed of lines, 
delineated; descending in a direct genealogy; claimed 
by descent; allied by direct descent.

Lineally, lln^-Al-1^, ad. In a direct line.
Lineament, lln-ni-i-m&nt, s. Feature, dis

criminating mark in the form.
Linear, lln-n^-Ar, a. 113. Composed of lines,

having the form of lines.
Lineation, lln-^-A^shun, s. Draught of a line

or lines.
Linen, lln-nln, s. 99. Cloth made of hemp or 

flax.
Linen, lln-nln, a. Made of linen, resembling

linen.
Linendraper, lln-nln-dra-pir, s. He who

deals in linen.
Ling, ling, r. Heath ; a kind of sea fish.
To Linger, llng-gfir, v. n. 409. To remain 

long in languor and pain j to hesitate, to be in sus
pense; to remain long; to remain long without any 
action or determination j to wait long in expectatio< 
or uncertainty; to be long in producing effect.

Lingerer, ling-g&r-ur, x. 557. One who
lingers.

Lingeringly, ling'gir-Ing.ld, ad. 98. With
delay, tediously.

Lingo, ling-go, s. Language, tongue, speech.
A low word.

LlNGUACIOUS, lin-gwa-sh&s, a. 408. Full of
tongue, talkative.

Linguadental, llng-gwl-den-tAl, a. Uttered 
by the joint action ofthe iongue and teeth.

Linguist, ling-gwlst, s. 331. A man skilful in
languages.

Lingwort, llng-wArt, j. An herb.
Liniment, lin-n£-m3nt, s. Ointment, balsam. 
Lining, li'nlng, j. 410. The inner covering of 

any thing; that which is within.
Link, llngk, s. 410. A single ring of a chain; 

any thing doubled and dosed together; a chain, any 
thing connecting; any single part of a series or chain 
of consequences; a torch made of pitch and hards.

To Link, llngk, v. a. To unite, to join in con
cord ; to join; to join by confederacy or contract; to 
connect; to unite in a regular series of consequences.

Linkboy, llngk-bdd, x. A boy that carries a
torch to accommodate passengers with light.

Linnet, lln-nlt, t. 99. A small singing bird. 
Linseed. lin-s&d, s. The seed of flax.
Linseywoolsey, lln-sA-w&l-s^, a. Made of

linen and wool mixed; vile, mean.
Linstock, lln-stdk, x. A staff of wood with 

a match at the end of it, used by gunners in firing 
cannon.

Lint, lint, s. The soft substance commonly 
called flax; linen scraped into soft woolly substance to 
lay on sores.

Lintel, lin-t£l, s. That part of the door-frame
that lies across the door-posts over head.

Lion, 11-in, s. 166. The fiercest and most 
magnanimous of four-footed beasts.

Lioness, li-in-n^s, s. A she lion.
There is a pro|>ensity pretty genera! of pronounc- 

ingthe e in this and similar words like short z; but this 
pronunciation, however pardonable in light colioquial 
speaking, would be inexcusable in reading or deliberate 
•peaking.
Lion leaf, li-in-l£fe, s. A plant.
Lip, lip, s. The outer part of the mouth, the 

muscles that shoot tievond the teeth; the edge of any 
thing , to make a Lip, to hang the lip in suilenness 
and contempt.

Liplabour, Iip-la-b&r, x. Action of the lips
without concurrence of the mind.

Lipothymous, ll-p6f/z^-mfts, a. 128. Swoon
ing, fainting.

I.IPOTHYMY, J. 128. Swoon,
fainting fit

Lipped, ilpt, a. 359. Having lips.
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LlITiTL'nF, 11 p-pi-tide,«. B’.earedness of eyes. 
Lipwisdom, llp-wlz-diim, s. Wisdom in talk 

without practice.
Liquable, lik-kwl-bl, a. Such as may be 

melted. _
Liquation, ll-kwa^h&n, s. 331. The art of 

melting ; capacity to be melted.
To Liquate, li-kwate, r. n. 544. To melt, to 

LicP??faction, llk-kw^-fik-shfin, s. The act 
of melting ; the state of being melted.

Liquefiable, llk'kw£-fi-A-bl, a. 183. Such as 
may be melted.

To Liquefy, llk-kwe-fi, v. a. To melt, to 
dissolve.

To Liquefy, llk'kwA-fl, v. n. 182. To grow 
liquid.

Liqueur, ld-k6re,' s. A flavoured dram.
Liquescency, ll-kw£s's&n-s£, s. Aptness to 

melt.
Liquescent, ll-kw£s-s3nt, a. 510. Melting.
Liquid, ilk-kwld. a. 340. Not solid, not form

ing one continuous substance, fluid j soft, clear; pro
nounced without any jar or harshness; dissolved, so 
as not to be attainable by law.

Liquid, llk'kwld, $. Liquid substance, liquor. 
To Liquidate, llk-kw^-date, t. a. To clear 

away, to lessen debts.
Liquidity, 1^-kwld^-tA, x. Subtility; the 

property or state of being fluid.
Liquidness, lik-kwid-n^s, s. The quality of 

being liquid, fluency*
Liquor, lik-k&r, s. 314. 41.5. Any thing li

quid ; strong drink, in familiar language.
To Liquor, Hk-k&r, v. a. 183. To drench or 

moisten.
To Lisp, lisp, v. n. To speak with too frequent 

appulses of the tongue to the teeth or palate.
Lisp, lisp, $. The act of lisping.
Lisper, llsp-Jtr, s. 98. One who lisps.
List, list, s. A roll, a catalogue; enclosed 

ground, in which tilts are run, and combats fought; 
desire, willingness, choice; a strip of doth; a border.

To List, list, v. n. To choose, to desire, to be 
disposed.

To List, list, v. a. To enlist, enrol, or regis
ter ; to retain and enrol soldiers; to enclose for com
bats ; to sew together, in such a sort as to make a par
ty-coloured show; to hearken to, to listen, to attend.

Listed, llst-Sd, a. Striped, party-coloured in 
long streaks.

To Listen, li^sn, v. a. 103. 472. To bear, to 
attend. Obsolete.

To Listen, lls-sn, v. n. To hearken, to give 
attention.

Listener, lis-sn-hr, «. One that hearkens, a 
hearkener.

Listless, Ilst-lSs, d. Without inclination, with
out any determination to one more than another; 
careless, heedless.

Listlessly, llst-1 As-1A, ad. Without thought, 
without attention.

Listlessness, llst-les-n^s, s. Inattention want 
of desire.

Lit, Hl The pret. of To Light.
The regular form of this word is now the most 

correct
Litany, llt-tAn-d, s. A form of supplicatory 

prayer.
Literal, llt-t&r-il, a. According to the primi

tive meaning, not figurative ; following the letter, or 
exact words ; consisting of letters.

Literally, llt-t£r-Al-£, ad. According to the 
primitive import of words; with close adherence tc 
words,

LlTERALlTY, llt-t&r-rAl'A-t&, s. Original mean-

Literary, llt-t£r-A-r£, a. Relating to letters 
or learning ; learned.

Literate, ilt-ter-ate, a. Learned ; skilled in 
letters.

Literati, llt-tSr-ra'tl, s. The learned. 
Literature, llt-t^r-rA-thre, s. Learning • skill 

in letters.
Litharge, llM-Arje, s. Litharge is properly 

lead vitrified, either alone or with a mixture of copper 
Lethe, liTHe, a. Libber, flexible.
Litheness, llTH-nAs, s. Limberness, flexibility. 
Lithesome, liTH^&m, a. Pliant, nimble, linu 

ber.
This word, in colloquial use, has contracted the i 

in the first syllable, and changed the th into f, as if writ
ten lissum. This contraction of the vowel may be ob
served in several other words, and seems to have been a 
prevailing idiom of our pronunciation.—See Principles, 
No. 328. 515.
Lithography, ll-z/t&g'grA-fi, s. 128. 518. The 

art or practice of engraving upon stones.
Lithomancy, llM'6-mAn-s£, s. 519. Prediction 

by stones.
Lithontriptic , llrt-6n-trlpitlk, a. 530. Any 

medicine proper to dissolve the stone in the kidneys 
or bladder.

Lithotomist, H-fA&t'td-mlst, $. 128. A chi- 
rurgeon who extracts the stone by opening the blad
der.

Lithotomy, ll-iA&&6-m£, s. 128. 518. The 
art or practice of cutting for the stone.

Litigant, llt-t^-gint, 5. One engaged in a 
suit of law.

Litigant, Ht-td-gAut, a. Engaged in a juridi
cal contest.

To Litigate, ll^ti-gAtc, t>. a. To contest in 
law, to debate by judicial process.

To Litigate, lit-t^-gAte, v. n. To manage 
a suit, to carry on a cause.

Litigation, llt-t£-ga-sh&in, s. Judicial contest, 
suit of law.

Litigious, le-tld-j?is, a. Inclinable to law
suits, quarrelsome, wrangling.

LlTlGlOUSLY, !£-tld-jis-l£, ad. Wranglingiy. 
Litigiousness, le-tid^jhs-n^s, s. A wrangling 

disposition.
Litter, lit-t&r, & A kind of portable bed; 

a carriage hung between two horses; the straw laid 
under animals; a brood of young; any number of 
things thrown sluttishly about; a birth of animals.

To Litter, llt-t&r, v. a. 98. To bring forth, 
used of beasts; to cover with things negligently; to 
cover with straw*

Little, Ht-tl, a. 405. Small in quantity ; dimi
nutive ; of small dignity, power, or importance; not 
much, not many; some.

Little, fit-t), s. A small space; a small part, 
a small proportion; a slight affair; not much.

Little, llt-tl, ad. In a small degree; in a 
small quantity; in some degree, but not great; not 
much.

Littleness, lltQl-nJs, ». Smallness of bulk 
meanness, want of grandeur; want of dignity

Littoral, Ut-td-rul, a. 88. Belonging to the 
shore.

LITURGY, llt-t&r-j^, s. Form of prayers, for
mulary of publick devotions

To Live, llv, v. n. 157. To be in a state of 
animation; to pass life in any certain manner with re- 
gard to habit, good or ill, happiness or misery; to con
tinue in life; to remain undestroyed; to converse, to 
cohabit; to maintain one's self; to be in a state of 
motion or vegetation ; to be unextinguished.

Live, live, a. 157. Quick, not dead; active, 
not extinguished.

Liveless, Ilve-lfc, ad. Wanting life. Obsolete. 
See Lifelcsi. a

Livelihood, li»e^^-hud, s. 157. Support of 
life, maintenance* means of living.
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Liveliness, llve-16-n6s, s. .Appearance of life,
vivacity, sprightliness.

Livelong, llv-16ng, a. 157. Tedious, long in
passing; lasting,durable.

Lively, live-16, a. 157. Brisk, vigorous; gay,
airy; representing life; strong, energetick.

LlVELILY. l'lve-16-16, 1 . D i iLively, 1W14, f 0</- BrlskIy’ v,8or- 
ously; with strong resemblance of life.

LlVEK, liv-v&r, s. 98. One who lives; one who 
lives in any particular manner; one of the entrails.

Livercolour, liv-v&r-k&i-lur, a. Dark red. 
LivergkOwn, llv-v&r-grdne, a. Having a great 

liver.
Liverwort, Hv-vfir-wurt, s. A plant.
Livery, liv-v&r-6, s. 98. The act of giving or 

taking possession; release from wardship; the writ by 
which possession is obtained ; the state of being kept 
at a certain rate; the clothes given to servants; a par
ticular dress, a garb worn as a token or consequence of 
any thing.

Liveryman, lIv-v6r-6-min, s. 88. One who 
wears a livery, a servant of an inferiour kind; in Lon- 
don, a freeman of some standing in a company.

Lives, 11 vz. The plural of Life.
Livid, llv-id, a. Discoloured, as with a blow. 
Lividity, ld-vid-d-td, s. Discoloration, as by 

a blow.
Living, Having, s. 410. Support, mainten

ance. fortune on which one lives; power of continu
ing life; livelihood; benefice of a clergyman.

Livingly, ilv-ving-16, ad. In the living state. 
Livre, 11-vftr. s. 416. The sum by which the 

French reckon their money, very nearly ten-pence- 
balfpcnny English.

Lixivia L, Hk-slv-6-11, n. Impregnated with 
salts like a lixivium; obtained by lixivium.

Lixiviate, lik-slv^d-ate, a. 91. Making a
lixivium.

Lixivium, Hk-slv-6-um, s. Lie, water impreg
nated with salt of whatsoever kind.

Lizard, llz-zArd, s. 88. An animal resembling
a serpent, with legs added to it.

Lizardstone, liz-zArd-st6ne, s. A kind 
stone.

of

Lo, 16! inter). Look, see, behold!
Loach, 16tsh, «. 352. A little fish.
Load, 16de, s. 295. A burden, a freight; la

ding ; any thing that depresses; as much drink as one 
can bear.

To Load, 16de, v. a. To burden, to freight; 
to encumber, to embarrass; to charges gun; to make 
heavy.

Load, Idde, s. The leading vein in a mine.
Loadsman, 16dz-mln, s. 88. He who leads 

the way, a pilot.
Loadstar, 16de-stir, s. The pole-star, the 

cynosure, the leading or guiding star.
Loadstone, 16de-st6ne, s. The magnet, the 

stone on which the mariner’s compass needle is 
touched to give it a direction north and south.

Loaf, life, s. 295. A mass of bread as it is 
formed by the baker; any mass into which a body is 
wrought.

Loam, 16me, s. 295. Fat unctuou earth,m rl.
This word is vulgarly pronounced as if witten 

loom: this pronunciation, however, is not ->nl at va
riance with the best usagn, most probable
etymology, zunius spell* <*"'**■> oubte.’.ly ought
to’be pronounced.
To Loam, lime, i>. a. To smear with loam,

marl, or clay; to clay.
Loamy, a. Marly.
Loan, line, s. 235. Any thing lent, any thing 

delivered to another on condition of return or repay
ment.

Loath, 16iA, 095. Unwilling, disliking, not
ready.

To Loathe, 16thc, v. a. 367. *1 o hate, to look
on with abhorrence; to consider with the disgust ci 
satiety; to see food with dislike.

LoatheR, 16TH-ur, s. 98. One that loathes. 
Loathful, ldTH-f&l, fl. Abhorring, hating; 

abhorred, hated.
Loathingly, 16TH-lng-16, ad. In a fastidious

manner.
Loathly, 16/7Z-16, ad. 295. Unwillingly, with

out liking or inclination.
Loathness, !6/7z-n6s, s. Unwillingness. 
Loathsome, 16TH-s6m. a. Abhorred, detest, 

able; causing satiety or fastidiousness.
Loathsomeness, loTH-s6in-n6s, $. Quality of

raising hatred.
Loaves, 16vz, s. 295. Plural of Loaf.
Lob, 16b, s. Any one heavy, clumsy, or slug

gish ; Lob’s pound, a prison ; a big worm.
To Lob, 16b, v. a. To let fall in a slovenly or

lazy maniier.
LOBBY, 16b-b6, s. An opening before a room. 
Lobe, 16be, s. A division, a distinct part;

used commonly for a part of the lungs. 
Lobster, 16b-stdr, s. 98. A shell-fish. 
Local, 16-kAl, a. Having the properties of 

place; relating to place; being in a particular place. 
Locality, 16-kAl-6-t6, s. Existence in place, 

relation of place or distance.
Locally, 16-kS.I-16, ad. With respect to place. 
Location, 16-ka-shun, s. Situation with re

spect to place, act of placing.
Lock, 16k, s. An instrument composed of 

springs and bolts, used to fasten doors or chests; the 
part of the gun by which fire is struck; a hug, a grap
ple; any enclosure; a quantity of hair or wool hang
ing together; a tuft; a contrivance to raise the water 
on a river or canal made navigable.

To Lock, 16k, v. a. To shut or fasten with 
locks; to shut up or confine as with locks; to close 
fast.

To Lock, lok, v. n. To become fast bv a lock;
to unite by mutual insertion.

Locker, ldk-kur, s. 98. Any thing that is
closed with a lock, a drawer.

Locket, l&k-klt, s. 99. A small lock, any 
catch or spring to fasten a necklace or other ornament. 

Lockram, 16k-kr&m« s. 88. A sort of coar>e 
linen.

Locomotion, ld-ko-mdisliiin, s. Power of
changing place.

Locomotive, 16-k6-m6-tiv, a. Changing place,
having the power of removing or changing place.

Locust, lo-k&st. s. A devouring insect 
Locust-tree, 16-kust-tree, s. A species of 

acacia.
Lodestar, 16de-st£r. s.—See Loadstar. 
Lodestone, 16de-stone, s.—See Loadstone. 
To Lodge, 16djc, v. a. To place in a tempo

rary habitation; to afford a temnorary dwelling; to 
place, to plant, to fix, to settle; to place in the 
memory; to haibour or cover; to afford place; to lay 
flat

To Lodge, lddje, v. n. To reside, to keep 
residence; to take a temporary habitation ; to take up 
residence at night; to lie flat

LODGE, lddje, s. A small house in a park or 
forest; a small house, as, the porter's lodge.

I.ODGER. Idd-jitr, s. 98. One w ho lives in rooms 
hired in the house of another ; one that resides in any 
place.

Lodging, 16dje^Ing, s. 410. Temporary habita
tion, rooms hired in th? house of another; place of 
residence; harbour, covert; convenience to bleep on.

Lodgment, 16<lje-ir.6nt, s. Accumulation of 
anv thing in a certain place; possession of the enemy'* 
work.—See Judgment.

Loft. 16ft, s. A floor; the highest Hoot;
rooms on high
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Loftily, lifte-li, ad. On high, in an elevated 
place, proudly, haughtily; with elevation of language 
or sentiment, sublimely.

Loftiness, lif-ti-nis '• Height, local eleva- 
tion; sublimity, elevation of sentiment; pride, 
haughtiness.

Lofty, 16f^t6, a. High, elevated in place; 
sublime, elevated in sentiment; proud, haughty.

Log, lig, s. A shapeless bulky piece of wood; 
a Hebrew measure which held a quarter of a cab, and 
consequently five-sixths of a pint

Logarithms, lig-A-ru/tmz, s. The indexes of 
the ratios of numbers one to another.

Loggats, lig-gits, s. 91. A play or game now 
called skiltleiy which sec.

Loggerhead, !6g-g&r-h3d, 5. A dolt, a block
head, a ChiekskulL

Loggerheaded, iig-g&r-h3d-6d, a. Dull, 
stupid, doltish.

Logic , ldd-jlk, $. Logic is the art of using 
reason well in our inquiries after truth, and the com
munication of it to others.

Logical, 16d-jik-A,i, a. Pertaining to logic ; 
skilled in logick; furnished with logic .

Logically, !6d-j6-kal-6, ad. According to the 
laws of logic ; a man versed in logick.

Logician, 16-jlsh-ftn, s. A teacher or professor 
of logic .

Logman, 16g-inAn, s. 81. One whose business 
Is to carry logs.

Logogriphe, 16g-6-gr1f, s. X A kind of riddle.
Logomachy, 16-gim-A-k6, s. 518. A conten 

tion in words, a contention about words.—See Jfo. 
nomachy.

Logwood, 16g-wud, s. A wood much used in 
dyeing.

LOHOCK, lo-hik, s. Medicines which are now 
commonly called eclegmas, lambatives, or linctuses.

Loin, loin, s. 299. The back cf an animal 
carved out by the butcher; Loins, the reins.

To Loiter, l6e-thr, v. n. 299. To linger, to 
spend time carelessly, to idle.

Loiterer, lo6-ttir-6r, s. 98. A lingerer, an 
idler, a lazy wretch, one who lives without business.

To Loll, 161, v. n. 406. To lean idly, to rest 
lazily against any thing; to hang out, used of the 
tongue.

Lomp, limp, s. 165. A kind of roundish fish.
Lone, line, a. Solitary; single, without com

pany.
Loneliness, 16ne-16-nis, s. Solitude, want of

company.
Lonely, 16ne^l£, a, Solitary, addicted to 

solitude.
Loneness, ldne-nSs, s. Solitude; dislike of

company.
Lonesome, 16ne-s&m, a. Solitary, dismal.
Long, ling, a. Not short; having one of its 

geometrical dimensions in a greater degree than either 
of the other; of any certain measure in length; not 
soon ceasing, or at an end; dilatory; longing, desirous; 
reach ing to a great distance; protracted, as a long note.

Longboat, ling-bite, s. The largest boat be
longing to a ship.

Longevity, lin-jiv^i-ti, x. 408. Length of 
life.

Longimanous, lin-jlm-mi-n&s, a. 518. Long
handed, having long hands.

Longimetry, lin-jim-mi-tre, j. 408. 518. 
The art or practice of measuring distances.

Longing, ling-ing, 3. 410. Earnest desire. 
Longingly’, ling-Ing-16, ad. With incessant 

wishes.
Longitude, lin-ji-tide, ». Length, the great

est dimension ; the circumference of the earth mea
sured from any meridian; the distance of any part of 
the earth to the east or west of any place; the position 
of any thing to east or west.
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Longitudinal, lin-ji-tiiMi-nil, a. Measured 
by the length, running in the longest direction.

Longly, long-16, ad. Longingly, with great 
liking. Obsolete.

Longsome, ling-sim, a. Tedious, wearisome 
by its length.

Longsuffering, Iing-suf-fur-lng, a. Patient, 
not easily provoked.

Longways, ling-waze, ad. In the longitudinal 
direction.

LonGWINDED, ling-winded, a. Long-breathed, 
tedious.—See Wind-.

Longwise, ling-wlze, ad. 152. In the longu 
tudinal direction.

Loo, 166, s. A game at cards.
Loobily, 166-b6-16, a. Awkward, clumsy.
Looby, 166^b6, s. 306. A lubber, a clumsy 

clown.
Loof, 166f, s. 306. It is that part aloft of the 

ship which lies just before the chess-trees as far as the 
bulkhead of the castle.

To Loof, I66f, v. a. To bring the ship close 
to the wind.

Loofed, 166ft, a. 359. Gone to a distance.
To Look, 166k, v. n. 306. To direct the eye 

to or from any object; to have the power of seeing; to 
direct the intellectual eye; to expect; to take care, to 
watch; to be directed with regard to any object; to 
have any particular appearance; to seem; to have any 
air, mien, or manner; to form theair in any particular 
manner; to look about o^e, to be alarmed, to be vi
gilant; to look after, to attend, to take care of; to 
look for, to expect; to look into, to examine, to sift, 
to inspect closely; to look on, to respect, to regard, 
to esteem, to be a mere idle spectator; to look over, 
to examine, to try one by one; to look out, to search, 
to seek, to be on the watch; to look to, to watch, to 
take care of.

To Look, 166k, v. a. To seek, to search for; 
to turn the eye upon ; to influence by looks; to look 
out, to discover by searching.

Look, 166k, interj. See! Io! behold! observe I 
Look, 166k, s. Air of the face, mien, cast of 

the countenance; the act of looking or seeing.
Looker, liik'&r, s. 98. One that looks; 

Looker on, spectator, not agent
Looking-glass, liok-lng-glis, «. Mirror, a 

glass which shows forms reflected.
Loom, 166m, s. 306. The frame in which the 

weavers work their cloth.
To Loom, 166m, v. n. 306. To appear, to ap

pear at sea.
Loom, 166m, s. A bird.
LOON, 166n. s. 306. A sorry fellow, a scoun

drel—See Lown.
LOOP, 166p, s. 306. A double through which 

a string or lace is drawn, an ornamental double or 
fringe.

Looped, liipt, a. 359. Full of holes.
Loophole, 166p-h61e, s. Aperture, hole to give 

a passage; a shift, an evasion.
Loopholed, Io6p-h61d, a. 359. Full of holes, 

full of openings or void spaces.
To Loose, liose, v. a. 306. To unbind, to un

tie any thing fastened; to relax; to free from any 
thing painful; to disengage.

To Loose, liose, v. n. To set sail, to depart 
by loosing the anchor.

LOOSE, liose, a. Unbound, untied; not fast; 
not tight; not crowded ; wanton; not close, not con
cise vague, indeterminate ; not strict, unconnected, 
rambling; lax of body; disengaged; free from con
finement ; remiss, not attentive; to break Loose, to 
gain liberty; to let Loose, to set at liberty, to set at 
large.

Loose, 166se, s. Liberty, freedom from re
straint ; dismission from any restraining force.

Loosely, liise^li, ad. Not fast, not firmly; 
without bandage; without union; irregularly; neg
ligently; meanly; unchastely.
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To Loosen, !M-sn, v. n. 103. To part, to 
separate.

To Loosen, Idd-sn, t>. a. To relax any thing 
tied j to make less coherent; to separate a compages; 
to free from restraint; to make not costive.

Looseness, lddse-nds, s. State contrary to that 
of being fast or fixed; criminal levity; irregularity; 
lewdness, unchastity; diarrhoea, flux of the belly.

Loosestrife, iSSse^strife, s. An herb.
To Lop, ldp, v. a. To cut the branches of 

trees ; to cut off any thing.
Lop, ldp. s. That which is cut from tree?; 

a flea.
Lopper, Up^p&r, s. 98. One that cuts trees.
Loquacious, U-kwa-slUs, a. 414. Full of 

talk; babblin’, not secret.
Loquacity, lo-kwlls-s£-t£, s. Too much talk. 
Lord, ldrd, s. 167. The Divine Being, 

Jehovah ; monarch, ruler; master; a tyrant; a hus
band ; a nobleman ; a general name for a peer of Eng
land ; an honorary title applied to officers, as, lord 
chief justice, lord mayor.

To Lord, lord, v. n. To domineer, to rule 
despotically.

Lording, lor-dlng, s. Lord in contempt or 
ridicule.

Lordung, lord-ling, s. 410. A diminutive 
lord.

Lordliness, lord-le-nds, s. Dignity, high sta
tion ; pride, haughtiness.

Lordly, Urd-U, a. Befitting a lord; proud, 
imperious, insolent.

LORDLY, lord-U, ad. Imperiously, proudly. 
Lordship, lord-ship, s. Dominion, power; 

seigniory, domain; title of honour used to a noble
man not a duke; titulary compcllation of judges, and 
some other persons in authority.

Lore, ldre, s. Lesson, doctrine, instruction. 
To Loricate, Ur-rd-kate, v. a. 168. To plate 

over.
Lorimer, Ur-rA-m&r, ? 98. 168. Bridle
Loriner, Ur-r^-nir, f cutter.
Lorn, Urn, a. Forsaken, lost. Obsolete.—

See Forlorn.
To Lose, Udze. v. a. 164. To forfeit by un

lucky contest, the contrary to Win ; to be deprived of; 
to possess no longer; to have any thing gone so as that 
it cannot be io .-id ad again; to bewilder; to throw 
away, to employ ineflectually; to miss, to part with 
so as not to recover.

To Lose, Uoze, ?;. n. Not to win, to suffer 
loss; to decline, tn fail.

Lose ABLE; iodz-a-bl, a. 405. Subject to pri
vation.

Loser, 166z-fir, $. 98. One that is deprived cf 
any thing, one that forfeits any thing, the contrary to 
winner or gainer.

Loss, Us, s. Forfeiture, the contrary to gain; 
damage; deprivation; fault, puzzle; useless applica
tion.

Lost, list. Pret. of To Lose.
Lost, lost. Path of To Lose.
LOT, lot, s. Fortune, state assigned ; a chance ; 

a die, or any thing used in dcternuHing chances; a 
portion, a parcel of goods as being drawn by lot; pro
portion of taxes, as, to pay scot and lot.

LOTE-TREE, l6te-tr££, s. The Lotos.
Lotion, l^shftn. s. A lotion is a form of me

dicine compounded of aqueous liquids, used to wash 
any diseased parts; a cosmetick.

Lottery, ISt-thr-t*, s. 557. A game of chance, 
distribution of prizes by chance.

Loud, loud, a. 312. Noisy, striking the ear 
with great force; clamorous, turbulent.

Loudly, lo&d-ld, ad. Noisily, so as to be heard 
far; clamorously.

Loudness, loucU-n^s, s. Noise, force of sound; 
turbulence, vehemence or fUriousness of clamoux.
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To Love, l&v, »• a. 165. To regard with 
passionate affection; to regard with tenderness of af
fection; to be pleased with, to like; to regard with 
reverence.

Love, 16v, s. 165. The passion between the 
sexes; kindness, good-will, friendship, afitection; 
courtship; tenderness; liking, inclination to; object 
beloved; lewdne«3; fondness, concord; principle of 
union; picturesque representation of love, a Cupid; 
a word of endearment; due reverence to God ; a kind 
of thin silk stuff.

Loveapple, lhv-Ap-pl, s. 405. A plant; the 
fruit of a plant. '

Loveknot, l&v-n6t, s. A complicated figure, 
by which affection is figured.

Loveletteb, l&v-let-tur, i. Letter of court- 
ship.

Lovelily, 1&vQ&44, ad. Amiably.
LOVELINESS, l&v-l^-n&s, s. Amiableness; qua

lities of mind or body that excite love.
Lovelorn, !fiv-16rn, a. Forsaken of one’s love. 

See Forlorn.
Lovely, l&v-l^, a. Amiable; exciting love.
Lovemonger, l&v^ming-ghr, s. One who deals 

in affairs of love.
Lover, lhv-6r, s. 98. One who is in love; 

a friend, one who regards with kindness; one who 
likes any thing.

Lovesecret, lfiv-s^-krlt, s. Secret between 
lovers.

Lovesick, lfiv-slk, a. Disordered with love, 
languishing with amorous desire.

Lovesome, lftv-stim, a. Lovely. A word not 
now used.

Lovesong, luv-s6ng, s. Song expressing love. 
LovESurr, l&v-site, s. Courtship.
Lovetale, lhv-tale, s. Narrative of love. 
Lovethought, l&v-i/iawt, s. Amorous fancy. 
Lovetoys, lhv-to^z, s. Small presents given 

by lovers.
Lovetrick, l&v-trlk,«. Art of expressing love.
Lough, 15k, s. 392. A lake, a large inland 

standing water.
Loving, l&v-lng, part. a. Kind, affectionate ; 

expressing kindness.~
LoviNGKINDNESS, l&v-Ing-kylnd-n&s, s. Ten

derness, favour, mercy.
Lovingly, 16.v-ing~le, ad. Affectionately, with 

kindness.
.Lovingness, l&v-Ing-nSs, s. Kindness, affec

tion.
Louis-d’or, lfi-4-dAre' s. A golden coin of 

France, valued at about twenty shillings.
To Lounge, ISunje, v. n. To idle, to live 

lazily.
Lounger, ldiin-j&r, s. Art idler.
Louse, 16fise, s. 312. A small animal of which 

different species live and feed on the bodies of men, 
beasts, and perhaps of ad living creatures.

To Louse, louze, v. a. 437. To clean from 
lice.

Louse wort, louse- w&rt, s. The name cf a 
plant-

Lousily, 13u-ze-lA, ad. Tn a paltry, mean, and 
scurvy way.

Lousiness, lo&-z£-n5s, s. The state of abound
ing with lice.

Lousy, luu-z£, a. Swarming with lice, over
run with lice; mean, low born.

Lout, lout, s. A mean aivkward fellow, a 
bumpkin, a clown.

To Lout, lout, v. n. 312. To pay obeisance, 
to bow. Obsolete.

Loutish, lout-ish, a. Clownish; bumpkinly. 
Loutishly, 16ut-lsh-lA, ad. With the air of o 

clown, with the gait of a bumpkin.
LOUVER, 166-v&.r, s. An opening for the smoke
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LOW, 16, a. 324. Not high; not rising far up
wards ; not elevated in situation, descending far down- 
wards, deep; not swelling high, shallow, used of water; 
not of high price; not loud, not noisy ; late in time, 
as, the Lower empire ; dejected; depressed; abject; 
dishonourable; not sublime, not exalted in thought 
or diction; reduced, in poor circumstances.

LOW, Id, ad. Not aloft, not at a high price, 
meanly; in times near our own; with a depression of 
the voice ; in a stat? of subjection.

To Low, lo&, or 16, v. n. To bellow as a cow.
Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Scott, Mr. Buchanan, W. John

ston and Mr. Barclay, pronounce this word in the last 
manner • but Dr. Johnson, Dr. Kenrick^ Mr. Nares, and 
Mr. Perry, in the first: and that this is the true pronun
ciation there is little doubt; not only as it is the more 
general sound of the diphthong, 323, but as it is more 
expressive of the thing signified. The other sound is, in 
my opinion, a novelty, and ought to be exploded. With*, 
out laying much stress on Dryden’s rhyme, it seems to 
confirm this opinion.

“ Fair 16 grac’d his shield; but 16 now,
“ With horns exalted stands, and seems to tow.” 

Lowbell, 16-b61, s. A kind of fowling in the 
night, in which the birds are awakened by a bell, and 
lured by a flame.

To Lower, 16^-hr, v. a. 98. To bring low, to 
bring down by way of submission ; to suffer to sink 
down; to lessen, to make less in price << value.

To Lower, lo^&r, v. n. To grow less, to fall, 
to sink.

To Lower, 166-6r, ». n. 323. x To appear dark, 
stormy, and gloomy, to be clouded; to frown, to pout, 
to look sullen.

7^5* Whether this word comes from the Dutch loeren, 
to look askance, or from the English word tower, signi
fying to look tow, as the sky seems to do when it is heavy 
and thick with clouds, (which is the much more probable 
derivation;) it certainly cries aloud for a different spelling 
from tower, to make low. For the reasons, see the words 
Flower and Flour ; Bowl and Form.
Lower, 16u-ur, s. Cloudiness, gloominess; 

cloudiness of look.
Lowermost, 16-&r-m6st, a. Lowest. 
Lowland, 16-lAnd, 4. The country that is low 

in respect of neighbouring hills; a marsh.
Lowlily, 16-16-16, ad. Humbly, meanly. 
Lowliness, 16^16-n6s, s. Humility; meanness;

abject depression; freedom from pride.
Lowly, 16-16, a. Humble, meek, mild; mean ; 

not lofty, not sublime, low.
Lown, loon, s. A scoundrel, a rascal; a stu

pid fellow. Properly Loon. Used chiefly in Scotland. 
Lowness, 16^-n6s, $. Absence of height; mean

ness of condition ; want of rank; want of sublimity; 
submissiveness; depression; dejection.

To Lowt, 16ut, v. a. To overpower. Obsolete. 
L0WTH0UGHTED, 16-fAiwt^6d, a. Having the 

thoughts withheld from Sublime or heavenly medita
tions ; mean in sentiment", narrow-minded.

Lowspirited, 16-spir-it-6d, a. Dejected, de
pressed, not lively, not sprightly.

Loxodromic , 16k-s6-drom-lk, s. Loxodromick 
is the art of oblique sailing by the rhomb.

Loyal, 166-11, a. 88. 329. Obedient, true to 
the prince; faithful in love, true to a lady or lover.

Loyalist, 166-Al-list, s. One who professes 
uncommon adherence to his king.

Loyally, ad. With fidelity, with
true adherence to a king.

LOYALTY, loe^Al-t6, s. Firm and faithful ad
herence to a prince; fidelity to a lady or lover.

LOZENGE, 16z-z6nje, s. A rhomb; the form of 
the shield in a single lady’s coat of arms ; Lozenge is 
a form of medicine made into small pieces, to be held 
or chewed in the mouth till melted or wasted ; a cake 
of preserved fruit.

LU, 166, s. A game at cards.
LUBBARD, lhb^bfird, r. 88. A lazy sturdy fel

low.

Lubber, lhb-bhr, s. 98. A sturdy drone, an 
Idle fat booby.

Lubberly, lub-bhr-16, a. Lazy and bulky.
Lubberly, 16b-bhr-16,<uZ. Awkwardly,clumsily.
To Lubricate, lh-br6-kate, v. a. To make 

smooth or slippery.
To Lubricitate, 16-brls-s6-tate, v. a. To 

smooth, to make slippery.
Lubricity, 16-bris-s6-t6, s. Slipperiness, 

smoothness of surface; aptness to glide over any part, 
or to facilitate motion; uncertainty, slipperiness, in
stability ; wantonness, lewdness.

I Lubric , lii-brlk, a. Slippery, smooth; uncer-
’ tain; wanton, lewd.
• Lubricous, l£i-br6-khs, a. Slippery, smooth; 

uncertain.
Lubrifaction, Ifi-br6-fik-sh&n, s. The act of 

lubricating or smoothing.
Lubrification, Ih-br6-f6-ka-shtm, s. The act 

of smoothing.
Luce, luse, s. A pike full grown.
Lucent, lh-sent, a. Shining, bright, splendid.
Lucerne, l££s6rn, s. A kind of grass culti

vated as clover.
Lucid, ]£&ld, a. Bright, glittering, pellucid, 

transparent; bright with the radiance of intellect, not 
darkened with madness.

Lucidity, 16-sld^6-t6, s. Splendour, brightness.
Luciferous, 16-slf^f6r-6s, a. 518. Giving 

light, affording means of discovery.
Lucific , 16-slfiflk, a. 509. Making light, 

producing light
Luck, 16k, s. Chance, accident, fortune, hap; 

fortune, good or bad.
Luckily, 16k^k6-16, ad. Fortunately, by good 

hap.
Luckiness, 16k-k6-n6s, s. Good fortune, good 

hap, casual happiness.
Luckless, 16k- 16s, a. Unfortunate, unhappy 
Lucky, 16k-k6, a. Fortunate, happy by chance. 
Lucrative, 16-kra-tlv, a. Gainful, profitable. 
Lucre, 16-kfir, s. 416. Gain, profit 
Lucrifebous, lu-krif-fer-Us, a. Gainful, profi

table.
Lucrific. , lh-krif-fik, a. 5Q9. Producing 

gain, profitable.
Luctation, l&k-ta-shfm, s. Struggle, effort, 

contest
To Lucubrate, lh-kh-brate, v. n. 503. To 

watch, to study by night.
Lucubration, lu-ki-bra-sb&n, c. .533. Study 

by candle-light, any thing composed by night
Lucubratory, lu'kh-bra-tftr-6, a. Composed 

by candle-light—For the o, see Domestick, 512.
j Luculent, 16-k6-16nt, a. 503. Clear, trans-
i parent; certain, evident.

r Ludicrous, 16-d6-krfts, a. Burlesque, merry, 
exciting laughter.

| Ludicrously, lii-d^-kr&s-U, ad. Sportively, 
in burlesque

Ludicrousxess, luM6-kr&s-n6s, .<?. Burlesque, 
I sportiveness.
I Ludification, 16-de-fe-katsliin, j. The act of 

mocking.
! To Luff, l&f, n. To keep close to the wind. 

A sea term.
To Lug, 16g, v. a. To haul or drag, to pull 

with violence; to lug out, to draw a sword, in bur
lesque language

To Lug, lug, v. n. To lag, to come heavily.
Lug, l&g, s. A kind of small fish; in Scotland, 

an ear; a land measure, a pole or perch.
tLuggage, 16g-g1dje, s. 90. Any thing cum

brous and unwieldy.
Lugubrious, lu-gh-bre-hs, a. Mournful, sor

rowful
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Lukewarm, luke-warm, a. Moderately, or 
mildly warm ; indifferent, not ardent, not zealous.

Lukewarmly, l&ke-warm-ld, ad. With mode
rate warmth; with indifference.

Lukewarmness, Ihke-w&rm-n&s, s. Moderate 
or pleasing heat; indifference, want of ardour.

To Lull, 161, v. a. To compose to sleep by a 
pleasing sound ; to quiet, to put to rest

Lullaby, lul-lA-bi. s. A song to still babes. 
Lumbago, lftm-ba-gd, s. Lumbagos are pains 

very troublesome about the loins and small of the back.
This word is often pronounced with the Italian 

sound of a, as heard in father ; but this mode of pro
nouncing the accented a, in words from the Latin, has 
been long and justly exploded.
Lumber, l&m-b&r, s. 98. Any thing useless 

or cumbersome; staves, wood, and various kinds of 
goods in traffick between the West-India islands and 
continent of North America.

To Lumber, lum-b&r, v. a. To heap like use
less goods irregularly.

To Lumber, l&m-bur, v. n. To move heaviiy, 
as burdened with his own bulk.

Luminary, 16-m£-nAr-£, s. Any body which 
giveslight; any thing which gives intelligence; any 
one that instructs mankind.

Lumtnation, lit-mti-na-sh&n, s. Emission of 
light.

Luminous, lu-me-nus, a. 503. Shining, emit
ting light; enlightened; bright, shining.

Lump, l&mp, s. A small mass of any matter; 
a shapeless mass; the whole together, the gross.

To Lump, l&mp, v. a. To take in the gross, 
without attention to particulars.

Lumpfish, l&mp-fish, s. A sort of fish. 
Lumping, Iftmp-ing, <r. 410. Large, heavy,great. 
Lumpish, lump-kh, a. Heavy, gross, dull, un

active.
Lumpishly, lttmp-lsh-l£, ad. With heaviness, 

with stupidity.
Lumpishness, lump-ish-n£s, s. Stupid heavi

ness.
Lumpy, 16mp-£, a. Full of lumps, full of com

pact masses.
Lunacy, lh-na-s£, s. A kind of madness in

fluenced by the moon; madness in general.
Lunar, lu-nAr, 88. ) „ , . . „
Lu nary. lfilnfir.fi, r- Relating to the moon, 

under the dominion of the moon.
Lunated, lu-na-t&d, a. Formed like a half

moon.
Lunatic , 16-ni-tlk, a. 509. Mad, having the 

imagination influenced by the moon.
Lunatic , lu-ni-tlk, $. A madman. 
Lunation, lu-na-shfin, #. The revolution of 

the muon.
Lunch, l&nsh, ) s. As much food as
Luncheon, lun-sh&n, } one’s hand can hold. 
Lune, lune, s. Any thing in the shape of a 

half-moon ; fits of lunacy or frenzy, mad freaks.
Lunette, l&-n£t^ s. A small half-moon. 
Lungs, l&ngz, s. The lights, the organs of 

respiration.
Lunged, l&ngd, a. 359. Having lungs, having 

the nature of lungs.
Lung-grown, lftng-gr&ne, a. The lungs some

times grow fast to the skin that lines the breast, such 
are lung-grown.

Lungwort, lung-w&rt, s. A plant. 
Lunisolar, 16-nd-sdMir, a. 88. Compounded 

of the revolution of the sun and moon.
Lupine, lfi-pin, s. 140. A kind of pulse. 
Lurch, l&rish, s. A forlorn or deserted con- 

d*ition ; a term at cards.
To Lurch, l&rtsh, v. a. To win two games 

instead of one at cards; to defeat, to disappoint; to 
filch, to pilfer.
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Lurcher, l&rtsh-iir, s. 98. One that watches 
to steal, or to betray or entrap.

Lure, lure, s. Something held out to call a 
hawk; any enticement, any thing that promises ad
vantage.

Lurid, lu-rid, a. Gloomy, dismal. A yellow 
colour bordering on a blue.

To Lurk, l&rk, v. n. To lie in wait, to lie hid
den, to lie close.

Lurker, lurk-fir, s. 98. A loiterer; a thief 
that lies in wait.

Lurking-place, lurk-Ing-plase, s. Hiding 
place, secret place.

Luscious, l&sli-hs, a. 357. Sweet, so as to 
nauseate; sweet in a great degree; pleasing, delight, 
ful.

Lusciously, l&sh'&s-lS, ad. With a great de
gree of sweetness.

Lusciousness, l&sh-as-n^s, s. Immoderate 
sweetness.

LusErn, lu-s^rn, 5. A lynx.
Luserne, lh-s£rn,s. [A corrected spelling from 

the French.] Lucerne, a-kind of grass cultivated as 
clover.

Lush, l&sh, a. Of a dark, deep, full colour, 
opposite to pale and faint Obsolete.

Lusorious, lu-sdM-hs, a. Used in play, spor
tive.

Lusory, lu-s&r-£, ad. Used in play.
For the o, sec Domestick.

Lust, l&st, s. Carnal desire; any violent or 
irregular desire, vigour, active power.

To Lust, Ihst, v. n. To desire carnally; to de
sire vehemently; to list to like; to have irregular 
dispositions.

Lustful, lust-f&l, a. Libidinous, having irre
gular desires; provoking to sensuality, inciting to lust 

Lustfully, lftst-ful-6, ad. With sensual con
cupiscence.

Lustfulness, l&st-ful-nSs, s. Libidinousness. 
Lustihed, lus-tfi-llfid, > . v.___
LustihOOD, lfis-tfi-b&d, J ■ ® ’PS-

liness, corporeal ability.
Lustily, lus^t£-l£, ad. Stoutly, with vigour, 

with mettle.
Lustiness, l&s-t^-nSs, s. Stoutness, sturdiness, 

strength, vigour of body.
Lustral, l&s-tr61, a. Used in purification.
Lustration, l&s-tra-sh&n, s. Purification by 

water.
Lustre, l&s-t&r, s. 416. Brightness, splen

dour, glitter; a sconce with lights; eminence,renown; 
the space of five years.

Lustring, l&s-strlng, s. A shining silk.—See 
Lutestring.

Lustrous, l&s-trus, a. Bright, shining, lumi
nous.

I^USTWORT, l&st-w&rt, s. An herb.
Lusty, lus-t£, a. Stout, vigorous, healthy, 

able of body.
Lutanist, lfi-tin-ist, s. One who plays upon 

the lute.
Lutarious, l&-ta-r£-&s, a. Living in mud, of 

the colour of mud.
Lute, l&te, s. A stringed instrument mu- 

sick ; a composition like clay, with which chymists 
close up their vessels.

To Lute, lute, v. a. To close with lute or 
chymist’s clay.

Lutestring, l&te-strlng, s. Lustring, a shin
ing silk.

IO This corruption of Lutestring for Ztwlrfng seems 
beyond recovery, and must be ranked with Asparagus, 
Cucumber, &c. which see.
Lutulent, lh-tshil-l&nt, a. 461. 503. Muddy, 

turbid.
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To Lux, liks, ) _ . .
To Luxate, l&ks^ite, J a' To P 

joint, to divjoint.
Luxation, lfiks-iish&n, s. The act of dis

jointing ; any thing disjointed.
Luxe, l&ks, *. (French.) Luxury, voluptu

ousness.
Luxuriance, l&g-zhM-inse, ) F
Luxuriancy, l&g-zh-r£-&n-s£, 479. f 

berance, abundant or wanton plenty or growth.
Luxuriant, lug-zb-re-Ant, a, 479. Exuber

ant, superfluous, plenteous. *
To Luxuriate, l&g-zCi-rd-ate, v. n. To grow 

exuberantly, to shoot with superfluous plenty.
Luxurious, l&g-zii-r&-{is, a. Delighting in the 

pleasures of the table; administering to luxury; vo
luptuous, enslaved to pleasure; luxuriant, exuberant.

Luxuriously, lug-zii-r£-fis-le, ad. Deliciously, 
voluptuously.

Luxury, lhk-shu-r£, g. Voluptuousness, ad
dictedness to pleasure; luxuriance, exuberance; de
licious fare.

For an investigation of the true pronunciation of 
this and the preceding words, see Principles, No. 479. 
Lycamhropy, ll-kin-Mri-pi, z. A kind of 

madness, in which men have the qualities of wild 
beasts.

Lying, Il-Ing, 410. The active part, of Lie.
Lymph, limf, s. Water, transparent colourless 

liquor. x
Lymphatic , llm-fAt-lk, *. 509. A vessel con

veying the lymph.
Lymphatic lim-fit-ik, a. Belonging to the 

lymph, conveying the lymph.
Lynx, llngks, s. 408. A spotted beast, re

markable for speed and sharp sight
Lyre, lire, s. A harp, a musical instrument. 
Lyrical, llr^-kil,) D ,
Lyric , lirlrlk, f PertaIn,ng t0 a harP-

or to odes or poetry sung to a harp; singing to a harp.
Lyrist, 11-rist, s. 544. A musician who plays 

upon the harp.

IMaCaroone, mik-i-rSSn,' g. A coarse, 
rude, low fellow, whence Macaronick poetry; a kind 
of sweet biscuit, made of flour, almonds, eggs and sugar.

Macaw, mi-kiw,' *. A bird in the West Indies. 
Macaw-tree, mi-kaw-tr&&, s. A species of 

the palm-tree.
Mace, mlse, s. An ensign of authority borne 

before magistrates; a heavy blunt weapon; a club of 
metal; a kind of spice. The nutmeg is enclosed in a 
threefold covering, of which the second is Mace.

Macebearer, mase-bare-Qr, 5. One who car
ries the mace before persons in authority.

To Macerate, m&s-s&r-ate, t>. a. To make 
lean, to wear away; to mortify, to harass with cor- 
poral hardships; to steep almost to solution, either 
with or without heat.

Maceration, m&s-s&r-a-sh&n, g. The act of 
wasting or making lean; mortification, corporal hard
ships. Maceration is an infusion either with or with
out heat, wherein the ingredients are intended to be 
almost wholly dissolved.

Machinal, mikikd-nll, a. 353. Relating to 
machines.

To Machinate, mik-k^-nate, v. a. To plan, 
to contrive, to form schemes, to plot.

Machination, mik-ki-naisliiin, ». Artifice, 
contrivance, malicious scheme.

Machine, m^-she^n,'s. 112. Any complicated 
piece of workmanship; an engine; supernatural 
agency in poems.
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Machinery, mA-sh£dn-3r-d, *.112. Enginery, 
complicated workmanship. The machinery signifies 
that part which lhe deities, angels, or demons, act in 
a poem.

Machinist, mi-sh^en-lst, *. A constructor of 
engines or machines.

{£■7- Some minor criticks of the lowest form pronounce 
the first syllable of this word as in Machinal, Machina
tion, &c. with the first syllable as if spelled Mack ; but 
this arises from an ignorance of their respective etymo
logies: the former words are derived from the Latin; 
and Machinist is a formation of our own from the French 
word Machine.
Mackerel, tnAk-k3r.il, j. A sea-fish. 
Mackerel-gale, mlk-kAr-il-gale, s. A strong 

breeze.
Macrocosm, inik-rd-kAzm, s. The whole 

world, or visible system, in opposition to the micro
cosm, or world of man.

Mactation, mik-ta-sh&a, s. The act of killing 
for sacrifice.

Macula, inik-kii-li, s. 92. A spot.—See 
Lamina.

To Maculate, mSk-kh-late, v. a. To stain, to 
spot.

Maculation, mAk-kii-la-sh&n, s. Stain, spot, 
taint

Macule, m&k-hle, s. A spot or stain.—See 
Animalcule.

Mad, mad, a. Disordered in the mind; dis
tracted; overrun with any violent or unreasonable 
desire; enraged, furious.

To Mad, mid, v. a. To make mad, to make 
furious, to enrage.

2’o Mad, mid, v. n. To be mad, to be furious. 
Madam, mid-itm, s. 88. The term of compli

ment used in address to ladies of every degree.
MaDBhain, inad-brane, ) __ a r-Madbrained, midkbrind, J a' D,sordered in 

the mind, hot-headed.
Madcap, m&d-k&p, s. A madman; a wild, 

hot-brained fellow.
To Madden, mid-dn, v. n. 103. To become 

mad, to act as mad.
7b Madden, mid-dn, v. a. To make mad.

I Madder, mid-d&r, s. 98. A plant, 
made, 75. Part. pret. of Make.

Madefaction, mid-d£-fAk-sh&n, s. The act 
of making wet

To Madefy, mad-d^-fi, v. a. To moisten, to 
make wet

Madhouse, mid-h3use, *. A house where 
madmen are cured or confined.

Madly, mid-l£, ad. Without understanding. 
Madman, mid-mAn, s. 88. A man deprived 

of his understanding.
Madness, mid-n^s, *. Distraction; fury, wild

ness, rage.
Madrigal, mid^r4-g^l, s. A pastoral song. 
Madwort, mld-w&rt, s. An herb.
Magazine, m&g-gA-z££n,' *.112. A store

house, commonly an arsenal or armory, or repository 
of provisions; of late this word has signified a miscel
laneous pamphlet.

Maggot, mig-g&t, g. 166. A small grub 
which turns into a fly; whimsey, caprice, odd fancy.

Maggotiness, m&g-g6t-t£-n£s, s. The state 
of abounding with maggots.

Maggoty, mSg-g&t-^, a. Full of maggots; 
capricious, whimsical.

This word and its compounds having the accent 
on the first syllable, ought to be spelled with one t only 
See Bigoted.
Magical, mid-je-Hl, a. Acting, or performed 

by secret and invisible powers.
Magically’, mid-j^-kAl-i, ad. According to 

the riles of magick.
D D
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Magic. , mld-jlk, s. 544. The art of putting 
in action the power of spirits; the secret operation of 
natural powers.

Magic , mid-ilk, a. Incantatory, necroman- 
tick.

Magician, mi-jlsh-hn, s. 88. One skilled in 
magick, an enchanter, a necromancer.

Magisterial, mld-jls-t^rd-ll, a. Such as 
suits a master; lofty, arrogant, despotick ; chymically 
prepared, after the manner of a magistcry.

Magisterially, mAd-jls-t£-rd-Ai-£, ad. Arro
gantly ; with an air of authority.

Magisterialness, mld-jis-te^rd-ll-nds, s. 
Haughtiness; airs of a master.

Magistery, mld-jis-tdr-d, s. A term in 
chymistry.

Magistracy, mld-jls-trl-se, s. Office or dig
nity of a magistrate.

Magistrate, mld-jls-trate, s. 91. A man 
publickly invested with authority, a governour.

Magnanimity, inlg-nd-nim-e-td, s. Greatness 
of mind, elevation of soul, bravery.

Magnanimous, mlg-nAn^mfis, a. Great of 
mind, elevated in sentiment; brave.

Magnanimously, mlg-nln-d-mus-ld, ad. 
With greatness of mind; bravely.

Magnet, mdg-ndt, s. The loadstone, the stone 
that attracts iron.

Magnetical, mig-n£t-t£-kll, ) r» , .
Magnetic , mig-n^tlk, 509. ( Relat,!,S 

to the magnet; having powers correspondent to these 
of the magnet; attractive, having the power to draw 
things distant.

Magnetism, mlg-ndt-izm, s. Power of the 
loadstone, power of attraction.

Magnifiable, mAg-ni-fi-l-bl, a. 183. To be 
extolled or praised. Unusual.

Magnieical, mlg-nlf-fd-kll, ) a. Illustrious, 
Magnific , mig-nlf-flk, 509. J grand. 
Magnificence, mlg-nif-fd-sdnse, s. Grandeur 

of appearance, splendour.
Magnificent, mlg-nif-fd-sdnt, a. Grand in 

appearance, splendid, pompous; fond of splendour; 
setting greatness to show.

Magnificently, mig-nlf-f£-s£nt-le, ad. 
Pompously, splendidly.

Magnifico, mig-nif-fl^-ko, s. A grandee of 
Venice.

Magnifier, m&g-n£-fl-&r, s. 98. One that 
praises extravagantly ; a glass that increases the bulk 
of any object.

To Magnify, mig-n^-fl, v. a. 183. To make 
great, to exaggerate, to extol highly; to raise in esti
mation ; to increase the bulk of any object to the eye.

Magnitude, m&g-n£-tftde, s. Greatness, gran
deur ; comparative bulk.

Magpie, mig-pl, s. A bird sometimes taught 
to talk.

Mahogany, mi-h5g-i-n£, s. A reddish solid 
wood brought from America.

Maid, made, 202. ? . . ,
Maiden, mWn, 103. J An unmarried w°- 

man, a virgin; a woman servant; a female.
Maid, made, s. A species of skate fish. 
Maiden, maMn, a. 103. Consisting of vir

gins ; fresh, new, unused, unpolluted.
Maidenhair, ma-dn-hare, $. A plant.

gin purity, freedom from contamination; newness, 
freshness, uncontaminated state.

Maidenlip, ma-dn-llp, s. An herb.
Maidenly, miMn-U, a. Like a maid, gen

tle, modest, timorous, decent.
Maidhood, made-h&d, s. Virginity. Obsolete. I 
Maidmarian, made-mare-yin, s. A kind of J 

dance.

Maidservant, made-s&ivlnt, «. A female 
servant.

Majestical, ml-jgs-td-kJl, ) , ,
Majestic , ml-j&Aik, 509. f August, l.av.

ing dignity; stately, pompous, sublime.
Majestically, mi-j&£td-k&l-e, ad. With dig. 

nity, with grandeur.
Majesty, mid-j£s-te, s. Dignity, grandeur; 

power, sovereignty j elevation ; the title of kings and 
queens.

Mail, male, s. 202. A coat of steel network 
worn for defence; any armour; a postman’s bundle, 
a bag.

To Mail, mile, v. a. To arm defensively, to 
cover as with armour.

To Maim, mame, v. a. To deprive of any 
necessary part, to cripple by loss of a limb.

Maim, mame, s. Privation of some essential 
part, lameness, produced by a wound or amputation; 
injury, mischief; essential defect.

Main, mane, a. 202. Principal, chief; vio
lent, strong; gross, containing the chief part; impor
tant, forcible.

Main, mAne,s. The gross, the bulk; the sum, 
the whole j the ocean; violence, force; a hand at 
dice; the continent

Mainland, mane-l&nd,' s. The continent. 
Mainly, mane-U, ad. Chiefly, principally; 

greatly, powerfully.
Mainmast, mane-mist, s. The chief or middle 

mast.
Mainprize, mane-prlze, s. Delivery into the 

custody of a friend, upon security given fur appear
ance.

Mainsail, mane-sale, s. The sail of the main
mast.

Mainsheet, mine-sh^t, s. The sheet or sail 
of the mainmast.

MainYard, mine-yird, s. The yard of the 
mainmast.

To Maintain, m£n-tane,' v. a. To preserve, to 
keep ; to defend, to make good; to keep up, to sup. 
port the expense of; to support with the conveniences 
of life, j

To Maintain, m&n-tane,z v. n. To support by 
argument, to assert as a tenet.

Maintainable, m^n-tane-i-bl, a. Defensible, 
justifiable.

Maintainer, m^n-tane^&r, s. Supporter, 
cherisher.

Maintenance, m£n-t£n-inse, j. Supply of the 
necessaries of life; support, protection; continuance 
security from failure.

Maintop, mane^t&p, g. The top of the main
mast.

Major, mtl-j&r, a. 166. Greater in number, 
quantity, or extent; greater in dignity.

MAJOR, msi-jhr, s. The officer above the cap
tain ; a mayor or head officer of a town ; the first pro- 
position of a syllogism, containing 3ome generality ; 
Major-general, the general officer of the second rank ; 
Major-domo, one who holds occasionally the place or 
master of the house.

Majoratton, mid-jA-ra-shhn, s. Increase, en
largement.

Majority, ml-j8r-£-t£, s. The state of being 
greater; the greater number; full age, end of minori
ty ; the office of a major.

Maize, maze, s. Indian wheat
To Make, make, v. a. To create; to form of 

materials; to produce as the agent; to produce as a 
cause; to perform, to use; to bring into any state or 
condition; to form ; to hold, to keep; to establish in 
riches or happiness; to suffer, to incur; to commit, to 
compel, to force, to constrain ; to intend ; to raise as 
profit from any thing; to arrive jt; to gain ; to force, 
to gain by force; to put, to place; to incline; to prove 
as an argument; to represent; to constitute; to 
amount to; to mould, to form ; to Make away, to kill, 
to destroy; to transfer ; to Make account, to reckon, 
to believe; to Make account of to esteem, to regard;
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to Make free with, to treat without ceremony; to j 
Make good, to maintain, to justify; to fulfil, to ac
complish ; to Make light of, to consider as of no con
sequence ; to Make love, to court, to play the gailant; 
to Make merry, to feast, to partake of an entertain
ment; to Make much of, to cherish, to foster; to 
Make of, what to Make of, is, how to understand; to 
Make of, to produce from, to effect; to consider, to 
account to esteem; to Make over, to settle in the 
hands of trustees, to transfer: to Make out, to clear, 
to explain, to clear one’s self; to prove, to evince; 
to Make sure of, to consider as certain ; tosecure to 
one’s possession ; to Make up, to get together; to re
concile ; to repair; to compose as of ingredients; to 
supply; to repair; to clear; to accomplish, to conclude.

To Make, make, v. n. To tend, to travel, to 
go any way; to rush ; to contribute; to operate, to act 
as a proof of argument, or cause; to concur; to show, 
to appear, to carry appearance; to Make away with, 
to destroy, to kill; to Make for, to advantage, to fa
vour; to Make up, to compensate, to be instead.

Make, make. s. Form, structure, nature. 
Makebate, make^bate, s. Breeder of quarrels. 
Maker, ma-kitr, s. 98. The Creator, one who 

makes any thing; one who sets any thing in its proper 
state.

Makepeace, make^p^se, s. Peacemaker, re
conciler.

Makeweight, make-wate, s. Any small thing 
thrown in to make up weight.

Malady, mAl-i-d£, s. A disease, a distemper, 
a distemper of body, sickness^

Malanders, m&l-iin-durz, s. A dry scab on the 
pastern of horses.

Malapert, mM-l-pSrt, a. Saucy, quick with 
impudence.

Malapertness, mll-i-p^rt-nSs, s. Liveliness 
of reply without decency, quick impudence, sauciness. 

Malapertly, mil-i-p£rt-l£, ad. Impudently, 
saucily.

Male, male, a. Of the sex that begets young, 
not female.

Male, male, s. The he of any species.
Male, male, a. In composition signifies III. 
Maleadministration, male-ld-min-nls-tra- 

sh&n, s. Bad management of affairs.
ft'*?’ I have given the first syllable of this and the suc

ceeding words, compounded of male, the long sound of 
a, because I look upon male as a prefix not alterable in 
its sound in words of our own composition, any more 
than arch, fore, mis, pre, or vice: arch and fore are used 
separately as adjectives, which is not the case with male, 
but pre, and vice, are never used out of composition, 
and are therefore exactly under the same predicament as 
male. Dis, not being a prefix of our own which we can 
apply to words at pleasure, alters the sound of s accord
ing to the presence or absence of the accent, or the nature 
of the succeeding consonants (see Dis); but mis being 
applicable to any words, never alters the sound of s, 426. 
Pre, when prefixed to words of our own, as pre-conceived, 
pre supposed, &c. never shortens the vowel, 530.531. 532; 
and vice in vice-president, vice-admiral, &c. might as 
well be changed into vis-president and vis-admiral as 
male-content and male-practice into malcontent and mal
practice. But though almost all our Pronouncing Dic
tionaries adopt the short sound of a, and some even leave 
out the e, yet as analogy is so decidedly in favour of the 
long sound, and custom is not unanimous, the long sound 
ought certainly to have the preference with all who aim 
at correctness and consistency. W. Johnston is the only 
one who adopts this pronunciation; and Barclay, by 
putting a hyphen after male, seems to favour it. if cus
tom has decided in favour of the short sound of a, the e 
ought to be omitted in writing, and then the spelling and 
sound would not be at variance; but as this would lead 
to incurable evils in language, the pronunciation ought 
rather to conform to jhe orthography.—See Bowl.

It must be carefully observed, that formatives of our 
own, as male-content, male-practice, &c. are under a very 
different predicament from malversation, a pure French 
word, and malevolent from the Latin /woZetvZMs.
Malecontent, maleJ-kSn-tSnt, > 
MaleCONTENTED, tnale-kdn-t^n't^d, J “• 

contented, dissatisfied.
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Malecontent, male-kdn-t&nt, s. One dis
satisfied, one discontented.

MALECONTENTEDLY, male-kin-t£n-t&l-l^, ad. 
With discontent.

MaLECONTENTEDNF.SS, male-k&n-t&n-ted-n&i, s. 
Discontentedness with government

Malediction, ni&l-ld-dlk-sb&n, s. Curse, exe
cration, denunciation of evil.

Malefaction, mil-le-fAk-sh&n, s. A crime, an 
offence.

Malefactor, mil-l^-f^k-t&r, s. An offender 
against law, a criminal.

MaLEFICK, mil-l&f-flk, a. 509. Mischievous, 
hurtful.

Malepractice, male-prAk-tlti, s. Practice con
trary to rule&

Malevolence, mi-lSv-vi-l&nse, s. Ill-will, 
inclination to hurt others, malignity.

Malevolent, m&-i£v-vd-l£nt, a. Ill-disposed 
towards others, unfavourable.

Malevolently, mi-l£v-vd-lSnt-l£, ad. Ma
lignly, malignantly; with ill-will.

Malice, mll-lls, s. 140. Deliberate mischief; 
ill intention to any one, desire of hurting.

Malicious, ma-lish-fis, a. Ill-disposed to any 
one, intending ill, malignant

Maliciously, mi-lish-&s-1£, ad. With malig
nity, with intention of mischief.^

Maliciousness, mi-llsh-us-n£s, s. Malice, in
tention of mischief to another.

Malign, ml-llne, a. 385. Unfavourable, ill- 
disposed to any one, malicious; infectious, fatal to the 
body, pestilential

To Malign, mi-line,z v. a. To regard with 
envy or malice; to hurt; to censure.

Malignancy, niA-lig-n^n-s^, s. Malevolence, 
malice, destructive tendency, unfavourableness.

Malignant, mi-lig-n&nt, a. Envious, malici
ous ; hostile to life, as malignant fevers.

Malignant, mA-lig-nAnt, s. A man of ill in
tention, malevolently disposed; it was a word used of 
the defenders of the church and monarchy by the rebel 
sectaries in the civil wars.

Malignantly, mA-llg-nint-1^, ad. With ill 
intention, maliciously, mischievously.

Maligner, mA-line-5r, s. 386. One who re
gards another with ill-will • a sarcastical censurer.

Malignity, mi-llg-n^-te, s. Malice, destruc
tive tendency; evilness of nature.

Malignly, mA-llne-l£, ad. Enviously, with 
ill-will; mischievously.

Malkin, mlw-kin, $. A dirty wench.
Mall, m&l, f. A stroke, a blow. Obsolete.

A kind of beater or hammer; a walk where they for
merly played with malls and balls.

ftO’ This word is a whimsical instance of the caprice 
of custom. Nothing can be more uniform than the 
sound we give to a before double I in the same syllable; 
and yet this word, when it signifies a wooden hammer, 
has not only changed its deep sound of a in all into the a 
in alley, but has dwindled into the short sound of e in 
Mall, a walk in St. James’s Park, where they formerly 
played with malls and balls, and from which it had its 
name; and to crown the absurdity, a street parallel to 
this walk is spelled Pall Mall, and pronounced Pellmell, 
which confounds its origin with the French adverb pele 
mele. For Bailey appears to derive the name of the street 
justly from peUere maleo, to strike with a mallet. That 
this word was justly pronounced formerly, we can scarcely 
doubt, from the rhj mes to it:

**.........—■ With mighty maZZ,
“ The monster merciless him made to fall.** Spemer.

*• And give that reverend head a mall,
** Or two or three, against the wall.” Hudfbrat.

As a corroboration of this, we find a large wooden club 
used for killing swine, called and spelled a mail, rhyming 
with all; and the verb signifying to beat or bruise is 
spelled and pronounced in the same manner. The word 
mallet, where the latter I is separated from the former, is 
under a different predicament, and is pronounced regu
larly.—See Ptinciples, No. 85.
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Mallard, mll-llrd, s. 88. The drake of the
wild duck.

Malleability, mll-le-l-bll^-td, s. Quality 
of enduring the hammer.

Malleable, mll-ll-l-bl, a. 113. Capable of 
being spread by beating.

Malleableness, mll-ll-l-bl-nds, s. Quality 
of enduring and spreading under the hammer.

To Malle ate, mll-ld-ate, v. a. To hammer. 
Mallet, mil-lit, $. 99. A wooden hammer. 
Mallows, mll-ldze, s. A plant.
Malmsey, mlm-zd, s. 401. A sort of grape ;

a kind of wine.
Malt, malt, s. 79. Grain steeped in water 

and fermented, then dried on a kiln.
To Malt, milt, v. n. To make malt; to be 

made malt.
Maltdust, malt-dhst, s. The dust of malt 
MalTFI.OOR, milt-fldre, s. A floor to dry malt. 
Malthorse, mllt-hdrse, s. A dull dolt. 

Obsolete.
Maltman, mllt-mln, 88. ) s. One who makes 
Maltster, mlltisthr, ) malt. 
Malvaceous, mil-va-sh&s, a. Relating to 

mallows.
Malversation, mll-vdr-sa-shhn, s. Bad shifts, 

mean artifices; wicked and fraudulent tricks.
Mamma, mlm-ml,z s. 77. The fond word for

mother.
M AHMET, mlm-mlt, s. 99. A puppet, a figure 

dressed up.
Mammiform, mlm-ml-form, a. Having the 

shape of paps or dugs.
Mammillary, mlm-mll-ll-rl, a. Belonging 

to the paps or dugs.
I have departed from Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Scott, 

Mr. Perry, Entick, Dr. Ash, Dr. Kenrick, and Dr. John
son, in the accentuation of this word, and agree with 
Mr. Nares and Bailey in placing the stress upon the first 

’ syllable of this and similar words, and as Dr. Johnson 
himself has done on Axillary, Maxillary, Papillary, and 
Capillary ; and as all our orthoepists but Dr. Kcnnck on 
Miscellany.—See Academy.
Mammoc , mlm-m&k, s. 166. A large shape

less piece.
To Mammoc , mlm-mhk, v. a. To tear, to 

pull to pieces, to break.
Mammon, mim-miin, s. 166. Riches.
Man, min, s. 81. Human being, the male of 

the human species ; a servant, an attendant; a word 
of familiarity bordering on contempt; it is used in a 
loose signification like the French on,one, any one; 
one of uncommon qualifications; individual; a move
able piece at chess or draughts ; Man of war, a ship of 
war.

To Man, min, v. a. To furnish with men ; 
to guard with men ; to fortify, to strengthen; to tame 
a hawk.

Manacles, miu-ni-klz, s. 405. Chains for
the hands.

To Manacle, min^ni-kl, v. a. To chain the 
hands, to shackle.

To Manage, min-Idje, v. a. 90. To conduct, 
to carry on; to train a horse to graceful action ; to go
vern, to make tractable ; to wield, to move or use 
easily; to husband, to make the object of caution, to 
treat with caution or decency.

To Manage, min-ldje, t>. n. 90. To superin
tend affairs, to transact.

Manage, min-ldje, s. Conduct, administra
tion ; a riding school; management of a horse.

Manageable, min-Idje-i-bl, a. Easy in the 
use; governable, tractable.

Manageableness, min-Idje-i-bl-n^s, s. Ac
commodation to easy use; tractableness, easiness to be 
governed.

Management, min-ldje-m&nt, s. Conduct, 
administration ; practice, transaction, dealing.
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Manager, min-ldIje-fir, s. 98. One who has 
the conduct or direction of any thing; a man of fin*, 
gality, a good husband.

Managery, mAn'ld-jSr-ri, i. Conduct, direc- 
tian, administration; husbandry, frugality; manner 
of using.

Manation, mi-na-sh&n, s. The act of issuing 
from something else.

Manchet, minsh-lt, s. 99. A small loaf of 
fine bread.

Manchineel, mintsh-in-^1,' s. A large tree,
a native of the West Indies.

I do not hesitate to place the accent on the last 
syllable of this word, as this stress, not only its form, 
but the best usage, seems to require. Dr. Johnson and 
other orthoepists place the accent in the same manner, 
contrary to Mr. Sheridan, who places it on tire first syL 
iable.
To Mancipate, min-sd-pate, v. a. To enslave, 

to bind, to tie.
Mancipation, min-sd-pa-shin, s. Slavery, in

voluntary obligation.
Manciple, min-s^-pl, s. 405. The steward of 

a community, the purveyor.
Mandamus, min-da-m&s. s. A writ from the

court of King’s Bench, in the King’s name.
Mandarin, inin-di-re^n,' s. 112. A Chinese

nobleman or magistrate.
JO* Dr. Johnson, and the other lexicographers after 

him, spell this word without the final e. It may be ob
served, that most of the names from the East came 
to us by missionaries, and the first accounts we have of 
these countries are from the French, which accounts for 
the manner in which we always hear it pronounced. 
Mandatary, mln-dl-tar-d, s. 512. He to 

whom the Pope has, by virtue of his prerogative, and 
his own proper right, given a mandate for his benefice. 

Mandate, min^date, s. 91. Command, pre
cept, charge, commission, sent, or transmitted.

Mandatory, min-di-tur-^, s. 512. Precep
tive, directory.—For the o, see Domestick.

Mandible, min-de-bl, s. 405. The jaw, the 
instrument of manducation.

Mandibular, min-dlb-bii-lir, a. Belonging 
to the jaw.

Mandrake, min-drake, s. The root of this 
plant is said to bear a resemblance to the human form.

To Manducate, min-du-kate, v. a. To chew, 
to eat.

Manducation, mln-dh-ka-shun, s. Eating, 
chewing.

Mane, mane, s. The hair which hangs down
on the neck of horses or other animals.

Maneater, min-£te-6r, s. A cannibal, an an
thropophagite, one that feeds on human flesh.

Maned, mind, a. 459. Having a mane. 
Manes, ma-niz, s. Ghost, shade.—See MiZZc- 

pedes. .
Manful, min-ful, a. Bold, stout, daring. 
Manfully, min-fil-£, ad. Boldly, stoutly. 
Manfulness, min-ful-n&s, s. Stoutness, bold

ness.
Mange, manje, s. The itch or scab in cattle. 
Manger, mane-j&r, s. 542. The place or ves

sel in which animals are fed with corn.—See Change.
Manginess, mane-ji-nfc, s. Scabbiness, infec-

tion with the mange.
To Mangle, ming-gl, p. a. 405. To lacerate, 

to cut or tear piece-meal, to butcher.
Mangler, ming-gl-hr, s. A hacker, one that

destroys bunglingly.
Mango, ming-g6, s. A fruit of the isle of 

Java, brought to Europe pickled.
Mangy, mane-j£, a. Infected with the mange, 

scabby.
Manhater, min-hi-thr, s. Misanthrope, one

that hates mankind.
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Manhood, mln-hud, ». Human nature; vi
rility, not womanhood; virility, not childhood; cour. 
age, fortitude.

Maniac , ma-ni-ik, f. A mad person. 
Maniac , milni-ik, 505. J a A ■ 
Maniacal, mi-nl-ll-kil, 506. J 8 8

with madness.
Manifest, mininM&t, a. Plain, open, not 

concealed; detected. ,
To Manifest, min-ne-fest, ». a. To make 

appear; to show plainly, to diacover.
Manifestation, min-nd-f<$s-ta-sli6n, «. Dis-

cover?, publication.
Manifestable, min-ni-fis-ti-bl, a. Easy to 

be made evident
Manifestly, min-nd-f&t-li, ad. Clearly, 

evidently.
Manifestness, mln-ni-fist-nis, ». Perspi- 

cuity, clear evidence.
Manifesto, mAn-n£-f£s-td, s. Publick pro

testation, a declaration in form.
Manifold, mAn-n^-fdld, a. Of different kinds,

many in number, multiplied.
Manifoldly, mAn-n&-fdld-lA, ad. In a mani

fold manner.
Manikin, mAn-nA-kln, s. A little man. 
Maniple, m&nQ-pl, s. 405. A handful; a 

small band of soldiers.
Manipular, mA-nlp-pii-lAr, a. Relating to a 

maniple. x
Mankiller, mAn-kll-lfir, s. 98. Murderer. 
Mankind, mAn-kylnd,' s. 498. The race or 

species of human beings.—See Guard.
ftO" Th’8 word is sometimes improperly pronounced 

With the accent on the first syllable, and is even marked 
so by Dr. Ash. Milton, with his usual license, some
times places the accent in this manner :

M .n. ,, where he might likeliest find
“ The only two of mankind, but in them
•* The whole included race, his purpos’d prey.”

But Pope, in this particular, is a better guide, both in 
prose and verse;

u The proper study of mankind is man.” Estay on Man. 
It may be asked, indeed, why mankind should not have 
the accent on the first syllable as well as womankind. It 
may be answered, that it has, when it is to distinguish it 
from womankind ; but when it is used absolutely, it in
cludes womankind ; and to avoid the distinction which an 
accent on the first syllable would imply, it very properly 
throws the accent on the general, and not on the specific 
part of the word, 5^1.
Manlike, mAn-llke, a. Having the qualities 

of a man, befitting a man.
Manless, mAn-lAs, a. Without men, not 

manned.
Manliness, mAn-lA-nAs, s. Dignity, bravery, 

stoutness.
Manly, min-lA, a. Manlike, becoming a man, 

firm, brave, 6tout,
Manna, mAn-nA, s. 92. A delicious food dis

tilled from heaven for the support of the Israelites in 
their passage through the wilderness; a kind of gum, 
a gentle purgative.

Manner, mAn-n&r, s. 418. Form, method; 
habit, fashion; sort, kind; mien, cast of look; pecu
liar way ; Manners, in the plural, general way of life, 
morals, habits: ceremonious behaviour, studied civil
ity.

Mannerist, mAn-nfir-Ist, s. Any artist who 
performs all his works in one unvaried manner.

Mannerliness, mAn-nnr-16-nAs, s. Civility, 
ceremonious complaisance.

Mannerly, mAn-nfir-U,a. Civil, ceremonious, 
complaisant.

Mannerly, ad. Civilly, without
rudeness.

Mannikin, min-ni-kln, ». A little man, a
dwarf.
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Mannish, min-nish, a. Having the appear- 
ance of a man, bold, masculine, impudent.

Manceuvre, mAn-o-vfir, s. An attempt, out 
of the common course of action, to relieve ourselves, 
or annoy our adversary; and generally used in mari
time affairs.

This word, though current in conversation and 
really useful, is in no Dictionary I have met with. The 
triphthong oeu has no correspondent sound in our lan
guage, and I have given it what I thought the nearest to 
it; but as the word seems to be universally adopted, it 
ought to be anglicised, and may be safely pronounced as 
I have marked it, by those who cannot give it the exact 
French sound.
Manor, mAn-n&r, s. 418. Manor signifies in 

common law, a rule or government which a man hath 
over such as hold land within his fee.

Manor-house, ir^nir-hiis, ) Tfae housc 
Manor-seat, min-nCir-sete, }

of the lord or owner of the manor.
Manorial, mA-nd-rA-Al, a. Belonging to a 

manor.
Mansion, mAn-shfin, s. Place of residence, 

abode, house.
Manslaughter, mAn-slAw-t&r, s. Murder, 

destruction of the human species; in law, the act of 
killing a man, not wholly without fault, though with
out malice.

Manslayer, mAn-sla-hr, s. Murderer, one
that has killed another.

Mansuete, mAn-sw&te, a. Tame, gentle, not 
ferocious.

Mansuetude, mAn-swA-tfide, s. SS4. Tame
ness, gentleness.

Mantel, min-tl, s. 103. Work raised before 
a chimney to conceal it.

Mantelet, mAn-td-lAt,' s. A small cloak worn 
by women; in fortification, a kind of moveable pent
house, driven before the pioneers;as blinds to shelter 
them.

Mantiger, mAn-tl-g&r, *. 98. A large monk
ey or baboon.

Mantle, min-tl, s. 405. A kind of cloak or 
garment

To Mantle, mAn-tl, v. a. To cloak, to cover. 
To Mantle, mAn-tl, v. n. To spread the 

wings as a hawk in pleasure; to be expanded, to spread 
luxuriantly, to gather any thing on the surface, to 
froth ; to ferment, to be in sprightly agitation.

Mantology, niAn-til-d-j^, s. 518. Tile gift of 
prophecy.

Mantua, mAn-tshfi-A, s. 333. A lady’s gown.
50" Dr. Johnson says this word was probably corrupted 

from the French manteau: and Mr. Elphinston, in his 
zeal for an homophonous orthography, as it may be 
called, says, “ Manteau, not Mantau, having given title 
to the silk, the maker of mantoes, or mantows, will have 
the honour of leading the fashions at the court of truth, 
when, under so glorious patronage, she announces herself 
a Mantoemakcr, or Mantowmaker. Padua soy is a similar 
falsification of Pcdesoy, the English offspring of the 
French Pou de soie. The Italian cities are much obliged 
to affectation for having so long complimented them at 
her own expense. Guided by etymology, she had no 
business with the sound; and a stranger to analogy was 
not likely to know, that a mantel, mantoe, or cloke, was 
probably the first silken task of the English Mantoe- 
makerP
Mantuamaker, mAn-tfi-mA-kur, s. 333. One 

who makes gowns for women.
Manual, mAn'ii-Al, a. Performed by the 

hand; used by the hand.
Manual, mAn'6-Al, s. A small book, such as

may be carried in the hand.
Manuduction, niAn-nfi-d&k-sbfin, t. Guid

ance by the hand.
Manufactory, mAn-fi-fAk-tfir-A, s. A place 

where a manufacture is carried on.
Manufacture, mAn-nfi-fAk-cshfire, s. 461.

The practice of making any piece of workmanship: 
any tiling made by ark
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To Manufacture, mAn-i-flk-tshiire, v. a. 463.
To make by art and labour, to form by workmanship.

Manufacturer, mAn-nii-fAk-tshii-rhr, s. A
workman, an artificer.

To Manumise, mAn-nh-mlze, v. a. To set 
free, to dismiss from slavery.

Manumission, mAn-nii-mlsh-hn, s. The act
of giving liberty to slaves.

To Manumit, mln-nii-mlt,' v. a. To release
from slavery.

Manubable, mA-nti-ri-bl, a. 405. Capable
of cultivation-

Manurance, mA-ni-rAnse, s. Agriculture,
cultivation.

To Manure, mA-nhre,' v. a. To cultivate by
manual labour; to dung, to fatten with composts.

Manure, mA-n&re's. Soil to be laid on lands. 
Manurement, mA-nftre-rnAnt, s. Cultivation, 

improvement
ManURER, mi-ni-r&r, s. 98. He who manures

land, a husbandman.
Manuscript, mAn-ii-sknpt, s. A book writ

ten, not printed.
Many, m6n-nA, a. 89. Consisting of a great 

number, numerous.
Manycoloured, mAn-nA-khl-l&rd, a. Having

many colours.
Manycornered, mAn-nA-kdr-n&rd, a. Poly

gonal, having many comers.
Manyheaded, m&n-ne-hed-dAd, a. Having

many heads.
Manylanguaged, mAn-nA-lAng'gwldjd, a.

Having many languages.
Manypeopled, min-nA-pAA-pld, a. Nume

rously populous.
Manytimes, mAn-nA-thnz, ad. Often, fre

quently*
Map, mAp, s. A geographical picture on 

which lands and seas are delineated according to the 
longitude and latitude; a description of a country by 
lines drawn on paper; a view of an estate according 
to exact admeasurement.

To Map, mAp, v. a. To delineate, to set
down. Little used.

Maple-tree, ma-pl-trAA, s. 405. A tree fre
quent in hedge-rows.

Mappery, mAp-phr-A, s. The art of planning
and designing.

To Mar, mAr, v. a. 78. To injure, to spoil,
to damage.

Maranatha, mAr-A-nA//z-A, s. 92. It was a 
form of denouncing a curse, or anathematizing, among 
the Jews.

ik*?' Mr. Sheridan, in placing the accent on the second 
syllable of this word, differs from Dr. Johnson, and every 
other orthoepist, who uniformly accent the word on the 
third syllable, as I have done.
Marasmus, mA-rA2-m&s, s. A consumption. 
Marauder, mA-rd-dhr, s. A soldier that roves 

about in quest of plunder.
Marble, mAr-bl, $, 405. Stone used in sta

tues and elegant buildings, capable of a bright polish ; 
a little ball of marble with which children play; a stone 
remarkable for the sculpture or inscription, as the 
Oxford Marbles.

Marble, mAr-bl, a. Made of marble; varie
gated like marble.

To Marble, mAr-bl, ». a. To variegate, or
vein like marble.

Marblehearted, mAr-bl-hArt-Ad, a. Cruel,
insensible, hardhearted.

Marcasite, mAr-kA-slte, s. 155. The marca
site is a solid hard fossil frequently found in mines.

March, mArtsh, s. 352. The third month of
the year.

To March, mArtsh, v. n. To move in a mili
tary form; to walk in a grave, deliberate, or stately 
manner.

To March, mArtsh, v. a. To put in military
movement: to bring in regular procession.

March, martsh, s. Movement, journey of 
. soldiers; grave and solemn walk; signals to move* 
Marches, without singular, borders, limits, confines.

Marcher, mArtsh-ir, s. 98. President of the
marches or borders.

Marchioness, mAr-tshhn-As, s. 288. 352. The 
wife of a marquis.

Marchpane, mArtsh-pane, s. A kind of sweet
bread.

Marcid, mAr-sId, a. Lean, pining, withered. 
Marcour, mar-k&r, s. 314. Leanness, the 

state of withering, waste of flesh.
Mare, mare, s. The female of a horse; a 

kind of torpor or stagnation, which seems to press the 
stomach with a weight, the nightmare.

Mareschal, mAr-shAl, «. A chief commander 
of any army.

Margarite, mar-gA-rlte, s. 155. A pearl. 
Margent, mAr-jAnt, ?Margin, £ * T1,e border> the

brink, the edge, the verge; the edge of a page left 
blank; the edge of a wound or sore.

Marginal, mAr'jA-nAI, s. Placed or written 
on the margin.

MaRGINATED, mAr-jA-na-tAd, a. Having a
margin.

Margrave, mAr-grave, s. A title of sove
reignty in Germany.

Mariets, mAr-re-Ats, s. 81. A kind of violet. 
Marigold, mAr-rA-gdld, s. 81. A yellow 

flower.
The a in the first syllable of this word is, by Mr. 

Sheridan and Mr. Buchanan, pronounced long and slen
der, as in the proper name Mary; and this is supposed to 
be the true sound, as it is imagined the flower was dedi
cated to the Blessed Virgin : but Mr. Scott, Mr. Perry, 
and W. Johnston, give the a the short sound, as in marry; 
and in this they appear not only more agreeable to general 
Usage, but to that prevailing tendency of shortening the 
antepenultimate vowel, which runs through the language, 
503 535. Losing the simple in the compound can be no 
objection, when we reflect on the frequency of this coali
tion, 515. Nor is it unworthy of observation, that gold, 
in this word, preserves its true sound, and is not corrupted 
into goold.
To Marinate, mAr-rA-nate, v. a. To salt fisli, 

and then preserve them in oil or vinegar. Not used. 
Marine, mA-rAAn,' a. 112. Belonging to the 

sea.
Marine, mA-rAAn,' s. Sea affairs; a soldier 

taken on shipboard to be employed in descents upon 
the land.

Mariner, mAr-rln-&r, s. 98. A seaman, a sailor. 
MaIijorum, mAr-jhr-Cim, s. A fragrant plant 

of many kinds.
Marish, mAr-ish, s. A bog, a fen, a swamp,

watery ground.
Marish, mAr-lsli, a. Penny, boggy, swampy. 

Not used.
Marital, a. 88. Pertaining to a

busband.
KSSSZffltmI- ’*-> 

on the sea, marine; relating to the sea, naval; bor
dering on the sea.

Mark, mArk, s. 81. A token by which any 
thing is known; a token, an impression; a proof, an 
evidence; any thing at which a missile weapon is 
directed; the evidence of a horse’s age; Marque, 
French, license of reprisals; a sum of thirteen shil
lings and four-pence; a character made by those wbo 
cannot write their names.

To Mark, mArk, v. a. To impress with a
token or evidence; to note, to take notice of.

To Mark, mArk, v. n. To note, to take notice. 
Marker, mArk-hr, z. 98. One that puts a 

mark on any thing; one that notes or takes notice.
338
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Market, m&r^klt, t. A publick time, and ap
pointed place of buying and selling; purchase and 
sale; rate, price.

To Market, mir-kit, v. n. To deal at a mar
ket, to buy or sell.

Marketable, mAr-klt-A-bl, a. Such as may be 
sold, such for which a buyer may be found ; current 
in the market.

Mar 1CT-bell, mir-klt-bel, «. The bell to give 
notice that trade may begin in ffie market

Market-cross, mar-klt-kros, s. A cross set 
up where the market is held.

Market-day, mir-klt-da, s. The day on which 
things are publickly bought and sold.

Market-folks, mir^kit-fdks, s. 
come to the market.—See Folk.

Market-maid, mAr-klt-made, s. 
that goes to market to buy or sell.

Market-man, mir-klt-min, s. 88. 
goes to the market to sell or buy.

Market-place, mir-klt-plase, s. 
where the market is held.

Market-price, mAr-klt-prlse, ) 
Market-rate, m&r-kit-rate, \ 

at which any th ing is currently sold.
Market-town, mar-klt-tSun, s. 521. A town 

that has the privilege of a stated market, not a village.
Marksman, mlrks-mAn, s. 88. A man skilful 

to hit a mark.
Marl, mArl, s, A kind of clay much used for 

manure.
To Marl, marl, v. a. To manure with marl.
Marline, m&r'lln, s. 140. Long wreaths of 

untwisted hemp dipped in pitch, with which cables 
are guarded.

Marlinespike, mAr-lIn-spIke, s. A small piece 
of iron for fastening ropes together.

Marlpit, mirl-plt, s. A pit? out of which marl 
is dug.

Marly, mlr-1^, a. Abounding with marl.
Marmalade, mar-ml-lade, ) mu i r MaRMALET, nUAni-Ut, ? S‘ The PU,P °f 

quinces boiled into a consistence with sugar.
MarMORATION, mir-mA-ra-sh&n, s. Incrusta

tion with marble.
Marmorean, mir-md-r^-in, a. Made of mar

ble.
Marmoset, mir-md-z&t, s. A small monkey. 
Marmot, niAr-mSot,' s.

Mus alpinus.
Marquee, mlr-k^,', s. 

kind of tent
Marquess, mir-kwls, s. 

what is now usually written anti called Marquis.
Marquetry, mir'ket-tre, s. Chequered work, 

work inlaid with variegation.
Marquis, mir-kwis, «. In England, one of 

the second order of nobility, next in rank to a duke.
Marquisate, mir-kwlz-ate, s. 91. The seig

niory of a marquis.
Marrer, mir-r&r, s. 98. One who spoils or 

hurts.
Marriage, m&r-rldje, s. 81. 90. 274. The act 

of uniting a man and woman for life.
Marriageable, mlr-rldje-i-bl, a. Fit for 

wedlock, of age to be married; capable of union.
Married, mlr-rld, a. 283. Conjugal, con

nubial
Marrow, mir-rd, $. 327. An oleaginous sub

stance contained in the bones.
Marrowbone, mir^-rd-bAne, s. A bone boiled 

for the marrow ; in burlesque language, the knees.
Marrowfat, mAr-rd-fit, s. A kind of pea. 
MaRROWISH, mlr^r&Jsh, a. Of the nature of

m&r-klt-prlse, ) 
m&r-klt-rate, \

People that

A woman

One who

The place

The price

The Marmotto, or

An officer’s tent, a

The right word for

Marrowish, mAr^rd-lsh, a.
marrow.

Marrowless, mir-r6-13s, a. Void of marrow.
To Marry, mir-r£, v. a. 81. To join a man 
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and woman; to dispose of in marriage; to take tor 
husband or wife.

To Marry, mAr-r&, v. a. To enter into the 
conjugal state.

Mars, marz, s. One of the planets j among 
chymists, the term for iron.

Marsh, marsh, s. 81. A fen, a bog, a sxrymp.
Marshal, mAr-shAl, s. The chief officer of 

arms; an officer who regulates combats in the lists; 
any one who regulates rank or order at a feast; a har. 
binger, a pursuivant.

To Marshal, m&r-shil, v. a. To arrange, to 
rank in order; to lead as a harbinger.

Marshaller, mir-shAl-lfir, s. 98. One that 
arranges, one that ranks in order.

Marshalsea, mAr-shil-s£, s. The prison be
longing to the marshal of the king’s household.

Marshalship, mAr-shJl-ship, s. The office of 
a marshal.

Marshelder, mirsh-Sl-dhr, s. A gelder rose. 
Marsh-mallow, marsh-mll-ld, s. A plant. 
Marsh-marigold, mirsh-mar-re-g6ld, s.

A flower.—See Marigold.
Marshrocket, mArsh-rdk-klt, t. 99. A species 

of watercresses.
Marshy, mirsh-^, a. Boggy, fenny, swampy; 

produced in marshes.
Mart, mirt, s. A place of publick traffick; 

bargain, purchase, and sale: letters of mart.—See 
Mark.

To Mart, mArt, r. a. To traffick. 
Martagon, mAr-ti-gon, s. A kind of lily. 
Marten, mir-tln, $. 99. A iar-c kind of wea

sel whose fur is much valued; a kind of swallow that 
builds in houses, a martlet.

Martial, mAr-shll, a. 88. Warlike, fighting, 
brave; having a warlike show, suiting war; belong, 
ing to war, not civil.

Martialist, mir-shil-lst, s. A warrior, a 
fighter.

Martin, mir-tln,
Martinet, mir-tin-dt,' > s. A kind of swallow 
Martlet, mirt-l&t, }
Martinet, mAr-tln-3t> s. French. An officer 

over-nice in discipline.
Martingal, mAr-tln-gAl, s. A broad strap 

made fast to the girths under the belly of a horse, 
which runs between the two legs to fasten the other 
end under the noseband of the bridle.

Martinmas, mir-tln-mfis. s. 88. The feast of 
St. Martin, the eleventh of November, commonly 
called Martilmas or Martlemas.

Martyr, mir-tJir, s. 418. One who by his 
death bears witness to the truth.

To Martyr, tuir^tur, v. a. To put to death
• for virtue; to murder, to destroy.

Martyrdom, mir-t&r-diiin, ». 166. The death 
of a martyr, the honour of a martyr.

Martyrological, mir-tJtr-rA-lSd-jik-il, a.
Registering as in a martyrology; containing a list

Martyrology, mir-thr-riWA-j^, s. 518. A 
register of martyrs.

Mautyrologist, mir-lftr-rSl'ld-jlst, s. A wri- 
ter of martyrology.

Marvel, mirly^l, s. 99. A wonder, anything 
astonishing.

To Marvel, mjrlvdl, n. To wonder, to be 
astonished.

Marvellous, mar-v51-l&s, a. Wonderful 
strange, astonishing; surpassing credit; the Marvel
lous is any thing exceeding natural power, opposed to 
the Probable.

Marvellously, mir-v£l-I£is-le, ad. Wonder- 
fully.

Marvellousness, mir-v31-l&s-n£g, x. Won- 
derfuiness strangeness.

Masculine, mls-kh-lln, a. 150. Male, not
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female; resembling man ; virile, not effeminate; the 
gender appropriated to the male kind in any word.

Masculinely, mAs-kh-lin-M, ad. Like a man. 
Masculineness, mAs-k£i-lin-n£s, s. Male figure 

or behaviour.
Mash, mAsh, s. Any thing mingled or beaten 

together into an undistinguished or confused body; a 
mixture for a horse.

To Mash, mAsh, u. a. To beat into a confused 
mass; to mix malt and water together in brewing.

MashY, mAsh^, a. Produced by crushing or 
pressure.

Mask, mAsk, s. 79. A cover to disguise the 
face, a visor; any pretence or subterfuge; a festive 
entertainment in which the company is masked ; a 
revel, a piece of mummery; a dramatick performance, 
written in a tragick style, without attention to rules or 
probability.

To Mask, mAsk, v. a. To disguise with a mask 
or visor; to cover, to hide.

To Mask, mAsk, v. n. To revel, to play the 
mummer; to be disguised any way.

Masker, mAsk-hr, s. 98. One who revels in 
a mask, a mummer.

Mason, mA-sn, s. 170. A builder with stone.
Masonic , mA-sdn-lk, a. Relating to the so- 

oiety of free-masons.
Masonry, ma-sn-r^, s. The craft or perform

ance of a mason.
MasoraH, mAs-5-rA, s. In the de wish theology, 

a work on the bible by several learned Rabbins.
Masorite, mAs-d-rlte, s. 154. One of those 

men who composed the masorah.
Masquerade, mAs-k&r-rade,' s. A diversion 

in which the company is masked ; disguise.
To Maquerade, mAs-k&r-rAde,' i>. n. To go 

in disguise; to assemble in masks.
Masquerader, mAs-khr-ra-dur, s. 415.

A person in a mask.
This word ought to have been added to the cata

logue of exceptions, see Principles, No. 415.
Mass, mis, s. 79. A body, a lump ; a large 

quantity; congeries, assemblage indistinct; the ser
vice of the Romish church.

Massacre, mAs^sA-khr, s. 416. Butchery, in
discriminate destruction ; murder.

To Massacre, mAs-sA-k&r, v. a. To butcher, 
to slaughter indiscriminately.

Massiness, mAs^se-n&s, 7 s. Weight, bulk, 
Massiveness, mAs-slv-nds, j ponderousness.
Massive, mAs-slv, 158. 7 «. Weighty, bulky, 
Massy, mis-sA, ) continuous.
Mast, mist, s. 78, 79. The beam or post raised 

above a vessel to which the sail is fixed; the fruit of 
the oak and beech.

Masted, mAst'&d, a. Furnished with masts.
Master, mA-st&r, s. 76. 98. One who has 

servants, opposed to man or servant; owner, proprie
tor ; a ruler ; chief, head ; possessor ; commander of 
a trading ship; a young gentleman ; a teacher; a man 
eminently skilful in practice or science; a title of dig
nity in the universities, as, Master of Arts.

£5* When this word is only a compellation of civility, 
as Mr. Locke, Mr. Boyle, &c. the a is sunk, and an i 
substituted in its stead, as if the word were written Mis
ter, rhyming with sister. Any attempt to approach to 
the sound of a, by pronouncing it mester or muster, ought 
to be carefully avoided as a provincial pronunciation.
To Master, mi-st&r, v. a. 98. 418. To con- 

quer, to overcome; to execute with skill.
MastERDOM, mA-sthr-dhm, s. 166. Dominion, 

rule.
Master-hand, mA^sthr-hAnd, s. The hand of 

a man eminently skilful.
Master-key, mA-st&r-k£, s. The key which 

opens many locks, of which the subordinate keys open 
each only one.

Master-sinew, mA-stSr-sln-nu, ». A large 
sinew that surrounds the hough. *nd divides it from 
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the bone by a hollow place, where the wind-galls an 
usually seated.

Masterless, mi-st&r-lis, a. Wanting a master 
or owner; ungoverntd, unsubdued.

Masterliness, nil-si6r-li-n«-s, «. Eminent 
skill.

Masterly, mi-st&r-le, ad. With the skill of 
a master.

Masterly, mA-st&r-l^, a. Suitable to a master 
artful, skilful; imperious, with the sway of a master.

Masterpiece, ma-st&r-p^se, s. Capital per
formance, anything done or made with extraordinary 
skill; chief excellence.

Mastership, mA'stur-shlp, s. Rule, power; 
superiority; skill, knowledge; a title of ironical re
spect

Master-string, mA-st&r-string, s. Principal 
string.

Masterstroke, mA-sthr-stroke, s. Capital 
performance.

Masterteeth, mA'st&r-t£&A, s. The principal 
teeth.

Master-touch,’ mA-st&r-t&tsh, «. Capital or 
principal performance.

Masterwort, mA-sthr-whrt, s. A plant.
Mastery, mA-sthr-£, s. Rule; superiority, 

pre-eminence; skill; attainment of skill or power.
Mastful, mAst-ful, a. Abounding in mast, or 

fruit of oak, beech, or chestnut.
Mastication, mAs-t£-ka-shun, s. The act of 

chewing.
Masticatory, mAs-tA-ki-thr-£, s. 512. A me

dicine to be chewed only, not swallowed.
JO* For the o, see Domestic!;.

Mastich, mAs^tik, s. 353. A kind of gum 
gathered from trees of the same name; a kind of 
mortar or cement

Mastiff, mAs-tlf, s. A dog of the largest size. 
Mastless, mAst-l&s, a. Bearing no mast.
Mastlin, m&s-lln, s. Mixed corn, as wheat 

and rye.
Mat, mAt, s. A texture of sedge, flags, or 

rushes.
To Mat, mAt, v. a. To cover with mats; to 

twist together, to join like a mat.
Matadors, mAt-A-d6rc,' s. A term used in the 

games of quadrille and ombre. The matadores are the 
two black aces when joined with the two black deuces, 
or red sevens in trumps.

Match, mAtsh, s. 352. Any thing that catches 
fire; a contest, a game; one equal to another, one 
able to contest with another; one who suits or tallies 
with another; a marriage; one to be married.

To Match, mAtsh, v. a. To be equal to; to 
show an equal; to equal, to oppose; to suit, to pro
portion : to marry, to give in marriage.

To Match, mAtsh, v- n. To be married, to 
suit, to be proportionate, to tally.

Matchable, mAtsh-A-bl, a. 405. Suitable, 
equal, fit to be joined; correspondent.

Matchless, mAtsh-lAs, a. Without an equal.
Matchlessly, mAtsh-lSs-le, ad. In a manner 

not to be equalled.
Matchlessness, mAtsh-les-nes, s. State of 

being without an equal.
i Matchmaker, matsh-ma-kfcr, s. One who 

contrives marriages; one who makes matches for 
burning.

M,aTE, mate, s. 77. A husband or wife; a 
companion, male or female; the male or female of ani
mals; one that sails in the same ship; one that ea'.s 
at the same table; the second in subordination,as ih<_ 
Master’s mate.

To Mate, mate, v. a. ' To match, to marry, 
to oppose, to equal; to subdue, to confound, to crush. 
Obsolete in the latter sense.

Mateless, mate-l&s, a. Without a companion, 
without a mate.

Material, mA-t^rA-Al, a. 505. Consisting of
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matter, corporeal, not spiritual; important; momen
tous.

Materialism, mi-t61ri-il4zm, s. The opinions 
of a materialist.

Materialist, ma-t£M-114st, «. One who de- 
nies spiritual substance.

Materiality, ml-te-r^-AW-te, s. Material 
existence, not spirituality.

To Materialize, mi-t^re-al-lze, v. a. To re
gard as matter; to regard as matter or sustance.

Materials mi-t£-r6-ilz, s. The substance of 
which aiiy thing is made.

Materially, ma-te-re-al-e, ad. In the state 
of matter; not formally; importantly, essentially.

Materialness, mA-te-r£-il-n£s, s. The state 
of being material, importance.

Materiate, mA-t^-re-At, a. 91. Consisting of 
matter.

Maternal, mA-t5r-nAl, a. 88. Motherly, be
fitting or pertaining to a mother.

Maternity, mA-t£r-ni-t£, s. The character or 
relation of a mother.

Mat-FELON, mit-f&l-Jtn, s. A species of knap
weed growing wild.

Mathematical, miM-4-mit-<i-kll, 509. ) 
Mathematic , mizM-mltltlk, \ n‘

Considered according to the doctrine of the mathe
maticks.

Mathematically, mAf/z-£-mAt-t£-kAl-£, ad. 
According to the laws of the mathematical sciences.

Mathematician, mA//i-£-mA-tlsh-An, s. A man 
versed in the mathematicks.

MatheMaTicks, mA/A-£-mAt-tlks, s. That 
science which contemplates whatever is capable of 
being numbered or measured.

Mathesis, mA-/7tA-sis, $. 520. The doctrine of

Morning, used in the 

Morning worship.
A chymical glass vessel

mathematicks. 
Matin, m At-tin, a.

morning.
Matins, mAt-tlnz, s. 
Matrass, mAt-rAs, s.

made for digestion or distillation, being sometimes 
bellied, and sometimes rising gradually taper into a 
conical figure.

Matrice, mA-trls, s. 140. 142. The womb the 
cavity whore the foetus is formed; a mould, that which 
gives form to something enclosed.*

When this word signifies the mould in which let
ters are cast, it is called by the founders a Mattris. 
Matricide, mit^trd-side, s. 143. Slaughter of 

a mother; a mother killer.
To Matriculate, mA-trik-£i-late, »». d. To 

enter or admit to a membership of the universities of 
England; to enter into any society.

Matriculate, mA-trlk-i-lAte, s. 91. A man 
matriculated.

Matriculation, mA-trlk-ii-la-sh&n, s. The 
act of matriculating.

Matrimonial, mAt -tr£-md-n£-Al, or. 88. Suit, 
able to marriage, pertaining to marriage, connubial.

Matrimonially, mAt-tre-md^n^-al-i, ad 
According to the manner or laws of marriage.

Matrimony, mA-tre-mun-£, $» Marriage, the 
nuptial state.

For the o, see Domestick.—For the accent, see 
Academy.
Matrix, ma-trlks, s. Womb, a place where 

any thing is generated f formed.
MATRON, ma-tr&n, s. An elderly lady; an old 

woman.
Matronal, mAt-rd-nAl, or mA-tr&nAl, a. 

Suitable to a matron, constituting a matron.
I have excluded Mr. Sheridan’s pronunciation, 

which makes the two first syllables of this word exactly 
like matron, because the word is a primitive in our lan
guage, derived from the Latin matronalis, and therefore, 
according to English analogy, when reduced to three syl
lables, ought to nave the accent on the antepenultimate, 
see Academy ; and this accent has, in simples, always a 
shortening power, 503. 535. The second pronunciation. 
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though not so strictly agreeable to analogy as the first, is 
still preferable to Mr. Sheridan’s. Matron/sh and ma
tronly ought to have the first vowel and the accent as in 
matron, because they are compounds of our own; but 
we do not subjoin al to words as we do ish and ly, 2nd 
therefore words of that termination are under a different 
predicament, Something like this seems to have struck 
Mr. Sheridan Dr. Johnson when they accented the 
word Patronal: for though this word is exactly of the 
same form, and is perfectly similar in the quantity of the 
Latin vowels, we find matronal market! with the accent 
upon the first syllable, and pattonal on the second. From 
Dr. Johnson’s accentuation we cannot collect the quantity 
of the vowel; his authority, therefore, in the word in 
question, is only for the accent on the first syllable. To 
him may be added, Mr. Scott, Mr. Perry, and Entick, 
who accent and sound the a as Mr. Sheridan has done; 
Dr. Ash alone seems to favour the pronunciation I have 
given.
Matronly, mA-tr6n-l£, ad. Elderly, ancient 

See Matronal.
MaTROSS, mA-trds,' s. Matrosses are a sort b_ 

soldiers next in degree under the gunners, who assist 
about the guns, in traversing, sponging, and loading 
them.

Matter, mAt-t&r, s. 98. Body, substance ex
tended ; materials, that of which any thing is com
posed; subject, thing treated; the whole, the very 
thing supposed ; affair, business, in a familiar sense ; 
cause of disturbance; import, consequence; thing, ob
ject, that which has some particular relation ; space 
or quantity nearly computed; purulent running.

To Matter, mAt-t&r, v. n. To be of impor
tance, to import; to generate matter by suppuration.

To Matter, mAt-t&r, v. a. To regard, not to 
neglect.

Mattery, mAt-tftr-£, a. Important; full of 
matter, purulent, generating matter.

Mattoc , mitAtuk, «. 166. A kind of toothed 
instrument to pull up wood; a pickaxe.

Mattress, mat-tris, 5. 93. A kind of quilt 
made to lie upon.

To Maturate, mAtsh-u-rate, v. a. 91. To has
ten, to ripen; to bring to perfection.

To Maturate, mAtsh-&-rAte, v. n. 461. To 
grow ripe.

Maturation, mAtsh-&-ra-sh&n, s. The act of 
ripening, the state of growing ripe; the suppuration 
of excremcntitious or extravnsated juices into matter 

Maturative, mAtsh-&-rA-tiv, a. 463. Ripen
ing, conducive to ripeness; conducive to the suppura
tion of a sore.

Mature, mA-t&rc,' a. Ripe, perfected by time; 
brought near to completion ; well-disposed, fit for 
execution, well digested__See Futurity.

To Mature, mA-t&re,' v. a. To ripen, to ad
vance to ri|>eness.

Maturely, mA-ture^M, ad. Ripely, com
pletely; with counsel well-digested ; early, soon*

Maturity, mA-t&nJ-U, s. Ripeness, comple
tion.

Maudlin, mawd-lln, a. Drunk, fuddled.
Maugre, mAw-g&r, ad. 416. In spite of, not 

withstanding, with ill-will.
To Maul, mawl, v. a. To beat, to bruise, to 

hurt in a coarse or butcherly manner.—See Mall.
Maul, m&wl, s. A heavy hammer. Obsolete. 
Maund, mind, s. 214. A hand basket.

JO” Mr. Sheridan and Mr. Perry give the sound of a 
in all to this word. Dr. Kenrick gives both the a in hard 
and that in all, but prefers the first—See Taunt.
To Maunder. mAn^d&r, y. n. 214. To grum- 

b’c, to murmur.
Mr. Sheridan, Buchanan, W. Johnston, and 

Mr. Perry, pronounce the diphthong in this word as in 
Maund ; but Mr. Nares and Mr. Elphinston, whose opi
nion in this point is of the greatest weight, pronounce 
it as I have marked it.—See Taunt.
MaundaY-THURSDAY, mdwn-d^, or man-d£- 

/Aftrz-da, g. 214. The Thursday before Good 
Friday.

Mausoleum, g. 503. A pom
pous funeral monument
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Maw, m&w, $. The stomach of animals; the 
craw of birds.

Mawkish, maw-kish, a. Apt to offend the 
stomach.

Mawkishness, maw-kish-n^s, s. Aptness to 
cause loathing.

Maw-worm, maw-w&rm, s. Gut-worms fre
quently creep into the stomach, whence they are called 
stomach or maw-wornu.

Maxillae, mdg-zil-lAr, 478. )Maxillary, mlUll-lW, 477. f “• Be!ong- 
ing to the jaw bone.

There is a diversity in the pronunciation of this 
word, which makes it necessary to recur to principles to 
decide which is best. Dr. Johnson, Mr. Sheridan, 
Mr. Nares, and Mr. Barclay, accent it on the first syllabic; 
and Dt. Ash, Dr. Kenrick, W. Johnston, Bailey, and 
Entick, on the second: and notwithstanding this majority, 
I am of opinion that the first manner is right. For 
though Maxillary and the other similar words of this ter
mination are of the same number of syllables with the 
Latin words from which they are derived, as MaxiUaris, 
Capillaris, &c. 503, e ; yet as our language has an aver- 
ion to the accent on the a in these terminations which 

> ave the accent in the Latin words, 512, it seems agreea
ble to our own analogy to place the ttress on that syllable 
to which we give a secondary stress in the original word, 
and that is the first.—See Academy and Mammillary. 
Maxim, m&ks-lm, s. An axiom, a general 

principle, a leading truth.
May, ma. Auxiliary verb, pret. Might. To 

be at liberty, to be permitted, to be allowed; to be pos
sible ; to be by chance; to have power; a word ex
pressing desire or wish.

May be, ma-b£, ad. Perhaps.
May, ma, s. The fifth month of the year; the 

confine of spring and summer; the early or gay part 
of life.

To May, m&, v. n. To gather flowers on May 
morning.

May-bug, ma-bug, s. A chaffer. 
May-day, maMa,' s. The first day of May. 
May-flower, ma-fl6&r, s. A plant. 
May-fly, ma-fll, s.
May-game, ma-game, s.

such as are used on the first of May. 
May-uly, m&-lll-l£, s.

of the valley. 
May-pole, mi-pdle, s.

round in May. 
May-weed, ma-wWd, s.

mile.
Mayor, ma-fir, s. 418.

of a corporation, who, in London and York, is called 
Lord Mayor.

Mayoralty, ma-hr-il-t£, s. The office of a 
mayor.

This word is subject to the same corrupt pronun
ciation as Admiralty; that is, as if it were written 
Mayoraltry.
Mayoress, ma-{ir-£s, s. The wife of a mayor. 
MaZARD, miz-z&rd, s. 88. A jaw. A low 

word.
Maze, maze, s. A labyrinth, a place of per

plexity and winding passages ; confusion of thought, 
uncertainty, perplexity.

To MAZE, maze, v. a. To bewilder ; to con
cise.—See Gaze.

Mazy, ina-zd, a. Perplexed, confused.
Me, m£. The oblique case of the pronoun I. 
Meacock, m^-kSk, s. ~

Obsolete. 
Mead, m£de, a. 227.

of water and honey. 
Mead, m£de, 
Meadow, mAd^di, 234. 515.

ture ground, from which hay is made. 
Meadow-saffron, m&d-do-s&fMftrn, 417. 
Meadow-sweet, m£d-dd-sw£et,

Plants.

An insect.
Diversion, sports, 

The same with Lily 

A pole to be danced 

A species of chamo- 

The chief magistrate

227. Tame, cowardly.

A kind of drink made

A rich p?s-

I-

I Meager, mi-g&r, a. 227. 416. Lean, want- 
ing flesh, starved; poor, hungry.

: Mf.aGERNESS, m^gur-n^s, «. Leanness, want 
of flesh; scantness, bareness.

Meal, m£le, s. 227. The act of eating at a 
certain time; a repast; the flower or edible part of 
com.

To Meal, m£le, v. a. To sprinkle, to mingle. 
Obsolete.

■ Mealman, m&e^m&n, s. 88. One that deals 
in meal.

j Mealy, m£-l£, a. Having the taste or soft 
insipidity of meal; besprinkled as with meal.

I Mealy-mouthed, m^-ld-mduTHd, a. Soft, 
mouthed, unable to speak freely.

j Mean, mdne, a. 227. Wanting dignity, of low 
rank or birth ; low-minded, base, despicable; low in 
the degree of any good quality, low in worth; middle, 
moderate, without excess; intervening, intermediate, 

j Mean, m£ne, s. Mediocrity, middle rate, me
dium ; interval, interim, mean time; instrument, 
measure, that which is used in order to any end; by 
all Means, without doubt, without hesitation; by no 
Means, not in any degree, not at all; in the plural, 
revenue, fortune, power; Mean-time, or mean-while, 
to the intervening time.

To Mean, m£ne, v. a. To have in mind, to 
intend, to purpose.

To Mean, naene, v. a. To purpose; to intend, 
to hint covertly.

Meander, m^-in-d&r, s. 98. Maze, labyrinth, 
flexuous passage, serpentine winding.

j To Meander, m^-An^d&r, v. n. To run wind
ing ; to be intricate.

Meandrous, md-An-dr&s, a. 314. Winding, 
flexuous.

Meaning, m^-nlng, s. 410. Purpose, inten
tion ; the sense, the thing understood.

Meanly’, m^ne-1^, ad. Moderately; poorly ; 
ungenerously; without respect

Meanness, mdne-n^s, s. Low rank, poverty ; 
lowness of mind; sordidness, niggardliness.

Meant, mSnt. Pret. and part. pass, of To 
Mean.

Mease, m£se, s. A Mease of herrings is five 
hundred.

Measles, m^-zlz, s. 227. 359. A kind of 
eruptive and infectious fever; a disease of swine; a 
disease of trees.

Measled, m£-zld, a. 359. Infected with the 
measles.

Measly, m£-zl£, ad. Scabbed with the measles. 
Measurable, m&zh-fir-i-bl, a. Such as may 

be measured ; moderate, in small quantity.
Measurableness, m£zh-fir-&-bl-n£s, s. Qua

lity of admitting to be measured.
Measurably, m£zh-hr-i-bl£, ad. Moderately.
Measure, in£zh-ure, s. 234. That by which 

any thing is measured; the rule by which any thing 
is adjusted or proportioned; proportion, quantity set
tled ; a stated quantity, as a Measure of wine; suffi- 
cient quantity; degree; proportionate time, musical 
time; motion harmonically regulated; moderation, 
not excess; limit, boundary; syllables metrically num
bered, metre; tune, proportionate notes; mean of 
action, mean to an end; to have hard Measure, to be 
hardly dealt by.

To Measure, m^zh-iire, v. a. To compute the 
quantity of any thing by some settled rule; to pass 
through, to judge of extent by marching over; to ad
just, to proportion ; to mark out in stated quantities; 
to allot or distribute by measure.

Measureless, m&zh-frre-lds, a. Immense, im
measurable.

Measurement, m^zh-iir-m^nt, s. Mensuration, 
act of measuring.

Measurer, m&eh-hr-ir, t. 98. One that 
measures.

Meat, m£te, s. 246. Flesh to be eaten; food 
in general.
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MeatHE, nn*THe, ». A kind of drink. 
Mechanical, md-kin^-kil, ? _ M.„n 
Mechanic , mkkWnlk, 509. J ’

servile, of mean occupation; constructed by the laws 
of mechanicks; skilled in mcchanicks.

Mechanic , md-kAn-nlk, ». 353. A manufac-
turer, a low workman.

Mechanicks, md-kAn-nlks, s. Dr. Wallis de
fines Mechanicks to be the geometry of motion.

Mechanically, m^-kln-ni-kll-4, ad. Accord- 
ing to the laws of mechanism.

Mechanicalness, miJ-k4n-n<l-Hl-n3s, s. 
Agreeableness to the laws of mechanism; meanness 

Mechanician, m^k-A-nlsh-ln, s. A man pro
fessing or studying the,construction of machines.

Mechanism, mAk-A-nizin, s. Action according 
to mechanick laws; construction of parts depending 
on each other in any complicated fabrick.

MECONfuM, m£-kA-n£-&m, s. Expressed juice 
of poppy ; the first excrement of children.

Medal, m&d-dAl, 5. 88. An ancient coin ; 
a piece stamped in honour of some remarkable per
formance.

Medallic , me-dJl-Hk, a. 509. Pertaining to 
medals

Medallion, m£-dAl-yAn, s. 113. A large an
tique stamp or medal.

Medallist, m^d-dAl-lst, s. .A man skilled or 
curious in medals.

To Meddle, mAd^dl, v. n. 405. To have to 
do; to interpose, to act in any thing; to interpose, or 
intervene importunely or officiously.

Meddler, mAd-dl-Sr, $. 98. One who busies 
himself with things in which he lias no concern.

Meddlesome, mldMl-s&m, a. Intermeddling. 
To Mediate, m£-d£-ate, v. n. 91. 534. To 

interpose as an equal friend to both parties ; to be be
tween two.

To Mediate, m£-d£-ate, v. a. To form by 
mediation ; to limit by something in the middle.

Mediate, m£'d£-ate, a. 91. Interposed, in
tervening ; middle, between two extremes; acting as 
a mean.

Mediately, m£'d£-ate-le, ad. By a secondary 
cause.

♦ Mediation, m&-d&-a^sh&n, s. Interposition, 
intervention, agency between two parties practised by 
a common friend; intercession, entreaty for another. 

Mediator, m^-dd-A-t&r, s. 534. One that in
tervenes between two parties; an intercessor, an en- 
treater for another; one of the characters of our Blessed 
Saviour

Mediatorial, m£-dd-a-td-r£-Al, 7 tui™,, 
Mediatory, m£-d£-i-t&r-£, j * 

ing to a mediator.
For the o, see Domestick.—For the accent, see 

No. 512.
Mediatorship, me-tW-a-tfrr-shlp, s. The office

of a mediator.
Mediatrix, m&-d&-a-trlks, «. A female me

diator.
Medical, m&l-d-kll, a. Physical, relating to 

the art of healing.
Medically, m4dQ-W-4, ad. Physically, me- 

dicinally.
Medicament, mAdQ-kA-mAnt, s. Any thing

used in healing, generally topical application.
All our orthoepists, but Bailey, pronounce this 

word with the accent on the first syllable; but my judg
ment much fails me if the true pronunciation ought not 
to be with the accent on the second, as in Predicament. 
My reason is, that this is the syllable on which we place 
the secondary accent in pronouncing the Latin words 
medicamentum and predicamentum; and it has often 
been observed, that this is our guide for accenting English 
words formed from the Latin by dropping a syllable.—See 
Academy.
MedicaMENTAL, mJ<l-£-kJ-m<5nt'il, a. Relat- 

ine to medicine, internal or topical.
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Medicamentally, m4d-^-ki-m2nt-il-4, ail. 
After the manner of medicine.

To Medicate, m£d-cl-kate, v. a. To tincture 
or impregnate with any thing medicinal.

Medication, nt£d-<l-k&-sli4n, 3. Tjle act of 
tincturing or impregnating with medicinal ingredient*; 
the use of physick.

Medicinable, mi-dls-sln-i-bl, a. Having the 
power of physick.

1 mA-dls^A-nAl, ) tr •Medicinal, £ £ «• Having the
power of healing, having physical virtue; belonging 
to physick.

Dr. Johnson tells us that this word is now com. 
monly pronounced medicinal* with the accent on the se
cond syllable, but more properly, and more agreeable to 
the best authorities, medicinal. If by the best author!, 
ties Dr. Johnson means the Poets, the question is decided; 
but I look upon poets to be the worst authorities in this 
case, as, by the very rules of their art, a license is given 
them to depart from the general pronunciation; and that 
they often avail themselves of this license, cannot be dis
puted. But if, by more properly, Dr. Johnson alludes 
to the long i in the Latin medicinus or meatcinalis* 
nothing can be more inconclusive. If the word be per
fectly Latin, as well as English, we generally place the 
accent on the same syllable as in the original, as acumen* 
decorum* &c. but frequently otherwise, as orator* senator* 
character* &c. But if this Latin accentuation were to be 
servilely followed in Latin words anglicised, we should 
overturn the whole fabrick of our pronunciation. Thus, 
doctrinal* pastoral, Ac. Ac. must have the accent on the 
second syllable instead of the first, and nothing but con
fusion would ensue. The truth is, the strong tendency 
of our language is to an antepenultimate accent, 503; 
and it is with reluctance we ever place it lower, except in 
words of our own composition, or where the latter syl
lables have either an assemblage of consonants or a 
diphthong; yet even in this case we find the antepenul
timate accent sometimes prevail, as ancestor* amnesty, 
magistrate, Ac. and counterpoise*porcelain,chamberlain* 
interreign* Ac. So that by attempting to bring our pro
nunciation under the laws of the Latin language, we dis
turb and pervert it Let Poets, therefore, who have, 
and, perhaps, in some cases, ought to have, a language 
different from prose, enjoy the privilege of their art, 
and while we are reading them let us conform to their 
rules; but let us not strive against the general current 
of prosaick pronunciation, which is always right, and 
which is equally negligent of the peculiarities of Poets, 
and the pedantry of ancient derivation. The antepenulti
mate accentuation of this word is supported by Dr. Ash, 
Dr. Kenrick, Mr. Perry, Mr. Smith, vV. Johnston, Bar
clay, Bailey, Fenning, and Entick. Mr. Sheridan gives 
both, and, by placing this accentuation first, seems to 
prefer it to tlie other.—See Indecorous and Inimical. 
Medicinally', mv-dls!-;e-i>Al-l£, ad. Pliysi- 

cally.
Medicine, mAd^A-sln, s. Any remedy admi

nistered by a physician.
JO* All our orthoepists tell us that this word is gene

rally pronounced in two syllables, as if written medcine. 
That so gross a vulgarism should gain ground in our lan
guage, is an imputation to our national taste. Our poets, 
who, when tortured for a word, often torture a word to 
ease themselves, are generally guilty of one part only 
of the Oruelty of Procrustes, and that is of shortenuig 
such words as are too long for their verse; and these mu
tilations too often slide into our prosaick pronunciation: 
but against this abuse every accurate speaker ought to be 
on his guard. Nay, Cowley, as Mr. Nares informs us, 
crushes medicinal into two syllables ; and instances from 
Milton of this kind are innumerable.

Mr. Elphinston adopts the dissyllable pronunciation 
as more agreeable to its immediate origin, the French 
medecene: but, as we preserve the i in this word, ths 
Latin medecina seems its most authentick original, and 
demands the sound of the i in medicine as much as in 
ominous* mutinous* and original* which Shakespeare and 
Milton sink in lhe same manner as the word in question. 
To Medicine, m£d-d£-sln, v. a. To operate 

upon ; or, to effect as physick. Obsolete.
Mediety, mA-dUA-tA, s. Middle state, parti

cipation of two extremes, half.
Mediocrity, mA-dA-6k'rA-te, or me-je-ok-re-te, 

«. 293. 294. 376- 534. Small decree, middle rate, mid
dle state; moderation, temperance.
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To Meditate, m&W-tAte, v. a. To plan, to 
contrive; to think on, to revolve in the mind.

To Meditate, mddQ-t&te, o. n. To think, to 
muse, to contemplate.

Meditation, med-^-ta-sh&n, s. Deep thought, 
close attention, contemplation; thought employed 
upon sacred objects; a series of thoughts, occasioned 
by any object or occurrence.

Meditative, md<W-ta-tIv, a. 512. Addicted 
to meditation; expressing attention or desigp.

Mediterranean, mSd-£-ter-ri'n£-in, ) a. 
Meoiterraneous, m£d-£-ter-ra-n£-6s, J

Encircled with land ; inland, remote from the ocean. 
Medium, m£-d£-fim, or s. 293.

Any thing intervening ; any thing used in ratiocina- 
tion in order to a conclusion ; the middle place or de
gree, the just temperature between extremes.

Medlar, in&d-lfir, s. 88. A tree, the fruit of 
that tree.

Medley, m£d-l£, s. A mixture, a miscellany, 
a mingled mass.

Medley, m£d-l£, a. Mingled, confused. 
Medullar, mfi-d&l-l^r, ? a. Pertaining to 
Medullary, m£d-fil-lAr-£, \ the marrow.

I differ from all our orthoepists in the accentua
tion of this word; for though they are uniform here, 
they differ so much from each other in similar words, as 
to show they are not very sure of their principles. My 
reasons for accenting the first syllable of this word are 
the same as for the same accentuation of Maxillary and 
Papillary, which see.
Meed, meled, s. 246. Reward, recompense; 

present, gift.
Meek, m4£k, a. 246. Mild of temper, soft, 

gentle.
To Mbeken, m££'kn, v. a, 103. To make 

meek, to soften.
Meekly, m&k'l&, nd. Mildly, gently. 
Meekness, m^k-nSs, s. Gentleness, mildness, 

softness of temper.
Meer, mere, a. Simple, unmixed.—See Mere. 
Mef.r, mfire, s. A lake, a boundary.—See 

Mere.
Meered, m£rd, a. 359. Relating to a boun

dary .
Meet, m££t, a. Fit, proper, qualified. Now 

rarely used.
To Meet, m&t, v. a. 36. 246. To come face 

to face, to encounter: to join another in the same 
place; to close one with another; to find, to be treated 
with, to light on ; to assemble from different parts.

To Meet, m£et, v. n. To encounter, to close 
face to face; to encounter in hostility; to assemble, to 
come together ; to meet with, to light on, to find ; to 
join; to encounter, to engage; to advance half way; 
to unite, to join.

Meeter, m££t-fir, s. 98. One that accosts
another. Obsolete.

Meeting, mfifit-lng, s. 410. An assembly, a 
convention; a congress; n conventicle, an assembly 
of dissenters ; conflux, as the meeting of two rivers.

Meeting-house, m££t-lng-b6fise, $. A place
where dissenters assemble to worship.

Meetly, m££t-l£, ad. Fitly, properly. 
MeeTNESS, m££t-n&s, s. Fitness, propriety. 
MEGRIM, megrim, s. A disorder of the head. 
Melancholic , mM-lin-kfil-llk, n. Disordered 

with melancholy ; fanciful, hypochondriacal. Little 
used.

Melancholy, mel-in-kdl-e, s. 503. A disease 
supposed to proceed from a redundance of black bile; 
a kind of madness, in which the mind is always fixed 
on one object; a gloomy, pensive, discontented 
temper.

Melancholy,m&l-in-k&M,a. 503,o. Gloomy, 
dismal; diseased with melancholy, fanciful, habitu
ally dejected.

Melilot, mJl'te-l&t, s. 166. A plant; a salve 
made from it.
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To Meliorate, m&li-6-rite, v. a. 534. To 
better, to improve.

Melioration, mi-le-A-rA-shin, r. Improve-
merit, act of bettering.

Meijority, m(i-te-6r-<5-ti, ». 113. State of 
being better.

Melliferous, mJl-lif-f^r-is, a. Productive of 
honey.

Mellification, m?l-li-fe-ki'sh&n, j. The art
or practice of making honey.

Mellifluence, mSl-llf-flit-Jnse, r. A lioneyed
flow, a flow of sweetness.

Mellifluent, m£l-ll£fl&-&nt, 1 
Mellifluous, m£l-llfiflfi-fis, 518. j

Flowing with honey.
Mellow, m^l-lfi, a. 327. Soft with ripeness, 

full ripe; soft in sound; soft, unctuous; drunk, 
melted down with drink.

To Mellow, m£l-16, v. a. To ripen,, to ma
ture ; to soften.

To Mellow, m^l-16, v. n. To be matured, to 
ripen.

Mellowness, m&l-lfi-n&s, s. Ripeness, soft
ness by maturity.

Melodious, m£-16-d£-fis, or me-lo^je-fis, a. 
293. 294. 376. Musical, harmonious.

Melodiously, m£-16^£-&s-ld. ad. Musically, 
harmoniously.

Melodiousness, m£-16-d£-fis-n£s, s. Harmoni
ousness, musicalness.

Melody, m&l-ld-xl^, $. Musick, harmony of 
sound.

Melon, m&l-lfin, s. 166. A plant; the fruit. 
To Melt, m&lt, v. a. To dissolve, to make 

liquid, commonly by heat; to soften to love or ten
derness ; to waste away.

To Melt, m£lt, v. n. To become liquid, to 
dissolve; to be softened to pity or any gentle passion ; 
to be subdued by affliction.

Melter, melt-fir, s. 98. One that melts metals. 
Meltingly, in£lt-lng-l£, ad. Like something 

melting.
Melwel, m&l-w&l, s. A kind of fish.
Member, m^m-b&r, s. 98. A limb, a part 

appendant to the body; a part of a discourse or period, 
a head, a clause; any part of an integral; one of a 
community.

Membrane, mem-brane, s. 91. A membrane 
is a web of several sorts of fibres interwoven together 
for the covering and wrapping up of some parts. 

Membranaceous, m&m-bra-na-shfis, 357. 
Membraneous, m£m-bra-n£-fis, > a.
Membranous, m&m-br&n-us, )

Consisting of membranes.
Memento, md-m&n-tfi, s. A memorial notice, 

a hint to awaken the memory.
Memoir, |miir2wlr | s’ account

transactions familiarly written ; account of any thing. 
This word was universally, till of late, pronounced 

with the accent on the second syllable, as Dr. Johnson, 
XV. Johnston, Dr. Kenrick, Barclay, Bailey, Buchanan, 
Penning, and Perry have marked it. Some speakers 
have endeavoured to pronounce it with the accent on the 
first, as we find it marked in Mr. Nares, Dr. Ash, Scott, 
and Entick: but this is an innovation unsuitable to the 
genius of our pronunciation ; which, in dissyllables hav
ing a diphthong in the last, inclines us to place the ac
cent on that syllable, as much as in devoir, which we 
find accented on the last by all our orthoepists without 
exception.
Memorable, mJm-mfir-i-bl, a. Worthy ci’ 

memory, not to be forgotten.
Memorably, mfim-m&r-i-bM, ad. In a man

ner worthy ef memory.
Memorandum, m£m-m6-rAn-dfim, s. A note 

to help the memory.
MEMORIAL, mi-mAW-il, a. Preservative of 

memory; contained in memory.
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Memorial, md-*nd£r£4U, ». A monument, 
something to preserve memory; a written act contain- 
ing a claim, remonstrance, or petition.

Memorialist, mi-mdir£-il-ist, s. One who 
writes memorials.

To Memorize, mAm-6-rlze, v. a. To record, 
to commit to memory by writing.

Mem DRY, m&m-mir-£, s. 551. The power of 
retaining or recollecting things past, retention, recol- 
lection.

Men, m£n, s. The plural of Man.
To Menace, mSn-nase, v. a. 91. To threaten, 

to threat.
Menace, men-nase, s. 91. A threat. 
Menacer, m3n'nis-ir, s. 98. A threatened 

one that threats.
Menage, mS-nizhe,' s. A collection of ani

mals.
£5“ This word is perfectly French; nor can we ex

press their soft g any other way than by the. 
Menagerie, m3n-Azhe-ir-^,' s. A place for 

keeping foreign birds, and other curious animals. 
Menagogue, mfin-l-gdg, s. 338. A medicine 

that promotes the flux of the menses.
To Mend, m&nd, v. a. To repair from breach 

or decay; to correct; to advance; to improve.
To Mend, m£nd, v. n. To grow better, to 

advance in any good.
Mendable, m&n-di-bl, a. 405. Capable of 

being mended.
Mendacity, m&n-dis-s£-t£, s. Falsehood. 
Mender, m&nd-&r, s. 98. One who makes 

any change for the better.
Mendicancy, m&n-dd-kin-s£, s. Beggary. 
Mendicant, m£n-d£-kAnt, a. Begging, poor 

to a state of beggary.
Mendicant, men-d^-k^nt, s. A beggar, one 

of some begging fraternity.
To Mendicate, m£n-de-kate, v. n. To beg, 

to ask alms.
Mendicity, min-dls'si-ti, s. The life of a 

beggar.
Mends, m&ids, s. For amends. Obsolete. 
Menial, m£-n£-il, a. 113. Belonging to the 

retinue or train of servants.
Meninges, mt^nin-j£s, s. The Meninges are 

the two membranes that envelop the brain, which are 
called the pia mater and dura mater.

Menology, md-ndl-ld-ji, s. 518. A register 
of months.

Mensal, m^n-sil, a. Belonging to the table. 
Menstrual, m^ns^stri-il, a. Monthly, lasting 

a month ; pertaining to a menstruum.
MeN’STRUOUS, mens^strh-fts, a. Having the 

catamenia.
Menstruum, m^ns^strh-im, t. All liquors are 

called Menstruums which are used as dissolvents, or 
to extract the virtues of ingredients by infusion or de
coction.

Mensuiiabii.ity, m^n-shii-rl-blW-ti, i. Capa- 
city of being measured.

Mensurable, men-slifi-ri-bl, a. Measurable, 
that which may be measured.

Mensural, mSn-shii-rAI, a. 88. Relating to 
measure.

To Mensurate, m&n-shh-rate, v. a. To mea
sure, to take the dimension of any thing.

Mensuration, m£n-shb-ra-sb&n, s. The art 
or practice of measuring, result of measuring.

Mental, m&nt-il, a. 88. Intellectual, existing 
in the mind.

Mentally, m&nt-tAl-£, ad. Intellectually, in 
the mind; not practically, but in thought or meditation. 

Mention, m&n-sh&n, ». Oral or written ex
pression, or recital of any thing.

To Mention, m^n-shun, v. a. To write or ex
press in words or writing.
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Mephitic, mA-flt-lk, | a. Ill-savoured, 
Mephitical, m£-fltQ-k&l, $ stinking. 
Meracious, m^-ra-shiis, a. 292. Strong, racy. 
Mercantant, m&r-k&n-tlnt, s. A foreigner, 

or foreign trader. Obsolete.
Mercantile, mCr-kln-ill, a. 145. Trading, 

commercial.
Mercenariness, ui^rksL-nl-r<S-nds, s. Vena, 

lity, respect to hire or reward.
Mercenary, m£r-s£-ni-r£, a. 512. Venal, 

hired, sold for money.
Mercenary, m&r-stUnl-rd, s. A hireling, one 

retained or serving for pay.
Mercer, m^r-sir, a. 98. One who sells silks. 
Mercery, m^r-s&r-i, s. 555. Trade of mercers, 

dealing in silks.
Merchandize, m&r-tsh^n-db-®, ». Tra flick, 

commerce, trade; wares, anything to be bought or 
sold.

To Merchandize, mSr'tshAn-dlze, v. a. To 
trade, to traflick, to exercise commerce.

Merchant, mfir-tshint, s. 352. One who 
trafficks to remote countries.

fc'y- Mr. Sheridan pronounces the<? in the first syllable 
of this word, like the a in march; and it is certain that, 
about thirty years ago, this was (he general pronuncia
tion : but since that time, the sound of a has been gra
dually wearing away; and the sound of e is so fully esta
blished, that the former is now become gross and vulgar, 
and is only to be heard among the lower orders of the 
people- It is highly probable that, however coarse this 
sound ofc may now seem, it was once not only the com
mon pronunciation, but the most agreeable to analogy. 
We still find, that the vowel i before r, followed by an
other consonant, sinks into a broader sound by taking 
the short sound of r, which is really the short sound of 
a slender a, as virgin, virtue, Ac.; and it is a similar 
alteration which takes place in the e before r, followed 
by another consonant, in clerk, sergeant, Derby, Ac. 
where the vowel falls into the broader sound of the Ita
lian a. Sermon, service, vermin, Ac. are still pronounced 
by the vulgar as if written sarmon, sarvice, varmint, Ac.; 
and this was probably the ancient manner of pronouncing 
every e in the same situation. This analogy is now to
tally exploded; and, except clerk, sergeant, and a few 
proper names, we have scarcely another word in the lan
guage where the e has not its true sound. But instead of 
saying with Mr. Nares, that merchant has returned to 
the proper sound of e, we may with greater probability 
assert, that this and every other word of the same form 
have acquired a sound of e, which they never had before, 
and which, though a feebler and a shorter sound, con
duces to the simplicity and regularity of our pronuncia
tion Dr. Kenrick concurs in my opinion, that pro
nouncing the e in this word like a is vulgar; and cverj 
other orthoepist who gives the sound of the vowels, 
marks it as I have done.
Merchantlike, mdrQsh&nt-llke, ) . T .,
Merchantly, m^r-tshAnt-1^, ) a * 1j1 

merchant.
Merchantman, mir-tsh&nt-mln, s. 8S.

A ship of trade.
Merchantable, m§r-tshAnt-a-bl, a. Fit to b» 

bought or sold.
Merciful. m£r-s£-ful, a. Compassionate, ten

der, unwilling to punish, willing to pity and spare.
Mercifully, m£r-s£-f&l-te, ad. Tenderly, 

mildly, with pity.
Mercifulness, m^r-s^-fM-n^s, s. Tenderness, 

willingness to spare.
Merciless, tner^se-Us, a. Void of mercy, 

pitiless, hard-hearted.
Mercilessly, m&r-s£-l&s-le, ad. In a manner 

void of pity.
Mercilessness, mW-Us-nis, s. Want oi 

pity.
Mercurial, mSr-kJi-r^-il, a. Formed under 

the influence of Mercury, active, sprightly; consisting 
of quicksilver.

Mercurification, m£r-kii-rA-ft-ka-shin, s. 
The act of mixing with quicksilver.
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Mercury, mdr^kd-rd, s. The chymist’s name 
for quicksilver; sprightly qualities; a planet; a news
paper.

Mercy, mdr^sd, s. 95. Tenderness, clemency, 
unwillingness to punish; pardon; discretion, power 
of acting at pleasure.

80“ The vulgar pronounce this word as if spelled 
marcy; many above the vulgar pronounce it as if written 
murcy ; but there is a delicate shade of difference between 
this and the true sound of e, which must be carefully at
tended to.
Mercy-seat, mdr'sd-sdte, s. The covering of 

the ark of the covenant, in which the tables of the law 
were deposited.

Mere, mdre, a. That or this only, such and 
nothing else, this only.

Mere, mdre, s. A pool, commonly a large 
pool or lake ; a boundary.

Merely, mere^-ld, ad. Simply, only.
Meretricious, mdr-rd-trish-hs, a. Whorish, 

such as is practised by prostitutes, alluring by false 
show.

Meretriciously, mdr-rd-trlsh-&s-ld, ad. 
Whorishly.

Meretriciousness, mdr-rd-trlsh-hs-nds, s. 
Allurements of strumpets.

Meridian, md-rld^-sln, or me-rld-jd-An, s.
293. 294. 376. Noon, mid-day; the line drawn from 
north to south which the sun crosses at noon ; the 
particular place or state of any thing; the highest 
point of glory or power.

Meridian, md-nd-d-ln, a. At the point of 
noon ; extended from north to south; raised to the 
highest point

Meridional, md-rld^-d-nll, a. Southern, 
southerly, having a.southern aspect.

Meridionality, md-rid-d-d-nll^-td, s. 293. 
Position in the south.

Meridionally, mi-rld-<5-6-nil-14, ad. With 
a southern aspect.

Merit, m£r-lt, s. Desert, excellence deserving 
honour or reward; reward deserved; claim, right.

To Merit, t>. a. To deserve, to have
a right to claim any thing as deserved; to deserve, to 
earn.

Meritorious, m£r-r&~t6^re-&s, a. Deserving 
of reward, high in desert.

Meritoriously, m£r-r£-td-re-fis-l£, ad. In 
such a manner as to deserve reward.

Meritoriousness, m£r-r£-td-r£-&s-n£s, s. The 
state of deserving well.

Merlin, m&r-lln, s. A kind of hawk. 
Mermaid, m&r-made, s. A sea woman.

The first syllable of this word is frequently pro
nounced like the noun mare ; but this is a vulgarism 
which must be carefully avoided.
Merrily, m£r-r£-le, ad. Gayly, cheerfully, 

with mirth.
Merrimake, m£r-r£-make, s. A festival, a 

meeting for mirth.
To Merrimake, m£r-r£-make, v. n. To feast, 

to be jovial.
Merriment, mSr^-mSnt, s. Mirth, gayety, 

laughter.
MERRINESS, m3r-r£-n£s, s. Mirth, merry dis

position.
MERRY, m£r-r£, a. Laughing, loudly cheerful; 

gay of heart; causing laughter; prosperous; to make 
merry, to junket, to be jovial.

Merry-andrew, m£r-r£-in-dr6&, s. A buffoon, 
a jack-pudding. }

Merry-thought, m&r-r£-/7iawt, s. A forked 
bone in the body of fowls.

Mersion, m&rUhhn, s. The act of sinking.
Meseems, mM£mz,' (Impersonal verb.) I 

think, it appears to me.
Mesentery, m£z'z&n-ter-e, s. That, round 

which the guts are convolved.—Sec Lieniery.
Mesenteric , inSz-zSn-tSr'rik, a. 509. Re

lating to the mesentery.
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! Meseraic , mez-zer-a-lk, a. 509. Belonging 
| to the mesentery.
’ Mesh, mish,». The space between the threada 

of a net.
: To Mesh, misli, ». a. To catch in a net, to 

ensnare.
Meshy, m£sh-£, a. Reticulated, of net-work. 
Meslin, m&s-lln, s. Mixed corn, as wheat and 

rye
Mess, mSs, s. A dish, a quantity of food sent 

to table together; a particular set who eat together.
T.» Mess, m£s, v- n. To eat, to feed together. 
Message, m&s^sldje, s. 90. An errand, any 

thing committed to another to be told to a third.
Messenger, m&s-s&n-jui-, s. 98. One who car

ries an errand; one who brings an account or fore
token of any thing.

Messiah, mes-sl-a, s. The Anointed, the Christ. 
Messieurs, m£sh-zh66rz, or in£sh-sh66rz,' s.

French. Sirs, gentlemen.
Messmate, m&s-naate, s. One of a set who 

mess together.
Messuage, m^swadje, s. The house and 

ground set apart for household uses.
MesyMNICUM, mA-slm-n^-k&m, s. A repetition 

at the end of a stanza; a kind of burden.
Met, m£t, 77. The pret. and part, of Meet. 
Metabasis, m^-tib-a-sls, $. 503. In rhetorick, 

a figure by which the orator passes from one thing to 
another.

Metabola. mc-t&b-bo-la, s. In medicine, a 
change of time, air, or disease.

Metacarpus, met-tl-kar^p&s, s. In anatomy 
a bone of the arm made up of four bones, which are 
joined to the fingers.

Metachronism, m^-tAk-ri-nlzm, s. An errour 
in the computation of time.

MetagraMMatism, m&t-i-grim-A-tlzm, s. An 
anagrammatick transposition of letters, so as to form 
another word, as out of the letters of Addison may be 
formed Siddona.

Metal, m&t'tl, A hard compact body, mal
leable and capable of fusion. The metals are six in 
number; first, gold; second, silver; third, copper; 
fourth, tin ; fifth, iron ; and sixth, lead. Some nave 
added mercury, or quicksilver, to the number of metals, 
but as it wants malleability, the criterion of metals, it 

' is more properly ranked among the semi-metals. Cou
rage, spirit.

K'/1 As the metaphorical sense of this word, courage 
and spirit, has passed into a different orthography, mettle 
so the orthography of this sense has corrupted the pro 
nunciation of the original word, and made it perfectly 
similar to the metaphorical one. It is almost the only 
instance in the language where al is pronounced in this 
manner, and the impropriety is so striking as to encou
rage an accurate speaker to restore the a to its sound, a* 
beard in medal.—See Spittai.
Metalepsis, m£t-tl-l£p-sls, s. A continuation 

of a trope in one word through a succession of signifi
cations.

Metallical, ? parlakin„
Metallic , m£-tll-hk, 509. ) 6

of metal, containing metal, consisting of metal.
Mettalliferous, mtk-til-lif-f^r-frs, a. Pro

ducing metals.
Mettaline, m^t-tAl-line, a. Impregnated with 

metal; consisting of metal.
Mr. Sheridan, Dr. Johnson, Dr. Ash, and Bailey, 

accent the second syllable of this word; but Dr. Kenrick, 
W. Johnston, Mr. Scott, Buchanan, Barclay, Fenning, 
and Entick, the .first. I do not hesitate to pronounce 
the latter mode the more correct; first, as it is a simple 
in our language, and, having three syllables, requires 
the accent on the antepenultimate, notwithstanding the 
double Z, 6ce Medicinal. In the next place, though there 
is no metallinus in Latin, it ought to follow the analogy 
<.f words of that termination derived from the Latin, as 
Chrystalinus, Serpentinus, Ac, which, when anglicised, 
losd the last syllable, and remove the accent to the first, 
see —For the i in the last syllable, see PrincL

les, No. 148, 1^»
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Metallbt, met-til-hst, s. A worker of metals, 
one skilled in metals.

Metalography, mfit-tAI-ldg-grA-fe, «• 51«.
An account of metals.

Metallurgist, m&i-tAl-l&r-jlst, s. A worker 
of metals.

Metallurgy, m£t-tAl-l&r-j£, s. The art of ] 
working metals, or separating them from their ore. 

This word is accented three diflbrent ways by dif
ferent orthoepists. Dr. Johnson, Barclay, Fenmng, and 
Perry accent it on the second syllable; Sheridan, Bu
chanan. and Bailey, on the third; and Ash,Scott, Nares, 
and Entick, on the first; and Kenrick on the first and 
third. The’ accent on the first seems to me the most cor
rect * Bailey derives this word from the Greek /Mratk- 

and words of this form, upon dropping a syllable 
when anglicised, remove the accent higher; as philosophy* 
philology, &c. from ^XaAoy/«* The accent thus
removed, in enclitical terminations, 513, generally falls 
apon the antepenultimate syllable, unless in the two suc- 
d.'eding syllables there are uncombinablc consonants, as 
chiromancy, oligarchy ; and in this case, for the ease of 
pronunciation, the accent generally rises to the next syl
lable, which throws a secondary or alternate accent on the 
penultimate, and by this means gives the organs a greater 
force to pronounce the uncombinable consonants thairif 
thev immediately followed the principle stress.—See Prin
ciples, No. 517.519.
To Metamorphose, m?t-ti-mor-ftis, v. a. To 

change the form of any thing.
Metamorphosis, m&t-tA-mor-fA-sls, s. 520. <

Transformation, change of shape.
Metaphor, m&t-ta-fcir, s. 166. The applica

tion of a word to a use to which, m its original import, 
it cannot be put; a metaphor is a simile comprised in » 
a word.

Metapho me al, mfit-tA-for-e-W, ) N . 
Metaphoric , in&t-ti-for-ik, 508. >

literal, not according to the primitive meaning of the 
word, figurative.

Metaphrase, m^t-tA-fraze, t. A mere verbal 
translation from one language into another.

Metaphrast, mJt'tJ.frAst, s. A literal trans- 
lator, one who translates word for word from one lan
guage into another.

Metaphysical, 7 .
Metaphysic , m4t-ti-fiz-ik, 524. } Versed

in metaphysicks, relating to metaphysicks; in Shak- 
speare it means supernatural or preternatural.

Metaphysicks, met-ti-fiz-lks, s. Ontology, the 
doctrine of the general affections of beings.

Metastasis, me-t&s^tl-sls, s. 520. Translation 
or removal.

Metatarsal, m^t-i-tar-sAl, a. Belonging to 
the metatarsus.

Metatarsus, m^t-i-tii-^s&s, s. The middle of 
the foot, which is composed of five small bones con
nected to those of the first part of the foot.

Metathesis, m^-tAz/t^-sls, s. 520. A transpo
sition.

To Mete, m£te, v. a. To measure, to reduce 
to measure.

Metempsychosis, m£-temp-s£-k6-sls, s. 520. 
The transmigration of souls from body to body.

Meteor, me-tii-&r, or m£-tsh£-&r, s. 263. Any 
bodies in the air or sky that are of a flux or transitory 
nature.

Meteorological, m£-t&-6-r6-15d-je-kal, a. 
518. Relating to the doctrine of meteors.

Meteorologist, me-t^-6-rdi-ld-jIst, «. A man 
skilled in meteors, or studious of them.

Meteorology, m£-te-d-r61-ld-j£, s. The doc
trine of meteors.

METEOROSCOPE, m£-t£-6-r&s-kdpe, s. An in
strument for taking the magnitude and distances of 
heavenly bodies.

This word, though formed from the Greek, has, 
like telescope, anglicised its termination, and therefore 
ought not to have its final e sounded in a distinct syllable, 
as Mason’s example from Albumazar has pronounced it. 
Meteorous, m£-t^6-r&s, a. Having the na- I 

Cure of a meteor.
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Meter, m^-t&r, $. 98. A measure. 
Metheglin, m^-f^g-lin, s. Drink made of 

honey boiled with water and fermented.
Methinks, m£-Mlngks' (Verb impersonal.) I 

think, it seems to me.
Method, m&Ai&d, s. 166. The placing of 

several things, or performing several operations, in tht 
most convenient order.

Methodical, mA-M5d-e-kAl, a? Ranged or 
proceeding in due or just order.

Methodically, m£-//?&d-&-kil-£, ad. Accord
ing to method and order.

To Methodise, m&M-dlze,0. a. To regulate, 
to dispose in order.

Methodist, m&A^A-dist, s. This word an
ciently signified a physician who practised by theory. 
One of a new kind of Puritans lately arisen, so called 
from their profession to live by rules, and in constant 
method.

Methought, The pret. of Methinks.
Metonymical, m£t-td-nlm-m£-kil, a. Put by 

metonymy for something else.
Metonymically, in£t-t6-nim-m£-kll-^, ad. 

By metonymy, not literally.
Metonymy, m£-ton^-m£, or met^5-nlm-£, s. 

A rhetorical figure, by which one word is put for 
another, as the matter for the materiate; He died by 
steel, that is, by a sword.

Authorities for the two different ways of accent- 
ing this word are so nearly balanced, that it is hard to say 
which preponderates. Dr. Jonhson, Dr. Kenrick, Dr. Ash, 

» Mr. Perry, Buchanan, and Bailey, are for the first; and 
Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Nares, W- Johnston, Mr. Scott, 
Mr. Barclay, Entick, and Gibbons, the author of the 
Rhetorick, for the last. In this case the ear and analogy 
ought to decide. I have no doubt that the accent on the 
first syllable was the ancient mode of pronouncing this 
word,’as we find it so accented in almost all the systems 
of Rhetorick published several years ago for the use of 
schools: and as these words from the Greek were gene
rally pronounced in the Latin manner; that is, the ac
cent on the antepenultimate in Metonymia, and not on 
the penultimate, as in Mtvtnupua, the secondary accent 
naturally fell on the first syllable, which is naturally be
come the principle of the English Metonymy, 503, see 
Academy. But that the ear is pleased with the antepe
nultimate accent cannot be doubted ; and that this word 
has as great a right to that accent as lipothymy, homonymy, 
ynony'.ny, &c. is unquestionable. Besides, the enclitical 
accent, as this may be called, is so agreeable to the ear, 
that, without evident reasons to the contrary, it ought 
always to be preferred.—See Principles, No. 513.518. 519. 
Metoroscopy, m<lt-td-p6s-kd-p£, s. 518. The 

study of physiognomy.
Metre, m<~t£r, s. 416. Speech confined U 

a certain number and harmonick disposition of syl
lables.

Metrical, m£t-tr£-kil, a. Pertaining to metre 
or numbers.

Metropolis, m^-trbp-pd-lis, s. 518. Tlie 
mother city, the chief city of any country or district 

Metropolitan, meurd-pM-U-tAn, s. A 
bishop of the mother church, an archbishop.

Metropolitan, m£t-tr6-pdl-te-tin, a. Be
longing to a metropolis.

Mettle, m£t-tl, &. 405. Spirit, sprightliness, 
courage.—See Metal.

Mettled, m^t-tld, a. 359. Sprightly, coura
geous.

Mettlesome, md&l-s&m, a. Sprightly, lively, 
brisk.

Mettlesomely, m£t-tl-s&m-l£, ad. With 
sprightliness.

Mew, mu, s. A cage, an enclosure, a place 
where a thing is confined ; a cry of a cat; a sea fowl. 

To Mewl, m&le, v. n. To squall as a child. 
Mezereon, m£-z£-r£-5n, s. 166. A species of 

spurge laurel.
I Mezzotinto, m§t-sd-t1n-t6, s A kind of 
I graving.
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Miasm, ml-lzm, s. Greek. A particle
or atom, supposed to arise from distempered, putrefy- 
ing, or poisonous bodies.

IO* The plural of this word, in plain English, is 
miasms; if we choose to be learned, and use the Greek 
singular miasma, we must make the plural miasmata.— 
See Stamina.
Mice, mlse, s. The plural of Mouse.
Michaelmas, mik-Wl-mfis, s- 201. 88. Tlie 

feast of the archangel Michael, celebrated on the 
twenty-ninth of September.

To Miche, mitsh, v. n. To be secret or co- 
vered.

Michkr, mitsh-fir, j. A lazy loiterer, who 
skulks about in corners and by-places, a hedge-creeper. 

This word, and the verb from which it is derived, 
are in Ireland pronounced with the short i, as Mr. Sheri
dan has marked it; but I am much mistaken if it is not in 
England pronounced with the long i, as more agreeable 
to the orthography. There is a character in the farce of' 
the Stage Coach, written by Farquhar, called Michcr, and 
this I recollect to have heard with the i pronounced long. 
Mickle, mik-kl, a, 405. Much, great. Ob

solete.
Microcosm, ml-krd-kSzm, s. The little world. 

Man is so called.
Micrography, ml-krSg-ri-fi, s. 129. The de

scription of the parts of such very small objects as are 
discernible only with a microscope.

Why Mr. Sheridan should cross the general line 
of pronunciation, by accenting this word on the first syl- 
able, cannot be conceived, especially as he has accented 
Micrometer properly.—See Principles, No. 518. 
Microscope, ml-kri-skdpe, s. An optick in

strument for viewing small objects.
Micrometer, mi-kr&m-me-tur, s. 129. 518. 

An instrument contrived to measure small spaces.
Microscopical, mi-krd-sk6p-£-kal, ) 
Microscopic , ml-krd-sk6p-pik, 509. ) a‘

Made by a microscope; assisted by a microscope; re
sembling a microscope.

Mid, mid, a. Middle, equally between two 
extremes; it is much used in composition.

Mid-course, mid-kdrse,«. Middle of the way. 
Mid-day, mid-da, s. Noon.
Middle, mid-dl, a. 405. Equally discant from 

the two extremes; intermediate, intervening; Middle 
finger, the long finger.

Middle, mid-dl, s. Part equally distant from 
two extremities; the time that passes, or events that 
happen between the beginning and end.

Middle-aged, mid-dl-adjd, a. 359. Placed 
about the middle of life.

Middlemost, mid-dl-mdst, a. Being in the 
middle..

Middling, mid-ling, a. 410. Of middle rank; 
of moderate size; having moderate qualities of any 
kind.

Midland, mid-lind, a. 88. That is remote 
from the coast t in the midst of the land, mediter
ranean.

Midge, midje, s. A small fly, a gnat. 
Mid-heaven, midOi^vn, s. The^iiddhof the sky. 
Midleg, mid-l&g, $. Midjre of the leg. 
Midmost, mid-most, a. jp&dle.
Midnight, mld-nlte, s.jffhe depth of night, 

twelve at night.
MlDRIFF, mid-drif, $. *The diaphragm.
Mid-sea, mld-si, s. * The Mediterranean sea. 
Midshipman, mid-ship-mAn, s. 88. An officer 

on board a ship, next in rank to a lieutenant.
Midst, midst, s. Middle.
Midst, midst, a. Midmost, being in the middle. 
Midstream, mld-str^me, s. Middle of the 

stream.
Midsummer, mid-s&m-m&r, s. The summer 

solstice.
Midway, mld-wi, s. The part of the way 

equally distant from the beginning and end.
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Midway, mid-wa, a. Middle between two 
places.

Midway, mid-wa, ad. In the middle of the 
passage.

Midwife, mid-wife, s. 144. A woman who 
assists women in childbirth.

Midwifery, mid-wif-r£, s. 144. Assistance 
given at childbirth; act of production; trade of a 
midwife.

Though the i is long in Midwife, it is always short 
in its derivative Midwifery, and the compound Man- 
midwife.
Midwinter, mid-win-t&r, s. The winter sol

stice.
Mien, mene, s. Air, look, manner.
Might, mite, 393. The pret. of May.
Might, mite, s. Power, strength, force.
Mightily, mlte-^-U, ad. Powerfully, effica

ciously ; vehemently, vigorously; in a great degree, 
very much.

Mightiness, ml-t£-n£s, s. Power, greatness, 
height of dignity.

Mighty, ml-t^,a. Powerful, strong; excellent, 
or powerful in any act

Mighty, mi-t£, ad. In a great degree.
Migration, ml-gra-shfm, s. 129. Act of chang

ing place.
Milch, mllsh, a. 352. Giving milk.
Mild, mild, a. Kind, tender, indulgent; soft, 

gentle; not acrid, not corrosive; mellow, sweet, hav
ing no mixUire of acidity.

Mildew, mil-dii, s. A disease in plants.
To Mildew, mil-dh, v. a. To taint with mil

dew.
Mildly, mild-1^, ad. Tenderly; gently.
Mildness, mlld-nSs, s. Gentleness, tender

ness, clemency; contrariety to acrimony. '
Mile, mile, s. The usual measure of roads 

in England, one thousand seven hundred and sixty 
yards.

Milestone, mlle-stdne, s. Stone set to mark 
the miles.

Milfoil, mil-fdil, s. A plant, the same with 
yarrow.

Miliary, mil-yA-r^, a. 13. Small, resembling 
a millet seed.

Miliary-fever, mil-yi-r^-f^-v&r, s. A fever 
that produces small eruptions.

Militant, mil-U-tAnt, a. Fighting, prosecut
ing the business of a soldier; engaged in warfare with 
hell and the world. A terra applied to the Church 
of Christ on earth, as opposed to the Church Trium
phant.

Military, mil-le-tA-r^, a. Engaged in the 
life of a soldier, soldierly ; suiting a soldier, pertaining 
to a soldier, warlike; effected by soldiers.

To Militate, mil-le-t&te, v. n. To war, fight, 
, oppose, contradict.

Militia, mil-lish-yi, s. The train bands, the 
standing force of a nation.

Milk, milk, .$. The liquor with which animals 
feed their young; emulsion madeby contusion of seeds.

To Milk, milk, v. a. To draw milk from the 
breast by the hand, or from the dug of an animal; to 
suck.

Milken, milk-kn, a. 103. Consisting of milk.
Milker, mllk-ftr, s. 98. One that milks ani

mals.
Milkiness, milk^-n£s, s. Softness like that of 

milk, approaching to the nature of milk.
Milklivered, milk-liv-flrd, a. Cowardly, 

faint-hearted.
Milkmaid, milk-made, s. A woman employed 

in the dairy.
Milkman, milk-mln, j. 88. A man who sells 

milk.
Milkpail, milk-pale, s. A vessel into which 

cows arc milked.
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Milkpan, milk-pan, s. A vessel in which ,
milk is kept in the dairy.

Milkpottage, milk-pit-tidje. s. 90. Food 
made by boiling milk with waler and oatmeal. 

MiLKSCORE, mllk-skore, a. Account of milk 
owed for, scored on a board; a petty sum.

MrLKSOP, milk-sip, a. A soft, effeminate,
feeble-minded man.

Milktooth, milk-tiut/i, s. Milkteeth are those 
small teeth which come forth before, when a foal is 
about three months old.

Milkwhite, milk-white, a. 397. White as 
milk.

Milkwoman, mllk-w&m-mun, s. A woman
whose business is to serve families with milk.

Milkwort, milk-w&rt, s. Milkwort is a bell
shaped flower.

Milky, miik-£, a. 182. Made of milk ; re
sembling milk; yielding milk ; soft, gentle, tender, 
timorous.

Milky-way, milk-e-wa, s. The galaxy; a 
stream of light in the heavens, discovered to arise 
from an innumerable assemblage of small stars.

Mill, mill, s. An engine or fabrick in which 
corn is ground to meal, or any other body is com
minuted.

To Mill, mil, v. a. To grind, to comminute; 
to beat up chocolate; to stamp letters or other work 
round the edges of coin in thezminL

Mill-cAg, mil-kdg, s. Tne denticulation on 
the circumference of wheels, by which they lock into 
other wheels.

MlLT.DAM, mil-d3.ni, s. The mound by which
the water is kept up to raise it for the mill.

Mill-horse, mil-horse, s. The horse that
turns a mill.

Mill-teeth, mIl-t££/A, s. The grinders. 
Millenarian, mll-U-na-r^-an, s. One who 

expects the millennium.
Millenary. mil-lA-ntVr^, a. Consisting of a 

thousand.
Millennium, mil-len-ne-tim, s. 113. A thou

sand years; generally taken for the thousand years, 
during which, according to an ancient tradition in the 
church, grounded on a doubtful text in the Apocalypse, 
our Blessed Saviour shall reign with the faithful upon 
earth after the resurrection.

Millennial, mil-l4n'n6-ll, a. 113. Pertain-
ing to the millennium.

Millepedes, mll-l^-pedz, or mll-l£p-e-dAz, s. 
Wood-lice, so called from their numerous feet

The former pronunciation of this word is adopted 
by Dr. Johnson, Dr. Kenrick, Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Scott, 
and Entick ; and the latter by Mr. Nares, W. Johnston, 
Buchanan, and Perry. That the latter is the more 
fashionable cannot be denied; but that the former is the 
more correct is evident, from similar words which have 
been anglicised; thus, Bipeds and Quadrupeds have 
dropped their Latin final syllable; and why the word in 
question shonld retain it, cannot be conceived. Besides, 
though seldom used in the singular, there is no reason 
that it should not be so used ; and then it must necessa
rily become a Milliped : Centipede, properly Centiped, is 
adopted ; and by forming Centtpeds in the plural, shows 
us how we ought to form and pronounce the word in 
question ; and if Antipodes has not yet submitted to this 
analogy, it is because, like Cantharides, Caryatides, 
Manes, Ac. it is never used in the singular.—-See Anti-

Miller, mll-lur, s. 98. One who attends a 
mill

Mili.eii’s-thi'mb, mlW&rz-tAim,' s. A small 
fish found in brodfcs, called likewise a bull-head. 

Millesimal, mil-les-s^-mal, a. Thousandth. 
Millet, mil-lit, s. 99. A plant; a kind of 

fish.
Milliner, mll-Hn-nur, $. 98. One who sells

ribbands and dresses for women.
Million, mll-y&n, s. 113. The number of a 

hundred myriads, or ten hundred thousand; a pro
verbud name for any very great number.
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Millionth, mlty&niA, a. The ten hundred 
thousandth.

Millstone, mil-stone, s. The stone by which 
corn is ground.

Milt, milt, s. The sperm of the male nsli;
the spleen.

Milter, mllt'&r, s. 98. The male of any fish,
the female being called spawncr.

Miltwort, milt-wurt, s. An herb.
Mime, mime, $• A buffoon who practises ges

ticulations, either representative of some action, or 
merely contrived to raise mirth.

To Mime, mime, v. n. To play the mime. 
Mimer, mi-mftr, s. 98. A mimick, a buffoon. 
Mimetic , m£-m£t-ik, a. 129. Apt to imitate; 

having a tendency to imitation.
'inis word is in no Dictionary that I have rrtet 

with; but as it is regularly derived from the Greek 
twixcs, and is adopted by good speakers, there is no rea
son why it should not be inserted, especially as it seems 
to convey a different idea from similar words; for the 
adjective mimick seems to imply the act of imitating; 
and imitative the power, capability, or habit of imitating; 
while mimetick signifies a proneness or tendency to imi
tation. Besides, mimctick, seems to imply a ludicrous 
imitation of the actions and passions of living creatures; 
but imitative is applied to any objects, and generally im
plies serious and respectable imitation. Thus we say. 
“ Painting is an imitative art, and that apes are very mi- 
metick,” and “ it is observable, that those who are very 
mimetick are seldom of grand and noble objects?
Harris, therefore, seems to have used this word rather 
inaccurately, when he says, “ The mimctick art of poetry 
has been hitherto considered as fetching its imitation 
■Tram mere natural resemblance. I n this it has been shown 
much inferior to painting, and nearly equal to music 
Harris's Three Treatises, ch. iv.
Mimical, mim-md-kil, a. Imitative, befitting 

a mimick, acting the mimick.
Mimic A ELY. m1m-m£-kal-e, ad. In imitation, 

in a mimical manner.
Mimic , mlm-mik, s. 543. A ludicrous imita

tor, a buffoon who copies another’s act or manner ; a 
mean or servile imitator.

Mimic , mlm-mik, a. Imitative.
7’o Mimic , mim-mlk, v a. To imitate as a 

buffoon, to ridicule by a burlesque imitation.
MlMICKRY, mlm-rnlk-ie, s. Burlesque imitation. 
MlMOGRAPHER, m£-mdg-gra-fur, s. 129.

A wr iter of farces.
Minacious, m^-na-shtis, a. 356 129. Full of 

threats.
MinaciTY, me-nas-s£-t£, s. Disposition to use

threats.
Minatory, min-nfi-tur-e, a. 512. Threatening. 

For the o, see Domestic .
7b Mince, minse, v. a To cut into very small 

parts; to mention any thing scrupulously by a little at 
a time, to palliate.

7b Mince, minse, v. n. To walk nicely by 
short steps; to speak small and imperfectly; to sj>eak 
affectediy.

Mincingly, mln-slng-16, ad. 410. In small 
parts, not fully ; affectedly.

Mind, mind, s. Intelligent power; liking, 
choice, inclination ; thoughts, sentiments , opinion : 
memory, remembrance.

7b Mind, mind, v. a. To mark, to attend ; 
to put in mind, to remind.

To Mind, mind, v. n. To incline, to be dis
posed. Little used.

Minded, mind-^d, a. Disposed, inclined, af
fected towards,

Mindful, mlnd-ful, a. Attentive, having 
memory.

Mindfully, mind-ful-1^, ad. Attentively. 
Mindfulness, mind-ful-n^s, s. Attention, re

gard.
Mindless, mind-l^s, a. Inattentive, regard

less ; not endued with a mind, having no intellectual 
powers.

E £
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Mind-stricken, mlndistrlk-kn, a. 103.
Moved, afiected in the mind.

Mine, mine,pron.possessive. Belongingtome.
23* In reading the Scripture, as, “ Mine eyes have 

seen thy salvation,” we are at no loss for the pronuncia
tion of this word, as the dignity and solemnity of the 
composition invariably directs us to give the t its long 
sound, as in fine, line, &c.; but in Milton and other au
thors, where there is no such dignity or solemnity, this 
sound of the word has an intolerable stiffness, and ought 
not to have been used. Thus in the Spectator, No. 195. 
Mr. Addison says, “ Were I to prescribe a rule for drink
ing, it should bfe formed upon a saying quoted by Sir 
William Temple, ‘ The first glass for myself, the second 
‘for my friends, the third for good humour, and the 
‘fourth for mine enemies.’ In Milton too:

“——— ------------------ Methought
“ Close at mine ear one called me forth to walk.” J Par. Lost.

In Shakspeare, also:
“--------Sleeping within mine orchard
** My custom always in the afternoon, 
•* Upon my secure hour thy uncle stole, 
*• With juice of cursed hebenon in a phial, 
*• And in the porches of mine ears did pour 
“ The leperoua distilment.” Hamlet.

In all these instances we find a formality, a staleness, 
aud unconthness of sound, that is peculiarly unpleasant 
to the ear; and as this mode of writing was introduced 
when our language may be said to have been in its in
fancy, for the sake of euphony (for it is clearly ungram
matical), so now, when it may be said that it has arrived 
at its maturity, the very same reason seems to entitle 
the present age to alter it; that is, I mean the pronuncia
tion of it, by substituting my, pronounced like me, in its 
stead.

The disagreeable sound which mine has in these cases, 
has induced several readers to pronounce it mm,- but by 
thus mincing the matter (if tbe pun may be pardoned 
me) they mutilate the word, and leave it more disagree
able to the ear than it w as before. Readers, therefore 
have no choice, but either to pronounce it as it is written 
and to let the author be answerable for the ill sound; or 
in all language but that of Scripture, to change it into 
my, pronounced like me.

Shakspeare seems to have used this word ludicrously 
in the Merry Wives of Windsor, where Falstaff says, 
” Mine host of the Garter—truly, mine host, I must turn 
away some of my followers;” and tbe host by request
ing Falstaff to speak scholarly and wisely, seems to in
timate, that this use of the word mine before a vowel or 
an Zi, was the most correct way of speaking. But though 
thy will, in familiar or ludicrous language, admit of 
being changed into the sound of the—mine will, on no 
occasion, suffer an alteration into min. When the vowel 
is used familiarly, it is always a burlesque upon the 
grave use of it, and therefore requires the grave sound, 
that the humour may not be lost.

Mine, mine, s. 64. A place or cavern in the 
earth which contains metals, or minerals; a cavern 
dug under any fortification.

To Mine, mine, v.n. To dig mines or burrows.
To Mine, mine, v. a. To sap, to ruin by

mines, to destroy by slow degrees.
Miner, mine-fir, s. 98. One that digs for

metals; one who makes military mines.
Mineral, mln-Sr-U, s. 88. A fossil body,

matter dug out of mines.
Mineral, mir/ndr-il, a. Consisting of fos-

sil bodies.
Mineralist, mlptner-il-Ist, s. One skilled

or employed in minerals.
Mineralogist, inintndr-iKId-jIst, s. One 

who discourses on minerals.
Mineralogy, mln-ner-il-lo-jd, s. 518. The

doctrine of minerals.
To Mingle, mlngtgl, v.a. 405. To mix, to 

join, to compound, to unite with something so as to 
make one mass.

To Mingle, ming-gl, v.n. To be mixed, to
be united with.

Mingle, ndng-gl, s. Mixture, medley, con
fused mass.

MiNGLERjinlngigl-fir^s. 98. He who mingles. 
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Miniature, m!n-n£-tfire, s. 274. Repre
sentation in a small compass, representation less 
than the reality.

Minikin, mln-ni-kln, a. Small, diminutive. 
Minim, min-nitn, s. A small being, a dwarf. 
Minimum, min-ne-mfim, s. The smallest 

quantity possible.
Minimus, mln-n£-mfis, s. A being of the least

size. Obsolete.
Minion, mlntyfin, s. 8. 113. A favourite, a

darling; a low dependant
Minious, mWyhs, a. 113. Of .the colour

of red lead or vermilion.
To Minish, mlti-nish, v. a. To lessen, to lop,

to impair. Obsolete.
Minister, mlMnls-thr, s. 98. 503, 6. An 

agent; one who acts under another; one who is em
ployed in the administration of government; one who 
performs sacerdotal functions; a delegate, an eflicial; 
an agent from a foreign power. z

To Minister, mlMnis-tiir, v.a. To give, to
supply, to afford.

To Minister, mliAiis-t&r, v.n. To attend, to 
serve in any office; to give medicines; to give sup
plies of things needful, to give assistance; to attend 
on the service of God.

Ministerial, min-nis-t^re-11, a. Atten- 
dant, acting at command; acting under superior au
thority ; sacerdotal, belonging to tbe ecclesiasticks or 
their office; pertaining to ministers of staft.

Ministery, rniri-is-tiir-d, s. Office, service.
Ministral, mln'nis-tril, a. 88. Pertaining

to a minister.
Ministrant, miiiMs-trint, a. Attendant,

acting at command.
Ministration, min-nis-traishhn, s. Agency, 

intervention, office of agent delegated or commis
sioned; service, office, ecclesiastical function.

Ministress, mln-nls-tr4s, s. She who dis
penses or supplies.

Ministry, mlu-nls-tri, s. Office, service; 
ecclesiastical function; agency, interposition; persons 
employed in the public affairs of a state.

Minium, mln-y&m, s. 113. Vermilion, red
lead. £a pink.

Minnow, mln-nfi, s. 327. A very small fish, 
Minor, mi-nfir, a. 166. Petty, inconsider

able; less, smaller.
Minor, mi-nfir, s. One under age; tbe

second or particular proposition in tbe syllogism.
Minority, m£-nfir^-t£, s. 129. The state of 

being under age; the state of being less; tbe smaller 
number.

Minotaur, min-nd-tlwr, s. A monster in
vented by tbe poets, half man and half bull.

Minster, mln-stfir, s. 98. A monastery, an
ecclesiastical fraternity; a cathedral church.

Minstrel, mln-strll, s. 99. A-musician, one
who plays upon instruments.

Minstrelsy, min-stril-s^, s. Musick, instru
mental harmony; a number of musicians.

Mint, mint, s. A plant.
Mint, mint, s. The place where money is

coined; any place of invention.
To Mint, mint, v. a. To coin, to stamp

money; to invent, to forge.
Mintage, mint-idje, s. 90. That which is

coined or stamped; the duty paid for coining.
Minter, mlnttfir, s. 98. A coiner.
Mintman, mlnttmin, s. 88. One skilled in

coinage.
Mintmaster, mln&ni-stfir, s. One who

presides in coinage.
Minuet, mln-ni-lt, s. 99. A stately regular

dance.
Minum, mln'nfim, g. With printers, a small 

sort of printing letter; with musicians, a note ot slow 
time.
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Minute, md-nlte,' a. Smail, little, slender, 
small in bulk.

If we wish to be verv minute, we pronounce the a 
in the first syllable long, as in the word directly, which 
see.
Minute, mlninlt, X. The sixtieth part of an 

boor; any small space of time; the first draft of anv 
agreement in writing.
•-> I have given the colloquial pronunciation of thia 

word but in all solemn speaking would recommend the 
orthographical, or that which is indicated by the spelling. 
To Minute, mln-nlt, tn a. To set down in 

short hints.
Minute-book, min-nlt-book, x. A book of

short hints.
Minute-glass, mln-nlt-gl&s,x. Glass of which

the sand measures a minute.
Minute-hand, min-nlt-h&nd, s. The hand 

that points to the minutes of a watch or clotk.
Minutely, m^-nhte-i^, ad. To a small point, 

exactly.-—See Minute.
Minutely, min-nlt-U, ad. Every minute, 

with very little time intervening. Little used.
Minuteness, in£-ntite-n£s, x. Smallness, exil

ity, inconsiderableness.
Minute-WaTCH, min-nit-wStsb, s. A watch in 

which minutes are more distinctly marked than in 
common watches which reckon by the hour.

Minutta. m£-n6-sh£-i, 92. The smallest part
cf any thing.

This word, which is much use, is a perfect 
Latin word, the plural of which, mirtulla!, is pronounced 
Minutiae, m£-n£i-sh£-e.
Minx, mlngks, s. 408. A she puppy; a young,

pert, wanton girl.
Miny, ml-nd, a. Subterraneous; below the 

surface.
Miracle, mir-A-kl, s. A wonder, something 

above human power; in theology, an effect above hu
man or natural power, performed in attestation of 
some truth.

I have differed from Mr. Sheridan in the sound of 
the first syllable of this word, as he seems to have 
edopted a vulgar pronunciation, which does not distin
guish between the sound of i, succeeded by single or 
double r, not final; and the sound of i final, or succeeded 
by r and another consonant In the former case the i is 
pure, and has exactly the same sound as its representa
tive y in Pyramid, Igrick.&c.: in the latter the i goes 
into short e or w, as in Birth, Virtue, &c. or Sir, Stir, 
Ac.—-See Principles, No. 108, 109, 110. 
Miracle-monger, mlr-A-kl-mhn-g&r, s. A 

pretender to the performance of miracles; an impostor. 
Miraculous, md-r?tk-kfi-l&s, a Done by 

miracle, produced by miracle, effected by power more 
than natural.

Miraculously, mkilk-ki-l&s-li, ad. By 
miracle, by power above that of nature.

Miraculousness, me-rlk-kfc-l&s-n&s, s. Su
periority to natural power.

Mire, mire, s. Mud, dirt at the bottom of water. 
To Mire, mire, v. a. To whelm in the mud. 
Miriness, ml'r£-n£s, s. Dirtiness, fulness of 

mire.
Mirksome, mlrk-shm, a. Dark, obscure. 
Mirror, mlr-rur, s. 109. 166. A looking- 

glass, any thing which exhibits representations of ob
jects by reflection ; it is used for pattern.

Mirror-stone, mlr-r&r-stdne, a. A kind of 
transparent stone.

Mirth, m^r/A, x. 108. Merriment, jollity,
gayety, laughter.

Mirthful, mertA-ful, a. Merry, gay, cheerful. 
Mirthless, m£rZ/»-l£s, a. Joyless, cheerless. 
Miry, ml-r£, a. Deep in mud, muddy; con

sisting of mire.
Mis, mis, s An inseparable particle used in 

composition to mark an ill sense, or depravation of the 
meaning, as chance, luck; mischance ill hick; tn 
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like, to be pleased; to mislike, to be offended. It if 
derived from mis, in Teutonick and French, used in 
the same sense.

IO* What is remarkable in the pronunciation of this 
inseparable preposition is, that the x. whether the accent 
be on it or not, or whether it be followed by a sharp or 
flat consonant, tlways retains its sharp hissing sound, 
and never goes into s like dis and ex. The reason seems 
to be, that the latter come to us compounded, and have 
their meaning so mingled with the word as to coalesce 
with it, while mis remains a distinct prefix, and has but 
one uniform meaning.
Misacceptation, mls-Ak-s&p-t&sh&n, x. The 

act of taking in a wrong sense.
Misadventure, mls-Ad-v&n-tshCire, s. Mis

chance, misfortune, ill luck; in law, manslaughter.
Misadventured, mis-id-v&n-tshfcrd, a. 359. 

Unfortunate.
Misadvised, mls-id-vlzd,' a. 359. Ill directed. 
To Misaffirm, mis-Af-f^rm/ v. a. To state in

correctly ; to affirm falsely.
Misaimed, mls-amd/a. 359. Not aimed rightly. 
Mis allegation, mis-il-U-ga-sh&w, x. False 

statement.
To Misallege, mls-il-ledje,' v. a. To cite 

falsely as a proof of argument
Misallied, mls-il-Mde,' a. Ill associated. 
Misanthrope, mls^n-Mrdpe, x. 503. A hater 

of mankind.
Misanthropical, mis-An-//zrdp-A-kAl, ) *
Misanthropic. . mis-An-z/rrip-Ik, j 

Hating mankind.
Misanthropist, mls-ln-z/ird-plst, x. A hater 

of mankind.
Misanthropy, mIs-&n-/Ard-p£, s. 518. Hatred 

of mankind.
Misapplication, mls-?ip-pl£-k&«hun, x. Ap

plication to a wrong purpose.
To Misapply, m1s-ap-pli,z v. a. To apply to 

wrong purposes.
To Misapprehend, m1s-&p-pM-b£nd£ v. a. 

Not to understand rightly.
Misapprehension, mis-ip-pr£-h£n^shun, x. 

Mistake, not right apprehension.
To Misascribe, mls-Ss-skrlbe,' v. a. 

falsely.
To Mis assign, mls-us-slne,' v. a. 

erroneously.
- To Mis attend, mls-it-t^nd,' v. a.

slightly, to disregard.
To Misbecome, mls-b^-k&m, v. a. 

come, to be unseemingly, not to suit
MlSBEGOT, mls-b^-gfit,' >

Misbegotten, mls-b£-g&t-tn, j
fully or irregularly begotten.

To Misbehave, mis-b£-bave,z t>.

To ascribe

To assign

To attead

Not to be-

a.

n.

Unlaw-

To act ill
or improperly.

Misbehaved, mis-b£-havd/ a. Untaught, ill- 
bred, uncivil.

Misbehaviour, m1s-b£-hi-v£-Gr. x. Ill con
duct, bad practice.

Misbelief, mls-b£-l£df,z x. False religion, a
wrong belief.

To Misbelieve, mls-bA-U^v,' v. a. To hold r. 
false religion; to believe wrongly.

Misbeliever, x. One that holds
a false religion, or believes wrongly.

To Misbeseem, mls-b£-s£em,z v. a. Not to fit,
not to become.

To Misbestow, mls-b^-std,' v. «• ° bestow
improperly.

Misborn, mls-b6rn,z «. Born to misfortune; 
unluckily born. . ,

To Miscalculate, mis-kal-ku-late, o. a. To
reckon wrong.

To Miscal, mls-kawl; tn a. 406. To namr 
liapivperly.
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Miscarriage, mls-kAr-rldje, s. SO. Unhappy 
event of an undertaking; abortion, act of bringing 
forth before the time.

To Miscarry, mls-klr-rA, v. n. To fail, not to 
have the intended event; to have an abortion.

Miscellaneous, mls-sAl-la-nA-bs, a. M'ngled, 
composed of various kinds.

Miscellaneousness, mis-sAl-la-nA-Ss-nAs, s. 
Composition of various kinds.

Miscellany, mls-sAl-lAn-A, a. 503. Mixed of 
various kinds.

JO* The accent on the first syllable of this word, which 
Is the accentuation of ail our orthoepists, except Dr. Ken- 
rick, is a proof of the tendency to follow the secondary 
accent of the original Latin word, notwithstanding the 
double consonant in the middle. Thus, Miscellanea, in 
our pronunciation of it, having a stress on the first, be
comes the accent when the word is anglicised by drop
ping a syllable.—See Academy, Mamillary, and Medul
lary.
Miscellany, mls-sAl-lAn-A, s. A mass or col

lection formed out of various kinds.
To Miscast, mls-ktlst,' v. a. To take a wrong 

account of.
Mischance, mls-tshinse,' s. Ill luck, ill fortune. 
Mischarge, mls-tshArje,' v. a. To charge amiss 

in an account.
Mischief, mls-tshlf, s. 277. Harm, hurt, what

ever is ill and injuriously done; ill consequence, vexa
tious affair.

7To Mischief, mis-tshif, v. a. To hurt, to 
harm, to injure.

Mischiefmaker, mis-tshlf-ma-kfir, s. One who 
causes mischief.

Mischievous, mls-tshA-vfts, a. 277. Harmful, 
hurtful, destructive; spiteful, malicious.

JO' There is an accentuation of this word upon the 
second syllable, chiefly confined to the vulgar, which, 
from its agreeableness to analogy, is well worthy of being 
adopted by ihe learned. Analogy certainly requires that 
the verb formed from the noun mischief should be mis- 
chieve, as from thief, thieve; grief, grieve; belief, believe; 
&c. with the accent on the second syllable, 492, and from 
such a verb would naturally be formed the adjective in 
question. But what analogy can give sanction to a vul
garism? What Pope observes of the learned in another 
case, is but too applicable in this:

“ So much they icorn the crowd, that if the throng
** By chance go right, they purposely go wrong.” 

To which we may add, that in language, as in many other 
cases, it is safer to be wrong with the polite than right 
with the vulgar.
Mischievously,mls-tshA-vhs-1A,ad. Noxiously, 

hurtfully, wickedly.
Mischievousness, mls-tshA-v&s-nAs, s. Hurt

fulness, perniciousness, wickedness.
Miscible, mls-sA-bl, a. 405. Possible to be 

mingled.
Miscitation, mis-sl-ta-shin, s. Unfair or false 

quotation.
To Miscite, mls-slte^ v. a. To quote wrong. 
Misclaim, mls-kl&mef s. Mistaken claim. 
Miscomputation, mls-kAm-pii-tA-shfin, s.

False reckoning.
Misconceit, mis-kAn-sAAt,' )
Misconception, mls-k&n-sAp-sh&n, f *

A wrong notion.
To Misconceive, mls-k&n-sAve,' v. c. To mis

judge, to have a false notion of
Misconduct, mls-kdn-d&kt, s. Ill behaviour, 

ill management
To Misconduct, mls-kdn-dikt,' v. a. To man

age amiss.
To Misconjecture, mls-kdn-jAk-tshure, v. a. 

To guess wrong.
Misconstruction, mls-kSn-str&k-shun, s. 

Wrong interpretation of words or things.
To Misconstrue, mls-kAn-strii, v. a. To in

terpret wrong.—See Construe.
Miscontinuance, mls-kdn-tln-nA-lnse, s. 

Cessation, intermission.
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To Miscount, mls-kA&nt,' v. a. To reckon

«. Unbelief,
wrong.

Miscreance, mls-kr^-Anse, 
Miscreancy, mls'kr^-in-si, _

false faith, adherence to a false religion.
Miscreant, mls-krA-lnt, s. One that holds 

a false faith, one who believes in false gods; a vile 
wretch.

Miscreate, mis-krA-ate,' 
Miscreated, mls-krA-a-tAd, 

naturally or illegitimately.
To Misdate, inis-date,' v. a. To mark with un- 

true time.
Misdeed, mls-dAAd's. Evil action.
To Misdeem, mis-dAAm,' v. a. To judge ill of, 

to mistake.
To Misdemean, mis-dA-mAne,' v. a. To be

have ill.
Misdemeanor, mls-dA-mA-n&r, s. 166. A petty 

offence, ill behaviour.
Misdevotion, mls-dA-vA-sh&n, s. Mistaken 

piety.
To Misdo, mls-d66, v. a. To do wrong, to 

commit a crime.
To Misdo, mis-d&df v. n. To commit faults.
Misdoer, mls-ddd-fir, s. 98. An offender, a 

criminal, a malefactor.
Misdoing, mis-ddd-ing, s. Offence; deviation 

from right.
To Misdoubt, mls-dAut,' v. a. To suspect of 

deceit or danger.
Misdoubt, mis-dAut,' s. Suspicion of crime or 

danger, irresolution, hesitation.
To Misemploy, mis-Am-plAA/ v. a. To use to 

wrong purposes.
Misemployment, mls-Am-plAA^mAnt, s. Im

proper application.
Miser, ml-zftr, s. 98. A wretch covetous to 

extremity.
Miserable, mlz-zhr-i-bl, a. 557. Unhappy, 

wretched; worthless, culpably parsimonious, stingy.
Miserableness, mlz-zur-A-bi-nAs, $. State of 

misery.
Miserably, mlz-z&r-l-blA, ad. Unhappily, 

calamitously; wretchedly, meanly.
Misery, mlz-zhr-A, $. 440. 557. Wretched

ness, unhappiness; calamity, misfortune, cause ol 
misery.

To Misfashion, mls-flsh-fm, v. a. To form 

| a. Formed un

wrong.
Misfortune, mls-fAr-tshfme,». 461. Calamity, 

ill luck, want of good fortune.
To Misgive, mis-glv,' v. a. To fill with doubt, 

to deprive of confidence.
Misgovernment, nds-guv-hrn-mAnt, s. Ill 

administration of publick affairs; ill management; Ir
regularity, inordinate behaviour.

Misguidance, mls-gyi-dAnse, s. False direc
tion.

To Misguide, mls-gylde,' v. a. To direct ill, 
to lead the wrong way.—See Guide.

Mishap, mis-h^p,' s. Ill chance, ill luck.
To Misinfer, mis-in-fArf v. a. To infer wrong.
To Misinform, mls-ln-fArm,' v. a. To deceive 

by false accounts.
Misinformation, mis-ln-for-rna'sh&n, s. False 

intelligence, false accounts.
To Misinterpret, mls-ln-tJr-pr^t, v. a. To 

explain to a wrong sense.
To Misjoin, mls-joln,' v. a. To join unfitly cr 

improperly.
To Misjudge, mls-jadje, v. a. To form false 

opinions, to judge ill.
To Mislay, mls-la,' t>. a. To lay in a wrong 

place.
’ Mlslayer, mls-Ia'ur, s. 98. One that puts in 
' the wrong place.
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To Mislead, mls-lAde,' v. a. To guide a wrong 
way, to betray to mischief or mistake.

Misleader, mls-U-dhr, s. 98. One that leads 
to ilL

Mislen, mis-lln, s. Mixed corn.
To Mislike, mls-llke,' t>. a. To disapprove, to 

be not pleased with.
Mislike, mls-llke,' ». Disapprobation, distaste.
Misliker, mls-ll-kiir, ». 98. One that disap- 

proves.
To Mislive, mls-liv,' v. a. To live ill.
To Mismanage, mls-mln-ldje, ». a. To ma- 

nagc ill-
Mismanagement, mls-mJn-Idje-mSnt, 5. Ill 

management, ill conduct.
To Mismatch, mis-matsh,' v. a. To match un

suitably.
To Misname, mls-name,' v. a. To call by the 

wrong name.
Misnomer, mls-nd-m&r, s. 98. In law, an in

dictment or any other act vacated by a wrong name.
To Misobserve, mls-db-zArv,' v. a. Not to 

observe accurately.
Misogamist, md-sSglgl-mist, s. 129. A mar- 

riage-hater.
Misogyny, m£-s5d-j£-n&, s. 129. Hatred of 

women.
To Misorder, mls-Sr-dhr, v. a. To conduct 

ill, to manage irregularly.
MisorDER, mls-oi^dur, s. 98. Irregularity, dis

orderly proceedings.
Misorderly, mis-dr-d&r-te, a. Irregular.
To Mispend, mis-spAnd,' v. a. To spend ill, 

to waste, to consume to no purpose.
Mispender, mls-spSnd-hr, s. One who spends 

ill or prodigally.
Mispersuasion, mls-pAr-swa-zh&n, s. Wrong 

notion, false opinion.
To Misplace, mls-plase,' v. a. To put in a 

wrong place.
To Misprise, mls-prlze,' v. a. To mistake, to 

slight, to scorn. The word in this sense is wholly ob
solete.

Misprision, mls-prlzh-ftn, s. Mistake, miscon
ception; neglect; concealment.

To Misproportion, mis-prd-pdr-shhn, v. a. 
To join without due proportion.

Misproud, mis-pro^d,' a. Vitiously proud. 
Obsolete.

To Misquote, mfe-kwdte,' v. a. 415. To quote 
falsely.—See Quote.

To Misrecite, mis-rA-slte,' v. a. To recite not 
according to the truth.

To Misreckon, mis-rAk-kn, v. a. 103. To 
reckon wrong, to compute wrong.

To Misrelate, mls-rA-lAte/ v. a. To relate 
inaccurately or falsely.

Misrelation, mls-rA-la-sh?in, s. False or in
accurate narrative.

To Misremember, mls-rA-mAm-b&r, v. u. To 
mistake by trusting to memory.

To Misreport, mis-rA-pdrt,' v. a. To give a 
false account of.

Misreport, mls-rA-pirt,' s. False account, 
false and malicious representation.

To Misrepresent, mls-rAp-prA-zAnU' v. a. To 
present not as it is, to falsify to disadvantage.

Misrepresentation, mls-rAp-prA-zen-ta-shhn, 
s. The act of misrepresenting; account maliciously 
false.

Misrule, mls-rdol,' s. 339. Tumult, confusion, 
revel.

Miss, mis, s. The term of honour to a young 
girl; a strumpet, a concubine, a prostitute.

To Miss, mis, t». a. Not to hit, to mistake; tc 
fail of obtaining ; to discover something to be unex- 
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pectedly wanting; to be without; to omit; to perceive 
want of

To Miss, mis, v. n. To fly wide, not to Lit; 
not to succeed; to fail, to mistake; to be lost, to be 
wanting ; to miscarry, to fail; to fail to obtain, learn, 
or find.

Miss, mis, s. Loss, want; mistake, errour. 
Missal, mls-sAl, s. The mass book.
To Missay, mls-sa,' v. a. To say ill or wrong. 
To Misseem, mls-sAAm,' v. n. To make false 

appearance; to misbecome.
To Misserve, mis-s&rv,' v. a. To serve un

faithfully.
To Misshape, misshape,' v. a. To shape ill, 

to form ill, to deform.
Missile, mis-sll, a. 140. Thrown by the hand, 

striking at a distance.
Mission, mlsh'&n, s. 49. Commission, the 

state of being sent by supreme authority; persons sent 
on any account; dismission, discharge.

Missionary, mish-hn-nAr-rd, 
Missioner, mlsh-Qn-n&r, 98. 512.

sent to propagate religion.
Missive, mls-siv, a. 158. Such as may be sent.
Missive, mls-slv, s. 158. A letter sent; it is 

retained in Scotland in that sense. A messenger. Ob
solete.

To Misspeak, mls-spAke,' v. a. To speak wrong. 
To Misstate, mis-state,' v. a. To state wrong. 
Mist, mist, s. A low thin cloud, a small thin 

rain not perceived in drops; any thing that dims or 
darkens.

To Mist, mist, v. a. To cloud, to cover with 
a vapour or steam.

Mistakable, mis-ta-kA-bl, a. 405. Liable to 
be conceived wrong.

Mistake, mls-tAke,' s.. Misconception, errour. 
To Mistake, mls-take,' v. a. To conceive 

wrong, to take something for that which it is not.
To Mistake, mls-take,' v. n- To err, not to 

judge right.
Mista’en, mls-tane.' Pret. and part. pass, of 

Mistake, poetically for Mistaken.
To be Mistaken, mls-ta-kn, 103. To err.

Dr. Johnson says this word has a kind of reciprocal 
sense. I mistake is like the French Je me trompe: I am 
mistaken means I misconceive, I am in an errour, more 
frequently than lam ill understood ; but, my opinion is 
mistaken, means my opinion is not rightly understood. 
Whatever may have been the cause of this irregularity, 
it has long been an cyc-sore to our grammarians, but has 
got such possession of the language as to render it almost 
incurable. Let us avoid it as much as we will in speak
ing and writing, it will still remain upon our books as a 
part of the language. Mistaken wretch for mistaking 
wretch, is an apostrophe that occurs every where among 
our poets, particularly those of the stage; the most in
corrigible of all, and the most likely to fix and dissemi
nate an errour of this kind. Our old writers were igno
rant of Grammar, and thought all phrases good that did 
not quarrel with the ear; but that is not the case since 
the labours of Johnson and Lowth. The best way there
fore to remedy these abuses, is to avoid them in future. 
Wirti respect to Dr. Johnson’s ooinion, that this verb is 
used in a reciprocal sense, it may be observed, that this 
is the case with all neuter verbs of action ; or, as 
Dr. Lowth calls them intransitively active, or transi
tively neuter; but the verb in question, lam mistaken, 
for I am mistaking, seems rather to be what the Latins 
call a verb Deponent ; an active verb with a passive form ; 
an irregularity which is no recommendation to the Latin 
language, and is a blemish in ours. 1 recollect but one 
verb more of this kind ; and that is, to speed in the sense 
of to succeed well or ill, which as a verb neuter, ought to 
have no passive form ; and yet Pope says,

“ A dire dilemma ! either way Pm sped;
** If l'oes, they write; if friends, they read me dead."

And Otway, in the Orphan, says,
**_______  I’m marry’d—Death, I’m fped."

Mistakingly, mls-ta-king-U, ad. 
ously, falsely.
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To MnTKACH, mls-tdtsh,' ®. a. To te.ch wrong.
To Mistempeb, inls-tiiuipir, v. a. To tem- 

par LIL
Mister, uis-tAr, a. 98. (From meisler, trade, 

French.) What mister, means what kind of. Obsolete.
To Mlsterm, mls-term,' v. a. To term er

roneously.
To Misthink. mls-iAlnk,' v. a. To think ill, 

to think wrong.
To Mistime, mis-time,' r. a. Not to time 

right, not to Mlapt properly with regard to time.
Mistiness, mlsQA-n&s, s. Cloudiness, state of 

being overca.L
MirriON, mis-tsh&n, s. 464. The state of being 

mingled.
MtSLKTOR, mlz-zl-td, s. 472. The name of 

one of those plants which draw their nourish men: frrm 
sosno other ]dant It generally grows on the apple- 
tree, sometimes or the oak, and was held in great ve
neration by tiie ancient Druid*.

MinTiKE, mlst-llke, a. Like a mht. 
Mistold, mls-tdldf Part. pass, of MisleU. 
Muroos, mla-tddk.' Part. pass, of Mistake. 
Mistress, nils-trls, s. A woman who governs, 

correlative to subject or to servant; a title of common 
re-pect; a woman skilled in any thing; a woman 
teacher; a woman beloved aud courted; a term of con
temptuous address; a whore, a concubine.

BO* Th* same haste and necessity of despatch, which 
has corrupted Matter into Mister. has, when it is a title 
of civility only, contracted Mistress into Miuis. Thus, 
Mrs. Montague, Mrs. Carter, Ac. are pronounced Missis 
Montague, Missis Carter, &c. To pronounce the word as 
it is written, would, in these cases, appear quaint and 
psdantick.
Mistrust, mls-tr£ist,'$. Diffidence, suspicion, 

want of conSdtr.cc.
To Mistrust, mls-trfistf v. a. To suspect, to 

doubt, to regard with diffidence.
MiSTRUJTFUL,mls-tr&st-f&l, a. Diffident,doubt

ing.
Mistrustfulness, mis-tr&st-ful-nfis, a Diffi

dence, doubt
Mistrustfully, mls-trfist-ful-^, ad. With 

suspicion, with mistrust
Mist rustless, mls-trist-l&j, a. Confident, 

unsuspecting.
Misty, mls-ttl, a. Clouded, overspread with 

mists; obscure.
To Misunderstand, mIs-6n-d6r-stAnd,' v. a. 

To misconceive.
Misunderstanding, mls-fin-dtir-stind'lng, s. 

Difference, disagreement; misconception.
Misusage, mls-u-zldje, s. 90. Abuse, ill use; 

bad treatment
To Misuse, m1s-&zef v. a. 437. To treat or 

use improperly, to abuse.
Misuse, mls-fise,' s. 437. Bad use.
7’o Misween, mls-wd^n,' v. n. To misjudge, 

to distrust. Obsolete.
MlSY, ml-s4, j. A kind of mineral much re

sembling the golden marcasite.
Mite, mite, a A small insect found in cheese 

or corn, a weevil; the twentieth part of a grain ; any 
thing proverbially small; a small particle.

MlTELLA, m<J-t£l-li, s. 129. 92. A plant.
Mithridate. ml/Zi-rtVdate, s. Mithridate was 

formerly, before medicine was simplified, one of the 
capital medicines of the shops, consisting of a great 
number of ingredients, aDd has it* name from its in
ventor, Mithridates, king of Pontu*.

Mitigant, mlt't^-gAnt, a. Lenient, lenitive. 
To Mitigate, mlt^i-gite, v. a. 91. To soften; 

to alleviate; to mollify; to cool, to moderate.
Mitigation, mlt-t£-g&'sh&n, s. Abatement 

of any thing penal, harsh, or painful.
Mitre, ml-tCtr, a 416. A kind of episcopal 

crown.

Mitred, ml-t&rd, a. 359. Adorned with . 
mitre.

Mittens, mliAtlnz, s. 99. Coarse gloves for 
the winter; gloves that cover the arm without cover
ing the fingers.

Mittimus, mlt-ti-m&s, s. A warrant to com
mit an offender to prison.

To Mix, tnlks, v. a. To unite different bodies 
into one mass, to put various ingredients together; to 
mingle.

Mixtion, mlk&sh&n, a 461. Mixture, con
fusion of one body with another.

Mixtly, mikst-le, ad. With coalition of dif
ferent parts into one.

Mixture, miks^tslihre, s. 461. The act of 
mixing, the state of being mixed ; a mass formed by 
mingled ingredients; that which is added aud mixed.

MlZMAZE, mlz-mize. s. A labyrinth.
Mizzen, mlz-zn. s. 103. The mizzen is a mast 

in the stern of a ship.
Mnf.monicks, ni-mun-nlks, $. The art of 

memory.—See Pneumatic .
Mr. Sheridan is the only lexicographer w ho gives 

the sounds of the letters, that has inserted this word, 
I except Mr. Barclay. The former *;>cJls the word mne- 
i mon-iks, and leaves us to pronounce the fir*t syllabic as 
i we can ; while the latter leaves out the m, and spells the 

word nemonicks; which, in my opinion, is the way it 
ought to be pronounced.
Mo, md, a. More in number.—See Enow.
To Moan, mdne, v. a. 295. To lament, to 

deplore.
7b Moan, mine, v. n. To grieve, to make 

lamentation.
Moan, mdne, s. Audible sorrow
Moat, mdte, s. 295. A canal of water round 

a house for defence.
To Moat, mite, v. a. To surround with ca

nal* by way of defence.
Mob. tn 6b. s. The crowd; a tumultuous riot; 

a kind of female head-dress.
jCy- Toller tells us, that in the latter end of the reign 

of King Charles II. the rabble that attended the Ear! of 
Shaftsbury’s partisans was first called mobile vulgus, and 
afterwards by contraction the mob; and ever since, the 
word has become proper English. To wh ch we snnv add, 
that in Mr. Addison’* time this word wa* not adopt <d; 
for he says, Spectator, No. 135, ° I dare uot answer that 
mob, rep, pos, incog, and the like,” will not in time be 
looked upon as part of our tongue*.
7b Mob, indb, v. a. To harass or overbear by 

tumult
Mobbish, mul^blsh, a. Mean, done after the 

manner of the mob.
To Mobi.e, ir.d^bl, v. a. To dress grossly or 

inelegantly. Obsolete.
f/- This word now exists, a< spoken, nowhere but In 

the Hamlet of Shakspeare:
“ But who, nlni I bad *ecn the rnMtd queen !*•

Thi« is always pronounced nobbled upon the stage; 
and this reading appears more correct than maided and 
mob-led, which some criticks have substituted; for Dr. 
Farmer tells us he has wet with this word m 5*/rZcy * 
Gentlemen of Venice :

** The moon doo* mooJde up herself.”
This seems to receive confirmation from the name 

women give to a cap, which is little more than a piece of 
linen drawn together with strings round the hr. d. The 
learned Mr. Upton’s supposition, that this void signifies 
led by the mob, is an anachronism, as the word mob was 
not in u*c in the time of Shakspcaic.
Mobby, m&b'bd, s. An American drink made 

of potatoes
Mobile. md-bW!f s. 112. 140. The populace, 

the rout, the mob.
Mobility, md-l4Kl£-t£, s. Nimblenew, ac

tivity; in cant language, (he populace; fickleness,in
constancy.

Mouho-stone. ir.6-k6-stAne, a Mocho-stones 
are nearly related to the agate.
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To Mock, m&k, v. a. To deride, to laugh at; 
to ridicule; to mimick in contempt; to defeat, to 
elude; to fool, to tantalize, to play on contemptuously.

To Mock, mdk, v. n. To make contemptuous 
sport.

Mock, mSk, z. Act of contempt, sneer; imi
tation, mimickry.

MOCK, mok, a. Counterfeit, not real.
Mockable, in&k-ki-bl. a. Exposed to derision. 
Mocker. niik'-kiir, s. 98. One who mocks, a 

scorner, a scoffer.
Mockery, inok-kur-e, s. Derision, sportive 

insult; contemptuous merriment; vanity of attempt, 
imitation, counterfeit apjiearance, vain show.

Mocking-bird, mdk-klng-b&rd, z. An Ameri
can bird, which imitates the notes of other birds.

Mockingly, m&k-king-l^, ad. In contempt, 
with insult.

Mocking-stock, mik-klng-stik, «. A butt for 
merriment.

Modal, mi-dil, a. Relating to the form or 
mode, not the essence.

Modality, m6-dAl-l4-t£, z. Accidental dif
ference, modal accident.

Mode, mode, s. Form, accidental discrimina
tion; gradation,degree; manner, method; fashion, 
eustom.

Model, n>6d-d51,z. A representation in minia
ture of something made or done; a copy to be imitated; 
a mould, any thing which shows or gives (he shape O? 
that which it encloses; standard, that by which any 
thing is measured.

To Model, mdd-d£l, v. a. To plan, to shape, 
to mould, to form, to delineate.

Modeller, m6d-d£l-l&r, s. 98. Planner, 
schemer, contriver.

Moderate, mdd-dir-ite, a. 91. Temperate, 
not excessive; not hot of temper; not luxurious, not 
expensive; not extreme in opinion,not sanguine in a 
tenet; placed between extremes, holding the mean; 
of the middle rate.

To Moderate, mdd-d^r-ate, v.a. 91. To re
gulate, to restrain, to pacify, to repress; to make tem
perate.

Moderately, mdd-d£r-it-l£, ad. Temper
ately, mildly; in a middle degree.

Moderateness, m6d-d£r-it-n£s, s. The state 
of being moderate, temperateness.

Moderation, m6d-d£r-a-sh&n, 3. Forbearance 
of extremity, the contrary temper to party violence; 
calmness of mind, equanimity; frugality in expense.

Moderator, m6d-d£r-a-tur, s. 421. The per
son or thing that calms or restrains one who presides 
in a disputation, to restrain the contending parties 
(Yom indecency, and confine them to the question.

Modern, m&d-d&rn, a. 98. Late, recent, not 
ancient, not antique; in Shakspcare, vulgar, mean, 
common.

Moderns, mSdMhrns, s. Those who have 
lived lately, opposed to the ancients.

Modernism, in&d^dtirn-nlzm, s. Deviation 
from the ancient and classical manner.

To Modernize, m6d-d&rn-nlze, v. a. To adapt 
ancient compositions to modern persons or things.

Modernness, m&d-d&rn-n^s, s. Novelty.
Modest, mSd-dlst, a. 99- Not presumptuous; 

not forward; not loose, not unchaste.
Modestly. mdd-dist-l£, ad. Not arrogantly; 

not impudently ; not loosely ; with moderation.
Modesty, m5d-dls-t4, s. 99. Moderation, de

cency ; chastity, purity of manners.
Modesty-PIF.ce, m&d-dls-te-p££s, s. A narrow 

lace which runs along tbe nopev xiart of the stays be
fore.

Modicum, m6dQl&-k6m, s. Small portion, 
pittance.

Modifiable, tn6d-<te-fl-fi-bi, 18?. That 
which may be diversified by accidental differences.
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Modificable, md-dif-fe-kA-bl, a. Diversifi
able by various modes.

Modification, m&d-d^-fA-k&b&n, 5. The act 
of modifying any thing, or giving it new accidental 
differences.

7’o Modify, m6d-dS-fl, v. a. 183. To change 
the form or accidents of any thing, to shape.

MODMON? ( *• 113- Modillions,

in architecture, are little brackets which are often set 
under the Corinthian and Composite orders, and servo 
to support the projecture of the larmier or drip.

Modish, xndMish, a. Fashionable, formed ac
cording to the reigning custom.

Modish LY, mdMish-l^, ad. Fashionably.
Modishness, m&dish-n&s, z. Affectation of 

the fashion.
To Modulate. m&d-d-late, or mod-jii-late, 0. a. 

293. £94. 376. To form sound to a certain key, or to 
certain notes.

Modulation, m&d-dii-la'sbun, or inod-jii-la- 
sh&n, z. The act of forming any thing to certain pr<r 
portion; sound modulated, agreeable harmony.

Modul^.TOR, mdd-6-la-tir, or m&d-jii-la-t&r, 
521. He who forms sounds to a certain key, a tuner.

Module, mfid-iile, or m&d-j&le, z. An empty 
representatio!., a model.

Modus, md^dus, z. Something paid as a com
pensation for tithes, on the supposition of being a 
moderate equivalent

Moe, md, z. More, a greater number. Ob
solete.—See Enow.

Mohair, md-hare, z. Thread or stuff made of 
camel’s or other hair.

Mohock, md-hdk, z. The name of a cruel 
nation of America, given to ruffians who were ima
gined to infest the streets of London in Queen Anne’s 
reign.

MoiDORE, middle, s. A Portugal coin, 
rated at one pound seven shillings English.

Moiety, m&;-e-t4, z. 299. Half, on^of two 
equal parts.

To Moil, moll, v. a. 299. To daub with dirt; 
to weary.

7’o Moil, m611, v. n. To toil, to drudge. 
Scarcely used, exce;>t in the phrase, •• to toil and moil” 

Moist, mAlst, a. 299. Wet, wet in a small 
degree, damp; juicy, succulent

To Moisten, mdi-sn, v. a. 472. To make 
damp, to make wet to a femall degree, to damp.

Moistener, mol-sn-fir, z. The person or 
thin" v<at moistens.

Moistness, mdlst-nds, z. Dampness, wetness 
in a small degree.

Moisture, mSis-tshure, z. 461. A small quan
tity of water or liquid; moderate wetness.

Mole, mdle, z. A Mole is a formless concre
tion of extravasated blood, which grows into a kind of 
flesh in the uterus; a false conception; a natural spot 
or discoloration of the body; a mound, a dike; a lit
tle beast that works under ground.

Molf.cast, mdle-kast, z. Hillock cast up by 
a mole.

Molecatcher, mile-kitsh-for, s. One whose 
employment is to catch mole*.

Molecule, mM-^-kiile,, 3. A small part of 
any thing; a little cake or lump; a small spot on tho 
skin.

JO* 'This word is said to be formed from the I^tin 
molecula; but, as it is anglicised, it num be pronounced in 
three syllables.—See Animalcule.
Molehill, mdleQiil, s. 406. Hillock thrown 

up by the mole working under ground.
7b Molest, mo-l&st,' v. a. To disturb, to 

trouble, to vex. 4 t-v
Molestation, mdl-Ss-ta-sbun.z- Disturbance, 

uneasiness caused by vexation.
Molester, md-l^st^ur, s. 98. One who disturbs.
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Moletrack, mAle-trik, $. Course of the
mole under ground.

Mole Warp, mAle-wArp, t. A mole. Not used. 
Mollient, mdl-yAnt, a. 113. Softening. 
Mollifiable, mol-le-f 1-A-bl, a. That may be 

softened.
Mollification, mAl-lA-fi-ka-sh&n,«. The act

of mollifying or softening; jxicification, mitigation.
Mollifier, mAl-lA-fl-Ar, i. 183. That which 

softens, that which appeases; he that pacifies or miti
gates.

To Mollify’, mAl-lA-fi, v. a. To soften; to 
assuage; to appease; to qualify, to lessen any thing 
harsh or burdensome.

Molten, mdl-tn, 103. Part. pass, from Melt. 
Moly, mA-lA, s. The wild garlick. 
Molosses, mA-lAs-siz,) , .
Molasses, md-lisMz, f ’’ TreacIe’ the

spume or scum of the juice of the sugar-cane.
The second spelling and pronunciation of this i 

word is preferable to tbe first: and as it is derived from [ 
the Italian mellaxzo, perhaps the most correct spelling and 
pronunciation would be mcllasses.
MOME, mAme, s. A dull stupid blockhead, a

stock, a post. Obsolete.
Moment, mA-mAnt, s. Consequence, impcr- I 

tance, weighty value; force, impulsive weight; an in- ! 
divisible particle of time.

Momentally, mA^mAn-tAl-A, ad. For a mo
ment

Momentaneous, mA-mAn-ta'nA-hs, a. Lasting 
but a moment

Momentary, mA^mAn-ti-rA, a. 512. Lasting 
for a moment, done in a moment

Momentous, mA-mAn-t&s, a. Important, 
weighty, of consequence.

Mommery, mJim-m&r-A, 8. 165. 557. An en
tertainment in which maskers play frolicks.

Monachal, mAn-ni-kil, a. Monastick, relat
ing to mbnks, or conventual orders.

Monachism, mAn'ni-klzm, s. The state of
monks, the monastick life.

Monad, ? mAn-nid, or mMnid, s. An indi- 
Monade, ( visible thing.

Mr. Sheridan and Mr. Nares are the only orthoe
pists who determine the quantity of the first vowel in 
this word ; which they do by making it short. The only 
reason that can be given is the omicron in the Greek 

; and what a miserable reason is this when in our 
pronunciation of the Greek word wc make it long!—See 
Principles, No. 543. 544, &c.
Monarch, mAn-nirk, s. A governour invested 

with absolute authority, a king; one superior to the 
rest of the same kind; president.

Monarchal, mA-nAr-kAl, a. 353. Suiting a 
monarch, regal, princely, imperial.

Monarchical, md-nAr-kA-kil, a. Vested in 
a single ruler.

To Monarchise, mAn-nir-kize, v. n. To play 
the king.

Monarchy, mAn-nir-kA, s. The government 
of a single person ; kingdom, empire.

MONASTERY, mAn-ni-strA, or mAn-nis-tAr-rA, $. 
House of religious retirement, convent.

Monastic , md-nAs-dk, 509. ? a. Religiously 
Monastical, md-nAs-tA-kAl, f recluse. 
Monastic ally, mA-nis'tA-kil-lA, ad. Re- 

clusely, in the manner of a monk.
Monday, m&n-dA, 8. 223. The second day 

of the week.
Money, mAn-nA, s. 165. Metal coined for

the purposes of commerce.
Moneybag, m&n-nA-b&g, s. A large piWse. 
Moneychanger, m&n-nA-tshan-jAr, 8. A bro

ker in money.
Moneyed, mWnld, a. 283. Rich in money; 

often uied in opposition to those who are possewed of

Moneyless, m&nini-lfs, a. Wanting money, 
pennyless.

Moneymatter. m&n-ni-tnlt-tir, Account 
of debtor and creditor.

Moneyscrivener, mfin-nA-skrlv-n&r, $. On? 
who raises money for others.

Moneywort, mun'-nA-w&rt, s. A plant.
Moneyswobth, mhn-niz-w&r/A, 8. Something 

valuable.
Monger, mAng'gftr, s. 381. A dealer, a 

seller; as, a fishmonger.
Mongrel, mung-gril, a. Of a mixed breed. 
To Monish, mAn-nish, v. a. To admonish. 
Monisher, mAn-nlsh-ftr, s. 98. An admon- 

isher, a monitor.
Monition, md-nish-un, s. Information, hint, 

instruction, document.
Monitor, mAn-ni-t&r, s. 166. One who warn* 

of faults, or informs of duty; one who gives useful 
hints. It is used of an upper scholar in a school, com
missioned by the master to look to the boys.

Monitory, mAn-nA-tAr-A, a. 512. Conveying 
useful instruction, giving admonition.

For t>»e last o, see Domestick.
Monitory, mAn-nA-tAr-re, s. Admonition, 

warning.
Monk, mAngk, «. 165. One of a religious 

community bound by vows to certain observances.
Monkey, tnAngk-kA, 8. 165. An ape, a ba

boon, an animal bearing some resemblance of man; a 
word of contempt, or slight kindness.

Monkery, mAngk-kAr-A, j. 557. The monas
tick life.

Monkhood, m&ngk-hud, s. The character of 
a monk.

Monkish, mAngk'klsh, a. Monastick, per
taining to monks.

Monk’s-hood, mungks-hud, s. A plant. 
Monk’s-rhubarb, m&ngks-rAA^burb, s. A 

species of dock.
Monochord, mAn-n6-k5rd, s. An instrument 

of one string.
Monocular, mA-nAk'kA-lir,) >
Monoculous, On--eycd-
Monody, mAn-nd-dA, s. A poem sung by one 

person, not in dialogue.
Monogamist, mA-nAg-gi-mlst, s. One who 

disallows second marriages.
Monogamy, mA-nAg-gi-mA, s. 518. Marriage 

of one wife.
Monogram, mAn-nA-grim, s. A cipher, a 

character compounded of several letters.
Monologue, mAn'ni-lAg. s. 338. A scene in 

which a person of the drama speaks by himself; a so- 
liloquy.

Why Mr. Sheridan should pronounce dialogue 
with the last syllable like log, prologue with the same 
syllable like lug, and monologue rhyming with vogue, I 
cannot conceive. The final syllabic of all words of this 
termination, when unaccented, are, in my opinion, uni
formly like that in dialogue. Mr. Scott has marked it in 
the same manner as I nave done: Mr. Barclay has fol
lowed Mr. Sheridan.
Monome, mAn-ndme, s. In algebra, a quan

tity that has but one denomination or name.
Monomachy, mA-nAm-A-kA* 4. A duel; a 

single combat.
(O’ Nothing can more show the uncertainty of our 

orthoepists in the pronunciation of unusual words, than 
the accentuation of this, and these of a similar form. 
The only words of this termination we have in John
son’s Dictionary, are logomachy, n.onomachy, seton,achy, 
and theomachy ; the two first of which he accents on 
the first syllable, and the two last on the second. Mr. 
Sheridan has but two of them, logomachy and sc ton achy; 
ihe first of which he accents on the first syllabic, and 
the last on the second. Mr. Scott has none of them. 
Dr. Ash has them all; and accents logomachy, mono- 
macliy, and theomachy, on the first syllable; and scio- 
machy on the secund. Bailey accents monomachy and
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tciomachy on the first sy liable, and logomachy and theoma- 
chy on the third. W. Johnston has only which
he accents on the second syllable. Mr. Perry has only 
theomachy, which he accents on the second likewise. 
Entick has them all, and accents them on the first; and 
Dr. Ken rick accents them all on the second syllable.

This confusion among our orthoiipists plainly shows the 
little attention which is paid to analogy, for this would 
have informed them, that these words are under the same 
predicament as those ending in graphy, logy, &c. and 
therefore ought ail to have the antepenultimate accent. 
An obscure idea of this induced them to accent some of 
these words one way, and some another; but nothing 
tan be more evident than the necessity of accenting all of 
lhem uniformly on the same syllable.—See Principles, 
No. 513. 518. &c.

As to Dr. Johnson’s observation, which is repeated by 
Dr. Kenrick and Mr. Nares, that sciomachy ought to be 
written skiamachy, I have only to observe at present, 
that writing a instead of o is more agreeable to etymo
logy ; but changing c into k, either in writing or pro
nouncing, is an irregularity of the most pernicious kind, 
as it has a tendency to overturn the most settled rules of 
the language.—See Sceplick, and Principles, No. 350. 
Monopetalous, inon-nd-pJt-tAl-lus, a. It is 

used for such flowers as are formed out of one leaf, 
howsoever they may be seemingly cut into small ones.

Monopolist, m6-n&p-p6-llst, s. One who by 
engrossing or patent obtains the sole power or privi
lege of vending any commodity.

To Monopolize, mo^ndp-pA-llze, v. a. To have 
the sole power or privilege of vending any commodity. 

Monoptote, m&n-n6p-tote, or mi-n&p-tdte, s.
Is a noun used only in some one oblique case.

The second pronunciation, which is Dr. Johnson’s, 
Dr. Ash’s, Mr. Barclay's, and Entick’s, is the most 
usual; but the first, which is Mr. Sheridan’s, is more 
agreeable to analogy; for the word is derived from mo- 
noptoton; which we pronounce with two accents, one on 
the first, and another on the third ; and when we shorten 
the word by anglicising it, we generally place the accent 
on the syllable we accented in the original.—See Hetcro- 
clite.
Monostich, m6n-n6-stlk, s. 509. A composi

tion of one verse.
Monostrophic , m5n-o-str5f-fik, a. Written 

in unvaried metre.
MonosyllabicaI., mAn-no-s'l-llb'e-kal, a. 

Consisting of monosyllables.
Monosyllable, mdn-nd-sIl-lJ-bl, s. A word 

of only one syllable.
Monotonical, mon-o-tSn-e-kll, a. Spoken 

with monotony. •
Monotonous, md-n&t-o-n&s, a. Having a 

sameness of sound.
MONOTONY, md-not-t6-n£, s. 518. Uniformity 

of sound, want of variety in cadence.
Monsoon, mdn-soon,' s. Monsoons are shift

ing trade winds in the East-Indian ocean, which blow 
periodically.

Monster, mSn-stur, s. 98. Something out of 
the common order of nature; something horrible for 
deformity, wickedness, or mischief.

To Monster, mdn-stfir, v. a. To put out of 
the common order of things. Obsolete.

Monstrosity, m6n-str5s-se-t^, s. The state 
of being monstrous, or out of the common order of the 
universe.

Monstrous, mSn-strus, a. Deviating from the 
stated order of nature; strange, wonderful; irregular, 
enormous, shocking, hateful.

Monstrous, mSn-strhs, ad. Exceedingly, very 
much.

Monstrously, mSn-str&s-f£, ad. In a manner 
out of the common order of nature; shockingly, ter. 
ribly, horribly; to a great or enormous degree.

MONSTttOUSNESS, min'str&s-n^s, ». Enormity, 
irregular nature or behaviour.

Month, mtinM, s. 165. One of the twelve 
principle divisions of the year; the space of four 
weeks.

MonTH*S-MIND, m&nZ/zs-mlnd,' s. Longing 
desire.

Monthly, m&nz/t-l^, a. Continuing a month ; 
performed in a month ; happening every month.

Monthly, m&nzA-M, ad. Once in a month.
Monument, jnSn-ni-m^nt, 5. 179. Anything 

by which the memory of persons or things is preserved^ 
a memorial; a tomb, a cenotaph.

There are no words in which inaccurate speaker; 
are more apt to err, than where u is not under the ac
cent. Thus we frequently hear, from speakers, not o 
the lowest class, this word pronounced as if written mo 
nemeni.
Monumental, m6n-nft-m£n4tA,l, a. Memorial, 

Creserving memory, raised in honour of the dead, 
e Ringing to a tomb.

Moon, mood, s. 10. 306. The form of an 
argument; style of musick ; the change the verb un. 
dergoes, to signify various intentions of the mind, is 
called,Mood ; temper of mind, state of mind as affected 
by any passion, disposition.

Moody, ind&d£, a. Out of humour.
MOON, modn, s. 306. The changing lumi

nary of the night; a month.
MOON-BEAM, m55n-b£me, s. Rays of lunar 

light.
Moon-calf, mdon-k&f, s. A monster, a false 

conception ; a dolt, a stupid fellow.
Moon-EYED, modn-ide, a. Having eyes af

fected by the revolutions of the moon; dim-eyed, pur
blind.

Moonfern, mo&n-f£rn, s. A plant.
Moonfish, moon-fish, s. Moon-fish is so 

called, because the tail fin is shaped like a half moon.
Moonless, modn-l&s, a. Not enlightened by 

the moon.
Moonlight, m6dn-llte, s. The light afforded 

by the moon.
Moonlight, moon-lite, a. Illumined by the 

moon.
Moonshine, mSdn-shine, s. The lustre of 

the moon.
Moonshine, •m56n-shlne, ) a. Illuminated by 
Moonshiny, mOOn-Jn-n^, \ the moon.
Moonstruck, mooti-strhk, a. Lunatick, af

fected by the moon.
Moonwort, mdon-wurt, s. Station-flower, 

honesty.
Moony, mdSn-ne, a. Lunated, having a 

crescent fo.r the standard resembling the moon.
Moor, moor, s. 311. A marsh, a fen, a bog, 

a tract of low and watery ground ; a negro, a black-3. 
moor.

To Moor, moor, v. a. 311. To fasten by 
anchors or otherwise.

To Moor, moor, v. n. To be fixed, to be sta
tioned.

Moorcock, moor-kdk, $. The male of the 
moorhen.

Moorhen, mdur-h&n, s. A fowl that feeds in 
the fens, without web feet.

Moorish, mddr-ish, a. Fenny, marshy, watery. 
Moorland, moor-land, s. Marsh, fen, watery 

ground.
Moorstone, moor-stone, s. A species oi 

granite.
MOORY, moor-£, a. 306- 311. Marshy, fenny 
Moose, mddse, s. 306. A large American deer 
To Moot, moot, v. a. 306. To plead a mock 

cause, to state a point of law by way of exercise, as 
was commonly done in the inns of court at appointed 
times.

Moor case or POINT, mfiot-kase, s. A point 
or case unsettled and disputable.

Mooted, nioot-ed, a. l’iucked up by the root 
Mooter, mSdt-6r, j. 98. A disputer of moot 

points.
Mop, mop, s. Pieces of cloth, or locks of 

wool, fixed to a long handle, with which maids clean 
the floors; a wry mouth made in contempt. Not used 
in the latter sense.
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s. 89. 270. A puppet

To Mop, mdp, v. a. To rub with a mop.
To Mop, mdp, v. n. To make wry mouths in 

contempt. Obsolete.
To Mope, mdpe, v. n. To be stupid, to 

drowse, to be in a constant day-dream.
To Mope, mdpe, r. a. To make spiritless, 

to deprive of natural powers,
Mope-eyed, mdpe^ide, a, 283. Blind of one 

eye; dim-sighted.
Moppet, uiip-plt, 
Mopsey,

made of rags as a mop; a fondling name for a girl. 
Mopus, md-piis, s. A drone, a dreamer. 
Moral, mdr-ril, a. 88. 168. Relating to the 

practice of men towards each other, as it may be vir
tuous or criminal, good or bad ; »easoning or instruct
ing with regard to vice and virtue; popular, such as is 
known in the general business of life.

Moral, mdr-Al, Morality, practice or doc
trine of the duties of life; the doctrine inculcated by a 
fiction, the accommodation of a fable to form tbe mo. 
rals.

To Moral, mdr-M, v. n. To moralize, to 
make moral reflections. Not used.

Moralist, mdr-ril-ilst, s. One who teaches 
the duties of life.

Morality, md-ril-ld-td, s. The doctrine of 
the duties of life, ethics; the form of an action which 
makes it the subject of reward or punishment.

To Moralize, mdr-rll-lze, v. a. To apply to 
moral purposes ; to explain in a moral sense.

To Moralize, mdr-ril-ize, v. n. To speak or 
write on moral subjects.

MoraLIZER, tndr-ril-i-zdr, x. 98. He who 
moralizes.

Morally, mdr-ral-d, ad. In the ethical sense, 
according to the rules of virtue; popularly.

Morals, mdr-ralz, s. The practice of the du
ties of life, behaviour with repect to others.

Morass, mo-ris,' s. Fen, bog, moor. 
Morbid, mdr-bld, a. Diseased, in a state con

trary to health.
Morbidness, mdr-bld-nds, x. State of being 

diseased.
Morbific al, mdr-blf-fd-kal, )
Morbific , mor-blf-fik, 509. > a‘ ausing 

diseases.
Morbose, m&r-bdse/a. 427. Proceedingfn.ni 

disease, not healthy.
Morbosity, mdr-bus-sd-td, x. Diseased s*j«c. 
MordaciOus, mor-da-sh&s, a. Biting, apt to 

bite.
Mordacity, mdr-dj.s-s£-t£, x. Biting quality. 
Mordant, mdr-ddnt, a. Biting, pungent, 

acrid.
ft'*?' The lexicographers would have more properly 

spelled this word Mordent, as it comes from the Latin 
mordeo. to bite.
MORDICANT, mdrLld-kdnt, s. Biting, acrid. 
Mordication, mSr-dd-ka-shun, ». The act 

of corroding or biting.
More, indre, a. In greater number, in greater 

quantity, in greater degree; greater.
More, more, ad. To a greater degree ; the 

particle that forms the comparative degree, as, More 
happy; again, a second time, as, once More; no More, 
have done; no more, no longer existing.

MORE, mAre. X. A greater quantity, a greater 
degree; greater thing, other thing.

Morel, md-rAl,' s. A plant; a kind of cherry. 
Moreland, mdre-land, x. A mountainous or 

hilly country.
Moreover, mdre-d^v&r, ad. Beyond what 

has been mentioned.
Morigeroijs, nid rld^r-hs, a. Obedient, ob

sequious.
Morion, md-rd-hn, $. 166. A helmet* armonr 

for the iiead, a casque.
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Morisco, tnd-rlsMtd, s. A dancer of the mor- 
ris or moorish dance.

Morn, morn, x. The first part of the day 
the morning.

Morning, mdr-nlng, x. The first part of th« 
day, from the first ap[>earance of light to the end of 
the first fourth part of the sun’s daily course.

Morning-gown, mdr-nlng-gdiin^ x. A loose 
gown worn before ene is formally dressed.

Morning-star, mor-nlng-stAr,' x. The planet 
Venus, when she shines in the morning.

Morose, md-rdse,' a. 427. Sour of temper, 
peevish, sullen.

Morosely, md-rdse-ld, ad. Sourly, peevishlj 
Moroseness, md-rdse-nds, x. Sourness, peer* 

ishness.
MorosiTY, md-rds^sd-te, x. Moroseness, sour

ness, peevishness.
MoRPHEW, mor-fii, s. A scurf on the face.
Morris-dance, mdt-rls-dfinse, s. A dance in 

which bells are gingled, or staves or swords clashed, 
which was learned from the Moors; Nine Men’s Mor
ris, a kind of play, with nine holes in the ground.

Morris-dancer, mdr-rls-dAn-s&r, s. One who 
dances the moorish dance.

Morrow, mdr-rd, s. 327. The day after the 
present day; to-morrow, on the day after this current 
day.

Morse, morse, s. A sea-horse.
Morsel, mdr-sll, x. 99. A piece fit for the 

mouth, a mouthful; a small quantity.
Morsure. rr.dr-shdre, x. 452- The act of biting.
Mort, tndrt, x. A tune sounded at the death 

of the game.
Mortal, mor-tAl, a. 88. Subject to death, 

doomed sometime to die; deadly, destructive, pro
curing death; human, belonging to man; extreme, 
violent: in this sense a low expression.

Mortal, mdr-t&l, s. Man, human being.
Mortality, mdr-tdl-ld-td, s. Subjection to 

death, state of being subject to death; death; power 
of destruction; frequency of death; human nature.

Mortally, mdr^tM-4, ad. Irrecoverably, to 
death ; extremely, to extremity.

Mortar, mdr-tfir, s. 88. 418. A strong vessel 
in which materials are broken by being pounded with 
a pestle; a short wide cannon, out of which bombs are 
thrown.

Mortar, tnor-t&r, s. Cement made of lime 
and sand with water, and used to join stones or bricks.

Mortgage, mdr-gadje, s. 90. 472. A dead 
pledge, a thing put into the hands of a creditor; tlie 
slate of being pledged.

To Mortgage, mdr^gddje, p. a. To pledge, to 
put to pledge.

Mortgagee, mdr-ga-jed,' s. He that takes or 
receives a mortgage.

Mortgager, nidr-gd-j&r,' s. 98. He that gives 
a mortgage.

MOUTIFEROUS, ni<5r-t’.f7fer-is, a. Fatal, deadly, 
destructive.

Mortificatios', mir-td-fi-kA-shSn, i Tit. 
state of corrupting or losing the vital qualifies, gan
grene ; the act of subduing the body by hmd.-hips and 
macerations; humiliation, subjection of the passions, 
vexation, trouble.

To Mortify. mSr-td-fi, ». a. To destroy vita! 
qualities; to destroy active powers, or essential qua
lities; to subdue inordinate passions; to macerate or 
harass the body to compliance with the miud; to hum
ble, to depress, to vex.

To Mortify, mdr-td-fi. v. n. To gangrene, to 
corrupt; to be subdued, to die away.

Mortise, mdr-tls, s. 240. 441. A hole cut 
into wood that another piece may be put into it—See 
Advertisement.

To Mortise, rndr-t’s, v. a. To cut with 
* mortise, to join with a mortise.
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Mortmain, mor&nane, s. Such a state of 
jM>s?e*sion as makes it unalienable.

Mortuary, inir-tshti-Ar-ri, $• A gift left by 
a man at his death to his parish church, for the recom
pense of his personal tithes and offerings not duly 
paid.

Mosaic , m6-za3k, a. 509. Mosaick is a kind 
of painting in small pebbles, cockles, and shells of 
sundry colours.

MoschettO, mis-ke-ti, s. A kind of gnat 
exceedingly troublesome in some parts of the West 
Indies.

Mosque, m&sk, s. A Mahometan temple, 
.•loss, m&s, s. A plant.
'fb Moss, mSs, n. a. To cover with moss. 
Mossiness, m6sM«n?s, s. Tlte state of being 

covered or overgrown with moss.
Mossy, mds-s^, a. Overgrown with moss.
MOST, most, a. The superlative of More. Con

sisting of the greatest number, consisting of the great
est quantity,

Most, inAst, ad. The particle noting t'»e su- 
t>erlative degree; as, the Most incentive, in the great
est degree.

Most, mist, s. The greatest number; the 
greatest value; the greatest degree; the greatest quan
tity.

Mosric , m&s-tik, A painter’s staff. 
Mostly, mdst-lA, ad. For the greatest part. 
Mostwhat, most-hw5t, ad. For the most part.

Not used.
MotaTION, ind-ta-shun, s. Act of moung. 
Mote, mote, $. A small particle of matter, 

any thing proverbially little.
Mote, mote. For Might. Obsolete.
Moth, in&&, a. 467. A small winged insect 

that eats cloth and hangings.
Mother, mQTH-ur, s. 165. 469. A.woman that 

has borne a child, correlative to son or daughter; that 
which has produced any thing; that which has pre
ceded in time, as, a Mother church to chapels; hy
sterical passion; a familiar term of address to an old 
woman; Mother-in-law, a husband’s or wife’s mother; 
a thick substance concreting in liquors, the lees or 
scum concreted.

MOTHER, m&Tll-iir, a. 165. Had at the birth, 
native, as, Mother wit.

To Mother, muTH-fir, v. n. To gather con
cretion.

Mother-of-pearl, mfrrH-&r-&v-p£rl, s. A 
kind of coarse pearl, the shell in which pearls ate 
generated.

Motherhood, mftTH-fir-hud, a. The office, 
slate, or character of a mother.

Motherless, mCiTH-&r-l^s, a. Destitute of 
a mother.

Motherly, mfam-hr-M*, a. Belonging to a 
mother, suitable to a mother.

Motherwort, muTH-ur-w&rt, s. A plant. 
Mothery, m&TH-Qr-i\ a. 557. Concreted, full 

of concretions, dreggy, feculent; used of liquors.
Mothmullein, md/A-m&l-lin, s. A plant. 
Mothwort, m&Mrt, s. An herb.
Motuy, mtith-e, a. Full of moths.
Motion, mo-shftn, x. The act of changing 

place; manner of moving the hotly, port, gait; change 
of posture, action, tendency of the mind, thought, pro
posal made; impulse communicated.

Motionlfss, md-sh&n-lSs, a. Wanting mo
tion, being without motion.

Motive, md-tlv, a. 157. Causing motion, 
having movement; having the power to move; having 
power to change place.

Motive, ind-tlv, s. That which determines 
the choice, that which incites to action.

Motley, mJ>t-:i, a. Mingled with various I 
colours. *

Motor, m<^t&r, s. 166. /I mover.
Motory, md-t&r-r^, a. 512. Giving motion. 

For the last o, see Domestick.
Motto, mot-to, s. A sentence added to a 

device, or prefixed to any thing written.
To Move, mfidv, v. a. 164. To put out of 

one ptace into another, to put in motion; to give ar 
impulse to ; to propose, to recommend; to persuade 
to prevail on the mind; to affect, to touch pathetically, 
to stir passion; to make angry; to conduct regularly 
in motion.

To Move, m3dv, v. n. 65. To go from one 
place to another ; to walk, to bear the body; to go for. 
ward.

Moveable, rnddv-A-bl, a. 405. Capable of 
being moved, not fixed, portable; changing the time 
of the year.

it may be observed, that the mute e is preserved 
in this word and its relatives because the preceding o has 
not its general sound.—See Rhyming Dictionary, Oitho- 
graphical Aphorism 10.
Moveables, m6ov-l-blz, s. 405. Goods, fur

niture, distinguished from real or immoveable pos
sessions.

Moveableness, moov-u-bl-nfis, s. Mobility, 
possibility to be moved.

Moveably, mo&v-i-ble, ad. So as it may be 
moved.

Moveless. mddv-lSs, a. Unmoved, not to be 
put out of the place.

Movement, mo3v-mSnt,s. Manner of moving; 
motion.

Movent, md-v^nt, a. Moving.
Mover, mdo-vur, s. 98. The person or thing 

that gives motion ; something that moves; a proposer. 
Moving, m36-vlng, ;wL a. Patbetick, touch

ing, adapted to affect the passions.
Movingly, mA6-vlng-l£, a. Pathetically, so 

as to seize the passions.
Mould, mdkl, s. 318. A kind of concretion 

on the top or outside of things kept motionless and 
damp; earth, soil, ground in which any thing grows, 
matter of which any thing is made; the matrix in 
which any thing is cast, tn which any thing receives 
its form ; cast, form.

There is an incorrect pronunciation of this and 
similar words, chiefly among the vulgar, wlrch is, sound
ing the word as if it were written mo-oold. This sound is 
often heard among incorrect speakers, where there is no 
diphthong, as in cold, bold, sold, &c. pronounced co-oold, 
bo-oold, so-oold, &c. while the true pronunciation of these 
words has nothing of the w or oo in it; but is exactly 
like foal'd, sol'd, 'cajol'd, &c. the preterits of the verbs 
to foal, to sole, and to cajole, «5ic. For there is no middle 
sound between owl and hole ; and the words in question 
must either rhyme with howl'd os foal'd; but the last is 
clearly the true pronunciation.

This word, before Dr. Johnson wrote his Dictionary, 
was frequently written mold, which was perfectly agree
able to its Saxon derivation, and was less liable to mis. 
pronunciation than the present spelling. The word has 
three significations; Mould, concretions occasioned by 
decay; whence to moulder, to waste away; mould, or 
earth ; that to which decay reduces bodies; and a -mould, 
a form to cast metals in. A diversity of pronunciation 
has endeavoured to distinguish the first of these sense, 
from the rest, by sounding it so as to rhyme with howl'd, 
but these distinctions of sound under the s.-tme spelling 
ought to be as much as possible avoided. For the rca. 
sons, see Bowl.
2'o Mould, mild. v. n. To contract con

creted matter, to gather mould.
To Mould, mAld, v. a. To cover with mould. 
To Mould, mild, v. a. To form, to shape, to 

model ; to knead, as, to mould bread.
Mouldable, mdld-A-bl, a. 3 hat may be 

moulded.
Moulder, mAld-Cir. s. 98. He who moulds.
To Moulder, mdl-dtir, v. n. Tp be turned 

to dust, to perish in dust.
To Moulder. mAl-d&r, v. a. To turn to dust 
Moui.dinf.ss, ir.A’.-de-nAs, s. The state of being 

mouklv.
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Moulding, molding, g, Ornamental cavities
in wood or stone.

Mouldwarp, mdld-warp, s. A mole, a small
animal that throws up the earth.

Mouldy, mdl^dd, a. Overgrown with con
cretion.

To Moult, molt, v. n. SI 8. To shed or change 
the feathers, to lose the feathers.

To Mounch, m&nsh, v. a. 314, Toeat Obsolete.
Mound, mdind, s. 313. Any thing raised to

fortify or defend.
MOUNT, mdint, s. 313. A mountain, a hill; 

an artificial hill raised in a garden, or other place j a 
part of a fan.

To Mount, mdunt, v. n. To rise on high; to 
tower, to be built up to a great elevation ; to get on 
horseback ; for Amount, to attain in value.

To Mount, mdunt, v. a. To raise alqft, to lift 
on high, to ascend, to climb; to place on horseback ; 
to embellish with ornaments, as, to Mount a gun ; to 
put the part of a fan together ; to Mount guard, to 
do duty and watch at any particular post; to Mount a 
cannon, to set a piece on its wooden frame, for the 
more easy carriage and management in firing it.

Mountain, md&n-tln, 3. 208. A large hill, a
vast protuberance of the earth.

Mountain, md&n-tln, a. Found on the
mountains.

Mountaineer, miun-tln-nWr,' s. An inhabi
tant of the mountains; a savage, a freebooter, a rus- 
tick.

Mountainous, mSun-tln-nus, a. Hilly, full 
of mountains; jargc as mountains, huge, bulky ; in
habiting mountains.

Mountainousness, md&n-tln-nus-n&s, s. The 
state of being full of mountains.

Mountant, mdun'tAnt, a. Rising on high.
Mountebank, mdun-td-bink, s. A doctor 

that mounts a bench in the market, and boasts his 
infallible remedies and cures; any boastful and false 
pretender.

To Mountebank, mdun-td-bank, v. a. To
cheat by false boasts and pretences.

Mounter, mdunt-hr, s. 98. One that mounts. 
Mounty, mdun-td, s. The rise of a hawk.
To Mourn, mdrne, v. n. 318. To grieve, or 

be sorrowful; to wear the habit of sorrpw; to preserve 
appearance of grief.

To Mourn, mdrne, v. a. To grieve for, to la
ment ; to utter in a sorrowful manner.

Mourner, mdrn'&r, s. 98. One that mourns,
one that grieves; one who follows a funeral in black.

Mournful, mdrn-ful, a. Having the appear
ance of sorrow ; causing sorrow ; sorrowful, feeling 
sorrow ; betokening sorrow, expressive of griof.

Mournfully, mdrn-ful-ld, ad. Sorrowfully,
with sorrow.

MournfulneSs, mdrn-ful-nes, s. Sorrow, 
grief; show of grief, appearance of sorrow.

Mourning, mdrn-Ing, s. Lamentation, sorrow;
the dress of sorrow.

MoURNINGLY, mdrn-Ing-ld, ad. With the ap
pearance of sorrowing.

Mouse, ind&se. s. Plural Mice. The smallest 
of all beasts, a little animal haunting houses and corn
fields.

To Mouse, mduze, v. n. 313. 437. To catch 
mice.

Mouse-hole, mouse-hole, s. A small hole.
Mouser, mdiz-ir, s. 98. 437. One that hunts

mice.
Mousetail, mouse-tale, s. An herb.
Mousetrap,, mouse-trip, s. A snare or gin in

which mice are taken.
iMouth, mduM, 3. 467. The torture in the 

head of any animal at which the food is received ; the 
opening, that at which any thing enters, the entrance; 
the instrument of speaking ; a speaker, the principal 
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orator, in burlesque language; cry,voice; distortion 
of the Mouth, wry face; down in the Mouth, dejected, 
clouded.

To Mouth, mduTH, v. n. 467. To speak big,
to speak in a strong and loud voice, to vociferate.

To Mouth, mduTH, v. a. To utter with a 
voice affectedly big; to chew, to eat; to seize in the 
mouth ; to form by the mouth.

Mouthed, mduTHd, a. 359. Furnished with
a mouth.

Mouth-friend, mou//z-frend, s. One who
professes friendship without intending it.

Mouthful, mdul/z-ful, a. What the mouth 
contains at once; any proverbially small quantity. 

Mouth-honour, mouM^dn-nhr, s. Civility 
outwardly expressed without sincerity.

Mouthless, mdu//i-lds, a. Without a mouth. 
Mow, mdd, s. 323. A loft or chamber where 

any hay or corn is laid up.
To Mow, md, v. a. 324. To cut with a

sithe; to cut down with speed and violence.'
To Mow, mdu, v. a. To put in a mow.
Mow, mou, s. 323. Wry mouth, distorted

face. Obsolete.
To Mowburn, mdu-bdrn, v. n. To ferment

and heat in the mow for want of being dry.
Mower, mM&r, s. 98. One who cuts with a 

sithe.
Moxa, mdk-sl, s. 92. An Indian moss, used 

in the cure of the gout by burning it on the part 
aggrieved.

MOYLE, moll, s. 329. A mule, an animal 
generated between the horse and the ass. Obsolete.

Much, m&tsh, a. 352. Large in quantity,
long in time, many in number.

Much, mutsh, ad. 352. In a great degree, by
far; often, or long; nearly.

MUCH, m&tsh, 3. A great deal, multitude in 
number, abundance in quantity ; more than enough, 
a heavy service or burden ; any assignable quantity or 
degree ; an uncommon thing, something strange; to 
make Much of, to treat with regard, to fondle.

Much at one, mutsh-it-whn,' ad. Of equal
value, of equal influence.

MuciiwhaT, mfitsh-whdt, ad. Nearly. Little
used.

Mucid, mh-sid, a. Slimy, musty.
Mucidness, mu-sld-nds, 3. Sliminess, mustiness- 
Mucilage, mh'sd-lddje, s. 90. A slimy or 

viscous body, a body with moisture sufficient to hold it 
together.

Mucilaginous, mh-sd-lid-jln-hs, a. Slimy
viscous, soft with some degree of tenacity.

Muck, m&k, s. Dung for manure of grounds; 
any thing low, mean, and filthy ; to run a Muck, sig- 
nifies, to run madly and attack all that we meet.

To Muck, m&k, v. a. To manure with muck, 
to dung.

Muckinder, m&k-ln-d&r, 3. A handkerchief.
Not used, except in the Provinces.

Muckhill, m&k-hll, 3. 406. A dunghill. 
Muckiness, m&k-kd-n3s, 3. Nastiness ; filth. 
Muckle, m&k-kl, a. 403. Much. Obsolete. 
Mucksweat, mhk-swdt, s. Profuse sweat. 
Muckworm, m&k-w&rm, 3. A worm that lives 

in dung; a miser, a curmudgeon.
Mucky, m£ik-kd, a. Nasty, filthy. 
Mucous, md-k&s, c. 314. Slimy, viscous. 
Mucousness, mh-khs-nds, 3. Slime, viscosity. 
Muculent, mh-kii-l^nt, a. Viscous, slimy.

IO* The vowel a, in the first syllable of this and si
milar words, forms a remarkable exception to the short
ening power if the antepenultimate and secondary 
accent; any other vowel but u, unless followed by a 
diphthong, would have been short This arises from no 
regard to the Latin quantity in the word Muculentiu, for 
the u in culinary, and mutilate, Ac. is long in English,
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though short in the Latin culinarius, mutilo, &c. So 
that the long u in this and similar words is an idiom of 
our own pronunciation, 508. 511.530.
Mucus, milk5s, s. The viscous substance dis- 

charged at the nose; any viscous matter.
Mud, m&d, s. The slime at the bottom of still

water; earth well moistened with water.
To Mud, mid, ». a. To bury in the slime or 

mud; to make turbid, to pollute with dirt.
MuDDlLY, midldi-li, ad. Tut bidly, with foul 

mixture. .
Muddiness, mud-de-nfis, j. Turbidness, foul

ness caused by mud, dregs, or sediment.
To Muddle, m&d-dl, v. a. 405, To make 

turbid, to foul; to make half drunk, to cloud or stu- 
pify.

Muddy, mftd-d£, a. Turbid, foul with mud; 
impure, dark; cloudy, dull.

To Muddy, mftd-d£, v. a. To make muddy, 
to cloud, to disturb.

Mudsucker, m&d-s&k-k&r, $. A sea-fowl.
Mudwall, m&d-wAll, s. A wall built with

out mortar.
Mudwalled, m&d-wllld, a. 839. Having a 

mud wall
To Mue, mil, v, a, To moult, to change 

feathers.
Muff, m&f, s. A soft cover for the hands in 

winter.
To Muffle, m&f-fl, v. a. 405. To cover from 

the weather; to blindfold; to conceal, to involve.
Muffler, m&f-fl-hr, s. A cover for the face;

a part of a woman’s dress by which the face is covered.
Mufti, m&f^t£, s. The high-priest of the Ma

hometans.
Mug, mbg, s. A cup to drink out of.
MuGG^mtfglsh, S' 383- damP'

{O* It is highly probable that this word is a corruption 
of murky, which Johnson and other writers explain by 
dark, cloudy, &c.; but Skinner tells us it is used in Lin
colnshire to signify darkness, accompanied by heat; and 
as this temperament of the weather is commonly accom
panied by moisture, the word is generally used to signify 
a dark, close, warm, and moist state of the air. As this 
word is not very legitimately derived, it Is seldom heard 
among the learned and polite; but as it affords us a new 
complex idea, and is in much use among the middle 
ranks of life, it seems not unworthy of being adopted. 
Mughouse, m&g'bS&se, s. An alehouse, a 

low house of entertainment.
Mugient, mii-jWnt, a. Bellowing.
Mulatto, mii-lAt-td, s. One begot between a 

white and a black-
Mulberry, m&l-b^r-rA, s. Tree and fruit.
Mulct, m&lkt, s. A fine, a penalty; a pecu

niary penalty.
To Mulct, m&lkt, v. a. To punish with fine 

or forfeiture.
Mule, mile, s. An animal generated between 

a hc-ass and a mare, or between a horse and a she-ass.
Muleteer, mft-let-t&r,' s. Mule-driver, 

horse-boy.
Muliebrity, mft-U-^b-brd-td, s. Womanhood, 

the correspondent to virility.
Mulish, m6-lish, a. Having the nature of a 

mule, obstinate.
To Mull, m&ll, v. a. To soften, as wine when 

burnt and sweetened; to heat any liquor, and sweeten 
and spice it.

Mullah, mfil-l&r, s. 88. A stone held in the 
hand, with which any powder is ground upon a hori
zon tai stone.

Mullein, mfil-lln, s. A plant.
Mullet, m&l-llt, s. 99. A sea-fish.
Mulligrubs, mfil-M-gribz, s. Twisting of

the guts. A low word.
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Mulse, mMse, s. Wine boiled and mingled 
with honey.

Multangular, m&lt-ing-gu-lAr. a. Many«- 
cornered, having many corners, polygonal.

Multangularly, m&lt-ing-gu-lAr-l^; ad. 
With many corners.

Multangulabness, mttlt-Jng'gii-lir-n^s, t.
State of being polygonaf.

MuLTICAPSULAB, toil-te-klp'shi-lar, a. 452, 
Divided into many partitions or cells.

Multifarious, miil-t£-fa-r£-iis, a. Having 
great multiplicity, having different respects.

Multifariously, m&l-ti-fa-r^-Eis-l^, ad. With 
multiplicity.

Multifariousness, m&l-t<5-fa-re-us-nJs, s. 
Multiplied diversity.

Multiform, m&l-t^-form, a. Having various 
shapes or appearances.

Multiformity, m&l-t£-f6r-m£-t£, .$. Diversity 
of shapes or appearances subsisting in the same thing. 

Multilateral, m&l-t^-lAt-t^r-Al, a. Having 
many sides.

Multiloquous, mil-tll-ld-kw&s, a. 518. Very 
talkative.

MultinOMINAL, m&l-t^-n&m-m^-nil, a. Hav
ing many names.

Multiparous, mid-t1p-pi-r6s,$. 518. Bringing
many at a birth.

Mui.tipede, mul-t£-p£d, s. An insect with 
many feet.—See Millepede*.

Multiple, m&l-t^-pl, s. 405. A term in 
arithmetick. when ontniumber contains another several 
times; as, nine is the multiple of three, containing it 
three times.

Multipliaele, mil-t^-pll-i-bl, a. Capable of 
being multiplied.

Multipliableness, m&l-t£-pli-i-bl-n£s, s. Ca
pacity of being multiplied.

Multiplicable, m&l-U-pl^-ki-bl, a. Capable 
of being arithmetically multiplied.

Multiplicand, mfil-tA-pld-kAnd,' s. Tbe num
ber to be multiplied in arithmetick.

Multiplicate, m61-tlp-pl£-kate, a. 91. Con
sisting of more than one.

Multiplication, mul-t£-pl£-ka-sh&n, s. Tbe 
act of multiplying or increasing any number by ad
dition or production of more of the same kind; in 
arithmetick, the increasing of any one number by an
other, so often as there are units in that number by 
which the one is increased.

Mui.tiplicatob, m?il-t5-pk'-ka-t&r, s. 166. The
number by which another number is multiplied.

Multiplicity, mfil-ti-plls'd-t^, ». More than
one of the same kind; 6tate of being many.

Multiplicious, mhl-U-plIsl/us, a. Manifold. 
Obsolete.

Multiplier, m61£t5-pll-6r, s. 98. One who 
multiplies or increases the number of any thing; the 
multiplicator in arithmetick.

To Multiply, mfil-t^-pll, v. a. To increase 
in number; to make more by generation, accumula
tion, or addition; to perform the process of arithmet
ical multiplication.

To Multiply, mfil-t^-pll, v. iu To grow in 
number; to increase themselves.

Multipotent, rn61-tlp-p6-t£nt, a. Having 
manifold power.

Multipresence, m&l-t^-pr^z'^nse, s. Tbe 
power or act of being present in more places than one 
at the same time.—See Omnipresence.

Multisiliquous, mfil-t£-sll-l£-kwfis, a. Tbe 
same with corniculate: used of plants whose seed is 
contained in many distinct seed-vessels.

Multitude, m&l-t^-tiide, s. 463. Many, more 
than one; a great number, loosely and indefinitely; a 
crowd or throng, the vulgar.

Multitudinous, m&l-t£-t6-d£-n&s, a. Hav
ing the appearance of a multitude; manifold.
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Multtvagant, m&l-tlv'vi.g&nt, )
Multivagous, m&l-t’lvlvA-gis, J0, •lhat 

wanders or strays much abroad.
Multivious, mfil-dv-ve-fts, a. Having many 

ways, manifold.
Multocular, m&lt-6k-kix-lAr,a. Having more 

eyes than two.
Mum, m&m, hileij. A word denoting prohi

bition to speak; silence, hush.
Mum, mimi, s. Ale brewed with wheat.
To Mumble, mftm-bl, v. n. 405. To speak 

inwardly, to grumble, to mutter; to speak indistinctly; 
to chew, to bite softly.

To Mumble, miim-bl, v. a. To titter with a 
low inarticulate voice; to mouth gently; to slubber 
over, to suppress, to utter imperfectly.

Mumbler, mim-bl-fir, s. 98. One that speaks 
inarticulately, a mutterer.

MuMBLINGLY, mitm-bl-lng-lA, ad. With inar
ticulate utterance.

To Mumm, mfim, v. a. To mask, to frolick 
in disguise. Obsolete.

Mummer, m&m-m&r, s. 98. A masker, one 
who performs frolicks in a personated dress.

Mummery, mfun-m&r-rA, s. 557. Masking, 
frolick in masks, foolery.

Mummy, m&m-mA, s. A dead body preserved 
by the Egyptian art of embalming: Mummy is used 
among gardeners for a sort of wax used in the planting 
and grafting of trees.

2o Mump, mftmp, v. a. To nibble, to bite 
quick, to chew with a continued motion; to talk low 
abd quirk; in cant language, to go a-begging.

Mumper, mftmp-ur, s. 98. A beggar.
Mumps, m&mps, s. Sullenness, silent anger; 

a disease.
To Munch, m&nsh, v. a. 352. To chew by 

great mouthfuls.
MuncHF.r, m&nsh'&r, s. 98. One that munches. 
Mundane, m&n-dane, s. Belonging to the 

world.
Mundation, m5n-da-shhn, s. The act of 

cleansing.
Mundatory, m&n-dA-t&r-rA, a. Having the 

power to cleanse.—For the o, sec Domestick, 512.
Mundic m&n-dik, s. A kind of marcasite 

found in tin mines.
Mundification, m&n-dA-fA-ka'sh&n, s. The 

act of cleansing.
Mundificative, m&n-dlf-fA-kA-tlv, a. Cleans

ing, having the power to cleanse.—See Justificative.
To Mundify, mftn-dA-fi, v. a. 185. To cleanse, 

to make clean.
Mundivagant, m&n-dly-vi-gint, a. 518. 

Wandering through the world.
Mundungus, mfm-dting-gbs, s. Stinking to

bacco.
Munerary, mu-nA-rA-r^, a. 512. Having the 

nature of a gift.
Mungrf.L, m&ng-gril, $. 99. Any thing gene

rated between different kinds, any thing partaking of 
the qualities of different causes or parents.

Mungrf.L, mung-grll, a. Generated between 
different natures, baseborn, degenerate.

Municipal, Ind-nis^sA-pAl, a. Belonging to 
a corporation.

Municipality, mh-nA-sA-pAl-A-te, s. Tire peo
ple of a district, in the division of Republican France.

Munificence, mh-nlf-fA-sAnse, «. Liberality, 
the act of giving.

Munificent, mb-n’f-fA-s5nt, a. Liberal, gen
erous.

Munificently, mh-nlfTA-sAnt-le, ad. Libe
rally, generously.

Muniment, mb-nA-mAnt, s. Fortification, 
strong hold ; support, defence.

To Munite, mu-nitef v. a. To fortify, to 
strengthen. A word not in use. 
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i Munition, mft-nlsb^&n. s. Fortification, strong 
hold; ammunition, materials for war.

j MUNNION, mCn-ybn, s. 1 IS. Munnionsarethe 
upright posts that divide the lights in a window-frame. 

Murage, m6-rldje, s. 90. Money paid to keep 
walls in repair.

Mural, mti-rAl, n. 177. Pertaining to a wall.
Murder, mftr-d?ir, s. 98. The act of killing 

a man unlawfully.
To Murder, mftr-d&r, v. a. To kill a man 

unlawfully; to destroy, to put an end tK
Murderer, m6r-dbr-&r, s. 557. One who has 

shed human blood unlawfully.
Murderess, mtir-dfir-As, s. A woman that 

commits murder.
Murderment, m&r-dar-mfint, s. The act of 

killing unlawfully.
Murderous, mur-d&r-us, a. 555. Bloody, 

guilty of murder.
Mure, mhre, s. A wall. Not in use.
Murenger, mii-rAn-jur, s. 177. An overseer 

of a wall.
This word is often improperly pronounced with 

the u short, as if written Murrenger.
Muriatjck, mh-re-At-tlk, a. Partaking of the 

taste or nature of brine.
Murk, m&rk, s. Darkness, want of light.
Murky, mftr-kA, a. Dark, cloudy, wanting 

light.—See Muggy.
Murmur, mhr-mOr, s. A low continued buz

zing noise; a complaint half suppressed.
7b Murmur, m&r-m&r, v. n. To give a low 

buzzing sound; to grumble, to utter secret discontent,
Murmurer, m&r-m&r-rbr, s. 98. One who 

repines, a grumbler, a repiner.
Murrain, njfir-rin, s. 208. The plague in 

cattle.
Murrey, m&r-rA, a. 270. Darkly red.
Murrion, m&r-rA-hn, s. 113. A helmet, a 

casque.
Muscadel, mfts-ki-dAl, . .. , f
Muscadine, mhs-kA-dlne, 149.) ’ "In 

sweet grape, sweet wine, and sweet pear.
Muscat, m&s-kAt, s. A delicious grape hav

ing the flavour of musk; a kind of sweet pear.
Muscle, mfis-sl, s. 351. 405. The fleshy fib

rous part of an animal body, the immediate instrument 
of motion; a bivalve shell-fish.

Muscosity, mhs-kds-sA-tA, s. Mossiness.
Muscular, mhs-k6-lAr, a. 88. Performed by 

muscles.
Muscularity, m&s-kh-lAr-iA-te, s. The state 

of having muscles.
MUSCULOUS, m&s-kii-l&s, a. 314. Full of 

muscles, brawny; pertaining to a muscle..
Muse, miizc, s. Or.e of the nine sister god

desses who, in the heathen mythology, are supposed 
to preside over the liberal arts.

Muse, m6ze, s. Deep thought, close atten
tion, absence of mind; the power of poetry.

To Muse, miize, v. n. To ponder, to study 
in silence; to be absent of mind; to wonder, to be 
amazed.

Museful, mtizeiful, a. Deep-tliinking.
Muser, mti-z&r, s. 98. One who muses, one 

apt to be absent of mind.
Museum, mh-zA-hm, s. A repository of learned 

curiosities.—See Pygmean.
Mushroom, mfish-rdom, s. Mushrooms are, 

by curious naturalists, esteemed perfect plants, though 
their flowers and seeds have not as vet been discovered; 
an upstart, a wretch risen from the dunghil.

Mushroomstone, mhsh-r66m-st6ne, s. A 
kind of fossil.

Music , mii-zlk, s. 400. Tire science of har
monical sounds; instrumental or vocal harmony.
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Musical, mii-z8-kll, a. Harmonious, rnclo- 
dious, sweet sounding • belonging to music .

Musically, m6-zi-kil-18, ad. Harmoniously, 
with sweet sound.

Musicalness, niWz8-kil-n?s, s. Harmony.
Musician, mi-zlsl^&n,». 357. One skilled in 

harmony, one who performs upon instruments of mu- 
sick.

Musk, m&sk, s. A very powerful perfume: it 
is procured from a kind of Indian goat.

Musk, misk, J. Grape hyacinth, or grape- 
flower.

Musk apple, musk-ip-pl,«. 405. A kind of

Muskcat, mbsk-kit, x. The animal from 
which musk is got.

Muskcherry, mbsk-tsh£r-r£, s. A sort of 
cherry.

Musket, mbs-kk, s. 99. A soldier’s band
gun ; a male hawk of a small kind.

Musketeer, nabs-k£-t&r/ s. A soldier whose 
weapon is his musket.

Musketoon, mbs-kA-tbbn,' «. A blunderbuss, 
a short gun of a large bore.

Muskiness, mbs-ke-nis, s. The scent of musk.
Muskmelon, mbsk-m^l-lbn, x. A fragrant 

melon.
Muskpear, mbsk-pare, s. A fragrant pear.
Muskrose, mbsk-rdze, s. A rose so called 

from its fragrance.
Musky, mbs-k£, a. Fragrant, sweet of scent. 
Muslin, mbz-lln, s. A fine stuff made of cotton. 
Muss, mbs, s. A scramble. Obsolete.

From this, perhaps, comes the vulgar word to Smash.
Mussitation, mbs-s6-ta-sbbn, x. Murmur, 

grumble.
Mussulman, mbs-sbl-min, j. 88. A Maho

metan believer.
Must, mbst, verb imperfect. To be obliged. 

It is only used before a verb. Must is of all persons 
and tenses, and used of persons and things.

Must, mbst, x. New wine, new wort.—See 
Lamb'{.wool.

To Must, mbst, v. a. To mould, to make 
mouldy.

To Must, mbst, v. n. To grow mouldy.
Mustaches, mbs-sta-sbiz, x. 99. Whiskers, 

hair on the upper lip.
Mustard, mbs-tbrd, s. 88. A plant.
To Muster, mbs-tbr, v. n. 98. To assemble 

in order to form an army.
To Muster, mbs^tbr, v. a. To review forces; 

to bring together.
Muster, mbs-tur, s. A review of a body of 

forces; a register of forces mustered; a collection, as 
a Muster of peacocks; to pass Muster, to be allowed.

Musterbook. mus-tbr-bbSk, s. A book in 
which the forces are registered.

Mustermaster, mbs^tbr-mi-stbr, x. One who 
superintends the muster to prevent frauds.

Muster-roll, mhs-ttir-role, s. A register of 
forces.

Mustily, mbs-tb-lb, ad. Mouldily.
Mustiness, mbs-tb-nbs, s. Mould, damp foul

ness.
Musty, mbs-tb, a. Mouldy, spoiled with 

damp, moist and fetid; stale; vapid; dull, heavy.
Mutability, mb-U-blKIb-tb, s. Changeable

ness ; inconstancy, change of mind.
Mutable, mb-ti-bl, a. 405. Subject to 

change, alterable; inconstant, unsettled.
Mutableness, mh-tb-bl-nbs, s. Changeable

ness, uncertainty.
Mutation, mb-ta^shbn, s. Change, alteration. 
MuTE, mbte, a. Silent, not vocal, not having 

the use of voice.

Mute, mbte, s. One that has no power of 
speech ; a letter which can make no sound.

To Mute, mbte, v. •*. To dung as birds. 
Mutely, mbteM£, ad. Silently, not vocally. 
To Mutilate, mb-tb-latc, v. a. To deprive 

of some essential part
Mutilation, mb-U-l^shbn, x. Deprivation 

of a limb, or any essential part
Mutine, mb'tln, s. 140. A mutineer. Not 

used.
Mutineer, mb-dn-nbbr,' s. A mover of se

dition.
Mutinous, mb-dn-nCs, a. 314. Seditious, 

busy in insurrection, turbulent
Mutinously, mb-tin-nbs-l£, ad. Seditiously, 

turbulently.
Mutinousness, mb-tln-nbs-nbs, s. Seditious

ness, turbulence.
To Mutiny, mb-tb-ut*, n. n. To rise against 

authority, to make insurrection.
Mutiny, mb-tb-nb, s. Insurrection, sedition. 
To Mutter, mbt-tbr, v. n. 98. To grumble, 

to murmur.
To Mutter, mbt-tbr, v. a. To utter with im

perfect articulation.
Mutter, mbt-tbr, x. Murmur, obscure utter

ance. Not used.
Mutterer, mbt-tbr-br, s. 555. Grumbler, 

murmurer.
Mutteringt.Y. mbt-tiir-lng-lb, ad. With a low 

voice; indistinctly.
Mutton, mftt-tn, s 170. The flesh of sheep 

dressed for food; a sheep, now only m ludicrous lan
guage.

IO' The o, in this and similar terminations, is under 
the same predicament as e.—See Principles, No. 108. 170. 
Muttonfist, mbt-tn-fist, s. A hand large 

and red.
Mutual, mb-tsbb-Al, a. 463. Reciprocal, each 

acting in return or correspondence to the other.
Mutually, mu-tshb-Al-l£, ad. Reciprocally, 

in return.
Mutuality, mb-tsbb-M-lb-tb, x. Reciproca

tion.
Muzzle, mbz-zl, s. 405. The mouth of any 

thing; a fastening for the mouth, which hinders to bite. 
To Muzzle, mbz-zl, v. n. To bring the mouth 

near. Not used.
To Muzzle, mbz-zl, v. a. To bind the mouthr 

to fondle with the mouth close. A low sense.
My, ml, or m£, pron. poss. Belonging to me.

IO* There is a puzzling diversity to foreigners in the 
pronunciation of this word, and sometimes to natives, 
when they read, which ought to be explained. It is cer
tain that the pronoun my, when it is contradistinguished 
from any other possessive pronoun, and coi.scqueutlv 
emphatical, is always pronounced with its full, open 
sound, rhyming with/y; but when there is no such em- 
phasis, it falls exactly into the sound of me, the oblique 
case of I. Thus, if I were to say, My pen is as bad as my 
paper, I should necessarily pronounce my l.kc me, as in 
this sentence pen and paper are the emphatical words , 
but if I were to sav, My pen is worse than yours, here my 
is in opposition to yours, and must, as it is em;>hatical, 
be pronounced so as to rhyme with high, nigh, &c 
Mynchen, min-tsh&n, x. A nun.
Myography, nJ-bgigrl-fd, s. 116. 187. 518. 

A description of the muscles.
Myology, ml-blMb-jd, x. 116. 187. The de

scription and doctrine of the muscle*.
Myopes, rnl-b-p^z, x. Short-sighted persons.

IO Singular Myops. From this word comes the En
glish verb, to mope ; and the substantive, a mope. 
MY0PY, mW>-p£. x. Shortness of sight.
Myriad, mir-r£-£d. x. The number of ten 

tliousand; proverbially, any great number.
IO’ It w ay not, perhaps, be unworthy of observation, 

that y, in this and the following words, is under the same
363
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predicament as i; if followed by r and a vowel, it is short 
i; if by r and a consonant, it becomes short e, which is 
the cause of the difference in the first syllable of myriad 
and myrmidon.—See Principles, No. 108.109.
Myrmidon, mdr-md-d&n, s. 166. Any rude 

ruffian, so named from the soldiers of Achilles.
Myrobalan, md-rdb-l-lln, or ml-rdb-A-lln, s. 

187. A kind of dried fruit resembling dates.
Myropolist, md-rdp-pd-llst, or ml-rdp-d-llst, x. 

187. 518. One who sells unguents.
Myrrh, mdr, s. 108. 109. A precious kind 

of gum.
Myrrhine, mdr-rln, a.' 140. Belonging to 

myrrh ; made of the myrrhine stone.
Myrtiform, mdr-td-fdrm, s. Having the shape 

of a myrtle.
Myrtle, mdr-tl, s. 108. 109. 405. A fragrant 

tsee.
Myself, md-sdlf, s. An emphatical word 

added to I; as, I myself do it; that is, not by proxy; 
not another.

Mystagogue, mls-ti-gdg, s. 338. One who 
interprets divine mysteries: also one who keeps 
church relicks, and shows them to ctrangers.

Mysteriarch, mls-td-rd-Ark, s. One presid
ing over mysteries.

Mysterious, mls-te-r£-hs, a. Inaccessible to 
the understanding, awfully obscure; artfully perplexed.

Mysteriously, mis-t£-r£-&s-lA, ad. In a man
ner above understanding; obscurely, enigmatically.

Mysteriousness, mis-t£-r£-&s-n£s, x. Holy 
obscurity; artful difficulty or perplexity.

To Mysterize, mls-te-rke, v. a. To explain 
as enigmas.

Mystery, mls-t£-rA, s. Something above hu
man intelligence, something awfully obscure; in 
enigma, any thing artfully made difficult; a trade, a 
calling.

scure; involving some secret meaning, emblematical; 
obscure, secret.

Mystically, m1s-t£-kAl-l£, ad. In a mann<!-, 
or by an act, implying some secret meaning.

Mysticalness, mis-te-kil-nes, s. Involution 
of some secret meaning.

Mythological, mVA-d-l&d-j£-kM, a. Relat
ing to the explication of fabulous history.

Mythologically, mh//-d-16d-j£-kAl-l£,ad. 187. 
In a manner suitable to the system of fables.

Mythologist, m£-M61-ld-j1st, s. 187. A re
lator or expositor of the ancient fables of the heathens. 

To Mythologize, m^-^/idl-ld-gize, v. n. To 
relate or explain the fabulous history of the heathens.

Mythology, m£-/7i&l-ld-j£, s. 187. 518. Sys
tem of fables.

N.
[T0 Nab, nib, v. n. To catch unexpectedly. 

A low word.
Nadir, na-d&r, s. 418. The point under foot 

directly opposite to the zenith.
Nag, nig, s. A small horse; a horse in fami

liar language.
Naiades, nay-i-dez, x. The Latin plural of 
Naiad, nay-ld, x. A water-nymph.

The English plural of which is Naiads.
Nail, nale,-*» 202. The horny substance at 

the ends of the fingers and toes; the talons of birds 
and beasts; a spike of metal by which things are fas
tened together; a stud, a boss; a kind of measure, two 
inches and a quarter; on the Nail, readily, imme
diately, without delay.

To Nail, nAle, v. a. To fasten with nails; to 
•tud with nails.

Nailer, na^-l&r, s. 98. A nail-maker.
36*

Naked, na-kld, a. 99. Wanting clothes, un
covered ; unarmed, defenceless; plain, evident; mere, 
simple.

Nakedly, na-kld-l£, ad. Without covering; 
simply, merely; evidently.

Nakedness, na-kld-n£s, s. Nudity, want of 
Covering; want of provision for defence; plainness, 
evidence.

Name, name, s. The discriminative appellation 
of an individual; the term by which any species is Oix. 
tinguished; person; reputation, character; renown; 
power delegated; an opprobrious appellation.

Nameless, nameiles, a. Not distinguished by 
any discriminative appellation; one of which the name 
is not known ; not famous.

Namely, name-l£, ad. Particularly, specially. 
NaMer, na-mhr, x. 98. One who calls any by 

name.
Namesake, name-sake, s. One that has the 

same name with another.
Nap, nip, x. Slumber, a short sleep; down, 

villous substance.
To Nap, nip, v. n. To sleep, to be drowsy 

or secure.
Nape, nipe, s. The joint of the neck behind. 
Naphtha, nip-lAi, s. 92. A kind of bitumen.

See Ophihalmy.
Nappiness, nip-pi-n&s, x. The quality of 

having a nap.
Napkin, nip-kin, x. A cloth used at table to 

wipe the hands; a handkerchief.
Napless, nip-lis, a. Wanting nap, thread

bare.
Nappy, nip-pi, a. Frothy, spumy. 
Narcissus, nir-sis-shs, s. 81. A daffodil. 
Narcotic , nir-k6t-tlk, a. 509. Producing 

torpor or stupefaction.
Nard, nird, x. Spikenard; an odorous shrub. 
Nare, nare, s. A nostril. Not in use. 
Narrable, nir-ri-bl, a. 81. 405. Capable to 

be told.
To Narrate, nir-rite, v. a. 91. To relate, 

to tell.
JO* Dr. Johnson says this word is only used In Scot

land j but as it is regularly derived from the Latin narro, 
and has a specifick meaning to distinguish it from every 
other word, it ought to be considered as a necessary part 
of the language. To tell seems to imply communication 
in the most general sense; as, to tell a story, to tell a se
cret, &c. To relate is to tell at some length, and in some 
order, as to relate the particulars of a trcmsaction: but 
to narrate seems to relate a transaction in order, from 
beginning to end; which often becomes insipid and tire
some. Hence the beauty of Pope’s— narrative old age:

•• The poor, the rich, the valiant, and the sage,
** And boasting youth, and narrative old age.” 

Narration, nAr-ra-shftn, s. Account, relation, 
history.

Narrative, nir-ri-tlv, a. 512. Relating, 
giving an account; story-telling, apt to relate things 
past.

Narrative, nAr-ri-tlv, s. A relation, an ac
count.

Narratively, nJr-ri-tlv-M, ad. By way of 
relation.

Narrator, nAr-ra-thr, s. 166. A teller, a 
relater.

To Narrify, nAr-rd-fl, v. a. To relate, to 
give account of.

Narrow, nir-rd, a. 327. Not broad or wide; 
small; avaricious; contracted, ungenerous; close, vi
gilant, attentive.

To Narrow, nlr-rd, v. a. To diminish with 
respect to breadth ; to contract; to confine, to limit 

Narrowly, n&r-ro-l£, ad. With little breadth , 
contractedly, without extent; closely, vigilantly; near
ly, within a little; avariciously, sparingly.

Narrowness, n&r^rA-n&s, t. Want of breadth ; 
want of comprehension; confined state; poverty 
want of capacity.
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Nasal, na-zil, n. 88. Belonging to the nose. 
Nasty, nls-td, a. 79. Dirty, filthy, sordid, 

nauseous ; obscene, polluted.
Nastily, nlsQi-ld, aiL Dirtily, filthily, nause- 

ously: obscenely, grossly.
Nastiness, nis^td-n^s, s. Dirt, filth; obscen- 

ity, grossness of ideas.
Natal, nA-til, a. 88. Native, relating to na- 

tivity.
Natation, ni-tl-sh&n, s. The act of swim- 

Nath less, nA/7*-lds, ad. Nevertheless. Ob
solete.

Nathmore, naf/i-more, ad. Never the more. 
Obsolete.

Nation, na-shin, s. A people distinguished 
from another people.

National, nAsh-un-11, a. 88. 535. Publick, 
general; bigoted to one's own country.

Nationally, nAsh-hn-11-1/, ad. With regard 
to the nation.

Nationalness, nish'&n-ll-nds, $. Reference
to the people in general.

Native, na^tlv, a. Produced by nature, not 
artificial; natural, such as is according to nature; I 
conferred by birth; pertaining to the time or place of 
birth, original.

Native, na'-tlv, s. 157. One born in any place,
original inhabitant; offspring.

Nativeness, na-tiv-nds, s. The state of being
produced by nature.

Nativity, ni-tiv-vd-td, s. Birth, issue into life, 
the state or place of being produced.

Natural, nAt-tshd-rAI, a. 461. Produced or 
effected by nature ; illegitimate; bestowed by nature, 
not forced, not far fetched, dictated by nature ; ten
der, affectionate by nature; unaffected, according to 
truth and reality; opposed to violent, as, a Natural 
death.

Natural, nat-tshfi-rAl, s. An idiot, a fool; 
native, original inhabitant; gift of nature, quality. 

Naturalist, nAt-tshu-rAl-lst, s. A student in 
physick, or natural philosophy.

Naturalization, nit-tshfi-rAl-d-zA-sh&n, s.
The act of investing aliens with the privileges of na
tive subjects.

To Naturalize, nit-tshfi-ral-lze, v. a. To 
invest with the privileges of native subjects; to make 
easy like things natural.

Naturally, nAt-tshu-ril-ld, ad. According to 
unassisted nature; without affectation; spontaneously. 

Naturalness, n&t-tsfru-rAl-nds, s. The state 
of being given or produced by nature; conformity to 
truth and reality; not affectation.

Nature, na-tshire, s. 293. An imaginary 
being supposed to preside over the material and animal 
world; the native state or properties of any thing; 
the constitution of an animated body; disposition of 
mind ; the regular course of things ; the compass of 
natural existence; natural affection, or reverence; the 
state or operation of the material world ; sort, species.

There is a vulgar pronunciation of this word as if 
written na-ter, which cannot be too carefully avoided. 
Some criticks have contended, that it ought to be pro
nounced as if written nate-yure ; but this pronunciation 
comes so near to that here adopted, as scarcely to be dis
tinguishable from it. T before y, which is the letter 
long u begins with, 8, approaches so near to sh, as, in the 
absence of accent, naturally to fall into it, in the same 
manner as s becomes zh in leisure, pleasure, Ac. The 
sibilaiion and aspiration off in this and similar words, 
provided they are not too coarsely pronounced, are so far 
from being a deformity in our language, by increasing 
the number of hissing sounds, as some have insinuated, 
that they are a real beauty; and, by a certain coalescence 
and flow of sound, contribute greatly to the smoothness 
and volubility of pronunciation.—See Principles, No. 459. 
46Q 461. &c. f
Naval, na-vil, a. Consisting of ships; be

longing to ships.
Nave, nave, s. The middle part of the wheel 
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in which the axle moves; the middle part of the 
church distinct from the aisles or wings.

Navel, na-vl, s. 102. The point in the middle 
of the belly, by which embryos communicate with the 
parent; the middle; the interiour part.

Navelgall, na-vl-gtUl, $. Navelgall is a bruise 
on the top of the chine of the back, behind the sad
dle, right against the navel.

Navelwort, na-vl-wtirt, s. An herb.
Naught, niwt, a. 213. 393. Bad, corrupt, 

worthless.
Naught, nlwt,$. Nothing. This is commonly,

though improperly, written Nought.
Naughtily, niw-td-ld, ad. Wickedly, cor

ruptly.
Naughtiness, nAw-td-nds, s. Wickedness,

badness.
Naughty, niw-td, a. Bad, wicked, corrupt. 
Navigable, niv-vd-gl-bl, cl Capable of being 

passed by ships or boats.
Navigableness, nlv-vd-gi-bl-nds, s. Capacity 

to be passed in vessels.
To Navigate, niv-vd-gate, v. n. To sail, to 

pass by water.
To Navigate, nlv-vd-g&te, v. a. To pass by 

ships or boats.
Navigation. niv-vd-gA-sh&n, s. The act or

practice of passing by water ; vessels of navigation.
Navigator, niv-vd-ga-t&r, s. 521. A sailor 

a seaman ; travelling by water.
Naumachy, niwlmi-ki, s. 353. A mock sea- 

fight.
To Nauseate, niw-shd-ate. v. n. 450. 542. 

To grow squeamish, to turn away with disgust.
To Nauseate, n^w-shd-ate, v. a. To loathe, 

to reject with disgust; to strike with disgust
Nauseous, nAw-shhs, a. 450. Loathsome, dis

gustful, regarded with abhorrence.
Nauseously, nAw-sli&s-ld, ad. Loathsomely, 

disgustfully.
Nauseousness, naw-sh&s-nds, s. Loathsome

ness, quality of raising disgust.
Nautical, niw-td-kal, ? a. Pertaining to 
Nautic , naw-tlk, 213. ) sailors.
Nautilus, n^w-td-l&s, s. A shell-fish furnished 

with something analogous to oars and a sail.
Navy’, na-vd, s. An assembly of ships, a fleet. 
Nay, na, ad. No, an adverb of negation; not 

only so, but more.
Nayword, na-w&rd, s. The saying nay ; a 

proverbial reproach, a by-word.
Ne, nd, ad. Neither and not. Obsolete. 
Neap, nefe, s. 227. A fist. Obsolete.
To Neal, ndle, v. a. 227. To temper by a 

gradual and regular heat.
Neap, ndpe, a. 227. Low, decrescent. Used 

only of the tide. •
Near, ndre, prep. 227. At no great distance 

from, close to, nigh.
Near, ndre, ad. Almost; at band, not far off.
Near, ndre, a. Not distant, advanced towards 

the end of an enterprise or disquisition ; close; inti
mate ; affecting, dear ; parsimonious.

Nearly, nere-ld, ad. At no great distance ; 
closely ; in a niggardly manner.

Nearness, ndre-nds, s. Closeness; alliance 
tff blood or inflection ; tendency to avarice.

Neat, r.dtc, i. £27. Black cattle, oxen • 
a cow or ox.

Neat, ndte, a. Elegant, but without dignity;
cleanly ; pure, unadulterated. • «

Neatherd, ndte-hdrd, s. A cow-keeper, one 
who has the care of black cattle.

Neatly, ndte-ld, a. Elegantly, but without 
dignity; sprucely; cieanlily.

Neatness, ndte-nds, s. Spruceness, elegance, 
without dignity; cleanliness.

F F
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Neb, nib, s. Nose, beak, mouth. Retained 
in the north. In Scotland, the bill of a bird.

Nebula, ndb^bd-lA, $. 92. It is applied to ap
pearances like a cloud in the human body, as to films 
upon the eyes.

Nebulous, n&b-bi-lus, a. Misty, cloudy.
Necessaries, nds-sds-sdr-rlz, & 99. Things 

not only convenient, but needful.
NECESSARILY, nds^sds-sdr-rd-ld, acl. Indispen

sably ; by inevitable consequence; not freely.
Necessariness, nds^cs-sdr-rd-nds, s. The state 

of being necessary.
NECESSARY, nds-sds-sdr-rd, a. Needful, indis

pensably requisite; not free ; impelled by fate; con
clusive, decisive by inevitable consequence.

To Necessitate, nd-sds-sd-tate, v. a. To make 
necessary, not to leave free, to exempt from choice.

Necessitation, nd-sds-sd-ta-shhn, s. The act 
of making necessary, fatal compulsion.

Necessitated, ne-s&£sd-ta-t£d, a. In a state 
of want.

Necessitous, nd-sds^sd-t&s, a. Pressed with 
poverty.

Necessitousness, nd-sds-sd-tbs-nds, s. Poverty, 
Want, need.

Necessitude, nd-sds-sd-thde, s. Want, need. 
Necessity, nd-sds-sd-td, s. Compulsion, fa

tality ; indispensableness; want, need, poverty; things 
necessary for human life; cogency of argument, inevi
table consequence.

Neck, ndk, s. The part between the head and 
body; a long narrow part On the Neck,immediately 
after. To break the Neck of an affair, to hinder any 
thing being done, or to do more than halt

Neckbf.ef, n£k-bedf, s. The coarse flesh of 
the neck of cattle.

Neckcloth, n&k-kl&TH, s. That which men 
wear on the neck.

Necklace, nfek-lase, s. An ornamental string 
of beads, or precious stones, worn by women on the 
neck.

Necromancer, n^k-krd-min-s&r, s. An en
chanter, a conjurer; one who by charms can converse 
with the ghosts of the dead.

Necromancy, n£k-kro-m2.n-s&, s. 519. The 
art of revealing future events, by communication with 
the dead; enchantment, conjuration.

Nectar, n^k-thr, $. 88. The supposed drink 
of the heathen gods; any pleasant liquor.

Nectared. n£k-t&rd, a. 88. Tinged with 
nectar; mingled with nectar.

Nectareous, n&k-ta're-hs, a. Resembling 
nectar, tweet as nectar.

Nectarine, n#k-t£r-rln, a. 150. Sweet as 
nectar.

Nectarine, n^k-ter-rin. s. 150. A fruit of the 
plum kind. This fruit differs from a peach in having 
a smooth rind and the flesh firmer.

Need, n££d, s. 246. Exigency, pressing diffi
culty, necessity; want, distressful poverty; lack of any 
thing for use.

To Need, n££d, v. a. To want, to lack.
To Need, n££d, v. n. To be wanted, to be 

necessary, to have necessity of any thing.
Needer, n££d-&r, $. 98. One that wants any 

thing. s
Needful, n£ed-ful, a. Distressed; in want; 

necessary, indispensably requisite.
Needfully, ne£d-ful-l£, ad. Necessarily. 
Needfulness, n^ed'ful-n&s, s. Necessity. 
Needily, n&d'dA-lA, ad. In poverty, poorly. 
Neediness, n£ed'd£-nes, s. Want, poverty. 
Needle, nee-dl, s. 405. A small instrument 

pointed at one end to pierce cloth, and perforated at 
the other to receive the thread; the small steel bar 
which, in the mariner’s compass, stands regularly 

y north and south.
Needlefish, n&'dl-fUh, i. A kind of sca-fish.
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Needleful, nt^-dl-ful, s. As much thread as 
is generally put at one time in the needle.

Needlemaker, n^e^dl-n:A-khr, s. He who 
makes needles.

Needless, ne£d-l£s, a. Unnecessary, not re
quisite.

Needlessly, n££d'l£s-U, ad. Unnecessarily, 
without need.

Needlessness, n££d-les-n£s, t. Unnecessari
ness.

Needlework, n^-dl-w&rk, s. The business 
of a sempstress; embroidery by the needle.

Needment, n^6d-m^nt, s. Something neces
sary. Obsolete.

Needs, ne^dz, ad. Necessarily, by compulsion, 
indispensably.

Needy, ne^-d£, a. Poor, necessitous.
Ne’er, nare, ad. 97. 247. A poetical contrac

tion for Never.
To Neese, n££ze, v. n. To sneeze. Obsolete. 
Nef, n£f, s. The body of a church.
Nefarious, ne-fa-r^-hs, a. Wicked, abomin

able.
Negation, n^-ga-sh&n, s. Denial, the contrary 

to affirmation; description by negative.
Negative, n^g-gtl-tlv, a. 157. Denying, con

trary to affirmative; implying only the absence g! 
something; having the power to withhold, though not 
to compel.

Negative, n^g-gi-tiv, s. A proposition by 
which something is denied; a particle of denial, as. 
Not

Negatively, n£g£gi-tiv-lA, ad. With denial, 
in the form of denial, not affirmatively; in form cf 
speech, implying the absence of something.

To Neglect, ndg-lekt^ v. a. To omit by 
carelessness; to treat with scornful heedlessnesj; to 
postpone.

Neglect, neg-lSkt,' s. Instance of inattention; 
careless treatment; negligence, frequency of neglect; 
state of being unregarded.

Neglecter, neg-16kt-tCir, $. 98. One who 
neglects.

Neglectful, n&g-ldkt-ful, a. Heedless, care
less, inattentive; treating with indifference.

Neglectfully, neg-lekt-fhl-ld, </</. With 
heedless inattention, careless indifference.

Neglection, nig-l&M-sh&n, s. The state of 
being negligent.

Neglective, n^g-lfik-tiv, a. 512. Inattentive 
to, or regardless o£

Negligence, t.4g-le-jense, s. Habit of omit
ting by heedlessness, or of acting carelessly.

Negligent, ndg-le-jent, a. Careless, heedicss, 
habitually inattentive.

Negligently, n£g-ie-g£nt-le, ad. Carelessly, 
heedlessly, without exactness.

To Negotiate, ne-gd-she-ate, v. n. 5 12. 'Io 
have intercourse in business, to traffick, to treat.

Negotiation, ne-go-sh^-a-bhiin, s. Treaty of 
business whether publick or private.

Negotiating, ue-g</-sbe-a-ting, a. 41 u. 
Employed in negotiation.

Negotiator, n^-go-sh^-a-thr, $. 521 One 
employed to treat with others,

Negro, ue-grd, s. A blackmoor.
Some speakers, but those of the very lowest order 

pronounce this word as if written ne-guj.
To Neigh, na, v. n. 249. To utter the voice 

of a horse or mare.
Neigh, na, ». The voice of a horse.
Neighbour, na-b&r, j. 219. One who lives 

near to another, one who lives in familiarity with an- 
other; any thing next or near; intimate, con till eat; 
in divinity, one partaking of the same nature, and 
therefore entitled to good uflices.

For what I apprehend to be the genuine sound of 
th.- diphthong in the first syllable of this word, see
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To Neighbour, na-bfir, ». a. 249. To adjoin 
to, to confine on. Little used.

Neighbourhood, na-bhr-hud, s. Place ad
joining; state of being near each other; those that 
live within reach of easy communication.

Neighbourly, na-bUr-lA, a. 249. Becoming 
a neighbour kind, civil.

Neighbourly, na-bhr-lA, ad. With social 
civility. , i

Neither, n^-THur, conj. 252. Not either, j 
A particle used in the first branch of a negative sen- i 
tence, and answered by Nor; as, Fight Neither with ' 
small Nor great It is sometimes the second branch | 
of a negative or prohibition to any sentence; as, Ye 
shall not eat of it, Neither shall ye touch it

Neither, n^-TH&r, pron. 98. Not either, nor 
one nor other.

NeOPHITE, ne-6-flte, s. 156. One regene
rated, a convert

Neoteric ne-A-t&r-rlk, a. 509. Modern, 
novel, late.

Nepenthe, ne-p£n^Zte, s. A drug that drives 
away all pains.

Nepenthe, ni-pM-tht. ) , , ...
Nepenthes, f ’• A dru? "hlch j

drives away pain; a powerful anodyne-, a medicine to I 
assuage grief. In botany, the name of a plant

Nephew, ndv-vh, s. The son of a brother or ■ 
sister.

Nephritic , nd-frlt-tlk, a. 509. Belonging 
to the organs of urine; troubled with the stone; good 
against the stone.

Nepotism, n£p-d-tizm, s. 503. Fondness for 
nephews.

I have differed from all our orthoepists in the 
pronunciation of this word, by making the first syllable 
short; not because this e is short in the Latin Nepos, but 
because the antepenultimate accent of our own language, 
when not followed by a diphthong, naturally shortens the 
vowel it falls upon, 535.
Nerve, n&rv, s. The nerves are the organs of 

sensation passing from the brain to all parts of the 
body; it is used by the poets for sinew or tendon.

Nerveless, n&rv-l&s, a. Without strength.
Nervous, n^r-v&s, a. 314. Well strung, strong, 

vigorous; relating to the nerves; having weak or dis
eased nerves.

NervY, nAr-vA, a. Strong, vigorous. 
Nescience, n£sh^-£nse, s. 510. Ignorance, ■ 

the state of not knowing.
Nest, n£st, s. The bed formed by the bird 

for incubation; any place where insects are produced; 
an abode, place of residence, in contempt; boxes of 
drawers, little conveniences.

To Nest, nSst, v. n. To build nests.
Nestegg, nest-6g. s. An egg left in the nest 

to keep the hen from forsaking it,
** Books and money laid for show,
*• like nett^ggs to make clients lay.**

To Nesti.e, nes-sl, v. n. 472. To settle, to lie 
close and snug.

To Nestle, nfis-sl, v. a. 359. To house, as in 
a nest; to cherish, as a bird her young.

Nestling, n&»t-ling, s. A bird taken out of 
the nest

Net, n&t, s. A texture woven with large in
terstices or meshes.

Nether, n^TH-hr, a. 98. Lower, not upper; 
being in a lower place; infernal, belonging to the re
gions below.

Nethermost, n^TH-ftr-mAst, s. Lowest. 
Nettle, nAt-tl, s. 405. A stinging herb well 

known.
To Nettle, ndt-tl, v. a. To sting, to irritate. 
Network, nAt-w&rk, s. Any thing resembling 

the work of a net.
Never, nAv-hr, ad. 98. At no time; in no 

degree. It is much used in composition; as, Never- 
ending, having no end.
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Nevertheless, n?v-&r-TH<M&,' a-J. Notwith 
standing that

Neurology, ni-ril-li-je, s. 518. A descrip, 
tion of the nerves.

Neurotomy, nu-rdt'ti-mi, s. sis. Ti,c ana. 
tomy of the nerves.

Neuter, nuAt&r, a. 98. 264. Indifferent, not 
engaged on either side; in grammar, a noun that im
plies ho sex.

Neuter, nh-tftr, s. One indifferent and un
engaged.

Neutral, nh-tral, a. Indifferent, not engaged 
on either side; neither good nor bad; neither acid 
nor alkaline.

Neutral, nu-trAl, s. One who does not act 
nor engage on either side.

Neutrality, nh-trll-A-te, s. A state of in
difference, of neither friendship dm hostility; a state 
between good and evil.

Neutrally, nii-tril-le, ad. Indifferently.
New, nil, a. 265. Fresh; modern; having 

the effect of novelty; not habituated ; renovated, re
paired so as to recover the first state; fresh after any 
thing; not of ancient extraction.

New, nil, ad. This is used in composition for 
Newly.

Newfangled, nii-fing-gld, a. 405. 359. 
Formed with vain or foolish love of novelty.

NewfaNGLEDNess, nii-fang^gld-nds, s. Vain 
and foolish love of novelty.

Newel, nii-11, s. 99. The compass round 
which the staircase is carried.

Newly, nii-lA, ad. Freshly, lately.
Newness, nii-nAs, s. Freshness, novelty, state 

of being new.
News, ntize, s. Fresh account of any thing; 

papers which give an account of the transactions of 
the present times.

Newsmonger, nuze-mung-g&r, s. One whose 
employment it is to hear and to tell news.

Newt, nute, s. Eft, small lizard.
New-year’s-gift, nit-yArz-glft, s. Present 

made on the first day of the year.
Next, nAkst, a. Nearest in place; nearest in 

any gradation.
NeXT, nAkst, ad. At the time or turn imme

diately succeeding.
Nib, nib, s. The bill or beak of a bird; the 

point of a pen.
Nibbed, nibbd, a. 359. Having a nib.
To Nibble, nll>bl, p. a. 405. To bite by little 

at a time, to eat slowly ; to bite as a fish does the bait.
To Nibble, nlb-bl, v. n. To bite at; to carp 

at, to find fault with.
Nibbler, nib-bl-Ur, s. 98. One that bites by 

little at a time.
Nice, nise, a. Accurate in judgment, to mi

nute exactness. It is often used to express a culpable 
delicacy. Scrupulously and minutely cautious; easily 
injured, delicate; formed with minute exactness; re
fined.

Nicely, r.lse-lA, ad. Accurately, minutely, 
scrupulously; delicately.

Niceness, nlse-n^s, s. Accuracy, minute ex
actness ; superfluous delicacy or exactness.

Nicety, nl-se-tA, s. Minute accuracy; accurate 
performance; minute observation; 6ubtilty; delicate 
management, cautious treatment; effeminate soft
ness. N.ceties, in the plural, dainties or delicacies in 
eating.

fc'y’- In this word of our own composition, from nice, 
! we have unaccountably run into the pronunciation of the 
i mute e. This word we always hear pronounced in three 

syllables, though safety, ninety, nn&surety, are ever heard 
in two. This is a proof how much mere similitude of 
round often operates in fixing pronunciation; the termi
nation ty being almost always preceded by v or i in words 
of Latin or French formation, where these vowels form 
a distinct syllabic, as variety, gayety, anxiety, society, See.
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NIG NIP

A name given in 

v. a. To call by an 

as, a Nide of phea-

Words of mere English formation that approach to then^ 
are thus carried into the same pronunciation by bare 
likeness of sound only.
Niche, nltsh, s. 352. A hollow in which a statue 

may be placed.
Nick, nlk, s. The exact point of time at which 

there is necessity or convenience; a notch cut in any 
thing ; a score, a reckoning; a winning throw.

To Nick, nlk, v. a. To hit, to touch luckily, 
to perform by some slight artifice; to cut in nicks or 
notches ; to suit, as tallies cut in nicks; to defeat or 
cozen.

Nickname, nlk'name, s. 
scoff or contempt

To Nickname, nlk-nAme, 
opprobrious appellation.

Nide, nide, s. A brood, 
sants.

Nidification, nld-d-fd-kA-shun, x. The act of 
building nests.

NlDUI.ATiON, nld-jil-1 Arshin, s. 293. The time 
of remaining in the nest.

Niece, nAAse, s. The daughter of a brother 
or sister.

Niggard, nlg^g&rd, x. 88. A miser, a cur
mudgeon ; a sordid avaricious fellow.

Niggard, nlg-gurd, a. Sordid, avaricious, 
parsimonious.

To Niggard, nlg-gdrd, v. a. To stint.
Niggaildish, nlg-g&rd-lsh, a. Having some 

disposition to avarice.*
Niggardliness, nig-g&rd-lA-nes, s. Avarice, 

sordid parsimony.
Niggardly, nlg-g&rd-lA, a. Avaricious, sor

didly parsimonious.
Niggardness, nlg-g&rd-nAs, s. Avarice, sor

did parsimony.
Nigh, nl, prep. 390. At no great distance 

from.
Nigh, nl, ad. Not at a great distance; to a 

place near.
Nigh, nl, a. Near, not distant; allied closely 

by blood. Not used now, the adjective Near being 
substituted in its place.

Nighly, nl-l£, ad. Nearly, within a little. 
NighNESS, nl-nAs, s. Nearness, proximity. 
Night, nite, x. 391. The time of darkness; 

the time from sun-set to sun-rise.
Nightbrawler, nlte^-brawl-Jir, x. One who 

raises disturbances in the night.
Nightcap, nite-kAp, x. 

or in undress.
Nightcrow, nlte-krd, x.

the night.
Nightdew, nlte-du, x. 

ground in the night.
Nightdog, nite-ddg, .v. A dog that hunts in 

the night.
Nightdbess, nlte-drSs, s. The dress worn at 

night. ,
Nighted, nlte'&l, n. Darkened, clouded, 

black.
Nightfaring, nite-fa,-ring, «. Travelling in 

the night. ,
NiGHTFiRF., nite-fl re, x. Ignis fatuus: Will-a- 

wisp.
NlGHTFLY, nite-fll, x. A moth that flics in the

Nightfounderf.d, nlte-foftn-dfrrd, x. Lost or 
distressed in the night.

Nightgown, nkte-gi&n, a. A loose gown used 
for an undress.

NiGHTHAG, nite^h;Ag, x. A witch supposed to 
wander in the night.

Nightingale, nlte'ln-gAle, x. A small bird 
that sings in the night with remarkable melody, Phi
lomel; a word of endearment.

Nightly, nlteMA, ad. By night; every night 
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A cap worn in bed,

A bird that cries in

Dew that wets the

NlGHTLY, nlte-lA, a. Done by night, acting by 
night.

Nightman, nlte-mln, x. 88. One who carries 
away ordure in the night.

Nightmare, nlte-mare, x. A morbid appear
ance in the night, resembling the pressure of weight 
upon the breast.

Nightpiece, nite-pAAse, x. A picture so co
loured as to be supposed seen by candlelight.

Nightrail, integral e, x. A loose cover thrown 
over the dress at night.

Nightraven, nite-rA'vn, x. 103. A bird sup
posed of ill omen, that cries aloud in the night.

Nightiiule, rltc-rilc, s. A tumult in the 
night. Obsolete.

Nightshade, idte-shade, i. A plant of two 
kinds, common aud deadly nightshade.

Nightshining, utekshl-ulng, u. Showing 
brightness in the dark.

Nightwalk, nlte-wAk, Walk in the night. 
Nightwalkeb, mte-wAk-ur, s. One who roves 

in the night upon ill designs.
Nightwarbling, nite-wAr-bllng, a. Singin 

in the night.
Nightward, nite-wArd, a. 88. Approaching 

towards night.
Nightwatch, nlte-wdtsh, x. A period of tin? 

night as distinguished by change of the watch.
Nigrescent, nl-grAs^>Ant, a. 130 510.

Growing black; approaching to blackness.
NlGRlFlCATION, nlg-rA-fe-ka-shun, x. 130.

The act of making black.
To N1LL, nil, v. a. Not to will, to refuse. 

Obsolete.
To NlM, nlm, v. a. To steal. A low word.
Nimble, nlm-bl, a. 405. Quick, active, ready, 

speedy, lively, expeditious.
Nimbleness, nlm-bl-nes, x. Quickness, ac

tivity, speed.
Nimblewitted, nlm-bl-wlt-tAd, a. Quick, 

eager to speak.
Nimbly, nlm-blA, ad. Quickly, speedily, ac

tively.
Nimmer, nlm-m&r, x. 98. A thief, a pilferer. 

A low word.
Nincompoop, nln-kum-pMp, x. A fool, a tri- 

fler. A low word.
Nine, nine, x. One more than eight. 
Ninefold, nlne^fdld, a. Nine times. 
Ninepins, nine-plnz, x. A play where nine 

pieces of wood are set up on the ground to be thrown 
down by a bowl.—See Loggah.

NinescORE, nlne^skdre, a. Nine times twenty. 
Nineteen, nlne-tAAn, a. Nine and ten.
Nineteenth, nlne-tAAn/7z, a. The ordinal of 

nineteen, the ninth after the tenth.
Ninety, nlne-tA, a. Nine times ten.—See 

Nicety.
Ninth, nlnl7a, a. Next in order to the eighth. 
Ninetieth, nlne-tA-ll/j. a. 279. 99. The tenth 

nine times told.
Ninny, nln-nA, x. A fool, a simpleton.
Ninnyhammer, nln-nA-hAm~m&r, x. A sim

pleton.
To Nip, nl,.. o. a. Topinch off with the nails; 

to bite with the teeth ; to cut off by any slight means; 
to blast, to destroy before full growth; to pinch as 
frost; to vex, to bite; to taunt sarcastically.

NlP, nip, x. A pinch with the nails or teeth ; 
a small cut; a blast; a taunt, a sarcasm.

Nipper, nlpipftr, x. 98. A satirist. Obsolete. 
Nippers, nip^p&rz, x. Small pincers.
Nippingly, nlp-plng-lA, ad. With bitter sa* 

casm.
Nipple, nlp-pl, x. 405. The teat, the dug ; 

the orifice at which any animal liquor is separated.
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Nipplewort, nip-pl-wurt, s. A very common 
weed.

Nisi-prius, n'l-se-prl-As, s. In law, a judicial 
writ.

Nit, nit, s. The egg of a louse.
NlTENCY, nl-tAn-sA, s. Lustre, clear bright

ness ; endeavour, spring. Not in use.
NlTID, nlt-tid, a. 544. Bright, shining, lus

trous applied to persons gay, spruce, fine.
Nitre, ni-tur, s. 416. Saltpetre.
Nitrogen, nl-trA-jAn, s. The quality of gene

rating nitre.—See Oxygen.
Nitrous, ni-tr&s, a. 314. Impregnated with 

nitre; consisting of nitre.
NiTRY, nl-trA, a. Nitrous.
Nitty, nit-tA, a. Abounding with the eggs 

lice.
NlVEOUS, nlv-A-is, a. 314. Resembling snow. 
Nizy, nl-zA, s. A dunce, a simpleton.
No, nA, ad. The word of refusal; the word 

of denial It sometimes strengthens a following nega
tive : No not, not even.

No, nd, a. Not any, none ; No one, none, 
not any one.

To Nobilitate, nA-bll-lA-tate, v. a. To ennoble, 
to make noble.

Nobility, nA-bll-lA-tA, s. Antiquity of family 
joined with splendour; rank or dignity of several de
grees, conferred by sovereigns; the persons of high 
rank; dignity, grandeur, greatness.

NOBLE, nA-bl, a. 405. Of an ancient and 
splendid family ; exalted to a rank above commonalty; 
great, worthy, illustrious; exalted, elevated, sublime; 
magnificent,stately; free,generous, liberal; principal, 
capital; as, the heart is one of the Noble parts.

Noble, nA-bl, s. One of high rank ; a coin 
rated at six shillings and eight-pence English,

Nobleman, mV-bl-min, s. 88. One who is 
ennobled.

Nobleness, nA-bl-nAs, s. Greatness, worth, 
dignity, magnanimity; splendour of descent.

Nobless, nA-blAs,z s. Nobility; dignity, great
ness ; noblemen collectively.

Nobly, no-bld, ad. Of ancient and splendid 
extraction ; greatly, illustriously; grandly, splendidly.

Nobody, no-b&d-e, s. No one, not any one.
Nocent, nA-sAnt, a. Guilty, criminal; hurt

ful, mischievous.
Nock, nok, s A slit, a nick, a notch; the fun

dament. Not in use.
NoctidiaL, nAk-tld-yil, or nok-tld-jA-Al, a. 294. 

376. Comprising a night and a day.
NoctiferOUS, nok-tlf-fAr-fis, a. 518. Bringing 

night.
Noctivagant, nAk-tiv-vi-gant, a. Wandering 

in the night
Noctuary, nAk-tshA-A-rA, s. 461. An account 

of what passes by night.
Nocturn, n&k-t&rn, s. An office of devotion 

performed in the night.
Nocturnal, nAk-t&r-nil, a. 88. Nightly.
Nocturnal, nAk-tir-nAl, s. An instrument 

by which observations are made in the night.
To Nod, nAd, tu a. To decline the head with 

a quick motion ; to pay a slight bow; to bend down, 
wards with quick motion ; to be drowsy.

Nod, ndd, s. A quick declination of the head; 
a quick declination ; the motion of the head in drow
siness ; a slight obeisance.

NODATION, nA-dA-shun, s. The act of making 
knots.

Nodder, nAdM&r, s. 98. One who nods. 
NODDLE, nAd-dl, s. 405. A head, in contempt. 
Noddy, nAd^dc, s. A simpleton, an idiot. 
NODE, node, s. A knot, a knob; a swelling 

on the bone ; an intersection.
Nodosity, nA-dAs-sA-tA, s. Complication, knot. 
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Nodous, nA-dAs, a. 314. Knotty, full of knots. 
Nodui.e, nAd-jt‘ile, s. 293, 461. Asmalllump.
Noggin, ndg-gin, s. 382. A small mug.
NoiANCK, noA-Anse, s. 88. Mischief, incon

venience. Obsolete.
Noious, noA-As, a. 314. Hurtful, mischievous. 

Obsolete.
Noise, nAAze, s. 299. Any kind of sound; out

cry, clamour, boasting or importunate talk; occasion 
of talk.

To Noise, nAAze, v. a. To spread by rumour, 
or report.

Noiseful, noAze-fAl, a. Loud, clamorous. 
Noiseless, noAze-lAs, a. Silent, without sound. 
Noisemaker, noAze^-ma-kAr. s. Clamourer- 
Noisiness, nAA-zA-nAs. s. Loudness of sound* 
Noisome, noe-sAm, a. 166. Noxious, mischie

vous, unwholesome; offensive, disgusting.
Noisomely, nAA-sAm-lA, ad. With a fetid 

stench, with an infectious steam.
Noisomeness, nAA^sAm-nAs, «. Aptness to 

disgust, offensiveness.
Noisy, nAA-zA, a. 438. Sounding loud; cla

morous, turbulent
Nolition, nA-llsh-An, s. Unwillingness.
Noll, nAle, s. 406. A head, a noddle. Obso

lete.
Nombles, nAm-blz, s. 359. The entrails of 

a deer.
This word may be added to the catalogue, Prin

ciples, No. 165.
Nomf.nclaTOR, nAm-en-kla-t&r, s. One who 

calls things or persons by their proper names.
Nomenclature, nAm-An-kla-tshure, s. 461. 

The act of naming; a vocabulary, a dictionary.
Nominal, nom-mA-nil, a. 88. Referring to 

names rather than to things-
Nominally, nAm-me-nil-lA, ad. By name; 

titulary.
To Nominate, nAm-mA-nate, v. a. To name, to 

mention by name; to entitle; to set down, to appoint 
by name.

Nomination, nAm-me-nA-shun, s. The act of 
mentioning by name ; the power of appointing.

Nominative, nom-mA-na-tlv, s. The case in 
Grammar that primarily designates the name of any 
thing.

This word, in the hurry of school pronunciation, 
is always heard in three syllables, as if written Nomna. 
five ; and this pronunciation has so generally prevailed, 
that making the word consist of four syllables, would be 
stiff'and pedantic See Clef.
Nonage, nAn^Adje, s. Minority, time of life 

before legal maturity.
Nonce, nAnse, s. Purpose, intent, design. 

Obsolete.
{T1? This word is still used in familiar conversation, 

and should not be entirely discarded. Junius and Skin
ner differ widely in the derivation of this word; but the 
latter, with his usual discernment, inclines to resolve it 
into once; and it is in this sense that it seems now to be 
generally used.
Nonconformity, nAn-kAn-fAr-mA-tA, s. 

Refusal of compliance; refusal to join in the csta- 
blished religion.

Nonconformist, nAn-kAn-fAr-mlst, r. One 
who refuses to join in the established worship.

None, nAn, a. 165. Notone; not any.
Nonentity, nAn-An-tA-tA, s. Nonexistence; 

a thing not existing.
Nonexistence, non-Ag-zis-tAnse, s. Inexis

tence, state of not existing.
Nonjuring, ndn-jA-rlng,a. 410. Belonging to 

those who will not swear allegiance to the Hanoverian 
family.

Nonjuror, nAn-jA-rAr, $. 166. One who, con
ceiving James II. unjustly deposed, refuses to swear 
allegiance to those who have succeeded him.
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Nonnaturals,nAn-nAt-tshu-rAlz,s. Anything 
which i« not naturally, but by accident or abuse, the 
cause of disease. Physicians reckon these to be six, 
viz. Air, diet, sleep, exercise, excretion, and the pas
sions.

Nonpareil, nAn-pa-rel,z s. Excellence un
equalled ; a kind of apple; printers’ letter of a small 
size, on which small Bibles and Common Prayers are 
printed.

Nonplus, non-pl&s, s. Puzzle, inability to say 
or do more.

To Nonplus, njn-pliis, ». a. To confound, to 
puzzle.

Nonresidence, non-rAz-e-dAnse, s. Failure of 
residence.

Nonresident, non-rez^e-d^nt, s. One who 
neglects to live at the proper place.

Nonresistance, nAn-rd-zls-tAnse, s. The prin
ciple of not opposing the king, ready obedience to a 
superior.

Nonsense, n&n-sAnse, s. Unmeaning or un
grammatical language; trifles, things of no impor
tance.

Nonsensical, nAn-s^n-se-kAl, a. Unmeaning, 
foolish.

Nonsensicalness, nAn-s£n-se-kAl-nAs, s. Ab
surdity.

Nonsolvent, non^sdl-vAat, s. One who can
not pay his debts.

Nonsolution, nou-sA-lA-sh&n, s. Failure of 
solution.

Nonsparing, nAn-spa-rlng, a. Merciless, all
destroying. Out of use.

To Nonsuit, ndn-s&te, v. a. 342. To deprive 
of the benefit of a legal process for some failure in the 
management.

Noodle, ndd-dl, s. 405. A fool, a simpleton. 
Nook, nddk, s. 306. A corner.
Noon, nddn, s. 306. The middle hour of the 

day. It is used metaphorically for midnight in poetry.
“ ’Tu night, dead night; and weary Nature lies 
“So fast as if she never were to rise.
“ Lean wolves forget to howl at night’s pale noon, 
“ No waking dogs bark at the silent moon ;
“ Nor bay the ghosts that glide with horror by, 
“ To view the caverns where their bodies lie.”

L«’s Theodoiiiu.
Noonday, nAon-da, s. Mid-day. 
Noonday, n65n-da, a. Meridional.
Nooning, ndon-Ing, «. Repose at noon. A 

cant word.
Noontide, nddn-tlde, s. Mid-day. 
Noontide, n66n-tlde, a. Meridional.
Noose, nSAse, s. 437. A running knot, which 

the more it is drawn binds the closer.
To Noose, nddze, v. a. 437. To tie in a noose. 
Nope, n6pe, s. A kind of bird called a bull

finch or redtail.
Nor, nor, cwy. 64. A particle marking the 

second or subsequent branch of a negative proposition. 
Nor is sometimes used in the first branch for neither; 
as, I Nor love myself Nor thee.

NORTH, nSrtA, s. The point opposite to the 
sun in the meridian; the point opposite to the south.

Northeast, norf/i-eist,' s. The point between 
the north and east

Northerly, n3r-TH&r-lA, a. 88. Being towards 
the north. .

Northern, nor-TH&rn, a. 88. Being in the 
north.

Northstar, nurf/t-stAr, s. The polestar. 
Northward, nor/A-ward, 88. ) ad. Towards 
Northwards, norM-wardz, J the north. 
North west, norM-w^st,' j. The point between 

the north and west.
Northwind, ndri/i-wlnd, j. Tlie wind that 

blows from the north.—See Wind.

Nose, noze, s. The prominence on the face, 
which is the organ of scent and the emunctory of the 
brain; scent, sagacity; to lead by the Nose, to drag by 
force, as a bear by his ring; to lead blindly ; to thrust 
one’s Nose into the affairs of another, to be a busy 
body; to put one’s Nose out of joint, to put one outoi 
the affections of another.

To Nose, noze, v. a. To scent, to smell; to 
face, to oppose.

To Nose, ndze, v. n. To look big, to bluster. 
Obsolete.

Nosebleed, ndze-bleed, s. An herb.
Nosegay, nize-ga, s. A posy, a bunch of 

flowers.
Noseless, nAze-lAs, a. Wanting a nose. 
Nosesmart, noze-smArt, s. The herb cresses. 
Nosle, nSz-zl, s. 405. The extremity of a 

thing, as the nosle of a pair of bellows.
JO* As this word is invariably pronounced with thee 

short, Dr. Johnson’s spelling is as absurd here as in 
Codie, which see.
Nosology, nd-zJl-ld-ji, s. Doctrine of dis. 

eases.
NosopOIETIC , nd-sd-poe-et-tlk, a. Producing 

diseases.
Nostril, nos-tril, The cavity in the nose. 
NOSTRUM, nos-trtun, s. A medicine not vet 

made publick, but remaining in some single hand.
Not, ndt, ad. The particle of negation or re

fusal ; it denotes cessation or extinction, No more.
Notable, nAQA-bl, or not-A-bl. a. Remark

able, memorable, observable; careful, bustling.
When this word signifies remarkable, it ought to 

be pronounced in the first manner; and when it means 
careful or bustling, in the last. The adverb follows the 
same analogy ; nor ought this distinction (though a blem
ish in language) to be neglected.—See Bowl. 
Notableness, n&t-tA-bl-nCs, s. Appearance of 

business
Notably, no-tA-ble, or not-A-ble, ad. Memo

rably, remarkably; with consequence, with show of 
importance.

Notarial, no-ta-r^-AI, a. Taken by a notary. 
Notary, no-tA-rA, s. An officer whose business 

it is to take notes of any thing which may concern the 
publick.

Notation, n6-ta-shun, s. The act or practice 
of recording any thing by marks, as by figures or let
ters; meaning, signification.

NOTCH, n&tsh, s. A nick, a hollow cut in any
thing.

7’o Notch, notsh, v. a. To cut in small hol
lows.

Notchweed, nitsh-weed, s. An herb called 
orach.

Note, note, s. 64. Mark, token ; notice, heed ; 
reputation, consequence; account, information, in
telligence; tune, voice; single sound in musick; state 
of being observed; short hint; a small letter; a paper 
given in confession of a debt; heads of a subject; ex
planatory annotation.

7’o Note, note, v. a. To observe, to remark, 
to heed, to attend; to set down; to charge with a 
crime; in musick, to set down the notes of a tune.

Notebook, ndte-bdok, s. A book in which 
notes and memorandums are set down.

Noted, nditftd, pari. a. Remarkable, eminent, 
celebrated, egregious.

Noter, nd-t&r, s. 98. He who takes notice.
Nothing, n&lA-lng, s. 165. Nonentity; not 

anything, no particular thing; no other thing; no 
quantity or degree ; no importance, no use; no pos
session or fortune; no difficulty, no trouble; a thing 
of no proportion; trifle, something of no considera
tion; to make Nothing of, to do with case, to make 
no difficulty of; to fail in an attempt, to do ineffec
tually.

Nothingness, nhi/z-ing-nAs, s. Non-existence • 
thing of no value. ,
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Notice, nd-tls, s. 142. Remark, heed, ob- 
serration, regard ; information, intelligence given or 
received.

Notification, ni-ti-fd-ki'sh&n, s. The act of 
making known, to publish.

To Notify, nd-td-fl, v. a. 183. To declare, to 
make known.

Notion, ni-sbun, s. Thought, representation 
of any thing formed by the mind; sentiment, opinion.

Notional, ndish&n-ai, a. 88. Imaginary, 
ideal; dealing in ideas, not realities..

NotiOnai.ity, nd-shin-il-U-ti, «. Empty, 
ungrounded opinion.

Notionally, nd-shtm-U-14, ad. In idea, I 
mentally, in our conception, though not really.

Notoriety, n6-t6-rl-£-t£, s. Public know- 
ledge, publick exposure

Notorious, nd-td-rd-ds, a. 314. Publickly 
known, evident to the world ; known to disadvantage. 

Notoriously, nd-td-rd-ds-ld, ad. Publickly. 
evidently, openly.

Notoriousness, nd-td-rd-us-nds, Public 
fame, notoriety.

Notwheat, not-whete, s. A kind of wheat 
unbearded.

Notwithstanding, ndt-wh/z-stlnd-ing, conj 
Without hinderance or obstruction from ; although 
nevertheless, however.

Notus, r.d-tus, s. The south wind. ,
Novation, nd-va-shdn, s. The introduction 

of something new.
NovATOR, no-va'tdr, j. 166. 521. The intro- 1 

ducer of something new.
NOVEL, ndv-vdl, a. 102. New, not ancient; 

in the civil law, appendant to the code, and of later 
enaction.

NOVEL, ndv-vdl, s. A small tale; a law an
nexed to the code.

Novelist, ndv-vdl-llst, s. Innovator, assertor 
of novelty ; a wr iter of novels.

Novelty, ndv-vdl-td, s. Newness, the state of 
being unknown to former times. # .

NOVEMBER, nd-vdm-bdr, s. The eleventh month ' 
of the year, or the ninth reckoned from March

Novenary, ndv^dn-d-rd, s. Number of nine. 
IO I have followed Dr. Johnson and Entick in the ac

centuation of this word, rather than Mr. Sheridan, who 
preserves the first vowel long, and places the accent on 
the second syllable.
Novercal, nd-vdr-kil, a. Having the manner 

of a step-mother; beseeming a step-mother.
Nought, niwt, s. 319. 393. Not any thing, 

nothing. To set at Nodght, not to value, to slight.
NOVICE, ndv-vls, s. 142. One not acquainted 

with any thing, a fresh man ; one who has entered a 
religious house, but not yet taken the vow.

Novitiate, nd-vlsh^d-ate, s. 91. The state of 
a novice, the time in which the rudiments are learned; 
the time spent in a religious house, by way of trial, 
before the vow is taken.

NoviTY, ndv^d-td, $• Newness, novelty.
Noun, noun, s. 312. In grammar, the name | 

of any thing. _ 1
To Nourish, ndr-rlsh, ». a. 314. To increase 

or support by food; to support, to maintain; to en
courage, to foment; to train, or educate; to promote 
growth or strength ; as food

Noubishable, nilirlsh-l-bl, n. Susceptive of 
nourishment.

Noubisheb, n&r-r1sh-&r, s. 98. The person or 
thing that nourishes.

Nourishment, niirirlsh-mJnt, s. That which 
is given or received in order to the support or increase 
of growth or strength, food, sustenance.

To NOUSEL, ndz-zl, v. a. 102. To nurse up, 
corrupted probably from NursZe.

To NOUSEL, ndz-zl, t*. a. To entrap, to insnare 
as with a noose. They nuzzle hogs ; that is, they put 
a ring in their noise, to prevent their digging. 1
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Now, n5u, ad. 40. 322. At this time, at the 
time present; a little while ago. It in sometimes a 
particle of connexion; as, If this be true, he is guilty; 
Now this is true, therefore he is guilty. After this; 
since things are so, in familiar speech ; Now and then 
at one time and another, uncertainty.

Now, ndd, s. Present moment.
Nowadays, ndu'A-daze, ad. In the present age. 
Nowhere, nd-whare,' ad. Not in any place. 
Nowise, nd-wlze, ad. Not in any manner or 

degree.
This word, says Dr. Johnson, is commonly written 

and spoken, by ignorant barbarians, Noways.
NOXIOUS, ndk-shus, a. Hurtful, harmful,bane

ful ; guilty, criminal, unfavourable, unkindly.
Noxiousness, n.’»k-shus-nds: s. Hurtfulness, 

insalubrity.
Noxiously, ndk-shds-ld, ad. Hurtfully, per

niciously.
I NOZLE, ndz-r.l, 5. 405. The nose, the snout* 

the end.
Thiswcrd, by being written with %, is rather more 

correct than nosle ; but both of them are radically defec- 
»ive — -See Codlc.
NUBIFEROUS. ;.d-blf-fdr-ds, a. Bringingclopds. 
2b Nubilate, nd-bB-ate, tn a. To cloud.
Nubile, nd-til, a. 140. Marriageable, fit for 

marriage.
Nuciferous, nd-sif-fdr. us, a. 518. Nut-bear

ing.
Nucleus, nd-k':d-ds, $. A kernel, any thing 

about which mutter is gathered er conglobated.
Nudation, nd-dA-shdn, s. The act of making 

bare or naked.
Nudity, nd-dd-td, s. Naked parts.
NugaCITY, nd-gAs-sd-td, j. Futility, trifling 

talk or behaviour.
Nugation, nii-ga-shin, «. The act or practice 

of trifling.
Nugatory, nd-gA-tbr-d, a. 512. Trifling, futile 

For the o, see Domestick.
Nuisance, nu-sanse, s. 342. Something nox

ious or offensive; in law, something that incommode? 
the neighbourhood.

To Null, ndl, v. a. 3'0 annul, to annihilate. 
Null, nd!, a. Void, of no force, ineffectual. 
Null, ndl, s. Something of no power, or no 

meaning.
Nullibiety, nul-ld-bl-d-te, a. The state of 

being no where.
To Nullify, nhl-ld-fi, v. a. 183. To annul, to 

make void.
Nullity, n&Wi-ti, s. Want of force or effi- 

cacy; want of existence.
Numb, ndm,a. 346. Torpid, chill, motionless; 

producing chillness, benumbing.
To Numb, ndm, v. a. To make torpid, to 

deaden, to stupify.
iMUMPEDNESS, ndm-dd-nds, s. 365. Interrup

tion of sensation.
To Number, ndm-bdr, v. a. S3. To count, to 

tell, to reckon how many: to reckon as one of the same 
kind.

xJ’rMBER, ndm-Ldr, s. The species of quantity 
by which it is computedhow many; any [articular 
aggregate of units, as Even or Odd ; many, more than 
one; multitude that may be counted; comparative 
multitude; aggregated multitude; harmony; verses, 
poetry; in the noun it is the variation or change of 
termination to signify a Number more than one.

Numberer, ndm-bdr-br, s. He who numbers. 
Numberless, ndm-bfir-lds, a. Innumerable, 

more than can be reckoned.
Numbles, ndm-blz, «. 359. The entrails of a 

deer.
Numbness, udn>-nds, s. 347. Torpor, deadness. 

stupefaction.
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Relating to

According

512. Any

Numerable, nd'mir4-bl, a. 405. Capable 
to be numbered.

Numeral, nbtm£r-al, a. 38. 
number, consisting of number.

Numerally, ntd-mer-il-le, ad. 
to number.

Numerary, niifmir-l-rd, a. 
thing belonging to a certain number.

Numeration, n&-m4r-atsh&n, s. The art 
of numbering; the rult of arithmetick which teaches 
the notation of numbers, and method of reading num
bers regularly noted.

Numerator, nii-mer-a-tdr, s. 521. He 
that numbers; that number which serves as the com
mon measure to others.

Numerical, nh-mdr-rlk-11, a. 509. Nume
ral, denoting number; the same not only in kind or 
species, but number.

Numerically, nii-mdr-nk-ul-ld, ad. With 
respect to sameness in number.

Numerist, nh!in<5r-lst, s. One that deals in
numbers.

Numerosity, iih-mdr-rds-sd-td, s. Number, 
the state of being numerous,- harmony; numerous 
flow.

Numerous, ntt-mdr-r&s, a. 314. Containing 
many, consisting of many, not few; harmonious, 
consisting of parts rightly numbered; melodious, 
musical.

Numerousness, nd-mdr-ds-nds, s. The qua
lity of being numerous; harmony, musicalness.

Nummary, n&m-md-rd, a. Relating to money. 
Numskull, n&m-skhl, s. A dunce, a dolt, 

a blockhead; the head, in burlesque.
Numskulled, n&m-skdld, a. 362. Dull,

stupid, doltish.
Nun, n&n, s. A woman dedicated to the 

severer duties of religion, secluded iu a cloister from 
the world.

Nunchion, ndn-shdn, s. A piece of victuals
eaten between meals.

£7* I cannot find a better derivation of this word than 
noon-chion. or something taken at noon before the regu
lar meal of dinner.
Nunciature, nim-shi-i-tiire, s. The office

of a nuncio.
Nuncio, ndn-shd-d, s. 357. A messenger, 

one that brings tidings; a kind of spiritual envoy 
from the Pope.

Nuncupative, ntin-kti-pl-tiv, 7
Nuncupatory, n&n-ki-pi-t&r-ri, 512. \ a' 

Publickly or solemnly declaratory, verbally pro
nounced, not written.

£7- Dr. Johnson and Mr. Barclay have very impro
perly accented these two words upon the third syllable; 
W. Johnston and Bailey, on the first; but Dr. Ash, En- 
tick, and Mr. Sheridan, more correctly, in my opinion, 
on the second.
Nunnery, n&nin&r-A, s. 554. A house of 

nuns or women dedicated to the severer duties of re
ligion. [marriage.

Nuptial, nhptshil, a. 88. Pertaining to 
Nuptials, nhp-shilz, s. Marriage.
Nurse, nhrse, s. A woman that has the care 

of another’s child; a woman that has the care of a sick 
person; one who breeds, educates, or protects; an 
old woman in contempt; the state of being nursed.

To Nurse, nfirse, v. a. To bring up a child 
not one’s own; to bring up any thing young; to feed, 
to keep, to maintain; to tend the sick; to pamper; 
to foment, to encourage.

Nurser, n&r-sfir, s. 98. One that nurses;
a promoter, a fomenter.

Nursery, nhrts&r-ri, ». 554. The act or 
office of nursing; that which is the object of a nurse’s 
care; a plautation of young trees to be transplanted 
to other ground; the place where young children are 
nursed and brought up; the place or state where any 
thing is fostered or brought up.

Nursling, nhrs-llng, s. 410. One nursed 
up; a fondling. o7«

Nurture, n&r'tshure, s. 461. Food, diet; 
education, institution.

To Nurture, nhrttshfirc, v. a. To educate, 
to train, to bring up. To Nurture up, to bring by 
care and food to maturity.

To Nustle, n&s-sl, v. a. 472. To fondle, 
to cherish.

Nut, n&t, s. The fruit of certain trees: it 
consists of a kernel covered by a hard shell; a small 
body with teeth, which correspond with the teeth of 
wheels. [kept long.

Nutbrown, ndt-brdun, a. Brown like a nut 
Nutcrackers, n&tfkrdk-kdrz, s. An in

strument used to break nuts.
N utg all, ndt-gal, s. Excrescence of an oak 
Nuthatch, ndUhdtsh,
Nutjobber, n&t-jdb-bdr, > s. A bird.
Nutpecker, ndt-pek-k&r )
Nuthook, ndt-hddk, s. A stick with a book

at the end.
Nutmeg, nbt-mdt, s. The musked nut, a

kind of spice imported from the East Indies.
Nutshell, ndt-shdl, s. The hard substance

that encloses the nut.
Nuttree, n&t-trW, s. The tree that bears

nuts, a hazel.
Nutiiification, nd-trd-fd-ka-sbdn, s. Man

ner of feeding or being fed.
Nutriment, nd-tre-mdnt, s. Food, aliment.
Nutrimental, nd-trd-mdn-til, a. 88. Ha

ving the qualities ot food.
Nutrition, ni-trlshJ&n, s. The act or qua-

lity of nourishing.
Nutritious, nti-trisht&s, a. 314. Having 

the quality of nourishing.
Nutritive, nu-tiA-tiv, a. 158. Nourishing, 

nutrimental.
Nutriture, nti-tiA-tCire, s. The power of

nourishing.
To Nuzzle, n&z'zl, v.a. 405. To nurse, to 

foster; to go with the nose down like a hog.
Nyctalops, nikttl-16ps, s. One that is pur-

blind; one who sees best in the night.
Nymph, nlmf, s. 413. A goddess of the woods,

meadows, or waters; country girl; in poetry, a lady.

O, 4, 161. O is used as an interjection of 
wishing or exclamation. O is used by Shakespeare 
for a circle or oval, as Within this wooden O.

Oaf, dfe, s. 295. A changeling, a foolish child
left by the fairies; a dolt, a blockhead, an idiot.

Oafish, dfe-ish, a. Stupid, dull, doltish. 
Oafishness, dfc-ish-nds, s. Stupidity, dull

ness.
Oak, dke, «. 295. A well known tree; the 

wood of the tree.
Oakapple, AketJp-pl, s. A kind of spungy 

excrescence on the oak.
Oaken, dtkn, a. 103. Made of oak, gatb- 

ered from oak.
Oakenpin, d^kn-pln, s. An apple.
Oakum, d^-kdm, s. Cords untwisted and

reduced to hemp.
Oar, die, s. 259. A long pole with a broad

end, by which vessels are driven in the water.
To Oar, dre, v. n. To row.
To Oar, dre, v. a. To impel by rowing. 
Oary, d-rd, a. Having the form or use of oars. 
Oatcake, dte-kake, s. 295. Cake made of 

tbe meal of oats. [oats.
Oaten, d-tn, a. 103. Made of oats, bearing
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Oath, bth,i. 295. An affirmation, negation or 
promise, corroborated by the attestation of the Divine

Oathbreaking, AM-brA-klng, s. Perjury, the
violation of an oath.

Oatmalt, Ate-mJlt, «. Malt made of oats. 
Oatmeal, Jt-nuMe, or dte-mile, s. 295. Flour 

made by grinding oats.
Oats,Ates, s. A grain with which horses are fed. 
Oatthisti.e, Ate-tAls-sl, s. An herb.
To Obambulate, ib-im'-l>6-lAte, v. n. To walk 

about
Obambulation, Ab-Am-bA-lA-sh&n, s. The act

of walking about.
To Orduce, 6b-d£ise,' v. a. To draw over as 

a covering.
ObductiON, db-dfik-sh&n, s. The act of cover

ing, or laying a cover.
Obduracy, hb-jii-rA-si, or Ab-dt'iM-sA, ». 293. 

294. Inflexible wickedness, impenitence, hardness of 
heart.

W. Johnston and Entick are the only orthoepists 
*ho adopt the first mode of accenting this word ; while 
Dr. Johnson, Dr. Ash, Mr. Sheridan, Dr. Kenrick, Bu
chanan, Perry, and Barclay, adept the last. Mr. Scott 
adopts both, but seems to give the latter the preference 
by placing it first The accentuation of this word must 
be determined by that of obdurate, from which it is de
rived. It seems, however, to follow the example of ac
curacy, procuracy, Ac. in throwing the accent on the first 
syllable. As there are some terminations which seem to 
attract the accent to the latter syllables, as ator, end, Ac. 
as spectator, observator, &c. comprehend, apprehend, 
so there are others that seem to repel It to the beginning 
of the word, as acy, ary, Ac. as efficacy, optimacy, con
tumacy, Ac. salutary, tributary, adversary, &c. The word 
in question seems to be of the latter class, and therefore 
more analogically pronounced with the accent on the first 
than on the second syllable.—See Obdurate.
Obdurate, 2>b-j6-rAte, or 6b-dfi-rAte, a. 91.

293. 294. 503. Hard of heart, inflexibly obstinate in 
ill, hardened; firm, stubborn ; harsh, rugged.

This word is pronounced with the accent on the 
second syllable by Dr. Johnson, Mr. Sheridan, Dr. Ken
rick, Dr. Ash, Mr. Nares, Mr. Elphinston, Mr. Barclay, 
Buchanan, and Mr. Perry ; and on the first by Bailey, 
Entick, and W. Johnston. Mr. Scott accents it neither 
on the first or second, but seems to give the preference to 
the latter. The poets are decidedly in favour of the pen
ultimate accent t and when the usage of poetry does not 
contradict any plain analogy of prosaic pronunciation, it 
certainly has a respectable authority. But the verb to 
indurate is a word of exactly the same form, ami has the 
same derivation ; and yet”Dr. Johnson, JLr. Sheridan, 
Dr. Kenrick, Mr. Scott, VV. Johnston, Barclay, and En- 
tick, place the accent on the first syllable: and my obscr- 
ration fails me if there is not a strong propensity in cus
tom to place the accent on the first syllable of the word 
in question. This propensity, as there is a plain analogy 
in favour of it, ought, in my opinion, to be indulged. To 
indurate is a verb derived from the Latin rWuro, forming 
its participle in atus ; and words of this kind are generally 
anglicised by the termination ate, and have the accent at 
least as high as the antepenultimate: thus from depuro, 
propago, desolo, Ac. are formed to depurate, to propagate, 
to desolate, Ac.; and, without recurring to the Latin in- 
duratus, we form the regular participle indurated, from 
the verb To indurate. But though there Is the Latin 
verb obduro, we have not formed an English verb from 
it in ate as in the former case, but derive the adjective 
obdurate from the Latin participial adjective obduratus ; 
and no analogy can be more uniform than that of remov
ing the accent two syllables higher than in the original: 
thus desperate, profligate, and defecate, have the accent 
on the first syllable t and desperatus, profligalus, and 
igfacatus, on the third. Agreeably, therefore, to every 
analogy of derivation, obdurate ought to have the accent 
on the first syllable; and as poets have adopted the other 
accentuation, wc must, as in medicinal, and some other 
words, admit of a |>oetical and prosaic pronunciation, 
rather than cross so clear an analogy in favour of poetry, 
which is so frequently at variance with prose, and some- 
times with itself.—See Academy and Incomparable.
Obdurately, ad. Stubbornly,

inflexibly
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Obduratf.ness, Sb^jth-rit-n^s, s. Stubbornness,
inflexibility, impenitence.

ObduraTION, 6b-j6-ra-shftn, s. Hardness of 
heart.

To OBDURE, 6b-j&rc,' v. a. To harden, to ren
der inflexible, m make obdurate.

OBDURED, db-dtir’d,' a. 359. Hardened, in- 
flexible.

Obedience, 6-b<^j£-Anse, s. 293. 376. Obse
quiousness, submission to authority.

The o, which forms the first syllable of this word 
though not under the accent, may occasionally be pro
nounced as long and open as the o in oval, over, Ac. (see 
Effaceand though in rapid pronunciation it admits of 
a short obscure sound, common to some of the other 
vowels fchen unaccented, yet its radical sound, of that 
which it aoquires on the least distinctness or solemnity, 
is undoubtedly the long open o before mentioned. Thus 
in thatfugitive pronunciation which has no existence but 
in the ear, and can hardly be expressed td the eye by a 
correspondent sound, we perceive very little difference iv 
the sound of the initial vowels of adounrf, upbraid, and 
obedience ; yet, the moment we dwell with the least dts. 
tinctness on these letters, the a in abound, verges to the 
a in father ; the u has the short sound we hear in the pre
position up ; and then in obedience becomes oj>cn, as the 
first sound of that letter in the alphabet. The same may 
be observed of the o in opaque, opinion, and every initial 
o ending a syllable immediately before the acccnt—See 
Principles No. 98.
Obedient, 6-b5-j5-5nt, a. Submissive to au

thority, compliant with command or prohibition, ob
sequious.

Obediential, 6-b5-j5-2n-shAl, a. According to 
the rule of obedience.

Obediently, 6-b^je-5nU15, ad. With obe
dience.

Obeisance, 6-ba-sanse, s. 250. A bow, a cour
tesy, an act of reverence.

I must retract my former pronunciation of this 
word, which made the diphthong ei like e in obedience 
and adopt the sound of a as in the ey of obey. For the 
former sound we have Mr. Sheridan, Dr. Kenrick, and 
Mr. Perry; and for the latter Mr. Nares, Mr. Elphinston, 
Mr. Scott, and W. Johnston. But, if the auihorities for 
this pronunciation were less weighty than they are, ana
logy would be clearly on the 6ide I have adopted, as ei, 
when under the accent, is much more frequently pro
nounced like ey in obey than like ey in key; the latter 
word and ley being the only exceptions to the genera! 
rule of pronouncing ey when accented; and these letters, 
wc know, are perfectly equivalent to ei, 296.
Obelisk, 5b-d-llsk, s. A magnificent high piece 

of marble or stone, having usually four faces, and les- 
selling upwards by degrees.

Obequitation, Sb-i-k-kwi-ta'shfin, ». The act
of riding about.

Oberration, ib-Jr-ra-shfin, s. The act of
wandering about.

Obese, A-b5se,' a. Fat, loaden with flesh. 
Obeseness, d-hise-nJs, ) ,
Obesity, d-bSsM-ti, | ’• Morbld fatncss-
To Obey, 6-ba,' v. a. To pay submission to, 

to comply with, from reverence to authority.
This word had formerly the word to before the 

person obeyed, which. Addison has mentioned as one 
Milton’s Latinisms; but it is frequent in old writers; 
when we borrowed the French woid we borrowed the 
syntax, Obcir au roi.
Obfuscation, i>b-fus-ka-shun, s. The act of

darkening.
Obituary, o-blt-u-ilr-re, or o-bit-shu-ilr-re, a. 

A list of the dead; a register of burials.
Object, 6b-j£kt, s. 492. That about which any 

power cr faculty is employed; something presented to 
the senses to raise any affection or emotion in the 
mind.

To Object, ob-j^kt,' v. a. To oppose, to pre
sent in oppositipn; to propose as a charge criminal, or 
a reason adverse.

Objectglass, 6b-j£kt'glis, s. The glass of an
optical instrument remotest from the eye
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s. Delight, 

To bind by

Objectionable, Ab-jAk-sh&n-A-bl, «. Exposed 
or liable to objection.

Objective, Ab-jAk-tlv, a. Belonging to the 
object, contained in the object; made an Object; pro
posed as an object.

Objectively, M>-j&k-tlv-14, ml. In manner os' 
an object; in the state of an object.

Objectiveness, db-j8k-tlv-n&, s. The state ot 
being an object

Objector, ib-ji5k-tur, s. 166. One who offers 
Objections ; one who raises difficulties.

Obit, 6^-bit, s. Funeral obsequies.
7b Objurgate, Ab-j&r-gAte, v. a. To chide, 

to reprove.
Objurgation, Ab-jur-ga-shAn, s. Reproof, re

prehension.
Objurgatory, Jb-j&r-g&-tiir-rA, a. Repre- 

hensory, chiding.
For the last o, see Domestic' ; and for the accent, 

No. 512.
Oblate, Ab-late,' a. Flatted at the poles. Used 

of a spheroid.
Oblation, 5b-lA-sIi&n, s. An offering, a 

sacrifice ; any thing offered as an act of worship.
OblectatiON, fib-IAk-ta-sh&n, 

pleasure-
To Obligate, Ab'lA-gate, v. a. 

contract or duty.
Obligation, Ab-lA-ga-sbfrn, s. The binding 

power of any oath, vow, duty, or contract; an act 
which binds any man to some performance; favour 
by which one is bound to gratitude.

Obligatory, Ab-lA-ga-thr-A, a, 512. Imposing 
an obligation, binding, coercive.

T» Oblige, | ^Sdje,' } e‘ To bind’ to 

impose obligation, to compel to something ; to lay ob
ligations of gratitude; to please, to gratify. See Prin
ciples, No. 111.

Obligee, Ab-lA-jAA,' s. The person bound by 
a legal or written contract

Obligkment, A-blldjc^mAnt, or 6-blAAdje-mAnt, 
*. Obligation.

Obliger, A-bll-j&.r, or 6-blAA-jAr, s. He who 
obliges.

Obliging, 6-bli-jlng, or 6-blAA-jlng, part. a. 
Civil, complaisant, respectful, engaging. _

Obligingly, 6-bli-jlng-lA, or A-blAe-jing-lA, ad. 
Complaisantly.

Obligingness,-A-bll-jlng-nAs, or 6-blAA-jing-nAs 
s. Complaisance.

Obligor, Ab-lA-g5r,' s. He who hinds himself 
by contract.

Obliquation, Ab-lA-kwA-shftn, s. Declination 
from perpendicularity, obliquity.

Oblique, Ab-like,' a. 158. 415. Not direct, 
not perpendicular, not parallel; not direct, used of 

’ sense; in grammar, any case in nouns except the 
nominative.

Obliquely, Ab-llkeMA, ad. Not directly, not 
perpendicularly; not in the immediate or direct 
meaning.

Obliqueness, Ab-llke^nAs, 7 n
Obliquity, Sb-llk^-ti, p D™at1011 

physical rectitude, deviation from parallelism or per* 
pendicularity ; deviation from moral rectitude

7’o Obliterate, Ab-llt-tAr-rate, v. a. To efface 
any thing written; to wear out, to destroy, to efface.

Obliteration, db-lU-tAr-ra-shun, s. Efface
ment, extinction.

Oblivion, d-bllv-vi-fin, US. Forgetful- 
ness, cessation of remembrance; amnesty, general par
don of crimes in a state.

Oblivious, 6-bllv-v6-is, <x. Causing forget- 
fulness.

Oblong, Ab-IAng, a. Longer than broad. 
Oblongly, Ab-lAng-lA, ad. In an oblong di

rection.
874

i

Subjec-

To cloud,

The act

Oblongness, AbMAng-nAs, s. The state of 
being oblong.

Obloquy, Ab-16-kwA, s. 345. Censorious 
speech, blame, slander; cause of reproach, disgrace.

Obmutescence, Ab-mu-tAs-sAnse, s. 510.
Loss of speech ; observation of silence.

Obnoxious, Ab-nAk-shfts, a. Subject; liable to 
punishment; liable, exposed.

Obnoxiously, Ab-n6k-shus-lA, ad. In a Mate of 
subjection, in the state of one liable to punishment.

Obnoxiousness, Ab-nAk-sh&s-nAs, s. 
tion, liableness to punishment.

To Obnubilate, Ab-nti-bA-late, v. a. 
to obscure.

Obnubilation, Jb-nti-be-la'shun, ,. 
of making obscure.

Obole, Ab-61e, s. 543. 544. In pharmacy, 
twelve grains.

Obreption, Ab-rAp-sh&n, s. The act of creep, 
ing in with secrecy or surprise.

Obscene, Ab-sAAn,' a. 1 mmodest, not agreeable 
to chastity of mind; offensive, disgusting; inauspi
cious, ill-omened.

Obscenely, Ab-sAAn-lA, ad. In an impure and 
unchaste manner.

Obscbneness, 6b-sA4nln5s, 7 .,, T
Obscenity, db-sSn-ni-te, f*'51L ImPur!t? 

of thought or language, unchastwy, lewdnesss.
Obscuration, Ab-sku-ra-shun, $. The act of 

darkening; a state of being darkened.
Obscure, Ab-sk6re,' a. Dark, unenlightened, 

gloomy, hindering sight; living in the dark; abstruse, 
difficult j not noted.

To Obscure, Ab-skAre,' v. a. To darken, to 
make dark; to make less visible; to make less intel
ligible ; to make less glorious, beautiful, or illustrious. 

Obscurely, Ab-skAre-lA, ad. Not brightly, not 
luminously; out of sight, privately; not clearly, not 
plainly.

Obscureness, db-skiire-nds, 7 _ ,
Obscurity, ab-skMrd-td, |s'

want of light; unnoticed state, privacy; darkness of 
meaning.

Obsecration, Ab-sA-kra'shun, s. Entreaty, 
supplication.

Obsequies, 6b'sA-kw!z, s. 283. Funeral rites, 
Funeral solemnities It is found in the singular, but 
not much used.

Obsequent, Ab'sA-kwAnt, a. Obedient, duti
ful, submitting to.

Obsequious, Ab-sA-kwA-us, a. Obedient, com
pliant, not resisting; In Shakspeare, funereal.

Obsequiously, Ab-se-kwA-us-lA,izd. Obediently, 
with .compliance; in Shakspeare, it signifies, with 
funeral rites.

Obsequiousness, Ab-sA^-kwA-As-nAs, s. Obe
dience, compliance.

Observable, Ab-zAr-vA-bl, a. Remarkable, 
eminent; such as may deserve notice,

Observably, Ab-zer^-vA-ble, ad. In a manner 
worthy of note.

Observance, Ab-zAr-vAnse, s. Respect, cere
monial reverence; religious rite ; attentive practice; 
rule of practice; observation, attention; obedient re 
gard.

Observant, Ab-zAr^vAnt, a. Attentive, dili
gent, watchful; respectfully attentive; meanly duti. 
ful, submissive.

Observation, Ab-zAr-va-sh&n, s. The act of 
observing, noting, or remarking; notion gained by 
observing, note, remark.

Observator, db-z^r-va-thr, s. 165. 521. One 
that observes, a remarker.

Observatory, Ab-zAr-vA-t&r-A, >. A place 
built for astronomical observations.
2^5" For the aceent of this word, see Principles. 

No. 512.
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To Observe, ib-zerv,' v. a. To watch, to . 
regard attentively; to find by attention, to note; to I 
regard or keep religiously; to obey, to follow.

To Observe, 6b-zerv,' v. n. To be attentive; 
to make a remark.

Observer, 6b-z£rv-&r, s. One who looks 
vigilantly on persons and things; one who looks on, 
the beholder; one who keeps any law, or custom, or 
practice.

Observingly, 6b-z8r-vlng-14, ad. Attentively, 
carefully.

Obsession, Jb-s8sh-an, s. The act of besieg-

Obsidional, 8b-sId-4-im-41, or 
a. 293. Belonging to a siege.

Obsignation, 6b-s1g-nA-sh6n, $. Ratification 
by sealing; act of fixing a seal; confirmation.

Obsolete, ob-sd-l^te, a. Worn out of use, 
disused, unfashionable.

Obsoleteness. 6b-s6-l£te-n£s, s. State of be
ing worn out of use, unfashionableness.

Obstacle. 6b-stl-kl, s. 405. Something op
posed, hinderance, obstruction.

Obstetrication, 6b-st<it-tre-kA-shun, s. The 
office of a midwife.

Obstetric , 6b-st£t-trlk, a. 509. Midwifish, 
befitting a midwife, doing the midwife’s office.

Obstinacy, db-std-n£-s£, s. Stubbornness, con
tumacy, persistency.

Obstinate, 6b-ste-nate, a. 91. Stubborn, con
tumacious, fixed in resolution.

Obstinately, 6b^ste-n&te-l£, ad. Stubbornly, 
inflexilly.

Obstinateness, 2>b-st£-nate-n£s, s. Stubborn
ness.

Obstipation, 6b-st£-p£-sh&n, s. The act of 
stopping up any passage.

Obstreperous, db-strep-p^r-&s, a. Loud, 
clamorous, turbulent.

Obstreperously, Sb-str&p-p£r-r&s-lA, ad. 
Loudly, clamorously.

Obstreperousnf.ss, 6b-str?p-p&r-r&s-n£s, s. 
Loudness, clamour, noise.

Obstriction, 6b-strik-sh&n, s. Obligation, 
bond.

To Oestruct, db-str&kt, v. a. To hinder, to 
be in the way of, to block up, to bar; to oppose, to 
retard.

OBSTRUCTER, 6b-str&kt-&r, s. 98. One that 
hinders or opposes.

Obstruction, db-strftk-sh&n, s. Hinderance, 
difficulty; obstacle, impediment, confinement; in phy- 
sick, the blocking ujl of any canal in the human body, 
so as to prevent the flowing of any fluid through it.

Obstructive, ob-strukt-tiv, a. Hindering, 
causing impediment

Obstructive, 2>b-str£ikt-tlv, «. Impediment, 
obstacle.

Obstruent, 6b-strii-2nt, a. Hindering, block
ing up.

Obstupefaction, db-st6-p^-fik-sh&n, s. A 
stoppage of the exercise of the mental powers.

Obstupf.factive, db-stii'pe-fak-tlv, a. 512. 
Obstructing the mental powers.

To Obtain, &b-tAne< v. a. 202. To gain, to 
acquire, to procure; to gain by concession.

To Obtain, db-tane,' r. n- To continue in 
use; to be established; to prevail, to succeed.

Obtainable, &b-tane-i-bl, a. To be pro
cured.

ObtaINER, Sb-ta-n&r, s. 98. He wlio obtains.
Obtainment, Ab-ttae-m^nt, ». The act of oh- 

taining.
To Obtemperate, 2>b-t2m-p£r-&te, v. a. To 

obey.
To Obtend, &b-t£nd,z v. a. To oppose, to | 

hold out in opposition; to pretend, to offer as the J 
reosoD of any thing. In this last sense not used.

375

Obtenebration, Jb-t5n-nd-bra-shun, s. Dark- 
new, the state of being darkened.

Obtention, db-ten-shun, $. The act of ob • 
tending.

To Obtest, &b-tSst^ v. a. To beseech, to sup
plicate.

Obtestation, ob-tes-ta'shun, s. Supplication, 
entreaty.

ObtRFCTATION, 6b-trek-ta-sh&n, *. Slander, 
detraction, calumny.

To Obtrude, 6b-tr6od,' v. a. 339. To thrust 
into any place or state by force or imposture.

OBTRUDER, db-trood-ur, s. 98. One that ob
trudes.

Obtruncate, 6b-trun-kate, v. a. To deprive 
of a limb; to lop.

Obtruncation, 6b-tr&n-ka-sh&n, s. The act 
of lopping or cutting.

Obtrusion, &b-tr66-zhun, s. The act of ob
truding.

Obtrusive, 6b-trdd^slv, a. 428. Inclined to 
force one’s-sclf or any thing else upon others.

To Obtund, db-tfend,' v. a. To blunt, to dull, 
to quell, to deaden.

Obturation, db-t6-ra-sh&n, s. The act of 
stopping up any thing with something smeared over it 

Obtusangular, Sb-thse-Ang-gu-lAr, a. Having 
angles longer than right angles.

Obtuse, 6b-tdse,/ a. 427. Not pointed; not 
acute; not quick, dull, stupid; not shrill, obscure, as 
an Obtuse sound.

Obtusely, 6b-t£ise-l£, ad. Without a point; 
dully, stupidly.

Obtuseness, £>b-tise-n£s, s. Bluntness, dul- 
ness.

Obtusion, db-tii-zh&n, s. The act of dulling; 
the state of being dulled.

Obvention, 6b-v£n^h6n, s. Something hap
pening not constantly and regularly, but uncertainly.

To Obvert, db-v&rt,' v. a. To turn towards. 
To Obviate, 6b-vA-Ate, v. a. 91. To meet in 

the way, to prevent, to oppose.
Obvious, 6b-v6-6s, a. Meeting any thing, op

posed in front to any thing; open, exposed; easily dis
covered, plain, evident.

Obviously, 6b^ve-tis-l£, ad. Evidently, appa
rently.

Obviousness, 6b-v£-fis-nSs, s. The state of 
being evident or apparent.

To Obumbratf., db-fim-brate, v. a. To shade, 
to cloud.

Obumbration, &b-&m-brA-shun, s. The act 
of darkening or clouding.

Occasion, 6k-ka-zhun, s. Occurrence, casu
alty, incident; opportunity, convenience; accidental 
cause; reason, not cogent, but opportune; incidental 
need, casual exigence.

£5- What was observed of the e in Efface i< applica
ble to the o in the first syllable of this word. From the 
tendency of the vowel to open, when immediately pre
ceding the accent, we find elegant speakers sometimes 
pronounce the o in occasion, offend, officious, &c. as if 
written o-casion, o-fend, oficious, Ac. This seems to be 
one of those “ faults true critics date not mend.” But as 
it is an evident deviation from the orthography, I have not 
dared to mark these words in this manner.—Sec Efface. 
It must, however, be remarked, that this deviation only 
takes place before double c in the word occasion and its 
compounds.
To Occasion, Jk-ka'zhun, ». a. To cause 

casually; to cause, to produce; to influence.
Occasional, dk-kA-zh&n-il, a. Incidental, 

casual; producing by accident; producing by occasion 
or incidental exigence.

Occasionally, fik-ka-zhtm-il-le, ad. Accor
ding to incidental exigence.

Occasioner, 6k-ka-zh&n-ur, s. One that 
causes or promotes by design or accident.

Occecation, 6k-s£-ka^h&n, t. The act of 
blinding or making blind.
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Occident, dk-sd-ddnt, s. The west 
Occidental, ok-si-dinitil, 
OcciDUOUS, dk-sld-jd-ds, 293. 294. 
Occipital, i>k-slpipi-tll, a. Placed in the 

hinder part of the head.
Occiput, Ak-sA-pfit, g. The hinder part of the 

head.
OcciSlON, Ak-slzh-An, g. The act of killing. 
To Occlude, Ak-klude,' v. a. To shut up. 
Occluse, Ak-kbise,' a. 428. Shut up, closed. 
Occlusion, Ak-klh-zh&n, *. The act of shut

ting Up.
Occult, Ak-k&lt,' a. Secret, hidden, unknown, 

undiscoverablc.
Occultation, Ak-kul-ta-sh?in, s. In astrono

my, is the time that a star or planet is hidden front our 
sight

Occultness, Ak-kAlt-nes, g. Secretness, state 
of being hid.

Occupancy, Ak-kA-pin-sA, g. The act of tak
ing possession.

Occupant, Ak-ku-pint, g. He that takes pos
session of any thing.

To Occupate, Ak-kA-pate, v. a. 91. To take 
up, to possess, to hold.

Occupation, Ak-kA-pa-shAn, g. The act of 
taking possession: employment, business; trade, cal
ling, vocation.

Occupier, Ak-kA-pl-Ar, s. 98. A possessor, 
one who takes into his possession; one who follows 
any employment

7’o Occupy, Ak-kA-pl, v. a, 483. To possess, 
to keep, to take up: to employ; to follow as business.

To Occur, Ak-khr,' ». n. To be presented to 
the memory or attention; to appear here and there; 
to clash, to strike against, to meet.

Occurrence, Ak-k&r-rAnse, g. Incident, acci
dental event; occasional presentation.

Occurrent, Ak-kir-rAnt, s. Incident, any 
thing that happens.

Occursion, Ak-kAr-shAn, g. Clash, mutual 
blow.

Ocean, A-sl;un, s. 357. The main, the great 
sea; any immense expanse.

Ocean, o^-shfin, a. Pertaining to the main or 
great sea.

Oceanic , A-shA-ln'ik, a. 357. 509. Pertain
ing to the ocean.

Ocellated, A-sAl-la-tAd, a. Resembling the 
eye.

Ochre, A^kAr, s. 416. A kind of earth slightly 
coherent, and easily dissolved in water.

Ochreous, A-krA-us, a. Consisting of ochre. 
OcHREY, AMtftr-A, a. Partaking of ochre. 
Ochimy, Ak-kA-mA, s. A mixed base metal.
Octagon, Ak-tA-gon, g. In geometry, a figure 

consisting of eight sides and angles.
Octagonal, Ak-Cag-gA-nAl, a. 518. Having 

eight angles and sides.
Octangular, Ak-tAng-gA-lAr, a. Having 

eight angles.
Octangularness, Ak-tAng-gA-lar-nAs, g. The 

quality of having eight angles.
OCTANT, Ak-tAnt, ) a j when a planet is 
Octile, Ak-til, 140. \ 1

in such position to another, that their places are only 
distant an eighth part of a circle.

Octave, Ak-tAve, s. 91. The eighth day after 
some peculiar festival; in musick, an eighth or an in
terval of eight sounds; eight days together after a 
festival.

Octavo, &k-ta'vd, n. A book is said to be in 
Octavo when a sheet is folded into eight leaves.

Octennial, Ak-tAn-nA-Al. a. 113. Happening 
every eight years; lasting eight years.

October, Ak-tA-bAr, g. The tenth month of 
the year, or the eighth numbered from March.
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OCTOEDRICAL, Ak-tA-Ad-drA-kAl, a. Having 
eight sides.

Octonary, Ak-tA-nAr-A, a. Belonging to the 
number eight,

Octonocular, Ak-tA-nAk'k A-lAr, a. Having 
eight eyes.

OctopetalOUS, Ak-tA-pAt-tAl-us, a. Having 
eight flower leaves.

Octostyle, AkitA-stile,s. The face of a build
ing or ordonnance containing eight column*

Octuple, Ak-tA-pl, a. 405. Eightfold.
Ocular, Ak-kA-lAr, a. 88. Depending on the 

eye, known by the eye.
Ocularly, Ak-kA-lAr-lA, ad. To the observa

tion of the eye.
Oculist, Ak-kA-llst, g. One who professea to 

cure distempers of the eye*
Odd, Ad, a. Not even, not divisible into equal 

nembers; particular, uncouth, extraordinary; some
thing over a definite number ; not noted, not taken 
into the common account; strange, unaccountable 
fantastical, uncommon, particular; unlucky; un
likely, in appearance improper.

Oddity, 6d-dA-tA,s. Singularity, particularity; 
applied both to persons and things.

Oddly, Ad-IA, ad. Not evenly; strangely, par. 
ticularly, unaccountably, uncouth ly.

Oddness, Ad-nAs, g. The state of being not 
even; strangeness, particularity, uncouthness.

Odds, Adz, s. Inequality, excess of either com
pared with the other; more than an even wager; ad
vantage, superiority ; quarrel, debate, dispute.

Ode, Ade, s. A poem written to be sung to 
musick, a lyrick poem.

Odible, AMA-bl, a. 405. Hateful.
Odious, A-dA-As, or A-JA-As, «. Hateful, detes

table, abominable; exposed to hate; causing hate,in
vidious.

The first mode of pronouncing this word is the 
more common, but the second seems the more correct 
See Principles, No. 293. 294. 376.
Odiously, A^dA-As-lA, or A-jA-As-lA, ad. Hate

fully, abominably; invidiously, so as to cause hate.
Odiousness, A^de-As-nAs, or A-jA-As-nAs, s. 

Hatcfulness; the state of being hated.
Odium, AMA-Am, or A-jA-Ain, s. Invidiousness, 

quality cf provoking hate.
Odorate, o-dA-rate, a. 91. Scented, having 

a strong scent, whether fetid or fragrant.
Odoriferous, A-dA-rif^fAr-As, a. Giving scent, 

usually sweet of scent; fragrant^ perfumed.
Odoriferousness, A-dA-rif-fer-As-nAs, s. 534. 

Sweetness of scent, fragrance.
Odorous, A^l&r-fts, a. 314. Fragrant, per

fumed ; sweet of scent
{O’ It is not a little strange that this adjective should 

have preserved the accent of the simple odour, when the 
Latin odorus presented so fair an opportunity of altering 
it. Milton has seized this opportunity; put, happily 
for the analogy of our own language, it has not been fol
lowed :

“ -.-.-..Last Um bright consummate flow»r 
‘'•Spirits odorout breathes; flow’r* and their fruit 
“ Man’s nourishment.’’.^—

Where we may observe, that if the Latin accenc oe pre
served, the Latin spelling ought to be preserved like
wise.
Odour, d^dfir, s. 314. Scent, whether good or 

bad; fragrance, perfume, sweet scent
OECON0MICKS, ek-d-nim-miks, «. 296. Ma 

nagenient of household affairs.
OECONOMY.—See Economy.
Oecumenical, ik-h-minini-k&l, a. 296. 

General, respecting the whole habitable world.
Oedema, e-diinil, s. 92. 296. A tumour. It is 

now commonly by surgeons confined to a white, soft, 
insensible tumour.

Oedematic , id-i-mltitlk, 7 a. Pertaining 
Oedematous, i-dimiml-ths, J to an oedaina.
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Oeiliad, d-lllydd, s. 113. A glance, wink, to- 
ken of the eye.

O’ER, Are, ad. Contracted from Over. 
Oesophagus, d-sdPfd-gus, s. The gullet.
Of, iv, prep. 377. It is put before the sub- 

stantive that follows another in construction, as, Of 
these part were slain ; it is put after comparative and 
superlative adjectives, as, the most dismal and unsea
sonable time Of al! other; from, as, I bought it Of 
him ; concerning, relating to, as, all have this sense 
Of war ; out Of, as, yet Of this little he had some to 
spare; among, as, any clergyman Of my own acquain, 
lance; by, as, I was entertained of the consul; this 
sense now Obsolete ; according to, as, they do of right 
belong to you , noting power or spontaneity, as, Of 
himself man is confessedly unequal to his duty ; noting 
properties or qualities, as, a man Of a decayed fortune, 
a body Of no colour ; noting extraction, as, a man Of 
an ancient family ; noting adherence or belonging, as, 
a “Hebrew Of iny tribe; noting the matter, as, the 
chariot was Of cedar; noting the motive, as, Of my 
own choice I undertook this work ; noting preference 
or postponence, as, 1 do not like the tower Of any 
place; noting change of, as, O miserable Of happy ! 
noting causality, as good nature Of necessity will give 
allowance; noting proportion, as, many Ofahundred; 
noting kind or species, as, an affair Of the cabinet; 
Of late, lately.

Off, Af, ad. Of this adverb the chief use is to 
conjoin it with verbs, as, to come Off', to fly Off*, to 
take Off*; it is generally opposed to On, a% to lay 
On, to take Off; it.signifies distance ; it signifies eva. 
nescence, absence, or departure; it signifies any kind 
of disappointment, defeat, interruption, as, the affair is 
Off; from, not toward ; Offhand not studied.

Off, Af, inlerj. Depart!
Off, Af, prep. Not on ; distant from.
Offal, Af-fdl, s. 88. Waste meat, that which 

is not eaten at the table; carrion, coarse flesh ; refuse, 
that which is thrown away ; any thing of no esteem.

Offence, Af-fAnsc,' s. Crime, act of wicked
ness; a transgression; injury; displeasure given, 
cause of disgust; scandal; anger, displeasure con
ceived ; attack, act of the assailant.

For the elegant sound of the o in offence, offend, 
Official, and their compounds, see Occasion and Efface. 
Offenceful, Af-fAnse-ftil, a. Injurious. 
Offenceless, Af-fAnse^-les, a. Unoffending, 

innocent.
To Offend, Af-fend,' v. a. To make angry; 

to assail, to attack; to transgress, to violate; to injure.
To Offend, Af-fAnd/1>. n. To be criminal, to 

transgress the law ; to cause anger; to commit trans
gression.

Offender, Af-fAn-dAr, $. 98. A criminal, 
one who has committed a crime, transgressor; one 
who has done an injury.

Offendress, Af-fAn-dres, s. A woman that 
offends.

Offensive, Af-fAn-sIv, a. 158. 428. Causing 
anger, displeasing, disgusting; causing pain, injuri
ous ; assailant, not defensive.

Offensively, Af-fAn-slv-lA, ad. Mischievously, 
injuriously; so as to cause uneasiness or displeasure; 
by way of attack, not defensively.

Offensiveness, Af-fen-Uv-nAs, s. Injurious- 
ness, mischief; cause of disgust.

To Offer, 6f-fAr, v. a. 98. To present to 
any one, to exhibit any thing so as that it may be taken 
or received ; to sacrifice, to immolate; to bid as a 
price or reward; to attempt, to commence; to propose.

To Offer, AfffAr, v. n. To be present, to be 
at hand, to present itself; to make an attempt.

OFFER, AfTur, s. Proposal of advantage to 
another; first advance; proposal made ; price bid, 
act of bidding a price; attempt, endeavour; something 
given by way of acknowledgment.

Offerer, Af-fAr-rAr, s. One who makes an 
offer ; one who sacrifices, or dedicates in worship.

Offering, Af-fdr-rlng. s. A sacrifice, any 
thing immolated, or offered in worship.

Offertory, Af-fer-tAr-e, s. 557. The thing 
affVred ; the act uf offering.
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Office, Af-fls, s. 142. A publick charge or 
employment; agency, peculiar use; business; par
ticular employment; act of good or ill voluntarily 
tendered; act of worship; formulary of, devotions; 
rooms in a house appropriated to particular business; 
place where business is transacted.

Officer, 6f-fA-sAr, s. 98. A man employed 
by the publick ; a commander in the army ; one who 
has the power of apprehending criminals.

Officered. 5f-fA-sArd, a. 362. Commanded, 
supplied with commanders.

Official, Af-flsh-Al, a. 88. Conducive, appro
priate with regard to use; pertaining to a public 
charge.

Official, Af-fJsh-Al, s. Official is that person 
to whom the cognizance of causes is committed by 
such as have ecclesiastical jurisdiction.—Sec Offence.

Officially, Af-fish-Al-A, ad. In a manner 
belonging to office, by authority.

Officialty, Af-flsh-Al-tA, s. The charge or post 
of an official.

To Officiate, Af-fish-A-ate, v. a. 542. To give 
in consequence of office.

To Officiate, df-flsh-e-ate, i>. n. 91. To dis
charge an office, commonly in worship; to perform an 
office for another.

Officious, Af-fish-As, a. 314. Kind, doing 
good offices; over-forward.

Officiously, Af-flsh-As-lA, ad. Kindly, with 
unasked kindness; with too great forwardness.

Officiousness, Af-fish-As-nes, s. Forwardness 
of civility, or respect, or endeavour; over-forward
ness.

Offing, df-fing, s. 410. The act of steering to 
a distance from the land; deep* water off the shore.

Offscouring, Af-skour-Ing, s. Recrement, part 
rubbed away in cleaning any thing.

Offset, Af-sAt, s. Shoot of a plant; a sprout.
Offspring, Afcsprlng, s. The thing propagated 

and generated, children; production of any kind.
To Offuscate, df-fAs-kate, v. a. 91. To dim, 

to cloud, to darken.
Offuscation, Af-fAs-ka-shAn, s. The act of 

darkening.—See Occasion.
Oft, Aft, ad. (A poetical word.) Often, fre

quently ; not rarely, not seldom.
OFTEN, Af-fn, ad. 103. 472. Oft, frequently, 

many times.
Oftentimes, Afffn-tlmz, ad. Frequently, manj 

times, often.
Ofttimes, Aft-tlmz, ad. In poetry, frequently, 

often.
Ogee, A-jAA,' s. A sort of moulding in archi

tecture, consisting of a round and a hollow.
To Ogle, A-gl, v. a. 405. To view with side 

glances, as in fondness.
Ogi.er, A-gl-dr, s. 98. A sly gazer, one who 

views by side glances.
Oglio, A-lA-o,s. 388. A dish made by mingling 

different kinds of meat, a medley. The Spanish OUa 
Podrida.

Oil A, interj. An exclamation denoting pain, 
sorrow, or surprise.

Oil, oil, s. 299. The juice of olives expressed ; 
any fat, greasy, unctuous, thin matter ; the juices of 
certain vegetables expressed or drawn by the still.

To Oil, oil, v. a. To smear or lubricate with 
oil.

OlLCOLOUR, oil-kil-lcir, ». Colour made by 
grinding coloured substances in oil.

Oiliness, oll-IA-nAs, s. Unctuousness, greasi
ness, quality approaching to that of oil.

Oilman, fain, s. 88. One who trades in 
oils and pickles.

Oilshop, oil-ship, «. A shop where oils ar.u 
pickles are sold.

Oily, 611-e, a. Consisting of oil, containing 
oil. having the qualities of oil; fat, greasy.
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A plant.
A tree.
To anoint, to smear.

the

OiLYGRAIN, oIl-4-grane, s. 
OlLYPALM, ull'i-pam, s.
To OlNT.o’int, ». a. 299.

Out of use
Ointment, ftlnt-mdnt, s. Unguent, unctuous 

matter co smear any thing.
OKER, o-kftr, s. Properly Ochre. 416. A colour. 
Old, ftld, a. Past the middle of life, not young; 

of long continuance, begun long ago; not new, ancient, 
not modem ; of any specified duration ; subsisting be
fore something else; long practised; of Old, long ago; 
from ancient times.

This word is liable to the same mispronunciation 
as mould, which see.
Oldfashioned, ftld-fish-ftnd, a. Formed ac

cording to obsolete custom.
Olden, 61-dn, a. 103. Ancient. Obsolete. 
Oldness, old-nAs, s. Old age, antiquity. 
Oleaginous, 6-Ie-Ad-jln-fts, a. Oily, unctuous. 
Oleaginousness, o-lft-ad-jin-fts-nfts, s. 314.

Oiliness; unctuousness.
Oleander, 6-U-ftn-d.hr, s. 98. The plant 

rosebay.
Oleaster, 6-ld-^s-tftr, s. 98. Wild olive. 
Oleose, 6-1^-ose,' 1
Oleoos.MA.&s, f°- O,lv-
To Olfact, ol-fftkt,' v. a. To smell. 
Olfactory, ftl-fAk-tftr-A, a. 557. Having 

sense of smelling.
JO* For i he last o, see Domestick.

Olid, 6Klid, 7 e . r ..
Olidous, &14id-&s,314. J “• ■t“‘klng> retlJ- 
Oligarchy, ftl-ift-gftr-kd, $. 519. A form of 

government which places the supreme power in a 
small number, aristocracy.

Olio, $. 113. A mixture, a medley.
Olitory, ftl-l£-tftr-ft, s. 557. Belonging to 

the kitchen garden.
Olivaster, ftl-le-vis-tfir, a. 98. Darkly brown, 

tawny.
Olive, ft 1-11 v, s. 140. A plant producing oil; 

the emblem of peace.
Olympiad, ft-liin-p^-Ade, s. A Grecian epoch ; 

the s(>ace of four years.
Ombre, ftm-bftr, s. 416. A game at cards 

played by three.
Omega, ft-m^-gft, s. 92. The last letter of the 

Greek alphabet, therefore taken in the Holy Scriptures 
for the last.

Omelet, ftm-l^t, s. A kind of pancake made 
with eggs.

Omen, o-mftn, s. A sign good or bad, a prog- 
nostick.

Omened, ft^mend, a. 359. Containing prog- 
nosticks.

Omentum, ft-m^n-tftm, s. The cawl, the 
double membrane spread over the entrails ; called also 
reticulum, from its structure, resembling that of a net.

To Ominate, ftm-m^-nate, v. a. 91. To fore
token, to show prognosticks.

OMINATION, ftm-m^-na-shftn, $. Prognostick. 
OMINOUS, ftm-min-fts, a. 914. Exhibiting bad 

tokens of futurity, foreshowing ill, inauspicious; ex- 
hiblting tokens good or ill.

Ominously, ftm-min-nfts-l£, ad. With good or 
bad omen. 2

Ominousness, ftm'tnln-nus-nes, s. The quality 
of being ominous.

Omission, ft-mlsh-ftn, s. Neglect to do some
thing ; neglect of duty, opposed to commission or per
petration of crimes.

To Omit, o-mlt,' v. a. To leave out, not to 
mention ; to neglect to practise.

Omittance, d-mlt'tanse, s. Forbearance. 
Omnifarious, ftm-nd-fa-rd-us, a. Of all varie

ties or kinds. i 
i
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OMNIFEROUS, ftm-tdf-fftr-fts, a. 518. All-bearing 
OMNIFIC , ftm-nlf-fik, a. 509. All-creating. 
Omniform, ftm-nft-form, a. Having every 

shape.
OMNIGENOUS, ftm-nld-je-nfts, a. 218. Consist

ing of all kinds. >
Omnipercipience, ftm-nd-per-slp-e-ensc, s.

Perception of every thing.
Omnipercipient, ftm-ne-p^r-slp^-ftnt, a. Per

ceiving every thing.
Omnipotence, ftm-nlp-po-tftnse, 
Omnipotency, ftm-nip-po-t£n-se, 

Almighty power, unlimited power.
Omnipotent, ftm-nipipft-t&iit, a. 518. 

Almighty, powerful without limit.
Omnipresence, ftm-ne-pr&z-ftnse, s. Ubiquity, 

unbounded presence.
JO" All the orthoepists I have consulted (as far as can 

be gathered from their notation and accentuation) make 
the penultimate e in this word short, as in the word pre
sence, except Mr. Sheridan. That it is not pronounced 
enclitically like omnipotence, 513. 518 arises, perhaps, 
from the number of consonants in the latter syllables; 
and as this is the case, it seems most agreeable to the 
nature of our composition to pronounce presence in this 
word in the same manner as when it is taken singly; 
just as we pronounce theatre in the word amphitheatre* 
with the accent on the antepenultimate, though the ac
cent is on the penultimate, and the vowel is long in the 
Latin amphitheatrum.
Omnipresent, ftm-ne-pr£z-£nt, a. Ubiquitary, 
\ present in every place.

Omniscience, om-nish-4-£nse, ) n „ w 
Omnisciency, mft-nlsh-e-en-se,)

knowledge, infinite wisdom.
Omniscient, ftm-nlsh^-ftnt, a. Infinitely wise, 

knowing without bounds ; knowing all things.
Omniscious, ftm-nUh-fts, a. 292. All-knowing. 
Omnivorous, ftrn-nlv-vft-rfts, a. 518. All- 

. devouring.
Omphalophc , ftm-fA-lftp-tlk, s. 509. An op

tick glass that is convex on both siuc;» commonly cal
led a, con vex lens.

On, ftn, prep. It is put before the word which 
signifies that which is under, that by which any thing 
is supported, which any thing covers, or where any 
thing is fixed; noting addition or accumulation, as 
mischiefs On mischiefs; noting a state of progression; 
as, whither On thy way ? noting dependence or reli
ance, as, On God’s providence their hopes depend; at, 
noting place; it denotes the motive or occasion of any 
thing; it denotes the time at which any thing hap
pens, as, this happened On the first day ; in forms of 
denunciation it is put before the thing threatened ; no
ting invocation ; noting stipulation or condition.

On, ftn,ad. Forward, in succession ; forward, 
in progression ; in continuance, without ceasingupon 
the body, as part of dress; it notes resolution to ad
vance.

On, on, interj. A word of incitement or en 
cou ragemen L

Once, w ft use, ad. 165. One time; a single 
time; the same time; one time, though no more; nt 
the time immediate; formerly, at a former time.

One, wftn, a. 165. Less than two, single, de
noted by a unit; indefinitely, any; different, di. 
verse, opposed to Another; One of two, opposed to 
the other; particularly one.

This word audits relatives once and none, arc per
haps the best tests of a residence in the capital. In some 
parts of the island they are pronounced so as to give the 
o the sound it has in tone, sometimes the sound it has in 
gone ; but the true sound is that it has in son, done, 8tc, 
which is perfectly equivalent to the sound of u in sun. I 
never could make a northern inhabitant of England pro
nounce the following sentence without the greatest diffi
culty : “ I have won one game,, and you have won none: 
you have not won once, and that is wonderful.” Where 
we may observe that the o in won is the exact sound it 
has in one, once, and wonderful.
One, wftn, $. A single person; a single mass 

cr aggregate; the first hour; the same thing; a per
son j a person by way of eminence; a distinct or par-
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ticular person; persons united ; concord, agreement, 
one mind; any person, anv man indefinitely. One 
ha9 sometimes a plural, when it stands for persons in. 
definitely, as the great Ones of the world.

Onb-EYED, w&n-lde, a. 283. Having only one 
eye.

OnEIROCRITICAL, 6-nl-rd-krlt-t^-kal, a. Pro
perly Onirocritical, Interpretative of dreams.

ONEIROCRITIC , d-ni-rd-krlt-tlk, s. An inter
preter of dreams.

Oneness, wfm-nSs, s. Unity ; the quality of 
being one.

OneraRY, dn-ner-rar-re, ft. 512. Fitted for 
carriage or burdens, comprising a burthen.

To Onerate, 6n-n£r-rate, v. a. 91. To loaxl, 
to burthen.

ONERATION, £>n-n£r-a-shun, s. The act ot 
loading.

Onerous, 6n-n£r-rfts, a. 314. Burthensome; 
oppressive.

Onion, fin-yhn, s. 113. 165. A plant.
Only, 6ne-l&, a. Single, one and no more ; 

this and no other; this above all other, as, iie is the 
Only man for musick.

Only, 6ne-l£, ad. Simply, singly, merely, 
barely; so and no otherwise; singly without more, as, 
Only begotten.

OnOMANCY, dn-no-min-sd, s. 519. A divina
tion by names.

ONOMANTICAL, 6n-no-man'te-kll, «. Predict
ing by names.

Onomatopoeia, 6n-6-mat-6-p£-y&, ,r. In Gram
mar or Rhetoric , a figure of speech whereby names 
and words are formed to the resemblance of the sound 
made by the things signified.

•?O' This word is formed from the Greek wpa, name, 
and Jingo, I make or feign. Thus is the word tri-
quctrack formed from the noise made by moving the men 
at this game ; and from the same source arises the buz
zing of bees, the grunting of hogs, the cackling of hens, 
the snoring of people asleep, the clashing of arms, &c. 
The surest etymologies are those derived from the Ono
matopoeia-
Onset, 6n-sdt,- s. Attack, assault, first brunt. 
Onslaught, dn-sllwt, s. Attack, storm, onset. 

Obsolete.
ONTOLOGIST, &n-tdl-lA-j1st, s. One who con

siders the affections of being in general, a metaphysi
cian.

Ontology, &n-tdl-ld-jd, s. 518. The science 
of the affections of being in general, metaphysicks.

Onward, Sn-wArd, ad. 88. Forward, progres
sively ; in a state of advanced progression; something 
farther. —

Onycha, on-nd-kA, s. 353. 92. The odorifer
ous snail or shell, and the stone named onyx.

Onyx, t'/nlks, s. The onyx is a semipellucid 
gem, of which there are several species.

Ooze, Adze, s. 306. Soft mud, mire at the 
bottom of water, slime; soft flow, spring; the liquor 
of a tanner’s vat.

To Ooze, 63ze, v. n. To flow by stealth, to 
run gently.

Oozy, dd-zd, a. Miry, muddy, slimy.
To Opacate, d-pa-kAte, v. n. 503. To shade, 

to darken.
Opacity, 6-pasise-te, «. Cloudin css, want of 

transparency.
Opacous, d-pa-k&s. A. 314. Dark, obscure, 

not transparent.
OPAL, cnpal, s. 88. A precious stone reflecting 

various colours.
Opaque, 6-pake,' a. 337. 415. Not transparent, 

dark, cloudy.
To Ope, dpe, v. a. Poetically for to open.
To Open, 6-pn, v. a. 103. To unclose, to un

lock, the contrary to Shut; to show, to d;-< over; to 
divide, to break ; to explain, to disclose ; u begin.
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To Ope, ope, ) v. n. To unclose, not
To Open, 6-pn, 103. £ to remain shut; a term 

of hunting, when hounds give the cry.

Opens Aipn, 103. J “• UncIosed. not shut; 
plain, apparent; not wearing disguise, artless, sincere; 
not clouded, clear; exposed to view; uncovered* ex
posed without defence; attentive.

Opener, <y*pn-dr, s. 98. One that opens, out 
that unlocks, one that uncloses; explainer, in tcrpretei; 
that which separates, dis uniter.

Openeyed, d-pn-lde, a. 288. Vigilant, watch
ful.

Openhanded, 6-pn-hand-dd, a. Generous, 
liberal.

OpenHEarted, o-pn-hart-dd, a. Generous, 
candid, not meanly subtle.

Openheartedness, d-pn-hart-dd-nds, s. 
Liberality, munificence, generosity.

Opening, c^pn-lng. s. 410. Aperture, breach; 
discovery at a distance, faint knowledge, dawn.

Openly, d'pn-le, ad. Publick ly, not secretly, 
in sight; plainly, apparently, evidently, without dis- 
guise.

Openmouthed, d-pn-mouTHd,' «. Greedy, 
ravenous.

Openness, d-pn-nds, j. Plainness, clearness, 
freedom from obscurity or ambiguity; freedom from 
disguise.

Opera, dp-pdr-ra, ». 92. A poetical talc cr fic
tion, represented by vocal and instrumental musick.

Operable, dp-per-A-bl, e. 405. To be done, 
practicable.

Operant, dp'pdr-rint, a. Active, having power 
to produce any effect.

To Operate, dp-pdr-ate, v. n. 91. To act, tv 
have agency, to produce effects.

Operation, dp-per-ra-shdn, $. Agency, pro
duction of effects, influence; action, effect; inchirur- 
gcry, that part of the art of healing which depends on 
the use of instruments; the motions or employments 
of an army.

Operative, dp-pdr-ra-dv, «. 512. Having the 
{lower of acting, having forcible agency.

Operator, 6p'per-ra-t&r, J. 321. One that per
forms any act'of the h;md, one who produces any ef. 
feet.

OpEROSE, dp-pdr-rdse,z a. Laborious.
Ophites, d-fi-tlz, s. A stone. Ophites has a 

dusky greenish ground, with spots of a lighter green.
Ophthalmic , 6p-//iA!-mik, a. Relating to the 

eye.
Two aspirations in succession, says Mr. Elphin

ston, seem disagreeable to an English ear, and therefore 
one of them is generally sunk. Thus diphthong and 
triphthong are pronounced dipthong and tripthong. P is 
lost as well as h in apophthegm; and therefore it is no 
wonder we hear the first h dropped in onhthalmy and oph
thalmic/^ which is the pronunciation I have adopted as 
agreeable to analogy. Nay, such an aversion do we seem 
to have to a succession of aspirates, that the h is sunk m 
Isthmus, Esther, and Demosthenes, because the s, which 
is akin to the aspiration, immediately precedes. Mr. She
ridan pronounces the first syllable of this word liKccyjC 
but the first of diphthong and triphthong like dip and 
trip. Mr. Scott, W. Johnston, and Mr. Perry, have not 
got this word, but pronounce diphthong and triphthong in 
the same manner as Mr. Sheridan. Dr. Kenrick alw 
wants the word ; he gives no pronunciation to dipldhimg, 
but makes the h silent in triphthong ; while Barclay pro
nounces the h in ophthalnuck, but makes it either wiyvt 
diphthong, and silent in triphthong. It may be remarked, 
that Dr. Jones, who wrote a Spelling Dictionary tn 
Queen Anne’s time, made the h in these two words silent. 
Ophthalmy, Sp^ll-me, s. A disease of the 

eyes. . .
Opiate, iV-p^-lt, & 91. A medicine that 

causes sleep
Opiate, d-p^-it.«. 91. Soporifcrou*, narcotick. 
O/ination, A-pi-naAsh&n, s. Opinion, notion. 
7< Opine, i-plnc,' ». n. To Ibiak, t-> judge
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Opiniative, d-pin-jd-l-tlv, a. 113. Sliifina 
preconceived notion ; imagined, not proved.

Opiniator, d-pln-y4-i-tur, $. 521. One fond 
of his own notion. Little used.

Opiniatre, &-pln-y£-a-t£r, a. 416. Obstinate, 
stubborn. A French word little used.

Opiniatrety, d-pln-y£-A-tr£-t£, s. Obstinacy, 
inflexibility, determination of mind.

Opinion, d-pin-yin, s. 113. 550. Persuasion 
of the mind, without proof; sentiments, judgment, 
notion; favourable judgment.

Opinionated, d-pin'yun-A-tSd, a. Attached 
to certain opinions.

Opinionative, d-pln-yiin-ni-tlv, a. 512. Fond 
of preconceived notions.

Opinionist 6-pln-yhn-nlst, $. One fond of 
his own notions.

Opium, d-p^-tun, s. A medicine used to pro
mote sleep.

Oppidan, dp-p^-dln, s. A townsman, an in
habitant of a town.

To Oppignerate, 6p-plg-n5r-Ate, v. a. To 
pledge, to pawn.

Oppilation, 6p-p£-la-sh?tn, s. Obstruction, 
matter heaped to together.

Opponent, dp-pd-nent, a. Opposite, adverse.
Opponent, 6p-pd-nent, s. Antagonist, adver

sary ; one who begins the dispute by raising objections 
to a tenet.

Opportune, 6p-p5r-tune,' a. Seasonable, con
venient, fit, timely.

Opportunely, 6p-p&r-t&ne'l£, ad. Seasonably, 
conveniently, with opportunity either of time or 
place.

Opportunity, 5p-p5r-tfi'n£-t£, s. Fit place or 
time, convenience, suitableness of circumstances to 
any end.

To Oppose, 6p-p6ze,' v. a. To act against, to 
be adverse, to hinder, to resist; to put in opposition, 
to offer as an antagonist or rival, to place as an ob
stacle ; to place in front.

The o in the first syllable of this word has the 
same tendency to a long open sound as in occasion. The 
same may be observed of oppress. and its compounds — 
Bee Occasion and Efface.
To Oppose, 6p-poze,' v. n. To act adversely; 

to object in a disputation, to have the part of raising 
difficulties.

Opposeless, 6p-pdze-l£s, a. Irresistible, not to 
be opposed.

Opposer, 6p-po-z&r, s. 93. One that opposes, 
antagonist, enemy.

Opposite, Sp-p6-zit, a. 156. Placed in front, 
facing each other ; adverse, repugnant; contrary.

Opposite, 5p'p6-zit, s. 156. Adversary, op*- 
ponent, antagonist.

Oppositely, 2>p-po-z1t-l£, ad. In such a situa
tion as to face each other ; adversely.

Oppositeness, &p-po-zlt-n£s, s. The state of 
being opposite.

Opposition, 6p-pd-zlsh-fin, s. Situation so as 
to front something opposed; hostile resistance ; con
trariety of affection ; contrariety of interest; contra
riety of measures; contrariety of meaning.

To OPPRESS, 6p-pr£s,' v. a. To crush by hard
ship, or unreasonable severity ; to overpower, to sub
mit.—See Oppose.

Oppression, 6p-prSsh-?m, s. The act of op
pressing, cruelty, severity; the state of being oppressed, 
misery ; hardship, calamity.; dulness of spirits, lassi
tude of body.

Oppressive, &p-pr£s-slv, a. Cruel, inhuman, 
unjustly exactious or severe; heavy, overwhelming. ‘ 

Oppressor, &p-pr^s^»ur, s. 98. One who ha
rasses others with unjust severity.

Opprobrious, 6p-pr&br£-bs, a. Reproachful, 
disgraceful; causing infamy.

OpprobriOUSLY, 6p-pr6'brA-&S-U, ad. Re
proachfully, scurrilousiy.
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Opprobriousness, &p-prd-br£-&s-n£s, s. 
Reproachfulness, scurrility.

Opprobrium, dp-prd-br^-Ctm, s. Disgrace, in
famy.

To Oppugn, 6p-pune,' v. a. 386. To oppose, 
to attack, to resist.

OppugnanCY, dp-p&g-nin-se, s. Opposition. 
Oppugner, dp-pime^br, s. One who opposes 

or attacks.
JO" Mr. Sheridan sounds the# in this W’ord, though 

not in the verb from which it is formed; but that this is 
contrary to analogy, see Principles, No. 383. 
Opsimathy, 6p-sltn-A-f/^,s. 518. An education 

begun late in life; knowledge or learning acquired in 
age.

Optable, op-tA-bl, a. 405. Desirable, to bo 
wished.

Optative. Sp-ti-tlv, or 6p-ta-tlv. a. 505. 
Expressive of desire; the name of that mood of a 
verb which expresses desire.

JO* Or. Johnson, Mr. Sheridan, Dr. Ash. Mr. Scott, 
Entick, Barclay, and Buohanan, accent this word on the 
first syllable ; and Dr. Kenrick, Bailey, W. Johnston, 
and Mr. Perry on the second. That the last is more ge
neral, particularly in Grammar schools, will be readily 
acknowledged; but that the first is more correct and 
agreeable to analogy, cannot be denied : for this word is 
not so naturally derived from the classical optatus. as the 
lower Latin optatiuus ; and why this word should trans- 
fer its penultimate accent to the first syllable of the En
glish word, may be seen under the words, Academy. Ln- 
comparable. &C.

Upon a more mature recollection of the analogies of 
the language, I am still more convinced of the justness 
of the decision on the accentuation of this word. A 
critick, with whom I lately conversed upon it, contended 
that the accent ought to be upon then, because it was on 
that letter in the preterperfect tense of the verb opto, op- 
tavi. I desired him to puthis argument into form, and 
tell me whether all words of this termination were to 
have the same accent as m the preterperfect tense of the 
verb.—Here he could go no farther: I could have imme
diately confronted him with tentative, from tento, tenfavi ; 
with negative, fromnego, negavi j with vocative, from 
voco.vocavi; and twenty other examples, which would 
have shown the weakness of his reasoning ; and yet this 
critick is a real scholar, a man of good sense and great 
acuteness.—See Principles, No. 503, on the influence of 
the Greek and Latip accent on that of the English; 
No. 544, on the influence of the Greek and Latin quan
tity on that of the English; and No. 512, on the termi
nations ative and atory.
Optical, dp-td-kAl, a. 88. Relating to the 

science of opticks.
Optician, dp-tlsh'un, s. 357. One skilled in 

op ticks.
Op TICK, op-tlk, a. Visual, producing vision, 

subservient to vision; relating to the science of vision.
Op lie , 6p-tlk. s. An instrument of sight, an 

organ of sight
OpTICKS, dp-tlks, s. The science of the nature 

and laws of vision.
Opiimacy, dp-t^-mi-s6, s. Nobility, body of 

nobles.
Optimism, 6p-te-m1zm, s. The doctrine or 

opinion that every thing in nature is ordered for the 
best.

Optlmity, 6p-tlin-me-te, s. The state of being 
best.

Option, 6p-sli’in, s. Choice, election.
Optional, 6p-sh&n-Al, a. Leaving somewhat 

to choice.
Opulence, op!pti-lense, ) j. Wealth, riches, 
Opulency, bp-pti-l^n-se, { affluence.
Opulent, 6p-pii-l£ut, a. Rich, wealthy, afflu. 

ent
Opulently’, &p'pfi-l£nt-U. ad. Richly, with 

splendour.
Or, dr, conj. 167. A disjunctive particle, 

marking distribution, and sometimes opposition; U 
Icorre-monds to Either, he must Either fall Or fly ; bo- 

forc, Ur ever, before ever. In this last sense obsolete.
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Oracle, 6r-r;Vkl, s. 168. 405. Something 
delivered by supernatural wisdom ; the place where, 
or person of whom, the determinations of heaven are 
inquired; any person or place where certain decisions 
are obtained ; one famed for wisdom.

Oracular, 6-rik-kh-llr, ? a. Y1Q. Uttering ora. 
Or ACULOUS, 6-rik-kfi-lhs,S <*«, resembling oracles. 
ORACULOUSLY, 6-rik-k6-l&s-li, ad. In man

ner of an oracle.
Oraculousness, o-rak-ku-lds-nes, s. The 

state of being oracular.
Obaison, 6r-r6-z&n, s. Prayer, verbal sup

plication.—See Orison.
Oral, 6-rAl, a. 88. Delivered by mouth, not 

written.
Orally, d-rM-16, ad. By mouth, without 

writing.
Orange, 6r-rlnje, s. 90. The orange tree; 

the fruit of the tree.
Orange, dr-rinje, a. Belonging to an orange, 

of the colour of an orange.
Orangery, 6-rawn-zh6r-4, French. Planta- 

tation of oranges.—See Encore.
Orangemusk, dr-rlnje-misk, $.—See Pear, of 

which it is a species.
Orange-woman, 6r-rinje-wum-un, s. A wo

man who sells oranges.
Oration, 6-ra-shhn, s. A speech made ac

cording to the laws of rhetorick.
Orator, dr-ri-t&r, s. 168. 503. A pullick 

speaker, a man of eloquence; petitioner. This sense 
is used in addresses to chancery.

ORATORIAL, dr-i-td-re-al, a. 92. Rhetorical, 
florid. 

I have inserted this word, though omitted by al
most all our lexicographers, because I have met with it 
in authors of reputation.
Oratorical, &r-rA-t6r-rd-k&l, a. Rhetorical, 

befitting an orator.
Oratorio, 6r-&-t6-r£-6, 5. An Italian word, 

used to signify a kind of sacred drama, generally taken 
from the Scriptures, and set to musick.

Oratory, 6r-ri-t&r-d, s. 557. Eloquence, 
rhetorical skill; exercise of eloquence; a private place 
which is deputed and allotted for prayer alone.

Orb, orb, «. Sphere, orbicular body, circular 
body: mundane sphere, celestial body; wheel; any roll- 

,ing body; circle, line drawn round ; circle described 
by any of the mundane spheres; period, revolution of 
time; sphere of action.

Orbation, 6r-bA-sh&n, s. Privation of parents 
or children.

Orbed, or-b6d, or 6rbd, a. 359. Round, cir
cular, orbicular; formed into a circle; rounded.

Orbicular, or-blk-ku-Ur, a. 88. Spherical, 
circular.

Orbicularly, 6r-bik-k£i-lir-16, ad. Spheri
cally, circularly.

Orbicularness, or-blk-kii-llr-nfis, s. The 
state of being orbicular.

Orbiculated, 6r-blk-kii-la-t6d, a. Moulded 
into an orb.

Orbit, or^blt, s. The line described by the 
revolution of a planet

Orbity, 6r-b6-te, $. Loss, or want of parents 
or children.

Orc, ork, s. A sort of sea fish
Obchal, or-kAl, 3. 88. A stone from which 

a blue colour is made.
ORCHANET, 6r-ka-n£t, 5. An herb.
Orchard, 6r-tsh&rd, *. 88. A garden of fruit 

trees.
Orchestre, or-k6s-t&r, s. 416. The place 

where the musicians are set at a publick show. 
jf'T* This word is accented on the first syllable bv Dr. 

Johnson, Mr. Sheridan, Dr. Ash, Mr. Scott, Mr Naref, 
Buchanan. Entick, Perry, and Barclay; and oy Mr. Bai
ley and W. Johnston on the second: andbv Dr. Kenrick 
on either. The first mode has not only me majority 0 ’ 
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votes in its favour, but is agreeable to the general analogy 
of words of three syllable-, which, when not of our own 
formation, commonly adopt the antepenultimate accent 
The exception to this rule will be found under the next 
word.
Orchestra, 5r-k3s'tri, j. 503. A part of the 

theatre appropriated to the musicians.
Dr. Johnson has preferred the French orchcslrt 

to the Latin orchestra and the Greek ; but as
we find the latter spelling and pronunciation universally 
adopted, and as we take almost every other term of urt 
rather from the Greek than any other language, I have 
ventured to insert it in that dress, after Chambers, and 
some other very respectable authors.

This word is accented on the first syllable by Dr. Ash, 
Mr. Scott, Mr. Perry, Entick, and-Barclay: but Mr. 
Nares says it is accented on the second, as I have given 
it. For, notwithstanding the numbers against me, the 
very general rule is on my side; which is, that when we 
adopt a word whole from the Latin or Greek, it ought to 
have the same accent as in those languages.—See Prin
ciples, No. 503.
To Ordain, or-dane,' v. a. To appoint, to 

decree; to establish, to institute; to set in an office; 
to invest with ministerial function or sacerdotal power 

Ordainer. 6r-dane-&r, s. 98. He who ordains. 
Ordeal, 6r-d6-Al, or 6r-j4-al, s. 263. A trial 

by fire or water, by which the person accused appealed 
to heaven, by walking blindfold over hot bars of iron, 
or being thrown into the water.

Order, or'd&r, s. 98. Method, regular dis
position; proper state; regularity, settled modes man
date, precept, command . rule, regulation ; regular 
government; a society of dignified persons distin
guished by marks of honour ; a rank or class; a re
ligious fraternity; in the plural, hierarchical state; 
means to an end; measures, care ; in architecture, a 
system of the several members, ornaments, and pro
portions of columns and pilasters.

To Order, or-d&r, v. a. 98. To regulate, to 
adjust, to manage, to conduct; to methodize, to dis
pose fitly ; to direct, to command.

Orderer, dr-dur-ur, s. 557. One that orders, 
methodizes, or regulates.

Orderless, or-dur-Ies, a. Disorderly, out of 
rule.

Orderliness, 6r-d&r-16-n6s, s. Regularity, 
methodicalness.

Orderly, or-d&r-ld, a. Methodical, regular; 
well regulated ; according with established method.

ORDERLY, or-d&r-le, ad. Methodically, ac
cording to order, regularly.

Ordinable, 6r-d6-nu-bl, a. 405. Such as 
may be appointed.

Ordinal, 6r-d6-nAl, a. 88. Noting order.
Ordinal, or-dd-n&l, s. A ritual, a book con

taining orders.
Ordinance, dr-d^-n^nse, s. Law, rule, pre

script; observance commanded; appointment. When 
it signifies cannon, it is now generally written, for dis
tinction, Ordnance, and pronounced in two syllables.

Ordinarily, 6r-de-n&-r£-le, ad. According 
to established rules, according to settled method; 
commonly, usually.

Ordinary, 6r-d<*-nA-r£, or 6rd-ni-r6, a. Es
tablished, methodical, regular; common, usual; mean, 
of low rank; ugly, not handsome, as, she is an Ordi
nary woman.

JO’ Though it is allowable in colloquial pronunciation 
to drop the i in this word, and pronounce it in three syl
lables ; in solemn speaking the i must be heard distinctly, 
and the word must have four syllables —See Principles, 
No. 374.
Ordinary, Jr-de-nl-rd, ,. Established judge 

of ecclesiastical causes; settled establishment; actual 
and constant office.

Ordinary, ird-nl-rd, s. Regular price of a 
meal; a place of eating established at a certain price.

(O’ The s*is never heard when the word is used in this 
sense.
7’o Ordinate, 6ride-n4te, v. a. To appoint. 
Ordinate, 6r-de-nate, a. 91. Regular, 
• thodical.
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Ordination, dr-dd-na-sh&n, s. Established I 
order or tendency; the act of investing any man with | 
sacerdotal power

Ordnance, drd-nAnse, s. Cannon, great guns. 
Ordonnance, dridQn-nAnse, s. Disposition 

of figures in a picture.
Ordure, dr'jfire, s. 294. 376. Dung, filth.
Ore, Are, s. Metal unrefined, metal yet in its 

mineral state.
Organ, dr-gAn, s. Natural instrument, as the 

tongue is the Organ of speech; an instrument of mu
sick consisting of pipes filled with wind, and of stoju 
touched by the hand.

Organical, dr-gAn-nd-kAl, ) a. Consisting 
Organic , dr-gAn-nlk, 509. f of various parts 

co-opcrating with each other; instrumental; acting 
as instruments of nature or art; respecting organs.

Organically, dr-gAn-nd-k&kld, ad. By means 
of organs or instruments.

0RGANICALNES3, dr-gAn-nd-kAl-nds, s. State of 
being organical.

Organism, dr-gA-nlzm, s. Organical structure. 
Organist, dr-gA-nist, s. One who plays on 

the organ.
Organization, dr-gA-nd-za-shdn, s. Con

struction in which the parts are so disposed as to be 
subservient to each other.

To Organize, Ar-gA-nlze, v. a. To construct 
so as that one part co-operates with another.

Organloft, or-gAn-ldft, s. The loft where the 
organ stands.

Organpipe, dr-gun-pipe, s. The pipe of a 
musical organ.

Orgasm, Ar-gAzm, s. Sudden vehemence. 
Orgies. dr-j^ze, s. Mad rites of Bacchus, fran- 

tick revels.
Orgillous, Ar-jil-lus,a. Proud, haughty, arro

gant, lofty.
Orient, A-rA-Ant, s. The east, the part where 

the sun first appears.
ORIENT, A-rA-C*nt, a. 505. Rising as the sun ; 

eastern, oriental; bright, shining.
Oriental, A-rA-An-tAl, a. Eastern, placed in 

the east, proceeding from the east.
Oriental, A-rA-An-tAl, s. An inhabitant of the 

eastern parts of the world.
Orientalism, o-rA-An-tA-Hzm, s. An idiom of 

the eastern languages, an eastern mode of speech.
Orient a lit y, o-rd-An-tAl-lA-tA. s. The state of 

being oriental
Orifice, Ar-rA-fls, s. 142. 168. Any opening 

or perforation.
Origan, Ar-A-gAn, $. 88. Wild marjoram. 
Origin, Ar-rA-iin, ? s. Beginning.
Original, A-rld-jA-nAl, 170. \ first existence; 

fountain, source, that which gives beginning or ex
istence ; first copy, archetype; derivation, descent.

Original, A-rid‘jA-nAl, a. 170. Primitive, 
pristine, first.

Originally, o-rld-jA-nAl-lA, ad. Primarily, with 
regard to the first cause ; at first; as the first author. 

ORIGIN AL NESS, A-rld-j^-nAl-nAs, s. The quality 
or state of bein’ original.

Origin ARY, 6-rid-je-nA-re, a. Productive, caus
ing existence ; primitive, in the first state.

To Originate, 6-rld-je-nate, v. a. To bring 
into existence.

Origination, d-rid-jd-na-sh&n, s. The act of 
bringing into existence.

Orison, Ar-rA-x&n, s. 168. A prayer, a sup
plication.

Mr. Sheridan has adopted oraison as the proper 
mode of spelling this word, from the French oraison ; but 
Dr. Johnson, and all the writers he quotes, spell the word 
in the manner I have done. Dr. Johnson tells us this 
word is variously accented; that Shakspeare has the ac
cent both on the first and second syllables, Milton and 
Crashaw on the first, and others on tne second.
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“ The fair Ophelia! Nymph, in thy orisons
“ Be all my sins remembered.”
** Alas! your too much love and <xre of me 
“ Are heavy orisons ’gainst this poor wretch.’’

Hxnry t/ic F«/iA
« My wakeful lay shall knock 

‘•Attli’ oriental gates, and duly mock 
u The early lark’s shrill orisons to be 
“ An anthem at the day’s nativity.”

His daily orisons attract our ears.”
“ Lowly they bow’d adoring, and began
“ Their orisons each morning duly paid.”
“ So went he on with his orisoutf
“ Which, if you mark them well, were wise ones.” QiXAml

“ Here, at dead of night,
•‘ The hermit oft ’mid his orisons hears
“ Aghast the voice of time disparting tow’rs.” J>ycr .
“ The midnight clock attests my fervent pray’rs,
“ The rising sun my orisons declares.” Harte.

Mr. Nares tells us he has no doubt that Milton’s ac
centuation is right. This too is my opinion. Poets are 
not the best authorties, even when they are unanimous; 
but much worse when they differ from others, and even 
from themselves. We must therefore leave them the 
liborty of accenting both ways, either for the sake of the 
verse, the rhyme, the humour, or the affectation of singu
larity, and bring our reasotrfor accenting this word in 
prose on the first syllable, from the very general rule in 
Principles, No. 503. Accordingly Mr. Elphinston, Mr. 
Sheridan, Mr. Scotr, Dr. Kenrick, Buchanan, W. John
ston, Barclay, Bailey, Perry, and Entick, uniformly place 
the accent on the first syllable; and Dr. Ash says it is 
sometimes accented on the second.
Ornament, dr'nA-mdnt, s. Embellishment, 

decoration; honour, that which acquires dignity.
Ornamental, Ar-nA-mAn-tAl, a. 88. Serving 

to decoration, giving embellishment.
Ornamentally, dr-nA-mdn-tAl-ld, ad. In such 

a manner as may confer embellishment.
Ornamented, dr-nA-m^n-tdd, a. Embellished, 

bedecked.
Ornate, dr-nate, a. 91. Bedecked, decorated, 

fine. t
Ornithology, dr-ne-f7zdl-ld-je, s. The science, 

or account of birds.
Orphan, dr-fAn, s. 83. A child who has lost 

father or mother, or both.
Orphan, dr-fAn, a. Bereft of parents. 
Orphanage, dr-fAn-idje, 90. ? s. State of an 
Orphanism, dr-fAn-nizm> $ orphan. 
Orpiment, dr-pd-mdnt, s. A kind of mineral, 

the yellow arsenick, used by painters as a gold colour.
Orpine, dr-pin, s. 140. Rose root.
Orrery, dr-rdr-rd, s. 168. An instrument 

which, by many complicated movements, represents 
the revolutions of the heavenly bodies.

Orris, dr-rls, .«?. A plant and Hower.
ORTHODOX, dr-Md-ddks, a. 503. Sound in 

opinion and doctrine, not heretical.
Orthodoxly, dr-z/<d-ddks-ld, ad. With sound

ness of opinion.
Orthodoxy, dri-Md-ddk-sd, 517. Soundness 

in opinion and doctrine.
Orthodromicks, dr-l/zd-drom-iks, s. The art 

of sailing in the arc of some great circle, which is the 
shortest or straightest distance between any two [joints 
on the surface of the globe.

Orthoepist, dr-Md-d-plst, s. One who is skil
led in orthoepy.

Orthoepy, dr-^d-d-pd, 5. 519. The right pro
nunciation of Words.

JO It is not a little surprising that so few of our Dic
tionaries of pronunciation have inserted this word, so 
peculiarly appropriated to the subject they have treated. 
It is regularly derived from the Greek and is as
necessary to our language as orthography, orthodoxy, &c. 
Mr. Elphinston and Mr. Nares place the accent on the 
first syllable of this word, as I have done.
Orthogon, ir^Ad-gftn, s. A rectaugled figure. 
Orthogonal, or-Z/iJg-gA-nal, a. Rectangular.
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ORTHOGRAPHER, or-fAdgtgraf-fdr, j, One who 
spells according to the rules of grammar.

Orthographical, dr-f/zd-grAf-fd-kll, a,.
Rightly spelled ; relating to the spelling. 

Orthographically, or-Md-grif-fd-W-le, ad.
According to the rules of spelling.

Orthography, dr-Mdg-grAf-fd, s, 513. That 
part of grammar which teaches how words should be 
spelled i the art or practice of spelling; the elevation 
of a building delineated.

Ortive, &r-tiv, a. 157. Relating to the rising 
of any planet or star.

Ortolan, dr-td-l&n, s. 88. A small bird ac
counted very delicious.

Orts, drts, s. Refuse, that which is left. 
Oscillation, ds-sll-la-shun, s. The act of 

moving backward and forward like a pendulum.
Oscillatory, ds-sil-id,-t&r-rd, a. Moving back

ward and forward like a pendulum.
Oscitancy, &s-sd-tAn-sd, x. The act of yawn

ing ; unusual sleepiness, carelessness.
Oscitant, ds-sd-tdnt, a. Yawning, unusually 

sleepy; sleepy, sluggish.
Oscitation, ds-sd-ta-sh&n, s. The act of 

yawning.
Osier, d-zhdr, s. 451. A tree of the willow 

kind, growing by the water.
Ospray, ds-pra, s. The sea eagle.
Osseous, ds-sd-ds, a. Bony, resembling a bone. 
Ossicle, ds-sik-kl, s. 405. A small bone.
OssiFlC , ds-slf-flk, a. 509. Having the power 

of making bones, or changing cameo us or membra
nous to bony substance-

Ossification, ds-sd-fd-ka'shun, s. The change 
of carneous, membranous, or cartilaginous, into bony 
substance.

Ossifrage, &s-sd-fradje, s. A kind of eagle. 
To Ossify, ds^sd-fl, v. a. 183. To change into 

bone.
OssivOROUS, ds-slv-vd-rhs, a. 518. Devouring 

bones.
Ossuary, ds-su-3.r-d, s. A charnel house; a 

place in which the bones of the dead are kept.
Ostensible, ds-tdn-sd-bl, a. Held forth to 

view ; apparent, colourable, plausible.
Ostensive, ds-tdn-slv, a. 158. 428. Showing, 

betokening.
Ostent, ds-tdnt,' s. Appearance, air, manner, 

mien ; show, token; a portent, a prodigy.
Ostentation, ds-tdn-ta-sh&n, & Outward

show, appearance; ambitious display, boast, vain show.
Ostentatious, ds-tdn-ta-sh&s, a. Boastful,

vain, fond of show, fond to expose to view.
Ostentatiously, ds-tdn-ta-shtis-ld, ad. 

Vainly, boastfully.
Ostentatiousness, ds-tdn-ta-shOs-nds, s. 

Vanity, boastfulness.
Osteocope, ds-td-d-kope, s. Pains in the bones 

or rather in the nerves and membranes that encom
pass them.

Osteology, ds-td-dl-ld-jd, s. 518. A descrip
tion of the bones.

Ostler. ds-l&r, & 472. 98. The man who takes 
care of horses at an inn.

Ostracism, ds-tri-slzm, s. A manner of pas
sing sentence at Athens, in which the note of acquittal 
or condemnation was marked upon a shell, publick 
censure.

OstraciTes, ds-tr^-sl-tiz, s. Ostrasites ex
presses the common oyster in its fossil state.

Dstrich, ds-tritsh, s. The largest of birds. 
This word is more frequently pronounced ostridge ;

jnd by Sbakspeare is estr idee.
Otacoustic , dt-tA-kou-sdk, s. An instrument 

to facilitate hearing.
Other, &TH-ur, pron. 98. 469. Not the same, 
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different; correlative to Each; something besides, 
next; it is sometimes put elliptically for Other thing. 

Othebgates, iiTH-ur-gats, a. l-i another
manner. Obsolete.

Othehguise, uTH-ur-gylze, o. Of another
kind.

Otherwhere, fiTH-fir-whare, ad. In other 
places.

OTHERWHILE, uTH-ur-whUe, ad. At other
times. «

Otherwise, &TH-dr-wlze, or tai'&r-wlz, ad. 
140. In a different manner; by other causes; in other 
respects; often corruptly pronounced otherways.

Otter, dtAt&r, 5. 98. An amphibious anima! 
that preys upon fish.

Ottoman, dt-td-min, a. Belonging to the 
Turks ; turkish.

Oval, d-v&l, a. 88. Oblong, resembling the 
longitudinal section of an egg.

Oval, d^v&l, s. That which has the shape of 
an egg.

Ovarious, d-vd-rd-fts, a. Consisting of eggs. 
Ovary, d-vi-rd, s. That part of the body in 

which impregnation is formed.
Ovation, d-va-shun, s. A lesser triumph among 

the Romans.
Oven, ftv-vn, s. 103. An arched cavity heated 

with fire to bake bread.
Over, d-v&r, prep. 98. 418. Above; across, 

as, he leaped Over the brook; through, as, the world 
Over.

OVER, d-v&r, ad. Above the top; more than 
a quantity assigned, from side to side; from one to 
another; from a country beyond the sea; on the sur
face; throughout; completely; with repetition, an
other time; in a great degree, in too great a quantity5 
Over and above, besides, beyond what was first sup
posed or immediately intended ; Over against, oppo
site, regarding in front; in composition it has a great 
variety of significations; it is arbitrarily prefixed to 
nouns, adjectives, or other parts of speech; Over
night, the night before.

To Over-abound, d-vftr-d-bdund,' v. n. To 
abound more than enough.

7'o Over-act, d-v&r-dkt,' v. a. To act more 
than enough.

To Over-arch, d-v&r-^rtsh,' v. a. To cover as 
with an arch.

To Oveil-awe, d-vur-aw,' v. a. To keep in awe 
by superior influence.

To Over-balance, d-vhr-bil-l^nse, v. a. 493. 
To weigh down, to preponderate.

What has been observed of words compounded 
with counter is applicable to those compounded with over. 
The noun and the verb sometimes follow the analogy of 
dissyllables; the one having the accent on the first, and 
the other on the latter syllables.—See Counterbalance. 
Over-balance, d^v&r-bAl-lftnse, s. Something 

more than equivalent.
Over-battle, d-v&r-blt-tl, a. Too fruitful, 

exuberant. Obsolete.
To Over-bear, d-v&r-bare,' v. a. To repress, 

to subdue, to bear down, to whelm.
To Over-bid, d-v&r-bld,' v. a. To offer more 

than equivalent.
To Over-blow, d-v&r-bld,' v. n. To be past its 

violence.
To Over-blow, d-v&r-bld,' v. a. To drive away 

as clouds before the wind.
Over-board, d-v&r-bdrd, ad. Off* the ship, 

out of the ship.
To Over-bulk, d-v&r-bulk,' v. a. To oppress 

by bulk.
To Over-burden, d-vur-b&r^dn, v. a. To load 

with too great a weight.
To OvJfR-BUY, d-v&r-bi,' v. a. To buy too dear. 
To Over-carry, o-v&r-k&r-rd, v. a. To carry 

too far, to be urged to any thing violent or dangerous.
To Overcast, d-v&r-kist,' v. a. To cloud, to
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darken, to cover with gloom; to cover; to rate too 
high in computation.

To Over-charge, 0-v6r-tshArje' v. a. To 
oppress, to cloy, to surcharge; to load, to crowd too 
much; to burden; to rate too high ; to fill too full; to 
load with too great a charge.

Over-charge, o-v&r-tshirje, s. Too great 
a charge.—See Overbalance.

To Over-cloud, d-vhr-kld&d' v. a. To cover 
with clouds.

To Overcome, 6-vitr-kum,' v. a. To subdue, 
to conquer, to vanquish ; to surcharge; to come over 
or upon. Not in use in this last sense.

To Overcome, d-vCtr-k&m,' v. n. To gain the 
superiority.

Overcomer, d-vhr-kum-mur, s. He who oven 
comes.

To Over-count, 6-v&r-kou.nt,z v. a. To rate 
above the true value.

To Overdo, 6-vhr-d66,z v. a. To do more than 
enough.

To Over-dress, 6-vGr-dr3s,z v. a. To adorn 
lavishly.

To Over-drive, d-vhr-drlve,z 
too hard, or beyond strength.

To Over-eye, d-v&r-V v. a.
to observe, to remark.

Overfall, d-vhr-fall, s. 406. 
solete.

To Over-float, A-v&r-fldte,'
as with water.

To Overflow, d-var-fld,z v. n. To be fuller 
than the brim can hold; to exuberate, to abound.

To Overflow, d-viir-fld,' v. a. To fill beyond 
the brim; to deluge, to drown, to overrun.

Overflow, d-v&r-fld, s. 492. Inundation, 
more than fulness, such a quantity as runs over, exu
berance.

Overflowing, d-vfir-fld-Ing, s. Exuberance,., 
copiousness.

Overflowingly, d-vur-fl6-lng-l^, ad. Exu
berantly, in great abundance.

To Over-fly, 6-vur-fli,' v. a. To cross by 
flight

Ovebforwardness, d-vhr-fdr-ward-nSs, x. Too 
great quickness; too great officiousness.

To Over-freight, d-v&r-frate,' v. a. To load 
too heavily; to fill with too great quantity.

To Over-glance, d-v&r-glinse,' t>. a. To look 
hastily over.

To Over-go, d-vhr-gd/ v. a. To 
excel.

To Over-gorge, d-vhr-g3rje,z v. a. 
too much.

To Over-grOW, d-v&r-grd,' v. a. 
with growth ; to rise above.

To Over-grow, d-vhr-grd,' v. n. 
beyond the fit or natural size.

Over-growth, &v&r-gr&/>, s. 
growth.

To Over-hale, 6-v&r-bAwl( v. a. 
over; to examine over again.

TO’ T’’is word has the a, in the last syllable, always 
pronounced as it is here marked.—See To Hale.
To Over-hang, d-v&r-hing,' v. a. To jut over, 

to impend.
To Over-hang, d-v&r-hllng,' v.n. To jut over. 
To Over-HARDEN, A-v&r-liAr-dn, v. a. To 

make too hard. 1
Over-head, d-vhr-b&d,' ad. Aloft, in the 

zenith, above, in the ceiling.
To Over-hear, d-vhr-h&re,' v. a. To hear those 

who do not mean to be heard.
To Over-joy, d-v&r-jd^,' v. a. To transport, 

to ravish.
Over-joy, d-vhr-id£,z s. Transport, ecstacy.
To Over-ripen. d-w&r-rl-pn, v. a. To make 

too ripe.

s.

v. a. To drive

To superintend;

Cataract. Ob-

v. a. To cover

surpass, to

To gorge

To cover

grow

Exuberant

To

To spread

, To Over-labour, d-vur-la-b&r, v. a. To take
I too much pains on any thing, to harass with toiL

To Over-lade, d-vftr-lade,' ». a. To over
burden.

Overlarge, d-vftr-lardje,' a. Larger than 
enough.

To Overlay, d-vfir-la,' v. a. To oppress by 
too much weight or power; to smother; to cover su- 

j perficially; to jam by something laid over.
To Overleap, d-vur-l^pe,' v. a. To pass by a 

jump.
To Overlive, d-vur-llv,' v. a. To live longer 

than another, to survive, to outlive.

I To Overlive, d-v&r-liv/v. n. To live too long.
Overliver, d-vhr-llv-br, s. Survivor, that 

which lives longest. Obsolete.
To Overload, d-v&r-16de,' v. a. To burden 

with too much.
Overlong, d-v&r-l&ng,' a. Too long.
To Overlook, d-vfir-ld6k,z v. a. To view from 

a higher place; to view fully, to peruse; to superin
tend, to oversee; to review; to pass by indulgently; 
to neglect, to slight; to pass over unnoticed.

Overlooker, 6-v&r-lddk-&r, s. One who looks 
over his fellows.

Overmasted, d-v6r-mist-2d, a. Having too 
much mast.

To Overmaster, d-v&r-mis-t&r, v. a. To sub
due, to govern.

To Overmatch, d-v?ir-m&tsh( v. a. To be too 
powerful, to conquer, to oppress by auperiour power.

Overmatch, d^vhr-mAtsh, or A-vfir-mAtsh,' s. 
One of superior powers.—See Counterbalance.

Overmuch, d-vhr-mhtsh' a. Too much, more 
I than enough.
1 Overmuch, d-v&r-m&tsh,' ad. In too great a 
| degree.

Overmuchness, A-v&r-mhtsh-nSs, s. Exube
rance, superabundance. Obsolete.

i Overnight, d-vhr-nlte,' s. The night before.
j To Overname, o-vhr-name,' v. a. To name in 

a series.
I 2b Overoffice, d-v&r-if'fis, v. a. To lord by
i virtue of an office.

Overofficious, d-v&r-6f-flsh-us, a. Too busy, 
too importunate.

To Overpass, d-v5r-pis,z v. a. To cross; to 
overlook, to pass with disregard; to omit in a reckon
ing.

To Overpay, d-v&r-pi,' v. a. To reward be
yond the price.

To Overpeer, 6-vhr-p^re,' v. a. To overlook, 
to hover above.

To Overperch, 6-vfir-p5rtsh,z t». a. To fly over. 
OVERPLUS, d-vhr-pl6s, s. Surplus, what re

mains more than sufficient.
To Overply, d-v&r-pll,' r. a. To employ too 

laboriously.
To Overpoise, d-v6r-pdlze,' t>. a. To out

weigh.
Overpoise, d^v&r-pSlze, or d-vfir-pdlze,' s. 493. 

Preponderant weight.
To Overpower, d-v&r-pdfi-hr, ». a. To bt 

predominant over, to oppress by superiority.
To Overpress, d-v&r-pr&s,' v. a. To bear upon 

with irresistible force, to overwhelm, to crush.
To Overprize, i-v&r-prhe,' v. a. To value at 

too high a price.
Overrank, 6-vhr-ringk,' a. Too rank.
To Overrate, 6-viir-rate/ v, a, To rate at too 

much.
To Overreach, o-vftr-r££tsh( v. «. To rise 

above; to deceive^ to go beyond.
To Overreach, d-vur-r££tsh,z v. n. A horse is 

said to Overreach, when he brings his hinder feet too 
for forward, and strikes his toes against hit forefeel
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OverReacher, 6-vur-r66tsh-6r, «. A cheat, 
a deceiver.

To Overhead, A-vAr-rAAd,'». a. To peruse.
To Overroast, A-vur-rAst,' v. a. To roast too 

much. .
To Overrule, 6-v&r-r661,z v. a. To influence 

with predominant power, to be superior in authority; 
to govern with high authority, to superintend; to su
persede, as in law, to Overrule a plea is to reject it as 
incompetent. , 9,,, w

Overruler, o-v&r-ro61-ur, s. Director, go-

To Overrun, 6-v6r-r6n,z v. a. To harass by 
incursions, to ravage ; to outrun ; to overspread, to 
cover all over; to mischief by great numliers, to pester.

To Overrun, A-vur-rAn,' v. n. To overflow, 
to be more than full.

Overrunner, 6-v6r-r6n-n6r, s. One who 
roves over in a hostile manner.

Oversea, o^vhr-s^, a. Foreign; from beyond 
seas.

To Oversee, 6-v6r-se6,z v. a. To superintend; 
to overlook, to pass by unheeded, to omit.

Overseen, o-v&r-s66n,z part. Mistaken, de
ceived.

Overseer, 6-vftr-s6A-6r, s. One who over
looks, a superintendent; an officer who has the care 
of the parochial provision for the poor.

To Overset, 6-vur-s£t< v. a. To turn the bot
tom upwards, to throw off the basis; to throw out of 
regularity.

To Overset, 6-v6r-s6t^ v. n. To fall off the 
basis.

T) Overshade, 6-v6r-shade,z v. a. To cover 
with darkness.

To Overshadow, 6-vhr-shAd-d6, v. a. To 
throw a shadow over any thing; to shelter, to protect 

Overshadower, 6-vftr-shAd-d6-£ir, s. One who 
throws a shadow over any thing.

To Overshoot, o-vfir-sh66t,z v. n. To fly be
yond the mark.

To Overshoot, 6-v6r-sli66t,z v. a. To shoot 
beyond the mark; with the reciprocal pronoun, to 
venture too far, to assert too much.

Oversight, 6-v6r-slte, s. 493. Superinten
dence. Obsolete. Mistake, errour.

To Oversize, o-v6r-slze,z v. a. To surpass in 
bulk; to plaster over.

To Overskip, 6-v6r-skIp' t>. a. To pass by 
leaping; to pass over; to escape.

To Oversleep, 6^yfrr-sld6p,z v. a. To sleep too 
long. z

To Overslip, 6-vur-slIp' v. a. To pass undone, 
unnoticed, or unused; to neglect

To Oversnow, 6-v6r-sn6,z v. a. To cover with 
snow.

Oversold, 6-v&r-s61d,z part. Sold at too high 
a price.

Oversoon, 6-v&r-s66n,z ad. Too soon.
To Oversorrow, 6-vfir-s6r-r6, u. a. To afflict 

with too much sorrow.
Overspent, o-v&r-sp&nt,' part. Wearied, ha

rassed.
To Overspread, 6-v&r-spr6d,z v. a. To cover 

over, to fill, to scatter over.
To Overstand, o-viir-stind,z v. a. To stand 

teo much upon conditions.
To Overstock, 6-v6r-st6k,z v. a. To fill too 

full, to crowd.
To Overstore, 6-vfir-st6re,z v. a. To store 

with too much.
To Overstrain, A-v&r-strAne,' i>. n. To make 

too violent efforts.
To Overstrain, A-vAr-strAne,' v. a. To stretch 

too far.
To Overstrew, o-vor-stro,' v. a. To spread 

over.
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To Overstrike, A-v&r-strike,' v. a. To strike 
beyond.

To Oversway, A-vfir-swa' v. a. To over-rule 
to bear down.

To Overswell, A-vAr-swAl' i>. a. To rise above 
Overt, A-vArt, a. 544. Open, publick, appa- 

rent.
To Overtake, o-vfir-take,' v. a. To catch any 

thing by pursuit, to come up to something going be
fore ; to take by surprise.

To Overtask, 6-v6r-tA.sk,z v. a. To burden 
with too heavy duties or injunctions.

To Overtax, 6-v6r-tlks,z v. a. To tax ton 
heavily.

To Overthrow, 6-v&r-Mr6,z v. a. To turn up
side down ; to throw down, to demolish ; to defeat, to 
conquer; to destroy, to bring to nothing.

Overthrow, 6^v&r-Mr6, s. 493. The state of 
being turned upside down ; ruin, destruction; defeat, 

’ discomfiture; degradation.—See Overbalance.
Overthroweii, 6-vur-Mro^ur, s. He who 

overthrows.
Overthwart, 6-v&r-Mwart,z a. Opposite, 

being over against; crossing any thing perpendicu
larly ; perverse, adverse, contradictious.

Overthwartly, 6-vfir-Mwart-le, ad. Across, 
transversely; pervicaciously, perversely.

Overthwartness, 6-v6r-Mwart-n6s, s. Pervi- 
cacity, perverseness.

To Overtire, 6-vCir-tire,z v. a. To subdue 
with fatigue.

Overtly, Mv6rt-16, ad. Openly.
Overtook, 6-v&r-t66kf Pret and part. pass, 

of Overtake.
To Overtop, 6-v&r-t6p,z v. a. To rise above, 

to raise the head above; to excel, to surpass; to ob
scure, to make of less importance by superior excel
lence.

To Overtower, 6-v&r-t6u-6r, v. a. To soar 
too high.

To Overtrip, 6-v6r-trlp,z v. a. To trip over, 
to walk lightly over.

To Overtrust, d-vfrr-tr&st,' v. a. To place too 
much reliance on.

Overture, o-v6r-tsb6re, s. 463. Opening, dis
closure, discovery; proposal, something offered ta 
consideration.

Overturn, 6-v&r-t&rn,z s. State of being 
turned upside down ; an overthrow.

To Overturn, 6-v6r-t&rn,z v. a. To throw 
down, to subvert, to ruin; to overpower, to conquer 

Overturner, 6-v&r-t&rn-ur, s. Subverted 
To Overvalue, 6-v&r-vAl-16, v. a. To rate at 

too high a price.
To Overveil, o-vur-vale,z v. a. To cover.
To Overwatch, o-v6r-w6tsh,z v. a. To subdue 

with long want of rest.
Overweak, 6-v&r-w6ke,z a. Too weak, too 

feeble.
To Overweary, 6-v&r-w6-re, v. a. To subdue 

by fatigue.
To Overweather, 6-v&r-w6TH-ur, v. a. To 

batter with violence of weather. Obsolete.
To Overwef.n, 6-v&r-w66n,z v. n. To think too 

highly, to think with arrogance.
Overweeningly, 6-v6r-w6en-lng-16, ad. With 

too much arrogance, with too high an opinion.
To Overweigh, 6-v&r-wa,z v. a. To prepon

derate.
Overweight, 6-v&r-wate,z s. 493. Prepon

derance.
To Overwhelm, 6-v&r-hwelm,z v. a. To crush 

underneath something violent and weighty; to over
look gloomily.

Overwhelmingly, 6-vur-hwel-mlng-li, ad* 
In such a manner as to overwhelm.

Overwise, 6-vir-wize,z a. Wise to affectation.
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Overwtsenf.ss, A-v&r-wizeWs, s. Pretended 
wisdom, “ Science falsely so called.”

To Overwork, d-vir-wirk,' v. a. To tire, to 
fatigue by too much work.

Overworn, d-vhr-wdrn^ part. Worn out, sub
dued by toil; spoiled by time.

Overwrought, d-v&r-rAwt,' part. Laboured 
too much; worked too much.

OvERZEALOUS, d-vdr-zdl-hs, a. Too zealous. 
OvERZEALOUSNESS, d-v&r-zdl-l&s-hs-nds, s.

The quality of being too zealous.
Oviduct, 6-vA-dhkt,' s. The passage for the 

egg from the ovary to the womb.
OUGHT, Awt, s. 319. 393. Any thing, not 

nothing. More properly written Aught.
OUGHT, Awt, verb imperfect. Owed, was bound 

to pay, have been indebted. Obsolete in this sense. 
To be obliged by duty, to be fit, to be necessary; a 
sign of the potential mood.

Oviform, 6-vA-fdrm, a. Having the shape of 
an egg.

Oviparous, 6-vlp-pA-rhs, a. 518. Bringing 
forth eggs, not viviparous.

Ounce, odnse, s. 312. The sixteenth part of 
. a pound in avoirdupoise weight; the twelfth part of a 
pound in Troy weight.

Ounce, d&nse, s. A lynx, a panther. 
Ouphe, ddfe, s. 315. A fairy, a goblin. 
OuPHEN, dd-fn, a. 103. Elfish.
Our, dir, pron. poss. 312. Pertaining to us, 

belonging to us; when the substantive goes before, it 
is written Ours.

OuBANOGRAPHY, dd-iAn-ndg-grA-fd, s. A de
scription of the heavens.

Ourselves, ddr-sdlvz,' recip. pron. We, not 
others; us, not others; in the oblique cases.

Ourself, dir-self.' It is used in the regal style 
for Myself.

Ousel, dd-zl, s. 405. A blackbird.
To Oust, dust, v. a. 312. To vacate, to take 

away, to expel, to eject.
Out, dit, ad. 312. Not within; it is gene

rally opposed to In; in a state of disclosure; not in 
confinement or concealment; from the place or 
house; from the inner part; not at home; in a state 
of extinction; in a state of being exhausted; to the 
end; loudly, without restraint; not in the hands of 
the owner ; in an errour; at a loss, in a puzzle; away, 
at a loss; it is used emphatically before Alas; it is ad
ded emphatically to verbs of discovery.

Out, dut, interj. An expression of abhorrence 
or expulsion, as, Out upon this half-faced fellowship! 

Out of, out-dv,prep. From, noting produce; 
not in, noting exclusion or dismission, no longer in; 
not in, noting unfitness; not within, relating to a 
house; from, noting extraction; from, noting copy; 
from, noting rescue; not in, noting exorbitance or ir
regularity ; from one thing to something different; to 
a different state from, noting disorder; not according 
to; to a different state from, noting separation; be
yond ; past, without, noting something worn out or 
exhausted; by means of; in consequence of, noting 
the motive or reason. Out of hand, immediately, as, 
hat is easily used which is ready in the hand; Out at 

the elbows, having outrun his means.
To Out, d&t, v. a. To expel, to deprive. Not 

much used.
To OuTacT, dut-Akt,' v. a. To do beyond. 
To Outbalance, dut-bAl-lAnse, v. a. To over-

weigh, to preponderate.
To Outbar, out-bar,' v. a. 

fortification.
To Outbid, dut-bid,' v. a. 

bidding a higher price.
Outbidder, out-bid-d&r, $. 
Outblowed, dut-bldde,' ft. 

with wind.
To Ootblush, Aut-bl&sh,' 0. 

rosy colour.
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To shut out by 

To overpower by 

One that outbids. 
Inflated, swollen

a. To exceed in

OuTBORN, ddt-born, a. Foreign, not native.
Outbound, dut-bddnd, a. Destinated to a 

distant voyage; not coming home.
To Outbrave, dut-brAve,' v. a. To bear down 

and disgrace by more daring, insolent, or splendid ap
pearance.

To Outbrazen, dut-bra-zn, v. a. To bear 
down with impudence.

Outbreak, ddt-brAke, s. That which breaks 
forth, eruption.

Outbreaking, ddt-bra-klng, s. That which 
breaks forth; powerful appearance.

To Outbreathe, dut-brATHe,' v. a. To weary 
by having better breath; to expire. Obsolete.

To Outbuild, dut-blld,' v. a. To exceed in 
durability of building; to build more durably.

Outcast, out-kAst, part. a. Thrown into the 
air as refuse; banished, expelled.

Outcast, out-kAst, s. 492. Exile, one rejected, 
one expelled.

To Outclimb, d&t-kllmefv. a. To climb beyond.
To Outcraft, odt-krAft,' v. a. To excel in 

cunning.
Outcry, ddt-krl, s. 492. Cry of vehemence, 

cry of distress, clamour of detestation.
To Outdare, dit-dAre,' t>. a. To venture be

yond.
To Outdate, d&t-date,' v. a. To antiquute.
To Outdo, dut-ddd,' v.a. To excel, to surpass.
To Outdrink, ddt-drlnk,' v. a. To exceed in 

drinking.
To OutdwELL, d&t-dwdl'v. a. To stay beyond. 
Outer, dut-t&r, a. 98. That which is without 
OuTERLY, d&t-t&r-lA, ad. Towards the outside. 
Outermost, ddtAt&.r-mdst, a. Remotest from 

the midst.
To Outface, ddt-fase^ v. a. To brave, to bear 

down by show of magnanimity; to stare down.
To OuTFAWN, ddt-fAwn,' v. a. To excel in 

fawning.
Outfit, ddt-flt, s. A naval term, signify

ing the equipment of a ship for her voyage.
To Outflank, dut-flAnk,' v. a. To outreach 

the flank or wing of an army.
To Outfly, ddt-fll,' v. a. To leave behind in 

flight.
To Outfool, d&t-fddl,' v. a. To exceed inTolly.
Outform, d&t-fdrm, s. External appearance. 

Obsolete.
To OUTFROWN, dut-frddn' v. a. To frown 

down, to overbear by frowns.
Outgate, d&t^gate, s. Outlet, passage out

wards.
To Outgeneral, dfit-jdn^Ar-Al, v. a. To ex

ceed in military skill or manceuvre.
To OuTGlVE, dfit-glv,'v. a. To surpass in giving.
To Outgo, dit-gd,' v. a. To surpass, to excel; 

to go beyond, to leave behind in going; to circum
vent, to overreach.

Outgoing, dit-gMng, t. The act of going 
out; the state of going forth.

To Outgrow, dut-grd,' v. a. To surpass in 
growth, to grow too great or too old for any thing.

Outguahd, Alt-gyird, s. One posted at a dis- 
tar.ee from the main body as a defence.

Outhouse, ddt-hddse, s. A barn, stable, coach
house, cowhouse, or any other convenience attached 
or belonging to a dwelling house.

To Out jest, dut-jdst,' v. a. To overpower by 
jesting.

To OUTJUGGLE, d&t-j&gigl, v. a. To surpass 
in juggling or imposture.

To Outknave, dut-nave,' v. a. To surpass in 
knavery.

Outlander, out-lAnd-hr, s. A fore
I of another country.
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Outlandish, Ait-lind-lsh, a. Not native, 
foreign.

To Outlast, Sit-list,' v. a. To surpass in 
duration.

Outlaw, o&t-law, s. One excluded from the 
benefit of the law ; a plunderer, a robber, a bandit

To Outlaw, out-lAw, v. a. To deprive of the 
benefits and protection of the law.

Outlawry, 6ut-l&w-r£, $. A decree by which 
any man is cut off'from the community, and deprived 
of the protection of the law.

To Outleap, Mt-ldpe,' v. a. To pass by leap
ing, to start beyond.

Outleap, d&t-Mpe, s. Sally, flight, escape.
Outlet, 6it-l^t, s. Passage outwards, dis

charge outwards ; egress, passage of egress.
Outline, 6&t-llne, s. Contour, a line by which 

any figure is defined; extremity, a sketch.
To Outlive, o&t-llv/ v. a. To live beyond, to 

survive.
Outliver, dut-llv-vhr, s. 98. A survivor.
To Outlook, out-166k( v. a. To face down, 

to browbeat; to look out; to select.
To Outlustre, d&t-l&s-tiir, v. a. To excel in 

brightness.
Outlying, o&t-ll-lng, part. a. Exceeding 

others in ly ing ; applied to a deer that has got out of its 
park; applied to places lying at the extremities.

To Outmarch, dut-mArtsh/ v. a. To leave 
behind in the march.

To Outmeasure, 6ut-m3zh-iire, v. a. To ex
ceed in measure.

Outmost, 6ut-mdst, «. Remotest from the 
middle.

7b Outnumber, out-n&m-b&r, v. a. To exceed 
in number.

To Outpace, out-pase,' v. a. To outgo, to 
leave behind.

Outparish, 6&t-pSr-rlsh, s. Parish not lying 
within the walls.

Outpart, out-p^rt, s. Part remote from the 
centre or main body.

Outporch, out-pdrtsh, An entrance.
OuTPORT, d&t-pdrt, s. A port at some distance 

from the city of London.
Outpost, 6&t-pdst, $. A military station with

out the limits of the camp, or at a distance from the 
main body of the army; men placed at such a station.

To Outpour, oit-p65r,' v. a. 316. To emit, 
to send forth in a stream.

To Outpray, oit-pra,' v. a. To exceed in 
earnestness of prayer.

To Outprize, dut-prlze,' v. a. To exceed in 
the value set upon it.

2’o Outrage, d&t-radje, v. a. To injure vio
lently or contumeliously, to insult roughly and tu
multuously.

Outrage, out-ridje, s. 497. Open violence, 
tumultuous mischief.,

Outrageous, Sut-ra-jhs, a. Violent, furious, 
exorbitant, tumultuous, turbulent; excessive, passing 
reason or decency ; enormous, atrocious.

Outrageouls^ o&t-ri-jfts-l£, ad. Violently, 
tumultuously, furiously.

Outrageousness, dut-ra-je-fts-nes, $. Fury, 
violence.

To Outraze, oit-raze,' v. a. To root out en
tirely.

To Outreach, u&t-nhksh/ v. a. To go beyond.
To OutreasON, dut-rd-zn, v. a. To excel in 

reasoning ; to reason beyond.
To Outreckon, dut-r&k-kn, v. a. To exeel in 

assumed computation.
To Outride, out-ride,' v. a. To pass by riding.
OUTRIDER, dut-rlde-hr, s. A summoner whose 

office is to cite men before the sheriff*; one who 
•ravels about on horseback, or in a vehicle.
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Outright, o&t-rite,' ad. Immediately, with
out delay; completely.

7b Outrival, dut-rl-v&l, v. a. To surpass in 
excellence.

7b Outroar, out-rdre,' v. a. To exceed it’ 
roaring.

Outrode, Sut-rdde. Pret. and Part, of Out
ride.

OUTRODE, c’ut-rode, s. Excursion. Obsolete.
7b OUTROOT, out-rodt,' v. a. To extirpate, to 

eradicate.
To Outrun, out-r&n,' v. a. To leave behind 

In running; to exceed.
7b Outsail, oiit-sale,' v. a. To leave behind 

in sailing.
To Outscorn, 6ut-skdrn,z v. a. To bear down 

or confront by contempt.
To Outsell, dut-s&l,' v.a. To exceed in the 

price for which a thing is sold; togain a higher price.
Outset, out-s£t, s. Commencement, begin

ning of a discourse or enterprise.
7b Outshine, d&t-shlne,' v. a. To emit lustre; 

to excel in lustre.
To Outshoot, out-shddt,' v. a. To exceed in 

shooting, to shoot beyond.
To Outsit, out-sit/ n. a. To sit beyond the 

time of any thingy
Outskirt, out-skirt, s. Suburb, oulparft
Outside, d&t-slde, s. Superficies, surface; ex

ternal part; extreme part, part remote from the 
middle; superficial appearance; the utmost; person, 
external man ; outerside, part not enclosed.

7b Outsleep, o&t-slddp^ v. a. To sleep beyond.
7b Outspeak, oit-sp^ke,' v. a. To speak some

thing beyond; to exceed.
To Outsport, dit-spdrt,' v. a. To sport be

yond.
, To Outspread, 6it-spr£d,' v. a. To extend, to 

diffuse.
7b Outstand, out-stlnd,' v. a. To support, to 

resist; to stay beyond the proper time. An improper 
use of the word.

To Outstand, 6&t-stand,z v. n. To protuberate 
from the main body.

7b Outstare, oiit-stfire,' v. a. To face dow n, 
to browbeat, to outface with effrontery.

Outstreet, out^str^et, s. Street in the ex
tremities of a town.

7b Outstretch, dit-str^tsh,' v. a. To extend, 
to spread out.

To Outstrip, 3ut-strip,z v. a. 497. To outgo, 
to leave behind.

7b Outswear, out-swire,' v. a. To overpow’er 
by swearing.

7b Outtalk, out-tiwk,' v. a. To overpower 
by talk.

To Outtongue, 3ut-t&ng,' v. a. To bear down 
by noise.

To Outtop. 6&t-tSp,z v. a. To overtop, to make 
of less importance; to obscure.

To Outvalue, 6ut-vAl-lu, v. a. To transcend 
in price.

To Outvenom, out-veii-nim, v. a. To exceed 
in poison.

To Outvie, d&t-vi( v.a. To exceed, to surpass.
To Octvillain, dit-vll-lln, t>. a. To exceed in 

villany.
7b Outvoice, 5’it-voise, t>. a. To outroar, to 

exceed in clamour.
To Outvote. dit-vote? v. a. To conquer by 

plurality of suffrages.
7b Outwalk, dut-wawk,' v. a. To leave be

hind in walking.
Outwall. dut-wall, s. 498. Outward part of 

a building; superficial appearance.
] Outward, d&t-ward, $. External form.
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Outward, oit-wird, a. 88. External, opposed 
to inward; extrinsick, adventitious; foreign, not in
testine; tending to the outparts ; in theology, carnal, 
corporeal, not spiritual.

Outward, dut-ward, ad. 498. To foreign 
parte, as, a ship Outward bound; to the outer parts.

Outwardly, out-ward-)^, ad. Externally, op
posed to inwardly; in appearance, not sincerely.

Outwards, dut-wirdz, ad. Towards the out
parts.

To Outwatch. out-wotsh, v. a. To exceed or 
surpass in watchfulness.

To Outwear, out-ware,' v. a. To pass tedi
ously; to wear beyond something else.

To Outweed, d&t-wddd,' v. a. To extirpate 
as a weed.

To Outweigh, o&t-wa,' v. a. To exceed in 
gravity; to preponderate, to excel in value or in
fluence.

To Outwing, out-wing,' v. a. To outstrip, to 
outgo.

To Outwit, d&t-wlt,' v. a. To cheat, to over
come by stratagem.

To Outwork, oit-wurk,' v. a. To do more 
work.

Outwork, out-w&rk, s. 498. The parts of a 
fortification next the enemy.

Outworn1, d&t-wdrn,' part. Consumed or de
stroyed by use.

OuTWROUGHT, dut-rawt,' part. Outdone, ex
ceeded in efficacy.

To Outworth, out-w&r/Zi,' v. a. To excel in 
value. Obsolete.

To Owe, 6, v. a. 324. To be indebted; to be 
obliged for; to have from any thing as the consequence 
of a cause; to possess, to be the right owner of. Obso
lete in this sense, the word Own being used in its stead.

Owing, d-lng, part. Consequential; imputable 
to, as an agent; due as a debt.

Owl. 6M, s. 322. Owlet, outlet, s. 99.
A bird that flies about in the night and catches mice. 

Owler, 6il-&r, s. 98. One who carries con
traband goods. Obsolete.

Owl-light, dul-llte, s. Glimmering light; 
twilight.

Owl-like, oui-llke, a. Resembling an owl in 
look or quality.

Own, one, a. 324. Proper, peculiar, not com
mon. This is a word of no other use than as it is ad
ded to the possessive pronouns, my, thy, his, our, your, 
their; it is added generally by wav of emphasis or cor 
roboration; sometimes it is added to note opposition 
or contradistinction ; domeslick, not foreign; mine, 
his, or yours ; not another’s.

To Own, one, v. a. To acknowledge, to avow 
for one’s own ; to possess, to claim, to hold by right; 
to avow; to confess, not to deny.

Owner, 6-nCir, s. 98. One to whom any thing 
belongs ; master; rightful possessor.

Ownership, 6,'nur-ship, s. Property, rightful 
possession.

Ox, 6ks, s. Plural Oxen. The general name 
for black cattle; a castrated bull.

Oxbane, oks-bane, b
Oxeye, Jks-i, > s. Plants.
Oxheal. oks'hele, J
OxiLY, oks-fll, s. A kind of fly.
Ox-I.IKE, ctks-likc, a. Resembling an ox in 

look or quality.
Oxlip, Aks^llp, s. The same with Cowslip, 

a vernal flower.
Oxstall, dks^still, ». 406. A stand for oxen. 
Oxtongue, dks-t&ng, s. A plant.
Oxycrate, aksQ-krate, ». A mixture of water

and vinegar.
Oxygen, qks-£-j£n, s. A principle existing in 

the air, of which air it forms the respirable part, and 
which is also necessary to combustion. Oxygen. by 
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combining with bodies, makes them acid; whence 
its narni, signifying generator of acids.

Botn the learned and unlearped coxcombs con
spire to pronounce this word, as well as Hydrogen and 
Nitrogen, with the g hard. For the absurdity of this pro
nunciation, see Homogeneous and Heterogeneous. 
Oxygon, 6ks-i-gjn, s. A triangle having three 

acute angles.
Oxymel, dk-si-m£I, ». A mixture of vinegar 

and honey.
Oxymoron, 6ks-A-m6-rftn, s. 166. A rhetori

cal figure, in which an epithet of a quite contrary sig
nification is added to any word, as, “ a cruel kindness.” 

Oxyrriiodine, 6ks-tr-6-dine, s. 149. A mix
ture of two parts of oil of roses with one of vinegar 
of roses.

OXYTONE, 6ks-i-t6ne, x.
As I have frequently met with this word in writers 

on prosody, I have made use of it in the Principles, 
No. 499; but not having met with it in any Dictionary, 
I forgot to insert it in the former editions, though Bary
tone did not escape me. It will therefore be necessary to 
inform the inspector, that Oxytone comes from the Greek 
word "O^urovo!, and signifies having an acute accent on 
the last syllable. For what the acute accent means, see 
Barytone.
Oyer, d-y&r, s. 98. A court of Oyer and Ter

miner, is a judicature where causes are heard and de
termined.

OYES, 6-yls,' 5. Is the introduction to any pro
clamation or advertisement given by the publick criers. 
It is thrice repeated.

This word, like several others, has been changed 
by the vulgar into something which they think they un
derstand. It is derived from the old French imperative 
Oyex, Hear ye! but is now universally heard in courts of 
justice like the affirmative adverb yes, preceded by the 
long open o.—See Asparagus and Lantern.
Oyster, oe-stiir, s. 98. A bivalve testaceous 

fish.
Oysterwench, 3e-st&r-w5nsh, 7 .X ’ SJ s ft f s. A womanOysterwoman, oe-stur-wum-un, \

whose business it is to sell oysters.
OZ/ENA, 6-zi-nA, s. 92. An ulcer in the inside

of the nostrils that gives an ill smell.

Pabular, pib-bil-lAr, a. Affording aliment 
or provender.

PabulatiON., pAb-bi-li-shun, s. The act of
feeding or procuring provender.

Fabulous, pab-bu-lus, a. 314. Alimcntal, 
affording aliment.-

Pabulum, pAb-bii-lum, s. Food, support. A 
technical term.

Pace, pase, s. Step, single movement in walk
ing ; gait, manner of walk; degree ot celerity ; stc^, 
gradation of business; a particular movement which 
horses are taught, though some have it naturally, 
made by lifting the legs on the same side together; 
amble.

To Pace, pise, v. n. To move on slowly ; to 
move; used of horses, to move by raising the legs on 
the same side together.

To Pace, pise, v. a. To measure by steps; to 
direct to go.

Paced, piste, a. 359. Having a particular gait. 
Pacer, pi-sur, s. 98. He that paces ; a pad. 
Pacification, pAs-s^-fe-ki-shun, t. The act 

of making peace; the act of appeasing or pacifying.
Pacificator, pAs-si-fd-kiitur, s. 521. Peace

maker.
Pacificatory, pA-sWe-ki-tar-£, a. 512. 

Tending to make peace.
Pacific , p;Vs1t-f1k. a. 509. Peacemaking, 

Mild, gentle, appeasing.
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Pacifier, pis-s^-fi-itr, s. One who pacifies.
To Pacify, pas^s£-fi, v. a. 183. To appease, to 

still resentment, to quiet an angry person.
Pack, pak, $. A large bundle of any thing 

tied up for carriage; a burden, a load; a due number 
of cards; a number of hounds hunting together; a 
number of people confederated in any bad design or 
practice; any great number, as to quantity and pres
sure. . , -

To Pack, pak, v- a. To bind up for carriage; 
to send in a hurry; to sort the cards so as that the 
game shall be iniquitously secured; to unite picked 
persons in some bad design.

To Pack, P'*k, v- n. To tie up goods; to go 
off in a hurry; to remove in haste; to concert bad 
measures, to confederate in ill.

Packcloth, pAk-kl6l//, $. A cloth in which
goods are tied up.

Packer, pak-khr, s. 98. One who binds up 
bales for carriage.

Packet, p&k'klt, s. 99. A small pack, a mail 
of letters ; the port ship; the ship that brings letters 
periodically.

To Packet, pik-kit, v. a. To bind up in parcels. 
Packhorse, pak-h6rne, s. A horse of burden, 

a horse employed in carrying goods.
Packsaddle, pik-sid-dl, s. 405. A saddle on 

which burdens are laid.
Packthread, plk-z/zrM, $. A strong thread

used in tying up parcels.
Pact, pikt, s. A contract, a bargain, a cove

nant
Paction, p&k-sh&n, s. A bargain, a covenant. 
Pactional, pik-shfitn-M, a. By way of bar

gain or covenant.
Pactitious, pak-tlsh-us, a. Settled by cove

nant.
Pad, pid, s. The road, a foot-path ; an easy

paced horse; a robber that infests the roads on foot; 
a low soft saddle.

To Pad, pAd, v. n. To travel gently ; to rob 
on foot; to beat a way smooth and level.

Padder, pAd-dur, s. 98. A robber, a foot high
wayman. A low word.

To Paddle, pAd-dl, v. n. 405. To row, to 
beat water as with oars; toplay in the water, to finger.

PaDDLE, pAd-dl, 5. An oar, particularly that 
which is used by a single rower in a boat; any thing 
broad like the end of an oar.

Paddler, pAd-dl-fir, s. 98. One who paddles.
Paddock, pAd-dhk, $. 166. A great frog or

toad.
Paddock, pAd-duk, s. A small enclosure for 

deer or other animals.
Padlock, pAd-ldk, s. A lock hung on a staple

to hold on a link.
To Padlock, pAd-ldk, v. a. To fasten with a 

padlock.
Pjean, pe^-An, s. A song of triumph, so called 

from its beginning with la, an adverb of rejoicing, and 
Hxiotv, one of the names of Apollo; so that a pcean, 
or an id pxant among the Pagans, was equivalent to 
our huxxa.

Pagan, pa-gin, s. 88. A heathen, one not a 
Christian.

Pagan, pa-gin, a. Heathenish.
Paganism, pa-gAn-lzm, s. Heathenism.
Page, pidje, s. One side of the leaf of a book;

a young boy^attending on a great person.
To Page, padje, v. a. To mark the pages of 

a book; to attend as a page. In this last sense ob
solete.

Pageant, pid-j&nt, s. 244. A st^ue in a show;
iny show, a spectacle of entertainment

Mr Perry. Buchanan, and Entick, pronounce the 
a in the first syllable long, like that in page; but 
Mr. Sheridan, Dr. Ken rick, Mr. Scott, and Mr. Nares, 
make it short, as in pad: that the first is more analogi
cal is evident, as the accented a is succeeded bv the diuh-
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s. An Indian idol; the

thong ea, 505; but that the last is more agreeable to 
general usage, I have not the least doubt. The same re*, 
son holds good for the first a in pageantry ; but usage is 
still more decidedly for the short sound of the a in this 
word, than in pageant. Mr. Sheridan, Dr. Kenrick, 
Mr. Perry, and W. Johnston, adopt the short sound, 
and Entick alone the long one. About forty years ago, 
when Mr. Garrick exhibited a show in honour of Shaks- 
peare, it was universally called a Pad-junt.
PAGEANT, pid-jbnt, a. Showy, pompous, os

tentatious, superficial.
To Pageant, pid-j&nt, v. a. To exhibit in 

shows, to represent. Obsolete.
Pageantry, pAd-jhn-tr^, 5. Pomp, show. 
Paginal, pAd-j^-nAl, a. Consisting of pages.

Obsolete.
Pagod, pa-gid, ? 
Pagoda, pi-gd'di,)

temple of the idol.
Paid, pade, 222. The pret. and part. pass, of 

Pay.
Pail, pale, s. 202. A wooden vessel in which 

milk or water is commonly carried.
Pailful, pale^ful, s. The quantity that a pail

will hold.
Pailmail, p^l-mol,' «. Violent, boisterous.

This word is commonly written pcllmell.—See Mall.
Pain, pane, s. 73. 202. Punishment denoun

ced ; penalty; punishment; sensation of uneasiness; 
in the plural, labour, work, toil; uneasiness of mind; 
the throes of childbirth.

Painful, pane-ful, a. Full of pain, miserable, 
beset with affliction ; giving pain, afflictive; difficult, 
requiring labour; industrious, laborious.

Painfully, pine-ful-U, ad, With great pain 
or affliction; laboriously, diligently.

Painfulness, pane-ful-n£s, s. Affliction, sor
row, grief; industry, laboriousness.

Painim, pa-nim, s. In the old romances, a
pagan, an infidel.

Painim, pa-nim, a. Pagan, infidel.
Painless, pane^l&s, a. Without pain, without 

trouble.
Painstaker, panz-ti-k&r, s. Labourer, labo

rious person.
Painstaking, panz-ta-klng, a, Laborious, in

dustrious.
To Paint, pant, v. a. 202. To represent by 

delineation and colours; to describe; to colour; to 
deck with artificial flowers.

To Paint, pant, v. n. To lay colours on the 
face.

Paint, pant, s. Colours representative of any 
thing; colours laid on the face.

Painter, pan-tttr, s. 98. One who professes
the art of representing objects by colours.

Painting, pan-ting, 5. 410. The act of repre
senting objects by delineation and colours; picture, 
the painted resemblance; colours laid on.

Painture, pan-tshure, s. 461. Tlie art of 
painting.

Pair, pare, s. 202. Two things suiting one 
another, as, a pair of gloves; a man and wife; two of 
a sort; a couple, a brace.

To Pair, pare, v. n. To be joined in pairs, to 
couple; to suit, to fit as a counterpart

To Pair, pare, v. a. To join in couples; to 
unite as correspondent or opposite.

Palace, pil-lis, s. 91. A royal house, a house 
eminently splendid.

Palanquin, pil-in-k&n,' s. 112. Is a kind of 
covered carriage, used in the eastern countries, that 
is supported on the shoulders of slaves.

Palatable, pil-lit-ti-bl, a. Gustful, pleasing
to the taste

Palate, pil'lit, s. 91. The instrument of 
taste; mental relish, intellectual taste.

Palatial, pi-la-shi-il, a. Befitting a palace; 
magnificent.
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Palatic , pil-Ut-dk, a. 509. Belonging to 
the palate, or roof of the mouth.

Palatinate, pil-lit-tln-ate, «. The county 
wherein is the seat of the-count palatine, or chief offi
cer in the court of an emperor or sovereign prince.

Palatine, pil-li-tm, s. 150. One invested 
with regal rights and prerogatives; a subject of a pala
tinate.

Palatine, p&l-ld-tin, a. Possessing royal pri
vileges.

Bale, pale, a. 77. 202. Not ruddy, not fresh 
of colour, wan, white of look ; not high-coloured, ap
proaching to transparency; not bright, not shining, 
faint of lustre, dim.

To Pale, pale, v. a. To make pale.
Pale, pale, s. Narrow piece of wood joined 

above and below to a rail, to enclose grounds; any 
enclosure; any district or territory. The Pale is the 
third and middle part of the scutcheon.

To Pale, pale, v. a. To enclose with pales; 
to enclose, to encompass.

Pale-eyed, pale-ide, a. Having eyes dimmed. 
Palefaced, pale^faste, a. 359. Having the 

face wan.
Palehearted, pale-hart-dd, a. Having the 

heart dispirited.
Palely, pale^ld, ad. Wanly, not freshly, not 

ruddily.
Paleness, pale-n^s, «. Wanness, want of 

colour; want of freshness; want of lustre.
Palendar, pal-ldn-ddr, s. A kind of coasting ; 

vessel.
Paleography, p&-l£-Sg-gr2L-f£, s. The art cf 

explaining ancient writings.
Paleous, pa-ld-6s, a. Husky, chaffy. 
PalestricaL, p^I-lds-trd-kil, ) ,
PaLESTRIC , pAI-l&itrlk, J0' Bel0,’8,n«

to the exercise of wrestling.
Palette, pul-llt, s. 99. A light board on 

which a painter holds his colours when he paints.
Palfrey, pSl-fre, or pil-frd, s. A small horse 

fit for ladies.
In the first edition of this Dictionary 1 followed 

Mr. Sheridan, W. Johnston, Mr. Perry, and Buchanan, 
in the sound of a in the first syllable of this word; but, 
upon maturer consideration, think Dr. Kenrick, Mr.Scott, 
and Mr. Barclay, more analogical, and must therefore 
give the third sound of a the preference.—See Principles, 
No. 84.
Palindrome, pAl-ln-drdme, s. A word or 

sentence which is the same read backward or forward. 
Paling, pa-ling, $. A kind of fence-work for 

parks, gardens, and grounds.
Palingenesia, pM-in-je-ne-2h^-A, s. 92. A 

regeneration.
Palinode, pal-lln-6de, )
Palinody, pilMin-A-di, I s- A ’•ecantat.on. 
Palisade, pM-le-sade.' )
Palisado, pil-li-sAid6, J *• Pales 3et *>>■ way 

of enclosure or defence.
To Palisade, pil-l^-sade/ v. a. To enclose 

with palisades.
PALISH, pale-lsh, a. Somewhat pale.
PaLL, pill, S. A cloak or mantle of state; 

the mantle of an archbishop; the covering thrown 
over the dead.

To Pall, pal), V. n. To cloak, to invest.
To Pall, pall, v. n. To grow vapid, to be

come insipid.
To Pall, pill, v. a. To make insipid or vapid; 

to make spiritless, to dispirit; to weaken ; to cloy. 
Palladium, pAUIa^e-ftm, or pal-lAd^e-ftm, j.

293. 294. A statue of Pallas or Minerva, pretended 
to be the guard an of Troy; thence, any security or 
protection.

nALLE'r, p&'Ilt, t. 99. A small bed, a mean 
bed; a small wucasure formerly used by chirurgeons. 
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Pallmall, p^l-mel,'«. A play in which the 
ball is^truck with a mallet through an iron ring.—See 
3/oZZ.

Palliament, pll-le-i-ment, s. A dress, a robe. 
To Pa LU ate, pil-l^-ate, v a. 91. To cove: 

with excuse; to extenuate, to soften by favourable re
presentations ; to cure imperfectly or temporarily, not 
radically.

Palliation, pal-l^-a-shun, s. Extenuation, 
alleviation, favourable representation ; imperfect or 
temporary, not radical cure.

Palliative, pil-l£-£-tlv, a. 157. Extenuat
ing, favourably representative; mitigating, not re
moving, not radically curative.

Palliative, pll-14-J-dv, «. 113. Something 
mitigating.

Pallid, pil-lld, a. Pale, nothigh-coloured.
Palm, pirn, s. 403. A tree, of which the 

branches were worn in token of victory; victory, tri
umph ; the inner part of the hand; a measure of 
length, comprising three inches.

To Palm, p£m, v. a. To conceal in the palm 
of the hand, as jugglers; to impose by fraud ; to han
dle ; to stroke with the hand.

Palmated, pAl-ma-t&d, a. Having the feet 
broad. It is an epithet also applied by naturalists to 
certain roots and stones having the appearance of 
hands or fingers.

Palmer, pim-fir, s. 403. A pilgrim; so called 
because they who returned from the Holy Land car
ried palm.

Palmetto, pAl-met-to, 5. A species of the 
palm-tree: In the West Indies the inhabitants thatch 
their houses with the leaves.

PaLMIFEROUS, pil-mlf-f^r-Gs, a. Bearing 
palms.

Palmipede, pil-m£-p£de, a. Webfooted.—See 
Millepedes.

Palmister, p&l-nds-tUr, s. One who deals in 
palmistry.

Palmistry, pil-mls-tre, s. The cheat of fore
telling fortunes by the lines of the palm.

Palm-Sunday, pam-s&n-di, s. 223. The Sun
day before Easter is generally called Palm-sunday, in 
commemoration of our Saviour’s triumphal entry into 
Jerusalem, when the multitude that attended him 
strewed Palm branches in his way.

PALMY, p&'me, a. 403. Bearing palms.
Palpability, pal-pA-bil-le-t£, s. Quality of 

being perceivable to the touch.
Palpable, p&l'-pA-bl, a. 406. Perceptible by 

the touch ; gross, coarse,easily detected; plain; easily 
perceptible.

Palpablenf.ss, pil-pA-bl-n£s, s. Quality of 
being palpable, plainness, grossness.

Palpably, pAl-pA-bl^, ad. In such a manner 
as to be perceived by the touch; grossly, plainly.

Palpation, psil-pa-shun, s. The act of feeling. 
To Palpitate. pal-pti-tAte, v. a. To beat as 

the heart, to flutter.
Palpitation, pal-p£-ti-sb&n, s- Beating or 

panting, that alteration in the pulse of the heart which 
makes it felt.

Palsgrave, palz-grAve, s. A count or earl 
who has the overseeing of a palace.

Palsical, pal-zt^-kal, a. 84. Afflicted with 
the palsy, paralvtick.

Palsied, pal-zid, a. 283. Diseased with a 
P3’5?- ,

ALSY, pal-ze, 5. 84. A privation of motion, 
or sense of feeling, or both.

'Jo Palter, pal-tfir, v. n. 84. To shift, to 
dodge

PalTi RFR. pal-t&r-hr, s. 98. An unsincere 
dealer, a shifter.

Paltriness, pal-tr£-n£s, s. The state of being 
paltry.

Paltry, pAl-tr£, a. 84. Sorry, despicable 
mean.
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PaW, pA-li, a. Pale. Obsolete.
Pam, plm, s. The knave of clubs, in the game 

Of Loo.
To Pamper, pWpir, v. a. 98. To glut, to 

fill with food.
Pamphlet, pim'flJt, ». 99. A small book, 

properly a book sold unbound, and only stitched.
Pamphleteer, pAm-fl^t-teer/ s. A scribbler 

of small books.
Pan, pin, s. A vessel broad and shallow ; 

the part of the lock of a gun that holds the powder ; 
any thing hollow, as, the brain Pan.

anacea, p&n-&-s&&, s. An universal medi
cine.

Panacea, pAn-A-st&i, s. An herb.
Panado, pA-na-d6, s. Food made by boiling 

bread in water.
Pancake, pAn-kake, s. A thin pudding baked 

in the frying pan.
PanckaTICal, pA.n-krAt'tA-kA.1, ) „ ...PANCRATIC , pln-kritllk, J "■ Excell,n8

in all gymnastick exercises.
Pancreas, pAng-kr£-A§, s. The sweetbread. 
Pancreatic , pAng-krA-At-tlk, a. Contained 

in the pancreas.

Pansv * \ P^n"s^’ A flower, a kind of violet. 

Pandect, pAn-dAkt, s. A treatise that com
prehends the whole of any science.

Pandemic , pAn-dfim-mlk, a. 509. Incident 
to a whole people.

Pander, pin-dur, s. 98. A pimp, a male 
bawd, a procurer.

To Pander, pin-dur, t>. a. To pimp, to be 
subservient to lust or passion. Obsolete.

Panderly, pAn-d(ir-lA, a. Pimping, pimplike. 
Pandiculation, pin-dlk-ki-la'sh&n, s. The 

restlessness, stretching, and uneasiness that usually 
accompany the cold fits of an intermitting fever.

Pandurated, pAn-du-ra-tAd, a. Having fur
rowed stalks.

Pane, pane, s. A square of glass; a piece 
mixed in variegated works with other pieces.

Panegyric , pAn-n£-j£r'rlk,$. 184. An eulogy, 
an encomiastick piece.

Panegyrist, pAn-nA-jAr-rlst, s. One that 
writes praise, an encomiast.

To Panegyrize, pAn-n£-j£-rlze, v. a. To praise 
highly.

I have not found this word in any of our Diction
aries, but have met with it in so respectable a writer, 
that I cannot resist the temptation of inserting it here, 
especially as it serves to fill up a niche in language, 
which, I think, never should be empty: I mean, that 
wherever there is a noun established, there should 
always be a verb to correspond to it. The passage from 
which I have taken this word has so much real good 
sense, and such true genuine humour, that I cannot re
frain from extracting the whole paragraph, and relying 
on the pardon of the inspector for the digression,—“ It 
may be thought ridiculous to assert, that morals have 
any connexion with purity of language, or that the pre
cision of truth may be violated through defect of critical 
exactness in the three degrees of comparison ; yet how 
frequently do we hear, from the dealers in superlative?, of 
most admirable, super-etcelleid, and quite perfect people, 
-vho, to plain |»ersons, not bred in the school of exag
geration, would appear mere common characters, not 
rising above the level of mediocrity! By this negligence 
in the just application of words, we shall be as much 
misled by these trope-and-figure ladies when they de- 
grade, as when they panegyrize ; for, to a plain and sober 
judgment, a tradesman may not be the most good-for- 
nothing fellow that ever existed, merely because it was 
impossible for him to execute, in an hour, an order 
which required a week; a lady may not be the most hi
deous fright the world ever saw, though the make of her 
gown may have been obsolete for a month; nor may 
one’s young friend’s father be a monster of cruelty, though 
lie may be a quiet gentleman, who does not choose*” 
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live at watering-places, but likes to have his daughter 
stay at home with him in the country.”—Hannah More's 
Strictures on Modem Female Education, vol. i. page 216 
If the usage of this word stood in need of farther sup
port, we have it from the best authority. The author 
thinks it superfluous to panegyrize truth ; yet, in favour 
of sound and rational rules, (which must be founded in 
truth, or they are good for nothing,) he ventures to 
quote the Stagirite himself: “ It is not impossible for a 
true opinion to be contrary to another true one.”— 
Harris's Philological Inquiries.
Panel, pAn-nTl, s. 99. A square, or piece oi 

any matter inserted between other bodies; a schedule 
or roll, containing the names of such jurors as the 
sheriff provides to pass upon a trial.

PANG,.pAng, s. Extreme pain, sudden paroxysm 
of torment.

To Pang, pAng, t». tr. To-torment.
Panic pAn-nlk, <. A sudden and groundless 

fear.
Panic , pAn-nlk, a. Sudden and violent with

out cause.
To Panel, pAn-nll, t>. a. To form into pan

ned, as, a panelled wainscot.
PanneL, pin-nil, 99. A kind of rustick sad

dle.
Panmc , pinlnik 405 7 A of (he
Pannicle, pAn-ne-kl, 509. ) 1

miljet kind.
Pannier, pAn-yfir, s. 113. A basket, a wicker 

vessel, in which fruit or other things are carried on a 
horse.

Panoply, pAn-n6-pU, is. Complete- armour.
Panorama, pAn-d-ra-ma, s. A large circular 

painting, having no apparent beginning or end, from 
the centre of which the beholder views distinctly tlie 
several objects ot the representation.

To Pant, pint, v. n. To palpitate, to beat as 
the heart in sudden terror, or after hard labour; to 
have the breast heaving, as for want of breath; to long, 
to wish earnestly.

Pant, pAnt, s. Palpitation, motion of the heart. 
Pantaloon, pAn-ta-165n,' s. A man’s garment 

anciently worn; a character in a pantomime.
Pantheon. pAn-z/t^hn, «. 166. A temple of 

all the gods.
Panther, pAn^zA&r, s. 98. A spotted wild 

beast, a lynx, a pard.
Pantile, pin-tile, s. A gutter tile.
PanTINGLY, pAn'tlng-16, ad. 410. With palpi

tation.
Pantler, pAnt-l&r, s. 98. The officer in a 

great family, who keeps the bread.
Pantofle, pAn-t6o-fl, s. French. A slipper. 
Pantomime, pAnkA-mime, s. 146. One who 

has the power of universal mimickty, one who ex
presses his meaning by mute action ; a scene, a talc 
exhibited only in gesture and dumb show.

Pantry, pAn-trd, s. The room in which pro
visions are reposited.

Pap, pAp, s. The nipple, a dug; food made 
for infants with bread boiled in water; the pulp o 
fruit.

Papa, pa-pA,' $. 77. A fond name for father, 
used in many languages.

Papacy, pa-pA-sd, s. Popedom, office or dig
nity of bishops of Rome.

Papal, pa-pil, a. Belonging to the Pope, an
nexed to the bishoprick of Rome.

Papaverous, pA-pAvMr-r&s, a. Resembling 
poppies.

Paper, pa-pur, s. 64. 76. Substance made from 
rags cn which men write and print.

Paper, pA^ifir, a. 98. Any tiling slight or 
thin, made of paper.

To Paper, pa-pftr, v. a. To register. Obsolete. 
To furnish with paper hangings.

PaRF.rmaKER, pn-piir-ma-k&T, s. One who 
makes paper.
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Papermill, pa-pir-mll, s. A mill in which
rags are ground for paper.

Papescent, pA-pAs-sent, a. 510. Containing 
pap, pulpy.

Papilio, pA-pil-yd, s. 113. A butterfly, a moth 
of various colours.

Papilionaceous, pA-plliyd-na-sh&s, a. 357. 
Resembling a butterfly. Applied chiefly to the flowers 
of some plants.

Papillary, pAp-pll-A-r£, a. Having emulgent 
vessels, or resemblances of paps.

There is a set of words of similar derivation and 
termination, which must be necessarily accented in the 
6amc way; these are, Axillary, Maxtllary, Capillary, Pa
pillary, Pupillary, Armillary, Mammillary, and Me
dullary. All these, except the last, which was not inserted, 
I had accented on the first syllable in a Rhyming and Pro
nouncing Dictionary, published thirty years ago.

This accentuation I still think the most agreeable to 
analogy ; and that the inspector may judge of the usage, 
I have subjoined the several different modes of accen- 
tuation of the different orthoepists:

Ax'illary, 
Axil'lary, 
Max'illary,
Maxillary.
Capillary,
Capillary, 
Papillary, 
Papillary,

Johnson, Ken rick.
Sheridan, Ash, Bailey.
Johnson, Sheridan, Barclay.

C Ash, Kenrick, W. Johnston, Bailey, 
t Entick.

Johnson, Kenrick, Nares, Fenning. 
CSheridan, Ash. W. Johnston, Perry, 
t Buchanan, Bailey, Entick.

Johnson, Nares, Barclay, Fenning. 
CSheridan, Kenrick, Ash, Scott, 
t Perry, Buchanan, Bailey. 
rJohnson, Sheridan, Kenrick, Ash, 
< Scott, Perry, Entick, Barclay, Fen- 
C ning.

No examples.
Nares, Bailey.

CJohnson, Kenrick, Ash, Sheridan, 
I Scott, Perry, Entick.
CSheridan, Scott, Nares, Smith, Fen- 
t ning.

Ash, Perry, Entick, Bailey, Barclay. 
No examples.

rJohnson, Sheridan, Ash, Kenrick, 
4 W. Johnston, Buchanan, Bailey, 
C Barclay, Fenning, Entick.

Pu’pillary,

Pupil'lary,
Mam' miliary,
Mammillary,

Ar'millary,
Armil'lary,
Med'ullary,

Medullary,

This extract sufficiently shows how uncertain usage is, 
and the necessity of recurring to principles: and that 
these are on the side I have adopted, may be gathered 
from No. 512.—See Mammillary and Maxillary.
Pam LI. Ous, pl-plWhs, a. The same with 

Papillary.
{£5* There is some diversity in the accentuation of this 

word, as well as the former: Dr. Johnson and Barclay 
place the accent on the first syllable; and Mr. Sheridan, 
Dr. Kenrick, Dr. Ash, and Mr. Perry, on the second, as 
I have done.
Papist, pa-plst, s. An appellation given by 

Protestants to one that adheres to the communion of 
the Pope and Church of Rome.

Papistical, pA-pls-td-kAl, a. Relating to the 
religion of those called Papists.

Papistry, pa-pls-trd, s. A name given by 
Protestants to the doctrine of the Roman Catholicks.

PAPPOUS, pAp-pus, a. 314. Having soft light 
down growing out of the seeds of some plants, such 
as thistles; downy.

Pappy, pAp-pA, a. Soft, succulent, easily di
vided.

Par, plr, s. 77. State of equality, equivalence, 
equal value.

Parable, pAr-rA-bl, s. 81. 405. A similitude,
a relation under which something else is figured,

Parabola, pi-rib-bi-li, »■ One of the conic
sections.

Parabolical, pAr-rA-bolMA-kAl, 7 a 
Parabolic , pir-rA-bM-Ik, 509. )

Expressed by parable or similitude; having the nature 
or form of a parabola.

Parabolically, pir-rA-bM-lA-kAl-e, ad. By 
way of parable or similitude : in the form of a para
bola.

parabolism, pl-r.lt/ljd-llzm, «. In Algebra, 
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the division of the terms of an equation, by a known 
quantity that is involved or multiplied in the first term. 

Paraboloid, pA-rAb^bd-lAid, $. A paraboli- 
form curve in geometry.

Paracentesis, pAr-A-sAn-tA-sIs, s. That ope
ration whereby any of the venters are perforated u 
let out matter, as tapping in a tympany.

Paracentrical, pAr-A-s&i-trtk-kAl, 7 a 
Paracentric , pAr-A-s£n-trik, J

Deviating from circularity.
Parachronism, pAr'rA-krd-nlzm, s. An errour 

in chronology.
Paraclete, pAi-rA-kl&e, s. The title of the 

Holy Ghost; the intercessor, by way of distinction 
an advocate or intercessor.

Parade, pAr-rAde,' s. Show, ostentation ; mili
tary order; place where troops draw up to do duty 
and mount guard; guard, posture of defence.

Paradigm, par-A-dim, s. 389. Example.
Paradise, pAr-rA-dise, s. The blissful region® 

in which the first pair was placed * any place of feli
city.

Paradisiacal, pAr-A-dA-zi-A-kAl, a. 506. 
Suiting paradise, making paradise.

Paradox, pAr-rA-d6ks, s. A tenet contrary 
to received opinion; an assertion contrary to appear
ance.

Paradoxical, par-A-dSk-sA-kAl, a. Having the 
nature of a paradox ; inclined to new tenets or notions 
contrary to received opinions.

Paradoxically, pAr-A-d6k-s&-kAl-&, ad. In a 
paradoxical manner.

Paradoxicalness, par-A-d6k-sA-kAl-nAs, s. 
State of being paradoxical.

Paradoxology, pAr-A-d6k-sdl-o-jA, s. The use
of paradoxes,

Paragoge, pAr-A-g6-je, s. A figure whereby 
a letter or syllable is added at the end of a word, as, 
my deary for my dear.

Paragon, pAr-rA-g6n, s. 166. A model, a pat
tern, something supremely excellent.

To Paragon, pAr-rA-gdn, v. a. To compare; 
to equal.

Paragraph, pAr-rA-graf, s. A distinct part of
a discourse.

Paragraphic ally, pAr-rA-grAf-f&-kAl-l£, ad. 
By paragraphs.

Parallactical, pAr-AI-lAk-t^-kAl, 509. 7 
Parallactic , pAr-rAl-lAk-tik, j

Pertaining to a iiarallax.
Parallax, par-ral-lAks, s. The distance be

tween the true and apparent place of any star viewe» 
from the earth.

Parallel, pAr-rAl-l&l, a. Extended in the 
same direction, and preserving always the same dis
tance; having the same tendency; continuing the re
semblance through many particulars, equal.

Parallel, pAr-rAl-lel, s. Lines continuing 
their course, and still remaining at the same distance 
from each other ; lines on the globe marking the la
titude ; direction conformable to that of another line; 
resemblance, conformity continued through many 
particulars, comparison made; any thing resembling 
another.

To PARALLEL, plr-ril-141, » a. To place so as 
always to keep the same direction with another line; 
to keep in the same direction, to level; to correspond 
to; to be equal to, to resemble through many particu
lars; to compare.

Parallelism, pAr-ral-l^l-lIzm, s. State of
being parallel.

Parallelogram, plr-A-lel'16-grim, ». In 
geometry, a right lined quadrilateral figure, whose op- 
posite sides are parallel and equal.

PARALLELOGRAMiCAL,pAr-A-13l-d-grAm-m£-kAl, 
a. 509. Having the properties of a parallelogram.

Parallf.lopiped, par-A-l£l-ld-pl-p£d, s. A 
prism whose base is a parallelogram.

To Paralogize, pA-rAl-d-jlze, v. n. To reason 
sophist ically.

r.lt/ljd-llzm
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Paralogism, pAr-rAl-16-jIzm, s. A false argu
ment.

Paralogy, pir-rilMA-je, s. 518. False reason- 
ing.

Paralysis, pi-rll^-sls, j. 520. A palsy.
To Paralyze, pAr'A-llze, v. a. To weaken, to 

deprive of strength as if struck with a palsy..
The very general useof this word, especially since 

the French revolution, seems to entitle it to a place in 
the Dictionaries of cur language; as it not only more for
cibly expresses the common idea than to enervate or to 
deaden, bwX. serves to fill up those vacancies in speech, 
where there is no verb to correspond to a substantive or 
adjective. Hence Pope’s happy coinage of the verb to 
sensualize, see the verb to Panegyrize. A happier in
stance of the use of this word, and a better authority for 
it, cannot be given than in Hannah More's Strictures on 
Education, vol. i. page 49, where, speaking of the philo- 
sophick and systematick vice of modern infidels on the 
Continent, she says: “ This cool, calculating, intel
lectual wickedness, eats out the very heart and core of 
virtue, and, like a deadly mildew, blights and shrivels 
the blooming promise of the human spring. Its benumb- 
ng touch communicates a torpid sluggishness, which 
paralyzes the soul. It descants on depravity, and details 
its grossest acts as frigidly as if its object were to allay 
the tumult of the passions, while it is letting them loose 
on mankind, by plucking off the muzzle of present 
restraint and future accountableness.”
Paralytical, plr-l-llt-ti-kll, ) n - j Paralytic , pir-l-lWk, 509. f Palsied’ 

inclined to palsy.
Paramount, pir-a-m5unt,'n. Superior, having 

the highest jurisdiction; as, Lord Paramount, the chief 
of the seigniory; eminent, of the highest order.

Paramount, plr-A-mount,' $. The chief. 
Paramour, pAr-rA-m65r, s. French. A lover 

or wooer; a mistress.
Paranymph, pAr-rA-nlmf, s. A brideman. one 

who leads the bride to her marriage; one who counte
nances or supports another. Obsolete.

Parapegm, pAr-i-pAm, s. 389. A brazen table 
fixed to a pillar, on which laws and proclamations were 
anciently engraved; a table of astronomical observa
tions.

Parapegma, pAr-A-pAg-mA, s. The same as 
Parapegm. PXwred^Parapegmata.

Parapet, pAr-rA-pAt, s. A wall breast high. 
Paraphernalia, pAr-A-fAr-na-lA-A, s. Goods 

in the wife’s disposal
Paraphimosis, pAr-rA-fe-mA'sIs, s. 520. Dis

ease when the prajputium cannot be drawn over the 
glands.

Paraphrase, pAr-rA-frAze, s. A loose inter
pretation, an explanation in many words.

To Paraphrase, pAr-rA-frAze, v. a. To inter
pret with laxity of expression, to translate loosely.

Paraphrast, pAr-rA-frAst, s. A lax interpreter, 
one who explains in many words.

Paraphrastical, pAy-A-frAs-tA-kAl, 509. 
Paraphrastic , pAr-A-frAs'tlk, J

Lax in interpretation, not literal, not verbal
Paraphrenitis, pAr-A-frA-nl-tls, s. An inflam

mation of the diaphragm.
Parasang, pAr-A-sAng, s. A Persian measure 

of length, and is equal to nearly three mile* and a 
half of English measure.

Parasite, par-A-slte, s. 155. One that fre- 
quents rich tables, and earns his welcome by flattery. 

Parasitical, pAr-A-slt-tA-kAl, ) a. Flattering, 
Parasitic , pAr-A-slt-tik, 509. \ wheedling. 
Parasol, pAr-rA-s61, s. A small sort of canopy 

or umbrella carried over the head to shade from the sun. 
Parathesis, pA-rA/A^-sls, s. 520. A figure in 

Grammar where two or more substantives are put in 
the same case; as, “ He went to the country where 
he was born [France] and died there." In rhetorick, 
a short hint, with a promise of future enlargement. 
In printing, the matter contained between two 
crotchets, marked thus, [ ].

To Parboil, pAr-b&l, v. a. 81. To half boil. 
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Parcel, pAr-sll, s. 99. A small bundle; » 
part of the whole taken separately; a quantity or 
mass; a numtier of persons, in contempt; any num
ber or quantity, in contempt.

To Parcel, par-sll, v. a. To divide into por
tions ; to make up into a mass.

To Parch, pArtsh, v. a. 352. To burn slightly 
and superficially.

To Parch, pArtsh, v. n. To be scorched. 
Parchment, partsh-mAnt, $. Skins dressed 

for the writer.

■■
poetry, any of the spotted beasts.

7’o Pardon, pAr-dn, v. a. To excuse an of
fender, to forgive a crime; to remit a penalty; Par
don me. is a word of civil denial or slight apology.

Pardon, pAr-dn, s. 170. Forgiveness of an 
offender; forgiveness of a crime, indulgence; remise 
sion of penalty; forgiveness received; warrant of for- 
givencss, or exemption from punishment.

Pardonable, pAr-dn-A-bl, a. 509. Venial, ex
cusable.

Pardonableness, pAr-dn-A-bl-nAs, s. Venial
ness, susceptibility of pardon.

Pardonably, pAr-dn-A-blA, ad. Venially, ex
cusably.

Pardoner, pAr-dn-&r, s. 98. One who for
gives another.

To Pare, pare, v. a. To cut ofT extremities 
or the surface, to cut away by little and little, to di
minish.

Paregoric , plr-^-gir-ik, a. 509. In medi- 
cine, having the power to comfort, mollify, or assuage. 

Parenchyma, pA-rAn-kA-mA, s. A spongy sub
stance ; the pith of a plant, i

Parenchymatous, pAr-An-kim-A-tus, 314. ) 
Parenchymous, pA-rAn-kd-m&s, J

Spongy, pithy.
Parenesis, pa-rAn-A-sls, s. 520. Persuasion. 

Dr. Johnson, in the folio edition of his Diction
ary, places the accent on the penultimate syllable of 
this word, and Mr. Sheridan and Mr. Nares on the an
tepenultimate, and the latter make thee long. Dr. John
son has several words of a similar termination for his 
accentuation; but analogy is clearer for Mr. Sheridan 
and Mr. Nares with respect to accent, and directly 
against them with respect to quantity; for it is not tho 
long quantity of the original that can resist the shorten
ing power of the English antepenultimate accent in thi. 
word, anymore than in jDiteresis, Ephemeris, &c. whic. 
see.
Parent, pA-rent, s. A father or mother.^ 
Parentage, pAr-rAn-tadje, s. 90. 515. Ex

traction, birth, condition with respect to parents.
Parental, pA-rAn-tAl, a. Becoming parents, 

pertaining to parents.
Parenthesis, pA-rAn-Me-sls, s. 520. A sen

tence so included in another sentence, as that it may 
he taken out, without injuring the sense of that which 
encloses it: being commonly marked thus, ().

Parenthetical, pAr-An-tfiAt'A-kAl, a. 509. 
Pertaining to a parenthesis.

Parer, pa-rtir, s. 98. An instrument to cut 
away the surface.

Parhelion, pAr-hAMA-fin, s. 113. A mock sun.
Parietal, pA-ri-A-tAl, a. Constituting the sides 

or walls.
Paring, pa-ring, s. 410. That which is pared 

off any thing, the rind.
Parish, pAr-rlsh, s. The particular charge of 

a secular priest; a particular division or district, hav
ing officers of its own, and generally a church.

Parish, pAr-rlsh, a. Belonging to the parish, 
having the care of the parish; maintained by the 
parish.

Parishioner, pA-rlsh-un-ur, s. One that be
longs to the parish.

Paritor, pAr-rA-tftr, t, 166. A beadle, asum- 
moner of the courts of civil law.
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Pa kit V, pir-rA-te, s. Equality, resemblance.
Park, pArk, $.81. A piece of ground en

closed and stored with deer and other beasts of chase. 
Parker, park-ur, s. 98. A park-keeper. 
Parkleaves, pArk-Uvz, s. An herb.
Parle, pari, s. Conversation, talk, oral treaty. 
To Parley, pir^li, v. n. To treat by word of 

mouth, to talk, to discuss any thing orally.
Parley, par-lA, s. Oral treaty, talk, confer

ence, discussion by word of mouth.
Parliament, pAr-14-mSnt, s. 274. The as

sembly of the king, lords, and commons; which as
sembly is of all others the highest, and of greatest au
thority.

Parliamentary, plr-l£-m£n-tA~re, a. Enacted 
by parliament, suiting parliament, pertaining to par- 
liament

Parlour, par-l&r, $.314. A room in monas
teries, where the religious meet and converse; a room 
in houses on the first floor, elegantly furnished for re
ception or entertainment.

Parlous, par-l&s, n. 314. Keen, sprightly, 
waggish. Obsolete.

Parochial, p£*ru£k£-al, a. Belonging to a 
parish.

Parody, pir-r&»d£, $. A kind of writing in 
which the words of an author or his thoughts are taken, 
and, by a slight change, adapted to some new purpose. 

To Parody, plr-rd-d£, v. a. To copy by way 
of parody.

Paronymous, pS-r^n-n^-mus, a. Resembling 
another word.

Parole, pi-role,' s. A word given as an as
surance.

Paronomasia, pir-i-no-rna-zh^-i, s. 453. A 
rhetorical figure, in which, by the change of a letter or 
syllable, several things are alluded to, as, “They are 
fiends, not friends."

Paroquet, plr-A-k&t, $. A small species of 
parrot.

Parotid, pa-rit-tld, a. 503. Belonging to the 
glands under and behind the ear.

In this, and the following word, Dr. Johnson 
places the accent on the antepenultimate syllable, but 
Mr. Sheridan and Dr. Ash much more properly on the 
penultimate, as here marked. It may, however, be ob
served, that Dr. Johnson’s accentuation of this word is 
the more agreeable to analogy, as it comes from the 
Latin Parotides, which, according to the general rule, by 
losing a syllable, has its accent removed a syllable higher 
(see Academy;} but ti e succeeding word, Parotis, is a 
perfect Latin word, and therefore preserves its Latin ac
cent on the penultimate.—See Principles, No. 503, b, and 
the word Irreparable.
Parotis, pi-rd-tls, s. 503. A tumour in the 

glandules behind and about the ears.
Paroxysm, pir-r6k-slzm. s. 503. A fit, peri

odical exacerbation of a disease.
Parricide, pir-re-side. s. 143. One who de

stroys his father; one who destroys or invades any to 
whom he owes particular reverence ; the murder of a 
father, murder of one to whom reverence is due.

Parricidal, pir-re-sl-dil, ) „ , .
Pariucidious, par-ri-sldty&s, ( “• Rcl:lCinS to 

parricide, committing parricide-
PARROT, par-rut, s. 166. A party-coloured 

bird of the species of the hooked bill, remarkable for 
the exact imitation of the human voice.

To Parry, pir-r£, v.n. To put by thrusts, to fence. 
To Parse, p&rse, v. a. 81. To resolve a sen

tence into the elements or parts of speech.
Parsimonious, pir-s£-mo-n£-us, a. Covetous, 

frugal, sparing. t
Parsimoniously, pir-s^-mo-ne-Cis-le, ad.

Frugally, sparingly. ,
Harsimonioubness, par-se-mo^-ne-us-nGs, $.

A disposition to spare.
Parsimony, pir^se-mhn-A, $. 503. 557. 

Frugality, covetousness, niggardliness.
CC?■* For the o, 6oe Dome stick,
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Parsley, pirslli, 99. ) s p. 
Parsnip, plrs-nip, ) * ‘
Parson, pir-sn/s. 170. The priest of a parish, 

one that has a parochial charge or cure of souls; a 
clergyman; it is applied to the teachers of the presby- 
terians.

The o before n, preceded by k, p, s, or t, is under 
the same predicament as e; that is, when the accent i? 
not on it, the two consonants unite, and the vowel i» 
suppressed; as beckon, capon, season, mutton, &.Q. pro
nounced beck'n, cap'n, seas'n, mutt'n, &c- Parson, there
fore, ought to be pronounced with the o suppipssed, and 
not as Mr. Sheridan has marked it.—See Principles, No. 
103.170.
Parsonage, pir^sn-aje, $. 90. The benefice of 

a parish.
Part, pirt, s, 81. Something less than the whole, 

a portion, a quantity taken from a larger quantity; 
that which in division falls to each ; share; side 
party; particular office or character, character appro, 
priated in a play ; business, duty ; relation reciprocal; 
in good Part, in ill Part, as well done, as ill done; in 
the plural, qualities, powers, faculties; quarters, re
gions, districts.

Part, pirt, ad. Partly, in some measure. 
Obsolete.

To Part, part, v. a. To divide, to share, to 
distribute; to separate, to disunite; to break into 
pieces ; to keep asunder; to separate combatants; .to 
screen.

To Part, pirt, v. n. To be separated; to take 
farewell; to have share; to go away, to set,out; te 
Part with, to quit, to resign, to lose.

Partable, pirt-i-bl, a. 405. Divisible,, such 
as may be parted.

Partage, part-adje, s. 90. Division, act of 
sharing or parting.

To Partake, par-take,' v. n. Pret. I Partook. 
Part. pass. Partaken. To have share of any thing; to 
participate, to have something of the property, nature 
or right; to be admitted to, not to be excluded.

To Partake, pir-take,' v. a. To share, tp have 
part in.

Partaker, pir-ta-kur, s. A partner in posses
sions, a sharer in any thing, an associate with ; ac
complice, associate.

Farter, pirt-iir, s. 98. One that parts or se
parates.

Parterre, pir-tare,' s. French. A level divi
sion of ground.

Partial, pir-shil, a. 81. Inclined antece
dently to favour one party in a cause, or on one side 
of the question, more than the other; inclined to fa
vour without reason ; affecting only one part, subsist
ing only in a part, not universal.

Partiality, par-shi-al-le-ti, s. 542. Unequal 
state of the judgment in favour of one above the other.

To I’aktialize, piLr-shJLl-lze, v. a. To make 
partial.

Partially, par-shal-l^, ad. With unjust, fa
vour or dislike ; in part, not totally.

PARTIBILITY, plr-t£-bll-le-td, $. Divisibility, 
separability.

Partible, pAr-t^-bl, a. 405. Divisible, sepa- 
rable.

Participable, par-tls's£-pA-bl, a. 405. Such 
as may be shared or partaken.

Participant, par-tls-se-pint, a. Sharing, hau- 
ing share or part.

To Participate, par-ds'se-pJie, v. n. To 
partake, to have share; to have part of more things, 
than one ; to have part of something common with 
another.

To Participate, pAr.ds-s^-pale, v. a. To par- 
take, tn receive part of, to share.

Participation, pir-ds-se-pa-shbi), s. The 
stale of sharing something in common ; the act or 
state of partaking or having part of something ; dis 
tribution, division into shares.

Participial, pir-t^-slp-pe-al, a. Having the 
nature of a participle.
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Participially, pir-U-sIp-pi-iM, ad. In the 
sense or manner of a participle.

Participle, pir^-sip-pl, s. A word partak
ing at once the qualities of a noun and verb.

Particle, p4r-t6-kl, s. 405. Any small portion 
of a greater substance; a word unvaried by inflexion. 

Particular, plr-tlk-u-lhr, a. 179- Relating 
to single persons, not general; individual, one distinct 
from others; noting properties or things peculiar ; at
tentive to things single and distinct; single, not ge
neral ; odd, having something that eminently distin
guishes him from others.

Particular, p&r-tik-i'i-lar, 88. A single 
instance, a single point; individual, private person; 
private interest; private character, single self, state 
of an individual; a minute detail of things singly enu
merated ; distinct, not general recital.

Particularity, p&r-tlk-kii-lAr^-t^,$. Distinct 
notice or enumeration, not general assertion ; single
ness, individuality; petty account, private incident; 
something peculiar.

To Particularize, pir-tik-kii-lA-i4ze, n. a. 
To mention distinctly, to detail, to show minutely.

Particularly, par-tik-kh-16r-l£, ad. Dis
tinctly, singly, not universally; in an extraordinary 
degree.

Partisan, par-t^-zan, s. 524. A kind of pike 
or halberd; an adherent to a faction ; the commander 
of a party.

All our orthoepists agree in accenting this word on 
the hrst syllable. Mr. Nares says Dr. Johnson has im
properly accented this word on the last; but, both in the 
folio edition of his Dictionary, and the quarto printed 
since his death, the accent is on the first. There is not 
the same uniformity in the accentuation of the compa
nion to this word, artisan; for though Mr. Nares, 
Mr. Perry, Dr. Ash, W. Johnston, Buchanan, Bailey, 
Fenning, and Entick, accent the first syllable, Dr. John
son, in both editions of his Dictionary, Mr. Sheridan, 
Mr. Scott, and Mr. Barclay, accent the last: and Dr. Ken
rick places an accent on both first and last. The same 
diversity appears in the accentuation of courtesan, a word 
of exactly the same form ; which is accented by Mr. She
ridan, Mr. Scott, W. Johnston, Mr. Nares, Fenning, 
and Entick, on the last syllable; and by Dr. Ash, 
Dr. Kenrick, Buchanan, Barclay, Bailey, and Fenning, 
on the first; and by Mr. Perry both on the first and last. 
The truth is, these three words are among those which 
admit of the accent either on the first or last syllable, 
and this has produced the diversity we find in our Dic
tionaries, 524. The accent on the first syllable seems 
the more agreeable to our own analogy, and ought to be 
preferred, 503.
Partition, p&r-tlsh-fin, s. The act of dividing, 

a state of being divided; division, separation, dis
tinction ; part divided from the rest, separate part; 
that by which different parts are separated ; part where 
separation is made.

To Partition, pir-tlsh-un, v.. a. To divide 
into distinct parts. Little used.

Partlet, p&rt-l&t, s. A name given to a hen, 
the original signification being a ruff or band.

Partly, plrt-U, ad. In some measure, in 
some degree, in part.

Partner, part-nftr, s. 88. Partaker, sharer, 
one who has part in any thing; one who dances with 
another.

To Partner, part-n&r, v. a. To join, to as
sociate with a partner. Little used.

Partnership, p&rt-nhr-shlp, s- Joint interest 
of property; the union of two or more in the same trade. 

Partook, pir-took.' Pret of Partake. 
Partridge, p&ritridje, s. A bird of game. 
Parturient, par-tu-re-ent, cl. About to bring 

forth.
Parturition, pAr-tshb-rlsh&n, s. The state 

of being about to bring forth.
Party, pir-te, s. A number of persons con

federated by similarity of designs or opinions in oopo- 
sition to others; one of two litigants ; one concerned 
in any affair; side, persons engaged against each oilier; 
cause, side; a select assembly; particular person, a 
person distinct from, or opposed to, another; a de
tachment of soldiers.
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Party-coloured, pirlte-kul-l&rd, a. Having 
diversity of colours.

Party-man, pir-t£-mAn,* A factious person; 
an abetter of a party.

Party-wall, pin-ii-will's. Wall that sepa- 
rates one house from the next.

Parvitudk, p&rM-t&de, s. Littleness, minute
ness.

Pabvity, s. Littleness.
Paschal, pAs-kAl, a. 88. Relating to the pass- 

over ; relating to Easter.
To Pash, pish, «. a. To strike, to crush. 
Pasque-flower, pisk-flifi-ir, s. A plant 
PasQUIN, pis-kwin, 414. ) a i _ „
Pasquinade, pAs-kwin-ade,7 } s’ ampoon. 
To Pass, pis, v. n. To go, to move from one 

place to another, to be progressive; to go, to make 
way; to make transition from one thing to another; 
to vanish, to be lost; to be spent, to go away; to be 
at an end, to be over ; to be changed by regular gra
dation ; to be enacted ; to gain reception, to become 
current; to occur, to be transacted; to determine 
finally, to judge capitally; to exceed; to thrust, to 
make a push in fencing; to omit; to go through the 
alimentary duct; to be in a tolerable state; topass 
away, to be lost, to glide ofF, to vanish.

7b Pass, pis, v. a. To go beyond; to go through, 
as, the horse Passed the river; to spend time; to move 
hastily over; to transfer to another proprietor; to 
strain, to percolate; to vent, to let out; to utter cere
moniously; to utter solemnly; to transmit; to put an 
end to ; to surpass, to excel; to omit, to neglect: to 
transcend, to transgress ; to admit, to allow ; to enact 
a law ; to impose fraudulently; to practise artfully, to 
make succeed; to send from one place to another; to 
Pass away, to spend, to waste; to Pass by, to excuse, 
to forgive; to neglect, to disregard; to Pass over,, to 
omit, to let go unregarded; to come to Pass, to be 
effected.

Pass, pis, s. A narrow entrance, an avenue ; 
passage, road ; a permission to goor come any where; 
an order by which vagrants or impotent persons arc 
sent to their place of. abode; push, thrust in fencing; 
state, condition.

Passable,, pis-sa-bl, a. 405. Possible to be 
passed or travelled through or over; sup|>ortable, tole
rable, allowable; capable of admission or reception.

I’assado, pis-sa-dd, s. A push, a thrust.—See 
Lumbago.

Passage, pis^sidje, s. 90. Act of passing, 
travel, course, journey; road, way; entrance or exit ♦. 
liberty to pass; intellectual admittance, mentafhccep- 
tance; unsettled state; incident, transaction ; part of 
a book; single place in a writing.

Passed, past. Pret. and part, of Pass.— See 
Principles, No. 367.

Passenger, pSs-sin-jftr, s. 99. A traveller, one 
who is upon the road, a wayfarer ; one who hires in 
any vehicle the liberty of travelling.

Passer, pAs^shr, s. 98. One who passes, one 
that is upon the road.

Passibility, pAs-s^-l)ll^-t^, s. Quality of 
receiving impressions from external agents.

Passible, pls-s^-bl, a. 405. Susceptive of im
pressions from external agents.

Passibleness, pAs-s£-bl-n£s, .<?. Quality of re
ceiving impressions from external agents.

Passing, pas-sing, par/, a. 410. Supreme, sur
passing others, eminent; it is used adverbially to en
force the meaning of another word, exceeding.

Passingbell, pAs-sing-b&l, 5. The bell which 
rings at the hour of departure, to obtain prayers fol 
the passing soul; it is often used for the bell which 
rings immediately after death.

Passion, pish'&n, s. Any effect caused by ex
ternal agency; violent commotion of the mind; an
ger, zeal, ardour; love, eagerness; emphatically, the 
last suffering of the Redeemer of the world.

Passion-flower, pash-un-tldu-iir, s. A plant 
Passion-week, plsh'&n-w£Ak, 5. The week 

immediately preceding Easter, named in commemons- 
tion of our Saviour’s crucifixion.
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Passionate, pAsh-&n-nAt, a. 91. Moved by 
passion, causing or expressing great commotion of 
mind; easily moved to anger.

Passionately, pash-dn-nate-ld, ad. With pas
sion, with desire, love or hatred; with great commo
tion of mind; angrily.

Passionateness, pAsh-&n-nAt-nes, $. State of 
being subject to passion ; vehemence of mind.

Passive, pAs-sl v, a. 158. Receiving impression 
from some external agent; unresisting, not opposing; 
suffering, not acting , in grammar, a verb passive is 
that which signifies passion or the effect of action.

Passively, pAs-slv-ld, ad. With a passive na
ture ; without agency.

Passiveness, pAs-slv-nAs, s. The quality of re
ceiving impression from external agents ; possibility, 
the power of suffering.

Passivity, pAs-slv-vd-te, s. Passiveness.
Passover, pAs^o-v&r, $. A feast instituted 

among the Jews, in memory of the time when God, 
smiting the first-born of the Egyptian’, passed over the 
habitations of the Hebrews ; the sacrifice killed.

Passport, pAs-pArt, s. Permission of passage. 
Past, pAst, pari. a. Properly Passed. Not 

present, not to come; spent, gone through, under, 
gone.—See Principles, No. 367.

This contraction, in every word but the preposi
tion, is a disgrace to our orthography It took its rise, 
in all probability, from words ending in st, with which 
it was rhymed, as that of Pope:

“ Which net alone has shone on ages past,
“ But lights the present, and shall warm the last.”

But as we see that possest, drest, and many others spelled 
in this manner to accommodate rhymes to the eye mere
ly, have recovered their true form; and there is no 
reason why this word should not do the same.
Past, pAst, s. Elliptical! j used for passed time.
Past, pAst, prep. 367. Beyond in time ; no 

longer capable of; beyond, out of reach of j beyond, 
farther than; above, more than.

Paste, paste, s. 74. Any thing mixed up so 
as to be viscous and tenacious; flour and water boiled 
together so as to make a cement; artificial mixture, 
in imitation of precious stones.

To Paste, paste, v. a. To fasten with paste. 
Pasteboard, paste-bord, s. A kind of coarse, 

thick, stiff paper.
Pasteboard, paste-bdrd, a. Made of paste

boy d.
Pastern, pAs-turn, s. 98. The distance be

tween * he joint next the foot and the coronet of a horse; 
the legs of any animal in drollery.

Pastil, pAs-tll, s. A roll of paste; a kind of
pencil.

Pastime, pAs-tlme, s. Sport, amusement, di
version. •

Pastor, pAs-t&rj s. 166. A shepherd, a clergy
man who has the care of a flock.

Pastoral, pAs-t&r-Al, a. 88. Rural, rustick, 
beseeming shepherds, imitating shepherds; relating to 
the care of souls.

For the o, see Domestick.
Pastoral, pAs-t&r-Al, s. A poem relative to 

the incidents In a country life, an Idyl, a bucolick.
Pastry, pa-strA, s. The act of making pies;

pies or baked paste ; the place where pastry is made.
Pastry-cook, pa-str^-k6dk, $. One whose 

trade is to make and sell things baked in paste.
Pasturable, pAs-tshfi-rA-bl, a. Fit for pasture. 
Pasturage, pAs-tshu-radje,$. 90. The business 

of feeding cattle; lands grazed by cattle; the use of 
pasture.

Pasture, pAs-tshire, s. 461. Food, the act of 
feeding; ground on which cattle feed; human culture, 
education.

To Pasture, pAs^tshAre, v. a. To place in a 
pasture.

To Pasture, pAs-tshiire, v. a. To graxr on
the ground.
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Pasty, pls-te, ,.515. A pie of crust raised
without a dish ; a pie.

Pat, pAt, a. Fit, convenient, exactly suitable.
Pat, pAt, s. A light quick blow, a tap; a 

small lump of matter beat into shape with the hand. 
To Pat, pAt, v. a. To strike lightly, to tap. 
Patacoon, pAutA-koon,' s. A Spanish coin 

worth four shillings and eight-pence English.
To Patch, pAtsh, v. a. To cover with a piece 

sowed on ; to decorate the face with small spots of 
black silk; to mend clumsily, to mend so as that the 
original strength or beauty is lost; to make up of shreds 
or different pieces.

Patch, pAtsh, $. 352. A piece sowed on to 
cover a hole; a piece inserted in mosaick or variegated 
work; a small spot of black silk put on the face; a small 
particle ; a parcel cf land.

Patcher, pAtsh-hr, s. 98. One that patches, 
a botcher.

Patchery, pAtsh-ir-A, s. Botchery, bungling
work. Out of use.

Patchwork, pAtsh-wfirk, s. Work made by 
sowing small pieces of different colours interchangei 
ably together.

Pate, pate, $. The head.
PaTED, pa-t&d, a. Having a pate.
Patefaction, pAt-tA-fAk-sh&n, $. Act or state

of opening, declaration.
Paten, pAt^n, 5. 103. A plate. Obsolete.
Patent, pAt-t^nt, or pa-tent, a. Open to the 

perusal of all, as, letters Patent; something appropri
ated by letters patent.

JO” This word, when an adjective, is, by Dr. Kenrick, 
W. Johnston, and Buchanan, pronounced with the a 
long, as in paper; but by Mr. Sheridan, Mr Scott, 
Dr. Ash, Mr. Perry, and Entick, short, as in pat. But 
when the word is a substantive, it is pronounced with 
the a short by Mr. Nares and all those orthoepists, except 
Buchanan. That the adjective should by some be pro
nounced with the a long, is a remnant of that analogy 
which ought to prevail in all words of this kind, 544; 
but the uniformity with which the substantive is pro
nounced, with the a short, precludes all hope of altera
tion.
Patent, pAt-tAnt, s. A writ conferring some 

exclusive right or privilege.—See the adjective Patent. 
Patentee, pAt-t£n-t£e,z s. One who has a 

patent.
Paternal, pA-tAr-nAI, a. 88. Fatherly, having 

the relation of a father ; hereditary, received in suc
cession from one’s father.

Paternity, pA-t£r-n£-t£, s. Fathership, the 
relation of a father.

Path, pAz/z, s. 78. 467. Way, road, tract. 
Pathetical, pA-f/jAt-tA-kAl, )Pathetic , 509. j AffectinS

the passions, passionate, moving.
Pathetically, pA-/A6t-tA-kAI-A, ad. In such 

a manner as may strike the passions.
Patheticalness, pA-MAt-tA-kAl-nfis, s. Quality 

of being pathetick, quality of moving the passions.
Pathless, pA/4-lAs, a. Untrodden, not marked 

with paths. f
Pathognomonick, pA-MAg-no-m&n-lk, a. 509 

Such signs of a disease as are inseparable, designing 
the essence or real nature’of the disease, not sympto. 
m stick..

Mr. Sheridan has suppressed the g in this word 
as in gnomon, without considering, that when a syllable 
precedes, the g unites with it, and it is to be pronounced. 
Thus this letter is mute in sign, but pronounced in sig 
nt fit.. The same may be observed of resign and restgna. 
tion, indign and indignity, &c.
Pathological, pAM-d-15d-jA-kAl, a. Relating 

to the tokens or discoverable effects of a distemper.
Pathologist, pA-/Zr61-ld-glst, s. One who 

treats of pathology.
Pathology, pA-M61-ld-jA, $.518. That part of 

medicine which relates to the distempers, with their 
differences, causes, and effects, incident to the humao 
body.
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Pathopoiea, pat/r-o-poM-l, s. (From the 
Greek ird.lfo;, passion, and sro/iai, to cause.) The act of 
moving the pastions; the method made use of to move 
the passions; an address to the passions.

Pathos, pa-Z/tis, s. (From the Greek.) Pas
sion, warmth, affection of mind, energy.

Pathway, p?u/i-wa, s. A road, strictly a nar- 
row way to be passed on foot.

PaTIBULAky, pl-tib-bii-14-r4, a. Belonging 
to the gallows.

Patience, pa-sh£nse, s. The power of sufl’er-
' ing endurance, the power of expecting long without 

rage or discontent; the power of supporting injuries 
without revenge; sufferance, permission; an herb.

PaT’ENT, pA-shSnt, a. 463. Having the quality 
of enduring; calm under pain or affliction; not re
vengeful against injuries, not easily provoked ;• not 
hasty, not viciously eager or impetuous.

Patient, pA-sh&nt, s. That which receives im
pressions from external agents; a person diseased.

Patiently, pa-sh6nt-l^, ad. Without rage un
der pain or affliction ; without vicious impetuosity.

Patink, pit-tln, s. 140. The cover of a chalice. 
PaTLY, pit-1£, ad. Commodiously, fitly. 
Patness, pit-nOs, s. Convenience, propriety, 

suitableness.
Patriarch, pa-tr^-Ark. s. .534. 353. One who 

governs by paternal right, the father and ruler of a 
family ; a bishop superior to archbishops.

Patriarchal, pa-trA-Ar-kil, a. Belonging to 
patriarchs, such as was possessed or enjoyed by pa
triarchs ; belonging to hierarchical patriarchs.

Patriarchate, pa-trd-Jr-klt, 91. ? 
Patihabchship, pa-tr4-ark-ship, 1

A bishoprick superior to archbishopricks.
Patriarchy, pa-tre-Ar-kA, s. 505. Jurisdiction 

of a patriarch, patriarchate.
Patrician, pA-trlsh-An, a. Senatorial, noble, 

not plebeian.
Patrician, pi-trlsh-fin, s. A nobleman among 

the Romans.
Patrimonial, pAt-tr&-m6'nA-Al, a. Possessed 

by inheritance; claimed by right of birth ; hereditary. 
PatrimoniaLLY, pit-tr£-md-n£-Al-te, a. By in

heritance.
Patrimony, pAt-trA-mfin-nA, s. An estate pos

sessed by inheritance.—For the o, see Domestick.
Patriot, pa-trA-&t. a. Actuated by the care 

of one’s country; wishing and endeavouring to pro
mote the publick good.

Patriot, pA-trA-ut, s. 505. 534. One whose 
ruling passion is the love of his country.

Patriotic , pa-trA-dt-lk, a. Full of patriotism. 
Patriotism, pa-trA-&t-1zm, s. 166. Love of 

one’s country, zeal for one’s country.
Pathol, pl-trdle,' s. The act of going the 

rounds in a garrison to observe that orders are kept; 
those that go the rounds.

IO* All our orthoepists give this word, both as noun 
anti verb, the accent on the last syllable, except 
Mr. Nares, who wishes to reduce it to the accentual dis
tinction so often observed, 492. Johnson’s folio edition 
has the accent of both words on the first, but the quarto 
accents both on the last; and this accentuation, it is cer
tain, is the most received in the polite world.
To Patrol, pl-tr61e,' v. n. To go the rounds 

in a camp or garrison.
Patron, pa-trhn, s. 166. One who counte

nances, supports, or protects; a guardian saint; advo
cate, defender, vindicator; one who has donation of 
ecclesiastical preferment.

Patronage, pit-tr&n-ldje, s. 90. Support, 
protection ; guardianship of saints; donation of a be
nefice, right of conferring a benefice.

That the first syllable of this word is short, and 
that of patron long, is owing to the shortening power of 
the antepenultimate accent, 503.
PATRONAL, pAt-rd-nAl, a. Protecting, support

ing, guarding, defending.
(£;• This word, like matronal, has a diversity of pro-
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nunciation in our Dictionaries, which shows the neces
sity of recurring to principles in order to fix its true 
sound. Buchanan places the accent on the first syllable; 
but whether he makes the a long or short cannot be 
known. Dr. Ash places the accent on the same syllable; 
and though he makes the a in matronal short, yet he 
makes the same letter in this word long as in patron. 
Barclay and Penning lay the stress upon the first of ma
tronal, and on the second of patronal: Perry and Entick 
place the accent on the first of both of these words, but 
make the a in matronal long, and the same letter in pa
tronal short. Bailey accents the second syllable of this 
word.
Patroness, pa-trfin-As, s. A female that de

fends, countenances, or supports; a female guardian 
saint.

I am well aware of the shortening power of the 
antepenultimate accent in patronage, patronize, &c. but 
cannot, as Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Scott, W. Johnston, 
Dr. Kenrick, and Mr. Perry, have done, allow it that 
power in patroness, because the feminine termination ess 
is as much a subjunctive of our own as the participial 
terminations inff or ed, or the plural number, and there
fore never ought to alter the accent or quantity of the 
original word.—See Principles, No. 386. 499.
To Patronise, pAt-trd-nlze, v. a. 503. To 

protect, to support, to defend, to countenance.
PaTRONISER, pAt-trd-nize-fir, s. One who coun

tenances or supports.
Patronless, pa-trhn-15s, a. Without a patron. 
Patronymic , pAt-lrd-nlm-mlk, a. 509. 530.

Expressing the name of the father or ancestor.
Patten of a pillar,*p&£tln, s. 99. Its base, 
Patten, pAt-tin, s. 99. A shoe of wood with an 

iron ring, worn under the common shoe by women.
Pattenmaker, pAt-tln-mA-kUr, s. lie that 

makes pattens.
To Patter, pAt-t&r, v. n. 98. To make a noise 

like the quick steps of many feet, or like the beating 
of hail.

Pattern, pAt-t&rn, s. The original proposed 
to imitation, the archetype, that which is to be copied; 
a specimen, a part shown as a sample of the rest; an 
instance, an example; any thing cut out in paper to 
direct the cutting of cloth.

PauciloquY. paw-slKd-kw<5, s. 518. A short 
speech, speaking little.

Paucity, pAw-sA-tA, s. Fewness, smallness of 
number; smallness of quantity.

To Pave, pave, v. a. To lay with brick or 
stone, to floor with stone; to make a passage easy.

Pavement, pive-inAnt, s. Stones or bricks laid 
on the ground, stone floor.

Paver, pA-v&r, 99. ) s. One who lays
Pavier, pave-y&r, 113. ( with stones.

This word is more frequently, but, perhaps, lesr 
properly, written Paviour.
Pavilion, pA-vIl-yfin, s. 113. A tent, a tempo

rary or moveable house.
To Pavilion, pA-vil-y&n, v. a. To furnish 

with tents j to be sheltered by a tent.
Paunch, pansli, s. 214. 'l he belly, the region 

of the guts.
To Paunch, pAnsh, v. a. To pierce or rip the 

belly, to exer.terate.
Pauper, piw-phr, s. 98. A poor person.
Pauperism, pAw-pur-lzm, s. The state of pov

erty.
Pause, pAwz, s. 213. A stop, a place or time 

of intermission; suspense, doubt; break, paragraph, 
apparent separation of the parts of a discourse; place 
of suspending the voice marked in writing, thus ;—a 
stop or intermission in musick.

To Pause, pawz, v. n. 213. To wait, to stop, 
not to proceed, to forbear for a time; to deliberate; 
to be intermitted.

Pausi.r, plwlz&r, s. 98. He who pauses, he 
who deliberates.

Paw, paw, s. 219. Thefootof a beast of prey ; 
hand, ludicrously.

i 7.> Paw, plw. v. n. To draw the fore foot 
along the ground, a mark of impatience In a horse.

' H H
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To Paw, piw, v. a. To strike with the fore 
foot; to handle roughly.

Pawed, pawd, a. 359. Having paws; broad 
or large footed.

To Pawn, p5wn, v. a. To pledge, to give in 
pledge.

Pawn, pawn, t. Something given in pledge 
as a security for money borrowed on a promise made; 
the state of being pledged; a common man at chess.

Pawnbroker, plwn-brkk&r, s. One who lends 
money upon pledge.

To Pay. pa, p. a. 220. To discharge a debt; 
to dismiss one to whom any thing is due with his 
money; to atone, to make amends by suffering; to 
beat; to reward, to recompense; to give the equivalent 
for any thing bought

Pay, pa, s Wages, hire, money given in re
turn for service.

Payable, pa-l-bl, a. 405. Due, to be paid; 
such as there is power to pay.

Payday, pa-da, s. The day on which debts 
are to be discharged, or wages paid.

Payer, pa-br, s. 98. One that pays. 
Paymaster, pi-mis-tfir, s. One who is to pay, 

one from whom wages or reward is received.
Payment, pa-m&nt, s. The act of paying; the 

discharge of debt or promise; a reward; chastisement, 
sound teating.

Pea, pA, s. 227. A well-known kind of pulse.
JO* When the plutal of this word signifies merely 

number, it is formed, by adding r, as, “ They are as like 
as two peas.” When quantity is implied, e is added to s, 
as, “ A bushel of pease.” The pronunciation, in both 
cases, is exactly the same; that is, as if written pate. 
Peace, pAse, s. 227. Respite from war; quiet 

from suits or disturbances j rest from any commotion ; 
reconciliation of differences; a state not hostile; rest, 
freedom from terror, heavenly rest; silence, suppres
sion of the thoughts.

Peace, pise, inter). A word commanding si
lence.

Peaceable, pise-a-bl, a. 405. Free from war, 
free from tumult; quiet, undisturbed; not quarrel
some, not turbulent.

Peaceableness, pise-i-bl-nis, s. Quietness, 
disposition to peace.

Peaceably, pise-i-bli, ad. Without war, 
without tumult; without disturbance.

Peacebreaker, pise^bra-k&r, s. One who dis
turbs the peace of the publick.

Peaceful, pise-ful, a. Quiet, not in war, pa- 
cifick, mild -r undisturbed, still, secure.

Peacefully, pise-f&l-li, ad. Quietly, without 
‘ disturbance; mildly, gently.

Peacefulness, pese-f&l-nis, s. Quiet, freedom 
from disturbance or war.

Peaceless, pise-lis, a. Wanting peace, dis
turbed.

Peacemaker, pise-ma-kftr, s. One who re
conciles differences.

Peace-offering, pise-dfif&r-Ing, s. Among 
the Jews, a sacrifice or gift offered to God for atone
ment and reconciliation for a crime or offence.

pEACEPARTED, pise^-pir-ted, a. Dismissed from 
the world in peace.

Peach, pitsh, s. 227. A fruit tree; the fruit. 
To Peach, pitsh, v. a. 352. Corrupted from 

Impeach ; to accuse of some crime.
Peach-coloured, pitsh-kfil-l&rd, a. Of a 

colour like a peach.
Peachick, p^-tshlk, s. The chicken of a pea

cock.
Peacock, p^k6k, s. A fowl eminent for the 

beauty of his feathers, and particulaily of his tail.
Peahen, p&hin, s. The female of a peacock. 

See Mankind.
Peak, pike, s. The top of a hill or eminence; 

any thing acuminated ; the rising forepart of a head
dress.

To Peak, peke, v. n. To look sickly, to sneak. 
Peal, pile, s. 227. A succession of loud 

sounds, as of bells, thunder, cannon.
To Peal, pile. v. n. To play solemnly and 

loud.
To Peal, pile, v. u. To assail with noise.
Pear, pare, s. 73. 240. The name of a well 

known fruit-tree; the fruit.
Pearl, pirl. s. 234. A gem generated in the 

body of a testaceous fish; a speck on the eye.
Pearled, pirld, a. 359. Adorned or set with 

pearls; maue of pearls.
Pearleyed, pirl-ide, a. Having a speck in 

the eye.
PEARLGRAS8, pirl-grA.s,
Pearlplant, pirl-pl£nt, s, Plants. 
Pearlwort, pirl-w&rt, )
Pearly, pirl-i, a. Abounding with pearls, 

containing pearls, resembling pearls.
Pearmain, pare-mine,' $. An apple.
Peartree, parc-trei, s. The tree that bears 

pears.
Peasant, piz-zint., s. 88. 234. A hind, one 

whose business is rural labour.
Peasantlike, piz-zint-like, ) „ ,Peasantly, p^zlnt-lA, J0’

taught, clownish, resembling the behaviour of peasants. 
Peasantry, piz-zint-ri, s lVasants, rusticks, 

country people.
Peascod, pis-kid, 515. ? s. The husk that 
Peashell, pi-shil, J contains peas. 
Pease, pize, s. Food of peas.—See Pea. 
Peat, pite, s. A species of turf used for fire. 
Pebble, pib-bl, 405. ) » . .
Pebblestone, pil^bl-stdne, J *• s one 13 

tinct from flints, being not in layers, but one homo
geneous mass; a round hard stone, rather smooth on 
the surface; a sort of bastard gem.

Pebble-crystal, p£b-bl-krls£tAl, $. Crystal ie 
form of modules. .

Pebbled, pib-bld,a. 359. Sprinkled or abound
ing with pebbles.

Pebbly’, pib-bli, a. Full of pebbles.
Peccability, pik-ki-bil-i-te, s. State of being 

subject to sin.
Peccable, pik-ki-bl, a. 405. Liable to sin. 
Peccadillo, pek-ki-dil-16, s. A petty fault, 

a slight crime, a venal offence.
Peccancy, pikikAn-si, s. Bad quality.
Peccant, pik-kint, a. 88. Guilty, criminal, 

ill-disposed, offensive to the body; wrong, deficient, 
unformaL

PeccaVI, pik-ka-vl, Latin. I have offended.
Peck, pik, s. The fourth part of a bushel; 

proverbially, in low language, a great deal.
To Peck, pik, t>. a. To strike with the beak 

as a bird; to pick up food with the beak; to strike 
with any pointed instrument; to Peck at, to be com 
tinually finding fault with.

Pecker, pik-k&r, s. 98. One that pecks; a 
kind of bird, as tne woodpecker.

Peckled, pik-kld, a. 359. Spotted, varied 
with spots.

Pectoral, pik-tftr-al, a.. 557. Belonging to 
the breast; suited to strengthen the breast and sto
mach.

JO" For the o, see Domestick.
PECTORAL, pek-tur-ll, s. 88. A breast-plate; 

a medicine proper to strengthen the breast and 
stomach.

To Peculate, p£kiku-late,». n. To rob 01 
defraud the publick.

{O’ It is somewhat singular that this word, as a verb 
is not in any of our Dictionaries: nor do the substan 
tives seem to have been in general use, as Dr. Johnson 
produces no authorities for them.
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Peculation, p?k-ki-la-shun. j. Robbery of 
the publick, theft of publick money.

Peculator, pik-ku-la-tir, s. 521. Robber of 
the publick.

Peculiar, pe-kh-le-&r, a. 88. Appropriate, 
belonging to any one with exclusion of others; parti- / 
cular, single. , .

Peculiarity, p£-k&-le-ir-£-td, s. Particularity, 
something found only in one.

To Pecullarizf., p^-ku-16-ur-ize, v. a. To ap
propriate, to make peculiar.

Peculiarly, p^-ku-l^-ftr-U, ad. Particularly, 
singly; in a manner not common to others.

Peculiarness, p£-ku-16-hr-n£s, s. Appropria
tion.

Pecuniary, p^-ku-ne-ur-e, a. Relating to 
money, consisting of money.

Pedagogical, p^d-di-gjd-je-kal, a. Suiting 
or belonging to a schoolmaster.

Pedagogue, pid-da-gig, s. 338. One who 
teaches boys, a schoolmaster, a pedant.

Pedagogy, p&d-di-gog-e, s. Preparatory dis
cipline.

Pedal, pA-dal, a. Belonging to a foot.
Pedals, p&d-dAls, or p^-d^ls, s. The large 

pipes of an organ.
JO’ I have no doubt that Mr. Nares and Entick, who 

adopt the first pronunciation, have the best usage on their 
sides; but am persuaded that Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Scott, 
Buchanan, and Perry, who adopt the last, are more 
analogical.—See Principles, No. 543.
P£DA NEOUS, p£-da-nd-&s, a. Going on foot. 
Pedant, ped-dAiit, s. 88. A schoolmaster; a 

man vain of low knowledge.
Pedantic p^-dAn-tik, ) . ,
Pedantic al, pA-din-tA-kAl, 5 a‘ " "ai ' 

ostentatious of learning.
Pedantically, pA-dAnQA-kAl-A, ad. With 

awkward ostentation of learning.
Pedantry, p£d-dAnt-re, s. Awkward osten

tation of needless learning.
To Peddle, pedkll, v. n. 405. To be busy 

about trifles.
Peddling, ped-dl-Ing, a. 410. Petty dealing, 

such as pedlars have.
The spelling of this word might have informed 

Dr/Johnson ot the true spelling of pettier.
Pederf.RO, pfid-der-re-rd, s. Spanish. A small 

cannon managed by a swivel.
Pedestal, pAd'dAs-tAl, s. The lower member 

of a pillar; the basis of a statue.
Pedestrial, p£-d£s-tr£-Al, a. Belonging to 

the foot; employing the foot.
Pedestrian, p^-des-trA-an, s. One who makes 

a journey on foot; one distinguished for his powers of 
walking.

PedkstrIOUS, pi-des-tri-Ss, a. Not winged, 
going on foot.

Pedicle, p3d-de-kl, s. 405. The footstalk, 
that by which a leaf or fruit is fixed to the tree.

Pedicular, pi-dik'kii-llr, a. Having the 
phthvriasis or lousy distemper.

Pedigree, p^d^dd-grA, s. Genealogy, lineage, 
account of descent.

Pediment, p£d-d<L-m£nt, s. In Architecture, 
an ornament that crowns the ordonnances, finishes the 
fronts of buildings, and serves as a decoration over 
gates.

Pedlar, p^d-l&r, $. Properly Peddler. One 
who travels the country with small commodities, con
tracted from petty dealer.

There is the same impropriety in spelling this 
word with one d oply as there would be in spelling 
toddler and,fiddler in the same manner.—For the reasons, 
see Codie.
PEDI.ERY, ped-l&r-e, s. 98. Wares sold by 

pedlars.
Pedobaptism, p£d-d6-bAp^t!zm, s. Infant 

baptism. 399

IO’ I have differed from Mr- Sheridan and several of 
our orthoepists in making the first syllable of tnis word 
short. I am authorised by the shortening power of the 
secondary accent, 530, notwithstanding the diphthong in 
the original, which has no more influence in this word 
than in Ctesarea, aconomick, and a thousand others. 
PEDOBAPiyr, p?d-dd-blp'tist, s. One that holds 

or practises infant baptism.
Pedometer, p£-dim'md-t&r, s. A mathemati- 

cal instrument, by the management of the wheels oi 
which, paces are numbered, and the distance of one 
place from another exactly measured.

To Peel, pe&, v. a. 246. To decorticate, to 
flay, to plunder. According to analogy this should be 
written Pill.

Peel, p£&, s. The skin or thin rind of any thing. 
Peel, p^Al, s. A broad thin board with along 

handle, used by bakers to put their bread in and take 
it out of the oven.

Peeler, pd£l-&r, s. 98. One who strips or 
flays; a plunderer.

To Peep, pe£p, v. n. 246. To make the first 
appearance; to look slily, closely, or curiously.

Peep, pAAp, s. First appearance, as, at the peep 
and first break of day; a sly look.

Peeper, pAep-ur, s. 98. A young chicken just 
breaking the shell; one that peeps.

Peephole, p^pihdle, I A bole
Peemnghole, peep-ing-hoic,)

through which one may look without being discovered. 
Peer, pWr, s. 246. Equal, one of the same 

rank; one equal in excellence or endowments; com • 
panion, fellow; a nobleman.

To Peer, pe£r, v. n. By contraction from Ap
pear. To come just insight; to look narrowly; topee;) 

Peerage, p&sr-ldje, s. 90. The dignity of 
z a peer; the body of peers.
PeerdOM, p^er-dim, s. 166. Peerage. 
Peeress, pAAr^s, s. The lady of a peer, a wo

man ennobled.
Peerless, pt^r-les, a. Unequalled, having no 

peer.
Peerlessly, pAAr-lAs-lA, ad. Without an equal, 

matchlessly.
Pferlf.ssness, pA^r-lAs-nAs, 5. Universal supe

riority.
Peevish, pA&vlsh, a. 246. Petulant, waspish, 

easily offended, irritable, hard to please.
Peevishly, pA&vish-U, ad. Angrily, queru

lously, morosely.
Peevishness, pAA-vlsh-nAs, s. Irascibility 

querulousness, fretfulness, perverseness.
Peg, pfig, s. A piece of wood driven into a 

hole; the pins of an instrument in which the strings 
are strained; to take a Peg lower, to depress, to sink; 
the nickname of Margaret.

To Peg, pAg, v. a. To fasten with a peg. 
Pelf, p&lf, s. Money, riches in an odious sense 
Pelican, pAl-e-kAn, $. 88. There are two sorts 

of pelicans; one lives upon fish, the other keeps in 
deserts, and feeds upon serpents; the pelican is sup
posed to admit its young to suck blood from its breast. 

Pelisse, pA-lAse,' s. French. A kind of coat or 
robe.

Pellet, pAl-lIt, s. 99. A little ball; a bullet, 
a ball.

Pelleted, pel-llt-tAd, a. Consisting of bullets. 
Pellicle, pAl-lA-kl, s. 405. A thin skin; it is 

often used for the film which gathers upon liquors im
pregnated with salts or other substance, and evaporated 
by heat.

PelliTORY, pSl-lA-tfer-A, s. 512. 557. An herb. 
Pei.LMELL, pAl-mSI,' ad. Confusedly, tumultu

ously, one among another.—See Mall.
Pells, p£lz, s. Clerk of the Pells, an officer 

belonging to the Exchequer, who enters every Teller’s 
bill into a parchment roil, called Pellis acceptorvnt, 
the roll of receipts; and also makes another roil called 
pellis excitium. a roll of disbursements.
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Pellucid, pAl-16-sld, a. Clear, transparent, 
not opaque* not dark.

Pellucidity, pAl-lu-sld-A-te, )
Pellucidness, pAl-kAld-nAs, f s' ranspa- 

rency, clearness, not opacity.
Pelt, p<?lt, s. Skin, hide; tlie quarry of a 

hawk all torn.
To Pelt, pAlt, v. a. To strike with something 

thrown ; to throw, to cast.
PELTING, p4lt-lng, a. This word in Shakspeare 

signifies naitry, pitiful Obsolete.
Peltmonger, pAlt-mhng-gitr, s. A dealer in 

raw hides.
Peltry, pel-t^A, s. Furs or skins in general. 
Pelvis, pAl-vls, $. The lower part of the belly. 
Pen, pdn, s. An instrument of writing; fea

ther ; wing; a small enclosure, a coop.
To Pen, pen, v. a. To coop, to shut up, to 

incage, to imprison in a narrow place; to write.
PENAL, pA-nil, a. 88. Denouncing punish

ment, enacting punishment; used for the purposes of 
punishment, vindictive.

Penalty, pAn-nAl-tA, ) s. Punishment, cen- 
■ Penality, pA-nAl-lA-tA, ) sure, judicial inflic

tion ; forfeiture upon non-performance.
Penance, pAn-nAnse, s. Infliction either pub

lick or private, suffered as an expression of repentance 
for sin.

Pence, pAnse, s. The plural of Penny.
Pencil, pAn-sil, s. 159. A small brush of hair 

which painters dip in their colours; any instrument 
of writing without ink.

To Pencil, pAn-sll, i>. n. 159. To paint.
Pendant, pAn'dAnt, s. 88. A jewel hanging 

in the ear; any thing hanging by way of ornament; 
when it signifies a small flag in ships, it is pronounced 
Pennant.

Pendence, pen-dAnse, s. 
tion.

Pendency, pAn-dAn-se, s. 
decision.

Pendent, pen-dAnt, a. 
over ; supported above the ground.

PENDING, pAnd-lng, a. 410. Depending, re
maining yet undecided.

PENDULOS1TY, pAn-jii-lAs^e-te, 
Pendulousness, pAn-ju-l&s-nes, 

of hanging, suspension.
Pendulous, pen'jA-lhs, a. 376. 

supported below.
Pendulum, pAn-ju-lhm, s. 293.

Slopeness, inclina- 

Suspense, delay of 

Hanging; jutting

| s. The state

Hanging, not

Any weight 
hung so as that it may easily swing backwards and for
wards, of which the great law is, that its oscillations 
are always performed in equal times.

Penetrable, pdn-nA-trA-bl, a. Such as may 
be pierced, such as may admit the entrance of another 
body ; susceptive of moral or intellectual impression. 

Penetrability, pAn-nA-trA-bil^A-tA. s. Sus
ceptibility of impression from another body.

PeneTRANCY, pdn-nd-trln-sd, s. Power of en
tering or piercing.

Penetrant, pen-nA-trAnt, «. Having the 
power to pierce or enter, sharp, subtile.

To PENETRATE, pAn-nA-trate, t>. «. To pierce, 
to enter beyond the surface, to make way into a body; 
to affect the mind ; to reach the meaning.

I'o Penetrate, p4n-ni-trate, ». n. 91. To 
make way. t

Penetration, pAn-nA-tra-shun, s. The act of 
entering into any body; mental entrance into any 
thing abstruse; acuteness, sagacity.

Penetrative, pAn-nA-trA-tlv, a. 512. Piercing, 
sharp, subtile; acute, sagacious, discerning; having 
the power to impress the mind.

Penetrativeness, pAn-nA-trA-tlv-nes, s. The 
Qixality of being penetrative.

‘Penguin, |>in-gwln,... A bird, whi.li thougli 
no higher than a large goose, yet weigh.- sometimes 
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sixteen pounds; a fruit, very common in the West 
Indies, of a sharp acid flavour.

Peninsula, pAn-ln-shti-lA, s. 452. A piece of 
land almost surrounded by the sea.

PeninsulaTED, pAn-ln-shii-la-tAd, a. Almost 
surrounded with water.

Penitence, pAn-nA-t&nse, ) r n
Penitency, pAn-nA-lAn^sA, ) 1 c*

sorrow for crimes, contrition for sin, with amendmcut 
of life, or change of the affections.

Penitent, pAn-nA-tAnt,a. Repentant, contrite 
for sin, sorrowful for past transgressions, and resolutely 
bent on amending life.

Penitent, pAn-ne-tAnt, s. One sorrowful for 
sin ; one under censures of the church, but admitted 
to penance ; one under the direction of a confessor.

Penitential, p£n-n4-t4nbUill, u. Expressing 
penitence, enjoined as penance.

Penitential pAn-ne-tAn-shAl, s. A book di
recting the degrees of penance.

Penitentiary, pAn-nA-tAn-shA-rc,«. One who 
prescribes the rules and measures of penance; a |»eni- 
tent, one who does penance; Che place where penance 
is enjoined.

Penitently, pAn-nA-tAnt-lA, ad. With re
pentance, with sorrow for sin, with contrition.

Penknife," pAn-nife,s. A knife used to cut pens. 
Penman, pAn-mAn, «. 88. One who professes 

the art of writing; an author, a writer.
Penmanship, pen-mAn-shlp, s. The use of the 

pen ; the art of writing.
Pennant, pAn-nAnt, 88. A small flag, en 

sign, or colours; a tacklefor hoisting things onboard.
PennaTKD, pAn-na-tAd, a. Winged. Pennated, 

among botanists, is said of those leaves that grow 
directly 'me against another on the same rib or stalk, 
as those of ash and walnut-tree.

Penniless, pAn-nA-lAs, a. Moneyless, poor, 
wanting money.

Pennon, pAn-n&n, $. 166. A small flag or co
lour.

Penny, pAn-nA, s. A small coin, of which 
twelve make a shilling; a penny is the radical denomi
nation from which English coin is numbered; pro- 
verbially, a small sum; money in general.

Pennyroyal, pAn-nA-rAA-Al, s. A well-known 
herb.

Pennyweight, pAn-nA-wAte, s. A weight con
taining twenty-four grains Troy weighu

Pennywise, pAn-ne-wlze, a. One who saves 
small sums at the hazard of larger; with the addition 
of “ pound foolish.”

Pennyworth, pAn-nA-whrtft, As much as is 
bought for a penny . any purchase, any thing bought 
or sold for money ; something advantageously bought, 
a purchase got for le»s than it is worth ; a small quan
tity.

This word is commonly, and without vulgarity, 
contracted into pennurlh.
Pensile, pAn-sil. a. 140. Hanging, suspend

ed ; supported above the ground.
Pensileness, pAn-sil-nAs, s. The state of hang

ing.
Pension, pen-shttn, s. 451. An allowance 

made to any one without an equivalent.
Pensionary, pen-shCin-A-rA, a. Maintained by 

pensions.
Pensioner, pAn-sh&n-ur, s. $)8. One who is 

sup|>orted by an allowance |>aid at the will of another, 
a dependant.

Pensive, pAn-slv, a. 428. Sorrowfully, thought
ful, mournfully serious.

Pensively, pAn-siv-lA, ad. With melancholy, 
sorrowfully.

Pensiveness, pAn-siv-nAs, s. Melancholy, sor
rowfulness.

Pent, pAnt. Part. pass, of Pen. Shut up. 
PENTACAPSULAR, pAn-ta-kAp-shu-lAr, u. Hav

ing five cavities.
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Pentachord, pAn-ti-k3rd, «, An instrument 
with five strings.

Pentaedrous, pAn-ti-AWris, a. Having five 
sides.

Pentagon, pAn-ti-g&n, s. 166. A figure with 
five angles.

Pentagonal, pAn-tig-A-nll, a. Quinquang- 
ular, having five angles.

Pentameter, p^n-tam-me-tur, $. A Latin 
verse of five feet

Pentangular, pen-tAng-gu-lar, n. Five 
cornered.

Pentapetalous, p^n-tA-p^t-lA-l&s, a. Having 
five petals.

Pentarchy, pSn-t&r-kA, s. A government ex
ercised by five.

Pentastic , p&n-tAs-tlk, s. A composition 
consisting of five verses.

Pentastyle, p6n-ti*stl1e, s. In architecture, 
a work in which are five rows of columns.

PENTATEUCH, p&n-ti-tfike, s. 353. The five 
books of Moses.

Pentecost, pAn^tA-kAste, «. A feast among 
the Jews.

Pentecostals, pJn-ti-kJsltMz, s. Oblations > 
formerly made at the feast of Pentecost by parishioners * 
to their parish priest, and sometimes by inferiour 
churches to the mother-church.

Penthouse, p£nt-h6use, s. A shed hanging 
out aslope from the main wail.

PENTILE, p&n-tile, s. A tile formed to cover 
the sloping nart of the roof.

Pent up, pent, part. a. Shut up.
Penultima, p£-nul-t£-m2L, s. The last syllable 

but one.
Penultimate, pd-n&l-t^-mate, a. Belonging 

to the last syllable but one.
Penumbra, p^-num-brA, «. An imperfect 

shadow.
Penurious, p^-nii-r^-6s,a. Niggardly, sparing, 

sordidly mean ; scant, not plentiful.
Penuriously, p£-n£-ri-us-l£, ad. Sparingly, 

not plentifully.
Penuriousness, pd-nu-r£-&s-n£s, s. Niggard

liness, parsimony.
Penury, p£n-nu-rA, s. Poverty, indigence. 
Peony, p£-d-n£, s. A flower.
People, p£A-pl, s. 405. A nation, those who 

compose a community ; the vulgar, the commonalty, 
hot the princes or nobles ; persons of a particular 
class ; men, or persons in general.

To People, pd£-pl, v. a. 256. To stock with 
inhabitants.

Pepper, p£p-p?ir, «. 98. An aromatick pungent 
kind of spice brought from India.

To Pepper, pAp-p&r, v. a. To sprinkle with 
pepper; to beat, to mangle with shot or blows.

Pepperbox, p£p-p?ir-b6ks, s. A box for hold
ing pepper.

Peppercorn, p^p-pur-kArn, s. Any thing of 
inconsiderable value.

Peppering, p£p-p&r-lng, a. Hot, fiery, angry. 
Peppermint, p^p-pur-mlnt, s. Mint eminently 

hot.
Pepperwort, pep-pfrr-wfcrt, s. A plant 
Peptick, pdp-tlk, a. Helping digestion. 
Peracute, p£r-l-kiite, a. Very sharp, very 

violent
Peradventure, p3r-ld-v3n-tslifire, ad. Per- 

haps, may be, by chance.
To Peragrate, p^r-i-grate, r. a. To wander 

over; to ramble through.
Peragration, per-4-gra-shfin, The act of 

passing through any state or space.
To Perambulate, p3r-im-l>6-14tc, v. a. To 

walk through ; to survey by passing through.
Perambulation, p^r-Am-bu-la-shin, «. The 
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act of passing through or wandering over; a travelling 
survey.

Perambulator, p?r-imib£i-la-t6r, s. A wheel 
for measuring roads.

Perceivable, per-s^-vA-bl, a. Perceptible, 
such as falls under perception.

Perceivably, per-se-va-bM, ad. In such a 
manner as may be observed or known.

To Perceive, per-s^ve,' v. a. To discover by 
some sensible effects, to know, to observe; to be af
fected by. ,

Perceptibility, p3r-sep-t^-bll-£-t£, s. The 
state of being an object of the senses or mind ; per 
ception, the jiower of perceiving.

Perceptible, p£r-sep-te-bl, a. Such as may 
be known or observed.

Perceptibly, p£r-s£p-te-ble, ad. In such a 
manner as may be perceived.

Perception, p£r-sSp-sh&n, s. The power of 
perceiving, consciousness; the act of perceiving; no
tion, idea; the state of being affected by something.

Perceptive, p^r-s^p-tlv, a. 512. Having the 
power of perceiving. ,

Perceptivity, pdr-s5p-tlv-4-t6, s. The power 
of perception or thinking.

Perch, p&rtsb, s. 352. A kind of fish.
Perch, p&rtsh, «. A measure of five yards and 

a half, a pole ; something on which birds roost or sit.
To Perch, p^rtsh, v. n. To sit or roost as a 

bird.
To Perch, pSrtsb, v. a. To place on a perch. 
Perchance, per-tshAnse,' ad. Perhaps, perad

venture.
Percipient, per-slp-pe-Snt, a. Perceiving, 

having the power of perception.
Percipient, p^r-slp^-Snt, s. One that has 

the power of perceiving.
To Percolate, p&r-kd-late. v. a. To strain. 
Percolation, per-kd-la-sbfm, s. The act of 

straining, purification or separation by straining.
To Percuss, per-kQs,' v. a. To strike.
Percussion, p£r-kush-&n s. The act of strik

ing, stroke; effect of sound in the ear.
Percutient, p£r-kfi-sh£nt, a. Striking, hav

ing the power to strike.
Perdition, p3r-dlsh-&n, s. Destruction, ruin, 

death; loss; eternal death.
Perdue, pGr-dii,' ad. Closely, in ambush.
Perdurable, p&r-dfi-ri-bl, a. 293. Lasting, 

long continued.
JO" Mr. Nares tells us that this word throws the ac. 

cent back to the fourth syllabic from the end, though the 
derivation demands it otherwise. I am sorry to difler 
from so judicious an orthoepist; but cannot conceive that 
derivation requires the same accent as on durable, since 
this word is, like many others, considered as a simple, 
derived from the Latin pedurabilis, which, though not 
a classical word, is formed in the Latin analogy, and has 
the same effect on English pronunciation, as if it came 
to us whole ; which effect is to place the accent in the 
anglicised word on that syllable which had a secondary 
accent in Latin, and that is the first.—See Academy and 
Incomparable.

The reason why such a formative as perdurabilis may 
be admitted as the parent of perdurable, and not inter- 
ferio that of interference, is, that we form interference 
from the verb to interfere, rather than from interferio, 
which is not a Latin word, though, perha]>s in the Latin 
analogy of formation ; but we have no verb to perdure, 
from whence to form perdurable, and therefore allowably 
follow the Latin analogy of formation, and the English 
analogy of pronouncing such for motives.—See Inter
ference. Poetical authorities are decidedly in favour of 
this accentuation:

*♦ O perdurable shame! let’s stab ourselves.” Shakipcare.
•• the vig’rous sweat

Doth lend the lively springs their perdurable heat.” Dray ten, 
•» Why would he. 'or the momentary t ck .
** Be perduraNy fin’d.” Shaktpacre.

Pkrdurabi.y, perklJi-rl-bk1, a<. Lastingly.
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PERDURATION, pdr-dd-ra-sh&n, s. Long con
tinuance.

To Peregrinate, pgr-nLgr£-nate, v. n. To 
travel, to live in foreign countries.

Peregrination, p^r-r^-gre-ni-shCm, s. Travel, 
abode in foreign countries.

PEREGRtNATOR, p^r^-gri-na-t&r, s. A tra
veller.

Peregrine, p^r-rd-grln, a. 150. Foreign, not 
native, not domestick.

To Perempt, per-dmpt,z v. a. To kill, to crush. 
A law term.

Peremption, pdr-dm-sh&n, s. Crush, extinc
tion. A law term.

Peremptorily, pdr-rdm-t&r-rd-ld, ad. Abso
lutely, positively, so as to cut off all farther debate. 

Peremptoriness, p^r-rdm-tdr-e-nds, s. 412. 
Positiveness, absolute decision, dogmatism.

Peremptory, pdr-rdm-t&r-d, or pdr-em-td-rd, 
a. 512. Dogmatical, absolute, such as destroys all 
farther expostulation.—For the o, see Domestick.

If we consult our orthoepists, there can scarcely 
oe any two pronunciations more equally balanced than 
’.hose that are given to this word. Mr. Sheridan, 
Mr. Nares, Mr. Smith, Dr. Ash, VV Johnston, Mr. Scott, 
and Entick, are for the first; and Dr. Johnson, Dr. Ken- 
rick, Bailey, Buchanan, Barclay, Fenning, and Perry, 
for the last; but notwithstanding the last has these au
thorities to support it, I am much mistaken if the first 
has not obtained a complete victory. That there is a 
strong tendency in words of this kind to draw the accent 
high, is evident; it is as evident likewise, that those poly
syllables, which we derive from the Latin, incline to 
accent that syllable on which we place a secondary 
accent in pronouncing the original, see Academy and Dis
putable i and provided there are no clusters of uncombi- 
nable consonants in the latter syllables, there is no reason 
why this accentuation should be checked. This is the 
case with the word in question ; the p is mute, t is easily 
pronounced after cm, and the whole termination is suffi
ciently smooth and voluble: but in perfunctory the case 
is different; the uncombinable consonants net are not to 
be pronounced without considerable difficulty, if we 
place the accent on the first syllable; and therefore this 
accentuation ought to be avoided as much as in corrttp. 
tible, which see. The Poets incline to the side I have 
adopted:

“ To-morrow be in readiness to go ;
Excuse it not, for I am peremptory.'’ S'iak.ti)carc»

»* If I entertain*
** As peremptorie a desire, to level with the plaine
“ A citie, where they lov’d to live; stand not betwixt my ire 
•* And wliat he aims at.” Chapman.

Ben Jonson too, in his Grammar, places the accent on 
the first syllable of this word.
Perennial, per-6n-n^-Al, a. 113. Lasting 

through the year ; perpetual; unceasing.
PeRENNITY, p^r-rOn-ne-t^, .<r. Equality of last

ing through all seasons, perpetuity.
Pererration, p&r-er-rA-shun, s. Travel, the 

act of rambling through various places.
Perfect, p£r-f£kt, a. Complete, consummate, 

finished, neither defective nor redundant; fully in
formed, fully skilful ; pure, blameless, clear, imma
culate.

To PERFECT, pGr-fekt^ v. a. To finish, to com
plete, to consummate, to bring to its true state; to 
make skilful, to instruct fully.

PERFECTER, per-f6kt-£ir, s. 98. One that makes 
perfect.

Perfection, per-f^k-shun, s. The state of be
ing perfect; something that concurs to produce su
preme excellence; attribute of God.

PerfectiONAL, p^r-ffik-sh&n-Al, a. Made com
plete. t

To Perfection ate, pJr-fJk-sh&n-ate, v. a. 
To make perfect.

Perfectionist, p5r-ftk-sh&n-lst, s. One pre
tending to extreme perfection ; «’ puritan.

Perfective, p£r-f3k-tlv, a. 512. Conducing 
bring to perfection
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Perfectively, p3r-fr-k-tlv-lA, nd. In such a 
manner as brings to perfection.

Perfectly, p£r-f£kt-l£, ad. In the highest 
degree of excellence; totally, completely; exactly, 
accurately.

Perfectness, p£r-f&kt-n&s, s. Completeness; 
goodness, virtue, a scriptural word; skill.

Perfidious, p^r-fid-y&s, a. 294. Treacherous, 
false to trust, guilty of violated faith.

Perfidiously, p^r-fid-yfts-le, ad. Treacher
ously, by breach of faith.

Perfidiousness, p^r-fid-y&s-n^s, s. The qua
lity of being perfidious.

Perfidy, per-fe-de, s. Treachery, want of faith, 
breach of faith.

To Perflate, pSr-flite,' v. a. To blow through. 
Perflation, pdr-fla-sh&n, s. The act of blow

ing through.
To Perforate, p&r-fd-rate, v. a. To pierce 

with a tool, to bore.
Perforation, p&r-fd-ra-sh&n, s. The act of 

piercing or boring; hole, place bored.
Perforator, p£r-fo-ra-tar, s. 521. The in- 

strument of boring.
Perforce, p^r-fdrse,' ad. By violence, vio

lently.
To Perform, p&r-fdrm,' or p&r-fdrm,' v. a. To 

execute, to do, to discharge, to achieve an undertaking. 
There is a wanton deviation from rule in the pro

nunciation of this word and its derivatives, which calls 
aloud for reformation. Pronouncing the la>t syllable 
like form, a seat, is a gross departure from analogy, as 
will appear by comparing it with the same syllable in re
form, conform, inform, deform, transform, &c. This er- 
rour seems chiefly confined to the stage, where it proba
bly originated. It is not unlikely that some affected ac
tor, to give the word a foreign air, first pronounced it in 
this manner; though, in justice to the stage, it ought to 
be observed, that it has less of this affectation than any 
theatre of elocution in the kingdom.
To Perform, p£r-f6rm,z v. n. To succeed in 

an attempt.
Performable, p&r-fdrm-a-bl, a. Practicable, 

such as may be done.
Performance, per-fir-mans, s. Completion 

of something designed, execution of something pro
mised ; composition, work; action, something done.

Performer, p£r-f6rm-&r, s. 98. One that per
forms any thing; it is generally applied to one that 
makes a publick exhibition of his skill.

To Perfricate, p£r'fr£-kate, v. n. To rub 
over.

PERFUMATORY, p£r-f6-ma-tfir-£, a. 512. That 
which perfumes.

Perfume, pfir-iitme, s. 492. Strong odour f 
sweetness used to give scents to other things; swer' 
odour, fragrance.

Fenning, Perry, Entick, Dr. Johnson, Buchanan, 
W. Johnston, and Kenrick, place the accent on the last 
syllable of this word, either when a substantive or a verb. 
As a substantive, Scott places the accent either on the 
first or last, and Sheridan on the first. Mr. Nares has 
shown at large, that the poets accent the substantive both 
ways; but the analogy of dissyllable nouns and verbi 
seems now to have fixed the accent of the substantive 
on the first, and that of the verb on the last.
To Perfume, per-fume,' v. a. To scent, to im

pregnate with sweet scent.
Perfumer, p£r-fu-tnftr, s. 98. One whose 

trade is to sell things made to gratify the scent.
Perfunctorily, p£r-ffrngk-tur-r£-l£, ad. 

Carelessly, negligently.
Perfunctoriness, per-fungk-t&r-e-n^s, s. 

Negligence, carelessness.
Perfunctory, p^r-fungk-tar-d, a. Slight, 

careless, negligent.
I have differed from Mr. Sheridan and W. John, 

ston, who accent this word on the first syllable; but have 
Dr., Johnson, Dr. Ash, Mr. Nares, Barclay, Fenning, 
Bailey, Buchanan, and Entick, on my side for accenting 
the second : and this pronunciation, without any autho
rity, would be more eligible than the other front th-»
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difficulty of pronouncing the uncombinable consonants 
in the last syllables, without the assistance of accent, 
especially when we consider that the adverb perfunctorily, 
and the possible abstract noun perfunctoriness, must ne
cessarily have t he same accent as the adjective.—See Per
emptory, Irrefragable, and Corruptible.
To Perfuse, per-fhze,' v. a. 437. To tincture, 

to overspread.
Perhaps, pSr-hips,' ad. Peradventure, it 

may be.
Periapt, pSr^ri-ipt, s. Amulet, charm worn 

as a preservative against diseases or mischief. Obsolete.
Pericardium, per-£-kir-d£-&m, $. 298. The 

Pericardium is a thin membrane of a conick figure 
that resembles a purse, and contains the heart in its 
cavity.

Pericarpium, p£r-£-k£r-p4-.ftm, $. In Botany, 
a pellicle or thin membrane encompassing the fruit or 
grain of a pant; or that part of a plant that envelops 
the seed.

Periclitation, pdr-d-kld-tAt-shun, s. The state 
of being in danger; trial, experiment.

Pericranium, per-i-kra-nd-fim, s. The Peri- 
cranium is the membrane that covq*& the skull.

PERICULOUS, pd-rlk-kfi-lus, a. 3W. Danger- 
ous, hazardous.

Perigee, pi-r-d-iei, 1 ...
Perigeum, per4-jd-iim, J ’’ That point in the 

heavens, wherein a planet is said to be in its nearest 
distance possible from the earth.—See European.

Perihelium, per-d-hd~l^-6m, $. That point of 
a planet’s orbit, wherein it is nearest the sun.

Peril, p&r-ril, s. Danger, hazard, jeopardy; 
denunciation, danger denounced.

Perilous, per-nl-fts, a. 314. Dangerous, 
hazardous, full of danger; it is used by way of em
phasis, or ludicrous exaggeration of any thing bad; 
smart, witty. In this last sense out of use.

This word is commonly, but improperly, written 
with double I, perULous, as it comes from the French pe- 
rileux.
Perilously, pSr-ril-&s-l£, ad. Dangerously. 
Perilousness, p£r-rll-£is-n£s, s. Dangerous

ness.
Perimeter, pe-rlm-md-t&r, s. 98. The com

pass or sum of all sides which bound any figure of what 
kind soever, whether rectilinear or mixed.

Period, pe-r^-fid, s. 166. A circuit; time in 
which any thing is performed, so as to begin again in 
the same manner; a stated number of years, a round 
of time, at the end of which the things comprised 
within the calculation shall return to the state in which 
they were at the beginning; the end or conclusion; the 
state at which any thing terminates ; length of dura
tion ; a complete sentence from one full stop to an
other.

To Period, pe-rd-hd, v. a. To put an end to. 
An affected word.

Periodic , p£-r£-6d-Ik, 509. { a. Circular, 
Periodical, p^-rA-Sd-dd-klll, S making a cir

cuit, making a revolution ; happening by revolution 
at some stated time; regular, performing some action 
at stated times ; relating to periods or revolutions.

Periodically, pe-rd-6d-d£-kil-£, ad. At stated 
periods.

Periosteum, p£r-£-&s-tsh?im, $. All the bones 
are covered with a very sensible membrane called the 
Periosteum.

PERtrATETICAL, pAr-rA-pl-t?t'e-kal, | a. Be- 
Peripatetic , p4r-r<i-p?i-tetMk, J longing 

to the Peripateticks; denoting the Peripateticks.
Peripatetic , p£r-£-pA-t£t-lk, s. One of the 

ancient sects of philosophers, called Peripateticks; so 
called because they used to dispute walking up and 
down the Lyceum at Athens. They were the followers 
of Aristotla

Periphery, p£-rlftf£-r£, s. Circumference.
To Periphrase, p&r'rA-fraze, v. a. To express 

one word by many; to express by circumlocution.
Periphrasis, p£-rlf-frA-sls, s. 520. Circumlo

cution ; use of many words to express the sense of 
one.
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Periphrastical, pSr-rA-fris^-kil, a. Circum
locutory, expressing the sense of one word in many.

Peripneumony, per-lp-nft-md-nA, ) ,
Peripneumonia, p£r-lp-n6-md-n£-i, J An 

inflammation of the lungs.—See Pathognomonic .
To Perish, pSr-rlsh, t>. n. To die, to be de

stroyed, to be lost, to come to nothing; to be in a per
petual state of decay; to be lost eternally.

Perishable, pfii-rlsh-A-bl, a. 405. Liable to 
perish, subject to decay, of short duration.

Perishableness, p6r-rish-A-bl-n£s, s. Liable
ness to be destroyed, liableness to decay.

Peristaltic , p£r-£s-tAI-tik, a. Peristaltic 
motion is that vermicular motion of the guts, which ii 
made by the contraction of the spiral fibres, whereby 
the excrements are pressed downwards and voided.

PERISTERION, p£r-ls-te-r£-tin, s. The herb 
vervain.

Perisystole, p^r-^-sls^td-l^, s. The pause or 
interval betwixt the two motions of the heart or pulse.

Peritoneum, p&r-^-tdi-n^-fim, s. 503. This lies 
immediately under the muscles of the lower belly, and 
is a thin and soft membrane, which encloses ali the 
bowels; contained in the lower belly, covering all the 
middle of the cavity.

To Perjure, p&r-jure, v. a. To forswear, to 
taint with perjury.

Perjurer, p£r'jh-rtir, s. 98. One that swears 
falsely.

Perjury, p£r-j{i-r£, s. False oath.
Periwig, p£r-r£-wlg, s. Adscititious hair for 

the head ; hair not natural, worn by way of ornament, 
or concealment of baldness.

To Periwig, p£r-r£-wlg, v. a. To dress in 
false hair.

Periwinkle, pSrM-wlng-kl, s. A small shell 
fish, a kind of sea snail; a plant.

To Perk, p£rk, v. n. To hold up the head 
with an affected briskness.

To PERK, p&rk, v. a. To dress, to prank. 
PERLOUS, pAr-l&s, n. Dangerous, full of hazard. 

Now written Perilous.
Perlustration, pi*r-i&s-tra-sbcm, s. The act 

of viewing all over.
Permanence, per-mi-n?nse, >
Permanency, J *• Durstlon'

consistency, continuance in the same state.
Permanent, p&r-mA-nent, a. Durable, not 

decaying, unchanged.
PERMANENTLY, per-ma-n£nt-lc, ud. Durably, 

lastingly.
PermansiON, p£r-mAn-sh?in, s. Continuance. 
Permeable, p^r-me-i-bl, a. 405. Such as may 

be passed through.
Permeant, p^r-me-int, o. Passing through. 
To Permeate, p£rW-ate, v. a. To pass 

through.
Permeation, pgr-mi-a-sh&n, s. The act of 

passing through.
Permiscible, p^r-mls-se-bl, a. Such as may 

be mingled.
Permissible, p£r-mls-s£-bl, a. That may be 

permitted.
Permission, p&r-mlsh-ftn, s. Allowance, grant 

of liberty.
Permissive, per-mls-siv, a. 158. Granting 

liberty, not favour; not hindering, though not ap
proving; granted, suffered without ninderance, not 
authorised or favoured.

Permissively, pSr-mlsls’v-le, ad. By bare 
allowance, without hinderance.

PERMISTION, per-mis^tshfm, s. 464. The act of 
mixing.

To Permit, per-mltf v. a. To allow without 
command; to suffer without authorising or apprqv- 
ing; to allow, to suffer, to give up, to resign. In this 
last sense not very properly used.

Permit, pMmlt,». 492. A written permission
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from an officer for transporting goods from place to 
place, showing the duty on them la have been paid.

Permittance p&r-inlt-tAnse, s. Allowance, 
forbearance of opposition, permission.

Permixtion, per-mlks-tshiin, s. The act of 
mingling, the state of being mingled.

Permutation p6r-mu-t:^shiin, s. Exchange 
of one tor another.

To Permute. pdr-mfite,' v. a. To exchange.
Permuter. pir-mu-t&r, s. 98. An exchanger, 

he who permutes.
Pernicious, pir nlsli-fts, a. 292. Mischievous 

in the Highest degree,destructive, quick, in this sense 
very improperly used by Milton.

Perniciously, pir-nlsh-fis-li, ad. Destruc
tively, mischievously, ruinously.

Perniciousness. per-nish-6s-n&s, s. The qua
lity or &eing pernicious.

Pernicity, per-nis-s^-te, s. Swiftness, celerity. 
Pernoctation, pSrnik-ta-sh&n, s. Tiie act 

of tarrying or watching all night.
Peroration, p&r-6-ra-shCin, s. The conclusion 

ot an oration.
To Perpend, p£r-p5nd,' v. a. To weigh in the 

mind, to consider attentively.
PerfKNDICULAR, p£r-p£n-dlk-u-lir, a. Cross

ing at right angles; cutting the horizon at right angles.
Perpendicular, p&r-p^n-dlk-h-lAr, s. A line 

crossing the horizon at right angles.
Perpendicularly, p^r-p^n-dik-ku-lar-lj, nd. 

In such a manner as to cut another line at right angles; 
in the direction of a straight line up and down.

Perpendicularity, p£r-p£n-dik-u-]ir-£-ti, s. 
The state of being perpendicular.

Perpension, p£r-p£n-shun, s. Consideration.
To Perpetrate, p£r-p£-trate, v. a. To com

mit, to act. Always in an ill sense.
Perpetration, plr-p^-tra-sh&n, s. The act of 

committing a crime; a bad action.
Perpetual, pfir-p^t-tshti-Al, n. 461. Never, 

ceasing; continual, uninterrupted.
Perpetually, p^r-p^t-tsha-Al-U, ad. Con

stantly, continually, incessantly.
To Perpetuate, p£r-p£t-tshfi-ate, v. a. To 

make perpetual, to preserve from extinction, to eter
nize; to continue without cessation or intermission.

Perpetuation, per-p^t-tshu-a-shon, s. The 
act of making perpetual, incessant continuance.

Perpetuity, pfir-p£-ti^4-t£, s. Duration to all 
futuritv» exemption from intermission or cessation ; 
something of which there is no end.

For the reasons that the t is not aspirated in this 
word, see Futurity.

To Perplex, p£r-pl£ks,' r. a. To disturb with 
doubtful notions, to entangle; to embarrass, to make 
intricate.

Perplexedly, pAr-plSks^d-U, nd. S64. In- 
tricately, with involution.

Pebplexedness, p<h--pl£ksi&l-nJs, s. 365.
Embarrassment, anxiety ; intricacy, involution, diffi
culty.

Perplexity, p^r-pl^ks^-ti. j. Anxiety, dis- 
traction of mind; entanglement, intricacy

PERPOTATION, pcr-pA-ta-shun, s. The act of 
drinking largely.

Perquisite, per-kwlz-it, s. 156. Something 
gained by a place or office over and above the settled 
wages. ,

Perquisition, per-kwe-zlsh-un, s. An accu
rate inquiry, a thorough search.

Perry, p£r-r4, s. Cider made of pears.
To Persecute, p&r-se-k6te, it. a. To harass 

with penalties, to pursue with malignity; to pursue 
with repeated acts of vengeance or enmity j to impor
tune much.

Persecution, p&r-si-kh-shftn, $. The act or 
practice of persecuting; the state of being persecuted.

Persecutor, pirisi-ki-tir. j. 98. One who 
harasses others with continued malign it*

44 M
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Perseverance pdr-sd-vd-rinse,s. Persistance 
in any design or attempt, steadiness in pursuits, con
stancy in progress.

PerseveranT, pdr-sd-vd-rlnt, a. Persisting,, 
constant.

To Persevere, p^r-se-vere/ v n. To persist 
in an attempt, not to give over, not to quit the design.

fO’ Mr. Nares observes, that this word was anciently 
written persever, and accented on the second syllable.

** say thou art mine.
** My Jove, u it begins, so shall pericver.n

AU't uxU, &c. Act IV.
** Pertcver not, but hear me, mighty kings.”

King John, Act II.
“ But in her pride she doth persetvr still.” Spatter. 

But that before the time of Milton the spelling and ac 
centuation had been changed.

"‘Whence heavy persecution shall arise
** Of all who in the worship pertcver e
“ Of spirit and truth.” iMr. Loct, XII. v. 532.

As this word is written at present, there can be no 
doubt of its pronunciation ; and that it is very properly 
written so, appears from other words of the same form. 
Declare, respire, explore, procure, fee. fmm declaro, re- 
spiro, expioro, procure, and consequently from perse - 
vero ought to be formed persevere: not one of our orthoe
pist s place the accent on the second syllable ; yet such is 
the force of prescription, that the old pronunciation is 
not entirely rooted out, especially in Ireland, where this 
pronunciation is still prevalent.
PeRSEVEBINGLY, per-s<5-vere-ing-le, ad. With 

perseverance.
To Persist, pdr-slstf v. n. 447. To persevere, 

to continue firm, not to give over.
Persistence, pdr-sls-tinse, / fPERSISTENCY. pfr-A^n-si, f The s,ate Of 

persisting, steadiness, constancy, perseverance in good 
or bad ■» obstinacy, contumacy.

Persistive, pdr-sls-tlv, a. 157. Steady, not 
receding from a purpose, persevering.

Person, p£r-sn, 5. 170. Individual or particu
lar man or woman ; human being; a general loose 
term for a human being; one’s self, not a representa
tive; exterior appearance; man or woman represent
ed in a fictitious dialogue; character; character of 
office: in Grammar, the quality of the noun that mo
difies the verb.—See Parson.

Personable, p^r-s&n-A-bl, a. Handsome, 
graceful, of good appearance.

As the o in person is sunk, as in season, treason, 
so this word, being a compound of our own, and person
age coming to us from the French, we generally suppress 
t he o ; but as personal, personate, &c. come to us from the 
Latin, we generally preserve the o. This is the best rea
son I can give for the slight difference we find in the pro
nunciation of these words; and if any one is inclined 
to think we ought to preserve the ©distinctly in all of 
them, except person, and even in this, on solemn occa
sions, I have not the least objection.
Personage, per-s&n-ldje, s- 90. A consider

able person, a man or woman of eminence; exterior 
appearance; air, stature; character assumed, charac
ter represented.

Personal, per-s&n-Al.o 88. Belonging to men 
or women, not to things, not real; affecting indivi
duals or particular people, peculiar, proper to him or 
her, relating to one’s private actions or character; 
present, not acting by representative; exterior, cor
poral; in Law, something moveable, something ap- 
pendant to the person ; in Grammar, a persona) ver# 
is that which has all the regular modifications of the 
three persons, opposed to imjicrsonal that has only ths 
third.

Personality, p£r-sd-nal-l£-t£, s. The existence 
or individuality of any one.

Personally. p£r^s&n-M-l£, ad. In person, in 
presence, not by representative; with respect to an in
dividual particularly; with regard to numerical exist- 
cnce.

To Personate, p&r-sfrn-ate, v. a. To repre
sent by a fictitious or assumed character, so as to pass 
for the person represented ; to represent by action or 
ap(K*arance, to act; to pretend hy;x>critically. with the
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reciprocal pronoun ; to counterfeit, to feign : to re
semble ; to make a representative of, as in a picture, 
out of use.—See Personable.

Personation, per-s&n-i-shhn, ,. Counterfeit- 
ing of another person. (

Personification, p£r-sdn-n£-fe-ka-shun, s. 
Prosopo|M£ia, the change of things to persons.

7b Personify, per-s6n-n£-fi, v. a. To change 
from a thing to a person.

Perspective, p^r-spek-tlv, s. A glass through 
which things are viewed ; the science by which things 
are ranged in a picture, according to their appearance 
in their real situation ; view, vista.

This word, as may be seen in Johnson, was gene
rally accented by the poets on the first syllable; but the 
harshness of this pronunciation arising from the uncom- 
binable consonants in the latter syllables, has prevented 
this pronunciation from gaining any ground in prose; 
and it were much to be wished that the same reason had 
prevented the initial accentuation of similar words.—See 
Irrefragable, Corruptible, Acceptable, &c. 
Perspective, p£r-sp£k-t1v, a. Relating to the 

science of vision, optick, optical.
Perspicacious, per-spe-ka-shus, a. Quick 

sighted, sharp of sight. Mentally applied.
Perspicaciousness, per-sp^-ka-shus-n^s, s. 

Quickness of sight
Perspicacity, p£r-sp^-kAs~se-t^, s. Quickness 

of sight, of mental sight
Perspicience, p£r-spIsh-£-£nse, s. The act of 

looking sharply. Little used.
Perspicil, p£r-sp£-sil, s. A glass through 

which things are viewed, an optick glass.
Perspicuity, per-spe-kii^e-td, s. Clearness to 

the mind, easiness to be understood, freedom from ob
scurity or ambiguity; transparency.

Perspicuous, p£r-splk-ku-&s, a. Transparent, 
clear, such as may be seen through ; clear to the un
derstanding, not obscure, not ambiguous.

Perspicuously, p&r-splk-kti-iis-Ie, ad. Clearly, 
not obscurely.

Perspicuousness, p^r-splk-ki-iis-nOs, $. Clear
ness without obscurity.

Perspirable, per-spi-ra-bl, a. Such as may 
be emitted by the cuticular pores; perspiring, emitting 
perspiration.

Perspiration, per-sp^-ra-sh&n, s. Excretion 
by the cuticular pores.

Perspirative, pdr-spl-nl-tlv, a. 512. Perform
ing the act of perspiration.

To Perspire, p£r-splre,' v. n. To perform ex
cretion by the cuticular pores; to be excreted by the 
skin.

Persuadable, p£r-swa'di-bl, a. Such as may 
be persuaded.

To Persuade, p&r-swade,' t». a. 331. To bring 
to one particular opinion; to influence by argument or 
expostulation. Persuasion seems rather applicable to 
the passions, and Argument to the reason; but this i3 
not always observed. To inculcate by argument or ex- 
)>ostulation.

Persuader, p^r-swA-d&r, s. 98. One who in
fluences by persuasion, an importunate adviser.

Persuasible, per-swa-z^-bl, a, 439. To be 
influenced by persuasion.

Persuasibleness, per-swa-z£-bl-nes, s. 439. 
The quality of being flexible by persuasion.

Persuasion, p&r-swa-zh&n, s. The act of per
suading, the act of influencing by expostulation, the 
act of gaining or attempting the passions; the state of 
being persuaded, opinion.

Persuasive, p^r-swA-slv, o. 428. Having the 
power of persuading, having influence on the passions. 

Persuasively, pAr-swaklv-le, ad. In such a 
manner as to persuade.

Persuasiveness, p^r-swi^siv-n^s, s. Influence 
on the passions.

PerSUASORY, pSr-swa-shr-£, a. 429. 512. 557. 
Having the power to persuade.

Pert, p^rt, n. Brisk ; smart; saucy.
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7'o Pertain, p£r-tane,' v. n. To belong, tore- 
late.

Pertinacious, pSr-ti-na-sh&s, a. Obstinate, 
stubborn, perversely resolute; resolute, constant 
steady.

Pertinaciously, p2r-ti-na-shb$-li, ad. 
Obstinately, stubbornly.

Pertinacity, p£r-t£-nAs-£-t£, >
Pertinaciousness, p£r-t£-na'shJis-nSs, J ** 

Obstinacy, stubbornness; resolution, constancy.
PERTINACY, p£r-t£-ni-s£, s. Obstinacy, stub

bornness, persistency; resolution ; steadiness, con
stancy.

Pertinence, pfir-t^-nensc, ) T . -■o i * i r Justness ofPertinency, per-te-nen-se, }
relation to the matter in hand, propriety to the pur
pose, appositeness.

Pertinent, p£r-t£-n£nt, a. Relating to the 
matter in hand, just to the purpose; apposite; relat
ing* regarding, concerning.

Pertinently, plr-t6-n&nt-l£, ad. Appositely 
to the purpose.

Pertinentness, p£r-t&-n6nt-n&s, s. Apposite
ness.

Pertingent, p&r-tin-jent, a. Reaching to, 
touching.

Pertly, p£rt-l£, ad. Briskly, smartly, saucily, 
petulantly.

PERTNESS, p£rt-n3s, s. Brisk folly, sauciness, 
l>etulance; petty liveliness, sprightliness without force.

Pertransient, p£r-tr&n^sh£-3nt, a. Passing 
over.

To Perturb, p^r-t&rb,' ) t rrr. -r* 2 1 f. 1. ( v. a. lodis-To Perturbate, per-tur-bate, \
quiet, to disturb; to disorder, to confuse.

Perturbation, p6r-tftr-ba-sh&n, s. Disquiet 
of mind; restlessness of passions; disorder; cause of 
disquiet; commotion of passions.

Perturbator, p^r-t&r-ba-thr, s. 314. Raiser 
of commotions.

Pertusion, p&r-tfi-zh&n, s. The act of pierc
ing or punching; hole made by punching or piercing. 

To Pervade, p^r-vade^ v. a. To pass through, 
an aperture, to permeate; to pass through the whole 
extension.

Pervasion, pCr-va-zh&n, s. The act of pervad
ing or passing through.

Perverse, p£r-v£rse,' a. Distorted from the 
right; obstinate in the wrong, stubborn, uutractable ; 
petulant, vexatious.

Perversely, p£r-v£rs-)e, ad. Peevishly, vexa- 
tiously, spitefully, crossly.

Perverseness, p&r-v&rs-n&s, s. Petulance, 
peevishness, spiteful crossness.

Perversion, per-v£r-$hftn, s. The act of per
verting, change to worse.

Perversity, per-v£r-s£-t&, s. Perverseness, 
crossness.

To Pervert, per-vert,' v. a. To distort from 
the true end or purpose; to corrupt, to turn from the 
right.

Perverter, per-v^rt-ur, s. 98. One that 
changes anything from good to bad. a corrupter; one 
who distorts any thing from the right purpose.

Pervertible, pSr-vert^e-bl, a. That may be 
easily perverted.

Pervicacious, p&r-ve-ka-sh&s, a. Spitefully 
obstinate, peevishly contumacious.

Pervicaciously, per-vi-ka-shiis-le, ad. With 
spiteful obsttnacy.

Pehvicaciousness, pjr-vi-ka-sbhs-nes, 292. '/ 
Pervicacity, plr-vi-kisSsA-ti, J

x. Spiteful obstinacy.
Pervious, p£ri-ve-6s, a. Admitting passage, 

capable of being permeated; pervading, permeating 
Perviousness, p£r-v£-&s-n£s, ». Quality of ad 

Blitting a passage.
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Peruke, pdF-rdkc, s. A cap of false hair, a 
periwig.

Perukemaker, pSr-rhke-ma-kur, s. A maker 
of perukes, a wigmaker.

Perusal, p£-ru-zal, s. 88. The act of reading. 
To Peruse, pe-rize,' v. a. To read; to ob

serve, to examine.
PERUSER, p^-ru-z&r, s. 98. A reader, an ex

aminer.
Pest, p&st, s. Plague, pestilence; any thing 

mischievous or destructive.
To Pester, pds-t&r, v. a. 98. To disturb, to 

perplex, to harass ; to encumber.
Pesterer, pes-t&r-frr, s. 555. One that pesters 

or disturbs.
Pesterous, p^s-ttir-fis, a. 314. Encumbering, 

troublesome.
Pesthouse, pest-ho&se, s. An hospital for 

persons infected with the plague.
Pestiferous, pes-tlf-f^r-tis, a. Destructive ; 

pestilential, infectious.
Pestilence, pds-te-l^nse, s. Plague, pest, con

tagious distemper.
Pestilent, p&s-te-l&nt, a. Producing plagues, 

malignant; mischievous, destructive.
Pestilential, pes-t£-13n-shll, a. Partaking 

of the nature of pestilence, producing pestilence, in
fectious, contagious; mischievous, destructive.

Pestilently, pes-te-l£nt-l£, ad. Mischievously, 
destructively.

Pestillation, p^s-til-la-sh&n, s. The act of 
pounding or breaking in a mortar.

Pestle, p&s-tl, s. 405. 472. An instrument 
with which any thing is broken in a mortar.

Pet, pfit, s. A slight passion, a slight fit of 
anger; a lamb taken into the house, and brought up 
by hand; any animal tamed and much fondled; a fa
vourite.

To Pet, p£t, v. a. To spoil by too much 
fondling.

Petal, pd-tal. or pet'ai, 5. Petal is a term in 
botany, signifying those fine-coloured leaves that com
pose the flowers of all plants. The leaf of a flower 
as distinguished from the leaf of a plant.

I must retract my former pronunciation of the first 
syllable of this word with Mr. Sheridan and Mr. Perry, 
and join Dr. Kenrick and Mr. Scott, who make the e long. 
In all words of this form we ought tn incline to this pro
nunciation, from its being so agreeable to analogy. Let 
it not be pretended that the e in the Latin petaium is 
short; so is the a in labellum, and the i in libcllus, which 
yet in the English label and libel., we pronounce long. 
But however right the long sound of it may be by ana
logy, I am apprehensive that, as in pedals, the shor/ 
sound is in more general use.—See Pedals.
Petalous, p&t-tA-lus, a. 503. Having petals. 
Petar, pe-tar,z Is. A piece of ordnance 
Petard, p^-tard,' j resembling a high-crowned 

hat, chiefly used to break down a barrier.
Petechial, p£-t&W-il, a. 353. Pestilentially 

spotted.
PETER-WORT, pe-tftr-w&rt, s. A plant some

what different from St. John’s-worL
Petition, pe-tlsh-in, s. Request, entreaty, 

supplication, prayer; single branch or article of*a 
prayer.

To Petition, pe-tish^m, v. a. To solicit, to 
supplicate.

Petition art LY, p£-tfsh-tm~i-rA-l£, ad. By way 
of begging the question.

Petitionary, pe-tish-un-l-re, a. Supplicatory, 
coming with petition* i containing petitions or re
quests.

Petitioner, p^-tlshifin-fir, s. 98. One who 
offers a petition.

Petitory, pet-t£-tftr-£, a. 5!2« Petitioning, 
claiming the property of any thing.

50“ For the o, see Domestic!;.
Petre, nelttir, 416. Nitre, saltpetre.
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Petrescent, pe-trSAilrt, a. 510. Growing 
stone, becoming stone.

Petrifaction, p4t-trij-flk'shan, s. The act of 
turning to stone, the state of being turned to stone; 
that which is made stone.

PETRIFACTIVE, p&t-tr^-fik-tlv, a. Having the 
power to form stone.

Petrification, p3t-tr6-fe-ka-sh?in, s. A body 
formed by changing other matter to stone.

Petrific , p£-trif-fik, a. 509. Having the 
power to change to stone.

To Petrify, pet-tr^-fi, t>. a. 183. To change 
to stone.

To Petrify, pet-tre-fi, v. n. To become stone. 
Petrol, p4-tr61, 7 . .. ......
Petrolium, pi-trd'-lWm, $ ’’ A h1uld bltu' 

men, black, floating on the water of springs.
PetrOnel, p<?t-tio-n61, s. A pistol, a small 

gun used by a horseman.
Petticoat, p^t-te-kote, s. The lower part of 

a woman’s dress.
PETTIFOGGER, pflt-te-fdg-g&r, s. A petty small- 

rate lawyer.
Pettiness, p£t-t£-n£s, s. Smallness, littleness, 

inconsiderableness, unimportance.
Pettish, p&t-tlsh, a. Fretful, peevish.
Pettishness, p&t-tlsh-n^s, s. Fretfulness, pee

vishness.
Pettitoes, p&t-t^-tdze, s. The feet of a suck

ing P'S > fcet» >n contempt
Petto, pet-td, ad. In Petto. Italian. The 

breast; figurative of privacy.
Petty, p&t-te, a. Small, inconsiderable, little. 
PettycOY, pet-te-ko^, s. An herb.
Petulance, pet-tsbu-Ianse, 7 oPstulancy, p£t-tshii-lan-s£, J ’• Sauc'«“ss>

peevishness, wan ton n ess.
Petulant^ pet-tshu-lint, a. 461. Saucy, per

verse, wanton.
Petulantly, pet-tshu-lAnt-1^, nd. With 

petulance, with saucy pertness.
Pew, ph, s. A seat enclosed in a church.
Pewet, pe-w1t,s. 99. A water-fowl; thelapwing. 
Pewter, pd-tftr, s. 98. A compound of metals, 

an artificial metal; the plates and dishes in a house.
Pewterer, pb-tiir-hr, s. A smith who works 

in pewter.
Phenomenon, fe-n&m-£-nSn, s. This has 

sometimes Pluenomena in the plural An appearance 
in the works of nature.

Phaeton, fa-e-t6n, s. A kind of high open 
carriage upon four wheels, used for pleasure.

Phalanx, fa-lAnks, or fil-l^nks, s. A troop 
of men closely embodied.

$3^ Abe second manner of pronouncing this word is 
more general; but the first is more analogical. If, when 
we pronounce a Latin or Greek word of two syllables, 
having a single consonant between two vowels, we always 
make the first vowel long; it is very natural, when such 
a word is transplanted whole into our own language, to 
pronounce it in the same manner. That the quantity of 
the original has very little to do in this case, may be 
seen under the word Drama, 544; and yet nothing but 
an absurd regard to this could have influenced the ge
nerality of speakers to pronounce this word with the first 
vowel short, contrary to the old genuine analogy of our 
own language, as Dr. Wallis calls it, and contrary to the 
manner in which we pronounce the word in the origihal; 
for though local.Javour, and labour, have the first vowel 
short in the Latin localis, favor, and labor, we pronounce 
them both in Latin and English according to our own 
analogy, with the o and a long and open. The same may 
be observed of words from the Greek. In the word in 
question, therefore, the authority of Mr. Sheridan, 
Mr. Scott, and Dr. Ash, who make the first vowel long, 
ought to outweigh that of Dr. Kenrick, Mr. Petry, En- 
tick, and Buchanan, who make it short.
Phantasm, fWtlzTn, >
Phantasma, fUn-taz-ml, J *■ al ’T

appearance, something appearing only to imagination.
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Phantastical, fin-tis-ti-kil, ) a. See Fan- 
PhantasHC , fln-tis'tik, 509. i tastical. 
Phantom, fin<tim, 166. A spectre, an ap- 

parition ; a fancied vision.
Pharisaical, f&r-r£-sa^-kAl, a. Ritual, ex

ternally religious, from the sect of the Pharisees, 
whose religion consisted almost wholly in ceremonies.

Pharmaceutical, fir-mi-s&'t^-kil, 509. \ a 
Pharmaceutic , fir-mA-sd-tlk, j

Relating to the knowledge or art of pharmacy, or pre- 
paration of medicines.

Pharmacologist, far-mi-kM-ld-jlst, s. 518.
A writer upon drugs.

Pharmacology, fAi-inl-kM-lA-jd, $. The 
knowledge of drugs and medicines.

Pharmacopoeia, fir-nii-kd-p&yA, s. A. dis
pensatory, a book containing rules for the composition 
of medicines.

Pharmacopolist, flr-ml-k&ptpd-llst, 4. An 
apothecary, one who sells medicines.

Pharmacy, fir-ma-sd, s. The art or practice 
of preparing medicines, the trade of an apothecary. 

Pharos, fa-rds, } s. 554. A light-house, a 
Pharo, fa-r<S, £ watch-tower.
PharyngOTOMY, fir-ln-gdt-td-nr»£, s. The act 

of making an incision into the windpipe, used when 
some tumour in the throat hinders respiration.

Pharynx, fa-rinks, s. The upper part of the 
gullet, below the larynx.—See Phalanx.

PHASIS, fa-sls, s. (In the plural, Phases.) Ap
pearance exhibited by any body, as the changes of the 
moon.

Pheasant, fez-zlnt, s. A kind of wild cock; 
a beautiful large bird of game.
Pheese, feze, v. a. To comb, to fleece, to 

curry. Obsolete.
Phenix, f&nlks, s. The bird which is sup- ' 

posed to exist single, and to rise again from its own j 
ashes.

Phenomenon, f£-nom-m£-n6n, s. Appearance, 
visible quality; any thing that strikes by a new appear
ance.

Phial, fl-al, A small bottle. 
Philanthropy, fil-^n-z/tro-pd, x 131. Love 

of mankind, good nature.
To Philip, fil-lp, 0. a. To give a smart stroke 

with the end of a finger bent against the thumb, and 
suddenly straightened.

I have not met with this word in any Dictionary I 
have seen, but have heard it in a thousand conversations 
where it has been used without scruple. It means a very 
singular action of the hand which can be expressed by no 
other word; and certainly deserves a place in the lan
guage. If I may hazard a conjecture, it is derived from 
philippick: the smartness of the stroke being similar to 
the asj»erity of the oration.
Philip, fil-lp, s. A smart stroke with the end 

of the finger bent against the thumb, and suddenly 
straightened. The word that Mr. Walker has so fre
quently heard is Fillip, which see.

Phh.iphc , fil-lip-plk, j. Any invective de- 
clamation.

Invective orations are so called from those of De
mosthenes, pronounced against Philip king of Macedon, 
and which abounded with the sharpest invectives. 
Philologer, fe-151-ld-jur, s. 131. One whose 

chief study is language, a grammarian, a critic .
Philological, l'tl-d-iidljii-kal, a. Critical, 

grammatical.
Philologist, fi-IMllA-jlst, «. 131. A critic , 

a grammarian.
Philology, te-lM-ld-ji,». 131. 518. Crit icism, 

grammatical learning.
Philomel, fil-ld-in41, > s. The nightin- 
Philomei.a. fil-16-me-ll, \ gale. 
Philomot, flKo-mlt, a. Coloured like a dead 

leaf.
Philosopher. fA-l&s-sA-fur, j. 131. A man 

deep in knowledge, either moral or natural.
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Philosopher’s stone, fi-ljs-sd-forz-stdne, s. 
A stone dreamed of by alchvmists, which, by its touch, 
converts base metals into gold.

Philosophic, fll-16-zif-fik, 425. 509. ) 
Philosophical,fil-ld-zbfit'^-kJl, J "•

Belonging to philosophy, suitable to a philosopher; 
skilful in philosophy; frugal, abstemious.

Philosophically, fll-lX-zdf-fiJ-kll-i, ad. In a 
philosophical manner, rationally, wisely.

Mr. Sheridan seems very properly to have marked 
the s in this and the two preceding words, as pronounced 
like x.—For the reasons, see Principles, No 425. 435. 
PniLOSOPHlSM, fe-16s-6-flzni, s. Visionary or 

unfounded philosophy.
This word has been brought into use since the 

French revolution, and is generally meant to ridicule the 
absurd systems of philosophy that revolution has been 
productive of. Tn this sense it has been used by one of 
the best writers of our own country, Dr. Barrow, on 
Education, where he says, “ An education, without pre
judices, is, indeed, a notion dictated by the true spirit of 
philosophism, and expressed in its own jargon ; for it is 
in practice an impossibility, and in terms little less than 
a contradiction,” vol. i. p. 54.
To Philosophize, fe-16s-so-fize, v. n. To play 

the philosopher, to reason like a philosopher.
Philosophy, fe-16s^sd-fe, s. Knowledge natu

ral or moral; hypothesis or system upon which natu
ral effects are explained; reasoning, argumentation ; 
the course of science read in the schools.

Philter, fil-tur, s. 98. Something to cause 
love.

This word ought rather to be written philtre>—ISee 
Principles, No. 416.
To Philter, fil-t&r, v. a. To charm to love. 
Phiz, flz, s. The face. A low word. 
Phlebotomist, fld-b6t-t6-mlst, s. One that 

opens a vein, a blood-letter.
To Phlebotomize, fld-b&t-td-mlze, v. a. To 

let blood.
Phlebotomy, fl^-b6t-t6-me, s. Blood-letting, 

the art or practice of opening a vein for medical in
tentions.

Phlegm, fl£m, s. 389. The water humour of 
the body; the tough viscid matter discharged by 
coughing; water.

PhlegmagOGUE, fl£g-msl-g5g, s. 389. A purge 
of the milder sort, supposed to evacuate phlegm, and 
leave the other humours.—See Pathognomonic .

Phlegmatic , fl3g-mi-tik, a. 510. Abounding 
in phlegm; generating phlegm; watery; dull, cold, 
frigid.

Phlegmon, fl£g-mdn, s. 166. An inflamma
tion, a burning tumour.

Phlegmonous, fl^g-md-nAs, a. Inflammatory, 
burning.

Phi.F.me, fUme, .<?. An instrument which is 
placed on the vein, and driven into it with a blow.

Phlogistic , fl6-jis-tlk,n. Having phlogiston. 
Phlogiston, flo-jls-tSn, or flo-gls-tftn, s. 560.

A chymical liquor extremely inflammable; the inflam
mable part of any body.

Professors of every art think they add to its dig
nity, not only by deriving the terms of it from the Greek, 
but by pronouncing those terms contrary to the analogy 
of our own language. For this reason our pronunciation 
becomes full of anomalies, and the professors of an art 
Mwak one language, and the rest of the world another. 
Those, therefore, who are not ehymists, ought, in my 
opinion, to enter their protest against the irregular sound 
of theg in this and similar words. Pronouncing the g 
soft, would only hurt the pride of the professor; but pro
nouncing >t hard, would hurt the genius of our language. 
See Heterogeneous.
Phosphor, f6s-f&r, 166. ) o morn;™- S s. ihe morning Phosphorus. ffts-fA-rhs, (

star; a chymicalsubstance, which, exposed to the air, 
takes fire.

Phrase, fraze, s. An idiom, a mode of speech 
peculiar to a language; an expression, a mode of 
speech.

To Phrase, fraze, v. a. To style, to call, to 
term.
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Phraseology, fra-zd-M-ld-jd, s. 518. Style, 
diction; a phrase book.

Phrenetic , frd-net-Ik, a. Mad, inflamed in 
the brain, frantick.

JCF* This word, as well as phrenttis, is pronounced by 
Mr. Sheridan with the accent on the first syllable; in 
which, though he is contrary to analogy, he is consistent. 
But Dr. Johnson, Dr. Kenrick, and Mr. Barclay, pro
nounce frenetick with the accent on the first syllable, and 
phrenitis with the accent on the second. That the penul
timate accent is the true pronunciation in both can 
scarcely be doubted, if we consult analogy, 509; and that 
it is most in use, may appear from the additional suffrages 
ot Dr. Ash, Mr. Nares, Mr. Scott, Mr. Perry, VV. John
ston, Entick, Bailey, and Fenning.
Phrenitis, frd-nl-tis, s. 503. Madness; in- 

Ha mat ion of the brain.
PhrENSY, frdn-zd, s. Madness, frantickness. 
Phthisical, tiz-zd-kM, a. 413. Wasting. 
Phthisic , tlk-zlk, 413. ) „
Phthisis, Ms. 541. f’’ Consumption. 

Phylactery, fd-l&k-tAr-d, s. A bandage on 
which was inscribed some memorable sentence.

Physical, fiz-zA-kil, a. Relating to nature or 
to natural philosophy, not moral; pertaining to the 
science of healing; medicinal, helpful to health; rc- 
seniuimg physic .

Physically, flz-zA-kAl-ld, ad. According to 
nature, by natural operation, not morally.

Physician, fd-zlsh-An, s. One who professes 
the art of healing.

Physic , flz-zlk, s. The science of healing ; 
medicines, remedies ; in common phrase, a purge.

To Physic , fiz-zik, t». a. To purge, to treat 
with physick, to cure.

Physicotheology, fiz-zd-kd-fAd-M-ld-jd, s.
Divinity enforced or illustrated by natural philosophy. 

PHYSIOGNOMER, flzh-d-dg-nd-m&r, or flz- 
d-dg-nd-m&r, > s.

Physiognomist, flzh-d-dg-nd-mlst, 518. )
One who judges of the temper or future fortune by the 
features of the face.

JtV* For the propriety of pronouncing the s in these 
words like xA, we need only appeal to analogy. S, before 
a diphthong beginning with i, and having the accent be
fore it, either primary or secondary, always goes into zh, 
as may be seen, Principles, No. 451. The secondary ac
cent on the first syllable of these words gives a feebleness 
to the second, which occasions the aspiration of s as much 
as in evasion, adhesion, &c. where the 5 is preceded by the 
primary accent. It must, however, be acknowledged, 
that this is far from being the most general pronunciation. 
See Ecclesiastic .
Physiognomy, flzh-£-6g-ni-me, s. The nrt of 

discovering the temper, and foreknowing the fortune 
by the features of the face; the face, the cast of the 
look.

IO’ There is a prevailing mispronunciation of this 
word, by leaving out the g, as if the word were French. 
If this arises from ignorance of the common rules of 
spelling, it may be observed, that g is always pronounced 
before n when it is not in the same syllable ; as, stg-nify, 
indig-nity. &c. but if affectation be the cause of this er- 
rour Dr. Young’s Love of Fame will be the best cure for 
it.—See Pathognomonic
Physiological, fizh-i-A.lM-j<i-kil, a. Relat- 

ing to the doctrine of the natural constitution of things. 
Physiologist, flzh-A-M-ld-jlst, s. A writer of 

natural philosophy.
Physiology, flzh-A-Ai-lA-jA, s. 518. The doc

trine of the constitution of the works of nature.
Phytivorous, fl-tlv-vd-rfts, a. 518. That which 

eats grass or any vegetable.
4HYT0GRAPHY, fl-ti>g-grA-fA, s. 518. A de

scription of plants.
Phytology, fi-t&l-16-jA. s. 518. The doctrine 

of plants, botanical discourse.
Piacular, pi-Aklkii-lAr, 116. ) .PlACULOL'S, pl-ik*kil-l?lS, I"- E«P'a^y> 

having the power to atone; such as requires expiation; 
criminal, atrociously bad.
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Pia-mater, pl-1-ma-lfir, s. 98. A thill and 
delicate membrane, which lies under the dura mater, 
and covers immediately the substance of the braio.

Pl A NET, pl-A-nAt, s. A bird, the lesser wood
pecker ; the magpie.

Piaster, pi-is-tCtr, s. 132., An Italian coin, 
about five shillings sterling in value.

Piation, pl-a-shun, s. Attoning or purging 
by sacrifice.

Piazza, pA-iz-za, s. J 32. .A walk under a 
roof supported by pillars.

Pica, pl-kA, s. Among printers, a particular 
sized type or letter.

Picaroon, plk-k&-r55n^ s. A robber, a plun
derer.

To Pick, pik, v. a. To cull, to choose ; to take 
up, to gather; to separate from any thing useless or 
noxious, by gleaning out either part; to clean by 
gathering off’gradually any thing adhering ; to pierce, 
to strike with a sharp instrument; to strike with bin 
or beak, to peck; to rub; to open a lock by a pointed 
instrument; to Pick a whole in one’s coat, a prover
bial expression for one finding fault with another.

To Pick, pik, v. n. To eat slowly and by small 
morsels; to do any thing nicely and leisurely.

Pick, pik, f. A sharp-pointed iron tool.
Pickapack, plk-A-pAk, ad. In manner of a 

pack upon the back. A vulgar phrase.
P1CKAXE, plk-Aks, s. An axe made not to cut 

but pierce, an axe with a sharp point.
PlCKBACK, plk-bik, a. On the back. 
Picked, plk-kdd, a. 366. Sharp, smart.
'To P1CKEER, plk-k^er,' v. a. To pirate, to pil

lage, to rob; to make a flying skirmish.
Picker, plk-k&r, s. 98. One who picks or culls; 

a pickaxe, an instrument to pick with.
Pickerel, pik-k&r-il. s. 99. A small pike.
Pickerel-weed, plk-k&r-ll-w&d, s. A water 

plant from which pikes are fabled to be generated.
PlCKLE, plk-kl, .<• 405. Any kind of salt li

quor, in which flesh or other substance is preserved ; 
thing kept in pickle; condition, state.

To PlCKLE, plk-kl, v. a. To preserve in pickle; 
to season or imbue highly with any thing bad, as a 
Pickled rogue. A low phrase.

Pickleherring, plk-kl-h&r-lng, s. A jack
pudding, a merry-andrew, a buffoon.

Picklock, pik-lok, «. An instrument by which 
locks are opened; the person who picks locks.

Pickpocket, plk-p6k-lt, ) . .„ n / ' H. A thief whoPickpurse, pik-purse, J
steals by putting his hand privately into the pocket or 
purse.

Picktooth, plk-too/Zt, s. An instrument by 
which the teeth are cleaned.

Pickthank, plk-Z/iink, s. An officious fellow, 
who does what he is not desired.

Pict, plkt, s. A painted person.
Pictorial, plk-to^-re-M, a. Produced by n 

painter.
Picture, plk-tsh&re, s. 461. A resemblance of 

persons or things in colours; the science of painting; 
the works of painters; any resemblance or represen
tation.

7'o Picture, pik-tshiire, v. a. To paint, to re- 
present by painting; to represent.

Picturesque, plk-tshfi-r&sk,' a. Expressed 
happily as in a picture.

To Piddle, pld-dl, v. n. 405. To pick at table, 
to feed squeamishly and without appetite; to trifle, 
to attend to small parts rather than to the main.

PiDDLER, pIcKdl-frr, s. 98. One that eats 
squeamishly and without appetite.

Pie. pl, s. Any crust baked with something 
in it; a magpie, a party-coloured bird; the old popish 
service book, so called from the colours of the text and 
rubrick.
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Piebald, pl-bald, a. Of various colours, di
versified in colour.

Pieck, peese, s. A patch; a fragment; apart; 
a picture ; a composition, performance; a single great 
gun; a band gun ; a coin, a single piece of money ; 
in ridicule and contempt, as, a Piece of a lawyer , a 
Piece, to each; of a Piece with, like, of the same 
sort, united, the same with the rest. ,

To Piece, p<S£se, ». a. To enlarge by the ad
dition of a piece ; to join, to unite; to Piece out, to 
increase by addition. _

To Piece, p££se, v. n. To join, to coalesce, to 
be compacted.

PlECER, p<i£s-&r» s. 98. One that pieces. 
Pieceless, pet*s-16s, a. Whole, compact, not 

made of separate pieces.
Piecemeal, p^es-mele, ad. In pieces, in frag

ments.
Piecemeal, p^es-mele, a. Single, separate, 

divided.
1’lED, plde, a. 283. Variegated, party-coloured. 
Piedness, plde-nGs, s. Variegation, diversity 

of colour.
PlELED, plld, a. Bald. Obsolete. 
Piepowder court, pl-pou-d&r, s.

This word is derived from the French pie, a foot, 
and poudre, dusty; q. d. Dustv-foot Court.—“ A Court 
held in fairs, particularly at Bartholomew Fair, in West 
Smithfield, London, to do justice to buyers and sellers, 
and to redress disorders committed in them.”—Such was 
the old derivation of this word ; but the late Dairies Bar
rington. and Blackstone after him, derive it with much 
more probability from Pied Puldrcaux, a pedler.—Mason's 
Supplement to Johnson's Dictionary.
Pier, p4£r, s. 275. One of the columns on 

which the arch of a bridge is raised.
To Pierce, pd^rse, or perse, v. a. To pene

trate, to enter, to force; to touch the passions, to affect.
{Tj'* What has been observed of the word fierce is per

fectly applicable to this word and its compounds.
To Pierce, peerse, or p^rse, v. n. To make 

way by force; to strike, to move, to affect; to enter, 
to dive; to affect severely.

FIERCER, p£ers-&r, or p^rs-ftr, s. rln instrument 
that bores or penetrates; the part with which insects 
perforate bodies ; one who perforates.

Piercing, peer-sing, or p&rs-ing, s. Penetra
tion.

Piercingly, peer'slng-l^, or pers-ing. le, ad. 
410. Sharply.

Piercingness, peer-si ng-n^s, or p&s-ing-nes, $. 
275. The power of piercing.

Piety, pl-£-t£, s. Discharge of duty to God; 
duty to parents, or those in superior relation.

Pig, pig. A young sow or boar; an oblong 
mass of lead or unforged iron.

To Pig, pig, v. n. To farrow, to bring pigs. 
Pigeon, pld-jln, $. 259. A fowl well know n. 
Pigeonfoot, pid-jln-fut, «. An herb. 
PiGEONllEARTED, pld-jln-hir-ted, a. Timid, 

frightened*
P1C.EONLIVERED, pid-jln-ilv-ird, a. Mild, soft, 

gentle, timid.
Piggin, plgigin, s. 382. In tbe northern pro- 

vinccs, a small vessel.
PiGHT. pite. Old pret. mid part. pass, of Pitch. 

Pitched, placed, fixed, determined. Obsolete.
Pigment, pig-mdnt, s. Paint, colour to be 

laid on any oody
Pigmy, pig-me, $. A small nation, fabled to 

be devoured by the cranes.
Pignoration, plg-nd-ra-sh&n, s. The act of 

pledging
Pignut, plg-ijfit, s. An earth nut.
PigsneY, plgz-nc1., s. A word of endearment 

to a girl. Obsolete.
Pigtail, pig-tale, $• A cue, the hair tied be
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hind in a ribbon so as to resemble the tail of a pig; a 
kind of twisted tobacco, having a similar resemblance. 

Pike, pike, s. A large fish of prey ; a long 
lance used by the foot soldiers to keep off the horse, 
to which bayonets have succaeded j a fork used in bus. 
bandry; among turners, two iron springs between 
which any thing to be turned is fastened.

Piked, plk-kdd, a. 366. Sharp, acuminated, 
ending in a point.

Pikeman, pike-man, s. 88. A soldier armed 
with a pike.

Pikestaff, pike-stif, s. The wooden frame of 
a pike.

Pilaster, pe-Us-tur, s. 132. A square column 
sometimes insulated, but oftener set within a wall, and 
only showing a fourth or fifth part of its thickness.

Pilcher, plltsh-ftr, s. 98. A furred gown or 
case, any thing lined with fur; obsolete; a fish like a 
herring.

Pile, pile, s. A strong piece of wood driven 
into the ground to make a firm foundation ; a heap, 
an accumulation; any thing heaped together to be 
burned; an edifice, a building; a hair; hairy surface, 
nap; one side of a coin, the reverse of cross; in the 
plural, Piles, the hemorrhoid*.

To Pile, pile, v. a. To heap, to lay one thing 
on another; to fill with something heaped.

Pileated, pil-£-a-ted, a. 507. In the form of 
a cover or hat.

PlLER, pile-fir, s. 98. He who accumulates. 
To Pilfer, pll-fftr, v. a. To steal, to gain by 

petty robbery.
To Pilfer, pll-fur, v. a* 98. To practise petty 

thefts.
Pilferer, pll'f&r-Cir, g. One who steals petty 

things.
Pilfering, pll-fhr-ing, s. A petty theft. 
Pilferingi.Y, pil-f&r-lng-lti, ad. With petty 

larceny, filchingly.
PilferY, pil-far-i, «. Petty theft.
Pilgrim, pil-grim, s. A traveller, a wanderer, 

particularly one who travel's on a religious account.
To Pilgrim, pil-grlm, v. n- To wander, to 

ramble.
Pilgrimage, pil-grlm-adje, «. 90. A long 

journey, travel, more usually a journey on account of 
devotion.

Pill, pil, s. Medicine made into a small ball 
or mass.

To Pill, pil, v. a. To rob, to plunder.
To Pill, pil, v. a. For Peel, to strip off the 

bark.
To Pill, pil, v. n. To come off in flakes or 

scoria*.
This word, says Dr. Johnson, should be written 

peel. To strip off- the bark or rind of am thing is uni
versally so pronounced ; but when it is written it is 
impossible to pronounce it peel, as Mr. Shcridau has 
done, without making the eye contradict the ear too pal
pably. I am of opinion that the pronunciation ought t« 
conform to the orthography.—Sec Boud.
Pillage, pll-lidje, .t. 90. Plunder, something 

got by plundering or pilling; the act of plundering.
To Pillage, pil-lhlje, v. a. To plunder, io 

sjioil.
Pillager, pll-lldje-iir, «. 98. A plunderer; 

a s|>oi!er.
Pillar, pil-l&r. s. 88. A column; asupporter, 

a maintainer.
Pillared, pil'l&rd, a. 359. Supported by 

columns; having the form of a column*
Pillion, pil-yCin, s. 113. A soft saddle set 

behind a horseman for a woman to sit on ; a pad, a low 
saddle.

Pillory, pil-lhr-e, s. 557* A frame erected on 
a pillar, and made with holes and folding boards 
through which the heads and hands of criminals are 
put.

To Pillory, pll-lhr-t4, v. a. To punish with 
the pillory.



Pillow, pIKld, s. 327. A bag of dow n or fea
thers laid under the head to sleep on.

To Pillow, pil-16, t». a. To rest any thing on 
a pillow.

Pillow bear, pll-16-b^re, ) s. The cover of a 
Pillowcase, pil-16-kase, pillow.
PlLOSlTY, p£-lds-se-t£, s. 132. Hairiness.
Pilot, pi-lfit, $. 166. He whose office is to 

steer the ship.
To Pilot, pi-lQt, v. a. To steer, to direct in 

tile course.
Pilotage, pl-lht-tidje, s. 90. Pilot’s skill, 

knowledge of coasts; a pilot’s hire.
JESS | - *«-< -- 

called Jamaica pepi>er, all-spice.
Pimp, pimp, s. One who provides gratifications 

for the lust of others, a procurer, a pander.
7b Pimp, pimp, V. n. To provide gratifications 

for the lust of others, to pander.
Pimpernel, pim-p3r-nel, s. A plant. 
Pimping, plmp-lng, a. 410. Little.
Pimple, pim-pl, s. 405. A small red pustule. 
Pimpled, plm-pld, a. 359. Having red pus

tules, full of pimples.
Pin, pin, s. A short wire with a sharp point 

and round head, used by women to fasten their clothes; 
any thing inconsiderable or of little value; any thing 
driven to hold parts together, a peg, a bolt; any slender 
thing fixed in another body; that which locks the 
wheel to the axle; the pegs by which musicians stretch 
or relax their strings; a cylindrical roller made of 
wood.

7b Pin, pin, v. a. To fasten with pins; to 
fasten, to make fast; to join, to fix; to shut up, to en
close, to confine.

Pincase, pln-kase, s. A case to keep pins in. 
Pincers, pin-sfirz, s. An instrument by which 

nails are drawn, or any thing is gripped which requires 
to be held hard.

This word is frequently mispronounced pinchers. 
To Pinch, plnsh, v. a. To squeeze between 

the fingers or with the teeth ; to hold hard with an 
instrument; to squeeze the flesh till it is pained or 
livid; to press between hard bodies; to gall, to fret; 
to gripe, to straiten; to distress, to pain ; to press, to 
drive to difficulties.

To Pinch, plnsh, t>. n 352. To act with force 
so as to be felt, to bear hard upon, to be puzzling; to 
spare, to be frugal.

Pinch, plnsh, s. A painful squeeze with the 
fingers; a small quantity of snuff contained between 
the finger and thumb ; oppressions, distress inflicted; 
difficulty, time of distress.

Pinchbec , plnsh-b&k, s. A compound metal 
resembling gold; 60 called from the name of the in
ventor.

Pinchfist, plnsh-flst, )
Pinchpenny, plnsh-pSn-nA, J s' A
Pincushion, pin-kfish-un, s. A small bag 

stuffed with bran or wool, on which pins are stuck.— 
See Cuthion.

PlNDARICK, pln-dJr-lk, s. An irregular ode ; 
so called from a pretended imitation of the odes of the 
Grecian j>oet Pindar.

Pindust, pln-dhst, s. Small particles of metal 
made by cutting pins.

Pine, pine, s. A tree.
7b Pine, pine, v. n. To languish, to wear 

away with any kind of misery; to languish with desire.
To Pine, pine, n. a. To wear out, to make to 

languish ; to grieve for, to bemoan in silence.
Pineal, pin^-Al, a. 507. Resembling a pine 

apple. An epithet riven by Des Cartes to the gland, 
which he imagined the seat of the souL

Pineapple, pine-Ap-pl. s. A plant.
Pinfeathered, pin-fdTH-&rd, a. 359. Not 

fledged, having the feathers yet only beginning to 
shoot.

Pinfold, pln-fAld, s. A place in which beasts 
are confined.

Pinguid, plng-gwld, a. 340. Fat, unctuous.
Pinhole, pln-hdle, s. A small hole, such as is 

made by the perforation of a pin.
Pinion, pin-y&n, s. 8. 113. The joint of th 

wing remotest from the body; Shakspeare seems b 
use it for a feather or quill of the wing; wing, fetter 
for the arms.

To Pinion, pin-y&n, v. a. To bind the wings; 
to confine by binding the elbows to the sides; to 
shackle, to bind.

Pinioned, pln-y&nd, a. Furnished with wings. 
Pink, plngk, s. 408. A small fragrant flower 

of the gilliflower kind; an eye, commonly a small eye, 
as Pink-eyed; any tiling supremely excellent; a co
lour used by painters; a kind of heavy narrow-sterned 
ship; a fish, the minnow.

7b Pink, plngk, v. a. To work in eyelet holes, 
to pierce in small holes.

To Pink, plngk, v. n. To wink.
Pinkeyed, pingk-ld,' a. Having little eyes. 
Pinmaker, pin-mak-&r, s. He who makes pins. 
Pinmoney, p1n-m&n-n&, s. A certain annuity 

settled on a wife to defray her own charges.
Pinnace, pin-is, s. 91. A boat belonging to 

a ship of war. It seems formerly to have signified ra
ther a small sloop or bark attending a larger ship.

Pinnacle, pin-nA-kl, 5. 405. A turret or ele
vation above the rest of the building; a high spiring 
point.

7b Pinnacle, pln-ni-kl, v. a. To build with 
pinnacles.

Pinnated, p1n-nat-£d, a. Formed like a wing 
Applied by botanists to leaves.

Pinner, pln-n&r, s. 98. The lappet of a head 
dress which flies loose.

Pint, pint, s. 105. Half a quart; in medicine, 
twelve ounces ; a liquid measure.

Pioneer, pl-d-n££r,' s. One whose business is 
to level the road, throw up works, or sink mines in 
military operations.

PlONY, pl-in-d, s. 116. A large flower.
PlOUS, pi-fis, a. 314. Careful of the duties 

owed byxcreated beings to God; careful of the duties 
of near relation.

Piously, pi-hs-U, ad. In a pious manner, 
religiously.

Pip, pip, s. A defluxion with which fowls ar' 
troubled; a homy pellicle that grows on the tip « 
their tongues; a spot on the cards.

7b Pip, pip, v. n. To chirp or cry as a bird 
Little used.

Pipe, pipe, s. Any long hollow body, a tube; 
a tube of clay through which the fume of tobacco is 
drawn intothemouth ; an instrument of wind.musick; 
the organs of voice and respiration, as the windpipe ; 
the key of the voice; an office of the exchequer; a li
quid measure containing two hogsheads.

7b Pipe, pipe, v. n. To play on the pipe; to 
have a shrill sound.

Piper, pl-phr, s. 98. One who plays on the 
pipe.

Pipetree, plpe-tr££, s. The lilack tree.
Piping, plpe-ing, a. 410. Weak, feeble, sickly; 

hot, boiling.
Pipkin, pip-kin, s. A small earthen boiler. 
Pippin, pip-pin, s, A sharp apple.
Piquancy, pik-kln-s£, $. Sharpness, tartness. 
Piquant, pik-k&nt, a. 415. Pricking, stimu

lating ; sharp, pungent, severe.
Piquantly, pik-kAnt-l£, ad. Sharply, tartly. 
Pique, pe£k, s. 415. An ill will, an offence 

taken, petty malevolence; point, nicety, punctilio.
7b Pique, p£ek, ?». a. 112. To touch with envy 

or virulency, to put into fret ; to offend, to irritate ; to 
value, to fix refutation as on a point.

To PlQUEER Dlk-k^r,' t». a.—See Tickcer.
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Piqueebeb, plk-kWrl&r, s. A robber, a plun- 
derer.

Piquet, p£-k£t,z s. 415. A game at cards.
Piracy, pl-ra-se, s. The act or practice of

robbing on the sea.—See Privacy.
Pirate, pl-rAt, s. 91. A sea-robber- any rob

ber, particularly a bookseller who seizes the copies of 
other men.

To Pirate, pl-rit, v. n. To rob by sea.
To Pirate, pl-rlt, v. a. To take by robbery. 
Piratical, pi-rlt^te-kll, a. 132. Predatory, 

robbing, consisting in robbery.
PiscaTION, pis-ka-shhn, s. The act or practice 

of fishing. , , .
Piscatory, pis-kA-tur-^, a. 512. Relating to 

fishes.—For the o, see Domestick.
Pisces, pis-s&s, s. The twelfth sign in the

Zodiac , figured by two fishes ■, the fishes.
Piscivorous, pis-siv-vo-rhs, a. 518. Fish-eat

ing, living on fish.
Pish, pish, inteij. A contemptuous exclamation. 
To Pish, pish, v. n. To express contempt. 
Pismire, piz-mlre, s. 434. An ant; an emmet. 
To Piss, pis, v. n. To make water.
Piss, pis, 5. Urine, animal water.
Pissabed, pis-^-b^d, s. A yellow flower grow

ing in the grass.
Pissburnt, pis-b&rnt, a. Stained with urine;

’ having a colour as though stained with urine.
Pistachio, pls-ta-shd, s. The pistachio is a dry 

fruit of an oblong figure; Fistich nut.
PistillaTION, pis-til-la-shfm, s. The act of

pounding in a mortar.
Pistol, pis-t&l, s. 166. A small hand-gun.
To Pistol, pis^thl, v. a. To shoot with a pistol. 
Pistole, pls-tole,' s. A coin of many countries, 

and many degrees of value.
Pistolet, pis-td-Ut/ 5. A little pistol.
Piston, pls-t&n, s. 166. The moveable part in 

several machines, as in pumps and syringes, whereby 
the suction or attraction is caused; an embolus.

Pit, pit, s. A hole in the ground; abyss, pro
fundity; the grave; the area on which cocks fight; 
the middle part of the theatre; any hollow o'f the body, 
as the Pit of the stomach, the armpit; a dint made by 
the finger.

To Pit, pit, v. a. To sink in hollows.
Pitapat, plt-i-p&t, s. A flutter, a palpitation; 

a light quick step.
Pitch, pitsh, s. The resin of the pine ex

tracted by fire, and inspissated; any degree of elevation 
or height; state with respect to lowness or height; de
gree, rate.

To Pitch, pitsh, v. a. To fix, to plant; to or
der regularly ; to throw headlong, to cast forward; to 
smear with pitch; to darken.

To Pitch,-pitsh, v. n. To light, to drop; to 
fall headlong; to fix choice; to fix a tent or temporary 
habitation.

Pitcher, pltsh-fir, s. 98. An earthen vessel, 
a water-pot; an instrument to pierce the ground, in 
which any thing is to be fixed.

Pitchfork, pltsh-fork, «. A fork used in 
husbandry.

Pitchiness, pltsh-e-n&s, s. Blackness, darkness.
Pitchy, pitsh^, a. Smeared with pitch; hav

ing the qualities of pitch; black, dark, dismal.
Pir-COAL, pit-kdle, s. Fossil coal.
Piteous, pitsh-£-Us, a. 263. Sorrowful, mourn

ful, exciting pity; compassionate, tender; wretched, 
paltry, pitiful.

Piteously, pltsh-£-Cis-l&, ad.' In a piteous 
manner.

Piteousness, pitsh-^-fis-n^s, s. Sorrowfulness,
tenderness.

Pitfall, pit-fall, s. 406. A pit dug and cov
ered, into which a passenger falls unexpectedly.
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Pith, pl/A, 5. 467. The marrow of the plant, 
the soft part in the midst of the wood; marrow; 
strength, force ; energy, cogency, fulness of sentiment, 
closeness and vigour of thought and style; weight, 
moment, principal part; the quintessence, the chief 
part.

Pithily, plM-e-ld, ad. With strength, with 
cogency.

Pithiness, pllA-e-n6s, s. Energy, strength. 
Pithless, pt(A-l6s, a. Wanting pith; wanting 

energy, wanting force.
Pithy, pV/z-di, a. Consisting of pith; strong, 

forcible, energetick.
Pitiable, pit-td-2.-bl, a. 405. Deserving pity.

The diphthong ta, in this word, does not draw the 
preceding t to tsh, as in piteous ; and tbe reason seems to 
be the same as that which preserves the same letter pure 
in Mightier, Weightier, &c. that is, the termination able, 
thougn derived from the Latin, is often used in composi
tion with pure English words, like the personal and com
parative terminations er, eth, &c.; and therefore the 
general rule in English composition is adhered to, which 
is, that simples preserve their sound and accent, whatever 
terminations are annexed to them.
Pitiful, plt-te-ffil, a. Melancholy, moving 

compassion; tender, compassionate; paltry, contemp
tible, despicable.

Pitifully, pit-t£-ful-£, ad. Mournfully, in 
a manner that moves compassion; contemptibly, des
picably.

Pitifulness, plt-t£-ful-n£s, s. Tenderness, 
mercy, compassion-; despicableness, contentptiblenesc*. 

Pitiless, pit-t£-13s, a. Wanting pity, wanting 
compassion, merciless.

Pitman, plt-mln, s. 88. He that in sawing
timber works below in the pit.

Pit-saw, pit-s&w, s. A large saw used bjr two
men, of whom one is in tbe pit.

Pittance, pit-tSnse, s. An allowance of meat 
in a monastery; a small portion.

Pituitary, pe-tfi^-ti-rtj, a. Conducting the 
phlegm.

Pituite, plt-tshii-lte, 5. 155. Phlegm.
Pituitous, p£-tu-£-tfis, a. 132. Consisting of 

phlegm.
Pity, plt-t£, s. Compassion, sympathy with 

misery, tenderness for pain or uneasiness; aground 
of pity, a subject of pity or of grief.

To PlTY, pit-t£, v. a. To compassionate misery, 
to regard with tenderness on account of unhappiness.

To Pity, plt-te, v. n. To be compassionate. 
Pivot, piv-v&t, s. A pin on which any thing 

turns.
Pix, plks, $. A little chest or box in which 

the consecrated Host is kept in Roman Catholic coun
tries.

Placable, pla-kA-bl, a. 405. Willing or pos
sible to be appeased.

JO’ Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Nares, W. Johnston, and Bu. 
chanan, make the radical a in this word and its derivatives 
long; as I have done; but Dr. Kenrick and Mr. Perry 
make it short. Mr. Scott marks it both ways; but seems 
to give tbe short sound the preference, by placing it first 
This, from the shortening power of the antepenultimate 
accent, it must be confessed, is the most analogical, 535; 
but this word and its companion, capable, seem immove- 
ably fixed in the long sound of the antepenultimate, 
though the o In the same situation in docible and indoei- 

: ble evidently inclines to the short sound.—See Incapable 
and Indocil.
Placability, pla-kl-blM-ti, ) , willing. 
Placableness, pla-ki-l>l-ti6s, J “

ncss to be appeased, possibility to be appeased.
Placard, plik-&rd,z h. An edict, a declara- 
Placart, plik-irtf ( tion, a manifesto.

JO3 Bailey places the accent on the first syllable of 
placard, and Fennmg on the first of both of these words: 
all our other orthoepists place the accent as I have done. 
Place, plase, s. Particular portion of space; 

locality, local relation ; local existence; space in ge
neral ; a seat, residence, mansion ; passage in writing;
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state of being, validity; rank, order of priority; office, 
public character or employment; room, way; ground, 
room.

To Place, plase, v. a. To put in any place, 
rank, or condition ; to fix, to settle, to establish.

Placer, pla-s&r, s. 98. One that places. 
Placid, plis-sid, n. Gentle, quiet; soft, mild. 
Placidly, plis-sld-ld, ad. Mildly, gently. 
PLACIT, plis-lt, s. Decree, determination. 
Placket, or Plaquet, plak-klt, s. 99.

A petticoat.
Plagiarism, pla-ji-rlzm, s. Theft, literary 

adoption of the thoughts or works of another.
Plagiary, pli-ji-rd, s. A theft in literature, 

one who steals the thoughts or writings of another; 
the crime of literary theft.

Mr. Elphinston and some respectable speakers 
pronounce this word with the first vowel short, as if 
written plad-jary ; but Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Scott, Mr. Perry, 
Mr. Buchanan, Dr. Kenrick, XV. Johnston, and Etitick, 
mark it with the a long, as if written play-jary : and to 
know which is the true pronunciation, we need oidy re
cur to analogy, which tells us that every vowel, except 
i, having the accent, and being followed by a diphthong, 
is long.—See Principles, No. 50f>. 507.
Plague, plug, s. 337. Pestilence, a disease 

eminently contagious and destructive; state of misery; 
any thing troublesome or vexatious.

7o Plague, plug, v. a. To infect with pesti
lence ; to trouble, to tease, to vex, to harass, to tor
ment, to afflict.

PlaGUILY, pia-gd-le, ad. 560. Vexatiously, 
horridly.

Plaguy, pla-ge, a. 345. Vexatious, trouble
some.

Plaice, plase, s. 202. A flat fish.
Plaid, plid, x. 204. A striped or variegated 

cloth, an outer loose garment worn much by the High
landers in Scotland.

Plain, plane, a. 202. Smooth, level, flat; void 
of ornament, simple; artless; honestly rough, open, 
sincere; mere, bare; evident, clear.

Plain, plane, ad. Not obscurely; distinctly, 
articulately; simply, with rough sincerity.

Plain, plane, s. Level ground, open flat; s 
field of battle.

7b Plain, plane, v a. To level, to make even. 
7b Plain, plane, v. n. To lament, to wail.

Obsolete.
LA1NDEALING, plAnc-de-Ung, a. Acting with
out art.

Plain dealing, plane-doling,«. 410. Manage
ment void of art.

Plainly, planeMd, ad. Levelly, flatly ; with
out ornament; without gloss, sincerely; in earnest, 
fairly; evidently, clearly.

Plainness, plane-n&s, s. Levelness, flatness ; 
want of ornament, want of show; openness, rough 
sincerity; artlessness, simplicity.

Plaint, plant, s. Lamentation, complaint, la
ment, expression of sorrow.

PlaINTFUL, plant-ful, a. Complaining, audi
bly sorrowful.

Plaintiff, pline-tlf, s. He that commences 
a suit m law against another, opposed to the defen
dant.

This word was universally, till of late years, pro
nounced with the first syllable like plan, as appears by its 
b^ing adopted by Mr. Scott, Mr. Elphinston, Mr. Perry, 
XV. Johnston, and Dr. Kenrick ; but a laudable desire of 
reforming the language has restored the diphthong to its 
true sound : and the first syllable of this word, like plane, 
is now the current pronunciation of all our courts of jus
tice. Mr. Sheridan and Entick agree in this pronuncia
tion.
Plaintiff, planc-tif, a. Complaining. A word 

not in use, licing now written Plaintive.
Plaintive, plane* tlv, o. Complaining, lament

ing, expressive of sorrow.
Plainwork, planc-w&rk, s. Noodlework as 

distinguished from embroiderv.
412'

Plait, plate, s. 202. A fold, a double.
To Plait, plate, v. a. To fold, to double; to 

weave, to braid.
There is a corrupt pronunciation of this word, as 

if written plete, which must be carefully avoided. 
PlaiTER, plate-Ur, s. 98. One that plaits. 
Plan, plin, s. A scheme, a form, a model; a 

plot of any building, or ichnography.
To Plan, plin, v. a. To scheme, to form in 

design.
Plane, plane, j. A level surface; an instru

ment by which the surface of boards is amootlied.
To Plane, plane, v. a. To level, to free from 

inequalities; to smooth with a plane.
Plane-tiiee, plane-tree, s. The name of a fine 

tall tree.
Planet, plan-lt, s. 99. One of the celestial 

bodies in our system, which move round and receive 
light from the sun.

Planetary, plin-ni-ti-ri, a. Pertaining to 
the planets; produced by the planets.

Plan ETIC AL, plin-n&t-te-kil, a. Pertaining to 
planets.

PlaneTSTRUCK, plin-lt-strhk, a. Blasted. 
Planisphere, plAn-n^-sfdre, s. A sphere pro

jected on a plain.
Plank, plingk, s. 408. A thick strong board. 
To Plank, plingk, v. a. To cover or lay with 

planks.
Pl.ANOCONlCAL, pla-no-kon-ne-kal, a. Level 

on one side, and conical on the other.
Planoconvex, pla-no-kon-veks, a. Flat on 

the one side, and convex on the other.
Plant, plint, s. Any thing produced from 

seed, any vegetable production; a sapling.
There is a coarse pronunciation of this word* 

chiefly among the vulgar, which rhymes it with aunt- 
This pronunciation seems a remnant of that broad sound 
which was probably given to the a before two consonants 
in all words, but which has been gradually wearing away, 
and which is now, except in a few words, become a mark 
of vulgarity.—See Principles, No. 79.
To Plant, plAnt, t>. a. To put into the ground 

in order to grow, to set, to generate; to place, to fix; 
to settle, to establish, as, to Plant a colony ; to fill or 
adorn with something planted, as he Planted the gar
den or the country; to direct properly, as, to Plant a 
cannon.

Plantage, plAr.-tldje, s. 90. An herb. 
Plantain, plAn-tln, 5. 202. An herb; a tree 

in the XVest Indies, which bears an esculent fruit.
PLANTAL, piin-tAI, a. 88. Pertaining to plants. 
Plantation, plin'-tA-shfin, s. The act or prac

tice of planting; the place planted; a colony; intro
duction, establishment.

Planted, plint'&i, a. This word seems in 
Shakspeare, to signify settled, well-grounded.

Planter, plant-ftr, s. 98. One who sows, 
sets, or cultivates; one who cultivates grounds in the 
XX'est Indian colonics.

Plash, plAsh, s. A small lake or puddle of 
water ; branch partly cut oIF aud bound to other 
branches.

T<» Plash, plish, v. a. To interweave branches. 
Plashy, plAsh-e, a. Watery, filled with puddles. 
Plasm, plazm, s. A mould, a matrix in which 

any thing is cast or formed.
Plaster, plAs-ttir, s. 98. Substance made of 

water and some absorbent matter, such as chalk or 
lime well pulverized, with which wails are overlaid ; 
a glutinous or adhesive salve.

To Plaster, plAs-tur, v. a. To overlay as with 
plaster; to cover with a medicated plaster.

Plasterer, plAs-.tur-iir, x. One whose trade is 
to overlay walls with plaster ; one who forms figures 
in plaster.

Plastic , plAs-tlk, a. Having the power to 
give form.

Plastron, plAs-trftn, s. 99. A piece of leather
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stuffed, which fencers use when they teach their scho
lars, in order to receive the pushes made at them.

To Pl.at, pll(J ». a. To weave, to make by 
texture

Plat, pllt, j. A small piece of ground.—See 
Flol.

Platans, plAt-tin, s. The plane-tree.
Plate, plate, s. A piece of metal beat out into 

breadth , wrought silver ; a small shallow vessel of 
metal or porcelain, on which meat is eaten ; the prize 
run for by horses.

To Plate, plate, v- a. To cover with plates ; 
to arm with plates; to beat into lamina or plates.

Plates’, pl&t-dn, s. 103. In printing, that 
flat part of the press by which the impression is made. 

Platform, plAt-form, s. The sketch of any 
thing horizontally delineated, the ichnography; a 
place laid out after any model; a level place before a 
fortification ; a scheme, a plan.

Platina, plat-e-ni, A species of metal.
Platonic , plA-ton-ik, a. A Platonick lover, 

is one who professes great purity in love.
Platonist, pl&t-d-nlst, s. One who adopts 

the sentiments of Plato.
Platoon, pla-tAon,' s. A small square body 

of musqueteers.
&O* Corrupted from Peloton, French.—See Encore.

Platter, plAt-tur, s. 91. A large dish, gene
rally bf earth.

Plaudit, plaw-dlt, 213. Applause.
Plausibility, plAw-zd-bll^d-td, s. Speciou* 

ness, superficial appearance of right.
Plausible, plAw-ze-bl, a. Such as gains ap

probation, superficially pleasing or taking, specious 
popular.

Plausibleness, pliw-zd-bl-nds, #. Specious- 
ness, show of right

Plausibly, pi&w-zd-bld, ad. With fair show, 
speciously.

Plausive, plAw-slv,a. 158.428. Applauding; 
plausible. Obsolete in this last sense.

To Play, pla, v. n. 220. To sport, to frolick, 
to do something not as a task, but for pleasure; to tov, 
to act with levity; to trifle; to do something fanciful; 
to practise sarcastick merriment; to practise illusion; 
to game, to contend at some game; to touch a musical 
instrument; to operate, to act, used of any thing in 
motion; to wanton, to move irregularly; to represent 
a character; to act in any certain character.

To Play, pla, v. a. To put in action or mo
tion, as, he Played his cannon ; to use an instrument 
of musick; to act a mirthful character; to exhibit 
dramatically, Co act, to perform.

Play, pla, s. Action not imposed, not work; 
amusement, sport ; a drama, a comedy or tragedy, or 
any thing in which characters are represented by dia
logue and action ; game, practice of gaming, contest 
at a game; practice in any contest; action, employ
ment, office; manner of acting; act of touching an in
strument ; in Play, in jest, not in earnest; room for 
motion ; liberty of acting, swing.

Playbook, pla-bouk, s. A book of dramatick 
compositions.

Playday, plA-da, i. A day exempt from tasks 
or work.

Playdebt, pla-d&t, s. The debt contracted by 
gaming.

Player, plA-hr, s. 98. One who plays; an 
idler, a lazy person ; an actor of dramatick scenes ; a 
mimick; one who touches a musical instrument; one 
who acts in any certain manner, not in earnest but in 
play.

Playfellow, pla-f^l-ld, *. a companion in 
am usement.

Playful, pla-fll, a. Sportive.
Playgame, pla-game, s. A play of children. 
Playhouse, pla'house, ». The bouse where 

dramatick performances are represented.
PlaYSOMF, pla-sfiin, a. Wanton.
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Playsomeness, pla-b&m-n&s, $. Wantonness, 
levity.

Plaything, placing, s. A toy 
Playwright, pla^rlte, s. A maker of plays. 
Plea, pie, $■ 227. The act or form of plead

ing; thing offered or demanded in pleading; allega
tion ; an apology, an excuse.

To Pleach, pletsh, v. a. 227. To bend, to in
terweave. Obsolete.

To Plead, plede, v n- 227. To argue before 
a court of justice; to speak in an argumentative or 
persuasive way for or against, to reason with another , 
to be offered as a plea; to admit or deny a charge of 
guilt

To Plead, plede, v. a. To defend, to discuss; 
to allege in pleading or argument; to offer as an ex
cuse.

Pleadable, ple-di-bl,a. Capable to be alleged 
in plea.

Pleader, pld-dur, s. 98. One who argues in 
a court of justice ;* one who speaks for or against.

Pleading, plA-ding, s. 410. Act or form of 
pleading.

Pleasance, ple-zanse, s. Gayety, pleasantry. 
Obsolete.

Pleasant, plAz-zlnt, a. 234. Delightful; 
gootl humoured,cheerful; giy, lively, merry; trifling, 
adapted rather to mirth than use.

PLEASANTLY, pldz-z?int-le, ad. In such a man
ner as to give delight; gayly, in good humour; lively, 
ludicrously.

Pleasantness, pl^z-zint-nes, s. Delightful
ness, state of being pleasant; gayety, cheerfulness, 
merriment.

Pleasantry, plez-zAn-trA, s. Gayety, merri
ment ; sprightly saying, lively talk.

To Please, pleze, v. a. 227. To delight, to 
gratify, to humour; to satisfy, to content; to obtain 
favour from; to be pleased, to like, a word of cere
mony.

To Please, plAze, v. n. To give pleasure; to 
gain approbation; to like, to choose; to condescend, 
to comply.

Pleasingly, plA-zlng-1^, ad. In such a man
ner as to give delight.

Pleasurable, pUzh-ur-A-bl, a. Delightful, 
full of pleasure.

Pleasure, pl£zh'ure, s. 234. 450. Delight, 
gratification of the mind or senses; loose gratification; 
approbation, what the will dictates; choice, arbitrary 
will.

To Pleasure, pl&zh-iire, v. a. To please, to 
gratify.

Plebeian, pte-b&'yAn, s. 113. One of the lower 
people.

Plebeian, pU-b&y&n, a. Popular, consisting 
of mean persons; belonging to the lower ranks; vul
gar, low, common.

Pledge, pl&dje, s. A gage, any thing given 
by way of warrantor security; a pawn; a surety, a 
bail, an hostage.

To Pledge, pl&dje, v. a. To put in pawn, to 
give as security; to secure by a pledge; to invite to 
drink, by accepting the cup or health after another.

Pledget, pled-jit, s. 99. A small mass of lint. 
Pleiads, plA-yAdz, ) s. A northern constel- 
Pleiades, pl(f-yA-dez, J lation.

I have preferred those orthoepists who mark these 
words as I have done, to Mr. Sheridan, who makes the 
first syllable like the verb to ply. Dr. Kenrick, Scott, 
and Perry, the only orthoepists from whom we can know 
the sound of the diphthong ei, give it as I have done; 
and Johnson, by placing the accent after the e, seems to 
have done the same : but the sound we invariably give 
to these vowels in plebeian, is a sufficient proof of English 
analogy; and that pronouncing them like eye, is an affec
tation of adhering to the Greek, from which pleiades it 
derived.—See Key to the Classical Pronunciation oj Greek 
and Latin Proper Hames, under the word.
Plenarily, plAn-A-rd-lA, ad. Fully, completely.
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Plenary, plAn-A-rd, or ple-nA-rd, a. Full, 
complete.
O* Some very respectable shakers make the vowel 

e, in the first syllable of this ward, long; but analogy and 
the best usage seem to shorten the e, as they d<» the a, in 
granary. Mr. Nares, W Johnston, Buchanai, and En
tick, adopt the second pronunciation ; and Mr. Sheridan, 
Dr. Kenrick, Dr. Ash, Mr. Scott, and Mr. Perry, the 
first: nor do I see any reason that the e should not be 
short in this word as well as in plenitude, in which all 
our orthoepists, except Buchanan, pronounce the e as in 
plenty.
Plenariness, pldn-A-rd-nAs, s. Fulness, com

pleteness. j
Plenilunary, plen-nA-lfi-nA-re, a. Relating 

to the full moon. j
Plenipotence, plA-nlp-po-tense, s. Fulness 

of power.
PLENIPOTENT, pld-nlp-pd-tent, a. Invested 

with full power. .
Plenipotentiary, pl3n-ne-p6-ten-sha-re, s. 

negoeiator invested with full power.
Plenist, ple-nist, s. 544. One that holds all 

space to be full of matter.
Plenitude, plen-ne-tude, s. Fulness, the con

trary to vacuity; repletion, animal fulness, plethory.; 
exuberance, abundance, completeness.

Plenteous, plAn-tshe-fis, a. 263. Copious, 
exuberant, abundant; fruitful, fertile.

Plenteously, plAn-tshA-Us-le, ad. Copiously,, 
abundantly, exuberantly.

Plenteousness, plAn-tshA-&s-nAs, s. Abun
dance, fertility.

Plentiful, plAn-tA-f&l, a. Copious, abundant, 
exuberant, fruitful.

Plentifully, plSn-tA-f&l-A, ad. Copiously, 
abundantly.

Plenttfulness, plen-tA-ful-nAs, The state 
of being plentiful, abundance, fertility.

PLENTY, plAn-tA, $ Abundance, such a quan
tity as is more than enough ; fruitfulness, exuberance; 
it is used, I think, barbarously for plentiful; a state 
in which enough is had and enjoyed.

Pleonasm, ple-d-nAzm, s. A figure of rbeto- 
rick, by which more words are used than are necessary. 

Plethora, pl&7*-6-rA. s. 468. The state in 
which the vessels are fuller of humours than is agree
able to a natural state of health.

All our orthoepists, except a Dictionary of Terms 
in Medicine, place the accent on the first syllable of this 
word, notwithstanding the Greek and Latin o are long. 
This, probably, arose from the anglicised word plethory, 
where the accent is very properly antepenultimate—See 
Principles, No. 503.
Plethoretic , pl&A-d-r^t-ik, ) n. Having a 
Plethoric , pli-z/iir-ik, 509. J full habit. 
Plethory, pl^/t-A-rd, s. 503. Fulness of 

habit,
PLEVIN, plev-vln, s. In law, a warrant of as

surance.
Pleurisy, plu-re-sA, z. An inflammation of 

the pleura.
Pleuritic al, plit-rlt-tA-kal, ) ,
Pleuritic , plb-ritAtik, 509. \ fl* 4J,seased 

with a pleurisy ; denoting a pleurisy.
PLIABLE, pli-A-bl, a. 405. Easy to be bent, 

flexible; flexible of disposition, easy to be persuaded. 
PLIABLENISS, pll-Abl-nJs, j. Flexibility, easi- 

ness to be bent; flexibility of mind.
PLIANCY, plt-an-s^, s. Easiness to be bent. 
Pliant, pli-ant, a. Bending, flexile; limber;

easy to take a form ; easily persuaded.
Pliantness, pll-Ant-n^s, s. Flexibility, tough

ness.
Plicature, plik-ka-tshure, ) «• Fold,
Plication, plA-kakditln, 132. f double. 
Pliers. pll-5rz, s. 98. An instrument by which 

any thing is laid hold on to bend it.
To Plight, pilte, v. a. To pledge, to give as 

surety; to braid, to weave ; In this last cense* obsolete.
414.

Plight, pilte, s. 393. Condition, state; good 
case pledge, gage; a fold, a plait Not used in this 
last sense. •

Plinth, plIn/A, s. In Architecture, is that 
square member which serves as a foundation to the 
base of a pillar.

To Plod, plod, v. n. To toil, to drudge, to 
travel; to travel laboriously; to study closely and dully

Plodder, plid-dur, s. 98. A dull, heavy, 
laborious man.

Plot, plot, j. A small extent of ground; a 
conspiracy, a secret design formed against another; an 
intrigue, an afliiir complicated, involved, and embar
rassed ; stratagem, secret combination to any ill end; 
contrivance, deep reach of thought.

To Plot, plAt, v. rt. To form schemes of mis
chief against another, commonly against those in au
thority ; to contrive, to scheme.

To Plot, plot, v. a. To plan, to contrive; to 
describe according to ichnography.

Plotter,pl5t-tCir,.v. 98. Conspirator, contriver. 
Plover, pl&v-v&r, s. 165. A lapwing.
Plough, pldti, s. 313. 390. The instrument 

with which the furrows are cut in the ground to re
ceive the seed.

To Plough, plou, v. n. To turn up the ground 
in order to sow seed.

To Plough, ploft, r. a. To turn with the 
plough ; to bring to view by tiie plough ; to furrow, 
to divide; to tear.

PLOUGHBOY, plou-boe, s. A boy that follows 
the plough, a coarse ignorant boy.

Plougher, plou-Qr, 98. One who ploughs 
or cultivates ground.

Ploughland, pl6u-lAnd, s. A farm for corn. 
Ploughman, plofr-mAn, s. 88. One who at

tends or uses the plough; a gross ignorant rustick; a 
strong laborious man.

Ploughshare, plou-sbare, 3. The part of the 
plough that is perpendicular to the coulter.

To Pluck, pluk,t*. a. To pull with nimbkness 
or force, to snatch, to pul), to draw, to force on and 
off, to force up or down ; to strip oft* feathers; to Pluck 
up a heart or spirit, a proverbial expression for taking 
ip or resuming courage.

PLUCK, pluk, s. A pull, a draw, a single act 
of plucking; the heart, liver and lights of au animal.

PLUCKEIt, pl&k-kfir, s. 98. One that plucks. 
PLUG, pl&g, s. A stopple, any thing driven 

hard into another body.
To Plug, pl&g, v. a. To stop with a plug.
Plum, plum, s. A fruit; the sum of one hun

dred thousand pounds. It is sometimes imjxoperiy 
written plumb.

Plumage, pld-mldje, s. 90. Feathers, suit of 
feathers..

PLUMB, pl&m, s. 347. A plummet, a leaden 
weight let down at the end of a line.

Plumb, pl&m, ad. Perpendicularly to the 
horizon.

This word, says Dr. Johnson, is sometimes igno
rant Iv pronounced plump.
To Plumb, plfim, v. a. To sound, to search by 

a line with a weight at its end ; to regulate any work 
by tbe plummet.

Plumbek. pl&m-m&r, s. 98. One who wocks 
upon lead. Commonly written Plummer.

Plumbery, pl&m-mir-A, s. Works of lead, 
manufactures of a plumber.

Plumcake, plhm-kake,' 3. Cake made with 
raisins.

Plume, plume, z. Feather of birds; feather 
worn as an ornament; pride, towering mien ; token 
of honour, prize of contest, Plume is.a term used by 
botanists for that part of the seed of a plant which in 
its growth becomes the trunk.

To Plume, plume, v. a. To pick and adjust 
feathers; to strip off feathers : to strip, to pili; tc 
place as a plume; to adorn witi plumes; to Plume 
one’s self upon, to be proud oi.
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Plumealum, plume-Al-lum, s. A kind of 
asbestos.

Pi.umigerous, ph’i-mid-jer-as, a. Having fea- 
thers, feathered.

Plumipede, plu-m£-pede, s. A fowl that has 
feathers on the foot—See Millepedes.

Plummet, plWmlt, s. 99. A weight of lead 
hung at a siring, by which depths are sounded, and per
pendicularity is discerned. *

1'lumosity, pl&-m6s-se-te, s. The state of 
having feathers.

Plumous, plu-m&s, a. 314. Feathery, resem
bling feathers.

Plump, plump, a. Somewhat fat, sleek, full 
and smooth.

Plump, plump, s. A knot, a tuft, a cluster, 
a number joined in one mass. Little used.

This word, says Mr. Mason, is now corrupted to 
Clump, and is one of those words that the vulgar continue 
to speak right, and tor which they are laughed at by 
politer corrupters of language.
To Plump, pl&mp, r. a. To fatten, to swell, 

to make large.
To Plump, pl&mp, v. n. To fall like a stone 

into the water; to be swollen.
Plump, pl&mp, ad. With a sudden fall.—See 

Plumb.
Plumper, plump-fir, s. 98. Something worn 

in the mouth tp swell out the cheeks.
Plumpness, pl6mp-n^s, s. Fulness, disposition 

towards fulness.
Plumporridge, pltim-por-ridje, Porridge 

with plums.
PLUMFUDDING, plftm-p&d-dlng, s. 410. A pad

ding made with plums.
Plumpy, pl&mp^, a. Plump, fat.
Plumy, plu-ine, a. Feathered, covered with 

feathers.
To Plunder, pl&n-d&r, r. a. 98. To pillage, 

to rob in a hostile way, to rob as a thief.
Plunder, pl&iwlftr, 5, Pillage, spoils gotten 

in war.
Plunderer, pl&n-d&r-ffr, s. Hostile pillager, 

a spoiler; a thief, a robber.
To Plunge, plfinje. v. a. 74. To put suddenly 

under water, or folder any thing supposed liquid ; to 
put into any state suddenly; to hurry into any distress; 
to force in suddenly.

7’o Plunge, plunje, v. n. To sink suddenly 
into water, to dive; to fall or rush into any hazard or 
distress.

Plunge, plfinje, s. The act of putting or 
linking under water; difficulty, strait, distress.

Plunger, pl&n-jur, s. 98. One that plunges, 
a diver.

Plural, plu-ral, a. Implying more than one. 
Pluralist, plii-rM-ist, s. One that holds more 

ecclesiastical benefices than one with cure of souls.
Plurality, plfr-ril^-td, s. The state of being 

or having a greater number; a number more than 
one; more cures of souls than one, the greater number 
the majority.

PLURAI.LY, plu-rll-e, ad. In a sense implying 
more than one.

Flush, plush, s. A kind of villous or shaggy 
cloth, a shag.

Pluvial, plu-vti-al, £ a. Rainy, relating to 
Pluvious, plu-v^-fts, j rain.
7o Ply, pil, v. a. To work on any thing closely 

and importunately ; to employ with diligence, to keep 
busy, to set on work; to practise diligently; to solicit 
importunately.

To Ply, pil, V. n. To work, to offer service • 
to go in haste; to busy one’s self; to bend.

Ply, pil, Bend, turn, bias; plait, fold. 
Pl YERS, pH-tirz, s. 98.—See Pliers.
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Pneumatical, nd-mAt^-kAl, ) n
Pneumatic , ni-mltTik, 509. \ Mw«dl'.v 

wind, relative to wind; consistin^of spirit or wind.
Rj1* I have differed from Mr. Sheridan iu these words, 

as 1 apprehend it is contrary to analogy, and the best 
usage, to pronounce the initial p. G and k before n arc 
always silent, as in gnomon, knave, itz. B is not heard in 
bdellium, nor » in p.ialm, ptisan, &c. and till some good 
reasons be ottered for pronouncing it in the words in 
question, 1 must join with l)r. Kenrick, Mr. Scott, and 
Mr. Perry, who have sunk it as I have done.
PnEUMATICKS, nu-mat-tiks, A branch of 

mechanicks, which considers the doctrine of the air. 
or laws according to which that fluid is condensed, 
rarefied or gravitates; in the schools, the doctrine of 
spiritual substances, as God, angels, and the souls of 
men.

PjiRUMATOLOGY, nfi-iuA-tol-ld-je, S. Tim doc
trine of spiritual existence.

To Poach, potsh, t». a. 352. To boil slightly; 
to plunder by stealth.

7b Poach, pdtsh, v. n. To steal game, to 
carry off*game privately in a bag

Poacher, potsh-ur, s. 98. One who steak
game.

Pock, p&k, 5. A pustule raised by the small pox. 
Pocket, p&k-klt, s 88. The small bag in

serted into clothes.
7b Pocket, pok-klt, v. a. To put in the 

jxicket; to Pocket up, a proverbial form that denote; 
the doing or taking any thing clandestinely ; to pass 
by an affront so as to say nothing of it.

Pocket-book, pok-klt-b66k, s. A paper-book 
carried in the pocket for hasty notes.

Pocket-glass, pok-klt-glils, s. Portable look
ing-glass.

Pockhole, pdk-hdle, s. Pit or scar made by 
the 6inal) pox.

POCKINESS, pSk-k^-nes, S. The state of being 
pocky.

POCKY, p<Sk-k£, a. Infected with the pox. 
PocULENT, p6k-kfi-l£nt, a. Fit for drink. 
Pod, pdd, s. The capsule of legumes, the case 

of seeds.
Podagrical, po-dSg-gre-kil, a. Afflicted 

with the gout; gouty, relating to the gout
Podge, pSdje, s. A puddle, a plash.
POEM, pu'&n, $. 99. The work of a poet, 

a metrical composition.
Poesy, pcW-sf*, s. The art of writing poems; 

poem, metrical compositions, poetry ; a short conceit 
engraved on a ring or other thing, pronounced as two 
words.

Poet, pd^t, «. 99. An inventor, an author of 
fiction, a writer of poems, one who writes in measure.

Poetaster, pd-e-tas-tcir, s. A vile petty poet. 
Poetess, po-^t-tes, s. A female poet.
Poetical, pd-5t-t4-kal, ) ,.
Poetic , F6-^iik, 509. V’ Expressed in po- 

etry, pertaining to poetry, suitable to poetry.
Poetically, po-dt-telkAI-le, nd. With the 

qualities of poetry, by the fiction of poetry.
Poetry, pd-^-tre, s. Metrical composition, the 

art or practice of writing poems ; poems, poetical 
pieces.

Poignancy, poe-nan-se. s. 387. The power of 
stimulating the palate, sharpness; the power of irrita
tion, asperity.

Poignant, poe'nJnt, a. 387. Shnrp, stimulat 
ing the ;>alate; severe, piercing, painful; irritating, sa
tirical, keen.

Point, pdint.s. 299. The sharp end of any in- 
strument; a string with a tag; headland, promontory ; 
a sting of an epigram ; an indivisible part of space , 
an indivisible part of time, a moment; a smaii space; 
space; punctilio, nicety; part required of time or 
space, critical moment, exact place; degree, state; 
note of distinction in writing, a stop; a spot a part ol 
a surface divided bys|»ots, division by marks into which 
any Ching is distinguished in a circle or other plane. 
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as at tables the ace or sise Point; one of the degrees 
into which the circumference of the horizon and the 
mariner’s compass is divided; particular place to 
which any thing is directed; respect, regard; an aim; 
theact of a dog in marking out the game; the particular 
thing required; particular instance, example; a single 
position, a single assertion, a single part of a coin 
plicated question, a single part of any whole; a note, 
a tune ; Pointblank, directly, as, an arrow is shot to the 
pointblank, or white mark ; a Point of war, a certain 
measure beat on the drum.

To Point, point, v. a. To sharpen, to forge 
or grind to a point; to direct towards an object by way 
of forcing it on the notice; to show as by directing the 
finger; to direct towards a place; to distinguish by 
stops or ))oints.

To Point, point, v. n. To note with the fin- 
ger; to force upon the notice by directing the finger 
towards it; to distinguish words or sentences by points; 
to indicate as dogs do to sportsmen; to show.

Pointed, polnt-ed, «. Sharp, having a sharp 
point or pick; epigrammatical, abounding in conceits. 

Pointedly, point-ed-U, ud. In a pointed 
manner.

Pointedness, point^Ad-nes, s. Sharpness, 
pickedness with asperity ; epigrammatical smartness. 

Pointed, point-Al, s. Any thing on a point. 
Pointer, polnt-&r, s. 98. Any thing that 

points; a dog that points out game to sportsmen. 
Pointingstock, point-ing-stok, s. Something 

made the object of ridicule.
Pointless, point-lAs, a. Blunt, not sharp, 

obtuse.
Poise, poeze, s. 299. Balance, equipoise, 

equilibrium ; a regulating power.
To Poise, poeze, v. a. To balance, to hold or 

place in equiponderance; to be equiponderant to; to 
weigh; to oppress with weight.

Poison, poA-zn, $. 170. 299. That which de
stroys or injures life by a small quantity, and by means 
not obvious to the senses, venom.

To Poison, pAA-zn, v. a. To infect with poison; 
to attack, to injure, or kill by poison given; to corrupt, 
to taint. , , ,

Poisoner, poe-zn-ur, s. 98. One who poisons; 
a corrupter.

Poisonous, poe-zn-fts, a. Venemous, having 
the qualities of poison.

POISONOUSLY, po£-zn-us-le, ad. Venomously. 
Poisonousness, pAA-zn-As-nAs, s. The quality 

of being poisonous, venemousness.
PoisON-TREE, pAA-zn-trAA, s. A plant. 
Poitrell, poA-trAl, s. 299. Armour for the 

breast of a horse; a graving tool.
Poke, pike, A pocket, a small bag. 
To Poke, pdke, v. a. To feel in the dark, to 

search any thing with a long instrument.
Poker, pA-k&r, s. 98. The iron bar with 

which men stir the fire.
Polar, po'-lAr, a. 88. Found near the pole, 

lying near the pole, issuing from the pole.
Polarchy, pM-Ar-kA, s.

This word is not in any of the Dictionaries I have 
seen, but J have met with it in a work lately published 
by Mr. Evanson, on the Revelations, where he says, 
“ Besides the before mentioned beast, the emblem of the 
supreme civil jtower of the European Polarchy, another < 
ueast is represented in this vision, having some external 
marks of a lamb.” As the only sense in which this word 
can be taken is that of many governments, it ought to 
have been written and pronounced P6ly-ar-chy 
Polarity, pA-lAr-A-tA, s. Tendency to the pole. 
Poi-ARY, po-lar-e, a. Tending to the pole, 

having a direction towards the pole.
Folk, pole, s. The extremity of the axis of the 

earth, either of the points on which the world turns ; 
a long staff; a tall piece of timber erected; a measure 
of length containing five yards and a half; an instru
ment of measuring.

To Pole, pole, v a. To furnish with poles.
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Poleaxe, p61e-aks, s. An axe fixed to a long 
pole.

.Polecat, pole-kit, s. The fitchew, a stinking 
animal.

Polemical, pi-le.nt i-kil | Controver- 
Polemic , po-lem-mik, 509. )

sial, disputative.
ftT?" The o in these words is under the same predica

ment as that in Obedience, which see.
Polemic , pi-lem-mlk, s. Disputant, con- 

trovertist.
Polestar, pdle-star, s. A star near the pple 

by which navigators compute their northern latitude, 
cynosure, lodestar; any guide or director.

Police, pd-lAes/ s. 112. The regulation and 
government of a city or country, so far as regards the 
inhabitants.

POLICED, po-lAest^ a. 359. Regulated, formed 
into a regular course of administration.

Policy, p6l-le-se, s. The art of government, 
chiefly with respect to foreign powers; art, prudence, 
management of affairs, stratagem ; a warrant for 
money in the publick funds.

To Polish, pM-llsh, v. a. To smooth, to 
brighten by attrition, to gloss; to make elegant of 
manners.

To Polish, pM-llsh, u. n. To answer to theact 
of polishing, to receive a gloss.

POLISH, pAl-llsh, $. 544. Artificial gloss, 
brightness given by attrition; elegance of manners.

Polish able, ptM-Hsh-i-bl, a. Capable of being 
polished.

Polisher. p&l-llsh-ftr, s. 98. The person or 
instrument that gives a gloss.

Polite, po-lite,' a. 170. Glossy, smooth; in 
this sense only technically used ; elegant of manners.

Politely, po-lite-lA, ad. With elegance of 
manners, genteelly.

Politeness, po-lite-nes, s. Elegance of man
ners, gentility, good breeding.

POL1TESSE, pA-lA-tAs,' s. French. Used lu
dicrously for politeness.

Political, pO-llt-ti-kM, n. 170. Relating to 
politicks, relating to the administration of public 
affairs; cunning,skilful.

Politically, pA-llt-tA-ktll-A, ad. With relation 
to publick administration ; artfully, politickly.

Politician, pftl-lA-tlsh-in, s. One versed in 
the arts of government, one skilled in politicks; a man 
of artifice, one of deep contrivance.

POLITICK, p51-lA-tik, a. Political, civil; pru
dent, versed in affairs; artful, cunning.

Politickly, pAl-lA-tlk-lA, ad. Artfully, cun
ningly.

Politicks, pdl-lA-tiks, s. The science of go
vernment, the art or practice of administering publick 
affairs.

Polity, pAl-lA-te, s. A form of government, 
civil constitution.

Poll, poll, s. -106. The head ; a catalogue or 
list of voters at an election , a register .of heads; a t 
fish called generally a chub, a chevin.

To POLL, pdll, v. a. To lop the top of trees; 
to null ofThair from the head, to clip short, to shear; 
to mow, to crop; to plunder, to strip, to pill; to take 
a list or register of persons; to insert into a number 
a3 a voter.

Pollard, pSI-lard, s. 88. A tree lopped; the 
chub fish.

Pollen, pM-lin. s. 99. A fine powder com
monly understood by the word farina, as also a sort of 
fine bran.

Poller, pAl-l&r, s. 98. Robber, pillager, 
plunderer; he who votes or polls

Pollevil, pdl-A-vl, s. Pollevil is a large swel
ling, inflammation, or imposthume in the horse’s poll 
or nape of the neck.

Pollock, p»k, s. 166. A kind offish.
7’u Pollute, pM-liite£ v. a. To make unclean.
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in a religious sense; to defile; to taint with guilt; 
to corrupt by mixtures of ill.

Pollutedn ess, p&l-lh-t&d-n&s, s. Defilement, 
the state of being polluted.

Polluter, p&l-lh^t&r, s. 98. A dcfiler, a cor
rupter.

Pollution, p&l-l&^sb&n, s. The act of defil
ing ; the state of being defiled, defilement.

Poltron, p61-trMn,' s. A coward, a scoundrel.
This is one of those half French half English words 

thatshows at once our desire to imitate the nasal vow$l, 
and our incapacity to do it properly.—See Encore. 
Poly, s. An herb.

Polyacoustic , po-l^-i-kdu^stik, s. Any thing 
that multiplies or magnifies sounds.

IO’ The reason that the o, though under thesecc-ndary 
accent, in the first syllable of this and the three following 
words, is long, is because two voweis succeed it in the 
following syllables.—See Principles, No. 534.
Polyanthus, p6-le-An-Mus, «. A plant bear- 

ing many flowers.
Polvhdron, pA-le-A-drdn, s. A solid figure 

with many sides.
Polyedrical, pd-lMd-dr£-kil, ) a.' Having 
Polyedrous, p6-l£-£-dr&s, 314. { many sides. 
Polygamist, p6-llg-g&-mlst, s. One who holds 

the lawfulness of more wives than one at a time.
Polygamy, pd-llg^gl-mi, s. 518. Plurality 

of wives.
POLYGLOT, g&l-l£-glftt, a. Having many lan

guages; one who understands many languages.
Polygon, p&l-le-g&n, s. 166. A figure of many 

angles.
Polygonal, pd-llg-gd-n^l, o. Having many 

angles.
Polygram, p51-ld-grim, s. A figure consist

ing of a great number of lines.
Polygraphy, po-Hg-gri-fe, s. The art of 

writing in several unusual manners or cyphers.
Polyhedron, p&l-£-h£'dr&n, s. Any thing 

with many sides.
POLYLOGY, pd-lil-ld-j£, s. 518. Talkativeness. 
POLYMATHY, pd-llm-mi thi, s. 5i8. The 

knowledge of many arts and sciences, also an acquaint
ance with many different subjects.

POLYPETALOUS, p&l-lA-p^t-ti-l&s, a. Having 
many petals.

Polyphonism, pd-llf^fd-nlzm, s. Multiplicity 
of sound.

Polypody, p&-)lp-6-d&, s. A plant.
Polypous, pM-l^-p&s, a. 314. Having the 

nature of a jiolypus, having many feet or roots.
POLYPUS, p&l-l^-p&s, $. Polypus signifies any 

thing in general with many roots or feet, as a swelling 
in the nostrils; but it is likewise applied to a tough 
concretion of grumous blood in the heart and arteries; 
an animal with many feet; a creature considered by 
some naturalists as a link between the animal and ve
getable creation, as partaking of both their natures.

Polyscope, pil-16-skdpe, s. A multiplying 
glass.

I’olyspermous, pM-lA-spAr-m&s, a. Those 
plants are thus called, which have more than four seeds 
succeeding each flower, and thus without any certain 
order or number.

Pollysyllabical, p&l-li-sll-lib-bi-kAl, a.
Having many syllables.

Pollysyli.able, pM-li-sil -lA-bl, j. A word of 
many syllables.

Polytheism. pAUlA-MAJzm, s. The doctrine 
of plurality of gods.

Polytheist, pol-li-Mi-lst, s. One that holds 
plurality of gods.

POMACEOUS, pi^mitslifts, a. 357. Consisting 
of apples.

Pomade, p&-mide,' A fragrant ointment. 
Pomander, pA-mln'd&r, s. 98. A sweet ball, 

a perfumed nail of powder.
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Pomatum, pA-ma-t&m, s. An ointment.
Pomegranate, p&m-gr&n-n&t, s. 90. 'I be 

tree; the fruit.
Pomeroy, p&m'rdi, ) . . ,POMEROYAL p&m-rmi, ( ’• A sort °f aPP'e< 
POMIFEROUS, pd-mlftf£r-&s, a. A term applied 

to plants which have the largest fruit, and are covered 
with a thick hard rind.

Pommel, p&m-mll, s. 99. A round ball or 
knob; the knot that balances the blade of the sword, 
the protuberant part of the saddle before.

To Pommel, p&m-mll, v. a. To beat black and 
blue, to bruise, to punch.

Pomp. pimp. s. Splendour, pride; a procession 
of splendour and ostentation.

POMPHOLYX, p&m-fA-llks, s. Pompholyx is 
a white, light, and very friablp substance found in 
crusts adhering to the domes of the furnaces and of 
the covers of the large crucibles.

Pompion, p&m-p^-&n, s. 16.5. A pumpkin.
Pomposity, p&m-p5s'^-tA, s. An affectation of 

pompousness.
Though this word is not to be found in Johnson 

or Sheridan, it nas been adopted by some of our other 
lexicographers, and so frequently occurs in conversation, 
as tn deserve a place in the language.
Pompous, p&m-p&s, a. 314. Splendid, mag

nificent, grand.
Pompously, p&m-p&s-l^, ad. Magnificently, 

splendidly.
Pompousness, p&m-p&s-n£s, s. Magnificence, 

splendour, showiness, ostentatiousness.
Pond, pond, s. A small pool or lake of water, 

a basin, water not running or emitting any stream.
To Ponder, p&n-d&r, v. a. 98. To weigh 

mentally, to consider, to attend.
To Ponder, pdn-dhr, v. n. To think, to muse.
PonDfrable, p&n-dfir-&-bl, a. Capable to be 

weighed, measurable by scales.
PONDERAL, p&n-d&r-Al, a. Estimated by 

weight, distinguished from numeral.
PonderaTION, pdn-dhr-i-sh&n, s. The act of 

weighing.
Ponderer, pfin-dhr-&r, s. He who ponders. 
Ponderosity, p&n-d&r-&s^s£-t£, s. Weight, 

gravity, heaviness.
Ponderous, pdn-d&r-fis, a. 314. Heavy, 

weighty; important, momentous; forcible, strongly 
impulsive.

Ponderously, pin-dfir-fts-li, ad. With great 
weight.

Ponderousness, p6n-d&r-&s-n£s, s. Heaviness, 
weight, gravity.

Pondweed. p&nd-w££d, s. A plant.
Ponent, p<M-n&nt, a. Western.—See Levant. 
Poniard, p&n-y&rd, s. 113. 272. A dagger, 

a short stabbing weapon.
To Poniard, p&n'y&rd, v. a. To stab with 

a poniard.
Pontage, p&n-tldje, s. 90. Duty paid for tne 

reparation of bridges.
Pontiff, p&n-ilf, s. A priest, a high priest; 

the pope.
Pontifical, p&n-tlf-f^-kAl, a. Belonging to 

a high priest; popish; splendid, magnificent; bridge
building: in this sense it is used by Milton only.

Pontifical, p&n-ti£f£-k£l, s. A book con
taining rites and ceremonies ecclesiastical.

Pontifically, p&n-tlf£f£-kil-£, ad. In a pon
tifical manner.

Pontificate, p&n-ti£f£-kAte, $. 90. Papacy, 
popedom.

Pontifice, p&n-t£-f1s. s. 142. Bridge-work, 
edifice of a bridge. Little used.

PontificiaL, p&n-t&-flsh-&l, a. Relating to 
Pontiff’s or Popes.
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Ponton, p&n-tdon,' A floating bridge, or 
invention to pass over water.—See PoUrtrn and Encore.

Pony, p6-n£, s. A small horse.
Pool, p&M, $. 306. A lake of standing water.
Poop, poop, s. 306. The hindermost part of 

the ship.
Poor, poor, a. 306. Indigent, oppressed with 

want; trifling, narrow; paltry, mean ; unhappy, un
easy ; depressed, low ; a word of tenderness, dear ; a 
word of slight contempt, wretched; not good, not fit 
for any purpose; the Poor, those who are in the lowe.-t 
rank of the community, those who cannot subsist but 
by the charity of others ; barren, dry, as a poor soil; 
lean, emaciated, as a poor horse; without spirit, flaccid. 

POORLY, poor-ltk ad. Without wealth ; with 
little success ; meanly, without spirit; without dignity.

PDORJOHN, p&or-j&n,' $. A sort of fish.
Poorness, p&or-nes, j. Poverty, indigence, 

want; meanness, lowness, want of dignity ; sterility, 
barrenness.

I’OOKSPIRITED, poor-splr-h-fd, a. Mean, 
cowardly.

POORSPIRITEDNESS, pd5r-splr-it-£d-n§s, $. 
Meanness, cowardice.

Pop, pop. s. A small, smart, quick sound. 
Undoubtedly derived from the noise caused by the 

sudden expulsion of some small body.
To Pop, pop, v. n. To move or enter with a 

quick, sudden, and unexpected motion.
To Pop, pSp, t>. a. To put out or in suddenly, 

slily, or unexpectedly ; to shift.
Pope, pApe, 5. The Bishop of Rome; a small 

fish, by some called a ruff.
Popedom, pope^dum, 5. 166. Papacy, papal 

dignity.
Popery, pd-p£ir-£, s. 555. A name given by 

protestants to the religion of the church of Rome.
Popeseye. pAps-1. s The gland surrounded 

with fat in the middle of the thigh.
Popgun, pftp-gun, s. A gun with which 

children play, that only makes a noise.
POPINJAY, p5p-pln-ja, s. A parrot; a wood

pecker ; a trifling fop.
Popish, pA-p’ish, a. An epithet of contempt for 

what is taught by the Pope; relative to what is called 
Popery.

POPISHLY, po-p1sh-l£, ad. In a popish manner. 
Poplar, pip-Ur, s. 88. A tr *e.
Poppy, pSp^)£, s. A soporiferotrs plant. 
Populace, p&p-pii-lis, s. 91. The vulgar, the 

multitude.
Populacy, p6p-p£i-li-si. s. The common 

people, the multitude. Little or scarcely ever used.
Popular, p5p-ph-lAr,a. 88. Vulgar, plebeian; 

suitable to the common people; beloved by the-people, 
pleasing to the people; studious of the favour of the 
people ; prevailing or raging among the populace, as 
a popular distemper.

Popularity, p5p-ph-h\r-^-t^, s. Graciousness 
among the people, the state of being favoured bv the 
people; representation suited to vulgar conception. 
In this sense little u-cd.

Popularly, pop-pu-lir-1^. ad. In a popular 
manner; so as to please the crowd; according to vulgar 
conception.

7’i> Porut.ATE, pop-pil-late, ». zu To breed 
people. t i f

Population, pop-pu-la-shun, s. The state of 
a country with respect to numbers of people.

Populous, pAp^ph-l&S «. 814. Full of people, 
numerously inhabited.

Populously, pop-pu-lus-1^, ad. With much 
people.

Populousness, pdp-pb-l&s-nes, s. 1 be state of 
abounding with people.

I’oitcin.Aiv, pdr-^e-laae,* China, chinaware. 
t’Oncii, pjrtsh. s. 3,5-2 z\ roof supported by 

pillars before a door, an entrance; a portico, a co
vered walk. I
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Porcupine, pir-kfi-plne, s. 149. A kind of 
large hedge-hog.

1 Pore, pire, s. Spiracle of the skin, passage 
of perspiration; any narrow spiracle or passage.

To PORE, p6re, v. n. To look with great in
tenseness and care.

Poreblind, pore-blind, a. Near-sighted, short
sighted. Commonly written, and always pronounced. 
Purblind.

Poriness, p6£y£-n£s, s. Fulness of pores. 
'Pork, p&rk, Swine’s flesh.
Porker, pork-fir, s. A hog, a pig.
Porkeater, pork-e-t?ir, s. One who feeds on 

pork.
PORKET, pdrk-it, s. 99. A young hog.
PoRKLING, pirk-llng, 5. 410. A young pig.
POROSITY, po-rds-stk-ti*, s. Quality of having 

pores.
Porous, po-r&s, a. 314. Having small spiracles 

or passages.
Porousness, pt^rhs-n&s, 5. The quality of 

having pores.
Porphyre, por^fur, ) s. Maiide of a parti- 
PORFHYRY, por-f&r-^, 5 col ar kind.
Porpoise, V , , , .
Poepus, ) Por*Pus’ s- The sea-liog. 
Porracf.OUS, pdr-ra-shfrs, a. Greenish. 
Forrection, pdr-r^k-sh&n, s. '[’he act of 

reaching forth.
Porret, pSr-rit, s. 99. A scallion.
Porridge, por-rldje, s. Food made by boiling 

meat and other ingredients in water.
Porridgepot, pdr-ridje-pot, s. The pot in 

which -meat is boiled for a family.
Porringer, p5>r-rin-j&r, $. A vessel in which 

broth is oaten. It seems, in Shakspeare’s time, to have 
been a word of contempt for a head-dress.

Port, port, s. A harbour, a safe station for 
ships ; a gate, Show all thy praises within the ports 
of the daughter of Sion; the aperture in a ship,at which 
the gun is put out; carriage, air, mien; the name of 
the wine of Oporto in Portugal.

Portable, por-tA-bl, a. 405. Manageable by 
the hand; such as may be borne along With one; 
such as is transported or carried from one place to 
another; sufferable, supportable.

Porta been ess, pdr-tA-bkn&s, s. The quality 
of being portable.

Portage, port-idje, s. 90. The price of car
riage; port-hole.

Portal, por-tul, s. 88. The gate, the arch un
der which the gate opens.

Portance, p6r-tlnse,j. Air, mien; demeanour. 
Obsolete.

Portass, p6r-tHs, s. A breviary, a prayer
book. Obsolete.

Portcullis, port-kcd-H-s $• A sort of machine 
like a harrow, hung over the gates of a city, to be let 
down to keep out an enemy. _

7b Portcullis, port-kul-lis, v. a. To bar, to 
shut up.

Ported, pori-ed, a. Borne in a certain or re
gulars rder.

7b Portend, p6r-tcn<l» v. a. To foretoken, to 
foreshow as omens.

PortensiOS, por-i5nb,l:un, s. The act ef fore- 
tokening.

Portent. pSr-tdnt,' s. Oman of ill, prodigy 
foretokening misery.

Portentous,’ por-t^n-tus, a. Monstrous, pro
digious, foretokening ill

Porter, poi -tftr, 5. 98. One tfiat lias the charge 
of the gate; one who waits at the door to receive mes
sages ; one who carries burdens lor hire; -a kind of 
strong beer.

Porterage, pdr-thr-ldje, s. SO. Money paid 
for carriage.
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PORT-FOLIO, pirt-fo’le-i. >. An empty bind- 
ing of the size of a large book, to keep loose pa|>er in. 

PORTICO, pdrlle-ko, s. A covered walk, a 
piazza.

Portion, pdr-shhn, s. A part; a part as
signed, an allotment, a dividend ; the part of an in
heritance given to a child, a fortune; a wife’s fortune. 

To Portion, pir^sh&n, v. a. Io divide, to 
parcel; to endow with a fortune.

XblvriONER, pdr-»h&n-&r, z. 98. One that di
vides.

Portliness, port-le-nes, s. Dignity of mien ; 
grandeur of demeanour.

PorTI.Y, pArt'14. a. Grand of mien; bulky, 
swelling; bulk of (tersonagc.

Portman. p6rt-min,»z. 88. An inhabitant or 
burgess, as those of the Cinque-porta

Portmanteau, port-m&n-ti, s. A chest or 
bag in which clothes are carried.

Portrait, pdr-trate, z. 90. A picture drawn 
after the life.

Portraiture, pdr-tra-thre, s. A picture, 
a painted resemblance.

To Portray, pdr-tra,' r. a. 492. To paint, to 
describe by picture ; to adorn with pictures.

Portress, p6r-tr£s, z. A female guardian of 
a gate.

PORY, p6^r£, a. Full of pores.
■To Pose, pize, v. a. To puzzle, to gravel, to 

put to a stand or stop; to interrogate.
Poser, po-zftr, s. 98. One that asketh ques

tion’ to try capacities, an examiner.
Posited, pdz-zit-&l, a. Placed ; ranged. 
Position, pA-zlsh'&n, z. The state of being 

placed, situation ; principle laid down ; advancement 
of any principle; in grammar, the state of a vowel 
placed before two consonants.

Positional, pd-zlsh-&n-Al, a. Respecting po
sition.

Positive, p5z-z^-tlv, a. 157. Not negative, 
real, absolute; direct, not implied ; dogmatical, ready 
to lay down notions with confidence; settled by ar
bitrary appointment; certain, assured.

Positively, p6z-z£-tiv-l£, ad. Absolutely, by 
wav of direct position ; certainly without dubitation ; 
peremptorily, in strong terms.

Positiveness, p5ztze-dv-n^s, s. Actualness, 
not mere negation; peremptoriness, confidence.

Posse, p6s-s£. s. An armed power, consisting 
of the populace.

Tv Possess, p&z-z&s,' v. a. 170. To have as an 
owner, to be master of; to enjoy, or occupy actually; 
to seize, to obtain ; to have power over, as an unclean 
spirit; to effect by intestine power.

The o in the first syllable of possess, and its com
pounds, is exactly under the same predicament as the 
same letter in occasion, obedience, &c- which see. 
Possession, pdz-z&sh-un, z. The state of own

ing or having in one’s own hands or power..
Possessive, p6z-z&*-8iv, ) a. Having pos-
Possessory, p&z-z&s-s&r-£. ( session.

For the same reason that I have placed the accent 
on the first syllable of dimissory, I have placed it on the 
first syllable of this word ; our language seems to prefer 
deriving it from the l*atin possessorius, to forming it 
^om our own word possess ; and when this is the case, 
the accent is generally on the first syllable, because the 
sccor. lary accent was on that syllable in the English pro
nunciation of the Latin word, see Academy. Dr. John
son and Mr. Sheridan give this word the same accentua
tion as I have done; but most of our other orthoepists 
accent the second syllable.
Possessor, pdz-zes^-sur, s. 166. Owner, mas

ter, proprietor.
Posset, p&s'slt, z. 99. Milk curdled with wine 

or any acid.
Possibility, p&s-se-bll-^-te, z. The power of 

being in any manner, the state of being possible.
Possible, p5s-sd-bl, a. 405. Having the power 

t. • e or to bedone, not contrary to the nntureof things.
41°

Haste like that of

A horse stationed

Post-office, house

Possibly, p&si-s^-bl^, ad. By any power really 
existing; perhaps, without absurdity.

Post, pdst, z. A hasty messenger, a courier 
who comes and goes at stated times; quick course or 
manner of travelling; situation, seat; military sta
tion ; place, employment, office; a piece of timber set 
erect.

To POST, pdst, v. n. To travel with speed.
To Post, p6st, v. a. To fix opprobriously on 

posts; to place, to station, to fix; to register methodi
cally, to transcribe from one book into another; to 
delay, obsolete.

Postage, pAst-ldje, r. 90. Money paid for 
conveyance of a letter.

Postboy, post-b&£, s. Courier, boy that rides 
post.

To Postdate, pdst-date, v. a. To date later 
than the real time.

Postdiluvian, pdst-d£-lu-v<^-An, z. One that 
lived since the flood.

Poster, p6st'&r, z. 98. A courier, one that 
travels hastily.

Posterior, |>.'>s-te-re-’ir, a. Happening after, 
placed after, following; backward.

Posteriors, p5*.t£r£-&rz, z. 166. The hinder 
parts.

Posteriority, p&s-t£-r£-or^-t£, s. The state 
of being after, opposite to Priority.

POSTERITY, p6s-t£r^-t£, z. Succeeding gene
rations, descendants.

Postern, pos-t&rn, z. A small gate, a little 
door.

Postexistence, pdst-£g-zis-t£nse, s. Future 
existence.

Posthaste, pdst-haste,' z.
a courier.

Posthorse, pdst'horse, z. 
for the use of couriers.

Posthouse, pdst-hduse, s. 
where letters are taken and despatched.

Posthumous, p6st-h6-m&s, a. Done, had, or 
published after one’s death.

Postil, pfts-tll, z. Gloss, marginal notes.
To Postil, p&s-tll, v. a. To gloss, to illustrate 

with marginal notes.
Postiller, p6s-t1l-?ir, z. One who glosses or 

illustrates with marginal notes.
Postillion, p5s-til-yftn, s. 113. One who 

guides the first pair of a set of six horses in a coach; 
one who guides a post chaise.

PostliMinous, pdst-llm-^-n&s, a. Done after
wards, continued afterwards.

Postliminy, pdst-lim-£-n£, s. The return of 
a person thought to have been dead; a restoration 
from banishment or exile; the act of taking possession 
of a house by entering at a hole in the wail, the wav 
by the threshold being thought ominous.

Postmaster. pAst-mis-t&r, s. One who has 
the charge of a publick conveyance of fetters.

Postmaster-general, p6st-mis-tur-j£n-£r-&I, 
z. He who presides over the posts or letter-carriers.

Postmeridian, pdst-m£-r1d^-in, a. Being in 
the afternoon.—See Meridian.

Postoffice, pAst-df-fis. z. Office where letters 
are delivered to the post, a post-house.

To Postpone, pdst-p6ne,' v. a. To put off, to 
delay; to set in value below something else.

Postscript, pdst-skrlpt, z. The paragraph ad
ded to the end of a letter.

Postulant, p&s-tshu-lAnt, z. A candidate.
To Postulate, pAs-tshii-latc, v. a. To beg or 

assume without proof.
Postulate, p&s'tsli6-lit, z. 90. Position sup

posed or assumed without proof.
Postulation, pls-tshii-la-slifin, s. The act of 

supposing without proof, gratuitous assumption.
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POSTULATORY, pAs'tshu-la-t&r-A, a, 512.
Assuming without proof; assumed without proof.

(O' Fur the last o, see Domestick.
Postulatum, pos-tshu-la-tum, s. .503. Position 

assumed without proof.
1O’ This is a Latin word, which forms its plural 

sometimes like its original postulata, ard sometimes as 
in English postulatums: the former is the most eligible, 
if we are discoursing logically; and the latter if we are 
speaking less methodically.
Posture, pos'tshure.’s. 463. Place, situation; 

voluntary collocation of the parts of the bedy with re
spect to each other ; state, disposition.

To Posture, pAs-tshiire, v. a. To put in any 
particular place or disposition.

Posturemaster, pAs-tsh6r-mAs-t&r, s. One 
who teaches or practises artificial contortions of the 
body.

Posy, pA-zA, s. A bunch of flowers; a motto 
on a ring.

POT, pAt, $. A vessel in which meat is boiled 
on the fire; a vessel to hold liquids; a vessel made of 
earth ; a pewter vessel or mug holding a quart or pint 
of l>cer; to go to Pot, to be destroyed or devoured.

To Par, pit, v. a. To preserve seasoned meats 
in pots ; to enclose in pots of earth.

Potable, pA-tA-bl, a. 405. Such as may be 
drunk, drinkable.

Potableness, pA-ti-bl-nAs, s. Drinkableness. 
Potargo, pA-tAr-gA, s. A West Indian pickle. 
Potash, pAt-Ash, s. Potash is an impure fized 

alkaline salt, made by burning from vegetables.
Potation, pA-ta-shun, s. Drinking about, 

draught; a species of drink.
Potato, pA-ta-tA, $. An esculent root. 
Pgtbellied, pAt'bAl-lld, a. 283. Having a 

swollen paunch.
Potbelly, pAt-bAl-lA, $, A swelling paunch. 
To Potch, pAtsh, r. a. To poach, to boil 

slightly.
JO' This word is more commonly and better written 

Poach.
Potcomranion, pit-kum-pln-J&n, s. A fellow 

drinker, a good fellow at carousals.
Potency, pA-tAn-sA, $. Power, influence; 

efficacy, strength.
Potent, pA-tent, a. Powerful, efficacious; 

having great authority or dominion, as, Potent mo
narchs.

Potentate, pA'tAn-tate, $. 90. Monarch, 
prince, sovereign.

Potential, pA-tAnMiAl, a. Existing in pos
sibility, not in act; having the effect without the ex
ternal actual property; efficacious, powerful; in 
Grammar, Potential is a mood denoting the possibility 
of doing any action.

Potentiality, 5. 542.
Possibility; not actuality.

Potentially, pA-tAn-shAl-A, ad. In power or 
possibility, not in act or positively; in efficacy, not in 
actuality.

Potently, po^tAnt-lA, ad. Powerfully, 
forcibly.

POTENTNESS, pd-tSnt-nds, s. Powerfulness,
might, power.

POTGUN, pot-gim. s. (By mistake or corrup
tion used for Popgun) A gun which makes a small noise. 

Pothanger. pAt-hAng-iir, $. A hook or branch 
on which the pot is hung over the fire.

POTH ECARY. po/A-e-kA-rA, s. 470. One who 
compounds and sells medicines.

This contraction of apothecary \s allowable in no
thing but in comick poetry :

** So modem 'pothecaries taught the art
By doctors’ bills to play the doctor’s part;

“ Bold in the practice of mistaken rules,
*♦ Prescribe, apply, and call their masters fools.”

Pope's Essay on CrCtcism. 
The other contraction, as if written ootecary, is almost 
too vulgar to deserve notice.
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Pother, p&TH-ftr, $. 165. 469. Bustle, tumult, 
flutter.

To POTHER. p&TH-&r, v. n. To make a blus
tering ineffectual effort

Potherb, pdt'Arb, $. 394. An herb fit for the 
pot

Pothooks, pAt-hAAks, s. Hooks to hang pots 
or kettles on; also ill formed or scrawling letters, of 
characters.

Potion, pVshfin, J. A draught, commonly 
a physical draught

Potlid, pot-lid, s. Cover of a pot.
Pottage, pAt-tldje, s. 90. Any thing boiled 

or decocted for food.
Potter, pdt-t&r, s. A maker of earthen vessels. 
POTTERN-ORE, pAt-tern-Are, $. An ore which 

serves the potters to glaze their earthen vessels.
POTTING, pdt-tlng, parZ. a. 410. Drinking.
Pottle, pAt-tl, s. 405. A liquid measure 

containing four pints.
POT VALIA NT, pdt-vil-yant, fl. Heated with 

courage by strong drink.
Pouch, po&tsh, $.313. A small bag, a pocket; 

applied ludicrously to a big belly or a paunch.
Poverty, pdv'v&r-te, $. Indigence, necessity; 

meanness, defect.
POUI.T, pAlt, s. 313. A young chicken, par

ticularly of a turkey
This word is corrupted by the great a* well as tbe 

! small vulgar, into pout rhyming with out.—See Aspara
gus, and Cucumber,
Poulterer, pAl-t&r-br, s. One whose trr.de is 

to sell fowls ready for tbe cook.
Poultice, pAl-ds, s. 142. A cataplasm, a soft 

mollifying application..
To Poultice, pAl-tls, v. a. 142. To apply a 

poultice or cataplasm.
Poultry, pAl-trA, s. Domestick fowls.
Pounce. pAunse, s. SI3. The claw or talon of 

a bird of prey ; the powder of gum sandarach.
To Pounce, pAunse, v. a. To pierce, to per

forate; to pour, to sprinkle through small perfora
tions ; to seize with the pounces or talons.

Pounced, po&nst, a. 359. Furnished with 
claws or talons.

Pouncetbox, pA&n-sit-boks, s. A small box 
perforated.

POUND, pAund, $.318. A certain weight, con
sisting, in Troy weight, of twelve, in Avoirdupois, of 

'sixteen ounces; the sum of twenty shillings ; a pin
fold, an enclosure, a prison in which beasts are en
closed.

To Pound, pound, v. a. To beat, to grind with 
a pestle ; to shut up, to imprison, as in a pound.

Poundage, pA&n.d-idje, $. 90. A certain sum 
deducted from a pound; payment rated by the weight 
of the commodity

Pounder, pAund-ftr, $. 98. The name of a 
heavy large pear; any person or thing denominated 
from a certain number of pounds, as a Ten-pounder, 
a gun that carries a bullet of ten pounds weight; a 
pestle.

To Pour, pAur, v. a. 316. To let some liquid 
out of a vessel, or into some place or receptacle; to 
emit, to give vent to, to send forth, to let out, to send 
in a continued course.

Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Scott, XV. Johnston, Dr. Ken
rick, Mr Perry, and Mr. Smith, pronounce this word as 
I have done; Mr. Nares alone pronounces it pore.
To Pour. pAur, v. n. To flow rapidly ; to rush 

tumultuously.
Pourer, pdur-fir, s. 98. One that pours.—See 

Principles, No. 316.
Pout, pdfit, s. 313. A kind offish, a cod fish; 

a kind of bird; a chick of a turkey.
To POUT, pA&t, v. n. To look sullen by thrust

ing out the lijm ; to shoot out, to hang prominent.
Powder, puu-d&r, s. 98. 322. Dust, any body 

comminuted : gunpowder; sweet dust for the hair.

trr.de
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To Powdfb, pdd'd&r, v. a. To reduce to dust 
to comminute, to pound small; to sprinkle as with 
dust; to salt, to sprinkle with salt

Powderbox, piMdir-bAks, s. A box in which 
powder for the hair is kept.

PowiiER-CHESTS, pd&'d&r-tsh&sts, s. Wooden 
triangular chests filled with gunpowder, pebble-stones 
and such like materials, set on fire when a ship is 
boarded by an enemy.

Powderhorn, pdM&r-hdrn, ) A horn case 
Powderflask, pou-dur-flask,)

in which powder is kept for guns.
Powdering-tub, pduM&r-ing-tdb, s. The ves

sel in which meat is salted; the place in which an in
fected lecher is physicked to preserve him from putre
faction.

Powdermill, pdu-dftr-mll, s. The mill in 
which the ingredients for gunpowder are ground and 
mingled.

Powdermine, pou-dftr-m.lne, s. A cavern in 
which powder is placed, so as to be fired al a proper 
time.

Powder-room, pd&-d&r-ro5m, s. The part of 
a ship in which the gunpowder is kept

Powdery, pdu-d&r-e, a. Dusty, friable.
Power, pou-ur, s. 98. 322. Command, au

thority, dominion, influence; ability, force, reach ; 
the moving force of an engine; faculty of the mind ; 
sovereign, potentate; one invested with dominion; 
divinity ; host, army, military force.

Powerful, pdu-&r-ful, a. Invested with com
mand or authority, potent; forcible, mighty; effica
cious.

Powerfully, pou-Cir-ful-e, ad. Potently, 
mightily, efficaciously, forcibly.

Powerfulness, puu-iir-ful-n&j, s. Power, 
efficacy, might.

Powerless, pou-ur-l^s, a. Weak, impotent. 
Pox, pSks, $. Pustules, efflorescences; the 

venereal disease.
To Poze, pdze, v. a. To puzzle.—See Pose 

and Appose.
Practicability, prik-te-k^-bil^-tA, s. Prac

ticableness, a possibility of being performed.—See Im
practicability.

Practicable, pnlk-te-ka-bl, a. Performable, 
feasible, capable to be practised; assailable, fit to be 
assailed.

Practicableness, prik-t£-ki-bl-n£s, s. Possi
bility to be performed.

Practicably, prAk-t^-ka-ble, ad. In such a 
manner as may be performed.

Practical, prik-t^-kAl, a. Relating to action, 
not merely speculative.

Practically, prik-t£-kil-l£, ad. In relation 
to action ; by practice, in real fact.

Practicalness, prik-te-kil-n^s, s. The qua
lity of being practical.

Practice, prAk-tls, s. 142. The habit of doing 
any thing; use, customary use; dexterity acquired by 
habit; actual performance distinguished from theory; 
method or art of doing any thing; medical treatment 
of diseases; exercise of any profession; wicked stra
tagem, bad artifice. In this last sense not now in use.

Practic , prik-tik, a. Relating to action, not 
merely theoretical.

To Practise, prlk-tls, e. .1. 499. To do ha- 
bitually ; to do, not merely to profess; as, to Practise 
law or physick ; to use in order to habit and dexterity.

To Practise, prik-tls, v. n. To have a habit 
of acting in any manner formed ; to transact, to ne
gotiate secretly,; to use bad arts or stratagems ; to use 
medical methods ; to exercise any profession.

Practisant, prlk-tlz-lnt, An agent. Ob- 
solete.

Practiser, prAk-tls-sur, s. 98. One that 
practises any thing, one that does any thing habitually; 
one who prescribes medical treatment.

Practitioner, prik-tlsh-&n-&r, s. One who 
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is engaged in the actual exercise of any art; one who 
does any thing habitually.

PrjECOGNITa, pr^-k&g-ne-ti, s. 92. Things 
previously known, in order to understand someUimg 
else; thus the structure of the human body is one of 
the priecognita of physick.

Pragmatic , prig-mit-dk, 509. >
Pragmatical, prig-m&t-ti-kil, ( a*

Meddling, impertinently busy, assuming business with- 
out invitation.

Pragmatically, pnlg-mAt't^-kll-e, ad. 
Meddlingly, impertinently.

Pragmaticalness, prig-mAt-te-kAl-n£s, $.
The quality of intermeddling without right or call.

Pragmatist, prAg'mi-dst, s. One who is im
pertinently busy.

Praise, praze, s. 202. Renown, commenda
tion, celebrity, glorification, tribute of gratitude, laud; 
ground or reason of praise.

To Praise, praze, v. a. To commend, to ap
plaud, to celebrate; to glorify ir. worship.

Praiseful, praze^ful,a. Laudable, commendable. 
Praiseless, praze-l£s, a. Wanting praise; 

without praise.
Praiser. pra-zur, s. 98. One who praises, an 

applauder, a commendcr.
Praiseworthily, prAze-w?ir-TH^-U, ad. In a 

manner worthy of praise.
Praiseworthiness, prAzc-wftr-TiiA-n^s, s.

What deserves or is entitled to praise.
Praiseworthy, praze-whr-raA, a. Commend

able, deserving praise.
Prame, prame, s. A flat-bottomed boat.
To Prance, prAnse, v. n. 78. 79. To spring 

and bound in high mettle; to ride gallantly and osten
tatiously ; to move in a warlike or showy manner.

Prancing, printing, s. 'the act of bounding 
as a horse in high mettle.

To Prank, prAngk, v. a. To decorate, to dress 
or adjust to ostentation.

Prank, prAngk, s. 408. A frolick, a wild 
flight, a ludicrous trick, a wicked act.

PllANKER, prangk-ur, s. One who dresses os
tentatiously.

To Prate, prate, v. n. To talk carelessly and 
without weight, to chatter, to tattle.

Prate, prate, s. Tattle, slight talk, unmean
ing loquacity.

Prater, pra-t&r, s. 98. An idle talker, a 
chatterer.

Prating, pra-tlng, s. Chatter, idle prate.
Pratingly, prA-tlng-le, ad. 410. With tittle 

tattle, with loquacity.
To Prattle, prAt-tl, v. n. 405. To talk lightly, 

to chatter, to be trivially loquacious.
Prattle, prAt-tl, s. Empty talk, trifling lo

quacity.
Prattler, prAt'lur, s. 98. A trifling talker, 

a chatterer.
Pravity, prAv-d-tA, s. Corruption, badness, 

malignity.
Prawn, prawn, s. A small crustaceous fish like 

a shrimp, but larger.
To Pray, pra, v. n. To make petitions to 

heaven ; to entreat, to ask submissively; I Pray, or 
Pray, singly, is a slightly ceremonious form of intro
ducing a question.

To Pray, pra, v. a. To supplicate, to implore, 
to address with petitions; to ask for as a supplicant; 
to entreat in ceremony or form.

Prayer, prA'&r, s. 98. Petition to heaven; 
entreaty, submissive importunity.

Prayerbook, prA'&r-bfiSk, s. Book of pub- 
lick or private devotions.

To Preach, pretsh, t>. n. 227. To pronounce 
a publick discourse upon sacred subjects.

To Preach, prAtsh, v. a. To proclaim or pub
lish in religious orations; to inculcate publickly, tn 
teach with earnestness.
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Preach Ell, pnhshiir, j. 93. One who dis- i 
courses publickly upon religion. subjects; one who is 
apt to harangue tediously in a discourse.

Preaching. pr^tsh-ing, s. Publick discourse J 
upon sacred subjects.

Preachment, pretsh^fn&nt, s. A sermon or j 
other discourse mentioned in contempt.

Preacquaintance. pr^-lk-kwAn-tanse, $. The 
state of being before acquainted with; previous know
ledge.

Preadmontsh, pr£-Ad-mdn'nlsh, v. a. To cau
tion or admonish beforehand.

Preamble, pr&im-bl, s. 410. Something pre
vious, introduction, preface.

To Pre ambulate, prA-Am4)h-late, v. n. To 
walk before, to go before.

Pre a ntepen ultimate, pr£-An-t£-p£-n61-t£- j
mate. a. The fourth syllable from the last.

Pre apprehension, pre-Ap-pr£-h£n-shCin, s. 
Preconception; an opinion formed before examina
tion.

Prebend, prSlWnd, s. A stipend granted in 
cathedral churches; sometimes, but improperly, a sti
pendiary of a cathedral, a prebendary.

Prebendat., pr£-b£n-dll, a. Appertaining to 
a prebend.

Prebendary, pr£l/^n-d£r~£, s. 512. A sti
pendiary of a cathedral.

Precarious, pr£-kA-r£-fis, a. Dependent, un
certain because depending on the will of another, held 
by courtesy.

Precariously, pr£-ka-r£-&s~l£, ad. Uncer
tainly, by dependence, dependently.

Precariousness, pr£-ka-r£-fts-n£s, a Uncer
tainty, dependence on others.

Precatory, pr&k-A-t&r-e, a. Suppliant, be
seeching—For the o, see Domestic , 503.

Precaution, pr^-kAw-shftn, s. Preservative 
caution preventive measures.

To Precaution, pr^-kAw-sh&n, v. a. To warn 
beforehand.

Precautionary, pr£-kaw-sh&n-A-r£, a. Pre
servative, preventive.

PrecedaneOUS, pr£s-£-da-nA-?is, a. Previous, 
antecedent.

To Precede, pr£-s4de,' v. a. To go before in 
order of time; to go before according to the adjust
ment of rank.

Precedence, prA-s£-d£nse, ) rr, , n i ’ H- 1 he act orPrecedency, pre-se-den-se,
state of going before, priority; something going before, 
something |Kist; adjustment of place; the foremost 
place in ceremony ; superiority.

Precedent, pr£-s<$-d£nt, a. Former, going 
before.

Precedent, pr^s-s^-d^nt, s. Any thing that 
is a rule or example to future times ; any thing done 
before of the same kind.

Precedf.nted, prd-s&dgn-tJd, a. Having a 
precedent; justifiable by an example

PRECEDENTLY. pr6-s£-d£nt-ld, ad. Beforehand. 
Precentor, pre-s&n-tur, s. 166. He that leads 

the choir.
PRECEPT, pr^-sept. s. 532. A rule authorita

tively given, a mandate.
Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Elphinston, Mr. Scott, Bu

chanan, W. Johnston, Perry, and Entick, make the e in 
the first svllable of this word long; Dr. Kenrick alone 
makes it short. *
PiiECEPTIAL, pre-sep-shal, a. Consisting of 

precepts. .
Preceptive, pri-sep^tiv, a. 157. Containing 

precepts, giving precepts.
Preceptor, prt*-s^p-tir, s. 166. A teacher, 

a tutor.
Preceptoiiy, pr&s-£p-tx\-r£, s. A seminary of 

instruction—See Rccejito'y.
PuxcEssiON, pre-se>h-fiu, s. The act of going 

before.
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Precinct, pre-slngkt,' s. Outward limit, 
boundary.

Preciosity, prd-sbd-5s-d-t<J, j. 554. Value, 
preciousness : any thing of high price.

Precious, pr&sh-fts, a. 357. Valuable, being 
of great worth; costly, of great price, as a precious 
stone.

Preciously, pr&>h-fts-l£, ad. Valuably, to 
a great price.

Preciousness, pr£sh-&s-n£s, s. Valuableness, 
worth, price.

Precipice, pr&^sd-pk, s. 142. A headlong 
steep, a fall perpendicular.

Precipitance, pr6-si>p-pe-t;\nse, | ,
Precipitancy, prd-slp'pd-tln-si. i s

haste, headlong haste.
Precipitant, pre-sip-p£-tant, a. Falling or 

rushing headlong; hasty, urged with violent haste; 
rashly hurried.

Precipitantly, pr^-sip-pe-tAnt-le, ad. In
headlong haste; in a tumultuous hurry.

To Precipitate, prd-sip-pe-tate, v. a. To
throw headlong; to hasten unexpectedly; to hurry 
blindly or rashly; to throw to the bottom, a term of 
chymistry opposed to Sublime.

To Precipitate, pr^-s1p-p£-tate,.t>. n. To fall 
headlong; to fall to the bottom as a sediment; to 
hasten without just preparation.

Precipitate, prd-slp^p^-tAt, a. 91. Steeply 
falling; headlong, hasty, violent.

Precipitate, pre-sip^-tAt, s. 91. A corrosive 
medicine made by precipitating mercury.

Precipitately, pr£-sip-p<VtAt-l£, ad. Head
long, steeply down ; hastily, in blind hurry.

Precipitation, pr^-slp-p^-ta^sh&n, s. The act 
of throwing headlong, violent motion downward; 
tumultuous hurry, blind haste; in Chymistry, sub- 
sidency, contrary of sublimation.

Precipitator, pre-sip^p^-ta-tur, s. One that 
urges on violently.

Precipitous, pr^-slp-p^-tfis, a. Headlong, 
steep ; hasty, sudden ; rash, heady.

Precipitously, pr£-sip-p£-tCis-l£, ad. In head
long haste.

Precipitousness, pr^-sip-pMas-n&s, s. Rash
ness.

Precise, pr^-sise,' a. 427. Exact, strict, nice, 
having strict and determinate limitations; formal, 
finical.

Precisely, pre-slse-l£, ad. Exactly, nicely, 
accurately, with superstitious formality, with too much 
scrupulosity.

Though we seldom hear the adjective precise pro- 
nounced as if written precise, we very frequently hear 
the adverb precisely pronounced as if written precisely : 
but it ought to be remembered as an invariable rule, that 
adverbs preserve exactly the same accent and sound as 
the adjectives from which they arc formed ; *nd there
fore, as the adjective is pronounced with the hissing or 
pure J, the adverb ought to have the same. . .
Preciseness, pr^-slse-n^s, s. Exactness, rigid 

nicety.
Precisian, pr£-slzh-£-An, s. 88. Ono who 

limitsor restrains; one who is superstitious!? rigorous. 
Precision, pri-slzh-hn, s. Exact limitation. 
PRECISIVE, pr^-sl-slv, a. 428. Exactly limiting 
To Preclude, pr£-klfide,' v. a. To shutout or 

hinder by some anticipation.
Preclusion, pre-klu-zhftn, s. The act of pre

cluding, hinderance by some anticipation.
Precocious, pre-kt^sh&s, a. 3.57. Ripe before 

the time.
Precocity, pre-kAs-se-t£, s. Ripeness before 

the time.
To PllECCGTTATE, pre-kjd-je-tatc, v. a. Tu 

consider or scheme beforehand.
Precognition, pni-k&g-uish-fin, s. Previous 

knowledge, antecedent examination.
To Precompose, prd-k&m-pdze£ v. a. To com

pose beforehand.
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PaECONCf.lT, pr4-kin-s5te,' s. 530. An opinion 
previously formed.

To Preconceive, pre-k6n-*^ve,' v. a. To form 
an opinion beforehand ; to imagine beforehand.

Preconception, pr^-kon-s^p^han, s. 531. 
Opinion previously formed.

Preconcerted, pr^-kdn-scrt-ea, a. Settled 
beforehand. .

Precontract, pre-k&n-trakt, s. A contract 
previous to another.

To Precontract, pre-kon-trikt,' a. lo con- 
tract or bargam beforehand.

■Precurse. pr^-k&rse,' s. Forerunning.
Precursor, pr^-k&r-sftr, s. 166. A forerunner, 

a harbinger.
PaECURSOIiY, pri-kur-si-r5, a. Introductory, 

previous.
Predaceous, pre-dabshtis, a. 357. Living by 

prey-
Predal, pre^dSl, a. S8. Robbing, practising 

plunder.
Predatory, pr£d-dA-t.?ir-£, a. 512. Plunder

ing, practising rapine; hungry, preying, rapacious, 
ravenous.—For the o, see Domestic/:.

Predeceased, prd-de-sWst,' a. 531. 359.
Dead before

PREDECESSOR, pr^d-e-sfislsfir, s. One that was 
in any state or place before another; an ancestor.

Predestin A RIAN, pre-d^s-te-na-re-an, s. One 
that holds the doctrine of predestination.

To Predestinate, pr&-des't£-nite, v. a. To 
appoint beforehand by irreversible decree.-

Predestination, pr^-d^s-te-na-shfm, $. Pre
ordination.

Predestin ator. pre-(l3s-t<*-na-t&r, s. 166. 521. 
One that holds predestination, or the prevalence of 
pre-established necessity.

To Predestine, pre-d&s-tin, v. a. 140. To 
decree beforehand.

Predetermination, pr£-d£-ter-m£-n&sh&n, s. 
Determination made beforehand.

To Predetermine, pr£-de-t£r-min, v. a. 140. 
To doom or confine by previous decree.

Predial, pr^-di-Al, or prA-ji-Al, a. 293. Con
sisting of farms.

Prkdtcability, prSd-ik-A-blW-t^, s. Capacity 
of being attributed to a subject

Predicable, pr&d-de-kA-bl, a. Such as may 
be affirmed of something.

Predicable, pr&l-d£-kA-bl, s. A logical term, 
denoting one of the five things which can be affirmed 
of any thing.

Predicament, pre-dik-ka-m£nt, s. A class or 
arrangement of beings or substances ranked according 
to their natures, called also category; class or kind 
described by any definitive marks.—See Medicament 

PliEDlCAMENTaL, pre-dik-A-men-tAl, a. Re
lating to predicaments.

Predicant, pr&dMe-kAnt, s. One that affirms 
any thing.

To Predicate, pred-dA-kate, v. a. To affirm 
any thing of another thing.

Predicate, pred-de-kAt, s. 91. That which is 
affirmed of the subject Thus in the sentence, “ Man 
•is a rational animal.” Man is the subject, and a rational 
animal is the predicate In this sentence also, “ Tim 
Wages of sin is Dearth.” Death is the subject, and 
the wages of sin is the predicate, where it may likewise 
be observed, that it is the subject of the proposition 
which governs the verb, and forms what is called the 
Jfominative case.

Predication, pretM-ka-shun, s. Affirmation, 
concerning any thing.

To Predict, pr^dikt/ v. a. To foretell, t ? 
for eshow.

•Prediction, pre-dlk-sbun, s. Proplsecy, de
claration of something future.

Predictive, prMiik-tiv, a. Prophetic , ^re
telling.
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Predictor, pr^-dik-tur, s. Foreteller. 
Predigestion, pr£-d£-j£s-tshftn, s. Digestion 

too soon performed.
Predilection, prd-cte-l&ish&n,s. Preference, 

partiality, prepossession in favour of any thing.
It is probable that rhis word was not in use wher 

Dr. Johnson wrote his Dictionary, or lie would have in, 
serted it: perhaj* it was first used by the author of tha 
Letters signed Junius; but the readiness with which it 
has since been adopted by the most respectable writers, 
is a sufficient proof of its propriety and utility. Sectt, 
Entick, and Mason, are the only orthoepists who have 
inserted this word.
To Predispose, pr£-dts-pdze,' n. a. To adapt 

•previously to any certain parpose.
Predisposition, prt-dis-po-srtsh^&n, s. Tri- 

vious adaptation to any certain purpose.
Predominance, pr£-d6mrme-nanse, ) 
Predominancy, pr^-d&m-mc-nin-si, ( **

Prevalence, superiority.
Predominant, pr£-d£>m-m£-nAnt,a. Prevalent, 

supreme in influence, ascendant.
To Predominate, prtk-dAm-md-nate, t>. n. 91. 

To prevail, to be ascendant, to be supreme in influ
ence. .

Predomination, pre-dom-me-nu-shun, *•. 
Superior influence.

To Pre-elect, pr£-£A£kt,' v. a. To choose by 
previous decree.

Pre-election, prA-d-lekUli&n, s. Choice or 
election made by previous decision.

Pre-emtnence, pre-^m-m^-nense, s. -Superi
ority of excellence; precedence, priority of place; su
periority of power or influence.

Pre-eminent, pr^-dm-m^-n2nt, a. Excellent 
above others.

Pre-eminently, pr£-£m'me-n£nt-l£, ad. In a 
manner excellent above others.

Pre-emption, pr£-£m-shun, s. 412. The rigbt 
of purchasing before another.

To Pre-engage, pre-^n-gadje/p. a. To engage 
by precedent ties or contracts.

Pre-ENGAGEMENT, pre-en-gadje^mSnt, s. Pre
cedent obligation.

To Pre-establish, pre-e-stab-llsh, v. a. To 
settle beforehand.

Pre-ESTABLISHMENT, pre-£-stAb-llsh-m$nt, s. 
Settlement beforehand.

Pre-examination, pre-c*gz-am-^-na-sb?m, s. 
Previous examination.

To Pre-exist, pre-^gz-ist,' v. n. To exist 
beforehand.

Pre-existence, pr£-£gz4s£t£nse, s. Existence 
beforehand, existence of the soul before its union with 
the body.

Pre-existent, pri-5gz-is-tSnt, a. Existent 
beforehand, preceding in existence.

Preface, pr^f-fls, s. 91. 532. Something 
spoken introductory to the main design, introduction, 
something proemiaI.

Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Nares, Mr. Scott, Dr. Kenrick, 
W. Johnston, Buchanan, Perry, and Entick, pronounce 
the first e in this word short
To Preface, pref-fAs, &. n. 91- To say some 

thing introductory.
To Preface, pref-fas. v. a. To introduce by 

something procmial; to face, to cover.
Prefacer, prif-fis-Jir, s. S3. The writer of 

a preface.
Prefatory, pr^f-fA-t&r-A, a. 512. Introduc

tory.
Prefect, pr^'fekt, s. A govern our. 
Prefecture, pref-fek-t6re, s. Command, 

office of government. ..
Though I have agreed with all our orthoepists tn 

making the first s, liable of prefect long, 1 cannot follow 
i bcm so rmplicitlv in the accent and quantity of >his word. 
/\!i 'but Mr. Sheridan, W. Johnston, and Mr. Perry, 
olace the accent on the second s\liable; and the two 
first of these write s make the first syllable long, as in 

j ,-. P rrj’alone has, :n my oyMuion-ijivin this

PaECONCf.lT
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word its true pronunciation, by placing the accent on the 
first syllable, and making that syllable short. This is 
agreeable to that general tendency of our language to an 
antepenultimate accentuation, and a short quantity on 
every vowel but w—See Principles, No. 533. 535.
To Prefer, prd-fdr,' v. a. To regard more 

than another; to advance, to exalr, to raise; to offer 
solemnly, to propose publickly, to exhibit.

Preferable, prAf-fer-A-bl, a. Eligible before
something else.

Preferableness, prAfifAr-A-bl-nAs, $. The
state of being preferable.

Preferably. pr^t-Wr-i-bU, ad. In preference,
in such a manner as to prefer one thing to another.

Preference, pr&-fAr-Anse, s. The act of pre
ferring, estimation of one«hing above another, elec
tion of one rather than another.

Preferment, prd-fdr-mdnt, s. Advancement 
to a higher station; a place of honour or profit; pre
ference, act of preferring,

Pbefebbkh, pri-fiWrir, ». 98. One who 
prefers.

To PkeFIGUBATE, pri-flg'yu-rate, v. a. To
show by an antecedent representation.

Prefigi: ration, prd-ffg-yi-ra-shin, s. An 
antecedent representation.

Prefigurative, prd-flg-yu-rA-tiv, a. Exhibit
ing by antecedent representation.

To Prefigure, prd-fig-yitre, v. a. To exhibit
by antecedent representation.

To Prefix, prd-flks,' v. a. To appoint before
hand; to settle, to establish.

Prefix, pr^flks, s. 492. Some particle put 
before a word to vary its signification.

Piti.i ixion, prd-flk-shCm, s. The act of pre
fixing.

To Preform, pr^-form,' v. a. To form before
hand.

Prefulgency, prd-f&l-jen-sd, s. Superior
brightness.

Pregnancy, prdg-nAn-sd, s. The state of be
ing with young; fruitfulness, inventive power.

Pregnant, prdg-ndnt, a. Teeming, breeding;
fruitful, fertile, impregnating.

Pregnantly, preg-nAnt-l£, ad. Fruitfully, 
fully.

Pregustation, prd-g&s-ta^shhn, s. The act
of tasting before another.

To Pre-instruct, prd-ln-strhkt,' v. a. To in
struct previously.

To Prejudge, prd-j&dje,' v. a. To determine 
any question beforehand, generally to condemn be
forehand.

Prejudgment, prd-j&dje-mdnt, s. Judgment
without examination.

To Prejudicate, pr4-j6'de-kate, v. a. To de-
termine beforehand to disadvantage.

Prejudicate, prd-jWdd-kAt, a. 91. Formed 
by prejudice, formed before examination; prejudiced, 
prepossessed.

Prejudication, prc-jii-di-ka'sh&n, s. The act
of judging beforehand.

Prejudice, prtM-jii-dls, I. 142. Prepossession, 
judgment formed beforehand without examination; 
mischief, detriment, hurt, injury.

To Prejudice, prJd-jti-dis, t>. a. To prepos- 
sess with unexamined opinions, to fill with prejudices; 
to obstruct or injure by prejudices previously raised; 
to injure, to hurt, to dimmish, to impair.

Prejudicial, prAd-jh-dlsh-Al, a. Obstructive 
by means of opposite prepossessions; contrary, oppo
site; mischievous, hurtful, injurious, detrimental.

Prejudicialness. prAd-jh-dish-Al-nAs, s. The 
state of being prejudicial.

Prelacy, pr£l-IA-s£, s. The dignity or post of 
a prelate or ecclesiastick of the highest order; epis
copacy, the order of bishops; bishops.

Prelate, pr^l-IAt, s. 91. 532. An ecclesias
tick of the highest order and dignity.
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Previous,

Previous,,

Ripe too

Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Elphinston, Mr. Nares, Mr. 
Scott, Dr. Kenrick, W. Johnston, Buchanan, Perry, and 
Entick, pronounce the e in the first syllable of this word 
short
Prelatical, pr£-lit-t£-ktll, a. Relating to

prelates or prelacy.
PrelaTION. pr^-la-shim, j. Preference, setting

of one above the other.
Prelature, prAi-U-tfire, ) f
Prelaturf.ship, pr^l-lA-thre-shlp, j

state or dignity of a prelate.
Prelection, pr£-l6k^sh£in,s. Reading, lecture. 
Preijbation, pr^-ll-ba-shbn, s. 530. Taste 

beforehand, effusion previous to tasting.
Preliminary, prd-iim-d-nA-r^, a. Previous,

introductory, proemial.
Preliminary, pr£-lim-£-n&-r£, $. Something 

previous, preparatory measures.
Prelude, pr£l-6de, s. 532. Some short flight 

of musick played before a full concert; something in
trod uctory,so met hi ng that only shows what is to follow. 

Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Nares, Mr. Scott, Dr. Kenrick, 
W. Johnston, Buchanan, Perry, and Entick, pronounce 
the e in the first syllable of this word short.
To Prelude, pr^-litde,' v. a. 492. To serve as

an introduction, to be previous to.
Preludious, pr£-lii-j£-iis, a. 293.

introductory.
Prelusive, pr^-lit-slv, a. 158. 428.

introductory, proemi iL
Premature, pr^-mi-titre/ a. 531.

soon, formed before the time, too early, too soon said 
or done, too hasty.

Prematurely, prA-ml-thre-U, ad. Too early,
too soon, with too hasty ripeness.

Prematureness. prd-mi-tCire-nis, ) 
Pbematubity, pri-mJ-tWri-ti, J 100 

great haste, unseasonable earliness.
To Premeditatf, pr£-m£d-<Mate, v. a. To 

contrive or form beforehand, to conceive beforehand. 
Premeditation, pr£-m£d-£-ta-shhn, s. Act of 

meditating beforehand.
To Premerit, prA-m5r-lt, v. a. To deserve

before.
Premices, pr&m-Is-siz, s. First-fruits.
Premier, pr^me^yfir, a. 113. First, chief. 

This word is used as a substantive for the first minis
ter of state.

To Premise, pr£-mize,' v. a. To explain pre
viously, to lay down premises; to send before the time. 
In this last sense, not in use.

Premises, prAm-ls-siz, s. 99. Propositions 
antecedently supposed or proved; in law language, 
houses or lands.

Premiss, pr£m'Is,$. An antecedent proposition. 
As the singular ends with sst the preceding word 

in the plural ought to have ss also.
Premium, pr^-me-hm, s. Something given to

invite a loan or bargain; a reward proposed.
To Premonish, pre-m&n-nlsh, v. a. To warn

or admonish beforehand.
Premonishment, prd-mdn-nlsh-ment, t. Pre. 

vious information.
Premonition, pr£-md-nlsh-hn, s. Previous

notice, previous intelligence.
Premonitory, pri-mdn-n^-tir-^, a. Pre. 

viously advising. For the last o, see Domestic- 512.
To Premosstrate, prA-minUtrate, ». a. To

show beforehand.
Primunire, prJmlmfi-nl-ri, or pri-mtl-nlM,». 

A writ in the common law, whereby a penalty is in. 
currable, as infringing some statute; the penalty so 
incurred, a difficulty, a distress.

Premunition, pr^-tr.h-nish-hn, s. An antici. 
pat ion of objection.

7*o Prenominate, pr£-ndm-m£-nate, v. a. To
forename.

Prenomination, pr£-n6m-m£-na^shhn, s. The 
privilege of being named first
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Fkenotion, pre-nd-shitn, s. Foreknowledge, 
prescience.

Prentice, pr&n-tls. s. 142. One bound to a 
master, in order to instruction in a trade. This word, 
says Dr. Johnson, is contracted by colloquial license 
from Apprentice.

Phentickship, pren-tls-sblp, J. The servitude 
of an apprentice.

Phenunciation, pri-nfin-slie-a-sh&n, s. The 
set at tiling before.—See Pronunciation.

Pbeocccpascy, pnj ak-ktt-pln-s<S, s. The act 
of taking possession before another.

To PkeocoUPATE, pre-uk-ku-pate, v. a. To 
anticipate; to prepossess, to dll with.prejudice.

Preoccupation, pre-6k-ku-pa-shun, s. Anti
cipation ; prepossession ; anticipation of objection.

To Preoccupy, pr£-5k-k&-pl, v. a. To pre
possess, to occupy by anticipation or prejudices.

To Preominate, pre-dm-mA-nate, v. a. To 
prognosticate, to gather from omens any future event.

Preopinion, pre-o-pln-yfin, s. 113. Opinion 
antecedently formed, prepossession.

To Preordain, pr£-or-dane,' v. a. To ordain 
beforehand.

Preordinance, pr^-or-d^-nAnse, s. Antecedent 
decree, first decree.

Preordination, pr£-6r-dA-na-sh&n, s. The 
act of preordaining.

Preparation, prep-£r-a-shun, s. 530. The act 
of preparing or previously fitting any thing to any pur- 
pose; previous measure; ceremonious introduction; 
the act of making or fitting by a regular process ; any 
thing made by process of operation.

Preparative^ pr£-p2Lr-ra-iiv, a. Having the 
power of preparing or qualifying.

Preparative, pr^-plr-ri-tiv, s. That which 
has the power of preparing or previously fitting ; that 
which is done in order to something else.

Pheparatively. pri-plr-rl-tlv-14, ad. Previ- 
ously, by way of preparation.

Preparatory, pn*-pAr-rl-t&r-£, a. Antece
dently necessary ; introductory, previous, antecedent. 

{O’ For the o, see Domestick.
To Prepare, pr£-pAre,z v. a. To fit for any 

thing, to adjust to any use, to make ready for any pur
pose ; to qualify for any purpose ; to make ready be
forehand ; to form, to make; to make by regular pro
cess, as, he Prepared a medicine.

To Prepare, prepare,' v. n To take previous 
measures; to make every thing ready, to put things 
inorder; to make one’s self ready, to put himself in 
a state of expectation.

Preparedly, pr£-pa-r3d-l£, ad. 364. By pro
per precedent measures.

Preparedness, pre-pa-r^d-nSs, s. The state 
or act of being prepared.

Preparer, pre-pa-rtir, s. 98. One that pre
pare*, one that previously fits; that which fits for any 
thing.

Prepense, pr£-p£nsez ) a. Forethought, 
Pkepf.nsep, pri-p^nst,' 359. J preconceived, 

contrived beforehand, as, malice Prepense.
Prepollency, pr£-p5!^n-s£, s. Superior 

influence; power beyond others.
To Preponder, pr<J-pdn-d&r, t». o. To out

weigh.
Preponderance, pr£-p5n-d£r-Anse, ) * 
Preponderancy. pr£-p6n-d£r-in-s£, f 

periority of weight.
Preponderant, pre-p5n-d<r-Ant, a. 

Outweighing.
To Preponderate, pri-pdn-d^r-itc, v. n. To 

outweigh, to overpower by weight; to overpower by 
stronger influence.

To Preponderate, prep&n-d3r-ate, v. a. To 
exceed in weight; to exceed in influence or power 
analogous to weight

PrepONderation, pr£-p6n-d£r-a-sh&n, j. The 
state of outweighing.
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To Prepose, pr£-pAze,z v. a. To put before. 
Preposition, pr£p-pd-zlsh-&n, s. In Grammar 

a particle governing a case.
PREPOSITOR, pre-poz-zlt-hr, s. A scholar ap

pointed by the master to overlook the rest.—See Cot* 
strue.

To Prepossess, pr^-p&z-z§s,' v. a. 531. To fill 
with an opinion unexamined, to prejudice.

Prepossession, pre-p6z-zlsh-un, 5. Pre-occu- 
pation, first possession; prejudice, preconceived opi
nion.

Preposterous, pr£-p&s-t£r-&s, a. Having that 
first which ought to be the last, wrong, absurd, per. 
verted;—applied to persons, foolish, absurd.

Preposterously, pr£-pSs-tSr-&s-l£, ad. In a 
wrong situation, absurdly.

PreposterOusness, pre-p6s-ter-us-n^s, s.
Absurdity, wrong order.

Prepotency, prl-p6-t£n-s£, s. Superior power, 
predominance.

Prepuce, pre-pitsc, s. That which covers the 
glans, foreskin.

To Prerequire, pr^-re-kwire,' v. a. To de 
mand previously.

Prerequisite, pr^-rek-kwiz-it, a. Something 
previously necessary.

Prerogative, pre-rug-ga-tlv, s. An exclusive 
or peculiar privilege.

Prerogatives, pr£-r6g-gi-tivd, a. 359.
Having an exclusive privilege, having prerogative.

Presage, pr&s-sadje, s. 492. 532. Prognostick, 
presension of futurity.

JO* Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Nares, Mr. Scott, Mr. Perry, 
and Entick, pronounce thee in the first syllable of this 
word short; and Dr. Kenrick and W. Johnston, make it 
long. ,
To Presage, pr£-sadje,z v. a. To forbodc, to 

foreknow, to foretell, to prophesy ; to foretoken, to 
foreshow.

Pre^aGEMENT, pr^-sadje-ment, s. Forebode- 
ment, presension: foretoken.

Presbyter, pr£z-b£-t£r, s. A priest; a pres- 
byterian.

Presbyterian, pr£z-be-t£-re-in, a. Consisting 
of elders, a term for a modern form of ecclesiastical 
government.

Presbyterian, pr£z-be-te-r£-An, s. An abettor 
of presbytery or Calvinistical discipline

Presbytery, pr£z-b£-t£r-6, $. Body of elders, 
whether priests or laymen.

Prescience, pr£-sh4-£nse, s. 532. Foreknow
ledge, knowledge of future things.

Prescient, pr^-sh£-£nt, a. 357. Foreknowing, 
prophetic .

Prf.sciOUS, pr£-sh£-fis, a. Having foreknow
ledge.

To Prescind, pr£-slnd,' v. a. To cut off, to 
abstract

PrescindenT, pr£-slnd^nt, a. Abstracting.
To Prescribe, pr£-skrlbe,z v. a. To set down 

authoritatively, to order, to direct: to direct medi 
cally.

To Prescribe, pr£-skrlbe,z v. n. To influence 
by long custom; to influence arbitrarily; to form a 
custom which has the force of law; to write medical 
directions and forms of medicine.

Prescript, pr^-skrlpt, a. Directed, accurately, 
laid dowu in a precept

Prescript, pr&skrlpt, s. Direction, precept, 
model prescribed.

Prescription. pr£-skrip^»hhn, s. Rules pro- 
duced and authorized by custom; custom continued 
till it has the force of law; medical receipt

Preseance, pr£-s£'Anse, s. Priority of place- 
in sitting.

Presence, pr<*z-z£nse, s. State of being pre. 
sent; state of being in the view of a superioi: a num
ber assembled before a great person ; pore, air. mieu.
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demeanour; readiness at need, quickness at ex
pedients ; the person of a superior.

Presence-chamber, prSz^dns-tshAm-bfir,7 
Presence-room, prOz-z^ns-rdoin, \ S'

The room in which a great oerson receives company.
Presensation, pre-s&n-sa-sh&n, s. Precon

ception.
Presension, pr^-s&n-sh&n, s. Perception be

forehand.
PRESENT, pr£z-z£nt. a. Not absent, being face 

to face, being at hand ; not past, not future; ready at 
band, quick in emergencies; favourably attentive, 
propitious ; unforgotten ; not abstracted, not absent of 
mind, attentive ; the Present, an elliptical expression 
for the present time, the time now existing; at Present, 
at the present time, now.

Present, pr£z-zent, s. A gift, a donative, 
something ceremoniously given; a letter or mandate 
exhibited.

To Present, pr£-z£nt,' v. a. 492. To place 
in the presence of a superior; to exhibit to view or 
notice; to offer, to exhibit; to give formally and 
ceremoniously ; to put into the hands of another ; to 
favour with gifts; to prefer to ecclesiastical benefices; 
to offer openly; to lay before a court of judicature, as 
an object of inquiry.

Piiesestable, pri-zent-l-bl, a. What may be 
presented.

Presentaneous, pr£z-zen-ta-ne-&s, a. Ready, 
quick, immediate.

Presentation, pr^z-zen-t^h&n, s. The act 
of presenting ; the act of offering any one to an eccle
siastical benefice; exhibition

Present ative, pr£-z£n-tA-tiv, a. Such as that 
presentations may be made of it.

Presentee, pr^z-z^n-tde,' s. One presented to 
a benefice

Presenter, pr£-z&n-tur, s. 98. One that pre
sents.

Presential, pr^-zen-sbul, a. Supposing ac
tual presence.

Presi-.ntiaLITY, pri-zJti-slii-albi-ti, s. State 
of being present.

Presentific , priz-zea-Uf-fik, a. Making 
present.

Pbesentifickly, prez-zen-tit’fik-ld, ad. 509. 
So as to make present.

Presentiment, pr£-s£n-ti-m£nt, s. Previous 
idea

Presently, prSz-z&nt-le, ad. At present, at 
this time, now ; immediately, soon after.

Presentment, pre-zem-in^nt, s. The act of 
presenting; any thing presented or exhibited, repre
sentation ; in Law, the form of laying any thing before 
a court of judicature for examination.

Presentness, prez-z&nt-n&s, s. Presence of 
of mind, quickness at emergencies.

Preservation, prez-z&r-va-shun, s. The act 
of preserving, care to preserve.

Preservative, pre-zer-vi-tiv, $. That which 
has the power of preserving ; something preventive.

To Preserve, pr4-zerv^ v. a. To save, to de
fend from destruction or any evil, to keep ; to season 
fruits and other vegetables, with sugar, and in other 
proper pickles.

Preserve, pr<J-zerv,' s. Fruit preserved whole 
in sugar.

Preserver, pr£-z£rv-ftr, s. One who preserves, 
one who keeps from ruin or mischief; he who makes 
preserves of fruit.

To Preside, preside,' v. n. 447. To be set 
over, to have authority over.

Presidency, pr£z-z£-den-s6, s. Superinten
dence.

President, pr£z-ze-d£nt, s. One placed with 
authority over others, one at the head of others; 
a governour, a prefect

Presidentship. pr£z-z£-d§nt-sh1p, s. The office 
and place of president.

Presidial, pr<*-sid-j£-M, a. 293. Relating to 
c garrison.

2’o Press, pr&s, v. o To squeeze, to crush ; 
to distress; to constrain, to compel; to drive by 
violence; to affect strongly; to enforce, to inculcate 
w.th argument and importunity; to urge, to beat 
strongly on ; to compress, to hug, as embracing ; to 
set upon with weight; to force into military, service.

To Press, pris, t>. n. To act with compulsive 
violence, to urge, to distress; to go forward with 
violence toany object; to make iuvasionje encroach; 
to crowd, to throng ; to come unseasonably or impor
tunately ; to urge with vehemence and importunity; 
to act upon or influence; to Press upon, to invade, to 
push against.

Press, pr£s, s. The instrument by which any 
thing is crushed or squeezed; the instrument by which 
books are printed; crowd, tumult, throng; a kind of 
wooden case or frame for clothes and other uses ; a 
commission to force men into military service.

Pressbed, pr&s-b&d, s. A bed so formed as to 
shut up in a case.

Presser, pres-sur, s. 98. One that presses or 
works at a press.

Pressgang, pr^s-glng, s. A crew employed to 
force men into naval service.

PressinglY, pr£s-slng-l£, ad. With force, 
closely.

Pression, prAsh'fin, s. The act of pressing.
Pressman, pr^s-mAn, s. 88. One who forces 

another into service, one who forces away ; one who 
makes the impression of print by the press, distinct 
from the Compositor, who ranges the types.

Pressmoney, pr&>-mhn-£, z. Money given to 
a soldier when he is taken or forced away into the 
service.

Pressure, pr&sh-shire, s. 450. The act of 
pressing orcrushing; the state of being pressed or 
crushed; force acting against any thing, gravitation, 
pressing; violence inflicted, oppression; affliction, 
grievance, distress; impression, stamp, character made 
by impression.

Presto, pr£s-t6, ad. Quick, at once.
Presumably, pr£-zu-mi-ble, ad. Without ex

amination.
To Presume, pr^-zhroe,' v. n. 454. To sup

pose, to believe previously without e xamination; to 
suppose, to affirm without immediate proof; to ven
ture without positive leave; to form confident or ar
rogant opinions; to make confident or arrogant at-

* tempts.
PRESUAIER, pre-zu-mfir, s. 98. One who pre

supposes, an arrogant person
Presumption, pr£-zhin-shfin,s. 512. Supposi

tion previously formed; confidence grounded on any 
thing presupposed ; an argument strong, but not 
demonstrative; arrogance, confidence blind and ad- 
venturous, presumptuousuess; unreasonable confi- 
deuce of Divine favour.

Presumptive, pM-zhm-tiv, a. Taken by pre
vious supposition ; supposed, as the Presumptive heir, 
opposed to the Heir apparent; confident, arrogant, 
presumptuous.

Presumptuous, pr£-z&m-tsbt’i-&s. a. Arrogant, 
confident, insolent; irreverent with respect to holy 
things.

JO- We frequently hear this word pronounced in three 
syllables, by corrupting and contracting ti e two last 
syll ibles into situs t as if written prexumshus . but correct 
speakers carefully preserve these syllables distinct, and 
pronounce them like the verb to cZeew, and the pronouc 
us.—See Unctuous.
Presumptuously, pre-z&m-tshfi-tis-lA, ad. 

Arrogantly, irreverently ; with vain and groundless 
confidence in Divine,favour.

Presumptuousness,' pre-zum-tsbu-tis-n^s, s. 
Confidence, irreverence.

Presupposal, pre-sCip-p6^ztU, s. 531. Supposal 
previously formed.

To Presuppose, pr^-shp-pdze,' v. a. To sup* 
pose as previous.

Presupposition,.prtK-sup-po-zlsh-fin, a Sup
position previously formed.

Presurmise, pre-sur-nv.ze,' s. Surmise pre
viously formed.
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PiBTENCE, pri-tinse,' ». A false argument 
grounded upon fictitious postulate*; the act of show, j 
ing < r alleging what is not real. assumption, claim to 
notice; claim true or false; something threatened or 
held out to terrify.

To Pretend, pr£-t£nd,' v. a. To make any 
appearance of haring, to allege falsely; to show 
hypocritically; to hold out as a delusive appearance; 
to claim.

To Pretend, pr£-t3nd,' v. n. To put in a claim 
truly or falsely; to presume on ability to do any thing, 
to profess presumptuously.

Pretender. pr£-t£nd-iir, s. 98. One who lays 
claim to any thing.

Pretendingly, prA-tSncUlng-14, ad. Arro
gantly, presumptuously.

Pretension, pr£-t£n-sh&n, i. Claim true or 
false; fictitious appearance.

Preterimperfect, pre-t£r-lm-p£r£f£kt, a. The 
tense not perfectly past.

Preterit, pr£-t£r-It, a. Past.
Preterition, pr£-t£r-rlsh-&n, s. The act of 

going past, the state of being past
Preteritness, pr£>t£r-lt-n£s, s. The state of 

being past, not presence, not futurity.
Preterlapsed, prd-t&r-llpst, a. Past and gone. 
Pretermission, pr£-t£r-mish-frn, s. The act of 

omitting.
To Pretermit, pr£-t£r-mlt^ t>. a. To pass by. 
Preternatural, prA-t^r-nit-tshii-rll, a. Dif

ferent from what is natural, irregular.
Preternaturally, pr£-t£r-nAt-tsb&-ru!-£, ad. 

In a manner different from the common order of 
nature.

Preternaturalness, pr£-t£r-nit-tsh£t-ril-n£s, 
«. Manner different from the order of nature.

pRETERPERFECT, prd-t&r-pSr'fSkt, a. A gram
matical term applied to the tense which denotes time 
absolutely past.

Phf.tekpi.uperfect, pr6-ter-pl(i-p6r-f6kt, a. 
The grammatical epithet for the tense denoting time 
relatively past, or past before some other past time.

Pretext, pre-t^kst,' s. Pretence, false appear
ance, false allegation.

Pretexta, pre-t^ks-til, s. The robe that was 
worn by the youths vf old Rome under seventeen years 
of age.

PltETOR, pre-tSr, s. 166. The Roman judge; 
it is now sometimes taken for a mayor.

Pretorian, pre-td-re-an, a. Judicial, exercised 
by the pretor.

Prettily, prlt-t£-l£, ad. Neatly, pleasingly. 
Prettiness, pi1t-t£-n£s, s- Beauty without 

dignity; neat, elegance without elevation.
Pretty, prlt't4, a. 101. Neat, elegant; beau

tiful without grandeur or dignity; it is used in a kind 
of diminutive contempt in poetry and in conversation; 
not very small.

Pretty, pilt-tA, ad. In some degree.
To Prevail, pr^-vale^ v. n. To be in force, to 

have effect, to have power, to have influence; to over
come, to gain the superiority; to gain influence, to 
operate effectually ; to persuade or induce by entreaty. 

Prevailing, pr^-va-llng, a. Predominant, 
having most influence.

Prevailment, pr£-vile-m£nt, s. Prevalence. 
Prevalence, pr&v-vA-l&nse, ) c . .. 
Prevalency. pr6vUi-16n-s4, f ’’ SuPe”°"‘y> 

influence, predominance.
Prevalent, pr6v-vl-15nt, a. Victorious, gain

ing superiority; predominant, powerful.
Prevalently, pr£v-vl-l£nt-l£,nd. Powerfully, 

forcibly.
To Prevaricate, pri-vir-rkkate, v. n. To 

cavil, to quibble, to shuffle.
Prevarication, pr^-vAr-r^-ka-shJxn, x. Shuffle, 

cavil.
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Prevaricator, pr^-vir^-kl-t&r, x. 521. A 
caviller, a shuffler.

To Prevene, pr^-v£ne,' v. a. To hinder.
Pri-.VENIENT, pr£-v£-ne-ent, a. Preceding, 

going before, preventive.
To Prevent, pr£-v£nt,' v. a. To go btfo e as 

a guide, to go Irefore, making the way easy; to go 
before, to anticipate; to pre-occupy, to pre-engage, to 
attempt first; to hinder, to obviate, t<-obstruct This 
last is almost the only sense now used.

Preventer, pr£-v£nt-6r, s. One that goes 
before; one that hinders, a hinderer, an obstructor.

Prevention, pr£-v£n-sh&n. s. The act of go
ing before; pre-occupation, anticipation ; hinderance, 
obstruction; prejudice, prepossesw<n.

PreventionaL, pr£-ven-shim-&l, a. Tending 
to prevention.

Preventive, pr£-v£nt-lv, a. 157. Tending to 
hinder; presetvative. hindering ill.

Preventive, pr^-vent-lv, s. A preservative, 
that which preserves, an antidote.

Preventively, pr£-v£nt-iv-l£, ad. In such a 
manner as tends to prevention.

Previous, pre-v£-&s, a. 314. Antecedent, go
ing before, prior.

Previously, pre'v£-&s-ld,ad. Beforehand, an
tecedently.

PREVIOU6NESS, pr£-v£-{is-n£s, Antecedence.
Prey, pra, s. 269. Something to be devoured, 

something to be seized, plunder; rav.ige, depredation; 
animal of Prey, is an animal that lives on other ani
mals.

To Prey, pra. v. n. To feed by violence; to 
plunder, to rob; to corrode, to waste.

Preyer, pra-ur, s. 98. Robber, devourer, 
plunderer.

Priapism, prl-A-pIzm, s. A preternatural ten
sion.

Price, prise, s. 461. Equivalent paid for any 
thing; value, estimation, supposed excellence; rate 
at which any thing is sold; rewaid, tiling purchased 
by merit

To Prick, prlk, v. a. To pierce with a small 
puncture; to erect with an acuminated point; to set 
up the ears; to animate by a puncture or mark; tc 
spur, to goad, to impel, to incite; to pain, to pierce 
with remorse; to mark a tune.

To Prick, prlk, v. n. To dress one’s-self for 
show; to come upon the spur.

Prick, prlk, s. A sharp slender instrument, 
any thing by which a puncture is made; a thorn in 
the mind, a teasing and tormenting thought, remorse 
of conscience; a puncture; the print of a deer or hare 
in the ground.

Pricker, prlk-kur, s. 98. A sharp-pointed 
instrument: a light-horseman.

PRICKET, prlk-klt, s. 99. A buck in his se
cond year.

Prickle, prlk-kl, s. 405. Small sharp point, 
like that of a brier.

Prickliness, prlk-l£-n£s, s. Fulness of sharp 
points.

Pricklouse, prlk-ld&se, s. A word of contempt 
for a tailor.

Pricksong, prik-sSng, s. Song set to music . 
Obsolete,

Prickly, prlk-U, a. Full of sharp points. ♦ 
Prickwood, prik-wud, s- A tree.
Pride, pride, s. Inordinate and unreasonable 

self-esteem; insolence, rude treatment of others ; dig
nity of manner, loftiness of air ; generous elatiou of 
heart; elevation, dignity; ornament, show, decora
tion ; splendour, ostentation; the state of a female 
beast soliciting the male.

To Pride, pride, v. a. To make proud, to rate 
one’s-self h gh. Used only with the reciprocal pronoun.

Priek. prWir, s. 416. One who inquires too 
narrowly.

Priest, pr££st, s. 275. One who officiates in
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sacred offices; one of the second order in the hierarchy, 
above a deacon, below a bishop.

Priestcraft, pree>t-kiaft, s. Religious fraud. 
Priestess, pree>t-tds, $. A woman who offi

ciate* in Heathen rites.
Priesthood, preest-hud, s. The office and 

character of a priest; the order of men set apart for 
holy offices; the second order of the hierarchy.

Priestliness, preAst-IA-n<5s, s. The appear, 
ance or manner of a priest.

Priestly. prWst'ld, «. Becoming a priest, 
sacerdotal, belonging to a priest

Priestridden, prdest-rid-dn, a. 103. Managed 
or governed by priests.

Prig, prig, s. A pert, conceited, saucy, prag- 
matical, little fellow.

Prill, prll. s. A brit or turbot; commonly 
pronounced Brill.

Prim, prim, a. Formal, precise, affectedly nice. 
To Prim, prim, v. a. To deck up precisely, 

to form to an affected nicety.
Primacy, prl-mi-sd, s. The chief ecclesiastical 

station.
Mr. Elphinston is the only orthoepist who gives 

the short sound to i in this word. Perhaps no one un
derstands the analogies of our language better; but in 
this and several other words, he overturns the very foun
dation of language, which is general custom. I am well 
acquainted with the shortening power of the antepenul
timate accent, 535; and if custom were wavering, this 
ought to decide; but in this word, and primary, custom 
is uniform, and precludes all appeal to analogy. 
Primal, pri-mAl, a. First. A word not in use. 
Primarily. pri-mAr-r^-M, ad. Originally, in 

the first intention.
Primariness, prl-mi-r£-n£s, s. The state of 

being first in act or intention.
Primary, prl-mi-r£, a. First in intention; 

original, first; first in dignity, chief, principal—See 
Primacy.

Primate, prl-m&t, s. 91. The chief ecclesias- 
tick-

Primateship, prUm&t-shlp, s. The dignity or 
office of a primate.

Prime, prime, s. The dawn, the morning; the 
beginning, the early days ; the best part; the spring of 
life; spring; the height of perfection; the first part, 
the beginning.

PRIME, prime, a. Early, blooming; principal, 
first rate; first, original; excellent.

To Prime, prime, y. a. To put in the first 
powder, to put powder in the pan of a gun; to lay the 
first colours on in painting.

Primely, prime-ie, ad. Originally, primarily, 
in the first place; excellently, supremely well.

Primeness, prlme-n&s, s. The state of being 
first; excellence.

Primer, prlm-m&r, s. 98. A small prayer-book 
in which children are taught to read, so named from 
the Romish bock of devotions; an elementaiy book. 

I’rimero, pri-me-rA, s. 1S3. A game at cards. 
Primeval, prl-mi-vil, 133. 1 r. ■ ■ .
PriMEVOUS, pri-mA-vfis, j Original,

such as was at first
PrimitiaL, pri-niish'ai, a. 133. Being of the 

first production.
Primitive, prim-A-tiv, a. Ancient, original, 

established from the beginning; formal, affectedly 
solemn, imitating the supposed gravity of old times; 
primary, not derivative.

Primitively, prim-£-tlv-l£. ad. Originally, 
at first; primarily, not derivatively; according to the 
original rule.

Primitiveness, prlm-£-t1v-n£s. a. The state of 
being original, antiquity, conformity to antiquity.

Pbimogental. prl-mA-jA-ne-Al, s. First-born, 
primary, elemental.

Primogeniture, prl-mdj£n'£-tilre, s. Seni
ority, eldership, state of being first-born.
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Primordial, pri-tnor'cie-Ai, or pri-nior-ji-i), a. 
293. 376. Original, exiting from the beginning.

PrimordiaTE, pri-moi-de-ite, a. 91. Original, 
existing from the first

Primrose, prlm-rdze, r. A flower; Primrose 
is used by Shakspeare for gay and flowery.

Prince, prlnse, s. A sovereign, a chief ruler, 
a sovereign of rank next to kings; ruler of whatever 
sex; the son of a king, the kinsman of a sovereign; 
the chief of any body of men.

To Prince, prlnse, v. n. To play the prince, 
to take state.

Princedom, prlns-dum, s. 166. The rank, 
estate, or power of the prince; sovereignty.

Princelike, prlns-like, a. Becoming a prince. 
Princeliness. prlns-l£-n£s, s. The state, man

ner, or dignity of a prince.
Princely, prins-1^, a. Having the appearance 

of one high born ; having the rank of princes; becom
ing a prince, royal, grand, august

Princely, prlns-l£, ad. In a princelike man
ner.

Princes-feather, prln-sIz-f&TH'&r, s. The 
herb amaranth.

Princess, prln'sSs, s. 502. A sovereign lady, 
a woman having sovereign command; a sovereign 
lady of rank next that of a queen; the daughter of a 
king; the wife of a prince.

Principal, prlu-s^-pAl, a. 88. Chief; of the 
first rate, capital, essential

Principal, prin-s£-p&l, s. A head, a chief, not 
a second; one primarily or originally engaged, not an 
accessary or auxiliary; a capital sum placed out at in
terest ; the president or govern >ur.

Principality, prin-s£-ptll-£-t£, s. Sovereignty, 
supreme power; a prince, one invested with sove
reignty; the country which gives title to a prince, as 
the Principality of Wales; superiority, predominance.

Principally, prinW-pil-d, ad. Chiefly, above 
all, above the rest.

Principalness, prln-s£-p?d-n£s, s. The state of 
bc’.rg principal.

Principiation, prin-sIp-^-a-sh&n, s. Analysis 
into constituent or elemental parts.

Principle, prin-s^-pl, .$. 405. Element, con
stituent part; original cause; being productive of 
other being, operative cause; fundamental truth; 
original postulate; first position from which others are 
deduced; ground of action, motive; tenet on which 
morality is founded

To Principle, prln-sd-pl, v. a. To establish 
or fix in any tenet, to impress with any tenet good or 
ill; to establish firmly in the mind.

Princox, prlng-kdks, s. A coxcomb, a pert 
young rogue. Obsolete.

To Prink, pringk, t>. a. To prank, to deck for 
show.

To Print, print, v. a. To mark by pressing 
anything upon another; to impiess any thing so as 
to leave its form; to impress words, or make books, 
not by the pen, but by the press.

To Print, print, v n. To publish a book.
Print, print, s. Mark or form made by im

pression ; that which beipg impressed leaves its form ; 
picture cut in wood or copper to be impressed on pa
per ; picture made by impression ; the form, size, ar
rangement, or other qualities of the types used in 
printing books; the state of being publi-bed by the 
printer; single sheet printed and sold; formal method.

Printer, print-fir, s. 98. One that prints 
books; one that stamps linen or cotton.

Printless, prinrilAs, a. That w hich leaves no 
impression.

Prior, prl-&r, a. 166. Former, being before 
something else, antecedent, anteriour.

Prior, pri-hr, s. The head of a convent of 
monks, inferiour in dignity to an abbot

Prioress, prl-&r-^s, s. A lady superior of a 
convent of nuns.

Priority, pri-6r-r£-t£, s. The state of being 
first, precedence in time, precedence in place.
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Priorship, pri-tir-shlp, s. The state or office 
of a pr ior.

Prior V, prW-rd, j. A convent in dignity 
below an abbey.

PRISM, prlzm, s. A prism of glass, is a glass 
bounded with two equal and parallel triangular end?, 
and three plain and well-polished sides, which meet in 
three parallel lines, running from the three angles of 
one end, to the three angles ot the other end.

Prismatic , prlz-mit-tlk, a. 509. Formed as 

Prismatic ally, priz-mit-te-kil-£, ad. In the 
form of a prism.

Prismoid, prlzm-mold, s. A body approaching 
to the form of a prism.

Prison, prlz-zn, s. 170. A strong hold in 
which persons are confined, a jail.

To Prison, prlz-zn, t>. a. To imprison, to 
confine.

Prisonbase, prlz-zn-base, s. A kind of rustick 
play, commonly called Prisonbars.

Prisoner, priz-zn-fir, s. 98. One who is con
fined in hokl; a captive, one taken by the enemy; one 
under an arrest

Prisonhouse, prlz-zn-hi&se, s. A jail, a hold 
in which one is confined.

Piusonment, prlz-zn-m&nt, s. Confinement, 
imprisonment, captivity.

Pristine, prls-tin, a. 140. First, ancient, 
original.

Prithee, prl'i'H-d. A familiar corruption of 
Pray thee, or I Pray thee.

Privacy, pri-vi-s£, or prlv-i-s£, s. The state 
of being secret, secrecy; retirement, retreat.

The first pronunciation of this word is adopted by 
Dr. Ash, Dr. Kenrick, W. Johnston, Mr Perry, and 
Entick; and the :ast by Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Elphinston, 
and Mr. Scott. Mr. Elphinston is in this word consistent 
with his pronunciation of primacy ; but my ear and ob
servation greatly fail me, if the first mode of pronouncing 
this word is not the most agreeable to polite, as well as 
general usage. It seems to retain the sound of its primi
tive private, as piracy, does of pirate ; which word piracy 
Mr. Elphinston, in opposition to all our orthoepists, pro
nounces with the i short.
PrivadO, prl-va-dd, s. A secret friend. Ob

solete.—See Lumbago.
Private, prl-vAt, a. 91. Secret; alone; be

ing upon the same terms with the rest of the commu
nity, opposed to publick; particular, not relating to the 
publick ; in Private, secretly, not publickly.

Privateer, pri-vA-t^r,' s. A ship fitted out 
by private men to plunder enemies.

To Privateer, pri-vl-td^r,' v- n. To fit out 
ships against enemies, at the charge of private persons. 

Privately, prl-vit-l£, ad. Secretly, not 
openly.

Privateness, prl-vit-n^s, s. The state of a 
man in the same rank with the rest of the community; 
secrecy, privacy ; obscurity, retirement.

Privation, prl-va-sh&n, s- 133. Removal or 
destruction of any thing or quality; the act of degrad
ing from rank or office.

Privative, prlv'vi-tlv, n. 1S3. Causing priva- 
tion of any thing; consisting in the absence of some
thing ; not positive.

Mr. Sheridan, Dr. Kenrick, Dr. Ash, Mr. Scott, 
W. Johnston, and Entick, make the first syllable of this 
word short, as I have done; and Mr. Perry and Buchanan 
make it long. In defence of the first pronunciation it 
may be observed, that this word is not like primacy and 
primary ; the first of which is a formative of our own ; 
and the second, derived from the Latin primarius, which, 
in our pronunciation of the Latin, does not shorten the * 
in the first syllable as privativus does, see Academy and 
Incomparable, and therefore thes6 words are no rule for 
the pronunciation of this; which, besides the general 
tendency of the penultimate accent to shorten every 
vowel it fall* on but u, 535, seems to have another claim 
to the short vowel from its termination ; thus, sanative, 
dbnalive, primitive, derivative, Ac. all plead for the short 
sound.
Privative, prlv-vi-tiv, s. 157. That of which
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the essence is the absence of something, as silence ii 
only the absence of sound.

Privatively, priv-vl-tlv-14, ad By the absence 
of something necessary to be present, negatively.

Privativeness, prlvivi-dv-nis, s. Notation of 
absence of something that should be present.

Privet, prlv-vit, s. 99. Evergreen; a kind of 
phylleria.

Privilege, prlv-ve-lidje, s. Peculiar advan
tage; immunity, publick right

To Privilege, prlv-v^-lldje, v. a. 133. To 
invest with rights or immunities, to granta privilege; 
to exempt from censure or danger; to exempt from 
paying tax or impost

Privily, priv^-l£, ad. Secretly, privately.
Privity, prlv-£-t£, s. 530. Private communi

cation ; consciousness, joint knowledge
PRIVY, prlv^,a. Private, not publick, assigned 

to secret uses; secret, clandestine; admitted to secrets 
of state; conscious to any thing, admitted to partici
pation.

Privy, prlv-^, s. Place of retirement, neces
sary house.

Prize, prize, s. A reward gained by contest 
with competitors; reward gained by any performance; 
something taken by adventure, plunder.

To Prize, prize, v. a. To rate, to value at a 
certain price; to esteem, to value highly.

Prizer, prl-z&r, s. 98. He who values. 
Prizefighter, prlze-fl-t&r, s. One that fights 

publickly for a reward.
Pro, prd. For, in defence of.—See Con.
Probability, pr6b-A-bll^-t^, s. Likelihood, 

appearance of truth, evidence arising from the pre- 
ponderation of argument.

Probable, pr&b-bA-bl, a. Likely, having more 
evidence than the contrary.

Were this word used to signify the possibility of 
searching a wound with a probe, the o would in that case 
i>e pronounced long.
Probably, prjb-bi-ble, ad. Likely, in like- 

I i hood.
Probat, pri-bAt, s. The proof of wills and 

testaments of persons deceased in the spiritual court.
Probation, prd-ba'sh&n. s. Proof, evidence, 

testimony; the act of proving by ratiocination or 
testimony ; trial, examination ; trial before entrance 
into monastick life, novitiate.

The o in the inseparable preposition of this and 
similar words, when the accent is on the second syllable; 
is exactly like the o in obedience, which see. 
Probationary, pro-bA-shun-i-r6, a. Serving 

for trial.
Probationer, prd-ba-shun-&r, s. One who 

is upon trial; a novice.
Probationership, pro-ba-sh&n-ur-shlp, s. 

State of being on trial.
Probatory, prib-bA-t&r-d, a. 512. Serving 

for trial.
Probatom EST, prd-ba-t&m 6st, s. A Latin 

expression added to the end of a receipt, signifying, It 
is tried or proved.

Probe, probe, «. A slender wire by which 
surgeons search the depth of wounds.

Probe-scissors, prdbe-siz-z&rs, s. 166. 
Scissors used to open wounds.

To Probe, probe, v. a. To search, to try by 
an instrument.

Probity, prob-£-te, s. 530. Honesty, sincerity. 
Problem, pr5b^l£m, s. A question proposed. 
Problematical, prob-lA-mAt-t^-kAl, a. 509.

Uncertain, unsettled, disputable. t
Problematically, pr6b-te-mit-t£-kil-£, ad.

Uncertainly.
Proboscis, prd-b&sisls, $. A snout, the trunk 

of an elephant; but it is used also for the same part in 
every creature.

Procacious, prd-kA-sh&s, a. Petulant, loose. 
Procacity, prd-k&s-s£-t£, s. 530. Petulance.

K K
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Procatarctic , prA-kit-Ark-tlk, a. Forerun
ning, antecedent.

PhoCATARXIS, prA-kAt-Arks-ls, s. The pre
existent cause of a disease, which co-operates with 
others that are subsequent.

Procedure, pri-stW-jdre, j. 376. Manner of 
proceeding, management, conducts act of proceeding, 
progress, process.

To Proceed, prA-sAAd,' v. n 533. To pass from 
one th ing or place to another; to go forward, to tend 
to the end designed; to come forth from a place or 
from a sender; to issue, to be produced from; to pro. 
secute any design; to be transacted, to be carried on : 
to make progress, to advance; to carry on juridical 
process; to transact, to act, to carry on any affair 
methodically; to be propagated, to come by genera
tion ; to be produced by the original efficient cause.

Proceed, prA-sAAd^ s. Produce, as the Pro
ceeds of an estate. A law term.

Proceeder, prA-sAAd-Ar, s, 98. One who goes 
forward, one who makes a progress.

Proceeding. prA-sAAd-i ng, s. 410. Progress 
from one thing to another, series of conduct, transac
tion ; legal procedure.

Procerity, prA-sAr^A-tA, j. Tallness, height, 
of stature.

Process, prAs-sAs, s. 583. Tendency, progres
sive course; regular and gradual progress; methodical 
management of any thing; course or law.

Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Nares, Dr. Johnson, Dr. Ash, 
Mr. Scott, W. Johnston, and Mr. Perry, place the accent 
or: the first syllable of this word ; and those who give the 
quantity of the vowels, make it short: Buchanan alone, 
though he places the accent on the first syllable, makes it 
long.

Mr. Nares suspects the accentuation of this word in 
the second syllable to be the most ancient, though Shak- 
speare so frequently places the accent on the first.

** Tell her the process of Antonio's end.” Merchant of Venice. 
“ In brief, to set the needless process by.” Measure for Measure. 
«» In process of the seasons I liave seen.” Shakspeare’s Sonnets.

But Milton accents the second syllable:
Cannot without process of speech be told.” Par. Lost, vil. .78.

“ ..——...........which might rise
•• By policy and long process of time.” Jb. il. 297.
There is a phrase, as Mr. Nares observes, In process of 

time, when we oftener hear the accent on the second 
syllable of this word than the first. This is undoubtedly 
a proof of the justness of his observation respecting the 
antiquity of this pronunciation; but as it is now an
tiquated in other phrases, it ought not to be used in this. 
Procession, prA-sAsh'An, s. A train marching 

m ceremonious solemnity.
Processional, prA-sAsh-An-Al, a. Relating t<y 

procession.
Processionaky, prA-sishi&n-i-r^, a. 512. 

Cctuisting in procession.
Proctnct, pro-slngkt,' s. Complete prepara

tion, preparation brought to the point of action.
To Proclaim, prA-klAme,' v. a. 202. To pro

mulgate or denounce by a solemn or legal publication; 
to tell openly ; to outlaw by publick denunciation.

PrOCLaimer, prA-klA^mAr, s. 98. One that 
publishes by authority.

Proclamation, prdk-kll-mAi-shfin, s. Publi- 
cation by authority; a declaration of the king’s will 
openly published among the people.

Proclivity, prA-kllv^A-tA, s. 530. Tendency, 
natural inclination, propension; readiness, facility of 
attaining.

Proclivous, prA-kli-vAs, a. 503. Inclined, 
tending by nature.

Proconsul, prA-kAn-sAl,«. A Roman officer, 
who governed a province with consular authority.

Proconsulship, prA-kAn-sAl-shlp, s. The office 
of a proconsuL

To Procrastinate, prA-krAs-tln-Ate, v. a. To 
defer, to delay, to put off from day to day.

Procrastination, prA-krAs-tln-a'shAn, t.
Delay, dilatoriness. •

Procrastinator, prA-krls-Un-a-tfir, s. 5'21. 
A dilatory person.

pROCREANT, prA-krA-int, a. 505. 
pregnant.

To Procreate, prd-krd-ate, v. a. 
to produce.

Procreation, prA-krA-A^shtm, .«.
_ production.

Productive,

4-30

To generate 

Generation, 

Procreative, prA^krA-a-tlv, a. 512. 
tive, productive.

Pbocreativbness, prd-krd-a-tlv-nds, 
534. Power of generation.

Procreator, prA-krA-a-tAr, s. 521. 
tor, begetter.

Proctor, prAk-t&r, s. 166. A manager of 
another man’s affairs; an attorney in the spiritua’ 
court; the magistrate of the university.

Proctorship. prAk-tAr-shipz s. Office or dig
nity of a proctor.

Procumbent, prA-k&m-bAnt, Ljing down, 
prone.

Procurable, prA-kti-rl-bl, a. To be srocurec 
obtainable, acquirable.

Procuracy, prAk-u-ri-sA, s. The managemen. 
of any thing.

Procuration, prAk-kfc-ra-sh&n, s. The act of 
procuring.

Procurator, prAk-kii-rA-tJir, s. 166. 521.
Manager, one who transacts affairs for another.

ProcuratoriaL, prdk-kfc-ri-tA-rA-il, a. Mad* 
by a proctor.

Procuratory, prA-kA-ri-tdr-A, a. 512.
Tending to procuration.

To Procure, prA-kfire,' v. a. To manage, io 
transact for another; to obtain, to acquire; to per
suade, to prevail on ; to contrive, to forward.

To Procure, prA-k Are,'r. n. To bawd, to pimp. 
Procurement, prA-k&re-ment, s. The act of 

procuring.
Procurer, prA-kii-rhr, s. 98. One that gains, 

obtainer; pimp, pander.
Procuress, prA-kh-rAs, s.
Prodigal, prAd-dA-gil, a.

expensive, lavish.
Prodigal, prAd-dA-gil, $. 

thrift.
Prodigality, pr&d-dA-g&I^A-tA, s. Extrava

gance, profusion, waste, excessive liberality.
Prodigally, prAd-dA-gM-A, ad. Profusely, 

wastefully, extravagantly.
Prodigious, prA-did-jAs, a. 314. Amazing, 

astonishing, monstrous.
Prodigiously, prA-dld-j&s-lA, ad. Amazingly, 

astonishingly, portentously, enormously.
Prodigiousness, prA-did-jAs-nes, s. Enor

mousness, portentousness, amazing qualities.
Prodigy, pr6d-dA-jA, s. Any thing out of the 

ordinary process of nature, from which omens are 
drawn, portent; monster; any thing astonishing for 
good or bad.

PrODITION, prA-dlsh-An, s. Treason, treachery.
PRODITOR, prAd^-A-tAr, s. 166. A traitor. Ob

solete.
PRODITORIOUS, prdd-A-tA-rA-us, a. Treacher

ous, perfidious; apt to make discoveries. Obsolete.
To Produce, prd-diise,' v. a. 492, To offer to 

the view or notice ; to exhibit to the publick ; to bring 
as an evidence; to bear, to bring forth as a vegetable; 
to cause, to effect, to generate, to beget.

Produce, prAd-duse, g. 532. Product, that 
which any thing yields orbrings; amount, gain.

Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Nares, Mr. Elphinston, Mr. 
Scott, Dr. Kenrick, W. Johnston, Perry, and Entick, 
make the o in the first svMable of this word short; ano 
Buchanan and Dr. Ash, long.
Producent, prA-dA-sAnt, s. One that exhibits, 

one that offers.
Producer, prA-du-sAr, s. One that generates 

or produces.

Genera-

s. 512.

Gcncra-

A bawd.
Profuse, wasteful,

A waster, a spend-
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Producible, prd-d&-sd-bl, a. Such as may be 
exhibited; such as may be generated or made 

Producibleness. pr6-d£i's£-bl-n£s, s. The 
state of being producible.

Product, prdd'-fikt, s. 532. Something pro
duced, as fruits, grain, metals; work, composition ; 
thing consequential, effect.

Mr. Sheridan, Mr Nares, Mr. Scott, Dr. Kenrick, 
W.'johnston, Perry, and Entick, make the o in the firs' 
syllable of this word short; and Dr. Ash as far as we ce j 
gather by his position of the accent, makes it long. 
Productile, prd-d&k-tll, a. 140. WlJch ma* 

be produced or drawn out at length.
Production, prd-d&k-sh&n, s. The act of pro

ducing; the thing produced, fruit, product; composi
tion ; work of art or study.

Productive, prd-dQk-tiv, a. Having the power 
to produce, fertile, generative, efficient.

Proem, prd-£m, s. Preface, introduction. 
Profanation, prAf-A-n&sh&n, s. 5S3» The 

act of violating any thing sacred; irreverence to holy 
things or persons.

Profane, prd-fane' a. 533. Irreverent to 
sacred names or things; not sacred, secular; polluted, 
not pure; not purified by holy rites.

To Profane, prA-fane,' v. a. To violate, to 
pollute, to put to wrong use.

Profanely, prd-fane'IA, ad. With irreverence 
to sacred names or things.

Profaner, prd-faneMlr, Polluter, violator. 
Pkofanenf.ss, prd-fane-n^s, s. Irreverence of 

what is sacred.
PfiOFECTiON, pri-fek-slnia, s. Advance, pro

gression.
To Profess, pr6-f£s,' tn a. To declare himself 

in strong teraiSdof any opinion or character, to make a 
show of any sentiments by loud declaration; to declare 
publickly one’s skill in any art or science, so as to invite 
employment.

To Profess, pr5-fds,' v. n. To declare openly ; 
to declare friendship.

Professedly, pr<W&-sSd-M, ad. 364. Accord- 
ing to open declaration made by himself.

Profession, prd-f^sh-un, s. Calling, vocation, 
known employment; declaration, strong assurance; 
the act of declaring one’s self of any parry or opinion.

Professional, prd-fdsh'&n-ll, a. Relating to 
a particular calling or profession.

Professor, prd-f2s-sfir, s. One who declares 
himself of any opinion or party; one who publickly 
practises or teaches an art.

Professorship, prd-f?s-sfir-sh1p, s. The station 
or office of a publick teacher.

To Proffer, prfif-fbr, v. a. To propose, to 
offer.

Proffer. pr5f-fur, s. Offer made, something 
proposed to acceptance.

Profferer, pr&f-fQr-ur, ft He that offers. 
Proficiency, prd-flsh^nse,
Proficiency, prd-fish^n-s^, 

vancement in any thing, improvement gained.
Proficient. prd-fish-ent, t. One who 

made advancement in any study or business.
Profile, pr&fil, or prA-f&l,' s. 112. The side 

face, half face.
Profit, prdf-fit, s. Gain, pecuniary advan

tage ; advantage, accession of good; improvement, ad
vancement, proficiency.

To Profit, prof-fit, v. a. To benefit, to ad
vantage ; to improve, to advance.

To PrOUT, prdf-fit, v. n. To gain advantage; 
to make improvement; to be of use or advantage. 

Profitable, prSfl-fit-a-bl, a. Gainful, lucra- 
tivc; useful, advantageous.

Profitableness, prM-flt-l-bl-nJs, t. Gainful- 
ness, usefulness, advantageousness.

Profitably, pruf-fit-a-ble, ad. Gainfully, ad- 
vantageously, usefully.

43)

r s. Profit, ad-

has

Profitless, prjf-fit-lia, a. Void of gain or 
advantage.

Profligate, prof^fl^-gAt, a. 91. Abandoned, 
lost to virtue and decency, shameless.

Profligate, prJPfte-g&t, 91. An aban. 
dot rd, shameless wretch.

Profligately, prftf-fte-git-U, ad. Shame- 
lessly.

Profligateness, prbf-fl£-gAt-n3s, j. The qua
lity Of being profligate.

Profluence, pr&f-flii-^nse, s. Progress, 
course.

Profluent, prof^flu-ent, a. 532. Flowing 
forward.

Profound, pri-foinid' a. Deep, descending 
far below the surface, low with respect to the neigh
bouring places; intellectually deep, not obvious to 
the mind; lowly, submissive; learned beyond the com
mon reach.

Profound, pro-found,' s. The deep, the main, 
the sea ; the abyss.

Profoundly, prd-fdund-l&, ml. Deeply, with 
deep concern; with great degrees of knowledge, with 
deep insight.

Profoundness, pro-fo5nd-nes, s. Depth of 
place; depth of knowlef’ie.

Profundity, prd-f&r,<v«A, s. Depth of place 
or knowledge.

Profuse, prd-fuse,' a. 427. Lavish, prodigal, 
overabounding, exuberant.

Profusely, prA-ftaeM£, a. Lavishly, prodi
gally ; with exuberance.

PROFUSENFSS, prd-ftae^nes, ft Lavishness, pro
digality.

Profusion, pr6-fh-zh6n, ft Lavishness, prodi
gality, extravagance; abundance, exuberant, plenty.

To Prog. pr6g, v. n. To rob, to steal; to shift 
meanly for provisions, a! low word.

Prog, pr5g, s. Victuals, provision of any kind. 
A low word.

Progeneration, pr6-j£n-£f-&-sh?in, s. The act 
of begetting, propagation.

Progenitor, prd-jen-it.-&r, s. A forefather, an 
ancestor in a direct line.

PROGENY, prbd-j£-n£, ft Offspring, race, ge
neration.

Prognosticable, pr&g-nWt£-k£-ll, «. Such 
as may be foreknown or foretold.

To Prognosticate, prdg-nds-t^-kate, v. a. 
To foretell, to foreshow.

Prognostication, pr&g-n5s-tA-H-sli&n, s.
A foretoken.

Prognosticator, prog-n£>s-t3-ki-tfcr, s. 5CT. 
One who foretells, a foreknower.

Prognostic , pr5g-nSs-tik, a. Foretokening 
disease or recovery.

Prognostic , prjg-nfts-tlk, s. The skill of 
foretelling diseases, or the event of diseases; a pre
diction; a token forerunning.

Progress, pr&g-gr&s, ft 532. Course, proces
sion, advancement, motion forward ; infel'.ectual im
provement; removal from one place to another; a 
journey of state, a circuit.

Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Flphinsicn, Mr. Nares, 
Dr. Konrick, W. Johnston, and Pctrv. pronounce thee 
in the first syllable of this word short;’ bv.’ Buchanan and 
Entick make it Jong.
Progression, pr<k gr^sh-bn, s. Pivcess, legu- 

far and gradual advance; ruction forward; intellec
tual advance.

Progressional, prd-gr£sli-ftn M, n. In a state 
of increase or advance.

Progressive, prAgrtfsMv. a. Going forward, 
advancing.

Progressively, prd-g»Wslv-i4, nd. By gra
dual step* or regular course.

Progressiveness, pri.gn's-slr-n^s, a The state 
of advancing.
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To Prohibit, prd-hib'lt, v. a. To forbid, to 
interdict by authority; to debar, to hinder.

Prohibiter, prd-hll>lt-tfir, s. Forbidder, in
terdicted

Prohibition, pr6-h£-blsh-&n, s. Forbiddance, 
interdict, act of forbidding.

Prohibitory, pr6-hib-be-tfir-£, a. Implying 
prohibition, forbidding.

To Project, prd-j£kt,' v. a. 492. To throw 
out, to cast forward; to exhibit a form, as of the image 
thrown on a mirror; to scheme, to form in the mind, 
to contrive.

To Project, prA-jAkt,' v. n. To jut out, to 
shoot forward, to shoot beyond something next it.

Project, prid-j^kt, s. 492. 532. Scheme, con
trivance.

Projectile, prA-j^k-tll, s. 140. A body put 
in motion.

Projectile, prA-j&k-til, a. 140. Impelled 
forward.

Projection, prd-j^k-sh&n, $. The act of shoot
ing forward; plan, delineation; scheme, plan of action; 
in chymistry, crisis of an operation.

Projector, prd-jsk-t&r, s. One who forms 
schemes or designs; one who forms wild impracticable 
schemes.

Projecture, pro-jik-ts-hure, s. 463. A jutting 
out.

To Prolate, prd-lite,' v. a. 492. To pro
nounce, to utter.

Prolate, prdl'ate, a. 532. Extended beyond 
an exact round.

PROLATION, pro-la-sbin, 5. Pronunciation, 
utterance; delay, act of deferring.

Prolegomena, pr61-l£-g6m-m£-ni, s. 530. 
Previous discourse, introductory observations.

Prolepsis, pr6-lep-sis, s. A figure of rheto- 
rick, in which objections are anticipated.

PROLEPTICAL, prd-16p-t£-kAl, a. Previous, an
tecedent.

Proleptically, prd-l£pk£-kil-l£, ad. By way 
of anticipation.

Prolification, prd-lifMe-ka-sh&n, s. Genera
tion of children.

Prolific , pro-Hf^fik, a. 509. Fruitful, gene
rative, pregnant, productive.

Prolifically, prd-llf-f£-k£l-£, ad. Fruitfully, 
pregnantly.

Prolix, prd-liks,' a. Long, tedious, not con
cise ; of long duration.

Prolixious, prd-lik-sh&s, a. Dilatory, tedious, j 
Obsolete.

Prolixity, pro-liks^-t£, s. Tediousness, tire
some length, want of brevity.

Prolixly, prd-liks-1^, ad. At great length, 
tediously.

Prolixness, prd-liks-n^s, s. Tediousness. 
Prolocutor, prdl-ld-kfi-t&r, s. 503. The fore

man, the speaker of a convocation.
In compliance with so many authorities, I placed 

the accent on the antepenultimate syllable of interlocutor, 
and nearly the same authorities oblige me to place the 
accent on the penultimate of this word; for so Dr. John
son, Dr. Kenrick, Dr. Ash, W. Johnston, Mr. Perry, 
Buchanan, Barclay, Fenning, and Bailey, accent it. But 
surely these two words ought not to be differently ac
cented; and, if my opinion had any weight, I would 
accent them both on the penultimate, as they may be 
considered exactly like words ending in ator, and ought 
to be accented in the same manner. Mr. Sheridan and 
Mr. Scott are very singular in placing the accent on the 
first syllable.—See Interlocutor.
Prolocutorship, prdl-16-ku-tur-ship, j. The 

office of a prolocutor.
PROLOGUE, pr&l-16g, s. 338. 532. Preface, in

troduction to any discourse or performance; something 
spoken before the entrance of the actors of a play.

Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Elphinston, Mr. Nares, 
Dr. Kenrick, Mr. Scott, W. Johnston, Perry, and Entick, 
make the e in the first syllable of this word short, and 
Buchanan only makes it long.
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To Prologue, prol-iog, v. a. To introduce 
with a formal preface. Obsolete.

To Prolong, pid lAngf v. a. To lengthen 
out, to continue, to draw out; to put off to a distant 
time. t

Prolongation, pro-15ng-ga-shan, s. 530.
The act of lengthening; delay to a longer time.

Prolusion, prd-ifi-zh&n, s. Entertainment, 
peiformance of diversion; prelude.

Prominent, prdm-m^-nent, a. Standing out 
beyond the other parts, protuberant.

Prominence, prim-m^-nfinse, /
Prominency, pr&mlme-nAn-sA, i s’ 1 rotub&- 

rance, projecting parts.
Promiscuous, pi6-mis-kfi-&s, a. Mingled, 

confused, undistinguished.
Promiscuously, prd-mls-kd-&s-le, ad. With 

confused mixture, indiscriminately.
Promise, pr6m-mls, s. Declaration of some 

benefit to be conferred; hope, expectation.
To Promise, prdtn-miz, v. a. To make decla

ration of some benefit to be conferred.
7’o Promise, pr6m-miz, v. n. To assure one 

by a promise; it is used of assurance even of ill.
Promisebreach, pr£>m-miz-b!^tsh,6‘. Violation 

of promise.
Promisebreaker, prom-mlz-bra-kur, s. Viola

tor of promises.
Promiser, prdm-miz-hr, s. 98. One who 

promises.
Promissory, prdm-mls-s&r-^, a. 512. Con

taining confession of some benefit to be conferred.
Promissorily, prdm'mls-s&r-^-le, ad. By way 

of promise.
Promontory, prdm-mfin-thr-d, s. 557. A 

headland, a cape, h gh land jutting into the sea.
Promote, prd-mdte^ v. a. To forward, to 

advance; to elevate, to exalt, to prefer.
Promoter, prd-mdte-6r, s. Advancer, for

warder, encourager.
Promotion, prd-mo-shan, s. Advancement, 

encouragement, exaltation to some new honour or 
rank, preferment.

To PROMOVE, prd-mddv/ v. a. To forward, to 
promote. Obsolete.

PROMPT, pr&mt, a. 412. Quick, ready; petu
lant; ready without hesitation, wanting no new mo
tive; ready, told down, as Pronipt payment.

To Prompt, pr&mt, v. a. To assist by private 
instruction, to help at a loss; to incite, to instigate; 
to remind, to act as a prompter.

Prompter, pr6m-tur, s. 98. One who helps 
a publick speaker, by suggesting the word to him when 
he falters; an admonisher, a reminder.

Promptitude, prdm-t^-thde, s. Readiness, 
quickness.

Promptly, pr6mt-U, ad. Readily, quickly, 
expeditiously.

Promptness, prdmt-n^s, $• Readiness, quick
ness, alacrity.

Prompture. prdm-tshfire. s. 468. Suggestion, 
motion given by another. Obsolete.

To Promulgate, prd-m&vxate, v. a. To pub
lish, to make known by opc«* declaration.

Promulgation, prdm-ul-ga-shCin, s. 550. 
Publication, open exhibition.

Promulgator, piA-mtil-ga-t&r, s. 521. Pub- 
lisber, open teacher.

To PrOMULGE, prd-mhlje' t>. a. To promul
gate, to teach openly.

Promulger, pidmil-j&r, «. 98. Publisher, 
promulgator.

Prone, prdne, a. Bending downward, lying 
with the face downwards; precipitous, headlong; 
sloping; inclined, disposed.

Proneness, prdne^-n&s, s. The state of bend
ing downwards; the state of lying with the face down- 
wards, descent, declivity; inclination, disposition to ill
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Prong, pring, s. A fork.
Pronominal, pri-nim-i-nil, a. Having the 

nature of a pronoun.
Pronoun, prd'-ndin, s. 313. A word used in

stead of a noun or name.
7b Pronounce, prd-nd&nsc,' v. a. 313. To 

speak, to utter; to utter solemnly, to utter confidently; 
to form or articulate by the organs of speech; to utter 
rhetorically. , ■ > *

To Pronounce, pro-noanse,' v. n. To speak 
with confidence or authority.

Pronouncer, pr6-n6un-sftr, s. 98. One who 
pronounces

Pronunciation, prd-n&n-sh^-a-sh&n, s. The 
act or mode of utterance.

There are few words more frequently mispro
nounced than this. A mere English scholar, who con
siders the verb to pronounce as the root of it, cannot easily 
conceive why the o is thrown out of the second syllable; 
and therefore, to correct the mistake, sounds the word as 
f written pronounciation. Those who are sufficiently 
earned to escape that errour, by understanding that the 
word comes to us either from the Latin pronunciatio, or 
the French prononciation, are tery apt to fall into another, 
by sinking the first aspiration, and pronouncing the third 
syllable like the noun sea But these speakers ought to 
take notice, that, throughout the whole language, c, s, 
and i, preceded by the accent, either primary or secondary, 
and followed by ea, ia, io, or any similar diphthong, al
ways become aspirated, and are pronounced as if written 
she Thus, the very same reasons that oblige us to pro
nounce partiality, propitiation, especially, &c. as if writ
ten parsheality, propisheashun, espeshally, &c. oblige us 
to pronounce pronunciation as it written pronunsheashun. 
See Principles, No. 357. 450. 461. and the woid Eccle- 
siastick.

But though Mr. Sheridan avoids the vulgar errour of 
sinking the aspiration, in my opinion he falls into one 
fully ns exceptionable; which is, that of pronouncing the 
word in four syllables, as if written pro-nun-aAa-Awk 
I am grossly mistaken if correct speakers do not always 
pronounce this and similar words in the manner I have 
marked them : and, indeed, Mr. Sheridan himself seems 
dubious with respect to some of them; for though he 
pronounces glaciate, glaciation, association, &c. gla-shate, 
gla-sha-shun,as-so-sha-shun,&.c. yet he spells conglaciate, 
eonglaciation, and association,—con-gla-syate, con-gla- 
sya-shun, con-so sya-shun. See Principles, No. 54£. 543. 
PROOF, prdSf, s. 306. Evidence, testimony, 

convincing token; test»trial, experiment; firm temper, 
impenetrability; armour hardened till it will abide a 
certain trial; in Printing, the rough draught of a sheet 
when first pulled.

Proof, prddf, a. Impenetrable, able to resist. 
Proofless, prdMMAs, a. Unproved, wanting 

evidence.
To PROp, prop, ». a. To sustain, to support. 
Prop, prftp, s. Support, a stay, that on which 

any thing rests.
Propagable, pr6p-i-gi-bl, a. Such as may 

be spread ; such as may be propagated.
To Propagate, pr6p-^-gate, v. a. 91. To con

tinue or spr’ead by generation or successive production; 
to carry on from place to place; to increase, to pro
mote ; to generate.

7b Propagate, prop-l-gite, v. n. To have 
offspring.

Propagation, pr6p-&-ga-sh£tn, s. Continuance 
or diffusion by generation or successive production.

Prcpagator, prdp^L-ga-t&r, s. 521. One who 
Ct ntinues by successive production ; a spreader, a pro
to iter.

To Propel. prd-p&l.' v. a. To drive forward. 
To Propend, prd-p&nd,' n. To incline to 

any part, to be disposed in favour of any thing. Ob
solete.

Propendency, prd-p£n-d£n-s£, s. Inclination 
or tendency of desire to any thing ; preconsideration. 
Obsolete.

Propense, prd-p^nse,' a. Inclined, disposed. 
PrOpenseness, prd-pSnse'nJs, s. Natural ten- 

dency.

Propension, pr6-p£n-shAn, ) inclination, 
Propensity, prA-pAnis<i-ti, \

disposition to any thing good or bad; tendency.
Proper, pr&p-pftr, a, 98. Peculiar, not be

longing to more, not common ; noting an individual; 
one’s own ; natural, original; fit, suitable, qualified; 
accurate, just; not figurative; pretty; tall, lusty 
handsome with bulk.

Properly, prip-ptir-lA, nd. Fitly, suitably; 
in a strict sense.

Properness, pr&p-pSr-n^s, s. The quality of 
being proper.

Property, pr&p-p&r-t^, s- Peculiar quality ; 
quality, disposition; right of possession ; possession 
held in one’s own right; the thing possessed ; some
thing useful; necessary implements.

To Property, pr&p-pur-t(^, v. a. To invest with 
qualities ; to seize or retain as something owned, to 
appropriate, to hold. Obsolete.

Prophecy, pr6f-f£-s£, s. 499. A declaration 
of something to come, prediction.

PrOPHESIER, pr6f-fe-sl-ftr, s. One wiio pro
phesies.

To Prophesy, prSf-f^-sl, v. a. 499. To pre
dict, to foretell, to prognosticate; fo foreshow.

To Prophesy, prSf-fe-sl, v. n. To utter pre
dictions ; to preach, a scriptural sense.

Prophet, prdf^flt, s. 99. One who tells future 
events ; one of the sacred writers empowered by God 
to foretell futurity; a predictor, a foreteller.

Prophetess, prdf-flt-t&s, s. A woman that 
foretells future events.

Prophetic , prd-fjt^k 509. ) Q yoresecinp 
Prophetical, prd-fet-te-kal, j

or foretelling future events.
Prophetically, prd-f£t-t£-kil-£, ad. Wit! 

knowledge of futurity, in manner of a prophecy.
To Prophetizr. prif-fit-tlze, i>. n. To give 

predictions.
Prophylactic , prJf-4-llk-tIk, a. 530. Pre 

ventive, preservative.
Prophylactic ,prfiM-14k-tlk,». A preventive, 

a preservative.
To Propinquate, prd-pIn-kwAte, t. n. To ap 

proach, to draw near to. .
Propinquity, prd-plng'kw£-ti, r. Nearness, 

proximity, nearness of time ; kindred, nearness 01 
blood.

PropitiabLE, prd-plsb-£-&-bl, a. Such as may 
be induced to favour, such as may be made propitious

To Propitiate, prd-plsh-^-ite, v. a. 542. To 
induce to favour, to conciliate.

Propitiation, prd-pIsh-^-a-shun, The act 
of making propitious; the atonement, the offering bj 
which propitiousness is obtained.

Propitiator, prd-pish-&-i-tftr, s, 521. One 
that propitiates.

Propitiatory, prd-plsli'A-a-t&r-J, n. Having 
the power to make propitious.

Propitiatory, pri-pish-i-i-t&r-i, j. The 
mercy seat; the covering of the ark in the temple of 
the Jews.

Propitious, pri-plsh-hs, a. 292. Favourable, 
kind.

Propitiously, prd-p1sh-&s-14, nd. Favourably, 
kindly.

Pbopitiousness, prd-plsl>-is-n4s, s. Favour- 
ableness, kindness.

Propi.asm, pr6-plazm, r. Mould, matrix.
Pkopi.astice, prA plis-tls,r Tlieartof making 

moulds far casting.
Proponent, prd-pi-n&nt; s. 503. One that 

makes a proposal.
Proportion, prd-pdr'sh&n, s. Comparative 

relation of one thing to another, ratio ; settled rela
tion of comparative quantity, equal degree; harmo- 
r.ick degree; symmetry, adaptation of one to another; 
form, size.
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To Proportion, prd-pdr-shftn, v. a. To adjust 
by comparative relations; to form symmetrically.

Proportionable, prd-pdr'shun-A-bl, a. 
Adjusted by comparative relation, such as is fit

Proportionable ness, pr6-p6rMian-A-bl-nAs, s. 
The state or quality of being proportionable.

PROPORTIONABLY, pr6-por-sh&.n-A-blA, ad. 
According to proportion, according to comparative re
lations.

Proportional, prd-pdr-shun-il, a. Having 
a settled comparative relation; having a certain de
gree of any quality compared with something else.

Proportionality, pr6-p6r-shun-Al-A-tA, «.
The quality of being proportional.

Proportionally, prd-por-shcm-Al-ld, ad. In a 
stated degree.

Proportionate, prd-pdr-shunJLt, a. 91. 
Adjusted to something else according to a certain rate 
or comparative relation.

To Proportionate, prd-pdr^shtin-Ate, v. a. 91. 
To adjust according to settled rates to something else. 
Little used.

Proportionately, prd-pdr-shun-ate-U, ad.
In a manner adjusted to something else, according to 
a certain rate or comparative relation.

Proportionateness, pr6-p6r-shiin»ut-nAs, $. 
The state of being by comparison adjusted.

Proportionless, prd-por-shiin-lds, s. Wanting 
proportion, or symmetry.

Proposal, prd-pd-zAl, s. 88. Scheme or de
sign propounded to consideration or acceptance; offer 
to the mind.

To Propose, prd-poze,' v. a. To offer to the 
consideration.

To Propose, prd-poze,' v. n. To lay schemes. 
Obsolete.

Proposer, prd-pd-z&r, s. 98. One that offers 
any thing to consideration.

Proposition, prdp-d-zlsh-un, s. A sentence in 
which any thing is affirmed or decreed; proposal, offer 
of terms.

Propositional, prdp-d-zIsh'&n-Al, a. Con
sidered as a proposition.

To Propound, pr6-pSund,z v. a. 313. To offer 
to consideration, to propose; to offer, to exhibit.

Propounder, prd-pound-ur, s. He that pro
pounds, he that offers.

Proprietary, prd-prl^d-tAr-d, s. Possessor in 
his own right.

Proprietor, pro-pri-A-thr, s. 98. A possessor 
in his own right.

Proprietress, prd-prl-d-tr^s, s. A female pos
sessor in her own right.

Propriety, pro-pri-e-te, s. Peculiarity of pos
session, exclusive right; accuracy,justness.

Propt, for Propped, prSpt, part. 359. Sus
tained by some prop.

To Propug n, pid-p’ine,' v. a.. 385. To defend, 
to vindicate.

This word and its compounds are exactly under the 
Kime predicament as impugn ; which see.
PrOPJGNATion, prop-p&g-n^sb&n, s. 530. 

Defence.
PaopuGNER, prd-pi'i-nur, s. 386. A defender.
PROPUt.SATIOS’, pro-p&l-sa-sliun, s. The act of 

repelling or driving away; the act of keeping at a dir- 
tance.

Propulsion, prd-pul-sh&n, $. The act of driv
ing forward.

Probe, prdre, j. The prow, the forepart of 
a ship.

Prorogation, prdr-rd-ga-sh&n, s. Continu
ance, state of lengthening out to distant time, prolonga
tion ; interruption of the session of parliament by the 
regal authority.

To Prorogue, prd-rdg,'«. a. 337. To protract, 
to prolong; to put off', to delay; to interrupt the 
session of parliament to a distant time.
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Proruption, prd-r&p^sh&n, s. The act of 
bursting out

Prosaic , prd-za-Ik, a. 509. Belonging to 
prose, resembling prose.

To Proscribe, prd-skribe< v. a. To censuri 
capitally, to doom to destruction.

Proscriber, prd-skri-b&r, s. 98. One that 
dooms to destruction.

Proscription, prd-skrlp-sh&n, s. Doom to 
death or confiscation..

Prose, prize, s. Language not restrained to 
harmonick sounds, or set number of syllables.

To Prose, prize, v. n. To make tedious nar 
rations.

To Prosecute, pris-se-khte, v. a. 444. To 
pursue, to continue endeavours after any thing; to 
continue, to carry on ; to proceed in consideration or 
disquisition of any thing; to pursue by law, to sue 
criminally.

Prosecution, prSs-s4-k&'-sh&u, s. Pursuit, en- 
deavour to carry on; auit against a man in a criminal 
cause.

Prosecutor, prns-se-kii.ttir, r. 166. 521. One 
that carries on any thing; a pursuer of any purpose; 
one who pursues another by law in a criminal cause.

Proselyte, pr&s-sd-llte, r. A convert, one 
brought over to a new opinion.

To Proselyte, prds-se-Hte, v. a. To convert. 
Proselytism, prds^d-ld-tlzni, s. The desire of 

making converts.
To Proselytize, prjs^-ie-tlze, v. a. To con- 

vert to one’s own opinion.
Prosemination, prd-s&m-md-na-shin, s. 

Propagation by seed.
Prosodiacal, prds-d-dl'i-kAI, a. Relating to 

the rules of prosody.
PrOSODIAN, prd-sd-dd-in, s. One skilled in 

metre or prosody.
Prosody, prds-sd-dd, j. 444. 503. The part of 

grammar which teaches the sound and quantity of 
syllables, and the measures of verse.

Prosopopoeia, prds-s6-pd-pd-yi, s. Personi
fication, a figure by which things are made persons.

Prospect, prds-p^kt, s. View of something 
distant; places which affurds an extended view; series 
of objects open to the eye; object of view; view into 
futurity, opposed to retrospect; regard to something 
future.

Prospective, pro-spek-tlv, a. Viewing at a 
distance; acting with foresight.

Prospectus, prd-spdk-tcis, s. The plan pro
posed of a literary work* usually containing a specimen 
of it.

To Prosper, pr&s-p&r, v. a. 98. To make 
happy, to favour.

To Prosper, pr&s-phr, v. n. To be prosperous, 
to be successful; to thrive, to come forward.

Prosperity, prds-p£r^d-td, s. Success, attain
ment of wishes, good fortune.

Prosperous, prds^phr-fis, a. 314. Successful, 
fortunate.

Prosperously, prds-p&r-&s-ld, ad. Success
fully, fortunately.

Prosperousness, prds'p&r-&s-n£s, $. Pros
perity.

Prospicience, prd-splsh-d-dnse, s. 542. The 
act of looking forward.

Prosternation, prds-tdr-na-sh&n, s. Dejec
tion, depression, state of being cast down.

To Prostitute, prdsUd-tiite, v. a. To sell to 
wickedness, to expose to crimes for a reward; to ex
pose upon vile terms.

Prostitute, prds^td-tbte, a. Vicious for hire^ 
sold to infamy or wickedness.

Prostitute. prds-td-thte, s. A hireling, a mer
cenary, one who is set to sale; a publick strumpet.

Prostitution, pr&s-td-tMshtai, s. The act of 
setting to sale, the state of being set to sale for vile 
purposes; the life of a public strumpet
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PaOSTiTUTOtt, prds-td-ti-tir, «. One who
abuses, disgraces, or vilifies.

Prostrate, prtsQrtt, a. 91. Lying at
length ; lying at mercy; thrown down in humblest 
adoration.

To Prostrate, pris-trAte, v. (t. 91. To lay 
flat, to throw down ; to fall down in adoration.

Prostration, prds-tra-sh&n, s. The act of 
falling down in adoration ; dejection, depression.

Prosyllogism, prd-sll-ld-jlzm, s. A prosyllo- 
gum is when two or more syllogisms are connected to
gether.

Puotactic , prd-tik-tik, a. Protactick persons 
in plays are those who give a narrative or explanation 
of the piece.

Protasis, prd-ta-sls, s. 503. The first part of 
the comedy or tragedy in the ancient drama that ex
plains the argument of the piece. A maxim or pro- 

- position.
To Protect, prd-tekt,' v. a. To defend, to 

«cover from evil, to shield.
Protection, prd-t^k-sh&n, s. Defence, shel

ter from evil; a passport, exemption from being mo
lested.

Protective, prd-tdk-tlv, a. 512. Defensive, 
sheltering.

Protector, prd-tdk-t&r, i. 98. Defender,
sheltcrer, supporter; an officer who had heretofore the 
care of the kingdom in the king's minority.

Protectorate, prd-t£k-t6-rate, s. Govern
ment by a protector.

Protectorship, prd-tSk-t&r-shlp, 5. The office 
of a protector.

Protectress, pro-t£k-tr£s, s. A woman that 
protects.

To Protend, prA-tend,z v. a. To hold out, to 
stretch forth.

Protervity, prd-t£r'v£-t£, s. Peevishness, 
petulance.

To Protest, prd-t^st,' v. n. 492. To give a 
solemn declaration of opinion or resolution.

To Protest, prd-tSst,' ». a. A form in law of 
entering a caveat against a bill not accepted or paid in 
due time; to call as a witness. Obsolete.

PROTEST, prd-test,' or prSt-est, s- 492. A so
lemn declaration of opinion against something.

The first pronunciation of this word is adopted by 
Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Scott, Dr. Kenrick, Mr. Smith, 
Mr. l’erry, Buchanan, Barclay, Bailey, and Penning ; 
and the second by Mr. Nares, Dr. Ash, Dr. Johnson, 
and Entick. As this substantive was derived from the 
verb, it had formerly the accent of the verb: and that 
this accent was the most prevailing, appears from the 
majority of authorities in its favour. But the respect
able authorities for the second pronunciation, and the 
pretence of distinguishing it from the verb, may very 
probably establish it, to the detriment of the sound of 
the language, without any advantage to its signification. 
See Bowl.
Protestant, prdt-tJs-tlnt, a. Belonging to 

Protestants.
Protestant, pr&t-t^tint, s. One who pro- 

tests against the church of Rome.
Protestantism, prdt^s-tAn-tlzm, a.

The Protestant religion.
Protestation, prut-t£s-ta-sbdn, j. A solemn 

declaration of resolution, fact, or opinion.
Protester, prd-t&t-ir, s. 98. One who pro- 

tests, one who utters a solemn declaration.
PROTEUS, pr&t&se, s. One who assumes any 

shape ; from Proteus, a marine deity of the heathens, 
who was said to appear in various forms. Hence a 
Proteus is taken for an ordinary turncoat, one that 
shapes his actions and opinions to the times.

ProthonOTARISHH’, pro-ZAJn-no-lir-nS-sbtp, s. 
518. Office or dignity of the principal register.

Prothonotary, pro-zAiu-nu-tir-e, s. 518.
The head register.

Protocol, pr&td-k&l, s. The original copy 
of any writing.
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Protomartyr, prA-t6-mir-t6r, s. The first 
martyr. A term applied to St. Stephen.

Protoplast, prA-td-plist, $. Original, thing 
first formed.

Protoplastic , pr6-t6-pl&st-lk, a. 
First formed.

Prototype, prd^td-tlpe, s. The original of a 
copy, exemplar, archetype.

To Protract, prd-trlkt,' t>. a. To draw out,' 
to delay, to lengthen, to spin to length.

PrOXRACTER, prd-trik-thr, s. One who draws 
out any thing to tedious length ; a mathematical in- 
strument for taking and measuring angles.

Protraction, prd-trik-sh&n, s. The act of 
drawing to length.

PrOTRACTIVE, prd-trilk'tlv,a. Dilatory, delay
ing, spinning to length.

PROTREPTICAL, pro-trSp^ti-kil, a. Hortatory,
suasory.

To Protrude, prd-trude,' v. a. To thrust for
ward.

To Protrude, prd-trbde,' v. n. To thrust 
itself forward.

Protrusion, prd-trdS-2h&n, s. The act ol 
thrusting forward, thrust, push.

Protrusive, prd-tro6-slv, a. Thrusting o; 
pushing forward.

Protuberance, prd-tfx-bdr-inse, s. Something 
swelling above the rest, prominence, tumour.

Protuberant, prd-tA-b^r-int, a. Swelling, 
prominent.

To Protuberate, prd-tii'bdr-ate, w. n. To 
swell forward, to swell out beyond the parts adjacent.

Proud, prS&d, a. 313. Elated, valuing one's- 
self; arrogant, haughty; daring, presumptuous; 
grand, lofty; ostentatious; salacious, eager for the 
male; fungous, exuberant.

Proudly, prdud-M, nd. Arrogantly, ostenta
tiously, in a proud manner.

To Prove, prdov, v, a. 164. To evince, to 
show by argument or testimony ; to try, to bring to 
the test | to experience.

To Prove, pro6v, v. n. To make trial; to be 
found by experience; to succeed ; to be found in th* 
event.

Proveable, prddv-u-bl, a. That may be proved. 
PrOvedORE, pr£>v-v£-ddre,z s. One who under

takes to procure supplies for an army.
Provender, prftv-v£n-dhr, s. Dry food for 

brutes, hay and corn.
Proverb, pr5v-v£rb, s. A short sentence fre

quently repeated by the people; a saw, an adage; a 
word, a name, or observation commonly received O" 
uttered

To Proverb, pr6v-v£rb, v. a. To mention in 
a proverb ; to provide with a proverb.

Proverbial, pro-v^r-b^-Al, a. Mentioned in 
a proverb; resembling a proverb, suitable to a pro
verb ; comprised in a proverb.

Proverbially, prd-v£r-b^-il-l£, ad. In a pro
verb.

To Provide, pro-vlde,' v. a. To procure be
forehand, to get ready, to prepare; to furnish, to sup
ply ; to stipulate; to Provide against, to take*neasure? 
for counteracting or escaping any ill; to Provide for 
to take care of beforehand.

I’HOVIDED that, pro-viMed, ad. Upon tbes 
terms, this stipulation being made.

Providence, prdv-v£-d£n6e, s. 533. Foresight, 
timely care, forecast, the act of providing; the care 
of God over created beings; Divine superintendence, 
prudence, frugality, reasonable and moderate care o’ 
expense.

Provident, pr&v-v4-d£nt, a. Forecasting, 
cautious, prudent with respect to futurity.

Providential, pr6v-£-d£n-shAl, a. Effected 
by Providence, referrible to Providence.

Providentially, pr&v-^-d5rt-shil-4. ad. By 
the «are of Providence.
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Providently, priv-vi-dint-li, ad. With fore- 
sight, with wise precaution.

Provider, prA-vi-dhr, s. 98. He. who provides 
or procures.

Province, prAv-vlnse,$. A conquered country, 
a country governed by a delegate ; the proper office 
or business of any one; a region, a tract.

Provincial, prA-vin-shAl, a. Relating to a 
province; appendant to the Provincial country; not of 
the mother country; rude, unpolished; belonging 
only to an archbishop’s jurisdiction.

Provincial, prA-vin-sbil, s. A spiritual go- 
vernour.

To Provinciate, prA-vln-shA-lte, t>. a. To turn 
to a province.

Provision, prA-vlzh-An, s. The act of providing 
beforehand; measures taken beforehand ; accumula
tion of stores beforehand, stock collected ; victuals, 
food, provender; stipulation, terms settled.

To Provision, prA-vizh-An, t». a. To supply 
with provisions.

Provisional,* prA-vIzh-un-il, a. Temporarily 
established, provided for present need.

Provisionally, prA-vIzh-An-ll-A, ad. By way 
of provision.

Proviso, prd-vl-zd, s. Stipulation, caution, 
provisional condition.

Provocation, pr6v-A-ki-shftn, s. 530. An 
act or cause by which anger is raised ; an appeal to a 
judge.

Provocative, prd-vd'ki-tlv, s. Any thing 
which revives a decayed or cloyed appetite.

Provocativeness, prA-vo^kA-tlv-nAs, s. The 
quality of being provocative.

To Provoke, prA-vAke' v. a. To rouse, to ex - 
cite by something ; to anger, to incense; to cause, to 
promote ; to challenge ; to move, to incite.

To Provoke, prA-vAke,' v. n. To appeal, a 
latinism ; to produce anger.

Provoker, prA-vA-k&r, s. One that raises an
ger ; a causer, a promoter.

Provo kingly, prA-vo-king-lA, ad. 410. In 
such a manner as to raise anger.

Provost, prAv-vhst, s. The chief of any body, 
as the Provost of a college.

Provost, prA-vA,' s. Corrupted from the 
French Prevot. The executioner of an army.

Provostship, prAv-v Ast-ship, s. The office of 
a provost

Prow, prAu, or prA, $. The head or forepart 
of a ship.
{O’ Mr. Elphinston, Dr. Kenrick, Mr. Smith, 

Mr. Perry, and Buchanan, are for the first pronunciation 
of this word; and Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Nares, Mr. Scott, 
W. Johnston, and Barclay, for the second. When au
thorities are so nicely balanced, analogy ought to decide ; 
and that is clearly for the first pronunciation.—See Prin- 
ci pies, No. 323.
Prowess, prAu^As, or prA'ls, s. Bravery, valour, 

military gallantry.
{O’ Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Scott, Dr. Kenrick, W. John- 

ston, and Perry, adopt the first sound of this word ; and 
Mr. Nares only the second: here too analogy must de
cide for the first.—Sec Principles, No. 323.
To Prowl, prA&l, or prAle, v. n. To wander 

for prey, to prey, to plunder.
JO* This word, among many others composed of the 

diphthong owt is subject to a double pronunciation ; the 
one rhyming with cowl, and the other with stroll. That 
the former is more agreeable to analogy may be seen 
from the more numerous instances of this sound of the 
rw than of the other; that the latter pronunciation, 
however, was very prevalent, may be gathered from the 
mode of spellingthis word in Philips’s Pastorals, edition 
1748. Tonson and Draper.

*• T, only with the prollng wolf, constrain’d 
Al! night to wake : with hunger he is pain’d, 

** And I with love. His hunger he may tame ; 
•* But who can quench, O cruel love 1 thy flame.” 

"Die authorities for the first pronunciation are Mr. She
ridan. Mr. Smith, Mr Scott, Buchanan and W, John- 
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ston ; and for the second, Dr. Kenrick, Mr. Nares, and 
Mr. Perry : and analogy must decide as in the two fore
going words.—See Principles, No. 325.
Prowler, prAul-Ar, s. One that roves about 

for prey.
Proximate, prAks^A-mit, a. 91. Next in the 

series of ratiocination, near and immediate.
Proximately. prAks^A-mit-lA, ad. Imme

diately, without intervention.
Proxime, prAks-lm, a. 140. Next, immediate 
Proximity, proks-im^A-tA, $. Nearness. 
Proxy, prAks-A. s. The agency of another ; 

the substitution of another, the agency of a substitute; 
the person substituted or deputed.

PRUCE, prAAs, s. Prussian leather.
Prude, prAAd, .$. 359. A woman over-nice 

and scrupulous, and with false affectation of virtue.
Prudence, prAA-dAnse, s. 359. Wisdom ap

plied to practice.
Prudent, prAA-dAnt, a. Practically wise; fore

seeing by natural instinct.
Prudential, prAo-dAn-shAl, a. Eligible on 

principles of prudence.
PrUDENTIALITY, prAA-dAn-shA-al-A-tA, s. 

Eligibility on principles of prudence.
Prudentiali.y, prAA-dAn-shal-A, ad. Accord

ing to the rules of prudence.
Prudentials, prAA-dAn'sliAIz, s. Maxims of 

prudence or practical wisdom.
Prudently, prAA-dAnt-lA, ad. Disercetly, 

judiciously.
Prudery, proAd-er-A, s. Overmuch nicety in 

conduct.
Prudish, prAAd-lsh, a. Affectedly grave.
To Prune, prAAn, v. a. 339. To lop, to divest 

trees of their superfluities; to clear from excrescences.
To Prune, prAAn, v. n. To dress, to prink. 

A ludicrous word.
Prune, prAAn, s. 176. A dried plum.
PrunellO, prAA-nAl-lA, s. A kind of stuff of 

which clergymen’s gowns are made; a kind of plum.
Pruner, prAAn-Ar, s. 98. One that crops trees. 
PruniferOUS, prAA-nlf'fAr-As,o. Plumbearing. 
Pruninghook, prAAn'lng-hAAk, ) . . ,
Pruningknife, prAAn-lng-nife, ) s’ 1 

or knife used in lopping trees.
Prurience, prAA-rA-Anse, 
Pruriency, prAA-rA-An-sA, 

a great desire or appetite to any thing.
Prurient, prAA-rA-Ant, a. Itching.
PruriginOUS, prAA-rld-jin-As, a. Tending to 

an itch.
To Pry, prl, v. n. To peep narrowly.
I’RYINGLY, prl-lng-lA, ad. With impertinent 

curiosity.
Psalm, sArn, s. 78. 403. 412. A holy song.
Psalmist, sAl-mlst, s. 78. 403. A writer of 

holy songs.
Psalmodist, sAl-mA-dlst, s. One who sings 

holy songs.
Psalmody, sAl-mA-dA, s. 403. The act or 

practice of singing holy songs.
Psalmography, sal-mAg-gri-fA, s. 518. The 

act of writing psalms.
Psalter, siwl^t&r, 412. The volume of 

psalms, a psalm book.
Psaltery, s4wllt&r-4, s. 412. A kind of harp 

beaten with sticks.
Pseudo, sA'dA. s. 412. A prefix, which being 

put before words, signifies false or counterfeit, as. 
Pseudo-apostle, a counterfeit apostle.

PseudOGRAPHY, sA-dAg^rA-fA, s. False writing. 
{O’ For the propriety of suppressing the p in these 

words, see Pneumaticks.

> s. An itching or
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PsEUDOLOGY, S. 518. Falsehood
of speech.

Pshaw, shiw, inlerj. 412. An expression of 
contempt.

Psyche, si'-ke, «. A nymph whom Cupid mar-
ried. This word signifies the soul.

Psychology, sI-k6Ud-j£, s. 513. The doctrine 
of the soul or mind.

PSYCHOMACHY, sl-k6m-i-k£, s. 518. A conflict
of the soul with the body.

PsYCHOMANCY, sl-k6-m&n -s£,s. 519. Divination
by consulting the souls of the dead.

Ptisan, tlz-zan,' s. 412. A medical drink made
of barley decocted with raisins and liquorice.

Ptolemaic , tM-^-ma-lk, a. Belonging to 
the system of Ptolemy, the astronomer, in which the 
earth is supposed to be placed in the centre of the 
universe

Ptyalism, tl-A-lIzm, s. An effusion of spittle,
a salivation.

Ptylosis, ti-ld-sls, s. 503. 529. A disease _)f 
the eyes.

Ptysmagogue, tlz-mi-g&g, s. 519. A medicine
to provoke spitting.

Puberty, pu-b^r-te, s. The time of life in
which the two sexes begin first to be acquainted.

Pubescence, pu-bfis^sdnse, s. 510. The state
of arriving at puberty.

Pubescent, pu-bds-s^nt, a. Arriving at pu
berty.

Publican, p&b-ld-kin, s. 88. In scripture 
language, a toll-gatherer; in common language, a man 
that keeps a house of general entertainment.

Publication, pub-ld-ka-shun, s. The act of 
publishing, the act of notifying to the world; edition, 
the act of giving a book to the publick.

Publicity, pub-lls-sd-td, s. Notoriety.
Public , p&b-llk, a. Belonging to a state or 

nation; open, notorious, generally known ; general, 
done by many ; regarding not private interest, but 
the good of the community; open for general enter
tainment.

Public , pUb-llk, s. The general body of 
mankind, or of a state or nation; open view, general 
notice.

Publickly, phb-llk-ld, ad. Tn the name of the
community ; openly, without concealment

Publickmindedness, p&b-lik-min-ddd-nCs, s.
A disposition to regard the publick advantage above 
private good.

Publickness, p&b'llk-nSs, s. State of belong
ing to the community ; openness, state of being gene
rally known or publick.

PuBLICKSPIRITED, p&b-llk-splr-lt-dd, a. Having 
regard to the general advantage above private good.

Pubi.ickspiritedness, p&b-llk-splr-it-fid-nds, s.
Regard to the general advantage above private good.

To Publish, phb-ilsh, v. a. To discover to 
mankind, to make generally and openly known; to 
put forth a book into the world.

Publisher, p&b-llsh-hr, $. One who makes 
publick or generally known; one who puts out a book 
into the world.

Pucelage, pti-sil-adje, s. 90. A state of
virginity.

Puck, p&k, s. Some sprite among the fairies,
common in romances.

Puckball, p&k-blll, s. A kind of mushroom 
full of (lu,t.

7b Pucker, p&k'k&r, v. a. 98. Tp gather into
wrinkles, to contract into folds or plications.

Pucker, p&k-khr, s. Any thing gathered into 
a fold or plication.

Pudder, pud-d&r, s. 98. A tumult, a turbu
lent and irregular bustle.

To Pudder, p&d-d&r, v. n. To make a tumult,
to make a bustle.

To Pudder, p&d-d&r, v. a. To perplex, to 
disturb.
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Pudding, pud-ding, s. 174. 410. A kind of 
food very variously compounded, but generally made 
of flour, milk, and eggs; the gut of an animal; a 
bowel stuffed with certain mixtures of meal and other 
ingredients.

Puddingpie, pud-dlng-pl, s. A pudding with
meat baked in it.

Puddingtime, p&d-ding-time, $. The time of 
dinner; the time at which pudding, anciently the first 
dish, is set upon the table; nick of time, critical mi
nute.

Puddle p&d-dl, s. 405. A small muddy lake,
a dirty plash.

To Puddle, pud-dl, v. a. To muddy, to pol-
lute with dirt, to mix dirt and water. .

Puddly, p&d-dl-d, a. Muddy, dirty, miry. 
Pudency, pu-ddn-sd,$. Modesty, shamefaced-

Pudicity, pu-dls-sd-td, s. Modesty, chastity. 
Puefellow, ph-f£l-16, s. A partner. A cant 

word.
Puerile, pii-e-rll, a. 140. 145. Childish,

boyish.
Puerility, pu-£-rlW-t£, s. Childishness, boy-

ishness.
Puet, p&-lt, s. 99. A kind of water-fowl.
Puff, puf, s. A quick blast with the mouth ; 

a small blast of wind ; a fungus; any th ing light and 
porous, as Puff paste ; something to sprinkle powder 
on the hair.

To Puff, p&f, i>. n. To swell the cheeks with 
wind ; to blow with a quick blast; to blow with scorn
fulness ; to breathe thick and hard; to do or move 
with burry, tumour, or tumultuous agitation ; to swel. 
with the wind.

To Puff, p&f, v. a. To swell as with wind ; 
to drive or agitate with blasts of wind; to drive with 
a blast of breath scornfully ; to swell or blow up with 
praise; to swell or elate with pride.

Puffer, p&f^f&r, s. 98. One that puffs.
Puffin, puf-fln, s. A water-fowl; a kind of

fish; a kind of fungus filled with dust.
Puffingly, p&f-fing-ld, ad. 410. Tumidly,

with swell; with shortness of breath.
Puffy, p&f-fd, a. 183. Windy, flatulent; tu

mid, turgid.
Pug, p&g, x. A kind name of a monkey, or

any thing tenderly loved.
Pugh, p&6h, interj. A word of contempt.
Pugilism, p&-jd-llsm, s. The art of fighting

with the fists.
Pugilist, p&-jd-llst, s. A person who fights

with his fists.
Pugnacious, pftg-na-sh&s, a. 387. Inclinable

to fight, quarrelsome, fighting.
Pugnacity, p&g-n&s-sg-td, s. Quarrelsomeness,

inclination to fight
Puisne, p&-nd, a. 458. Young, younger, later

in time; petty, inconsiderable, small.
Puissance, ph-is-sinse, or p&4s-s&nse, s.

Power, strength, force.
IO' The best way to judge of the pronunciation of this 

and the following word will be to show the authorities 
for each : and as the negative of these words, impuissance 
is governed by its positive, it may not be improper to 
join it to the list.

Puis'sancc,

Puissance,

Puts' sant,

Puissant,

Dr^ Johnson, Dr. Kenrick, Dr. Ash, 
Mr. Scott, W. Johnston, Perry, Fen- 
ning, Barclay, Bailey, Buchanan, and 
Entick.

Mr. Sheridan.
Dr. Johnson, Dr. Kenrick, Dr. Ash,, 

Mr. Scott, Mr. Perry, Buchanan, 
W. Johnston, Barclay, Bailey, Fen- 
ning, and Entick.

Mr. Sheridan.
_ ’ CDr. Johnson, Dr. Ash. Barclav, Bailev.I inputs'sa nee, [ and Fenning. 7
Impuissance, Mr. Sheridan.
Nothing can be more decisive than the authorities for 

the j>enultimate accent on these words, and this induced
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me to alter my former accentuation on the first syllable; 
but maturer consideration has convinced ine that this is 
most conformable to the best as well as the most ancient 
usuage. That double consonants in the middle do not 
always attract the accent, see Principles, No. 5U>, b.

This word, Dr. Johnson says, seems to have oeen pro
nounced with only two syllables. “ It was undeniably 
so,” says Mr. Mason, “ in Shakspeare and subsequent 
writers; but if Johnson had taken the pains of locking 
into S|>enser’s Fairy Queen, he might have found, veiy 
near the beginning of the first canto, that the word was 
a trisyllable:

“ And ever as he rode, hU heart did came,
** To prove his jitistance in battle brave
•* Upon his foe.”

I am more and more convinced that the true pronuncia
tion of this word is in three syllables, with the accent on 
the first. Thus in the first chorus of Shakspeare’* Henry 
the V.

“ Into a thousand parts divide one man, 
And make imaginary pulwaiuv.”

And again in the third chorus;
M And leave your England as dead midnight still,
« Guarded with grandsires, babies, and old women,
“ Or past, or not arriv’d at pith and jwwunce.”

Puissant, pu-is-sint, a. Powerful, strong, 
forcible.

Puissantly, pi-ls-sint-te, ad. Powerfully, 
forcibly.

Puke, pfike, s. A vomit.
To Puke, puke, v. n. To vomit.
Purer, pil'k&r, t. 98. Medicine causing a 

vomit.
Pulchritude, phl-kr£-t£ide, s. Beauty, grace, 

handsomeness.
To Pule, pfile, v. n. To cry like a chicken; 

to whine, to cry.
Pulick, p6-llk, s. An herb.
PuLlCOSE, pfl-U-kdse,' a. 427. Abounding 

with fleas-
To Pull, pul, v. a. 173. To draw forcibly; 

to pluck, to gather; to tear, to rend; to Pull down, to 
subvert, io demolish, to degrade; to Pull up, to extir. 
pate, to eradicate.

Pull, pul, s. The act of pulling, pluck. 
Puller, p&l-l&r, s. 98. One that uulls. 
Pullet, p&l'llt, s. 174. A young lien. 
Pulley, pSl-l£, s. 174. A small wheel turning 

on a pivot, with a furrow on its outside in which a rope 
runs.

To Pullulate, p&l-lii-late, v. n. 177. To 
germinate, to bud.

Pulmonary, p&l-m6-nAr-£, 177. ) n , 
Pulmonic , pil-mftni-nik, 509. J a' "eIon8* 

ing to the lungs.
Pulp, p&lp, s. Any soft mass; the soft part 

of fruit.
ft*? All our orthoepists, except Mr. Elphinston, give 

the v in this word the same sound as in and not as 
in putt, as he has done.
Pulpit, p&l-plt, s. 174. A place raised on high, 

where a speaker stands; the higher desk in the church, 
where the sermon is pronounced.

Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Scott, Mr. Nares. Dr. Ken
rick, and W. Johnston, pronounce the u in this word a* 
I have done. Mr. Perry alone gives it the sound of « in 
dutt.
PuLPOUS, p&lp-us, a. Soft.
Pulpousness, P&lpl&s-n4s, «. The quality of 

being pulpous.
Pulpy, p&lp-£, a. Soft, pappy-
Pulsation, pfel-sa-sh&n, s. The act of beating 

or moving with quick strokes against any thing op
posing.

’ Pulse, phlse, 9. The motion of any artery as 
the blood is driven through it by the heart and as it is 
perceived by the touch; oscillation, vibration ; to feel 
one’s pulse, to try or know one’s mind artfully; legu
minous plant*.

♦So

PuLSlON, p&l-shfin, s. The act of driving or 
forcing forward, in opposition to suction.

PulverabLE, p&l-vdr-A-bl, a. Possible to be 
reduced to dust

To Pulverise, p&l-vdr-lze, v. a. To reduce to 
powder, to reduce to dust.

Pulverization, p&l-vdr-d-zl'shfin, s. Theacr 
of powdering, reduction to dust or powder.

Pulverui.ence, pil-v^r-d-l^nse, s. Dustiness, 
abundance of dust

Pulvil, p&l-vil, 5. Sweet-scented powder.
To Pulvil, p&l-vll, v. a. To sprinkle with 

perfumes in powder.
Pumice, ph-mls, or p&m'mls, s. A slag or 

cinder of some fossil.
This word ought to be pronounced pewmis. In 

nothing is our language more regular than in preserving 
the u open when the accent is on it, and followed by a 
single consonant; and therefore Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Scott, 
and Buchanan, who give it this sound, ought rather to 
be followed than Mr. Elphinston, Dr. Kenrick, VV. John
ston, Perry, and Entick, who adopt the short u.—See 
Luculent.
Pummel, p&m-mll, s. 99.—Sec Pommel.
Pump, p&mp, s. An engine by which water is 

drawn up from wells; its operation is performed by 
the pressure of the air, a shoe with a thin sole and 
low heel

To Pump, p&mp, v. n. To work a pump, to 
throw out water by a pump.

To Pump, pfimp, v. a. To raise or throw out 
by means of a pump; to examine artfully cr by sly in
terrogatories.

Pumper, phmp'&r, s. 98. The person or the 
instrument that pumps.

Pumpion, pump^-yun, s. 113. A plant.
Pun, phn, #. An equivocation, a quibble, an 

expression where a word has at once different mean
ings.

To Pun, p&n, v. n. To quibble, to use the 
same word at once in different senses.

1 To Punch, pCinsh, v. a, To bore or perforate 
by driving a sharp instrument

Punch, phnsh,*. A pointed instrument, which, 
driven by a blow, perforates bodies; a liquor made by 
mixing spirits wiih water, sugar, and the juice of le
mons or oranges; the buffoon or harlequin of the 

1 puppet-show; in contempt or ridicule, a short fat 
fellow.

■ Puncheon, p6ush-un, s. 359- An instrument 
driven so as to make a hole or impression ; a measure 
of liquids.

Puncher, pCmsh-hr, $. 98. An instrument 
that makes an impression or hole.

Punctilio, pftngk-til-yd, s. 113. A small 
nicety of behaviour, a nice point of exactness.

Punctilious, p&ugk-tll-y&s, a. Mice, exact, 
punctual to superstition. ,

Punctiliousness, phngk-tll'y&s-nes,«* Nicety, 
exactness of behaviour.

Puncto, p&ngk-td, s. 408. Nice point of 
ceremony; the point in fencing.

Punctual, phngk-tshh-ll, a. 461. Comprised 
in a point, consisting in a point; exact, nice, punc- 
tilious.

Punctuality, p&ngk-tshfi-ll-l-t^, $. 
scrupulous exactness.

Punctually, p&ngk-tshh-ll-^, ad. 
exactly, scrupulously.

Punctualness, p&ngk-tshMl-n^s, ». 
ness, nicety.

Punctuation, phngk-tshfc-a-sh&n, s. 
or method of pointing.

Puncture, p&ngk-tshiire, s. 461. A hole made 
with a sharp point

To Punctulate, p&ngk-tshd-late, v. a. To 
mark with small spot*.

Pungency, p&n-j^n-sl, s. Power of pricking; 
heat on the tongue, acridness; power to pierce the 
mind; acrimoniousness, keenness.

Nicety

Nicely,

Exact-

The act
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Pungent, p&n'j&nt, a. Pricking, sharp on the 
tongue, acrid ; piercing, sharp, acrimonious, biting.

Punic , pii-uik, a. (From the Latin Poeni, the 
Carthaginians, who were notorious for breach of faith.) 
False, faithless, treacherous.

PUNTCEOUS, pu-nish-&s, a. 351. Purple. 
Puniness, pu-nd-nfis, s. Pettiness, smallness. 
To Punish, pun-nlsh, v. a. 176. To chastise, 

to afflict with penalties ; to revenge a fault with pain

Punishable, pWolsh-i-bl, a. Worthy of 
punishment, capable of punishment.

Punishableness, phn-nlsh-sUbl-n&s, s. The 
quality of deserving or admitting punishment..

Punisher, pun-nish-ur, $. 98. One who inflicts 
pain for a crime.

Punishment, p&n-nlsh-m5nt, s. Any infliction 
imposed in vengeance of a crime.

Punition, pti-nish-un, s. Punishment. 
Punitive, pWne-tlv, a. Awarding or inflicting 

punishment.
Punitory,, pi'i-nd-tur-d, a. 512. Punishing, 

tending to punishment.
Punk, p&ngk, s. A whore, a common pros

titute.
Punster, p&n-stur, s. A quibbler, a low wit 

who endeavours at reputation by a double meaning.
PUNY, pu-n5, a. Young; inferiour, petty, of 

an under rate.
Puny, ph-ne, s. A young unexperienced un

seasoned wretch.
To Pup, php, v. n. To bring forth whelps, 

used of a bitch bringing young.
Pupil, pu-pil, s. The apple of the eye; a 

scholar, one under the care of a tutor; a ward, one 
under the care of his guardian.

Pupilage, puipll-adje, s. 90. State of being 
a scholar; wardship, minority.

Pupillary, pu-pil-ar-e, a. 512. Pertaining to 
a pupil or ward.

Dr. Johnson has spelled this word with one L as if 
derived from our own word pupil, and not from the Latin 
vupillaris.—For the accent of this worth see Papillary. 
Puppet, p&p-it, s. 90. A small image moved 

by men in a mock drama; a word of contempt/
This word was formerly often pronounced aS if 

written poppit; but this pronunciation is now confined 
to the lowest vulgar.
Puppetman, p&p-plt-mAn, s, Master of a pup- 

petshow.
Puppetshow, p&p-plt-shi, s. A mock drama 

performed by wooden images moved by wire,
Puppy, pUp-p5, s. A whelp, a progeny or a 

bitch; a name of contempt to an impertinent fellow.
To Puppy, pup'pe, v. n. To bring whelps. 
Purblind, p&r-bllnd, a. Near sighted. Cor

rupted from poreblind.
Purblindness, pftr-bllnd-nSs, s. Shortness of 

sight.
Purchaseable, p&r^tshls-A-bl, a. That which 

may be purchased or bought.
To Purchase, pfir-tshsh, v. a. To buy for a 

price; to obtain at any expense, as of labour or dan
ger’; to expiate or recompense by a fine or forfeit.

Purchase, pur-tsh&s, s. Any thing bought or 
obtained for a price; any thirig of which possession is 
taken.

Purchaser, phr-tshA.s-&r, s. A buyer, one that 
gains any thing for a price.

PURE, P&re, a. Not sullied; clear; un
mingled; not connected with any thing extrinsick; 
free ; free from guilt, guiltless, innocent; not vitiated 
with corrupted modes of speech ; mere, as, a Pure vil
lain ; chaste, modest.

Purely, pure-ld, ad. In a pure manner, not 
with mixture; innocently, without guilt; merely.

PURENESS, pure-n^s, s. Clearness, freedom 
from extraneous or foul admixtures; simplicity; in
nocence ; freedom from vitious modes of speech.
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Purfile, pfir-fll, $. ho. A sort of ancient 
trimming for women’s gowns.

To Purfle, phr-fi, v a. 405. To decorate with 
a wrought or flowered border.

Purfle, p&r-fl, 7 , , ,
PURFLEW, phrtfli, A border of embroidery.

Purgation, phr-ga-sh&n.>. The act ofcleans
ing or purifying from vitious mixtures; the act of 
cleansing the body by downward evacuation ; the act 
of clearing from imputation of guilt.

Purgative, piiriga-tiv, «. 157. Cathartick, 
having the power to cause evacuation downwards.

Purgatory, phr-gA-thr-^, 512. 557. A place 
in which souls are supposed, by the papists, to be purged 
by fire from carnal impurities, before they are received 
into heaven.

To Purge, purdje, v. (t. To cleanse, to clear; 
to clear from impurities ; to clear from guilt; to clear 
from imputation of guilt; to sweep or put away im
purities ; to evacuate the body by stool; to clarify, to 
defecate.

To Purge; pOrdje, v. n. To have frequent 
stools.

Purge, phrdje, s. A cathartick medicine, a 
medicine that evacuates the body by stool.

PURGER, p&r-jhr, *. 98. One that clears away 
any thing noxiousf; purge, cathartick.

Purification, pit-rd-le-ka-shun, s. The act of 
making pure; the act of cleansing from guilt; a rite 
performed by the Hebrews after child-bearing.

Purificative, pii-rlf-f£-H-tiv, 7
Purificatory, pu-rif-f5-k$.-t&r-5, 512, 557. \ 

a. Having the power or tendency to make pure.
Purifier, ph-re-.fi-iir, 93. Cleanser, refiner. 
To Purify, pu-r^-fl, v» a. 183. To make pure, 

to free from any extraneous admixture; to make clear; 
to free from guilt or corruption; to clear from barba
risms or improprieties.

To Purify, pti-rd-fi, v. n. To grow pure.
Puritan, pWr5-tin, s. 88. A nick-name given 

formerly to the Dissenters from the Church of En
gland.

Puritanical, pii-r5-t^n-n5-kllj a. Relating 
to puritans.

Puritanism, p6-r5-tAn-1zm, $. The notions of 
a puritan.

Purity, p&-r5-t£, s. Cleanness, freedom from 
foulness or dirt ? freedom from guilt, innocence; chas
tity, freedom from contamination of sexes.

Purl, p&rl, s. An embroidered and puckered 
border; a kind of medicated malt liquor, in which 
wormwood and aromaticks are infused.

To Purl, pfiri, u. n. To murmur, to flow with 
a gentle noise.

To Purl, pftrl, v. a. To decorate with fringe 
or embroidery. Obsolete.

Purlieu, phr-lu, The grounds on the bor
ders of a forest, border, enclosure.

Purlins, pfir-llns, s. In Architecture, thosa 
pieces of timber that lie across the rafters on the inside, 
to keep them from sinking in the middle.

To Purloin, pir-loln,z y. a. To steal, to take 
by theft.

PurLOINER, p&r-loln'&r, S. A thief, one that 
steals clandestinely.

Purple, pur^pl, a. 405. Red tinctured with 
blue; in poetry, red.

To Purple, p&r-pl, v. a. To make red, to 
colour with purple.

Purples, pfir-plz, s. Spots of livid red, which 
break out in malignant fevers; a purple fever.

Purplish, pur-pl-lsh, a. Somewhat purple. 
Purport, pftr-port, s. Design, tendency of 

a writing or discourse.
To Purport, p&r-p6rt, v. n. To intend, to tend 

to show.
Purpose, pftr^p&s, s. 166. Intention, design, 

effect, consequence; instance, example.
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To Purpose, p&r-p&s, v. n. To intend, to de
sign, to resolve.

Purposely, pftr-pfts-lA, ad. By design, by 
intention.

To Purr, p&r, v. a. To murmur as a cat or 
leopard in pleasure.

Purse, purse, s. A small bag for money.
To Purse, pfrrse, v. a. To put into a purse ; 

to contract as a purse.
Pursenet, p&rse-nAt, s. A net of which the 

mouth is drawn together by a string.
PuaSEPROUD, p&rse-prdud, a. Puffed up with 

money.
Purser, p&r-s&r, s. 98. The paymaster of a 

sh ip.
Pursiness, p&r-sA-nAs, s. Shortness of breath. 
Purslain, p&rs'lln, s. 208. A plant.
Pursuable, p&r-su-A-bl, a. What may be 

pursued.
Pursuance, p&r-su-Anse, s. A prosecution,

a process.
Pursuant, p&r-su-Ant, a. Done in consequence 

or prosecution of any thing.
To Pursue, p&r-sii,' v. a. 454. To chase, to 

follow in hostility; to prosecute; to imitate, to follow 
as an example; to endeavour to attain.

To Pursue, pur-su,' v. n- To go on, to proceed. 
Pursuer, pdr-sii-&r, s. 98. One who follows 

in hostility.
Pursuit, piir-sfrte,' s. The act of following 

with hostile intention 5 endeavour to attain ; prosecu
tion.

Pursuivant, p&r-swA-vAnt, «. 340. A state 
messenger, an attendant on the heralds.

Pursy, pdr-sA, a. Shortbreathed and fat. 
Purtenance, pur-tA-nAnse, s. The pluck of 

an animal.
To Purvey, pur-va,' u. a. 269. To provide 

with conveniences; to procure.
To Purvey, pur-va,' v. n. To buy in provisions. 
Purveyance, pur-va-Anse, s. Provision, pro

curement of victuals.
Purveyor, p&r-va-frr, s. 166. One who pro

vides ; a procurer, a pimp.
Purulence, pu-ru-lAnse, ) „
r» l i? ’ r s. 177. GenerationPurulency, pu-ra-len-sA, $

of pus and matter.—See Mucident.
Purulent, pu-ru-lAnt. a. Consisting of pus 

or the running of wounds.
Pus, p&s, s. The matter of a well-digested 

sore.
To Push, p&sh, v. a. 173. 174. To strike with 

a thrust; to force or drive by impulse of any thing; 
to force, not by a quick blow, but by continued vio
lence; to press forward ; to urge, to drive ; to enforce, 
to drive to a conclusion ; to importune, to tease.

To Push, push, u. n. To make a thrust; to 
make an effort; to make an attack.

Push, p&sh, s. Thrust, the act of striking with 
a pointed instrument; an impulse, force impressed; 
assault, attack ; a forcible struggle, a strong effort; 
exigence, trial; a >ud len emergence; pimple, a wheal, 
in this sense obsolete.

Pusher, push-&r, s. 98. He who pushes for-

Pushing, push-Ing, a. 410. Enterprising, 
vigorous.

Pushpin, push-pin, s. A child’s play, in which 
pins are pushed alternately. _ , . ,

Pusillanimity, ph-sil-lAn-im-mA-te, s. 
Cowardice.

Pusillanimous, pb-sil-An-nA-mus, «. Mean- 
spirited, narrow-minded, cowardly.

Pusillanimousness, p6-sIl-An-nA-mus-nAs, s. 
Meanness of spirit

Puss, p&s, j. 173. 174. The fondling name of 
a cat; the sportsrpan’s term for a hare.

Pustule, p&s'tshiile, ». 463. A small swelling 
a pimple, an efflorescence.

Pustulous, p&s-tshh-l&s, a. Full of pustules, 
pimply.

To Put, put, v. a. 173. 174. To lay or reposit 
in any place; to place in any situation ; to give up ; 
to push into action ; to use any action by which the 
place or state of any thing is changed; to cause, to 
produce; to add ; to place in a reckoning; to reduce 
to any state ; to oblige, to urge; to propose, to state; 
to bring into any state of mind or temper ; to offer, to 
advance ; to unite, tn place as &n ingredient; to Put 
by, to turn off, to divert, to thrust aside; to Put down, 
to baffle, to repress, to crush, to degrade, to bring 
into disuse ; to confute; to Put forth, to propose, tc 
extend ; to emit as a sprouting plant; to exert; to Put 
in, ,to interpose ; to Put ill practice, So use, to exer
cise ; to Put off, to divest, to lay aside ; to defeat or 
delay with some artifice or excuse; to delay, to defer, 
to procrastinate; to pass fallaciously ; to discard ; to 
recommend, to vend or obtrude ; to Put on or upon, 
to impute, to charge; to invest with, as clothes or co
vering; to forward, to promote, to incite; to impose, 
to inflict; to assume, to take; to Put over, to refer;

• to Pur. out, to place at usury ; to extinguish; to emit, 
as a plant; to extend, to protrude ; to expel, to drive 
from ; to make nublick ; to disconcert; to Put to, to 
kill by, to puiiicn by; to Put to it, to distress, to per
plex, to press hard ; tn Put to, to assist with ; to Put 
to death, to kill; to Put together, to accumulate into 
one sum or mass ; to Put up, to pass unrevenged; to 
expose publickly; to start; to hoard; to hide; to Put 
upon, to incite, to instigate; to impose, to lay upon; 
to Put upon trial, to expose or summon to a solemn 
and judicial examination.

7’o Put, put, or put. v. n. To shoot or germi
nate ; to steer; to Put forth, to leave a port; to ger
minate, to bud, to shoot out; to Putin, to enter a 
haven ; to Put in for, to claim, to stand candidate for; 
to Put m, to offer a claim; to Put off’, to leave land ; 
to Put over, to sail across; to put to sea, to set sail, 
to begin the course ; to Put up, to offer one’s self a 
candidate; to advance to, to bring one’s self forward; 
to Put up with, to suffer without resentment

The common pronunciation of the capital is the 
first sound given to this word ; but in Ireland, and the 
different counties of England, it is generally pronounced 
regularly so as to rhyme with hut, nut, &c. W. Johnston 
has adopted this sound, and Mr. Perry givesit both ways, 
but seems to prefer the regular sound. Mr. Nares is de
cidedly in favour of this sound; and as this word, when 
a noun, is always so pronounced, it seems a needless dc- 
Karture from rule, and embarrassing the language, to 

ave the same word differently pronounced. This is an 
inconvenience to which, perhaps, all languages are sub
ject ; but it ought in all languages to be avoided as much 
as possible. Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Elphinston, Mr. Scott, 
Dr. Kenrick, and Mr. Smith, adopt the first sound.—Sec 
Bowl.
Put, p&t, s. 175. A rustick, a clown; a game 

at cards.
Putagf., pu-tldje, s. 90. In law, prostitution 

on the woman’s part.
PuTANISM, pu-tA-nlzm, s. The manner of liv

ing, or trade of a prostitute.
Putative, pii-tA-tlv, a. 157. Supposed, re

puted.
Putid, pfi-tld, a. Mean, low, worthless.
Putidness, p6-t!d-nAs, s. Meanness, vileness. 
PuTLOG, p&t-lAj;. s. Putlogs are pieces of tim

ber or short poles about seven feet long, to bear the 
boards they stand on to work, and to lay bricks and 
mortar upon.

PijTREDinous, pu-tr^d-i-nus, n. Stinking, 
rotten.

Putrefaction, pu-tre-f’ikAshun, s. The state 
of growing rotten ; the act of making rotten.

Putrefactive, pii-tre-fik-tlv, a. Making 
rotten.

To Putrefy, pii-trA-fl, v. a. 183. To make 
rotten, to corrupt with rottenness.

To Putrefy, pii-tre-fi, ». n. To rot.
Putrescence, pu-tr&^sSnse, s. 510. The state 

of rotting.
Putrescent, ph-tr?s-s£nt, a. Growing rotten.

44<0
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Putbid, pi-trld, a. Rotten, corrupt. 
Putridness, pb-trld-nis, r. Rottenness. 
Putter, pit^tir, s. 98. One who puts; Put- 

ter on, inciter, instigator.—Sec Put.
Puttingstone, pit-ting-stdne, s. In some 

parts of Scotland stones are laid at the gates of great 
houses, which they call Puttingstones, for trials ot 
strength.

PuTTOc , p&t-t&k, s. 166. A buzzard.
Putty, pat-tJ. s. A kind of powder on which 

glass is ground; a kind of cement used by glaziers
To Puzzle, p&z-zl, v. a. 405. To perplex, to 

confound, to embarrass to entangle.
To Puzzle, puz-zl, v. n. To be bewildered in 

one’s own notions, to be awkward.
Puzzle, p&z-zl, s. Embarrassment, perplexity. 
Puzzler, p&z-zl-&r, s. 98. He who puzzles. 
Pygarg, pi'garg, s. A bird.
Pygmean, plg-mt^-ln, a, Belonging to a

’/his word has the accent on the penultimate for 
the same reason as Epicurean. It is derived from Pigauei, 
Pigmies : and its adjective, if it had one, must have had 
the diphthong in it, which would necessarily fix the ac
cent on that syllable.—See Buropean.

“ They less than smallest dwarfs in narrow room
“ Throng numberless, like that pygtncan race
v Beyond the Indian mount.” Milton.

Pygmy, plg-me, s. A dwarf, one of a nation 
fabled to be only three spans high, and after long wars 
to have been destroyed by cranes.

Pylorus. p£-16-rfrs, $. 187. 503. The lower 
orifice of the stomach.

PYPOWDER, pl-pdft-d&r, s.—See Piepowder.
Pyramid, plr-a-mld, s. 109. 180. In Geometry, 

is a solid figure, whose base is a polygon, and whose 
sides are plain triangles, their several ;>oint3 meeting 
in one.

Pyramidal, pS-r&m^-dAl, 187. ) „ •
Pyramidical, plr-i-mld'e-kAl, } a' aving 

the form of a pyramid.
Pyramidically, plr-tL-inld-£-kll-£, ad. In form 

of a pyramid.
PYRAMis, pir-l-mls, s. A pyramid. 
Pyre, plre, s. A pile to be burned.
Pyrites, p£-ri-t£z, or plr-e-tlz, s. 187. Fire

stone.
This word is accented on the second syllable by 

Dr. Johnson, Mr. Sheridan, Barclay, Bailey, and Fen. 
ning; and on the first by Dr. Kenrick, Dr. Ash, Mr. Perry, 
and Entick. Pyrites is the analogical pronunciation ; 
for as the word is derived from the Greek and
the Latin Pyrites, (both with the accent on the penulti
mate, and preserving the form ot their originals) it ought 
to have the accent on the same syllable. See Principles. 
No. 503.
Pyromancy, plrld-inin-se, ». 519. Divination 

by fire.
Pyrotechnical, pir-6-tek'ni-kll, n. 530. 

Engaged or skilful in fireworks.
Pyrotechnicks, plr-d-tek-niks, s. Th.e art of 

employing fire to use or pleasure, the art of fireworks. 
Pybotechny, plr-o-t^k-n^, ». The art 

managing fire.
Pyrrhic. , pir-rlk, s. A kind of dance in ar

mour, to quick time.
Pyrriionean, plr-r&ne-An, a. Embracing the 

opinion of Pyrrho.
Pyrrhonism, plr-r&nlzm, s. Scepticism, uni

versal doubt.
PyrRHONIST, plr-rd-nlst, s. A sceptick. 
Pythagorean, pe-Mag-d-re-An, a. Founded 

on the opinion of Pythagoras.—See European.
Pythagorean. pi-Mig-6-r^-iu, ». A Pytlia- 

gorean philosopher.
Pyx, piks, j. The box in which the Host is 

kept*
+41

Q.
To Quack, kwik, t>. 85. 86. To cry like

a duck; to act the part of a boasting pretender to 
physick, or any other art.

Quack, kwAk, *. A boastful pretender to arts 
which he does not understand; a vain boastful pre
tender to physick, one who proclaims his own medical 
abilities in Dublick places; an artful tricking prac
titioner in pnysick.

Quackery, kwAk-kur-e, s. Mean or bad acts 
in. physick,

Quacksalver, kwakvsil-vhr,$. One who brags 
of medicines or salves, a charlatan.

Quadragesimal, kw&d-ri-j&£se-mil, a. 414. 
Lenten, belonging to Lent.

Quadrangle, kw6d-ring-gl, s. 414. A square, 
a surface with four right angles.

Quadrangular, kwi-drAn-gu-lur, a. 414. 
Square, having four right angles.

Quadrant, kw&'drAnt, s. 85. The fourth part, 
the quarter; the quarter of a circle ; an instrument 
with which altitudes are taken.

It has been observed in the Principles, No. 85. 86, 
&c. that w, by articulating the a, gives it the deep broad 
sound equivalent to the diphthong au ; and that u. pre
ceded by q, has exactly the same effect 414. This is 
evident from the sound of a in this and similar words, 
which, till lately, was always pronounced broad. Some 
innovators have attempted to give the a in this word its 
slender sound; but the publick ear seems in opposition to 
it, nor ought it to be admitted. The broad sound is the 
genuine English pronunciation, as appears in every word 
where it is succeeded by r. As this consonant, when 
final, or followed by another consonant, gives every a that 
precedes it the Italian sound heard in father ; so, when 
these letters are preceded by gu, or to, the a falls into the 
broad sound heard in water. Thus, as we hear bar, dart, 
barrel, with the sound of the Italian a ; so we hear war, 
quart, and quarrel, with the German a. Equator, quaver, 
and words ending with hard c, g, and f, have departed 
from this rule; but a sufficient number of words are left 
to indicate plainly what is the analogy, and to direct us 
where usage is doubtful,
QuadrantaL, kwA-dran-tAl, a. Included in 

the fourth part of a circle.
Quadrate, kwa-drate, a. 91. Square, having 

four equal or parallel sides; divisible into four equal 
parts; suited, applicable.

Quadrate, kwa^drAte, s. 414. A square, a 
surface with four equal and parallel sides.

To Quad hate, kwa-drate, v. n. To suit, to be 
accommodated.

Quadratick, kwi-dril-ik, a. 414. Belonging 
to a square.

Quadrature, kwod-ri-ture, j. The act of 
squaring; the first and last quarter of the moon ; the 
state of being square, a quadrate, a square.

Quadrennial, kuA-drCn-n^-Al, a. Comprising 
four years; happening once in four years.

Quadiuble, kwod-r£-bl, «. 405. That may 
be squared.

Quadrifid, kwAd^dre-fid, a. Cioven into lour 
divisions.

QuadrILATEBAL, kwid-dre-lalfter-li, a. 414. 
Having four sides.

Quadrille, kA-drll,'s. 415. A gamcat cards. 
Quadripartite, kwA-drip'par-tite, a. 155.

Having four parts, divided into four parts.—See Bi
partite.

QuADRIREME, k wod^dre-rAme, s. A galley wi th 
four banks of oars.

Quadrisyllable, kwAd-drA-sll-lA-bl, s. 414.
A word of four syllables.

Quadruped, kwdd-dru-pAd, s. An animal that 
goes on four legs, as, perhaps, all beasts—See Mille
pedes- . f

Quadruped, kwod^drti-p^d, a. Havimi four 
feet.
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Quadruple, kwdd-dru-pl, a. Fourfold, four 
times told.

To Quadruplicate, kwl-dru-plA-kate, v. a. 91. 
To double twice.

Quadruplicate, kwdd-drii-ple-ka-shun, s. 
The taking a thing four times.

Quadruply, kwid-drii-plA, ad. To a fourfold 
quantity.

Quaere, kwA-rA, v. a. Latin. Inquire, seek.
To Quaff, kwAf, p. a. 85. To drink, to swal

low in large draughts.
To Quaff, kw&f, r. n. To drink luxuriously. 
Quaffer, kwAf-f?ir, s. He who quaffs.
Quaggy, kwAg-gA, a. 85. 283. Boggy; soft, 

not solid.
Quagmire, kw&g-mlre, s. A shaking marsh. 
Quail, kwale, .*• A bird of game.
Quailpipe, kwale-plpe, s A pipe with which 

fowlers allure quails.
Quaint, kwant, a. Scrupulous, minutely 

exact; neat, petty; subtilely excogitated, fine-spun; 
affected, foppish.

Quaintly, kwantAlA, adf Nicely, exactly, with 
petty elegance; artfully.

Quaintness, kwarnings, g. Nicety, petty 
elegance.

To QuaKE, kwAke, v. n. To shake with cold 
or fear, to tremble; to shake, not to be solid or firm

Quake, kwake, s. A shudder, a tremulous 
agitation.

Quaker, kwa-k&r, s. A sect of Christians 
that arose near the middle of the seventeenth century, 
who were so named from the trembling with which 
they preached and prayed.

Quaking-grass, kwa-klng-gras, s. An herb.
Qualification, kw61-l£-fd-kA-sh&n, s. That 

which makes any person or thing fit for any thing; 
accomplishment; abatement; diminution.

To Qualify, kwi’^ld-fl. ». a. S6. To fit for 
any thing; to furnish with qualifications, to accom
plish ; to make capable of any employment or privilege; 
to abate, to soften; to assuage; to modify, to regulate.

Quality, kw&l-U-td, s. 86. Nature relatively 
Considered; property, accident; particular efficacy ; 
disposition, temper; virtue or vice; accomplishment, 
qualification; character, comparative or relative rank ; 
rank, superiority of birth or station.

Quality, kw61-le-t£, s. 86. Persons of high 
rank.

Qualm, kwilm, s. 403. A sudden fit of sick
ness, a sudden seizure of sickly languor.

Qualmish, kw&m-Ish, a. Seized with sickly 
languor.

Quandary, kw6n-da-r£, $. A doubt, a diffi
culty.

Quantitive, kwdn-U-tlv, a. Estimable ac
cording to quantity.

Quantity. kw5n-te-te, s. 86. That property 
of any thing which may be increased or diminished ; 
any indeterminate weight or measure; bulk or weight •, 
a proportion, a part; a large portion , the measure of 
time in pronouncing a syllable.

Quantum, kwSn-tfim, The quantity, the 
amount.

Quarantine, kwor-r2m-te£n,'s. 112. The space 
of forty days, being the time which a ship, suspected 
of infection, is obliged to forbear intercourse or corn, 
merce.

Quarrel, kw&r-rll, s. 86. 414. A brawl, 
a petty fight, a scuffle; a dispute, a contest; a cause 
of debate; objection, ill-will.

To Quarrel, kwdr^ril, v. n. 99. To debate, 
to scuffle, to squabble; to fall into variance; to fight, 
to coinbat; to find fault, to pick objecti°ns-

Quarreller, kw6r^rll-?ir, s. 98. He who 
quarrels.

Quarrelous, kw&r-rll-tis, a. Petulant easily 
provoked to enmity.
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Quarrelsome, kw&r'rll-sum, a. Inclined to 
brawls, easily irritated, iraspible, cholenck, petulant.

Quarrelsomely, kwdr-rll-sum-1^, ad. In a 
quarrelsome manner, petulantly, cholerickly.

Quarrelsomeness, kwdr-rH-s&m-nfis,'$. 
ChoJerickness, petulance.

Quarry, kw&r-r£, s. 86. A square; gameflowr 
at by a hawk ; a stone mine, a place where they dig 
stones.

To Quarry, kw5r'r£, v. n. To prey upon; to 
dig out stones.

Quarryman, kwdr-r^-mAn, s. 88. One who 
digs in a quarry.

Quart, kwort, s. 86. 414. The fourth part, 
a quarter; the fourth part of a gallon ; the vessel in 
which strong drink is commonly retailed.

Quartan, kw&r-tln, s. The fourth-day ague. 
Quartation, kwdr-tA-shQn, t. A chymical 

operation.
Quarter, kw6r-t&r, g. 86. A fourth part; 

a region of the skies, as referred to the seaman’s card ; 
a particular region of a town or country; the place 
where soldiers are lodged or stationed; proper station ; 
remission of life, mercy granted by a conqueror; 
treatment shown by an enemy; friendship, amity, 
concord, in this sense not used; a measure of eight 
bushels.

7\> Quarter, kwdr-t&r, v a. To divide into 
four parts; to divide, to break by force; to divide into 
distinct regions; to station or lodge soldiers ; to diet; 
to bear as an appendage to hereditary arms.

Quarterage, kwor-thr-idje, s. 90. A quarterly 
allowance.

Quarterday, kw3r-t&r-dA, s. One of the four 
days in the year on which rent or interest is p41d.

Quarterdeck, kwor-t&r-d&k, s. The short 
upper deck.

Quarterly, kwor^t&r-lA, a. Containing a 
fourth part.

QUARTERLY, kw5r-t&r-lA, ad. Once in a quar
ter. ,

Quartermaster, kwdr-t&r-mA-st&r, s. One 
who regulates the quarters of soldiers.

Quartern, kwdr-t&rn, s. 98. A gill, or the 
fourth part of a pint

Quarterstaff, kwor'tur-stuf, s. A staff of 
defence.

Quartile, kwSr'tll, s. 140- 145. An aspect of 
the planets, wheh they are three signs or ninety de
grees distant from each other.

Quarto, kwdr-td, s. A book in which even 
sheet makes four leaves.

To Quash, kwSsh, v. a. To crush, to squeeze-, 
to subdue suddenly; to annul, to nullify, to make void.

7b Quash, kwAsh, v. n. To be shaken with 
a noise.

QuaTERCOUSINS, kA-t&r-k&z-zns, s. 415. 
Friends.-

Quaternary, kwl-tJAiS-rt, X Thcnuinber 
Quaternion, kwa-t6r-ne-un, J- four, 
QUATERNITY, kwA-ter-nA-te, J
Quatrain, kwi-trin, s- 202. A stanza of four 

lines rhyming alternately.
To Quaver, kwA-vur, r. n. 86. To shake the 

voice, to speak or sing with a tremulous voice; to 
tremble, to vibrate.—See Quadrant-

Quay, ki, s. 220. A key, an artificial bank l< 
the sea or river.

Quean, kwene, s. 8. A worthless woman, 
generally a strumpet.

Qukasiness. kwe-ze-nes, s. The sickness of 
a nauseated stomach.

Queasy, kw6-zA, a. Sick with nausea; fasti
dious, squeamish; causing nauseousness.

Queen, kween, $. 8. The wife of a king, 
a supreme governess.

7’> Queen, kween., p. a. To play the queen. 
Queening, kw&hilfog, r. 410. An apple.
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Queer, kw&r, a. Odd, strange, original, 
particular.

Queerly, kwMt-16, ad. Particularly, oddly. 
Queerness, kw6erln6s, s. Oddness, particu- 

larity.
To Quell, kw41, t>. a. To crush, to subdue, 

originally to kill.
Quell, kwel, s. Murder. Obsolete.
Queller, kwJWur, s. 98. One that crushes 

or subdues.
Quelquechose, k^k'shoze, s. French. A 

trifle, a kickshaw.
To Quench, kvvensh, v. a. To extinguish 

fire; to still any passion or commotion; to allay 
thirst; to destroy.

To Quench, kw4nsh, v. n. To cool, to grow 
cool. Obsolete.

Quenchable, kw^nsh^-bl, a. That which 
may be quenched.

Quencher, kwJnshlfir, s. 98. Extinguisher.
Quenchless, kw4nshll&, a. Unextinguish- 

able.
Querent, kwe-rSnt, s. The complainant, 

the plaintiff.
QuERiMONious,kw£r-re-md-ni-&s, a. Queru

lous, complaining.
QuerimoniouslY, kwcir-rA-milne.&s-le, ad. 

Querulously, complainingly.
Querimoniousnbss, kwAr-r4-indtnd-Jis-n6s, 

s. A complaining temper.
Querist, kw&rist, s. An inquirer, an asker 

of questions.
Quern, kw£rn, s. A handmill. Obsolete.
Querpo, kw£r-po, s. A dress close to the 

body, a waistcoat.
Querry, kw6rtre, s. A groom belonging to 

a prince, or one conversant in the king's stables.
Querulous, kw4rlrfi-Itis, a. Mourning, ha- 

bitually complaining mournfully.
Querulousness, kw?rlrti-l&s-nes, s. Habit 

or quality of complaining mournfully.
Query, kw&r^, s. A question, an inquiry 

to be resolved.
To Query, kw^re, v. a. To ask questions. 
Quest, kwdst, s. Search, act of seeking; an 

empannelied jury; searchers, collectively; inquiry, 
examination.

Questant, kwi's^tant,®. Seeker, endeavour- 
er after. Obsolete.

Question,kw£s-tsh&n,s. 464. Interrogatory, 
any thing inquired; inquiry, disquisition; a dispute, 
a subject of debate; affair to be examined; doubt, 
controversy, dispute; examination by torture; state 
of being the subject of present inquiry.

To Question, kw&ltshftn, v.n. To inquire; 
to debate by interrogatories.

To Question, kw&Qshfin, ». a. To examine 
one by questions; to doubt, to be uncertain of; to have 
no confidence in, to mention as not to be trusted.

Questionable, kw6s-tshfin-u-bl, a. Doubt- 
ful,disputable; suspicious,liable to suspicion, liable 
to question.

Questionary, kw&ltshun-H-re, a. Inqui- 
ring, asking questions.

Questionableness, kw&s-tshhn-ji-bl-n^s, s. 
The quality of being questionable

Questioner, kwSs-tsh&n-fcr, s. An inquirer. 
Questionless, kwSsitshftn-13s, ad. Certain

ly, without doubt
Questman, kwJsilmln, 88. >
Questmonger, kwist-mfing-gfir, J s‘ 

Starter of lawsuits or prosecutions
QuESTRisT.kwisltrist, s. A seeker, a pursuer.
Questuary, kwW-tshh-l-ri, a. Studious of 

profit.
To Quibble, kwib-bl, v.n. 405. To pun, to 

play on the sound of words. 443

Quibble, kwib-bl, s. A low conceit depend
ing on the sound of words, a pun.

Quibbler, kwib-bl-6r, s. 98. A punster.
Quick, kwlk, a. Living, not dead; swift, 

nimble, done with celerity; speedy, free from delay, 
active, sprightly, ready.

Quick, kwik, ad. Nimbly, speedily, readily 
Quick, kwik, s. The living flesh, sensible 

parts; plants of hawthorn.
Quickbeam, kwik-b£me,s. A speciesof wild

ash.
To Quicken, kwik-kn, v. a. 103. To make 

alive; to hasten; to excite.
To Quicken, kwik-kn, v. n. To become 

alive, as a woman quickens with child; to move with 
activity.

QuiCKENER,kwik-kn-ftr, s. One who makes 
alive; that which accelerates, that which actuates.

Quicklime,kwlkMime, s. Lime unquenched. 
Quickly, kwik-l£, ad, Nimbly, speedily, 

actively.
Quickness, kwik-n&s, «. Speed; activity; 

keen sensibility; sharpness.
Quicksand, kwlk-sAnd, s. Moving sand, 

unsolid ground.
To Quickset, kv.ik-sdt, v. a. To plant with 

living plants.
Quickset, kwlk^set, s. Living plant set to 

grow.
Quicksigiited, kwIk-sRtid, a. Having a 

sharp sight
Quicksightedness, kwik-slM.ed-n£s, s. 

Sharpness of sight.
Quicksilver, kwiklsll-vhr, s. 98. A mineral 

substance, mercury.
Quicksilvered, kw’k-s’iUvtird, a. 359. 

Overlaid with quicksilver.
Quiddit, kwid-dit, s. A subtilty, an equivo- 

cation.
Quiddity, kwld:d6-te, s. Essence, that 

which is a proper answer to the question, Quid est? 
a scholastick term; a trifling nicety, a cavil.

(£7* This is derived from the barbarous Latin word 
Quidditas, and can be literally explained by nothing bat 
a word as barbarous in English, Whatiity. 
Quiescence, kwl-fe-s4nse, s. 510. Rest, 

repose.
Quiescent, kwi-4sl»ent, a. Resting, not 

being in motion.
Quiet, kwilet, a. 99. Still, peaceable; not 

in motion, not ruffled.
Quiet, kwl-et, s. Rest, repose, tranquillity 
To Quiet, kvvl-^t, v. a. To calm, to lull, 

to pacify, to still.
Quieter, kwl^t-t&r, s. The person or thing 

that quiets.
Quietism, kwl-£t-izm, s. Tranquillity of 

mind. The doctrine of Quietists.
Quietist, k wl-^-tist, s. One who follows the 

doctrine of Quietism, taught by Molinos, a Spanish 
priest, and condemned by the Church of Rome.

Quietly, kwl-At-1^, ad. Calmly, peaceably, 
at rest.

Quietness, kwWt-nis, s. Coolness of tem
per; peace, tranquillity; stillness, calmness.

Quietsome, kwi-Ct-siun, a. Calm, still, 
undisturbed.

Quietude, kwW-tide, s. Rest, repose.
Quill, kwll, s. The hard and strong fea

ther of the wing, of which pens are made; prick or 
dart of a porcupine; reed on which weavers wiud 
their threads.

Quillet, kwil-lit, s. 99. Subtilty, nicety. 
QuiW, kwilt, s. A cvver made by stitch- 

ing one cloth over another with some soft substance 
between them.

To Quilt, kwilt, v. a. To stitch one cloth 
upon another with something soft between them.
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Quinary, kwl-ni-rd, a. Consisting of five. 
Quince, kwinse, s. A tree, the fruit. 
QuincunciaL, kwin-kiing-shil,a. 408. Having 

the form of 3 quincunx.
Quincunx, kwing-k&ngks, s. Quincunx order 

is a plantation of trees, disposed originally in a square, 
consisting of five trees, one at each corner, and a fifth 
in the middle, which disposition, repeated again and 
again, forms a regular grove, wood, or wilderness.

As the accent is on the first syllable of this word, 
it is under the same predicament as the first syllable of 
Congregate.—See Principles, No. 408. 
Quinquangulak, kwin-kwing-gi-lir, a. 408.

Having five corners.
Quinquennial, kwin-kw£n-ne-il, a. Lasting 

five years, happening once in five years.
Quinsy, kwin-zd, s. A tumid inflammation in 

the throat
Quint, kint, s. A set of five; sequents of five. 

A term at cards, pronounced Kent.
Quintain, kwln-tln, s. 20$k A post with a 

turning top.
Quintessence, kwln-t&>is3nse,«. A fifth being; 

an extract from any thing, containing all its virtues 
in a small quantity.

All our orthoepists, but Dr. Ash, place the accent 
on the first syllable of this word. My opinion is, that it 
may have the accent either on the first or second, as the 
rhythm of the phrase requires, 524. This word, perhaps, 
requires it oftener on the second than on the first 
Quintile, kwln-tll, s. 140. An aspect of the 

planets, comprehending seventy-two degrees, or a fifth 
part of the heavens.

Quintin, kwln-tln, s. An upright post for the 
exercise of tilting.

Quintuple, kwin-ti-pl, a. Fivefold. 
Quip, kwlp, t. A sharp jest, a taunt. 
Quire, kwtre, s. A body of singers, a chorus;

the part of the church where'the service is sung; a 
bundle of paper consisting of twentv-fonr.sheets.

To Quire, kwlrc, v. n. To sing in concert. 
Quirister, kwir-rls-t&r, s. A chorister, one 

who sings in concert, generally in divine service.
There is a vulgar pronunciation of the first i in 

this word, which gives it the sound of short e: this sound 
is proper in quirk, where the r is succeeded by a conso
nant; but not in the word in question, where this letter 
is succeeded by a vowel—See Principles, No. 108. 
Quirk, kwerk, s. 108. Quick stroke, sharp 

fit; smart taunt; subtilty, nicety, artful distinction; 
a loose light tune.

To Quit, kwit, v. a. To discharge an obliga
tion, to make even ; to set free; to carry through, to 
discharge, to perform; to clear one's-self of an affair; 
to repay, to requite; to vacate obligations; to pay an 
obligation, to dear a debt, to be tantamount; to aban
don, to forsake; to resign, to give up.

Quitchgrass, kwltsh-gris, s. Dog-grass. 
Quite, kwlte, ad. Completely, perfectly. 
Quitrent, kwlt-rint, s. Small rent reserved. 
Quits, kwits, inteij. An exclamation used 

when^ny thing is repaid, and the parties become even. 
Quittance, kwlt-tinse, s. Discharge from 

a debt or obligation, an acquittance; recompense, re
payment.

To Quitta>.ce, kwit-tinse, v. a. To repay, to 
recompense.

Quitterbone, kwlt-t&r-bdne, s. A hard round 
swelling upon the coronet, between the heel and the 
quarter. Said of a horse.

Quiver, kwlv-v&r, s. 98. A case for arrows. 
To Quiver, kwiv-v&r, v. n. To quake, to play 

with a tremulous motion; to shiver, to shudder.
Quivered, kwlv-v&rd, a. 395. Furnished with 

a quiver; sheathed as in a quiver.
Quodlibet, kwdd-U-b^t, s. A nice point, a 

subtilty.
Quoif, kwdif, s. 415. Properly Coif. Any 

cap with which the head is covered ; the cap of a ser
geant at law.—See Coif. •
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To Quoif, kw6if, v. n. 415. To.cap, to dress 
with a head-dress.

Quoiffure, kwdlf-dre, *. Properly Coiffure. 
Head-dress.

Quoit, kwMt, s. 415. Properly Coil. Some
thing thrown to a great distance to a certain point. 
The discut of the ancients is sometimes called in En
glish quoit, but improperly.

JO3 Till the orthography of a word is fixed, it will not 
be easy to settle its pronunciation. That the words 
ouox/’and quoit ought to be written coif and coit, appears 
from the derivation of the first from the French coqffe, 
and of the second from the Dutch code; and if this be 
granted, it will necessarily follow that we ought to pro
nounce them co {f and coit, 415.
To Quoit, kwdlt, v. n. To throw quoits, to 

play at quoits.
To Quoit, kwdit, v. a. To throw.
Quondam, kwin-dim, a. Having been for

merly. A ludicrous word.
Quorum, kw&r&tn, s. A bench of justices, 

such a number of any officers as is sufficient to do 
business

Quota, kw&ti, s. 92. A share, a proportion 
assigned to each.

Quotation, kwd-ta-shfin, s. 415. The act of 
quoting, citation; passage adduced out of an author 
as evidence or illustration.

JO” In this and similar words, Mr. Sheridan, and se
veral respectable orthoepists, pronounce the qu iike k; 
but, as Mr. Nares justly observes, it is not easy to tay 
why. If it be answered, that the Latins so pronounced 
these letters, it may be replied, that when we alter our 
Latin pronunciation, it will be time enough to alter those 
English words which are derived from that language 
To Quote, kwdte, t>. a. To cite an author, or 

the words of another.
Quoteb, kwi-tdr,s. 98. Citer, he that quotes. 
Quoth, kwitf/t, or kwdl/t, verb imp. Quotli I, 

sty I, or said I; Quoth he, says he, or said he.
JO" Mr Sheridan, Dr. Kenrick, Mr. Scott, VV. John 

ston, Mr. Nares, Mr. Perry, and Mr. Smith, pronounce 
the o in this word long, as in both} but Buchanan short, 
as in moth. This latter pronunciation is certainly more 
agreeable to the general sound of o before th, as in broth, 
froth, cloth, &c.; but my ear fails me if 1 have not always 
heard it pronounced like the o in doth, as if written 
kwuth, which is the pronunciation Mr. Elphinston gives 
it, and, in my. opinion, is the true one.-
Quotidian, kwi-tld-ji-An, a. Daily, happen- 

ing every day.
Quotidian, kwd tid-ji-in, s. 224. 293. A 

quotidian fever, a fever which returns every day.
Quotient, kwd-sh£nt, s. In Arithmetick, 

Suoticnt is the number produced by the division of 
e two given numbers, the one by the other. Thus, 

divide 12 by 4, and 3 is the Quotient,

To Rabate, ra-bate,' v. n. In Falconry, to 
recover a hawk to the fist again.

2’o Rabbet, rib-bit, v. a. 99. To pare down 
pieces of wood so as to fit one another.

Rabbet, rib-bit, s. A joint made by paring 
two pieces, so that they wrap over oue another.

Rabbi, rib-b£, or rib-bi, is. A doctor among 
Rabbin, rib-bin, J the Jews.

The first of the e words, when pronounced in 
Scripture, ought to have the last syllable like ihe verb to 
buy.
Rabbinical, rib-bln^i-kil, a. Belonging jto 

the Rabbins.
Rabbit, rib-bit. s. A furry animal that lives 

on plants, and burrows in the ground.
Rabble, rib-bi,$. 405. A tumultuous crowd, 

an assembly of low people.
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Rabblement, rlb-bl-mint, ». Crowd, tumul- 
tuous assembly of mean people.

Rabid, rAtZ-bld, a. 544. Fierce, furious, mad* 
Race, rase, s. A family ascending; a family 

descending; a generation, a collective family; a par
ticular breed; Race of ginger} a root or sprig of ginger; 
a particular strength or taste of wine; contest in run
ning ; course on the feet; progress, course.

To Race, rase, v. n. To run as in a race, to 
run swiftly.

Racehorse, rase^hdrse, 5. A horse bred to 
run for prizes.

Racemation, rAs-se-ma-shun, s. 530. Cluster 
like that of grapes.

RacemifebOUS, rAs-sA-mlf-Ar-up, a. Bearing 
clusters.

Racf.r, rase-hr, s. 98. A runner, one that 
contends in speed.

Raciness, ra-sA-nAs, s. The quality of being 
racy.

Rack, rAk, s. An engine of torture; torture, 
extreme pain ; a distaff-, commonly a portable distaff, 
from which they spin by twirling a ball; the clouds as 
they are driven by the wind; instruments to lay a spit 
on in roasting; a wooden grate in which hay is*placed 
for cattle; arrack, a spirituous liquor.

To Rack, rAk, v. a. To torment by the rack ; 
to torment, to harass; to screw, to force to perform
ance ; to stretch, to extend; to defecate, to draw off* 
from the lees.

To Rack, rAk, t». n. To stream as clouds be
fore the wind.

Rack-rent, rAk-rAnt, s. Rent raised to the 
uttermost-

Rack-renter, rAk-rAnt-fir, s. One who pays 
the uttermost rent.

Racket, rAk-klt, s. 99. An irregular clatter
ing noise; a confused talk In burlesque language; the 
instrument with which players strike the balk

Rackoon, rak-kdAn,' s. A New-England 
animal, like a badger.

Racy, rA-sA, a. Strong, flavorous, tasting of 
the soil

Raddock, rAd-d&k, s. 166. A bird.
Radiance, rA-dA-Anse,orrA-jA-Anse, 293. 294. ) 
Radiancy, ra-dA-An-sA, or ra-je-An-sA, 376. ( 

*. Sparkling lustre.
Radiant, ra-dA-Ant, or rA-jA-Ant, a. Shining, 

brightly sparkling, emitting rays.
Radiantly, ra'dA-Ant-iA, or ra-jA-Ant-lA, ad. 

With glitter, with sparkling lustre.
To Radiate, ra-dA-ate, or rA'jA-Ate, v. n. To 

emit rays, to shine.
Radiation, ra-de-A-shAn, or rA-jA-A-shhn, s. 

531. Beamy lustre, emission of rays ; emission from 
a centre every way.

Radical, rid-di-kll, a. Primitive, original. 
Radicality, rAd-de-kAW-ti, s. Origination. 
Radically, rAd<-dA-kAl-d, ad. Originally, pri- 

mitively.
Radicalness, rldkd^-kil-nfx, t. The state of 

being radical.
To Radicate, rid-di-kate, v. a. 91. To root, 

to plant deeply and firmly.
Radication, rAd-i-kakshJm, s. The act of fix- 

ing deep.
Radicle, rAd-dA-kl, s. 405. That part of the 

seed of a plant which becomes its rqot.
Radish, rid-dish, s. A root which is com

monly cultivated in the kitchen gardens.
This word is commonly, but corruptly, pronounced 

as if written reddish. The deviation is but small; nor 
do I think it so incorrigible as that of its brother escu
lents, Asparagus, Cucumber, and Lettuce ; which see. 
Radius, rAMWis, or g.93. 294.

The semi-diameter of a circle; a bone of the fore-arm, 
which accompanies the ulna from the elbow to the 
wrist
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To Raffle, rAfifl, v. n. 405. To cast dice for 
a prize.

Raffle, rAf-fl, $. A species of game or lottery, 
in which many stake a small part of the value of some 
single thing, in consideration of a chance to gain it.

Raft, rAft, s. 79. A frame or float made by 
laying pieces of timber cross each other.

Rafter, rAf-t&r, s. 98. The secondary timbers 
of the house, the timbers which are let into the great 
beam.

Raftered, rAf-t&rd,a. 359. Built with rafters. 
Rag, rAg, s. 74. A piece of cloth torn from 

Ahe rest, a tetter; any thing rent and tattered, worn 
out clothes.

Ragamuffin, rAg-A-mhf-fin, t. A paltry mean 
fellow.

Rage, radje, s. Violent anger, vehement fury; 
rehemence or exacerbation of any thing painful.

To Rage, rAdje, v. n. 74. To be in a fury, to 
be heated with excessive anger; to ravage, tc exercise 
fury; to act with mischievous impetuosity.

Rageful, rAdje-fil, a. Furious, violent. 
Ragged, rAg-gld, a. 99. 381. Rent into tat

ters; uneven, consisting of parts almost disunited; 
dressed in tatters; rugged, not smooth.

Raggedness, rAg-gld-nAs, s. State of being 
dressed in tatters.

Raging, rA-jing, s. Violence, impetuosity. 
Ragingly, ra-jlng-lA,ad. With vehement fury. 
Ragman, rAg-mAn, s. 88. One who deals in 

rags.
Ragout, rA-g55,' s. French. Meat stewed and 

highly seasoned.
Ragstone, rAg-stdne, s. A stone so named 

from its breaking in a rugged manner; the stone with 
which they smooth the edge of a tool new ground and 
left ragged.

Ragwort, rAg-wurt, s. 166. A plant.
Rail, rale, s. 202. A cross beam fixed at the 

ends of two upright posts; a series of posts connected 
with beams, by which any thing is enclosed; a kind 
of bird; a woman’s upper garment.

To Rail, rAle, v. a. To enclose with rails; to 
range in a line.

To Rail, rAle, v- n. To use insolent and re
proachful language.

Railer, rAle-hr, s. 98. One who insults or 
defames by opprobrious language.

Railing, ra-llng, s. A series of rails; re
proachful language.

Raillery, rAl-lAr-A, s. Slight satire, satirical 
merriment.

We must not suppose tliis word to be the offspring 
of the English word to rail, however nearly they may be 
sometimes allied in practice. Raillery comes directly 
from the French word raillerie ; and, in compliment to 
that language for the assistance it so often affords us, we 
pronounce .the first syllable nearly as in the original. 
This, however, is not a mere compliment, like the 
generality of those we pay the French ; for, were we to 
pronounce the first syllable like rail, it might obscure 
and pervert the meaning. Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Scott, 
Dr. Kenrick, Mr. Nares, W. Johnston, Mr. Perry, and 
Mr. Smith, pronounce it as I have marked it.
Raiment, rA-mAnt, s. 202. Vesture, vestment, 

clothes, dress, garment.
To Rain, rane, v. n. 202. To fall in drops 

from the clouds; to fall as rain ; it Rains, the water 
falls from the clouds.

To Rain, rAne, v. a. To pour down as rain. 
Rain, rane, s. The moisture that falls from 

the clouds.
Rainbow, rane-bi, s. 327. The iris, the 

semicircle of various colours which appears in showery 
weather.

Raindeer, rAne^dAAr, s. A dear with largo 
horns, which, in the northern regions, draws sledge 
through the snow.

Raininess, rAne^A-nAs, s. The state of being 
showery.

L t
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Haim-waTER, rineiwi-tir, s Water not taken 
from springs, but falling from the clouds.

Rainy, rane^d; a. Showery, wet.
To Raise, raze^v. a. 2D2. To-lift; to heave; 

to set upright; to erect* to build up ; to ■exalt to a state 
more great or illustrious ; to increase in current value;; 
to elevate; to-advance, to.prefer-; to.excite,to putin 
action; to excite to war or. tumult, to stir up; to 
rouse,, to stir up; to give beginning to, as, he raised 
the family; to bring into being; to calf into view from 
the state of separate spirits; to bring, from death to. 
life; to occasion, to begin ; to set up, to utter loudly; 
to collect, to obtain a certain sum; to collect, to as». 
sembte, to levy;. to give riser to ; to- Raiser pasted to 
form paste into pies without a dish.

Raiser, raze-ilr, s. 98k He that raises. 
Raisin, r&'zn, s. A dried grape.

If antiquity can gjve a sanction to the pronuncial 
tionbf a word,, this may be traped. as-far back, as-the days 
of Queen Elizabeth. Falstaff, in. the first, part-of Henry 
the Fourth,.being urged by. the Prince to give reasons for 
his conduct, tells him, that.if raisins were as plenty as 
blackberries^ he would not give him one upon compulsion. 
This pun evidently shows these words were pronounced 
exactly alike in Shakspeare’s time, and that Mr. Sheridan’s 
pronunciation of this. word;, as if written rays'n, is not 
only contrary tot general- usage, but, what many would 
think a greater, offence, destructive of the: wit of Shaka- 
peare. Mr. Sheridan has Mr. Scott, Mr. Perry, and 
W. Johnston, on his side;.and.I have Dr, Kenrick, and 
Mr. Nares; on mine.
Rake, rake, j. An instrument with teeth, by* 

which theground is-divided; a loose,disorderly, vicious, 
wild, gay, thoughtless fellow.

To Rake, rake, a. a. Tb» gather with, a- rak«; 
to draw together by violence; to scour, to search.with 
eager and vehement diligence to heap together anti 
cover; to fixe on a ship, in the direction of head and 
stern.

To Rake, rake, v. n. To search, to grope; to 
pass with violence; to lead an irregular life.

Raker, rake-hr, & One that rakes. 
Ra-KEHKLL, rake-h&. A wild, worthless, 

dissolute, debauched fellow.
Rakehelly, rAke4i&44, a- Wild, dissolute. 
Rakish, rAke-lsh, a. Loose, dissolute.
7’o Rally, rAl-!£, v, a. To put disordered or 

dispersed forces into order; to treat with satirical mer
riment.

To Rally, rSl-l^i v. n. To come again into 
order ; to exercise satirical merriment;

Rally, rll-1^, $. The art of putting disordered 
or dispersed forces in order; the exercise of satirical 
merriment.

Ram, rAm, s. A male sheeps an instrument 
to batter walls.

To Ram, r3.m, a. a. To drive with violence, 
ax with a battering,ram ; to fill with, any thiog. driven 
bard together.

To Ramble, rim-bl, v. n. 405. To rove loosely 
and irregularly, to wander.

Ramble, r&m-bl, s. Wandering, irregular 
excursion.

Rambler, rim-bl-tir, $. 98. A rover, a.watu- 
derer.

RambOOZE, rlm-bdJze,' s. A drink made of 
wine, ale, eggs, and sugar.

Ramification, rlm-me-fe-ka-sh&n.t Division 
or separation into brandies, the act of branching out. 

To RaMIFY, rim-m£-fl, v. a- 183- To separate 
into branches.

To Ramify, rim-m^-fl, v. n. To be parted 
into branches.

Rammer, rAm-m&r, s. 98. An instrument with 
which any thing is driven hard ; the stick with, which 
the charge is forced into the gun.

Rammish, rAm-mlsh, a. Strong scented. 
Ramous, ra-m&s, a, 314. Branchy, consisting 

of branches.
To Ramt, rimp, r, n. To leap with violence; 

to climb as a plant.
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Rama r^mp, Leap;, spring.
RaMFALLIAN, rlm-pll-yin, s. 113. A mean 

wretch. Obsolete,
Rampancy,. rl'tn-pln-s^.v Prevalence, eiu- 

berance.
Rampant, rAmp^-lnt, a» Exuberant, overgrow

ing restraint; in Heraldry, Rampant is when the lion 
is reared up in the escutcheon, as it were, ready to 
combat with his enemy.

Rampart, rWpirt, ) s latform rf tIle
Ramphve,- ram-pire, \ r

wall behind the parapet; the wall round fortified 
places;

Mr, Sheridan spells this word ruwzpyr, and pro
nounces the v in the last.syllable short; but thia is con
trary to Dr. Johnson’s orthography, and the pronuncia
tion is in opposition to analogy.—See Umpire. 
Ran, rin. Pret. of Run.
To Ranch, rAnsh, u. a. (Corrupted from.

Wrench.'} To sprain, to injurewith violent contortion. 
Rancid, rin'sid, a. Strong scented. 
Rancidness, r5n-sld-n^s, I s. Strong scent, as 
Rancidity, r£n-sid£4<-t£, j of oJd oil. 
Rancorous, rAng^kur-frs, a. 314. Mal'ignant, 

spiteful in the utmost degree.
Rancour, rang-kfir, s. 314. Inveterate malig

nity, steadfast implacability.
Rancorously, rSngi-k&r-fis-l^', ad. Malig

nantly.
Random, rin-dimrs. 156. Wanttof direction, 

want of rule or method; chance, hazard, roving.mo- 
tion.

Random, ran-dfim, a. Done by chance, rov
ing without direction.

Rang, ring. Pret. of Ring.
To Range, ranje:; v. a. 74. To place in order* 

to put in ranks; to rove over.
To Range, ranje, v< n. To rove at large; to 

be plaoed in order.
Range, ranje, $. A rank, any thing, placed.in 

aline; a class, an order; excursion, wandering; room 
for excursion; cornpass taken in by any thing excur
sive.

Ranger, ran-j&r, s. 98. One that ranges, 
a rover; a dog that heats the ground; an officer who 
tends the game of a forest.

Rangership, ran-jur-sldp, s. The office of tlie 
keeper of a park or forest

Rank, ringk, a. 408. High-growing-, strong, 
luxuriant; fruitful, bearing strong plants< strong 
scented, rancid; high-tasted, strong in quality; ram
pant, high-grown; gross, coarse.

Rank, rangk, $. Line of men placed a-breast; 
a row ; range of subordination ; class, order ; degree 
of dignity; dignity, high place, as, Hfe is a man of 
Rank.

To Rank, rlngk, v. a. To place a-breast; to 
range in any particular class; to arrange methodically.

To Rank, ringk, v. n. To be ranged; to-be 
placed.

To Rankle, ringk-kl, v. n. To fester, tobreed 
comiptio*, to be inflamed in body or mind.

Rankly, ringk-l£, ad. Coarsely, grossly. 
Rankness, r&ngk-n&s, s. Exuberance, super

fluity of growth.
Ranny, rAn^n£, s. Tlie shrewmouse.
To Ransack., rin-sik, v. a. To plunder, to 

pillage, to seardh narrowly.
Ransom, rln-s&m, s. 166. Price paid for 

redemption from captivity or punishment.
1 cannot conceive Dr. Johnson’s reason for writ- 

ing this word with the final e, since it comes from the 
French rancon, and all his examples are without this 
letter.
To Ransom, rAu-s&m, v. a. To-redeem from 

captivity or punishment.
Ransomless, rin-sfim-lSs, at Free from-ran

som.
Ransomer, rAn-s&m-br, s. One that redeems.
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To Rant, rint, v. n. Ta rave in violent ar 
high-sounding language-

Rant, rint, s. High sounding language.. 
RanTEH, rJnf’ir, r. 98. A ranting fellow. 
Rantipole, rintW-pdle, a. Wild, roving, 

rakish.
Ranula, rinlnWJ, a 92. A soft swelling, 

possessing those salivals which are under the tongue.
Ranunculus, r^nfing^kii-lSs, s. Crowfoot.
To Rap, rip, v. n. To strike with a quick, smart 

blow.
To Rap, rip, v. a. To affect with rapture, to 

strike with eustacy, to hurry out of himself; to snatch 
away.

Rap, rip, s. A quick, smart blow counterfeit 
halfpenny.

Rapacious, nUpa-shus, a. Given to plunder, 
seizing by violence.

Rapaciously, ri-pa-sh&.s-l£r acL By rapine, 
by violent robbery.

RapacioCjsness, rl-pa-sh&s-n^'s, s. The quality 
of being rapacious.

Rapacity, rl pis-s4-t&, s. Addictedness to 
plunder, exercise of plunder; ravenousness.

Rape, rape, s. Violent defloration of chastity ; 
something snatched away; a plant, from the seed of 
which oil is expressed.

Rapid, r&p-ld, a. Quick, swift.
Rapidity, s. Velocity, swiftness.
Rapidt.Y, rap-Id-U, ad. Swiftly, with quick 

motion.
Rapidness, rSp-id-n^s, s. Celerity, swiftness. 
Rapier, ra-pd-^r, s. IIS. A smallsword used 

only in thrusting.
Rapier-fish, ra£ptMr-fish, s. A sword-fish. 
Rapine, rip-ln, s. 140. The actor plunder

ing ; violence, force.
Rapparee, r&p-pir-i^,' s» A wild Irish plun

derer, so called from a weapon shaped like a rake, 
called a rapp, which such persons carried instead of a 
spear.

Rapper, r&p-p&r, s. 98. One who strikes.
Rapport, rap-pArt,' s. French. Relation, re

ference.
RaPSODY, rap-sd-d^, s.

A Rhapsody was originally the tide of Homer’s 
Poems, and meant no more than- a collection of several 
smaller parts into one ; but is now applied to any wild or 
unconnected effusions of imagination As the R in the 
Greek has the rough breathing, this word is
better written Rhapsody.

f Rapture, r5p-tshiire, $. 461. Ecstacy, trans
port, violence of any pleasing passion ; rapidity, haste. 

Raptured, rip-tshurd, a. 359. Ravished, 
transported.

Rapturous, rAp-tshlr-5s, a. 314. Ecstatick, 
transporting.

Rare, rare, a. Scarce, uncommon; excellent, 
valuable to a degree seldom found; thinly scattered ; 
thin, subtle, not dense; raw, not fully subdued by the 
fire.—See Rear.

Rareshow, ra-rd-shA, s. A show carried in 
a box.

Rarefaction, rlr-r^-flk-shfin, s. Extension 
of the parts of a body, that makes it take up more room 
than it did before.

Rareflable, rir-rJ-fl-J-bl, a. Admitting rare- 
faction.

To Rarefy, rir^-r^-fi, v. a. 183. To make thin, 
contrary’ to condense.

To Rarefy, rlr^r^-fl, v. n. To become thin- 
Rarely, rare^!£, ad. Seldom, not often; finely, 

nicely, accurately.
Rareness, rare^n&s, s. Uncommonness, value 

arising from scarcity.
Rarity, ra-r£-t£, s. Uncommonness, infre- 

ouency; a thing; valued for its scarcity.
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Rarity, rir^-t£, $. 530. Thinness, subtlety, 
the contrary to density.

£5" The difference in the pronunciation of these words 
is not only necessary to convey their different significa
tion, but to show thein different etymologv. The first 
comes to us from the French rarett, and the last from the 
Latin rarilas; which, therefore; according to the most 
settled analogy of our language, ought to have the ante
penultimate syllable short.—See Principles No; 5L1«; 
also the word Chastity.
Rascal, rAs-k21„ s. 88. A meaa fellow, a 

scoundrel
Rascallion, r&s-kAl'yfin, s. 113. One of the 

lowest people.
Rascality, r^s-kim-t^ $. The low mean 

people.
Rascally, rAs^k&l-A, a. Mean, worthies*.
To Rase, raze, or race, v. a.—See Raze. To 

skim, to strike on the surface; to overthrow, to de
stroy, to root up; to blot out by rasure, to erase.

There seems to be no small difficulty in settling 
the orthography- and. pronunciation of this word. Dr. 
Johnson advices, when it signifies to strike slightly, to 
write it rase ; and when it signifies to ruin, raze. What
ever may be the utility of this distinction to the eye, the 
ear seems to have made no such distinction in the sound 
of the s; as graze, which; is evidently formed' from-this 
yvord, and seems to have been adopted for the purpose of 
signifying to strike slightly, has preserved, the z; while 
erase, which means to destroy, to expunge,,to take away 
entirely, is by all our orthoepists, except Df. Kenrick, 
pronounced with die a pure. But rase, whether signify
ing to strike slightly; or to overthrow, has been so gene
rally pronounced with the s like z, that most of our wri
ters have adopted the latter character ; and this sound, 
it may be observed, seems more agreeable to the analogy 
of verbs in this termination than that in erase, 437. 467. 
But as nothing seems to be mere fixed in die language 
than the sharp hissing, sound in erase, so if analogy and 
usage were to compound the difference, perhaps it would 
be easier to bring rase to the sound of race, as Mr. El
phinston has done,, than erase to the sound of erave, as 
Dr. Kenrick has done: but to sound it with the hissing 
s when it is written raze, as Mr. Sheridan has dene, is a 
solecism in pronunciation; forthough soften goes'inU 
the sound of z, z never goes into that of s.

The confusion observable among our authors in this 
word, sufficiently shows how inconvenient it is to make 
the same letters sound differently when a different sense 
is conveyed. Dr. Johnson seems aware of this when he 
recommends a-different orthography for this word, as it 
acquires a different meaning; but he does not tell us 
whether rase is to be pronounced like race or raze: nor 
do any of our orthoepists make this distinction of sound 
according to the sense. With great deference t« 
Dr. Johnson, perhaps such a distinction, both in sound 
and spelling, is unnecessary and embarrassing. The best 
way, therefore, in my opinion, will be always to spell this 
word with the z, as razor, and to pronounce it with tlx 
», when it is written rase.—See Bowl.
Rash, rash, a. Hasty, violent, precipitate. 
Rash, rish, s. An efflorescence on the body, 

a breaking out.
Rasher, rish-ur, s. 98. A thin slice of bacon. 
Rashly, rAsh-le, ad. Hastily, violently, with

out due consideration.
Rashness, r&sh-n&s, s. Foolish contempt of 

danger.
Rasp; rAsp, s. A delicious berry that grows-an 

a speeies of the bramble, a raspberry.
To Rasp, r&sp, v. a. To rub to powder with a 

very rough file.
Rasp, r<Lsp, s. A large rough file, commonly 

used to wear away wood.
Raspatory, risp-i-tfir-^, $. A chirurgeon’s 

rasp.
Raspberry, or Rasberry, ras^b^r-4, s. A kind 

of berry.
Raspberry-bush, r&s'b&r-r^-b&sh, s. A species 

of bramble.
Rasure, ra'zh&re, $. 452. The act o£ scraping 

or shaving; a mark in a writing where something has 
been rubbed out.—See Rase.

Rat, rAt, s. An anima) of the mouse kind that 
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infests houses and ships; to smell a Rat, to be put on 
the watch by suspicion.

Ratable, ra-tA-bl, a. Set at a certain rate or
value.

Ratably, ra-tA-bU, ad. Proportionably.
Ratafia, rAt-A-f^-A, s. A fine liquor, prepared

from the kernels of apricots and spirits.
RaTAN, rAt-tAn,' s. An Indian cane.
Ratch, rAtsh, s. In clockwork, a sort of wheel 

which serves to lift up the detents every hour, and 
thereby make the clock strike.

Rate, rite, s. Price fixed on any thing; al- 
lowance settled ; degree, comparative height or value; 
quantity assignable; that which sets value; manner of 
doing any thing; degree to which any thing is done; 
tax imposed by the parish.

To Rate, rate, v. a. To value at a certain
price; to chide hastily and vehemently.

Rath, rAf/i, a. Early, coming before the time. 
Rather, rATH-hr, or ra-TH&r, ad. More will

ingly, with better liking; preferably to the other, with 
better reason; in a greater degree than otherwise; 
more properly; especially; to have Rather, to desire in 

preference, a bad expression ; it should be, Will rather. 
Dr. Johnson tells us, that this word is the com

parative of rath, a Saxon word, signifying soon, and that 
it still retains its original signification; as we may say, 
•* I would sooner do a thing,” with as much propriety as, 
“ I would rather do it.” Some very respectable speakers 
pronounce this word with the first syllable like that in 
rd-vcn ; and Mr. Nares has adopted this pronunciation. 
Dr. Ash and Bailey seem to be of the same opinion; but 
all the other orthoepists, from whom we can certainly 
know the quantity of the vowel, as, Mr. Sheridan, 
Mr. Elphinston. Mr. Scott, Dr. Kenrick, W. Johnston, 
Mr. Perry, Buchanan, and Entick, make it short. There 
is a pronunciation of this, and some few other words, 
which may not improperly be called diminutive. Thus, 
in familiar conversation, when we wish to express very 
little, we sometimes lengthen the vowel, and pronounce 
the word as if written leetle. In the same manner, when 
rather signifies just preferable, we lengthen the first 
vo.vel, and pronounce it long and slender, as if written 
raythcr ; and this, perhaps, may be the reason that the 
long slender sound of the vowel has so much obtained; 
for usage seems to be clearly on the side of the other pro
nunciation, and analogy requires it, as this word is but 
the old comparative of the word rath, soon.
RatifIa, rAt-A-f^,' s. A liquor, flavoured with

fruit-kernels.
Ratification'. rlt-ti-fJ-kA'shin, s. The act of

ratifying, confirmation.
Ratifier, rAt-t^-fl-hr, $. 98. The person or

thing that ratifies.
To Ratify, rAt-t£-fl, v. a. To confirm, to

settle.
Rating, rat-in®, s. Chiding, scolding.
Ratio, rA-shd-o, s. Proportion.
To Ratiocinate, rAsh, e-ds-^-nate, v. a. To

reason, to argue.
Ratiocination, rAsh-^-As-^-na-shhn, s. 536.

The act of reasoning, the act of deducing cousequences 
from premises.

Ration, ra-shhn, s. A certain allowance, or
share of provisions.

Rational, rAsht&n-l!, a. 507. Having the 
power of reasoning; agreeable to reason ; wise, judici
ous, as, a Rational man.

Rationale, rish-&n-il-4, A detail with 
reasons.

Rationalist, rAsh-hn-Al-lTst, s. One who pro
ceeds in his disquisitions and practice wholly upon 
reason.

Rationality, rAsh-e-6-nAl^-te. s- The power
of reasoning; reasonableness.

Rationally, rAsh-Cm-AKA, ad. Reasonably,
with reason.

Rationalness, rAsh-hn-Al-nAs, s. The state of
being rational.

Ratsbane, rAts^bane, >. Poison for rats; ar-
senick.

Ratteen, rit-tWn,' ». A kind of stuff
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I To Rattle, rAt-tl, t>. n. 405. To make a 
; quick sharp noise with frequent repetitions and coL 
i lisions; to speak eagerly and noisily.
j To Rattle, rAt-tl, v. a. To move any thing 

bo as to make a rattle or noise; to stun with a noise, 
to drive with a noise; to scold, to rail with clamour.

! Rattle, rAt-tl, s. A quick noise nimbly re- 
| peated; empty and loud talk ; an instrument which, 
f agitated, make* a clattering noise; a plant.
I Rattleheaded, rAt-tl-hdd-fcd, a. Giddy, not
; steady.

Rattlesnake, rAt-tl-snake, s. A kind of ser
pent

Rattlesnakeroot, rAt-tl-snake-rSot, s.
A plant, a native of Virginia; the Indians use it as a 
certain remedy against the bite of a rattlesnake.

Rattling, rAt-tl-ing, s. The noise produced 
by the wheels of a carriage in swift motion; any re
peated noise.

Rattoon, rAt-tddn,' s. A West-Indian fox. 
To Ravage, rAv-vldje, v. a. 90. To lay waste, 

to sack, to pillage, to plunder.
Ravage, rAv-vldie, s. Spoil, ruin, waste.
Ravager, rAv-vldje-hr, s. 98. Plunderer,

spoiler.
Raucity, rAw-sA-t^, s. Hoarseness, loud rough

noise.
Raucous, rAw-khs, a. Hoarse, harsh.
To Rave, rave, v. n. To be delirious, to talk 

irrationally; to burst out into furious exclamations, 
as if mad; to be unreasonably fond.

To Ravel, rAv'vl, v. a. 102. To entangle, to 
involve, to perplex, to unweave, to unknit, as, to Ravel 
out a twist.

To Ravel, rAv'vl, v. n. To fall into perplexity 
or confusion ; to work in perplexity, or busy himself 
with intricacies.

Ravelin, rAv-Hn, s. In fortification, a work 
that consists of two faces, that make a salient angle, 
commonly called half moon by the soldiers.

Raven, rA-vn, s. 103. A large black fowl.
To Raven, rAv-vn, v. a. 103. To devour with

great eagerness and rapacity.
JCjp* After enumerating several derivations of this 

word, Skinner seems at last to have fixed on the true one, 
by deriving it from the word raven, as this bird is the 
most voracious and greedy of all others.
Ravenous. rAv-vn-hs, a. Furiously voracious,

hungry to rage.
Ravenously, rAv-vn-hs-lA, ad. With raging

voracity.
Ravenousness, rAv-vn-hs-nAs, s. Rage for 

prey, furious voracity.
Ravin, rAv-in, s. Prey, food gotten by vio

lence ; rapine, rapaciousness.
Ravingly, ra-ving-lA, ad. 410. With plirensy,

with distraction.
To Ravish, rAv-Ish, v. a. To constu prate by 

force; to take away by violence ; to delight, to rap 
ture, to transport

Ravisiier, rAv-lsh-£ir,s. 98. He that embraces 
a woman by violence; one who takes any thing by 
violence.

Ravishing, rAv-lsh-ing, s. Rapture, transpoi l 
Ravishment, rAv-Ish-mAnt, s. Violation, for

cible constupration ; transport, rapture, pleasing vio
lence of the mind.

Raw, rAw, a. Not subdued by the fire ; not 
covered with the skin; sore; immature, unripe; un
seasoned, unripe in skill; bleak, chill.

Rawboned, rAw-b&nd, a. 359. Having bones
scarcely covered with flesh.

Rawhead, rAw'hAd, s. The name of a spectre,
to frighten children.

Rawly, rAw-14, ad. In a raw manner; unskil
fully, newlv.

Rawness, raw'nAs, a. State of being raw; un
skilfulness. %
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RaY, ra, s. A beam of light; any lustre, cor
poreal or intellectual; a fish; an herb.

To Ray, ra, v. a. To streak, to mark in long 
lines. Obsolete.

Rayless, ra-l^s, a. Dark, without a ray. 
Raze, laze, s. A root of ginger.

TMe word is generally pronounced like the noun 
race, but improperly. It is derived from the Spanish 
rayz, a root, and should either be pronounced with the a, 
or written with the c.
To Raze, rAze, v. a. To overthrow, to ruin, 

to subvert; to eflace ; to extirpate.— See Rase.
Razor, rA'z&r, $• 166. A knife with a thick 

blade and fine edge used in shaving.
Razorable, rA-zhr-A-bl, a. Fit to be shaved. 
Razorfish, ra-zhr-flsh, s. A fish.
Razure, ra-zh&re, s. 484. Act of erasing.
To Reabsorb, r£-lb-s6rb,' v. a. To swallow 

up again ; co suck up again.
Reaccess, r£-lk-s£s,' s. Visit renewed.
To Reach, rAtsh, v. a. 227. To touch with 

the hand extended; to arrive at, to attain any thing 
distant; to fetch from some place distant, and give; to 
bring forward from a distant place; to hold out, to 
stretch forth; to attain; to penetrate to; to extend 
to; to extend, to spread abroad.

To Reach, r^tsh, v. n. 352. To be extended; 
to be extended far; to penetrate; to make efforts to 
attain ; to take in the hand.

Reach, r&tsh, s. Act of reaching or bringing 
by extension of the hand; power of reaching or taking 
in the hand; power of attainment or management; 
power, limit of faculties ; contrivance, artful scheme, 
deep thought; a fetch, an artifice to attain some dis
tant advantage; extent.

Reacher, retsh-ir, s. One who fetches from 
some distant place and gives.

To React, re-A.kt,' v. a. To return the im
pression.

Reaction, r^-lk-sh&n, s. The reciprocation 
of any impulse or force impressed, made by the body in 
which such impression is made; Action and Reaction 
are equal.

To Read, r^^d, r. a. Fret. Read: part. pass. 
Read. To peruse any thing written ; to discover by 
characters or marks; to learn by observation; to know 
fully.

To Read, r££d, v. n. 227. To perform the act 
of perusing writing; to be studious in books; to know 
by reading.

Read, rM, part. a. 231. Skilful by reading. 
Readable, r&ed-l-bl, a. That may be read, 

fit to be read.
Readeption, r^-id-^p-shhn, s. Recovering, 

the act of regaining.
Reader, r££d-ir, s. 98. One that peruses any 

thing written ; one studious in books; one whose office 
is to read prayers in churches.

Readership, rd^d-hr-shlp, s. The office of 
reading prayers,

Readily, red-d£-l£, ad. 234. Expcditely, with 
little hinderance or delay.

Readiness, r£d£d£-nes, s. Expediteness, 
promptitude; the state of being ready or fit for any 
thing; facility, freedom from hinderance or obstruc
tion ; the state of being willing or prepared.

Reading, r&d-lng, s. 410. Study in books, 
perusal of books; a lecture; a prelection ; a publick 
recital; a variation of copies.

To Readjust, re-Ad-j&st,' v. a. To put in or
der again what had been discomposed.

Readmission, r£-Ad-m.lsh-hn, s. The act of 
admitting again.

To Readmit, r^-Ad-mlt,' v. a. To let in again. 
Readmittance, r^-S-d-mlt-tanse, s. Allowance 

to enter again.
To Readopt, rA-i-ddpt,' v. a. To adopt again.
To Readorn, rA-i-ddrn,' v. a. To decorate 

again, to deck anew.
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Ready, rSd^dd, a. 234. Prompt, not delaying; 
fit for a purpose, not to seek; prepared, accommodated 
to any design ; willing, eager; being at the point, not 
distant, near; being at hand; next to hand ; facile; 
easy, opportune, near; quick, not done with hesita
tion; expedite, not embarrassed; to make Ready, to 
make preparations.

Ready, r£d-cM, ad. Readily, so as not to need 
delay.

Ready, red-de, ». Ready money. A low word. 
ReaffiuMance, ri-lf fdr-mlnse, i. Second 

affirmation.
Real, r£-Al, a. Not fictitious, not imaginary; 

true, genuine; in Law, consisting of things immove 
able, as land.

Reality, rt*-il-£-l£, s. Truth, what is not 
what merely seems; something intrinsically important. 

To Realize, re-Al-lze, r. a. To bring into 
being or act; to convert money into land.

REALLY, r£-aM, ad. With actual existence; 
truly, not seemingly; it is a slight corroboration of an 
opinion.

Realm, r£lin, s. 234. A kingdom, a king’s 
dominion; kingly government.

Realty, re&l-te, s. Loyalty. Little used. 
Ream, nime, s. 227. A bundle of paper con

taining twenty quires.
To Reanimate, r£-in-n£-mate, v. a. To re

vive, to restore to life.
To Reannex, rd-in-n&ks,' v. a. To annex 

again.
To Reap, repe, v. a. 227. ro cut corn at har

vest ; to gather, to obtain.
To Reap, r£pe, v. n. To harvest 
Reaper, r£-pfir, s. 98. One that cuts corn at 

harvest
Reapinghook, re-plng-h55k, s. A hook used 

to cut corn in harvest.
Rear, r£re. s. 227. The hinder troop of an 

army, or the hinder line of a fleet; the last class.
Rear, r£re, a. 227. Raw, half roasted, half 

sodden.
This word is frequently, but corruptly pronounced 

as if written rare. But though rear, rhyming with fear, 
is the true pronunciation, we must not suppose it to have 
the least affinity and signification with rear, behind. 
Junius and Skinner derive this word from «he Saxon 
word hrere, signifying.fluent or trembling like the white 
or yoke of an egg when unconcocted; hence Junius ex
plains the phrase a Reer-egg, a trembling egg; and Skin
ner imagines that this word may come from the Greek 
word 'Pra, to flow, because unconcocted eggs easily flow 
or move about; or he supposes that our word rear, and the 
Saxon hrere, may possibly come from the Latin rarus, 
as opposed to dense, because eggs, when boiled, lose their 
fluidity, and grow thick. This derivation of Skinner 
seems a little too far fetched. Whatever may be its origin 
in the Saxon, it seems to have been used in that language 
for crude and unconcocted ; from the Saxon it comes to 
us in that sense, and, in my opinion, ought to be written 
as well as pronounced Rere.
To Rear, rdre, v. a. To raise up; to lift up 

from a fall; to bring up to maturity; to educate, tv 
instruct, to exalt, to elevate; to rouse, to stir up.

Rearward, r^re^wlrd, s. The last troop; the 
end, the tail, the train behind; tne Latter part.

Rearmouse, rdre-ni6Ase, s. The leather
winged bat

To Reascend, rd-As-send,' v. n. To climb again. 
To Reascend, rA-ls-c^nd^v. a. To mount again. 
Reason, r£-zn, s. 170. 227. The power by 

which man deduces one proposition from another, or 
proceeds from premises to consequences; cause, ground 
or principle; cause efficient; final cause; argument, 
ground of* persuasion, motive; clearness of faculties; 
right, justice; reasonable claim, just practice; 
rational, just account; moderation; moderate de. 
mandx—See Raisin.

To Reason, r&n, v. n. To argue rationally, 
to deduce consequences justly from premises; to de
bate, to discourse, to raise disquisitions, to make in
quiries.
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To Reason, rA^zu, v. a. To examine rationally. 
Reasonable, re-zn-a-bl, a. Haring-thefaculty 

of reason • acting, speaking or thinking rationally ; 
just, rational, agreeably to reason; not immoderate 
tolerable, being in mediocrity.

Reasonableness, re^zn-i-bl-ues, r. The fa
culty of reason; agreeableness to reason ; moderation.

Reasonably, rd-zn-A-bld, ad. Agreeably to 
reason; moderately, in a degree reaching to mediocrity.

Reasoner, rd^zn-iir, s. 98. One who reasons, 
an arguer.

Reasoning, rd-zn-lng, s. 410. Argument. 
Reasonless, r&m-lds, a. Void of reason. 
To Reassemble, rd-As-sdm-bl, v. a. To collect 

anew.
To Reassert, rd-&s-sdrt,z v. a. To assert anew.
To Reassume, rd-As-stune,z v. a. To resume, 

to take again.
See Principles, No. 454, and the word Assume.

To R eassure, rA-A-sh6re,z v. a. To free from 
fear, to restore from terrour.

To Reave, rdve, v. a. To take away by stealth 
or violence.

RebaptizatiON, rd-bip-td-za-sh&n, s. Renewal 
of baptism.

To Rebaptize, rd-blp-tlze,' t>. d. To baptize 
again.

To Rebate, rd-bate' v. «. To blunt, to beat 
to obtuseness, to deprive of keenness.

Rebeck, rd-bdk, s. A three stringed fiddle.
Rebel, rdb^Al, i. 102. 492. On6 who opposes i 

lawful authority.
To Rebel, rd-bdl,' v. n. To rise in opposition 

against lawful authority.
Rebeller, rd-bdl-l&r, s. One.that rebels. 
Rebellion, rd-bdl-y&n, s. US. Insurrection 

against lawful authority.
Rebellious, rd-bdl-y&s, a. Opponent to law

ful authority.
RebelLIOUSLY, rd-bdl-y&s-ld, ad. In opposition 

to lawful authority.
Rebelliousness, rd-bdl-yis-nds, s. The quality 

of being rebellious.
To Rebellow, rd-bdl-ld, v. n. To bellow in I 

return ; to echo back a loud noise.
To Rebound, rd-bd&nd,' v. n. To spring back, 

to fly back in consequence of motion impressed and 
resisted by a greater power.

To Rebound, rd-bound,' v. a. To reverberate, i 
to beat back.

Rebound, rd-bddnd,' s. The act of flying back 
in consequence of motion resisted, resrlition.

Rebuff, rd-buf,' s. Repercussion, quick and : 
sudden resistance.

To Rebuff, rd-bitf/ v. a. To beat back, to op
pose with sudden violence.

To Rebuild, rd-blld,' v. a. To re-edify, to re
store from demolition, to repair.

RebUXABIJE, rd-bWcA-bl, a. Worthy of repre- , 
hension.

To Rebuke, rd-bbke,' v. a. To chide, to repre
hend.

REBUKE, rd-buke,' s. Reprehension, chiding ■ 
expression, objurgation; in l<w language it signifies 
any kind of check.

Rebuker, re-hfi-k&r, s. 98. A .chider, a re- 
prehender.

Rebus, rd-b&s, s. A word represented by a : 
picture ; a kind of riddle.

To Rebut, rd-bfxt,' v. a. To answer a sur- ' 
rejoinder.

Rebutter, rd-b&t-t&r, s. 98. An answer to ' 
a sur. rejoinder.

To Recall, rd-kall,' v. To call back, to call . 
again, to revoke.

Recall, rd-kAll,' s. 406. Revocation, act or 
power of calling back.
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To Recant, rd-kint,' v. a. To retract, to re
call, to contradict what one has once said or done.

Recantation, rd-kAn-ta-sh&n, $. 530. .Re
traction, declaration contradictory to a former decla. 
ration.

Recantatory, rd-kAn-tl-td-rd, a. 557. In the 
manner of a recantation.

Recanter, rd-klnt-iir, s. 98. One who recants. 
To Recapitulate, rd-kA-ph-tsbii-lAte, v. a.

91. To repeat again distinctly, to detail again. 
Recapitulation, nd-kd-pit-tshu-la-slidn, s.

Detail repeated, distinct repetition of the principal 
points.

Recapitulatory, rd-ki-pit^tshu-la-tur-d, a. 
512. 557. -Repeating again.

To Recarry, rd-kAr-rd, v. a. To carry back. 
To Recede, r&sWd,' v. n. Te fall back, .to 

retreat, to desist.
Receipt, rd-sdte,' s. 412. The act of receiving, 

the place of receiving; a note given, by Which money 
is acknowledged to have been received ; reception, ad
mission ; prescription of ingredients forxny composi
tion.

Receivable, rd-sd-vA-bl, a. Capable ©f being 
received.

To Receive, rd-sddv,' v. a. To take or obtain 
any thing as due; to take or obtain from another; to 
take any thing communicated ; to embrace intellec
tually ; to allow ; to admit; to take as into a vessel; 
to take into a place or state; -to entertain as a guest.

Receivedness, rd-sd-vdd-nds, s. 365. General 
allowance.

Receiver, rd-sd-v&r, s. 98. One to w hom any 
thing is communicated by anotlier; one to whom any 
thing is given or paid ; one who partakes of the bles
sed sacrament; one who co-operates with a Tobber 
by taking the goods which he -reals ; tlie vessel into 
which spirits are emitted from theatill; 'the ve«sel of 
the air pump, out of which theair is drawn, and which 
therefore receives any body on which experiments are 
tried.

To Recelebrate, rd-sdl-ld-brate, v. a. Tc 
celebrate anew.

Recency, rd-sdn-sd, s. Newness, new state.
Recension, rd-sdn-sh&n, s. Enumeration, re

view.
Recent, rd-sdnt, a. New, not of long exis

tence ; late, not antique; fresh, not long dismissed 
from.

Recently, rd^sdnt-ld, ad. Newly, freshly. 
RECENTNESS, rd^sdnt-nds, s. Newness, fresh

ness.
Receptacle, rds-sdp-tA-kl, or rd-sApMA-kl, 5. 

A vessel or place into which any .thing is received.
The first of these pronunciations is by far The 

most fashionable, but the second most agreeable to ana
logy and the ear. So many mutes in the latter syllables 
require the aid of the antepenultimate accent to pro
nounce them with ease, anti they ought always to have 
it—See Acceptable and Corruptible.

The best way to show what is the general usage in the 
accentuation of this word, will be to give it as accented 
by different orthoepists.

Rec'eptacley Mr. Sheridan, W. Johnston.
■JDrs Johnson, Kenrick, Ash, Mr. Nares, 

rr C Mr. Smith, Perry, Scott, Buchanan,
Ltecep'iaciCf > Barclay, Fanning, Bailey, Dyche, and 

J -Bn tick.
Recepttbtlity, rd-sdp-td-bll^d->td,y. Possibility 

of receiving.
Receptary, rds-sdp-tA-ird, s. Thing received. 

Obsolete.—See Receptory.
Reception, rd-sdp^htin, s. The act.of/receiv

ing; the state of being -received; adrotarion <of any 
thing communicated; readmission ; Obe act xjf con
taining; treatment at first coming, welcome -entar- 
tainmer.t; opinion generally admitted.

Receptive, rd-sdp-tiv, a. Having Ihe quality 
of admitting what is communicated.

RECF.PTORY. rds-sdp-thr-d, a. Generally or 
popularly admitted.

tb7* Dr. Johnson and Mr. Sheridan place the accent od
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the first syllable of this word, and on the second af de
cretory ; but as these words are both of the same To rm, 
till some reason can be given for accenting them drfter- 
ently, I strati consider them both as accented on the first 
syllable, os that accentuation apjiears «o be not only most 
agreeable to polite usage, but to the general analogy of 
words of th 16 tor ruination.—See Peremptory.

A view of theuliv.ersity at aocentuation among our or- 
Lhoepists, will enable the .inspector to judged the ,pro- 
pcietypf-that which J have adopted :

. fllr. Sheridan. Dr. Johnson, folio and 
‘ReccptaryA quarto, aud Barclay.

GDr. Ash, Mr. Scott, Scottis Bailey, 
tiecep'tnrfi, j perry, FcBning. and Entick.
_ .__  (Dr. Johnson, folio, Mr. Sheridan,
fteceptory, Mr. Smith, and Barclay.

r Dr. Johnson, quarto, Dr. Ash, Mr. Perry, 
Recep lory, 4 Barclay, Fenuing, Scott’s Bailey, aud 

C En tick.
Deveptory.

fMr. Sheridan, Dr. Johnson, ’Dr. Ash, 
Dcceptory, 4 Mr. Perry, Barclay, Scott’s Bailey, and 

t Fending.
Recess, r£-s$4» s. Retirement, retreat; de

parture ; place of retirement, place of secrecy, private 
abode ; remission or suspension of any procedure ; re
moval to distance, secret part

Recession, rZ-sdsh^hn, s. The act of retreating. 
7b Rechange, re-l>hanje,' v. a. To change 

again.
To Recharge, rZ-tshArje,' t>. a. To accuse in 

return ; to attack anew.
To Recheat, rZ-ishete,' -v.n. To blow the re

cheat.
Recheat, r£-tsh£te,' s. A lesson which the 

huntsman winds on the horn, when the dogs are at 
fault, to bring them back fromipursuing a counterscent.

Recidivation, rd-sld-Z-vA-shhn, x Blackslid
ing, falling again.

Recipe, r6s-sA-pZ, s. A medical .prescription. 
Recipient, rZ-slp^pe-thit, s. The receiver, that 

to which any thing is communicated ; .the vessel into 
which spirits are driven by the atill. v

Reciprocal, r£-slp-prd-kAl, a. Acting in vicis
situde, alternate; mutual, done by each to each; mu
tually interchangeable.

Reciprocally, rZ-slp'prd-kil-Z, ad. Mutually 
interchangeably.

Reciprocalness. re-siplprd-kAl-nSs, s. Mutual 
return, altornateness.

To Reciprocate, r^slp-prd-kate, v. n. To act 
interchangeably, to alternate. t

Reciprocation, r^-sip-prA-ka^sh&n, «. Alter
nation, action interchanged.

Reciprocity, rZs-Z-pr6slZ-tZ, ». A mutual 
•return.

Recision, rA-sIzh-hn, s. The act-of cutting off. 
Recital, rZ-sl-tAl, s. Repebiuon, rehearsal; 

enumeration.
Recitation, r^s-s^-tA^h&n, s. Repetition,

rehearsal.
Recitative, rAs-sZ-tA-tZZv,' ) ... f
Recitativo, rZs-se-ta-lZev-A, J

tuneful pronunciation, more musical than common 
speech, and less than song ; a chant.

To ’Rbcite. rA-ske,' v. a. To rehearse, io re
peat, to enumerate, to tell over.

7b Reck, rik, v. n. To care, .to heed. Ob
solete.

To Reck, rZk, o. a. To heed, to care for. .Ob
solete.

Reckless, rAk-les,o. Careless, heedless, mind- 
less.

Recklessness, rZk-l$s-nZs, s. Carelessness, 
negligence.

To Reckon, rSk-kn, a. 103. To numbet, to 
count; to esteem, to aecount

To Reckon, r3k'kn, v. n. J 70. To compute, 
to,calculate; to state an account; io pay a penalty; 
to lay stress or dependance upon.

Rbokoner, rdk-kn-tir, s. 98. One who com- 
-putes, one who calculates cost-
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Reckoning, r&i-kn-ing, s. 410. Computation, 
calculation ; accounts of debtor and creditor; money 
charged by a host,; account taken ; esteem, account, 
estimation.

To Reclaim, jrfi-k&mef v. a. 202. To reform, 
to correct; to reduce to the state desired; 'to recall, 
to cry out against; to tame.

•To Recline, ri-kMne,' v. n. To lean badk, to 
lean sidewise.

To Recline, TiJ-kllnefr. n. To rest, to repose, 
to lean.

Recline, rA-kllnef a. In a leaning posture. 
To Reclose, rA-kl&ze' v. a. To close again. 
7b Reclude, rA-klude,' v. a. To -open. 
Recluse, r£-klCise,' a. 437. Shut up. retired. 
Recluse, rA-klAse,' x A person shut up or 

retired.
Recoagui.aTTON, re-kd-ig-gti-la-sh&n, s. 

Second coagulation.
Recognisance, re-k5g-nj5*zAnse, x Acknow

ledgment of person or thing; badge ; a bond of record 
’testifying the recognisor to owe unto 'the recognisee 
a certain sum of money acknowledged income court 
of record.

For the pronunciation efg in this.-and the follow, 
ing words, see Principles, No. 387, aud the words Cogni- 
7bnRECOGNi8E”i%klk5g-nize, v. a To acknow

ledge, to recover and avow knowledge of any person 
or thing; to review, to re-examine.

Regognisee, re-kig-nZ-zZA/ *• He in whose 
favour the bond is drawn.

Recognisor, re-kSg-nZ-zSr,' s. He who gives 
the recognisance.

When this word is not used as a law term, but con
sidered only as the verbal noun of recognise, it ought to 
be spelled recognise r, and to have die accent on the first 
syllable.
Recognition, rZk-kSg-nlshl&n, s. Review, re

novation of knowledge; knowledge confessed; ac
knowledgment.

To Recoil, re-koll,' v. n. 299. To-rush back 
in consequence of resistance; to fall back; to fail; to 
shrink.

To Recoin, rc-kSin,' ». a. 299. SOO. To coin 
over agaio.

Recoinage, rZ-koin-ldje, x 90. The act of 
coining anew.

7’o Recollect, rZk-kM-JAkt/ -v. a. To recover 
to memory ; to recover reason or resolution; to gather 
what is scattered, to gather again.—See CoUect.

Recollection, r6k-kAl-15k^»hun, $. Recovery 
of notion, revival in-.the memory.

To Recomfort, re-k6mlf6rt, t». a. To comfort 
or console again; to give new strength.

To Recommence, .rZ-k6m-m8nse,'v. a. 531. 
To begin anew,

7b Recommend, rZk-k&m-mSnd,' v. a. To 
praise to another; to make acceptable ; to use one** 
interest with another inrfavourof a third person ; to 
commit with prayers —See Command.

Recommendable, rZk-k&m-mdnd-A-bl, a. 
Worthy of recommendation.

.Recommendation, rek-kSm-m^n-dA-shfin, s. 
The act of recommending; that which secures to one 
•a kind reception from another.

Rhcotimrndatory. r&c4Jnn-ni&n-d&-ttir-4, a. 
512. That which recommends to another.

JO* For the last o, aee Domestick
Recommender, rek-kdm-m^nd-Rr, s. One who 

recommends.'
To Recommit, re-k5m-mlt,' v. a. To commit 

anew.
7b Recompact, rZ-kAm-plkt,' a. To join 

anew.
7b Recompense, v&k4kfcm-*pSnaa, v. a. To 

repay, to requite; to compensate, to make up by some
thing equivalent.

Recompense, r&k-k6m-p3nse, s. Equivalent, 
compensation.
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Recompilement, rd-kdm-pile-mdnt, s. 531.
New compilement

To Recompose, rd-kdm-pdze,' v. a. 531. To 
settle or quit anew; to form or adjust anew.

Recomposition, rd-kdm-pd-zlsh'&n, s. Com
position renewed.

To Reconcile, r^k-kon-sile, v. a. To compose 
differences, to obviate seeming contradictions; to 
make to like again; to make any thing consistent; to 
restore to favour.

Reconcileable, r^k-kdn-si-lX-bl, a. Capable 
of renewed kindness; consistent, possible to be made 
consistent.53- Though Dr. Johnson and Mr. Sheridan have 

written Reconcileable, Unreconcile able, and Reconcileable- 
ness, with the mute e in the middle of the«e words, they 
have omitted it in Irreconcilable, Irreconcilably, and Irre
concilableness. This has sometimes occasioned an impro
priety in the pronunciation of these words, by sounding 
the preceding i short, as in silver, and giving the words a 
syllable more than they ought to have, as if divided into 
Rec-on-sU-e-a-ble, &c.; but as the orthography is wrong, 
so is the pronunciation. The mute e ought to have no 
place, when followed by a vowel, in words of our own 
composition, where the preceding vowel has its general 
sound ; and therefore, as it is Inclinable, Desirable, &c. 
so it ought to be Reconcilable, Reconcilably, &c. This 
was the orthography adopter! by Dyche before it became 
so fashionable to imitate the French.—See Moveable. 
Reconcile ableness, r&k-k6n-sl-li-bl-n£s, s.

Consistence, possibility to be reconciled; disposition 
to renew love.

Reconcilement, r3k-k6n-slle-m£nt, s. Recon
ciliation, renewal of kindness favour restored, friend
ship renewed.

Reconciler, r^k-kSn-sl-l&r, V One who re
news friendship between others; one who discovers 
the consistence between propositions seemingly con
tradictory.

Reconciliation, r3k-kon-sil-£-a-shhn, s. 
Renewal of friendship.

To Recondense, re-kSn-dense,' v. a. To con
dense anew.

Recondite, r&k-kln-dlte, a. Secret, profound, 
abstruse.

53 Dr. Johnson, Dr Ash, Dr. Kenrick, Mr. Barclay, 
Mr/Nares, Mr. Scott, Mr. Fry, and Entick, accent this 
word on the second syllable; Mr. Sheridan and Bailey 
on the last; and Fenning only on the first. But notwith- 
standing so many authorities are against me, 1 am much 
deceived if the analogy of pronunciation be not decidedly 
in favour of that accentuation, which I have given. We 
have but few instances in the language where we receive 
a word from the Latin, by dropping a syllable, that we do 
not remove the accent higher than the original, 503. 
Thus, recondite, derived from reconditus, may with as 
much propriety remove the accent from the long penul
timate, as, carbuncle from carbunculus ; calumny from 
calumnia; detriment from detrimentum ; innocent# from 
innocentia ; controversy from cantroversia ; and a thou
sand others. Besides it may be observed, that Mr Sheri
dan and Bailey, by accenting this word on the last syllable, 
do not decide against the accent on the first; for all words 
of three syllables, which may be acccented on the last, 
may also have an accent on the first, though not in
versely, 524. The antepenultimate accent, to which our 
language has such a tendency, ought, in my opinion, to 
be indulged in this word, notwithstanding the numerous 
authorities against it. The word incondite must certainly 
follow the fortunes of the present word; and we find 
those orthoepists who have the word, accent it as they do 
recondite, Mr. Sheridan on the last syllable, but Mr. Fen
ning inconsistently on the second.
To Reconduct, r^-kSn-dfikt,' v. a. To conduct 

again. .
To Reconjoin, r^-k&n-join,' t». a. To join 

anew.
Reconnoitre, rd-k5n-nol-ter, v. a. To survey. 
To Reconquer, r^-k6ng-k&r, v. a. To con

quer again.
To Reconsecrate, r£-kdn-s^-krate, v. a. To 

consecrate anew.
To Reconvene, re-k6n-v£ne,' v. a. To as

semble anew.
To Reconvey, r^-kon-vi,' v. a. To convey 

again.
452

To Record, r^-kdrd,' v. a. 492. To register 
anything, so that its memory may not be lost, to 
celebrate, to cause to be remembered solemnly.

Record, r&k-ord, or r^-kSrd,' s. Register, 
authentick memorial.
53 The noun record was anciently, as well as at pre. 

sent, pronounced with (he accent either on the first or 
second syllable: till lately, however, it generally con 
formed to the analogy of other words of this kind; and 
we seldom heard the accent on the second syllable, till a 
great luminary of the law, as remarkable for the justness 
of his elocution as his legal abilities, revived the claim 
this word anciently had to the ultimate accent; and since 
his time this pronunciation, especially in our courts of 
justice, seems to have been the most general. We ought, 
however, to recollect, that this is overturning one of the 
most settled analogies of our language in the pronuncia
tion of dissyllable nouns and verbs of the same form.— 
See Principles, No, 492.

“ But many a crime, deem’d innocent on earth, 
M Registered in heav’n; and there no doubt 
“ Have each their record with a curse annexed.” 

Cowper'i TiisJc.

Recordation, r^k-dr-da-sh&n, s. Remem
brance.

Recorder, r£-k3rd-&r, s. One whose business 
it is to register any events; the keeper of the rolls in 
a city ; a kind of flute, a wind instrument.

To Recover, r£-k&v-ur, v. a„ To restore from 
sicknesss or disorder; to repair; to regain; to release; 
to attain, to reach, to come up to.

To Recover, r£-k&v-&r, v. n. To grow well 
from a disease.

Recoverable, r£-kuv-&r-i-bl, a. Possible to 
be restored from sickness; possible to be regained.

Recovery, r<i-k&v-&r-^, s. Restoration from 
sickness; power or act of regaining; the act of cut
ting off an entail.

To Recount, re-kount,' v. a. To relate in de
tail, to tell distinctly.

Recountment, r£-kount-m£nt, s. Relation, 
recital.

Recourse, r£-kdrse,z s. Application as for help 
or protection, access.

Recreant, r£k-kr£-Ant, a. Cowardly, mean- 
spirited ; apostate, false.

To Recreate, r£k-kr£-ate, v. a. 531. To 
refresh after toil, to amuse or divert in weariness; to 
delight, to gratify; to relieve, to revive.

Recreation, r£k-kr£-i-shun, s. Relief after 
toil or pain, amusement in sorrow or distress; refresh* 
ment, amusement, diversion.

Recreative. r£k-kr£-a-tlv, a. Refreshing, 
giving relief after labour or pain, amusing, diverting.

Recreativeness, r£k-kre-a-tiv-n£s, s. The
quality of being recreative.

Recrement, rek-kr£-m£nt, s. Dress, spume, 
superfluous or useless parts.

RECREMENTAL, r£k-kr£-m£n-tal, ? a
RECREMENTITIOUS, r£k-kr£-m£n-tish-us, )

Drossy, superfluous, useless.
To Recriminate, r^-krlm-e-nate, v. n. To 

return one accusation with another.
Recrimination, r£-krim-£-na-shftn, s. Return 

of one accusation with another.
Recriminator, r£-krim-e-na-tur, s. 521. Hr 

who returns one charge with another.
Recrudescent, r£k-krdd-d£s-s£nt, a. 51Q.

Growing painful or violent again.
To Recruit, r£-kro6t/ v. a. To repair any 

thing wasted by new supplies; to supply an army with 
new men.

To Recruit, re-kr56t,z v. n. To raise new 
soldiers.

Recruit, r£-krddt,z s. 343. Supply of any thing
wasted; a new soldier.

Rectangle, rek-t&ng-gl, s. A figure which 
has one angle or more of ninety degrees.

Rectangular, r£k-ting'gii-lAr, a. Right
angied, having angles of ninety degrees.
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Rectangularly, r£k-ting-gi-lir-l£, ad. 
With right angles.

Rectifiable, r^k-ti-fl-i-bl, a. 183. Capable 
to be set right.

Rectification, r£k-t£-fe-ka-sh&n, s. The act 
of setting right what is wrong; in Chymistry, Rectifi
cation is drawing any thing over again by distillation, 
to make it yet higher or finer.

To Rectify, r£k-t£-fi, V. a. 183. To make 
right, to reform, to redress; to exalt and improve by 
repeated distillation.

Rectilinear, r2k-t^1’n-^Ilr> I a. Consisting 
Rectilineous, rek-te-lln-e-us, )

of right lines.
Rectitude, r£k-t£-tiide, s. Straightness, not 

curvity; uprightness, freedom from moral obliquity.
Rector, r&k-tftr, s. 418. A ruler, a lord, a 

governour; a parson of an unimpropriated parish.
Rectorial, r^k-td-r^-il, a. Belonging to the 

rector of a parish.
Rectorship, r£k-tJir-shlp, $. The rank or office 

of a rector.
Rectory, r^k-thr-^, s. A rectory or parsonage 

is a spiritual living, composed cf land, tithe, and other 
oblations of the people, separated or dedicated to God 
in any congregation for the service of his church there, 
and for the maintenance of the minister thereof.

RECUBATION, r&k-kb ba-sh&n, s. 580. The act 
of lying or leaning.

Recumbency, r£-k&m-b£n-s£, s. The posture 
of lying or leaning ; rest, repose.

Recumbent, r^-k&m-b^nt, a. Lying, leaning. 
Recuperable, r^-ku-per-a-bl, a. Recoverable.

Obsolete.
Recuperation, r£-k&-p£r-A-shim, s. (From 

the Latin recupero, to recover.) Recovery of a thing 
lost.

RECUPERATORY, r£-k6-p<5r-A-t£tr-£, a. Belong
ing to recovery.

Recuperative, r£-ku-p3r-i-tiv, a. (From the 
Latin recupero.) Tending to recovery. “ And here 
behold the recuperative principles pf the constitution, 
and contemplate Parliament as the true source of 
legitimate hope.”—Grattan's Answer to Lord Clare, 
1800.

To Recur, r£-k&r,z v. n. To come back to the 
thought, to revive in the mind ; to have recourse to, 
to take refuge in.

Recurrence, ri-k&r^nse, ? 
Recurrency, ri-k&r-r&n-s^, \ *’ 
Recurrent, ri-k&r-rint, a. Returning from 

time to time.
Recursion, v£-k&r-shhn, $. Return. 
Recurvation, ri-k&r-vi-sh&n,) s. Flexure 
Recurvity, r£-k&r'v£-t£, ) backwards.
RECURVOUS, r^-k&r-v&s, a. Bent backward. 
Recusant, r^-kii-sant, or r&k-kh-z&nt, s.

A nonconformist.
1 must in this word retract my former opinion, 

and give the preference to the accent on the second syl
lable. Mr. Sheridan and W. Johnston might, like my
self, suppose usage on their side; but the authority of 
Drs. Johnson, Asn, Kenrick, Mr. Nares, Perry, Barclay, 
Penning, Bailey, Dyche, and Entick, is sufficient to make 
us suspect that usage has not so clearly decided ; and 
therefore, though some words of this form and number 
of syllables depart from the accentuation of the Latin 
words fiom which they are derived, as ignorant, laborant, 
adjutant, permanent, confident, &c. yet the general rule 
seems to incline to the preservation of the accent of the 
original, when the same number of syllables are preserved 
in the English word—to say nothing of the more im
mediate formation of this word from the judicial verb to 
recuse. See Principles, Nos. 437 and 503, b and k.
To Recuse, re-kiize,' v. n. To refuse. A judi- 

cia. word.
Red, rSd, a. Of the colour of blood, of one 

of the primitive colours.
Redbreast, r&d-br&st, s. A small bird so 

named from the colour of its breast, called also a Robin.
453

One who ran-

a. To deliver

The act of de-

Redcoat, r^d-kdte, s. A name of contempt 
for a soldier.

To Redden, r£d-dn, v. a. 103. To make red. 
To Redden, r&l-dn, v. n. To grow red.
Reddish ness, r^d-dlsh-n^s, s. Tendency to 

redness.
ReDDITION, r^d-d1sh-6n, s. Restitution. 
Redditive, r£d-d£-tlv, a. Answering to an in. 

terrogative.
Reddle, r£d-dl, s. 405. A sort of mineral of 

the metal kind.
Rede, r£de, s. Counsel, advice. Obsolete.
To Redeem, ri-d&m/ v. a. 246. To ransom, 

to relieve from any thing by paying a price; to rescue, 
to recover; to make amends for; to free by paying an 
atonement; to save the world from the curse of sin.

Redeemable, r£-d££m'£-bl, a. Capable of 
redemption.

Redeemableness, r£-de£m-i-bl-n£s, s. The 
state of being redeemable.

Redeemer, ri-d&m'&r, s. 98. 
soms or redeems; our Saviour.

To Redeliver, r^-d^-liv^r, v. 
back.

Re delivery, r£-d£-liv'&r-£, s.
livering back.

To Redemand, r£-d£-mind,z v. a. To demand 
back.

Redemption, r£-d£m-sh£m, s. 412. Ransom, 
release; purchase of God’s favour by the death of 
Christ

Redemptory, r£-d5nvt6r-£, a. 412. 512. 557. 
Paid for ransom.

Redhot, r3d-h6t, a. Heated to redness.
Redintegrate, r£-dln-t£-grite, a. Restored, 

renewed, made new.
Redintegration, r£-dln-t£-gra-sh&n, s. 

Renovation, restoration; Redintegration, chymist? 
call the restoring any mixed body or matter, whose 
form has been destroyed, to its former nature and con. 
stitution.

Redlead, r£d-l£d,' s. Minium.
Redness, r£d-n£s, s. The quality of being red. 
Redolence, r£d'd-l£nse, 503. ) c .
Redolency, r&KW&i-si, ? s‘ Swectscent- 
Redolent, r£d^d-13nt, a. 503. Sweet of scent. 
To Redouble, r£-dhb-bl, v. a. To repeat often;

to increase by addition of the same quantity oier an ( 
over.

To Redouble, rt^-d&b-bl, v. n. To become 
twice as much.

Redoubt, r^-do&t,' 5. The outwork of a forti
fication, a fortress.

Redoubtable, re-dout-i-bl, a. Formidable, 
terrible to foes.

Redoubted, ri-doit-^d, a. Dreadful, awful, 
formidable.

To Redound, r£-dotind,z v. n. To be sent back 
by re-action; to conduce in the consequence.

To Redress, r£-dr£s/ v. a. To set right, to 
amend; to relieve, to remedy, to ease.

Redress, r£-dr£s,z s. Reformation, amend
ment ; relief, remedy; one who gives relief.

Redressive, r^-dr&s-siv, a. Succouring, afford
ing remedy.

Reedshank, r^d-shingk, $. A bird.
Redstreak, r£d-str£ke, s. An apple, cider 

fruit; cider pressed from the redstreak.
To Reduce, rd-diise,' v. a. To bring back, 

obsolete; to bring to the former state; to reform from 
any disorder; to bring into any state of diminution; 
to degrade, to impair in dignity; to bring into any 
state of misery or meanness; to subdue; to subject to 
a rule, to bring into a class.

Reducement, rd-dfise^m&nt, s. The act cf 
bringing back; subduing, reforming, or diminishing.

Reducer, rd-du-shr, s. 98. One that reduces.
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Reducible, rtS-di-si-bl, a. Feasible to be 
reduced.

Reducibleness, re-dii-se-bl-nis, s. Quality of 
being reducible.

Reduction, ri-d&k-shln, s. The act of re- 
ducing; in Arithmetick, Reduction brings two or n.ore 
numbers of different denominations into one denomi
nation.

Reductive, re-duk-tlv, a. 157. Having the 
power of reducing.

REDUCTlVELY,r£dbk-ttv-l£, ad. By reduction, 
by consequence.

Redundance, rA-d?mldlnse 7 Suoerfluitv
Redundancy, re-durwlan-se, \ ** y’

•superabundance.
Redundant, re-d&n-dibit, n. Superabundant, 

exuberant, superfluous; using more words or images 
than are necessary.

Redundantly, r£-dun-d3.nt-l£, ad. Superflu
ously, superabundantly.

To Reduplicate, r<i-d£i-pl£-kate, -v. a. To 
double.

Reduplication, r^-du-ple-ka-shkn, s. The 
act of doubling.

Reduplicative, r£-dii-ple-kA-tlv, a. 512. 
Double.

Redwing, r&l-wlng, s. A bird.
To Re-echo, r<X-£k-k6, v. n. To echo’back. 
Reechy, r£tsh-£, a. Smoky, sooty, tanned. 
Reed, rd£d, s. 246. A hollow knotted stalk, 

which grows in wet grounds ; a small pipe; an .arrow.
To Re-edify, xd-^did«J-fi, v. a. To rebuild, to 

build again.
Reedless, reed-l&s, a. Being without reeds. 
Reedy, reed-£, a. Abounding with reeds. 
Reek, reik, s. 246. Smoke, steam, vapour ; 

"a pile of corn or hay.
7o Reek, re^k, v. n. To ?moke, to steam, to 

.emit vapour.
Reeky, r£ek^, a. Smoky, tanned, black.
Reel, reel, s. 246. A turning frame upon 

which yarn is wound into skeins from the spindle.
To Reel, r£61, v. a. To gather yarn off the 
’ spindle.
To Reel, r$dl, v. n. To stagger, to incline in 

walking, first to one side, and then to the other.
Re-election, r£-£-l&k-sh&n, s. Repeated elec

tion.
To Re-enact, riMn-lkt,' v. a. To enact anew.
To Re-enforce, re-eu-fArse,' v. a. Tostrengthen 

with new assistance.
Re-enforcement, rd-Sn-forse-ment, s. Fresh 

assistance.
To Re-ENJOY, r£-£n-jo£,' v. a. To-enjoy anew, 

or a second time.
To Re-enter, r£-£n-t&r, t>. a. To enter again, 

to enter anew.
To Re-ENTHIIONe, xd-eii-ZArane,' v. a. To re

place on a throne
Re-ENTRANCE, nMn'trinsc, s. The act of en

tering again.
REERMOUSE, rd^rimSusc, s. A that.
To Re-establish, re-^-stAb4blish,a 

To establish anew.
Re-ESTABLIsher, r£-£-stAb-lish-&r, t. -One that 

re-establishes.
Re-establishment, rd-th-Mal^fidi-ment, x Tiie 

act of re-establishing, the state of being «.established, 
restauration.

Reeve, r££v, s. A steward. Obsolete.
To Re-EXAMINE, re-vgz-im^n, w. a. To exa

mine anew.
To Refect, r^-fekt,' t>. n. To refresh, to re

store after hunger or fatigue.
Refection, r6-fek-shim, s. ’Refreshment after 

hunger or fatigue. 

i Refectory, rA-fek-t&r-i, or r&f^k-t6r-4, s.
1 512. Room ot refreshment, eating room.—For .the o,

see Domestic
£'*7' Almost all the Dictionaries I have consulted, ex

cept Mr. Sheridan’s place the accent on the second sylla
ble of th is word; anti yet, so prevalent has the latter ac
centuation been-of-late years, that‘Mr. ‘Nares .is-reduced 
to hope it is not fixed beyondurecovary. These ^indeed, 
one reason why this word ought not to Have the recent 
on the first syllable, and that is, the two uautasin .the 
second and third, which are not so easily pronaunced 
when the accent is removed from therp, as the mutes and 
liquids in accessory, consistory, desultory, Stc.; and there
fore I am decidedly in favour of the accentuation on the 
second syllable, which is that adopted -by Dr. Johnson, 
Dr. Ash, Dr. Kenrick, VV. Johnston, "Mr. Nares, Bu
chanan, Perry, Scott, Bailey, Barclay,and Jintick, as all 
words of this termination have the accent on the same 

' syllable.—See Refractory, Peremptory, Corruptible, and 
■ Irrefragable.
I To Refel, re-f£l'p. a. To refute, *to repress.

To Refer, rA-ffir,' v. a. To dismiss for infor
mation or judgment; to betake for decision ; to reduce 
to, as to the ultimate end; 'toreduce aa to a class.

; To Refer, re-f^r,' v. n. To respect, to have 
relation 4 to appeal.

’ Referee, T&f-^r-^,' s. One to whom any thing 
is referred.

Reference, i^fAffir^nse, Relafiun, respect, 
allusion to.; dismission to another tribunal.

’ To ‘Referment, v. a. To ferment
anew.

R-EFEKRIBLE, re-fSr-rc-bl, a. Capable of being 
; considered as in relation to something else.

To Refine, r^-fine,' v. a. To purify, to clear 
from dross and excrement; to make elegant, to polish.

To Refine, r^-fine,' v. n. To improve in point 
of accuracy or delieacy; to grow pure; to afibet- nicety.

Refin edly, r£-flne£ed4£, Md. 964. With 
affected elegance.

Refinement, rA-flne^m^nt, •$. The act of 
purifying by clearing any thing from dross; improve
ment in elegance or purity ; artificial practice; affec
tation of elegant improvement.

Refiner, r^-fi^iflr, s. Purifier, one who clears 
from dross or recrement; improver in elegance; in
ventor of superfluous subtitties.

To Refit, re-fit,' v. a. To repair, to restore 
after damage.

To Reflect, r^fl^kt.'v. a. To throw’back.
To Reflect, r^-fl^kt,' t>. a. To throw back 

light; to-bend back; to throwback the thoqghts upon 
the past, or on themselves; to consider attentively; 
to ithrow reproach or censure; to bring rejn-eaeh.

Rf.flectent, ri-fl&k-tent, «. Bending buck 
flying back.

Reflection, re-flek-sh&n, s. The-actof throw
ing back ; the act of bending back; that .which is re
flected ; thought thrown back upon the past; the act 
of the mind upon -itself; attentive consideration ; -cen
sure.

Reflective, re-fl&k-tlv, a. Throwing back 
images ; considering things past; considering theope- 
rations of the mind.

Reflector. re-flek^tAr, «. Considerer. 
Reflex, re-flCks, a. Tlirown backward. 
Reflexibility, r«-fl&ks-e-bl&*-te,.s. Tlic qua

lity of being reflexible.
Reflexible, r£-fl£ks-£-bl, a. Capable to be 

thrown back.
Reflexive, r£-fi£k*-lv,«. Having respect to 

something past.
Reflexively, rAJUksJk-14, ad. In a (back- 

ward direction.
To Refloubish, tA-HMsL, a. a. To flourish 

anew.
To Reflow, re-flo,' p. a. To flow back. 
Refluent, ref4flu-£nt, a. 51&. Runningback. 
Reflux, re-fluks, s. ‘Backward course.
To Reform, r^-fiSrm/ v. a. To cimiige from 

worse to better.
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To Reform, re-form,' t>. w. To grow better. 
Reform, r A-form's. Reformation.
Reformation, r'Af-ffir-maAsh&n, s. 534. Change 

from worse to better.
RBFohMer, rA-form-br, s. One who makes a 

change for the better.
To Refract, re-frilkt,' v. a. To -break die 

natural course of rays.
Refraction, rA-frAk-shhn, s. The incurvation 

or change of determination in the body moved ; in 
Dioptricks, it is the variation of a ray. of light from 
that right line which it would have passed on in., had 
not the density of the medium turned it aside.

Refractive, rA-frAk-tlv, a. Having the power 
of refraction.

Refractoriness, rA-frAk-tftr-A-nAs, s. Sullen 
obstinacy.

Refractory, rA-frik-thr-A, «. Obstinate, per
verse, contumacious.

All our.orthoepists, except Bailey and Dyche, 
place the accent on the second syllable of this word,; and 
we need but attend to the difficulty and indistinctness 
which arises from placing the accent omthe first syllable, 
to-condemn it. The mutes chard and.f.aae formed by 
parts of the organs so distant from each other, that, 
without the help of the accent to strengthen the organs, 
they are not very easily pronounced—to say nothing df 
the difficulty of pronouncing the substantive refractori
ness and the adverb refractorily with the accent on the 
first syllable, which must n<cessarily >be the case if -we 
accent the first syllable of this word.—See*Corruptible. 
REFRAGABLE, rAfifrA-ga-bl, a. Capable of con

futation and conviction.
JO* In this word there is not the same concurrence of 

consonants as in the last, and consequently not the same 
reason for placing the accent on the second syllable.—See 
Irrefragable.
To Refrain, rA-frAne,' v. a. To hold back, to 

keep fro m . act ion.
To Rkfrain, re-frane,' n. m. To forbear, to 

abstain, to spare.
Refrangibility, rA-frAn-jA-bil-A-tA, ■$. Re- 

frangibility of the rays of light, -is-their disposition to 
be refracted or turned out of their way, in {>assiug out 
of one transparent body or medium into another.

Refrangible, rA-fran^jA-b), a. Turned out of 
their course in passing from one medium to another.

Refrenation, rAf-frA-aia-shfin, s. The act of 
restraining.

To ’Rbfresh, rA-ifrAsh,' v. a. To recreate, .to 
relieve after pain ; to improve by new touches any 
thing impaired ; to refrigerate, to cool.

Refresher, rA-frAsh-ur, s. 98. That which 
refreshes.

Refreshment, rA-frAsh-mAnt, s. Relief after 
pain, want, or fatigue ; that which gives relief, as food, 
rest

Refrigerant, rA-frld-jAr-Ant, a. Cooling, 
mitigating heat.

To Refrigerate, rA-fdd-jAr-Ate, v. n. 91.
To cool.

Refrigeration, rA-frld-jAr-it'sh&n, 5. The act 
of cooling.; the state of being cooled.

Refrigerative, rA-frid-jer-A-tiv, 512. 
Refrigeratory. rA4rId-j Ar-^-t&r-e, 512,557. \

a. Cooling, having the power to coot
Refrigeratory, rA-frld-jAr-A-tur-A, The 

part of a distilling vessel that is placed about the head 
of a still, and filled with water, to cool the.eondensing 
vapours ; any thing-internally cooling.

F or the o, see Domestick.
Reft, rAft. Part, of Reave. Deprived, taken 

away. PreL of Reave. Took away.
Refuge, rAf-fudje, s. Shelter from any danger 

or distress; protection, that which gives shelter or 
protection, resource; expedient n distress.

To Refuge, rSfl-flidje, v. a. To shelter, to 
protect.

Refugee, ref-fl-jee,' s. One who flies to shel- 
ter or protection.
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Refulgence, ri-fft]£jjnse, s. Splendour, 
brightness.

Refulgent, a. 177. Bright, gilt-
tering, splendid.

To Refund, re-fund; v. a. To pour back; tQ 
repay what is received, to restore.

Refusal, rA-fu-zAl, s. 88. The act of refusing, 
denial af anything demanded or solicited; the pre
emption,the right ofhavingany-thing before another, 
option.

To Refuse, re-fuze,' v. a. 495. To deny what 
is solicited or required ; to-reject, to dismiss without 
a grant.

To Refuse, re-fuze,' v. n. Nat to accept.
Refuse, refuse, s. 487. 492. Utbat -which 

remains disregarded when the rest is taken.
JO* I have given the sharp and hissing sound to the-s 

in this word, according to theianalogy of substantives of 
this form which have a corresponding verb,.and imagine 
I have the best usage on my side, though none of our 
orthoepists, except Dr. Kenrick, Mr..Nares, and W. John
ston, have made this distinction.
Refuser, .re-fu-zhr, s. 98. He who refuses. 
Refutal, rA-fii-tal, s. 88. Refutation. 
Refutation, ref-fu-ta-sh.&n, s. The act of 

refuting, the act of proving false nr erroneous.
To Refute, rA-fute,'%. a. To prove false jar 

erroneous.
To Regain rA-gane,' v. a. To recover, to gain 

anew.
Regal, rA-gal, a. Royal, kingly.
To Regale, rA-gale,' v. a. To refresh, to en

tertain, to gratify.
Regalement, rA-gale-mAnt, s. Refreshment, 

entertainment.
Regalia, rA-ga-le-A, s. 92. 113. Ensigns of 

royalty.
Regality, rA-gAl-A<A, s. Royalty,-sovereignty, 

kingship.
To Regard, re-gArd,' v.-a. ‘92. 160. To value, 

to attend to as worthy of notice^ to observe, to re
mark ; to ;iay attention to; to respect, to have rela
tion to; to took towards.

Regard, regard,' s. Attention as to a matter 
I of importance; respect, reverence; note, eminence;

respect, account; relation, reference; took,aspect di
rected to another.—See Guard.

I Regardable, ri-gird-l-lit, a. Observable; 
worthy of notice.

RegaRDER, rd-gArd-Ar, s. 98. One that re
gards.

Regardful, rA-gArd-ful, a. Attentive, taking 
notice of.

Regabdfully, jS-girfliful-i, ad. Attentively, 
heedfully, respectfully.

Regardless, rA-gArd-lAs, a. Heedless, negli
gent, inattentive.

| Regardlessly, r<$-g5rd-l&-18, ad. Without 
I heed.
j Regardlessness, r8-gird-!8s-n8s, ». Heed- 

lessness, negligence, inattention.
Regatta, rA-gAt-tA, s. A kind of boat race.
Regency, d^j&n-sd, 4. Authority, govern

ment ; vicarious government; the district governed 
by a vicegerent; those to whom vicarious regality is 
intrusted.

To Regenerate, rA-jAn-Ar-Ate, v. a. To repro
duce, to produce anew ; to make to be born anew.; to 
renew by the change of carnal nature to a Christian 
life.

Regenerate, rA-jAn^Ar-At, a. 91. Repro
duced ; born anew by grace to a Christian life.

Regeneration, rA-jAn-Ar-a-shiin, s. New 
birth, birth by grace fromcarnaLaffections to a Chrkj. 
tian life.

Regenerate ness, rA-jAn-Ar-At-nAs, s. The 
state of being regenerate.

Regent, nJ-jint, a. Governing, ruling; exer- 
cising vicarious authority.
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Regent, rd-jdnt, $. A governour, a ruler; one 
invested with vicarious royalty.

Regentship, r£-j£nt-ship, s. The power of 
governing; deputed authority.

Regermination, r^-j^r-me-na-shfm, s. The 
act of sprouting again.

Regible, rdd-jd-bl, a. 405. Governable. 
Regicide, rdd-jd-slde, s. 143. Murderer of 

his king; murder of his king.
REGIMEN, rdd'jd-mdn, s. That care in diet and 

living that is suitable to every particular course of me
dicine.

The word or member of a sentence governed by a 
verb; as, Evil communication corrupts good manners, 
where good manners may be said to be the regimen, or 
part of the sentence governed by the verb corrupts. 
Regiment, rdd-jd-mdnt, s. Established govern

ment, polity; rule, authority; a body of soldiers under 
one colonel.

Regimental, rdd-jd-mdnt-^1, a. Belonging to 
a regiment; military.

Regimentals, r£d-je-m£n-tlls, s. The uniform 
military dress of a regiment.

Region, rd-jhn, s. 290. Tract of land, country, 
tract of Space; part of the body, place, rank.

Register, r£d'jls-tur, s. 98. An account of 
any thing regularly kept; the officer whose business is 
to keep the register.

To Register, r^d-jis-tur, v. a. To record, to 
preserve by authehtick accounts; to enrol.

Registry, rdd-jls-tre, s. The act of inserting 
in the register; the place where the register is kept; a 
series of facts recorded.

Regnant, rlg^n&nt, a. Reigning, predomi
nant, prevalent, having power.

To Regorge, r^-gorge,' v. a. To vomit up, 
to throw back ; to swallow eagerly; to swallow back.

To Regraft, re-grAfi," v. a. To graft again. 
To Regrant, r£-grint,z v. a. To grant back. 
To RegRate, r&-gdtte,z v. a. To offend, to 

shock; not used ; to engross, to forestall.
Regrater, r^-grate-ur, s. 98. A forestalled 

an engrosser; originally a seller by retail.
To Regreet, re-greet,z v. a* To re-salute, to 

greet a second time.
Regreet, r£-greet,z s. Return or exchange of 

salutation.
Regress, re-gr&s, s. Passage back, power of 

passing back.
Regression, ri-gr§sh-hn, s. The act of return- 

ng or going back.
Regret, re- gr&,' Vexation at something 

past, bitterness of reflection ; grief, sorrow
To Regret, r£-gr£t,z v. a. To repent, to 

grieve at.
Reguerdon, r^-gSr-dhn, s. Reward, recom

pense. Obsolete.—See Guerdon.
Regular, r^g-ii-lar, a. 179. Agreeable tG rule, 

consisting with the mode prescribed; governed by 
strict regulations ; having sides or surfaces composed 
of equal figures; instituted or initiated according to 
established forms.

Regular, r&g'u-l&r, s. In the Roman Catholick 
Church, all persons are said to be Regulars, that pro
fess and follow a certain rule of life, and observe the 
three vows of poverty, chastity, and obedience.

Regularity, r<!g-u-lir-e-t4, s. Agreeableness 
to rule ; method, certain order.

Regularly, r£g-u-llr-l£, «</. In a manner 
concordant to rule.

To Regulate, r&g'h-late, v. a. To adjust by 
rule or method: to direct.

Regulation, reg-ii-la-shhn, s. The act of re
gulating ; method, the effect of regulation.

Regulator, r^g-h-la-thr, s. 521. One that 
regulates; that part of a machine which makes the 
motion equable.

Regulus, r^glA-lfis, j. Latin. Regulus is tile 
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finer and weightiest part of the metals, which fettles 
at the bottom upon melting.

To Regurgitate, re-giir-je-tate, v. a. To 
throw back, to pour back.

Regurgitation’, r^-gur-je-ti'sh&n, j. Resorp- 
tion, the act of swallowing back.

To Rehear, r^-hdref v. a. To hear again.
Rehearsal, r£-h£r-sAl, s. 442. Repetition, 

recital; the recital of anything previous to publick 
exhibition

To Rehearse, r<*-h£rse/ v. a. To repeat, to 
recite; to relate, to tell; to recite previously to pub
lick exhibition.

To Reject, re-j£kt,z v. a. To dismiss without 
compliance with proposal or acceptance of offer; to 
cast off, to make an abject; to refuse, not to accept; 
to throw aside.

Rejection, r£-jSk-'shiin, s. The act of casting 
off or throwing aside.

To Reign, rane, v. n. 249. To enjoy or exer
cise sovereign authority; to be predominant, to pre
vail ; to obtain power or dominion.

Reign, rane, 385. Royal authority, sove
reignty ; time of a king’s government; kingdom, do
minion.

To Reimbody, r£-Im-b6d-£, vi n. To imbody 
again.

To Reimburse, ri-lm-b&rse,' v. a. To repay, 
to repair loss or expense by an equivalent.

Reimbursement, re-im-bbrse-mStit, s. Repa- 
ration er repayment

To Reimpregnate, re-un-prSg-nite, v. a. To 
impregnate anew.

Reimpression, r£-im-pr£sh-tm, s. A second 
or repeated impression.

Rein, rane, s. 249. The part of the bridle 
which extends from the horse’s head to the driver’s 
or rider’s hand; used as an instrument of govern
ment, or for government; to give the reigns, to give 
license.

To Rein, rane, ». a. To govern by a bridle; 
to restrain, th control.

Reins, ranz, $. The kidneys, the lower part of 
the back.

To Reinsert, re-in-s£rt,z v. a. To insert a 
second time.

To Reinspire, r£-in-spire,z v. a. To inspire 
anew.

To Reinstal, re-ln-st!Lllz v. a. 406. To 6eat 
again ; to put again in possession.

To Reinstate, r£4n-state,z v. a. To put again 
in possession.

To. Reintegrate, r^-in-te-grate, v. a. To re
new with regard to any state or quality.

To Reinvest, r£-In-v&tf v. a. To invest anew. 
To Rejoice, rd-joSscjf v. 299. To be glad, 

to joy, to exult
7b Rejoice, re-jdese' v. n. 

gladden.
Eejoicer, rd-joe-sac; „s <?8.
To Rejoin, re-j61nf i>. u. 2

to meet one again.
To Rejoin, re-jo?n/ v. n. To answer to a reply 
Rejoinder, re-joir.-dQr, s. 98. Answer to a 

reply, reply, answer
To Reiterate, r£-it-t£r-ate, v. a. To repeat 

again and again.
Reiterat.on, i£-it-t£r-a-shun, s. Repetition.
To ReJvDGE, Ti-jiidje,' v. a. To re-examine: 

to re new, to recall to a new trial.
To Rekindle, r^-kin-dl, v. a. To set on fire 

again.
To Relapse, r^-llpse,' v. n. To fall back into 

vice and errour ; to fall back from a state of recovery to sickness.
Relapse, re-lApse,z s. Fall into vice or errour 

once forsaken ; regression from a state of recovery te 
sickness.

To exhilarate, to

One that rejoices. 
,9. To join again;
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To Relate, ri-late,' v. a. To tell, to recite ;
to ally by kindred.

To Relate, relate,' v. n. To have reference,
to have respect to.

Relater, r^-la-t&r, s. 98. Teller, narrator. 
Relation, r£-lA-shhn, s. Manner of belong

ing to any person or thing; respect; reference, re
gard ; connexion between one thing and another; 
kindred, alliance of kin; person related by birth or 
marriage, kinsman, kinswoman ; narrative, account.

Relationship, r^-la-shfcn-shlp, s. The state of 
being related to another either by kindred, or any ar
tificial alliance.

Relative, r&l-A-tlv, a. 158. Having relation, 
respecting ; considered not absolutely, but as respect- 
ing*something else.

Relative, r£l-i-tlv, s. Relation, kinsman ; 
pronoun answering to an antecedent; somewhat re
specting something else.

Relatively, r31-i-tlv-l^, ad. As it respects
something else, not absolutely.

Felativeness, r£l«A-tiv-n£s, s. The state of
having relation.

To Relax, r£-llks,z v. a. To slacken, to make 
less tense; to remit, to make less severe or rigorous ; 
to make less attentive or laborious; to ease, to divert; 
to open, to loose.

To Relax, r^-liks' v. n. To be mild, to be
remiss, to be not rigorous.

Relaxable, r£-liks'i-bl, a. That may be
remitted.

Relaxation, rSl-iks-a-sh^n, s. 530. Diminu
tion of tension, the act of loosening; cessation of 
restraint; remission, abatement of rigour; remission 
of attention or application.

Relaxative, re-lAks-i-tlv, s. That which has
power to relax.

Relay, re-lA,' s. Hunting dogs kept in readi
ness at certain places to follow the deer, when the 
dogs which have been pursuing are wearied; horses 
on the road to relieve others.

Releasable, r£-l£se'A-bl, a. Capable of being 
released.

To Release, rA-l£se,z v, a. 221. To set free 
from confinement or servitude; to set free from pain; 
to free from obligation ; to quit, to lot go; to relax, 
to slacken.

Release, r£-ldsez «. Dismission from confine
ment, servitude, or pain ; relaxation of a penalty; re
mission of a claim; acquittance from a debt signed by 
the creditor.

ReleaseMENT, r^-l&se^m&nt, s. The act of dis
charging ; the act of dismissing from servitude or pain. 

Releaser, r£-l£se-hr, s. One who releases or 
sets free from servitude.

To Relegate, r£l-£-glte, v. a. To banish, to 
exile.

Relegation, r^l-^-ga-shSm, s. Exile, judicial
banishment.

To Relent, r£-l£nt,z v. n. To soften, to grow 
less rigid or hard; to grow moist; to soften in temper, 
to grow tender ; to feel compassion.

To Relent, r£-l£nt,' v. a. To slacken, to re
mit ; to soften, to mollify.

Relentless, r£-15nt-les, a. Unpitying, un
moved by kindness or tenderness.

Relevant, r&K£-v&nt, a. Relieving.—See
Irrelevant.

In the first edition of this Dictionary I appre
hended that this word was a new coinage of the House of 
Commons; but upon consulting Mr. Elphinston, a com
plete judge in this case, I find it has long been a jurispru
dential word, as he calls it, in Scotland, meaning inferen
tial or conclusive ; and that it has only been transferred 
from the Scotch Bar to the British Parliament. But that 
this is not the sense of the French relevant, or the Latin 
relevo, is certain; and that relevant in this sense seems 
nearly the same as relative or related. To say nothing of 
the impropriety of introducing technical words in a ge
neral assembly of the nation, it may be observed, that 
using-the word in this sense, which is that which it gene
rally has in our parliamentary debates, tends to overturn 
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the most settled meaning of words, and, instead of preci
sion and accuracy, to create obscurity and confusion. 
Relevation, r£l-£-va-sh£tn, s. A raising or 

lifting up.
Reliance, r^-ll-inse, s. Trust, dependence,

confidence.
Relick, r&l-ik, s. That which remains, that 

which is left after the loss or decay of the rest; it is 
generally used in the plural; jt is often taken for the 
body deserted by the soul; that which is kept in 
memory of another with a kind of religious veneration.

Relict, rSl-lkt, s. A widow, a wife desolate
by the death of her husband.

Relief, rW&f/ s. 215. The prominence of 
a figure in stone or metal, the seeming prominence o' 
a picture; the recommendation of any thing by the 
interposition of something different; alleviation of 
calamity, mitigation of pain or sorrow; that which 
frees from pain or sorrow; dismission of a sentinel 
from his post; legal remedy of wrongs.

Relievable, r£-l££v-i-bl, n. Capable of relief. 
To Relieve, r£-l£Av,z v. a. To support, to as

sist ; to ease pain or sorrow : to succour by assistance; 
to set a sentinel at rest, by placing another on his post; 
to right by law.

Reliever, r£-l££v-&r, s. One that relieves.
Relievo, r£-l£Av-d, s. The prominence of a

figure or picture.
To Relight, r£-llte,z v. a. 393. To light anew. 
Religion, rMld-j&n, s. 290. Virtue, as 

founded upon reverence of God, and expectation of 
future rewards and punishments ; a system of Divine 
faith and worship, as opposite to others.

Religionist, r^-lld-jun-lst, s. A bigot to any
religious persuasion.

Religious, r^-lid-j&s, a. Pious, disposed to the 
duties of religion ; teaching religion ; among the Ro
manists, bound by the vows of poverty, chastity, and 
obedience; exact, strict.

Religiously, r^-lid-j&s-U, ad. Piously, with 
obedience to the dictates of religion ; according to the 
rites of religion; reverently, with veneration; exactly, 
with strict observance.

Religiousness, r£-lid-j&s-n£s, s. The quality
or state of being religious.

To Relinquish, r^-llng-kwlsh, v. a. 408. To
forsake, to abandon; to quit, to release, to give up.

Relinquishment, r£-ling-kwlsh-m£nt, 408.
The act of forsaking.

Relish, r&l-ish, s. Taste, the effect of any thing 
on the palate; it is commonly used of a pleasing taste; 
taste, small quantity just perceptible; liking, delight 
in any thing; sense, power of receiving excellence, 
taste.

To Relish, r^l-lsh, v. a. To give a taste to
any thing ; to taste, to have a liking.

To Relish, r&l-ish, v. n. To have a pleasing
taste; to give pleasure; to have a flavour.

Relish able, r£l-ish-&-bl, a. Having a relish. 
To Relive, r£-liv,z v. n. To revive, to live 

anew.
To Rf.love, r£-l&vz v. a. To love in return. 
Relucent, r£-lu-s£nt, a. Shining, transparent 
Reluctance, r3-l&k-tAnse, ) 
Reluctancy, r^-l&k-dn-si, ) **

Unwillingness, repugnance.
Reluctant, r^-l&k^tAnt, a. Unwilling, acting

with repugnance.
Reluctantly, r£-lftk-tAnt-l£, ad. With re

sistance ; with unwillingness.
To Reluctate, r£-lhk-tAte, v. n. To resist,

to struggle against
ReluctatiON, r£l-liik-tl-sh{in, s. 530. Repug

nance, resistance.
To Relume, r£-lilme,z v. a. To light anew,

to rekindle.
To Relumine, r^-lh-mln, v. a. To light anew. 
To Rely, r£-ll/ n. To lean upon with con

fidence, to put trust in, to rest upon, to depend upon.
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To Remain, r^-mine/ v. n. To be left one of 
a greater quantity or number; to continue, to endure, 
to be left; to be lelt as not comprised.

Remain, r^-mane,' s. 202. Relick, that which 
isleft, generally used in the plural ; the body left By the 
soul.

Remainder, r^-nvanc-dtfir, s. What is left; die 
body when the soul is departed, remains.

To Remake,. r£-inake£ v. a. To make anew. 
To Remand, remind,';«. at 7.9. To send, back, 

to call back.
Remanent, r£m-m£-n£nt, a. Remaining* con

tinuing.
Remanent, r^m-mi-n^nt, s. The part re

maining.
I place the accent on.the first syllable of this»word, 

for the same reason as in permanent : the a in both re- 
maxtfoand permaneo is'short, if that be any rule—See 
Principles, No. 503, e. It: is highly probable that rem
nant is but an abbreviation of the present word.
Remark, re-mark,' s. 78. Observation, note, 

notice taken.
Jb Remark, r£-m&riU v< a. To note, to ob

serve ; to distinguish, to point out, to mark.
Remarkable, re-mdrk-A-bi, it- Observable, 

worthy of. note.
Remarkableness, r£-mark-i-bl-n£s, s. Ob

servableness, worthiness of observation..
Remarkably, rc-mirk-l-ble, orf. Observably, 

in a.manner worthy, of observation..
RemarKER, re-m£rk~&rT Sv 98. An observer, 

one that remarks.
To Remarry, r^-mar-r^, a. To marry again; 

to marry a second time.
Remediable, re-m-e'de-i-bi, a. Capable of 

remedy.
Remedial, re-m^l^-SI, a. Affording remedy. 
Remediate, r£-m&-de-at, a. 91. Medicinal, 

affording a remedy.
Remediless, r&n-m£-d&4&> a. Not admitting 

remedy, irreparable, cureless.
Spenser and Milton place the accent upon the se

cond syllable of this word ; and. as. Mr. Nares observes, 
Dr. Johnson has, oi» the authority of these authors, 
adopted this accentuation: “But this,” says Mr. Nares, 
“ is irregular; for every monosyllabick termination, added 
to a word accented on the antepenult*, throws the accent 
to the fourth syllable from the end.” With great respect 
for Mr. Nares’s opinion on this subjeat,. 1 should, think a 
much easier and more general rule might be laid down 
for all words of this kind, which is, that those "words, 
which take the Saxon terminations after them, as er, less, 
ness, lessness, ly, &c. preserve the accent of the radical 
word; therefore, this and the following word ought to 
have the same accent as remedy, from which they are 
formed.—See Principles, No. 489. 501.
Remedilessness, r^m-^-dd-l&-nfek r. Incur

ableness.
Remedy, r£m-m4-d&, s. A medicine bv which 

any illness is cured ; cure of any uneasiness; that 
which counteracts any evil; reparation, means, of re
pairing any hurt.

To Remedy, rdm-m£-d£, p. a. To cure, to 
heal; to repair or remove mischief.

To Remember, «. n. To bear in
mind any thing; to recollect, to call to mind ; ta 
mention ; to put in mind, to force to recollect, to re
mind.

Rememberer, r£-mem-bur-&r, s, One who re
members.

Remembrance, r^-memJbrinse; &. Retention 
in memory ; recollection,revival of any idea; account 
preserved} memorial; a token by which any one is 
kept in the memory.

Remembrancer, r^-mSm-brin-s&r, $* One 
that reminds, one that puts in mind ; an officer of Che 
Exchequer.

To Rememorate, re-m£m^6-rate, t>- a. To call 
to remembrance; to remember.

Rememoration, re-m&n-d-ra-sh&n, s. Re
membrance.

To RemigwatE, rSmM-griUe, v. n. 5\3. To 
remove back again.

RtBUiGRA!TtONr r^m-e-giu-sliiln, s. Removal 
back again.

7b Remind, remind,' t». a.. To pub in mind, 
to force to remember.

Reminiscence, r£m-m£-nis-s3nse, s, 510.. 
Recollection, recovery of ideas.

Remtniscential. rdm-me-nls-s&Aidl, et. 
Relating to reminiscence.

Remiss, rd-infe,' a. Sluck; slothful; notin. 
tense.

Remissible, r£-mls^-bl, a. 509. Admitting 
forgiveness.

Remission; r£-mish-5n. s; Abatement; relaxa
tion ; cassation of iniensenes»; in Phvsick. Remis, 
sion is when a distemper abates, but does not go quite 
off before it returns again; release; forgiveness, par
don.

Remissly, r^-mls-le, ad. Carelessly, negli
gently ; slackly.

Remissness, re-mls-n&s, s. Carelessness, neg
ligence.

To Remit, r<kmlt,zv. a. To- relax; to forgive 
a punishment; to pardon a fault; to resign; to refer; 
to put again in custody; to send money to a distant 
place.

To Remit, rA-mlt,' v. n. To slacken^ to grow 
less intenseto abate by growing less eager; in Phy- 
sick, to grow by intervals less violent.

Remitment, re-mit-ment, s. The act of remit* 
ting to custody.

Remittance, M-mit-tanse, s. Tlicact of pay
ing money at a distant place.; sum. sent, to a distant 
place.

Remitter, r&mlt-tfir, s. 98. In Common Law, 
a restitution of one that hath two titles to lands or te
nements, and is seized of them by his latter title, urrtc 
his trtfe that is more ancient, in cate where the latter 
is defective.

Remnant, remWmt, s. Residue, that which 
is left.

Remnant, r&nx-nint, a. Remaining, yet left. 
To Remodel, r£-m6d-ddl, v. a. To model anew. 
Remolten, re-mol-tn, part. 103; Melted again. 
Remonstrance, r^-mon-strAnse, s. Show, dis

covery; not Used; strong representation.
Remonstrant, r^-mon-strint, a. One that 

joins in a remonstrance.
To Remonstrate, r^-mon-strate, v. n. To 

make a strohg representation, to show reasons.
RemonstrAtion,.rd-m6n-stra-shijn, s. I be act 

of remonstrating.
Remonstrator, r^-mtMi-stra^tur, s. One*, who 

remonstrates.
Remora,, r£in£d-r&, s. 92- 503. A let or ob

stacle ; a fish or kind of worm that sticks to ships and 
retards their passage through the water.

Remordengy, re-mor-d&n-se, s. Compunction. 
Remorse, r^-morsc,' or r£-nidrse£ s. Lain, of 

guilt; anguish of a guilty conscience.
Dr. Kenrick, Mr. Nares, Mr. Perry, and several 

respectable speakers, pronounce tins word in the second 
manner; but Mr. Sheridan,.Mr. Scott, W. Johnston, and 
Mr. Smith, in the first; and, in my opinion, with analogy 
and the best usage on their side. The find c dues not 
lengthen the o, but serves only to keep the s from going 
into the sound of x.
Remorsed, re-morsd,' a. Feeling the pain of 

guilt;, struck with remorse
Remorseful, r4-mdrs-f&l, a. Tender, compas

sionate. Obsolete.
Remorseless, re-mdrs-les, a. Unpitying, cruel, 

savage.
Remorselessly, re-mors-l£s-l£, ad. Without 

remorse
Remote, r^-mdtef a. Distant; removed far 

off; foreign.
REMOTELY, r£-m6te-l£, ad. Ata distance.
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Remoteness, re-nrAte'nSs, s. State of being 
remote.

Remotion, ri-m&shffin., «. The act of re- 
moving, the state of being removed. to a distance.

Removable, re-mAov-l.bi. a. Such as.may be 
removed—See Moveable.

Removal, r£-int>6v-al, si 88* The act of: put
ting out of any place, the act of putting away;. dis
mission from a post; the state of bang removed.

To Remove, r&modv,' v. To put from its 
place, to take orput away ; to place at a distance.

7o Remove, r£-m65v,' v. n. To change place; 
to go from one place to another.

Remove, rt^-tnoSv,' s. Change of’place; trans
lation of one to the place of another; departure*, act 
of going away ; the act of changing place; a step in 
the scale of gradatrom; act of putting a Horse's shoes 
upon different feet

RftMOVED, r^-mo&vdy park a. Remote,.sepa
rate from others.

Removedness, r^moov^d-nes,.« 364. The 
state of being removed; remoteness!

Remover,, r^-mo^v^ur, s» 98. One that re
moves.

/’o Remount, re-mount,' v, n. T® mount again. 
Remunehability, r^-miUn&ii-bn^-t#, s.

Capability of being rewarded.
Remunehable; re-m&'n^r-S-bl; cr. RewardabFe. 
To Remunerate, re-mii-ner-ate, v. a. To re

ward, to requite.
Remuneration, r£-mii-ni3r.-aMiun„s. Howard, 

requital.
Remunerative, r&-mu-n^r-i-tlv,.a. Exercised 

in giving rewards.
Remuneratory, re-mu-ner-i-ti’u-^, a-

Affording recompense or reward; ie<|uiting* 
For the o, see Domestick.

Ta Remurmur, r^-mfir-mfir, v. a. To utter 
back in murmurs, to repeat in low hoarse sounds.

To Remurmur,, re-mfir-m&r,, v. n. Th murmur 
back, to etho a low hoarso sound.

Renard, rdn-nard, s. 88. The name of a fox. 
Renasgency, rtV-nls-s£n--s£, s. The state of 

being, produced again..
Renascent, r£-n3.s-s£ht, cr? Produced, again, 

rising again into being.
Renascibi.e, rd-n£s-s£-bl, a. 405. Possible to 

be produced again..
To Renavigate, r£-niv-v£-gate, v. a. To sail 

again.
Rencounter, r§n-koun-t&r, s. 313. Clash, 

collision ; personal opposition ; loose or casual en- 
gagement; suSien. combat without premeditatibn.

To Rencounter, r&r-kSdn-t&T, v- n. To clash, 
to meet an enemy unexpectedly; to fight hand to band. 

7b Rend, r&nd, v. a. Pret. and part. pass-.
Rent. To tear with violence, to lacerate.

Render, r&nd-fir, st 98* One that rends, a 
tearer.

To Render, rSn-dhr,. v.. a. To return, to pay 
back ; to restore; to invest with qualities,. to make; 
to translate; to surrender, to yield, to give up; to 
offer, to give to be used.

Render, r&n-d&r, Surrender. Obsolete. 
Rendezvous, ren-d£-v63z,' s. £1’5. Assembly, 

meeting appointed ; a place anpmnted for an assembly.
To Rendezvous, ren- cTi-vooz,' v. n. To meet 

at a place appointed.
JT*?* This word is-in such universal use as to be per*, 

fectly anglicised; and those who leave outt the 9 at the 
end, In compliment to the French language, show but 
little taste in their pronunciation of English. To this 
letter, in this word, as weir as hr several other words, 
may be applied the judicious advice of Pbpe:

•* In words as fashions the same rule will hold ;
« Alike fanUutick. if too new or old t

Be not the first by. whom.tha new are trjr’d,
** Nor yet the last to lay the old aside ”

on CriticUm.

Rendition, r^n-dlsh-hn, s. Surrendering, the 
act of yielding.

Renegade, ren-ne-g&de; > ~
RenegadO, rJn-nJ-ga-dd, fc* One tint apes- 

tatizes from the faith, an apostate; one who deserts to 
theenemy, a rcvolter —See Lumbago.

To Renege, rti-neeg,' v. a. To disown.
To Renew, re-nu,' v. a. To restore to the 

former state; to repeat, to put again in act; to begin 
again ; in Theology, to make anew, to transform to 
new life*

Renewable, Ke-nu-i-blr a. Capable of being 
renewed.

Renewal, re-nu-M, s. 88. The act of renew
ing ; renovation.

Renewedness, re-nti-ed-n&j, s. State of being 
made new.

Renewer, re-nu-ftr, s. One who renews.
Renitf.ncy, re-nl-t?n-sd, s. That resistance in 

solid bodies, when they press upon, or arc impelled one 
against another.

JQf* This word and the following were in Dr. Johnson’s 
third edition, folio, accented on the second syllable; but 
in the sixth edition, quarto, they have the accent on. this 
first. This latter accentuation, it must be allowed* is 
more agreeable to English analogy, see Principles, 
No; 593,bi but there is an analogy that the learned are 
very fond of adopting, which is, that when a word from 
the Latin contains the same number of syllables as- the 
original, the accent of the original should, then be pre
served; and as the accent of renitens is on the second 
syllable, the word renitent ought to have the accent on 
the second likewise. For my own part I approve of oui 
own analogy, both in accent' andlquantity; but it is tile 
business of a prosodist to1 give the usage as well as ana
logy; and were this word and. its formative renitcncy to 
be brought into common use, 1 have no doubt, but that 
the Latin analogy, that of accenting this word on the 
second syllable, would generally prevail. This may fairly 
be presumed fiom the suffrages we have for it; namely, 
Mr. Sheridan, Dr. Kenrick, Dr. Ash, Buchanan, and 
Entick, who are opposed by no Dictionary I have con
sulted, but by Scott’s Bailey.
Renitent, r£-ni-t£nt, a. Acting against any 

impulse by elastick power.
Rennet, rdn-nit, s. The ingredient with which 

milk is coagulated, in order to make cheese; a kind 
of apple.—Sect Runnel.

To Renovate* r&n-nd-vate, tr. a. To renew, 
to restore to the first state.

Renovation, r6n-nd-va-slrun, s. Renew al;, the 
act of renewing.

To Renounce, re-nounse; v. a. 313. To dis
own,- to‘abnegate.

Renouncement, re-nounse-ment, s. Act of 
renouncing, renunciation.

Renouncing, r^-nouns-ing, s. The act of dis
owning-or denying; apostacy.

Renown, r£-rrdun,'' s. .322*. Fame, celebrity, 
praise widely spread.

To Renown, re-ndfln' v. a. To make famous. 
Renowned, re-nound,' part. a. 359. Famous, 

celebrated* eminent.
Rent, r£nt, 5. A break, a laceration..
To. Rent, r£nt, v. a. To tear, to lacerate.
Rent, rent, st Revenue; annual payment; 

money paid for any thing held of another.
To Rent, rent, v. a. To hold by paying rent; 

to set to a tenant.
Rentable, rfeit^d-bl, a. 405. That may be 

rented.
Rentage, rentHilje, s. Money paid for any 

thing held.hy another.
Rental, rental, s. Schedule or account of 

rents.
Renter* r2nt-&r, s. 98. He that holds by pay

ing rent.
Rentroll, r&it'iAle, s~ A list of rents ox re

venues.
RfiNUNCLAiiON, rl-n&n-sh&afeh&a,. sv The aet 

of renouncing.—See Pronunciation.
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To Reobtain, rd-&b-tane/ v. a. To obtain 
again.

To Reordain, rd-<5r-dane,' v. a. To ordain 
again, on supposition of some defect in the commission 
granted to a minister.

Reordination, rd-6r-dd-na-sh&n, s. Repeti
tion of ordination.

To Repacify, rd-pis-sd-fl, v. a. To pacify 
again.

Repaid, rd-pade.' Part, of Repay.
To Repair, rd-pare,' v. a. 202. To restore 

after injury or dilapidation; to amend any injury by 
an equivalent; to fill up anew, by something put in the 
place of what is lost

Repair, ri-pire,' s. Reparation, supply of loss, 
restoration after dilapidation.

To Repair, rd-pare,' v. n. To go, to betake 
himself.

Repair, rd-pare,' x. Resort, abode; the act of 
betaking himself any whither.

Repairer, rd-pare'&r, s. 98. An amender, 
a restorer.

RepandOUS, rd-p&n-dCis, a. Bent upwards.
Reparable, rdp-pir-i-bl, a. 531. Capable of 

being amended or retrieved —See Irreparable.
Reparably, rdp-p&r-d-bld, ad. In a manner 

capable of remedy by restoration, amendment or 
supply.

Reparation, rdp-pi-ra-shfm, s. The act of 
repairing; supply of what is wasted; recompense for 
any injury, amends.

Reparative, rd-plr-ri-tlv, s. 512. Whatever 
makes amends for loss or injury.

Repartee, rdp-plr-tdd,' s. Smart reply.
To Repass, rd-pis,' v. a. To pass again, to 

pass or travel back.
To Repass, rd-pAs' v. n. To go back in a road. 
Repast, rd-pist,' s. A meal, the act of taking 

food ; food, victuals.
To Repast, rd-p Ast,' v. a. To feed, to feast.
Repasture, rd-pAs-tshure, s. 463. Enter tain- 

men t.
To Repay, re-pa,' v. a. To pay back in return, 

in requital, or in revenge; to recompense; to requite 
either good or ill.

Repayment, rd-pa-mdnt, s. The act of repay
ing ; the thing repaid.

To Repeal, rd-pdle,' v. a. 227. To recall; to 
abrogate, to revoke.

Repeal, rd-pdle,' s. Recall from exile ; revo
cation, abrogation.

Repealer, rd-pdle'&r, s. One who revokes or 
abrogates.

Repeat, rd-pdte,' s. A repetition; in musick, 
a mark denoting the repetition of a preceding part of 
the air.

7’o Repeat, rd-pdte,' v. a. 227. To use again, 
to do again ; to speak again ; to try again; to recite, 
to rehearse.

Repeatedly, rd-pd-tdd-ld, ad. Over and over, 
more than once.

Repeater, rd-pd-thr, s. 98. One that repeats, 
one that recites; a watch that strikes the hours at will 
by compression of a spring.

To REPEL, rd-pdl,' v. a. To drive back any 
thing ; to drive back an assailant.

To Repel, rd-pdl,' v. n. To act with force 
contrary to force impressed; to Repel in medicine, is 
to prevent such an afflux of a fluid to any particular 
part, as would raise it into a tumour.

Repellent, r4-pJl-18nt, s. An application that 
has a repelling power.

Repeller, rd-pdl-l&r, s. 98. One that repels. 
To Repent, rd-pdnt,' v. n. To think on any 

thing past with sorrow; to express sorrow for some
thing past; to have such sorrow for sin as produces 
amendment of life.

To Repent, rd-pdnt,' v. a. To remember with 
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sorrow ; to remember with pious sorrow; it is used 
with the reciprocal pronoun.

Repentance, rd-pdnt-Anse, s. Sorrow for any 
thing past; sorrow for sin, such as produces newness 
of life,'penitence.

Repentant, rd-pdn-tAnt, a. Sorrowful for the 
past; sorrowful for sin ; expressing sorrow for sin.

RepExXTANT, rd-pdn'tAnt, «. One who expresses 
sorrow for sin.

Repenter, rd-pdnt-hr, s. One who repents.
Repenting, rd-pdnt-lng, a. The act of repen

tance.
Rep^ntingly, rd-pdnt'Ing-ld, ad. With repen

tance, with sorrow.
To Repeople, rd-pdd-pl, v. a. To stock with 

people anew.
Repeopling, rd-pdd-pl-lng, $. The act of stock

ing with people anew.
To Repercuss, rd-pdr-k&s,' p. a. To beat back, 

to drive back.
Repercussion, rd-pdr-k&sh'&n, s. The act of 

driving back, rebound.
Repercussive, rd-pdr-k&s-slv, a. Having the 

power of driving back, or causing a rebound ; repel
lent ; driven back, rebounding.

Repertitious, rdp-pdr-tlsh-us, a. Found, 
gained by finding.

Repertory, rdp-pdr-t&r-d, s. 512. A treasury, 
a magazine.

Repetition, rdp-d-tlsh'&n, s. 531. Iteration 
of the same thing ; recital of the same words over 
again ; the act of reciting or rehearsing ; recital from 
memory, as distinct from reading.

To Repine, rd-plne,' v. n. To fret, to vex one’a 
self, to be discontented.

Repiner, rd-pine^&r, s. 98. One that frets or 
murmurs.

Repining, rd-plne-ir.g, s. The act of murmur
ing or complaining.

To Replace, rd-plase,' v. a. To put again in 
the former place; to put in a new place.

To Replait, rd-pldte,' v. a. To fold one part 
often over another.

To Replant, rd-plAnt,' v. a. To plant anew. 
Replantation, rd-plAn-tA'sh&n, s. The act of 

planting again.
To Replenish, rd-pldn-nlsh, v. a. To stock, 

to fill; to consummate, to complete.
To Replenish, rd-pldn-nlsh, v. n. To be 

stocked.
Replete, rd-pldtc,'a. Full, completely filled. 
Repletion, rd-pld-sh&n, s. The state of being 

over full.
RepletivE, rd-pldte-lv, a. Replenishing, filling. 
Repleviable, rd-pldv-vd-A-bl, a. That may be 

replevined ; bailable.
To Replevin, ri-pUy'-ra, | „ fl To takeback 
To Replevy, rd-plev-ve, )

or set at liberty any thing seized, upon security given. 
Replication, rdp-pld-ka-sh&n, s. 531.

Rebound, repercussion; reply, answer.
Replier, rd-pll-6r, s. 98. He that makes 

a return to an answer.
To Reply, rd-pll,' v. n. To answer, to make 

a return to an answer.
Reply, rd-pll,' s. Answer, return to an answer. 
To Repolish, rd-pdl-llsh, v. a. To polish again. 
To Report, re-pdrt,' v. a. To noise by popu

lar rumour; to give repute; to give an account of.
Report, rd-pdrt,' s. Rumour, popular fame; 

repute, publick character ; account given by lawyer* 
of adjudged cases; sound, repercussion.

Reporter, rd-pdrt-Jir, s. 98. Relatcr, one that 
gives an account; one who draws out reports of ad
judged cases.

RepORTINGLY, rd-pdrt-lng-ld, ad. By common 
fame.
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To Repose, ri-pdze,' v. a. To lay to rest; to 
place ms in confidence or trust

To Repose, r5-p6ze,/ v. n. To sleep, to be at 
rest; to rest in confidence.

Reposf., ri-pdze,' 3. Sleep, rest, quiet; cause 
of rest.

Reposedness, r£-pd^z£d-nis, s. 365. The state 
of being at rest.

To Reposite, r£-p5z-z1t, v. a. To lay up, to 
lodge as in a place of safety.

Reposition, r<*-p6-zi$h-hn, s. The act of re
placing.

Repository, rA-p5z^A-t&r-£, s. A place where 
any thing is safely laid up.

To Repossess, r^-p&z-z&s,' v. a. To possess 
again.

Repossession, r£-p&z-z£sh-6n, s, The act of 
possessing again.

To Reprehend, r£p-pr£-h£nd,' v. a. To re
prove, to chide; to blame, to censure.

Reprehender, r£p-pr£-h£nd-Or, 3. Blamer, 
censurnr.

Reprehensible, rSp-pre-bAn'sA-bl, a. Blame
able, censurable.

Repiiehensibieness, r3p-pr4-hin-s5-bl.n3s, s. 
Blameableness.

Reprehensibly, r£p-pr£-hSn-s£-bl£, ad. 
Blameably.

Reprehension, r^p-pr^-h^n-shhn, s. Reproof, 
open blame.

Reprehensive, rSp-pr£-h£n-slv, a. Given in 
reproof.

To Represent, r5p-pr£-z£nt,' v. a. To exhibit, 
as if the thing exhibited were present; to describe, to 
show in any particular character; to fill the place of 
another by a vicarious character ; to exhibit, to show.

Representation, r£p-pr£-z£n-tA'shfin, s. 
Image, likeness; act of supporting a vicarious cha
racter ; respectful declaration.

Repkesentative, r6p-pr5-z5nt-l-tlv, 0. 512. 
Exhibiting a similitude; bearing the character or 
power of another.

Representative, rip-pri-zSnt-i-tlv, s. One 
exhibiting the likeness of another; one exercising the 
vicarious power given by another; that by which any 
thing rs shown.

Representatively, r5-pr5-z4nt'J-tIv-]A, ad.
In the character of another; by a representative; vi
cariously ; by legal delegacy.

Representer, r&p-pr^-z&nt'&r, s. One who 
shows or exhibits; one who bears a vicarious cha
racter.

Representment, r£p-prA-z£nt-m£nt, s. Image, 
or idea proposed, as exhibiting the likeness of some
thing.

To Repress, r^-pr&s,' v. To crush, to put 
down, to subdue.

Repression, rA-prSsh-Jm, s. The act of re
pressing.

Repressive, r£-pr£s-slv, a. 158. Having power 
to repress, acting to repress.

Reprieval, r£-pr^v-il, s. Respite.
To Reprieve, r£-pr££v,z v. a. 275. To respite 

after sentence of death, to give a respite.
Reprieve, rA-pr^v,' s. 275. Respite after 

sentence of death ; respite.
To Reprimand, r£p-pr£-mlnd,z v. a. 79. To 

chide, to reprove.
Reprimand, r£p-pr£-mAnd,' s. Reproof, repre

hension.
To Reprint, r£-prlnt,z v. a. To renew the 

impression of any thing { to print a new edition.
Reprint, re-print,' s. A reimpression.
Reprisal, ri-prl-zll, s. 88. Something seized 

by way of retaliation for robbery or injury.
Reprise, ri-prlze( s. The act of taking some

thing in retaliation of injury.
To Reproach, r^-prdtsh,' v. a. To censure in 
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opprobrious terms as a crime; to charge with a fault 
in severe language; to upbraid in general.

Reproach, r^-prdtsh,' 3. 295. Censure, infamy, 
shame.

Reproachable, rA-prdtsh-i-bl, a. Worthy of 
reproach.

Reproachful, r^-prdtsh-f&l, a. Scurrilous, 
opprobrious; shameful, infamous, vile.

Reproachfully. rA-pr6tsb-ful-4, ad. Oppro- 
briously, ignominiously, scurrilously; shamefully, in
famously.

Reprobate, r£p-pr$-bite, a. Lost to virtue, 
lost to grace, abandoned.

Reprobate, r£p-pr6-bite, 3. A man lost to 
virtue, a wretch abandoned to wickedness.

To Reprobate, r^p-prd-bate, v. a. To disal
low, to reject; to abandon to wickedness and eternal 
destruction ; to abandon to his sentence, without 
hope of pardon.

Reprobateness, r£p-pr6-bate-n3s, 3. The state 
of being reprobate.

Reprobation, r^p-prd-ba^sh&n, s. The act of 
abandoning, or state of being abandoned to eternal 
destruction; a condemnatory sentence.

Reprobationer, r^-prd-ba-sh&n-hr, s. One 
who hastily condemns or abandons others to eternal 
destruction.

To Reproduce, r^-prd-duse,' v. a. 530. To 
produce again, to produce anew.

Reproduction, r^-prA-dhk-sh&n, 3. The act 
of producing anew.

Reproof, ri-prddff 3. Blame to the face, re
prehension.

Reproveable, r^-prMv-A-bl, a. Blameable, 
worthy of reprehension.—See Moveable.

To Reprove, r^-prddv,' «. a. To blame, to 
censure; to charge to the face with a fault; to chide.

Reprover, ri-prMv-&r, s. A reprehender, one 
that reproves.

To Reprune, r£-prd5n,z v. a. 339. To prune 
a second time.

Reptile, r3p-tll,fl. 140. Creeping upon many 
feet

Reptile, r&p-tll, 3. An animal that creeps 
upon many feet.

Republican, r£-phbM£-kAn, a. Placing the 
government in the people.

Republican, r^-phb-U-kln, s. One who thinks 
a commonwealth without monarchy the best govern
ment

Republicanism. r£-p&b'14-k2Ln-lzm, s. Attach
ment to a republican government.

Republication, r£-p?ib-l£-ka'sb&n. 3. Reim- 
presslon of a printed work; in law, a second publica
tion, an avowed renewal.

Republic , r^-p&b-llk, s. Commonwealth, 
state in which the power is lodged in more than one.

To Republish, r^-phb-llsh, v. a. To publish 
anew.

Repudiable, rA-pf&te-i-bl, or rA-ph-jv-a-bl, a. 
293. 291. 376. Fit to be rejected or divorced.

To Repudiate, r£-p6id«5-ate, or r^-pu-jv-Atc. 
v. a. To divorce, to put away.

Repudiation, ri-p6-d4-aish&n, $. Divorcv, 
rejection.

To Repugn, ri-piine,' v. n. 336. To oppose, to 
make resistance.

Repugnance, r^pW-ninse. > Inconsist. 
Repugnancy, rG-pfig-nan-se,}

ency, contrariety; reluctance, unwillingness; struggle 
of opixMite passions.

Repugnant, r^-pfig-nint, a. Disobedient; 
reluctant; contrary, opposite.

Repugnantly, r^-pftg-nlnt-U, ad. Contradic- 
torily, reluctantly.

To Repullulate, r4-pfil-lft-late, c. n. To bud 
again

M M
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Repulse, Ri-p&lse,' s. 177. The condition 
of being driven off or put aside from any attempt.

To Repulse, ri-pMae,' v. a. To beat back, 
to drive off.

Repulsion, rd-p&Ush&n, s. 177. The act or 
power of driving off from itself.

Repulsive, r£-p£tKsiv, a. Driving off, 
having the power to beat back or drive off.

To Repurchase, ri-p&ritshJs, v.a. To buy 
again.

Reputable, rSp'pfi-tl-bl, a. Honourable, 
not infamous.—See Academy.

Reputableness, r^p-ph-tJ-bl-nSs, s. The 
quality of a thing of good repute.

Reputably, r&p-pit-tl-bli, ad. Witbout 
discredit.

Reputation, rSp-pi-ta-shun, s. Credit, 
honour, character of good.

To Repute, r£-p6te,z v. a. To hold, to ac
count, to think.

Repute, r£-p6te,z s. Character, reputation; 
established opinion.

Reputedly, r£-p6-t£d-l£, ad. In common 
estimation; according to established opinion.

Reputeless, r^-piite-lJs, a. Disreputable, 
disgraceful.

Request, r£-kw£st,z s. Petition, entreaty, 
repute, credit

To Request, ri-kw&st/ v. a. To ask, to so
licit, to entreat.

Requester, r£-kwfist-ftr, s. 98. Petitioner, 
solicitor. [male.

To Requicken, rd-kwik-kn, v. a. To reani- 
Requiem, r^kwA-im, s. A hymn in which 

they implore for the dead Requiem or rest; rest, 
quiet, peace. [quired.

Requirable, r£-kwl-rA-bl, a. Fit to be re- 
To Require, M-kwire,' v. a. To demand, to 

ask a thing as of right; to make necessary, to need.
Requisite, rfik-w4-zlt, a. Necessary, required 

by the nature of things.
Requisite, r&k-we-zlt, s. 154. Any thing 

necessary.
Requisitely, r^k^w^-zlt-M, ad. Necessarily, 

in a requisite manner.
Requisiteness, r£k-w£-zlt-n£s, s. Necessity, 

the state of being requisite.
Requisition, r&k-wA-zIsh-ftn, s. A requi

ring or demanding of something. [demand.
Requisitive, rd-kwlz;4-tlv, a. Indicating 
Requital, r4-kwi-tll, s. 88. Return for any 

good or bad office, retaliation; reward, recompense.
To Requite, r£-kwlte,z v. a. To retaliate 

good or ill, to recompense. [troop.
Rereward, rdre-w&rd, s. The rear or last 
To Resail, r£-sAle( v.a. To sail back. 
Resale, r^-sale^ s. Sale at second hand.
To Resalute, r£-si-16te£ v. a. To salute or 

greet anew.
7’o Rescind, ri-sind,' v. a. To cut off, to 

abrogate a law.
Rescission, r^-slzb-hn, s. The act of cutting 

off, abrogation.—See Abscission.
Rescissory, rd-slz'zhr-rd,a. 512. Having the 

power to cut off.
7bREScniBE,r4-skrlbe,' v.a. Towrite back; 

to write over again. . [peror.
Rescript, rd-skrlpt,' s. The edict of an em- 
Rescuable, r^s-ku-i-bl, a. That may be 

rescued.
To Rescue, ris-kii, v. a. To set free from 

any violence, confinement, or danger.
Rescue, r&s'kh, s. Deliverance from vio

lence, danger, or confinement
Rescuer, r£sik£i-&r, s. 98. One that rescues. 
Research r£-s£rtsb/ s. Inquiry, search.
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To Research, rA-s^rtsh,' v. a. To examine, 
to inquire

Researcher, r£-s£rtsb-ur, s. One who 
makes examination or inquiry.

To Reseat, r£-s£te,' v. a. To seat again.
Reseizer, r£-s£-z&r, s. 98. One that seizes 

again.
Reseizure, r£-s£-zhre, s. 452. Repeated 

seizure, seizure a second time.
Resemblance, r£-z£m-blinse, s. Likeness, 

similitude, representation.
To Resemble, rA-z&m-bl, v. a. 445. To 

compare, to represent as like something else; to be 
like, to have likeness to.

To Resend, re-s£nd,' v. a. To send back, 
to send again.

To Resent, r£-z£nt,z v.a. 445. To take well 
or ill; to take ill, to consider as an injury or affront.

Resenter, ri-z^nrihr, s. 98. One who 
feels injuries deeply.

Resentful, ri-zJnt'f&l, a. Easily pro- 
voked to anger, and long retaining it.

RESENTiNGLY,ri-z£nt-lng-16, ad. With deep 
sense, with strong perception; with continued anger.

Resentive, rd-z£nitiv, a. Inclined to take 
ill, easily excited to resentment

Resentment, ri-zJnt-mint, s. Strong per- 
ception of good or ill; deep sense of injury.

Reservation, r£z-3r-vA-sh6n, s. Reserve, 
concealment of something in the mind; something 
kept hack, something not given up; custody, state of 
being treasured up.

Reservatory, ri-z^rivi-t&r-A, s. 512. 
Place in which any thing is reserved or kept.

To Reserve, r£-z£rv/ v. a. To keep in store, 
to save to some other purpose; to retain, to lay up to 
a future time.

Reserve, r£-z£rv,z s. Something kept for 
exigence; something concealed in the mind; excep
tion; modesty, caution in personal behaviour.

Reserved, r£-z£rvd,z a. 359. Modest, not 
loosely free; sullen, not open, not frank.

Reservedly, r^-zervd-le, ad. 364. With 
reserve; coldly.

Reservedness, r£-z5rvdln?s, s. Closeness, 
want of openness.

Reserver, r^-zAr-v&r, s. One that reserves. 
Reservoir, rez-6r-vw3r/ s. Place where 

any thing is fcept in store. [again.
7b Resettle, re-s^t'tl, v. a. To settle 
Resettlement, M-stit-tl-m£nt, s. The act 

of settling again; the state of settling again.
7b Reside, re-zUe,' ».n. 447. To live, to 

dwell, to be present; to subside.
Residence, rSztd-dinse, s. 445, Act of 

dwelling in a place; place of abode, dwelling; that 
which settles at the bottom of liquors.

Resident, rdzId-dJnt, a. 445. Dwelling or 
having abode in any place.

Resident, r£z-£-d£nt, s. An agent, minis
ter, or officer residing in any distant place with the 
dignity of an ambassador.

Residentiary, r£z-£-d3n-sh£r-4, a. Hold
ing residence.

Residentiary, rJz-Addnt-shJr-i, s. One 
who keeps a certain residence.

Residual, r£-zId-j6-Al, 445. 7 _ ,
Residuary, rd-zl<i-j6-4-ri, | “• “elatlng 

to the residue; relating to the part remaining.
Residue, riz'-zi-db, s. 445. The remaining 

part, that which is left
To Resign, r£-zlne', v.a. 445. 447. To give 

up a claim or possession; to yield up; to submit, 
particularly to submit to Providence; to submit with
out resistance or murmur.

Resignation, rdz-zlg-nifsh6n, s. The act 
of resigning or giving up a claim or possession; sub
mission, unresisting acquiescence; submission with
out murmur tn the will of God.
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Resigner, ri-zl-nir, s. 98. One that re
signs.

Resignment, ri-zlne-m5nt, t. The act of re
signing.

Resilience, r<5-zIW-3nse, ? Th. f 
Resiliency, ri-zIM-Sn-si, I 
~ starting or leaping back.
Resilient, re-zil-d-Ant, a. 445, Starting, 

springing back.
Resii.ttion, r£z-£-lish-nn, s. The act of spring

ing back.
Resin, r£z-in, s. 445. The fat sulphurous 

part of some vegetable, which is natural or procured 
by art, and will incorporate with oil or spirit, not an 
aqueous menstruum.

Resinous, r&z-in-fis, a. Containing resin, con
sisting of resin.

Resinousness, r3z-in-&s-nes, s. The quality 
of being resinous.

Rescipiscence, r^s-^-pls^sense, s. 510. Wis
dom after the fact, repentance.

To Resist, r£-zist,z v. a. 445. 447. To oppose, 
to act against; not to give way.

Resistance, r^-zlst-lnse, s. The act of resist
ing, opposition j the quality of not yielding to force or 
external impression.

Resister, r4-z'ist>&r, s. One who makes op
position.

Resistibility, r£-zist-£-bil-£-t£, s. Quality of 
resisting.

Resistible, r^-zlst-A-bl, a. 405. That which 
may be resisted.

Resishve, rd-zlst-Iv, a. Having power to 
resist.

Resistless, r£-zlst-l£s, a. Irresistible, that 
which cannot be opposed.

Resistlessly, r&-zlst-14s-l£, ad. So as not to 
be opposed or denied.

Resolvable, r£-z61-vl-bl, a. 445. That which 
may be analyzed or separated; capable of solution, or 

' of being made less obscure.
Resoluble, r&z-d-lii-bl, a. That which may be 

melted or dissolved.
I have placed the accent on the first syllable of this 

word for the same reason which induced me to place it 
on the first of Dissoluble.

I have differed from some of our orthoepists in this ac
centuation, and the uncertainty that reigns among them 
will be a sufficient apology for having recourse to analogy, 
which is clearly shown by the accent which all of them 
place upon the second syllable of Indissoluble. 
Dis'soluble, Sheridan, Ash, Buchanan, W. Johnston, 

Perry, Entick, Dr. Johnson’s quarto. 
Dissol’tible, Kenrick, Barclay, Fenning, Bailey, Johnson’s 

folio.
Rcs'oluble, Ash, Bailey, Fenning, Entick, Johnson’s 

quarto.
Resoluble, Sheridan, Scott, Kenrick, Johnson’s folio.
To Resolve, r£-zolv,z v. a. To inform; to 

solve, to clear; to settle in an opinion; to fix in de
termination ; to melt, to dissolve, to analyze.

To Resolve, re-zc>lv,z v. n. To determine, to 
decree within one’s self; to melt, to be dissolved.

Resolve, r£-z61v,z s. Resolution, fixed deter
mination.

Resolvedly, re-z61v-3d-l£, ad. 365. With firm
ness and constancy.

Resolvedness, r<L-zdlv-£d-n£s, s. Resolution, 
constancy, firmness.

Resolvent, re-z61-v§nt. s. That which has 
the power of causing solution.

Resolver, re-zilv-br, s. 98. One that forms 
a firm resolution ; one that dissolves, one that sepa
rates parts.

Resolute, r<5z-6-liite, a. Determined, con- 
stant, firm.

Resolutely, r3z-A-ltite-ld, ail. Determinately, 
steadily.

Resoluteness, rSz^d-lute-n&s, s. Determi
nateness, state of being fixed in resolution.
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Resolution, r£z-/-lu-shiin, s. Act of clearing 
difficulties; analysis, act of separating any thing into 
constituent parts; dissolution; fixed determination, 
settled thought; firmness, steadiness in good or bad; 
determination of a cause in courts of justice.

Resolutive, re-z&liCi-tiv, a. 512. Having the 
power to dissolve.

Resonance, rez-zo-nanse, s. Sound, resound. 
Resonant, rez-zd-nint, a. 503. Sounding, 

re-ounding.
To Resorb, re-sorb,z v. a. To suck back, to 

swallow up again.
Resorbent, re-zorb^£nt, a. Swallowing up.
To Resort, r^-z6rt,z v, n. To have recourse to; 

to frequent; to repair to; to fall back; a term in law.
JO Some speakers pronounce this word so as to rhyme 

with sport; but as this is not the most usual pronuncia
tion, so it is not the most agreeable to analogy. That 
it is not the most usual appears from the testimony of 
Sheridan, Kenrick, Scott, Smith, W. Johnston, and 
Perry, who pronounce it as I have done.
Resort, r£-z6rt,z s. Frequency, assembly; 

concourse; movement, active power, spring.
Resorter, rd-z&rt-iir, s. One that frequents 

or visits.
To Resound, r£-zound,z v. a. To echo, to cele

brate by sound ; to tell so as to be heard far; to return 
sounds.

To Resound, r^-zound^ v. n. To be echoed 
back.

To Resound, r£-sdund, v. a. 446. To sound 
again.

Resource, r£-sorse,z s. 318. Some new or un
expected means that offer, resort, expedient.—See 
Source.

Resourceless, r£-sdrse-13s, a. Wanting re
source.

To Resow, re-sd,z v. a. To sow anew. 
To Respeak, re-sp£ke,z v. n. To answer. 
To Respect, r£-sp£kt,z v. a. To regard, to 

have regard to; to consider with a low degree of re
verence; to have relation to; to look forward.

Respect, r£-sp£kt,z s. Regard, attention ; re
verence, honour ; awful kindness ; good will; partial 
regard; reverend character; manner of treating 
others; consideration, motive; relat on, regard.

Respectability, re-sp^k-ta-bil-e-tii, s. The 
state or quality of beinc ’•esnectable.

Respectable, re-spek-ta-bl, a. Deserving of 
respect or regard.

This word, like several others of the same form 
is frequently distorted by an accent on the first sj liable. 
When there are no uncombinabie consonants in the latter 
syllable, this accentuation is not improper, as despicable, 
disputable, preferable, &c.; but when consonants of so dif
ferent an organ as ct and pt occur in the penultimate and 
antepenultimate syllables of words without the accent, the 
difficulty of pronouncing them is a sufficient reason for 
placing the accent on them in order to assist the pronun
ciation ; and accordingly we find almost every word of 
this form has the accent upon these letters, as delectable, 
destructible, perceptible, susceptible, discerptibte, Ac.; 
besides, as it contributes greatly to place the accent on 
the most significant part of the word, when other reasons 
do not forbid, this ought to determine us to lay the stress 
upon the second syliableof the word in question. This is 
the accentuation of Mr. Scott, Mr. Buchanan, W. John
ston, Bailey, and Entick ; and if Dr. Johnson, Mr. Sheri
dan, Dr. Ash, Dr. Kenrick, Barclay, Fenning. and Perry, 
had inserted the word in their Dictionaries, they would, 
in all probability, have accented the word in the same 
manner. Since the first editiJh of this Dictionary, I see 
this is the case with the quaito edition of Dr. Johnson. 
See Acceptable, Corruptible, and lrrejragable.
Respectableness. rd-sp£k-tA-bI-nt*s, s. The 

state or quality of being respectable
Respectably, re-spek-ti-bie, ad. With re

spect ; so as to merit respect.
Respecter, r<^-spekt-ur, s. 98. One that has 

partial regard. #
Respectful, r^-spekt-ful, a, Ceremonious, 

full of outward civility.
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Respectfully, re-spAkt-ful-A, acl. With some 
degree of reverence.

Respectfulness, rA-spJkttfi’d-nes, The qua- 
iity of being respectful

Respective, re-sp4k-tlv, n. 512. Particular, 
relating to particular persons or things, belonging to 
each ; relative, not absolute.

Respectively, rA-spAk-tlv-lA, ad. Particularly, 
as each belongs to each ; relatively, not absolutely.

Respectless, re-spAkt-lAs, a. Having no re
spect ; without regard; without consideration, with
out reverence.

RespeiisiON, re-spAr-sh?m, s. The act of sprink
ling.

Respirable, rAs-spIre-A-bl, a. That which can 
respire. t ,

Respiration, res-pA-ra-shun, s. The act of 
breathing; relief from toil.

Respiratory, rAs-spl-rA-thr-A, a. Having 
power to respire.

Zb Respire, re-spire,' v. n. To breathe ; to 
catch breath ; to rest, to take rest from toil.

Respite, rAs-plt, s. 140. Reprieve, suspension 
of a capital sentence; pause, interval.

To Respite, rAs-pIt, v. a. To relieve by a pause; 
to suspend, to delay.

Resplendence, rA-splAn-dense, ? t t » 
Resplendency, rA-spleu-dAn-sA, S s' jUS rt’ 

splendour.
Resplendent, rA-splAn-dent, a. Bright, having 

a beautiful lustre.
Resplendently, re-splen'dent-lA, ad. With 

lustre, brightly, splendidly.
To Respond, rA-sp5nd,' v. n. To answer; to 

correspond, to suit Little used.
Respondent, rA-spond-Ant, s. An answerer in 

a 9uit; one whose province, in a set disputation, is to 
refute objections.

Response, rA-sp&nse,' s. An answer; answer 
made by the congregation; reply to an objection in 
a formal disputation.

Responsibility, rA-spAn-se-biUA-tA, s. State 
of being obliged to answer.

This word is in none of our Dictionaries, but is so 
constantly in the mouths of our best parliamentary 
speakers, as to show its general reception ; and, though 
there is no Latin substantive to derive it from, it is so 
much more smooth and voluble than our own responsible- 
ness, that we cannot wonder at the preference that is 
given to it
Responsible, rA-spAn-sA-bl, a. Answerable, 

accountable; capable of discharging an obligation.
Restonsibleness, ri-spin-se-bl-n£s, s. State 

of being obliged or qualified to answer.
Responsion, rA-spAn-shhn, s. The act of an

swering.
Responsive, re-spAn-slv,«. Answering, making 

answer ; correspondent, suited to something else.
RESPONSORY, rA-spAn^sur-A, a. 512, Contain

ing answer.—For the o, see Domestick.
Rest, rAst, s. Sleep, repose ; the final sleep, 

the quietness of death ; stillness, cessation of motion; 
quiet, peace, cessatioR from disturbance; cessation 
from bodily labour; support, that on which any thing 
leans or rests; place of repose; final hope; remainder, 
what remains.

Rest, rAst, s. Others, those which remain.
To Rest, rAst, v. n. To sleep, to slumber; to 

die: to be at quiet; to be without motion, to tie still; 
to fie fixed in any state or opinion ; to cease from la
bour ; to be satisfied, to acquiesce ; to lean, to be sup
ported ; to be left, to remain.

n Rest, rist, ». a. To lay to rest; to place 
as on a support.

Restagnant, rA-stAg-nAnt, a. Remaining 
without flow or motion.

Zb Restagnate, rA-stAg-nate, v. n. To stand 
without flow.

I11STAGNATION, rA-stag-na-shun, r. The state 
of standing without flow, course, or motion.
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Restaukation, ris-ta-ia-shun, s. The act of 
recovering to the former state.

This word, though regularly formed from the 
Latin restauratio, is now entirely out of use, and resto
ration iinmovcably fixed in its place.
Zb Restem, rA-stAm,' v. a. To force back 

against the current.
Restful, rAst-ful, a. Quiet, being at rest. 
Restharrow, rAst-hAr-rA, s. A plant 
Restiff, rAs-df, a. Unwilling to stir, resolute 

against going forward, stubborn; being at rest, being 
less in motion.

(O' ITiere is a deviation from propriety in the use of 
this word almost too vulgar to deserve notice, and that is 
denominating any thing stubborn or unruly rusty. Shaks- 
peare, Swift, and Davenant, as we see in John»on, have 
used the word resty : but this is an evident corruption of 
the French word restiff, and should be totally laid aside. 
Restifness, rAs-tlf-nAs,s. Obstinate reluctance. 
Restinction, rA-stlngk-shiin, r- The act of 

extinguishing.
Restitution, rAs-te-tu-sh&n, s. The act of 

restoring what is lost or taken away; the act of re
covering its former state or posture.

Restless, rAst-lAs, a. Being without sleep ; 
unquiet, without peace; inconstant, unsettled ; not 
still, in continual motion.

Restlessly, rAst-lAs-lA, ad. Without rest, un- 
quietly.

Restlessness, rAst-lAs-nAs, s. Want of sleep, 
want of rest, unquietness; motion, agitation.

Restorable, re-stA-rA-bl, a. That may be 
restored.

Restoration, rAs-tA-ra^hun, s. The act of 
replacing in a former state; recovery.

Restorative, rA-stA-rA-dv, a. That has the 
power to recruit life.

Restorative, re-stA^rA-tlv, s. 512. A medicine 
that has the power of recruiting life.

Zb Restore, rA-stAre,' v. a. To give back what 
has been lost or taken away ; to bring back; to re
trieve; to bring back from degeneration, declension, 
or ruin, to its former state; to recover passages in 
books from corruption.

Restorer, rA-sto-rhr, s. 98. One that restores. 
7b Restrain, re-strane,' v. a. To withhold, to 

keep in ; to repress, to keep in awe; to hinder; to 
abridge; to limit, to confine.

Restrainable, rA-stra'nA-bl, a. Capable to 
be restrained.

Restrainedly, rA-stra-nAd-lA, ad. 365. With 
restraint, without latitude.

Restrainer, rA-stra'nhr, s. 202. One that 
restrains, one that withholds.

RESTRAINT, re-strant,' s. Abridgment of li
berty ; prohibition; limitation, restriction ; repres- 
6ion^ hinderance of will; act of withholding.

To Restrict, re-strlkt,' v. a. To limit, to 
confine.

Restriction, tA-str'ik-sh&n, $. Confinement, 
limitation.

Restrictive, re-strlk-tlv, a. Expressing limi. 
tation ; styptick, astringent.^

Restrictively, rA-strik-dv-lA, ad. With limi. 
tation.

To Restringe, rA-strlnje, v. a. To limit, to 
confine.

Restringent, rA-strln'jAnt, t. That which 
I hath the |>ower of restraining.
Resty. rAs-tA, a. Obstinate in standing stilb 

See Restiff.
To Resublime, rA-sub-llme,' v. a. To sublime 

another time.
To Result, rA-zult,' v. n. 445. To fly back ; to 

rise as a consequence; to be produced as the effect of 
causes jointly concurring; to arise as a conclusion 
from premises.

Result, re-z&lt,' s. Resilience, act of flying 
back ; consequence, effect produced by the concur
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rence of co-operating causes; inference from premis
es ; resolve, decision.

Resumable, rA-zh-mA-bl, a. That which may 
be taken back.

To Resume, rA-zume,' v. a. 445. To take back 
what has been given; to take back what has been taken 
away ; to take again : to begin again what was broken 
off, as, to resume a discourse.

Resumption, r^-z&m-sh&n, s. 412. The act of 
resuming.

Resumptive, rA-z&m'tlv, a. Taking back. 
Resupination, rA-sft-pA-nA-sh&n, s. 446. The 

act of lying on the back.
To Resurvey, rA-s&r-vA,' v. a. To review, to 

survey again.
Resurrection, rAz-&r-rAk-sh&n, r. 445.

Revival from the dead, return from the grave. 
To Resuscitate, rA-sfcs-sA-tAte, v. a. 546.

To stir up anew, to revive.
Resuscitation, rA-s6s-sA-tA-sh5n, s. The act 

of stirring up anew; the act of reviving, or state of be
ing revived.

To Retail, rA-tale,' v. a. 202. To divide into 
small parcels ; to sell in small quantities; to sell at 
second hand; to sell in broken parts,

JO" This verb and noun may be classed with those in 
Principles, No. 492: though the verb is sometimes ac
cented on the first syllable, and the noun on the last 
Retail, rA'tAle, s. Sale by small quantities. 
Retailer, rA-ta'lur, s. One who sells by small 

quantities.
To Retain, rA-tane,' v. a. 202. To keep, to 

keep in mind j to keep in pay. to hire.
Retainer, rA-tA-n&r, s. 98. An adherent, a 

dependant, a hanger-on ; the act of keeping dependant, 
or being in dej»endance.

To Retake, rA-take,' v. a. To take again.
To Retaliate, rA-tAl'A-Ate, r. a. US. To re

turn by giving like for like, to repay, to requite.
Retaliation, rA-tAl-A-a-sh&n, «. Requital, 

return of like for like.
To Retard, rA-tArd,' v. a. To hinder, to ob

struct in swiftness of course; to delay, to put off.
To Retard, rA-tArd,' v. n. To stay back. 
Retardation, rAt-tAr-da-sh&n, s. 530.

Hinderance, the act of delaying.
Retarder, rA-tArd-ftr, s. 98. A hinderer, an 

obstructed
To Retch, rAtsh, or rAtsh, v. n. To force up 

something from the stomach.
This word is derived from the same Saxon original 

as the verb to reach, and seems to signify the same action; 
the one implying the extension of the arm ; and the 
vther, of the throat or lungs. No good reason, therefore, 
appears either for spelling or pronouncing them dif
ferently ; and though Dr. Johnson has made a distinction 
in the orthography, the pronunciation of both is generally 
the same.—See Bowl.
Rf.tchless, rAtsh-lAs, a* Careless. Obsolete-. 

ETECTION, rA-tAkishfift, s. The act of dis
covering to the view.

Retention, rA-tAn-sh&n, s. The act of retain
ing ; memory; limitation; custody, confinement, re
straint.

Retentive, rA-tAn-tlv, a. Having the power 
of retention ; having memory.

REtentiveness, r^-H?n-tlv-n4s, s. Having the 
quality of retention.

Reticence, rAt-tA-sAnse, s. Concealment by 
silence.

Reticle, rSt^-kl, s. 405. A small net.
Reticular, rA-tlk-6-lAr, n. Having the form 

ot a small net
Reticulated, ri-tlklii-ll-tSd, a. Made of net- 

work.
Retiform, rAt-tA-fArm, i. Having the form 

of a net
Retina, r£t-t£.ni, s. The optick nerve which 

receives the image of the object in vision.
'65

Retinue, rJt^nft, or ri-tin-nfi, ,. A number 
attending upon a principal person; a train.

This word was formerly always accented on tho 
second syllable: but the antepenultimate accent, to which 
our language is so prone in simples of three syllables, has 
so generally obtained as to make it doubtful to which side 
the best usage inclines. Dr. Johnson, Sheridan, Ash, 
Kenrick, Nares, Bailey, and Fenning, accent the second 
syllable; and Buchanan, W. Johnston, Perry, Barclay, 
and Entick, the first. Scott accents both, but prefers the 
first In this case, then, analogy, ought to decide for 
placing the accent on the first syllable —See Principles, 
No. 535, and the word Revenue.
To Retire, rA-tlre,' v. n. To retreat, to with

draw ; to go to a place of privacy; to retreat from 
danger; to go from a publics station ; to go off from 
company.

To Retire, rA-tlre,' v. a. To withdraw, to take 
away.

Retire, rA-tlre,' s. Retreat, retirement. Obso
lete.

Retired, rA-tlrd,' a. Secret, private. 
Retiredness, rA-tlrd'nAs, s. Solitude, privacy, 

secrecy.
Retirement* rA-tlre^mAnt, s. Private abode, 

secret habitation; private way of life; act of with
drawing.

Retold, rA-t51d.' Part. pass, of Retell. Related 
or told again.

To RETORT, rA-tArt,' t>. a. To throw track ; to 
return any argument, censure, or incivility; to curve 
back.

Retort, rA-tArt,' j. A censure or incivility 
returned; a chymical glass vessel with a bent neck tc 
which the receiver is fitted.

Retorter, rA-tArt-fir, s. 98. One that retorts. 
Retortion, l-A-tAr-sh&n, r. The act of retort

ing.
To Retoss, rA-tA§,' v. a. To toss back.
To Retouch, tA-t&tsh,' v. a. To improve by 

new touches.
To Retrace, rA-trasef v. n* To trace back. 
To Retract, rA-trAkt/ v. a. To recall, to re

cant.
Retractation, rAt-trAk-ta-shin, s. 530. 

Recantation, change of opinion.
RETRACTION, rA-trAk-sh&n, s. The act of with

drawing something advanced; recantation, declaration 
of change of opinion ; act of withdrawing a claim.

Retreat, rA-trAte,' $. Place of privacy, retire
ment; place of security; act of retiring before i 
superior force.

To Retreat, rA-trete' v. n. To go to a private 
abode; to take shelter, to go to a place of security; to 
retire from a superior enemy; to go out of the former 
place.

Retreated, r^-tr4-tM, part. adj. Retired, 
gone to privacy.

To Retrench, re-trfnsh,’ v. ti. To cut off, to 
pare away; to confine.

To Retrench, rA-trAnsh,' t». n. To live with 
less magnificence or elegance.

Retrenchment, ri-tr2nsh'm4nt, ». The act of 
lopping away.

To Retribute, ri-triblftte, v. a. To pay back, 
to make repayment of.

I have differed from Dr. Johnson. Mr. Sheridan, 
and almost all our orthoepists, in giving theaccent to the 
second syllable of this word in preference to the first. 
But while the verbs attribute, contribute, and distribute, 
have the penultimate accent, it seems absurd not to give 
retribute the same.
Retribution, rJt-tri-bi-shfin, t. Repayment, 

return accomodated to the action.
Retributive, ri-tril/ii-tlv, 512. ) v_„_
Retributory, ri-triblil-t&r-i, $ ' P ?* 

ing, making repayment. ,
Retrievable, ri-triivli-bl, a. That may be 

retrieved.
To Retrieve, rA-trAAv,' v. a. 275. To recover, 

to restore; to repair; to regain ; to recall, to bring badt.
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Retrocession, rdt-trd-sdsh-Qn, « 530. The 
act of going back.

Retrogradation, r&Mrd-gra-da-shftn, $. 530. 
The act of going backward.

Retrograde, rdlitrd-gride, a. Going back- 
wards; contrary, opposite.

Retrogression, ret-trd-gr&hiikn, r. 530. The 
act of going backwards.

Retrospect, r£t-trd-sp£kt, i. 530. A look 
thrown upon things behind or things past.

Retrospection, rlt-trd-sp^k-shhn, s. 530.
The act or faculty of looking backwards. 

Retrospective, r£t-trd-sp£k-dv, a. 530.
Looking backwards.

To Retund, rd-t&nd,' v. a. To blunt, to turn. 
To Return, r^-t&rn,' v. n. To come to the 

same place; to come back to the same state; to go 
back ; to make answer; to revisit; after a ;>eriodical 
revolution, to begin the same again; to retort* to re
criminate.

To Return, rd-t&rn,' v. a. To repay, to give 
in requital; to give back; to send back; to give ac
count of; to transmit.

Return, rd-t&rn,' s. The act of coming back; 
profit, advantage; repayment, retribution, requital; 
act of restoring or giving back, restitution ; relapse. 

Returnable, rd-t&rn-A-bl, a. Allowed to be 
reported back. A law term.

Returner, r^-tfirn-ur, s. 98. One who pays 
or remits money.

Reve, r^ve, s. The bailiff of a franchise or 
manor.—See Sheriff.

To Reveal, rd-vdle,' v. a. 227. To lay open, 
to disclose a secret; to impart from heaven.

Revealer, rd-ve-litr, s. 98. Discoverer, one 
that shows or makes known; one that discovers to view 

To Revel, rdv-dl, v. n. To feast with loose 
and clamorous merriment.

Revel, rdv^el, s. A feast with loose and noise 
jollity.

To Revel, re-vel,' v. a. 492. To retract, to 
draw back.

Revelation, rdv-d-la-shdn. s. Discovery, com
munication, communication of sacred and mysterious 
truths by a teacher from heaven.

Reveller, rdv-dl-dr, s. One who feasts with 
noisy jollity.

Revel-rout, rdv^dl-rdit, s. A mob, an un
lawful assembly.

Revelry, rdv^dl-rd, s. Loose jollity, festive 
mirth.

To Revenge, r4-v£njez v. a. To return an 
injury ; to vindicate by punishment of an enemy ; to 
wreak one’s wrongs on him that inflicted them.

Revenge, rd-vdnje,' s. 74. Return of an in
jury.

Revengeful, rd-vdnje-ful, a. Vindictive, full 
of vengeance.

Revengefully, rd-vdnje^ful-ld, ad. Vindic
tively.

Revenger, r£-i Snje-ftr, s. 98. One who re
venges.

Revengement, rd-vdnje-mdnt, s. Vengeance, 
return of an injury.

REVENGINGLY, rd-vdn-jlng-ld, ad. With ven
geance, vindictively.

Revenue, rdv^d-nil, or re-vdn-h, s. Income, 
annual profits received from lands or other funds.

JO’ This word seems as nearly balanced between th*, 
accent on the first and second syllable as possible; but as 
it is of the same form and origin as avenue and retinue, it 
ought to follow the same fortune. Retinue seems to 
have been long inclining to accent the first syllable, and 
avenue has decidedly done so, since Dr. Watts observed 
that it was sometimes accented on the second: and by 
this retrocession of accent, as it may be called, we may 
easily foresee that these three words will uniformly yield 
to the antepenultimate accent, the favourite accent ot 
our language, conformably to the general rule, which 
accents simples of three syllables u;>on the first. Dr. John- ■ 
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son, Mr. Nares, and Bailey, are for the accent on the 
second syllable; but Dr. Ash, Dr. Kenrick, Buchanan, 
W. Johnston, Perry, Barclay, Fenning, and Entick, 
accent the first. Mr. Sheridan, gives both, but places the 
antepenultimate accent first. 503.—See Conversant, and 
Retinue.
Reverb, r£-v£rb,z v. a. To strike against, to 

reverberate. Obsolete.
Reverberant, re-v^r-bSr-int, a. Resounding, 

beating back.
To Reverberate, r£-v£r-b£r-ate, v. a. 555.

To beat back; to heat in an intense furnace, where 
the flame is reverberated upon the matter to be melted 
or cleaned.

To Reverberate, r£-v£r-b&r-,ate, v. n. To be 
driven back, to bound back; to resound.

Reverberation, r^-v&r-b&r-a-shihn, s. The act 
of beating or driving back.

Reverberatory, r£-v£r-b£r-a-tur-£, a. Re
turning, beating back.

To Revere, r^-v^re,' v. a. To reverence, to 
venerate, to regard with awe.

Reverence, r£v^r-£nse, s. Veneration, re
spect, awful regard; act of obeisance, bow, courtesy; 
tide of the clergy.

To Reverence, r^v^r-^nse, v. a. . To regard 
with reverence, to regard with awful respect.

Reverencer, r£v^er-£n-shr, s. One who re
gards with reverence.

Reverend, r£v^r-£od, a. Venerable, deserv 
ing reverence; the honorary epithet of the clergy.

Reverent, r£v-£r-ent, a. Humble, expressing 
submission, testifying veneration.

Reverential, rev-^r-GiAhll, a. Expressing 
reverence, proceeding from awe and veneration.

I Reverentially, rSv-Sr-Sn^shil-d, ad. With 
show of reverence.

Reverently, r£v-5r-Snt-l£, ad. Respectfully, 
with awe, with reverence;

Reverer, ri-vitr&r, s. One who venerates, 
one who reveres.

Reversal, re-v£rs-M, s. Change of sentence- 
To Reverse, r£-v£rse,z v. a. To turn upside 

down ; to overturn, to subvert; to repeal; to turn to 
the contrary; to put each in the case of the other.

Reverse, re-v£rse,z s. 431. Change, vicissi
tude: a contrary, an opposite; the side of the coin on 
which the head is not impressed.

Reversible, ri-v4rs-d-bl, a. Capable of being 
reversed.

Reversion, r^-v^r^sh&n, s. The state of being 
to be possessed after the death of the present posses
sor’s succession, right of succession.

Reversionary, r£-vgr'shfin-&-r&, a. To be 
enjoyed in succession.

To Revert, ri-v^rt,' ». a. To change, to turn 
to the contrary ; to turn back.

To Revert, re-v&t/ v. n. To return, to fall 
back.

Revert, r£-v£rt,z s. Return, recurrence. 
Revektible, ri-v£rt££-l>l, a. Returnable. 
Revert, riv'-ir-i, s. Loose musing, irregular 

thought.
This word seems to have been some years floating 

between the accent on the first and last syllable, but to 
have settled at last on the former. It may still, however, 
be reckoned among those words, which, if occasion 
require, admit of either. See Principles, No. 528 It 
may, perhaps, be necessary to observe, that some lexico
graphers ’• ’’e written this word reverie instead of 
revery, and that while it is thus written we may place the 
accent either on the first or last syllable; but if we place 
be accent on the last of revery, and pronounce the y like 
, there arises an irregularity which forbids it; for®, with 

the accent on it, is never so pronounced. Dr Johnson’s 
orthography, therefore, with y in the last syllable, anC 
Mr. Sheridan’s accent on the first, seem to tie the most 
correct mode of writing and pronouncing this word.

A view of the different orthography and accentuation 
of this word may contribute to confirm that which I have 
chosen:

Revery, Sheridan, W. Johniton, Barclay.

4
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fterrry', Johnson’s quarto, Entick.
Reverie* Buchanan.
Revery* Kenrick, Johnson’s folio.
Reveries* Bailey.
Reverie* Barclay, Fenning, Entick.
Reverie* Perry.

To Revest, r£-v5st,z v. a. To clothe again; 
ro reinvest, to vest again in a possession or office.

Revestiary, r£-v£s-tsh£-A-r£, s. Place where 
dresses are reposited.

To Revictual, r^-vlt^tl, v. a. To stock with 
victuals again —See Victuals.

To Review, rd-vtx,' v. a. 286. To see again; to 
consider over again , to re-examine; to survey, to ex
amine ; to overlook troops in performing their military 
exercises.

Review, r£-v£t,z s. 286. Survey, re-examina
tion ; an exhibition of troops when performing their 
military exercises.

To Revile, ri-vlle,'v. a. To reproach; to vilify, 
to treat with contumely.

Revile, r^-vlle^ &. Reproach, contumely, ex
probration. Obsolete.

Reviler, r£-vlle-&r, s. 98. One who reviles. 
Revilingly, r£-vlle-lug-l£, ad. In an oppro

brious manner, with contumely.
RevisaL, re-vl-zAl, s. Review, re-examination. 
To Revise, r^-vize,z v. a. To review, to over

look.
Revise, rd-vlze,' s. Review, re-examination ; 

among printers, a second proof of a sheet corrected 
Reviser, rd-vl-zhr, s. 98. An examiner; a su

perintendant.
Revision, r^-vlzh-hn, s. Review.
To Revisit, r^-vlz-lt, v. a. To visit again. 
Revival, rA-vl-v&l, s. 88. Recall from a state 

of languor, oblivion, or obscurity.
To Revive, r^-vlve,' v. n. To return to life; 

to return to vigour or fame, to rise from languor or 
obscurity.

To Revive, revive,' v. a. To bring to life 
again; to raise from languor, insensibility, or oblivion; 
to renew, to bring back to the memory; to quicken, 
to rouse.

Reviver, r^-vi-v&r, s. 98. That which invigo
rates or revives.

To Revivificate, r£-viv-£-fA-kate, v. a. To 
recall to life.

Revivification, r£-vIv-£-f£-kA»sh&n, s. The 
act of recalling to life.

Reviviscency, r&v-v£-vis-s£n-s£, s. 510. 
Renewal of life.

Reunion, re-d-n^-Jtn, s. Return to a state of 
juncture, cohesion, or concord.

To Reunite, r^-i'i-nlte,' v. a. To join again, to 
make one whole a Second time, to join what is divided; 
to reconcile, to make those at variance one.

To Reunite, rA-it-nlte,' v. n. To cohere again. 
Revocable, r^v^d-ki-bb a. That which may be 

recalled; that which maybe repealed.—See Irrevocable.
Revocableness, r3v-o-kl-bl-n£s, s. The qua

lity of being revocable.
To Revocate, r^v^-kate, v. a. To recall, to 

call back.
Revocation, r£v-d-kaAsh&n, s. The act of re

calling ; the state of being recalled; repeal, reversal.
To Revoke, re-vdke,' v. a. To repeal, to re

verse ; to draw back, to recall
Revokement, r^-voke^m£nt, s. Repeal, recall. 
To Revolt, re-vAlt,' or r£-v51t,z v. n. To fall 

off from one to another.
This word har Mr. Sheridan, Dr. Kenrick, 

Mr. Perry, and Mr. Buchanan, for that pronunciation 
which rhymes it with multi but that which rhymes it 
with bolt, jolt. &c. has the authority of Mr. Elphinston, 
Mr. Smith, Mr. Scott, Mr. Nares, and W. Johnston, a 
clear analogy, and, if I am not mistaken, the best usage 
on its side.
Revolt, r£-v61t,z s. Desertion, change of sides; 
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a revolter, one who changes sides; gross departure from 
duty.

Revolted, r^-vdlt^d, part. actf. Having 
swerved from duty.

Revolter, r^-vdlt-fir, s. One who changes 
sides, a deserter.

To Revolve, r^-v&lv/ u. n. To roll in a circle, 
to perform a revolution ; to fall in a regular course of 
changing possessors, to devolve.

To Revolve, ri-vAlv,' ». a. To roll any thing 
round; to consider, to meditate on.

Revolution, r^v-vd-16-sbun, s. Course of any 
thing which returns to the point at which it began to 
move; space measured by some revolution; change 
in the state of a government or country; rotation m 
general, returning motion.

Revolutionary, r^v-A-li-shhn-i-rA, a. 512. 
Founded on a revolution.

Revolutionist, r&v-d-lh-sh&n-ist, s. An un
distinguishing promoter of revolutions in government. 

To Revomit, r^-vdm-mit, v. a. To vomit, to 
vomit again.

Revulsion, r^-vil-sh&n, s. The act of revelling 
or drawing humours from a remote part of the body. 

To Reward, r^-ward,' v. a. To give in return;
to repay, to recompense for something good; to repay 
evil.

Reward, r&-wHrd,z s. Recompense given for 
good ; it is sometimes used with a mixture of irony 
for punishment or recompense of evil.

Rf.wardaBLE, r^-wArd-i-bl, a. Worthy of 
reward.

Rewarder, r£-wird-&r, s. One who rew ards, 
one that recompenses.

To Reword, re-whrd,z v. a. To repeat in the 
same words.

RhabarbaraTE, rA-bAr-bi-r^te, a. Impreg
nated or tinctured with rhubarb.

RhabdOMANCY, rib-dd-min-sA, s. 519. Divi
nation by a wand.

Rhapsodist, rlp^sd-dlst, s. One who writes 
without regular dependence of one part upon another 

RHAPSODY, rip-sd-dA, s. Any number of parts 
joined together, without necessary dependence or 
natural connexion.—See Rapsody.

Rhetoric , r^t-tA-rik, s. The art of speaking, 
not merely with propriety, but with art and elegance; 
the power of persuasion, oratory.

Rhetorical, rA-tdr^-kil, a. Pertaining to 
rhetorick, oratorical, figurative.

Rhetorically, r£-tor^-k£l-£, ad. Like an 
orator, figuratively, with intent to move the passions. 

To Rhetoricate, r^-tftr^-kate, v. n. To play 
the orator, to attack the passions.

Rhetorician, r^t-td-rish-hn, s. One who 
teaches the science of rhetorick.

Rheum, rAAm, s. 264. 265. A thin watery 
matter oozing through the glands, chiefly about the 
mouth.

Rheumatic rdd-mit-lk, a. 509. Proceeding 
from rheum, or a peccant watery humour.

Rheumatism, rd&ml-tlzm. s. A painful dis
temper supposed to proceed from acrid humours.

Rheumy, rdA-mA, a. Full of sharp moisture. 
Rhinoceros, rl-n&s-sA-rAs, s. 134. A vast 

beast in the East Indies armed with a horn in his front. 
Rhomb, rfimb, s. A parallelogram or quad

rangular figure having its four sides equal, and consist
ing of parallel lines with two opposite angles acute, and 
two obtuse.

I have here differed from Mr. Sheridan, and 
adopted that sound of the vowel in this word which is 
Sven to it by Dr. Kenrick, Mr. Scott, Mr. Smith, and 

r. Perry. This 1 do not only suppose to be the general 
pronunciation, but find it written rhumb by Dr. Ash. 
Buchanan, and Barclay. This is the way I find it spelled 
by an old English author in Collectanea Curiosa, vol I. 
page 232. “And so that opportunity of curbing the 
“ Puritan being lost, the course which was afterwards 
“steered proved to be a false rhumbe, and did rath ar 
“ accelerate than prevent the mischief.” But when this
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word m given us in its Latin form rhombus. the o ought 
to have the same sound as in comedy.—-See Principles. 
No. 347..
Rhombic rbm-blk, n.. Shaped like a rhomb. 
Rhomboid, rum-bold, t. A figure approaching 

to a rhomb.
Rhomboidal, rhm-bdld-^l, o. Approaching 

in shape to a rhomb.
Rhubarb, rd&b&rb, ,t. 265. A medical root 

slightly purgative, referred by botanists to the dock.
Rhyme, rime, s. An harmonical succession of 

sounds; the consonance of zersos, the correspondence 
of the last sound of one verse to the last sound or syl
lable of another; jxietry, a poem.

To Rhyme, rime, v. n. To agree in sound ; 
to make verses.

Rhymer, rl-m&r, 98. ) ~ .„ . , f 1. One who makesRhymster, rlme-stur, )
rhymes, a versifier. A word of contempt

Rhythm, rlz/rm, s. The proportion which the 
parts of a motion bear to each other.

Rhythmical, rl/Zt-mA-kll, a. Harmonical, 
having proportion of one sound to another.

Rhythm us, rlM-m&s, s. The same as Rhythm.
Rib, rib, s. A bone in the body; any piece of 

timber or other matter which strengthens the side.
Ribald, rlb-bhld, s. 88. A loose mean wretch. 
Ribaldry, rlb^bftld-r£, s. Mean, lewd, brutal 

language.
Riband, rlb-bln, s. 88. A fillet of silk, a nar

row web of silk, which is worn for ornament
Ribbed, rlbbd, a. 359. Furnished with ribs; 

enclosed as the body by ribs.
Ribbon, rll/bln, s. 166.—See Riband.
To Ribroast, rlb^rdst, v. a. To beat soundly. 

A cant word.
Ribwort, rllAvhrt, s. A plant.
Rice, rise, s. 560. One of the esculent grains.
Rich, rltsh, a. 352. Wealthy, valuable, pre

cious ; having any ingredients or qualities in a great 
quantity or degree; fertile.

Riches, rltsh-lz, i. 99. Wealth, money or pos
sessions ; splendid sumptuous appearance.

Richly, rltsh-l£, ad. Wealthily, splendidly; 
plentcously.

Richness, rltsii-n2s, 5. Opulence; finery; 
fertility ; abundance or perfection of any quality.

Rick, rlk, $. A pile of corn or hay regularly 
heaped up and sheltered from wet.

Rickets, rlk-klts, s. The Rickets is a distemper 
in children, from an unequal distribution of nourish
ment, whereby the joints grow knotty, and the limbs 
uneven.

Rickety, rlk-lt-&, a. 99. Diseased with the 
rickets.

Rid, rid. Pret. of Ride.
To Rid, rid, v. a. To set free, to redeem; 

clear, to disencumber ; to drive away, to destroy.
Riddance, rld-dinse, s. Deliverance; disen- 

cumbrance, loss of something one is glad to lose; act 
of clearing away any encumbrances.

Ridden, rld-dn, 103. The part, of Ride.
Riddle, rld-dl, s. 405. An enigma, a puzzling 

question, a dark problem; any thing puzzling; a 
coarse or open sieve.

To Riddle, rld-dl, v. a. To solve, to unriddle; 
to separate by a coarse sieve.

To Riddle, rld-dl, v. n. To speak ambigu
ously, or obscurely.

Riddlingly, rld^dl-lng-l£, ad. In the manner 
of a riddle.

To Ride, ride, v. n. To travel on horseback; 
to travel in a vehicle; to be borne, not to walk; to be 
supported in motion ; to manage a horse; to be sup
ported as ships on the water.

To Ride, ride, v. a. To manage insolently at will. 
Rider, rUdftr, s. 98. One who is carried oD 
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a horse or in a vehicle; one who manages or breaks 
horses.

Rldge, rldje, s. The top of the back; the 
rough top of any thing; a steep protuberance; the 
ground thrown up by the plough ; the top of the roof 
rising to an acute angle; Ridges of a horse's mouth 
are wrinkles or risings of the flesh in the roof of the 
mouth, running across from one side of the jaw to the 
other.

To Ridge, rldje, t>. a. To form a ridge.
Ridgil, rld-jll, )s. A ram half cas-
Ridgling, ndje-llng, ) trated.
Ridgy, rld-j£, a. Rising in a ridge.
Ridicule, rld-^-kitle, s. Wit of that species 

which provokes laughter.
JO’ This word is frequently mispronounced by sound

ing the first syllable like the adjective red; an inaccuracy 
which cannot be too carefully avoided.

I am of the same opinion as Mr. Nares, that this worn 
was anciently accented on the last syllable as derived 
from the French ridicule, and not the Latin ridiculus; 
but this accent being found contrary to the Latin ana
logy, 503, shifted to the first syllable; a transition which, 
in words of three syllables, is the easiest thing in the 
world.—See Principles, No. 524.
To Ridicule, rld^-kide, v. a. To expose to 

laughter, to treat with contemptuous merriment
Ridiculous, r^-dik-kh-lus, a. Worthy of 

laughter, exciting contemptuous merriment
Ridiculously, r^-dlk-kh-lhs-U, ad. In a man

ner worthy of laughter or contempt
Ridiculousness, r^-dlk-kii-ltis-nJs, s. The 

quality of being ridiculous.
Riding, rl-dlng, part. a. Employed to travel 

on any occasion.
Riding, rl-dlng, s. 410. A district visited by 

an officer.
Ridingcoat, rl-dlng-kote, s. A coat made to 

keep out the weather.
Ridinghood, ri-ding-hfid, s. A hood used by 

women, when they travel, to bear oft-the rain.
Ridotto, r£-d£>t-t<i, s. An entertainment of 

singing, a kind of opera.
Rie, rl, s. An esculent grain.
Rife, rife. a. Prevalent, abounding. It is now 

only used of epidemical distempers.
Rifely, rife-l£, ad. Prevalently, abundantly. 
Rifeness, rlfe-n^s, s. Prevalence, abundance. 
To Rifle, ri-fl, v. a. 405. To rob; to pillage, 

to plunder;
Rifler, rl-fl-hr, s. Robber, plunderer, pillager 
Rift, rift, s. A cleft, a breach, an opening. 
7’o Rift, rift, v. a. To cleave, to split.
To Rift, rift, v. n. To burst, to open; to belch, 

to break wind.
To Rig. rig, v. a. To dress, to accoutre; to fit 

with tackling.
Rigadoon, rlg-i-didn,' s. A dance.
Rigation, rl-g&sh&n, s. The act of watering. 
Rigger, rlg^g&i*, s. 382. One that rigs or 

dresses.
Rigging, rlg-lng, s. 410. The sails or tackling 

of a ship.
Riggish, rlg-lsh, a. 382. Wanton, whorish.
To Riggle, rlg-gl, v- n. 405. To move back

ward and forward, as shrinking from pain ; properly. 
Wriggle.

Right, rite, a. 393. Fit, proper, becoming, 
true; not mistaken, just, honest; convenient, not 
left, straight, not crooked.

Right, rite, int. An expression of approbation.
Right, rite, ad. Properly, justly, exactly, ac

cording to truth ; in a direct line; in a great degree, 
very; not used except in titles, as, Right honourable, 
Right reverend.

Right, rite, $. Justice, freedom from errour; 
just claim; that which justly belongs to one; property, 
interest; power, prerogative ; immunity, privilege;
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the side not left; to rights, in a direct line, straight; 
deliverance from errour.

To Right, rite, v. a. To do justice to, to es
tablish in possessions justly claimed, to relieve from 
wrong.

Righteous, rl'tsliA-fts, a. 263. 464. Just, 
honest, virtuous, uncorrupt; equitable.

Righteously, rl-tshA-ns-le, ad. Honestly, 
virtuously.

Righteousness, rl£tsh£-&s-n£s, s. Justice, 
honesty, virtue, goodness.

Rightful, rlte-ful, a. Having the right, hav
ing the just claim ; honest, just

Rightfully, rlte-ffil-£, ad. According to 
right, according to justice.

Rightfulness, rlte-ful-nes, s. Moral rectitude. 
Right-hand, rlle-hAnd,' s. Not the left. 
Rightly, rlte-U, ad. According to truth, 

proj«rly, suitably, not erroneously; honestly, up. 
nghtlv, exactly ; straightly, directly.

Rightness, rite^nes, s. Conformity to truths 
exemption from being wrong, rectitude; straightness.

Rigid, r’d-jld, a. 380. Stiff, not to be bent, 
unpliant; severe, inflexible; sharp, cruel

Rigidity, r<5-j1d-d-td, s. Stiffness; stiffness of 
appearance, want of easy or airy elegance.

Rigidly, rld-jld-lA, ad. Stiffly, unpliantly; 
severely, inflexibly.

Rigidness, rld-jld-nes, s. Severity, inflexibility. 
Rigol, rl-gM, s. A circle; in Shakspeare, a 

diadem. Obsolete.
Rigour, rlg-g&r, s. 314, 544. Cold stiffness; 

a convulsive shuddering with sense of cold; severity, 
sternness want of condescension to others; severity 
of conduct; strictness, unabated exactness, hardness.

Rigorous, rlg-gftr-frs, a. Severe, allowing no 
abatement

Rigorously, rlg'gtir-fis-H, ad. Severely, with
out tenderness or mitigation.

Rill, rll, s. A small brook, a little streamlet. 
To Rill, rll, u. n. To run in small streams. 
RlLLET, rll-lit, s. 99. A small stream.
Rim, rim, s. A border, a margin; that which 

encircles something else.
Rime, rime, s. Hoar frost; not used; a hole, 

chink.
7b Rlmple, rim-pl, r. a. 405. To pucker, to 

contract into corrugations.
Rind, rind, s. 105. Bark, husk.
Ring, ring, s. 57. A circle; a circle of gold 

or some other matter worn as an ornament; a circle 
of metal to be held by ; a circular course; a circle 
made by persons standing round; a number of bells 
harmonically tuned; the sound of bells or any other 
sonorous body ; a sound of any kind.

To Ring, ring, ». a. To strike bells or 
any other sonorous body, so as to make it sound ; to 
encircle; to fit with a ring; to restrain a hog by a 
ring ir. his nose.

To Ring, ring, v. n. To sound as a bell or 
sonorous metal; to practise the art of making musick 
with bells; to sound, to resound; to utter as a bell; 
to tinkle ; to be filled with a bruit or report.

Ring-bone, rlng-bdne, s. A hard callous sub
stance growing in the hollow circle of the little pastern 
of a horse; it sometimes goes quite round like a ring.

Ringdove, rlngldfiv, s. A kind of pigeon. 
Ringer, rlng-6r, s. 98. 409. He who rings. 
Ringleader, rtngilA-d&r, The head of a 

riotous body. ?
Ringlet, ring-let, ». 99. A small ring; a 

circle; a curl
Ringstreaked, rlngkstrikt, a. Circularly 

streaked.
Ringtail, rlng^talc, s. A kind of kite. 
Ringworm, ring-wurm, s. A circular tetter.
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To Rinse, rinse, t>. a. To wash, to cleanse by 
washing; to wash the soap out of clothes.

IO* This word is often corruptly pronounced as if 
written tense. rhyming with sense ; but this impropriety 
is daily losing ground, and is now almost confined to the 
lower order of speakers.
Rinser, rlnks&r, ». 98. One that washes or 

rinses, a washer.
RlOT, rl-fit, s. 166. Wild and loose festivity; 

a sedition, an uproar; to run riot, to move or act 
without control or restraint

To Riot, ri-ftt, v. n. To revel, to be dissipated 
in luxurious enjoyments ; to luxuriate, to be tumuk 
tuous; to banquet luxuriously; to raise a sedition or 
uproar.

Rioter, rl-i’it-hr, s. 98. One who is dissipated 
in luxury; one who raises an uproar.

Riotous, rWit-iis, a. 314. Luxurious, wanton, 
licentiously festive; seditious turbulent.

RIOTOUSLY, rl-ht-hs-l£, ad. Luxuriously, with 
licentious luxury; seditiously, turbulently.

Riotousness, rl-&t-&s-n&>, s. The state of being 
riotous.

To Rip, rip, v. a. To tear, to lacerate; to 
undo any thing sewed; to disclose; to bring to view 

Ripe, ripe, a. Brought to perfection in growth, 
mature ; complete; proper for use ; advanced to the 
perfection of any quality; brought to the point of 
taking effect, fully matured ; fully qualified by gradual 
improvement.

To Ripe, ripe, v. n. To ripen, to grow' ripe, to 
be matured.

To Ripe, ripe, v. a. To mature, to make ripe. 
Obsolete.

Ripely, rlpe-I^, ad. Maturely, at the fit time. 
To Ripen, rl-pn, v. n. 103. To grow ripe.
To Ripen, rl-pn, v. a. To mature, to make ripe. 
Ripeness, rlpc-n^s, s. The state of being ripe, 

maturity.
Ripper, ripipBr, s. 98. One who rips, one who 

tears, one who lacerates.
To Ripple, rip-pl. v. n. 405. To fret on the 

surface, as water swiftly running.
Rippling, rip-ling, s. A moving roughness on 

the surface of a running water.
To Rise, rhe, v. n. To change a jacent or 

recumbent to an erect posture; to get up from rest; 
to get up Irom a fall; to spring, to grow up; to gain 
elevation of rank or fortune; to swell; to ascend, to 
move upwards; to break out from below the horizon, 
as the sun; to begin to act; to be excited ; to break 
into military commotions, to make insurrections; to 
be roused, to be excited to action; to increase in price; 
to elevate the style; to be revived from death ; to be 
elevated in situation.

Rise, rise, s. 437. 560. The act of rising; 
elevated place; appearance of the sun in the east; 
increase of price; beginning, original; elevation, 
increase of sound.

This word very properly takes the pure sound of 
s to distinguish it from the verb, but does not adhere to 
this distinction so inviolably as the nouns use. excuse. &c. 
for wc sometimes hear “ the Rise and fall of the Roman 
Empire,” “the rise and fall of provisions,” &c. with the 
s like x. The pure s however, is more agreeable to ana
logy, and ought to be scrupulously preserved in these 
places by all correct siicakcrs.—See Principles, No. 437- 
499.
Riser, rl-zfir, s. S8. One that rises.
Risibility, rlz-e-bIW-tA, s. The quality of 

laughing.
Risible, rlz'e-bl, a. 405. Having the faculty 

or power of laughing; ridiculous, exciting laughter.
Risk, risk, s. Hazard, danger, chance of harm. 
To Risk, risk, v. a. To hazard, to put to 

chance, to endanger.
IliSKER, rlsk-ur, s. 98. He who risks.
Rite, rite, s. Solemn act of religion, external 

observance.
Ritual, rlt'tshh-Al, a. 463. Solemnly cere

monious, done according to some religious institution.
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Ritual, rit-tshi-il, s. A book in which the 
rites and observances of religion are set down.

Ritualist, rit-tshu-Al-lst, s. One skilled in the 
Ritual.

Rival, ri-vAl, s. 88. One who is in pursuit of 
the same thing which another man pursues; a com
petitor ; a competitor in love.

Rival, ri-vil, a. Standing in competition, 
making the same claim, emulous.

To Rival, ri-vil, v. a. To stand in competi
tion with another, to oppose; to emulate, to endeavour 
to equal or excel.

To Rival, ri-vll, v. n. To be in competition. 
Rivality, ri-vll-d-td,) s. Competition, emu- 
RIVALRY, ri-vil-rd, ) lation.
Rivalship, ri-vAl-shlp, s. The state or cha

racter of a rival..
To Rive, rive, v. a. Part. Riven. To split, 

to cleave, to divide by a blunt instrument.
To Rivel, riv-vl, v. a. 102. To contract into 

wrinkles and corrugations.
Riven, riv-vn, 103. Part, of Rive.
River, riv'&r, s. 98. A land-current of water 

larger than a brook.
River-dragon, riv-dr-drdg-fin, s. A crocodile; 

a name given by Milton to the king of Egypt.
River-god, riv-dr-gdd, s. Tutelary deity of 

a river.
River-horse, riv-ur-hdrse, s. Hippopotamus. 
Rivet, riv-It, s. 99. A fastening pin clinched 

at both ends.
To Rivet, riv-It, v. a. To fasten with rivets ; 

to fasten strongly, to make immoveable.
Rivulet, rlv^A-let, $. A small river, a brook, 

a streamlet.
Rixdollar, riks-ddl-l&r, s. A German coin, 

worth four shillings and sixpence sterling.
Roach, rotsh, s. 295. A fish.
Road, rdde, s. 295. Large way, path ; ground 

where ships may anchor; inroad, incursion—not used; 
journey.

To Roam, rome, v. n. 295. To wander with
out any certain purpose, to ramble, to rove.

To Roam, rome, v. a. To range, to wander over. 
Roamer, rd-mftr, s. 98. A rover, a rambler, 

a wanderer.
Roan, rone, a. 295. Bay, sorrel, or black, 

with grey or white spots interspersed.
To Roar, rdre, v. n. To cry as a lion or other 

wild beast; to cry in distress; to sound as the wind or 
sea; to make a loud noise.

Roar, rdre, s. 295. The cry of a lion or other 
beast; an outcry of d istress; a clamour of merriment; 
the sound of the wind or sea; any loud noise.

Roary, rd-rd, a. Dewy.
To Roast, rdst, v. a. 295. To dress meat, by 

turning it round before the fire; to dress at the fire 
without water; toheatany thing violently; to rule the 
Roast, to govern, to manage, to preside.

It is a little singular that instead of the participle 
of this verb we should use the verb itself for the adjec
tive, in roast beef, a roast fowl; whilst we say a roasted 
apple, a roasted potatoe, and, as Shakspeare has it, 
a roasted egg.
Rob, rdb, s. Inspissated juices.
To R.0B, rdb; v. a. To deprive of any thing by 

unlawful force, to plunder; to take away unlawfully.
Robber, rdb-b&r, s. 98. A thief, one that robs 

by force, or steals by secret means.
Robbery, rdb-b&r-d, $. Theft perpetrated by 

force or with privacy.
Robe, rdbe, s. A gown of state, a dress of 

dignity.
To Robe, rdbe, v. a. To dress pompously to 

invest
Robin, rdb-bin, ?
Robin-red-breast, rdb-bin-rdd-br&t, j

A bird so named from its red breast
4W

Robust, rd-bdst< 7
Robustious, rd-bist-y&s, j a' Strong» vlg°" 

rous, boisterous, violent.
Robustness, rd-b&st-nds, s. Strength, vigour.
Rocambole, rdk-din-bdle, s. A sort of wild 

garlick.
Roche-aluM, rdtsh-ll-l&m, $. A purer kind 

of alum.
Rock, rdk, s. A vast mass of stone; protec

tion, defence, a scriptural sense; a distaff held in the 
hand from which the wool was spun by twirling a ball 
below.

To Rock, rdk, v. a. To shake, to move back
wards and forwards; to move the cradle in order to 
procure sleep; to lull, to quiet.

To Rock, rdk, v. n. To be violently agitated, 
to reel to and fro.

Rock-doe, rdk-dd, s. A species of deer.
Rocker, rdk-k&r, s. 98. One who rocks a 

cradle.
Rocket, rdk-kit, s. 99. An artificial fireworks 
Rockless, rdk-lds, a. Being without rocks. 
Rockrose, rdk-rdze, s. A plant.
Rock-ruby, rdk-rdd-bd, s. The garnet, when 

it is of a very strong, but not deep red, and has a fair 
cast of the blue.

Rock-salt, rdk-silt, s. Mineral salt.
Rockwork, rdk-w&rk, s. Stones fixed in mor

tar, in imitation of the asperities of rocks.
Rocky, rdk-kd, a. Full of rocks; resembling 

a rock; hard, stony, obdurate.
Rod, rdd, «. A long twig; any thing long 

and slender; an instrument for measuring; an instru
ment of correction made of twigs.

Rode, rdde. Pret. of Ride.
Rodomontade, rdd-d-mdn-tade,< s. An empty 

noisy bluster or boast, a rant.
Roe, rd, s. A species of deer; the female of 

the hart.
Roe, rd, s. The eggs of fish.
Rogation, rd-ga'shun, ,v. Litany, supplication. 
Rogation-week, rd-ga-shdn-wdek, s. The 

week immediately preceding Whit-sunday.
Rogue, rdg, s. 337. A vagabond; a knave, 

a villain, a thief; a name of slight tenderness and en
dearment ; a wag.

To Rogue, rdg, v. n. To wander, to play the 
vagabond; to play knavish tricks.

Roguery, rd-gdr-d, s. 98. Knavish tricks; 
waggery, arch tricks.

Rogueship, rdg-shlp, r. The qualities or per
sonage of a rogue.

Roguish, rd-gish, a. Knavish, fraudulent; 
waggish, slightly mischievous.

Roguishly, rd-glsh-ld, ad. Like a rogue, 
knavishly, wantonly.

Roguishness, rd-glsh-nds, s. The qualities of 
a rogue.

ROGUY, rd-gd, a. 345. Knavish, wanton.
To Roist, rolst, _ > To behave tur.
To Roister, rols-tdr, \

bulently, to act at discretion, to be at free quarter, to 
bluster.

Roistbb, rols-t&r, j. 299. A turbulent, brutal, 
lawless, blustering fellow.

To Roll, rdle, v. a. 406. To move any thing 
by volutation or successive application of the different 
parts of the surface to the ground; to move any thing 
round upon its axis ; to move in a circle ; to produce 
a periodical revolution ; to wrap round upon itself; to 
inwrap, to involve in bandage ; to form by rolling 
into round masses; to pour in a stream of waves.

To Roll, role, v. n. To be moved by the suc
cessive application of all parts of the surface to the 
ground; to run rm wheels; to perform a periodical 
revolution; to move with appearance of circular di
rection ; to float in rough water; to move as waves or
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volumes of water; to fluctuate, to move tumultuously; 
to revolve on it* axis; to be moved tumultuously.

Roll, rdle, s. The act of rolling, the state of 
being rolled; the thing rolling ; mass made round j 
writing rolled upon itself; a round body rolled along ; 
publick writing ; a register, a catalogue ; a chronicle.

Roller, rd'lhr, s. 98. Any thing turning on 
its own axis, as a heavy stone to level walks; bandage, 
fillet.

Rollingpin, rd-llng-pin, s. A round piece of 
wood tapering at each end, with which paste is moulded. 

Rollypooly, r&-ld-pd-ld, s. A corruption of 
roll ball into the pool. A sort of game, in which when 
a ball rolls into a certain place it v/ins.

Homage, rJun-mldje, s. 90. A tumult, a bustle,
an active and tumultuous search for any thing.

Roman, rd-min, o. 88. Belonging to Rome. 
Romance, rd-mlnse,' s. A military fable of the 

middle ages, a tale of wild adventures in war and love; 
a lie, a fiction.

To Romance, rd-minse( v. n. To lie, to forge. 
Romancer, rd-mins^-tir, s. 98. A liar, a forger 

of tales.
To Romanize, rd-min-lze, v. a. To Latinize,

to fill with modes of the Roman speech.
Romantic , rd-min-tik, a. Resembling the 

tales of romances, wild; improbable, false; fanciful, 
full of wild scenery.

Rome, rddm, s. The capital city of Italy, sup
posed to have been founded by Romulus, and once the 
mistress of the world.

The o in this word seems irrevocably fixed in the 
English sound of that letter in move, prove, &c. Pope, 
indeed, rhymes it with dome,

u Thuj when we view some well-proportion’d dome,
“ Tha world's just wonder, and er’n thine, 0 Rome /”-----

But, as Mr. Nares observes, it is most probable that he 
pronounced this word as if written doom, as he rhymes 
Home with doom afterwards in the same poem.

“ From the same foes at last both felt their doom j 
«* And the same age saw learning fall and Rome,"

Essay on Criticism, V. 685.
The truth is. nothing certain can be concluded from 

die rhyming of poets. It may serve to confirm an esta
blished usage, but can never direct us where usage is 
various and uncertain. But the pun which Shakspeare 
puts into the mouth of Cassius in Julius Ctesar decidedly 
shows what was the pronunciation of this word in his 
time :

** Now it is Rome, indeed, and room enough,
“ When there le in it but one only man.”

And the Grammar in Queen Anne’s time, recommended 
by Steele, says, the city Rome is pronounced like Room ; 
and Dr. Jones, in his Spelling Dictionary, 1704, gives it 
the same sound.
Romp, rdmp, s, A rude, awkward, boisterous,

untaught girl; rough, rude play.
To Romp, rdmp, v. n. To play rudely, noisily,

and boisterously.
Rondeau, rdn-dd,' s. A kind of ancient poetry, 

commonly consisting of thirteen verses of which eight 
have one rhyme and five another; it is dividod into 
three parts, and at the end of the second and third, the 
beginning of the Rondeau is repeated in an equivocal 
sense.

Ronion, rftn-yhn, $.113. A fat bulky woman.
Ront, r&nt, s. 165. An animal stinted in the

growth.
Rood, rddd, s. 306. The fourth part of an acre 

in square measure; a pole, a measure of sixteen feet 
and a half in long measure; the cross.

ROOF, rddf, s. 306. The cover of a house; the 
vault, the inside of the arch that covers a building; 
the palate, the upper part of the mouth.

To Roof, rddf, v. a. To cover witn a roof; to
enclose in a house.

Roofy, rddf^d, a. Having roofs.
Rook, rddk, s. 306. A bird resembling a crow: 

it feeds net on carrion but grain; a piece at chess; 
a cheat, a trickish rapacious fellow.
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To Rook, rddk, v. n. To rob, to cheat. 
Rookery, rddk-ftr-d, s. A nursery of rooks. 
Rooky, rddk-d, a. Inhabited by rooks.
Room, rddm, s. 306. Space, extent of space ; 

space of place unoccupied ; way unobstructed; place 
of another, stead; unobstructed opportunity; an 
apartment in a house.

Roomage, rddm-idje, s. 9a Space, place.
Roominess, rMm-e-n£s, s. Space, quantity of 

extent.
Roomy, rddm-d, a. Spacious, wide, large.
Roost, rddst, s. 306. That on which a bird 

sits to sleep; the act of sleeping.
To Roost, rddst, v. n. To sleep as a bird; to 

lodge, in burlesque.
Root, root, s. 306. That part of the plant which 

rests in the ground, and tupphes the stems with 
nourishment; the bottom, the lower part; a plant of 
which the root is esculent; the originul, the first cause; 
the first ancestor; first residence; impression, dur 
able effect

To Root, rddt, t. n. To fix the root, to strike 
far into the earth ; to turn up earth.

To Root, rddt, u. a. To fix deep in the earth 
to impress deeply; to turn up out of the ground; tc 
eradicate; to extirpate; to destroy, to banish.

Rooted, rddt^dd, a. Fixed deep, radical. 
ROOTEDLY, rddt^dd-ld, ad. Deeply, strongly. 
Rooty, rddt-d, a. Full of roots.
Rope, rdpe, s. A cord, a string, a halter; any

row of things depending, as a rope of onious.
To Rope, rdpe, a. a. To draw out in a line as

viscous matter.
Ropedancer, rdpeAdans-&r, s» An artist who

dances on a rope.
Ropiness, rd'pd-nds, s. Viscosity, glutinous

ness.
Ropemaker, rdpe-ma-kdr, s. One who makes

ropes to sell.
Ropery, rdpe-hr-d, s. Rogue’s tricks. Obsolete. 
Ropetrick, rdpe'tri k, s. Probably rogue’s 

trick, trick that deserves the halter. An old cant word
Ropy, rd-p£, a. Viscous, tenacious, glutinous. 
Roquelaure, rdk-d-ldr,' s. French. A cloak 

for men.
Roriferous, rd-rlf^fdr-&s, a. Producing dew.
Rohifluent, rd-rlf-flb-dnt, a. 518. Flowing

with dew.
Rosary, rd-zir-d, s. 440. A string of beads, 

on which prayers are numbered. A place abounding 
with roses.

Roscid, rds^sld, a. Dewy, abounding with dew. 
Rose, rdze, s. A flower; to speak under the

Rose, to speak any thing with safety, so as not after
wards to be discovered.

Rose, rdze. Pret. of Rise.
Roseate, r&zhd-dt, a. 91. 452. Rosy, full of

roses; blooming, fragrant, as a rose.
Rosed, rdzd, a. S59» Crimsoned, flushed. 
Rosemary, rdze^ma-rd, s. A plant. 
Rosenoble, rdze^nd-bl, s. An English gold 

coin, in value, anciently sixteen shillings.
Rosewater, rdzeW-thr, s. Water distilled 

from roses.
Roset, rd-zdt, s. A red colour for painters.
Rosin, rdz-zln, s. Inspissated turpentine, A 

juice of the pine; any inspissated matter of vegetables 
that dissolve in spirit.

When this word is used in a general or philoso
phical sense for the fat sulphurous part of vegetables, it 
is generally termed resin,’ when lit a more confined 
sense, signifying tlie inspissated juice cf turpentine, it 
called rusin :

“ Bousebtu wljo could sweetly sing,
« Or with the rostn‘d bow torment the

To Rosin, rW-iin, n. a. To rub with rosin.
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Rosiny, rdz'zln-A, a. Resembling rosin. 
Rossel, rds'sll, i. 99. Light land. 
Rostrated, ris-tra-tAd, a. Adorned with 

beaks of ships.
Rostrum, ros-tr&m, s. The beak of a bird; 

the beak of a ship; the scaffold whence orators ha, 
rangued; the pipe which conveys the distilling liquor 
into its receiver in the common alembicks.

Rosy, ro^£, a. 438. Resembling a rose in 
bloom, beauty, colour, or fragrance.

To Rot, r&t, v. n. To putrefy, to lose the 
cohesion of its parts. 4

To Rot, r&t, V. a. To make putrid, to bring 
to corruption.

Rot, r&t, s. A. distemper among sheep in which 
their lungs are wasted; putrefaction, putrid decay.

Rotary, r6-ti-r^, a. Whirling as a wheel. 
Rotated, r6-ta-t&d, a. Whirled round. 
Rotation, rd-tVsh&n, s. The act of whirling 

round like a wheel; revolution ; the act of taking any 
thing in turn.

Rotator. rd-ta-t6r, s. 166. That which gives 
a circular motion.

Rote, rite, s. Words uttered by mere memory 
without meaning, memory of words without compre
hension of the sense.

To Rote, rote, v. a. To fix in the memory 
without informing the understanding.

Rotgut, rdt-g&t, s. Bad small beer. A low 
term.

Rotten, r&t-tn, a. 103. Putrid, carious; not 
trusty, not sound.

Rottenness, r6t-tn-n&s, s. The state of being 
rotten, cariousness, putrefaction.

Rotund, ro-tfind,' a. Round,circular, spherical. 
RotundifOLIOUS, r6-t&n-d£-fd-l£-&s,a. Having 

round leaves.
Rotundity, r6-tan-d£-t&, s. Roundness, cir

cularity.
Rotundo, r&-t&n-d&, s. A building formed 

round both in the inside and outside, such as the 
Pantheon of Rome.

To Rove, rdve, v. n. To ramble, to range, to 
wander.

To Rove, r&ve, v. a. To wander over. 
Rover, rd-v&r, s. 98. A wanderer, a ranger;

a fickle inconstant man ; a robber, a pirate.
Rouge, rddzlie, s. French. Red paint to paint 

the face.
Rough, r&f, a. 314. 391. Not smooth, rugged; 

austere to the taste; harsh to the ear; rugged of tem
per, inelegant of manners; harsh to the mind, se
vere ; hard featured; not polished ; rugged, disordered 
in appearance ; stormy, boisterous.

To Roughcast, r&f-idlst, v. a. To mould with
out nicety or elegance, to form with asperities and 
inequalities; to plaster with rough mortar; to form 
any thing in its first rudiments.

Roughcast, r&ftkAst, s. A rude model, a form 
in its rudiments ; a kind of rough plaster.

Roughdraught, ruf-drilft, s. A draught in 
its rudiments.

To Roughdraw, ruf-drlw, t>. n: To trace 
coarsely.

To Roughen, r&f-fn, v. a. 103. To make 
rough.

To Roughhew, r&f-hu,' v. a. To give to any 
thing the first appearance of form.

Roughhewn, r&f-hune,' part. a. Rugged, un
polished, uncivil, unrefined; not yet nicely finished.

Roughly, rtif-lA, art. With uneven surface, 
with asperities on the surface; harshly, uncivilly, 
rudely ; severely, without tenderness; austerely to the 
taste; boisterously, tempestuously; harshly to the ear.

Roughness, rftfinfis, ». Superficial asperity, 
unevenness of surface; austereness to the taste; taste 
of astringcncy ; harshness to the ear; ruggedness of 
temper; coarseness of manners, tendency to rudeness; 
absence of delicacy; severity violence of discipline; 
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violence of operation in medicines; unpolished or un
finished state; inelegance of dress or appearance; 
tempestuousness, storminess; coarseness of features. 

Rough-rider, rftf-rl-d&r, ». One that breaks 
horses for riding.

RoughT, riwt, 319. (Old pret. of Reach.) 
Reached.

To Roughwork, r&Pw&rk, v. a. To work 
coarsely over without the least nicety.

RouncevaL, r6in-s^-vAl, s. 313. A species of 
pea.

Round, round, a. 313. Cylindrical; circular ; 
spherical; not broken ; large, not inconsiderable; 
plain, candid, ojien; quick, brisk; plain, free with
out delicacy, almost rough.

Round, round, s. A circle, a sphere, an orb; 
rundle, step of a ladder; the time in which any thing 
has passed through all hands, and comes back to the 
first; a revolution, a course ending atthe point where 
it began; a walk performed by a guard or officer, tc 
survey a certain district.

Round, r&&nd, ad. Every way, on all sides; 
in a revolution; circularly; not in a direct line.

Round, r5&nd, prep. On every side of; about, 
circularly about; all over.

To Round, round, v. a. To surround, to en
circle ; to make spherical or circular; to raise to a re
lief; to move about any thing; to mould into smooth, 
ness.

To Round, round, v. n. To grow round in 
form ; to whisper; to go round.

Roundabout, round-i-bout, a. Ample, cir
cuitous; indirect, loose.

Roundel, rofind^l, ) . _-.-J A kind of an—Roundelay, roun-de-la, y
cient poetry; a round form or figure.

Rounder, r6und-&r, s. 98. Circumference, 
enclosure. Obsolete.

Roundhead, round-h£d, $. A puritan, so named 
from the practice once prevalent among them of crop
ping their hair round.

Roundhouse, round-ho&se, s. The constable’s 
prison, in which disorderly persons found in the street 
are confined.

Roundish, riind'Ish, a. Somewhat round, 
approaching to roundness.

Roundly, r5und-l£, ad. In a round form, in 
around manner; openly, plainly, without reserve 
briskly, with speed; completely, to the purpose; 
vigorously, in earnest.

Roundness, ro&nd-n&s, «. Circularity, spheri
city, cylindrical form; smoothness; honesty, open 
ness, vigorous measures.

To Rouse, r5uze, v. a. 313. To wake from 
rest; to excite to thought or action; to put into ac. 
tion ; to drive a beast from his lair.

7o Rouse ro&ze, v. n. To awake from slum
ber ; to be excited to thought or action.

Rouse, ro&ze, s. A dose of liquor rather too 
large.

Rouser. r&u-z&r, s. One who rouses.
Rout, ro&t, s. 313. A clamorous multitude, 

a rabble, a tumultuous crowd; confusion of any army 
defeated or dispersed.

To Rout, r&ut. t>. a. To dissipate and put into 
confusion by defeat

Route, r&&t, or r&St, s. Road, way.
Upon a more accurate observation of the best 

usage, I must give the preference to the first sound of 
this word, notwithstanding its coincidence in sound with 
another word of a different meaning; the fewer French 
sounds of this diphthong we have in our language, the 
better; nor does there appear any necessity for retaining 
the final e.—See Bowl. Mr. Sheridan, and Mr. Smith, 
make a difference between rout, a rabble, and route,. 
a road ; Mr. Scott gives both sounds, but seems to prefer 
the first: W. Johnston, Dr. Kenrick, and Mr. Perry, 
pronounce both alike, and with the first sound. 
Routine, r&6-t££n' s. 112. Any practice, 

proceeding in the same regular way, without any al
teration according to circumstances, custom.
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Row, rJ, i. 324. A rank or file, a number of
things ranged in a line.

To Row, rd, v. n. To impel a vessel in the 
water by oars.

To Row, rd, V. a. To drive or help forward 
by oara.

Rowel, rou-11, s. 322. The points of a spur 
turning on an axis ; a seton, a roll of hair or silk put 
into a wound to hinder it from healing and provoke a 
discharge.

2b Rowel, rd&'il, v. a. To pierce through the 
skin, and keep the wound open by a rowel.

Rower, rd-hr, s. 98. One that manages an oar. 
Royal, rdJ-il, a. 329. Kingly, belonging to 

a king, becoming a king, regal; noble, illustrious.
Royalist, rd^-Al-lst, $. Adherent to a king.
To Roya.lize, rdd-Al-lze, v. a. To make royal. 
Royally, rdti-AM, ad. In a kingly manner, 

regally, as becomes a king.
Royalty, rdd-dl-td, s. Kingship, character or

office of a king; state of a king; emblems of royalty.
Roynish, rid-nish, a. 329. Paltry, sorry, mean,

rude. Obsolete.
To Rub, r&b, v. a. To clean or smooth any 

thing by passing something over it, to scour, to wipe; to 
move one body upon another; to remove by friction ; 
to touch hard; to Rub dou n, to clean or curry a horse; 
to Rub up, to excite, to awaken ; to polish, to re
touch.

To Rub, r&b, v. n. To fret, to make a friction ;
to get through difficulties.

Rub, rdb, s. Collision, hinderance, obstruc
tion ; the act of rubbing; inequality of ground that 
hinders the motion of a bowl; difficulty, cause of un
easiness.

Rubber, rhb'b&r, s 98. One that rubs ; the 
instrument with which one rubs; a coarse file ; a 
game, a contest, two games out of three.

Rubbage, rdb-bldie, ) • c 1 -i 1Rubbish, rfilAUh, C 9°’ Ru,n,ofabul,d' 
ing, fragments of matter used in building ; confusion, 
mingled mass; any thing vile and worthless.

Rubble-stone, rdb-bl-stdne, s. A stone 
rubbed and worn by the water at the latter end of the 
deluge.

.Rubicund, rdd-bd-khnd, a. 339. Inclined to
redness.

Rubied, rdd'bid, a. 283. Red as a ruby. 
RUBIFIC , rdd-blf-flk, a. 509. Making red. 
Rubiform, rddMjd-fdrm, a. Having the form 

of red.
7o Rubify, r55-be-fl, v. a. 183. To make red.
Rubious, rdd-bd-ds, a. 314. Ruddy, red. Ob

solete.
Rubricated, r65-br£-ka-t£d, a. Smeared with 

red.
Rubric , rio-brlk, s. Directions printed in 

books of law, and in prayer-books, so termed, because 
they were originally distinguished by being in red ink.

Rub-stone, r&b^stdne, s. A stone to scour or
sharpen.

Ruby, r66-b5, s. A precious stone of a red 
colour, next in hardness and value to a diamond; red
ness ; any thing red ; a blotch, a carbuncle.

Ruby, rdo-bd, a. Of a red colour.
Ructation, r&k-ta-shiin, s. A belching arising

from wind and indigestion.
Rudder, r&d-dhr, s. 98. The instrument at 

the stern of a vessel by which its course is governed ; 
any thing that guides or governs the course.

Ruddiness, rhd-dd-n^s, s. The quality of ap
proaching to redness.

Ruddle, rftd'-dl, s. 405. Red earth.
Ruddock, rud'duk, s. A kind of bird.
Ruddy, r&d-d£, a. Approaching to redness,

pale red; yellow.
Rude, rddd, a. 339. Rough, coarse of maimers, I 
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brutal, violent, turbulent; harsh, inclement; raw, un
taught; rugged, shapeless, artless, inelegant; such tu 
may be done with strength without art.

Rudely, r56d-16, ad. In a rude manner; un
skilfully; violently, boisterously.

Rudeness, rddd-n&s, 3. Coarseness of manners,
incivility; violence, boisterousness.

Rudesby, rJJdz-bJ, «. An uncivil turbulent
fellow. Obsolete.

Rudiment, rJJ-dJ-mJnt, r. The first principles, 
the first elements of a science; the first part of educa
tion ; the first inaccurate, unshapen beginning.

RUDIMENTAL, rdd-de-ment-il, a. Initial, re
lating to first principles.

To Rue, rdo, v. a. 339. To grieve for, or re
gret, to lament.

Rue, rdo, 3. An herb called Herb of Grace,
because holy water was sprinkled with it.

Rueful, roo-ful, a. 174. Mournful, woful,
sorrowful.

Ruefully, r56-ful-6, ad. Mournfully, sor
rowfully.

Ruefulness, r5d-ful-nes, s. Sorrowfulness,
mournfulness.

Ruelle, rJJ-Jl,' s. French. A circle, an
assembly at a private house.

Ruff, rhf, s. A puckered linen ornament for
merly worn about the neck; a small river fish; a 
state of roughness.

Ruffian, rhfyAn, s. 113. A brutal, boister
ous, mischievous fellow; a cut-throat, a robber, a 
murderer.

Ruffian, rhf^yin, a. Brutal, savagely bois
terous.

To Ruffle, rftf^fl, v. a. 405. To disorder, to 
put out of form, to make less smooth ; to discompose, 
to put out of temper; to contract into plaits.

To Ruffle, ruf-fl, t>. n. To grow rough or
turbulent; to be in loose motion, to flutter.

Ruffle, ruf-fl, s. Plaited linen used as an or
nament ; disturbance, contention, tumult.

Rufteriiood, rfif-tur-hud. s. In Falconry, a
hood to be worn by a hawk when she is first drawn.

Rug, r&g, 3. A coarse nappy woollen cloth ; a 
coarse nappy coverlet used for mean beds; a rough 
woolly dog.

Rugged, r6g^g1d,a. 99. 366. Rough, full of 
unevenness and asperity ; savage of temper ; stormy, 
rude, rough or harsh tc the ear ; surly; boisterous ; 
rough,shaggy.

Ruggedly, rug-gid-16, ad. In a rugged man
ner.

Ruggedness, r&g-g1d-n6s, s. The state or
quality of being rugged.

Rugose, r65-go.se,' a. Wrinkled.
Ruin, r66-In, s. 176. 339. The fall or destruc

tion of cities or edifices ; the remains of a building de
molished ; destruction, loss of happiness or fortune, 
overthrow; mischief, bane.

7*o Ruin. r66-ln,». a. To subvert, to demolish, 
to destroy, to deprive of felicity or fortune ; to im
poverish.

To Ruin, rSd-ln, v. n. To fall in ruins; to 
run to ruin, to be brought to poverty or misery. Little 
used.

To Ruinate, rJJ-ln-atc, t>. a. To subvert, to
demolish. Obsolete.

Ruination, rJJ-in-a-shun, s. Subversion, de-
mol it ion. Vulgar. Obsolete.

Ruinous, rh-ln-fis. a. 314. Fallen to ruin, 
dilapidated ; pernicious, baneful, destructive.

Ruinously, r66-In-us-le, ad. In a ruinous 
manner.

Rule, rMI, 3. S39. Government, sway, su
preme command ; an instrument by which liner are 
drawn ; canon, precept by which the thoughts or ac
tions arc directed; regularity, propriety of behaviour.

To Rule. rS61, v. a. To govern, to control, 
to manage with power and authority ; to settle .u by 
rule
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To Rule, rMl, v. n. To have power or com
mand.

Ruler, r&dl-hr, s. 98. A governour, one that 
has the supreme command; an instrument, by the di
rection of which lines are drawn.

Rum, r6m, s. A country parson; a kind of
spirit distilled from molasses.

To Rumble, r&m-bl, v. n. 405. To make a
hoarse low continued noise.

Humbler, r&m-bl-&r, s. The person or thing
that rumbles.

Ruminant, r&d-mg-nAnt, a. 339. Having the
property ofchewing the cud.

To Ruminate, ro&md-ndte, v. a. To chew 
over again; to muse on, to meditate over and over 
again.

To Ruminate, rdd-md-nate, v. n. To chew the 
cud; to muse, to think again and again.

Rumination, rdd-md-na-sh&n, s- The property 
or act of chewing the cud ; meditation, reflection.

To Rummage, rum'mldje, v. a. 90. To search,
to plunder, to evacuate.

To Rummage, r&m-midje, v. n. To search
places.

Rummer, r&m-m&r, s. 98. A glass, a drinking 
cup.

Rumour, rdd-mhr, s. 314. 339. A flying or
popular report, bruit, fame.

To Rumour, rdd-m&r, v. a. To report abroad,
to bruit.

Rumourer, rdd-mhr-ftr, r. Reporter, spreader
of news.

Rump, r&mp, s. The end of the back bone;
the buttocks.

To Rumple, r&m-pl, v. a. 405. To crush or
contract into puckers or creases.

Rumple, rum-pl, s. 405. Pucker, rough plait.
7'o Run, rhn. Pret. Ran, p. n. To move 

swiftly, to ply the legs in such a manner as that both 
feet are at every step off” the ground at the same time; 
to rush violently; to take a course at sea ; to contend 
jn a race; to stream, to flow; to be liquid, to be fluid; 
to be fusible, to melt; to pass, to proceed ; to have a 
legal course, to be practised ; to have a course in any 
direction; to pass in thought or speech ; to have a 
continual tenour of any kind ; to be popularly known ; 
to have reception, success, or continuance; to proceed 
in a certain order; to be in force ; to be generally re
ceived ; to have a track or course; to make a gradual 
progress; to excern pus or matter ; to become irregu
lar, to change to something wild; to get by artifice or 
fraud ; to fall, topass; to have a general tendency; 
to proceed on as a ground or principle; to Run after, 
to search for, to endeavour at though out of the way ; 
to Run away with, to hurry without consent; to Run 
in with, to close, to comply; to Run on, to be con
tinued ; to Run over, to be so full as to overflow; to 
be so much as to overflow ; to run out, to be at an 
end; to spread exuberantly; to expatiate; to be 
wasted or exhausted.

To Run, run, v. a. To pierce, to stab; to forco, 
to drive; to force into anj* way or form ; to drive with 
violence ; to melt; to incur; to venture, to hazard ; 
to import or export without duty; to prosecute in 
thought; to push ; to Run down, to chase to weari
ness ; to crush, to overbear ; to Run over, to recount 
cursorily, to consider cursorily; to Run through, to 
pierce to the farther surface; to spend Ode’s whole 
estate.

Run, run, s. The act of running, as, the play 
has a great run, I have had a run of ill luck.

Runagate, riin-ni-gite, j. A fugitive, rebel, 
an apostate.

Runaway, rfin-l-wA, s. One who flies from
danger, a fugitive.

Rundle, run-dl, s. 405. A round, a step of 
a ladder; a peritrochium, something put round an 
axis.

Rundlet, rhnd-llt, s. 99. A small barrel. 
Rung, r&ng. Pret. and part pass, of Ring. 
Runic , r&-nlk, a. Denoting the old Scandi

navian language.
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Runnel, r&n-nll, s. 99. A rivulet, a small
brook. Little used.

Runner, i&n-nftr, s. 98. One that runs ; a 
racer; a messenger; a shooting sprig; one of the 
stones of a mill; a bird.

Runnet, r&n-nlt, $. 99. A liquor made by 
steeping the stomach of a calf in hot water, and used 
to coagulate milk for curds.and cheese.

Runnion, r&n-y&n, s. 113. A paltry scurvy
wretch. Obsolete.

Runt, runt, s. Any small animal below the
natural growth of its kind.

Ruption, r&p^-sh&n, s. Breach, solution of
continuity. >

Rupture, r&p-tshhre, s. 461. The act of 
breaking, state of being broken ; a breach of peace, 
open hostility; burstenness; preternatural eruption 
of the gut.

To Rupture, r&p-tshhre, v. a. To break, to 
burst, to suffer disruption.

Rupturewort, r&p-tsh&r-w&rt, s. A plant.
Rural, r&6-ril, a. 88- 339. Country, existing 

in the country, not in cities; suiting the country, re
sembling the country.

Rurality, r36-ril-£-t£, ) s. The quality of 
Ruralness, roo-ril-n&s, ) being rural. 
Rush, r&sh, s. A plant; any thing proverbially 

worthless.
To Rush, r&sh, v. n. To move with violence,

to go on with tumultuous rapidity.
Rush, rush, s. A violent course.
Rush-candle, r&sh-kin-dl, s. A small blink

ing taper, made by stripping a rush.
Rushy, rush'£, a. Abounding with rushes ;

made of rushes.
Rusk, rusk, s. Hard bread for stores.
Russet, r&s^slt, a. 99. Reddishly brown; 

Newton seems to use it for grey ; coarse, homespun, 
rustick.

Russeting, r&s^slt-lng, $. A name given to
several sorts of pears or apples, from their colour.

Rust, r&st, s. The red incrustation of iron; 
the tarnished or corroded surface of any metal; loss 
of power by inactivity; matter bred by corruption or 
degeneration.

To Rust, r&st, v. n. To gather rust, to have 
the surface tarnished or corroded; to degenerate ir 
idleness.

To Rust, r&st, v. a. To make rusty; to im
pair by time or inactivity.

Rustical, r&s-U-kil, a. 88. Rough, boister
out, rude.

Rustically, r&s-U-kAlad. Rudely, in
elegantly.

Rusticalness, r&s^t£-kil-n£s, s. The quality
of being rustical, rudeness.

To Rusticate, rus-t^-kate, v. n. To reside in
the country.

To Rusticate, r&s-t^-kate, v. a. To banish
into the country.

Rusticity, r&s-t1s^-t£, s. Qualitiesof one that 
lives in the country, simplicity, artlcssness; rudeness; 
rural appearance.

Rustic , rus-tik, a. Rural, country; rude, 
untaught, inelegant; artless, honest, simple; plain 
unadorned.

Rustic , r&s-tlk, s. A clown, a swain, an in
habitant of the country.

Rustiness, ris-ii-nis, ». The state of beir.g
rusty.

To Rustle, rfis-sl, u. n. 472. To make a low
continued rattle.

Rusty, r&s-t£, a. Covered with rust, infected
with rust; impaired by inactivity.

To Rut. r&t, p. n. To desire to come together.
Used of deer.

Rut, r&t, s. Copulation of deer; the Wack 
of a cart-whecL
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Ruth, Mlh, s. 339. Pity, tenderness, sorrow 
for the misery of another.

Ruthful, rd6M-ful, a. Merciful, compassion
ate ; rueful, woful, sorrowful.

Ruthfully, r88M-f&l-8, nd. Wofully, sadly; 
sorrowfully, mournfully; wofully in irony.

Ruthless, riAM-ifis, a. Cruel, pitiless.
Ruthlessly, r88M-18s-18, ad. Without pity, 

cruelly, barbarously.
Ruthlessness, r6ozZt-13s-n£s, s. Want of pity. 
Ruttish, rQt-tlsh, a. Wanton, libidinous, 

lecherous, lustful.
Ryder, ri-d&r, r. A clause added to an act of 

parliament at its third reading.
Rye, rl, s. A coarse kind of bread corn.
Ryegrass, ri-gris, s. A kind of strong grass.

s.
^Sabbath, sab-bizA, s. A day appointed by 

God among the Jews, and from them established among 
Christians for publick worship; the seventh day, set 
apart from works of labour, to be employed in piety; 
intermission of pain or sorrow, time of rest.

Sabbathbreaker, sib'b&zA-bra-k&r, s. Violator 
of the sabbath by labour or wickedness.

Sabbatical, sAb-bit-td-kM, a. Resembling the 
sabbath, enjoying or bringing intermission of labour. 

Sabbatism, sib-bi-tlzm, s. Observance of the 
sabbath superstitiously rigid.

Sabine, sib-in, s. 140. A plant, a savin. 
Sable, sa-bl, s. 405. Fur.
Sable, sa-bl, a. Black.
Sabre, sa-b£r, s.416. A scimitar, a short 

sword with a convex edge, a falchion.
Sabulosity, sab-i-16s^-t&, a. Grittiness, sandi

ness.
Sabulous, s&b'b-l&s, a. 314. Gritty, sandy. 
Saccade, s^k-kade,' $. A violent check the 

rider gives his horse by drawing both the reins sud
denly.

Saccharine, s&k-kl-rlne. a. 149. 353. Having 
the taste or any other of the chief qualities of sugar.

Sacerdotal, sis-5r-d<M-til, a. 88. Priestly, 
belonging to the priesthood.

Sachel, sAtshHl, s. 99. A small sack or bag. 
Sachem, sa-tsh&m, s. The title of some 

American chiefs.
Sack, sik, s. A bag, a pouch, commonly a 

large bag ; the measure of three bushels; a woman’s 
loose robe.

2’o Sack, sAk, v. a. To put in bags ; to take 
by storm, to pillage, to plunder.

Sack, sik, $. Storm of a town, pillage, plun
der ; a kind of a sweet wine, now brought chiefly from 
the Canaries.

Sackbut, s^k-b&t, $. A kind of pipe. 
Sackcloth, sik-klSzA, s. Cloth of which sacks 

are made, coarse cloth, sometimes worn in mortifica
tion.

Sacker, sAk-kfir, s. 98. One that takes a town. 
Sackful, s&k-f&l, $. A sack quite filled. 
Sackposset, sik-p&s-slt, s. A posset made of 

milk and sack.
Sacrament, s&k^krl-mSnt, $. An oath, any 

ceremony producing an obligation; an outward and 
visible sign of an inward and spiritual grace; the 
eucharist, the holy communion.

This word, with sacrifice, sacrilege, and sacristy, is sometimes pronounced with the a in the first syllable 
long, as in sacred ; but this is contrary to one of the 
clearest analogies in the language which is that the 
antepenultimate accent in simples, not followed by 
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a diphthong, always shortens the vowel it falls upon. 
See Principles, No, 503.

Mr. Elphmston, Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Scott, W. Johnston, 
Kenrick, Perry, and Entick, pronounce these words as J 
have marked them.
Sacramental, s&k-krA-m&n&Ll, a. Constitut 

ing a sacrament, pertaining to a sacrament.
Sacramentally, sak-krl-mint-il-i, ad. After 

the manner of a sacrament.
SACRED, sa-kred, a. Devoted to religious 

uses, holy; consecrated; inviolable.
Sacredly, sa-kr£d-l£, ad. Inviolably, reli

giously.
Sacredness, sa-kr^d-nfis, $. The state of being 

sacred, state of being consecrated to religious uses 
holiness, sanctity.

Sacrificable, si-krlf-^-ki-bl, a. Capable of 
being offered in sacrifice.

SacrificaTOR, sAk-kr£-f£-kl-thr, $. Sacrificer, 
offerer of sacrifice.

SacrificaTORY, sik-krif-f£-ka-t&r-£, a. 512. 
Offering sacrifice.

Sacrifice, si-krlf-fik, a. 509. Employed in 
sacrifice.

To Sacrifice, s^k-kr^-flze, v. a. 351. To 
offer to Heaven, to immolate; to destroy or give up 
for the sake of something else; to destroy, to kill; to 
devote with loss.

To Sacrifice, sAk-kr^-flze, v. n. To make 
offerings, to offer sacrifice.

Sacrifice, sik-kre-flze, $. 351. 142. The act of 
offering to Heaven; the thing offered to Heaven, or 
immolated; any thing destroyed or quitted for the 
sake of something else; any thing destroyed.

Sacrificer, s£k-kr6-fl-zCjr, s. 98. One who 
offers sacrifice, one that immolates.

Sacrificial, sAk-kr^-flsh-11, a. Performing 
sacrifice, included in sacrifice.

SACRILEGE, s£k-kr£-11dje, $. The crime of ap
propriating to himself what is devoted to religion ; the 
crime of robbing Heaven.—See Sacrament.

Sacrilegious, sAk-krA-l^-j&s, a. Violating 
things sacred, polluted with the crime of sacrilege.

Sacrilegiously, s*Lk-kr£-l£-jfts-ld, ad. With 
sacrilege.

Sacring, sa-krlng, part. 410. Consecrating. 
Sacrist, sa-krlst, 7 TT , ..o ’ 4., \ t He that has theSacristan, sik-ris-tan, \

care of the utensils or moveables of the church.—Se< 
Sacrament.

Sacristy, s£k-kr1s-t&, s. An apartment wher 
the consecrated vessels or moveables of a church arc 
deposited.

Sad. sid, a. Sorrowful, habitually melancholy ; 
afflictive,calamitous; bad; inconvenient; vexatious 
dark coloured.

To Sadden, sAd-dn, v. a. 103. To make sad; 
to make melancholy, to make gloomy.

Saddle, sid-dl, $. 405. The seat which is put 
upon the horse for the accommodation of the rider.

To Saddle, sid-dl, v. a. To cover with a sad
dle; to load, to burden.

Saddlebacked, sid-dl-bikt, a. Horses sad- 
dlebacked, have their backs low, and a raised head 
and neck.

Saddlemaker. sSd-dl-ma-ki’r,
Saddler, sad-liir.—See Codie.. 

One whose trade is to make saddles.
Sadly, Sid-14, nd. Sorrowfully, mournfully; 

calamitously, miserably.
Sadness, sid'n^s, s. Sorrowfulness, dejection, 

of mind ; melancholy look.
Safe, safe, a. Free from danger or hurt; con 

ferring security -. no longer dangerous, reposited out 
of the power of doing harm.

Safe, safe, s. A buttery, a pantry.
Safeconduct, s&fe-kftn'dfikt, s. Convoy, guard 

through an enemy’s country ; pass, warrant to pass.

b
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Safeguard, saft>gird, s. Defence, protection, 
security ; convoy, guard through any interdicted road, 
granted bv the possessor; pass, warrant to pass.

Safely, safe^ie, ad. In a safe manner, with
out danger; without hurt.

Safeness, safe-nis, s. Exemption from danger. 
Safety, safe-td, s. Freedom from danger; 

exemption from hurt; custody, security from escape. 
See Nicety.

Saffron, sAf-fftrn, s. 417. A plant.
Saffron, s&ftfdm, a. Yellow, having the 

colour of saffron.
To Sag, sAg, v. n. To hang heavy. Obsolete. 
Sagacious, sA-ga-sh&s, a. Quick of scent; 

quick of thought, acute in making discoveries.
Sagaciously, sA-gd'shus-ld, ad. With quick 

scent; with acuteness of penetration.
Sagaciousness, sA-ga-sh&s-nis, s. The quality 

of being sagacious.
Sagacity, sa-gAs-sA-td, s. Quickness of scent; 

acuteness of discovery.
Sage, sadje, s
Sage, sAdje, u.
Sage, sadje, s. 

vity and wisdom.
Sagely, sAdje-ld, ad.
Sageness, sadje^nAs, s.

A plant.
Wise, grave, prudent.
A philosopher, a man of gra-

Wisely, prudently. 
Gravity, prudence.

Sagittal, sld-j^-tAl, a. Belonging to an ar
row ; in Anatomy, a suture so called from its resem
blance to an arrow.

SagittaRY, sAd-jd-tA-rd, $. A centaur, an 
animal half man half horse, armed with a bow and 
quiver. Sagittarius, one of the signs of the Zodiack.

Sago, sA-gA, s. A kind of eatable grain.
Said, sdd, 203. 222. Pret. and part. pass, of

Say. Aforesaid; declared, showed.
JO* This word, with paid and laid, are a scandal to 

our orthography. It appeared so to Cooke, the translator 
of Hesiod, who spelled them regularly sayed, payed, and 
layed. “ Perseus is sayed to have been sent by Pallas to 
slay Medusa,” &c. page 156.
Saik, sa-lk, s. A Turkish vessel proper for 

the carriage of merchandise.
Sail, sAle, s. 202. The expanded sheet which 

catches the wind and carries on the vessel through the 
water; wings; a ship, a vessel; Sail is a collective 
word, noting the number of ships; to strike Sail, to 
lower the sail, a proverbial phrase for abating of pomp 
or superiority.

To Sail, sale, v. n. To be moved by the wind 
with sails; to pass by sea; to swim ; to pass smoothly 
along.

To Sail, sale, v. a. To pass by means of sails; 
to fly through.

Sailor* f 166. A seaman, one who
practises or understands navigation.

IO1* The first of these words is generally applied to the 
■hip, and the second to the mariner. Whatever may be 
the reason for this distinction to the eye, the ear is quite 
insensible of it, and the ship and the'man 3re both pro
nounced alike.—See Principles, No. 416.
Sailyard, sale^yird, s. The pole on which the

sail is extended..
Sainfoin. sAn-fdln, s.
Saint, sAnt, s. 202. 

piety and virtue
To Saint, sant, v. a.

saints, to reckon among saints by a public decree, to 
canonize.

To Saint, sant, v. n. To 'ict with a show of 
piety.

Sainted, sant-ed, a. Ho’.y, pious, virtuous.
Saintlike, s&nt-like, a. Suiting a saint, be- 

coming a saint; resembling a saint.
Saintly, sant-le, a. Like a saint, becoming 

a saint.
Saintship, sant-shlp, s. The character or qua

lities of a saint.
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A kind of herb.
A person eminent for

To number among

Sake, sake, s. Final cause, end, purpose; ac
count, regard to any person or thing.

Sakeret, sAk^Ar-it, s. 99. The male of a saker- 
hawk.

Sal, sAl, s. Salt. A word often used in Phar
macy. j ,

Salacious, sA-la-sh&s, a. Lustful, lechercus. 
Salaciously, sA-la-sh&s-le, ad. Lecherously, 

lustfully.
Salacity, sA-lls-sA-tA, s. Lust, lechery. 
Salad, sAI-lAd. s. Food of raw herbs.

JO* This word is often pronounced as if written sallet; 
the true pronunciation is, however, more in use and less 
pedantick than that of asparagus and cucumber would be. 
Salamander, sAl-A-mAn-dfir, s. An auimal 

said to live in the fire.
Sat.aMANDRINE, sAl-lA-mAnMrln, a. 140.

Resembling a salamander.
Salary, sAl-lA-rA, s. Stated hire, annual or

periodical payment.—See Granary.
Sale, sAle, s. The act of selling ; vent, power 

of selling; market; a publick and proclaimed exposi- 
tion of goods to the market; auction; state of being 
venal, price.

Saleable, sa-iA-bl, a. 405. Vendible, fit for 
sale, marketable.

Saleableness, sa-lA-bl-n£s, s. The state of 
being saleable.

Saleably, sa-lA-blA, ad. In a saleable manner. 
Salebiious, sAl-d-brfts, a. Rough, uneven, 

rugged.
Salesman, salz-mAn, s. 88. One who sells

clothes ready made.
Salework, sale-wurk, Works for sale, work

carelessly done.
Salient, sa-M-ent, a. 113. Leaping, bound

ing ; beating, panting, springing, or shooting with a 
quick motion.

SaLINE, sA-llne,' or sa-llne, a. Consisting of salt
JO* A3 this word is derived from the Latin salinus by 

dropping a syllabic, the accent ought, according to the 
general rule of formation, 503, to remove to the first. 
This accentuation, however, is adopted only by I)r. John
son, Buchanan, and Bailey ; as Sheridan, Kenrick, Ash, 
Nares, W. Johnston, Scott, Perry, Barclay, Fenning, 
Entick, and Smith, accent the second syllable.
Sai.inous, sA-ll-ntis, n. Consisting of salt, con-

stituting salt.
JO* Dr. Johnson, in his folio Dictionary, accents thia 

word on the first syllable, in which he is followed by his 
publishers in the quarto: but as this word may be easily 
derived from the Latin word salinus, and with the same 
number of syllables, it ought to be accented on the se
cond. 503, e.
Saliva. sA-U-vA, s. 503, b. Every thing that is 

spit up, but it more strictly signifies that juice which 
is separated by the glands called salival.

JO' As this word is a perfect Latin word, all our Dic
tionaries very properly accent it on the second syllable, 
503. But salival, which is a formative of our own, has 
no such title to the penultimate accent: this pronuncia
tion, however, is adopted by Mr. Sheridan, Dr. Ash, 
Dr. Kenrick, Scott, Barclay, Fenning, Entick, and 
Johnson’s quarto ; but Mr. Perry, and Dr. Johnson’s folio 
place the accent on the first syllable, and, in my opinion, 
more correctly.
Salival, sAl-A-vAl, or sa-li-val, 
Salivary, siW-vi-rd, 

to spittle —Sec Saliva.
T« Salivate, sll-M-vite, v. a. To purge by 

the salival glands.
Salivation, sM-U-vJ-shtin, s. A method of 

cure, much.practised in venereal cases.
SaLIVOUS. si-ll-vfts, or sAl-e-vfis, a. Consisting 

of spittle, having the nature of spittle.—See Principles, 
No. 103, p

50* As this word has somewhat moreof a Latin aspect 
than salival, and is probably derived from saliuosus, the 
learnedly polite, or the politely learned, snatch at the 
shadow of Latin quantity to distinguish themselves from 
mere English speakers. Hence in all the words of this 
termination they preserve the penultimate s long, and place

| a. Rela ing
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the accent on it, and thus we are obliged to do the same 
to this word under pain of appearing illiterate. This pen. 
ally, however, Dr. Ash and Mr. Perry have incurred, by 
Slacing the accent on the first syllable; but Dr. Johnson, 

Ir. Sheridan, Mr. Scott, Barclay, Fenning, and Entick, 
follow the learned majority, though evidently wrong. 
SALLETrsll-llt, 99. ? s. Corrupted from
SALLETING, sil-lit-ing, J salad.
Salliance, siK14-lnse, s. 113. The act of

issuing forth, sally.
Sallow, sll-ld, s. 327. A tree of the genus 

of willow.
Sallow, sll-16, a. Sickly, yellow.
Sallowness, sil-ld-nds, s. Yellowness, sick

ness, paleness.
Sally, sAl-ld, s. Eruption; issue from a place 

besieged, .quick egress ; range, excursion; slight, vo
latile or sprightly exertion; levity, extravagant flight, 
frolick.

Sallyport, sil-ld-pdrt, s. Gate at which sallies 
are made.

Salmagundi, sAl-m£-g&n-d£, s. A mixture of 
chopped meat and pickled herrings, with oil, vinegar, 
pepper, and onions.

Salmon, sAm-m&n, s. 401. The salmon is 
accounted the king of freshwater fish.

Salmontrout, sdm-m&n-trdut,' s. A trout that 
has some resemblance to a salmon, a samlet.

Saloon, si-ld&n,' s. A large or spacious hall. 
Salsoacid, sal-sd-As-sld, a. 84. Having a taste 

compounded of saltness and sourness.
SalsuginOUS, sdl-su-jd-nCts, a. Saltish, some

what salt.
Salt, salt, s. 84. Salt is a body whose two 

essential properties seem to be dissolubility in water 
and a pungent sapor; taste; smack; wit, merriment.

Salt, salt, a. Having the taste of salt, as salt 
fish; impregnated with salt; abounding with salt; 
lecherous, salacious.

To Salt, silt, v. a. To season with salt. 
Salt-pan, silt-pin,) .Salt-pit, sSlf-pVt, . Is' P,t where salt 15 80t 
Saltation, sil-ta-shun, s. 84. The act of 

dancing or jumping; beat, palpitation.
As this word comes immediately from the Latin, 

and the t is carried off to commence the second syllable, 
the a has not the broad sound as in salt, but goes into the 
general sound of that letter ; in the same manner as the 
u in fulminate, is not pronounced like the peculiar sound 
af that letter in full, but like the u in dull, 177. 
Saltcat, salt-kit, s. A lump of salt. 
Saltcellar, silt-sil-lhr, s. 88. Vessel of salt 

set on the table.
Salter, salt-6r, s. 98. One who salts; one 

who sells salt
Saltern, saltern, s. A salt-work. 
Saltish, salt-lsh, a. Somewhat salt 
Salti.ess, salt-ids, a. Insipid, not tasting of 

salt
Saltly, sllt-li, ad. With taste of salt; in a 

salt manner.
Saltness, salt-nds, s. Taste of salt. 
Saltpetre, sdlt-pdd-t&r, s. 416. Nitre. 
Salvability, sil-vi-bil-^-te, s. Possibility of 

being received to everlasting life.
Salvable, sil-vi-bl, a. 405. Possible to be 

saved.
Salvage, sil-vldje, s. 90. A recompense al

lowed to those who have assisted in saving goods or' 
merchandise from a wreck.

Salvation, sAKva-shun, s. Preservation from 
eternal death, reception to the happiness of heaven.

Salvatory, sAKvl^tir-A, s. 512. A place where 
any thing is preserved."

Salubrious, si-lil-bri-fts, a. Wholesome, 
healthful, promoting health.

Salubrity, sd-lh-brd-td, $. Wholesomeness,
health fulness.
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Salve, silv, s. 78. A glutinous matter applied
to wounds and hurts, an emplaster; help, remedy.

IO* Dr. Johnson tells us. that this word is originally 
and properly salf, which having salves in the plural, the 
singular, in time, was borrowed from it: sealf, Saxon, 
undoubtedly from solvus, Latin. There is some diver
sity among our orthoepists about the I in this word and 
its verb. Mr. Sheridan marks it to be pronounced; 
Mr. Smith, VV. Johnston, and Barclay, make it mute; 
Mr. Scott and Mr. Perry give it both ways ■„ and 
Mr. Nares says it is mute in the noun, but sounded in 
the verb. The mute I is certainly countenanced in this 
word by calve and halve-, but as they are very irregular, 
and are the only words where the I is silent in this situa
tion, for valve, delve, solve, &c. have the I pronounced; 
and as this word is of Latin original, the I ought cer
tainly to be preserved in both words: for to have the 
same word sounded differently, to signify different things, 
is a defect in language that ought as much as possible to 
be avoided.—See Bowl and Fault.
To Salve, s&lv, v. a. To cure with medica

ments applied; to help, to remedy ; to keep or save 
by a salve, an excuse, or reservation.

Salver, sll-v&r,». 98. A plate on which any
thing is presented.

Salvo, sil-vd, s. An exception, a reservation, 
an excuse^—See Saltation.

Salutariness, sdl-lh-tA-rd-nds, 4. Wholesome
ness, quality of contributing to health or safety.

Salutary, sAl-lu-ti-rd, a. Wholesome 
healthful, safe, advantageous, contributing to health 
or safety.

Salutation, sM-u-ta-shfrn, s. The act or style
of saluting; greeting.

To Salute, sd-lute,' v. a. To greet, to hail; 
to kiss.

Salute, sd-liite,' s. Salutation, greeting; a kiss. 
Saluter, sl-l£i-thr, s. 98. One who salutes. 
SaLUTIFEROUS, sil-lh-tifTdr-us, a. Healthy, 

bringing health.
Same, same, a. Identical, being of the like 

kind, sort, or degree; mentioned before.
Sameness, sAme^-n&s, s. Identity.
Samlet, sdm-ldt, s. A little salmon.
Samphire, sAm-flr, 4. 140. A plant preserved

in pickle.
Sample, sdm-pl, s. 405. A specimen, a part 

shown, that judgment may be made of the whole.
Sampler, sim-pl-&r, 4. 98. A pattern of 

work ; a piece worked by young girls for improvement.
SanabLE, sln-nd-bl, a. 535. Curable, suscep

tive of remedy, remediable.
Mr. Nares, Buchanan, and W. Johnston, pro. 

nounce the a in the first syllable of this word long; but 
Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Scott, and Entick, more properly, 
short Buchanan only makes , the same a in sanative 
long; but Mr. Sheridan, Scott, W. Johnston, Perry, 
and Entick, short Mr. Sheridan and Buchanan, are 
the only orthoepists from whom we can gather the sound 
of this vowel in insanable, which the latter marks long, 
and the former short as it ought to be, from the shorten
ing power of the antepenultimate accent—See Granary, 
Sanation, s3.-na-sh&n, s. The act of curing. 
Sanative, sln-ni-dv, n. 158. Powerful tc 

cure, healing.—See Donative.
Sanativeness, sdn-ni-tlv-nds, s. Power to cure. 
Sanctification, sdngk-td-fd-ka-sb&n, s. 408

The state of being freed, or act of giving freedom from 
the dominion of sin for the time to come; the act of 
making holy, consecration

Sanctifier, sangk-td-fl-hr, s. He that sancti
fies or makes holy.

To Sanctify, sdngk-td-fl, v. a. To free from 
the power of sin for the time to come ; to make holy 
to make a means of holiness; to make free from guilt 
to secure from violation.

SANCTIMONIOUS, sAngk-td-md-nd-us, a. Saintly, 
having the appearance of sanctity.

Sanctimony, sdngk-td-mo-ndj 4. Holiness,
scrupulous austerity, appearance of holiness.

Sanction, singk-sh&n, s. 408. The act of 
N N
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confirmation which gives to any thing its obligatory 
power, ratification; a law, a decree ratified.

Sanctitude, singk-t^-tude, s. Holiness, good
ness, saintliness.

Sanctity, s&ngk-t£-t£, s. Holiness, goodness, 
godliness; saint, holy being.

To Sanctuarise, silngk-tgh£i-?L-rize, v. n. To 
shelter by means of sacred privileges.

Sanctuary, s&ngk-tshii-a.-r£, s. 463. A holy 
place, holy ground; a place of protection, a sacred 
asylum; shelter, protection.

Sand, slnd, s. Particles of stone not conjoined, 
or stone broken to powder; barren country covered 
with sands.

Sandal, s&n-d&l, s. 88. A loose shoe.
Sandarach, or Sandarack, sanAdi-rtlk. s. A 

mineral resembling red arsenick; the gum of the ju
niper tree.

Sandblind, sAnd-bllnd, a. Having a defect in 
the eyes, by which small particles appear before them.

Sandbox-tree, sind-b5ks-tr££, s. A plant. 
Sanded, s£n-d£d, a. Covered with sand, 'bar

ren ; marked with small spots, variegated with dusky 
specks.

Sandish, s&nd-ish, c. Approaching to the 
nature of sand, loose, not close, not compact.

Sandstone, s&nd-stdne, s. A stone of a loose 
and friable kind.

Sandy, sJ.nd-6, a. Abounding with sand, full 
of sand ; cqnsisting of sand, unsolid.

Sane, sane, a. Sound, healthy.
Sang, sang. The pret. of Sing.
Sanguiferous, s&ng-gwif-fer-us,«. Conveying 

blood.
Sanguification, sang-gwe-fe-ka-sbun, s. The 

production of blood; the conversion of the chyle into 
blood.

Sanguifier, sang-gw£-f 1-ur, s. Producer of 
blood.

To Sanguify, sing-gwe-fi, v. n. 340. To pro-, 
duce blood.

Sanguinary, slng-gwe-ni-re, a. Cruel, bloody, 
murderous.

Sanguine, sing-gwln, a. 340. Red, having 
the colour of blood; abounding with blood more than 
any other humour, cheerful; warm, ardent, confident.

Sanguineness, sing-gwin-nGs, ) . ,
Sanguinity, J ’• Ardour’

heat of expectation, confidence.
Sanguineous, sing-gwln-^-us, a. Constituting 

blood; abounding with blood.
Sanhedrim, s&n-he-drim, s. The chief council 

among the Jews, consisting of seventy elders, over 
whom the high priest presided.

Sanicle, sin-^-kl, s. 405. A plant.
Sanies, sa-n£4z, s. Thin matter, serous excre

tion.
SaNIOUS, sa-n£-6s, a. 314. Running a thin 

serous matter, not a well-digested pus.
Sanity, sin-e-t^, s. Soundness of mind. 
Sank, sAngk. The pret. of Sink.
Sans, sAnz, prep. Without. Obsolete.
Sap, sAp, s. The vital juice of plants, the juice 

that circulates in trees and herbs.
To Sap, sap, v. a. To undermine, to subvert 

by digging, to mine.
To Sap, sAp, v. n. To proceed by mine, to 

proceed invisibly.
Sapid, sAp-ld, a. 544. Tasteful, palatable, 

making a powerful stimulation upon the palate.
Sapidity, si-pl^e-te, ? _ Tastcfulness> r 
Jjapidness, sap-id-nes, )

of stimulating the palate.
Sapience, sa-p^-ense, «. Wisdom, sageness, 

knowledge.
Sapient, sa-p£-3nt, a. Wise, sage.
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Sapless, sAp-l&s, a. Wanting sap, wanting vital 
juice; dry, old, husky.

Sapling, sip-ling, s. A young tree, a young 
plant. j

Saponaceous, sAp-o-na-sh^s, 851. > „
Saponary, sAp-po-na-re, ) a* oaPJ*

resembling soap, having the qualities of soap.
Sapor, sa-por, s. 166. Taste, power of affect

ing or stimulating the palate.
Saporific , sAp-d-rlf-fik, a. 530. Having the 

power to produce tastes.
Sapphip.e, sif-flr, s. 140.415. A •precious stone 

of a blue colour.
Sapphirine, sAf-fir-ine, a. 149. Made of 

sapphire, resembling sapphire
Sappiness, sAp-pe-nfis,«. The state or the qua

lity-<rf abounding in sap, succulence, juiciness.
Sappy, sAp-p£, a. Abounding in sap, juicy, 

succulent; young, weak.
Saraband, sAr-rA-bAnd, s. 524. A Spanish 

dance.
Sarcasm, sAr-kAsm, s. A keen reproach, a 

taunt, a gibe.
Sarcastically, sar-kAs-te-kAl-e, ad. Taunt

ingly, severely.
Sarcastical, sAr-kAs-te-kAl, )
Sarcastic , sar-kAs-tik, 509. ( °* een’ 

taunting, severe.
Sarcenet, sarse-.n£t, s. Fine thin-woven silk.
Sarcocele, sar-ko-sele, s. An excrescence of 

the testicles —See Hydrocele.
Sarcoma, sar-ko^-ma, s. 92. A fleshy excres

cence, nr lump, growing in any part of the body, espe
cially the nostrils.

Sarcophagus, sAr-k&f-fA-g&s, a. 518. Elesb- 
cating, feeding on flesh. Hence a tomb, where the 
human flesh is consumed and eaten away by time, is 
called a Sarcophagus.

Sarcophagy, sAr-k6f-fA-g£, s. 518. The prac
tice of eating flesh.

Sarcotic , sar-kSt-tik, s. 509. A medicine 
which fills up ulcers with new flesh, the same as an 
incarnative.

Sa RD EL, sAr-d&l,
Sardine, sar'dlne, 140. > s.
Sardius, sar-d^-hs, or sar-j^-us, 293. 294, J

A sort of precious stone.
Sardonyx, sAf-dd-nlks, s. A precious stone. 
Sarsa, sAr'sA, ? p ,
Sarsaparilla, sAr-sA-pA-rlT-la, j s’ 1 a

tree and a plant.
Sash, sAsh, s. A belt worn by way of distinc

tion, a silken band worn by otlicers in the army; a 
window so formed as to be let up and down ty pulleys. 

Sassafras, sAs-sA-frAs, s. A tree, one of the 
species of the cornelian cherry.

Sat, sat. The pret. of Sit.
Satan, sa-tAn, or sAt-tAn, s. The prince-of hell, 

any wicked spirit
This word is frequently pronounced as if written 

Saltan; but making the first syllable long is so agreeable 
to analogy, that it ought to be indulged wherever custom 
will permit, and particularly in proper names. Cato, 
Plato, &c. have now universally the penultimate a long 
and slender; and no good reason can be given why the 
word in question should not join this class; if the short 
quantity of the a in the original be alleged, for an an
swer to this see Principles, No. 544, and the word Satire. 
Mr. Nares and Buchanan only adopt the second sound; 
but Mr. Elphinston, Mr. Sheridan, Dr. Kenrick, Mr. 
Scott, W. Johns on, Mr. Perry, Entick, and, if we may 
judge by the position of the accent, Dr. Ash and Bailey, 
the first—See The Key to the Classical Pronunciation 
of Greek, Latin, and Scripture Proper Kames, under 
the word.
Satanic AL, sA-tan-ne-kAl, | a. Devilish, in- 
SaTANIC , sa-tAn-..lk, 509. fernal.
Satchel, sAtsh-Il, 5. 99. A little bag used by 

school-boys.
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To Sate, site, v. a. To satiate, to glut, to 
pall, tn feed beyond natural desire.

Satellite, sit-tel-llte, t. 155. A small planet 
revolving round a larger. '

BO' Pope has, by the license of hie art, accented the ■ 
plural of this word upon the second syllable, and, like the 1 
Latin plural, lias given it four syllables t

** Or ask of yonder argent fields above,
“ Why Jove’s Satellites are less than Jove.”

Etsay on Man,

This, however, is only pardonable in poetry, and, it 
av be added, in good poetry.—See Antipodes and 

Millepedes. ,
Satelutious, sit-tcl-llsh-us, o. Consisting of 

satellites.
To Satiate, sa-sh^-Ate, p. a. To satisfy., to 

fill; to glut, to pall; to gratify desire; to saturate, to 
impregnate with as much as can be contained er im
bibed.

Satiate, sa-sh^-ate, a. 91. Glutted, full to 
satiety.

Satiety, s. 460. Fulness beyond
desire or pleasure, more than enough, state of being 
palled.

The sound of the second syllable of this word has 
been grossly mistaken by the generality of speakers; nor 
is it mud) to be wondered at. TV, with the accent on it, 
succeeded by a vowel, is a very uncommon predicament 
for an English syllable to be under; and therefore it is 
not surprising that it has been almost universally con. 
founded with an apparently similar, but really different, 
assemblage of accent, vowels, and consonants. So ac
customed is the ear to the aspirated sound of t, when 
followed by two vowels, that whenever these appear we 
are apt to annex the very same sound to that letter, 
without attending to an essential circumstance in this 
word, which distinguishes it from every other in the 
language. There is no English word of exactly the same 
form with satiety, and therefore it cannot, like most 
other words, be tried by its peers; but analogy, that 
grand resource of reason, will as clearly determine, in 
this case, as if the most positive evidence were produced.

In the first place, then, the sound commonly given to 
the second syllabic of this word, which is that of tire first 
of si-lence, as if written sa-si-e-ty, is never found annexed 
to the same letters throughout the whole language. T, 
when succeeded by two vowels, in every instance but the 
word in question, sounds exactly like sh ; thus, satiate, 
expatiate, &c. are pronounced as if written sa-shc-ate, ex- 
pa-she-ate, Ac. and not sa-se-ate, ex-pa-se-ate, &c. and 
therefore if tire t must be aspirated in this word, it ought 
at least to assume that aspiration which is found among 
similar assemblages of letters, and instead of sa-si-e-ty, it 
ought to be sounded sa-shi-ety : in this mode of pronun
ciation a greater parity might be pleaded; nor should we 
ntroduce a new aspiration to reproach our lauguage with 
needless irregularity. But if we once cast an eye on 
those conditions, on which we give an aspirated sound to 
the dentals, 26, we shall find both these methods of pro
nouncing this word equally remote from analogy. In 
almost every termination where the consonants, /, d, c, 
and 5, precede the vowels ea, ia, ie, io, &c. a* in martial, 
soldier, suspicion, confusion, anxious. prescience, Ac. the 
accent is oil the syllable immediately before these con
sonants, and they all assume the aspiration ; but in 
Xgyptiacum, elephantiasis, kendiadis, society, anxiety, 
science', &c the accent is immediately .after these con- 
XMunts, and the t, c, d, and x, are pronounced as free 
from aspiration as the same letters in liar, diet, cion, 
Mon, &c. the position of the accent makes the whole 
differei.ee But if analogy in our own language were 
silent, the uniform pronunciation of words from the 
learned languages, where these letters occur, would be 
sufficient to decide the dispute. Thus, in elephantiasis, 
Mittiades, satictas, &c. the antepenultimate syllable ti is 
always pronounced like the English noun tie ; nor should 
we dream of giving ti the aspirated sound in these words, 
though there would be exactly the same reason for it as 
in satiety : for, except in very few instances, as we pro
nounce Latin in the analogy of our own language, no 
reason can be given that shrrr’d pronounce the ante
penultimate syllabic in me way, and that in
satiety another.

1 should have thoug*.". u - ■. ne thrown .away io so 
minute an investigation <»• t.-te pronunciation of this 
won!, if I had not found the best judges disagree about it. 
That Mr. Sheridan supposed it ought to be pronounced M-ri-e-ty, is evident from his giving this word as an 
instance of the various sounds of t, and telling us that 
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here it sounds *. Mr. Garrick, whom I consulted on this 
word, told me, if there were any rules for pronunciation, 
I was certainly right in mine; but that he and his literary 
acquaintance pronounced in the other manner. Dr. John
son likewise thought I was right, but that the greater 
number of speakers were against me ; and Dr. Lowth 
told me, he was clearly of my opinion, but that he couM 
get nobody to follow him. I was much flattered to find 
my sentiments confirmed by so great a judge, and much 
more flattered when I found my reasons were entirely 
new to him.

Bqt, notwithstanding the tide of opinion was some 
years ago so much against me, I have 6ince had the 
pleasure of finding some of the most judicious philo
logists on my side. Mr. Elphinston, Dr. Kenrick, and 
Mr. Perry mark the word as I have done; and Mr. Nares, 
is of opinion it ought to be so pronounced, though for 
a reason very different from those I have produced ; 
namely, in order to keep it as distinct a3 may be from the 
word society. While Mr. Fry frankly owns, it is very 
difficult to determine the proper pronunciation of this 
word.

Thus I have ventured to decide where “ Doctors disa
gree,” and have been induced to spend so much time on 
the correction of this word, as the improper pronuncia
tion of it does not, as in iqost other cases, proceed from 
an evident caprice of custom, as in busy and bury, or from 
a desire of drawing nearer to the original language, but 
from an absolute mistake of the principles on which we 
pronounce our own.
Satin, sAt-tin, s. A soft, close, and shining silk. 
Satire, sa-t&r, sit-hr, sa-tlre, or sit-^re, s.

A poem in which wickedness or folly is censured
B"?* 'The first mode of pronouncing this word is adopted 

by Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Scott, Dr. Ash, anti Mr. Smith. 
The short quantity of the first vowel is adopted by 
Mr. Nares, Mr. Elphinston,Buchanan, and Entick; but 
the quantity of the second syllable they have not marked. 
The third is adopted by Mr. Perry and Dr. Kenrick , and 
for the fourth we have no authorities.

But though the first mode of pronouncing this word is 
the most general, and the most agreeable to an English 
ear, theaecond seems lobe that which is most favoured by 
the learned; because, say they, the first syllable in the 
Latin satyra is short But if thi6 reasoning were to hold 
good, weoughtto pronounce the first syllable of silence, lo
cal, label, libel, locust, paper, and many others short, be
cause silentiumdocalis, labellum, libellus, locusta, papyrus, 
&c. have all the first syllable short in Latin. But, to furnish 
the learned with an argument which perhaps may not 
immediately occur to them, it may be said, that in the 
instances I have adduced, none of the Latin words have 
the initial syllable accented as well as short, which is the 
case with the word satyra : but it may be answered, if we 
were to follow the quantity of the Latin accented vowel, 
we mustpronounce/mh’d, mimick, frigid, squalid,comick, 
resin, credit, spirit, and lily, with the first; vowel iong, 
because it is the case in the Latin v/oxtefoetidus, mimicus, 
frigidus, squalidus, comicus, retina, crcditus, spiritus, 
and lilium.

The only shadow of an argument therefore that remains 
is, that though we do not adopt the Latin quantity of 
the accented antepenultimate vowel when it is long, 
except the vowel u, 507, 508, 509, we do when it is short. 
For though we have many instances where an English 
word of two syllables has the first short, though derived 
from a Latin word where the first two syllables a re long; 
as civil, legate, solemn, &c. from civilis, legatus, solemnis, 
&c. yet we have no instance in the language where 
a word- of three syllables in Latin with the first two 
Vowels short, becomes an English dissyllable with the 
first syllable long. Hence the shortness of the first syl
lables of platane, zephyr, atom, &c. from platanus, xe- 
phyrus, atomus, &c. which are abort, not only from the 
custom of carrying the short sound we give to the Latin 
antepenultimate vowel into the penultimate of the 
English word derived from it, Dut from the affectation 
of shortening the initial vowel, which this custom has in
troduced, in order to give our pronunciation a Latin air, 
and furnish us with an opportunity of showing our learn
ing by appealing to Latin quantity; which, when applied 
to English, is so vague and uncertain, as to put us out ot 
all fear of detection if we happen to be wrong. The ab
surd custom, therefore, of shortening our vowels, ought 
to be discountenanced as much as possible, since it is 
supported by such weak and desultory arguments; and 
our own analogy in this, as well as in similar words, 
ought to be preferred to such a shadow of analogy to the 
quantity of the Latin language, as I have charitably af
forded to tlxise who are ignorant of it. See Principles, 
Wo.5H

differei.ee
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With res|>ect to the quantity of the last syllable, though 
custom seems to have decided it in this word, it is not so 
certain in other words of a similar form. To which we 
may add, that although poets often bend the rhyme to 
their verse, when they cannot bring their verse to the 
rhyme, yet where custom is equivocal, their example is 
certainly of some weight. In this view we may look 
upon the couplet in Pope’s Essay on Criticism,

“ Leave dang*rou» truths to unsuccessful eattree;
“ And flattery to fulsome dedicators.”

See Umpi re.

SATIRICAL, sl-tlrW-kll, ?■ Belonging to 
Satiric , s.Vtir-rlk, I °

satire, employed in writing invective; censorious, 
severe in language.

Satirically, sl-tir-rd-k^l-e, ad. With in
vective, with intention to censure or vilify.

Satirist, sAt-tdr-lst, s. One who writes satires. 
See Patroness.

To Satirize* sAt't&r-lze, v. a. To censure as 
in a satire/

Satisfaction, sit-tls-fAk-shun, s. The act of 
pleasing to the full; the state of being pleased ; release 
from suspense, uncertainty, or uneasiness ; gratifica
tion, that which pleases; amends, atonement for a 
crime, recompense for an injury.

Satisfactive, sl-tis-fAk-tlv, a. Giving satis
faction.

Satisfactorily, sAt-tis-fAk-t&r-£-l£, ad. In a 
satisfactory manner.

Satisfactoriness, sAt~tIs-fAk-t&r-rd-n£s, s. The
power of satisfying, the power of giving content.

Satisfactory, sit-tis-flk-tiir-^, a. Giving 
satisfaction, giving content; atoning, making amends.

fry" For the o, see Domestick.
Satisfier, sAt-tIs-fl-&r, s. One who makes 

satisfaction.
To Satisfy, sit-tls-fl, v. a. To content, to 

please to such a degree as that nothing more is desired; 
to feed to the full; to recompense, to pay, to content; 
to free from doubt, perplexity, or suspense; to con
vince.

To Satisfy, s&t-tls-fl, v. n. To make payment. 
Satrap, sa^trlp, s. A nobleman in ancient 

Persia who governed a province.
Saturable. sit-tshu-rtl-bl, a. Impregnable 

with any thing till it will receive no more.
Saturant, sAt-tshA-rint, a. Impregnating 

to the full.
To Saturate, sit-tshii-rate, v. a. To impreg

nate till no more can be received or imbibed.
Saturation, slt-tshii-rA-sh&n,s. In Chymistry, 

the impregnation of an acid With an alkali, and vice 
versa, till either will receive no more, and the mixture 
becomes neutral.

Saturday, sAt-t&r-de, s. 223. The last day of
the week.

Saturity, si-th-r£-t£, s. Fulness, the state of
being.saturated, repletion.

Saturn, sa-t&rn, or slt-turn, s. The remotest 
planet Of the solar system; in Chymistry, lead.

fry- This was supposed to be the remotest planet when 
Or. Johnson wrote his Dictionary; but Mr. Herschel 
kas since discovered a planet still more remote, which 
«ill undoubtedly be called hereafter by his own name. 
The first pronunciation of this word is not the most 
general, but by far the most analogical; and for the 
same reason as in Satan : but there is an additional rea. 
son in this word, which will weigh greatly with the 
learned, and that is, the a is long in the original, Mr. 
Elphinston, Dr. Kenrick, Perry, and Entick, adopt the 
second pronunciation of this word; and Mr. Sheridan, 
Scott, Buchanan, W. Johnston, and, if we may guess 
»y the position of the accent, Dr. Ash and Bailey, the 
first.
Saturnai.Tan, sA-tur-na-I£-An, a. Sportive,

loose, like the feasts of Saturn.
Saturnine, sit-t&r-nlne, a. 148. Gloomy,

grave, melancholy, severe of temper.
Saturnian, sA-t&r-nd-in, a. Happy, golden. 
SaTYR, sa-t&r, or sAt-hr, s. A sylvan god. 
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fry’ This word, and satire, a poem, are pronounced 
exactly alike, and for similar reasons.
Savage, sAv-vldje, a. 90. Wild, uncultivated*

uncivilized, barbarous, untaught, brutal.
Savage, siv-vldje, s. A man untaught and 

uncivilized, a barbarian.
Savagely, sAv-vldje-1^, ad.’ Barbarously 

cruelly.
Savageness, siv-vldje-nes, s. Barbarousness,

cruelty, wildness.
Savagery, sAv-vld-j£r-re, s. Cruelty, barba. 

frity; wild growth.
Savanna, sa-v^n-nA, $. 92. An open meadow

without wood ; pasture ground in America.
SauCE, sawse, s. 218. Something eaten with 

food to improve its taste; to serve one the same Sauce, 
a vulgar phrase, to retaliate one injury with another.

To Sauce, slwse, v. a. To accompany meat 
with something of higher relish ; to gratify with rich 
tastes; to intermix, or accompany with any thing 
good, or, ironically, with any thing bad.

Saucebox, sAwse-bdks, $. An impertinent or
petulant fellow.

Saucepan, sawse^p&n, $. A small skillet with 
a long handle, in which sauce or small things are 
boiled.

Saucer, saw-s&r, s. 98. 218. A small pan or 
platter on which sauce is set on the table; a piece or 
platter of china, into which a tea-cup is set.

Saucily, siw-sd-M, ad. Impudently, imperti
nently, petulantly* in a saucy manner.

Sauciness, s&w^-nes, s. Impudence, petu
lance, impertinence; contempt of superiors.

Saucy, saw-se* a. 218. Pert, petulant, insolent, 
fry’ The regular sound of this diphthong must be care, 

fully preserved, as the Italian sound of a given to it in 
this word, and in sauce, saucer, daughter, &c. is only 
heard among the vulgar.
To Save, save, v. a. To preserve from danger 

or destruction ; to preserve finally from eternal death; 
not to spend, to hinder from being spent; to reserve 
or lay by; to spare, to excuse; to salve.

To Save, save, v. n. To be cheap.
Save, save, ad. Except, not including.
SAVEALL, save'All, s. 406. A small pan in

serted into a candlestick to save the ends of candles.
Saver, sa-vur, s. 98. Preserver, rescuer; one 

who escapes loss, though without gain ; one who lays 
up and grows rich.

Savin, slv-in, s. A plant; a species of juniper. 
Saving, sa-ving, a. 410. Frugal, parsimonious, 

not lavish ; not turning to loss though not gainful.
Saving, sa-ving, ad. With exception in fa

vour of.
Saving, sa-ving, s. Escape of expense, some

what preserved from being spent, exception in favour; 
Savingly, sa-vlng-ld, ad. With parsimony. 
Savingness, sa-vlng-nSs, s. Parsimony, fru

gality; tendency to promote eternal salvation.
Saviour, save-y&r, s. 113. Redeemer, he that

has saved mankind from eternal death.
To Saunter, sAn-tftr, or sawn-tur, v. n. To 

wander about idly, to loiter, to linger.
fr> The first mode or pronouncing this word Is the 

more agreeable to analogy, if not in the most general use; 
out where use has formed so clear a rule as in words of 
this form, it is wrong not to follow it.—See Principles, 
No. 214.

Mr. Elphinston, Dr. Kenrick, Mr. Nares, and Mr. Scott, 
are for the first pronunciation; and Mr. Sheridan and 
W. Johnston for the last. Mr. Perry gives both ; but, 
by placing them as I have done, seems to give the pre
ference to the first
Savory, sA^viir-4, s. 314. A plant.
Savour, sa-vftr, s. A scent, odour; taste 

power of affecting the palate.—See Honour.
To Savour, si-v&r, i>. n. To have any parti

cular smell or taste; to betoken, to have an appear- 
. ancc or taste ol something.
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To Savour, sa-vur, v. a. To like; to exhibit
taste of.

SavOURILY, sa'v&r-4-li, ad. With gust, with
appetite, with a pleasing relish.

Savouriness, si-viir-<5-n£s, s. Taste pleasing
and piquant; pleasing smell.

Savourless, sa^v&r-lAs, a. Wanting savour. 
Savoury, sa-vftr-A, a. Pleasing to the smell; 

piquant to the taste.
Savoy, sA-v6£,' s. A sort of colewort.
Sausage, saw-sldje, or sls-sldje, s. A roll or 

ball made commonly of pork or veal minced very 
small, with salt and spice.

This word is pronounced in the first manner by 
correct, and in the second, by vulgar speakers. Among 
this number, however, I do not reckon Mr. Sheridan, 
Mr. Smith, and Mr. Scott, who adopt it; but, in my 
opinion, Dr. Kenrick, and Mr. Perry, who prefer the 
first, are not only more agreeable to rule, but to the best 
usage. In this opinion 1 am confirmed by Mr. Nares, 
who says it is commonly pronounced in the second man
ner.—See Principles, No. 218.
Saw, siw, 219. The pret. of See.
Saw, slw, s. A dentated instrument, by the 

attrition of which wood o: metal is cut; a saying, a 
sentence,a proverb.

To Saw, saw, v. a. Part. Sawed and Saivn»
To cut timber or other matter with a saw.

Sawdust, saw-dust, s. Dust made by the at
trition of the saw.

Sawfish, sAw-fish, s. A sort of fish.
Sawpit, sAw-pIt, s. A pit over which timber

is laid to be sawn by two men.
Saw-wort, saw-w&rt, s. A plant. 
Saw-wrf.st, saw-rAst, s. A sort of tool. With 

the saw-wrest they set the teeth of the saw.
SAWER, saw-frr, ? za i a ic » r t One whose tradeSawyer, saw-yur, 113. )

is to saw timber into boards or beams. 
Saxifrage, sAks-sd-frAdje, $. A plant. 
Saxifragous, sAk-sIf-rA-g&s, a. Dissolvent of 

the stone.
Saxon, sAks-sn, a. Belonging to the Saxons,

to their country, or to their language.
To Say, sa, v. a. 220. Pret. Said. To speak,

to utter in words, to tell; to tell in any manner.
Saying, sa-lng, s. 410. Expression, words,

opinion sententiously delivered.
Says, sAz. Third person of To Say.

This seems to be an incorrigible deviation. 90.
Scab, skAb, s. An incrustation formed over a 

sore by dried matter; the itch or mange of horses; a 
paltry fellow, so named from the itch.

Scabbard, skAb-burd, s. 418. The sheath of
a sword.

Scabbed, skAb-b&d, or skAbd, a. 366. Covered
or diseased with scabs ; paltry, sorry.

£5* This word, like learned, blessed, and some others, 
when used as an adjective, is always pronounced in two 
syllables, and when a participle, in one.—See Principles, 
No. 362. 
ScaBbedness, skAb-bAd-nAs, s. The state 

being scabbed.
Scabbiness, skAb-bA-n&s, s. The quality

being scabby.
Scabby, skAb-bA, a. Diseased with scabs. 
Scabious, ska-bA-us, a. Itchy, leprous. 
Scabrous, ska-brus, a. 314. Rough, rugged, 

pointed on the surface ; harsh, unmusical.
Scabrousness, ska-brus-nAs, s. Roughness,

ruggedness.
Scabwort, skAb^wfirt, s. A plant.
Scad, skAd, s. A kind of fish ; probably the 

same as Shad
Scaffold, skaf-fuld, leg. a temporary 

gallery or stage raised cither for shows or spectators; 
the gallery raised for execution of great malefactors; 
frames of timber erected on the side of a building for 
the workmen.
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Scaffoldage, skAf^ful-idje, s. 90. Gallery,
hollow floor.

Scaffolding, skAf-ful-ding, s. 410. Building
slightly erected.

Scalable, skal-A-bl, a. That which may be
scaled with a ladder.

Scalade, ski-lade,' 7 .
SCALADO, ski-UWi, J ’• A StOrm S,Ven tO 3 

place by raising ladders against the walls.—See Lum
bago.

Scallary, skil-lA-rA, a. Proceeding by steps
like those of a ladder.

To Scald, skald, v. a. 84. To burn with hot
liquor.

Scald, sklld, s. Scurf on the head.
Scald, skild, s. Paltry, sorry.
Scaldhead, skAld-hAd,' s. A loathsome dis

ease, a kind of local leprosy in which the head is co
vered with a scab.

Scale, skale, s. A balance, a vessel suspended 
by a beam against another; the sign Libra in the 
Zodiack; the small shells or crusts which, lying one 
over another, make the coats of fishes; any thing ex
foliated, a thin lamina; ladder, means of ascent; the 
act of storming by ladders; regular gradation, a regu
lar series rising like a ladder; a figure subdivided by 
lines like the steps of a ladder, which is used to mea
sure proportions between pictures and the thing re
presented; the series of harmonick or musical pro
portions ; any thing marked at equal distances.

To Scale, skale, v. a. To climb as by ladders, 
to measure or compare, to weigh; to take oft' in a 
thin lamina; to pare off a surface.

To Scale, skale, t>. n. To peel off in thin
particles.

Scaled, skald, a. 359. Squamous, having
scales like fishes.

Scaleless, skale-lAs, a. Wanting scales, not
having scales.

Scalene, skA-lAne,' s. In Geometry, a triangle
that has three sides unequal to each other.

Scaliness, ska-lA-nAs, s. The state of being 
scaly.

Scale, skAwl, s. 84. Leprosy, morbid baldness. 
Scallion, skAl-yftn, s. 113. A kind of onion. 
Scallop, skAl-lup, s. 166. A fish with a hol

low pectinated shell.
IO" This word is irregular; for it ought to have the 

a in the first syllable like that in tallow; but the deep 
sound of a is too firmly fixed by custom to afford any ex. 
pectation of a change. Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Scott, Dr- 
Kenrick, Nr. Nares, and Mr. Smith, pronounce the a 
in the manner I have given it, and Mr. Perry only as in 
tallow.
To Scallop, skdl-lftp, v. a. To mark on the

edge with segments of circles.
Scalp, skalp, s. The skull, the cranium, the 

bone that encloses the brain ; the integuments cf the 
head-

To Scalp, skAlp, v. a. To deprive the skull of
its integuments.

Scalpel, skAl-pAl, $. An instrument used to
scrape a bone.

Scaly, ska-lA, a. Covered with scales.
To Scamble, skAm-bl, v. n. 405. To be 

turbulent and rapacious, to scramble, to get by 
struggling with others; to shift awkwardly. Little 
used.

Sc ammoniate, skAm-mo-nA-ate, a. 91. Made
with scammony.

Scammony, skAm-mo-ne, s. The name of 
a plant; a concreted juice drawn from an Asiatic?, 
plant.

To Scamper, skAm-p&r, t>. n. 98. To fly with
speed and trepidation.

To Scan, skAn, t. a. To examine a verse by
counting the feet; to examine nicely.

Scandal, skAn-dAl, s. 88. Offence given by 
faults of others; reproachful aspersion, opprobrious 
censure, infamy.
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To Scandal, skan-dAl, v. a. Ta treat oppro- 
briously, to charge falsely with faults.

To Scandalize, skAn-dA-llze, ®u a. To offend 
by some action supposed criminal; to reproach, to dis
grace, to defame.

Scandalous, skan-dA-lus, a. 314. Giving 
publick offence; opprobrious, disgracefid ; shameful, 
openly vile.

Scandalously, skAn-dA-lfrs-le, ad. Censori
ously, opprobrious!?; shamefully, ill to a degree that 
gives publick offence.

Scandalousness, skAn-dS-F&s-n^s, s. The 
quality of giving publick offence.

Scandalum magnatum, skAn-dA-Ium mSgrna- 
t&m, s. An offence given to a person of dignity by 
opprobrious speech or writing; a writ to recover da
mages in such cases.

Scansion, skAn-sh&n, s. The act or practice 
of scanning a verse.

To Scant, skint, v. a. To limit, to straiten.
Scant, skint, a. Parsimonious; less than what 

is proper or competent.
Scantily, skAti-tA-le, ad. Sparingly, nig

gardly; narrowly.
Scantiness, skAn-tA-nfis, sv Narrowness, want 

of space; want of amplitude or greatness.
To Scantle, skAn-tl, v. a. To divide into 

small pieces, to shiver.
Scantlet, skAnt-let, s. A small pattern, a 

small*quantity, a little piece.
Scantling, sk Ant-ling, s- 410. A quantity cut 

for a particular purpose; a certain proportion; a small 
quantity.

Scantling, skint-ling, a. Not plentiful ; 
smalt

SCANTLY, skant-le, ad. Scarcely ; narrowly, 
penuriously.

Scantness, skAnt-nAs, s. Narrowness, mean
ness, smallness.

Scanty, skAn-tA, a. Narrow, small, short of 
sufficient quantity ; sparing, niggardly.

To Scape, skape, v. a. To escape, to shun, 
to fly.

To Scape, skape, v. n. To get away from hurt 
or danger.

Scape, skape, s. Escape, flight from hurt or 
danger; negligent freak ; loose act of vice or lfewdness.

Scape-goat, skape-gote. s. The goat set at 
liberty by the Jews on the day of solemn expiation.

Scapement, skape-ment, s. In elockwork, 
a general term for the manner of communicating the 
impulse of the wheels to the pendulum.

Scapula, skAp-u-lA, s. 92. The shoulder-blade.
SfcAPULARY, shAp-6-la-rA, a. Relating or be

longing to the shoulders.
SCAPULARY, skAp-u-lA-rA, st Part of the habit 

of a friar, consisting of two narrow slips of cloth cover
ing the back and the breast.

Scar, skAr, s. 78. A mark made by liurt or 
fire, a cicatrix.

To Scar, skar, v. a. To- nsjprk as with a sore 
or wound.

Scarab, skAr-Ab, s. A beetle, an insect with 
sheathed wings.

Scaramouch, skAr-A-moutsh, s. A buffoon in 
motley dress.

Scarce, skarse, a. Not plentiful ; rare, not
common.

Scarce, skarse, . ) 
Scarcely, skarse-le, \ 
Scarceness, skarse-nes, , 

carcity, skar-se-te. 511. y

ad. Hardly, scantly; 
with difficulty.

s. Smallness, of 
quantity, not plenty? penury ; rareness; unfreeuency, 
not commonness.

To Scare, skare, v. a- To frighten, to terrify; 
to strike with sudden fear.

Scarecrow, skar* -kr6, 5. An image or clap
per set up to fright birds.
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Scarf, skarf, s. Any thing that hangs loose 
upon the shoulders or dress.

To Scarf, skarf, w a. To throw loosely ou; 
to dress in any loose vesture.

Scarfsktn, skarf^skln, s. The cuticle; the 
epidermis.

Scarification* skAr-A-fA-kaAsb&nrs. Incision 
of the skin with a lancet, or such like instrument.

Scarificator, skAr-A-fe-kaAtur, s- One who 
scarifies.

Scarifier, skAr-re-fi-fir, 5. 98. He who scari
fies ; the instrument with whichsscarifications arc 
made.

To Scarify, skAr-rA-fi, u- a- 188u To let blood 
by incisions of the skin, commonly after the applica
tion of cupping-glasses.

Scarlet, skAr-lAt, s. 99. A beautiful bright 
red colour, cloth dyed with a scarlet.colour.

Scarlet, skAr-lAt, a. Of the colour of scarlet. 
Scarletbean, skar-let-bAne;.$.. A plant. 
Scarletoak, skAr-lAt-okef s. • The ifex, a spe

cies of oak.
Scarp, skArp, s. The slope on that side of a 

ditch which is next to a fortified place, and looks to
wards the fields.

Scate, skate, 5. A kind of wooden shoe on 
which people slide.

To Scate, skate, v. n. T® slide on scates. 
Scate, skate, s. A fish of the species of thorn

back.
Scatebrous, skAtAtA-br&s, a. Abounding with 

springs.
To Scath, skAz/z, v. a. To waste, to damage, 

to destroy.
Scath, skAz/z, s- Waste, damage, mischief. 
Scathful, skaZ/z-ful, a. Mischievous, destruc

tive.
Scathless, skaZ/z-lAs, a. Without harm or 

damage.
To Scatter, skAt^tfir; ». a. 98- To tlirow 

loosely about, to sprinkle; to dissipate, to disperse.
To Scatter, skAt-tfir, tr. n. To. be dissipated, 

to be dispersed.
ScATTEREDLY, skAtAt&r-ed4A, ad. Dispersedly, 

separately.
Scattering, skat-tur-lng, s. The act of dis

persing or distributing; that.which is>dispersed.
Scgtteringly, skAt-tur-lng-le, ad. Loosely, 

dispersedly.
Scaturiginous, skw-tu-ndje^-nus, ft. Full oi 

fountains or springs.
Scavenger, skAv-inujfir, $. 98. A petty 

magistrate; whose province is to keep the streets clean-; 
a villain, a wicked wretch.

Scelerat, sAl-lA-rAt, s. A villain; a wicked 
wretch.

Scenery. sAAn-Ar*A;..v The appearance of places 
or things ; the representation of- the place in whiclran 
action is performed ; the disposition and'consecution 
of the scenes of a play.

Scene, sAen, The stage, tire tlieam? of dra
matick poetry ; the general appearance of any action, 
the whole contexture of objects, a display, a series, a 
regular disposition ; part of a play ; the place repre
sented by the stage; the hanging of the theatre adapt
ed to the play.

Scenic al, sentne-kAI, 7 a. Dramatic , tLea- 
SCENIC , sen-nik, J trical.

From the general tendency of the antenenultimate 
accent to shorten the vowel, and the particular propen
sity to contract every vowel but w before the termination 
in ical, we find those in ic, which may be looked upon as 
abbreviations of the other, preserve the same shortening 
power with respect to the vowels which precede; and 
though the word in question might plead the long sound 
of thee in the Latin scenicus. yet, if this plea were ad
mitted, we ought for the same reasons to alter the sound 
of o in comic ; nor should we know where to stop; As 
a plain analogy, therefore, is formed-by epic. . topic .trop
ic' , tonic , &c, it would be absurd to break mi upon it.
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under pretence of conforming to Latin quantity; as this 
would disturb our most settled usages, and quite unhinge 
the language.—See Principles, No. 544.
Scknographical, sen-6-grAt-fe-kAl, a. Drawn 

in perspective. 4 t
ScENOGRAPHICALLY, sen-d-grfiM-kal-e, ad.

In perspective. t
SeENOGRAPHY, se-n6g-gr&-fe, s. 518. The art 

of perspective.
Scent, s£nt, s. The power of smelling; the 

smell; the object of smell, odour good or bad; chaee 
followed by the smell.

To Scent, sent, v. a. To smell, to perceive 
by the nose; to perfltme, or tb imbue with odour good 
or bad.

Scentful, sdnt-ful, a. Odorous; yielding 
much smell; quick of smell.

Scentless, sfint-l&s, a. Having no smell. 
Sceptre, s£p-tur, x. 416. The ensign of roy- 

alty borne in thahand.
Sceptred, a^p-tfird, a. 359 Bearing a sceptre. 
Sceptic , sk&p-tik, x.—See Skeptic 
Schedtasm, ske^de-Azm, s. (From the Greek 

^Ziiia^rfzos•) Cursory writing on a loose sheet.
xO' This word is not in Johnson, but, from its utility, 

is certainly worthy of a niche in all our other Dictionaries 
as well as Ash’s, where it is to be found. The Latins 
have their Schcdiasma, the French have their FeuiUe 
volante, and why should not the English have their Sche- 
diasni, to express what is written in an extemporary way 
on a loose sheet of paper, without the formality of com
position ?
Schedule, s^d-jiile, or sked-jule,, s. A small 

scroll i a little inventory.
In the pronunciation of this word we seem to de

part both from the Latin schedula and the French sche
dule. If we follow the first, we ought to pronounce the 
word skedule, 353; if the last, schedule; but entirely 
sinking the ch in schedule seems to be the prevailing 
mode, and too firmly fixed by custom to be altered in 
favour of either of its original words. Dr. Kenrick, 
Mr. Perry, and Buchanan, pronounce it skedule ; but 
Mr. Elphinston, Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Scott, Mr. Nares, 
Barclay, Fenning, and Shaw, sedule : though if we may 
believe Dr. Jones, it was pronounced skedule in Queen 
Anne’s time.
Schematism, sk&ml-tlzm, s. Combination of 

the aspects of the heavenly bodies-; the particular form 
or disposition of a thing.

Schf.matist, skd-mA.-dst, s. A projector; one 
given to forming schemes.

SCHEME, sk(^me, x. 353. A plan, a combination 
of various things into one view, design, or purpose ; 
a project, a contrivance, a design ; a representation of 
the aspects of the celestial bodies, any lineal or mathe
matical diagram.

To Scheme, skime, t>. a. To plan.
To Scheme, skdme, i>. n. To contrive, to form 

or design.
SCHEMER) sk^-mar, s. 98. A projector, a con

triver.
ScHESis, sk^-sis, x. A habitude, the relative 

state of a thing, with respect to other things; a rhe- 
tbrical figure, in which a supposed affection or in
clination of the adversary is introduced in order to be 
exposed.

Schism, slzm, x. A separation or division in 
the church.

The common pronunciation of this word is con
trary to every rule for pronouncing words from the 
learned languages, and ought to be altered. Ch in 
English words, coming from the Greek- words with z, 
ought always to be pronounced like k; and I believe tne 
word inquestion is almost the only exception throughout 
the language. However strange, therefore, sklzm may 
sound, it is the only true and analogical pronunciation ; 
and we might as well pronounce scheme, seine, schism, 
uxm there being exactly the same reason for both. But 
when once a-false-pronunciation is fixed as this is, it re
quires some daring spirit to begin the reformation : but 
when once begun, as it has, what seldom happens, truth, 
novelt". and the appearance of Greek erudition on its 
side, there is no doubt of its success. Whatever, there, 
fore, may be the fate of its pronunciation, it ought still 
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to retain its spelling. This must be held sacred, or the 
whole language will be metimorphosed; for the vert 
same reason that induced Dr. Johnson to spell sceptick 
skeptick, ought to have made him spell schism, sizm, 
and schedule, sedule. All our orthoepisU pronounce the 
word as I have marked it.
Schismatical, slz-m^t-ti-kil, a, Implying 

schism, practising schism.
Schismatic ally. sIz-m&t-t£-kil-£,. a<L In a 

schismatical manner.
SchisMaticalness, sfz.mAt-te-kil-nes, Slate 

of being scbismatical.
Schismatic , slz-m3i-tik, s. One who separates 

from the true church.
SCHOLAR, skol-lbr, s. 88. 353. One who learns 

of a master, a disciple ; a-man of letters; a |>edant 
a man of books one who has a lettered- education.

ScholaRLIKB. skAW&rJike, a: Becoming a 
scholar, like a scholar.

Scholarship, sk61-l&r-sh1p, x. Learning, 
literature, knowledge; literary exhibition ; exhibition 
or maintenance for a scholar.

Scholastical, sk<S-lis-ti-kll. a. Belonging 
to a scholar or school.

Scholastically, skd-lls-te-kAl-e, nd. Accord- 
ing to the niceties or method of the schools.

Scholastic .. sk6-ltLs-tik,.n. Pertaining to the 
school, practised in the schools; befitting the school, 
suitable to the school, pedantick.

Scholastic ,■ skA-lis-tlk, x. One who adheres 
to the niceties or method of the schools.

ScHOLTast, sk6-te-Ast, x. 353. A writer of ex
planatory- notes.

ScHOLION, skoMe-Srt) I s. A note, an expla- 
Scholium, skd-l£-&m, f natory observation.
School, skodl. x. 353. A house of discipline 

and instruction ; a place of literary education ; a state 
of instruction ; system of doctrine as delivered by par
ticular teachers.

Ta SCHOOL, skdol, v. a. To instruct, to train ; 
to teach with superiority; to tutor.

Schoolboy, skd61-boe, x. A boy that is in bis 
rudiments at school.

Schooldame, sk<^61-datne,s. A school-mistress.
SchooldaY, sk3ol-da, x. Age in which youth 

are kept at school.
Schoolfellow, sk3ol-f£l-16, x. One bred at 

the same school.
Schoolhouse, sk661-house, x. House of dis

cipline and instruction.
Schooling, skddl-lng, s. Instruction, learn

ing at school, school hire; stipend paid to a school
master for instruction ; a lecture or sort of reprimand.

Schoolman, skodl-m&n, s. 88. One versed in 
the niceties and subtilties of academical disputation ; 
one skilled in the divinity of the schools.

Schoolmaster, skoSl-mis-t&r, s. One who 
presides and teaches in a school.

Schoolmistress. skd61-mis-trls, s. A woman 
who governs aschdol.

Schooner, sliodn-ur, s. A small vessel with 
two masts.

Sciatica, sl-atkte-ka, > ,.
Sciatic , sUtltik, P S09- The h>P gout. 
Sciatical, sl-it-t^-kAI, a. Afflicting the hip. 
SCIENCE, si-6nse, s. Knowledge; certainty 

grounded on demonstration ; art attained by precepts, 
or built on principles; any art or species of know
ledge.

Sciential, sl-fc-shil, a. Producing science. 
Scientifical, sWn-tif-W-kil, ?
Scientific , sMn-tififlk.. ( “• 

demonstrative knowledge, producing certainty.
Scientifically, si-en-tlf-f^-kAM, ad. In such 

a manner as to produce knowledge.
Scimitar, sim-me-ttlr, x. 88. A short sword 

with a convex edge.
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Scintillant, sln-tl 1-lint, a. Sparkling, emit
ting sparks.

To Scintillate, sin-til-late, ». n. Tospatkle, 
to emit sparks.

Scintillation, sln-tll-Ia-shun, s. The act of 
sparkling, sparks emitted.

Sciolism, si^A-llzm, s. Superficial knowledge, 
not sound knowledge.

SCIOLIST, si-o-llst, s. One who knows many 
things superficially.

SciOLOUS, si-d-l&s, a. Superficially, or imper
fectly knowing.

Sciomachy, sl-dm-mA-kd, s. Battle with a 
shadow.—See Monomachy.

Mr. Nares questions whether the c should not be 
pronounced hard in this word, (or as it ought rather to 
be schiamachy;) and if sb, he says, ought we not to write 
tkiamachy, for the same reason as skeptick ? I answer, 
Exactly.—9ee Scirrhus, and Skeptick.

Dr. Johnson’s folio accents this word properly on the 
second syllable (see Principles, No. 548,) but the quarto 
on the first
Scion, sl-un, s. 166. A small twig taken from 

one tree to be ingrafted into another.
Scire facias, sl-rA-fa-shAs, $. A writ judicial, 

in law, most commonly to call a man to show cause 
unto the court, whence it is sent, why execution of 
judgment passed should not be made.

Scirrhus, sklr-rhs, s. 109. An indurated gland.
This word is sometimes, but improperly, written 

schirrus, with the h in the first syllable instead of the 
last; and Bailey and Penning have given us two aspira
tions, and spelled it schirrhus ; both of which modes of 
spelling the word are contrary to the general analogy of 
orthography; for as the word comes from the Greek 

the latter r only can have the aspiration, as the 
first of these double letters has always the spiritus lenis : 
and the c in the first syllable, as it arises from the Greek 
«, and not the x, no more reason can be given for plac
ing the h after it, by spelling it schirrus, than there is for 
spelling scene from trxr^r,, schene s or sceptre from 
cxTi'rroov, scheptre. The most correct Latin orthography 
confirms this opinion, by spelling the word in question 
scirrhus ; and, according to the most settled analogy of 
our own language, and the constant method of pronounc
ing words from the Greek and Latin, the c ought to be 
soft before the i in this word, and the first syllable should 
be pronounced like the first of syr-inge, Sir-i-us, &c.

Whatever might have been the occasion of the false 
orthography of this word, its false pronunciation seems 
fixed beyond recovery; and Dr. Johnson tells us it ought 
to be written skirrhus, not merely because it comes from 
trxiffof, but because c in English has before e and i the 
sound of s. Dr. Johnson is the last man that 1 should 
have suspected of giving this advice. What! because 
a false orthography has obtained, and a false pronuncia
tion in consequence of it, must both these errours be con
firmed by a still grosser departure from analogy ? A little 
reflection on the consequences of so pernicious a practice 
would, I doubt not, have made Dr. Johnson retract his 
advice. While a true orthography remains, there is some 
hope that a false pronunciation may be reclaimed ; but 
when once the orthography is altered, pronunciation is 
incorrigible; and we must bow to the tyrant, however 
false may be his title.—See Principles, No. 350, and the 
word Skeptick.

Mr. Sheridan pronounces this word skirrous; Mr. Scott, 
Mr. Perry, and W. Johnston, have omitted it; neither 
Dr. Kenrick, nor Buchanan, take any notice of the 
sound of c, and, according to them, it might be pro- 
prouuccds; but Barclay writes it to be pronounced 
skirrus.
Scirrhous, sklr-r&s, n. 314. Having a gland 

indurated; consisting of a gland indurated.
Scirrhosity, sklr-rSs'sA-te, s. An induration 

of the glands.
Scissible, sIs'sA-bl, a. Capable of being di

vided smoothly by a sharp edge.
Scissilt, slsMl, a. 140. Capable of being cut 

or divided smoothly by a sharp edge.
Scission, slzh'&n, s. 'The act of cutting.—See 

Abscission.
Scissors, s’z-z&rz, s. 166. A small pair of 

shears, or blades moveable on a pivot, and intercept
ing the thing to be cut.

jSciSSURE, slzh-fire, s. A crack, a rent, a fissure.
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Sclavonia, skli-vA'nA-a, s. 92. A province 
near Turkey in Europe.

Sclavonic skli-vAn-Ik, a. The Sclavonian
language.

Sclerotic , sklA-rAt-Ik, a. Hard, an epithet 
of one of the coats of the eye.

Scleroticks, sklA-rAt-lkz, s. Medicines which
harden and consolidate the parts to which they are ap
plied.

To ScOAT, skote,
To Scotch, skdtsh, J

putting a stone or piece of wood under it N- B. The 
former of these words is the most in use.

| v. a. To stop a wheel by

To Scoff, skdf, v. n. To treat with insolent 
ridicule, to treat with contumelious language.

Scoff, skAf, s. 170. Contemptuous ridicule, 
expression of scorn, contumelious language.

Scoffer, skAf-fur, s. 98.. Insolent ridiculer. 
saucy scomer, contumelious reproacher.

ScOFFiNGLY, skdf-flng-lA, ad. In contempt, in 
ridicule.

To Scold, skold, v. n. To quarrel clamorously 
and rudely.—See Mould-

Scold, skold, s. A clamorous, rude, foul- 
mouthed woman.

Scolder, skold-ur, s. One who scolds or rails. 
SCOLDING LY, skold-Ing-lA, ad. With rude cla 

mour, like a scold.
Scollop, skAl-lup, s. 166. A pectinated shell 

fish.
Sconce, skonse, s. A fort, a bulwark; the 

head; a pensile candlestick, generally with a looking- 
glass, to reflect the light

To Sconce, skAnse, v. a. To mulct, to fine. 
Scoop, skoop, s. 306. A kind of large ladle, 

a vessel with a long handle used to throw out liquor.
To ScOOP, skAop, v. a. To lade out; to carry 

off in any thing hollow; to cut hollow, or deep.
ScOOPER, skodp-ftr, s. 98. One who scoops.
Scope, skope, s. Aim, intention, drift; thing 

aimed at, mark, final end; room, space, amplitude 
of intellectual view.

ScOPULOiJS, skAp-u-l&s, a. Full of rocks. 
Scorbutical, skAr-bu-te-kAl, ? ty i 
o , 3 , i r-i > a. DiseasedScorbutic , skor-bu-tik, 509. )

with the scurvy.
ScoiiBUTiCALLY, skdr-bi-td-kll-i, ad. With 

tendency to the scurvy.
To Scorch, skfirtsb, v. a. 352. To bur» 

superficially; to burn.
To Scorch, skortsh, v. n. To be burned su

perficially, to be dried up.
ScORDiUM, skdr-dA-frm, or skor-jA-um, s. 293. 

294. 376. An herb.
SCORE, skore, i. A notch or long incision ; a 

line drawn ; an account, which, when writing was less 
common, was kept by marks on tallies ; account kept 
of something past; debt imputed ; reason, motive; 
sake, account, reason referred to some one ; twenty ; 
a song in Score, the words with the musical notes of 
a song annexed.

To Score, skire, v. a. To set down as a debt; 
to impute, to charge; to mark by a line.

Scoria, sko^re-A, $• 92. Dross, excrement.
Scorious, sk&re-fts, a. 314. Drossy, recre- 

mentitious.
To Scorn, skorn, v. a. To despise, to revile, 

to vilify; to contemn, to neglect, to disregard.
To Scorn, skorn, v. n. To scoff, to disdain.
Scorn, skorn, s. Contempt, scoff, act of con

tumely ; subject of ridicule.
Scornf.r, skorn-ur, s. 98. Contemner, despiser, 

scoffer, ridiculer.
Scornful, skorn-f&l, a. Contemptuous, inso

lent ; acting in defiance; disdainful.
Scornfully, skdrn-f&l-A, ad. Contemptuously 

insolently; disdainfully.
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Scorpion, skor-p3-&n, s. A reptile much re
sembling a small lobster with a very venemous sting ; 
one of the signs of the zodiack; a scourge so called 
from its cruelty; a sea fish.

Scot, skdt, s. Shot, payment; Scot and lot,
parish payments. 

Scotch, sk&tsh, ) a. 
Scottish, sk3t-tlsh, f 
To Scotch, skotsh, v. a.

incisions.
Scotch coli ops, * 
Scotch’d collops, > 
Scorch’d collops, )

Belonging to Scot
land.

To cut with shallow

Veal cut into small 
pieces and fried.

The inspector may choose which of these he 
pleases. The first is most in use, and seems nearest the 
truth.
Scotch hoppers, sk3tsh-h&p-purz, s. A play

in which boys hop over lines on the ground.
ScOTOMY, skot-td-mA, s. A dizziness or swim

ming in the head, causing dimness of sight.
Scotticism, sk3t-t£-sizm, s. A Scottish idiom. 
Scoundrel, skoun-drll, s. 99. A mean rascal, 

a low petty villain.
Scoundrel, skouTi-drll, a. Base, disgraceful;

denoting a scoundrel*
To Scour, sko&r, p. «. 312. To rub hard with 

any thing rough in order to clean the surface; to 
purge violently ; to cleanse; to remove by scouring ; 
to range in order to catch or drive away something, 
to clear away; to pass swiftly over.

To Scour, skSur, v. n. To perform the office 
of cleaning domestick utensils; to clean; to be purged 
or lax; to rove, to range; to run here and there; to 
run with great eagerness and swiftness, to scamper.

Scourer, skour'ur, s. One that cleans by rub
bing ; a purge; one who runs swiftly.

Scourge, skurje, s. 314. A whip, a lash, an 
instrument of discipline; a punishment, a vindictive 
affliction ; one that afflicts, harasses, or destroys; a 
whip for a top.

To Scourge, skurje, v. a- To lash with a whip, 
to whip; to punish, to chastise, to chasten, to casti
gate.

Scourger, skur-jur, s. 98. One that scourges,
a punisher or chastiser.

Scourging, sk&rje-lng, s. Punishment by the
scourge.

Scout, skout, s. 312. One who is sent privily
to observe the motions of the enemy.

To Scout, sk6ut, v. n. To go out in order to
observe the motions of an enemy privately.

Tais word has been used latterly as a verb active 
in a very different sense, and in better company than 
one could have imagined. This sense, when applied to 
principles or opinions, is that of reprobating or despising ; 
and we sometimes find, in parliamentary speeches, that 
certain opinions or principles arc scouted; still, how
ever, with me, it passed for irreptitious and demi
vulgar, till I found it used by one of the guardians of 
language as well as of religion and politicks, the Anti
Jacobin Review. “The first is the admirable and judi
cious Hooker; who scouts the opinion of those, who, 
because the names of all church officers are words of re
lation, because a shepherd must have his flock, a tea
cher his scholars, a minister his company which he mi- 
nistereth unto, therefore suppose that no man should be 
ordained a minister but for some particular congregation, 
and unless he be tied to some certain parish. ‘ Perceive 
‘they not,’ says he, ‘how by this means, they make it 
‘ unlawful for the church to employ men at all in con
certing nations?’”
To Scowl, skoul, v. n. To frown, to pout, to

look angrv, sour and sullen.
Scowl, skoul, s. 322. Look of sullenness or

discontent, gloom.
SCOWLINGLY, skoul-lng-Ie, ad. With a frown- 

ing and sullen look.
Ta Scrabble, skrab-bl, v. n. 405. To paw with 

the hands.
Scrag, skrag, s. Any thing thin or lean.
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Scragged, skrlg'ggd, a. 366. Rough, uneven,
full of protuberances or asperities.

Scraggedness, skrig-g£d-nes, ) Scragginess, skrlgtgjl-n&, J Leanness,
unevenness, roughness, ruggedness.

Scraggy, skrag'gi, a. 383. Lean, thin ; rough 
rugged.

To Scramble, skratn-bl, v. n. To catch at any 
thing eagerly and tumultuously with the hands, to 
catch with haste, preventive of another; to climb by 
the help of the hands.

Scramble, skrim-bl, s. 405. Eager contest for 
something; act of climbing by the help of the hands.

Scrambler, skrim-bl-&r, s. 38. One that
scrambles ; one that climbs by the help of the hands.

To Scranch, skrAnsh, v. a. To grind some
what crackling between the teeth.

Scrannel, skrAn-nll, a. 9S. Grating by the
sound.

Scrap, skrip, s. A small particle, a little piece, 
a fragment; crumb, small particles of meat left at the 

• table; a small piece of paper.
To Scrape, skrape, v. a. To deprive of the 

surface by the light action of a sharp instrument; to 
take away by scraping, to erase; to act upon any sur
face with a harsh noise; to gather by great efforts or 
penurious or trifl ing diligence; to Scrape acquaintance, 
a low phrase, to curry favour, or insinuate into one’s 
familiarity.

To Scrape, skrape, v. n. To make a harsh
noise; to play ill on a fiddle.

SCRAPE, skrape, s. Difficulty, perplexity, dis
tress ; an awkward bow.

SCRAPER, skra-p&r, s. 98. Instrument with 
which any thing is scraped; a miser, a man intent on 
getting money, a scrapepenny; a vile fiddler.

To Scratch, skrAtsh, v. a. To tear or mark 
with slight incisions ragged and uneven ; to tear with 
the nails; to wound slightly; to hurt slightly with any 
thing pointed or keen; to rub with the nails; to write 
or draw awkwardly.

Scratch, skrAtsh, s. An incision ragged and 
shallow; laceration with the nails; a slight wound.

Scratcher, skratsh-ur, s. 98« He who
scratches.

Scratches, skritsh-lz, s. 99. Cracked ulcers
or scabs in a horse’s foot.

Scratchingly, skratsh-ing-le, a. With the
action of scratching.

Sciiaw, skraw, $. 219. Surface or scurf.
To Scrawl, skrawl, v. a. 219. To draw or 

mark irregularly or clumsily ; to write unskilfully or 
inelegantly.

Scrawl, skraxvl, s. Unskilful and inelegan
writing.

Scrawler, skrawl-ur, s. A clumsy and inele
gant writer.

Sc’RAY, skra,s. 220. A bird called a sea-swallow.
To Screak, skreke, v. n. 227. To make a

shrill or harsh noise.
To Scream, skreme, v. n. 227. To cry out

shrilly, as in terrour or agony.
Scream, skreme, s. A shrill qurck loud cry of

terrour or pain.
To Screech, skr&tsb, t*. n. 246. To cry out

as in terror or anguish ; to cry as a night owl.
Screechowl, skr&Jtsh-dul, s. An owl that 

hoots in the night, and whose voice is supposed to be
token danger or death.

Screen, skreen, s. 246. Anything that affords 
shelter or concealment; any thing used to exclude 
cold or light; a riddle to sift sand.

To Screen, skrd^n, v. a. To shelter, to con- 
ceal, to hide, so sift, to riddle.

Screw,, skrod, s. 265. One of the mechanical 
powers ; a kind of twisted pin or nail which enters by 
turning.

7’o Screw, skrdd, v. a. To turn by a screw;
to fasten with a screw; to deform by contortions; to
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force, to bring, by violence; to squeeze, to press; to 
oppress by extortion..

To Scribble, skrib'bl, ». a. 405. To fill with 
artless or worthless writingto write without use or 
elegance.

To Scribble, skrlb4>l, u. n. To write without 
care or beauty.

Scribble, skrib-bl, s. Worthless writing'.
Scribbler, skrib-bl-&r, s. 98. A petty author, 

a writer without worth.
Scribe, skrlbe, s. A writera publick notary. 
SCRIMER, skrl-m&r, s. 98. A gladiator. Obsolete. 
Scrip, skrip, s- A small bag, a satchel ; a 

schedule, a small writing.
Sc rip page, skrip*pldje, s. 90. That which is 

contained in a scrip.
SCRIPTORY, skrlp-tdr-d, a. 512. Written, not 

orally delivered.—For the o, see Domestick.
Scriptural. skrip'tshu-ril, a. Contained in 

the Bible, biblical.
Scripture, skrlp^tshure, s. 461. Writing; 

sacred writing, the Bible. •
Scrivener, skrlv-nhr, s. One* who draws con

tracts ; one whose business is to place money at interest.
This word is irrevocably contracted into- two 

syllal bles —See Clef and Nominatives
Scrofula, skrdf'd-li, s. A depravation of 

the humours of the body, which breaks out in sores 
commonly called the king’s evil.

Scrofulous, skrSf-ii-lfts, a. 314. Diseased with 
the scrofula.

Scroll, skrdle, s. 406 A writing rolled up. 
Scroyle, skrodl, s. A mean fellow, a rascal, 

a wretch.
To Scrub*. skrCib, v. a. To rub hard with some

thing coarse and rough.
Scrub, skrub,. s. A mean fellow ; any thing 

mean or despicable.
Scrubbed, skrhb'bld, 366. ) ..o , s,», i r a. Mean, vile,Scrubby, skrub-be, )

worthless, dirty, sorry.
Scruff, skrSf, s.

This word, by a metathesis usual in pronuncia
tion, Dr. Johnson supposes to be the same with scurf. 
Scruple, skrdd-pl, s. 339- 405* Doubt; per

plexity, generally about minute things; twenty grains, 
the third part of a dram; proverbially any small quan
tity.

7b Scruple,, skroo-pl, v. n. To doubt, to 
hesitate.

Scrupler, skrod-pl-&r, s. 98. A doubter, one 
who has scruples.

Scrupulosity, skrdd-pu-lds-e-td. s. Doubt, 
minute and nice doubtfulness ; fear of acting in any 
manner, tenderness of conscience.

Scrupulous, skrojtpu-lfis, a. 314. Nicety 
doubtful, hard to satisfy in determinations of con
science ; given to objections, captious ; cautious.

Scrupulously, skr&Upu-lis-W, ad. Careftilty, 
nicely, anxiously.

Scrupulousness, skrSo-pi-lfis-nes, s. The 
state of being scrupulous.

ScRUTABLE, skrS6-ti-bl, a. 405. Discoverable 
by inquiry.

SCRUTATI0N, skrSo-ta-shhn, s. Search, exa
mination, inquiry.

Scrutator, skro6-ta-thr, s- 166. An inquirer, 
a searcher, an examiner.

Scrutinous, skroo-tln-hs, a. Captious, full of 
inquiries.

Scrutiny, skrojit^-ni, s. 339. Inquiry, search, 
examination.

To Scrutinize, skr56-tln-lze, v. a. To search, 
to examine.

Scrutojrf., skrSS-tdre,' s. A case of drawers 
for writing.

To Scud, skid, v. n. To fly, to run away with 
precipitation.
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To ScuDDLE, skud-dl, v. n. To run with a kind 
of affected haste or precipitation.

Scuffle, sk&f-fl, 405. A confused quarrel, 
a tumultuous broil.

To Scuffle, skuf-fl, t>. n. To fight confusedly 
and tumultuously.

To Sculk, skhlk, v. n. To lurk in hiding 
places, to lie close. .

Sculker, skulk-ur, s. 93. A lurker^one that 
hides himself for shame or mischief.

Scull, skill, s. The bone which incases and 
defends the brain, the arcbed bone of the head; a 
small boat, a cockboat; one who rows a cockboat; 1 
shoal of fish.

Scullcap, skLl-kAp, s. A head piece,
Sculler, skiil-lhr, s. 98. A cockboat, a boat in 

which there is but one rower; one that rows a cockboat.
Scullery, skfil-l&r-^, $. The place where 

common utensils, as kettles or dishes, arc cleaned and 
kept.

Scullion’, sk&l-y&n, s. 113. The lowest do
mestick servant, that washes the kettles and the dishes 
in the kitchen.

Scui.ptile, skfilp-tll,a. 140. Made by carving.
Sculptor, skulp'thr, s. 166- *A carver, one who 

cuts wood or stone into images.
Sculpture,, skulp-tshtire, s. 461. The art of 

carving wood, or hewing stone into images; carved 
work; the act of engraving.

To Sculpture, skalp-tshure, u. a. To cut, to 
engrave.

Scum, skhm, s. That which rises to the top of 
any liquor; the dross, the refuse, the recrement.

To Scum, sk&m, v. a. To clear ofF the scum.
Scummer, sk&m-mfir, s. 98. A vessel with 

which liquor is scummed.
Scupper holes, sk&p-pijr, s. 98. In a ship, 

small holes on the deck, through which water is carried 
into the sea.

Scurf, skftrf, s. A kind of dry miliary scab; 
soil or stain adherent; any thing sticking on the surface.

Scurfiness, skur-f£-nds, s. The state of being 
scurfy.

Scurfy, skur-f£, a. Having scurfs or scabs.
Scurrilf.. skur^ril, a. Low, mean, grossly op

probrious.
Scurrility, skhr-ril-e-t£, s. Grossness of 

reproach; low abuse.
Scurrilous, sk&r-rll-fis, n. 314. Grossly op

probrious, using such language as only the license ci 
a buffoon can warrant.

Scurrilously, skhr'r11-fts-l£, ad. With gross 
reproach, with low buffoonery.

ScuRllILOUSNESS, skur-rll-fis-n^s, s. Scurrility, 
baseness of manners.

SCURVTLY, sk&ri-ve-I£, ad. Vilely, basely, 
coarsely.

Scurvtness, skfir-v^-nSs, s. The state of being 
scurvy.

Scurvy, skhr-v^, $. A distemper of the inhabi
tants of cold countries, and among those who inhabit 
marshy, fat, low, moist soils.

Scurvy, skftr-vi, «. Scabbed, diseased with 
the scurvy; vile, worthless, eonicmptlble, bad, sorry.

Scurvygrass, sk&r-v^-gris, $. The spoon wort.
Scut, skht, s. The tail of those animals whose 

tails are very short.
Scutage, skfi-tadje, s. 90. Shield money. A 

tax formerly granted to the king for an expedition to 
the Holy Land.

Scutcheon, sk&tsh'ln, s. 259. The shield 
represented in heraldry; the ensigns armorial of a 
family.

Scutellated, sk&'t&l-la-t&d, a. Divided into 
small surfaces.

Scutiform. skh-t6-f3rm,o. Shaped like a shield. 
Scuttle, skht-tl, s. 405. A wide shallow
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basket; a small grate; a quick pace, a short run ; a 
pace of affected precipitation.

To Scuttle, skht-tl, v. n. To run with af
fected precipitation.

To *SDEfGN, zdane, v. a. To disdain. This 
contraction is obsolete.

Sea, sd, .r. The ocean, the water opposed to the 
land ; a collection of water, a lake; proverbially for 
any large quantity'; any thing rough and tempestuous ; 
half Seas over, half drunk.

Sbabank, si-blnk, s. The sea-shore; a fence 
to keep the sea in bounds.

Sea bat feed, s^-baz/td, a. Bathed or dipped in 
the sea.

Seabeast, si-beest,' s. A large or monstrous 
animal of the se:u

Seabeat, se-b^te, i a. Dashed by the 
Seabeaten, se-be-tn, \ waves of the sea.
Seaboat, se-bAte,- s. A vessel capable to- bear 

the sea.
Seabordering,. s^-bor-d5r-Tng, a. Bordering 

on the sea.
Seaborn, s^-bJrn, a. Born of the sea, pro

duced by the sea.
Seabound, s^-b6und, a. Bounded’by the sea.
Seaboy, s£'b'5£, s. A boy employed ou ship

board.
Sea breach, , s^-br^tsh^ s. Irruption of the sea 

by breaking the banks.
Seabreeze,, st^-bruze, s. Wind blowing from 

the sea.
Seabuilt, s^-bilt, n. Built for the sea.
Seacalf, s^-k&f,' s- The seal.
Seacap, s£-kip, s. A cap made to be worn on 

shipboard.
SteACARD, s£-kArd, s. The1 mariners’ card.
Seacarp, s&kirp, r. A spotted fish that Lives 

among, stones-and rocks.
Seachart, se-kart,', s. Map on which only the 

coasts are delineated.—See Chart.
Seacircled, s&’S&’-kld, a. Surrounded. by the 

sea.
Seacoal, s<*-kole, s. A coal so called, because 

brought to London by sea.
Seacoast, s&k&te,' s*. The shore, the edge of 

the sea.
Seacompass, s^-k’tm-pAs, s. The card and 

needle of mariners.
Seacoot, s£-k66t, r. A seafowl, like the 

moorhen.
Seacow, s£-k£u,' s. The manatee, a very bulky 

animal, of the cetaceous kind;
Sea DOG, st*-d5g,' «. Perhaps the shark.
Sea dragon, se-drig-hn, s- A. sea fish, called 

also the viver.
SSAFAIlElt, se-fa-rur,. fi A traveller by sea, 

a mariner.
Seafaring, se-fa-ring, a. 410. Travelling by 

sea.
SeafenneL, s^-fSn'nll, s. 99. The same with 

Samphire, which see.
SeafIGHT, se-flte,', s.. A battle of ships, a battle 

on the1 sea.
Seafish, s4-fTsh, «. Fish that live in the sea. 
Seafowl, se-f3ul£ s. A bird that lives at-sea. 
Seagirt, se-gvrt, a* Girded or encircled by 

the sex
SEAGOD, s&'gdd, s. One of the fabulous deities 

of rhe sea.
Seagreen, se-gr^m *. Resembling the colour 

of! the distant sea, cerulean.
Seagull, s^-gul,' * A seat bird,
Sea hedgehog*, s^-hSfije^htSg, $. A kind of sea* 

shellfish.
Seahog, sd-hftg.' s. The porptts.
Seaholly, si-lfol^, A plant.
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Seahorse, se-hdrse^ s. The seahorse is* a-fish 
of a very singular form, it is about four or five inches 
in- length, and nearly half an inch in diameter in the 
bromfest part the morses by the seahorse Dryden 
means the hippopotamus.

Sealike, sc-like. a, Resembling the sea. 
SeaNAIBL s&made,. s. Aiermaid.
Seaman, se-mAn, s. 88. A sailor, a navi«*ator, 

a mariner; merman, the male of the mermaid?
Seamanship. s4-man-shlp, s. Naval skill, good 

management of a ship.
Seamark, se^mirk, s. A point or conspicuous 

place distinguished at sea
Seamew, s£-mi!tf s. A fowl that- frequents the 

sea.
Sea monster, s£-m3ns-t6r, s. A strange ani

mal of the sea.
Sea-moss* s^mis, s. Coral, which grows in 

the sea like a shrub, and, when taken-out, beaomes 
hard like a stone.

Seanavelwurt, s^-na-vl-wbrt, s. A-u- herb 
growing in Syria by which great cures are performed.

Seanympii, se-nimf,' 3. A goddess of the sea. 
Seaonion, sd-ftn-yfin, $. An herb.
Seaooze, sc-dOze's. The mud in the sea or 

on the shore.
Seapiece, sd-peese^ s. A picture representing 

any thing at sea.
Seapool, sA-p63I„ s. A lake of salt water. 
Seaport, s&pdrt, A harbour.
Sea RISQUE, sd-rlsk, s. Hazard at sea.
Searobber, se-rob-bfir, 5. A pirate, a sea

thief.
Searocket, s^-rdk-kit, s. A plant. 
Searoom, s&'rdom, s. Open sea, spacious inaiu. 
Searover, s&rA-vftr,.*. A pirate;
Seaserpent, s&s&£p&rt, s. A serpent gene

rated-in the water.
Seaservtce, sii-s^'r-vis, s. Naval* war.
SKASHARKy s&sh&rk<. s. A ravenous sea fish. 
Seashell,. stksli£l<. a A shell found on the 

shore.
Seashore, sd-shdre' s. The coast of'the sea.
Seasick,, sdAslk, a. Sick, as new voyagers on 

the sea
Seaside, sd-slde,' s. Tlie edge ef the sea.
SeaSUWGKON. se-si'ir-j&n, s. A chirurgeon em

ployed on shipboard.
Seaterm, sd-tdrm, s. Word of art used by t? 

seamen.
SeaTORN, sd-tdrn, a. Torn by the sea.
Seaward, sd-ward, a. Directed towards the 

sea.
Seaward, sd'w&rd, ad. 88. Towards the sea* 
Seawater, sd-wa-tur, s. Die salt water of the 

sea.
Seawormwood, sd-wfinn-u ud^ s. A sort- of 

wormwood that grows in the sea..
Seaworthy, se-wbr-iZtd* a. Fit to go to sea ; 

usually applied to a shin.
Seal, sdle, s. 227. The seacalf*.
Seal, sdle, s. A stamp engraved with a parti

cular impression, winch is fixed upon the wax that 
doses letters, or affixed ana testimony; the impression 
made in wax; any act of oonrirmatiou.

To Seal, sdle, v. a. To fasten with a seal5; to 
confirm or attest by a seal; to confirm, to ratify, to 
settle ; to. shut, to dose; to mark with a stamp.

To Seal, sole, t>. n. To 6« a seal.
Sealer, sd-liir, 5. 98. One who seals.
Sealingwax, si-ling-wlks, s. Hird wax used 

to seal letters.
Seam, s6me, s. 227. The edge of cloth where 

the threads are doubled, the suture where tlie two 
cages are sewed togetherthe juncture of planks in a
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Examination, in-

Avoiding or es-

A plaster, a large

Oppor-

ship ; a cicatrix, a scar; grease, hog’s lard. In this 
last sense not used.

7b Seam, s£me, v. a. To join together by su
ture or otherwise; to mark, to scar with a long cica
trix.

Seamless, sAmeM&s, a. Having no seam.
Seamrent, seme-r&nt, s. A separation of any 

thing where it is joined ; a breach of the stitches.
Seamstress, s&m-str&s, s. 234. 515. A woman 

whose trade is to sew. Often written sempstress.
Seamy, sd-mA, a. Having a seam, showing 

the seam.
Sear, sere, a. 227. Dry, not any longer green. 
To Sear, s£re, v. a. To burn, to cauterize.
Searce, sArse, s. 234. A fine sieve or bolter. 
To Searce, serse, v. a. To sift finely.
To Search, s£rtsh, v. a. 234. To examine, to 

try, to explore, to look through ; to inquire, to seek; 
to probe as a chirurgeon; to search out, to find by 
seeking.

To Search, s^rtsh, v. n. To make a search; 
to make inquiry; to seek, to try to find.

Search, s&rtsh, s. Inquiry by looking into 
every suspected place; inquiry, examination, the act 
of seeking; quest, pursuit.

Searchable, s£rtsh-A-bl, a. That which may 
be searched.

Searcher, s£rtsh-&r, s. An examiner, an in
quirer, a trier; an officer in London appointed to 
examine the bodies of the dead, and report the cause 
of death.

Searching, sertsb-ing, s. 
quisition.

Searchless, sertsb-les, a. 
caping search, inscrutable.

Searcloth, sere-klii/A, s. 
plaster.

Searedness, s£re-£d-n£s, s. The state of being 
seared or cauterized; from the practice of surgeons, 
who apply burnings in order to heal corrupt flesh, 
which becomes afterwards insensible; hence figura
tively, insensibility.

Season, sA-zn, s. 227. 443. One of the four 
parts of the year, Spring, Summer, Autumn, Winter; 
a time as distinguished from others; a fit time, ah 
opportune concurrence; a time not very long; that 
which gives a high relish.

To Season, sA-zn, v. a. 170. To mix with food 
any thing that gives a high relish ; to give a relish to; 
to qualify by admixture of another ingredient; to im
bue, to tinge or taint; to fit for ariy use by time or 
habit, tc mature.

To Season, se-zn, v. n. To be matifre, to grow 
fit for any purpose.

Seasonable, se-zn-A-bl, a. 405. Opportune, 
happening or done at a proper time.

Seasonableness, s£-zn-A-bl-n£s, s. Oppor
tuneness of time; propriety with regard to time.

Seasonably, s£-zn-A-bl£, ad. Properly with 
respect to time.

Seasoner, se-zn-hr, s. 98. 
or gives a relish to any thing.

Seasoning, sA-zh-ing, $. 410. 
added to any thing to give it a relish.

Seat, sete, s. 227. A chair, bench, or any 
thing on which one may sit; a chair of state; tribunal"; 
mansion, abode ; situation, site.

To Seat, sete, v. a. To place on seats, to 
cause to sit down ; to place in a post of authority, or 
place of distinction; to fix ih any particular place or 
situation, to settle; to fix, to place firm.

Secant, se-kAnt, s. In Geometry, the right 
lir.e drawn from the centre of a circle, cutting and 
meeting with another line called the tangent without it 

To Secede, sA-seed,' v. n. To withdraw from 
fellowship in any affair.

Seceder, se-seM-ur, s. 98. One who discovers 
his disapprobation of anv proceedings by withdrawing 
himself.

To Secern, sA-sArn,' v. a. To separate finer 
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He who seasons

That which is

from grosser matter, to make the separation of tub. 
stances in the body.

Secession, se-s^sh-un, s. The act of departing; 
the act of withdrawing from councils or actions.

To Seclude, sA-klfide,' v. a. To confine from> 
to shut up apart, to exclude.

Seclusion, sA-klti-zhhn, s.‘ A shutting out 
separation, exclusion.

Second, s^k-kfind, s. 166. The next in order 
to the first; the ordinal of two; next in vilue or dig 
nity, inferiour.

Second, s^k-kund, s. One who accompanies 
another in a duel, to direct or defend him ; one who 
supports or maintains; the sixtieth part of a minute.

To Second, s^k-k&nd, v. a. To support, to 
forward, to assist, to come in after the act as a main
tainer ; to follow in the next place.

Second-hand, s&kMchnd-hAnd, a. 525. Pos
session received from the first possessor.

Second-sight, s^k-kund-slte,' s. The power 
of seeing things future, or things distant: supposes 
inherent in some of the Scottish islanders.

Secondarily, sAk-kun-dA-r£-le, ad. In the 
second degree, in the second order.

Secondariness, s£k-kfin-dA-r4-n&s, $. The 
state of being secondary.

Secondary, sAk-kQn-dA-rA, a. Not primary, 
not of the first rate; acting by transmission or depu
tation.

Secondary, sAk-khn-dA-rA, s. A delegate, a 
deputy.

Seconder, s^k-ktm-dhr, s. One who supports 
or maintains the proposition or assertion made by 
another.

Secondly, »<jk-kfind-l&, ad. In the second 
place.

Second-rate, sek-k&nd-rate, s. The second 
order in dignity or value; it is sometimes used adjoc- 
tively.

Secrecy, sd-krA-sA, s. Privacy, state of being 
hidden; solitude, retirement; forbearance of dis
covery ; fidelity to a secret, taciturnity inviolate, close 
silence.

Secret, sA-krit, a. 99. Kept, hidden, not 
revealed; retired, private, unseen; faithful to a secret 
intrusted; privy, obscene.

Secret, sA-krit, s. Something studiously hid
den ; a thing unknown, something not yet discovered; 
privacy, secrecy.

Secretariship, sAk-krA-tA-re-ship, s. The 
office of a secretary.

Secretary, sAk-kre-tA-rA, s. One intrust? 
with the management of business, one who writes fb. 
another.

To Secrete, sA-krAte,z v. a. To put aside, to 
hide; in the animal economy, to secern, to separate.

Secretion, sA-krA-sl &n, s. The part of the 
animal economy that consists in separating the various 
flqids of the body; the fluid secreted.

SecretitiouS, sAk-re-tlsh-hs, a. 530. Parted 
by animal secretion.

Secretist, se-k rA-tlst, s. A dealer in secrets. 
Secretly, sA-krit-lA. ad. Privately, privily, 

not openly, not publickly.
Secretness, sA-krit-nAs, s. State of being hid

den ; quality of keeping a secret.
Secretory, sA-kre-thr-A, a. 512. Performing, 

the office of secretion.
Sect, sAkt, s. A body of men following some 

particular master, or united in some tenets.
Sectarian, sAk-ta-rA-An, a. Belonging to 

sectaries.
Sectarism, sAk-tA-rizm, s. Disposition to pettv 

sects in opposition to things established.
Sectary, sek-tA-rA, s. One who divides from 

publick establishment, and joins with those distin
guished by some particular whims; a follower; a pupil.

SectaTOR, sAk-ta-thr, s. 521 A follower, an 
imitator, a disciple.

Section, sAk-shun, s< The act of cutting or
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dividing; a part divided from the rest; a small and 
distinct part of a writing or book.

Sector, sik-tir, ». 166. A mathematical in- 
strument for laying down or measuring angles.

Secular, s^k-kii-l&r, a. 88. Not spiritual, 
relating to affairs of the present world; in the Church 
of Rome, not bound by monastick rules; happening 
or coming once in a century.

Secular, sik-kii-Iur, s, Not a spiritual person; 
a layman ; an ecclesiastick; in the Romish church not 
bound by monastick rules.

Secularitx, sjJk-kii-Ur^-t^, s. Worldliness, 
attention to the things of the present life.

To Secularize, s&k-kii-li-rlze,». a. To con
vert from spiritual appropriations to common use j to 
make worldly..

Secularly, s£k-k£i-l&r-l£, ad. In a worldly 
manner.

Secularness, s£k-kh-l?ir-n&s, s. Worldliness. 
SECUNDINE, s&k-kftn-dlne, s. 149. The mem

brane in which the embryo is wrapped, the after-birth. 
Secure, st^-kure,''a. Free from fear, easy, 

assured; careless, wanting caution ; free from danger, 
safe.

Jo Secure, s^-k&re,' v. a. To make certain, to 
put out of hazard, to ascertain ; to protect, to make 
safe ; to ensure; to make fast.

Securely, si-kure-U, ad. Without fear, with
out danger, safely.

Securement, s6-kiireim5nt, s. The cause of 
safety, protection, defence.

Secureness, s£-k&re-n&s, s. Want of vigilance; 
carelessness.

Security, sd-kh-rA-ti, & Carelessness, freedom 
from fear; confidence, want of vigilance; protection, 
defence; any thing given as a pledge or caution; en- 
surance; safety, certainty.

Sedan, s£-din,' s. A kind of portable coach, 
a chair.

Sedate, s£-date,' a. Calm, unruffled, serene.
Sedately, st*-date-l£, ad. Calmly, without 

disturbance.
Sedateness, s<J-date'n£s, x. Calmness, tran

quillity.
Sedative, sSd^dl-tiv, a. Assuaging,composing, 

allaying.
Sedentariness, s£d-d£n-tA-r£-n£s, s. The state 

of being sedentary, inactivity.
Sedentary, s^d^n-tA-r^, a. Passed in sitting 

still, wanting motion or action ; torpid, inactive. 
fcy’We sometimes hear this word with the accent on 

the second syllable; but I find this pronunciation only 
in Buchanan. Dr. Johnson, Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Scott, 
W.'Johnston, Dr. Ash, Dr. Kenrick, Mr. Perry, Bailey, 
Barclay, Fenning, Entick, and Smith, place the accent 
on the first syllabic.
Sedge, s£dje, s. A growth of narrow flags, 

a narrow flag.
Sedged, s&djd, a. Composed of flags.
Sedgy, s£d-jd, a. Overgrown with narrow 

flags.
Sediment, s£d^-m3nt, s. That which subsides 

or settles at the bottom.
Sedition, s£-dish-iin, s. A tumult, an insur

rection, a popular commotion.
Seditionary, sA-dlsh-ftn-i-r£, s. An inciter 

to sedition ; a promoter of insurrection.
Seditious, s£-dish-&s, a. Factious with tumult, 

turbulent.
Seditiously, sA-dlsh'&s-lA, ad. Tumultuously, 

with factious turbulence.
Seditiousness, s^-dlsh-fts-nSs, s. Turbulence, 

disposition to sedition.
To Seduce, s^-duse,' v. a. To draw aside from 

the right, to tempt, to corrupt, to deprave, to mis
lead, to deceive.

Seducement, s&-dhse-m£nt, s. Practice of 
seduction, art or means used in order to deceive.
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Seducer, s^-dh-s&r, s. 98. One who draws 
aside from the right, a tempter, a corrupter.

Seducible, sd-di^-bl, a. 405. Corruptible, 
capable of being drawn aside.

Seduction, s£-dfrk4shun, $. The act of sedu • 
cing, the act of drawing aside.

Seductive, si-d&kitlv, a. Apt to seduce; ap> 
to mislead.

Sedulity, s£-db'lA-t&, s. Diligent assiduity, 
laboriousness, industry, application.

Sedulous, s4d-ii-l&s, or s^d-ji-lfis, a. 293. 
294. 376. Assiduous, industrious, laborious, diligent, 
painfUl.

Sedulously, s&Kdu-lus-M, ad Assiduously, 
industriously, laboriously, diligently, painfully.

Sedulousness, s3d'di-]&s-n£s, s, Assiduity, 
assiduousness, industry, diligence.

See, s££, s. 246. The seat of episcopal power, 
the diocess of a bishop.

To See, s££, v. a. To perceive by the eye; to 
observe, to find ; to discover, to descry; to converse 
with.

To See, sW, v. n. To have the power of sight, 
to have by the eye perception of things distant; to dis. 
cern without deception; to inquire, to distinguish ; to 
be attentive; to scheme, to contrive.

See, se£, inter). Lo, look !
Seed, sWd, s. 246. The organized particle pro

duced by plants and animals, from which new plants 
and animals are generated ; first principle, original; 
principle of production; progeny, offspring; race, 
generation.

To Seed, s6£d, v. n. To grow' to perfect ma
turity so as to shed the seed.

Seedcake, sd£d-kike, «. A sweet cake inter
spersed with warm aromatick seeds.

Seedlip, s££d-11p, ? A . . .. ,Seedlop, s^d-l&p, f A vessel ,n w!,lch thc
sower carries his seed.

Seedpearl, s&d-p£rl,'s. Small grains of pearl.
Seedplot, s££d-pl6t, s. The ground on which 

plants are sowed, to be afterwards transplanted.
Seedling, s££d-)ing, s. 410. A young plant 

just risen from the seed.
Seedsman, sWdz-min, s. 88. The sower, he 

that scatters the seed.
Seedtime, s££d-time, s. The season of sow'ing. 
Seedy, seed'<i, a. 182. Abounding with seed. 
Seeing, s^e-ing, s. 410. Sight, vision. 
Seeing, s&'lng, ) . o.
Seeing that, si&Ing TH&t, $ ince’ 11

being so that
To Seek, st*£k, v. a. Pret. Sought. Part, 

pass. Sought. To look for, to search for; to solicit, 
to endeavour to gain; to go lo find ; to pursue by se
cret machinations.

To Seek, se^k, v. n. 246. To make search, to 
nuke inquiry; to endeavour ; to make pursuit; to 
apply to, to use solicitation; to endeavour after.

Seeker, s&kWir, s. 98. One who seeks, an 
inquirer.

To Seel, s£il, v. a. 246. To close the eyes. 
A term of Falconry, the eyes of a wild or haggard 
hawk being for a time seeled.

To Seem, se£m, v. n. 246. To appear, to make 
a show ; to have semblance; to have the appearance 
of truth ; it Seems, there is an appearance, though 
no reality ; it is sometimes a slight' affirmation it ap
pears to be.

Seemer, s££m-6r, s. 98. One that carries an 
appearance.

Seeming, sWm-lng, s. 410. Appearance, shows 
semblance; fair appearance; opinion.

Seemingly, sWm-lng-U, ad. In appearance, 
in show, in semblance

Seemingness, s££m-lng-nes, s. Plausibility, 
fair appearance.
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Seemliness, sAAm-le-nAs, & Decency, hand
someness, comeliness, ^race, beauty.

Seemly, sAAm-lA, a. 182. .Decent, becoming, 
proper, fit.

Seemly, sAAm-lA, «cZ. In a decent manner,, in 
a proper manner.

Seen, seAn, a. 246. Skilled, versed.
Seer, seAr, s. One who sees ; a prophet, one 

who foresees future events.
Seerwood, sAAr-wud, s. Dry —See ■

Searwood.
Seesaw, sA-saw, s. A reciprocating motion.
7b Seesaw, sA-sA w, v. n. To move with a re

ciprocating motion.
To Seeth, sAAth, v. a. 246. To boil, to decoct 

in hot liquor.
To Seeth, sAAth, v. n. 467. To be in a state 

of ebullition, to be hot.
Seether, sAAni-ur, s. 98. A boiler, a pot.
Segment, sAg-mAnt, s. A figure contained 

between a chord and an arch of the circle,or so much 
of the circle as is cut off by that chord.

To Segregate, sAg-grA-gate, v. a. To set 
apart, to sqparate from others. 91.

Segregation, sAg-grA-ga-shun, Separation 
from others.

Seigneurial, sA-nfi-rA-al, a. 250. Invested 
with large powers, independent

Seignior, sAne-yiir, s. 166. A lord. The title 
of honour given by Italians.

Seigniory, sAne-y&r-rA, s. 113. A lordship, 
a territory.

Seigniorage, sAne-yCtr-Idje,*90. Authority, 
acknowledgment of power.

To SEIGNIORIZE, sene-yftr-ize, v. a. To lord 
over.

Seine, sene, s. A net used in fishing.
To Seize, sAze, v. a. 250. To take possession j 

of, to grasp, to lay hold on, to fasten on; to take 
forcible possession of by law.

To Seize, sAze, t>. n. To fix the grasp or the 
power on any thing.

Seizin, sA-zln, s. The act of taking posses
sion ; the things possessed.

Seizure^ sA-zhure, .$. 450. The act of seizing; 
the thing seized; the act of taking forcible possession; 
gripe, possession ; catch.

Seldom, sAl-d&m, ad. 166. Rarely, not often. 
SeldOMNESS, sAl-d&m-nAs, s. Uncommonness, 

rareness.
To Select, sA-lAkt,' v. a. To choose in prefe

rence to others rejected.
Select, sA-lAkt,' a. Nicely chosen, choice, 

culled out on account of superior excellence.
Selection, sA-lAk-shtin, s. The act of culling 

or choosing, choice.
Selectness, sA-lAkt-nAs, s. The state of being 

select.
Selector, sA-lek-t&r, s. 166. He who selects. 
Selenography, sAl-1 A-n6g-grIf-A, s. 518.

A description of the moon.
Self, sAlf, pron. Plural Selves. Its- primary 

signification seems to be that of an adjective; very, 
particular, this above others; it is united both to the 
personal pronouns, and to the neutral pronoun It, and I 
is always added when they are used reciprocally, as, 
I did not hurt Him, he hurt Himself; the people hiss 
Me, but I clap Myself; compounded with Him, a pro
noun substantive, Self is in appearance an adjective ; 
joined to My, Thy, Our, Your, pronoun adjectives, it 
seems a substantive; it is much used in composition.

Selfish, sAlf-lsh, a. Attentive only to one’s 
own interest, void of regard for others.

Selfishness, sAlf-lsh-nAs, s. Attention to his 
own interest, without any regard to others; self-love.

Selfishly, sAlf^ish-lAi, ad. With regard only 
to his own interest, without love of other's.

Self-same. sAlf^sAme, a. Exactly the same.
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To Sell, ®A11, v. a. To give for a price.
To Sell, sAll, v. n. To have commerce or traf- 

fick with one.
Sellander, sAl-IAm-d&r, s. 98. A dry scab in 

a horse’s hough or pastern.
Seller, sel-lur, s. 98. The person that sells 

•a -render.
Selvage, sel-vldje, s. 90. The edge of cloth 

where it is closed by complicating the threads.
Selve-s, sAlvz. The plural of Self.
Semblable, sAm-bli-bl, c. 405. Like, resenv 

bling.
Sf.mblably, sAmQyia-ble. nd. With resem

blance.
Semblance, sAm-bl?Lnse, s., Likeness, simili

tude; appearance, show, figure.
SEMBLANT, sAm-blint, a. Like, resembling, 

having the appearance of any thing. Little used.
Semblative. sem-bli-tlv, a. 512. Resembling. 
To Semble. sAtnQd, u. w- 405. To represent, 

to make a likeness.
Semi, sAm-mA, s. 182. A word which, used in 

composition, signifies half
Semiannular, s&n-inA-AnWi-l&r, a. Half 

round.
Semibrief, sem-mc-brAf, <• A note iu musick 

relating to time.
Semicircle, sAm-mA-sAr-kl, .t A half round, 

part of a circle divided by the diameter.
Semicircled, sAm-mA-aAirMdd, ?
Semicircular, -sAm-mA-sArMcft-lir, 88. 359. 5 

a. Half round.
Semicolon, sAm-mA-kAilfim, s. Half a eokm, 

a point made thus to note a greater pause than 
that of a comma.

Semidiameter, sAm-mA-di-im-A-t?ir, s. 98. 
Half the line, which, drawn through the centre of a 
circle, divides it into two equal parts.

Semifluid, sAm-mc-fib-id, a. Imperfectly fluid. 
Semilunar, sAm-mA-lh-nir, 88. | 
Semilunaby, sem-mA-lii-nfi-rA, j

bling in form a half-moon.
Semimetal, sem-inA-mAt-A.1, a. Half metal, 

imperfect metal.
Seminality, sAm-A-nal-A-tA, s. The nature of 

seed; the power of being produced.
Seminal, sAm-A-nAl, a. 88. Belonging io seed, 

contained in the seed, radical.
Seminary, sem-A-ni-rA, s. 512. The ground 

where any thing is sown to be afterwards transplanted; 
the place or original st®ck whence any thing is brought; 
seminal state; original, first principles; breeding 
place, place of education from whence scholars are 
transplanted into life.

Semination, sAm-A-na-sh&n, s. The act of 
sowing.

SEMINIFICAL, sAm-A-nlf-A-kM, ) a. Productive 
Sf.minific , sem-A-nif^lk. 509. \ of seed. 
Seminification, sAm-A-nlf-A-ka-sh&n, s. The 

propagation from the seed or seminal parts.
Semiopacous, sAm-mA-6-pakkus, a. Half dark. 
Semiordinate, sAm-mA-6r-.dA-.nate, s. A line 

drawn at right angles to, and bisected by the axis, and 
reaching from one side of the section to the other.

Semipedal, sA-inlp^A-dAl, a. 518. Containing 
half afoot. _ ?

Semipede, sAm-mA-pAde, s. In poetry’, Haifa 
foot.

Semipellucid, o. Half
clear, imperfectly transparent.

Semi perspicuous, sAm-mA-pAr-spik^u-fts, a. 
Half transparent, imperfectly Clear.

Semiquadrate, sein-nul-kwl’-clrate, 91. 7 
Semiquartii.e, sem-un'-kwar-ill, 1-10. 5

In Astronomy, an aspect of the planets when distant 
from each other forty five decrees, or one sine and 
a half.
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Semiquaver, ■sim'tni-kwl-x&r, s. In Musick, 
a note containing half the quantity of the quaver.

Semiquintile, s^m-m^-kwin-til, s. 140. In 
Astronomy, an aspect of the planets when at the dis
tance of thirty-six degrees from one another.

Semisextile, sim-mi-siksl-tU, s- 140.
A Semisixth, an aspect of the planets when they are 
distant from each other one-twelfth part of a circle, or 
thirty degrees. , .

SemisphericaL, sAm-me-sfer-re-k<U, a. 88. 
Belonging to half a sphere.

Semispheroid al, sem-me-ste-rola-a.!, a. 
Formed like a half spheroid.

Semitertian, s^m-mA-ter-sh&n, s. An ague 
compounded of a tertian and a quotidian.

Semivowel, s^m-mA-v6A-H, s. A consonant 
which has an imperfect sound of its own.

Sempiternal, s&m-pA-t£r-n3.1, a. Eternal in 
futurity, having beginning, but no end ; in Poetry, it 
is used simply for eternal.

V smpiternity, s£m-p£-t§r-ne-t£, s. Future 
duration without end.

Sempstress, sAm-str&s, s. 515. A woman whose 
business is to sew, a .woman who lives by her needle. 
This word ought to be written Seamstress.

Senary, s£n-nA-r£, a. Belonging to the num
ber six, containing six.—See Granary.

Senate, sAn-nAt, s. 91. An .assembly of coun
sellors, a body of men set apart to consult for the 
puhlick good.

Senatehouse, s£n-nAt-h6use, s- A place of 
publick council.

Senator, s^n-nA-t5r, s. 166. A publick coun- • 
sellor.

Senatorial, sen-nA-to-re-Al, ) nSenatorial s«n-ni-td'-ri-an, J Be!onglo8
to senators, befitting senators.

To Send, s&nd, v. a. To despatch from one 
place to another; to commission by authority to go 
and act; to grant as from a distant place; to inflict as 
from a distance; to emit.; to immit; to diffuse, to 
propagate.

To Send, s£na, v. n. To deliver or despatch 
a message; to send for, to require by message to come 
or cause to be brought.

Sender, sAnd-ur, s. 98. He that sends. 
Senescence, sA-nAs-sAnse, s. 510. The state 

of growing old, decay by time.
Seneschal, sAn-nAs-kAl, s. One who had in 

great houses the care of feasts, or domestick cere
monies.

Dr. Kenrick pronounces the ch in this word like 
sh; but Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Scott, Buchanan, and Bar
clay, like k. As the word does not come from the learned 
languages, 352, if usage were equal, I should prefer 
Dr. Kenrick’s pronunciation. The rest of our orthoepi.-ts 
either have not the word, or do not mark the sound of 
these letters.
Senile, sA-nile, a. 140. Belongingto old age, 

consequent on old age.
Senior, s^-nA-hr, or sAne^-yhr, s. 113. One 

older than another, one who on account of longer time 
has 6ome superiority ; an aged person.

Seniority, sA-nA-6r^A-tA, s. Eldership, priority 
of birth.

Senna, sAn-nA, a. 92. A physical tree. 
Sennight, sAn-nlt, s. 144. The space of seven 

nights and days, a week.
SENOCULAR, sA-n6k-kh-lAr, a. Having six eyes. 
Sensation, sen-sa-shun, s. Perception by 

means df the senses. *
Sense, sAnse, s. 427. 431. Faculty or power 

by which external objects are perceived ; perception by 
the senses, sensation ; perception of intellect, appre
hension of mind; sensibility, quickness or keenness 
of perception; understanding, soundness of faculties; 
strength of natural reason; reason, reasonable mean
ing: opinion, notion, judgment; consciousness, con
viction ; moral perception ; meaning, impotv.
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Senseless, sAnse-lAs, a. Wanting sense, wanting 
life, void of all life or perception ; unfeeling, wanting 
perception ; unreasonable, stupid ; contrary to true 
judgment; wanting sensibility, wanting quickness or 
keenness of perception ; wanting knowledge, uncoil 
scious.

Senselessly, sAnse-lAs-le, la a senseless 
manner, stupidly, unreasonably.

Senselessness, sAnse-les-nAs, s. Folly, ab
surdity.

Sensibility, sAn-sA-bll-A-tA, s. Quickness of 
sensation; quickness of 'perception.

Sensible, sen-sA-bl, a. 405. Having the power 
of perceiving by the senses; perceptible by the senses; 
perceived by the mind; perceiving by either mind or 
senses; having moral perception; having'quick intel
lectual feeling, being easily or strongly atlected; con
vinced, persuaded ; in low conversation, it has some
times the sense of reasonable, judicious, wise.

Sensibleness, s4n-s£-bl-n6s, s. Possibility to 
be perceived by the senses; actual perception by mind 
or body; quickness of perception, sensibility ; painful 
consciousness.

Sensibly, sAn^sA-blA, ad. Perceptibly to the 
senses; with perception of either mind or body; ex
ternally, by impression on the senses; with quick 
intellectual perception ; in low language, judiciously, 
reasonably.

Sensitive, sAn-sA-tlv, a. 157. Having sense of 
perception, but not reason.

Sensitively, sen-sA-tlv-lA, ad. In a sensitive 
manner.

Sensorium, sAn-sd^re-tim, 7 4 ,
Sensory, sg»isA-rf, 557. J * Thepart where 

the senses transmit their perceptions to the mind, the 
'seat of sense; organ of sensation.

Sensual, sSn-shi-JI, a. 452. Consisting in 
sense, depending on sense, affecting the senses, pleas
ing to the senses, carnal, not spiritual; devoted to 
sense, lewd, luxurious.

Sensualist, sAn-shii-Al-Ist, $. A carnal person, 
one devoted to corporeal pleasures.

Sensuality, sAn-shu-Al'A-te, s. Addiction to 
brutal and corporeal pleasures.

To Sensualize, sAn-shh-Al-ize, v. a. To sink 
to sensual pleasures, to degrade the mind into subjec
tion to the senses.

Sensually, sAn-slih-Al-A, ad. In a sensual 
manner.

Sensuous, sen-shu-hs, a. 452. Tender, pathe- 
tick, full of passion.

Sent, sAut. The part. pass, of Send.
Sentence, sAn-tAnse, s. Determination or de

cision, as of a judge, civil or criminal; it is usually 
spoken of condemnation pronounced by the judge; 
a maxim, an axiom, generally moral; a short para
graph, a period in writing.

To Sentence, sAn-tAnse, v. a. To pass the last 
judgment on any one; to condemn.

SententioSITY, sAn-tAn-shA-As-A-tA, s. Com
prehension in a sentence.

Sententious, s£n-t£n-sh&s, a. 292. 314. 
Abounding with short sentences, axioms, and maxims, 
short and energetick.

SENTENTIOUSLY, sAn-tAn-sb&s-lA, ad. In short 
sentences, with striking brevity.

Sententiousness, sAn-ten-shhs-nAs, s. Pithi
ness of sentences, brevity with strength.

SenterY, sAn-tAr-A, s. One who is sent to 
watch in a garrison, or in the outlines of an army.

Sentient, sAn-shA^Ant, a. 542. Perceiving, 
having perception.

Sentient, sAn-sh^Ant,s. He that has perception. 
Sentiment, sAn-tA-mAnt, s. Thought, notion, 

opinion ; the sense considered distinctly from the 
language or things, a striking sentence in a composition.

Sentinel, sAn-tA-nAl, s. One who watt lies or 
keeps guards to prevent surprise.

Sentry, sAn-trA, t. A watch, a sentinel, one 
who watches in a garriwn or army ; guard, watch, the 
duty of a sentry.

•
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Separability, sip-pir-A-bll-e-ti, $. The qua
lity of admitting disunion or discerption.

Separable, sip-pir-A-bl, a. 405. Susceptive 
of disunion, discerptible; possible to be disjoined from 
something.

Separableness, sdp-pir-A-bl-nis, s. Capable
ness of being separable.

To Separate, sip-pir-ate, v. a. To break, to 
divide into parts; to disunite, to disjoin ; to sever 
from the rest; to set apart, to segregate; to with
draw.

To Separate, sSp-pir-ate, v. n. To part, to 
be disunited.

Separate, s£p-pir-it, a. 91. Divided from 
the rest; disunited from the body, disengaged from 
corporeal nature.

Separately, sep^par-it-l£, ad. Apart, singly, 
distinctly.

Separateness, sep-pir-it-nes, s. The state of 
being separate.

Separation, s^p-pir-A-sh&n, s. The act of 
separating, disjunction ; the state of being separate, 
disunion ; the chymical analysis, or operation of dis
uniting things mingled; divorce, disjunction from a 
married state.

Separatist, sSp-plr-l-tlst, s. One who divides 
from the Church, a schismatick.

Separator, slp-pir-a-t&r, s. 521. One who
divides, a divider.

Separatory, s£p'p&r-A-t&r-£, a. 512. Usedin 
separation.

7b Sepose, s£-pdze^ v. a. To set apart
Seposition, s&p-po-zlsh-un, s. 530. The act of 

setting apart, segregation.
Sepoy, s£-pd£, s. An Indian native who is a

soldier in the infantry of the East India Company.
Sept, s£pt, s. A clan, a race, a generation.
Septangular, s5p-tAng-gu-lir, a. Having 

seven corners or sides.
September, s£p-i£m-bur, s. The ninth month 

of the year, the seventh from March.
Septenary, s£p-t£n-ir-£, a. 512. Consisting 

of seven.
Septenary, s5p-t2n-nir-^, s. The number 

seven.
Septennial, s£p-ten-n£-Al, a. 113. Lasting 

seven years; happening once in seven years.
Septentrion, sep-t3n-tre-&n, s. The north. 
Septentrion, s3p-t£n'tr£-ftn, 1 
Septentrional, sSp-t^n-tr^-ftn-il, } a‘ 

Northern.
Septentrionality, s£p-t£n-tr£-?in-iK<Lt£, s. 

Northerliness.
Septentrion ally, s£p-t£n-trA-ftn-;ll-l£, ad. 

Towards the north, northerly.
To Septentrionate, sep-t£n'tr£-d-nate, v. n. 

91. To tend northerly.
Septical, s^p^-kil, ) TT .
Seitick, sSpftlk, f “• Hav,nS P°wer t0 

promote or produce putrefaction.
Septilateral, s^p-til-lit-t^r-ll, a. Having 

seven sides.
Septuagenary, s2p-tshu-&d-j£-na-r£, a. 463. 

528. Consisting of seventy.
Septuagesima, s^p-tshu-i-j^sM-mi, «. The

third Sunday before lent.
Septuagesimal, s£p-tshh-A-j£s^sd-mAl, a. 

Consisting of seventy.
Septuagint, s^p-tshii-i-jlnt, s. 463. The old 

Greek version of the Old Testament, so called as being 
supposed the work of seventy-two interpreters.

SEFruPLE, s&p-tfi-pl, a. 405. Seven times as 
much.

Sepulchral, s^-p&l-krAl, a. Relating to burial, 
relating to the grave, monumental.

Sepulchre, s4p^pid-khr, s. 416. 177. A grave, 
a tomb.

I consider this word as having altered its original
492 .

accent on the second syllable, either by the necessity or 
caprice of the poets, or by its similitude to the genera
lity of words of this form and number of syllables, 503, 
which generally have the accent on the first syllable. 
Dr. Johnson tells us it is accented by Shakspeare and 
Milton on the second syllable, but by Jonson and Priot 
more properly on the first; and he might have added, as 
Shakspeare has sometimes done:

« Go to thy lady’s grave and call her thence;
“ Or at the least in hers, sepulchre thine.”

Xtatopram
“ I am glad to see that time survive,
“ Where merit is not sepukhred alive.” 

jjfrs Jonson.
a Thou so sepulchral in such pomp dost lie,
u That kings for such a tomb would wish to die.”

Milton.
** See the wide waste of all involving years;
** And Rome its own sad sepulchre appears.” 

Add Jon.
To accent this word on the second syllable, as Shaks

peare and Milton have done, is agreeable to a very 
general rule, when we introduce into our own language 
a word from the Greek or Latin and either preserve it 
entire, or with the same number of syllables; in this 
case wc preserve the accent on the same syllable as in 
the original word. This rule has some exceptions, as 
may be seen in the Principles, No. 503, c, but has still 
a very great extent. Now sepulchruni, from which this 
word is derived, has the accent on the second syllable, 
and sepulchre ought to have it on the same; while sepul- 
ture, on the contrary, being formed from sepultura, by 
dropping a syllable, the accent removes to the first, see 
Academy. As a confirmation that the current pronun
ciation of sepulchre was with the accent on the second 
syllable, every old inhabitant of London can recollect 
always having heard the church called by that name so 
pronounced ; but the antepenultimate accent seems now 
so fixed as to make an alteration hopeless. Mr. Forster, 
in his Essay on Accent and Quantity, says that this is 
the comma pronunciation of the present day; and 
Dr. Johnson, Mr. Elphinston, Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Scott, 
Dr. Kenrick, Dr. Ash, Mr. Perry, Barclay, Entick, and 
W. Johnston, place the accent on the first syllabic both 
of this word and sepulture. Fenning places the accent 
on the second syllable of sepulchre when a noun, and on 
the first when a verb. Mr. Sheridan very properly reverses 
this order; W. Johnston places the accent on the second 
syllable of sepulture ; and Bailey on the second of both. 
All our orthoepists place the accent on the second sylla- 
bleof sepulchral except Dr. ASh and Barclay, who place 
it upon the same syllable as in sepulchre; and the un
couth pronunciation this accentuation produces, is a fresh 
proof of the impropriety of the common accent, 493.
To Sepulchre, s^-p&l-k&r, v. a. 493. To bury, 

to entomb.
Sepulture, s3p-p&l-t£ire, s. 177. Interment, 

burial.
Sequacious, s^-kw^-sh&s, a. 414. Following 

attendant; ductile, pliant.
Sequacity, s£-kw£s-£-t£, s. Ductility, tough

ness.
Sequel, se-kw£l, s. Conclusion, succeeding 

part; consequence, event; consequence inferred, con- 
sequcntialness.

Sequence, se-kwense, s. Order of succession ;
series, arrangement, method.

Sequent, si-kwent, a. Following, succeeding; 
consequential.

To Sequester, s£-kw£s-t&r, v. a. To separate 
from others for the sake of privacy ; to put aside, to 
remove; to withdraw, to segregate ; to set aside from 
the use of the owner to that of others; to deprive of 
possessions.

Sequestrable, se-kw4s'tr:’-bl, a. Subject to 
privation; capable of separation.

To Sequestrate, si-kwis^trate, v. n. 91. To 
sequester, to separate from company.

Sequestration, sek-w^s-tra-shun, $. 530.
Separation, retirement; disunion, disjunction; state 
of being set aside; deprivation of the use and profits 
of a possession.

Sequestrator, s£k-w£s-tri-t&r, $. One who
takes from a man the profits of his possessions.

Seraglio, s£-rM-yd, s. 388. A house of women 
kept for debauchery.
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Sebaph, sir-rif, s. 413. One of the orders of 
angeis.

Sbbaphical, si-riftfi-kll, ? a. Angelic , an- 
Sebaphic , si-rjftflk, 509. I gelical. 
Seraphim, sOr-rl-fim, j. pl. Angels of one 

of the heavenly orders.
Sebe, sere, a. Dry, withered, no longer green. 
Serenade, s£r-6-'nade,' s. Musick or songs 

with which ladies are entertained by their lovers in the 
n>ght. iii

To Serenade, s6r-e-nade,z v. a. To entertain 
with nocturnal music .

Serene, s£-r£ne,z a. Calm, placid; unruffled, 
even of temper.

Serenely, se-rene-le, ad. Calmly, quietly; 
with unruffled temper, coolly.

Sereneness, s^-rdne-nAs. s. Serenity. 
Serenitude, se-rtn-ne-tude, s. Calmness, 

coolness of mind.
Serenity, s£-r£n-ne-t£, s. 530. Calmness, 

temperature; peace quietness; evenness of temper.
Serge, s&rdje, s. A kind of cloth.
Sergeant, sar-jint, s. 100. An officer whose 

business is to execute the commands of magistrates ; 
a petty officer in the army; a lawyer of the highest 
rank under a judge ; it is a title given to some of the 
king’s servants, as, Sergeant chirurgeons.

Sergeantry, sir-jint-trA, s. A peculiar service 
due to the king for the tenure of lands.

Sergeantship, sar-jint-ship, s. The office of 
• sergeant.

Series, s4-ri-1z s Sequence, order; succes
sion, course.

Serious, se^ri-hs, a. 314. Grave, solemn; im
portant.

Seriously, si-ri-hs-ld, ad, Gravely, solemnly, 
in earnest.

Seriousness, si-ri-Jts-nAs, s. Gravity, so
lemnity, earnest attention.

Sermon, sir-mfin. s. 100. 166. A discourse of 
instruction pronounced by a divine for the edification 
of the people.

To Sermonize, sir-m&n-lze,v. n. To preach or 
give instruction in a formal manner.

Serosity, si-rfts^si-td, s. Thin or watery part 
of the blood.

Serous, si-rhs, a. Thin, watery ; adapted to 
the serum.

Serpent. s£r-p3nt, An animal that moves 
by undulation without legs.

Serpentine, sir-pin-tlne, a. 149. Resembling 
a serpent; winding like a serpent.

To Serpentine, s£r-p£n-tlne, v. n. To wind 
like a serpent; to meander.

Serpiginous, s^r-pld-j^-nus, a. Diseased with 
a serpigo.

Serpigo, ser-pl-gd, or sdr-pe-gd, s. 112 A kind 
of tetter.—See Vertigo.

Serrate, sprite, 91. ) Q Formed wit|, 
Serrated, ser-ra-ted, y

jags or indentures like the edge of a saw. 
Serrature, sdr-r^-ture, s. Indenture like 

teeth of a saw.
To Sebby, s£r-re, v. a. To press close, to drive 

hard together.
Servant, sdr-vant, s. 100. One who attends 

another, and acts at his command; one in a state of 
subjection; a word of civility used to superiors or equals.

This is one of the few words which has acquired 
by time a softer signification than its original, knave ; 
which originally signified only a servant, but is now 
degenerated into a cheat, while servant, which signified 
originally a person preserved from death by the con. 
3ueror, and reserved for slavery, signifies only an obe- 

ient attendant.
To Serve, s£rv, v. a. 100. To attend at com

mand ; to bring as a mental attendant; to be subser
vient or subordinate to; to supply with any thing: to 
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obey in military actions 5 to be sufficient to ; to be of 
use to, to assist; to promote; to comply with ; to sa
tisfy, to content; to stand instead of any thing to one; 
to requite, as he Served me ungratefully ; in Divinity, 
to worship the Supreme Being; to Serve a warrant, 
to seize an offender and carry him to justice.

To Serve, s£rv, v. n. To be a servant or slave; 
to be in subjection; to attend, to wait; to act in war, 
to produce the end desired ; to be sufficient for a pur
pose ; to suit, to be convenient; to conduce, to be of 
use,; to officiate or minister.

Service, s&r-vls, s. 142. Menial office, low 
brininess done at the command of a master; attendance 
of a servant; place, office of a servant; any thing done 
by way of duty to a superiour; attendance on any su
perior ; profession or respect uttered or sent; obe
dience, submission; act on the performance of which 
possession depends; actual duty, office; employment, 
business ; military duty ; a military achievement; 
purpose, use; useful office, advantage ; favour; pub
lid: office of devotion; course, order of dishes; a 
tree and fruit.

Serviceable, s^r-vls-a-bl, a. Active, diligent, 
officious ; useful, beneficial.

Serviceableness, s£r-vis-A-bl-n£s, s. Officious 
ness, activity; usefulness, beneficialness.

SERVILE, s&r-vll, a. 140. Slavish, mean ; fawn
ing, cringing.

Serviceably, s&r-vIs-fUbl£, ad. In a manner 
so as to be serviceable.

Servilely, sdr-vil-M, ad. Meanly, slavishly. 
Servileness. sGr-vil-n^s. ? C1 . , r c x Slavishness, mServility, ser-vil-e-te, 5

voluntary obedience; meanness, dependence, base 
ness, slavery, the condition of a slave.

Serving-maid, s&r-vlng-mAde, 5. A female 
servant.

Serving-man, s^r-vlng-mln, $. A menial ser
vant.

Servitor, s£r-v£-t&r, s. 166. Servant, atten 
daut; one of the lowest order in the university.

Servitude, s£r-v£-t6de, Slavery, state of 
a slave, dependence; servants collectively.

Serum, si-r&m, s. Tiie thin and watery part 
that separates from the rest in any liquor; the part 
of the blood which in coagulation separates from the 
grume.

Sesquialter, s&s-kwA-Al-tftr, | 
Sesquialteral, s£s-kw£-il-t$r-il,) a‘

In Geometry, is a ratio, where one quantity or num. 
bei contains another once and half as much more, as 
six and nine.

SESQUIPLICATE, s&s-kwjp-pl^-kit, a. 91. Ifi 
Mathematicks, is the proportion one quantity or 
number has to another, in the ratio of one half.

Sesquipedal, s£s-kwip£p£-dM, )
Sesquipedalian, s^s-kw^-p^-da-le-An, 518. j 

a. Containing a foot and a half.
SESQUITERTIAN, s£s-kw£-tSr-shftn, a. Having 

such a ratio as that one quantity or number contains 
another once and one third part more, as between six 
and eight

Sess, s£s, $. Rate, cess charged, tax.
Session, seslr-un, s. The act of sitting; an 

assembly of magistrates or senators; the space for 
winch an assembly sits, without intermission or re- 
cesn; a meeting of justices, as, the Sessions of the 
peace.

Sesterce, s&s^t&rse, s. Among the Romans, a 
sum of about eight pounds, one shilling and five-pence 
halfpenny sterling.

To Set, set, v. a. Pret. I Set. Part. pass. I 
am Set. To place, to put in any situation or place; 
to put into any condition, state, or posture ; to make 
motionless; to fix, to state by some rule ; to regulate, 
,o adjust, to set to musick, to adapt with notes; to 
plant, mot sow ; to intersperse or mark with any thing, 
to reduce from a fractured or dislocated state; to 
appoint, to fix ; to stake at play ; to fix in metal; to 
embarrass, to distress; to apply to something ; to fix 
the eyes; to offer for a price; to place in order, to 
frame; to station; to place; to oppose; to bring toa fine 
edge, as, to Set a razor; to Set about, to apply to ; to 
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Set against, to place in a state of enmitv or opposition ; 
to Set apart, to neglect for a season ; to Set aside, to omit 
for the present; to reject; to abrogate, to annul; to 
Set by, to regard, to esteem ; to reject or omit for the 
present; to Set down, to mention, to explain, to relate 
m writing; to Set forth, to publish, to promulgate, to 
make appear; to Set forward, to advance, to promote; 
to Set off, to recommend, to adorn, to embellish; to 
Set on or u|x>n, to animate, to instigate, to incite; to 
attack, to assault; to fix the attention, to determine to 
any thing with settled and full resolution ; to Set out, 
to assign, to allot; to publish ; to mark by boundaries 
or distinctions of space; to aaorn, to embellish; to 
raise, to equip; to Set up, to erect, to establish newly; 
to raise, to exalt; to place in view; to place in 
repose, to fix, to rest; to raise with the voice; to 
advance to raise to a sufficient fortune.

To Set, set, v. n. To fall below the horizon, 
as the sun at evening ; to be fixed hard ; to be extin
guished or darkened, as the sun at night; to set musick 
to words to become not fluid ; to go, or pass, or put 
one’s self into any state or posture; to catch birds with 
a dog that sets them, that is, lies down and points 
them out; to plant, not sow ; to apply one’s self; to 
Set about, to fall to, to begin; to Set in. to fix in a 
particular state; to Set on or upon, to begin a march 
or enterprise; to Set on, to make an attack; to Set 
out, to have beginning ; to begin a journey ; to begin 
the world ; to Set to, to apply himself to; to Set up, 
to begin a trade openly.

Set, set, part, a Regular, not lax ; made in 
consequence of some formal rule.

Set, sAt, s A number of things suited to each | 
other i any thing not sown, but pyt in a state of some 
growth into the ground; the faU of the sun below the * 
horizon ; a wager at dice.

Setaceous, sA-ta^shis, u. 357. Bristly, set 
with strong hairs, I

Seton, se-tn, s. 170. A seton is made when : 
the skin is taken up with a needle and the wound kept j 
open by a twist of silk or hair, that humours may vent . 
themselves. Farriers call this operation in cattle 1 
Rowelhng.

Settee, set-tW,' s. A large long seat with a j 
back to it. •

Setter, set-tar, j. 98. One who sets * a dog j 
who beats the field, and points the bird for the sports- ! 
men ; a man who performs the office of a setting dog, 
or finds out persons to be plundered; a bailiff's ’•"ol- 
lower.

SETTING-DOG, s&t-tlng-dAg, s. A dog taught 
to find game, and point it out to the sportsmen.

Settle, sAt-tl, s. 405. A long wooden seat 
with a back, a bench.

To Settle, sAt-tl, v. a. To place in any cer
tain state after a time of fluctuation or disturbance; to 
fix in any way of life; to fix in any place; to establish, 
to confirm ; to determine, to affirm, to free from am
biguity ; to fix, to make certain or unchangeable; to 
make close or com|)act| to fix unalienably by legal 
sanctions; to afl'ect so as that the dregs or impurities 
sink to the bottom; to compose, to put into a state of 
calmness.

To Settle, sAt-tl, v. n. To subside, to sink to 
the bottom and repose, there; to lose motion or fer
mentation ; to fix one’s self, to establish a residence ; 
to choose a method of life, to establish a domestick 
state; to become fixed so as not tachange; to take any 
lasting state; to grow calm ; to make a jointure for 
a wife.

Settledness, s3t-tld-nAs, s. The state of be- 
ing settled, confirmed state.

Settlement, s^t-tl-mAnt, $. The act of set
tling, the state of being settled; the act of giving pos
session by legal sanction ; a jointure granted to a wife; 
subsidence, dregs ; act of quitting a roving for a domes
tick and methodical life; a colony, a place where a 
colony is established.

When this word means dregs, it would be better 
to write it settling.
Seven, sJv-vn, a. 103. Four and three, one 

more than six.
Sevenfold, sAv-vn-f61d, a. Repeated seven 

times, having seven doubles.
Sevenfold, s&v-vn-fdld, &d. Seven times.
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SEVENNTGHT, sAn-nlt, s. 144. A week, the time 
from one day of the week to the next day of the same 
denomination preceding or following. It happened 
on Monday was Sevennight, that is, on the Monday 
before last Monday < it will be done on Mondai 
Sevennight, that is, on the Monday after next 
Monday.

Sevenscore, sAv-vn-sk6re, a. Seven times 
twenty.

Seventeen, sAv-vn-tAAn, a. Seven and ten. 
Seventeenth, sAv-vn-teAn/A, a. The seventh 

after the tenth.
Seventh, sSv-vn/A, a. The ordinal of seven, 

the first after the sixth; containing one part in seven. 
Seventhly, sAvivnM-ld, ad. In the seventh 

place.
Seventieth, s£v'vn-t£-2//i, a. The tenth, seven 

times repeated.
Seventy, s£v-vn-t£, a. J 82. Seven times ten.
To Sever, s^v-v&r, v. a. 98. To part by vio

lence from the rest; to force asunder; to disjoin, to 
disunite; to keep distinct, to keep apart

To Sever, siv-v&r, v. n. 98. To make a separa
tion, to make a partition.

Several, s£v-&r-Al, a. 88. Different, distinct, 
unlike one another; divers, many; particular, single ; 
distinct, appropriate.

Several, sev-ur-11. s. Each particular singly 
taken ; any enclosed or separate place.

Severally, sAv'&r-ll-A, ad. Distinctly, par
ticularly, separately.

Severalty, sAv-iir-il-tA, s. State of separation 
from the rest

Severance, s&v-ir-Anse, s. Separation, par
tition.

Severe, s£-v£re( a. Sharp, apt to punish, apt to 
blame, rigorous; austere, morose; cruel, inexorable 
regulated by rigid rule, strict; grave, sober, sedate; 
rigidly exact; painful, afflictive; concise, not luxu
riant.

Severely, sA-vAre^lA, ad. Painfully, afilic- 
tively, ferociously, horridly.

Severity, sA-vAr^-tA, s. 511. Cruel treatment, 
sharpness of punishment; hardness, power of dis
tressing ; strictness, rigid accuracy ; rigour, austerity 
harshness.

SEVOCATION, s£-v6-ka-sh5n, s. The act of cal
ling aside.

To Sew, sA, v. n. 266. To join any thing by 
the use of the needle.

To Sew, so, v. a. To join by threads drawn 
with a needle.

Sewer, sA-ur, s. 266. An officer who serves 
up a fea't.

Sewer, s6'6r, s. He or she that uses a needle.
Sewer, shire, s. A passage for the foul or 

useless water of a town to run through and pass off 
itt/* The corrupt pronunciation of this word is become 

universal, though in Junius’s time it should seem to 
have been confined to London; for, under the word 
shore, he says, “ Common shore, Londinensibus ita ccr- 
ruptd dicitur, the common sewer.** Johnson has given us 
•>o etymology of this word ; but Skinner tells us, “ Nor 
infelicitdr Cowellus dcclinat A verb. Issue, dictumque 
putat quasi Issuer abjccta Initial! syllaba ” Nothing can 
be more natural than this derivation ; the s going into 
sh before u, preceded by the accent, is agreeable to ana
logy, 459; and the u in this case being pronounced like 
ewi might easily draw the word into the common ortho, 
graphy, sewer ; while the sound of sh was preserved, and 
the ew as in shew, strew, and sew, might soon slide into 
o, and thus produce the present anomaly.
SEX. sAks, s. The property by which any ani 

mal is male or female; womankind, by way of em
phasis.

Sexagenary, sAks-Ad-jAn-ir-A, a. Aged sixty 
years.

Sexagesima, sAks-l-jAs-sA-mi, s. The second 
Sunday before Lent.

Sexagesimal, sAks-A-jAs-sA-mAl, a. Sixtieth, 
numbered by sixties.
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Sexangled, sjkvinglgld 359. ) Hav;
SeXangular, s£ks-Ang-gMAr, $ b

six corners or angles, hexagonal.
Sexangvi.arlv, s^ks-ing-gu-Ur-le, «d. With 

six angles, hexagonally.
Sexennial, sAks-AninA-11. a. 113. Lasting six 

years, happening once in six years.
Sextain, sSks-tin, s. 208. A stanza of six 

lines.
Sextant, sSks'tAnt, s. The sixth part of a 

circle.
Sextile, sdks-tll, a. MO. Is a position or as

pect of two planets, when sixty degrees distant, or at 
the distance of two signs from one another.

Sexton, s&ks-tfcn, $. 170. An under officer of 
the church, whose business is to dig graves.

Sextonship, s&ks-tiin-sbip, s. The office of a 
sexton.

Sextuple, seks-tfr-pl, a. 405. Sixfold, six 
times told.

Sexual, s&ks-u-AI, a. Distinguishing the sex; 
belonging to the sex.

Shabbily, shAb^he-U, ad. Meanly, reproach
fully, despicably.

Shabbiness, shAb-lx^-n^s, s. Meanness, paltri
ness.

Shabby, shAbQ>e, a. Mean, paltry.
To Shackle, shAk-kl, v. a. 405. To chain, to 

fetter, to bind.
Shackles, shAk-klz,s. (Wanting the singular.) 

Fetters, gyves, chains.
Shad, shad, A kind of fish.
Shade, shade, s. The cloud of darkness made 

by interception of the light t darkness, obscurity; cool
ness made by interception of the sun ; an obscure 
filace, properly in a grove or close wood by which the 
ight is excluded; screen causing an exclusion of light 

or heat, umbrage; protection, shelter; the parts of 
a picture not brightly coloured ; a colour, gradation of 
light; the figure formed upon any surface correspond
ing to the body by which the light is interceded; tbe 
soul separated from the body, so called as supposed by 
the ancients to be perceptible to the sight, not to the 
touch ; a spirit, a ghost, manes.

To Shade, shade, v. a. To overspread with 
darkness ; to cover from the light or heat; to shelter, 
to hide; to protect, to cover, to screen ; to mark with 
different gradations of colours; to paint in obscure 
colours.

Shadeii, shade-ur, s. Whoever, or whatever 
obscures.

Shadiness, sha-d£-n£s, s. The state of being 
shady, umbrageousness.

Shadow, shad-do, s. 827. 515. The represen
tation of a body by which the light is intercepted; 
darkness, shade, shelter made by any tiling that inter
cepts the light, heat, or influence of the air ; obscure 
place; dark part of a picture; any tiling perceptible 
only to the sight; an imperfect and faint representa
tion, opposed to substance; type, mystical representa
tion ; protection, shelter, favour.

To Shadow, shAd-dd, v. a. To cloud, to darken; 
to make cool or gently gloomy by interception of the 
light or heat; to conceal under uovsr, to hide, to screen; 
to screen from danger, to shroud ; to mark with va. 
rious gradations of colour or light; to |>aint in obscure 
colours; to represent imperfectly; to represent typi
cally.

Shadowing, shAd-dd-Ing, s. Shade in a pic
ture ; gradation of light or colour.

Shadowy, shAd'dd-d, a. Full of shade, gloomy; 
faintly representative, typical; unsubstantial, unreal; 
dark, opaque.

Shady, slia-de, a. Full of shade, mildly 
gloomy; secure from the glare of light, or sultriness 
of heat.

Shaft, shift, s. An arrow, a missile weapon; 
a narrow, deep, perpendicular pit; any thing straight, 
the spire of a church.

Shag, shlg, s. Bough woolly liair; a kind of 
cloth.
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Shagged, shAg-g^d, 366. ? „ > , •Shaggy, shlgLgl, 383. J0* hairy,
rough, rugged.

Shagreen, shA-grd£n,z s. The skin of a kind 
of fish ; or skin made rough in imitation of it.

To Shake, shake, v. a. Pret. Shook. Part. pass. 
StaAen or Shook. To put into vibrating motion, to 
move with quick returns backwards and forwards, to 
agitate; to make to totter or tremble; to throw away ; 
to drive off; to weaken, to put in danger ; to drive from 
resolution, to depress, to make afraid; to Shake 
hands, this phrase, from the action used among 
friends at meeting and parting, signifies to join with, 
to take leave of; to Shake off, to rid himself, to free 
from, to divest of.

To Shake, shake, n. n. To be agitated with 
a vibratory motion ; to totter; to tremble, to be un
able to keep the body still; to be in terrour, to be de
prived of fiimuess.

Shake, shake, s. Concussion ; vibratory mo- 
tion ; motion given and received.

Shaker, slia-kilr, r. 98. The person or thing 
that shakes.

Shaking, shake-ing, s. A vibratory motion ; 
concussion.

Shale, shAle, s. A husk, the case of seeds in 
siliquous plants.

Shall, shAl, v. def. It has no tense but Shall 
future, and Should imperfect.—See Been.

Children are generally taught to pronounce this 
word so as to rhyme with all ; and when they are fixed 
in this pronunciation, and come to read tolerably, they 
have this sound to break themselves of, and pronounee it 
like the first syllable of shal4mo.
Shalloon, shAl-lodn,' s. A slight woollen stuff. 
Shallop, sbAl-l&p, s. A small boat.
Shallow, shAl-ld, a. 827. Not deep, not pro

found ; trifling, futile, silly; not deep of souna.
Shallow, shAl-ld, s. A shelf, a sand, a flat; 

a shoal, a place where the water is not deep.
Shallowbrained, sliAl-ld-brand, a. Foolish, 

futile, trifling.
Shallowly, sliAl-ld-M, ad. With no great 

depth ; simply, foolishly.
Shallowness, shAl-ld-n&s, s. Want of depth; 

want of thought, want of understanding, futility.
Shalm, shAm, s. 403. German. A kiivi of 

musical pipe.
Shalt, shAlt. The second person of Shall.
To Sham, shAm, p. n. To trick, to cheat, to 

fool with a fraud, to delude with false pretences; ta 
obtrude by fraud or folly.

Sham, shAm, s. Fraud, trick, false pretence, 
imposture.

Sham, sham, a. False, counterfeit, pretended. 
Shambles, shAm-blz, s. 359. Tbe place where 

butchers kill or sell their meat, a butchery.
Shambling, shAm-bl-ing, a. 410. Moving 

awkwardly and irregularly.
Shame, shAine, s. The passion felt when re

putation is supposed to be lost, or on the detar*ion of 
a bad action; the cause or reason of shame ; disgrace, 
Ignominy, reproach.

To Shame, shAme, v. a. To make ashamed, to 
fill with shame, to disgrace.

To Shame, shAme, v. n. To be ashamed. 
Shamefaced, shame-fAste, a. 359. Modest, 

bashful, easily put out of countenance.
Shamefacedly, shame-fAste-1^, ad. Modestly, 

bashfully.
Shamefacedness, shame-fAste-nes, s. Modesty 

bashfulness, timidity.
Shameful, shame'f&l, a. Disgraceful, igno- 

minious, reproachful.
Shamefully, shame-ful-£, ad. Disgracefully 

ignominiously, infamously.
Shameless, sbime-Ws, a. Wanting shame, im 

pudent, immodest, audacious.

IV
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Shamelessly, shaineUes-ll,ad. Impudently, 
audaciously, without shame.

Shamelessness, sbame-lls-nds, s. Impu-
dence, want of shame, immodesty.

Shammer, shim-mhr, s. 98. A cheat, an
impostor.

Shamois, sh&m-m^, s. A kind of wild goat.
See Chamois.

Shamrock, shAm-riik, s. 166. Tbe Irish
name for three-leaved grass.

Shank, shingk, s. 408. Tbe middle joint 
of the leg, that part which reaches from the ancle to 
the knee; the bone of the leg; the long part of any 
instrument

Shanked,shlngkt, a. 359. Havingashank. 
Shanker, shingkliir, s. 98. A venereal 

excrescence.
To Shape, shape, v. a. To form, to mould 

with respect to external dimensions; to mould, to 
regulate; to image, to conceive.

Shape, shape, s. Form, external appearance;
make of the trunk of the body; idea, pattern.

Shapeless, shipe-l^s, a. Wanting regularity 
or form, w anting symmetry of dimensions.

Shapeliness, shape-16-n£s, s. Beauty or 
proportion of form.

Shapely, shape-le, a. Symmetrical, well 
formed.

Shard, shard, s. A fragment of an earthen
vessel; a plant; a sort of fish.

Shardborn, sblrdlbdrn, a. Born or pro- 
duced among broken stones or pots.

Sharded, shird-^d, a. . Inhabiting shards.
To Share, share, v. a. To divide, to part 

among many; to partake with others; to cut, to se
parate, to shear.

To Share, share, v. n. To have part, to 
have a dividend.

Share, share, s. Part, allotment; dividend;
a part; the blade of the plough that cuts the ground.

Sharebone, share-bone, s. The os pubis,
the bone that divides the trunk from the limbs.

Sharer, shi-r&r, s. 98. One who divides 
or apportions to others, a divider; a partaker, one 
who participates any thing with others.

Shark, shirk, s. A voracious sea fish; a 
greedy artful fellow, one who fills his pockets by sly 
tricks; trick, fraud, petty rapine.

To Shark, shirk, v. a. To pick up hastily 
or slily.

To Shark, shirk, v. n. To play the petty 
thief; to cheat, to trick.

Sharp, shirp, a. Keen, piercing, having a 
keen edge, having an acute point; acute of mind, 
witty, ingenious, inventive; quick, as of sight or hear
ing; shrill, piercing the ear with a quick noise, not 
flat; severe, biting, sarcastick; severely rigid; eager, 
hungry,keen upon a quest; painful, afflictive; fierce; 
attentive, vigilant; pinching, piercing, as the cold; 
subtile, witty, acute; among workmen, hard; ema
ciated, lean.

Sharp, sharp, s. A sharp or acute sound;
a pointed weapon, small sword, rapier.

To Sharp, sharp, v. a. To make keen.
To Sharp, sharp, v. n. To play thievish 

tricks.
To Sharpen, shar-pn, v.a. 103. To make 

keen, to edge, to point; to make quick, ingenious, or 
acute; to make quicker of sense; to make eager or 
hungry; to make fierce or angry; to make biting or 
sarcastick; to make less flat, more piercing to the 
ears; to make sour.

Sharper, shirp'ur, s. 98. A tricking fel
low, a petty thief, a rascal.

Sharply, sblrp-l£, ad. With keenness, with 
good edge or point; severely, rigorously; keenly, 
acutely, vigorously; aiHictively, painfully; with 
quickness; judiciously, acutely, wittily.

Sharpness, shirp-nds, s. Keenness of edge
or point| severity of language, satirical sarcasm;
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.sourness; painfulness, atflictiveness; intellectual 
acuteness, ingenuity; quickness of senses.

Sharp-set, sharp-s£t,' a. Eager, vehemently 
desirous.

Sharp-sighted, rhlrp-sKtld, a. Having 
quick sight.

Sharp-visaged, shirp-vlz-ldjd, a. 90. 
Having a sharp countenance.

To Shatter, shat-t&r, v. a. 98. To break at 
once into many pieces, to break so as to scatter the 
parts; to dissipate, to make incapable of close and 
continued attention.

To Shatter, shit^t&r, v. n. To be broken, 
or to fall by any force, into fragments.

Shatter, sblt-tbr, s. One part of many
into which any thing is broken at once.

Shatterbrained, shitttur-brand, 359 > 
Shatterrated, shlttthr-pa-tld, J a' 

Inattentive, not consistent
Shattery, shit-tur-d, a. 182. Disunited, 

uot compact, easily falling into many parts.
To Shave, sbAve, v.a. Pret. Shaved. Part, 

pass. Shaved or Shaven. To pare oft with a razor; to 
pare close to the surface; to skim, by passing near, 
or slightly touching; to cut in thin slices.

Shaveling, shaveling, s. 410. A man
shaved, a name of contempt for a friar or religious.

Shaver, sha-vir, s. 98. A man that prac- 
tises the art of shaving; a man closely attentive to 
bis own interest.

Shaving, shatvlng, s. 410. Any thin slice
pared off’from any body.

Shawm, sh&wm, s. A hautboy, a cornet.
She, sh&, pron. In oblique cases Her. The 

female pronoun demonstrative; the woman before 
mentioned; it is sometimes used for a woman abso
lutely; the female, not the male.

Sheaf, shefe, s. 227. A bundle of stalks of 
corn bound together; any bundle or collection held 
together.

To Sheal, shele, v. a. 227. To shell.
To Shear, shere, v. a. 227. Pret. Shore or 

Shared. Part pass. Sham. To clip or cut by inter
ception between two blades moving on a rivet; to 
cut by interception.

Sheard, shlrd, s. 234. A fragment.
Shears, shddrz, s. 227. An instrument to

cut, consisting of two blades moving on a pin.
Shearer, shllr-ar, s. 98. One that clips

with shears, particularly one that fleeces sheep.
Shearman, sheer-man, s. 88. He that

shears.
Sheath, sh&A, s. 227. The case of any

thing, the scabbard of a weapon.
To Sheath, shern, JTo Sheathe, 467. r-a- 10 e"close *" 

sheath or scabbard, to enclose in any case; to fit with 
a sheath; to defend the main body by an outward 
covering.

Sheathwinged, shdM-wmgd, a. Having 
hard cases which are folded over the wings.

Sheathy, sh&A-l, a 182. Forming a sheath. 
To Shed, slu'd, v. a. To effuse, to pour out, 

to spill; to scatter, to let fall.
To Shed, v. n. To let fall its parts.
Shed, shed, s. A slight temporary cover-

ing; in Composition, effusion, as blood-shed.
Shedder, shed-dur, s. 98. A spiller, one

who sheds.
Bright, glitter
ing, showy. 

Brightness, splendour.
animal that

Sheen, shWn, 246. ) a.
Sheeny, sh^eiW, 182. )
Sheen, sh&n, s. T
Sheep, sh^ep, s. 246. The

bears wool; a foolish silly fellow.
To Sheepbite, sh^p-blte, v. 

petty thefts, to injure slily.
Sheepbiter, sh^p'-bite-fir, 

thief, a sly injur*r.

n. To use

A petty
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Sheetcot, sh&ptk&t, «. A little enclosure for 
sheep.

Sheepfold, sheipifdld, s. The place where 
sheep are enclosed.

Sheephook, shMp-huuk, j. A hook fastened 
to a pole by which shepherds lay hold on the legs of 
their sheep.

Sheepish, sh^p-ish, a. Bashful, over-modest, 
timorously and meanly ̂ diffident.

Sheepishness, shd6p-lsh-nes, s. Bashfulness, 
mean and timorous diffidence.

StiEEPMASTEB, sheep-inis-t&r, s. An owner of 
sheep.

Sheepshearing, shMp-sheir-ing, s. The time 
of shearing sheep, the feast made when sheep are 
shorn.

Sheep’s-eye, shWps-i,' s. A modest diffident 
look, such as lovers cast at their mistresses.

Sheepwalk, shidp-wAwk, s. A pasture for 
sheep.

Sheer, shere, a. 246. Pure, clear, unmingled. 
SHEER, sh£re, ad. 246. Clean, quick, at once. 
Sheers, sht^rz, s.—See Shears.
Sheet, sh£et, s. 246. A broad and large piece j 

of linen ; the linen of a bed ; in a ship, ropes bent to 
the clews of the sails; as much paper as is’made in one 
body ; a single complication or fold of paper in a book; 
any thing expanded.

7’o Sheet, sh££t, v. a. To furnish with sheets; 
to infold in a sheet; to cover as with a sheet.

Sheet-anchor, sh^et-ingk-k&r, s. In a ship, 
is the largest anchor.

Shekel, sh^k-kl, s. 102. An ancient Jewish 
coin, in value about two shillings and sixpence, En
glish.

Shelf, sh&lf, A board fixed against a sup
porter, so that any thing may be placed upon it; a 
sand-bank in the sea, a rock under shallow water.

SHELFY, sh$lf-£, a. Full of hidden rocks or 
banks, full of dangerous shallows.

Shell, sh&l, «. The hard covering of any thing, 
the external crust; the covering of a testaceous or 
crustaceous animal ; the covering of the seeds of sili- 
quous plants ; the covering of kernels ; the covering 
of an egg ; the outer part of a house ; it is used for a 
musical instrument in Poetry; the superficial part.

To Sheet., sli&l, v. a. To take out of the shell, 
to strip off’ the shell.

To Shell, sli&l, t». n. To fall off as broken 
shells ; to cast the shell.

Shellduck, sh^l-d&k, s. A kind of wild duck.
Shellfish, sh&l-flsh, s. Fish invested with a 

hard covering, either testaceous, as oysters, or crusta
ceous, as lobsters.

Shelly, sh£l-l£, a. Abounding with shells ; 
consisting of shells.

SHELTER, sh^l-t&r, .$. 98. A cover from any ex
ternal injury or violence; a protector, defender, one 
that gives security; the state of being covered, protec. 
tion, security.

To Shelter, sh&'t&r, v. a. To cover from ex
ternal violence; to defend, to protect, to succour with 
refuge, to harbour j to betake to cover; to cover from 
notice.

To Shelter, sh&l-tfrr, v. n. To take shelter ; 
to give shelter.

Shelterless, sh£l-t&r-15s, a. Harbourless, 
without home or refuge.

Shelving, sh&lv-lng, a. 410. Sloping, inclin
ing, having declivity.

SHELVY, shfil-v4, a. Shallow, rocky, full of 
banks.

To Shend. sbJnd, i>. a. Pret. and part pass. 
Shent. To ruin, to disgrace ; to surpass. Obsolete.

Shepherd, sbip-pird, «. 98. 515. One who 
tends sheep in the pasture; a swain; a rural lover; 
one who tends the congregation, a pastor.

Shepherdess, sh&p^pur-d&s, s. A woman that 
tends sheep; a rural lass.
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Shepherdish, sh&p-pfird-ish, a. Resembling 
p. shepherd, suiting a shepherd, pastoral, rustick.

SHERBET, sh&r-b&t,' s. The juice of lemons or 
oranges mixed with water and sugar.

SHERD, shdrd, s. A fragment of broken earthen 
ware.

SHERIFF, sli&r-lf, s. An officer to whom is in
trusted in each county the execution of the laws.—Set 
Shrieve.

Sheriffalty, sb8r-lf-al-t8,) „
SHERIFFSHIP. sh8r-if-sll1p, j S‘ T1,e "

jurisdiction of a sheriff'.
Sherris, sher-rls,) s. K kind of sweet Span- 
Sherry, shSr^ri, J isli wine.
Shew, shA, s.—See Show.
Shewbread, sh6-brOd, —Sec Showbread.
Shield, shield, s. 275- A buckler, a broad 

piece of defensive armour held on the left arm toward 
off blows; defence, protection ; one that gives protec
tion or security.

To Shield, sheeld, v. a To cover with a shield, 
to defend, to protect, to secure; to keep off', to defen I 
against.

To Shut, shift, v. n. To change place ; to 
change, to give place to other things ; to change 
clothe.', particularly the linen ; to find some expedient 
to act or live, though with difficulty ; to practise indi
rect methods; to take some method for safety.

To Shift, shift, v. a. To change, to alter; to 
transfer from place to place; to change in position; 
to change, as clothes; to dress in fresh clothes; to 
Shift off', to defer, to put away by some expedient.

Shift, shift, Expedient found or used with 
difficulty, difficult means; mean refuge, last resource: 
fraud, artifice; evasion, elusory practice; a woman's 
linen.

Shifter, sh1ft-&r, s. 98. One who plays tricks, 
a man of artifice.

Shiftless, shlft-l&s, a. Wanting expedients, 
wanting means to act or live.

Shilling, shll-ling, s. 410. A coin of various 
value in different times, it is now twelve-pence.

Shili.-I-SHALL-I, sllll-18-sllil-lA orf. A corrupt 
reduplication of Shall If To stand Shill-I-shall-I, is 
to continue hesitating.

Shily, shl-U, od. Not familiarly, not frankly. 
Shin, shin, s. The forepart of the leg.
To Shine, shine, r. w. Pret. I Shone, I have 

Shone. Sometimes I Shined, I have Shined To glit
ter, to glisten ; -to be splendid; to be eminent or con
spicuous ; to be propitious ; to enlighten.

Shine, shine, s.. Fair weather; brightness, 
splendour, lustre. Little used.

SHINESS, shi-n&s, s. Unwillingness to be trac
table or familiar.

Shingle, shlng-gl, s. 405. A thin board to 
cover houses.

Shingles, shlng-glz, s. 405. A kind of tetter 
or herpes that spreads itself round the loins.

Shiny, shl-n£, a. Bright, luminous.
Ship, ship, s. A ship may be defined a large 

hollow building made to pass over the sea with sAils.
To Ship, ship, v. a. To put into a ship; to 

transport in a ship.
Shipboard, shlp-bord, s. This word is seldom 

used but in adverbial phrases; a Shipboard, on Ship, 
board, in a ship : the plank of a ship.

Shipboy, shlp-bfle, $. A boy who serves in 
a ship.

Shipman, shlp-min, s. 88. Sailor, seaman. 
Shipmaster, sblp^rnis-t&r, .t. Master of a ship 
Shipping, ship-ping. it. 410. Vessels of navi

gation ; passage in a ship.
Shipwreck, shlp-r&k. s. 'Hie destruction ot 

ships by rocks or shelves; the parts of a shattered 
ship; destruction, miscarriage.

Jtj5* The pronunciation of the latter part of this word, 
as if written rack, is now become vulgar.
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To cover, to clothe as

Wanting a shirt.
Hebrciv. A sort of

To Shipwreck, shlp-rAk, v. a. To destroy by i 
dashing on rocks or shallows; to make to suffer the 
dangers of a wreck.

Shipwright, shlptrlte, s. A builder of ships.
Shire, shdre, r. 8. 106. A division of the

kingdom, a county.
JO* The pronunciation of this word is very irregular, 

a9 it is the only pure English word in the language where 
the final c does not produce the long diphthongal sound 
of i when the accent is on it: but this irregularity is so 
fixed as to give the regular sound a pedantick stiffness. 
Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Scott, and Buchanan, however, have 
adopted this sound, in which they have been followed 
by Mr. Smith; but Mr. Elphinston, Dr. Lowth, Dr. Ken
rick, Mr. Perry, and Barclay, are for the irregular sound; 
W. Johnston gives both, but places the irregular first; 
and the Grammar called Bickerstaff’s, recommended by 
Steele, adopts this sound, and gives this rule:

•* To sound like double e, < does incline, 
** As In .Viuhlm, and Shira, and Magazine i 
** Like a in Sirrah; but writ at in Join.”

It may likewise be observed, that this word, when 
unaccented at the end of words, as Nottinghamshire, 
Wiltshire, &c. is always pronounced with the i like ee. 
Shirt, shurt, s. 108. The under linen garment 

of a man.
To Shirt, shArt, v. a. 

in a shirt.
Shirtless, shurt-lAs, a. 
Shittah, shlt-tA, ?
Shittim, shlt-tim, J s*

precious wood growing in Arabia.
Shittlecock, shlt-tl-kAk, s. A cork stuck 

with feathers, and driven by players from one to ano
ther with battledoors.

1^7* The most natural derivation of this word seems to 
arise from the motion of a shuttle, and therefore it ought 
to be written and pronounced shuttlecock.
Shive, shlve, s. A slice of bread, a thick

splinter or lamina cut off’ from the main substance.
To Shiver, shlv-itr, v. n. 98. To quake, to

tremble, to shudder as with cold or fear.
7’o Shiver, shlv-tir, v. n. To fall at once into

many parts or shives.
To Shiver, shlv-ur, v. a. To break by one

act into many parts, to shatter.
Shiver, shiver, s. 515- One fragment of

many into which any thing is broken.
Shivery, sldv-iir-A, a. Loose of coherence;

easily falling into many fragments..
Shoal, shole, s. 295. A crowd, a multitude,

a throng ; a shallow, a sand bank.
To Shoal, shole, v. n. To crowd, to throng,

to be shallow, to grow shallow.
Shoal, shole, a. Shallow, obstructed or en

cumbered with banks.
ShOaLI.ness, shA-lA-nAs, s. Shallowness, fre

quency of shallow places.
SHOALY, shA-lA, a. Full of shoals, full of shal

low places.
SHOCK, shAk, s. Condict, mutual impression 

of violence, violent concourse; concussion, external 
violence; the conflict of enemies; offence, impression 
bf disgust; a pile of sheaves of corn ; a rough dog

To SHOCK, shAk, v. a. To shake by violence;
to offend, to disgust

To Shock, shAk, v. n. To be offensive.
To Shock, shAk, v. n. To build up piles of

sheaves.
Shod, sh&d, far ShOED. The pret. and part, 

pass, of To Shoe.
Shoe, shAA, s. 296. The cover of the foot.
To Shoe, shAA, v. a. Pret. Z Shed. Part, 

pass. Shod. To fit the foot with a shoe; to cover at the 
bottom.

Shoeboy, shAA-boA, $. A boy who cleans shoes. 
ShOF.ing-horn, shAA^Ing-hArn. s. A horn used 

to facilitate the admission of the foot Into' a narrow 
shoe.

Shoemaker, shAA-mA-k&r,*. One whose trade
i? to make shoes.

SHOETYE, shoAkl, s. The riband with which
shoes are tied.

Shog, shog, 9. Violent concussion. 
To Shog, shAg, v. a. To shake, to agitate by 

sudden interrupted impulses.
Shone, shAn. The pret. of Shine.

<£> This word is frequently pronounced so as to 
rhyme with tone; but the short sound of it is by far the 
most usual among th<»-e may be styled polite speakers.

This sound is ailopuu in Mr. Elphinston, Mr. Sheridan, 
Dr. Kenrick, Mr. Perry, and Mr. Smith; nor do I find 
the other sound in any of our Dictionaries that have the 
word.
Shook, shAAk, 306. The Pret. and in Poetry, 

part. pass, of Shake.
To SHOOT, shAAt, v. a. Pret. I shot. Part. Shot 

or Shotten. To discharge any thing so as tn make it 
fly with speed or violence; to discharge from a bowor 
gun ; to let off'; to emit new parts, as a vegetable; to 
emit, to dart or thrust forth ; to fit to each other by 
planning, a workman’s term ; to pass through with 
swiftness.

To Shoot, shAAt, v. n. To perform the act 
of shooting; to germinate, to increase in vegetable 
growth; to form itself into any shape; to be emitted; 
to protuberate, to jut out; to pass as an arrow ; to 
become any thing suddenly; to move swiftly along; to 
feel a quick pain.

Shoot, shAot, s. The act of striking, or en- i 
dcavouring to strike with a missile weapon discharged, 
by any instrument, obsolete; a branch issuing from 
the main stock.

Shooter, shAot-fir, s. 98. One who shoots, an
archer, a gunner.

Shop, shAp, s. A place where any thing is 
sold ; a room in which manufactures are carried on. 

Shopboard, shAp-bord, $. Bench on which any 
work is done.

Shopbook, shAp-bAAk, «. Book in which a
tradesman keeps bis accounts.

Shopkeeper, shAp-kAAp-ur, $. A trader who 
sells in a shop, not a merchant, who only deals by 
wholesale.

Shopman, shAp-man, s. 88. A petty trader;
one who serves in a shop.

Shore, shAre. The pret. of Shear. 
Shore, shAre, s. The coast of the 

bank of a river; a drain, properly 
port of a building, a buttress.

To Shore, shAre, v. a.
to set on shore, obsolete.

Shoreless, shoreM&, a 
Shorn, shArne. „ _ r__  _______

This word was^Hfadvcrtcntly marked with the 
third sound of o in the first edition of this Dictionary; 
but from considering its analogy with swear, wear, and 
tear, I do not hesitate to alter it to the first sound of that 
vowel: Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Smith, and W. Johnston, are 
for the first pronunciation; but Mr. I’crry, Mr. Nares, 
and Mr. Elphinston, are for the last: and these authori
ties, with analogy on their side, are decisive. 
Short, short, a. 167. Not long, commonly 

not long enough; repeated by quick iterations; not 
reaching the purposed point, not adequate; not far 
distant in time; defective; scanty ; not going so far 
as was intended; narrow, contracted; brittle.

Short, short, s. A summary account. 
Short, shArt, ad. Not long.
To Shorten, shor-tn. ». a. 103. To make 

short; to contract, to abbreviate ; to confine, to hin
der from progression ; to cut off', to lop.

Shorthand, short-hind, $. A method of wri
ting ia compendious characters.

Shortlived, shdrt-livd,' a. 59. Not living o
lasting long.

Shortly, short-lA, ad. Quickly, soon, in
little time; in a few words, briefly.

Shortness, short-nAs, s. The quality of being 
short; fewness of words, brevity, conciseness ; want 
of retention; «U'ficience, imperfection.

support;

ring no coast, 
t. pass, of Shear.
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Shortribs, shirt-ribs,' j. Tbe bastard ribs. 
Shortsighted, short-si-t<M, a. Unable to see 

far.
Shortsightedness, shArt-sl-tcd-n^s, s. Defect 

of sight.
SHORT^AIsrED, shArt-wAst-ed, a. Having a 

short body.
ShortwindeD. short-wind-&d, a. Shortbreathed, 

asthmatick, breathing by quick and faint reciproca
tions.

Shortwinged, short-wingd,' a. Having short 
wings. So hawks are divided into long and short
winged. .

SHORY, sho-re, a. Lying near the coast
Shot, shot The pret and part. pass, of Shoot. 
Shot, shit, $. The act of sliooting; the flight 

of a shot; the charge of a gun; bullets or small pellets 
for the charge of a gun ; any thing discharged from 
a gun, or other instrument; a sum charged, a reckon
ing.

Shotfref., sh5t-free, a. Clearof the reckoning. 
SHOTTEN, shSt'tn, a. lCXJ- Having ejected the 

spawn.
T-> Shove, shfiv, v. a. 165. To push by main 

strength ; to drive a boat by a pole that reaches to the 
bottom of the water; to push, to rush .against.

To Shove, sh&v, v. n. To push forward before 
one ; to move in a boat, not by oars but a pole.

Shove, shiv, s. The act of shoving, a push.
Shovel, shfiv-vl, s. 102. An instrument con

sisting of a long handle and broad blade with raised 
edges

To Shovel, sli&v'vl, v. a. To throw or heap 
with a shovel; to gather in great quantities.

Shovelboard, sh&i4vl-bdrd. s. A long board 
on which they play by sliding metal pieces at a mark.

Shough. shok, s. 321. 392. A species of 
shaggy dog, a shock.

SHOULD, shud, 320. This is a kind of auxiliary 
verb used in the conjunctive mood, of which the signi
fication is not easily fixed.—See Been.

Shoulder, shol-dur, s. 318. The joint which 
connects the arm to the body; the upper joint of the 
foreleg of a beast; the upper part of the back ; the 
shoulders are used as emblems of strength ; a rising 
part, a prominence.—See Mould.

Tf Shoulder, shdl-d&r, v. a. To push with 
'insolence and violence ; to put. upon the shoulder.

Shoulderbelt, shol-d&r-bdlt, s. A belt that 
comes across the shoulder.

Shoulderclapper, shol-dur-kllp-pur, s. One 
who affects familiarity.

ShoulDERSHOTTEN, shoKd&r-sh&t-tn, a. 
Strained in the shoulder.

Shouldf.rslip, shol-dur-sllp, s. Dislocation of 
the shoulder.

To Shout, shS&t, v. n. 313. To cry in triumph 
or exultation.

Shout, shout, s. A loud and vehement cry of 
triumph or exultation.

Shouter, shdut-Qr, s. 98. He who shouts.
To Snow, sh6, v. a. 324. Pret. Showed and 

Shown. Part. pass. Shown. To exhibit to view ; to 
give proof of, to prove; to make known ; to point the 
way, to direct; to offer, to afford; to explain, to ex
pound ; to teach, to tell.

To Show, slid. v. n. To appear, to look, to be 
in appearance.

Show, shd, $. A spectacle, something publick!y 
exposed to view for money; superficial appearance; 
ostentatious display ; object attracting notice; splen
did appearance; semblance; specrousness ; external 
appearance; exhibition to view; pomp, magnificent 
spectacle; phantoms, not realities; representative 
action.

Showbread, or Shewbrf.ad, sh^-brdd, s.
Among the Jews, they thus called loaves of bread that 
the priest of the week put every sabbath-day upon tbe 
gO'cen table which was in the Sanctum before the 

Shower, shduiur, s. 323. Rain, either mode
rate or violent; storm of any thing fa Hing thick ; any 
very liberal distribution.

To Shower, shdu-ur, v. a. To wet or drown 
with rain ; to pour down ; to distribute or scatter with 
great liberality.

To Shower, shou-ur, v. n. To be rainy. 
Showery, shdu^ur-e, a. Raiay. 
Showish, or Showy, shd-Ish, or sho-e, a.

Splendid, gaudy, ostentatious.
Shown, shone. Part. pass, of To Show. Ex

hibited.
Shrank, shrAngk. The pret. of Shrink.
To Shred, shred, v. a. Pret Shred. To cut 

into small pieces.
Shrf.d, shr^d, s. A small piece cut off; a frag 

ment.
Shrew, shrM, a. 265. 339. A peevish, malig

nant, clamorous, turbulent woman.
Shrewd, sbrddd, a. Having the qualities of 

a shrew, malicious, troublesome; maliciously sly, cun
ning; ill-betokening; mischievous.

Shrewdly, shrbdd-ld, ad. Mischievously; 
vexatiously • cunningly ; slily.

Shrewdness, shrddd-nds, s. Sly cunning, arch
ness ; mischievousness, petulance.

Shrewish, shrdd-lsh, a. Having the qualities 
of a shrew ; froward, petulantly clamorous.

Shrf.wishly, shr6d-ish-l£, ad. Petulantly, pee
vishly, clamorously.

Shrewishness, shrod-ish-nes, s. Thequalities 
of a shrew, frowardness, petulance, clamorousness.

Shrewmouse, shrdd-mduse, $. A mouse of 
which the bite was generally supposed venomous.

To Shriek, shrddk, v. n. 215. To cry out in
articulately with anguish or horrour, to scream.

Shriek, shrddk, s. An inarticulate cry of an
guish or horrour.

Shrieve, shrddv, s. 275. A sheriff.
This was the ancient mode of writing and pro- 

nouncing this word. Stow, indeed, writes it. shrive ; but 
it is highly probable that the i had exactly the sound or 
ie in grieve, thieve, &c. and the common people of Lon
don to this day have preserved this old pronunciation, 
though it is wearing away fast among them. To be con
vinced, that this is the true etymological manner of wri
ting and pronouncing it, we need but attend tw the Saxon 
word.from which it is derived: revc, or reeve, signifies a 
steward ; and shrieve is but a contraction of shire reeve. 
or shire steward. But however just this orthography and 
pronunciation may be in other respects, it wants the true 
stamp of polite usage to make it current; it is now grown 
old and vulgar, and Pope’s use of this word,

** Now Mayors and Shrtevet all hushed and satiate lay,”— 
must only be looked upon as assisting the humour of the 
scene he describes.
Shrievalty, shrA^vil-ti, s. The office of a 

sheriff
ft By a caprice common in language, this compound 

is not nearly so antiquated as its simple; though if 
should seem, that if the old root be taken away, and 
another planted in its stead, the branches ought to spring 
from the latter and not the former. But though we 
seldom hear shrieve for sheriff, except among the lower 
classes of people tn London, we not unfrequently bear 
even among the better sort, shrievalty for sheriffalty 
and Junius, in one of his tetters to the Duke of Grafton, 
says, “ Your next appearance in office is marked with 
his election to the shrievalty." Publick Advertiser, July 
9, 1771. This is certainly an inaccuracy; and such an 
inaccuracy, in such a writer as Junitie, is not a little sur
prising.
Shrift, shrift, s. Confession made to a pribst. 
Shrill, shrll, a. Sounding with a piercing, 

tremulous, or vibratory sound.
To Shrill, shril, t>. n. To pierce the car with 

quick vibrations of sound.
Shrilly. shrll-le, ad. With a shrill noise.
Shrillness, shril-nes, «. The quality cf being 

» shrill.
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Shrimp, shrimp, s. A small crustaceous ver- 
miculated fish ; a little wrinkled man, a dwarf ■

Shrine, shrine, s. A case in which something 
sacred is repo sited.

To Shrink, shrlngk, v. n. Pret. I Shrunk, or 
Shrank. Part. Shrunken. To contract itself into less 
room, to shrivel; to withdraw as from danger; to ex
press fear, horrour, or pain, by shrugging or contracting 
the body ; to fall back as from danger.

To Shrink, shrlngk, v. a. Part. pass. Shrunk, 
Shrank or Shrunken. To make to shrink.

Shrink, shrlngk, $. Contraction into lest com. 
pass ; contraction of the body from fear or hourour,

ShiunKEK, shringk-fir, s. 98. He who shrinks. 
To & I RIVE, shrive, v. a. To hear at confession. 
To Shrivel, shrlv-vl, v. n. 102. To contract 

itself into wrinkles.
To Shrivel, shrlv-vl, v. a. To contract into

wrinkles.
Shriver, shrl'vfir, s. 98. A confessor.
Shroud, shrA&d, s. 313. A shelter, a cover; 

the dress of the dead, a winding-sheet; the sail ropes. 
To Shroud, shrSud, t>. a. To shelter, to cover 

from danger; to dress for the grave; to cover or con
ceal; to defend, to protect.

To Shroud, shro&d, v. n. To harbour, to take 
shelter.

Shrovetide, shrdve^tlde, 7
Shrovetuesday, shr6ve-tfize-d£, 223. f **

The time of confession, the day before Ash-Wednesday 
or Lent

Shrub, shrfib, s. A small tree; spirit, acid, 
and sugar mixed.

Shrubby, shrfib'b£, a. Resembling a shrub ; 
full of shrubs ; bushy.

To Shrug, shrug, v. n. To express horrour or 
dissatisfaction by motion of the shoulders or whole 
body.

To Shrug, shrfig, v. a. To contract or draw up. 
Shrug, shrfig, $. A motion of the shoulders 

usually expressing dislike or aversion.
Shrunk, shrfingk. The pret. and part. pass, 

of Shrink.
Shrunken, shrfingk-kn, 103. The part. pass, 

of Shrink.
To Shudder, shfid-dfir, v. n. 98. To quake 

with fear, or with aversion.
To Shuffle, shfif-fl, v. a. 405. To throw into 

disorder, to agitate tumultuously, so as that one thing 
takes the place of another; to remove, or put by with 
some artifice or fraud; to change the position of cards 
with respect to each other; to form fraudulently.

To Shuffle, shuf^fl, v. n. To throw the cards 
into a new order; to play mean tricks, to practise 
fraud, to evade fair questions; to struggle, to shift; to 
move with an irregular gait

Shuffle, sh&f-fl, j. 405. The act of disorder- 
ing things, or making them take confusedly the place of 
each other; a trick, an artifice.

Shufflecaf, sh&f-fl-kap, s. A play at which 
money is shaken in a hat.

Shuffler, sh6fifl-6r, ». 98. He who plays 
tricks, or shuffles.

Shufflingly, shfif^fl-lng-lA, ad. 410. With 
an irregular gait.

To Shun, shfin, v. a. To avoid, to decline, to 
endeavour to escape.

Shunless, shfin-les, a. Inevitable, unavoidable. 
To Shut, shift, v. a. Pret. I Shut. Part. pass.

Shut. To close so as to prohibit ingress or egraas, to 
enclose, to confine; to prohibit, to bar; to exclude ; 
to contract, not to keep expanded ; to Shut out, to ex
clude, to deny admission; to Shut up, to close, to 
confine; to conclude.

To Shut, shfit, t». n. To be closed, to close 
itself.

Shut, sh&t, part. a. Rid, clear, free.
Shut, sh&t, s. Close, act of shutting; small 

door or cover.

Shutter, slifit-tir, >. 98. One that shuts; a 
cover, a door.

Shuttle, sh&t-tl, j. 105. The instrument with 
which the weaver shoots the cross threads.

Shuttlecock, sh&t'tl-kfik, s. A cork stuck 
with feathers, and beaten backward and forward.—See 
Shiltlecock.

Shy, sld, a. Reserved ; cautious ; keeping at 
a distance, unwilling to approach.

Sibilant, slbQ-lint. a. Hissing. 
Sibilation, slb-^-la-sh&n, $. A hissing sound. 
Sicamore, slk-A-m&re, s. A tree.
Siccity, s1k-s£-t£, s. Dryness, aridity, want of 

moisture^
Sice, size, s. The number six at dice.
Sick, slk, a. Afflicted with disease; ill in the 

stomach ; corrupted; disgusted.
To Sicken, slk-kn, v. a. 103. To make sick; 

to weaken, to impair.
To Sicken, slk-kn, v. n. To grow sick ; to be 

satiated; to be disgusted or disordered with abhor
rence; to grow weak, to decay, to languish.

Sickle, slk-kl, s. 405. The hook with whith 
corn is cut, a reaping-hook.

SlCKLF.MAN, slk-kl-min, 7 .
Sickler, slk^kl-ftr, 98. J '• A rearer’
Sickliness, s1k-l£-nis, s. Disposition to sick

ness, habitual disease.
SICKLY, slk-U, a. Not healthy, somewhat dis

ordered ; faint, weak, languid.
To Sickly, sik-l£, v. a. To make diseased, to 

taint with the hue of disease. Obsolete.
Sickness, slk-n&s, s. State of being diseased; 

disease, malady ; disorder in the organs of digestion.
Side, side, s. The part of animals fortified by 

the ribs; any part of any body opposed to any other 
fiart; the right or left; margin, verge; any kind of 
ocal respect; party, faction, sect; any part placed in 

contradiction or opposition to another.
Side, side, a. Lateral, oblique, being on either 

side.
To Side, side, v. a. To take a party, to engage 

in a faction.
Sideboard, slde-bfird, s. The side table, on 

which conveniences are placed for those that eat at the 
other table

Sidebox, side-b&ks, s. Seat for the ladies on 
the 6idc of the theatre.

Sidefly, slde-fll. s. An insect-
To Sidle, si-dl, v. n. 405. To go with the 

body the narrowest way.
Sidelong, side-lfing, a. Lateral, oblique, not 

in front, not direct.
Sidelong, slde^-lfing, ad. Laterally, obliquely, 

not in pursuit, not in opposition ; on the side.
Sider, sUdfir. s. 98.—See Cider.
SlDERAL, sld-d&r-Al, a. Starry, astral.
Sideration, sld-d&r-a-sh&n, s. A sudden mor

tification, a blast, or a sudden deprivation of sense
Sidesaddle, side^sid-dl, s. A woman’s scat 

on horseback.
Sidesman, sidz-min, s. 88. An assistant to the 

churchwardens.
Sideways, side^waze, 7 ad. Laterally, on one 
Sidewise, slde-wlze. ) side.
Sif.ge, sAddje, i. The act of besetting a forti

fied place, a league; any continued endeavour to gain 
possession ; place, class, rank. Obsolete

Sieve, slv, s. 277. Hair or lawn strained upon 
a hoop, by which flower is separated from bran; a 
boulter, a searce.

To Sift, sift, v. a. To separate by a sieve; to 
separate, to part; to examine, to try-

Sifter, sift-fir, x. 98. He who sifts.
To Sigh, si, v. n. To emit the breath audibly, 

as In grief.
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Sigh, si, s. A violent and audible emission
of breath which has been long retained.

£3- A very extraordinary pronunciation of this word 
prevails in London, and what is more extraordinary, on 
the Stage, so different from every other word of the same 
form as to make it a perfect oddity in the language. This 
pronunciation approaches to the word sithe,- and the 
only difference is, that sithe has the flat aspiration as in 
thisi and sigh the sharp one, as in thin. It is not easy 
to conjecture what could be the reason of this departure 
from analogy, unless it were to give the word a sound 
which seems an echo to the sense; and if this intention 
had gone no farther than the lengthening or shortening 
of a vowel, it might have been admitted, as in fearful, 
cheerful, pierce, fierce. great, leisure, and some others; 
but pronouncing gh like th in this word is too palpable a 
contempt or orthography to pass currentwithout the stamp 
of the best, the most universal and permanent usage on 
its side. The Saxon combination gh, according to the 
general rale, both in the middle and at the end of a word, 
is silent It had anciently a guttural pronunciation, 
which is still retained in great part of Scotland, and in 
some of the northern parts of England: but every gut
tural sound has been long since banished from the lan
guage; not, however, without some efforts to continue, 
by changing these letters, sometimes into the related gut
tural consonant k, as in lough, hough, &c. and sometimes 
into a consonant entirely unrelated to them, as in laugh, 
cough, &c. These are the only transmutations of these 
letters; and these established irregularities are quite suffi
cient without admitting such as are only candidates for 
confusion. If it be pleaded that sithe better expresses 
the emission of breath in the act of sighing, it may be 
answered, that nothing can be more erroneous, as the 
tongue and teeth have nothing to do in this action. 
Mr.Sheridan has, indeed, to assist this expression,spelled 
the word sih. as an aspirationmust necessarily accompany 
the act of sighing; but (to take no notice that, in this 
case, the h ought to be before the i) 397, though such 
expression maybe very proper in oratory, when accom
panied by passion, it would be as affected to give it this 
aspiration in ordinary speech as to pronounce the word 
fearful, with a tremor of the voice and a faltering of the 
tongue, or to utter the word laugh with a convulsive 
motion of the breast and lungs. To these reasons may 
be added the laws of rhyme; which necessarily exclude 
this affected pronunciation, and oblige us to give the 
word its true analogical sound:

M Love Is a smoke, rais'd with the fume of right;
“ Being purg’d, a Are, sparkling in lovers’ eyes." 

Shaketpeare. •' 

Sight, site, s. 393. Perception bythe eye, the 
sense of seeing; open view, a situation in whichno- 
thing obstructs the eye; act of seeing or beholding; 
notice, knowledge; eye, instrument of seeing; aper
ture pervious to the eye, or other points fixed to 
guide the eye, as, the Sight of a quadrant; spectacle, 
show, thing wonderful to be seen.

Sightless, slte-Ps, a. Wanting sight, blind; 
not sightly.

Sightly, slteQA, a. Pleasing to the eye, 
striking to the view.

Sigil, sld-jll, s. 544. A seal.
Sign, sine, s. 385. A token of any thing, that 

hy which any thing is shown; a wonder, a miracle; 
a picture hung at a door, to give notice what is sold 
within; a constellation in the Zodiac ; typical repre
sentation, symbol; a subscription of one’s name, as, 
a Sign-manual.

To Sign, sine, t>. a. To mark; to ratify by 
hand or seal; to betoken, to signify, to represent 
typically.

Signal, slgtnUl, s. 88. Notice given by a
•ign, a sign that gives notice.

Signal. slgtnJl, a. Eminent, memorable,
remarkable.

Signality, sig-nllQ-U, s. Quality of some-
thing remarkable or memorable.

To Signalize, slg-nil-lze, v. a. To make 
eminent, to make remarkable.

Signally, sig-nil-^, ad. Eminently, re
markably, memorably.

Signation, slg-n^-sh&n, s. Sign giving, act 
of betokening.

Signature, slg-n^tiire, s. 463. A sign or 
mara impressed upon any thing, a stamp; a mmk 
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upon any matter, particularly upon plants, by which 
their nature or medicinal use is pointed out; proof, 
evidence; among printers, some letter or figure to 
distinguish different sheets.

Signet, slgWt, s. 99. A seal commonly
used tor the seal-manual of a king.

Significance, slg-niKfi-kinse, J _
Significance, s1g-niflf4-kln-se, J & l o"'er 

of signifying, meaning; energy, power of impressing 
the mind; importance, moment

Significant, slg-nl&fe-klnt, a. Expressive 
of something beyond the external mark; betokening, 
standing as a sign of something; expressive or repre
sentative in an eminent degree; important, momen
tous.

Significantly, slg-nif-fe-kint-14, ad. With 
force of expression.

Signification, s1g-n£-f£-ka-shbn, s. The act 
of making known by signs; meaning expressed by a 
sign or word.

Significative, slg-nlf^fe-kA-tlv, a. Betoken
ing by any external sign; focible. strongly expres
sive.

Significatory, sig-n f-f -kA-tfr-i-, s. 512.
That which signifies or betokens.

To Signify, sig-nd-fi, v.a. To declare by 
some token or sign; to mean; to express; to import, 
to weigh; to make known.

To Signify, slg-ml-fl, v.n. 385. To express 
meaning with force.

Signiory, s4ne-yo-rd, s. 113. Lordship,
dominion.

Signpost, slne-pAst, s. That upon which a
sign hangs.

Siker, sikt&r, <i. and ad. The old word for 
Sure or Surelu.

Silence, sUlense, s. The state of holding 
peace; habitual taciturnity, not loquacity; secrecy, 
stillness.

Silence, sl-Unse, interj. An authoritative 
restraint of speech.

To Silence, si 14nse, v. a. To still, to 
oblige to hold peace.

Silent, sl-lent, a. Not speaking; nottalka- 
tive; still, not mentioning.

Silently, sRl&nt-te, ad. Without speech; 
without noise; without mention.

Silicious, sA-lishths, a. 135. 357. Made of 
hair.

Siliculose, sl-llk-ii-ldse,' a. 427. Husky, 
full of husks.

Siliginose, sl-lld-j4-nise,' a. 427. Made of 
fine wheat.

Siliqua, sil-li-kwA, s. 92. A carat of which 
six make a scruple; the seed-vessel, husk, pod, or 
shell of such plants as are of the pulse kind.

Siliquose, sil-k-kwdse,' ) a. Having a pod 
Siliquous, slU16-kwhs, } or capsule.
Silk, silk, «. The thread of the worm that 

turns afterwards to a butterfly; the stuff made of 
the worm’s thread.

Silken, sllk-kn, a. 103. Made of silk; soft, 
tender; dressed in silk.

Silkmercer, sllk-m&r-s&r, s. A dealer in silk.
Silkweaver, sllk-w^-vhr, s. One whose

trade is to weave silken stuffs.
Silkworm, silk-w&rm, s. The worm that

spins silk.
Silky, silkQ, a. Made of silk; soft, pliant.
Sill, sill, «. The timber or stone at the

foot of the door.
Sillabub, sil-lA-bhb, s. A mixture of milk

warm from the cow with wine, sugar, &c.
Sillily, sIl-H-U, ad. In a silly manner, 

simply, foolishly.
Silliness, slKW-n s, s. Simplicity, weak-

ness, harmless folly.
Silly, sll 14, a. Harmless, innocent, artless; 

foolish, witless.
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SlU.YHOW, s11-l£-b3&, s. The membrane that 
corers the head of the foetus.

Silvan, sii-vAn, a. Woody, full of woods.
8u .VER, slKvhr, s. 98. Silver is a white and 

hard metal, next in weight to gold; any thing of soft 
splendour • money made of silver.

Silver, sil-vfir, a. Made of silver; white like 
silver ; having a pale lustre; soft of voice.

T<> Silver, sil-v&r, v. a. To cover superficially 
with silver; to adorn with mild lustre.

SitVERBEATER, sll-v&r-b^-t&r, s. One that 
foliates silver.

Silverly, slI-V&r-M, ad. With the appearance 
of silver.

Silversmith, sll-vur-snd/7z, s. One that works 
in silver.

Sieverthistle, sil-vur-/7zis-sl, ? ™
Silverwefd, slKv&r-w^d, ( ' an s"
Silvery, sll-vfrr-4, a. Besprinkled with silver, 

shining like silver.
Simar, sd-mAr,' s. A woman’s robe.
Similar, sim-^-l&r, 88. > „Similarly, sl^-lftr-lZ, 1 “• 

having one part like another; resembling, having re
semblance.

Similarity, slm-A-hlr-^-tA, s. Likeness,
Simile, slm-d-lA, s. 96. A comparison by which 

any thing is illustrated.
Similitude, s^-mll-e-tTide, s. Likeness, re

semblance ; comparison, simile.
Simitar, slm-d-t?ir, s. 88. A crooked or fal

cated sword with a convex edge. More properly spelled 
Cimctar.

To Simmer, slm-mfir, v. n. 98. To boil gently, 
to boil with a gentle hissing.

Simony, sIm-hn-£, s. The crime of buying’ or 
selling church preferment

To Simper, slm-pfir, v. n. 98. To smile, ge
nerally to smile foolishly.

Simper, slm-pfir, s. 98. A smile, generally a 
foolish smile.

Simple, slm-pl, a. 405. Plain, artless; harm
less, uncompounded, unmingled ; siliy, not wise, not 
cunning.

Simple, slm-pl, s. A simple ingredient in a 
medicine, a drug, an herb.

To Simple, slm-pl, v. n. To gather simples.
Simpleness, slm-pl-nAs, s. The quality of being 

simple.
Simpler, slm-pl-&r, s. 98. A simplist, an 

herbalist.
Simpleton, slm-pl-tftn, «. A silly mortal, a 

trifler, a foolish fellow.
Simplicity, sim-plis^-te, s. Plainness, artless- 

ness; not subtilty, not abstruseness; not finery; the 
state of being uncompounded; weakness, srtlirtes*.

To Simplify, slm-plA-fl, p. a. To make less 
complex ; to reduce to firrt principles.

SiMPLlST, slm-plist, s. One skilled in simples.
Simply, slm-plA, ad. Without art, without 

subtilty; of itself, without addition; merely, solely, 
foolishly, sillily.

SimulaR, slm-u-lar, s. 88. One that counter
feits. Obsolete.

Simulation, slm-ti-la-shun, s. That part of 
hypocrisy which pretends that to be which is not.

Simultaneous, sl-mftl-ta-nA-As, a. 135. Acting 
♦ together, existing at the same time.
Sin, sin, s. An act against the laws of God, 

a violation of the laws of religion; habitual negligence 
of religion.

7o Sin, sin, v. n. To neglect the laws of reli
gion, to violate the laws of religion; to offend against 
right.

Since, sinse, ad. Because that; from the time 
that; ago, before this.
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Since, sinse, jrrep. After, reckoning from some 
time past to the time present

Sincere, sin-sere,' a. Pure, unmingled; 
honest, undissembling, uncorrunt.

Sincerely, sln-sAre-U, ad. Honestly, without 
hypocrisy.

Sincereness sin-^rein«s, ) Honestr of in- 
Sincerity, sin-ser-e-te, )

tention, purity of mind; freedom from hypocrisy. 
Sindon, sin-dun, s. 166. A fold, a wrapper 
Sine, sine, s. A right sine, in Geometry, is a 

right linedrawn from one end of an arch perpendicu
larly upon the diameter drawn from the other end of 
that arch.

Sinecure, si^-d-kiire, $. An oflke which has 
revenue w’ithout any employment.

Sinew, sln-ni, s. 265. A tendon, the ligament 
by which the joints are moved ; applied to whatever 
gives strength or compactness, as money is the Sinew 
of war; muscle or nerve.

To Sinew, v. a. To knit as by sinews.
Obsolete.

Sinewed, sln-ntidc, a. 359. FitrnWaed with 
sinews ; strong, firm, vigorous.

Sinewy, s1n-nu-£, a. Consisting of a sinew, 
nervous; strong, vigorous.

Sinful, sin-ful, a. Alien from God ; unsancti
fied, wicked, not observant of religion, contrary to re
ligion.

Sinfully, s’n-ful-^, ad. Wickedly.
Sinfulness, sin-fol-n^s, s. Alienation from 

God, neglect or violation of the duties of religion.
To Sing, sing, v. n. Pret. J Sang or Sung. 

Part pass. Sung. To form the voice to melody, to 
articulate musically; to utter sweet sounds inarticu
lately; to make any small or shrill noise; to tell, in 
Poetry.

To Sing, sing, v. a. 409. To relate or men
tion. m Poetry; to celebrate, to give praise to; to ut
ter harmoniously.

To Singe, sinje, v. a. To scorch, to burn 
slightly or superficially.

Singer, slng-br, s. 410. One that sings, one 
whose profession or business is to sing.

Singingmaster. slng-lng-mAs-thr, .t. 410. 
One who teaches to sing.

S/ngT.E, slng-gl, a. 405. One, not double; 
particular, individual, not compounded ; alone, hav
ing no companion, having iro assistant; unmarried; 
not complicated, not duplicated; pure, uucorrupt, a 
scriptural sense; that in which one is opposed to one. 

To Single, slng-gl, v. a. To choose out from 
among others; to sequester, to withdraw ; to take 
alone; to separate.

Singleness, s1ng-gl-nZ*s, s. Simplicity, sinceri
ty, honest plainness.

Singly, slng-glA, ad. Individually, .particu
larly ; without partners or associates; honestly, sim
ply, sincerely.

Singular, sing-gu-lAr, a. 88. 179. Single, not 
complex, not compound; rn Grammar, expressing 
only one, not plural; particular, unexampled ; having 
something not common to others; alone, ti>at of which 
there is but one. x

Singularity, Jng-g&-Hr-e-td, Some charac
ter or quality by which one is distinguished from 
others ; any thing remarkable ; a curiosity.

Singularly, sing-gfi-lir-l^, ad. Particularly, 
in a manner not common to others.

Sinister, sln-nls-tiir, a. 98. 503. Being on the 
left hand; left,not right; bad, deviating frdm honesty 
unfair; unlucky, inauspicious.

5^* This word, though uniformly accented on the 
second syllable in the poets quoted by Johnson, is as 
uniformly accented on the first by all our lexicographers, 
and is uniformly so pronounced by the best speakers 
Mr. Nares tells us, that Dr. Johnson stems to think, 
that when this word is used in its literal seib-c, as,

“ In his rtnitter hand, Instead of ball,
“ He plac’d a mighty mug of potent ale.”
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It has the accent on the second syllable, but when in 
the figurative sense of corrupt, insidious, &c. on the first. 
This distinction seems not to be founded on the best 
usage, and is liable to the objections notiecd under the 
word Boivl.—See Principles, No. 49o.
SlNlSTROUS, s4n-nls-trus, a. Absurd, perverse, 

wrong-headed.
StNISTROUSLY* sln-nls-tr&s-le, ad. With a ten

dency to the left; perversely, absurdly. Accented ac
cording to the adjective.

To Sink, slngk, d. n. Pret. I Sunk, anciently 
Sank. Part. Sunk or Sunken. To fall down through 
any medium, not to swim, to go to the bottom; to fail 
gradually; to enter or penetrate into any body; to 
lose height, to fall to a level; to lose or want pro
minence ; to be overwhelmed or depressed; to be 
received, to be impressed ; to decline, to decrease, to 
decay; to fall into rest or indolence ; to fall into any 
state worse than the former, to tend to ruin.

To Sink, singk, r. a. 408. To put under water, 
to disable from swimming or floating; to delve, to 
make by delving; to depress, to degrade; toplunge 
into destruction ; to make to fall; to bring low, to 
diminish in quantity ; to crush ; to diminish ; to make 
to decline; to suppress, to conceal.

Sink, slngk, s. 408. A drain, a jakes; any 
place where corruption is gathered.

Sinless, sin-l&s, a. Exempt from sin.
Sinlessness, sin-l£s-n£s, $. Exemption from 

sin.
Sinner, sln-n&r, s. 98. One at enmity with 

God ; one not truly or religiously good; an offender, 
a criminal.

SlNOFFERlNG, sln-if-f&r-lng, s. An expiation 
or sacrifice for sin.

Sinoper, sln-6-ptir, $. 98. A species of earth, 
ruddle,

To Sinuate, sin-y&-ate, v. a. To bend in and 
out.

Sinuation, sln-yh-A-shhn, s. 113. A bending 
in and out.

Sinuous, sln-y£i-6s, a. 113. Bending in and 
out.

Sinus, sl-nfts, s. A bay of the sea, an opening 
of the land; any fold or opening.

To Sip, sip, v. a. To take a small quantity of 
liquid in at the mouth.

Sip, sip, ». A small quantity of liquid taken 
in at the mouth.

Siphon, sl-f&n, x. 166. A pipe through which 
liquors are conveyed.

Sipper, slp-pur, s. 98. One that sips.
Sippet, slp-plt, x. 99. A small sop.
Sip., sfir, s. 109. The word of respect in com- 

pellation ; the title of a knight or baronet; it is some
times used for Man ; a title given to the loin of beef, 
which one of our kings knighted in a fit of good hu
mour.

Sire, sire, s. A father, in Poetry; it is used 
of beasts, as the horse had a good sire; it is used in 
Composition, as. Grand-sire.

Siren, st-rda, s. A goddess who enticed men 
by singing, and devoured them.

Siriasis, s<i-rl-4-sis, j. 135. 503. An inflam- 
mation of the brain and its membrane, through an 
excessive heat of the sun.

Sirius, slr-r£-&s, s. The dogstar.
Sirocco, s^-rdk-kd, s. The south-east, or 

Syrian wind.
SlKRAH, sAr-ri, s. 92. A compellation of re

proach and insult
This is a corruption of the first magnitude, but too 

reneral and inveterate to be remedied. Mr. Sheridan, 
Mr. Nares, Mr. Scott, Dr. Kenrick, and Mr. Perry, pro
nounce it as I havedone. W. Johnston alone pronounces 
it as if written serrah ; and Mr. Elphinston, because it 
is derived from sir and the interjection ah, says it ought 
to have the first syllable like sir.—See quotation under 
the word Shire.
SlROP, or Sirup, s&r-rftp, s. 166. The juice of 

vegetables boiled with sugar.
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The»in this word and its compounds is irrecover
ably corrupted into short u.
Siruped, s&r-r&pt, a. 359. Sweet, like sirup, 

bedewed with sweets.
SlRUPY, shr-r&p-d, a. Resembling sirup.
Sister, sls^-tfir, s. 98. A woman born of the 

same parents, correlative to brother; one of the same 
faith, a Christian, one of the same nature, human be
ing ; one of the same kind, one of the same office.

Sister-in-law, sls-tiir-in-liw, s. A husband 
or wife’s sister.

Sisterhood, sis-t&r-h&d, s. The office or duty 
of a sister ; a set of sisters ; a number of women of 
the same order.

Sisterly, sis-t&r4A, a. Like a sister, becoming 
a sister.

To Sir, sit, v, n. Pret- I Sat. To rest upon the 
buttocks; to be in a state of /est, or idleness; to be in 
any local position ; to rest as a weight or burden ; to 
settle, to abide; to brood, Vi incubate; to be placed in 
order to be painted ; to be in any situation or condi- 
tion ; to be fixed, as an assembly; to be placed at tbe 
table; to be in any solemn assembly as a member ; tc 
Sit down, to begin a siege ; to rest, to cease as satis
fied ; to settle, to fix abode; to Sit out, to be without 
engagement or employment; to continue to the end; 
to Sit up, to rise from lying to sitting; to watch, not 
to go to bed.

To Sit, sit, v. a. To keep upon the seat; to 
be settled, to do business.

Site, she, s. Situation, local position.
Sith, slzA, ad. Since, seeing that. Obsolete. 
SiTHK, or SCYTHE, slTHe, s. The instrument of 

mowing, a crooked blade joined at right angles to 
a long pole-

SITTER, slt-t&r, s. 98. One that sits; a bird 
that broods.

Sitting, sitting, s. 410. The posture of sitting 
on a seat { the act of resting on a seat; a time at which 
one exhibits himself to a painter; a meeting of an 
assembly ; a course of study un intermitted; a time for 
which one sits without rising; incubation.

Situate, slt-tshix-ate, part. a. 463. Placed 
with respect to any thing else.

Situation, sit-tshi-aAsh&n, s. Local respect, 
position ; condition, state.

Six, slks, s. Twice three, one more than five. 
Sixpence, siks'p£nse, s. A coin, half a shil

ling
SiXSCORE, siks'skdre, a. Six times twenty. 
Sixteen, slks-td^n, a. Six and ten.
Sixteenth, siks-t<^n/A, a. The sixth from the 

tenth.
Sixth, slksM, a. The first afteT the fifth, the 

ordinal of six.
Sixth, slksM, .$. A sixth part.
Sixthly, slks/A-lA, ad. In the sixth place.
Sixtieth, slks-td-^M, a. 279. The tenth six 

times repeated.
Sixty, siks-tA. a. Six times ten.
SIZE, size, s. Bulk, quantity of superficies, 

comparative magnitude; condition; any vucous or 
glutinous substance.

To Size, size, v. a. To adjust, to arrange ac
cording to size; to settle, to fix ; to cover with gluti
nous matter, to besmear with size.

Sized, slzd, a. 359. Having a particular mag
nitude.

Sizeable, sl-zl-bl, a. Reasonably bulky.
Sizer, sl-zur, s. 98. A certain rank of student! 

in the universities.
Siziness. s’l-zA-nAs,s. Glutinousness, viscosity 
SiZY, sl-z£, a. Viscous, glutinous.
SkainsmaTE, skanz-mate, s. A messmate. Ob

solete.
Skate, skAte, s. A flat sea fish ; a sort of shoe 

armed with iron, for sliding on the ice.
Skean, sk^ne, s. A short sword, a knife.
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Skeg, sklg, s. A wild plum.
Skegger, sk&g-gfir, s. 98. Skeggers are bred 

of such sick salmon that might not go to the sea.
Skein, skane, s. 249. A knot of thread or silk 

wound.
Skeleton, sk&Mkt&n, s. 166. The bones of 

the body preserved together as much as can be in their 
natural situation ; the compages of the principal 
parts.

Skeptical, sklp-te-kll, a. Doubtful, pretend
ing to universal doubt.

Skeptically, skdpktd-kll-Ie, ad. With doubts; 
in a skeptical manner.

Skepticism, sk£p-t£-sizm, s. Universal doubt, 
pretence or profession of universal doubt.

Skeptic , skdp-tik, $. 350. One who doubts, 
or pretends to doubt of every thing.—See Schirrus.

It is with some reluctance I have given this word as 
Dr. Johnson has written it, a place in this Dictionary; 
not because it is not generally pronounced in this man
ner, but that I think conforming our spelling to a pre
vailing pronunciation, when this pronunciation is con
trary to analogy, is pregnant with the greatest evils that 
can happen to a language. While the original landmark 
is standing, the true proprietor may claim his rights; but 
when once that is effaced, there is no hope of a resump
tion. How Dr. Johnson could remove this landmark is 
astonishing. It is one of those unaccountable absurdities 
that sometimes enter into the characters of men, whose 
understandings are as much above the rest of the world 
in some things, as they are below them in others. The 
truth is, this great man troubled himself little about pro
nunciation ; he seems to have cared as little for etymolo
gies ; and even grammatical disquisitions seem not to have 
been his favourite study; but when words were to be pre
cisely defined, when the boundaries of their significations 
were to be fixed, and their most delicate shades of mean
ing to be distinguished and exemplified, this task, so diffi
cult to the strongest mind, seemed to present him with an 
operation worthy of his powers; in this labour he was, 
indeed, a literary Hercules, and in this he has toiled with 
honour to himself, and to the essential improvement of 
the English language.
Sketch, sk^tsh, s. An outline; a rough 

draught, a first plan.
To Sketch, sketsh, v. n. To draw, by tracing 

the outline; to plan, by giving the first or principal 
motion.

Skewf.r, skfire, s. 265. A wooden or iron pin, 
used to keep m*it in form.

To Skewer, skure, v. a. 98. To fasten with 
skewers.

Skiff, skiff, s. A small light boat.
Skilful, skll-ffil, a. Knowing, qualified with 

skill.
Skilfully, skil-ful-£, ad. With skill, with 

art, with uncommon ability, dexterously.
Skilfulness, skil-fal-u&s, s. Art, ability, dex

terousness.
Skill, ski', s. Knowledge of any practice or 

art, readiness in any practice.
To SKILL, skil, v. n*. To be knowing in, to 

be dexterous at.
SKILLED, skild, a. 359. Knowing, dexterous, 

acquainted with.
Skilless, skil-l^s, a. Wanting art. Obsolete. 
Skillet, skil-llt, s. 99. A small kettle or 

boiler.
To Skim, skim, v. a. To clear off’ from the up

per part, by passing a vessel a little below the surface; 
to take by skimming; to brush the surface lightly, to 
pass very near the surface.

Tu Skim, skim, v. n. To pass lightly, to glide 
along.

Skimbleskamble, sklm-bl-skim-bl, a. Wan- 
dering wild. A cant word.

Skimmer, skim-m&r, s. 98. A shallow vessel 
with which the scum is taken off.

Skimmilk, sklm-milk,' s. Milk from which the 
cream has been taken.

Skin, skin, s. The natural covering of the
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flesh ; hide, pelt, that which is taken from animals tc 
make parchment or leather.

To Skin, skin, p. a. To flay, to strip or divest 
of the skin ; to cover with the skin ; to cover super
ficially.

Skindeep, skln-d^ep, a. Slight, superficial. 
Skink, sklngk, s. Saxon. Drink, any thing 

potable, pottage.
2b Skink, sklngk, v. n. 408. To serve drink. 
Skinker, sklngk-fcr, s. One who serves drink. 
Skinned, sklnd, a. 359. Having the nature oi 

skin or leather.
Skinner, skln-nfir, s. 98. A dealer in skins. 
Skinniness, skln-n£-n£s, $. The quality ot 

being skinny.
Skinny, skin-n£, a. Consisting only of skin, 

wanting flesh.
2b Skip, skip, v. n. To fetch quick bounds, to 

pass by quick leaps, to bound lightly and joyfully, U 
pass without noise.

7b Skip, skip, v. a. To miss, to pass. 
Skip skip, s. A light leap or bound. 
Skipjack, sklp-jAk, $. An upstart. 
Skipkennel, skip'kon-nil, s. 99. A lackey, 

a footboy.
Skipper, skip-pfir, s. 98. A shipmaster, or 

shipboy.
Skirmish, sk&r-mlsh, s. JOB. A slight fight, 

less than a set battle; a contest, a contention.
2b Skirmish, sk&r-mish. v. n. To fight loosely, 

to fight in parties before or after the shock of the main 
battle.

Skirmisher, sk£r-mish-&r, $. He who skir
mishes.

Skirmishing, skSr-mlsh-ing, s. The act of 
fighting loosely.

To Skirre, skfir, v. a. To scour, to ramble 
over in order to clear.

2b Skirre, sk£r, v. n. To scour, to scud, to 
run in haste.

Skirret, sk^r-rlt, s. 99. A plant.
Skirt, sk£rt, s. 108. The loose edge of a gar

ment; a part which hangs loose below the waist; the 
edge of any part of the dress; edge, margin, border, 
extreme part.

7’o Skirt, sk^rt, v. a. To border, to run along 
the edge.

Skittish, sklt-tlsh, a. Shy, easily frighted; 
wanton, volatile; changeable, fickle.

Skittishly, skWtlsh-li, ail. Wantonly, tin- 
certainly, fickly.

Skittishness, skh-tlsh-n&s, s. Wantonness, 
fickleness, shyness.

Skittle, skit-tl, $. 405. A piece of wood like 
a sugar-loaf used in the play of skittles.

Skittles, sklt-tlz, $. pl.
This word is in no Dictionary that I have seen; 

nor do I know its derivation. It is described by Johnson, 
under the word loggats, to be kittle pins set up and 
thrown down by a bowl: but what kittle pins are, neither 
he nor any other of our lexicographers informs us. 
SkONCE, sk6nse, s.—See Sconce.
Skreen, skr^n, s. 246. Riddle or coarse 

sieve; any thing by which the sun or weather is kept 
oft’; shelter, concealment. Better written Screen.

To Skreen, skreen, r. a. To riddle, to sift* to 
shade frem sun, or light, or weather; to shelter oi 
protect.

SKUE, sk6, a. 335. Oblique, sidelong?
2b Skulk, skfilk, ©. n. To hide, to lurk in fear 

or malice.
Skull, skul, s. The bone that encloses the 

head ; a shoal.
Skullcap, skhl-kAp, s. A head piece.
SKY, sk£l, s. J60. The region which surrounds 

this earth beyond the atmosphere; it is taken for the 
whole region without the earth; the heavens; the 
weather.
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a. Blue, azure,

v. n. To be rc-

3KYEY, sk£KA, a. Ethereal.
Skycolour, skel-kM-ur, s. An azure colour, 

the colour of the skv
Skycoloured, sk^i-k&l-hrd, 

like the sky.
SkydiEd, sWUalde, a. Coloured like the sky. 
Skyed, skMde, a. 359. Enveloped by the skies. 
Skyish, sUI-lsh, a. Coloured by the ether. 
Skylark, skdKlirk, s. A lark that mounts 

and sings. ,
SKYLIGHT, skel-llle, s. A window placed in a 

room, not laterally, but in the ceiling.
Skyrocket, skeHrdk-lt, s. A kind of firework, 

which flies high, and burns as it flies.
Slab, slib, s. A puddle; a plane of stone, as, 

a marble Slab.
Slab, slAb, «. Thick, viscous, glutinous.
To Slabber, sllb-b&r, or sl6b-b&r, v. n. To 

let the spittle fall from the mbuth, to drivel; to shed 
or pour any thing.

The second sound of this word is by much the 
more usual one; but as it is in direct opposition to the 
orthography, it ought to be discountenanced, and the 
a restored to it9 true sound. Correct usage seems some, 
what inclined to this reformation, and every lover of 
correctness ought to favour it.
SLABBERER, slib^b&r-hr, s. 98. He who slab

bers.
Slabby, slib-be, a. Thick, viscous; wet, 

floody.
Slack, slAk, a. Loose ; remiss ; relaxed. 
Slack, silk, s. Small coal, coal broken in 

small parts.
To Slack, silk, )
To Slacken, sllk-kn, 103. f

miss, to neglect; to lose the power of cohesion; to 
abate; to languish, to flag.

To Slack, slik, ) — ,
To Slacken, silken, f a' To loosen’ ,0 

make less tight; to relax, to remit; to ease, to miti
gate ; to cause to be remitted; to crumble; to neglect; 
to repress; to make less quick and forcible.

Slackly, sllk-14, ad. Loosely, negligently, 
remissly.

Slackness, sllk-nls, s. Looseness, not tight
ness ; negligence, remissness; want of tendency ; 
weakness. ■

Slag, sllg, s. The dross or recrement of metal. 
Slaie, sla, s. A weaver’s reed.
Slain, slane. The part. pass, of Slay.
To Slake, slake, v. a. To quench, to extin

guish.
There is a corrupt pronunciation of this word like 

the word slack. This is the werd, as Dr. Johnson ob
serves, from which it is evidently derived ; but as it has 
acquired a distinct and appropriated meaning, it is with 
great propriety that it differs A little from its original, 
both in orthography and pronunciation.

All cur orthoepists unite in pronouncing this word re
gularly ;. but, as Mr. Smith observes, bricklayers and 
their labourers universally pronounce it with the short 
a s as if written slack ; and it may be added, that the 
correctest speakers, when using the participial adjective 
in the words unslaked lime, pronounce the a in the same 
manner ; but this ought to be avoided.
To Slam, slim, t>. a. To slaughter, to crush; 

to win all the tricks iff a hand at whist
Slam, slim, s. A term at whist, when all the 

tricks in a hand are won.
To Slander, slin-dhr, v. a. 78. To censure 

falsely, to belie.
SLANDER, slln-d&r, $, False invective ; dis

grace, reproach ; disreputation, ill name.
Slanderer, slan-dfir-ftr, s. One who belies 

another, one who lays false imputations on anotlier.
Slanderous, slan-d&r-fis, a. 314. Uttering 

reproachful falsehoods; containing reproachful false
hoods, calumnious.

Slanderously, slin-d&r-fis-li, nd. Calum- 
niously, with false reproach.

50.5

TheSlanderousness, slin'dir-us-nes, 
state or quality of being reproachful.

Slang, sling. The pret of Sling.
SLANK, slingk, s. An herb.
Slant, slint, 78. | a. Oblique, not direct,
Slanting, slint-Ing, ) not perpendicular. 
SLANTLY, slintAH, 78. )
Slantwise, slint-wize, j Obliquely, not 

perpendicularly, slope.
Slap, slip, s. A smart blow.
Slap, slip, ad. With a sudden and violent blow. 
To Slap, slip, v. a. To strike with a slap. 
Slapdash, slip-dish,' inteij. All at once. A 

low word.
To Slash, slish, v. a. To cut, to cut with 

long cuts ; to lash. Slash is improper.
To Slash, slish, v. n. To strike at random 

with a sword.
Slash, slish, s. Cut, wound; a cut in cloth.
SlatcH, slitsh, s. The middle part of a rope 

or cable that hangs down loose.
Slate, slate, s. A gray fossile stone, easily 

broken into thin plates, which are used to cover houses, 
or to write upon.

To Slate, slate, v. a. To cover the roof, to tile.
Slater, sla't&r, s. 93. One who covers with 

slates or tiles.
Slattern, slit-turn, s. 98. A woman negli

gent, not elegant or nice.
Slatternly, slit-t&rn-li, ad. Negligent in 

dress, inelegant in dress.
To Slattern away, slit-t&rn i-wa,' v. a. To 

lose by negligence.
Slaty, sla-t^, a. Having the nature of slate. 
Slave, slave, s. One mancipated to a master, 

not a freeman, a dependent.
To Slave, slave, v. n. To drudge, to moil, to 

toil.
Slaver, sliv-ir, s. 98. Spittle running from 

the mouth, drivel.
To Slaver, sliv-&r, v. n. To be smeared with 

spittle; to emit spittle.
To Slaver, sliv-fir, v. a. To smear with drivel. 
Slaverer, sliv-Cir-Dr, s. 98. One who canno 

hold his spittle, a driveller, an idiot.
Slavery, sla-v&r-£, s. 557. Servitude, the con 

dition of a slave, the offices of a slave.
Slaughter, slaw-tur, s. 213. 390. Massacre, 

destruction by the sword.
To Slaughter, slAw-tfir, v. a. To massacre, 

to slay, to kill with the sword.
Slaughterhouse, slaw-tur-housc, s. House 

in which beasts are killed by the butcher.
Slaughterman, sliw^tiir-mln, s. One cm- 

ployed in killing.
Slaughterous, sliw-t&r-&s, a. Destructive, 

murderous.
Slavish, sla-vlsh, a. Servile, mean, base, de

pendent.
Slavishly, sla-vlsh-le, ad. Servilely, meanly 
Slavishness, sla-vlsh-nes, s. Servility, mean 

n css.
To Slay, sla, v. a. 220. Pret. Slew. Part. pass. 

Slain. To kill, to butcher, to put to death.
Slayer, sla-ur, «. 98. Killer, murderer, do. 

stroyer.
Sleazy, sl<S-z<J, a. 227. Weak, wanting sub- 

stance.
Sled, sliSd, ». A carriage drawn without 

wheels.
Sledded, sl£d-did, a. 99. Mounted on a sled. 
Sledge, slidje, s. A larg'e heavy hammer 

a carriage without wheels, or with very low whoels.
Sleek, slWk, a. 246. Smooth, glossv.

s.
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To Sleek, sliik, v. a. To comb smooth and 
even ; to render soft, smooth, or glossy.

Sleekly, sl^ek-ld, ad. Smoothly, glossly. 
Sleekness, sl&k-n&s, s. Smoothness.
Sleeky, sl^k-£,-a. Of a sleek or smooth ap

pearance.
To Sleep, sle£p, v. n. 246. To take rest, by 

susiiension of the mental powers; to rest, to be motion
less; to live thoughtlessly: to be dead, death being 
a state from which man wifi some time awake; to be 
inattentive, not vigilant; to be unnoticed, or un
attended.

Sleep, sl£4p, s. Repose, rest, suspension of 
the mental powers, slumber.

Sleeper, sle^p-hr, s. 98. One who sleeps; a 
lazy inactive drone; that which lies dormant, or with
out effect; a fish.

Sleepfulness, sl^p'ful-n£s, A strong de
sire to sleep.

Sleepily, sl£dp-£-l£, ad. Drowsily, with de
sire to sleep; dully, lazily; stupidly.

Sleepiness, sl£4p^-n£s, s. Drowsiness, dis
position to sleep, inability to keep awake.

Sleeping, sl^p-lng, s. The state of resting 
in sleep; the state of not being disturbed or noticed.

Sleepless, sle£p-l£s, a. Wanting sleep. 
Sleeplessness, sleep-13s-n£s, s. Want of sleep. 
Sleepy, sl££p-£, a. Drowsy, disposed to sleep;

soporiferous, causing Heep.
Sleet, sl££t, s. 246. A kind of smooth small 

hail or snow, not falling in flakes, but single particles.
To Sleet, sl£et, v. n. To snow in small par

ticles intermixed with rain.
Sleety, sl££t-e, a. Bringing sleet.
Sleeve, sl^ev, s. 246. The part of a garment 

that covers the arms; a fish.
Sleeved, sl^evd, a. 359. Having sleeves. 
Sleeveless, sle£v-l£s, a. Wanting sleeves;

wanting reasonableness, wanting propriety.
Sleight, sllte, $. 253. Artful trick, cunning 

artifice, dexterous practice.
Sleightful, slite-ful, a. Artful, cunning. 
SLEIGHTY, sllte-£, a. Crafty, artful.
SLENDER, slSnM&r, a. 98. Thin, small in cir

cumference compared with the length ; small in the 
waist,having a fine shape; slight; small, weak; spar
ing ; not amply supplied.

Slenderly, sl£n-dhr-l£, ad. Without bulk; 
slightly, meanly,.

Slenderness, sl&n-d&r-nSs, $. Thinness, small
ness of circumference; want of bulk or strength; 
slightness; want of plenty.

Slept, sl£pt. The pret. of Sleep. 
Slew, si 6, 265. The pret. of Slay.
To Sley, sla, v. n. 269. To part or twist into 

threads.
To Slice, sllse, v. a. To cut into flat pieces; 

to cut into parts; to cut off; to cut, to divide.
Slice, sllse, s. A broad piece cutoff; abroad 

piece ; a broad head fixed in a handle, a peel, a spa
tula.

Slid, slid. The pret. of Slide.
Slidden, slld-dn, 103. The part. pass, of Slide.
To Slidder, slid-dur, v. n. 98. To slide with 

interruption.
To Slide, slide, v. n. Pret. Slid. Part pass. 

Slidden. To pass along smoothly, to glide; to move 
without change of the foot; to pass along by silent and 
unobserved progression ; to pass silently and gradually 
from good to bad; to pass without difficulty or ob
struction ; to move upon the ice by a single impulse, 
without change of feet; to fall by errour; to be not 
firm; to pass with a free and gentle course or flow.

To Slide, slide, v. a. To pass imperceptibly. 
Slide, slide, s. Smooth and easy passage; 

flow, even course.
Slider, sll-dhr, s. He who slides.

SLIGHT, sllte, a. 393. Small, inconsiderable; 
weak; negligent; foolish, weak of mind; not strong, 
thin, as a Slight silk.

Slight, sllte, s. Neglect, contempt; artifice, 
cunning practice.

To Slight, sllte, v. a. To neglect, to disre. 
gard; to throw carelesly; to slight over, to treat or 
perform carelessly.

Slighter, sll-t&r, s. 98. One who disregards. 
Slightingly, sll-ting-l£, ad. 410. Without 

reverence, with contempt.
Slightly, slite-lA, ad. Negligently, contemp- 

tuously; weakly, without force; without worth.
Slightness, sihe-n£s, s. Weakness, want of 

strength ; negligence, want of attention.
Slim, slim, a. Slender, thin of shape.
Slime, slime, s. Viscous mire, any glutinous 

substance.
Sliminess, sli-m£-n£s, s. Viscosity, glutinous 

matter.
Slimy, sll-m£, a. Overspread with slime; vis

cous, glutinous.
Sliness, sil-nls, s. Designing artifice.
Sling, sling, s. 410. A missile weapon made 

by a strap; a throw, a stroke; a kind of hanging ban
dage.

To Sling, sling, v. a. To throw by a sling; to 
throw, to cast; to hang loosely by a string; to move 
by means of a rope.

Slinger, sllng-6r, s. 409. 410. One who slings, 
or uses the sling.

To Slink, sllngk, v. n. Pret. Slunk. To sneak, 
to steal out of the way.

To Slink, sllngk, v. a. 408. 410. To cast, to 
miscarry of.

To Slip, slip, v. n. To slide, not to tread firm; 
to move or fly out of place; to sneak, to slink; to 
glide, to pass unexpectedly or imperceptibly; to fall 
into fault or errour; to escape, to fall out of the 
memory.

To Slip, slip, v. a. To convey secretly, to lose 
by negligence; to part twigs from the main body bv 
laceration; to escape from; to leave slyly; to let 
loose; to throw off any thing that holds one; to pass 
over negligently.

Slip, slip, s. The act of slipping, a false step; 
errour, mistake, fault; a twig torn from the main 
stock; a leash or string in which a dog is held; an 
escape, a desertion: a long, narrow piece.

Slipboard, slip-bord, $. A board sliding in 
grooves.

Slipknot, sllp-nftt, s. A bow knot, a knot 
easily untied.

Slipper, slip^p&r, a 98. A shoe without lea
ther behind, into which the foot slips easily.

Slippered, sllp-phrd, a. Wearing slippers.
Si.tpperiness, sllp-p&r-^-n&s, s. State or qua

lity of being slippery, smoothness, glibness; uncer
tainty, want of firm footing.

Slippery, sllp-pbr-^, a. Smooth, glib; not 
affording firm footing; hard to hold, hard to keep; 
not standing firm ; uncertain, changeable; not chaste.

Slippy, sllp-pe, a. Slippery.
SLirsHOD, slip^shdd, a. Having the shoes not 

pulled up at the heels, but barely slipped on.
Slipslop, sllp-sldp, s. Weak liquor; affectation 

of using elegant words, and mistaking them.
To Slit, slit, v. a. Pret. and part. Slit and 

Slitted. To cut longwise.
Slit, slit, s. A long cut and narrow opening.
To Sltve, sllve, I v. . v -j
To Slivf.r, sli'-v&r, J a “• To sPbt> to d,vlde 

longwise, to tear off longwise. •
Sliver, sll-v&r, s. 98. A branch torn off*.
SLOATS, sldts, s. 295. Sloats of a cart, are 

those underpieces which keep the bottom together.
Slobber, sldb-b&r, s. Slaver.—See Slabber. 
Sloe, sld, j. 2D6. The fruit of the blackthorn.
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Sloop, slJAp, s. 306. A small ship.
Slop, slip, s. Mean and vile liquor of any 

kind.
Slop, sl5p, *. (Generally used in the plural.) 

Trousers, open breeches.
Slope, slApe, a. Oblique, not perpendicular.
Slope, sldpe, s. An oblique direction, any tiling 

obliquely directed; declivity, ground cut or formed 
with declivity.

Slope, sldpe, ad. Obliquely, not perpendicu
larly. .

To Slope, slope, v. a. 1 o form to obliquity 
or declivity to direct obliquely.

To Slope, sldpe, v. n. To take an oblique or 
declivous direction.

Slopeness, slope-nAs, s. Obliquity, declivity. 
Slopewise, sldpe^-wlze, ad. Obliquely. 
Slopingly, sl&^-plng-lA, ad. 410. Obliquely. 
Sloppy, sl&p-pA, a. Miry and wet 
Slopshop, sl&p-sh&p, s. A place where ready 

made clothes are sold.
Slot, sl6t, s. The track of a deer.
Sloth, s16M, s. 467. Laziness, sluggishness, 

idleness; an animal of very slow motion.
Slothful, sloM-ful, a. Lazy, sluggish, dull 

of motion.
SLOTHFULLY, slo//z-ful-A, ad. With sloth. 
Slothfulness, sl&/i-f&l-nSs, s. Laziness, 

sluggishness, inactivity.
Slouch, sloutsh, s. 313. A downcast look, 

a depression of the head; a man who looks heavy and 
Clownish.

2To Slouch, sloutsh, v. n. To have a down
cast clownish look.

Sloven, sl&v-v&n, s. 103. A man indecently 
negligent of cleanliness, a man dirtily dressed.

Slovenliness, slfiv-v&n-te-nis, s. Indecent 
negligence of dress, neglect of cleanliness.

Slovenly, sluv-vAn-U, a. Negligent of dress, 
negligent of neatness, not cleanly.

Slovenly, slhv-vAn-lA, ad. In a coarse, in
elegant manner.

Slovenry, slfiv-ven-rA, & Dirtiness, want of 
neatness.

Slough, slou, s. 313. 390. A deep miry place.
SLOUGH, sluff, s. 391. The skin which a ser

pent casts off at his periodical renovation; the part 
that separates from a foul sore.

To Slough, sluff, v. n. To part from the sound 
flesh.

Sloughy, slou-A, a. Miry, boggy, muddy.
Slow, s16, a. 824. Not swift, not quick of 

motion ; late, not happening in a short time; not 
ready, not quick ; acting with deliberation; dull, in
active; dull, heavy in wit.

Slow, s16. In Composition, is an adverb. 
Slowly.

To Slow, slo, v. a. To delay, to procrastinate. 
Obsolete.

Slowly, slA-lA, ad. Not speedily; not soon; 
not hastily; not promptly ; tardily, sluggishly.

Slowness, slA-nAs, s. Smallness of motion ; 
want of velocity; length of time in which any thing 
acts or is brought to pass; dulness to admit conviction 
or affection ; want of promptness ; deliberation, cool 
delay; dilatorinew, procrastination.

Sloworm, sld-w&rm, s. A blind worm, a 
small viper.

To Slubber, sl&b'b&r, v. a."98. To do any 
, thing lazily, imperfectly, or with idle hurry; to stain, 
to daub; to cover coarsely or carelessly.

Slubberdegullion, sl&b-bur-dd-g&l-y&n, s.
A sorry wretch. A low word.

SLUDGE, sl&dje,«. Mire, dirt mixed with water.
SLUG* sl&g. s. An idler, a drone ; a kind of 

slow creeping snail; a cylindrical or oval piece of metal 
shot from a gun.
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Sluggard, slug-g&rd, s. 88. An inactive lazy 
fellow.

To Sluggardise, sl&g-gfir-dize, v. a. To make 
idle, to makedronish.

Sluggish, sl&gi-glsh, a. Lazv, slothful.
Sluggishly, sl&gtgLh-lA, ad. Lazily, idly, 

slowly.
Sluggishness, slftg-glsh-nAs. s. Sloth, laziness, 

idleness.
Sluice, sl&se, S. 342. A Watergate, a flood

gate, a venl for water.
To Sluice, sluse, v. a. To emit by floodgates,. 
Sluicy, sl&-se, a. Falling in streams as from 

a sluice ®r floodgate.
To Slumber, slum-b&r, v. n. To sleep lightly, 

to be not awake nor in profound sleep; to sleep, to 
repose; Sleep and Slumber are often confounded; to 
be in a state of negligence and supineness.

Slumber, slum-bur, s. 98. Light sleep; sleep, 
repose.

Slumberer, slum-b*ir-&r, s. One who slumbers. 
Slumberous, sl&m^bur-Us, )
Slumbeby, »UWbur-A, 

causing sleep, sleepy.
Slung, siting. The pret. and part, pass of

Slunk, sl&ngk. The pret. and part. pass, of 
Slink.

To Slur, sl&r, v. a. To sully, to soil; to pass 
lightly; to cheat, to trick.

Slur, sl&r, s. Slight disgrace.
SLUT, sl&t, s. A dirty woman; a word of 

slight contempt to a woman.
Sluttehy, sltn-t&r-e, s. 557. The qualities or 

practice of a slut.
Sluttish, sl&t-tlsh, a. Nasty, dirty', indecently, 

negligent of cleanliness.
Sluttishly, sl&t-tlsh-le, ad. Itj a sluttish 

manner, nastily, dirtily.
Sluttishness, sl&t'tlsh-nSs, s. The qualities 01 

practice of a slut, nastiness, dirtiness.
Sly, sli, a. Meanly artful, secretly insidious. 
Slyly, sli-lA, ad. With secret artifice, insidi

ously.
To Smack, smAk, v. n. To be tinctured with 

any particular taste; to have a tincture or quality in
fused ; to make a noise by separation of t!>e lips 
strongly pressed together, as after a taste; to kiss with 
a close compression of the li;>s.

To Smack, smik, v. a. To kiss; to make an* 
quick smart noise.

Smack, smik. s Taste, flavour ; tincture, qua
lity from something mixed; a small quantity, a taste ; 
the act of parting the lips audibly, as after a pleasing 
taste ; a loud kiss ; a small ship.

Small, small, a. 84. Little in quantity ; slen
der, minute; little in degree; little in importance, 
petty; little in the principal quality, as Small beer ; 
not strong, weak.

Small, small, s. The small or narrow part cf 
any thing, particularly applied to the leg.

Smallcoal, small-kole, s. Little wood coals 
used to light fires

Smallcrait, small-kraft, s. A little vessel be
low the denomination of a ship.

Smallpox, smAll-p&ks,' s. 406. An eruptive 
distemper of great malignity.

Smallness. smAllWs. s. Littleness, not great
ness; want of bulk, minuteness; weakness.

SMALLY, sinAl-14, «<Z. In a little quantity, with 
minuteness, in a little or low degree.

Smaragd, •smA^ragd, s. The emerald.
Smaragdine, sini-rAg-dln, a. 140. Made of 

emerald, resembling emerald.
Smart, smart, s. 78. Quick, pungent, lively 

pain ; pain, corporeal or intellectual.
To Smart. si> Art. v. n. To feel quick lively 

pain; to feel pain of body or mind.
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Smart, sinBrt, a. Pungent, sharp; quick, 
vigorous; acute, witty; brisk, lively.

Smart, stn&rt, s A fellow affecting briskness 
and vivacity.

Smartly, smirt-le, ad. After a sin^rt manner, 
sharply, briskly.

Smartness, smirt-n&s, s. The quality of being 
smart, quickness, vigour; liveliness, briskness, witti
ness.

To Smash, smash, v. a. To break in pieces. 
Rather a low word.

Smatch, smitsh, s. Taste, tincture, twang; 
a bird.

7b Shatter, smit-t&r, v. n. To have a slight, 
superficial knowledge; to talk superficially or igno
rantly.

Smatter, smat't&r, s. 98. Superficial or slight 
knowledge.

Smatterer, smit-t&r-dr, s. One who has 
a slight or superficial knowledge.

Smattering, smit-tur-lng. s. Superficial 
knowledge.

To Smear, srnder, v. a. 227. To overspread 
with something viscous and adhesive, to besmear; to 
soil, to contaminate.

SMEARY, smddr-d, a. Dauby, adhesive.
To Smell, smill, v. a. To perceive by the 

nose; to find out by mental sagacity.
To Smell, smell, v. n. To strike the nostrils; 

to have any particular scent; to have a particular tinc
ture or smack of any quality; to practise the act of 
smelling.

Smell, smdll, s. Power of smelling; tbe sense 
of which the nose is the organ; scent, power of affect
ing the nose.

Smeller, smel-l&r, $. 98. He who smells. 
Smellfeast, smell-fdste, s. A parasite, one 

who haunts good tables.
Smelling, smdl-llng. s. The sense by which 

smells or odours are perceived.
Smelt, smelt. The pret. and part, pass of 

Smell.
Smelt, smelt, s. A small sea fish.
7b Smelt, smdlt, v. a. To melt ore, so as to 

extract the metal.
Smelter, smdlt-Cir, s. 98, One who melts ore. 
To Smerk, smdrk, v. a. To smile wantonly. 
Smerky, or Smirky, smSrkQ, a. 108. Nice, 

smart, jaunty.
Smerlin, smdr-lin, s. A fish.
Smicket, smlk-kit, s. 99. The under garment 

of a woman.
To Smile, smile, v. n. To express pleasure by 

the countenance; to express slight contempt; to look 
gay or joyous; to be favourable, to be propitious.

Smile, smile, s. A look of pleasure, or kind
ness.

Smilingly, smi-ling-le, ad. 410» With a look 
of pleasure.

To Smirch, smdrtsh, v. a. 108. To cloud, to 
dusk, to soil.

To Smirk, smdrk, v. n.
Johnson defines this word, ** To look affectedly 

soft or kind;” Ash, “To smile wantonly,” and Mason 
defines the substantive smirk to be “a settled smile.” 
Ash appears to me to have been the farthest from the 
true signification ; for the quality of wantonness does 
not seem to enter into the idea of this word: the genuine 
meaning seems to be that which Johnson has given us 
from Spencer under vhe adjective smerky, which signifies 
nice, smart; therefore the verb may perhaps not be im
properly defined to be, To assume a pleasant vivacity of 
countenance.
Smit, smlt. The part. pass, oi Smite.
To Smite, smite, v. a. Pret. Smote. Part. pass. 

Smit, Smitten. To strike, to kill, to destroy; to afflict, 
to chasten ; to affect with any passion.

To Smite, smite, v. n. To strike, to collide. 
Smiter, sml-tur, s. 98. He who smites.
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Smith, sml/A, s. 467. One who forges with bis 
hammer, one who works in metals.

Smithcraft, smV/i'krift, s. The art of a smith. 
SmitherY, smWM, s. The shop of a smith. 
Smithy, smiM'£, «. The work-shop of a smith. 
Smitten, smit-tn, 103. The part. pass, of 

Smite.
Smock, smok, s. The under garment of a wo

man, a shift.
Smockfaced, smdk-faste, a. 359. Paleface 

maidenly.
Smockless, smok-les, a. Wanting a smock. 
Smoke, smoke, s. The visible effluvium or 

sooty exhalation from any thing burning.
To Smoke, smoke, v. n. To emit a dark exha

lation by heat; to move with such swiftness as to 
kindle; to smell, or hunt out; to use tobacco in a 

. pipe‘
7b Smoke, smoke, v. a. To scent by smoke, to 

dry in smoke; to smoke a pipe; to smell out, to find 
out.

Smoker, smd-k&r, s. 98. One that dries or 
perfumes by smoke; one that uses tobacco in a pipe.

Smokeless, smoke-lis, a. Having no smoke. 
Smoky, smo^ke, a. Emitting smoke, fumid ;

having the apjiearance or nature of smoke; noisome 
with smoke.

Smooth, smdoTH, a. 306. 467. Even on the 
surface, level; evenly spread, glossy; equal in pace, 
without starts or obstruction; flowing, soft; mild, 
adulatory.

7b Smooth, smd&TH, v. a. To level, to make 
even on the surface; to work into a soft uniform mass, 
to make easy, to rid from obstruction ; to make flow- 
ing, to free from harshness ; to palliate, to soften ; to 
calm, to mollify; to ease; to flatter, to soften with 
blandishments.

Smoother, sm65rH-ur, $. One who smooths 
or frees from harshness.

Smoothfaced, smODTH-faste, a. 359. Mild 
looking, having a soft air.

Smoothly, sidoSth-I^, ad. Evenly; with even 
glide ; without obstruction, easily, readily; with soft 
and bland language.

Smoothness. smodTH-n&s, s. Evenness on the 
. surface; softness or mildness on the palate ; sweet
ness and softness of numbers; blandness and gentle, 
ness of speech.

Smote, smote. The pret. of Smile.
To Smother, sminH-iir, v. a. 469. To suflo- 

cate with smoke, or by exclusion of the air; to sup 
press.

To Smother. smfiTH-ur, v. n. To smoke with, 
out vent; to be suppressed or kept close.

Smother, smiiTH-ur, s. 93. 
pression; smoke, thick dust.

Smouldering, smdl-diir-ing, .
Smouldry, smdl-dre, 318. |

and smoking without vent.
Smug, smug, a. Nice, spruce, dressed with 

affectation of niceness.
To Smuggle, sm&g-gj, v. a. 405. To import 

or export goods without payment of the customs.
Smuggler, smhg-gl-hr, s. 98. A wretch, who 

in defiance of the laws, imjxjrts or exports goods 
without payment of the customs.

Smugly, smug-ld, ad. Neatly, sprucely. 
Smugness, smftg-n&s, s. Spruceness, neatness. 
Smut, smit, s. A spot made with soot or coal; 

must or blackness gathered on corn, mildew; ob
scenity.

To Smut, smut, t>. a. To stain, to mark with 
soot or coal; to taint with mildew.

To Smut, smit, v. n.
To Smutch, smhtsh, 

smoke.
Smuttily,

obscenely.

A state of sup-

- a. Burning

To gather must.
v. a. To black with

ad. Blackly, smokil)
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Smuttiness, sm&titi-njs, «. Soil from smoke, 
obsceneness.

Smuttv, sm&t't£, a, Black with smoke or 
coal; tainted with mildew; obscene.

Snack, snAk, s. A share, a part taken hy com
pact.

Knavfle, snlf-fl, s. 405. A bridle which crosses 
the nose ; a kind of bit for a bridle.

To Snaffle, snAC-fl, v. a. To bridle, to hold 
in a bridle, to manage.

Snag, snAg. s- A jag or sharp protuberance; 
a tooth left by itself, or standing beyond the rest.

Snagged, suig-gM, 366. ) v -„ . , , 5 „„„ f a. hull of snags,Snaggy, snlg-ge, 383. 1 ® ’
full of sharp protuberances; shooting into sharp points.

Snail, snaJe, s. 202. A slimy animal which 
creeps on plants, some with shells on their backs; 
a name given to a drone, from the slow motion of a 
snail.

Snake, snake, s. A serpent of the oviparous 
kind, distinguished from the viper. The snake’s bite 
is harmless.

Snakeroot, snAke-rAAt, s. A species of birth
wort growing in Virginia and Carolina.

SnakesheaD, snaks-hAd, ) p.
Snakeweed, snake-wAAd,j ** ants.
Snakewood, snake-wud, s. A kind of wood 

used in medicine.
Snaky, sna-ke, a. Serpentine, belonging to 

a snake, resembling a snake ; having serpents.
To Snap, snAp, v. a. To break at once, to break 

short; to strike with a sharp short noise ; to bite ; to 
catch suddenly and unexpectedly ; to treat with sharp 
language.

To Snap, snip, v. n. To break short, to fall 
asunder ; to make an effort to bite with eagerness.

Snap, snAp, s. The act of breaking with a quick 
motion ; a greedy fellow; a quick eager bite: a catch, 
a theft.

Snapdragon, snAp-drAg-&n> s. A plant; a 
kind of play.

Snapper, snAp-p&r, s. 98. One who snaps.
Snappish, snAp-pIsh, a. Eager to bite; peevish, 

sharp in reply.
Snappishly, snAp-plsh-le, Peevishly, tartly.
Snappishness, snAp-plsh-nAs, s. Peevishness, 

tartness.
Snapsack, snAp-sAk, s. A soldier’s bag.—See 

Knapsack.
Snare, snare, $. Any thing set to catch an 

animal, a gin, a net; any thing by which one is en- 
trapixxi or entangled.

To Snare, snare, v. a. To entrap, to entangle.
To Snarl, snArl, v. n. To growl, as an angry 

animal; to speak roughly, to talk in rude terms.
Snarler, snAr-lAr, s. 98. One who snarls; 

a growling, surly, quarrelsome person.
Snaky, sna-rA, a. Entangling, insidious.
To Snatch, snAtsh, v. a. To seize any thing 

hastily; to transport or carry suddenly.
Snatch, snAtsh, s. A hasty catch ; a short fit 

of vigorous action ; a broken or interrupted action, a 
short fit.

Sn xtcher, snAtsh'&r, s. 98. One who snatches.
Snatchingly, snAtsh-lng-lA, ad. 410. Has

tily, with interruption.
To Sneak, snAke, v. n. 227. To creep slyly, to 

come or go as if afraid to be seen; to behave with 
meanness and servility, to crouch.

Sneaker, sni-kfir, s. 98. A small bowl of 
punch.

Sneaking, snA-king, part. a. Servile, mean, 
low; covetous, niggardly.

SneaKIngly, snA-king-lA, ad. 410. Meanly, 
servilely.

SNEAKUP, snA^k&p, J. A cowardly, creeping, 
insidious scoundrel.
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To Sneap, snApe, v. a. 227. To reprimand, to 
check ; to nip. Obsolete.

To Sneer, snAre, v. a. 246. To show con
tempt by looks; to insinuate contempt bv covert ex
pressions; to utter with grimace; to show awkward 
mirth.

Sneer, snAre, s. A look of contemptuous ri
dicule ; an expression of ludicrous scorn.

To Sneeze, sniize, v. n. 246. To emit wind 
audibly by the nose.

Sneeze, snAAze, s. Emission of wind audibly 
by the nose.

Sneezewort, snAAze-w&rt, s. A plant.
Snet, snAt, s. The fat of a deer.
Snick-and-snee, snlk-And-snAA,' s. A combat 

with knives.
To Sniff, snlf, v. n. To draw breath audibly 

by the nose.
To Snip, snip, v. a. To cut at once with scis

sors.
Snip, snip, s. A single cut with scissors; a 

small shred.
Snipe, snipe, s. A small fen fowl with a long 

bill, a fool, a blockhead.
Snipper, snlp-p&r, s. 98. One who snips. 
Snippet, snip-pit, s. 99. A small part, a share. 
Snipsnap, snlp-snAp, s. Tart dialogue.
Snivel, snlv-vl, s. 102. Snot, the running of 

the nose.
To Snivel, snlv-vl, v. n. To run at the nose; 

to cry as children.
Sniveller, snlv-vi-&r, s. 9S. A weeper, a weak 

lamenter.
To Snore, snAre, v. n. To breathe hard 

through the nose as men in sleep.
Snore, snAre, s. Audible respiration of 

sleepers through the nose.
To Snort, snort, p. n. To blow through the 

nose as a high-mettled horse.
Snot, snAt, s. The mucus of the nose.
Snotty, snAt-tA, a. Full of snot.
Snout, snAut s. 818. The nose of a beast; 

the nose of a man in contempt; the nosel or end of 
any hollow pipe.

SNOUTED, snA&t-Ad, a. Having a snout.
Snow, snA, s. 824. The small particles of water 

frozen before they unite into drops.
To Snow, snA, v. n. To have snow fall.
7’o Snow, snA, v. a. To scatter like snow.
Snowball, snA-bAll, s. A round lump of con

gealed snow.
Snowbroth, sn&br&t//, s. Very cold liquor. 
Snowdrop, snA'drAp. s. An early flower. 
Snow-white, snA'-hwite, a. White as snow. 
Snowy, sno-A, a. White like snow; abounding 

with snow.
To Snub, snub, v. a. To check, to reprimand; 

to nip.
Snuff, sn&f, r. The useless excrescence of a 

candle ; a candle almost burned out; the fired wick 
of a candle remaining after the flame; resentment 
expressed by sniffling, perverse resentment; powdered 
tobacco taken bv the nose.

To Snuff, sn&f, v. a. To draw in with the 
breath ; to scent, to crop the candle.

To Snuff, sn&f, v. n. To snort, to draw breath 
by the nose; to sniff in contempt.

Snuffbox, sn&f-bAks, s. The box in which 
snuff is carried.

Snuffers, sn&f-f&rz, s. The instrument with 
which the candle is clipped.

To Snuffle, sn&f-fl, v. n. 405. To speak 
through the note, to breathe hard through the nose.

To Snug, sn&g, t». n. To lie close.
Snug, sn&g, a. Close, free from any inconve

nience ; close, out of notice; slyly or insidiously close 
P P
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To Snuggle, sn&g-gl, ». n. 405. To lie close, 
to lie warm.

So sd, ad. In like manner ; it answers to As 
either preceding or following; to such a degree ; in 
such a manner; in the same manner; thus, in this 
manner; therefore, for this reason, in consequence of 
this; on these terms, noting a conditional petition ; 
provided (hat, on condition that; in like manner, no
ting concession of one proposition and assumption of 
another, answering to A.s; it notes a kind of abrupt 
beginning, well; a word of assumption, thus be it; a 
form of petition; So so, an exclamation after some
thing done or known ; indifferently ; not much amiss 
or well; So then, thus then it is that, therefore.

To Soak, soke, v. n. To lie steeped in mois- 
ture ; to enter by degrees into pores; to drink glut
tonously and intemperately.

To Soak, s6ke,r- n. To macerate in any mois
ture, to steep, to keep wet till moisture is imbibed, to 
drench ; to drain, to exhaust

Soap, sipe, j. 295. A substance used in wash
ing.

Soapboiler. sdpe-bdll-&r, s. One whose trade 
is to make soap.

Soapwort, sope^wtirt, $. A species of campion. 
To Soar, sire, v. n. 295. To fly aloft, to tower, 

to mount, properly to fly without visible action of the 
wings; to mount intellectually, to tower with the 
mind ; to rise high.

SOAR, sdre, s. Towering flight.
To Sob, sob, v. n. To heave audibly with con

vulsive sorrow, to sigh with convulsion.
Sob, sSb, s. A convulsive sigh, a convulsive 

act of respiration obstructed by sorrow.
SOBER, sd-b&r, a. 98. Temperate, particularly 

in liquors ; not overpowered by drink; not mad, right 
in the understanding; regular, calm, free from inor
dinate passion ; serious, solemn, grave.

To Sober, sd-b&r, v. a. To make sober.
SOBERLY, sd-bhr-l£, ad. Without intemper

ance ; without madness; temperately, moderately; 
cooly, calmly.

Soberness, sA-b&r-n&s, s. Temperance in 
drink; calmness, freedom from enthusiasm, coolness.

SOBRIETY, sd-brl^e-t^, s. Temperance in dri nk ; 
general temperance; freedom from inordinate passion; 
calmness, coolness ; seriousness, gravity.

Soccage, sSk-kadje, s. 90. A tenure of lands 
for certain inferiour or husbandry services to be per
formed to the lord of the fee.

Sociability, sd-sh£-i-bil-£-t£, s. Natural ten
dency to be sociable.

Sociable, sd-sh^-A-bl, a. 405. Fit to be con
joined ; ready to unite in a general interest; friendly, 
familiar; inclined to keep company.

Sociable, s6^sh£-£-bl, s, A kind of less ex
alted Phaeton, with two seats facing each other, and 
a box for the driver.

Sociableness, s6-sh^-^-bl-n^s, s. Inclination 
to company and converse; freedom of conversation, 
good fellowship.

Sociably, sd-she-a-bl^, ad. Conversibly, as 
a companion.

SOCIAL, s6-sh£-A.l, a. 357. Relating to a gene
ral or publick interest; easy to mix in friendly gay- 
ety; consisting in union or converse with another.

Socialness, s6-s!ill-nes, s. The quality of 
being social.

Society, sd-sl-^-te, s. 460. Union of many in 
one general interest; numbers united in one interest, 
community; company, converse; partnership, union 
on equal terms.

Socinian. sa-s1n-£-An, s. One who adopts the 
tenets of Socinus.

Sock, s&k, s. Something put between the foot 
and shoe ; the shoe of the ancient comick acton.

Socket, siklklt, s. 99. Any hollow pipe, ge- 
nerally the hollow of a candlestick; the receptack of 
the eye; any hollow that receives something inserted.

Socle, s&kl, s. 405. With Architects, a flat 
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square member under the bases and pedestals of statues 
and vases.—See Codie.

Sod, s&d, s. A turf, a clod.
SODALITY, sd-dil-£-t£, s. A fellowship, a fra

ternity.
Sodden, sod-dn, 105. The part. pass, of Seethe. 

Boiled, seethed.
To Soder. s&d'dhr, v. a. 98. To cement with 

some metallick matter.
Soder, sSd'dur, s. Metallick cement.—See 

Solder.
Soever, sd-Sv^ur, ad. 98. A ward properly 

joined with a pronoun or adverb, as whosoever, what
soever, howsoever.

Sofa, sd-f&, s. 92- A splendid seat covered 
with carpets.

SOFT, sdft, a. 363. Not hard; ductile; flexible, 
yielding; tender, timorous; mild, gentle, meek, civil, 
placid ; effeminate, viciously nice; delicate, elegantly 
tender; weak, simple; smooth, flowing.

When this word is accompanied by emotion, it is 
sometimes lengthened into sawfl, as Mr. Sheridan has 
marked it; but in other cases such a pronunciation 
borders on vulgarity.
Soft, sdft, inteij. Hold, stop, not so fast.
To Soften, sSf^fn, v. a. 472. To make soft, to 

make less hard; to make less fierce or obstinate ; to 
make easy, to compose; to make less harsh.

To Soften, s5f-fn, v. n. 103. To grow less 
hard; to grow less obdurate, cruel, or obstinate.

Softly, soft-le, aiL Without hardness; not 
violently, not forcibly; not loudiy; gently, placidly; 
mildly, tenderly.

Softener, s5f-fn-?ir, s. That which makes 
soft; one who palliates.

Softness, s6ft-n£s, s. Quality contrary to hard
ness ; mildness, gentleness; effeminacy, vicious deli
cacy ; timorousness, pusillanimity; quality contrary 
to harshness ; easiness to be affected; meekness.

SOHO, sd-hd,z inleij. A form of calling from a 
distant place.

To Soil, s3ll, v. a. 299. To foul, to dirt, to 
pollute, to stain, to sully; to dung, to manure.

Soil, soil, s. Dirt, spot, pollution, foulness; 
ground, earth, considered with relation to its vegeta
tive qualities; land, country; dung, compost; cut 
grass given to cattle.

Soiliness, s511-^-nes, s. Stain, foulness. 
Sotlure, soil-yhre, s. 113. Stain, pollution.

Obsolete.
To Sojourn, sd-j&rn, v. n. 814. To dwell any 

where for a time, to live as not at hdme, to inhabit as 
not in a settled habitation.

This verb and noun, as may be seen in Johnson, 
are variously accented by the poets; but our modern 
orthoepists have in general given the accent to the first 
syllable of both words. Dr. Kcnrick, Perry, Entick, and 
Buchanan, accent the second syllable; but Dr. Johnson, 
Mr. Sheridan, Dr. Ash, Mr. Nares, W. Johnston, Bai
ley, Barclay, and Penning, the first. Mr. Scott gives 
both accents, but that on the first syllable the first place. 
Sojourn, sd-jurn, s. A temporary residence, 

a casual and no settled habitation.
Sojourner, sd-j&rn-ir, J. A temporary dweller. 
To Solace, sJl-lis, v. a. 91. 544. To comfort, 

to cheer, to amuse.
To Solace, sdl-lAs, v. n. To take comfort. 
Solace, s&I'IAs, s. Comfort, pleasure, allevia

tion, that which gives comfort or pleasure.
Solar, sd-lir, 544. ) T7 . _ ,
Solary, sAHir-A, f a> »emg of the sun; 

belonging to the sun ; measured by the sun.
Sold, sild. The pret. and part. pass, of Sell. 
Sold, sdld, s. Military pay, warlike enter

tainment.
SOLD AN, sol-dAn, s. The emperor of the Turks. 
To Solder, sM-dar, v. a. To unite or fasten 

with any kind of metallick cement; to mend, to unite 
any thing broken.

Dr. Johnson seems to favour writing this word
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without the Z, a? it is sometimes pronounced: but the 
many examples he has brought where it is spelled with 
I, qhow sufficiently how much th-.s orthography is esta
blished. It is highly probable, that omitting the sound 
of I in this word began with mechanicks; and as the 
word has been lately little used, except in mechanical 
operations, this pronunciation has crept into onr Dic
tionaries, but ought not to be extended to the liberal 
and metaphorical use of the word. It is derived from 
the Latin solidare, the Italian saldare., or the French 
souder: and when other things are equal, Dr. Johnson’s 
rule of deriving words rather from the French than the 
Latin, is certainly a good one, but ought not to overturn 
a settled orthography, which has a more original lan
guage than the French in its favour. Though our orthoe
pisis agree in leaving out the Z, they differ in pronounc
ing the o. Sheridan sounds the o as in sod ; W. Johnston, 
as in sober; and Mr. Nares as the diphthong aiv. 
Mr. Smith says, that Mr. Walker pronounces the I in 
this word, but every workman pronounces it as rhyming 
with fodder: to which it may be answered, that work
men ought to take their pronunciation from scholars, 
and not scholars from workmen.—See CZe#
Solder, sSl-d&r, s. Metallick cement. 
Solderer, sM-dvir-?ir, s. One who solders or 

mends.
Soldier, sdl-jur, s. 298. 376. A fighting man, 

a warrior; it is generally used of the common men, 
as distinct from the commanders.

Uy* No orthoepist, except W. Johnston, leaves out 
the i In this word; but I have frequently had occasion 
to differ from this gentleman, and in this I do devoutly. 
Soldierlike, sdl-jftr-llke, ) , ...Soldierly, sdlij&r-lA, 404. J a' Martla1’ m11- 

tary, becoming a soldier.
Soldiership, sdl-j6r-sbip, ». 404. Military 

character, martial qualities, behaviour becoming a 
soldier.

Soldiery, s61-j&r-£, $. Body of military men, 
soldiers collectively ; soldiership, martial skill.

Sole, sdle, s. The bottom of the foot; the bot
tom of the shoe; the part of any thing that touches 
the ground; a kind of sea fish.

To Sole, sdle, v a. To furnish with soles, as, 
to Sole a pair of shoes.

SOLE, sdle, a. Single, only ; in Law, not mar
ried.

Solecism, sdl-d-slzm, s. 503. Unfitness of one 
word to another.

Solely, sdle^-ld, ad. Singly, only. See Wholly. 
Solemn, sdl-dm, a. 411. Anniversary, observed 

once a year; religiously grave; awful, striking with 
seriousness; grave, affectedly serious.

Solemness, siM-lem-nds, ) „Solemnity, WmUti, f ’’ c“remony
rite annually performed; religious ceremony; awful 
ceremony or procession; manner of acting awfully 
serious; gravity .steady seriousness; awful grandeur, 
sober dignity; affected gravity.

Solemnization, sdl-ldm-nd-za'shun, s. The 
act of solemnizing.

To Solemnize, sSl-lem-nlze, v. a. To dignify 
by particular formalities, to celebrate; to perform 
religiously once a year.

SOLEMNLY, sdl-lem-le. ad. With annual reli
gious ceremonies; with formal gravity and stateliness; 
with affected gravity; with religious seriousness.

7b Solicit, so-lls-slt, v. a. To importune, to 
entreat; to call to action, to excite; to implore, to 
ask ; to attempt, to try to obtain; to disturb, to dis
quiet.—See Obedience.

Solicitation, sd-lis-d-ta-shdn,5. Importunity, 
act of importuning; invitation, excitement.

Solicitor, sd-Hs-it-dr, $. 166. One who pe
titions for another; one who does in Chancery the 
business which is done by attorneys in other courts.

Solicitous, sd-lls^$lt-us, a. 314. Anxious, 
careful, concerned.

Solicitously, s^-lls-slt-ds-ld, ad. Anxiously, 
carefully.

Solicitude, sd-Hs-sd-thde, s. Anxiety, careful
ness.

Solicitress. sd-lls-It-trds, s. A woman who 
petitions for another.

Solid, sdl^Id, a. Not fluid; not hollow, com
pact, dense; having all the geometrical dimensions; 
strong, firm ; sound, not weakly; real, not empty; 
true, not fallacious; not light, not superficial; grave, 
profound.

Solid, sdl-ld, 544. In Physick, the part con
taining the fluids.

SOLIDITY, sd-lid-d-td, s. Fulness of matter, not 
hollowness ; firmness, hardness, compactness ; den
sity ; truth, not fallaciousness, intellectual strength, 
certainty.

Solidly, sdl-lid-ld, ad. Firmly, densely, com
pactly; truly, on good ground.

Solidness, sdl-lld-nds, s. Firmness, density. 
Soliloquy, sd-lll-ld-kwd, s. A discourse made 

by one in solitude to himself
Solitaire, sdl-ld-tare,' s. A recluse, a hermit; 

an ornament for the neck.
Solitarily, sdl-ld-ti-rd-ld, ad. In solitude ; 

without company..
Solitariness, sdl-ld-ti-rd-nds, Solitude, for

bearance of company, habitual retirement.
SqlitaiiV, sdl-le-ti-rd, a. Living alone, re

tired, gloomy, dismal; single.
Solitary, sdl-ld-ti-rd, s. One that lives alone, 

a hermit.
Solitude, sdl'ld-tdde, s. Lonely life, state of 

being alone; a lone place, a desert.
SOLO, sdMd, s. A tune played on a single in

strument.
Solstice, sM-stls, s. 140. The point beyond 

which the sun does not go, the tropical point, the 
point at which the day is longest in summer, or 
shortest in winter; it is taken of itself commonly for 
the summer solstice.

Solstitial, sdl-stlsh-il, a. Belonging to the 
solstice; happening at the solstice.

Solubility, s6l-£t-bil^d-td, x Susceptiveness 
of separation of parts.

SOLUBLE, s61-u-bl, a. 405. Capable of dissolu
tion or separation of parts.

7o Solve, sSlv, v. a. To clear, to explain, to 
untie an intellectual knot.

Solvency, sM-ven-sd, s. Ability to pay. 
SOLVENT, s&l-vent, a. Having the power to 

cause dissolution ; able to pay debts contracted.
Solvible, s&l-ve-bl, a. 405. Possible to be 

cleared by reason or inquiry.—See Vissoluible.
Solund-GOOSE, so-l&nd-godse,' 5. A fowl in 

bigness and feather very like a tame goose, but his bill 
longer; his wings also much longer.

Solution, sd-ld-shun, 5. Disjunction, separa
tion ; matter dissolved, that which contains any thing 
dissolved; resolution of a doubt, removal of an intel
lectual difficulty.

Solutive, sftKti-dv, n. 157. 512. Laxative, 
causing relaxation.

Some, slim, a. 165. More or less, noting an 
indeterminate quantity; more or fewer, noting an in
determinate number ; certain persons ; Some is often 
used absolutely for some people; Some is opposed tc 
Some, or to Others ; one, any, without determining 
which.

SOMEBODY, sum-b5d-4, s. One, a person indis
criminate and undetermined; a person of considera
tion.

Somerset, s&m-m&r-s&t, s. (Corrupted from 
somersault; from sornmer, a beam ; and saultt French, 
a leap.) A leap by which a jumper throws himself 
from a beam and turns over his head.

Somehow, sftm-hdft, ad. One way or other. 
Something, s&m-Z/dng, s. 410. A thing inde

terminate ; more or less ; part, distance not great 
Something, s&m'zAlng, ad. In some degree. 
Sometime, s&m'tlme, ad. Once, formerly. 
Sometimes, sfim-tlmz, ad- Now and then, at 

one time or other; at one time, opposed to Some
times, or to Another time.
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s. A small

Somewhat, s&m-hw&t, s. 475. Something, not 
nothing, though it be uncertain what; more or less; 
part greater or less.

Somewhat, s&m-hwSt, ad. In some degree. 
Somewhere, sum-hware, ad. In one place or 

other.
Somewhile, sum-hwile, s. Once, for a time.
Somnambulist, s6m-nim-b&-llst, s. One who 

walks in his sleep.
Somniferous, s6m-nlf-f£r-&s, a. Causing sleep, 

procuring sleep.
Somnific •, s6m-nlf-flk, a. 509. Causing sleep. 
Somnolence, sWnd-lAnse, ? s Sleepiness, 
Somnolency, som-no-len-sd, )

inclination to sleep.
Son, s&n, s. 165. A male child, correlative to 

father or mother; descendant, however distant; com- 
pellation of an old to a young man ; native of a 
country ; the second person of the Trinity ; product 
of any thing.

Son-in-law, sCin-In-law, s. One married to 
one’s daughter.

Son SHIP, sfin-shlp, s. Filiation, the state of 
being a son.

Sonata, sd-nl-tA, s. 92. A tune.
Song, s6ng, s. 408. 409. Any thing modulated 

in the utterance ; a poem to be modulated to the voice*; 
a ballad; a poem, iay, strain; poetry, poesy; notes 
of birds; an old Song, a trifle.

Songish, s6ng-lsh, a. Containing songs, con
sisting of songs. A low word.

Songster, song-st&r, s. 98. A singer. 
Songstress, s6ng-str£s, s. A female singer. 
Sonnet, s&n-n^t, s. 99. A small poem. 
Sonnetteer, son-net-tAAr,' 
Sonneter, s&n-nAt-ir, 
Sonnetist, sin-nAi-lst, 
Sonnetwriter, sJn-uet-rl-t&r,

poet, in contempt
Soniferous, s6-nl£f3r-?is,a. Giving orbring

ing sound.
Sonorific , son-d-rlfS-fik, a. 509. Producing 

sound.
Sonorous, sd-no-riis, a. 512. Loud sounding, 

giving loud or shrill sound ; high sounding, of mag
nificent sound.

Sonorously, s6-nd-r6s-l£, ad. With high 
sound, with magnificence of sound.

Sonorousness, s6-nd'-r&s-n£s, $. The quality 
of giving sound, magnificence of sound.

Soon, sdon, ad. 306. Before long time be past, 
shortly after any time assigned; early, opposed to 
late; readily, willingly ; Soon as, immediately.

Soopberry, sd5p'bdr-r£, s. A plant.
Soot, sddt, s. 309. Condensed or embodied 

smoke.
{O' Notwithstanding I have Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Nares, 

Dr. Kenrick, W. Johnston, Mr. Perry, and the professors 
of this Black Art themselves, against me in the pro
nunciation of this word, 1 have ventured to prefer the 
regular pronunciation to the irregular. The adjective 
sooty has.its regular sound among the correctest speakers, 
which has induced Mr. Sheridan to mark it so ; but no
thing can be more absurd than to pronounce the sub
stantive in one manner, and tbe adjoctive derived from 
it by adding y, in another. The other orthoepists, there
fore, who pronounce both these words with the oo like 
fl, are more consistent than Mr. Sheridan, though, upon 
the whole; not so right
Sooted, sAoiAAd, a. Smeared, manured, or 

covered with soot
Sooterkin, sdditAr-kln, «. A kind of false 

birth, fabled to be produced by the Dutch women from 
sitting over their stoves.

Sooth, Mik, s. 467. Truth, reality. Obsolete. 
Sooth, sfidtA, a. 467. Pleasing, delightful. 
To Sooth, s56th, v. a. 467. To flatter, to 

please; to calm, to soften ; to gratify.
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With fal-

Soother, soiTH-ur, s. A flatterer, one who 
gains by blandishments.

Soothingly, sdoTH-lng-l£, ad. With blandish
ments, with flattery.

To Soothsay, slM-sa, v. n. To predict, to 
foretell.

Soothsayer, sj5&Jj-sa-tir, s. A foreteller, a 
prognosticator.

Soo iiness, sMt-A-nAs, s. The quality of being 
sooty.

Sooty, soA-tA, a. Breeding soot; consisting 
of soot; black, dark, dusky.—See Soot.

SOP, s6p, s. Any thing Steeped in liquor to be 
eaten ; any thing given to pacify.

To Sop, s6p, v. a. To steep in liquor.
SOPE, s6pe.—See Soap.
Soph, sSf, s. A young man who has been two 

years at the university..
Sophi, s6-f£, s. The emperor of Persia. 
Sophica’l, s6f-fe-kal, a. Teaching wisdom. 
Sophism, s5f-flzm, s. A fallacious argument. 
Sophist, s6Mst, $. 544. A professor of phi

losophy.
Sophister, s&f-fls-t&r, s. 98. A disputant 

fallaciously subtle, an artful but insidious logician ; 
a name given to those of a certain class in the univer
sity between Freshmen and Bachelors.

Sophistical, s6-fis-t£-kAl, 1
Sophistic , sd-fis-tik, 5 a'

Fallaciously subtle, logically deceitful.
Sophistically, si-ffetA-kAl-A, ad. 

lacious subtilty.
To Sophisticate, sd-fis-tA-kate, v. a. To 

adulterate, to corrupt with something spurious.
Sophisticate, so-fis-t£-kate, part. a. 91. 

Adulterate, not genuine.
Sophistication, sd-fis-te-ka^h&n, s. Adultera

tion, not genuineness.
SOPHISTICATOR, sd-fis-te-ka-t&r, s. 521. 

Adulterator, one that makes things not genuine.
SOPHISTRY, s6f-fls-tr£, s. Fallacious ratioci

nation.
To SOPORATE, s6p^6-rate, v. n. To lay asleep. 
SOPORIFEROUS, sSp-o-rif-Jir-fis, a. Productive 

of sleep, opiate.
Soporiferousness, s6p-d-rlf-?ir-{is-n(?s, s. 518. 

527. The quality of causing sleep.
Soporific , s5p-d-rlf-flk, a. 530. 509. Causing 

sleep, opiate.
Sorbition, sor-blsh-&n, s. The act of drinking 

or sipping.
Sorbonical, sdf-b&n'n£-kAl, a. Of or belong

ing to a sorbonist.
Sorbonist, sor-b&n-lst, s. A Doctor of the 

theological house of Sorbon, or Sorbonne, in the uni
versity of Paris; the Sorbonne was also a term used 
in general for the whole faculty of theology there.

Sorbs, sorbz, s. The berries of the sorb or 
servicetree.

Sorcerer, sdr-sAr-ur, «. 98. A conjuror, an 
enchanter, a magician.

Sorceress, sor-sAr-As, r. A female magician, 
an enchantress.

Sorcerous, sor-s&r-&s, a. Containing enchant
ments.

SORCERY, sor-s£r-£, >. 555. Magick, enchant
ment, conjuration.

Sord, sord, s. Turf, grassy ground.—See Sod. 
Foulness, dregs.
Foul, filthy; mean, vile,

Meanly, poorly, 

Meanness, base-

A small pipe put

Sordes, sor-dez, s.
Sordid, sor^did, a, 

base; covetous, niggardly.
Sordidly, sordid, le, ad. 

covetously.
Sordidness, soF-dld-nAs, «. 

ness; nastiness.
Sordine, sdr-d^n,' >.112.
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into the mouth of a trumpet to make it sound lower 
or shriller.

Sore, sdre, s. A place tender and painful, a 
place excoriated, an ulcer.

Sore, sdre, a. Tender to the touch ; tender to 
the mind, easily vexed; violent with pain, afflictively 
vehement.

Sore, sdre, ad. With painful or dangerous 
vehemence.

Sorel, sd-rll, s. 99. The buck is called the 
first vear a fawn, the s.econd a pricket, and the thin! 
a Sorel.

Sorely, sdrc-ld, nd. With a great degree of 
pain or distress ; with vehemence dangerous or afflic
tive.

Soreness, sdreCnds, s. Tenderness of a hurt 
SORITES, sd-rl'tds, s. 433. An argument where 

one proposition is accumulated to another.
Sorouicide, sd-rdr-rd-slde, ». 143. The mur- 

der of a sister.
Sorrel, sdr-ril, s. 99. A plant like dock, but 

having an acid taste.
Sorrily, sdr-rd-ld, ad. Meanly, despicably, 

wretchedly.
Sorriness, sdr-rd-nds, s. Meanness, despica 

bleness.
SORROW, sdr-rd, s. 327. Grief, pain for some

thing past; sadness, mourning.
To Sorrow, sdr-rd, v. n. To grieve, to be sad, 

to be dejected.
Sorrowed, sdr-rode, a. 359. Accompanied 

with sorrow. Obsolete.
Sorrowful, sdr-rd-ful, a. Sad for something 

past, mournful, grieving ; expressing grief, accom
panied with grief.

Sorrowfully, s&r-ri-fal-e, ad. In a sorrowful 
manner.

Sorrowfulness, sSr-rd-ful-nSs, s. The state of 
being sorrowful.

Sorrowing, s5r'r6-1ng,s. Expression of sorrow. 
Sorrowless, sdr-rd-les, a. Wanting or without 

sorrow.
Surry, s5r-r£, a. Grieved for something past; 

vile, worthless, vexatious.
Sort, s3rt, s. A kind, a species; a manner, a 

form of being or acting; a degree of any quality; a 
class, an order of persons; rank, condition above the 
vulgar; a lot In this last sense out of use.

There is an affected pronunciation of this word so 
as to rhyme with port. This affectation, however, seems 
confined to a few in the upper ranks of life, and is not 
likely to descend to their inferiors, as it does not appear 
to have made any progress among correct and classical 
speakers.

It may be observed, that the long open o is confined 
to those words where p precedes it, and to.the word/ort. 
To Sort, sdrt, v. a. To separate into distinct 

and proper claises; to reduce to order from a state of 
confusion; to conjoin, to put together in distribution; 
to cull, to choose, to select.

To Sort, s6rt, in n. To be joined with others 
of the same species; to consort, to join ; to suit, to 
fit; to fall out.

Sortable, sort-5-bl, a. Suitable, befitting. 
Sortance, sor-tAnse, s. Suitableness, agree

ment. Obsolete.
Sortilege, s3r-t£-15dje, «. The act of drawing 

lots.
Sorth.egious, sor-te-ledje-i-fts, a. Relating 

to sortilege.
Sortition, sor-tlsh'&n, s. The act of casting 

lots.
SORTMENT, sort-ment, s. The act of sorting, 

distribution; a parcel sorted or distributed.
[To Soss, sis, v. n- To fall at once into a chair. 
pOT, s&t, s. A blockhead, a dull, ignorant, 
V stupid fellow, a dolt; a wretoh stupified by drinking. 
Vo SOT, s&t, v. a. To stupify, to besot.
V Sot, sit, v. n. To tipple to stupidity.
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Sottish, sfct'tlsh, a. Dull, stupid, doltish; 
doll with intemi»erance.

Sotttshly, sdt-tlsh-l£, ad. Stupidly, dully, 
senselessly.

SorriSHNESS, sfttitlsh-nfe, Dulness, stu- 
pidlty, insensibility.

Souchong, sdfi-tsh&ng,' s. The finest sort o< 
Bohea tea.

Sovereign, sftv-Jr-ln, a. 255. Supreme in 
power, having no superior; supremely efficacious.

Sovereign, suv-5r-in, s. 165. Supreme lord. 
Sovereignly, suv'£r-In-l£, ad. Supremely, 

in the highest degree.
Sovereignty, s&v-£r-ln-t<5, s. Supremacy, 

highest place, highest degree of excellence.
Sought, siwt, 319. The pret. and part. pas?, 

of Seek.
Soul, sile, s. 318. The immaterial and im

mortal spirit of man ; vital principle; spirit, essence, 
principal part; interiour power; a familiar appel
lation joined to words expressing the qualities of the 
mind; human being; active power; spirit, fire, 
grandeur of mind ; intelligent being in general.

Soul-sick, sdle^-slk, a. Diseased in the mind. 
Souled, sAld, n. 359. Furnished with mind. 
Soulless, sdleU^s, a. Mean, low, spiritless.
Sound, si&nd, a. 313. Healthy, hearty; right, 

not erroneous; stout, lusty, valid; fast, hearty.
Sound, s6&nd, ad. Soundly, heartily, com

pletely, fast
Sound, sd&nd, s. A shallow sea, such as may 

be sounded.
Sound, sdftnd, s. A probe, an instrument 

used by chirurgeons to feel what is out ot reach of the 
fingers.

To Sound, siftnd, v. a. To search with a 
plummet, to try depth ; to try, to examine.

To Sound, sdfind, v. n. To try with the sound
ing line

Sound, sifind, s. Any thing audible, a noise, 
that which is perceived by the ear; mere empty noise 
opposed to meaning.

To Sound, sSund, v. n. To make a noise, to 
emit a noise; to exhibit by likeness of sound;

To Sound, sdund, v. a. To cause to make a 
noise, to play on ; to betoken or direct by a sound; to 
celebrate by sound.

Soundboard, sdind-bdrd, s. Board which pro- 
pagates the sound in organs.

Sounding, siund-ing, a. 410. Sonorous, having 
a magnificent sound.

Sounding, siund-ir.g, s. The act of trying the 
depth of water with a plummet; the act of emitting 
a sound*; the sound emitted.

Sounding-board. sdund9ng-bdrd, s. The ca- 
nopy of the pulpit; the ceiling over the front of the 
stage.

Soundless, sound-les, a. Too deep to be 
reached by a plummet; not to be fathomed; without 
sound.

Soundly, s3&nd-15, ad. Healthily, heartily; 
lustily; stoutly, strongly; truly,rightly; fast, closely.

Soundness, sS&nd-nes, s. Health, heartiness; 
truth, rectitude, incorrupt state; strength, solidity.

Soup, s56p, s. 315. Strong decoction of flesh 
for the table.

Sour, sS&r, a. 313. Acid, austere; harsh of 
temper, crabbed, peevish ; afflictive, painful; express
ing discontent

Sour, sour, s. An acid substance.
To Sour, sour, v. a. To make acid ; to make 

harsh ; to make uneasy, to make less pleasing; to 
make discontented.

To Sour, sMr, v. n. To become acid; to 
grow peevirh or crabbed.

Source, sd-se, s. 318. Spring, fountain-head; 
original, first producer.

ftO7* Some respectable speakers have attempted to give
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the French sound to the diphthong in this word and its 
compound. resource, as if written soorce and rcsoorce ; 
but as this is contrary to analogy, so it is to general usage. 
Sheridan, Nares, Smith, and W. Johnston, give the same 
sound to both these words as I have done. Mr. Perry 
Jives the same sound to source, and, as well as I can guess 
rom the blindness of the print, to resource also. 
Mr. Scott gives both sounds, but seems to prefer the 
first: Kenrick only gives source the sound of soorce, and 
the diphthong ou in resource, the same sound as in hour, 
town, &c.
Sourish, so&r-lsh, a. Somewhat sour.
Sourly, sour'li, ad. With acidity; with acri- 

mony.
Sourness, so&r-nAs, s. Acidity, austcreness of 

taste; asperity, harshness of temper.
Sous, souse, or s65, s. 315. A small denomi

nation of French money.
The first pronunciation of this word is vulgar; 

the second is pure French, and, as such, is no more en
titled to a place in an English Dictionary, than the word 
penny is in a French one.
Souse, souse, s. 313. Pickle made of salt; 

any thing kept parboiled in a salt pickle.
To Souse, souse, v. n. To fall as a bird on its 

prey.
To Souse, souse, v. a. To strike with sudden 

violence, as a bird strikes its prey.
Souse, souse, ad. With sudden violence. A 

low word.
SouterraIN, sAA-t&r-rane,' s. 315. A grotto 

or cavern in the ground.
SOUTH, s5u//z, s. 313. The part where the sun 

is to us at noon; the southern regions of the globe ; 
the wind that blows from the south.

SOUTH, a. 313. Southern, meridional.
SOUTH, sdut/t, ad. Towards the south ; from 

the south.
Southing, so&TH-lng, a. Going towards the 

south.
Southeast, sou/7t-Aest,' s. The point between 

the east and south.
Southerly, shrH-ur-lA, or souTH-ur-le, a.

Belonging to any of the points denominated from the 
south, not absolutely southern; lying towards the 
south ; coming from about the south.

The diphthong in this and the following word has 
fallen into contraction by a sort of technical sea pro
nunciation ; hut both of them seem to be recovering 
their true diphthongal sound, though the latter seems 
farther advanced towards it than the former. 
SOUTHERN, sAuTH-trrn, or sftTH-ftrn, a.

Belonging to the south, meridional j lying towards 
the south; coming from the south.

Southernwood, sfrrH-frrn-wud, s. A plant. 
Southmost, sAu/Zt-m6st, a. Farthest towards 

the south.
Southsay, sduZ/i-sa, s. 315. Prediction; pro

perly Soothsay.
To Southsay, souZ/t-sA, v. n. To predict.—See 

Soothsay.
SOUTHS A YER, souiA-sa-ur, s. A predictor; pro

perly Soothsayer.
Southward, sAuZ/j-ward, or suTH-&rd, ad. 

Towards the south.
Southward, souZ/*-wArd, s. The southern re

gions. _
Southwest, sou/A-wAst,' s. Point between the 

south and west.
Sow, sou, s. 322. A female pig, the female of 

a boar; an oblong mass of lead; an insect, a mille
pede.

To Sow, s6, v. n. 324. To scatter seed in or
der to a harvest.

To Sow, s6, v. a. Part. pass, of Sown. To scat
ter in the ground in order to growth ; to spread, to 
propagate; to impregnate or stock with seed ; to be
sprinkle.—See Bowl.

To Sow, sA, v. a. (From suo, Latin.) Part, 
pass. Sowed. To Join by needle-work.
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To Sowce, souse, v. a. 323. To throw into 
the water.

Sower, sd-iir, s. 98. He that sprinkles with 
the seed, a scatterer; a breeder, a promoter.

Sowins, sou-Inz, s. 323. Flummery made of 
oatmeal, somewhat soured.

To Sowl, soul, v. a. 323. To pull by the ears. 
Obsolete.

Sown, sdne, s. The part, of To Sow. 
Sowthistle, s5u-zZds-sl, s. 472. A weed. 
Space, spAse, s. Room, local extension; any 

quantity of place; quantity of time; a small time; 
awhile.

Spacious, spA-shis, a. 357. Wide, extensive, 
roomy.

Spaciously, spa-sh&s-lA, ad. Extensively.
Spaciousness, spa-sh&s-nAs, s. Roominess, 

wide extension.
Spaddle, spad-dl, s. 405. A little spade.
Spade, spade, s. 73. The instrument of dig

ging; a suit of cards.
Spadille, spA-dil, s. The ace of spades at 

ombre and quadrille.
Spake, spake, s. The old pret. of Speak.
Spalt, spalt, s. A white, scaly, shining stone, 

frequently used to promote the fusion of metals.
Span, spAn, s. The space from the end of the 

thumb to the end of the little finger extended ; any 
short duration.

To Span, spin, v. a. To measure by the hand 
extended; to measure.

Spancounter, spAn-kAAn-t&r, ) . .
Spanfartheng, spAn-fAr-THlng, v a' a 

which money is thrown within a span or mark.
Spangle, spAng-gl, s. 405. A small plate or 

boss of shining metal; any thing sparkling and shining.
To Spangle, spAng-gl, v. a. To besprinkle 

with spangles or shining bodies.
Spaniel, spAn-yAl, s. 113. 281. A dog used 

for 6port in the field, remarkable for sagacity and obe
dience ; a low, mean, sneaking fellow.

Spanish, span-lsh, s. The language of Spain.
To Spank, spAngk, v. a. 408. To strike with 

the open hand.
Spanker, spAngk'&r, s. A small coin.
Spar, spAr, s. 78. Marcasite; a small beam, 

the bar of a gate.
To Spar, spAr, v. n. To fight like cocks with 

prelusive strokes.
To Spar, spAr, v. a. To shut, to close, to ba- 

Obsolete.
To Spare, spare, v. a. To use frugally; to save 

for any particular use; to do without; to lore will- 
ingly ; to omit, to forbear; to use tenderly, to treat 
with pity; to grant, to allow.

To Spare, spare, v. n. To live frugally, to be 
parsimonious; to forbear, to be scrupulous; to use 
mercy, to forgive, to be tender.

Spare, spare, a. Scanty, parsimonious; su
perfluous, unwanted; lean, wanting flesh.

Sparely, spAre-lA, ad. Sparingly.
Spareness, spAre^nAs, s. State of being spare; 

leanness.
Sparer, spa-r&r, s. 98. One who avoids ex

pense.
Sparerib, spAre-r!b, s. Some part cut off from 

the ribs.
Spargefaction, spAr-jA-fAktsh&n, s. The act 

of sprinkling.
Sparing, spA-rlng, a. 410. Scarce; scanty; 

parsimonious.
Sparingly, spa-rlug-lA, ad. Frugally, par

simoniously ; with abstinence; not with great fre
quency ; cautiously, tenderly.

Sparingness, spA-rlng-nAs, s. Parsimony,/ 
want of liberality; caution. /
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Spark, spark, s. 78. A small particle of fire, 
or kindled matter; any thing shining; any thing vivid 
or active; a lively, showy, splendid, gay man.

To Spark, spjrk, v. n. To emit particles of 
fire, to sparkte. , , , , , .

SparKful, splrk-ful, a. Lively, brisk, <"ry.
Sparkish, spirWsh, n. Airy, gay; showy, well- 

dressed, fine. . , ,,
Sparkle, spiral, * 405. A spark, a small 

particle of fire; any luminous particle..
To Sparkle, spAr-kl, t>. n. To emit sparks; to 

issue in sparks; to shine, to glitter.
Sparkler, spAi-k l-tir, s. One whose eyes sparkle.
Spakkltngi.y, sp£rk-ling-l£, ad. With vivid 

and twinkling lustre.
Sparklingness, spirk-llng-nes, s. Vivid and 

twinkling lustre.
Sparrow, splrlrd, s. 87. 327. A small bird.
Sparrowhaw , spirlrj-h&wk, s. The female 

of the musket-hawk.
Sparrowgrass, spAr-rd-grAs, s. Corrupted 

from Asparagus, which see.
Sparry, splr-rA, «. 82. Consisting of spar.
Spasm, spizm, s. Convulsion, violent and in

voluntary contraction.
Spasmodick, spiz-mAd-lk, fl. 509. Convulsive. 
Spat, spit. The pret. of Spit, Obsolete.
To Spatiate, spa-shA-ate, c. n. To rove, to 

range, to ramble at large.
To Spatter, spAt-tur, v, a. 98. To sprinkle 

with dirt, or any thing offensive; to throw out any 
thing offensive ; to asperse, to defame.

To Spatter, spAt-t&r, v. n. To spit, to sputter, 
as at any thing nauseous taken into the mouth. _

Spatterdashes, spAt-t&r-dAsh-lz, s. Coverings 
for the legs by which the wet is kept off.

Spattling-poppy, spAt-ling-pop-pe, s. White 
behen, a plant.

Spatula, spAt-tsh&-lA, s. 92. 461. A spattie, or 
slice, used by apothecaries and surgeons in spreading 
plasters or in stirring medicines.

Spavin, spAv-ln, s. Tins disease in horses is a 
bony excrescence or crust as hard as a bone, that 
grows on the inside of the hough.

Spavined, spAv-lnd, a. Diseased with a spavin.
Spaw, spaw, 5. 219. A place famous for min

eral waters, any mineral water.
To Spawl, spAwl, t. n, To throw moisture out 

of the mouth.
Spawl, spiwl, $. 219. Spittle, moisture ejected 

from the mouth.
Spawn, spawn, j. 219. The eggs offish or of 

frogs ; any product or offspring.
To Spawn, spawn, v. a. To produce as fishes 

do eggs; to generate, to bring forth.
To Spawn, spawn, y. n, To issue as eggs from 

fish ; to issue, to proceed.
Spawner, spawn-ur, s. 98. The female fish.
To Spay, spa, v. a. 220. To castrate female 

animals.
To Speak, spAke, v. n. 227. Pret. Spake or 

Spoke: part. pass. Spoken. To utter articulate sounds, 
to express thoughts by words; to harangue, to make 
a speech ; to talk for or against, to dispute ; to dis
course, to make mention; to give sound; to Speak 
with, to address, to converse with.

To Speak, spoke, v, n. To utter with the 
mouth, to pronounce; to proclaim, to celebrate, to 
address, to accost ;• to exhibit

Speakable, spA-kA-bl, a. 405. Possible to be 
spoken; having the power of speech.

Speaker, sp&k&r, s. 9». One who speaks, one 
who speaks in any particular manner; one who cele
brates, proclaims, or mentions} the prolocutor of the 
Commons.

Speaking, spA-king, s. Discourse, the act of 
expressing in words.
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Speaking-trumpet, spA-klng-trump-It, s, 99. 
410. Trumpet by which the voice may be propagated 
to a great distance.

Spear, sp&re, s. 227. A long weapon with a 
sharp point used in thrusting or throwing; a lance; 
a lance generally with prongs to kill fish.

To Spear, spAre, v, a. To kill or pierce with a 
spear.

2b Spear, spAre, v. n. To shoot or sprout. 
Speargrass, spdre^grAs, $. Long stiff grass. 
Spearman, spAre-mAn, $. 88. One who uses

A plant, a species 

An herb.
Noting a sort or 

appropriate, designed

a lance .in fight.
Spearmint, spire-mint, s. 

of mint.
Spear wort, sp£re-w&rt, s.
Special, spAsh-Al, a. 357, 

species; particular, peculiar; ., .
for a particular purpose; extraordinary, uncommon ; 
chief in excellence.

Speciality, sp&h-WW-ti, ) particul«rity.
Specialty, spesh-al-te, \
Specially, spAsh-Abe, ad. Particularly above 

others; not in a common way, peculiarly.
Species, spd-shez, s, 433. A sort, a subdivi

sion of a general term ; class of nature, single order of 
beings; appearance to the senses; representation to 
the.mind; circulating money; simples that have place 
in a compound.

Specific, spA-sIf-lk, s. A specific medicine. 
Specifical, spWfifi-Ul. ? which
Specific , spA-sif-fik, 509. \

makes a thing of the species of which it is ; appro
priated to the cure of seme particular distemper.

Specifically, spe-sif-fe~kAl-£, ad. In such 
a manner as to constitute a species, according to the 
nature of the sfiecies.

To Specificate, spe-sif'ft^-kate, v. a. To mark 
by notation of distinguishing particularities.

Specification, spAs-sA-fe-ka-shftn, s. Distinct 
notation, determination by a peculiar mark; particular 
mention.

Ta Specify, spAs-se-fl, v. a. 183. To mention, 
to show by some particular mark of distinction.

Specimen, spAs-sA-mAn, s. 503. A sample, 
a part of any thing exhibited that the rest may be 
known.

Specious, spe'shus,«» 357. Showy, pleasing to 
the view ; plausible; superficially, not solidly right.

Speciously, sp&shfcs-lA, ad. With fair ap
pearance.

Speciousness, spe-sh&s-nAs, s. The state or 
quality o'f being specious.

Speck, spek, s. A small discolouration, a spot 
To SPECK, spAk, t». «. To spot, to stain in drops. 
Speckle, spek-kl, s. 405. Small speck, little 

spot.
To Speckle, sp&k-kl, v. a, To mark with 

small spots.
Speckledness, spek-kld-nAs, s. State of being 

speckled.
Spectacle, spek-tA-kl, s 405. A show, a gaz

ing-stock, anything exhibited to the view as emi
nently remarkable; anything perceived by the sight- 
in the Plural, glasses to assist tbe sight.

Spectacled, spek-tA-kld, n. 359. Furnished 
with spectacles.

Spectacular, spAk-tAk-u-lAr, a. Relating to 
spectacles or shows.

SPECTATION, spAk-ta'shun, s. Regard, respect. 
Spectator, sp&k-ta-tur, $. 76. 521. A looker 

on. a beholder.
Spectatorship, sp£k~ta-t5r-sh1p, s. Act of 

beholding.
Spectatress, spek-ta-tr&, >
SfectaTRIX, sp^k-ti-triks, J 

looker on, a beholder.
Spectre spek-tftr, s. 415. Appwltlon, rip- 

pearance of persons dead.

A female
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Spectrum, spJk'tr&m, s. An image, a visible 
form.

Specular, sp£k-k&-lir, a. 88. Having the 
Sualities of a mirror or looking-glass; assisting the 

ght. *
To Speculate, splk-kfi-late, v. n. 91. To 

meditate, to contemplate; to take a view of any thing 
with the mind.

7b Speculate, sp&k-k6-late, v. a. To consider 
attentively, to look through with the mind.

Speculation, splk-ti-la-sh&n, 5. Examination 
of the eye, view; mental view, intellectual examina
tion, contemplation ; a train of thoughts formed by 
meditation ; mental scheme not reduced to practice j 
power of sight.

Speculatist, sp£k-6-ll-tlst, s. A speculator. 
Speculative, sp£k-k£i-12.-tlv, a. 512. Given to 

speculation, contemplative; theoretical, not prac
tical.

Speculatively. sp^k-ku-lA-tlv-16, ad. Con
templatively, with meditation ; ideally, theoretically, 
not practically.

Speculativeness, sp£k-k£i-li-tlv-n&j, s. The. 
state of being speculative.

Speculator, sp&k-ku-la-t&r, s. 521. One who 
forms theories; an observer, a contemplator; a spy, 
a watcher.

SpeculatORY, sp£k-k6-la-tur-£, a. 512. Ex
ercising speculation.

Speculum, sp&k-kfc-lum, s. 503. A mirror, 
a looking-glass.

Sped, sp£d. The pret. and part. pass, of Speed. 
See Mistaken.

SPEECH, sp^&tsh, s. 246. The power of articu
late utterance, the power of expressing thoughts by 
vocal words; language, words considered as express
ing thoughts; particular language as distinct from 
others; any thing spoken; talk, mention; oration, 
harangue.

Speechless, spe£tsh-15s, a. Deprived of the 
power of speaking, made mute or dumb; mute, 
dumb.

Speechlessness, speetsh-lSs-n&s, s. The state 
of being speechless.

To Speed, sp££d, v. n. 246. Pret. and part, 
pass. Sneed and Speeded. To make haste, to move 
with celerity; to have success ; to have any condition 
good or bad.

To Speed, sp&d, v. a. To despatch in haste; 
to despatch, to destroy, to kill; to hasten, to put into 
quick motion ; to execute, to despatch; to assist, to 
help forward ; to make prosperous.

Speed, sp£ed, s. Quickness, celerity, haste, 
hurry, despatch ; the course or pace of a horse; suc
cess, event.

Speedily, sp^dd^-16, ad. With, haste, quickly.
Speediness, sp4£d-d-n£s, s. The quality of being 

speedy.
Speedwell, sp££d-w£ll, ». A plant.
Speedy, sp^&d-i, a. Quick, swift, nimble, quick 

of despatch.
Spell, sp£ll, s. A charm consisting of some 

words of occult power; a turn of work.
To Spf.LL, sp^ll, v. a. To write with the proper 

letters; to read by naming letters singly; to charm.
To Spell, sp&l, v. n. To form words of let

ters, to read.
Spelter, sp&t'&r, s. 98. A kind of semimetal. 
To Spend, sp&nd, v. a. To consume, to lay out, 

to bestow as expense, to expend; to effuse; to squander, 
to lavish ; to pass; to waste, to wear out; to fatigue, 
to harass.

To Spend, sp^nd, v. n. To make expense; to 
prove in the use; to be lost or wasted.

Spender, sp£nd-?ir, s. 98. One who spends; 
a prodigal, a lavish er.

Spending, sp£nd-lng, s. The act of consuming, 
expending, or bestowing for any purpose.

Spendthrift, spAnd^/irift, s. A prodigal, 
a laviaher.

Sperm, spSrm, s. Seed, that by which the 
species is continued.

Spermaceti, sp£r-mi-s<£t£, s. (Corruptcdly 
pronounced Parmasity.)

When Shakspeare makes Hotspur describe a fop 
using this word,

M And telling me the lovereign’st thing on earth,
“ Was pamuuftty for an inward bruise.”—

it is highly probable this was not a foppish pronuncia 
tion, but that which generally obtained m Queen 
Elizabeth’s time, and has, among the vulgar, been 
continued to ours.
Spermatical, sp£r-m&t't£-kil, 1 c • r Spermatic , spIr-mAtltfk, 509. ( Scn“nal> 

consisting of seed ; belonging to the sperm.
To Spermatize, sp£r-m<L-tize, v. it. To yield 

seed.
Spermatocele, sp£r-mit-t6-s£le, s. A rupture, 

occasioned by the contraction of the seminal vessels. 
See Hydrocele.

To Sperse, sparse, v. a. To disperse, to scatter.
To Spet, sp£t, v. a. To bring or pour abun

dantly. Obsolete.
7'o Spew, spft, v. a. 265. To vomit, to eject 

from the stomach ; to eject, to cast forth ; to eject with 
loathing.

7b Spew, spti, v. n. To vomit, to ease the sto
mach.

7b Sphacelate, sfis-s^-late, v. a. To affect 
with a grangrene.

Sphacelus, sfAs-s^-lus, s. A gangrene, a mor
tification.

Sphere, sf4re, s. A globe, an orbicular body, 
a body of which the centre is at the same distance from 
every point of the circumference; any globe of the 
mundane system ; a globe representing the earth or 
sky ; orb, circuit of motion; province, compass of 
knowledge or action.

To Sphere, sf£re, v. a. To place in a sphere ; 
to form into roundness.

Spherical, sfdr-r^-kil, | a. Round, orbicular,
Spheric , sf£r-rik, 509. ) globular; planetary, 

relating to the orbs of the planets.
Spherically, sf£r-r£-kAl-£, ad. In form of 

a sphere.
Sphericalness, sf£r-r£-W-n£s,) w > 
Sphericity, sfd-rls^d-t^, $ oun

ness, rotundity.
Sphericks, sf£r-rlks, s. The doctrine of the 

sphere.
Spheroid, sf^rdld, s. A body oblong or ob

late, approaching to the form of a sphere.
Spheroidal, sf£-r5£-dAl, a. Having the form 

of a spheroid.
Spheroidical, sfA-rold^e-k&l, a. Having the 

form of a spheroid.
Spherule, sf&r-tde, s. A little globe.
Sphery, sfi-rA, a. Spherical, round; belong

ing to the spheres.
Sphincter, sflnk-tfir, », One of the circular 

and constrictory muscles of the human body.
Sphinx, sflngks, s. The Sphinx was a famous 

monster in Egypt, having ihc face of a virgin and the 
body of a lion.

Spice, splse,s. A vegetable production fragrant 
to the smell and pungent to the palate, an aromatick 
substance used in sauces; a small quantity.

To Spice, spise, v. a. To season with spice.
Spicer, spl-sJir, j 98. One who deals in spice. 
Spicery, spi-s&r-£. 5. The commodity of spices, 

a repository of spices.
Spick-and-span, splk-lnd-spin,' a. Quite new, 

now first used.
SPICK NEL, splk-n^l, s. The herb baldmoney or 

bearwort.
I SpicOSITY, spl-kds^s£-t£, s. The quality of 

being spiked like ears of coin; fUlnoss of ear*.
516
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To Sficulate, splk-kh-late, t». a. To make 
■harp at the point.

SFICY, spl-sA, a. Producing spice, abounding 
with aromaticks; aromatick, having the qualities of 
spice.

Spider, spl-dfir, $. 98. The animal that spins 
a web for flies.

SpfDERLlKE, spi-dJir-llke, a. Resembling a 
spider in shape or quality.

Spiderwort, spl^d&r-w&rt, s. A plant with 
a lily-flower composed of six petals.

Spignel, splg-nel, s. A plant
Spigot, splg-ftt, s, 166. A pin or peg put into 

the faucet to keep in the liquor.
Spike, spike, s. An ear of corn ; a long nail of 

iron or wood ; a long rod of iron sharpened; a smaller 
species of lavender.

To Spike, spike, v. a. To fasten with long 
nails; to set with spikes.

Spikenard. splke-nArd, t. The name of a plant,
the oil produced from the plant.

IO” Mr. Elphinston is the only orthoepist who pro
nounces the i short in this word: Mr. Sheridan, 
Mr. Scott, Mr. Perry, W. Johnston, and Buchanan, 
preserve it long as in spike: and though I am well aware 
of the common idiom of our pronunciation to shorten 
the simple in the compound, see Knowledge, yet I think 
this idiom ought not to be sought after, when not esta
blished by custom.
Spiky, splk-A, a. Having a sharp point.
Spill, spill, s. A small shiver of wood, or thin 

bar of iron ; a small quantity of money.
To Spill, spill, v. n. To shed, to lose by shed

ding ; to throw away.
To Spill, spill, ». n. To waste, to be lavish ; 

to be shed, to be lost by being shed.
Spilth, spilM, s. Any thing poured out or

wasted. Obsolete.
To Spin, spin, v. a. Pret. Spun, or Span. 

Part Spun. To draw out into threads; to form threads 
by drawing out and twisting any filamentous matter ; 
to protract, to draw out; to form by degrees to draw 
out tediously.

To Spin, spin, v. n. To exercise the art of spin
ning ; to stream out in a thread or small current; to 
move round as a spindle.

Spinage, spln-nldje, s. 90. A plant.
Spinal, spl-nAl, a. 88. Belonging to the back 

bone.
Spindle, spln-dl, s. 405. The pin by which the 

thread is formed, and on which it is conglomerated; 
a long slender stalk ; any thing slender.

Spindlelegged, sp1n-dl-iAgd, 7 
Spindleshanked, spln-dl-shAngkt, J a*

Having small legs.
Spindletree, spin-dl-tr&e, s. Prick wood, a 

plant
Spine, spine, s. The back bone.
Spinel, spl-nAl, s. A sort of mineral.
Spinet, spln-nAt. s. A small harpsichord; an 

instrument with keys.
Spiniferous, spl-nlf-fAr-hs, a. Bearing thorns. 
Spinner, spln'n&r, s. 98. One skilled in spin

ning ; a garden spider with long jointed legs.
Spinningwheel, spln-nlng-hwAAI, s. The 

wheel by which, since the disuse of the rock, the thread 
is drawn.

Spinosity, spi-n6s-sA-tA, s. Crabbedness, thorny
or briery perplexity.

Spinous, spi-niis, a. 314. Thorny, full of thorns. 
Spinster, splns^t&r, s. 98. A woman that 

spins; the general term for a girl or maiden woman.
Spinstry, spIns-trA, s. The work of spinning. 
Spiny, spUnA, a. Thorny, briery, perplexed. 
Spiracle, spIr-A-kl, s. 109. A breathing hole, 

a vent, a small aperture.
I have differed from Mr. Sheridan in the quantity 

of the i in the first syllable of this word, because I think 
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I the same antepenultimate accent which shortens the 
o in oracle, and the i in miracle* ought to have the same 
influence in the word in question, 501
Spiral, spl-rAl, a. 88. Curve, winding, cir

cularly involved.
Spirally,-spl-rAl-A, ad. In a spiral form. 
SpibaTION, spi-rA-sh&n, s. Breathing.
SPIRE, spire, s. A curve line, any thing 

wreathed or contorted, a curl, a twist, a wreath ; any 
thing growing up taper, a round pyramid; a steeple; 
the top or uppermost part

To Spire, spire, u. n. To shoot up pyramidi- 
cally.

Spirit, splr-lt, s. IOS. Breath, wind in motion ; 
an immaterial substance; the soul of man ; an appa
rition ; ardour, courage; genius, vigour of mind ; in
tellectual powers distinct from the body ; sentiment; 
eagerness, desire, man of activity, man of life; that 
which gives vigour or cheerfulness to the mind ; any 
thing eminently pure and refined; that which hath 
power or energy; an inflammable liquor raised by 
distillation.

The general sound of the first i in this word and 
all its compounds was, till lately, the sound of < in 
•merit: but a very laudable attention to propriety has 
nearly restored the i to its true sound ; and now spirit* 
sounded as if written sperit, begins to grow vulgar. 
See Principles, No. 108. 109. 110. and the word Miracle. 

Mr. Sheridan, W. Johnston, and Mr. Smith, have 
given into this false sound of i, 109; but Dr. Kenrick, 
Mr. Scott, and Mr. Perry, have given it the true sound; 
and Mr. Nares very justly thinks that this word, miracle* 
and cistern, are now more frequently and properly heard 
with the short sound of i.
To Spirit, splr-lt, v. a. To animate or actuate 

as a spirit; to excite, to animate, to encourage; to 
draw, to entice.

Spirited, splr-lt-Ad, a. Lively, full of fire. 
Spiritedly, splr-lt-Ad-16, ad. In a lively or 

strong manner.
Spiritedness, splr-It-Ad-nAs, s. Disposition or 

make of mind.
Spiritful, splr-it-f&l, a. Lively, full of spirit. 
Spiritfulness, splr-it-fii-nAs, s. Sprightliness, 

liveliness.
Spiritless, spIr-lt-lAs, a. Dejected, low, de

prived of vigour, depressed.
Spiritlessly, splr-it-lAs-lA, ad. Without spirit, 

without exertion.
Spiritous, spiralt-?is, a. Refined, advanced 

near to spirit.
Spiritousness, splr-It-its-nAs, j. Fineness and

activity of parts.
Spiritual, splr-lt-tshii-11, a. 461. Distinct 

from matter, immaterial, incorporeal; mental, in
tellectual ; not gross, refined from external things, 
relative only to the mind ; not temporal, relating to 
the things of heaven.

Spiritualist, splr-it-tshu-Al-lst, s. One who 
professes regard to spiritual things, one whose employ
ment is spiritual.

Spirituality, splr-lt-s. Imma- 
teriality, essence distinct from matter; intellectual 
nature ; acts independent of the l>ody, pure acts of the 
soul, mental refinement; that which belongs to 2ny 
one as an ecclesiastick.

Spiritualization, splr-it-tshii-il-i-za-shun, i.
Act of spiritualixing.

To Spiritualize, splr-lt-tsliii-11-lze, v. a. To 
refine the intellect, to purify from the feculencies of 
the world.

Spiritually, splrtft-tshh-Al-16, ad. Without 
corporeal grossness, with attention to things purely 
intellectual.

Spiritualty, splrJt-tshii-ll'ti, s. Ecclesiasti- 
cal body.

Spirituous, splr-It-tshh-hs, a. Having the 
quality of spirit, tenuity and activity of parts ; lively, 
gay, vivid, airy. . • » » .

Spirituosity, splr-it-tshu-Oflrse-tA, 511. 7 
Spirituousness, spIr^it-tshb-fis-nAs, j *• 

The quality of being spirituous.
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To Spirt, spfirt, v. n. 108. To spring out in 
a sudden streaqi, to stream out by intervals.

To Spirt, spurt, t>. a. To throw out in a jet. 
To SpiRTLE, spfir-tl, v. a. 405. To dissipate. 
Spiry, spi-rd, a. Pyramidical, wreathed, curled. 
SpissituDE, spls-se-tude, s. Grossness, thick

ness.
Spit, spit, s. A long prong on which meat is 

driven to be turned before the fire ; such a depth of 
earth as is pierced by one action of the spade.

To SPIT, spit, v. a. Pret. Spat. Part. pass. Spit 
or Spitted. To put upon a spit; to thrust through.

To Spit, spit, v. n. To eject from the mouth; 
to throw out spittle or moisture of the mouth.

Spit al, splt-tM, s. Corrupted from Hospital, 
ana seldom used but to a sermon preached at an hos
pital, as, a Spital sermon ; or in the proverbial phrase, 
Rob not the spital; or in the name of that district of 
London called Spitalfields.

The a in all these words has a tendency to sink its 
sound, and to confound them with spittle. In the last of 
these words this tendency is incurable; but in the two 
first it would be far from pedantick to preserve the sound 
of the a as in medal. Dr. Johnson seems to depart from 
etymology in doubling the i in these words.
To SpiTCIICOCK, sp]lsh-kik, v. a. To cut an 

eel in pieces and broil it.
Spite, spite, s. Malice, rancour, hate; Spite 

of, or in Spite of, notwithstanding, in defiance of.
To SPITE, spite, v. a. To vex, to thwart malig

nantly ; to fill with spite, to offend
Spiteful, splte-ful, a. Malicious, malignant.. 
Spitefully, splte^-ful-A, ad. Maliciously, ma

lignantly.
Spitefulness, splte-ful-nes, «. Malignity, de

sire of vexing.
Spitted, splt-tAd, a. Shot out into length, put 

on a spit.
Spitter, splt-tfir, s. 98. One who puts meat 

on a spit; one who spits with his mouth; a young 
deer.

Spittle, splt'tl, s. 405. (Corrupted from .Hos
pital.) Obsolete.

Spittle, spit-tl, s. Moisture of the mouth. 
Spitvenom, splt-vAn-im, s. Poison ejected 

from the mouth.
To Splash, splAsh, v. a. To daub with dirt in 

great quantities.
Splashy, splish-A, a. Full of dirty water, apt 

to daub.
Splayfoot, spia-fut, a. Having the foot turned 

inward.
Splaymouth, spla-motUfi, s. Mouth widened 

by design.
Spleen, spleen, s. The milt, one of the vis

cera, supposed the seat of anger and melancholy; 
anger, spite, ill-humour ; a fit of anger; melancholy, 
hypochondriacal vapours.

Spleened, splAend, a. 359. Deprived of the 
spleen.

Spleenful, splAAn-ful, a. Angry, peevish, fret
ful

Spleenless, splAen-lAs, a. Kind, gentle, mild. 
Spleenwort, sple^n-wfirt, s. Miltwastc, a 

plant.
SpleenY, splAen^A, a. Angry, peevish. 
Splendent, splAn-dAnt, a. Shining, glossy. 
Splendid, splAn-dld, a. Showy, magnificent, 

sumptuous.
Splendidly, splAn^dld-lA, ad. Magnificently, 

sumptuously.
Splendour, splAn-dhr, s. 314. Lustre, power 

of shining ; magnificence, pomp.
Splenetic , sp!in^-tik, a. 510. Troubled 

with the spleen, fretful, peevish.
Splenetic , splAn-A-tik, $. A splenetic person. 
Splenic , splAn-fk, a. 508. Belonging to the 

spleen.

Splenish, splin-Ish, a. Fretful, peevish; pre- 
perly Spleenish.

Dr. Johnson has received this word without any 
remark upon the impropriety of its formation. To turn 
a Latin noun into an English adjective by the addition 
of isA, is false heraldry in language: especially as we 
have the English word spleen, from which it might have 
been formed with so much more propriety: but to pro
nounce the e long, as Mr. Sheridan has done, is adding 
absurdity to errour.
Splenitive, splen-A-.dv, a. 512. Hot, fiery, 

passionate. Obsolete.
Splent, splAnt, s. Splent is a callous I ard sub

stance, or an insensible swelling, which breeds on or 
adheres to the shanifobonc, and when it grows Kg 
spoils the shape of the leg.

To Splice, spllse, v. a. To join the two ends 
of a rope without a knot

Splint, splint, s. A thin piece of wood or 
other matter used by chirurgeons to hold the bone 
newly set.

To Splinter, spllnt-ur, ». a. To secure by 
splints; to shiver, to break into fragments.

To Splinter, spllatAfir, v. n. To be broken 
into fragments.

Splinter, splint-fir, s. 98. A fragment of any 
thing broken with violence; a thin piece of wood.

To Split, split, v. a. Pret Split. To cleave, to 
rive, to divide longitudinally in two; to divide, to 
part; to dash and break on a rock; to divide, to break 
into discoid.

7b Split, split, f- n. To burst asunder, to 
crack; to be broken against rocks.

Splitter, spllt-tur, s. 98. One who splits. 
Splutter, splfit-tfir, s. Bustle, tumult; hasty 

and inarticulate speaking. A low word.
To Spoil, spoil, v. a. 299. To rob, to plunder; 

to corrupt, to mar, to make useless.
Ta Spoil, spoil, v. n. To practise robbery or 

plunder; to grow useless, to be corrupted.
SPOIL, spoil, s. That which is taken by violence, 

plunder, pillage, booty; the act of robbery; corrup
tion, cause of corruption ; the slough, the cast-off’skin 
of a serpent.

Spoiler, spfliliur, r. 98. A robber, a plun- 
derer.

Spoilful, spoil-ful, a. Wasteful, rapacious. 
SPOKE, spoke, «. The bar of the wheel that 

passes from the nave to the felloe.
Spoke, spfike. The pret. of Speak. 
Spoken, sp<>kn, 103. Part. pass, of iS/iraA. 
Spokesman, spfiks-mln, s. 88. One who speaks 

for another.
To Spoliate, spd^lA-Ate, v. a. To rob, to 

plunder.
Spoliation, spo-le-a'shfin, s. The act of rob

bery, or privation.
Spondaical, spftn-dWS-kll, > Belon,.in tl> 
Spondaic , spfin-da-lk, j

a spondee, like a spondee.
Spondee, spfin'de, s. A foot in poetry uf two 

long syllables. ;
SpondylE, spfin-dil, s. A vertebra; a joint of 

the spine.
Sponge, spunje, s. 165. A soft porous sub

stance remarkable for sucking up water.
To Sponge, spfinje, v. a. To blot, to wipe 

away as with a sponge.
To Sponge, spftnje, v. n. To suck in as a 

sponge ; to gain a maintenance bv mean nrts.
Sponger, spftnljftr, «. 98. One who bangs for 

a maintenance on others.
Sponginess, spfiti-j£-n&, $. Softness and ful

ness of cavities like a sponge.
Spongious, spfin-je-fis, a. 314. Full of cat ities 

like a sponge.
Spongy, spun-je, a. Soft and full of small 

interstitial holos; wot. drencliod, soaked.
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Spon'K, sp&ngk, s. 165. In the Scotch dialect, 
Touchwood.—See Spunk.

Sponsat., spin-sll, a. Relating to marriage.
Sponsion, sp&n-sh&n, s. The act of becoming 

surety for another.
Sponsor, spin-s&r, s. 166. A surety, one who 

makes-a promise or gives security for another.
Spontaneity, sp6n-tA-n^6-te, s. Voluntari

ness, accord uncompelled.
Spontaneous, sp6n-ta-ne-us, a. Voluntary, 

acting without compulsion.
Spontaneously, sp6n-ta-n£-Qs-16? ad. Volun

tarily, of its own accord.
Spontaneousness, sp6n-ta-ne-&s-nes, $.314. 

Voluntariness, accord unforced.
SpontoON, spftn-t&dn,' s. A military weapon, 

a kind of half pike, or halberd.
Spool, sp661, s. 306. A small piece of cane or 

reed, with a knot at each end; or a piece of wood turned 
in that form to wind yarn upon, a quill.

To SPOOM, spddm, v. n. 306. To pass swiftly. 
Obsolete.

Spoon, sp66n. s. 306. A concave vessel with 
a handle, used in eating liquids.

Spoonbill, sp66n-bll, s. A bird ; the end of 
its bill is broad.

Spoonful, spoSn-ful, s. As much as is gene
rally taken at once in a spoon; any small quantity of 
liquid.

Spoonmeat, sp66n-m^te, $. Liquid food, 
nourishment taken with a spoon.

Spoonwort, spodn-whrt, $. Scurvygrass.
Sport, sport, s. Play, diversion, game, frolick, 

and tumultuous merriment; mock, contemptuous 
mirth; that with which one plays; idle gingle; di
version of the field, as of fowling, hunting, fisning.

To Sport, spirt, v. a. To divert, to make 
merry, to represent by any kind of play.

To Sport, spirt, v. n. To play, to frolic , to 
game, to wanton; to trifle.

Spoliter, spdrt-ur, s. One who sports.
Sportful, spdrt-ful, a. Merry, frolicksome, 

wanton, ludicrous, done in jest.
Sportfully, sp6rt-ful-6, ad. Wantonly, mer

rily.
Sportfulness, sport-ful-nis, s. Wantonness, 

play, merriment, frolick.
Sportingly, spirt-lng-16, ad. In jest, in sport. 
Sportive, sp6r-tlv, a. Gay, merry, frolic .- 

some, wanton, playful, ludicrous.
Sportiveness, sp6r^tlv-n6s, s. Gayety, play. 
Sportless, spdrt-l&s, a. Joyless, sad.
Sportsman, sp6rts-min, s. One who pursues 

the recreation of the field.
SpORTULARY, spor-tshu-lar-6, a. Subsisting on 

alms or charitable contributions.
Sportule, spor-tshule, s. 461. An alms, a dole. 
Spot, spit, $. A blot, a mark made by dis

colouration ; a taint, a disgrace, a reproach; a small 
extent of place; any particular place.

To Spot, spit, ». a. To mark with discoloura- 
tion; to corrupt, to disgrace, to taint.

Spotless, spot-15s, a. Free from spots; im- 
maculate, pure.

Spotlessness, spot-l’-s-nes, s. State of being 
spotless.

Spotter, spitAt&r, s. 98. One who spots.
Spottiness, spit-ti-nis, s. The state or quality 

of being spotty.
Spotty, sp6t-te, a. Full of spots.
Spousal, spou-zll, a. 99. Nuptial, matrimo

nial, bridal.
Spousal, spou-zal, s. Marriage, nuptials.
Spouse, spouze, s. 313. One joined m mar

riage, a husband or wife.
To Spouse, spoize, v. a. To espouse, to wed; 

to join together as in matrimony.
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Spoused, spiuzd, a. 359. Wedded, espoused* 
joined together as in matrimony.

Spouseless, sp3uze^l6s, a. Wanting a husband 
or wife.

Spout, spdut, $. 313. A pipe, or mouth of 
a pipe or vessel, out of which any thing is poured; a 
cataract.*

To Spout, spdut, v. a. 313. To pour with 
violence, or in a collected body as from a spout; to 
speak speeches out of plays in imitation of an actor. 
A low word.

To Spout, spout, v. n. To issue as from a 
spout.

To Sprain, sprane, r. a. 202. To stretch the 
ligaments of a joint without dislocation of the bone.

Sprain, sprane, s. Extension of ligaments 
without dislocation of the joint.

Sprang, spring. The pret. of Spring.
Sprat, sprit, $. A small sea fish.
Spray, spra, s. 220. The extremity of a 

Dranch ; the foam of the sea; commonly written Spry 
To Sprawl, spriwl, v. n. To struggle as in 

the convulsions of death, to tumble with agitation.
To Spread. spr6d, p. a. 284. To extend, to ex

pand ; to make to cover or fill a large space ; to cover 
by extension ; to cover ovei ; to stretch ; to extend; 
to publish, to divulge; to emit as effluvia or emana
tions.

To Spread, sprid, v. n. To extend or expand 
itself.

Spread, sprid, $. Extent, compass; expansion 
of parts.

Spreader, sprdd-ur, s. 98. One who spreads, 
publisher, divulger.

Spreading, spr6d-ing, s. The act of extending 
or expanding.

Sprent, sprent, part. Sprinkled. 
Sprig, sprig, s. A small branch.
SPriggy, sprlg-ge, a. 383. Full of small 

branches;
SPRIGHT, sprite, s. 393. Spirit, shade, soul, in

corporeal agent; walking spirit, apparition.
SPRIGHTFUL, sprlte-ful, fl. Lively, brisk, gay. 
Sprightfully, sprlte^ffil-6, ad. Briskly, vigo

rously.
Sprightless, sprite-ids, a. Dull, enervated, 

sluggish.
Sprightliness, sprlte-1 e-n6s, s. Liveliness, 

briskness, vigour, gayety, vivacity.
Sprightly, sprlte-14, a. Gay, brisk, lively, 

vigorous, airy, vivacious.
To Spring, spring, v. n. Pret. Sprung, or 

Sprang; anciently Sprong. To arise out of the ground 
and grow by vegetative power : to begin to grow; to 
proceed as from seed ; to come into existence, to issue 
forth ; to arise, to appear j to issue with effect or force; 
to proceed as from ancestors; to proceed as from 
a ground, cause, or reason; to grow, to thrive; to 
bound, to leap, to jump, to fly with elastick power; to 
rise from a covert; to issue from a fountain ; to pro
ceed as from a source; to shoot, to issue with speed 
and violence.

To Spring, spring, v. a. 409. To start, to rouse 
game; to produce light; to cause by starting a plank 
to discharge a mihe ; to contrive a sudden expedient 
to offer unexpectedly ; to produce hastily.

Spring, spring, s. The season in which plants 
spring and vegetate ; an elastick body, a body which 
when distorted has the power of restoring itself; elas
tick force; any active power, any cause by which mo
tion is produced or propagated; a leap, a bound, 
a jump, a violent effort, a sudden struggle; a fountain, 
an issue of water from thetarth; a euurcc, that by 
which any thing is supplied; rise, beginning; cause, 
original.

Springe, sprlnje, s. (Rhymes, Fringe.} Agin, 
a noose which catches by a spring or jerk.

Springer, sprlng-ir, s. 98. One who springs 
or rouses game.
to- Thegought her. to rest in the usual sound, and
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not to be suffered to articulate the e as it does in finger. 
see Principles, No. 381, and 409.
Springhalt, spring-halt, s. A lameness by 

which the horse twitches up his legs.
Springhead, spring-hAd, s. A fountain, a 

source.
Springiness, spring-A-nAs, or spnn-je-nAs, s. 

Elasticity, power of restoring itself.—See Springy.
Springing, springring, s. Growth, increase; 

in Architecture, the side of an arch contiguous to the 
part whereon it rests.

SPRINGLE, sprlng^gl, s. 405. A springe, an 
elastick noose.

Springtide, springtide, s. Tide at the new 
moon, high tide.

Springy, spring^ or springe, a. Elastick, 
having the power of restoring itself.

A most absurd custom has prevailed in pronounc
ing this adjective, as if it were formed from springe, 
a gin, rhyming with fringe, when nothing can be plainer 
than its formation from spring, an elastick body, and 
that the addition of y ought no more to alter the sound 
of g in this word, than it does in stringy, full of strings. 
It is certainly thus we ought to pronounce the substan
tive formed from this adjective, which we meet with in 
Mr. Forster: “ In general, that nervous springiness, (if 
I may so express it) so very observable in Mr. Pope’s 
metre, is often owing chiefly to a trochee beginning the 
line.” Essay on Accent and Quantity, page 59.—But the 
absurdity is still increased when this vicious pronuncia
tion is given to the adjective formed from spring, a foun
tain ; this, however, is so contrary both to custom and 
analogy, that nothing but an oversight in Mr. Sheridan, 
could have prevented his making the distinction.—See 
Principles, No. 400.
Springy, sprlng-e, a, 409. Full of springs or 

fountains.
To Sprinkle, sprlng-kl, v. a. 40.5. To scatter, 

to disperse in small masses; to scatter in drops; to 
besprinkle, to wash, to wet or dust by sprinkling.

To Sprinkle, spring-kl, v. n. To perform the 
act of scattering in small drops.

To Sprit, sprit, v. a. To throw out, to eject 
with force.

To Sprit, sprit, v. n. To shoot, to germinate, 
to sprout.

Sprit, sprit, s. Shoot, sprout.
Sprite, sprite, s. A spirit; an incorporeal 

agent.
Spriteful, sprite-ful, a. Gay, lively, cheerful. 
Spritefully, sprite-ful-e, ad. Vigorously, with 

life and ardour.
Spritsail, sprit-sale, s. The sail which belongs 

to the boltsprit-mast.
To Sprout, sprout, v. n. 313. To shoot by 

vegetation, to germinate, to shoot into ramifications ; 
to grow.

Sprout, sprout, s. A shoot of a vegetable. 
Sprouts, sproutz, s. Young coleworts. 
Spruce, sproAse, s. A species of fir.
Spruce, sprAAse, a. 339. Nice, trim, neat. 
To Spruce, sprAAse, v. n. To dress with af

fected neatness.
Ssprucebeer, sprAAse-bAAr,' s. Beer tinctured 

with branches of fir.
Spruceleather, sprAAse-lAiH-Ar, s. Prussian 

leather.
Sprucely, sprAAse-lA, ad. In a nice manner. 
Spruceness, sprAAse-nAs, s. Neatness without 

elegance.
Sprung, sprung. The pret. and part pass, of 

Spring
Spud, sptid, s. A short knife.
Spume, sphme, s. Foam, froth.
To Spume, spAme, v. n. To foam, to froth. 
Spumous, spiitnAs, 7 v .. a™.™Spumy, spdW, j nothy, foamy.
Spun, spun. The pret. and part. pass, of Sioin* 
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Spunge, spAnje, s. More properly Sponge. 
A sponge.

To Spunge, spunje, v. n. 74. To hang on 
others for maintenance. #

Spunging-HOUSE. spun'jlng-house, s. A house 
to which debtors are taken before commitment ta 
prison.

Spungy, spun-jA, a. Full of small holes, and 
soft like sponge; wet, moist, watery, drunken, wet 
with liquor.

Spunk, spungk, s. 408- Rotten wood, touch- 
wood. Used in Scotland for ahimation, quick sensi
bility.

Spur, spur, s. A sharp point fixed on the ri
der’s heel; incitement, instigation ; a stimulus, any 
thing that galls and teases; the sharp points ou the 
legs of a cock ; any thing standing out, a snag.

To Spur, spur, v. a. To prick with the spur, 
to drive with the spur; to instigate, to incite, to 
urge forward; to drive by force.

To Spur, spur, v. n. To travel with great ex
pedition ; to press forward.

Spurgalled, sphr-galld, a. Hurted with the 
spur.

Spurge, spurje, s. A plant violently purgative. 
Spurious, spA-re-As, a. 314. Not genuine, 

counterfeit, adulterine; not legitimate, bastard.
Spuriously, spA^-rA-As-lA, ad. * Counterfeit!y, 

falsely.
Spuriousness, spA-rA-As-nAs, s. Adulterateness, 

state of being counterfeit.
Spurling, spAr-ling, s. 410. A small sea fish.
To Spurn, spArn, v. a. To kick, to strike or 

drive with the foot; to reject, to scorn, to put away 
with contempt, to disdain ; to treat with contempt.

To Spurn, spArn, v. n. To make contemp
tuous opposition ; to toss up the heels, to kick or 
struggle.

Spurn, spArn, $. Kick, insolent and contemp
tuous treatment.

Spurney, sp&r-nA, s. A plant.
Spurrer, sphr-rhr, s. 98. One who uses spurs. 
Spurrier, sphr-rA-Ar, s. One who makes spurs. 
Spurry, sphr-rA, s. A plant
To Spurt, spArt, v. n. To fly out with a quick 

stream. See To Spirt.
Sputation, spA-ta-shAn, s. The act of spitting.
To Sputter, sphtAtAr, v. n. To emit moisture 

in small flying drops; to fly out in small particles witb 
some noise; to speak hastily and obscurely.

To Sputter, spAt-tur, v. a, 98. To throw ou 
with noise.

Sputtereb, sput-tur-Ar, s. .One that sputters.
Spy, spi, s. One sent to watch the conduct or 

motions of others.
To Spy, spi, v. a. To discover by the eye at a 

distance; to discover by dose examination ; to search 
or discover by artifice.

To Spy, spi, v. n. To search narrowly.
SPYBOAT, spFbAte, s. A boat sent out for in

telligence.
Squab, skwAb, a. 86. 87. Unfeathered., newly 

hatched; fat, thick and stout, awkwardly bulky.
Squab, skwAb, s. A kind of sofa or couch, 

a stuffed cushion.
Squab, skwAb, ad. With a heavy sudden fall.
Squab-pie, skw&b-pi,' s. A pie made of many 

ingredients.
SquaBBISH, skwAb-bish, a. Thick, heavy, fleshy. 
To Squabble, skwob-bl, v. n. 405. To quarrel, 

to debate peevishly, to wrangle.
Squabble, skwAb-bl, s. A low brawl, a petty 

quarrel.
Squabbler, skwdb-bl-Ar, s. A quarrelsome 

fellow, a brawler.
Squad, skwAd, s. A company of armed men,
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i. The state or

usually applied to those who are learning the military 
exercise. '

Squadron, skwlldriin, s. 83. 85. A body of 
men drawn up in a square: a part of an army, a troop, 
part of a fleet, a certain number of ships.

Squadroned, skwa-drfind, a. 359. Formed 
into squadrons.

Squalid, skw&Ulld, a. 86. Foul, nasty, filthy. 
See Quadrant. t

Squalidity, skw&l-lld-e-te, 
Squalidness, skw6141id-nAs, 

quality of being squalid.
To Squall, skwall, v. n. To scream out as a 

child or woman frighted.
Squall, skwlll, s. Loud scream ; sudden gust 

of wind.
Squaller, skwall-hr, t. 98. Screamer, one 

that screams.
Squally, skwAll-lA, a. Windy, gusty.
Squalor, skwA-l&r, s. Coarseness, nastiness, 

want of cleanliness.
Squamous, skwA-mfis, a. 314. Scaly, covered, 

with scales.
To Squander, skwAn-dhr, v. a. To scatter 

lavishly, to spend profusely; to scatter, to dissipate; 
to disperse.

Squanderer, skwdn-dhr-ur, s. A spendthrift, 
a prodigal, a waster.

Square, skwAre, a. Cornered, having right 
angles; forming right angles; cornered, having angles 
of whatever content; parallel, exactly suitable; strong, 
well set; exact, honest, fair; in Geometry, Square 
root of any number is that which, multiplied by it
self, produces the Square, as four is the square root of 
sixteen.

Square, skware, s. A figure with right angles 
and equal sides ; an area of four sides, with houses on 
each side ; content of an angle ; a rule or instrument 
by which workmen measure or form their angles ; 
r»le, regularity ; squadron, troops formed square; le
vel, equality; quartile, the astrological situation of 
planets, distant ninety degrees from each other; rule, 
conformity; Squares go, the game proceeds.

2'o Square, skware, a. a. To form with right 
angles; to reduce to a square; to measure, to reduce 
to a measure; to adjust, to regulate, to mould, to 
shape; to accommodate, to fit

To Square, skware, v. n. To suit with, to fit 
with ; to quarrel, to go to opposite sides.

Squareness, skwAre-n£s, s. The state of being 
square.

Squash, skw&sh, s. 86. Any thing soft and 
easily crushed; a plant; any thing unripe, any thing 
soft; a sudden fall; a shock of soft bodies.

To Squash, skw&sli, v. a. To crush into pulp.
To Squat, skw&t, v. n. To sit cowering, to sit 

close to the ground.
Squat, skw6t, a. Cowering close to the ground; 

short and thick, having one part close to another, as 
those of an animal contracted and cowering.

Squat, skwfct, s. The posture of cowering or 
lying close; a sudden fall.

To Squeak. skw£ke, t>. n. 227. To set up a 
sudden dolorous cry; to cry with a shrill acute tone; 
to break silence or secrecy through fear oi pain.

Squeak, skw^ke, s. A shrill quick cry. 
Squeaker, skw&e&r, s. One who cries with 

a shrill acute tone.
To Squeal, skw41e, v. n. 227. To cry with 

a sh^rp shrill voice, to cry with pain.
Squeamish, skw&mlsh, a. Nice, fastidious, 

easily disgusted, having the stomach easily turned.
Squeamishly, skw&.mish-ld, ad. In a fastidi

ous manner.
Squeamishness, skw^-mlsh-nSs, s. Niceness, 

delicacy, fastidiousness.
Squ easin ess. skw^-2^-nSs, *. Nausea, queasi- 

ness, fastidiousness.
SquEASY, skw£-z£, a. Queasy, nice, squeamish, 

fastidious, scrupulous.
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To Squeeze, skwAAze, v. a. 246. To press, to 
crush between two bodies; to oppress, to crush, to 
harass by extortion; to force between close bodies.

To Squeeze, sk weeze, v. n. To act or pass in 
consequence of compression; to force away through 
close bodies.

Squeeze, skwAAze, s. Compression, pressure. 
Squeezing, skw&WIng, ,. The act of com 

pressing.
Squelch, skw&lsb, s. Heavy fall.
Squib, skwib, s. A small pipe of paper filled 

with wildfire; any petty fellow.
Squill, skull, s. A plant; a fish; an insect. 
Squint, skwint, a. Looking obliquely, looking 

suspiciously.
To Squint, skwint, v. n. To look obliquely, 

to look not in a direct line of vision.
To Squint, skwint, v. a. To form the eye to 

oblique vision; to turn the eye obliquely.
Squint-eyed, skwlnt-lde, a. Having the sight 

directed obliquely; indirect, oblique, malignant.
To Squiny, skwlji-n^, v. n. To look asquint. 

Obsolete cant word.
Squire, skwire, «• A gentleman next in rank 

to a knight,; an attendant on a noble warriour.
Squirehood, skwire-hud,) $. Rank and state 
Squireship, skwire-shlp, j of a squire. 
SqUIREI.Y, skwlre-l£, ad. Becoming a squire. 
Squirrel, skwAr-rll, s. 109. A small animal 

that lives in woods, leaping from tree to tree.
{£>' The i in this word ought not, according to ana

logy to be pronounced like e, 109; but custom seems to 
have fixed it too firmly in that sound to be altered with
out the appearance of pedantry. Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Scott, 
Mr. Perry, and Mr. Smith, give the i the sound that 
I have done.
To Squirt, skwhrt, v. a. 108. To throw out in 

a quick stream.
To Squirt, skwfirt, v. n. To prate, to let fly. 
Squirt, skw&rt, s. An instrument by which 

a quick stream is ejected ; a small quick stream.
Squirter, skwhrt-Cir, s. One who plies asquirt. 
To Stab, stAb, v. a. To pierce with a pointed 

weapon : to wound mortally or mischievously.
Stab, stAb, s. A wound with a sharp-pointed 

weapon; a dark injury, a sly mischief; a stroke, a 
blow.

Stabber, stlb-b&r, ». 98. One who stabs, 
a private murderer.

Stabii.iment, stA-bll-lA-mAnt, s. Support, firm
ness, act of making firm.

To Stabilitate. sti-bll^d-tate, ». a. To make 
stable, to establish.

Stability, stA-bll-^-tA, s. Steadiness, strength 
to stand; fixedness; firmness of resolution.

Stable, sta-bl, a. 405. Fixed, able to stand; 
steady, constant.

Stable, sta-bl, s. 405. A house for beasts.
To Stable, stA-bl, v. n. To kennel, to dwell 

as beasts.
Stableboy, staQ>Lb&, ) _ ,
Stableman; st&bl-mAn, 88. f *' One who a 

tends in the stable.
Stableness, sta-bl-n&s, s. Power to stand; 

steadiness, constancy, stability.
Stabling, sta-bl-lng, s. A house or room for 

beasts.
To Stablish, stAb-llsh, v. a. To establish, tc 

fix, to settle.
Stack, stAk, s. A large quantity of hay, corn, 

or wood ; a number of chimneys or funnels.
To Stack, stAk, v. a. To pile up regularly in 

ricks.
Stacte, stAkt, s. An aromatick, the gum that 

distils from the tree which produces myrrh.
Stadtholder. stAt-hdld-ur, j. The chief 

magistrate of the United Provinces, in Holland.
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Staff, stAf, t. Plural Staves. A stick with 
which a man supports himself in walking ; a prop, a 
support; a stick used as a weapon ; any long piece of 
wood; an ensign of an office; a stanza, a series of 
verses regularly disposed, so as that, when the stanza 
is concluded, the same order begins again.

Stafftree, stAf-trAA, s. A sort of evergreen 
privet.

Stag, stAg, s. The male red deer; the male of 
the hind.

Stage, stadje, s. A floor raised to view, on 
which any show is exhibited; the theatre, the place 
of scenick entertainment*; any place where any thing 
is publickly transacted or performed ; a place in which 
rest is taken on a journey ; a single step of gradual
process.

To Stage, stadje, v. a. To exhibit publickly. 
Obsolete.

Stagecoach, stadje-kitsh,' s. A coach that 
keeps its stages, a coach that passes and repasses on 
certain days for the accommodation of passengers.

STAGEPLAY, stadje-pla, s. Theatrical entertain
ment

Stager, sta-j&r, s. 98. A player; one who has 
long acted on the stage of life, a practitioner.

Staggard, stAg-gird, s. 88. A four-year-old 
stag.

To Stagger, stAg-g&r, v. n. 98. To reel, not 
to stand or walk steadily; to faint, to begin to give 
way; to hesitate, to fall into doubt.

To Stagger, stAg'gftr, t». a. To make to stag
ger, to make to reei; to shock, to alarm.

Staggers, stAg-gurz, s. A kind of horse apo
plexy ; madness, wild conduct. In this last sense out 
of use.

Stagnancy, stag-nAn-sA, s. The state of being 
without motion or ventilation.

Stagnant, stAg-nAnt, a. TJotionless, sill!
To Stagnate, stAg'nate, v. n. 01. Tq 

motionless, to have no course or stream.
Stagnation, stAg-na'sh&n, s. Stop course, 

cessation of motion.
Stalactite stil-Ak-tl-tA,
Stalactites, stAl-Ak-tl-tcz,

lie

s. Spars in the
form of icicles.

Staid, stade, part. adj. 202. 222. Sober, grave, 
regular.

Staidness, stade-nes, s. Sobriety, gravity, 
regularity.

To Stain, stane, v. a. 202. To blot, to spot; 
to disgrace, to spot with guilt or infamy.

Stain, stane, s. 73. Blot, spot, discoloration; 
taint of guilt or infamy ; cause of reproach, shame.

Stainer, sta-nftr, s. One who stains, one who 
blots.

Stainless, staneMcs, a. Free from blots or 
spots; free from sin or reproach.

Stair, stare, 202. Steps by which we rise 
in an ascent from the lower jxart of a building to the 
upper.

Staircase, stare-kAse, s. Tiie part of a fabrick 
that contains the stairs.

Stake, stake, s. A post or strong stick fixed 
in the ground; a piece of wood; any thing placed as 
a palisade or fence; the post to which a beast is tied 
to be baited; any thing pledged or wagered; the state 
of being hazarded, pledged, or wagcred.

To Stake, stake, n. a. To fasten, to support, 
or defend with posts set upright; to wager, to hazard, 
to put to hazard.

Stagirite, stAd-jA-rite, s. An inhabitant of 
Stagira: Aristotle so called, because born at. Stagira. 
See Principles, No. 156.

Stale, stale, a. Old, long kept; altered by 
lime ; used till it is of no use or esteem.

Stale, stale, s. Something exhibited or offered 
as an allurement to draw others to any place or pur
pose. In this sense little used : In Shakspearc it seems 
to signify a prostitute.
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To make water. 
Of old, of long time.

To Stale, st Ale, v. a. 
old. Obsolete.

To Stale, stAle, v. n.
Stalely, stAle-M, ad. w
Staleness, stAle-nSs, s. Oldness, state of being 

long kept, state of being corrupted by time.
To Stalk, stAwk, v. n. 84. To walk with high 

and superb steps; to walk behind a stalking-horse or 
cover.

Stalk, stAwk, s. High, proud, wide and stately 
step; the stem on which flowers or fruits grow ; the 
stein of a quill.

Stalking-horse, stawk-lng-horse, s. A horse 
either real or fictitious, by which the fowler shelters 
himself from the sight of the game ; a mask.

Stalky, stAwk-A, a. Hard like a stalk.
Stall, stall, s. 84. A crib on which an ox is 

fed, or where any horse is kept in the stable; a bench 
or form where any thing is set to sale; a small house 
or shed in which certain trades are practised ; the seat 
of a dignified clergyman In the choir.

To Stall, stAll, v. a. To keep in a stall or 
stable; to invest.

Stall-fed, stall-fAd, a. Fed not with grass but 
dry seed.

Stallion, stAl-yun, s. 113. A horse kept for 
mares.

Stamina, stAra-ln-A, s. The first principles of 
anything; the solids of a human body; those little 
fine threads or capillaments which grow up within the 
flowers of plants.

This word, like animalcula, is often, by mere 
English speakers, used as a singular. Thus, speaking of 
microscopick objects, they talk of seeing the leg of an 
animalcula, and, observing a person with a good consti
tution, they say he has a good stamina ; to such speakers 
it may be observed, that these words are perfectly Latin 
plurals, the singulars of which are ammalculum and sta
men.—See Animalcule, Lamina, and Miasma.
Stamineous, stA-min-A-us, a. Consisting of 

threads.
To Stammer, stum-mur, v. n. 98. To speak 

with unnatural hesitation, to utter words with diffi
culty.

Stammerer, stAm-mir-ur, $. One who speaks 
with hesitation.

To Stamp, stAmp, v. a. To strike by pressing 
the foot hastily downward; to impress with 'some 
mark or figure; to mint, to form, to coin.

To Stamp, stAmp, v. n. To strike the foot 
suddenly downward. »

Stamp, StAmp, s. Any instrument by which 
a hollow impression is made, a mark set on any thing, 
impression ; a thing marked or stamped; a picture cut 
in wood or metal; a mark set upon things that pay 
customs to the government; a character of reputation 
good or bad; authority, currency, value; make, cast, 
form.

Stamper, nAiny'Wv, 98. An instrument of 
pounding.

To Stanch, st-.nsh, v. a. 78. To stop blood, 
to hinder from running.

To Stanch, stAnsh, v. n. To stop.
STANCH. stAnsh, a. Sound, such as will not run 

out; firm, sound of principle, trusty, hearty, deter
mined ; strong, not to be broken.

STANCHION, stAn-sh&n, s. A prop, a support. 
Stanchless, stAnsh-les, a. Not to be stopped. 
To Stand, stAnd, v. n. Pret.-J stood; I have 

Stood. To be upon the feet, not to sit or liedown ; to 
be not demolished or overthrown ; to be placed as an 
edifice; to remain erect, not to fall; to become erect; 
to stop, to halt, not to go forward; to be at a stationary 
point without progress or regression ; to be in a state 
of firmness; to be in any posture of resistance or de
fence ; to be in a state of hostility ; not to yield, not 
to fry, not to give way ; to be placed with regard to 
rank or order ; to remain in the present stale; to be in 
any particular state; not to become void; to remain in 
force; to consist, to have its being or essence ; to be 
with respect to terms of a contract; to have a place ; 
to be in any state at the time-present; to be in a per-

To wear out, to make
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nxanent state; to he with regard to condition or for
tune ; to have any particular respect; to depend, to 
rest, to be supported; to be with regard to state of 
mind; to be resolutely of a party ; to be in the place, 
to be representative; to hold a course; to offer as a can
didate ; to place himself, to be placed; to stagnate 
not to flow ; to he without motion ; to Insistto dwell 
with many words; to persist, to persevere adhere 
to abide, to be consistent; to Stand by, to support, to 
defend, Iiot to desert; to be present without being an 
actor; to repose on, to rest in ; to Stand for, to pro
pose one’s self a candidate; to maintain, to profess to 
support • to Stand off, to keep ata distance ; not to 
complyto forbear friendship or intimacy; to have 
relief, to appear prominent or protuberant; to Stand 
out, to hold resolution, to hold a post; not to com
ply,’ to secede; to be prominent or protuberant; to 
Stand to, to ply, to persevere; to remain fixed in 
a purpose; to Stand under, to undergo, to sustain; to 
Stand up, to arise in order to gain notice ; to Stand 
upon, toconcern, to interest; to value, to take pride; 
to insist.

To Stand, stAnd, v. a. To endure, to resist 
without flying or yielding; to await, to abide, to suf
fer ; to keep, to maintain.

Stand, stAnd, s. A station, a place where one 
waits standing; rank, post, station ; a stop; a halt; 
stop, interruption ; the act of opposing; highest mark, 
stationary point; a point beyond which one cannot 
proceed ; difficulty, perplexity, embarrassment, hesi
tation ; a. frame or table on which vessels are placed.

Standard, stAn-dArd, .1. An ensign in war, 
particularly the ensign of the horse ; that which is of 
undoubted authority, that which is the test of other 
things of the same kind; that which has been tried 
by the proper test; a settled rate; a standing stem or 
tree.

Standardbearer, stAn-dArd-ba-rur, s. One 
who bears a standard or ensign.

Standee, stAnd-ur, $. 98. One who stands; 
a tree that has stood long; Slander by, one present, 
a mere spectator.

Standing, stAnd-Ing, part. a. Settled, esta
blished; lasting, not transitory; stagnant, not run
ning ; placed on feet.

Standing, stAnd-lng, s 410. Continuance, 
long possession of an office; station, place to stand in ; 
power to stand; rank; condition; competition, can
didateship.

Standish, stAn-dish, s. A case for pen and ink.
Stang, stAng, s. A perch, a measure of five 

yards and a half.
Stank, stAngk. The pret. of Stink.
Stannary, stAn-nAr-^, a. Relating to the tin 

works.
Stanza, stAn-zA, s. 92. A number of lines 

regularly adjusted to each other, so much of a poem 
as contains every variation of measure or relation of 
rhymes.

Staple, sta-pl, s. 405. A settled mart, an 
established emporium.

Staple, sta-pl, a. Settled, established in com
merce; according to the laws of commerce.

Staple, sta-pl, s. A loop of iron, a bar bent 
and driven in at both ends.

Star, stir, s. 78. One of the luminous bodies 
that appear in the nocturnal sky; the pole star ; con
figuration of tho planets supposed to influence for
tune ; a mark of reference.

Star-apple, stAr-Ap-pl, $. A plant.
Star-fish, stAr-fish, s. A fish branching out 

into several points.
Star-gazer, star-ga-z&r, s. An astronomer, 

an astrologer.
Star-hawk, stAr-hAwk, $. A sort of hawk.
Starboard, stAr-bdrd, s. Is the right-hand side 

of a chip, as larboard is the left.
Starch, stArtsh, s. 78. A kind of viscous mat

ter made of flour or potatoes, with which linen is 
stiffened.

To Starch, stArtsh, v. .a. To stiffen with starch. 
Starchamber, stAr-tsliam-b&r, $. A kind of 

criminal court of equity.
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Starched, stirtsht, a. 359. Stiffened with 
starch stiff, precise, format

Starcher, startsh-ur, s. 98. One whose trade 
is to starch.

STARCHLY, stArtsh-]^, ad. Stiffly, precisely- 
Starchness. stlrtsh-n5s, s. Stiffness, precise

ness.
To Stare, stare, v. n. To look with fixed eyes, 

to look with wonder, impudence, confidence, stupidity, 
ex horrour; to Stare in the face, to be undeniably evi
dent ; to stand out prominent.

Stare, stare, s. Fixed look; starling.
Starer, sti-rur, $. 98. One who looks with 

fixed eyes.
Stark, stArk, a. 78. Stiff, strong, rugged 

deep, full; mere, simple, plain, gross.
Stark, stArk, ad. Is used to extend or augment 

the signification of a word, as Stark made, mad in the 
highest degree.

Starkly, stArk-1^, ad. Stiffly, strongly. 
Starless, stAr-lAs, a. Having no light of stars. 
Starlight, star-lite, s. Lustre of the stars. 
Starlight, star-lite, a. Lighted by the stars. 
Starlike, stAr-llke, a. Having various points 

resembling a star in lustre; bright, illustrious.
Starling, stAr-llng, s. A bird; it is one of 

those that may be taught to whistle, and to articulate 
words.

SrARPAVED, spAr-pavd, a. Studded with stars.
Starproof, stAr-proof, a. Impervious to star

light.
Starred, stlrrd, a. 359. Influenced by the 

stars with respect to fortune; decorated with stars.
Starry, stAr-rd, a. 82. Decorated with stars; 

consisting of star3, stellar, resembling stars.
Starring, stir-ring, a. 82. 410, Shining with 

stellar light.
Starshoot, stAr-shAAt, s. A supposed emis

sion from a star, i
To Start. stArt, v. n. 78. To feel a sudden and 

involuntary twitch or motion of the animal frame ; to 
rise suddenly; to move with sudden quickness; to 
shrink, to winch ; to deviate; to set out from the 
barrier at a race ; to set out upon any pursuit.

Th .Start, stArt, t*. a. To alarm, to disturb 
suddenly; to make to start or fly hastily from a hiding 
place, to bring into motion; to produce to view or 
notice; to discover, to bring within pursuit; to put 
suddenly out of place.

Start, StArt, s. A motion of terrour, a sudden 
twitch or contraction of the frame ; a sudden rousing 
to action, excitement; sally, vehement, eruption; 
sudden effusion; sudden fit; intermitted action; a 
quick spring or motion ; first emission from the bar
rier, act of setting out; to get the Start, to begin be
fore another, to obtain advantage over another.

Starter, stArt-Ar, s. 98. One who shrinks 
from his purpose.

Startingly, stArt-lng-lA, ad. 410. By sudden 
fits, with frequent intermission.

To Startle, stAr-tl, v. n, 405. To shrink, to 
move on feeling a sudden impression.

To Startle, stAr-tl, v. a. To fright, to shock, 
to impress with sudden terror.

Startle, star-tl, s. Sudden alarm, shock, sud
den impression of terror.

Startup, stArt-up, s. One who comes sud
denly into notice.

To Starve, stArv, v. n. To perish, to be de
stroyed; to perish with hunger; to be killed with 
cold; to suffer extreme poverty ; to be destroyed with 
cold.

To Starve, stArv, t>. a. To kill with hunger; 
to subdue by famine; to kill with cold; to deprive of 
force or vigour.

Starvling, starv-ling, x. 410. An animal thia 
and weak for want of nourishment.

Starwort, stir-wfirt, j. Elecampane. 
StATARY, sta-ti-ri, a. 5'2. Fixed, settled.
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State, state, s. Condition, circumstances of 
nature or fortune; modification of any thing; estate, 
signiory, possession; the community, the publick, die 
commonwealth; a republick, a government not monar
chical ; rank, condition, quality; solemn pomp, ap- ( 
pearance of greatness; dignity, grandeur; a seat of 
dignity; the principal persons in the government.

To State, state, v. a. To settle, to regulate; 
to represent in all the circumstances of modification.

Stateliness, stateMA-n3s, s. Grandeur, ma- 
jestick appearance, august manner, dignity; appear
ance of pride, affected dignity.

Stately, stiteUi, ad. August, grand, lofty, 
elevated; elevated in mien or sentiment

Stately, state-U, a. Majestically. 
Statesman, stats-m&n, s. 88. A politician, one 

versed in the arts of government; one employed in 
publick affairs.

Stateswoman, &tats-wum-&n, s. A woman who
meddles with publick affairs.

Statical, sUd-te-Hl, /Static , stiWtik, 509. J Relat,ng t0 11,6 !
science of weighing. . I

StaTICKS, stlt'tlks, s. The science which con
siders the weight of bodies.

Station, sta-sh&n, s. The act of standing; 
a state of rest; a place where any one is placed; post 
assigned, office; situation, position; employment, 
office; rank, condition, life-

To Station, sia-shftn, v. a. To place in a cer- 
tain post, rank, or place.

Stationary, sta-sh&n-H-re, a. Fixed, not pro- 
gressive.

This word, though not noticed by Johnson, is used 
to signify the goods of a stationer, 6uch as books, paper, 
and other commodities for writing. The reason why 
a seller of paper is called a stationer, is, that formerly 
the sellers of paper were itinerants or pedlars; and that 
as the trade became more important, they took a stand 
or station, which gave a name to the profession. 
Stationer, sta-sh&n-hr, s. 98. A bookseller, 

a seller of paper.
Statist, sta-tlst, r. A statesman, a politician.

Obsolete.
Statistical, stA-tls-t£-kAi,) 
Statistic , sti-tls-tik, ) a'

This word is not found in any of our Dictionaries, 
and seems to have been first used by Sir John Sinclair in 
his plan for a statement of the trade, population, and 
productions of every county in Scotland; with the food, 
diseases, and longevity of its inhabitants: a plan which 
reflects the greatest credit on the understanding and 
benevolence of that gentleman, as it is big with advan
tages both to the philosopher and the politician. These 
words must not be confounded with statical and statick ; 
for though such a plan leads to a philosophical weighing 
of these provincial circumstances, yet certainly the first 
idea is that of stating these circumstances; and there
fore these words are formed from the English verb to 
state, and not from staticks, derived from the Greek 
word emrixn-
Statuary, stlt-tshfi-a-r^, s. The art of carving 

images or representations of life ; one that practises 
or professes the art of making statues.

STATUE. stAt-tshii, s. 468. An image, a solid 
representation of any living being.

To Statue, sUt-tshfi, v. a. To place as a 
6tatue. Obsolete.

Stature, stAt-tsh&re, s. 463. The height of 
any animal.

Statutable, st&t-V’.hii-ta-bl, a. According to 
statute.

Statute, stlt-tshute, s. 463. A law, an edict 
of the legislature.

To Stave, stave, v. a. To break in pieces; 
to push off as with a staff; to pour out by breaking 
the cask.

To Stay, sta. ». n. 220. To continue in a place, 
to forbear departure ; to continue in a state; to wait, 
to attend; to stop, to be long; to dwell, to rest con
fidently.

To Stay, sta, v. a. To stop, to withhold, to re- 
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press ; to delay, to obstruct, to hinder from progres
sion ; to keep from departure; to prop, to support, to 
hold up.

Stay, sta. s. Continuance in a place, forbear
ance of departure; stand, cessation of progression ; a 
stop, an obstruction, a hinderance from progress; re- 
strain t, prudence, caution ; a fixed state; prop, a 
support; a tackling.

Stayed, stade, part. a. 222. Fixed, settled; 
serious, not volatile; stopped.

Stayedly, stade-W, ad. Composedly, gravely, 
prudently, soberly.

Stayedness, stade-n^s, s. Composure, pru
dence, gravity, judiciousness.

Stayer, sta'&r, s. 98. One who stops, holds,
or supports.

Staylace, stA-lise, s. A lace with which
women fasten their boddice.

Stays, staze, s. (Without a singular.)Boddice, 
a kind uf stiff waistcoat worn by ladies ; ropes in a ship 
to keep the mast from falling; any support, any thing 
that keeps another extended.

Stead, sted, s. 234. Room, place which another 
had or might have; use, help; the frame of abed. 
See Instead.

To Stead, st£d, v. a. To help, to support, to 
assist Little used.

Steadfast, st&d-f&st, a. Fast in a place, firm, 
fixed; constant, resolute.

Steadfastly’, st£d-flst-l&, ad. Firmly, con
stantly.

Steadfastness, st&d-f&st-n&s, s. Immutability,
fixedness, firmness, constancy, resolution.

Steadily, st^d^-ld, ad. Without tottering, 
without shaking; without variation or irregularity.

Steadiness, st£d-£-n£s, s. State of being not 
tottering nor easily shaken; firmness, constancy; 
consistent, unvaried conduct.

Steady, st£d-£, a. Firm, fixed, not tottering; 
not wavering, not fickle, not changeable with regard 
to resolution or attention.

Steai$, stake, s. 240. A slice of flesh broiled 
or fried, a collop.

To Steal, st£le,v. a. 227- Pret. I Stole. Part, 
pass. Stolen. To take by theft, to take clandestinely, 
to take without right; to withdraw or convey without 
notice; to gain or effect by private means.

Stealer, st£-l&r,$. 98. One who steals, a thief. 
SteaLINGLY, st£-llng-l£, ad. 410. Slyly, by 

invisible motion.
Stealth, st&lf/i, s. 234. 515. The act of steal

ing, theft; the thing stolen; secret act, clandestine 
practice.

Stealthy, st£lM-£, a. Done clandestinely, 
performed by stealth.

Steam, st&me, s. 227. The smoke or vapour
of any thing moist and hot.

To Steam, st£me, v. n. To smoke or vapour 
with moist heat; to send up vapours; to pass in va
pours.

Steed, st&d, s. 246. A horse for state or war. 
Steel, std£l, s. 246. Steel is a kind of iron, 

refindd and hardened, of great use i:« the making of 
tools and instruments of all kinds ; it is often used for 
weapons or armour ; chalybeate medicines ; it is used 
proverbially for hardness, as, heads of steel.

To Steel, st&el, v. a. To point or edge with 
steel; to make hard or firm.

Steely, st£e-l£, a. Made of steel; hard, firm. 
Steelyard, st&l-ylrd, s. A kind of balance, 

in which the weight is moved along an iron rod, end 
grows heavier as it is removed farther from the ful
crum.

{O’ This word, in common usage among those who 
weigh heavy bodies, has contracted its double e into 
single i. and is pronounced as if written stilyard. This 
contraction is so common in compound words of this 
kind as to become an idiom of pronunciation, which 
cannot be easily counteracted without opposing the cur
rent of the language. See Principles, No. 515, and the 
word Knowledge.
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Steep, stWp, a. 246. Rising or descending
with great inclination.

Steep, stcVp, Precipice, ascent or descent
approaching to perpendicularity.

To Steep, stiep, v. a. To soak, to macerate, 
to imbue, to dip.

Steeple, st&-pl, «. 405. A turret of a church
generally furnished with bells. _ .

Steeply, sU'ep-li, ad. With precipitous de- 
clivity. . .

Steepness, steep-nfs, s. Precipitous declivity. 
Stbepy, stAep-t', a. Having a precipitous de- 

ctivity.
Steer, steir, s. 246. A young bullock.
To Steer. stMr, v. a. To direct, to guide a 

vessel in a passage.
To Steer, steer, ». n. 246. To direct a course. 
Steerage, stifr-ldje, s. 90. The act or prac- 

tice of steering; direction, regulation of a course ; 
that by which any course is guided; regulation or 
management of any thing ; the stern or hinder part 
of the ship.

Steersman, stiirz-min, 88. ) , ..
Steersmate, st<Urz-mate, ( ’ p L’

who steers a ship.
Steganography, stitg-i-nftg-grlf-fe, ». 518.

The art of secret writing by characters or ciphers.
STEGNOTIC , st&g-nbt-tlk, a. 509. Binding, 

rendering costive.
Stellar, st^l-lAr, a. 88. Astral, relating to the 

stars.
Stellate, stAWate, a. Pointed in the manner 

of a painted star.
Stellation, st&l-la'shun, s. Emission of light 

as from a star.
StelliferOUS, stAl-Hf-f^r-iis, a. Having stars. 
Stem, stSm, s. The stalk, the twig; family, 

race, generation; the prow or forepart of a ship.
To Stem, st£m, v. a. To oppose a current, to 

pass cross or forward notwithstanding the stream.
Stench, st^nsh, s. A violent stink. 
Stenography, st£-ndg-grAf-f£, s. Short-hand. 
STENTOROPHONIC , st£n-t6-ri-f6n-Ik, a.

Speaking loudly.
To Step, st£p, v. n. To move by a single change 

of the place of the foot; to advance by a sudden pro
gression ; to move mentally; to go, to walk; to take

, a short walk ; to walk gravely and slowly.
Step, st&p, f. Progression by one removal of 

the foot; one remove in climbing; quantity of space 
passed or measured by one removal of the foot; 
a small length, a small space; walk, passage; pro
gression, the act of advancing; footstep, print of the 
foot; gait, manner of walking; action, instance of 
conduct.

Step, stAp. In Composition, signifies one who
is related only by marriage.

Steppingstone, st&p-ping-stone, s. Stone laid 
to catch the foot, and save it from wet or dirt.

Stercoraceous, st^r-ko-ra-sh&s, a. 357. 
Belonging to dung. ,

StercoraTION, st^r-kd-ra-sh&n, s. The act of 
dunging.

Stereographick, ster-re-o-grAf^ik, a. 
Delineated on a plane.

Stereography, st£r-r£-6g-graf-f£. s 518. The
art of drawing the forms of solids upon a plane.

Stereometry, stdr-re-6m-m£-tr£. s. 518. The 
art of measuring all sorts of solid bodies.

Stereotype, st^M-d-tipe, s. 534. The art of 
printing from sol d plates cast from moveable types, 
instead of printing from the types themselves.

STERIL, st£r-ril. a. Barren, unfruitful, not 
productive, wanting fecundity.

Sterility, sti-ril-eti, s. Barrenness, want of
fecundity, unfruitfulness.

To Sterilize, slt'r-rll-lze, v. a. To make bar- 
ren, to deprive of fecundity.
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Sterling, stAr-llng, a. 410. An epithet by 
which genuine English money is discriminated; 
genuine, having past the test.

Sterlinc., stAr-llng, s. English coin, money; 
standard rate.

Stern, st£rn, $. Severe of countenance; se
vere of manners, harsh, unrelenting ; hard, afflictive.

STERN, stern, a. The hind part of the ship 
where the rudder is placed ; post of management, di
rection ; the hinder part of any thing.

Stern age, stSrn-ldje, s. 90. The steerage or 
stern.

Sternly, st£rn-le, ad. In a stern manner, 
severely.

Sternness, stArn-n&s, s. Severity of look;
severity or harshness of manners.

STERNON, st&r-ndn, s. 166. The breast bone.
Sternutation, stAr-nu-ta-shun, s. The act of 

sneezing.
Sternutative, stAr-nu-ta-tlv, a. Having the 

quality of sneezing.
Sternutatory, stAr-nii-tA-tbr-A; s. Medicine

that provokes to sneeze.—-See Domestick, 512. 557.
To Stew, st6, t>. a. To seeth any thing in a 

slow moist heat
To Stew, st6, v. n. To be seethed in a slow 

moist heat.
Stew, stb, s. A bagnio, a hot-house; a brothel, 

a house of prostitution ; a storepond, a small pond 
where fish are kept for the table.

Steward, stii-fird, s. 88. One who manages
the affairs of another; an officer of state.

Stewardship, std-urd-shlp, s. The office of a
steward.

Stick, stlk, s. 400. A piece of wood small and
long.

Tc Stick, stlk, v. a. To fasten on so as that it 
may adhere.

7o Stick, stlk, r. n. To adhere, to unite itself 
by its tenacity or penetrating power ; to be inseparable, 
to be united with any thing f to rest upon the memory 
painfully ; to stop, to lose motion ; to resist emission ; 
to be constant, so adhere with firmness; to be trouble
some by adhermg ; to remain, not to he lost; to dwell 
upon, not to forsake; to cause difficulties or scruple 5 
to scruple, to hesitate ; to be stopped, to be unable to 
proceed; to be embarrassed ; to be puzzled ; to stick 
out, to be prominent with deformity; to be unem
ployed.

To Stick, stlk, v. a. To stab, to pierce with 
a pointed instrument; to fix upon a pointed body; 
to fasten by transfixion; to set with something 
pointed.

Stickiness, stik-kd-n^s, s. Adhesive quality, 
g’utinousness, tenacity.

To Stickle, stik-kl, v. n. 405. To take part 
with one side or other; to contest, to altercate, to 
contend rather with obstinacy than vehemence; tb 
trim, to play fast and loose.

Sticklebag, stlk-kl-big, s. The smallest of 
fresh water fish.

Stickler, st1k-kl-&r, s. 98. A sidesman to 
fencers, a second to a duellist; an obstinate contender 
about any thing.

Sticky, stik-kd, a. Viscous, adhesive, glutin
ous.

Stiff, stiff, a. Rigid, inflexible; not soft, not 
giving way, not fluid; strong, not easily resisted; 
hardy, stubborn, not easily subdued ; obstinate, per
tinacious ; har.'h, not written with ease; constrained; 
formal, rigorous in certain ceremonies.

To Stiffen, stlfcfn, v. a. 103. To make stiff, 
to make inflexible, to make unpliant; to make obsti- 
nate.

To Stiffen, stlf-fn, v. n. To grow stiff, to 
grow rigid, to become unpliant; to grow" hard, to bv 
hardened; to grow less susceptive of impression, u» 
grow obstinate.

Stiffhearted, stiff-harmed, a. Obstinate, 
stubborn, contumacious.

Q Q
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Stiffly, stlfWA, ad. Rigidly, inflexibly, stub- 
bornly.

Stiffnecked, stifPndkt, a. 366. Stubborn, 
obstinate, contumacious.

Stiffness, stifl-nih, j. Rigidity, inflexibility; 
inaptitude to motion ; tension, not laxity ; obstinacy, 
stubljornness, contumaciousness, unpleasing formality, 
constraint; rigorousness, harshness; manner of writ
ing, not easy, but harsh and constrained.

To Stifle, stiffl, ». a. 405. To oppress or kill 
by closeness of air, to suffocate; to keep in, to hinder 
from emission; to extinguish by artful or gentle 
means; to suppress, to conceal.

Stigma, stlglml, s. 92. A brand, a mark with 
a hot iron; a mark of infamy.

Stigmatical, stig-mit-U-kll, )
Stigmatic , stlg-mit-tlk, 509. ) a'

Branded or marked with some token of infamy.
To Stigmatize, stlg-mi-tlze, v. a. To mark 

with a brand, to disgrace with a note of reproach.
Stile, stile, s. A set of steps to pass from one 

enclosure to another; a pin to cast the shadow in a 
sun-dial.

Stiletto, stll-ldt-td, s. A small dagger, of 
which the blade is not edged, but round, with a sharp 
point.

To Still, still, v. a. To silence, to make silent, 
to quiet, to appease; to make motionless.

Still, still, a. Silent, uttering no noise, quiet, 
calm; motionless.

Still, still, s. Calm, silence.
Still, Still, ad. To this time, till now; never

theless ; notwithstanding; in an increasing degree; 
always, ever, continually ; after that; in continuance.

Still, still, s. A vessel for distillation, an 
alembic .

To Still, still, v. a. To distil, to extract or 
operate upon by distillation.

Stillatitious, stil-ll-tlsh-hs, a. x ailing in 
drops, drawn by a stilL

Stillatory, stil-li-t&r-^, s. 512. 557.
An alemblck, a vessel in which distillation is per
formed ; the room in which stills are placed, a labora
tory.

Stillborn, stiJl'b^rn, a. Born lifeless, dead 
in the birth.

Still-life, stlll-Hfe, ».
Mr. Mason explains this word by “ things that 

have only vegetable life.* But I am much mistaken if 
painters do not use it to signify the bodies of animals 
also, as fish, game, &c.
Stillness, stlll-n^s, s. Calm, quiet, silence, 

taciturnity.
Stilly, stll-l^, ad. Silently, not loudly; 

calmly, not tumultuously.
Stilts, stilts, s. Supports upon which boys 

raise themselves when they walk.
To Stimulate, stlm-mti-late, v. a. Io prick, 

to prick forward, to excite by some pungent motive; 
in Phyaick, to excite a quick sensation, with a deriva
tion towards the part.

Stimulation, stim-mh-la-shhn,s. Excitement, 
pungency.

To Sting, sting, t». a. Pret. I Stung or Slang. 
Part pass Stang, and Stung. To pierce or wound with 
a point darted out, as that of wasps or scorpions; to 
pain acutely.

STING, sting, s. A sharp point with which some 
animals are armed; any thing that gives pain; the 
point in the last verse of an epigram.

Stingily, stln-j^-li, ad. Covetously.
Stinginess, stin-ji-n£s, s. Avarice, covetous- 

nest, niggardliness.
Stingless, stlng-l&s, a. Having no sting.
Stingo, stlng-g6, s. Old strong beer.
Stingy, stln-je, a. Covetous, niggardly, ava

ricious.
To Stine, stlngk, v. n. Pret. I Stunk or Stank. 
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To emit an offensive smell, commonly a sme’l of 
putrefaction.

Stink, stlngk, s. 408., Offensive smell.
Stinkard, stlngk-&rd, s. 88. A mean stinking 

paltry fellow.
Stinker, stlngk-6r, s. 98. Something intended 

to offend by the smell.
Stinkingly, Stingk-lng-l&, ad. 410. With a 

stink.
Stinkpot, stlngk-pot, s. An artificial compo

sition offensive to the sme.’l.
To Stint, stint, y. a. To bound, to limit, to 

confine, to restrain, to stop.
Stint, stint, 5. Limit, bound, restraint; a pro

portion, a quantity assigned.
Stipend, stl-p£nd, s. Wages, settled pay.
Stipendiary, stl-p^nid^-i-r^, orsti-p£n-j£-i-r<*, 

a. 293. 294. 376. Receiving salaries, performing any 
service for a stated price.

Stipendiary, stl-pOn-d^-i-r^, s. One who per
forms any service for a settled payment.

Stiptical, stip-t^-kil, ? tt • 1
Stiptic , stlpitlk, 509. r- 

to stanch blood, astringent.
To Stipulate, stip'pli-l&te, v. n. To contract, 

to bargain, to settle terms.
Stipulation, stip-6-lA-shfin, s. Bargain.
To Stir, st&r, v. a. 109. To move, to remove 

from its place; to agitate, to bring into debate; to 
incite, to instigate, to animate; to S ir up, to incite, to 
put into action.

To Stir, st&r, v. n. To move one’s self, to go 
out of the place, to change place; to be in motion, no: 
to be still; to become the object of notice; to rise in 
the morning.

Stir, stfir, s. Tumult, bustle; commotion,
publick disturbance; tumultuous disorder; agitation, 
conflicting passion.

Stirp, st£rp, s. 108. Race, family, generation.
Stirrer, stfir-rfir, s. 98. One whois in motion, 

one who puts in motion; a riser in the morning; Stirrtr 
up, an inciter, an instigator.

Stirrup, stftr-r&p, $. An iron hoop suspended 
by a strap, in which the horseman sets his foot when 
he mounts or rides.

To Stitch, stitsh, v. a. To sow, to work on 
with a needle; to join, to unite; (o Stitch up, tomend 
what was rent.

To Stitch, stitsh, v. n. To practise needlework. 
Stitch, stitsh, s. A pass of the needle and 

thread through any thing; a sharp sudden pain.
StitcherY, stltshifir-^, s. Needlework. 
Stitchwort, stitsh-w6rt, s Chamomile.
Stithy, stlrH-^, s. An anvil, the iron body on 

which the smith forges his work.
Stoccado, st5k-ka-dd, s. A thrust with the 

rapier.—See Lumbago.
Stock, st6k, s. The trunk, the body of a plant, 

the trunk into which a graft is inserted ; a log, a post; 
a man proverbially stupid ; the handle of any thing 
a support of a ship while it is budding; a thrust, 
a stoccado; something made of linen, a cravat, a close 
neckcloth ; a race, a lineage, a family ; the principal, 
capital store, fund already provided ; quantity, store, 
body ; a fund established by the government, of which 
the value rises and falls by artifice or chance.

To Stock, stWc, v. a. To store, to fill suffi
ciently; to lay in store; to put in the stocks; to 
Stock up, to extirpate.

Stockdove, stftkkl&v, s. Ringdove.
Stockfish, stilk-flsh, s. Dried cod, so called 

from its hardness.
Stockgillyflower, stSk-jiKA-flofi-tir, ». A 

plant
Stocking, stik4ng, s. 410. The covering of 

the leg. °
Stockjobber, stok'-job-bur, s. One who geu 

money by buying and selling in the fund*.
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Stockish, stdk-Ish, a. Hard, blockish. 
Stocklock, stAk-lAk, $. Lock fixed in wood. 
Stocks, stdks, s. Prison for the legs. 
Stockstill, st&k^stll, «. Motionless.
Sl'OiC , std-Jk, $. A philosopher of the sect of 

Zeno, holding the neutrality of external things.
Stole, stile, s. A long vest.
Stole, stile. The pret. of Steal.
Stolen, stdin, 103. Part pass, of Steal. 
Stolidity, sti-lld-i-ti, s. Stupidity, want of 

sense. Obsolete.
Stomach, st&m-m&k, s. 165. 353. The ven

tricle in which food is digested; appetite, desire of 
food ; inclination, liking; anger, violence of temper, 
sullenness, resentment; pride, haughtiness.

To Stomach, stdm-mfik, v. a. To resent, to 
remember with anger and malignity.

To Stomach, stdm-m&k, v. n. To be angry’. 
Stomached, stftm-m&kt, a. 359. Filled with 

passions of resentment.
Stomacher, st&m-mA-tsh&r, $. An ornamental 

covering worn by women on the breast.
Stomachful, stim'mik-ful, a. Sullen, stub

born, perverse.
Stomachfulness, stfim-mdk-ful-n As, s. Stub

bornness, sullenness.
Stomachical, stA-m&k-A-kil, )
Stomachic , sti-mAk-Ik, 50.9. ( a' e a in° 

to the stomach, pertaining to the stomach.
Stomachic , stA-mik-ik, s. A medicine for 

the stomach.
We not unfrcquently hear this word pronounced 

stoma tick ; but this pronunciation, though not confined 
to the vulgar, is so gross an irregularity as to deserve the 
reprobation of every correct speaker.
Stone, stAne. s. Stones are bodies insipid, hard, 

not duetile, or malleable, not soluble in water; piece 
of stone cut for building; gem, precious stone; calcu
lous concretion in the kidneys or bladder; the case 
which in some fruits contains the seed; testicle; 
a weight containing fourteen pounds: Stone is used by 
way of exaggeration, as, Stone-still, stone dead; to 
leave no Stone unturned, to do every thing that can 
be done for the production or promotion of an effect.

STONE, stAne, a. Made of stone.
7o Stone, stone, v. a. To pelt, beat, or kill 

with stones ; to harden.
Stonebreak, stAne^brAke, s. An herb. 
Stonechatter, stAne-tshit-tur, s. A bird. 
Stonecrop, stdne^krAp. >. A sort of tree. 
Stonecutter, stAne^-k&t-t&r, s. One whose 

trade is to hew stones.
Stonefern, stAne-fdrn, s. A plant.
Stonefi.y, stAneMil, s. An insect.
Stonefruit, stAne-frddt, s- Fruit of which the 

seed is covered with a hard shell enveloped in the pulp.
Stonehawk, stAne-hiwk, r. A kind of hawk.
Stonehorse, stAne-horse, s. A horse not cas

trated.
Stonepit, stAne-plt, $. A quarry, a pit where 

stones are dug. •
Stonepitch, stAne-pltsh, s. Hard inspissated 

pitch.
Stoneplover, stAne-pl&v-Ar, s. A bird. 
Stonework, stAne-wdrk, s. Building of stone. 
Stoniness, stA^-nd-nAs, $. The quality of hav

ing many stones.
STONY, stA^nd, a. Made of stone ; abounding 

with stones ; nctrifick; hard, inflexible, unrelenting.
STOOD, stud, 307. The pret. of 7’o Stand.
STOOL, stAAl, s. 306. A seat without a back, so 

distinguished from a chair ; evacuation by purgative 
medicines.

Stoolball. st&Al-ball, ». A play where balls 
are driven from stool to stool.

To Stoop, stAAp, v. n. 306. To bend down, to 

bend forward ; to lean forward standing or walking ; 
to yield, to bend; to submit; to descend from rank or 
dignity; to yield, to be anfetiour; to sink from resolu
tion or superiority; to condescend; to come down on 
prey as a falcon; to alight from the wing; to sink to 
a lower place.

Stoop, stoop, s. Act of stooping, inclination 
downward ; descent from dignity or superiority ; fall 
of a bird upon its prey ; a vessel of liquor.

StOOHL’GLV, stftop-lng-te, 0<f. 410. With 
inclination downwards.

To Stop, Stop, v. a. To hinder from progressive 
motion ; to hinder from any change of state, whether 
to better or worse ; to hinder from action ; to put an 
end to the motion or action of any thing; to suppress; 
to regulate musical strings with the fingers; to close 
any aperture; to obstruct; to encumber.

To Stop, stdp, v. n. To cease to go forward. 
Stop, stip, s. Cessation of progressive motion ;

hinderance of progress, obstruction; hinderance of ac
tion ; cessation of action ; interruption ; prohibition 
of sale; that which obstructs, obstacle, impediment 
instruments by which the sounds of wind musick arG 
regulated; regulation of musical chords by the fingers, 
the act of applying the slope in musick; a point in 
writing by which sentences arc distinguished.

Stopcock, stdp-kdk, s. A pipe made to let otr 
liquor, stopped by a turning cock.

Stoppage, stAp-pidje, s. 90. The act of stop
ping, the state of being stopped.

Stopple, stdp'pl, s. 405. That by which any 
hole or the mouth of any vessel is filled up.

Storax, stA-rAks, s. A tree ; a resinous and 
odoriferous gum.

STORE, store, s. Large number, large quantity, 
plenty; a stock accumulated, a supply hoarded; tbe 
state of being accumulated, hoard ; storehouse, mags- 
aine.

Store, stAre, a. Hoarded, laid up, accumu
lated.

To Store, stAre, v. a. To furnish, to replen
ish ; to stock against a future time, to lay up, to heard. 

STOREHOUSE, stAre-hduse, s. Magazine, trea
sury.

Storer, stA-r&r, s. 98. One who lays up.
Storied, stA-rid, «. 283. Adorned with his

torical pictures.
STORK; stork, s. A bird of passage famous for 

the regularity of its departure.
Storksbill, stArks-bll s. An herb.
STORM, stdrm, j. 167. A tempest, a commotion 

of the elements ; assault on a fortified place; commo, 
tion, turimlt, clamour; calamity, distress; violence, 
vehemence, tumultuous force-—See Rules to be ob
served by the Natives (if Ireland in order to obtain a 
just Pronunciation qf English prefixed to this Diction
ary* page 14.

To Storm, stdrm, v. a. To attack by open 
force.

To Storm, storm, v. n. To raise tempests; 
to rage, to fume, to be loudly angry.

Stormy, stdrm-A, a. Tempestuous; violent, 
passionate.

Story, std-rd, s. History, account of things 
past; (mall tale, petty narrative, an idle or trifling 
talc, a petty fiction ; a floor, a flight of room*

7’o STORY, stA-re, v. a. To tell in history, to 
relate.

Storyteller, Sto-re-tel-lur, s. 98. One who 
relates tales.

Stove, stAve. s. A hot-house, a place artifici
ally made warm ; a place in which fire is made, and 
by which heat is communicated.

To Stove, stove, v. a. To keep warm in a 
house artificially heated.

Stout, stout, a. 313- Strong, lusty, valiant; 
brave, bold, intrepid; obstinate, resolute, proud,; 
strong, firm.

Stout, stdAt, x. A cant name for strong beer. 
Stoutly, stdut-ld, ad. Lustily, boldly, obsti

nately.
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Stoutness, stdit-nds, s. Strength, valour; 
boldness, fortitude; obstinacy, stubbornness.

To Stow, std, v. a. 324. To lay up, to reposite 
in order, to lay in tbe proper place.

Stowage, std4dje, s. 90. Room for laying up, 
the state of being laid up.

To Straddle, strid-dl, v. n. 405. To stand 
or walk with the feet removed far from each other to 
the right and left.

T) Straggle, strig-gl, v. n. 405. To wander 
without any certain direction, to rove, to ramble; to 
wander dispersedly; to exuberate, to shoot too far; 
to be dispersed, to be a;»art from any main body.

Straggler, strdg-gl-dr, s. 98. A wanderer, 
a rover, one who forsakes his company; any thing 
that pushes beyond the rest, or stands single.

Straight, strate, a. 202. 393. Not crooked, 
right; narrow, close.

Straight, strate, ad. 249. Immediately, di
rectly.

7<> Straighten, strat-tn, v. a. 103. To make 
straight.

Straightness, strate-nds, s. Rectitude, the 
contrary to crookedness.

Straightways, strate^-waze, ad. Immediately, 
straight.

To Strain, strdne, v. a. 202. To squeeze 
through something; to purify by filtration ; to squeeze 
in an embrace; to sprain, to weaken by too much 
violence; to put to its utmost strength; to make 
straight or tense; to push beyond tbe proper extent; 
to force, to constrain, to make uneasy or unnatural.

7'<> Strain, strane, v. n. To make violent ef
forts ; to be filtered by compression..

Strain, strine, s. An injury by too much vio
lence ; race, generation, descent; hereditary disposi
tion ; a style or manner of speaking; song, note, 
sound; rank, character; turn, tendency.

Strainer, stri-nhr, s. 98. An instrument of 
filtration.

Strait, strate, a. 202. Narrow, close, not 
wide; close, intimate; strict, rigorous; difficult, dis
tressful ; it is used in opposition to crooked, but it is 
then more properly written Straight.

Strait, strAte, s. A narrow pass, or frith; dis
tress, difficulty.

To Strait, strite, v. n. To put to difficulties. 
To Straiten, stra-tn, v. a. 103. To make 

narrow; to contract, to confine; to make tight, to 
intend ; to deprive of necessary room; to distress, to 
perplex.

Straitly, strite-U, ad Narrowly; strictly, 
rigorously; closely, intimately-

Straitness, strAte-n^s, s. Narrowness; strict
ness, rigour; distress, difficulty, want, scarcity.

Straitlaced, strate^laste, a. 359. Stiff, con
strained, without freedom.

Strand, striftd, s. The verge of the sea or of 
any water.

To Strand, strlnd, v. a. To drive or force 
upon the shallows.

Strange, stranje, a. Foreign, of another 
country, not domestick; wonderful, causing wonder, 
odd, irregular; unknown, new; uncommonly good 
or bad; unacquainted.-—See Change.

STRANGE, stranje, interj. An expression of 
wonder.

Strangely, stranjeM^, ad. With some rela
tion to foreigners; wonderfully, in a way to cause 
wonder

Strangeness, stranje^-nfis, s. Foreignness, the 
state of belonging to another country; uncommuni
cativeness, distance of behaviour; remoteness from 
common apprehension; mutual dislike; wonderful
ness, power of raising wonder.

Stranger, strAn-jhr, ». 98. A foreigner, one 
of another country; one unknown; a guest, one not 
a domestic ; one unacquainted ; one not admitted to 
any communication or fellowship.

To Stranger, stran-jhr, v. a. To estrange, to 
alienate. Obsolete.

To Strangle, strAng-gl, v. a. 405. Tochoak, 
to suffocate, to kill by intercepting the breath; to 
suppress, to hinder from birth or appearance.

Strangler, strAng-gl-Ar, s. 98. One who 
strangles.

Strangles, str&ng-glz, s. Swellings in a horse’s 
throat.

Strangulation. strAng-gh-la-shtin, s. The act 
of strangling, suffocation.

Strangury, strln-gh-r£, s. A difficulty of 
urine attended with pain.

Strap, strip, s. A narrow long slip of cloth 
or leather.

Strappado, strip-pa-dd, s. Chastisement by 
blows.—See Lumbago.

Strapping, strip-plng, a. 410. Vast, large, 
bulky.

Strata, stra-ti, s. 92. Plural of Stratum. 
Beds, layers.—See Drama.

Stratagem, strAt-tA-jem, s. An artifice in war, 
a trick by which an enemy is deceived; an artifice, a 
trick.

Stratocracy, strA-tdk-rA-s£, s, 518. A mili
tary government.

Stratum, rtra-tum, s. A bed, a layer.
Straw, straw, s. 219. The stock on which corn 

grows, and from which it is threshed; any thing pro
verbially worthless.

Strawberry straw-b£r-r£, s. A plant; the 
fruit.

Strawbuilt, strlw-bllt, a. Made up of straw. 
Strawcoloured, strAw-khl-hrd, a. Of a light 

yellow.
Strawstuffed, straw-sthffl, a. Stuffed with 

straw.
Str aw worm, strlw-w&rm, s. A worm bred in 

straw.
Strawy, strAw-^, a. Made of straw, consisting 

of straw.
To Stray, stra,t». n. 220. To wander, to rove; 

to rove out of the way, to err, to deviate from the 
right.

Stray, stra, s. Any creature wandering be
yond its limits, anything lost by wandering; act of 
wandering.

Strayer, stra-ir, s. One who strays; a wan- 
derer.

Straying, striding, s. The act of roving; the 
act of going astray.

Streak, strike, s. 227. A line of colour dif
ferent from that of the ground.

To Streak, strike, v. a. To stripe, to variegate 
in hues, to dapple.

Streaky, str£-k£, a. Striped, variegated by 
hues.

Stream, str£me, s. 227. A running water; the 
course of running water, current; any thing issuing 
from a head, and moving forward with continuity of 
parts; any thing forcible and continued.

To Stream, str£me, v. n. To flow, to run in 
a continuous current; to flow with a current; to 
pour out water in a stream; to issue forth with con
tinuance.

Streamer, str^mhr, s. 98. An ensign, a flag, 
a pennon.

Streamlet, str^meMSt, s. A small stream.
Streamy, str£-m£, a. Abounding in running 

water ; flowing with a current.
Street, str&t, s. 246. A way, properly a 

paved way ; proverbially, a publick place.
Streetwalker, str&k-wa-k&r, s. A common 

prostitute that offers herself to sale.
Strength, str&ngfA, s. Force, vigour, power 

of the body; power of endurance, firmness, durabil- 
itv ; vigour of any kind ; potency of liquors ; fortifi
cation, fortress; armament, force,power; argumenta
tive force.

This word and its compounds are often crroncoush
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pronounced as if written strenth, strenthen, Ac.; the 
some may be observed of length, lengthen, Ac.: but this 
is a pronunciation which obtains chiefly in Ireland, and 
is unquestionably improper.
To Strengthen, string-/Ztn, v. a. To make 

strong; to confirm, to establish; to animate, to 
fix in resolution; to make to increase in power or 
security.

7’o Strengthen, string'/An, v, n. To grow 
strong. • » t thStrengthener, strengQAn-ur, s. That which 
gives strength, that which makes strong; in Medi
cine, strengtheners add to the bulk and firmness of 
the solids.

StreNgtht.ess, stringf/i-lis, a. Wanting 
strength, deprived of strength; wanting potency, weak.

Strenuous, strin-u-6s, a. Brave, bold, active, 
valiant; zealous, vehement.

Strenuously, strin-i-us-le, ad. Vigorously, 
actively; zealously, vehemently, with ardour.

Strenuousness, strin-h-6s-nis, s. The state 
of being strenuous.

Streperous, strip-ir-fts, a. Loud, noisy.
Stress, stris, s. Importance, important part; 

violence, force, either acting or suffered.
7\ Stretch,. stritsh, v. a. To extend, to 

spread out to a distance; to expand, to display, to 
strain to the utmost; to carry by violence farther than 
is right

To Stretch, stritsh, v. n. To be extended; 
to bear extension without rupture; to sally beyond 
the truth.

Stretch, stritsh, s. Extension, reach, occupa
tion of more space; force of body extended ; effort, 
struggle from the act of running; utmost extent of 
meaning ; utmost reach of power.

Stretcher, stritsh-ftr, s. 98. Any thing used 
for extension; the timber against which the rower 
plants his feet.

To Strew, stri, v. a. 266. To spread by being 
scattered; to spread by scattering; to scatter loosely.

Strewment, stri-mint, s. Any thing scattered 
in decoration.

Stf.ije, strl-A, $. Latin. In natural history, the 
small channels in the shells of cockles and scallops.

Striate, strl-Ate, ?Striated, strUA-tAd, $ a' Forrned ,n strl“- 

Stricken, strlk-kn, 103. The ancient part, of 
Strike.

Strickle, strlk-kl, s. 405. That which strikes 
the com to level it with the busheL

Strict, strikt, a. Exact, accurate, rigorously 
nice; severe, rigorous; confined, not extensive; close, 
tight; tense, not relaxed.

Strictly, strlkt-li, ad. Exactly, with rigorous 
accuracy; rigorously, severely, without remission.

Strictness, strikt-nis, s. Exactness, rigorous 
accuracy, nice regularity; severity, rigour.

Stricture, strik-tshire, s. 463. A stroke, 
a touch ; contraction, closure by contraction ; a slight 
touch upon the subject, not a set discourse.

Stride, stride, s. A long step, a step taken 
with great violence, a wide stretch of the legs.

To Stride, stride, v. n. Pret. I Strode, or Slrid. 
Part. pass. Stridden. To walk with long steps; to 
stand with the legs far from each other.

To Stride, stride, v. a. To pass by a step.
Stridor, strl-dir, s. Latin. A quick loud 

noise; a clap.
STRIDULOUS, strld-ju-lis, a. 294. S76. Making 

a small noise.
Strife, strife, s. Contention, contest, discord; 

contrariety.
Strifeful, strlfe'f&l, a. Contentious, discor

dant.
To Strike, strike, v. a. Pret. Z Struck, or 

ftrooi. Part. pass. Struck* Struck en, Stricken. To act 
noon by a blow, to hit with a blow; to dash to throw 
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by a quick motion; to notify by the sound of a ham. 
mer on a bell; to stamp, to impress; to punish, to 
afflict; to contract, to lower, to vail, as to Strike sail* 
or to Strike a flag; to alarm, to put into motion; to 
make a bargain ; to produce by a sudden action; to 
affect suddenly in any particular manner; to cause to 
sound by blows; to forge, to mint; it is used in the 
participle for Advanced in years, as, well Struck or 
Stricken in years.—To Strike off, to erase from a reck
oning or account; to separate by a blow.—To btrikc 
out, to produce by collision; to blot, to efface; to 
bring to light, to form at once by a quick effort.

To Strike, strike, v. n. To make a blow; to 
collide, to clash; to act by repeated percussion; to 
sound by the stroke of a hammer; to make an attack, 
to sound with blows; to be dashed upon shallows, to 
be stranded; to pass with a quick or strong effect; to 
pay homage, as by lowering the sail; to be put by 
some sudden act or motion into any state.—To Strike 
in with, to conform, to 6Uit itself to.—To Strike out, 
to spread or rove, to make a sudden excursion.

Striker, strl-k&r, s. 98. One who strikes.
Striking, strl-king, part. a. 410. Affecting, 

surprising.
Strikingly, strl-king-li, ad. So as to affect or 

surprise.
Strikingness, stn-klng-nes, s. The power of 

affecting or surprising.
String, string, 5. 410. A slender rope, a small 

cord, any slender and flexible band; a thread on which 
many things are filed; any set of things filed on a line; 
the chord of a musioal instrument; a small fil/re; 
a nerve, a tendon; the nerve of the bow ; any conca
tenation or series, as a String of propositions—To 
have two Strings to the bow, to have two views or two 
expedients.

To String, string, v. a. Pret. I Strang. 
Part. pass. Strung. To furnish with strings; to put 
a stringed instrument in tune; to file on a string; to 
make tense.

Stringed, strlngd, a. 359. Having strings, 
produced by strings.

Stringent, strin-jint, a. Binding, contracting. 
Stringhalt, string^h&lt. s. A sudden twitch

ing and snatching up of the hinder leg of a horse, 
much higher than the other.

Stringless, string-lis, a. Having no strings. 
Stringy, strlng-e. a. Fibrous, consisting of 

small threads.—See Springy.
To Strip, strip, v. a. 'io make naked, to de

prive of covering; to deprive, to divest; to rob, to 
plunder, to pillage; to peel, to decorticate; to deprive 
of all; to take off covering; to cast off; to separate 
from something adhesive or connected.

Strip, strip, s. A narrow shred.
To Stripe, stripe, v. a. To variegate with 

lines of different colours.
Stripe, stripe, s. A lineary variation of co

lour ; a 6hred of a different colour; a weal, or disco* 
loration made by a lash or blow; a blow, a lash.

Stripling, strip-ling, s. 410. A youth, one in 
the state of adolescence.

Dr. Johnson tells us, that this word is of uncertain 
etymology; but, in my opinion, Skinner very naturally 
derives it from a boy in the state in which he is subject 
to stripes.
To Strive, strive, v. n. Pret. I Strove, an

ciently I Strived. Part. pass. Striven. To struggle, to 
labour, to make an effort; to content, to contend, to 
struggle in opposition to another; to vie, to emulate.

Striver, strl-v&r, g. One who labours, one 
who contends.

Stroke, strike. Old pret. of Strike, now com
monly Struck.

Stroke, strike, s. A blow, a knock, a sudder. 
act of one body upon another; a hostile blow; a sud
den disease or affliction ; the sound of the clock; the 
touch of a pencil; a touch, a masterly or eminent ef
fort ; an effect suddenly or unexpectedly produced; 
power, efficacy.

To Stroke, stroke, v. a. To rub gently with 
the hand by way of kindness or endearment; to ru’. 
gently in one direction.
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STROKE?., str&k&r, s. One who rubs gently 
with the hand ; one who attempts to cure diseases by 
such application to the ;>arts affected.

Stroking, strd-klng, $. The act of rubbing 
gently with the hand.

To Stroll, strdle, v. n. 406. To wander, to 
ramble, to rove.

STROLLER, strdj-l&r, s. 98. A vagrant, a wan
derer, a vagabond.

Strond, strdnd, s. The beach, the bank. Ob
solete.

Strong, string, a. Vigorous, forceful, of great 
ability of body; fortified, secure from attack ; power
ful, mighty; supplied with forces; hale, healthy; 
forcibly acting on the imagination; eager, zealous, 
full, having any quality in a great degree; potent, in
toxicating; having a deep tincture; affecting the 
smell powerfully ; nard of digestion, not easily nutri- 
mentai; furnished with abilities for any thing; valid, 
confirmed; violent, vehement, forcible; cogent, con. 
elusive; firm, compact, not soon broken; forcibly 
written.

Strongfisted, strlng-fWAd, a. Strong- 
handed.

Strongly, str5ng-l&, cd. Powerfully, forcibly, 
with strength, with firmness, in such a manner as to 
last; vehemently, forcibly, eagerly.

Strongset, str6ng-s&t, a. Firmly compacted. | 
Strongwater, str&ng-wA-t&r, s. Distilled 

spirits.
Strook, strdSk. The old pret. of Strike, used 

in poetry for Struck.
Strophe, strd-fd, s. 9(7. A stanza. 
Strove, strove. The pret. of Strive.
To Strow, strd, v. a. 266. 324. To spread by 

being scattered; to spread by scattering; to bespread; 
to spread ; to scatter, to throw at random.

To Strowl, strdle, v. n. To range, to wander. 
Now written Stroll.

Struck, strhk. The pret. and part. pass, of 
Strike.

Structure, str&k'tshure, s. 463. The act of • 
building, practice of building, manner of building, | 
form, make; edifice, building.

To Struggle, strug-gl, v. n. 405. To labour, 
to act with effort; to strive, to contend, to contest; 
to labour in difficulties, to be in agonies or distress.

Struggle, strug-gl, s. 405. Labour, effort; 
contest, contention ; agony, tumultuous distress.

Struma, strdft-mi, s. 335.. 92. A glandular 
swelling, the king’s evil.

Strumous, str6d-m&s, a. 314. Having swells 
ings in the glands.

Strumpet, str&m-pit, s.. 99. A whore, a pros
titute.

Strung, strhng. The pret. and part. pass, of 
String.

To Strut, strht, v. n. To walk with affected 
dignity; to swell, to protuberate.

STRUT, strht, s. An affectation of stateliness in 
the walk.

Strutter, str&t-t&r, $. One who swells with 
stateliness ; one who is blown up by self-conceit; a 
bragger.

Struttingly, stritAtlng-U, ad. With a strut; 
vauntingly.

Stub, stub, s. A thick short stock left when 
the rest is cut off; a log, a block.

To &TUB, st&b, v. a. To force up, to extirpate. 
Stubbed, st&b-b^d, a. 366. Truncated, short 

and thick.
Stubbednf.ss, sthb-b&d-nAs, s. The state of 

being short, .hick, and truncated.
Stubble, stib^bl, s. 405. The stalks of corn 

left in the field by the reaper.
Stubborn, st&l>bhrn, a. 166. Obstinate, 

inflexible, contumacious: persisting, persevering; 
steady; stiff; inflexible; hard, firm; harsh, rough, 
ragged.
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Stubbornly, stub-bArn-le, ad. Obstinately 
contumaciously, inflexibly.

Stubbornness, stublbbm-r.As, s. Obstinacy, 
vicious stoutness, contumacy.

Stubby, st&b-b^, a. Short and thick, short and 
strong.

Stubnail, sthb-nale, s. A nail broken off*. 
Stucco, st&k-ko, s. A kind of fine plaster for 

walls.
To Stucco, st&k-kd, v. a. To plaster walls 

with stucco.
Stuck, st&k. The pret and part. pass, of Slick. 
Stud, st&d, s. A post, a stake;, a nail with a 

large head driven for ornament; a collection of breed
ing horses and mares.

To Stud, stud, v. a. To adorn with studs or 
knobs.

Student, stii-d&nt, s. A man given to books, 
a bookish man.

Studied, st&d-ld, a. 283. Learned, versed in 
study, qualified by study.

Studier, sthd-^-hr, s. One who studies. 
Studious, stb-d^-hs, or stu-je-us, a. 293. 294.

376. Given to books and contemplation, given to 
learning; diligent, busy ; attentive to, careful; con
templative, suitable to meditation.

Studiously, sti-dA-fts-lA, or stii-ji-iis-14, ad. 
Contemplatively, with close attention to literature 
diligently, carefully, attentively

SiLuiObSNESs, Aiu-ae-Us-nfe.-, or stia-j(k>us-nes,5.
Addiction to study. *

Study, sthd-£, s. Application of mind to books 
and learning; perplexity, deep cogitation attention, 
meditation, contrivance; any particular kind of 
learning; apartment set off for literary employment. 

To Study, sthd-£, v. n. To think with very 
close application, to muse; to endeavour diligently.

To Study, sthd-^, v. a. To apply the mind; to 
consider attentively ; to learn by application.

Stuff, stfiff, s. Any matter or body; materials 
uut of which any thing is made; furniture, goods; 
that which tills any thing ; essence, elementalpart; 
any mixture or medicine; cloth or texture of any 
kind; texture of wool thinner and slighter than cloth; 
matter or thing held in contempt or dislike.

To Stuff, stiff, u. n. To fill very full with any 
thing; to fill to uneasiness ; to thrust into any thing, 
to fill by being put into any thing; to swell out by 
something thrust in; to fill with something improper 
or superfluous ; to obstruct the organs of scent or 
respiration; to fill meat with something of high 
relish.

7o Stuff, st&fT, v. n. To feed gluttonously 
Stuffing, stfif-flng, s. 410. That by which any 

thing is filled ; relishing ingredients put into meat.
Stultiloquence, sthl-tll-ld-kw^nse, 518. ) 
Stultiloquy, st&l-tll-d-kw^, f ‘ *

Foolish talk.
To Stultify, sthl-t£-fl, v. a. To prove void of 

understanding.
StuM, st&m, s. Wine yet unfermented; new 

wine used to raise fermentation in dead and vapid 
wines; wine revived by a new fermentation.

To Stum, sthm, v. a. To renew wine by mix
ing fresh wine and raising a new fermentation.

To Stumble, st&m-bl, v. n. 405. To trip in 
walking; to stop, to err, to slide into crimes or 
blunders ; to strike against by chance, to light on by 
chance.

To Stumble, stum'bl, ». a. To obstruct in 
progress, to make to trip or stop; to make to boggle, 
to offend.

Stumble, sthm-bl, s. A trip in walking; a 
blunder, a failure.

Stumbler, St6mibl-&r, j. 98. One that stum- 
bles.

Stumblingblock, st&m-bllng-bl&k, 410. > 
Stumblingstone, stJunlbling-stdne, J

Cause of stumbliug, cause of offence.
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Stgmblingly, stim-blIng-14, ad. With failure, 
with blunder.

STUMP, stump, j. The part of any solid body 
remaining after the rest is taken away.

To Stump, stump, v. a. To lop.
To Stump, 'sttimp, v. n. To walk about heavily, 

or clumsily, like a clown; a low colloquial term.
Stumpy, st6mp-£, a. Full of stumps, hard, stiff. 
To Stun, stfin, v. a. To confound or dizzy 

with noise; to make senseless or dizzy with a blow.
Stung, stftng. The pret. and part. pass, of 

Sting.
Stunk., stungk. The pret. of Stinlc. 
To Stunt, stint, v. a. To hinder from growth. 
Stupe, stupe, s. Cloth or flax dipped in warm 

medicaments, applied to a hurt or sore.
To Stupe, st&pe, v. a. To foment, to dress 

with stupes.
Stupe, stfipe, s. A term in derision for a stu

pid or foolish person.
Stupefaction, stu-pe-fak-shfin, s. Insensibil

ity, dulness, stupidity.
Stupefactive, stu-p^-filk-tiv, s. An opiate. 
StupefACTIVE, sti-pe-f&k-tlv, a. Causing in

sensibility, dulling, obstructing the senses.
Stupendous, stu-p6n-dhs, a. Wonderful, amaz

ing, astonishing.
By an inexcusable negligence, this word and tre. 

mendous are frequently pronounced as if written stupen- 
dious and tremendious, even by those speakers who, in 
other respects, are not incorrect. They ought to remem 
ber, that compendious and equipondious are the only words 
ending in ndious.
Stupendously, stii-pen-dhs-1^, ad. In a won

derful manner.
Stupendousness, stu-pCn-dus-nes, s. Wonder

fulness.
Stupid, stu-pid, a. Dull, wanting sensibility, 

wanting apprehension, heavy, sluggish of understand
ing ; performed without skill or genius.

Stupidity, st6-pid^e-t£, s. Dulness, heaviness 
of mind, sluggishness of understanding.

STUPIDLY, stu-pld-l£, ad. With suspension or 
inactivity of understanding; dully, without apprehen
sion.

Stupidness, stii-pidrn&s, s. Dulness, stupidity. 
Stupifier, stii-p^-fi-Ur, s. 98. That which 

causes stupidity.
To STUPIFY, stb-p£-fi, v. a. 183. To make 

stupid, to deprive of sensffiiUty.
STUPOR, stu-pdr, s. 166. Suspension or dimi

nution of sensibility.
To Stuprate, sti-prate, v. a. To ravish, to 

violate.
STUPRATION, stit-pra-sh&rt, s. Rape, violation. 
Sturdily’, st&r-de-lA, ad. Stoutly, hardily; 

obstinately, resolutely.
Sturdiness, stur-de-n§s, s. Stoutness, hardi

ness, brutal strength.
STURDY, st&r-de, a. Hardy, stout, brutal ; 

obstinate; strong, forcible; stiff, stout.
Sturgeon, st&r-jan, s. 259. A sea fish. 
Sturk, sturk, s. A young ox or heifer.
To Stutter, st&t-tur, v. n. 98. To speak with 

hesitation, to stammer.
Stutter, stht-tur, s. 98. A stammer. 
Stutterer, stut-t&r-ur s. A stammerer. 
Stutteringly, stut-tOr-ing-le, ad. With stam

mering or hesitating speech.
STY, sti, s. A cabin to keep hogs in; any place 

of bestial debauchery.
To Sty, sti, v. a. To shut up in a sty.
Stygian, stld-j£-in, a. Hellish, infernal, per

taining to Styx, one of the poetical rivers.
Style, stile, s. Manner of writing with regard 

t» language; manner of speaking appropriate to p»i- 
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ticular characters; title, appellation ; a pointed iron 
used anciently in writing on tables of wax; any thing 
with a sharp point, as a graver, the pin of a dial; the 
stalk which rises from amid the leaves of a flower; 
Style of court, is properly the practice observed by 
any court in its way of proceeding

To STYLE, stile, v. a. To call, to term, to name. 
Styptical, stip^ui-kil, 
Styptic , stlp'tlk,

tringent, but generally expresses the most efficacious 
sort of astringents, or those which are applied to stop 
haemorrhages.

STYPTIC , stip-tlk, s. An astringent medicine, 
a medicine applied to stop hemorrhages.

Stypticity, stlp-tls-<3-t^, s. The power of 
stanching blood.

Suasion, swa-zhi’in, s. Persuasion, enticement.
Suasive, sw4-slv, a. 428. Having power to 

persuade. Little used.
SUASORY’, swa-s&r-£, a. 429. 512. Having ten

dency to persuade.—See Domestic^, 557.
Suavity, swAv-^-te, s. 511. Sweetness to die 

senses ; sweetness to the mind.
Sub, shb. In Composition, signifies a subor

dinate degree.
Subacid, s6b-S.s-sld, a. Sour in a small degree. 
Subacrid, s&b-lk-krld, a. Sharp and pungent 

in a small degree.
To Subact, s&b-ikt,' v. a. To reduce, to sub

due.
Subaction, s&b-^k-shun, s. The act of reduc

ing to any state.
Subaltern, s&b-il-t^m, a. Inferiour, subor-

a. The same as as-

dinate.
Subaltern, sub^U-t£rn, s. An inferiour, one 

acting under another ; it is used in the army to all 
officers below a captain.

Subalternate, shb-ll-t3r-nate, a. Succeeding 
by turns; subordinate.

Subalternation, s6b-ll-t£r-na-sh&n, s. The 
act of succeeding by course; the state of inferiority 
the state of being in subjection to another.

Subaqueous, s&b-a-kw^-us, a. Lying under 
water.

Sub ASTRINGENT, s&b-&s-strin-j€nt, a. Astrin
gent in a small degree.

Subbeadle, shb-b&dl, s. An under beadle. 
SUBCELESTIAL, shb-s^-l^s-tshll, a. Placed be

neath the heavens.
Subchanter, sub-tshan-t&r, s. The deputy of 

the precentor in a cathedral.
Subclavian, sub-kla-v^-in, a. Under the arm

pit or shoulder.
Subcommittee, shb-kSm-mlt-te, s. A subor

dinate committee.
Subconstellation, s&b-k6n-st£l-la'shftn, s.

A subordinate or secondary constellation.
Subcontrary, s&b-k6n-trtL-r£, a. Contrary in 

an inferiour degree.
Subcontracted, sub-kSn-trAk-ted, part. a. 

Contracted after a former contract
Subcutaneous, sub-ki-ta-n£-&s, a. Lying 

under the skin.
Subdeacon, s&b-d&'kn, s. 170. In the Roman 

Church, is the deacon's servant
Subdeaconry, s6b-de-kn-r£, £ g 
Subdeaconship, sub-d^-kn-shlp, j

The Romish order and office of a subdeacon. 
Subdean, sub-d£ne,z s. The vicegerentof a dean. 
Subdeanery, s&b-de^-n&r-r^, s. The rank and 

office of a subdean,
Subdecuple, siib-d^k-kh-pl, a. Containing one 

part of ten.
SubdititiOus, s6b-d3-tish-&s, a. Put secretly 

in the place of something else.
To Subdiveiisify, sub-di-rerisA-fl, i>. a. To 

diversify again what is already diversified.
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To Subdivide, s&b-dd-vlde,' v. a. To divide 
a part into yet more parts.

Subdivision, s&b-d£-vlzh-fin, The act of 
subdividing; the parts distinguished by a second 
division.

SuBDOLOUS, s&b'dd-l&s, a. 503. Cunning, sub- 
tile, sly.

To Subduce, s&b-duse,') „ . , ,
To Subduct, sib-dikt,' J v' a' To withdraw, to 

take away; to subtract by arithmetical operation.
Subduable, s&b-du-i-bl, a, That may be sub

dued.
Subduction, s&b-dfik-sh&n, s. The act of 

taking away ; arithmetical subtraction.
To Subdue, s&b-du,' v. a. To crush, to oppose, 

to sink ; to conquer, to reduce under a new dominion ; 
to tame, to subact.

Subduer, sfib-du-fir, s. 98. Conqueror, tamer. 
Subdument, s&b-du-m^nt, $. Conquest. Ob

solete.
Subduple, siib-dh-pl, 405. ] •

7, nr ii i i. r o. Contam- 3UBDUPLICATE, sub-du-ple-kate, )
ing one part of two.

Subin dicatton, sub-1n-d&-ka-shim, s. Signifi
cation ; the act of making known by signs.

Subjacent, sfib-ja-s£nt, a. Lying under.
To Subject, s&b-j^kt,' v. a. 492. To put under, 

to reduce to submission, to make subordinate, to make 
submissive; to enslave, to make obnoxious; to ex
pose, to make liable; to submit, to make accountable; 
to make subservient.

Subjected, s&b-j^k-tSd, part. adj. Put under; 
reduced to submission ; exposed, made liable to.

A very improper, though a very prevailing mis
accentuation of the passive participle of the word to 
subject, has obtained, which ought to be corrected. All 
the authorities in Johnson place the accent of subjected 
on the same syllabic as the verb, except one from 
Milton.

“ He subjected to man’s service angel wings.”
But in another passage Milton accents this word as it 

ought to be, even when an adjective:
“ ................-The angel
** Led them direct and down the clift as fast
“ To the subjected plain.”

But as the word subject is an adjective as well as a verb, 
and when an adjective it has always the accent on the 
first syllable, so the participle has not only caught the 
accent of the adjective, but, as one errour commonly 
generates another, seems to have communicated the im
propriety to the verb; which we sometimes hear, con
trary to all analogy and authority, accented on the first 
syllable likewise. These improprieties are easily cor
rected at first, and in my opinion, they are not yet so 
rooted as to make correctness look like pedantry.
SUBJECT, s&b-jekt, a. Placed or situated un

der ; living under the dominion of another ; exposed, 
liable, obnoxious; being that on which any action 
operates.

SUBJECT, s&b-j&kt, $. 492. One who lives un
der the dominion of another ; that on which any ope
ration either mental or material is performed; that 
in which any thing inheres or exists; in Grammar, 
the nominative case to a verb, is called, by gramma
rians, the Subject of the verb.

Subjection, sub-j^k-sh&n, s. The act of sub
duing ; the 6tate of being under government

Subjective, s&b-j^k-tlv, a. Relating not to 
the object, but to the subject.

Subin'gression, s&b-ln-gr^sh-un, s. Secret en
trance.

To Subjoin, 6&b-j51n,' v. a. To add at the end, 
to add afterwards.

Subitaneous, s{ib-£-ta-n&-&s, a. 314. Sudden, 
hasty.

To Subjugate, s&b^jii-gate, t>. a. To conquer, 
to subdue; to bring under dominion by force.

Subjugation, sfib-jfi-ga-shCin, s. The act of 
subduing.

Subjunction, sub-j&ngk-sh&n, ». The state of 
being subjoined, the act of subjoining.

Subjunctive, s&b-jingk-tlv, a. Subjoined to 
something else.

Sublapsabian, sul>-llp-sa-re-ln, s. One who 
holds that the Divine Being, in the choice which he 
made of his people, considered them as fallen.

Sublapsarian, sub-lap-sa-re-An, £ Done
Sublapsary, sub-lAp-sa-re, \

after the fill of man.
SublatiON, sCib-la-shfin, s. The act of taking 

away. •
Sublevation, s&b-U-va-sh&n, s. The act of 

raising on high.
Sublimable, sftb-llW-bl, a. Possible to be 

sublimed.
Sublimableness, s&b-U-ml-bl-nJs, s. Quality 

of admitting sublimation.
Sublimate, s&b-l£-mAt, s. 91. Any thing 

raised by fire in the retort; quicksilver raised in the 
retort.

To Sublimate, s&b-l£-mate, v. a. 91. To raise 
by the force of chymical fire; to exalt, to heighten, 
to elevate.

Sublimation, sftb-l^-ma'sh&n, s. A chymical 
operation which raises bodies in the vessel by the 
force of fire; exaltation, elevation, act of heightening 
or improving.

Sublime, siib-bllme,' a. High in place, exalted, 
aloft; high in excellence, exalted by nature; high in 
style or sentiment, lofty, grand; elevated by joy; 
haughty, proud.

Sublime, sub-blime(s. The grand or lofty style. 
To Sublime, s&b-blime,' v. a. To raise by 

a chymical fire; to raise on high ; to exalt, to heighten, 
to improve.

To Sublime, s&b-blime^ v. n. To rise in the 
chymical vessel by the force of fire.

Sublimely, sfib-bllme-ld, ad. Loftily, grandly. 
SUBLIMIFICATION, s&b-blim-m^-f^-kA-shfin, s.

The act of making sublime. 
Sublimity, sQb-bllm-e-te, 
Sublimeness, s&b-bllme-nes, 

place, local elevation ; height of nature, excellence; 
loftiness of style or sentiment.

Sublingual, s&b-llng-gwal, a. Placed under 
the longue.

Sublunar, sfib-lii-nar, 
Sublunary, s&b-li-nAr-^, 

neath the moon, earthly, terrestrial.
Accenting the word sublunary on the first sj lia

ble, can only be accounted for on the principles laid down, 
No. 503, and under the words Academy, Incomparable, 
Sic. Dr. Johnson, Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Scott, Buchanan, 
XV. Johnston, Mr. Perry, Dr. Ken rick, Dr. Ash, Bar
clay, and Entick, accent the first; and Bailey and Pen
ning only the second.
Submarine, s&b-mA-r^en,' a. Lying or acting 

under the water.
To Submerge, sfib-m^rje,' v. a. To drown, to 

put under water.
Submersion, s&b-m^r-shfin, s. The act of 

drowning, state of being drowned; the act of pulling 
under water.

To Subminister, s&b-ndn-is-t&r, ) 
To Subministrate, sfib-mln-ls-trate, J a' 

To supply, to afford.
To Subminister, s^b-mln-is-t&r, v. n. To sub* 

serve.
Subministrant, s&b-mln'nls-trAnt, a. Subser

vient, serving in subordination.
Subministration, s&b-mln-nls-traAsh&n, s. 

The act of supplying.
Submiss, sftb-mls,' a. Humble, submissive, ob

sequious.
Submission, s&b-mlshifin, s. Delivery of lum- 

self to the powef of another; acknowledgment of 
inferiority or dependence; acknowledgment of a fiuit,

s. Height of

| a. Situated bc-
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Humble,

Humbly,

158.

In a

The

confession of errour, obsequiousness, resignation, obe
dience.

Submissive, s&b-mls'slv, a. 428. 
testitying submission or inferiority.

Submissively, s&b-mls-slv-ld, a<l. 
with confession of inferiority.

Submissiveness, s&b-mis-siv-nfc, s.
Humility, confession of fault or inferiority.

SuBMrsst.Y, s&b-mls-li, ad. Humbly, with 
submission.

To Submit, s&b-mlt,' v. n. To let down, to 
sink; to resign to authority; to leave to discretion; 
to refer to judgment.

To Submit, sub-mlt,' v. n. To be subject, to 
acquiesce in the authority of another, to yield.

Submitter, stib-mlt-t&r, s. One who submits. 
Submultiple, s&b-mul-t^-pl, s. A submultiple 

number or quantity is that which is contained in ano- 
ther number a certain number of times exactly; thus 
three is Submultiple of twenty-one, as being contained 
in it exactly seven times.

Subnascent, sub-na-s£nt, a. Growing beneath 
something else.

Suboctave, sub-6k-tave, > n . . .
Suboctuple, shb-5kttd.pl, J s‘ Containmgone 

part of eight.
Subordinacy, s&b-6r'de-n*Us£, )
Subordin A NCY, s&b-3r-d£-n&n-s£, j 

state of being subject; series of subordination.
Subordinate, sub-3r-de-r.lt. a. 91. Inferiour 

in order; descending in a regular series.
Subordinately, sftb-or-dl-nlt-ll, ad. 

series regularly descending.
Subordination, sub-or-d£-na'shun, s.

state of being inferiour to another; a series regularly 
descending.

To Suborn, s&b-orn,' v. a. To procure pri
vately, to procure by secret collusion ; to procure by 
indirect means.

Subornation, sub-3r-na-sh&n, s. The crime 
of procuring any one to do a bad action.

SUBORNER, s&b-or^nhr, s. 98. One that pro
cures a bad action to be done.

Subpiena. s&b-p^-nA, s. 92. A writ command
ing attendance in a court, under a penalty.

This, like most other technical words, is often 
corrupted into Su-perta—See Clejff'.

To Subpcena, sftb-pd-ni, v. a. To serve with a 
subpoena.

Subprior, s&b-prl-ur, s. The vicegerent of a 
prior.

Subquadruple, s&b-kwSd-drii-pl, a. Contain
ing one part of four.

Subquintuple, s&b-kwln-tu-pl, a. Containing 
one part of five.

Subrector, s&b-r5k-t&r, s. 166. The rector’s 
vicegerent.

Subreption, s&b-r^p-sh&n, s. The act of ob
taining a favour by surprise or unfair representation.

SUBREPTITIOUS, s&b-r5p-tlsh-&s, a. Fraudu
lently obtained.

Subreptitiously, s&b-r£p-tish-us-l£, ad. By 
falsehood, by stealth.

To Subrogate, s&b-rA-gate, v. a. To put in 
the place of another.

to Subscribe, s&b-skrlbe,' v. a. To give con
sent to by underwriting the name; to attest by writ
ing the name; to contract, to limit, not used in this 
last sense.

Subscriber, sub-skri-b&r. s. 98. One who sub
scribes ; one who contributes to any undertaking.

Subscript, s&bZ-skrlpt, s. Any thing under
written. f *

Subscription, sftb-skrip-shun, $. Any thing 
undewritten ; consent or attestation given by under
writing the name; the act or state of contributing to 
any undertaking ; submission, obedience. Not used 
in this last sense.
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Subsection, s&b-s&k-sh&n, s. A subdivision of 
a larger section into a lesser. A section of a section. 

Subsequence, s&b-sd-kw&nse, s. The state of 
following, not precedence.

Subsecutive, sub-s&k-k£i-tlv, a. Following in 
train.

Subseptuple, sub-s^p-tii-pl, a. Containing one 
part of seven.

Subsequent, s&b^s£-kw£nt, a. Following in 
train, not preceding.

Subsequently, sub^s^-kwent-l^, ad. Not so aa 
to go before, so as to follow in train.

To Subserve, s&b-s^rv,' v. a. To serve in 
subordination, to serve instrumentally.

Subservience, s&b-s&r-v£-£nse, i T .
Subserviency, sub-s£r-ve-£n-s£, J s* 

mental fitness or use.
Subservient, s&b-s^r-ve-Snt, a. Subordinate, 

instrumentally useful.
Subsextuple, siib-s£ks-t&-pl, a. Containing 

one part of six.
To Subside, s&b-slde,' v. n. To sink, to tend 

downwards.
Subsidence, s&b-si-d^nse, ) fSubsidence Bfib-sKdIn-sd, j *’ The aet of 

sinking, tendency downwards.
Subsidiary, sfrb-sid-£-i-r£, or s&b-sld-j&-A-r£, 

a. 298. 294. 376. Assistant, brought in aid.
To Subsidize, s&bW-dlze, v. a. To give money 

to receive aid or assistance.
This word seems to have grown out of the last 

war; if so, it is a little surprising that an action so 
common before should not have generated a verb to 
express it.
Subsidy, sub-s£-d£, 5. Aid, commonly such as 

is given in money.
To Subsign, sub-sine,' v. a. To sign under. 
Subsignation, s&b-sig-na-sh&n, s. An attesta

tion given by underwriting the name.
To Subsist, sfib-slst,' v- n. To continue, to re

tain the present state or condition ; to have means 
of living, to be maintained; to adhere, to have exis
tence.

Subsistence, s&b-s1s-t£nse, s. Real being; 
competence, means of support.

SuBSIsrENT, shb-sls-tent, a. Having real being. 
Substance, s&b-stinse, s. Being, something 

existing, something of which we can say that it is 
that which supports accidents; the essential part; 
something real, not imaginary ; something solid, not 
en'oty; body, corporeal nature; wealth.

Substantial, s&b-stin-shil, a. Real, actually 
existing; true, solid, real, not merely seeming; cor 
poreal, material; strong, stout, bulky ; responsible, 
moderately wealthy.

Substantials, s&b-stln-shllz, s. (Without a 
singular.) Essential parts.

Substantiality, shb-stin-sh£-al'£-te, $. Rea) 
existence; corporeity.

Substantially, sub-stAn-shll-^, a. In manner 
of a substance, with reality of existence; strongly, 
solidly ; truly, really, with fixed purpose ; with com
petent wealth.

Substantialness, shb-st^n-shil-n^s, s. The 
state of being substantial; firmness, strength, power 
of lasting.

To Substantiate, s&b-stAn-sh^-ate, v. a. T\>
make to exist.

Substantive, s?ib-stln-tlv, s. 512. A noun be
tokening the thing, not a quality.

To Substitute, s&b-st^-titte, v. a. To put io 
the place of another.

Substitute, s&b-st^-tiite, t. 463. One put to 
act in the place of another.

Substitution, s6b-st£-tu-shun, r. 463. The 
act of placing any perron or thing In the room of 
another.

To Substr ACT, sub-straktf v. a. To take away

5kttd.pl
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part from the whole; to take one number from ano
ther—See To Subtract.

Substraction, sftb- strAk-sh&rt, s. The act of 
taking part from the whole; the taking of a less 
number out of a greater of the like kind, whereby to 
find out a third number.

Substratum, sib-stra-t&m, s. Zafm. A layer 
of earth, or any other substance lying under another. 

Substruction, s&b-striik-shim, s. Under
building.

Substructure, sfib-str&k-tsh6re, s. A founda
tion.

Substylar, s&b-sti'llr, a. Substylar line, is in 
Dialling, a right line, whereon the gnomon or style 
of a <’ial is erected at right angles with the plane.

SfoMOLTIVE, sfib-s61-tlv, I Bound;
Subsultory, sub-sul-tur-e, J °

moving by starts.
Mr. Sheridan is the only orthoepist who has ac

cented this word on the first syllable, as I have done; 
for Dr. Johnson, Dr. Ash, Dr. Kenrick, Barclay, Fen- 
ning, Bailey, and Entick, accent the second. Its 
companion, Desultory, is accented on the first syllable, 
by Mr. Sheridan, Dr. Johnson, Mr Nares, Mr. Smith, 
and Penning: but on the second by Dr Ash, Dr. Ken. 
rick, Mr. Scott, W. Johnston, Mr. Perry, Buchanan, 
Bailey, and Entick. As these two words must necessarily 
be accented alike, we see Dr. Johnson and Fenning are 
inconsistent. But though the majority of authorities 
are against me in both these words, I greatly mistake 
if analogy is not clearly on my side.—See Principles, 
No. 512.
Subsultorily, sub-s?d-tur-&-li, cuL In a 

bounding manner
Subtangent, s&b-t&n-j&nt, s. In any curve, is 

the line which determines the intersection of the 
tangent in the axis prolonged.

To Subtend, s&b-t&nd,' v. o. To be extended 
under.

Subtense, s&b-t&nsef s. The chord of an arch,
that which is extended under any thing.

Subter, sftb-t^r, Latin. In Composition, sig
nifies under.

SUBTERFLUENT, S&b-t&r-fKl-^nt, } 
SUBTERFLUOUS, S&b-t^flu-flS, f

Running under.
Subterfuge, sub-tSr-fudje, s. A shift, an eva

sion, a trick. *
Subterrane, shb'tSr-rane, s. A subterraneous

structure; a room under ground.
Subterraneal, s&b-t£r-ra'n£-il, 3 
Subterranean, shb-t£r-rA-n£-tLn, > a. 
Subterraneous, s&b-t^r-ra-n^-hs, )

Lying under the earth, placed below the surface. The 
last two words only are in use.

Subterranity, s6b-t£r-ran^-t£, s. A place 
under ground. Obsolete.

Subterr any, s6b-t£r-r&-n£, s. What lies un
der the earth or below the surface.

Subtile, s&b^tll, a. 140. Thin, not dense; nice, 
fine, delicate; piercing, acute; cunning, artful, sly, 
subdolous, deceitful; refined, acute beyond exactness. 
See Subtle.

SuBTILELY, sfib^tll-lA, ad. Finely, not grossly; 
artfully, cunningly

Subtileness, stib' tll-nfis, s. Fineness, rareness, 
cunning, artfulness.

To Subtiliate, s&b-tll-yate, v. a. 113. To 
make thin.

Subtiliation, shb-tll-yai^hhn, s. The act of 
making thin.

Subtilty, s&b'tll-t£, s. Thinness, fineness, 
exility of parts; nicety; refinement, too much acute- 
nets; cunning, artifice, slyness.

SubtilizatION, shb-tll4-rA^sh?tn, s. Subtiliza- 
tion is making any thing so volatile as to rise readily 
in 6team or vapour; refinement, superfluous acute
ness.

To Subtilize, sftbQll-lze, v. a. To make thin, 
to make less gross or coarse; to refine ; to spin into 
useless niceties.
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Subtle, s&t-tl, a. 347. 405. Sly, artful, cun
ning.

This word and subtile, have been used almost in 
discriminately to express very different senses, as may 
be seen in Johnson; but as custom has adopted a dif- 
ferent spelling, and a different pronunciation far their 
different meanings, it is presumed it has not been with
out reason. That the first sense of the word meaning 
fine, acute, Ac. should extend itself to the latter meaning 
sly, artful, Ac. is not to be wondered at, as words have 
a natural tendency to fall into a bad sense; witness, 
knave, villain, Ac.; but if custom has marked this dif
ference of seme by a difference of spelling and pronun
ciation, it should seem to be an effort of nature to 
preserve precision in our ideas. If these observations 
are just, the abstracts of these words ought to be kept as 
distinct as their concretes; from subtile, therefore, ought 
to be formed subtilty, and from subtle, subtlety; the 
b being heard in the two first aiW mute in tbe two ia*u 
SUBTLETY, s&t-tl-t^, s. Artfulness, cunning- 
SUBTLY, sfit-14, ad. Slyly, artfully, cunningly, 

nicely, delicately.
To Subtract, s&b-trlkt,' v. a.—See Substract.

This orthography seems to prevail over subs tract. 
The vanity of deriving words from the Latin rather than 
a living language is very prevalent: but the s in this 
word intervening between the two mutes certainly makes 
the word flow more easily, and the alteration is therefore 
to be regretted.
Subtraction, s&b-tr&k^sh&n, $.—See Subtrac

tion
Subtrahend, sfib-tri-h&nd,' $. The number to

be taken from a larger number.
Subtriple, s&b-trip-pl, a. Containing a third 

or one part of three.
Subtutor, s&b-td-thr, s. A subordinate tutor. 
Subvention, s&b-v£n-sh6n, s. The act of com

ing under; the act of supporting, aid.
Subversion, s&b-v^r-shun, s. Overthrow, 

ruin, destruction.
Subversive, s&b-v^r^slv, a. 158. Having ten

dency to overturn.
To Subvert, s&b-v&rt,' v. a. To overthrow, to 

overturn, to destroy, to turn upside down j to corrupt, 
to confound.

Subverter, sub-v&rt-frr, s. 98. Overthrowcr, 
destroyer.

Suburb, sub-&rb, s. Building without the walls 
of a city; the confines, the out-part.

Suburban, s&b-firb-in, ? ao T u i -.- 
suburbial. .ab-arw-ai, J“-88- Inhablt,ns 

the suburb.
SCBURBICABIAN, s&b-&rb-<5-ka-ri-an, n.

Applied to those provinces of Italy, which composed 
the ancient diocess of Rome.

Subworker, sub-w&rk-ftr, s. Underworker, 
subordinate helper.

Succedaneous, s&k-sA-da'n£-&s, a. Supplying 
the place of something else.

Succedaneum, sbk-s£-da-n£-£tm, s. 503. That 
which is put to serve for something else.

To Succeed, s&k-s&d,' v. n. 216. To follow 
in order; to come into the place of one who has 
quitted ; to obtain one’s wish, to terminate an under
taking in the desired effect ; to terminate according 
to wish.

To Succeed, s&k-s££d,' v. a. To follow, to be 
subsequent or consequent to; to prosper, to make 
successful.

Succeeder, s&k-s^^d-ir, $. 98. One whe 
follows, one who comes into the place of another 

Success, sfck-sgs,' s. The termination of am 
affair happy or unhappv.

Successpul, sitk-s^s^ful, a. Prosperous, happv
fortunate.

Successfully, ad. Prosper
ously, luckily, fortunately.

Successfulness, s£ik-s£s£ful-nSs, s. Happy 
conclusion, desired event, series of good fortune.

Succession, sftk-s£sh-&n, t. Consecution, se
ries of one thin? or person following another; a scries
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of things or persons following one another; a lineage, 
an order of descendants; the power or right of coin
ing to the inheritance of ancestors

Successive, s&U&dv, a. 158. Following in 
order, continuing a course or consecution uninter
rupted ; inherited by succession

Successively, suk-s£s-sIvJ£, ad. In uninter
rupted order, one after another.

Successiveness, shk-ses-slv-nes, 3. The state 
of being successive.

Successless, sfik-sJsllJs, a. Unlucky, unfor- 
tunace, failing of the event desired

Successor, suk-s^s-shr, or shk-s^s-ttr, s. 503.
One that follows in the place or character of another, 
correlative to Predecessor.

This word is not unfrequeutly pronounced with 
the accent on the second syllable, as if it were formed 
from success > but this accentuation, though agreeable to 
its Latin original, has, as in confessor. yielded to the pre
vailing power of the English antepeyultimate accent. 
Dr. Johnson, Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Elphinston, and Entick, 
accent this word on the first syllable; and Dr. Ash, 
Dr Kenrick, W. Johnston, Mr. Perry, Buchanan, and 
Bailey, on the second; Barclay and Fenning give both, 
but prefer the first: Mr. Scott gives both, and prefers 
the second, but, from the opinion that is foolishly gone 
forth, that we ought to accent words as near the begin
ning as possible there is little doubt that the antepenulti
mate accent will prevail.
Succinct, s&k-slngkt,' a. 408. Tucked or girded 

up, having the clothes drawn up; short, concise, brief. 
Succinctly’, suk-singkt-1^, ad. Briefly, con

cisely.
Succinctness, s&k-slngkt-n&s, s. Brevity, con

ciseness.
Succory, suk'kur-£, 3. 557. A plant.—See 

Dome stick.
To Succour, s&k-kftr, v. a. 314. To help, to 

assist in difficulty or distress, to relieve. . ’*
Succour, s&k-kAr, s. Aid, assistance, relief of 

any kind, help in distress; the persons or things that 
bring help.

Succourer, s&k-khr-hr, s. 98. Helper, assis
tant, reliever.

SuccOUBLESS, siik'kur-IJs, a. Wanting relief, 
void of friends or help.

Succulency, s&k-kh-13n-s£, s. Juiciness. 
Succulent, s&k-kii-l&nt, a. Juicy, moist.
To Succumb, shk-k&mb^ v. a. To yield, to sink 

under any difficulty.
SuccussiON, shk-k&sh-Sn. s. The act of shak

ing ; in Physick, such a shaking of the nervous parts 
as is procured by strong stimuli.

Such, shtsh, pron. Of that kind, of the like 
kind ; the same that; comprehended under the term 
premised; a manner of expressing a particular person 
or thing. . .

To Suck, shk, v. a. To draw in with the 
mouth ; to draw the teat of a female ; to draw with 
the milk; to empty by sucking ; to draw or drain.

To Suck, sfrk, v. n. To draw the breast; to 
draw, to imbibe.

Suck, s&k, s. The act of sucking ; milk given 
by females.

Sucker, shk'-k&r, s. 98. Any thing that draws 
by suction ; the embolus of a pump; a pipe through 
which any thing is sucked; a young twig shooting 
from the stock.

Sucket, s&k-klt, s. 99. A sweetmeat.
Suckingbottle, sik-klng-bSt-tl, t. A bottle 

which to children supplies the want of a pap.
To Suckle, sfrk-kl, v. a. 405. To nurse at the 

breast.
Suckling, shk-lmg, 3. 410. A young creature 

yet fed by the pap.
Suction, shk-shun, s. The act of sucking. 
SUDATION, sh-da-shun, s. Sweat.
Sudatory, sh-da-thr-^, s. 512. 557. Hot

house, sweating bath.
Sudden, sitd-din, a. 103. Happening without 

previous notice, conning without the common pre- 
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paratives; hasty, violent, rash, passionate, precipi
tate.

Sudden, shd-dln, 3. Any unexpected occur
rence, surprise. Obsolete. On a Sudden, sooner than 
was expected.

Suddenly, s&d-dln-l^, ad. In an unexpected 
manner, without preparation, hastily.

Soddenness, ». State of being
sudden, unexpected presence, manner ot coming or 
happening unexpectedly.

Sudorific , sit-d^-rlf-flk, a. Provoking or 
causing sweat.

Sudorific , sii-dd-rlf-flk, s. 509. A medicine 
provoking sweat*

Sudorous, si-dd-r&s, a. 314. Consisting of 
sweat.

Suds, s&dz, s. A lixivium of soap and water; 
to be in the Suds, a familiar phrase for being in any 
difficulty.

To Sue, sh, v. a. To prosecute by law; to gaiu 
by legal procedure.

To Sue, s6, ». n. 335. To beg, to entreat, to 
petition.

Suet, sii-It, s. 99. A hard fat, particularly 
that about the kidneys.

Suety, sii-lt-t^, a. Consisting of suet, resem
bling suet

To Suffer, s&Mir, v. a. 98. To bear, to un
dergo, to feel with sense of pain -, to endure, to sup- 
port; to allow, to permit; to pass through, to be af
fected by.

To Suffer, s&f-fur, v. n. To undergo pain or 
inconvenience; to undergo punishment; to be in
jured.

Sufferable, shf^fhr-A-bl, a. Tolerable, such 
as may be endured.

Sufferableness, s&Mir-l-bl-nSs, s. Tolerable
ness.

SuFFERABLY, s&f-f&r-i-bl^, ad. Tolerably, so 
to be endured.

Sufferance, suf-ffir-^nse. 3. Pain, incon
venience, misery j patience, moderation ; toleration, 
permission.

Suffkrf.r, s&f-f&r-&r, s. One who endures or 
undergoes pain or inconvenience; one who allows, one 
who permits.

Suffering, s&fff&r-lng, 3. 410. Pain suffered.
To Suffice, s&f-flze,' v. n. 351. Tobe enough, 

to be sufficient, to be equal to the end or purpose.
To Suffice, s&f-flze,' v. a. 351. To afford; to 

supply; to satisfy.
Sufficiency, sif-flsl??n-s4, s. State of being 

adequate to the end proposed; qualification for any 
purpose ; competence, enough ; supply equal to want; 
it is used by Temple for that conceit which make- 
a man think himself equal to things above him.

Sufficient, s&f-flsh-Jnt, a. 357. Equal to an, 
end or purpose, enough, competent; qualified for any 
thing by fortune or otherwise.

Sufficiently, sfif-flsWJnt-IJ, ad. To a suf 
ficient degree, enough..

Sufflation, shf-fla-shhn, s. The act of blow 
ing up.

To Suffocate, shf^fd-kite, v. a. To choke by 
exclusion or interception of air.

Suffocation, shf-fd-ka-shhn, s. The act of 
choking, the state of being choked.

Suffocative, s&f-fd-ka-tlv, a. 512. Having 
the power to choke.

Suffragan, s&f^fri-g^n, s. 88. A bishop con
sidered as subject to his metropolitian.

Suffragant, shf^fri-gint, a. Assisting, con
curring with.

Suffragant, s&rfra-gint, 3. An assistant, a 
favourer; one who concurs with.

To SuffbagaTE, silf-frJ-gAte, v. n. 90. To 
vote with, to agree in voice with.

j Suffbagator, sif-frl-gait6r, s. A favourer
i one that helps with his vote.
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Suffrage, s&f^frldje, s. 90. Vote, voice given
in a controverted point.

Suffraginous, s&f-frld-jln-&s, a. Belonging 
to the knee joint of beasts.

Suffumigation, sdf-fu-md-ga-sh&n, s. Opera
tion of fumes raised by fire.

To Suffuse, sJtf-fuze,' v. a. To spread over 
with something expansible, as with a vapour or a tinc
ture.

UFFUSION, s&f-fh-zh&n, s. The act of over
spreading with any thing; that which is suffused or 
spread.

Sugar, shfig'&r, s. 175. 454. The native salt 
of the sugar-cane, obtained by the expression and 
evaporation of its juices; any thing proverbially 
sweet; a chymical crystallization.

To Sugar, sh&g'&r, v. a. To impregnate or 
season with sugar; to sweeten.

Sugarcandy, sh&g-dr-klnMd, s. Sugar can
died or crystallized.

Sugary, sh&g'&r-4, a. Sweet, tasting of sugar. 
To Suggest, s&g-jdst,' v. a. To hint, to inti

mate, to insinuate good or ill; to seduce, to draw to 
ill by insinuation ; to inform secretly.

Though the first g in exaggerate is, by a difficulty 
of pronunciation, assimilated to the last, this is not al
ways the case in the present word. For though we some
times hear it sounded as if written sud-jest, the most 
correct speakers generally preserve the first and .last gin 
their distinct and separate sounds.

Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Scott, and Mr. Nares, pronounce 
the# in both syllables soft, as if written sud-jest. Dr. 
Kenrick, Mr. Perry, and Barclay, make the first#hard, 
and the second soft as if written sug-jest, as I have done; 
for as the accent is not on these consonants, there is not 
the same apology for pronouncing the first soft as there is 
in exaggerate ; which see.
Suggester, sug-j£st-&r, s, One that remind

ed! another.
Suggestion, s&g-j&s-tshfin, s. Private hint,

intimation, insinuation, secret notification.
Suicide, shr£-slde, s. 143. Self-murder, the

horrid crime of destroying one’s self.
SUIT, sfite, s. 342. A set, a number of things 

correspondent one to the other; clothes made one part 
to answer another; a petition, an address of entreaty; 
courtship ; pursuit, prosecution ; in Law, Suit is 
sometimes put for the instance of a cause, and some
times for the cause itself deduced in judgment.

To Suit, s&te, v. a. To fit, to adapt to some
thing else; to be fitted to, to become; to dress, to 
clothe.

To Suit, s6te, v. n. To agree, to accord. 
Suitable, sfi-tl-bl, a. 405. Fitting, according 

with, agreeable to.
Suitableness, sh-tA-bl-n3s, s. Fitness, agree

ableness.
Suitably, sh-tl-bU, ad. Agreeably, according to 
Suite, sw£te, s. French. Consecution, series, 

regular order; retinue, company.
Suiter I
Suitor’ 98. 166. One who sues,

a petitioner, a supplicant; a wooer, one who courts a 
mistress.

SUITRESS, sfi-tr&s, s- A female supplicant. 
SULCATED, sil-kA-tfid, a. Furrowed.
To Sulk, silk, ». n. To be sluggishly dis- 

contented ; to be silently sullen ; to be morose or ob
stinate.

Sulkily, s&lk-k^-le,ad. In the sulks, morosely. 
Sulkiness, sftl-k£-n£s, s. Silent sullenness, 

moroseness, obstinacy.
Sulky, siUU, a. Silently sullen, sour, mo- 

rose-obstinate,
..HO- Th is word had long been a vagabond in conversa
tion, and was not to be found in any of our Dictionaries 
till it was lately admitted to a place in Entick’s,and, from 
ito very frequent use, may now be considered as a deni
sen of tt»e language. Mr. Colman had, many years ago, 
mode use of it in his prologue to the Wife in the Right, 
where he says,

" No rulky critick to the Playhouse drawn. 
Whom modern Comedy provokes to yawn."

And this writer’s authority alone is a sufficient proof 
of the propriety and utility of the word. It may perhaps 
be objected, that the word sullen is perfectly equivalent, 
and renders this word useless. Those, however, whe 
consider language philosophically, know that there arc 
no words perfectly synonymous, and consequently that 
there are no useless words. If it be asked, what is the 
difference between these words, I would answer, that 
sullennessseems to be an habitual sulkiness, and sulki
ness a temporary sullenness. The former may be an 
innate disposition ; the latter, a disposition occasioned 
by recent injury. The one has a malignancy in it threat
ening danger; the other, an obstinate averseness to 
pleasure. Thus we are in a sullen mood, and in a sulky 
fit; Men and Women are said to be sullen, and Children 
sulky; sullenness may be predicated of inanimate ob
jects, sulkiness only of such as are animated.

•• No cheerful breeze this fallen region knows j 
•* The dreadful East is all the wind that blows."

If these distinctions are just, there is good reason for 
receiving the word in question, and incorporating it into 
the language, even though it had not been adopted by 
the respectable writer I have quoted.
Sullen, s&l-lln, a. 99. Gloomy, discontented; 

mischievous, malignant; intractable, obstinate; dis
mal; ^eavy, dull.

Sullenly, s61-lin-l£, ad. Gloomily, malig
nantly, intractably.

Sullenness, s&l-lin-n&s, s. Gloominess, mo
roseness, sluggish anger; malignity.

Sullens, s&l-llnz, s. Morose temper, gloomi
ness of mind.

To Sully, shl-l£, v. a, To soil, to tarnish, to 
dirt, to spot

Sully, s. Soil, tarnish, spot.
Sulphur, s&l-ffir, s. Brimstone. 
Sulphurate, s&l-fi-rAte, a. Of or belonging 

to sulphur, of the colour of sulphur.
Sulphuration, sfil-f&.rA'sh&n, s. The act of 

dressing or anointing with sulphur.
Sulphureous, s&l-f^r£-fis, ) ,T1
Sulphurous, s&Uf&r.&s, 314. f Made of

brimstone, having the qualities of brimstone, con. 
taining sulphur.

Sulphureousness, sftl-fu'r£-&s-n<*s, s. The
state of being sulphureous.

SULPHURWORT, sul-fftr-wftrt, «. The same with
Hogtfennel.

Sulphury, s&l-fur-^, a. Partaking of sulphur. 
Sultan, s&l-t3.n, s. 88. The Turkish emperor. 
Sultana, s&l-ta-n^.—See Lumbago. ) 
Sultaness, stil-tA-nfe, £ 5‘ 1 e

queen of an Eastern emperor.
Sultriness, s&l-tr^-n^s, $. The state of being

sultry.
Sultry, sfil-tr£, a. Hot without ventilation, 

hot and close, hot and cloudy.
SUM, s&m, s. The whole of any thing, many 

particulars aggregated to a total; quantity of money; 
compendium, abridgment, the whole abstracted; the 
amount, the result of reasoning or computation; 
height, completion.

To Sum, sfim, v. a. To compute; to collect 
particulars tnto a total; to comprise, to comprehend’ 
to collect into a narrow compass; to have feathers 
full grown.

Sumless, s6m-!£s, a. Not to be computed.
Summarily, s&m-mi-r^-lA, ad. Briefly, the 

shortest way. 7
Summary, s&m-mi-r^, j. Compendium,

abridgment.
Summary, s&m-mi-ri, a. Short, brief, com

pendious.
Summer, sfim-m&r, s, 98. The season in which 

the sun arrives at the hither solstice; the principal 
beam of a floor.
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Summerhouse, shm-mfir-hfi&se, s. An apart
ment tn a garden used In tbe summer.

in which the heels are thrown over the head. 
Summit, s&m-mlt, s. The top, the utmost height. 
To Summon, s&m'm&n, v. a- 166. To call with 

authority, to admonish to appear, to cite; to excite, 
to call up, to raise.

Summon eh, shm-mffn-hr, $. 98. One who cites. 
Summons, shm-m&nz, s. A call of authority, 

admonition to appear, citation.
Sumpter, shm-thr, s. 412. A horse that 

carries clothes or furniture.
Sumption, s&m-shhn, s. The act of taking. 
Sumptuary, s6m-tsh&-&-r£, a. 292. Relating 

to expense, regulating the cost of life.
Sumptuosity, sim-tshu-As^-t^, $. Expensive

ness, costliness.
Sumptuous, sfim-tshu-fis, a. 292. Costly, ex

pensive, splendid.—See Presumptuous.
Sumptuously, shm-tsbh-hs-1^, ad. Expensively, 

with great cost.
Sumptuousness, siim-tshb-?is-n&s, s. Expen- 

siveness, costliness.
Sun, shn, s. The luminary that makes the 

day ; a sunny place, a place eminently warmed by the 
sun ; any thing eminently splendid ; under the Sun, 
in this world, a proverbial expression.

To Sun, s&n, v. a. To expose to the sun. 
Sunbeam, sfin-b£me, s. Ray of the sun. 
Sunbeat, s&n-b&te, part. a. Shone upon by 

the sun.
Sunbright, s&n-brite, a. Resembling the 

sun in brightness.
Sunburning, sfcn^b&rn-lng, s. The effect of 

the sun upon the face.
Sunburned, s&n-b&rnd, part. a. Tanned, dis

coloured by the sun.
SuNCLAD, sfin-klld, part. a. Clothed in radi

ance, bright-
Sunday, s&n-dd, s. 223. The day anciently 

dedicated to the sun, the Christian sabbath.
To Sunder, sJin-d&r, v. a. To part, to sepa

rate, to divide.
Sundial, shn-dl-M, s. A marked plate on 

which the shadow points the hour.
Sundry, s&n-dr^, a. Several, more than one. 
Sunflower, s&n-fl6u-&r, s. A plant.
Sung, sfcng. The pret. and part. pass, of Sing. 
Sunk, s&ngk, 408. The pret. and part. pass, 

of Sink.
Sunless. sin-I&s, a. Wanting sun, wanting 

warmth.
Sunlike, shn-llke, a. Resembling the sun.
Sunny, s&n-n^, a. Resembling tbe sun, 

bright; exposed to the sun, bright with the sun ; 
coloured by the sun.

Sunrise, sW-rlze, ) Morning,
Sunrising, sun-rlz-ing, 410. \

the appearance of the sun.
Sunset, sin-sSt, s- Close of the day, evening. 
•Sunshine, sbn^hlne, «. Action of the sun;

place where the heat and lustre of the sun are powerful 
Sunshiny, s6n-shl-n£, a. Bright with the sun, 

bright like the sun.
To Sup, sbp, v. a. To drink by mouthfuls, to 

drink by little at a time
To Sup, sbp, v. n. To eat the evening meal.
8UP, s&p, s. A sihall draught, a mouthful of 

Wquor.
Superabi.E, sfc-p&r-i-hl, a. 405. Conquerable, 

auch as may be overcome.
There is a corrupt pronunciation of this word, 

arising from want of attention to the influence of accent 
*n the sounds of the letters, which makes the first syl- 
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lable of this word sound like the noun s/ioc. This pro
nunciation Mr Sheridan has adopted, not only in this 
word, but in all those which commence with tbe inse
parable prerxxition super That this is contrary to the 
most established rules of orthoepy, may be seen in Princi
ples, No. 454 and 462; and that it is contrary to Mr 
Sheridan himself, may be seen by his giving the s in the 
words, insuperable, insuperableness, insuperably, and m- 
super ability, its simple sound only.—See Insuperable. 
Superableness, sii-pSr-i-bl-nds, s. Quality of 

being conquerable.
To Superabound, sti-pSr-S-bSind,' v. n. To 

be exuberant, to be stored with more than enough.
Superabundance, sii-p&r-A-b&n-dinse, s. 

More than- enough, great quantity.
Superabundant, su-p^r-A-bhn-dlnt, a. Being 

more than enough.
Superabundantly, sii-p^r-A-b&n-dint-lA, ad. 

More than sufficiently.
To Superadd, sb-pdr-Ad,' t>. a. To add over 

and above, to join any thing so as to make it more.
Super addition, sb-p&r-Ad-dish'&n, s. Tbe act 

of adding to something else; that which is added.
Superadvenient, sb-p£r-Ad-v£-n£-6nt, a. 

Coming to the increase or assistance of something ; 
coming unexpectedly.

To Superannuate, s6-p?r-An-nii-ite, v. a. Ta 
impair or disqualify by age or length of time.

Superannuation, sd-p^r-in-nb-A-sh&n, s. Tht 
state of being disqualified by years.

Superb, s6-p£rb/ a. Grand, pompous, lofty, 
august, stately.

Supercargo, sh-p£r-kAr-gd, s An officer in 
the ship whose business is to manage the trade.

Supercelestial, sii-p&r-s^-lfis-tshil, a. Placed 
above the firmament.

Supercilious, sh-p&r-sll-yfis, a. Haughty, 
dogmatical, dictatorial, arbitrary.

Superciliously, sfi-p&r-sll'y&s-lA, ad. 
Haughtily, dogmatically, contemptuously.

Superciliousness, s6-p£r-sil'yiis-n3s, s. 113. 
Haughtiness, contemptuousness.

Superconception, s6-p£r-k6n-s£p-sh&n, s. 
A conception made after another conception.

Superconsequence, su-p£r-k&n-sd-kw£nse, s. 
Remote consequence,

SUPF-RCRESCENCE, sh-pSr-kr&s-s&nsc, That 
which grows upon another growing thing.

Supereminence, s6-p4r-^miin^-n8nse, ) 
Supereminency, si-pSr-£m-m4-n£n-si, $ *' 

Uncommon degree of eminence.
SUPEREMINENT, sh-p&r-&m-m£-n£nt, a. Emi

nent in a high degree.
To SuPERF.ROGATE, s&-pAr-£r-rd-gate, v. n. 91 

To do more than duty requires.
Supererogation, s6-p£r-£r-r6-gi-sh&n, s. 

Performance of more than duty requires.
Supererogatory, sti-p£r-2r'r6-gi-t&r-<!, n. 

512. Performed beyond the strict demands of duty.
SUPEREXCELLENT, sh-p&r-^k-s&l-l&nt, a. 

Excellent beyond common degrees of excellence.
Superexcrescence, s6-p&r-£ks-kr£s-s£nse, s. 

Something superfluously growing.
To Superfetate. sit-p&r-f^-tate, v. n. To con 

ceive after conception.
Superfetation, sft-p&r-ft-t&h&n, s. One con

ception following another, so that both are In the 
womb together.

Superficb, sti-pSr-fls, s. 142. Outside, sur
face. Obsolete.

Superficial, sii-p&r-flsh-M, a. Lying on the 
surface, not reaching below the surface; shallow, 
contrived to cover something; shallow, not profound j 
smattering, not learned.

Superficiality, sb-p£r-flsh-£-M^-t£, s. The 
quality of being superficial..

Superficially, sti-p&r-fish'il-£, ad. Ou the 
surface, not below the surface; without penetration. 
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without close heed; without going deep; without 
searching.

SutkrficiaLnrss, sti-p^r-fish'AJ-nes, 3. Shal- 
lowness, position on the surface; slight knowledge, 
false api>earance.

Superficies, su-pAr-flshlAz, s. 505. Outside, 
surface, superfice.

Superfine, sii-pAr-flne.' a. 524. Eminently 
fine.

Supekfluitance, si-pAr-ili-A-tlnse, s. The 
act of floating above.

SupERFLUITANT, sA-p?r-fli-A-tint, fl. Floating 
above.

Superfluity, sfi-p?r-flu-e-td, s. More than 
enough, plenty beyond use or necessity.

Superfluous, sft-p^r-fl&-&s, a. 518. Exube
rant, more than enough, unnecessary.

Superfluousness, s6-p§r^flu-hs-nes, s. The 
state of being superfluous.

Superflux, s£i-p£r-flu.ks, s. That which is 
more than is wanted.

Superimpregnation, s&-p3r4m-pr&g-na-shun, 
f. Superconception, superfetation.

Superincumbent, sii-p^r-lh-k&m-b^nt, a. 
Lying on the top of something else.

To Superinduce, s6-p£rJn-d£ise,' v. a. To bring 
in as an addition to something else; to bring on as 
a thing not originally belonging to that on which it is 
brought.

Superinduction, sti-p^r-in-d&k-sh&n, s. The 
act of superinducing.

Superinjection, su-p£r.ln-j£k-shfin, s. An in
jection succeeding upon another.

Superinstitution, s£i-per-ln-st£-tMshfin, s. 
In Law, one institution upon another.

To Superintend, sit-pfir-In-t^nd,' v. a. To 
oversee, to overlook, to take care of others witn au
thority.

Superintendence, s&-p£r-1n-t£nd-3nse, ) $
Superintendency, s&-p3r-ln-t£nd'3n-s£, $ 

Superiour care, the act of overseeing with authority.
Superintendent, su-p&r-ln-t&n-d^nt, s. One 

who overlooks others authoritatively.
Superiority, s6-p£-r£-6r-£-t£, s. Pre-emi

nence, the quality of being greater or higher than ano
ther in any respect.

Superior, sii-p£'r£-Ctr,,a. 166. Higher, greater 
in dignity or excellence, preferable or preferred to 
another ; upper, higher locally ; free from emotion or 
concern, unconquered, unaffected.

Superior, si-p£-r£-&r, s. One more excellent 
or dignified than another.

Superlative, sA-per-la-tiv, a. Implying or 
expressing the highest degree; rising to the highest 
degree.

Superlatively, s6-p£r-13.-tlv-le, ad. In a man
ner of speech expressing the highest degree; in the 
highest degree.

Superlativeness, sfc-per-la-tlv-nes, s. The 
state of being in the highest degree.

Superlunar, su-p^r-lu-nAr, a. Not sublunary, 
placed above the moon ; not of this world.

Supernal, sh-p£r-nil,«. 88. Having a higher 
position, locally above us; relating to things above, 
placed above, celestial.

Supernatant, sii-per-n2.-tant, a. Swimming 
above. t

Supernatation, s£i-p£r-n&-ta-shun, s. The act 
of swimming on the top of any thing. «

Supernatural, si-per-nitltshil-r&l, a. Being 
above the powers of nature.

Supernaturally, sii-pir-nltitsbii-rll-A. nd. 
In a manner above the course or power of nature.

Supernumerary, si-p^r-nu^m^r-ir-e, j.
Being above a stated, a necessary, a usual, or a round 
number.

To Superpondrrate, sA-pAr-p5n-dAr-ate, u. n. 
To weigh over and above-
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Superproportion, sA-pAr-prA-pAr-sh&n, s. 
Overplus of proportion.

Superpurgation, sii-pAr-pur-gAtsh&n, r. More 
purgation than enough.

Superreflection, st-pAr-rA-flAkish&n, s. 
Reflection of an image reflected.

Supersaliency, sA-pAr-sa'IA-An-sA, ». The act 
of leaping upon any tiling.

To Superscribe, s£t-p£r-skribe,' v. a. To in
scribe upon the top or outside.

Superscription, s6-p£r-skrip'sh&n, s. The act 
of superscribing; that which is written on the top or 
outside.

To Supersede, sti-pAr-sAde,' v. a. To make 
void or inefficacious by superior power, to set aside 

Supersedeas, sd-per-se-de-^s, s. In Law. the 
name of a writ to stop or set aside some proceeding 
at law.

Supbrserviceable, sA-pAr-sAr^vA-sA-bl, a. 
Over-officious; more than is necessary or required.

Superstition, su-p£r-stish-un, s. Unnecessary 
fear or scruples in religion, religion without morality; 
false religion, reverence of beings not proper objects 
of reverence; ovcrnicety, exactness too scrupulous.

Superstitious, sii-p£r~stisb-us, a. Addicted to 
superstition, full of idle fancies or scruples with re
gard to religion; over accurate, scrupulous beyond 
need.

SUPERSTITIOUSLY, su-pAr-stlslrts-lA, ad. Im a 
superstitious manner; with erroneous religion.

To Superstrain, sti-p^r-strane,' v. a. To strain 
beyond the just stretch.

To Superstruct, s6-p&r-strukt,' v. a. To build 
upon any tning.

Superstruction, sO-pSr-str&k-sh&n, j. An 
edifice raised on any tiding.

Superstructive, su-per-strfrk-tlv, n. Built 
upon something else.

Superstructure, si-per-struk-tsliure, $. That 
which is raised or built upon something else.

Supersubstantial, sii-p^r-s6b-stAn-sh^l, a. 
More than substantial.

Supervacaneous, s6.;p£r-v&-ka£-n£-frs, a. 
Superfluous, needless, unnecessary, serving to no pur
pose.

SUPERVACANEOUSLY, s{t-p£r-v&-ka'n£-fts-li, ad. 
Needlessly.

Supervacaneousness, s{i-p£r-vi-.ka-n£-£is- n&s, 
s. Needlessness.

To Supervene, s6-per-v£ne,' v. n. To come 
as an extraneous addition.

Supervenient, sti-p<*r-v6’n<j-cnt, a. Added, 
additional.

Supervention, super-ven-shun, s. The act of 
supervening.

To Supervise, sti-pGr-vize," v. a. To overlook, 
to oversee; to intend.

Supervisor, s6-p£r vi-zur, s. 166. An overseer, 
an inspector ; a superintendent. z

To Supervive, su-pfir-vlve,' v. n. To overlive, 
to outlive.

Supination, su-p^-na-shun. s. The act of ly
ing with the face upward.

Supine, su-pine,' a. 140. Lying with the face 
upward; leaning backwards; neg’igent, careless, in
dolent, drowsy, thoughtless, inattentive.

Supine, sd-pine, s. 140. 494. In Grammar, a 
term signifying a particular kind of verbal noun,

Supinely, su-pine-^, wa. With die face up
wards; drowsilv, i ioughtlessly, indolently.

Supinen^s, si-pineWs, s. Posture with the 
iace upward ; drowsiness, carelessness, indolence.

SUPINITY, su-pin-e-t^, s. 511. -Posture of lying 
with the face upwards; carelessness, indolence, thought
lessness.

Suppedaneous, s&p-p^-da£n£-Gs, a. Placed 
under the feet

Supper, shp-pftr, s. 98. The last meal of the 
day, the evening rejiast.
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s. 512. That

Entreating, 

An humble

be-

pe-

One who en-

iin-

Supperless, s&p^p&r-l^s, a. Wanting supper, 
fasting at night

To Supplant, s&p-plAnt,' v. a. To trip up 
the heels : to displace by stratagem, to turn out; to 
displace, to overpower, to force away.

SUPPLANTER, s6p-plint-&r, s. One who sup
plants, one who displaces.

SUPPLE, s&p-pl, a. 405. Pliant, flexible; 
Yielding, soft, not obstinate; flattering, fawning, bend
ing; that which makes supple.

To Supple, s&p-pl, v. a. To make pliant, to 
make soft, to make flexible; to make compliant.

To Supple, s&p^pl, v. n. To grow soft, or 
grow pliant.

Supplement, sip-pli-mint, j. Addition to 
any thing by which its defects are supplied.

Supplemental, sip-plA-mAnt-il, ) 
Supplementary sfip-pli-mint^i-nj, j

Additional, such as may supply the place of what is lost. 
SUPPLENESS, s?ip-pl-n£s, $. Pliantness, flexi

bility, readiness to take any form ; readiness of com
pliance, facility.

SUPPLETORY, sftp-pl£-t&r-£, 
which is to fill up deficiencies.

Suppliant, s&p-pU-int, a. 
seeching, precatory.

Suppliant, s&p^pl£-Ant, «. 
titioner.

Supplicant, s&p-pl^-kAnt, s.
treats or implores with great submission.

To Supplicate, s&p-pl^-kate, v. n. To 
plore, to entreat, to petition submissively.

Supplication, shp-pl^-kA-sh&n, s. Petition 
humbly delivered, entreaty; petitionary worship, the 
adoration of a suppliant or petitioner.

To Supply, shp-pll,' t>. a. To fill up as any 
deficiencies happen; to give something wanted, to 
yield, to afford; to relieve ; to serve instead of; to 
give or bring, whether good or bad ; to fill any room 
made vacant; to accommodate, to furnish.

To Supply, sftp-pll/ $. Relief of want, cure 
of deficiencies.

To Support, s&p-pArt,' v. a. To sustain, to 
prop, to bear up; to endure any thing painful with
out being overcome ; to endure.

Support, s&p-pdrt,' s. Act or power of sus
taining; prop, sustaining power : necessaries of life; 
maintenance, supply.

Supportable, sap-pdrtU-bl, a. Tolerable, to 
be endured.

Support able ness, sftp-pdrt-a-bl-ness, s. Jne 
state of being tolerable.

Supportance, s&p-p6rt-2.nse, s. Maintenance, 
support.

Supporter, s&p-p6rt-ftr, «. 98. One who 
supports; prop, that by which any thing is borne up 
from falling; sustainer, comforter; maintainer, de
fender.

Supposable, s&p-pd-zA-bl, a. 405. That may 
be supposed.

Supposal, s&p-pd^zil, s. 88. Position without 
proof, imagination, belief

To Suppose, sdp-p6ze( v. a. To lay down 
without proof, to advance by way of argument without 
maintaining the position; to admit without proof; to 
imagine, to believe without examination ; to require 
as previous to itself.

Suppose, s&p-pdzef s. Supposition, position 
without proof, unevidenced conceit

Supposer, sip-p6^zCir, s. 98. One that sup
poses.

Supposition, s&p-pd-z1sh-&n, s. Position laid 
down, hypothesis, imagination yet unproved.

Supposititious, s&p-pdz-^-tlsh^&s, a. Not 
genuine, put by a trick into the place or character 
belonging to another.

Supposititiousness, sttp-pSz-i-tlsh^s-nis, s. 
State of being counterfeit
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Supposmvely, &5p-p<*iz-z6-t1v-16, ad. Upon 
supposition.

Suppository, s&p-p&ztzA-tir-A, j. A kind of 
solid clyster.

To Suppress. s6p-pr5szw. a. To crush, to over
power, to subdue, to reduce from any state of activity 
or commotion; to conceal, not to tell, not to reveal; 
to keep in, not to let out.

Suppression, s6p-pr6shtfin, «. The act of 
suppressing, not publication.

Suppressor, sip-pr^sitr, s. 166. One that 
suppresses, crushes, or conceals.

To Suppurate, s&p-pi-rate, v. a. To generate 
pus or matter.

To Suppurate, s&p-pii-rAte, v. n. To grow to 
pus.

Suppuration, sfip-pii-ra'shSm, s. The ripening 
or change of the matter of a tumour into pus; die 
matter suppurated.

Suppurative, s&p-pii-rl-tlv, a. 512. Digestive, 
generating matter.

Supputation, s&p-pu-ta-sh&n, s. Reckoning, 
account, calculation, computation.

To SupputEj S&p-pdte,' v. To reckon, to 
calculate.

Supralapsarian, sb-pri-lip-sA-r^-ln, s. One 
who holds that God made choice of his people in tho 
pure mass, or without any respect to the fall.

Supralapsary, sii-prA-lAp^sL-r^, a. Antece
dent to the fall of man.

Supravulgar, sh-pri-vftl-gftr, a. Above the 
vulgar.

Supremacy, sii-pr£m-A-s£, s. 511. Highest 
place, highest authority, state of being supreme—See 
Primacy.

Supreme, sfc-pr£me,z a. Highest in dignity, 
highest in authority; highest, most excellent.

Supremely, s6-preme~l£, ad. In the highest 
degree.

SuRADDlTION, sftr-Ad-dlsh'&n, s. Something 
added to the name.

Sural, sii-rAl, a. 88. Being in the calf of the 
leg.

SurancE, shu-rAnse, s. 454. Warrant, security.
To Surbate, s&r-bate,' v. a. To bruise and 

batter the feet with travel, to harass, to fatigue.
To Surcease, sftr-sdse,' v. n. To be at an end, 

to stop, to cease, to be no longer in use; to leave ofl; 
to practise no longer.

To Surcease, s&r-sAse/ v. a. To stop, to put 
to an end.

Surcease, s&r-s4se,z s. 227. Cessation, stop. 
SURCHARGE, sftr-tshArjef s. Overburden, more 

than can be well borne.
To Surcharge, s&r-tshArje^ v. a. To .overload, 

to overburden.
SURCHARGER, s&r-tshtlr-jhr, s. 98. One who 

overburdens.
Surcingle, s&r-slng-gl, s. 405. A girth with 

which the burden is bound upon a horse; the girdle 
of a cassock.

SuRCLE, s&r-kl, s. 405. A shoot, a twig, a 
sucker.

SuRCOAT, s&r-kdte, s. A short coat worn over 
the rest of the dress.

Surd, s&rd, a. Deaf, wanting the sense of 
hearing, unheard, not perceived by the ear; not ex
pressed by any term.

Sure, shure, a. 454. 455- Certain, unfailing, 
infallible; confident, undoubting, certain ; past doubt 
or danger; firm, stable, not liable to failure; to be 
Sure, certainly.

Sure, sb&re, ad. Certainly, without doubt, 
doubtless.

Surefooted, shure-fut^d, a. Treading firmly 
not stumbling.

Surely, sh£lre-U, ad. Certainly, undoubtedly, 
without doubt: firmly, without hazard.
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Scbenbss, shirefnAs, s. Certainty.
SuBETtSHir, shbrt-tA-shlp, j. The office of 

a surety or bondsman, the act of being bound for 
another.

Surety, sh&re^tA, s. Certainty, indubitable
ness; foundation of stability, support; evidence, rati
fication ; confirmation ; security against loss or dam
age, security for payment; hostage, bondsman, one 
that gives security for another.—See Nicety.

Surf, s&rf, 3. The swell of tbe sea that beats 
against the shore or a rock.

Surface, s&r-fAs s, 91. Supcr6cies, outside.
To Surfeit, s&r-fit, v. a. 255. To feed with 

meat or drink to satiety and sickness.
To Surfeit, s&r-fit, v. n. To be fed to sa

tiety and sickness.
Surfeit, s&r-fit, 3. Sickness or satiety caused 

by over-fulness.
Surfeiter, s&r-fit-&r, s. 98. One who riots, 

a glutton.
Surfeitwater, s&r-flt-wi-t&r, s. Water that 

cures surfeits.
Surge, s&rje, s. A ewelling sea, waves rolling 

above the general surface of the water, billow, w'ave.
To Surge, s&rje, v. n. To swell, to rise high. 

One who cures by

s. The act or art of 
curing.

To Surge, surje, v. n. 
Surgeon, sfir-j&n, 3. 259.

manual operations. 
Surgeonry, s&r-j&n-rA, 
Surgery, s&r-jAr-A, J 

by manual operations.
Surgy, s&r-je, a. Rising in billows.
Surlily, s&r-U-U, ad. In a surly manner. 
Surliness, s&r-lA-nAs, $. Gloomy moroseness, 

sour anger.
Surly, s&r-lA, a. Gloomy, morose, rough, 

uncivil, sour.
To Surmise, s&r-mlze,' v. a. To suspect, to 

imagine imperfectly; to imagine without certain 
knowledge.

Surmise, s&r-mlze,' t. Imperfect notion, sus
picion,

7b Surmount, s&r-m&&nt,z v. a. To rise 
above; to conquer, to overcome; to surpass, to exceed. 

Surmountable, s&r-m&unt-A-bl, a. Conquer
able, superable.

Surname, sir-name, s. 492. The name of 
the family, the name which has over and above the 
Christian name; an appellation added to the original 
name.

To Surname, sir-name,' v. a. To name by 
an appellation added to the original name.

To Surpass, s&r-pAs,' v. a. To excel, to ex
ceed, to go beyond in excellence.

Surpassing, sur-pAs-sing, part. a. Excellent 
in a high degree.

Surplice, s&r-plls, s. 140. The white garb 
which the clergy wear in their acts of ministration. 

Surplus, s&r-pl&s, ) .
Surplusage, s&r-pl&s-ldje, 90. f s* suPer“ 

numerary part, overplus, what remains when use is 
satisfied.

Surerisal, sAr-prKzAl, 88. ) — . ,Surprise, str-prize,' 1 ’• The act of
taking unawares, the state of being taken unawares; 
sudden confusion or perplexity.

To Surprise, sii’-prize,' e. a To take una- 
wares, to fall upon unexpectedly; to astonish by some
thing wonderful; to confuse or perplex by something 
sudden.

Surprising, s&r-pri-zlng, part. a. 410. Won
derful, raising sudden wonder or concern.

Surprisingly, s&r-prl-z!ng-lA, ad. To a de. 
gree that raises wonder, in a manner that raises won. 
der. m • u

To Surrender, shr-rAn^d&r, v. «• to yield up, 
to deliver up; to deliver up to an enemy.

To Surrender, s&r-rAn-d&r, v. n- To yield, 
to give onc’s-self up.

Surrender, sAr-rAn'dfir, 88. > ,
SurrendrY, air-rAnidrA, f s> The act ol 

yielding; the act of resigning or giving up to another. 
Surreption, sAr-re/bliin, «. Surprise, sudden 

and unperceived invasion.
Surreptitious, s&r-r£p-tlsh-&s, o. Done by

stealth, gotten or produced fraudulently.
Surreptitiously, s&r-rAp-tish-6s-lti, ad. By 

stealth, fraudulently.
To Surrogate, sftr-ri-gate, v. a. To put in 

the place of another.
Surrogate, sfir-rA-gate, s. 91. A deputy,

a delegate, the deputy of an ecclesiastical judge.
To Surround, s&r-r&und,' v a. To environ, to 

encompass to enclose on all sides.
SuRSOLlD, s&r-sdl-ld, s. In Algebra, tbe fourth 

multiplication or power of any number whatever 
taken as the root.

SuRTOUT, s&r-tddt/ s. A large coat worn over 
all the rest.

To Subvene, s&r-vAne,z v. a. To supervene ; 
to come as an addition.

To Survey, s&r-vA,' v. a. To overlook, to have 
under the view; to oversee as one in authority ; to 
view as examining.

Survey’, s&r-vA,' or s&r-vA, s. View, prospect 
ty- This substantive was, till within the*e few years, 

universally pronounced with the accent on the last sylla
ble, like the verb: but since Johnson and Lowth led the 
way, a very laudable desire of regulating and improving 
our language has given the substantive the accent on the 
first syllable, according to a very general rule in the lan
guage, 492; but this has produced an anomaly in pronun
ciation, for which, in my opinion, the accentual distinc
tion of the noun and verb does not make amends: if we 
place the accent on the first syllable of the noun, the oy 
in the last must necessarily be pronounced like cy in bar
ley, attorney, journey, ftc. Notwithstanding therefore 
this accentuation has numbers to support it; I tlnnk it 
but a short-sighted emendation, and not worth adopting. 
All our orthoepists pronounce the verb with the accent 
on the last, except Fenning, who accents the first. 
Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Scott, Mr. Nares, Dr. Ash, Perry, 
and Entick, accent the first syllable of the noun ; but 
Dr. Johnson and Bailey, the original lexicographers, 
accent the last, Dr. Kenrick does not accent the noun, 
and Barclay has not inserted it.
Surveyor, s&r-va-ftr,s. 166. An overseer, one

placed to superintend others ; a measurer of land.
Surveyorship, s&r-vA-6r-shlp, s. The office of

a surveyor.
To Survive, s&r-vlve,z v. n. To live after the 

death of another; to remain alive.
To Survive, s&r-vlve^ v. a. To outlive.
Survivor, s&r-vl-v&r, 3. One wlio outlives an

other.
: Survivorship, s&r-vl-v&r-ship, s. The state of 

outliving another.
Susceptibility, s&s-s^p-tA-biW-tA, s. Quality 

of admitting, tendency to admit
Susceptible, s&s-sAp-tA-bl, a. Capable of ad

mitting.—See Incomparable.
Dr. Johnson says, Prior has accented this word 

improperly on the first syllable. To which observation 
i\lr. Mason adds, “Perhaps it is Johnson who has im
properly placed the accent on the second syllable.’’ If 
Mr. Mason were asked why ? perhaps he would be puzzled 
to answer. If it be said that usage is on the side of Prior, 
what shall we think of all our orthoepists who have ac
cented this word like Johnson ? for thus we find the word 
accented by Sheridan, Kenrick, Scott, Perry, W. John
ston, Buchanan, and Barclay. Entick has, indeed, the 
accent on tbe first, but on the second of susceptive ; and 
if usage alone is pleaded for ihe accent on the first, it 
may be answered, What can be a better proof of usage 
than the authors I have quoted? But Mr. Nares, with 
his usual good sense, reprobates this accentuation on the 
first syllable, and says it is high time to oppose it The 
only argument which can be alleged for it is that which 
Mr. Elphinston has brought in favour of comparable, 
admirable, and acceptable, which is, that when the ac
re! t is on ihe second syllable <>f these words they signify 
only a physical possibility of being compared, admired,

1 and accepted » but when the accent i* on the first, they
540
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signify a fitness or worthiness of being compared, ad
mired, and accepted. “ Thus,” sayr he " one thing is 
literally comparable with another, if it can be compared 
with it. though not perhaps cbmparable, that is, fit to be 
compand to it; so a thing may be acceptable by a man, 
that is far from being acceptable to him.”— Principles of 
the English Language, vol. i page 169. This is the best 
reason I ever yet heard for this high accentuation; but 
how such a difference of pronunciation tends to perplex 
and obscure the meaning, may be seen under the word 
Bowl; nor does the word in question seem susceptible of 
such a difference in the sense from a different accentua
tion. When Poets are on the rack for a word of a certain 
length and a certain accent, it is charity to make allow
ances for their necessities; but no quarter should be 
given to coxcombs in prose, who have no better plea for 
a novelty of pronunciation, than a fop has for being the 
first In the fashion, however ridiculous and absurd. 
Susception, s&s-s&p-shiin, s. Act of taking. 
Susceptive, sis-sSp-t.lv, a. 157. Capable to 

admit.
Suscipiency, s&s-slp-p£-£n-s£, s. Reception, 

admission.
SusciPIENT, s&s-sIp-p^-Ant, s. One who takes, 

one who admits or receives.
To Suscitate, s&s-s^-tate, v. n. 91. To rouse, 

to excite*
Suscitation, shs-sA-tA^shbn, s. The act of 

rousing or exciting.
To Suspect, s&s-p£kt,z v. a. To imagine with 

a degree of fear and jealousy, what is not known ; to 
imagine guiltv without proof; to hold uncertain.

To Suspect, s6s-p£kt,z v. n. 
Suspect, s&s-pSkt,' part. a.
To Suspend, s&s-plnd,'

make to bang by any thing; to make to depend upon ; 
to interrupt, to make to stop for a time; to delay, to 
hinder from proceeding ; to debar for a time from the 
execution of au office or enjoyment of a revenue.

Suspense, sfis-p^nse,' $. Uncertainty, delay of 
certainty or determination ; act of withholding the 
Judgment; privation for a time, impediment for a 
time ; stop in the midst of two opposites.

Suspense, siis-p^nse,' a. Held from proceed
ing ; held in doubt, held in expectation.

Suspension, slis-p^n-shim, s. Act of making 
to hang on anything: act of making to depend on 
any thing; act of delaying; act of withholding or 
oalancing the judgment; interruption, temporary 
cessation.

Suspensory, s&s-pAn-s&r-£, a. 512. Belonging 
to that by which a thing hangs.—See Domestick.

Suspicion, shs-plsh-ftn, s. The act of suspect
ing; imagination of something ill without proof.

Suspicious, s&s-plsh-hs, a. 314. Inclined to 
suspect, inclined to imagine ill without proof; liable 
to suspicion, giving reason to imagine ilL

Suspiciously, shs-plsh-bs-1^, ad. With sus
picion ; so as to raise suspicion.

Suspiciousness, s&s-plsh-bs-n3s, s. Tending to 
suspicion.

SuspiratiON, s&s-p^-ra-shun, s. Sigh, act of 
fetching the breath deep

To Suspire, sis-plre,z v. a. To sigh, to fetch 
the breath deep ; it seems in Shakspeare to mean only 
to begin to breathe.

o Sustain, s&s-tane,z v. a. To bear, to prop, 
to hold up ; to support, to keep from sinking under 
evil; to maintain, to keep; to help, to relieve, to as
sist ; to bear, to endure; to bear without yielding; to 
suffer, to bear as inflicted.

Sustainable, sis-ta-nl-bl, a. That which may 
be sustained.

Sustain f.r, sfis-tA^nfir, s. 98. One who props, 
one who supports ; one who suffers ; a sufferer.

Sustenance, s&s-t^-nAnse, a. Support, main
tenance ; necessaries of life, victuals.

SustenTATIOK, shs-t&n-ta-sh&n, s. Support, 
Preservation from falling; maintenance; support of 
ife; use of victuals.

Susurration, sfc-sur-r&shin, «. Whisper, soft 
murmur —See Mueuleni.
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V.

To imagine guilt. 
Doubtful.

a. To hang, to

Sutler, s&t-l&r, s. 98. A man that sells pro
visions.

Suture, sii-tsh6re, s. 463. A manner of sew
ing or stitching, particularly wounds; Suture is a par
ticular articulation.

Swab, swdb, s. 85. 
floors.

To Swab, sw&b, v. a.
Swabber, swdb-b&r, «. 98. 

deck.
To Swaddle, swSd-dl, v. a. 405.

to bind in clothes, generally used of binding new-born 
children ; to beat, to cudgel.

Swaddle, sw&d-dl, s. 405. Clothes bound 
round the body.

Swaddlingband, sw6d-11ng-b&nd, 
Swaddlingclout, sw6d-ling-kl36t, 
SwADDLINGCLOTH, sw6d-llng-k\bth, 

wrapped round a new-born child.
To Swag, swig, ». n. 85. To sink down by 

its weight, to lie heavy.
To Swagger, sw&g-g&r, v. n. 98. To bluster, 

to bully, to be turbulently and tumultuously proud.
Swaggerer, swAg-g&r-ftr, s. 383. A blusterer, 

a bully, a turbulent noisy fellow.
Swaggy, swAg-g^, a. 383. Dependent by its 

weight.
Swain, swane, s. 202. 383. A young man ; 

a country servant employed in husbandry ; a pastoral 
youth.

To Swale, swale, 227.
To SweaL, sw£le, 

blaze away ; to melt
Swallow, swftl-id, s. 327. A small bird of 

passage, or, as some say, a bird that lies hid and sleeps 
in winter.

To Swallow, sw&l-ld, v. a. To take down the 
throat j to receive without examination j to engross, 
to appropriate ; to absorb, to take in, to sink in any 
abyss, to ingulf; to devour, to destroy; to engross, to 
engage completely.

Swallow, swdl-ld, s. 85. The throat, voracity. 
Swam. swim. The pret. of Swim.
Swamp, swdmp, s. A marsh, a bog, a fen. 
Swampy, swim-pi, a. Boggy, fenny.
Swan, sw6n, s. 85. A large water fowl. 
Swanskin, sw&n^skln, s. A kind of soft flannel. 
Swap, swip, ad. 85. Hastily, with hasty vio

lence, as, he did it Swap.
Sward, swird, s. The skin of bacon ; the sur

face of the ground.
Sware, sware. The pret. of Swear.
Swarm, swirm, s. 85. A great body or num

ber of bees or other small animals; a multitude, a 
crowd.

To Swarm, swirm, v. n. To rise as bees in a 
body, and quit the hive; to appear in multitudes, to 
crowd, to throng; to be crowded, to be over-run, tn 
be thronged; to breed multitudes.

Swart, swart, / ,,, , , ., ,SWARTH, swJrt*. BIack’ dark’y br0Wn’

tawny. In Milton, gloomy, malignant.
Swarthily, svvar-Me-W, ad. Blackly, duskily, 

tawnily.
Swarthiness, swar-Mi-n8s, s. Darkness of 

complexion, tawniness.
Swarthy, swirQ/id, a. Dark of complexion, 

black, dusky, tawny.
To Swash, swfish, ». n. To make a great clat 

ter or noise.
Swash-buckler, swdsh-lftk-ler, s. A furious 

combaunt.
Swasher, sw&sh-tr, a. One who makes a show 

of valour or force.
To Swathe, swaTHe, v. a. 467. To bind as a 

child with bands and rollers.
R R

A kind of mop to clean 

To clean with a mop.
- ZZ. A sweeper of the 

To swathe,

s. Cloth

>
> v. n. To waste or
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To Sway, swA, v. a. To wave in the hand, to 
move or wield with facility; to bias, to direct to either 
side; to govern, to rule, to overpower, to influence.

To Sway, swa, v. n. To hang heavy, to be 
drawn by weight; to have weight, to have influence ; 
to bear rule, to govern.

Sway, swa, s. The swing or sweep of a wea- i 
pon : any thing moving with bulk and power; power, j 
rule, dominion; influence, direction.

2b Swear, sware, v. n. 240. Pret. Sivore or 
Sware. Part. pass. Sworn. To obtest some superior 
power, to utter an oath ; to declare or promise upon 
oath ; to give evidence upon oath; to obtest the great 
name profanely.

To Swear, sware, v. a. 240. To put to an 
oath ; to declare upon oath; to obtest by an oath.

Swearer, swa-r&r, s. 98. A wretch who ob
tests the great name wantonly and profanely.

Sweat, swAt, s. 284. The matter evacuated 
at the pores by heat or labour; labour, toil, drudgery; 
evaporation or moisture.

To Sweat, swAt, v. n. Pret. Swct, Sweated, 
Part. pass. Sweaten. To be moist on the body with 
heat or labour; to toil, to labour, to drudge; to emit 
moisture.

To Sweat, swAt, v. a. To emit as sweat. 
Sweater, swAt-fcr, s. 98. One who sweats. 
Sweaty, swAt-tA, a. Covered with sweat, 

moist with sweat; consisting of sweat; loborious, 
toilsome.

To Sweep, swAAp, v. a.. 246. To draw away 
with a besom; to clean with a besom; to carry with 
pomp ; to drive or carry off with celerity and violence; 
to pass over with celerity and force; to rub over; to 
strike with a long 6troke.

To Sweep, swAAp, v. n. To pass with violence, 
tumult, or swiftness; topass with pomp, topass with 
an equal motion ; to move with a long reach.

Sweep, swAAp, s. The act of sweeping; the 
compass of any violent or continued motion; violent 
destruction ; direction of any motion not rectilinear.

Sweepings, swAAp-Ingz, s. 410. That which 
is swept away.

Sweepnet, swAAp-nAt, s. A net that takc-s in 
a great compass.

Sweepstake, swAAp-stike, s. A man that wins 
all; a prize at a race.

Sweepy, swAAp-A, a. Passing with great speed 
and violence.

Sweet, s.vAAt, a. 246. Pleasing to any sense; 
luscious to the taste; fragrant to the smell; melodious 
to the ear; pleasing to the eye; mild, soft, gentle; 
grateful, pleasing; not stale, not stinking, as, that 
meat is Sweet.

Sweet, swAAt, s. Sweetness, something pleas
ing; a word of endearment; a pet fume.

Sweetbread, swAAt-brAd, s. The pancreas of 
the calf.

Sweetbriar, sweAt-bri-fir, s. A fragrant slirub. 
Sweetbroom,' swAAt-brAom, s. An herb.
To Sweeten, swAA-tn, v. a. 103. To make 

sweet; to make mild or kind; to make less painful; 
to palliate, to reconcile; to make grateful or pleasing; 
to soften, to make delicate.

Sweetener, swAAt-tn-fir, s. One who palliates, 
one who represents things tenderly; that which tem
pers acrimony.

Sweetheart, swAAt-hArt, s. A lover or mis
tress.

Sweeting, swAAt-lng, s. 410. A sweet lus
cious apple; a word of endearment.

Sweetish, swAAt-ish, a. Somewhat sweet.
Sweetly, sweAt-lA, ad. In a sweet manner^ 

with sweetness.
Sweetmeat, swAAt-mAte, s. Delicacies made of 

fruits preserved with sugar.
Sweetness, swAAt-nAs, s. The quality of being 

sweet In any of its senses.
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Sweetwilliam, swAAt-wIKyfrm, s. A plant. 
It is a species of gilliflowcr.

SWEETWILLOW, swAAt-wil-k\ 5. Gale or Dutch 
myrtle.

To Swell, swell, v. n. Part. pass. Swollen. 
To grow bigger, to grow turgid, to extend the parts; 
to tumefy by obstruction; to be exasperated ; to look 
big; to protuberate; to rise into arrogance, to be 
elated ; to be inflated with anger; to grdw upon the 
view.

To Swell, swell, v. a. To cause to rise or 
iucrease, to make tumid; to aggravate, to heighten; 
to raise by arrogance.

Swell, swAll, s. Extension of bulk. 
Swelling, swAl-ling, $. 410. Morbid tumour;

protuberance, prominence ; effort for a vent.
To Swelter, swel-tur, v. n- 98. To be pained 

with heat.
To Swelter, swAl-tur, v. a. To parch, or dry 

up with heat.
SwELTRY, swAl-trA, a. Suffocating with heat. 
Swept, swept. The part, and pret. of Sweep. 
To Swerve, swArv, v. n. To wander, to rove;

to deviate, to depart from rule, custom, or duty ; to 
ply, to bend.

Swift, swift, a. Moving far in a short time, 
quick, fleet, speedy, nimble ; ready.

Swift, swift, s. A bird like a swallow, a mar
tinet ; the current of a stream.

Swiftly, swlft-lA, ad. Fleetly, rapidly, nimbly. 
Swiftness, swift-nAs, s. Speed, nimbleness, 

rapidity, quickness, velocity, celerity.
To Swig, swig, v.n. To drink by large draughts. 
To Swill, swill, v. a. To drink luxuriously 

and grossly; to wash, to drench, to inebriate.
Swill, swill, 5. Drink luxuriously poured 

down.
SwiLLER, swll-lur, s. 98. A luxurious drinker. 
To Swjm, swim, v. n. Pret. Swam, Sworn. or 

Swam. To float on the water, not to sink; to move 
progressively in the water by the motion of the limbs; 
to be conveyed by the stream ; to glide along with 
a smooth or dizzy motion; to be dizzy, to be vertigi
nous ; to be floated; to have abundance of any qua
lity, to flow.

To Swim, swim, v. a. To pass by swimming. 
Swim, swim, s. The bladder of fishes by which 

they are supported in the water.
Swimmer, swlm-m&r, s. 98. One who swims; 

the protuberance in the legs of a horse resembling 
a piece of hard dry horn.

Swimmingly, swim-ming-le, ad. Smoothly 
without obstruction.

To Swindle, swin-dl, v. a. 405. To cheat un
der the pretence of trading or trafflekiag.

This word has been in very general use for near 
twenty years, and has not yet found its way into any of 
our Dictionaries.

From the recent introduction of this word, one should 
be led to believe, that this country was, till lately, 
a stranger to this species of fraud ; but that it should be 
imported to us by so honest a people as the Germans, is 
still more surprising. That a language is the map of the 
science and manners of the people who speak it, will 
scarcely be questioned by those who consider the origin 
and progress of the human understanding ; and if so, it 
is impossible that the manners should not influence the 
language, and that the language should not correspond 
to the manners. From this reasoning therefore we may 
conclude, that the faith of traifick was more sacred in 
England than in Germany, though Germany might in 
other respects be less vicious than England.
Swine, swine, s. A hog, a pig, a sow. 
Swinebbead, swine^brid, s. A kind of plant; 

truffles.
Swineherd, swlne^hArd, s. A keeper of hogs.

IO* This word, in the north of England, is pronounced 
iwinnard; and shows the tendency of cur language to 
shorten the simple in the compound.—See Principles, 
No. 515.
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Swinepipe, swlne-plpe, s. A bird of the thrush 
kind. z

To Swing, swing, v. n. 410. To wave to and 
fro hanging loosely ; to fly backward and forward on 
a rope.

To Swing, swing, v. a-. Pret. Swang, Swung. 
To make to play loosely on a string; to whirl round 
in the air, to wavp loosely.

Swing, swing, s. Motion of any thing hang
ing loosely ; a line on which any thing hangs loose ; 
influence or power of a body put in motion; course, 
unrestrained liberty ; unrestrained tendency.

To Swinge, swlnje, v. a. To whip, to basti
nade, to punish ; to move as a lash.

Swingebuckler, swlnje-buk-lur, s. A bully, 
a man who pretends to feats of arms. An old cant 
word.

Swinger, swing-ur, s. 98. He who swings, 
a hurler.

Swinging, swinging, a. Great, huge. 
SwiNGlNGLY, swln-jing-le, ad. Vastly, greatly. 
Swinish, swl-nlsh, a. Befitting swine, resem

bling swine, gross.
To Swink, swingk, v. a. To overlabour. Ob

solete.
Switch, swltsh, s. A small flexible twig. 
To Switch, swltsh, v. a. To lash, to jerk. 
Swivel, swlv-vl, s. 102. Something fixed in 

another body so as to turn round in it.
SwOBBER, swdb-b&r, s. A sweeper of the deck. 

Four privileged cards that are only incidentally used 
in betting at the game of whist-—See Swabber.

SwoLN’1£ fiw<^ln, 103. The part. pass, of Swell. 

Smqm, swdm. The pret. of Swim. Obsolete, 
Swam supplying its place.

To Swoon, swoon, v. n. 415. To suffer a 
suspension of thought and sensation, to faint-

$3^ This word should be carefully distinguished in the 
pronunciation from soon : the w, as Mr. Nares justly ob
serves, is effective, and should be heard. It would have 
been beneath a Dictionary of the least credit to take no
tice of a vulgar pronunciation of this word as if written 
sound, if it had not been adopted by one of our ortlioepists. 
The same observation holds good of the following word, 
which must not be pronounced exactly like soon. 
Swoon, swdSn, s. A lipothymy, a fainting fit. 
To SWOOP, sw6op, v. a. 306. To fall at once 

as a hawk upon its prey; to prey upon, to catch up.
Swoop, swoop, s. Fall of a bird of prey upon 

his quarry.
To Swop, swop, v. a. To change, to exchange 

one thing for another.
Sword, sord, s. 475. A weapon used either 

in cutting or thrusting, the usual weapon of fight
ing hand to hand ; destruction by war; vetigean of 
justice ; emblem of authority.

SwORDED, sdrd^d, a. Girt with a sword. 
SwORDER, sdrd-ur, s. 93. A cut-throat, a sol

dier. Obsolete.
Swordfish, sdrd-flsh, s. A fish with a long 

sharp bone issuing from his head.
Swordgrass, sdrd-gras, s. A kind of sedge, 

glader.
Swordknot, sArd-not, s. Riband tied io the 

hilt of a sword.
Swordlaw, sdrd-l&w, s. Violence. 
Swordman, sdrd-min, s. Soldier, fighting man.

I see no good reason why we should not write and 
pronounce fwordsman and gownsman rather than sword
man and gownman, though Johnson produces his authori
ties for the latter orthography from good authors. The 
s seems to have intervened naturally between the mute 
and the liquid to facilitate the pronunciation, as in states
man, sportsman, huntsman, and sometimes between the 
two liquids, as townsman, salesman, &c. But l)r. John
son’s sense of the word swordman, meaning a man of the 
profession ot the sword, or a soldier, is now obsoleu • 
we now never hear the word but as signifying a man ex 
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pert in the use of the sword ; and in this sense he is aL
' ways called a swordsman.

Swordplayer, sord-pla-fir, s. A gladiator, a 
fencer.

Swore, swore. The pret. of Swear.
Sworn, sworn. The part. pass, of Swear.
Swum, swQm. Pret. and part. pass, of Swim.
Swung, swfing, 410. Pret. and part, pass, of 

Swing.
Sybarite, sib-A-rite, s. 156. An inhabitant of 

Sybaris, a once powerful city of Calabria, whose in
habitants were proverbially effeminate and luxurious; 
one of whom is said to have been unable to sleep all 
night, because the bed of roses on which he lay, had 
one of its leaves doubled under him.

Sycamore, sik-i-more, s. A tree.
Sycophant, sik-d-fint, s. A flatterer, a para

site.
Sycophantic , sik-d-f&n-tlk, a. Flattering, 

parasitical.
Syllabical, sil-l&b-e-k&l, a. Relating to syl

lables, consisting of syllables.
SYLLABICALLY, sil-lib-d-kll-d, ad. In a syl

labical manner.
Syllabic , sil-lib-Ik, a. 509. Relating to syl

lables.
Syllable, sil-li-bl, a. 405. As much of a word 

as is uttered by the help of one vowel or one articu
lation ; any thing proverbially concise.

To Syllable. sli-H-bl, v. a. To utter, to pro
nounce, to articulate.

Syllabub, sll-la-b&b, s. Milk and acid. Pro
perly Sillabub, which see.

Syllabus, sil-lA-bus, s. An abstract, a com
pendium containing the heads of a discourse.

Syllogism, sll-ld-jizm. s. An argument com
posed of three propositions.

Syllogistical, sil-lo-jis-te-kal, ? ,, , .Syllogistic , sll-lfi-j&t’ik, 509. C Rv’at,ng 
to a syllogism, consisting of a syllogism.

Syllogisticai.ly, sil-16-jis-te-kal-e, ad. In 
the form of a syllogism.

To Syllogize, sll-ld-jize, v. n. To reason by 
syllogism.

Sylvan, sil-vAn, a. 88. Woody, shady.
Sylvan, sll-vin, s. A wood god, a satyr.
SYMBOL, slm-bul, s. 166. Au abstract, a com

pendium, a comprehensive form ; a type, that which 
comprehends iu its figure a representation of some
thing else.

Symbolical, slm-bdl-d-k&l, a. 509. Represen
tative, typical, expressing by signs.

Symbolically, slm-b61Q-kil-4, ad. Typically, 
by representation.

Symbolization, sim-b51-e-za'sh&n, s. The act 
of symbolizing, representation, resemblance.

To Symbolize, slm-bo-lize, v. n. 170. To have 
something in common with another by representative 
qualities.

To Symbolize, sun'-bo-lize, v. a. To make re
presentative of something.

Symmetrical, slm-meiUr A-kll, a. Proper- 
tionate, having parts well adapted to each other.

SYMMETRIST, slm-md-trist, s. One very stu
dious or observant of proportion.

To Symmetrize, slm-md-trlzc, v. a. To 1 ring 
to symmetry.

Symmetry, slm-md-tre, s. Adaptation of parts 
to each other, proportion, harmony, agreement of one 
part to another.

Sympathetical, slm-pi-Mdt^-kdl, )
Sympathetick, slm-pi-Mdt-Ik, ) ‘

Having mutual sensation, being affected by what hap
pens to the other.

Sympathetically', sim-pi-Mdt-d-kM-e, ad. 
509. With sympathy, in consequence of sympathy.

To Sympathize, slnS-yS-tAlze, v. n. To feel
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with another, to feci in consequence of what another 
feels ; to feel mutually.

Sympathy, shn-pA-MA, s. Fellow feeling, mu
tual sensibility; the quality of being affected by the 
affection of another.

Symphonious, slm-fd-nA-&s, a. Harmonious, 
agreeing in sound.

Symphony, sim-f6-n£, s. 170. Concert of in- 
struments, harmony of mingled sounds.

Symphysis, slm-fe-sls, s. Symphysis, in its ori
ginal signification, denotes a connascency, or growing 
together; and perhaps is meant of those bones which 
in young children are distinct, but after some years 
consolidate and grow into one bone.

dYMPOSiAC , slm-pc^zhA-Ak, a. 451. Relating 
to merry-making.

Symposium, slm-p6-zhd-um, s. Latin. A feast, 
a merry-making, a drinking together.

Symptom, slm-t&m, s. 166. 412. Something 
that happens concurrently with something else, not 
as the original cause, nor as the necessary effect; a 
sign, a token.

Symptomattcal, sim-td-mAt-tA-kAl, 509. ) 
Symptomatic , slm-t6-mAt-t1k, f a*

Happening concurrently or occasionally.
Symptomatically, s1m-t6-mAt-tA-kAl-A, ad. 

In the nature of a symptom.
Synagogue. sln-A-g&g, s. 338. An assembly 

of the Jews to worship.
Synalepha, sln-A-lA-fA, s. 92. A contraction 

or excision of a syllable in a Latin verse, by joining 
together two vowels in the scanning or cutting oft’the 
ending vowel.

Synarchy, sln-Ar-kA, s. Joint sovereignty. 
Synarthrosis, sln-Ar-thrA^sIs, $. A close con

junction of two bones.
Synchronal, slng-kr&-nAl, s. That which hap

pens at the same time, or belongs to the same time, 
with another thing.

Synchronical, sin-kr5n^A-kAl, a. Happening 
together at the same time.

Synchronism, slng-kri-nlzm, s. 408. Con
currence of events, happening at the same time.

To Synchronize, slng-krd-nize, v. n. To 
concur at the same time ; to agree in regard to the 
same time.

Synchronous, slng-krA-n&s, a. Happening at 
the same time.

Syncope, sIng-k6-pA, s. 96. 408. Fainting 
fit; contraction of a word by cutting off* part.

Syncopist, slng-k6-pist, s. Contractor of words. | 
Syncratism, sing-krA-tiwn, s. A junction of ! 
' two against a third power.

Syndic , sin-dik, a. A kind of chief magis- . 
trate; a curator.

Syndrome, sln-drA-mA, a. 96. Concurrent 
action, concurrence.

Synecdoche, sA-nAk-dA-ke, s. 352. 96. A 
figure by which part is taken for the whole, or the 
whole for part

Synecfhonesis, sl-nJk-fi-n^-sis, i. A contrac- 
tion of two syllables into one.

Synergistic , sin-Ar-jis-tlk, a. Co-operating. 
SYNOD, sln-nJid, s. 166. An assembly, par

ticularly of.ccclesiasticlu; conjunction of the heavenly 
bodies.

A plain English speaker would always pronounce 
they In this word long ; nor is it pronounced short by 
the more informed speaker, because the y is short in 

but because we always pronounce it so in the 
Latin word. See Principles, No. 544.
Synodal, sln-nd-dAl, 
Synodical, sA-n&W-kAl, > a.
Synodic , 9A-n5cWk, 509. )

Relating to a synod, transacted in a synod; reckoned 
from one conjunction with the sun to another..

Synodal, sln-n5-dAI, s. Money paid anciently 
to the bkhop, Ac. at Easter visitation.
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SYNODICALLY, se-ndd-A-kAl-e, ad. By the au
thority of a synod or publick assembly.

SYNONYMA, sA-ndn'ne-ma, s. 92. Names which 
signify the same thing.

Synonymal, s4-ndnine-mal, a. Synonymous. 
Synonyme, sln-A-nlm, s. A word of the same 

meaning as some other word.
To Synonymise, sA-ndn-nA-mize, v. a. To 

express the same thing in different words.
Synonymous, sA-ndn-nA-tn&s, a. Expressing 

the same thing by different words.
Synonymy, se-ndn-nd-md, s. The quality of 

expressing by different words the same thing.—See 
Metonymy.

Synopsis, sd-n&p^sls, s. A general view, all the 
parts brought under one view.

Synoptical, sd-nip-td-kAl, a. Affording a 
view of many parts at once.

Syntactical, sln-tAk-td-kAl, a. Conjoined, 
fitted to each other; relating to the construction of 
speech.

Syntax, sin-tAks, > ,Syntaxb, .In-tAWl., J ’• A s?stcm' a num- 
ber of things joined together; that part of grammar 
which teaches the construction of words.

Synteresis, sln-tAr-rA-sls, s. A remorse of 
conscience.

Synthesis, sln-Md^sls, i. The act of joining, 
opposed to analysis.

Synthetical, sln-fAdtitd-kAi,) « . . .
Synthetic , sln-Mdt-lk, 509. f a' ConJoinin8» 

coin|>ouiiding( forming composition.
Syphon, si-fun, s. 166. A tube, a pipe. 
Syriac , sdr-rd-Ak, a. Spoken in old Syria. 
Syriac , sdr-rd-Ak, s. The Syriack language. 
Syringe, slr-Inje, a. 184. A pipe through 

which any liquor is squirted.
To Syringe, slr-Inje, v. a. To spout by a 

syringe; to wash with a syringe.
SyringotOMY, slr-lng-gdt-td-md, a. The act 

or practice of cutting fistulas or hollow sores.
SYRTIS, slr-tls, s. 184. A quicksand, a bog. 
System, sIs^tAm, s. Any complexure or com- 
e bination of many things acting together; a scheme 

which reduces many things to regular dependence or 
co-operation ; a scheme which unites many things in 
order.

Systematical, sls-td-mAt-td-kAl, a. Methodi
cal, written or formed with regular subordination of 
one part to another.

Systematically, sIs-td-mAt-td-kAl-d, ad. 509. 
In form of a system.

To Systematize, s1s-tdm-A-tlze, v. a. To re
duce to a system.

1 have met with this word no where but in Mason s 
Supplement to Johnson, and there I find It accented in 
a different way from what I have always heard it in con
versation. In those circles which I have frequented, 
the accent has been placed on the first syllable; and ir 
we survey the words of this termination, we shall nna 
that saw is added to every word without altering the 
place of the accent; and that consequently systematu* 
ought to have the accent on the first syllable. 1 his rea
soning is specious; but when we consider that this word 
is not formed from the English word system, but from 
the Greek r-jrrr,^, or the latter Latin system a, we shall 
find that the accent is very properly placed on the second 
syllable according to the general rule. If we place the 
accent on the first, we ought to spell the word systemne* 
and then it would be analogically pronounced; but as 
our best writers and speakers have formed the word on 
the Greek and Latin plan, it ought to be written and 
pronounced as Mr. Mason has given it 
Systematise sls-tdm-mA-tlst, ) n 
SyJTEMATIZER, sIs-tAm-mA-tl-zfir, J ** n 

who reduces things to any kind of system.
System-maker, sis^tAm-mA-kiir, j. One who 

forms systems.
System-monger, sls^tdm-mimg-g&r, s. One 

I fond of framing systems.
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Systole, sls^to-14, ». 96. In Anatomy, the r 
contraction of the heart; in Grammar, the shortening I 
of a long syllable.

j. abard, tAb^Ard, s. A short gown; a her
ald’s coat

Tabby, tAb-bA, i. A kind of waved silk. 
Tabby, tAU-bA, a. Brinded, brindled.
To Tabby, tAb-bA, v. a. To pass stuff under a 

calender to make the representation of waves thereon, 
as on a tabby.

Tabefaction, tAb-A-fAk-sh&n, s. The act of 
wasting away.

To TabeFY, tAb-A-fl, v. n. To waste, to be ex
tenuated by disease.

Tabernacle, tAb^Ar-nA-kl, s. 405. A tempo
rary habitation, a casual dwelling; a sacred place, a 
place of worship.

To Tabernacle, tAb^Ar-nA-kl, v. n. To en
shrine, to house.

Tabid, tAb-Id, a. 544. Wasted by disease, con
sumptive.

Buchanan is the only orthoepist that has this word 
who pronounces the a long. This is indulging the genius 
of our own pronunciation in dissyllables of this form ; 
but as we pronounce the a short in tabidus, though long 
in Latin, we carry this wroDg pronunciation into our own 
language.
Tabidness, tAb-id-nAs, s. Consumptiveness, 

state of being wasted by disease.
Tablature, tAb-1 A-tiire, s. 463. Painting on 

walls or ceilings.
Table, ta-bl, s. 405. Any flat or level sur

face; a horizontal surface raised above the ground, 
used for meals and other purposes; the persons sitting 
at table: the fare or entertainment itself, as, he keep* 
a good Table; a Table, a surface on which any thing 
is written or engraved ; an index, a collection of heads, 
a synopsis, many particulars brought into one view; 
draughts, small pieces of wood shifted on squares; to 
turn the Tables, to change the condition or fortune 
of two contending parties.

To Table, ta-bl, v. a. To make into a cata
logue, to set down. Obsolete.

Table-bed, ta'bl-bM, s. A bed of the figure 
of a table.

Table-beer, ta-bl-bWr,' s. Beer used at 
victuals, small beer.

Table-book, tA-bl-bSdk, s. A book on which 
any thing is graved or written without ink.

Table-cloth, ta-bl-kl&A, s. Linen spread on 
a table.

Tabler, ta-bl-iir, $. 98. One who boards.
Table-talk, ta-bl-tAwk, s. Conversation at 

meals or entertainments.
Tablet, tAb-lAt, 5. A small level surface; a 

surface written on or painted.
Tabouu, ta-bfir, ». 314. A small drum, a 

drum beaten with one stick to accompany a pipe.
Tabourer, ta-bfir-fir, s. 98. One who beats 

the tabour.
Tabouret, tlbl&r-et, s. A small drum or ta- 

bour.
Tabourine, tJb-fir-Wn's. 142. A tabour, a 

small drum.
Tabret, tAb-rgt, j. a tabour.
Tabular, tib-h-lir, a. Set down in the form 

of tables or synopsis, formed in lamine; set in squares.
To Tabulate, tAb-ti-late, ». a. To reduce to 

tables or synopsis.
Tabulated, tAb^u-lA-tAd, a. Having a flat 

surface.
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Tache, tAtsb, s. Any thing taken hold of, a 
catch, a loop, a button.

Tacit, tAs-It, a. 544. Silent, implied, not ex
pressed by words.

Tacitly, tAs-it-lA, ad. Silentlv, without oral 
expression.

Taciturn, tAs-A-t&rn, a. Silent, uttering little. 
Taciturnity, tAs-A-tfiri-nA-tA, $. Habitual si

lence.
To Tack, tAk, v. a. To fasten to any thing; 

to join, to write, to stitch together.
To Tack, tAk, v. n. To turn a ship.
Tack, tAk, s. A small nail; the act of turn

ing ships at sea; to bold Tack, to last, to hold out
Tackle, tAk-kl, s. 405. Instruments of ac

tion ; the ropes of a ship.
Tackled, tAk-kld, a. 359. Made of ropes 

tacked together.
Tackling, tAk-ling, s. 410. Furniture of the 

mast; instruments of action.
Tactical, tAk-ti-kAI, 1 i>„i..:„Tactic , tlkklk, f a' S09‘ Relat,nS to 

the art of ranging a battle.
Tactician, tAk-tlsh-An, s. One skilled in 

tacticks.
Tacticks, tAk-tlks, s. The art of ranging men 

in the field of battle.
Tactile, tAk-tll, a. 140. Susceptible of touch. 
Tactility, tAk-til-A-tA, s. Perceptibility by 

the touch.
Taction, tAk-shhn, s. The act of touching.
Tadpole, tAd-pdle, s. A young shapeless frog 

or toad, consisting only of a body and a ti'.l.
Ta’en, tane. The poetical contraction of 

Taken.
Taffeta, tAfcfA-tA, s. A thin silk.
Tag, tAg, s. A point of metal put to the end 

of a string ; any thing paltry and mean.
Tag-Rag, tAg-rAg,s. Composed of tag and rag; 

people of the lowest degree.
To Tag, tAg, v. a. To fit any thing with an 

end, as, to Tag a lace; to append one thing to another; 
to join, this is properly to tack.

Tagtail, tAg-tale, s. A worm which has the 
tail of another colour.

Tail, tale, s. 202. That which terminates the 
animal behind, the continuation of the vertebra of the 
back hanging loose behind; the lower part; any thing 
hanging long, a cat-kin; the hinder part of any thing; 
to turn 1 ail, to fly, to run away,

Tailed, tald, a. 3.59. Furnished with a tail. 
Taille, tale, s. A limited estate, an entail.
Tailor, ta-l&r, s. 166. One whose business 

is to make clothes.
To Taint, tant, t>. a. 202. To imbue or im

pregnate with any thing ; to stain, to sully ; to infect; 
to corrupt; a corrupt contraction of Attaint.

To Taint, tant, v. n. To be infected, to be 
touched.

Taint, tant, s. A tincture, a stain; an insect; 
infection ; a spot, a soil, a blemish.

Taintless, tant-lAs, a. Free from infection. 
Tainture, tane-tshhre, s. 461. Taint, tinge, 

defilement.
To Take, take, v. a. Pret. Took. Part. pass. 

Taken, sometimes Took. To receive what is offered; 
to seize what is not giver.; to receive; to receive with 
good or ill-will; to lay hold on, to catch by surprise 
or artifice; to snatch, to seize; to make prisoner; to 
captivate with pleasure, to delight, to engage; to un
derstand in any particular sense or manner ; to use, 
to employ; to admit any thing bad from without; to 
turn to, to practise; to close in with, to comply with; 
to form, to fix; to catch in the hand, to seize; to 
receive into the mind ; to go into; to swallow as a me
dicine ; to choose one or more; to copy; to convey 
to carry, to transport; to fasten on, to seize; not to 
refuse, to accept: to admit: to endure, to bear; ie
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leap, to jump aver; to assume ; to allow, to admit; 
to suppose, to receive in thought, to entertain in 
opinion; to hire, to rent; to engage in, to be active 
in ; to admit in copulation ; to use as an oath or ex
cession ; to seize as a disease; to Take away, to de
prive of ; to set a«ide, to remove j to Take care, to be 
careful, to be solicitous for, tn superintend ; to Take 
course, to have recourse tn measures ; to Take down, 
to crush, to reduce, to suppress; to swallow, to take 
by the mouth ; to take from, to derogate, to detract, 
to deprive of; to Take heed, to be cautious, to be
ware ; to Take heed to, to attend; to Take in, to com
prise, to comprehend; to admit; to win ; to receive; 
to receive mentally; to Take oath, to swear; to Take 
off, to invalidate, to destroy, to remove; to withhold, 
to withdraw; to swallow; to purchase; to copy ; to 
find place for; to remove; to Take order with, to 
check, to take course with • to Take out, to remove 
from within any place; to Take part, to 6hare; to 
Take place, to prevail, to have effect; to Take up, to 
borrow upon credit or interest; to be ready for, to en
gage with ; to apply to the use of; to begin : to fasten 
with a ligature passed under; to eDgross: to engage; 
to have final recourse to ; to seize, to catch, to arrest; 
to admit; to answer by reproving, to reprimand ; co 
begin where the former left off; to lift; to occupy; to 
accommodate, to adjust; to comprise, to adopt, to 
assume, to collect, to exact a tax ; to take upon, to 
appropriate to; to assume; to admit, to be imputed 
to; to assume, to claim authority ; to catch, to fix , to 
Take in, to enclose; to lessen, to contract, as, he 
Took in his sails; to cheat, to gull; to Take in hand, 
to undertake.

Ta Take, take, v. n. To direct the course ; 
to have a tendency to ; toplease, to gain reception; 
to have the intended or natural effect; to Take after, 
to learn of, to resemble, to imitate ; to Take in with, 
to resort to; to Take on, to be violently affected ; to 
grieve, to pine ; to Take to, to apply to, to be fond 
of, to betake to, to have recourse; to Take up, to 
stop; to reform; to Take up with, to be contented 
with; to lodge, to dwell; to Take with, to please.

Taken, ta-kn, 103. The part. pass, of Take, 
Taker, ta-kftr, s. 98. £Ie who takes.
Taking, ta'king, s. 410. Seizure, distress of 

mind.
Tale, tale, s. A narrative, a story ; oral re

lation ; number reckoned; reckoning, numeral ac
count ; information, disclosure of any thing secret.

Talebearer, tale^-bi-r&r, s. One who gives 
officious or malignant intelligence.

Talebearing, tAle'ba-ring, s. The act of in
forming.

Talent, tiK&nt, s. 544. A Talent signified 
so much weight, or a sum of money, the value differ
ing according to the different ages and countries; 
faculty, power, gift of nature; quality, nature.

Talisman, til-lz-min, s. 88» A magical cha
racter.

Taltsmanic , til-lz-min-lk, a. 509. Magical.
To Talk, tawk, v. n. 84. To speak in conver

sation, to speak fluently and familiarly ; to prattle, to 
speak impertinently; to give account; to speak, to 
reason, to confer.

Talk, tiwk, v. Oral conversation, fluent and 
familiar speech ; report, rumour; subject of discourse.

Talk, or Talc, tilk, s. Stones composed of 
plates generally parallel, and flexible, and clastick.

Talkative, tawk-1-tlv, a. Full of prate, 
loquacious.

Talkativeness, tawk-i-tiv-n^s, $. Loquacity, 
garrulity.

Talker, tawk-hr, s. 98. One who talks; 
a loquacious person, a prattler; a boaster, a bragging 
fellow.

Tai.KY, tawk-£, a. Consisting of talk.
Tali., tall, a. 84. High in stature; lofty, 

sturdy, lusty.
Tallage, til-lldje, r. 90. Impost, excise.
Tallow, til-ld, s- 85. The grease or fat of an 

animal, suet
Tallowchandler, til-ld-tshind-lir, s. One 

who makes tallow candles.
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Tally, tal-li, s. A stick notched or cut in 
conformity to another stick; any thing made to suit 
another.

To Tally, til-14, v. a. To fit, to suit, to cut 
out for any thing.

To Tally, til-1^, v. n. To be fitted, to con
form, to be suitable.

Thai mud ( s‘ The book containing
the Jewish traditions, the rabbinical constitutions and 
explications of tbe law.

Talness, till-n^s, s. 84.406. Height of stature, 
procerity.

IO* This word, by losing an Z, is, if we pronounce it 
according to the orthography, deprived of its sound; 
the first syllable, according to this spelling, ought un
doubtedly to be pronounced like the first of taZ-Zow, 
which sufficiently shows the necessity of spelling it with 
double Z.
Talon, til-&n, s. 166. 544. The claw of a 

bird of prey.
Tamarind, tim-mi-rlnd, s. A tree, the fruit. 
Tamarisk, tim-mi-rlsk, s. A tree.
Tambarine, tim-bi-r££n' s, 112. A tabour, 

a small drum.
Tame, tame, a. Not wild, domestick ; crushed, 

subdued, depressed, spiritless, unanimated.
To Tame, time, v. n. To reduce from wild

ness, to reclaim, to make gentle; to subdue, to crush, 
to depress, to conquer.

Tameable, ta-mi-bl, a. 405. Susceptive of 
taming.

Tamely, tame'l£, ad. Not wildly, meanly, 
spiritlessly.

Tameness, time-n&s, s. The quality of being 
tame, not wildness; want of spirit, timidity.

Tamer, ta-mftr, $. 98. Conqueror, subduer. 
To Tamper, tim-p&r, v. a. 98. To be busy 

with physick; to meddle, to have to do without fitness 
or necessity; to deal, to practise with.

To Tan, tin, v. a. To impregnate or imbue 
with bar ; to imbrown with the sun.

Tang, ting, s. 408. A strong taste, a taste 
left in the mouth ; relish, taste; something that leaves 
a sting or pain behind it; sound, tune.

Ta Tang, ting, v. n. To ring with.
Tangent, tan-jent, s. Is a right line per. 

pendicularly raised on the extremity of a radius, which 
touches a circle so as not to cut it.

Tangibility, tAn-jA-bll-A-t^, The quality 
of being perceived by the touch.

Tangible, lan-ji-bl, a. 405. Perceptible by 
the touch.

7b Tangle, ting-gl, v. a. 405. To implicate, 
to knit together; to insnare, to entrap; to embroil, 
to embarrass.

7b Tangle, ting-gl, v. n. To be entangled. 
Tangle, ting-gl, s, A knot of things mingled 

one in another.
Tank, tingk, ,. 408. A large cistern or basin. 

Obsolete.
j Tankard, tingk'&rd, s. 88. A large vessel 

with a cover, for strong drink.
Tanner, tAn-nhr, s. 98. One whose trade is to 

tan leather.
Tansy, tinizA, s. 438. A plant.

; Tantalism, tAn-tA-llzm, s. A punishment like 
that of Tantalus.

To Tantalize, tAn'tA-llze, t>. a. To torment 
by the show of pleasures which cannot be reached.

Tantling, tint-ling, s. 410. One seized with 
hopes of pleasure unattainable. Obsolete.

Tantamount, tin-ti-m6&nt, a. Equivalent.
To Tap, tip, t>. a. To touch lightly, to strike 

gently; to pierce a vessel, to broach a vessel.
Tap, tip, s. A gentle blow; a pipe at whi^h 

the liquor of a vessel is let out.
Tape, tape, s. A narrow fillet
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Taper, ta-pir, s. 76. 98. A wax candle, alight. 
Taper, ta-pir, a. Regularly narrowed front 

the bottom to the top, pyramidal, conical.
To Taper, ta-pir, v. n. To grow smaller. 
Taperness, ta-pur-nes, $. The state of being 

taper.
Tapestry, tAps-tr£, or tAp-Ss-tre, s. Cloth 

woven in regular figures.
Though the first is the more common, the last is 

the more correct pronunciation of this word. Accord
ingly all our orthocpists, who divide the words into syl
lables, but Mr. Sheridan, make this word a trisyllable. 
Taproot, tAp-riot, s. The principal stem of 

the root
Tapster, tAp-stir, s. One whose business is to 

draw beer in an alehouse.
Tar, tir, s. 77. 78. 81. Liquid pitch.
Tar, tAr, s. A sailor, a ludicrous term for a 

seaman.
To Tar, tlr, v. a. To smear over with tar ; 

to tease, to provoke.
Tarantula, tA-ran-tshii-lA, s. 461. An insect 

whose bite is cured only by musick.
TardatioN, tlr-da-shin, $. The act of hin

dering or delaying.
Tardily, tar-d^-li, nd. Slowly, sluggishly. 
Tardiness, tir-de-n^s, s. Slowness, sluggish

ness, unwillingness to action or motion.
Tardity, tAr-de-t^, ». Slowness, want of ve

locity.
Tardy. tlr-dA, a. Slow, not swift; sluggish, 

unwilling to action or motion ; dilatory, late, tedious. 
I'o Tardy, tar-de, v. a. To delay, to hinder. 
Tare, tare, s. A w eed that grows among corn. 
Tare, tare, s. A mercantile word denoting 

the weight of any thing containing a commodity, also 
the allowance made for it.

Tare, tare. Pret. of Tear.
Targe, tarje, s. A poetical word for Target, j 
Target, tar-git, s. 381. A kind of buckler or l 

shield borne on the left arm. I
Mr. Perry and Mr. Barclay, are the only orthoe- 

pists who make the g in this word soft; Mr. Sheridan, 
Mr. Scott, Mr. Nares, Dr. Kenrick, W. Johnston, 
Dyche, and that profound searcher into English sounds, 
Mr. Elphinston, make it hard, as in forget ; and if ety
mology be any rule, the Erse word an taargett is decided
ly in favour of this pronunciation ; for almost all our 
English words which have the g hard before e and i are 
of Erse or Saxon original. See Principles, No. 380. 381. 
Targetier, tir-git-teir,' s. One armed with 

a target.
Targum, tar-gitn. «. A paraphrase on Scrip- 

ture in the Chaldee language.
Tariff, tar-if, s. 81. A cartel of commerce. 
To Tarnish, tAr-nlsh, v. n. To sully, to soil, 

to make not bright.
To Tarnish, tAr-nlsh, v. n. To lose bright

ness.
Tarpawling, tAr-plwl-lng, s. Hempen cloth 

smeared with tar ; a sailor in contempt
Tarragon', tar-rl-gim, s. A plant called herb- 

dragon.
Tarriance, tAr-ri-Anse, s. Stay, delay, per

haps sojourn.
Tarrier, tir're-ur, j. A sort of small dog 

that hunts the fox or otter out of his hole. In this 
sense it ought to be written and pronounced Terrier* 
which see. One that tarries or stays.—See Harrier.

TaRRY. tir'ri, «. 82. Besmeared with tar.
To Tarry, tArQ, v. n. 81. To stay, to con

tinue in a place; to delay, to be long in coming.
Tarsel, tAr-sil, s. S9. A kind of hawk.
Tart, tart, a. Sour, acid, acidulated, sharp of 

taste ; sharp, keen, severe.
Tart, tArt, s. A small pie of fruit. 
Tabtane, tAr-tAn, s. A vessel much used in 
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the Mediterranean, with one mast and a three cor
nered sail.

Tartar, tiritir, s. Hell. Obsolete. Tartar 
is what sticks to wine casks, like a hard stone.

Tartarean, tAr-t.AM-An, a. Hellish.
Tartareous, tAr-ta-r4-&s, a. Consisting of 

tartar; hellish.
Tartarization, tAr-tir-i-za.-shin, s. The act 

of forming tartar.
To TarTARIZE, tAr'tAr-fze, v. a. To impreg

nate with tartar.
TartarOUS, tir-tlr-us, n. Containing tartar, 

consisting of tartar.
Tartish, tAr-tish, a. Somewhat tart.
Tartly, tlrt-U, nd. Sharply, sourly, with 

acidity; sharply, with poignancy, with severity ; with 
sourness of aspect

Tartness, tirt-nis, s. Sharpness, sourness, 
acidity; sourness of temper, poignancy of language.

Task, tAsk, s. 79. Something to be done im
posed by another ; employment, business; to take to 
Task, to reprove, to reprimand.

To Task, tAsk, v. a. To burden with some
thing to be done.

Tasker, tAsk-fcr, ) s. One who im-
Taskmaster, tAsk-mAs-tur, ( poses tasks. 
Tassel, tAs-sil, s. 102. An ornamental bunch 

of silk, or glittering substances.
Tasselled, tAs'silld, j. Adorned with tassels.
Tastaele, tast-A-bl, a. 405. That may he 

tasted, savoury.
To Taste, taste, v. a. To perceive and distin

guish by the palate ; to try by the mouth, to cat at 
least in a small quantity; to essay fu st; to feci, to 
have perception of; to relish intellectually, to approve.

To Taste, taste, v. n. To have a smack, to 
produce on the palate a particular sensation ; to dis
tinguish intellectually; to be tinctured, or receive 
some quality or character; to try the relish of any 
thing; to have perception of; to take enjoyment; to 
enjoy sparingly.

Taste, taste, s. The act of tasting, gustation; 
the sense by which the relish of any thing on the pa
late is perceived; the sensation which all things 
taken into the rnouth give particularly to the tongue; 
intellectual relish or discernment; an essay, a trial, 
an experiment; a small portion given as a specimen.

Tasted, tast'id, a. Having a particular felisli. 
Taster, t&st-ur, s. One who takes the firs* 

essay of food ; a dram cup.
Tasteful, tast-ful. a. High relished, savoury.
Tasteless, tast-les, a. Having no power ol 

perceiving taste; having no relish or power of stimu 
lating the palate; having no power of giving pleasure; 
insipid; having no intellectual gust

Tastelessness, taste-lis-nis, s. Insipidity 
want of relish ; want of perception of taste; want o 
intellectual relish.

Tasty, tast-i, a. Expressed or done so as to 
show intellectual relish, a modern word.

To Tattle, tlritir, v, a. fo tcar> t0 rend, to 
make ragged.

Tatter, tAt-tir, s. A rag, a fluttering rag.
Tatterdemalion, tAt-tur-de-mAl-y&n, ?. A 

ragged fellow. A low word.
To Tattle, tAt-tl, v. n. 405. To prate, to talk 

idly.
Tattle, tAt-tl, s. Prate, idle chat, trifling 

talk.
Tattler, tAt-tl-’tr, $. An idle talker, a prater.
Tattoo, tat-t6d( s. The beat of drum by 

which soldiers are warned to their quarters.
Tavern, tAv-urn, s. a house where wine is 

sold, and drinkers are entertained.
Tavern-keeper, tlribrn-kWp-ftr, 7 
Tavernman. ilv-im-mAn, ‘

| Trim keeps a tavern.
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Taught, tiwt, 213. 393. Pret. and part. pass. | 
of Teach.

To Taunt, tint, or tawnt, v. a. To reproach, 
to insult, to revile, to ridicule.

I have every orthoepist in the language against 
me in the preference I give to the first sound of this 
word, except Mr. Elphinston ; and his authority as an 
analogist outweighs every other. I see no good reason 
that this word >hould have the broad sound of a, and not 
aunt, haunt, flaunt, jaunt, and the proper name Saun
ders ; nor is mv ear much accustomed to hear it so pro
nounced.—See Saunter, Haunt, and Principles, No. 214. 
Taunt, tint, s. 214. Insult, scoff, reproach. 
TaunTER, tint-ur, s. 98. One who taunts, re

proaches, or insults.
Tauntingly, tint-ing-ld, ad. With insult, 

scoffingly, with contumely.
Tauricornous, tiw-rd-kor-n&s, a. Having 

horns like a bull
Taurus, tiw-r&z, $. The second sign in the

Zodiac .
Tautological, tiw-td-ldd-jd-kil, a. Repeat

ing the same thing.
Tautologist, tAw-tdl'lo-jlst, s. One who 

repeats the same thing over and over.
Tautology, taw-tdl-ld-jd, s. 518. Repetition 

of the same words, or of the same sense in different 
words.

Tautophony, tiw-tdf-6-nd, s. A successive 
repetition of the same sound.

JO* 1 have long wished to insert this word into my 
vocabulary, from a conviction of its utility in conversa
tion on the sounds of words, but was deterred for want 
of an authority from any of our Dictionaries, when, upon 
reading the very learned and ingenious Essay on the 
Prosodies of the Greek and Latin Languages, I found the 
word used in exactly that manner, which shows the pro
priety, and even necessity of adopting it. The learned 
author says, “ The most extraordinary tautophony which 
he [Eustathius} mentions, is that of the vowels i and »j, 
in the proper names of the goddesses’!^ andrH^sj ” On 
the Prosodies of the Greek and Latin languages. Print
ed for Robson, 179&
To Taw, taw, v. a. 219. To dress white lea

ther, commonly called Alum leather, in contradis
tinction from Tan leather, that which is dressed with 
bark.

Taw, taw, s. A marble to play with. 
Tawdriness, tAw-dr£-n£s, s. Tinsel finery, 

finery too ostentatious.
Tawdry, t£w-dr£, a. 219. Meanly showy, 

splendid without cost
Tawny, taw-n£, a. 219. Yellow, like things 

tanned.
Tax, taks, s. An impost, a tribute imposed, 

an excise, a tallage; charge, censure.
To Tax, tiks, v. a. To load with imposts; 

to charge, to censure, to accuse.
Taxable, tiks-A-bl, a. 405. That which may 

be taxed.
Taxation, tAks-a-sh&n, s. The act of loading 

with taxes, impost, tax ; accusation, scandal
TAXER, tiks-Cir, s. 98. He who taxes.
Tea, t£, s. 227. A Chinese plant, of which

the infusion has lately been much drunk in Europe.
To Teach, t^tsh, t>. ft. 352. Pret. and part, 

pass. TaugAl, sometimes Teached, which is now obso
lete. To instruct, to inform; to deliver any doctrine 
or art, or words to be learned; to show, to exhibit so 
as to impress upon the mind; to tell, to give intelli
gence.

To Teach, tetsh, v. n. 227. To perform the 
office of an instructor.

Teachable, tdtsh-l-bl, a. 405. Docile, sus- 
ceptive of instruction.

Teachableness, titsh-l-bl-nis, s. Docility, 
willingness to learn, capacity to learn.

Teacher, tetsh-ir, s. 98. One who teaches, 
an instructor, preceptor; a preacher, one who is to 
deliver doctrine to the people.

Tead. tede, s. A torch, a flambeau. Obsolete.
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Teague, t££g, s. 227. 33»7. A name of con
tempt used for an Irishman.

Teal, Ule, $. 227. A wild fowl.
Team, Ume, s. 227- A number of horses or 

oxen drawing at once the sarafc carriage; any number 
passing in a line.

Tear, t4re, s. 227. The water which violent 
passion forces from the eyes; any moisture trickling 
in drops.

Tear, tare, s. 73. 240. A rent, a fissure. See
Gill.

UO* The inconvenience of having two words of differ
ent significations, written alike, and pronounced differ
ently, is evident in this and the preceding word; and this 
inconvenience is, perhaps, greater than that where the 
orthography is different and the pronunciation the same. 
See Bowl.
To Tear, tare, t>. a. Pret. Tore; anciently 

Tare; part pass. Tom. To pull in pieces, to lacerate, 
to rend ; to laniate, to wound with any sharp point 
drawn along; to break by violence; to divide vio
lently, to scatter; to pull with violence, to drive 
violently; to take away by sudden violence.

To Tear, tare, t>. tu To fume, to rave, to rant 
turbulently.

Tearer, ta'r&r, s. 98. He who rends or tears- 
Tearfalling, t&re^f&l-llng, a. Tender, shed

ding tears.
Tearful, t&re-ful, a. Weeping, full of tears. 
Tearless, tere-l^s, a. Without tears.
To Tease, t£ze, v. a. 227. To comb or un

ravel wool or flax ; to 'cratch cloth in order to level 
the nap; to torment with importunity.

Teaser, te-z&r, s. 98. Any thing that torments
by incessant importunity.

Teat, t^te, $. 227. 232. The dug of a beast. 
Techily, t£tsh-e-l£, ad. Peevishly, fretfully, 

frowardly.
Techiness, t£tsh-£-n£s, s. Peevishness, fretful

ness.
Technical, t£k-n£-kal, a. 353. Belonging to 

arts; not in common or popular use.
Technically, t£k-n£-k&l-£, ad. In a technical 

manner.
Techy, t£tsh-£, a. 352. Peevish, fretful, ir

ritable.
Tectonic , tek-t6n-ik, a. 509. Pertaining 

to building.
7o Ted, t£d, t>. a. To lay grass newly mown 

in rows.
Tedder, t&d-dftr, s. A rope with which a 

horse is tied in the field, that he may not pasture too 
wide; any thing by which one is restrained.—See 
Tether.

Te deum, t£-de-&m, r. A hymn of the Church,
so called from the two first words of the Latin.

Tedious, t£'d£-As, or t^jWs, a. 293. 294.
Wearisome by continuance, troublesome, irksome; 
wearisome by prolixity; slow.

Tediously, t<&le-us-l^, or t£-j£-&s-l<*, rd. 294. 
In such a manner as to weary.

Tediousness, te-dd-us-n&s, or t&jd-&s-n3s. s. 
Wearisomeness by continuance; prolixity ; quality of 
wearying.

To Teem, t££m, v. n. 246. To bring young; 
to be pregnant, to engender young; to be full, to be 
charged as a breeding animal.

7’o Teem, t^em, v. a. To bring forth, to pro
duce; to pour.

Teemer, >. 98. One thatbrings young.
TeEMFUL, tWmiful, a. Pregnant, prolifick-° 
Teemless,a. Unfruitful, notprolifick. 
Teen, teen, r. Sorrow, grief. Obsolete.
Teens, t^enz. 5. The years reckoned by the

termination Teen, as Thirteen, Fourteen.
Teeth, teeM. 'Hie plural of Tooth.
Tegument, tig-6-m£nt, s. Cover, the outward 

part.
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Teil TREE, tAle^trii, x. Linden or lime tree. 
Teint, tint, x. Colour, touch of the pencil. 
Telegraph, t£W-grAf, x. An instrument that 

answers the end of writing by conveying intelligence 
to a distance through the means of signals.

Telescope, tAI-U-skdpe, x. A long glass by 
which distant objects are viewed.

Telescopical, t61-lA-skdptA-kAl, 
Telescopic t^l-l^-sk&p-lk,

Belonging to a telescope, seeing at a distance.
To Tell, tAll, u. a. Pret. and part pass. Told. 

To utter, to express, to speak ; to relate; to teach, to 
inform ; to discover, to betray; to count, to number; 
to make excuses.

To Tell, t&ll, v. n. To give an account, to 
make repoit.

1 ELLER, t&i-l&r, s. 98. One who tells or re
lates ; one who numbers ; a Teller is an officer of the 
Exchequer.

Telltale, t&l-tale, $. One who gives ma
licious information, one who carries officious intelli.

, gence.
Temerarious, t&m-£r-a-r£-fis, a. Rash, heady, 

careless, heedless.
Temerity, t£-m£r££-t&, 4. Rashness, unreason

able contempt of danger.
To Temper, t^m-p&r, v. a. 98. To mix so as 

that one part qualifies the other; to compound, to 
form by mixture; to mingle; to mingle together to 
a proper consistence; to accommodate, to modify; to 
soften, to mollify, to assuage, to sooth; to form 
metals to a proper degree of hardness.

Temper, t^m-p&r, Due mixture of contrary 
qualities; middle course, mean or medium; constitu
tion of body; disposition of mind; constitutional 
frame of mind; moderation; state to which metals 
are reduced.

Temperament, t&m-p3r-i-mAnt, 3 Constitu
tion, state with respert to the predominance of any 
quality^ medium, the mixture of opposites.

Temperamental, tem-p£r-i-in£nt-il, a. Con
stitutional.

Temperance, t^m-p^r-lnse, 3. 88. Modera
tion, opposed to gluttony and drunkenness; patience, 
calmness, sedateness, moderation of passion.

Temperate, t&m-per-ite, a. 91. Not excessive, 
moderate in degree of any quality; moderate in meat 
and drink; free from ardent passion.

Temperately, t&m-pdr-Ate-te, ad. Moderately, 
not excessively; calmly, without violence of passion ; 
without gluttony or luxury.

Temperateness, t£m-p£r-ate-n£s, 4. Freedom 
from excesses, mediocrity; calmness, coolness of mind.

Temperature, t^mip&r-i-ture, 4. Constitution 
of nature, degree of any qualities ; mediocrity, due 
balance of contrarieties; moderation, freedom from 
predominant passion.

Tempered, t^m-p&rd, a. 359. Disposed with 
regard to the passions.

Tempest, t£m-p£st, s. The utmost violence of 
the wind; any tumult, commotion, perturbation.

To Tempest, t&m-p&st, v. «. To disturb as by 
a tempest.

Tempest-beaten, t&n-pAst-b£-tn, a. Shattered 
with storms.

Tempest-tost, t&m-pSst-tdst, a. Driven about 
by storms.

Tempestivity, tSm-pSs-tlv^-U, 3. Seasonable
ness.

Tempestuous, t&m-pgs-tshii-is, a. 461. 
Stormy, turbulent.

Tempestuously, t&n-pes£tshu-{is-l£, ad. Tur- 
bulently, as in a tempest.

Tempestuousness, t£m-pg«£tshti-&s-Dgs, 4. 
State of being tempestuous.

Templar, tSm-plir, s. 88. A student in the law. 
Temple, t&n-pl, s. 405. A place appropriated 

to acts of religion ; buildings appropriated to the study 
of the law ; an ornamentalbuilding in a garden ; the 
upper part of the sides of the head.
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Temporal, t&m-pA-ril, 557. 170. Measured 
b' t me. not eternal: secular, npt ecclesiastical; not 
spiritual; placed at the temples.

Temporality, tim-pi-ril^-tA, j
Temporals, t£rn-p5rAiz, 

possessions, not ecclesiastick rights.
Temporally, t^m^-pd-rAI-d, ad, 

to this life.
TeMPQRALTY, t£in-pd-rll-t£, s. 170. ’ 

secular people, secular possessions.
Tempqraneous, tAm-pd-ra-n£- &3, a.

rary.
Temporariness, litn-pd-rA-ri-nfe, s. 

of being temporary.
Temporary, t£m-pd-rl-r£, a. 170. 

only for a limited time.
Tempoiuzation. t&n-pd-r^-zi-sb&n, 

act of complying with times and occasions-
To Temporize, tAm-pd-rize, n. To delay, 

to procrastinate; to comply with the times or occa
sions.

Temporizer, t&n-pd-rl-zar, 4. 98. One who 
complies with times or occasions, a trimmer.

To Tempt, temt, v. a. 412. To solicit to ill, 
to entice by presenting some pleasure or advantage to 
the mind; to provoke.

Temptable, t&m-ti-bl, a. Liable to tempta
tion ; obnoxious to bad influence.

Temptation, t&m-ta-sh&n, 4. The act of tempt
ing, solicitation to ill, enticement; the state of being 
tempted that which is offered to the mind as a mo. 
tlve to ill.

Tempter, tfim-thr, s. 98. One who solicits to 
ill, an enticer; the infernal solicitor to evil.

Temptingly, t&n-tlng-li, ad. So as to tempt 
or entice.

Temulency, t£m'6-l£n-sd, 3. Inebriation, in
toxication by liquor.

Temulent, t&m-h-lAnt, a. Drunken, intoxi
cated with strong liquor.

Ten, t&n, a. The decimal number, twice five. 
Tenable, t&n-i-bl, a. Such as may be main

tained against opposition, such as may be held agaiiwt 
attacks.

Jr*?’ The quantity of e in the first syllable of this word, 
andits relatives tenet, tenor, and tenure, 1b one of the 
most puzzling difficulties of pronunciation. How dif
ferently this letter is pronounced by different speakers,

| 3. Secular

With respect 

The laity, 

Teinpo- 

The state

Lasting 

Thes.

maybe gathered from a view of those oi IhoUpUls who 
have marked the quantity of the vowels :

Sheridan,...... ....... linable, tenet, tenor, tenure
Kenrick,.............. » tenable, tenet, tenor, tenure
Nares,..................» tenable, —— tenor, tenure.
Ash, .................. <» tenable, tenet, tenor, tenure.
Scott,............ ....... tenable, tenet, tenor, tenure.
Entick,.................  tenable, tenet, tenor, tenure.
Ferry, .................. tenable, tenet, tenor, tenure.
W. Johnston, ......  tenable, tenet, tenor, tenure-
Bailey, .................   ■■ ■■ ■ ------ tenure.
Buchanan, ..........  tenable, ------- tenor, tenure.
Fry,^...................... tenable, tenet, tenor, tenure.

Elphin6ton,........... .......... - -■■■ tenor. _____
From this survey of our Dictionaries we find (hem uni

form only in the word tenor- They are nearly equally 
divided on the word tenet; and if similitude were to de
cide, it would be clearly in favour of the short vowel, in 
this word, as well as in tenor. They are both Latin 
words, and both have the vowel short in the original. 
This, however, is no reason with those who understand 
the analogy of English pronunciation, (for tremor, 
minor, &c. have the first vowel short in Latin) 594 ; but 
it sufficiently shows the partiality of the car to the short 
vowel in words of this form, as is evident in the word 
tenant. The word tenable seems rather derived from 
the French tenable than the Latin teneo, and, being of a 
different form, comes under a different analogy. The 
termination able, though derived from the Latin dbtlzi, 
is frequently annexed to mere English words, as plea, 
surable, pasturable, Ac. and therefore makes no altera
tion in the accent or quantity of the word to which it is 
subjoined, 501. But as tenable must be considered as 
a simple in our language, the shortening power of the 
antepenultimate accent alone seems to determine the
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quantity of the first syllable of this word, which, like 
gelable, probable, 8ic. has the short quantity of the ori
ginal Latin to plead ; a plea which seems to hart some 
weight in words of this termination, where the ante
penultimate accent appears to have less influence than 
tn most of the other classes of words.—See Placable. 
The word tenure seems inclined to lengthen the first 
rowel, in order to distinguish itself from tenor ; and as 
there are no good reasons for shortening it, this reason 
seems sufficient to turn the balance in its favour, even 
if it had not an analogy and such a weight of usage on 
its side.
Tenacious, tA-nA^sh&s, a. 357. Grasping hard, 

inclined to hold fast, not willing to let go ; retentive; 
having parts disposed to adhere to each other; cohe
sive.

Tenaciously, tA-na-shhs-lA, ad. With disposi
tion to hold fast

Tenaciousness, tA-na-sh&s-nAs, s. Unwilling
ness to quit, resign, or let go.

Tenacity, tA-n^U-A-te, s. Tenaciousness, vis
cosity, glutinousness, adhesion of one part to another.

Tenancy, tAn-An-sA, s Temporary possession 
of what belongs to another.

Tenant, tAn-Ant, s. One who holds of ano
ther, one who on certain conditions has temporary 
possessions, and uses the properties of another.—See 
Tenable.

To Tenant, tAn-Ant, v. a. 544. To hold on 
certain conditions.

Tenantable, tAn-Ant-A-bl, a. 405. Such as 
may be held by a tenant

Tenantless, tAn-Ant-lAs, a. Unoccupied, un
possessed.

Tenantry, tAn-Ant-rA, * Tenancy, a body of 
tenant? on an estate.

Tench, tAnsh, s. 352. A pond fish.
To Tend, tAnd, v. a. To watch, to guard, to 

accompany as an assistant or defender; to attend, to 
accomoany: to be attentive to.

To Tend, tAnd, v. n. To move towards a cer
tain point or place; to be directed to any end or pur
pose ; to contribute; to attend, to wait as dependant?.

Tendance. tAn-dAnse, s. 88. Attendance, state 
of expectation ; attendance, act of waiting; care, act 
of tending.

Tendence, tAn-dAnse, 
Tendency, tAn'dAn-sA,

course towards any place or object; direction or course 
towards any inference or result, drift.

Tender, tAn-d&r, a. 98. Soft, easily impressed 
or injured; sensible, easily pained, soon sore ; effemi
nate, emasculate, delicate r exciting kind concern , 
compassionate, anxious for another's good: suscep
tible of soft passions; amorous; expressive of the softer 
passions; gentle, mild, unwilling to pain; young, 
weak, as, Tender age.

To Tender, tAnM&r, v. a. To offer, to exhibit, 
to propose to acceptance; to hold, to esteem; to regard 
with kindness

Tender, tAn-d&r, s. Offer, proposal to ac
ceptance ; regard, kind concern. In this last sense not 
in use.

Tender-hearted, tAn-dhr-hArt^Ad, a. Of a 
soft compassionate disposition.

Tender-heartedness, tAn-d&r-hArtiAd-nAs, s. 
A compassionate disposition.

Tenderling, tAn-d&r-Hng, s. 410. The first 
horns of a deer; a fondling.

Tenderly, tAn-d&r-lA, ad. In a tender man
ner, mildly, gently, softly, kindly.

Tenderness, tAn-d&r-nAs, $. The state of being 
tender; susceptibility of impression ; state of being 
easily hurt, soreness; susceptibility of the softer pas
sions ; kind attention ; anxiety for the good of ano- 
ther; scrupulousness, caution ; soft pathos of expres- 
sion.

Tendinous, tAnMA-nfts, a. Sinewy, containing 
tendons, consisting of tendons.

Tendon, tAn-d6n, s. 166. A sinew, a ligature 
by which the joints are moved.
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Tendrill, t^n-drll, J. The clasp of a vine, or 
other climbing plant.

TENEBR1C0SE, t<5-n£b-r£-kdse,' ) a. 427. Dark, 
Tenebrious, ti-ne-briTus, f gloomy.
Tenebrosity, t^n-i-brfts^-td, «. Darkness, 

gloom.
Tenement, ten-s>in£nt, s. Any thing held by 

a tenant.
Tenerity, t<J-n£r-£-t£, s. Tenderness.
Tenesmus, ti-nfiz-mus, ». A needing to go to 

stool.
Tenet, ten-nit, s. 99. It is sometimes written 

Teneni; position, principle, opinion —See Tenable.
Tenfold, tAn-fAld, s. Ten times increased.
Tennis, tAn-nls, s. A play at which a ball is 

driven with a racket.
Tenon, tAn-nAn, $. The end of a timber cut to 

be fitted into another timber.
Tenouu, or Tenor, tAn-n&r, s. Continuity of 

state, constant mode, manner of continuity; sense 
contained, general course or drift; a sound iu musick. 
See Tenable.

Tense, tAnse, a. 431. Stretched, stiff, not lax.
Tense, tAnse, $• A variation of the verb to sig 

nify time.
Tenseness, tAnse-nAs, s. Contraction, tension, 

the contrary to laxity.
Tensible, ten'sA-bl, a. 405. Capable of being 

extended.
Tensile, tAn'sil, a. 140. Capable of extension. 
Tension, tAn'sh&n, j. The act of stretching, 

the 6tate of being stretched.
Tensive, tAn-slv, a. 158. 428. Giving a sen

sation of stiffhess or contraction.
Tensure, tAn-shhre, s. 461. The act of stretch

ing, or state of being stretched, the contrary to taxa
tion or laxity.

Tent, tAnt, s. A soldier’s moveable lodging 
place, commonly made of canvass extended upon poles; 
any temporary habitation, a pavilion ; a roll of lint put 
into a sore; a species of wine deeply red, chiefly from 
Gallicia in Spain.

To Tent, tent, v. n. To lodge as in a tent, to 
tabernacle.

To Tent, tAnt, v. a. To search as with a me
dical tent.

TentatiON, tAn-ta-sh&n, s. Trial, temptation. 
Tentative, tAn-tA-tlv, a. 512. Trying, essay

ing.
Tented, tAnt^Ad, a. Covered with tents.
Tenter, tAn-t&r, s. 98. A hook on which 

things are stretched; to be on the Tenters, to be on 
the stretch, to be in difficulties.

To Tenter, tAn-thr, v. a. To stretch by hooks. 
To Tenter, ten-t&r, v. n. To admit extension^ 
Tenth, tAn/A, a. First after the ninth, ordinal 

of ten.
Tenth, tAnfA, s. The tenth; tithe. 
Tenthly, tAn/A-IA, ad. In the tenth place. 
Tentwort, tAnt-wftrt, s. A plant.
TenuifOLIOUS, tAn-nh-A-fWA-fis, a. Having 

thin leaves.
Tenuity, tA-nii-A-tA, s. Thinness, exility, 

smallness, minuteness.
Tenuous, tAn-nd-fcs, a. Thin, small, minute.
Tenure, tA-nhre, s. Tenure is the manner 

whereby tenements archolden of their lord.—See Ten
able.

Tepefaction, tAp-A-fAk-shhn, s. The act of 
war mine to a small degree.

Tepid, tep4d, a. 544. Lukewarm, warm in 
a small degree.

Tepidity, tA-pId-A-tA, s. Lukewarmness.
TepOR, tA-pdr, s. 166. 544. Lukewarmness, 

gentle heat.
Terce, tArse, s. Properly Tierce. A vessel
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containing forty-two gallons of wine, the third part of 
a butt or pipe

Terebinth, s. The turpentine
tree.

Terebinthin ate, t3r-rA-bln^-nate, 91.
TerebtnTiHNE, t6r-rd-bIn-fAln, 140. )

Consisting of turpentine, mixed with turpentine.
a.

To Tfrebrate, t&r-r£-brate, v. n. To bore, to
perforate, to pierce.

Tereb ration, t^r-rd-bra-shun, s. The act of
boring or piercing.

Tergeminous, tAr-jAm-A-n&s, a.
To Tergiversate, tAr-jA-vAr^sate, v. 

boggle, to shift, to use evasive expressions.
Tergiversation, tAr-j^-vAr-sa^shun, s. Shift, 

subterfuge, evasion.
Term, tArm, s. Limit, boundary ; the word by 

which a thing is expressed; words, language; condi
tion, stipulation ; time for which any thing lasts ; in 
Law, the time in which the tribunals, or places of 
judgment are open.

To Term, t£rm, v. a. To name, to call.
Termagancy, tAr-mA-gAn-s^, s. Turbulence, 

tumultuousness.
Termagant, tJr^mA-gAut, a. 88. Tumultuous, 

turbulent; quarrelsome, scolding, furious.
Termagant, t&r-mi-gAnt, s. A scold, a braw

ling turbulent woman.
Terminable, t£r-m£-nA-bl, a. Limitable, that 

which admits of bounds.
To Terminate, tAr-m^-nate, v. a. To bound, 

to limit; to put an end to.
To Terminate, t£r-m£-nate, v. n. To be 

limited, to end, to have an end; to attain its end.
Termination, tAr-mA-na-shun, s. The act of 

limiting or bounding; bound, limit; end, conclusion ; 
end of words as varied by their significations.

Terminthus, t&r-mlnQ/z&s, s. A tumour. 
Termless, t6rm-16s, a. Unlimited, boundless. 
Termly, ad. Term by term.
Ternary, tAr-nA-rd, ? ,r. .m t > ? - 5. Tl>e number three.Ternion, ter-ne-un, \
Terrace, tAr'rAs, s. 91. A small mount of 

earth covered with grass; a raised walk.
Terraqueous, t6r-ra-kwd-&s, a. Composed of 

land and water.
Terrene, t&r-rdne,' a. Earthly, terrestrial. 
Terrene, tAr-r£ne,' s. The surface of the whole 

earth.
Terreous, tAr-rA-?ls, a Earthly, consisting of 

earth.
Terrestrial, t&r-r£s-*.T&-AI, a. Earthly, not 

celestial; consisting of earth, terreous.
To Terrestrify, tAr-rAs-trA-fi, v. a. To reduce

Threefold. 
a. To

ting but one day, so that there are two fits in three 
days.

Tessblated, t&s-sel-la-tAd, a. Variegated by 
squares.

Test, tAst, «. The cupel by which refiners try 
their metals; trial, examination, as by the cupel; 
means of trial; that with which any thing is compared 
in order to prove its genuineness; discriminative 
characteristic^

Testaceous, tes-ta-slnis, a. 357. Consisting of 
shells, composed of shells; having continuous, not 
jointed shells, opposed to crustaceous.

Testament, tes-tA-mAnt,s. A will, any writing 
lirecting the disposal of the possessions of a man de- 
ceased; the name of each of the volumes of the Holy 
Scripture.

Testamentary, t2s-d-m?n'ti-rt', a. Given by 
will, contained in wills.

Testate, tAs-tate, a. Having made a will.
Testator, tAs-ta-tftr, s. 166. One who leaves 

a will.
Testatrix t6s-ta-trlks, s. A woman who 

leaves a will.
Tested, t£st.-ed, a. Tried by a test.
Tester, t6st-ur, s. 98. A sixpence ; the cover 

of a bed.
Testicle, tAs-tA-kl, 5. 405. An organ of seed 

in animals.
Testification, tAs-t&-f&-ka-sIi&n, s. The act 

of witnessing.
Testificator, t&s-t£-f£-ka'tur, s. One who 

witnesses.
Testifier, t5s-t6-fi-&r, s. 521. One who 

testifies.
To Testify, t£s-t£-fl, v. n. 183. To witness, 

to prove, to give evidence.
To Testify, t6s-t6-fi, v. a. To witness, to give 

evidence of any point.
Testily, t&s-te-l£, ad. Fretfully, peevishly, 

morosely.
Testimonial, t£s-te-m6-n£-AI, s. A writing 

produced by any one as an evidence for himself.
Testimony, t£s-t£-m&n-4, s. 557. Evidence 

given, proof; publick evidences; open attestation, 
profession.—See Domestic .

Testiness, t£s-t£-n£s, s. Moroseness.
Testy, tAs-tA, a. Fretful, peevish, apt to be

to the state of earth.
Terrestrious, tAr-r&&rA-us, a. Terreous, 

earthy, consisting of earth.
Terrible, tAr-re-bl, a. 405. 160. Dreadful, 

formidable, causing fear; great, so as to offend; a col
loquial hyperbole. .

Terribleness, tSr^rA-bl-ncs, s. rormidable- 
ness, the quality of being terrible, dr eat fulness.

Terribly, t£rire-bl6, ad. Dreadfully, formida
bly, so as to fear; violently, very much.

Terrier, tAr-re-tir, s. A dog that follows his 
game under ground—See Tarrier-

Terrific , tir-riffik, a. 509. Dreadful, caus
ing terror.

To Terrify, tAr'-rA-fi, v. a. To fright, to shock 
with fear, to make afraid.

TERRITORY, tAr-rA-tfir-A, s. 557. Land, coun
try, dominion, district.—See Domestick.

TERROR, t6r-rur, s. 166. Fear communicated; 
fear received ; the cause of fear.

TERSE, tArse, a. Smooth; cleanly written, neat.
Tertian, tAr.-sh&n, s. 88. Is an ague intermit- 
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angry.
Tetchy, tAtsh-A, a. Froward, peevish.
Tete-a-tete, tate-A-tate,' ad. French. CheeV 

by jowl.
Tether, t&TH-Ar, s. 469. A string by which 

cattle are held from pasturing too wide.
JE’?’ All our lexicographers seem to prefer this word to 

tedder., except Barclay and Junius, who refer us from 
tether to tedder; and yet nothing can be clearer than its 
derivation from the Belgick word tudder, which Junius 
explains to be a rope Ly which horses or other cattle are 
tied to keep them from straying; and this, be says, un
doubtedly comes from the Irish tead, a rope. While 
Skinner, without his usual judgment, derives it from the 
Latin tentor. because it restrains cattle from straying. 
But though tether is much more in use than tedder, ?t is 
certainly not so legitimately formed, and ought not to 
have the preference.
Tetragonal, U-trAg-g6-naI, a. 518. Square, 
Tetrapch, te-trArk. or tAt-rark. s. A Roman 

governor of the fourth part of a province.
Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Scott, and Mr. Perry, are for 

the first pronunciation of this word, and Buchanan and 
Entick for the second. Let those who plead the Latin 
quantity for the short sound of e, peruse Principles, 
No. 544.
TETRARCH^K.ti-trirlkJte, 7. A 
Tetrarch f, tel-trir-ki, 503. )

government.
Tetrastich, tA-trAs-tik, s. 509. An epigram 

or stanm of four verses.
Tetter, tit-t&r, s. 98. A scab, a scurf, a ring- 

worm-
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Teutonic , td-tdn-ik, a. Spoken by the Teu- i 
tones, or ancient Germans.

Text, tdkst, s. That on which a comment is , 
written; sentence of Scripture.

Textile, tdks-tll, a. 140. Woven, capable of 
being woven.

Textuarist, tdks-tshd-l-rlst, s. One ready in 
the text of Scripture, a Divine well versed in Scrip
ture.

Textuary, tdks-tshd-A-rd, a. 463. Contained 
in the text; serving as a text, authoritative.

Texture, tJks'tsliLire, s. 461. The act of 
weaving; a web, a thing woven ; manner of weaving 
with respect either to form or matter; disposition of 
the parts of bodies.

Than, THan, ad, 466. A particle placed in 
comparison after the comparative adjective.

Thane, f^ane, s. 466. An old title of honour, 
perhaps equivalent to baron.

To Thank, Z/tAngk, v. a. 408. 466. To return 
acknowledgments for any favour or kindness; it is 
used often in a contrary or ironical sense.

Thanks, f/iAngks, s. Acknowledgment paid for 
favour or kindness, expression of gratitude.

Thankful, f/zAngk-fu.1, a. Full of gratitude, 
ready to acknowledge good received.

Thankfully, zZiAngk-ful-d, ad. With lively 
and grateful sense, or ready acknowledgment of good 
received.

Thankless, MAngk-lds, a. Unthankful, un
grateful, making no acknowledgment; not deserving, 
or not likely, to gain thanks.

Thanklessness, z/?Angk-l£s-n£s,s. Ingratitude, 
failure to acknowledge good received.

Thankoffering, t/iAngk-6f-fur-ing, s. Offer
ing paid in acknowledgment of mercy.

Thanksgiving, f/tAngks-glv-ing, s. Celebration 
of mercy.

Thankworthy, //tAngk-wftr-THd, a. Deserv
ing gratitude.

That, th At, pron. dem. 50. Not this, but the 
other; it sometimes serves to save the repetition of 
a word or words foregoing; opposed to This, as the 
Other to One ; when This and That relate to foregoing 
words, This is referred to the latter, and That to the 
former; such as, that which, what; the thing; by 
way of eminence.

JO" When this word is used as a pronoun demonstra
tive, it has always an accent on it, and is heard distinctly 
rhyming with hat, mat, &c. Thus in Pope’s Essay on 
Criticism, v. 5.

“ But of the two, less dang’rous is th’ oflcnce 
“ To tire our patience, than mislead our sense: 
•* Some few in that, but numbers err in this} 
** Ten censure wrong, for one who writes amiss.”

Here the word that is as distinctly pronounced as any 
other accented word in the language.
That, THat, pron. rel. Which, relating to an 

antecedent thing; who, relating to an antecedent 
person.

When this word is a relative pronoun, and is ar
ranged in a sentence with other words, it never can have 
an accent, and is therefore much less distinctly pro
nounced than the foregoing word. In this case, the a 
goes into that obscure sound it generally has when un
accented, 88, as may be heard in pronouncing it in 
the following passage from Pope’s Essay on Criticism, 
v. 297.

« True wit Is nature to advantage dress’d,
** What oft was thought, but ne’er so well express’d; 
•« Something, whose truth, convinc’d at sight, we find, 
♦* Thai gives us back the image of our mind.”

Here we find the a so obscured as to approach nearly to 
short u; and, without any perceptible difference in the 
sound, the word might be written thut, 92.
That, thAi, conj. 50. 466. Because; noting 

a consequence; noting indication ; noting a final end, 
in That, as being.

BO7" What has been observed of the pronunciation of 
this word, when a relative pronoun, is perfectly appbea- 
ole to it when a conjunction; in either case, it never ha^ 
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the accent, and necessarily goes into an obscure sound 
like short u. Thus in the following passage from Pope’s 
Essay on Criticism;

** The vulgar thus through imttaUuQ
“ As oft the team’d, by being singular
•* Su much they scorn the crowd, that if the throng 
»* By chance go right, they purposely go wrong.”

Here the conjunction that is pronounced with exactly the 
same degree of obscurity as when a relative pronoun.

The word that, by being sometimes a demonstrative 
pronoun, sometimes a relative, and sometimes a con
junction, may produce a quadruple repetition of the same 
word, which, though not elegant, is strictly grammati
cal ; a repetition which is, perhaps, peculiar to the 
English language. This is humorously exemplified by 
Mr. Steele in the Spectator, No. 80, in the Just Re
monstrance of affronted That, where he brings in this 
word, declaring how useful it had been to a great orator, 
who, in a speech to the lords, had said, “ My Lords, 
with humble submission, that that I say, is; that that 
that that gentleman has advanced is not that that he 
should have proved to your Lordships.” In the pronun. 

I ciation of this passage, it is plain that the word that, 
I which is not printed in italicks, is pronounced nearly as 
I if written thut. I am sensible of the delicacy of the ob

scure sound of this a, and therefore do not offer u as 
a perfect equivalent, but as the nearest approach to ir, 
s.nd as the means of pointing out the power of the accent, 
audits importance in ascertaining the sense; for if all 
these words were pronounced equally distinct, it is plain 
the sense would be obscured; and so liable are the rela
tive, the conjunction, and the demonstrative, to b« 
confounded, that some writers have distinguished th& 
latter by printing it in italicks. Those who wish to see 
the most profound and ingenious investigation of the 
grammatical origin of these words, must consult Horne 
Tooke’s Diversions of Purley.
Thatch, Z/zitsh, s. 466. Straw laid upon the 

top of a house to keep out the weather.
To Thatch, Mltsli, v. a. To cover as with 

straw.
Thatcher, MAtsh-ftr, s. One who covers 

houses with straw.
Tn Thaw, Miw, v. n. 466. To grow liquid 

after congelation, to melt; to remit the cold which 
had caused frost

To Thaw, tlAw, v. a. To melt what was con. 
gealed.

Thaw. Maw, s. Liquefaction of any thing con- 
gealed; warmth, such as liquefies congelation.

The, THe, or th£, art. 466. The article noting 
a particular thing; before a vowel, E is commonly cut 
offin verse.

BO7* Mr. Sheridan has given us these two modes of 
pronouncing this word, but has not told us when we art 
to use one, and when the other. To supply this defi- 
c ency, therefore, it may be observed, that when the i. 
prefixed to a word beginning with a consonant, it has 
a short sound, little more than the sound of th withou. 
the e; and when it precedes a word beginning with 
a vowel, the e is sounded plainly and distinctly. This 
difference will be perceptible by comparing the pen, the 
hand, &c. with the oil, the air, &c.; or the difference 
of this word before ancients and moderns in the following 
couplet of Pope;

u Some foreign writers, some our own despise; 
“ The ancients only, or the modems prize.”

A very imperfect way of pronouncing this word fre
quently arises in verse, where the poet, for the pre
servation of the metre, cuts off e by an apostrophe, and 
unites the article to the following word. This pronun
ciation depraves the sound of the verse without necessity, 
as the syllable formed by e is so short as to admit of 
being sounded with the preceding syllable, so as not to 
increase the number of syllables to the ear, or to hurt 
the melody.

“ Tis bard to say, If greater want of skill 
« Appear in writing, or in judging ill: 
“ But cf the two, less dang’rous is th' offence 
‘‘ To tire our patience, than mislead oui sense.”

Pope.
———. ..... * Him, th* Almighty Power
** Hurl’d, headlong flaming, from »/«’ ethereal sk7» 
*• With hideous ruin and combustion, down 
• To bcttomless perdition, there to dwell
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** In adamantine chains and penal fire,
° Who durrt defy th' Omnipotent to arms.”

Milton.

In these examples we see the particle the may either 
form a distinct syllable or not. In the third line from 
Pope the first the forms a distinct syllable, but ihe second 
is sunk into the succeeding noun. The same may be 
observed of this particle in the first, second, and sixth 
lines of tbe passage from Milton; but what appears 
strange is, that though the particle the before a vowel, 
and shortened by an apostrophe, does not augment the 
number of syllables, it is really pronounced longer than 
where it forms a syllable, and is not thus shortened by 
elision. This is apparent in the third line from Pope:

«* But of the two, leas dang’rous is th' offence.”
The reason that the first the, though pronounced short

er than the second, forms a syllable, and the second does 
not, seems to arise from the coalescence of tne vowels, 
which, though lengthened in sound, may still be pro
nounced with one impulse of the breath. Thus, when 
a consonant follows the particle the, we find two distinct 
impulses, though the e is dropped; but when a vowel 
follows the, the impulse on the particle slides over, as it 
were, to tbe consonant of the succeeding syllable, with
out forming two distinct impulses, nearly as if a y were 
interposed, and the words were written th'Yaffencc,

Yomnipotent, &c.
I would not, however, be supposed to disapprove of 

the practice of eliding the e before a vowel to the eye 
when the verse requires it: this practice is founded on 
good sense; and the first line in the passage from Milton 
shows the necessity of making the distinction, when it 
is, and when it is not, to be eiided; what I wish to re
form is, tbe practice of shortening thee to the ear, and 
thus mincing and impoverishing the sound of the verse 
without necessity.
TheaTRAL, Me^A-tril, a. Belonging to a

theatre.
Theatre, Me-i-t&r, s. 416. 470. A place in 

which shows are exhibited; a playhouse; a place rising 
by steps like a theatre.

Theatric , M^-it-trlk, 409. ) Q •
Theatrical, M^-it-tr^-kil, \ enic ’

suiting a theatre, pertaining to a theatre.
Theatrically, M£-£t-tre-k£l-£, ad. In a man

ner suiting the stage.
Thee, th££, 466. 36.

of thou.
Theft, th&ft, s. 466.

thing stolen.
Their, THare, a. 466.

possessive from They. Theirs is used when any thing 
oomes between the possessive and substantive.

Theist, M£-lst, s, One who believes in God. 
Theism, M^'lzm, «. Natural religion; the 

mere belief of a God ; deism.
Them, TH&m, s. 466. 'Die oblique case of

They.
Theme, thbme, s. 406. A subject on which 

one speaks or writes ; a short dissertation written by 
boys on any topick; the original word whence others 
are derived.

Themselves, TH^m-s&lvz,' s. These very per
sons ; the oblique case of They and Selves.

Then, TH&n, ad. 466. At that time; after
wards, immediately afterwards, soon afterwards; in 
that case, in consequence; therefore, for this reason; 
at another time ; as, Now and Then; at one time and 
another; that time.

Thence, TH$nse, ad. 466. From that place;
from that time; for that reason.

Thenceforth, TH^nse^fdrtA, ad. From that 
time.

Thenceforward, TH^nse-for-wird, ad. On 
from that time.

Theocracy, iA4-6k5krA-s4, s. 470. 518. 
Government immediately superintended by God.

Theocratical, fAd-A-krAU-ti-kAl, a. Relating
to a government administered by God.

Theogony, thi-bg-gi-ni, s. 518.
ration of the gods.

Theologian, fAi-d-l&ji-ln. ». 
professor of divinity.
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Theological, M£-d-15d'j£-kAl, a. Relating 
to the science of divinity.

Theologically, M(S-d-lJ(l-j6-kal-<}, ad. 
According to the principles of theology.

Theologist, M£-dl-ld-jist, 5. A divine, one 
studious in the science of divinity.

Theologue, lAe-d-ldg, s. 519. A divine, one 
versed in divinity.

Theology, M6-61'ld-g£, *. 518. Divinity. 
THEOMACHY, Me-&m-A-k^, s. The fight against 

the gods by the giants.—See Monomachy.
THEORBO, M^-dr-bd, s. A large lute for play

ing a thorough bass.
Theorem, s. 170. A position laid

down as a settled truth.
Theorematicai., fAi-d-ri-mJt'ti-kll, 1 
Theorematic , tAi-d-ri-mit-ik, k a.
Theoremic , 509. J

Comprised in theorems, consisting in theorems.
Theoretical, ZAi-d-r£t-ti5-kAl, I
Theoretic , rtd-d-rJt-lk, I 
Theorical, lAe-or-e-kil, f ’ 
Theoric , fAi-ftr-ik, 509. J

Speculative, depending on theory or speculation, ter
minating in theory or speculation.

Theoretically, M£-o-r£t^-kjll-&, ad. 
Speculatively, not practically.

Theoric , M&d-rik, s. 510. A speculatist, one 
who knows only speculation, not practice.

Theorically, ZA£-dr^-kAl-d, ad. Specula- 
tively, not practically.

Theorist, M^d-rlst, s. A speculatist, one 
given to speculation.

Theory, tk&o-rb. s. 170. Speculation, not 
practice; scheme, plan or system yet subsisting only in 
the mind.

Therapeutic , MSr-i-pfi-tlk, a. Curative, 
teaching or endeavouring the cure of diseases.

There, THare, ad. 94. In that place; it is 
opposed to Here; an exclamation directing to some
thing at a distance.

Thereabout, THare-A-bout, ) t
Thereabouts, THare-A-b6uts, ( a' ear ia 

place; nearly, near that number, quantity, or state; 
concerning that matter.

Thereafter, THare-if-thr, ad. According to 
that, accordingly.

Thereat, THare-it,' ad. At that, on that ac
count ; at that place.

Thereby, THare-bl,' ad. By that, by means 
of that

Therefore, THare^fdre, ad. 94. For that, for 
this,for this reason ; in consequence; in return for 
this, in recompense for this or for that.

IO’ >s not a little strange that Johnson should not 
have noticed that this word is seldom used as an adverb, 
but almost always as a conjunction.
Therefrom, THare-fr6m,' ad. From that, from 

this
Therein, THare-in, ad. In that, in this.
Thereinto, THare-ln-ti, ad. Into that, into 

this.
Thereof, THare-if/ ad. 377. Of that, of this. 
Thereon, THare-dn,' ad.
Thereout, THare-out, ad.
Thereto, THare-td,'
Thereunto, TH^re-fin-tS,' j aa' ±o “,BU 

Thereupon, Tiiare-ip-An,' ad. Upon that, in 
consequence of that; immediately.

Thereunder, thare-hn-dhr, ad. Under that 
Therewith, THare-wlM, ad. With that; im

mediately. See Forthwith.
Therewithal, THare-wlM-all,' ad. Over and 

above; at the same time; with that.
TheriaCal, MA-ri^LkAl, a. 506. Medicinal, 

physical

The oblique singular

The act of stealing; the

Of them ; the pronoun

On that. 
Out of that.

I ad. To that.

The gene-

A divine; a
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Thermometer, /AAr-mAm^A-t&r, s. 518. An 
instrument for measuring the heat of the air, or of 
any matter.

ThermometrtcaL, thir-rr.A-mi’t-tr^-kil, a. 468. 
Relating to the measure of heat

Thermoscope, Mer-mA-skApe, $, An instru
ment by which the degrees of heat are discovered.

hese, THAze, pron. 466. The plural of This. 
Opposed to Those; These relates to the persons or 
things last mentioned, and Those to the first.

HESIS, f/ze^-sls, s. A position, something laid 
down affirmatively or negatively.

Theurgic , /AA-ftr-ilk, a. Relating to theurgy. 
Theurgy, f7/A-ur-je, s. The power of doing 

supernatural things by lawful means, as by prayer to 
God.

Thew, fZ/h, s. Quality, manners : in Shaks
peare it seems to signify brawn or bulk.

They, THa, s. In the oblique case Them., the 
plural of He or She. The men, the women, the per
sons ; those men, those women, opposed to some 
others.

Thick, fZdk, a. 466. Not thin; dense, not 
rare, gross; muddy, feculent; great in circumference; 
frequent, in quick succession, with little intermission; 
dose, not divided by much space, crowded; not easily; 
pervious, set with things close to each other; coarse, 
not thin ; without proper intervals of articulation.

Thick, iZdk, s. 400. The thickest part, or time 
when any thing is thickest; through Thick and thin, 
whatever is in the way.

Thick, ZZ/lk, ad. Frequently, fast; closely j 
to a great depth ; Thick and threefold, in quick suc
cession, in great numbers.

To Thicken, fZdk-kn, v. a. 103. To make 
thick ; to make close, to fill up interstices: to con. 
dense, to concrete; to strengthen, to confirm; to 
make frequent; to make close or numerous.

To Thicken, fZdk-kn, v. n. To grow thick ; 
to grow dense or muddy; to concrete, to be consoli
dated ; to grow close or numerous; to grow quick.

Thicket, fZdk-At, s. 99. A close knot or tuft 
of trees a close wood.

Thickly, t/dk-lA, ad. Deeply, to a great 
quantity.

Thickness, fZdk-nAs, $. The state of being 
thick, density; quantity of matter interposed ; space 
taken up by matter interposed ; quantity laid on quan
tity to some considerable depth; consistence, gross
ness; imperviousness, closeness; want of sharpness; 
want of quietness.

Thickskulled, fZdk-skuld, a. Dull, stupid. 
Thickset, f/dk-sAt, a. Close planted.
Thickskin, f/dk^skln, s. A coarse gross man. 

An old cant word.
Thief, fZ/AAf, s. 275. 466. One who takes 

what belongs to another; an excrescence in the snuff 
of a candle.

Thiefcatcher, /AAAf-k^tsh-&r,1 ~ ,
Thieftaker, ikWKti-kftr, (’• One whose 

business is to detect thieves.
To Thieve, iAeAv, v. n. 275. To steal, to 

practise theft.
Thievery. ZftAAv-hr-A, s. The practice of 

stealing; that which is stolen.
Thievish, zAAAv-lsh, a. Given to stealing; 

practising theft; secret, sly.
Thievishly, zftAAv-lsh-lA, ad. Like a thief.
Thievishness, zZieev-ish-nes, s. Disposition to 

steal, habit of stealing.
Thigh, (hi, s. 466. The thigh includes all 

between the buttocks and the knee.
Thill, (Ail, s. 466. The shafts of 
Thill-horse, tAll-h&rse,
Thilleb, fAll-lftr,

the horse that goes between the shafts.
Thimble, ZAlm-bl, a. 405. 466.

< - ‘ J -
needle.

a waggon.
| j. The last horse

_____ r ______ , A metal 
corer by which women secure their fingers from the

Tiiime, time, s. 471. Properly Thyme. A 
fragrant herb from which the bees are supposed to 
draw honey.

Thin, zAin, a. 466. Not thick ; rare, not dense; 
not close, separate by large spaces j not closely com
pact or accumulated; small, not abounding; lean, 
slim, slender.

Thin, fAln, ad. Not thickly.
To Thin, zMn, v. a. To make thin or rare, not 

thicken; to make less close or numerous; to atten
uate.

Tiiine, THlne, pron. 466. Belonging or relat
ing to thee.

Thing, Ming, s. 466. Whatever is, not a per
son ; it is used in contempt; it is used of persons in 
contempt, or sometimes with pity.

To Think, lAlngk, i>. n. 40S. Pret. Thought. 
To have ideas, to compare terms or things, to reason ■ 
to judge, to conclude, to determine; to intend; to 
imagine, to fancy; to muse, to meditate; to recollect 
to observe; to judge, to conclude.

To Think, Mlngk, v. a. 50. 466. To imagine 
to image in the mind ; to conceive; to Think much 
to grudge.

Thinker, Mingk'&r, s. 98. One who thinks.
Thinking, ZAingk-ing, s. 410. Imagination 

cogitation, judgment.
Thinly, Mln-IA, ad. Not thickly; not closely, 

not numerously.
THINNESS, Min-nAs, s. The contrary to thick

ness, exility, tenuity; scarcity; rareness, not spissi- 
tude.

Third, M&rd, a. 108. The first after the second. 
Third, Murd, s. The third part.
ThirdbOROUGH, /AfuxUb&r-ro, . An under

constable.
Thirdly, Mftrd-IA, ad .In the third place.
Thirst. tACirst, s. 108. The pain suffered for 

want of drink, want of drink ; eagerness, vehement 
desire.

To Thirst, Murst, v. n. To feel want of drink, 
to be thirsty or athirst; to have a vehement desire for 
any thing.

Thirstiness, zA&rst'tA-nAs, s. The state of 
being thirsty.

Thirsty, /AArst-tA, a. Suffering want of drink ; 
pained for want of drink ; possessed with any vehe
ment desire, as, Blood-thirsty.

Thirteen, M&r-tAAn, a. 108. Ten and three. 
Thirteenth, Mbr-tAAnM,' a. The third after 

the tenth.
Thirtieth, ihud-t^th, a. 279. The tenth 

thrice told.
Thirty, ZZz&r-tA, p. 108. Thrice ten.
TL’HIS, Tills, pron. dem. That which is present, 

what is now mentioned ; the next future; This is used 
for This time; the last past ; it is often opposed to 
That; when This and That respect a former sentence, 
This relates to the latter, That to the former member: 
sometimes it is opposed to the Otter.

Thistle, zAls-sl, s. 466. 472. A prickly weed 
growing in corn fields.

Thistly, /Ms-IA, a. Overgrown with thistles 
Thither, TiilTH-ur, ad. 466. To that place: 

it is opposed to Hither; to that end, to that point.
Thitherto, THlTH-ur-td, ad. To that end, so 

far.
Thitherward, THlTH^&r-ward, a. Towards 

that place.
Tho’, ThA, conj. Contracted for Though.

This contraction means nothing, and ought not 
to be admitted, unless printers are at their last shift to 
shorten a line in verse.
Thong, zZtAng, s. A strap or string of leather. 
Thoracic , ZZ/A-ras-Ik, a. 509. Belonging to 

the breast.
THOR AL, ZZ/A-rAl, a. Relating to the bed. 
THORN, thftrn, s. A prickly tree of severalI
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kinds; a prickle growing on vhe thorn-bush ; any thing 
troublesome.

Thornapple, lAirniJp-pl, s. A plant. 
Thornback, tAirnHAk, s. A sea fish. 
Thornbut, rASrnlb&t, s. A sort of sea fish. 
Thorny, Miri-nd, a. Full of thorns, rough ; 

pricking, vexatious; difficult, perplexing.
Thorough, thbr'-rd, prep. 3 is. By way of 

making passage or penetration; by means of, com. 
monly written Through, which see.

THOROUGH, thhr'-rb, h. 390. 466. Complete, 
full, perfect; passing through.

Thoroughfare, i7*ur-rd-fare, s. A passage 
through, a passage without any stop or let.

Thoroughly, M&r-rd-U, ad. Completely, 
fully.

Thoroughpaced, J/zir-rd-paste, a. Perfect in 
what is undertaken, complete.

TH0R0UGHSPED, lA&r-rd-sp£d, a. Finished in 
principles, thorough paced.

rHOROUGHSTiTCH, Zftur-rd-stltsh, ad. Com
pletely, fully.

Those, Tudze, pron. 466. The plural of That.
THOU, th3&, s. 466. In the oblique cases 

singular Thee. Tn the plural Ye; in the oblique cases 
plural You. The second pronoun personal; it is used 
only in very familiar or very solemn language.

To Thou, th5&, v. a. To treat with familiar
ity. Little used.

Though, th5, conj. 466- Notwithstanding that, 
although; as Though, as if, like as if.

Thought, Z/z^wt, 466. The pret, and part, 
pass, of Think.

Thought, fA&wt, s. 313. 466. The operation 
of the mind; the act of thinking; idea, image formed; 
sentiment, fancy, imagery ; reflection, particular con
sideration. ; conception, preconceived notion; opinion, 
judgment; meditation, serious consideration ; soli
citude, care, concern ; a small degree, a small quan
tity.

Thoughtful, ^iwt-f&l, a. Contemplative, full 
of reflection, full of meditation ; attentive, careful; 
promoting meditation, favourable to musing; anxious, 
solicitous.

Thoughtfully, ^&wt-f&l-&, ad. With thought 
or consideration, with solicitude.

Thoughtfulness, z7zlwt-ffil-nSs, s. Deep 
meditation ; anxiety, solicitude.

Thoughtless, z7dLwt-l&s, a. Airy, gay, dissi
pated <, negligent, careless,; stupid, dull.

Thoughtlessly, fAlwt-lSs-U, ad. Without 
thought, carelessly, stupidly.

Thoughtlessness, mwt-lSs-n&s, s. Want of 
thought, absence of thought.

ThOUGHTSICK, zAlwt-slk, a. Uneasy with re
flection.

Thousand, zZtSu-zind, a. or s. The number 
often hundred; proverbially, a great number.

Thousandth, Z7zofi-z3.nd/^, a. 466. The hun
dredth ten times told, the ordinal of a thousand.

Thowl, M3&1, s. The pin or piece of timber 
by which the oar is kept steady in rowing.

Thrall, Z/zriwl, s. 84. 466- A slave, one who 
is in the power of another; bondage, state of slavery 
or confinement-

To Thrall, zArAwl, v. a. To enslave, to bring 
into the power of another.

Thraldom, Z7zrawl-dum, s. 166. Slavery, ser
vitude.

Thrapple, ZAriplpl, s. 405. 466. The wind- 
pipe of any animal.

To Thrash, Z&rzlsh, v. a. 466. To beat corn 
to free it from the straw; to beat, to drub.

To Thrash, z7zrSsh, v. n. To labour, to drudge. 
Thrasher, Z7zr?.sh-&r, s. 98. One who thrashes 

corn.
Thrashingfloor, Z/zr£sh-ing-fi<ke, >. An area 

on which corn is beaten.
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menace, in a threatening manner.
Full of threats.
Two and one ; pro- 

Thrice repeated, 

A small silver coin

Vulgar, mean. 
An old name for

Set with a thick

Thrasonical, zZtrl-sdn-n^-kAl, a. 466. Boast
ful, bragging.

Thread, thr&d, s. 284. A small line, a small 
twist ; any thing continued in a course, uniform 
tenour.

To Thread, z/zr§d, v. a. 466. To pass through 
with a thread ; to pass through, to pierce through.

Threadbare, Mred-b4re, a. Deprived of the 
nap, worn to the naked threads; worn out, trite.

Thkeaden, ZArdd-dn, a. 103. Made o’f thread.
Threat, Z/zr^t, s. 234. 466. Menace, denun

ciation of ill.
To Threat, I/irZt, 7 .
To Threaten, iArSFtn, | v~ 103’ To me- 

nace, to denounce evil; to menace, to terrify, or at
tempt to terrify; to menace by action.

Threatened. ttr&Atn-iu:, s. 98. Menacer, 
one who threatens.

Threateningly, I/irCi-tn-’lng-W, ad. With

Threatful,
Three, thrii, a. 246. 466. 

verbially, a small number.
Threefold, zWi-f'did, a. 

consisting of three.
Threepence, Mripl’nse, s. 

valued at thrice a penny.
Threepenny, MrppISn-5, a.
Threepile, Mr&JIpUe, s. 

good velvet.
Threepiled, Z/irde-plId, a.

pile; in another place it seems to mean piled one on 
another.

Threescore, Z7zr£e-skore, a. Thrice twenty, 
sixty.

Threnody, MrCiAj-de, s. 466. A song of 
lamentation.

Thresher, Mr&hl&r, s. 466.
Properly Thrasher.

Threshold, z/zr^sh-hold, s. The ground or step 
under the door, entrance, gate, door.

Threw, thrtrt), 339. Pret. of Throw.
Thrice, Z/zrise, ad. 468. Three times; a word 

of amplification.
To Thrid, ZZzrid, v. a. To slide through a nar

row passage.
Thrift, ZArlft, &. 466. Profit, gain, riches got

ten ; parsimony, frugality, good husbandry; a plant.
Thriftily, z^rif-t^-le, ad. Frugally, parsimoni

ously.
Thriftiness, zZzrif-ttMiSs, x_. Frugality, hus

bandry.
Thriftless, tfzrlft-l&s, a. Profuse, extravagant.
Thrifty, ZArlf-td, a. Frugal, sparing, not pro

fuse j well husbanded.
To THRILL, Z/zrll, v. a. 466. To pierce, to bore, 

to penetrate.
To Thrill, zZzril, v. n. To have the quality of 

piercing j to pierce or wound the ear with a sharr 
sound; to feel a sharp tingling sensation; to pass with 
a tingling sensation.

To Thrive, thrive, v. a. Pret. Throve, Thrived. 
Part. Thriven. To prosper, to grow rich, to advance 
in any thing desired.

Thriver, ZZzri-vur, s. 466. One who prospers, 
one who grows rich.

Thrivingly, Mri-vlng-1^, ad. In a prosperous 
way.

Throat, Mrdte, s. 295. 466. The forepart of 
the neck; the main road of any place; to cut the 
Throat, to murder, to kill by violence.

Throb, zZzrSb, s. Heave, beat, stroke of palpi
tation.

To Throb, Mr&b, v. n. 466. To heave, to beat, 
to rise as the breast; to beat, to palpitate.

Throe, zZzrd, s. 296. 466. The pain of travail, 
the anguish of bringing children ; any extreme agony* 
the final and mortal struggle.
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To Throe, fArd, v. a. To put in agonies. Ob
solete*

Throne, fArdne, g. 466. A royal seat, the seat 
of a king; the seat of a bishop in the church.

To Throne, fArdne, v. a. To enthrone, to set 
on a royal seat*

Throng, tArdng, g. 466* A crowd, a multitude 
pressing against each other.

To Throng, firing, v. n. To crowd, to come 
in tumultuous multitudes.

To THRONG, firing, v. a. To oppress or in
commode with crowds or tumults.

Throstle, firis-sl, s. 466. 472. The thrush, 
a small singing bird.

Throttle, firit-tl, g. 495. 466. The wind
pipe.

To Throttle, firiptl, v. a. To choak, to 
suffocate, to kill by stopping the breath.

Throve, firive. The pret. of Thrive.
Through, ZArdd, prep. 315. From end to end 

of; noting passage ; by transmission ; by means of.
Through, firii, ad. 466. From one end or 

side to the other; to the end of any thing*
ThrOUGHBRED, firdd-brdd, a. Completely 

educated, completely taught. Generally written 
Thoroughbred.

ThrougHlighted, firdd-ll-tdd, a. Lighted on 
both sides.

Throughly, firdd-ld, ad. Completely, fully, 
entirely, wholly; without reserve, sincerely. More 
commonly written Thoroughly

Throughout, firdd-dut,' prep. Quite through, 
in every part of.

Throughout, firdd-out,' ad. Every where, 
in every part

Throughpaced, firdd-paste, a. Perfect, com
plete. More commonly written and pronounced 
Thoroughpaced ■

To Throw, iArd, t>. a. Pret. Threw. Part, 
pass. Thrown. To fling, to cast; to send to a distant 
place by any projectile force ; to toss, to put with any 
violence or tumult; tp lay carelessly, or in haste; to 
venture at dice; to cast, to strip off; to emit in any 
manner; to spread in haste; to overturn in wrestling; 
to drive, to send by force; to make to act at a distance; 
to change by any kind of violence; to Throw away; 
to lose, to spend in vain; to reject; to Throw by; to 
lay aside as of r<o use ; to Throw down, to subvert, to 
overturn; to Throw ofl’, to expel; to reject; to re
nounce : to Throw out, to exert; to bring forth into 
act; to distance, to leave behind; to eject, to expel; 
to eject, to exclude; to Throw up, to resign angrily ; 
to emit, to eject, to bring up.

2’o Throw. iArd, v. n. 824. 466. To perform 
the act of casting; to cast dice; to Throw about, to 
cast about, to try expedients.

Throw, fArd, g. A cast, the act of casting, or 
throwing *, a cast of dice, that manner in which the 
dice fall when they are cast; the space to which any 
thing is thrown ; effort, violent sally; the agony of 
childbirth, in this sense it is written Throe.

Thrower, tArd^dr, s. One who throws. 
Throwster, fArd-stur, g.

This word is in none of our Dictionaries; but, if 
I mistake not, it is adopted to signify one who twists 
ailk, or throws it into a proper state for being woven. 
Thrum, fArdm, s. 466. The ends of weavers’ 

threads ; any coarse yarn.
To Thrum, t/ir&m, v. a. To grate, to play 

coarsely.
Thrush, fAr&sh, g. 466. A small singing 

bird; small round, sujxjrficial ulcerations, which ap
pear first in the mouth ; they may affect every part of 
the alimentary duct, except the thick guts.

To Thrust, Mrfist, t>. a. To push any thing 
into matter, or tietween bodies; to push, to remove 
with violence, to drive; to stab; to impel, to urge; 
to obtrude, to intrude.

To Thrust, fArJist, v. n. To make a hostile 
push ; to soueese in, to put himself into any place by 
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with dull 

or strike 

person or

violence ; to intrude; to push forwards, to come vin- 
lently, to throng.

Thrust, fArdst, s. 466. Hostile attack with 
any pointed weapon ; assault, attack.

Thruster, fArdst-Cir, s. He who thrusts. 
Thumb, fAdm, g. 347. The short strong finger, 

answering to the other four.
To Thumb, fA&m, v. a. 466. To handle 

awkwardly.
Thumbstall, fAdm-stall, s. 406. A thimble. 
Thump, fA&mp, g. 466. A hard heavy dead dull 

blow, with something blunt
To Thump, lAdmp, v. a. To beat 

heavy blows.
To Thump, i/zdmp, v. n. To fall 

with a dull heavy blow.
Thumper, fAdmp-dr, s. 98. The 

thing that thumps.
Thunder, fA&n^d&r. $. 466. A loud rumbling 

noise which usually follows lightning; any loud noise 
or tumultuous violence.

To Thunder, fAdn-ddr, v. n. To make a loud, 
sudden and terrible noise.

To Thunder, tAdn-ddr, v. a. To emit with 
noise and terrour; to publish any denunciation oi 
threat.

Thunderbolt, fAun-ddr-bdlt, s. Lightning, 
the arrows of Heaven; fulmillation, denunciation 
projierly ecclesiastical.

Thunderclap, ZAdn-ddr-klAp, g. Explosion of 
thunder.

Thunderer, fAdn^ddr-dr, s. The power that 
thunders.

Thunderous, fAdnMdr-ds, a. Producing 
thunder.

Thundershower, fAdn^ddr-shdd-dr, g. 98.
A rain accompanied with thunder.

Thunderstone, tAdnMdr-stdne, s. A stone 
fabulously supposed to be emitted by thunder, a 
thunderbolt

To Thunderstrike, tAdn-ddr-strike, v. a. To 
blast or hurt with lightning.

Thuriferous, fAd-riP-fdr-fis, a. 518. Bearing 
frankincense.

Thurification, Mii-ri-ff-ki-sl.ftn, s. The act 
of fuming with incense, the act of burning incense.

Thursday, fAftrz-da, g. 223. The fifth day of 
the week.

Thus, th&s, ad. 466. In this manner, in this 
wise; to this degree, to this quantity.

To Thwack, fAwAk, v. a. 466. To strike with 
something blunt and heavy, to thrash, to bang.

Thwack, fAwAk, g. 85. • A hard blow. 
Thwart, fAw&rt, a. 85. 466. Transverse, cross 

to something else; perverse, inconvenient, mischiev
ous.

To Thwart, lAwArt. v. a. To cross, to lie or 
come cross any thing; to cross, to oppose, to traverse 

7'o Thwart, tAwirt, v. n. To be opposite. 
Thwartingly, fAwirt-lng-ld, ad. Oppositely 

with opposition.
Thy, TH1, or THd, pron. 466. Of thee, belong

ing to thee.
From what has been already observed under the 

pronoun my, we are naturally led to suppose, that the 
word tAy, when not emphatical, ought to follow the 
same analogy, and be pronounced like the, as we fre- 
quently hear it on the stage; but if we reflect, that read
ing or reciting is a perfect picture of speaking, we shall 
be induced to think that, in this particular, the stage is 
wrong. The second personal pronoun thy is not like my, 
the common language of every subject; it is used only 
where the subject is either raised above common life, or 
sunk below it into the mean and familiar. When the 
subject is elevated ibove common life, it adopts a lan
guage suitable to such an elevation, and the pronuncia
tion of this language ought to be as far removed from 
the fam liar as the language itself. Thus, in prayer, pro
nouncing thy like the, even when unemphatical, would 
be intolerable; while suffering thy, when unemphatical
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to slide into IA<r in the pronunciation of slight and fami
liar composition, seems to lower the sound to the lan
guage, and form a proper distinction between different 
subjects. If, therefore, it should be asked why, in reciting 
epick or tragick composition, we ought always to pro
nounce thy rhyming with high, while my, when unem- 
phaticai, sinks into the sound of me, it may be answered, 
because mu is the common language of every subject, 
.while thy is confined to subjects either elevated above 
common* life, or sunk below it into the negligent and fa
miliar. When, therefore, the language is elevated, the 
uncommonness of the word thy, and its full sound rhyming 
with high, is suitable to the dignity of the subject: but 
<he slender sound, like the, gives it a familiarity only 
suitable to the language of endearment or negligence, and 
for this very reason is unfit for the dignity of epick or 
tragick composition. Thus in the following passages 
from Milton:

“ Say first, for heav’n hides nothing from thy view,
“ Nor the deep tract of heH.”

Par. Lott. b. L

•* O thou, that with surpassing glory crown'd,
a Look’st from thy sole dominion like the God 
u Of this new world ; at whose sight all the stars 
“ Hide their diminish'd heads ; to thee I call, 
“ But with no friendly voice; and add thy name, 
«O sun, to tell thee how I hate thy beams."

Ibid. IV.
Here, pronouncing the pronoun thy, like the word the, 

would familiarize and debase the language to prose. The 
same may be observed of the following passage from the 
tragedy of Cato:

“ Now, Csesar, let thy troops beset our gates,
** And bar each avenue; thy gathering fleets
“ O’er spread the sea, and stop up every port;
“ Cato shall open to himself a passage,
*» And mock thy hopes.".MMMM

Here, the impropriety of pronouncing thy like the is 
palpable: nor would it be much more excusable in the 
following speech of Portius, in the first scene of the same 
tragedy:

•• l*hou see’st not that thy brother is thy rhal j
“ But I must hide it, for I know thy temjier.
** Now, Marcus, now thy virtue’s on the proof;
•* Put forth thy utmost strength, work every nerve,
“ And call up all thy father in thy soul.”.~~~.

As this pronoun is generally pronounced on the stage, 
it would be difficult for the ear to distinguish whether 
the words are,

M Thou know’st not that thy brother is thy rival,” ■
OT,

u Thou know’st not that the brother is the rival,” &c-

And this may be one reason that the slender pronun. 
ciation of thy should be avoided as much as possible.

Perhaps it will be urged, that though these passages 
require thy to be pronounced so as to rhyme with high, 
there are other instances in tragedy where the subject is 
low and familiar, which would be better pronounced by 
sounding thy like the: to which it may be answered, 
that when tragedy lowers her voice, and descends into 
the mean and familiar, as is frequently the case in the 
tragedies of Shakspeare, the slender pronunciation of thy 
may be adopted, because, though the piece may have the 
name of a tragedy, the scene may be really comedy. The 
only rule, therefore, that can fce given, is a very indefi
nite one; namely that thy ought always to be pronounced 
so as to rhyme with high when the subject is raised, and 
the personage dignified; but when the subject is fami
liar, and the person we address without dignity or impor
tance, if thy be the personal pronoun made use of; it 
ought to be pronounced like the : thus, if, in a familiar 
way, we say to a friend, Give me thy hand, we never hear 
the pronoun thy sounded so as to rhyme with high : and 
it is always pronounced like the when speakingto a child; 
we say. Mind thy book, Hold up thy head, or, Take off"thy 
hat. The phraseology we call theeing and thouing, is not 
in so common use with us as the tutoyant among the 
French : but as the second personal pronoun thou, and 
its possessive thy, are indispensable in composition, it 
seems of some importance to pronounce them properly.— 
See Rhetorical Grammar, page 32.
Thyself, THl-sftlf,' pren. rec. It is commonly 

used in th^obhque cases or following the verb; in 
poetical or solemn language it sometimes used in 
the nominative.
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Ticken, )
Ticking, J

Thyme, time, s. 471. A plant 
Thyine-wood, tA&lne-wid, s. A precious 

wood.
Tiar, tl-Ar, ) s. A dress for the head,
Tiara, tl-a.-ri, 116. £ a diadem.
To Tice, tlse, v. a. To draw, to allure. Used, 

seldom, for Entice.
Tick, tlk, s. Score, trust; the louse of dogs or 

sheep; the case which holds the feathers of a bed.
To TICK, tlk, v. n. To run on score ; to trust, 

to score; to make a small quick noise like that of a 
watch.

tik-kn, $. 103. The same with
Tick. A sort of strong linan for bedding.

Ticket, tlk-lt, s. 99. A token of any right or 
debt, upon the delivery of which admission is granted, 
or a claim acknowledged.

To Tickle, tlk-kl, v. a. 405. To affect with 
a prurient sensation by slight touches; to please by 
slight gratification.

To Tickle, tlk-kl, v. n. To feel titillation. 
Tickle, tlk-kl, a. Tottering, unfixed, unstable. 

Obsolete.
Ticklish, tik-llsh, a. Sensible to titillation, 

easily tickled; tottering, uncertain, unfixed j difficult, 
nice.

Ticklishness, dk-kl-llsh-nds, $. The state of 
being ticklish.

Ticktack, tik-tAk, s. A game at tables.
Tide, tide, $. Time, season. In this sense not 

now in use. Alternate ebb and flow of the sea; flood, 
stream, course.

To Tide, tide, v. a. To drive with the stream. 
To Tide, tide, v. n. To pour a flood, to be 

agitated by the tide.
Tidegate, tide-g&te, s. A gate through which 

the tide passes into a basin.
Tidesman, tldz-m^n, s. 88. A tidewaiter or 

custom-house officer, who watches on board of mer
chant ships till the duty of goods be paid.

Tidewaiter, tlde-wa-t&r, s. An officer who 
watches the landing of goods at the custom-house.

Tidily, ti-d£-l£, ad. Neatly, readily. 
Tidiness, tl-d£-n£s, s. Neatness, readiness. 
Tidings, tlMlngz, s. News, on account of 

something that has happened.
Tidy, tl-de, a. Neat, ready.

If I do not mistake, Mr. Elphinston derives th if 
word from tide ; as a tidy person, is one who is as atten. 
live to dress and arrangement of things as if preparing 
for the tide, which, as the proverb says, •• waits for no 
man.*' But Skinner seems more properly to derive this 
word from tight, as a tight fellow, one tied up or braced, 
not loose.
To Tie, tl, v. a. 276. To bind, to fasten with 

a knot; to knit, to complicate; to hold, to faster.; to 
hinder, to obstruct; to oblige, to constrain, to restrain, 
to confine.

Tie, tl, s. Knot, fastening; bond, obligation. 
Tier, t&r, s. 275. A row, a rank.
Tierce, t4rse, s. 277. A vessel holding the 

third part of a pipe.
Tiff, tlf, .t. Liquor, drink; a fit of peevish

ness or sullenness, a pet.
To Tiff, tlf, t>. n. To be in a pet, to quarrel. 
Tiffany, tlfifi-ne, s. Very thin silk.
Tiger, tl-g&r, s. 98. A fierce beast of the leo. 

nine kind.
Tight, tlte, a. 393. Tense, close, not loose; 

free from fluttering rags, less than neat.—See. Tidy.
To Tighten, tl-tn, v. a. 103. To straiten, to 

make close.
Tightly, tlte-l£, ad. Closely, not loosely; 

neatly, not idly.
Tightness, tlte-n^s, s. Closeness, not loose 

ueo
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Tigress, tl'gr&s, x. The female of the tiger. I 
Tike, tike, s. A species of clog.
Tile, tile, s. Thin plates of baked clay used 

to cover houses.
To Tile, tile, v. a. To cover with tiles; to 

cover as til
Tiler, tl-ltr, s. 98. One whose trade is to 

cover houses with tiles.
Tiling, tl-llng, s. 410. The roof covered with 

tiles.
Till, till, s. A box in a desk or counter into 

which money is dropped.
Till, til1, prep To the time of; Till now, 

to the present time; Till then, to that time.
Till, till, coiy. To the time; to the degree 

that.
To Till, till, v. a. To cultivate, to husband, 

commonly used of the husbandry of the plough.
Tillable, til-li-bl, a. 405. Arable, fit for the 

plough.
Tillage, til-lldje, s. 90. Husbandry, the act 

or practice of ploughing, or culture.
Tiller, tll-l&r, s. 98. A husbandman, a 

ploughman; a till, a small drawer; the rudder of a 
boat.

Tilt, tilt, s. A tent, any covering over head; 
the cover of a boat; a military game at which the 
coir.liatants run against each other with lances on 
horseback; a thrust.

To Tilt, tilt, v. a. To cover like a tilt of a 
boat; to carry as in tilts or tournaments; to point as 
in tilts; to turn up so as to run out.

To Tilt, tilt, v. n. To run in tilts ; to fight 
with rapiers; to rush as in combat; to play unsteadily; 
to fall on one side.

Tilter, tllt-ftr, x. 98. One who tilts, one who 
fights.

Tilth, tll/A, s. Husbandry, culture.
Timber, tlm-bhr, x. 98. Wood fit for build

ing; the main trunk of a tree; the main beams of a 
fabrick.

Timbered, tlmi-b&rd, a. 559. Built, formed, 
contrived.

Timbrel, tlm-bril, x* 99. A kind of musical 
Instrument played by pulsation.

Time, time, x. The measure of duration ; 
space of time; interval; season, proper time; a con
siderable space of duration, continuance, process of 
time; age, particular part of time; hour of child
birth ; musical measure.

To Time, time, v. a. To adapt to the time, to 
bring or do at a proper time; to regulate as to time; 
to measure harmonically.

Timeful, time^fil, a. Seasonable, timely, 
early.

Timeless, time-l£s, a. Unseasonable, done a: 
an improper time ; untimely, immature, done before 
the proper time.

Timely, dme-l£, a. Seasonably, sufficiently 
early.

Timeserver, tlmeM£rv-b.r, x. One who con- 
plies with prevailing notions whatever they be.

Timeserving, dme-s&rv-ing, a. Meanly, com
plying with present power.

Timid, tim-id, a. Fearful, timorous, wanting 
courage.

Timidity, t^-mldM-t^, s. Fearfulness, timor
ousness, habitual cowardice.

Timorous, dm-hr-hs, a. 314. Fearful, full of 
fear and scruple.

Timorously, dm-hr-fis-le, ad. Fearfully, with 
much fear.

Timorousness, dm-fir-&s-n&s, g. Fearfulness. 
Tjmous, ti-m&s, a. 314. Early, timely. Ob

solete.
Tin, tin, s. One of the primitive metals called 

by the chemists Jupiter; thin plates of iron covered with tin.

To Tin, tin, v. a. To cover with tin.
To Tinct. tlngkt, v. a. To stain, to colour 

to spot, to die; to imbtle with a taste.
Tinct, tlngkt. x< i08. Colour, stain, spot. 
Tincture, tlngk-tshhre, s. 461. Colour or 

taste superadded by something; extract of some drug 
made in spirits, an infusion.

To Tincture, dngk-tshiire, p. a. To imbue or 
impregnate with some colour or taste; to imbue the 
mind.

To 'Find, dnd, v. a. To kindle, to set on fire. 
Tinder, tin Mir, x. 98. Any thing eminently 

inflammable placed to catch fire.
To Tinge, tlnje, v. a. To impregnate or im

bue with a colour or taste*
TlNGENT, tin-j&nt, a. Having the power to 

tinge.
To Tingle, ting-gl, v. n. 405. To feel a sound, 

or the continuance of a sound; to feel a sharp quick 
pain with a sensation of motion ; to feel either pain 
or pleasure with a sensation of motion.

To Tink, tingk, v. n. 408. To make a sharp 
shrill noise.

Tinker, tingk-ftr, s. A mender of old brass. 
To Tinkle, tingk-kl, v. n. 405. To make 

a sharp quick noise, to clink; to hear a low quick 
noise.

Tinman, dn-mAn, s. 88. A manufacturer of 
tin, or iron tinned over.

Tinner, tln-nhr, x. 98. One who works in the 
tin mines.

Tinsel, tin-sTl, x. 99. A kind of shining cloth; 
any thing shining with false lustre, any thing showy 
and of little value.

To Tinsel, dn-sll, v. a. To decorate with 
cheap ornaments; to adorn with lustre that has no 
value.

Tint, tint, x. A die, a colour. 
Tiny, tl-n£, a. Little, small, puny. 
Tip, tip, x. Top, end, point, extremity. 
To Tip, tip. t». a. To top, to end, to cover or. 

the end; to strike slightly, to tap; to give an inuendo, 
to give secretly.

Tippet, tlp^plt, s. 99. Something worn about 
the neck.

To Tipple, tip-pl, v. n. 405. To drink luxu
riously, to waste iife over the cup.

To Tipple, tlp-pl, v. a. To drink in luxury of 
excess.

Tipple, tip-pl, x. Drink, liquor. 
Tippled, tlp-pld, a. 359. Tipsy, drunk. 
Tippler, tlp^pl-hr, s. 98. A sottish drunkard. 
Tipstaff, tlp^stAf, s. An officer with a staff 

tipped with metal; the staff itself so tipped*
Tipsy, tlp^s£, a. Drunk.
Tiptoe, tip-td. s. The end of the toe. 
Tire, t££r, s. Rank, row.—See Tier.

As this word, when it signifies a rank or row, is 
universally pronounced like iear, a drop from the eye, 
it ought always to be written tier j which would prevent 
a gross irregularity. This is the more to be wished, not 
only as its derivation from the old French tiere seems to 
require this spelling, but to distinguish it from the word 
tiere, a head-dress; which, probably, being a corruption 
either of the word tiara, an ornament for the head, or 
of the English word attire, ought to be written and pro
nounced like the word tire, to fatigue. Dr. Kenrick is 
the only orthoepist who has attended to this distinction. 
See Bowl.
Tire, tire, x. A head-dress; furniture; appa

ratus.
To Tire, tire, ». a. To fatigue, to make weary, 

to harass; to dress the head.
To Tire, tire, v. n. To fail with weariness. 
Tiredness, tird-n^s, s. State oft being tired, 

weakness.
Tiresome, tire-sftm, a. 165. Wearisome, fa

tiguing, tedious.
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Tiresomeness, tlre^shm-n^s, s. Act or quality 
of being tiresome-

Tirewoman, tjre-w£km-&n, s. 88. A woman 
whose business is to make dresses for the head.

riRINGHOUSE, tl-rlng-hSuse, ? s The room in 
1IRINGR00M, tl-rlng-roOm, \ 

which players dress for the stage.
’Tts, tiz. Contracted for II is. This contraction

is only allowable in poetry.
Tisic , tlz'ik, s.( Properly Phthisic . Con- 

sumption.
.Tisical, tlz^-kil, a. 509. Consumptive.
Tissue, tish-u, s. 452. Cloth interwoven with 

gold and silver.
To Tissue, tlsh-i, v. a. To interweave, to 

variegate.
Pit, tit, s. A small horse, generally in con

tempt ; a woman in contempt; a titmouse' or tomtit, 
a bird.

Titbit, tit-bit, s. Nice bit, nice food.
Tithe, tl’nie, s. 467. The tenth part, the part 

assigned to the maintenance of the ministry; the 
tenth part of any thing ; a small part, a small portion.

To Tithe, tiTHe, v. a. To tax, to levy, to pay 
the tenth part.

To Tithe, tiTHe. v. n. To pay tithe.
Titheable, tiTH-A-bl, a. Subject to the pay

ment of tithes.
Tither, tl-TH&r, s. 98. One who gathers 

tithes.
Tithing, tl-Tiilng, s. 410. Titliing is the 

number or company of ten men with their families 
knit together in a society, all of them being bound to 
the king for the peaceable and good behaviour of each 
of their society; tithe, tenth part due to the priest.

Tithingman, ti-THlng.min, s. A petty peace 
officer.

To Titillate, tlt-til-lire, v. a. To tickle. 
Titillation, tit-til-la-shun, s. The act of 

tickling; the state of being tickled; any slight or petty 
pleasure.

Titlark, tlt-l&rk, s. A bird.
Title, tl-tl, s. 405. A general head comprising 

particulars; any appellation of honour; a name, an 
appellation ; the first page of a i ook, telling its name 
and generally its subject; a claim of right.

To Title, ti-tl, v. a. To entitle, to name, 
to call.

Titleless, tl-tl-l&s, a. Wanting a name or 
appellation.

Titlepage, ti-tl-padje, s. The page containing 
the title of a book.

Titmouse, tit-mouse, s. A small species of 
birds.

To Titter, tit-tur, v. n. 98. To laugh with 
restraint.

Titter, tit-tur, s. A restrained laugh.
Tittle, tlt'tl, 5. 405. A small particle, a point, 

a dot.
Tittletattle, tit-tl-tlt-tl, s. Idle talk, prattle, 

empty gabble.
Titubation, tlt-tshh-ba-shbn, s. The act of 

stumbling.
Titular, tit^tshu-lAr, a. 88. Nominal, having 

only the title.
Titularity, tit-tshfi-Hr-6-t6, s. The state of 

being titular.
Titulary, tlt-tshh-li-rd, a. Consisting in a 

title ; relating to a title.
Titulary, tlt-tshh-li-r6, s. One who has a 

title or right.
Tivy, tiv-6, a. A word expressing speed, from 

Tantivy, the note of a hunting horn.
TO, tdd, ad. A particle coining between two 

verbs, and noting the second as the object of the first; 
it notes the intention, as she raised a war To call me 
back; after an adjective it notes it* nlucct, as born 
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To beg; noting futurity, as, we are still To seek;
To and again, To and fro, backward and forward.

"What has been observed of the word The, respect
ing the length of the e before a vowel, and its shortness 
before a consonant, is perfectly applicable to the prepo. 
sition and the adverb To. This will be palpable in the 
pronunciation of the verbs to begin and to end, and in the 
phrases, I went to London, he went to Eaton. It may be 
observed too, that this word, though deprived of its o to 
the eye, always preserves it to the ear. Whether we see 
it elided, as In Pope’s Essay on Man :

“Say what the use were finer optics giv*n,
« T* inspect a mite, not comprehend the heav’n.”

Or preserved with an apostrophe after it, as in Milton:
“ For still they knew, and ought to’ have still remember’d,
° The high injunction not to taste that fruit,
“ Whoever tempted.”

In both these instances the word to ought to be pro
nounced in exactly the same manner; that is, like tho 
number two.
To, t66,prep. Noting motion toward, opposed to 

From ; noting accord or adaptation ; noting address 
or compellation, as, here’s To you all; noting a state 
or place whither any one goes, as, away To horse ; 
noting opposition, as foot To foot; noting amount, 
as, To the number of three hundred ; noting propor
tion, as, Three to nine; noting perception, as, sharp 
To the taste ; in comparison of, as, no fool to the sin
ner; as far as; toward.—See the Adverb.

Toad, tAde, s. 295. An animal resembling a 
frog ; but the frog leaps, the toad crawls ; the toad is 
accounted venomous.

Toadfish, tode-fish, s. A sea fish. 
Toadflax, tide-flaks, s. A plant. 
Toadstone, tide-stine, j. A concretion sup

posed to be found in the head of a toad.
Toadstool, t6de-st661, s. A plant like a mush

room, not esculent
To Toast, tdste. v. a. 295. To dry or heat at 

the fire; to name when a health is drunk.
Toast, tiste, s. Bread dried before the fire ; 

bread dried and put into liquor; a celebrated woman 
whose health is often drunk.

Toaster, tist-ur, s. 98. He who toasts.
Tobacco, to-bik-ki, s. An American plant 

much used in smoking, chewing, and snuffing.
Tobacconist, to-bak-k6-ni*>t, s. A preparer 

and vender of tobacco.
Tod, t&d, s. A bush, a thick shrub; a certain 

weight of wool, twenty-eight pounds.
Toe, ti, s. 296. The divided extremities of 

the feet, the fingers of the feet.
TOFORE, ti-fore,' ad. Before. Obsolete.
Tog ED, ti-gid, a. 381. Gowned, dressed in 

a gown.
Together, td-g^TH-ur, ad. 381. In company; 

in the same place; in the same time; without inter- 
mission; in concert; in continuity; Together with, 
in union with.

To Toil, toll, v. n. 299. To labour.
To Toil, tdil, v. a. To labour, to work at; 

to weary, to overlabour.
Toil, toil, s. Labour, fatigue; any net or 

snare woven or meshed.
Toilet. toll-6t, s. A dressing table. 
Toilsome, toll-sum, a. Laborious. 
Toilsomeness, toil-sum-n&s, s. Wearisome

ness, laboriousness.
Token, td-kn, s. 103. A sign; a mark; a 

memorial of friendship fan evidence of remembrance.
Told, t61d. Pret. and part. pass, of Tell. 

Mentioned, related.—See Mould.
To Tole, tile, v. a. To train, to draw by de 

grees.
Tolerable, tdl'&r-l-bl, a. 8& Supportable, 

that may be endured or supported; not excellent, not 
contemptible, passable.

Tolekableness, tdl-iir-A-bl-n^s, s. The state 
of being tolerable.
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Tolerably, t61-&r-J-blA, ail. Supportably, in 
a manner that may be endured; passably, neither 
well nor ill, moderately well.

Tolerance, tdKdr-anse, i. 557. Power of 
enduring, act of enduring.

To Tolerate, tdl-dr-ate, v. a. 555. To allow 
so as not to hinder, to suffer.

Toleration, tol-ur-a-shun, s. Allowance 
given to that which is not approved.

Toll, tdle, s. 406. An excise of goods.
To Toll, tdle, v. n. To pay toll or tollage ; 

to take toll or tollage; to sound as a single bell.
To Toll, tdle, v. a. To ring a bell; to take 

away, to vacate, to annul. In this sense sounded Tol.
Tollbooth, tdl-bddTH, s. A prison.
Tollgatherer, tdle-gaTH-ur-ur, s. The officer 

that takes toll.
Tolsey, tdl-zd, s. 438. A kind of market; 

a place where people meet to buy and sell; a tollbooth. 
The place near the exchange at Bristol is called the 
Tolsey.

Tomb, tddm, s. 164. 347. A monument in 
which the dead are enclosed.

To Tomb, tddm, v. a. 347. To bury, to en
tomb.

Tombless, tddm-lds, a. Wanting a tomb, 
wanting a sepulchral monument.

Tomboy, tdm-bdd, s. A mean fellow, some
times a wild coarse girl.

Tome, tdme, s. One volume of many; a 
book.

Tomtit, tdm-tlt,' s. A titmouse, a small bird. 
Ton, t&n, s. 165. A measure or weight. 
Tone, tdne, s. Note, sound; accent, sound 

of the voice; a whine, a mournftil cry; a particular or 
affected sound in speaking; elasticity, power of ex
tension and contraction.

Tong, tdng, s. 165. 406. The catch of the 
buckle.

Tongs, tdngz, s. An instrument by which 
hold is taken of any thing.

Tongue, tdng, s. 165. 337. The instrument 
of* speech in human beings; the organ by which ani
mals lick ; speech, fluency of words; speech as well or 
ill used ; a language ; speech as opposed to thoughts ; 
a nation distinguished by their language ; a small 
point, as the Tongue of a balance; to hold the Tongue, 
to be silent.

7o Tongue, ting, v. a. 337. To chide, to 
scold.

To Tongue, t&ng, v. n. To talk, to prate. 
Tongued, tftngd, a. 359. Having a tongue. 
Tongueless, tdng'lds, a. Wanting a tongue, 

speechless; unnamed, not spoken of.
Tonguepad, t&ng-pad, s. A great talker.
Tonguetjed, tdng-tfde, a. 282. Having an 

impediment of speech.
Tonic , tdn'ik, 509. ) o ,
Tonical, t6n4k.il, f “• B81nS «tended> 

being elastick ; relating to tones or sounds.
Tonnage, tCm-nldje, s. 90. 165. A custom or 

impost due for merchandise after a certain rate in 
every ton.

TONSIL, tdn-sll, s. Tonsils or almonds are two 
round glands placed on the sides of the bases of the 
tongue.

Tonsile, tdn-sll, a. Patient of being clipped. 
Tonsure, tdn-sh&re, s. 452. The act of clip

ping the hair.
Too, tAA, ad. 10. Over and above, overmuch,

more than enough ; likewise, also.
Took. tSJk. The pret. and sometimes the 

part. pass, of Take.
Tool, tddl, s. 306. Any instrument of manual 

operation ; a hireling, a wretch who acts at the com. 
mand of another.

Tooth, tddtA s. 467. Plural Teeth. One of 
the bones of the mouth with which the act of mastica- 
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tlon is performed ; taste, palate; a tine, prong, a blade; 
the prominent part of wheels; Tooth and nail, with 
one’s utmost violence; to the Teeth, in open opposi
tion ; to cast in the Teeth, to insult by open ex pro
bration ; in spite of the Teeth, notwithstanding any 
power of injury or defence*

To TOOTH, tooth, v. a. 306. To furnish with 
teeth, to indent; to lock in each other.

Toothache, tddM-Ake, s. 355. Pain in the 
teeth.

Toothdrawer, tddM-drAw-dr, s. One whose
; business is to extract painful teeth.

Toothed, Mtht, a. 359. 467. Having teeth. 
Toothless, tdd//z-lds, a. "Wanting teeth, de

prived of teeth.
Toothpick, tSJM-plk, J , 
Toothpicker, tA6z4iplk-6r, J s‘ An instru* 

ment by which the teeth are cleansed.
Toothsome, tAA/A^&m, a. 165. Palatable, 

pleasing to the taste.
Toothsomeness, tddz/z^sdm-nds. s. Pleasant

ness to the taste.
Toothwort, tddM-wurt, s. 165. A plant.
Top, tdp, s. The highest part of any thing ; 

the surface, the superficies; the highest place; the 
highest person; the utmost degree; the highest rank; 
the crown of the head ; the hair on the crown of the 
head, the forelock ; the head of a plant; a plaything 
for boys; Top is sometimes used as an adjective, to 
express lying on the top, or being at the top.

To TOP, tdp, v. n. To rise aloft, to be emi
nent ; to predominate; to do his best

To Top, tip, v. a. To cover on the top, to tip; 
to rise above j to outgo, to surpass; to crop ; to rise 
to the top of; to perform eminently ; as, he Tups his 
part.

Toparch, td-pArk, s. The chief man of a place, 
the lord or governour of a small country.

Topaz, td-pAz, s. A yellow gem.
TOPFUL, tdp-ful, a. Full to the top, full to the 

brim.
Topgallant, tdp-gAl-lAnt, s. The highest sail; 

it is proverbially applied to any thing elevated.
Topheavy, tdp-h^v-d, a. Having the upper 

part toe weighty for the lower.
Topiary, td-pd-A-r^, a. Shaped by tonsure- 
Topknot, tdp-ndt, s. A knot worn by women 

on the top of the head.
Topman, tdp-mAn, s. 88. The sawyer at the 

top.
Topmost, tdp-mdst, a. Uppermost, highest.
TopprOUD, tdp-prdCid, a. Proud in the highest 

degree.
Topsail, tdp^sAle, s. The highest sail.
To Tope, tope, v. n. To drink hard, to drink 

to excese.
Toper, td^p&r, s. 98. A drunkard. 
Tophaceous, td-fA-shds, a. 357. Gritty, stony. 
Tophet, td'fdt, s. Hell, a scriptural name. 
TOPICAL, tdp^-kAI, a. 509. Relating to some 

general head; local, confined to some particular place; 
applied medicinally to a particular part.

Topically, tdp'£-kAl-d, ad. With application 
to some particular part.

Topick, tdp-lk, s. 508. 544. A general head, 
something to which other things are referred; things 
as externally applied to any particular part.

Topless, tdp-les, a. Having no top.
Topographer, td-pdg-grAf-Kr, s. 518. One 

who writes descriptions of particular places.
Topography. td-pdg-grAf. s. 518. Descrip

tion of particular placet.
Topping, tdp-plng, a. 410. Fine, noble, gal

lant A low word.
Toppingly, tdp-plng-ld, ad. Finely, gayly, 

gallantly.
To Topple, tdp^pl. v. n. 405. To fall forward, 

to tumbie down-

t6n4k.il
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Topsyturvy, tjp-s4-tir-v5, ad. With the bot- 
tom upward.

Touch, tirtsh, s. 352. A wax-light bigger 
than a candle.

Torchbearer, tdrtsh-bJ-r&r, s. One whose
office is to carry a torch.

Torcher, tirtsh-ur, s. 98. One that gives 
light.

Torchlight, tdrtsh-llte. s. A light kindled
io suppty the want of the sun.

Tore, tdre. Pret. and sometimes part. pass, 
of Tear.

To Torment, tdr-m^nt,' v. a. To put to pain, 
to harass with anguish, to excruciate; to tease, to vex 
with importunity ; to put into great agitation.

Torment, t.3r-m£nt, s. 492. Any thing that 
gives pain; pain, misery, anguish; penal anguish, 
torture.

Tormentil, tdr-m&n-tll, «. Septfoil. A plant
Tormentor, t3r-m£nt-&r, s. 166. One who 

torments, one who gives pain; one who inflicts penal 
tortures.

Torn, torn. The part pass, of Tear.—See 
Thorn.

Tornado, tSr-na'dd, s. A hurricane.—See
Lumbago-

Torpedo, t&r-p£-dd, s. A fish which, while 
alive, if touched even with a long stick, benumbs the 
hand that so touches it, but when dead is eaten safely. 
See Drama, Flamen, and Phalanx.

Torpent, t3r-p&nt, a. Benumbed; struck 
motionless, not active.

Torpescent, tir-p£s-s£nt, a. Growing torpid.
Torpid, tor-pld, a. Numbed, motionless, not 

active.
Torpidness, t3r-pld-n&s, s. The state of being 

torpid.
Torpitude, tor'p£-t£ide, s. The state of being

motionless.
Torpor, tor-pSr, s. 166. Dulness, numbness. 
Torrefaction, t&r-rd-fik-sh&n, s. The act of 

drying by the fire.
To Torrefy, tSr-re-fl, v. a. 183. To dry by 

the fire.
Torrent, tftr-r6nt, s. A sudden stream raised 

by summer showers; a violent and rapid stream, tu
multuous current

Torrent, tAr-r^nt, a, Rolling in a rapid
stream.

Torrid, t?ir-rld, a. 168. Parched, dried with 
heat; burning, violently hot; it is particularly applied 
to the regions or zone between the tropicks.

Torsel, tdr-sll, s. 99. Any thing in a twisted 
form.

TORSION, tdr^sh&n, s. The act of turning or 
twisting.

Tortile, tSr-tll, a. 140. Twisted, wreathed. 
Tortion, tor-sh&n, s. Torment, pain.
Tortive, tdr-tlv, a. 158. Twisted, wreathed. 
Tortoise, tSr-tlz, s. 301. An animal covered 

with a hard shell; there are tortoises both of land and 
water.

Tortuosity, tor-tshfi-6s-£-t£, s. Wreath,
flexure.

Tortuous, tdr-tshii-hs, a. 463. Twisted,
wreathed, winding; mischievous.

Torture, tSr-tshiire, s. 461. Torments judi
cially inflicted, pain by which guilt is punished, or con
fession extorted ; pain, anguish, pang.

To Torture, t6r-tshi\re, v. a. To punish with 
tortures; to vex, to excruciate, to torment.

Torturer, tdr-tshfi-r&r, $. 557. He who tor
tures, a tormentor.

Torvity, tdr-v£-t£, s. Sourness, severity of 
countenance.

Torvous, tdr-v&s, a. 314. Sour of aspect, 
stern severe of countenance.
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Tory, td-r£, A cant term, from an Irish 
word signifying a savage; the name oi a party opposed 
to that of a Whig. ‘

To Toss, tds, v. a. To throw with the hand, as 
a ball at play ; to throw with violence; to lift with a 
sudden and violent motion; to make restless, to dis 
quiet; to keep in play, to tumble over.

To Toss, tSs, v. n. To fling, to wince, to be in 
••iolent commotion • to be tossed • to Toss un. to throw 
a coin mtc tne air, and wager on wnat side it snafi 
fall.

Toss, t&s, s. The act of tossing; an affecte i
manner of raising the head.

Tosser, tfts-shr, s. 98. One who throws, one
who flings and writhes.

Tosspot, t6s-p6t, s. A toper and drunkard.
Tost, tdst, 360. 367. Pret. and part. pass, of

Toss ; properly Tossed, 360. 367.
Total, td-tal, a. 88. Whole, complete, full; 

whole, not divided.
Totality, to-til-5-te,«. Complete sum, whole

quantity.
Totally, to-til-i, ad. Wholly, fully, com- 

pletely.
T’other, ti\TH-&r. Contraction for The other.
To Totter, tdt-tiir, v- n. 98. To shake so as 

to threaten a fall.
Touch, thtsh, v. a. 314. To reach so as to be 

in contact; to come to, to attain ; to try as gold with 
a stone; to affect, to relate to; to move, to strike 
mentally, to melt; to delineate or mark out; to in
fect, to seize slightly ; to wear, to have an effect on ; 
to strike a musical instrument; to Touch up, to re
pair or improve by slight strokes.

To Touch, t&tsh, v. n. To be in a state of 
junction so that no space is between them ; to fasten 
on, to take effect on; to Touch at, to come to without 
stay; to Touch on, to mention slightly ; to Touch on 
or upon, to go for a very short time.

Touch, tfitsh, s. Reach of any thing so that 
there is no space between the things reaching and 
reached ; the sense of feeling; the act of touching ; 
examination as by a stone; test, that by which any 
thing is examined; proof, tried qualities ; single act 
of a pencil upon the picture; feature, lineament; act 
of the hand upon a musical instrument; power of ex- 
citing the affections ; something of passion or affec
tion ; a stroke; exact performance of agreement; a 
small quantity intermingled ; a hint, a slight notice 
given ; a cant word for a slight essay.

Touchable, t&tsh-i-bl, a. 405. Tangible, that 
which may be touched.

Touch-hole, tfitsh-hdle, s. The hole through
which the fire is conveyed to the powder In a gun.

Touchiness, tutsli-£-n£s, s. Peevishness, iras
cibility.

Touching, t&tsh-lng, prep. 410. With respect, 
regard, or relation to.

Touching, t&tsh-lng, a. Pathetick, affecting, 
moving.

Touchingly, t&tsh-lng-l£, ad. With feeling 
emotion, in a pathetick manner.

Touchmenot, t&tsh-m£-n6t, s. An herb.
Touchstone, t&tsh-stone, s. Stone by which 

metals are examined , any test or criterion.
Touchwood, t&tsh-w&d, s. Rotten wood used 

to catch the fire struck from the flint.
Touchy. tutsh-£, a. Peevish, irritable, irasci

ble, apt to take fire. A low word.
Tough, thf, a. 314. 391. Yielding without 

fracture; not brittle; stiff’, not easily flexible; not 
easily injured or broken ; viscous, clammy, ropy.

To Toughen, t&f-fn, v. n. 103. To grow 
tough.

Toughness, thf-n^s, t. Not brittleness, flexi
bility ; viscosity, tenacity, clamminess, glutinousnezsi 
firmness against injury.

Toupet, tdd-pAt,' s. 315. A curl, an artificial 
lock of hair. This word is generally written and pro 
nounced Toopee
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Tour, tddr, r. 315. Ramble, roving journey;
turn, revolution.

My experience foils me if this word is not slowly 
conforming to the true English sound of the vowels heard 
in thou. The smart traveller to France and Italy would 
fear we should never suppose he had been out of England, 
were he not to pronounce it so as to rhyme with poor ; 
and the sober English critick sees infinite advantage in 
this pronunciation, as it prevents our mistaking taking 
a tour for taking a tower. But plausible as this latter 
reason may be, it is far from being sufficient to induce 
a philosophical grammarian tp approve it. Coincidence 
in the sound of words signifying different things, is the 
case in all languages; but while these words are differ
ently written, their different meanings will be suffi
ciently preserved without departing from the general 
analogy of pronunciation.—See the word Bowl. 
Tournament, t66r-ni-m£nt, or tur-ni-mdnt, > 
Tourney, tdor-nd, or tdr-nd, (

t. Tilt, military sport, mock encounter; Milton uses 
it simply for encounter.

1 am much mistaken if general usage does not in
cline to the short sound of the diphthong in these words; 
and that this sound ought to be indulged, is palpable to 
every English ear, which finds a repugnance at giving 
the French sound to any word that is not newly adopted. 

Tourney, nourish, courage, and many other words from 
the French, have long been anglicised; and there is no 
j;ood reason that this word should not fall into the same 
rlass Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Scott, Dr. Kenrick, and 
Mr. Perry, give the first sound of this word; and 
Buchanan and W. Johnston, tbe second. Junius and 
Skinner spell the word Turnament.
To Tourney, t6dr-n£, or thr-n£, v. n. To tilt 

in the lists.
Tourniquet, t&r'n£-kw&, «. A bandage used 

in amputations, straitened or relaxed by the turn of 
a handle.

The general pronunciation of this word ought to 
induce us to the second pronunciation of Tournament. 
To Touse, tSuze, v. a. 313. To pull, to tear, 

to haul, to drag; whence Touser, or Towscr, the name 
of a mastiff.

Tow, ti, s. Flax or hemp beaten and combed
into a filamentous substance.

To Tow, td, r. a. To draw by a rope, par
ticularly through the water.

Toward, t6'hrd. 324. ) r a-Towards, td'-ftrtlz, f In a d,rectlon
to; near to, as the danger now comes Towards him; 
with respect to, touching, regarding; with tendency 
to; nearly, little less than.

Notwithstanding our poets almost universally 
accent this word on the first syllable, and the poets are 
pretty generally followed by good speakers, there are 
some’, and those not of the lowest order, who still place 
Ihe accent on the second. These should be reminded, 
that as mwartfc, outwards, backwards, forwards, and 
every other word of the same form, have the accent on 
the first syllable, there is not the least reason for pro
nouncing towards with the accent on the last. All our 
orthoepists place the accent upon the first syllable of 
toward when an adjective. Towards. being always a pre
position, has the accent on the first syllable by Mr. Scott; 
but Mr. Perry, Barclay, and Fenning, place it on the se
cond. From the coalescence of the e with the u, this 
word is pronounced generally in one syllable, though 
Dr. Kenrick says otherwise. Mr. Sheridan so pronounces 
it; Mr. Nares and Mr. Smith rhyme it with boards: 
Bailey accent, the first syllable of toward, and Entick the 
same syllable on the same word, and on towards as a pre
position.
Toward, t6-wurd, a, 88. Ready to do or learn, 

not froward.
Towardlisess, ti^w5rd-le-n?s, s. Docility,

compliance, readiness to do or to learn.
Towardly, tA'wurd-l£, a. Ready to do or 

learn ; docile, compliant with duty.
Towardness, td^wurd-nSs, s. Docility.
Towel, tou-il, s. 99. 323. A cloth on which 

the hands are wiped.
Tower, tdi-fir, s. 99. 323. A high building, 

a building raised above the main edifice; a fortress, 
a citadel; a high head-dress; high flight, elevation 

To Tower, tou-fir, v. n. 98. To soar, to fly 
or rise high.

Towered tou-urd, a. 359. Adorned or de- 
fended by towers.

Towery, toti-ur-A, -a. Adorned or guarded 
with towers.

Town, td&n, s. Any walled collection of 
houses; any collection of houses larger than a village; 
in England, any number of houses io which belongs 
a regular market, and which is not a city, or see of 
a bishop; the court end of London; the people who 
live in the capital.

Townclerk, toun-klark, s. An officer who
manages the publick business of a place.

Townhouse, tdun-lioiise, s. The hall where 
publick business is transacted.

Township, t^un-ship, s, The corporation of
a town.

Townsman, tounz-min, s. 88. An inhabitan 
of a place; one of the same town.

Towntalk, tdun-tawk, s. Common prattle of
a place.

Toy, to£, s. 329. A petty commodity, a trifle, 
a thing of no value; a play thing, a bauble ; matter of 
no importance; folly, trifling practice : silly opinion , 
play, sport, amorous dalliance; frolick ; humour, odd 
fancy.

To ToY,to^, v. a. To trifle, to dally amorously 
to play.

TOYlSH, to&'lsh, a. Trifling, wanton.
Toyishness, toe-lsh-nes, a. Nugacity, wanton

ness.
Toyshop, to£-sh6p, s. A shop where playthings

and little nice manufactures are sold.
To Toze, tdze, v, a. To pull by violence or 

impetuosity. Obsolete.—See Touse and Tease.
Trace, trase, s. Mark left by any thing pas

sing, footsteps; remain, appearance of what lias beer 
harness for beasts of draught

To Trace, trise, v. a. To follow by the foot
steps, or remaining marks; to follow with exactness; 
to mark out.

Tracer, tra'sfrr, s. 98. One who traces.
Track, trak, s. Mark left upon the way by

the foot or otherwise; a road, a beaten path.
To Track, trik, v. a. To follow by the foot

steps or marks left in the way.
Trackless, trik-l&s, a. Untrodden, marked 

with no footsteps.
Tract, trikt. s. A region, a quantity of land; 

continuity, any thing protracted or drawn out to 
length ; course, manner of process; it seems to be 
used by Shakspeare for Track; a treatise, a small book.

Tractable, trik-ti-bl, a. 405. Manageable,
docile, compliant; palpable, such as may be handled.

Tractableness, trik-ti-bl-n£s, s. The state of 
being tractable, compliance, obsequiousness.

Tractate, trik-tate, s. 91. A treatise, a tract, 
a small book.

Traction, trAk-shun, s. The act of drawing, 
the state o’f being drawn.

Tractile, trik-til, a, 140. Capable to be 
drawn out or extended in length, ductile.

Tractllity, trik-tll'e-t^, s. The quality of
being tractile.

Trade, trade, s. 73. Traffick, commerce, ex
change; occupation, particular employment whether 
manual or mercantile.

To Trade, trade, v. n. To traffick, to deal, to 
hold commerce; to act merely for money; to go 
with a trade-wind.

Trade-wind, trade-wind, s. The monsoon, the 
periodical wind between the tropicks.—See Wind.

Traded, tra-d^d, a. Versed, practised.
Tradeful, trade-ful, a. Commercial, busy in 

traffic .
Trader, traM&r, s. 98. One engaged in mer

chandize or commerce; one long used in the methods 
of money-getting, a practitioner.

Tradesfolk, tradz-fdke, s. People employed 
in trades.—See Falk.
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Tradesman, tradz-m&n, 88. A shopkeeper. I 
Tradition, trl-d1sh-6n, s. The act or practice 

of delivering accounts from mouth to mouth without 
written memorials; any thing delivered orally From 
0ge to age.

Traditional, tra-dish-un-?d, a. Delivered by 
tradition, descending by oral communication; obser
vant of traditions, or idle rites.

Traditionally, tri-dish-ia-il-&, ad. By 
transmission frontage to age; from tradition without 
evidence of written memorials-

Traditionary, tri-dish-bn-ir-e, a. Delivered 
by tradition.

Traditive, trld-^-tlv, a. 512. Transmitted 
or transmissable from age tQ age.

Ta Traduce, tri-duse' v. a. To censure, to 
condemn, to represent asblameab!c,to calumniate ; to 
propagate, to increase by deriving one from another.

Traducement, tri-duse-ment, s. Censure, 
obloquy.

Traducer, tra-du-stir, $. 98. A false ccnsurer, 
a calumniator.

Traducible, trA-dh^s^-bl, a. 405. Such as 
may be derived.

Traduction, tri-duk-shun, $. Derivation from 
one of the same kind, propagation; tradition, trans
mission from one to another; conveyance; transition. 

Traffic , trif-flk, s. Commerce, merchan
dising, large trade . commodities, subject of trafiick.

To Traffic , trlf-fik, v. n. To practise com
merce; to merchandise; to trade meanly or mer
cenarily.

Trafficker, traMk-kur, s. A trader, a mer
chant.

Tragedian, tri-j£-de-an, s. A writer of tra
gedy ; an actor of tragedy.

In this word we have a striking instance of the 
aversion of the language to what may be called a Tauto- 
phony, or a successive repetition of the same sound. 
We find no repugnance at aspirating the d in comedian, 
and pronouncing it as if written co-me-jc-an ; but there 
is no ear that would not be hurt at pronouncing tragedian 
as if written tra je-je-an. The reason is evident. The 
ge that immediately precedes being exactly the same 
sound as di when aspirated into Je, the car will not suffer 
the repetition, and therefore dispenses with the laws of 
aspiration, rather than offend against those of harmony. 
To the same reason we must attribute giving the sound 
of zh to the double s in abscission, and to the ti in tran
sition. The same aversion to the repetition of similar 
sounds makes us drop the first aspiration in diphthong, 
triphthong, ophthalmy, &c.—See Ophthalmick.
Tragedy, trAd-je-dd, «. A dramatick repre

sentation of a serious action; any mournful or dreadful 
event.

Tragical, trAd'i^-kAl, ) . ..Tragic , trldtfk, ( 509’ Relat,nS to
tragedy; mournful, calamitous, sorrowful, dreadful.

Tragically, trAd-je-kAI-^, ad. In a tragical 
manner, in a manner befitting tragedy ; mournfully, 
sorrowfully, calamitously.

Tragicalness, trAd-j^-kAl-n&s, s. Mournful
ness, caiamitousness.

Tragicomedy, trad-j^-kAm^e-d^, s. A drama 
compounded of merry and serious events.

Tragicomical, trid-j£-kAm-£-kil, a. Relating 
to tragicomedy; consisting of a mixture of mirth and 
sorrow.

Tragicomically, trAd-j£-k&m-e-kAl-4, ad.
In k tragicomick manner.

To Traject, trA-j&kt/ v. a. To cast through, 
to throw.

Traject, trAd-j&kt, s. 492. A ferry, a passage 
for a water-carriage.

Trajection, trA-jek^sh&n, s. The act of dart
ing through ; emission.

To Trail, trale, t>. a. 202. To hunt by the 
track •. to draw along the ground •. to draw after in a 
long Boating or waving body : to draw, to drag.

7b Trail, trale, t. n. To be drawn out in 
length.
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Trail, trale, $. Track followed by the hunter; 
any thing drawn to length ; any thing drawn behind 
in long undulations; bowel of a woodcock.

To Train, trane, v. a. 202. To draw along; 
to draw, to entice, to invite; to draw by artifice Ol 
stratagem ; to draw from act to act by persuasion or 
promise; to educate, to bring up, commonly with Up; 
to breed, or form tn any thing.

Train, trane, s. Artifice, stratagem of entice
ment; the tail of a bird; part of a gown that falls be
ll ind upon the ground • a series, a consecution ; pro
cess, method, state of procedure; a retinue, a number 
of followers; an orderly company, a procession; a line 
of powder reaching to the mine; train of artillery, 
cannbns accompanying an army.

Trainbands, trane-bindz, s. The militia, the 
part of a community trained to martial exercise*

Trainoil, trane-311, s. Oil drawn by coction 
from the fat of the whale.

Trainy, tra-n£, a. Belonging to trainoil.
To Traipse, trapes, v. n. 202. To walk in a 

careless or sluttish manner.
Trait, tra, or trate, s. 472. A stroke, a touch.
Traitor, tra-t&r, s. 166. 202. One who, being 

trusted, betrays.
Traitorly, tra-thr-1^, ? ~ „-k,.-i/.z x Ireacher-TraitorOUS, tra-tur-as, 314. )

ous, perfidious.
Traitorously, tra£t&r-5s-lA, ad. In a man net 

suiting traitors, perfidiously.
Traitress, tra-tr^s, s. A woman who betrays. 

See Tutoress.
To Tralineate, trA-lln-^-ate, v. n. 113. To 

deviate from any direction.
Trammel, trim-mSl, s. 99. A net in which 

birds or fish are caught; any kind of net; a kind ot 
shackles in which horses are taught to pace.

To Trammel, trAm'm&l, v. a. To catch, to in
tercept

To Trample, trim-pl, v. a. 405. To tread un
der foot with pride, contempt, or elevation.

To Trample, trim-pl, v. n. To tread in con
tempt ; to tread quickly and loudly.

Trampler, trim-pl-hr, s. 98. One who 
tramples.

Tranation, tri-na-sh&n, s. The act of swim
ming over.

Trance, trinse, s. 78. 79. An ecstasy, a state 
in which the soul is rapped into visions of future or 
distant things.

Tranced, trinst, a. 359. Lying in a trance 
or ecstasy.

TrangraM, trin-grim, s. A cant word. An 
odd intricately contrived thing.

TranneL, trin-nll, s. 99. A sharp pin.
Tranquil, tring-kwil, a. Quiet, peaceful, un

disturbed.
Tranquillity, trin-kwlW-t^, s. 408. Quiet, 

peace of mind, peace of condition, freedom from per
turbation.

To Transact, trins-ikt^ v. a. To manage, to 
negotiate, to conduct a treaty or afiairs; to perform, 
to do, to carry on.

Transaction, trins-Jk-shfln, «. Negotiation, 
dealing between man and man, management* 

Transanimation, trins-Jn-n^-ma-sh&n, s.
Conveyance of the soul from’one body to another.

To Transcend, trln-s^nd,' ». a. To pass, to 
overpass ; to surpass, to outgo, to exceed, to excel; 
to surmount, to rise above.

Transcendence, trAn-s£n-d£nse, 
Transcendency, trAn-s£n-d£n->

Excellence, unusual excellence, supereminencc; ex 
aggeration, elevation beyond truth.

Transcendent, trin-X-n-dint, a. Excellent, 
supremely excellent, passing others.

Transcendental, trin-s^n-d^n^tAl, a. .Gene- 
ral, pervading many particulars; supereminent, paw
ing others.

>e, ? 
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Transcendently, trAn-sAn-dAnt-te, ad. 
Excellently, supereminently.

To Transcolate, trAns-kd-late, v. a. To strain 
through a sieve or colander.

To Transcribe, tran-skribe,' v. a. To copy, 
to write from an exemplar.

Transcriber, trAn-skrl-b&r, s. A copier, one 
who writes from a copy.

Transcript, tran^skript, s. A copy, any thing 
written from an original.

Transcription, trAn-skrlp^hhn, s. The act 
of copying.

Transcriptively, tran-sknp-tlv-ld, ad. In 
manner of a copy.-

To Transcur, trAns-kur,' v. n. To run or move 
to and fro.

TraNSCursion, trAns-k&r-sh&n, s. Ramble, 
passage through, passage beyond certain limits.

TraNse, trAnse, s. A temporary absence of 
the soul, an ecstasy.

Transelementation, trAns-^M-mAn-ti-shfin, 
*. Change of one element into another.

To Transfer, trAns-fAr,' v. a. To convey or 
make over from one to another; to remove, to trans, 
port.

Transfer, trAns'fAr, s. 492. The act of con
veying from one person to another.

Transferable, trAns'fAr-A-bl, r i i
Transferrable, trAns-fAr'A-bl, J a' a^a e 

of being transferred.
I have met with this very common and useful 

word in no Dictionary but Entick’s, where the accent is 
very properly placed on the second syllable; as all words 
of this form ought as much as possible to retain the accent 
of the verb from which they are derived. 
Transfiguration, trAns-fig-h-ra-sh&n, s.

Change of form, the miraculous change of our blessed 
Saviour’s appearance on the mount.

To Transfigure, trAns-fig-yhre, v. a. To 
transform, to change with respect to outward appear
ance.

To Transfix, trAns-fiksf ». a. To pierce 
through.

To Transform, trAns-fSrm,' v. a. To meta
morphose, to change with regard to external form

To Transform, trAns-form,' v. n. To be me
tamorphosed.

Transformation, trAns-for-ma-sh&n, s. The 
state of being changed with regard to form.

Transfretation, frAns-fri-ta-shun, s. Pas
sage over the sea.

To Transfuse, trAns-fuze,' v. a. To pour out 
of one into another.

Transfusion, trAns-fh-zhun, s. The act of 
pouring out of one into another.

To Transgress, trAns-gr£s,z v. a. To pass over, 
to pass beyond ; to violate.

To Transgress, trAns-gresf v. n. To offend 
by violating a law.

Transgression, trAns-grdsh-dn, s. Violation 
of a law, breach of a command ; offence, crime, fault. 

Transgressive, trans-grAs-siv, a. Faulty, 
culpable, apt to break laws.

Transgressor, trAns-grAs-s&r, s. 166. Law
breaker, violator of command ; an offender.

Transient, trAn-shA-Ant, a. 542. Soon passed, 
soon passing, short, momentary.

Transiently, trAn-shA-ent-lA, ad. Tn passage, 
with a short passage, not extensively.

Transientness, trAn-shA-Ant-nAs, Shortness 
of continuance, speedy passage.

Transilience, trAn-sil-yAnse, ) m t 
Transiliency, trAn-siI-yAn-sA, ( ’ * P

from thing to thing.
Transit, trAn-sit, s. Tn Astronomy, the pass

ing of any planet just by or under any other planet or 
fixed star.

Transition, trAn-sIzh-hn, or trAn-slsh-&n, s. 29. 
564

Removal, passage; change; passing in writing or 
conversation from one subject to another. See 
gedian.

IO" I prefer the first mode of pronouncing this word 
to the second, though at first sight, it appears not so re
gular. My reason is, the aversion our language has to a 
repetition of exactly similar sounds. The s in the prefix 
trans is always sharp and hissing, and that inclines us to 
vary the succeeding aspiration, by giving it the flat in. 
stead of the sharp sound. This is the best reason I can 
give for the very prevailing custom of pronouncing this 
termination in this word contrary to analogy. When I 
asked Mr. Garrick to pronounce this word, he, without 
premeditation, gave it in the first manner ; but when I 
desired him to repeat his pronunciation, he gave it in the 
second:

•* As one who on his Journey bates at noon,
«< Though bent on speed, so here th’ Archangel paus’d, 
u Betwixt the world destroy’d and world restor’d, 
(t If Adam ought perhaps might interpose, 
“ Then with transition sweet new speech resumes.” 

Milton.

I think, however, it may be classed among those 
varieties where we shall neither be much applauded tor 
being right, nor blamed for being wrong.
Transitive, trAns-A-tiv, a. Having the powef 

of passing; in Grammar, a verb Transitive is thar 
which signifies an action, conceived as having an ef
fect upon some object, as, I strike the earth.

Transitorily, trAn'sA-t&r-A-lA, ad. With 
speedy evanescence, with short continuance.

Transitoriness, trAn-sA-tur-A-nAs, s. Speedy 
evanescence.

Transitory, tran-sA-tir-A, a. 551. Continu
ing but a short time, speedily vanishing.—See Domes
tic .

To Translate, trAn-slate/ v. n. To transport, 
to remove; it is particularly used of the removal of & 
bishop from one see to another; to transfer from one 
to another, to convey ; to change; to interpret in ano
ther language; to explain.

Translation, trAn-sla-sh&n, s. Removal, act 
of removing; the removal of a bishop to another see; 
the act of turning into another language ; something 
made by translation, version.

Translator, tr&n-slaAtiir, s. 166. One who 
turns any thing into another language.

TranslaIORY, trilns-la'tur^, a. 512. Trans- 
ferring.

Translocation, trAns-ld-ka-sh&n, s. Removal 
of things reciprocally to each other’s places.

Translucency, trAns-lfi-sAn-se, s. Diaphane
ity, transparency.

Translucent, trAns-lii-sAnt, ) m
Translucid, trins-lWsid, J Transpa-

rent, diaphanous, clear.
Transmarine, trans-mA-rAAn,' a. 112. Lying 

on the other side of the sea, found beyond sea.
Transmigrant, trAns-mA-grAnt, a. Passing 

into another country or state.
To Transmigrate, trAns-mA-grate, v. n. To 

pass from one place or country into another.
Transmigration, trAns-mA-gra-shhn, s. Pas

sage from one place or state into another.
Transmission, trAns-mish-&n, s. The act of 

sending from one place to another.
Transmissive, trAns-mis-slv, a. Transmitted, 

derived from one to another.
Transmittal, trAns-mit-tAl, s. The act of 

transmitting, transmission.
Transmutable, trAns-mditA-bl,- a. Capable of 

change, possible to be changed into another nature or 
substance.

Transmutably. trJns-mMti-bM, ad. With 
capacity of being changed into another substance or 
nature.

Transmutation, trAns-mii-ta-sh&n, s. Change 
into another nature or substance ; the great aim of ak 
chymy is the transmutation of base metals into gold.

To Transmute, trAns-mite,' v. a. To change 
from one nature or substance to another.
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Tbansmuter, trlns-nii't&r, s. One that trans- 
mutes.

Transparency, triiis-pJ!.rSn-s^, ». Clearness, 
diaphaneity, translucency, the power of transmitting 
light.

Transparent, tri.ns-pa-r£nt, a. Pervious to 
the sight cleat, pellucid, diaphanous, translucent.

Transpicuous, trlns-plk-£i-&s, a. Transparent, 
pervious to the sight.

To Transpierce, trins-pe&rse,' or trans-perse,' 
v. a. To penetrate, to make way through ; to per
meate.—See Pierce and Fierce.

Transpiration, trAn-sp^-ra-shun, s. Emission 
in vapour.

To Transpire, tr&n-splre' v. a. To emit in 
vapour.

To Transpire, trin-splre,' v. n. To be emitted 
by insensible vapour; to escape from secresy to notice.

To Transplace, trAns-plase,' v. a. To remove, 
to put into a new place.

To Transplant, tr3.ns-plS.nt,' a. To remove 
and plant in a new place ; to remove.

Transplantation, tr3ns-plSn-ta-shun, s. The 
act of transplanting or removing to another soil; con
veyance from one to another; removal of men from 
one country to another.

Transplanter, trSns-plSnt-ur, s. One who 
transplants.

To Transport, trins-pdrt,' v. a. 492. To con
vey by carriage from place to place ; to carry into 
banishment, as a felon ; to sentence as a felon to 
banishment j to hurry by violence or passion ; to put 
into ecstasy, to ravish with pleasure.

Transport, trAns-port, s. 492. Transportation, 
carriage, conveyance; a vessel of carriage, particu
larly a vessel in which soldiers are conveyed; rapture, 
ecstasy.

Transportance, tr&ns-pdr-tAnse, s. Convey
ance, carriage, removal.

Transportation, trlns-pdr-ta-shfin, s. Re
moval, conveyance, carriage; banishment for felony; 
ecstatick violence of passion.

Transporter, tr3ns-pdrt'ur. s. One who trans
ports.

Transposal, trlns-pd-z3l, s. The act of put
ting things in each other’s place.

To Transpose, trins-poze,' v. a. To put each 
in the place of other; to put out of place.

Transposition, tr3ns-po-zlsh-un, s. The act 
of putting one thing in the place of another; the state 
of being put out of one place into another.

To Tr ansshape, tr&ns-shape,' v. a. To trans
form, to bring into another shape.

To Transubstantiate, tr3n-s&b-stAn-sh£-ate, 
v. a- To change to another substance.

rRANSUBSTANTTATiON,tr^n-s&b-st3n-sh^-a-shun, 
s. A miraculous operation believed in the Romish 
church, in which the elements of the eucharist are 
supposed to be changed into the real body and blood of 
Christ.

Transudation, trln-shfc-da-shun, s. The act 
of passing in sweat, or perspirable vapour, through any 
integument.

To Transude, trin-shde,' v. n. To pass through 
in vapour.—See Fuiurity.

Transversal, trins-ver-sal, a. Running cross
wise.

Transversally, tr3ns-v£r's31-l£, ad. In a 
cross direction.

Transverse, trlns-vSrse,' a. Being in a cross 
direction.

Transversely, tr3ns-v£rs-l£, ad. In a cross 
direction.

Transumption, tr3ns-sum-sh&n, $. The act of 
taking from one place to another.

Trap, trAp, s. A snare set for thieves or ver
min ; an ambush, a stratagem to betray or catch un
awares ; a play, at which a ball is driven a stick.
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To Trap, trip, v. a. To insnare, to catch by 
a snar e or ambush ; to adorn, to decorate.

Trapdoor, trip-ddre's. A door opening and 
shutting unexpectedly.

To TraPE, trape, v. a. To run idly and slut- 
tishly about. Commonly written and pronounced 
Traipse.

Trapes, trapes, ». A slatternly woman.
Trapstick, trip^stlk, s. A stick with which 

boys drive a wooden ball.
TRAPEZIUM. tri-p^-zhe-fim, s. A quadrilateral 

figure, whose four sides are not equal, and none of its 
sides parallel.

Trapezoid, tri-pi-zold, s. A figure whose four 
sides are not parallel.

Trappings, trip-pingz, s. 410. Ornaments ap
pendant to the saddle; ornaments, dress, embellish
ments.

Trash, trash, s. Any thing worthless, dross, 
dregs; a worthless person ; matter improper for food. 

To Trash, trish, v. a. To lop, to crop ; to 
crush, to humble.

Trashy, trish-d, a. Worthless, vile, useless. 
To Travail, triv-11, v. n. 208. To labour, 

to toil 5 to be in labour, to suffer the pains of child
birth.

To Travail, triv-11, v. a. 208. To harass, tc 
tire.

Travail, triv-11, s. Labour, toil, fatigue; la
bour in childbirth.

To Travel, triv-11, v. n. 99. To make jour
neys ; to pass, to go, to move: to make journeys of 
curiosity ; to labour.

To Travel, triv-11, v. a. To pass, to journey 
over; to force to journey.

Travel, triv-11, s. Journey, act of passing 
from place to place; journey of curiosity or instruc
tion ; labour, toil; labour in childbirth ; Travels, ac
count of occurrences and observations on a journey 

Traveller, triv-ll-6r, s. 406. One who goes a 
journey, a wayfarer ; one who visits foreign countries. 

Thavei.tainted, triv-'U-tant-ed, a. Harassed, 
fatigued with travel.

Traverse, tri-v^rse,' ad. Crosswise, athwart.
In the folio edition of Johnson the word traverse 

when an adverb or a preposition, is accented on the last 
syllable as I have marked it; but in the quarto, it is 
every where accented on thfe first. Mi. Sheridan accents 
only the preposition on the last. Dr. Ash says the verb 
was formerly accented on the last; and Buchanan has 
given it so accented: all the rest of our orthoepists ac
cent the word every where on the first; but the distinc
tion in which I have followed Dr. Johnson’s folio, I must 
think the most accurate.

“ —He through the armed files
“ Darts his experienc’d eye, and soon traverte^
“ The whole battalion views.”. 

Milton.

Traverse, trl-v?rse,'prep. Through, crosswise.
Traverse, triv-^rse, a. Lying across, lying 

athwart.
Traverse, triv^rse, s. Any thing laid or 

built across-
To Traverse, triv^rse, v. a. To cross, to lay 

athwart; to cross by way of opposition, to thwart 
with obstacles ; to oppose so as to annul; to wander 
over, to cross; to survey, to examine thoroughly.

To Traverse, triv^rse, v. n. To use as a pos
ture of opposition in fencing.

Travesty, triv-£s-t£, s. Dressed so as to be 
made ridiculous.

Traumatic , triw-mit-tlk, a. 509. Vulnerary. 
Tray, tra, s. 220. A shallow trough in which 

meat is carried.
Traytrip, tri-trlp, s. A kind of play.
Treacherous, tr^tsh^r-fis, a. 234. Faithless, 

perfidious, guilty of betraying.
Treacherously, tr£tsh-er-&s-l£, ad. Faith

lessly, perfidiously, by treason, by stratagem.
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Treacherousness, tr£tsh^r-&.s-n£s, s. 314.
The quality of being treacherous.

Treachery, tr^tsh-&r-<l, s 555. Perfidy, 
breach of faith.

Treacle, trA-kl, ,<■ 227. 405. A medicine 
made up of many ingredients; molasses, the spume of 
sugar.

To Tread, tr£d, v. n. 234. Pret. Trod. Part, 
pass. Trodden, To set the foot; to trample, to set the 
feet in scorn or malice; to walk with form or state; 
to couple as birds.

To Tread, trid, v. a. To walk on, to feel 
under the foot; to press under the foot; to beat, to 
track; to walk on in a formal or stately manner; to 
crush under foot, to trample in contempt or hatred; 
to put in action by the feet; to love as the male bird 
the female.

Tread, trSd, s. 234. Footing, step with the 
foot; way, track, path ; the cock’s part in the egg.

Treader, trAd-hr, s. He who treads.
Freadle, trAd-dl, s. 405. A part of an engine 

on which the feet act to put it in motion; the sperm 
of the cock.

Freason, trA-zn, s. 103.227.170. An offence 
committed against the person of majesty, or against 
the dignity of the commonwealth.

Treasonable, tr&zn-A-bl, ) tt • Treasonous, tr^zn-us, J a' Hav,nS the 
nature or-guilt of treason.

Treasure, trdzh-6re, s. 452. Wealth hoarded, 
riches accumulated.

To Treasure, trAzh-ure, v. a. To hoard, to 
reposit, to lay up.

Treasurehouse, trAzh-frre-house, s. A place 
where hoarded riches are kept.

Treasurer, trAzh-ix-rhr, s. One who has care 
of money, one who has charge of treasure.

Treasurership, trAzh-h-rur-ship, s. The office 
or dignity of treasurer.

Treasury, trAzh-hr-A, s. A place in which 
riches are accumulated.

To Treat, trAte, v. a. 227. To negotiate, to 
settle; to discourse on ; to use in any manner, good 
or bad; to handle, to manage, to carry on ; to entertain. 

To Treat, trAte, v. n. To discourse, to make 
discussions; to practise negotiation ; to come to terms 
of accommodation; to make gratuitous entertain* 
ments.

Treat, trAte, s. An entertainment given ; * 
something given at an entertainment.

Treatable, trA-tA-bl, a. 405. Moderate, not 
violent.

Treatise, trA^tlz, s. 140. 227. Discourse, 
written tractate.

Treatment, trAte-mAnt, s. Usage, manner of 
using, good or bad.

Treaty, trA-tA, s. 227. Negotiation, the act 
of treating; a compact of accommodation relating to 
publick affairs; for Entreaty, supplication, petition. 
In this last sense not in use.

Treble, trAb-bl, a. 405. Threefold, triple ; 
sharp of sound.—See Codie.

To Treble, trAb^bl, v. a. To multiply by 
three, to make thrice as much.

To Treble, trAb-bl, ». n. To become three
fold.

Treble, trAb-bl, $. A sharp sound; the up
per part in musick.

Trebleness, trjb-bl-n?s, s. The state of be- 
ing treble.

Trebly. trAb-blA, ad. Thrice told, in threefold 
number or quantity.

Tree, trAA, s. A large vegetable rising with 
one woody stem to ,a considerable height; any thing 
branched out.

Trefoil, tre-foll, s. A plant.
Trellis, trAl-lls, s. A structure of iron, wood, 

or osier, the parts crossing each other like a lattice.
To Tremble, trAm^bi, v. n. 405 To shake, * 
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as with fear or cold, to shiver, to quake, to shudder; 
to quiver, to totter; to quaver, to shake as a sound.

Tremblingly, trAm^-bling-IA, ad. So as to 
shake or quiver.

Tremendous, trA-mAn-d&s, a. Dreadful, hor
rible, astonishingly terrible^—See Stupendous.

Tremour, trA-m&r, s. 314. The state ol 
trembling; quivering or vibratory motion. Now ge
nerally written Tremor.

Tremulous, trAm-h-l&s, a. 314. Trembling, 
fearful; quivering, vibratory.

Tremulousness, trAm-u-lus-n&s, s. The state 
of quivering.

To Trench, trdnsh, v. a. To cut; to cut oi 
dig into pits or ditches.

Trench, trAnsh, s. A pit or ditch ; earth thrown 
up to defend soldiers in their approach to a town, or 
to guard a camp.

Trenchant, trAn-shAnt, a. Cutting, sharp.
Trencher, trAh-sh&r, j. 98. A piece of wood 

on which meat is cut at table; the table; food, plea, 
sures of the table.

Trencherfly, tren'shur-fll, s. One that haunts 
tables, a parasite.

Trencherman, tren-sh&r- min, s. 8R. A 
feeder, an eater.

Trenchermate, trin-sh&r-mAte, j. A table 
companion, a parasite.

To Trend, trend, v. n. To tend, to lie in any 
particular direction. Obsolete.

Trendle, trdn-dl, s. 405. Any thing turned 
round.

Trepan, t.re-pan,' $. An instrument by which 
chirurgeons cut out round pieces of the skull; a snare, 
a stratagem.

To Trepan, trA-pAn,' v. a. To perforate with 
the trepan ; to catch, to ensnare-

Trepidation, trep-e-da-shhn, s. The state of 
trembling; state of terror.

To Trespass, trAs-pas, v. rt. To transgress, to 
offend; to enter unlawfully on another’s ground.

Trespass, trAs-pas, s. Transgression, offence ; 
unlawful entrance on another’s ground.

Trespasser, trAs-pAs-sfir, s. An offender, 
a transgressor; one who enters unlawfully on another’s 
ground.

Tressed, trAs'sAd, a. 104. 366. Knotted or 
curled.

Tresses, trAs-sIz, s. 99. (Without a singular.) 
A knot or curl of hair.

Trestle, trAs-sl, s. 472. The frame of a table; 
a moveable form by which any thing is supported.

Tret, tret, s. An allowance made by mer
chants to retailers, which is four pounds in every hun
dred weight, and four pounds for waste or refuse of a 
commodity.

Trevet, trAv-lt, s. 99. Any thing that stands 
on three legs,

Trey, tra, s. A three at cards.
Triable, trV-A-bl, a. 405. Possible to be ex

perimented, capable of trial; such as may be judicially 
examined.

Triad, tri-Ad, s. 88. Three united.
Trial, trl-Al, s. 88. Test, examination ; ex 

perience, act of examining by experience ; expert 
ment, experimental knowledge; judicial examination 
temptation, test of virtue; state of being tried.

Trialogue, trl-i-lug, s. 519. A colloquy - 
three persons.

Triangle, trl-Ang-gl, s. 405. A figure 01 
three angles.

Triangular, trl-Ang-gh-lAr, a. Having three 
angles.

Tribe, tribe, $. A distinct body of people as 
divided by family or fortune, or ar.y other character- 
istick ; it is often used in contempt.

Tribrach, trl-brAk, s. A Latin word consist 
ing of three short syllables, as
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a. Suiting a

Tribulation, trlb-fi-Ia-shfin, $. Persecution, 
distress, vexation, disturbance of life-

Tribunal, tri-bi-nal, s. 119. The seat of 
a judge ; a court of justice.

Tribune, trib-une, s fin officer of Rome 
chosen by the people; the commander of a Roman 
legion.

Tribuneship, tribune-ship, s. The office of 
a tribune

Tribunitial, trib-£i-nish-il, ?
Tribunitious, trlb-h-nish'us, f

tribune, relating to a tribune.
Tributary, trlb-h-t^-re, a. Paying tribute as 

an acknowledgment of submission to a master; subject, 
subordinate ; paid in tribute.

Tributary, tri1/-ii-t^-rd, s. One who pays a 
stated sum in acknowledgment of subjection.

Tribute, tribute, s. Payment made in ac
knowledgment of subjection.

Trice, trise, s. A short time, an inst^it, a 
stroke.

Trichotomy, Srl-kot-tA-me, s. 518. 119. 353. 
Division into three parts.

Trick, trlk, s, A. sly fraud ; a dexterous ar
tifice ; a vicious practice; a juggle, an antick, any 
thing done to cheat jocosely ; an unexpected effect; 
a practice, a manner, a habit; a number of cards laid 
regularly up in play.

To Trick, trlk, v. a. To cheat, to impose on, 
to defraud; to dress, to decorate, to adorn; toperform 
by slight of hand, or with a light touch.

To Trick, trlk, v. n. To live by fraud.
Tricker, trlk'&r, s. 98. The catch which be

ing pulled disengages the cock of the gun, that it may 
give fire.

Trickery, trikrhr-^, s. The act of dressing 
up ; artifice.

Tricking, trik-lng, s. 410. Dress, ornament. 
Trickish, trik-Ish, a. Knavishly artful, fraudu

lently cunning, mischievously subtle.
To Trickle, trik-kl, v. n. 405. To fall in 

drops, to rill in a slender stream.
Tricksy, trlk-s^, a. 438. Pretty. Obsolete. 
Tricorporal, tri-kor-pA-rtll, a. 119. Having 

three bodies.
Trident, trl-dent, s. 503. A three-forked 

sceptre of Neptune.
Trtdent, trKd£nt, a.'544. Having three teeth.
Triduan, trld-jii-in, a. 293. 376. Lasting 

three days; happening every third day.
Triennial, trl-en-yll, a. 113. 119. Lasting 

three years; happening every third year.
Trier, trl-ur, s. 98. One who tries experi

mentally ; cne who examines judicially; test; one 
who brings to the te«t.

To Trifallow, tri-fal-lo, v. a. To plough land 
the third time before sowing.

Trifid, trl-fid, a. 119. Cut or divided into 
three parts.

Trifistulary, trl-fis-tsh6-li-r£, a. Having 
three pipes.

To Trifle, trl-fl, v. n. 405. To act or talk 
without weight or dignity, to act with levity; to mock, 
to play the fool; to indulge light amusement; to be 
of no importance.

To Trifle, trl-fl, w. a. To make of no im
portance.

Trifle, trl-fl, /. 405. A tiling of no moment. 
TrIFLEP., tri-fl-ur, $. One who acts with levity, 

one who talks with folly.
Trifling, tri-fl-ing, a. 410. Wanting worth, 

unimportant, wanting weight.
TbifunglY", trl-H-ing-16, ad. Without weight, 

without dignity, without importance.
Triflings ESS, trl-fl-ing-n&s, s. Slightness, 

emptiness, vanity.
Trifoliate, tri-f<W£-Ate, a. Having three 

leaves.

Triform, trl-form, a. Having a triple shape. 
Trigger, trig-g&r, s. 98. A catch to hold the 

wheel on steep ground; the catch that being pulled 
looses the lock of the gun.

Trigintals, trl-jin-tllz, 9. 119. A number of 
masses to the tale of thirty.

Tiuglyfh, trl'-gllf, t H9. A member of the 
frieze of the Dorick order set directly over every pil
lar, and in certain spaces in the intercolumniations.

Trigon, trl^g&n, t. A triangle. 
Trigonal. trlgM-nil, a. Triangular, having 

three corners.
I have made the first syllable cf this word short, 

as I am convinced it is agreeable to the genius of 
English pronunciation to shorten every antepenultimate 
vowel except m, when not followed by a diphthong, 535. 
This is evident in tripartite, triplicate, and a thousand 
other words, notwithstanding the specifick meaning ot 
the first syllable, which, in words of two syllables when 
the accent is on the first, and in polysyllables, when the 
accent is on the second, ought, according to analogy, to 
have the i long .—•See Principles, No. 530. 535. 
Trigonometrical, trlg-5-ni.mgt-tri-kil, a.

Pertaining to trigonometry
Trigonometry, trig-d-nom^-tr£, s. The an 

of measuring triangles.
Trilateral, trl-la&h*-M, a, 119. Having three 

sides.
Trill, trill, j. Quaver, tremulousness of mu

sick.
To Trill, trill, v. a. To utter quavering.
To Trill, trill, v. n. To trickle, to fall in drops 

or slender streams; to play in tremulous vibrations ot 
sound.

Trillion, tril-y&n, s. 113. A million of mil
lions of millions.

Triluminar, tri-lh-mln-lr, ) 
Tri LUMINOUS, tri-lii-min-hs, j a'

Having three lights. 
Trim, trim, a. Nice, snug, dressed up. 
To Trim, trim, v. a. To fit out; to dress, to 

decorate; to shave, to clip; to make neat, to adjust; 
to balance a vessel; it has often Up emphatical.

To Trim, trim, v. n. To balance, to fluctuate 
between two parties.

Trim, trim, s. Dress, gear, ornamerit. 
Trimeter, trlm-6-tdr, a, Consisting of three 

measures.—See Trigonal,
Trimly, trlm-l£, ad. Nicely, neatly.
Trimmer, trim-mhr, s. 98. One who changes 

sides to balance parties, a turncoat; a piece of woou 
inserted.

TRIMMING, trlm-mlng, $. 410. Ornamental ap
pendages to a coat or gown.

Trimness, trim-n^s, s. Neatness, petty elegance 
of dress.

Trinal, tri-nil, a. 88. Threefold.
Trine, trine, s. An aspect of planets placed 

in three angles of a trigon, in which they are supposed 
by astrologers to be eminently benign.

To Trine, trine, v. a. To put in a trine as
pect.

Trinitarian, trin-^-ta-re-An, $. One who 
believes in the doctrine of the Trinity.

Trinity, trln-£-t£, s. The incomprehensible 
union of the three persons in the Godhead.

Trinket, trlngHdt, s. 99. Toys, ornaments of 
dress; things of no great value, tackle, tools.

Trio, tri^d, s. A piece of musick of three 
principal or reciting parts.

To Trip, trip, v. a. To supplant, to throw by 
striking the feet from the ground by a sudden motion ; 
to catch, to detect.

To Trip, trip. v. n. To fall by losing the 
hold of the feet; to fail, to err, to be deficient; to 
stumble, to titubate; to run lightly; to take a short 
voyage*

Trip, trip. s. A stroke or catch by which the 
wrestler supplants his antagonist; a stumble ty which
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the foothold is Tost; a failure, a mistake; a short 
voyage or journey.

Tripartite, trlp^plr-tlte, a. 155. Divided 
into three parts, having three correspondent copies. 
See Trigonal and Bipartile.

Tripe, tripe, s. The intestines, the guts ; it is 
used in ludicrous language for the human belly.

Tripedal, trlp^A-dAl, a. Having three feet.— 
See Trigonal-

Tripetalous, trl-pAt-A-l&s, a. 119. Having 
a flower consisting of three leaves.

Triphthong, trlp^/zdng, s. 413. A coalition 
of three vowels to form one sound.—See Ophihalmick 
and Tragedian.

Triple, trlp-pl, a. 405- Threefold, consisting 
of three conjoined; treble, three times repeated.—See 
Codie.

To Triple, trlp-pl, v. a. To treble, to make 
i thrice as much, or as many; to make threefold. 
Triplet, trip-lit, 99. Three of a kind; 

three verses rhyming together.
Triplicate, trlp-ld-kdte, a. Made thrice as 

much.
Triplication, trlp-ld-ka-shfin, s. The act of 

trebling or adding three together.
Triplicity, trl-plls-d-td, s. Trebleness, state 

of being threefold.
Tripmadam, trip'mid-im, s. An herb.
Tripod, trl-pdd, or tripod, $. 544. A seat 

with three feet, such as that from which the priestess 
of Apollo delivered oracles.

The first mode of pronouncing this word is that 
which is adopted by Mr. Sheridan, Dr. Kenrick, Bailey 
Buchanan, and Perry; and the second, by Dr. Ash, 
Mr. Nares, Mr. Scott, Entick, and Fry. I do not hesi
tate to pronounce the former the most agreeable to 
English analogy; not only because the prefixes, bi and 
tri, when no other law forbids, ought to be made as dis
tinct as possible, but because all words of two syllables 
with the accent on the first, and having one consonant 
between two vowels, ought, if custom does not absolutely 
forbid, to have the vowel in the first syllable long. This 
is the genuine English analogy ; the mode in which we 
pronounce all Latin words or this form, let the quantity 
be what it will, 544 ; and the mode in which we should 
have pronounced all English words of this form, if an 
affectation of Latinity had not often prevented us. For 
the same reason, therefore, that we pronounce biped, 
trigon, and trident, with the i long, we ought to adopt 
the first pronunciation of the word in question, and not 
the second.—See Drama.
Tripoly, trlp^pd-lA, s. A sharp cutting sand. 
Tripos, tri-pds, s. A tripod.—See Tripod. 
TrippIer, trlp-phr, s. 98. One who trips. 
Tripping, trip-plng, s. Light dance. 
Tripping, trlp-plng, a. 410. Quick, nimble. 
Trippingly, trlp-plng-ld, ad. With agility, 

with swift motion.
Triptote, trlp-tdte, s. Triptote is a noun used 

but in three cases.
Trireme, trl-rdme, s. A galley with three 

benches of oars on a side.
Trisection, trl-sgk^hiin, s. Division into 

three equal parts.
Tristful, trlst-ful, a. Sad, melancholy, gloomy. 

Obsolete
Trisulc , trl-sulk, s. A thing of three points. 

See Tripod-
Trisyllabic al, tr’s-sil-llb-d-kil, a. 535. 

Consisting of three syllables.
Trisyllable. trls-sil-li-bl, s. 535. A word 

consisting of three syllables.
Trite, trite, a. Worn out, stale, common, 

not new.
Tritely, trlte^IA, ad. In a trite or common 

way.
Triteness, trlte-nAs, s.. Staleness, commonness. 
Tritheism, tr&AA-lzm, *. The opinion which 

holds three distinct Gods.
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TriturabLE, trlt-tshh-ri-bl, a. Possible to be 
pounded or comminuted.

Trituration, trlt-tshu-ra-shhn, s. Reduction 
of any substance to powder upon a stone with a muller, 
as colours are ground.

Trivet, trlv-lt, s. 99. Any thing supported 
by three feet.

Trivial, trlv-yil, a. 113. Vile, worthless, 
vulgar; light, trifling, unimportant, inconsiderable.

Trivially, trlv-yil-A, ad. Commonly, vul
garly ; lightly, inconsiderably.

Trivialness, trlv-yAl-nSs, s- Commonness, 
vulgarity; lightness, unimportance.

Triumph, trl-Cimf, s. 116. Pomp with which a 
victory is publickly celebrated; state of being victori
ous ; victory, conquest; joy for success; a conquering 
card, now called Trump.

To Triumph, tri-hmf, v- n. To celebrate a 
victory with pomp, to rejoice for victory; to obtain 
victory; to insult upon an advantage gained.

fO* This verb, says Mr. Nares, was, even till Dryden’s 
time, pronounced with the accent either on the first or 
last syllable. Accenting the last, was according to the 
general rule. See Principles, No. 503, n. But it is now, 
as Mr. Nares observes, invariably accented on the first, 
notwithstanding the analogy I have remarked, and the 
general propensity to give a dissyllable noun and verb 
a different accentuation, 492.
Triumphal, trl-hmf-Al, a. 88. Used in cele

brating victory.
Triumphant, tri-6m£Ant, a. Celebrating a 

victory; rejoicing as for victory; victorious, graced 
with conquest.

Triumphantly, trl-’i mf-ant-U, arl. In a tri- 
umphant manner in token of victorv, joyfully as for 
victory; victoriously, with success; with insolent ex
ultation.

Tbiumpher, trl-fim-f&r, s. 98. One who tri- 
umpha.

Triumvirate, tri-Jim-vd-rAte,) . r.. m
Triumviri, trl-hm'-vi-rl. A

or concurrence of three men.
Triune, trl-une,' a. At once thiee and one. 
Trocar, tro-kir, s. A chirurgical instrument 

used in tapping for a dropsy.
ThOCHAICaL, tri-ka'-i-kal, 
Trochaic , tri-ka-ik, 

ing of trochees-
Trochee, trd^kd, s. 353. A foot used in Latin 

poetry consisting of a long and short syllable.
Trode, tr&d. 
Trod, trod, 
Trodden, trod-dn, 
Troglodyte, tr5g-lo-dlte, s. 155. 

inhabits the caves of the earth.
To Troll, trdll, v. a. 406. To move circu

a. 353. Consist-

The pret. of Tread.
| s. Part. pass, of Tread.

One who

larly, to drive about.
To Troll, trdll, v. n. 318. To toll, to run 

round ; to fish for a pike with a rod which has a pul
ley towards the bottom.

Trollop, trol-l&p, s. 166. A slatternly loose 
woman.

Troop, trddp, «. 306. A company, a number 
of people collected together; a body of soldiers; a 
small body of cavalry.

To Troop, trddp, v. n. To march in a body; 
to march In haste; to march in a company.

Trooper, trddp-br, s. 98. A horse soldier.
Trope, trdpe, s. A change of a word from its 

original signification.
TR0PH1ED, tr&fld, o. 283. Adorned with

trophies.
Trophy, tro-fd, s. 413. Something taken from 

an enemy, and shown or treasured up in proof of vic
tory.

Tropical, trdp-d-kAl, a. 509. Rhetorically, 
changed from the original meaning; piaced near the 
tropick, belonging to the tropick.

I Tropic , trdp^lk, $. 544. The line a. which
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the sun turns back* of which the North has the tropick I 
of Cancer, and the South the tropick of Capricon.

Tropology, tro-pM£6-j£, s. A rhetorical mode 
of speech, including tropes, or a change of some word 
from the original meaning.

TrOSSERS, tros-s&rz, s. Breeches, hose. Not 
in use—See Trousers.

To Trot, trot, v. n. To move with a high 
jolting pace; to walk fast, in a ludicrous or con temp, 
tuous sense.

Trot, trot, s. The jolting high pace of a 
horse; an old woman.

Troth, troth, s. Truth, faith, fidelity. 
Trothless, tr&/*-15s, a. Faithless, treacherous. 
Trothplight, trM-pllte, a. Betrothed, af

fianced.
Troubadour, troo-bl-dddr, s. A general ap

pellation for any of the early poets of Provence, in 
France.

T> Trouble, tr&b-bl, v. a, 314. To disturb, 
to perplex ; to afflict, to grieve; to distress, to make 
uneasy ; to busy, to engage overmuch ; to give occa
sion of labour to; to tease, to vex; to disorder, to put 
into agitation or commotion ; to mind with anxiety; 
to sue for a debt.

Trouble, tr&b-bl, a. 405. Disturbance, per
plexity ; affliction, calamity; molestation, obstruc
tion, inconvenience; uneasiness, vexation.

Troubler, tr&b-bl-frr, s. 98. A disturber, 
a confounder.

Troublesome, tr&b-bl-sum, a. Full of mo
lestation, vexatious, uneasy, afflictive; burdensome, 
tiresome, wearisome; full of teasing business; slightly 
harassing; unseasonably engaging, improperly im
portuning ; importunate, teasing.

Troublesomely, tr&b-bl-sftm-Ii, ad. Vcxs- 
tiously, wearisomely, unseasonably, importunately.

Troubi.esomeness, triib-bl-sum-nSs, j. 
Vexatiousness, uneasiness; importunity, unseaeona- 
bleness.

Troublous, trub-bl-us, a. 314. Tumultuous, 
confused, disordered, put into commotion.

Trover, trd^vhr, s. 98. In the common law, 
is an action which a man has against one that, having 
found any of his goods, refuses to deliver them.

Trough, trdf, s. 321. 391. Any thing hollowed 
and opened longitudinally, on the upper side.

To Troul. trdle, v. n. 318. To move volubly; 
to utter volubly.

To Trounce, tro’inse, v. a. 313. To punish 
by an Indictment or information.

ThOl’sE, troize, 313. J *.Trousers, trfi^rz, f ’’ BreecheS1 hose‘ 
Trout, trout, s. 313. A delicate spotted fish 

inhabiting brooks and quick streams; a familiar phrase 
for an honest, or perhaps, for a filly fellow.

To Trow, tro. v, n. 324. To think, to ima
gine, to conceive

Trow, trd, inteiy. An exclamation of inquiry. 
Obsolete.

Trowel, trSu-ll, «. 99. 322. A tool to take up 
the mortar with, and spread it on the bricks.

Taov weight, triple, ? A kind of weight
Troy, triW, 3291. \

by which gold and bread are weighed.
Truant, trdS'-int, t. 339. An idler, one who 

wanders idly about, neglecting his duty or employ
ment. To play the Truant is, in schools, to stay from 
School without leave.

Truant, trdo-Ant, a. 88. Idle, wandering 
from business, lazy, loitering.

To Truant, trd6-Ant, v. n. To idle at a dis
tance from duty, to loiter, to be lazy.

Truantship, troi-Ant-shlp, $. Idleness, negli
gence, neglect of study or business.

Truce, trodse, s 339. A temporary peace, 
a ces«ation of hostilities; cessation, intermission, short 
quiet.
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Trucidation, tro3-se-da-sbun, s. The act of 
killing.

7o Truck, trhk, v. n. To traffick by exchange.
To Truck, trfik, v. a. To give in exchange, 

to exchange.
Truck, truk, s. Exchange, traffick by ex

change ; wooden wheels for carriage of cannon.
Trucker, tr&k-ir, z. One who trafficks by 

exchange.
Trucklebed, truk-kl-bed, s. A bed that runs 

on wheels under a higher bed.
To Truckle, truk-kl, v. n. 405. To be in a 

state of subjection or inferiority.
Truculence, tr66-kii-lense, s. Savageness of 

manners; terribleness of aspect.
Truculent, troo-kii-lent, a. Savage, barba

rous ; terrible of aspect; destructive, cruel.—See Al u- 
culent.

To Trudge, tr&dje, v. n. To travel laboii- 
ously, to jog on, to march heavily on.

True, troo, a. 339. Not false, agreeing with 
fact; agreeing with our own thoughts; pure from th ? 
crime of falsehood, veracious ; genuine, not conn, 
terfeit; faithful, not perfidious, steady; honest, i ot 
fraudulent; exact, truly conformable to a rule; right
ful.

Truf.born, trdd-bdm, a. Having a right by 
birth.

Truebred, trd&bred, a. Of a right breed. 
Truehearted, trdd-hirt'&d, a. Honest, faith 

ful.
Truelove, tr6d-luv, s. An herb, called Herba 

Paris.
Trueloversknot. trod-lfiv-ftrz-n6t,' s. Lines 

drawn through each other with many involutions, 
considered as the emblem of interwoven affection.

Truenkss, trOo-n&s, s. Sincerity, faithfulness.
Truepenny, tr66-p^n-n&, x. A familiar phrase 

for an honest fellow.
Truffle, trod-fl, s. (Truffe, French.) A kind 

of subterraneous mushroom.
This word ought either to have the u short, or be 

written with only one /. The latter of these alterations 
is, perhaps, the most practicable, as we seem inclined 
rather to ;>art with a hundred letters than give up the 
smallest tendency to a foreign pronunciation.
Truism, trd6-lzm, s. An identical proposition; 

a self-evident but unimportant truth.
Trull, trill, s. A low whore, a vagrant strum

pet.
Truly, troo^l£, ad. According to truth, not 

falsely, faithfully; really, without fallacy; exactly, 
justly; indeed.

Trump, tr&mp, s. A trumpet, an instrument 
of warlike musick; a winning card, a card that has 
particular privileges in a game ; to put to or upon the 
Trumps, to put to the last expedient.

To Trump, trftmp, v. a. To win with a trump 
card ; to Trump up, to devise, to forge.

Trumpery, trump^r-e, s. 555. Something 
fallaciously splendid; falsehood, empty talk; some
thing of no value, trifles.

Trumpet, trump-lt, s. 99 An instrument of 
martial musick sounded by the breath ; in military 
style, a trumpeter; one who celebrates, one who 
praises.

To Trumpet, trftrnp^lt, v. a. To publish by 
sound of trumpet, to proclaim.

Trumpeter, tr&mp-lt-tir, s. 98. One who 
sounds a trumpet; one who proclaims, publishes, or 
denounces; a fish*

Trumpet-tongued, tr&mp-lt-tfingd, a. 359. 
Having tongues vociferous as a trumpet

To Truncate, trftng-kate, v. a. 91. 408. To 
maim, to lop, to cut short.

Truncation, tr&n-ka-shun. s. 408. The act of 
lopping or maiming.

Truncheon, tr&n-shun, s. 295. A short stall', 
* club, a cudgel; a staff of command.
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Tbuncheoneer, tr&n-sh&n- iitf s. One armed 
with a truncheon.

To Trundle, trhn-dl, v. n. 405. To roll, or 
bowl along.

Trundle-tail, tr&n-dl-tale, s. Round tail.
Trunk, tr&ngk, s. 408. The body of a tree ; 

the body of an animal without the limbs; the main 
body of any thing; a chest for clothes, a small chest 
commonly lined with paper; the proboscis of an ele* 
phant or other animal; a long tube.

Trunk-hose, tringk-hAze, s. Large breeches 
formerly worn.

Trunnions, trun-yunz, j. 113. The knobs or 
bunchings of a gun that bear it on the cheeks of a 
carriage.

Trusion, trod^zhcm, s. 451. The act of thrust
ing or pushing.

Truss, trfrs, s. A bandage by which ruptures 
are restrained from lapsing ; bundle, any thing thrust 
close together.

To Truss, trhs, v. a. To pack up close together. 
Trust, trust, s. Confidence, reliance on an

other j charge received in confidence; confident opi
nion of any event; credit given without examination; 
something committed to one’s faith ; deposit, some
thing committed to charge, of which an account must 
be given ; fidelity, supj>osed honesty; state of him to 
whom something is intrusted.

To Trust, tr&st, v. a. To place confidence in, 
to confide in; to believe, to credit; to admit in confi
dence to the power over any thing; to commit with 
confidence; to venture confidently; to sell upon 
credit

To Trust, trhst, v. n. To be confident of 
something future; to have confidence, to rely, to de
pend without doubt; to be credulous, to be won to 
confidence; to expect.

Trustee, trfis-t^^,' s. One intrusted with any 
thing ; one to whom something is commited for the 
use and behoof of another.

Truster, tr&st-ur, s. One who trusts.
Trustily, trhst^-1^, ad. Honestly, faithfully, 

with fidelity.
Trustiness, trust-^-n^s, s. Honesty, fidelity, 

faithfulness.
Trustless, trfist'ISs, a. Unfaithful, inconstant, 

not to be trusted.
Trusty, triist^, a. Honest, faithful, true, fit 

to be trusted; strong, stout, such as will not fail.
Truth, trftdlA, s. 339. 467. The contrary to 

falsehood, conformity of notions to things; confor
mity of words to thoughts; purity from falsehood; 
fidelity, constancy; exactness, conformity to rule; 
reality; of a Truth, or in Truth, in reality.

Truthless, trddfA-l^s, a. Wanting truth; 
faithless, wanting fidelity.

Trutination, tr&d-tA-na-sh&n, ». The act of 
weighing, examination by the scale.

To Try, tri, v. a 39. To examine, to make 
experiment of; to experience, to essay, to have know
ledge or experience of; to examine as a judge; to 
bring before a judicial tribunal; to bring toadecision, 
with Out emphatical; to act on as a test; to bring as 
to a test; to essay, to attempt; to purify, to refine.

To Try, tri, v. n. To endeavour, to attempt. 
Tub, tab, s. A large open vessel of wood; 

a state of salivation.
Tube, tfibe, s. A pipe, a siphon, a long body.
Tubercle, tb-ber-kl, 5. 405. A small swelling 

or excrescence on the body, a pimple.
Tuberose, t Cibe-rdze, $. A flower.
Tuberous, tfi-b£r-hs, a. 314. Having promi

nent knots or excrescences.
Tubular, th4)6-lir, a. Resembling a pipe or 

trunk, consisting of a pipe, long and hollow, fistular.
Tubule, tii-bble, s. 503. A small pipe, or fis

tular body.
Tubulated, t&bb-la-t&d, |
Tubulous, tfiibh-i&s, 314. J a*

Fistular, longitudinally hollow.
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Tuck, tuk, A long narrow sword ; a kind 
of net.

To Tuck, t&k, v. a. To crush together, to hin
der from spreading; to enclose, by tucking clothoe 
round.

Tucker, thk-fir, s. 98. A small piece of linen 
Chat shades the breasts of women.

Tuesday, ttise-d^, s. 223. 335. The third day 
of the week.

Tuft, t&ft, s. A number of threads or ribands, 
flowery leaves, or any small bodies joined together; 
a cluster, a clump.

To Tuft, t&ft, v. a. To adorn with a tuft.
Tufted, tuf-t^d, a. Growing in tufts or clus

ters.
Tufty, tfif-t^, a. Adorned with tufts.
To Tug, t&g, v. a. To pull with strength long 

continued in the utmost exertion; to pu.ll, to pluck.
To Tug, thg, v. n. To pull, to draw ; to la

bour, to contend, to struggle-
Tug, thg, s. A pull performed with the utmost 

effort.
Tugger, tug-gur, s. 98. One that tugs or pulls 

hard.
Tuition, tfi-lsh-hn, s. 462* Guardianship, su

perintendence.
Tulip, th-lip, s. A flower.
Tuliptree, tu-lip-tree, s. A tree.
To Tumble, tfun-bl, v. n. 405. To fall, to 

come suddenly to the ground ; to fall in great quanti. 
ties tumultuously; to roll about; to play tricks by 
various librations of the body.

To Tumble, thm-bl, v. a. To turn over, to 
throw about by way of examination; to throw by 
chance or violence; to throw down.

Tumble, t&m^bi, s. 405. A fall.
Tumbler, t&m-bl-fir, s. 98. One who shows 

postures or feats of activity.
TUMBREL, t&m-bril, s 99. A dungcart. 
Tumefaction, tu-me-fak-shun, s. Swelling. 
To Tumefy, tfi-me-fi, v. a. 462. To swell, to 

make to swell.
Tumid, tti-mld, a. 462. Swelling, puffed up; 

protuberant, raised above the level; pompous, boast
ful, puffy, falsely sublime.

Tumour, tfi-mhr, s. 314. 462. A morbid swel
ling ; affected pomp, false magnificence, puffy gran, 
deur.

Tumoured, tfi-murd, a. Distended, swollen, 
puffed up.

Tumorous, tfi-m&r-fis, a. 462. Swelling 
protuberant; fastuous, vainly pompous, falsely mag
nificent.

To Tumulate, til-mu-late, v. n. 462. To swell. 
Tumulose, til-mu-lose^ a. 462. Full of hills. 
Tumulosity, tu-mu-lds-£-t&, s. Hilliness.. 
Tumult, tfi-m&lt, s. 462. A promiscuous com

motion in a multitude; a multitude put into wild com
motion ; a stir, an irregular violence, a wild commo
tion.

Tumultuabily, ti-m&l'tshi-A-rA-lA, ad. 462. 
In a tumultuary manner.

Tumultuariness, tii-mhl-tshfi-^-r^-n^s, s. 462. 
Turbulence, inclination or disposition to tumults or 
commotions.

Tumultuary, tfi-m&l-tshfi-fi-r£, a. Disorderly, 
promiscuous, confused; restless, put into irregular 
commotion.

To Tumultuate, tii-mlKtshi-ate, v. a. To 
make a tumult, to rage.

Tumultuous, tfi-mfil-tshb-hs, a. Put into vio
lent commotion, irregularly and confusedly agitated ; 
violently carried on by disorderly multitudes: turbu
lent, violent; full of tumults.

Tumultuously, th-mhKtshfi-fis-1^, ad. By act 
of the multitude, with confusion and violence.

Tumultuousness. th-miil-tsh{i-&s-n£r State 
of being tumultuous.
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Tun, t&n, s. A large cask ; two pipes, tbe | 
measure of four hogsheads; any large quantity pro- : 
verbially; a drunkard, in burlesque; the weight of 
two thousand pounds; a cubick space in a ship, sup, 
posed to contain a tun.

To Tun, t&n, v. a. To put into casks, to barrel. 
Tunable, tMni-bl, a. 405. 463. Harmonious, 

musical.
Tunableness, t&'ni-bl-n&s, s. Harmony, me

lodiousness.
Tunably, t&-ni-bl6, ad. , Harmoniously, me

lodiously.
Tune, t&ne, s. 462. Tune is a diversity of 

notes put together; sound, note; harmony, order, 
concert of parts, state of giving the due sounds, as, 
the fiddle is in Tune ; proper state for use or applica
tion, right disposition, fit temper, proper humour; 
state of any thing with respect to order.

To Tune, tune, v. a. 462. To put into such 
a state as that the proper sound may be produced; to 
sing harmoniously.

To Tune, t&ne, v. n. To form one sound to 
another; to utter with the voice inarticulate harmony.

Tuneful, t&ne-f&l, a. Musical, harmonious. 
Tuneless, t&ne'l&s, a. 462. Unharmonious, 

unmusical. *
Tuner, t&-n&r, $. 98. One who tunes. 
Tunic , th-nlck, s. Part of the Roman dross ;

covering, integument, tunicle.—8ee Drama.
TuniCLE, t&-ne-kl, s. 405. Cover, integument 
Tuning, t&-ning, s. The act of binging or 

playing in concert; the act or method of putting in 
tune.

Tonnage, t&n-nldje, s. 90. Content of a vessel 
measured by the tun ; tax laid on a tun, as to levy 
Tunnage and poundage.

Tunnel, t&n-nll, s. 99. The shaft of a chim
ney, the passage for the smoke; a funnel, a pipe by 
which liquor is poured into vessels; a net wide at the 
mouth, and ending in a point.

Tunny, t&n-n6, s. A sea fish.
Tup, t&p, s. A ram.
To Tup, t&p, v. a. To butt like a ram. 
Turban, t&r-b&n,
Turban!, t&r-b&nt, > s. 88. The cover worn 
Turbund, t&r-b&nd, }

by the Turks on their heads.
Turbaned, t&r-b&nd, a. 359. Wearing a 

turban.
Turbary, t&r-bi-r^, s. The right of digging 

turf.
Turbid, t&r'bld, a. Thick, muddy, not clear. 
Turbidly, t&ribld-l6, ad. Haughtily, proudly. 
Turbidness, t&r-bid-n&s, s. Muddiness, thick

ness.
Turbinated, t&r-b£-na-t6d, a. Twisted, spiral. 
Turbith, t&r-blz/i, s. Yellow precipitate. 
Turbot, t&rib&t, s. 166. A delicate fish. 
Turbulence, t&rib&-l&nse, ) .
Tumvlency: t6rlb6-14n.si. P Tumult’con- 

fusion ; tumultuousness, liableness to confusion.
Turbulent, t&r-bu-l&nt, a. Raising agitation, 

producing commotion ; exposed to commotion, liable 
to agitation ; tumultuous, violent

Turbulently, t&r-b&-16nt-16, ad. Tumultu
ously, violently.

Turcism, t&r-slzm, s. The religion of the 
Tures.

IO* Mr. Sheridan has most unaccountably pronounced 
this word as if written TufAmwj ; and with just as much 
reason we might »ay Greekism instead of Grtecism : the 
latter is, indeed, a formation from the ancient Latin, 
and the former from the modern ; but the analogy of 
formation in both is the same, and the pronunciation 
ought to be the same likewise.
Turd, t&rd, s. A vulgar word for excrement. 
Turf, t&rf. A clod covered with grass, a 

part of the surface of the ground; a kind of fuel 
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To Turp, t&rf, f. a. To cover with turf. 
Turfiness, turfi^-nfis, s. Tbe state of abound

ing with turfs.
Turfy, t&rf-£, a. Full of turfs.
Turgent, t&r-j£nt, a. Swelling, protuberant, 

tumid.
TurGESCENCE, t&r-j^s-sense, I 
TurGESCF.NCY, t&r-j£s's£n-s£, 5 s' 

act of swelling, the state of being swollen.
Turgid, t&r-jid, a. Swelling, bloated, filling 

more room than before; pompous, tumid, fastuou^ 
vainly magnificent.

Turgtdity, s. State of being
swollen.

Turgidness, t&r-jld-n&s, s. Pompousness.
Turkey, t&r^ki, s. 270. A large domestic 

fowl brought from Turkey.
Turkois, t&r-k6dze,' s. 301. .A blue stone 

numbered among the meaner precious stones.
Turkscap, t&rks-k&p' s. An herb.
Turm, t&rm, s. A troop.
Turmeric , t&r-m&r-lk. s. An Indian root. 

which makes a yellow die.
Turmoil, t&r-moil, s. 492. Trouble, distur

bance, harassing uneasiness.
To Turmoil, t&r-mdil,' v. a. To harass with 

commotion; to weary, to keep in unquietness.
To Turn, t&rn, v. a. To put into a circular or 

vertiginous motion ; to put the upper side down wards; 
to change with respect to position ; to change the state 
of the balance; to bring the inside out; to change as 
to the posture of the body; to form, to shape; to 
transform, to metamorphose, to transmute; to change, 
to alter; to translate ; to change to another opinion 
or party worse or better, to convert, to pervert; to 
make to nauseate; to make giddy; to direct to a cer
tain purpose or propension ; to double in ; to revolve, 
to agitate in the mind ; to drive from a perpendicular 
edge, to blunt; to apply; to reverse, to repeal; to 
keep passing in a course of exchange or traffick ; to 
retort, to throw back; to Turn away, to dismiss from 
service, to discard; to Turn back, to return to the 
hand from which it was received; to Turn off, to dis
miss contemptuously; to deflect; to Turn over, to 
transfer ; to Turn to, to have recourse to: to be Turned 
of, to advance to an age beyond ; to Turn over, ta 
refer; to examine one leaf of the book after another; 
to throw off the ladder.

To Turn, t&rn, v. n. To move round, to have 
a circular or vertiginous motion ; to show' regard or 
anger, by directing the look towards any thing; ta 
move the body round; to change posture; to depar 
from the way, to deviate; to alter, to be changed, to 
be transformed; to become by a change; to change 
sides ; to change the mind, conduct, or determination; 
to change to acid ; to depend on, as the chief point; 
to grow giddy, to have an unexpected consequence or 
tendency; to Turn away, to deviate from a proper 
course; to Turn off, to divert one’s course.

Turn, t&rn, s. The act of turning; meander, 
winding way : a walk to and fro; change, vicissitude, 
alteration ; change from the original intention or first 
appearance; action of kindness or malice; reigning 
inclination ; convenience ; the form, cast, shape, man
ner ; the manner of adjusting the words of a sentence; 
by Turns, one after another.

Turncoat, t&rn-k&te, s. One who forsakes 
his party or principles, a renegade.

Turner, t&rn'&r, s. 98. One whose trade is 
to turn.

Turnkey, tfirn-kW, One who opens and 
locks the doors and keeps the keys of a prison.

Turning, t&m-lng, s. 410. Flexure, wind
ing, meander.

Turnip, t&rn^p. s. A white esculent root.
Turnpike, t&rn-plke, s. A cross of two bars 

armed with pikes at the end, and turning on a pin, 
fixed to hinder horses from entering ; a gate erected 
on the road to collect tolls to defray the expense of 
repairing roads.

Turnsol, tOTn-s&le, j. A plant.
Turnspit, t&rn-splt, s. He who anciently
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turned a spit, instead of which jacks are now gone- 
rally used. A dog used for this purpose.

Turnstile, thrn-stile, s. A turnpike; a cross
bar turned on a pin to let foot passengers through, and 
prevent horses.

Turpentine, thr'p3n-dne, s. 149. The gum 
exuded by the pine, the juniper, and other trees of 
that kind.

Turpitude, t&r-p^-thde, s. 463. Essential de
formity of words, thoughts, or actions; inherent vile
ness, badness.

Turquoise, thr-k^ze,' s. 301.—See Turkois. 
Turret, tir'r^t, s. 99. A small eminence 

raised above the rest of the building, a little tower.
Turreted, t&r-r^t-^d, a. Formed like a tower, 

rising like a tower.
Turtle, thr-tl, s. 405. A species of dove;

the sea tortoise.
Tuscan, ths-kln, a. Denoting the rudest of 

the five orders of Architecture.
Tush, thsh, interj. An expression of contempt. 
Tusk, thsk, s. The long tooth of a fighting 

animal, the fang, the holding tooth.
Tusked, tfis-kcd, 366. ) a. Furnished with 
Tuskey, t&s-k£, 270. ) tusks.
Tut, tht, inteij. A particle noting contempt 
Tutelage, td-t^-laje, s. 90. Guardianship, 

state of being under a guardian.
Tutelar, th-t^-lAr, 88. ) ,Tutelary, tWti-lW, £ a' Havmg the charge 

or guardianship of any person or thing, protecting, 
.defensive, guardian.

Tutor, tii-t&r, s. 166. One who has the care
of another’s learning and morals.

To Tutor, th-thr, v. a. To instruct, to teach, 
to document; to treat with superiority or severity. 

Tutorage, tfi-t&r-aje, s. 90. The authority or 
solemnity of a tutor

Tutoress, or Tutress, th-thr-^s, or th-tr^s, s. 
A directress, an instructress, a governess.

5^5" The general way of writing this word is the former, 
but the more analogical is certainly the latter; the ter
mination or has a masculine import, and therefore ought 
to be dropped in the feminine, as it is in actress, traitress, 
suitress, &c.
Tutorship, th-tur-shlp, s. The office of a

tutor.
Tutty, tht-t£, s. A sublimate of zink or ca

lamine collected in the furnace.
Tuz, thz, s. A lock or tuft of hair. Obsolete. 
Twain, twane, a. Two.
To Twang, twing, v. n. To sound with a 

quick sharp noise.
Twang, tw&ng, s. 85. A sharp quick sound;

an affected modulation of the voice.
Twangling, twAng-ling, a. Contemptibly 

noisy.
To Twank, twangk, v. a. 85. To make to 

sound.
’Twas, twdz. Poetically contracted from It 

was.
To TwaTTLE, twdt-tl, v. n. To prate, to gab

ble, to chatter.
To Tweag, or Tweague, tweg, v. a. The 

same as to tweak, but not so authorized a spelling. 
Tweag, or Tweague, twig, s. A pinch, a 

squeeze betwixt the fingers. The same as tweak, but 
a different spelling.

To Tweak, twike, v. a, 227. To pinch, to 
squeeze betwixt the fingers.

To Tweedle, twe&dl, v. a. 246. To handle 
lightly.

This word seems formed from the sound of certain 
sort lengthened notes upon the fiddle, and therefore very 
properly used by Addison in the sense of wheedle, but 
with additional propriety and humour; where he says, 
“ A fiddler had brought in with him a body of lusty 
young fellows, whom he had tweedled into the service.” 
The sarcastick couplet of Swift,

572
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“ ’Tis strange mere should such difference be
*• ’Twist tweedle dum and tweedle dee,'* 

seems to confirm the opinion I have ventured to give of 
the original formation of this whimsical word. 
Tweezers, twii-zhrz, s. 246. Nippers, or 

small pincers, to pluck off hairs.
Twelfth, tw&lfz/i, a. Second after the tenth 

the ordinal of twelve.
Twelfthtide, twelfzA-tlde, s. 471. The 

twelfth day after Christmai
Twelve, twilv, a. Two and ten. 
Twelvemonth, twil-m&nM, $. 47.3. A year, 

as consisting of twelve months.
Twelvepence, tw&v-p&nsc, s. A shilling. 
Twelvepenny, twClv-p£n-£, a. Sold for a 

shilling.
Twelvescore, twilv-skore, s. Twelve times

twenty.
Twentieth, twin-ti-i/Zi. a. 279- Twice tenth. 
Twenty, twfin-ti, a. Twice ten.
Twice, twlse, ad. Two times; doubly; it -u 

often used in composition.
To Twidle, twl-dl, v. a. To touch lightly 

See Tweedle.
Twig, twig, s. A small shoot of a branch, a 

switch tough and long.
Twiggen, twigigin, a. 383. Made of twigs. 
Twiggy, twlg-gi, a. 383. Full of twigs. 
Twilight, twl-lite, s. The dubious or faint 

light before sunrise and after sunset, obscure light, 
uncertain view.

Twilight, twl-lite, a. Not clearly or brightly 
illuminated, obscure, deeply shaded; seen by twilight. 

Twin, twin, x. One of two children born at a 
birth; Gemini, the sign of the zodiack.

To Twin, twin, v. n. To be born at the same 
birth, to bring two at once; to be paired, to be suited. 

Twinborn, twln-bdrn, a. Born at the same 
birth.

To Twine, twine, v. a. To twist or complicate 
so as to unite or form one body or substance out of 
two or more; to unite itself.

To Twine, twine, v. n. To convolve itself, to 
wrap itself closely about; to unite by interposition 
of parts; to wind, to make flexures.

Twine, twine, s. A twisted thread; twist, con
volution ; embrace, act of convolving itself around.

To Twinge, twlnje, v. a. To torment with 
sudden and short pain; to pinch, to tweak.

Twinge, twlnje, s. Short, sudden, sharp pain; 
a tweak, a pinch.

Twink, twingk, s. The motion of an eye, 
a moment.—See Twinkle.

To Twinkle, twingk-kl, v. n. 405. To sparkle, 
to flash irregularly, to quiver; to open and shut the 
eye by turns; to play irregularly.

Twinkle, twlngk-kl, 405. ) . .
Twinkling, twlngk-llng, 410. ) ’

ling intermitting light; a motion of the eye; a short 
space, such as is taken up by a motion of the eye.

TwiNLlNG, twln-Hng, s. 410. A twin lamb,
a lamb of two brought at a birth.

Twinneb, twin-nur, s. 98. A breeder of twins. 
To Twirl, twirl, v. a. 108. To turn round, or 

move by a quick sotation.
Twirl-; twirl, s. Rotation, circular motion; 

twist, convolution.
To Twist, twist, v. a. To form by complica

tion, to form by convolution; to contort, to writhe; 
to wreath, to wind, to encircle by something round 
about; to unite by intertexture of parts; to unite, to 
insinuate.

To Twist, twist, v. n. To be contorted, to be 
convolved.

Twist, twist, a. Any thing made by convolu
tion, or winding two bodies together; a single string 
of a cord; a cord, a string; contortion, writhe; the 
manner of twisting.
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Twister, twist-ir, t. 98. One who twists; a 
ropemakcr.

To Twit, twit, v. a. To sneer, to flout, to 
reproach.

To Twitch, twitsh, v. a. To pluck with a 
quick motion, to snatch. .

Twitch, twitsh, s. A quick pull; a painful 
contraction of the fibres.

Twitchgrass, twitsh-grjs, s. , A plant.
To Twitter, twlt^t&r. v. n- To make a sharp 

tremulous intermitted noise; to be suddenly moved 
with any inclination.

Twitter, twit-tur, s. 98. Any motion or dis- 
order of passion.

Twittletattle, twit-tl-twdt-tl, s. Tattle, 
gabble. A cant word.

Twittingly, twit-lng-l£, ad. With reproach; 
so as to upbraid.

’Twixt, ’twlkst. A poetical contraction of 
Betvaixt.

Two, td6, a. 10. One and one.
Twoedged, t&d'&djd, a. 359. Having an edge 

on either side.
Twofold, t66-fdld, a. Double.
Twohanded, t66-hAnd-^d, a. Large, bulky, 

enormous of magnitude.
Twopence, t&p-p&nse, s. A small coin.—See 

Halfpenny.
Twotongued, tdd-t&ngd, a. Doubletongued, 

deceitful.
To Tye, tl, v. a. To bind.—See Tie.
Tye, tl, s. A knot, a bond or obligation.— 

See Tie.
Tyger, ti-g&r, s. 98.—See Tiger. •
Tyke, tike. s. A dog, or one as contemptible 

as a dog.
Tymbal, tlm-bil, 9. 88. A kind of kettledrum.
Tympanum, tlm-piL-n&m, «. A drum, a part 

of the ear.
Tympany, tlm-pa-n^, s. A kind of obstructed 

flatulence that swells the body like a drum.
Tyny, tl-n<5, a. Very small.
Type, tipe, s. Emblem, mark of something; 

that by which something future is prefigured; a stamp, 
a mark; a printing letter.

To Type, tipe, v. a. To prefigure.

figurative of something else.
Typically, tip-e-kii-£, ad. In a typical man

ner.
Typicalness, tlpQ-k&i-nSs, s. The state of 

being typical.
To Typify, t1p-£-fl, t». a. 183. To figure, to 

show in emblem.
Typographer, tl-pdg-grK-ftr, $. 187. A printer. 
Typographical, tIp-£grif-^-kl, 533. ? 
Typographic , tlp-d-grifflk, j

Emblematical, figurative; belonging to the printer’s 
art.

Typographically, tlp-6-grlM-kll-4, ad. 
Emblematically, figuratively; after the manner of 
printers.

Typography, tl-p&gigrif-^, s. 187. 518. 
Emblematical, figurative, or hieroglyphicai representa
tion ; the art of printing.

TyrannESS, drlri-nJs, s. 535. A female tyrant. 
Tyrannical, tf-rln'n4-kll, ) _ . .
Tyrannic , tl-rin-nlk, 187. $ Sult,ng a 

tyrant, acting like a tyrant, cruel, despotick, imperious. 
Tyrannically, ti-rinin^-kil-6,od. In manner 

of a tyrant
Tyrannicide, tl-r&n-n£-slde, s. 143. The act 

«f killing a tyrant 
578

I To Tyrannise, tlr-rin-lze, v. n. To play the 
_ tvrant, to act with rigour and imperiousness. 
iykannous, tlr^rln-fts, a. 503. Tyrannical, 

• despotick, arbitrary, severe.
I TyrannOusly, t1i<rin-&s-l£, ad. Arbitrarily, 

despotically, severely, cruelly.
Tyranny, tlr^rin-d, s. 503. Absolute mon

archy imperiously administered; unresisted and cruel 
power ;• cruel government, rigorous command; seve
rity, rigour, inclemency.

Tyrant, tl-rint,s. 544. An absolute monarch 
governing imperiously; a cruel, despotick, and severe 
master.

Tyre, tire, s.—See Tire.
Tyro, ti'-rd, s. 544. One not yet master of his 

art, one in his rudiments.
Tythe, tlTHe, s. A tenth part.—See Tithe. 
Tything, tiTH-ing, s. A company of ten; a 

district; a tenth part—See Tithing.

u.
Uberty. yb-b£r-t£, Abundance, fruitful

ness.
Ubiety, y£i-bl-£-t£, s. Local relation, where- 

ness.
Ubiquitary, yfi-bik-w£-ti-r£, a. Existing 

every where.
Ubiquity, yh-blk-kw£-t&, s. Omnipresence, 

existence at the same time in all places.
Udder, hd-d&r, s. 98. The breast or dugs of 

a cow, or other large animal
Uglily, iig-lA-ld, ad. Filthily, with deformity. 
Ugliness, &g-l£-n£s, s. Deformity, contrariety 

to beauty; turpitude, loathsomeness, moral depra
vity.

Ugly, &g-l£, a. Deformed, offensive to the 
sight, contrary to beautiful.

Ulcer, &l-sftr, s. 98. A sore of continuance, 
not a new wound.

To Ulcerate, hl-s5r-ate, v. a. To disease with 
sores.

Ulceration, M-s&r-a-sh&n, s. The act of 
breaking into ulcers; ulcer, sore.

Ulcered, hl-s&rd, a. 359. Grown by time 
from a hurt to an ulcer

Ulcerous, til-shr-hs, a. 555. Afflicted with 
sores.

Ulcerousness, hl-sfir-hs-nSs, s. The state of 
being ulcerous.

Uliginous, h-lld-jln-hs, a. Slimy, muddy.
Ultimate, il-t^-mit, a. 91. Intended in the 

last resort.
Ultimately, fd-t£-mAt-16, ad. In the last con

sequence.
Ultimity, il-tlnW-ti, S. The last stage, the 

last consequence.
Ultramarine, il-trll-mi-rWii,'j. 112. One 

of the noblest blue colours used in painting, produced 
by calcination from the stone called lapis lazuli.

Ultramarine, &l-tr£-m&-r££n,' a. 112. Being 
beyond the sea, foreign.

Ultramontane, M-trA-m&n-tane, a. Being 
beyond the mountains.

Ultramundane, fil-tri-m&n-dane, a. Being 
beyond the world.

Umbel, hm-b^l, s. In Botany, tne extremity 
of a stock or branch divided into several pediments or 
rays, beginning from the same point, and opening so 
as to form an inverted cone.

Umbellated, &m-bAl-la-t3d, a. In Botany, is 
said of flowers when many of them grow together in 
umbels.

Umbelliferous, ftm-bil-ll£fir-lis, a. 518.
Tt
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thed of plants that bear many flowers, growing upon 
many footstalks.

Umber, iun-b&r, s. 98, A colour; a fish. 
The umber and grayling differ in nothing but their 
names.

Umbered, hm-bhrd, a. 359. Shaded, clouded.
Umbilical, &in-blK4-kfil, a. Belonging to the 

navel.
Umbles, Cim-blz, s. 405. A deer’s entrails.
UMBO, &m'bd, x. The point or prominent part 

of a buckler.
Umbrage, hm-bridje, s. 90. Shade, screen of 

trees; shadow, appearance; resentment, offence, sus
picion of injury.

Umbrageous, itn-bra-j4-&s, a. Shady, yielding 
shade.

Umbrageousness, hm-bra-jd-hs-nds, x. 
Shadiness.

Umbratile, fim'brl-tU, a. 145. Being in the 
shade.

Umbrel, &m»br£l,l
Umbrella, hm-brel-li, 

hot countries to keep off the sun, and in others to bear 
off the rain.

| x. A screen used in

UMBROSITY, hm-brds-d-td, s. Shadiness, ex
clusion of light.

Umpirage, ftm-p^-ridje, s. 90. Arbitration, 
friendly decision of a controversy.

Umpire, &m-pire, s. 140. An arbitrator, one 
who, as a common friend, decides disputes.

This word, says Johnson, Minshew, with great ap
plause from Skinner, derives from un pere, in French, 
a father. But whatever may be its derivation, one should 
think, in pronunciation, it ought to class with empire: 
and yet we find our orthoepists considerably divided in 
the sound of the last syllable of both these words.

CDr. Kenrick, Mr. Scott, W. Johnston, and 
J Mr. Perry, rhyme it with fire; but 

umptre.< Sheridan and Buchanan, with the first 
C of pyr-a-mid.
CMr. Sheridan and W. Johnston, rhyme it 

rr_„- _ ) with fire ; but Mr. Perry, Mr. Scott, and 
umpire.^ Buchanan, with fear; and Dr. Kenrick 

C with the first of pyr-a-mid.
Amidst this variety and inconsistency we find a pre- 

ponderancy to the long sound of «, as in fire: and this, 
m my opinion, is the most eligible.

Rampire, and vampire follow the same analogy ; and 
satire and samphire may be looked on as irregular.
Un, &n. A negative particle much used in 

composition. It is placed almost at will before adjec
tives and adverbs.

Mr. Mason has very justly observed, that “one 
uniform effect is not always created by un prefixed. Thus 
the word unexpressive (as used by both Shakspeare and 
Milton) is not barely made negative by the composition, 
but is also changed from active to passive-” To these ob- 
servations we may add, that Shakspeare and Milton’s use 
of unexpressive for unexpressible or inexpressible, is very 
licentious, and ought not to be followed. The Latin pre
position in, and the English un, are sufficiently ambigu
ous without such unmeaning licenses, which were intro
duced when the language was less studied, and perhaps 
merely to help out a hobbling line in poetry. The Latin 
preposition in is negative in insensible, and, what is di
rectly opposite to it, is intensive in inflammatory. The 
English preposition un is privative in untried; and, if 
I may be allowed the word, retroactive in to undo : a 
stick which has been bent, may, when made straight, be 
said to be unbent; but if it was previously straight, we 
cannot so properlv say it is unbent, as that it is not bent.— 
See Unprincipled.
Unabashed, in-i-bAsht' a. 359. Not shamed, 

not confused by modesty.
Unable, hn-AQ)l, a. 405. Not having ability ; 

weak, impotent.
Unabolished, fm-A-bdl-isht, a. Not repealed, 

remaining in force.
Unacceptable, fin-Ak-s^p-tA-bl, a. Not pleas

ing, not such as is well received-
Un acceptable ness, fin-Ak-s£p-tA-bl-n£s, s. 

State of not pleasing.—See Acceptable.
Unaccessibleness, &n-Ak-s<Ls-s£-bl-n£s, a

$tate of not being to be attained or approached* 
5^4*

Unaccommodated, hn-Ak-kdm-md-dA-t^d, a. 
Unfurnished with external convenience.

Unaccompanied, in-Ak-kim-pA-nid, a. 282. 
Not attended.

Unaccomplished, &n-Ak-k6m-plisht, a. 359. 
Unfinished, incomplete.

Unaccountable, fin-Ak-kd&n-ti-bl, a. 405.
Not explicable, not to be solved by reason; not re
ducible to rule; not subject, not oontrouled.

Unaccountably, hn-Ak-kdun-tA-bl^, ad. 
Strangely.

Unaccurate, hn-Ak-kfi-rate, a. 91. Not exact 
properly Inaccurate.

Unaccustomed, hn-Ak-k&s-thmd, a. Not used, 
not habituated; new, not usual.

Unacknowledged, fin-Ak-udl-lldjd, a. 328. 
359- Not owned.

Unacquaintance, hn-Ak-kwin-tAnse, s. Want 
of familiarity.

Unacquainted, &n-Ak-kwAn-t£d, a. Not 
known, unusual, not familiarly known; not having 
familiar knowledge.

Unactive, &n-Ak-tlv, a. Not brisk, not lively ; 
having no employment; not busy, not diligent; hav
ing no efficacy ; more properly Inactive.

Unadmired, fui-W-mird,' a. 359. Not regard- 
ed with honour.

Unadored, &n-l-ddrd,' a. 359. Not worship
ped.

Unadvised, im-id-vlzd,' a. 359. Imprudent, 
indiscreet; done without due thought, rash.

Unadulterated, ftn-i-d&l-t&r-i-t&i, a. 359. 
Genuine; not counterfeit; having no base mixture.

Unaffected, An-Af-fAk-tSd, a. Real, uot 
hypocritical; free from affectation ; open, candid, sin
cere; not formed by too rigid observation of rules; 
not moved ; not touched.

Unaffecting. hn-Af-f&k-tlng, a. 410. Not pa- 
thetick, not moving the passions.

Unaided, &n-A-dM,n. Not assisted, not helped. 
Unalienable, fin-ale-ySn-A-bl, a. 113. Not 

alienable, not transferrable.
Unallied, hn-Al-lld,' a. 283. Having no pow

erful relation; having no common nature, not conga- 
nial

Unalterable, &n-Al-thr-A-bl, a. Incapable 
of being altered.

Unanimous, yh-nAn^-mhs, a. Being of one 
mind, agreeing in design or opinion.

Unanointed, hn-A-n&n-tAd, a. Not anointed; 
not prepared for death by extreme unction.

Unanswerable, 6n-An-s&r-A-bI, a. Not to be 
refuted.

Unanswered, Gn-An-s&rd, a. Not opposed by 
a reply; not confuted; not suitably returned.

Un appalled, fin-Ap-pAwld,' a. Not daunted, 
not impressed by fear.

Unappeasable, un-Ap-p^-zA-bl, a. Not to be 
pacified, implacable.

Unapprehensive, &n-Ap-pr£-h£n-slv, a. Not 
intelligent, not ready of conception ; not suspecting.

Unapproached, &n-Ap-prdtsh^d, a. 359. In
accessible.

Unapproved, hn-Ap-prMvd,' a. 359. Not ap
proved.

Unapt, &n-Apt,' a. Dull, not apprehensive; 
not ready, not prepense; unfit, not qualified; impro
per, unfit, unsuitable.

Unaptness, hn-Apt-n&s, s. Unfitness, unsuit
ableness; dulness, want of apprehension; unreadi
ness, disqualification, want of propension.

Unargued, fm-ir-giide, a. 359. Not disputed 
not censured.

Unarmed, hn-irmd,' a. 359. Having no ar
mour, having no weapons.

Unartful, fin-Art-ffil, a. Having no art or 
cunning » wanting skill-
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Unabtfully, ftn-irtff&l-lA, ad. In an unart- 
ful maimer.

Unasked, ftn-lskt,' a. 359. Not sought by 
solicitation.

Un aspirated, &n-is-p£-ra-t$d, a. Having no 
aspirate.

Unaspiring, hn-as-pl'ring, a. Not ambitious. 
Unassailable, fin-ls-sile^i-bl, a. Exempt 

from assault ,
Unassailed, ftn-is-said,' a. Not attacked, not 

assaulted. t
Un assayed, hn-^s-sade,z a. Unattempted. 
Unassisted, hn-jls-sis-t£d, a. Not helped. 
Unassisting, &n-is-s1s-tlng, a. Giving no help. 
Unassuming, bn-Xs-sh-mlng, a. Not arrogant. 
Unassured, fin-ish-hrd,' a. 359. Not con

fident ; not to be trusted.
Unatonable, un-i-tdne-l-bl, a. Not to be 

appeased; not to be brought to concord.
Unatoned, hn-i-tond,' a. Not expiated. 
Unattainable, hn-it-ta-ni-bl, a. Not to be 

gained or obtained, being out of reach.
Unattainableness, hn-it-ta'ni-bl-nSs, $. 

State of being out of reach.
Unattempted, &n-tit-t3mp-t£d, a. Untried, 

not essayed.
Unattended, &n-it-t£n-d£d, a. Having no 

retinue or attendants.
Un attentive, hn-it-t^n-tiv, a. Not regarding. 
Unattested, frn-it-t£s-t£d, a. Without wit

ness, wanting attestation.
Unattracted, bn-it-tr&kU&d, a. Not under 

the power of attraction; freed from attraction.
Unavailable, ftn-l-va-li-bl, a. Useless, vain 

with respect to any purpose.
Unavailableness, hn-i-va-l^-bl-n^s, s. Use

lessness.
Unavailing, hn-l-va-llng, a. 410. Useless, 

vain.
Unavenged, &n-i-v£njd,z a. Not avenged; 

unrevenged.
Unavoidable, un-i-void-A-bl, a. Inevitable, 

not to be shunned.
Unavoidableness, &n-i-vdid-a-bl-n£s, s. In

evitably.
Unavoidably, &n-£-void-a-ble,ad. Inevitably. 
Unavoided, fm-£-void-ed,?a. Inevitable.
Unauthentic , fin-aw-f/j&n-tlk, a. Not au

thenticity not genuine, not warranted.
Unauthorized, un-Awiffthr-lzd, a. Not sup

ported by authority, not properly commissioned.
Unawaked, hn-l-wakd,' a. Not roused from 

sleep, not awakened.
Unaware, fin-&-ware,z 524. ) , w. . ~ „
TT a t > / c ad. WithoutUnawares, un-a-warz; )

previous meditation; unexpectedly, when it is not 
thought off, suddenly.

These words, like some others, are sometimes 
accented on the first syllable, and sometimes on the 
last, as the rhythm of the sentence seems to require.— 
See Commodore.
Unawed. hn-Awd,' a. 359. Unrestrained by 

fear or reverence.
Unbacked, £in-bikt,z a. 359. Not tamed, not 

taught to bear the rider; not countenanced, not 
aided. *

Unbalanced, un-bil-l&nst, a. Not poised; 
not in equipoise.

Unballasted, &n-bilQis-t3d, a. Not kept 
steady by ballast; unsteady.

Unbaptized, hn-bip-tlzd,z a. Not baptized. 
To Unbar, hn-bir,' v. a. To open by removing 

the bars; to unbolt.
Unbarbed, hn-bArbd,' a, Not shaven.
Unbashful, hn-blsh-ful, a. Impudent, shame

less.

Unbattered, hn-bat-thrd, a. Not injured by 
blows.

Unbearable, hn-bare-i-bl, a. Not to be 
borne.

Unbearing, &n-bare4ng,a. Bringing no fruit. 
Unbeaten, un-be-tn, a. Not treated with 

blows; not trodden.
Unbeauteoos, fin-bii'tshi-fis, )
Unbeautiful, in-bd-tMil, i ot oeau- 

tiful, plain.
To Unbecome, fin-b£-k&m,z v. a. Not to be

come, to misbecome.
Unbecoming, hn-b^-kfim-ing, a. Indecent, 

unsuitable, indecorous.
Unbecomingly, hn-b£-khm-ing-l£, ad. In an 

unsuitable or improper manner.
Unbecomingness, &n-b4-kdm-ing-nes, s. 

Indecency, indecorum.
To Unbed, hn-b£d,z v. a. To raise from a bed. 
Unbefitting, &ti-b<i-fit-tln^, a. Not becom

ing, not suitable.
Unbefriended, un-be-fren-d3d, a. Wanting 

friends; without friends.
Un begot, £in-b£-gdt,z ? . . .
Unbegotten, hn-b^-g&t-tn, i a' erna ,W1 

out generation; not yet generated.
Unbegun, hn-b^-ghn,' a. Not yet begun.
Unbf.held, &n-b£-h£ld,z a. Unseen, not dis

coverable to the sight.
Unbelief, ttn-be-leefz s. Incredulity; infi

delity, irreligion.
To Unbelieve, hn-b£-l££v,z v. a. To discredit, 

not to trust; not to think real or true.
Unbeliever, hn-b^-l^v-hr, s. An infidel, one 

who believes not the Scripture of God.
To Unbend, un-b6nd,z v. a. To free from 

flexure, to relax, to remit, to set at ease for a time; 
to relax vitiously or effeminately.

Unbending, bn-b&n-ding, a. 410. Not suffer, 
ing flexure; devoted to relaxation.

Unbenevolent, fin-b&-n£v-vd-13nt, a. Not 
kind.

Unbeneficed, £in-b3n-n£-f 1st, a. Not preferred 
to a benefice.

Unbenighted, &n-b£-nlte^d, a. Never visited 
by darkness.

Unbenign, fm-b^-nine,' a. Malignant, male
volent

Unbent, bn-b£nt,z a. Not strained by the 
string; having the bow unstrung; not crushed, not 
subdued ; relaxed, not intent

Unbeseeming, £in-b£-s£4m-ing, a. Unbe
coming.

Unbeseemingness, &n-be-s£6m-ing-n£s, s. 
Unbecomingness, indecency.

Unbesought, hn-b£-s&wtz a. Not entreated. 
Unbespoken, fin-bd-spd^kn, a. Not ordered 

beforehand.
Unbf.stowed, 6n-bi-stid,' a. Not given, not 

disposed of.
Unbewailed, in-be-wald,' a. Not lamented.
To Unbtas, &n-bl-4s, m a. To free from any 

external motive, to disentangle from prejudice.
Unbiassedly, &n-bl-Ast-l<5, ad. Without exter. 

nal influence; without prejudice.
Unbid, un-bid,' ) Uninvited; un-
Unbidden, un-bld-dn, ,

commanded, spontaneous.
Unbigotted, &n-big-&t-5d, a. Free from bigo

try.
IO’ Dr« Johnson and Mr. Sheridan spell this word 

with double t, though the simple bigoted has but one. 
This certainly is an inconsistency which no authority 
can justify.—see Bigoted.
To Unbind, hn-blnd,z v. a. To loose, to untie.
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To Unbishop, un-blsh-dp, v.a. To deprive 
of episcopal orders.

Unbitted, hn-bltAt£d, a. Unbridled, unre- 
strined. [ble.

Unblameable, &n-bla'ml-bl, a. Not culpa- 
Unblameableness, dn-blaimi-bl-nSs, s.

The state of being unblanj eable.
Unblame ably, hn-bla-mi-bl&, ad. Without 

taint of fault.
Unblamed, hn-blamd,' a. Blameless, free 

from guilt.
Unblasted, hn-blls-tSd, a. Not blasted, not 

made to wither.
Unblemish able, hn-blSm-lsh-l-bl, a. Not 

capable of'being blemished.
Unblemished, 6n-bldtn-lsht, a. Free from 

turpitude, free from reproach.
Unblenched, in-bldnsht,' a. Not disgraced, 

not injured by any soil.
Unblended, un-bl£n-d£d, a. Not mingled.
Unblest, hn-blSst,' n. Accused, excluded from 

benediction; wretched, unhappy.
Unblighted, hn-bli-t£d, c. Not blighted, un- 

blasted.
Unbloodied, fin-blud-id, a. 282. 104. Not 

stained with blood.
Unbloody, hn-blhd-e, a. Not cruel; not 

shedding blood; not stained with blood.
Unblown, un-bl6ne,' a. Having the bud yet 

unexpanded.
Unblunted, hn-blhnt-Sd, a. Not made ob

tuse.
Unblushing, un-blhsh-lng, a. Not having 

sense of shame, without blushing.
Unboastful, un-bdst-ful, a. Modest, unas

suming, nut ooasting.
Unbodied, hn-bbd-Id, a. 282. Incorporeal, 

immaterial; freed from the body.
To Unbolt, &n-bdlt,' v. a. To set open, to 

unbar.
Unbolted, Jm-bdlt^d, a. Coarse, gross, not 

refined.
Unbonneted, hn-b6n-n5t-ed, a. Wanting a 

hat or bonnet.
Unbookish, hn-bS3k-Ish, a. Not studious of 

books; not cultivated by erudition.
Unborn, hn-bdrn,' a. Not yet brought into life, 

future.
Unborrowed, &n-bSr-r6de, a. Genuine, na

tive, one’s own.
To Unbosom, iin-b&z-hm, v. a. 169. To reveal 

in confidence; to open, to disclose.—See Bosom.
Unbottomed, hn-bbt-tumd, a. Without bot

tom, bottomless; having no solid foundation*
Unbought, hn-blwt,' a. Obtained without 

money; not finding any purchaser.
Unbound, hn-bSund,' a. Loose, not tied; 

wanting a cover; preterit of Unbind.
Unbounded, hn-bd&nd^ld, a. Unlimited, un

restrained-
Unboundedly, hn-bd&nd^d-li, ad. Without 

bounds, without limits.
Unboundedness, hn-bo&nd^d-nSs, $. Exemp

tion from limits.
Unbowed, un-b6de,' a. Not bent
To Unbowel, hn-bd&^l, v. a. To exenterate, 

to eviscerate.
To Unbrace, hn-brase,' v. a. To loose, to re

lax ; to make the clothes loose.
Unbreathed, hn-br^THd,' a. Not exercised. 
Unbred, un-br&d,' a. Not instructed in civil

ity, ill educated, not taught.
Unbreeched, Cin-brltsht,' a. 359. Having no 

breeches.
Unbrew, fin-brdd,' a. Not mixed ; pure, gen

uine.
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Unbribed, hn-bribd,' a. Not influenced by 
money or gifts.

Unbridled, fin-brlMld, a. 359. Licentious, 
not restrained.

Unbroke, ftn-brdke,' ) XT . • .. .TT x . in f a* Wot violated; not
Unbroken, un-bro^kn, \

subdued, not weakened ; not tamed.
Unbrotherlike, &n-br&TH-hr-lIke,) a
Unbrotherly, 6n-br&TH-ur-l£, f 

Ill suiting with the character of a brother.
Unbruised, hn-brddzd,' a. Not bruised, not 

hurt.
To Unbuckle, &n-bhk-kl, v. a. To loose from 

buckles.
To Unbuild, &n-blld/ v. a. To raze, to destroy, 
Unbuilt, hn-bllt,' a. Not yet erected. 
Unburied, hn-b&r-rld, a. 282. Not interred, 

not honoured with the rites of funeral.
Unburned, hn-bhrnd,' ? XT .
Unburnt, ftn-b&rnt,' SS9’ N°‘ COt”

sumed, not wasted, not injured by fire, not heated 
with fire.

Unburning, hn-bhrn-lng, a. Not consuming 
by heat.

To Unburthen, hn-bhr-TH^n, v. a. To rid of 
a load; to throw off, to disclose what lies heavy on 
the mind.

To Unbutton, hn-but-tn, v. a. To loose any 
thing buttoned.

Uncalcined, hn-k^l-slnd, a. Free from calci
nation.

Uncalled, un-kawld,' a. Not summoned, not 
sent for, not demanded.

Uncancelled, hn-kln^slld, a. 99. Not erased, 
not abrogated.

UncanonicAL, hn-ki-ndn^-kil, a. Not agree
able to the canons.

Uncanopied, hn-kAn-d-p1d, a. Having no 
canopy or covering.

Uncapabi.e, iin-ka-pi-bl, a. Not capable, not 
susceptible; more properly Incapable.

Un’CARED, 6n-kard,z a. Not regarded; not at
tended to.

Uncarnate, fin-kAr-nAt, a. 91. Not fleshly; 
more properly Incarnate.

To Uncase, un-kise,' v. a. To disengage from 
any covering; to flay.

Uncaught, un-klwt/ a. Not yet caught.
Uncaused, hn-kiwzd,' a. Having no prece

dent cause.
Uncautious, hn-kiw-shhs, a. Not wary, heed

less.
Unceasing, hn-s&se-Ing, a. Continual.
Uncelestial, £m-s£-l£s-tshil, a. Not partaking 

of the qualities of heaven ; opposite to what is heaven
ly, hellish.

Unceremonious, hn-s&r-£-m&n£-fis, a. Not 
attended with ceremony; plain.

Uncertain, &n-sAr-tln, a. 208. Doubtful, not 
certainly known; doubtful, not having certain know
ledge ; not sure in the consequence; unsettled, un
regular.

Uncertainly, fin-s&r-tln-l£, ad. Not surely, 
not certainly, not confidently.

Uncertainty, &n-s4r-tln-t£, s. Dubiousness, 
want of knowledge; contingency, want of certainty; 
something unknown.

To Unchain, im-tshane,' t>. a. To free from 
chains.

Unchangeable, hn-tshAn-ji-bl, a. Immuta
ble.

Unchangeableness, hn-tshan-jl-bl-n&s, s. 
Immutability.

Unchangeably, 5n-tshan-ji~bU, ad. Immu
tably, without change.

Unchanged, hn-tshAnjd/ a. 359. Not altered 
not alterable.
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Unchanging, fin-tshin-jlng, a. Suffering no 
alteration.

To Uncharge, ftntsli&rje,' »• a. To retract an 
accusation.

Uncharitable, fin-tshJrid-ti-bl, a. Contrary 
to charity, contrary to the universal love prescribed 
by Christianity.

Uncharitableness, &n-tshlr-£-tA-bl-nes, s. 
Want of charity.

Uncharitably, ad. In a
manner contrary to charity.

Unchary, &n-tslia-r&, a. Not wary, not cau
tious.

Unchaste, fin-tshaste/ a. Lewd, libidinous, 
not continent.

Unchastised, 6n-tsh^s-tl-z5d, a. Not punish
ed, not restrained.

UncHASTiTY, fin-tshis-t£-t&,«. 580. Lewdness, 
incontinence.

Uncheerful, in-tsh8rlfil, a. Sad, gloomy, 
melancholy.

Uncheerfulness, Jm^-tshSr-ful-n^s, s. Melan
choly, gloominess of temper.—See Cheerful.

Unchecked, in-tsh8kt,' a. 359. Unrestrained. 
Unchewed, in-tsbide,'a. 359. Not masticated. 
To Unchild, in-tshlld,' v. a. To deprive of 

Children.
Unchristian, fin-krls-tshin, a. 464. Contrary 

to the laws of Christianity; unconverted, infidel.
UnchrISTIANLY, Jm-kris-tshin-14, a. Contrary 

to the laws of Christianity.
Unchristianness, &n-krlsitshAn-n3s, s. Con- 

.Tariety to Christianity.
To Unchurch, &n-tshfirtsh,z v. a. To deprive 

of the character and rites of a church; to expel from 
a church.

Uncial, Wshil, a. Belonging to letters ot 
a larger site anciently used in inscriptions; capital 
letters.

Uncircumcised, ?in-s8r-kiim-slzd, a. Not cir- 
cumcised, not a Jew.

Uncircumcision, un-ser-ktim-sizh-un, s. 
Omission of circumcision.

Uncircumscribed, &n-s£r-k&m-sknbd,' a. 
Unbounded, unlimited.

Uncircumspect, im-s4r-k?im-sp4kt, n. Not 
cautious, not vigilant.

Uncircumstantial, 6n-s4r-kim-stin-sh81, a. 
Unimportant

Uncivil, &n-slv-ll, a. Unpolite, not agreeable 
to rules of elegance or Complaisance.

Uncivilly, &n-siv-il-d, ad. Unpolitely, not 
complaisantly.

Uncivilized, fin-siv-il-lzd, a. Not reclaimed 
from barbarity ; coarse, indecent

Unclarified, &n-klir^-flde, a. 282. Not 
purged, not purified.

To Unclasp, fin-klisp,z v. a. To open what is 
shut with clasps.

UNCLASSICAL.an-klisIs4.kil, ) a Not classict. 
Unclassic , un-klis-slk, j
Uncle, &ng-kl, s. 405. 408. The father or 

mother’s brother.
Unclean, hn-kl^ne,' a. Foul, dirty ; filthy ; 

not purified by ritual practices; foul with sin; lewd, 
unchaste.

Uncleanliness, fin-klen-14-n4s, s. Want of 
cleanliness.

Uncleanly, &n-kl4nU4, a. Foul, filthy, nasty; 
indecent, unchaste.

Uncleanness, &n-kl4ne-n?s, s. Lewdness, 
incontinence; want of cleanliness, nastiness; sin, 
wickedness; want of ritual purity.

Uncleansed, tin-klinzd,' a. ' Not cleansed. 
To Unclew, ftn-klii,' t>. a. To undo.
To Unclench, itn-klinsh,' v. a. To open the 

closed hand.
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Unclipfed, in-kllpt,' a. 359. Whole, not cut.
To Uncloath, un-klirae,' v. a. To strip, to 

make naked.
JO*3* As Dr. Johnson has written the affirmative of this 

word clothe, he ought certainly to have written the nega
tive unclothe.
To Unclog, tin-kldg£ y. a. To disencumber, 

to exonerate; to set at liberty.
To Uncloister, 6n-kl3is£.t6r, ». n. To set at 

large.
To Unclose, fin-kldze, v. a. To open.
Unclosed, fin-kldzd,' a. Not separated by en

closures.
To Uncloud, fin-kloud,z v. a. To unveil; to 

clear from obscurity.
Unclouded, fin-klou-d^d, a. Free from clouds, 

clear from obscurity, not darkened.
Uncloudedness, fin-kldu-d£d-n£s, s. Open

ness, freedom from gloom.
Uncloudy, ftn-kldu-d£, a. Free from a cloud. 
To Unclutch, un-klfitsh,z v. a. To open. 
To Uncoif, fin-kwoif^ t\ a. To pull tlie cap off. 

See To Quotf.
To Uncoil, frn-kdll' v. a. To open from be

ing coiled or wrapped one part upon another.
Uncoined, fin-kdlnd,z a. 359. Not coined.
Uncollected, &n-k61-l&k-t£d, a. Not col

lected, not recollected.
Uncoloured, ftn-kfil-l&rd, a. Not stained 

with any colour or die.
Uncombed, &n-kdmd,z a. 359. Not parted o* 

adjusted by the comb.
Uncomeatable, fin-k&m-it^bl, a. Inaccessi

ble, unattainable.
Uncomeliness, fin-k&m-ld-nSs, s. Want of 

grace, want of beauty.
Uncomely, ?m-kum-l£, ad. Not comely, want

ing grace.
Uncomfortable, &n-kum-f&r-tA-bl, o. Afford

ing no comfort, gloomy, dismal, miserable; receiving 
no comfort, melancholy.

Uncomfortableness, fin-k&m-f&r-tA-bl-n&s, i. 
Want of cheerfulness.

Uncomfortably, fin-k&m-f&r-ti-bl^ ad. 
Without cheerfulness.

Uncommanded, fin-kdm-mAn-d^d, a. 79. Not 
commanded.

Uncommendable, un-kirn-mJnd-i-bl, a. 
Illaudable, unworthy of commendation.

Uncommbnded, iin-k&m-m4nd-4d, a. Not 
commended.

Uncommitted, 6n-k&m-mlt-t4d, a. Not com- 
mitted.

Uncommon, &n-k8m'm&n, a. Not frequent, 
not often found or known.

Uncommonness, tm-k&m-mfin-n4s, s. Infre
quency.

Uncompact, 6n-k6m-p4kt,' a. Not compact, 
not closely cohering.

Uncommunicated, &n-k8m-mti-ne-ka-t?d, a. 
Not communicated.

Uncommunicative, fin-kim-mfi-nd-ki-tiv, a. 
Not communicative, close.

Uncompanied, fin-kfim-pl-nld, a. 104. Hav
ing no companion.

Uncompassionate, 6n-k6m-pish-&n-ate, a. 
Having no pity.

Uncompelled, &n-k5m-pelld,z a. Free from 
compulsion.

Uncomplaisant, fin-k&m-pli-zAnt,z a. Not 
civil, not obliging.

UncOMPLETE, iin-k6m-pl£te,z 7
Uncompleted, JmAdm-pl£-t£d, j 

Not finished; properly Incomplete.
Uncomplying, fin-kdm-pll-ing, a. Not yield

ing, unbending, not obsequious.
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Uncompounded, hn-k6m-pdind^d,a. Simple, 
not mixed; simple, not intricate.

Uncompressed, Un-kdm-pr&st,' a. 104. Free 
from compression.

UnCOM prehensive, hn-k&m-pr^-h^n-siv, a. 
Unable to comprehend; in Shakspeare it seems to 
signify Incomprehensible.

Unconceivable, un-kin-si-.i-bl, a. Not to 
be understood, not to be comprehended by the mind. 

Unconceivablenbss, un-kdn-s^-vl-bl-niis, >. 
’ Incomprehensibility.

Unconceived, An-k6n-s£vd,' a. 140. Not 
thought, not imagined.

Unconcern, hn-kdn-s&rn,' s. Negligence, want 
of interest in, freedom from anxiety, freedom from 
perturbation.

Unconcerned, 6n-kdn-s£rnd,' a. 140. Having 
no interest in; not anxious, not disturbed, not af
fected.

Unconcernedly, dn-kdn-sdrinid-ld, ad. 854. 
Without interest or affbctiork

Unconcernedness, tn-K&n-sdrnd-nes, s. 
Freedom from anxiety,.

UNCOncERNiNG, &n-kdn-s£r-nlng, a. Not in
teresting, not affected.

Unconcernment, hn-k6n-s&rn-m£nt, s. The 
state of having no share.

Unconcludent, hn-k&n-klu'dSnt, ) a
Unconci.uding, hn-k6n-klu'dlng, f 

decisive, inferring no plain or certain conclusion.
Unconcludingness, &n-k6n-klu-<Hng-n5s, j. 

Quality of being unconcluding.
UNCONCLUSIVE, hn-k6n-klu-slv, a. Not deci

sive, not regularly consequential.
Unconcocted, 6n-k6n-k6k-tSd, a. Not di

gested, not matured.
Unconditional, ftn-khn-dlsh-hn-il, a. Abso

lute, not limited by any conditions.
Unconfined, &n-k6n-find,' a. Free from re

straint, having no limits, unbounded.
Unconfirmed, &n-k6n-f&rmd^ a. Not fortified 

by resolution, not strengthened, raw, weak; not 
strengthened by additional testimony; not settled in 
the church by tne rite of confirmation.

UncONFORMABLE, im-k&n-for-ini-bl, a. In- 
consistent not conforming.

Unconformity, &n-k&n-fdr-in£-ti, «. Incon
gruity, inconsistency.

Unconfused, fon-k&n-fuzd' a. Distinct, free 
from confusion.

Unconfutable, {m-k&n-ffc-ti-bl, a. Irrefra
gable, not to be convicted of errour.

Uncongealed, hn-k&n-jetHd,' a. Not concreted 
or frozen by cold.

Unconjugal, 6n-k6nij&-gil, a. Not consistent 
with matrimonial faith ; not befitting a wife or hus
band.

Unconnected, un-k6n-n£k-t£d, a. Not cohe
rent, not joined by proper transitions or dependance of 
parts, lax. loose, vague.

Unconquerable, hn-k&ng-k&r-^-bl, a. 415. 
Incapable of being conquered.

Unconquerably, hn-k&ng-kur-a-bl^, ad. 
Invincibly, insuperably.

Unconquered, in-kdng-kfird, a. NotsubduetJ, 
not overcome ; insuperable, invincible.

Unconscionable, un-k6n-shtm-A-bl, a. Ex
ceeding the limits of any just claim or expectation; 
not guided by conscience. t #

Unconscionableness, fii<-kon-shun-a-bl-n3s, 
Unreasonableness of hope or claim.

Unconscionably, hn-k5n-sh&n-J.-ble, ad. 
Unreasonably.

Unconscious, fm-kSn-sh&s, a. Having no men
tal perception, unacquainted, unknowing.

Unconsenting, un-kdn-s6nt-ing, a. Not yield
ing.

Unconstrained, hn-k5n-strAnd,' a. Free from 
Compulsion.

5”S

UnconsTBAIS’T, &n-kin-strant,z «. Freedom 
from restraint; ease.

Unconsulting, hn-k6n-sftlt-Ing, a. Heady, 
rash, improvident, imprudent

Unconsumed, &n-k6n-s£imd,' a. Not wasted, 
not destroyed by any wasting power.

Uncontemned, fin-k6n-temd,' a. Not de- 
epised.

Uncontested, &n-k6n-t£st^&d, a. Not disputed, 
evident

Uncontradicted, itn-kdn-tri-dlk-ted, a. Not 
contradicted.

Uncontrite, fm-k&n-trlte,' a. Not religiously 
penitent.

Uncontroverted, fin-k6n-trd-v&r-t&], a. Not 
disputed, not liable to debate.

Unconverted, &n-kdn-v£r-t£d, a. Not per
suaded by the truth of Christianity; not religious; 
not yet induced to live a holy life

Unconvinced.hn-kdn-vinst,'a. Not convinced.
To Uncord, hn-kord,' i>. a. To loose a thing 

bound with cords.
Uncorrected, &n-kfcr-r£k't3d, a. Inaccurate, 

not polished to correctness-
Uncorp.upt, un-k6r-rupt,' a. Honest, upright, 

not tainted with wickedness ; not influenced by ini
quitous interest.

Uncorrupted, un-kdr-rup£ted, a. Not vitiated 
not depraved*

Uncorruptible, {m-k&r-r&p-t^-bl, a. That 
which cannot be corrupted.

Unco unsellable, &n-kdunis&-ll-bl, a. Not 
to be advised.

Uncountable, hn-k3un-ti-bl, a Innumer'
able.

Uncounted, un-koint-Sd, a. Not numbered, 
not counted.

Uncounterfeit, 6n-k5un-t^r-flt, a. Genuine, 
not spurious.

To Uncouple, un-khp-pl, v. a. To loose dogs 
from their couples.

Uncoupled, fin-kip-pld, a. Single, not uni
ted ; not wedded.

UncourteOUS, un-khr-tsh^-fes, a. Uncivil, im
polite.

Uncourteously, hn-kur-tsh^-fis-1^, ad. Un
civilly, unpolitely.

Uncourtliness, hn-kdrt-l^-n&s, s. Unsuitable
ness of manners to a court.

UncOURTLY, fin-kdrt-U, ad. Inelegant of man
ners, uncivil.

Uncouth, &n-k66/fc,' a. 315. Odd, strange, 
unusual.

UNCOUTHLY, &n-kdd/^-l£, ad. Oddly, strangely. 
Uncouthness, tn-kdd/7i-n£s, s. Oddness, 

strangeness.
To Uncover, fm-khv-iir, v. a. To diyest of a 

covering ; to deprive of clothes; to strip of the roof; 
to show wpenly ; to strip of a veil, or concealment; 
to bare the head, as in the presence of a superior.

To Uncreate, un-kr£-ate,z v. a. To annihi
late, to reduce to nothing, to deprive of existence.

Uncreated, hn-kr^-a-t&d, a. Not yet created; 
not produced by creation.

Uncredible, fm-kr£d-£-bl; a. Not entitled to 
belief.

Uncreditable, 6n-kr3d-<k-t£-bl, a. Not reput
able, not in repute.

UncREDITableness, hn-kr^d^-ti-bi-nJs, a. 
Want of reputation.

Uncropped, &n-kr&pt,' a. 359. Not cropped, 
not gathered.

Uncrossed, un-kr5st,' a. 359, Uncancelled.
Uncrowded, &n-kroi-d£d, a. Not straitened 

by want of room.
To Uncrown, &n-kr6fltn,z v. a. To deprive of 

a crown; to deprive of sovereignty.
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Unction, Angk-shin, s. 408. The act of i 
anointing; unguent, ointment, the act of anointing * 
medically; any thing softening or lenitive ; the rite of 
anointing in the last hours; any thing that excites ‘ 
piety and devotion.

Unctuosity, fingk-tshil-Wi-ti, * Fatness, 
oiliness.

Unctuous, &ngk-tshb-&s, a. 408. Fat, clam
my, oily-

£-5- This word Is as frequently mispronounced as 
tumptuouj and presumptuous, and for the same reason. 
We’are apt to confound tins* termination with eous and 
ious, and to pronounce the word as if written ung/.-'sAus, 
without attending to the v after the t, which makes so 
great a difference in the sound of this word and its com
pounds.
Unctuousnf.ss, 6ngk-tsh6-&s-nfs, «. Fatness, 

oiliness, clamminess, greasiness.
Unculled, An-kfild,' a. Not gathered. 
UnculpaBLE, fin-k&l'pl-bl, a. Not bl am cable. 
Uncultivated, &n-k&l-t£-va-t£d, a. Not culti

vated, not improved by tillage; not instructed, not 
civilized.

Uncumbf.red, fin-k&m-b&rd, a, Not burdened, 
not embarassed.

Uncurbable, &n-k&r-bi-bl, a. That cannot 
be curbed or checked.

Uncurbed, &u-k&rb’dz a. 359. Licentious, not 
restrained.

To Uncurl, &n-k&rl,z v. a. To loose from ring
lets or convolutions.

To Uncurl, fm-k&rV v. n. To fall from the 
ringlets.

Uncurled, fm-k&rld,z a. Not collected into 
ringlety

Uncurrent, fin-k&r-rSnt, a. Not current, not 
passing in common payment.

To Uncurse, (lin-k&rse,z v. a. To free from 
any execration.

Uncut, fin-kit,z a. Not cut.
To Undam, fin-dim,' v. a. To open, to free 

from the restraint of mounds.
Undamaged, fin-dim-idjd, a. 90. Not made 

worse, not impaired.
Undamped, fin-dAmpd,z a. Not depressed, not 

dejected.
Undaunted, fin-dln-t&l, u. 214. Unsubdued 

by fear, not depressed—See Daunted.
Undauntedly, fin-dAn-tfid-li, ad. Boldly, 

intrepidly, without fear.
Undauntedness, fin-dln^t&d-n^s, r. Boldness, 

bravery, intrepidity.
Undawning, un-dlwn-lng, a. Not yet dawn

ing ; not grown luminous ; not illumined.
Undazzled, fin-dAa-zld, a. 359. Not dimmed 

or confused by splendour.
To Undeaf, fin-d£f/ v. a. To free from deaf

ness-
Undebauched, 6n-d^-biwtsht,z a. Not cor

rupted by debauchery.
Undecagon, fin-d£k-i-gfin, s. A figure of 

eleven angles or sides.
Undecayed, fin-dA-kfide( a. Not liable to be 

diminished.
Undecaying, fin-dfi-kA'lng, a. Not suffering 

diminution or declension.
To Undeceive, &n-d£-s£ve,z v. a. To set free 

from the influence of a fallacy
Undeceivablr, fin-dA-s^vA-bl, a. Not liable 

to deceive, or be deceived.
UndecE’VED, fin-d£-sdvd/ a. Not cheated, 

not imposed on.
Undecidable, &n-d£-slde£A-bl, a. Not to be 

decided.
Undecided, &n-d£-sUddd, a. Not determined, 

not settled.
Undecisive, fin-di-sl-sive a. Not decisive, not 

conclusive.
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To Undeck, fin-d&k^ v. a. To deprive of or
naments.

Undecked, fin-d£kt£ a. 359. Not adorned, 
not embellished.

Undeclined. fin-dfi-kllnd^ a. Not grammati
cally varied by termination; not deviating, not turned 
from the right way.

UsDEDiCATED, tm-d^d^-ka-Ud, a. Not con- 
secrated, not devoted; not inscribed to a patron.

Undeeded, 6n-ddddiid, a. Not signalled by 
action.

Undefaced. fin-d^-faste' a. Not deprived of 
its Corm, not disfigured.

Undefeasible, fin-d£-f£-i£-b1, a. Not defea
sible, not to be vacated or annulled.

Undefended, fin-d^-f&nd^d, a. W ithout de- 
2 fence ; easy to be assaulted; exposed to assault.

Undefiled, &n-d£-fild,z a. Not polluted, not 
vitiated, not corrupted.

Undefinable, fin-dA-fl-nA-bl, a. Not to be 
marked out, or cIrcumscribed by a definition.

Undefined, un-dA-find,' a. Not circumscribed, 
or explained by a definition.

Undefied, fin-d£-flde,z a. 282. Not set at de
fiance, not challenged-

Undf.formed, fin-d£-f5rmd£ a. Nat deformed, 
not disfigured.

Undeliberated fin-d^-llb^r-A-t&d, a. Not 
carefully considered.

Undelighted, fin-d£-ll-t£d, a. Not pleased, 
not touched with pleasure.

Undelightful, un-d£-lhe-ffil, a. Not giving 
pleasure.

Undemolished, fin-d£-mM'lsht> a. Not rased, 
not thrown down.

Undemonstrable, fin-d^-m&n-strl-bl, a. 
Incapable of fuller evidence.

Undeniable, fin-d^-ni-A-bl, a. Such as cannot 
be gainsayed.

Undeniably, fin-d^-ni-A-bU, ad. So plainly 
as to admit no contradiction.

Undeplored, fin-d£-pl6rd,z a. Not lamented. 
Undepraved, fin-d£-prAvd,z a. Not corrupted. 
Undeprived. fin-d£-privd,z a. Not divested by 

aatharity, not stripped of any possession.
Under, fin^dfir, prep. 98. Ina state of subjec

tion ; in the state of pupillage to; beneath, so as to be 
covered or hidden; below in place; in & less degTee 
than ; for less than, less than, below; by the appear
ance of; with iess than >, in the state of inferiority to, 
noting rank or order of precedence; in a state of being 
loaded with; in a state of oppression by, or subjection 
to; in a state of being liable to, or finrited by; in 
a state of depression, er dejection by ; in the state of 
bearing; in the state of; not having reached or ar
rived to, noting time; represented by; in a state o. 
protection; with respect to; attested by subjected 
to, being the subject of; in a state of relation that 
claims protection.

Under, fin-dfir, ad. 418. In a state of subjec
tion ; less; opposed to Over or More; it ha3 a signi
fication retembhng that of an adjective, interior, sub. 
ject, subordinate.

Underaction, iin-d6r-lk£shftn,». Subordinate 
action, action not essential to the main story-

Undf.Ragt.NT, fin-dfir-A-j£nt, f. An agent sub
ordinate to the principal agent.

To Underbear, fin-dfir-bAre,' v. a. To support, 
to endure; to line, to guard. In this last sense out 
of use.

Underbearer, fin-dfir-bA-rfir, s. In funerals, 
those that sustain the weight of the body, distinct from 
those who are bearers of ceremony.

To Underbid, fin-dfir-bld,' v. a. To offer for 
any thing less than its worth.

To Underbuy, fin-dir-bi,' v. «. To buy at less 
than it is worth.

Undercleri, JirAlfir-klArk, A clerk subor- 
<1 inate to the principal cleiK
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To Underdo, &n-d&r-d6d,' v. n. To act below 
one's abilities; to do less than is requisite.

Underfaction, hn-dCtr-fAk-sh&n, s. Subordi
nate faction, subdirision of a faction.

Underfellow, &n-d&r-fdl-ld, s. A mean man, 
a sorry wretch.

Underfilling, iin-d&r-fll-llng, s. Lower part 
of an edifice.

To Underfurnish, &n-dftr-f&r-nlsh, v. a. To 
supply with less than enough.

To Undergird, hn-d&r-gird,' v. a. To bind 
round the bottom.

To Undergo, hn-d&r-gd,' v. a. To suffer, to 
sustain, to endure evil; to support, to hazard. Not in 
use. To sustain, to be the bearer of, to possess; to 
sustain, to endure without fainting; to pass through.

Undergraduate, in-d&r-grid-ii-ate, j. Ont 
who has taken a degree at our universities.

Underground, hn-dhr-grSind,' s. 
nee us space.

Undergrowth, un-d&r-grdf/t,' s. 
grows under the tall wood.

Underhand, hn-dhr-hlnd,' ad.
not apparent, secretly; clandestinely, with fraudulent

Subterra-

That which

By means
secrecy.

Underlabourer, {m-d&r-la-bftr-hr, $.
A subordinate workman.

Underived, ftn-dd-rlvd,' a. 104. Not borrowed. 
To Underlay, hn-d&r-la,' v. a. To strengthen 

by something laid under.
To Underline, &n-d&r-line,' v. a. To mark 

with lines below the words.
Underling, &n-dhr-llng, s. 410. An inferior 

agent, a sorry mean fellow.
To Undermine, hn-d&r-mlne,' v. a. To dig 

cavities under any thing, so that it may fall or be 
blown up, to sap; to excavate under; to injure by 
clandestine means.

Underminer, hn-d&r-ml-nhr, s. He that saps, 
he that digs away the supports ; a clandestine enemy.

Undermost, ftn-dhr-mdst, a. Lowest in place, 
lowest in state or condition.

Underneath, ftn-dur-n&TH,' ad. In the lower 
place, below, under, beneath.

Underneath, &n-dhr-n^TH,,prep. 467. Under. 
Underofficer, {m-dhr-6f^s-&r, s. An inferiour 

officer, one in subordinate authority.
Underogatory, hn-d^-rdg-gS-thr-^, a. Not 

derogatory, which see.
Underpart, un-d&r-p&rt, s. Subordinate, or 

unessential park
Underpetti-coat, fin-d&r-pSt-t^-kdte, s. That 

worn next the body.
To Underpin, &n-d&r-pln,' v. a. To prop, to 

support
Underplot, &n-dhr-pl6t, s. A series of events 

proceeding collaterally with the main story of a play, 
and subservient to it; a clandestine scheme.

To Underpraise, ftn-dhr-praze,' v. a. To praise 
below desert.

To Underprize, fm-dur-prlze,' v. a. To value 
at less than the worth.

To Underprop, hn-dur-pr6p,' t?. a. To sup, 
port, to sustain.

Underproportioned, &n-d&r-prd-pdr-sh’md, 
a. Having too little proportion.

To Underrate, itn-dhr-rate,' v. a. To rate too 
low.

Underrate, in-dhr-rate, s. 498. A price less 
than is usual.

Undersecretary, ftn-d&r-s2k'kr£-ti-r£, s.
A subordinate secretary.

To Undersell, hn-d&r-sSl/ a* To defeat 
by selling for less ; to 6ell cheaper than another.

Underservant, hn-dhr-s^r-vlnt, s. A servan 
of the lower class.

To Underset, hn-d&r-s£t,' v. a. To prop, to 
support.

Undersetter, in-dir-sJt-t&r, s. .Prop, pc- 
destal, support.

Undersetting, hn-d&r-s&t-tlng, s. 410.
Lower part, pedestal.

Undersheriff, hn-d&r-sh^r-lf, s- The deputy 
of the sheriff—See Sheriff.

Undersheriffry, hn-dhr-sh^r-lf-r^, s. The 
office of an undersheriff.

Undershot, £m-d&r-sh5t,' part. a. Moved by 
water passing under it*

Undersong, hnMhr-s&ng, s. Chorus, burden 
of a song.

To Understand, hn-dhr-stAnd,' v. n. To 
comprehend fully, to have knowledge of; to conceive.

To Understand, hn-dhr-stind,' v. a. To have 
use of the intellectual faculties; to be an intelligent 
or conscious being; to be informed.

Understanding, hn-dhr-stAnMlng, s. Intel
lectual powers, faculties of the mind, especially those 
of knowledge and judgment; skill; intelligence, terms 
of communication.

Understanding, hn-dhr-stin^dlng, a. Know
ing, skilful.

Understandingly, un-dur-stin-dlng-le, ad. 
With knowledge.

Understood, hn-dhr-studz Pret. and part, 
pass of Understand.

Understrapper, hn-dhr-strip-phr, $. A petty 
fellow, an inferior agent.

To Undertake, Cin-d&r-take,' v. a. Pret. 
Undertook. Part. pass. Undertaken. To attempt, to 
engage in; to assume a character; to engage with, to 
attack ; to have the charge of.

To Undertake, &n-d£ir-t^ke,zv. n. To assume 
any business or province ; to venture, to hazard; to 
promise, to stand bound to some condition.

Undertaken, hn-dhr-ta-kn. Part. pass, of 
Undertake.

Undertaker, un-dhr-ta-k&r, s. 98. One who 
engages in projects and affairs ; one who engages to 
build for another at a certain price; one who manages 
funerals.

Undertaking, fin-d&r-ta-klng, >. Attempt, 
enterprise, engagement.

Undertenant, im-d&r-t^n-int, s. A secon- 
dary tenant, one who holds from him that holds from 
the owner.

Undertook, un-d&r-t55k/ Part. pass, of Un- 
dertake.

Undervaluation, &n-d?ir-vll-ii-a'sh6n, s. 
Rate not equal to the worth.

To Undervalue, frn-dhr-vM-t^ v. a. To rate 
low, to esteem lightly, to troMt as of little worth; to 
depress, to make low in estimation, to despise.

Undervalue, un-dhr-v^l-h, s. 493. Low rate, 
vile price.

Undervaluer, hn-dur-vil-h-hr, s. One who 
esteems lightly.

Underwent, hn-dhr-wint.' Pret. of Undergo. 
Underwood, &n-dhr-wud, s. The low trees 

that grow among the timber.
Underwork, hn-d&r-whrk,' s. 498. Subordi 

nate business, petty affairs.
To Underwork, &n-dhr-wurk,z v. a. Pret 

Underworked, or Underwrau^ht. Part. pass. Under
worked, or Underwrought. Io destroy by clandestine 
measures; to labour less than enough.

Underworkman, hn-dhr-wfirk-man, s. An 
inferior labourer.

To Underwrite, fm-dur-rlte/ t>. a. To write 
under something else.

Underwriter, fin-d&r-ri-t&r, r. An ensurer, 
so called from writing his name under the conditions.

Undescribed, un-di-skrlbd,' a. Not described. 
Undescried, un-d^-skride,' a. 382. Not seen, 

unseen, undiscovered.
Undeserved, &n-d£-z£rvd,z a. Not merited, or 

obtained by merit; not incurred by fault
580
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Undeservedly, &n-d8-z8r^vSd-18, ad. 364. 
Without desert, whether of good or ill.

Undeservedness, 6n-dd-zeri-vSd-n£s, s. Want 
of being worthy.

UNDE8ERVEH, &n-d£-z£i<vJir, s. One of no 
merit.

Undeserving, hn-d£-z?r-vtng, a. Not having 
merit, not having any worth ; not meriting any parti
cular advantage or hurt.

Undeservingly, An-d£-zArv-Ing-16, ad. With
out meriting any particular harm or advantage.

Undesigned, un-d£-slnd,' a. 359. Not in
tended, not purposed.

Undesigning, un-d^-sl-nlng, a. Not acting 
with any set purpose; having no artful or fraudulent 
schemes, sincere.

Undesigningly, &n-d£-sl-nlng-l£, ad. Want 
of a set purpose; freedom from design; accidcntalness.

Undesirable, hn-d^-zl-ri-bl, a. Not to be 
wished, not pleasing.

Undesired, un-d^-zlrd,' a. 359. Not wished, 
not solicited.

Undesiring, fin-dA-zl-ring, a. Negligent, not 
wishing.

Undespairing, tm-d^-spA-rlng, a. Not giving 
way to despair.

UndestroYABLE, &n-dA-str5^-i-bl, a. Inde
structible, not susceptive of destruction.

Undestroyed, £in-d£-str5id,' a. 382. Not de
stroyed.

Undeterminable, &n-d£-t£r-mln-sl-bl, a. Im
possible to be decided.

Undetf.rminate, im-d^-t^r-mln-it, a. 91. 
Not settled, not decided, contingent; not fixed.

Undeterminateness, ftn-de-t£r-mln-&t-n&s, 
Undetermination, fin-d&-t&r-mln-&'sh&n, \ 

*. Uncertainty, indecision; the state of not being 
fixed, or invincibly directed.

Undetermined, tin-dA-tSr-mind, a. Unsettled, 
undecided ; not limited, not regulated.

Undetesting, &n-dd-t£s-tlng, a. Not detesting, 
not holding in abhorrence.

Undeviating, bn-d^-vd-a-tlng, a. Not depart
ing from the usual way; regular, not erring, not 
crooked.

Undevoted, 6n-dd-vd-t5d, a. Not devoted.
Undevout, Cm-dA-v6&t,z a. Not devout; with

out devotion.
Undiaphanous, &n-dl4Lf-fA-nfis, a. 116. Not 

pellucid, not transparent.
Undid, fin-dld,' The pret. of Undo. 
Undigested, hn-d£-j&s't£d, a. Not concocted. 
Undiminished, fm-d^-mln-lsht, a. Not im

paired, not lessened.
Undinted, &n-dlnt^d, a. Not impressed by 

a blow.
Undipped, fm-dlpt,' a. 359. Not dipped, not 

plunged.
Undirected, £in-d£-r£k-t£d, a. Not directed. 
Undiscerned, fm-diz-z&rnd,' a. Not observed, 

not discovered, not descried.
Undiscernedly, hn-dlz-z3r-n£d-l£, ad. 364. 

So as to be undiscovered.
Undiscernible, {in-diz-z&rn^-bl, a. Not to 

be discerned, invisible.
Undiscernibly, &n-diz-z£rn-£-ble, ad. Invisi

bly, imperceptibly.
Undiscerning, £in-d1z-z&rn-itig, a. Injudicious, 

incapable of making due distinction.
Undisciplined, fm-dlsi-sip-plind, a. Not sub

dued to regularity and order; untaught, uninstructed.
To Undisclose, tm-dis-kldzc,' v. a. Not to 

discover; not to unfold.
Undiscoverable, fm-dls-khv-hr-i-bl, a. Not 

to be found out
Undiscovered, fm-dls-ktiv-urd, a. Not seen, 

not descried.
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Un discreet, 6n-dis-krWt,' a. Not wise, im- 
prudent.

Undisguised, fin-dls-gylzd,' a. Qpen, artless, 
plain.

Undishonoured, ftn-dlz-ftn'n&rd, a. Not dis- 
honoured.

Undismayed, fm-diz-made,' a. Not discouraged, 
not depressed with fear.

UndisOBLIGING, un-dis-4-bll-jing, a. 111. 
Inoffensive.

Undispersed, &n-dls-p£rst,' a. Not scattered. 
Undisposed, &n-dis-pdzd,' a. Not bestowed. 
Undisputed, ftn-dis-p£i-t£d, a. Incontroverti

ble, evident.
Undissembled, fm-dls-sSm-bld, a. Openly 

declared; honest; not feigned.
Undissipated, ftn-dls^se-pa-t^d, a. Not scat

tered ; not dispersed.
Undissolving, fm-dlz-zSl-vIng, a. Never melt

ing.
Undistempered, un-dls-t^m-p&rd, a. Free 

from disease; free from perturbation.
Undistinguishable, im-dis-tlng-gwish-i-bl, a.

Not to be distinctly seen ; not to be known by any 
peculiar property.

Undistinguishably, im-dls-tlng-gwlsli-i-bl£, 
ad. Without distinction ; so as not to be known from 
each other; so as not separately and plainly descried. 

Undistinguished, fin-dis-tlng-gwisht, a. 359. 
Not marked out by objects or intervals; not seen, or not 
to be seen otherwise than confusedly; not separately 
and plainly descried ; admitting nothing between, 
having no intervenient space; not marked by any 
particular property; not treated with any particular 
respect.

Undistinguishing, fm-dls-tJng-gwish-ing, a. 
Making no difference; not discerning plainly

Undistorted, &n-dis-t5r-t£d, a. Not distorted, 
not perverted.

Undistracted, fin-dls-trik-t^d, a. Not per
plexed by contrariety of thoughts or desires.

Undistractedly, un-dls-tr&k't£d-l£, ad. 
Without disturbance from contrariety of sentiments 

Undistractedness, 6n-dis-tri!Lk-t£d-n£s, s.
Free from interruption by different thoughts.

Undisturbed, fin-dls-turbd,'a. Free from per
turbation ; calm, tranquil; not interrupted by any 
molestation; not agitated.

Undisturbedly, &n-dis-t&r^b£d-l£, ad. 
Calmly, peacefully.

Undividable, &n-d£-vl-dA-bl, a. Not separa
ble ; not susceptive of division.

Undivided, un-d£-vl-d£d, a. Unbroken; 
whole; not parted.

% Undivulged, &n-d£-v&ljd,' a. Secret; not pro
mulgated.

To Undo, &n-ddd( t>. a. Pret. Undid. Part, 
pass. Undone ; from Do. To ruin, to bring to destruc
tion ; to loose; to open what is shut or fastened, to 
unravel; to change any thing to its former state; to 
recall or annul any action.

Undoing, fin-ddi-lng, a. Ruining, destructive. 
Undoing, &n-d66'ing, s. Ruin, destruction, 

fatal mischief.
Undone, ftn-d&n? a. Not done, not perform

ed ; ruined, brought to destruction.
Undoubted, un-dd&t^d, o. Indubitable, in

disputable, unquestionable.
Undoubtedly, 6n-d3&t^d4A) ad. Indubita

bly, without question, without doubt.
Undoubting, hnMo&t-lng, a. Admitting no 

doubt.
Undrawn, in-driwn,' a. Not pulled by any 

external force.
Undrkaded, &n-dr£d-£d, a. Not feared.
Undreamed, bn-dr£md,' a. 369. Not thought 

on.
To Undress, fin-dr^s,' v. a. To divest of clothes 
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to strip; to divest of ornaments, or the attire of osten
tation.

Undress, &n^dr£s, s. 498. A loose or negli
gent dress.

Undressed, &n-dr&st,' a. Not regulated ; not 
prepared for use.

UndrlDe, in-drlde,' a. Not dried.
UndrivZN, 6n-drlv-vn, a. 103. Not impelled 

either way.
Undbooping, in-dr6Jp'lng, a. Not sinking, 

not despairing.
Undrossy, &n-dr&s^sd, a. Free from recrement 
Undubitable, fm-d6-b£-tA-bl, a. Not admit

ting doubt, unquestionable: more properly Indubitable.
Undue, &n-dit,' a. Not right, not legal; not 

agreeable to duty.
Undulary, a. 376. Playing like

waves ; playing with intermissions.
To Undulate, un-ju-late, v. a. To drive back

ward-and forward ; to make to play as waves—See 
Principles, No. 376.

To Undulate, hn-jil-late. v. n. To play as 
waves in curls.

Undulation, hn-jii-la-shun, s. Waving mo
tion.

UndulATORY, un-ji-l^td-re, a. 512. Moving 
in the manner of waves.

Unduly, ftn-d&'U, ad. Not properly, not ac
cording to duty.

UndijteOUS, {tn-du-hk&s, a. 376. Not per
forming duty, irreverent, disobedient.—See Duteous.

Undutiful, 6n-dh't£-ful, a. Not obedient, 
not reverent.

Un DUTIFULLY, un-dh-te-fcil-li, ad. Not ac- 
cording to duty.

Undutifulness, &n-du-t£-fil-n?s, s. Want of 
respect, irreverence, disobedience.

Undying, ftn-dl-lng, a. Not destroyed, not 
perishing.

Unearned, in-Srnd,' a. 359. Not obtained by 
labour or merit.

Unearthed, fcn-£rMt,z a. 359. Driven from 
the ground.

Unearthly, a.
Uneasily, WzkW, ad. 
Uneasiness, &n-£'z£-n£s, 

plexity, state of disquiet.
Uneasy, &n-&z£, a. ” ’

___
peevish, difficult to please.

Not terrestrial.
Not without pain, 

s. Trouble, per-

Painful, giving disturb
ance ; disturbed, not at ease; constraining, cramping; 
peevish, difficult to please.

Uneaten, 6n-£-tn, a. 103. Not devoured. 
Uneath, ad. Not easily. Obsolete.
Unedifying, hn-SdQ-fl-lng, a. Not improving 

in good life.
Uneducate, hn-Sd-ju-kate, ) w ,
Uneducated, hn-^d-jti-ka-t^d, 5 a‘ 0 av’ 

ing received education.
Unelected, &n-4-l£k-t£d, a. Not chosen.
Uneligible, &n-el-£-j£-bl, a. Not worthy to 

be chosen-
Unemployed, 6n-3m-pl3Td,' a. Not busy, at 

leisure, idle ; not engaged in any particular work.
UnempTiABLE, &n-Smp^t£-i-bl. 

emptied, inexhaustible.
Unendowed, &n-^n-do&d^ a. 

not graced.
Unengaged, &n-t*n-gadjd,' g. 

not appropriated.
Unenjoyed, &n-2n-j61d,' a. 

not possessed.
Unenjoying, ftn-3n-j3e-mg, a. 

having no fruition.
Unenlightened, un-An-li-tnd, a. 359. Not 

illuminated.
Unenlarged, &n-£n-Urj d,z a. Not enlarged, 

narrow, contracted-
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a. Not to be

Not

Not

Not

invested, 

engaged, 

obtained,

Not using,

Not to be

Unparak 

In differ-

Unenslaved, &n-3n-sllvd,z a. Free, not en
thralled. *

UnentebTAINING, ftn-Sn-t&r-ta£nlng, a. Giv- 
ing no delight

Unentombed, &n-^n-t6Smbd< a. Unburied; 
uninterred.

Unenvied, ftn-en-vld, a. 282. Exempt frost 
envy.

Unequable, ftn-^-kwS-bl, a. Different from 
itself, diverse.

Unequal, hn-^-kwil, a. Not even ; not equal, 
inferior; partial, not bestowing on both the same 
advantages; disproportionate, ill-matched; not regu
lar, not uniform.

Unequalable, ftn-£-kw&l-i-bl, a. 
equalled, not to be paralleled.

Unequalled, hn-d-kwild, a. 406. 
leled, unrivalled in excellence.

Unequally, hn-£-kwil-£, ad. 406.
ent degrees, in disproportion one to the other.

Unequalness, &n-£-kwil-n&, s. Inequality, 
state of being unequal.

Unequitable, £in-£k-kwA-ti-bl, a. Not impar
tial, not just.

Unequivocal, ftn-£-kwlv^5-kil, a. Not equi 
vocal.

Unerrable, &n-5r-ri-bl, a. Incapable of er
rour; infallible.

Unerrableness, un-^r^r&-bl-n3s,r. Incapacity 
of errour.

Unerring, hn-er-rlng, a. 410. Committing 
no mistake; incapable of failure, certain.

Unerringly, fm-£r-rlng-l£, ad. Without mis
take.

Un espied, &n-£-splde,' a. 282. Nofseen, un
discovered, undescried.

Unessential, un-^s-s^n^sh^l, a. Not being of 
the least importance, not constituting essence; void 
of real being.

To Unestablish, fm-^-stib-llsh, v. a. To de
prive of establishment.

Un establish ED, hn-^-stib-llsht, a> Not es
tablished*

Uneven, ftn-A-vn, a. 103. Noteven, not level; 
not suiting each other, not equal*

Unevenness, hn-^-vn-n^s, s. Surface not level; 
inequality of' surface; turbulence, changeable state; 
not smoothness.

Unevitable, &n-Sv^-tA-bl, a. Inevitable, not 
to be escaped.

Un exacted, hn-Sg-zAk-tid, a. 
not taken by force.

Un examined, 6 n-Sg-zim-1 nd, a. 
not tried, not discussed.

Unexampled, 6n-6g-zlm-pld, a. 
by any precedent or example.

UN EXCEPTION a BLE, hn-ek-sSp-shftn-i- bl, 
Not liable to objection.

Unexceptionableness, £m-£k-s£p-shun-£-bI 
ll£s, *• State or quality of being unexceptionable.

UNEXCEPTIONABLY, itn-^k-s6p^sh&n-i-bl^, ad. 
So as to not be liable to objection.

Unexcised, 6n-£k-slzd,' a. Not subject to the 
payment of excise.

Unexcogitable, &n-£ks-kfcd-j£-tA-bl, a. Not 
to be found out

Unexecuted, ?m-£k-s£-k£i-t£d, a. Not per
formed, not done.

Unexemplified, fin-^g-z^m-plA-flde, a. Not 
made known by example.

UN EXEMPT, &n-£g-zempt,z a. Not free by pecu
liar privilege.

Unexercised, frn-^k^r-sizd,' a. Not prac- 
tised, not experienced.

Unexerted, &o-£gz-&r-t£d, a. Not called int-c 
action, not put forth.

Unexhausted, un-£ks-h&ws£t£d, a. Not spent, 
not drained to the bottom.

Not exacted.

Not inquired,

Not known

a.
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Unexpanded, fin-Aks-pAn-dAd, a. Not spread j 
out.

Unexpected, Cin-Ak-spAk-tAd, a. Not thought 
on, sudden, not provided against. ■

Unexpectedly, &n-Ak-spAk-tAd-lA, ad. Sud- 
aenly, at a time unthought of.

Unexpectedness, Jm-Ak-spek-tAd-nAs, s. Sud
denness.

Unexperienced, 6n-iks-fx^rWnst, a. 359.
Not versed, not acquainted by trial or practice.

Unexpedient, in-£ks-p^-<le-6nt. a. Incon- 
venient, not fit.—See Expedient.

Unexpert, un-Aks-pArt,' a. Wanting skill or 
knowledge.

Unexplored, tin-Aks-plArd,' a. Not searched 
out; not tried, not known.

Unexfosed, hn-Aks-p6zd,z a. Not laid open to 
censure-

Un expressible, ftn-Aks-prAs-sA-bl, a. Ineffable, 
not to be uttered.

Unexpressive, fin-Aks-prAs-sIy, a. Not having 
the i>ower of uttering or expressing ; not expressive, 
unutterable, ineffable.—See the negative particle Un.

Unextended, 6n-Aks-tAn-dAd, a. Occupying 
no assignable space, having no dimensions.

Unextinguish able, &n-Aks-ting-gwlsh-A-bl, a. 
Unquenchable.

Unextinguished, Jm-Aks-tlng-gwIsht, a. 359.
Not quenched, not nut out; not extinguished. 

Unfadf.d, Jm-fA-ded, a. Not withered. 
Unfading', &n-faMlng, «. 410. Not liable to 

wither.
Unfailing, hn-fa-llng, a. 410. Certain, not I 

missing.
Unfainting, &n-fAnt-lng, a. Not sinking; 

not drooping.
Unfair, an-fAre'a. Disingenuous, subdolous, 

not honest-
Unfairly, fin-fare^le, ad. Not in a just man

ner.
Unfairness, Sn-fare^nAs, s. Unfair dealing ; 

disingenuous conduct.
Unfaithful, bn-faz/i-f&l, a. Perfidious, trea

cherous ; impious, infidel.
Unfaithfully, bn-fA//i-f&l-A, ad. Treacher

ously, perfidiously.
Unfaithfulness, hn-faf/i-fuI-nAs, s. Treachery, 

perfidiousness.
Unfallowed, fin-fAl-ldde, a. Not fallowed. 
Unfamiliar, fin-fA-mll-yAr, a. Unaccustomed, 

such as is not common.
Unfashionable, &n-fAsh-&n-A-bl, a. Not mo

dish, not according to the reigning custom.
Unfashionableness, un-fash-un-A-bl-nAs, s. 

Deviation from the mode.
Unfashionably, &n-fAsh-hn-A-b!A, ad. Not 

according to the fashion ; unartfully.
Unfashioned, &n-fAsh-find, a. Not modified 

by art; having no regular form.
To Unfasten, in-fAs^sn, v. a. 472. To loose, 

to unfix.
Unfathered, fin-fA-THurd, a. Fatherless, 

having no father.
Unfathomable, 6n-fATH-&m-A-bl, a. Not to 

be sounded by a line; that of which the end or extent 
cannot be found.

TTnfathomablf.ness, &n-fATH-ftm-A-bl-nAs, s. 
State or quality of being unfathomable.

UnfathoMably, ?in-fATH-&m-A-blA, ad. So as 
not to be sounded.

Unfathomed, fin-f&TH^hmd, a. Not to be 
sounded-

Unfatigued, fin-fA-tAAgd,' o. Unwearied, un
tired.

Unfavourable, &n-fA-vhr-A-bl, a. Unpropi- 
tiouA

Unfavourably, fin-fa-v&r-A-blA, ad. Un- 
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kindly, unpropitiously; so as not to countenance or 
rapport*

Unfeared, &n-ferd,z a. Not affrighted, intre
pid, not terrified ; not dreaded, not regarded with ter

Unfeasible, im-fA-zA-bl, a. 405. Impracti 
cable

Unfeathered, im-fATH-&rd, a. Implumous 
naked of feathers.

Unfeatured, &n-fe-tshurd, a. Deformed, 
wanting regularity of features.

Unfed, un-fAd,' a. Not supplied with food. 
Unfeed, un-fAAd,' a. Unpaid.
Unfeeling iin-fAAI-ing, a. Insensible, void 

of mental sensibility.
Unfeelingly, un-fAAl-ing-le, ad. Without 

sensibility.
Unfeigned, un-fand,z a. Not counterfeited, 

not hypocritical, real, sincere*
Unfeignedly, tin-fa-n8d-14, ad. 364. Really, 

sincerely, without hypocrisy.
Unfelt, hn-fAlt,z a. Not felt, not perceived.
UNFENCED, 6n-fAnst,z a. 259. Naked of fortifi

cation ; not surrounded by any enclosure.
Unfermented, &n-fAr-mAnt-Ad, a. Not fer

mented.
Unfertile, &n-fAr-til, a. Not fruitful, nut 

prolifick.
To Unfetter, fin-fAt-t&r, v. a. To unchain, to 

free from shackles.
Unfigured, fm-fig-yurd, a. Representing no 

animal form.
Unfilled, an-flld," a. Not filled, not supplied. 
Unfirm, tin-fArm,' a. Weak, feeble; not 

stable.
Unfilial, &n-fll-vAl, a. Unsuitable to a son.
Unfinished, un-fiu-isht, a. Incomplete, not 

brought to an end, not brought to perfection, imper
fect, wanting the last hand.

Unfit, itn-flt,' a. Improper, unsuitable ; un
qualified.

To Unfit, tin-fit/ v. a. To disqualify.
Unfitly, &n-flt-lA, ad. Not properly, not suit

ably.
Unfitness, &n-flt-nAs, s. Want of qualifica

tions, want of propriety
Unfitting, un-fit-tlng, a. 410. Not proper.
To Unfix, &n-flks,z v. a. To loosen, to make 

less fast; to make fluid.
Unfixed, An-fikst,' a. Wandering, crratick, nut 

constant, vagrant; not determined.
Unfixedness, bn-fiks^Ad-nAs, s. The state of 

being unfixed; the power of roving at large.
Unflagging, &n-flig4ng, a. Maintaining 

spirit; not flagging, not drooping.
Unflattered, 6n-flAt-t&rd, a. Not flattered 

not gratified with servile obsequiousness.
Unflattering, im-flAt'tfir-ing, a. Not con 

cealing the truth; not gratifying with servile obse 
quiousness*

Unfledged, &n-flAdjd,z a. 359. That has no 
yet the full furniture of feathers, young.

Unfleshed. fin-flAsht,za. 859. Not fleshed, not 
seasoned to blood

Unfoiled, tm-fMld,z a. Unsubdifed, not put 
to the worst.

To Unfold, &n-f<Md,z v. a. To expand, to spread, 
to open ; to tell; to declare; to discover, to reveal, to 
display, to set to view.

Unfolding, Im-fAld-lng, a. 410. Directing to 
unfold.

To Unfool, 6n-fAAl,z t>. a. To restore from 
j folly.
I Unforbid, &n-f6r-bld,'
I Unforbidden, ftn-fur-bldMn, 

hibited.
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Unporbiddenness, ftn-for-bldldn-nis, >. State 
of being unforbidden.

Unforced, hn-fdrst,' a. 99. 359. Not com
pelled, not constrained ; not impelled ; not feigned; 
not violent; not contrary to ease.

Unforcible, fin-f6r-s£-bl, a. Wanting strength.
Unforeboding, hn-fdre-bd^ding, a. Giving no 

omens.
Unforeknown, &n-fdre-ndne,z a. Not foreseen 

by prescience*
Unforeseeable, im-fdre-sd£-i-bl, a. Not pos

sible to be foreseen.
Unforeseen, &n-fdre-s££n,z a. Not known be

fore it happened.
Unforewarned, iin-fdre-wirnd,' a. Not fore

warned ; not admonished before hand.
Unforfeited, hn-fdr-fit-£d, a. Not forfeited.
Unforgiving, hn-fdr-giv-Ing, a. Relentless, 

implacable.
Unforgotten, im-fdr-gdt-tn, a. Not lost to 

memory.
Unformed, 6.n-fdrmd,z a. Not modified into 

regular shape.
Unforsaken, &n-fdr-sA-kn, a. Not deserted.
Unfortified, hn-for-U-flde, a. 282. Not 

secured by walls or bulwarks; not strengthened, in
firm, weak, feeble; wanting securities.

Unfortunate, hn-fdr-tshb-n&t, a. 91. Not 
successful, unprosperous, wanting luck.

Unfortunately, fm-fdr-tshfi-nlt-1^, ad. 
Unhappily, without good luck.

Unfortunateness, hn-fdr-tshfi-nit-n&s, s. Ill 
luck.

Unfought, fin-fAwt,' a. Not fought
Unfouled, bn-fd&ld,' a. Unpolluted, uncor

rupted, not soiled.
Unfound, un-fdund,z a. Not found, not met 

with.
Unfounded, fin-f6und-£d, a. Void of founda

tion ; without authority or foundation; as an un
founded report

Unframable, tin-fri-mi-bl, a. Not to be 
moulded.

Unframed, {m-frimd,' a. Not formed, not 
fashioned.

Unfrequent, &n-fr£-kw£nt, a. Uncommon, 
not happening often.—See Frequent.

To Unfrequent, hn-fr£-kw4nt,z is a. To leave, 
to cease to frequent.

Unfrequented, &n-fr^-kw5nt^d, a. Rarely 
visited, rarely entered.

Unfrequently, hn-fr&-kw£nt-l£, ad. Not 
commonly.

Unfriended, fm-fr&nd^d, a. 277. Wanting 
friends, uncountenanced.

Unfriendliness, bn-fr&nd-l£-n3s, s. Want of 
kindness, want of favour.

Unfriendly, hn-fr^nd-U, a. Not benevolent, 
not kind.

Unfrozen, hn-fr&zn, a. 103. Not congealed 
to ice.

Unfruitful, hn- frddt-f&l, a. Not prolifick ; 
not fructiferous; not fertile; not producing good ef
fects.

Unfruitfulness, fin-froot-ful-nes, s. Barren
ness, infecundity.

Unfulfilled, un-ful-fildf a. Not fulfilled.
To Unfurl, hn-fhrl,z v. a. To expand, to un

fold, to open.
To Unfurnish, hn-f&r-nlsh, v. a. To deprive, 

to strip, to divest; to leave naked.
Unfurnished, hn-f&r-nlsht, a. Not accom

modated with utensils, or decorated with ornaments; 
unsupplied*

Ungain, iin-gane' 7 a. Awkward, un- 
Ungainly, &n-ganeQ£, ) couth. 
Ungainful, bn-gane^f&i, a. Unprofitable.
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Ungalled, fin-giwld,za. Unhurt, unwounded. 
Ungartered, hn-gAr-t&rd, a. Being without 

garters.
Ungathered, hn-giTH-6rd, a. Not cropped, 

not picked.
Ungenerated, fin-j^n^r-a-t^d, a. Unbegot

ten, having no beginning.
Ungenerative, un-j&n^r-a-tlv, a. Begetting 

nothing.
Ungenerous, &n-jen^r-hs, a. Not noble, not 

ingenuous, not liberal; ignominious.
Ungenial, £in-j£n-n£-M, a. Not kind or fa

vourable to nature.
Ungenteel, ftn-j&n-t&V a. Not genteel. 
Ungentle, bn-jen-tl, a. Harsh, rude, rugged. 
Ungentlemanlike, &n-j£n-tl-mAn-llke, a. 

Unlike a gentleman.
Ungentlemanly, fin-j£n-tl-min-l£, a. 

Illiberal, not becoming a gentleman.
Ungentleness, 6n-j£n-tl-n£s, s. Harshness, 

rudeness, severity ; unkindness, uncivility.
Ungently, fin-j£nt-ld, ad. Harshly, rudely.
Ungeometrical, {in-j£-5-mSt-tr£-kil, a. Not 

agreeable to the laws of Geometry.
ungilded, hn-glld^d, a. Not overlaid with 

gold.
To Ungird, &n-g£rd,' v. a. To loose any thing 

bound with a girdle.
Ungirt, &n-gert,z a. Loosely dressed.
Unglazed, un-glazd,' a. Wanting window

glasses ; not covered with glass ; a term of pottery.
Unglorified, ftn-gld-r£-fide, a. 282. Not 

honoured, not exalted with praise and adoration.
Ungloved, fm-glhvd,z a. Having the hand 

naked.
Ungiving, &n-glv-lng, a. Not bringing gifts.
To Unglue, un-glu,' v. a. To loose any thing 

cementeC.
To Ungod, Cin-g5d,z v. a. To divest of divinity. 
Ungodlily, ^n-g&d-U-U, ad. Impiously, 

wickedly.
Ungodliness, fm-gSd-ld-nfis, s. Impiety, wick

edness, neglect of God.
Ungodly, un-g6d£l£, a. Wicked, negligent of 

God and his laws; polluted by wickedness.
Ungored, fm-gdrd,z a. Unwounded, unhurt. 
Ungorged, &.n-g3rjd,z a. Not filled, not sated. 
Ungovernable, un-gfiv-hr-nl-bl, a. Not to 

be ruled, not to be restrained ; licentious, wild, un
bridled.

Ungovernably, hn-gbv-hr-ni-bU, ad. So as 
not to be restrained.

Ungoverned, hn-ghv-hrnd, a. Being without 
any government; not regulated, unbridled, licentious.

Ungot, un-gdt,z a. Not gained, not acquired; 
not begotten.

Ungraceful, bn-grAse-f&l, a. Wanting ele
gance, wanting beauty.

Ungracefulness, &n-grase'ful-n3s, s. Inele
gance, awkwardness.

Ungracious, bn-grA-shus, a. Offensive, un. 
pleasing; unacceptable, not favoured.

Ungrammatical, hn-grim-mit-e-kil, a. Not 
according to grammar.

Ungranted, im-grint^d, a. Not given, not 
yielded, not bestowed.

Ungrateful, tin-gratc-fui, o. Making no 
returns, or making ill returns; making no returns for 
culture; unpleasing.

Ungratefully, fin-grate-f&l-lA, ad. With in 
gratitude; unacceptably, unpleasingly*

Ungratefulness, &n-grate-ful-n£s, $. Ingrb- 
titude, ill return for good; unacceptableness.

Ungravely, hn-grave-le, ad. Without serious 
ness.
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Ungrounded, in-ground-id, a. Having no 
foundation.

Ungrudgingly, 6n-grid-jlng-li, ad. Without 
ill will, willingly, heartily, cheerfully.

Unguarded, an-gydr'ddd, a. Careless, negli
gent.—See Guard.

Unguardedly, ftn-gylrd^dd-ld, ad. For want 
of guard/

Unguent, in-gwint, Ointment.
Unguided, in-gyl-did, a. Not directed, not 

regulated.
UnguiltY, in-gilt-ti, a. Innocent, not guilty, 

not stained with guilt.
Unhabitable, fui-hib-e-ti-bl, a. Not capable 

to support inhabitants; Uninhabitable.
To Uniiallow, in-hil-ld, v. a. To deprive of 

holiness ; to profane, to desecrate.
Unhallowed, in-hil-ldde, a. Unholy, pro

fane.
To Unhand, in-hind,> v. a. To loose from the 

hand.
Unhandled, in-hind-lid, a. Not handled, 

not touched.
Jnhandsome, in-hin-sim, a. Ungraceful, 

not beautiful; illiberal, disingenuous.
Unhandsomely, in-hjn^sam-li, ad. Inele- 

gantly, ungracefully, disingenuously, illiberally.
Unhandsomeness, &n-hdn-sim-n&, s. Want 

of beauty ; want of elegance*
Unhandy, in-hind-e, a. Awkward, not dex

terous.
Unhappily, in-hlp-p£-)£, ad. Miserably, un

fortunately, wretchedly, calamitously, mischievously.
Unhappiness, in-hip-p£-n£s, s. Misery, in

felicity; misfortune, ill luck ; mischievous prank.
Unhappy, un-hfrp-pe, a. Wretched, miserable, 

unfortunate, calamitous, distressed.
Unharboured, in-hir-burd, a. Affording no 

shelter.
Unhardy, in-hir-d^, a. Feeble, tender, 

timorous.
Unharmed, ftn-hlrmd,' a. Unhurt, not injured. 
Unharmful, in-hirm-ful, a. Innoxious, in

nocent.
Unharmonious, un-hAr-md^nd-its, a. Not 

symmetrica), disproportionate; unmusical, ill sound
ing.

To Unharness, &n-hfrr-n£s, v. a. To loose 
from the traces; to disarm, to divest of armour.

Unhatched, fm-hAtsht,' a. Not disclosed from 
the eggs; not brought to light.

Unhaunted, &n-han-t&d, a. Not resorted to 
Unhazarded, {m-hAz-hrd-Sd, a. Not adven

tured, not put in danger.
Unhealthful, un-hAlz/t-ful, a. Morbid, un

wholesome.
Unhealthily, &n-h£UM-l£, ad. In an un

wholesome or unsound manner-
Unhealthiness, im-hSUA'^-nSs, s. State of 

being unhealthy.
Unhealthy, Itn-hSl/A^, a. Sickly, wanting 

health.
To Unheart, &n-hirt£ a a. To discourage, 

to depress.
Unheard, 4n-h&rd£ a* Not perceived by the 

ear; not vouchsafed an audience; unknown in cele
bration ; unheard of, obscure, not known by fame; 
unprecedented.—See Heard.

Unheated, iin-h&t£d, a. Not made hot.
Unhedged, 2tn-h£djd,' a. Not surrounded by 

a hedge.
Unheeded, itn-h^d^ed, a. Disregarded, not 

thought worthy of notice.^
Unheedful, ftn-h&d-f&l, a. Not cautious.
Unheeding, &n-h££d-lng, a. 410. Negligent, 

careleu.
UNHEEDY, hh-h^Ad^, fl. Precipitate, sudden.
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Unhelped, &n-h£lpt< a. 539. Unassisted, hav 
ing no auxiliary, unsupported.

Unhelpful, ftn-h&p-ful, a. Giving no as
sistance.

Unhewn, &n-h{tne' part. a. Not hewn. 
Unhidebound, ftn-hide-bdund, a. Lax of maw, 

capacious.
Unhindered, fin-hin-durd, a. Not opposed, 

meeting with no hinderance, exerting itself freely.
To Unhinge, ftn-hinje,' v. a. To throw from 

the hinges; to displace by violence; to discover, to 
confuse.

To Unhoard, &n-hdrd,' ». a. To steal from 
the hoard.

Unholiness, 6n-bM4-nis, s. Impiety, pro- 
faneness, wickedness.

Unholy, &n-hi-te, a. Profane, not hallowed ; 
impious, wicked.

Unhonoured, &n-6n-n&rd, a. Not regarded 
with veneration, not celebrated; not treated with re. 
spect.

To Unhoop, hn-hdfip/ v. a. To divest of hoops.
Unhoped, 6n-hdpd,' a. 359. Not expected, 

greater than hope had promised.
Unhopeful, hn-hdpe-ful, a. Such as leaves 

no room to hope.
To Unhorse, hn-hSrse,' v. a. To beat from 

a horse, to throw from the saddle.
UnhOspitable, ?in-hds-pd-tA-bl, a. Affording 

no kindness or entertainment to strangers.
Unhostile, iln-hds-til, a. 140. Not belonging 

to an enemy.
To Unhouse, &n-houze,' v. a. To drive from 

a habitation.
Unhoused, ikn-houzd,' a. Homeless, wanting 

a house; having no settled habitation.
Unhouseled, un-hou-zld, a. Not having re

ceived the sacrament.
Unhumbled, 6n-&m-bld, a. 359. Not hum

bled, not touched with shame or confusion.
Unhurt, &n-h&rt,' a. Free from harm.
Unhurtful, un-hurt-fil, a. Innoxious, harm

less, doing no harm.
Unhurtfully, An-h&rt-ful-^, ad. Without 

harm, innoxiously.
Unhusbanded, &n-h&z-bAnd-Ad, a. Deprived 

of support, neglected.
Unicorn, y£t-n£-korn, s. A beast that has only 

one horn ; a bird.
Unideal, &n-l-d£-Al, a. Not ideal; real.
Uniform, yh-n£-f3rm, s. The regimental dress 

of a soldier.
Uniform, yd-nA-form, a. Keeping its tenour 

similar to itself; conforming to one rule.
Uniformity, yfi-nA-fdr-m^-td, s. Resemblance 

to itself, even tenour; conformity to one pattern, re
semblance of one to another.

Uniformly, yft-n£-f6rm.le, ad. Without varia
tion, in an evon tenour; without diversity of one 
from another.

Unimaginable, Jm-lm-mid-jln-a-bl, a. Not 
to be imagined by the fancy.

Unimaginably, an-lm-mAd-jin-4-bI<4, ad. Not 
to be imagined.

Unimitable, iin-lm^-tl-bl, a. Not to be 
imitated.

UnimmcrtaL, &n-Im-mdr-tll, a. Not immor
tal, mortal. •

Unimpairable, ftn-lm-pa-rfr-bl, a. Not liable 
to waste or diminution.

Unimpaired, &n-Im-pard,' a. Not diminished, 
not worn out.

Unimpassioned, &n-lm-pfrsh-&nd, a. Innocent, 
quiet; not endowed with passion*.

Unimpeachable, hn-lm-p&tshU-bl, a. Not 
accusable, not to be charged.

Unimpeachbd, hn-lm-p&tsht,' a, 359. Not 
accused.
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Unimportant, a. Assuming
no airs of dignity.

Unimportuned, hn-lm-pdr-t&nd' a. Not so
licited, not teased to compliance.

Unimposing, hn-lm-pdz-Ing, a. Not enjoined 
as obligatory; voluntary.

Unimprovable, dn-im-pridv^-bl, a. Incapable 
of melioration.

Unimprovableness, hn-1m-pr&dv-A-bl-n£s, s. 
Quality of not being improvable.

Unimproved, fin-im-prddvd,' a. Not made 
more knowing; not taught, not meliorated by instruc
tion.

Unincreasable, &n-ln-krA-sA-bl, a. Admitting 
no increase*

Unindifferent, hn-ln-dlf^fAr-^nt, a. Partial, 
leaning to a side.

Un industrious, &n4n-disQr£-6s, a. Not 
diligent, not laborious^

Uninfected, hn-ln-fek-t&l, a. Not infected. 
Uninflamed, &n4n-flAmd,' a. Not set on fire. 
Uninflammable, hn4n-flAm-mA-bl, a. Not 

capable of being set on fire.
Uninfluenced, hn-ln-flu^nsd, a. Not in

fluenced ; not prejudiced..
Uninformed, &n-ln-formd,' a. Untaught, un

instructed ; unanimated, not enlivened.
Uningenious, hn-In-jA^nA-hs, a. Not inge

nious; stupid.
Uningenuous, fin4n-j3n-ii-&s, a. Illiberal, 

disingenuous.
Uninhabitable, hn-ln-hAb'it-A-bl, a. Unfit to 

be inhabited.
Uninhabitableness, 6n4n-hAb-it-A-bl-n3s, s. 

Incapacity of being inhabited.
Uninhabited, &n4n-hAb4t-§d, a. Having no 

dwellers.
Uninjured, un4n-jurd, a. Unhurt, suffering 

no harm.
Uninquisitive, ftn-ln-kwiz-A-tlv, a. Not curious 

to know; not prying.
Uninscribed, hn-ln-skrlbd,' a. Having no 

inscription.
Uninspired, &n4n-splrd,' a. Not having re

ceived any supernatural instruction or illumination.
Uninstructed, &n4n-strhk-t£d, a. Not taught, 

not helped by instruction.
UninstrucTIVE, &n-ln-strhk-tlv, a. Not con

ferring any improvement.
Unintelligent, iin-ln-tAl-lA-gfet, a. Not 

knowing, not skilful.
Unintelligibility, &n-In-t£l-ld-jd-bIM-td, s. 

Quality of not being intelligible.
Unintelligible, tin-ln-tdl-ld-gd-bl, a. Not 

such as can be understood.
Unintelligibly,' im-ln-til-li-gi-bld, ad. Not 

to be understood.
Unintentional, &n-ln-t£n-sh6n-Al, a. Not 

designed, happening without design.
Uninterested, hn-ln-t&r-Ss-t&d, a. Not having 

in ter e st.
Uninteresting, fm-in-t^r-Ss-tlng, a. Exciting 

no interest.
Unintermitted, un-in-ter-mit-t6d, a. Con

tinued, not interrupted. f
Unintermitting, hn-in-t^r-mlt-ting, a. Hav

ing no interruption ; continuing.
Unintf.rmixed, im4n-tAr-mikstf a. 

Not mingled.
Uninterrupted, hn-ln-tAr-rftp^-t^d, a. Not 

broken, not interrupted.
Uninterruptedly, hn-ln-tAr-r&p'tAd-lA, ad. 

Without interruption.
Unintrenched, &n4n-tr£nshtf a. 359. Not 

intrenched.
Unintroduced, hn-ln-tnS-dhsd,' a. Not pro

perly conducted ; not duly ushered in; obtrusive.
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Uninvented, &n4n-v3n-t3d, a. Undiscovered. 
Untnvestigable, hn-ln-ves-tA-gA-bl, Not 

to be searched out.
Uninvited, &n4n-vl-t£d, a. Not asked.
Unifured, &n-in-urd,' a. Unaccustomed; not 

ha ituated.
Unjointed, £tn-join-t?d, a. Disjointed, sepa

rated j having no articulation.
Union, yh-ne-hn, s. 8. The act of joining two 

or more; concord, conjunction of mind or interests.
Unique, yh-nAAk,' a. Sole, without an equal; 

without another of the same kind known to exist
Uniparous, yh-nlp-pA-ris, a. 518. Bringing 

one at a birth.
Unison, yit-nA-s&n, a. Sounding alone.
Unison, yh-nA-s&n, s. A string that has the 

same sound with another; a single unvaried note.
Unit, yh-nlt, s. 8. 39. 492. One, the least 

number, or the root of numbers.
Unitarian, y&-nA-ta-rA-An, s. One of a sect 

allowing divinity to God the Father alone; au Anti- 
trinitarian.

To Unite, yit-nite,' v. a. To join two or more 
into one ; to make to agree; to make to. adhere; to 
join; to join in interests..

To Unite, yA-nlte' v. n. To join in an act, 
to concur, to act in concert; to coalesce, to lie ce
mented, to be consolidated ; to grow into one.

Unitedly, yh-nl-tAd-lA, ad. With union so as 
to join.

Uniter, yh-nl-t&r, s. 98, The person or 
thing that unites.

Unition, yh-nlsh-fm, s. The act or power of 
uniting, conjunction.

Unitive, yh-nA-tlv, a. Having the power of 
uniting.*

Unity, yh-nA-tA, s. 8. The state of being 
one; concord, conjunction ; agreement, uniformity; 
principle of dramatick writing, by which the tenour 
of the story, and propriety of representation, are pre. 
served.

Univalve, vti-nA-vAlv,' a. Having one slielL 
Unjudged, un-jhdjd^ a, 359. Not judicially 

determined.
Universal, yh-nA-vAr-sAl, a. 8. General, ex

tending to all; total, whole; not particular, compris
ing all particulars.

Universal, yh-nA-vAr-sAl, j. The whole, the 
general system.

Universalist, yh-nA-vArisA14st, r. One who 
affects to understand all particulars.

Universality, yfi-nA-vAr-sAKA-tA, s. Not par 
ticularity, generality, extension to the whole.

Universally, yh-nA-ver'sAl-A, ad. Through 
out the whole, without exception.

Universe, yh-nA-vArse, s. 8. The general sys
tem of things.

University, yh-nA-vAr-sA-tA, s. A school where 
all (he arts and faculties are taught and studied.

UNIVOCAL, yh-nlv^A-kAl, a. Having one mean
ing ; certain, regular, pursuing always one tenour.

Univocally, yit-nlv-vA-kAl-A, ad. In one 
term, in one sense; in one tenour.

Unjoyous, hn-joe-hs, a. Not gay, not cheerful. 
Unjust, in-j&st,' a. Iniquitous, contrary to 

equity, contrary to justice.
Unjustifiable, tin-jus^tA-fl-A-bl, a. Not to be 

defended, not to be justified.
Unjustifiableness, un-j&s-tA-fl-A-bl-nAs, s. 

The quality of not being justifiable.
Unjustifiably, un-jhs-tA-fi-A-blA, ad. In & 

manner not to be justified.
Unjustly, hn-jhst-le, ad. In a manner con

trary to right.
UnKED, hng-kAd,a. Uncouth, irksome, against 

the grain.
This word is. not in Johnsen, but by its baring 
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a place in Junius, Skinner, Philips, Ash, and Barclay, it 
seems to have been once a living part of the language. 
It is at present, however, only heard in the mouths of 
the vulgar, from which state few words ever return into 
good usage. Junius explains it by solitary, and with 
great probability supposes it is a corruption of uncouth ; 
out Skinner spells it unkward, and says it is a slight 
alteration of sense from the Teutonwk w-gehewer, which 
signifies a monster, a terrible or horrible thing, as soli
tude is supposed to be. Whatever its etymology may 
be, its utility can scarcely be disputed; for it has a shade 
Of meaning peculiar to itself, which expresses a dis
agreeable passive state, arising from a concurrence of 
Jarring circumstances. Thus we sometimes hear the 
common people say, I found myself very unked ; it was 
very unked to do so. Now though irksome is the nearest 
word, and might supply the second phrase, it is quite 
incompatible with the first: nor is it a perfect equivalent 
to unked in the second; for irksome implies a much more 
disagreeable state than unked, which seems to mean 
a disagreeable state arising from obstacle, and therefore 
seems to form a middle sense between uncouth and irk
some. In th is sense the word appears to have been used 
by Charles Butler, of Magdalen College, Oxford, in his 
English Grammar, 1634, where, speaking of the neces
sity of altering the orthography, he says, “ Neverthe
less, so powerful is the tyrant custom, opposing and 
overswaying right and reason, that I do easily believe 
this little change, (though never so right, reasonable 
and profitable) will seem to some harsh and unked at the 
first: but, after a while being inured thereunto, I sup
pose they will rather wonder, how our ancient, eloquent, 
noble language, in other respects equalizing the best, 
could so long endure these gross and disgraceful bar
barisms.”— Preface to the Reader.
To Unkennel, fin-k6n-nll, v. a. 99. To drive 

from its hole; to rouse from its secrecy or retreat.
Unkept, &n-k6pt,z a. Not kept, not retained; 

unobserved, unobeyed.
Unkind, • &n-kyind< a. 160. Not favourable, 

not benevolent—See Guide.
Unkindliness, &n-kylnd-16-n6s, $. Unfavour- 

ablenesa.
Unkindly, fin-kylnd'ld, a. Unnatural, con

trary to nature; malignant, unfavourable.
Unkindly, fm-kylnd-16, ad. Without kind

ness, without affliction.
Unkindness, un-kyind.-n6s, s. Malignity, ill 

will, want of affection.
To Unking, un-klng,z v. a. To deprive of 

royalty.
Unkingly, iin-king-16, a. Unbecoming a king; 

base, ignoble.
Unkissed, An«klst,z a. Not kissed.
Unknighily, &n-nlte-16, a. Unbecoming a 

knight*
To Unknit, £m-nlt,' v. a. To unweave, to se

parate ; to open.
Unkle, fmg-kl, s. 408. Properly Uncle. The 

brother of a father or mother.
To Unknow, &n.nA,z v. a. To cease to know. 
Unknowable, fin-nd-A-bl, a. Not to be known. 
Unknowing, fm-nd-lng, a. Ignorant, not 

knowing ; not practised, not qualified.
Unknowingly, fm-no-lng-16, ad. Ignorantly, 

without knowledge.
Unknown, &n-ndne,z a. Not known, greater 

than is imagined; not having cohabitation; without 
communication.

Unlaborious, un-li-b6-re-&.s, a. Not labori
ous, not difficult to be done.

Unlaboured, fin-la-b&rd, a. Not produced 
by labour, not cultivated by labour'; spontaneous, vo
luntary.

To Unlace, &n-16sez v. a. To loose any thing 
fastened with strinn.

To Unlade, &n-ladez v. a. To remove from 
the vessel which carries; to exonerate that which 
carries; to put out.

Unlaid, in-lade,a. Not placed, not fixed; 
not pacified, not stilled.

Unlamented, in-H-m6nt^6d, a. Not deplored.
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Unlarded, in-lar-ddd, a. Not intermixed or 
foisted in by way of improvement.

To Unlatch, in-12.tsh^ v. a. To open by lifting 
up the latch.

Unlavish, in-lav-ish, a. Not prodigal, not 
wasteful.

Unlavished, un-llv-’sht, a. Not wasted, not 
thrown away.

Unlawful, ua-lAw-ful, a. Contrary to law, 
not permitted by the law.

UNLAWFULLY, un-law-ful-6, ad. In a manner 
contrary to law or right; illegitimately, not by mar. 
riage.

Unlawfulness, &n-law-ful-n6s, s. Contrariety 
to law.

To Unlearn, &n-13rn,z v. a. To forget, or dis* 
use what has been learned.

Unlearned, un-16rnd,z a. Ignorant, not 
informed, not instructed; not gained by study, not 
known; not suitable to a learned man—See Learned, 

Unlearnedly, in-16r-n6d-16, ad. 362. Igno
rantly, grossly.

Unleavened, tin-16v-v6nd, a. 104. Not fer
mented, not mixed with fermenting matter.

Unlectured, in-16k-tshiird, a. Not taught 
by lecture.

Unless, in-16s,zco7[/. Except, if not, supposing 
that not.

Unlessoned, _in-16s-snd, a. 103. 359. Not 
taught.

Unlettered, in-lSt-thrd, a. Unlearned, un
taught

UNLEVELLED,hn-16v-eld.a.4O6. Not laid even. 
UNLiBiDiNOus,&n-le-bidU-n&s,a. Not lustful. 
Unlicensed, in-Ii-sinst, a. Having no regu

lar permission.
Unlicked, hn-likt/ a. 359. Shapeless, not 

formed.
Unlighted, a. Not kindled, not set

on fire.
Unlightsome, in-lite^sim, a. Dark, gloomy, 

wanting light.
Unlike, &n-like,z a. Dissimilar, having no re

semblance ; improbable, unlikely, not likely.
Unlikelihood, in-llke^l6-hud,) s. Improba- 
UnliKELINESS, fm-llke-16-nSs, J bility. 
Unlikely, in-llke-16, a. Improbable, not such 

as can be reasonably expected; not promising any 
particular event.

Unlikeness, in-like-n£s, s. Dissimilitude, 
want of resemblance..

Unlimitable, in-llm-lt-^-bl, a. Admitting 
no bounds.

Unlimited, in-Hm-1t-6d, a. Having no bounds, 
having no limits; undefined ; not bounded by proper 
exceptions, unconfined, not restrained.

Unlimitedly, &n-lim-It-6d-le, ad. Bound
lessly, without bounds.

Unlimitedness, in-Hm-It-Bd-n^s, s. State of 
being unlimited, largeness.

Unlineal, in-lin-6-il, a. 113. Not coming 
in the order of succession.

To Unlink, in-llngk,z v. a. To untwist, to 
open.

Unliquified, ftn-llk-wd-flde, a. Unmelted, 
undissolved.

Unliveliness, fm-llve-16-n6s, s. Dulness.
Un lively, un-live-16, a. Not lively, dull, 

stupid.
To Unload, in-16de,z v. a. To disburden, to 

exonerate; to put off' any thing burdensome*
To Unlock, &n-15k,z v. a. To open what is 

shut with a lock.
Uni.ooked-for, in-look t-for, a. Unexpected, 

not foieseen.
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To Unloose, fin-lddse,' v. a. To loose.
BO* As our inseparable preposition un is always nega

tive, and never intensive, like the Latin in; this word, 
though supported by good authorities, is like a barbarous 
redundancy, two negatives.
Unloved, finl&vd,' a. 359. Not loved. 
Unloving, un-l&v-ing, a. Unkind; not fond. 
Unloveliness, in-l&viU-n3s, s. Unamiable- 

ness, inability to create love.
Unlovely, iin-l&v-14, a. That which cannot 

excite love.
Unluckily, hn-luk-d-ld, ad. Unfortunately, 

by ill luck.
Unluckiness, hn-lhk^-nds, s. Unfortunate

ness, mischievousness.
Unlucky, hn-l£ik^d,o. Unfortunate, producing 

unhappiness; unhappy, miserable, subject to frequent 
misfortunes; slightly mischievous, mischievously 
waggish; ill-omened, inauspicious.

UNLUSTROUS, fin-l&s-tr&s, a. Wanting splen
dour, wanting lustre.

To Unlute, un-lfite,' v. a. To separate vessels 
closed with chymical cement

Unmade, in-made,' a. Not yet formed, not 
created; deprived of form or qualities; omitted to be 
made.

Unmaidenly, in-ma-dn-U, a. Unbecoming 
a maiden.

Unmaimed, fin-mamd,' a. Not deprived of any 
essential part.

Unmakable, in-ma-kl-bl, a. Not possible to 
be made.

To Unmake, in-make,' v. a. To deprive of 
qualities before possessed.

Un malleable, dn-mAl-ld-A-bl, a. Not malle
able.

To Unman, fin-min,' t>. a. To deprive of the I 
constituent qualities of a human being, as reason; to 
emasculate; to break into irresolution, to deject 

Unmanageable, in-minQ-ji-bl, a. Not man
ageable, not easily governed.

Unmanaged, un-mAn-idjd, a. 90. Not broken 
by horsemanship; not tutored, not educated.

Unmanlike, &n-n>inUlke, > a Unbe<;oming „ 
Unmanly, in-manHe, )

man, effeminate.
Un mannered, in-man-n&rd, a. Rude, brutal, 

uncivil.
Unmannerliness, in-min-nir-l^-nSs, s. 

Breach of civility.
Unmannerly, in-min-nir-M, a. Ill-bred, 

not civil.
Unmanured, in-ml-nird? a. Not cultivated. 
Unmarked, in-mArkt,' a. 359. Not observed, 

not regarded.
Unmarried, in-mir-rld, a. 282. Having no 

husband, or no wife.
To Unmask, in-mAsk,' v. a. To strip off a 

mask; to strip off any disguise.
UnmasKed, fm-mAskt,' a. 359. Naked, open 

to the view.
Unmasterable, hn-mAs^t&r-A-bl, a. Uncon

querable, not to be subdued.
Unmastered, hn-mAs^thrd, a. Not subdued; 

not conquerable.
Unmatch able, in-mAtsh-A-bl, a. Unparalleled, 

unequalled.
Unmatched, hn-mltsht,' a. Matchless, having 

no match or equal.
Unmeaning, fin-mA-nlng, a. 410. Expressing 

no meaning.
Unmeant, un-mAnt,' a. Not intended. 
Unmeasurable, 6n-mAzh-&r-A-bl, a. Bound

less, unbounded.
Unmeasurably, hn-mlzh-hr-A-blA, a. Beyond 

all bounds; beyond measure
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Unmeasured, hn-mSzh-hrd, a. Immense, in
finite; not measured, plentiful.

Unmeddling, hn-mAd-dl-ing, a. Not interfe
ring with the affairs of others.

Unmeditated, hn-mAd-A-ta-tAd, a. Not form
ed by previous thought.

Unmeddled, in-med-dld, a.359. Not touched, 
not altered.

This word is improperly spelled unmedlcd both by 
Johnson and Sheridan.

Unmeet, hn-mAAt,' a. Not fit, not proper, not 
worthy, j

Unmeetly, &n-m£4t-le, ad. Not properly, not 
suitably.

Unmeetness, hn-mAet-nCs, s. Unfitness, un
suitableness.

Unmellowed, &n-m£l-16de, a. Not fully ri
pened.

UnmelodtOus, &n-mA-ld-dA-&s, a. Harsh, 
grating, not melodious.

Unmelted, ftn-mAlt-ed, a. Undissolved by 
heat

Unmentioned, fin-mAn'shind, a. Not told, 
not named.

Unmerchantable, &n-m£r-tshAnt-A-bl, a. 
Unsaleable, not vendible.

Unmerciful, hn-m^r-sA-ful, a. Cruel, severe, 
inclement; unconscionable, exorbitant.

Unmercifully, hn-m£r-sd-ful-£, ad. Without 
mercy, without tenderness.

Unmercifulness, hn-mAr-s^-f&l-nAs, s. 
Inclemency, cruelty.

Unmerited, &n-mAr-It-§d, a. Not deserved, 
not obtained otherwise than by favour.

Unmeritable, hn-mAr-it-A-bl, a. Having no , 
desert.

Unmeritedness, &n-mAr-it-Ad-nes, s. State 
of being undeserved.

Unmilked, &n-m11kt,' a. Not milked.
Unminded, hn-mlnd-£d, a. Not heeded, not 

regarded.
Unmindful, hn-mlnd-ful, a. Not heedful, 

not regardful, negligent, inattentive.
Unmindfully, im-mlnd-ful-1^, ad. Care

lessly, heedlessly.
Unmindfulness, un-mind-ful-nAs, s. Care

lessness, heedlessness, negligence, inattention.
To Unmingle, hn-ming-gl, v.a. 505. To 

separate things mixed.
Unmingled, ian-ming-gld, a. 359. Pure, 

not vitiated by any thing mingled.
Unmiry, &n-mi-re, a. Not fouled with dirt. 
Unmitigable, hn-mlt-e-gA-bl, a. That 

which may not be softened.
Unmitigated, hn-mit-e-ga-tAd, a. Not soft

ened.
Unmixt°5 I a. 359. Not mingled

with any thing, pure.
Unmoaned, &n-m6nd,' a. Not lamented. 
Unmoist, hn-mdist,' a. Not wet. [wet. 
Unmoistened, hn-mdA-snd, a. 359. Not made 
Unmolested, hn-md-lAst-dd, a. Free from 

disturbance.
To Unmoor, fiij-mddr,' v. a. To loose from 

land, by taking up the anchors.
Unmoralized, un-mdr-A-llzd, a. Untutored 

by morality.
Unmortgaged, fm-mdrtgadjd, a. 90. 359. 

Not mortgaged. •'
Unmortified, hn-mdr-U-fide, a. Not sub

dued by sorrow and severities.
Unmoveable, Cm-mddv-A-bl, a. Such as 

cannot be removed or altered.
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Unmoved, fin-mfifivd^ a. Not put out of one 
place into another; not changed in resolution; not 
affected, not touched with any passion; unaltered by 
passion.

Unmoving, fin-mfifi-vlng, a. 410. Having no 
motion; having no power to raise the passions, un
affecting.

To Unmould, fin-mold,' v. a. To change as 
to the form.—See Mould.

Unmourned, fin-mfimd,' a. Not lamented, 
not deplored

To Unmuffle, fin-mfif-fl, v. a. To put off a 
covering from the face.

To Unmuzzle, fin-mfiz-zl, v. a. To loose from 
a muzzle.

Unmusical, fin-mb^zfirk&l, a. Not harmonious, 
’ not pleasing by sound.
Unnamed, fin-namd,' a. Not mentioned.
Unnatural, fin-nit-tshfi-rAl, a. Contrary to 

the laws of nature; contrary to the common instincts; 
acting without the affections implanted by nature; 
forced, not agreeable to the real state.

Unnaturalness, fin-nit-tshfi-nll-nfis, s. Con
trariety to nature.

Unnaturally, un-nit-tshfi-rAl-6, ad. In op
position to nature.

Unnavigable. fin-n&v^fi-gi-bl, a. Not to be 
passed by vessels, not to be navigated.

Unnecessarily, fin-nfis-sfis-sA-rfi-16, ad. With
out necessity, without need.

Unnecessariness, fin-nfis-sfis-si-re-nfis, s.
. Needlessness.

Unnecessary, fin-nfis-sfis-s^-rfi, a. Needless, 
not wanted, useless.

Unneighbourly, fin-na-bfir-lfi, a. 249. Not 
kind, not suitable to the duties of a neighbour.

Unnervate, fin-n&riv&t, a. 91. Weak, feeble. 
To Unnerve, fin-n&rv,' v. a. To weaken, to 

enfeeble.
Unnerved, fin-n&rvd,' a. Weak, feeble.
Unnoble, fin-nfi-bl, a. Mean, ignominious, 

ignoble.
Unnobly, fin-nfi^blfi, ad. Meanly, ignobly.
Unnoted, fin-nfi-tfid, a. Not observed, not 

regarded.
Unnoticed, fin-nfi-tlst, a. Not observed, not 

taken notice of.
Unnumbered, fin-num-bfird, a. Innumerable. 
Unobeyed, fin-fi-bade,' a. 359. Not obeyed. 
Unobjected, fin-fib-j&k-t&d, a. Not charged 

as a fault
Unobjectionable, fin-6b-jfik-shfin-&-bl, a. 

Not to be objected against.
Unobnoxious, fin-fib-nfik-shfis, a. Not liable, 

not exposed to any hurt.
Unobscured, fin-fib-skfird,'a. Not obscured; 

not darkened.
Unobsequiousness, fin-fib-sfi^qwfi-fis-nfis, a. 

Incompliance, disobedience.
Unobservable, fin-fib-zfir-vl-bl, a. Not to be 

observed.
Unobservant, fin-fib-z&r-vAnt, a. Not obse

quious; not attentive.
Unobserved, un-fib-zfirvd,' a. Not regarded, 

not attended to.
Unobservedly, fin-fib-z&rvd-lfi, aa. Without 

being observed.
Unobserving, fin-fib-z&r-vlng, a. Inattentive, 

not heedful.
Unobstructed, &n-6b-str&kit6d, a. Not hin- 

dered, not stopped.
UNOByTRUCTIVE, in-ib-strikitlv, a. Not rais- 

ing any obstacle.
Unobtained, in-ftb-tand,' a. Not gained,"not 

acquired.
Unobtrusive, &n-db-tr6Msiv, 0. Not obtru- 

sfvt:, not forward, modest, humble.
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Unobvious, fin-fib-vfi-fis, a. Not readily oc
curring.

Unoccupied, fin-fik-kfi-plde, a. Unpossessed. 
Unoffended, fin-fif-ffind-fid, a. Not offended. 
Unoffending, fin-fif-ffind^lng, a. Harmless, 

innocent; sinless, pure from fault.
Unoffered, fin-fif^ffird, a. Not proposed to 

acceptance.^
To UnOIL. fin-611,' v. a. To free from oil. 
Unoiled, fin-olid,' a. Not smeared with oil. 
Unopened, fin-6-pnd, a. Not opened; not 

enclosed.
Unopening, fin-fi^-pn-lng, a. Not opening.
Unoperative, fin-fip^fir-i-tlv, a. Producing 

no effects.
Unopposed, fin-fip-pfizd,' a. Not encountered 

by any hostility or obstruction.
Unorderly, fin-fir-dfir-16, a. Disordered, ir

regular.
Unordinary, fin-fir-dfi-n^-rfi, a. Uncommon, 

unusual.
Unorganized, fin-fir^-gin-lzd, a. Having no 

part instrumental to the nourishment of the rest.
Unoriginal, fin-fi-rld-jd-nAl, / „
Unoriginated, fin-fi-rid-jfi-na-tSd, $ a' av" 

ing no birth, ungenerated.
Unornamental, fin-fir-ni-mfin-tAl, a. Plain, 

without ornament
Unornamented, fin-fir-ni-mfint-fid, a. Not 

adorned; not dressed with ornaments.
Unorthodox, fin-fir^Mfi-dfiks, a. Not holding 

pure doctrine.
Unostentatious, fin-fis-t&n-ta-shfis, a. Not 

boastful, modest.
Unowed, fin-fide,' a. Having no owner. Out 

of use.
Unowned, fin-find,' a. Having no owner; not 

acknowledged.
Unpacific , fin-pa-slf-flk, a. Not of a peace

able turn, not gentle.
Unpacified, un-pfis-se-f ide, a. Not composed, 

not calmed.
To Unpack, fin-pik,' v. a. To disburden, to 

exonerate; to open any thing bound together.
Unpacked, fin-pAkt,' a. 359. Not collected by 

unlawful artifices.
Unpaid, fin-pade,' a. Not discharged; not re

ceiving dues or debts; Unpaid for, that for which the 
price is not yet given.

Unpained, fin-pand,' a. Suffering no pain.
Unpainful, fin-pane-ffil, a. Giving no pain. 
Unpalatable, fin-pil-A-ta-bl, a. Nauseous, 

disgusting.
To Unparadise, fin-pAr-r&-dise, v. a. To de

prive of happiness resembling that of paradise.
Unparagoned, fin-p£r-A-gfind,a. Unequalled, 

unmatched.
Unparalleled, fin-p&r-i-l&ld, a. Not match

ed, not to be matched; having no equal.
Unpardonable, un-par-dn-a-bl, a. Irremis- 

sible.
Unpardonably, fin-pfir-dn-&-bl£, ad. Beyond 

forgiveness.
Unpardoned, fin-pAr-dnd, a. 359. Not for

given ; not discharged, not cancelled by a legal pardon.
Unpardoning, fin-pSr-dn-lng, a. 410. Not 

forgiving.
Unparliamentariness, fin-pAr-lfi-ment-i-rfi- 

nfis, s. Contrariety to the usage or constitution of 
parliament.

Unparliamentary, fin-pSr-lfi-mfin^i-rfi. a. 
Contrary to the rules of parliament.

Unparted, fin-pir-tfid, a. Undivided, not se
parated.

Unpartial, fin-p&r'shAl, a. Equal, honest.
U u
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UnpartiaLLY, fin-pir-sh£l-£, ad. Equally, in
differently.

Unpassable, fin-pfis^sfi-bl, a. Admitting no 
rassage.

Unpassionate, fin-pish-fin-it, a. 91. Free 
from passion, calm, impartial.

Unpassion ately, in-pish-in-At-U, ad. With
out passion.

UNPASTORAL, fin-pis-tfi-rAl, a. Not pastoral; 
not becoming pastoral manners.

UnpATHF.D, fin-pArnd,' a. Untracked, un
marked by passage.

UnpatheTIC , fin-pi-ZZiCt-tlk, a. Not passion
ate ; not moving.

Unpatronised, fin-plt-trfi-nizd, a. Not having 
a patron.

Unpaved, fin-pfivd/ Not paved.
Unpawned, fin-pawnd,' a. Not given to pledge.
Unpeace able, fin-p&sl-bl, a. Quarrelsome, 

inclined to disturb the tranquillity of others.
Unpeaceful, fin-p^e-f&l, a. Unpacifick, vio

lent, without peace.
To Unpeg, fin-p&g,' v. a. To open any thing 

closed with a peg.
Unpensioned, un-p&n-shfind, a. Without a 

pension.
To Unpeople, fin-pfi^-pl, v. a. To depopulate, 

to deprive of inhabitants.
UNPERCEiVABLE,fin-p£r-se-vA-bl,a. Not readily 

to be perceived; not obvious.
Unperceived, un-p6r-sfivd,' a. Not observed, 

not heeded, not sensibly discovered, not known.
Unperceivedly, fin-p£r-sdvd-l£, ad. 364.

So as not to be perceived.
Unperfect, fin-pfir-f^kt, a. Incomplete.
Unperfected, fin-p3r-f£kt-&l, a. Not per

fected; not completed,
Unperfectness, fin-p£r-f£kt-n£s, s. Imperfec

tion, incompleteness.
Unperformed, fin-p£r-formd,' a. Undone, not 
* done.—See Perform.
Unperforming, fin-p£r-form-Ing, a. Not dis

charging its office.
Unperishable, un-p&r-Ish-A-bl, a. Lasting to 

perpetuity.
Unperjured, fin-p&r-jfird, a. Free from per

jury.
Unperplexed, un-pSr-pldkst/ a. Disentan

gled, not embarrassed.
Unperspirable, fin-pSr-spl-rA-bl, a. Not to 

be admitted through the pores of the skin.
Unpersuadable, fin-pir-swfiMi-bl, a. Inex

orable, not to be persuaded.
Unpetrified, fin-p£t-tre-flde, a. Not turned 

to stone.
UnphilosOPHICAL, fin-fil-lfi-z&P^-kal, a. Un

suitable to the rules of philosophy or right reason.
Unphilosophtcally, fin-fll-16-zdf£e-kil-£, ad. 

In a manner contrary to the rules of right reason.
Unphilosopiiicalness, fin-fil-lfi-zof^-kil-u^s, 

s. Incongruity with philosophy.
To Unphilosophize, un-fil-l&s-sfi-flze, v. a. 

To degrade from the character of a philosopher.
Unpierced, fin-perst,' a. 359. Not penetrated, 

not pierced.—See Pierce.
Unpillared, fin-pil-lard, a. Divested of pillars. 
Unpillowed, fin-pll-16de,a. Wanting a pillow. 
To Unpin, fin-pin,' v. a. To open what is shut 

or fastened with a pin.
Unpinked, fin-plngkt,' a. 359. Not marked 

with eyelet holes.
Unpitied, fin-pit-tid, a. 282. Not compas

sionated, not regarded with sympathetical sorrow.
Unpitiful, fin-plt-t^-f&l, a. Not merciful, not 

exciting pity.
Unpitifully, fin-plt^-ffil-^, ad. Unmerci-

'rilly > without merev.
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Unpitying, un-pit-t^-Ing, a. 410. Having no 
compassion.^

Unplaced, fin-plast,' a. 359. Having no place 
of dependance.

Unplagued, fin-plagd,' a. 359. Not tormentea.
Unplanted, fin-plan-t^d, a. Not planted, 

spontaneous.
Unplausible, fin-plaw-z^-bl, a. Not plausible, 

not such as has a fair appearance.
Unplausive, fin-plaw-4v, a. Not approving.
Unpleasant, fin-plez-int, a. Not delighting, 

troublesome, uneasy.
Unpleasantly, fin-pl^z^Ant-U, ad. Not de

lightfully, uneasily.
Unpleasantness, fin-pl&z-&nt-n£s, s. Want of 

qualities to give delight.
Unpleased, fin-ptezd,' a. 359. Not pleased, 

not delighted.
Unpleasing, fin-pl^-zlng, a. 410. Offensive, 

disgusting, giving no delight.
Unpleasingness, fin-pl^zlng-nfis, s. Want of 

qualities to please.
Unpliant, fin-pll-Ant, a. Not easily bent, not 

conforming to the will.
Unploughed, fin-plfiud,' a. Not ploughed.
To Unplume, fin-plfime,' v. a. To strip of 

plumes, to degrade.
Unpoetical, fin-pfi-At-tfi-kil,) XT . .
Unpoetick, in-pMflk, 509. J a' Not such 

as becomes a poet.
UnpoeticaLLY, un-pd-£t-te-kll-14,<i. Inaman- 

ner unbecoming a poet
Unpointed, fin-poin-ted, a. Having no point 

or sting; not observing punctuation.
To Unpoison, fin-pofi-zn, v. a. To remove 

poison from.
Unpolished, fin-pfil-Isht, a. 359. Not smooth

ed, not brightened by attrition; not civilized, not re
fined.

UnpOLITE, fin-pfi-llte,' a. Not elegant, not 
refined, not civiL

Unpoliteness, fin-pfi-lite-nds, s. Want of ele
gance, want of courtesy or civility.

Unpolluted, fin-pfil-lfi-ted, a. Not corrupted, 
not defiled.

Unpopular, ftn-pfip-fi-lir, a. 88. Not fitted to 
please the people.

Unpopularity, un-pfip-u-ifir-e-te, s. Want of 
qualities to please the people.

Unportable, fin-pfirt-i-bl,a. Not to be carried.
Unportioned, fin^pfir^shfind, a. Not endowed 

with a fortune.
Unpossessed, fiu-poz-z^st,' a. Not had, not 

obtained.
Unpossessing, &n-.pfiz-zes-sing, a. Having no 

possession.
Un practicable, fin-prlk-U-k^-bl, a. Not 

feasible.
Unpractised, fin-prfik-tlst, a. Not skilled by 

use and experience.
Unpraised, fin-prazd,' a. Not celebrated, not 

praised.
Unprecarious, fin-pre-ka-r^-fis, a. Not de

pendent on another.
Unprecedented, fin-pr6s-&£-d£n-t£d, a. Not 

justifiable by any example.
Unprecise, fin-pr^-sise/ a. Loose, not exact.
To Unpbedict, ftn-pri-dlkt/ v. a. Io retract 

prediction.
Unpreferred, in-prA-fird,'®. Not advanced. 
Unpregnant, Jm-prAglnint, a. Not prolifick. 
UNPRKJUDICATE, un-pre-ididi-kate, 1 
UntreJUDICATED, in-pr4-juldd-kA-ted, )

Not prepossessed by any settled notions.
Unprejudiced, fin-pred-jfi-dlst, a. Free from 

prejudice.
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Unprelatical, &n-pr3-lit-3-kAl, a. Unsuitable 
to a prelate.

Unpremeditated, ftn-pr^-mGcWs-ta-ted, a. 
Not prepared in the mind beforehand.

Unprepared, 6n-pr£-para,z a. Not fitted by 
previous measures; not made fit for the dreadful mo
ment of departure.

Unpreparedness, &n-pr3-pa-r3d-n3s, s. 365, 
State of being unprepared.

Unprepossessed, &n-pr3-p3z-z3st,z a. Not pre
possessed, not pre-occupied by notions.

Unpressed, £in-pr£st,z a. Not pressed, not 
enforced.

Unpresump ruous, &n-pre-z&m-tshu-&s, a. 
Not presumptuous, humble, submissive.

Unpretending, &n-pr3-ten-dlng, a. Not claim- 
ing any distinctions.

Unprevailing, &n-pr£-va-Hng, a. Being of 
no force.

Unprevented, &n-pr3-v3nt-3d, a. Not previ
ously hindered: not preceded by any thing.

To Unpriest, &n-prd3st,z v. a. To deprive of 
the orders of a priest

Unpriestly, &n-prd3st-13, a. Unsuitable to a 
priest

Unprincely, Stn-prlns^le, a. Unsuitable to a

Not
prince.

Unprincipled, &n-pnn's3-pld, a, 359. 
settled in tenets or opinions.

2^* This word does not mean merely being unsettled 
in principles or opinions, but not having, or being void 
of good principles or opinions. It was in this sense that 
Dr. Goldsmith called Mr. Wilkes, of seditious and infidel 
memory, The unprincipled Impostor.
Unprinted, in-printed, a. Not printed. 
Unprisable, in-prl-zi-bl, a. Not valued, not 

of estimation.
Unprisoned, &n-prlz-znd, a. 359. Set free 

from confinement
Unprized, in-prizd,z a. Not valued.
Unproclaimf.d, &n-prd-klamd,z a. Not notified 

by a publick declaration. .
Unproductive, 6n-pr&-dik-tlv, a. Having 

no power to produce; not efficient, barren.
Unprofaned, in-prd-fand,z a. Not violated. 
Unproficiency, in-pid-fish'3n-s3, s. Want 

of improvement.
Unprofitable, in-prdf-£-ti-bl, a. Useless, 

serving no purpose.
Unprofitableness, in-pr3f-3-t2.-bl-n3s, s. 

Uselessness.
Unprofitable un-pr3£e-ti-bl£, ad. Uselessly, 

without advantage.
Unprofited, in-prdf^lt-Sd,a. Having no gain. 
Unprojected, fin-prd-j3kt-t3d#a. Not planned; 

not formed in the mind.
Unprolific , un-prd-lif^ik, a. Barren, not 

productive.
Unpromising, in-prSm-mlz-lng, a. Giving no 

promise of excellence, having no appearance of value.
Unprompted, in-pr3mpt-ed, a. Not dictated- 
Unpronounced, an-pr3-ndunst,z a. Not ut

tered, not spoken.
Unproper, in-pr&p-ir. a. 98. Not peculiar. 
Unproperly, itn-prSp^Lr-te, ad. Contrary to 

propriety, improperly.
Unprophetical, &n-pr3-f3t-t3-kAl,) N 
Unprophetic , in-prd-f£t-tlk, \a' 

foreseeing or foretelling future events.
UNPROPITIOUS, &n-pro-plsh-&s, a. Not favour

able, inauspicious.
Unproportionable, ftn-prd-pir-sh&n-i-bl, a. 

Not suitable; not such as fit.
Un proportion ED, im-prd-pdr-shind, a. Not 

suited to something else.
Un proposed, fin-prd-pdzd,' a. Not proposed.
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Unproppf.d, in-prdpt,' a. 359. Not supported, 
not upheld.

Unprosperousness, &n-prds-p3r-us-n3s, s. 
State of being unprosperous.

Unprovoking, in-pr6-v6k-ing, a. Giving no 
offence.

Unprudential, in-pri-d3n-shAl, a. Impru
dent

Unprosperous, in-pr&s£.p&r-is, a. Unfortu
nate, not prosperous.

(JnprospEROUSLY, un-prjs-pftr-ts-le, ad. 
Unsuccessfully.

Unprotected, in-pr6-t3k-t3d, a. Not pro
tected, not supported.

Unproved, in-pr33vd,z a. Not evinced by ar
guments.

To Unprovide, &n-prd-vlde,z v. a. To divest 
of resolution cr qualifications.

Unprovided, fin-prd-vl-ddd, a. Not secured 
or qualified by previous measures; not furnished.

Unprovoked, un-prd-vdkt,z a. Not provoked. 
Unpruned, &n-prind,z a. Not cut, not lopped. 
Unpublick, in-pib-llk, a. Private, not gene

rally known.
Unpublished, in-pib-llsht, a. Secret, un

known ; not given to the publick.
Unpunished, in-pin-lsht, a. Not punished, 

suffered to continue in impunity.
Unpurchased, in-pir-tshAst, a. Unbought. 
Unpurged, &n-pirjd,z a. Not purged.
Unpurified, &n-pi'r3-fide, a. 282. Not freed 

from recrement; not cleansed from sin.
Unpursubd, &n-p&r-sWe,' a. Not pursued.
Unputrified, &n-pi-trA-fide,a. Not corrupted 

by rottenness.
Unqualified, 5n-kwdl-3-flde, a. 282. Not fit.
To Unqualify, in-kwdl-3-fl, v. a. To dis

qualify, to divest of qualification.
Unquarrelable, in-kwdrMl-&-bl, a. Such as 

cannot be impugned.
To Unqueen, in-kwA3n?z v. a. To divest of 

the dignity of a queen.
Unquenchable, in-kw3nsh-i-bl, a. Unextin- 

guishable.
Unquenchableness, in-kw3nsh^l-bl-n3s, s. 

Unextinguishableness.
Unquenched, in-kw3nsht,z a. Not extin

guished ; not extinguishable.
Unquestionable, &n-kw£s-tshin-&-bl, a. 405. 

Indubitable, not to be doubted; such as cannot bear 
to be questioned without impatience.

Unquestionably, &n-kwes-tsh&n-S-bl3, ad. 
Indubitably, without doubt.

Unquestioned, &n-kw3s-tshind, a. Not doubl
ed, passed without doubt; indisputable, not to be op
posed ; not interrogated, not examined.

Unquick, in-kwlk/ a. Motionless.
Unquickened, in-kwlk-kn-3d, a. Not ani

mated, not ripened to vitality.
Unquiet, in-kwU£t, a. Moved with perpetual 

agitation, not calm, not still; disturbed, full of per
turbation, not at peace; restless, unsatisfied.

Unquietly, in-kwi^t-13, ad. Without rest.
Unquietness, in-kwl-3t-n3s, s. Want of tran

quillity ; want of peace; restlessness, turbulence; per
turbation, uneasiness.

Unquietude, in-kwl^-tide, s. Disquietude, 
uneasiness, restlessness.

Unracked, Jm-rkkt,z a. Not poured from the 
lees.

Unbaked, 6n-rakt,z a. Not thrown together 
and covered.

Unransacked, in-rin^sikt. a. Not pillaged.
Unransomed, in-r-in-simd, a. Not set free 

by payment for liberty.
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To Unravel, un-riv-vl, t». a. 103. To dis
entangle, to extricate, to clear; to disorder, to throw 
out of the present order; to clear up the intrigue of 
a play.

Unrazored, un-ra-zurd, a. Unshaven.
Unreached, &n-r£tsht,z a. 359. Not attained.
Unread, un-r£d,' a. Not read, not publickly 

pronounced; untaught, not learned in books.
Unreadiness, un,rt*d-e-nes, s. Want of readi

ness, want of promptness; want of preparation.
Unready, in-red-i, a. Not prepared, not fit; 

not prompt, not quick; awkward, ungain.
Unreal, tln-r&il, a. Unsubstantial. 
Unreasonable, 6n-r<^zn-4-bI, a. Exorbitant, 

claiming or insisting on more than is fit; not agree
able to reason ; greater than is fit, immoderate.

Unreasonableness, an-rd-zn-i-bl-nJs, s. Ex- 
orbitance, excessive demand; inconsistency with 
reas on.

Unreasonably, An-r^zn-i-bU, ad. In a man
ner contrary to reason; more than enough.

To Unreave, An-reve; v. a. To unravel. 
Unrebated, &n-r£-ba-t£d, a. Not blunted. 
Unrebukable, ftn-rd-bii-ki-bl, a. Obnoxiou 

to no censure.
Unreceived, &n-rd-sdvd,' a Not received.. 
Unreclaimed, dn-rd-klamd,' a. Not tamed ; 

not reformed.
Unreconcile able, ftn-rdk-dn-sl-lA-bl, a. Not 

to be appeased, implacable; not to be made consistent 
with.—See Reconcileable.

Unreconciled, ftn-r&k^fin-slld, «. Not recon
ciled.

Unrecorded, itn-rd-kdr^d^d a. Not kept in 
remembrance by publick monuments.

Unrecounted, &n-rd-kdunt-dd, a. Not told, 
not related.

Unrecoverable, ftn-r^-k&v'&r-A-bl, a. Not 
to be recovered, past recovery.

Unrecruitable, An-re-kr65t-A-b),a. Incapable 
of repairing the deficiencies of an army.

Unrecuring, ftn-re-ku-rlng, a. Irremediable. 
Unreduced, fin-r^-dust,' a. Not reduced. 
Unreducible, 6n-re-d6-s£-bl, q. Not redu

cible.
Unrefined, An-rA-flnd,' a.- Not refined. 
Unreformable, An-rA-fdr-mA-bl, a. Not to 

be put into a new form.
Unreformed, ftn-r£-f5rmd,z a. Not amended, 

not corrected ; not brought to newness of life.
Unrefracted, An-rA-frAk-tAd, a. Not re

fracted.
Unrefreshed, un-r£-fr£sht,' a. Not cheered, 

not relieved.
Unregarded, An-rA-gyAr-dAd, a. Not heeded, 

not respected.
Unregen eracy, An-rA-jAn^r-A-se, *. State of 

being unregenerate.
Unregenerate, ftn-r£-j£n^r-At, a, 91. Not 

brought to a new life. \
Unreined, fm-rand,' a. 359. Not restrained 

by the bridle.
Unrejoicing, an-re-jols-ing, a. Unjoyous, 

gloomy, sad, dismal.
Unrelated, un-re-la-tAd, a. Not allied by 

kindred; having no connexion with any thing.
U relenting, hn-rA-lent-Ing, a. Hard, cruel, 

feeling no pity.
Unbelievable, tm-rS-l&vl-bl, a. Admitting 

no succour.
Unrelieved, 6n-re-le£vd,' a. Not succoured; 

not eased.
Unremarkable, An-rA-mlrk^-bl, a. Not 

capable of being observed; not worthy of notice.
Unremediable, An-rA-mi-dA-A-bl, a. Admitting no remedy.
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Unbemembered, un-ri-mem-burd, a. Not io- 
tained in the mind; not recollected.

Un remembering, An-rA-m&m-b&r-ing, a. 
Having no memory.

UnremEiMBrancE, An-rA-mAm-brAhse, s. For
getfulness.

Unremitting, un-rA-mlt-tlng, a. Not relax 
ing ; not abating; persevering.

Unremovable, un-r^-m6ov-A-bl, a. Not to 
be taken away.

Unremovableness, An-rA-moAv-a-bl-nes, x.
I m pract icabil i ty of bei ng removed. >

Unremovably, ftn-r£-m65v-A-ble, ad. Ir 
manner that admits no removal.

Unremoved, An-re-m6ovdz a. Not taken away 
not capable of being removed.

Unrepaid, un-rA-pade,z a. Not recompenses 
not compensated.

Unrepealed, &n-r£-p£ld,' a. Not revoked, 
not abrogated.

Unrepented, un-r&-pAnt-Ad, a. Not regarded 
with penitential sorrow.

Unrepenting, un-r^-pent-ing,) K 
Unrepentant, An-rA-pCnt-Ant, \ a' ° re“ 

penting, not penitent
Unrepining, An-rA-pi-nlng, a. Not peevishly 

complaining.
Unrepiningly, ftn-n*-pl-nlng-le, ad. Without 

peevish complaint
Unreplenished, An-rA-plAn-Isht, a. Not filled. 
Unreprievable, An-rA-prAAv-A-bl, a. Not to 

be respited from penal death.7
Unreprieved, £tn-r£-pr££vd,' a. Not respited 

from penal death.
Un reproached, 6n-re-prdtsht,z aj Not up

braided, not censured.
Un REPROVE ABLE, An-rA-prdov-A-bl, a. Not lia

ble to blame.
Unreproved, An-re-proAvd,' a. Not censured; 

not liable to censure.
Unrepugnant, An-rA-pug-nAnt, a. Not oppo

site.
Unrefutable, An-rAp-u-tA-bl, a. Not credit

able.
Unrequested, im-r£-kw3st££d, a. Not asked. 
Unrequitable, un-rA-kwl-tA-bl, a. Not to be 

retaliated.
Unrequited, un-re-kwl-tAd, a. Not compen

sated for.
Unresf.nted, un-rA-zAnt-Ad, a. Not regarded 

with anger.
Unreserve, &n-r&-zArv,zs. Absence of reserve, 

frankness, openness.^
Unreserved, un-rA-zArvd,z a. Not limited by 

any private convenience; open, frank, concealing 
nothing.

Unreservedly’, An-rA-zAr-vAd-lA, ad. 364.
Without limitation; without concealment, openly.

Unreservedness, An-rA-z&r-v&d-nes, s. 364. » 
Openness, frankness.

Unresisted, fm-rA-zls-tAd, a. Not opposed; 
resistless, such as cannot be opposed.

Unresistible, un-rA-zist^A-bl, a. Not to be re
sisted.

Unresisting, tm-re-zis-tlng, a. Not opposing, 
not making resistance.

Unresolvable, On-ri-zSKvl-bl, a. Not to be 
solved, insoluble.

Unresolved, fm-ri-zblvd,' a. Not determined, 
having made no resolution ; not solved, not cleared.

Unresolving, An-rA-zdl-vlng, a. Not resolv
ing.

Unrespective, An-re-spAk-tlv, a. Inattentive, 
taking little notice.

Unrespited, An-rAs-plt-tAd, a. Admitting no 
respite, pause, or intermission.
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UINR

Not recalled.
Not reward-

To solve an

Unrest, fin-r^st,' s. Disquiet, want of tran- , 
quillity, unquietness.

Unrestored, un-r6-st6rd,' a. Not restored; 
not cleared from an attainder.

Unrestrained, fin-r6-strand,' a. Not confined, 
not hindered ; licentious, loose, not limited.

Unretracted, fin-r6-trik-t&d, a. Not revoked, 
not recalled.

Unrevealed, fin-r£-v61d,'fl. Not told, not dis 
covered.

Unrevenged, fin-rd-v&njd,' a. Not revenged. 
Unreverend, fin-r£v-6r-6nd, ) T
Un reverent, fin-r£v-6r-6nt, ) °* rreveren > 

disrespectful.
Unrevehently, &n-r3v^r-ent-lA, ad. Disre- 

spectfully.
Unreversed, fin-r6-v£rst,' a. Not revoked, 

not repealed.
Unrevoked, ftn-r<5-v6kt,' a. 359. 
Unrewarded, fin-ri-wird^d, a.

ed, not recompensed. 
To Unriddle, &n-rld-dl, t>. a.

enigma, to explain a problem.
Unridiculous, fin-ri-dik-ii-li'is, a. Not ridi- 

culous.
To Unrig, fin-rig^ v. a. To strip off the tackle. 
Unrighteous. 6n-rl-tsh£-&s, a. Unjust, wick- 

ed, sinful, bad.
Unrighteously, fln-rl-tshd-Iis-ld, ad. Un- 

justly, wickedly, sinfully.
Unrighteousness, 6n-rUtshd-&s-n?s, ». Wick- 

edness, injustice.
Unrightful, fin-rlte-ful, a. Not rightful, not 

just.
To Unring, fin-ring,' v. a. To deprive of a 

ring.
To Unrip, fin-rip,' v. a. To cut open

Dr. Johnson very justly censures this word as im
proper, though authorised by Shakspeare. Bacon, Taylor, 
and Collier ; for, says he, there is no difference between 
rip and unrip ; therefore the negative particle is of no 
force. But to this it may be observed, that the negative 
particle is not merely redundant; it implies something 
in opposition to what it is prefixed to; so that to unrip 
must signify joining together something that has been 
ripped: the inseparable preposition un is not like sn, used 
intensively ; for when we want to enforce the verb to rip, 
we say to rip up, or to rip open.—!See Unloose.
Unripe, fin-ripe,' a. Immature, not fully con

cocted ; too early.
Un ripened, fin-rl-pnd, a. 359. Not matured. 
Unripeness, fin-ripe^n6s, $. Immaturity, want 

of ripeness.
Unrivalled, 6n-rl-vild, a. Having no com

petition ; having no peer or equal.
To Unrivet, fin-rlv-it, v. a. 

rivets of; to loosen.
To Unrobe, fin-robe,' v. a. 

disrobe.
To UnROL, fin-rfile,' v. a. 406. 

is rolled or convolved.
Unromantic , 6n-r6-minitlk, a. Contrary to

To unfasten the

To undress, to

romance.
To Unroof, fin-rofif,' v. a. To strip ofF the 

roof or covering of houses.
Unroosted, fin-rfifist^d, a. Driven from the 

roost.
To Unroot, fin-rfifit,' v. a. To tear from the 

roots, to extirpate.
Unbough, fin-r&f' a. 314. Smooth, unbearded. 
UNROUNDED, fin-r8und^6d, a. Not shaped, 

not cut to a round.
Unrouted, fin-rfiut^d, a. Not thrown into 

disorder.
Unroyal, fin-roe^il, a. Unprincely, not royal. 
To Unruffle, un-rfif-fl, v. a. To cease from 

commotion, or agitation.
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Unruffled, fin-r&f^fld, a. 359. Calm, tranquil, 
not tumultuous.

Unruled, fin-rfifildf «. Not directed by any 
superior |>ower.

Unruliness, fin-r66W£-n£s, s. Turbulence, 
tumultuousness.

Unruly, fin-rofi-le, a. Turbulent, ungovern
able, licentious.

7<> Unrumple, fin-rfim-pl, v. a. To free from 
rumples; to open out.

To Unsadden, tin-sau-dn, v. a. To relieve 
from sadness.

To Unsaddle, fin-s&d'dl, v. a. To take off the 
saddle from a horse.

Unsaddled, fin-sad-dld, a. Not having the 
saddle on.

Unsafe, fin-safe,' a. Not secure, hazardous, 
dangerous.

Uns.'.FELY, fin-safe-le, nd. Not securely, dan
gerously.

Unsaid, fin-sade,' a. 203. Not uttered, not 
mentioned.

UnsailaBLE, fin-salc-i-bl, a. Not navigable. 
Unsaleable, fin-sale-a-bl, a. Not vendible, 

unmerchantable.
Unsalted, &n-salt-6d, a. Not pickled or sea

soned with salt.
Unsaluted, 6n-si-lu-t£d, a. Not saluted.
Unsanctified, fin-s&ngk-te-fldc, a. Unholy, 

not consecrated.
Unsated, un-sa'ted, a. Not satisfied; unsa

tiate.
Unsatiable, &n-sa-sh6-5.-bl, a. Not to be 

satisfied.
Unsatiate, fin-sa-shi-ate, a. Not satisfied.
Unsatisfactoriness, fin-sit-tls-fik-tfir-6-nds, 

j Want of satisfaction.
Unsatisfactory, un-sit-tls-fak-tur-6, a. Not 

giving satisfaction.
Unsatisfied, fin-sat-tls-fide, a. Not contented, 

not pleased.
Unsatisfiedness, fin-sAt-tls-fide-nSs, s. The 

state of not being satisfied.
Unsatisfying, fin-sit-tls-fi-lng, a. Unable to 

gratify to the full.
Unsatisfying ness, fin sit-ils-fi-1ng-n£s, s. 

Incapability of gratifying to the full.
Unsavourily, fin-sa-vfir-6-le, ad. So as to dis

please or disgust.
Unsavouriness, fin-sa-vfir-6-nfis, s. Bad taste, 

bad smell.
Unsavoury, &n-sa'vur-6, a. Tasteless, having 

a bad taste; having an ill smell, fetid; unpleasmg, 
disgusting.

To Unsay, fin-sa,' v. a. To retract, to recant. 
Unscaly, fin-ska-16, a. Having no scales. 
Unscanned, &n-skin-6d,' a. Not measured, no4 

computed.
Unscared, &n-skard,'n. Not frightened away 
Unscarred, fin-skird,' a. Not marked with 

wounds.
Unscattered, fin-skit-tfird, a. Not dispersed; 

not thrown into confusion.
Unscholastic , fin-sko-lis-tlk, a. Not bred to 

literature.
Unschooled, fin-skdfild,' a. Uneducated, not 

learned. a
Unscorched, fin-skortsht,' a. 359. Not touch

ed by fire. s t
Unscoured, fin-skourd,' a. Not cleaned by 

rubbing. ,,
Unscreened, fin-skreend,' a. Not covered, not 

protected.
7’o Unscrew, un-skrofi,' v. a. To loosen, to 

unfasten by screwing back.
, Unscriptural, fin-skrlp-tshfi-ril, a. Not de 

Sensible by scripture.
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To Unseal, tin-sele,' t>. a. To open any thing 
sealed.

Unsealed, un-seld,' a. 359. Wanting a seal; 
having the seal broken

To Unseam, &n-s^me,z v- a. To rip, to cut open. 
Unsearchable, fin-s£rtsh'A-bl, a. Inscrutable, 

not to be explored.
Unsearchableness, tin-s&rtsh-A-bl-nOs, s. 

Impossibility to be explored.
Unseasonable, &n-s£-zn-a-bl, a. Not suitable 

to time or occasion, unfit, untimely, ill-timed ; not 
agreeable to the time of the year; late, as an Unsea
sonable t me of night.

Unseasonableness, &n-s£-zn-a-bl-n£s, s. 
Unsuitableness.

Unsearched, 6n-s3rtshd,z a. Not explore;!, 
not examined.

Unseasonably, &n-se-zn-a-bl£, ad. Not season
ably, not agreeably to time or occasion.

Unseasoned, &n-se-znd, a. 359. Unseason
able, untimely, ill-timed. Out of use. Unformed, not 
qualified by use; irregular; inordinate; not kept till 
fit for use; not salted, as Unseasoned meat.

To Unseat, ftn-s&te,' v. a. To throw from the 
seat.

Unseconded, 6n-s£k-&n-ded, a. Not sup
ported : not exemplified a second time.

Unsecret, &n-s£-krit, a. 99. Not close, not 
trusty.

Unsecure, im-s^-kiire,' a. 99. Not safe.
Unseduced, un-s£-dust,' a. Not drawn to ill. 
Unseeing, itn-sW4ng, a. 410. Wanting the 

[>ower of vision.
To Unseem, &n-s££m,z v. n. Not to seem.
Unseemliness, &n-s&tn'l£-n&s, s. Jndecency, 

indecorum, uncomcliness.
Unseemly, &n-sWm-U, a. Indecent, uncomely, 

unbecoming.
Unseemly, &n-s££m-l£, ad. Indecently, un

becomingly.
Unseen, un-s^enz a. Not seen, not discovered; 

invisible, undiscoverable; unskilled, unexperienced.
Unseized, &r.-s^zd,z a. Not seized, not taken 

possession of.
Unselfish, &n-s£lf3sh, a. Not addicted to 

private interest.
Unsensed, &n-s£nsd,z a. Wanting distinct 

meaning, without a certain signification.
Unsensible, fin-sen-s^-bl, a. Not sensible; 

see Insensible.^
Unsent, fm-s£nt,z a. Not sent; Unsent for, 

not called by letter or messenger.
Unseparable, &n-s£p£&r-&-bl, a. Not to be 

parted, not to be divided.
Unseparated, iin-sep-ir-a-ted, a. Not parted. 
Unsepulchred, &n-s£p'M-kurd, a. Having 

no grave; unburied.
Unserviceable, &n-s£r'vls-l-bl, a. Useless, 

bringing r.o advantage.
Unserviceablenkss, tin-s&r-vis-A-bl-nis, s. 

Unfitness for any thing; uselessness.
Unserviceably, hn-s£r-vls-&-bl£, ad. Without 

use, without advantage.
Unset, ftn-sSt,z a. Not set, not placed.
To Unsettle, im-sSt-tl, v. a. To make un

certain ; to move from a place ; to overthrow.
Unsettled, &n-s£t-tld, a. 359. Not fixed in 

resolution, not determined, not steady ; unequable, 
not regular, changeable; not established; not fixed 
in a place of abode.

Unsettledness, un-s£t-tld-nes, s. Irresolution, 
undetermined state of mind; uncertainty, fluctuation.

Unsettlement, un-s&t-tl-m&nt, $. Unsettled
ness, irresolution.

Unsevered, tin-s^v-hrd, a. Not parted, not 
divided.

To Unsex, un-s£ks/ v. a. To make otherwise 
than the sex commonly is.
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To Unshacklf., Eui-sliAk'k!, v. a. To loose 
from bonds.

Unshadowed, &n-shld-6de, a. Not clouded, 
not darkened.

Unshakeable, tm-sha-ktL-bl. a. Not subject 
to concussion. Sec Reconcileable.

Unshared, 6n-shakt,z a. Not sba’an.
Unshaken, un-sha-kn, a. 103. Not agitated, 

not moved not subject to concussion; not weakened 
in resolution, not moved.

Unshamed, itn-shamd,' a. Not shamed. 
Unshamefaced, &n-shame-faste, a. Wanting 

modesty, not bashful, impudent. *
Unshamefacedness, &ri-shame-faste-nes, s.

Want of modesty, impudence.
To Unshape, &n-shape,z v. a. To ecn found, 

to ruffle, to throw into confusion.
Unshapen, ftn-sh&'pn, a. 103. MisLapen, de

formed.
Unshared, &n-shard,z a. Not partaken, not 

had in common.^
To Unsiieath, &n-sh^TH,z v. a. 437. To draw 

from the scabbard.
Unshed, ftn-sh&d/ a. Not spilt.
Unmeritable, Un-m2r-it-i-bl, a. Having nc 

desert.
Unsheltered, frn-shelt-&rd, a. Wanting pro

tection.
To Unship, &n-shlp,z v. a. To take out of a 

ship.
Unshocked, &n-sh5kt,z a. S59. Not disgusted, 

not offended.
Unshod, fm-shdd,' a. Having no shoes. 
Unshook, 6n-shddk,z part. a. Not shaken. 
Unshorn, un-shdrn,z a. Not clipped.—See 

Shorn.
Unshot, &n-sh6t,z part. a. Not hit by shot.
To Unshout, fin-shout,z t>. a. To retract a 

shout.
Unshowered, &n-shdfird/ a. Not watered by 

showers.
Unshrinking, &n-shringk'Ing, a. Not recoil

ing.
Unshunnable, fm-sh&n-ni-bl, a. Inevitable.
Unsifted, &n-slft-3d, a. Not parted by a sieve; 

not tried.
Unsight, in-site/ a. Not seeing.
Unsighted, fin-sl-ted, a. Invisible.
Unsightliness, fin-site-l£-n£s, s. Deformity, 

disagreeableness to the eye.
Unsightly, fm-slte-le, ad. Disagreeable to 

the sight.
Unsincere, fin-sln-sere/ a. Not hearty, not 

faithful; not genuine, impure, adulterated, not sound, 
not solid.

Unsincerity, tm-sln-s£r^-t£, s. Adulteration, 
cheat

To Unsinew, &n-sln-fi, v. a. To deprive of 
strength.

UnsinEWED, 6n-sln-n6de, a. Nerveless weak.
Unsinged, &n-sinjd/ a. 359. Not scorched, 

not touched by fire.
Unsingled, fin-slng-gld, a. Not separated 

keeping in companies, not single.
Unsinking, un-slngk-ing, a. 410. Not sink

ing.
Unsinning, &n-sln-nlng, a. 410. Impeccable.
Unskilful, &n-skil-f&l, a. Wanting art, want

ing knowledge.
Unskilfully, &n-skil-ful-£,od. Without know

ledge, without art.
Unskiltulness, tin-skilifil-n^s, *. Want of 

art, want of knowledge.
UxNSKiLLED, &n,skild/ a. Wanting skill, want

ing knowledge.
Unslain, fm-sline/ a. Not killed.
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Unslaked, Qn-sl&kt' a. 359. Not quenched. 
See To Slake.

Unsleeping, bn-sl££p-Tng, a. Ever wakeful.
Unslipping, bn-sllp-ping, a. 410. Not liable 

to slip, fast.
Unsmirched, bn-smSrtsht,' a. Unpolluted, not 

stained.
Unsmoked, bn-smbkt,' a. 359. Not smoked.
Unsociable, bn-sb-sh^-Abl, a. Not kind, not 

communicative of good.
Unsociably, bn- sd-sh£-A-blA, ad. Not kindly.
Unsocial, bn-sd^shil, a. Not beneficial to so

ciety ; hurtful to society.
Unsoiled, un-sSIld,' a. Not polluted, not taint

ed, not stained.
Unsold, bn-sold,' a. Not changed for money. 
Unsoldierlike, bn-s<M-j£r-llke, 
Unsoldierly, bn-sdl-j£r-l£,

Unbecoming a soldier.
Unsoi.id, bn-sbl-ld, a. Fluid, not coherent. 
Unsolved, bn-sblvd,' a. Not solved. 
Unsolvible, bn-sbl-vd-bl, a. Not explicable. 
Unsophisticated, bn-sd-fis-t&-ka-t£d, a. Not 

adulterated.
Unsorrowed, bn-sbr'rbde, a. Not bewailed, 

unlamented.
Unsorted, bn-s3rt-3d, a. Not distributed by 

proper separation.
Unsought, bn-s&wtf a. Had without seeking; 

not searched.
To Unsoul, un-sdle,' v. a. To divest of mind; 

to deprive of understanding.
Unsound, bn-sSund( a. Sickly, wanting health; 

not free from cracks ; rotten, corrupted; not ortho
dox ; not honest, not upright; not sincere, not faith
ful ; erroneous, wrong; not fast under foot

Unsounded, bn-sobnd^d, a. Not tried by the 
plummet.

Unsoundness, bn-sbund-nSs, s. Erroneous of 
belief, want of orthodoxy; corruptness of any kind; 
want of strength, want of solidity.

Unsoured, bn-sbuid,' a. 359. Not made sour, 
not made morose-

Unsown, bn-sine,' a. Not propagated by scat- 
tering seed.

Unspared, bn-spaid,' a. 359. Not spared.
Unsparing, bn-spa'r’ing, a. 410. Not sparing, 

not parsimonious.
To Unspeak, bn-spfike/ v. a. To retract, to 

recant
Unspeakable, bn-spb-kA-bl, a. Not to be ex

pressed.
Unspeakably, bn-spb-ki-blb,ad. Inexpressibly, 

ineffably.
Unspecified. bn-spbs-sb-flde, a. Not particu

larly mentioned.
Unspeculative, bn-spek'u-li-tiv, a. Not theo

retical
Unsped, bn-sp&d,' a. Not despatched, not per

formed.—See Mistaken.
Unspent, bn-spbnt,' a. Not wasted, not dimi

nished, not weakened.
To Unsphere, bn-sf^re,' v. a. To remove from 

its orb.
Unspied, bn-spide,' a. Not discovered, not seen. 
Unspilt, un-pilt,' a. 369. Not shed; not spoiled. 
To Unspirit, bn-splr-lt, v. a. To dispirit, to 

depress, to deject.
Unspiritual, bn-spIr-It-tshb-Sl, a. Not spiri

tual ; carnal.
Unspoiled, bn-spbild,' a. Not plundered, not 

pillaged, not marred.
Unspotted, bn-spbt-tbd, a. Not marked with 

any stain; immaculate, not tainted with guilt
Unspottedness, &n-sp5t-t£d-n£s, s. State of 

being unspotted or not tainted with guilt
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Unsquared, bn-skward,' a. 359. Not formed, 
irregular.

Unstable, un-sta-bl, a. Not fixed, not fast; 
inconstant, irresolute.

Unstaid, bn-stade^ a. Not cool, not prudent, 
not settled into discretion, not steady, mutable.

Unstaidness, bn-stade-nbs, s. Indiscretion, 
volatile mind.

Unstained, un-stand,' a. Not stained, not dyed, 
not discoloured.

To UnstaJE, un-state,' ». n. To put out of 
state.

Unstatutable, &n-stitttsh<i-tH-bl, a. Contrary 
to statute.

Unstaunched, bn-stansht,' a. 215. Not stop
ped, not stayed.

Dr. Johnson has spelled the simple of this word 
stanch, and the compound unstaunched. Mr. Sheridan 
has followed him in this oversight; but it ought to be 
observed, that as the word comes from the French 
estancher, neither of these words should be written 
with u.
Unsteadily, bn-st£d-d£-l£, ad. Without any 

certainty; inconstantly, not consistently.
Unsteadiness, bn-st&d-de-nfcs, s. Want of 

constancy, irresolution, mutability.
Unsteady, bn-stM-de,a. Inconstant, irresolute 

mutable, variable, changeable; not fixed, not settled. 
Unsteadfast, bn-stbd-fAst, a. Not fixed, not 

fast.
Unsteadfastness, bn-stbd-fAst-n&s, s. Wan 

of steadfastness.
Unsteeped, bn-stbepd,' a. 359. Not soaked. 
To Unsting, bn-sting,' v. a. To disarm of a 

sting.
Unstinted, bn-sdni^Sd, a. Not limited. 
Unstirred, bn-stbrd,' a. Not stirred, not agi

tated.
To Unstitch, un-stltsh,' v. a. To open by 

picking the stitches
Unstooping, bn-stob-plng, a Not bending, 

not yielding. ,
To Unstop, bn-stbp,' v. a. To free from stop 

or obstruction.
Unstopped, bn-stbptf a. Making no resistance. 
Unstrained, bn-strand,' a. Easy, not forced. 
Unstraitened, bn-str^-tnd, a. 359. Not con

tracted.
Unstrengthened, bn-str£ng-/7md, a. 359.

Not supported, not assisted.
2b Unstring, bn-strlng,' v. a. To relax any 

thing strung, to deprive of strings; to loose, to unite- 
Unstruck, bn-strbk,'n. Not moved, not affected 
Unstudied, bn-stbd-id, a. 282. Not premedi

tated, not laboured.
Unstuffed, bn-stbft,' a. 359. Unfilled, unfur

nished.
Unsubmitting, bn-sbb-mlt-tlng, a. Not obse

quious; not readily yielding; disdaining submission.
Unsubstantial, bn-sbb-stAn-sliSI, a. Not 

solid, not palpable; not reaL
Unsucceeded, bn-sbk-s^b-dbd, a. Not suc

ceeded.
Unsuccessful, bn-sbk-sbs-ful, a. Not having 

the wished event
Unsuccessfully, bn-sfik-shs-ttU-b, ad. Unfor

tunately, without success.
Unsuccessfulness, bn-sbk-ses^ful-nes, s.

Want of success.
Unsuccessive, bn-sbk-sbs-siv, a. Not proceed

ing by flux of parts.
Unsucked, un-sukt,' a. 359. Not having tbe 

breasts drawn.
Unsuffebable, bn-sififfir-i-bl, a. No sup- 

portable, intolerable.
Unsufficience, un-suf-flslWnse, s. Inability 

to answer the end proposed.
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[Insufficient im-s&f-frsh^nt a. Unable, in
adequate.

Unsugared, fin-shfig-hrd, a. 359 Not sweet
ened with sugar.

Unsuitable. 6n-s£i-ti-bl, a. Not congruous, 
not equal, not proportionate.

Unsuitableness, &n-su-tA-bl-nds, s. Incon
gruity, unfitness.

Unsuiting, fin-sating, a. 410. Not fitting, 
not becoming.

Unsullied, bn-sM-IId, a. 282. Not fouled, 
not disgraced, pure.

Unsung, fin-sing,' a. Not celebratedin verse, 
not recited in verse.

Unsunned, hn-s&ndf a. 359. Not exposed to 
the sun.

Unsuperfluous, hn-sfi-p^r-flu-hs, a. Not more 
than enough.

Unsupplanted, fm-shp-plant^d, a. Not forced 
or thrown from under that which supports it; not de
feated by stratagem.

UNSUPPLIABLE, ftn-shp-pli-i-bl. a. Not to be 
supplied.

Unsupplied, itn-sfip-pllde,' a. Not supplied ; 
not accommodated with something necessary.

Unsupportable, &n-s&p-pdrtil-bl, a. Intoler
able, such as cannot be endured.

Unsupported, tin-sup-pdrt^d, a. Not sustain
ed, not held up ; not assisted.

Unsuppressed un-sftp-pr£st,'<i. Not suppressed; 
not kept under ; not extinguished.

Unsure, &n-shhre,' a. Not certain. 
Unsurmountable, &n-s&r-m£untAi-bl, a. Not 

to be overcome.
Unsusceptible, ftn-s&s-s5p-t£ bl, a. Incapable, 

not liable to admit.
Unsuspect, hn-sfts-p&kt,' | a
Unsuspected, &n-s?is-p5k-t&d, 5

Not considered as likely to do or mean ill.
Unsuspecting, fim-sfts-p&k-tlng, a. Not ima

gining that any ill is designed.
Unsuspicious, un-s&s-plsh-is, a. Having no 

suspicion.
Unsustainable, 6n-s&s-tan-l-bl, a. Not to be 

sustained.
Unsustained, &n-s6s-tand, a. Not supported, 

not held up.
To Unswathe, un-swaTHe,' v. a. To free from 

folds or convolutions of bandage.
UnswaYABLE, 6n-swa-i-bl, a. Not to be go

verned or influenced by another.
Unswayed, Un-swade,' a. Not wielded. 
Unswayedness, &n-swa'Ad-n£s, s. Steadiness ;

state of being ungoverned by another.
'To Unswear, un-sware,' v. a. To recall what 

is sworn.
7u Unswear, hn-sware,' v. n. Net to swear; 

to recant any thing sworn.
To Unsweat, ftn-sw^t,' v. a. To ease after 

fatigue.
Unswept, in-swept,' a. Not brushed away: 

not cleaned by sweeping.
Unsworn, hn-swdrn,' a. Not bound by an oath. 
Untainted, &n-tAnt^d, a. Not sullied, not 

polluted; not charged with any crime» not corrupted 
by mixture.

UntaintedLY, &n-tant-£d-l£, ad. Without spot; 
without imputation of crime.

Untakfn, un-ta-kn, a. Not taken.
Untalked-of, 6n-tlwkt-iv. a. Not mentioned 

in the world.
Untameable, &n-ta-mi-bl, a. Not to be tamed, 

not to be subdued.
(O* Dr. Johnson inserts the silent e after m both in 

this word and its simple tameable ; but in blamable and 
un&uvi/iZiZe, omits it Mr. Sheridan has followed him in 
the two first words ; but though he inserts thee in 
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blamable, he leaves it out in unblamable. In my oplnkm 
the silent e ought to be omitted in all these words. Foi 
the reasons, see Preliminary Observations to the Rhyming 
Dictionary, page 13. See also the wore Reconcileable.
Untamed, &n-tAmd,' a. 359. Not subdued, not 

suppressed.
To Untangle, &n-ting-gl, v. a. 405. To loose 

from intricacy or convolution.
Untasted, hn-tas^d, o. Not tasted, not tried 

by the palate.
Untasting, 6n-tis-tlng, a. 410. Not perceiv

ing any taste ; not trying by the palate.
Untaught, hti-tlwt,' a. Uninstructed, un

educated, ignorant, unlettered; debarred from instruc. 
tion ; unskilled, new, not having use or practice.

Untaxed, ftn-t&kst,' a. Not charged with 
taxes; exempt from reproach.

To Unteach, un-t^tsh,' t>. a. To make to quit, 
or forget what has been inculcated.

Unteach able, Ctn-t^tsh-A-bl, a. That which 
cannot be taught.

Untempered, &n-t£m-purd, a. Not tempered. 
Untempted, hn-t£mt^d, a. Not embarrased 

by temptation ; not invited by any thing alluring.
Untenable, ftn-t^n-nA-bl, a. Not to be held 

in possession ; not capable of defence.—See Tenable.
Untenanted, &n-ten-Ant-£d, a. Having no 

tenant.
Untended, hn-tehd-ed, n. Not having any 

attendance.
Untender, &n-t£iAlnr, a. 98. Wanting soft

ness, wanting affection.
Untendered, fin-Und'&rd, a. Not offered.
To Untent, 6n-t£ntf a. To bring out oi 

a tent.
Untented, ftn-t&nt^&d, a. Having no medica

ments applied.
Untebbjfied, fin.-t^rW.fide, n. 859. Not af- 

frighted, not struck with fear.
Unthanked, &n-//«ingkt,"a. Not repaired with 

acknowledgment of a kindness; not received with 
thankfulness.

Unthankful, &n-Mingk-ful, a. Ungrateful, 
returning no acknowledgment.

Unthankfully, fin-(Alngkfful-i, ad. Without 
thanks.

Unthankfulness, 6n-tAlngkffil-n?s, s. Want 
of thankfulness.

Unthawed, ftn-fZiiwd,' a. Not dissolved after 
frost.

To UNTHINK, hn-fAlngk,' v. a. To recal, or 
dismiss a thought

Unthinking, un-/Alngk-lng, a. Thoughtless, 
not given to reflection-

Unthinkingness, hn-tMngk'Ing-n&s, s. Con
stant want of thought.

Unthorny, ftn-Mor-nA, n. Not obstructed by 
prickles.

Unthought-OF, hn-/Ztawt^ov, a. Not regarded, 
not heeded.

To Unthread, &n-i£r£d,' v. a To loose. 
Unthreatened, un-^r&t-tnd, a. 359. Not 

menaced.
Unthrift, &n-Mrlft,' s. An extravagant, a pro

digal
Unthriftily, &n-f/irifite-U, ad. Without 

frugality.
Unthriftiness, &n-/M£te-n&, s. Waste, pro

digality, profusion.
Unthrifty, in-MrlPti, a. Prodigal, profuse, 

lavish, wasteful; not easily made to thrive or fatten.
Unthriving, hn-t/rrKving, 0. Not thriving, 

not prospering. °
T<> Unthrone, ftn-fZirdne^ v. a. To pull down 

from the throne.
Untidy, un-tl-dt;, a. Not tidy, not seasonably* 

not steady. ’
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To Untie, fin-tl' ». a. To unbind, to free 
from bonds; to loosen from convolution or knot; to 
set free from any objection; to resolve, to clear.

Untied, fin-tide,7 a. 282. Not bound, not 
gathered in a knot; not fastened by any binding or 
knot.

Until, fin-til,' ad. To the time that; to the 
place that

To Untile, fin-tile,' v. a. To strip of tiles. 
Untilled, fin-tllld,' a. 359. Not cultivated. 
Untimbered, fin-tlm-bfird, a. Not furnished 

with timber, weak.
Untimely, fin-time-l&, a. Happening before 

the natural time.
Untimely, fin-time-M, ad. Before the natu

ral time.
Untinged, fin-tlnjd,' a. Not stained, not dis

coloured ; not infected.
Untirable, fin-tl-ri-bl, a. Indefatigable, un

wearied.
Untired, fin-tlrd,' a. 282. Not made weary. 
Untitled, fin-tl-tld, a. 359. Having no title. 
Unto, fin-tofi, prep. To. It was the old word 

for To, now obsolete.
Untold, fin-tdld,' a. Not related; not revealed. 
To Untomb, fin-tfifim,' v. a. To disinter. 
Untouched, fin-tfitsht,' a. 359. Not touched, 

not reached; not moved, not affected ; not meddled 
with.

Untoward, fin-tfi-wfird, a. Froward, perverse, 
vexatious, not easily guided or taught; awkward, un
graceful.

UntowaRDLY, un-tfi-wfird-l£, a. Awkward, 
perverse, fro ward-

Untraceable, fin-trfi-si-bl, a. Not to be 
traced.

Untraced, fin-trlst,' a. Not marked by any 
footsteps.

Untracked, fin-trikt,' a. Not marked by any 
footsteps; untraced

Untractable, fin-trAk-txl-bl, n. Not yielding 
to common measures and management; rough, diffi
cult.

Untractablf.ness, fin-trAk-tA-bl-n£s, s. State 
of being untractable.

Untrading, fin-tra-dlng, a. 410. Not engaged 
in commerce.

Untrained, fin-trand,' a. Not educated, not 
instructed, not disciplined; irregular, ungovernable.

Untransferrable, fin-trans-f^r-i-bl, a. In
capable of being transferred,

Untranslated, fin-trins-lA-tfid, a. Not trans
lated.

Untkansearent, fin-trlns-pa-rfint, a. Not 
diaphanous, opaque.

Untkavelled, fin-trfivllld, n. Never trodden 
by passengers; having never seen foreign countries.

To Untread, fin-tr^d,' v. a. To tread back, 
to go back in the same steps.

Untreasured, fin-trfizh-fird, a. Not laid up, 
not reposited.

Untreatable, fin-tr£-ti-bl, a. Not treatable, 
not practicable.

Untried, fin-trlde,' a. 282. Not yet attempted; 
not yet experienced; not having passed trial.

Untriumphable, fin-trl-fimf-i-bl, a. That 
which allows no triumph.

Untrod, fin-trfid,' )
Untrodden, fin-trfid-dn, 103 | fl’ 

Not trodden, not marked by the foot.
Untrolled, fin-trfild,' a. Not bowled, not 

rolled along.
Untroubled, fin-trfib-bld, a. 405. Not dis

turbed by care, sorrow or guilt; not agitated, not 
confused; not interrupted in the natural course ; 
transparent, clear.
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Untroubledness, fin-trfib-bld-n&s, s. State of 
being untroubled; unconcern.

Untrue, un-trdd,' a. 339. False; contrary to 
reality; false, not faithful.

Untruly, fin-trfiM16, ad. Falsely, not accord
ing to truth.

Untrustiness, fin-trfis^t^-n^s, s. Unfaithful
ness.

Untruth, fin-trfifitA,' «. Falsehood, contrariety 
to reality; moral falsehood, not veracity; treachery, 
want of fidelity ; false assertion.

Untunable, fin-tfi-ni-bl, a. Unharmonious, 
not musical

Untunableness, fin-tfi-nA-bl-nfis, s. Want of 
harmony.

To Untune, fin-tfine,' v. a. To make incapa
ble of harmony ; to disorder.

Unturned, fin-tfirnd,' a. Not turned.
Untutored, fin-tfi-tfird, a. 359. Uninstruct

ed, untaught
To Untwine, fin-twine,' v. a. To open what is 

held together by convolution ; to open what is wrapped 
on itself; to separate that which clasps round any 
thing.

To Untwist, fin-twist,' v. a. To separate any 
things involved in each other, or wrapped up on them
selves.

To Unty, fin-tl,' v. a.—See Untie.
To Unvail, fin-vile,' v. a. To uncover, to strip 

of a veiL
Unvaluable, fin-vil-h-i-bl, a. Inestimable, 

being above price.
Unvalued, fin-vil-fide, a. Not prized, neglect

ed ; inestimable, above price.
Unvanquishable, fin-vAng-kwIsh-i-bl, a. Not 

to be subdued
Unvanquished, fin-ving-kwlsht, a. Not con

quered, not overcome.
Unvariable, fin-va-r^-6-bl, a. Not changeable, 

not mutable.
Unvaried, fin-vi-rld, a. 282. Not changed, 

not diversified.
Unvarnished, fin-vir-nlsht, a. Not overlaid 

with varnish : not adorned, not decorated.
Unvarying, un-vA-r£-Ing, a. 410. Not liable 

to change.
To Unveil, fin-vale,' v. a. To disclose, to show.
Unveiledly, fin-va-Ud-16, ad. 104. Plainly, 

without disguise.
Unventilated, fin-v£n-t£-la-t£d, a. Not fan

ned by the wind
Unverdant, fin-v&rMAnt, a. Having no ver

dure, spoiled of its green.
Unveritable, fin-v&r^-tA-bl, a. Not true.
Unversed, fin-v&rst,' a. 359. Unacquainted, 

unskilled
UnvexeD) fin-vSkst,' a. 359. Untroubled, un

disturbed.
Unviolated, fin-vU6-l&-t£d, a. Not injur cd, 

not broken.
Unvirtuous, fin-vSr-tshfi-fis, a. Wanting vir

tue.
Unvisited, fin-vlz-lt-£d, a. Not resorted to.
Unvitiated, fin-vlsh-e-a-t^d, a. Not cor

rupted
Ununiform, &n-yfi'n£-form, a. Wanting uni

formity.
To Unvote, fin-vote,' v. a. To destroy ty a 

contrary vote; to annul a former vote.
UnvoyageaBLE, un-vofi-i-jfi-bl, a. Not to be 

passed over or voyaged
Unurged, fin-firjd/ a. 359. Not incited, not 

pressed.
Unused, fin-fizd,' a. 359. Not put to use, un 

employed, not accustomed
Unuseful, fin-fise^ful, a. Useless, serving no 

purpose.
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Unusual, fin-fi-zhfi-JLl, a. 456. Not common, 
not frequent, rare.

Unusually, fin-6-zhfi.il-le, ad. Not in the 
usual manner.

Unusualness, fin-fi-zbfi-Al-n5s, x. Uncommon
ness, infrequency.

Unutterable, an-ut-tur-l-bl, a. Ineffable, 
inexpressible.

Unvulnerable, fin-vfil-nfir-a-bl, a. Exempt 
from wound, not vulnerable.

Unwakened, fin-wa-knd, a. 103. 359. Not 
roused from sleep.

Unwalled, fin-wiwld,' n. Having no walls. 
Unwares, fin-warz,' ad. Unexpectedly, before 

any caution.
Unwarily, ftn-wl-ri-li, ad. Without caution, 

carelessly.
Unwartness. fin-wa-r£-n£s, s. Want of cau

tion, carelessness.
Unwarlike, Cin-wir-llke, a. Not fit. for war, 

not used to war.
Unwarmed, fln-wlrmd? a. Not excited, not 

animated.
Unwarned, fin-w&rnd,'a. 359. Not cautioned, 

not made wary.
Unwarrantable, ftn-wftririn-ti-bl, a. Not 

to be justified.
Unwarrantably, fin-wfir-ran-ti-bld, ad. 

Unjustifiably.
Unwarranted, fin-wSr-rln-t3d, a. Not as

certained, uncertain.
Unwary, fin-wa-ri, a. Wanting caution, im

prudent, hasty, precipitate; unexpected.
Un warped, fin-w&rpd,' a. Not biassed, not 

turned aside from the true direction.
Unwashed, fin-wfisht? \ XT , , 
Unwashen, fin-wishn,' | “• Kot wasJied’ not 

cleansed by washing.
Unwasted, fin-wAst-£d, a. Not consumed, not 

diminished.
Unwasting, fin-wi-stlng; a. 410. Not grow

ing less.
Unwayed, fin-wade,A a. Not used to travel. 
Unweakened, ftn-w^knd, a. 103. 359. Not 

weakened.
Unweaponed, fin-w£p-pnd, a. 103. 359. Not 

furnished with offensive arms.
Un we ari able, Bn-wd-rfi-i-bT, a. Not to be 

tired.
Unweariably, fin-w£-r<Ll-bl£, ad. So as not 

to be fatigued.
Unwearied, fin-w^-rid, a. 282. Not tired, not 

fatigued; indefatigable, continual, not to be spent.
UNWEARlEDLY,fin-w^-r^d-lA,acZ. Indefatigably. 
To Unweary, fin-w£-r£, v. a. To refresh after 

weariness.
To Unweave, fin-wAvef v. a. To unfold';- tc 

undo what has been woven.
Unwed, fin-w&d,' a. Unmarried.
Unwedgeable, fin-wfid-jl-bl, a. Not to be 

cloven.
Unweeded, fin-we£d-£d, a. Not cleared from 

weeds.
Unweeped, fin-w&fipt,' a. 870. Not lamented. 

Now Unwept.
Unweeting, fin-wA^-tlng, a. 410. Ignorant, 

unknowing.
Unweighed, fin-wade,' a. Not examined by the 

balance; not considerate, negligent.
Unweighing, fin-wi-Ing, a. 410. Inconsider

ate, thoughtless.
Unwelcome, fin-wBl-kfim, a. Not pleasing, 

not grateful.
Unwell, fin-w£l' a. Not in perfect health.

JO* This word has very properly been added to John, 
son by Mr. Mason, who quotes for it the authority of Lord 
Chesterfield. Its real use, however, is a sufficient au- 
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f thoritv; for it expresses a state of body but too common, 
i that of being neither well nor ill, but between both. If 

I remember rightly, the first time I heard this word was 
I when I was in Ireland ; and I have ever since admired 
■ the propriety of it,

Unwept, fin-w£pt( a. Not lamented, not be
moaned.

Unwet, fin-wfit,' a. Not moist.
Unwhlpt, fin-hwlpt,' a. 359. Not punished, 

not corrected.
Unwholesome, fin-hwfilte^sfim, a. Insahibri- 

ous, mischievous to health; corrupted, tainted.
Unwholesomeness, fin-hwfile^sfiin-n^s, s. 

State or quality of being unwholesome
Unwieldily, &n-w&l'd£-l£, ad. - Heavily, with 

difficult motion.
Unwieldiness, fin-w££l-d£-nfis, s. Heaviness, 

difficulty to move, or be moved.
UNWIELDY, &n*w&Ud£, a. Unmanageable, 

not easily moving or moved; bulky, weighty, pon- 
derous.

Unwilling, fin-wil-llng, a. 410. Loath, not 
con tented,, not inclined, not complying by inclination. 

Unwillingly, fin-w'il-llng-l^, ad. Not with 
good will, not without loathness.

Unwillingness, fin-wil-ling-n£s, s. Loathness, 
disinclination.

To Unwind, fin-wind? r. a. Pret. and part, 
pass. Unwound. To separate any thing convolved, to 

. untwist, to untwine; to disentangle, to loose from en
tanglement.

To Unwind, fin-wind? v. n. To admit evolu
tion.

Unwiped, fin-wlpt? a. 359. Not cleaned.
Unwise, fin-wize? a. Weak, defective in wis

dom.
Unwisely, fin-wize-h‘, ad. Weakly, not pru

dently, not wisely.
To Unwish, fin-vrish,' t>. a. To wish that 

which is not to be.
Unwished, fin-wlsht? a. 359. Not sought, not 

desired.
To Unwit, fin-wit,' v. a. To deprive of under

standing.
Unwithdrawing, fin-wiTH-drfiw-Ing, a. Con

tinually liberal.
Unwithered, fin-wiTH-fir-^d, a. Not withered, 

not faded.
Unwithering, fin-wlTH-fir-ing, a. Not liable 

to wither or fade.
Unwithstood, fin-wiTH-stfid?‘a. Notopposed.
Unwitnessed, fin-wit-nSst, a. Wanting evi

dence, wanting notice.
Unwittingly, fin-wlt-tlng-lfi, ad. Without 

knowledge, without consciousness.
UnwitTY, fin-wlt-t£, a. Not witty, wanting wit.
To Unwoman, fin-wfim-fin, v. a. To deprive 

of the qualities becoming a woman.
Unwomanly, fin-wfim-fin-l£, a. Unbecoming 

a woman. ,
Unwonted, fin-wun-t&d, a. Uncommon, un

usual, rare, infrequent; unaccustomed, unused.
Unwontedness, un-wfin-t£d-n£s, s. Uncom

monness ; what is not usual.
Un wooed, &n-wdfid?a. Not wooed, not courted.
Unworking, fin-wfirk-ing, a. Living without 

labour.
Unworn, fin-wfirn? a. Not worn; not im

paired.
Unworshipped, fin-wfir-shlpt, a. Not adored. 

Dr. Lowth, under the article Participle, says that 
this word should be spelled with one p only.
Unworthily, fin-wfir-TH&-l$, ad. Not accord

ing to desert.
Unworthiness, fin-wfiriTH^-nds, s. Want of 

worth, want of merit.
Unworthy, fin-wfir-Tii4, a. Not deserving,
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wanting merit; mean; not suitable, not adequate; 
unbecoming, vile.

Unwound, un-wo&nd' Part. pass, and pret. 
of Unwind. Untwisted.

Unwounded, in-wdSn-d^d, a. Not wounded, 
not hurt.

To Un wreath, fm-r^TH,' u. a. To untwine.
Unwriting, un-rl'tlng, a. 410. Not assuming 

the character of an author.
Unwritten, ftn-rlt-tn, a. 103. Not conveyed 

by writing, oral, traditional.
Unwrought, &D-r&wt,' a. Not laboured, not 

manufactured.
Unwrung, fin-rung,' a. Not pinched. 
Unyielded, fin-y^ld-5d, a. Not giving up. 
Unyielding, fm-y &ld'lng, a. Not giving place, 

not inferior.
To Unyoke, tin-ydke,z v. a. To loose from the 

yoke; to part, to disjoin.
Unyoked, &n-ydkt,' a. 359. Having never 

worn a yoke; licentious, unrestrained.
Unzoned, hn-zdnd,' a. 359. Not bound with 

a girdle.
Up, dp, ad. Aloft, on high, not down; out 

of bed; in the state of being risen from rest; in the 
state of being risen from a seat; from a state of de- 

cumbiture or concealment; in a state of being built; 
above the horizon ; to a state of advancement; in a 
state of climbing; in a state of insurrection ; in a state 
of being increased or raised ; from a remoter place ; 
coming to any person or place; from younger to elder 
years; Up and down, dispersed!)’, here and there; 
backward and forward; Up to, to an equal height 
with; ad^buately to; Up with, a phrase that signifies 
the act of raising any tiling to give a blow.

Up, dp, interj. A word exhorting to rise from 
bed ; a word of exhortation exciting or rousing to 
action.

Up, dp, prep. From a lower to a higher part, 
not down.

To Upbear, ftp-bare,' v. a, Pret. Upbore. 
Part. pass. Upborne. To sustain aloft, to support in 
elevation; to raise aloft; to support from falling.

To Upbraid, hp-brade,' v. a. 202. To charge 
contemptuously with any thing disgraceful; to object 
as a matter of reproach; to urge with reproach; to 
reproach on account of a benefit received from the 
reproacher, to treat with contempt.

Upbraider, &p-brade-&r, s. One that re
proaches.

Upbraiding, fip-bra-ding, s. Reproach.
UpbraIDINGLY, &p-bra-dlng-l£, ad. By way of 

reproach.
Upbrqught, fip-br&wt.' Part. pass, of Upbring, 

Educated, nurtured.
Upcast, fip-kist,' part. a. 492. Thrown up

wards.
Upcast, Gp-kAst, s. 497. A term of bowling, 

a throw, a cast.
To Upgather, &p-gaTH-ur, v. a. To contract 
To Upheave, up-heve,' v. a. To heave up, 

to lift up.
Upheld, ftp-hAld.' Pret and part. pass, of 

Uphold. Maintained, sustained,
Uphill, tipMilll, a. Difficulty, like the labour 

of climbing a hilL
To Uphoard, up-hdrd,' v. a. 295 To treasure, 

to store, to accumulate in private places.
To Uphold, ftp-bAld,' v. a. 497. Pret Upheld; 

and part. pass. Upheld and Upholden. To lift on high; 
to support, to sustain, to keep from falling ; to keep 
from declension ; to support in any state of life; to 
continue, to keep from defeat; to continue without 
failing.

Upholder, iip-bold-Ar, s. 98. A supporter; 
an undertaker, one who provides for funerals.

Upholsterer, Ap-hAls-t&r-Ar, s. One who fur- 
nishes houses, one who fits up apartments with beds 
and furniture.
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Upholstery, Ap-liAIs-tiir-A, s. The articles 
made and sold by upholsterers

Upland, &p-lAnd, s. Higher ground.
Upland, fip-lAnd, a. Higher in situation. 
Uplandish, hp-lAnd-lsh, a. Mountainous, in

habiting mountains.
To Uplay, tip-la,' v. a. To hoard, to lay up. 
To Uplift, up-llfi,' v. a. 497. To raise aloft. 
UpMOST, &p'mAst, a. Highest, topmost 
Upon, Ap-pAn,' prep. Not under, noting being 

on the top or outside; thrown over the body, as clothes; 
by way of imprecation or infliction; it expresses ob
testation, or protestation ; in immediate consequence 
of; with respect to; noting a particular day; noting 
reliance of trust; near to, noting situation ; on pair, 
of; by inference from ; exactly, according to ; by, 
noting the means of support.

Upper, hp-p&r, a. 98. Superior in place, 
higher; higher in power.

Uppermost, fip-p&r-mdst, a. Highest in place; 
highest in power or authority; predominant, most 
powerful.

Uppish, fip-plsh, a. Proud, arrogant
To Upraise, ftp-raze,' v. a. 202. To raise up, 

to exalt.
To Uprear, Ap-r^re,' v. a. 227. To rear on 

high.
Upright, fip-rlte, a. 393. Straight up, per

pendicularly erect; erected, pricked up; honest, not 
declining from the right.

Uprightly, &p-rite-l£, ad. Perpendicular to 
the horizon; honestly, without deviation from the 
right.

Uprightness, fip-rlte-n^s, s. Perpendicular 
erection; honesty, integrity.

To Uprise, ftp-rlze,' v. n. 492. To rise from 
decumbiture; to rise from below the horizon ; to rise 
with activity.

Uprise, fip-rizef $. 497. Appearance above the 
horizon.

Uprising, 6p-rlz-lng, s. The act of rising from 
below the horizon; the act of rising from decum. 
bency.

Uproar, &p-rdre, s. 295. Tumult, bustle, dis
turbance, confusion.

To Uproar, &p-rdre,z v. a. To throw
Into confusion.

To Uproot, &p-r65t,z v. a. 306. To tear up 
by the root.

To Uprouse, 5p-rd&zef v. a. To waken from 
sleep, to excite to action.

To Upset, &p-s£t,z v. a. To overturn, to over
throw.

Upshot, ip-sh&t, s. 497. Conclusion, end, 
last amount, final event

Upsidedown, &p-side-d5in.' An adverbial 
form of speech. With a total reversement, in com
plete disorder.

To Upstand, &p-stAnd,' v. n. 497. To be erect.
To Upstart, &p-stArt,' v. n. 497. To spring 

up suddenly.
Upstart, fip^-stArt, $. One suddenly raised to . 

wealth or power.
Upstart, &p-stArt, a. Suddenly raised.
To Upstay, &p-sta,' v. a. To sustain, to sup

port
To Upswarm, fip-swarm,' v. a. To raise in 

a swarm.
To Uptear, up-tare,' v. a. To tear up, to 

rend up.
To Upturn, fip-tftrn,' v. a. 497. To throw up, 

to furrow.
Upward, fip-wfird, a. 497 Directed to a 

higher part.
Upwards, Cip^wfirdz, ad. 88. Towards a higher 

place; towards Heaven and God ; with respect to the 
higher pa»t; more than, with tendency to a higher or 
greater number; towards the source.
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To Upwhirl, 6p-hwArl,z v. a. To raise upwards 
with a quick rotation.

Urbanity, &r-bin-£-t£, s. Civility, elegance, 
politeness; facetiousness.

Urchin, &r-tshln, s. 353. A hedge-hog; name 
of slight anger to a child.

Ureter, yh-re-t^r, s. 98. Ureters are two long 
and small canals from the basin of the kidneys, one on 
each side. Their use is to carry the urine from the 
kidneys to the bladder.

Urethra, y&.r&Mrj, s. 503. The passage of 
the urine.

To URGE, firje, v. a. To incite, to push ; to 
provoke, to exasperate; to follow close so as to impel; 
to press, to enforce ; to importune; to solicit.

Urgency, fir-iSn-s^, s. Pressure of difficulty. 
Urgent, fir-jent, a. Cogent, pressing, violent, 

importunate, vehement in solicitation.
Urgently, hr-jSnt-ld, ad. Cogently, violently, 

vehemently, importunately.
Urger, ftr-jir, s. 98. One who presses.
Urinal, yu-r^-nil, s. 8. A bottle, in which 

water is kept for inspection.
Urinary, yii-r£-nl-r4,a. Relating to the urine. 
Urine, yii-rln, s. 140. Animal water. 
Urinous, y£i-rln-&s, a. Partaking of urine. 
Urn, urn, s. Any vessel, of which the mouth 

is narrower than the body; a water-pot; the vessel in 
whiclLthe remains of burnt bodies were put.

Us, is. The oblique case of We.
Usage, yh-zldje, 5. 90. 442. Treatment; cus

tom, practice long continued ; manners, behaviour.
Usance. yft-zAnse, s. 442. Use, proper em

ployment; usury; interest paid for money.
Use, yfise, s. 8. 437. The act of employing 

any thing to any purpose; qualities that make a thing 
proper for any purpose; need of, occasion on which 
a thing can be employed ; advantage received, power 
of receiving advantage ; convenience, help; practice, 
habit; custom, common occurrence ; interest, money 
paid for the use of money.

To Use, yuze, v. a. 437. To employ to any 
purpose; to accustom, to habituate; to treat, to prac
tise ; to behave.

To Use, yiize, v. n. To be accustomed, to 
practise customarily; to be customarily in any man
ner, to be wont.

Useful, yfise-ful, a. Convenient, profitable to 
any end, conducive or helpful to any purpose.

Usefully, yuse-fuM, ad. In such a manner 
as to help forward some end.

Usefulness, yiise-f&l-n&s, *. Conduciveness, 
or helpfulness to some end.

Uselessly, ybse43s-l£, ad. In a useless manner. 
Uselessness, yhseU&s-n&s, s. Unfitness to any 

end.
Useless, yfise-Us, a. Answering no purpose, 

having no end.
User, yfi-zhr, s. 98. One who uses.
Usher, hsh-fir, $. 98. One whose business is 

to introduce strangers, or walk before a jicrson of high 
rank; an under-teacher.

To USHER, (ish-ur, v. a. To introduce as a 
forerunner or harbinger, to forerun.

Usquebaugh, &s-kw£-bi,' s. 390. A com
pounded distilled spirit, being drawn on aromaticks*

Ustion, fis-tshhn, s. The act of burning; the 
state of being burned.

UsTORlOUS, &s-t6-r£-&s, a. Having the quality 
of burning.

Usual, yCi-zhu-Al, a. 452. Common, frequent, 
customary.

Usually, yfi-zh£i-ll-£, ad. Commonly, fre
quently, customarily.

Usualness, y&zhh-Al-n&s, s. Commonness, 
frequency. *'

UsucAPriON,,yfi-zh£i-kipishhn, s. In the civil 
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law, the acquisition of the property of a thing, by 
possession and enjoyment thereof for a certain term 
of years, prescribed by law.

Usufruct, yh-zhh-frakt, s. The temporary use 
enjoyment of the profits without power to alienate. | 

Usufructuary, yd-zliu-fruk-tshfi-ir-d, s. One 
that has the use and temporary profit, not the property 
of a thing. . .

To Usure, yii-zhitre, v. n. To practise usury 
to take interest for money.

Usurer, yh-zhii-r&r, s. 456. One who puta 
money out at interest.

Usurious, yi-zi'r4-6s, a. 456. Given to the 
practice of usury, exorbitantly greedy of profit.

To Usurp, yi-zhrp,' v. a. To possess by force 
or intrusion, to seize or possess without right 

Usurpation, yd-z&r-pa-sli&n, s. Forcible, un
just, illegal seizure or possession.

Usurper, yh-z&rp-fir, s. 98. One who seizes 
or possesses that to which he has no right.

Usurpingly, yii-ziup-lng-ld, ad. Without 
. just claim.

Usury, yit-zhd-rd, s. 456. Money paid for 
the use of money, interest; the practice of taking in
terest

This word and its relatives, with respect to the 
aspiration of the t, are exactly under the same predica
ment as the words luxury and anxiety are with respect 
to the a.—See Principles, No. 479. 480. 481.
Utensil, yu-tdn-sll, $. 8. An instrument for 

any use, such as the vessels of a kitchen, or tools of a 
trade.

Uterine, yil-tdr-ine, a. 149. Belonging to 
the womb

Uterus, vii-t^r-fis, s. 503. The womb. 
UTILE, yd-td-ld, s. Something useful, as op

posed to something only ornamental.
Wlien this word is pronounced in three syllables, 

being the neuter gender of utilis, it becomes like simile; 
a substantive, and like a pure Latin word has the same 
number of syllables as the original, (503,6.) and thus we 
sometimes hear of a work that unites the utile and the 
dtdcc.
UTILE, yil-tli, a. Profitable, useful.

When this word is used as an adjective it is pro
nounced in two syllables, with the last short. In this 
form, however, it is but seldom seen oi heard. 
Utility, yh-tll^-U, s. Useful profit, conve

nience, advantageousness.
Utmost, 6t-m6st, a. Extreme, placed at ti.e 

extremity; being in the highest degree.
Utmost, ut-m6st, s. The most that can be, 

the greatest power.
Utopian, yi-td-p^-in, a. (From Sir Thomas 

More’s Utopia.) Ideal.
Utter, ut-tur, a. 98. Situate on the outside, 

or remote from the centre; placed without any com
pass, out of any place; extreme, excessive, utmost; 
complete, irrevocable.

To Utter, ht-tur, v. a. To speak, to pro
nounce, to express; to disclose, to discover, to pub
lish ; to sell, to vend; to disperse, to emit at large.

Utterable, ut-tfir-i-bl, a. 555. Expressible, 
such as may be uttered.

Utterance, ut-t&r-inse, s. Pronunciation, 
manner of speaking; extremity, terms of extreme 
hostility; vocal expression, emission from the mouth. 

Utterer, fit-thr-hr, s. One who pronounces ; 
a divulger, a discloser; a seller, a vender.

Utterly, frt-t&r-ld, ad. Fully, completely, 
perfectly.

Uttermost, ut-t6r-m6st, a. Extreme, being 
in the highest degree, most remote.

Uttermost, ht-ti!ir-m6st, s. The greatest de
gree.

Uvula, yft-vii-la, *. 8. In Anatomy, a round, 
soft spongeous body, suspended from the palate near 
the foramina cf the nostrils over the glottis.

Uxorious, ug-zo-r^-hs, a. 497. Submissively 
fond of a wife, infected with connubial dotage.

/
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Uxoiuously, ig-zMri-is-li, ad. With fond 
submission to a wife.

Uxoriousness, bg-zb-rb-bs-nAs, s. Connubial 
dotage, fond submission to a wife.

fc*****^^^^.^*^^.**^  ************** ******

V.
Vacancy, vi-kan-sA, s. Empty space ; va

cuity ; chasm, place unfilled; state of a post or em
ployment when it is unsupplied; relaxation, inter, 
mission, time unengaged ; listlessness, emptiness of 
thought.

acant, va-kbnt, n. Empty, unfilled, cold; 
free, unencumbered, uncrowded; not filled by an in
cumbent, or possessor ; being at leisure, disengaged ; 
thoughtless, emptv of thought, not busy.

To Vacate, vacate, v. n. 91. To annul, to 
make void, to make of no authority ; to make vacant, 
to quit possession of; to defeat, to put an end to.

Vacation, vb-ki-shbn, s. Intermission of ju
ridical proceedings, or any other stated employments, 
recess of courts or senates; leisure, freedom from 
trouble or perplexity.

To Vaccinate, vbk-sA-nate. t>. a. To inoculate 
with vaccine matter.

Vaccination, vbk-sA-na-shbn, s. The act of 
inserting vaccine matter; inoculation for the cow pox.

Vaccine, vAk-slnc, a. Belonging to a cow.
This word has been lately introduced to express 

that species of inoculation which infects the patient with 
what is called the Cow Pox. It is said that this opera
tion eradicates the seeds of the Small Pox, and frees the 
patient from being liable to that dangerous malady. 
Vacillancy, vbs^sll-bn-sA, s, A state of wa

vering, fluctuation, inconstancy.
My ear tells me the accent ought to be on the 

first syllable of this word, as it is in excellency; and till 
good reasons can be given for placing the accent on the 
second syllable with Dr. Johnson, Mr. Sheridan, and En
tick, I snail concur with Dr. Ash in accenting the first, 
as in Vacillate.—See Miscellany.
To Vacillate, vbs'sll-ite, v. n. 91. To reel, to 

stagger.
Vacillation, vbs-sll-la-sh&n,s. The actor state 

of reeling or staggering.
To Vacuate, vik-b-ate, v. a. To make void. 
Vacuist, vik-b-lst, s. A philosopher that holds 

that there is a vacuum.
Vacuation, vik-b-b^shbn, s. The act of emp

tying.
Vacuity, vb-kb^A-tA, s. Emptiness, state of 

being unfilled ; space unfilled, space unoccupied ; in. 
anity, want of reality.

Vacuous, vbk-b-bs, a. Empty, unfilled. 
Vacuousness, vbk-b-bs-nAs, s. The state of 

being empty.
Vacuum, vbk-b-bm, s. 314. Space unoccupied 

by matter.
Vagabond, vbg-b-bbnd, a. Wandering without 

any settled habitation, wanting a home; wandering, 
vagrant.

Vagabond, vbg-h-bbnd, s. A vagrant, a wan
derer commonly in a sense of reproach ; one that 
wanders illegally; without a settled habitation.

Vagary, vi-gi-rA, s. A wild freak, a capricious 
frolick.

Vagrancy, va-grbn-sA, «. A state of wander
ing, unsettled habitation.

Vagrant, va-grbnt, a. 88. Wandering, un
settled, vagabond.

Vagrant, vb-grbnt, s. Vagabond, a man unset
tled in habitation.

Vague, vag, a. 337. Wandering, vagrant, 
vagabond ; unfixed, unsettled, undetermined.

Vail, vale, s. 202. A curtain, a cover thrown
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over any thing to be concealed; a part of female drew 
by which the face is concealed; money given to ser
vants.—See Vale.

To Vail, vble, v. a. To cover.
To Vail, vale, v. a. To let fall, to suffer to 

descend ; to let fall in token of respect; to fall, to le» 
sink in fear, or for any other interest.

To Vail, vale, v. n. To yield, to give place.
Vain, vbne, a. 202. Fruitless, ineffectual; 

empty, unreal, shadowy; meanly proud, proud of 
petty things; showy, ostentatious; idle, worthless, 
unimportant; false, not true; in vain, to no purpose, 
to no end, ineffectually.

Vainglorious, vane-glb-rA-bs, a. Boasting 
without performances, proud in disproportion to de
sert.

Vaingloeiously, vane-glb-rb-bs-IA, ad. With 
vain-glory, with empty pride.

Vainglory, vane-gl<>rA,s. Pride above merit, 
empty pride.

Vainly, vane-lb, ad. Without effect, to no 
purpose, in vain ; proudly, arrogantly; idly, toot 
ishly.

Vainness, vane-nAs, s. The state of being 
vain.

Vaivode, va-vbd, A prince of the Dacian 
provinces.

Valance, vbl-lbnse, s. The fringes or drapery 
banging round the tester and head of a bed.

To Valance, vbl-lbnse, v. a. To decorate with 
drapery.

Vale, vale, s. A valley; money given to ser
vants.

Valediction, vbl-A-dlk-shbn, s. A farewell.
Valedictory, vbl-A-dlk-tbr-A, a. 557. Bid

ding farewell—See Domestick.
Valentine, vbl^An-tln, s. 150. A sweetheart 

chosen on St Valentine’s day.
Valerian, vb-lA-rA-bn, $. A plant.
Valet, vbl-At, or vb-lAt,z s. A waiting servant. 
Valetudinarian, vbl-A-tb-dA-na-rA-bn, s. and 

adj. A person uncommonly careful of his health.
Valetudinary, vbl-lA-tb^dA-nb-rA, used only as 

an adjective. Weakly, sickly, infirm of health.
Valiant, vAl-yAnt, a. 113. 535. Stout, perso

nally puissant, brave.
Valiantly, vbl-ybnt-lA, ad. Stoutly, with 

personal strength, with puissance.
Valiantness, vbKybnt-nAs, s. Valour, perso

nal bravery, puissance.
Valid, vAl-ld, a. 544. Strong, powerful; effi

cacious, prevalent; having force, weighty, conclusive 
Validity, vb-lld^A-tA, t. Force to convince, 

certainty; value.
Vallancy, vAl-lAn-sb, s. A large wig that 

shades the face. Not in use. It ought to be written 
Valancy.

Vallation, vAl-laAshbn, s. An intrenchment. 
Valley, vbl-lA,s. A low ground between hills. 
Valorous, vbl-ur-bs, a. 166. Brave, stout, 

valiant—See Domestick.
Valorously, vbl-br-bs-lA, ad. In a brave 

manner.
Valour, vAl-br, s. 314. Personal bravery, 

strength, prowess, puissance, stoutness.
Valuable, vAl-b-A-bl, a. 405. Precious, being 

of great price; worthy, deserving merit.
Valuableness, vbl-b-b-bl-nAs, s. Preciousness, 

worth.
Valuation, vbl-b-a-shbn, Value set upon 

any thing; the act of setting a value, appraisement.
Valuator, vbl-b-b-tbr, s. 521. An appraiser, 

one who sets upon any thing its price.
Value, vbl-b, s. 335. Price, worth; high 

rate; rate, price equal to the worth of the thing bought.
To Value, vbl-b, v. a. To rate at a certain
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price ; to rate highly, to have a h igh esteem for; to 
appraise, to estimate; to be worth, to be equal in worth 
to; to reckon at; to consider with respect to impor
tance, to hold important; to equal in value, to coun
tervail ; to raise to estimation.

Valueless, vAf-h-ids, a. Being of no value. 
Valuer, vAl-u-Ar, 3. 98. He who values. 
Valve, v&lv, s. A folding door ; any thing 

that opens over the mouth of a vessel; in Anatwny, 
a kimi of membrane which opens in certain vessels to 
admit the blood, and shuts to prevent its regress.

Valvule, vil-vAle, 5. A snaall valve.
Vamp, vAmp, s. The upper leather of a shoe. 
7b Vamp, vAmp, v. a. To piece an old thing 

with some new part.
Vamper, vimp-hr, s. 9S. One who pieces out 

an old thing with something new.
VamPYRE, vAm-plre, s. Vampyres were imagi

nary beings, supposed to bo the souls of guilty persons, 
who tormented the living oy sucking their blood when 
asleep. The belief of these beings was very common 
about a century ago in Poland and-some parts of Ger
many.—See Umpire.

Van, vAn, s. The front of an army, the first line, 
any thing spread wide by which a wind is raised, a fan, 
a wing with which the wind is beaten.

Vancourier, vAn-k66r-y£re, s. A harbinger, 
a precursor.

VANDALIC , vAn-dAl-lk, n. Barbarous.; resem
bling the character of the Vandals.

Vandalism, vAn-dAl-lzm, s. The rude and bar
barous state or character of the Vandals.

Vane, vane, 5. A plate hung on a pin to turn ; 
with the wind

Vanguard, vAn-gyard,' s. The front, or first > 
line of the army.

Vanilla, vA-nll-lA, 5. A plant. The fruit of 
those plants is used to scent chocolate.

To Vanish, vAn-lsh, v. n. To lose perceptible 
existence; to pass away from the sight, to disappear; 
to pass away, to be lost.

Vanity, vAn-£-t£, s. Emptiness, uncertainty, 
inanity ; fruitless desire, fruitless endeavour ; trifling 
labour ; falsehood, untruth ; empty pleasure, vain 
pursuit, idle show; ostentation, arrogancepetty pride, 
pride exerted upon slight grounds.

To Vanquish, vAngk-wIsh, v. a. To conquer, 
to overcome ; to confute.

Vanquishable, vAngk-wlsh-A-bl, a. Conquer
able, that may be overcome,

Vanquisher, vAngk-wlsh-frr, s. A conqueror, 
a subduer.

Vantage, vAn^tadie, s. 90. Gain, profit; su
periority ; opportunity, convenience.

Vantageground, vAn-tAdje-grAond, s. Su
periority ; a state in which one has ’better moans of 
action than another.

Vantbrass, vAnt-brAs,^. Armour for the arm. 
Vapid, vAp-ld, a. 544. Dead, having the spirit 

evaporated, spiritless.
Vapidity, vA-pld-e-tA, s. The state of being 

vapid.
Vapidness, vAp-id-nAs, s. The state of being 

spiritless or mawkish.
Vaporer, va-pur-hr, s. 98. 166. A boaster, 

a braggart.
Though Dr. Johnson, and those who have come 

after him, have omitted the u in this and the following 
word, yet as they are both formative3 of our own, they 
ought undoubtedly to be written Vapourer and Vapourish. 
VapORINGLY, va-pfir-lng-lA, ad. In a bullying 

or bragging manner.
Vaporish, va-pur-ish, a. 166. Splenetick, 

humoursome.
Vaporous, va-p&r-Ss, a. Full of vapours or 

exhalations, fumy; windy, flatulent.
Vapory, va-pfir-4, a. Vaporous, abounding 

in vapours; peevish, humoursome.
Vapour, va-pAr, s. 314. Any thing exhalable, 
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I anything that mingles with, the air ; wind, flatulence; 
fume, steam ; mental fume, vain imagination ; dis
eases caused by flatulence, or by diseased nerves;

I melancholy, spleen.
To Vapour, vA-pAr, v. n. To pass in a vapour 

or fume, to emit fumes, to fly off in evaporation ; to 
bully, to brag.

To Vapour, va-pur, v. a. To effuse, to scatter 
in fume or vapour.

Vapoured, va-pArd, a. Moist, splenetick, 
peevish.

Variable, va-re-A-bl, a. 405. Changeable, 
mutable, inconstant.

Variableness, vA-rA-A-bl-nAs, s. Changeable- 
ness, mutability; levity, inconstancy.

Variably, va-rA-A-blA, ad. Changeably, muta
bly, inconstantly, uncertainly.

Variance, vi-r^-inse, s. Discord, disagree
ment, dissension.

To Variate, vA-rA-Ate, v. a. To change, to 
alter

Variation, Va-rA-a^shun, $. Change, mutation, 
difference from itself; difference, change from one to 
another; successive changes; in Grammar, change oi 
termination of nouns; deviation; Variation oi the 
compass, deviation of the magnetic!: needle from ar. 
exact parallel with the meridian

JO’ The fl in the first syllable of this word, from the 
lengthening power of the succeeding vowels, continues 
long and slender, as in various. The same may be ob
served of variegation. Mr. Sheridan.has given a in these 
two words thechort sound of the Italian a, but contrary 
to the analogy of English pronunciation. See Princi
ples, No. 534.
To VaoiegaTE, i>. n. To diver-

sify, to stain with different colours.
All our orlhoepists are uniform in placing the 

accent on the first syllable Of this word, and all sound 
the a as in vary, except Mr. Elphinston, Mr. Perry, and 
Buchanan, who give it the short sound .as in carry. 
That so great a master of English analogy as -Mr. Elphin
ston should here overlook the lengthening power of the 
vocal a'semblage ic, Is not a little surprising. See Prin
ciples, No. 196.
Variegation, va-i-A-A-ga-shAn, Diversity 

of colours.
Variety, vA-rl-A-tA, s. Change, succession of 

one thing to another, intermixture; one thing of 
many by which variety is made; difference, dissimili
tude; variation, deviation, change from a former 
state.

Various, va-rA-As, n. 314. Different, several, 
manifold; changeable, uncertain, unfixed; unlike 
each other; variegated, diversified.

VARIOUSLY, va-rA-As-lA, ad. In a various man
ner.

VarLet, vAr-lAt, s. Anciently a servant or 
footman ; a scoundrel, a rascal.

Varletry, vAr-lAt-trA, s. Rabble, crowd, pop
ulace.

Varnish, vAr-nlsh, s. A matter laid upon 
wood, metal, or other bodies, to make them shine; 
cover, palliation.

To Varnish, vAr-nlsh, v. a. To cover with 
something shining; to cover, to conceal with some- 
thing ornamental; to palliate, to hide with colour a; 
rhetoric .

Varnisher, vAr-nlsh-Ar, s. One whose trade 
is to varnish ; a disguiser, an adorner.

To Vary, va-r’A, v. a. To change, to make un
like itself; to change to something else; to make of 
different kinds; to diversify, to variegate.

To Vary, va-rA, v. n. To be changeable, to 
appear in different forms, to be unlike each other; to 
alter, to become unlike itself; to deviate, to depart; 
to succeed each other ; .to disagree, to be at variance ; 
to shift colours.

Vary, va-rA, s. Change, alteration. Obsolete. 
Vascular, vAs-kA-lAr, a. 88. Consisting of 

vessels, full of vessels.
Vase, vaze, s. A vessel rather for ornament 

than use.
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IO* Sheridan has pronounced this word so as to 
rhyme with daje, case, &c. I have uniformly heard it 
pronounced with the s like a, and sometimes, by people 
of refinement, with the a like aw ; but this, being toe. re
fined for the general ear, is now but seldom heard.

Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Scott, Dr. Kenrick, W. Johnston, 
Mr. Smith, Mr. Perry, and Buchanan, pronounce the 
u long and siender as I have done, but with the s as in 
case; Mr. Smith and W. Johnston give the a the same 
sound, and the s the sound of z ; and Mr. Elphinston 
sounds it as if written vauz : but this, as Nares justly ob
serves, is an affected pronunciation.
Vascularity, vls-kfi-I&r^-tA, s. State or qua

lity of being vascular.
Vasculiferous, vas-kii-ll£f£r-&s, a. Such plants 

as have, besides the common calyx, a peculiar vessel 
to contain the seed, sometimes divided into cells ; and 
these have always a monopetalous flower, either uni
form or difform.

Vassal, vis-sil, s. 88. One who holds by the 
will of a superior lord; a subject, a dependent; a ser
vant, one who acts by the will of another; a slave, a 
low wretch.

Vassallage, vls-sM-aje, s. 90. The state of 
a vassal, tenure at will, servitude, slavery.

Vast, vlst, a. 79. Large, great; viciously 
great, enormously extensive.

Vast, vlst, s. An empty waste.
Vastation, vis-ta-shun, j. Waste, depopula

tion.
Vastidlty, vls-tld-^-tl, s. Wideness, immen

sity
Vastly, vlst-lA, ad. Greatly, to a great degree. 
Vastness, vlst-nls, s. Immensity, enormous 

greatness.
Vasty, vlst-&, a. Large, enormously great. 
Vat, vlt, s. A vessel in which liquors are kept 

in an immature state.
Vaticide, vlt'1-slde, it. 143. A murderer of 

poets or prophets.
To Vaticinate, vl-tis-sA-nate, v. n. To pro

phesy, to practise prediction.
VaTICINAL, vi-tls-sl-nal, a. Containing pre

dictions.
Vaticination, vi-tis-sd-nA-sh&n, s. Prediction, 

prophecy.
Vault, vlwlt, or viwt, s. 405. A continued 

arch ; a cellar; a cave, a cavern; a repository for the 
dead.

Mr. Sheridan leaves out tire I in tins worn!, in the 
word vault, to leap, and all their .compounds ; but my ear 
grossly deceives me if this I is ever suppressed, except in 
the sense of a cellar for wine, &c. .In this I am supported 
by all our orthoepists. from whom the sounds of the letter 
ran be gathered ; and Mr. Scott and Mr. Perry preserve 
the I in every word of this form. This, I think, is not 
agreeable to general usage with respect to the exception 
I have given; though I think it might be dispensed with 
for the sake of uniformity, especially as the old French 
'toulle, the-Italian volta, and the lower Latin uduta, from 
which the word is derived, have all of them tne I; nor 
do I think the preservation of it in the word in question 
would incur the least imputation of pedantry.
To Vault, v&wlt, v. a. To arch, to shape as a 

vault; to cover with an arch.
To Vault, vaivlt, v. n. To leap, to jump ; to 

play the tumbler or posturemaster.
Vault, vawlt, s. A. leap, or jump. 
Vaultage, vawlt-idje, s. 90. Arched cellar. 
Vaulted, vawlt'&d, a. Arched, concave.
Vaulter, vawlt-hr,.s. 98. A Leaper,n jumper, 

a tumbler
VaULTY, vAwl-te, a. Arched, concave.
To Vaunt, vlwnt, v. a. 2.16. To boast, to 

display with ostentation.
Mr. Nares is the only orthoepist who gives the 

diphthong in tfiis word and avaunt the same sound as in 
aunt; but a few more such respectable judges, by setting 
the example, would.reduce these words to their proper 
class; till then the whole army of lexicographers and 
speakers, particularly on the stage, must be submitted tn 
214

Brag, boast, vain ostenta* 

The first part. Obso- 

B oast er, braggart.
a. Boastful, ostenta-

To Nkwht, vawnt, v. n. To play the braggart, 
to talk with ostentation.

Vaunt, v&wnt, s. 
tion.

Vaunt, vawnt, s. 214. 
lete.

VaUNTER, v^wnt-hr, s.
Vauntful, vlwnt-fhl, 

tious.
Vauntingly, vawnt-ing-te, ad. Boastfully, 

ostentatiously.
Vavasour, va-va-sQr, S- One who himself hold

ing at a Superior lord, has others holding under him.
V a ward, vi-wird, s. 88. Fore part.
Veal, v£le, s. The flesh of a calf killed fov 

the table.
Vection, vSktshin ) The act of
Vectitation, vek-te-ta-shun,)

carrying, or being carried.
Vecture, v&k-tshCire, s. 461. Carriage. 
To Veer, v£re, v. n. To turn about 
To Veer, v£re, v. a. To let out; to turn, to 

change.
Veering, v^r-lng, s. The act of turning or 

changing.
Vegetability, v£d-j£-tl-bl  1-e-t£, s. Vegetable 

nature.
Vegetable, ved-j^-ti-bl, s. Any thing that 

has growth without sensation, as plants.
Vegetable, vdd-jA-tl-bl, a. Belonging to 

a plant, having the nature of plants.
To Vegetate, v£d-j£-tate, v. n. To grow as 

plants, to shoot out, to grow without sensation.
Vegetation, ved-j^-taAsh&n, s. The power of 

producing the growth of plants; the power of growth 
without sensation.

Vegetative, vdd-j£-ta-tlv, a. 512. Having the 
quality of growing without life j having the power to 
produce growth in plants.

Vegetativeness, v£d-j£-ta-tlv-n£s, s. The 
quality of producing growth.

Vegete, v£-j£te,z a. Vigorous, active, sprightly. 
Vegetive, v£d-j£-tlv, a. Vegetable.
Vegetive, v£d-i£-tlv, 5. A vegetable. 
Vehemence, ve'h£-m£nse, ) xr- i •Vehemency, vi'hi-mJn-si, f’’ Violence,

force; ardour, mental violence, fervour.
Vehement, ve-hd-m§nt, a. Violent, forcible; 

ardent, eager, fervent.
Vehemently, v£-h£-mSnt-l&, ad. Forcibly; 

pathetically, urgently.
Vehicle, vd-he-kl, s. 405. That in which any 

thing is carried ; that part of a medicine which serves 
to make the principal ingredient potable; that by 
means of which any thing is conveyed.

To Veil, vile, v. n. 249. To cover with a ve 
or any thing which conceals the face; to cover, to 
vest; to hide, to conceal.

Veil, vile, s. A cover to conceal the face; 
cover, a disguise.

Vein, vane, s. 249. The veins are only a co 
tinuation of the extreme capillary arteries reflected 
back again towards the heart, and uniting their chan
nels as they approach it; hollow, cavity ; course of 
metal in the mine; tendency or turn of the mind or 
genius ; favourable moment; humour, temper ; con
tinued disposition ; current, continued production ; 
strain, quality ; streak, variegation.

Veined, vand, 359. ) a. Full of veins; streak- 
Veiny, va^ne, f ed, variegated.
Veliferous, vMlf-f8r-&s, a. Carrying sails. 
Velleity, v^l-le-e-te, s. The lowest degree of 

desire.
To VellicaTE, v^We-kate, v. a. To twitch, to 

pluck, to act by stimulation.
Vellication, ^l-le-ka-sh&n, ». Twitching, 

stimulation.
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Vellum, vdl-ldm, s. The skin of a calf dres
sed for the writer.

Velocity, vd-lds^d-td, s. Speed, swiftness, 
quick motion.

Velvet, vdl-vlt, s. 99. Silk with a short fur 
or piles upon it.

Velvet, vdl-vlt, a. Made of velvet; soft, 
delicate.

Velveteen, vdl-vlt-tden/ s. A kind of stuff, 
made in imitation of velvet.

Velure, vd-liire,' s. Velvet. An old word. 
Venal, vd-nil, n. 88. Mercenary, prostitute ; 

contained in the veins.
Venality, vd-ndl-d-td, s. Mercenariness, pros

titution.
Venatic , vd-nit-lk, c. 509. ) Tt. a i Venatical, vi-nltM-kil, J Uscd ,n llunt- 

ing.
Venation, vd-na-sh&n, s. The act or practice

of hunting.
To Vend, vdnd, v. n. To sell, to offer to sale. 
Vendee, vdn-ded,' s. One to whom any thing 

is sold.
Vender, vdnd-Cir, s. 93. A seller.
Vendible, vdnd-d-bl, a. 405. Saleable, mar

ketable.
Vendibleness, vdnd-d-bl-nds, s. The state of 

being saleable.
Venditation, vdn-dd-ta-sh&n, s. Boastful dis

play.
Vendition, vSn-dlsh-frn, s. Sale, the act of 

selling.
To Veneer, vd-nddr,' v. a. To make a kind 

of marquetry or ihlaid work.
This word is, by cabinet-makers, pronounced 

feneer ; but here, as in similar cases, the scholar will lose 
no credit by pronouncing the word as it is written.—See 
Boatswain-
Venefice, vdn-d-fis, s. 142. The practice of

poisonin’.
VeneficiaL, vdn-d-fish-11, a. Acting by poison, 

bewitching.
Veneficiously, vSn-d-flsh-hs-ld, ad. By poison. 
Venemous, v&n^-m&s, a. Poisonous.
To Venenate, vdn^d-nate, t>. o. To poison, to 

infect with poison.
In the first edition of this Dictionary I accented 

this word on the first syllable, contrary to the example of 
Dr. Johnson, Dr. Ash, and Mr. Sheridan; but, upon a 
revisal of tbe various analogies of accentuation, was in
clined to think this accentuation somewhat doubtful. The 
word veneno, from which this is formed, has the penulti
mate long; and in verbs of this termination, derived from 
the Latin, and preserving the same number of syllables, 
we often preserve the same accent, as in arietate, coacer
vate, denigrate, &c.; but this is so often neglected in fa
vour of the antepenultimate accent, as in decorate, defa- 
tigate, delegate, desolate, &c. that general usage seems 
evidently leaning to this side; and as in perpetrate and 
emigrate, from perpetro and emigro; where the penulti
mate vowel is doubtful, we always place the accent on the 
antepenultimate; so in this and similar words, where 
custom does not decide, I would always recommend a 
similar accentuation. See Principles, No. 503, n.
Venenate, v^n^-nate, a. Infected with poi

son. ,
Venenation, v3n-£-na-shun, s. Poison, venom. 
Venene, v£-n£ne,' ? r> _
Venenose, v£n-£-ndse,' 427. ) ° US>

venomous.
Venerable, v£n-dr-A-bl, a. 405. 555. To be

regarded with awe, to be treated with reverence.
Venerably, v£n-£r-?Lbl£, ad. In a manner 

that excites reverence.
Venerableness, v£n-£r-l-bl-n£s, s. State or

quality of being venerable-
To Venerate, v£n'3r-ate, v. a. To reverence 

to treat with veneration, to regard with awe.
Veneration, v^n-5r-A-shhn, s. Reverent re

gard, awful respect.

Venerator, vgn^r-A-t&r, j. 521. Reverencer. 
Venereal. vd-n^ri-ll, a. Relating to love;

to a certain disorder; consisting of copper, called Ve
nus by chymists.

Venereous, vd-n(^r£-hs. a.Libidinous, lustful. 
Venery. v£n'dr-£, s. 555. The sport of bunt

ing. Little used in this sense. The commerce of the 
sexes.

Veney, v&nd, s. A bout, a turn. Obsolete. 
Venesection, vd-ni-s£k-sh&n, s. Blood-letting, 

the act of opening a vein, phlebotomy.
To Venge, vSnje, v. a. To avenge, to punish. 
Vengeance, v£n-jinse, s. 244. Punishment, 

penal retribution, avengement; it is used in familiar 
language, to do with a Vengeance, is to do with ve
hemence ; what a Vengeance, emphatically What ?

Vengeful, v&nje-ful, a. Vindictive, revengeful. 
Venger, v^n-j&r, s. An avenger ; one who 

punishes.
Veniable, v&nd-l-bl, ) tj .i ,, xr - - i/-a *i oo f Pardonable, sus- Venial, ve-ne-al, 88.}

ceptive of pardon, excusable; permitted, allowed. 
Venialness, v£-n£-il-n£s, s. State of being 

excusable.
Venison, v&n-2n, or v5n^-zn, s. Game, beast 

of chase, the flesh of deer.
A shameful corruption of this word by entirely 

sinking the i, has reduced it to two syllables. Mr. Sheri
dan pronounces it in three; Dr. Kenrick gives it in 
thiee, but tells us it is usually heard in two. Mr. Scott 
gives it both ways; Mr. Perry only as it is contracted; 
and Mr. Elphinston supposes the i in this word, as much 
lost as in business.

It is highly probable that this corruption is of long 
standing; for though Shakspeare, in As You Like It, 
says,

M Come, shall we go and kill us venison !”

Yet Chapman pronounces this word in two syllables,
“ To our ven'son’s store

** We added wine till we could wish no more.”
And Dryden after him,

** He for the feast prepar’d
“ In equal portions with the ven'son shar’d.”

To these instances wc may add an excellent poet of 
our own time:

♦* Gorgonius sits abdominous and wan,
•* Like a fat squab upon a Chinese fan;

He snuflk far off th’ anticipated joy;
Turtle and ven'son all his thoughts employ.”

Poetry will ever consider this word, like many others, 
either as of two or three syllables; but solemn prose, 
such as the language of Scripture, will always give the 
word its due length. For however we may be accustomed 
to hear ven'son in common conversation, what disgust 
would it not give us to hear this word in the pulpit, when 
Isaac says to his son:

•* Now therefore take, I pray thee, thy weapons, thy quiver, aud 
thy bow, and go out to the field, and take me some ven’son !n

In short, my opinion is, that this word, in spite ot 
the general corruption, ought always tn be pronounced 
in three syllables by correct speakers, and that the con
traction should be left to the poets.
Venom, v£n-&m, s. 166. Poison.
Venomous, v£n-£im-&s, a. Poisonous, malig

nant, mischievous.
Venomously. v£n-&m-&s-l£, ad. Poisonously, 

mischievously, malignantly.
Venomousness, v4niftm-6s-nJs, s. Poisonous-

ness, malignity.
Vent, vfcrit, s. A small aperture, a bole; 

a spiracle ; passage out from secresy to publick notice; 
the act of opening; emission, passage; discharge, 
means of discharge; sale.

To Vent, vJnt, t>. a. To let out at a small 
aperture; to let out, to give way to; to utter, to re- 
port.; to emit, to pour out; to publish; to sell, to 
carry to sale.

Ventage, v&n-tldje, s. 90. One of the small
holes of a flute.
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Venter, v^n-tftr, s. 98. Any cavity of the I 
body ; the abdomen ; womb, a mother.

Ventiduct, ven-t^-dukt, s. A passage for tb e : 
wind.

To Ventilate, ven't£-late, v. a. To fan with 
wind ; to winnow, to fan; to examine, to discuss.

Ventilation, v£n-t£-la-shfin, s. The act of 
fanning ; the state of being f?nned; vent, utterance; 
refrigeration.

Ventilator, ven-te-1 a-tur, s. 521. An instru
ment contrived by Dr. Hale to supply close places with 
fresh air.

Ventosity, v&n-t2>s-£-t£, s. Windiness. 
Ventricle, vSn-tri-kl, s. 405. The stomach ; 

any small cavity in an animal body, particularly those 
of the heart.

Ventriloquist, vSn-trll-ld-kwIst, s. 518. One 
who speaks in such a manner as that the sound seems 
to issue from his belly.

Ventriloquism, v&n-trll-d-kwlzm, ) $ 
Ventriloquy, v£n-trll-d-kw&, 548. )

Speaking inwardly as from the belly.
Venture, v^n-tshure, s. 461. A hazard, an 

undertaking of chance and danger; chance, hap; the 
thing put to hazard, a stake; at a Venture, at hazard, 
without much consideration, without any thing more 
than the hope of a lucky chance.

To Venture, v&n-tshfire, v. n. To dare ; to 
run hazard, to Venture at, to Venture on or upon, to 
engage in, or make attempt without any security of 
success.

To Venture, vSn-tshhre, v. a. To expose to 
hazard ; to put or send on a venture.

Venturer, vSn-tshur-ur, s. 555. He who 
ventures.

Venturesome, ven-tshur-sfrm, a. Bold, dar
ing. ,

Venturesomely, vSn-tshur-sum-le, ad. In a 
bold or daring manner.

Venturing, ven-tshur-lng, s. The act of put
ting to hazard ; the act of running risk.

Venturous, ven-tshiir-fts, a. 314. Daring, 
bold, fearless, ready to run hazards.

Venturously, v5n-tshfir-us-le, ad. Daringly, 
fearlessly, boldly.

Venturousness, ven-tshiir-&s-n£s, s. Boldness, 
willingness to hazard.

Venus, v&'n&s, s. The goddess of beauty; one 
of the planets.

Veracity, vd-ris-£-t&, s. Moral truth, ho
nesty of report; physical truth, consistency of report 
with fact.

Veracious, v^-ra-sh&s, a. 357. Observant of 
truth.

Veranda, v^-r^n-dA, s. A word adopted 
from the East, where it means the covering of a house 
extended beyond the main pile of the building, and 
forming, by a sloping roof, external passages; a kind 
of open portico.

Verb, verb, s. A part of speech signifying ex
istence or some modification thereof, as action, passion. 

Verbal, ver-bAl, a. 88. Spoken, not written ; 
oral, uttered by mouth; consisting in mere words; 
literal, having word answering to word; a Verbal 
noun is a noun used as verb.

To Verbalize, v^r-bil-lze, v. n. To use many 
words to protract a discourse.

This word is certainly useful in thi3 sense, as we 
have no other active or neuter verb to express being ver
bose': but there is another sense in which it may be no 
jess useful, and that is, when we want to express the form
ing of anoun into a verb, as from arm, to arm, &c. 
VERBALITY, v£r-bal-e-t£, s> Mere bare words. 
Verbally, vSr-bil-i, ad. In words, orally ;

word for word. . -w , - i
Verbatim, ver-ba-tlm, art. Word for word. 
To Verberate, v&r-b&r-ate, v. a. 94. To beat,

VERBERATION, v3r-b5r-a-shhn. s. Blows, beat
ing.

Verbiage, ver^b^-aje, $, Verbosity, much 
empty writing or discourse

Verbose, v^r-bdse/ a. 427. Exuberant in 
words, prolix, tedious by multiplicity of words.

Verbosity, v£r-bds-£-tA s. Exuberance of 
words, much .empty talk.

Verdant, v^r-dAnt, a. Green.
VERDEREB, vfir'-dSr-iir, ». 555. An officer in 

the forest.
Verdict, viriffikt, s. The determination of 

the jury declared to the judge; declaration, decision 
judgment, opinion.

Verdigris, vAr-de-gr^As, s. 112. The rust of 
brass.

ftO* I have in this word corrected Dr., Johnson, by 
comparing him with himself. If Ambergris is spelled 
without the final e, this letter certainly ought not to be 
in Verdigris, as both words derive thdlr last syllable from 
exactly the same origin.
Verditure, v^r-dd-tfire, s. The faintest and 

palest green.
Verdure, v3r-jhre, s. 461. 376. Green, green 

colour.
Verdurous, ver-jh-rfrs, a. 314. Green, cover

ed with green.
Verecund, v^r-^-khnd, a. Modest, bashful. 

See Facund.
Verecundity, ver-d-k&n-dA-tA, s. Bashfulness, 

modesty.
Verge, v&rje, s. A rod, or something in form 

of a rod, carried as an emblem of authority; themact; 
of a dean ; the brink, the edge, the utmost border; 
in Law, verge is the compass about the king’s court, 
bounding the jurisdiction of the lord steward of the 
king’s household.

To Verge, vArje, v. n. To tend, to bend down
ward.

Verger, vAr-j&r, s. 98. He who carries the 
mace before the dean.

Veridical, v^-rld-A-kil, a. Telling truth.
Verifiable, ver-^-fl-A-bl, a. That which may 

be verified; that which may be confirmed by incon
testable evidence.

Verification, vjr-4-f4-ka-slnm, s. Confirma- 
tion by argument, evidence.

Verifier, v^r-A-fi-hr, s. One who assures a 
thing to be true.

To Verify, vAr-^-fl, v. a. To justify against 
the charge of falsehood, to confirm, to prove true.

Verily, v&r-A-lA, ad. In truth, certainly; with 
great confidence.

Verisimilar, vSr-A-slm^-l&r, a. 88. Probable, 
likely.

Veresimilitude, v&r-A-slm-mil-A-tfide,) 
Veresimility, v^r-A-slm-mll-e-tA, ) s* 

Probability, likelihood, resemblance of truth.
Veritable, vAr^A-tA-bl, a. 405. True, agree

able to fact
Verity, v£r-A-t&, s. Truth, consonance to the 

reality of things; a true assertion; a true tenet; moral 
truth, agreement of the words with the thoughts.

Verjuice, vAr-j&s, $. Acid liquor expressed 
from crab-apples.

Vermicelli, v&r-mA-tsh&KA, s. A paste railed 
and broken in the form of worms.

This word is perfectly Italian, and may be par
doned in irregularity, because, like several other foreign 
words, being confined to a small circle, they are like 
so many excrescences on the surface of the language, 
which disfigure without corrupting it—See Principles, 
No. 338.
Vermicular, v3r-mlk'6-llr, a. 88. Acting 

like a worm, continued from one part to another.
To VerMICulate, vAr-mlk-h-late, v. a. To in

lay, to work in chequer work.
Vermiculation, vAr-mlk-h-lA^shhn, s. Conti

nuation of motion from one part to another.
Vermicule, vAri-mA-kiile, s. A little gfub. 
Vermiculoes, v^r-mlk-h-lis, a. Full of grubs.
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Vermiform, vdr-md-fdrm, a. Having the shape 
of a worm.

Vermifuge, vdr-md-fiidje, z. Any medicine 
♦ that destroys or expels worms.
Vermil, vdr^mil, ]
Vermilion, ver-mll-y&n, 113. f s' The C0‘ 

chineal, a grub of a particular plant; factitiousor na
tive cinnabar, sulphur mixed with mercury; any 
beautiful red colour.

To Vermilion, vdr-mil-y&n. v. a. To die red. 
Vermin, v^r-mln, s. 140. Any -noxious ani

mal.
To Vermin ate, vdr-md-nate, v. n. To breed 

vermin.
Vermination, ver-md-ua-shhn, z. Generation 

of vermin.
Verminous, vdr-mln-&s, n. Tending to vermin, 

disposed to breed vermin.
Vermiparous, vir-mlp-pi-r&s, a. Producing 

worms.
Vernacular, v3r-nak-b-lir, a. Native, of one’s 

own country.
Vernal, vdr-nil, a. 88. Belonging to the 

spring.
Vernant, ver-nint, s. Flourishing as in the 

spring.
To Vernate, vdr-nate, v. n. To be vernant, 

to become young again.
Vernility, vdr-nll-d-td, s. Servile carriage; 

the submissive fawning behaviour of a slave.
VERSABILIT.Y, ver-si-bll-^-te, 
VERSABLENESS, vdr^si-bl-nds, 

be turned or woun? any way.
Versal, vdr-sAl, 88, A cant word for Uni

versal; total, whole.
Versatile, vdr^si-tll, a. 145. That may be 

turned round; changeable, variable, easily applied to 
a new task.

Versatileness, vdr-sA-tll-nes, ) 
Versatility, vdr-sl-tlW-td, { 

lity of being versatile.
Verse, vdrse, z. A line consisting of a certain 

succession of sounds, and number of feet; a section or 
paragraph of a book; poetry, lays, metrical language; 
a piece of poetry.

To be Versed, vdrst, y. n. 359. To be skilled 
in, to be acquainted with.

Verseman, virs-min, s. 88. A.poet, a writer 
in verse.

Verser, vdr-s&r, s. A maker of verses, a mere 
versifier.

Versification, vdr-sd-fd-ka-sh&n, s. The art 
or practice of making verses-

Versificator, vdr-sd-fd-ka-t&r, 
Versifier, vdr-se-fl-&r, 183.

A versifier, a maker of verses 
spirit of poetry.

To Versify, vdr-sd-fl, v. n. 
To Versify, vdr-sd-fl, v. a. 183.

verse-
VERSION, v3r-sbun, s. Change, transformation; 

change of direction ; translation ; the act of transla
ting.

Vert, vdrt, s. Every thing that grows and 
bears a green leaf within the forest.

Vertebral, vdr-td-bril, a. 88. Relating to 
the joints of the spine.

Vertebre, vdr-td-bitr, s. A joint of the back.
Thia word is perfectly anglicised, and therefore 

ought to have its last syllable pronounced according to 
English analogy, like centre, sceptre, mitre, Ac. See 
Principles, No. 416. There is a common mistake in the 
use of the Latin word from which this is derived, which 
it may not be improper to rectify. Vertebra is not un- 
frequently used to signify the Whole collection of joints 
which form the back bone, while in reality it means only 
one of those joints ; the plural is vertebra, and this ought 
to be used for the whole spine, if we denominate it by a 
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The

s. Aptness to

s. The qua-

b
with or without the

To make verses. 
To relate in

Latin word; but if we speak English, it ought to be ver- 
tebres, and pronounced as if written verteburs.
Vertex, v^r-t^ks, s. Zenith, the point over

head ; the top of a hill
Vertical, vdi-ti-kil, a. 88. Placed in the 

zenith; placed in a direction perpendicular to the 
horizon.

VerticaUTY, v£r-te-ka&*-<£, s. The state of 
being in the zenith.

Vertically, vSr-te-kil-e, ad. In the zenith. 
Verttcalness, v^r-te-kAl-nes, s. The state of 

being vertical
Vekticity, ver-tls^-ti, s. The power of turn- 

ing, circumlocution, rotation.
Vertiginous, v^r-tld-jln-bs,a. Turning round, 

rotary; giddy.
Vertiginousness, v<h-tld-jln-&s-n£s, s. Un

steadiness.
Vertigo, ver-tl-gd, vir-t&gd, or v?r-t£-gd, z. 

112. A giddiness, a sense of turning in the head.
This word is exactly under the same predicament 

as serpigo and lentigo. If wpronounce it learnedly, we 
must place the acceut in the first manner, 503. If we 
pronounce it modishly and wish to smack of the French 
or Italian, we must adopt the second ; but if we follow 
the genuine English analogy, we must pronounce it in 
the last manner.—See Principles, No. 112.

The authorities for the first pronunciation are, 
Mr. Elphinston, Mr. Sheridan, Bailey, and Entick; 
for the second, Dr. Kenrick, Mr. Nares, Mr. Scott, and 
W. Johnston , and for the third, Dr. John^n, Dr. Ash, 
Mr. Periy, Buchanan, Barclay, and Fanning. This too 
was Swift’s pronunciation, as we see by Dr. Johnson's 
quotation:

** And that old verttgo in’s head, 
** Will never leave him till he’s dead.”

In this word we see the tendency of the accent to Its 
true centre in its own language. Vertigo with the ac
cent on the i, and that pronounced long as in title, has 
so Latin a sound that we scarcely think we are speaking 
English: this makes us the more readily give into the 
foreign sound of i, as in fatigue. This sound a correct 
English ear is soon weary of, and settles at last with the 
accent on the first syllable, with the i sounded as in 
indigo, portico, Ac.
Vervain, 208. ) v^,vl A lall£. 
VERVINE, 140. ) r
Very, vir-d, a. True, real; having any qua

lities, commonly bad, in an eminent degree, to note 
things emphatically, or eminently ; same.

Very, vir-£, ad. In a great degree, in an emi
nent degree.

To Vesicate, vSs'si-kite, v. a. 91. To blister 
Vesication, ves-i-kakhun, s. Blistering, se

paration of the cuticle.
Vesicatory, vi-sik-i-t&r-d, z. 512. A blister

ing medicine.—-See Domestic .
Vesicle, v£s-£-kl, z. 405. A small cuticle, fil

led or inflated.
Vesicular, ve-slk'ii-lir, a. 88. Hollow, full 

of small interstices.
Vesper, v&s-p&r, s. 98. The evening star, the 

evening.
Vespers, v^s-phrz, z. The evening service.
Vespertine, vis-pfir-tine, a. 149. Happening 

or coming in the evening.
Vessel, ves-sll, s. 99. Any thing in which 

liquids or other things are put; the containing parts 
of an animal body; any vehicle in which men or 
goods are carried on the water; any capacity, any
thing containing.

Vest, vist, s. An outer garment.
To Vest, v£st, v. a. To dress, to deek, to en

robe ; to dress in a long garment; to make possessor 
of, to invest with; to place in possession.

Vestal, vSs-til, s. A pure virgin.
Vestal, v&'til, a. 88. Denoting pure vir

ginity.
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Vestibule, v3s-t6-bile, s. The porch or first 
entrance of a house.

“ This la the bud of being, the dim dawn, 
“ Tbe twilight of our day, the wrfftnUe-”

Vestige, v^s-tldje, s. Footstep, mark left be- 
hind in passing.

Vestment, v^st-m?nt, ». Garment, part of 
dress.

Vestry, vJs-tr^, s. A room appendant to the 
church, in which the sacerdotal garments and conse
crated things are reposited; a parochial assembly 
commonly convened in the vestry.

Vesture, v^s-tshhre, $. 461. Garment, robe, 
dress, habit, external form.

Vetch, v6tsh, s. A plant
Vetchy, v6tsh^4, a. Made of vetches, abound

ing in vetches.
Veteran, v£t-&r-jln, $. 88. An old soldier, 

a man long practised in any thing.
Veteran, v6t-&r-ln, a. Long practised in war, 

long experienced.
Veterinarian, vSt-3r-6-na-re-in, s. One 

skilled in the diseases of cattle.
Veterinary, v6t-6r-6-nA-re, a. Pertaining to 

farriery, and to science in the diseases of cattle, parti
cularly horses ; from the Latin veterinarius, a farrier 
or horse-doctor.

I have adopted this word from a prospect of its 
becoming a part of the language. As a college is found
ed in London for studying the diseases to which that use
ful animal, the horse, is liable, the name of Veterinary 
College must come into general use, and ought therefore 
o have place in our dictionaries. Ash is the only lexico
grapher who has it.
To Vex, v6ks, v. a. To plague, to torment, 

to harass; to disturb, to disquiet; to trouble with 
slight provocations.

Vexation, v6k-sa-sh&n, s. The act of troub
ling; thestate of being troubled, uneasiness, sorrow; 
the cause of trouble cr uneasiness ; an act of harass
ing by law ; a slight teasing trouble.

Vexatious, v6k-sa-sh&s, a. 314. Afflictive, 
troublesome, causing trouble ; full of trouble, full of 
uneasiness, teasing, slightly troublesome.

Vexatiously, v&k-sa-sh&s-lf*, ad, Trouble- 
somely, uneasily.

Vexatiousness, v6k-sa-shhs-n6s, s. Trouble
someness, uneasiness.

Vexer, v^ks'&r, s. 98. He who vexes. 
Vial, vl-&I, s. 88. A small bottle. 
To Vial, vl'&l, v. a. To enclose in a vial. 
Viand, vl-hnd, s. 88. Food, meat dressed. 
Viaticum, vl-At-6-kim, s. 116. Provision for 

a journey; the last rites used to prepare die passing 
coni for its departure.

To Vibrate, vl-brate, a. a. 91. To brandish, to 
move to and fro with quick motion ; to make to quiver.

To Vibrate, vl-brate, v. n. To play up and 
down, or to and fro; to quiver.

Vibration, vl-bri-shftn, s. 138. The act of 
moving, or being moved with quick reciprocations, or 
returns.

ViBrative, vl-brA-tlv, a. That which vibrates. 
Vibratory, vl-bri-t&r-e, s. Vibrating continu

ally.
For the sound of the o see Domestick ; and for 

the accent, see Principles, No. 512.
Vicar, vlk'&r, s. 88. 138. The incumbent of 

an appropriated or impropriated benefice ; one who 
performs the functions of another, a substitute.

Vicarage, vlk-hr-Idje, s. 90. The benefice of 
a vicar.

Vicarial, vt-kA-r6-il, a. Belonging to a vicar. 
Vicariate, vl-ka-r6-ate, s. A delegated office 

or power.
Vicariate, vi-kA-r6-afe, a. Having a delega

ted power as vicar.
Vicarious, vi-ka-r6-&s, a. 138. Deputed, de

legated, acting in the place of another.
607

Near, neigh
bouring.

Vicarship, vlk'&r-shlp, s. The office of a vicar. 
Vice, vise, s. The course of action opposite to 

virtue; a fault, an offence; the fool, or punchinello, 
of old shows ; a kind of small iron press with screws, 
used by workmen; gripe, grasp.

Vice, vise, s. This word is the ablative case of 
the Latin word vicis, and is used in composition for 
one who performs, in his stead, the office of a superi
or, or who has tbe second rank in command; as, a 
Viceroy, a Vice chancellor.

This word is somewhat similar to the prefix male 
in malecontent, malepractice, &c. and seems to strengthen 
the reasons given under those words for pronouncing the 
first vowel long.
T> Vice, vise, v. a. To draw. Obsolete. 
Viceadmiral, vlse-ld-m6-ril, s. The secona 

commander of a fleet; a naval officer of the second 
rank.

Vice admiralty, vise-Ad-me-r^l-t6, s. The 
office of a viceadmiral.

Vice agent, vise-a-j£nt, $. One who acts in 
the place of another.

Vicechancellor, vise-tsh&n-sel-l&r, s. The 
second magistrate of the universities.

Viced, vist, a. S59. Vicious, corrupt. 
Vicegerent, vise-j6-r6nt, s. A lieutenant, one 

who is entrusted with the power of the superior.
Vicegerency, vise-j^r£n-s£, s. The office of 

a vicegerent, lieutenancy, deputed power.
Viceroy, vlse-ro6, s. He who governs in place 

of the king with regal authority.
Viceroyalty, vlse-roe-Al-t6, s. Dignity of a 

viceroy.
Viceroyship, vlse^ro^-shlp, s. The office of a 

viceroy.
Vicinage, vls-In-idje, s. 90. Neighbourhood, 

place adjoining.
Vicinal, vis^e-nil, 138. ) a. 
Vicine, vis-lne, f

For the propriety of placing the accent on the first 
syllable of vicinal, see Medicinal.
Vicinity, v6-sln^-td, or vl-sIn-6-tA, s. 138. 

Nearness, state of being near; neighbourhood.
Vicious, vlsh-hs, a. Devoted to vice, not ad

dicted to virtue—See Vitious.
Viciously, vich-hs-16, ad. Corruptly, sinfully. 
Viciousness, vish-us-n&s, s. Corruptness, sin

fulness.
Vicissitude, v6-sis-d-tbde, or vi-sls^-thde, s. 

138. Regular change, return of the same things in 
the same succession ; revolution, change.

Victim, vik-tum, s. A sacrifice, something 
slain for a sacrifice; something destroyed.

Victor, vlk-t&r, s. 166. Conqueror, van
quisher, he who gains the advantage in any conquest. 

Victorious, vik-td^r6-&s, a. Conquering, liv
ing obtained conquest, superior in contest; produ
cing conquest; betokening conquest

Victoriously, vik-to-rd-us-16, ad. With con
quest, successfully, triumphantly.

Victoriousness, vik-td^r£-us-n£s, s. Thestate 
or quality of being victorious.

Victory, vlk-tur-6, s. 551. Conquest, success 
in conquest, triumph.

Victress, vik-tr^s, s. A female that conquers. 
See Tutoress.

.Victual, vlt-tl, I St 405. Provision of food, 
Victuals, vit-tlz, )

stores for the support of life, meat
This corruption, like most others, has terminated 

in the generation of a new word; for no solemnity will 
allow of pronouncing this word as it is written. Victuals ap
peared to Swift so contrary to the real sound, that in some 
of his manuscript remarks which I have seen, he spells 
the word vittles. This compliance with sound, however, 
is full of mischief to language, and ought not to be indul
ged.—See Skeptic , and Principles, No. 350.
To Victual, vit'tl, v. a. To store with provi

sion for food.
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Victualler, vlt-tl-ir, s. One who provides f 
victuals.

Videlicet, vi-dil-i-sit, ad. To wit, that is : 
generally written Vix.

JO* This is a long-winded word for a short explanation, 
and its contraction, Vix. a frightful anomaly, which ought 
never to be pronounced as it is written : the adverb namely 
ought to be used instead of both; and where it is not, ought 
in reading always to be substituted for them. 
To Vie, vi, v. a. 276. To show or practise in 

competition.
To Vie, vl, v. n. To contest, to contend.
To View, v6, v. a. 286. To survey ; to look 

on by way of examination; to see, to perceiv’e by the 
eye.

View, v6, x. Prospect; sight, power of behold
ing; act of seeing; sight, eye; survey, examination 
by the eye; intellectual survey ; space that may be 
taken in by the eye, reach of sight; appearance, show; 
display, exhibition to sight or mind; prospect of in
terest; intention, design.

Viewless, v£i-1£s, a. Unseen.
Vigil, vid-jil, x. Watch, devotion performed 

in the customary hours of rest; a fast kept before a 
holiday; service used on the night before a holiday ; 
watch, forbearance of sleep.—See Drama.

Vigilance, vld-iil-inse, ) «o r- u Vigilancy, vldijil.ln.s4, 1 ’• 88‘ Forbearance 
of sleep ; watchfulness, circumspection, incessant care* 
guard, watch.

Vigilant, vld-jll-int, a. 88. Watchful, cir
cumspect, diligent, attentive.

Vigilantly, vid-jil~int-Id, ad. Watchfully, 
attentively, circumspectly.

Vignette, vln-y£t, s. Ornamental flowers or 
figures placed by printers at the beginning or end of 
chapters, sometimes emblematical of the subject.

Vigorous, vlg-&r-&s, a. 3J4. Forcible, not 
weakened, full of strength and life—See Vaporer. 

Vigorously, vlg-&r-&.s-l&, ad. With force, 
forcibly*

Vigorousness, vig'ur-fis-nSs, x. Force,
strength.

Vigour, vlg-iir, s. 314. Force, strength; 
mental force, intellectual ability; energy, efficacy.

Vile, vile, a. Base, mean, worthless, sordid, 
despicable; morally impure, wicked.

Vilely, vile-U, ad. Basely, meanly, shame
fully.

Vileness, vlle-nSs, x. Baseness, nness,
despicableness; moral or intellectual basen -

To Vilify, vil^-fl, v. a. 183. To debase, to 
defame, to make contemptible.

Villa, vil-li, s. 92. A country seat. 
Village, vll-lldje, s. 90. A small collection 

of houses, less than a town.
Villager, vil-lld-jhr, s. 98. An inhabitant of

of a village.
Villagery, vll-lld-j&r-e, x. District of villages. 
Villain, vll-lln, x. 208. One who held by a 

base tenure; a wicked wretch.
Villanage, vll'l&n-adje, x. 90. The state of

a villain, base servitude; baseness, infamy.
To VlLLANlZE vll-lin-lze, v. a. To debase, to 

degrade.
VlLLANOUS, vll-lin-hs, a. Base, vile, wicked ; 

sorry.
Villanously, vil-lln-Sts-U, ad. Wickedly, 

basely.
ViLLANOUSNESS, vil-lin-frs-n&s, x. Baseness,

wickedness.
Villany, vll-lln-d, x. Wickedness, baseness,

depravity ; a wicked action, a crime.
In this tribe of words we find a manifest difference 

between the simple villain and the compounds villany, 
villanous, &c. Dr. Johnson tells us, these words are de
rived from the French villain, or the low Latin villanus. 
Sometimes we find the word in question written villanny; 
and it is certain, that it either ought to be written so 
.frem the old French villonnie, with double I and double n, 
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or from the modem French with these letters single: or 
if we must form it from our own word villain, (which u e 
seldom choose to do if we can discover the most remote 
relation to other languages,) in this case, I say, we oughjt, 
according to our own analogy, to spell the word villainy, 
Villatic , vll-lAt-tlk, a. 509. Belonging to 

villages.
Villi, vil-li, x. In Anatomy, are the same as 

fibres; and in Botany, small hairs like the grains of 
plush or shag.

Villous, vil-l&s, a. SI4- Shaggy, rough.
Viminal, vlm-^-nll, a. Applied to trees pro

ducing twigs fit to bind with.
Vimineous, v£-mln-£-&s, or vl-min-e-fts, a. 138. 

Made of twigs.
VinaCEOUS, vl-ni-sh&s, a. Of or belonging to 

wine and grapes.
Vincible- vln-s^-bl, a. 405. Conquerable, su- 

perable.
Vincibleness, vln-s£-bl-n3s, x. Liableness to 

be overcome.
Vindemial, vln-d^'m^-M, a. 88. Belonging 

to a vintage.
To Vindemiate, vln-de-m^-ate, v. n. To gather 

the vintage.
Vindemiation, vln-d£-m£-a-sh&n, x. Grape

gathering.
To Vindicate, vln^dd-kate, v. a. 91. To jus

tify, to support, to maintain; to revenge, to avenge; 
to assert, to claim with efficacy ; to clear, to protect.

Vindication, vln-d£-ka-sh&.n, x. Defence, as
sertion, justification.

Vindicative, vln-d^-kl-tlv, a. 512. Revenge
ful, given to revenge.

Vindicator, vin-d^-ka-t&r, x. 521. One who 
vindicates, an assertor.

Vindicatory, vin'd£-kA-t&r-£, a. 512. Puni
tory, performing the office of vengeance; defensory, 
justificatory.

Vindictive, vln-dlk-tlv, a. Given to revenge, 
revengeful.

Vindictively, vln-dik-tlv-16, ad. Revenge
fully.

Vindictiveness, vln-d'lk-tiv-n&s, s. A revenge
ful temper.

Vine, vine, x. The plant that bears the grape. 
Vinegar, vln-^-g&r, x. 88. Wine grown sour; 

any thing really or metaphorically sour.
Vineyard, vln-y&rd, x. 91. 515. A ground 

planted with vines.
Vinous, vl-nfis, a. 314. Having the qualities 

of wine, consisting of wine.
Vintage, vin-tidje, x. 90. The produce of the 

vine for the year, the time in which grapes are ga
thered.

Vintager, vin-tl-j&r, x. He who gathers the 
vintage.

Vintner, vlnt-n&r, x. 98. One who sells wine. 
Vintry, vln'tr£, x. The place where wine is 

sold.
Viny, vi-nd. a. Belonging to vines, producing 

grapes.
Viol, vl-&l, x. 166. A stringed instrument oi 

musick.
VlOLABLE, vi-6-li-bl, a. 405. Such as may be 

violated or hurt.
To Violate, vi-d-late, v. a. 91. To injure, to 

hurt; to infringe, to break anything venerable; tc 
injure by irreverence ; to ravish, to deflour.

Violation, vl-d-la-sh&n, x. 170. Infringement 
or injury of something sacred; rape, the act of de
flouring. V, . .

Violator, vi-o-la-tur, x. 521. One who injures 
or infringes something sacred; a ravisher.

Violence, vl-6-Unse, x. 170. Force, strength 
applied to any purpose; an attack, an assault, a mns- 
der ; outrage, unjust force; eagerness, vehemence; 

j injury, infringement; forcible defloration.
j Violent, vU6-l£nt, a. 287. Forcible, acting
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with strength ; produced or continued by force; not 
natural, but brought by force ; unjustly assailant, 
murderous ; unseasonably vehement, extorted, not 
voluntary.

Violently, vl'i-lint-li, ad. with force, for- 
cibly, vehemently.

Violet, vl-d-lSt,'>. 170. 287. A flower. 
Violin, vi-d-lln,' s. 528. A fiddle, a stringed 

instrument of musick.
Violist, vi-d-llst, s. A player on the viol. 
Violoncello, vl-A-15n-tshel-d, s. 388. A 

stringed instrument of musick.
Viper, vl-pCtr, s. 98. A serpent of that species 

which brings its young alive; any thing mischievous. 
Viperine, vl-p&r-ine, a. 149. Belonging to 

a viper.
Viperous, vl-p&r-Cts, a. 314. Having the 

qualities of a viper.
Virago, v^-rk-gd, or vl-ra-gd, j. 438. A female 

warriour, a woman with the qualities of a inan.—See 
Lumbago.

VirelaY, vtr-^-la, s. A sort of little ancient- 
French poem, that consisted only of two rhymes and 
shoit verses.

Virent, vi-rent, a. Green, not faded. 
Virge, vfirje, s. 108. A dean’s mace. 
Virgin, v&r'jln, s. 108. A maid, a woman 

unacquainted with man ; a woman not a mother; 
any thing untouched or unmingled; the sign of the 
zodiack in which the sun is in August.

See the delicate sound of the first i in this word 
.llustrated, Principles, No. 101.
Virgin, vdr-jin, a. 237. Befitting a virgin, 

suitable to a virgin, maidenly.
Virginal, v5r-jin-ll, a. 88. Maiden, maidenly, 

pertaining to a virgin.
Virginal, v&r-jin-ill, s. More usually Virginals. 

A musical instrument so called because used by young 
ladies.

VIRGINITY, vSr-jln-e-td, s. Maidenhead, un
acquaintance with man.

Virgo,A'^r-gd, s. The sixth sign in the zodiack: 
the virgin.

Viridity, vl-rld-^-ti, s. Greenness. 
Virile, vl-ril, s. 140. Belonging to a man. 
Virility, vl-rll-£-t£, or v£-rll-£-t&, x. 138.

Manhood, character of a man ; power of procreation. 
Virtu, v5r-td6,' s. A taste for the elegant arts, 

and curiosities of nature.
Virtual, v&r-tshii-il, a. 88. Having the ef

ficacy without the sensible part.
Virtuality, v&r-tshu&.l-&-t£, $. Efficacy. 
Virtually, v^r-tshh-il-e, ad. In effect, though 

not formally.
Virtue. vSr-tshiL s. 108. 461. Moral good

ness ; a particular moral excellence ; medicinal qua
lity ; medicinal efficacy; efficacy, power; acting pow
er ; secret agency; efficacy ; bravery, valour; excel* 
lence, that which gives excellence ; one of the orders 
of the celestial hierarchy.

Dr. Hill published in a pamphlet a petition from 
.he letters Zand [J to David Garrick, esq. both complain
ing of terrible grievances imposed upon them by that 
great actor, who frequently banished them from their 
proper stations: as in the word virtue, which they said 
he converted into vurtue ; and in the word ungrateful, 
he displaced the u, and made *■'ingrateful, to the great 
prejudice of the said letters. To this complaint, Garrick 
replied in the following epigram.

“ If it is, as you say, that I’ve Injur’d a letter,
“ I’ll ciunge my note soon, and I hope for the better:
M May the right use of letters, as well as of men,
** Hereafter be fix’d by the tongue and the pen.
“ Most devoutly I wish they may loth have their due,
* And that I may be never mistaken for tZ.”

JfurpAu’s Lift of Garrick.

VirtuET.ess, v?r-tshii-I£s, a. Wanting virtue, 
£09 

deprived of virtuo; not having efficacy, without ope
rating qualities.

Virtuoso, v£r-td5-d^d, s. A man skilled 
in antique or natural curiosities ; a man studious of 
painting, statuary, or architecture. The plural of 
this word is written virtuosi. and pronounced vir-too- 
6-se.

Virtuous, vJr-tslifi-tis, a. 463. Morally good ; 
chaste; done in consequence of moral goodness; effi
cacious, powerful; having wonderful or eminent pro
perties ; having medicinal qualities.

Virtuously, v£r'tshu-&s-l£, ad. In a virtuous 
manner.

Virtuousness, v£r-tsh&-&s-n£s, s. The state or 
character of being virtuous.

Virulence, vir-Q-l^nse, } ..n__ i/iii 1 r s. 110. Mental poi-Virulency, vir-u-len-se,j
son, malignity, acrimony of temper, bitterness.

Virulent, vlr-h-l&nt, a. 110. Poisonous, 
venomous; poisonous in the mind, bitter, malignant-

ViRULENTLY, vlr-ti-l£nt-l&, ad. Malignantly, 
with bitterness.

Visage, vlz-Idje, s. 90. Face, countenance  ̂
look.

Visaged, vlz-ldjd, a. Having a face or visage. 
Vis-a-vis, • v£-zi-v£,' s. French. A carriage, 

which holds only two persons, who sit face to face, and. 
not side by side as in a coach or chariot.

To Viscerate, vIsAs^-rate, v. a. To embowel, 
to exenterate.

Viscid, vls-sld, a. Glutinous, tenacious.
Viscidity, v£-sld-£-t£, s. 138. Glutinousness, 

tenacity, ropiness; glutinous concretion.
Viscosity, vls-k6s^-t£, s. Glutinousness, te

nacity, a glutinous substance.
Viscount, vl-kd&nt, s. 458. A nobleman next 

in degree to an earL
Viscountess, vl-k6&nt-5s, s. The lady of a 

viscount
Viscous, vls-k&s, a. 314. Glutinous, sticky, 

tenacious.
Visibility, v!z-A-bIl-£-t£, s. The state or qua

lity of being perceptible by the eye; state of being ap
parent, or openly discoverable.

Visible, vlz-A-bl, a. 405. Perceptible by the 
eye ; discovered to the eye ; apparent, open, conspi- 
cuous.

Visibleness, vlz^-bl-n3s, s. State or quality 
of being visible.

Visibly, vIz-6-bld, ad. In a manner perceptible 
by the eve.

Vision, vlzh'&n, s. 451. Sight, the faculty of 
seeing; the act of seeing ; a supernatural appearance, 
a spectre, a phantom ; a dream, something shown in 
a dream.

Visionary, vizh-&n-l-r£, a. Affected by phan
toms, disposed to receive impressions on the imagina
tion ; imaginary, not real, seen in a dream.

Visionary, vizh-fm-iU. d, $. One whose imagi
nation is disturbed.

To Visit, vlz-it, v. a. To go to see; to send 
good or evil judicially; to salute with a present; to 
come to survey with judicial authority.

To Visit, vlz-it, v. n. To keep up the inter
course of ceremonial salutations at the houses of each 
other.

Visit, vlz-it, s. The act of going to see ano
ther.

Visitable, vIz-^-tA-bl, a. 405. Liable to be 
visited.

Visitant, vIz^e-tAnt, r. 88. One who goes tc 
see others.

Visitation, vlz-£ tl-shhn, s. The act of visit
ing ; objects of visits; judicial visit nr j/crambulation; 
judicial evil sent by God; communication of divine 
love.

{ Visitatorial, vlz-£-tA-td-r£-Al, a. Belonging 
! to a judicial visiter.
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Visiter, viz-it-&r, s. 98. One who comes to 
another ; an occasional judge.

/(siting, viz^lt-lng, s. Visitation ; the act of 
visiting.

Visive, vi-siv, a. 140. 457. 428. Formed in 
the act of seeing.

Visor, viz-ur, s. 166. A mask used to dis
figure and disguise.

Visored, vlz-fcrd, a. 359. Masked.
Vista, vis-tA, s. 92. View, prospect through 

an avenue.
Visual, vlzh-u-Al, a. 451. Used in sight, ex

ercising the power of sight.
Vital, vi-tAl. a. 88. Contributing to life, 

necessary to.life; reiatingto life; containing life; be
ing the seat of life; so disposed as to live ; essential, 
chiefly necessary.

Vitality, vi-tAl^e-te, s. Power of subsisting in 
life.

Vitally, vl-tAl-A, ad. In such a manner as to 
give life.

Vitals, vl-tAlz, s. Parts essential to life.
To Vitiate, vish-e-atc, v. a. To deprave, to 

spoil, to make less pure.
Vitiation, vish-e-a-sh&n, s. Depravation, 

corruption.
Vitious, vish-us, a. 461. Corrupt, wicked, 

opposite to virtuous; corrupt, having physical ill qua- 
lities.

VlTiOUSLY, vlsh-hs-ld, ad. Not virtuously, cor
ruptly.

Vitiousness, vlsh'&s-nes, s. Corruptness, state 
of being vitious.

Vitreous, vit-trA-bs, a. Glassy ; consisting of 
glass, resembling glass.

Vitreousness, vlt-trd-&s-nds, s. Resemblance 
of glass.

Vitrificable, vd-trWA-kA-bl, a. Convertible 
into glass.

To Vitrificate, vd-trlfife-kate, v. a. To 
change into glass.

Vitrification, vlt-tre-fA-ka-sh?m, s. Produc
tion of glass, act of changing, or state of being changed 
into glass,

To Vitrify, vlt-tre-fi. v- a. 183. To change 
into glass.

To Vitrify, vlt-trd-fl, v. n. To become glass. 
Vitriol, vitAtrd-51, 5. 166. Vitriol is produced 

by addition of a metallick matter with the fossil acid 
salt.

Vitriol ate, vlt-tre-d-late, ) „ T 
VitrioLated, vlt-rd-d-lA-ted, \ * mPreSna’ 

ted with vitriol, consisting of vitriol.
Vitriolic , vlt-re-61-lk, ? D Vit&iolous, J “• Besembling

vitriol, containing vitriol.
Vituline, vltftshu-llne, a. 149. Belonging to 

a calf.
VlTUrERABLE, vd-tfi-pdr-A-bl, or vi-tu-per-A-bl, 

a. 138.405. Blame-worthy.
To Vituperate, ve-tCi-per-ate, or vl-tu-per-ate, 

v. a. 138. To blame, to censure.
Vituperation, vA-tu-pAr-a-shun, or vi-t£i-pdr* 

a-slihn, s. Blame, censure.
Vivacious, v£-va-shus, or vl-va-sh&s, a. 138. 

Long-lived; sprightly, gay, active, lively. , 
VfrVACiousNtss, vd-va-shus-nes, or vi-va- 

shhs-nes, 138. r $•
Vivacity, vA-vAs^e-tA, or vi-vAs^A-tA, j 

Liveliness, sprightliness; longevity, length of life; 
power of living. , #

Vivid, vlv-ld, a. 544. Lively, quick, striking;
r sprightly, active.

Vitiosity, vlsh-A-As-A-tA, ;. Depravity, corrup
tion.

Vituperative, vA-tu-pAr-A-tlv, a. Belonging 
to blame ; containing censure.
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Vividly, vlv!id-le, ad. With life, with quick- 
ncss, with strength.

Vividness, vlv-ld-nes, s. Life, vigour, quick
ness.

VivifiCaL, vi-vlf^A-kAl, a. Giving life.
To ViVJFlCATE, vl-vIf^fA-kate, v. a. 138. To 

make alive, to inform with life, to animate; to re
cover from such a change of form as seems to destroy 
the properties.

VlVIFICATION, vlv-e-fe-ka-shtin, s. The act of 
giving life.

Vivific , vl-vif-lk, a. 138. 509. Giving life, 
making alive.

To Vivify, vlvie-fl, v. a. 183. To make alive, 
to animate, to endue with life.

Viviparous, vl-vlp-pA-rus, a. 183. Bringing 
the young alive, opposed to Oviparous.

VlXEN, vlk-sn, s. 103. Vixen is the name of 
a she-fox, and applied to a woman, whose nature is 
thereby compared to a she-fox.

Vizard, vlz-Cird, s. 88. A mask used for dis 
guise.

Vizif.r, vlz-yere, s. The prime minister of the 
Turkish empire.

Vocable, vo-kA-bl, s. 40#. A word.
Vocabulary, vo-kAb^u-lAr-A, s. A dictionary, 

a lexicon, a word book.
Vocal, vo-kAl, a. Having a voice, uttered by 

the voice.
Voc’ALTTY, vo-kalie-te, $. Power of utterance, 

quality of being utterable by the voice.
T<) Vocalize, vo-kAl-lze, v. a. To make vocal; 

to form into voice.
Vocally, v&kAl-A, ad. In words, articulately.
Vocation, vd-ka-shCm, s. Calling by the will 

of God; summons: trade, employment
Vocative, vdk-A-tiv, s. 157. The grammatical 

case used in calling or speaking to.
To Vociferate, vA-sif-Ar-ate, v. a. To make 

loud cries.
Vociferation, vd-slf-Ar-a-sh&n, s. Clamour, 

outcry.
Vociferous, vd-si£Ar-&s, a. Clamorous, noisy. 
Vogue, vAg, s. 337. Fashion, mode.
Voice, vAls, s. 299. Sound emitted by the 

mouth ; sound of the mouth, as distinguished from 
that uttered by another mouth ; any sound made by 
breath; vote, suffrage, opinion expressed.

Voiced, voist, a. 359. Furnished with a voice. 
Void, void, a. 299. Empty, vacant; vain, in

effectual, null; vnsupplied, unoccupied; wanting, 
unfurnished, empty; unsubstantial, unreal.

Void, void, s. An empty space, vacuum, va
cancy.

To Void, void, v. a. To quit, to leave empty; 
to emit, to pour out; to emit as excrement; to vacate, 
to nullify, to annul.

Voidable, v61d-A-bl, a. 405. Such as may be 
annulled.

Voider, vAid-Ar, s. 98. A basket, in which 
broken meat is carried from the table.

Voidness, vold-nes, s. Emptiness, vacuity, 
nullity, inefiicacy ; want of substantiality.

Voiture, voe-ture,' s. French. A carriage 
with horses; a chaise, trasportaticn by carriage-

Volant, vA-lAnt, a. Flying, passing through 
the air; active.

Volatile, v61^A-tll, «. 145. Flying through 
the air; having the power to pass off’ by spontaneous 
evaporation ; lively, fickle, changeable of mind.

Volatileness, vbl-J-til-nSs, ? ...VOLATILITY, vM-i-tiW-ti, C TI*C <JUal“>' 
of flying away by evaporation, not fixity; mutability 
of mind.

Volatilization, vAl-A-til-A-zA^sh&n, s. The 
act of making volatile.
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To Volatilize, vvl-i-ttl.lze, t>. a. To make 
volatile, to subtilize to the highest degree.

Vole, vile, s. A deal at cards that draws the 
whole tricks.

Volcano, vjl-ka-nd, ». A burning mountain. 
See Lumbago.

Volery, viKir-e, s. 555. A flight of birds.
Volitation, vil-i-tA-shSn, s. The act or pow- 

er of flying.
Volition, vo-Hsh'&n, s. The act of willing, 

the power of choice exerted.
Volitive, v61-£-tfv, fl. 158. Having the pow

er to will.
Volley, vdl-le, s. A flight of shot; an emis

sion of many at once.
To Volley, vdl-ld, «. n. To throw- out. •
VoLCIED, v&l-lld, a. 282. Disploded, dis

charged with a volley.
Volt, volt, s. A round or a circular tread ; 

a gait of two treads made by a horse going sideways 
round a centre.

Volubility, vdl-ii-bll-d-td, s. The act or 
power of rolling; activity of tongue, fluency of speech ; 
mutability; liableness to revolution.

Voluble, vM-ii-bl, a. 405. Formed so as to 
roll easily, formed so as to be easily put in motion ; 
rolling, having quick motion, nimble, active; fluent 
of words.

Volubly, vdl-ii-ble, ad. In a voluble manner.
Volume, vdl-yimie, s. 113. Something rolled, 

or convolved; as much as seems;convolved at once ; 
a book.

Voluminous, vd-lu'm£-n?is, a. Consisting of 
many complications; consisting in many volumes or 
books; copious, diffusive.

Voluminously, vd-lh-md-n&s-le, ad. In many 
volumes or books.

Voluminousness, vd-lA-md-nus-ncs, s. State of 
being voluminous.

Voluntarily, vdl-un-ti-rd-ld, nd. Spontane
ously, of one’s own accord, without compulsion.

Voluntariness, v51-un-tA-re-nes, s. State of 
being voluntary.

Voluntary, vdl-Un-ta-rd, a. Acting, without 
compulsion, acting by choice; willing, acting with 
willingness; done without compulsion ; acting of its 
own accord.

Voluntary, vdl-un-ta-re, A piece of mu- 
sick played at will.

VOLUNTEER, vdl-iin-teer,' s. A soldierwho en
ters into the service of his own accord.

To Volunteer, vdl-an-teer,' v. n. To go for 
a soldier.

Voluptuary, vo-lhp-tshu-a-rd, $. A man given 
up to pleasure and luxury.

Voluptuous, vd-l&p-tshu-us, a. Given to ex
cess of pleasure, luxurious.

This word is frequently mispronounced as if writ
ten Volupskus.—See Presumptuous.
Voluptuously, vA-lupitshu-ts le, ad. Luxu- 

riously, with indulgence of excessive pleasure^
VoLurruousNESS, vd-l&p-tslih-hs-nfis, s., The 

state of being luxurious.
Volute, vd-Iute,' s. A member of a column.
Vomica, v5:n-e-kl, s An encysted humour in 

the lungs.
Vomick-nut, vjm-lk-nftt, s. Poison that kills 

by excessive vomiting.
To Vomit, tWit, To cast up the con-

tents of the stomach.
To VOMIT, vdm-lt, v. a. To throw' up from 

the stomach ; to throw up with violence from any hol
low.

Vomit. vdm-It, s. The matter thrown up from 
the stomach'; an emetick medicine.

Vomition, vd-mish-un, s. The act or power of 
vomiting.
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Vomitive, vdm^A-tlv, a. 158. Emetick, caus
ing vomits.

Vomitory, vdm-d-thr-£, a. 512. Procuring 
vomits, emetick.—For the last o, see Domcwttc&.

Voracious, vd-rA-shis, a. 357. Greedy to eat, 
ravenous.

Voraciously, vo-raishfis-lA, ad. Greedily, 
ravenously*

Voraciousness, vd-rAAsh&s-nes?-, ) ~
Voracity, vd-iis-sd-td, } & Greedi

ness, ravenousness.
VORTEX. vdr-tdks, s. In the plural Vortices. 

Any thing whirled round.
Vortical, vor-td-k^l, a. 88. Having a whirl

ing motion.
Votaress, vd-ti-rSs, s. A woman devoted to 

any worship or state.
Votarist, vd-tA-rlst, s. One devoted to any 

person or thing.
Votary, vd-tA-re, s. One devoted, as by avow, 

to any particular service, worship, study, or-state of 
life.

Vote, vote, s. Suffrage, voice given and nunr- 
bered.

To Vote, vote, v. a. To choose by suffrage, 
to determine by suffrage ; to give by vote.

Voter, vo'-tur, s. 98. One who has the right 
of giving his voice or suffrage.

Votive, vo'tiv, a. 157. Given by vow.
T) Vouch, vdutsh, v. a. 313. To call to wit

ness, to obtest; to attest, to warrant, to maintain.
To Vouch, vdutsh, v. n. To bear witness, to 

appear as a witness.
Vouch, voutsh, s. Warrant, attestation. Obso

lete.
Voucher, vdutsh-ur, s. 98. One who gives 

witness to any thing; a writing by which anything 
is vouched; a receipt for money paid on account.of 
another.

To Vouchsafe, voutsh-safe,' v. a. To permit 
any thing to be done without danger ; to condescend, 
to grant.

Vouchsafement, voutsh-safe-mdnt, s. Grant, 
condescension.

Vow, vou, s. 323. Any promise made to a 
divine power, an act of devotion ; a solemn preanise 
commonly used for a promise of love and matrimony 

To Vow, vdu. v. a. To consecrate by a solemn 
dedication, to give to divine power.

7b Vow, vdd, v. n. To make vows or solemr 
promises;

Vowel, vdu-11, s. 99. 323. A letter which can 
be uttered by itself.

Vower, vou'&r, s. One who makes vows.
Vowfellow, vdu-fel-ld, s. One bound by the 

same vow.
Voyage, vod-adie, s. 90. A passage by sea. 
To Voyage, vd^-adje, v. n. To travel by sea. 
To Voyage, voe-adje, v. a. To travel, to pass 

over.
Voyager, voe^-a-jur, s. 98. One who travels 

by sea;
VuLCANO, vul-ka-nd, s. A burning mountain ; 

properly Volcano.—See Lumbago.
Vulgar, v&l-gdr, a. 88. Plebeian, suiting the 

common people, practised among the common people; 
mean, low, being of the common rate; publick, com
mon Iv bruited.

Vulgar, v&l-gur, s. The common people.
Vulgarism, vfil-gd-rhm, s. An expression used 

only by the vulgar or common people.
This word is in no Dictionary that I l ave met 

withT but seems sufficiently authorised both in writing 
and conversation to entitle it to. a place in a repository of 
the English language.
Vulgarity, vul-gar-e-te, s. Meanness-, state
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Vulgarism, vM-gA r-rizm, ». Grossness, mean- 
new, vulgarity.

To Vulgarize, v&l-ghr-lze, u. a. To render 
mean or vulgar.

Vulgarly, v&l-g&r-lA, ad. Commonly, in 
the ordinary manner, among the common people.

Vulgate, vM-gAt, s. A noted Latin version 
of the Old and New Testament; so called, as it should 
seem, according to Ash, rather from the Latin vulgo, 
to publish; than from vulgus, common, or popular.

Vulnerable, v&l-n&r-A-bl, a. Susceptive of 
wounds, liable to external injuries.

Vulnerary, v&lln6r-A-rA, a. 555. Useful in 
the cure of wounds.

To Vulnerate, v&l-nhr-ate, v. a. 91 To 
wound, to hurt

Vulneration, v&l-n&r-A-sh&n, s. The act of 
wounding; the infliction of wounds*

Vulpine, v&l-pln, or v&l-plne, a. Belonging to 
a fox.

Mr. Sheridan and Mr. Scott mark the i in the last 
syllable long, as in pine. I am inclined to shorten it with 
Mr. Perry, like pin ; and my reason is that the accent 
immediately precedes it—See Principles, No. 140. 
Vulture, v&l-tshure, s. A large bird of prey re

markable for voracity.
Vulturine, v&l-tshii-rlne, a. 149. Belonging 

to a vulture.
Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Scott, Mr. Buchanan, and 

MnNares, make the i in the last syllabic of this word 
long, as injine. I join them in this pronunciation, be
cause the accent is two syllables higher. See Principles, 
No. 147.
Vulturous, viil-tshh-rfis, a. Like a vulture ; 

voracious.

w.
0 Wabble, wob-bl, v. n. 405. To shake, 

to move from side to side. A low barbarous word.
Wad. w&d, s. A bundle of straw thrust close 

together. Wadd, or black lead is a mineral of great 
use and value.

Wadding, wftdMIng, s. 410. A kind of soft 
stuff, loosely woven, with which the skirts of coats are 
stuffed out'

To Waddle, wAd-dl, v. n. 405. To shake in 
walking from side to side, to deviate in motion from a 
right line.

To Wade, wade, v. n. To walk through the 
waters, to pass water without swimming ; to pass dif
ficultly and laboriously.

Wafer, wa-fur, s. 98. A thin cake; the 
bread given in theEucharist by the Roman Catholicks; 
paste made to close letters.

To Waft, wAft, v. a. To carry through the 
air, or on the water; to beckon, to inform by a sign of 
any thing moving.

K> Mr. Sheridan, Dr. Kenrick, and Mr. Scott, pro
nounce the a in this word as I have marked it: Mr. Perry 
adopts the a in father : and though Mr. Smith thinks this 
the true sound, confesses the short a is daily gaining 
ground ; but W. Johnston, for want of attending to the 
rule laid down in Principles, No. 85, makes waft rhyme 
with sqft. Mr. Nares has not got the word ; but by omit
ting it in classes, where the a is pronounced as in father 
and water, shows he is of opinion that it ought to have 
the sound I have given it.
To Waft, wAft, v. n. To float.
Waft, wAft, *. A floating body ; motion of 

a streamer.
Waftage, wAft-Idje, s. 90. Carriage by water 

or air.
Wafter, wAft-hr, j. A passage boat; one who 

wafts or conveys.
Wafture, wAf-tshhre, s. 461. The act of 

waving.
To Wag, wig, u. a. 85. To move lightly, 

to&hake slightly.
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To Wag, wig, n. To be in quick or ludi
crous motion ; to go; to be moved.

Wag, wag, s. One ludicrously mischievous, a 
merry droll.

To Wage, wadje, v. a. To attempt, to ven
ture ; to make, to carry on.

Wager, wa-j&r, s. 98. Abet, any thing pledg
ed upon a chance of performance.

To Wager, wa-j&r, v. a. To lay, to pledge as 
a bet

Wages, wa-jlz, s. 99. Pay given for service. 
Waggery, wAg-ur-A, s. 555. Mischievous mer

riment, roguish trick, sarcastical gayety.
Waggish, wlg-Ish, a. 383. Knavishly merry, 

merrily mischievous, frolicksome.
Waggishly, wig-lsh-fi, ad. In a waggish 

manner.
Waggishness, w&gllsh-nis, ». Merry mis- 

chief.
To Waggle, wiglgl, v. n. iOS. To waddle, tc 

move from side to side.
Wagon, wAg-hn, s. 166. A heavy carriage fot 

burthens; a chariot.
Wagonage, wAg-un-Idje, s. 90. Money paid for 

carriage in a wagon.
Wagoner, wAg-un-&r, s. 98. One who drives 

a wagon.
Wagtail, wAg-tale, s. A bird. Generally 

called a Water-wagtaiL
Waid, wade, a. 202. Crushed. Obsolete.
Waif, wife, s. Goods found and claimed by 

nobody. That of which every one waives the claim. 
Sometimes written wetf or weft. This, says Mr. Ma
son, is a legal word, but not legally explained ; since 
Blackstone says waifs are goods stolen and waived, or 
thrown away by the thief in his flight.

To Wail, wale, v. a. To moan, to lament, to 
bewail.

To Wail, wale, v. n. 202. To grieve audibly, 
to express sorrow.

Wail, wale, s. Audible sorrow, lamentation. 
Wailful, wAle-fil, a. Sorrowful, mournful. 
Wailing, wA-ling, s. 410. Lamentation, 

moan, audible sorrow.
Wain, wine, s. A carriage.
Wainrope, wAne^rdpe, s. A large cord, with 

which the load is tied on the wagon.
Wainscot, wAn-sk&t, s. The inner wooden 

covering of a wall.
To Wainscot, wAn-skit, v. a. To line walls 

with boards; to line in general.
1 have given the common sound of this word, 

and as it is marked by Mr. Sheridan, Dr. Kenrick, 
Mr. Scott, and adopted in Steele’s Grammar. Mr. Perry 
pronounces the first syllable so as to rhyme with man; 
but W. Johnston, who pronounces both this word and 
waistcoat with the ai short, is, in my opinion, the most 
correct.
Waist, waste, s. The smallest part of the 

body, the part below the ribs ; the middle deck of a 
ship.

Waistband, wAste-bAnd, s. That part of the 
breeches which encircles the waist.

Waistcoat, wes-kAt, s. A garment worn 
about the waist; the garment worn by men under the 
coat.

{O’ This word has fallen into the general contraction 
observable in similar compounds, but, in my opinion, 
not so irrecoverably as some have done. It would 
scarcely sound pedantick if both parts of the word were 
pronounced with equal distinctness; though Mr. Sheridan 
and Mr. Scott pronounce the diphthong as I have mark
ed it f
To Wait, wate, v. a. To expect, to stay for; 

to attend, to accompany with submission of respect; 
to attend as in consequence of something.

To Wait, wate, v. n. To expect, to stay in 
expectation ; to pay servile or submissive attendance 
to attend ; to stay, not to depart from ; to follow aS 
a consequence.
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Wait, wate, s. Ambush, secret attempt. 
Waiter, wa-t&r, s. 98. An attendant, one 

who attends for the accommodation of others.
To Waive, wive, v. a. To put off,, to quit, 

to relinquish.
JO* I have inserted this word on the authority of 

BlackstQne, quoted by Mr, Mason, as may be seen under 
the word Waif, and I remember to have seen it spelled 
in this manner, though I cannot recollect by whom. Its 
etvmology is uncertain ; but, distinguishing it from the 
word wane, from which it can scarcely be derived, is of 
real utility to the language, which, as much as possible, 
ought to adopt a different orthography to express a dif
ferent sense, or a different pronunciation.—See Bowl.
To Wake, wake, v. n. To watch, not to 

sleep; to be roused from sleep, to cease to sleep; to 
be put in action, to be excited.

To Wake, wike, v. a. To rouse from sleep; 
to excite, to put in motion or action; to bring to life 
again, as if from the sleep of death.

Wake, wake, s. The feast of the Dedication 
of the Church, formerly kept by watching all night; 
vigils, state of forbearing sleep-.

Wakeful, wake-ful, a. Not sleeping, vigilant. 
Wakefulness, wake-ful-nes, s. Want of sleep; 

forbearance of sleep.
To Waken, wa'kn, v. n. 103. To wake, to 

cease from sleep, to be roused from sleep.
To Waken, wa-kn, v. a. To rouse from sleep ; 

to excite to action ; to produce, to bring forth.
Waker, wak-ur, s. One who watches ; one 

who rouses.
Waking, wak-Ing, s. A watch ; the period 

of continuing awake.
Wale, wale, s. A rising part in cloth.
To Walk, wawk, v. n- 84. To move by lei

surely steps, so that one foot is set down before the 
other is taken up; it is used in the ceremonious lan
guage of invitation for Come or Go; to move for ex
ercise or amusement; to move the slowest pace, not 
to trot, gallop, or amble; to appear as a spectre; to 
act in sleep; to act in any particular manner.

To Walk, wlwk, v. a. To pass through.
Walk, wawk, s. 84. Act of walking for air 

or exercise; gait, step, mannerof moving ; a length of 
space, or circuit through which one walks; an avenue 
set W'ith trees; way, road, range, place of wandering ; 
a fish : Walk is the slowest or least raised pace, or go
ing of a horse.

Walker, wawk-ir, s. 98. One who walks; 
a fuller.

Walkingstaff, wawk-lng-stiff, s. A stick 
which a man holds to support himself in walking.

Wall, will, s. 33. 77. 84. A series of brick 
or stone carried upwards and cemented with mortar, 
the sides of a building ; fortification, works built for 
defence; to take the Wall, to take the upper place, 
not to give place.

To Wall, wall, v. a. To enclose with walls; 
to defend by walls.

Wallcreeper, wall-krA£p-frr, s. A bird.
Wallet, w&l-llt, s. 85. 99. A bag in which 

the necessaries of a traveller are put, a knapsack ; any 
thing protuberant and swagging.

Walleyed, wall-ide, a. Having white eyes. 
Wallflower, will-fl3&-ir, s.—See Stockgilli- 

jlower.
Wallfruit, wlll-frdftt, i. Fruit which to be ri

pened, must be planted against a wall.
To Wallop, wdl-Kip, v. a. 166. To boil.
WALLOUSE, wall-16&se, s. An insect
To Wallow, w61-1A, v. n. 85. To move hea

vily and clumsily ; to roll himself in mire or any thing 
filthy ; to live in any state of filth.or gross vice.

Wallow, w51-ld, s. 85. A kind of rolling or 
grovelling motion*

WaLLOWER, wSl-ld-ir, s. One who rolls him
self in the mire.

Wallrue, wall-r&S, s. An herb.
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Wallwort, wlH-w&rt, s. A plant, the same 
with dwarf-elder, or danewort—See Elder.

Wallnut, wAll-n&t. s. The name of a tree; 
the fruit and wood of the tree.

Wallpepper, wall-pep-pur, s. Houseleek. 
WALTRON, wall-tr&n, s. 166. The seahorse. 
To Wamble, wim^bl, v. n. 405. To roll with 

nausea and sickness. It is used of the stomach.
Wan, wbn, a. 85. Pale with sickness, languid 

of look.
Mr. Sheridan has given the a i.i this word and its 

compounds, the same sound as in man. Mr. Scott and 
Dr. Kenrick have given both the sound I have given and 
Mr. Sheridan’s, but seem to prefer the former by placing 
it first 1 have always heard it pronounced like tne first 
syllable of wanton ; and find Mr. Nares, W. Johnston, 
and Mr. Perry, have so marked it. I have, indeed, heard 
won, the old preterit of the verb to win, pronounced so 
as to rhyme with ran: but as this form of the verb is 
obsolete, the pronunciation is so too.—See Wasp. 
Wand, wSnd, s. A small stick or twig, a long 

rod ; any staff of authority or use; a charming rod.
To Wander, w&n-d&r, v. n. 98. To rove, to 

ramble here and there, to go without any certain 
course; to deviate, to go astray.

To Wander, w&n'dur, v. a. To travel over 
without any certain course. #

Wanderer, w6n-d&r-&r, s. 555. A rover, a 
rambler.

Wandering, wdn-d&r-lng, s. 410. Uncertain 
peregrination; aberration, mistaken way; uncer
tainty ; want of being fixed.

Wanderingly, w6n-dur-Ing-l£, ad. In an un
steady manner.

To Wane, wane, v. n. To grow less, to de
crease ; to decline, to sink.

Wane, wine, Decrease of the moon ; de
cline, diminution, declension.

Waned, wdnd, a. 85. 359. Turned pale and 
faint coloured.

Wanness, wdn-n&s, s. Paleness, languor. See 
Wan.

Wan NISH, w&n-nlsh, a. Of a pale or wan hue. 
To Want, w6nt, v. a. To be without some

thing fit or necessary; to be defective in something ; 
to fall short of, not to contain; to need, to have need 
of, to lack; to wish for, to long for.

To Want, wSnt, v. n. 85. To be wanted, to 
be improperly absent; to fail, to be deficient 

Want, wont, s. Need ; deficiency ; the state 
of not having; poverty, penury, indigence.

Wantless, wdnt-l&s, a. Abundant, fruitful, 
plenteous.

Wanton, wSn-t’in, a. 166. Lascivious, libidi
nous; licentious,dissolute; frolicksome, gat, sportive, 
airy; loose, unrestrained; quick and irregular mo
tion ; luxuriant, superfluous; not regular, turned for
tuitously.

Wanton, w6n-tun, s. A lascivious person, a 
strumpet, a whoremonger; a trifler, an insignificant 
flatterer; a word of slight endearment

To Wanton, w&n-t&n, v. n. To play lasci
viously ; to revel, to play; to move nimbly and irro. 
gularly.

WaHTONLY, wJn-t&n-M, ad. Lasciviously, 
frohcksomely, gayly, sportively.

Wantonness, wln-tun-nes, s. Lasciviousness, 
lechery; sportiveness, frolick, humour; licentious- 
ness, negligence of restraint.

Wantwit, wSnt-wlt, s. A fool.
Waped, wa-p^d, a. Dejected,crushed by misery. 

Obsolete.
War, war, s. 85. The exercise of violence un

der the sovereign command; the instruments of war, 
in poetical language; forces, army ; the profession of 
arms ; hostility, state of opposition, act of opposition. 

To War, wlr, v. n. To make war, to be ir. 
a state of hostility.
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To Warble, wir-bl, a. 405. To quaver any 
sound; to cause to quaver ; to utter musically.

To Warble, war-bl, v. n. To be quavered ; 
to be uttered melodiously ; to sink.

Warbler, war-bl-hr, y. A singer, asongster. 
To Ward, ward, v. a. To guard, to watch ;

to defend, to protect; to fence oflj to obstruct, or turn 
aside any thing mischievous.

To Ward, ward, v. n. Tobe vigilant, to keep 
guard; to act upon the defensive with a weapon.

Ward, wird, s. 85. Watch, act of guarding; 
guard made by a weapon in fencing; fortress, strong 
hold; district of a town ; custody, confinement; the 
part of a lock which, corresponding to the proper key, 
hinders any other; one in the hands of a guardian ; 
the state of a child under a guardian; guardianship, 
right over orphans.

Warden, war-dn, s. 103. A keeper, a guar
dian ; a head officer; a large pear.

Wardenship, war-dn-ship, s. The office of ai 
warden or guardian.

Warder, wijrd-hr, s. 98. A keeper, a guard; 
a truncheon by which an officer of arms forbade fight. 

Wardmote, wird-mdte, s. A meeting,, a 
court held in each ward or district in London for the 
direction of their affairs.

Wardrobe, wird-rdbe, s. A room where clothes 
arc kept.

Wardship, ward-ship, s. Guardianship ; pupil
age, state of being under ward.

Ware, ware. The pret. of Wear, more fre
quently Wore.

Ware, ware, a. For this we commonly say 
Aware; being in expectation of being provided against; 
cautious, wary.

To Ware, ware, v. n. To take heed of, to be
ware.

Ware, ware, s. Commonly something to be 
sold.

Wareful, ware-fill, a. Cautious, timorously, 
prudent.

Warehouse, ware-house, s. A storehouse of 
merchandise.

Wareless, w&reQ&s, a Un cautious, unwary. 
Warfare, war-fare, s. Military service, mili

tary life.
Warily, wa-r£-l&, ad. Cautiously, with timo

rous prudence, with wise forethought.
Wariness, wa-r^-nes, s. Caution, prudent 

forethought, timorous scrupulousness.
Warlike, war-like, a. Fit for war, disposed 

to war; military, relating to war.
Warlikeness, wAr-llke-n^s, s. Warlike dispo

sition or character.
I wirMuk, Sk Scottish. A witch, 

Warluck, $
a wizard.

Warm, wirm, a. 85. Not cold, though not 
hot; heated to a small degree; zealous, ardent; vk>- 
lent, furious, vehement; busy in action ; fanciful, en- 
thusiastick.

To Warm, warm, v, a. To free from cold, to 
heat in a gentle degree; to heat mentally, to make ve
hement

Warmingpan. wSr-mlng-pln, s. A covered 
brass pan for warming a bed by means of hot coals.

Warmingstone, war-ming-stdne,s. The warm
ing stone is dug in Cornwall, which, being once well 
heated at the fire, retains its warmth a great while..

Warmly, wlrm-U, ad. With gentle heat; 
eagerly, ardently.

Warmness, wirm-n&s, ) ,’a f s. Gentle heat; zeal,Warmth, warm/A, V ’
passion, fervour of mind ; fancifulness, enthusiasm. 

To Warn, w&rn, v. a. S5. To caution 
against any fault or danger, to give previous notice of 
ill; to admonish to any duty to be performed, or prac
tice or place to be avoided or forsaken ; to notify previ
ously good or bad.

61* *

Warner, war-n&r, s. An admonisher.
Warning, war-nlng, s. 410. Caution against 

faults or dangers, previous notice of ill
Warp, warp, s. 85. That order of thread in 

a thing woven that crosses the woof.
To Warp, warp, v. n. To change from the 

true situation by intestine motion; to contract; to 
lose its proper course or direction.

To Warp, warp, v. n. To contract, to shrivel, 
to turn aside from the true direction.

Warping, warding, s. The act of turning 
aside from the true-direction.

Warproof, war-prodf^ s. Valour known by 
proof.

To Warrant, wdr-rAnt, v. a. To support or 
maintain, to attest; to give authority; to justify ; to 
exemirt, to privilege, to secure; to deciare upon 
surety..

Warrant, w6r-rant,i. 168. A writ conferring 
some right or authority ; a writ giving the officer oi 
justice the power of caption ; a justificatory commis
sion of testimony; right, legality.

Warrantable, wbr-rant-A-bl, a. Justifiable, 
defensible.

Warrantableness, w6r-iant;urbl-nes, s. 
Justifiableness.

WaRRANTABLY, wur-rant-lrblS, ad. Justifia
bly.

Warranter, wdr-rant-tir, s. One who gives 
authority; one who gives security.

Warrantise, wdr^ran-tize, s. Authority, sc*- 
curity. Obsolete.

Warranty, wdr-rAn-t£, s. Authority, justifi
catory mandate; security.

Warren, wdr-rln, s. 99. A kind of park for 
rabbits.

Warrener, wor^rin-fir, s. 98s The keeper of 
a warren.

WaRRIOUR, wariy&r, s. 314. A soldier, a mili
tary man.

Wart, wart, s. 85. A corneous excrescence 
a small protuberance on the flesh.

Wart wort, wart-wurt, s. Spurge. 
Warty, war-te, a. Grown over with warts. 
Warworn, war-worn, a. Worn with war. 
Wary, wa-r&, a. Cautious, scrupulous, timor

ously prudent.
Was, w6z. The pret. of To Be.
To Wash, w&sh, v. a. 85. To cleanse by ablu

tion ; to colour by washing.
To Wash, w6sh, v. n. To perform the act of 

ablution ; to cleanse clothes.
Wash, wish, s. 85. Alluvion, any thing col

lected by water ; a bog, a marsh, a fen, a quagmire; 
a medical or cosmetick lotion ; a superficial stain oi 
colour; the feed of hogs gathered from washed dishes; 
the act of washing the clothes of a fam Uy ; the linen 
washed at once.

Washball, wdsh-bal, s. Ball made of soap. 
Washer, wosh-Rr, s. 98. One who washes. 
Washy, w&sh-£, a. Watery, damp; weak, not 

solid.
Wasp, wdsp, z. 85. A brisk stinging insect, in 

form resembling a bee.
{O’ Mr. Sheridan has pronounced this word so as.to 

rhyme with hasp, clasp. &c. This sound is so perfectly 
new to me, that I should have supposed it to have been 
an errour of the press, if Mr. Scott and Dr. Kenrick had 
not marked it in the same manner: Mr. Smith and 
Mr. Perry approach, somewhat nearer to the true sound 
of a. by giving it the same sound as in father ; but 
Mr. Nares and W. Johnston give it the sound of short 
o. like the a in was, wash, &c.: and that this is the true- 
sound, see Principles, No. 85.
Waspish, wosp-ish, a. Peevish, malignant, 

irritable.
WaSPISHLY, wSsp-lsh-le, a. Peevishly. 
Waspishness, w6sp-Ish-n^s, s. Peevishness, 

irritability.
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Wassail, wSs^sll, j. 208. A liquor made of 
apples, sugar, and ale, anciently much used by English 
good-fellows, a drunken bout

To Wassail, w&s'sil, v. n. To attend at was- 
sails, to frolick, to tope.

Wassailer, wds-sll-ftr, s. A toper, a drunkard.
Wast, wdst. The second person of ITas, from 

To Be.
To Waste, waste, v. a. 74. To diminish; 

to destroy wantonly and luxuriously; to destroy, to 
desolate; to wear out; to spend, to consume.

To Waste, waste, v. n. To dwindle, to be in 
a state of consumption.

Waste, waste, a. Destroyed, refined ; desolate, 
uncultivated ; superfluous, exuberant, loss for want of 
occupiers; worthless, that of which none but vile uses 
can be made ; that of which no account is taken or 
value found.

Waste, wAste, s. Wanton or luxurious de
struction, consumption, loss; useless expense; deso
late or uncultivated ground ; ground, place or space 
unoccupied; region ruined and deserted; mischief, 
destruction.

Wasteful, waste-ful, a. Destructive, ruinous, 
wantonly or dissolutely consumptive; lavish, prodi
gal ; luxuriantly liberal.

Wastefully, wAste-f&l-A, ad. With vain and 
dissolute consumption.

Wastefulness, waste-ful-n&s, s. Prodigality.
Waster, wast-fir, s. 98. One that consumes 

dissolutely and extravagantly, a squanderer, vain con
sumer.

Wastethrift, waste'Mrift, s. A spendthrift.
Watch, witsh, s. 85. Forbearance of sleep ; 

attendance without sleep; attention, close observa- | 
tion ; guard, vigilant keep; watchmen, men set to 
guard; place where a guard is set; a period of the 
night; a pocket clock, a small clock moved by a 
spring.

To Watch, wStsh, v. n. Not to sleep, to wake; 
to keep guard ; to look with expectation ; to be atten
tive, to be vigilant; to be cautiously observant; to be 
insidiously attentive.

To Watch, wfttsh, v. a. To guard, to have in 
keep ; to observe in ambush ; to tend; to observe in 
order to detect or prevent.

Watcher, wdtsh-ir, s. 98. One who watches; 
a diligent overlooker or observer.

Watch ET, w6tsh-lt. s. 99. Pale blue.
Watchful, wStsh-ful, a. Vigilant, attentive, 

cautious, nicely observant
Watchfully, wdtsh-ful-A, ad. Vigilantly, cau

tiously, attentively, with cautious observation.
■Watchfulness, wdtsh-ful-n&s, s. Vigilance, 

heed, suspicious attention, cautious regard ; inability 
to sleep.

Watchhouse, wAtsh-hSAse, s. Place where 
the watch is set.

Watching, wdtsh-Ing, s. 410. Inability to 
sleep.

Watchmaker, w6tsh-ma-kur, s. One whose 
business it is to make watches, or pocket clocks.

Watchman, w&tsh-mAn, s. 88. Guard, senti
nel, one set to keep ward.

Watchtower, wj>tsh-t5u-ur, s. Tower on which 
a sentinel was placed for the sake of prospect

Watchword, wStsh-wftrd, s. The word given 
to the sentinels to know their friends.

Water, wa-tfir, s. 38. 85. 76. 86. One of 
the four elements; the sea ; urine ; to hold Water, 
to be sound, to be tight; it is used for the lustre of a 
diamond.

To Water, wa-t6r, v. a. 64. To irrigate, to 
supply with moisture; to supply with water for drink; 
to fertilize or accommodate with streams; to diversify 
as with waves.

To Water, wa-tir, v. n. 98. To shed mois
ture ; to get or take in water, to be used in supplying 
water; the mouth Waters, the man longs.

Watercolours, wA-thr-khkhrz, s. Painters 
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make colours into a soft consistency with water, those 
they call Water-colours.

Watercresses, w&t&r-kr&s-slz, s. 99. A plant. 
These are of five species.

Waterer, wi-t&r-hr, s. 555. One w'ho waters. 
Waterfall, wa-thr-fAll, s. Cataract, cascade. 
Waterfowl, wa-t&r-foul, $. Fowl that live or 

get their food in water.
Watergruel, wa-thr-grdS-Il, $. Food made 

with oatmeal and water.
Waterhen, wa'thr-h&n, 5. A coot, a water

fowl.
Wateriness, wa-tur-£-n£s, s. Humidity, mois

ture.
Watering-place, wA-tfir-Ing-plase, s.

A town, village, or other place, usually on the sea
coast, noted, at certain Seasons, for a numerous resort 
of people to it

Waterish, wA-tStr-lsh, a. Resembling water; 
moist, insipid.

Waterishnesb, wa-ttir-ish-n&s, s. Thinness, 
resemblance of water.

V. ATERLEAF, w&t&r-tefe, 7 pianle 
Waterlily, wi'tfir-HWd, J s' 
Waterlogged, wa-tiir-ligd, a. Applied to a 

ship, when by leaking, she has received a great deal 
of water into the hold, and is become so inactive upon 
the sea, as to yield without resistance to the effort oi 
every wave rushing over her deck.

Waterman, wi-t&r-mAn, s. 88. A ferryman, 
a boatman.

Watermark, wa-t&r-mirk, s. The utmost 
limit of the rise of the flood.

Watermelon, wA-tur-m^l-im, s. A plant.
Watermill, wa-t&r-mill, s. Mill turned by 

water.
Watermint, wl-tfir-mlnt, s. A plant.
Water-ordeal, wa-thr-^r-d^-Al, s. An old 

mode of trial by water.
Water-ordeal was performed, either by plunging 

the bare arm up to the elbow in boiling water, and 
escaping unhurt thereby; or by casting the suspected 
person into a river or pond; and if he floated therein, 
without swimming, it was deemed an evidence of his 
guilt.
Waterradish, wa-t&r-rAd-lsh, s. A species 01 

watercresses, which see.
Waterrat, wa-tfir-rAt, s. A rat that make; 

holes in banks.
Waterrocket, wa-thr-r6k-lt, «. A species o 

watercresses.
Watersapphire, wa-t&r-sAf-fir, s. A sort of 

stone. The occidental sapphite is neither so bright 
nor so hard as the orientaL

Watertight, wa-thr-dte, a. That which will 
not admit water.

Waterviolet, wA-t&r-vi-d-let, s. A plant. 
Waterwillow, wl-t&r-wll-ld, s. A plant. 
WATERWITH, wA-t&r-»wh/z, s. A plant of Ja

maica, growing on dry hills where no water is to be 
met with ; its trunk, if cut into pieces two or three 
yards long, and held by either end to the mouth, 
affords, plentifully, water or sap to the thirsty travel
ler.

Waterwork, wa-thr-whrk, s. Play of foun
tains, any hydraulick performance.

Watery, wA-t&r-A, a. Thin, liquid, like wa
ter; tasteless, insipid, vapid, spiritless ; wet, abound, 
ing with water ; relating to the water; consisting of 
water.

Wattle, w&t-tl, s. 405. The barbs, or loose 
red flesh that hangs below the cock’s bill j a hurdle.

To Wattle, wdt'tl, v. a. To bind with twigs, 
to form by plaiting twigs.

Wave, wave, s. Water raised above the level 
of the surface, billow; unevenness, inequality.

To Wave, wave, v. n. To play loosely, to 
float; to be moved as a signal
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To Wave, wive, v. a. To raise into inequali- 
, ties of surface ; to move loosely ; to waft, to remove 
any thing floating; to beckon, to direct by a waft or 
motion of any thing ; to put off; to put aside for the 
present.

Waveless, wave'lSs, a. Smooth; without 
■waves, *

To Waver, wi-v&r, v. n. 98. To play to and 
fro, to move loosely; to be unsettled, to be uncer
tain or inconstant, to fluctuate, not to be determined.

Waverer, wa-v&r-hr, s. One unsettled and
irresolute.

WaveringnEaS, wR-v&r-Ing-n£s, s. Unsteadi
ness.

Waving, wa-vlng, s. The act of moving or
playing loosely.

Wavy, wa-v£, a. Rising in waves; playing to 
and fro, as in undulations.

To Wawl, wawl, v. n. To cry, to howl.
Wax, wlks, 5. The thick tenacious matter ga

thered by the bees ; any tenacious mass, such as is 
u sed to fasten letters ; the substance that exudes from 
the ear.

The a in this word being followed by *, which is 
no more than ks, the preceding w loses its deepening 
power, and the word comes under the rule in the Prin
ciples, No. 85.
To Wax, wlks, v. a. To smear, to join with 

wax.
To Wax, wAks, v. n. Pret. Waxed. Part. pass. 

Waned, Waxen. To grow, to increase, become, to 
pass into any state, to become, to grow.

Waxchandler, vyaks-tsh^nd-l&r, $. A maker
of wax candles.

Waxwork, wiks-w&rk, s. Figures formed of 
wax, in imitation of the substances which they repre
sent.

Waxen, wlk-sn, a. 103. Made of wax.
Way, wa,s. 220. The road in which one travels, 

a length of journey ; course, direction of motion ; ad- 
vanoe in life ; passage, power of progression made or 
given ; local tendency; course, regular progression; 
situation where a thing may probably be found ; a sit
uation or course obstructed or hindered ; tendency to 
any meaning or act; access, means of admittance; 
sphere of observation , means, mediate instrument, 
intermediate step; method, means of management; 
private determination; manner, mode ; method or 
plan of life, conduct or action ; right method to act 
or know ; general scheme of acting; bj’ the Way, 
without any necessary connexion with the main de
sign • to go or come one’s Way or Ways, to come 
along, or depart.

Wayfarer, wa-fa-r&r, s. 98. Passenger, tra
veller.

Wayfaring, wa-fa-rlng, a. 410. Travelling, 
passing, being on a journey.

Wayfaringtree, wa-fa-rlng-tr^, s. A plant. 
To Waylay, wa-lA,' v. a. To watch insidiously 

in the way ; to beset by ambush.
Waylayer, wa-la-hr, s. 98. One who waits in 

ambush for another.
WayLESS, wa-l&s, a. Pathless, untracked.
Waymaker, wa-ma-k&r, s. One who causes 

way to be made for another; a precursor.
Waymark, wa'mArk, s. Mark to guide in tra

velling.
vVayward, wa-w&rd, a. 88. Froward, peevish, 

morose, vexatious.
WaYWardly, wa-w&rd-li, ad. Frowardly, per

versely.
Waywardness, wa-w&rd-nSs, s. Frowardness,

perverseness.
We, pron. 96. 246. The plural of I.— 

See Z
Weak, weke, a, 227. Feeble, not strong; in

firm, not healthy ; soft, pliant, not stiff; low of sound; 
feeble of mind ; wanting spirit; not much iinpreg- 
nated with aoy ingredient; not powerful, not potent; 
not 'veil supported by argument; unfortified.

To Weaken, wi-kn, ». a. 103. To debilitate- 
to enfeeble.

Weakener, wi^kn-iir, s. That which makes 
weak, that which lessens the effects.

Weakling, w^ke-ling, s. 410. A feeble crea. 
tuie.

Weakly, wdke-1^, ad. Feebly, with want of 
strength.

Weakly, w^ke-M, a. Not strong, not healthy. 
Weakness, w'£ke-n£s, s. Want of strength, 

want of force, feebleness; infirmity, unhealthiness; 
want of cogency ; want of judgment, want of resolu
tion, foolishness of mind ; defect, failing.

Weakside, w£ke-slde's. Foible, deficiency,
infirmity.

Weal, w£le, s. 227. Happiness, prosperity, 
flourishing state; republick, state, publick interest 

Weald, w&de, s. A wood, a grove. Old 
Saxon.

Wealth, welzA, s. 234. 515. Riches, money 
or precious goods.

Wealthily, w&zZt-£-l£, ad. Richly. 
Wealthiness, w£lz/^e-n£s, $. Richness.. 
Wealthy, welz/t-£, a. Rich, opulent.
To Wean, w^ne, v. a. 227. To put from the 

breast; to withdraw from any habit or desire.
Weanling, wAne-llng, s. 410. An animal 

newly weaned ; a child newly weaned.
Weapon, wep-pn, s. 234. An instrument of 

offence.
This word is not unfrequently pronounced with 

the ea long, as in heap, reap; but Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Scott, 
Dr. Kenrick, Mr. Nares, and Mr. Perry, pronounce it 
with the diphthong short; Mr. Barclay gives it both 
ways, and the long sound first; but W. Johnston marks 
it with the short sound only.
Weaponed, w&p-pnd, a. 359. Armed for de

fence, furnished with arm-.
Weaponless, w£p-pn-Us, a. Having no wea

pons, unarmed.
To Wear, ware, v. a. 240. To waste with use 

or time ; to consume tediously ; to carry appendant tc 
the body, to use as clothes ; to exhibit in appearance; 
to effect by degrees; to Wear out, to harass ; to waste 
or destroy by use-

To Wear, ware, v. n. To be wasted with use 
or time ; to be tediously spent; to pass by degrees 

Wear, ware, s. The act of wearing; the thing 
worn ; a dam to shut up and raise the water; often 
written Weir or Wier.

Wearer, wA-rur, s. 98. One who has any 
thing appendant to his person.

Wearing, wa-ring, $. 410.- Clothes.
Weariness, w&ri-nSs, s. Lassitude, state of 

being spent with labour ; fatigue, cause of lassitude; 
impatience of any thing; tediousness.

Wearisome, w^-rd-s&m, a. 165. Troublesome, 
tedious, causing weariness.

Wearisomely, w£-r£-sUm-l£, ad. Tediously, 
so as la cause weariness.

Wearisomeness, w^-rd-sum-n^s, s. The qua
lity of tiring; the state of being easily tired.

To Weary, w£-r£, v. a. To tire, to fatigue, to 
harass, to subdue by labour; to make impatient of 
continuance; to subdue or harass by anything irk
some.

Weary, w£'re. a. 227. Subdued by fatigue, 
tired with labour: impatient of the continuance of any 
thing painful; desirous to discontinue ; causing wea
riness, tiresome.

Weasel, w£-zl, *• 102. 227 A small animal 
that eats corn and Kills mice

WeasanD, w^zn, s. 227. The windpipe, tbe 
passage through which the breath Is drawn and emit
ted.

Wbatheb, -w&TH-ir, s. 234. State of the air, 
respecting either cold orgeat, wet oi drytressj tne 
change of the state of the air; tempest, storm.

To Weather, w$TH-&r, v. a. To expose to the
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air; to pass with difficulty; to Weather a point* to 
gain a point against the wind ; to weather out, to en
dure, 469.

Weatherbeaten, w$TH-hr-b£-tn, a. Harassed
and seasoned by hard weather.

Weatherboard, weTH-ir-bdrd, s. In the sea 
language, that side of the ship that is to the windward.

Weathercock, w^TH-hr-kdk, s. An artificial 
cuck set on the top of the spire, which by turning shows 
the point from which the wind blows; anything fickle 
and inconstant.

Weatherdriven, weTH-ur-drlv-vn, part.
Forced by storms.

Weathergage, w^TH-ir-gadje, r Any thing
that shows the weather.

Weatherglass, w^TH-fir-glis, s. A barome
ter.

Weatherproof, weTH-&r-pr36f, s. Proof
against rough weather.

Weatherspy, w&TH-tir-spl, s. A stargazer, an
astrologer.

Weatherwise, w&rH-hr-wlze, a. Skilful in
foretelling the weather.

To Weave, w£ve, v. a. Pret. Wove, Weaved. 
Part. pass. Woven, Weaved. To form by texture ; to 
unite by intermixture; to interpose, to insert.

To Weave, w£ve, v. n. 227. To work with
a loom.

Weaver, w^v&r, s. 98. One who makes
threads into cloth.

Web, w£b, $. Texture, any thing woven ; a
kind of dusky film that hinders the sight.

WEBBED, w£bd* a. 359. Joined by a film.
Webfooted, web-f&t-^d, a. Having films be

tween the toes.
Ta Wed, w&d, v. a. To marry, to take for hus

band or wife; to join in marriage; to unite for ever; 
to take for ever; to unite by Jove or fondness.

To Wed, w&d, v. n. To contract matrimony. 
Wedding, w&d-dlng, s. 410. Marriage, nup

tials, the nuptial ceremony.
Wedge, w£dje, s. A body which having a sharp

* edge, continually growing thicker, is used to cleave 
timber; a mass of metal; any thing in the form of a 
wedge.

To Wedge, wSdje, v. a. To fasten with wedges,
to straiten with wedges, to cleave with wedges.

Wedlock, wSd'l&k, s. Marriage.
Wednesday, w£nze-d&, s. 223. The fourth 

day of the week, so named by the Gothick nations from 
Woden or Oden.

Wee, w£, a. Little, small.
Weechelm, w&tsh^lm, s. A species of elm, 

often written Witchelm.
Weed, w&d, $. An herb noxious or useless;

a garment, clothes, habit.
To Weed, w&d, v. a. 246. To rid of noxious 

plants ; to take away noxious plants; to free from 
any thing hurtful; to root out vice.

Weeder, w££d-&r, s. 98. One that takes away
any thing noxious.

Weedhook, ) . . ■ .
Weedinghook, w&d-ing-h68k, J ’ y

which weeds are cut away or extirpated.
Weedless, w<*£d-l&s, a. Free from weeds, free

from any thing useless or noxious..
Weedy, w££dQ, a. Consisting of weeds; 

abounding with weeds.
Week, wdek, s. 246. The space of seven days. 
Weekday, wWk-dA, s. Any day not Sunday. 
Weekly, week-li, a. Happening, produced, 

or done once a week, hebdomadary.
Weekly, w££k-l£, ad. Once a week, by heb

domadal periods.
To Ween, w££n, v. n. 246. To imagine, to

form a notion, to fancy.
To Wef.p, w£ep, v. n. Pret. and part. pass. 
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Wept Weeped. To show sorrow by tears ; to sheC 
tears from any passion; to lament, to complain.

To Weep, w££p, v. a. 246. To lament with 
tears, to bewail, to bemoan; to shed moisture; to 
abound with wet.

Weeper, w^Ap'&r, s. 98. One who sheds tears, 
a mourner; a white border on the sleeve of a mourn
ing coat.

WEEPINGLY, w£ep-lng-l£, ad. With weeping ;
in tears.

To WEET, w&t, v. n. Pret. Wot, or Wole. To 
know, to be informed, to have knowledge.

WEETLESS, wWt-15s, a. 246. Unknowing. 
Weevil, w£-vl, s. 159. A grub.
Weezel, w£-zl, s.—See Weasel.
Weft, w&ft, s. The woof of cloth. 
Weft age, w^f-tldje, s. 90. Texture.
To Weigh, wa, v. a. 249, 290. To examine 

by the balance ; to be equivalent to in weight; to pay, 
allot, or take by weight; to raise, or take up the an
chor ; to examine, to balance in the mind; to Weigh 
down, to overbalance j to overburden, to oppress with 
weight.

To Weigh, wa, v. n. To have weight, to be 
considered as important; to raise the anchor ; to beat 
heavily, to press hard.

Weighed, wade, a. 359. Experienced.
Weigher, wa'&r, s. One who weighs.
Weight, wate, s. Quantity measured by the 

balance; a mass by which, as the standard, other 
bodies are examined; ponderous mass; gravity, heavi
ness, tendency to the centre; pressure, burden, over
whelming power; importance, power, influence, efi- 
cacy.—See Eight.

Weightily, wi-t£-l£, ad. Heavily, ponder
ously, solidly, importantly.

Weightiness, wa-ti-n&, s. Ponderosity, gra
vity, heaviness ; solidity, force; importance.

Weightless, waters, a. Light, having no
gravity.

Weighty, wa-t£, a. 249. Heavy, ponderous,
important, momentous, efficacious; rigorous, severe.

Welcome, w^l-k&m, a. 165. Received with 
gladness, admitted willingly, grateful, pleasing; tc 
bid Welcome, to receive with professions of kindness.

Welcome, w&l-khm, interj. A form saluta
tion used to a new comer.

Welcome, w^l-khm, s. Salutation of a new
comer ; kind reception of a new comer.

To Welcome, w&l-k&m, v. a. To salute a new
comer with kindness.

Welcomeness, w&l-k&m-n^s, s. Gratefulness.
Welcomer, wfil-khm-hr, s. 98. The salutor or

receiver of a new comer.
Weld, w&ld, s. Yellow weed or dyer’s weed. 
Welfare, wel-fare, s. Happiness, success, 

prosperity.
Welk, w&lk, s. A wrinkle.
Welked, w£lkt, a. 359. Wrinkled, wreathed. 
Welkin, w^l-kln, s. The visible regions of the 

air.
Well, w£1, s. A spring, a fountain, a source; 

a deep narrow pit of water; the cavity in which stairs 
are placed.

To Well, w£11, v. n. To spring, to issue at;
from a spring.

Well, well, a. Not sick, not unhappy; con
venient ; happy; being in favour; recovered from 
any sickness or misfortune.

Well, will, ad. Not ill, not unhappily ; not 
ill, not wickedly; skilfully, properly ; not amiss, not 
unsuccessfully; with praise, favourably: as Well as, 
together with, not less than : Well is him, he is bap. 
py; Well nigh, nearly, almost: It is used much in 
Composition, to express any thing right, laudable, oe 
not defective.

Welladay, wilQL-di, interj. Alas’
/ 

/
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Wellbeing, vrSl-b&Ing, s. 410. Happiness, 
prosperity.

Wellborn, wil-bArn,' a. Not meanly de
scended-

Wellbred, wSl-brSd,' a. Elegant of manners, 
polite.

Wellmannered, wAl-mAn-n&rd, a. Polite, 
civil, complaisant.

Wellnatured, wAl-na'tsbird,a. Good-natur
ed, kind.

Wflldone, wil-d&n, interj. A word of praise. 
WellfavOURED, wAl-fa-v&rd, a. Beautiful, 

pleasing to the eye.
Wellmeaner, wAl-men-&r, s. One who means 

well
Wellmeaning, wAl-mAn-Ing, a. Having a 

good intention.
Wellmet, wAl-mAt,' inteij. A term of saluta

tion.
Wellnigh, w51-nl,z ad. Almost.
Wellspent, wAl-spAnt, a. Passed with virtue. 
Wellspoken, wAl-spA^kn, a. Speaking well. 

speaking finely; speaking graciously; speaking kindly 
Wellspring, w^l-sprlng, s. Fountain, source. 
Wellwiller, w&l-wll-lur, s. One who means 

kindly.
Wellwish, wAl-wlsh,' s. A wish of happiness.
Wellwisher, wAll-wish^&r, s. One who wishes 

the good of another.
Welt, wAlt, s. A border, a guard, an edging.
To Welter, wAlt-ur, v. n. 98. To roll in water 

or mire; to roll voluntarily, to wallow.
Wen, w£n, s. A fleshy or callous excrescence.
Wench, wAnsh, s. A young woman ; a young 

woman in contempt; a strumpet.
To Wench, wAnsh, v. n. To frequent loose 

women.
Wencher, wfinsh-hr, s. 98. A fornicator.
Wenchlike, wAnsh-likc, a. After the manner 

of wenches.
To Wend, wAnd, v. n. Obsolete. To go, to 

pass to or from, to turn round.
Wenny, wAn-nd, a. Having the nature of a 

wen.
Went, w£nt. Pret. of the obsolete verb Wend, 

to go.
Wept, wApt. Pret. and part, of Weep.
Were, w£r, 94. The plural of the imperfect 

indicative of the verb To Be, which see ; see likewise 
the participle Been.

Wert, wArt The second person singular of 
the imperfect subjunctive of To Be.

West, west, s. The region where the sun sets 
below the horizon at the equinoxes.

West, wAst, a. Being towards, or coming 
from, the region of the setting sun.

WEST, wAst, ad. To the west of any place.
Westering, wAst-&r-ing, a. 410. Passing to 

the west
Westerly, wAst-ur-lA, a. Tending or being 

towards the west.
Western, wdst-hrn, a. Being in the west, or 

toward the part where the sun sets.
Westward, wAst-w&rd, ad. 88. Towards the 

west
Westwardly, wAst-w&rd-lA, ad. With tendency 

to the west.
Wet, wAt, a. Humid, having some moisture 

adhering; rainy, watery.
Wet, wAt, s. Water, humidity, moisture.
To WET, wAt, v. a. To moisten ; to drench 

with drink.
Wether, w&rH-&r, s. 98. 469. A ram cas

trated.
Wetness, wAt-nAs, s. The state of being wet, 

moisture.
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Wetshod, wet-shAd, a. Wet over the shoes. 
To Wex, weks, v. n. To grow, to increase.

This word,33ys Johnson, was corrupted from wax 
by Spenser, for a rhyme, and imitated by Dryden : and 
I make no doubt that many of our corruptions in pronun. 
ciation are owing to the same cause.
Wezand, we-zn, s. The windpipe.
Whale, hwale, s. 397. The largest of fish, the

largest of the animals that inhabit this globe.
Whalebone, hwale-bdne, s. The fin of a 

whale; the fin of a whale cut and used in making 
stays.

Whaly, hwa-le, a. Marked in streaks.
Wharf, hworf, $. A fierpendicular bank or 

mole, raised for the convenience of landing or empty
ing vessels.

Wharfage, hworf-ldje, s. 90. Dues for land
ing at a wharf.

Wharfinger, hwor-fin-jAr, 5. One who At
tends a wharf

What, hw6t, pron. 397. That which; which 
part: something that is in one’s mind indefinitely 
which of several; an interjection by way of surprise 
or question; What though, What imports it though ? 
notwithstanding ; What time, What day, at the time 
when, on the day when ; which of many ? interroga
tively ; to how great a degree; it is used adverbially 
for partly, in part; What ho! an interjection of cal
ling.

Whatever, hw&t-ev'&r, 98. ) „ .__
Whatsoever, hw6t-sd-ev-&r, J ^rm' ®

one nature or another, being one or another either 
generically, specifically, or numerically; any thing, 
be it what it will; the same, be it this or that; all 
that, the whole that, all particulars that.

Wheal, hwile, t. 227. A pustule, a small 
swelling filled with water.

Wheat, hwdte, s. 227. The grain of which 
bread is chiefly m'ide.

WHEATEN, hw^-tn, a. 103. Made of wheat. 
Wheatear, hwlt-ydre, s. A small bird very 

dedicate.
To Wheedle, hwee-dl, v. a. 405. To entice 

by soft words, to flatter, to persuade by kind words.
Wheel, hw&H, s. 397. A circular body that 

turns round upon an axis ; a circular body, a carriage 
that runs upon wheels; an instrument on which cri
minals are tortured; the instrument of spinning; ro
tation, revolution ; a compass about, a track approach
ing to circularity.

To Wheel, hvveel, v. n. To move on wheels; 
to turn on an axis; to revolve, to have a rotatory mo
tion ; to turn, to have vicissitudes; to fetch a com
pass ; to roll forward.

To Wheel, hwWl, v. a. To put into a rotatory 
motion, to make to whirl round.

Wheelbarrow, hw<Ul'bir-rd, s. A carriage 
driven forward on one wheel.

Wheeler, hw^el-ur, s. A maker of wheels. 
Wheelwright, hw££l-rlte, s. A maker of 

wheel carriages.
Wheely, hwdel-e, a. Circular, suitable to ro

tation.
To Wheeze, hwe^ze, v. n. To breathe with 

noise.
Whelk, hwllk, s. An inequality, a protuber

ance; a pustule.—See Welk.
To Whelm, hw£lm, v. a. To cover with some

thing not to be thrown off, to bury; to throw upon 
something so as to cover or bury it

Whelp, hwfilp, s. The young of a dog, a 
puppy; the young of any beast of prey; a son; a 
young man.

To Whelp, hw&p, v. n. To bring young.
When, hwSn, ad. 397. At the time that; at 

what time ; what time; at which time; after the time 
that; at what particular time •, When as, At the time 
when, what time.

Whence, hw&nse, ad. FVom what place; from 
what person ; from what premises; from which plaoe

X \
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or person ; for which cause; from what source; from 
Whence, a vicious mode of speech ; of Whence, ano
ther barbarism.

Whencesoever, hw£nse-sA-3v-fir, ad. From 
what place soever.

Whenever, hw6n-ev-ur, ?
Whensoever, hwSn-sMv-ftr, 5

At whatsoever time.
Where, hwire, i«l. T3. 94. At which place 

or places ; at what place ; at the place in which ; any 
Where, at any place; Where, like Here, has in com
position, a kind of pronominal signification.

Whereabout, hware^u-bdot, ail. Near what 
place; near which place ; concerning which.

Whereas, hware-iz,' ad. When on the con
trary ; at which place ; the thing being so that.

Whereat, hware-at,' ad. At which. 
Whereby, h ware-bl.' ad. By which.
Wherever, hwAre-ev-hr, ad. At whatsoever 

place.
Wherefore, h wire-fore, ad. For which rea-

On which.
| ad.

| ad. To which.

son ; for what reason. 
Wherein, hware-1 n,' ad. 
WhereINTO, hware-ln-to, ad. 
WHERENESS, hware-nes, f. 
Whereof, hwire-df,' ad.

Forthwith.
Whereon, hware-dn,' ad.
Whereso, hware-sd,
Wheresoevf.r, hware-sd-dv'&r,

In what place soever.
Whereto, hwire-tdd,' 
WhereuntO, hware-un-too,'
Whereupon, hware-up-dn,' ad. Upon which. 
Wherewith, hware-wltA,' ? .
Wherewithal, hware-wiTH-all,' J

With which.
For the different sounds of th in these words, see 

Fen th with.
To Whi’RRET, hwir-rit, v. a. 99. To hurry, 

to trouble, to tease; to give a box on the ear.
WHERRET, hwer'rlt, s. A box on the ear. 
Wherry, hwfr-ni, s. A light boat used on 

rivers.
To Whet, liwgt, v. 1- To sharpen by attrition, 

to edge, to make angry or acrimonious, to give appe
tite.

Whet, hwdt, s. The aci of sharpening; any 
thing that makes hungry, as a dram.

Whether, hw^TH-hr, ad. 469. A particle 
expressing one part of a disjunctive question in oppo
sition to the other.

Whether, hw&TH-dr, pron. Which of two. 
Whetstone, hwdi-stdne, s. Stone on which 

any thing is whetted or rubbed to make it sharp.
Wiietter, hwdt-tiir, s. 98. One who whe»s 

or sharpens.
Whey, hwa, s. 269. The thin or serous part 

of milk, from which the oleose or grumous part is se- 
parated: it is used of any thing white and thin.

WHEYEY, hw.V<5 > n Partaking of whey, 
Wheyish, hwa-lsh, S

resembling whey.
Which, hvdtsh. The pronoun relative, relating 

to things ; it formerly was used for Who, and related 
likewise to persons, as in the first words of the Lord’s 
prayer.

Whichsoever, hwltsli-si-3v-ur,pron. Whether 
one or the other.

Whiff, hwif, $. A blast, a puff of wind.
To Whiff, liwif, v. a. To consume in whiffs; 

to emit with whiflfe, as in smoking.
To Whiffle, hwTf^fl, v. n. 405. To move in

constantly, as if driven by a puff of wind.
WHIFFLER, hwlfi-fl-ur, s. 98. One that blows 

strongly ; one of no consequence, one moved with a 
whiff or puff.
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In which.
Into which. 

Ubiety.
Of which.—See

Whig, hwlg, s. Whey; the name of a party 
in politicks.

Whiggish, hwig-glsh, a. 382. Relating to the 
Whigs.

Whiggism, hwlg-gizm, $. The notions of a 
Whig.

While, hwlle, s. Time, space of time.
While, hwlle, ) , ,
Whilst, hwilst, J ad‘ DurlnS the tlme ,hat • 

as long as; at the same time that
To While, hwlle, v. n. To loiter.
Whilom, hwl-lum, ad. 166. Formerly, once, 

of old. „
Whim, hwlm, s. A freak, an odd fancy, a ca

price.
To Whimper, hwlm-pdr, v. n. To cry without 

any loud noise.
Whimpering, hwlm-p&r-Ing, s. The act of ut

tering a small cry; a squeak.
Whimpled, hwlm-pld, a. 359. This word 

seems to mean distorted with crying.
Whimsf.y, hwlm-ze, s. 438. A freak, a caprice, 

an odd fancy.
Whimsical, hwlm-ze-kll, a. Freakish, capri

cious, oddly fanciful.
Whimsically, hwim-zd-kiLl-e, ad. So as to be 

oddly fanciful.
Whimsicalness, hwim-zd-kll-nds, s. State of 

being whimsical.
Whin, hwln, s. Gorse, furze.
To Whine, hwlne, v. n. To lament in low 

murmurs, to make a plaintive noise, to moan mean’y 
and effeminately.

Whine, hwlne, j. Plaintive noise, mean or af
fected complaint

Whiner, hwl-nur, s. One who whines.
To Whinny, hwln-nd, v. n. To make a noise 

Jike>a horse or colt.
Whinyard, hwln-yiird, s. 88. A sword, in con 

tempt.
To Whip, hwlp, v. a. To strike with any thing 

tough and flexible; to sew slightly: to drive with 
lathes; to correct with lashes; to lash with sarcasm; 
to inwrap; to take any thing nimbly.

To Whip, hwlp, v. n. To move nimbly.
Whip, hwlp, s. An instrument of correction 

tough and pliant.
Whipcord, hwlp-kdrd, s. Cord of which lashes 

are made.
Whipgrafting, hwlp-grlf-ting, s. The me

thod of grafting in which the graft is bound to the 
stock.

Whiphand, hwlp-hind, s. Advantage over.
Whiplash, hwlp-lish, $. The lash or small end 

of a wh ip.
Wiiipper. hwlp-pur, s. 98. One who punishes 

with Whipping.
Whipping, hwlp-plng, s. Correction with a 

whip or rod.
Whippingpost, hw’p-p’ng.pdst, s. A pillar to 

which criminals arc bound when they are lashed.
Whipsaw, hwlp^s&w, $. The whipsaw is used 

by joiners to saw such great pieces of stuff”as the hand
saw will not easily reach through.

Whipstaff, hv.Ip-s&f, s. A piece of wood 
fastened to the helm, which the steersman holds in 
his hand to move the helm, and turn the ship.

Whipster, hwlp-stdr, s. 98. A nimble fellow 
in contempt

Whipstock, hwlp-stdk, $. The- handle of a 
whip, the whip itscifi

Whipt, hwlpt, a. 359. For Whipped.
To Whirl, hwerl, v. a. To turn round ra

pidly.
To Whirl, hw&rl, v. n. To turn round ra- 

fndly.
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WHIRL, hwdrl, s. 108. Gyration, quick ro
tation, circular motion, rapid circumvolution ; any 
thing moved with rapid rotation.

frTr* There appears to me to be a delicate difference, 
by far too nice for foreigners to perceive, between the 
sound of i in this word and the short sound of u, as if it 
were written whurl, which is the pronunciation Dr. Ken
rick, Mr. Scott, and W. Johnston have adopted. I have 
rather adhered, with Mr. Sheridan, to the genuine sound 
of i in virgin, virtue, Ac. though I would recommend the 
other sound to foreigners and provincials as the more 
easily conceived, and sufficiently near the truth.
Whirlbat, hw?rl-bJt, s. Any thing moved 

rapidly round to give a blow.
Whirlbone, liwerl-bdne, $. The patella; the

cap of the knee.
Whirligig. hwAr'-IA-glg, $. A toy which chil

dren spin round.
WhIRLTIT, liwjrl-p!t, ) , , .Whirlpool, hwWipMt, (’• A place where 

the water moves circularly; and draws whatever comes 
within its circle towards its centre, a vortex..

Whirlwind, hwdrl-wind, s. A stormy wind 
moving circularly.

Whirring, hwAr'rlng, a. A word formed in 
imitation of the sound expressed by it, as, the Whir
ring pheasant.

Whisk, hwlsk, j. A small besom, orbrush.
To Whisk, hwlsk, v- a. To sweep with a small 

besom ; to move nimbly, as when one sweeps.
Whisker, hwls^kftr, s. 98. The hair growing

on the upper lip unshaven, the mustachio.
Whiskered, hwls-k&rd, a. Formed into whis

kers.
Whiskey, hwls-kA, s. The word whiskey, sig

nifies water, and is applied by way of eminence to 
strong water, or distilled liquor.

To Whisper, hwis-pur, v. n. To speak with 
a low voice.

To Whisper, hwfs-p&r, v. a. To address in a 
low voice; to utter in a low voice; to prompt secretly. 

Whisper, hwis^p&r, s. 98. A low soft voice. 
Whisperer, hwls-piir-&r, s. One who speaks 

low ; a private talker.
Whispering, hwls-phr-lng, s. Theactof speak

ing in a low voice; cautious speaking.
Whisperingly, hwls-p&r-lng-lA, ad. In a low 

voice.
Whist, hwist. A verb, an adjective, and an

interjection. Are silent; fill, silent; be still
Whist, hwist, s. A game at cards, requiring

close attention and silence; vulgarly pronounced Whisk.
, To Whistle, hwis-sl, v. n. 472. To form a 

kind of musical sound by an inarticulate modulation of 
the breath ; to make a sound with a small wind in
strument ; to sound shrill.

7o Whistle, hwls^sl, v. a. To call by a whistle. 
Whistle, hwls-sl, s. 405. Sound made by the 

modulation of the breath in the mouth ; a sound made 
by a small wind instrument; the mouth, the organ of 
whistling; a small wind instrument; the noise of 
winds; a call, such as sportsmen use to their dogs.

Whistler, hwls'sl-&r, s. 98. 397. One who 
whistles.

White, hwlt, s. 397. A point, a jot.
White, hwltc, a. 397. Having such an ap- 

pearance as arises from the mixture of all colours, 
snowy; having the colour of fear, pale; having the 
colour appropriated to happiness and innocence; gray 
with age; pure, unblemished.

White, hwlte, s. Whiteness, any thing white, 
white colour; the mark at which an arrow is shot; the 
albugineous part of eggs; the white part of the eye. 

To WHITE, hwlte, v. a. To make white. 
Whitelead, hwlte-lAd,' The ceruse, a kind 

of substance much used in house-painting.
WHrrELiMED, hwlteMlmd, a. Covered with 

\ white plaster. .
vx\ Whitelivered, hwlte-llv-v&rd, a. Envious, 
[v vl malicious, cowardly.

Whitely, hwlte-lA, a. Coming near to white. 
Whitemeat, hwlte^mAte, s Food made of 

milk; the flesh of chickens, veal, rabbits, Ac.
To Whiten, liwl-tn, v. a. 103. To make white. 
To Whiten, hwl-tn, v. n. To grow white.
Whitener, hwl'tn-fcr, 5. 98. One who makes

any thing white.
Whiteness, hwlte-nes. s. The state of being 

white, freedom from colour; paienew; purity, cleuu 
ness.

Whitbpot, hwlte'pot, j. A kind of custard.
Whitethorn, hwlte-t/Mrn, j. A species of

thorn.
Whitewash, hwlte-w&sh, s. A wash to make 

the skin seem fair; the wash put on walls to whiten 
them.

To Whitewash, hwite-wosh, t>. a. To make 
white by applying a wash to the surface ; to give a 
fair representation of a bad character.

Whitewine, hwlte-wlne, s. A species of wine 
produced from the white grapes.

Whither, hwlTH-fir, ad. 469. To what place, 
interrogatively; to what placed absolutely ; to which 
place, relatively; to what degree.

Whithersoever, hwh-H-ur-sd-iv-ur, ad. To 
whatsoever place.

Whiting, hwi-tlng, s. 410. A small sea fish;
a soft chalk.

Whitish, hwl-tlsh, a. Somewhat white.
Whitishness, hwl-tlsh-nAs, s. The quality of 

being somewhat white.
Whiteleather, hwit-lATH-fir, s. 515. Leather 

dressed with alum, remarkable for toughness.
Whitlow, hwlt-ld, s. A swelling between the 

cuticle and cutis, called the mild whitlow; or between 
the periosteum and the bone, called the malignant 
whitlow.

Whitsteii, hwit'st&r, s. 515. A whitener.
Whitsuntide, hwit-sun-tide, s. So called 

because the converts newly baptized appeared from 
Easter to Whitsuntide in while; the feast of Pentecost

W’hittle, hwlt-tl, s. 515. A white dress for 
a woman ; a knife.

To Whittle, hwlt-tl, v. a. 405. To make 
white by cutting; as boys are said to whittle a stick 
when they cut off the bark and make it white.

To Whiz, hwiz, v. n. To make a loud hissing 
noise.

Who, hod, pron. 474. A pronoun relative ap
plied to persons ; as Who should say, elliptically, for 
as one who should say.

Whoever, hdd-dv-dr, pron. Any one without 
limitation or exception.

Whole, hdle, a. 474. All, total, containing 
all; uninjured, unimpaired ; well of any hurt or sick
ness.

Whole, hdle, s. The totality, no part omitted. 
Wholesale, hdle^sale, s. Sale in the lump, 

not in separate small parcels.
Wholesale, hdle'sale, a. Buying or selling 

in the lump, or in large quantities.
Wholesome, hole-sum, a. 165. Sound, con

tributing to health; preserving, salutary; kindly, 
pleasing.

Wholesomely, hdle^s&m-ld, ad. Salubriously, 
salutiferously.

Wholesomeness, hdle-s&m-nes, s. Quality of 
conducing to health, salubrity ; salutariness, condu
civeness to good.

Wholely, hdle-6, ad. 474. Completely, per
fectly ; totally, in all the parts or k'nds.

From an ill-judged omission of the silent e in this 
word, its sound has been corrupted as if written hully : 
but it ought undoubtedly to be written wholely, and pro
nounced like the adjective holy, and so as to correspond 
and rhyme with solely.
Whom, hddm. The Accusative of sin

gular and pluraL
Whomsoever, hddm-sd-dv-dr,pron. Any with

out exception.
620
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WhoOBUB, h&b^b&b, s. Hubbub.
Whoop, hddp, 5. A shout of pursuit; a bird. 
To Whoop, h&dp, i>. n. To shout with scorn ;

to shout insultingly ; to shout in the chase.
Whore, hddr, or hdre, s. A woman who Con

yerses unlawfully with men, a fornicatress, an adul
teress, a strumpet; a prostitute, awoman who receives 
men fox money.

If there can be a polite pronunciation of this vul
gar word, it is the first of these, rhyming with poor. The 
Stage has followed this pronunciation ; Mr. Sheridan has 
adopted it; but Dr. Kenrick and Mr. Scott give the pre
ference to the last; and W. Johnston, Mr. Elphinston, 
Mr. Perry, and Barclay, adopt only the last, rhyming with 
more. This, it must be confessed, is the most analogical; 
but as it is used by the vulgar, the polite world think they 
depart a little from the vulgarity of the word, by depart
ing from its genuine pronunciation.
To Whore, h&6r, y. n. To converse unlaw

fully with the other sex.
To Whore, h66r, y. a. To corrupt with re

gard to chastity.
Whoredom, hddr-dJtm, s. Fornication. 
Whoremaster, hddr-mis-t&r, ) ~
Whoremonger, h6dr-m&ng-g&r, J One w 10

keeps whores, or converses with a fornicatress.
Whoreson, hdir-s&n, s. A bastard. 
Whorish, hddr-lsh, a. Unchaste, incontinent. 
Whortleberry, hwur-tl-b£r-ni, s. Bilberry. 
Whose, .hidz. Genitive of Who ; genitive of 

jrAfcA.
Whoso,-hdd-sd. 
Whosoever, hdS-sd-£v-&r, 

out restriction.
Whurt, hwurt, s. A whortleberry, a bilberry. 
Why. hwl, ad. 397. 475. For what reason ? 

interrogatively ; for which reason, relatively ; for what 
reason, relatively ; it is sometimes used emphatically.

Wiiynot, hwl-nSt, $. A cant word for violent 
or peremptory procedure.

Wick, wlk, 5. The substance round which is 
applied the wax or tallow of a torch or candle.

Wicked, wlk-ld, a. 99. Given to vice, flagi
tious, morally bad ; it is a word of ludicrous or slight 
blame ; cursed, baneful, pernicious, bad in effect

Wickedly, wik-ld-U, ad. Criminally, corruptly. 
Wickedness, wlk-ld-n&s, s. Corruption of 

manners, guilt, moral ill.
Wicker, wlk-iir, a. 98. Made of small sticks. 
Wicket, wlk-lt, 99. A small gate.
Wide, wide, a. Broad, extended far each way ; 

broad to a certain degree, as, three inches Wide; de
viating, remote.

Wide, wide, ad. At a distance ; with great 
extent.

Widely, wlde'U, ad. With great extent each 
wav ; remotely, far.

To Widen, wl-dn, v. a. 103. To make wide, 
to extend.

To Widen, wl-dn, v. n. To grow wide, to 
extend itself.

Wideness, wlde-n£s, s. Breadth, large extent 
each way ; comparative breadth.

Widgeon, wld-jin, s. 259. A water fowl not 
unlike a wild-duck, but not so large.

Widow, wid-d, $. 327. A woman whose hus
band is dead.

To Widow, wld-o, v. a. To deprive of a hus
band ; to endow with a widow-right; to strip of an Jr 
thing good.

Widower, wld-d-ftr, s. 98. One who has lost 
his wife.

Widowhood, wid-d-liud, s. The state of a 
widow ; estate settled on a widow.

Widowhunter, wid^-hunt-frr, s. One who 
courts widows for a jointure.
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Widowmaker, wld^d-ma-k&r, s. One who de
prives women of their husbands.

Width, widi/t, s. Breadth, wideness.
To Wield, w££ld, v. a. 275. To use with full 

command, as a thing not too heavy.
Wieldless, w&ld-fes, a. Unmanageable. 
WiELDY, we£l-d£, a. Manageable.
WlERY, wl-ri, a.

When this word signifies made of wire, or drawn 
into wire. Dr. Johnson says it were better written wiry ; 
but ought not fiery, for the same reason, to be writtea 
firyl When it signifies wet, wearish, or moiit, perhaps 
it should be pronounced like weary, fatigued.
Wife, wife, s. Plural Wives. A woman tha- 

has a husband ; it is used for a woman of low employ 
menu

Wifehood, wife-hud, s. The state and charac. 
ter of a wife.

Wifeless, wife-l&s, a. Without a wife; unmar
ried.

Wifely, wifeM^, ad. Becoming a wife.
Wig, wig, s. False hair worn on the head; a 

sort of cake.
Wight, wite, s. 393. A person, a being, now 

used only in irony or contempt
Wild, wild, a. Not tame, not domestick ; pro

pagated by nature, not cultivated; desert, uninha
bited; savage, uncivilized; turbulent, tempestuous 
irregular ; licentious, ungoverned ; inconstant, mu
table, fickle; inordinate, loose ; uncouth, strange; 
done or made without any consistent order or plan ; 
merely imaginary.

Wild, wild, s. A desert, a tract uncultivated 
and uninhabited.

To Wilder, wll-d&r, v. a. 515. To lose or 
puzzle in an unknown or pathless tract

Wilderness, wll-dur-n£s, s. A desert, a tract 
of solitude and savageness ; the state of being wild or 
disorderly.

Wildfire, wild-fire, s. A composition of in
flammable materials, easy to take fire, and hard to be 
extinguished.

Wildgoosechase, wlld-gSSs-tshase, s. A pur
suit of something unlikely to be caught

Wilding, wild-lng, s. 410. A wild sour apple. 
Wildly, wild-l£, ad. Without cultivation; 

with disorder, with perturbation or distraction; with
out attention, without judgment; irregularly.

WlLDNESSj wild-n&s, s. Rudeness, disorder like 
that of uncultivated ground ; inordinate vivacity, ir 
regularity of manners; s ivageness, brutality; uncul
tivated state; deviation from a settled course, irregu
larity ; alienation of mind.

Wildservice, wlld-s^r-vls, s. A plant.
Wile, wile, s. A deceit, a fraud, a trick, a 

a stratagem, a practice artful and sly.
2b Wilf., wile, y. a. To deceive, to impose 

upon, to beguile.
Wilful, wil-ful, a. Stubborn, contumacious, 

perverse, inflexible; done or suffered by design.
Wilfully, wil-ful-^, ad. Obstinately, stub

bornly ; by design, on purpose.
WiLFULNESS, wil-ful-nfis, s. Obstinacy, stub

bornness, perverseness.
WiLILY, ad. By stratagem, fraudu

lently.
Wiliness, wi-U-n£s, s. Cunning, guile.
Will, will, s. Choice, arbitrary determination; 

discretion ; command direction ; disposition, inclina
tion, desire; power, government; divine determina. 
tion ; testament, disposition of a dying man’s effects; 
Good-Will, favour, kindness; right intention,; Ill- 
Will, malice, malignity.

To Will, will, v. a. To desire that any thing 
should be, or be done ; to be inclined or resolved tc 
have; to command, to direct.

Willing, wil-llng, a. 410. Inclination to any 
thing ; pleased, desirous ; favourable, well disposed 
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to anything; ready, complying; spontaneous; con
senting.

Willingly, wll-ling-14, ad. With one’s own 
consent, without dislike, without reluctance; by one’s 
own desire.

Willingness, wil-ling-n3s,x. Consent, freedom 
from reluctance, ready compliance.

Willow, wil-ld, s. 327. A tree worn by for
lorn lovers.

Willowed, <- wil-ldde, a. Abounding with 
willows.

Willowweed, wlUlA-weed, s. A plant. 
Willowtsh, wlind-Ish, a. Resembling the col

our of willow.
WtLLOWWORT, wil-ld-w&rt, s. A plant.
Willowy, wll-Id-d, a. Abounding with willows. 
Wily, wl-ld, a. Cunning, sly, full of strata

gem.
vVlmble, wim^-bl, s. 405. An instrument with 

which holes are bored.
Wimple, wim-pl, g. 405. A hood, a veil. 
To Win, win, v. a. Pret. JFon and /Ton, Part. 

fFon. To gain by conquest; to gain the victory in a 
contest; to gain something withheld; to obtain ; to 
gain by play; togain by persuasion ; togain by court
ship.

To Win, win, v. n. To gain the victory; to 
gain influence or favour ; to gain ground ; to be con
queror or gainer at play.

To Wince, winse, v. a. To kick as impatient 
of a rider, or of pain.

Wince, winse, s. A windlass, something held 
in the hand by which a wheel or cylinder is turned.

WlNCER, wln-s&r. x. A kicking beast; one 
wincing as a beast

To Winch, wlnsh, v. a. 352. To kick with 
impatience, to shrink from any uneasiness.

Wind, wind, or wind, s. A strong motion of 
the air ; direction of the blast from a particular point; 
breath, power or act of respiration : breath modulated 
by an instrument; air impregnated with scent; flatu
lence, windiness; any thing insignificant or light, as 
wind ; down the Wind, to decay ; to take or have the 
Wind, to have the upper hand.—See Gold.

These two modes of pronunciation have been long 
contending for soperioriiy., till at last the former seems 
to have gained a complete viatory, except jn the terri
tories of rhyme. Here the poets claim a privilege, and 
readers seem willing to grant it them, by pronouncing 
this word, when it ends averse, so as to rhyme wifh the 
word it is coupled witht

“ For as in bodies, thus in soul we-find,
•* tvhat wants in blood and spirits, fill’d with wind.”

But in prose this regular and analogical pronunciation 
borders on the antiquated and pcdantick.

What could have been the cause of this deviation from 
the general rule in this word and gold, it is not easy to 
guess; they were both bound to their true sound in the 
fetters of rhyme; but these fetters, which are supposed 
to alter the pronunciation of some words by linking dis
similar sounds, have not been strong enough to restrain 
these from a capricious irregularity. It is not imi»roha- 
ble that the first deviation began in the compounds, such 
as, goldsmith goldfinch, windnull, windward, &c. (as it is 
a prevailing idiom of pronunciation to shorten .<uu»pk*s 
in their compounds, see Principles, No. 515, and the 
word Knowledge,) and these at last corrupted the simples. 
But whatever may have been the cause, the efl'cct is now 
become so general, that reducing them to their true 
sound seems almost impracticable. Mr. Sheridan tells 
us, that Swift used to jeer those who pronounced wind 
with the i short, by saying, •* I have a great mind to 
find why you pronounce it wind.” A very illiberal critick 
retorted this upon Mr. Sheridan, by saving, “ If I may 
be so boold, I should be glad to be tooid why you pro
nounce \tgoold.n The truth is, every child knows how 
these words ought to be pronounced according to ana
logy ; but it requires some judgment, and an extensive 
acquaintance with polite and literwry circles, to know 
which is the most current pronunciation. Where ana
logy is net so evident, and vet as real as in these words, 
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it is some credit to a speaker to depart a little from cus
tom in favour of analogy; but where every one knows 
as well as ourselves what ought to be the pronunciation 
and yet where every one pronounces in opposition to it, 
we snail get nothing but contempt by departing from the 
general voice. With respect to the words in question, 
my observation fails me, if wind, as a single wont, is not 
more fixed in tire sound of short i, than gold in the 
sound of oo ; the true sound ©f this last word seems not 
quite irrecoverable, except in the compound goldsmith: 
but the compounds of wind, such as windy, windmill, 
windward, &c. must, in my opinion, be given up; nor, 
till some superior spirit, uniting the politeness of a Ches- 
terfield with the genius of a Swift, descends to vindicate 
the rights of an injured word, do I think that wind will, 
in prose and familiar language, ever be a fashionable 
pronunciation. The language of Scripture seems to have 
native dignity and solemnity sufficient to authorize the 
long sound, but no other. Mr. Sheridan and Mr. Scott 
give the same preference to the first sound of this word 
that I have done. Dr. Kenrick and Mr. Barclay give 
only tbe short sound. Mr. Perry joins them in this 
sound ; but says, in dramatick scenes it has the long one. 
Mr. Nares says, it has certainly the short sound iu com
mon usage, but that all our best poets rhyme it with 
mind, kind. Sic.; and Mr. Smith observes, that it is <uow 
the polite pronunciation, though against analogy.
To Wind, wind, <t>. a. Tolilow, lo sound by 

inflation; to turn round, to twist; to regulate in ac
tion ; to nose, to follow by scent.

To Wind, wind, v. a. To turn by shifts or ex
pedients; to introduce by insinuation; to change; to 
intwist, to infold, to encircle: to Wind out, to ex
tricate: to Wind up, to bring to a small compass, as 
a bottom of thread ; to convolve the spring; to raise 
by degrees; to straiten a string by turning that on 
which it is rolled, to put in tune.

To Wind, wind, v. n. To turn, to change; to 
turn, to be convolved; to move round ; to proceed in 
flexures; to be extricated, to be disentangled.

Windbound, wind-bd&nd, a. ’Confined by 
contrary winds.

Winder, wlnd-&r, s. 98. An instrument or 
person by which any thing is turned round; a plant 
that twists itself round others.

Windfall, wlnd-fal, s. Fruit blown down 
from the tree.

Windflower, wind-floi-Jir, x. The anemone, 
a flower.

Windgall, wind-gall, x. Windgalls are soft, 
yielding, flatulent tumours or bladders, full of corrupt 
jelly, which grow upon each side of the fetlock joints, 
and are so painful in hot weather and hard ways that 
they make a horse to halt

Windgun, wlnd-g&n, x. A gun which dis
charges a bullet by means of wind compressed.

Windiness, win^dd-n&s, s. Fulness of wind, 
flatulence; tendency to generate wind; tumour, 
puffiness.

Winding, winding, s. 410. Flexure, meander. 
Windingsheet, wind-ing-shdet, s. A sheet in 

which the dead are inwrapped.
Windlass, wlndMAs, x. 515. A handle by which 

a rope or lace is wrapped round a cylinder; a handle 
by which any thing is turned.

Windless, wind-l&s, a. Wanting wind, out of 
breath.

Windmill, wind-mil, x. A mill turned by the 
wind.

Window, win-do, x. 32.7. An aperture in 
a building by which air and light are intromitted; the 
frame of glass, or any other materia) that covers the 
aperture; lines crossing each other ; an aperture re
sembling a window.

To Window, wln-di, v. a. To furnish with 
windows ; to place at a window ; to break into open 
ings.

Windpipe, wind-pipe, or wind-pipe, x. The 
passage for the breath.

Windward, wind-w&rd, a, 88. On the wea
ther side, on the side from which the wind blows, the 
reverse of leeward.

Windy, winMe, a. Consisting of wind ; next-
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Wind light, wlnd-lite, a. Fenced against 
winds.

Windshock, wlnd-sh6k, s. A crash or other 
damage in the body of a tree, supposed to be occasioned 
by high winds.

Wine, wine, s. The fermented juice of the 
grape ; preparations of vegetables by fermentation ; 
called by the general name of Wines.

Wing, wing, s. 410. The limb of a bird by 
which it flies ; a fan to winnow ; flight, passage by the 
wing; the side bodies of an army ; any side piece.

To Wing, wing, u. a. To furnish with wings, 
to enable to fly, to maim a bird by hitting the wing; t» 
supply with side bodies.

To Wing, wing, v. n. To pass by flight.
Winged, wlng-^d, a. 362. Furnished with 

wings, flying ; swift, rapid; hurt in the wing.
Wingedpea, wlng^d-p£, s. A plant.
W INGFOOTED, wlng-fut-dd, a. Swift, nimble, 

fleet.
Wingless, wlng'l&s, a. Not having wings; 

not able to ascend.
Wingshell, wing-sh&l, s. The shell that co

vers the wings of insect*.
WiNGY, wlng^A, a. Having wings.
To Wink, wlngk, v. n. 408. To shut the eyes ; 

to hint, to direct by the motion of the eyelids ; tu close 
and exclude the light; to connive, to seem not to see, 
to tolerate ; to be dim-

Wink, wlngk, $. Act of closing the eye ; a hint 
given by motion of the eye.

Winker, wlngk'&r, One who winks.
WlNKlNGLY, wlngk-lng-le, ad. With the eye 

almost closed.
Winner, win-ntir, s. 98. One who wins.
Winning, wln-nlng, part. a. 410. Attractive, 

charming.
Wnning, wln-nlng, s. The sum won.
To Winnow, wln-nd, v. a. 327. To separate 

by means of the wind ; to part the grain from the chaff; 
tofan, to beat as with wings; to sift, to examine; to 
separate, to part-

To Winnow* wln-nd, v. n. To part corn from 
chaff

Winnower, win-nd-ir, s. 98. He who win
nows.

Winter, win-tur, s. 98. The cold season of 
the year.

To Winter, win-tur, t>. n. To pass the win
ter.

WiNTERBEATEN, wln-t&r-bA-tn, a. Harassed by 
severe weather.

WiNTERCHERBY, wln-t&r-tsh^r-re, s. A plant.
Wintercitron, wln-thr-cit-turn, s. 417. A 

sort of |>ear.
Wintergreen, wm-thr-grA^n, s. A plant.
Winterly, win-tur-le, a. Such as is suitable 

to winter* of a wintry kind.
Wintry, wln-trd,o. Belonging to winter, pro

perly IKinZery.
Winy, wl-ne, a. Having the taste or qualities 

of wine.
To Wipe, wipe, v. a. To cleanse by rubbing 

with something soft; to take away by tersion ; to strike 
off gently ; to dear away ; to Wipe out, to efface.

Wipe, wipe, s. An act of cleansing; a blow, 
a stroke, a jeer, a gibe, a sarcasm; a bird.

WlPER, wl-p&r, s. 98. An instrument or per
son by which any thing is wiped.

Wire, wl-6r, s. Metal drawn into slender 
threads.

To Wiredraw, wli&r-drAw, v. a. To spin into 
wire; to draw out into length; to draw by art or 
violence.

Wiredrawer, wl-6r-dr5w-*- • -One who 
spins wire.
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To Wts, wls, v. a. Pret. and part. pass. W'ift. 
To know.

Wisdom, wlzMftm, s. 166. 515. Sapience, the 
power of judging rightly.

Wise, wize, a. Sapient, judging rightly, par
ticularly of matters of life ; having practical know
ledge ; skilful,dexterous; skilled in hidden arts; grave, 
becoming a wise man.

WISE, wize, s. Manner, way of being or acting. 
This word, in the modern dialect, is often corrupted 
into Ways.

Wiseacre, wize'a-kur, $. 417. A wise or sen
tentious man. Obsolete. A fool, a dunce.

Wisely, wize-1^, ad. Judiciously, prudently. 
Wiseness, wlze-nds, s. Wisdom.
To Wish, wish, v. n. To have strong desire, to 

long; to be disposed or inclined.
To Wish, wish, v. a. To desire, to long for; 

to recommend by wishing.; to imprecate, to ask.
Wish, wish, s Longing desire, thing desired ; 

desire expressed.
Wisher, wlsh-&r, s. 98. One who longs; one 

who expresses wishes.
Wishful, wishful, a. Longing, showing de

sire.
Wishfully, wlsh-ftil-^, ad. Earnestly, with 

Jonging.
Wisp, wisp, s. A small bundle, a6 of hay or 

straw.
. This word is sometimes written and pronounced
improperly Whitp.
Wist, wist Pret. and part, of Wis.

I Wistful, wishful, Attentive, earnest, full 
of thought

Wistfully, wlst-fuI-4 ? Attentively, ear-
Wistly, wist-U, j nestly.
WlT, wit, s. The powers of the mind, the men

tal faculties, the intellect; imagination, quickness of 
fancy; sentiments produced by quickness of fancy 
a man of fancy ; a man of genius; sense, judgment; 
in the plural, sound mind; contrivance, stratagem, 
power of expedients. ,

Witch, wltsh, s. A woman £iven to unlawful 
arts.

To Witch, Wltsh, v. a. To bewitch, to en
chant.

Witchcraft, wltsh'krift, s. The practices of 
witches.

Witchelm, witsh-Alm, s. A sort of elm. 
Witchery, witsh-ftr-e, s. Enchantment. 
Witcraft, wit-kraft, s. Contrivance, inven

tion.
Witcracker, wlt-krik-fir, s. A joker, one who 

breaks a jest
With, with, and with, prep. 467. By, noting 

the cause; noting the means; noting the instrument; 
on the side of, for ; in opposition to, in competition or 
content; noting comparison; in society , in company 
of; in appendage, noting consequence, or concomi
tance ; in mutual dealing, noting connexion ; imme
diately after: amongst; upon ; in concert—See Forth- 
with.

Withal, wIth-111,' ad. 406. Along with the 
rest, likewise at the same timqx it is sometimes utea 
by writers where we now use With.

To Withdraw, wiTH-drAw,' v. a. To take back, 
to deprive of; to call away, to make toTctiae.

To Withdraw, wlra-draw,' v. n. To retreat. 
Withdrawingroom, wiTH-drAw^ng-rdAm, *. 

A room behind another room for retirement
Withe, wlf/t, s. A willow twig$ a band, pro

perly a band of twigs.
Mr. Sheridan,Mr. Scott, Mr Smith, and W. John

ston, give the sharp sound of th ia this word, as heard in 
Jrsth ; but Dr. Kenrick and Mr. Perry the flat one, heard 
in bathe: The same distinction is observed in withy by 
those who have the word, as this must depend entirely oc 

- iu simple.
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To Wither, wlTH-&r, v. n. To fade, to grow ’ 
sapless, to dry up; to waste, to pine away ; to lose or 
want animal moisture.

To Wither, wlTR-&r, v. a. To make to fade ; 
to make to shrink, decay, or wrinkle.

WiTHERBAND, v. iTH-ftr-bind, s. A piece of 
iron which is laid under the saddle, about four fingers 
above the horse’s withers, to keep the two pieces of 
wood tight, that form the bow.

'.VlTHEREDNESS, wiTH-fird-nes, s. The state of 
being withered, marcidity.

Withers, wlTH-tirz, s. Is the joining of the 
shoulder-bones at the bottom of the neck and mane.

WiTHERWRUNG, wiTH-&r-r&ng, s An injury 
caused by a bhe of a horse or by a saddle being unfit, 
especially when the bows are too wide.

To Withhold, wlTH-hdld,' ». a. Prct. and 
part. Withheld ox Withholden. To restrain, to keep 
from action, to hold back; to keep back, to refuse.

Withholden, wiTH-hdl-dn. Part. pass. • of i 
Withhold.

Withhold) R, wiTH-hold-ur, s. He who with
holds.

Within. wiTH-ln,' prep. In the inner part of; 
in the compass of; not beyond, used both of place and 
time; not longer ago than ; into the reach of; in the 
reach of; into the heart or confidence of; not exceed
ing; in the enclosure of.

Within, wlTH-ln,' ad. In the upper parts, in
wardly, internally; in the mind.

Withinside, vvlTH-ln-slde, ad. In the interi- 
our parts.

Without, wlTH-out,'pre/>. Not with; in a 
state of absence from; in the state of not having; be
yond, not within the compass of, in the negation, or 
omission of; not by, not by the use of, not by the help 
of; on the outside of; not within ; with exemption 
from.

Without, wIth-oiV,' nd. Not in the inside ; 
out of doors ; externally, not in the mind.

WITHOUT, vvlTH-o&t,' conj. Unless, if not, ex
cept.

To Withstand, wlTH-stind,' v. a. To gain
stand, to oppose, to resist.

WTthstander, wlTH-stand'cir, s. An opponent, 
resisting power.

Withy, wwW, s. Willow.—See Withe. 
WITLESS, wlt-Us, a. Wanting understanding. 
Witlessly, wit-les-l£, ad. Inconsiderately ; 

without understanding.
Witlessness wlt-Us-n^s, s. Want of consider

ation.
Witling, wlt-llng, s. 410. A pretender to 

wit, a man of petty smartness.
Witness, wit-n&s, $. Testimony, attestation ; 

one who gives testimony; with a Witness, effectually, 
to a great degree.

To Witness, wlt-n&s, v. a. To attest.
To Witness, wlt-nis, v. n. To bear testi

mony.
Witness, wlt-nSs, inrerj. An exclamation sig

nifying that person or thing may attest it.
Witsnapper, wit-snlp-p&r, s. One who affects 

repartee.
WiTTED, wlt-tSd, a.' Having wit, as, a quick 

Wittai boy.
Witticism, wlt-ti-sizm, s. A mean attempt at 

wit
Wittily, wlt-te-1^, ad. Ingeniously, cunning

ly, artfully; with flight of imagination.
Wittiness, wlt-td-n^s, 5. The quality «f being 

witty.
Wittingly, wlt-tlng-U, ad. 41o. Knowingly, 

not ignorantly, with knowledge, by design.
Wittol, wlt-tdl. $ 166. A man who knows 

the falsehoods of his wife, and seems contented.
WrrTOLLY, wlt-tu!-d, a. Cuckoldly.
WITTY, wlt-t£. a. Judicious, ingenious; full 

of imagination ; sarcastic , full of taunts

WrrwORM, wit-wurm, j. One that feeds on wit. 
To Wive, wire, v. n. To marry, to take a wife. 
To Wive, wive, v. a. To match to a wife ; to 

take for a wife.
Wiveless, wlve-lds, a. Without a wife, unmar

ried.
Wively, wlveQi, a. Belonging to a wife. 
Wives, wlvz, j. The plural of IFjA’.
Wizard, wiz-ird, j. 88. A conjurer, an en- 

chanter.
Wo, wd, s. Grief, sorrow, misery, calamity ; 

a denunciation of calamity ; a curse; Wo is used for 
a stop or cessation.

Woad, wode, $. A plant cultivated in England 
for the use of dyers, who use it for laying the founda
tion of many colours.

WoBEGONE, w&bA-g&n, ad. Lost in wo.
WoFUL, wd-f&l, a. Sorrowful, afflicted, mourn

ing ; calamitous, afflictive; wretched, paltry, sorry.
WOFULLY, wd-ful-e, ad. Sorrowfully, mourn

fully ; wretchedly, in a sense of contempt.
Wofulness, wo-ful-n£s, s. Misery, calamity. 
Wold, wold, s. Wold, whether singly or 

jointly, in the names of places, signifies a plain open 
country.

Wolf, wi’u, s. 169. A kind of wild dog that 
devours sheep; an eating ulcer.

WOLFDOG, wulf-Jdg, s A dog of a very large 
breed, kept to guard sheep ; a dog bred between a dog 
and a wolf.

Wolfish, w&lf-lsh, a. Resembling a wolf in 
qualities or form.

Wolfsbane, wulfs-bane, s. A poisonous plant, 
aconite.

Wolfsmilk, wulfs-mllk, s. An herb. 
Wolvish, wii-vlsh, a. Like a wolf.
Woman, wum-un, s. 88. 169. The female of 

the human race ; a female attendant on a person of 
rank.

WOMANED, wum-und, a. 359. Accompanied 
or united with a woman.

Womanhater, w6m-un-ha-t?ir, s. One who 
has an aversion to the female sex.

Womanhood, wum-in-hud, The character 
and collective qualities of a woman.

Womanish, wum-in-lsh, a. Suitable to a 
woman.

To Womanise, wum-6n-lze, v. a. To emas
culate, to effeminate, to soften. Proper, but not used.

Womankind, wim'&n-kylnd, s. The female 
sex, the race of women.

Womanly, wW&n-li, a. Becoming a wo
man, suiting a woman, feminine ; not childish, not 
girlish.

Womb, wddm, s. 164. 347. The place of the 
fcetus in the mother; the place whence any thing is 
produced.

To Womb, w6dm, v. a. To enclose, to breed 
in secret.

Womby, woom-<\ a. Capacious.
Women, wlm-mln. Plural of Woman.
Won, wun. The pret. and part. pass, of Win.
To Won, w&n, v. n. To dwell, to live, to 

have abode.
To Wonder, wftn-di’ir, v. n. 98. To be struck 

with admiration, to be pleased or surprised so as to bt 
astonished.

WONDER, wftn-dur, s. 98. Admiration, aston
ishment, amazement; cause of wonder, a strange 
thing ; any thing mentioned with wonder.

Wonderer, whn-d&r-&r, s. One who wonders. 
Wonderful, wun-d&r-ful, a. Admirable, 

strange, astonishing.
Wonderfully. wDnM&r-f&I-^, ad. In u won

derful manner, to a wonderful degree.
WONDERFL'LNESS, w6iil<l&r-fiil-nJs, ». The 

state or quality of being wonderful or amazing.
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WONDERSTRUCK, winldir-strik, a. Amazed. 
Wonder-working, win'-dir-wirk-ing, a.

Doing surprising things.
Wondrous, w&n-dr&s, a. 314. (Contracted, 

and, I think, improperly, from wonderous.) Admi
rable, marvellous, strange, surprising.

Wondrously, wftn-dr&s-l£, ad. To a strange 
degree.
t ?vT’ I w&nt, v. n. Pret. and part. 

To be Wont, \ r
Wont. To be accustomed, to use, to be used. 

Wont, W&nt, s. Custom, habit, use. 
Wont, wdnt. A contraction of Will Not, 
Wonted, w&nt-^d, part. a. Accustomed, used 

usuaL
Wontedness, w&nt-3d-n£s, $. State of being 

accus tomed to.
To Woo, wdi, v. a. 10. To court, to sue to 

for love; to court solicitously, to invite with impor
tunity.

To Woo, w65, v. n. To court, to make love. 
WOOD, wad, s. 307. A large and thick plan

tation of trees ; the substance of trees, timber.
Woodbine, w&d-bine, s. Honeysuckle. 
Woodcock, wud-k&k, s. A bird of passage 

with a long bill; his food is not known.
Wooded, wud-£d, a. Supplied with wood. 
Wooddrink, wud-drlnk, s. Decoction or in

fusion of medical woods, as sassafras.
Wooden, wud-dn, a. 103. Ligneous, full of 

wood, timber ; clumsy, awkward.
WoODFRETTER, wud-fr^t-tur, s. An insect; a 

woodworm.
Woodgod, w&d'g&d, s. A pretended sylvan 

deity.
Woodhole, w&d'hdle, s. Place where wood is 

laid up.
Woodiness, w&d-A-n&s, s. The state of con

taining much wood.
Woodland, w&d-llnd, s. Woods, grounds 

covered with wood.
Woodlark, w&d-lark, s. A melodious sort of 

wild lark.
Woodlouse, w&d-l&fise, s. The name of an 

insect, the millepes.
Woodman, wud-mln, s. 88. A sportsman, 

a hunter.
Woodmonger, w&d-m&ng-g&r, s. A wood

teller.
Woodnightshade, wud-nlte-shade, s. A plant. 
Woodnote, wud'ndte, s. Wild musick. 
Woodnymph, w&d-nlmf, s. A dryad.
Woodofffring, wud-df-f&r-ing, s. Wood 

burnton the altar.
Woodpecker, wud-p^k-k&r, s. A bird. 
Woodpigeon, wud'pld-jln, s. A wild pigeon. 
WOODROOF, w&d-rddf, s. An herb. 
Woodsorrel, w&d's&r-rll, s. A plant. 
WOODWARD, wud-ward, s. A forester. 
WOODY, w&d-e, a. Abounding with wood ;

ligneous, consisting of wood; relating to woods.
Wooer, w&6-&r, $. 98. One who courts a wo

man.
WOOF, w&of, % The set of threads that crosses 

the warp, the weft; texture, cloth.
WOOTNCLY, wdo-lng-le, ad. 410. Pleasingly, 

so £8 to invite stay.
WOOL, vj&I, s. 307. The fleece of sheep, that 

which J woven into cloth ; any short thick hair.
WoolcOjIBER, wul-kd-m&r, s. One whose busi

ness 13 tc comb wool
Woollen, wul-lln, a. 99. 102. Made of wool 

not finely dressed, and thence used lik®wi«a Cor any 
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thing coarse; it is likewise used in general for made 
Of wool, as distinct from linen.

Woolliness, w&l-le-nSs, s. State or quality of 
being woolly.

Woolly, wul-l£, a. Consisting of wool, clothed 
with wool; resembling wool.

Woolpack, w&Kpik, ] A .Woolsack, f s’ A baS °f w°o1- “
bundle of wool; the seat of the Judge* in the House 
of Lords ; any thing bulky without weight.

Woolstapler, w&l-sta-pl&r, $. One who deals 
largely in woo!; one who buys wool, sorts it, and then 
sells it to the clothiers.

I have inserted this word, though not in Johnson, 
at the instance of a worthy friend of the society called 
Quakers, (to whom I am under great obligations for many 
valuable remarks,) who observes of the Woolstaplcrt. 
“ I suppose, if they were asked, they would think them
selves as deserving of a place in ihe Dictionary as the 
Molecaichert."
Word, w&rd, s. A single part of speech; a 

short discourse.’; talk, discourse ; dispute, verbal con
tention ; promise ; signal, token ; account, tidings, 
message ; declaration ; affirmation ; scripture ; word 
of God; the second person of the ever-adorabie Trinity. 
A scripture term.

To Word, w&rd, v. a. To express in prope: 
words.

Wordcatcher, w&rd-katsh-ur, s. One who 
cavils at words.

Wordiness, w&rd'£-n£s, s. State or quality of 
abounding with words.

Wordless, w&rd-lSs, a. Silent, without words. 
Wordy, w&rd-£, a. Verbose, full of words. 
Wore, wdre. Tbe pret. of Wear.
To Work, w&rk, v. n. Pret. Worked, or 

Wrought. To labour, to travail, to toil; to be in ac
tion, to be in motion ; to act, to carry on operations ; 
to act as a manufacturer; to ferment; to operate, to 
have effect, to obtain by diligence; to act internally, 
to operate as a purge or other physick ; to act as on an 
object; to make way.

To Work, W&rk, v. a. To make by degrees; 
to labour, to manufacture; to bring by action into 
any state; to influence by successive impulses; to 
produce, to effect; tomanage; to put in labour, to 
exert; to embroider with a needle ; to Work out, to 
effect by toil; to erase, to efface: to Work up, to 
raise.

Work, w&rk, s. Toil, labour, employment; a 
state of labour; bungling attempt; flowers or em
broidery of the needle; any fabrick or compage3 of 
art; action, feat, deed; any thing made; manage
ment, treatment; to set on Work, to employ, to en
gage.

Worker, w&rk'&r, s. One that works. 
Workfellow, w&rk-fel-ld, s. One engaged in 

the same work with another.
Workhouse, w&rk-ho&se, ? . ,
Workinghouse, w&rk-lng-hduse, JP ate 

in which any manufacture is carried on ; a place where 
idlers and vagabonds are condemned to labour.

Working, wurk-ing, s. Motion, operation, fer
mentation.

Workingday, w&rk-ing-da, s. 
labour is permitted, not the sabbath.

Workman, w&rk-mAn, s. 88. 
maker of any thing.

WORKMANLIKE, w&rk-m&n-like, 
formed, like a good workman., 

WorkmanLY, w&rk-mAn-U, a. 
performed, workmanlike.

Workmanship, wurk-nAn-shlp, s. Manufac
ture, something made by any one; the skill of a work
er ; the art of working.

Workmaster, w&rkMni-st&r, s. The performer 
of any work.

Workshop, w&rk-sh&p, s. The place where the 
workman carries on his work.

Workwoman, wurk-wum-6n, s. A woman 
skilled in needle-work; a woman that works for hire.

Day on which

An artificer, a

a. Well pcr-

Skilful, well
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WORKYDAY, wuikle-da, j. A day not the sab- 
bath.

This is a gross corruption of Workingdap, and so 
gross that the use of it is a sure mark of vulgarity 
Wo rld, whrld, s. 165. World is the great 

col.,octive idea of all bodies whatever; system of be. 
ings; the earth, the terraqueous globe ; present state 
of existence ; a secular life; publiak life ; great mul
titude ; i mankind, an hyperbolical expression-far many; 
course of l'fe ; the manners of men ; in the World, in 
possibility ; for all the World, exactly.

WORLDLINES: , wurldfld-nds, s. Covetousness, 
addictednesa l ogain.

Worldling, wurld-ling, s. 410. A mortal set 
upon profit.

Worldly, wfcrM-14, a. Secular, relating to this 
life, in contradist nction to the life to-come; bent upon 
this world, not a tentive to a future state; human, 
common, belonging to the world.

Worldly, wurld-l£, ad. With relation to the 
present life.

Worm, wfirm, s. 165. A small harmless ser
pent that lives in the earth ; a poisonous serpent; ani
mal bred in the body; the animal that spins silk ; grubs 
that gnaw wood and furniture ; something tormenting; 
any thing vcrmiculated or turned round, any thing 
spiral.

To Worm, wurm, v. n. To work slowly, se
cretly, and gradually.

To Worm, wttrm, v. a. To drive by slow and 
secret means.

Wormeaten, whrm-^-tn, a. Gnawed by •worms; 
old, worthless.

WohmeaTENNESS, wiirm-^-tn-n&s, s. State of 
being wormeaten; rottenness.

Wormwood, wftrm-wud. s. A plant. 
Wormy, w&rm-e, a. Full of worms. 
WORN, wdrn. Part. pass, of Wear.
To Worry, wur-re, v. a. 165- To tear or 

mangle as a beast tears its prey; to harass, or perse
cute brutally.

Worse, wurse, a. 165. The comparative of 
Bad > more bad, more ill.

Worse, w&rse, ad. In a manner more bad.
The Worse, whrse, s,. The loss, not the ad

vantage, not the better ; something less good.
To Worse, whrse, v. a. To put to disadvan

tage. Obsolete.
Worship, wur-shlp, s. 165. Dignity, eminence, 

excellence, a character of honour ; a term of ironical 
respect; adoration, religious act of reverence , honour, 
respect, civil deference; idolatry of lovers.

To Worship, whr-ship, v. a. To adore, to 
honour or venerate with religious rites; to respect, to 
honour, to treat with civil reverence.

To Worship, whr-shlp, r. n. To perform acts 
of adoration.

Worshipful, whr-ship-ful, a. Claiming re
spect by any character or dignity; a term of ironical 
respect.

Worshipfully, wftr^slup-ful-^, ad. Respect
fully.

Worshipper, whr-ship-phr, s. Adorer, one 
who worships.

Worst, wurst,’ a. 165. The superlative of 
Bad i most bad, most ill.

Worst, wurst, s. The most calamitous or wick
ed state.

To Worst, wirst, v. a. To defeat, to over- 
throw. .

Worsted, w&rs^tld, s. 99. 169. Woollen yar n, 
wool spun.

Wort, w&rt,s. 165. Originally a general name 
for an herb; a plant of the cabbage kind ; new beer, 
cither unfermented, or in the act of fermentation. 

Worth, wurZ/t, a. Equal in price tn, equal in 
value to; deserving of; equal in possessions Av.

Worth, w&rtA, s. 165. 467. Price, value,; es- 
cellence, virtue ; importance, valuable quality.
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Worthily, ad. Suitably, not be-
low the rate of; deservedly; justly, not witLoul a 
cause.

Worthiness, wur-THe-nijs, s. Desert, excel
lence, digaity, virtue; state of being worthy, quality 
of deserving.

Worthless, wfirtA-l£s, n. Having no virtue, 
dignity or excellence; having no value.

Worthlessness, w&r/A-l^s-nSs, s. Want of ex
cellence, want of dignity, want of value.

Worthy. w&r-THd, a. Deserving, such as me. 
rits; valuable, noble, illustrious ; having worth, hav 
ing virtue; suitable for any quality whether good or 
bail, equal in value; suitable to any thing ; deserving 
of ill.

Worthy, w&r-THi, s. A man laudable for any 
eminent quality, particularly for valour.

To Wot, wi>t, v. n. To know, to be aware.
Mr. Elphinston is singular in pronouncing this 

word so as to rimne it with hut; Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Scou 
W. Johnston, Mr. Perry, and Mr. Smith, rhyme it with 
not.
Wove, wove. Pret. and part. pass, of Weave. 
Woven, wo-vn, 103. The part. pass, of Weave. 
Would, wud, 320. The pret. of WiU: it is 

generally used as an auxiliary verb with an infinitive
• to which it gives the force of the subjunctive mood 

was or am resolved, wish or wished ; it is a familial 
term for wish to do, or to have.—See Been.

Would-be, wud-be, a. Foolishly pretended 
to be.

Wound, w3Sn3, or wound, s. 315. A hurt 
given by violence.

ftO* The first pronunciation of this word, though 
generally received among the polite world, is certain.’* 
a capricious novelty : a novelty either generated by false 
criticism to distinguish it from the preterit of the verb to 
wind, of which there was not the least danger of inter- 
ference, see Bawl; or more probably from an affectation 
of the French sound of this diphthong, which, as in poor, 
and some other words, we find of late to have prevailed. 
The Stage is in possesion of this sound, and what Uwift 
observes of newspapers with respect to the introduction 
of new and fantastical words, may be applied to the 
Stage, with respect to new and fantastical modes of 
pronunciation, see Sigh. That -the other pronunciation 
was the established sound of this word, appears from nhe 
poets, who rhyme it with bound, found, ground, and 
around, and is still so among the great bulk of speaker? 
who learn this sound at school, and are obliged ta unicart, 
it again when they come into the conversation of the 
polite world. Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Scott, and Mr. Elphin
ston, adopt the first sound of this word ; but Dr. Kenrick, 
and W. Johnston the second: Mr. Perry givesIboth, 
but meters the first.; and though Mr. Smith in bis; 
Vocabulary, has classed it with sound and found* he says 
wooiul is the common pronunciation. I am, however, of 
Mr. Nares’s opinion, who says this pronunciation ought 
to be entirely banished. But where is the? man bold 
enough to risk the imputation of vulgarity by such an 
expulsion ?
To Wound, woond, or w3und, v. a. To hurl 

by violence.
Wound, wound. The pret. and part pass, of 

To Wind.
Woundless, w6and-les, a. Exempt from 

wounds.
Woundwort, wSSnd-wirt, s. A plant.
WRACK, rAk, s. Properly Wreck. Destruction 

of a ship; ruin,destruction.—See Shipwreck.
To Wrack, rak, v. a. 474. To destroy in the 

water, to wreck; it seems in Milton to mean, to rock, 
to shake ; to torture, to torment.

Wrackful, rak-ful, a. Ruinous, destructive. 
To Wrangle, rAng-gl, v. n. 405. To dispute 

peevishly, to quarrel perversely.
Wrangle, ring-gl, $. A quart ri, a perverse 

dispute.
Wrangler, rang-gl-fir, t. A perverse, peevish, 

disputative man.
To Wrap, rip, v. a. 474. To nd! together, 

to complicate ; to involve ; to cover with something 
rolled «>r thrown round ; to comprise, to containi. An
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Wrap up, to involve totally; to transport, to put in 
ecstacy.

(O’* This word is often pronounced rop, rhyming with 
top, even by speakers much above the vulgar. They have I 
a confused idea, that the preceding w makes then broad, 
and do not attend to the intervening r, which bears the 
power of the w, and necessarily preserves then in its short 
Italian sound. Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Scott, W. Johnston, 
Dr. Kenrick, Mr. Perry, and Mr. Smith, pronounce it a» 
I have done. -...
Wrapper, rip-p&r, s. 98. One who wraps ; 

that in which any thing is wrapped.
Wrapping, rip-ping, s. That in which any 

thing is wrapped-
Wrath, rbth, or rddh, s. 474. Anger, fury, 

rage.
{O’ The first pronunciation of th is word is by far the 

more usual, but the last is more analogical. The w has 
no power over the a, far the same reason as in the pre
ceding word. A want of attending to this, and, perhaps, 
confounding this word with the obsolete adjective lurath, 
are the reasons of the present currency of this erroneous 
pronunciation. Mr. Sheridan, Mr Scott, W. Johnston, 
Dr. Kenrick. Mr. Nares, and Mr. Smith, adopt tire first 
sound; and. Mr. Perry alone the last; but, in a case where 
analogy is so clear, his authority ought, in my opinion, 
to outweigh them all.
Wrathful, rolZ&ful, or ralA-ful, a.- Angry, fu

rious, raging.
Wrathfully, riWfi’d-e, or ritfi'fil-le, ad. 

Furiously, passionately.
Wrathless, r&i/i-l&s or riiA-lSs, a. Free from j 

anger.
To Wreak, r^ke, v. a. Old pret. and part. pass.

IFro&t*. To revenge; to execute any violent design;
{O’ The diphthong in this word has the Bound. I have 

given it, in Sheridan, Scott, W. Johnston, Dr. Kenrick, 
Perry, Smith, and Barclay.
Wreak, r£ke, 5. 474. Revenge, ventrance ; 

passion, furious fit.
Wreakful, reke-ful, a. Revengeful, angry. 
Wreath, relA, or reTHe, s. 467. Any thing 

curled or twisted; a garland, a chaplet
(O’ I have placed what I think the best usual mode of 

pronouncing this word first, because 1 think it so much 
more agreeable to analogy Shan the second. Nouns and 
verbs spelled alike, and ending with a hissing consonant, 
seem, throughout the whole language, to be distinguished 
from each other by the former giviug the sharp and the 
latter the flat sound of the consonant.—See Principles. 
No. 437. 467. 499.
To Wreath, reTHe, v. a. Pret. Wreathed • 

part pass. Wreathed. Wreathen. To curl, to twist, to 
convolve; to interweave, to entwine one in another; 
to encircle as a garland; to encircle as with a garland. 

Wreathy, r&-THe, a. Spiral, curled, twisted. 
Wreck, r£k, s. 474. Destruction by being 

driven on rocks or shallows at sea; dissolution by vio
lence ; ruin, destruction.—See Shipwreck.

Mr. Sheridan alone has given the sound of a to 
the e in this word ; Mr. Scott, W. Johnslbn, Dr. Kenrick, 
Mr. Perry, and Mr. Smith, pronounce it as I .have done. 
To Wreck, r&k, o. a. To destroy by dashing 

on rocks or sands; to ruin.
To Wreck, r£k, v. n. To suffer wreck. 
Wren, r&n, c. 474. A small bird. 
To Wrench, r&nsh, v. a. To pull by violence ;

to wrest, to force; to sprain, to distort.
Wrench, r£nsh, s. 474. A violent pull or twist;

a sprain.
To Wrest, r£st, v. a. To twist by violence, to 

extort by writhing or force; to distort, to writhe, to 
force.

Wrest, r&st, s. 474. Distortion, violence. 
Wresteb, r&^ttir, $. He who rests.
To Wrestle, rds^sl, v. n. 472. To contend who

shall throw the other down ; to struggle, to contend.
Wrestler, r&s-l&r, s. 98. One who wrestles, 

one who professes the athletick art; one who contends 
in w restling.

WRETCH. rStsh, s. A miserable mortal ; a
6*27 

worthless sorry creature; it is used by way of sliglU 1 
ironical pity or contempt.

Wretched, rdtsh-^d. a. 366. Miserable, un
happy; calamitous, afflictive; sorry, pitiful, paltry, 
worthless ; despicable, hatefully contemptible.

Wretchedly, r&tsh'&d-ld, ad. Miserably un
happily, meanly, despicably.

Wretchedness, r&t,sh-£d-n£s, s. Misery, un
happiness, afflicted state; pitifulness, despicableness.

To Wriggle, rig-gl, v. n. 405. To move to 
and fro with short motions*

To Wriggle, rig-gl, v. a. 474. To put in a 
quick reciprocating motion.

Wright, rite, s. 283. 494. A workman, an 
artificer, a maker, a manufacturer.

To Wring, ring, ». a. Pret. and part. pass. 
Wringed and Wrung. To twist, to turn round by vio
lence ; to force out of any body by contortion ; io 
squeeze, to press; to writhe, to pinch; to force oy 
violence, to extort; to harass, to distress, to torture; 
to distort, to turn to a wrong purpose; to persecute 
with extortion.

To Wring, ling, v. n. 474. To writhe with 
anguish.

Wringer, ring-&r, s. 98. One who squeezes the 
water out of clothes.

Wrinkle, rlngk-kl, s. 405. Corrugation or 
lUrrow of the skin in the face; any roughness.

To Wrinkle, ringk-kl, v. a. To corrugate, to 
contract into furrows; to make rough or uneven.

Wrist, rist, s. 474. The joint by which the 
hand is joined to the arm.

Wristband, rist-bind, s. The fastening of the 
shirt at the hand.

Writ, rlt, s. 474. Any thing written, Scripture. 
Thissens? isnow chiefly used in speaking of the Bible. 
A judicial process; a legal instrument.

Writ, rlt. The pret. of Write.
To Write, rite, v. a. Pret. Writ or Wrote. 

Part. pass. Written, Writ, or Wrote. To express by 
means of letters; to engrave, to impress; to produce 
as an author; to tell by letter.

To Write, rite, v. n. 474. To perform the act 
of writing; to play the author ; to tell in books, to 
send letters; to call one’s self, to be entitled, to use 
the style of; to compose, to form compositions.

Writer, rl-tfrr, s. 98. One who practises the 
art of writing ; an author.

To Writhe, rlrHe, v. a. 467.. To distort, to 
deform with distortion; to twist with violence; t: 
wrest, to force by violence; Co twist

To Writhe, tIthc, v. n. To be convolved with 
agony or torture.

Writing, rl-tlng, s. 410. A legal instrument; 
a composure, a book ; a written paper of any kind.

Writingmaster, rl-tlng-mis-thr, s. One who 
teaches to write.

Written, rit-tn, a. 103. The part. pass, of 
Write.

Wrong, rSng, s. An injury, a designed or 
known detriment; errour, not right

Wrong, rftng, a. 474. Not morally right, not 
agreeable to propriety or truth ; not physically right; 
unfit, unsuitable.

Wrong, ring, ad. Not rightly, amiss.
To Wrong, rSng, v. a. To injure, to use un

justly,
Wrongdoer, r6ng-d£6-&r, $. An injurious 

person.
Wronger, r&ng-&r, s. 98. 405. He that in

jures, he that does wrong.
Wrongful, rdng-ful, a. Injurious, unjust. 
Wrongfully, rdng-ful-A, ad. Unjustly. 
Wronghead, rdng-h^d, ) „
Wrongheaded. r5ng-hed^d, J °* aving a 

perverse understanding.
Wrongly, r&ng-U, ad. Unjustly, amits.
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Wronglessly, rdng-lds-ld, ad. Without injury 
to any.

Wrote, rdte. Pret. and part, of Write.
Wroth, rblh, a. Angry. Out of use.—See

JPhrtt.
Wrought, rawt, 319. 393. The pret. and part, 

pass, as it seems, of Work- Effected, performed ; in
fluenced, prevailed on ; produced, caused ; worked, 
laboured; gained, attained; operated; worked; ac
tuated; manufactured; formed; excited by degrees; 
guided, managed; agitated, disturbed.

Wrung, ring. The pret. and part. pass, of 
Wring.

Wry, ri, a. 474. Crooked, deviating from the 
right direction ; distorted, wrung, perverted, wrested 

To Wry, rl, v. n. To be contorted and writhed, 
to deviate from the right direction.

To Wry, rl, v. a. To make to deviate; to 
distort.

Wryneck, ri-nSk, s. A bird.
Wryness, rl-n£s, s. State of being wry ; de

viation from the right way.

X.
v̂
■*■9 says Dr. Johnson, is aletter which, though 

found in Saxon words, begins no word in the English 
language.

It may be observed, that in words from the Greek, 
where it is initial, it is always pronounced like Z. For 
the true pronunciation of this letter, when medial or fi
nal in English words, see Principles, No. 467.
Xebeck, 2^-b^k, s. A small three-masted ves

sel, navigated in the Mediterranean.
XerOCOLI.YRIUM, ze-ro-kol-Hr-re-hm, s. A dry 

plaster for sore eyes.
Xerodes, z^-rd-dez, s. Any tumour attended 

with dryness.
XER0MIRU.M, zer-d-inl-rim, s. 503. A drying 

ointment.
XEROPHAGY, ze-rof-A-jA, s. 518. The eating 

of dry meats, a sort of fast among the primitive Chris- 
tians.

Xerophthalmy. ziVr5p-fHl-m£, $. A dry red 
soreness or itching in the eyes, without any dropping 
or swelling.

Xebotes, ze-ro-tez, s. 503. A dry habit or 
disposition of body.

XlPHIAS, zlf-e-is, j. The sword fish ; also a 
comet shaped like a sword.

XlPHOiDES, ze-fde-dez, s. The pointed sword
like cartilage or gristle of the breast bone.

Xylobalsamum, zi-ld-bil-sA-mim, s. The 
wood of the balsam tree.

Xylography, zl-ldg-gra-fe, s. The act of en
graving on wood.

Xyster, zis-tur, s. A surgeon’s instrument to I 
scrape and shave bones with.

Y.
'V ACF.T, ydt, s. 356. A small ship for carry

ing passengers.
CO ■ This word is pronounced as I have marked it, by 

Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Scott, W. Johnston, Mr. Perry, Mr. 
Nares, and Mr- Smith ; Dr. Kenrick pronounces it yat, 
rhyming it with fart; and Mr. Barclay yaut, rhyming 
w; th nought.
Yam. vim. $. A root that grows in America 

and ’.he South-Sea Islands.
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Yard, y&rd, s. 78. Enclosed ground adjoin
ing to a house ; a measure of three feet; the support: 
of the sails of a ship.

Yare, yare, a. Ready, dexterous, eager, 
Yarely, yare-l£, ad. Dexterously, skilfully. 
Yarn, yarn, s. 78. Spun wool, woollen thread. 
Yarrow, yir-rd, s. 81. A plant which grows 

wild on dry banks, and is med in medicine.
Yawl, yawl, s. 219. A little vessel belonging 

to a ship, for convenience of passing to and from it
To Yawn, yiwn, v. n. 219. To gape, to have 

the mouth opened involuntarily; to open wide; to 
express desire by yawning.

Yawn, yawn, s. Oscitation ; gape, hiatus.
Yawning, yawn-lng, a. 410. Sleeping, slum- 

boring.
Yclad. e-klAdf Part, for Clad. Clothed. 
Ycleped, d-klept.' Called, termed, named. 
Ye, yd. The solemn nominative plural of Thou. 
Yea, yd, ad. C2C21. Yes.

{O’ Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Scott, W. Johnston, Mr. Smith 
and Mr. Fry, pronounce this word so as to rhyme witS 
nay, pay. &c. But Steele or Brightland, Dr,* Jones who 
wrote The new Art of Spelling in Queen Anne’s time 
Dr. Kenrick and Mr. Perry, pronounce it like the pro
noun ye. Though so many are against me, I do not 
hesitate to pronounce the latter mode the best; first, as 
it is more agreeable to the general sound of the diph
thong; next, as it is more related to its familiar substi
tute yes ; and lastly, unless my memory greatly fails me, 
because it is always so pronounced when contrasted with 
nay; as in that precept of the Gospel, “ Let your com
munication be yea, yea, and nay, nay."
To Yean, yene, v. n. 227. To bring young. 

Used of sheep.
Yeaned, ydnd, a. Brought forth as a lam|>. 
Yeanling, yene-llng, 5. 410. The young of 

sheep.
Year, ydre, s. 227. Twelvemonths; it is often 

used plurally, without a plural termination; in the 
plural, old age.

Yearbook, ydre-bdok, s. The reports from 
the reign of King Edward the Second inclusive to 
that of Henry the Eighth were taken by prothonotaries 
or chief scribes of tbe court, at the expense of the 
crown, and published annually ; whence they are 
known under the denomination of the yearbooks.

Yearling, yere-llng,a. 410. Being a year old. 
Yearly, ydre-ld, a. Annual, happening every 

year, lasting a year.
Yearly, ydre-ld, ad. Annually.
To Yearn, ydrn, v. n. 234. To feel great in

ternal uneasiness.
To Yearn, ydrn, u. <1. To grieve, to vex. 
Yearning, ydr-ning, $. The act or state of 

being moved with pity or tenderness.
Yelk, y&Jk, s. (Gealkewe, yellow, Saxon.} Th 

yellow part of the egg.
JO* It is commonly pronounced, says Johnson, and 

often written Yolk. To which we may add, that when 
the word is so written, the I is silent, and the word pro
nounced yoke. But Jphiibun st ems justly to have pre
ferred the former mode of writing and pronouncing due 
word, as more agreeable both to etymology and the best 
usage.
2’o Yell, ySll, v. n. To cry out with horrour 

and agony.
Yell, ydli, s. A cry of horrour.
Yellow, vdl-!d, «. Being of a bright glaring 

colour, as gold.
Mr. Sheridan, Mr Nares, Mr. Scott, Dr. Jones, 

andMr. Fry, pronounce this word as if written yallcw, 
rhyming with tallow. But Dr. Kenrick, W. Johnston, 
Mr. Smith, and .Mr. Perry, preserve the e in its pure 
sound, and rhyme the word with mellow. Tbe latter 
mode is, in my opinion, clearly the best, both as more 
agreeable to analogy, and the best usage; for I am much 
deceived if the former pronunciation do not border 
closely on the vulgar.
Yellowboy, ydl-16-bdd, s. A gold coin. Avery 

low word.
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Yellowhammer, ySl-16-him-mbr, s. A bird. 
Yellowish, ySl-ld-lsh, a. Approaching to yel

low.
Yellowishness, yfl-lA-Ish-nJs, s. The quality 

of approaching to yellow.
Yellowness, y41-16-n4s, s. The quality of be

ing yellow ; it is used in Sliakipeare for jealousy.
Yellows, yel-lAze, s. A disease in horses.
Ta Yelp, y41p, e. n. To bark as a beagle hound 

after his prey.
Yeoman, yd-min, s. 260. A man of a small 

estate in land, a farmer, a gentleman farmer; it seems 
to have been anciently a kind of ceremonious title given 
to soldiers, whence we have Yeomen of the guard ; it 
was probably a freeholder not advanced to the rank of 
a gentleman.

JO* Junius gives us a great variety of derivations of 
this word, but seems most to approve of that from gae- 
man in the old Frisick, signifying a countryman or vil
lager ; and this word is derived farther by Junius from 
the Greek yr, which he tells us does not only
signify the earth in general, but any great portion of land. 
Skinner says it may be derived from the Anglo-Saxon 
gem&ne, or the Teutonic gemein, a common man, or one 
of the commonalty; or from eoweman, a shepherd; from 
goodman, an appellation given to inferior people ; from 
gemana, a companion ; from geongman, a young man; 
from jeman, an ordinary man, or any body, like the Span
ish hidalgo; but he prefers its derivation from the Anglo. 
Saxon guma, a painful or laborious man.

But however widely etymologists are divided in the de
rivation of this word, orthoepists are not less different in 
their pronunciation of it Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Scott, Mr. 
Coote, (author of the Elements of Grammar) Steele’s 
Grammar, (published in Queen Anne’s time,) Mr. Bar
clay, Mr. Smith, and Buchanan, pronounce it with the 
diphthong short, as if written yemman; Dr. Kenrick 
pronounces it as if written yiimman ; Mr. Elphinston, 
who quotes Langham, the famous reformer of ortho
graphy in Queen Elizabeth’s time, for the same pronun
ciation.) sounds the eo like ee: and Dr. Jones, the author 
of the New Art of Spelling in Queen Anne’s time pro
nounces it in the same manner. To which we may add 
Ben Johnson, who says, that yeoman, people,and jeopardy 
were truer written yttman, peple, jepardy. But W. John
ston, Mr. Perry, Entick, and Fry, pronounce the eo like 
»ong open o, as if written yoman: and this last appears to 
me to be the most received pronunciation. It is that 
which wc constantly hear applied to the King’s body 
guard, and it is that which has always been the pronunci
ation on the Stage; an authority which, in this case, may 
not, perhaps, improperly be called the best echo of the 
publick voice. I well remember hearing Mr. Garrick 
pronounce the word in this manner, in a speech in King 
Lear: “ Tell me, fellow, is a madman a gentleman, or a 
yoman I"
Yeomanry, yd-min-rt?*, s. 260. The collective 

body of yeomen.
To Yerk, y&rk, v. a. To throw out or move 

with a spring.
Yerk, y&rk, s. A quick motion. 
To Yern, ydrn, v. a.—See Yearn. 
Yes, yis, ad. 101. A term of affirmation ; the 

affirmative particle opposed to No.
This word is worn into a somewhat slenderer sound 

than what is authorised by the orthography ; but e and i 
are frequently interchangeable, and few changes can be 
better established than this. W. Johnston and Mr. Perry 
are the only orthoepists who give the sound of the vowels 
that do not mark this change; but Mr. Sheridan, Mr. 
Scott, Dr. Kenrick, Mr. Nares, Mr. Smith, and Dr. Jones, 
in his New Art of Spelling, confirm this change, and 
rhyme it with hiss, miss, bliss, 8cc.—See Been and Des
patch.
Yest, yest, s. The foam, spume, or flower of 

beer in fermentation, barm ; the spume on a troubled 
sea.

Dr. Johnson has very properly spelled this word 
yest, from the Saxon gest, and not yeast as we sometimes 
see it; and this spelling decides its pronunciation. Dr. 
Jones spells it yeast, and gives the diphthong its long 
sound; Mr. Nares pronounces the word in the same 
manner, but spells it Dr. Kenrick, spells it yest, but 
rhymes it with mist; Mr. Barclay pronounces it yeest;

G29
Mr. Perry writes it, yeast and yest ; but Mr. Sheridan,
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Mr. Scott, and Mr. Smith, write it as Dr. Johnson 
done, and pronounce it as I have done; and I think not 
only more agreeable to analogy, which forbids us to pro
nounce e long, when followed by st in the same syllable, 
see Lest, but, if I mistake not, more consonant to polite 
usage. The vulgar do not only pronounce the diphthong 
long, but sink they, and reduce the word to east. 
Yesty, y3s-t£, a. Frothy, spumy.
Yester, y^sQftr, a. Being next before the pro 

sent day.
Yesterday, yis-t&r-di, ». The day last past, 

the next day before to day.
Though yes, from its continual use, is allowably 

worn into the somewhat easier sound of yis, there is nc 
reason that yesterday should adopt the same change ; and 
though I cannot pronounce this change vulgar, since 
Mr. Sheridan, Dr. Kenrick, Mr. Nares, and Mr. Scott, 
have adopted it, I do not hesitate to pronounce the 
regular sound given by W. Johnston ae the more correc 
and agreeable to the best usage.
Yesternight, y&'t&r-nlle, s. The night before 

this night
Yet, y£t, coiy, Nevertheless, notwithstanding, 

however.
JO* The e In this word is frequently changed by 

incorrect speakers into i ; but though' this change is 
agreeable to the best and most established usage in this 
word yes, in yet it is the mark of incorrectness and vul
garity.

Dr. Kenrick is the only orthoepist who gives any coun
tenance to this incorrectness, by admitting it as a second 
pronunciation t but Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Scott, W. John
ston, Mr. Perry, and Mr. Smith, give the regular sound 
only.
Yet, ySt, ad. Beside, over and above ; still, 

the state still remaining the same; once again; at 
this time, so soon, hitherto, with a negative before it; 
at least; it notes increase or extension of the sense of 
the words to which it is joined; still, in a new degree, 
even, after all ; hitherto.

Yew, y6, s, A tree of tough wood.
Yewen, yil-3n, a. Made of the wood of yew. 
To Yield, y&Md, v. a. 215. To produce, to 

give in return for cultivation or labour; to produce 
in general; to afford, to exhibit; to give as claimed 
of right; to allow, to permit; to emit, to expire; to 
resign, to give up, to surrender.

To Yield, y££ld, t>. n. To give up the con
quest, to submit; to comply with any person, to com
ply with things; to concede, to admit, to allow, not to 
deny ; to give place as inferiour in excellence or any 
other quality.

Yieldableness, y^^ld-i-bl-n^s, s. Disposition 
to concede or comply.

Yielder, y££l-dftr, s. One who yields. 
Yielding, y^dld-lng, s. The act of giving; 

submission.
Yeldingly, y££ld-lng-l£, ad. With compli- 

■vice.
Yh.ldingness, y&ld-Ing-n&s, s. The state of 

submitting.
Yoke, ydke, s. The bandage placed on the 

neck of draught oxen; a mark of servitude, slavery; 
a chain, a link, a bound ; a couple, two, a pair.

To Yoke, ydke, v. a. To bind by a yoke or 
carriage; to join or couple with another; to enslave, 
to subdue; to restrain, to confine.

Yoke-elm, ydke^lm, s. A tree. 
Yokefellow, ydke-fSl-ld, 
Yokemate, ydke^mate,

labour, mate, fellow.
Yolk, ydke, s. The yellow part of an egg. — 

See Yelk.
Yonder,"yJn^d&r, 98. J Being ata distant 

within view.
There is a vulgar pronunciation of this word in 

London, as if written yanaer. This cannot be too care
fully avoided 
Yon, y6n, 
Yonder, yftn-d&r,

view.

| s. Companion in

| ad. At a distance within

Z z
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fj- 559. Fite 73, fir 77, tall 83, fit SI—ml 93, mit 93—pine 105, pin 107—nA 162, mdve 164,

Yo&E, ydre, ad. Lung; of old time, long ago.
You, ydd, pron. 8. 315. The oblique case of 

Ye ; it is used in the nominative; it is the ceremonial 
word for the second person singular, and is always 
used, except in solemn language.

tO* A very common errour in reading and speaking, 
arises from pronouncing the personal pronoun you, in the 
same manner, whether it is in the nominative or in an ob- 
Liquecase. It is certain thatyou and my when they are con
tradistinguished from other pronouns, and consequently 
emphatical, are always pronounced wuh their full open 
bound, rhyming with view and high; but it is as certain, 
if we observe correct pronunciation, that when they are 
not emphatical by being opposed to other words, and do 
and take the lead in a sentence, they are sounded like ye 
told me; rhyming with sea- Thus, for example, ** You 
told him all the truth.” Here the word you is a nomi
native case, that is, it goes before the word denoting ac

tion, and must therefore be pronounced full and open so 
as to rhyme with view. In this sentence also, ** He told 
you before he told any one else.** The word you is in the 
oblique case, or comes after the word denoting action; 
but as it is emphatical by being contradistingushed from 
my one else, it preserves its full open sound as before. But 
in the sentence, “ Though he told you, he had no right to 
tell you.'* Here the pronoun you i9 in the oblique case, 
or follows the word denoting action, and having no dis
tinctive emphasis, invariably falls into the sound of the 
antiquated form of this pronoun, ye, and as if written, 
• Though he told ye, he had no right to tell ye.”—.Sec the 
ward My.

Perhaps it was this pronunciation of the pronoun you 
when in an oblique case, which induced Shakspeare and 
Milton, sometimes to write it ye, though, as Dr. Lowth 
observes, very ungrammatically :

M The more ihame for ye, holy men I thought ye."
Henry VIII.

“ Mis wrath, which one day will destroy ye both.” 
iXHton'e Par. Lajt, IL v. 7J4.

Young, y&ng, a. Being in the first part of life, 
not old; ignorant, weak ; it is sometimes applied to 
vegetable life.

YOUNG, yhng, s. 314. The offspring of ani
mals collectively.

Youngish, y&ng-lsh, a. 381. Somewhat young. 
Youngling, yhng-ling, s. 410. Any creature 

in the first part of life.
Youngly, yang-ld, ad. 381. Early in life ; 

ignorantly, weakly.

J -
a young person.

Your, y66r, pron. Belonging to you. Yours 
is used when-the substantive goes before or it under
stood, as, this is Your book, this book is Yours.

JO" This word is nearly under the same predicaments 
the pronoun my. When the emphasis is upon this word, 
it is always nronounced full and open, like the noun 
ewer ; as, “ The moment I had read Four letter, I sat 
down to write Mine but when it is not emphatical, it 
generally sinks into yur, exactly like the last syllable of 
iaw-yer ; as, “ I had just answered yur first letter as yur 
last arrived.” Hero, if we were to say, I had just an
swered your first letter as your last arrived,” with your 
sounded full and open like ewet, a9 in the former sen
tence, every delicate ear would be offended. This obscure 
sound of the possessive pronoun your always takes place 
when it is used to signify anyspacies of persons or things 
in an indeterminate sense. Thus, Addison, speaking of 
these metaphors which professional, men most commonly 
full into, says, “ Your men of business usually have re
course to sucn instances as are so mean and familiar.” 
Snectator, No. 4£L
Tturself, y&r-s£lf/s. You, even you; ye, 

not others.
JO* The pronunciation of your in this word is a con

firmation of the observations on the foregoing word. 
Y^uth, y3d/A, s, The part of life succeeding 

to childhood and adolescence ; a young man; young 
men.

Youthful, ydd/A-ffil, <f. Young ; suitable to 
the first part of life; vigorous as in youth.

Youthfully, yd&A-ful-£, ad. In a youthful 
inner.

Youthy, ydftM-S, a. 381. Young, youthful. 
630
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For the true Name of this Letter, see Principles, No. 434.

ZjANY, 2a-ng, s. One employed to raise laugh
ter by his gestures, actions, and speeches, a merry- 
andrew, a buffoon.

Zeal, z£le, s. Passionate ardour for any per
son or cause.

Zarnich, zir-nltsh, s. A substance in which 
orpiment is found it approaches to the nature Gf or
piment, but without its lustre and foliated texture. 
The common kinds of zarnich are green and yellow.

ZEALOT, z&l-&.t, or zeQit, s. 235. One pas
sionately ardent in any cause. Generally used in dis- 
praise.

IO* There are few words better confirmed by authority 
in their departure from the sound of their simple than 
this and the following word. Dr. Ash and Bailey are the 
only lexicographers who (if we may judge by the |K>sition 
of the accent) give the long sound to this word, as in 
zeal; and even these give the short sound to zealous. 
Dr. Kenrick gives both sounds to both words, but prefers 
the short sound by placing it first: but Mr. Elphinston, 
Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Scott, VV_ Johnston, Mr. Nares, 
Mr. Smith, Mr. Perry, Barclay, and Entick, give both 
these words the short sound. As the word zealous may 
cither come from the Latin zelus, (or rather zelosus,) or 
be a formative of our own from zeal, as villanous, libel
lous, Ac. from villain, libel, Ac. analogy might very al
lowably be pleaded for the long sound of the diphthong; 
and if custom were less decided, I should certainly give 
my vote for it; but as propriety of pronunciation may be 
called a compound ratio of usage and analogy, the short 
sound must in this case be called the proper one.—See 
Knowledge, and Principles, No. 515.
ZEALOUS, z£l-is, or z^-lQs, a. Ardently pas

sionate in any cause.
Zealously. z4l-&s-li, or z<!-lus-l<!, ad. With 

passionate ardour.
Zealousness, z&l'&s-nSs, or z£-16s-n£s, s, The 

quality of being zealous.
Zebra, z^-bri, s. An Indian ass, naturally 

striped.
Zechin, tshA-kWn,' s. A gold coin worth about 

nine shillings sterling.
Zed, z£d, or Iz-zfird, s. The name of the let

ter Z, the last of the English alphabet.
JO* For the proper name of this letter,see Principles 

No. 483.
Zenith, zd-nlfA, s. The point overhead oppo

site to the nadir.
JO* I never once called in doubt the pronunciation of 

this word, till I was told that mathematicians generally 
made the first syllable short. Upon consulting our 
orthoepists, I find all who have the word, and who give 
the quantity of the vowels, make the e long, except 
Entick. Thus, Sheridan, Kenrick, Scott, Buchanan, 
W. Johnston, and Perry, pronounce it long; and if this 
majority were not so great and so respectable, the analogy 
of words of this form ought to decide. See Principles. 
No. 544.-—See Clef and Construe.

poetically any calm soft wind.
Zero, z£-rd, s. A cypher or nought.
Zest, zSst, s. Tlue peel of an orange squeezed 

into wine; a relish, a taste added.
To Zest, z£st, v. a. To heighten by an ad 

ditional relish.
Zetetic , z^-t&t-Ik, a. 509. Proceeding by 

inquiry.
Zeugma, z&g-mi, s. 92. A figure in grammar, 

when a verb agreeing with divers nouns, or an adjec
tive with divers substantives, is referred to one ex
pressly, and to the other by supplement, as, Lust over 
came shame, Boldness fear, and Madness reason.
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Zigzag, zig-zig, s. Any thing composed o£ 
short turns.

This is a word of ludicrous formation, but, like 
others of the same kind, very expressive, and frequently 
U3ed by the best authors. Pope has very happily ex
emplified the use of it in his Dunciad, where he says:

Bound him much embryo, much abortion lay, 
** Much future ode and abdicated play ;
•* Nonsense precipitate like running lead,
* That slipp’d through cracks and zig-zags of the head.” 

Dunctad, J. v. 121.

Zigzag, zlg-zig, a. Having many short turn, 
ings; turning this way and that way.

Ts Zigzag, zig-zAg, v. a. To form into sharp 
and quick turns.

Z (NC, zlngk, s. 408. A semi-metal of a brilliant 
white colour approaching to blue.

Zodiacal, zd-d^-kAl, a. Relating to the zo- 
diack.

Zodiac , zd-d^-^k, or z5-j^-Ak, s. 298. 294. 
870. The track of the sun through the twelve signs, a 
great circle of the sphere, containing the twelve signs.

Zone, zdnej s. A girdle ; a division of the 
earth.

Zoned, zdnd, a. Wearing a zone.

1 ZOOGRAPHER, zd-6g-grl-f&r, s. One who de
scribes the nature, properties, and forms of animals. 

Zooghaphy, z6-6g-gri-fi, s. 515. A descrip
tion of the forms, natures, and properties of animals. 

Zoological, zd-d-16d-j£-k&l, «. Describing 
living creatures.

Zoologist, zd-51-16-j1st, s. One who treats of 
living creatures. .

ZOOLOGY, zd-dl-ld-jd, s. 518. A treatise con
cerning living creatures.

ZOOPHORIC , zd-d-f5r-ik, a. 509. In Architec
ture, having the figure of some animal.

Zoophoric Column, z6-d-fdr-ik kdl-lhin, $. 
In Architecture, a statuary column, or a column 
which bears or supports the figure of an animal.

ZOOPHOROUS, zd-df^o-r&s, s. 557. The member 
between the architrave and the cornice, so called 
because it had sometimes the figures of animals carved 
on it

Zoophyte, zd'-6-fIte, $. 156. Certain vegetables 
or substances which partake of the nature both of 
vegetables and animals.

Zootomist, z6-dt-to-mlst, s. A dissecter of the 
bodies of brute beasts.

Zootomy, zd-6t-td-mi, s. 518. Dissection of 
the bodies of beasts.

APPENDIX.
The following words terminating in ose are all inserted, each with Walker’s accentuation, in 

its alphabetical place in the Dictionary: they are reprinted here together, merely to show how 
they are accented by other orthoepists.

Entick. Kenrick. Perry.Ash. Johnson. Sheridan.
Aw ketose. Anhclese, Anhelese,
Silicutosc, Siliculose.
Cal'cutosc, Cal'cutosc, Calcuto'se.
Twmulose, Tumulesc, Twmulose,
Awimose, Anime sc, Anime se.
Fene'nose, Ve nene sc, I'en&nose,
Arc nose. Arene se. Arenese,
Silip'inose, Silig'inose.
Cri'nose, Cri'nose,
Owe rose, Operese, Operese, 

Moro'se,Morese, Morese,
Edem'atose, 
Comatose,

Edematese, 
Comatese,

Ace'tose, Aceto'se, Acetese,
A'quote. Aquo'se,

Sil'iquose,
Aquese,

Si’liquose, Siliquese,
Ac'tuose, Actuese.
Pwlicose, Pwlicose, Pulicese.

------------- Twmulose, Twmulose. 
I'en&nose, — - --------------
Are1 nose,------------- • Arene se

Cri'nose.
Op1 erose, Operese, — ■
Morese, Morese, Morese,
Edcwalosct Edem'atose.
Convatose,
Ace'tose, 
A'quose,

Comatese.
Ace'tose,

Si liquose, Si’liquose, Sil'iqnose.

Operese,

Acquo'se.

Nares.

Venenese.

Scott.

Operese, 
Morese,

Ac close.

Buchanan.

Operese- 
Morese.

The variety of accentuation which this sketch exhibits, sufficiently shows how uncertain are 
our Dictionaries where usage is obscure. From the decided prevalence of the accent on the 
last syllable of these words, we may easily guess at the analogy of pronunciation, and. with 
very little hesitation, determine that the accent ought to be placed on the last syllable of 
them all.

Belfast.
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